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ANSWERS.

318, 411, 452,491,

inaSu toon Gqltme

Gun, Weight of
Hernia in Puppy
Importing Dogs
Kennel, Temperature of

315,392,
63.

94
54
894
194
114
133
233
494
192
473
74
14
94
335
214
254
513
394
474
114
514
494
412
130

Newfoundland Dogs for Life-Saying Sta-

Gut
Gut Loops
Halcyon Days
Honing, The

'

Gun Barrels; Choke-boring
Gun Barrels, Dent In
Gnu Barrels, To Blue
Gun Shyness
Gnu Stocks, Making

Daisy

3
12
191
191
272
232

Fishiug by Night.

Gunther's Book

Cjmes

;

471

Green Scum on Ponds
Gufl Fish, booking

Ichihvophagisl

1

Count Nailer

51

While Boat, Model
Whitefish Take the Hook

Grayling Fishing
Great Lake Fisheries

1

123
313
32

292

Walton's House
Waterproof for Hooks
351,

432

272
172
412
313
72,171, 213
112
274
112
92

Vermont Bass Fishing..
Vermont Fishes in 1810
Yeitebrates, Manual of
Viviparity of Cvprinodonta

45^

.

50, 92

Stickleback Breediug
Striped Baseing at Newport
Study from Life
Susquehanna Fishing
Swedish Fishing Beliefs
Tarpon Fishing

504,

32
104
181
150
452
149

95
376
23T
294
95,237, 278
438
376
278
495
477
460
450
450
2S7
278
167
294
495
278
495
... 817
95
378
417
395
495
175
450
77
117
477
175
95
95
217
450

Fleas on Dogs
Florida Game Country
Fly-fishing, Styles of.'
h
Go]
Great Northern Diver
Grey Friars Bolby'a Monument
Gun Barrels, Altering

73

272

,

Sharks, Man-Eating
Silver

Channel Bass
-. ..
Clam Bake
Clam, To a (poetry)
Colorado Fisheulture
Colorado Hatchery
Collecting and Preserving Fish

Paoe
Fiehes, Natural History of
Fishing, Books on
lis! tog Rods, Making
F.sh, To Kill

82

Second Presbyterians
Seven Ponds
Shaa Eggs in Sea Water
Sh id Egg Transportation
Shsdin Delaware
Shakespeare and the Carp

52, 275,

Game

Mound-Build ng Fishes
Moonlight and F.sh
Mooeehead Lake
North Carolina Trout and Salmon
Nelnaska Fish Co iimiaeiou
Nepigon
Neva. Fishing on the
New England Fisheries

Scotland, Angling in
Sc Hand. Fisheulture in
Screens for Pond Outlets

,

Invasion
is

4U

Salmcn in Canada
Salmon in Greenwood Lake
Salmon on Virginia Coast
Salmon River, Idaho
Salt Water vs. Freeh Water Fishes

212, 232,

in Missouri
in Tennessee
in Yi-ginia

Missouri, Angle in

Rowing in a Circle
Snlnionidas of the Columbia

Cape Cod Resort
Carp, Cooking
Carp for New Jersey
Carp in Kansas
Carp
Carp
Carp
Carp
Carp
Carp

171

Richaidion Ponds
Roger's Fish way

Salmon Eggs
California Salmon in North Carolina
Canada Notes
1

Canadian Fisheulture
Canadian Fishery Statistics
Canoeing in Northern Michigan

464

Michigan, Northern

173
292
493
New Fishes in New Places
10
Newfoundland, Route to
451
New Orleai s Fishing
129
New York Fi h Commission
333
Night Fishing
371, 391, 412, 433, 470, 512
North Carolina Fiehculture
313
Northwest, Fish in
149
N ova Scotia Fishing
32
Oneida Lake
172
Oneida Lake Poachers
344
Owls Eat Trout ? Do
222
Paradise Fish
93
83,
Paris Exhibition
72
Pennsylvania Resorts
130
Perfect Day
492
Pickerel at Brown'a Mills
172
Pike Fishing through the Ice
452
Pike in the Lehigh
331
Pike Perch in Susquehanna
172
Pilot Fish
851
Poachers in Jail
233
Pompauo, Large
191
Quinnat Salmon hi Greenwood Lake
93
Rainbow Trout
392
Raiubjw Trout in New York
73
Red Drum at Cape May
311
Reel, New
181
Reminiscences of an Old Fogy
252
Rhode Island Lobster Law
51

213,

Dream

Angler's

Angling
Angling
Angling
Angling

PAGE
Menhaden Question

2JS
253

Dog's Tail, Docking
Express Rifles
Ferrets, Handling
Fisheulture,

Amateur

95

196,395

,

2^7
77
395
356
95
54
217
334
318
217
77

495
356
-177

291
450
37
437
356
257
318
477
157
495

Nugget
Pen nsylyaniu

114, 174
33, 53

,

94
Collie Trials

132, 151
131, 233

Fennsylvania Field Trials
Pierce's Gussie

384
494, 515
494
375
474

Pittsburgh Show
Poiuting a Rattler

Canine

Prolific

Protect the Dogs
Puppies, Care of
Puppies, Rearing
Quartering
Babies

Red

Irish Setters in
Retrieving

93

275
494
74, 315
194
434
455
75
133
132
173
295
474
494
152
454
415

New Hampshire

Rex
Roj til Caile

Showard-Duucau Stock
Sick Pet Dogs

,

Smith's Kennels, Everett
South, Doga in
Spaniels

Spied
"Sp.uted Distemper"
Alcxaiidia Palace Show
Atlanta Dog Show

Bawl
Birmingham Dog Show

102

Boston Dugs
Breeding for At e
Bronchitis

Dogs
Byron 1 ounds
Ciniue Ailments
Canker
Care of Field and Fox Dogs
Bull

1

Castration

Chesapeake Bay Dog
Clumber Spaniel
Fowler's Frank

,

.

.

.,

435
194
255
14
114
492
472
295
394
13
91
434
18

.

INDEX
Foxhounds
Fox Hunting at Springfield
Fox Hunting in Canada
Franklin Dog Show
Gizehound
Genua Hunting Dogs
Glrov Trials

...

391. 4^3

i

Hang-Dog Look
Heroe3 of Fire an

J

Water

Nell

Hotte' tot

152
133
335
34
74
194
132, 335. 474
514
133
13,

Glanders

H ie'B

Dogs

,

Hydrophobia
Importing Djgs
Ioternal Canker

474
494
174
394
152, 193
29o
12, 132, 213

Instruct

Kennel, Plan for a
Legal Decision
Lice

London Dog Show
London Kennel Glub
London Letter

13

Longevity

275, 434

LowellBmch Sh>w
Lowell Dog Show
Lowell Show

234
74
455
93, 114
254
214
54
494
74

Massachusetts Kennel Club

Measurements of Prize Winners
Miley-Woodson Trouble
8prin K fleld Dogs
St.

Louis

473
234
234
174
34

Dog Show

Style

Terrier Pointing Sparrows
.294, 314, 336, 352,
Training ye. Bre iking.
.

Dogs

53
2o5
235, 255
275
275
235

Warts

Weaning
Westminslor Kennel Club
Witch

Worms

YACHTING AND CANOEING.
.

As?eie

.

-

Beam, Depth, Length
British and American Yachts
Bitlleof Type
Coming Bound
Cup for Keels
City ofBath

476
477
318
277, 297
397
97
77
17
197

Cutters at a Premium
Cats abroad
Cutters at Sea
Capsizing Bigs
Cutter Coming.
Corinthian Yachtsman
Cutter Maggie

137
176
17

Drier than Sloops

37
237
437
377
296

Drags

175

Drv aud Wet Boats
Decline of the Centreboard
Exit Centreboard
Freebo ir J of Cutters
Firrt

97

156
457
277

WaveL'ne Bow

136
17

Fast Steamer

Fanny

as a Seaboat
For Inland Waters
First Experiences
FastYawl

Grade—Mi

77
338
277
256
237, 297 397
457

chief

Gieam
Half a tonner
Hunt's Yachtist
Herreshoff Boiler

How

to

La? Up

How

to Race Madge
Hollow Spars

196, 337
397

17
397

37,263.2:7
2r6

16,

Iola

Iron Keels

Keep the Houses Standing
Western
ttl

L

;

<

Lloyd's Register
Long Cruises
Le sons
Livadia
Lors > Foot Mainsails

Madge

57,

318,

117,156,175,184, 196,

Madge-Shadow
Madgeian a
Measurement

YACHTING MISCELLANY.
America Cup
Astor House A-racing
A Narrowbearn, Yiola
Aunt Sally on the Madge
Aialanta.

;

Herreshoff System

.

375,433,453,472,493,513
Transportation of

Builder's Challenge
Br;t sh Winnings

97
156
296
117
377
37
137
137
397
157
97
117
497
137
338
277
297
76

16,96,176, 197,277, 337,

357, 376, 378, 417, 418, 436, 437, 457, 497

Marked Difference
Measuring Depth
Make in Tons
Madge's L ttle Game
Mri. Thompson's Argument
:

64
437
378, 417

257
217

Paoe

Page

Page

Page

216, 236
457, 617

ces

New"Sailiog Club

New Steam Yacht
New Light Buov
New Sloop

117
117
277
57

Nonpareils
New Big

398
398

New Schooner
Nationality of the Thins
New Cutters
Opinions of the Press
On the Bight Track
Oldest Yacht in Boston

196
418, 477

196
97
57

Old Wanderer
Paste Tlrs Up
Powerof Judges

17, 117,

Principles of Time Allowance
Practical Guide, Steam Machinery

317
77
477
136

Port and Starboard
Piracy
Practical

B

>at Sailing

77

Preserving Sai's

Pocahontas
Phosphor Bronze Steamer
Pocket Life Preserver
Question of Type
Reply f-om Mr. Lawton

17,

358
337
66, 257,
477
77
318, 338, 357
296

^j

16

Reckless Pilots

196, 277

Starts
Sailors' Handy-bcolr.

Single-handed Yachting

Sound Again
Sophia Capsizes
Speed of Yachts
Single-Hander
Successful Cutter..

Smart Big
Square Header

Sunbeam
Smallest Yacht in America

Something Like It
S tilor's Handy-book
Sjeed Inlication

Taxbg

Outside Ballast
Trial Races
Taulmin's Ellipsograph

Thoroughbred

97

276
417
37
56
117
297
117
98
37
97, 116, 137, 176
97
56
77
476
237, 257
296
516
17

Valkyr

Wanted for Single-Handers
Wide Berl hi
Warning to Green Hands
Waterproofing
Which is the Machine

Wrong

Decision
Yacht Stoves

137
397
16

,.

-

176
176
116
497
47
175
476. 496

YACHT CLUB NOTES.
Beverly Yacht Club
16, 87, 77, 97,
Bay of Quinte Yacht Club
117, 217,
Buffalo Yacht Club
Baltimore Racing
Bunker Hill Yacht Club
Bristol Town Regatta
Cape Ann Yacht Club
Columbia Yacht Club
56, 117,
Dorchester Yacht Club
Eastern Yacht Club
East River Yacht Club
57,
Haverhill Yacht Club
Hull Yacht Club
17, 37, 56,97, 116, 117,
Knickerbocker Yacht Club
57,
Long Island Yacht Club
56,
Lynn Regatta
Luggers Racing
Larchmont Yacht Club
97, 437,
Lillie

Hera Match

Mattapoisett Yacht Club

Montreal Yacht Club
National Yaeht Club
New Haven Yacht Club

New York Yacht

Club..

.

.

17, 36, 56, 97, 301,

Oconomowoc Yacht Club
Oshkoeh Yacht Club

.77,
16,

Pennsylvania Yacht Club
Quincy Yacht Club
Quaker City Yacht Club
16,
Royal Canadian Yacht Club
Salem Bay Yacht Club
Yaeht
358,
Seawanhaka
Club
16, 97,
San Francisco Yacht Olub
Southern Yacht Club
Toronto Yacht Club. ..137, 157, 175, 176, 277,
Whitestoue Yacht Club
Yacht Racing Association Blue Book

117
437
77
157
17
16
136
176
87
156
497
476
136
157
155
176
77
517
116
117
77
437
57
418
176
358
437
117
117
277
77
497
358
77
457
57
77

CANOEING.
American Canoe Association
American Canoe Building
Cruising Canoe
Canoes at Lake George
Detachable Centreboard
Diamond Model
Hints to Paddlers
Justifiable

Growl

Lake George Meet
Laloo

New York Canoe Club

377
175
256
156
176
357, 476
277
116
44, 76
497, 516
458
16,
17
37

97, 318,

Bushton's Prize Canoe
Racine Canoes
.318, 338, 358, 377, 378,
Rice Lake Canoes.
.

.

397, 417,

457

[ Atjgcst 4

FOREST AJND STREAM.

1881-1

PATENT
DOG

TT'S
MEAT

CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

PATENT"

are Purveyors By Appointment to all the principal Snows and Kennels in tne United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
'•SPKA'rT's
» Flbrine" Calces are used at tne Dogs' Home, London Jardln a'AjOClintttatlon, Paris, etc They Have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award tor Dog Blsoulta at the Parts Exhibition, lSifi, Kennel Club Special Medal Brand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Snow. 1879 Westminster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal irlsh Kennel Club. Sliver Medal, etc., etc.
;

;

;

;

;

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
Stamoed
SPRATT'S PATENT" and

Pleaae see that Every Oafee

(Packed In

Canw

of 113

"

Is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

pounds each.

18 South William Street,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

&

a

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

BTAMFtBt

X."

i

To be had In smaller quantities
Orocers and tne Sporting- Goods

i

Trade Generally.

&*h in 8 %*m*-

MANN'S

&

HODGMAN
BROADWAY

Trolling Spoons.

tnr of tne Following Books Sent on
Receipt of Price by Forest and
Stream Pub. Co.

CO.,

AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW I0RK,
ABE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

425

Rubber Fishing Outfits,
COMPRISING

S lxty varieties manufactured,
asl
H
ng for all kivi
ii

.

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,

suitable lor Trolltake an Eu Hficlal

U

and adapted for any lake or river In the
United states.
Our Perfect devolving Spoon is undoubtedly the
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to
the public.
Three sizes made—No. 20 for bass, pike,
or any fish under five pounds weight No. 21 for
large fish, and the best spoon ever made for salmon
No. 22 excellent for deep water fishing.
trout
Beware of Imitations. None genuine except JOHN
H. MANN'S name stamped on every spoon
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers
In Fishing Tackle.

BLANKETS,

•bait,

Black, White or

Light,

JOHN

MANN &

H.

SYRACUSE,

CO.,

Fisninsr Pants.

RUBBER
SPORT iNG
[ESTABLISHED

OUTFITS,
Send lor Catalogue-

1838.]

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

N. Y.

Tan Color Coats,

AND COMPLETE

;

;

HOUSE.

SPORTSMEN'S DEPOT.
(ESTABLISHED 1836).
Hist premium at World's Fair at New York, and

Adlrondacks, Camp Life In, Murrays.
.$1. 50
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps In. Northrup. LSI
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition.. 8.00
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's.
75
Amateur Trapper—paper, 60c; bds.
78
American Angler's Book, Norrls
6.60
80
American Bird Fancier

American Wild Fowl Shooting,
Angling,
Archer,

aBook

J.

W. Long.....

2.00
7.S0

on, Francis

Modem

SS

Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam
Art of Swimming

1.60
3.00

30
Art. of Swimming, Monstery
SO
Swimming, Webb
GO
Athlete's Guide, Harding
so
Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, 75c; cloth... 1.00
Athletic Sports, stonehenge
Loo
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
1 9S
Balrd's Birds of North America
30 00
Bechstetn's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 SO
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
1 00
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c; Shooting,
60c; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50c;
Cage and Singing Birds. 50c; Dogs, 75c;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 60c; Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds... TB
Breech Loader, Gloan
l 25
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
2 50
Butler on the Dog
s 00
Cage and singing Birds
so
Canoe and Camera
l 59
Canoeing in Kanuckla
l 25

Art of

canoe Traveling, Powell
3
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
Oanoe, voyage of the Paper Blshop'B
8
Cassell'8 Book of Birds, 4 vols
is
Dog Breaking by Holablrd
Ply Fishing In Maine Lakes
1
Frank Forester's Field Sports
4
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
2
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook & Line. pa.
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. 2
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

Centennial Exbibitioa.

00
30
60
00

;

JOHN KRIDER

ters, 8vo., 2 vols

Soft Rubber Crawfish, Patented Oct. 1.
BASS BAIT.— Samples by mail, 75c. Soft

NEW
Rubber

Heller:. miles, sue.

—large, Sue; small,

Rubber Frogs

Soft

30c.

Trade supplied.
Sole Agents,

7

r

WM. MILLS & SON,
Wai ren street, New York.

Gun, Rod and Saddle

A. B.

SHIPLEY & SON,

Hanufacturers of Fine Fishing- Tackle
of Every Description.

COMMERCE

S03

ST.,

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Reel3, etc.

Our Bethabara T, ana alt Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State

Flsning Tackle, Hods, Heels, Lines, Hooks, Vtito,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books,
,

Fairs.
specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
tor Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL

" 15x1361*8" Celebrated Center Enamel Split aa£
Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in Great Varieties.
Taxidermy in all its branches. _
j)
Spratt's Patent Dog Blaoatt,
itspsirins of all kinds.
asxil7

"

Rod mountings

Debility,^
Scrofula,

or Consumption,"

bod hand and

ol

to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
free. Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten
centsln stamps.

Rheumatism
'

iBBUperiortoanylndellicacy of taste

and

smell,

£—

medicinal virtues and purity.
t London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best SoldbyDruggiBts.

'•

Holdens Book of Birds; paper, '25c; cloth
aow to Camp Out, Gould
Battys
Hunter and Trapper, Tnrasher
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost.

How to Hunt and Trap,

a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
Wanton's T:.!-:tfie»'c,'iy n'>i:.]io"i,
Minors Land and Game Birds

THE ORViS FLY BOOK.
Full length, with waterproof

New

leaves.

style clips

which

and mildewproof
not come off,

will

neatly and strongly made.
4 dOZ.

BOOk

"

6
8
2

$1,150

"
"
"

"

Its

"

"

extra fine leather
Send for catalogue. Mention F.
>'

12

CHAS.

The Edgar Barbless Hook.

F.

Ann S.
ORYIS, Manchester,

EDWARD VON

97

Scientific
and Life Histobt,
Full Lnstkuction in all the modes op

AND

ANGLING
TOOLS,

HOFE,

STAR RUBBER REEL.
to.
No Price-list.
ST., NEW YORK.

FIT

HENSHALL, M.D.

A.

In Press.
Ready in May
Large l2mo.
400 pages, price $3 00
(PUBLISHED by subscription.)
For Prospectus or Particulars Address

DR.

FULTON

J.

A.

HENSHALL,
Wesley Ave,

BIRDS' EYES.

WRIGHT
& DITSON,
DEALEBS IN

580 Washington

St.,

under the

Boston, Mass.

Hornbeam Rods
A

W.

TO ANCLERS:
Fishing Rod

SPSCIAXiTT.

Makes a

Castle Council, near Limerick, Ireland.
Reels and LineB to match balance of rods. No
All information respecting fisheries on the
In this locality, as also catalogues of our
•greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,
to he had onappllcatlon.
agents.

Shannon

Reduced Rates.

ORANGE
J USD GO.
751 Broadway, New York,

specialty of

the manufacture ol BTNB
of Hornbeam for fly-nahlmg.

thoroughly reliable rods, secure against breakage ac<)
capable of real hard usage. With one of these rods
a sportsman may venture into the woods for a season and take no other rod, and be fairly sure of returning with it In serviceable condition. As mses
from wood of my own cutting and seasoning, tkey
are powerful, easy In action and full of enduranos.
For circular send to WALLACE HUNTINGTOS
as above.

PUBLISH THIS DAY
a new and enlarged edition of

THE — DOGS
—
OF

SEND

IN

YOUR ORDERS.

&

other Countries.

Their Breeding, Training, and Management In
Health and Disease, comprising all the essential
parts of the two standard Works on the Dog by

STONEHENGE.

FIRST EDITION NEARLY TAKEN TTP. Thereby furnishing what has

READY ON AUGUST 1.
DR. JAMES A. HENSHALL'S

BOOK

of the

BLACK BASS

Comprising Its complete Scientific and Life Hlsto
rles; a Practical Treatise on Angling and Fly Fishing, and a full account of Tools, Tackling and Im-

hitherto

cost S11.J3 for $2.00.
It describes the best

America.
Ciives names of

Game and Hunting Grounds

in

Shows

Prize Winners in

of 1S77-78-79-80.

Dor

Contains over One Hundred Beautiful Engravings,
tang most noted Dogs in both Continents,
Making together, with Chapters by American
writers, the most complete Dog Book ever published.

12mo.

Tinted Paper.

PRICK, POSTPAID,

For Sale at the Dog: Show.

$2.

plements.
12iiio.,

IL-

(ffl

veys. Price, post-paid by mall, oO cents.
A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain; Mass.

Price List.

Great Britain, America

Every fly-fisher should have one of these rods, for
whatever preference he may have these are the only

THKEAD-WOTJOT), LONG-RANGE

RICHARDSON AND RANQELEY LAKES

LUSTRATED, a thorough and complete
guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, KenneBago, CnpsupUc, Parmachneee and Connecticut
Lakes and the head watersof
the Connecticut, MagJ
alloway, Androscoggin ,and Dead rivers; Illuminated covers, tinted paper, 820 pages,
illustrations
and a large map, made mostly from accurate sur-

New

HUNTINCTON,

HAND-MADE RODS

& Tackle Makers

for

W. J. KNOWLTON'S Natural History Store,
168 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

WILTON, CONN.

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists' and Natnrlists'
Supplies.
Send

FISHING.

A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TACKLE
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.

33

is

2 00
7 50

Couplets

vt.

Repairing attended

of prices, etc.

SO
3 00
....

BOOK ?l BLACK BASS

BY JAMES

,

-Teacher

Maynard.
Development, by Greener

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

2.00
8.00
4.00
5.00

Inventor and Patentee of Salmon Grilse and Black
Bass REELS. Also Inventor of the well-known

Our Fishing Tao
mnt
Charge of ME. TEMPLE CHAIGE.
Send for our Illustrated journal
Address

;

Naturalists' Guide,

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

FISHING TACKLE. LAWN TENNIS, CBICKET,
BASE BALL, ABCHEEY AND SPORTING GOODS GENERALLY.

160
l 00
1 50
12 00

Life of

The Gun and

A

FOE

—~—

Etc-

-

Riflemen
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
for

I,

1-

General

Etc

««,
WSalmon,
Bass, and Trout Flies, Mad* to Or***

25

80
ss
00
25

4 00
l 00
s 00
60
1 60
SO
1 00

.,..

Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer

Hand Book

25

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-oore shot-guns. Made to open Just short ot
60, 70 anu SO yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration. 10 and 12 gauge. Send for circular.

CHARLES
H.

30 Sent, Post-paid, for ml.
h. SOBLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. Y

460 Pages, Fully Illustrated, S3.

Sent by mall, prepaid, on

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES

receipt, of

ROBERT CLARKE &

the price,

IIFE STUDIES OF THE GREAT ARMY.
AN HISTORICAL WORK OF ART.
Containing Slxty-flve Etchings tfortv plates), Iitustratlng the Life of the nlon Armies during
the late Civil War.
i

CO., Publishers,

BT EDWIN FORBES,

Cincinnati, O.

FARRAR'B STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
h.

of the en-

Blchardson-Rangeley Lakes Region. Large
each 25 cents, '^id for catalogue. CHARLES
J. FARRAR, Jar el » Plain, Mas*.
tire

lite,

Special artist with the armies of the United Stated,
and member of the French Etching Club ; Hon.

Foreign

Member of

the
Club.

London Etching

JOHN BEACHAM, Publisher,

12DeySt,,N,
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ORANGE SPORTING

1881.

0c.

j^mn\nmtiot{,

^ivt\tistmtt[ts.

4,

The Hazard Powder

Co.,

MAmJFACTTJRERS OF

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

3
Gunpowder
Powder. Guns ANoSporting
Goods,
Orange Lightning.
Hazard's " Electric Powder."

,

Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

m

Creedmoor.

Agents

Hazard's " American Sporting."

ENGUSH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS,
188

SLECTEIC BLASTING APPARATUS,
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED pamphlet,
Showing SIZES of GRAIN8ot POWDER. Furnished

[

a

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

«.

&

Rand Powder

Ho. 29 Murray Street,

Mnmn,

M't'g

IN TJSEt

he.
canisters and

Packed

In

i lb.

11

i

n
t,h(

of dealers, or ot the Company's Agents, In every prominent city, or whole-

sale at our office.

S8

WALE STREET, NEW YORK.

SMOKE

TARGET BALLS
FOR TRAP SHOOTLNG.

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR
FISHINQ AND HUNTIXfl.

Samples sent to

Send for circulars.

CO.,
TITUSVILLE, FENN.

OWN MAXI
AND GUARANTEED.

SPECIALTY. OTTB

StssBSE

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK LAMP", DASH LAMPS, FISHING LAMPS,

Goods of Etkkt Dnour-

For

quick, strong and
snouting.
orpls
ib. kegs.

Bicycle
Lanterns,

DAVENPORT'S STANDARD BALL TRAP,

tirades

and descriptions, special

Export

Also Rule, Cartridge, aiusket, Cannon, 5l"r;..r. Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubital and Pellet Po'.vaer, V. s. Government standard.
Powder manufactured to order of any required
eratn or proof.
Agencies in all the cities and principal towns
i.immiv-,.. ..m:n] i.y
throughout the United si
i'or

ALBERT FERGUSON,

Sent on Trial andi Satisfaction Guaranteed.
OiVLV SS.

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

PRICE

Send

for

Card of Biilcsand Circulars,

Etc.,

To L. A. DAVENPORT, Darenport, Del. fo

SPORTING FOWDER.

CARD'S
STANDARD TRAP,

TANNED

Double,

Single,

Rotating,

/,-,

!

!;
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,

.

I
,
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Spanish Silkworm Gut,

Calcutta and Japan

Bamboo

Poles.

snow-shoelug, etc. They are
easy to the feet, and very
Made to order
e.
r In a variety of styles, and

Sole selling agents for the Fishing Lines bearing the T ni.
!ua] ty Hand-Laia
Linen and Silk Lines." which received Centennial Medal for "strength and care taken in
mi;

.-hire

Sole soiling agents
Floats and Sinkers.
Sole selling agents
Trade mark, GLOBE.
Sole seUlng agents
Braided Fishing Lines.

for the Patent Adjustablafor

Braided Fishing Line*

Enamelled Waterproof
Trade mark, a silver medal.
Selling agents for the best manufactured Jointed

Stationary.

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER).

market

for hunting, Ashing, canoeing,

Send for price list. MARTIN S. HUTC1Iticle..
1NGS, P. O. Box StiS, Dover, N. H., (Successor to
Prank Good). Bridfokd & Antuony, Boston

C:.

Sole selling agents for United Statos Fish*

MOCCASINS.

Agents.

Y.

Hook Works.

FOR WING PRACTICE.

warranted the ueimlnr ar-

Street,. N.

374 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.*
Importers of English Fish nooks, English

NEW YORK.

also all grades op

best thing in the

Fulton

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,'

fleial Baits,

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

The

Name Forest and

STBK4M.
65

Oriental

Lanterns,

List.

DOUBLE, SINGLE, ROTARY, STATIONARY.
ANY DESIRED DIRECTION, ALL IN ONE
THAT AND ONLY ONE SPUING USED.
ARE GUARANTEED TO THROW A BALL FROM 25
TO 40 YARDS, AND ARE WARRANTED AS
TO DURABILIlY AND WORKMANSHIP.

P. L. KXEELAND. 87 Beaver St., », T.
N. B.— Use none but. DUPONTS Fg. or FPy.ior
long-range rllle snooting.

GOOD'S OIL

Hand

BEST FOR WiNG PRACTICE.

Spotting, Mining, Shipping and Blastall si/ey

Dark

Lanterns,

Musicians Band
Pocket
Lanterns,.
etc.
Send
stamp for Illustrated Price

Lamps,

,

fine.

DuponUs

and

Send for Ittustrnted Catalog**,

Dupoiit's ltiilc »g. "Si a-!SIiootii*sr."—

ing Powders of

Etc.,
Night Hunting

Fishing. Spearing Flsh,Campintr. Canoeing. Yachting,
Driving at Night, and General

•noN.

FFg. andi FFt:. The Fg: ier k.ng-runLre nil" ^looting, the FFg. and FFFg. for general use, burning
lb., 1 lb. and 5 lb.
strong ana moist. Packed In
eanlster^, <,\, rjc and & ib. kegs. Pg. coarse, fpi-v.
-

dealers.

SMOKE TARGET BALL

IHOUT1NQ PANTS AND LEGGIN6 A

lb. canisters.

miponfs. Eagle Rifle— A

;

The above can be had

MS BROADWAY, tor. TULTOB ST.

UX

i

ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

ABB

lm

clean powder, o vtry

!

488, 490, 498 B' way , cor. Brows© st,

UupontN Kiamond a

1

Company

Coodyear*3 India Rubber
Glove M'f'g Co.,

rain.— Nos. 1 (coarse)
to 4 (Qne) unequalled in strength, quickness and
cleanliness; adapted lor glass-ball and pigeon
lb
canisters.
shooting. Packed
lluponl's Eagle Bucking-.—Nos. 1 (coarse)
to 8 (fine); burns siowly, strong and very ciean :
great penetration, with a close pattern; adapted
lor glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting,
wlih either muzzle er breech loaders. Packed In 1
lb. kegs.
lb. and 5 lb. canl ters and 61, and
Specially adapted
Dnpont's Cliolio
tor " choke Bore » Guns, and particularly tor prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives
tooth a good penetration, and a elu.-o pattern; will
be found wed adapted lor gloss-ba'l and pigeon
shooting. Made of twost/.es, only No. 7 and .No. 5,
Wo. 7 being the coarsest. Packed la otT1 lb. kegs and

Bore—

The FFFG and ff<
wands for
ordinary sporting and the " Sea Shooting" FG Is th»
standard Jiijle Powder of the country.
Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWRT OF
DER also, SPECIAL Q K a D

JUO

Blasting Powder.

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

of

12X and erf lbs. and cans of S lbs. FFFGls also
canisters. Burns strong and
packed In 1 andj

25,

GOODYEAR'S
Rubber

DCPONT'd GtJKTOWDF.H MlLIS, established llj ISO'2.
Iiave maintained their great reputation forsei eflj
eight years. Manufacture the following celebrated
brands of powder

equally serviceable

i

Sporting

Rifle,

Is

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
FTFG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG In kegs

Co.,

GUNPOWDER!
Du pom's
and

and

canisters

lb.

quick and clean, for upWell adapted to snot-guns.

moist.

New York.

1

A line grain,

ranks any other brai.d and It
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

iuw.»Ttn«i»»w

Laflin

In

to 6 (coarse).

(fine)

kegs.

lb.

land prairie snooting.

Nob. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
nDitfiij and i2r,; lb. keg-.
Burns slowly and very
'lean, Snooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting It

W. & C SCOTT & SONS.
English Bicycles a Specialty.
jr.

Nos. 1

l\

Hazard's " Duck Shooting:."

for

L SCHTJTIiK..
Of th« lata t

FREE.

Unsurpassed In point
Packed In square can-

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
ot strength and cleanliness.
isters of one pound only.

ANY

DE-

ALL IN ONE TRAP
AND ONLY ONE SPRING DSHD.

SIRED DIRECTION.

for

Fishing Rods.
Selling agents for the best Trade List, Brio,
Nickel Plated and Rubber Fishing Reels.
SeUlng agents for Skinner's, Buel's, MoHarjra

and Mann's Trolling Baits.
Belling agents for Union Web Hammocks.

EASTWARD

HO or, Adventures at Rangeief
Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventure
tie wilds of Maine. Interesting alike to old and
young. Has received the highest commendations
from the metropolitan press. Hanisomely bound
in cloth, and contains 816 pages,
Illustrations.
Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, fLBO,
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica plain, Mass.
I
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Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols, and all kinds of Sporting- Goods.
BREEHEWS AND BONEH3LLS GUNS A SPECIALTY.
WILL. H.
Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y.

CRUTTENDEN,

•;

The Baker G-uns
OUR NEW MODEL
THREE BARREL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Gun made
«^

for

DURABILITY
— AN1J —
SHOOTING QUALITIES

PRICE, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
DAMASCUS STEEL,
i

BEND STAMP FOR DEBOMPTIVE CIRCVLAR.

PRICE,
This gun

la

-

CT3 to S250

light and compact, from 9 to 10 lbs. weight.

L. C.

The rifle is perfectly accurate."

SMITH Maker,

Syracuse, N. Y.
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more

of these curious fishes.

BOOK OF THE BLACK
DOCTOR

BASS.

HENSHALL

has given the angler a book
which, as tlieoystermen say, is " full measure and solid

meat."*

Subscriptions.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. The subscription price Is $4
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;
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JORDAN'S

*f

MANUAL OF THE VERTEBRATES.

A

THIRD

issued,

and those who wish to identify beasts, birds, reptiles
which may be found in the district east of the MisRiver and north of North Carolina and Tennessee,
exclusive of marine species, cannot afford to be without it.
It has been enlarged and improved, and all species which
have been added to the fauna since the former additions ap-

or fishes
sissippi

pear here.

The

fishes include

name

and include the Salmon ids? of the Pacific coast and many
Southern forms. Professor Jordan is too well lenown to our
readers to need any introduction and his work needs no
Former editions have been thoroughly reviewed in
praise.
our columns, and we have said that we use it constantly as a
book of reference, especially in the department of fishes.
Bach edition improves upon the former ones and is therefore
welcome. The author is a constant worker and embodies the
results of his recent labors in a new edition of his " Manual,"
It is published by Jansen, McClurg & Co., Chicago.
Price,
$2.50.

and implements, and part III.,
first part a change i3 made

In the

which has been recently
This raises questions of priority which we
had hoped were definitely settled, but it need not affect the
angler in the least.
The names of " big mouth " and " small
is

transferred to the big mouth,

mouth," which are so descriptive, will stand for ages, while
the learned men wrangle about which fish Lacepede, Cuvier
and Valenciennes intended the name for half a century and
more ago. The reasons for these changes are too long to
give here, and we will carefully watch to see what naturalists
say on this subject and who are inclined to follow the Doctor.
This book will have a large sale in all parts of the country
and will help to kill off those abominable local misnomers
which obtain in some parts for these fishes, as "trout,"
" chub," Oswego bass," etc., as well as that other notion that
a "true" black bass and the other a false or frauduThese things are dying out among the better informed anglers, but still feebly live in isolated sections. Two
original figures are given by which any observant angler can
is

one.

which species he has caught, if he will notice the
extension of the mouth to or beyond a line dropped

distinguish
relative

from the posterior portion
Henshall

of the

eye.

As an

angler Dr.

enthusiastic on the subject of his favorite fishes,

is

and regards them as the great fresh water game

fishes of the

trout streams are depopulated,

He

thinks will be before long.

which he

gives as a reason for the

black bass having been ignored so long the fact that we have
derived our notions of game fish and fishing from British
writers who, not having the subject of our story in their
land, naturally class the salmon and the trout as the best of
game. Dr. Henshall boldly proclaims the bass to be the peer
of auy fish for game qualities, and whether one agree with
him or not he cannot help admiring the manner of his entering the lists as a champion of the one on whom he pins his
faith.
* Book
of the Black Bass comprising Its complete Scientific
Life History together with a practical Uvailw- mi Angling and
Ply Fishing and a full description of Tools, Tackle and Implements
by James A. Henshall, M. D. — " I am, Sift a brother of the
Angle.'—Izaak Walton
Fully Illustrated
Incmnattl Robert
Clarke & Co. issi
|

|

and

I

|

|

the whole ground of the different modes of fishing, and is
accompanied by cuts of the manner of holding the rod, casting, and diagrams of the mode of throwing the fly, that it
seems to us as if the merest tyro could soon become an expert
by carefully reading this book and following its instructions.

Not only

is it a book for the beginner, but it is ohe that no
angler can afford to do without. It fills a place too long

vacant and one that we would not allow to remain vacant
long on our own shelves.

The Book
that is

|

|

1

|

I

of the Black Bass will be found to contain

new and

original

on these

three pounds weight,

is

just as

much

and we have long be-

fishes,

lieved with Dr. Henshall that the big mouth,

gamy and

as

when under

hard a fighter as

his brother, although popular prejudice declares that this is

A

charm in the book is the author's freedom
from conventionality and from the echoing of sentiments
which have become in sort orthodox opinions of angling
writers.
Taking it as a whole we cannot speak too highly

not

so.

great

it.

THE SALMONID^E OF THE UPPER
COLUMBIA.

TjlROM

advance sheets of "Proceedings of the United
-L States National Museum" we learn that our correspondent, Capt. Chas. Bendire, U. S. A., has published notes
on the salmon family of the Upper Columbia.

Our readers will remember that Capt. Bendire was foremost
working up the so-called "red fish" of Idaho, figures of
which we published. He has recently sent the National

in

Museum

a fine series of fish from the neighborhood of Fort
Walla Walla, which is pronounced by Prof. Jordan to be by
most valuable collection of fishes ever made in the
waters of the Upper Columbia. The series shows that the
blue-backed salmon or "red fish," which was supposed to be
a land-locked species and described as Oncorhynchus kennerli/i, is merely the young breeding male or grilse of the
Oncorhynchus nerka, a fact not before suspected, according

far the

to Jordan.

Capt. Bendire says that every one out there
that the red fish is not a resident of the lakes

found, and he

now

concedes

wherein

it is

perfectly satisfied that they are anadromous
and not land-locked. How they get rid of the hump and
is

hooked nose, after going back to salt water, troubles him, as
he thinks they can't all die after spawning, for many of them
are of ten pounds weight
trip to sea.

A cut of

and must have made more than one

the male fish accompanies the report

and shows a moderate hump and an enormous hooking of the
jaws.

THE WARWICK CLUB.
LARGE

A
-£^-

party of gentlemen

Jersey City on Satur-

left

day morning

last to attend the flag raising at the new
Warwick Club, in the Warwick Woodlands,
Greenwood Lake. The officers of the club are C. Olcott,
M. D., Brooklyn, President; Mr. A. 8. Roe, of Chaniuerlin,
Roe & Co., New York, Vice-President Mr. H. C. Cooke, of

club house of the

;

;

Cooke Bros., New York, Treasurer Mr. Wm. O. McDowell,
of McDowell Bros. & Co., bankers, New York, Secretary.
Prominent among the numerous members are Hon. Abratn
S. Hewitt, Hon. Frederick A. Potts, of New Jersey
Hon.
;

;

New Jeisey; Rev. Dr. Chas. F.
New York Hon. John W. Taylor, Newark, N.
P. W- Millspaugb, New York; Mr. Bird W.

Gennett A. Hobart, of

Deems,
J.;

Mr.

of

;

Spencer, Treasurer Erie Railway, N. X.; Mr. C. N- Jordan,
Treasurer New York, Ontario and Western Railroad; Mr.

W. Taylor, the well known architect, Newark, N. J.,
and Dr. J. A. Osborn, of Newark, N. J.
The club house is a very handsome Gothic structure, situated on a rocky bluff about fifty feet above the lake, and
about one-eighth of a mile north of the landing. The dimensions of the two-story building are 64x42 feet, with
B. V.

handsome piazzas and

projections,

which give

it.

a frontage ul

I

|

Nova

Sootia License Feb for nou -residents has been
reduced from $50 to $30.
Trot

called

is

the latter

called pallidum.

future, after the

forms found beyond the lines mentioned

tackle

The small-mouthed bass
instead of M. salmoides, and

Micropterus dolomieu,

one

work has been

II., tools,

the nomenclature.

lent

edition of this valuable

part

;

angling and fly-fishing.
in

three, six and

Address:

species

without doubt the best

although the Doctor usually speaks of them as " black
bass " without distinguishing them. It is clear and covers

" killy-fishes" of

brackish water) are of a nature to stimulate our anxiety to

The Editors cannot be held
ents.

('the

is

fishes,

of

reared.

portion of the book

thing ever written upon these fishes, for there are two distinct

Mr. Ryder's investigations are very valuable to the student
of embryology and to naturalists in general, and his notes on

17

The Forest and Stream Is the recognized medium of entertainment,

name

beset the fishcul-

whose embryology

to him.

the fox

16

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

ent's

may

It
fish-

and mammals do is not generally known outside of
those who have given special attention to it. The facts are
that the treatment which will hatch a trout egg will not do
at all for the egg of the shad, and each family of fishes, and
sometimes eacli species in a family, require to be studied and
special devices discovered whereby they may be hatched.
To bring this forcibly to the mind of those who may have
supposed that the eggs of fishes were as nearly alike as those
of birds, and might therefore receive the same general attention, we will say that young shad placed in a trough where
trout are reared would probably not live an hour, or longer
than a young colt would if it were placed under ground where

:

in Salt

Commission, which

has no knowledge of

to hatch a fish

1

The angling

as birds

;

Filamcui'iiiis

when he attempts

That

;

;

who

culture an idea of the troubles that

:

Natural History:—

88

Embry-

reader as well as to fisbculturists and zoologists.

will give the general reader

Prospectors' Dinner A Jolly Fishiug Party on Keuka
Lake; Posf-Prandial 'Possum "From Moosehoad Lake to
the Main St. John, Part II....!

The

1

publish to-day, will be found to be of interest to the gen-

eral

Tub Spobtsmax Tourist :—

4,

Mr. John A. Ryder,

States Fish

ologist of the

;

;

The Warwick Club

;

iho Office of the Librarian of [Congress, at Washington.?

In

FISH EGGS DIFFER.

trom
THE communication
United

:

JOURNAL-

SPORTSMAN'S

by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company,

issi,

—

I

|

I

I

<

I

80 feet on the lake with a depth of 48

The party upon

feet.

through the rough
imbered grounds of the famous Warwick Woodland to adtheir arrival scattered

:

—

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
mire the scenery and the model structures in process of erection.
Dinner was served in the large tent of the hotel which
has a seating capacity f t 300, the President at the head of
the centre tahle with the Secretary opposite. It certainly

was

number of ta'ented gentlemen
them gray-haired veterans, but all
bearing a healthy and substantial look. The bill of fare was
a rare sight to

c such a

si

many

of mature years,

of

carried out to the letter.

[August

There are a few

dice. excepting only the inimitable canvas-bock.

though they are getting scarce of lato years.
There, from that headland, I killed one three summers sinco I
deer, too, in the bills,

;

stand by tbe lake's edge, and tho dogs drove him
down to me but I got too eager, and ho hoard or saw me
and bo fetched a turn but they were close upon him, and the day
was hot, and ho was forced to soil. 1 never saw him till he was in
the act or leaping from a bluff of ten or twelve feet into tho deep
lake, but I pitched up my rifle at him, a snap shot
as I would my
gun at a oock in a summer brake, and by good luck sent my ball
through his heart."
Mr. James R. Boyd, the Manager, gave us much more information about present and future arrangements. Suffice
•was placed at a

right

:

;

!

DINNKE.
Saturday, July 30, 1881.
SOUP.

Mock

Consomme.

Turtle.

it

BOILED.

Chiokon (parsley sauce.)

Mutton (caper sauce.)

(champagne sauce.)

the sea, and

Teal.

OAME.
Canvas-back Duck.
Tongues.

Lumt> Chops (breaded, Italian sauce.)
Calves'

Head

(brain eance).

VEOETABLES.

Mashed Potatoes.

Beets.
Plain Potatoes.
Grcon Corn,

Peas.

B towed Tomatoes.
RELISHES.
Worcestershire Sauce.

Mixed Pick lei.

.

Raw Tomatoes.

Cucumbers.
PASTRY AND DESSERT.
Snow Podding,
Pineapple Pie;
Fruit Pudding,
Plum Pie,
Cabinet Pudding,
Cuiitard Pie.
Lemon Pudding.
Layer Raisins.
Almonds.
Cheese. Milk.
Tea, Coffee.
Pecan Nuts.
iob cream.
Tanflla.

Strawberry.

Choeolato.

The

after-dinner

were responded to as called for by the President:

known

" Forester," and gave

many

'Wm. Henry

Dr. J. D. Osrecaded his acquaintance with

many

of his amusing escapades.
tory and

'

as 'Prank Forester.' "

born, in response to this,

called with the toast

incidents of his worth as well as
Judge D. L. Titzworth was next

He

"Greenwood Lake."

interesting reminiscences of

gave the histhat locality.

Next, "Gentlemen sportsmen," T. C. Banks, followed with
"Warwick Woodlands," by Mr. McDowell " Literature and
;

Bport, twin sisters,"

elevation

is

it

finest resorts in

who

in-

the State, regard-

l,0u0 feet above the level of

is

only forty-two miles from Jersey City.
constructed an auditorium which will

Anne style. The timbers are of yellow pine, stained, and
the windows in either end are of fine stained glass, and the
sides will be covered by elegant lattice work so as to give
plenty of air. The finish will be polycrhome style, and the
large roof supported by four trusses, leaving the main floor
The first concert given there this season
entirely clear.
brought nearly five hundred persons from New York and New

who remained over
Encampment Hotel.
now being made it certainly

by Mr.

J.

"Long

A. Beecher;

life

and

success to the c'.ub," by Mr. E. L. Joy; "New York and
New Jersey linked together by Greenwood Lake and the

in the best of

THE ENCAMPMENT HOTEL.

favorite resort.

BYE-WAYS OF THE NORTHWEST.

The office of the hotel is a tent, with
ing was in progress.
Upon inall the paraphernalia of an ordinary hotel office.
quiry as to wIk re the hot'
tents were the

rooms

1

was the answer was that those
and could accommodate
ca was new and novel We were

of the house

NO

one can pass through Echo and .Webber Canons, on

the Union Pacific Railroad without being greatly impressed by their grand beauty, but I think that to fully appreciate their magnificence one must have seen them a num-

Like most scenes of great natural beauty the
view gives one only a general impression, and subsequent study is needed for any just appreciation of the
grandeur of these canons. To satisfactorily take iu all the
details of these natural wonders it would be necessary to
travel through them on horseback or by wagon, and examine
them at leisure as one passes slowly along under the overhanging cliffs. As one llics through them by train many of
tbe most fascinating bits of scenery escape the eye, and othber of times.
first

mind

fails to

receive

more

than a blurred and indistinct impression of something beaumissed now and to be looked for more carefully on a
succeeding journey.
tiful,

any description of the beauties
which have been so often detailed in tho exuber-

I shall not attempt to give

how

barren

it

now

appears

i<t

persons.
office, with a b a'ing capacity for three hundred
The kitchen is over 40 fe-t long, and a marvel of neatness
it.

has a very large hotel range, with an abundant corps of
who understand their business, as the meals served

co ks,

bore ample evidence.

The

a vet»rau in
urged him to
during the winter for the past four years.
take all his tents to Florida and start a hotel there on the
same principle, which he may do, as this is an assured sucFamilies get the full benefit of camp life, with the
cess.
table at d attendance of a first-class hotel at less expense than
is

We

in the usual hotel.

The Warwick Woodlands

are

owned by

the

Greenwood

Lake Improvement Company and consist of 1,000 acres of
Th< y were first brought into notice by
rough timber land.
Fra* k Forester's book, the " Warwick Woodlands," pub
which
he Bays
in
lished in 184G.
"This is the Greenwood Lake, called by the monsters here Long
Pond in my mind prettier thnn Lake Georgo by far, though,
known to few except chance sportsmen like myself. Full of fish,
;

perch of a pound in weight, and yellow bass in the deep waters
Ellis Ketchnm
and a eood sprinkling of trout toward one end
killed a nve-poiiuder there this spring ! and heaps of summer-duck,
.

!

the loveliest in plumage of tho genus, and the best,

too,

mo

ju-

to

A visit to

be made, and then,
resume his journey.

on the mountain, at whose base the track runs, were various
magpies and a number of hawks.
I made some inquiries while in this place with regard to
the California quail, liberated here some years ago, but was
unable to obtain any very definite information as to how they

York

know—has

the raising of large crops been so extensively

Salt Lake was, when first settled,
plain. In some places it is flat, in
and its level is approximately the same
up to the benchesof the mountains by which it is surrounded.
In many respects it reminds one of Ihe "parks" of the
Rocky Mountains, these being in fact nothing more than ex-

The BasiD of the Great
nothing more than a sage

others gently rolling,

tensive plains surrounded by a wall of mountains.
The Salt Lake Basin, of which the Great Salt

Lake Bonneville

;

and the

toward SnaUe River, and
hundred miles.

terraces,

it

Lake now

which show the

extended southward for several

Lake Basin, as I have said, was
some places, a mere snge desert.

plain of the Salt

merly, and

is still,

in

level at

for-

At

where the land is but slightly higher than the
low flats are, covered wi h saline and alkaline inwhiten the ground, and of course render
which
crustations,
But a large portion of the soil which is
it wholly infertile.
not subject to overflow by the lake has been so thoroughly
down from the surrounding hills,
brought
water
irrigated by
that it produces crops which the most highly cultivated farms
of the East might be proud to acknowledge. Far-extending
fields of wheat, rye, barley and oats, bright green stretches
of graceful corn, and long rows of pota'oes, now just com-

some

points,

lake, the

mencing

to blossom, carry

one back, in imagination

to the well-tilled prairies of

has

its

fields,

The

Iowa

or

Illinois.

at least,

Every farm

orchard of thrifty fruit trees, and its hay and pasture
where tbe clover anil the timothy prow thick and high.

air is filled

with the fragrance of the

new-mown hay and

the scent of the clover. One hears the familiar song of many
of the birds of the timber, and sees their graceful forms and
bright colors a3 they move among the trees. The clear, fresh

was

told,

however, that they were numerous to
they seemed to be well known

the city, and

of whom did not seem to be aware
had been introduced, but regarded them as in-

to the inhabitants,

digenous.

carried on as here.

I

the south of

may become whenever it shall have been supplied with
I do not mean to say that tbe Salt Lake Basin fur-

The

manager of the hotel, Mr. L. T. Jenness,
that line and has done a large business in Florida

proprietor and

means

buoyant waters, which are so dense that
One can float without any effort with the whole head out of water, and diving
considerable
depth
is
almost
an
any
impossibility.
to
Most
bathers avoid submerging the head, as, if the water reaches
the mucous membrane, the effects are extreme!}' unpleasant
It is necessary after leaving the lake to
for the time being.
take a douche of fresh water, otherwise one finds one's self
coated with a crust of salt. During our excursion to the
lake a number of interesting birds were observed, some of
which were new to the Eastern eyes of our party. High in
the air and rosy in the light of the setting sun a number of
great white pelicans were slowly fanning their way southward, directing their course, no doubt, to some distant
breeding place. In the marshes which border the lake we
saw long-billed curlews, willets and great blue herons, while

nishes the only instance of this kind, for there are certainly
many others, but nowhere else in the sage " deserts"— so far

along the mountain sides, hundreds of feet above the level of
the plain. Lake Bonneville was far larger than any body of
water now existing on this continent. Its outlet was in Idaho,

pavilion

all

almost impossible to sink in them.

that the birds

matter

a large striped tent near the

The d uing

kept.

Springs ought by

Wt stem country — no

different periods of the waters of that ancient, inland sea,
can still be seen, by whoev( r cares to look for them, running

fly

They are all furnished with clean

Warm

are doing.

over each one to keep out the rain and the heat of the
beds, and are neatly

with a

Tabernacle, the

ing specimens of ores from various Utah mines.

ant language of guide-books. I may, however, say a few
words about the very great attractions of the Salt Lake Valley, for in this spot we are shown very clearly what our

occupies but a comparatively small portion, is simply the bed
of that older and grander sheet of water, called by geologists

sun.

the

the Museum.
The two former are both very
wonderful in their way, but of the Museum peihaps the less
said the better.
It is by no means so interesting now as it
was some years ago, though it contains some very interest-

Temple and

it is

two hundred guests. The
assigned to room 10, a cosy ter.t on the mirgin of the lake,
which was so very comfort a> le that our stay was prolonged
The hotel hasupwrdof fifty tents 14x14,
anextiaday.
i j

an unspeakable charm.
Every one who stops here goes to

in these extremely

SECOND PAPER.

as I

nearing the lauding, on a recent visit, we noticed a large
number of pure white tents and supposed that a camp meet

which, visible but unattainable,

A little narrow-gauge railway— the Utah Western—runs
bathing trains daily to Black Rock and Lane Point, which
wait for a couple of hours, affording ample time for a bath
and the lounge one fee's like indulging in alter his immersion

lavish expenditures

wa'er.

The hotel of canvas at the Warwick "Woodlands, Greenwood Lake, is a new and novel feature of camp life. Upon

peaks of the mountains,

told him their story of cool airs and icy waters. To one who
has been through these experiences Salt Lake City and its
environs tell their own story, and for such a one they have

With the

must become a

of the ride,

home

;

after a dip in the lake, one feels ready to

The first
toast was to the "Brandon House," which was responded to
by Mr. Brandon and afterward by the present proprietors.
"The Press" received a hearty response from Col. Edwards,
of Orange County. The boat whistled for a return, and
spirits.

grateful to the

the

ers are passed so quickly that the

nearly the whole p..rty took the train for

and sounds such as these are inexpressibly
weary traveler, and he cannot, fail to wonder at
and admire the indomitable industry and perseverance which
have built up in the desert an oasis.
The most careless observer can gain— by comparing this region with the country
through which he has just passed— some slight conception of
the change which has been brought about in the Salt Lake
To fully appreciate it, however, one must be an old
Basin.
mountain man must have spent days, weeks and months in
riding over prairies such as this one was, have been parched
by the hot winds and scorched by the blazing sun of summer,
have looked longingly at the eternal snows of the loftier
to the ear. Sights

night were carefully provided for at the

membership of 'the Greenwood Lake Association," by the
Hon. Wm. A. Righter.
This closed the pleasing ceremonies, which consumed
about three hours, after which the party repaired to the boat
and Bailed for the Brandon House, where they were well entertained for half an hour in the dining-room.

water which hurries down from the snow-clad peaks to make
a garden of the parched prairies, shines and glistens, and its
murmur and rush as it dashes onward make music d' bghlful

Jersey combined, and some two hundred

speeches in response to the following

toasts were as happy, witty and brilliant as might have been
expected From the gentlemen present. The following toasts

Herbert, better

in the hands of capitalists

comfortably seat five hundred ppople. The building is about
sixty- five feet square and forty feet high, built in the Queen

EX'fREEX.
Filet de Bffiuf (brazied).
Macaroni (au gratin.)

is

one of the

They have already

0010,

Lamb

Pickled

it

The

less of cost.

ROAST.

Ham

Spring Chicken.

to say that the tract

tend making

4, 188i,

some

one desires, during the overland journey from New
to San Francisco, to stop off and visit the famous
Coms'.ock mines of Nevada, he should stop at Reno. From
there the Virginia and Trnekee Railroad will take him to
Carson City, Gold Hill and Virginia, all of which places are
worth a visit. We chose the last- mentioned town, and,
through the kindness of Mr. W. H. Patton and Mr. Lanumn,
If

of the Consolidated Virginia, were enabled to
the mills and mine.

interesting tour through

make a most
The process

of reducing the ore is so well known that I will not go into it.
but the descent into the mine afforded me a novel experience,
It is not every day that one has an Opportunity to spend

an hour in a temperature not far from 120 deg. Fahrenheit,
and knowing that the mines in question are unquestionably
the hottest places " on or about" the suffice of the earth, we
The lowest level yet
were all anxious to go through them.
worked in the C. and C. V. mine is 2,550 feet below the sur-

The temperature varies greatly in differsame level, but it may be safely asserted that
hot.
At these great depths the men can
only work for a few minutes at a time, and are then obliged
They drink great quantities
to retire to the cooling rooms.
of ice water, and pour it over their bidies continually. Of
face of the earth.
ent parts of the

everywhere

it is

course they perspire enormously. The water which triokles
from the roofs and walls of the tunnels is hot, so hot that "ne

cannot bear the hand in it ; the air is full of steam given off
by this almost boiling water, and every object that one
touches feels

We were told that the hottest
or hot.
which we passed had a temperature of 120

warm

place through
deg., but

there is said to be a place in the 2,200 feet level

No one who has not been through
it is 155 deg.
something of this kind can quite appreciate what such a temwhat
it means to be surrounded by air
and
means,
perature
so hot as this. It is one thing to stand for a moment at the
door of a blast furnace and feel the glow of the molten metal
on your unprotected face and hands, and quite another to be
where

enveloped in and to breathe
at
all pervading

tense and

;

air at 120 deg.
first it is difficult

The heat

is

to breathe,

in-

and

one feels suffocated; the perspiration pours down like rain.
companions, as we passed along, express
I heard one of

my

his sincere commiseration for Shadrach,

Mesha% and Abcd-

he was going through what they had experienced he could understand what their feelings must hav§
nego.

Now that

:

August

4,

The cold bath which immediately followed our return to the regions of day was deand refreshing, but the debilitating

great heal did not pass

Returning
a

away

Car3on City

to

effects

of the

The Savask Bloodhounds

took the stage for Glenbrook,
Lake Tahoe, from which

a steamer crosses the lake to Tahoe City, eleven miles from

The

Truckee.

stage ride from Carson to the lake

was hot

aud dusty, and the sight of the mountains, absolutely stripped
was to me a very sad one. From miles and miles
of mountain the timber has all been cut off, until now (here
is nothing left standing but a few dead and rotting treetrunks.
Springs have dried up and brooks gone dry, still
the work goes on, and unless some steps are at once taken to
check this wholesale destruction of our forests, the day will
surely conic when the water Bupply of the region, now none
of timber,

too large, will be materially decreased. It is not as if the
timber were cut with judgment, the older sticks being taken
and the younger left to increase in size, and in the meantime
to shade the earih

down and

cut

and diminish evaporation everything is
most wasteful manner. Let us hope
:

in the

that this will not continue.

Lake Tahoe has been well

called the " Gem of the Sierindeed a beautiful lake with beautiful surroundings, but already they have commenced to atrip the mounras."

It

is

tains of their tirnb.r

and

puremountain waters
with sawdust and the refuse of the lumber mills. Nevertheless, as a whole, the spot is stilt
most lovely. The waters,
long famous for their wonderful purity, reflect the blue of
the clear sky above or mirror the dark-green hills and snowclad mountaius which on all sides surround them.
Near the
shore, where the water is forty, fifty, or sixty
feet deep, one
can distinguish very minute objects on the bottom, and can
see the trout

to defile these

swimming

or resting quietly near the bottom.
These fish are caught for the most part either by trolling or

by hand lines, using minnows for bait. They are said to run
up to twenty-nine pounds in size, and captures of fish of over
seventeen pounds seem to be well authenticated.
able,

owing

With a

The

to

fish

ride from

Tahoe

Truckee

to

when

is

a delightful one and,
is low and the shad-

the sun

ows long, we enjoyed to the lull the lovely scenery through
which we passed. The road follows the Truckee Itiver aud
runs for the whole distance through a beautiful pine

The

the lake, has begun here also,

and before long the magnificent
forests through which we now pass will give place to an arid
waste, on which no green thing larger than a manzauita bush
have been left standing.
From Truckee to San Francisco

will

is

only about twelve hours

We

when

daylight breaks, on the level plains of the
Sacramento Valley, in a country which, though fertile and
in many respects interesting, presents to the eye no striking
beauties.

Our stay

is

short.

one feels bound to do. A visit to the
House, taking by the way the beautiful Golden Gate
Park, should be made at once, and there are, near the city,
a
Cliff

number of places which should be seen. But San Francisco
in summer is not nearly so attractive as at
some other sea-

some other

in

and

besides, we have seen all this before, so taking
we sail swiftly out of the Golden Gate and are fairly
way to the North.
y
.

Victoria,

B.

O.

The Dog on thb Island

in the rapids at Niagara has
been joined by three other unfortunate curs, which, it is
claimed, have been purposely put there as an advertising
dodge by enterprising hotel proprietors. It is reported that

a recent attempt to rescue the

unhappy dogs, which would
was frustrated by the inter-

have been entirely successful,
ference of a gang of roughs, who openly blustered that the
dogs shou'd not be released, as they were a good lure for the
curiosity-seekers.

An indignant

visitor to the Falls writes

Courur: " As a member of a society for the
prevention of cruelty to animals, I have to ask you, sir,
whether it is allowable that these helpless animals should be
imprisoned on a barren heap, bereft of all the liberty and domestici'y to which they have been accustomed and brought
to the verge of madness in order that a set of showmen,
guides and hack-drivers may reap benefit from the credulity
If this is the truth in

the case the

sooner the yelping canine castaways are released the better
it will be for all concerned in the cruel fraud.

Pbbsonal.—Mr. T. B. Mills, of the firm of Wm. Mills &
Son, sailed last Saturday in the Baltic for Europe. He will
remain abroad several weeks and proposes to try some of the
famous salmon streams on

Among

those

Stream during

who

the other side.

called at the office of the

the past

Forest and

week were Messrs.

J. B. Graham,
A. McGregor, R. Morrison, G. A, Burns, John Dill and S. Staneland, all of the
Toronto Gun Club and enthusiastic devotees of the sports of

Secretary of the Toronto

Gun Club

;

and flood. We are always glad to welcome our old
and the latehstring of this office is always out; in fact,
the door is wide open for visitors from out of town. Give
field

|

friends

us a call,

CAMP ON JAMES' PEAK.

IS

W

BV JK B ME B
AIT, pard, until
A ad stir the fl

I

W.hat old

The

lay-out

't

lily,

Andt

!

And we

That 'Possum promises to be perennial. The intere3t is
alive, and when it shall have derrea%ed we shall for a

long time be ic uncertainty as to whether
only pretending to be.
had no though

We

s

hungry f or

to

1

r.

Bill

and

it is

that,

Aud fount
And then we

Blackstone that a large part of our general correspondence is with them.
We will trust our case
every time with a lawyer who has an intelligent appreciation

Corralled a

we worked
And

Tub Leonbeeg Dog

we

published a

has gained

It

i

;i-.

color

snowed

;

the meat and fritters
ihe Boulder road,
stopped at Jake MeOamfa to get some bitters.
al]

wo never drink

doesn't help in this yer kind

And

through

much esteem among

a drop

o'

smile a

little,

'cause

it's

tracing

kluu

o'

bracing.

Jake took our measures, then he hustled round
To get up what we wanted, strong and Ble&Saritf,
The while we told about the eggs we found
And had for dinner, 'long with Ash aud pheasant.

the

In our issue of July

warm commendation

had a dinner

But back among the ranches, then we stop

nothing else."

residents of St. John, Newfoundland.

i

to strike

For on the search

we mistake not, by Dr. Henshall in
Black Ba-s," who dubbed a bass-fly " a fishif

the lead as long

Cached every egg, and

Then ambled on

to, if

it

i

A-nllin'

Dr. J. n. Hesshall and our correspondent, Mr. C. L.
Jordan, of Texas, are contemplating a Florida angling campaign next winter, when the latter, we understand, will take
les>ons in the art of fly-fishing for the black bass.
He is the

" should take

bet

i

Bill play his fork and dirk,
up tils engine like a stoker,
Until, to keep along, I had to work,
Aud draw to fill, as players do at poker.

You oughter seen

of the dignity and value of field sports.

a love of the beautiful,

see,

when we broached

for the disciples of

fish

you

isurprUn'.

dead or

really

r

keeps the appetite

n'

this cu'inary query that the topic would prove so fruitful of
racy and entertaining writing. The lawyers especially appear to have taken kindly to the argument of 'possum hot
and 'possum cold. Two-thuds of the letters on the subject
have come to us from the legal fraternity. It speaks well

"Book of the
hook poetized," and thought the

dinner

grub that

still

his

for

but all thes

We had a
A dozon eggs wlihoutcn

before the deer season opens.

enthusiast referred

the winner

Ire

you, then,

had once

1

.

pipe again

cold's

ill tell

;

Job and

Bill

KN ETT

my

The

lis tho tenth otJvroe

if

It

load

if

A

of the breed, written

tenderfoot

was snoozing

And when he heard

by our correspondent at that place and the high opinion
expressed by the writer of that article is shared by other
owners of the huge animals.
;

in a chair,
us talk of eggs it raised

him

seemed to think we had 'em then and there.
'Tween me and you the racket kind o' dazed htrn.

lie

" Begpardjn, men," he said, and stopped a spell;

" It 'pears

Prairie Cuickf.n Shooting

many

scores of shooters are

uow

turning their eyes.

season opens shortly in the West aud the reports of the

supply are very encouraging.

some good centres

of

If so, I've

The
game

We

sell

" These quails, the ptarmigans, arc scarce, you know,
And scientific men down East, who rate 'em
As very curious birds, they want to show
That by some care they may domesticate em.

Elsewhere will be found notes

for the sport.

to me, sirs, it I understand you,
quails' eggs hete to
got the ready cash to hand you.

You have some mountain

the sport toward which

is

shall be pleased to

"

of practical benefit to our readers.

The Car "Citt of Worcester"

West on a shootJerome Marble, of
Worcester, accompanying the party. There is room, we understand, for four more in the company, and those desiring
starts

to join the car should

make

And now, If you've the eggs, here's what I say
I'll give you— well, ten dollars each to set 'em,
For that's the price I'm authorized to pay."
Then put In Bill " Wny, darn It man, we've et 'em
:

ing trip the sixth of next month, Mr.

'Taint

any use

to tell

V

you how we swore,

Nor liow we laughed, although It wasn't funny.
Then Bill declared he'd go and get some more,
But,

early application to Mr. Marble,

sir,

he's never

cited

to get the

money.

we haven't seen him since that day,
And though at clunbin' he was no beginner,

In fact,

Mass.

It's

Illustrations of many of tbe localities mentioned by
Mr. Fay, in his itinerary of a trip from Moosebead Lake to
the Main St. John, are to be found in Mr. Steele's book,
"Canoe and Camera." A map of the country is also contained in that volume.

my opinion,

pard, he's gone to Stay,

And all because we h»d them

true time to go to a "

office.

eggs for dinner.

A JOLLY FISHING PARTY ON KEUKA LAKE.

THE
body

—

Prairie Chicken Shooting. A correspondent wishes to
secure, about the first of next September, board in farmhouse or hotel in Iowa, where prairie chickens are numerous
and of easy access from the house. Address A. P. V., this

else

summer

is

knowing ones junket

summer

resorting,

resort." is

when no-

and therefore d

i

tho

month of May" or
Curled calmly up in home hammocks

''all

in the im-rrie

saunter in September.
during the fiercely beating heat of July aud August, they
can placidly smile at the antics of the ''madding crowd"
who wildly tear from pillar to post, sweltering in steamboats, baking in Pullman cars or huddled in hotels, making
half-burnt offerings of themselves on the red-hot altar of the
There is a mon»rch-of-all-l-survey feeling,
insitiab'e sun
too. in being the first or last guest at a country hotel, a certain distinction in being the only one. You have a di-solately
grand sensation as you kick >our heels through marble corridors haunted by the rustling ghosts of last season's Worth
iiownsandthe phantoms of dead flirtations. The exquisite
flavor of this feeling is intensified if you arrive a few days
ah ad of your own small and select party who are comb g to
fish with you, and you get well acquainted with the clever
captain of thesnnirt little steamer whi. h runs upon the l»ke,
and you find out just where the best fishing is, and you learn
Ihe first names of all the boys on the dock, and get all the
local fish stories pat on the end of your tongue, and "know
the ropes" generally, and have a heaping store of shiny bait
in an old starch box with lumps Of ice to keep it den>l and
dainty for that twenty-pound salmon-trout you're going to
haul in sure as fate to-morrow, when the hest and julliest
fish commissioner in the world arrives, with his spectacles
!

The
its

Illinois

tournament

State Sportsmen's Association is holding
Klienman Park this week. A report of

at

the proceedings will be given in a succeeding issue.

Professor Huxley's lecture on "The Herring," which
print to-day, is worthy of careful study.

we

to the Buffalo

of a defrauded public ?"

TUB PROSPECTORS' DINNER.

Wisconsin woods are
to be overrun with bloodhounds.
Let us hope that the outlawed wretches may be cleared out, and the dogs with them,
section of the country

steamer

on our

Syoqtsmnn §onri$t.

Wl

human prey

There are certain

things, of course, that

sons,

"only
on the

the northwestern forests of Wisconsin, where the gen-

at Worcester,

San Francisco

in

;; ;

receive regarding other resorts any information which will be

and, unfortunately, the most beautiful scenery on the ride is
passed during the night.
thus lose many of the most interesting features of the Sierra Nevada Mountains and
find
ourselves,

of the playbills, in the

are inoffensive beasts

are reading of a hunt for

is employed to track the game.
Thisis savage business, although the exigencies of the case
appear to call for rough measures. But imagine the predicament of an unsuspecting sportsman in those forests, mistaken
by the dogs for the outlaws. We shall take our turn for game

forest.

destruction of timber, so noticeable on the other side of

now we

uine article of bloodhound

21

being taken in the evening

Just

stage.

I was un-

engagements in San Francisco, to try the

fly.

Tom's Cabin"

original Uncle

m

until the following day.

wc

settlement on the stores of

little

:
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been and sympathize with them.
lightful

;

;

Tfta:

Woodcock Season

in this State

opened

last

Monday.

We are obliged to defer the sparrow poem until next week.
AN INDORSEMENT

ATE VALUE;

THAT we Save the approval and

good will ot the seafaring and
nautical portion of the community In our efforts to have the
sailing machine displaced by a healthier style of craft and yachting
elevated from baby's play on a mill-pond to the same manly standard
of amateur seamanship which tho sport occupies In British waters,
we have been convinced from the start. It Is with pleasure, therefore, that we give space to the. following Indorsement coining from
one of the moit experienced captains who ever sailed a fisherman out
of the port of Gloucester, Massaohuselts. To draw from a practical
seaman such lines of fellow-feeling Is enough to counterbalance a
hundred adverse opinions from sources far less qualified. Men who
"have been there "In earnest we have never known to hesitate In the
choice between a ship and a sham

have a great desire to write something
would like to " shake the feller'3 hand"
who writes those articles m favor ot deep boats, whoever he may be,
and assure him that his efforts to have vensels substltut ed ror slabs arc
appreciated by one who has had the unpleasant experience of seeing
his vessel sprawled out on her beam ends more than once In a gale
and who feels that there Is as much need for a change of model In our
Ashing vessels as there is in our yachts.
A Gloucester Captain,
Editor Forest and Stream

lor your yachlng columns.

:

I

I

and

his tackle

jovial comrades.
like the first swallow, the

and his

first baby, the
He doesn't know
a conquering hero.
exactly whether ho feels more like Christopher Columbus
stepping ashore or Adam I. in the gaiden. Ui. consciously
he takes the pose he has seen Christy adopt iu the drop curtain of the Grand Opera House where he is ''shooiug" the
Indians into the proscenium boxes and planting the flag in
Tho first guest, is as the long-lost brother of tho
the sand.
cheery landlord, and the pretly hostess smiles kindly and
even graciously pauses at hia table to see that he is well
On him the waiter beams and widely grins on the
served".
bar a shinier polish comes upon the burnished glass in hi9
honor the shy chambermaid criuipeth her long 1- cks by canand as with
dle-light in ihe silent watches of the night
lordly tread he lead* the way to the dining-room through
the echoing halls, his now newly arrived friends paltering
meekly after him, why, for the moment he is " a bigger man
than old Grant."
The first week of fragrant May last saw Seth Green the

The

first

first

flower.

guest

He

is

is

;

;

;

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
the Fairohild House— a most homelike
by the -way— in Hammondsport, K. Y., a little
which dabbles its feet in the lovely waters, of Keuka
Lake, and is just as delightful a place for jour money as you
could find, only it is, a'as four hundred miles from Broadway. Seth of the rods docs not fit my fancy sketch of the
specimen first guest at all, for he has known every one
around here for thirty years or more, and he never saw the
drop-curtain of the Grand Operallouse, and is too simply
genuine to know how to feel theatrical under any provoca-

pioneer guest at
hostelrie,

hamlet,

1

tion;

while

to the inhabitants of this quiet,

far-away section
the year round.

he is "a bigncr man
Everything was ready for the fray in fine style. Two enormous speckled beauties, weighing 12 pounds apiece, flanked
the hotel register on the office counter to greet the coining
Indeed, one of the quests, Hiss PanBy, vowed they
guests.
than old Grant"

all

were made of rubber, and sluek surreptitious hairpins in
was confounded and convinced when she recognized the identical pin-holes in a choice morsel on her plate
both, but

at supper.

Next morning very early

we

Im-

set out to try our luck.

agine t.liis glass-clear lake* stretching away and curving in
and out for twenty-two miles a nice sliui beauty of & lake,
only one mile bust measure. It is girdled by many-breasted,
motherly, softly sloping hills, mantled with six thousand
Imagine the
acres of lovely vineyards smiling at the sky.
soft sweet air and the misty haze, not hiding but enhancing
the beauty of the early morning, and lending it a more mystic
loveliness becoming its splendor, as a veil becomes a bride.
Imagine a great quiet and hush as if all the roaring citfej
were dead or not yet horn— no sound save the lip-lip, laplapping of the water flirting gently with the flower-spangled
shore.
Imagine the jaunty little sleamer Lulu cuddling close
to the dock, "and painted so smartly in divers colors that she
looks like a bright shoulder-knot on the gray silk garment of
the lake. She is now coyly waiting to take us away to the
happy fishintr grounds far down in" the fertile loins of old
Keuka. Imagine, I fay imagine, seventeen hard-boiled eggs,
twelve sandwiches and a huce rhubarb pie in the lunchbasket— and please don't forget, the salt nor the tackle nor the
waterproof?, pillows, shawls and other impedimenta.
are all read}-. Suddenly the shrillest and most unexpected
shriek you ever heard leaps from the tiny throttle of the
Lulu, wounding the holy silence grievously and reverberating along the shore in piteous echoes, as if every hill held
captive a baby Lulu and all were wailing "Mother !" Off at
last!
All the natives assembled on the dock to wish us luck,
lady friends waving hlue veils from the piazza and their
gudemen smiling in the doorway, « bile the white apron of
the waitt shines spotless in the dining-room window.
lard at Urbana dock and look at. the famous wine nianufactorv or fermentory which sends us the famous " Gold
Seal and lovely, sweet, insidions still wines that taste like
nectar, and are soft us dew and seduclive as a siren's breath.
We are offered the freedom of the cellar in a tumbler, and
there is quite a lively discussion as to whether, after all, there
would not be more solid enjoyment to the square minute to
be got out of the day by going over to the factory and seeing
the bottling process, etc. /than could be extracted from dwadThe superling in a rowboat, waiting for surly fish to bite.
intendent is very haudsome and gallant, and the ladies strenuously wish to stay, but Seth says, doggedly " We came to
fish, and we're going to fish" That settles it. Good-bye, "Gold
Seal," thou many-medalled nectar there isn't a headache in a
dozen bottles of you! Conversation gallops apace as the fair
hills glide by us, unrolling their beauty as they pass, all garlanded with delicate pale vines, like an elegant roll of rich-ribbed staff embroidered in every hue and shade of green, from
the faintest yellowish tinge to the darkest melancholy myrtle
the pattern broken at intervals by stripes of dun-colored cul-

—

We

-'

We

!

;

;

tivation and seamed by little clefts or gullies worn by rushing mountain streams which in the spring hasten to hide
One tiny stream, whose trouble
their sorrows in the lake.
was deeper than the rest, weeps languidly to-day, ami it is
beautiful to see the silver tear-drops trickling faintly and
monotonously from rock to rock.
Pansy is
Alice's note-book bristles with facts and figures.
can hear her earnestly disgloating on the pretty bait.
cussing the vexed question of sawbelly versus whitebait,
"You" know, Mr. Green, as 1 was saying, Greenwich is iu
England, you know a place where they make latitudes and
longitudes and tilings, and every one goes there in the season

We

;

to eat whitebait, and it is counted awfully tlelicious and awfully swell; and I do assure you they are exactly like these,
so please don't call the dear- little things sawbellies any
Why, don't
more. It is a perfectly horrid name anyhow.
you know even prime ministers go to Greenwich to eat
whitebait?" This last clincher ought to have settled the
matter, but Seth stuck to his point and wouldn't say whitebait, though in deference to his antagonist he called them
alewives for the rest of the day. All of thirty years before
no, alewives, in a little
no, saw
he had caught white
lake in the interior, and for the past eight years there's
been any quantity of them here in Keuka Lake, and they are
Nobody knows
the beat bait in the world for salmon-trout,
how they came or what their pedigree is, or anything about
They are poor little finny foundlings, ami
their relatives.
from some undiscovered cause hundreds of them die. and
every day you can see their cold corpses floating like shining
scum on' the surface of the lake.
The captain's fish stories have been growing out of all proHe has now arrived at the point where the "phoportions.
tographer feller over there in Pen Yan " made a picture of
the boy" who caught an eight-pound fish on the end of his
Sure enciugh, there was the photograph, and sure
nose!
Evidence can go no further.
enough, the boy had a nose
This boy is supposed to be in a boat with bis mother— mark
that well, gentlemen of the jury—with his mother near the
She is fishing. Her back is turned to her boy, who
shore.
is leaning over the edge of the boat paddling his little hands
splash
a yell
in the hlue waters of the fair Keuka.
mother turns round to find a large fat eight-pound trout,
squirming in the bottom of the boat; and her sou standing up,
" The name of the boy and
bellowing, with a bloody nose
the boat, and the. age of the infant, please; the dale of the
occurrence, the color of the mother's hair, and was her dress
cut with a basque or a polonaise ?" hui riedly demands Alice,
with pencil poised and note-book gaping, while Pansy sardonically hums a line or two of a once popular song, ending,
'

—

—

,

'

,

!

A

;

!

Wilb uuction

oh, yes, it was the cat."
"The hull front of
the captain dwells on the gory details
Oh, you should have seen that boy's
his shirt was all blood.
shirt!"
for three
disembarked and Lulu steams away.

"It was the cat;

:

We

Now

hours in the rowboat. Jock's coat off now and
the glory of his yellow gloves forever gone to limpness Mr,
Fish Oommissioner quiet and watchful; Pansy furtively

sultry, silent

;

[Atoubt

of Bhick's " White Wings," so as to know the
correct thing to ask when anybody gets a bite.
She has seen
" shove her the but t" repeated scores nf times iu this delicious yacluing idyl, but an, direction on Mrs. Cleopatra's
needle would be equally intelligible to her. and she is
The others nurse their
ashamed to ask for information
fishing-rod".
Alices face is clouded, fur she has forgotten
the name of the game Constable who was shot at from the
shore by a fish po cher last autumn, though she took down
the dimensions of the bullet hole iu the deck of the Lulu, and

cramming out

drop.
If alive he will coil the tail around the arm or hand,
and save himself a fall, if he fails to do ibis, he is dead or

mortally hurt.

There is a great deal of poetry on the subject of the 'possum. One solitary verse endures in the recollection, which
I

quote as

ter.

i

lustraiing the "

It is >:s

trunk, notes ot travel, receipts for puff-paste, bits of song, the
iceman's new address, when Mary's mouth is up, infallible
sunburn wash, etc. One of our gentlemen secures the .first
bite, and of course every oue in the boat kindly instructs him
how to land Ihe fish, the ladies standing up and endangering
their lives in their eagerness. Jock rows rapidly. " Reel in
reel in !" cries Scih; " steady, steady !" " Give him plemyof
!

"Don't
line!"
"Don't jerk!" " That's it, keep it. stiff !''
be too rough!" "She's a fighter !'' " Paster, faster !" "Slow,
slow !" were a few of the directions showered volubly on this
genial novice, who has only been catching fish for about forty
odd years or so. Deliberately and scientifically our fisherman shows his skill. The line is nearly all reeled in. Seth
has the scap-net ready in his hand for the final capture.
"Acts kind of queer," quietly comments the observant Jock.
" Hurrah haul him iu, haul him iu I" He, she or it is hauled
in, and proves to be a fine, healthy-, inoffensive-looking stick
about five feet long, the hook embedded iu its soft bark.
Amid the general laughter poor Pansy's face wears a comical
look of woe. In the intense excitement of the moment she
had nevei' once thought of saying, "Shove her the butt, !"
This was a great chagrin to a young woman whose talk is of
a deep navy blue for weeks after she has been out on the bay
for a day, and who is apt, to call her bosom friends "land-lubbers " when she returns from a visit to the schoulship. However, she landed a five-pound trout herself almost immedi-

—

!

ately,

which was a

slight

consolation.

A

native, trolling

"What luck?"
patiently, passes near our boat.
"Didn't have a bite!" "Don't sa-ay nuther did I, not a
Seth
sign of a bite," and we rowed along in parallel paths.
and the passing fisher simultaneously feel something jerk at
"Guess you'vegot a bite." "Hullo,
the cud of their lines.
so have I." Seth reels in. The casual person reels in. Everybody directs, encourages, scolds and " bosses the job," as before. Again does Jock mutter, "Acts kind of queer." DeadEach with lifted rod poised stiffly, and the lines reeled
lock.
"You've touched bottom,
taught to the verge of snapping.
" No, it's mor'n 200 feet deep, here, and I've only
perhaps."
along

—

paid out 50 feet of line." Awful pause, after which the
lynx-eyed Pansy sings at the of her voice, shrilly, "Oh,
you've tangled my line in your line, you bet," which was
Next day Seth caught nineteen beauties.
strictly true.
Weighing from three and a half to twelve pounds, but one of
our party beat him by rive fish and four pounds. Seth says
now he doesn't believe in going out fishing with ladies any-

M. T.

how.

F.

The tag-end of an unofficial note received from Mr. Green
yesterday reads thus: "Caught seventeen salmon-trout in
Keuka Lake yesterday. There were no ladies in the boat, I"

POST-PRANDIAL 'POSSUM.

shamming

" trait in

his charac-

follows:
"

I

met

And

,

even stuck her little finger iu it with awe. The constables
name shall never fro down to posterity, not even when somebody finds her note-book some day in a Sixth aveuue ear,
With lt(3 wild muddle of memoranda of table-linen, fists of
things to buy at Macy's, things to he put in ihe campher

4, 1881.

lie

a

pewossum

rmiiiiile

he

in the road,
seem lo be-—;
alii

V— e

;

curled Ills tall and shipped a rod,
tue road was free— y—e.

And swore

There would seem to be some difference in opinion as to
the manner iu which this Southern dainty ought to be dressed.
1 don't quite like that conceit of Col. Bob Crockett— the
resemblance to a young baby. To my mind he should be
dressed to resemble a well-dressed pig.
It is more appetizing
somehow that way.
And that is easy. Ashes and hot water; hold him in by
the tail
which is ready dressed till the hair slips, then slip
it all off; rub with a corn cob; scrape with a knife then
draw, then put on a little salt, and throw him on some low
roof to freeze for one or two nights.
To cook him you don't need a, stove. Every well-regulated
Arkansas family has an open fire-place, and an oven-and-lid,
and a skiilet-and-lid. The oven is a deep baking kettle, the
skillet a shallow one.
This is not unfrequenlly the entire
In the tire-place yon should have a hickory
culinary outfit.
The 'possum should parboil for half
fire well g me to coals.
an hour if a few spoonfuls of sharp vinegar, a little soda,
When paror a red pepper be boiled with it all the better.
boiled throw all the water away; prepare the oven by putting
one layer of sweet potatoes, medium sized, sliced lengthwise
on the bottom, hen put in the 'possum; season ouly with salt
and black pepper use no other dressing or device whatever, then fill the oven with sweet potatoes sliced as above
put on the ltd, set it on the coals, cover over with glowing
coals, and let it cook until both the potatoes and 'possum are
Have the skillet filled with com dodgers made up
tender.
with corn meal, water and salt only. Serve all hot. This is
No sauce of any kind is admissible. For
the correct thing.
the matter of a drink your correspondent recommends water
first, last and all the time.
Never tried it, but know it must
Is it good cold ?
It is.
be.
I have never seen any that was properly cooked left to
get cold, and have never seen any one who had.
Dide.phys virginiana is of a modest and retiring disposiIt is perhaps but nattion, and must he sought to be found.
ural that the great public should entertain many misconceptions concerning one whose front name is based upon an erroneous notion. At another time I may ask a further hear
Ykll.
ing in his behalf.

—

—

;

l

;

;

FROM MOOSEHEAD LAKE TO THE MAIN ST. JOHN.
IN

1UKKB

RAMS—PA KT

11.

was awakened
WHEN
was by

on the morning of May 30 it
The
the beating of the rain up m our tent.
lire which we left burning jusi outside when we retired had
long since uone out, and it was cold and cheerless. I got up
and looked out into the forest.
The wind was hushed the tall trees moved not a branch
but all was still, save the almost noiseless current, aud the
pattering of the rain drops upon the leaves. The rain came
clown easily and still, and a sense of desolation stole over
one in the great wilderness.
I awoke the guides and soon a cheerful fire was blazing,
m withstanding the rain ; and ere long a dozen fresh trout
were sputtering iu the pan. After breakfast the clouds broke
a little and we decided to strike our tent and move forward
on our journey. Two of the guides took a birch and padelled down to 'Suncook to engage a team to take our boats
aud luggage across Mud Pond Carry, while the rest packed
up and paddled down to the " Meadows," at the head of
Later iu the season
'Suncook, now completely flowed over.
the water falls off and nothing but a narrow, shallow and
very crooked river is here, where now the lake sets up fi >ur
or five miles, with a width varying from one-half to threequarters of a mile. This tributary is called the
1

;

;

;

Owl's Covk, Ark., July 38, 1881.
Editor Fa/rest ami Stream:
1 find I am indebted to you to the extent of a letter iu
You must
ihe nature of a personal explanation, or apology.
bear in mind that I am away up here in the Ozark Mountains— "Hosting Mountings," as they are sometimes termed
One day late iu June I
by the natives— in search of health.
received a letter from you, asking " How they do it iu Arkansas." I did not understaud the question, and of course
could not answer it. It occasioned a good deal of perplexity.
At first, I had a suspicion that it might relate to a discussion
concerning certain disreputable fishes of Northern lakes and
But
streams, who flap Ihe fly into the mouth with the tail.
Our fishes are
reflection satisfied me it could not be that.
more sedate, will hardly take a fly at all, and when they do,
They do not use their
in a straightforward way.
they do
Then possibly it might mean, how
tails to fill their mouths.
we protect our game but we don't do that at all. As to any
it,

;

can only be said that we are not
agreed among ourselves, and do it in various ways, each according to the best light he has.
later mail brought me a bundle of back numbers of the
Fokest and Stkeam, retailed from home; and now, when
opportunity to sit
it is too late, I find that I have missed the
down to a dish of 'possum with such distinguished compauy
as Senator Garland, "Guyon," and the iuiinitable Ceil.
"Bob" Crockett— too late even to sit down to the second
."
Too bad
table with the " children and niggers
For your own private information, however, I will give you
other question whatever,

it

A

i

f:r if there is
the result of years of experience boiled down
one thing above another which an editor ought to possess,"
Now, in catching a " 'possum
it is accurate information.
you need a dog. But that is too long, and life is too short.
You should, if in Arkansas, go to a persimmon orchard, for
in the production of this fruit, this State ranks second in the
Union— the supremacy of North Carolina in that industry
Moreover, when the perbeing, of course, beyond dispute.
simmon is in season the 'possum is ripe, and vie,, versa; the
" pucker " from the
hard frost which softens and removes the
persimmon, improves and brings out the good qualities of the
•possum and best reason of all, you are surer to find your
game there than elsewhere. The best way, I think, is to hunt
him with a gun. The dog trees the game, you shine his eyes
with a torch or jack-lantern, and aim at the two little fireyou fail to " hear something
balls that reflect your light.
drap," as you shoot, you may know that it was "nothing
but a 'coon," or " wasn't fat."
Will he sham, make as if, pretend he's dead, play 'poBsuni? He will. Find one alive, strike at him, but don't hit
him. He will counterfeit a dead 'possum "to a fault," Go
First one eye will open just, a
off a little ways and watch.
then if he fails to see you the other opens his head
little
moves, slowly at first he looks all about him ; then gets up
If he fails to see you, ho
slowly, and looks all around.
makes off. If he sees you, he's dead again. There's nothing
involuntary about it. It is willful, deliberate and premeditated,
if in doubt whether the animal is dead or sharnuieth,
;

H

ami
it

is

TTMBAZOOKSTTB RIVB.B
the outlet of the lake of that name.

Having got again upon our course (for we had gone out of
to camp) we rested on our oars to await the return of our

guides.

After half an hour's delay we resumed our paddles, our
guides having found us, and hunted up a log camp about
three and a half miles up the meadows ou the east shore.
found a very good house after some search, but wheu
the loggers abandoned it for the season they left their refuse
upon the ground, and the.aimospherc around was anything
but sweet; so we tarried not, but continued on about two
and a half miles further and pitched our tent at the foot of
" MTTLB OARBY,"

We

on the east bank of the Umbazooksus.
Until witbiu two years, there were no teams to be had
Now
across Mud Pond Carry, but it must be made on foot,
the occupants of 'Suncook Farm pretend to furnish teams
for that, service; so while we were pitching our tent, Sam and
John went back about four miles to assist the teams across a
small creek, which empties into 'Suncook on the east bank,
to enable them to reach us at our camp at the fool of Lit lieCarry, near winch is the west terminus of the carry when
made by teams.
While awaiting their return we found some very good fishing on the ripB near our camp. About 6 p. a. our guides returned with the intelligence that they could not get the
horses across the creek, as the owner would uot, swim them
Unless we would stand security, fearing they might drowu—
hence they abandoned the team, put it back and hired three
men, paying them $5 each to assist in getting us across the
carry.

The next morning— May 31— we made an early start, for
we had the hardest battle of the route before us for this day's
work. Our guides paddled up the pitch (some forty rods),
while we walked " Short Carry." Resuming our boats, an
hour's paddle against a stiff current took us a matter of two
miies into

UMBAZOOK8US LAKE,
half a mile across the lake to the east shore
the west end of the famouB or infamous

;

;

;

pick him up

;

;

straighten

the

tail

;

then pretend to

let

him

MUD POND

and you land

at

OAliltY,

one of the worst out of doors. It is two miles long and from
the centre pilches both ways. To the westward the water
empties into 'Suncook and pays tribute to the East Branch*
of the Peuobscot to the eastward into Mud Pond and Ihence
into Chamberlain, till it finally reaches the St. John—hence
;

—
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of the head waters of
tributaries to that river.

the St. John

it (is

A

there

boihg ninny

wcllileliiied road crosses to

Mud

PoSdj bul the soil is light and springy, with a frequent ad
mixture of solid mud, sy that you often sink from two to
three feet into the mire.

Having made

tlie

carry before,

however, we were provided with long-legged rubber boots
ami were able to get over it Wi-hout great discomfort, Our
birches and oilier mggage were transported with little dim
culiy or delay. A matter oi two or three hours suffices to
make it with light luggage and canoes, but taking across a
bateau weighing from GOO 10 800 pounds is quite another
matter: it Was accoinplifihfld, however, in about, sir hours.
Our guides now numbered eight men and, by means of yokes
roughly improvised for the occasion, they raised the bateau
to their shoulders, carrying it from tentdflfti en rodsatapull.
Although it was not yet June the black flies swarmed about
us in great numbers and annoyed us exceedingly.
At tour o'clock, however, we were safely across, our throe
extra men were dismissed, and we resumed onr journey.
wri) POND
is a small sheet of water, very shallow, hut deep in mud,
nearly round, with a circumference of about two and a half
or three miles. Fifteen minutes took us across to the outlet
this the guides ran, while we walked to the foot of shoal
water, a distance of about eighty rods, where the outlet is
Three-quarters
sufficiently deep to admit of safe ^passage.
of a mile further took us to
OUAMliKKl.AlN DAKB,
As is usually the case, the
into which the outlet empties.
mouth of the outlet was choked up for a distance of some
forty rods with "dry kie," a mass of broken trees, old
stumps and branches, and all sorts of drift wood closely
interwoven and packed together. By the aid of setting poles
we worked our way through it in twenty minutes, and were
upon the broad bosom of Chamberlain, a charming stretch
of water, some twenty miles long by two to three wide.
Nearly opposite on the east shore is
;

•

OUAMBKHLAIN FARM,
where sportsmen always find a hearty welcome, a good bed,
and a satisfying board. Quite a gale of wind was blowiug
to the west as we entered upon Uic lake, and our little birches
bobbed merrily up and down upon the heaving billows, but,
they rode the white caps beautifully, and at about six o'clock

we made

a safe landing at the farm.
June the 1st was a most delightful morning, the air was
fresh and bracing, with a stiff breeze from the north. About
8:30 we got under way, our larder restocked, aud everything
provided for a three or four days' sojourn in the wilderness.
stiff bead
Our course lay northerly alongthe east shore.
wind rendered our progress slow, and it took us a matter of
an hour and a half to reach

A

THE LOOKS,
three miles distant
The looks were built several years ago,
a eon.-ideiJi.ble expense, to form a cominunicition of Eagle
with Chamberlain Lake, and thus take the logs from the
surrounding territory into Chamberlain, thence into East
Branch, and finally into Maine, instead oi' in the other direcTo carrv out this project three
tion down the St. John.
dams were built, two at Chamberlain aud one at the foot of
Churchill, just at the head of Chase's Carry.
Parties interested in sending them down the St. John, however, would
not tolerate this new thoroughfare, and shortly after a fire
mysteriously destroyed every dam
The dams at the locks are about eighty rods apait. The
ihe outlet, and the second ju-t
first is at the beginning of
below on the same outlet. The remains of the dams are
sufficient to bur the progress of passing through in boats, so
we had to carry by the first into the water below, and also do
Our bateau was the only thing
the same at the second dam.
that promised trouble, hut by means of the ''painter" we
dragged it upon the top of the first dam and let it down beAt the second dam we cleared a passage to the sluicelow.
way through a mass of "dry kie," and our guides ran it
through empty, jumping the apron into the water below.
Au hour's delay did the business, and we found ourselves
floating calmly upon the bosom of

at

EAGLE LAKE.
At the upper end of Eagle Lake, on the west shore, we
beaver house, which we found to h'tve been recently
built, and noted fresh tracks of beaver thereon.
"beaver
house" is built, of earth in the form of a mound, resembling
Over the top and about the sides are
a small cock of ha3r
placed small round sticks or poles from three to six feet, in
Communication with it is made by means of a narlength.
row passage or channel from the bed of the river, and as you
gaze down you will distinctly note the pathway. They feed
principally upon the bark of trees, such as birch and poplar,
and in the fall they lay in a stock of wood cut up in short
sections for food.
All around in the forest adjoining they
had left truces of their handiwork in the shape of "beaver
cuttings," i. c, stumps of trees from two to ten inches i'i
diameter, standing out from the ground as (hough shorn of
their trunks by an axe.
These trees they cut down with
their teeth, and so intelligent are they that they know instinctively which way a tree will fall, and never cut one
unless it will fall where tl icy wish it. They cut entirely
arouud the tree, and when it fails the top of the stump breaks
off in the centre and leaves a cone-shaped point, while the
work, to the uninitiated, has the appearance of having been
done with an axe.
visited a

A

.

They also build extensive dams reaching entirely across a
river, and thus dam the current at pleasure.
Eor this purpose they also fell trees, fill in the interstices with small
stones, which they carry by forming a loop of their broad,
flat tails, taking the end in their mouths, and in this way
drag the stones where they want them, then a masonry of
mud completes the dam.
Near the beaver house we saw (racks of moose and cariwere now in a wild and seldom visited region,
bou.
where moose, caribou, deer and beaver abound in groat nunibeis, and where, if the Teader will spend a week with a good
guide, he will find game to his bean's content.
Last winter
Capt. Cole trapped eighty-four beaver in this region.
Leaving (he beaver house, we found our way to
iullsrury's island.
three miles from the head of the lake, where we pitched our
tent on the old camping ground of Capt. Cole.
It is located
on the east side of the Island, near the north end. Nearly
opposite, and on the eastthore ot the lake,
smith's kmootc
comes in. This is a favorite Haunt of moose, caribou, etc.
As our trip was uot plauued for hunting, we were not fully
provided with shooting amis, having only one rifle, a repeater
and a shot guti for small game.
Toward night F
took a birch, with Sam for a guide,
armed with my Winchester, aud paddled up Smith Brook
or game. As the law was on, I will tell no tales out of

We

Let it suffice the reader's curiosity, however, that
he saw both a moose and caribou within shooting distance,
anil, if called into court to testify, I shall truthfully depose
that I distinctly heard the crack of said rifle four times durThe next morning he tried his luck again,
ing his absence.
He had patiently waited for half
but saw only a black bear.
an hour for "game aud saw nothing; then it occurred to both
him and his guide, Ned, that a smoke would not come
amiss, so, laying down his ride, first removing the cartridge,
he commenced filling his pipe ere it was half filled, however, a black bear got up within two rods of him (probably
had been taking a nap), and before he could get his rifle in
F
readiness said bear took the alarm and galloped off.
sent three or four bullets after him, but Bruin did not tarry,
and that was the last seen of him. This was all the hunting
for large game done on our trip. Further up the river is a
beaver dam, where the fishing is usually excellent, We,
however, caught only a few there.
About three
June the 3d we" resumed our journey.
miles from Pillsbury Island the voyageur comes to Peel's
Island, neither of which arc named upon any map I have
seen, although both are located properly in Eagle Lake.
It was near this latter island that " Dirty Donald," the
hermit, resided tor several years, and finally starved to death
a few > ears ago in mid-winter. Having go' ten out of provisions, a companion (who had lately joined him) went away
after some, but was gone several days, and upon his return
found him dead. His hut was located on the west side of
Eagle Lake, upon a point of land that makes out into the
lake about two miles north from Peet's Island. This point
in the lake is known as

school.

;

rni;

narrows,

is scarcely half a mile wide.
Before entering lhe Narrows the lake makes off westerly
into a deep hay, at the ext reme point of which is
RUBRELL UROOK,
which we did not visit, hut which affords good fishing in the

and

summer and

fall,

especially at the mouth.
of the Narrows
SOl'KR BROOK
the east, and affords fine fishing later in the

At the lower end
empties in from
season.

After leaving the Narrows the lake widens up to about two
when a fall of about two miles takes you to the head

miles,

of

" THOROUGHFARE,"
a narrow neck of water which unites Eagle with Churchill
Lake. A mile and a half to the westward is the foot of
Eaale Lake, into the extreme poim of which empties
8NAUE BROOK.
which is classed with the other streams for good fishing.
Pursuing our journey we passed through the" Thoroughfaro," a distance of five miles, at the fo it of which empties in
TUOROCGBFAJiE BROOK,
from the west, which not only affords the best of fishing,
but is to be classed with Smith's Brook for large game.
As
time was an important consideration wilhjsome members of
our party, we did not tarry at any of the places above-menPillsbury's
leaving
>ned
after
Island
LeaviDg
ti
Thoroughfare Brook you immediately enter
ouiiBonn.L lake,
through which we passed, covering a distance of about six
This brings us to
mileB, without delay.
OHASK'S DAM,
heretofore spoken of as having been burned, and forming one
The dam, alof the most interesting features of the trip.
though so far destroyed as to be rendered useless as a dam,
still maintains the appearance of one.
The timbers mostly
remain, although partly burned and weakened. It is situated
at the head of a long, sharp pitch of water, which increases
in velocity and terror for a mile and a half.
For the first
half-mile it is rapids, running like a mill-race down a sharp
declivity, broken here aud there by sharp rocks and bouldNow it changes its course westerly and tumbles fearers.
fully for the next half mile down a steeper grade, and among
sharper and more frequent rocks aud ledges, exalting itself
into milky foam and dashing spray, its it frets and plunges
along its rocky course.
again its bed regains more
Dearly its level, and sharp rocks disappear, but it has answered to the cue, and it still tumbles with decreasing
velocity for the next half mile, when, like a spent projectile,
it settles quietly agaiu into its bed
Around this rush of waters there was formerly a well-defined road, known as
ou ash's CARRY,
which was cut out years ago by loggers, but after they had
finished decimating the forest, and'retired their shadows after
thein, the road was suflered to grow up again, and we were
only able to find sections open to convenient passage. Sam
and Johu had determined to "run" the rapids with the
bateau, and Ned and Alf the birches, while Joe was detailed
to guide us over the carry. I shall not detail the trials of six
men, who tore their way through a tangled mass of hushes
and grapevines, headed by Joe, who told Sam he knew the
road perfectly. If he did, and we went by the " road," God
pity that poor sportsman who has no guide aud has to go
across lots.
The distance by road is supposed to be about
half a mile, and we were about three quarters of an hour
making it.
and
did most of the expletives
for the party, while Newt, laughed
S. compromised between the two and I well, I had a rifle on my arm, a
heavy rod case on my shoulder, and and big words in my
mouth. However, when we reached the foot of the carry it
was not many minutes ere we saw a birch rounding the bend
of the river above us, some sixty rods away, but, such was
the velocity of its coming, that scarcely did it appear in
sight ere it was abreast of us, and in a few moments its consort came to harbor alongside in safety, although the presence of water in their bottoms told of rough seas they had
encountered. The grand spectacle of our whole voyage was now to be witnessed, ana one that will ever
linger in our memories so long as woods and waters preserve their cha r ms.
Our bateau has now rounded the bend
and is bearing down upon us with the velocity of an eagle
darting for its prey.
Capt. dole stands firmly'in the stern,
occasionally shifting his puddle from side to side and boxing
the element that would trifle with the course of the bateau,
while Johu, bare-headed, his h iir flowing in the wind, stands
firmly like a statue in (he bow, his paddle poised in mid-air
and his setting-pole at hand, watching with an eagle's eye
every motion of the current, piercing sharply and quickly
here aud there for treacherous rocks, lest in a twinkling (he
gliding craft become a mass of broken fragments; but he is
master of the situation, a hero in our owu cherished microcosm, as he battles the waters, and with a dexterous sweep of
his paddle wards off an approaching danger.
Round about
dashes the spray as the white water gracefully curves and

Now riding gallantly upon a heardivides beneath her how.
ing and throbbing swell, now falling coyly off into the trough
of' the current, she attains a point opposite us, when, with a
few well-timed strokes from both paddles, she obeys their
dictate like a thing of life, and gracefully comes to rest upon
the bank at our feet.
Running Chase Rapids is no boy's play, and none but the
the quick
081; experienced guides thoroughly familar with
water ever attempt it, and never, so far as I can learn, with
a passenger. Many limes, said our guides, while making the
transit with the bateau, they could not see each other through
the mist and spray which enveloped them, and frequently
they could not see the course before them and could only
judge of the safety of the passage from their general knowlOf course the run is more or
edge of the set of the water.
less dangerous to he made at different seasons of the year,
dependent upon the quantity of water, which increases or
diminishes its velocity. In very low water it is more safely
made, though less easily perhaps, as part of the bed is nearly
dry, and one can pick his way along with a setting pole.
In water like the present, a canoe can run it with less danger than a bateau, as it can keep more out of the swiftest
current, being smaller, lighter and having less draft.
At the foot of the carry we all resumed our places, and
made rapid progress down the quickened current.
About half a" mile below, the river suddenly narrows up
and turns to the west again for a short distance, and we have
another short pitch called
"the DEVIL'S ELBOW"
which parties usually carry around as being somewhat
hazardous to run, but as there was plenty of water between
the rocks we ran it.
It is a nasty spot, however, and must be run with great
enough in good water to an experienced
guide.
It is choked with sharp rocks and massive boulders,
aud the water rushes like a mile-race through its narrow
channels.
passed through it without adventure

care, although safe

We

"luting."

Although you are in the same stretch of water from the
time you leave Chamberlain Lake, yet different sections lake
different names.
The bulges are dignified as "lakes" and
the smaller sections as a river. From Chase's Carry to
Umsaskis Lake, this water is called
ALT/BGABII BIVEK
and is nine miles in extent. There is nothing worthy of
note, along the river, which is only some forty rods in width,
varying of course in places, save that there is much quick
water and the running of it is exciting and exhilarating.
Perhaps I ought to arid, however, that fishing in it is good at
times, and game is abundant along its shores. Ducks were
quite plenty when we ran it, although we seldom got near
enough to "get a good shot. We, however, had one good
sqnare meal off white winged teal. The species of ducks we
saw were mostly black, wood, teal and old squaw. About
5 p.m., wo entered the waters of

UMSASKIS LAKE
a small lake some four miles long

LONG LAKE
which, including Umsaskis, is about nine miles long, by some
We were advised by Sam there
is all called Long Lake.
was a good log camp on the east shore of Umsaskis near its
head, and we searched it out. It is about one and a half
miles down at the foot of or rather midway in a long curve
or bend just east of a round point of land which one will
Here we tied up for the night, highly
readily perceive.
pleased with our day's adventure, in which we had accomShould any reader have occasion
plished about thirty miles.
to camp here, he will find an excellent spring of water about
forty rods north of the camp or northwest near the old logGrBOBGE A. Fat.
ging road.
it

Intuml giptarg.
[Prom Appleton's Journal.]
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DOES THE CRAB GO SIDEWAYS ?
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to this article

trivial

of

tion,

and the learning which

will be displayed in

answering

The word "go" sounds particularly weak and feeble,
it is used in the broadest and fullest amplitude of significance, and covers the ground of " walk, run, swim,
crawl, creep, climb, advance, retreat, progress, travel,
propel, skedaddle, vamose" and every other method of
motion, implied, intimated, or suggested by that small but
really strong and expressive word.
It is, therefore, no
trifling inquiry.
Crabs are curious cieatmes; their ways
arc not like the ways of other living things, whether of the
earth, air, fire or water, and their whole characters possess
a side-long quality, like their mode of progression. Most
animals move directly forward ; others, like the lobster,
" advance backward ;" a few, like the scallop, are irregular
and flighty, unable to control their direction some fly, some
run, some crawl, some hop, some bound, but to the crab and
the chess-bishop alone is it permitted to advance or retire at
an angle to themselves, as if a cross-eyed man were to attempt to follow his eyes. Pursue a crab with a view to
dinner thrust the net in front of him, and how like a flash
of Lightning he will dart away to oue side or the other, as he
thinks escape the easier : place it before his line of flight,
anil with what incredible speed will he withdraw in the
contrary direction, his rear claw "lagging," hy no means
"superfluous," but with steel-like pincers ready to receive
the foe
Endeavor to intercept his retreat, and instantly he
changes his course to the opposite one, aud again leaves the
net far behind. Now, the problem which we propose to
solve is why he thus indirectly slides off "on his ear," as it
were, and why he does not move as other animals, why, in
other words, he is to be an exception to all animated nature.
To obtain a satisfactory answer we must investigate both
the moral and physical conformation of our subject, The

it.

but

;

;

!

moral nature can be understood with but casual study, and

may

be summed up in the two words " utter perverseness,"
the jocose writers puts it, " pure cussedness." There

or, as

so much positive, active and aggressive ill-temper in a crab
that there docs not seem to he room fur much else, even of
negative traits. He lias more cruelty aud wickedness to the
square inch than a Comanche brave with his war-paint On.
He is a crustaceous concentration of rage, and would quarrel
with himself should the world fail to "furnish him sufficient
other objects for a perpetual row.
ne surpasses in appetite
for fights the Arkansas "roarer" of ancient celebrity, who
is

FOREST AND STREAM.
nor surrender the confidence of a grander and
broader future he simply sheds that s-kip, He moves from
that house, be leaves bis armor for a smaller man
he casts
he past, ami all its surroundings, like a corner-grocery
Off
millionaire when he enters Fifth Avemi as a leader of so-

grew low.spiril ed and sad r>f lienrl if a urt ek had gone by
wiihrm" his gouging out somebodv's eye or Siting off somebod) 'sear. He wi accommodate any nne. wh u happens lo
be ooltlng for a digtwb&mw with the utmost, willingness nod
on ihe shortest notice, and generally without regard to difference of srze.
In fact, when lie gets "maoy' wbtoh ho
does on he slightst provocaiion, he is i|te maddest, ihing on
ear h. His InctnOfl of carrying on warfare, alBO, is peculiar,
and trying bolh to his adversary's eves and feelings.
JUoti •ijif=s, tie alio s the laliet to approach within a certain
distance, when, suddenly ami without warn i-og, hesp>inga up
and lashes at him with his daws, which, if they miss their
vimrk, ela-h together, like the old-time clang of sword on
The strength of those claws is prodigious: a little
helmet.
baby, ts big Ha a
U roil piece, can rlraw blood like a Iftech,
and a fu Ugrown crab can cut through the ather of a boot,
with ease.
When llie claws hjtveotice fastened on their
prey, 00 power ihai dues not break them can force them
asuii'hr,
It is supposed the word i-.ruxtuctan, which the
scientific gentry apply to these nnimals, is only a learned

pansion,

crnsty disposition, so active is the r
orig u
sin
Anoiiicr Idiosyncrasy maintains their evil
reputation.
Bo long as one of thorn is held by any part, of
its person, it will hold dn to anything else it can r. ach, and
will let go only when itself is released.
So, if the enterprising reader should ea eh a crab by the hind-flipper, he may
make a quaint and amusing experiment. There 18 a little
danger unending the attempt in the outset, for these independent crustaceans act on the noH me tangere motto, and do
not allow strangers " fooling round" their hind-flippers anymore than that oilier an -mat of an allied spirit, the mule,
and are apt t reach down for you as you reach out, for them.
B t, il 'you manage deftly, they surrender to fate, and fold
their arms resignedly across their breasts, like a good man
when his hour 1ms come. This submissive state of mind is
DO dei-p-Keau-ri. however, and. if, after getting one at such a
disadvantage, you hold it where it, can reach the flipper of a
brother of the same race, it Will feel for him with instant dispfttCh, and, hav rig once clinched its claw, will cling fast
with noble resolution. Then the second crab can bo approached to a thi d, and will seize it in the same manner,
and so on till a string two yards long, or as high as the experimenter can each, will lie formed, each firmly fa
',
to the one below, i>ith a death-grip ihat never relaxes until
some limb breaks, Or you Jet go Of the first in line— a chain
of obstinate ferocity that ihe's'udent of morals could have
much pleasure in investigating provided he did not approach
it so closely as to come within reach of a disengaged cIhw.
Th- purely unscientific person would pr badly only wonder
why a era'i should apparently be, entirely satisfied to be
pinched itself, provided it could pinch someone else, parsing
along an injuty as the good are expected to 'ransmit a favor.
have, however, a means uf escape which is peculiarly
crustacean.
Tie good boot says, "If a limb offend thee,
cut it oil and cist it from thee, for it is better to lose a limb
than that the entire body should fall into hell-fire." Men
raids art on this excellent
ItO, although it was addressed
to them, hut the crab community has taken it up with enWhen a crab is reslrai ed by one claw until the
thusiasm.
position grows irksome, or is "dander gets fiz" beyond restraint, he suddenly snaps off that member, and, leaving it
to his more powerlul adversary, slips away and saves the rest
of his carcass.
If humanity could kick off its legs whenever
there was a twinge of gout in a big toe, or could fling away
its arms when it had uu furl her use fp. them, and arms and
legs would grow a Sin, as quietly as crustacean claws, the
praciice suggested by the Bible might be more generally folJowe.il, and cer»iniy
the pobce force would have much
difficulty in ma mcling its prisoners.
Who c uld properly
de^cri e he feel ugs of >ne of our guardians of the peace if a
criminal whom he is hauling lustily to the 1 H'fc-up, "running
him in," as the vernacular hath it, should Suddenly leave his
mana led hands and arms us a parting gift, and dart down
the street with feet made mote- active by the lessened weight
they had t carry ?
fiut to man is not given such a precious
he cannot even imagine how he should go about
privileg
to shake himself clear ot his bones
but the crab makes no
hones about it; he does not strain after an effect, dots not
slash -round nor strike Hie offending member
he simply
drops it, as a fashionable Italy would crop an undesirable nc
it Si cms |o be an (ICt of mental volition
quaiutnnee.
rather
of
than
physical effori
Having no further use for that limb
h lops il olf, or, finding himself overcome by his enemy,
like a brave but vanquished foe he surrenders his arms, arid
thus saves life and honor. And then, having got rid of a
member in lies easy fashion, he recovers it "with equal
facility.
The e are no on -armed pensioners on the
crustacean pay-roll, no empty sleeves going about the
subaqueous Streets playing on aqu.lic. band-organs, (II appealing to the sympathies of all crabdom, no one-legged
heroes are left to slump it through life in a feeble search for
fvo sooner has the cliw been cast aside
daily provender,
than another proceeds to grow, hardly off with the old love
before he is on with the new, and a few months sees the
cripple as sound and »li le and stout and hearty as ever.
All ye who have toothaches, earaches or headaches, nil ye
who have felons on your fingers or gout in your toes who
have bed arms or lees on the altar of your country all, intact, who have a limb too few by consequence of its loss, or
a binb too many by virlue of its bad behavior, go to llie crab,
observe his ways, and be sad that you cannot go and do likewise that you cannot shed your miseries or tecover from
your misfortu es as eas'ly as he.
Kh urc has done n rich" for thi-, lively and energetic crustaam ig othei favors, it has conferred on him a comcean
plete suit, of armor.
Ife not merely cairies his house but his
castle on his back
he is invariably armed cap-a-pie, so that

and successfully withdrawn, and the case

1

I

To an ordinary uioiial. endowed with no more
capacity than an ordinary mortal possesses, the withdrawal
of a rah from its shell would seem an impossibility, but the
crab lexicon must be as deficient as that of youth, for the
crustacean certainly performs the feat.
The claws and legs
and lltppers are much larger at the exlreuoties than ihey are
al Ihe Johns, the claws especially being often a half-dozen
times as large round, yet the larger part somehow pa scs the
aairower, either yielding to Compression or forcing an enlargement of the smaller portion. The eyes are round protuberances, Ijlte knobs placed at the aad of delicate filaments
one quoier as thick as themselves, yet they are pulled
through the unyielding tube which incloses the filament between hern and the body. Every portion, even llie finest
and most delicate, not thicker in places than a bar, is safely

ciety.
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hard crab is very frequently seen swimming
explained.
with a soft one in his arms now, the reason for this is something that " no fellow has found out." It may be love or it
may be hunger, it may be ihat the hard shell means to make
the soft shell a partner of his bosom or his stomach he or
she holds ihe other strained to his or her breast, so that when
one is captured the other is taken also, and it has beeu ohseived that the two arc generally, if not invariably, of
So tlvs strange romance may he founded,
different sex.
like so many human ones, on " the old old story," or il may
be but a repetition of a still older story reaching way back
to the diys of Adam immediately on his expulsion from
paradise, the struggle for life.
As our great poet Joaquin
Miller so beau' if ully sings
" o master dear, I greatly fear
car 'c.r th Mill ectiie 10 harm,
Fori saw last n ah l the 'hard crab
;

;

—
—

;

'

1

With the

;

enemies cannot, break in and steal his life away, and he may
indulge his naturally warlilie temper without danger of extermination.
He is the knight-errant of the watery world,
and backs down front no danger; his nearest, imitation of a
ffitrea being to slip off sideways.
But this comfort of a coat
f

mail has

its

d sa>!vantflges;

the crab grows, but Ids castle

There comes a time in lite life of every crab, and
often, al least once a year, and perhaps much
otiener, when he has not, only grown tOO bigfor llfs
tB,
but loi, large fur his iron skin, wh -n he ' must swell or
bust " when the very weight of his best prfllecliou, hi?
chesl-probelor, crushes him, and he is Cabined, ciibhed,
confined, within a limit nil too small for bis swelling ptopo
'

ot.

comes veiy

in a

very light place

and many a less enterprising animal would give up tinsiruggo, "and perish like ihe' old inn State criminal who
stood mate al his trial under the ]>i:irce tiwe at, forte.
But no!
so the !"- ii. oho
al*aj equal to the occasion r whatever
i

i

the occasion

may

be.

He

does not cut his coat; to his cloth,
fiticll.
nor give up hope of ex-

Jt'r

crab on
'

"—

-

In plain word-, he finds himself

s

We
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lions.

'

its

ami

:"

This eccentricity may therefore signify the end of that soft
crab, or it mav intimate ihe beginning of a long line of both
soft and hard crahs extendi, g down "through all the generaFor, after all, crabs are but mortal, and are domtions."
inated by the power of love and hunger like human Ii fogs j
they may have wonderful gifts, hut ihey are subject to a
common fate, and food and tolly fill as much of ihe,r lives as
ilc v do of man's.
all know the famous definition of a crab, that it was a
"red fish that went backward
and the criticism, to the
effect that there were only three errors in the ex-plaua ion, as
a crab was neither red nor a fish nor did it go backward.
But thi-, is ovcr-nic ty. The best part of a crab's existence,
il
not of his life, is when he is red— tur only after he is
My heal h- turns
cooked do in iff of our nice know him.
from tr-iyish-green to radiant red; he is purified and improved by fire. The most skeptical will admit that, if he is
not absolutely a fish, a seale-ti-b, with the flesh outside and
the bones inside, he is a sort of fish, a " variation," us science
I

terms

it,

a

shell-fish,

win
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smsible nature, prefers lo wear the bones outside and keep
the flesh safely housed within.
Moreover, if the icluhyologically learned were reqiiied to define accurately and positively what a fish L«, and to determine if th-y would include
whales equally with stukh backs
the viviparous sp cies
of the California coas- with the llying-fi-h md the do phins,
and if they would accept the curious double-' yed species of
ihe West Indies, which have one-half of the optic lens
adapted to looking through the atmosphere and the other
ha f for use under water, they would certainly experience
trouble in keeping out of so large and liberal a cla<-s our persevering and interesting subject, the crab. And, as to his
mode of progression, did not so great and fi-hy an authority
as the "melancholy Dane" in Shakcsp are say, "If, like a
crab, you could go backward f"
Taking all this together,
therefore, it is not surprising that a crub should carry some
of his obliquities with him, even into a dictionary.
He often
gets into strange places, and does strange things when there.
For the length of the muddy salt-water creeks of our coast
he digs holes and makes narrow but comforiable houses,
where he lies and gazes out all day long upon the iuleresti g
though p'acid scenery of his watery realm, wailing, poss biy,
for a careless minnow to come within reach of his claws, but
with apparently as little on his mind as a fashionable New
York loafer, hanging around the doors of a city hold, or
staring vacantly, with feet higher than head, from its sittingroom window, on the passing Broadway pedestrians. In ihe
bays where the mud of the creek is replaced bv sand, he digs
rimilar holes on the shallow flats, and, backing down into
them, pa-ses the d-iys peering into the sky and wailing till the
comet shall fall into the sun and rahe the temperatme of
the water to boiling heat, so that he can e ready cooked for
the salamander who is to take the, place of man when that
interesting event shall have occurred.
At least this is all
that we know that he does, exced when we walk about barefooted in his neighborhood, when we discover ihat, in taking
to housekeeping, he has not surrendered his predatory propenIt may be that he retires in doors, like a mode-t
sities.
animal, to change his shirt anything may be, or may not
be, in reference to his motives and conduct
hut, if he does,
the difficulties of the operation mu-t be greatly increased by

ad

I

—

—

the closeness of his quarters.
There is scarcely r om for
himself, and cerainly not for himself and his shell, when he
has cast off the latter, and his struggles to get out of his
covering, which at, the best are severe and exhausting, would
be rendered twice as bard in so limited a space. Still, he has
an odd way of getting in'o odd places for odd purposes.
What could have induced ihe subjects of Pnaraoh when,
three thousand five hundred years ago, they were erecting a
monument to the glories of their ruler's reign, to pi >ce under
that monument four crabs?
They were dou itless an intelligent and civdized people
but what connec ion cou d the
highest intelligence and most perfect civilization discover
There are few points of
bei ween a crab and an obelisk?
similarity between these objects, and the most casual observer will note many differences. An obelisk does not seem,
by any na'ural process, to suggest a crab, nor a crab an
obeli-k.
Our American predecessors, the wild Indians of
our coas', must have captured, killed and eaten crabs, for a
time during Yvhich "the memory of man runneth not to ihe
contrary," and yet, there is no evidence that they were in the
Possibly the engineers of the
habit of erecting obelisks.
ancient Egyptians were a jocose or sarcastic ntee, and thus
covertly conveyed to future times an alb gorical intimation of
the cruel and crabbed charac er of the Pharnonic government, Or the great kings themselves may have said, in their
plenitude of pride, that, as the world is earned on the back
of a tortoise as all the world knows their kingdom should
be borne on the back of that far nobler and higher animal,
the crab.
But hose speculations are carrying us away from the main
purpose of this paper, and lea' ling us almost to forget the
For our better enlightenquestion that was to be answered.
ment we hive taken a casual and cu-sory look into the moral
have carr ed
and physical conformation of the creature.
the reader " where crabs grow," but it is necessary to draw a
line somewhere, and we cannot enter the vast field of the
imaginative.
What
we.
idealistic, symbolical, and
want is a
simple answer to a plain inquiry, and can scarcely he expected to look back three thousand years and search ihrongh
desire to keep the
idl the realms of fancy to find it.
reader to the point, and Jtot allow him or her to stray off into
byways and roundabout lanes, enticing and attractive as they
does the «rab go sidemay appear. The question is,
ways? And, if the reader is prepared to "give it up " by
this time, we will furnish the only and correct reply, that is,
the only reply which the present sta'e of cab sciencfl accepts
as correct for, as to the future, science reserves to itself ihe
right to change its views as freely as it has chang d them
about every other problem on every other conceivable question concerning the "heavens and the earth and Ihe wa ers
under the earth," and every living, moving, breathing or iuauima'e thing therein or thereabout. But at present science
and experience unite in saying that a crab goes sideways for
the reason, and no other and a good reason it seems to be
For, judging by
ihat a crab can go in no other way.
what we know of a crab's disposition, if there was asny other
way in which it could go, it would go that way. Tun's
And if any one has a better reason let him present it,
all.
or "forever after hold his peace."
;

—

—
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THE HOOP SNAKE.
Nbw

:

;
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;
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it

with
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left

partitions -perl ectj as complete and unthe animal had died and decomposed, and its

if

The act completed, and to one
flesh had been washed away.
side lies the shell, to the other lies the crab, alive, hut feeble,
helpless and unresisting, a prey to any foe, even ihemi-erable
little minnow, who can bite a piece out of his exposed sides
or run off with the end of one of his claws.
The armor is
gone and the warrior knows it, his courage and pluck have
gone with it he can now only " suffer and be still." There
every
motion of the
is danger in every ripple of the wave, in
water, in the approach of every living thing, bird, beast or
Death hangs over him like a pall, and he cannot even
fish.
make "an effort to escape. His limbs are too feeble to support him, he cannot run, walk, crawl nor swim ; he is aware
of this, and makes no attempt to move, either to fly. or to
tight, but allows himself lo be picked up, or crushed, or
eaten, without the semblance of a protest— and jus; then
how good he is to eat ; how other fishci love him, what, bait,
he makes, what a delicacy man considers him; how the
wading birds look for him, and the big and little fishes "go
His days of power have for the moment passed,
for him !"
antl it is no wouder his nature is perverted, for in those
hours of helples-ness he suffers wrongs and erne ties enough
Every creature's
to cmb tier ihe temperof a race of angels.
fa< gs are turned against him, and it is only natural that
when he recovers his strength he turns his pincers against
every creature.
Al this point another serious question presents itself, as
serious in many of its aspects as that at the head of this
Which is the best to eat, a
article, and that Question is
On so important and far reaching a
soft or a hard crab?
matter, a matter that affects the happiness of every man,
woman and child who eats crabs (and what man, woman or
chid fails to eat crabs if he, she or it can git erabB to eat?)
on so tremendous a question it, will not do to "make any
When cooks disagree,
mistake. And yet who can tell ?
who shall decide ? And still how terrible if. will be if after
we have all eaten soft crabs as the "nothing further" of
gustatory bliss, have sighed for soft, crabs, have sung of soft
crab- have sorrowed after soft-crab suppers, if after all this
pride of stomach a future Soyi r, or Blot, or Savarin shall
arise and tell us we were mistaken, that a soft crab does not
compare in flavor, in delicacy, in excellence, with a hard
crab
that we have all erred and lived our livrs antl ruined
our digestions in vain! When such undeniable authority
shall prove to us that our entire treatment of the crab was a
miserable error, that we never' should have established industries to convert ihe hard shell into the soft, that our distinctions between a "shedder" and a '"burster" and a
"buckram" were but wasted learning. What shall we say
ami do then how turn the hands of tune back and make up
Yet there are those
for our lost crabbed opportunities ?
among us who believe that such will he the final fate of all
who prefer sofl crabs to hard.
Bullet us return to our crab, leaving his comparative excellence aside for th-it of Irs comparative anatomy.
The
moment he is out of his old house he swells himself he assumes al) the rotundity that the utmost possible consumption
This is not ouiof pride at Hie extraorof water will attain.
dinary feat he has just accomplished, but as a precautionary
measure for the future. Upon his size now dep-rnls the size
of hi> new coat which tailor Nature is making and fitting for
him, and he must leave room for all the good dinners he inOnce incased again
tends to eat for the next many months.
in his fresh garments, he will have no further chance to expand except by another revolution like the one he has just
goue through. Having swollen, he lies still till his c ial
hardens into mail, which it does in a few days. At Uiis time
cents another strange event which no man has successfully
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and Stream:
Suppose that you now open a discussion on the natural and
myth.cal his'ory of the hoop snake. It has been my custom
Yvhen traveling through any part of the country to talk with
the people on na ural history subjects, and the snakes have
no sooner been brought forward than the hoop snake invariably comes rolling in.
No one has ever seen one of the animals in question, but
few men are so far behind in tne knowledge of the ways of
of serpents as not, to have " heard of" some wonderful facts
E&ttor Forett

connect ed with this cousin of the sea serpent.
I do not believe there is a town in the United States that
does not contain innumerable believers in the hoop snake,
and where the various lgends have originated is as much a
mystery as the creature itself.
'I he naturalists all know that this snake is an utter impossibility, but the penple in general are equally certain that their
great uncles and brother-in-laws have had experiences with
the species.
Let all persons who are familiar with any points relating to
the hoop snake com ribute their knowledge to Fokkst and
^TPij.YAt, and we shun
BBtiug matter.
-•
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Rons of one granger member, that if the crow was driven
away the eouu'ry would he visited by a small white worm
The crow
ihat would reduce the State to a howling de-ert.
had 10 go, however, and our sportsmen are assisting him in

(§un.

Some think they
his migration to the best of their ability.
must have heard of the law, as they are more careful to keep
OUi of gunshot than before their exemption from harm.
ThiB season promises to be a good one for the sportsman in
Quail are very numerous, comparatively few
this vicinity.
being killed last year. Even on the outskirts of this city the
voice of the Bob White may be heard in the evening, and in
the course of an evening's ride numerous broods will be

FOREST AND STREAM GAME TABLE.
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Prairie chicken are reported quite plenty in this vicinity,
and we anticipate good sport, if the coveys are not broken by
farmers' boys and unprincipled guuners who style themselves

sportsmen
I saw a par' y from the Rice Lakes (about fifteen mi'es
nor heastof here, and famous for its grand "pass" shooling)
who says there is more rice in the lakes this year than there
This argues well for some excelhas been for fifteen years.
If any of your
lent sport amoug the rice ducks this fall.
correspondents want any wild rice, I thiuk I could make arF. Y. H.
rangements forgetting some this year.

Cell.....

The Minnesota Tuahus Coioken Season

does not open

1.

PRAIRIE CHICKEN SHOOTING.

THE

reports -which have come to us of the pinnated
grouse, or prairie chicken, shooting in the West this
seuson°are very promising. Ourconespondents are uniformly
of the opinion that the season of 1881 oq the prairies will
The law is'.off in Dakofoe all that t"e spot sman could ask.
ta, Illinois, 1 >wa. Missouri, Nebraska and Wisconsin August
15, and in Indiana, lim-as and Minnesota Sept. 1.
Kepo ts have come to us during trie past week as follows,
and we hope that our friends at the West may supplement
these letters with news of the game supply in other localities:

POINTS ON TUB CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY.

The Chicago and Northwestern Railway
111.,

July 25.

Co.,

1
j"

Ed'tor Forest and Slream:
I am advised that chickens are plentiful on our Winona
St. Peter line, west ol Rochester, and on our Iowa DiI give the names of some of the
vision, west of
town? whi re sportsmen will find hotel accommodations, and
in some cases I have the names of the principal hotels.
Where the names of the hotels are not given sportsmen will
I do not
find good accommodations without any trouble.
know the exact rale in any case, but most of the best Western hotels charge transients from $1.50 to $2 per day.
Our rule is to make a rate of one and a half fare lor the
round trip for hunters. No charge is made for carrying
dogs and guns, and hunting tackle in baggage-ears, nor are
baggage men allowed to make any charge for the same.
,.—iie Witt) Cchir Rapids (hotels: Grand Hotel,

and

DeWm.

Coleman House), Tama, Nevada, Ames,
Boone, Ogdeu, Murshalllown, New Jefferson, Denisou, Dunlap, Wall Lake, Sac City, Battle Creek, Mapleton.
Cook "House, Pierce
(hotels:
Miiint:M>t-i.— Roches'er
House}, Owatonna (hotels: Arnold House, Park Hotel,),
Northwestern Hole],

Waseca, Mackato, Easota (hotel Railroad Hotel), St. Peter
(hotels-. Nicollet tlotp-e, Commercial House, Northwestern),
Red w. od Fails (hotels: Commercial Hotel, Exchange Hotel.', Tracy, Marshall, Lake Benton.
Dtfkotd,—Watertawn, Brookings, Volga, Desmet, Huron.
Truly yours,
W. H. Stennett, G. P. A.
:

GA5IS IN KANSAS.

Manhattan, Kan., July 20.
and Stream :
The chicken season in Kansas does not open until Sept. 1,
the last Legislature having given this bird one more month
holiday than it formeily enjoyed. The season closes DecernEd.itor Forest

ber 1. Quail cannot be shot, until October 1, and the. season
extends tiniii the first of January. One goodact the Legislature did, however, was to remove their protection from the
dtSlrut-rr..

Was done

in

H. Polk.

pursue with inieot to kill any
nor any prairie hen, or chicken, nor aoy white-breasted or
sharp-tailed grouse or prairie chickens, saving only during
the months of September, October and November nor any
quail or partridge, nor any ruffed grouse or pheasant save
only during the mouths of September, October and Novem-

Long

Chicago,

m.—Buku

Editor Forest and Strnam :
The open season on prairie chicken in Minnesota commences Sept. 1. The Legislature changed the date 'o Sept.
1 at, its last session, 1880-81. Let me quote from the Revised
Statute approved Feb. 28,1881: '-No person shall kill or

leer only.

until Sept*

this a.

THE MINNESOTA SEASON.
Minneapolis, Minn,. July 28, 1881.

15.

;

Thermometer 54

Nev., Aug. 1;

;

;

good plover shooting in the vicinity of the city.
went out the other afternoon and bagged between

15.

i

Wyo., Aug.
...sin.': Me.. Aug.

e

-

Neh

Neh., Oct.

;

N. 11., sept.
oal., July l ; (la.,

l.l; N. H.. Sept, 1 e
.-col., sept. 1 Neh

Utah, Aug.

;

,..,.,.

;

1

Neh., Oct. 1
j
Idaho, Aug I; Alien., Nov. l
N. .Mex., sepl.l; Or,Julyi-, Ulnh, Aug. 1; Wyo.,

lolo., s. pi.

.

Nev., Aug.

1

Aug.

Wyo„ Aug.

1

is

of us

same.
Sept.

,

spite,

of the proiesta-

Moiieis, Minn., July 28, 1881.

Editor Forest and Stream

:

.

THERE

OUR DETROIT LETTER.

the St. Clair Flats ducks are plentiful already, but vandals
They dare, not bring
are killing them at an outrageous rate.
them to town, nor let it be known who they are, else the genuine sportsmen would invoke the law upon them in a half

minute.

That bear, which two hunters of Rogers' Lake presented
to E. H. GiUruan a few mouths ago, and which was sent
over to Belle Isle by the latter, escaped soon after it« arrival.
Yesterday a policeman, going through a woods on the island,
tound the poor beast dead. It had fouled its chain in a log,
and unquestionably starved to death.
The fourth annual tournament of the Howell Gun Club
will be held at Howell, Mich., on the Detroit, Lansing and
Northern Railroad, August 9, 10 and 11. It is to be a tournament with glass balls", open to the world and one or two
There will be a no pro rata purs6
counties of New Jersey.
each day, and in addition to the regular purses, the management announce a citizen's purse of §150 in gold, ofier purse
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HINTS IN THE ART OF DUCK SHOOTING.
Being a Familuk Lettek to One
.Gkeenhobn.

My Bear Fellow

Who Has

Been a

:

Of course not; you will not own up that you were ever
whnt you now style a "pr.enhorn." Oh, no; you never
hired a punier and paid him two dollars per dav to locate
you on some old root or point over deep water in a cramped
position all day, with an occasional high or wide-flying duck
to strain your gun at if he happened to fly in front of you,
where you coud "s«ing" on him without losing your balance, while the said punter went off "to scare 'em up," which
scaring up consisted iu locating himself on some good feeding ground in shallow water, where he did scare them up
without shootuig well knowing that the ducks were
"wonted," and would straggle along back all day to the craCte
of his old muzzle loader, and the loading of his old dug-out
to its u'most wilh "green heads," "hen mallards," "pin-

—

Toward nigh' he pushesa'ong back, asks, "How
many you got?" and picks up your "ge'," which consists of
tails," etc.

o.e that fell behind ihat point of deet-tongue, one or nvo in
A fe-v
the high grass and one or two that can be ie rieved
davs later you are surprised to learn ti at Old Smith— with
"killed ninety -s,-ven ducks and was in at
ihis same punter
three o'cock."

—

How many seasons

did it take you to learn that the best
places were saved by these punters for just, such good fellows
Old Smith, ami that Old Srnilh gave the said punier that
die -p single b»rreled breech-loader with whi3h is luhccrippies for Old Smith and ducks for the market when ncn engaged in finding the be-t places for Smith or guarding the
same anain-t encroachments of "greenhorns" and others that
are not up to 'he dodge of fees and perquisites
many seasons did it take you to learn to depend on
your own judgment, to watch the" flights and go where ihe

as

How

ducks were, and where they would come back, and to get. a
good blind if it took till noon ? You must well remember
how you were prone to stop at the first poiut where > ou saw
a few ducks flying over, and how afer gelling partly blinded
you would think you saw greater numbers over some other
Of course
point wi en you wou d pull up stakes and move.
you don't remember in your early clays "cracking a cap" at a
duck at least three gun shots hig", and t en saying " Cosh
if that gun had gone off I'd a-killed him sure"— and you
wondered why I laughed.
And you don't remember getting vexed at a man because
he called you "Mark" when y ur name is George. Oh no.
You were never a "greenhorn." You never jumped up a Licit
a duck was 200 y arcs from you, and coming strai lit on?
W by, I've seen you do it, time after time, season after sea!

consternation in the camp of he pigeon shooters.
The place where the Michigan State Medal Association does its shooting is a part of the llamtramek race track
orge V'oorhees
inclosure oiled Hurlineham Park.
Of this
The law
is lessee, and he rents to the Medal Association.
of ibis S ae, under which ihe Society for ihe Prevcn ion of
Crueby to Animals operates, contains ihis clause "Any person who shall rent any building, shed, room, yard, ground
or premises for the purpose of * * * shooting any animal, fowl or bird, or shall knowingly suffer or permit ihe use
*
*
*
ground or premises belonging lo him or
of any
under his control for any of these purposes sha'.i, on conviction thereof be adjudged guiby of a misdemeanor."
The penally is imprisonment in jail not exceeding three
months, a fine not exceeding SI 00, or both such fine and imprisonment as the Court shall determine.
Mr. Voorhees yesterday received from James Forsyth,
Secretary of the Society "for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, a letter notifying him ihai the Society hail finally
resolved to enforce the law with respect to pigeon shooling.
In consultation with some of ihe leading men of the Medal
Associalion, Voorhees has said that he will make a test case
In my
in the courts if the A-socimion will stand by him.
opinion it is extremely doubtful if the men who shoot will
undertake anything of the kind. They think the ensiest
way is the best way. They are not anxious to gc into a
wrangle with the law, and some of them are more than half
inclined to ihink that after all they deserve the appellat on
"pigeon murderers," which has frequently been applied to
them hereabout. That is to say, there is in the minds of
some of them a ha'l'-detine-l notion that it is not the manliest
thing in the world to trap and kill half played-out birds
after the fashion of bushwhackers, and I think I begin to
observe signs of disintegration in Ihe pigeon shooting clubs
in the West. In respect to the present controversy, the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty occupies the van at eground, having put the shooters on the defensive and being
gin iu the strength of law and the undoubted drift of public
sentiment, I do not quite know how this will strike the
readers of Foiiest and Stkeam, but if facts are what they
want, they may possibly thank me for writing and this jour*
mil for publishing the naked truth,
I express no opinion of
my own on the merits of the case, What J have written,
'
here is i>v<!ii.y liistory
\

in theatrical

!

Ducks
Chicken are more plentiful than before for years.
Scbsobibeb.
also in large numbers.

t

is,

At Point Mouillie Marsh, President Colburn informs me,
mallard, blue-winged teal, andwoodduck are breeding lively,
and the promise for September 1 is urcommonly gorgeous.

27.

and Stream

One can hear quail in every direction when
thirty and f, :rty.
outside the. city limits, and twice I have heard iheni near the
State house withiu ihe last two weeks. Reports from the
country are to the effect that prairie chickens are plentiful.
The shooting season opens Aug. 15. I fear the game laws
here are not" very strictly observed. The cry club offers a
premium of $80 for the conviction of a member of any club
for violating the law, and $10 for the conviction ei anyoiher
Still I apprehend chickens are beiug shot all the
person.
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Editor Forest
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steadily refused to pull a trigger, thotijh July
parlance, an "open date" in Michigan.
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woodcock shooting takes effect in
this State August. 1, but in the meantime the pot-htitilers are
bazing away, and woodcock are Belling at ft-1 to S-L50 a
dozen. Even at those figures they are very scarce, and t»>e
market is not especially eager for them. I have detected
some signs of conscience among sportsmen here, ind it is a
genuine pleasure to record the fact, that most, ol them have
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Morning Stjn, Iowa, July 27.
Editor F<>re*t and Stream
The chickens are here in fair numbers and, as the law is
olf the 15th of August, we expect some sport in that line
soon.
Plover are beginning to come in, and there are said
M. S. I.
to be some snipe in the Iowa bottom.
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TIIE I'fiOSPEOTS IN IOWA.
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home on

parties iu

rivers Unite at this point, and large
sloughs are numerous, so it. may well be imagined that there
high sport, during the fall and winter. Geese and ducks
are very numerous, the former on the rivers, and the latter
both on the rivers and sloughs.
When the season fairly opens I shall give you some furl her
notes.
Ju-t now there is nothing to hunt except squirrels,
Amateur Sportsman.
and they are not very numerous.
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them verv numerous.
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And d you remember bow you wouid occasionally
ow up your gun when the duck was within ihiny or forty

son.
tlv

)

down again, and then regrel ihat you did not
you imagined he was too far awa\ ? Also, U .wmuch
time was wasted while poling or pulling across the flat or
other open water by stopping and crouching every lime a
duck could be seen wilhin half a mile.
Again, how long did it take you "to learn ihe marsh?"
And not to be lost by the time you had pulled 500 yards from
the open channel ? You had u t the s ightest idea of marking
your surroundings. It took years to learn to note th'iig- in
the distance
to mark the risings antl depres-ions of woodtops, hills, curious y-shaped trees, house tops ^tc, against
You
the sky— things ihat can be seen long after twilight.
were always obliged to leave the shooting grounds by four
o'clock for" fear of being caught out after dark.
It t kes years upon
I t' 11 you we were all "greenhorns."
years of active ducking to get half an education in that, line
to learn the effects of winds of varying force and direction,
stages of water at Which to visit cer'.rn points, ihe color of
How
the clothes you should wear and of the boat you use.
many limes I've teen your o'd bl- ck hal r coal bobbing up
and down when you were a mile from me awnss the marsh,
turners at
while I would scarcely catch a glimpse f oih
one-quarter the distance, who hud bat and coat of "dead
grass" color late in the fall, or the proper shade of green in
September, or of brown if blended in the deer-ton "
How smart we feel and how we pity the green one in his
great yawl boat, with perhaps a big sta-uliug keel that prevents his going into shallow water— his aplashings, noisy
ways, black clothes, etc. And ye let us strike one of those
"marsh rats" that have beer, market shooting
old "natives"
and "punting" all their lives then how green we feel mid
how fully we" appreciate the impossibility of our ever learning half his craft a knowledge that seems to be a second na"
ture, although acquired during a life-time in the "mash
go out with our paient decoys, our pat, nt guns, our
improved boats, our fancy blinds, anil met thoroughly bid iu
After awhile along comes your
the high grass on 'he point
"marsh rat." His old muzzle-loader lies in the bottom of his
old skiff. He pulls ashore, never noticing the occasional
duck that mayfly past cuts a small armful of rwms

yards, take

it

shoot, as

;

;

i

<

i

1

—

—

,

;

—

We

;

;

I

—
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FOREST AND STREAM.

10
in
llie shallow -water between two points; sticks the few
canes in the mud around his boat and binds down the tops.
This makes a " blind " that does not seem to hide lliui or his
boat, an v more than the Iraditionnl ladder did the girl wlio
still the ducks do not seem to see. him.
Bed liehind it
The coarse shot. Hint lie always uses, [jo out of his old gun
With a kind of " swish," caused by his two drams of powder
,. one Cllt wad, but the duck comes down, be it anywhere
uiiiier sixty yards, and he seldom shoots further unless he
chances" a long shoot at a canvass-back or goose.
Perhaps you never noticed the difference between the
-will" of his gun and the bang, roar and reverberation of
the ten-pound, ten-gauge, rive dram breech-loader, with two
pink-edge wads over the powder. And speaking of targets,
his gun won't make one.
Why, a l.hirly-iiich circle, at forty
yards, wouldn't have a dozen" pellets in it— but then there
would be four or live near the centre.
Our native is not out this time for profit. Fowl are not
plenty enough. He gets half a dozen in a half hour just
enough for a " mess " -pulls up and goes home, with his old
gun again in the bottom Of the boat. He makes no false
motions, but if a duck conies within range of that skiff it falls
down, perhaps only winged, and of course dives. Does our
•'marsh rat" shoot at his flattened head on the surface.of the
;

i

•

|ua

FISH IN SEASON IN AH«I

t

ST.

TOK8H WATKR.
stizotrthUim
Salmon, Baboo galar.
Brook Trout, NalvrUnun/tmlinaliH.
Kalnbow Trout, Satmo irid.:«.
Dolly Vardoa Trout., Salwliimt
lir.iviiii'

he

,•„;,.,

T.

Pickerel, rtxnx rrtifidatuJ).

Pike or Pickerel, K««x Indus.
Pike-perch
(wall-eyed
pike)

SALT WATRB.
Sea

liass, CentroprUttx atrariuH.
Striped Bass or Uockiisli, /,•„,•<•

klisli

lineatiiK.

While

go over

all

to

last

I

I

the members of the " WinottawavilleGunOlub," it
would lorik as if it had been run over by a, herd of cattle, and
yon could not pet any well-appointed wild fowl within fourteen gun shots of the place.
Oh, my boy, there's many a
point "to be learned, many a 'wrinkle no( dreamed of in your
philosophy nor in mine", for that matter nor in any man's
who can only hunt two or three weeks in the course of a
Mk-hit-ablk.
year.

some of

—

—

or Spot, LimtiimiixMi-

argwi
or

i

Barb,

Mctitii-imt*

Editor Fared and 8ti ewi%
If any readers of this paper have ever seen a rabbit take to
iter When pursued by dogs I should like, to hear from

like,

and

will

and the
perhaps. In

Instant es, even with sporting fishes, he found the

most killing,

float

way and

are doubt less all very welt In their

many

;

sinker,

,ir clearly the easiest methods while, with oiher varieties
iii
they are tie Only modes Hint can be adopted still they are to flyflShlng, or spinning the minnow, what shooting sitting Is
snooting
on the wing ; and the rtsher who Is proud of lugging out ot their element twenty trout by main force, aided by a lob- worm or roe-bait,
stands in the some relation to him who baskets Ms three or tour brace
ifh the artificial fly and single gut artistically east, as the gunner
;

i

;

m

who

pot-hunts his bag full or birds— treeing his ruffed grouse, and
butchering his miall In their huddles on ihe ground— does to the crack
shot, who stops his cock In a blind brake, with the eye or faith and
the linger of Instinct, or cuts down his wild-fowl, skating before the
wind at the rate of a mile a minute, deliberately, rapid and unerring.
—Frank Forester.
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Beavers
port

is

in

trapping them

A good excuse
use

Hop

Bitters.

in goodly numbers if the reGreene (Ga.) County trapper made $700

Georgia must be

true that a

last senson.

tor sickness of yourself

and f am

fly Is

that you don't
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WE

TARPON OR TARPUM?

the common name of the Mcr/rrlnps t/irix.wultH.
We notice that. Dr. Gill, in his list of east
coast fishes, gives its common names as "jew fish" and
" larpum," as used in Bermuda.
Prof. Goode, in his catalogue of the fishes of the Bermudas, gives its name as " tarhave noticed that our Floridian correspondents
pum.''
Who knows what the name is derived
spell it " tarpon."
refer to

We

this subject,

much

interest several articles on food
also a desire
fishes, their true names and classifications
expressed that auy new development in' new localities might

read with

and hard to match anywhere.
Mr. Fretl Malleson, of the firm of Conroy, Bissett
Malleson, 05 Fulton street, took, two days before, fourteen bass
weighing 28 lbs. Mr. Malleson will be happy to furnish diT
good
day's
anj
anglers
wishing
a
sport.
rections to
H.
fish

from and what its orthography should be?
We have written to our correspondent "Al. Fresco" on

be promptly forwarded to the Purest and Stream.
theiu.
that you
might be assured I
Primarily, I would
witnessed one instance of if one day in February,
I
am no authority in ichthyology, although 1 claim, from a
sergeant
at
Banks,
ordinance
Fort
1863, while stationed as
former residence oT years on that noblest of rivers of our
fen miles above New Orleans on the Algiers side of the river.
continent, Ihe Si. Lawrence, to know the muscalongc, pike,
The planiers use a half-breed hound and setter for rabbit- pickerel, black aud rock lass, perch, sturgeon, eels, catfish
hunting; they run faster, but don't follow as true as the bea- and bull-heads (the last in particular, when I sec a Frenchgle, and, consequently, run over and lake up lime in picking
man deftly separating the head and hide from the toothsome
up the trail. We were" running a pack of six or eight of these fle-di).
I, too, have seen and relished those "shiners," si
dogs.
They had started a rabbit, and were coming toward called, which (lid so abound
years gone by in the lumbermeat, a good pace, every dog giving tongue that made the ing regions of Canada and here in our beautiful Lake Madwoods fairly ring with" the exciting music. I saw the cot- ison, just a pleasant ride from our city, we have, besides
some
of
pack
were
the
ton-tail jus! flying over the ground,
other excellent fishes, the black biss lifting the steelyard bars
running, J think, by sight.
He suddenly stopped in an old at 5 lbs., a very striking resemblance to ihose Rideau
ditch or drain.
There was about ten or twelve inches of " shiners" (not them"" fellah"," who, years agone, played
water in the ditch into which my long-eared friend settled such adroit tricks on Her Majesty's customs officials, giving
himself, leaving above the surface his eyes and nose only.
to smugglers from the American side that aid and cotufoit
The pack came up, jumped the ditch pell-mell and, as the which is so refreshing to the fraternity in a tight place, and
hank, the rabbit crept out, and took his when hotly pressed), but that excellent fish which your
last, dog cleared the
back trail. Talk about lull-sailing! Why he went like a correspondent has so filly portrayed.
Here the people call
Streak Of lubricated lightning, and by the time the pack got
ihem bass, and they are taken rapidly with indifferent bait.
through lighting over their b; under and straightened out on 1 believe them to be. of the veritab e family of shinets wherethe new direction the cotton-tail had ten minutes' start and
of your correspondent speaks.
H. L. M.
the whole Slat- of Louisiana lor a ra^e-course.
Here 1 will cud my rambling introduction, and give to you
Oywti, July 23.
and your readers something new to us hete in the Minnesota
river.
Three years ago, while passing along the streels of
Ssipe Shooting off Conn's Island. Parties diiect from our city with a friend, who is regarded as a good
a
fisherman and a mighty hunter withal, we met
the Virginia coast report poor bags of bay birds at, Cobb's
three
of which were
Island, though at Cape Charles Light and vicinity flue sport
with a string
of fish,
lad
has been had. Dr. George Wilkins, P. Savage, Cap). Stur- so singular iu looks and so unlike anyl king known to inhabit our waters that bo asked the lad where he caught, hem.
gis, of Northampton County, left on Monday for an extended
1
was
hunt Off the broad wafer. As each man carried one hundred
"Just below the slaughter-house " was the reply.
pounds of shot,, a keg of powder, and a sack of salt to pre- nonplussed, although I spoke of their strong resemblance to
serve the game, the hunt must be immense, if they get back
They were a Hi tie like the whilefish of Lake OnIhe shad.
The Doctor tario, with some resemblance t> what we call the sbeepsalive I will semi you an account, of their trip.
has just bought a new gun from New York. It's a choke head. After a careful examination, participated in by others
Well, as tkis ad. isn't paid for I
bore,' and maile by
who came along, it was agreed by all to be an entirely new
comer to our river.
Won't mention makers. Cuassbob.
No more of the kind were reported until one year ago last
The Ci.ttbb of Westminster, Md.- We have a Forest and fall when a resident of Hiis city going to his stone quarry on
St nam tJlub of Carrol County at this p'ace in addition to
he opposite side of the river ill his boat noticed large numThe Forest and Stream bers of fishes going down stream, several of which he struck
the Carrol County Rifle Association.
Club is now in camp on the banks of the Menocaee, some with his paddle and secured. J list below where this occurred
nineteen miles wesl of this place, on the Western M. R. K.
the river widened out into a kind of amphitheatre of sand
The camp consists of a frame structure 12 by 20 feel, con- with very shallow water, the main channel being quite narrow. Ice had begun to form on the shoal water the thicktaining twelve hunks, each 40 inches wide: a tent 14 hy 22,
and a bunk for the cook. Some very nice si rings of bass ness of window glsss, and, casting his eye down stream,
have been taken already, principally with crawfish and tad- he saw numerous fish turned on their sides, the while of which
poles, but the fishing promises to be better later in the season,
was distinctly reflected through the ice. Running his boat
as far as the draft of water would permit he jumped overW, H. R.
board, paddle.in hand, and here commenced the "slaughter of
Gilpov Rod A.ND Con Ci.ijn. The officers of the Gilroy, the innocents," who, having mistaken the channel, kept
Cal., Bod and Gun Club for the present year are: E. H.
on till thev bad to turn on their sides, and so on
H. M. till they grounded, being fairly wedged between the
Farmer, president Geo. Holloway, vice-president
The club is in a sand below and the ice above. His catch, with nothBriggs, treasurer-; E. Leavesby, secretary.
nourishing condition, and a field trial of dogs in the fall is ing but his paddle to break the ice and stun them, was large,
proposed.
and characterized by true Norwegian grit that defied the icecold water in which he stood, and cast his trophies ashore,
Gooo Ground, Shinnecock Bay.— Ray snipe shooting con- striking out with his pad lie as often as lie saw the dead reParlies bringing in good bags every day.
That evening he filled a large wheeltinues to be good.
inforced by the living.
The best, b -,g of the season, so far, was Drought in by Horace barrow full from his morning's catch, and on his way to his
>ad and for counsel as to
Waldo and son, July 26, sixty-four in a half-day's shoot. home he stopped to show me his
We are looking for a flight of willet every day.— Wllllam N. the kind of fish, whether good, bad or indifferent. They vaI saw at a
Lane.
ried in size from one pound to two pounds.
glance they were of the same family as those caught by the
Wilkinson's Chaucer for Ailing rifles and shot shells is a lad the year previous, though very much larger, in the ahWe have sense of Goldsmith's Animated Nature, Agassi z being dead,
simple, accurate and perfectly satisfactory ool.
carefully tested its merits, and And that its manufacturer's
as a dernier resort, I took Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,
and there on page 1,143 I found the "roach" almost a facclaims for it are well founded.
;

of Stockbridge's Hotel, Central Valley, N.
enjiv/ed unusual fine Mack bass fishing this
Messrs. Geo. Antlreae and Walter Hendricks took
yesterday
all eighteen bass, nine of them with the artificial fly.
Mr. Antlreae look two weighing 8 lbs. 4 oz. with a
oz. Conroy split bamboo fly rod— a very handsome brace of
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guests
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NEW

BABBIT TAKING TO WATER.

BLACK BASS FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.

priilnili,

'',''.

I'h-vehi,,!.

days, and our Norwegian friend needed no pork barrel to resort to dial winter.
Almost simultaneously with this incident which 1 have but
imperfectly described there appeared in the Ogdenshurg, N.
the
Yi, Republican] an account of the appearance and take
large bays of the River St. Lawrence above that city of a
similarly described fish much smaller in size than those taken
here, and the statement, was made that the name and classification of this new Species of fish which so nonplused the
Ogdcnsburgers was referred to a man who pretends to know
much about fish, who pronounced it a cross between the shad
and white-fish. I will only add that my Norwegian friend
gave me myr pick out of :.everal consecutive barrow loads,
and that I found the flavor much like that of the shad, as fat
as they, while the small bones (their principal objection), like
those of the shad, wore innumerable in multitude and infinite
in places, but with plenty of time and true patience, duplicated
with baked snowflake potatoes, there never occurred a "dead
lock" in satisfying the demands of a healthy empty stomach.
F. B. H.

or Kedtlsh,

•

BOTTOM Fishing, ground-batting with the

Blue Rill Point, where this same
week, and the week before. See
Hi
mow! if you want to get out of the boat, get out over
the bow.
Don't, you see he grass is not disturbed at all, except just where his boat was shoved in, and one or two little
rails' where lie has gone in after dueks dropped in the grass.
Now, supposing this same point had been shot off from by
will

1881,

Pcreli. Mnrtnic americaiuj,

Biuclish or Taylor, Pimetom
satfadix
Scup or Torgle., St*)u>tomm arr,
rmw.

skiff.

Now, we

"native" shot

or SipieiiiKiayi/mwmii

to

•f

4,

m

americmwnh

•

writer? Not much.
He picks up his paddle, and there is a
lively race for the grass, with strokes at. the. duck every time
his head pops out of Hie water, not, giving him time to "get
Long before the grass is reached the head colhis wind "
lides with the paddle, and a dead duck is added to the pile in
l

and §iver Jfishmg

[August

barrow load before me in size and description.
But Webster says they are "inhabitants of fresh water, silver
simile of the

Why

white color with greenish back, of the carp family."
were they in such vast numbers making toward the MissisThis
sippi if they were not also visitors to the salted seas ?
drift of these fishes continued with little abatement for three

and he writes as

foil

ows

Jacksonville, Fla., July, 29.
I cannot post you regarding ihe word -'Tarpon."
It is
used on the S. W. coast. 1 never heard any one say "larpum." Until I corrected the error they were called "jewfish
by the fishermen at the Bar. They are being hooked daily,
but not landed. They can only be described as " greased
Al. Fresco.
lightning," acrobats par excellence.

FISHING IN WKSTKliN

NEW

YORK.

Oswego, N. Y., July

20.

season here.
Within the
BASS are in
BLACK
three days more than 200 fish have been taken with
full

past.

fly

aud minnow from our river within Ihe city limits. Two
days since after a two hours run with two friends in a sloop
rigged yacht from this port we made Stony Island, thirty
miles norl he st from here, and iu three hours' fishing with
Ihe fly upon Calf Island bar look forty bass, five of which
weighed overtho c pounds each.
In Lake Ncattawaula, distant twelve miles from this city,
on Friday last, five bass were taken with the minnow, weighing, respectively, five, four and one-half, three and two of
two pounds.
The above record is authentic. Tl: Covert rha signed
the law authorizing the expenditure of funds necessary to
erect, fishways upon various rivers of the State, and the Snperintendeul of Public Works has pre mised to put the ways
Next
into the Oswcio immediately upon r eceipt of plans.
season, we shail, I believe, be able !o offer salmon fishing to
the sporting public, even as now we c aim to offer the finest
F. E. H.
bass fishing in ihe State.
,

BLCEFISH IN GREAT SOUTH BAY.
season the bjucfish did not enter
INthe bayearly partandof no(helarge
.Now
catches are reported.

the

freely,

more plenty and enter the bay, but are immeby the pound ne's which are set in the
channel.
are also informed that drift nets are used at night to
capture these fish. The use of pound nets is distinctly prohibited by law in these waters, and also the use of the drift
Notwithstanding this the law has been publicly vionets.
lated for years past by a fflW men, and the people who live
on the bay hesitate, for some reasons nest, known to themThis netting destroys all other
selves, to complain of them.
fishing, and renders the bay a place lo be avoided by anglers,
who would spend more money among (he towns located on
it than the worth of the fish taken, ten times over.
It is surprising that, the hotel keepers and others interested
We now call on
allow this violation of the law to go on.
the Game Protectors of the State to take action on this evil
and abate it at once.
the

fish

are

diately captured

We

Sat.mon in Canada.—Metapedia, July 28.—AVe have had
continued rains of late. The river is in flood, and nothing
being done at present. Mr. Win. N. Habersham, who is
fishing the upper waters of the river has had fine sport,
killing twenty-two fish, all very large, in five days.—
G, F. H.

—

St. John,
ScAJtoiTY of Salmon in New Brunswick.
Brunswick, July 29.— Samuel Wilmo!, of the Fisheries
Department, has gone to Grand Falls to look after the flshHe finds the greatest difficulty in procuring
hatchinsr there.
eggs for'the hatching, and speaks very despondingly of the

New

The catch of
prospects of salmon-fishing in the river.
salmon has been so enormous during the last few years that
the supply of parent fishes is alrnosf exhausted.— B.
Salmon in Fraser River.— Advices from New Westminster, B. C, July 20, say: The run of salmon on the
SteamEraser Itiver surpasses all precedent or, calculation.
ers and towboats laden to the guards with fish are arriving
at the canneries faster than they can be packed, hands being
scarce and labor high, causing many fish to be thrown away.
One steamer has just arrived with over nine thousand fine
salmon. The " pack" will be enormous, as eight canneries,
representing $500,000 are in full blast.

;

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

A rrr-HT 4, 1881.

A

Labor Aouothdaok Tkout.— Mr.

Edward Everett

&

Co., caught in Lake
Barnes, of thR firm of fcl R, OlfiOin
Meachem, in the Adiroudaeks, on June 26, a trout weighing
two ami one-half pounds, and safely landed him. His guide
Wa&&\. Burr, This is the largest trout caught there thin

season.— Ac.
'I'Konj'

Kimii

iiy

a Croon Burst

—On

July 24 a cloud

of Mill Creek Canon, San Bernardino
love trees up by the roots and moved huso
boulders from (heir beds, sending them crashing down the
An innumerable quantity of trout was killed.— (-'»canon.

burst
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THE HERRING.
Bv PKOFBSSOR
I

T. H. HlIiLEt.

-Abridged from " Nature.11]

most
the herring
LIKE
souULng action of the

is propelled mainly by the
fishes,
tail-tin, Ihe rest serving chiefly to
preserve the balance of the body, and to keep it from turning over, OB it would do if left to itself, the back being the
heaviest part of the fish.
The mouth of the Uerring is not very large, the gape extending back only to beneath the middle of the eye, and the
teeth on the upper and lower jaws are so small as to be hardly
Moreover, when a live herring opens its mouth,
visible.
or when the lower jaw of a dead herring is depressed artificially, the upper jaw, instead 'if r ruaining fixed and station-

ary, travels downward and forwrd in such a manner as to
guard the sides of the gape. This movement is the result of

arrangement by which the lower jaw
upon the upper, and I suspect that it is useful in guard-

a curiou».mechanical

pulls

sides of the gape when the fish gulps the small living prey upon wbicli it feeds.
The only conspicuous teeth, and they are very small, are
disposed in an elongated patch upon the tongue, and in another such patch, opposite to these, on the forepart of the
roof of the mouth. But, if the mouth of a herring is opened
widely, there will be seen, on each side, a great, number of
fine, long, bristle-] ike processes, the pointed ends of which
These arc what are termed the gill-rakers,
project iorward.
inasmuch as they ate fixed, like the teeth of a rake, to the
inner sides of those arches of bone on the outer sides of
» hiclt tic gills are fixed.
The sides of the throat of a herring, in fact, are, as it were, cut by four deep and wide clefts,
which are separated by these gill arches, and the waterwhich
the fish constantly gulps in by the mouth flows through these
clefts, over the gills and out beneath the gill-covers, aerating
But,
the blood, and thus effecting respiration, as it goes.
since it, would be highly inconvenient, and indeed injurious,
were the food to slip out in the same way, these gilt-rakers
play the part of a fine sieve, which lets the water strain off,
The gi]l-rakers of the front
while, it keeps the food in.
inches are much longer thau those of the binder arches, and,
as each is stiffened by a thread of bone developed in Its interior, while, at the same time, its sides are beset with fine,
sharp teeth, like thorns ou a brier, I suspect that they play
some part in crushing the life out of the small animals on
which the herrings prey.
Between Hies.- arches there is, in the middle line, an openThis pisses back into a
ing which leads into the gullet
curious conical sac which is commonly termed the stomach,
Coming off
but which has more the character of a crop.
from the Holier side of the sac and communicating with it
by a narrow opening, there is an elongated tubular organ,
thewnllsof which are so thick and muscular that it might
almost lie compared to a gizzard. It is directed forward, and
opens by a narrow prominent, aperture into the intestine,
which runs straight back to the vent.
The chief food of the uerring consists of minute Crustacea,
some of them allied to the shrimps and prawns, but the majority belonging to the same division as the common Oyclops
of our fresh waters.
Everybody must have noticed the silvery air-bladder of
the herring, which, lies immediately under the backbone, and
stretches from close to the head to very near the vent, being
wide in the middle and tapering off to each end. In itsnatural state it is distended with air; and, if it is pricked, the
elastic wall shrinks and drives the air out, as if it were an

ing

tlie

i

When the connections of this air-bladder
india-rubber ball.
are fully explored, it turns out to be one of the most curious
parts of the organization of the whole animal.
In the first place, the p 'in led end of the sac or crop into
which the gullet is continued runs back into a very slender
duct which turns upward and eventually opens into the middle oi the air-bladder. The. canal of this duet isso very small
and irregularly twisted, that, even if the air-bladder is
squeezed, the air does not escape into the sac.
But, if air is
forced into the sac by means of a blowpipe, the air passes
without much difficulty the other way, and the air-bladder
When the pressure is Temoved,
becomes fully distended.
however, the air-bladder diminishes in size to a certain extent, showing that the air escapes somewhere.
And, if the
blowing up of the air-bladder is performed while the fish is
under water, a fine stream of air-bubbles' may be seen to escape close to the vent. Careful anatomical investigation, in
fact, shows that the air-bladder does not really end at the
point where its silvery coat finishes, but that a delicate tube
is continued thence to the left side of the vent, and there
ends by an opening of

it

.

...

Now, the air-bladder of all fishes is, to begin with, an outgrowth from the front part of the alimentary canal, and

many

which, as in the herring, it
remains throughout life in permanent communication with
the gullet,
But it is rare to find the duct so far back as in
the herring
and, at present, I am not aware that the airbladder opens extermdiy in any fishes except the herring and
a few of its allies.
There is a general agreement among fishermen that herrings sometimes make a squeaking noise when they are first
taken out of the water. I have never heard this sound myself, but there is so much concurrent testimony to the fact
that 1 do not doubt it
and it occurs to me that it may be
produced, when the herrings arc quickly brought up from
some depth, by menus of this arrangement. For under these
circumstances the air which the air-bladder contains expands
to such a degree, on being relieved from the pressure of the
water, that, deep-sea fishes with a closed air-bladder which
are brought to the surface rapidly are sometimes fairly
turn', d inside out by the immense, distension, or even bursting, of the air-bladder.
If the same thing should happen to
the, herring the like misfortune would not befall it, for the
air would be forced out of the opening in question, and.
there are a great

;

;

fishes in

11
such as the Great Belt, in which the. water is not half
it is in the North Sea and in the Atlantic, but, even
such long inlets as Ihe Schlei in Sehloswig, the water of
which is quite drinkable and is inhabited by fresh-water lisb.
Here the herrings deposit their eggs in two or three, feet of
water, and they are found, along with the eggs of fresh-water
fish, sticking in abundance to such fresh- water pi oils as

might readily enough produce the Bqueak which is reported.
At the opposite end of the air-bladder there is an even
more curious arrangement. Toe silvery coat of the air bladder ends in front just behind the head. But the air-bladder

Haltie,

as salt as
in

Two very tine canals, each
does not terminate here.
of which is not more than a two-hundredth of an inch in
diameter, though it is surrounded by a relatively thick wall
Potarr&geton.
of cartilage, pass forward, one on each side, from the airNature seems thus to offer us a hint as to the way in rhich
bladder to the back of the skull. The canals enter the walls
a fish like the shad, which is so closely allied to the herring,,
of the skull, and then each divides into two branches.
lias acquired the habit of ascending rivers to deposit.ifs eggs.
Finally, each of these two dilates into a bag which lies in a
and, in in purely fresh water.
spheroidal chamber of corresponding size and form
If a full female herring is gently squeezed over a vessel of
consequence of the air which they contain, these bags may
sink to the botbe seen readily enough shining through the side- walls of the sea-water, the eggs will rapidly pour out and
tom, to which they immediately adhere, with so much tenacity
skull, the bone of which has a peculiar structure where it
without
inverted
maybe
hour,
vessel
in
half
an
the
thin,
surrounds them. .Now, these two bags, which constitute the
When spawning takes place naturally.
their dropping out.
termination of the air-bladder on each side, are- in close rethe eggs fall to the bottom and attach themselves in a similar
Indeed, a process of that
lation with the organ of hearing.
about,
organ projects into the ft out chamber on <ach side, and is fashion, but at this time the assembled fish dart wildly
and the water becomes cloudy with the shed fluid of the milt.
separated by only a very delicate partition from f i<e terminal
fall, and the dethey
fecundated
as
become
The
thus
eggs
in
these
vibrations
of
the
air
Any
of
the
air-bladder.
sac
velopment of the young within the ova sticking to the botsacs, or any change in the pressure of the air in them, must
tom commences at once.
thus tell upon the bearing apparatus.
The first definite and conclusive evidence as to the manner
structures,
of
these
existence
There is no doubt about the
which, together with the posterior opening of the air-blad- in which herring-spawn is attached and becomes developed
that I know of was obtained by Professor Allman and Dr.
der, were most accurately described, more than sixty years
By dredging in
MaoBain
1802, in the Firth of Forth.
ago, by the eminent anatomist Weber; but I am afraid we
of
are not much wiser regarding their meaning than we were localities in which spent herring were observed on the 1st
when they were first made known. In fishes in general March, Professor Allman brought up spawn in abundance at
It
was
deposited
twenty-one
fathoms.
fourteen
to
depth
of
a
there can be. little doubt that the chief use of the air-bladon the surface of the stoue, shingle and gravel, and on old
der is to diminish the specific gravity of the fish, and, by renshells and coarse shell-sand, and even on the shells of small
dering its body of neaily the same weight as so much water,
In those fishes living crabs and other Crustacea, adhering tenaciously to
to render the business of swimming easier.
whatever it had fallen on. No spawn was found in any
in which the passage of communication between. the air-bladder and the alimentary canal is closed, the air is no doubt other part of the Forth but it continued to be abundant on
both the east and the west sides of the Isle of May up to the
secreted into the air-bladder by its vessels, which are often
very abundant. In the herring the vessels of the air-bladder 13th of March, at which time the iucubatiou of the ovum was
found to be completed in a great portion of the spawn, and
swalthat;
the
air
is
seems
probable
scanty;
and
it
are very
lowed and forced into the air-bladder just a-i the loach swal- the embryos had become free. On the 25th scarcely a trace
lows air and drives it into its intestine. And, as I have of spawn could be detected, and nearly the whole of the adult,
already suggested, it may be that the narrow posterior canal fish had left the Forth.
Within the last few years a clear light has been thrown
which leads from the air-bladder to the exterior is a sort of
safety-valve allowing the ai)' to escape, when the fish, rapidly upon this question by Ihe labors of the West Baltic Fishery
(.ommission,
to which I have so often had occasion to refer.
ascending or descending, alters the pressure of the water
It has been found that artificial fecundation is easily pracupon the contained air.
This hypothesis may be put forward with some show of ticed, and that the young fish may be kept in aquaria for as
long as five months. Thus a great, body of accurate informaplausibility, but I really find it difficult to suggest anything
with respect to the physiological meaning of the con nee ion tion, some of it of a very unexpected character, has been
obtained respecting the development of the eggs and the early
such
an
Nevertheless
the
ear.
the
air
bladder
and
between
condition of the young herring.
elaborate apparatus must have some physiological importance
It turns out that, as is the case with other fishes, the period
and this conclusion is strengthened by the well-known fact
When the
of incubation is closely dependent upon warmth.
air-bladder
in
which
the
many
fishes
that there are a great
and the car become connected in one way or another. In the water has a temperature of 53 deg. Fahr., the eggs of the
carp tribe, for example, the front end of the air-bladder is herring hatch in from six to eight days, the average being;
connected by a series of little bones with the organ of hear- seven days. And this is a very interesting fact, when we
bear in mind the conclusion to which the inquiries of the
ing, which is, as it were, prolonged backward to meet these
But here the air-blad- Dutch meteorologists, and, more lately, those of the Scottish
bones in the hinder end of the skull.
Meteorological Society appear to tend -namely, that Ihe shoals
while
in
der, which is very large, may act as a resonator;
At 50 deu. Fahr., the period
prefer water of about 55 deg.
the herring the extreme narrowness of the passages which
connect the air-bladder with the ear renders it difficult, to sup- of incubation is lengthened to eleven days, at 46 deg. to fifAs the Forth is
forty days.
it
lasts
days,
and
at
38
deg.
teen
pose that the organ can have any such function.
In addition to the singular connection of the ear with the usually tolerably cool in the month of March, it is probable
that Professor Allman's estimate comes very near the truth
exterior by the roundabout way of the air-b'adder, there are
membraneous spaces in the walls of the skull by which vibra- for the particular case which he investigated.
The well-known "whitebait." of the Thames consists, so
And there
tioDS can more directly reach the herring's ear.
far as I have seen, almost exclusively of herrings under six
is no doubt that the fish is very sensitive to such vibrations.
In a dark night, when the water is phosphorescent, or, as the months old, and as the average size of whitebait increases,
fishermen say, there is plenty of " merefire,'' it is a curious from March and April onward, until they become suspiciously
spectacle to watch the effect of sharply tapping the side of like sprats in the late summer, it may be concluded that they
The herrings scatter in are Ihe progeny of herrings which spawned early in the year
the boat as it passes over a shoal.
in the neighborhood of the estuary of the. Thames, up which
all directions, leaving streaks of light behind them, like shootWhether it is the
these dainty little fish have wandered.
ing-stars.
Probably 10,000 is an under-estimate of the number of ripe general habit of young herring, even of those which are
eggs shed in spawning by a moderate-sized female herring. spawned in deep water, to migrate into the shallow parts of
But I think it is safer than the 30,000 of some estimates, the sea, or even into completely fresh waters, when such are

itself

;

m

;

wliich appear to me to be made in forgetfulness of the very
simple anatomical considerations that the roe consists of an
extensive vascular framework as well as of eggs and, moreover, that a vast number of the eggs which it contains remain immature, and are not shed at the time of spawning.
Herrings which have attained maturity, and are distended
by the greatly enlarged milt or roe, are ready to shed the
contents of these, orgaus, or, as it is said, to spawn. In 1863
wc found a great diversity of opinion prevailed as to the
time at which this operation lakes place, and we took a
great deal of trouble to settle the question, with the result
which is thus stated in our report
" We have obtained a very large body of valuable evidence
on this subject, derived partly front the examination of
fishermen and of others conversant with the herring-fishery
partly from the inspection of the accurate records kept by the
fishery officers at different stations, and partly from other
sources and our clear conclusion from all this evidence is,
that the herring spawns at two seasons of the year, in the
spring and in the autumn. We have hitherto met with no
case of full or spawning herrings being found in any locality,
during what may be termed the solstitial months namely,
June and December and it would appear that such herrings
are never (or very rarely) taken in May, or the early part of
July, in the latter part of November or the early part of
January. But a spring spawning certainly occurs in the
latter part of January, in February, in March and in April
and an autumn spawning in the latter pari, of Jul}', in
August, September, October, and even as late as November.
;

;

;

—

;

;

Taking all parts of the British coast together, February and
March are the great months for the spring spawning, and
August and September for the autumn spawning. It is not
at all likely that the same fish spawn twice in the year; on
the contrary, the spring and the autumn shoals are probably
perfectly distinct
and if the herring, according to the hypothesis advanced above, come to maturity in a year, the
shoals of each spawning season would be the fry of the
twelve-month before. However, no direct evidence can be
adduced in favor of this supposition, and it would he ex;

tremely difficult to obtain such evidence."
I believe that these conclusions, confirmatory of those of
previous careful observers, are fully supported by all the evidence which has been collected, and the fact that his species
of fish has two spawning-seasons, one in the hottest and one
in the coldest months of the year, is very curious.
Another singular circumstance connected with the spawning of the herring is the great variety of the conditions, apart
from temperature, to which the Ashadapts itself in performing this function. Ou our own coast, herrings spawn in
water of from ton to twenty fathoms, and even at greater
depths, and in a sea of full oceanic saltness. Nevertheless,
herrings spawn just as freely not only in the narrows of the
I

is unknown.
Fishermen distinguish four

accessible,

states of
he herring. Fry or
not larger than sprats; niaties, when larger than
with undeveloped roe or milt full fish, with largely de
veloped roe or milt ; and spent or shotten fish which have
recently spawned.
Herring-fry of the size of sprats are distinguished from
full fish not merely by iheir size, but, in additi m, by the
very slight development of the milt or roe, and by the accumulation of fat in the abdominal cavity. Bands of fat are
found in the mesentery alongside the intestine, and filling up
sile,

I

when

this,

;

the interspaces between the pyloric caeca,
Maties (the name of which is a corruption of the Dutch
word for a maiden) resemble the fry in these particulars
but, if they are well fed, the deposit of fatty and other nutritive ma'ter takes place, not only about the abdominal
viscera, but also beneath the skin and in the interstices of the
;

flesh.

As the fish passes from the matie to the full condition, Ihe
milt and roe begin to grow at the expense of the nutriment
thus stored up, and as these organs become larger and occupy
moi'e and more space in the abdominal cavity the excess of
The fatly denutritious substance is transferred to them.
posit about the intestine and pyloric cteca gradually disappears and the flesh becomes poorer. It would appear that
by degrees the fish cease to feed at all. At any rate there is
usually no food in the stomach of a herring which approaches
maturity.
In all these respects there is the closest resemblance between the history of the herring and that of other
fishes, such as the salmon- the purr corresponding to the her
ring-fry or sile, the grilse and the "clean fish" of bugci
size to the maties.
At length spawning takes place, the. accumulated nutrition,
transformed into eggs or spermatic fluid, is expelled, and the
fish is left in that lean and depauperated state wliich makes a
"shotten herring" proverbial. In this condition it answers
to the salmon "kelt,"and the milt or roe are now shrunk
and flaccid and can he blown up with air like empty bags.
If the spent fish escapes its myriad enemies, it doubtless begins to feed auain and once more passes into the ma' ie state
But the nature
in preparation for the next breeding season.
of this process of recuperation has yet to be investigated.
When they have reached the matie stage, the herrings,
which are at all times gregarious, associate together in conspicuous assemblages, which are called shoals. These are
sometimes of prodigious extent indeed, eight or nine miles
in length, two or three in breadth, with an unknown depth,
are dimensions which are credibly asserted to be sometimes
attained.
In these shoals the fish are closely packed, like a
flock of sheep straying slowly along a pasture, and it is probably quite safe to assume that there is at least one fish for
this be
every cubic foot of water occupied by the shoal.

—
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every square mile of such ii shoal, supposing it, to be three
fathoms deep, must contain more than 000,000,000 herringa,
And when ii is considered that many shoals appri
coasts, not only of our own islands, hut of Scandinavia arid
the Baltic and ot lias 'ern _Nort.ii America every spring and
autumn, the sum total of herrings which people our seas
surpasses imasiuauoh.
If you lead any old aud some new books on Hie OaturaJ
history of the herring, you will It id a wonderful story about
the movements ot these shoals how they start from their
home in the polar seas and march south* as a great armada
which splits into minor divisions— one destined to spawn
the Scandinavian and one on our own shores— and how, havlis spawning raid, the spent fish make
ing achieved
their
wuy as fast as lliey can back Io their Arctic refuge, there to
repair their exhausted frames in domestic security. This
story was started in the last century, and was unfortunately
adopted and disseminated by our countryman, Pennant.
But there is not the least proof that, anything of the kind
takes place, aud the probabilities are wholly against it.
It
is, for example, quite irreconcilable with the fact that herring
are found in cods' stomachs all the year round.
Jn the mailer of its migration, as in other respects, the
hen ing com; ares best with the salmon. The ordinary habitation of both lishes is no doubt Hie moderately deep portion
It,
is only as the breeding-time draws near that,
of the sea.
the heniugs mot yet advanced beyond the lnatie state)
gather toward the surface aud approach the land in great
shoals for the purpose spawning m relatively or absolutely
shallow water. In the case of ihe. herring of Schlei we have
almost The Connecting link beiwceu the exclusively marine
ordinary herring ami th- riveMscaoduie; salmon.
In 18U4 we had to listen to dolorous prophecies of the
coming exhaustion of he Scotch heirmg-rlshcrics. The fact
that the retains snowed no tailing ft was ascribed to the imeo,

i

:
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provement of the gear and methods of fishing, and to the
much greater fiisaiit.es to which the fishermen extend their
operations. Tot what has really happened? The returns
of subs quent, years prove, not only that the average cure
of the decade. 1869-78 was considerably greater th n that of
the previous decade, but that, the years 1874 and 1880 are
absolutely without parallel in the annals of the Scotch herring-lisherv, 1,000 000 barn Is having been cured in the first
-r years, aud 1,500,000 in 1880.
In the decade 1858'68
'lie
average was 070,000 barrels, and the highest
880,000,
In dealing with questions of biology, & priori reasoning is
80inewbat rbky, and, if any tells me "it stands to reason"
that such ami such things must happen, I generally find reason to d ubl. the s dety of his standing.
It is said that "it stands to rea-on" that destruction on
such a prod gious scale as that effected by herring-fisheries
must tell on the supply. But aaam let us look at the facts
It is said that 2,500,000,000,
thereabout, ot herrings are
every year taken out of the North 8«a and the Atlantic.
Suppose we assume the number to be 13,000 000,000, so us to
he quite safe. It is a large number undoubtedly, but what
does it come to? Not more than that of the herrings which
maybe contained in one shoal, if it covers halt a dozen
Fquare miles— and s'loa s of much larg> r size are on record.
It is safe to say that, scattered through the North Set aod
the. Atlantic, at one and the same time, there must he scores
of shoals, tiny of which would go a long way toward supplying the whole of man's c msmnpthn of herrings. I do not
believe th-it all the herring-fleet* taken together destroy five
per cent, of the total number of herrings in the. sea in any
year, and I see no reason to swerve from the c mviction my
colleagui s and I expressed in OUT repoit, that their destructive opt-ratio. .s are totally insignificant when compared with
t io=e wtro'i, as a simple calculation shows, must regularly
a id normally go on.
Suppose that every mature female herring lays 10, 000 eggs,
thai, tue fish are not int-T'cred with by man, and that tluir
numbers remain approximately the same year after year, it
follows that I), 008 ot the progeny of every fctna e must bo
destroyed before thy reach maturity. For, if more than
two out of tho 10,000 escape destruction, the number of herrings will be propottionately inert- ased.
Or, in other words,
if the avrage strength of the shoals which visit a given locality ii to remain the same year hy year, many thousand
times the number contained in those shoals must be annually
And how this enormous am rant of ilestmetioa is
destroyed,
effected will b obvious to any one who considers the operations
of the fin- wit ahs, he porpo.sts, the gannets, thegulN, the codfish and the dog fish, which ace unpa-iy the Shoals undperenmall} feus' up in them
to say nothing of the Ha' -fish, which
prey upon the newly-deposited spawn ; or of thfynackerel.
and the innumerable si la It enemies which devour the fry
It is no uncommon thing
in a'l stages of their dev elop Tent.
my, CVe ten r twelve herrings in the
to find five or six
8 ouiaeh of a c (Irish, and iu 1863 we calcula'ed that the
wliule take of Ihe great Set fill he.i ring-fisheries is less than
the number of herrings whi h would in all probability have
been consumed by the odr it) captured in the same waters
if they had been left in the sea.
Man, in fact, is but one of a vast co-operative society of
herring-catchers, and, ihe larger the share he takes, the less
It man took none, the
there is for the rest of the company.
other shareholders would hive a larger dividend, aud would
thrive and multiply in pop onion, but it would come to
pretty much the same thing io the herrings.
As'long as the records of history give us information, herriugs appear io have abounded on the east coast of the British
Is'ands, aud there is nothing to show, so far as I am aware,
that, taking an average of years, they were ever either more
But, in remarkor iess numerous than they are at present.
able contrast with this constancy, the shoals of herrings have
elsewhere exhibited a strange capriciousness— visiting a given
locility for many years, in great numbers, and then suddenly
Several wcil-niiixked examples of this fickledisq.p'e.ring.
ness are recorded on the west coast of Scotland, but the most
remarkable is that furnished by the fisheries of Bohuslan, a
province which lies on the southwestern shore of the Scandinavian peninsula. Here a variety known as the "old" or
"greal " herring, after being so extremely abundant for
about sixty years as to give rise to a great industry, disappeared, in the year 1808, as smlcl nly as ihey made their appearance, and have nor, since been seen iu any dumber'.
The desertion of their ordinary grounds by the herring has
been attributed Io all imaginable 'causes, from fishing on a
Sunday to the offence caused 10 the. fish by the, decomposing
out of
carcasses of their brethren dropped up, n Lie' bolt
the nets. The tiuth is that absolutely nothing is known ou
the subject, and that little is likely to be known umil careful
and long-continued meteorological and zoological observations have Itirni.hed definite information respecting the
of the, ma, ami
,-s wJjicli take plao§ in the temperature
i

n
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the distribution of ihe pelagic Crustacea which constitute the
chief [odd of 'he herring shoals.
The institution of systematic observations of this kind is an object of international impm-Unce toward the attainment of which the British. Scandi-

navian, Dutch and French Governments might wisely make
a combined ell'orl.
great fuss has been made about trawlers working over
the spawning-grounds of the herring.
"It stands to reason,"
we were told, " that they must destroy an immense quantity
of the spawn."
Indeed this looked so reasonable that we inquired very particularly into a case of the alleged malpractice
which was complained of on the east coast of Scotland, near
Pittenweeni. OlT this place there is a famous spawningground known as the Traith hole, and we were told that the
trawlers worked vigorously over the spot immediately after
the herring had deposited their spawn.
Of course our first
procec ling was to ask die trawlers why Ihey took the trouble
of doing wh-it looked like wanton miachi f.
Ami their answer was reasonable enough. It was to catch the prodigious
abundance of flat fish which were to la- found on the Traith
at ilia' time.
Web. then, why did Ihe llat-tish congregate
there? Simply to feed on herring-eggs, which s-ciu to be a
sort

of

flatfishes'

brought up by the
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ead-lails
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and
and

have similar ova?

n and protection of the iuuith an adhesive material,
-',
.

l

and many others

lilelisb

Or,

,

where the ova m
Ihoeasos of the shad, sale
dish
where they float 1 kn
the eggs of the Spanish mackerel
pollock, hontto and certain flounders
by the male in some epeci.'
horses, or where thev are hatched a
the ease of the sticklebacks and certain iicsl-buildiug cattishes,
anied iu the mouth, where incubation is known to Occur in a
;

:

tew forms.
nn Hit-to me not tho only ways in which the ova ol bi
Sen
aro developed, for the Embiotocida
Zuam-.K
,-t.
and the cypriuodonts are more or less eon, pi, telj vivipa
j ,,,.
latter have boon recently studied by th.- w'i u-r in •.^•.loiati.m with
Colonel McDonald, audit has been found that thev U,
manner much similar to tha' of Ztwr.
:t„
by Tlathke,
but it is still a matter of doubt with tho writer whether tie trounfi
door do not leave tho egg before the latter Is extruded hy the
parent through the tubular prolongation of the Oviduct at the anterior border of tho anal fin.
Chekbybioxe, Va, July 2:), 1SS1.
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The stomachs of the Hat-fish
trawl were, in fact, crammed with masses

of hiTiing-eggs.

.^,*» —
SHAD EGGS WILL NOT HATCH IN SEA WATER.

"THERE £g a theory among the fishe
x Connecticut River that many of
water of Long Island Sound, aud do nol
theory is based on the fact that they
eall "racers," and which they claim are

ith of the

thin li-h which they
tfl»h before; tho run

iu the river begins.

theory Mr. James Rankin, a former fish commissioner of Connecticut, and Mr. Robert B. Chalker, a pound owner
attempted to confine tho fish in salt water la 4 \ .
ripe, and then tried to hatch the eggs.
This 'ton Id tht u" prove
or disprove the theory. Unfortunately
ii,
released the fish. We were glad to see that thev did
id
their attempt for, although v,
[
atoning «f
either shad or salmon eggs insult watt
n to conviction if it could be done. This year about 2n0 shad w
two ponds, and »henripe tha eggs and milt—both iu poor condition -were placed in the salt water. Death was observed in from
four to seven hours. It was then decided to try ri-h which bad
not been penned up. A net was put iu, and from ten to u.m./o
were taken at a haul. Thev seemed to be in good eondltiott, and
from them were taken some eggs which appeo
good as eggs from shad taken at the natural hatchii._
stream. Several ripe females were found, aud ft variety oi
perimeuts made. The eggs being stripped from a fouii.o into a
pan, were Impregnated with milt from the male, and Mr. lo-ntun
observed the result with a microscope. In only one case were any
signs of life noticed, aud these were in the eggs of a fan o. o
recently captured. Twelve hours or more after impregnation the
eve spots of the little fish were visible under the microscop.
later tho backbone. There was life, but it never advai ice
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THE FILAMENTOUS APPENDAGES OF THE OVA OF BONY
FISHES AS A CONTRIVANCE FOB THEIR SUSPENSION
AND PROTECTION DUEING INCUBATION—VIVIPARITY
OF CYPIUNODONTS.
By John A. Rydeb.

n

I

rnnrhi,

:

eavi.re.

Thus every Hat-fish caught by the trawl was nn energetic
deaf oyer of herring arrested in his career. And the trawling,
instead of injuring the herring, captured aud removed hosts
of their worst enemies. That is how "it stood to reason"
when one got to the bottom of the matter.
I do not think that, any one who looks carefully into the
subject will arrive at any other conclusion than that reached
by my colleagues and myself— namely, that the best thing for
governments to do in relation to the herring-fisheries is
to let them alone, except in so fur us the police of the sea is
concerned. With this proviso, let people fish how they like,
as they bke and when they like.
At present I must repeat
the conviction we expressed so many years ago th it there is
not a particle of evidence that anything man does has an appreciable influence on the stock of het rings.
It will be time
to meddle when any satisfactory evidence that mischief is
being done is produced.

lprismg the

found to he provided with
ne pole attached to the egg
i

This contrivance f or the snstenti
cuhatirig ova of fishes then supplt
viz.
That where the eggs are cove
as in Ihe ca.es of the sHcklBbaokj

A

,

i

nruined with regard to this point.

THrnrnwirUm.
Aiming the //.a
Applies, or the Sticklebacks, the ova
minnre button-shaped appendages b
membrane. Mav it not be thai the

1881.
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has been known for a long time
ITlaginous
fishes were encased in

that the eggs of certain cartia tough, homy envelope of a

somewhat quadrangular form, which has four long processes or
tendril-like filaments produced i'roiu each angle of the ovarian
covering, the function ot which appears to he to roil around fixed
slender objects in the sea, to support the egg while it is incubating, so that il is prevented from being buried in the mud or sand
While this appears to bo the
of the sea bottom and smothered.
undoubted function of the filamentous appendages of the eggs of
certain ray flehea and sharks, there is no longer any doubt about
istence of eggs of bony lishos provided uiiu lilamentous apthe
jea which have a similar function.
ulv of last year, while _on an experimental trip down the
Che peake on behalf of the U. S. Fish tim mission, and while
the steamer Lookout was lying at anchor in Mobjaek Bay,
=hoff and flu
i, Me
of the most
experienced spawi takers employed by the O
mticed
small fish playing about tl
'.es.-el, attracted
great numbers of
latioii these proved
by the lights while Liming
Alh,
species
of
the
.own
as
sihersidea
a
to be
the systematists,
or friar further north, ot
lire females, from
Many of them were Tom
obta ued f( r study, bid unforwhich an abundance, of
e found,
that re did not succeed
Innately uo mature males
s to watch hat rr 1st be a very interin impregnating any eggs
- The eggs, how.
after lying for
eating type of develop:
short tune, showed tho germinal disk developed independently of
I

i

.;

.

I

this first Btage.

Four

good eggs were immersed in

hours after those

salt water.

They showed under the microscope,

as if covered with minute
These increased in size ami number until the eggs
Supposing that this result was due to ihe ,-evi re agitation
of tho Burfacc water, another portion were placed in a box which
was covered tightly, and which wns e iink to the bottom, bill with
no better snecess. Mr. Feutott also tried taking thi
shore, supposing that the motion of the boat mighl
tie diilieultv. but another failure wafl recorded.
The brackish water experiment has not been fully tried, bul Dr.
"I am satisfied tbatHhad will not ha oh in braekinh
Hudson said
1 thiols experiments'
water, and I have always held to that belief.
made in that direction would be no nioro eueeesi-.iid than those

punctures.
burst.

i

1. .--.

:

made

iu sail water,"

.-

;

i

.

FIXTURES.

impregnation,
;ular featnre about there,
thi
terest in "this connection.
which are attached to one pole <
egg-mombrano iu a spiral
'

which

:

man

ovum when

first

removed from

mention in the sea water these

t

Slaiueuts

Ii

is

of considerable
long filaments
liled

aronud the

enveloping

the

Soon after imuncoil from the mirfaee

of the ovum and become eutar led with those of their neighbors,
m be fouud hanging togelh
that a number of ova woxdd
tho filaments. The use of these appendages seems clearly to be
that of a Bnpport in the water while the egg is undergoing incubation, for it was found that not only would the filaments of adentangled, but also that of hits of grass or
:iit eggs becomo
stout sea.ve.ed was drawn through the water among the eggs that
the fibres would cling to and twist about them so as to require an
effort to free the ova from their newly acquired support. The eaBe
with which such filaments might become supporting organs may
be supposed from the fact that they are nearly half au inoh
length and are attached to an egg about one-Bixteeuth of an inch
in diameter.
During the present season of 18S1, iu concluding some investigations for the U. S. Fish CormnUwiou at Che
rof
a Cot

m

Fidien

udai
ld»ai-

eggs were provided with avast number of tilajpendages scattered over the whole BUrfaco of the egg,
mires oiie-sevcuth of an inch in diameter. They are at
closo against the surface of tho c-gg-menibraue, but
Opposition they free themselves from Contact with the
aud become twisted and entangled among the filaments
of the adjacent eggs so that largo clumps held together iu this
ay are soon formed. The filaments differ from those of Chirosmin in having an enlarged base of attachment to the egg mombraue, which becomes abruptly smaller as it is prolonged into the
Professor tlaeekel, of Jena, first described the egg of
filament.
Prof.
Jk-loneiu 1H55, but stated that tho filaments were internal.
Kollnkei- in 1-S5S rectified the observation of Haeckel and showed
that they were external, but he still regarded them as ono of the
layers of the membrane, which our ol.sie vatious nloo.v e-, noi be
fact, and that their function is essentially as described by us. i.
to attach the egg to foreign objects while incubating in the water.
Abundant, evidence of this is found upon visiting tho pound nets
in the vicinity of Cherrystone, to which Col McDonald tells me
groat numbers of gar eggs are found attached by the filaments
with Which they are covered. Haeckel statoB that strong acids
will not dissolve the filaments, but that thoy eventually undergo
solution wheu immersed in strong alkalies.
An investigation of the ovaries of Chtrottortia and Betone shows
that these ii Laments are already far developed when the eggs are
leas than half armvn or mature.
Saomberesox has also been shun
rod with
to be provided with thei
Ebeegi
atolefable degree ofprc
aud not
..
of the flying fish
fish allied to
improbably in haiiidvslhes
"
(. the whole
should bo eij.Chiiv
I'hese

i

c

-
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Editor Forest and Stream:

my

last lei t.er doergy matters have been
Bnt -Since sending vou
only a fm
ptWtl
at a standstill ou this side of the water
shiovs have taken place and uo new .Togs have appear, ,1 at. any of
them. Iwiil, therefore, without fiu-lbei delay, revert
-Bd let your
ject which 1 alluded to at the close ol
'

:

I

i.

I

itiea
readers know what -steps have been taken by «n
against the tricks ot unprincipled exhibitors when showing their
a positron to inform yon at
Unfortunately I mn not
dQEB,
titnM by a
present of the result of the iwiftiry-whi b luufa en
- -t
sub-committee of our Kennel Olno specu
I.,
gate malpractices iu connection with dog .boa>, and
...i budyv
I
reason that no decision has yet been BTLTed a.
ago issued
can. however, state that the sub-committee Borne Ume
,.,,
,-,,-.-,,
-,m and out of the tun „
to all our leadiiie,
which
it was rea series of printed forms, contamiug questlonB
'

m

i

i

;

.

.-
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;.

.

'

quested they would answer iu writing. These interrogatories had
reference to most of the principal breeds, map, ,-itteertam inwmces,
the gentleman to whom they were addres-ed
he hei
his opimon on every vaiie;; uam-d. in oilers
>-

,...,

•

.,,
This oertatnly ftpp
c'osels identified.
conducting the Inquiry, and 1 believe it is the liivr ocoasion upon
the intelligence til those
which the Kennel (tlub ha,' appealed, to
.-

out-Mo

ita

own tamiediato

circle

-

still.

J

-
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course, taken by the sub-committee, has given offence to some of
those who have bnou overlooked, who in consequence are intensely
indignant, aud will do their little bests to injure the success of tho
My own
investigation, but with very fijint chances o( BUCCeBU.
opinion from n careful perusal of the qiiOnt.ioiiH I may remark
thin tliu sub-committee paid me tho oomplimeut of forwarding me
:
:i
unity over
the lot to luwwer—wtljfttth'oro will be
one word which hae been used in the int< rogatories. This is tho
ue-timee, in one ipuMiou,
term "dirspiHluv." We
tie ver for having Ins coat artificially
if we would disqualify a i
curled or a hit uf hiti tail removed , and in another, if disqualification should lie measured out to a bull terrier who is uudeishot. or
a 8t„ iSetuai d who la innocent of dew clam Now I hold that
tho»e two latter fmillH are very very Berioua ones and moid; decidedly nliouid keep the dogs buck in average company, but I don't
think these natural imperfections should he classed with positively
fraudulent aotiout* ou the part of exhibitors and, in Khort, there
cau bo little doubt but that the club ha* blundered here. Still we
he sub-committee,
mint hope that goodwill come ot tb lab >rs
tin certain reforms are very badly "anted, and something must be
done. No doubt thing- are just as bad ill Anc-rica, lint somehow
wu do uof aeeui to bear of exhibitora being detected over your way;
perhaps thev are too clever, or cine yom- judges pas* the dogs
unnoticed and hesitate to disqualify them officially. Still it seems
to rile discreditable that dogs with coats llatleiied out by ironing,
or curled with heated irons, or plucked, or painted or " improved''
by a dozen other little swindling artiliees should be allowed to
appear unpunished, and I trust their days of undctaol.ion are uiniibeied. It is only fair, however, in justice to our higher class
shows, to mention that tho little one day's exhibitions arc the
scenes of more, malpractices than the more important shows, and,
in tho hurry and excitement attendant, upon the bringing in and
remowd of the exhibits, badly " faked " dogs can often pass unnoticed by those who in a four dayo' show could certainly detect
tho fraud.
With reference to prospective canine arrangements, Darlington, on
July 29, is by far the most important show on baud, and this year
I hope to
has, Obtained an entry of over seven hundred does.
have the felicity of chronicling its successful termination in your
columns, as I shall have the pleasure of visiting it, in fact am
down to judge some of tho classes. Tho annual exhibition at
Burlington— our Quaker town— has always been Bbajacferized by
fair play to all, and by the independence of its committee n ho tirmly
decline 'to be enticed beneath tue aiais of the kennel club, as they
not only appreciate liberty, but also are proud of tho popularity
and position which their show has attained. A new tixtnro ia announced in the shape of a grand South of l-mglaud Show, which is
to take place jn the middle of August at EastLniruo; The committee
is a strong one and tho affair should be succosslul.
iiy the way, 1 wouder why sumo of your American sportsmen
don't oome over and try conclusions with our crack dogs, at the
kennel ciuh'u winter show, which I expect will beheld at Alexandra Palace. 1 recommend this show in preference to Birmingham where the judges' names are not announced, and if they come
our visitors might afterward "discover that their dogs had been
operated upon by a gentlemen with whose views their owners differed.
In the case of the kennel club's fixture, American owners
could be advised by cablegram who had been selected to judge
their clauses, and then could couio or not as they pleasod. Under
any circumstances I feel sure that foreign dogs would have fair
play. And here I cannot resist touching for a moment upon one
to,jic whicu is beyond my present province.
I allude to the disgraootul scene which took place recently at an athletic meeting at
Jiu-muigbaui, where seme low blackguards mobbed and interfered
with Air. E. E. Merrill, the Boston U. S. A. walltist.
BtangtM the opinion that those who attempt to offer explanations for ruffians who disgrace tho name of sport are quite as bad
as tne original wrong doers, I can only remark, in connection
with this scandalous act of vandalism and iuhospitahty, that every
Englishman with whom X have conversed upon the subject agrees
wan me in deploring that the brutality of the Birmingham rough,
a class of gentlemen whom, I may parenthetically remark, has the
honor of being represented in Parliament by two* members of our
present Government, should bo vented upon the persons of unoffending strangers, and this, coupled withlhe hope that American
sportsmen will exonerate all Englishmen from the blame attaching
to the behavior of a few. is all I can say upon th-j nauseous subject
of Mr. £5. E. Merrill's lirst visit to Birmingham.
A mastiff which at oue time seemed likely to make a great name
for himself has very recently changed hands. I allude to Emperor, who was formerly the property of Mrs. Eawliuson, a lady
whose name ranked higb as an owner of mastiffs. I saw the dog
last week in the hospital at, Mr. A. T. Sewell's, the well-known
canine surgeon of Elizabeth street, Pimlico, and was shocked at
Emperor has lost
the, emaciated Appearance which he presented.
all appetite, and it will require the utmost of Mr. Sewell's skill to
pull him round again, especially as our weather is just now simply
tropical.
It. is melancholy
to see so good a dog go wrong, but
having come to the end of what 1 had to Bay, I must beg you to
mo, jours,
yours, very faithfully,
believe mu,
believe
London, Jbnyland, July 17, 1881.
Vkho Shaw.

and sheep by these raids already amount

to thousands of dollars.
Mr. Coulilin' recommends aome legislative action in regard to the
castration of such 'logs as are allowed to run at large.
Spencer,
hid,,
mites to the Indiana
of
Mr. Calvin Fletcher,
Farmer that— "The greatcf, vexation he farmer bus to submit
unu-.ug after the pigs
to, is the paying of a tux on a dog and
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THE CASTRATION OE DOGS.
Editor Forest and Stream
In answer to an inquiry made in your issue of 7th inst. concerning the castration of dogs in its relation to the killing of sheep, I
WOUld beg leave to offer for your consideration some facts which
have occurred uuder my own observation, and in addition,
some which I have gathered from the experience and obser Bon
of others,
Of the great number of dogs which I have known to be castrated 1 have yet to hear, or to learn from the public prints, of a
single instance of such being engaged in sheep-killing, or even of
being charged with that offence. It is my opinion that in every
instance wnero a ea-strated dog has not proved as useful as his
owner perhaps expected, it has been because said owner e?
too much from thu operation and too little from his breed.
1 kuow of a Newfoundland dog, now six years old, which had
been castrated at the age of eleven months, and his owner considers liini a most invaluable watch-dog, and thinks that his usefulness has been greatly increased by the operation. He ia neither
fat nor sluggish, which, at his ago, we all know dogs arc apt to become nor is he ou the other band cross or peevish, or disposed
to wander from home
nor will he ever become maniacal from
,

;.

;

;

Mr. Arthur Stevenson, of
published in the "Archives,"

Wayne Co., Pa., in a communication
new "Journal of Comparative Medi-

—

-'
ry," says that
" During a periud of many years
1 bare operated on a great number ut dugs, and have never "known
an instance where then- habits have not been mate] 'I- unproved
by the operation. They Just longer aud do better service for their
masters. I have never known a castrated dog to have hydrophobia, or to engage in killing sheep."
Darwin, in his " Kesearches in Banda Oriental," says— " ft is
a common thing to see flocks of sheep guarded by line or two
dogs at a distance of some miles from any house."' lie describes
tho method of fitting the animals for the performance of this service, and then goes ou to say that— "'The dog is castrated when a
puppy, aud at an »ge so young that when grown up ho can scarcely
have any feelings in common with the rest of his kind. The training afterward ia that usually followed by shepherds of other couni''.

.

tries."

Mr. W. A.

OouMin, Superintendent of tho Zoological Depart-

Central Park, New York, in lilltlici eonrh-matiou. states
that the canines which infest the sheep folds and deer ineiosures
in Central Park, arc males invariably— males that have not been
castrated,
He says tiny accomplish their purpose bv making a
hulo in tho fence sufficient for one oi the smallest doga to pass
through, when such a. one immediately enters, and SO fri hit
tl
Is, that in their efforts to escape they 'break through the
«-,..-!
a
il,.,,. Kr.r.^,,^—,«,-,», to
1,. II wire icuoe,
and
become x prey
thus
the. e marauders" for as a
^nle, they go mostly in paoks, The Iosbub in Central Par!

ment

in
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he bought a puppv, found him vi'sit!-g at
.need his" practice
gal
lontha old, nud castrated him. Alter that tne dog staid at
heme: he liwid six yean and was one of the moat negligent dogs
heev.rkuew. He "was ol the bull-blood and strong 'Tie kilted
I.

I

•

;;

;

•

unaided, at one time and another, thirteen dogs which were trespassing." Since then, ays he, "I castrate all my dogs. 1 want
t

advise is not, however, applicable oidy to
such dogs us are intended for watch dogs', for house pets, for'lhe
general uses of the farinor and others who need the aervicos of
I think it would he most applicable
tins sagacious animal,
the bloodhound, the bulldog, some breeds or terriers,
to
the spite, and those dogs that are inbred with those varieties
and in addition 1 think "it would be advisable to castrate all dogs
that are allowed to run at large- all such as are allowed tho freeA. II.
dom of their own will.
A'ew Voile dig. Julil 23.

The method which

1

13
famous Chou-Chou. He was of a blue-black color, and stood
about 2'i in. high, and when in good condition weighed 47 lbs.
One remarkable feature In him wr.s that the inside of his mouth

The Admiral
and his entire tongue "ere pert'ei lb: coal-black.
landed al I'urtsmt.uth in 1861, and tOOk the dog with him to his
country seat at BiahOpHtoke. "here h« n maittfld the "ob-erved of
to
all observers" until 1H70, when be us-, given by the Admiral
George Washington Jones, who had served as paymaster with him
on board the same ship, but who then was kbe proprietor oi the
cmiditiui
The
attached
neighborhood.
one
Hotel
the
Bas-ett
to this gift was that Cbou Chou should not bo parted wi lb from
that house until he died. The present proprietor of the hotel, M r.
Alfred Welch, who took it in 1871, also toe!: the di.g oil the liko
terms, and m bis possession it died a natural Oenth em May 28,
every one who
1881, aged tlhrtv-one years— to lie a-..::;
knew him. Chou-Chou took a lot prize for dogs of variety of
!'•>
disposition he
breed at the Portsmouth Dog Show in 1877.
-'•
.-n.mg affecwas very amiable and good tempi trod, tMd
He became niech attached to Mr. Welch'- Children, uccomtions.
panviug them to school of a morning, and always gomg unbidden
of
afternoon.
III
Of Bourse
Bolftngalife
an
to retch them home
r
precaiioiiH being
he. had mauv " hair breadth 'scares," the
that he was once rnu over al B&Sgetl By 1 Boal OMt, when both
his forelegs were broken. Willi great can,, hoe, ever, he was perfectly reinstated again.—A. II. RiiLi.nr (Southampton) London

m
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,

,
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DEATH OP COUNTESS EOYAL.
Platbubh, L.

I.,

July 20, 1831.

Editor Forest and Stream:

with as much regret aud pain as a human being can experience that I am forced to chronicle tho death of afi gland,
handsome and good pointer bitch as falls to the lot of man to own
—Countess Royal, She was one of those rare exceptions that fall
to the lot of a 'fortunate few to possess once during their shootuig
experience. She « as only shown once and then took two first
First in the open class, and first with a
prizes in royal company.
mate for Ih'e best brace of poiuters, dog or bitch. Sho leaves few
representatives :-Bird Royal, bv Champion Bow. and Dou Royal
iJillev.
upon
whom the weight of
friend
and my
" Bud Royal is Al." Counfe.
Uo;
most heavily, says
ten vears
litter sister to Champion Hanger, and consequently
tumor, and, as I
of age. She was afflicted last winter with a tu
•efully examined bv
wished to breed her to Croxteth, I had her
hug her would be
doctors after bringing her East, to see ir t
was so anxious to Obtain
att. ended with a.iv serious result, as I
some progenv from this cross, which I deenJed would be peerless.
surface trouble, I sent
After they pronounced it local and only
her to Guvmard to receive the royal favor of that grand pointer
Dill
d had her reshipped to hoi
during
the
period of carrying her
worked ou game
to whelp
_ eat believer in this." I was doomed to disap'nt., i'oi
she passed away peacefully, after preparing her
bed to litter on the 20th of July, 1881, atltosendale, Wis. She
whelped six fine puppies dead, and all her earthly glory aud the
concentration of hers and Croxteth's passed with her to the saddest disappointment and regret of those who knew her to love and
admire for her countless virtues which so far overhalanci d her
Farewell, noble Conntrifling faults that she seemed perfection.
lens, although you have faded from us, your memory will ever
remain fresh to your many admirers, of which nouo are more
"W. A. Costeu.
ardent and faithful than
It ia

i

;

i

'
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BENCH

SHOW.- The committee are workLONDON, ONT.,
nig hard to make the show a grand success, anil trust to receive a
largo entry from the United States. Railroad and express arrangebeing
made
for
the transportation of dogs, which
now
ments are
The following is a list of extra special
will be duly announced.
prizes contributed by the citizens of Eondon for dogs that are
owned in London or in the suburbs
N.— For best setter or pointer (dog or bitch), cap, value f 10.
0. For the best Euglish setter dog or bitch, a pair of hunting
boots.
I>,—For the best Gordon setter dog or bitch, one box of segarB.
Q.— For the best Irish setter dog or bitch, a gold pen and pocketholder.
R —For the best pointer dog or bitch, a Bos of segarB.
S.—For the best dog or bitch puppy, under six mouths old, entered
in tho setter classes, silver cup, value |25.
T For the best. Gordon setter puppy, a case of nativo wine.
V.—For the best Irish setter puppy, a case of claret wine,
For the best pointer puppy, a box of segu-s.
V.
Por tho best cocker spaniel dog or bitch, a segar-holdor, value
810.
X.— For the best spaniel puppy, a sea-grass hammock.
For the best foxhound dog or bitch, a dog whip.
Y.
Z.—For the best fox terrier dog or bitch, a pair of sleeve links.
AA.—For the best Skye, Yorkshire, or Scotch terrier, a dozen
linen collars.
BB.—For the best pug, a now hat. No entrance fee for Special
Classes I to BB.
CO.—For the best greyhound dog or bitch, a box of eegars.
Note,—All dogs must previously have been entered in their
regular classes to enable them to compete for tho Special
Frizes.

FOWLER'S FRANK.— Our Foit Wayne, lul., correspondent
sends us a note of the death of Mr Geo. S Fowler's Frank, described as "oneof the liuest and Btaramhest dogs that ever stood
scent in this part of the country. He was tine as steel, the owner
of a human heart, and the pOBSUBBor oi instinct and intelligence
second to none. As a doe be had many friends, but as a hunter,
they were legion— he was known and loved far and wide for his
noble looks, staunchness, superior training and keenness of scent.
His love for his master, Geo. S. Fowler, W* almost human, and in
his last moments his.'greatest desire Beera< d to be to have his head
George loses a good frieud, aud a loss
rest in his master's lap.
that is not easily repaired. Frank is missed— peace to his aBhes."

COUNT NAILEH KILLED.—Mr. Joseph H. Dew, Moutview
Kennel Club, of Columbia, Tenn.. writes us that their Count
Nailer accidentally killed himself while on the chain in his kennel,
"
several days ago. This unfortunate occurrence is lo bo greatly
deplored, for Nailer was a dog of grand parts, of the best of
quality, and from what we saw of him when running in the Derby
True, he
last year at Viucennes, a rematkably good field dog.
was handled bv Mr. Dow, which means a great deal, aud shows
Count Nailer was a
that he was not handicapped by a novice.
litter brother to Mr. b>. C. Sanborn's Count Noble, beiug by Count
Wiud'em out of Norah. He was whelped August 27, 1870, thus
being scarcely two years old when the accident occurred. We regret to be obliged to make this announcement, for the. dog evidently had a grand future before hioi.

THE DOG "NOW THEN" AGAINST TIME.— On

match against time in the Thames.
swim under thirteen bridges in two
hours. This the. animal, though unwell, success! ully accomplished
in 1 h. 5 mm. 1!) sec. starting from above the Albert Bridge, Chelsea, and finishing at London Bridge —Eell'x Life.

BBNExin the Live Stock Journal says: Mr. Llewellin's setter.
Dashing Rover, has been awarded the registration cup for the
breeder of tho best Euglish setter registered and shown at the
Crystal Palace Dog Show.

DOG FOUND.— Madison,

jV J., July 23.— If any of your city
dog wbile hunting about this place,
care of Box 1-12, find out his whereabouts.
Nuiiton.
a finely bred animal.
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NAMES CLAIMED.
Prairie Rose.—Mr. J. J. French, Sparta, Wis., claims the name ot
Prairie Hose for liver and whim pointer binoi pupnv, whelped April
14,1881, toy Royal, Jr, out of Queen Hamlet. Purchased ot Mr. S.
O. Cundy.
Jen:— >ir. J (.. EneleUaL". Pel i"i:.i. "in., claims lie'- name or Jen
h.ir cia-her span. el dug puppy, whelped May •,-,, l--i, by Bobbin, out
of Black Bess;
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THE GILROY, CAL., FIELD TRIALS.—The Gilroy Rod and
Gun Club met on July IS to complete their organization. Reports
and By-laws and ou Field Trials
were approved and adopted. The club consists of twelve charter
members, and the membership is limited to twenty, resident in
Gilroy township, and twenty non-resident.
The first field trials are set for Monday, Nov. 7, open to all
of committees on Constitution

and setters, the bona fide property of residents of CaliThe following stakes will be run aud adjudged on the
"point system :"
Ah ago stakes, entrance $5 1st prize, silver cup 2d, gold
medal: 3d, silver medal. Puppy stakes, for dogs whelped 'since
1st prize, silver cup
second, gold
Jan. 1, 1880, entrance $5
medal; third, silver medal.
The judges shall have power to give a certificate of v.h.c. (very
highly commended) to all dogs whoae behavior and action in the
held show a high standard of merit. Entries to close Nov. 1, 1831.
Entries must be accompanied with the entrance fee, also a full description of the dogs entered, with name of sire and dam, if
known, age, color and markings. Applications to be made to Mr.
E. Leaveamy, the Secretary of the Gilroy Rod and Gun Club, who
will furnish on application a copy of the rules governing trials.
pointers
fornia.

;

;

;

;

SLIPS.—Tho Baltimore Kennel Club's pointer bitch LiUy missed
This is a great disappointment to the club, as
the expected whelps were in great demand.— A. .1. Keixv.
We
have heard nothing lately from the committee of the 51 1. Airy Kennel Club and Game Protection Association relative to tbi dog show
which it proposed to bold in October next. We arc in hopes the
time for giving this show will be postponed until the Christmas
holidays, or at least until after the shooting season is partly over.
We think, notwithstanding tho animals that would be shown in
the winter would be in poor coat, ouing to their just having gone
through a season of hard work, the public would patronize the
show more freely during the holidays. We know money is more
plenty then. Homo.
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Flight— yir. L. C. P. Lot/,, Chicago, pi., has Bold to Mr. John H.
Freeman, Jackson, Tenn., the greyhound bitch puppy Flight, by
f-r.o-liic-out mi .Mniio II.

EXTRAORDINARY LONGEVITY IN A DOG. -Chou-Chou
am

infnrmrd, means edible) was for some years the favorite dog of Admiral Sir Henry Keppel, aud was presented to him
in 1852. when captain of H. M. 8. St. Jean d'Acre. by the Japanese
authorities in Japanese Tartan, as a rare specimen of the tree
edible dog of Tartary. Chou-Chou. who was then two years old,
was Iuh faithful companion on board this ship fOT two
are, and
was made a groat pet of by both officers aud crew, affording them
much amusement from his many peculiarities. One of hi sth
Junes,
the
of
St. Jean d'Acre at this gei
officers, Mr.
sidv* Rt Southampton, and relates mjiny droll anecdotes of tho
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flur.f-TiHti ifhi-ij..— Mr. (.. Hills (Hudson, N. Y.,1 has sold to Dr.
F. A. Wheeler, Alliens. \. \ .. a red Iiish seller blieh puppv, by
'
chiemui of owner's Tilly.
/•'.A' Ply.
Mr. H. W. (Jiiuse. Wilmington, Del., lias sold 10 Mr. \V.

H. Pierre, Peoksklll, N. Y„ Ills champion ie.1 seller biteli f lie Fly
tUiuus-Cilend).
Faiih.f'ill.— ilr. Colin Cameron, Brlekervllle, Pa., has sold Lo Mr.
W.
J. I'erclval, Micliigau. the Imported beagle Inch Pad lit nil. Jn whelp

owner's Sport.
Ur<nr. —Mr. Colin Cameien, Frlekerville, Pa., has sold to Mr. N.
O.ssnw, Mary land, the beagle dog Driver il'.e. nell's .lack- Venus).
Hfort.— Mr. Colin lanieion, lirlcki vi'de. Pa has sold to Mr. Pilchard
O'Barnwell. or ceorgla, theoeagle dog Sport, (Cloud's Kocke.t-Vte). •
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Pistol Match.
OS— 213 Win Sadie:
T*—£09 J
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Thu contesting teams were composed

R

SeiiiNGi-iEU), Mass., July 2s.^The new rifle range of the Rod
and Gun Club just back of the Belden House
West Springfield
was auspiciously dedicated to-day by the mateh between the Riversides, of Pittstield, and the local team. The Pittsfield team came
down for victory, having collected the best shots in Berkshire,
but the way in v,hich the Rod and Gun Club men "spread themselves" makes the latter feel that thov are almost, invincible. It is
not unlikely that the match may lead'to another. The totals were
V62 for the Rod and Gun Club team and 721 for the Pittstield team,
on the regulation Mass. target 200 yds. off-hand, W. F. Jiloseley
being Bcorer, and the individual scores are as follows
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Axb.cnv, N. Y., July 28.—This being a re-entry match, and a
liberal allowance being given to military rifles, both classes of rille-

men meet on

pretty even terms. The heat, and bright light were
the only impediments, aud the scores will show that the obstacles
were overcome by good holding. The match occupied nearly the
entire afternoon, and the competition waB won by Mr. Oliver Dexter, of Troy, with the best possible 31 out of the 35, tho Bcore iu
detail being as followB
Oliver Dexter, 3 8
4555556-84 K J Willis, Bal S
45555.14— a2
Theodore Mosher. B 8..,',.",-i.v.,v, 7:4 Win.
Miles, S M... '34634445— 32
^4564644—34 J G Websler, S M
'35455244-32
G H Charles, S M
5515455—
Fitch, Bal S
Jones, S \l
'353.143r.4-29
•3455.«.t5— 33 B D Jared, lial s
C E Wendell, S M
35114355—25
James 1 Miles, sj|.„ '35445354—33
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Note. The bullseye of the target is 22 inches iu diameter, with
a smaller circle 8 inches in diameter called the "carton." In the
above scores where the figure 5 is followed by a small o it indicates
that the bullet struck tie carton.

New OnLEAKS, La., July 24.—The shooting for the antelope
horns and the picture of the Denver team, the Denver trophies set
aside for individual competition, look place at Frogmoor to-day.
Mr. Wm. Weiss won the antelope horns for the third time, and
they now become bis personal property. Mr. Weiss did not enter
for the picture, and it therefore fell to Mr. J. 0. Sport, who wins
it for the first time.
The following were the scores made
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Allowance to military rifles.
The eighth competition in the Winchester match was also on the
programme. This is a purely military match, shot with military
rifles, at the usual military distances,
For some reason the mili-

men do not care to shoot, or to be able to use their arms as
they were intended to be used. As a consequence, the competitors
in nearly all the competitions have been small bore men, who
occasionally use a military rifle, aud were it not for these men the
match would go a begging. Nino competitors were entered in tho
match, aud only one military man among the number. Private O.
E. Wendell, of company A, tenth separate battalion, who had just;
returned from an extended yacht excursion, aud who had not been
on the range in two months, was the first to shoot in the 200 yard
stage of the match. He caught the bull on his first shot and held
it for three more rounds aud clostsd with a close centre, which gave
him a total of twenty-four, and as he held well at the mid range,
tary

getting twenty-three, aud a grand total of forty-seven points out of
a possible fifty, the best score made in all the' competition so far.
The other competitors were only doing fairly, and as none of them,
full score at the mid-range distance, could equal Wendell's
forty-seven, they were indifferent and shot carelessly, which will
account for the poor showing. Several ol the competitors retired
from the match after firing a few shots at the mid range. The
completed scores were as follows

with a

At Creedmoor, N. Y., August 11, a team from tho MassachusettB
Rifle Asaociation will shoot «, return match with a team of the Now
Rifle Club.
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Mbdfokd, Mass., July 27.— This afternoon was a fine, one tor the
riUemen, ihe weather conditions being all that, -oulo be desired, yet,
owing 1.0 the fact of some being at. the seashore, the at tendance was
>llm and the scores somewhat below the. 20a yards standard. The
summary Is as follows:
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Maryland Team.

Baysihe ScjatjBTZEN Corps, Mass.— The weekly meet of the Sehuetzen corps ar liayslde, on the 27fh ult„ was anltd -1
Id,
win Micc-edrd I'l ila-ltl'J e>;, -Client ll-uro:-. In
betr credit., 'these res:
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H Harrington ss,
I

5

Walter Seotl

9 10 10 7 9
S 10 9 8 8
7
7
9 10 11

9—86
9—

n n

7 10

:

A A Adee

H

4—19

S— 24—82

Team.

Columbia Team.
Dr SI SCOtt
ColBurnslde

9 9 9 8 10 91(1—93
9 10 10 11
12 10—103
6 111 8 8 12 10
9 9 7
9 II
9
SO
10 9 in in 7 10 12—100

10
S 10

3 S 5 5
5 5 4 5

H B Coulson

Carroll

SamuelRoop
.54 5 5 5c-34 1 A Miller
2 4 4 2 4—10—10
The team contest then began, but owing to the absence of Mr.
John T. Heard, of the Carroll team, Mr. A. G. Alt'ord, a member of
the Maryland Kiflo Club, volunteered as a substitute and was
gladly received by tho Carroll Club. Ten shots apiece were made,

9
s 11
91011-Sf,
1112)110 9 0— 102

10 10 7 9 111U II
12 1111 9 111110
7 7 1111
9 12 8
S ll 3 10 10 11 6

1'arreti

Smith

Hudson. N. V.,) red Irish setter hlteh Tilly
nine puppies (one dead at birth'.,
Max Wenzel's clner.
BRED.

Hills'
lssi,

'_J,

Ditches,

Oil 8 10 9
12 12 in u in

r,

8 10 11112

WOOd

Lewi;.', sua P.rldge, N. v., l.leweltin setter hlteh
.Inly _,, lssi. oilmen puppies, six dogs and live b.tehe.,,,

Mr. v.

11
Til
s 12 11

Voting
C'OOlcy

Wilson

II - Mr. Jos. Lewis', Apollo, Pa., pointer liileh Nell 11. whelped,
21, lssi, nine puppies, six dogs and ill fee hitches, bv .sensation.

Color,

Mayott
Buck
Burns

Co., Pa.,1 beagle
he.,

,\eti

July

Rod and Gun.

Afief

4— to a vcanneld

5 6 4 4 6C-23

:

,

Teati

l

,

i

,v,7.'.,'.— Mr. Jus. K. Boyd's (Hempstead, L. I.,) Nellie whelped eight
puppies by Mr. H. Bambridge's (Brooklyn, L. I.,) Mel
\
r

sends us the following report of the

iinid

match there July 21 The threatening aspect of the weather
morning prevented as largo ao attendance as was expected.
of four men each from the
Columbia, Maryland and Carroll rifle clubs. Tho wind was strong
though variable in its force and direction. Distance 500 yards.
A handsome silver cup was given to tho team making largest
aggregate, aud the individual making the greatest number of carton
bullseycs web to receive a prize. Ten of the contestants engaged
in a pool match, making tho following score
rille

iu tho

Amateur
(ill

;

WssraiNSTEB, Md., July 21.— The editor of the WeHtminster

Pistol .Match.

77—223

73

Clearpieuj, Pa., July 22.— The rifle club were out at practice tr>
In off-hand work Ihe scores -food: I,. II. Ale, 37; -,sh Thorn,
Kow, 39; S. I. Snyder, :w; John Harder, 4(1 :. lames McLaughF. Wllley, 34
E. C. Read, Hi; ceo. Johnson,

day, and

74; A. M.

,,,

.

badge Issued by

a

46—221
45-213

44 45

lin, 34; J. H. Btxler, IS;
32.

47—230 JBTyne

Experts
73

44 44 44 44
41 43 43

.

46—220
Ail Comers' Match.

45 48 46 40

J Ames....

Fogg

H

40— 227

.1

75

"'

^

hfm—

IT—238 Harry Stanley. .41
47 -232 N s James
43
Win Gardner. .45

I

41!

.1

i

Chk/Tilhi irl,clj,.-m\ CI. Hilts (Hudson, N. Y.,. 1ms sold to Mr.
Fred. Wafermariu, Hudson, N. Y., a red Irish setter Mich jm
r,
J

ClUel out of owner's Tilly.

State
Prize, a facsimile in gold of the r
Ihe State 01 New Jersev.
August 21 -snort lliiii!.:- .Military Match.

45454444+1- -14
44544
445444.1.1(4— 41

Km

1

Brown

(Hudson. N. Y. ,) has sold to Mr.
red Irish scl.fer tiiteii puppv, by

Is

11

('.,

Curtis

I)

ir.

scores stand:

v.,)

out, ul

—
.

m—Ma

to the Rev.

liuceno Powers {Cortland, >'. v., h„s
Mouilcelln, N. i ., a blank and white
cocker puppy, by Wildalr out. o[ .Mlgnon.
rhie.f-Titin »•/,,:/;..— Mr. Li. Hills ilImlbOH, N. Y.,) lias wild In Dr.
vims. II Van vircic, ot sniiir place, a red Irish seller dog puppv,
tr/nfp.-TUr.

sold In Mr. Unas. F.

C

M64B65545-4fl

W5MB44W+— it! n F can er
c s Sampson

.4464444606

1 1881.

[Atjgttst

Handicap Match— 200 yards.

S

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
rgli,

'_Vi.iV/

:

XOTES.

Hurray for President Geo. Aery, of the Manhattan itifle Club,
and his team.
The Manhattan Rifle Club, George Aery, Captain of the New
York Seheutzen Corps, being the '', - id...-i., ,,,!,,, !, was organized
in 1879 of the above named and members of the Zettler Rule Club,
send the following team, under charge of the President, to tho
second lluudio Festival of tho Northwestern Sehuetzen Bund to
St.

Paul, Min.:

W. Haves, W. M. Farrow, 0. Zettler, H. Holies, J. Joiner, J. H.
Brown. W. Overbaugh.
The members started last Saturday bv the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, in good humor aud full of hope, and 1 have no doubt
that Ihev will be just as successful as two years ago iu Chicago.
The festival commences on the '2d of August, and wall last till the
7th, aud $10,000 are the prizes on tho different targets, as tho

programme shows.

On

their return I will give the full scores shot

bv the above.
is to be expected, as the Now York City
l-'oliiiL'tzen Corps, Capt. John F. Clerdes, has accepted a challenge
of the New York Central Boliuetzen Corps, Capt. H. Kroger. As
the time and place have not been specified I shall give notice in
due time.
On the 8th and Oth of August the Jersey Schuetzen Corps, Capt.
A. B. Hardekopf, will have then eighteenth annual festival at tho
tzon Park, Union Hill, to which all Ulcinen are cordially inand, as the programme shows 5250 on the ring target in
vited
thirty-five prizes, 1 hope to see a good many of the old friends. A,

A

great

rille

tournament

.

,

;

:

boston, July 27. -The victory long range mateh at, Walnut Hill had
seven competitors io-dny, wno tonkin a most erratic wind, the dial
showln-,' anywhere irom
o'clock west to o'clock southeast. The
it

day's record

Is

I

appended

F. J.
Hit)

55

yards

6RlJ4Sfl a 5 5 5 5 5 5—74
5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 -73
5 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 S 5 5 4 5—72—219

9 ^'

4

W.

C.

800 yards
300

dregory.

5—74
5-73
6—71—218

H. Tyler.
800

55555545555445

yards

900
tOOO

5 6 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 4
6 4 6 5 5 8 5 5 4 5 6 6 5
1".

B«0 yards.

MO
lOI'a

5—72
6 5—70
5 5—73—215

J. Scott.
5 a J 6 5 II 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 6 6 4 3
5 5 5 6 5 5 5 4 S 5 5 5 4 5

5—69
5—09
5-00-204

5—72
MU
5—72
10OI1
3— 54—19S
On Saturday the 30th. the short range matchoa were on, but midsummer aeenQ to be a bad timu for riflemen to assemble, judging
from the slim attendance, Mid to-day was no exception, but few
riflemen being present.
The conditions were but fairly good, tho
wind blowing rather strong from the northeast. Appended are the
records of tho day
Massachusetts Match— 200 yards.
Jewel
12 10 10 to U
11
12 11
12
12— ill
m in 12 11 12 11 11 in 11— 110
AC Adams
12
5 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 4
5 5 5 5 6 5 4 8 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 3 3 4 5 4 3 3 5 4
4 5 3

OM

J

Menu

I

B Anson
O A White

a L Burt
W. Gardner

11

111

it

...9

9

11

12

10
11

10

111

8

...11

9

Miles,

boo yds.

200 yds.
55554—24
54444—21
35444—20
43354—19

M
SM

Wendell, 8

M
Wm T Miles, SM
Wm TO Fitch, S M
Jones,
Wm
S M
Charles, S

53565—23
45345—21
44534—20
55442—20
56235—20
43245— IS

44443—19
33344—17

Total.
47
42
40
39
39-

86

J. —The programme of the Stockton Klfle Ranee Association, for the month ol Augu.st, lssi, Is as follows: The club days
for practice, are every Mondin afternoon. Weal Philadelphia, i ihe

ii
11

11
12

10

lit

7

10

12
to

s

11

g

9

in

10
12
10
8
10

n n

ii-icxi

10

11—105

11

10
12

club every Thursday afternoon, (Juaker I'lfy rille cub; Tuesday aud
Thursday mornings for the National Guard of the state of' New
;

Hi
9
12

a

10— UK)

0—
lo—

August 3. —Mid-range Match.—Allcomers,
tary

rifle

son yards,

any

rifle,

mili-

allowed lour points.

August 6.—oth match tor Military "Rifles.— FU teen competitions for
Sharps military ritles. All comers, 'tin) yards, ten rounds, any
military rille without cleaning. In this series eight competitions have

been won as follows M. Trice, in
43; H. M. Worth, 43; Col. G. K. P.
A. J. MUllet.le, 14.
:

;

ii.

s. ltooz, If

Howard,

;

W.

45; Col.

II.

W.

Kit7.sfmm.uis,
U. cooper, 44;

August in.— Winchester M at eh.— All comers, 2no y ards, standing, ten
rounds, any rule, military- ritles allowed two points when used as Mich,
without cleaning, prize, a WlnchE
Seating rifle, model 1818,
r,,.i

„l

I,,

,,

:i

I,

t:

ill,-

_

j.5.

August 13.— Champion Marksman's Badge. Match of 1381.— Open to
members of the First Brigade National Guard of the Slate, m
Pennsylvania.
20n and r,.(i yards, live rounds at each distance;
weapon, the. laicalibte Sprlnglleld rlti- as nn-.i by the state. Prize,
a handsome gold badge icliauiplun of issl) to be awarded to the competitor who, at, the close 01 the season, shall have won If the greatest
all

.!;-.< ;oid Mateh.— Prize, $40 in gold, offered by the
Ait
association. All comere.
Weapon, any Springfield breech-loading
rule vvifhin the mles: must be loaded at, the breech,
urn and 20ti
yards, tea rounds at each, off-hand.
August 20.— ;.,th Mi. u us vaich for Military rifles- See Aug. 6.

Scoro blanks and conditions, with the rules
with the new device.
may he had of Ligowsky & Co., 33 Vine street, Cincinnati
The manufacturers Bond us the following

adopted,

33

Editor Forest and Stream

—champion Marksman's Badge 01

1881

.—open to

all

mem-

the Second Brigade National Guards of New Jersev. 200 and
round* ar, each; weapon, ihe military rifle in use by the

5u0 yards, five

1881.

and have an-

iiuestions sent to ua,

swered as follows
1. The birds can be thrown from 90 to 100 yards on a still day.
The weather does not affect the breaking qualities of Ihe birds.
Keep the glne on pasteboard dry. S. From one to five per cent.
break in transportation. 4. The same men in a team must eoin6. The twelve matched eau be
pete, aud we allow two alternates.
competed iu twenty-four weeks if desired. 6 One team is allowed
7. There can be duplicate
to every twenty-five members of a club.
Lioowsirv A- Co.
entries from each club on above conditions.
:

Louisville toitrnamknt.— We are in receipt oi the scores of the
The report,
nr.i-i liie. tournament too late for Insertion In litis Issue.
shows that the anticipations of the niunagois have been realized.
1

Saw Dour,
nhBralm,

21

Staten island, July 21.—Mew York German uji Club: ;
niulltlOl-S
yds... 1111111111-10 Maish. 21 yds
i

accum.atycLllonotOll—

1

.unonuoi—

7

,i

'

24.

1,

:

2.

,

August

Vine Stbeex, Cincinnati, Aug.

Dear Sir— We have had

1

Bel's of
9fi

THE TRAP.
The Clay Pigeon Prize Contest was announced in our laat
We understand that the best trap shooters are much pleased
issue.

Jersey.

fifteen

W. Howard.
SO" yards

TO

Camiikn, N.

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 4 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 4 5
5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 3 5 5

1000

.

GH

Ribbeth.

WOO

C

James 1

r,

Klein,

21

.

..

yds.... .1011011001—

a yds

\-ao-el, 21

yds

11

lonuo-

DOOOl

am—

icum, 21 yds. .1100001109—
Cioiz, 21

8
1

4

1111011111
21 yds... 11101 00UO— 6

vds'....'

Bookeman,
Oh Bralm won the gold medal

'.'

yds
Parloh, 21 yds
KuniZ.il yds..
21
ds
Rubsa
Beohtol, 31 yds

Kahn,

IttOlllOD]

ji

.01,0111101—7
r

Operman, 21 yds.
sehelor, 21yds

i.,,;i,u

..lomtoiil

,

mioioill—
-

,

•

n .mi

101

lomopim

1—

S

B
!

:

.

August

PAUL TOURNAMENT.

ST.

corson
Walls

4

Konvolinka
ku i-i

-.'.

i.esn'
,

.

;.

!'!

1

1

'.

i

:

1

..

-?

the

made

ever

i.osi

-

ii.

,

loffrnauiculwuBIl

n

Ties o

deAil

success

perfetll

s

i

tioyd

In

scores

Tabor

uin-khani....

Join

Nlebels
Bancroft.

Hanson

.,-

Kimble

s,

1

,(

,

4,

Tri

7

:;,

I

".,

'..

i

.1

.

II

'.I

8

Olson

b

9
9

Durant.

4,

i

5,

Dow

1,

Bancroft

10,

Konvallnke.

20.
;

Emery

Lemon

0,

Becker

0,

,

n tin

Kimble

prize, $60;

,

is

wlnsor

18

Hitchcock,
Corson....
Hitchcock. J H
Nelson
Blakeley, Geo

WU
.

14

11

U

Powers
Kletnme
Tabor
McLaughlin
Whitehuuse

T3
14

Wlnsor
lea HI

12
11
..15
it

Hoblltt

Meyers
Walts
Clayton

<

Keator

Long
Lemon

13
12
11

Van

c M

14
S

_.

Prancke
Ties on ls-liugels
Nlconlln H, Kimble

I,

Hoblltt

Ties on

5,

Jones

5.

siock

W H,

14— Nortnjin

4, Skinner,
Hilehcoi
>ck, M, 2, pr
Va
Flisiei 0, Lin

M,
(),

9
15
12

c
Woodrlng

Walts
s, Konvallnke 5,
Konvallnke, Kimble and Jones di-

3,

SkinKletnme a,
naeuime
xaoui iv,
10, oiviu5, Tabor
Clausen 5, Fatmest.ock, 10,
Skinner,
H, Skinner

W

,

i.

.

M. Tabor and Palm
Ties on 13— Pow<
smith o, Russell l.
Tics on 12-Boyd

'

tehou8e
Wilson

l ,

Clifford

0.

Richeson

2,

5,

Lemon

o,

Durant 10,

1,

1

i

lenstock

s,

Aaker

0,

Paul

Murphy

;

lounli

prize,

S22.50

second prize,

;

rifth prize,

;

Lincoln
Stock

17

20
20

Kussell

Klemme..
Jones
Konvallnke
liollister.

Keator

IV

Essery....

Wlut.ehotrse.

12
19
18

Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Richeson.

Boyd
Hoblltt

winsov

ir.

Engels
O'Brien

.13

HHUard

..16

Hetty
Bancroft

9
19
19
19
16
20

fflstet

Laoor
Lyons
Clayton
nitn-on

McLaugh lin

.

"

.

15
9
19
..20
15
14
IS
2H

Grlnager..

Smith,

JH
M

,

I

l

••••

W

skinner,

.

CM

~

Q

J

18

Woodrlng

20

Durant.

is
16

Myers
Cory
Smith

IT
20
IT

Nlebels

15

Van Slyke
L'.n.ke

mi

IT
16

16
10
IT

Blakeley, Geo.

Lemon

16

Skinner, c M
Blakeley, S

20
17

Cluet

16
16

W H.

!',,,,/

..

!
|

Walts
True

19
19

Becker

Murray
".in

.:»'

i

i

,

Clifford

IS

Aaker

15

Ties on 20— Kimble 20, Nlconlln o, Russell 11, Hanson! , Skinner, C
M, m. Kouvaliriio: 2, Hitchcock, M, 4, Woodrlng 5, Van Slyke 5. Won
by Kimble.
stock 4o, Falienstoek zn, Keator 1, Boyd 1,
Ties on 19— Lincoln
Hoblltt 4", Get iy 1, Poster 14, Tabor ti, Lyons 6, McLaughlin 4, Dow 0,
IS,

1,

True

Tiesoi,

ii,

Klemme

-ll'-rmann

i-

1.

0,

Jones

.stock

as.

Hitchcock,

J

H.

klvided.

,.;,',

smith, J G,

3.

Smith and Durant divided.
Ties on IT—Nelson 10, Engels 2, McMullin

Clifford
L'll.'i'

''
-

-

s
9
10

Ma, snail

Lyon

9
s

L'ory

10
10

ile

6,

Durant,

6,

Norton

0,

5.

.,

,

,

S'ii.llh 'n,

til

l-.f

,

,

:•'.,

in

I

:

9
id

1

Jones

"
:-

,,.

0,

W

Blakely, S,
j,

',,
i

;.,,

3,

.

,

I

i

H, 5, Richeson o, Ken•lieson iu— Clavtouo, Powers 5. Skinner,
o
M !•'. o, Clausen :., Myeis, ;;, Blake 2. Lemon o, Cluet. I. M
Burichard .;, Becker o. Powers and Skinner divided.
1, HolllsterO, Nlebels 4,
tieiiv,

i

Purse No. 8.—10 bails; tirst prize, $oo; sec )ud, *45; third, $30;
fourth, cl • fifth. Hunting Boots, presented by ii. Golzelrn & Co., SL
Paul, $6; sixth, Hunting Knife, presented by H. SchneU, St. Paul, $3.
8
PlLster
Skinner,
U
10 smith, J G.
Herman.
10 Hoblltt.
Nlconlln
:

W

K unfile

Ties on

l

.1

True

7,

Hitchcock M,

2.

Won by

Becker

9

....

-

Woodrmg

T

McQuoln
''

8

-o.'-eii

Hkke-kr

!',

Dunham

10

Calhoun

T

Tyler
Aaker.

8

Pott.

5

HltchCOCk.JH

9
7

E---,sel.i

Leavitt..

7

Corson
Cundy.

!>

9

Talnter..
van Slyke...

7

10
S
9

Emery

Klemma

km

Blakeley

7

Harrison

8
10

st.rek

McMullin
Ties on 10-Plister

9

Hitchcock,
en

M

i

in

..

Mi

Aaker wins

fifth

1.

Myers

5,

Lyons

Liueoln

8.

10,

Leavitt divide.
and Potts sixth.
21.
;

;

.:..

;

ii

I

W

i

.

I

WH
G

15

12
14

i

Gesty
rfl

Krner

smith

Dow

Marshall
Pulton

14

IB

Lincoln

13

Clifford

12

Jones

12
13
13

Taniter
O'Brien

14
14

Blakeley
Nlconlln

...,.15
IB
16
13

14
12

Pllster

13
11-

Clausen
Essery

12

woodrlng

12

hong

ki
kin,, una

van Slyke
Aaker

15
13
12

Myers

14
15
15
15

Tyler
Mlsner

Kennedy.M F

13

Bovd

14
15
8
12
14
12

Potts
Hitchcock,

Boxrud

11

Corv

14

i

,

,

i

I'aniiesioek.

St o'ek

Kennedy, l f
Skinner, C

M

i-iilln

McMullin

S

Powers
Stock

9
9
iu
10
10
9

_

HInible
Lincoln
Paiieiistock

Stearns
Rurrllek.,,

3

Becker

10
10

Boyd

CM

Woodrlng

....

UullLster

Engels
Hitchcock,
Hitchcock,
Aaker.

.„„.,

9
4

8
8

JH
M

7

Lyons
Hieuoock,

Lemon

15

9

Brown

2

Clnuson

S

T
B

9

4

7

Meyers
Potts

s
-

T

*

1

T Howard..

17

IT
k
16

M Willis

I

E Ross

:n

F Edwards

11
19
20
15
16

H

SC

20
..Ik

.

H Francis
C Wilbur
C Wales

Lortag

3 Wales

B Woodward
O Whltten
L Blanchard

M
JH

,

n

....

IcIVS

Malt.

ni

'.

".
i

is

1

'

:

20
J'

1

ChasNuie
1

8

mil.'

I

17

.I'll.

,

U Norton

..Is

SE

Ring
II Wright

A

17

IS

...

,

GeoEdson

19

E

Bales...
k U. v; :ir

••!

...

16

S nickermau

D

Jarvls

J

Dunbar

Hi
is

L

Total

292

1

.15

....

L Gay

W Alden..
Earrar

16
16

Total

298

W

IS

sweepstake waB next shot, in which members of both clubs paras close lo this inateu, the honors being
tieluaied. The si oo tin z
about, equally divided between the two clubs.

A

'',

i

Eochesteb, July 28.— The weather rather favored the Genesee
Sportsmen's Club this afternoon, and the several hours of sport on
the lower river flats comprised one of the most pleasant trap and
trigger contests that has taken place in and about Kochester this
season. There was a slight breeze blowing, the air was cool and
invigorating, the trap worked finely and everything passed off in a
most pleasant manner. The sport with the guns opened with
sweepstake contests at 6 balls each, of which there were four, and
the following are the scores, the record as usual being made
ridiculous bv the number of false names used
First Matcm— Dlttmer 5, Miller 5, Grlswold 5, Fleischer s, Orange 4,
Hazard 5, Evershed 6.
Ties on 5—Grlswold S, sillier 1. Hazard 4, Dlttmer o.
Second March. — UHtruer o. Miner 0, Gnswoid 4, Fleischer 4, orange
4, Hazard 5, Evershed 6. Green 5, Ford 6, Harvey 5
Ties on 6.
.........1 11111111 11111 1—15
Dlttmer
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 11111 1—15
Miller
..o—
o—o Ford
Evershed
Third Match— Dlttmer s, Miller 6. Grlswold 5, Fleischer 4, Orange
ii 5, Kelsinger 5,.Green 6, Ford 4, Harvey 6.
Tics on «.— Given 6, Mllier 4, Orange 5, Harvey 5.
Fourth Match, -nn uier 5, irkivold 5, Orange i. Reblngi r 4, Ford
5, ovld 5, Sherry 5, Milter 6, Fleischer 4, Hazard 6, Green 6, Sumner 4,
Evershed, 6.
Ties on 6.
s
,111111110
iillillimi—12 Hazard
Miller
11110
Evershed
1 1 1 1 1 l 1 11 110— 11
Green
club
the
regular
shoot, for which there were twelve
Then followed
:
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A Evershed
w H Griswold.

Hill—
lono—

Richmond
C Green
Hooker
E Orange
mill lion— s b smith
....lOOOl OHIO— 5 J Williams
Ties on io.
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Fleischer
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two entries. Mr. Ed. L. Mills, of Washeach
D. C, shooting a 12-gauge gun, won thehi-i in.: io.i
ion in rpe ok-cornrtrure of our boys, who seemed lo have
"lost i heir grip," notably our two crack shots- .Messrs. hitter and
Want of practice, this
Werrs-ner, wlo last season were invincible.
season is presumably ihe cause oi their poor scores in this match.
Messrs. Williar and Wroten made very creditable scores and will,
Mr. Mills contemplates ai lending
.viiii practice, make fine shots.
the Howell, .Mich., glass-ball tournament, Aug. 9, 1", 11, and If he
goes we confidently expect to see him bring back some of the plunder. Scores:
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11011-24
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1

moo

11110 00100 [-loot
nool 10100 10O00

King

w
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w

10101-14

Mills 2d prize, sliver cakebasket, won bv Mr. Mills: Sd prize, silver butter-dish, won by Mr.
Wertsner. Ties on 21 lor 4th prize
11111—fr
nolo— 3 Wllllar
r.
Sharretts
1st prize, silver ice-pitcher,

Ties on 12— coirordo, Gesty 2, Dunham 2, Woodrlng
M, 5 MeViUlleu 4, Pflster 0, Clausen 2, Aaker 0, Lyon
and skinner divide.
Boxrud 9, Tyler 8. Won by Boxrud.
Ties on
Ties on 10—Powers 4, Fulton 5. Won by Fulton.
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vide.

o

lino—i

o ,..:, >ks1 mst,. at, Ferry Bar, near this
,:.,,
conditions as
.-ut of Mr. c. s. Wertsner.
Card's trap, is yards rise, _25 bails, class shoot-
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;

nioi—

—A

some

13
is

um

lim—5

Wllllar— re-entry

12

Hill—

Hill oioil— s
11110 11101— 8

Miller
This gave the first prize to Mr. Ford. The second prize, in the
ties of nine, was taken by Mr. Evershed, and B. Orange captured
the third prize, while Mr. Griswold, with his string of six, came in
for fourth money.
glass-ball match for six very handBaiztihoke, Md., July 27.
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prize.

Wertsner

Ties on 15— Engels 5, Smith, J G, l Klemma 12, Fahenstoek 12,
MversS, stock 4, Konvolinka 13, Tabor 21, Lincoln 25, Clifford vi.
Jones 4, Essery 5, Long 2, Mlsner is, True 25, Benhaui s. Lincoln and
True divide.
Ties on 14—Becker 2, Durant 10, Dow 0, Hoblltt fi, Cory lo, Kimble
u, Boyd
McLaughlin
Corson 7, Marshall 10, O'Bi ien 5, Nlconlln 7.
Durant. Corv ami Marshall divide.
Ties on 18—Skinner, W H, is Hanson 9, Emery o, smith 3, Kennedy, M F, 7 Leavitt 1, Talnter 1, Blakeley 1, Van Slyke 10, HP.
M, in Hitchcock, J H, l Lemon 1. Van Slyke and Hitchcock di;

Durant

9

and Powers sixth

fifth
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9
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True

Nelson
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10 Iiunbam
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Fulton divide.
Becker wins
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smith. J G, s, van Slyke 5, mtchcock, M, 5, Essery
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THURSDAY, JCLY

Purse No. 6.— 15 balls; first prize, see second, $67.50 third, $45;
by Lindekts, Warner
flii.lt, numlug suit presented
fourth. S22..511
meter, St. Paul, sio; sixth, 25 lbs powder, presnted by Hazard
Powder Co., $T.
15
14
Konvolinka.
Becker
14
13 Corson.,..
.,
;s
15
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i..".
10 Tabor
IB
Powets
Smith, J

DOW

Jones 12, Kennedy, M F, it, Engels
7, Klemma 4, Dunham is, Nlconlln i, smith m, siocs i, Fahiiesiecl,,
4, Konvolinka 15, J'.enloira O. Aaker i, ell fiord 2, Maishull s, Durant
ka divide.
Tabor, tiunnain an Kon\
15, True 2, Tyler I.
II, ", Hanson 20, O'Brien 0, Hoblltt 9, Myers
Ties on 9— Skinner,
2a, Lyons 1, Long 2, Murray 1, Mlsner 12,
1, Brown s, i:ovd u, Kimble
do -it
Illo.SJCJ
r
km |k'.'
Ties on 8— coll'ord 0, Cory o, Harrison 1, McMullin 4, Woodrlng 1,
Skinner, C M, o, Clausen 4, Talnter 1, Lincoln 0, Hitchcock, J U, 5,
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9
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.
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111.

Clifford

Clausen 0, Blakeley 2, Hitchcock, J H, 0, Corson 1,
Becker 5, Prister
Klemme 2. Won by Lincoln.
Ck.knvi
iindv
Ties on s— Gesty 7, Smith, J G, 3, O'Biien 10, Hanson 9, C. ry 10, EngelsJ, .M'.-i ejolu 1, Tyler 3, Emery 7, Durant 10, Hitchcock, M, 1,
O'Brien, C01 v and Durant divide.
Ties on 7— Woodrlng 0, Calhoun 4, Essery 2, Leavitt, 5, Talnter 1,
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19
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Ties on 10—Tabor 13, Boyd 15, Richeson 2, Nlconlln j6, Skinner,
uner, C M, 3, Marshall 4, Kimble 15,
13 Konvolinka!,
.Mimerz. Dunham Ll, Van slyke Ik,
11, Pahensinel, 4. Jones 15,

H
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McMullin

Powers.
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Myers
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Brown...
Boyd
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9
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Walts
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Mlsner
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19
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Tyler..
Hitchcock, M
Hitchcock, J

Kneels

uBrleu...

South Am ncton, Mass, July so.— The. South Abingtou Sportsman's
Club and the Port Bor-'— Club, of Stouc iiion, shot a mutch at glass
Card single trap, is yards rise, zu balls
balls at. this place to
each. The following is tlve score teams of 7 men from each club
South Ablngton.
Port Rosaway.
Edsou
16
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Harrison

ke

,

Kimble

18
IT

Slyke.

Hitchcock, J H

S

Stock

Fahiiesioek

IS

Van

kiiinea.

10

:

First prize, $90

$3.

case of wine
.v
MeGcehan, St. Paul, Sdn; sixth prize, ion
cigars presented by Adam Patscli, St. Paul.

third prize, J|5
presented by Botvltn

9

,1

17

Dunham
Marshall

10

G

p.rieu

Sixth prize won by Clayton.
Purse No. 2.— 20 balls, entrance

Smith.

.sin

Smith,

Boyd

Hoblltt

stil.Cifl;

Cundv

12,

Tabor

I

5,

Essery.

Ties on 15— Leavitt 6, Clifford 6, Clausen 4. Divided by Le avitt and
Blakeley wins seventh.
Clifford
Purse \~o. ... —10 bulls; entrance, $3; first prize, $90; second, S6T.su;
third, $15' lourtli. S22.sn; mill, pair iiuniiuu boots, piesented by
Eorepaugh ,1 Tarbox, St.. Paul, 5,1(1; sixth, Boxot Clgais.pres
Gumhagen .v Prey, St. Paul, $6.

.

Hunson 1, Cluet a. Long
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11,
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Smith, J G, 5, O'Brien 0, Whiten,
Gesty 4, Smith 12, Marshall 2, Talnter T
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Durant 7, Boiler
Hanson and smith divide.
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H, 6, Kimble 30. Skinner, C M, 12, Tabor 30,
Ties on 20— Skinner,
an.
Jones, Tabor ml Kimble divide.
Ties on 19— stock 4, Poster 6, Konvolinka 4, Hitchcock, J H, 4, Mlsner 5, Dow 4, Walts 0. Prister and Mistier divide.
Ties on IS— Becker 0, Powers 11. Niconllulr, Hoblltt IB, McLl '.'
llri-i, Woodrlng 15, Lincoln 3, stearus 3. corsou 10, Klemma 3, Brown
Hob2. Cory in, Essjry 4, cundy s, Dunham 11, Van Slyke 1 , Lyon 3.
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second, (4S; third, $30
lourtli, Ji5; fifth, loo lbs. shot presented by J. 11. Allen & Co., Ststove, presented by
Paul, Minn., SS; sixth, Sears' pal, ;' "!'.sears K Co., Chicago, SS.50.
11
Norton
14 Blakeley, 8
12
VI True.
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Engels,
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W
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MA'lfll.

mw' Str&m
below give you parilculais of race between sloop Turk, sillied by
T. 1\ Frank, and sloop furlew. sailed by fapi. Jonn E Kilsviortn,
two of our li—i Buffalo urlm hiar.s. The race was lor a mtirme plcEditor Forest

3

I

encoimtered by nidges.

I

rt.

an mlicie ciillliu; aiPinioii 10 In- il'liiiciii ic.s or tin- milliug ruled In
vogue biid the ne^uaaily 01 a ihoruugli revfelon and many additions' It
doubts and ciiiiseiiueiii dlaputt-e in no- racing world were even.') be
sei 111, resi.
A tresll lllusuaiion lias recently been brought 10 our
notice, and oiii
more we adviBO a review 01 conn urn ions and rules
racing may mil icceivn a 'Mil), Ironi a [• -ellng oi dolilil.
as to what is Hie law and now in.. ;v protests are to be deall *> h
[n thecasc 111 i|C.esilon anno.Mi.s 'llsc.iioiltuic in a yndii owner was
>t Hie powers of judges
lie dlr.'ci cans, in a want ,,i pncl-e delim,
In one of Hie principal iilubH "t the cii v, and Llils lad; of preoisToo
may i',|. lie in.' lu'iuis ni Uanding i.v.-r Hie cup lo a eoinpi'lltor wliose
right ilierem is'ijien 10 ipii-stiiiu in ilm ligbt, of wpilty and the wed
eatabllsni d rules of he ) nebt Kacmg a-s icim ion, drawn up 10 preveni Ills; .-.O'Mi an orcui li'iac :ls we have lo lelal.e. A piotesl. Was
beard bv li Judges, who, unable to I"' pres'-nl at Hie llnisli at a race.
'j'lie
ieir personal observaiions.
coiiid not decide the winner upon
((U'Slloli aro-e as ,, 11,,. n-m ,,| calling in ouislde evidence, 01 wbicli
I'll'- upsliot or the mailer wa.I Here was pi. 'idy ..I li ereiblable s-il.
he validity 01 any evidence
tlnit an npniloii was aecepo d agalu.sl.
inein.-elvi s, and Ihey having noue to
Other than thai 01 H,e n;.|e<
1, i;,r,
urn' ...ni) .-lied 111 d'.-.aie i.lie ate not .settled and order a re'rile club buoK ufiered noihing one ,.a.) or i.be oilier, and llius a
sall.
raceto Which a decibloj could have ri'iuidy been rem lied on outside
evidence musi be retailed upon n very iineiy spun technicality.
And should the claimant lo Hie pil/.e in the race as originally sailed
tail to a pp- r..; !. bis vucbl upon the das named, we are
cup win !" hamieti iii ihe other competitor! Had the powers of oflien pr.pe!l\ d, Ilia d In ihe printed rules ur the club their deII":,
AB It is, llieir
cision would have be, n linal and Ibo mailer soltli'd.
VjrdlClis afier all oloy an opinion, and one Which seemsio 119 in opposition I..' ciiinuii'ii .-j-ir-.e. eipniy and excellent amhorliy ace' pied
no one w in be surpii-ed thai, ihe decision should have
elsewhere,
d in simp y loi wain ol a louii oi appeal and in deierIn en in ipd's.
enofl lo iciniony In the Oiub, though Itseouity Is decidedly oueslionlie Judges,
ed, Wltlioul however llopllo -lug the pel'bxl go d lallh ..1
lOinninice iii Ibis case, 'ihe rules of Die club in
sailing
or ratlier
ipie.-il'in being o'd'e as w.'ll conii'did as any It
and yet
Mi.-li
Mlal
unl
deli,
lent
upon
a
pol
ssion of
being
in ihe l.eailng '! prol,. su-.. ccrlainly Ji
land we
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Corrected Time.
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Curlew

Itnca over three and a half mile course, to Snndei
club-house, and return. First buoy was rounded t>:
id and ai .Sandcalcli I'll
lei h.'l
tack for .Sand, ai, h I'ier, purled port Jll
live iniioiies, bin under the elieum.-inii
wind ugh
r.ed were Jib and mainsail,
corrected time Murk- takes the piiio.
'lurk's loiniage, -l m-ion. The next rue
Inveterate rivals, the s-oop Arrow and i
cau get them to race it will be a good o

l

make.

I
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eMpa

i.-.v.

Mi

and ample

sei.
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I.ARCIl.MONT YACHT CLVB. -The club book for the year shows
bsi of -2 steamers 2 schooners. 10 Cabin sloops, 3 eniieis, 4 open
sloops and 12 cat bonis, a lotal of -.3 sail, not a bad display for a Club
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zatlon will be a progressive one, and that the old order of affairs will
not, be adhered t<j simply because Ihe club found lungs In a ceitaln
Slliipe W In 1! lleiilne lull) iM.-b la
For exampl
lis sailing mlCS
1

1

.

Tier,

from

They admit
ruie,

inprovement, and are not coi
villi the Y. li. A. rub's tak.n
lean length, may do well eno
1 hoinellilng a llllie more acci
l
should be abolished at 01
)
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nlhletlcs without
Hie
waters for 11
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e 11 fair
ailed by

llllhei

by the Beond

1st special) regatta of

Beverly Yacht Club

tlie

M.innineni Hi aeh inera r la nguiar course of ten and onehall miles.
Wind strong, N.N.K., Increasing in force, and rulher
overpowering Ihe llgld weatbei finals. .Unices: I. s. Holmes., Il.rlnu
Mayiiar.l and Silas I'erry. Judges' boat, Olive L. Following is the

h

I

time.

.Me.is'i.eni.-n;.

Nomad,

Kay, Jr
Kleauor, Hlehard f oilman
l.oris. A. S. Hard)
Maude, Geo. li. Richards, et al..
Secret, S, \:.\\ew
Nysierv, Howard Stockton
SCOllOP, Geo. ii. Illchards, (I. al..
Ne.M race at Maiblehend, July
J. S.

ter, Holple,
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CHICAGO YACHT
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CI.UB.

was a tame alTalr. Winds light and
sailed— iJufTerln refitting, idler and viking
class yachis ente ed. two third class, rourln
cc -.' f..r as Hue sailing went. Tli -re wore nor
)eie for prizes. Ailol, 1'erl and Fleeiwing were
W. 1). T.

e July 23
i

1

no no:

sand bags
or two and bHof

will prefer to
half the money
be bough! are
to the future

1

,

Actual

Sailing

A Club wlin

•t.
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i.e:"
d h.\ iin- laeni Racing At:
a'
n, sonic ci niral comt
1.
This
and, wbiie we „ic
similar
leads ual ura n.v lo the suggestion 01 lormlug
uis
n.ne liiiiud It necessary to inslbute for llnlr
lo llio.se nil other -p
common w, Hare, bin bat is it mailer for lulure consIoerailOD.
First let the leaning clubs at least revise their rules, which are ojdtabhioneci, faulty and incomplete

i

by

if some jillois clioo-.e. to establish o
r customs O" their own
irresponsible judgment, they do not c imprchend Che risks ncy are
Inking upon themselves, and should hi re their licenses revoked altogether.
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achlsm»n against steam-

loi wlllruliy running
total disiegara of the rule 01 the road. B
yachtsmen, his puiilslunent would have b,
Inr example Is needed 111 New Yon; lo bin
allzatlon of their responsibility. The tinlj
a strict observance of Hie rule of lie 10 ni

1

Grulse lo Drake's Bay.
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n. m.
3 03
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peuded lorflvc days

IT. shield's i up.
Iiiii.i
Dani] Inn.-lilji re.'iitlu,
Cnauipionsliljj Sail oil,

R tew weeks ngo certain diflic
ONLY
Which wire submitted 10 us for
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3
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Time.

boat pilots arc bee mlng ireipiem. ceri
or way. Sucu fellows 111
sbouMI lie ai.-ummailly deall Willi as the
tide Railroad ferry steamer Capital, of Si

'
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n. m. s.
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FIXTURES
Aug. 6.—Beverly v. 0, Oliamplon irgaita, Xuhant.
Aug. C— I'licllie Y. f. Annual ciubc.
Au.. to Shi. i.'uaki'r fit, i.e. Annual cruise, Chesapeake Bay.
All,.'. 1;.— san Fraurl,in V. i;
Annual regatta.
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for b
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pedigree) pre-
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Miby introdiieii
ucgC'stlon.
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to put If Into language, while flic; depth of Fanlta is more than
tha
lO-sevci.lhof her lengiti, Tlilitle's Is a bom one- lyliib and Edlp:
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-eii with a radical
be " lornnal " out 01 exlBienre
coine in Ami r can waters. The
committee of the Y. It. A. is
y modification or lue far bwter
1
as beam is penalized slightly
areoj
length of Mr. Kemps
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sented by s o.f u.lj ownLohii
n rage— Witt.
chestcr nil,', pr,- moil by w 1; Unrl.l1.1rd, M. r»ui. 4- For fourth
,,! el ei.iieU sie-non auxiliary rule barrel, with
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in.ai-si cruiser and ten limes the aatlfaotl,
becoming scarcer every year, and clubs with

an

)

should plot a course, accordingly.
HOLLOW spars -Several correspondents arelnforn d that hoilow spars are nude by l.awlcy s Sou, yacnt builders, Si nil Boston,
mass. Thene spars are still to be con "
prrluiental
d V •ha.
in inn direction is tha
Binge. The llrst
trlai of a hollow booi
sloop Black Maria, designed and built by
i, and contemp ratieous
wun ihe schooner Ai
made up 01 staves ard
vals.
hoopes wilh sllirenln
We believe li was
abandoned as not str
Bon ii .ve luiiiikhed a
iia if go-.geo out,
wli
;. each
number of yachis
ed" at Inui.vals. Mho
the two tnen glued
! ihe sloop linbhe. r.r.ii.
Silence and some oth
supp
long, have been
had hollow topmasts
_ doubt,
The saving
.1 lnu-odiiciloii
e>
cost, g later, and we see no mechanical tea
begin :-d by the operailon. cuu ng the spa
ami probably assist thorough 8
show ...
"checking," and in this
without a heart, a pro.
Me
spars Is. however, (pilie likely
pllsheii.
The suck tor the Undine was
dcliiilie lias yet
hel-.".
lllcct,
made by I). ,1, l.u
-Tiie public rues postponed from
BRISTOL TO^
.ack upon the I'resideni, were sue.
July 4, luconsldi
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lianu loaned about he necessity of light
39 Of technical education bad long ago
ock argument that because such and

p
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YACUT1NG NEWS.

(

nsued a new pamphlet containing
iwlng information eoueernlog the
This cup lo be sailed for over a
taten Island, the eondulons benot uecessarlly eonsecnlve. b.i
1

under

17 ft.

'

oi'en 10. .11; live cIiism-s ,'i'i to-is II.
ft, cats unoer 21 ft. and eals
class, ranging fiom ?T5 to {in,
•anee ot lime based on sail area,

cesstuliy sailed J
long, sloops Mel.

:
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Tw(

feature of the rai

teaching
larger a:
i

practical
ceid strll
\

luneral
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I

p

t'liiu. Handy. S. c. Powell, M. T. Heimeu and
dies for nrst, ten miles tor
the smaller bouts. Wizard, Qoirver
ir ivoribs |n lb. 5tm. 27k., w|ih I.ydia c. second In 2I1.

,

tne lant

-leailll)

1

Old BOnOOlS best during tne cruise ni Ihe A. Y.CJUSt biougln l"a
land ,. 11
bs
lo it not likely after the
Olheis that hose Who WlllleSis'-il 111- II dOihgS Will ttl lUe'ra'el.V ellOOSC
a capsl/.able sham 10 a ship with ib-pin, m-uilir; siireiy and spied imn
And i'.ntl bo loiia .- n. e 1.-; lnir.il fur beam, lo Ihe
the bargain
Usel'Si aacrur r 01 car-c and '•. onoiiiic bill d and sail In tin: vain au
tempi in n-cure safety In bn -ail lb, and under the most palpable hullu.lnatloii that beam secures speed which narrow bulla cannot expossess
Kud ho! lo (lie traps, iroui the Mohawks down to the Sophias
was uo "theon
There is no "
Fault I'seleah'.ng Oil! lib' Hal lolled sliahis lime and a am

mum

clooe.

,

1

lass Myrtle won Hi lb. iinrn. 29s., with Met or
Among ihe c as Alice, C. T. Herreshoff, Dikes
t pr e lu third class and Sams, S. Cameron, in nun class. The
a rdeil on sail area go to cats Ktnma, sun an and
special prize!
was a concert and display of nreworks in the evenWallace. Tl
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ICW.VerVlillA, 27 We
Wild iWlllg lie blade:
)'. Tiim-, Shallow

nlielr
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,, d;
.M.'.son. Booth liullding,
J. O,
23d street and Slxlh avenue. Nina; K. w. do Forest, 120 B'Oddway.
Little Sunshine and Mist; L. F. d oreni.eulx, -li Wall street, Ellin;
Cnaa. fiostenbofer, Kngland, Oreichen John Hubberton, .v. y. ll--raid ; Herbert Hazard, 24th street and Filth avenue, Fanny ; Henry T,
1

I

;

(ftvor,
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lb all

hard practice, and practice which that class

of

badly
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CLUB.— Editor fu rcat

anil strraiu:

The annual

reg.it: a of ihe Oibkosli Yacht l'lqb, sailed July en, w.,s oneol he most
Ihii'lCslihg and clo.-i-h conii^li'd nn'ti evel given by ihi- eiuu, thero
being but oncmintiiedlll'crehcelii the time bo wteuthe Slol Band Morgan of Oshkosb, and the Mermaid ot Xeeuah. The Mcrm .id uf Neenah
getaway wltli the ilrsi piize and cnaiiipliin pemnini iu b .nu.-on.e
Btyle. TheN lobe won 2d prize. In the is n. class iin- lieatricu won
ftrsi money and vinaroth second.
Course, around a slx-mily triangle
and repeat. Time, 2h. am. Wind, S.S.W., light ami off sUore.-C.
I

CM,

a

Aloust

4,

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.

A FINE SEA BOAT.—It

nutorionsly a fact that every yacht

is

overbuilt, no mutter of what form and rig, is, in the builder's
Here in one of
arid oivui.r'u opinion, invariably ' a line sea boat."
racing -loop Fannie, some 70 odd ft. Ions
big enoOKb, goodness -kuOWS, to orUWfl around the world, if of
Strikes into a little squall off Moutaiik, July 18,
m d
.'
.,-.. inn
oirni-,
boats Btovein, and U wreeKgd generally,
•,,:, i,nli:iti-iy up helm, cat and run for the neareiit k-e -in lii-r, nhii-li was
found at New London, where repairs
e to tell the bnUder, Richmond.
icliitio and a violent, dangerous craft
of 3Iy.- Lie. that Fa
ion upon
eld
he wo Id ha
laughed outright and
at
sea boat,
the value of luvht draft
a the loaSo thorunghlyiiavo most,
e spell of
sons of iirac'tiee, and so
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Answers

the

schooner yacht Wanctlculatsof the famo
-mlier right y she was bum
Setauket, L. I., about
tli
year :«; lor a member of he X. Y. Y.
terward becoming noIion pt the
J MiriDc theivar
she Oai__. ..
lorlous
ill
II. s. Uuveitiiueni, serving for a. r.lme as [.-rider to a. steamer of the E.
S ii.iih.ii. Buttlie tender was much the faster vessel, wits said
to be a splendid sea boat, and many Merles were told of her wonderThe navy ellielals iskortened her spars ten met—
tul |ii'ilorinanees.
-I
|iii---ainal-"- to reduce hersnee.l
.mil
last only a powt
li'i
lie close of the war, being yery rotten,
M.iv
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Mass.— Write

Drew, book publisher, Jacksonville,

to

J.,

Dill.
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this time; per-
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Plattdnn-e-h N. Y.-l. The Governor has not yet signed
We are not aware of such a law in Vermont.
F urban, Minn —The graih rf gun Is a mo- article and has
a good reputai ion. n. ought in be sale and serviceable.
1. Whi
E. H.. Brooklyn, N. Y

the

:•

t,

.

;

The Wanderer was of

peculiar appearanc*, with good rake to her
alt. bet remarkably nigh forward.
Can ymi give her bullflei s nam", dimensions, spjis, tonnage, etc.

ma-is. low

the waist

In

aipum, or tarpon, ever

and

New York and

is

en

Is

-\

Yes,

us.

easl nnlly

-

the places named, but

taken as far

Thell-.li

esieni

Is

on the Gulf

Is

E

st

h

your description we presume your
We suggest that von rub him with
ill last. Issue, giving an apei'lof sulphur and
morning.
Avoid feeding meal. As the dlssyou nust quarantine him. Write result after sufi.— From

mange.

drowned

like bo bis

ij flies.

ee a

NARROW

BEAM.— This is the impression the Viola, a aloop
A
of reasonable beam, made upon oneeapablo of judging, who obEditor Forest
served her during Lhfi recent Atlantic V. C. cruise.
if narrow boats you should have seen the
imi'.iv
Who is one of the best boats I have
1186,
Viola tin
seen.
Of moderate beam with very small rig she Bails with the
best boats at her length. Ii you have not seen her since she has
been re-built you should take' a look at her. I do not know what
her draft; is, but if she is deep she is about as near my idea of a
comfortable, speedy boat, as anything we hare. For a smaller
boat K ive urn the Kangaroo or Elephant every time. But objections to this latter tvpe become apparent when as large as the Faud sails make them very heavy to handle.
The Fanita is, however, tin natural product of our length measurery narrow cutters in England owe their
incut iust us 1 think the
ivvn peculiar rule which penalizes beam
small beam solely to their own
go heavily. -L.
TOBO-NTO CANOE CLTJB.- A race open to the club was sailed
S.
luldei the rules of the Arnerie tu Canoe Association, July 23.
L. Tlicks won the paddling rat* of one mile iu a canoe of his own
E. Leigh
lnuJili if. \V. Kent, second; 1)1 ith using double paddles
third with single blade. The ailing match brought out two Eaaud one-half miles trianoines and three lapstreaks. Ct.
wind puffy from northwest. On the
gular, sail twice over
ond round the wind' dropped, and there was much drifting.
Whisper, 38 in. beam, Walter Arnold, won with a slant of wind.
Telephone, Hueh Neilson, 28 m. beam, was second, and Sadie N.,
The Bishop broke her rudder gear, and
F. Id. Nicholson, third.
the Fairy gave up. Another race is faxed for a month hence.
i
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;
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Thos
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pie'

will

fineca-

HULL YACHT CLUB.—The second

annual regatta was sailed
Eighteen started, but tho wind being very light, only
de the course within the four hours allowed. Volante carried awn.v jib halliards at the start, and Alhe (A. S. Wattles) won
Rest not timed.
in lb. oTn'i. 5-1.1., beating Expert and Volante.
In second class. Julia- (J. A. Stetson), won in 2h, lGm. 7s., beating
Clara and others, not timed. None of the third class reached the
Judges J. H. Conant, T. F. Fattiuish, and no nice was made.
A. Howe. C. B. Churchell, Peleg Ahorn, 0. B. Southard
ter-"
and (' A. Merrill. Next regaita of the club Julv 30, and the Union
regatta Aug. 13. when about $500 will be given iu prizes.
roa« YU'flT CLOfl -Mr. ('. J. Osborn 1W3 presented the
n.uuo.wbesaUedlbrtha&rabljiuiffica&aufr
ciub
The
V. C. and N.B.Y.O.
Ooei
N.
mcthei ttll
July

Ua.
;,

:
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COOLO NOT LAY
dorv, ostensnsij
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ivln-re

nines started from Bath, Me., In a
-ranee- Said they met a gale, and

I

no! prnVlug
fresh stock
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hi St. .Johns, N.
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Those Haed Kamhs.— We hold
ogiata iu

names
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to

win
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YACHT CLUB.— The

HI Lb

thirteenth annual regatta

Classes ror boats over
sailed July 30 In a brisk northeast wind.
and under 24 fc. E ght came to the line and finished a very spirited
race as under:

FIUST CTLASS.

Actual
Time.

Lenglh.

Name and owner.
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she carries iron ii
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ceil:

egg end bulled milk, wim-h have mx stopped
Is quite
bad, ftnu consequently he Is very
weak. Saturday he was quite chipper, but Sunday after eating
well of broth, he began to vomit and was very sick. Previous to
an are id; eiiksli dnl iini. help linn inueh; then
that I gave liitn cctried strong coffee and milk. To-day he is a simile llve.ler, but
wou'r eat broth with t.aihoca in if, but seems inclined for solid food,
Issue

1

have

tiled

;.,
c ;,,,
c.-.ii
::",-.
i." ,p
acs am.
lie.
T -ii
e.ii. ,send hliti In lie cured at. a reasonable charge-;
edv, or to whom can
Ans.
Hi's left, car seems to ll.c-v somewhat and smells lather badly.
Give iv.-n g-ain- o! quinine three times a. day until his strength returns, uini control the diarrhea bv gl'-ing In lections of laudanum
and starch water A teaspoonful of the former in a tablespoonful of
the inter. The dog Is out of condition, resulting from a want of
The condition of his car points to canker. See answer
pi aier care.
to M. o. S., February 24, 1881.
pointer, six month3 old, has had five
M. '.v.. Kidgewood, N. T .—
tils In which he runs. v:':c:r: and in circles, usually idiom a mile, rarefie does not kuowme when I approach him,
ly barking and lelplreg.
He dd'-s nor try to bite.
lint runs from rue and I cantear get near him.
1 have noticed him
The fits ocelli red July 1st, 3d, -it li, Tth and 9th
scratching his ears ami shaking Ids head a great deal, liven when
birking or following me he will frequently step to scratch his ears,
hut I have examined llcmi in Mile tho n .uglily several times and have
or any flu mr wroug.
I al on him to run
ill ai a .snarl, a
nil leu in disc .via
of Great Britain and
loose. I see nothing In Stonehenge's "Dogs
*
e what to do for him
America" to answer his case. Can yr"
"
who remarks breedWill
.
through your paper o
your July Ith mini!ng.grounds ol woodcock at
sport to Kresgevllle
ber, please iuforin me If a ra
erminatev 1 should
and in what part of the coim
railroads In Monroe
also be pleaivd lo hear if tin
By so doing he will
or Pike ci m nties leading to a
clng atrip there and
confer a great ft
abundant. Ans.
knowing" the localities where game Is the
regularly,
Keep his bowels open and feed ana exercise
and he will soon grow out of the flta, to which young dogs are very
subject.
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in __ Improved

pressure under which tne mas
spring, which can be varied at
rigs at the Lake George meet,
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perspective.

5.—Mr. John McLeod has just

-,,

'

I

1
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1

by

Kirby, as given In the Wurhl recently. The dimensions were correct
so far as they were copied from this journal. For the rest tne reporter drew upon his Imagination, never Having been near Klrby-'s
yard The delay in finishing the Atlanta has been explained by
CUihbert In a perfectly luhd manner on the ground of the difficulty
I

:•

C. F. P., Brooklyn, N. Y.— My red setter pup has had for the last
r should cell distemper.
He is about nine weeks old,
eves beg m to maturate, then his nose became dry, and
then running. I gave him two graiss of quinine daily and broths
last.
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obtaining shlp-carpi'l''--!- al -eaacin'C.n- r
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vas in lower sail, gaff anil jib topsail. Man;
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plioto el' Lie new sionp In our office
been unanimous as to her beauty ot model a
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cut In a slake stuck Into tho ground, l'laee a "call bird :I as a lure.
When the birds alight upon the sticta they pull them out from the
inain ,i ike, mid when Hying, the wings, coming in contact with the
lime, are pinioned to the sides.
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POCAHONTAS.— The
acy of the dimensions

igiltle.
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than In

all

other

BLACK BASS TACKLE.

ichthyol-

practice,

mainly due to Cuvier.
for words of Greek or Latiu

m

most- any otner way.
will be made
at
to give-to all an equal

was

some measure to blame for the hard
has pleased them to bestow ou the

objects of their st idy.

be-

In the rage

lieve, is

origin,

which

We

so curious a feature of the great Revolua merit than not that a
it was ralker
term, especially a sci ntitic term, should have
a classical or semi-classical derivation. Cuvier followed the prevailing fashion, and

was

tion,

compounds,
which
grammarian would have countenanced, were introduced by him into this
science, and Ghetod/moifim, Scombtroides, L<:pand Vydostomes seem to have isluibraneh
sued glibly from French mou hs in a way
hence

,

be laid In and the voyage again

l to Lai

whole year

In a

New Brighton.— Boil dowa Unseed oil of the best quality
becomes thick and glut limns. Boll in earihen pot In open air,
two or tlireo hours, and be sure, that the cov-r of the pot tils

until It

Tin

canoelng in three days Mian

The conditions of tlie nintesi tor this canoe
the meeting. They will be broad enough

.

;

trial.

t

i

i

mtas

Is

,

week and a teaspoonful

A. G. G.,

id ing— a bea
ge will seem

ick walui

W

T.

.ed to H.

The Fanny has no business outside of

are

making a

Specialty of

all

sorts of

HIGH GRADE TACKLE

for taking this splendid fish

The Latest and Most Approved Kinds

extraordinary

scarcely any

For

:>.

As a nomenclaCuvier was immeasurable inferior to
who was neatly always careful to
Continue, if practicable, an ancient name,
and would rather misapply an old appelation
to a new discovery than invent for it ODe of
Yet Cuvier's names,
his own composition.
for the most parr, stand, and always must
stand, despite the difficulty of pron uincing
them and his successors haye continued to
that

ours find impossible.

turist,

Litinfciis,

Fly,

Minnow, Bait and Trolling.

Anglers will protect themselves by insisting that our Trade-Mark shall be on
claimed to be our manufacture.
Orders received from persons residing in cities in whieh
at any price.

tread in his footsteps, till icluhyological nomenelature has become, what it certainly is,
an iut.cile'Rble jargon a dialect har lly to be
uttered by an articulately speaking man

—

is

a

goods

our goods will not be

full line of

ABBEY & IMBRBE,
New

Lane,

York.

THE NEW EUTEBRONK HAMMER GUN.

—

forbaMea.^ The

dealers Keep

48 Maiden

j

language that

tlic

filled

all

I

tiptatator.

have recently Invented a now hammer

gun, both in single and double, which

knowledged to bo the best

Advertisements
later'

than Tuesday cannot be

inserted until the following

Mates promptly furnished

tor flulsh,

C.

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS. UNBERWELA-R, &B., &0.
SAMPLES AMD ClECULAiiS MAILED FREE.

Shooting Suits.

BROS.,

Manufacturers of

UPTHEGEOVE & McLBLLAN,

CO.,

Broadway, Ncwloik.

VALPABAISO,

I tin.

in the market.

H. ECTEBHOSK,

HUNTING HATCHETS,
WITH PATENT COVERS.
THE ONLY ONE

Eyes for Taxidermists and Manul'cturers.
Also, all kinds ot Klasn work done to order.
Cat-ilosaie Free nl' Charge by Mall- rn
r

-jtlflclal

NEW

WALKER ST.,

^

YORK.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
SECIRTTIES,

Write tor circular to

any

ek Square, Boston, Mass.

DEMUTH

SOLD BY ALL DEUOHISTS.

HOLABIRD

KEEPS SHIRTS.

workmanship and shooting

REEOIilNG A SPECIALTY.

A

on application.

KEEP MATniFACTOKrrSG

dose o£ tilts aperient will prevent lUe enlls resulting from such causes, and save many Incou
venlences and dangers.

A

weeli's issue.

031,633, 635, 837

All sportsmen agree that the Eutebronk

o£

Tarrant'* Seltzer Aperient.
Changes ot temperature, Irregularity ot rest and
eatlncr, and exposures to drafts, are great and active agents In ilt'rangtijg ihe seen tlous ot the hody.

ac-

mar-

guns

qualities are equal to

travel without a bottle

Is

ket.

received
No one should

article In the

STOCKS, BONDS AKD
MINING STOOKS.
60

FlneSt.NewYorte.

IN TD.E

WHOLE WOULD.

perfect protection to the edge of the hatdiets.

Send

tor

July2l

new circular.

A CROSBY .* CO.,
Waterville, Kennebec, Maine.

STOJVEHENOE OX

THE

DOG.

Price 83 50.
For sale by Forest and stream PuP Hsliln g Co.

s

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

[August

THE DAVIS GUN.

TATHAM'

\

.

Now

the

is

Time

1881/

4,

Order

to

TENTS, AWNINGS & FLAGS.

As Good as tee
EEST.

Selected Standard
•***»»** at r«ll.ti t* th«

Trap Shot!
Price, wilh line

wist barrels, without clieckins' or engraving* #30.

i

Gam* sent by e.rjn-ess.

Soft or Chilled.

Rend for

1

II

9

7, 8,

AND

10.

BEEKMAN

(lie

manufacturer*,
yie ffiewuL

NO

IS

TO BE HELD AT

LONDON,
SEPTEMBER

BOOK BINDING

KOK FILLING RIFLE AND SHOT SHKLUS.

Dog Show,

International

NEAT AND ELEGANT

WILKINSON'S CHARGER!

,

END.

Established 4836.

YORK

ST.,

to

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

TATHAM&NEWBRO'8,
S3

and satisfaction guaranteed

and Term*

DAVIS & CO., Assonet, Freetown, Mass

N. R.

NUMBERS

C. O. I).,

n* I rated Price List

Prize Lists

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

ONT.,
and

Br, 28, 3»

now

ready, and can be had of

PUDDICOMBE,

J.

30, 1881.

Sec'y,

or

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.
Office,

JAMES

EN

WALKER,

E.

14 Dey

St.

COMItlENClNC ON THANKSGIVING DAY, 1SS1.

A sure cure for all SKIN DISEASES. For sale by
druggists and dealers in sportsmen's goods, price
50c. per bottle

CLAY GLOVER,

H.

ROBOTS ISLAND STAKES, OR EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY,
to all puppies whelped on or after Aprlll, 1880. Prizes: First, $150; second, $100, and third, $50.
Forfeit, SB $10 additional to nil. Nominations for this stake to close positively on Oct. 1, 1881.

FECONTC OR ALL-AGED STAKES,

MEMBERS' STAKES,
open only
"I

HELLO!

'

members

to

"a.

:

'

h

or

ha

i

lie

club,

a

•

*J

.,
I

and each entry

...:..'.-

TRALS

CTJP OF 1881.
.Jacob Pkntz, Secretary.

FTF.LD

P. O.

Box

274,

to be

owned and handled by the member making the
"
I.

'

.

'

J.

"V.

..

OTTO DO

'

I

[EB,

:':.' r
resident.

NEW

his Tackle In shape. They are made or the best material
and handsomely ornamented and iiirnishcd with a lock

and key.

ThiS'-a^e n appro, en n, l;v he nr.ieiioal piscawho have investigated us perfections.
Size— Box: Length 12, width V ., depth It, Inches; trays

OF NTTSBURG, FA.,

|

i

torial professors

The

general use

Ions

In

dents

In

.n

sinters,

he same

bulldlii

s, bouses

and stu

two instruments, with

lnsulatoi-s,

at-

etc., wlih full Instructions for setting
up, J-2.II0. Sent by express to any address, on
receipt of price, or c;m be sent by mall if 24 cents
additional is remittal to pay postage. Address all
orders to the

tachments,

tbem

Home Telephone Manufacturing
P. O.

BOX

819,

SIMPSON,

R.

so ii ii<- i>i amusement
for the young folks.

<i

Price tor

and each case packed
(end lor Catalogue 01' FISHING-TACKLE

-

laKiiig

AND SPORTSMAN'S GOODS.

5)6

Fulton Street, New York

CIGARETTES

That stand unrivalled

lor

PURITY.

Warranted Free

FRAGRANT

NEW

FAIR.

Each having-

Distinguishing- Merit*.

WOT.

S.

itmilALL A

CO.,

Langdale,
Road, Ley.
pions Lawyer,
lot,

.:

"
hi' -.J'
-agents In every
ni'HONE.
city to Intredueranle ami profitable. tTs.oo
Bustned '"'','" ,]
to Jliio.i o pel intiiii.h can be made with but little exNo capital required. You have only to
ertion.
the Telephone to secure orders, as they

w

i

aic

.

CLAY

themselves.

send two SAMPLE Telephones lor
AGENTS, with run oiitlli ami Instructions, for $1.00
Address
and eight 3 ct. postage stamps.

Rov

SI 9, Pittsburg-,

LIGOWSXY & CO.,
33 Vine St.,
CINCINNATI, O.

Co.,

Pa.

20,000 BIDWELL
pots.

PIIIEOI

TRA P,

a nd

will

Home Telephone Manuf'ng
n

SALE.— The well-known Gun and Sporting
FOR
Bushiess, 6M Fulton street, Brooklyn. Stock,
c

r]m. e.i
c.

specimens

;

o

'

.;

n.

.'.

a

.

",;

a.

o

I

on 'a mission spaniels of any
his books a number of grand

deposit system.

TERRIER—

Marai.tl

dog, imported from Gla.-gow,
O K YEcoated,
yearsold;
coat
Exchange!
.a

have

1

a.

pure bred Sk-ye ter->\:

rler

heavy

si eel blue,
breecti-loadlrig double gun,

<:w.

for a

ScOtt&Bnn

li-gaugej

or Parker Bros, preferred; chance lor breeders;
dog and his gee -an be seen ai. ii'.m.h si reel, and nun
ave., New York city, or address E. T.
Aug4,lt
station M, N. Y. city

WOODWARD,

SALE, a very handsome and One bred
orange and white setter bitch, 4>: yearsold;
A inagnincent
thoroughly broken on all game.
..-'.
ill'.
;
SO
pups, sold for no iault. Price low if taken at
once For lull particulars and pedigree, address
(.
E. OSBOHN or R. B. PENN, New Haven, conn.
Aug4,2t
i

l

I!

i

.1

.

i.

E

N.

Y.,

NEL

DOG, by Dash

ill.,

1 >..

and a

$160.
I

Apply

eaeli.

SS"

jSTa..

clt:b. Whltestone, L.

'red.

ex Mlnto

LACHINE

to

July

I.

ai-tl

3S

&e
id

A

splendid stand to the in
June.

Apply to

paiticula.tssee " Ri lie and

Stream

of last

Trap Shooting"

In

Forest ami

MAD-

We commend

practice for wing shooting.
v
*
to test its merits."

all

sportsmen

*

MASS.

July 28

'237,

Suspension Bridge, N.

Aug-I.at

S

(our pointer poppies by orglirsehamT
plon Rush, now three months old (two dog and
two bitch pups, color liver and white and black:
and white); pi ice #10 each. A ddress S. W. BODE,
N W. corner Light and Montgomery streets, BaltiAUtf4,lt
more, M(L

I7M3R SALE,

LOST

Ab was proved at the Fly-Casting TournamODt at Coney Island, June as.
length of cast, 76 feet,
First prize In Champion Class was won with one ot our 10 ft. 9 oz. Bass Rods
The
mJZ ,„-.,,;. ,,.
.,,n e of our lift. Soz. Fly Rods; length of cast, 6iy. ft.
length of cast, 75 ft. Our
irh one ot our 11 * ft. 10 oz. General Rods
Send stamp tor catato all others by those who have seen or used them.
rods are consli
logue, with Mass. Fish and Game Law.
;

,

AUg4,lt

SALE CHEAP—Beautiful brace of young
FOR
cocker spaniels of choice stock. LOCK BOX

'

Manufacturers of the

,

of a fairly broken setter, light
color ^referred, can and a purchflser at a moderate price by addressing G. B. T., office of Forest
nEia; animal to be under three ycai sold.

week.

[Extract from Forkst am> Stream, July 7, 1881, p. 448.]
" • * « This illght so nearly resembles the actual
motions of birds thai UicClnv Pigeons alford excellent

REACH STREET, BOSTON,

.-.

E. H.

OWNER

THE

THREE ANNUAL PHIZES To CLUBS: 1st, $100?
S.35; 3d, one lra|> anil I, OOO pigeons. For

3d

BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
asalar
ISON.

i

and has on

Four pups bv champion Emperor

CREATLY IMPROVED.

NICHOLS & CO.,

B. F.

Quantltiesol other Strawberries. Senp
dutch K;^ NURSERIES (founded
FERRIS, JR., Poughkeepsle, N. Y.

for prices,
1803), W. L.

good-will,

-i.

.:

-

breed,

bench winner,

The FLYING

snow
We

Lena,Lydney. Bebb, Young Bebb, Bessie II., Baii'i many lnoiv lmpuri ml. win tiers at our heat

ri...

.

town and

.-•peak lor

.

Launce-

Li

years, broken, perfect on quail, jiao.
Irlsh setter do< by Elelio, a years, broken

Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester, N. T.

of

City, Del.

Ladybird. Ladylove,
una,

Batchelor,

-!.,

(1st

Send for Circular

Delaware

22,

New-march Terrace, Victoria
owner of Cham-

ot 5

LLEWELLYN SETTER

8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS-

PITTSBURG, PA.

VON CIJI.IN.
Box

,

FAIR.

HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.

Co.,

At C.
P. O.

TO COCKER BUYERS AND BREEDERS.—A. W

'-,

VANITY

KINGS.

mall, for S3.

FOB

from Drags or medication.

THREE

VANITY

satis-

Also,

faction.

E.

A want long felt for by Sportsmen. All Anglers will
acknowledge that the most vexatious tiling hat. can happen hiiu is to have his Spoons, Hooks and Lines all tangled up. This ease will prevent any such disaster, as n Is
so arranged that the most careless tlahennan can keep

Co.

work and guarentees

first-class

By

i

Home Telephone Manfg

An u m <|ii:ii<
and Instruction

which does

VON CUXIN PATENT SPIKE COLLAR AND BOOK.

FISHING-TACKLE CASE.

THE

nilci ili.ir iPi-iiiiiin-iii- lor

PRINTING AND COMPILING,
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE DON E BY ANY OTH E K
HOUSE IN AMERICA,

Special prices to follow others according to their value.

SIMPSON'S

NOW

'

New York City.

J.

PEDIGREE

;

Open to all setter- nr pointers. Prizes: First, $250; second, $150; third, $50. Forfeit, $5; with S'.'n additlonal to nil. Nominations to close positively on Oct. 1, I88U To this stake will be added by the club a
special prize of $100, or a silver cup of equal value, at option of the winner, for the best pointer competing
in the stakes.

Sole Proprietor,
Toms River, N.

Imperial Kennels,

open

Plattsburgh, X. X.

12.

IMPERIAL MANGE CURE.

Eastern Field Trials Club Third Annual Running Meeting

DESIRED CiiAhGE.
Recommended by the Offlcei-s of the N. R. A. and
marksmen througuOUl t tie States, send
lor circular to
F. 1?. JOHNSON, Gen. Agl.,

ciose SEPTEMBER

s

CLOVER'S

A FILE OF N. Y, HERALD, 1847,
TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR SALE.

leading

Hti-r.

Tectimseh House, London, Out.

'111

AND TIMES,

RELIABLE, SIMPLE, ADJUSTABLE TO ANY

LINCOLN,

CHA.S.

you want good work, at low figures, and
save Agent's Commission come direct to
If

;

OR STOLEN,

July

to

SM,

at Morristown, N. J.,
a -a'

A reward
BORSTALL KENS

large frame.

i-

.

a'-.n

'

will be paid for his return
ay D, N. J.
'

Aug4,lt

SALE, tour
FOR
whelped July

l,

Home

Ruler.

London, Ont.

For

Irish terrier pups,
out of imported Norah, by
apply to DK. NiVEN,

prize-bred
1881,

price, etc.,

Aug*

;

,

AOGD9T

FOREST AND STREAM,

1**81.]

4,

'

ghe

LEONARD'S

Bamboo Bods,

gcttntl

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Split

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULES.

Steadman's Flea Powder Tor Dogs.
A BANE TO FLEAS— A BOON TO DOGS.

POWDER la guaranteed to kill
THIS
digs or anv otli.T animals or money

19

on

fleas

eturncd.
It Is put up In paUul. boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which gre.tly ta llltatcs Us use. Simple

and

i

efficacious.

Price 50 cents l»y mail, Postpaid.
"

Areca Sut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
with full

In boxes containing ten powders,
directions for use.

Put up

No. 1 SHOWS WATERPROOF CUP IN FERRULE (PATENTED OCTOBER 26, 1875).
of the
This prevents any moisture from reaching the wood, and the ferrule from becoming loose. The constant wetting and drying
the wood, and make other makes of rods less durable than Leonard's.
No. 2 SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE (PATENTED SEPTEMBER 3, 1S7S).
and where so
•rill's snltf tlinrnncrhlv strenirthens where the ferrule is ioined to the wood, which Is the weakest part ot a rod,
vet to hear of a single Instance of breakage at this polnf since the PATENT SPLIT
??eoSaVd
ubo^espeelanr[break,
consider this the GREATEST IMPROVEMENT that has been Introduced In rod making since rods have been made.

Price 50 cents per box by mail.

S

m

Both the above arc recommended by Rod and
Stxbam.

Gun and Fokest a>d

No.

Conroy, Bisset & Malleson,
Fmumsreet, N. Y.
SQUIRES,
HENRY 1 C.
Cortlandt street, N. Y.
Wright & nrrso*,

SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE WHIPPED WITH SILK AS

3

Washington

street, Boston,

MILLS & SON,
WILLIAM
NEW YORK.
WARREN

"

Send

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

for

FISHING TACKLE, ARCHERY,

PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."

Price

w

Gives addresses of prln

cents, post free.

CROOK & CO.*

J. B.
**•
of am

exports champion and other pedigree dogs
breed.

STREET,

7

Author of the

OWH,"

GUNS,

clpal English breeders.

AND ALL KINDS OF SPORTING

Greyhounds,

GOODS,

SO Fulton Street, N\ Y.

For sale, Imported greyhounds and puppies from

SPECIALTIES FOR 1881-

rui traced.
imported stock. Pedigree;an
Orders for tinpiirtat.ion solicited. For circulars or
Information, address L. C. F. LOTZ, 3,912 Lake Ave.
Chicago, 111., or HENNESSEY ffiBEE
Field Kennel, Peru, Lasalle County, HI.
r

FERRULE has be*n applied,

APPEARS ON THE HOD.

SOLE AGENTS,

Mass.

Dr. Gordon Stables, K. 31,
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,
"'PRACTICAL KENNEL

rot

r,..nit .
LkesOtrOM

EVERY ROD WARRANTED,

er.

580

IT

bamboo must

o

tn

i

June2,4mos

Solo Agents for THO MAS AIDRED'S

L0N r OS ARCHERY
ALDRED'S FINGEK
AYER'S LondQE

ALDRED'S YEW BOWS Gent?
TIP SCREW, $1.50 set Plain, SI
.lubuuim it«iwj .ES&^K^Sirf *S1 ~
Lawn Tennis, $20, $30, ;.n
Joss Rod, $15 Patent Rubber Multiplying Reel, $30.
J. B. GBOq
SEND 25c. FOR THE MOST COMPLETE CATALOGUE PUBLISHED.
Establishment.
TV. B.— Nothing but first-class goods sold at this
:

BRANDYWINE KENNEL.

Rod, $12 and $14

;

.;.,.

;

DASHING LION IN THE STUD.
The Imported dog Dasuion Lion
number of apuro- eci bitches.

ited

Address
June30,3mos

I.

YEA

Box

i

.

a lim-

will serve

Fee, $25.

SLEY, JR.,

14,

CoalesvUP", Fenn.

MARLIN REPEATING RIFLE.

BENEDICT.
FIRST

AND SPECIAL NEW YORK,

Imported back

Mr

$25.

field Spaniel at
Jacobs' strain. Brothei

i-!
Lasso' D
>t
tood to
Negro, litter brother to Benedict,
'

1881.

the Stud.
'

Fee,

-...a

B affli

and Zulu.

was second
id
i

BlaCK.and
LAOJ

.

Ivi

sale.

,

les

to

.

by Benedict
VS

i

for
ulteotone, L. I.

makers of the celebrate
Manufactured by Martin Arms Co., New Haven, Conn.,Bifle
ever produced.
Without question the best Magazine

Junei6,tf

BALLARD RIFLE.

FOR SALE.

40 cal., so grains of
cartridge).

(Government

By Warwick, ex-Ollie, five very haudsome whelps.
Also two red Irish sealers. For price, etc., address
H. W. GAUSE, v> llnilngton, Delaware.
a

pared to take a limited number of dog»,
either setters or pointers, and train them thor-

oughly. I give my puppies seven months' work
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if
the dog baa all the natural instincts.
References on application.
Prices, $50 and 875, according to length of time I keep the dog, with
discount to parties at long distances.
A.
W1NTBE, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgia.

Oct

1

2,tf

BARONET IN THE STUD.—The lemon-and- white

Baronet, whelped Nov. 24, 1879 (by
Orglll's champion Rush, ex-Livingston's Rose, by
Imported champion Snapshot), winner of third
prize, i:n:
eld Trials, Bobbins'
pointer

v. H. C. in open class, and
island, Nov. 30, 1880
special prize for best painter dog with a field trial
record, W. K. C. Show, tssi. to a limited number ol
bitches. Breeders fir
with full printed pedigree. Address henkyYi
\, isswest
42d st, New York.
Mayl2,tt

grains of powder and 405 grains of «•£

SCHGVERM1MG, DALY & GALES,

i

piNB LODGE KENNELS.—I am preJL

.45 cal., TO

powder and 2S0 grains of lead.
Send for descriptive list to

BOX

P. 0.

NEW

84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET

3,170.

Remington's Military, Sporting <£ Hunting Repeating

YORK.

Rifles,

KEENE'S PATENT,

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U
lO Shots,
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
.4B Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices: Carbines, $22 ; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $2B.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.

;

E.

SONS-, 283 Broadway, N.Y. P. O. Box 3,994.

REMINCTON &

SINGLE BREECH-LOADER.

THE GREAT

BEAGLE KENNELS— For sale, the proHARE
duce of Imported and home bred animals that
have heen hunted since able to follow the dam on
the trail, and are believed to be second to none In
nose, tongue and endurance. COLIN CAMERON,
BrlckervUle, Pa.

Mayi2,tf

LIFE IN THE
CAMP
edition now ready.

WILDERNESS.-Second
This story describes the

trip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the
son-Rangeley lakes. Ittreatsof "cami lite," indoors
and out, is amluslng, Instructive and interesting;
I

S24 pages, 12 Uustratlons. Price 25 cents.
By
mill, postpaid, 30 cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

FOREHAND & WADSWOBTH'S NEW BREECH-LOADER

has so completely distanced aU the Others
that k stands alone. There is no second. It is the only sinsle gun worth having. As a-.
ins nowcomplete, with rebounding lock, pistol grip, lever fore-end, nickel-plated frail
tifully finished throughout
barrels are eit
h
a of a solid bar ot .a
ail
tag in 1
respect Tina
all other?, whi^h are merely old musket barrels reflnlshed.
When twist they are the best Imported barrels and of very
nnegrain. They are bored either cylinder for use in the field, or choked for very close shooting. When choked the i;ji
Or in comparison
with Greeners, James', r even Colt's. Hitherto we have been far behind our orders, but having greatlj Increased the product*)! we can flllsordeas
Immediately. The cost of these guns is a mere trifle. We arc so
York for Colt's Club Guns, and also for Enos James & Co., Birmingham.We offer a small JOB lot of the celebrated Webley Guns of all sorts at about half price.

The

j

i

I

—

,

PORTRAITS

of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will he sent postpaid for 25 cents each, or the Ave for $l. FOREST

AND STREAM

PUB.

CO., 39

and

41

N. Y.

P. O.

BOX

4,300.

H.

&

D.

FOLSOM, 30 Warren

St

,

New

York.

Park Row,
Dec30,tf

he g&ettnel.
"VJEMASKETT KENNEL, Richmond & Vaughan,
JLl
Proprietors, Mlddleboro, Mass.— Sporting dogs
boarded, broken and handled by men of experience.
.;. Pointers, Fox Eon
les trained
-,
for their respective work.
Also, a number of well-trained setters and Pointers
sale. Auuresa
Address BOS 335, Mlddleboro, Mass. H.
for baie.
iur
B. RICHMOND. N. H. VAUGHAN.
June2,tf
•

-

..

,

MOUNT

PLEASANT KENNEL.— For

sale, four

full-blooded Gordon setter pups, three bitches
and one dog; very hand ome m> tect black and
ton. sire, Tramp, imported, dam, Clytle, the great
prize winner. Full pederee on both sides. A rare
i

chance for a good dog.
New- Bedford, Mass. Post

CHAS.

T.

box

office

BROWNELL,

350.

AUg4,2t

GORDON

SETTERS.—A few young bitches from
the "Tilley" Kennel to dispose oi on a
reasonable terms. For the Held qualities
strain ol dogs refer to Mr. H. Mai
Md.; Col. Albert J, sloo, vincennes, Irid.; Col. Jas.
Gordon, Pontotoc, Miss. Address THE GORDON
SETTEK KENNEL, Locust Valley, Long Island.
Julyi4,4t

'

CHEAP- Handsome English
FORdogSALE
Dash. Partially broken. Cost $35
port; color, liver. Also held spaniel
lard, first prize winner at Baltimore

phia

ot Plunkett.
Wethersfield, Conn.

L,
City, N. J.

Address

E.

J

Robbins.
July 21-W

CLARK,

43

>OR HALE, Clumber
..

18

Ned by Maland PhiladelAddress

3

Fourth

St..

39

Hoboken, N.

Aug4,3t

J.

years; price $60.

South William

Street,

Montgomery
spaniel

Apply

Jersey
July 2l-4t

street,

Trlmbush

to F. O.

;

age, 6

De LUZE,
Aug4,lt

severalp

bred Mastiff pup's.

i'
i

SALE, a brace of beautiful black and white
ITiOR
1
Liewellln setter pups by Champion Paris. C.
E.

LEWIS, Suspension

Bridge',

N. Y.

Aug4,4C

"

.

L

For pedigrees and

!...-.:

Worcester, Mass.

.0

a

a

July

28,4t

ST. BERNARD PUPS FOR SA I.E.— For pedigrees
and other

OULEOUT COOKER

SPANIEL KENNELS.— For

Cockers of aU ages and colors, dogs, bitches
and puppies, address wi l stamp, OB't WALKER,
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
July 2l-tf

out of imported Daisy; color, liver.

FRANK

SALE CHEAP, a Utter of fine Iilsh setter
FOR
pups, 10 weeks old. having one cross of Elcho

and two

;

setter
to Im-

SALE.—One pure-bred English Mastiff Dog,
SALE, dark red Irish setter pups, by ChamHOR
FOR
two years old; stands 31 inches high. Also,
pion Chief,
months old. M. WENZEL,

COCKER

SPANIEL PUPPIES FOR SALE, out of
Mignon by wildalr. These puppies are bied
nearly the same as Brag, first at New York Bench
Show, issi, the sire being the same. Also Mignon
from Earl if Wfltons strain. Address EUGENE
POWERS, Cortland, N, Y.
July 2l-tf

O. Box

FOR

94,

particulars, address, with stamp, P.
Lancaster, Mass.
July 28,6t

SALE, at one quarter

his worth, a thor-

oughly broken Laverack setter dog, with pedi.
rnland and water; is sold for ne
Knit; will show on game. Address A. M. GLEASOX, Johnsonvllle, conn.
Aug4,lt

BEAGLES.—

Black, white and tan, dog and bitch;
15 months old; well broken; fully guaranteed,
for sale cheap.
LOUIS SLOAN, 4,209 chestnut St^
Phila., Pa.
AuSf4.it

:

r

20
§!$ottemm's <£ood$.

;

AND STREAM.

T

J§portpni$ti'8 0>iwd8

f

Thurber's

The Pennsylvania R.

FOB THE

Hunter and

— OR —
TRAVELER BY EAND OR

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
afforded

SEA.

THE LINES 0»
also reach the best localities for

Bam.Tongue, Beef, Turkey, Chicken, Duck & Game.

S Con«C(-iiiivf Shots, 50 feet, off-hand.

PATENT SELF-CLOSING TRAPS, WITH EXTRA
DOOR TO SHOW WHEN BIRD IS NOT

;

;

CHAS. F0LS0M, 106 Chambers

St.,

A

STEVETYS

THEHUNTINGSIGHT

TTICKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAT.
8QUAN, and p»ints on the NEW JERSEY COA.HI
FIN

Plain, $12.5); fwlst, 115.50;

BROS., Merlden.Ct.,

Jl.

Dea

REASON ABLE

rs, with

Lami-

FOUR SIZES prlSend for descriptive cirou-

.82..

.22 cal., 24 In., $20;

38 or

In., $18

.4-1

2

"

In.,

.

prices and terms.

i

2Sln.,$24.
21;
83.
or .44 cal , 18

GALLERY PISTOLS:

m., $12.25

;

Ad- /

vei,,, ion.

WILLIAM EYMAN,

&

MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

"THE

^ortsmen

FISHING

LINE."

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE

.22, .32, ,?,s

Trout, Grayling A BlackBasn Fisheries,

;

POCKET

fo r

Send

perfect.

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R.

26 In., $23;

20;

$19

21 In., $21.
RIFLES: .22 or .32 cal., 10
In.. $13.25; 15 in., $15; 18 in., $16.5i>.
;

i-

i

mi ,\

contal

.

-i

i

12

AND l-EATHER.

fcfc R. FARMER, Gen'l Pas*. A^ent
s
ftiiji Thomson, Gen'l Manager.
feblT-*e

;

nated, $17.

HUNTER'S PET RIFLES:

i

l§otth and pontes for

DUNCKLEE'S PATENT

L.

Makes a Sporting Ride
(

dress

Light, $20; Heavy, $22.

Chesapeake
Ohio R'y.
THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,
comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley ot Virginia,
s-s lee
in •- sio isle ins.
reee brier and New Rivers,
Kanawha Valley, and Inclurll ng 1n their varieties 01
game and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck,
grouse, quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout,
bass, pike, pickerel, etc.
Guns, Ashing tackle and one dog tor each sportsman carried free.
,.,

ii

The Route

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mount.-uns to the White Sulphur

summer resorts.
1.
at Huntingdon,
Invest and Southwest
Va,, front the North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The comuletion of the Peninsular Extension In
the summer of 1331 affords
nil,

11

1

i-r

si

TheC & o Ryi

New York, May 19.

WATER SPORT AITHi

renowned for SALT

etc.

Camping and Mining Stove.
the thing for people camping out
JUST
for a short or long time.

Breech Loading Arms.

Stfll

iYMAN'S TATENT COMBINATION GIJN STGHT

N. Y.

CO.'S

and

,

Ranting:.

This trap Is used by ail the principal associations
Ui the TJ. S., and Is considered the best trap made
for rapid shooting
Manufactured by

Send for Catalogue of Gun Implements,

Dealer In
Tire-Arms, Ammunition, and all Articles connected with the same, and sole agent for
l

XIFLES:

Tnrat TUhldg, Wing Shootln B
4Ito,»»

MAKERS OF THE WORLD-RENOWNED
PARKER BREECH-LOADER.

i

8IKGLK GUNS:

other well-known centers for

IN TRAP.
Price per pair, 835.

PARKER

;

J.

''•

FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, inNNEQUA,Si

Also a full assortment of Canned Vegetables and
Fruits packed when- grown and while fresh and deSold by ell rirst-elass grocers and dealers
In Reliable Food Products.

I

'i

AM) FISHING

GXOTING,

to Pennsylvania and New Jersey. KXCTJRSIOIT
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company i»

licious.

WILD HARRY, the Indian Scout, savs that with
a Stevens' HIJle or Pistol, at so feet, orr-hand, he
can knock the spots out ot a pUn-inn card In Mils
way all day long. He Is obliged In use these arms
todo the great fear ]e-,s, ,;-;neS iei n uHarnum'sClrClisand elsewhere. Ringing a ii.-llrV.nn/ r/wct-hrrmc.h
bi/ffe <n/e; cutting the ashes from
;4":
a another person's mouth
piercing a
i»u U <, „c.u ut-Lween another's Angers, and numerous
other difficult and wonderful shots. The only objection to these anus Is that titer shoot, so well, are.
so handy to lake apart and carry about; In a trunk
or bag, that.everybody wants them, and tie
leers
havehad to enlarge the factory, and work nights to
supply the demand, and even In the dull Beaeon
eannot. get much stock ahead. Send for Illustrated
price list to

Company

Pennsylvania Railroad

LUNCH HAM,
LUNCH TONGUE,
ROLLED OX TONGUE,
POTTED MEATS,

"

reshipment, while the ex-

cellent cars which run over the smooth steel
tr»ok« enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPOBTHB
Without failure or injury.

WHOLE BONELESS COOKED HAMS,

"

most of th»

lines for reaching

ficulties and dangers of

.,"',::':"

"

by their

TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES In th»
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS
FRO M ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoirtthe dif-

THURBER'S BONED TURKEY,'
RUisr
"
BONED CHICKEN,
"

R. Co.;

Eespeotfully invite attention to the

the Angler,

Thurber'3 Reliable Canned Goods will be found
just the articles required. They are packed in
ttandyandr,
and are ready lor
use at a moment's notice, can be served hot or
iold.
The following will be found speciaUy adapted to the requirements of the sportsman

"

1881.

TO SPORTSMEN:

Reliable

CANNED GOODS
—
—

TRAPS.

August 4

$oteh and §oni$s /nr ^ortsmm.

§:jtottBnim~B fioorl*

PATENT
SELF-CLOSING PLUNGE

&

.

re -jus

1

t

1

I

1

w. Va., from the West Nori
,

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

1S80.

I avail of this occasion to inform you that the
Utile pocket rifle that 1 bought from yon six months
ago Is a perfect gem. On
last trip 1 had occasion to use it In the woods, and out of loo shots I
killed ST birds, tin largest sea being a wild pigeon at,
a distance ranging from inn to "•<«> lent. For ac-

'

et.

,

The waters of the

my

Grand Traverse Region.
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed,
equaled, in the abundance
contained.

curacy and perfection I consider Stevens rifle unrivalled.
Hoping this statement will give you pleasure, I remain, dear sir.
Yours, vcr,\ re'-iieetf'jtlv,
.]. A.
p. Bonalde.

a ed grr-nt

THE ONLY ALL BAIL ROUTE TO THE

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

if

variety of fish

BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
famous AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only In
-i.es
The TROUT season begins May l and ends Sept, 1.
,e.,

Ch.irloi.teHviiie,

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacluc Ocean.

H. W. FULLEH,

...

The GRAYLING Sea on opens June l and ends
NOV. 1.
BLACK BASS, PIKE PICKEREL and MUSCALONGE, also abound in urge numbers in the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
friends or " club at home, as ice for packing Qsh

G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, Va.

I
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beautiful.
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climate
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TAKE
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The

Se Norl.il. \\ orj
eiul
IrilS's Is ssrs
The air Is pure, dry and bracing. The
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering
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STANDARD AUD DRY.

'

street,

-Se
Hell.,
.

-

Info

111

l»M

nil O,

full: -.e.

e-:ii

Affections.

PC-rc, .'

TRiT

LOW

IS

-,

'
.

1,1

.

1;

L,

'

.:

Monday and Thursday at?

(nation given at' office, 197

P.

Greenwich

New York.

EXCURSION
RATES, and
and

attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

CHAMPAGNES!

country. Cniiuee! loguired. fur Chin -cteeyirs,

-

.;

ROUND

i

i

n.'jS

} ;.e;

ee

,,

,

|,

TICKETS WTLL BE SOLD AT

KRUO & GO'S

rlie

Cobb's Island and points on the Peninsula, city
Point, Junes River, Currituck, Florida and the
eee.iurnis country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc
,,,,,

Hay Fever and Asthma
ITe: SOI el

sold by T'.
CO., 87 Blaekstoue si reel, Boston, Mass-

is

,

with

NO. 1-CAMP PACKED.

Made and

OLD DOMINION LINE.
STEAMERS of this Line reach some of the
THEfinest
wateriuwi im, upland shooting sections
1

WITH YOU.

S I

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
"
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home
[,
,,;,,,
,, ii,
is
Guide a handsomely
illustrated book of ien pages sent free. Time Cards,
Polders and f up her information, address

ifromiield House, B®stem.

'

i

The Sportsman's Wine!!

A.E0CHEEEAU&C0.,
SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
18 ana IS St. I.mn St., New Orleans.

Fishing Season at Rangeley

Lakes Again Open.
EXCURSION TICKETS

RAILROAD.

THE lOTPROVED
Shell Reloader

Boston to Andover and return.
" Soulh Arm (Richardson Lakes) and
return

"
"
"
«

OSGOOD'S PATENT,

For
These styles made of the best duck: Cap, $1;
Coat, $4; Vest, ii: Pant. $2 -will be sent lo any'

Itefillingr Sltot

timi, iporliiig

A

Military Shell'.
of Metal or
Paper,

part of the United steles on receipt, ot price
Designs o,f other styles 03 Qj -i else sporting garments sent on request by post.

HENNING,

C.

"

ACCURACY, UNIFORMITY & RAPIDITY.

One Price Clothier,
410 7th ST.,

WASHINGTON

New
7n
Bl
**
I

„„.+i, Gold

to beat

two

printer,,.

Addliisu

•

/;.>,

I'-li

I

'

'-/,,;.,,,:

Lowest piiees to dealertl

OirtU.

...,,

STEVENS

BROS.,

iiux 23. Northtord.

A complete

SFOETSi
—

Ot

1st page

Illustrated Catalogue

sentonreceiptoftwo
' three cent stamps.—
Bkck A Snydkh, Manufac'rs, 124 & 126 Nassau St., X. Y.
t

1'OCKIST MAP OF TUB RICHARDSON-HANGELEY LflKES it EGION, Including

FARRAH'S

the lakes, pondH and riveis of tliat famous cound i-,:u rs or the Connecticut
try, as well as the
Lakes, etc.;
aiver, Connecticut ,i
aloth bound. Price, post-pala by mall, BO cents.
UHABLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

all

n
tO
4>0 +
ffrK

BTINBON *

im

(ton
ipZU

per day at home

worth

|fi

CO., Portland, Maine.

free.

Sample*,
Address;

»

Phillips

Indian Rock and return, (via Andover, return via Farmlngton)
(via Andover) Bemls Stream and

"
.

"New Britain Rank Lock
New Britain, Conn.
L. WOODBR1DGK,

Gen. Agent, North Manchester, Conn.
ntjleu,

!«.— no
alike.
t7ir,ym.."-,.A.'.i,.(v,w / ,..,n-.)i,,,-.sv„„..,;,.jc.._notwo'«lika.
IS
el
.Li-JC. I ru.i t v.-ini-LJ

AiSu.f;
Advertut*:; nnd

*nd

J.

return

'•

return

Co.,"

Address CAPT.

Dam and

"
Upton
Motmtain View House or Ranglet
Outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton
Indian Rock and return vlaAndover
Run.
return

"
"

Manufactured by the

CITY.

Mlddlo

UppjrDam

"

WITH

GEO.

EUROPEAN

VIA

AHD MAIWE

BOSTOBS

Moosehead Lake and return (Mt

"

Kineo House)
Forks of the Kennebec and return.
Lie-iil

Mr
"
Also

i.-ivsr

ures In

Send

13.75
15.25
12.50
11.00

25

15.00
18.00

re ere
el.

11

t„i

11

Maine and the Provinces.
all principal ticket offices

and

c.

for list of excursions.

D.

J.

Virginia Midland E. E.

-

Pulman Palace care direct without change.
Guns and dogs carried free. Leaves New York at

10 p. M. and 8:40 r. u.; Washington, 7:10 a. m. and
SLAUGHTER, General Ticket
10 P.M.

MERCEK

Agent, Alexandria, Va.

FLANDERS.

Hen. Pass, and Ticket

Agent

&CLCZ. a week In your own town. Terms and to
outfit tree.

boats, batteries, etc., with tho largest rig of trained wild-geese decoys on the coast. iThe beat
trround in the vicinity of Now York fortoay anlpa
shooting of all varieties. Special attention given
bv himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed A ddress Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, L.L
Refers by permission to J B. Shepherd, 891 Hroa*.
say afid, Wm. Dutoher, 820 Broadwaj-. N. Y.

l--.ee

...

WASHINGTON STREET,) nn
TOW
UUB1UCT
DEPOT, HAYMARKET SQ., /

90D

AND AN OIJ>
A PRACTICAX. GUNNER
BVbayman.
Has always on hand the best of

s.ne

,!-..,;

280

Portland, Maine.

Wild Foid Shooting.
FBINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN* BBTREAT, SHINN ECO CK BAY,L. L

.

1 5.

15.00
B., and return....
tourists' tickets to all Sporting and PleasSt.

Tickets for sale at
at

,;£;;'

res j, ".
Andrews, N.
ILL,.!

12.00
18.00
14.00
11.00

PLiii.

Proprietor.

15.85

"
'•

$9.00

MESSENGER,

Address lLHAXIJiTT*<XM

CARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.
BEND FOB

NEW

CATALOGUE.

Vanderbllt Bros., 33 Fulton

St.,

N. T.

'

[Acocst

FOREST AMD STREAM.

11, 1881.]

TT'S
MEAT

21

1=

DOG CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

IM11ATIONS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
SPRATT'S PATENT" and
Stamoed

Please see that Everv Oake

Packed In Cases

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
O. de LUZE

pound* each.

of 113

FRANCIS

SEND FOR CTRCTJLAB.

8 South William

1

&

a

STAMrBB.

X."

i

CO.,
NEW YORK.

Street,

^ort$m^n's

£*rW*.

fifs/frng

"

is

To be bad In smaller quantities
Grocer, and the Sperling Goods
Trade Generally.

§oods.
Any

MANN'S

&

HODGMAN

Spoons.

Trollins:

CO.,

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane,

nuBBEn

AB* OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

States.

Our Perfect devolving Spoon

best general spoon lor taking flsh ever offered to

the public.

.!'!!! -;,i-.
f'H i:.T',-:. nil,
under live pounds weight; No.
and the Best spoon ever made to:
'

'.:'

or any

lish
i

!i,

'i\

tor

l*r t
ling
HO. 22 excellent for fleet:
of Imitations. None genuine except JOHN
:
»» ton every spoon.
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers
!il Fishing Tackle.

trout;

Rubber Blanlieta,
Outfits.
And Complete Rubber
for Catalogue.

'

Beware

H.MANN'

I

JOHN

i

MANN &

H.

BYBACTJSE, N.

CO.,

[ESTABLISHED

Robber Shooting Jacket,

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

T.

HOUSE.

Send

1838.]

THE ORVIS FLY BOOK.
Full length, with waterproof and mlldewproof
N>-w style clips which will not come off,
neatly and strongly made.
leaves.

Book

•idoz.

"
"

"
"

2 "
2 "

"

fi

,8
1

extra flue leather

Solo Agents,

M

7

Wai ren

street,

New Torlc

OLLER S
COD-LIVER 01 |

FOE
General
Debility,
Scrofula,

PUREST

Rheumatism

or Consumption,
any in dellicacy of taste and smell,
medicinal virtues and purity.
4 London, European and Eew
York physicians prononncej t the
puretit and best Sold by E&uggista.
1

manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle
of Every Description.

803

COMMERCE

ST.,

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing. Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our Bethabara Fly and Bait Hods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna, State
Fairs.

A

F.

vt»

BIRDS' B¥ES»

SHIPLEY & SON,

A. B.

F. ano S.
ORVIS, Manchester,

Mention

for catalogue.

CHAS.

Soft Rubber Crawfish, Patented Oct. 1.
BASS BAIT.— Samples oy mail. tbc. Bolt
NEv?
Rubber Helbrrnmlces, 60c. Soft Rubber Frogs
—large, BOM small, 30c
WM. MILLS & SON,
Trade supplied.

$1.50
2.00
S.OO
4.00
6.00

"

Send

specialty of the celebrated Bethabara

Wood

for Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as BteeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
free. Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, postpaid, on receipt of ten

send

for

New

Price List.

Reduced Rates.

W.J. KNOWLTON'S Natural History Store,
IBS Tremont St., Boston, mass.

SEND

IN

YOUR ORDERS.

FIRST EDITION NEARLTTAKEN

TJP.

READY ON AUGUST 1.
DR. JAMES A. HENSHALL'S

BOOK

BEST.

The Edgar Barbless Hook.

of the

BLACK BASS

its complete Scientific and Life Hlsto
a Practical Treatise on Angling and Fly Fishfull account of Tools, Tackling and Im-

Comprising
ries
ing,

;

and a

plements.

|W.H.Schieffelin&Co.(g

85
1.80
3.00

rimming
"7
ArtofSwi
Art of Swimming, Webb
i

irts

i

SO

M
60

Harding.

.

i

or

60

Boys—boards,

75a; cloth... LOO
!.''.

Bailey's Birds of the United 8tates.
Balrd's Birds of North America
i T3 Chamber and Cage Birds

1 86
30 00
1 60
1 00
Boat Sailing, Practical.
Books tor Sportsmen Angling, 60c.; Shooting,
6i)c; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50a;
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c.; Dogs, 76a:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, S0c; Fresh and Salt
water Aquarium, sue; Native Song Birds... 75
1 85
Breech Loader, Gloan
8 60
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
8 00
Butler on the Dog
80
Cage and Singing Birds
1 50
Canoe and Camera
1 85
Canoeing In Kanuckla
3 00
canoe Traveling, Powell
30
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
8 60
Canoe, Voyage of Hie Paper Bishop's
13 00
Casseirs Book of Birds, 4 vols
85
Dog Breaking by Holablrd
sine Lakes
1 25
4 80
Frank Forester's Field Sports
8 85
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
00
Frank Foresrer's Fishing with Hook & Line.pa.
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. 8 86
;

,

j

Frank Foresters Sporting Scenes and Charac* 00

ters, svo., 2 vols.

—

Gun, Rod and Saddle

100

Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer.

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists' and Naturlists'
Supplies.

centsln stamps.

is superior to

71

bds.

Archer, Modern
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam

Light Weight Shooting Jackets,
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS,

,_
undoubtedly the

on

JL60
Adlrondacks, Camp Life In, Murrays.
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps In, Northrup. l.ai
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition., 8.08
T8
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the. Warner's.

Amateur Trapper— paper, noc;

COMPRISING

,

is

of the Following Booka Sent
Receipt of Price by Forest and
Stream Pub. Co.

S.M
American Angler's Book, Norrts
80
American Bird Fancier.
'lug, J. W. Long..... 9.00
American
T.S0
Angling, a Book on, Francis

^REVoim^
S ixty varieties manufactured, suitable for Trollas lor all kinds of flsli that will take an artificial
bait, and adapted tor any lake or river in the

i

Hand Book

B 00

Riflemen
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland

60

for

Holdens Book

of Birds

;

1 80

BO

paper,25c.; cloth

How to Camp Out, Gould
How to Hunt and Trap, Hatty's

1 oo

1 50

1 00
Hunter and Trapper, Tnrasher
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost. .... 1 50
Life of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher.
Mlnot'B Land and Game Birds
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard.
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener

18 00
50
8 00
8 05

7 60

For the Angler & the Naturalist,

book z black bass
COMPLETE SCIENTIFIC AND LOTS HlBTOBT,
Full Instruction in all the Modes or

AND FLY FISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TACKLE
TOOLS,
AND IMPLEMENTS,
ANGLING

12nio., 460 Pages, Fully Illustrated, 83.

Fully Illustrated.

Sent by mall, prepaid, on receipt of the price.

ROBERT CLARKE &

CO., Publishers,
Cincinnati, O.

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES

& DITSON,
WRIGHT
DEALEBB IN

FISHING TACKLE. LAWN TENNIS, CBICKET,
EASE BALL, ARCHERY AND 8POETLNG GOOD8 GENEEALLY.
Our Fishing Tackle Department is under the
Charge of MR. TEMPLE CRAIGE.
Send for our Illustrated Journal of prices, etc.
Address

380 Washington

St.,

Boston, mass.

SPORTSMEN'S DEPOT.
(ESTABLISHED 1836).
fmt aremlum at World's Fair at New Tork, and
Centennial Exhibition.

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
Fishing Rod

& Tackle Makers

STANDARD AWD DRY.

JOHN KRIDER
GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Flanta* Tackle, Rods, Reels. Lines, Hooka, Jfaaa,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Booka,

Reels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
agents. All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon in this locality, as also catalogues of our
greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,

!3r~8almon, Bass, and Trout Files, Made to Oi4az.

had onappllcatlon.

H,
R1CBARDSON AND RANGELET LAKES
comn'ete

Etc. Etc.

ALSO

"EriderV Celebrated Center
Birds'

Ensjnel Bpiitaaa

Glued Bamboo Rods.
Eggs and Biros' Skins In Great Vailettea.

Tandenny in

all Its

branches.

Sprstt'a Patent
kapalnnjr of all kind*,

Dug await,

O

aiarilr

LCSTBA'i EP, a thorough and
guide book to Hie Rangciey Lake Region, Kennebago, t-uprapilc, Parmachreep and Connecticut
Lakes ano the bead wateisoi tie Connecticut. Magailnway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; illumin-

all

ated covers, timed paper, 889 pages, 60 Illustrations
and a large map. made mostly from accurate surveys, nice, post-paid by mall, 60 cents. CHARLES
A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

River, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc;
cloth bound. Price, post-pala by mall, 60 cents.
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

The Sportsman's Wine!!

KON-RANflKLKY

USES

REGION,

Including

Ready In Kay
400 pages, price $3 00

(PUBLISHED BT SUBSCRIPTION.)
For Prospectus or Particulars Address
DR. J. A. HENSHALL,
33 Wesley Ave,
Cincinnati, Ohio,

ORANGE
JUDD CO.
751 Broadway, New York,
PUBLISH THIS DAY
a new and enlarged

edition of

THE — DOGS
—
OF

Great Britain, America

&

other Countries.

Their Breeding, Training, and Management In
Health and Disease, comprising all the essential
parts of the two standard Work3 on the Dog by

STONEHENGE.
lias hitherto
cost $11.-45 for 82.00.
Game and Hunting Grounds

It describes the best

in America.

A.

R0CHEREAU & CO.,

SOLE AGENT8,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 and IS St. Lvuin St., New Orleans.
FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
tire

FAMRAH'S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD-

HENSHALL, M.D.

Thereby furnishing what

». B. Oor. Second and Walnut Sta- PhlladelpUa.

Castle Council, near Limerick, Ireland.

to be

KRUG & CO'S

A.

In Press.
Large l2mo.

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short of
50, to ana 90 yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration. 10 and 12 gauge. Send for circular.
30 Sent, Powt-pa>a, for IU
H. H. 8CHLEBER & CO., Rochester, H. T

CHAMPAGNES!

TO ANGLERS:

BY JAMES

site,

A. J.

each

S»OU

lished.

12mo.

6 cents.

a

week

outfit tree.

romand, Maine.

d la Plain, Mas*.

In your

Tinted Paper.

PRICE, POSTPAID,

Fur Sale at the tfog Show.

$8.

of the en-

Region. Large
* 11A tor catalogue. CHARLES

FARRAR. Jar

names of Prize Winners in Dog
Shows of 1877-78- 79-8©.

Contains over One Hundred Beautiful Engravings,
embracing most noted Dogs In both continent.
Making together, with Chapters by American
writers, the most complete Dog Book ever pub-

Bu hardaon-Rangeley Lakes

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that lamous country, as well as the head waters of the Connecticut

tt czfZ.

Uives

own town. Terms and sfc

Address H.BALLBTTiOG n t

fjft
fi

YOUR N AMEoT.^IfBSIOff

%f t~

.

,,-.

SiwtjMiet*

and BrrJ.E.Igc. Curd,. U .west pncea to draJeri
»nd Drintera. 1O0f.i«|.Je< !'•• -.•:/ A i'r?r> wir,.v lorJi.oOc
STEVENS BEOS., Bui 22, Northford, OW
Address
Advertising

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

22
^mmnnitiotj, J§h.

rAiTGD«r 11

J£dvei(tisemcqts.

§i&tttt&tieon$

S®HUYLER & DUANE,

ORANGE SPORTING

1881.

Powder

Hazard

Tfce

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Gunpowder
Powder. Guns AwoSporting
Goods,
Orange Lightning.
Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Nos. 1 (line) 1o C (coarse). Unsurpassed In point
of strength and eicanPness. Packed in square canisters of one pound only.

ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS,
180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agents for W. & C. SCOTT & SONS

Creedmoor.
ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS.
ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
GRAINS of POWDER. Furnished

Bend postal card for

Showing SIZES

of

Hazard's " American Sporting."

ME

Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

a

English Bicycles a Specialty.

V

lb.

1 (fine)

to 6 (coarse).

kegs.

A fine grain,

Hazard's « Kentucky RiHe."
i

'-»

New

:

ordinary sporting and the " Sea Shooting'' FG
standard Rifle Powder of the country.

Co.,

GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING

York.

GUNPOWDER!
and
Dupont's
Rifle,

i

Blasting Powder.

4SS, 490, 492

Cor.

IN USE1

Co.,

Broadway,

Broome

street,

and

8S

KEW YORK CITY.
RUBBER OUTFITS

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

SMOKE

TARGET BALLS

COMPLETE FOR

FOR TRAP SHOOTING.

HUNTIXG and FISHING.

Send

for circulars.

"Choke Bore "Guns, and particularly for praland upland shooting. Bums slowly, St]
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrels. gi\cs
tooth a good penetration and a close pattern: will
be found well adapted lor glass-ball am
footing. Made of two sizes, only No. 1 and tso. .>,
No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed In c,' lb. kegs and

All Guaranteed
Thoroughly Water-

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, FISH-

proof.

front
UM1 view
™
™w

ING LAMPS,

canisters.

Hallock

!>ui><nii\s Eagle Rifle— A quick, strong and
elean powder, o Very fine grain, for pistol snooting.
l

lb.

canisters

and o«

lb.

RUBBER GOODS
rtuooti^jk-ww**

'

;l

Packed In

Hunting

Every Description.

Coat.—

For

inside view.
hallock

tng, Canoeing.

pocket extends the entire length of coat,

DAVENPORT'S STANDARD BALL TRAP,

,

Dupont's Spoiling, Mining, SnieriNO and Blasting Powders 01 all st'fs ami descriptions, special
Grades for liport Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubl-

KNEELAKD.
rifle

but

ALBERT FERGUSOU,
With Conroy,

Brain or proof.
Agencies In all the cities and principal towns
throughout the United States Represented by

N.B.—Use none

Stksam.

DOUBLE, SINGLE, ROTARY, STATIONARY.
ANY DESIRED DIKECTION, ALL IN ONE
TRAP AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED.
ARE GUARANTEED TO THROW A BALL FROM 25
TO 40 YARDS, and are warranted as
TO DURABILI lY AND WORKMANSHIP.

and Pellet 7'owder, V. S. Government Standard.
Powder manutactur ed to order of any required

eal

F. L.

Name Fokbst and

List.

BEST FOR WING PRACTICE.

fine.

>7 Bearer St., X. T.
DUPONT'S Fg. or FFg. tor

snooting.

Yachting.

Driving atNight, and General
Illuminating Purposes.
Lanterns,
Bicycle
Dark
Lanterns, Musicians Band
Lanterns.
Lamps, Pocket
Hand Lanterns, etc S>-nd
stamp for Illustrated Price

kegs.

'I

Etc.,
Night Hunting and

Fishing. Spearing Flsh,Camp-

Hunting coat. -The game

Dupont's Killo Ig. ".Sc-a-siiooting."—

FFg. and FFFg. lie Fg. tor long-range Ml" shoot,
lng, the FFg. and FFFg. lor general use, burning
strong and moist. Packed In '4 lh., 1 lb. and 5 lb.
canister.,, BJj i-' ;i and 25 10. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg.

long-range

to dealers,

CO.,
TITUSVILLE, PENN.

1

lb.

Samples sent

SMOKE TARGET BILL

Tronting rants and Leggins a Specialty.

,

tor
rle

I

I

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents, in every prominent city, or wholesale at our office.

Cor. Fulton Street,

;

Dnpont's ClioKe

Wfg

TURED TO ORDER.

Broadway,

205

DupuntN

Hit.-.

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWabo, SPECIAL GKADK- FOR KXPORT OF
GRAIN OK PROOF MANUFAC-

DER;

Goodyear>s India Rubber Glove

DbTONT'S 01. NPLltt-UKK MILLS, established in 1SH2,
fcave maintained their great reputation for sevent velght years. Manufacture the fullowlng celebrated
Iwand's of powder
Dupont's ltiamond Grain.— Nos. 1 (coarse)
to 4 (fine) uniTiuidieLl in strengih, quickness and
cleanliness: adapted for glass-ball and pigeon
hooting. Packed la l lb canisters.
Eagle Ducking-.—Nos. 1 (coarse)
toBinnct; burns s.owly, strong and very ciean
jrreat penetration, with a close pattern; adapieil
for glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting,
Packed in l
lera.
wither
lb. and 5 lb. cani-tera and t; v and i-i% lb. kegs.

Is tha-

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

CO.,

AND

Sporting

THU MOST POPULAR POWDER

:•;

;.

i

Rand Powder

Ko. 29 Murray Street,

and

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. Canisters
and >y- and l-".. lb. keg-. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
iirneimtiiin.
For field, forest or water shooting 16
ranks any other brand and it Is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

.

&

canisters

l lb.

Hazard's " Duok Snooting."

2.\

Of th» lateflira mt

Laflin

In

quick and clean, for upWell adapted to shot-guns.

land prairie shooting.

FFFG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG In kegs of
k. and 6i; lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG Is also
lb. canisters.
Burns strong and
and
iranttBlor
motet The FFFG and li'
are

LSCHDTtBIL

THEE.

Nos.
c

Sent on Trial and_ Satisfaction Guaranteed.
S8.

65

: l.
Blssett

&V

Malleson,
» nneson,

Fulton Street. N. *

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

PRICE ONLY

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

Send Cor Card of Rules and Circulars, Etc,

874 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.,.
Importers of English Fish Hooks, English
'.

To L. A. DAYENPORT, Davenport,

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl SJwoting,
Falcon Ducking,

P"

Patented;juneni,

issi.

M).

NEW YORK.

243,222.

CRUTTENDEN FLY

SPORTING POWDER.

Del. Co

fleial

Baits, Spi

Gut.

a

Calcutta and Japan

»

^

Bamboo

Poles.

}

Sole selling agonts for United States Fish
Hook Works.
tr^'
Sole selling agents forthe Fishing Lines hoar-'
ingthe Trade Mark "Best Quality Hand-Laid
Linen and Silk Lines," which received Centen-'
mal Medal for "strength and care taken la

ROD.

1

manufacture."
Sole selling agents for the Patent Adjustable-

ALSO ALL GRADES OF

Floats and Sinkers.
Sole selling agents for Braided Fishing Lines

Trade mark, GLOBE.
This Cut

Is

an exact representation of this Rod, which

CANNOT RE EQUALLED FOR THE MONEY.

ENGLISH

SportingGunpowder.
CURTIS & HARVEY'S

I

DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos.

and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfield
Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT, 61
Agent lor the U. 8.

B, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7

Rifle,

and

Cedar

St.,

Col.

N Y
.

.

It has Solid Reel Plate, Nickel Plated, Patented Ferules, allowing the wood to he used the full size,
thus preventing rod breaking wh rewoodandl rtfles Ota. Butwonnd with cane and silk, giving It that
Desirable Ar>oe«niri<y and the Feeling of the lilirh-pneed rods. The first two Joints are. made from Best
Selected Second Growth Ash, Stained and Polished. The tips from QneLancewood, polished. The. Rod Is
Thlslsthe
it, from nine to ten ounces.
Well Ringed thrrmshout. Lenetn-ten
best-made, best- finished Rod for the money in the ( ilted Slates amd will piaanrtee it every way. If by
expense and trouble of returnaccident any pa t
atrel broken, we can send a dnpli to
ing Rod to be repaired. With short tlo it makes an excellent Brass Rod.
PRICES :— with one Trout Tip, In 'case, $-1.00. With one Trout Tip ane one Bass Tip, $4.75. With
*i*^
two Trout Tips and one Boss Tip, $5.75

GREENER'8 AND BONEGENERAL AGENT FOR CARD'S STANDARD OLA.SS-BALL TRAP.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
HILL'S GUNS A SPECIALTY.
WiLL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, N. Y.

Sole selling agents for Enamelled Waterproof
Braided Fishing Lines. Trade mark, a silver medal
Selling agents for tho best manufactured Jointed
Ffshtng Rods.
Belling agents for the best Trade List, Bras,
Nickel Plated and Rubber Fishing Reels.
Selling agents for Skinner's, BuePa, HoHarfs

and Mann's Trolling Baits.
selllne agents for Union Web Hammocks.

EASTWARD

HO!

or,

Adventures at Rangeiey

Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventure
Interesting alike to old and
in the wilds of Maine.
roung. Has received the highest commendations
from the metropolitan press. Han isomely bound
tn cloth, and contains 376 pages, -. ulustratlons.
Sent oy matt, postpaid, on receipt of price, $l.so,
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plata, Mass.
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OUR DOUBLE

OUR NEW MODEL
THREEBARRBL

GUN.'

The Best Gun made

for

DURABILITY

SH00TOG QUALITIES

.....

PRICE, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
DAMASCUS STEEL,

PRICE,

»75to«350

*55 to 8200

BEND STAMP FOB DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

This gun lsjlgnt and compact, trom 9 to 10 lbs. weight.

L. C.

r

^ggp'

The rifle Is perfectly accurate.''

SMITH Maker, Syracuse. N

Y.
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Game Bag and Gun :—
The Illinois Sportsmen Nebraska Game Grounds A Good
Word for Adirondack Guides Pot-Hunting Blackbirds
Shooting at Port Jefferson A Brace of Woodcock Wild
Philadelphia Notes
Celery Prairie Chicken Shooting
29
OsakiS, Minn. Ducking Resorts
Sea and Bivek Fishing
International Fishery Exhibition Blueflahing at Cape May;
Nova
at
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Springfield;
The Blue Gills— 1881
Cauadiau Salmon Rivera Fishery StatisScotia Fishing
;

;

by due process

Game

Protection

of law, to punish

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Amos

Coon, Charles Cary and John Hatfield, of
Harrison, Mich for having killed and had in possession
season.
It was positively proved in the
venison out of
trial that the deer had been killed out of season, and the case

was a clew one, but the jury, after a short deliberation,
brought in a verdict of "not guilty," aud afterward exdidn't prove
plained that "it might have been a tame deer
;

it

was wild."

The game clubs are naturally disgusted with such a farcical
administration of justice, and are tailing pains to report

33

abroad the laxity of local morals in the county where men
can kill tame deer all the year round in the woods. It
seems that for one of the most brutal and outrageous of indecent crimes ii the calendar the Clare County penalty is, as
This
fixed by a jury recently, a flue of twenty-five dollars.
Before the sportsmen of
is clearly a matter of morals.
Michigan can hope to secure auy respect for the game laws
among these people they must mend the morals of the community, and instil into it some more healthy regard for the

Rifle and Tkap Shooting
Yachting and Canoeing
New York Yacht Club; Bevorly Yacht Club; Racine Ca-

35

ordinary decencies of

Coming
Answeks to Cokkespondents

<6

;

:

;

;

;

;
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;
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ri^HE
_l_

original question broached in

was whether our venomous

pendicular trees.
so.

None

It

is

well

Forest and Stream

that

all

per-

constrictors do

of our correspondents in relating

their

experi-

ences say whether the black snake circled around the

tree,

went up

it with the same serpentine motion which it uses on
or whether it adopted a vermicular movement and
pushed itself straight up by contraction and expansion, its
abdominal plates holding into the roughness of the tree.
We have seen the water snake nearly helpless on a platform of hemlock boards used to cover the raceway of a trout

land,

pond.

It

wriggled with an eel-like motion, but the slivers

wrong way for it to get hold. On
went off rapidly, the plates of the abthe wood enough to give it a point to

of the boards pointed the

turning

it

around

domen holding

in

The name

it

push against.
We have seen the black snak ascend a sapling by twining
about the trunk and going up with a spiral motion, but we
have never seen them cliinb large tree trunks, although we
have seen them in the trees. Will our Washington correspondent describe the motion of the snake he saw climb
up a perpendicular wall ? and will our Eldred correspondent
tell us how the snake descended from the tree ?

is

dined in honor of the birthHon. R. Barnwell
familiar to our readers.
He is sus-

pected of being a Fish Commissioner of New York. He is
accused of belonging to the fish-eating club with the jawbreaking name. It is whispered that he presides at the Fish-

And

he is guilty of writing on the
See our last issue.
Therefore we are not going to tell you who he is. The
Pot-Luckers are literary. They boil over with wit. Its SecShe gave the spread. She is
retary is a gifted literatteuse.
The pot was: in luck
called the Queen of the Pot-Luckers.
on August 6. It was a full pot. All had full hands. No

cultural Association.

motion of crabs.

one was high.

The President was a year older than he was ever known to
be before. His age was announced. We won't tell it. We
He wants to overawe
don't think him as old as he claims.
us by a claim of priority. Appearances are deceitfol and we
By
this
standard
he
is twenty-one.
judge by acts.
Journalists, poets, and artists comprise the Pot-Luckers.
Essays and clams. Poems and lobster salads. Pictures and
Speeches and chicken fixings. Songs and green
chowders.
This is the impression left by a pot-luck dinner.
seal.

who

dou't preside too much.

A
A hostess who en-

These are the after-thoughts.

FISHCULTURE FOR LONG ISLAND.

AT

a meeting of the

New York

Fish Commission, on the

4ih hist, at the office of Mr. R. B. Roosevelt,

it

was

decided to establish the long-talked-of station on Long Island.
Our readers may remember that Mr. Blackford was added to
the Commission because he favored the placing of a station
for both fresh and salt water

work on the

island.

much to be regretted that the Legislature did not
a special appropriation for this purpose, but, as it did

It is

make

the Commissioners set apart $3,000 to begin the
This is a small amount to establish new works with,
shows a disposition to begin. There is much that
might be done on the islaud in the way of breeding and of

not do

so,

work.
but

it

observation of the habits of our sea fishes.
place in the State of

New York

to

It is

the best

establish a carp pond,

from whence young could be distributed to those Ashless
portions of the State where only little turtles and polly wogs
grow. It is the home of the trout, which can be bred in
most of its streams, and its bays formerly swarmed with
valuable food fishes.

We hope

Commission will take up the oyster, the
scallop, the clam, lobster and crab and do for them what it
has been done for the fishes increase Lhem aud study their
habits.
In fact Long Island offers many facilities for fishthat the

—

for operations will soon

those having knowledge of suitable locations to send

;

next month,

if possible.

TRANSPORTATION OF SHAD EGGS.

MANY

of our readers will recollect that there

have been
and to

several attempts to transport the eggs of shad,

keep them

at a low temperature in order to retard their hatching for a period long enough to get the fry across the Atlantic before they starved to death.
The first attempt was

made

by Mr. Mather, who

from starvaSouthampand the lack of
natural food in water which has been stored in the dark
tanks of ships, renders a sea voyage much more difficult than
one on land, where fresh supplies of river water containing
in 1874,

lost his fish

tion on the tenth day, just as the steamer reached
ton.

The

impossibility of feeding shad fry

infusoria can be obtained daily.

There has been great difficulty in handling shad eggs with
a view to their transportation and the can designed for carrying them in water and securing aeration by motion of the
car, planned by Mr. Mather and tried by Prof. Milner the

Its President is

President.

tertains royally.

serpents could climb

known

its

Roosevelt.

President

THE SNAKE CLIMBING QUESTION.

than the verdicts of their juries in-

"POT-LUCK CLUB"

day of

lateral

ents.

life

possess.

A POT-LUCK DINNER.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

now

which have been neglected.
be selected, and we invite
them to
this office.
The Commissioners want a stream of good trout
water, which never fails, near where it comes into clean salt
water.
They cannot buy such a place and must depend
upon leasing it
or, better still, upon the offer of it by some
public-spirited citizen, or of some village which would like
such an institution near it.
They would like to begin work

A site

,

25

'.

Histom

The Way

Club, recently attempted,

three men,

;

;

Natttbaij

culture and for investigations,

the Secretary of the

:

:

try

1881.

II,

Michigan Sportsmen's Association, and A. H. Mer28

Notes

Southwest Virginia Deer Drive
Week of Fragrant Memories;

III.

MERSHON,

B.

shon, the President of the East Saginaw

;

;

A

the Office of the Librarian of [Congress, at Washington.;

;

;

chinatization Society

A

In

A MATTER OF MORALS.
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EDlTOUIAn
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1881,

above mentioned year, did not work. Since then but little
has been done in this direction except to experiment to deterniine*'"how long

the fry could live without food.

year, however, one of the

This
most important results of the shad

woik has been an improved method

of transporting the deli-

which cannot bear the rough treatment to
which the ova of salmon and trout can be subjected, and
which will certainly lead to great economy in the production
cate shad egg,

of this valuable fish.

Heretofore the usual method has been to keep them in
pans or buckets of water, which is frequently changed, after
they are impregnated and have passed through the stage

which

fishculturists technically call

"coming up"— /.

«.,

a

hardening from an absorption of milt and water. The quantity of water required to be changed necessitated not only
much labor but constant watchfulness, especially if, as often
happened in the work of the U. S Fish Commission, they
.

had

to be so kept

from eight

to twelve

hours in this way

before reaching the hatching station.
Col. McDonald, who has had charge of this work on the
Virginia rivers, often found that there was a serious loss of
eggs during this time, and set about to remedy it.
He took

one of the ordinary salmon egg trays, with a wire cloth bottom,
such as is in general use, and on this placed a sheet of wet musOn the latter he put from one to two layers of shad eggs
lin.
after they had remained long enough in the pans to "come up."
A dozen of these trays were then placed in a stack and
crated up, after which they were transported at convenience
to the Washington Navy Yard, a distance of
twenty-one miles, during which time they received no attention whatever, only being kept out of the sunshine. They
uniformly reached the hatching house in first-rate condition
and sometimes were not placed in the hatching cones until
twelve hours, and in one case seventeen hours, after impregnation. This would allow plenty of time to place them
on ship board just before sailing, thereby making a gain of
several days over those which started across the ocean in
1874 which were hatched at Holyoke, Mass., on Friday, and
were delivered at Hoboken on the ship next morning. Eggs
so treated could be hatched on the ship the fourth or fifth
day out and might reach England before they suffered for

by the Launch

want of food.
Under this plan the work under Col. McDonald was conducted upon a new principle. Instead of taking the stations
to the eggs, as has been done, he now, and in future will.
bring the eggs to the stations.

These stations

may now

be

placed at points convenient for the distribution of the fry
instead of in inaccessible locations. For example all the
;

eggs taken on the Potomac River can be brought to Washington and hatched in the old Armory building, at no extra
cost for engineers or machinery, and the young fish can then

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
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be loaded on the cars almost

which are

at the door,

lo carry

in their destination.

tlifiii

Now

that

it

is

known

cheaply transported

it

hutching, which ran

lie

dividual? having been seen in Mr. Rich's property supposed

be 20

to

that shad eggs can
will greatly

done

he so simply and

work

the

simplify

at a central point

NEW

NEEDED.

and Rhode Island need a law prohibiting
he sale of lobsters under a certain size. The lobsters
are getting.smaller year by year, and the catching of them

When young cannot he stopped

as long as there are markets
open to the violators of the laws whose catch is not seen until
thrown upon the market.

Tn former yews, lobsters of five and six piunds weight
were plenty, but now are rare. Maine, Massachusetts and
New York have laws forbidding the sale of them when less
than ten and one-half inches in length. This is very well in

way, but the catchers

them

to other States.

sort out,

the smaller ones and send

The Newark, N.

to the

lhat trap-shooting should

effect

Let other associations follow the example.

JERSEY

I

its

week,

hist

place as an incident only of the annual conventions.

its

J., Arivtrti.ier

sent a

All true sports-

men will agree that the pigeon-shooting contests absorb so
much lime and attention at the meetings of some of our
" game protective " societies that there is no opportunity nor
inclination to attend to

tbe legitimate purposes of the con-

The time has come

for a change of programme.
ought not to happen again, as it did at Coney Island, that
such valuable and suggestive papers as were prepared to be
read and discussed in the meetings of the sportsmen should
go without a hearing because there was no time to attend lo
At one meeting Mr. Ira Wood, of Syracuse,
such matters.

ventions.
It

moved that these papers be brought before the convention.
The gem Ionian was ruled out of order. If the gentlemen
who have control of the next convention of the New York
Association will follow the spirit of this Illinois resolution,

a large dealer there "that the gre it demand for this fish has
induced fishermen to take, within the last two years, too

and

ones from their pots, and as a consequence this

has produced a depopulation of the lobster fishing grounds "

The
in

New

Island Fish Commissioners say in their re-

:

The capture

of small lobsters haB gone on in

Khode Island

first lobster pot was put in Khode Island waters, the larger
ones Ben) to market, and the smaller ones used for bait for blaekfUh.
Now, uur lobster fishery is a very valuable one. Very many

ainoe the

men

eke out a living with their Lobster pots, and all know the luxury of au abundance of fresh ami cheap lobsters in our cities. For
a number
tn
3
the catch of lobsters has been steadily dej
creasing, not as to numbers but as to size.
"All is fish that comes
to the net" is tin rule with lobster catchers.
Those that are of a
fit size to send to market, from half a pound upward, are sent,
the balance, from live to si* or seven inches in leugth, are sold for
t

I

I

1

bait fur tan tog fishing, save a

few

go

that,

to those

most

delicate

palates that delight iu chicken lobsters.

Tbe Commissioners recommend the passage

of a law forbidding

the sale of lobsters less than twelve inches in leugth, and suggest
that it would he admirable if a provision could be made forbidding
tbe sale oi temalfl lobsters Ion, led with spawn. So far as the limit
of size is concerned, the Commissioners are assured the law will
be moat popular
The State of Khode Island is at present the market for undersizod
lobsters from Massachusetts.
They are sent here in barrels, the
catchers on the Massachusetts coast and dealers in Boston, knowing that it would be unsafe to offer them fur sale in Massachusetts,
send them tu tis, and we get tbe full benefit of such poor and
illegal supply.
It

Western

if all

the inland States

a law regulating the sale of lobsters, for certainly

cities are as

much

interested iu this source of food

supply as those on the sea coast.

OTA GO ACCLIMATIZATION SOCIETY.

WE

have received the
Society

for

L6S1,

report

and

of

are

this

p'eased

New

Zealand

to note

that

it is upon a sound financial basis from money received from
sporting licenses, particularly from fishing licenses, which
have incre ,sed. The society has recommended a gun tax to
the Government, but uo reply to it has been received.
They
err in saying that such a tax exists in the United Slates.
The society not only introduces and protects beasts, birds
and fish s, but extends its protection to native species
Among the birds and animals introduced were "black
game," four cocks and six hens;" pheasants and partridges
bred we 1, bu' a e becoming scarce where shot. The poisoning of tbe rabbits, which had b o.Dine a pest to agriculture,
has proved fatal lo many pbeasanis.
California quail are re
port d nuru rous about Queeustown and Goodwood.
Last
April eighty Australian minus were purchased and liberated.
Starlings arc now numerous, as well as blackbirds.
Thrushes
are not plentiful, but are oecisionally seen, and many other
imported birds, as goldfinches, greenfinches, house sparrows,
hedge spai rows, yellow hammers and chaffinches, are numerous. Deer, both the red, fal'ow and axis, continue to
thrive, while hares are plenty enough for coursing.
Of fish, the English and Californian salmon, introduced

from 1870

to lb78, there is

no re'iable information, although

there are reports of Heir being seen.
t'vi;ytjnm ab'mf, were introduced, but
for results.

Sea

become firmly

tr ait

American
it

is

whitefish,

are illegally taken before they have

established, but the

brown

trout are increas-

and Enjlish perch and tench are thriving.
Welnvalso received from tbe Stcretary of the Society,
Mr. W. Arthur, bis " No cs on Some Species of Migratory
Salmoni iie," read before the Otagi Institute. In this piper
he quotes Pro essor Hind, in P"Ott«ST And Stream, on the
use of the hook on the male salmon's jaw iu breaking he
hymen and thereby f eeing ihe egis, and suggests that the
milt might also be liberated through the fighting of the males.
Mr, Arthur gives plates showing the forms of the did. rent
species, and also the shape of the opercl s.
I

Another paper, "On the Brown Trout Introduced into
Otago," by the same author, is at hand, wherein he says:
"In no river of Otago have these fish grown so rapidly, are
fat,

or

give this week a life-like cut of
In Guenther's Catalogue of the Fishes of

fish.

Museum we

find

described as inhabiting the

it

fresh waters of China and Cochin-China, with a note saving,

" This

may

prove to be a domestic variety of a species of
Polyaaanthus.'" It is described by Lacepede under the name
of Maaropodus mridi-aurnlus.

Mr. Mulertt has reared this
and gives a most interesting account of Iheir habits in

fish

Prom

the deparlment of fish culture.

with pet

fish

he

is

bis long acquaintance

naturally observant of the habits of them,

and he regards the paradise fsh as a great addition to Our ornamental fishes. The plant which accompanies the fish in
the drawing is claimed by Mr. M. to be superior to Yalisneria spiralis as an aquarium plant.

—

They Nailed Him, A correspondent writes to us of the
two country boys which deserves a niche iu our
columns
In the fall of '45 or '46, near Mr. Robertson's,
twenty-two miles west of Catskill, two lads saw a bear in tbe
woods and shot him with fine shot, of which he took no
notice; and when they came to load again, they found that
they bad lost the shot bag. Having been to the store, they
had bought a paper of heel nails (country boys had to, then),
and after putting in a good charge of this novel shot, one of
them blazed away and bagged the bear. This recalls the
story told in these columns some months ago of the buck,
in whose head were found some copper and silver coins,
evidently having served as ammunition.
exploit of

Now is a good

it,

time to begin.

Some Southern Sohneby.

— It

is

our

opinion,

a

after

somewhat extensive series of travels over this big country,
that in the mountain regions of Virginia, the Carolinas,
Georgia and Tennessee is to he found some of tbe finest
mountain scenery iu the country. It is a great pity that
more Americans do not travel through their own land
instead of ru hing off to Europe; it is a shame that so
many Northern pe-ple are strangers to the charms of the
natural scenery at theSou'h.
Some of the Southern railroad

managrs

are

making praiseworthy

the attractions .of their land
to

puff the railroads,

we

;

efforts to

make known

and while we are not inclined

are very earnest in our hope that

may set in that direction more than at present.
Spoilsmen who go to the States named invariably return with
glowing reports of both land and people. Tbe "Associated
Itahvays of Virginia and the Carolinas" hsive published a
handsomely illustrated hand-book, giving needed information about routes, distances, fares, etc.
This may be bad ou
travel

Piedmont Air Line, 229

application at the office of the

Broadway,

A Rare

Sportsman's Volume was shown to us the other
It was a book made up of the papers on sporting topwhich have appeared in Harper's, Scribner's and Lippinthe series extending back for many years to the time
cott's
when Mr. Charles Hallock wrote his famous sketches from
Canada and Labrador— examples oi tourist sketches which
The papers collected and bound in
are perfect in their way.
this novel hook cover a wide variety of subjects, and fire
written by many different authors, most of them illustrated,
day.
ics

;

and

this city.

Iu a cage in the basement of that institution are

this city.

confined three monkeys, two pigeons, a bob-tailed hen and

two

rabbits,

The monkeys vary

with a pair of young.

common

the

kiud in
captivity, by worrying and tormenting the other inmates of
ns,
gouge
They
pull
the
feathers
out
of
the
pige
the cage.
the eyes of the old rabbits and pinch and claw the young
ones.
The old hen has no tail feathers, knows how to use
her beak and appears to be unmolested by the monkeys.
A
to their

number of tortoises stolidly ho!d the fort within their shells,
the monkeys evidently thinking them too hard nuts to crack.
The small boy— outside the cage— enjoys tbe mimic wild
beast show; and an eagle pent iu a wire coop near by gazes
fiercely at the sea lion and longs to take a hand in the fun.
Six days in the week Mr. Bergh, or one of his agents, may
find this show in progress, the monkeys gouging, the eagle
glaring, the sea lion growling and the small boy grinning.

?

published in another column, the writer

from

script

life,

Into

tells us is a trana faithful picture of just the experience narwoven some of the quaint superstition and

it is

of the slang of the Southern backwoods' hunter,

some
to the

cannot the publishers of Scribner's

—give us uich a votume from their magazine

The Sketch or a Southwest Virginia Deer Dkivb,

rated.

Henbv Bergit might with reason devote his attention
museum at the corner of Broadway and Ninth street,

Mr.

Why

readable.

all

or the Century

many

of the phrases will be recognized as

more firmly

and
fixed

common

vocabul iry of the people than are tbe more
scientific terms affected by the sportsmen of some oilier loThe story is thus something more than a mere recalities.
it is a study of peculiar idioms and of some
cital of sport
in the

—

peculiar notions.

Plated 'Possum.
—for

—It

all it is

worth.

conceded that that one par-

will be

'possum has been played

ticular

The

— to

use a slangy express!

tn

original seeker after truth on the

subject expresses himself as fully satisfied, and returns thanks
to us we are satisfied, and also return thanks to those of our
;

who have so acceptably responded
two communications on the subject are
but they will be given in due time-

fiiends
or

When

One

to our call.
still

unpublished,

the 'possani

Is In blossom.

^^»^^.

Old Fort MoPherson, Neb., was sold at auction the other
and so passes away another landmark. Many of our
remember tbe fort, and many a romantic story

day,

The Yellow Dog, which

followed President Garfield's
carriage in tbe inauguration proce-sion last March, has come
this time, too, in a sensational way. Acto the front again
;

cording to the Alexandria, Va., Gazette the dog went to that
city after the inauguration, where he remained until the
Thursday7 before the President was shot, when he disappeared from

wound

bullet

Qntetle,

was

Alexandria, to return one
in his back.

The

distinctly marked,

vealed the fact that the animal

week

course of the

still

the assassin at President Garfield,
lost,

with a

says the

carries the bullet.

the circumstances point to the bullet as the

been

later
ball,

and au examination has
first

and of which

Tbe Washington papers

trace has

chronicled the yellow

Washington just before the would-be
The famous and
assassin's assault on President Garfield.
mysterious animal now wears a brass collar and enjoys immunity from the wiles of the Alexandria dog-catchers, Miss
A. Penn, of that city, having paid his license fee.
dog's appearance

is

connected with

its

history since

it

wa3

built fifteen years

The town of McPherson. will still preserve Ihe name
and memory of the gallant officer who fell before Atlanta in
There is much of romance and of local history in the
1866.
names of our towns in America, antl au inquiry into the
origin and meaning of such names will almost al ways repay
ago.

the study.

re-

All

oue shot by
all

readers will

at

W

In last week's issue we published in our kennel columns a
paper from an old and esteemed correspondent relative to
Since the first article of this writer
the castration of dog->.
appeared in the Forest and Stream, June 0, 1878, he has
never lost an opportunity of observing the effects of castraHe now says that he is fully persuaded
tion on the dog.
that
tice

what he then presented
by those interested and

is

a truth, which,

influential,

if

put in prac-

would save

for

the

country thousands of dollars annually.

too soon to look

ing,

so

out of

usual indecent antics, which are

would be for the general welfare

would pass

act upon it, we can assure them of the cordial support of
the best sportsmen of the State, in the Association and

all

be offered

York.

The Rhode
port

New Jersey gets those that dare not

fact is that

Chinese

:

reporter to the market for information, and he learned from

many young

11, 1881.

The Paradise Fish.— We
this

Sensible Exiujession of sentiment was embodied in

hold

LAW

weight."

the resolution of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association at

Chicago,

railroad, Or other transportation.

A LOBSTER

lbs. in

the British

A

of

convenient to

[August

have become so heavy as iu the Shag, some

in-

The Niagara Dogs.—In a letter published elsewhere our
Suspension Bridge correspondent tells ns how " Old Bull"
welcome his new companions on the island in the
Niagara, and how the two castaways fought it out over their
Sunday dinner. In a later note Mr. Lewis says that there is
no truth in the report, to which we referred last week, that
the dogs were purposely placed on the island, nor that attempts to rescue them have been interfered with by inbut any one who wishes to capture them is
terested parties
Well, a New York dog-cathcer
at perfect liberty to do so.
would have those dogs off the island and into his wagon before a crowd could co. lect to see the fun; and he would
yank them up in much quicker time if he could be induced
The dog-catcher
to believe that he was stealing them.
works quickly when he is also conscious of being a dogwas out

to

A

Rifles and Glass Balls.— correspondent suggests that
club his become so expert at shooting glass balls
with a shot gun that there is no longer much excitement
about the sport, they take up a 22 calibre rifle and try the
Rifle shooting at the trap has been pracballs with that.
ticed to some extent, and many of the Boston marksmen ai e
It is an excellent form of practice for quick shootexperts.

when a

ing.

We indorse

the suggestion of our correspondent.

;

thief.

"The Magio Northland"

is

the title of a

manual of

infor-

mation about the health, pleasure and game resorts of MinIt ishandsomely illustrated,
nesota, Wisconsin andDakota.
and is full of practical directions for the sportsman tourist.
Published by Hoppin, Palmer and Dimond, Minneapolis,

Minn,

?
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Anotuf.I! VICTIM to the fatal

"

'thought-it-wasn't-loaded

Last Saturday a tldrteen-year-old boy in Bridgc-

delusion.

ton, N. J., picked up a gun and playfully pointed it at bis
mother, assuring her thai it: was uot loaded. The gun went

and the mother was shot through the heart and instantly
killed.
This is a picnliarly distressing case. Haw many
Stole warning examples must be recorded bel'ore gi opli
[11
use a grain of common sense wherf handling firearms
oil

25

"Well. I believe yon Call nil Northern men Yankees, don't
you, BowHisii ? I'm a Northwestern man"
•'Gome oiit like n irmn and say y n are a Yankee,'* said
Put " and may be yOlt are one oi these darned revnmiis.."
" can't fancy wusl you town by tevenues, Mr. Bowman,"
sail [vend ill, evidently perplexed and look iif
m foi hi Ip,
' Win ," .-.aid I'. 4. ' I mi lb thea ttesrivci'i
us m
jerk us up for selliir a nigger ahami of tobaccer lovaday's
work, it a poo 1!". M", -M..K
iiii.iselliii' a drink'of
'i
enrn whitiky, and Lake- him slop to the United Slates Court
and let him play checkers ith his nose (ill his poor brats die
in rags.
If you are this sort of a mm," cried P;-.t. CM-ile.-'ly,
;

;

'

v.

As Example Wowiiv
Gillmau

of Imitation

is

set

by the Messrs,

who issue as a ear of
game laws of their State.

Mich.,

of Detroit,

Bros.,

their restaurant an epitome of

the

i

numbered among the slayers of the goose ttiat
lays the golden egg, and their praiseworthy a liludc asiolclliThey

arc not

1

nt sportsmen deserves

gi

lire

recognition of their

many

Michi-

Their friends, by the way, are not confined to
the Peninsular State the fame of mine hosts is spread abroad.

gan

friends.

—

Wild Celery.—Mr.

W.

D.

Cross, of the

Winous Point

Shooting Club, kindly volunteers, in a letter published else(o supply bulbs of the wild celery for planting next
and it is to be hoped that some of our wild fowl shoot-

where,
fall,

from

We

"Stop, Bat," interrupted Melton.
"Keep cool now.
or «Hse you Mr. Kendall is a perfect gen leman, and loves to
Irani as • c'l as you, has heard a great deal about you and, in
laet, came hero to paj y< u a Wsit."
"I think I understand Mr. Bowman now," said Kendall.
1 am no Federal ollicbd nor detective.
I have
a pleasant home and plenty.
True, I was bora in Ver-

Mm

mont."

" "," said Melton, "Here is a vast deal of difference
between a Northern g-ntieinan who comes among us and the
'revenues,' as you call them."
"Weil, if lure haint, cuss the Northern gentlemen," said
"You beam of them," continued he. "* meetin' poor
Pat.
Bill Smith drunk on lhe road the other day, and says t"0 him,
1

feU'er, gim me a drink, I'm orful dry ;' and poor,
p]
kind-heaited Bill give him asnoil and the revenue says,
Si ranger, yer too poor to give this to mi
here's 1 quarter,
and flung it tb him, and oil In- goes and lake:- D it D warrant
agin Bill, and he is now in jail, aid he has eleven children."
"Well, Pat," said Milton, "I tell you, Mr. Kendall is
one of these people, but I can tell you what he was. Hewas
-

ers

who

are in a position to

make

the experiment will do

wild Celery can be cultivated

If

crease the ducking territory.

materially in-

Can any of our

readers give us

further information on the practicability of cultivating the

plant

.'1

|

j

so.

will very

it

"

my

?

1

'

,

Yankee sold, r. Ilmv flu you like llSHI r"
Was you in fact a blue belly, Kindle ?" said Pat,
"Yes, Mr. Boivman,
was a Federal soldier and continued in ac ive service until I was badly wounded in your
State—maybe by you they say you were a good Reb."
" Here's my hand, old fellow," said Pal; "if you was a
good soldier you are »pt to be a fust-class boy. We'll break
no more squares—the latch-string hangs on the outside to the
righting boys, whether gray or blue."
a good

A Lawn Tennis

Tournament

"

be held at Newport,

will

J!.

I

The

Secretary's

Clarence U. Clark, Gcrmautown, Pa.

The game

August

I.,

address

is

and September

31

2 and

1,

3.

la«n tennis is the fashionable sport of the day
and gentlemen.

of

The Fokest and Stbeam

for ladies

takes this opportunity of thank-

ing the numerous correspondents who have so kindly callod
atiention to the change in the Minnesota prairie chicken
shooting season.

The Michigan Ahohery Association will hold ils second
annual target meeting at Battle Creek, Sept. 6, 7 and 8. The
Secretary is Mr. C. C. Beach, at Battle Creek.

;

" Thanks, Mr.

Bowman," said Kendall, " I could say the
same to you were you in my Northern land wo fought like
soldiers
we forgive like friends."
"Yes, but," said Pat, "you fought us unfair— you sent to
the old country and got them bottie-hebied Dutch to fight us
with."
V\ ell, Mr. Bowman, to tell the truth, we were forced to do
that to fill up the ranks you fiery Southern soldiers swept
away."
'

bet

Tun Anti-Biokox Shooting Bill
during the

last session failed to

he

introduced at Albauy

made

Vim lire an honest Yankee, Kindle," said Pat, " and
was a good soldier!"

OUR
friend of the

I'll

"Mr. Bowman, I'm almost a Virginian— was badly
wounded in 1801 in Virginia, from which
have never recovered, and 1 come to ihe countr},' every summer which deI

a law.

me

prived

A valued

;

—

of health, to get a share of it back from your delightful climate and mineral waters."
" Aid you were wounded in Virginia, Kendall?" said Melton— "what battle?"
" In a. kirmish at Hanging Rock, near Salem, onHuuter's

POLITICS.

Forest and Stkeam writes

:

i

pecJallj in mi

youi nceessfl
onci almfen! 01 pour political
p]
ton. May It tie ever Urns.
Consistency Is a tfilpperj swel, but an
accomplished angler' tnat Has baggeffstreweels knows ttie neci
ai'j
1

i

1

.

1

1

'

1

grip."

retreat from Lynchburg," said Kendall,
" I happened to have a hand on the other side in that myself.
did a little retreating (0 Lynchburg first," said

We

Melton.
" Were you the chap, Melton," said Pat, " that stuck a
tarbirrel to the Natural Bridge and tried to burn it before
the Yankees passed on that, raid?"
"Take care, you old crane you!" said Melton " I'll tell
what a fo il trick you did when you set fire to a barrel of oil
!
dgc across the James at Buchanan set fire to the
11
end next the Yankees— then had to swim the river and got a
bulletin the end nearest the Fed-, too, you old numbskull:
then got drunk and swore you'd fight Ihe whole army before
they should take the town of Buchanan, because" it was
named a! ter your grandfather fell in the gutter and let the
Yankees capture you."
Keep that darned oily tongue of yours in your chops, you
said Pat; "there Is no truth itiit, nohow. As lor
little snip
;

A SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA DEER DRIVE.
/^ EORGE,

go

tie old ' Spring,' she'll be in Ihe woods in
she's playiu' 'round the pup and leadln'
him by the ear, tryin' now to git him to follow," said old Pat
Bowman, our hunter host, a long, crane-like biped, standing
six feet two inches in his boots ; long, grizzly gray beard
under his jaw-bones hair hanging around his coat collar,
combed sleek and flat on his head his clothing of home
spun jean, and his trowscrs inside of a huge pair of cowleather boots; but with all of his homilies as kind hearted
a creature and as good liver as ever enjoyed the world. Sure
enough, "Spring," a nimble, beautiful, blue ticked deer' '

KJT an hour

;

;

;

hound, was capering and fondling with her appaient'y overgrown, awkward-looking black-and-tan pup, and in dog

lammase beseeching him
"Boys,"
row.
all

to the hunt.
said Pat, " we'll have a right day to
the moon shines. Deer will

Look how

hunt to-mor-

roam 'round

night."

This was in the middle of the month of October. We
were lounging around the doors after supper, commenting
on the hounds. It was late twilight ; a full grown moon was
swinging gracefully through a clear, blue sky, renderingnearly as light as noonday the bottoms which gather in
prairie-liue profusion around the noiseless waters of Clinch,
forming the boasted "Richlands." And well may the possessor of this choice land boast! On the surface of the
mountains which encircle it stand boundless forests of gigantic timber, and these are the haunts of deer and other
game. Beneath the surface of those mountains there is coal
enough to give summer heat to New York city for a century.
The soil of its lowlands is bottomless. The fame
birds revel in the "fruitful fells."
Clinch hasitsfishand
water fowl. It has all a generous soil and climate could
have.

Old Pat, who through life had, in the proper season, been
a hard worker and an excellent farmer, had withal been an
improvident wrelch— had always been a tenant of the best
fanners anil graziers loved hounds and horses eat all he
made except what he drank— and paid all his honest debts.
Gathered around the free and easy hard of this jolly
hunter was this .group of half a dozen young men— cheerful
to steal, after a long summei's work, a few days for a •' deer
drive." Tils group was of the village brjsmesBHiflO and
;

;

country farmer ; as congenial, boweve;, as if their shops adjoined, and wire all to the "manor-born," save one whose
frosty accent anil curt tones proclaimed him the lirth.f a
colder Climate
but he had no frosty soul, as no spurt man
ever has.
Pat could see from this "brogue," as he called it,
"fuiiner" was in his house.
:

"What did you say your name was, Mister," said Pat,
" and where yer frura ?"
"My name is Herbert Kendall, Mr. Bowman, and my
residence is on the bank of Geneva Lake, Wisconsin."
"Then yer a Yankee, haint ye ?" said Pat.

11

—

i

1

;

'

'

v

the

1

Yankees

gittin'

me,

that's

none your

business.

I

was

cotcb by a cl; ver blue-coat, give him a drink and told him
how I got shot and drunk and he slipped me in the brush."

"1 was on

the. advauce guard right at that bridge when
and his eyes twinkled as though he remore, and Pat gave him an inquiring glance and
elined to change the topic.
" .Say, Whitten," said Par, '• haven't, you fed yer dogs yit?
Go, George, and git him a pot of mush. Let them fill themselves full of it to-night— it's the best of all feed to run on—
and they must have but a bite in the mornin'." They were
called up and " filled full " sine enough.
"Look heie, Whitten," said Pat, "do you think them little, spinl} -legged dogs of yourn can jump the red
brush with
my bounds? I tell you, boys," continued Pat, " for a deer
dog give me a right big one—wide 'tween fore legs, strong
legs, shorl paster jints, big feet and hard as as a noises' huf
—want afoot that: won' let claws wear off and a flog that
won't run from a lice. You laugh at me, boys, but 1 know.
It stands to reason that any sttong animal is the best for
strong work."
"1 don't know, Pat," said Whitten, "how my dogs will
stand a deer they are capj a] on a fox."
"Boya, we'll have a. right day to-morrow; it's time you
were going to roost. We'll have breakfast at half after thiee
in the mornin' and Whitten and Joice must be on the deer
afore daylight.
1 wish 1 had a flax break for that Win' snipe
to snooze on."
Huh fatigued from a day's ride we retired, but forced to

burnt,"

s

memhere
seemed il

id Kendall,

;

r

—

:

from the refreshing sleep that awaited a few moments
muse Over the pleasures of the morrow. Free of all care,

steal
'"

how

pleasant to anticipate the sight of the nimble, flying
music of the eager and faithful hound, the, dash
over the -pleud d mountain mad, to sniff the v rgin breeze
of the giant mountain, see. ivy roughs and laurel-hedged
nil untain brook and Ihe graceful, swaying hemlock!
With
these bright fancy pictures, whose mind could spare room
or malice, envy, meanne-s or g. oveling idea ? Certain it is
that all industrious business men will and ought to have their
recreations and sports, ami in spite of the sneers of the prophetic croaker the huul seems more ennobling, at li „ i than
the ruinous cards or the effeminate and lers attractive billiards, full of then absun
and niidigniffi
wrangl s,
leri
saint and sinner may will,
car and '"tear.
The
hunter's season is but a short one in the least busy time of
the year, but most pleasant and healthful.
The faro bank
and billiard saloon hold but one season— that the year round
deer, the

.

1

1

1

1

and become most atlractive when the "wicked love darkness better than light."
-"Git up, men," said George, "breakfast is ready. Pip
said be drempt of blood last night, and I never knowed it to
fail that a deer was kil ed when he drempt thai."
" ley, boys, crawl out of here !" said Pat.
" I dremp of
blood last night, and of killin' a deer and its touaue falliu'
out on the right sid of its mouth. Now, boys, this is a certain sigli, unless something breaks the charm.
If yon meet
a woman today, boys, I want to caution you; it's bad luck,
unless you can make her back track.
Egad pay
r to go
ba.uk home, or else I'll swear you won't "kill a thing.
I've
sj enl fifty bushels corn in my life hirin' of 'cm."
" What sort of a morring, old boomer, is it ?" said Meltou.
" Capital— foggy down here but frost on the mountain;
not a particle of wind, not a leaf fell last night to kiver
I

I

h

tracks."

"That's all right," chimed a half dozen voices.
we go to the dining-room. We meet at the door the
of venison, "baked pork," fried sweet potatoes, buckcakes, delicious yellow butter, and an appetite for
much else that we found on the copious table.
"Eat hearty, boys," was Pat's command, and we obeyed.
"Hello!
Somebody at the gate, old man." said Pat's
" John Maliney, boys," said Pat
cheerful old spouse.
"he
rides a pisun tine sorrel and would kill him any time for a
deer.
Take, care, Saurer, he don't tan your jackets to-day!"
And he was trained to a horse and rides like a Comanche.
The horn sounded, and its thrilling echoes broke the stillness of the early morn, winding higher and higher from
peak to peak until its countless reverberations reached far
aw a y into the shaggy wood, where the startled deer had not
yet ceased to nip Ihe tender bud, and then were lost.
Then
came the chorus of dog yells.
"Bob," said the old lady to Joice, one of the "drivers,"
" you had better put a snack of something to eat in
your
pocket."
"No, indeed," said Joice; "don't you know
what a fool a koun' is ?— they'd smell the victuls and sneak
behind us all day."
"Boys, I see you all have some sense-you dou't take
many raps with you," said Pat; "you'll need more spurs
than powder and lead to-day."
"I have taken a load or two
of small shot, Mr. Bowman," said Kendall.
"I thought I
might see a partridge before we took our stauds, if you' will
consent for me to shoot one." "How in the thunder do you
expect to see a partridge in the woods, man ?" said Pat
"they slay in the rag weeds in the bottom."
We had six miles to ride. The fog lay thick in the valley,
around the lowlands, and reached high up the mountain,
and three mites were left in the rear before we emerged
Irom this thick vapor, which lay then perfectly level, hiding
the valley and looking like the face of a calm lake. Throuih
it here and there twined in their grand and rugged
majesty
the peaks of the neighboring mountains.
The sun, just rising, shot its beams along the bosom of this ocean of fog and
In

aroma
wheat

;

1

•

struggled to penetrate below.
What a pity to be disturbed
in our admiration by one of Pat's ludicrous freaks.
While
were intent a grome flew up and circled near Pat, and
Kendall followed it with his gun, and when ranging on Pat
he "dropped" beautifully to shot by rolling oil his sleek horse
flat on the ground.
At the report of Kendall's gun a cloud
of feathers told the tale.
••Are you a start natered, teetotal darned fool, Kindle?"
said Pat.
" You'd a shot me if I hadn't dodged."
"Fine partridge this is, boys," said Kenoall, holding the
bird up.
"Partridge the devil!" said Pat. " That's « pheasant.
They say you Yankees are always inveniin' something, and
now you want to make a new name for this old bird."
call them partridges with us, Mr. Bowman."
"Get on your horse, you old skeleton you," said Melton.
" The deer will be through before we get to our stands."
" Well, you couldn't kill it if you was there, ficeiy !" said
all

"We

Pat.

Off we went at a brisk pace. Who is it that has sniffed the
woodlaud autumn air that can forget its intoxicating effects?
frost was fast, melting before the sun's rays from off the
sun-cured leaves, distilling the sweetest and most refreshing
of all perfumes. "Hush !" said Saurer. "Listen— the dogs !"
Distinctly came the fierce and eager bay of the irrepressible
Spring.
But a moment and the pack joined in the music
upon a fresh and warm scent. Up the rugged red brush and

The

pine spar they go, but still far beneath us. The sounds,
softened by distance, arose and came on the crisp air as if
mil filed by the wires of the telephone. A perfect yell
"Listen, boys," said Maltney, " it's jumped ; keep a look out."
Nearer they come— one continuous roar, but tierce and eager
above all the din was the foremost cry of savage Spring and
her dashing shadow, the pup. Yonder it is. Click, click go
'•
the locks.
Oh, p-haw, boys! it is passing below us," said
Mattney.
"My s ars! it's flying like the wind," said Kendail, as his eyes fairly jumped from his head. " Look at ihem
dugs," said Pat. "Gosh! they are settin' the woods afire."
" Where will it take water, Maltney, do you think ?" inquired
" At the Cold Springat the end of Stone Mountain.
Melton.
See that bare, rough cliff?" responded Maltney.
" How far
is it, Maltney?'
"Seven miles," he responded, as he gave
loose rein and leaned forward on his leaping sorrel at' the
!

mention of miles.
"Good-bye, old

snail," said Melton to Pat.
I'll bust my hoss's melt or tan your jacket, you
aggTvacuss you," said Pat, mad as blixum.
Pat, clinched his
spurs in the sides of his quiet horse, and off he went, like
thunder.
"Bys," said Saurer, as we reached the moun'ain foot,
"I'll kill that deer at the Spring, and have a julep fixed by

"

tiu'

the time

you

gel there,"

and

like

an arrow his res'ive gray

shot through the verdant laurel bottom and out of sight.
Soju we joined our comrade at the Cold Spring, and cold
indeed it was, as the half-icy bubbles, In aded by ihe lichens,
over the limestone gravel and down the ce- la- -covered precipice with a leap to the river.
"Hello! old boy. VVhere's
" Yonder comes Joice
that ileer and julep?" said Melton.
and Whiten, they can tell," was the reply. "Buys, I heard
the CUTS bolher Ihe hounds on the. creek, ""said Joice. " 'Spect
s aim of them hive been torn up, or the Walls have kill d and
hid our deer.
I'll gallop back and sfaden 'em," and off he
rhot.
"Melton, you stand here," said Maltney, "and don't
le.ive a moment, and I will scatter the others along the
road
and top of the mourn aim"
Here come the tired dogs along the bare stones on top of
the mountain.
The tireless pup leading on the cold trail
tairly gnawing the rocks to find it.

"Here, Whitten, it's been among a gang of sheep, " said
uca
Kendall had joined the " drivers " by that time, and inquired of Joice how he knew the deer track from a sheep's.
Ji

;

—
;

;
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Why," answered Whitten for him, "a deer'B hoofs are
much more pointed, spread more, and its dew claws are
sharper nnd go into the ground. And." continued the graduate in woodcraft, "you ask why it got among the sheep.
It
is something in their nature that always makes them go
among any kind of stock, when dodging, which sometimes
loses a dog completely."
"Look here, Mellon," said Pat, tiptoeing, "you've hin
oulen this stand," when to the mortification of the Cold
Spring hero, the dogs trailed in ten feet of him.
" Wi 11," said Melton, "I did grow restless about an hour
ago, and left this stand for just five minutes by my watch,"
"Thunder and Tom Walker!" said the irate Pat, "hain't
you one grain of sense? Don't you know that's just, long
enough to let a deer pass ? Jist like you town fellers fine
slanders! 1 told you not to go back after your confounded
old glove this morning, that you'd have bad luck."
" Look here, Bowman, you are a little too personal take
care you don't make a donkey of yourself before this hunt
ends."
The bounds passed to a slope facing the east, which was
moist, and they became more eager. "Boys," said Whitten,
" it's lying just, over the cedar point."
"Well," said Melton, with the sharpness of ill humor,
" I'll kill that deer yet and redeem myself or break my own
01 my horse's neck."
Yes," said Pat,
you'll play thunder !"
Such a roar
"Look yonder, boys, see that deer !" said Saurer. "Now
Malmiy, Kendall, here's to the Blaycr," and he cocked his
double barrel and fairly rose from his saddle.

TO MY

'

A^OU

And e'en

loyal friend.

If

years be sad and dreary
will extend.

A truer irlend man never had.
'Tls

sad

Thai, 'uiong all earthly friends the fewest
Unfaithful ones shotdd be has clad
In canine lowliness yet, truest:
I

;

They, be their treatment, good or bad.

;

I

nnd

And thoughtful look ot speechless feeling
That, Mem'ry's loosened cords unbind,

And lets the dreamy past come stealing
Through your dumb, reflective mlud.
Seoul,

my

trusty friend, can
You see

It

A

he

Again, in retrospective dreaming,

;

The run, the woodland and the lea,
With past Autumnal sunshine streaming
O'er ev'ry frost-dyed lleld and tree 1

!

;

Or do you see now once again
'1

he glen

And fern, the highland and the
And do you still remember when

!

We heard the bright-eyed
Down by
1

thistle?

woodcock whistle

the rippling shrub-edged

;

1'en 1

see you turn a UBt'nlng ear

To hear

The quail upon the flower-pled heather
But, doggie, wait till uplands sere
And then the Autumn's waning weather
Will bring the sport we hold so daar.
Then we

\\ 111

hunt the loamy swale,

And
The

trail

snipe, vhetr

cunning wiles o'erconiing

And oft will flush the bevied quail,
And hear the partridge slowly drumming'

struggle, fell amid gathered rustics, drivers, hounds and
horses, and Melton had redeemed himself.
But poor old Bowman! Where was he? With one accord all bounded to his relief. And where was he, sure
enough ? Below the cliff, where he was hurled, grew a

of the others.

Day by day

for a week we repeated the work of this one
Nice strings were taken boxes of fish packed
were sent to father and grandfather at home.
not only had the pleasure that comes of innocent
amusement, recreation and sport we enjoyed to the full the

Dull echoes In the leaf-strewed dale.

When wooded hills

afternoon.

with crimson light

nut when the leaves

but as he peered through the vines at Kendall extricating
the fallen hero with his knife he greeted him with "Hello,
"Goodrooster, why don't you crow ? we've got the deer."
ness
Melton, there's no f un in this. I'm nearly split open.
Ail 1 want is to git outer here to shoot that cussed brute that
;"
and Bow. was extricated with only
Bended me over here
such injuries as skinned knees and shins, and a stiff spine
from the Budden jar.

fall,

lluve

And we

;

of Life's fair dell

fell,

And Death comes with the Autumn's even
And separates us, who can tell

!

I
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A WEEK OF FRAGRANT MEMORIES.
A

cheery sitting room they were confronted with a glowing
wood fire. "Pat," said Saurer, "brush up the hearth and
put a dozen good ripe apples before the fire to roast, and let's
give Kendall a farewell with an old-fashioned Virginia
toddy." "Enough said," chimed Pat; "maybe it wUlwarm
up my stove-tip back." "Melton," said Saurer, "have, you
any of that old peach brandy left?" "Yes, look in my
valise, in a morocco covered quart flask, and you will find it
full of brandy Bill Wallace made four years ago out of fine
peaches, from which he extracted the seed before stilling."
"Don't take the apples up yet, Pat; let them scorch a lit"Do you want anything else to make the
tle," said Saurer.
"Get me a
stuff wilh," said Pat; "any other llavorin'?"
tea-kettle full of clean water and heat it hot, and some loaf
sugar.
1 would like to know how you could improve the
" That's
?"
said Saurer.
flavor of the peach and apple mixed
a mess, hot water, apples, sugar and liquor all mixed," said
" YT ru old scrub, take this glass and take back what
Pat.
you said about it or I'll throttle you in a minute," said
Melton.
short interim passed and the moisture came on
llow.'s brow, and he said sprily, "Boys, it's better nor 1
tho't—let's have another," and he turned and tipped Kendall's
glass.
"Kindle," said he, "here's to all sich Yankees as
you here's to them wife and numerous children you talk of;
come to my house every year, it shan't cost you a red."
"Yes, may he live to tree, you agin next fall, old coon,"
said Melton.
"Yes, cuss you, you'd laugh if I broke my
neck next fall you've got no feelin' no how!" The cups

A

;

;

were drained.
" Pat, do you know I'm the man who

let you loose when
at Buchanan at the bridge burning you spoke of
golly, Kindle, I bethe other night?" said Kendall.
I thought
lieve it.
I believe you were born to save my life.
I'd seen you afore, and if you shot me that day and wus a
Y7 ankee, all right." "I was a soldier, Bow.; have found
men like you in the South do not harbor malice at us, and I
shall always remember you with kindness and return to see
you again." Pat mopped his brow, went weaving tothe door

wounded

"By

wilh "Goodnight, boys."
The whip cracked over our teams by daylight next mornThus did the hunters
ing, and we went sailing homeward.
of the Gray and Blue mix.
Texas, July 23.—I now have a
or two of them, and intend
spending more tune and money so that I can care for the
Caju? in

fine,

Texas.— Kosse,

never- failing carp pond,

fishes.
I have some beautiful carp, sent from the
government ponds year before last, measuring about eighteen
I am in hopes
inches, and weighing six or seven pounds.
that my pond is full of young carp, but so far have not been

young

able to catch any.

— S. B.

Fibiiuig.— Fishing at Lake Keukaisgood;
said that a Jake trout weighing 171bs. was caught one

Lake Tkotjt
it is

day

last

week,—J.

O. F,

was a quiet afternoon

just at the close of June.
In a
little lake in Pennsylvania (no matter where)
of middle age and two boys weie seated
say, rather,
three boys, for on such occasions the man becomes a boy
" It is only a difference
or, as one of the boys prettily said
in years
we have much the same kind of hearts in us after
all."
In that boat three hearts beat fast two with anticipation of the coming sport and one with anxiely that the Others
should not be disappointed in their expectations.
The boys were enthusiastic VValtonians, but hitherto their
efforts had been confined to the smaller sorts of fish, and they
were anxious to try their hands on black bass. The boys had
seen some fine specimens, they had heard and read much of
the gallant fight for life made by the fish, of the skill needed
to take them with light tackle, and with the ardent nature of
boys they were anxious to begin the sport. The trip had
been long planned; in tact it was arranged last summer, and

IT boat on a

a

man

;

;

:

;

—

when the warm weather and lengthening spring days came
and told of the approach of the fishing reason, Tackle shops
were visited, questions asked, purchases made, aud some
dreams dreamed iu which fish of unheard of size were taken
only after inconceivable effort. And now at length the last
recitations in school had been made, the examinations passed,
aud the boys were free.
Saturday night brought them to the place of rendezvous,
where they were to join their older companion. The hour at
which they rose on Monday morning no one knows. Certainly it was long before any one else in the family was astir.
An early breakfast over, our traps were placed in the carriage
which took us to the station, and never did a railway train
carry a happier party than did the train that day.
few
hours in the cars and one in a stage brought us to our destination.
hurried meal was taken, and a more hurried
tramp to the water.
boat was secured for the entire stay.
And now the three boys are in it, and off we go, one gallant
There is a thrill
little fellow managing the oars adruir ibly.
of pleasure as we push off, and the bright color mounts the
cheeks of all the party. The senior boy is lull of happiness
It is high pleasure tor him to seethe brightness and buoyancy
of hiB young companions.
1 had been at the lake before.
I knew the coy maimer and
Sometimes the wriggling
fastidious tastes of the bass there.
worm is greedily taken, sometimes the minnow is the food
they most want, while again grasshoppers arc a tempting
lure aud there are other times when they will none of these,
but greedily rush for black crickets; to the fly they never
rise.
Hence there must be some experimenting. Supplied
with worms and crickets (the two most easily procured bails)
we tried our luck, but crickets and worms alike proved
failures, and the result of the afternoon's fishing was disap-

A

A

A

:

;

pointing.

Next moruiug arrangements were made for a supply of
minnows, and till they could be procured we determined to
try grasshoppers and trolliug spoons. Again disappointment
attended our efforts. Some others, meetiug with a similar lack
of success, became discouraged and weie preparing to leave.

As we wound up
their

for dinner, 1

said,

;

came

we

" Boys, shall

" No,

example and go too?"

reply; " not a bit of it we
it up bo easily.
No, sir;

we

follow

came Ihe prompt
and we will not give

sir,"

to fish,

will stay."

And

then

beautiful country, wilh its high hills, its fields of ripening
grain and its grand old forests. The mountains in the blue
distance lent their charm.
Light and shade followed each
other over the lake and the peaceful fields as sunlighl and
cloud alternated in the sky. One night a grand thunder
storm awed and yet thrilled us with its terror aud magnificence.
used to take supper with us and eat itinthe boat in Ihe
quiet hush of the evening, amid the glories of the fading day
as the sun went down behind the surrounding hills
'What a
delight was that quiet hour, spent in the midst of the waning
splendors of the sinking sun.
But the end of that happy week came. Our lines were
Tceled up for the last time, our rods uujointed, traps packed
aud good-byes said to the kind people of the inn who had
done so much for our enjoyment.
could not but feel sad
that our pleasure there was at an end, but no were glad aud
thankful that we had been allowed to have so much of it.
turned our faces homeward; the boys to finish their vacation in a beautiful country town ; I to work.
But there is
in my life to-day a strain of music and a bit of brightness
that was made there by a week with two bright, kindly, pure,
affectionate boys. Dear young hearts, I wonder whether you
know what a place you have made for yourselves in the older
one. I wonder whether you know how much Ihis weckof free
intercourse and constant association has endeared you to your

We

within the realm or Ueaven,
both together there will dwell?

But. thai

We
H

;

in ice

Are bright,
We'll stroll where trees and vines are growing
And see birds warp their southern flight
At. sundown, when the Day-King's throwing
Sly kisses to the Queen or Night

heavy topped and bushy hornbeam, with its lithe branches,
entwined in which was ihe thick growth of wild grape vines.
Pat had fortunately struck this tree in his fall, and his legs
were thrust up to his crotch among the tops. Melton's eyes
were from some cause moist when he heard of his old friend's

week passed off with hunts more or less varied in their
results and excitement.
The evening before the day fixed
for our departure, Melton, Kendall and Saurer had spont in
bagging pheasants. The day closed with a sleety rain, chilling the bird hunters severely, and on their entering the

;

:

Within your eyes methlnks
A kind

Mi lton seemed no madder tlian his stormy black, whose
uostrils spread acid showed his heated blood.
Maltuey
dashed to Melton as if to banter, and then the reckless ride!
neck or deer
Dash over the rail fence, which flew right
and left spang into the broad field.
All took fire, for
Kendall was close along with Saurer's careful eye, as Pat
came thundering by on his now unmanageable horse. The
froth flies from the mouth of the screaming tan pup as he
heads out, stretching like a rubber string, fast on the heels of
the poor distracted deer.
One dash and Maltney's steed has
the better of him and passes the deer.
Poor Bowman's horse
Was now far off at a tangent, and witli crazy fury approaching a precipice, and as he reached its edge turned short and
over it hurled poor old Pat; and was out of sight!
"My
heavens!" cried Kendall, " poor Bowman's killed," and in a
flash he turned from the chase to his rescue.
With a vicious
sharp crack from Melton's trusty gun the deer, without a

—

and
The end

Our plighted friendship

'

'

shock hands, and I said something about " the right spirit."
Our minnows secured, we proceeded to try them. They
proved to be just the needed bait. It was not long before
I began a fight with a large baas.
The whole performance
was new to the boys, and their excitement can better be
imagined than described. They fairly yelled when the fish
gave his characteristic leap. At last he was secured in Ihe
landing net, and thence transferred to the boat.
He was
handled and admired, his size and weight speculated upon,
and th'm came most naturally from both boys, "I wish I
could take one just like him." They had not long lo wait
for the fulfillment of their wish.
Harry roon felt the pecuculiar tug at his line, and with a shout, "I've got him,"
stood up to begin the struggle. Breathless with excitement
as the fish leaped wildly from the water, he almost forgot his
part of the work
the line Was allowed to run loose
the top
of the rod was not kept well up
again, he grasped rod and
line with both hands, so that the line could not run out.
Do
you wonder, kind reader? Do you remember the work you
made with your first bass ? And you were a man, too. I
have seen men, more than once, break their rods with their
first heavy fish.
word or two from his senior recalled
Hairy to his work, and right well he did it. Five minutes of
battle and another fine fish lay in thejboat.
It would have
been difficult to say which showed most, signs of excitement,
the captor or the captive but I kuow certainly that 1 have
not often Been a happier or a prouder boy, and he had a right
to be
he acquitted himself most creditably.
There were
handshaking and congratulations.
And then came John's turn. John is usually a quiet boy,
but under the quiet outside is hidden away a deal of fore/.force that will tell when he reaches man's years and enters
his life work
But just then the quiet outside suddenly vanished and, with a shout like a war-whoop, John Bprang to
his feet
and then he grew pale as the contest waxed fiercer,
and he trembled as the fish sprang from the water trying to
shake the stinging hook from its mouth. But with some
directions and a little aid he landed his fish, and the third fine
bass graced our boat.
Then came reverses, for Harry lost
two—one just as it seemed ready for the lauding net— John
lost one and I lost two.
There were some long and not very
happy looking faces just then. But, we did not lose courage
we kept right on, and when night came it found us carrying
to our hotel a goodly string of fish. I do not think there were
three happier hearts anywhere than the three hearts that night
in the little country inn beside 8
lake; two because of
their first experience in bass fishing, and one in the enjoyment

Ot Me will nnd you leal, unweary
of tested bonds that naught can reud,

;

'

"SCOUT.''

H. Sei.den.

are a tried

-*-

—

'

SEl'TKK,

Uv Frank
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we

all

We

We

companion. May we live to have many such "good limes" toand when I shall have unjointed my rod for the last
time, may you, in the midst of your enjoyment, think of him
who gave you your first lessons, and say in the words of dear
old Walton, "May the blessing of St. Peter's Master rest upon
M.
mine."
gether

;
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THE MAGALLOWAY COUNTRY.
Magalloway Rivek,

Maine, July 26.

AS

I have been in different sections of the country for the
past eight years 1 think I can safely say I have discovered a gold mine this season in the way of hunting and fishing.
Large game is very plenty, embracing moose, caribou
and deer, and small game is abundant. With a good fly-rod
and iandmg-net you can have all the fun with the speckled
Our friend Eaton has just returned
beauties you desire.
from Sunday pondwith four fine trout, weighing respectively,
This little pond is iu full view of
2£, B^-, 3| and 4i pounds.
It has
our camp aud embraces about fifty or sixty acres.
neither inlet nor outlet, but is fed by springs and is kept
well stocked by our landlord for the exclusive use of his
patrons.
There are five or six ponds within a short distance, well
stocked with trout, and up the river four miles is the large
and beautiful sheet of water called Parmachenee Lake, to
which the readers of the Foeest and Stkbam need no introduction. Deer can be seen nearly every day at sunset on the
edge of the pond opposite our camp, and in June two moose
came regularly down to the water to drink, but as the season advanced, fearing the guns about the pond, they left for
some safer place in which to queuch their thirst. Last Tuesday our guide, Flint and myself went to Upper Metallic
Lake flyfishing and on returning saw before us a large moose
fly-rod
in the water. As I did not wish to try him with
we had the pleasure of paddling up within about three rods
of him before he knew of our presence, but when he saw us
he gave one mighty leap and away he went into the forest.
In this section, during the fall months one can have all the
If it were
sport he desires in the way of hunting or fishing.
in the season for still hunting I could give your readers some
of my experience in that line, but as it is out of season I will
forbear.
However, I can assure them if they will come to
Flint tamp they can have all the sport they wish for.
For the benefit of those, if any there be, who may wish to
come to thiB place, I will give full directions for getting here

my

from Boston.

Start

from the Boston and Lowell depot with

!

Atotot

we thought if an optical illusion, but we found it not to
be so.
At this point the decline of the bed of the river is very
great, and the water runs with exceeding swiftness, yet the surface is almost unbroken, and from the upper point you look
down the incline as you would if you were sliding down hill,

an excursion ticket, to Colebrook, N. H., unci return via Concord, Boston & Montreal R. R,; take the stage at Colebrook
through Dixville Notch to Errol Dam, Rragg's Hotel; thence
by steamer up the Vfag'illoway River to lirown's farm from
there by private conveyance to Fred Flint's camp at lie head
ofEsohos Falls. There yon will find guide F. L. Mason,
Who will take you by boat up the stream, twenty-five miles,

first

Landing
minutes' walk you

gash—on

;

l

the fool of the falls, and after thirty
will lie here where I now sit, and you will,
in season, find a good, hot supper of moose or deer steak
awaiting you, which 1 have no doubt you will eujoy.
8. H. B.
in Flint's

at

FROM M008EHEAD LAKE TO THE MAIN
IN '1HKEK

ON

CARTS-PART

ST.

JOHN.

111.

he morning of June 4th we bade adieu to our log
camp and hastened on our journey.
pull of thirteen
miles took us to
i

A

before described.

DEPOT FAlOf,,
Here we tarried for an hour with

a veri-

table Robinson Crusoe with his
little
dog, although he
answered to the name of John Harvey. He and his dog are
the sole occupants of tne forest hereabouts,
la a little log
hut he lives, and since last fall ho had seen no human face
we came, when a party of three came
till the day before
across from "Seven Islands" on the St. John, but no party
had been through over the route we came.
We regaled ourselves with fresh milk, learned from him that there was a log
camp some seventeen miles ahead, procured some corned
beef and some salt and eggs of him, and resumed our
A matter of twelve miles took us through another
journey.
section of the Allegash Hiver, into
SQUARE LAKE,

"and two
gash-

more trough

it,

into the third section of the Alle-

this quiet water is a peculiar but,
pleasant one. About half a mile below the junction of the Allethe St. John— is the worst pitch of water wT e encountered on the whole trip. It is some twenty rods long,
quite sharp and choked with rocks on every side so there is

and the sensation of running

hardly a channel anywhere.

The birches went ahead and chose the south shore, which
happened to be the proper channel, hard in shore.
Expecting to find the best water, we took the very middle.
We had just entered the seething curront when a native
shouted to us from the shore, " You can't act through there,
the channel is on this shore."
This was indeed pleasant to
contemplate, dashing as we were rapidlj' toward rocks
which threatened destruction. " What shall we do, John ? "
said Sam.
John paused for a second only, for time was indeed precious, when he replied, " I guess he's right I don't
see any way through here."
" Shove her across, then, with all your might, if you
get a chance, and try for the channel," shouted Sam.
And a moment after John headed her for the soul h shore, but,
" It's no use,"
alas
it was of no use, wc were hemmed in.
ejaculated John, "we must go through straight, somehow."
At the same moment, Thump!— and we brought up on top
of a rock; for an instant our staunch ba'eau shivered and
trembled, while the maddened waters piled up around us
but, thanks! they proved our salvation, for they finally got
under us and lifted us off the rock, and we took a new start
aud ran safely out of the vortex.
I learned that evening that a boatman was drowned on that
pitch last spring.
As an Irishman would remark, "The
next time I run that pitch I'll go around it"
A mile lower down and you reach
:

!

.tohn casey'b,

From

here (the foot of Squ ire Lake) it, is throe miles to
(As log eampu are very important to a
said log camp.
Sportsman in bis jounicyiugs I have been very particular to
locate all I am familiar with.)
It is a comfortable camp,
except the roof has been removed from one side to furnish
maierial to build an oat-hin hard by
the remaining roof,
however, is tight and in good condition. It is on the left
bank, about fifteen rods from the shore, at the foot, of the second
pitch of water after leaving Square Lake, opposite a big eddy,
and may be seen from the river if you look sharp. During
the night, while camping here, I was awakened by Newt. 's
melodious vo'ce, shouting, "Sam! Sam! Saml" each time
louder.
I thought at first he had the. night-horse.
Then I
heard Alf mutter, " Dod butler it." What ails him ? Sam,
.however, awoke finally (but I deelare 1 thought he, never
would), and grunted out, "What you want?" "What's

where sportsmen always tie up if they delay here, and where
we tied up for the night. His house is on the left bank.
They make no pretensions to accommodations, and we
found them poorly off in the way of provisions. Could givs
us pork and potatoes, but ham, eggs, bread no.
We ruight
borrow their stove, and they could furnish a little milk and
some butter. So Ned pulled off his coat, aud while talking
honey to a pretty French servant girl, h" got up a good sup-

gnawing?" answered Newt.
By this time we were all
and distinctly heard a loud gnawing outside the door.
"Something trying to get our stores," shouted Ned, as he
jgrabbed the rifle, and " Dod butter it" lighted a match.
As
•the match was struck a large rabbit skipped lively away,
but he was uot Hie disturber of our peace
ou'side was a big

poor ability can furnish.

;

that

;fo,wake,

;

hedgehog, trying to get at our salt but before Ned could
^et a bead on him he got
.ruing,' June 5, was lowery, with occasional
The next
light rain, which continued in light showers till the middle
T/f the afternoon.
We, however, broke camp at an early
hour.
About a mile and a half below, on the right bank,
;

m

we passed
which affords

fine

MUBQTJAOOOK STREAM,
trout fishing, and some three miles below

this is

FIVK FINGER BKOOK,
which empties in on the left. The latter stream I have never
seen on any published map.
It deserves attention as furnishing fine fishing ground in the summer and fall.
From
our

camp

about twelve miles to the border of
civilization, which announces itself by a little log hut on the
left bank, occupied by Joseph Gilbear.
We were advised
this is not the most promising spot to stop at, but
of lastnighi

it is

FINI.BY MO'LK-LLAN'S,
is somewhat larger and whose possessor is rich
which means uerefrmi two to three thousand dollars. McC's
js a Tew rods below on the same bank.
From this point to Allegash Falls it is about three miles,
imd if a lew scattered log houses along the bank of a river
constitute civilization, then indeed we are out of the wilderness, but I confess it hardly seems so to me.
Between hero
and the Falls are four log houses or huts, three on the left
"jPnd one on the right bank.
The water hereabouts is quiet,
occasionally quick water, but after leaving McClellan's
it is mostly quick till you reach Allegash Carry.
We tarried
at McU.'s for half au hour or so and chatted with the old
folks while we warmed our shins before a huge cookiug
stove, for it. was quite cold iu the humid atmosphere outside.
About noon we continued our journey, and made the run

•Whose house

!

pi

of three miles to

are decidedly picturesque and impressive.
The river narrows up at this point and discharges a large volume of water
through a very narrow gorge cut through a solid ledge. The
fall is directly precipitous only some thirty or forty feet, but
it has a final fall of some sevcuty feet, covering
a space of
some fifteen rods in its whole decline, reminding one stronoiv
of Trenton Falls.
Below the falls we again emharked. There are several
pitches of water between the fall and the St. John, but
none dangerous, only a little lively. There is much shoal
water also, and we scraped and bumped along at times, but
got over them without much trouble.
About 5 p. ir. we
made our junction with the
MAIN ST JOHN,
where the whole feature of the country changes, The banks
of the St. John from here down are mostly
cleared, and
from scattered huts you come to small settlements and
extensive farms, with fenced lots, growing crops and
waving
grain.

O

such biscuit as he made with milk.
" O, I'm what you call him, that rises on top the milk,"

per

;

but,

!

replied, when we praised those puffy biscuit.
But, patient reader, I will not tire your patience much
loDger I have been prolix, I know, but I have endeavored
to give An accurate history of this trip in detail, that you
might profit by it if you should ever desire to make it. The
distances and other statements of facts are as true as my

he

;

In a few words I will take you to the eud of our trip.
June 6 we resumed our journey down the St. John, reaching
ST.

viting surroundings and where formerly travelers were
heartily received and provided for, but Mr. Savage was away
and the lady of the house said they had not entertained of
late, as they had a large family of workmen to care for, so
we re-embarked and stopped off at
ROBERT OONNOli's,
three miles below, on the left bank. They did not keep public, house, but would get us a dinner; and
they did— a good

one— but would make no charge. We, however, remembered the servants.
Mr. Connor is quite well off and very hospitable, it is said,
but he was away on a " drive." He is building quite an elegant house here, for these parts, and may he live long to enjoy it.
Leaving Connor's, log-houses are more frequent and small
settlements appear.
Seven miles below a small red church
upon the left bank attracted our attention, so picturesque was
it, nestled among the rude habitations about, with green
fields setting it off to good advantage.
From Red Church to
PORT KKNT

We

miles and mostly quick, but good, water.
made
the distance in a little less that one hour.
Fort Kent is on
the right bank and consequently in Maine.
On the opposite
bank is Middle St. Francis, a Canadian settlement. We
stopped at Samuel Stevens' hotel in Fort Kent, a jolly place
to tie up to, with comfortable beds aud a good tahle.
Fort
Kent is very prettily situaied at the confluence of Fish River,
which makes in from the south, aud the St. John. It is quite
a thrifty little village, with a store, post-office and Catholic
church.
found the church open and entered. It was a

is five

We

somehow impressed me wonderfully. In
body of the church were rude wooden seats, without cushions, paint or ornament of any kind.
A rough stairway,
without railing, leads to the gallery, which we mounted, and
the

found there only a few coarse benches. A rope leading to a
primitive belfry hung idly by, bs if to tempt one to set the
tongue of the little bell a-wagging. but we profaned not the
solemn stillness that reigned within. Descending the stairs
we approached the altar, around which imitation wax candles stood ready for lighting.
Here and there hung cheap
prints of the Saviour nailed to the cross, Mary and the
saints.
With noiseless step we retreated from this hallowed
precinct, closing carefully the heavy door behind us, that

we

might, not disturb the holy silence that prevailed.
We
next visited the Block HouBe, hard by, which plays an important part in the history of Fort Kent. It was built some
forty years ago as a fort, in anticipation of a war with
Great Britain, over the boundary line between Maine aud
Canada, but the matter wr as finally settled by treaty in 1843
without bloodshed. It is built of heavy timber, with loopholes for rifle aud cannon, and is situated on an emineuce
overlooking the St. John and Fish rivers aud near their junction.
At 1 ort Kent we sold our bateau, agreeing to deliver
it at Edmundston.

At

next morning, June 7, we resumed our journey
reach Edmundston, the terminus of the New
in time for the train, which we were told
left at 10:30, as we were also advised it would require five
hours to reach there— twenty miles.
We, however, did
some good pulling, and reached there in three and one-half
five the

to

Brunswick R. R.,

hours— viz.,

27
interesting sections of the whole trip.
The wilderness haB
disappeared from the banks of the river, and log huts
to more modern structures, although many
rude affairs are still frequent. The soil along its borders,
however, is rich and fertile and picturesque in appearance,
and I was more than once reminded of the Rhine of Fatherland as I saw it ten years ago. Much of the way, on either
side, the land is level for a distance back from the borders of
the river, when it gradually slopes upward till it rises with a
graceful incline several hundred feet above the bed of the
river.
In many places along it is entirely cleared of wood
and subdued into tillage, pasture and mowing lands.
attention
The most charming scene which engaged
along this section wai at a point on the south bank of the
river called

now

have given place

my

PRENonviu.K,

where near the bank

is

a small

settlement,

a rustic village

with a neat little church and open spire. In the background
is a long, high range entirely subdued, and mostly devoted
to grass and grain, thus presenting different shades of green
From the summit of the range to the village,
to the eye.
long stretches of fences appear, running mostly one way
only—/, p.., from the top down, as is chiefly the case on the
Rhine.
solemn quiet prevailed as we passed this secluded spot,
giving the whole picture a dreamy aspect, which was at once
charming aud impressive. There are but few rapids between
Fori, Kent and Edmundston, and iu this respect the trip
grows less exciting aud more monotonous, although the
scenery all along is inviting to the lover of nature.
We encountered some logs en route, but got through with-

A

out difficulty.

BDMTTNDSTON,
Little Falls, or Madawaska, as you please, are one and the
same place, and is situated on the left bank of the St. John
and Tight bank of the Madawaska at the confluence of the

Madawaska River, which comes in from thenorlh, and the
St. John.
The railroad station is on the. same side of the
St. John, but the left bank of the Madawaska.
The village
small, with a hotel which is passable i. «., you had better
pass it. At Edmundston we bade good-bye to the river, delivered our bateau, got our canoes and luggage to the station,
and at 11:30 started for G-raud Falls, thirty-nine miles disThe road is a very rude affair, and slow time a necestant.
sity.
made the distance in three and one-half hours, or
about twelve miles an hour. At
CHANT) PALLS, N. B.,
are two hotels, the Grand Falls Hotel and the American.
stopped at the former, which is the better, and which
we found exceedingly good, considering their facilities.
Grand Falls is quite a romantic place, with a population of
some 800, on elevated ground overlooking the falls, which
are some seventy -five feet high and quite picturesque. Below
the falls is a suspension bridge for ordinary travel, from which
you get a fine view of the falls aud river below. Below the
falls is a deep chasm'with beetling cliffs on either side.
On
the we-t side is a rustic stairway leading to a small ledge
overlooking ihe river. In the summer season Grand Falls is
a favorite resort of summer boarders.
great drawback to
an American would be the want of facilities for reaching it,
for, while they have a railroad, they make short runs and
is

We

We

A

FRANOIH PLANTATION,

ten aud a half mileB from Carey's, in two and a half hours,
passing through two or three strong rapids, but plenty of
water, aud drew our boat ashore at Martin Savage's, nearly
opposite St. Francis River, where we hoped to get dinner.
It is a large farm, with a large and pretentious house and in-

in order

Before leaving the Allegash I must note two or three
scenes (],,,, i m pn» B8ec ua u]j strikingly, which was
the sudden
falling off of the river bed at times when
a long, straight
stretch of a quarter of a mile presented itself
before us.
Sometimes it would appear we were riding down a steep hill
on the ice, so apparently motionless was the current.
This
especially noticeable at the mouth of the Allegash.
At

WW

—

rustic affair, but

AI.T.EGASH CARRY
thirty-three minutes.
At the head of the carry we got up
a fine dinner of corned beef hash, and then dragged our bateau
over the carry (a fair road) sonic forty rods on a wooden
Bled or skid which is kept there for that purpose.
"1I1E FAT.T.S OP THE AXLECASn "
in

[

!
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at 8:30, and were there informed the train would
leave at 11:80, thus giving us three hours to spare. The ride
from Fort Kent to Edmundston comprises one of the most

stops.
From Edmundston they run to Aroostook,
twenty miles below here, fifty-nine miles in all. returning
Grand Falls the same day.
You reach Aroostook
over night.
at 4:20, and must remain here
At 9:30
next morning you leave Aroostook and reach Woodstock about 2 p. m., where you must remain until
the next morning, when you leave at
a. m., and thus
reach Bangor in time to take the evening train for Boston, hence three days from Grand Falls to Bangor, 252 miles
So tedious are they that even the Government sends its mails
by a one-horse wagon, which runs night and day, and thus
beats the railroad one day out of three

long

as far

1

we took a wagon at 6 a. m.,
Aroostook, eighteen miles for
$10, reaching there at 9 a. m. in time for the train, and arrived at Woodstock that night, stopping at the Gibson
House, which is the best in the place.
At 9 a. m., June 9, we left W., reaching McAdam Junction on the E. & N. A. R. R. at noon.
At the station we
got a miserable dinner. At 6:15 we reached Bangor and took
a coach to "Bangor House," where we got a first-rate supper.
At 7:45 we tookasleeper for Boston, arriving there at
6:30 the next morning.
In our haste to get along

June

S,

from Grand Falls

to

GENERAL REMARKS.
And now, patient reader, after the manner of a minister
toward the end of a long-winded sermon, I will draw, my
discourse to a close.
Regarding the beat time to make this trip
If the objective feature is hunting and fishing, decidedly September and
October are the better months, as there are few or no flics
fly-fishing is in its prime and both large and feathered game
is more readily found.
Partridges are very plentiful ai this
season.
Running the rivers is not as easy then as in the
spring, unless the fall rains have raised the streams
yet
there will be no great difficulty in that direction. As to the
place to rendezvous for the best hunting for large game,
Eagle, Churchill and Long Lakes stand pre-eminent, although there is not a mile of territory between Chamberlain
Lake and the mouth of the Allegash that does not abound in
large game. Deer, which a few years ago were almost extinct
in Maine, have latterly been increasing rapidly and now are
quite plenty.
Trout, it is hardly necessary to add, are abundant, at the mouths of nearly every stream that flows into
the main river, as also in the still waters about the falls and
:

;

;

rapids.
As to provisions it is better to take some kinds with you as
can get a better quality and variety at home than on the
lakes.
This we found notably so regardiug salt pork, au almost indispensable article in the woods.
There is p'enty
there, but not nearly so choice as we carried in.
The same
is true of meal, hardtack, coffee and tea.
Onions are sometimes difficult to get en route, and they play no mean part
at one's dinner ; in chowder they are a sine qua non, ; while
cut up in vinegar they are a great appetizer (although perhaps a superfluity in that respect).
Potatoes, good butter,
flour, sugar, etc., can be procured readily at Greenville, but
after leaving there they aro more uncertain
especially butter, make sure of that at Greenville.
Sugar should always
be taken in the lump, as it never wastes in this shape.
If
you wish lemons get them at Bangor, where you can also if

—

you wish get everything.
After leaving Greenville we got short of butter and were
placed on short rations with that, article for several dayB.
Potatoes, pork, etc., however, we found at 'Suncook and
Chamberlain farm. As to the quantity of provisions to take,
that is a conundrum, as appetiteB are so uncertain,. and while

r

i
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one party would punish "hot biscuit" severely, another
plight devote more attention to Indian meal cukes; again,
Wild game would reduce he consumption of flour and meal,
hence the estimates of different articles must be increased or
diminished in proportion as you double up on some one
favorite article, or add a new variety of food. The following
estimate, however, is believed 16 approach a fair allowance
corn meal, 4 r>z,; coffee, 1
per day per man: Pfour, 30z
l

;

potaox.; tea, A oz.; sugar, 3 oz.: pork, 2 oz.; butler, 2 oz
Dnipns, bam, dried beef,
toes, Hi oz. (CO U.S. per bush).
pepper, s ill
pickles, bakiig soda, vinegar, syiup, molasses
ami baking powder adlib. If lemons are talcen sugar should
Hosbe increased ; sardiucs for a hasty lunch arc desirable,

[August

The above expenses are based on experience, not surmise.
Our trip cost us just $187.51 each, m
as we made the trip,
We however made our trip more expensive by Inking a bateau, as wc bought and
a
loss; ihc above is based u. on a irip ?uade willi uihoea
Incidentals would bring the expenses np to shout fll50, wtfli
which the trip can be easily and satisfactorily accomplished.
Jfcridrn, Co/in.
la A. Fay.

LAKE POYGAN, WISCONSIN.

ton baked beans in cans were found one of the coal acceptable
If you prefer, you can take them raw
aticleson our list.
(if you have an iron put), parboil tbem awhile, then cover
tighfy bury tLe pot in the ground, and build a big tire over
in the morning you will lind a dish
it and leave over night
for sportsman, even. Add a piece of salt,
fit for a king, aye
pork before baking.
And now, most patient reader, having drifted with you in
st^ry, as wc did in fact, down the dancing waters of the
winding river and over the restless bosoms of the charming
lakes and at last moored our boats to the shore and returned
to lire sterner realities of life, it is necessary we should part.
Our trip. has been one Of adventure and exploration, rather
than of hunting and fishing, which was only Of secondary
have performed no remarkable Eeal
consideration.
;

:

!

We

complished no important results, conquered DO wonderful
tasks, hut we have thrown off the. yoke of labor for a lew
days of happy ease and idled away the passing hours in blissful sunshine, inhaling the sweet-scented breath of the forest,
reclining peacefully at night upon her bosom, with fragrant
boughs of balsam for our couch, to be lulled to peaceful sleep
by lhe gentle sighing of the pines and the hemlocks.
Should yon, kind reader, also make this journey in fact, I
trust you may find the subjoined tables of practical value on

happy day
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Forest

a suitable

I am not
I venture to contribute > little.
have spent a portion of seven seaalthough
ill
1 have been
the Adirondack* and in
sons camping out.
several other places, b it by far the best place I ever c tmi e
at was on the n rtlcvestcrly Shore Of Green Bono, which lies
partly in lhe town of Sherman, in Fairfield County, Conn.,
and partly in Litchfield County. It is a beautifu
It is
water about one mile in ngth by one-half in bread h.
situated nearly on the top of the range of Green Mountains,
but
has no distant outlook Inini the shores proper, because
on II sides mountains rise almost perpendicularly for a few
Inn dred feet.
I like it bee ime it. is only four and a half miles from the
village of New Milfonl, on the llousatonic road, and Is thus
bj
easy to get to. The best of it is there, is notauy huma
lalion in sight of its waters, nor is one disturbed by numerous callers while in camp. One objection to camping out
"friends" who are as
is to have too numerous calls from
"hungry as bears" and who never bringanything with hem.
Another reason is there is plenty of fish in this pond and not
a great many to catch them. There is also considerable, game
thereabouts,* although it is hardly safe to be found shooting
when the "law is on," as it is now and will be until Octo-
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that.
It is a question whether these climbing snakes should have
a price set Upon their heads. That they are extremely destructive to birds is certain, whereas they also destroy many
held mice and often vermin, and occasionally undoubtedly
they do desi roy venomous snakes, but hey do not, as some
They are extremely destructhink, make a business of that.
tive io young woodcocks, partridge and ruffed grouse which,
if anything would, ought to move the wrath of the sporting
I

fraterniiy.

A

few weeks ago a pair
Let me tell a story— a short one.
nuthatches established themselves near the door of my
brother's dwelling in a hole which had been dug out by woodpeckers in a huge, old locust tree, some thirty feet from the
of

In due time the young could be heard screeching
within, and the old birds were forever busy about the body of
the tree and in the grass below hunting up larva: apparently,
and, doubtless, greatly enjoying their wedded life and the
brother missed
nursing of their children. One morning
die cheery screech of his pets, and, casting his eye up to ihe
hole, there protruded from thence the head and some inches
of the body of aliuge black snake. Instantly appreciating the
situation, and constituting himself there and then avenger of
blood, m}' brother brought forth his shotgun.and shot the black
villain, who sprang forth from the hole, and fell writhing and
bloody to the ground. Post-mortem established the fact that
the murderous wretch, taking advantage of tire darkuess of
the night, had (moved, I suppose, by the instigations r.f the
devil le imbed up that tree, entered that hole and "put himIn view of this
self outside." of the whole nuthatph family.
horrible recital I venture to suggest that a price be set upon
the head of the black snake, so that "every man finding him
ground.

my

shall slay

M. G. E.

him."

Eld red,

Sullivan Co.,

New

York.

Editor Forest and Strmeim :

Canoe

place to

ho ok

WABltTNGTON, D. 0.
Editor Forest and Blream
I am surprised that any one should discuss the question
do sunkes climb trees? It ought to be well known that the
black snakes and the green snakes spend much of their time
fot'8.ging aloft among the birds' nest--, but the question U,
how do they climb? I am not wiser than Solomon. I do
n t understand "the way of a serpent upon a rock." that is to
say, I do not know how a snake climbs up the perpendicular
face of a wall or cliff, or up the side of a smooth-barked tree,
but that they can so climb 1 have had ocular evidence scores of
tunes.
I believe, however, that this faculty is strictly confined to our more veuomous sorts. I do not believe that a rattlesnake or copperhead can climb up a smooth-barked, perpendicuar tree. 1 know that a black or green snake can do
I once only knew a copperil quicker than a red squirrel.
head to go up some ten feet high on a bent, tree over a stream
and leap off into the water to swim across, but the angle the
tree made was such that there was nothing remarkable about

Badgrh.

Wis.
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Heart ot F.

Seller

(Aivihti/,
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Passitigtliro
Locfca io

Can 08
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A few prairie chickens
fi r sustenance when desirable.
and partridge may be picked up with the aid of a good dog,
and rabbits and squirrels are generally plenty. In the fall
ducks and sometimes geese come in to these lakes in eon,
siderable numl era
Either Berlin, on the Chieigo, Milwaukee and St. Paul, or Waupaca, on the Wisconsin Central
Bailroad, is a good po'nt from which to start. Driving from
Waupaca towatd Berlin one passes in the first ten miles
seven or eight little lakes within sight of the road. Above
Waupaca a few miles is the " Chain of Lakes," all connected, hut the summer resort fiend has invaded the'
rac]
and the crowd therein the season is too great for my taste.

£~

is
t'riouneook Lake J

P. s. F. to

i

supply

Steamer

«-

Moosehom

KallimilT to I'lues'm Fulls,

village of Tu«ten,

and saoulil certainly afford the auJlei' plenty of enjoyment.
Bass, pike, pickerel, perch and other fish "reside" in the
waters of the lake. The " lone fisherman " will perhaps at
thia Beason
Bad the Point too thickly settled by other
campers for his comfort. It is the onlv available Bpot for
south and west shore' for a long distance,
campil
except the camper is willing to pole Ills boat through from
twenty to one hundred rods of wild rice and weeds to reach
clear water.
Later in the season the summer campers have
gone, and the gunner finds himself in a section abounding
in ducks of all varieties known in the West.
1 have already
expatiated through your columns on the merits of this vicinity for duels shootinir.
Suffice to say there is in the fall
as fine sport along 'he shores of the lake and upon the several streams emptying into it as one need wish for.
If you pn fer to "camp out" in the town, a good country
hotel at Tusteu, about a mile from the point, affords accommofew
dations.
There is very little other game hereabouts.
partridges, and occasionally quad and snipe, are met with.
Squirrels and rabbits aie plenty in the timber and brush, and
To reach Tustcn take the
foxes are sometimes killed.
Steamer O. I!. Heed from Oshkosh— everybody knows how to
every day at 2
get to get to Oshkosh. Thi
p. m, and runs throu
ducking section for four
hours, r. aching TuSten about six o'clock.
Waushara and Waupaca counties contain many little lakes,
They arc mostly surin size from six to twenty acres.
mounted jiy high banks and timber, and fair fishing may be
found in any of them. The country being rutin r poor for
farming purposes is not very thickly settled, and the cam pican be practically " alone in the woods." while enjoying the
Vantage of the proximity of farmers' houses as a base of
li

Boston to Bangor

little

Waushara County, Wis., on Lake Poygau, is a delightcamping parlies during the hot summer mouths

ful place for
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"THE WAY OE A SERPENT UPON A ROCK."
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Id the last number of the Fokest ano Stream, " T. W."
gave an interesting account of a black snake, nearly live feet
The writer evidently considered
long, climbing a large tree.
tree. It
il an unusual occurrence for a black snake to climb a
may be so along the banks of the Potomac, but at Eldred,
Sullivan Co., N. Y., it is considered by no means a remarkable event.
A few days ago, several ladies, while going from the house
Isaac .M. Bradley to Big Pond, saw a black snake fully
climbing a tree, the trunk and limbs of which
They not only saw the
ire remarkably round and smooth.
and
tike mount the tree, but also watched him come down
descent, by the way, was far more interesting than his
.

;

i

?eut.

Several years ago blick snakes may have been only learn.„g to climb trees, but now the maj >rity of them have
thoroughly mastered the art of climbing, and many in the
M. P. R.
vicinity of Eldred are experts.

Sabws,

Miss.,

July

23, 1881.
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Falls, N. B., 261 miles.

EXPLANATIONS.

The

reader will note that I add steamer fares on Moosehead, while we went by sa 1 boat. The expense is about the
same either way. a Across N. W. Curry 1 say "team,"
while we d d it on foot, the team taking our traps across.
One can ride if he desires we preferred walking. // The
passengers walk, c Across Mud
boats pole up lhe stream
Pond is g'n en on foot, while later in the summer and fall
a leam will take your baggage across and yourself if you
wish it ; but walking is more desirable with rubber boots, d
The canoes " drop down," passengers must walk; walking
good, e Thirty minutes is given to make three-quarters of
"Dry Kic," usually at the mouth of Lhe stream,
a mile.
causes the delay. / In passing through the locks one-quarter
of a mi e, thirty minutes is necessary, as canoes must be carried a short distance,
g Boais "drop down," passengers
walk. It will be noted that in early pari of trip about four
miles to the hour is given, and afterward live to six miles
an h* ur. In "dead water" four miles an hour is good ; in
;

;

quick, six

may he made.

of time, and arpensen of trip from Boston find return
Bvtton.— Lett Boston May 22, night, and returned to
Boston, June 10, morning— 18 days.
'J'Ual

to

EXPENSES.
Guide, 18 days, at $3 per flay

Share of provisions per man
Hotels, self and guide, en route
Guides, fare home (i er man) from Edmunston
Freight on canoe from Edmunstoii
R. It. fares, steamers and carries
Sleeper, two nights
Total..

$H

00
DO
00
00
00
25 35
4 00

12
16
13
G

,.$130 on

1.

To reach this place one should go to New Milford and
thence by team. The road there is exceedingly rough and
you may be beset with many dangers, but an unfaltering
trust will bring you out all right.
Our party camped on lhe northwesterly shore from choice,
because we could go down the mountain about half 8, mile and
get milk, but the water is scarce in that vicinity for drinkThere is a spring of rock cold water at the extreme
ing.
With a
southeasterly corner, and there we obtained ours.
boat (which you would have to rmt in New Milford and
There have I passed many,
transport) the trip is not long.
many happy

The seenon

hours.

is

certainly as

handsome as

can le found in the Northern wilderness or the Yosemite
Valley. If any of our trienflf feel dispi sed t-ory it we trust
Lowei: Bonk.
they will not be disappointed in doing so.

THANKS FOR THE 'POSSUM.
CS0N, Arizona, July 2S
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your kindmss in taking up the 'possum question will endear your paper to ninny' old Aii/.oiiians who are far away
from lie land of the 'possum and the 'coon.
General E. W. Bice, formerly of Iowa, now rusticating in
imp, writes to me that the discussion "will bring
our moo
pleasant
latiOES between the. North and the South and restore peace and happir.oss.io n distracted country. Statesmen
and contrabands have met on a common level, ami have
shaken hands over Ihc hot and cold 'possum— h •( and C Id
Seems to be the verdict." With many thanks, believe me,
Chablbs t>- BOSTON.
sincerely your friend,

—

As QtD Eip.m. A Miehieau correspondent says: "lam
Podgefs' again; but am sorry that he
from
has found Gouge & Swindle. 1 have seen them myself beglad to hear
fore

now."

'

Editor Forest and Stream:
Several years ago (I think it was in- 1808 or '09) I had
three large snakes confined in a box with a glass top
cotlon-mmith, chicken snake and a black snake— each
I kept them about two months,
separated by a partition.
ami during the time I fed them on almost anything, such as
The ehickeutoads, mice, grasshoppers, crawfish and fish.
reedily of all but the craw-fish; the blacksnake
gulped down anything I gave it, bat the cotton-mouth (he
was mven and one-half inches in circumference) refused the
mice and grasshoppers. They all seemed to have a special
fondness for small perch, eating them alive. So much for
snakes eating fish.
1 once watched an adder climb out of an old ice-house, the
walls of which were perpendicular for ten or twelve feel.
The snake did not come straight up the wall but started at
one coiner and landed at the top near the center. At another
lime, while IBhing, I saw a chicken snake climb a beech tree
about fill ecu feet "to ihe limbs. The tree was at least three
feet in diameter, and by the time the snake had reached the
first limb it had made a complete circuit of the. tree's trunk,
ingest sight I think I ever witnessed was one snake
One day while sitting on a large log fishing,
ither.
all at once I noticed quite a disturbance among the drift of
trash which had formed above Hie log on which I sar, when
soon out came a very large moccasin and crawled up on the
I
log, having in its mouth another smaller moccasin.
Watched the larse one to see what such con luct toward " one
After the larger had killed the smaller
of its kind" meant.
one by crushing, he began by taking it about the center, and
After the operation was over, I
swallowing it double.
killed the old glutton and found in him two toads and a cattish aii ait, eight inches long, besides the snake just ealeD,
0.
which was at least eighteen inches in length.

—

i

.

BmixiEPOtn', Cenn.
I mean
I have a hat which the man in Georgia can have
the man who made that rabbit pull the suake out of a tree by
It wouid have saved the poor, miserable human
lhe tail
race tuauv generations of trouble if that breed of rabbits had
been in Eden when that rascally snake climbed up and stole
Didtmus.
the apple for Eve!
!

Do Ga-Ptkp. Snakus Eat Fish ?— In regard to garter snakes
eating fish 1 would say About June 10 I killed one near one
I made him disof my ponds that looked rather portly.
:

'.'

I
i?orge a trout seven inches long.
dead when he look him, as I saw

am quite sure

I

..

.

.

.;

.

29
Don't let anything be said or done
for their services.
that will lead their customers to look upon them with disJames.
trust or suspicion.

FOREST AND STREAM GAME TABLE.
OPE\ SEASONS.

the fish-was

two dead oues that mornone when 1 went with net tO ttike them
Two
tbiuk they rarely have trout on bill of fare.
pur,
All was quiel.
yean ago L parcel by one of my pom's
later 1 cape back and saw- about one hunfifteen minuti
I took a rake and lifted
dred irOot atiacking a garter snake.
him out of lie wiiut." His "goose was cooked." I saw a
bide.—A. F. Y.
jng and

:

..

FOREST AND STREAM.

JLooust 11, 1881.

fiJUUd but

pav

W'oalcofk

Beer,

Chirken).

DID THE FISH GET THERE?

Cnooincrr, Texas, Aug. 1.
or five months been making a carp
pond by digging nut a piece of ground below two small
springs and imuiadl&tely between the springs and a running
branch. About two months ago I quit work on my pond
and lei the water accumulate in it until two week* ago, when
I (h/ailied off the water, ami to my surprise found a lot of
lish, a dozen or more, some as long as seven or seven and
They consisted of cat and ptrch, such as
one-half inches.
Some of those that 1 caught wire
inhabit but creeks here.
not more than one or one and one-half inches long. Now,
here was not, a bucket of water in all when I quit work in
he pond, aud there has been no possible chance for any
water from any other source than the spring to get in it,
with "lie, exception. At, one time, when it rained, I made a
trough, and from a hillside where there whs a small gully
running near the pond I turned it through the trough and
alowed he rain water to pass into the pond. Now, the gully
I speak of is only one of those that, conduct off ths rain
water and was dry a? soon as it was done raining, and I
know there was not a fish put in the pond, for 1 had a picket
fence ieu feet high around.it. Now, can you tell me where
the fish came from ?
The springs run some fifteen fet t before they get to the
pond, and do not run a stream large enough for a minnow to
go in; besides, both springs have barrels in them, and I have
never seen any sign of fish in the springs.
R. 0. S.
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At.iuno Swallow Sisolalrvillb, N. Y., Aug. 5. Seeing
mention of an albino swallow at .Newport, in a recent
issue of Fokhst and Stream, induces me to report a similar
1 observed one at Dunkirk, N. Y., on the 20th
occurrence.,
ult.
It was with many others of its species flying about the
pure white all over exeept on
It
docks and elevalo

rj.Cd
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SHOOTING AT PORT JEFFERSON.

15.

N.
ilaoxe.— Me., Oct. 1
ilounlain ,s/.i:»-j>.-C0l.,
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c; (ire., July I.
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Mn., Aug.
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X. Mex.,

Nov., Sept. 1
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fectly bl itik, full-grown woodchuclc was killed here last
also a woodchueK that weighed over 18 lbs.
Do you
not call this a large one? I never weighed one before, and
only weighed this one as it was such a large one. J. Otis

week

;

—

Fellows.
llelnl

ft

Suits.

S<-pt.Ti'a., Sepl. 1.
N. J., Allg. 25; Pa., Sept. 1.
/imtbiY,/.- Pel., Kept. S; I). C, Sept..
Snipe.— Dakota, Aug. 15 13. C, Sept. 1 Nev., Sept, 1 N. ft, Oct. 15.
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Upthegrove & itelellan, Valparaiso, Hid.

.iirbed Sleep, Indigestion,

Stomaeli Gas,

ail

HEBRASKA GAME GROUNDS.

vanishes

North Platte,

Neb., 1881.

the Birch-wood Creek country, twenty-three miles from
IN here,
reached by wagon or horseback
sportsmen
lide,

THE

ILLINOIS SPORTSMEN.

annual convention of Hie
State Sportsmen's
THE
Association was held
the Palmer House, Chicago,
Illinois

at

can find deer, elks, and an abundance of ducks and grouse.
Good accommodations can be had at Brott's ranch.
After staying here a few clays the hunters can puH up and
go to Cody's ranch, and to North's ranch on the Dismal
River, sixty miles from North Platte. They wilt find an

abuudance and variety of gane there, aud a most cordial
by Major North and W. F. Cody or, as he is better
There are some buffalo in that,
known, ''Buffalo Bill."
country now. Then they can go to Smith's and D. \V.
Baker's ranch, on the Loup River, where they will find all

week, delegates being present from the following clubs
Fi. Oniric of Peoiia, Canton, Geiieaeo, Maple City of Geneseo, Macomb, Peoria, Quincy, First Lee of Franklin, Gleneoe, Gem of Quincy, Galesburg, Audubon, Austin, Chicago,
Delaware, Egyptian of Cairo, Forester of Chicago, Cumberland of Chicago, Lake George-, Staunton, Ridgland, Blue
Island, VViiniLiah, Mak-saw-ba, Alton, Milwaukee, South
End, Evanst m, Meic rof Rio, aud Wyoming.
Mr. Abuer Pries, the Secretary, pr< senterl to the Convention a report of the Magner case, and asked that a voluntary
subscription be made to reimburse the firm of Chicago law.
yers, Mess's. Palmer & Durkee, who had at their own expense, carried the case of the club through the cou-ts and se-

greeting

emed

Editor Forest and Stream
I have lately seen paragraphs In the daily papers which
speak harshly in a general way of the Adirondack guides.
Ihe Evening Mail said
"Adirondack guides would seem to
be a class of men to be let severely alone. Recent events
will discourage tourists from availing themselves of theirservices and future evints willsee some'of them in Slate Prison."
Now, from all thai 1 have been able to learn, the only act
that has been commi led by a guide lhat would give any,
cause for this paragraph was the atrocious assault by a guile
named Parker upon a lady he was guiding from Forked Lake
o Long Lake. That was bad enough a man who could forget his honor and the h nor of his craft so far as to allow
himself to perpetrate such a crime well deserves Slate Prison
or something quicker and more relentless in its punishment
—a running noose oyer the limb of a tree.
But because one man has sinned, are they all to be put under the bau?
In my wunde-ings through the Adirondacks. which have
extended through a good many years, I have met and become
intimate wilh many of ihese* guides and, while there are
great d ffereuces between them as lo talents and ability, I do
not know of one in all my circleof accniaintance thai [would
hesitate to tramp the woods or paddle upon the lakes with ai
any lime or under any circumstance?. I have always found
them honorable, upright, sterling men faithful in Ihe
discharge of their duties, honest in their dealings, cool and
collect! il m times of danger, pleasant companions and faith-

hist

:

tne conviction of Magner.
To this Hon. J. L. Pratt,
of Syracuse, objected, on the ground that the prosecution of
Magner had been the work of the local clubs, and it was not
the duty of the State Association to help to pay for it. Senator VV. T. Thompson, on the other baud, thought that it
was the business of the Association to be somethiug more
than a pigeon shooting society, and it ought to do something
practical in the way Of game- prelect ion.
He urged that the
money be paid. The subscription was taken up and the
good name of ihe Association gained thereby. In fact, the
good work has g<me
it'll
now the Chicago sportsmen
Have n fund of f^OOu"
r ihe purpose of enforcing the game
Ill's, IJie men most no
i in this
effort being Messrs. N. B.
fairbank, L, '/.. Le Lei
d Geo. L. Dunlap.
The following moti
iras introduced by Mr. Felton and
adopted l»y the oq
" Resolved, That It is the sense of this association that
trap-shooting is but an incident connected with our annual
convention and not the primary purpose, for which it is convened that, the p
if managers of tournaments
in advertising iu our annual an nouiiccineuts their programmes of
contests at trap-shooting s out of taste and injurious to our
w-'i-k and si ould not be permitted; that the only^ contests
which should be adveriis( d as a part of our convention work
are those which are authi rized by our convention and by the
e ..inns of our annual conventions, and
tint the Board
of Uireel.ns lie le-piested to separate altogether its annual
ftrmouncfcnrenls-o£ programmes of tournaments, which usually follow our convention contests."
Tbe next convention, in 1883, will beheld at Chicago.
The folio wins- are the new ofBcera for ihe ensuing year:
President, Dr. K. B. Korcom, South End Gun Club, Chicago; First Vice-President, Chas. E. Wihard, of Chicago:
r-eennd Vice-President. Geo. S. Wells, Geneseo
Secretary,
.bihii Li. Wiggins, Chicago; Treasurer, Aimer Price, Chii

;

;

Poet Jefreuson.

roamirg around
WHILE
woods surrounding

the hunting they want.
They may think the boys
It costs little to hunt out here.
a little rough but we are big-hearted and always do all in
our power to make our friends enjoy their stay.
good
rifle should be provided for the game.
P. H. i\l.
;

A

A GOOD WORD FOR ADIRONDACK

GUIDES.

came

to this conclusion:

grand

;

—

ful friends.

It grieves me to see this whole class insulted aud maligned
solely fo> the wickedness of one of their number.
"When

Adam

fell

he was the representative of the whole

and the curse of his sin clings

human

Adam

to every son of
to the las' man
but in this case Parker, and he alone,
is entitled to all the odium of his wickedness.

race,

down

;

These noble fellows have hard work and none too much

growing country

On

this fall.

that quail

every

side,

over hill

I.

Ihe

resort I

going to be
and valley, the. merThere arc thousands

shooting

is

ry notes of Rob White can be heard.
of fields of wheat and buckwheat stubble which make excellent feeding ground for quail and wild pigeon, within a radiWoodcock shooting is very
us of ten miles of this place.
good now, and a large number of birds have been killed since

August.

1.

Mr. W. H. Raynor, of the firm of
W. H. Raynor, proprietors of ihe Port Jefferson
Hotel, or,in other words, the Sportsman's Retreat, he informed
me that they have spared no pains to have everything first
He being a
class for the accommodation of city sportsmen.
good-natured, whole-souled sportsman hinise f, knows how
to make everything comfortable for those around them. They
have everything requisite for a good day's sport. First class
dogs well-broken on game, guns, fishing tackle, live decoy
thicks, sail and row beats and bathing houses, are all provided for ihe pleasure of the guests of the hotel.
Adjoining the hotel is a shady lawn lor playing croquet and
lawn tennis, and their terms are Viry reasonable— only $7 to
$12 per week. Mr. W. H. Raynor will go out hunting or
lishing with any guest who may favor them with a call,
whether it. be of long or short duration, and there are no mosquitoes to trouble you, and the evenings are delightfully cool.
He has secured the privilege of hunting over a great many
farms, where there are signs up that no trespassing is allowed, aud can take sportsmen over new ground every day as
long as shooting la=ts.
Wild ducks ate iu abundance, and no one need go two or
It is an
three hundred miles to find good duck shooting.
cvery-day occurrence to see gunners come up the bay with
thirty or forty ducks in a morning's shoot during ihe fall of
ihe year. This was such a generous otter tbat I desire every
reader of the Fokkst and Stkeam to know of it and give
him a trial, as the "proof of the pudding is in the eating of
F. Jl. S.
it."
\vhi!e convers'ng with

&

B. R.

A BRACE OF WOODCOCK,

-

:

l

Suffolk Co., L.
the fields aud through

tbis

;

In these states there are special county laws, a The deer law apinp-^esr-inn.
uiluiowl net proleererl mi the rna.-.t,
eain'omia ,m iil
Upper Peninsula deer sea-en o|«-i.,An-:. ::..
In Coos t oinn.y n, . m-m ..,,-ai opens Am-. I; moose
protected to 1883.
and Cariboo, Sept. 1. / First open woodcock season began July l;
will close Aug. l. g Quail shooting prohibited tc Nov. I, 1852, en ooud
ties nf Monigoiuerj, Selieneeind.v, Sarniog-a and Albany.
Wildfowl
season in Long island waters npens (let. l. Wondeock shooting in
Dutchess County prohibited during August, h IX er law relates to
female deer only.
plies to sale

,.

All the
arc haviug a long spell of dry weather here.
small streams are du'eri up, and the -woodcock, in order to
exist, has taken up his quarters in the river bank cripples,
where the ground is kept moist and iu boring condition hy
Ihe rise and fall of the lide. These cripples and thickets
are being indusiriously worked out by market shooters with
their spaniels, the gunner keeping on the outside while the
spaniel drives out the birds into Ihe open where they present an easy shot to even a bungler, and are killed before
they fly into the thickets again.
Grass plover have appeared in the fields around Philadelphia, and iheir note is heard every evening as they wing
Homo.
their way over our city.

Sepl. 1: Jilalu
N. Mex., Sepl

i

Wktght of Wooncm-ciw.

better price.

We

i,

turmpp. — i,ul,
Antelope.—
Col., sept

cm

As they return in
are scattered over their feeding ground.
Ihe evening the slaughter begins again and lasts until sundown. Blackbirds now are young and tender, and are easilysold to restaurants in Phil idelphia, and these men make good
wages in ihe seas ai, which lasts until reed birds are perBy that time the blackbirds are covered
mitted to be killed.
with pin-feathers and are very difficult, to pick, but still frequent the reed marshes in millions. Their condition— for
they do not seem to fatten on the seed of the, reed as the rail
and reed birds do and their being in the moult causes ihem
to he unmolested in a great measure, ihe market shooters
pa\ing ail attention to the latter named, as they bring a

much

;
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Klk— Colo.,

nrity of its associates were barn swalwell as thai the
mgs to that species. Last summer two
lows, no doubt it t
ported as nesting near here, and this
white birds were
season I hear of hem again. I consider the reports reliable,
and from the (Jeacripllions given, suspect them to be wood
i.)
I regret that I have been unable
pewees {(Juntupus r.ir
to get a look at them.
J. M. E.

Aug.
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l

Bent

Nev., Aug.
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XI-

KUlic".

the usual pale chestnut of the

it

<

111.

'

the breast,

barn swallow (IRrundo horreurum).

.

15..

OOt

A

Oet. 1
Sept. 15
.

LOXG

ihe Delaware River below Chester the market
shooters are killing blackbirds by the hundreds, havdcing adopted a new and most deceptive method foi
tit: ind
strtieiion.
blind Is built in the course of ihe
tits
evoniny Mights of ihe bird, and the gunner pa
the
ii ti
Three or four poles are diiv
its appearance,
that
iiiMis.ii, and
on Ihese poles branches are fasl.t
8 gun.
every Wig
be swept by the shot from a lar
oys.
As
On a pole at one side dead birds are placed at
ner has
Hie birds begin to fly shortly before sunrise the w
The iirst,
all his preparations completed soon after daylight.
(lock decoy best ; the poles arc soon black wilh the chattering crowd. Three or four dozen are often killed at a, shot,
and from fifteen to twenty dozen is an average morning's
work.
After eight o'clock the shooting is over, as the birds

A

,;/y„,-,,-

E>:amn/)il, Mick., An;/. 1.

HAVE

Villi.

POT-U UNTLSG RL.VCMUIRDS.

I

HOW

jYcw York

The seasons, In which, it is lawful to shoot game in the several
States and Territories, open as designated in the folio., in- lain,..

1

iVIo-t -i

VIU.B, N. T., Aug. 8, 1881.

of us had been scouting in the
July,
FOURhad
found some "patches" which promised excellent
latter part, of

urn

i

in one pa'ch the
dogs would put them Up on every side. So hree of us arose
at. three
o'clock August 1, hitched lip, and started for that
patch of about ten acres of small cedars. Our only anxietv,
hat. some of those "City" hunt' rs, who had came up Sun-

shooting.

In

as

fact,

late

as July 25

i

day would be
aud l'o
live minutes, 1
other side bai g
was saved. Si

for thetr lively
Five, ten, fiflee
rate the dogs Eo
refuse!
come out lookit

same be

A counsel

of

We

arrived about sunrise,
sent in the dogs, after posting
Dogs sent ore out in about
g! bang! and mark to Ihe man On Ihe
" Send us another.'' (old that Ibis one
nrl
rig better positions and scolding ihe dogs
>rk, we squared ourselves for the next. one.
twenty minifies aud he didn't cane. Now
slowness, carelessness, etc., etc., but all ihe
An hour passed on,j the dogs
to come out.
disheartened and well warmed.
var is held, an(| we determine to try another

in

before us.

list clear,

he

ourselv:

oulsiric.

,

By chflnQe I
1
eii hopes are " petering out,"
.
log a few rods away in the
eve on the
1 step lhat way and
ive
grass
In
stiff
have two. It is now six BxfLock, and
id
him the
wc try another patch and start one but lose him, Then we
get
ur horse and drive five miles and try again; couldn't
raise a feather; go on three miles where we always mid them
(in July, not a ho die. Well, we will go down to the spring
and btook two miles further.
Yes, we got one there,
making us one apiece; started for home about 4 P. m., and
were overtaken nnd nearly overwhelmed by u thunder
pateti,

but our

happen

t,

il

:

;

i,

i

—

:

but we had the birds— who cares for weather ?
Crossing the N. Y. C. R. R., we discovered a hunter,
from Syracuse, worn and weary, and with empty bag. His
forlorn condition aroused our sympathies, and we handed
him a brace to keep him from suiciding.
This letter may be lacking in quantity of game when compared wilh those which appear in jour' columns from week
to week, nevertheless f believe it excels them in truth, and

slower

that

is

;

desirable.

man who approves of August 1 as open season
is just a month too late for this section of the
country.
1 hear of many woodcock being shot the last week iu
July, and kept on ice for Monday^ the 1st of August, but
don't knew of an3 r
I believe the law is very generally respected.
Yours for earlier season,
Novioe.
I believe the

for

woodcock

.

'

WILD CELERY.
the Fobest and Stream of July
1881, inquiry was
IN made
concerning the cultivation, sowing or transplant7,

ing of wild celery (1 'nlimeria spiralis) in waters to serve as
food for wild fowl.
Although I am not prepared now (others may be) to give
a'l the information solicited, yet in a cause of so much interest to sportsmen in the food attractions of wild fowls to any
given locality, I should be glad to see the experiment of
transplanting tried and will cheerfully give all the information and aid 1 can.
It grows in enormous quantities on the grounds of the Winous Point Shooting Club, in Sandusky Bay, where the canvas-back, red-head, widgeon and other water fowls resort in
great numbers to live and fatten on its tmtrilious roots. The
seed blossom is produced upon a small spiral stem and floats
upon the surface of the water but I thank seeds could not
be gathered in condition or quantity for sowing. But as it
grows annually from its roots these can be gathered in any
quantity desired, and no doubt would readily grow and
spread if transplanted in suitable grounds. The water may
be from six inches to six feet deep over a mud deposit of at
least two inches deep above the clay or hard bottom where
the plant is made.
I Uiink It should he planted in the fall, afler the bulbs are
matured and before ice is formed somewhere between Oct.
15 and Nov. 15 and if any one desirous of trying the experiment will address a letter on the subject before ihe 15th of
November I will endeavor to have the roots gathered, packed
in mi >ss and forwarded.
There will be no expense outside
of boxing and transportation.
D. W. CkOSS.
488 KwUii (irc-vne, Gleeeland, 0.
;

—

;

PRAIRIE CHICKEN SHOOTING.
Anoka, Minn. August
,

tidiu>r Forest

2.

and Stream

think the law prohibiting the killing of prairie chickens
before Sept. 1 is a good one, although many object to it.
Prom my observation (and I have shot in this State several
seasons) I have found many coveys not full grown on Sept.
1, especially when their nests had been destroyed by burning
prairies, or other causes.
But in many sections of the State,
lam sorry to say, the law is a "dead letter," and many
chickens are killed in the early part of August. Indeed, some
have been killed in this section already. And what is one,
who is here seeking his health, an ardent sportsman, desirous
of get ling all the exercise and pure a r possible, to do under
the circumstances? Would you advise him to passively
abide his time till Sept. 1 and then go out to find no chickens, or to endeavor to enforce the law and get kicked out of
I

;

town ?
But enough

of this.
I did not expect you to answer these
questions, but is 1 had frequently thought over my position
here and what 1 should do, the same thoughts come into my
mind now. The prospect for chickens is good throughout
the State and some are two-thirds grown already. The writer
is from St. Louis, seeking health, and will be in the State
till about Nov. 1.
About Sept. 1 he will probably go to
Kandigohi, in the county bearing that name, where there is
said to be an abundance of game and few hunters.
In fact,
one can find game plentiful away from any of the larger

Geo. G. Cole.

towns,

THE

fall season of the Gerniantown Hare and Hounds
Club will open in September with a drag bunt. Mr.
Wain's packs of imported English fox-hounds will make
Much is
their first American appearance on this occasion.
expected from these dogs, a? they came from some of the
better tf st than a drag hunt would
finest kennels abroad.
be the participation of Reynard himself, but it is not always
a live fox can be had so near Philadelphia.

A

Pbiladelphians at Atlantic City say the fishing there has
never been better for many years. This is the effect of the
-It is

likewise felt

and Little Egg Harbors and at Bamegat, N. J. Our
friend Kinzey labored arduously for the passage of this law,
and deserves the thanks of all lovers of " the gentle art " of

at Great

angling.

The Philadelphia
Gulf of

St.

;

OSAKIS, MINN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In answer to your inquiry as to a good point to camp, etc.,
I would recommend Osakis, Minn. It is a town of about
300 inhabitants, on the St. P.
& M. R. R., 130 miles from
St. Paul.
It, is situated on
the sonth end of a lake fourteen
miles long, abounding in fish.
On the south is a boundless
prairie and on the north heavy timber. The prairie furnishes
chicken and duck shooting and the timber deer and ruffed
grouse.
There were 2,000 deer killed within fifteen miles of
this place last fall, with an occasional bear.
The prospect
this fall is just as good.
The duel; and chicken shooting
never looked more favorable than for this season.
I have spent fourteen years in Minnesota in different locations, and, taking all things together, I like this point the
best.
Should any of the readers of Forbbt and Stream
want to visit Minnesota this fall, I can recommend il for
good fishing, shooting and a good hotel. Any letter of inquiry directed to me will be cheerfully answered.
S. W. Soott, Osakis, Minn.

M

schooner-rigged yacht Yega is in the
of Philadelphiuns on

Lawrence with a parly

board.

The extreme dry weather for twenty miles around Philadelphia during the two past weeks has driven the woodcock
to the river cripples and drifts, and quite a number have been
As all the wet feedkilled along shore by market shooters.
ing places inland have become parched and dry the birds
are obliged to seek the thickets bordering tide-water streams,
as the only ones remaining where food can be had. By-thebye. speaking of woodcock, we noticed in last week's Forest
and Stream a letter from a correspondent, in which it was
stated that one of these birds was seen in company with
some sparrows in your Reservoir Park "pecking about."
Can it be that a woodcock was seen pecking as sparrows do ?
Surely your correspondent, if he was acquainted with the
woodcock at all, must have known that their bill can only be
Perhaps the
vised for boring, and then only in soft ground.
bird he saw was woodpecker.
At the Zoo last week a eon of Mr. John L. Bullock, of
our city, while endeavoring to throw a ground nut into the
monkey cage, was caught by the finger by one of the monThere should be
keys and the first joint bitten entirely off.
a close wire screen at the bottom of the cage to protect, children from just such accidents as this, or the monkeys should
not be allowed te be fed by visitors at all, and the peanut

have seen more than a year of camp life altogether. In 1873
they were, by a railway accident, submerged In a trunk in
the Welland Canal, lying in the water twelve hours.
They
were then taken on to New York Stale, and with the other
contents of the trunk unpacked and dried. The caps were
completely melted, the box not being waterproof. Now
please examine these caps, which have been exposed in long
campingout trips besides the submerging they got in the
canal, and are at least a quarter of a century old, and see if
they are good. We find here that every one goes.— G. F,

Wilcox.
We have

Long Island Railroad, and, after a three hours' ride, arrived
at Good Ground, where I was met by Mr. Lane's son John,
tnc to that haven for sportsmen, William N.

Bill was as jolly as ever, and informed me that the
Lane's.
prospects for shooting were good. Although there were several foggy days during the week, the average bag was about
twenty-five birds, and if the weather had been favorable I
would have done much better. I had for a guide Si Foster,
better known as the "Baby." He weighs about two hundred and fifty pounds and is one of the oldest and best
guides on the bay. The flight of willet are expected every
day, and when they come you will hear of some big bags.
The prospect for ducks and quail were never better, and
good shooting may be expected Ihi s fall. Any sportsman
who wants good shooting within a hundred miles of New
York cannot do better than to go to Lane's. That Office

Boy.

Worcester Sportsmen have always had a good name, not
only in Massachusetts but through all New England. Just
the clubs there are making themselves known in an
energetic manner, and we shall take great pleasure in recording the fact whenever they run their quarry to earth.
The papers of Worcester contain the following advertise-

now

ment

:

ATTENTION, SPORTSMEN

will tie paid for Information that will lead to the
conviction oi the party that is known to have Shot Part ride/on on
,11

o

111

',

inc.

.

I

Clean Guns.— The gun cleaner devised by Dr. T. Yardley
Brown, of Reading, Pa., is attracting mueh attention. The
doctor has a large practice and confines his killing to game only,
He has sent out a great number of
•sparing his patients.
the cleaners, which consist of a brush with cone and patch
for oiling and loosening the dirt in the barrel, and a rubber
cone with patch called Ihe cleaner to remove it. The cones
on cleaners are nicely fitted to the caliber of the gun, and are
readily covered with circular flannel patches, which ate removed when dirty and clean ones substituted. The cleaner
is encased in a neat leather pocket-book, four and one-half
inches long and two and one-half inches wide, containing

complete.
On Wednesday, the 3d, Dr. Brown—who has in his possession a large number of testimonials from such men as Gen.
George Crook, the Indian fighter, and poor Major Thornburgh, who was killed several years since, and who purchased
took advantage of
fully a dozen of them for his friends
the opportunity afforded to display the merits of the ariicle
all

secur. d

an au-

dience with Adjutant General Latta, Major General Hartranft, Brigadier General Snowden, Major Ryan and quite a
number of other notable old soldiers and exhibited the apThe doctor shot a blank, showed the foul gun to
pliance.
Gen. Hartranft, made two draws with his cleaner, and then
exhibited the inside of the rifle as bright as a dollar. When
the report for the day was made the gun cleaner was incorporated among Ihe recommendations, and it is likely the
Pennsjdvania Guard will be fitted out with them before long,
each man beiug supplied. At present but three companies in
the service are using them— the Reading, Hamburg and
Pottstown commands— and they would not part with them
on any pretense. The invention would prove invaluable in
keeping the State Arms in trim.

The cleaners are made for
of all the various calibers.

all

styles of

shotgun and

Eagles and Deer.— Until within a year
tried to protect that " noble bird"
life

from

all

or

two

I

rifles

have

attempts on his

my " brethring" of the gun, but I've been converted,
he may number me now among his enemies. I have

by

and
had many

talks with a Florida ship-timber man, and found
him thoroughly posted. He informed me that great numbers of deer were killed by wild animals and human hunters, but that, the destruction by man and beast comhined was
nothing compared to the bloody work of the eagles. He
says they will sit on a tree in the swamp for hours watching
a doe and fawn, and when they find them separated a few
feet swoop down on the fawn, and its fate is sealed.—Didt-

MC8.

Ammunition With a Reoord— Roouester, Mich., Aug.
Inclosed please find a
ft.—EiMtor Fore&t and Stream:
quantity of Eley's full watei proof gun caps, the history of
which

---J

VICiOO, All.:
short, thick

o.

l.i

of said pai ty

vl.

was a

is this:

They were bought

of

man, drove

a

gray horse and

;r informapaid bv the mi c ,ii'i
Also, a
tion which will lead to rhe conviction of any violation of the Game
Law of the present season.

ul

reward will
A. B. V.
B. s.

f«*

ftp

I

KINNEY, Frest Wor. Gun

KNOWLES,

Win. Billinghurst, of

Rochester, N. Y., in the year 1856, by Dr. F. M. Wilcox,
and carried by him on a trip of several months into the
northern Canadian wilderness. By chance part of a box
of these caps have been retained by the Doctor until now;
and have been taken by him on numerous trips, so that they

I

ClllD.

Brest Wor. Sportsmen's Club.

and §iver

<gishing>

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST.
FRESH WATER.
Salmon, Salmo salar.
Brook Trout, Salvelinux fontinalia.
Rainbow Trout, Salmo iridea.
Dolly Varden

Trout,

Thymallm

tricolor

S.

jH.^Ti.m, etc.
I'ereh, I'erca fluviatilis.

striped Bass, Knccv.it limatue.
White BaSS, Ruccun cnrysopit.
Rock Bass, AmblopHteti. (TWO

malma.
Grayling,

americanum,

Stizotethium

Yellow

tsalvelinus

and

montanua.
Black Bass, Mierapterut salmoide*
and M. pallviun.
Mascalonge, Earn nabilior.
Pickerel, teoz reticulalus.
Ptke or Pickerel, Emm Iwius.
(wall-eyed
pike)
Pike-perch

species).

T.

Luoy.

He

I

Information AVuiited-»$50 Kcward.
The above reward
i

for shooting are better than usual this seaarc full office and other feed for clucks
Prairie fowl have done well, and quail, notwithstanding the
last severe winter, are seemingly as numerous as ever.
I
have hunted for the last twenty years, am well acquainted
with all the duck country for 400 miles below this place,
and think that Chillicothe is the best point for ducks I ever

Pottstown encampment.

all right.

who conveyed

Our prospects
son.
The lakes

to the

them

concord buggy.

Cmr/t.uioTiJE, Peoria County, 111.
your issue of July 28 is a letter from J. W. B. desiring
iN to
be put in communication with some one who is a professional duck shooter in the West.
Should our location
suit him (on the Illinois River, 140 miles south of Chicago)
I shall be pleased to enlighten him in regard to Western
duck shooting. He may address Box K, Chillicothe, Peoria
County, 111.

and went

find

at Goott Ground.— On Monday, August 1, I
started for a week's cruise after the bay birds at Shinnecork
Bay, Long Island. I boarded the 3:20 v. m. tram on the

lib'"-:

patches and

and

tried the caps

A Were

:

DUCK SHOOTING RESORTS.

—

PHILADELPHIA NOTES.

prohibition by law of early seine fishing.

[AtlSTJBT 11, 1881.

venders deprived from offering their stock iu trade for sale
within the Zoo inclosure.
A suit for damages might result
from jusl such accidents as this, and the management should
attend to the mutter.
Last week a resident of Trout lluii, north of Williamsport,
Pa., while out berrying, accompanied by his dog, was attacked by a huge hear and two cubs. With nothing but a
pine-knot, hastily picked up, the bear was kept off until the
dog in the rear, snapping at her heels, attracted her attention
and the frightened countryman made trucks for a tree and
saved himself. It litis been many years since a bear has been
seen so near Williamsport.
The woodcock shooting in the neighborhood of Philadelphia has been very poor this July. Few have been shot. On
Tinicum Island during the first week of the month the market shooters bagged a respectable number
but since that
time, T learn, "it has hard ly been worthwhile to go after
them, besides, it is too hot." Grass plover have shown themselves over our meadows, and every night; their mellow whistle is heard as they wing their way over the city.
This is
early for the field plover to appear.
We hardly look for him
before August t, and then he is not the fat, plump bird he is
about the last of the month.
Homo.

saw.

—

i
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War-mouth, ChamobryttuiKjuliims.
;C,,, ';,;,
C|.i C
I'll.,; :.,.,.";
V/
Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis.
,,,;,,,,,

C.I

i

01 lib, Sm/.r.li

Shad, M„.m

,,;,,:.

I-., -!,"/-« ;,'..

,',-,-

1

Mjrimsiihla.

SALT water.
Sea Bass, Cen'rnprMin atrarius.
Striped Baas or Rocknsh, Roccu*

c,

,

La

lincatun.

White Perch. Morom americana.
Blueflsh or Taylor, Pomatonws

n, c

:i

-

-a-

.

1

.

1

i

i-iic.

OhannW

I";,,,., ,,.,,,/.,,

;,

1.

i'aycl te or Spot,
Ilass,

Liostomus obli-

spot

or Kedflsh,

saltatrte

Scup or Porgie, SUnoUmvx argy-

Sheepish cad.

,1

relmnarmiji probato-

aspham.

rops.

i,i ,is or
ncbulosus.

Pollock. Potiachms carbonariux.
Tautog* or Blackflsli, Tautoga

Barb,

Mentteirrus

onitis.

Spanish Mackerel, CiiMum macu-

latum

I

And now
mentioned
pressive

I

It

leave you, with this Injunction
before, I do so ai parting that It

;

and, though 1 have
the more Im-

may he

:

Always kill voun fish as soon as taken from the WAina
AND EVER BE SATISFIED WITH A MODERATE CREEL.
By so doing J bar angling days will be happy, and your sleep nudlshe flsh we may catch, cart say, win, lie
ttiTbed, and yon and 1, and
sweet singer ol Israel: "The hues are fallen tome in pleasant places.*'
Dr. 3. A. HEXSUALL, "Book of the Blade BBSS
I

'

AN INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EXHIBITION.

WE

have announced that

ternational fishery

it

was proposed

to

hold an

in-

exhibition in Edinburgh in 1882.

England are now asking Scotland to hold off and to unite and have a grand one
claimed that if one is
It
is
following.
year
in Englaud the
held in the United Kingdom that England is the proper place
Those interested

in fishery matters in

it and London the proper city.
We can say that we do not believe that the United States
would care to exhibit as soon as next year. Congress does
not meet until winter, and an appropriation could not he
made in time. It is doubtful if our country would care lo make
an exhibit at all. We know that the U. S. Fish Commission did
not wish to at Berlin, and that Prof. Baird never would
have asked for a cent for that purpose. It so happened that
the Berlin Exhibition was gotten up by the German Fishery
Association, an enthusiastic body of fishculturists, many of
whom are members of the German Parliament, and that our
Secretary of State at that time, Hon. Carl Schurz, was a Ger-

for

man.

The Prime

Minister of

Germany

daily telegraphed

Mr. Schurz on the subject until he got a bill before ConThen Progress making an appropriation for the purpose.
fessor Baird was appointed Commissioner and deputized Professor Goode to go and represent him.
We know that neither of these gentlemen care to make

—

:

;

GP8T

A.17

11,

another exhibition, aud

mm

hi.:

the

the collection of

without,

that,

Museum and

National

the D. S. Fish Commission any excoun try would he a poor show. Therefore, if
friends want the United States to be represented,

this

isi.

they uiub! work tor

we

caji

fche

proper quarter, and work hard.

say to

tlieni that

ceed in getting our country to

they

will.

A meeting was

held

but doubt

if

We

it

this winter in

hope they

may

suc-

display her fishy resources,

The London

Fislunt/ U<t~stU. of July

so says
at

Fishmongers'

TTall

on Tuesday

last,

Aubyn, M.

P.,
which the Marquis oE Exeter. Sir John St.
Mr. Birbeck, M. P., Sir Cunliffe Owen, Sir Andrew Lusk,
lier gentlemen attended, for the purpose of considering the advisability of holding a grand international fisheries
A sub-committee was apexhibition in London in 1883.
pointed to arrange further details and to convene a public
meeting, which it is expected will be held at the Mansion
large
House under the presidency of the Lord Mayor.
humber of noblemen and gentlemen have promised to support the movement, aud the Fishmongers' Company have
voted liberally toward ihe expenses and the guarantee fund.
Government support is expected and also royal patronage
under these very favorable, auspices, and judging from the
T
great success of the Berlin and Norwich exhibitions, w e have
no hesitation in saying that the London International Fisheries Exhibition of 1883 must prove an enormous success.
at

A

;

At
I

first it

was proposed

that an angling society should be

be parent of the exhibition, but

now wo

Fishmonger's Association will have

This seems to us better

supervision.

it
;

believe that

the

placed under their

although

if

Eugland

society that would be the proper one, for
should be the main feature of all such displays.
The means of capture are worthy of attention,' but to enlist

had a

fish cultural

fish culture

American people, at. least, the means
Our large fish dealers
first rank.
are interested in the culture as well as the sale of fishes, aud
numbers 'among its
Association
the American Fish Cultural
members several prominent members of the Fishmongers'
Association. We hope that fish culture will be awarded the
front seat at the coming exhibition.
Since the above was written the following cablegram has
the sympathies of

of

the

production should take

been received

Lokdon, August

To Fo-BKST AND StBBAM

A meeting

8.

!

promote the proposed International Fisheries
Exhibition \\\ London, in 1888, was held here on Saturday,
The Marquis of Exeter presided. Sir John A
the 6lh.
Macdonald. the Canadian Premier, addressed the meeting
to

He said he could confidently
that it is intended to hold such an exhibition would be hailed with great pleasure in Canada, where
He bad no doubt that
the fishing interests arc so immense.
commithis colleagues would cordially support the idea.
tee was appointed to make the necessary arrangements for
(be exhibition.

111

support of the scheme.

Btat.e

news

that the

A

«

BLITEFISHING
THE

OliUISE

i

AT CAPE MAT.

OF TITE MrT.TOX

K.

STUDAM8.

THE

writer having been invited, through the kindness of
a friend, to accompany a p.irty on a cruise to the fishing banks off he Capes of Delaware, gladly availed himself
of the opportunity thus afforded
The owners of the Milton
R. Studams, a beautiful little schooner built about one year
ago aud registering 59 59-100 tons measurement, had tendered their Vessel gratis for the trip, and no craft could have
Suited the purpose better.
At half-past 12, July 18, 1881, the following-named parly
Stood on the wharf at Port Norris, on the Maurice Kiver,
ready to be taken on board : Frank Vanderhercheu, Na1han Wilton, Capt. Win. Haley, John Smalley, R. Meredith,
Dr. Newell, Dr. Robt. Elmer, C. C. Compton, Anthony Taylor, Isaac M. Smalley, Capt. S. B. Martz, Capt. L. Garrison,
C. Lowry, A. M. Louden, Daniel Sharp, J. Boyd Nixon,
Capt. Hunter, Sheriff D. McBride, of Cumberland County,
and Edward Fithian last, though not least by any means, for
to his care had been assigned the provisioning of the vessel,
and all will bear testimony lo the very efficient manner in
which he performed the duty.
Nothing that a thoughtful mind could provide was wantAu ice-house had been improvised in the forward hold
ing.
of the vessel, in which a ton of ice had been stored, and imbedded in the ice were placed all perishable articles. The
butter, packed in two-pound cans, one for each meal, came
on the table each day as hard and fresh as from a dairy, and
during the whole time we were at sea we had fresh tomatoes
Too much praise cannot be accorded to Mr.
at every meal.
Eilhian, for it must have cost him a groat deal of thought
and careful attention, and there was nothing any one could
ask for in reason th.it did not come out of that ice-house
l

pickles, olives,

canned corn,

etc.

In a few minutes the boats came off and safely conveyed
ou board, the anchor was weighed aud, with Capt. Garrii at the wheel, we were tacking down the tortuous course
the river toward Delaware Bay, which, with a good stiff
ze from the northwest, was reached at 3 p. m.
Once
rly out in the bay, which at this point, is some twenty-five
iles broad, a direct course was laid for Capelleulopeu and,
inning before a strong wind, the Capes of Delaware were
react: ed at quarter before 5 r*. m., without a single tack having been made from the mouth of the river to the Capes, beIt had been intended to stop at the
ing an unusual run
mouth of Maurice River and draw a small seine for menhuden, for bait, but as there were a thousand clams on board
and the wind was so favorable it was decided not to lose any
time, so the idea was abandoned.
As such a quick run had
made to the Capes, we concluded to go to sea at once,
so the vessel was headed for what are known as the Southern

been

off Indian River, State of Delaware, and just
out of sight of land.
heavy sea was running and as our
craft fairly danced over the waves those of us who did not
possess what are termed "sea legs " were obliged to navigate
around the deck in a very gingerly manner.
About dark Ihe vessel was brought into the wind, the
[
anchor let go in fourteen fathoms of water, and, as it afterward proved, we hid struck the right spot, for on the following day we did not have to go far from the vessel in the
boats for good fishing.
As soon as we were anchored some
rat the impatient ones had their lines over the side of the
Teasel at once, and were rewarded by catching a few sea

Banks, lying

A

I

—
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1881.

bass, but the catch was small, though there would have been
enough for bieakfast if the steward had cooked them. If is
a singular fact that but comparatively few sea bass can be
canght by fishing over the side of a vessel, while from a

small boat, a' from perhaps only a hundred yards away,
they may be taken rapidl3r. The writer tried to ,get 4 i-alisfactoiy reason for this, but failed. As sea bass are fished
for on the bottom, one would naturally think that, at a depth
of eighty feet a vessel would not scare them.
Il had been
decided to put out the boats— three in number- at four
o'c.k ck the following morning, and the writer was one of
those detailed to go. Now, the avoirdupois of the individual
in question being something over two hundred pounds, he
did not feel exactly easy in his mind when the information
was impar'ed to him. There was a vague kind of feeling as
he stood and looked over the side of the vessel, that for a
man of his weight to clamber down the Sifle and drop into a
small boat being tossed about in a rough sen, with the
chances decidedly in favor of going overboard, was not exacHythe agreeable thing to him that some might think it,
but he said nothing, though the thought haunted him for the
Four o'clock came, and all hands were
rest oi the night.
summoned on* deck. One glance was sufficient a very
heavy sea was running, and the schooner was rolling and
pitching greatly. From that moment he made Up his mind,
and quietly informed a friend that he had not. slept, well (how
could he with such a nightmare '!) and had concluded he
would not go out that morning. As it was, the light and
active ones had all they could do to get into ihe boats, only
two of which went off. They were, however, amply rewarded for all their difficulty, for when they returned to
breakfast Ihe large baskets of sea bass, rangiug from onehalf to two pounds in weight, attested to their skill as fishermen and showed the}' had made good use of their time.
The matutinal meal having been disposed of, fishing was
in order, aud the boats went off again, to return at dinner
time with baskets full of fish. In the afternoon, the sea
being calmer, the writer concluded to risk getting into »
;

which he accomplished without much difficulty, and
captured his full share of fish and so the day pissed and
night came again, the sun going down in a bank of clouds,
and as the party sat clustered around the wheel, all agreed
All hands
that it was a beautiful and tranquillizing scene.
we r e physically tired, and one by one they departed to their

boat,

;

blankets and repose.
It had been agreed that the same programme should be
repeated on the following day, but Capt. Wm. Haley, chief
officer, quietly remarked that if he were not mistaken lie
would have all hands out before four o'clock to get up
anchor, for he thought the appearance of the sky portended
a blow; and he was right, for by one o'clock ihe schooner
was rolling and pitching at a terrible rate, and plenty of
water was coming on board, and at four o'clock all hands
were called on deck not for bass fishing, but to get up
anchor, and soon the vessel was ruuning for "Ihe snapping
;

mackerel " grounds off Cape May. As almost, every oue is
aware, this is a local name of the bluefish, and those gamy
and beautiful fish, built like a clipper ship, are taken by
trailing a squid from fifty to one hundred yards behind a
boat going at a good rate of speed.
By the time the grounds were reached the sea bad gone
down and some seven or eight lines were, put overboard
more could not be fished without fear of tangling and soon
the cry of first fish was raised, and in a minute or two a
Soon
beauty of six pounds was flopping on the deck.
another, and another, until all were busy with their lines,
and all of the fish large. It was sometimes provoking to get
a seven-pounder almost on deck and then have it strike the
The work was now berail and go overboard off the hook.
coming exciting and hard, for it is no child's play to haul in
a six or eight pound fish from fifty or one hundred yards behind a vessel going at a good speed, and one has to be careTt was at
ful to avoid having his fingers "cut by the line.
this juncture that it became necessary to have Some one to
take charge of the fish which were lying around the stern in
but, as usually happens, some one generally
all directions
comes to the rescue, and in this instance the gentleman who
took upon himself tiie work proved equal to the self-imposed
Blood was in his eye, and very soon he had blood all
task.
over the deck, for with his own hands, aud without any assistance, he cleaned and prepared ready for our ice-house
sixty-one large fish, and then Capt. M. came to his assistance
andhelped him finish the rest. Eh rly in the afternoon we
had, by actual count, eighty-six fish averaging six pounds
each, making, with the sea-bass we had taken the day before,

—

;

fully eight

hundred pounds of

fish.

We

then ran in to Cape Mary Point aud anchored for the
and notwithstanding the hard day's work all hands
had engaged in, and the early hour at which they had come
on deck, some of them seemed to have a hankering for the
shore, and quietly slipping below doffed their blue shirts aud
came on dock looking like respectable mortals, aud were soon
pulled to the beach.
It had been our intention to try the mackerel the followingmorning, but when day broke, the storm signal was flyiDg
from Cape May point, and though it was then quite calm,
in an hour il commenced to blow hard, so it was decided, as
wc had plenty of fish and it would not be prudent to goto
In an hour mare
sea, to run up the bay to Maurice River.
the wisdom of our course became more apparent, for a. very
heavy blow came on, and as we sat at our table on deck for
breakfast we frequently got a washing of salt water.
Several of the party being desirous of remaining at Cape
May, they were put on shore just as we weighed anchor, and
none too soon, for the boat had no little diffculty in being
taken on board again. The run to Maurice River was made
very quickly, and it was quite a new sensation to enter
smooth water again. The time from that point to Port Norris was fully occupied in packing valises, strapping blankets
aud boxing fish, aud when the latter were taken from the
The writer sent front Port
ice-house they were frozen solid.
Norris by express quite a large box of fish a distance of over
night,

one hundred miles, and when the box was opened on the following day the ice had not disappeared and the fish were as
firm as when taken from the water.
Taken altogether, no expedition of the kind could have
been more successful, and during the whole time nothing occurred lo mar the pleasure of the trip, while the verdict from
every one was that it had been thoroughly enjoyable. The
thanks of all arc due to the officers of the Port Norris R. H.
for courtesies extended, also to Capts. Hunter, Haley, Martz
and Garrison for their self-imposed duty of managing the
Dr. Newell, who had been elected president -at startvessel.
ing, performed his duty admirably, except in one particular—
viz., that when a meeting was called at the end of the trip
the doctor was not there to preside, he having deserted the
without leaving any substitute, so Capt.
ship at Cape

May

31
Wm. Haley was elected in his place, wh presidi d with
dignity over a meeting expressive of thanks to all who had
so largely contributed to our comfort and pleasure.
At Bridaetan the party separated, all \vi I) pleased with the
In conclusion, ihe writer wou'd say that, he wonders
trip.
more such trips are not taken. They ate comparatively inexpensive, and though one may care Jit tie about fishing he is
amply repaid on such a cruise by the freedom from care tor a
few days, the cool, fresh ocean breeze aud an experience perhaps perfectly new to him.
B. Gi:anohu.
i

PfiUa&

iploa.

Pa.

THE BLUE
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TUESDAY,

July 5, found the writer ami all the tackle he
could crape together "all aboard" bound for WisconThat la OUT
fish and health.
All Ihrec were found.

sin,

siory

in

In telling it more in detail we shall
we received no favors and paid dear lor
being under obligation, care not if we tread

a nut-shell.

relate faols, and
trip wc, not

our

as;

We received a copy of " .Slimmer Saunterintrs in Northern
Wisconsin," a very interesting aud readable book, published
the interest of ihe Wisconsin Central Railroad by the GenThe " Summer Saunterings " is one of
era.l Passenger agent.
We read that bonk from end to end
the best deco\s out.
Having accomseveral times and nearly learned it by hear!.
piished this much we bade good-bye to our dear family and
Night
started for Chicago, where we arrived at 9:30 a. m.
We hopped on and look t.w-.nlycame, with it our train.
three hours of the hottest and dirtiest aud most disagreeable
Reaching Ashland, the northern terminus
ride of our lives.
of the Wisconsin Central, we jumped off the train for a rest.
Some one wanted to charge twenty-five cents for doing so ;
we demurred; mounted a buss steering for the " Hotel Cheqinunegou," which is controlled by the railroad company.
The attempt is made to run this house on the Coney Island
There is no "you pay your
style; but save the mark!
I
take your choice;" it's all pay aud no choice.
The tC
Ashland is like the Irishman's castle four miles
but a great big empty
vo rods wide— nothing of
long a
and more sidewalk on oue side of the street than
frame
We took a light supper (all we
thei
all New York.
could get), permitted ourselves to be pestered by mosquitoes
had a still lighter
for a couple of hours, then took a nap
in

—

t

it.

I,

;

breakfast and started for the boat-landing, where we met the
gentleman on our trip, who was not, too Belfish or too
rich to try and make il pleasant lor a working man, aud that
was M. 1). Thompson, master of the Eva Wadsworth, the
He makes it
staunchest and safest, tug on the Bayfield line.
pleasant for all, aud nothing within reason is too much for
him to do for his passengers. He landed us safely at Bayfield, our destination, a pleasant little fishing village lying
south and west of the Apostle Islands. A majority of the
male inhabitants fish for a livelihood, whitefis!) being the
P. Boutin have a large packing house
N.
principal catch.
iu which several half-breeds are kept constantly at work.
Fishing smacks arrive and depart hourly. The town is a
neat place, situated at the base of a magnificent hill or. which
is a large spring which supplies the town with pure water
(Ashland
through pipes running iuto the yards and houses.
drinks bay water). I took rooms at Mrs. La Bonle's private
boarding house; and ihe living aud accommodations received
at this house far surpass the Chequamegon and all like
houses; in fact, it is a home for the tourist, and the " sportsfirst

&

man u made welcome."

We

scraped an acquaintance with several of the Boutin
brothers, fishermen, etc. and found true friends, especially
in Duffy and Ed., and settled down to rest, for a few days,
Pet.tr Morganthalcr (Gipsy Pete),
till our bosom friend,
arranged our
should arrive. In due time we embraced
tackle for trout, and Started out alone, although dozens of
Well,
guides were ready to assist at two dollars per day.
talk about trout, brook trout, we fouud them thick as flies,
,

;

and averaging a pound. 1 have heard about such fishing,
We made a rule to fish
but never until now did I enjoy it.
only every other day so as not to waste as we wanted not.
During our stay this glorious fishing wr as continued in Pike
Creek and Sioux River. We brought home 300 beauties
as samples for our friends, which were duly appreciated,
thereby paying us for our trouble in gettmg them here.
few more words for Bayfield, Wisconsin, and we are
done. The best, cheapest and most pleasant way to reach it
No mosquitoes in the place, cool,
is by water from Detroit.
Trout fishing plenty, as the
bracing air, pure spring water.
Trout are, caught averaging
residents do not fish for them.
iwo pounds along the rocks at the edge of Ihe bay. Smith's
Hotel and Fountain House are the two leading hotels board
$10 and f 12 per week. Mrs. La Bonte keeps a private boardShe sets a
ing house and can accommodate eight persons.
good table' and affords accommodations that make you feel at
home; rales $8 per week. Henry La Pointe is the best guide,
although there are several other good ones. Some one or
other of the Northern Trausit's beautiful steamers enters this
natural harbor daily, a luxury that Ashland docs not. enjoy.
You will not find a newsstand, barber sliop or livery stable
neither is there telegraph communication, but a
at Bayfield
The air at Bayfield is pertelephone line runs to Ashland.
The town is
fectly delightful, aud the cream for health.
Only one
inhabited by Freuch, Indians and half-breeds.
white person has died there in two and a half years. Two
Indian reservations are within twelve miles of Bayfield and
There is
the Indians Hock to town by hundreds on Sunday.
much novelty about the place. It is somewhat lonesome,
but the overworked aud tired find sure rest and improvement
iu health.
Bass fishing is grand thirty miles inland. The
surrounding country for miles constitutes the sportsman's

A

;

,-

'

paradise.

Go to Bnyfield by water if possible, and when once you
have the lay* of the land you will return there again. Ed.
Boutin does not net as guide, but will cheerfully give all information desired.

Everything

wo

are unable
at Bayfield ran so smoothly that
do not regret it.
ccidelit or mishap

to chronicle a joke,

The

following

is

We

:

win

t

the Bayfield

Pre

wife and three
Perl Wa VDU, lud., are seen
Mr. Miner is depute ,-lfik
prnpnen-i the
Morgant.haler is one of
extensive olotiiicg house at Port Wayne.
gentlemen are the best boarders ho ever c
kept the table well snpplied with trout e
two .gentlemen caught, over one huiidrei
Creek on Monday, ami in one da\ lost we
caught eighty-eight large trom, and 01
hundred. Tlie party leturn alt small tri
their example should be followed by all vi
to say it ib not.

Peter Morgantuajei

Mater,
J/t

all

nd Willis D.

<

,
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Home.
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lachman, evening dan. bee, silver black and hackles
were most taking flies. Fishing is done by wading
many Iom and too mllCjl driftwood to use boats. The Forest and 8TEBAM is making friends here every week.
It truly
is the
"gentleman's sporting paper." Ytitl cannot Ibid a
.single can of "Din mar" in our place since your expnsr, miless some business man 1ms it trying to sell oil commission.
Fort Wayne, hid.
Wn.us D. Maibb.

which is being driven down the rivers, filling the pools with
logs and making the landing of your fish very precarious
after striking it.
To any one desirous of leasing a river I
should advise him to make choice Of one that has no sawmill at its mouth, as then he will be saved Hie disappointment and disgust of finding his pools filled with saw logs
instead Of salmon.
The luratw-r camps are always on the.
sides of the streams, and this makes the guardianship of ihe
~ a difficult task during the spawning s ason,
guardian cannot
where at, once, And though salnii
then are not in thei
tx-sl order, lumbermen seem to think
tin m a very pleasant
Idition to the camp kettle.
The Goveminent should, I
nk, make some better regulations for
"

CAMPING AT LYNNFIELJ), MASS.
Lynn, Mass., July, 1881.
leather scraps of this city of shoes from
(.Hour boots, about 1 o'clock p. m. we pulled out of
town with a covered express wagon containing all fcbe parapbernalia for a week of outdoor life, bound for Like Soutaug, some six miles north of lown, just out of hearing of,
the shoe-factory whistles, lire alarm bells, and the noise and

SHAKING the

bustle nf city

life.

Driving down to the shore of the lake, we pitched our
tent in the shade of a clump of oaks, on a bluff overlooking
the water, and just distant enough therefrom, with low land
to the south, to always insure a breeze sufficient to render
the air delleiously cool, and fragrant with the pine balsam
from the numerous groves near by.

Here we are spending the week in this delightful spot, enjoying the pure air of the forest and lake, drinking at every
breath the invigorating essence of Nature, or lying ia the
hammock at full length sky-divamiug. What, will lake the
mind so completely from every part of our everyday routine
as to gaze into the azure depths of the clear blue at (he
zenith and allow the thoughts to wander on and on ? This
beautiful sheet of clear spring water, with the tall waving
pines stretching along its shores nearly the entire distance
around it, ami Saltonslall's Island, of an acre or two in extent, partially intercepting the view to the east; a geutle
slope, carpeted in Nature's green, with here and there a giant

oak that has perhaps stood silent sentry over the lake aud
forest when nooe save the red man, the tieer or other forest
denizens had ever trodden the soil, all forming a scene of
beauty, a peifect picture of Nature in her loveliest garb, en
Which the eye could dwell and never tire. Why a man who
hud no more appreciation of the beautiful in Nature couldu't,
pOSSibl; know the difference between the thrilling sensation

down a canvass-back at fifty yards, going down
wind, with a choke-bore, and the murderous satisfaction of
riddling a red squirrel on the fence at twenty paces wiih an
old "flash in the pan" Qrcen's arm loaded with a handful
of buckshot.
The Indian name of Sunlaug was given the pond after an
Old chief whose home was ou ils shores.
It afterward was
called Humphry's Pond, from an early settler by that name,
to whom the English gave 500 acres of land bordering on the
lake in return for some important service he did for the
Queen. Humphry's land, including the ishiud. Was subsequently owned by one Doubty, who afterward disposed of it
to different individuals, a Dr. Newhall being the principal
buyer. The lake was stocked with black "bass five or six
years ago and now the fish arc very plenty and of fair size,
a four pound one being taken to-day. They are not biting
sbatp yet, as they are hardly iff their beds yet however, we
get enough to lest their qualiiyr as a pan Bah, cooked on an
old cook stive with top blocked up with rocks and earth just
liiiih enough to build a fire underneath, aud topped
out with
We are taking our fill
five or six feet of old pipe for draft.
of enjoyment of life out here in the pure air out of doors.
Speaking of pouts I think they are second to none as a
pan fish, except the trout. And right here I wish to give the
of cutting

l

the driving of the 1
that the drive should
leaving the river fi
pools free for those
protection of the riv

fin salmon

breeding rivers, such as

be made in the. spring freshets, thus
for the salmon to conn- up and the
io pay for tbe fishing rights and fire
I think if a representation of tl
grievance was made to our able commissioner in Ottawa, h
would, if it lav in Ids power, remedy the matter.
G. P.
M,mlrc(d, July 4, 1881.
I

uninitiated a receipt for dressing them
First remove the,
now grasp your pout wit h
fins and slit them down the back
the ltlt hand, lay him on his back and held the knife edge
toward his head; draw the knife from where the back flu
was taken out to the head, taking out a piece of skiu an inch
square.
cut through the neck joiut or back bone, but
Keep your hold of the head
don't cut the head wholly off.
with the left hand, and with the thumb and two fingers of
the right hand take a firm hold of the end of the back bone
and pull if out with the lish adhering, leaving the head, skin
and entrails in the left hand. This "knack " is easily learned
wi'h a little practice and, at first, a good deal of patience.
It, is surprising with what rapidity they can
be prepared for
II. L. M.
the pan by one who an is adept.
:

;

Now

NOVA SCOTIA

STATISTICS.

~TT7"E have received " Supplement Uo. 2 to the Eleventh
V V Annual Report, of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
for the year 1880.

Fisheries Statements."
It is an octavo
with tables and statements concerning
The report on fish culture in the authe fishery industry.
tumn of 1880 at the ten hatcheries shows the total number
of vivified eggs of siilmon, California salmon, brook and lake
rsf

300 pages,

;r nit

filled

wliii,

nin!

fi,.i

to

1

1.-:

than in 1879.
The schedule of fishery

'-?,:!,:.'

IS,! Kill.

;,ei,i-

;.',

less

1.77, U(li)

the provinces, with
their salaries, and a statement, of expenditures follow.
Tables giving the kinds and quantities of flsh, the number and
value of vessels, boats and nets give much valuable informaRogers,
Inspector
of
of Fisheries
tion.
Mr. W. H.
Nova
Scotia, claims that the decrease in salmon is due to overfishing,
which has been stimulated by the rapid modes of transportMr. W. H. Venning, Ining fresh fish to distant markets.
spector of Fisheries of New Brunswick, says that the decrease in Salmon has been fully thirty per cent, as compared
with former years, but declines to give the cause. Mr. J. H.
Durar, Inspector of Fisheries of Prince Edward Island, gives
9,000 pounds salmon this year, against 6,805 pounds last
year, but declares the apparent difference due to a more careMr. Alex. G. Anderson, Inspecful collection of statistics.
tor of Fisheries of Rrili-h Columbia, gives an enteresting account of the fur-seal fishery, with the new theory that the
"pups " are born in the water.
The report is of such a nature that its contents cannot well
be summarized, owning to the large tables of statistics, but it
will prove a, valuable book to those who wish to refer to tbe
fishery interests of the Provinces at any time.
officers in all

THERESA,

NEW

YORK.

New Glasgow, N. S., July 25.
been very good ibis season here, and some
have been taken from the lakes in this vicinity.
Salmon have been plentiful on the Margaree River, and a
good many flsh have been caught. The number of visitors
to this river has not been so many this year as usual, consequently those who did go had good sport. The second run
of fish in the St. Mary's Giver were late coming up, owing to
low water in the river. A. good number of flsh were taken
at the Stillwater aud Forks and good sea- trout fishing will be
had when the flrst freshet comes, as fish are reported plenty
Very few moose were killed last
at; the moulh of the river.
winter, and good sport may lie looked for in September. The
license fee for non residents has been reduced from $30 to
We have formed a Pod and Gun Club iu New Glas$30.
gow our first shoot, lakes place on the loth Aug. The oldcers are
President, W. B. Moore; Vice-President, Norman
McKay Secretary and Treasurer, Iloward Cavanaugb.

FISHING has
fine trout

;

:

;

Globe

LocKsroRT, N. Y., Aug.

6.

issue of July 21, you ask for information for
to fish.
At Theresa, Jefferson Co., N. Y.

INayour
cool place

on Indian River, eleven miles from Alexandria Bay, is good
fishingMy sons, Fred and Arthur, have been there for the
and report a number of muscalonge being taken
past week
weighing from six and one-half to twenty-five pounds the
latter was caught by a little girl eleven years of age. Besides
Indian River, which runs through the village, there are ten
lakes in the town of Theresa from one to eight miles long,
Yesterday the boys
in most of which iB good bass fishing.
;

;

down the river from Rossic, twenty miles from
Theresa, where they enter Black Lake, which is twenty-five
They will
to thirty miles long and lies in St. Lawrence Co.
return to Theresa in about a week where they will remain
the balance of the month fishing and hunting, and return
home the first, of September.
Fred, the oldest, who is an ameteur ornithologist and
taxidermist reports finding a number of marsh wren's nests
just finished.
He has never succeeded in finding any about
lie expects to
here, and they were quite a novelty to him.
secure a nest, or two with eggs to add to his collection.
J. L. D.
started

—

FISHING.

Sioirr.

brother

Sam

living near

is

narrisburg, but

11, 1881.

Hie

I cannot, tell

place— cannot remember it. As for ihe date of the catch of
the trout it was in the. month of July, and previous to Buchanan's election, but cannot tell the year.— Isaac Hakoek.
Tite RiunAiiD.soN Ponds, .Mb.— Rargeley, Me., August 3.
During he in ated term trout do not lake the flv exci pi in
the sina'ler lakes.
At Keuebag and Seveu Ponds fly-fishing
is reported good.
In a few weeks trout wil again rise readily in the big lakes. Several landlock. d salmon have b en Inkeu
this season in the Kangeley Lake, one weighing, it is reported,
over five pounds. G, T. Richardson, of Mooselucin mimic.
flouse, Haims' Landing, is now swamping oul a road from
Birch Point to the Richardson Ponds. '!'.„ 6rsl pond is one
and a half miles from the Point. 'I here »re EBVC ral ponds in
the vicinity, all well storked with trout and sel iom visiti d.
" Walt." Twombl. y, ihe. noted guide, will put in some boats
and build a camp. Major Richardson's is the most central
point for the several routes for fish aud game. At his house
with the 1 ->ng name, all visitors feel at home Ihe instant they
uter.
His twenty years' experience in that vicinity enables
him to direct sportsmen to best ground--. The gallant Major,
ltt me add, served with credit in the Mexican war, and honorable scars attest his record.
Waki,iei.d.

—

i
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CANADIAN FISHERY

;

;

'August

Tim Pond and the Seven Ponds. Many of your readers
Recently
are acquainted with the reputation of Tim Pond.
the "Kev. O. D.'' and 1 have made reference in your columns
to " The Seven Ponds." I have not yet visited these, but intend to in the latter part of this month. The way to Tim
Pond is now well-known. To go to the Seven Ponds the
route is first to Tim Pond, whence Kennedy Smith has made
a road three and one-half miles to Beaver Pond, which is
At this point there is but one
small but alive with trout.
From here, the road winds along near Aid- r
small cabin.
Stream— the home of many a speckled beauty -and around
the foot of Black Mountain, four miles further to " L" Pond,
which is one of seven large ponds. All are stocked with
trout which have enjoyed their home unmolested since the
history of trout, begin, till now Kennedy Smith has opened
a buckboaid pathway for sportsmen to the waters wtiere they
dwell.
pathway is used also by the natives of the forest,
the bears, (leer, caribou and ruffed grouse, who, from time to

A

meet the hinder on his tramp. This road has been
opened so recently that only two parties, one of them from
Worcester, Stags,, have been through, but their encomiums
on the size and quality of both game and rish exceed even
J. W. T.
their ecsfacies over Tim Pond.
time,

"Bream" Fishing in Geokcua—Wadhy, Ga., July 31.—
I u=c a smgle s'-rand of saddler's black silk for bream fishing.
September is our month for bream. So clear are our streams
aud so wary the fish, nothing but a line of green or black
saddler's silk Will catch them.
There is fun, for if, is like fly
fishing.
You sit in a bateau and cast (with no sinker) under
the bushi s aud into the coves of the stream.
It is the duty
of the gentleman of the African persuasion who handles the
paddle to throw your boat into the middle of the stream
when you hook a "bald" bream. They weigh from ouehalf pound uri'to one aud one-half pounds.
You use a very
light bamboo rod at least eighteen feet in length, tapering to
a point. Not fly fishing, but next to it.
PtrhapB you may ask how one strand of silk will hold such
I answer, remember how you have caught, Stilmofotlti-

fish.

H'tUx

upon a much weaker

line.

It's

all

in the handling.

St. Clair.

Channel Bass Fishtng— Jacksonville,

Fla.,

July 10.—

my friend Mr. Pryor returned f-om Mayport, and
fancing ihat some of your readers would accuse me of spinning "fish stories," I deemed it advisable to furnish some
Before leaving Mayport he fished for a short time
late data.
on five different days, and his daily catch averaged from
five to ten bass, ranging from SOIbS, to fJOlbs.
He informed
me that yesterday Mr. McCormick, of Mayport, anchor, tl at
Mill Point ou slack water, aud in a very short time landed
He also said that Mao's catch
ten bass averaging 401bs
would have been greater but bait failed. 1 think that you
Bass have comwill agree with me that this is fair fishing.
menced running early, and from this time until the middle
of December the fishing will improve.
1 sincerely hope that
some of your Northern fishermen who can enjoy good fishing
will favor this portion of the world with a visit, for 1 will
guarantee them such piscatorial sport as cannot be round in
To-day

the Northern States.

The Best

Ax,.

— Boston,

Fresco.

—

duly 23. I have just re'urned
from a mouth's trip to Second Lake, where I found " Uncle"
Tom and Ned Norton in the best of health and spirits. I
think "Von W.", in a laic issue, is mistaken about the
" taking " flies at Greenoiigh Pond. I was with him for the
three days spent, there, and the only fish killed with a bright
fly was tbe only one killed by "Von W." and that was at
four in the morning with a scarlet ibis. All the rest of our
flsh were taken with black gnat, brown alder and a few with
dark wing Montreal.
The silver doctor is a good Septembi r fly there, but I
think of no account much earlier. I hud the same experieni e
small, dark flies took.
Last year I iouuil
at Second Lake
the Jenny Lind, Professor ami Doctor good in August both
G. L. C.
at Greenough and Second Lake.
Fi.iks

—

—

—

Monson, Me., Augusts. Yesterday,
iN Maine
Storer, of Dexter, Me,, and A. W. Chapin, of
caught seventeen (17; trout on "Monson Pond,"
about two miles from this village, which averaged near two
pounds each. They were caught with a fly and s'ill-fishing,
with small chubs for bait. The number taken with the fly
This sheet of waer is about one aud oneI did not learn.
fourth mile in length and one mile wide. The trout weigh
from one to live pounds. Tins is only one of the many exPishatoij.
cellent trout ponds and lakes in this vicinity.

TRoniNG

Messrs.

r

Frank

this place,

—

DO OWLft RAT TROUT?
TN
1

a paper o
Y.,reudb

Poachers, by James Aunin, Jr., of Caledonia, N.
ore the American Fishcnltural Association at its

meeting,

the owl was noticed as a possible poacher. Mr.
" What made me first suspect that they
them

lust

AiiLiin said

of

:

were up to some mischief was that T found them in the steel traps
for muskrat, mink, etc.
to setting trans for these we plaoe
them under the surface of the wider from one to four inches, aud
when f found the owls in them I eoidd not make out what they
J
were after in the water, but I soon found that itwasforlhi
get

I

food in the stream, snch as Ike fresh water lobster, caddis worm,
shrimp, etc."

CANADIAN SALMON RIVERS.

Large PfiNNSTLVANrA Troot— August 3.—Some time ago
a correspondent asked about the largest trout c night in Pennsylvania waters. I send yon an answer to an inquiry I made
in regard to a trout caught in July, 18j5. by Mr. John HarSirry that the weight could not be
der, of Ncwville, Pa.
trout twentyhud.
This letter is entirely trustworthy.
i

NOTICE

an invitation for communications regarding the average of run of the salmon in
Canadian rivers this season, and although 1 have not been

I

in

your

last

nutnbi

r

able to visit my usual fishing grounds this season, yet, having
several years' experience extending over a great part of
the salmon fishing grounds of the gulf and river St. Lawrence, I am encouraged to send you a few lines. On the Baie
des Chaleurs the net fishermen report the fishing v, ry
poor, and as far as I can judge from the reports of roil fishLiuien the catch has not ben marly up to the average, although much belter than last year. The fish which have
linen "taken are very large and the average wight very much
above the usual thing."" From this I should judge that the
late run of salmon will be the most numerous, as it is a wellknown fact that the large fish always strike the rivers first,
One reason
the smaller ones following about the 1st of July.
for tb e small takewbh the rod is the quantity of lumber

had

A

weigh something. What do you
X.
Newyille, Pa,, August 3.
Your note of the 30th ult. came to hand. In

two inches long ought
suppose he weighed ?

—

to
C.

hair Sir:
reply 1 would say that it was neither myself nor brother Sam
It measthat caught the trout, but it was my brother John.
ured twenty-two inches in length, but. I cannot give you the
weight as it was not weighed. Father sent it io Philadelphia,
It was caught in a stream that
but to whom I cannot say.
runs near our village, and is called "Big Spring." It has a
length of three miles, and, at tine time, ran seven miles Lhere.
Now five grist.one steam tannery ami one paper mill run along
My
All in operation except the paper mill.
its banks.

Mr. Anmu did not then think they took his trout, judging from
we know that they do, but our curiosity to know
was excited by the following correspondence to land mid Writer,

his tone, nor do

(England).
"A few days since I discovered in a common brown owl's oost
iuchru long with the head gone. & U r
a, trout about six or seven
a few days the trout had disappeared, the o
I

icksold.

Is it a

To

l'u

Wlb to

adds

a

lug

birds

to

I

intalponas by, uoidori

J. to

feed

owlets. The brown owl, ia fact, is bj no means only a
and his brood seem to
is a very apt fish-poacher,
appreciate this kind of diet."

the
•

young

mousar, he

We

hope that

this will stimulate

American observers

closer to the little owls, as well as the big Ones.

to look

.

I
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FIXTURES.
GENOH snows.
September bi, «s and 2s, at Kruonid, Pa., Franklin Sportsman's
Club and (lame iWiviiv.' Suol-Mv IVmn Show. lOMI 1.-.- r 0-0 SepP.O. box 51, franklin,
Tims. I). Adams, supcnnlcndciil
[.'iniici I"..
1

:

'

w

and
'Lvnremt-cr •.•;, i!H,
Kin ic's close septe ,-.il>"i- u.
:

.'.
(

London, Dnt, Condon i>"g Bnowi
h.ulcs Lincoln, Superiiuendeui 'I ecuraal
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THE DOG CASTAWAYS.
SlslhXSION Bridoe, N. T Aug. 2.
First is the
are now three dogs on Taylor Island.
Next
original old bull dog (he was thrown from the budge.).
isalarge-si/.ed water spaniel that undertook to ivtri, vr a stick
from the water at the Jfaid of the Mist landing, above the Suspenlie got too fur out into the current and seemeu desion r.ridee.
believe did scenic it, bu' could
tenu. ned 'to secure the stick, and
not. owing to tho strong current, reach tho shore; ho down lie
went and landed on the island. Several lads were on shore watchin" him and as soon as all hope was lost they ran on to the bridge
" Old Bull " was out to meet him.
to°see hi'm reach the island.
.

THERE
1

m

I

a hearty welcome.
Several days later 1 went down with some food to throw over,
aud discovered a small black and tan dog on the .island. How he
Several attempts have hecu
•-oi then' no one seems to know.
mad. to rescue one of the dogs, but. thus far all have failed. The
••Yokes I'ai.nlv' remained here two days and r|( id eonsideiablo
money in trviiig to rescue the bull dog, but finally gave it up.
Tho bull" dog seems contented and happy, hut the other two
spend most or their time iu wandering about. Last Sunday a Nrrihle battle took place on the island between the spaniel and bull
dog. The little dog acted as referee, They fought for some timo
not
in plain sight, but finally got too far under the cliff and con Id

and gave him

them

CHINESE PARADISE FISH (Maeropod
Water-Plant

in

bdtli the
.

n

next day, and they appeared to be as good friends

mng men'

place are building a large box trap to
I
i« P. M.
to put it down
0. E. Lewis.

of' this

will report their success.

THE PAKADISE

PISH.

MAUKOl'orjUS VENnsTUK.

paradise
TnE
cultivation,

fish, like the German canary bii
asthcraw
place known ffb. re ii is to.ind in a
wild state. It is a di
of Chi is. There they are cultivated and
kept iu aquaria &s ornamental il.h only.
be male, the larger at
the two sexes, measures when full grown, from t.hc'muuth to the
end of the caudal-fin, three and a half inches. The body is
shaped very much like that of the piuupkiu-seed or suufisb. " Its
colors surpass in hrilliancv anv lish heretofore cultivated for the
aquarium. The h.-ad is' ashy gray, mottled with irregular dark
spots.
The gills are a/urinc blue, bordered with brilliant tsrimaon.
The eyes are yellow and rod. with a black pupil. The sides of the
body and the ere- .:.an lal-fijiare deep crimson, the former having ten or twelve vertical blue strka-s. while the latter is
bordered with blue. The under snrtace of the bod; ia confinnallj
changing color—soinotimes it is rhite, e otbrers'gray or blade,
The doreal and anal fin tti remarkably large, hence the generic
name of the lish— imm n, huge; jwdu*, the toot or tiu. Both fins
are Hhaped alike.
They are striped and dotted with brown and
white and bordered with blue. The dull-colored ventral tins are
protected by a brilliant scarlet-colored spine, extending threefourths of an inch behind the tins. The pectorals, situated directly above the veutril fins, are wall shaped, but being krahsparent.
show no color. Al) these colors above del Bribed an most brilliant
when thefi.-.h is edited. 1'nr la-'.i-m-e.
-n nef=L'! n e,ambal
rW the possession of a female, or when courting, he shows the
most brilliant dolors in order to attri
the attention of hisladyi

:

I

,:

i

keeping away all enemies— he even attem
when on the side of the aquarium, loukii

coming to devour his little o.iee During
object seems to be to keep his young new
,11;

after that he

I

t!

°
ia (?)
i

how

to

i-'

I

Sow. while I am writing this, mv first crop of young
length.
paradise lish are six weeks old, aud some measure aa much as one
inch iu length aud show some of the brilliant colors of their
HUOO MHLF.flTT.
ere, is.
Ciucuilnlfi, Ohio.

Ou

such occasion.- ho c-punds aiuif bVihis to then' greatest exthe eandal-fin appears then to be covered with little pearls,
like the eyes 04) a peacock's tail, and the under surface of the fish
becomes jet black. The colors of the dorsal-fin change constantly
from brilliant green to indigo blue, now and then showing white
spots; and the whole body is in a tremulous motion, r.:.:: ::
colors of every conceivable hue.
The entire body of the paradise
fish, from the" mouth to the beginning of the caudal-tin, is covered
with small round scales.
Their mode of tiring, H hei
a pared to American fishes, resembles that of the marbled dace and the rainbow darter. Like the
former, they go to the surface for air. They are also fully aa inquisitive as the dace, and like to stay near the glass side of the
aquarium, and observe what is going on outside of the water. Like
til© rainbow darter they are fond of resting on rocks, or on the
,:',
: plants.
branches
In fact I have frequently seen them lie
down, us a person would on a louuge, with their head upright and
their bodv resting sideways on tile bottom.
They are graceful
swimmers and peaceable and agree well with other fishes. Their
food is the same as that used for goldfish, hut it should be given
to them ofteuer. I imported a few pair of these interesting fish
last fall, and having succeeded in breeding them, I am enabled to
odd to the above description of tho fish their mode of reproductent:

..

11

i

Philaijeipeia, July, 1881.
FAltor Forest nnd Srenm:
The following article appeared in one of onrdiul; paper-s some
yen i-s ago, and I believe was copied hv only one journal, an id that
The wriler of the article, dr
a daily in the Southern States.
as possib
it his 'duty to make known tho remedy as widely
had it published in the form I send it to you. He ia a very
reapi fifed citi/en of our city, and a doubt as to the veraeits
statements cannot for one moment, be entertained. Sin
nnbheatioii of Ibis remedy for hydrophobia many cures liav
Although I have not keen requested to do t(
effected by it.
sure tbe writer of the following lines will be pleased to
have made them so public through your columns.— Hcoro.
[From the Public Ledger. April 18, 1S77.J

that

from a thickly settled place, and carries them to au unfremore likely to be found. In short, he
quented spot » here fend
has a system about raising a crop of children. During all this
n
h
female is kept in a far-off corner. He does not allow
have, never seen a female
her to go near the nest, although
injure auy of the young, which were sometimes close around her,
some even nibbling at her nose. When they are ten or twelve
days old the young have the shape of the old ones and can supThey are then one-sixteenth of an inch in
port themselves.

:

i

scatters

He

1

e.

PIIEVENTIVES OF HYEBOPHOBIA.

all tho eggs are cared for the female ma
repeats the operation until about a. thousa
et;gs are of the size of a period used in
allow color. Thirty-six hours afrc
wring liah make their appearfinee. They a
the shape of tadpoles. Tho father takes

the

A GEBMAN BOOK ON OENEEAL FISHCHILTUKK.
Mr. yon dem Borne has giveu the public a new edition of his
valuable book, which is rendered more valuable by his experience
We with
at the late International Pishery Exhibition at Berlin*.
for the benefit of our readers who do not read German, (hat it was
printed in English. Itis a 12mo.. of 174 pages, with 01 illustrations of
apparatus and fish. The fact that it ia Written by one of the leading fishcullurists of Germany is a guarantee that the author has a

knowledge of his subject.
Herr von dem Borne compresses

practical

nnieli

vshmhle infm-maliou

small compass, and shows his familiarty with
lands by giving the prominent inventions
covers lire whole ground of pond building, s]

li.-heultiiro in

in a
all

i

ng and

i

spa

to the
re dis-
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Mr. Editor: My attention was di an
since as a preventive of hydrophobia.

lany years
sc

wan bitten badly in the face by a dog unmistakably mad. This occurred within a few miles of this city. The father of the lad came
immediately to town to obtain medical advice. We called on an
eminent physician (now deceased'), who at once prescribed the
plant named. The root was obtained and administered as hereinNo symptom of hpdrophobia appeared, and the
after directed.
lad, now a hale, hearty farmer iu Montgomery County, lives to
show the scar of the wound in the face.
The physician above referred to related to me a number of instances ui which tho remedy had been used, and always with success.
He, in fact, remarked, "I never knew it to fail when propFirst— Two men
erly administered."
I will give but two cases
n
u.r.r tins cily wore bitten in the hand by the same dog, and
The dog, a stranger to
within lilt, en minutes of each other.
them, was secured and imprisoned to await an owner. The next
d:r, be -honed uini-iuhable signs of madness, and finally died with
hydrophobia. Alarmed for their safety, both men came to the
He prescribed
city and waited on the physician quoted above.
Elecampane root. One of the men u-maiked. •'That is an old woman's lemedv." aud refused to take it. This man, returning to
his home, placed himself under (be care of his own doctor, who
.ma, i,n..i die wound and administered medicine to salivate him.
On the ninth day he was seized with spasms and died in agony.
The other and more fortunate man took the Elecampane as prescribed, and never suffered iu the least degree from the dreaded
:

.

disease.

Second— A number of cows feedmg in a pasture were all bitten
The circumstances coming to the kuowlcdee of
a mad dog.
those who had heard of this Elecampane remedy, thought it a good
opportunity to give it a trial. The cows were accordingly Separated. To one-half the number the root was adniiuisl.ei.-d in form
decoction), and not one of the COWS Suffered from hydrophobia,
while all of those not so treated tool; the malady and died from its
effects or were shot.
In quite a number ol ca-es coming under
i

and that

it

does not l<no spline

;,!.

i

m

,M
The

my

.

Paradise fish is a nest builder, to a certain extent. Its
nest is not as complicated as that of the si t;i kirk, nevertheless
it is a reeeptablo on which it places the eggs to be hatched.
As
Boou as the wai'm weather approaches the n.: Us commence fighting with each other for the possession oi the females. The victor leads off his female to a suitable corner
the aquarium, and
here their family life begins. The neat is eonstraoted by the male.
Iu building it he takes a position about an inch below the surface,
and frequently takes a;r into his mouth, which he ejects in shape of
little bubbles'.
These bubbles seem to DO covered with some
He
viscid substance, which makes them last for several hours.
keeps this up until
little floating platform is formed of about
•! au inch in thicksix inches in eireu.nl,
..,, l.i
ness.
Rhentha ni
- •' sufia-ient size, the female
I"
approaches mid swims
iveral times until he notices
her.
Tie follows be* now round to a circle, immediately under the
bubble platform, and all at once, with a verv graceful motion, he
aeizoa her by foldii a tie
bodyalid Una around her, at the
same tiure turning himself withherover in the middle of the wafer.
so that, the venbal
Now he presses
DO
test,
against tier and causes the eggi to ilow, which in passing him
become fertilized and rise to the surface. This act being over,
the male's attention is occupied by gathering the eggs with his
mouth and placing them on the platform. Should one accidentally full to the bottom, hfl carries it up again, immediately,
When

;,

Prom
En.
ciple of this plant is found in the root, and is cal
experience 1 believe this iiiulin neutralizes the virus or poison
Of hydrophobia. Allow me to give a few instances where.this
Slv own uej hew. idem a, -ni.nl buy,
simple remedy has been used

by

tion.

The

U

They intend

be lowered to the island.

(Sngittnria lUUatUl)—BoTH Natchat, Size.

st >~
*th3 riwHC ria
it livas" it <Jt
tolerably well, but not so fast as the trout
It spawns in March and Apri
lbs. weight.
taken by hand, but the lish do not ripen them
therefore they must he obtained near the
places."

.'
1

r

m

"

ind in
id to karn
hemp
r, nnimi. udee. tb
us: "of
of the first case of hydrophobia resulting from such bite whero
the root was used. I think, therefore, I have good reason tU have
coutioence iu the. remedy as a preventive.
Whether, after a manifestation of the di.-ease, it would ha.,

Iln.-ie

i

uatu

This account tallies with our observations oi ithegr ivling, except
d broo is as high as
that portion which says that
;

1

.

1

i

icoi iplete

I

sood effector any effect at all, 1 am unable to say. I doubt
whether it would. " But the antidote is so simple and so readily
obtained that it would be almost criminal not to employ it. Haytheremedy
ing said this much, allow me to gUe them
ii
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Detroit, Mich, July to, 1681.
Editor Forest and Stream
My attention being called to the article in the Fouebt and
Stf,i;a3i relating to the earful death by hydrophobia of a, little
:

n, rat better for you than Beer, Ale or Porter, ant)
mtoxieatuig effects Is Hop hitters.
!

,,

i

:

•

.

,.,.
,,nn
bruised in'a mortar, add one" pud of now milk
inn, I'.n-lni;;. No
strain off, and when cold, take at a. doseiu the ,,.,
food should be taken for from three to five hours alteiward. Remorning
tointhird
morning,
..Honing
one
rjn
the
the
dose
peat
n. no, and again on tho fifth morning. The abuve .piantitv is
for children, given in proportionate doses, savin
for an adult
K, S.
..u eoi twelve years, half the". piaotity.
;
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FOREST AND STREAM.

34
having' boen bitton by n little Mr, Ic and him do£ wliile patting
ind :•!-=.. the biting of Mr. Walter H, Beebe'stwo valnabB
by r flog supposed i" b< rabid,
am prompted, fur buput your many readers in possession nf s r
ndj
Utnl baa iu <.•: been nand. with won.i. riul »u
twenty
Podolia.
I will
- pij
im im
i(io)<
published in a mertiw.)

n.—'

.i ssi.i,," tut:

in'

i.ilriifH

i

.

:

.1
parntkuiB,,
published by Park Davis A
aanufacl-uring cheuuBtH, of Detroit, .Midi., u.i. i,. April, 1877.
<•!' Mir n.-nirdv
i-'hnuaitUilDiii SpiuoBum, ana Local or
Biflvunim
Bpinj burred, niedioal pai'l of'thc ptMit.
|.Extrae1
ir.jin the Therapeutic Joniviial, April 10, 1876, published »l Paris
bv Prol
M \ i.ni'.i
"We .-,, in L'eoqivit from out ol our
honorable and diatinguislxod <• mi'rorefi. Dr. fnaayuiala (of Kivon,
Dzero t'odolin tho following Ii llw which, by virtue "i the to lih
iYf,n-i;uo«u olmrtujti rod it- author, seems bo iw well wottbj of attention, aud ire liaetento publish il
••
KtiivoU, O'.n:,.. March 3S, 1S70.
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i.have uo longei aivj teal of i-Sbies. Varyuear
rerned)
twelve years ago one of mydoga tuOk this diBease and bii « cow.;
i,.
a batm crane.
i dog, a cat and
Tbo cow, tbo pig and the
im. kr tjuatmeut for three wi ekij.
dog Hiav i'!a
All three were
... titui the eat which loft
left uninhnv..
without oaredii
the one at- the etui of llm.-n, and
the ntli'.r at ill.
ml uT all vi n days an. r being bitten.
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•r wh"|.
ohild cam.' ilong. and
and about the bathers. uatchui
some or unskilled per OU I'lell
Uvea be baepavediB vt rv huge
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life Io
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time ho a vam in
his chai
to drag some v •tltureThe nil iberof
a w.ite v grave.
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their
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During
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si\ .u Lbfeae pareoua mi
into
Df u.-rl,ani.a il...\ rnniiMil Ol i'odolin.
Dlabiotoi Balta). L'heBe were all oured, -while the aixoth,ere treated
by l.bn i-aiilciy and tin- daily HBO of cantharldeN ol faba
geaiBtra tinolo] lo^died madin thi
ty days."
The journal wbioli 1 have copied tbi.- above front cooojurtu many
mtjBB ul mnidur ualiiru and tr.-atimn
whioh yon iTlll 966
the joui'iial referral to.
I havo great oonr
d
fiidenoc in the Bfli
remedy for hydrophobia, baring
j
tilled a rnad flog and become beh|-.[itter.'il v.itb blood and saliva lr..ui tlie brato.
1
oonld not pesiiiv.lv affirm that 1 absorbed suffioientto havegivan mo hvdj-oran al'brm, that
phobin, buttliiKinueli
el wilhmost
fearful nervouH proatration, Joll rod
ration.
The
awoke in a
first attack eatuu uu at erne o'clock at night, and i
rnoht desperate and feai'l'ul Kittle nl inind. feeling n« tboogb a tiiouBand demons bad me in their helhah g&ap, and tor a time I was
unable to «tir. lint putting forth all the strength t oould oonimand
iBtlMtrgOtttBoamy l'eet nud ba.he.i my fiiee. and okc
bourbon, t slopl notvorj Batisiactorilj in thi momiug, an thai
forenoon I began taking the (JbriKantiiiinu iSmuosum duid
•; throe of
twenty di'opa at a doae, and I oulj e perienold e fi
those nervouH at.taeJt.s after, and those during the middle of the
forenoon and afternoon. I look the medicine tor three weeks and
have never siuou experienced any of those, terrible feelings, and
three years have pasBcd since I killed the rabid canine. Ike
Gtn'ieanthinjn Bpinoanm, in the form ot a ilnid extract, ran be oh;i.l should be ti.ken in iroin
Iten to
day Lir livemy-imi" days.
twenty drops three time,
i'
tliis Irniv wen. lei fill remedy to
Hoping von in:.- "'
the public thronvii ike columns of the l'OJlEBT ABB Stbbh til ii
general may be saved the
wish of the writer, thai mankind
...
horrors of that dreadful disease, hi drojils n;
.n'Olliilie
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very pleasant clay with Dr. Jarvis, and at the request of the broed11.
or, Jlr. Kelsey was kind enough to show bis purchase to us
-.1-,- pronming youngster, and
is
waa as bright as a button.
Tho Utter is considered* one.of the best ever sired bv the old champion... Mr. J. &. Morrison. Ashland, X. H., has a litter of puppi,,- three-quarters
beagle and one-quarter English foxhound,
which he thinks will be better fur hunting ll.e large gray rnbl.il Ihau
the pure, beagle
We call to the attention of our readers that
Mr. II. W. Gause. Wilmington, Del., offers for sale live vory handsome whelps by his grand field dog Warwick out of his Ollio; ho
also offers Kildaro, an Irish red setter, for sale.

LONDON, ONT.. DOG SHOW.— Arrangements have been made
with the following railroads to carry dogs free to and from the
Great Westabove show, if accompanied bv owner or care-taker
ern and Grand Trunk of Canada, Wabash, St. Louis and Pacific
Railway, New York and Lake Erie Hallway, and Pennsylvania Itailway. Wo also expect tho same privilege from the American Express Company. The managers of tbo Provincial Pair bavo made
arrangements with the committee to have the bench show held on
their grounds, which will be a mutual benefit to both exhibitions.
A suitable building will be erected on the fair grounds, and everything tends toward this being the most successful exhibition of
dogs ever held in Canada. Lot intending exhibitors make their
cutties as soon as possible. The committee will then he able to
ha re everv arrangement made early for the accommodation of
:

patrons, the usual delay in sending entries is exceedingly discouraging, and delays the neccssarv preparations, which cannot be
perfected, as they should be, on the first day. Colonel Taylor, of
the pointer and
Lexington, K v., has consented to act as judge
.ki.-ses.' and it is likely Mr. C. H. Mason, of New York, will
s,tt,
bo judge iu the other classes.
An omission has been made in tho
prize list in leaving out a class for pointer bitch puppies, which
Class 25 will bo Class 25A, and Class 25B
lias now been added.
will be for pointer bitch puppies, for which a prize of ten dollars
A donor has kindly given
will be given, the same as Class 25A.
case of their ducking powder for the best retriever, which
a
will be another special prize added to the former list— John Pctddicombe, Secretary.
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inr.ry in which I live, rubies in very Frequent, and l< .v
H.ai
..ii Iwi hi;. y. lai have used Uie uietiicine,
.,i

i

t,

i

your important Lnlloi'dj
UyW en
rapout'UM, and th ii so umaj fit n means
have beeh admitted ,•• tin- ranks ol nio.li.vl agi ma. L'ei'inil me to
ohll your attention fora moment tottiu'Thcr
utiri properties of

mi!

i,

1-bap- the

with Runner, but
within the pa
an.the del.:
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THE CONSTANTINOlT.r. DOG. The Constantinople dog has
never been done justice to, and never will- he tor mI.
OBJ
be
scon to be appreciated. There is a slouch in hi.- gait and leer in
his .vo which mere words cannot prod,,,,.
II:0:0 k is not like
that of an honest, civilized dog, lint is dashed with
-n.i.i of bis eonsiti the wolf
and when at nigbl he is disturbed
from hiB bed ol rel 11-e by the kick or stall of a pa—ing drunkard,
Ught hideous bv howls and m ip.ngs hid. recall the
moonlit desert. The Turks are Bays a correspondent of the dlohe
generally speaking, kind to th
treeteoa rengers, but the Greeks
are not
and, indeed, they seemed t". consider the wretched animals a-a legitimate bittts for then frequent Bts ol sulky bad tempei', so that when they want to " liaMi at " something, thev select
the dogs as a sort, of safety valve to their sjileen. 'Che night
watchmen here are armed with thick iron-tipped staves, which thev
are ordered from time to time to bang on to the pavement, just, to
show they are not asleep, and probably to let the thieves know
they are coming. Tho man whose hourly beat is in the Grand
Hue, under the windows of my hotel, soiuelim.is varies this pastime by touching up the dogs which lie curled up asleep on the
heaps of unsavory rubbish adorning 1 'era's main thoroughfare:
- a pandemonium of canine
protestations which makes
sleep tor the next ten minutes an impossibility.
But i am getting
ii."'iis1"i.i.'.ltoit. and last night only dreamed that i was "at the
:

;

OF DOG. -A

NATI'liE Oil

HI-'

friend living

the

011

Bhoros of Lake Winnebago has a wife and daughter fond of llowers, and a setter dog fond of anything iu the way of mischief.
Last lull the ladies bbI ont some tulip bulbs west of the house, the
lake being on the east side.
ThiB spring they looked in vain for
their plants, and concluded tho hard winter batl destroyed them.
Imagine their astonishment later in the soason to find tnlips springing up near the iako shore in ground which has never been cultivated, and where they are certain uo bulbs have over been planted.
Shall we credit the dog with their transplanting, or behove that
the bulbs, in seeking to got away from the frost near the surface,
burrowed under tbo house, and, losing their bearings, came up on
the wrong side?— Bahoek.
Waushara ''„.. Wis.

•.,
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KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
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Auburn. Maine.—Wy dog's nose is continually very hot.
smUvi, trom
from her
lieriiinnll
inn tier
p r eves
i".v- colli
Tin Iilira:
u- soiMMinil
'-,nr--'
n
mom h, anil
latter which hardens on the
Mies," ins 01
OS,
1

1

1

1

.

il
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1

lni:""l.'k ItirOWS
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SO ii"

mi-i or
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1

'0 Inii: -mi

1.

11

11

astorOUi also two grains.oi

ol BUlplttl
.1

i-w doses

mi-"!,,'

1

occasional dose

mnlne three times

t

day mil
179 J.

O

Inlii, Mn-s.-l have a... Irish s eiu-r which I have
entirely 011 meat. I don't 1 hlnk It is good for
great deal. Please ell an what T l.iid oetter
lso if I ought to give him a ly medi inc. Also
-'"'''" '" -.ly "I -in
air trom coining our, anfl
ns. Feed him on table scr. p 3 or ou rice and
in,
l.ii a Hi lie meat, tw ce a
week. Keep

1

" in Lattersea.

'•home
The Htamboul street dog, if in condition,
is a by no means ugly quadruped, of a yellowish hue and unmistakable lupine connection. But a sleek, well-fed street dog is, of
Course, as rare as a Hleek, well-fed beggar, who is born, lives and
dies on a rubbish heap.
Many are the broken legs, the cruel
Why does not some generous person
wolinda, the scurvy backs.
in London, with more regard for suffering abroad than at home,
send out some doctors and nurses for the Starnhoul dogs, or provide a fluid for sending sick membora of the fraternity to the German Bads ,—Live Btonk Journal.
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Is
nl, ami use
Hens by washing with cai
dog. see answer to S. s. V. in Foitiisr AN!,
t.if

1
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tie

int.— M.v deerhound puppies: re nearly a mouth
In- dew claws, but uot bj tl e roots,
fan lent
- are attached
ii.- ":',,
Or .should t only cut,
'

;

'.'

'..vet, all In. 'ii.:
,

swer to

1:

einove

tlie

c.

1

h.

Cm n
v\
cannot advise
"lumps," bin Bug rest that you show
1

COCKEK SPANIEL NELL.—The steamer Denmark, of the
National Line, which arrived at this port on Wednesday last,
.o
",.1 for Mr. Freddie H. Hoe, of Tarrytown, N. V., one of
the ritiost little cocker bitches we ever clapped eyes on. Despite
her having been overfed by tho kindly butcher of the ship, and
bi t
"ui
"ing iii bad condition, she is" one of tho best specimens
of her breed living.
Nell was formerly the property of Mr. John K. I'ain, ot" Timhridge Wells, and while in his possession was selected by H» Hugh

i

ac three aa;
1..,

gi'.-j.
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those who regularly call for their Vitttu
afternoon at. the counting-room of tins office

an

is

iu-

the name of Spent, and is the
raj icea in
thai
L
and Ladder Company No. I. At about
B. Iff,
n -nlarlv as the hour comes around, Spurt sets out for
ben-lnie
from the tiuck-house to the
i.i'l'.ing
n.
g-ri 'in.
Onarriving at the otlice he does not
>isei
push or crowd, bnt, Ukf the well-behnved dog that be is. Hails unThose in charge know him well
A
til he can reaoh the tsonnter
his mouth and
paper ia folded and handed him. and he take- it
Starts on a bee-line lor the tmok-houho. ft he does uot get the
JJuitij itumeiiiaf. ly on reaching Hie nounter,
b
telligent

1

t

.
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1

I
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i.

m

oi
il
D
clerk at
legH, places his l'orepaw iVheu Uitf paper is
toxg
inn. -ii us toeay; •']
I
liiauk-, and is:.' m
handed him he wag- hi- fail
jiffy.
01
ilayoi
probi
late ho has been muzzled, in aoci
in
claniafion, and the paper is put 1U the mnz/.le over his msr.
•..
he neves go,- to the P.t.'j o.hce as he appears to know
I

i

i

.

I

m

I

i
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ic.

Palo, Mlc.li.— should iim' teeth be BOVeTed with tartar
be "scaled" and afterward brushed with soap and
a Utile charcoal, or a taw drops of simple tincture ot
••un-,
U j allowing
herepetttion of the deposit im,.
A tittle Iron and quinine
;aslonal large hones 10 gnaw.
i-eii in I'e.-te'i
to
lesystem. Wi iave never 6nown
nt recomineiirled ior m.mgc 10 fall hi one single case; ft
-i.-iiiiy and
well rubbed into the skin, i'owafterward
-,u ot arsenic, gtventwlce a day, say In two and
op doses, can ."ot but res' ore your dog's t a healthy conilii"d lint you follow the directions unremittingly and keep
['..
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esoelleni

entitled
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British Doka."

.

biteh and has not been broken, but her late
she has shown great, intelligence when she occaIm. in a day's shooting, and always proved
scent.
Her color is liver pied -that is.
She ,- very handsomely marked. Her
liver .and White mottled,
weight, when in condition, is Tl lbs., and her age about three

owner

in

.

I,-

bOll

'

Ii-

],,.rlect

i

'

Drmkr

and she wags a tail which has uot been docked.
She haa recently raised a fine litter by Mr. Bowers' Don Pedro,
and the
rgb
kennels was the
bag
b." r late owner's
:
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itinera
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whelps-,

tings

ar

invited

lo

send

memoranda

or insertion in thti et.lmini.

sali'-n. etc.

the publication of

1

>

cl\

mtCt;

bl't

request in eaeh

hmi-r/vrm, that the name nf
«wii«r atwi fog De written legibly, or jtrtnteG, ««„' that the strain to
which the animal belongs be distinctly stated.

Doffc

ahead of tin
thrown open than ont
horses, then darling back again, jumping
dancing around iheni, and then in-lung
"
i.ic will
are ahead
ilj all the time,
f
oi the truck, hark at them and rush at thenorses umit tne.v get
soon es tin
it
n
Bro, Sport
out of the way.
:,miwoo
goes on guard, watcbiug the truck and tl
i

KENiNBL NOTBB.

years.
Her coat is wavy and long, beautiful liver-colored ears,
and a face with grand expression. Her logs are heavily feathered.

her in these columns.
The following are her measurements taken from Mr. Dalzeel's
book
Height at shoulder. iu. length from noso to act on of
tail, SOin.i length of tail, 111 it,.: girth ol chest, 23 in.: girth of
.in, in:n.; girth of head,
in.; girth of forearm,
in.; length
of head from occiput to tip of nose. 8' f in.; girth of muzzle midway between eyes and tip of nose, -A in. bare.
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run to hies with the com
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herself to have a
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.
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Later on she passed into

1

nd
Ib77 and si
Nell is

1

and 800U began

'1
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Nortkumt, ei'Liinl. Pa. — You .-.lioufl have Hie swelling
of your sei.i.er examined by some competent surhlte, no doubt, was the cause of the trouble.
'-'".
ork City.— fresh air and cleanliness afford the
W" know of no such disease as tlie "spotted distem-

jaw

nake

ii

pru|iein

daily, as
'./v

I',,

.

:er

i

I

1

I
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,l,cpcL"..i fthO :
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':
he ,\n run 0V61 by the
injured sever,,! linns,
truck and one of his tegs was broken. lie was carried to the
d
for
his
leg
was
and
hi
by
set.
041
id
trncli house, where
the niembera of the company. The log gut well, but is nuw a

:.i

:

;
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GAZEHOPND.— We

TJlT

have received the following inquiry
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little stiff.

On

the

'::

B bruaiy,

ot

I

after

1870,

a

the

storm,

terrible
in the

Old Uurying
o.
s
Mroiiinl
Ii
wasneailv d.-ivl wi
ikevtOOk it to the
bonae and w ere trviug" to warm it back to hie, when Sporl appeareil, took the hflle .-trunger in hia mouth, bore, it to his own
hunk and tended il as carefully a. a bwuau father. It lived and
thrived, the members of the company bringing II Up on tho
v n "
id ..:
The two dogs g(8tl fl tj
bottle.
r i"
ot the members of the company to touch
lid ttOtl 'I
the little stranger, whomtlio firemen had ehjistanedl
meiiib'.-rs ei

the

a little

1

i

imppy

:

s'

tl

•

i

I

to

in.
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• him.

a-
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ih gri « older he
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ics ,v :,
iioi
(tree, and the
shan
bim. The laticr
dag ui tin oui ipeciefl attai ad
lal
n the iloor,
u
went to the truck house »h,.r, S],.,rt v.a-- !v i_
nosed
him,
i.i
and ByidBntly
waked him up,
n u ITOJ W
comprehend H fiat had happened, lui.
gather, and rnetnhera. of the oompany foil
What would happen, when they saw Lash and Sport sot "poo the
unfortunate our and give him a terrible-th lehinj
killed by being ran over by the truck en its way to a lire and ciport
I
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•
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.

.
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i

I
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i.

mourned bun sincerely— jOfewark

(A'. /.)
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Advertiser.
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fi'ouia Philadelphia cD.-res.Mii.u.teiit

concerning the antiquity ul ihc
"In old books, or books written of the ofdeii times,
,'.,:
nod quite often the gazehound. Will
von kindly inform me if it is extinct or not } Lid it depend on its
"eyesight solely for hunting game?
Was it found
Eugland,
Scotland or Ireland V What is the difference between an Irish wolf-

gazehound:
in England

..

,

m

,',::...
.

"

m,.

B

;

Io

(,,.

i'

i.

1
.

1)

than quote the words of old Dr. Cains

....

The gazehound.

.:,,':

,...,-

i;

ii

vea ,r

who

:

dogge ivhick pnrsuetli
prevailetti liftle or never
whit by any benifite of the
by the
nose, but excellent in perspicuity and sharpness of sight alto*
* * * These dogges are much and usually found
gether.
in the northern parts of England more than in the southern
1

.,..:,

This

kindo

of

;.

parts.

Wo should say it had a good deal to do with the originator ottke,
deerhouud, There is no real differs!
.el
reen the Scotch and
Irish stag-hounds, and, whatever the Irish wolf-hound may have
been formerly, the speoimens seen nowadayaare little more than
over-sized deerhounda Bee Vero Shaw's letter in Fokf.st axd
Sxheaji of June BO,

—

BLIPS. ilr. A. B. Kelsey, of Bolvidere, N. J., has just returned
from a vieit to Claremont, N. H., where be went expressly to seHe passed a
lect a dog puppy out of the Moreen litter by Elcho.

nun

dig

l-'oaru for

Spray

tor black,

ied July

champion Emperor i
(--Mr. Eugene Fo\
Col. Spot tor his blade and
Mlgnon.

-arueof
puppy by wiujairoutot

Liuii'.l

11

1-,

l.'iy

t.o'

Eugene Powers, Cortland, N. Y„ claims the
si "iniiBsror Mack and white cocker bitch puppy by

tide

tor Mlgnon.

vtaate

itr.

vi

Flossie for

2

FOEEST AND STREAM.

11, 1881.]
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Eugene Powers, CorUdncL 5T. Y., claims tiie name of
black am white cocker bitch puppy by Wlltlalr out of
i
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W

Vllen,

bovoilal. M

l.l.s'-'iiilendl.i

ported beagle Kingwood (Ranter-Bent

100 ytlS.. 5555055—35

<:. 11.

Dukit^ifor/olk—Mr.

.3. oils Fellow
Saramic, Mich.
by Bran out ot 1

1"U yds... 664V..-,5— 34
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nf Norfolk,
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Mr. W. H. Pierce. Peek
Whitney Phoenix, of New York city

Sue.
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///.—Mr. Edward

35.M-..VI
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;skill, N. V., his Irish
2d r
e N. Y.,
'ood, of Rock 11111, S. a, lias sold to Mr. W",
ivokskill, X. Y., Ills handsome lrisli red Belter dog
champion Eleho our oi champion Ro-.e.
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Third Jionnd for second Prize; three birds
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At this range Capt l'lb-h succeeded in getting an average of
centres, ami rei bed wiin '.iiiia.u oi Hie possible 105, leading all competitors 4 points. The detailed s. ..ivs arc a- follows:
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A Camel Ridk.— A
he were

FLY

traveler siys that if
sensation

aske'l to describe the first

of a camel
music-stool,
as it. would
Springs, gel
transversely

ride he

"Take

would say:

and having wound

it

up

a
UKitld.AK,

as high

"

"

"
Extradite "
SLIDING Into Leather Case

"

"

RUSSIA,

"
:\K\\

SAME,

extra qhalitj (The

•'

South-Side

;

TACKLE BOOKS:— Regular
NET RINGS.

English lady in Paris, who forwards
her name and addresi asks the Daily
to invite the attention of the French autborities lo the needless ni noimt of cruelty prac-

A

1.30
3.50
5.00
li.00

.

fine,

HAND-MADE MINNOW DIP

50
a oo
a so

.

Linen

.50

$0.35

Cntlnu
Inches deep.

.25
12

6

.65
.30

.80
.35

14

IB

$1.00 $1.15

I

NETS.

$1.40 $l.i

.dS

.00

.811

1.1

18

20

24

(

HAND-MADE LANDING NETS.
.50
$0.40
Linen
20
.35
Cotton
14
20
Inchesdeep
Cotton
Inches deep
..is 00
.$10 60 Salmon
persons residing in cities In which the dealers keep a lull line of our goods will not be

aroTicE!

24
20

Tuesday cannot be

PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS,

PAT.

New

IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane,

easily

KEEPS

CNPicuU'EAi:, the

inserted, until the follow hit/

York.

better $1 per pair.
best.

KEEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest.
KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled -old plate.
KEEP'S NECKWEAR, latest novelties.
KEEPS best CUSTOM SIITRTS, made

week's issue.

any price.

OF

finished.

KEEP'S KID liLOVES, none

IS

filled at

Clearance Sale

Keep's Shirts, the Best.
KEEP'S

-2f

13

|

ABBEY &

received

.85

.05
.50

WHALRHONE, ALL COLLAPSING.
.

later than

(

4

|

$1

.

Orders received I

Advertisements

I

The Perfection," large and
NETS.

Quality, $1.76; "

BRASS.

ticed by the French iah drivers upon thenThey do not,
are assured, simply
horses.
flog, but lash the horses till they staggi
under the blows from their heavy whips. Is
there, asks our correspondent, no institution
in France corresponding to our own Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals?

I

")

Incites long

IIoiisks.

—An

1.10
3.00
4.00
5.25

"
with patent clips
oighl dozen Hies at full length) with patent clips.

"

LK (holding

S'I'N

11, 1881.

BOOK.

Kindle Baud
Leather strap

nil

I'.KST 51(llilHVll, with

go, put. it in a cart without
on top, and next drive the cart
across a ploughed field, and you
will then form some notion of the terror and
uncertainty yon would experience the first
time you mounted a camel."

French Gab Dkiykhs and Tiirir

iv

[August

HAMMERLESS GUNS.

W. W. CREENER'S
to

meas-

ure, 6 tor $9.

[fates

KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 tor $6.50
KEEP'S SHIRTS delivered tree in any pan of the

promptly furnished

Union.

KEEP'S GOOPS

on application.

Money refunded

BOKDSAKD

BBCttBITTHiS,

Pine St,

New

any address.

Keep Manufacturing Co.,

1HTNTNO STOCKS.
R6

goods not satisfactory.
tree to

York.

(S3 1.

633. 835, <KJ7

Having' decided to discontinue the sale of W. W. Greener's guns, we deout our entire line of liis make; and to tliat end we offer them
following greatly reduced prices. All these trims were built to our
special order, and are of Greener's latest and most improved production. Any
of these guns will he sent C. O. D., with privilege of examination and trial,
on receipt of remittance sufficient to pay express charges to your place and
return. This remittance will he required, without exception, from every pur-

sire to close

at

CHEAPEST.
for

Samples aud circulars

FRANK BLYDEN8URCH,
STOCKS,

ALWAYS THE BEST AND

tl»e

-liii

Broadway, N. V.

edge-fast action,

hard-

vilaln case,

h bar-

'

s lbs.

rvr
X

treble wr-dye-lnM action,

•,

6

0.— w. w. c
h

gol

is,

w:ii

be delivered

ti

]

choke; drop of

length of stock, 1-Hc

In.;

ei>t.lohaily

stock-, highest enled, barrel lull

modliieil

baarel

right,

stock. 2c:

hire

cuilv

gnu throughout,;

nest

choke,

latent

L-ijihc

plat"

ceil
..$165

!

wedge-fast action,
end, horn-heel

ler, treble

pistol grip

e end. line laminated sle^l
steel;, horn-heel plate,
mil. barrels /nil choke; re:•!<

i

handsoim

-

in,;
7 IDS. 7

158,

..$21)0

e-fast action,
/-i

AMP LIKE

IN

THE WILDERNESS.- Second

edition

The *al'csi

trip of

ntedifine

to

haveuuoui

I

lie

house

-,.

lime

at. all

Is amia-lntr. Instructive and Interesting
Price 25 cents
By
pages. 12 lustrations.
postpaid. :siicents. CHARLES A. .1. FARliAK.
viiRmlca Plaln.Mass.

and out.

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient.

S24

tnall,

4fjor

many

dollars and

much

siil'lei

ing.

SALE.— Pair
i'
i

ire

finest

English D
fit

I

rrels

:

.t

$185

68 Fifth Ave.,

CO.,

will

Pittsburgh, Pa

.

ROBIN'S ISLAND STAKES, OE EASTEKN FIELD TRIALS DERBY,

I??fe write, for circular to

SOUS

SB

made byTruloel
any central tire acoce in avenue.

she- gun: barrels

Address postal card R.
tion.
Jersey City, N. J.

2
in.: length of
modified choke ; re-

of stock,

Eastern Field Trials Club Third Annual Running Meeting
COMMENCING ON THANKSGIVING DAY, 18S1.

Shooting Suits.

\ug-

PALMER 0NE1L &

J.

HOLABIRD

Bros., Dublin; will readily

$201)

(i.— W. W. creeni •, treble wedge-fast action,
ore end, horn-heel plate,
;tol grip, patent
e laminated steel larrels. Hi gauge. 2!) inch; n

edgi
4 (j.—w. \V. Greener, treble
pistol grip, patent lore end, imitation skeleton
linish; drop 01
1
hull platJ'. plain ease, harde
stock, am.; lenglh ut stock. 14 •„ In.; right barrel, meddled choke; lel't barrel, lull choke; Damascus; ii, :ib; U; lbs.; reduced to..

le and 12 gauge, which we
We also lurve a few Treble Wedge-Fast Greener duns with hammers,
to 7 lbs., at $50 each.
sell at a very close figure, aud a tew side-snap action, 14 bore, 8jg

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

FOB

both

lbs.;

lo.

i

^nh.

n. c.

educed

..$17!

now ready. This story describes the
a parry o' Boston gentlemen to the Richard
son-Rangeley lake--, it treats of "compute," indoors
V

lH

Tibs

lei

TIPTUKGROVE & McLELLAN.

ouen

second, $100, and third, $50.
to all puppies whelped on or; after April 1, 1880. Prizes: First, $150
$i« additional to nil. Nominations for this stake to close positively on Oct. 1, 1881.
;

Forfeit', $5

;

PECONIC OR ALL-AGED STAKES,

B., 171

Vam>akaibo. Ind.

Augll.lt

,n
I'mi'm,.
to all setters or pointers.
stake will be added by the club a
Nominations to clos,
All
winner, for the best pointer competing:
special prize of $100, or a silver cup of equal value, at option of the
t» the stakes.

Prizes: First, $250; second, $160

open

third,

;

tonal to

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

NO

IS

1

to

members
i

,

of the club,
,

i

m

i

and each entry

-1836.

TRALS

214,

for

PIKITT.

FRAGRANT

Warranted Free

VANITY

Most Elaborate Styles.

you want good work, at low figures, and
save Agent's Commission come direct to

14 Dey

Send

OF

N. V,

HERALD,

The FLYING

St.

AND TIMES,

1847,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

SALE.

LIGOWSSY It CO.,
33 Vine St.,
CINCINNATI, O.

have recently Invented a new hammer

gun, both in single and double, which

knowledged to he the best
ket.

article in the

is

B. F.

ac-

28

mar-

s tor

finish,

workmanship and shooting
any

in the market.

As was proved

m™,*
™.i»
'"
'

,

Dock Square, Boston, Mass.

wore

cards, etc.,

address the

manu-

[Extract from Forest and Stream, July T, 18S1, p. 448.3
" * » * This flight so nearly resembles the actual
motions of hirds that the Clay Pigeons afford excellent
practice for wing shooting;. We commend all sportsmen
.
ICC! c
'

:

NICHOLS & CO.,
of

MASS.

the

RODS,
BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING
June

B. ETJTEBKOCK,
it

particulars, rules,
facturers.

Manufacturers

REBORING A SPECIALTY.
C.

THREE ANNUAL PHIZES TO CLUBS: 1st, $100 ;
3d, nne trap andl,000 pigeons. For

•2A. %'25;

BEACH STREET, BOSTON,

All sportsmen agree that the Euteorouk

qualities are equal to

Hammer and Hammertess Ciuns made to order.

mm

and TRAP.

THE NEW EUTEBR0UK HAMMER GUN.
I

Y.

GREATLY IMPROVED.

for Circular of

CLAY
A FILE

FAIR.

haw ins Distinguishing' Merits.

HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.
8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALSMM. S. KlIIBALL A; CO., Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester, N.

If

WALKER,

NEW

"VANITY

KINGS.

r.acli

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.

E.

President.

from Drngn or Medication.

THREE

FAIR.

JAMES

OTTO DONNER,

J.

CIGARETTES
That stand unrivalled

BOOK BINDING
the

be owned ami handled by the member iiaMng'the
and such prize to be known as the EAST ERN

„,
iork City.
New VIr

Special prices to follow others according to their value.

NEAT AND ELEGANT

to

to

prate of the value of $100,

CTJP OF 1881.
Jacob Pehtz, Secretary. P. O.Box

IffiSLD

Plainest

.,

1

MEMBERS' STAKES,

END.

Onen only

Established

J5i).

a

at the Fly-Casting

Tournament

at Coney* Island,

23.

T5 feet.
Class was won with one of our 10 ft. 9 oz. Bass Hods length of cast,
m mammon
The
,,,"'",,
of our 11 ft. S oz. Fly Pod-; 1,-cctlim ce-i,m;„
;

.con

with

^^U^SS^^a^mW^^tKnte^«
and Game Law.

logue, with Mass. Fish

ft.

one.

used them.

Send stamp for cata-

»

AtJGDST

;;
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Bamboo Rods,

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULES.

TO BE HELD AT

LONDON,

m

ONT.,
•ii-i'Hi'-

and

28, 29

-2T,

30, 1SS1.
No.

Piize Lists

bow

NO.

SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE (PATENTED SEPTEMBER

2

26, 1875).

The constant Wf
1878).

8,

This split thoroughly strengthens where the ferrule Is Joined to the wood, which is Mie weaken, part of a rod, and where so minv of other makes of rods
especially) break. Mr. Leonard nas yet to hear of a slot le Instance ol breakage at this point
IPLTF FERRULE has been applied.

(bamboo

Sura.

No. 3

SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE WHIPPED WITH SILK AS

Tecuniseh House, London, Ont.

EKTBKS CLOSE SEP TEMBER

APPEARS ON THE ROD.

SOLE AGENTS.

WILLIAM
MILLS & SON,
WARREN
NEW YORK.

12.

WORMS! WORMS!

STREET,

7

SteadmarTs Plea Powder for Doss.
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.

J. B.

POWDER Is guaranteed to kill fleas on
THIS
d"gs or any other animal*, or money leturned.
put up In patent boxes with sliding
box top, which greatly facilitates Its use.
and cfticaeloua

IT

EVERY ROD WARRANTED.

FLEAS! FLEAS!
•

FERRVLE (PATENTED OCTOBER

Since the PAT ST
We consider this the GREATEST IMPROVEMENT that has been introduced in rod making since rods have
been made.

CHA8. LINCOLN,

.

IN

iching the wood, and the ferrule from becoming loose.
> durable than Leonard's.

Sec't,

OK

Office,

SHOWS WATERPROOF CUP

1

had of

ready, and can be

PUDDICOMBE,

J.

39

LEONARD'S

Split

Dog Show,

International

SETTEnUER

;

CROOK & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

It Is

Simple

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

FISHING TACKLE, ARCHERY,

CUNS,
Price SO cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and

Sun and Fokkst

AND ALL KINDS OF SPORTING

GOODS,

SO Fulton Street,

Y.

Stream.

kt-v

Conroy, BissetA Malleson,
65 Fulton s reet, N. Y.
HENRY l C.
SQUIRES,
Cortlandt street, N. T.
WRIGHr DITSOV,

Iff.

SPECIALTIES FOR 1881.
Sole Agents for

THOMAS ALDBED'SLOND OS ARCHERY

<fc

B80

Washington

street, Boston,

Mass.

H

Dr. Gordon Stables, R.

SEND 25c. FOR THE MOST COMPLETE CATALOGUE PUBLISHED.
goods sold at tills Establishment.

c

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

N.

B.—Nothing; but

first-da

i

Author of the

GHWV M.
P

"PRACTICAL KENNEL

erporta ehamplon and other pedigree dogs ol any

Send

Breed.

TheDalyGun,

for

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS.
Price le cents, post, tree.
cipal English breeders.

Gives addresses of prin-

HAS FINER BARRELS,

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR

To «nry- otlier Grxxxx

Greyhounds,
yor sale, Imported greyhounds and puppies from
imported stock. Pea
and traced.
Orders tor Importation solicited. For circulars or
Information, address L. C. F. LOTZ, 3,912 Lake Ave.,
Chicago, 111., or HENNESSEY A' SEEBACH, Chicago
Field Kennel, Peru, Lasalle County, 111.
June2,4mos

BRANDYWINE KENNEL.
DASHING LION IN THE STUD.
The Imported dog Dashlon Lion will serve a limited number of approved hitches. Fee, $25.
„^
Address
June30,3mos

Box

14,

AND SPECIAL NEW YORK,

1881.

Spaniel at the Stud. Fee
•25.
Mr Jacobs' strain. Brother to Squaw and
Lass o' Devon j brother In blood to Kaffir and Zulu
Negro, Utter brother to Benedict, was second to
Kaffir at the West of England show last month
Blacic. ana
roles by Benedict for

ziratHTfl'n

Steal

Head

Shells— Quality guaranteed.

field

LACHINE KEN

Tun a IK

,

I-f

piNE LODGE

E.

p»

oughly. Igive my puppies seven months' work
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, 1?
the dog has all the natural instincts.
References on application.
Prices, $50 and $75, according to length of time I keep the dog, with
t t<
arti
at
,oa
distances.
A
<?
» kP
W1NTEB,
Cairo, Thomas County. Georgia.

^

Oct

a,tt

BARONET IN THE STUD. —The lemon-and-whlte
pointer Baronet, whelped Nov. 24, 1879 (by
champion Rush, ex Livingston's Rose, by
Imported champion Snapshot), winner of third
prize, puppy stakes, Eastern Field Trials, Bobbins'
Island, Nov. 80, 1880
V. H. C. In open class, and
special prize for Dest pointer dog with a field trial
record, W. K. c. Show, 1881, to a limited number of
bitches. Breeders furnished with full printed pedigree. Address HENRY W. LIVINGSTON, 188 West
«d St., New York.
Mayl2,trJ2
;

IMPERIAL MANGE CURE.
A sure cure for all SKIN DISE \ SKS. For sale by
druggists and dealers in sportsmen's goods. Price

CHAMPION ELCHO, Ex^HAMPON ROSE.

prize-bred

Irish terrier puns,
Imi n ted Norah, by
Forprlce, etc, apply to DR. N1VEN,
l, 1881,

Home

Ruler.

London, Ont.

BULL

mil

il

Aug4

TERRIER PUPS FOR PALE CHEAP.—
six we lis old.

Bred from imported stock:
Address E. LEVER, 906 Walnut

street, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

AugU.lt

SALE.— Two pure bred Gordon setter
FORpies,
doc and bitch, three months old.
flress

A.

WEEKS,

Locust Valley,

L.

I.

pup-

Ad

Augll,2t

FOR

SALE.—The orange and white English setter bitch Nellie S years old broken on woodcock, quail and partridge good, busy worker, with,
keen nose and very staunch on point; retrieves
from land and water; she i- 0D i1 n
ol native
si rains, and has an excel ent pedigree.
Price, $35.
setter pups rery cheap.
;

;

;

5uc.

per Dottle

H.

,

Solk Pkoprietok,
Imperial Kennels, Toms River, N.

"LARRY."

',

J.

COMPIIilJVG,
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE DONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN AMERICA,
Arse-class work and guarantees satisfaction
Also.
.

J.

LAB AND BOOK.

mall, tor $3.

& C. V»N CITIifN.
P. o.

Box

22,

Delaware

City, Del.

FOR

Langdale, of 5 Newmarch TeiTace, victoria
Road, Leytonstone, England, late owner of Cham£ions Lawyer, Batchelor, Ladybird. Ladylove,
lzzle, Loustlc, Leu a-sicr. Limerick Liona, Launcelot, Lena,Lydney. Bebb, Young Bebb, Bessie IL, Baioness, and many more important winners at our best
shows; also, contributor to Vero Shaw's new work
on spaniels, will buy on commission spaniels of any
breed, and has on his books a number of grand
Marai.tf
specimens; deposit system.

BERNARD PUPS FOR SALE.— For pedigrees
ST.and
other particulars, address, with stamp, P.
«4,

Lancaster, Mo83.

July'JS,Ct

;

;

Price only *10.
Johnstown, N. Y.

kiln's Nellie).

--.-

'i

BRANDT,
ed May -2, 1*91, cumprKln- the blood of the
celebrated chain jiniL-, vioier. Magnet, White Prince,
etc.
Weight ot sire, 40 lbs. sire Dutch. Weight
i

SALE.— A few
FORWhite
Cocke

;

of dam, so lbs.; dam Lucie. Pedigree— Dutch by
Old Victor-Countess Coui,tessb\ Young GamblerOld Dasle (Countess d^m ot Champion Magnet)
Lucie by Champion White Prince-Puss (Pus* dam
ot champion Violet, Mr. Fumsi one's Norah, etc.)
For price apply to E:
EL, 23 Myrtle

UILLA-

'

.".

.

»,

1.1

IL..

n

I

'-

'-I

'I'

!'

KENT,

Hory O'More out

Augll.lt

FOR
orange

PeirL

r.l.l

'•

•:],',

of

Norah O'More, IMagenta and

Full pedigrees.
N. Y.

Address

W.N. CALLENAugll.tf

bred

and white setter bitch, iy. years old;
thorougifty broken on ah game.
A magnificent
brood bitch, and always throws a majority of dog
pups, -old tor no fault. Price low It taken at
once. For mil particulars and pedigree, address
G. E, OSBORN or R. B. PENN, New Haven, conn.

I7>OR SALE, fine bred young foxhound:* of d Iflerent age ; EngUsn,
lrginla ..nd New Enirland
stock. A. D. NORCROSS, Monson, .Mass. Augll.st
'

\

FORSALE.OR EXCHANGE FOR SMALL
—My

SALE CHEAP— Beautiful brace ot young
FOR
cooker spam* s ot choice stock. LOCK BOX
Aug4,st

.,

BOAT.

liver colored cocker spaniel dog Bang
114 years old; good worker. C. RICHARDSON,
Augu.it
Turner's Falls, Mass.

Augl,2t

suspension Bridge, N. Y.

'
'

I

Augll.lt

DER, Albany,
fine

J'

Montlcello, N. Y.

O'MORE KENNEL.— Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies for sale, by champion

Dogs and Bull Terriers at Stud.

SALE, a very handsome and

L

For pnee and fuu pedigree adtlress CHAS. F.

Boston.

tw Bull

choice black and blaolc and
c ken and unbroken;

ipanli

i

;

237,

L.

Aug ll.lt

>

htr, et,

TO COCKER BUYERS AND BREEDERS.—A. W.

O. Box

N. Y.

SALE.— Three liver, white and tan dog puppies five months old healthy, good size and
handsomely marked. Sire, Pierson's Banker (Belton-Yerner's Rose; dam, my Bess (Stevenson's

;

PEDIGREE
MB
E.

l-'lEI-U'L. t-'eeh-iklll,

;

PBIWTING

VON CUXINPA'J

EI.

Augll,lt

Dr. Jarvls calls Larry one of the best he ever bred;
Is all red, no white
a large grand dog with a most
superb head has thus tar been used exclusively as
a Held dog and never shown will make a winner
has an admirable nose and
IS thoroughly trained
ierrectly staunch endure and behind. Fee very low.
Address W. H. PIERCE, Peeksklll, N. Y.
;

which does

>

:

:

CLAY GLOVER,

WALKhR,

Elmlra,
Augti.lt

fennel

Vlit

In the Stud.

By

SALE, four
FOR
whelped July

Rifles,

N.Y. P. O. Box 3,994.

he Mcnnel.

Memtel

THE IRISH RED SETTER DOG

foxhound pups, three
ears, come an

F. H.

REMINGTON & SONS-, 283 Broadway,

GLOVER'S

Orglll's

sti

St.,

;

LOotone, L. I

KENNELS. —I am

Inch over end of nose.
N. Y.

Elm

61

Prie* lower than any other.

S Implest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
lO
""^
.4B Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Priees: Carbines, $22 Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $2B.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.

Uit

SALE CHEAP, three
FORmonths
old,

Or Thos. L. Golcher,
Boston.
H6 Girard ave., P»H»

OtW.B.8ctbuefer,

KEENE'S PATENT.

JL
pared to take a limited number of don,
either setters or pointers, and train them thor-

^P»^

TBAT.

Remington's Military. Sporting & Hunting Repeating

i

gale.

.

SCHOYERLING, DALY & GALES,

NEW DOUBLE REVOLVim

JR.,
CoatoavUle, Penn.

BENEDICT.
FIRST

on application.

Lists furnished

AGEItTS FOR CARD'S

==
-

YEA«SLEY,

I.

Imported b ack

COSTING TWICE THE MONET.
Sliootlug tTnstirpasBetl.

.!

!

I

—See Kennel Advertisement* nextpag*.

FOREST AND STREAM.

40

££port$itiw 's <$opds.

Cockers
To

a limited

in

the Stud

number ol approved bitches.

BRAGG, Mack, winner

or 1st

ana special S. T.

1S81.

CHAMPION CHARLIE,

liver

TRAPS.

winner or 1st and special Leeds, Eng.. 1S7S: id N
Y., 1879 ; 1st. Philadelphia, 1879. For scud toes, ped
lgrees. etc., Inquire or rhe RlVElisiiiF
Claremont, N. H., Lo
BO
S».
June9,t.f

TATHAM'S

11

1S81-

mi Routes %er gpartsmm.

jfotels

gpottsnten'8 §>ood».

PATENT
SELF-CLOSING PLUNGE

and white ticked

[August

TO SPORTSMEN:
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co.i

.

Beepectf ully invite attention to the

SPANIEL KENNEL,

MOUNT
full-blooded Gordon seuerpups,

Selected Standard

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

PLEASANT KENNEL. -For
;

tan.

prizewinner. Full pedgree on both sides
A rare
CHAS. T. BEOWNKIJ.,
for a good dog.
N ew Bedford 11 ass. PostofllcelK)x3S0.
AUg4,2t

Trap Shot!

,

,

SALE C1IEAP- Handsome English
FOR
dog Dash. Partially broken. Cost $85

setter
to Import; color, liver. Also field spaniel Ned by Mallard, first prize winner at Baltimore and Philadelphia; out of imported Daisy; color, liver. Address
L. CLAKK, 43 Montgomery Btreel
a
City, N. J.
July 2l-4t

NUMBERS

TT'OR SALE, a brace

of beautiful black and white
Llewellin setter pups by Champion Parts. C.
Bridge, N. Y.
Aug4,4t

LEWIS, Suspension

OULEOUT COCKER
Cockers of

all

PATENT SELF-CLOSING TRAPS, WITH EXTRA
DOOR TO SHOW WHEN BIRD IS NOT
IN TRAP.
Price per pair, 825.

SPANIEL KENNELS.-For

aces and colois. doss, hitches

Franklin, Be). Co., N. Y.

689

472
405

BEEKMAN

ST.,

1056 Soft.
1130 Chilled.

716

TATHAM&
83

AND 1ft

9

7, 8,

NO. Of pellets to OZ., 33S
"
" "
"
345

BRO»8,
NEW

July "!-U

Trout FUhbng, TVlng Shooting, and
Hunting,

PARKER

FIN

gperfsmm

foteh and pontes for

May

1

"THE

2,tf

Send

OR SALE.—One pure-bred

i

.

T7I0R SALE CHEAP, a litter of fine It Is!
J? pups, io weeio old, having one cross ot
and two ot Pltinkett. Address E. J ROB
July

Wethersfleld. Conn.

L. P.

a

Fhatoe Thomson, Gen'l Manager.

f eblT-ssi

LINE."

TAKE THE
Crand Rapids & Indiana R. R.
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling- A. Black Bass Fisheries,

&

Chesapeake

Ohio

R'y.

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia Bute Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
;< Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers.
'.i
g
Kanawha Valley, and Including In their varieties of
i

XIEMASKETT KENNEL, Richmond & Vaughan,
XN Proprietors. Mlddlehoro, Mass.- Sporting dogs
boarded, broken and handled by men of experience.
trained

forthelrreFpeetive work. Satisfaction guaranteed
number of wen-trained setters and Potntert
Address BOX 835, Mladleboro, Mass. H.
JUB62,«
B. RICHMOND, N. B. VATJ GHAN.

Also, a

for sale.

I

Home Telephone Manf'g

Co.

OF PITTSBURG,

Now offer their Instruments for general uie. The
CHEAPEST arid the BEST A universal want sup
NO ELECT KICITY1 NO BATTERY OPplied
ERATED BY ACOUSTIC VIBRATION and works
I

I

1

In all kinds of weather. Especially adapted for
connec lng different parts of the same building or
factory, warehouses and offices, houses and stables,
or different buildings on farms, plantations, etc;
also for speaking-tube purposes. Will work In a
circuit of four miles if desired.

An mioqualed source of amusement
and infraction for tlie young folks.

<£ood§.

P Price for two instruments, with insulators, attachments, etc., with tull Instructions for setting
them up, 12.00. Sent by express to any address, on
receipt of price, or can be sent by mall if 24 cents
additional Is remitted to pay postage. Address all
orders to the

Home Telephone
P. O.

Manufacturing' Co.,

BOX 819, PITTSBURG, PA.

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
famous AMERICAS GRAYLING Is found only In
these waters.
The TROUT season begins Hay 1 and ends Sept 1.

The GRAYLING Season opens June

K

BLACK

1

and ends

BASS, PIKE. PICKEREL and MUSCA-

also abound In large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets ot this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
friends or " club " at home, as Ice for packing fish
can be had at nearly all points.

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.
The

beautiful.

climate

Is

air is

to $100.00 per month can be made with Outllttle exYou have only to
ertion. No capital required.
the Telephone to secure orders, as they
speak for themselves
will

and eight

3

•

i
'

trout,

The Route of the Tourist,
in

Springs
The C

Woods and Lakes

a

nmmer

r. i

is

very

pure dry and bracing.

The

resorts.

Sd by rail at Huntingdon,
Northwest and Southwest;
from the North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension in
S

i

Va., from the West,

W.

rnarlor.t.esvaie, Va.,

ui

the

summer

of issi affords

THE ONLY ALL BAIL ROUTE TO THE

"TORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via RichHuntington, W. Va., between the
mond, Va.,
' and
^;
m^nrii of
nf Chesapeat
M.
vi n v and
jind the
tb ft Paclno
Pflelno Ocean.
Bay
mouth
,

,

V. W. FULLER,

The

G. P. &. T.

A, Richmond, Va.

peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

with

Hay Ferer and Asthma

Affections.

The hotel accommodations are excellent, and will
be largely increased in time for the season of 1SS1
bv new buildings and additions.

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
"During the season

OLD DOMINION LINE.the

some
rpHE STEAMERS of this Line reach
Bin-uaur;

X

IL

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
"
It Is our aim to make Bportsmen feel " at home
on this route. For Tourists^ Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and fun her Information, address

of

sections
flnest watenowl and upland
tmtry. Conn * mgairectffirChtotfOteaetoe,

iii,. ri

i

and

SHOW

TWe

!
!

mountain

ei;.;

i

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
ins to tue White Suiphur
jftbj

LONGE,

scenery of the North

.

man carried free.

attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

We want lady and gentlemen agents in every
town and city to Introduce the no ME telephone.
Business pleasant, honorable and profitable. $75.00

;)and

and points on the Peninsula, Uty
,,i,

Currituck, Florida ai.d the

t,

mountainous country ot Virginia, Tennessee, etc.
and SatII al] Tuesday, Thursday
urday. Lewes, Deli. Monday and Thursday at 3 p.
,

M

.

Full!'

street,

I

at office, 19T

Greenwich

New York.

BromfleW House, B®sWn.

sample

send two

Telephones for
and Instructions, tor $1.00
Address
ct postage stamps.

AGENTS, with

-;._!

Guns, fishing tackle and one dog for each sports-

Grand Traverse Region.

PA.,

.! -'I •.'
snipe, woodcock,

I,'!''

i-l,

NOETHERN MI0HIQAN.
The waters of the

AND

Fox Hounds and Beagles

99

FISHING

THE

2l-tf

ot Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent postpaid for SS cents each, or the five for $1. FOREST
STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park Row,
Dec30,tf
N. Y.

ggortsmm's

etc.

"HELLO!

Eiciio

PORTRAITS

Setters, Pointers.

Gun Implements,

Catalogue of

for

Ert'llsh Mastiff I)og,

two vears old; stands SI Inches high. Also,
!..
hu
several pure-bred M:isi ill Pup-,
address \v E. SESSIONS, Lock Box l.oss,
July Z8,4t
Worcester, Mass.

prices,

WATER SPORT AFTHB
r
FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent.

AND FEATHER.

BROS., Meriden, Ct.,

the

Brtckervfile, Pa.

Stfll

&lso,*»

.

have been limned since able to fobow the dam on
trail, and are believed to be second to note in
nose, tongue and endurance. COLIN CAMERON,

>i -

renowned for SALT

This trap Is used by all the principal associations
lntheTJ. S., and Is considered the best trap made
Manufactured by
for rapid shooting

A

:

FOBS, CRESSON, RALSTON, MTNNEQUA, **t

other weU-known centers for

TTJCKEBTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MA*
8QUAN, and paints on the NEW JERSEY COASf

YORK.

WALKEU,

and puppies, addre.-sulth stamp, KOliT

V

Company

to Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCTTRSTOIT
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in

I

IT

THE LINES Or

Pennsylvania Railroad

GTOTEJG AM) FISHING

Soft or Chilled.

FO

H

oellent cars which run over the smooth steel
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPOBTHB
without failure or Injury.

also reach the best localities for

FRANK

X"

most of tlM

and dangers of reshlpment, while the ez-

ficulties

chance

K.

their lines for reaching

TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in th»
These lines being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif-

Middle States.

and one dog vorv handsome perfect black and
Fire, Tramp, Imported, dam, Clytle, the great
;

by

afforded

sale, four
tlir- e bitches

full outfit

Home Telephone Manuf'ng Co.,
Box

819, PiUsburgr,

Fishing Season at Rangeley

Lakes Again Open.

EXCURSION TICKETS

Pa.

VIA

HUNTING HATCHETS,

BOSTON AKU

THE ONLY ONE IN THE WHOLE WORLD.
A perfect protection to the edge of the hatchets.
Send for new

Boston to Andover and return.
'<
ttardsonLi
South Arm
1

1

A. CROSBY & CO.,
wHerville, Kennebec, Maine.

julyai

BROS.,

:

i

return...,

circular.

DEMUTH

3MCAXCTE

RAILROAD.

WITH PATENT COVERS.

Middle

"
"
"

UppjrDam

11

Manufacturers of

"
"

"

$9.00

Pes)

and

,.

Dam and

"

return

'•

"
Upton
Mountain view House or Ranglet
Outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton
indlanRockandreturnvlaAndover
Rangeley Lake and return
"

Phillips

Indian Rock and return,

"

An15.25
dover, return via Famrlngton)
(via Andover) Bernls Stream and

"

Moosehead Lake and return (MU

GEO.

C.

HENNING,

GOOD'S OIL

410 rth ST.,

The

ticle.

Send

for price

list.

MARTIN

S.

HUTCH-

ING*, p. O, Box 365, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Frank Good). BRiDFORD & ASSSWY, Boston
Agents.

KeepYour Head Over Water

A complete

104 page

illustrated Catalogue

For SI we mull a pocket life preserver, welfthj
an ounce, ord ma iv lailk an Inch. HIVING DECOY
I

CO., Rochester, N. Y.

15.25

I'r.i

k J

15.00
Klneo House)
" Forks of the Kennebec and return. 13.00
" Dead River and return.
13.00
" Grand Falls, N. B. and return .... 18.00
" St. Andrews, N. B., and return.... 15.00
Also tourists' tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure Resorts in Maine and the Provinces.
Tickets tor sale at all principal ticket offices and
,

at

market

snow-shoeing, etc. They are
easy to the feet, find very
Mumble. Maoe to order
a a varletj t,r so ies, and
warranted the gmuine. ar-

MANUFACTURED BY
Y.

TANNED

best thing In the

for hunting, fishing, canoeing,

Good Ones, $4 per Dozen.
,

YORK.

MOCCASINS.

DECOY DUCKS.
lJOCUGSTEK, N.

NEW

WALKERS!"..

Clothier,
One Price
WASHINGTON CITY.

M. C WEDD.87 Manhattan St.

.

return
trtlftclal Eyes for Taxidermists and Manuf'cturers.
Also, all kinds of mass Work done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge by Mall. ..

senton receiptof two
_ three cent stamps.—
Snyder, Manufae'-s, 134 A I'^fi Nassau St., N. Y.

13. T6

15.26
12.50
11.00

(via

.

These stvles made of the best duck: Cap, $1;
COBt £4; Vest, $2; Pant--, $2- will be sent to any
part of the 1 'nited stales on receipt ot price.
Designs or other styles of nrst-class sporting garments sent on request by post.

•

12.00
13.00
14.00
11.00

Send

280

W

DEPOT,

..:

HAYMARKET

for list of excursions.

KEET,) BOblON.
,, OST o-Nr
SQ.,

/

£™™

D. J. FLANDERS,
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent.

Tim Pond ££ Seven Ponds.
TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.
Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, via
Eustls and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,
guides, boats, camps, with board, in readiness, by

writing In advance to

KENNEDY

SMITH, EUStlS/Malne.

EUROPEAN PLi .
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

Wild Fow^ Shooting,
K
•^&^E l=co
ffin,8M
GUNNER AND AN OL»
-

?
cl

8

BY A PRACTICALalways on

hand the best of
Dayman. Has
trataboats, batteries, etc.. with tho largest r.g of
od wild-geese decoys on the coast. |The beM
rround in the vicinity of New York for 5>ay snip*
shooting of all varieties. Special attention given
by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaran-

Wm.N.LANE.Oood Ground, LJL
Befora by permission to J .B. Shepherd, 891 Bro**-wraad, Wm. Dutoher. 320 Broadway. N. Y.
tek. Address

Virginia Midland R.

It.

pulman Palace oars Otrect without change.
Guns and dogs earned free. Leaves New York at
r. k.: Washington, T:lo a. k. and

10 t. u. and 3:*
10 r. M.

MERCKR SLAUGHTBR,

Gen«ral Ticket

Agent, Alexandria, Va.

CARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.
SEND FOB

HEW

VanderOU t

CATALOGUE,

Bros., S3 Fulton St, N. Y.

'

FOREST AJSD STREAM.

[ATJGU6T 18, 1881.]

PATENT
DOG

TT'S
MEAT

41

CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows ana Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
"SPRATT'S
« Fibrlne " Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Jardln d'Accltmatation.Paris, etc. They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
1S79 Westreceiving the highest award lor Dog Biscuits at the Parts Exhibition, ists Kennel club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show,
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal irlsh Kennel Club, Sliver Medal, etc., etc

PATENT"

;

;

;

;

,

;

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and

Please see that Every Cake

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

Packed in Cases of 113 pounds each.

&

STAMPER,

X."

To be bad iu smaller quantities
Grocers and the Sporting Goods

i

Trade Generally.

Any

&

HQDGMAN
BROADWAY

of fb_e Following-

Books Sent OB

Receipt of Price by Forest and

Stream Pub. Co.

ASD 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,
ABE OFFEBING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

425

Trolling Spoons.|

i

CO.,
NEW YORK.

South William Street,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

a

i>Ul LIU Up. 1.3f*
;h edition.. 2.00
16
he, Warner's.
76
\; bds.
6.B0
TlS
American An
B0
American Bird Fancier..
Dtlng, J. W. Long..... 2.00
Angling, a Book on, Francis
7.60
Archer, Modern
28
.,

UBBER
United states.
Perteut Hevolyini

best general spoon for taking tish ever offered to
_-the public.
like, pickerel,
Three sizes made— No. 20 lor 1
or any flsh under Ave pounds weight No. 21 tor

Light,

and the best spoon evel

AND COMPLETE

a

.-.:.
No. 22 excellent
01 Imitations. None genuine except JOHN
H. MANN'S name stamped on every spoon
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers
la Fishing Tackle.

trout;

'

SP0RT.NG
RUBBER
[GSTABMSHCD

i

i

Beware

JOHN

MANN &

H.
SYRACUSE,

CO.,

N. Y.

Tan Color Coats,

Black, White or

;

18b,

UTFITS,

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,
BLAINKETS,

S lxtv varieties manufactured, suitable forTrollng tor all kinds or tisli that win take an
bait, and adapted lor any lake or river In the

our

ISHBNG
COMPK1SING

Fish in? Pant*.

1838.]

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

HOUSE.

OUTFITS.

Full length, with waterproof and mildewproof

N

-w style clips which will

not come

off,

neatly and strongly made.
4 doz.

Book

"

«

8"
2"
2"

$1.60

"

2.110

"

S.00
4.00
6.00

CHAS.

NEW

—large,

6t>c:

small. Sue

WM. MILLS & SON,
Street, New York.

Trade supplied.
Sole Agents,

I

Wairen

A. B.

S03

COMMERCE

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved
s,
Beversed
Wing, Trout, Pass and salmon Files In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment ot common
and finest Rods. Lines. Keels, etc
Our Bethabara Fly and Ball Hods and Split Bamboo Fly Pods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State
.

M OLLERS

Fairs.
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Ffeh Hods and Archery Boms, stronger than

FOE
General

Send

.'

m

Athletic spores, Stonehenge
l.oo
Bailey's Birds of r:
be
125
80 00
Baird's Birds oj North America
BechstelD's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 60
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
1 00
Books tor Sportsmen Angling, 60c; Shooting,
50c.; common Objec sol t&
sashore, 6ocj
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c; Dogs, tbc.;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c.; Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 60c; Native Song Birds... 7B
Breech Loader, Gloan
1 IS
Breechloader, Modern, Greener
2 50
Butler on the Dog
2 00
Cage and Singing Birds
50
Canoe and Camera
1 50
Canoeing In Kanuckla
1 26
Canoe Traveling, Powell
S 09
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
80
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
Cassell's Book of Birds. 4 vols
12 00
Dog Breaking by Holablrd.
Fiy Fishing in Maine Lakes
1 26
Frank Forester's Field Sports
4 60
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
2 26
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook a Line. pa.
00
Frank Forester's Manual tor Young Sportsmen. 2 26
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Characters, svo., 2 vols.
4 00
Gun, Rod and Saddle
1 00
Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer
2 00
Hand Book for Riflemen
60
Hints to Riflemen. Cleveland
l so
Holden s Book of Birds: paper, 26c; cloth
SO
How to Camp Out, Gould
1 00
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
150
Hunter ana Trapoer, Tnrasher
1 00
Hunting and Hunters of ah Nations, Frost. .... 1 50
Llfeot a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
12 00
Wanton's T.ixnieruiy without a Teacher.
60
Minors Land and Game Birds
8 00N*rural1sts- mode, Mavnard.
2 00
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener .... 7 to
:

1M

vt.

New

for

Price List

Reduced Bates.

W.J. O'OWLTON'Stfatriral History Store,
IBS Xreuiuul St., Boston, ITIasib

DEMUTH

BROS.,

«

Manufacturers of

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

bamboo ana as tough and elastic as steel.
Bod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
tree, our 65-page new illustrated catalogue of
split

Debility,^
Scrofula,

Ithcumatiam

*"

Fishing Tackle sent, oosVpaid, on receipt 01 ten
cents in stamps.

or Consumnlio
"

superior to any in delicacy of taste and smell,
medicinal virtues and purity.
is

,

PATENTED.

TROUT

NO.

o

Sole Agents.

2.
f

Wm.

I

BASS

WRIGHT & DJTSON,

ON

FISHING TArKLE. LAWN TENNIS,. CRICKET,
BABE BALL. AKCHEKY AND SPOKTING GOODS GENERALLY.

No. 4 ande.

Our Fishing Tackle Department
of UK. TF.M PI.E CKA1GE.
Send for our illustrated journal

under the

is

of prices, etc.

Addi ess

Boston, Mass.

MILLS

I

FEIES

Charge

to us

for circular.

|

1-0,

tor

them,

XJ
l|

VfJ

<fj

'

7

NEW" TORK.

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES
For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open lust short ol
6U, Tu am. 90 yards, giving elo.-e pattern and great
peneaatlon. 10 and 12 gauga Send for circular.
HO Sent, 1'oM-pa.o, for SL.
E. a.

SON,

|

I

TKKEAD-WOUND, LONG-RAJTOE

Ask your
Dealers

send

Comflbtb Scientific and Life HisreBT,
Full Instruction in all the Modes of

i

.

WALKER ST..

The Edgar Barbless Hook.

ON

St.,

i

:

FLIES

580 Washington

BOOK ™, BUCK BASS
Utlnclal Eyes for Taxidermists and Manufacturers.
Abo, all kinds of Glass w ork doue to order.
.'.B ol CJ Srge by Mall.
.

t London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best Sold by DruKffists.

"

S.

ORVIS, Manchester,

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists' and Natnrliste'
Supplies.

PHILA.

ST.,

F.

BIRDS' EYES.

SHIPLEY & SON,

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle
of Every Description.

'

Archery, witchery of, Maurice Thompson
1.50
Around the World
the Yacht Sunbeam
8.80
Art of swimming
SO
Art of Swimming. Monstery
60
Athlete's Guide, Harding.
50
Athletic Sports for Hoys— boards, 76c.; cloth... 1.00

;

"
"

extra fine leather
Send for catalogue. Mention F. and

Soft Hnbbor Crawfish, Patented Oct. 1.
BASS BUT.— Samples oy math T5C. soft
Rubber rir-U -r-imiu-s. 5oc. soft Bubber Frogs

,

I

Send for Catalogue.

THE ORVIS FLY BOOK.
leaves.

Adirondacks,
Adirondack,

Amateur Tr

SfTHLEBER &

no., Rochester, N. T*

AXGLEVG

AJTD
FLY FISHUTG.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TOOLS,
TA0EL2
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fuliy Illustrated.

BY JAMES

HENSHALL, M.D.

For Prospectus or Particulars Address

DR.

KRUG & CO'S

Warren

A.

Ready to May
In Press.
400 pages, price S3 00
Large l2mo.
(PUBLISHKn BY SUBSCRIPTION.)
J. A.

HENSUALL,
33

Wesley Ave,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

St,N. Y.

SPORTSMEN'S DEPOT,

CHAMPAGNES!

ORANGE
JUDD CO.
751 Broadway, New York,

STANDARD AUD DRY.

(LSTiBLISHEJ) 1838).
ftwt premium at W orld's Fair at New Tori, osd
Centennial Exhibition.

a

PUBLISH THIS DAY
new and enlarged edition of

THE — DOGS
—

the Sportsman's Wine!!

OF

TO ANCLERS:
JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
Fishing Rod

& Tackle Makers

Castle Council, near Miiierieli, Ireland.
Heels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
agents. All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon In this locality, as also catalomies of onr
greenheafl rods and general assortment ot tackle,
to be hud onappUcation.

guide book to the Parc-elpy lake Pegion. Kenueturvupic. I'n.tradit^H and oi,,.eeucw
Lakes sno lhe heBa waters ol tlw Oormeotleut, MagBllrwBj. Ardroi-ioigm ard laao nvi-rt UmmtoIllustrations
atea covers, unite paper. S2" pug*,
ann a large map. n hop mostl> uoni accuraie sur-

Wo.

<

:

fill

veys. Plifte, post-paid bj mall, an cents.
FAKBAB, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

A. 1.

CHA-RLES

SOLE AGENTS,

JOHN KRIDER

St.

a. Cor- Second and Walnut 8ta_ Phlladeipltis.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

6 South Willliam St.,NewYoPk.
16 and IS St. Louii St., View Orleans.

Flsntntr Tackle, Rous, Kee'ta, Lines, Hooks, Kitfe
leaders. Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books,

Etc. Etc.

tar*SalmoiL,B&s8, and Tro ire Files, MaOetoOrtsr.

ALSO

"Knder'i" Celebrated Center Enamel Bv»dt4a»,
Glued Bamboo Kods.
_
Blrdr Eros and Hires' Bkinaln Grant Vkrleoe*.

TaHaem y In all its

TilCBLrBDSON AND RAKGKLE? LAKKS IU
J\ I.r>TiATT. a thorough an* complete

ROCHEREAU & CO.,

A.

branches.
Sprmtfrn Patent Dog rtMCott.

kojamw of all iemtto.

.

^

KNAPP & VAX NOSTRASD,

POULTRY

**»

GAME,

the lakes, ponds ana rivers of that famous country, as well as the head waters of the Connecticut
mver. Connecticut and Parutachenee Lakes, etc:
uloih bouno. Price, post-paia by mall, 60 cents.
OHAliLKa A. j. faekak, Jamaica Plain, Mass,

other Countries.

STONEHENGE.
Tlierebr furnishing wliat has hitherto
c«»t S11.-45 for S1J.OU.
It describes the best Game and Hunting Grounds
(ilve»

names of Prize Winner* in Dog
Shows of l.S75-7S-79-t>U.

Contains overOne Hundred Beautiful Kngravtoga,
embracing most noted Dogs in both Continents.
Making together, with Chapters by American
writers, the most complete Dog Book ever published.
pzino.

Of the enFARRAR-S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
Region. Large
tire

F'AKKAH'6 POCKET MAP OP THE RIOBAKDMiN-RANGELEY L*KES REGION, Including

&

Their Breeding, Tratulng. and Management to
Health and Disease, comprising all the essential
parts ot the two Standard Works on the Dog by

In America.
r

<"}

ataxC?

Great Britain, Ameri. a

ilZB,

4. i.

Blchardsou-Rangeley Lakes

ea h 26 cents, "-''id ror catalogue.
FARKAK. Jar p\ & Plam, Masa

UilARLES

price, postpaid,*!
at the l»og Shott.

Tinted Paper,

lor

(sale

YOURNANSEc

us
.a-roSlOS

,

.'i-V.i.,,

.

fruld

-n„ two alike.

ill

CC
*DO

<C

.

n«»

Terms and >
AadreS8H.HALLaTraOO.,t

a week In your own town.
outfit tree.

Portland, Maine.

Cre.it variety
to dealw

Card., ,iOC
oruii<»d.O(.

,,,/

liioxtas

BTKV

:

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

42
0c.

Jfrnmnnitiotf,

SSHUYLER & DUANE.
FINE ENGLISH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS,
180 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

W. & C. SCOTT & SONS
English Bicycles a Specialty.

Agents

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS.
Send postal card tor ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
•Lowing SIZES of GRAINS otPOWDER. Furnished.

a

Of th»

S.

lata firm mt

IN USE

Diamond

488, 490, 493 B'way, cor.

Grain.—Xos. 1 (coarse)
Dupont's
to 4 (tine) unequalled in strength, quie.Knes-, and
cleanliness; adapted lor e'la-.s-bali and pigeon
canisters.
hooting. Packed lnl lb
Dupont's liag'e Ducking.-Nos. 1 (coarse)
to 3 (tine) ; Dun s s.owly, strong and very ciean ;
great penetration, with a close pattern; adapted
lor glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting,
wlih either wuzzie or breeeh loaders, packed In 1
andlij<lb. kegs.
lo. and 6 lb. cud ters and o
Bore.—Specially adapted
Dupont's
for "choke Bore "Guns, and paitleularly lor praiHums slowly, strong and
rie and upland shooting.
moist ; does not cake or burn on the barrels gives
both a good penrtra lion mala c!o-e pattern; win

Snperior Mining and Blasting Powder.

The above can be had ol

SS

dealers, or of the

prominent

pany's Agents, in every
sale at our office.

i;i

...

.

Made

shooting.

i.,i

.

No. 1 heme- Urn
1 lb. canisters.

ot

._

.

two

I

:

L

Packed in

j'ier

,,,..

1

only Ko.

sizes,

eo.use.il.

'

1

and

6 4 lb.

.no.

TARGET BALLS

** BROjLDWjLT, tor. TULTOIT ST.

FOR TRAP SHOOTING.

IQBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE F01

Send for

circulars.

Samples sent

CO.,
TITUSVILLE, PENN

ffROUTlNG PANTS AND LEGGTB9
SPECIALTY. OUB OWN MAE*

A
FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK LAMP", DASH LIMPS, FISH-

AND GUARANTEED.

a

ING LAMPS,

r.

kegs and

feBBBKR

*:,

Goods of Eviet Dbscbi*-

ygBBr
SBBji-

...

Send for Ittnatrated Gatdtogvt.

"

and

tag, the FFg.

strong and

1 1-T

ng-range

rifle

canisters, 0.^, l.

;

.'did

.-'

DuponfsSpoitirg, Mining.
a'.l S./..-S ana

Cratl«
_';

:

i'or

.

.

:

..

!

I

[.

:

,

Rule, Ci
.1

,

!

y

re(|Ulred

111
t

lie

Send
Price
akj>

Fulton Street, N. Y.

&

Malleson.)

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

the cities aDd principal towns
Unlitd stales. Represented by

all

KNEELAM),

*7 Beaver St., >. Y.
N. B.— Use none bur DUPONT'S Eg. 6r FFg.tOC
long-range rliie snooting.
F. L.

etc.

Illustrated

Name Forest

ALBERT FERGUSOX,
Office, 65

grain or prouL

throughout

for

(With Conroy, Bissett

DOUBLE, SINGLE, ROTARY, STATIONARY.

tstandaid.
i

Lanterns,

stamp

Stekam.

inal, Cubl-

'-

and Pellet Powot r, U. s. e;o\ ernmi
Powder manutactured to 01 di Of

cal

Lanterns,

Pocket

Hand
List.

BEST FOR WING PRACTICE.

S iiitim

•'

.

Export A lso

.

-

Lamps,

<

fine.

ing Powders ut

—

DAVENPORT'S STANDARD BALL TRAP,

-

zo lo.

^E^

,J

.

,

1

and

RSi

shoot-

-nVn.l us-", burning
lb., lib. and r. lb.
kegs. ig. - irse.FFFg.

lo

_-.

a-SIiooting."—

1.

Etc.,
Night Hunting

For

57 Fishing. Spearing tish.Camptng, Canoeing. Yachting,
'"' '.'lee at Nigra, and General
Jjfflf Illuminating Purposes.
''
Lilryele
Lanterns,
Dark
rye'sSRtd
Musicians
Lanterns,
Band

-sk-.

TION.

W3
quid;, sfcrQ
V. ry nue grain, i',rp:Hol snooting.
Clean powder,
racked In lib. canisters an " >.( lb. keg:

to dealers.

SMOKE TARGET B\LL

F1SHIHQ AND HUNTIXfi.

Dupont's EagrleHSfle.— A

Dupont's Biile »g.
FFg.audlFlV. 'lh-T-3.fr

Com-

whole-

Broome st,

Choke

;

city, or

WAIL STREET, NEW lOBE,

ABB

,,

;,.

of

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWal-.o, SPECIAL Gka.
jiiT OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

ABB

brand's of .powder

U^

DER;

Goodyear's India Rubber
Glove M'f'g Co.,

I

Hazard's " Dnok Shooting."
Nos. 1 (flne) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
unl SJS an d
Burns slowly and verylb. keg*.
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
Son. For field, forest or water shooting It

Hk and ti'i lbs. and cans ot 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed In 1 and a lb. canisters. Burns strong and
moist, The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands tor
ordinary spoiling and the "Sea Shooting" FG Is the
standard Rifle Powder ot the country.

GOODYEAR'S

Dupont's Udnfowbek Mills, established In 1802,
Have maintained their great reputation lor seventyeight ve.tr.-s. Manufacture the following Celebrated

In l lb. canisters and
quick and clean, for up-

Well adapted to shot-guns.

2S,

Rubber MI'g Company

Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.

land prairie shooting.

Hazard's " Kentucky- Rifle."
FFFG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG In kegs

H.BMJM.

Co.,

York.

GUNPOWDER!
and
Dupont's
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

Unsurpassed In point
Packed in square can-

ranks any other brand and It Is equally serviceable
lor muzzle or breech-loaders.

WlMt.BY A H»i»m

New

Nos. l (flne) to 6 (coarse).
C-; lb. keg-..
A hue grain,

'

for

*.BCHtrri.B„

FREE.

Rand Powder

Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
ot strength and cleanliness.
isters ot one pound mly.

Hazard's " American Sporting."

Creedmoor.

&

Co.,

MAmJFAOTTIRERS OF

Gunpowder

GunsANDSportingGroods,

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

Ho. 29 Mnrrny Mreet,

The Hazard Powder

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Powder.

18, 1881.

0c.

^mn\nmtiot[,

$iuelhneou$ ^dve\thtmtt{ts.

ORANGE SPORTING

Laflin

fAuGrST

ARE GUARANTEED TO THROW A BALL FROM 25
TO 40 Y.RDS, AND ARE WARRANTED AS
TO DtlRABlLIlY AND WORKMANSHIP.
Sent on Trial and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

PRICE ONLY

Oriental

*S.

374 Washington

Send for Card of Rides and Circulars,

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

To L. A. DAYENPORT, Davenport,

SEW YORK.

Etc.,

Street, Boston, Mass.,
Importers of English Fish Hooks, Entrlish
Reels. Swivels Silver Fishing Gin, p. Artificial Baits. Spanish Silkworm Gut.
Calcutta and Japan
Pole s.

Del. Co

Bamboo

Sole selling agents for United States Fish

Hook Works.
Sole selling as- a
lin g Lines bearitigthe Trail,-- /.fark "T>st Quality H.infl-Laid

CARD'S
STANDARD TRAP,

SPORTING FOWDER.
ALSO ALL GRADES OF

Linen and Silk Lines," which received Centennial Medal for "strength and care taken in
manufacture."
Sole selling agents for the Patent Adjustable
Floats

and

Sinkers.

Sole selling agents for Braided Fishing Llnea,

Trade mark, GLOBE.
Sole selling agents for Enamelled Waterproof
Braided Fishing Lines. Trade mark, a silver medaL
selling agents for the best manufactured Jointed

FOR WING PRACTICE.

Koda

good's oil

Tanned

Double,

Rotating,

Single,

Selling agents for the best Trade List, Brass,
Nickel Plated and Rubber Pishing Reels.
Belling agents for Skinner's, Buel's, MoHarre

Stationary.

moccasins.
The

best thing

m

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). ANY
SIRED DIRECTION. ALL LN ONE TRAP
AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED.

the market

for hunting, Ashing, canoeing,

They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
Made to order
t In a variety ot style's, and
warranted the ««»;«««e

Send for price list. MARTIN S. IIUTCHticle.
INGS, P. O. Box 365, Dover, N. H (Successor to
Frank Good). Bradford & Ai T".ony, Boston
Agents.

DE-

HOI or, Adventures at Rangeley
EASTWARD capital
story of sport and adventure
Lakes. A
m the wilds of Maine. Interesting alike to old ana

Watches, Clock*, Jewelry, Rifles, PititolN, and all kinds of Sporting Goods.
GREENER'S AND BONEHILL S GUNS A SPECIALTY.

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.

The

and Mann's Trolling Baits.
Selling agents for Union Web Hammooka.

Y.

roung. Has received the highest commendations
from the metropolitan press. Handsomely bouna
Illustrations.
in cloth, ana contains s.b pages,
*ent Dy mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, $1.60.
CHARLES A. J. FARRaR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
-,

Gruns

Bcilx. e*r

OUR NEW MODEL
THREESA RREL

OUR DOUBLE GUN;
The Best Cun made

for

DURABILITY
— AND —
SHOOTLSG QUALITIES

PRICE, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
DAMASCUS STEEL,
g

<
.

»55 to S200

*~~

*m\0^S

PEICE,

Tula pun la^lgntAnd compact, from 9 to 10

BEND STAMP FOR DESCRIPTIVE OIROVLAR.

L. C.

-

tT3to»250

lbs. -weight.

Tne rifle Is perfectly accurate."

SMITH Maker,

Syracuse, N. Y.

——

— ——

;;

^^

Entered According to Aot of Congress, In the year

:

is

Malaria in the White House The St. Lawrence Game Club;
Prog Culture Tho Lake Goorgo Meet Notes

43

The Sportsman Tourist
A Story of tho Juniper Swamps Texas AttractianB Dreaming Undor the Pine Trout Fishing in New Mexico.

4A

:

;

:

;

;

;

Do Garter Snakes Eat Fish? "The
Way of a Serpent on a Eock ;" The Mocking Bird's Triumph Notes
Game Bao and Gun
An Arkansas Turkey Hunt Delaware Rail Shooting Are
;

America

;

Game

County

in Dutchess

47

:

;

;

50

Law

:

Carp in
Fishery Exhibition in Scotland Bosher's Dam
Paris Exposition Notes..

Top-Minnow, Structure and Ovarian Incubation
irishway

The Kennel

;

;

;

McCloud Hatchery

;

;

;

51

:

Niagara Dogs Rescued
Field Trials

;

;

Transportation of Dogs

Hydrophobia

;

Dachshund

Nebraska

;

Trials

j

London

Dog Show Notes
Rifle and Trap SnooTrxa

53

Yachting and Canoeiso

56

Answers to Correspondents

53

;

55

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Other Presidents have been able to escape.
at Long Branch and another on the heights of

The Forest and Stream

Is

the recognized medium of entertainment,

are Invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspondent's name will be published except with Ms consent.
The Editors cannot be held responsible for the views of correspondents.

Subscriptions.
Subscriptions may begin at any tune. The subscription price Is $i
per year j $2 tor six months. Remittances should be sent by registered letter, money order, or draft payable to the Forest and Stream
Publishing Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers
throughout the United States and Canadas ; and Is on sale In Europe
by The American Exchange, «9 strand, W. C, London, Eng.; and by
Em. Terquem, 15 Boulevard, St. Martin, Paris, France.

Advertisements.
eight words to the line, and twelve lines to one Inch. Advertisements
should be sent In by the Saturday of each week previous to the Issue
In which they are to be Inserted.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
Nos. 39 and 40 Park Row,

New York City.

AND STREAM.
FOREST
Thursday, August 18.
copies of this paper will be sent free upon applied
will esteem it a favor if our readers will call the attlieir friends to t?ie merits of the Forest and

Specimen

We

THE

Stream.

ST.

muddy

correspondent

is

The publication office was removed to this city
and the name changed to " Rod and Gun" in 1875.
The first number of the Forest and Stbkam was issued from
No. 103 Fulton street, Aug., 14, 1873. The Rod and Gun
and the Forest and Stream were consolidated in 1877, the
first number of the new form appearing May 3d of that year.
Out inquirer is further informed that the words "Forest"
and "Stream" are not the names of individuals who have
been connected with the paper.

to a weekly.

Fobbst and Stream to spend
which is neither
we have pronounced frog
But the aforesaid article still

in the culture of anything

nor ornamental, and

are hatched.

A

STRONG

LAWRENCE GAME

The Tot Pistol

CLUB.

is

now

just

latest case

is

a frequent cause of coroners'

boy in Newark,
with a number of
pay a forfeit, handed
He "thought it wasn't

that of a little

cordial support of the land owners.

suggest that the sale thereof be discountenanced

;

Game
this

protective associations have been so long established

work have been

country, and methods of

tested that

newly formed

societies

may

selves of the experience thus gained

and there can be no excuse

so fully

readily avail them-

by workers in the cause
by a new society
;

for the adoption

of impracticable or inefficient

rence Club has started right

ways of work.
and we hope

;

The

St.

Law-

to chronicle its

Washington

Gun

J.,

children,

Gun Club Excursion.— The Washington

Club, of Brooklyn, are going on

and when

it

came

over a toy pistol to a
loaded," but

it

went

forfeits"

his turn to

little girl.

and

off

killed the girl.

The jury

re-

turned a verdict of accidental killing, censuring the boy's
"We further feel that we cannot
carlessness, and adding
too strongly condemn the reckless use of all kinds of
:

weapons of

by children and youth, and

this character

we

by the
public and suppressed by proper authority." Perhaps it was
out of the jury's sphere to have ascertained the name of the
toy- dealer who sold this deadly firearm to the unhappy boy
and to censure him too but the sooner parents and guar;

dians of youth hold the toy-dealers personally responsible for
the

all

woe caused by

these infernal machines, the sooner

The

will the nuisance be abated.

put

entire success.

down by

sale of toy -pistols

must be

law.

"Bird-Nesting"

is

more heinous

a

A

offense in

England

man who

robbed a nest at Wandsworth, Eng., was fined the other day 4£, and in default was
A heavy
sentenced to twenty-one days' imprisonment.

an excursion to Lake
Hopatcong, New Jersey, next Thursday.
This beautiful
lake, famous as a health resort and well known to anglers

than in this country.

because of its fine bass fishing, is up among the Schooley's
range of mountains, and a more attractive spot for such an

enough penalty, but light compared to the trouble which followed the'robbing of a mocking-bird's nest in Alexandria Co.,
Virginia, not long ago.
It seems that a Justice of the Peace
had bad his eye on these particular birds, and had the capture of them all planned out so soon as they should be ripe.
Some other bird catcher stole a march on him, whereupon

it

two and one-half hours

It usually takes

were hard to
to reach the

lake from this city, but the Washington Club and guests are

go by a special train in much shorter time. There is to
we have had a peep at the bill of fare
rifle prize contests, fishing and the various diversions always in order in such a pleasure trip.
All the
Brooklyn sportsmen are invited by the Washingtons to join
the party and share the pleasure. Tickets ($5 each) are to
be had of Mr. Henry Altenbrand, the president of the club,
Mr. H. Hi deman, corner of Division avenue and Sixth
street, Brooklyn, E. D., and at the headquarters of the
Btooklyn Gun Club, Harry Miller's, Flatbush avenue. The
to

be a bountiful repast

—

—rowing and

special train

which

is

to

convey the party on the Delaware,
leaves at 8:15 Thursday

Lackawanna and Western Railroad
morning, August 35.

of tub Niagara Castaways have been rescued, as
by our correspondent elsewhere, and " Old Bull " it
is hoped, will be present at the London, Out., Bench Show.
'Old Bull " ought to join a circus.

The

who was "playing

N.

society, of

Two

related

money

inquests.

find.

—A

We do not want a reader of
time or

obliged to

and how

flats.

excursion as our Brooklyn friends propose

informed that the first
number of the American Sportsman was published by the
Parker Brothers at West Meriden, Conn., in October, 1871.
It was a monthly until October 1873, when it was changed
Historical.

is

brooklets,

his interior for the

which the membership numbers
nearly one hundred, has been formed at Ogdensburg,
N. Y., under the name of the St. Lawrence Game Club. ItB
objects are to stock the St. Lawrence River and the lakes,
streams snd ponds of St. Lawrence county with food fishes,
The
and to protect the fish and game for the public good.
membership of the club is open to all citizens of the county,
the annual fee being but a trifle and it is hoped to enlist the

in

Special rates for
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line.
Reading notices 50 cents per linethree, six and twelve months.

tton.

Park, but President Garfield

profitable

water in place of

and Information between American spoilsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its- pages are devoted

tention of

Home

in
in
full.

Former Presidents have complained, but the District of culture a delusion and a snare.
Columbia is not a Congressional district, and, having no goes the rounds of the rural papers. To pin down the Elgin
frogist " we wrote to Dr. Pratt, a former fish commissioner
member of Congress, has no one to urge the members to
make an appropriation for this purpose. A short time ago residing at Elgin, and, inclosing the slip, asked for informaWhat he gives us we lay before our readers in the foltion.
it was reported that the Potomac fiats were to be raised from
lowing note
r
their marshy condition by covering them with a deposit
Elgin, HI., Aug. 4.
be
no
dredged from the river channel. This was claimed to
Editor Forest and Stream
remedy at all by Washington physicians, who declared that
The man who started that frog-breeding story and gave it
the deposit from the river bottom contained matters which to a reporter is a " dead beat." I understand that he is now
would decay and prove as vicious as the swamps. This would in State prison in Michigan. It is singular that it was not
no doubt be the case, for the river bottom is covered with a inquired into before, so many papers copied the article.—W.
A. Pratt.
deposit from the sewers of the city.
We trust that every paper which has been imposed on by
We would call the attention of those interested in this
the frog story will do its readers the justice to publish Mr.
matter to the fact that the old canal and swamp near the
Pratt's letter, and not let any simple-minded person invest
Monument, which for years bred malaria and mosquitoes, is
An adult bull frog
in a frog pond as a source of revenue.
now a beautiful carp pond. There is much of the swampy
is a cannibal, and a given piece of water will only yield a
flat in question which might also be made to produce carp incertain number of adult frogs, no matter how many tadpoles
stead of miasma, not to mention the beauty of a sheet of

Instruction

Address:

had accommodations

' •

;

Tennessee

froglets, in pondlets or

smaller ones, which he usually kept

stay.
;

The Carp is Game Fishing The Wicked Fishing Wheel
Improvement in Mackerel Fishing The StariiBh aB a
Comestible; Seven Ponds; Large Black Bass; Rhode
Island Lobster

numbers of

his

summer home
the Soldiers'

it

has been sent us by a dnzen correspond-

It tells how a thrifty agriculturist near Elgin, Blinois,
has bred frogs for market and thereby accumulated much
lucre.
We have explained the impossibility of feeding large

the large frog

One made

it

ents.

stricken

their evils.

46

One paper has copied

for the past year, on frog culture.

from another, and

down with those complaints
have been complained of for
These
called malarial.
years and various projects have been broached to mitigate

tendants have been

;

The Inu-o-mono; Notes

FlSHCULTUBE

well

is

that he is lying on a sick bed from an assassin's bullet,
various newspapers have called attention to the pestilential
flats which have poisoned the air so that several of his at-

In Defense of Adirondack Guides

Sea and River Fisuino

an unwholesome place in summer

Now

:

Asiatic Birds for

1881.

;

;

?

18,

the Office of tne Librarian of [Congress, at Washington.:

flats

Natural Historv:—
Bryant's Sparrow Song

They Monopolies

to

FROG CULTURE.
MALARIA IN THE WHITE HOUSE.
the United States DOUBTLESS our readers have seen the item which has
of
President
residence
of
the
the
THAT
appeared in the local papers, from Maine to California,
known.
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Bryant's Sparrow Poem

is

printed in another column.

We should like to supplement it

at

uary of the

in America.

last bird of that race

once with a poetical obit-

the disappointed J.

and the

sheriff

told, resulted in

P. straightaway

made out a warrant,
The trial, we are

arrested the bird thief.

a verdict of guilty, carrying with

$10 and the costs of the
paid, but the fine

was

case.

not.

The

When

costs

it

a fine of

were immediately

the attempt

was made by

a colored constable to arreBt Ihe capturer of the bird's nest,
who is deaf and otherwise afflicted, he declined to go with
him, and the wife of the accused seeing her husband dragged
along by the constable rescued him from the hands of his

They were then

arrested on the charge of assault
waived an examination, paid the costs, and removed the case to the County Court. "A neighbor who defended the accused in very strong words was fined $5 for
contempt of court. He refused to pay the fine, stating that
he was in the Post Office Department and did not recognize
captor.

and

battery,

the authority of the Justice.

The Justice then made out a

mittimus committing him to jail for the non-payment of the
and placed it in the hands of the sheriff, who attempted

fine,

make

to

the

The

arrest.

gentlemen to

Bevcral

He

[August 18

Grey-Eyed Men,
men.

it is often claimed, are the best marksAt the Chicago shooting tournament Ihe other day it

sheriff,

being resisted, called on

was. noticed that ainoDg the most expert shots grey eyes pre-

him,

who refused to interfere.
who responded, and

dominated.

assist

ensued,

scuttle

in

the mocking-birds.
.« . ~.

>

Plaster Oasts of Doob.

—Mr.

the modeler of

Palmer,

Museum, has Bucceeded

the United States Natural History

making some

excellent plaster casts of dogs, and the

in

Museum

proposes to have a series of such casts prepared to show the
Skeletons of typical

characteristics of the various breeds.

Museum and

dogs will be mounted for the
painted casts, will
It is hardly to

make

these,

with the

the collection a most -valuable one.

be presumed that any of our prominent fan-

such devotees to the science of dog-breediug that
they will he willing to sacrifice their animals to the cause

ciers are

;

a most sensible and satisfactory dispodead dog to forward him to Washington, where
Ms points may be permanently preserved. For modeling
purposes, at least, a dead dog is better than a living lion;
and the Smithsonion Institution offers to pay the express
charges on such finely-bred dogs as maybe seut to them.
but

will certainly be

it

sition of a

Adirondack GrtiDHS

are

much

exercised lest the odium of

"Parker's" crime should attach to themselves as a

class.

North Woods will bear us out; in the asscition
have a record for honorable conduct,
which should relieve them from any such unjust imputations.
Before the Parker affair transpired, the Adirondack guide
was thought to be worthy of the confidence of parties of
ladies and gentlemen.
To-day he is no whit different. The
New York daily paper paragraphers, who dub the Adirondack guides as fellows to be severely let alone, probably
never saw an Adirondack guide in their lives, aud don't
Visitors to the

that the guides there

know what

LAKE GEORGE MEET.

I

they are talking about.

Sktlauks OS fcoNo Island.— Those who have been

inter-

ested in the importation of the Euglish skylark into this
country will be glad to know that Ihe experiment made some

'pllE annual meeting of canoeists on Lake aoorge, Aug. n, it) ana
1 18, was an event In the history ot the paddle in America of which

we may wen te

proud. It brought together a larger number ot men
devoted to this fascinating sport than had ever before assembled on

American waters. The success of the meet pluces the American
Canoe Association upon a sound, permanent footing, and henceforth
the camp Hies will glow every year on the charming Islelswsorved
for tho knights or the double blade and their friends. The meeting
gave evidence enough of the rapid strides la popularity the sport Is
making, and shows that It has taken root all over the land. Many
new clubs sent delegations from the West and from Canada, while
the older organizations from the East were on hand In rorce. New
York was represented by the parent Institution, the N. Y. C. C, and
Its younger sister, the Knickerbocker C. c, while the ranks wore
filled with many blurdy scions whose names are borne on the books
ll the Ottawa C. C, Toronto c. C, Cincinnati 0. 0., Cleveland C. C,
Peterborough c. C„ Whitehall C. O., Lake George C. C, and others
with " poor Lo," who may be said to have Invented the first canoe,
likewise on hand In birch barks or native make, which they propelled
after the aboriginal plan with a single roughly cut blade, ir they
and their craft were fair samples of tho genus and the gelnus of the
red man, his pale-faco brother has got a long lead on the copper
skins, and can discount him In the canoe business badly. The old
romance about no one being able to improve upon the Indian canoe
was forever dispelled upon actual comparison of the work of both
facts. After ihe seventy odd canoes had been beached, tents raised
and duflle unpacked, a meeting was called In the evening and the
election of officer) taken tn hand. The old hoard, so long the head
and front of the sport, declined re-election, and after some canvaslng
trie following were chosen to serve as officers of the American Canoe
Assaciatlou for the year Commodore, Judge Nicholas Longwortb, of
Vico-Commodore, J. Edwards, of the Petertho Cincinnati c. c
borough C. C.| Ontario: Hear Commodore, Arthur Brentano, Knickerbocker C. C, and Dr. c. A. Neide, ot the Lake George C. C, for
Secretary and Treasurer. Tho various races were well contested,
Cincinnati carrying on"the palm through their athletic representative, Dr. Helghway, whose victories were well celebrated upon the
club Island " Cincinnati " In a Joyous manner, which left no doubt as
to where the honors rested. A banquet on the third day at the
Crosleyslde brought the meeting to a CI030, the canoeists being bound
on cruises, jingle and in company, many spending their summer vacation swinging the paddle, returning to their desks and toll with
nut-brown tan and freshly Invigorated constitutions. Concerning
tho racing; and the details ot the three days' meet, wc prefer to let our
:

;

special correspondent speak at greater length next week.

A

number
years ago ou Lor g Island has proved a success.
of birds were put out at. Flatlands, Long Island, near the
County Houses, some years ago, before the war wc believe,
and these birds and their progeny have been seen almost
every year since. Mr. Edmund Orgill has frequently seen
them there and heard them sing. One remarkable thing
about their annual return is that they have always come back
j_o

the exact locality where they were at

Wa beg. your paudon, Mr.

first

put out.

Wtn. Gale, English pedestrian,

for failing to n 3te your performance of walking 6,000 qnartermiles in as many consecnlive ten-minutes in a Bowery lager-

beer saloon, this

To

city.

tell

Ihe truth,

wc

think the feat

a stupid and useless one. Now we propose that all the longdistance walkiug idiots and all the fasting lunatics join
hands and start off after the fellow who set out a year or

two ago

walk around the world

to

in six years.

And

there

are the crazy fellows, too, who sail for Europe in dories— we
can spare each and all of these deluded seekers after notoriety

and

shekels.

—
.
«—» -•
Abb They Monopolies?— Our correspondent "Didymus,"
in a late issue, called attention to the fact that many of the

most favored game

country are coming into

localities^of this

and

the possession of clubs,

it

was suggested

We

•were in a sense monopolies.

that such clubs

much

are.

mistaken

if

a

ereat deal of argument cannot be odduoed on each side of
In a letter published elsewhere to-day it ie
this question.
shown that at least one c'ub has found exclusiveness esseu-

the protection

tial to

of its game.

mean not yet

golden

attained.

Perhaps Ihere

We

is

yet a

invite expressions of

experience aud opinion on the subject.
^ *©^-4

a meeting of the Greenwood Lake Association, Frank Forester Club, held at the
Office of

Messrs.

McDowell

& Co.,

this city last Friday,

Mr.

J.

Hon. John J.
B. Wortendykc, of Midland Park, N. J., and
eighty years old, and says
Blair, of Blairstown, N. J., who is
he has twenty years more of fishing in him yet, were elected
members. Mr. T. 0, Banks, of Ihe Forest and Stream,
such elwas elected an honorary member, this being the first
The annual meeting and
ection on the records of the club.
Warclub
house,
presidential dinner will be held at the new
wick Woodlands, on the first Tuesday in September.

A

Fox Hunt was ou

the

programme

of sports at Cottage

P. 0. A. told the proCity, Mass., last week, but the S. F.
society would chase
jectors of the entertainment that the
the fox, whereupon a drag hunt was sub-

Item

if

(hey ran

We are of opinion

stituted.

strong side of

the case,

and

should have yielded to Ihe

such a
paper,

We shall

file

which

is

that the fox chasers had the
is to be regretted that they

it

officers of the Society.

the " Old Spirit " and of "Porter's
esteem it a favor if any one knowing of
procurable will inform the editor of this

WANTED.-Afileof
Spirit."

Sportsman $owi$L

Wh e

creeks and listening for the noise of the bears in the gum
trees, as they feed on tender gum nuts; and my guide, a
regular Leather Stocking named Bill Basnight, and a man
named Grant killed seven in two nights last year, aud also a

Basnight is the Nimrod of North Carolina, aud his experience would make an interesting volume.
lie has had numerous hand-to-hand fights with bears, and seems to consider
it a very ordinary affair to settle oue of them with his hunting knife. He has a great respect, however, for the swamp
panther, or "painter," as he calls them. This seams to be a
cross between the wildcat and the American panther, judging from the skin of one I saw at Basnight's. They are very
fierce.
Basnight has shot several, and seldom " saved one "
without damage to his dogs. About two years ago, while
hunting for deer near his home on Roper's tract, his dogs attacked a painter.
One of the dogs had been disembowi led
aud another scalped, and Basnight thought it about time to
interfere.
He fired at the painter, which fell behind an old
big cypress. He was in the act of climbing over the log,
when he was confronted by the fierce whiskered face of the
animal as it climbed up the opposite side of the log, apparently none the worse for the shot.
He had just time to
draw his double-bladed heavy hunting knife, and brought it
down on the skull of the animal with all his strength, and
was fortunate enough to cleave its head open but he still
bears the scars of a sharp claw that plowed his shoulder as
the panther struck him in its dying struggle.
I was told that Basnight was the man lo go to for information about the famous pitcher plant, which is said to be a
powerful diuretic and good lo use with the juniper water. I
found him in his fi>h camp near East Lake, on the Little Alligator River.
left the sloop and look a small skiff aud
went up a narrow "gut" about half a mile long and not
over eight feet wide at any point, but deep. The gut opened
out into a lake of dark juniper water about five acres in extent, at the head of which we found Basnight in his fish
camp. The hounds bayed out as we approached the landing
and he came out with lightwood torch in hand and invited us
into his camp.
It was a small, low-pitched building, afoit
sixteen feel square, with bunks from floor to coiling on thr.to
We
sides, a big fire-place aud the door occupying the other.
found Basnight to be a sturdy, active-looking man with an
honest, wentherbeaten countenance and his blue eye and
Ho gave us
light hair indicated pure Anglo-Saxon descent.
filled with the frae. hearty welcome, aud now the air was
grant odors of broiling venisoD, frying chub, corn bread and
;

We

coffee.

After a hearty supper we reclined on the rushes in one of
the bunks and smoked a new corn-cob pipe while we listened
The other buuks were filled with
lo the hunter's yarns.
shock-headed men and boys who belonged to Basnight's fish
two-foot snapping turtle lay on the floor ou his
crew.
back vainly reaching out his claws for a purchase to turn
over.
Two hounds lay on the floor quietly watching the turBasnight sat iu his arm-chair, smoking his
tle's struggles.
Ho told me of many
pipe, with his bare feet to the fire.
hairbreadth escapes from bear, "cat" and moccasin, aud
wound up with a rather interesting account about the Basnight fish pound.

A

A STORY OF THE JUNIPER SWAMPS.

WHILE stopping

for a rest at the

"Hygea Hotel"

Old Point, on my way from Florida last summer, I
met an old gentleman named Nixon, from Perquimans Co.,
N. C, who informed me that before the war slave owners
were always very anxious to hire their hands to the shingle
cutters in the juniper and cypress swamps, as they always
came home at the end of the year in "good condition," and
while at

work

An officer

swamps always enjoyed perfect health.
Navy who was present said that the juniper

in the

of the

water was always u?ed by United Statea vessels going out
from the Navy Yard at Norfolk on a long foreign cruise, beit kept clear and fresh for years, and the officers and
men who used it usually enjoyed good health. Soon afterward I took a trip out on the Dismal Swamp Canal from
Norfolk and visited Lake Drurnmond in the Dismal Swamp.
lake, margined by a
I was surprised to find it a clear, dark
thick forest of beautiful green juniper, and the contrast because

tween the claret-colored water and the evergreen foliage makes
The lake is deep and full of fish which are
peculiar to these waters, and Ihe robiu, perch and chub grow
ever ate.
to a very large size and are as sweet as any fish I
was good
A few days' use of the water satisfied me that Itit seemed
to
I drank freely of it and bathed in it.
for me.
have a tonic effect and was very pleasant and agreeable to

a beautiful picture.

I think the time is not far dis ant when the healthdrink.
giving quality of the water and the pure atmosphere, with
freedom from insects of all kinds, and the advanentire
an
tages for bathing, sailing and fishing, will make this a very

that these swamps were a dismal charthe contrary, they are the healthiest places

One would imagine

On
nal house.
ou the American Continent.

There

is

no decomposed wood

—juniper timber never rots. The trees fall to the ground,
but they do not decompose but turn to peat and lie, indissoluThere is nothing in these
ble by air and water, for ages.

to croate miasma— no rising ot the tides and decomposition of rank vegetation, no marshes exposed to the burnladen
ing rays of the sun all is fresh and pure, and the air is
with sweet odors. I afterward visited the swanips in Dare
County and found them like the Dismal Swamps. East
miles
Lake, near the mouth of tho Alligator River, about ten
idenwest of here, and the waters of the Alligator River are
features.
tical with Lake Drurnmond in their natural
The country between here and there is a perfect wilderness,

awamps

;

excepting a few small clearings on Croatean Sound. I have
invisited different portions of it, and found many things to
The woods are full of game. Bear aud deer go
terest one.
The bear feeds on the gum and huckleberries in
in herds.
grounds are as
their season, and their paths to their feeding
well defined as cattle paths through the woods in the North.
family led by an old
I saw on one occasion seven bears— a
guide said. She would occasionally stand
she bear, so
Ihe
against a tree and tear the bark, leaving a blaze similar to
marks made by woodmen to mark roads through the wildermy guide declared it was done by the old bear so

my

and
feeding
the young bears could find their way from one
ground to another. I had nothing with me but small shot,
hunt
and did not waste that on such big game. The natives
them at night, paddling silently through the bayous and
ness,

The Basnight family came into possession, during the last
by purchase from the Indians, of all the land about
pound or lake, and for many generations it had been
About forty" years ago,
zealously guarded from interlopers.
in an evil hour, it came temporarily under the control of a
member of tho family known as "Wild Ben," who was a

century,
at

popular place of resort for invalids.

The Ebank; Pokebtek Club— At

1881.

deer.

then called in his son to assist him,

which the sheriff's sou had wo of his
teeth knocked loose and received a severe blow in the eye.
The difficulty cuded by a third neighbor making his appearance and paying the fine." Wc are not told what became of
a

AND STREAM.

FOftEST

44

this fish

"pisen hirter," a "bluffer" and an "improvident cuss."
One spring, when the pound was full of herring, which had
come there to spawn, as they had been in the habit of doing
" Wild Ben,"
for "no man can tell how long," this foolish
while the pound waa so full of fish that one could stand on
shore and shovel them out by the cart-load, stopped up the
"gut" and started for home for some of the "niggers" to
He fell by the wayside into evil company and
save the fish.
forgot, in the sweet delights of applejack and straight bluff,
enjoyed in the company of some good fellows, the poor little
captives imprisoned in the dark waters of the Basnight herring pound. After a few days' good time he awoke one morning sober and suddenly remembered bis forgotten business
and the crop of ungathered fish.
But it was too late. When he hastened to the lake with
"the boys" it was a stinking, hideous nuisance.
From that day spring after spring came round aud none of
the finny tribe could be found in the dark waters of Basnight
herring pound. " Wild Ben" went to the bad. He took more
Negro slave after
fiercely than ever to applejack and bluff.
necro slave went, to the block to keep him out of the jaws of
Bankruptcy but at last the last picaninny had been sold,
and the ill-fated " Wild Ben," his birthright squandered, died
.

Lord Banister—
He took a

like

plstuel from his belt,
All loaded with powther and ball.
An' he blew a hole right tiro Ids head
An' on the floor did fall.
five years ago the present head of the Basnight
-

I

About

family, " Hunter Bill," brought some fish garbage from some
point below, where they had been cutting fish, and threw it
reinto the lake, and, baited in this rough way, the lake was
stocked and once more the house of BaBnight "has come to
its own again."
Basnight told me some remarkable stories of the wild cranberries that are found all over the ground on thousauds of
acres in the Roper tract, and of alligators, big snakes, of immense oysters ou the eastern side or the trad, in deep waters
about the marshes of rafts of black and white brant that
;

"place

them

A

''

on the shoals on Pamlico— and

all at

r
(*<7.v

my

Head"Hotel,

JV.

I

mean

to

examine

Jons Bbonson.

leisure.

G.

_-*#^_

TEXAS ATTRACTIONS.
San Antonio, Texas,

July, 1881.

a resort for camping, hunting and fishing I feel sure
sportsmen, especially those seeking health as well as
and
pleasure, would enjoy our climate, which is so pure, mild

AS

breezy that I hardly know which season most to recommend.
Many of our ladies and gentlemen of leisure have either
gone lo the mountains, coast, or to board and camp at some
hardof ihe beautiful springs for which Texas is noted.
of
ly feel the necessity for a change, as with an elevation

We

the purity of the mountain
over six
with its continuair, aud tho beautiful San Antonio River,
ous line of bath-houses, in a measure furnishes a substitute
other waters
seek
we
should
why
And
bathing.
for Burf
when our own springs are marvels to all tourists ? Four miles.

hundred feet

we have

AtiGFST

FOREST AND STREAM.

18, 1881.]

this city one can stand upon the bank of the Ban Antonio River, ami see Us crystal waters as they well up twelvcfeet
The
.surface from a rocky cavern in the bank.
stream flows swifllv, and widens until just a few rods below this immense "spring. Its width is one hundred feet,
while its depth is only two. Its course through the city
forms the letter S, and it is spanned by raany tine bridges.
Just one mile above the city is San Pedro Park, enclosing
a large spring of the same name, and numerous smaller ones,
which send forth little purling streams that finally unite and
form the San Pedro Creek that also Hows through the city.
Attempts have been made to introduce new fish into these
At the head of
waters, with what success I hardly know.
the river is a fish hatchery for stocking the river with salmon, while carp have been put in the lakes in the park. I
have caught different kinds of fish from the streams that
flow from" these hikes.
One was so large that several guests
enjoyed it with us, and while we did not take up twelvo
full yet, all were bountifully supplied.
I will not attempt a pen-picture to you of the strangely
wonderful old missions in and ;near this place of which so
much bus already been written, and volumes might be.
If travelers fail to see these and other interesting surroundings of San Antonio they will miss the Mecca of their pil-

above

below the

A. G.

grimage.

DREAMING UNDER THE

" The All-Father," he
it must be scentless.
" has given the feeblest creature some protection from
enemies."
"You are right," replied the hunter, " neither wolf aor
hound can scent a fawn while tho spots are on."
Wandering deeper and deeper among the mountains they
came to a shallow stream, whose rocky bed was covered
" So the river was not here
with the footprints of animals.
once," said Vivian, "and these rocks were only a bar of
sand
now they have hardened into a page of stone in the
great book, printed, perhaps, thousands of years ago, but
Here are the tracks of a wild deer,
easy enough to read.
and close behind an Indian hunter followed in pursuit. It

and he knew that
slid,
its

;

was wounded,

too,

and

S.

PINE.

Xii, Yobeis.

rTlIIfi father of Vivian St. Clair lives near the banks of
I
Cheat River, where it, flows through a broad, beautiful
valley near the base of the wild mountains. Formerly a
professor of natural history and botany in the university of
his uative State, he suddenly acquired a princely fortune by
the sale of mountain lands, a little lime before considered
comparatively worthless. He would come out to this wilderness during the summer vacations to angle for the speckled
The estate
trout and study the wild flora of the mountains.
consisted only of barren Bands covered with dark pine forests.
Great cliffs, moss-covered and pierced with caverns the
borne of the lynx and the rattlesnake— were piled up on the
river banks, their bases hidden by the rhododendron and
But oil was found floating on the waters of spring
azalia.
and pool, for under these rugged rocks, barren sands ami
dark pine wood was a great petroleum lake. So the place
was sold, the chair in the university given up, a beautiful
farm purchased on the banks of the Cheat and an elegant

—

by the

in the right foreleg.

See, that, foot
the others
are the fossil

has never touched the sand, and leaves no mark

;

And it was raining. Here
are all quite plain.
drops, and they came from a cloud in the west."
" You have a flue eye, said the mountaineer, " and would
never lose a deer's track in the ferns ; you would make a
-

'

famous hunter."
" I would rather be a famous naturalist," replied Vivian,
" and he should have an eye far keener than the chaser of
the deer."

When home during the Christmas holidays he would wander alone into the forest when the ground was covered with
snow, and the little pines were bending under a weight of
starry flowers, white and beautiful as his own hydrangeas.
leafless trees were all in bloom—blossoms that would
never ripen into fruit they were only flowers of snow. The
impress of little feet are everywhere, aud he knew at a glance
what animal bad mdae each one. "Here by this mossy
rock," he said, "a squinel has just been digging for the nuts
There a hare
that he buried long ago in the golden autumu.
has danced a merry round in tho moonbeams under tho
thorn, and a wood-mouse has gone to its home in the heart
fox crept into this hazel thicket,
of the. hollow pine.
paused a moment behind the little cedar at Jits edge, then
bounded forward. Did he find a supper there spread out
before him ou a table-cloth of snow ? No; here are the
But here on
prints of little feet flying away over the hill.
a white hare has dashed wildly
the river bank is blood
here is scattered fur ; there a spot of
through the laurel
blood,
now Ted it looks upon the snow She staggered
Ah here
here, and her steps have been irregular and slow.
And here are
she lies beside the fallen pine, cold and dead.
other tracks going away over the windy hill. A mink has
ridden the hare a death-race, and the rider's teeth were in
the throat of his steed. Murder was done last night in the
dark pine wood

The

By

villa erected

—

;
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1

the foot of the great

crystal river at

" This is a pictured page in the great book, too, only it
mountains.
the bright sun will burn up
will never harden into stone
Prof. St. Clair was a lover of nature, and everywhere
But does
every
letter, for it is only written in the snow.
about, his farm and home were objects curious, beautiful and
"
event transpiring in the universe
On a table under a great bell glass were two little not," be continued, every
rare.
write
its own history in letters of fire that will burn forever?
trees of coral, one white as snow and the other red as blood.
pebble into a mountain lake, and the waves grow
Around them were shells that had been dyed in the colors of I drop a
so it
larger and larger until they have covered all the water
the rainbow, and stained with the glories of the sunset. They
is with the waves of light, and if the subterranean fires
were filled with the music of the sea, and murmured all day
should burst the solid crust of the earth into fragments and
long the songs of the ocean in voices sweet and low. Over
the leapscatter them in space, this moonlit forest picture
a bookcase were the antlers of deer, and on them was sitting,
ing fox, the dying liare, the footprints in the snow— would
with half-opened wings, a great Virginia owl, whose big eyes
remain spread out forever before the eyes of the Heavenseemed always watching one. When Vivian was a little
Light will travel seven times round the earth in a
Father
child he woidd forget that they were only glass and somesecond, yet if our planet could be seen from the most distimes feared that the cruel bird would swoop from his perch
us it would appear to dwellers there not as it
upon the beautiful canaries that sang for him every day from tant star from
now is, but as it was millions of years ago. There would be
In wardian cases were
their cage in the ivied windows.
only the
or bird, or flower upon its surface
man,
no
seen
growing miniature forests, feathery ferns, silver green and
tree ferns waving their feathery crowns in the moist and
gold, waved their delicate fronds over little mountains ami
heated air, and the club mosses, tall as mountain pines.
grottoes formed of mingled moss and crystals, mirrors halfEverywhere frightful reptiles are battling with monsters as
hidden among vines looked like the lakes on the mountains
hideous as themselves, and all the seas and lakes and reedy
fringed with the rhododendron, and white pebbles were built
pools are dyed in blood. There has been war upon the earth
up like the river crags. Li aquaria were banded sunfish,
from the first appearance of life upon its surface the strong
silver dace and graceful eels
and little islands of cork,
and cunning destroy the weak and foolish. The history of
edged with ocean shells and covered with aquatic plants,
the earth is written in the sunbeams. Every bird, every
floated about on the water beautiful as the river gardens of
every
flower, every ocean shell that ever saw the sunlight
Birds of brilliant plumage from the far Souththe East.
city, every battle, every individual action Sh painted there
lands were grouped in their houses of glass, some looking as
forever. The universe is the encyclopaedia of the Eternal
it they were about to warble a love song, others seemingly
everything is printed there the leaves are never
Mind
ready to mount on beautiful wings to heaven. Showcases
the history never finished, the drama never ended
were filled with their nests, some simple aud coarse, others closed,
the pictured pages containing your heart's history and
but
wonderfully wrought, and with eggs white as snow, blue as
;

;

—

45
flowers, filling all the woodland with perfume.
Beetles, glittering with metallic brilliancy, and beautiful as
any gem, illuminate the fragrant forest all the night, aud
drowsy music.
Trees taller than our
fill the air with
Northern pines bear flowers beautiful as lilies, or furnish
man with all that be requires milk, wine, butter, honey,
wax, oil, bread, cabbage, manna, candles, beds, ropes aud

colored

—

The 'magnificent

clothing!

Victoria

Regia,

yellow, violet

—

and white— queen of the floral world Boats on the waves of
sunny rivers, sinking at night into her conch of waters. The.
great vault of heaven is spread out before him with all its
wealth of moons aDd suns and constellations, from pole to
pole.

But again the

fairy-chariot bears

him onward over many

lands, and sets him down at last, in the gardens
under the sea. The liquid crystal of the Indian Ocean is
gleaming over him, and the sea anemones cover the rocks
with their waving crowns, beautiful as beds of mingled lily
and roae, and the medusae, and the microscopic crustaceans

radiant

The humming birds
shine in the obscurity like fairy stars.
of -the ocean, small, gleaming fishes, some bright with a
metallic splendor of azure or vermilion, s^me gilded green
or dazzling silver lustre, play around the coral bushes, light
As the day declines and the darkness
as spirits of the abyss.
of night, sinks into the depths, this radiant garden kindles
with new splendors. The white or blue bells of the medusae
float through this enchanted world, and every angle beams
and shines with living light. All things, wlreh in their
livery of brown or gray are uuilluuiined in daytime in the
universal radiation of bright colors, now shine with the most
charming red, yellow or emerald lustre and to complete the
marvels of the"enchauted night, the large silver disk of tho
The
sea moon gentle moves through the whirl of tiny stirs.
luxuriant vegetation of the tropics has no such richness
of forms or glory of color as these animal gardens under the
sea.
The fishes are covered with jewels and sparkle like
gems, and the ocean floor is strewed with silver sand and
paved with radiant shells.
It
But what hideous monster is this clinging to the rocks
thrill
reaches out its serpent arms and touches ids face.
of horror passes along his nerves and he awakens with a
start
it was only the cold nttse of his dog pressed against
his cheek, and the mocking-bird and the oriole were still
"How rapidly," be said, "the mind
singing in the pine.
I have only slept for a
lliea over the earth in our dreams
moment and yet I seem to have traveled through radiant
lands for years.
"The lower animals drcaui and reason too," he continued,
hounds chase the wild deer over the snow
musingly "
in their dreams, and niauy animals have the gift of language
—utter sounds of warning, delight and pain, and are dumb
only to the ignorant and the unobserving. The joyful bark
of our faithful dog as he welcomes us home we understand
the thoughts that illuminate his countenance and glorify his
eyes we cannot always read, and yet bis busy mind is ever
planning, thinking, dreaming.
" Inferior animals differ greatly from each other in mental
power. Some are possessed of marvelous talents, others of
Some are idiotic
the Bauie family are intellectually feeble.
Like ourselves, they have their kings, queens,
or insane.
soldiers, masons, carpenters, farmers, hunters and sailors.
And the agricultural ant of Texas cultivates the soil, sows
the seed aud reaps the harvest owns slaves and milks its
;

!
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cows."

TROUT FISHING IN NEW MEXICO.

;

Santa. Fb, N.

people are now coming West into
SO manyamong
whom are doubtless many
try,

"gentle art," that a few remarks on sport to be obtained
with the trout here, according to my own experience, may
be read with interest by some of your numerous subscribers.
Immediately in the vicinity of Santa Fe there is little or no
sport to be had, owing to the absence of streams, but by
g-ing some twenty miles northeast or west fair trouting is
On the north side the various streams from the
obtainable.
main range of mountains are get-at-able, as also the Rio
Grande, Chama, etc.; on the west another point of the Rio
Grande, and on the east the Pecos. The mountains are filled
with small trout streams, where with worm or grasshopper a
mine are open before the All-Seeing Eye forever and forever." large number of small fish may be had at most times. Thus
it may be seen that, although the popular cry is that water is
In the happy summer time Vivian, the lover of nature,
a scarce article in New Mexico, by traveling & pied a few
would lie down upon the mossy carpet spread out like a miles some fun is within our reach, provided we know a
fairy garden under the the pines, and the song of the mockTo give a good idea of what one may
little of the country.
ing-bird and the oriole would lull him to Bleep, and the
expect to meet with, 1 will relate how a friend and I spent
Queen of the Fairies would come to him in his dreams, and two very pleasant days on the Pecos.
he would ride away in her chariot, all of gold and gems, over
To commence with, 1 am from the Old Country, where I
the earth and under the sea. Now it is sunset, and he is in
into the mysteries of fly fishing some fifteen
The snow-clad mountains are tinged was initiated
the wild Northland.
years ago, which fascinating sport I have followed whenever
with ail the glory of color, and the clouds are painted over
I had time and opportunity in rivers, streams aud lakes of
with flowers of gold. The brilliant moon will circle round England, Scotland, Ireland, Germany, Switzerland, etc., so
the dreamy horizon for days, never setting until the sun has
that, young in years, without egotism I may call myself an
run her bright course under the stars. The aurora bursts
On coming to America and settling for a
elderly fisherman.
the sky seems changed into a
forth with magical splendor
time in the Eastern States, I found I had not sufficient time
phosphorescent sea, and the snow is sometimes red as blood
to pursue my favorite sport, so that there my experience has
and the ice is as green as forest leaves. A broad band spans been limited to a few off-days.
the horizon, more brilliant than a thousand rainbows;
Very different ideas are held by English and American
streams of many-colored light burst from it, filling all the fishermen with regard to tackle, especially with regard to
heavens, passing through all the intermediate shades, from
My slock of two well filled books was unaniof fly.
The stars size
violet and bluish white to green and purple red.
mously voted much too small, of no use at all by the Eastern
Bhine dimly through the golden haze, aud all seems like the
and also here I was told I must tie them on
fishermen
unreal world of dreams. It is winter in the trackless waste,
In spite of these warnlarger hooks to meet with success.
and the silence is broken only by the hooting of the snowy ings, however. I persevered with the little "uus" and had
owl, or the yelping of the Arctic fox. Most of the animals
no cause to repent doing so. I certainly am an advocate of
have followed the sea birds southward, or are sleeping in small flies aud fine tackle. In the almost virgin streams of
The icebergs are beautiful
their burrows under the snow.
America I do not think the matter is of such vital importas palaces of Parian marble besprinkled with rubies and
ance, but in rivers where the water is whipped from the beemeralds and flooded with golden Are.
ginning to the end of the season several times daily, as in a
large number of English rivers, the trout, without doubt, beBut the fairy chariot flies through the air like a meteor,
come educated and can discern between a real aud artificial
and all changes into new forms of beauty. The dreamer
Now, the natural insects one wishes to
fly pretty readily.
is in
so it seems to stand to reason
represent are, as a rule, small
" That land wliere the lemon trees bloom,
that by tying them small we more nearly approach nature in
Where Uie gold orange glows In the deep thickets gloom,
our imitations, consequently are more, likely to lure the trout.
Where a w tail ever soit tram the blue heaven blows,
If any one doubts the soundness of this argument let him try,
Ami the grove, aie or myrtle ami laurel and rose—
Knowesttlioultv"
if he has the opportunity, the large-sized flies on some thorBirds and butterflies are everywhere some seem only oughly fished water in England, and he will find that at
every throw he will see the fish making off in all directions,
flowers, so like are they to blossoms, and many flowers seem
ready to soar on snowy wings to Cloudland, so like are they and " divil a fish " will rise. Or else lot him give the small
Now, I do not wish
Serpents, beautiful in color as any ocean shell or ones a fair trial on American streams.
to doves.
mountain gem, wind slowly among the tangled reeds with to be misunderstood. I do not maintain that small flies are
motions graceful as the sunlit waters of a rivulet. The ever- invariably BUpertor— lot in lakes, by way of example, a
green trees are covered with giant creepers, binding together larger fly is required my remarks having special reference
to streams not exceeding twenty-five yards in width— in fag
all the forest, and throwing over it a drapery of many,-

;
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the sky, or painted like the autumn leaves, and polished like
the ocean pearl. In rosewood cabinets were minerals from
every land the Amazon stone and rhe ruby, silvers gleaming
among masses of opal, amethyst and beryl. On the lawn
were growing the rarest trees and the most beautiful flowers.
The evergreens and lilies of Japan, the shrubs and roses of
China, wore mingled with the bulbs of Holland and the ivies
of England, and down by the river the balsam fir and the
holly tree were growing in their native Bands. The conservatories were filled with the rarest plants of the tropics,
and the marble fountains played all day long in the summer.
Surrounded thus from his earliest years by the beautiful in
nature, the boy learned to love the great book whose pictured
pages are mountains and meadows, woodlands and prairies,
Every summer when he
lakes and oceans, planets and suns.
came home to spend his college vacation he would wander
alone through the forest, learning the secrets of the squirrels
and studying the language of the birds. He saw the father
collecting the material, and the mother weaving it into the
This U\ig is too large, this hair too long, and both are
nest.
rejected.
"I see," he said, "birds are careful builders
everything must be perfectly adapted to the place it is to
He wondered why tho female never warbled a song.
fill."
" Is not music," he said, " the language of" love, and was
not the art of song acquired by the males in endeavoring to
Imperfect at fh-3t, it
attract the attention of their mates ?
has been cultivated for long, improved and transmitted with
all these additional modulations of tone through countless
generations, just as our own language has been perfected out
of the guttural mutteriugs of savages." He asked himself
why one was so richly dressed and the. other in plain attire ?
Then he thought that sitting all day long upon her nest, or
hovering over her young, brilliant plumage would only serve
to attract the glittering eyes of the serpent, or the keener
ones of the hawk.
"If female birds," he said, "have gaudy plumage, they
are never seen upon an open nest
it is covered over with
leaves or hidden away in the heart of a hollow tree." He
stooped one day to gather a flower, but it rose in the air and
flew away— a beautiful butterfly
"Ah. I see," he mused,
" your folded wings look like a blossom
and you are thereby concealed from enemies." He accompanied a hunter
one day into the dark mountains, heard the howl of the
wolf, and found a spotted fawn among the laurel.
He wondered why the wolves did not know it was there,
;

;
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One instance I will quote to illustrate my
streams.
theory When fishing in ihe Black Forest some few years
ago I always found that at the end of the day, although a
perfect stranger to the river, with my small flies I could
double the take of the professional fisherman who used large
hooks and had fished the same stream for a living for several
years.
One objection T have heard raised to small hooks is
that one loses so many fish after they are seemingly well
hooked. All 1 have to say is to use a pliant rod and plenty
of patience.
Landing a large fish on fine tncklo requires
trout

:

of skill and gentle haudling, which considerably increases the pleasure and excitement. But I must
apologize for this digression and return to the subject in

some amouut

hand.'
„" Flow far is it to the Pecos ?" was the question we asked
of every person likely o know, and numerous and various
Were the auswers obtained ; but it all ended in our being led
I

Buppose

by the
road.

it

was twenty-eight miles by the road and eighteen

We

determined therefore to take the latter
betimes in the morning with tie indispensable
or donkey, to carry our blankets and camp outfit,
ready saddled, we hurried over a light breakfast and started
on our journey, after taking the precaution, Bob Sawyer
like, to leave word that we had important and pressing business out of town, aud would not return for some days, leaving the business to take care of itself. Ten miles up the
Santa Fe canon to start with, then cross the mountains to
the southeast were all the directions we had, but luckily falling in with two Mexicans who were going the sime way, we
joiued ourselves to them, aired our meagre stock of Spanish,
supplied ibein with tobacco and kept on the right trail.
Three hours' walking brought us to the spot where the trail
A steep, very steep road, and
leads over the mountains.
equally rough, lay before us, but after three-quarters of an
hour's hard work we arrived at the top and rested for a few
minutes to smoke a pipe and enjoy the view. Down another
hill, where we found some water in a hole dug by some one,
we concluded to have lunch, after which our road lay up and
down steep, rough hills for three hours, and then three more
miles took us to a small settlement on the Pecos. During
tbe last, two hours of the road the rain came down hard, so
that by the time we reached a Mexican house, where they
After a
offered to take us in, we were pretty wet and tired.
bit of supper and the inevitable pipe we were glad to lay our
weary bones on a woo] inatt.resB spread for us in the covered
shed in front of the house.
Six a. m. saw us busy at breakfast, after which I ran down
to the river to ascertain its condition after the heavy rain of
"Water thick, but just flshable,"
the preceding night.
report, so I at once proceeded to clear for action.
was
Rods, flies, lines, landing net all in readiness, then after
donning a pair of Knickerbockers and old shoes in lieu of
pants and good boots, I went straight to the river and commenced operations. Sour after hour I fished all I knew,
changing flies, but it would not do; the water was too much
By noon I had but half-acolored, although lining- rapidly.
dozen small fish. 1 was fishing in part of the river below the
house so densely overgrown w-ith bushes that it was uuflshable from the bank, but I knew that by wading I could manage it. So there I was, up to my knees in water, walking
down the centre of the river with nothing but sis small fish
" This won't do," thought I, looking round for
in
creel.
" That's the oriel" I exclaimed to myself, see
natural flies.
ing a small yellow willow-fly glide by me, only to be snapped
up by a lusty trout some fifteen yards below. So wading
out on to the bank I changed a " March brown " far a yellow
willow, a black gnat for a yellow cowdung, leaving the leader
trail.

Up

"burro"

was

my

word,

Pox

besides about 100 small ones

I

had

t

He meets not here, as beyond the main,
fowler's snare and the poisoned grain
But, snug-built homes on the friendly tree,
And grubs for his chirping family

tribe.

For

The

apricot, in the

—

ray,

May npen now on the loaded spray
And the nectarine on the gardeu-walk,
;

firm its hold on the parent stalk
And the plum its fragrant fruitage rear
For the Old-World spai-row, their friend,

Keep

;

here.

iB

pest of gardens— the httle Turk
sigus with the crescent his wicked work,
Aud causes the half-grown fruit to f all—
Shall be Beized aud swallowed, in spile of all
His slv devices of cuuning aud fear
For the Old-World sparrow, his foe, ib here.

The

Who

;

And the armv-worm and the Hessian fly
And the dreaded canker-worm shall die
And the thnp and slug aud fruit-moth seek
;

In vain to escape that busy beak

;

And fairer harvests shall crown tho year
For the Old-World sparrow at last is here.
\

re-

OLD WORLD KUI8ANCE.—JS81.
After Bryant—Twentt Years After.

basket was full, and thinking it time to
leisurely along the side of the stream
not, deep.
A thick dead log against the
bank, right in the full force of the stream, looked a likely
place for a big one, and after three or four throws close to
"Missed him, s'elp me,
the tree 1 saw a flash in the wafer.
and a big one, too," thought I, preparing for another try.
" There he is again I" 1 mentally ejaculated, striking the in"Got him this lime, though." Then I
Btant he rose.
learned what a New Mexican trout can do if put to it. First
of all he made straight for the tree, but I induced him to
come out of that, when off he rushed down stream, making
the reel buzz round at a rare pace, then back again and, in
short, kept me nearly ten minutes trying to got the net under
him, which at last 1 succeeded in doing, lie only weighed

's note
listened long to tills stranger's
place remote,
And watched ti srjreaxHng too places
tbe tnrhulent vagabond has taken the place
Of our valuable song-blnls, and driven the race
From our elites and towns by eating the food
provided by Mature for nobler brood.

WE'VE

Till

He lias come to our shores with Hie miu'derous gang
ot Nihilists, who endgrated sooner than hang
Paupers and regicides, red lu tbe hand,
Which Europe continually sends to our land.
Vagabonds feathered, clothed, white and black,
Good Dame tfuropa piefrse beekon them back.

;

The

three-quarters of a pound, hut was a regular picture, aB
broad as he could be without bursting and as bright as a new
The prime condition ho was in aud tbe rushing stream
coin.
explains the reason of such a fish making so prolonged a
Well satisfied to have a goodly sized one on the lop
fight.
I now determined to make for home in earnest, so forced my
way through the thick bushes on the bank, and was rejoiced
So good was the water
to find I had not a mile to walk.
If
that it took me all day lo fish scarcely a mile of river.
any of your readers have ever experienced the doubtful
pleasure of carrying a full basket, of fish weighing some 18 or
20 pounds, for four or five hours, they are not likely to forget it. This time on relieving myself of the burden I discovered 1 could but with difficulty raise my arms above my

my

We

web

TtK.t tue Old

This Old World sparrow

easily conceive, and were devoured
by the two hungry fishermen. This is the

you may

relish

catch

him

(yourself)

and

Is

a terrible fraud.

a borne foT cue homeless we've never refused,
And the poor honest man can here east hLs lot,
Bring his wife and his babes, and build him a cot
But our long suffering people some morning will
Communists and sparrows throw a hito the sea.

see,

Fred Mather.
Bryant's poem on tbe English sparrow was written at the
time of the introduction of that bird into this city by the
Reiche Bros., a firm of bird dealers. A number of tbe sparrows were purchased by Mr. W. H. Schieffelin and liberated
It was after
in the garden of bis Madison avenue residence.
spending an evening with Mr. Schieffelin that the poet wrote
Cambridge,
the verses printed above. Of this importation a

correspondent says: "I feel that I know as much
I
about the English sparrow as the majority of folks, and
Mass.,

you

will allow

me a

point and consider cray-

appearance of a large, healthy crayfish, which seemed to rise
out of the water in a strange sort of way, which I could not
understand, but in a moment more the mystery was solved
by the head of a snake popping up and showing that it had
just caught the crayfish by the tail.
I kept perfectly quiet, while the snake watched me for a
minute or two and then, concluding that I looked too good
It was a g tr;al»
natured to hurt it, it commenced on its
ier snake about sixteen inches long and slender for its length.
I could not see what it could possibly want, with a crayfish,
for I did not suppose it was insane enough to imagine that it
could swallow such a hunch of shell and claws. But it went
right at it as though it understood its business. Swaying its
head (which remained on a level with the surface of the
water) from side to side, it worked it. jaws as though with a
sucking motion, rubbed its throat occasionally upon a little
stone in the water and the tail and part of the body of the
crayfish was soon comfortably past the Rubicon.
But now came the tug of war, for here was the head and
shoulders and huge large claws which were now to be disposed off. The snake seemed to realize that it had need of
It paused
all its powers in order to complete his enterprise.
for a rest and a breathing spell, and I could readily imagine
Then it comthat it was spitting on its hands for the finish.
menced again, and such a swelling and swaying and contorting would have made a circus clown sick with envy. And
all this time the poor cray-fish didn't offer a single objection.
It simp'y looked out into space with a vacant stare and didn't

m

It had
to have the least interest in the preceding.
doubtless been crossed in love at some no distant period and
considered the world a hollow mockery, from which it was a
blessing to be freed.
Gradually its shoulders were drawn into the cavity, then
its head sunk slowly out of sight and the lost tiling we saw
of that luckless cray-fish was one of its huge sharp claws il-

seem

a dissolving view as it was drawn into its living
Then that snake's jaws closed like a, rat trap it
worked its body, pushing its victim down further— ju3t as
you have seen a boy work his throat, when choking on an

overdose of dry sponge

;

cake— licked

its lips

with its tongue a

times, winked its eye at me as though to say, " There,
can't do that, old man," and then wriggled away under
Obangk Fhazkr.
log
to digest its well-earned meal.
the
Columbus, O.

few
you

not needed here.

American freedom has been much abused

by the

way to enjoy trout, " first
then eat him" (yourself also).

grain.

denies our porches, there's no denying that
He has ruined my wile's dress and spoiled my best hat.
He, bangs round tbe bird cage to pilfer ihe seed,
And gives tbe canary a loul Insect breed.
He never eats worms, lot us tell b. abroad,

however, was but a dozen. My friend bad hut very poor
owing in a great measure, 1 suppose, to having so many
waier frequented
satellites round him, as he kept to the open

the pan,

Is

if

lustrating

He

sport,

A few

World sparrow

WELL,

Wlii'e on the
fish in the category, I can answer yes.
Upper Allegheny, not long since, I stepped out upon a log
wT hich projected iuto the river and began washing my hands
in the water. Suddenly I perceived a quick movement in
the river just beneath my hands, which was followed by the

grave.

(nil!

The Poet may slug In the sparrow's praise,
But our giuat ornithologist, Dr. Cones, says,
In language ot truth and In very plain prose,
That, the sparrow's a nuisance, and the sooner he goes
The better we're off, so to me It's quite clear

my

with much

to boot

noisy, too sociable thugs,

and never touch bugs.
A glance at their bill shows ever so plain
That their food Is not Insects but milts and good

my

A

army keeps stinging our fruit,
to fight them aud the sparrows

still

They eat up our

where

trout,
iVly take amounted to over sixty
natives.
ranging from one-qi outer to three-quarters of a pound, beIhe
sides the countless number of small ones I returned.
are "game as
fish, as will be seen, do not run large, but they
good honest pounder
pheasants" and as sweet as a nut.
twenty-five
is a rara avu in this part of the river (about
miles from its source), but lower down they are heavier.
fresh caughl trout were soon hissing aud spluttering

insect

have

The quarrelsome,

fist was
lump the size of
collar bone.
strap pressed on
After gelling rid of my wet things and watting for an hour
comor so the Mexican fishermen returned together with
The Mexicans had all suddenly taken the idea into
panion
prethat
day,
line
a
also
wet
would
they
their heads that
sumably after seeing our flies, thinking that they could show
us how to catch fish in the Pecos. The best individual take,

head, and that a

failed."

DO GARTER SNAKES EAT FISH ?

so well describe,
V quail with fear ;
the Old-World spar iw, their foe, is here.

summer

—

—

and

Which Harris and Fitch
But cannot destroy,

my

raised

A

:

|

The insect legions that sting our fruit,
And strip the loaves from the growing shoot,—
stvavmmg, skulking, ravenous

if

they can get grain, much less a hairy caterpillar. They are
essentially a seed-eating bird, although thty prefer the macerated oats in fresh horse manure to any thing else. They will
give the choicest bird seed the go-by and go for the manure.
"The introduction of the sparrow wan a money making
speculation, because ihose who introduced them were in a
position to understand all about them, and could not be excused on grounds of ignorance.
"If any one had asked the person that brought them lo
your city if a mocking bird or a robin or thrush could live on
canary seed he would very likely have considered tho inquirer
To
a fool or grossly ignorant as regards the food of birds.
me it seems equally absurd to import a seed-eating, ha -dbilled bird and expect that when it came to a new country it
would change its habits and turn insectivorous.
" In conclusion I venture the opinion that the little Turk,
Hessian fly, slug, grub and canker-worm mentioned in the
poem has nothing to fear from the English sparrow."
The bird is rapidly making his way over the continent. In
some parts of Virginia, as we have already noted, tbe camwriter
paign against him is assuming a serious character.
in the Charlottesville, Va., Qhrontile frees his mind after this
manner "If there is one single redeeming quality possessed
by these unmitigated nuisances, the English sparrows, we do
not know what it is. No one ever saw one of them destroy an
strict
insect. They are neither insectivorous nor carnivorous
vegetarians and about as disagreeable every way as some of
the human species that we have known who affect vegetables.
They increase very rapidly. One pair of birds may be
counted on as certain, if undisturbed, to produce three
broods, or twelve birds, each. And their reproduction is as
sure as fate. Break them up today and to-morrow they will
have built in the identical spot. The writer of this broke up
a nest at 8 o'clock in the morning, destroying nest and eggs
at 2 o'clock of the same day the pair bad rebuilt the nest aud
one egg occupied it. It was again broken up, and the place
visited early next morning, and the result was precisely as
before.
determination to get rid of them, which was
quite as strong as their deterniiuation to stay, finally disgusted them and they went elsewhere. But they were not,
conquered— only repulsed. And although every effort short
of shooting and poisoning has been adopted to drive them
away they yet remain with their incessant, insufferable, arrogant chatter— a perfect curse. It is said you cannot trap
them. One gentleman tried repeatedly aud in many ways

Are strewn when the winter fields are drear
For the Old-World sparrow is welcome here.

go home I walked
Where the water was

the broad

:

T1IE
o'clock

have no hesitation in saying that they will not eat insects

A
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;

WE

turned.
5

i§¥orU-

hear the note of a stranger bird,
That no' or till now in our land was heard
A winged settler has taken his place
Willi Teutons and men of the Celtic race.
He has followed their path to our hemisphere—
The Old-World sparrow at last is here.

Throwing

which

!

THE OLD-WORLD SPAKROW— 1853.

Now

fish,

Wkstwaud Ho

1'obiscum.

^nittrnl

A

dozen nice

[August

my

a red hackle, with woodcock wings where
lightly over the fish I had seen rise, the first cast rewarded
me with success, for up came the old fellow and sucked in
strong stream helped him
the willow without hesitation.
to fight well, but at length I succeeded in netting him—
the
good half-pound trout, as broad as he was long.
fun began to grow apace, so that by 3 o'clock I had three
it

true

.

My

my

in

;

The second day's sport was but a repetition of the first,
so a few words will suffice to relate the adventures.
Unfortunately 1 was induced to try the upper or open water, but
after fishing until about 3 p. m. with but sorry sport, having
taken but a few small ones, I was disgusted with that part,
as I bad not seen a decent fish move at all, except once
when from my want of success I was fishing carelessly, a
big swirl, a few determined struggles, followed by a sudden
slackening of the line, told me I had missed a. good troul.
After this I decided upon again visiting the scene of the last
good name
day's work, and reeled up and went for it.
was at s'ake, for if I failed in making a basket this time the
reputation I had with the Mexicans would be gone. Two
hours and a half to fill a big creel is not much, but it must be
Half an hour brought me to the place, and in ten
done.
minutes more half a dozen decent trout were kicking in the
basket. Throw how and where 1 would I was nearly sure of
a rise at one of my flies— viz., coachman for leader, claret and
cowduiig for droppers. At one pool I took six fish in three
consecutive casts, ooly two of them, however, 1 retained,
showing how they were on. In short, by six o'clock
basket was full, and home I went with untarnished reputation, another sore shoulder and a good appetite.
This time
my take amounted to upward of fifty trout I retained,
friend having but few.
The following morning we returned
over the same trail to Santa Fe, having enjoyed two of the
pleasantest days imaginable, amid delightful scenery and
hospitable people, and after many vows relative to repeating
the dose on the first opportunity, we tendeil>r and regretfully
laid away our rods and tackle with poor old Wamba's pass-

my
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"THE WAY OF A SERPENT ON A ROCK."
in climbing a perpendicular
of
it, is a vermicular, undulatsurface, as
surface.
ing motion, not spiral, but straight up the face of the
a beech tree with
I have seen a black snake thus glide up
which is characteristic
that easy, careless grace of movement
The
surfaces.
of that snake when moving over horizontal
the
bark of the beech affords few inequalities into which
edges of the gastroelegal bands could bo thrust claw-fashion,
aud I have no doubt that atmospheric pressure is the force
sucker
that holds the snake against such surfaces in climbiug.
leather
fashion, as the boy lifts the brick with the piece of wet
stucco wall to the
1 once knew a black snake to ascend a
second story window, and another I saw go up to the eaves
straight up the up
of a earring" house to the swallows' nest
to tree
and down boards. I have seen them glide from tree
and leap down from near the top of large trees, but never
down a smooth, perpendicular
t aw one descend by climbing
so, however.
I have no doubt of their ability to do
surface
enjoyed by tbe copperI do not believe that this power is
bead or rattlesnake, or any venomous sort with which 1 am
movements.
familiar, they being heavy and sluggish in their

a snake
THE movement
I have observed

;

—
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I have seen tliem go up on leaning trees and crawl into the
M. G. E.
foliage of bushes, however.
Washington, D. O.
It is well known to residents of vicinities where black
snakes abound that they do climb trees, and that they climb
prge trees perpendicularly try clinging to he bark; in fact
they can even climb the smooth, birkless trunk of a tree,
rapidly and readily, in almost a straight liue upward.
As for
descending, 1 once saw a large black snake attached to the
hark of a huge oak, perpendicularly and in almost a straight,
liue, and lying there motionless, head upward, and on throwing a, stone at its snakesldp it took the shortest possible mode
of descent by letting go all holds and dropping in a heap a
the base Of the tree, from whence it glided rapidly away.
I

Orange Fuazeb.

t'Jolumbm, Ohio.

diameter and 6 feel 2 inches long, and very brittle, the inner
substance crumbling like lime. The lower part under ground
was smooth as a cow's horn, and tapered in the same way.
It. was broken
off, and was 23 inches around at the base.
He has the Ihigh bone, 3 feet long and 18 inches thick. From
the order in which the bones were found Hopping says the
annul] must have mired down and died with head up stream.
He has traced the relics for a distance of fifteeu to twenty
feet, apparently lying as they fell apart, the horn being Under
a spur of a bank ten feet, high, which he shaved down. The
neck bones were under the roots of an elm Of good size that
was undermined by the late freshets; the shoulder blade was
in water about 3i feet &eep.— Dubuque (Iowa) Times,

—

Habits of the Hebmit Cbab Glen Island, Aug. 11.
my surprise this morning on finding a lot of small
I have often
periwinkle shells occupied by young lobsters
wondered how the young lobster protected itself from the
festive bass and blackflsh, but my discovery certainly explains he problem.
The little lobster first eats the periwinkle
and then steals his shed, occupying it for his own protection.
Pull one of them out of the shell and place both back into
Imagine

!

A

BHOB'I time »go I walked into a stable, and leaning
against a post which supported a girder overhead, I proceeded calmly to consider the "points "of a horse haltered in
slight sound caused me to glance upan adjacent stall.
wards when I beheld a large blaeksnake, which instantly
glided with great rapidity down the post, thence over

A

my

shoulder and dowu my back to the ground, and disappeared
through a errviee iu the wall. I make no professions of
bravery or cowardice, but I freely confess I was nearly dissolved with terror. Had I been duly informed of the snake's
presence, and that it would adopt this novel and unexpected
method of descent the effect might have been different.—M.

l

the water and you will see him back into the shell again.
I wish to ask you if my observations are correct,
and, if bo, is it generally known that the young lobster appropriates small shells for a home until his own shell is hard
enough to protect it from being food for larger fish ?

Now,

You

have mistaken the hermit crab, sometimes called
young lobster. The hermit crab never

soldier crab, for the

Nftrthxide, Ya.

abdomen, and all through life protects it in
There are several species of them,
some growing larger than our American species. They do
not always eat the inhabitant of the shells, if they ever do,
but as they grow they find a larger empty shell and exchange.
There is a land species found in Bermuda.
has a shell on

PEA KING
litis

of singing reminds me that before the summer
us I wish to lift up my voice in behalf of the
bird.
No bird on earth ever had a more unfortunleft

mockiog
name, and no genius was ever more misunderstood than
this artist of the woodbinds. lie is not a mocking bird at all.
He takes no lessons from any creature under the blue vault.
He imitates no sound in nature, and never mocks anything.
This is a broad statement, and these are strong words. Now
Having watched these feathered singers for
for the proof
many years and in many longitudes, both in captivity and in
their own wildwood hiuiuts, I suspected that the versatility of the bird was not appreciated, and that his talent and
genius were not fully known.
We took a young mocking
bird out of bis nest before he had feathers sufficient to cover
him, or sense enough to understand anything, with the exception of a chirp from his parent, which he interpreted to be
a signal for opening his mouth, which he always obeyed to
the extent of almost turning himself iuside out for fear he
slmuld miss a niorsrl. It, was late in the seasoD, and it should
be noted that the martins had gone away, and few birds
ate

:

We

shut the
sing after July in the latitude of St. Louis.
bird up in the dining room, and he neither saw nor heard a
chirp or song from any of that innumerable company which
imitated " the next year. It was in Septemhe so perfectly
During the latter part of the folber that we shut him up.
lowing February he one day perched himself on a wire and,
twisting his head in a very thoughtful way tried to ''imitate"
It was a miserable
the liquid note of martins in springtime.
failure of course. We laughed at him, aud he hopped down
After three days of steady practice
but soon tried it again.
he succeeded then he undertook the cry of the jay bird, and
after many patient attempts and numerous failures he sucAfter that he begau on the very difficult and otherceeded
wise inimitable "ch-r-r-r-u-u-p" of the blue bird. In two
days lie mastered it, but he had never seen or heard a blue
bird, and this rare genius evolved from his inner life the marWhat has usually been
velous power that he had inherited.
set down as the " mocking " of this bird is only the exercise
by way of suggestion of the talent he possesses, but a firstclass singer of this species invariably excels that wbich he is
popularly supposed to bo imitating, and other birds recognize
and acquiesce in this without any exception.
It is a well-known fact that the brown-thrush, the cardinalbird and some others are also " mocking birds " in a limited
way. One day I stole quietly under a tree to listen to the
varied and exquisite rendering of a difficult piece of birdmusic, classic indeed, by a red-bird, Conscious of his success he paused aud struck attitudes as though admiring himself in a mirror, and as he poured out his song other birds
thereabout were hushed into silence. All at once a regular
" mocking bird" took a position on a tree near by, auU in a
very ill-mannered but eminently successful way, struck the
note on the first effort exactly where the red-bird was dohig
his very best, but the song of the "mocker" was so much
sweeter tlmu his own that the red-bird merely glanced in the
direction of the great star performer and closed his beak in
an instant. Aware of his triumph, and unafraid of iuterruplion, the wonderful mocking-bird ran over all the notes ea ily
and then towering in his matchless song, charged over the
great field of music, known only to himself, weaving into
harmony and melting into symmetry all the bird-notes ever
beard or imagined. He had a great audience that day and
knew himself equal to their highest expectations. The redbird merely hopped to a lower branch and with mute reverence listened. An old fussy, cawing crow Btopped and was
'

'

;

;

wrens spoke never a word to each other,
while the doves forgot to whisper love; and a squirrel, poking
his head half-way out of a knot-hole far up in a great oak,
rested his chin on his hands aud closing his eyes eDjoyed it
Not one of the audiance moved
in his own meditative way.
or shifted an opera-glass, or commented on the dress of the
Criticism was disarmed and we were all together
Sinter.
caught up into the third heaven— Robekt West in i/ie Adsilent.

The

little

vance.

An Iowa Mastodon's Remains. —The

bones of what is
as a behemoth were found on the farm of Jerry Hopping, in Washington County, Iowa, a few days ago. Mr.
flopping'sboys were bathingiu a small creek on their father's
farm, when they rasped their knees over something they
supposed was the ragged edge of an old stump. They threw
the chunk out upon the bank, and, upon striking it a few
blows with a hatchet, found it was bone and not wood. It,
is said to be the shoulder bone of a behemoth.
The piece
was two feet long and the joint thirteen inches wide by six
inches thick.
When Jerry detected its true cbarneter he
began exploration^. He got out several ribs 5 to 6 feet long,
two molar teeth, the
3i inches wide, and 1£ inches thick

known

;

largest weighing 26i pounds, 13£ inches long ou the grinding
surface, 4f Inches wide and (tt inches deep, with portions of
the socket or jaw attached
several joints of vertebra? in the
neck 17 inches long, 9 wide and 4 thick ; an axis joint, 6i
by li inches ; parts of the horn or tusk 8 to 10 inches in
;

its

the manner you mention.

THE MOCKING BIRD'S TRIUMPH.

S
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quantity of 00 shot.
stepped out into
Clad to

the stream one day
I saw a crow hopping along on the stoues at the river's
edge, and looking earnestly into the water as though it had
Surprised at the strange actions of the bird,
lost something.
I drew my canoe to one side and patiently observed the
menagerie. The bird hopped along for perhaps two minutes,
looking sharply into the shallow water the while, and then
suddenly splashed in and quickly emerged with a good-sized
minnow in its beak, which it swallowed with evident relish
and then began to look for more. I watched it until it

A

few
caught and swallowed two fish, when it liewaway.
days afterward I saw another crow perform the same operaThe only
tion of catching a minnow and swallowing it.
parts of the bird which entered the water were the legs and
head. And now, if any one asks you "Do crows eat fish ?"
answer yes.— Obangb Fbazkr.
Columbus, 0.

Wno Can Answer Tms'r— South Keene, N. H., June 14.
—As I was fishing with a party in Kobb's Reservoir a short
time ago I saw what seemed to me to be a youug duck on
the water some three rods from the boat and twenty-five
rods from land. Some of the boys proposed that we give
chase and, after some puffing and blowing, we captured the
duck, which turned out to be a white mouse. After he had
been interviewed he was released, and running out on the
top of one of the oars he dove into the water like a school
Now, 1 have
hoy and swam away perfectly at home.
hunted and fished in the wilds of Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont and never seen anything like it before. Will

some one tell me what species
to, and oblige

of the

mouse

tribe

it

belonged

Mabt.

Everything being ready B. and I
" Toe evening air,
beauty or a tnxmsand stars."

We noticed, too, that the moon was promptly on hand to
were soon tramping
her part of the programme.
along up the edge of the overflow, The settler aud hired
man were to follow us in the dugout. We had gone perhaps a mile aud a half up the river when we halted for a
moment. So far we had not seen or heard a turkey. Though
neither of us spoke a doubting word, aud both expressed (he
opinion that the turkeys had only roosted further up the
stream than they usually did and that we would be certain to
find them further tip, yet I knew intuitively that our thoughts
were the same, and that we were both beginning to doubt
some of those turkey stories that, had induced us to take
Moving on again, we. harl not gone, twenty steps,
this hunt.
when suddenly we hoard the well-known, sharply-uttered
quit! quit! quit! from the tree-tops overhead. Then came
the heavy flapping of wings and shaking of branches, as the
frightened turkeys flew from one tree to ttnother.

We

fulfill

"Just

listen !" said I.

"My

goodness, there must be a hundred of them, from
make I" said B.
With finger upon the trigger, we peered intently into the
tree tops, endeavorin? to distinguish a turkey from the immense number of knots aud crooked limbs of every conceivable shape.
"I wish," said B., "that the moon was just a little fuller."
"It would be better, but I think we shall get them yet,"
the fuss they

said

I.

B. did not respond, but 1 saw him suddenly bring his gun
his shoulder— a blinding flash shot up into the air, followed by a crash and a roar that echoed and resounded far
heart gave a
away up the river and through the forest.
thump, and I listened to hew the turkey fall, but no turkey
came, only a quantity of leaves and twigs pattered on the
to

My

ground.

" Did you kill him ?"
" Kill
I'll be switched
Thunder

if I din't shoot at a
It looked exactly like a turkey."
concluded, as most of the turkeys seemed to be over
the water, to wait for the dug-out, and when it came one of
us would go after the twkeys in the timber over the water,
while the other remained on the bank to shoot any turkey
The settler and his hired
that might fly in that direction.
man soon came up in the dug-out, picking their way carefully through the timber in the overflow.
The dug-out was just large enough to carry two men.
Being long and narrow aud round under the bottom, it threatened with the least motion to turn over. Persons skUled in
the use of these dug-outs suffer no fear of turning them over.
Standing erect iu the stern of the dug-out and using a long
paddle, with a regular, sweeping stroke, they send them over
the water at a fearful speed. Neither the settler nor the
hired man was a skillful canoeist, neither having lived long
on the river. As for B. and I, we could hardly sit in a dugout without turning it over. It was decided that the hired
man and I should have the privilege of going out on the
water first, I took my seat in the bow with my gun in hand,
while the hired man sat in the stern holding the paddle.
As we moved out into the overflow the quit ! quit ! quit
and the flapping of wings was heard on all sides, but I could
not see a turkey. Still moving onward, we heard what
seemed to be the cracking of a dead limb, then a splash as
of Bomethins heavy droppiug into the water. Steering in that
direction we soon came upon an old gobbler quietly floating
ou the water, seeming to be utterly astounded at the unexpected situation in which he found himself. As he saw us
approaching he struck off to swim at quite a lively rate.
alive,
I was in favor of taking
easily overhauled him.
and so proposed, but the only answer I received from the
" Shoot! shoot! shoot! He'll fly ! he'll fly
hired man was
!

I

Co Crows Eat Fish ?—Paddling down

ttio

squirrel's nest

'.

We

Mm

We

:

he'll fly /"

%nn\t

For fear- of being
as that hired man had!
deafened I leveled my gun anil fired. I tried to shoot the
turkey in the head, but found afterward that the charge had
struck him full in the body. I knew then that so far as I

Such lungs
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AN ARKANSAS TURKEY HUNT.

was concerned shooting by moonlight was only guess work.
He proved to be an unusually fine bird. He was so heavy
that we had to be very careful in lifting him into the dug-out

communications that appear from time to time in
the columns of Fobbst and Stbeam on the subject of
turkey hunting remind me of the hours that I have spent
in the pursuit of that king of game birds. In the month
of February, 1880, B. and I organized a night attack upon
the turkeys that we had been told roosted in great numbers in the timber that grows in the overflow aud swamps

were now in high glee, and pushto prevent capsizing.
ing out nearer to the channel of the river where the timber
was not so heavy, we obtained several shots at turkeys sitting
in the tops of the straggling cypress trees that grew in the
river.
But I did not bag another iurkey. I think I missed
them, but the hired man assured me that he heard several fall
We.did not find them, and I
into the water after being shot.
am of opinion that the hired man good-naturedly told this to
prevent me from being chagrined by the repeated misses.
should' r I could not not see
When I brought the gun to
the end of the barrel, and could'not tell whether I held on the
I several times requested the hired man to
turkey or not
pull round till he placed the turkey in a line between me and
But
the moon, telling him I could then easily hold on them.
the hired man was excitable, aud though when not in sight
of a turkey he would promise to obey the request, yet so
soon as he came in sight of a turkey you could get nothing

THE

of

Cache River.
Cache is a very sluggish stream

no channel

;

its

in

many

places,

having

waters creep slowly through thick brakes

In the summer during the dry season
of cypress timber.
one can almost step across it, while during the overflow in
the winter or spring it spreads out in places to the width
of a mile.
It rises in Missouri and flows southward into
the White River near Clarendon, Ark., passing in its course
through the eastern portion of this county.
It is a fact known to hunters thai wild turkeys that live
in a low swampy country nearly always roost in the cypress
or other timber that grows in the sloughs and along tire
edges of shallow lakes or sluggish streams. They seem to
In mountainous or hilly counlove to roost over water.
tries it iB said that they generally roost in the timber on
the sides of the steepest hills. Safety is perhaps the ruling
motive in both cases.
full moon was necessary for the success of our hunt,
but, after watching it impatiently for several nights, we decided that it would do, and started with but little more
We. rode that afternoon to the house
than a half moon.
The
of a settler who lived on the west bank of the river.
settler's dwelling-house consisted of a one-room log cabin.
As we rode up we noticed a number of coonskius stretched
on sticks hanging from the walls of the house, telling that
against the " varmints "

A

the settler was waging vigorous war
The settler and the hire! man exthat surrounded him.
pressed a, desire " to see them britch-loaders shoot," and, as
it lacked an hour to sundown, we took a walk around the
When we
cornfield, bagging several squirrels on the round.
returned we found that the settler's wife had supper ready.
That being soon dispensed with we hastily iuspected our
shell sacks to see that our "turkey" shells were in proper
We had loaded them with five drams of Dupont's
order.
No. 1 ducking powder and one and one-fourthounces of BB
shot.
The settler and hired man had fired off their muzzleI noloaders, and were now busy reloading for the turkeys.
ticed the hired man pour about a handful of fine rifle powder down each barrel of his gun, and, after ramming down
upon it heavy wads of newspaper, he put in about the same

We

my

out of

him but " Shoot

he'll lly

1

shoot! shoot! he'll fly!

he'll fly!

!

Whenever he opened up fully I threw up my gun and fired,
more to stop the hired man's mouth than with any hope of
harming the turkey. I soon grew weary of that hired man's
voice, and suggested to him that we pull to the shore and allow the others to use the dug-out awhile. Turning the bow
of our bout shoreward we soon came in sight of the fire that

B

and the

return.

out and

settler

had kindled as a beacon

When we

to

guide us on our

lifted the gobbler from the dughis spurs from the limb of a sapling.
various guesses as to his weight, but none below

lauded I

hung him by

There were

On our return to the house we found
twenty-five pounds.
(Mem.—When
that he weighed only twenty-one pounds.
kill a gobbler of twenty-five or thirty pounds do not
weigh him they generally resent such a proceeding by falling
off from five to ten pounds.)
The sight of that gobbler put B. in a fever to get in the
So far in the hunt
boat and go out ou the water after them.
he had not bagged a bird. lie and the settler soon faded
like shadows into the night, while the receding splash of the
paddle told that they were moving far out into the overflow.
While they were out on the water I determined to try a little
hunt of my own on land. Striking off into the forest I endeavored to find a sleeping turkey by looking into the tree
tops upon which the moon, which was now in the west,
Every
shone.
1 ,'soon found that this was tedious work.
crooked limb, knot, bunch of leaves, squirrel's nest, assumed
the shape of a turkey, and only by placing the object between
myself and the moon eoidd I discover the cheat.
you

;

1
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After some lime spent in aimlessly wandering from one
tree to another I concluded to 6tart back, and soon came in
In a few moments the hired man came
sight of the tire.
back from his hunt. With an eye more practiced in moonlight hunting lie Lad seen several turkeys, but had failed to
bag any. Not long afterward wo could hear tho dip of the
Canoe paddle. As the boat neared the shore a turkey was
crashing peal
startled from a Irec-trop.
It flew past B.
About the
told that B. had given it a broadside as it passed.
some instant was beard a splashing and struggling in the
"He's got'im," said the hired
water, mingled with yells.
man, as we both jumped from the log on which we had been
stated.
It seemed to me that B. bad downed the biggest
gobbler of the season. In an iostant we knew that the canoe
bad upset, and that, it was B. and the settler making the fuss
Fortunately the water was not deep. Frein the water.

A

quent remarks expressing emphatic opinions about turkey
hunting, night hunting and dug-nuts greeted our ears, as B.
wended his way to the shore. When he and the settler stood
shivering near the tire, the water streaming from Ihctn, they
made a sorry sight indeed. But. though the water was cold,
the weather was unusually warm for the season, and bey
were both persons of vigorous constitutions. It was decided
We made the distance
to start for the house immediately.
in short lime.
B. and the settlor, having rubbed themselves
briskly to prevent a chill, were soon dressed in warm dry clothing, and, with pipes in their mouths and legs stretched toward the fire that flamed and roared in the huge fire-place, recounted amid peals of laughter the crowning event of the
night, their late ducking, from which they now seemed to
feel none the worse.
"Did the gun kick the boat over?"
"No. I heard the turkey, but did not see her till she had
nearly passed me. Then, getting a glimpse of her, I threw
my j:iiu round and fired. Losing my balance, I caught at the
I

and she was over in a second."
The next morning we sprang out of bed before light, and
up the river to he wait for the. turkeys as they Hew

side of the boat,

started

down from the trees, Arriving at the place jj here we had
found the turkeys we deployed into line up and down the
edge of the overflow. There were four of us, and we took
We faced the east,
stations about two hundred yards apart.
from which direction we expected the turkeys to come, as we
knew that they were over the water. I held he extreme
left
B. next to me, the hired man next to him, and the
The east began to grow re.J.
settler on the extreme right.
Objects became distinguithable.
I saw several turkeys a
hundred or two yards away, sitting in the trees over the
overflow.
They were badly scattered, and soon began to
yelp and call to each other. As we had nothing to call with
we kepi as still as possible. Soon they began to fly
down.
Several
reports to the light told that the
turkeys were endeavoring to force our right wing,
and that the hired man and the settler were making
things lively with their muzzle-loaders. A quick double report, a short; distance to the right and 1 knew thai B. had entered the fight.
Would none of them come my way ? I
began to think that 1 would have to go back without a thot.
The turkeys that I had seen in the trees in front of my position had gone. Looking at the dark, sluggish waler of the
overflow, studded with the trunks of huge irees and covered
above hy their interlacing boughs, 1 fell into a kind of revery
and bad almost forgotten my purpose there, when, hearing a
noise, I looked up.
Not a hundred yards away, only ten or
fifteen feet above the surface of the water, his wings curved
in
steady sail, coming direclly toward me, was a large gobbler.
Ou he cable like an arrow, till Hearing the edge of the
overflow he threw himself erect, and, bringing his wings
I

|

II

square across the direction of his (light so as to serve as a
brake on his speed, with a few strokes of his wings he came
down Justin the edge of the overflow, behind the top of a
small tree that bud fallen in the water at that place. In a
moment he came stepping from behind the tree top, in full
view, not forty yards away. What a beauty he was! The
glossy plumage on hte neck and sides fairly shone. Taking
quick aim I let. drive at him with my right barrel, intending
dense
to give him the left if lie attempted to run or fly.
volume of smoke shot out from the gun and hung between
me and the turkey. I was so certain that I bad killed him
that I was in no hurry to go to bim, but stood for a moment
deliberately pulling in another shell, so as to be ready, should
another turkey come that way, to give him a right, and left.
I could hardly believe my eyes when I got to the place where
I expected the turkey was and could not see him. I looked
and looked, but ho was not there. There were bunches of
feathers, gome with blood on them, scattered along the cdae
of the water in the line of the shot, but no further traces of
The result of that shot made
that tui key could be found.
me a full convert, to the theory that it is best to shoot turkeys with small shot. Had my gun been loaded with No.
or 7 instead of BB, I should certainly have shot bim dead,
as at that distance, with small shot, 1 could have put several
As it was I had doubtless
pellets through his head and neck.
given him a mortal wound, but allowed him to escape. This
was wr orse than a clear miss. Soon B. came up with a turkey hen in his hand. Although he had shot at it with both
barrels, putting several BB shot into its body, it kept on its
course for about, a hundred yards, then dropped dead. Going
toward the house we came upon the settler and the hired
man, both circling around ihrough the woods, looking for
the turkey which each believed he had killed but could not
The settler and the hired man were both of Opinion
find.
If large shot would not kill,
that the shot was too small.
they did not see how using smaller shot could help the matter
any.
"They'll fly till the last breflb is outer 'em, and you have
to shoot 'em wid shot as is big enough to knock the brefth
clare outer 'em, then you'll git, 'em," said the hired man.
Since that time 1 have used smaller shot with, better sucSomeI prefer No. (i to any other size for turkeys.
cess.
times I load one barrel with No. 6 or 7 and the other barrel
with No. -1.
Returning to the house we breakfasted, and, promising to
come again, mounted our horses and galloped homeward.
That old gobbler:, although he had breathed bis last several
hours before, still showed fight. I could not tie him in any
I had stopped to tie him
position but, he would pull loose.

A

several times, and at last thought, I had him firmly
bound. On wo went again in a lively gallop, when BU! di ily
my horse began to rear and plunge and throw her heels in
the air in a, style that made, it seem probable that I should
fasting my eye backward lo ascercollide with the earth,
tain the cause of thoce unusual capers, I saw that old gobbler lugging with might and main at the strings which bound
bis feet and neck, ut the Mime time digging his spurs into the
i.
|

[

Q
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but he did not cease his tussle till I landed him at
home.
Mrs. E. was delighted. After admiring bis size and plumage he was turned over to the cook with orders to pick hiin
nicely and then report for further orders.
the
I had finished recounting to Mrs. It. the exploits
" moving accidents by flood and field " connected with the
hunt, unci we had commenced to discuss the question aa to
the best mode of cooking the turkey, when the cook suddenly
appeared. I knew hy the expression on the face of Patsy
that she had something important to communicate.
bird,

—

—

" Miss

R

,"

"who

she said,

craw

eber clean dat turkey forgot

he done soured."
When on
It was too true.
our return from the hunt that night, assisted by the hired
man, 1 had drawn the turkey. Being unused to such work, I
had never mice thought of the craw, and the weather being
warm, he had, to use the cook's word, " soured."
Did I discover in the dimmed and half shut eye of the old
gobbler a gleam of malignant satisfaction at the knowledge
But I did not, count my labor
that his captor was foiled
lost.
More than the juicy meat of the turkey do I prize the
to look his

out, 'an

We hurried into the kitchen.

!

memory

With

it are inwoven pleasant, visions
of the dim wood, the quiet water, the moon-lighted shore,
and of "the morn in russet mantle clad."
J. E. R.
OaiiKsmlle, Ark.

of that hunt.

DELAWARE RAIL SHOOTING.
HAVE

been asked to Eend you for republication the
comparative scores of remarkable rail shooting had at
Chester, Delaware River, in the year 1840, and a like season
of great tides and numerous birds at Port Penn, Delaware
River, in 1873. Dr. Lewis, in his chapter on rail shooting,
gives the first, but the shooting made at Port Penn I procured from Mr. Sim Lord, the proprietor of the hotel at the
This may give those unacquainted with the
latter place.
sport of rail shooting an idea of what is done on our river at
times, and when it is known that each bird is shot singly
and on the wing almost as quickly as one can load and shoot,
an idea can be gained of the excitement accompanying the
sport when numerous boats are being pushed through the
reeds, each one endeavoring to be " high " at the finish.
At Chester In 1646
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Grand total, 3,473.
The shooting in 1846 at Chester was in inuzzle-loading
that at
time, and the run of big tides occupied nine days
Port Penn in 1873 was in breech-loading time, and was done,
Many of the participants of the Chester
in three days' time.
shooting have long since "passed in their checks," hut the
names of those who enjoyed the remarkable shooting at Port
Penn in 1873 are familiar to Philadelphia sportsmen.
;

Homo.

ARE THEY MONOPOLIES?

—

IN

DEFENSE OF THE ADIRONDACK GUIDES.
TUB BBOTE " PAEKER " NOT A GUIDE.
Third Lake, Fulton Chain, Aug.

Am just

8.

:

from the "other side," and find the all-absorbing topic here the Parker affair.
The papers have got
hold of it, and are running it for a sensational event, and all
wrong. The New York Mail thinks the "Adirondack guides
a class to be let severely alone." It happens that I was
cruising in the vicinity where the thing happened, and was
over the long carry at the foot of Forked Lake within an
hour of the^last act of the tragedy which happened there
in

Friday.
The simple facts of the case are that the man
Charles Parker was no guide, never pretended to be one, and
was not so considered by the guides on either side. The
constable at Long Lske is a genuine guide, by be name of
Warner Cole. lie saw at, once the importance of arresting
Parker and bringing him to punishment, and he has followed
the culprit like a sleuth huiird. First, he followed the trail
to Kingston, Canada, inveigled or kidnapped him, and
brought bim back to Long Lake. Pending the investigation
Cole bad to keep his prisoner over night, which be did by
shackling the man to his own wrist. In the morning he
found himself in possession of both handcuffs and the
Again he started on Iho track, trailed his
prisoner gone.
man to an island in Forked Lake, thence to the mainland,
and lay for him on all likely carries, outlets and inlets. Had
Parker possessed friends among the guides he might have
kept out of the way indefinitely. The guides, however,
almost to a man, were anxious for Mb arrest. They saw
clearly that the affair was a ruinous blow to the guiding business, and they feel keenly the injustice of such articles as
appeared in the New York Mail lately.
From what I saw last Friday I infer that the man who baa
a camp at the foot of Forked Lake, and keeps a lean horse
to draw boats over the carry at §1.50 each, helped Parker.
At all events, Parker hung around the Long Carry, and
there, just after I passed up the carry, Constable Cole cornered him as he, in company with his wife, was launching a

to

tamely submit to it?" Are they our great railroads, extending from the commercial centres to and through remote and
unsettled territories, holding the absolute right of property
way over thousands of acres"? No. Their stock is for sale
in the open market to " Didyrnus" or any one with means to
purchase from one share up to the controlling interest, and
even the " Granger" had to admit them to be a great blessing to the farmer when he discovered that a farm in the
wilds of Dakota, costing from one to five dollars per acre,
could, by the advent of a railroad, compete profitably with a
farm near commercial centres costing one hundred dollars per
acre, in the sale of wheat, corn, rye, oat?, potatoes, etc.
Are the telegraph and telephone companies the grievous
monopolies that trouble "Didymua" so much that be fears
this will cease to be a " free country ?"
No. The grievance and monopoly which is to cut off
from the people every acre of good shooting ground unci destroy our boasted freedom is a little club of sporting gentlemen, incorporated in Ohio, and owning marshes, lands and
water courses in Sandusky Bay, their object being, as set
forth in their certificate of incorporation, " for the purposes
of yachting, hunting, fishing, the protection of fish and game
mid for lawful sporting purposes, as provided by an act
passed by the Legislature of the State of Ohio ou the loth of
This club (which was first, organized
May, A. D. 1878."
over twenty-five years ago) for nearly twenty years left its
extensive bunting and fishing grounds open to all "outsiders"
without any restriction or hindrance to hunt and fish, the
club owning the land and paying annually a large amount for
taxes, for protecting its shores from washing, and for extensive improvements generally
When these grounds were purchased and these investments
made by the club the marshes litei ally swarmed with geese,
swan, brunt and almost every variety of game ducks and
waterfowl, and the owners of the property could be sure of a
day or week of sport after a long and tedious journey. The
rneinlWN rff tho club were .cat tered through New York, Phil.
'"Pittsburgh,

Oinoiuuatii,

Umngiou

1

Ordered to halt, he refused, was fired on and bard hit
" through the arm, which was broken," as the first report
"Through tho arm and breast," said a report, two
bad it
"Through the arm and both breasts," said a
hours later.
" Groaning and breathing
guide who came in before nigh
"Dead," is the las t
bis last " is the report of the next party.
report.
Any and all of Ihese reports may be true. It is certain that he has got heavy punishment.
boat.

are monopolies, and what constitutes just such
WI1AT
wonder "that people
a one as leads " Didyaius"

adtlpiiiti,

My

last

At Port Penn In 1S73.
sept.

No game is allowed to be shot and no fish to be caught out
of season or unlawfully, and none but owners of shares in
Any good
the club are permitted to hunt on their premises.
It
citizen may become a member on the purchase of a share.
looks to me more like preservation and protection of property
than a grievious monopoly.
" Didymua " magnamiously suggests that "if they would
adopt the system of giving the privilege of a day's shooting
occasionally to outsiders, keeping out all market shooters,
they would not appear so glaringly obnoxious to the charge
wonder is, as it now stands, that people
of selfishness.
tamely submit to it."
Luckily for the rights of property and the peace aDd harmony of the world the) people do submit to let every man
gather, or have the first light to gather, the came, the fish
and the fruits found and produced on his own premises.
While "Didyrnus" was about it, why not claim the privilege
also of one day for free shooting of game, one for digging
potatoes (keeping out all diggers for the market), and one or
two days' free feasting in the watermelon patch for himself,
boys and pigs on the grounds belonging to the club ? I think
the club would rather prefer to yield the potato and melon
patch (if compromise must be made to break the monopoly)
to public plunder and preserve the game.
There are hundreds of Biich clubs established all over the
United States and the Dominion of Canada by the best of
men and for the best of purposes— the protection and preservation of game and food fish and it is sincerely hoped iberc
X.
will be many more.
Cleveland, Ohio, August, 1881.

Editor Forest and Stream
.

114

MrBrtnghurst.., ai
BO
H Taylor

future.

91

t

18, 1881.

But these grounds were open to the unselfish
Cleveland, etc.
"outsider," who cleverly managed year after year to occupy
before daylight all tho eligible shooting points, to the exclusion of the less enterprising members of the club themselves, and who so persistently banged at and chased up on
their feeding grounds, night and day, and indiscrimately
slaughtered the game, that finally few game birds were left,
and total extinction or protection became inevitable. Hence,
after leaving their possessions open to wholesale slaughter of
their game by "outsiders" for nearly twenty years, the club
proceeded, under the laws of Ohio, to protect the fish and
game found on their premises from indiscriminate slaughter
out of Season, and from ultimate extinction in the near

97

9.
9.

[Augcsx

(

Kentucky'),

1

.

The main poiut

is,

after

all,

the

way

in

which

this affects

the guides.

My acquaintances

North Woods are largely of the
guide class. I feel this thing as though I were one of their
number. 1 have been with them, night and day, for two
seasons, and have not been ignorant of them and their ways
So far aa the genuine guide of the
in many bygone years.
Adiroudacks is concerned, I would not hesitate to hang up a
valuable watch or my pocketbook on a carry, outlet or inlet,
merely appending my name, certain that my property w ould
be safe as in the vaults of a bank- unless some outsider came
across it.
lean give the names of more than two hundred
guides with whom I would trust my seventeen-year-old
daughter as contentedly as I would with her mother.
A guide's religion is, first and foremost, to take care of
to defend, protect, feed, shelter and bring
his "party"
through safely his party, at, the risk of his life, if need be.
This is recognized as a first duty by every true guide. The
man who " wets his party," or lets them suffer privation or
inconvenience in any way that skill or industry can prevent,
gets more ridicule from his compeers than he can well stand.
Had I time and space, I could give several instances that
have come under my personal knowledge of energy, skill,
surprising muscular endurance and faithfulness not found in
in the

r

'

—

the ordinary walks of life.
To sum up Charles Parker was no guide. He came into
the Wilde -ness last summer for the first time, worked,
fished and hunted for the hotels, and had since led the same
desultory sort of life.
The guides say that Parker was an assumed name— thut be
was a convict who had served a term in the Penitentiary.
They beg tho public 10 understand Hint the Adirondack
S'>'dea have no sympathy for, no atlllitttiou with, the rascal,
:

Charles Parkor,/

NfiBSMW,
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FOREST AND STREAM.

AtroirsT 18, 1881.

ASIATIC BIRDS FOR AMERICA.

rain upset his
treatment, but an unluckily ntavy shower
mental equilibrium again, lie mistook the drops for the
blunt arrows of his tormentors and Tan himself into a temporary hydrophobia. His master, of course as is eustornaty
with foreigners, whether treaties be violated or dogs' tails
docked demanded compensation and, failing to find a reciprocity of sentiment on the Satsuma side, instituted an action at law,, laying the damages at $350."

FOREST AND STREAM GAME TABLE.

Editor Forest and Stream:

—

OPJES SEASONS.

Gen, Denny's proj' ct will be taken up in
number of those i'oreigu birds imported
but I suggest that they be turned out, several p.iirs together,
in some dense jungle as far South as the Carolina*, where
they can breed unmolested by sportsmen and be sife from
snow furl cold. But it must be considered whether they are
I sincerely hope
earnest, and a large

The seasons, in which It Is lawful to shoot game la the several
States and Territories, open as designated In the following table.

;

49

Q

—

J'innattd

{frairie

birds hat live in cultivated, grain-raisi'ug districts in their
If they are they may not be able to find a
native country.
living in uncultivated wilds.
T believe the luck of thought in that was the cause of the
failure to establish the grouse family on the Hempsted Plains
of Long Island. 1 also think a great mistake was made wheu
Inthe great body of the Messina quail were turned out.
stinct leads thciii, on the approach of cold weather, to take a
direct line South.
Now, if most of those imported were
turned out in the Eastern States they threw away their time
ami money in importing them. They should have been taken
to Kentucky or Tennessee; then, f hey choose to migrate
at all— which I doubt— they need not necessarily drop into
the sen.
The mandarin duck is far more beautiful than even
our wood duck, but as a game bird it would be of little conGov. Lyon sucsequence, as it is not heavier than a cpiail.
ceeded in hatching some at Rossville, Staten Island, but they
1
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ai they deserve.

Game and fish are becoming so scarce, that in order that
may not be entirely exterminated, a law shortening the
season in which they may be taken, and in ibis way protect
ing them in part, is a necessity.
To that end laws have been passed throughout the country
yet they arc a dead letter unices enforced.
Fair and honest men do not violate them; but there is a
large class who constantly do, partly through greed and partly
for profit, and who gain an unfair advantage over those who
wait until they have a legal right to hunt or fisb.
Farmers and their sons and other persons who hunt and
fish occasionally for the sport and pleasure they afford, as
a rule, observe the laws and desire their enforcement.
The State is annually expending money for the replenishing of our depicted streams and lakes for a general benefit.
It has also been found necessary to appoint Slate officers to
enforce the game laws.
Local cooperation with them is essential in order that their
work may be thorough. To that end nearly every county ia
the State has one or more associations.
The county of
Duchess is as greatly in need of it as any.
Trespasses are committed regardless of posted notices,
which are frequently torn down with iinpuuity.
If our game laws are not enforced, it would be better if
they were repealed then all would have an equal chance at

they

many

of our
of the
county, have adopted this course to secure at an early day a
representation to meet at a time and place to be designated,
for the, purpose of perfecting such an organization and adopting by Jaws for its government,
Please circulate the inclosed petition in your town, and
secure the names of as many men as possible upon whom wc

pans

can rely, as your local club, and arrange among yourselves
to send two of your number to meet with us when notified,
to adopt a constitution and by-laws.
The expense will be triiiiog in carrying out the purposes of
the scciety. To assure aud meet the expense of printing and
postage, the sum of one dollar is named in the petition, "to be
collected by you and paid in the hands of the Treasurer of
the County Association within ten days after the adoption of
the by laws and appointment of the officers of the society.
Phase not delay thi* matter, and return the petition with the
names thereto cither to P. E. Eckert, Peter B. Hayt. Guilford
Dudley or E. B Osborne, Poughkeepsie City, N Y,. within
leu days, when notice will be given of the time and place of
our 'irst meeting.
Bach one signing the petition and paying one dollar shall
be a constituted member of the Association.
Whether at
our annual or stated meeting every member of the Association will vote or by representation, will have to be determined
after our organization.
A manifest determination, hv prosecuting to the extent of
the law its violuiqrB, will have a salutary effect.
This mailer has been talked of for several years, yet, nothing has been done.
Let, ua make this attempt effectual,
The tact ihat
is the duty of the District Attorney to
prosecute violations of the law and that the county gels the
beiii lit of the penalties collected to a large extern,
'should
greatly commend this purpose;
Although the game laws arc not as all of ua would like to
have them, let us enforce what, we have and hope ihat
brough our united efforts they may be. amended in the
f uture more to our wishes.
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hatched and not one has been drowned as is usually the
The close seasou expires Oct. 1st, aud the few that
In my
hunt are looking forward to a gala day on that date.
evening walks I have located fourteen young covies, most
My pointer, one and a half
of them two-thirds grown.
years old, seems eager for the fray; he was bought for me
by Mr. John Davidson, is thoroughly broken and his equal I
have never seen. I shall send Forest and Stream in a few
weeks a larger picture, 24x30, of my two dogs on a
" point," as I have engaged an artist to go with me and take
them and the scenery naturally, as they stand with a covey
of quail at "bay." This will be a natural scene of owr
Southern quail huntmg, two pointers, one back pointing the
other, the quail, a few yards in the stubble, concealed by the
grass, and perhaps a creek with natural growth showing in
I have great pride set upon this picture and
the distance.
H. 8.
I will send one to you.
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special county laws, a The deer law apfc wildtowi
not protected on the coast
if California quail
c In Upper Peninsula deer season opens Aug. 15.
i>s:i.
in
pruteeied to
coos Coirnty deer season opens Aug. I; moose
open
woralee, k sensm began July 1
and Cariboo, Sept. 1. / First
will close Aug. 1. <j Quail slamilug prohibited to Nov. l. is« in counwildfowl
ties of Montgomery, Schenectady. Saratoga and Albany,
season In Loug Island waters opens Oct. 1. Woodcock shooting In
Dutchess County prohibited during August, k Deer law relates to
female deer only.
*

In these States there

extremely

spell from June 1st till the present, has caused the
The fields
largest yield of quad ever known in this section.
all the eggs have
are literally alive with the young droves

dry

15

1

sept,

Antelope,.— Col., Sept 1 Idaho, Aug. 1 Net)., Oct. 1
Utah, Aug. 1 Wyo., Aug. 15.
N. Mex Sept.
Bufato.—CaXo., Sept. l Neb., Oct. l N. Mex., Sept.
Cariboo.— Me., Oct. 1 N. II., sept. 1 e.
1

C—The

North Carolina Game—Monroe, N.

.

are.

plies to sale or possession,
,•

—
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Maine Sportsmen Portland. The Maine Sportsmen's
Association are to hold their third annual mcctiug and first
tournament early in Septeuiber. From 150 to 200 of our
representative sportsmen are expected to be present. Although the programme has not yet been arranged, and public
notice but n cently^givcn, yet we have received donationsfrom
the American Arms Co., Boston, of one of their new seuiihnmmerless guns ; from the American Powder Co. Boston,
one keg "Dead Shot" powder; from T. Y'ardley, Brown,
Heading, Pa., one-half dozen of his celebrated gun cleaners,
aud f rom E. W. Moore, Augusta, a life size crayon portrait
F.
of the champion.
,

THE INU-O-MONO.

;

;

IB

sept,

...

;

taken occasion before this to note the busin. SB-like and sensible way in which Ihe sportsmen
of Dutchcis county, New York, have gone about the protection of{.ame.
As we so frequently have inquiries as to
how a game protective society should be organized, we give
herewith the form of a circular sent out by the gentlemen of
that county, and suggest that it may serve as a good form for
others to copy. Mr. P. E. Ackcrt, one of the signers of the
address, wutes ua that it is hoped to secure a county law prohibiting the marketing of game, thus striking at the root of
one incentive to the illegal killing of the same. The followiog address has been sent to the farmers and sportsmen.
Mkssks; The frequent violations of our game; laws by
unprincipled persons who kill and take game and fish, out of
seasou, make it necessary that some one should see to it that
the laws are enforced and those who violate them dealt with
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killing off the little game (here is left.
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well-known to many readers of the Fobkst and
Stream. Our contemporary says: " The Hon. Sidney T.
Holmes, formerly of Madison Connty, represented this district in Congress for the term including the years 1865 and
180(1.
Judge Holmes, after the expiration of his Congressional term, became the business partner of the Hon. Eoscoe
Conkling in Utica. A few years ago ho located West, though
Among his pein what State has escaped our recollection.
culiarities was his fondmess for hunting, and for this purpose be kept a fine pack of hounds, which, as occasion presented, he followed in the chase. Some weeks since his dogs,
for some cause, engaged in a furious fight among hemselves.
The Judge, heaiing the noise, went among them to stop the
lighting, when they turned upon him and lacerated him so
terribly that it was expected he could never recover from his
wounds. While the brutes were tearing him with their mad
and apparently blind fury they seemed suddenly to discern
who it was they were rendirg, and they commenced to lick
his wounds, running around and jumping at and over him,
whitine piteously, and manifesting all the affection for him
The Judge,
that it was possible for dumb animals to do.
after his rescue in the terrible condition iu which he was
left, refused to have any punishment whatever administed to
the dogs, maintaining that they were in no sense blamable."
Ililmes,

1

Ct

;

IN

20..

IVlMUIl
Del.'

were devoured by rats.
As to the woodcock, it would be glorious sport to shoot
those princely fellows but, even if they could be brought
over, it would be utter folly to turn them out anywhere but.
in some such place as the Dismal Swamp, where they could
fably get a start in the world before being exterminated.
And while on the subject, let me suggest that it would not,
be h bad idea to ship a few jack rabbits from the West and
let them out in some safe place.
He is a noble fellow for the
chase, but has a bad reputation for the table, which I believe
to be ntirely the fault of the villainous stuff on which he is
compelled to feed.
The st>ge hen (a large and splendid grouse) has the same
fault, as everything must have that has nothing to live on
but that concentration of nastiness, the " sage brush."
I sec no reason why thi jack, if well fed, should not be a
hart.
DiDVMns.

GAME

Uni:bpal Peril of the Chase is hinted at by the Ostells a story of the Hon. Sidney T.

As

wego 7 imte, which
act

:'•

THEa Emp

ror and Empress of Japan have just paid a
visit to Mr. Shimadzu Tadayoshi, the head of the
great southern clan of Salsuma, who received them with a
display of princely hospitality unparelleled since the Restoration.
The sum of $100,000 was set apart for the Inu-o-mono
and No-dances, and yet there was a balance on the wrong
Everything prepared for the impei ial houseside after all.
hold was inuocent of previous service, and so far as wns
possible the furniture, apparatus and accessories were all
new. What was old, however, was all the more valuable for
its 8ge.
Thus the chairs for the imperial visitors were
covered with brocades three centuries old.
The Inu-o-mono is "the game of shooting at dogs." All
the most skilful archers of Kagoshima, it is learned from the
Japan Weekly Mail, were summoned northward, and this
meant a good deal, for ihe Inu-o-mono has long been a favorite pastime in the Island of the Nine Provinces
nay, indeed,
has generally been regarded as a specialty of the Satsuma
men. Two hundred dogs were providt d for the performance,
aud from them were selected the fittest. Some thirty made
their appearance in the arena, " but then," says they Mail,
"they were dogs, not curs like those that lay down on the
sand and refused to bo prodded or goaded into motion at the
exhibition got up for General Grant's delecta'iou." The
Satsuma knights hunted in parties of eight. They were all

—

New Hampshire Woodcock—Nashua, Aug. 15.—Woodcock shooting has commenced with us and so far has furnished sportsmen with weary days' work and short bags of
There are more birds than last year, but they are not
birds.
so plenty as the signs of July led us to expect. It is the
opinion of a majority of old shooters that July should he the

open month and August and September the close months for
They say that in July the old birds are
strong of wing and in good condition, while the young are
mature or well grown and able to lake care of themselves in
August the old birds begin to moult and leave their feeding
grounds for upland, and are more scattered and harder to
The oily objec.ion to July shooting applies equally
find.
namely, the shooting of young grouse. Webb.
to August
us in this latitude.

;

—

;

provided with lacquered bowa, except their chief, Shimadzu,
of milk-white wood with a golden string
the arrows were bluut.
The horses wen: splendidly caparisoned embroidered saddle-cloths, inlaid stirrups, saddles
encrusted with gold-lacquer and headstalls decked with gay
tassels, while the riderswore bright silk doublets and trousers
of deer or tiger skin.
Over the whole arena was sifted fine,
dark sand, that covering a small, slightly raised circular
space in the centre being, however, white. To this central
spot the dogs were led, one by one, and so soon as their
bondi were cut they bounded off as though they quite enjoyed the sport, though they were " perpetually peppered."
This went on from about 7 a. m. till noon, when a tiffin on
the same scale as everything else was provided, and after
lunch there was a display of wrestling.
Concerning this same Inu-o-mono there is a funny story
told.
The MailOgives one version, as follows "Shortly before the hunt ihe Secretary of the English Legation despatched a messenger from his home, in Shiba, with a letter
for Mr. Shimadzu Tadayoshi.
The messenger was followed
by his mastei 's favorite dog, which he tied up outside the
Yashiki before seeking admittance. When he came out, a
few minutes afterward, the dog had disappeared aud all inquiries failed to discover his whereabouts.
On the day of
the bunt, however, the pup again made his appearance, but
alas! bis tail wat gone aud all his ancient sagacity hud been
concentrated into the accomplishment of scudding about
befoW mounted archers, In fact, so thoroughly had he assimilated his instructions that whenever he was not tied or
held he would bound frantically off and perforin a most animated Inu-o-mono on his own account. For a time after heing restored to It's master he Bcetucd to recover the use oE his
faculties under the Influence of regular diet and aScotiou&te

whose bow was

•

—

"Forester School of Bathos."— "Nuff" writes from
Washington
"About two years ago you published a capital editorial on
the Forester School of Bathos.' You will remember it, because so greatly was it needed that your readers just got up
and 'screamed' when they read it. Most of us have been
postal-carded fearfully about everything, etc.
Where can
tliis article be found ?"
The article was published in our issue of December 13,
1879, and if its republication will gratify any of our readers,
we shall take pleasure in giving it a place. It will be printed
'

next week.

Wild Rioe in Deep Water— Har wood, Ontario.— A gentleman wrote a letter to your paper last* fall saying wild rice
would not grow iu water deeper than one or two feet. I was
passing through a rice bed here the other day which was
about two miles in length and half a mile in breadth. I
pulled a stalk up which I send you. I measured it, and it
was nine and one-half feet in length the water was seven
and one-half feet in depth. Almost the whole rice bed
was growing in that depth of water, and I could, I think,
find stalks growing in ten feet of water-— Chas. Gilchhist.
;

:

—

New Jersey Shore Birds. Curlews, willets, brown
backs, yellow legs and the olher varieties of shore birds are
making their appearance all along the Jersey coaBt, but the
main body of them seem to be loath 1o tarry long until they
pass the line of summer resorts, and the feeding grounds
sought by them seem to be south of Atlantic City and north
of Cape May, where the shores are not so much sought by
summer sojourners.— Homo.

—

Virginia Game. Henry Ashton, Esq., a prominent
sportsman from Culpepper Co., Va., is in Philadelphia this
He sa.vs quail in his section of the country were
Week,
greatly reduced in numbers last winter.
The season was remarkable for the quantity of hawks seen, and the birdsthat
withstood the *now were killed by these wiuged robber*.

Homo.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

50
This QrrNcr Club— Quincy, Ky., Aug. 9.— We have
organized a sporting club here with the following officers:
V. B. Morae, President B. R. Morse. Treasurer James
Dupuy, Secretary. We call it the "Qnincy, Ky., Club."
The membership is small, but are all enthusiastic sportsmen.
are going on a camping expedition this fall in the interior of Kentucky, and anticipate a splendid time with wild
turkeys, grouse and black bass.
J, D.
;
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Wants a Tennessee Health Resort— Orange, N. J.—
Can some of your correspondents in that State tell me of a

fish!

You
Float

A

—

boat;

A

IMPROVEMENT IN MACKEREL FISHING.

squiru>

Delaware Quail—Wilmington,

Del., Aug. 1881.—I benotwithstanding the very hard winter we hud on the
quail, that a great many birds have been left over and good
shooting will be had.
I have Ihe best of reports from lower
down the State. Reed birds and rail have began to come already, which leads me to think we will have an early fall.
H. W. G.
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Rainbow Trout, Salma iridea.
Yellow Perch, Perca Jtuoiatilis.
DoUy Varden Trout, SaZvtMnun Striped Bass, Roccwt Untatna.
maima.
C4rayllnt{,

Thymallus

tricolor

White Bass,
and Hock Bass,

T. monlnnuJt.

John Albro

Bmeeitt enrysopa.

Ambloplites.

(Two

THE WICKED PISHING WHEEL.

species).

Black Bass, Micro^ir..
and M. pallidus.

9

lialiHoidts

Mascaloinre. Esox. nobUinr.
Pickerel, Esox retteutatui.
Pike or Pickerel, F.mx lueiua.
Puce-perch
(wall-eyed
pike)

War-mouth, ChcenobryttumjiiUmt, .
Grapple, Portwxya nigromaculatn#.
Bachelor, I^mwxys annularis.

Oh lib,

SALT WATER.
Sea Bus

irariiia.

Striped Bass or Kocknsh, Jloccus
lineatw.
White Perch. Mormu miei in- .."<.
Blueflsh or Taylor, Pomatvmus

regalti.

La Fayette or Spot, Liostovms obliquuos.

Channel Bass, Spot

or Redflsh,

ce.phalus.

Klngflsh

or

Barb,

Uenticifrus

nebulovuff.

The angler has in various ways been a prominent character In the
affairs of men in all ages of the world. In the remotest times of mankind the finny game was pursued by a primitive people with as much
ardor as they are now by tbe most civilized. Savage tribes who have
fashioned hooks out of human Jaw-bones have been equally as entliusiaslie and zealous votaries ot the art as the most fastidious 11- herman of modern days who " whips " the waters with a sil v w-mounted fly-rod. We And
balmed In Holy Writ.

celebrated In ancient lore and emrace and conditions are
among the ardent disciples of izaak Walton. But especially from
from the giddy whirl of the
the busy throng of city and mar
metropolis, from Its dally friction and strife are men and women
drawn by the fascinations and charms of wilderness, lake and stream.
The ceaseless Industry ot the city requires some relaxations, and can
wc wonder that the Indescribable, charms and joys found In the
"honest man's recreation" captivates these pent-up' denizens?
There bus ever been a fascination in Ihe sport which has captivated
the greatest minds. The Pharaohs fished In the Nile ; the Romans
paid a bounty for red mullet— J. F. spbague.
Its praises

Men

of all classes,

;

THE CARP

IS

imstory,
if that
posed upon, deserves immediate attention. We can hardly
credit this account of a device which is simply devilish. The
Bulletin says of it: "Prom an English gentleman who has
lately traveled overland from British Columbia to this city,
we learn that a new device, which has been patented, is«ow
This dein operation Jailing salmon on the Columbia River.
Williams' Patent Pishing
vice, or machine, is known as
Wheel,' and is located on the Oregon side of the Columbia
River, about a mile and a half below the Cascades. This device consists of a jetty of rocks built out from a point on the
shore of the river, outside of which is a planked sluiceway,
in which an undershot wheel, with large tank buckets, revolves.
The sluiceway was built when the river was at its
lowest stage of water and the wheel is hung so that it can be
raised or lowered as may be desired, according to stage of
'

ocellatus.

Soup or Porgle, Stenotomns argy- Sheepshead, A rehanargvs probalorflbr.

for the

is

I

Weakflsh or Squetague,C#no8c#»»

Sciamops

'iatUitrix

San Francisco Evening Bulletin responsible
THEfollowing
which,
paper has not been

finiwtili* corporalU.
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Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 5.
Editor Forest and Stream :
Messrs. Prewitt, Spurr & Co., on the east side of the
Cumberland River from Nashville, have beautiful artificial
ponds for the rearing of fish. Last November I gave them
twenty German carp which they placed in these waters.
This morning I was invited over to Bee them, and, in company with a few friends, consented and went over with hook
and line and a No. 1 Kentucky reel. 1 baited the hook with
a small piece of bread and in a few minutes hooked two as
pretty fish as ever had fins, ripe and ready for the duties of
the cook, and a sweet morsel for a hungry man if placed ou
the table before him. They were pretty to look at, one of
them a daisy, with dorsal tin distended, with golden splotches
and sides, like the golden flashes of an evening sun on a
western sky, and bright, silvery scales, like the mail of a
naiad queen.
This beautiful fish, only one year old, now weighs one and
a half pounds, and wid take the hook as quick as our native
It requires a good hook to
bass, and I do say Ihey are game.
bold one, and I predict, from their wonderful fecundity, with
due protection and feeding, that our anglers need only to visit
our neighbors' ponds and have all the fish and sport they could
wish for.
I am advised that a sufficient number of this year's hatch
wall be ready by the first decided frost to supply the thousands who write to me for this fish, and as the State gives me
no appropriation for the distribution, not even postage, I will
require those wanting carp to call in person.
Geo. P. Axbes.

water.

"Tbe instinct of the salmon is to run up the river alongside
By this the fish can
of the banks instead of mid-cbannel.
take advantage of the eddies below jutting points of land.
On these projecting prints the Indians have from time immemorial taken salmon in large numbers by using dip-nets. The
jetty built out from the point above named makes a larger
and longer slack-water behind it, and the salmon rounding
In the
the point rush into the sluiceway to get up the river.
sluiceway the wheel which revolves in the current in gauged
so as to sweep within a foot of the bottom and the salmon
are scooped up in the tanks or buckets, which latter let out
On the wheel descending the fish
the water as they ascend.
are thrown out into a trough or gutter leading to a pen beuntil taken away to be canned.
"The arrangement of the sluice, wheel, etc., is a'most successful one, the catch of adult salmon, which are the only
ones canned, running from 1 ,500 to 4,000 per day. There is
virtually no expense in taking the fish save attending to the

low,

where they remain

pern
take salmon in boats in the Lower
Columbia River demand and receive from 50 to 60 cents per
fish from the canneries, one can readily see what a vast profit
the use of the wheel makes to the cannery connected with it.
In fact, if the use of this wheel increases on the Upper Columbia River the canneries located near Astoria and all others
who depend on boat-fishing, will either have to give up business or run at a loss from a reduction in price of canned salmon, while their rivals will get rich. There are about 3,000
men employed in the boats and making nets for salmon on
the Columbia River which the general use of this wheel will
throw out of work, and at the same time the permanent plant
of the canneries, consistbig of piers and buildings estimated
These two
at more than $250,000, will become worthless.
items, the non-employment of boatmen, etc., and permanent
plant of canneries are, however, the least of the evils which
will come from the use of Williams' patent fish wheel.
"Our informant states tha< the wheel scoops up all sizes of

"

As

the fishermen

who

below
salmon from one pound weight upward.
six pounds weight are not lised in canning, but are thrown
back into the river dead and float away. He states that at
one emptying out of the pen which he witnessed several
hundred of the young salmon were thrown away as above
stated, and as this occurs three times daily many thousands
of immature fish are destroyed weekly which would, in suc-

That

ceeding seasons, grow to a size

fit

for canning.

all fish

In

fact,

it is

simply a question of a few years, say five, with this fishing
wheel generally in use when salmon-canning on the Columbia
River, which averages from $3,500,000 to $3,000,000 annually, will have to cease for want of adult fish to can.
"The use of this fishing wheel means the rapid destruction
of salmon-canning in all rivers that have a quick current and
,:

28.

fishing apparatus
to be more im-

portant than one that was patented last April by H. E. Willard, of Portland, Maine— an article long needed in tbe
mackerel seine fishery and which has received from the fishermen the name of " mackerel pocket " or "spiller." It
was first used by the patentee in 1878, and Capt. Geo. Merchant, Jr., of this place, invented and put into practical operation an improved " spiller" last year, though it was not
until the present summer that the advantage of its use was
known to the majority of the mackerel fishermen, who have
hastened to adopt it, and now more than thirty of the vessels sailing from this port are each provided with one of the
pockets.
The apparatus is a large net bag, 36 feet long, 15 feet wide
and 30 feet deep it is made of stout, coarse twine and is attached to the side of the vessel, where it is kept in position,
when in use, by wooden poles or "outriggers," which extend out a distance of fifteen feet from the schooner's rail.
When distended in this manner a spiller will hold over 200
barrels of mackerel, which can thus be kept alive, as in the
well of a smack, until the crew who have captured them in
As is
the great purse seines have time to cure their catch.
well known, it frequently happens that several hundred barrels of mackerel are taken at a single haul. Heretofore, when
such a large quantity of fish were caught, but a comparatively
small portion of them could be cured by the crew of the vesThe result was that when
sel to which the seine belonged.
a large catch was made a considerable percentage of the fish
were generally "given away" to some other vessel, since if
only a part of them were removed from the seine to the vessel's deck, the remainder being left in the net until the first
fine
lot were cured, the chances were nine to one that the
twine of which the purse seines are made wT ould be bitten in
many places by the swarming dogfish {Squ/tlus americanus),
In addition to the inthat 'bete noir of the mackerel fisher.
jury to the net, the inclosed body of fish were thus allowed
to escape and went streaming out through the numerous
holes made by the keen teeth of these voracious bloodhounds
of the sea, which, in their fierce and ravenous pursuit of the
imprisoned mackerel, usually succeeded in robbing the fisherman of a large portion of the fruits of his labors.
The "spiller," being made of coarse twine, though not entirely exempt from the ravages of the dogfish and sharks, is
and now when a large school of
rarely injured by them
mackerel are caught in a seine the fish are turned into the
bag, from which they are "bailed out" on to the schooner's
deck only as fast as they can be dressed, and in this way it
frequently happens that a full fare may now be secured from
a single set of the net.
Perhaps no better instance could be cited to illustrate the
old saw that "necessity is the mother of invention" than the
introduction of this simple net bag, the use of which will undoubtedly save to our fishing fleet many thousands of dollars, even in this, the first season of its adoption.
;
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two.

M

and Eiver

Gloucester, Mass., July

the recent improvements in
AMONG
there are none, perhaps, that appear

A
line

Wisconsin Waukesha. Game has suffered some from the
cold winter and is not as plenty as usual. Some wild
pigeons in the woods. Squirrels plenty, etc. H. W. Mer-

ber

present gain.
"The taking of fish in public waters is subject to regulation
by law, and the Legislatures of both Oregon and Washington
Territory should take prompt action by forbidding the use of
this fishing wheel if they desire that Ihe industry of canningsalmon shall continue on their rivers in future."

To

place in Eastern Tennessee where I could find good shooting and trapping and a climate that would benefit a person
troubled with bronchitis. I would prefer a place not frequented by sportsmen and near some river or lake, also where
board is not high. W. R. B.

18, 1881.

rocky shores. It is a patent which should be revoked ou the
ground of being 'adverse lo public policy,' and its use, or
kindred devices by which immature fish arc destroyed, should
lie prevented under heavy penalties within the limits of the
United States. It is time that, the interests of those who are
to come after the present generation should be protected
from wasteful devices, and especially in all matters relating
to natural sources of fish and game food, which the cupidity
of individual man would destroy with a view solely to his

PTJOK."
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THE STARFISH AS A COMESTIBLE.

WHY

have Ihe vigilant scouts of the Ichthyophagous
Club slumbered while the starfish grew ? They have
scoured the rivers, ponds, creeks and oceans for things to eat
whose very names made the gorge of the average citizen rise,
but the starfish has escaped their attention. Perhaps we
may take part of the blame for this, for we went down the
starfishes as unlist of marine invertebrates and passed the
J
( iil

ftlilp

We know of but few things which will eat a starfish, and
have wished that this destroyer of oyster beds had more
enemies. We have smclled of the starfish while dissecting it,
and for a right down disagreeable smell commend us to the
"five fingers." Again, we did not see anything in its anatomy that was capable
and so passed the whole

of digestion by a human stomach,
tribe as of no use to man, not even

to the Ichthyophagi.
Now, a thing that this

Club won't eat may be accepted by
the public as of no use whatever to a hungry man. But now
He conducted the cuisine
arises the steward of Glen Island.
He publishes a recipe
of the last Icbthyophngical dinner.
by
for a bisque of starfish, as "invented and composed"
himself.

Here

it is

:

" Take twelve fresh starfish and cut them up into small
put them into a saucepan, with a quarter pound of
butter, one clove, one bayleaf, one root of parsley, a few
cut up three
leaves of soup celery and a pinch of thyme
carrots and two onions into small pieces let all simmer tothen
sputter
begins
to
and
melted
has
butter
the
until
gether
add one pint of Rhine wine; cover the saucepan and allow
quarter of a
its contents to simmer for Iff minutes; boil a
pound of rice in two quarts of water when done put it into
pound them both toa mortar and add the starfish to it
gether and pass through a sieve into a clean saucepan now
and rice; place the
starfish
the
to
it
and
add
liquid
the
strain
saucepan on the fire; stir it well until ebulition add a quart
before servof hot fish stock and salt and cayenne to taste
ing add a pint of rich, sweet cream, beaten up with the
yolks of two eggs stir all together and serve."
*
The reader will observe that he makes no comment on its
Perhaps the loss said on that point the better, but
flavor.
in
the Ichthyophagists cannot afford to let the starfish pass
pieces

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

\

;

;

if he will cut one
It is said that no man dare eat a radish
the
up and let it lie in water over night end smell of it
morning. Verily, he who has sinelled a fresh starfish when
afterward.
it
eat
if
he
can
opened is^ajbrave man

m

—

;
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THL SEVEN PONDS.

WAS

interested, ami like many more of
youjt readers, no doubt, slightly amused by reading
a short article entitled
"Tim Pond and the Seven
Ponds," in your issue of Aug. 11, in which it was said that
the Seven Ponds were "stocked with trout which have enjoyed their homes unmolested since the history of trout be-

I

considerably

now Kenuedy Smith

has opened a backboard pathsportsmen to the waters where they dwell."
It seems to rue, considering that some years have elapsed
since Messrs. Grant &, Richardson, of the Kenuebago Lake
House, have erected log camps and kept boats at the Seven
Ponds for the convenience of their guests who might wish to
go there, that the title of pioneer to that region can hardly
belong io Mr. Kennedy Smith.
I should like hereto give
most unqualified praise to Messrs. Grant A Richardson" for
the uniform kindness and hospitality which their guests enjoy at their camp. No better guides can lie found through
the whole lake region.
Their table is unsurpassed at any
point, upou the lakes, aud I have never known a dissatisfied
guest.
For parlies wishing to camp out they have erected
log cabins near the west eud of the lake, which are supplied
With stoves aud the necessary cooking utensils.
While it is
undoubtedly true that the trout taken here average smaller in
Size than those of the lower lakes, it is also true that there is
no other lake of the Rangelcy chain where the fishing
iiomthe year is to be compared with that at Kenncbago.
It is the only lake of the chain where trout will rise
freely to the fly during July.
For beauty of scenery it has no equal, being entirely surrounded by mouuiains, and I think nobody who wishes to
spend n few pleasant days' vacation in the woods can do better than try the hospitality of the Kcnncbago Lake House,
and from there run up to Seven Ponds two or three days,
where trout of small to medium size are certainly more
abundant than elsewhere.
B.
gan,

till
:

LARGE BLACK

BASS.

Harwood, Rice Lake,

Ont., Aug. 11.

SEND

you to-day by express a small mouthed black bass
weighed, when caught, six pounds; it shrunk
stuffing.
On Thursday, the 4th of this month, Mr.

which
I
some

in
Murphy, a gentleman of Toronto, aud myself started out
for a tlsh at 5 o'clock i\ u.
In two and a half hours we
twenty-five Finall mouthed black bass; eight of them
1).

weighed forty-one and

ft

quarter pounds.

The following

the exact score:
6 bass of 5 lbs. each
1 bass of 5i lbs
1 bass of Gjj lbs

30
5i
5|

is

lbs.

called " yellow," or "

is

The

large
bass" here.

bass.

lbs.

mud

mouthed bass

Chas. Git.ohrist.

The

came to hand nicely stuffed and mounted, and is
mouth species, and looks to have weighed six

bass

the small

We

It is

:

Aeross the wind

20
20

With

the wind
Style of delivery of flies

30

Accuracy

.....

30

The

contest is to be for single and double-handed flycasting longestcsst from the reel, "Nottingham style," and
for longest cast with line coiled at the feet, " Thames style."
;

Vermont Bass Fishing.— Montreal, Can., August 9, '81.—
just, returned from a ten-davs' fishing tour at Bass
Lake, Franklin, Vt., and at Lake Champlain, near Missijsquoa Bay. Our catch was wholly black bass
the largest
kicked at five pounds
Bass fishing is Al there this season.
Friend Cascau, of Sheldon, Vt., has captured during the
past month some six-pound small-mouthed bass at Bass Lake,
and there are more left, even larger than those taken. These
fish, on a Grecnheart rod, give lively sport.
The writer and a couple of friends dropped into the Ottawa Hotel here to-day for dinner, and the courteous manner
in which we were received by the manager, Mr. John Warner, who is a devoted disciple to the rod and gun, caused us
to feel that our lines had fallen in a pleasant spot, and that
the Ottawa is the hotel for sportsmen ;to patronize while in
this city. No puff about this, but solemn truth.
Stanstrad.
I have

—

Grrbnwood Lakb to bb Restocked.—At

a recent club

meeting of tbe Greenwood Lake Association "Frank Forester
Club," it was resolved: That the Treasurer of this Association
as trustee for a fund of such voluntary
contributions as shall be made, to wit., for the purpose of
continually restocking Greenwood Lake and protecting tbe
same; and that Elias Vindle, Samuel Garrison and John
llazen be and are hereby appointed a committee with full and
discretionary power as to the use of this fund, and the Treasurer is instructed to pay the^same out on vouchers approved
by them.

be authorized to act

Big Catoh.—Mr. George Le Bar, of Bushkill, Pa., took
out a fishing party on Saturday, July 34, from the Buena
Vista House, consisting of Mr. Samuel Kay and D. W. Robiusou, of New York, who succeeded in landing 31 black
bass, one of which weighed five and one-quarter pouuds and
another four pounds. This is considered remarkable for this
season of the year.— J. O..R.

Delaware River Notes— Philadelphia, Aug. 11,— The
season during which fishing ou the Delaware River with nets
le s ban two inch meshes is prohibited expired yesterday,
but the fisn wardens will still continue to enforce the law
against fishing on Sunday.
Homo.
1

Trout

in

North Carolina—Mt. Antr, N.

trout fishing about twenty miles
scenery.

C.

—Splendid

from here, and superb
J.

M.

B.

pouuds.

RHODE ISLAND HAS A LOBSTER LAW.

PLEASE

<tjjis1\cnltwe.

Providbkok, Aug. 13.
put Rhode Island right on the lobster question.

We

STRUCTURE AND OVARIAN INCUBATION OF THE TOP-

have a law, passed at the last session of our Legislature (Jan. and Feb., 1881), limiting the catch to ten and
a half inches, which, in the wisdom of our law givers, was

enough

It is a good beginning, and we hope
an inch soon.
A lobster was taken about July 1st half way up the bay
(Narragansett) that weighed twelve aud a fonrlh pounds in a
Bweep sieue. We sent one to the Smithsonion that measured
one and a fourth inch, perfectly formed, caught off Narra-uum:M nier. Waal is not known abour. the growth of lobsters in their early stage of development would fill a volume.
Be sure the U. S. Commission will soon find it out.
Nkwton DbxTBB,
Comvdmoner Inland Fisheries.
to*

raise

to begin with.

it

WORMS in Black Bass— Watsontown, Pa., Aug. 12.—
Can you enlighten moon the cause of the black bass being
literly alive wilh worms?
It is not only one in a. number,
hut all that are taken from our beautiful river— the West
Branch of the Susquehanna and I believe if the bass are

—

dissected it will be found that all arc so at this time of the
tbe year in all waters. The worms will be found in great
numbers along the back-bone
remove the skin and the
worm will be easily Found, and in nearly all will be found
a small black egg. Can we hope for a disappearance of the
worm after August ? (.Ian you explain the cause ? If you
wish I Will scud you a bass to dissect. I have an idea that all
fish are more or less affected with this same worm at, this season of the year. This has put a damper to our dreams of
taking this grand game fish. J. R. H.
;

—

Tbe

bass are often,

if

not always,

wormy

at this season.

Wc eat them
bass taste

cheese

and never look for worms. The worms and the
alike, the same as the worms in cherries or in

taste

Answers

like

the

the

thing that contains them.

See

to Correspondents.

—

How to Mask a Clam Baxs— Putnam, August 14 First
secure what claniB you may want, and a bushel or more of
new rockweed, or seaweed so-called.
Select a flat rock,
then build theieon a fire, and also heat a half bushel or more
of clean stones of about three pounds weight each, also one
one
as
big
as a hat.
After the rock is sufficiently heated
flat
then, having if possible with yon a pair of tongs, take off the
heated stones and sweep off flie ashes from the rock.
souic
little
dash ou
water so the rock will not Bcorch the rock
weed and make the clams taste smoky. Then have a clean
barrel with both heads out.
Set the barrel on the heated.
rock.
Now put in six or eight inches of rockweed then say
then more rockweed: then the hot.
half of your clams
stones then more rockweed then the rest of the clams
then mom rockweed.
Now put the largest fiat hot stone on
top then put on the rockweed until the barrel is full then
cover up the barrel as tight as possible, so that no steam can
escape bank up a little round the bottom of the barrel. In
a half or three-quarters of an hour your clams are done. I
generally have a piece of old sail cloth to put over the top of
the barrel.— G. F. W.

Now

;

;

;

;

-,

;

;

ova develop along the course of tho main vessel aud its branches,
ae may he learned upon examining a hardened specimen, where
the very immature ovarian eggs are seen to be involved in n
meahwork of connective fibrous tissue, which servea not only to
strengthen tho vessels but also afterward enters into the structure of the walls of the ovarian sacs or follicles externally.
The very immature eggs moaauro from less than a hundredth
of an inch up to a fiftieth, and on up to a twelfth of an inch,
wheu they may be said to be niaturo. They develop along a nearly
median raehin or stalk which extend;: backward and slightly downward and which gets its blood supply very far forward from the
dorsal aorta. The ova, after developing a little wav, are each inclosed in a follicle, the Graafian follicle, ovisac, ovarian capsule,.
:.'«. -e ol' Coste.
<
^
memkrana granulosa of VouBaer, or
As the egg 'fa matured there is a space developed about it which
is Baid to result from the breaking up of the granular layer of
This space infilled with fluid, and in this liquid,
cells covering it,
which increases in quantity as development proceeds, the embryo
of Zygunedeg or top-minnow, is constantly bathed.
There is no
gg of this fish'of m. itulepenrteni egg
'

>

.'

•

.

<

<

-

«hli

1

di-

;

lbs.

Totaliorthe 8 (out of 85)
41± lbs.
Rice Lake is now full of fish, both muskenonge and large

and small mouthed black

A Fly Casting Match in England.— Mr. R. F. Marston,
editor of the Fishing Gazette, is about, to introduce this sport
inlo England.
He offers prizes and asks dealers to add io
them.
will watch for its coming and hope that he may
meet with the success which he deserves. It is interesting
to note that his scale of 100 points differs slightly from ours.
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MINNOW
By John

(Zygoiteotes.)

A. Rider.

C1INCE we have taken up our temporary residence at Cherrystone
we have tumid this interesting gonus 01' cyprinodonta in great

'-'

abundance in fresh and brackish water slroanas, also in a fresh
water pond in the vicinity, a few miles south of where our station
In the latter situation three forms have been collected,
all of which are in breeding condition
we will not say spawning
condition, as they do not, as do most most other fishes, commit
their ova to the care of the' element in which they live, but carry
them about in the ovary, where they are impregnated and where
they develop in a very remarkable manner.
Of the manner of impregnation we know little or nothing, except the evidence furnished by the conformation of the external
genitalia of the two sexes.
In the adult male, which measirres
one and one-eighth of an inch in length, the anal fin is straugely
modified into an intromitteut organ for the conveyance of the
milt into the ovary of the female a tubular organ appears to bo
formed by the three foremost anal rays, but one which is greatly
prolonged and united by a membrane." At the apex these rays are
somewhat curved toward each other, and thus form a blunt point,
hut tho foremost one of the three rays is armed for its whole
length with ridges at its base and with sharp recurved hooks at its
tip, the other two at their tips similarly with hooks, and between
their tips are two small fenestra or openings which possibly cornuiunicato directly with the sperm duct from the testes. The basal
elements of the tin are aggregated into a cylindrical columnar
sd bony mass, which is prolonged upward into the cavity
of the air-bladder for the distance of nearly tho eighth of an inch;
from it a series of fibrous bands pa«a to the dorsal and posterior
wall of the air-bladder to be inserted in the median line. Whether
tbis bony column servoH to steady the flu in the act of copulation,
or whether it serves to give passage to the sperm duct, is an unis located.

—

;

settled question with the writer. The modified anal fin of the
male measures a third of an inch in length. Other peculiarities of
the male are noticeable— for instance, as the more abbreviated
air-bladder or space which also occupies a more oblique position
than in the female. The most remarkable difference presented by
the male as compared with the female, however, is his inconsiderable weight, which is only 160 mihigramos, while that of the
gravid female is 1,030 milligrames, or nearly Bix and one-half
times the weight of the male.
The female, as already stated, is larger than the male, and
measures one inch aud throe-fourths in length. The liver lies for
the most part on the left side. The intestine makes one turn upou
itself in the fore part of the body oavity and passes back along
the floor of the abdomen to the vent. The air-bladder occupies
two-fifths of the abdominal cavity, aud at its posterior end the
wolffian duct traverses it vertically^ to be enlarged near its outlet
into a fusiform urinary bladder of very much the same form as in
many embryo fishes, as demonstrated" by Professor Kupffer and
myself. The ovary is a simple, impaired organ which lies somewhat to the right aud extends from the anterior portion of tho
body cavity to its hinder end, and serves to fill up its lower moiety
when fidly developed. The ova, when full grown, are each enveloped in a sac or follicle supplied with blood from a median vascular trunk which divides and subdivides as it traverses the ovary
lengthwise in a manner aimilar to that of the stem to which grapeB
in the bunch are attached. In this way it happenB that each egg
or ovum has its own independent supply of blood from the general vascular system of the mother, from which the material for
the growth and maturation of the egg is derived, aud which afterward becomes specialized into a contrivance by whioh the life
of the developing embryo iB maintained while undergoing development in their respective follicles in the ovary or egg-bug. The

perforated by one or more mycropolar openings or pores for the
entrance of the spermatozoon. This fact raises the 51 Estiorj
whether the egg membrane or z'ma radiala usually present in the
ova of water-spawning fishes is not entirely absent hi all the viviparous species. Whether Rathko has recorded anything ou this
point hi his account of the development or '/farces, the viviparous,
bleuny, I am not able to Bay at present, as I do not have access to
Suffice it to say, however, that with very cautions
to his memoir.
preparation, staining and dissection of tho follicles inclosing the
ova of Zygnnectes, I havo completely failed to discover what I
could regard aa an ogg membrane, although personally familiar
with the appearance of the coverings of the ova of more than
twenty species, embracing fifteen or more families. Tho zona
radicUa or covering of the egg in other bony fishes is Baid to be
secreted from the colls lining the follicles and is composed of a
gelatinoid substance, and it is often perforated all over by a vast
number of extremely fine tubules called pore canals by their discoverer, Johannes Mueller, No such structure existing as a covering for the egg of Zygonectes, we are in a position to ask the question why such a unique condition of affairs should exist in tbis
caseV The answer, it would appear to us, is not far to seek. In
the case of eggs whioh ordinarily hatch in water it is necessary
that they should be supplied with a covering more or leas firm and
capable of protecting the contained embryo, which in the ease of
the top-minnow is not needed, because the embroyo is developed
bo as to be quite competent to take care of itself as a vory well
organized little fish when it leaves the body of its parent. Nature
will not waste her powers in an effort to make useless clothes for
such of her children as do not need them on the contrary, she ia
constantly utilizing structures economically, and often so as to
eervo more than one purpose. This is the apparent answer to the
query with which we started.
The follicles or sacs containing the ova are built up internally
of flat, polygonal cells of pavement epithelium, and externally of
a network of multipolar, fibrous, connective tissue cells and minute
capillary blood vessels, with cellular walls, which radiate in all directions over the follicle from the point where the main arterial
vessel joins the follicle, and which, together with its accompanying veins aud investment of fibrous tissue, constitutes the stalk by
which the follicle aud its contained naked ovum is suspended to
The capillary system ends in a
the main arterial trunk and vein.
larger venous trunk, which also follows tbe course of the maiu
median arterial trunk back to the heart by way of the Cnvierian
ducts. The very intricate mesh-work of fine vessels which covers
the follicle supplies the developing fish with fresh oxygen, and
also serves to carry off the carbonic dioxide in much the same way
as the placenta or after-birth performs a similar duty for the
young mammal developing in the uterus of its parent. There is
this great difference, however, between tho fish and the mammal.
In the former there is no uterus; the development takes place in
the follicle in which the eggs have grown and matured
there is
no time placenta, but respiration is effected by a follicular meshwork of blood vessels, and the interchange of oxygen and carbonic
through
tho
intermediation
dioxide gases takes place
at first of
the fluid by which the embryo ia surrounded in its follicle, and
later when blood vessels and gills have developed in the embryo
they, too, become accessories to aid in the oxygenation of its
blood. In the mammal there is a uterus; the egg must leave its
ovarian follicle; be conveyed to the uterine cavity before a
perfectly normal development can begin; there is a fully developed richly vascular placenta joined to the fojtuB, tho villi or
vascular loops of which are insinuated between those developed
on the maternal surface of the uterine cavity. In both fish and
mammal, however, this general likeness remains; that there ia no
immediate vascular connection between mother and ombrvo. Iu
both tbe respiration of tho embryo is effected by tho transpiration of gases through the intermediation of membranes and
fluids, oxygen being constantly supplied and carbonic dioxide earned off by means of a specialized portion of the blood system of
the maternal organism.
There is still another difference which distinguishes the develop
ing fish from tho mammal whioh has not been noticed. The
body of, tho former is built up by a gradual transformation or conversion of the substance of the yelk iuto the various structures
which make up its organization. In other words, the young fish
obtains no nutrition from its parent; there is merely a reorganization of the stored protoplasm of the yelk sac. In the mammal,
on the other hand, the embryo receives nourishment through the
placental structures, though there is a yelk at an early stage
the
largest proportion of the orubryo ia built up from tho protoplasm
supplied from the blood system of tho parent. Judging from tho
large size of the young of some viviparous fishes, such as in Kmhinloca, it is possible that there may be some exceptions to the
rule indicated above.
BesideB the very intricate network of papillary vessels which
the ovary of
Zygoneetes a large
covers the follicles of
makes its appearopening of a circular or oval form
each
ouo
or
near
the
of
the
ance
in
wall
at
point of attachment of tho vascular stalk by which they arc
supported. This opening appears to increase in size as the young
fish develops; whether it is present during ths earliest stages of
tbe intratolhcular development of the embryo I do not know, as I
did not have an opportunity to see those phases. A branch from
the main nutritive vessel frequently lies near tho margin of tho
opening, curving around it. Whether this oponiug serves tho
same purpose as the micropyle of ova provided with a membrane
would appear very probable, as it is difficult to see in what other
manner the milt, which is probably introduced into tho ovarian cavity by the male, could reach the ovum through tho wall of its follicle." The opening into tho follicle may be named the /e
foramen Through it the cavity in which the embryo lioa is
brought into direct communication with the general ovarian
space, whioh, singularly enough, appears to be occluded from
without by a temporary closnre or plugging up of the oviduct or
canal from the posterior end of tho ovarian sac, a state ol affairs,
which, if it can bo confirmed, approximates, or to some extent resembles, the condition found to obtain in a pregnant mammal,
whore the uterine os or mouth is temporarily occluded during ges"

;

;

;

'

tation.
found ourselves unable to determine the species of the form,
the Btrncturo of which is described above; none of those described
It may be,
in Jordan's Manual appear to agree with our species.
as some of us have auruiiaed, that the isolation of tbe fond on the

We

eastern peninsula of Virginia for a great length of time may have
served to develop specific characters, and that it is undoscribed.
We leave the determination of the species to the systematic ichthyologists.
Th'.iB for our account has dealt only with the structure of the
adult* and the peculiar contrivances by means of which reproductions ia effected we will now take up the discuBeioD of the egg
-,

and embryo.

The globular

vitellug

measure* about a line

in

diameter inolud

-
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embryonic or germinal portion. The germinal protoplasm
probably occupies u peripheral position covering the nutritive or
vitelline portion of the egg aa a continuous envelope with strands
of germinal matter running from it, through and arnfmg the
corpuscles uf the vitellus, This peripheral germinal layer, when
t.ue egg ifl read; to be fei til:
9, rulg atei toward one polo and aawutuea a bisanit shape. Tlija in essentially the history of (lie forma.•"<.
tion of tho mirminal disk of th" IV V."-te
,„|
nidfjirndemlv by Professei Knpffer ami tho -writer. Lit!:- if a
trustworthy Character is known' of the history of the g. m.,;,..-,.
TOBioIaand spot, winch boar the flame relation to the egg Bathe
nucleus and nucleolus do to the unbalance of the coif of the
of the ordinary type. "When cleavage of the germinal disk ban
begun, ((
Mr Ural [•orativf ivi'lvnce thai iai)ircgnalioii has been.
../«/.
The disk then begins to spread OTar the vitellus or
;velk and ho,:.)! acquires the form of a watch glass with its concave
side lying next the hiirl'ueo of the yelk.
Coincident with the
latere! expansion nf the germinal disk, a thickening appears at one
point in its margin which is the first sign of the appearance of the
embryo fish. With its still further expansion, the embryo is developed more from the margin of the disk toward its centre in
this way it happen.) that the axis of the embryo lies in one of tho
radti of the disk, it? head toward the centre, its tail at the margin,
iint before the ombyro is fairlv formed, a space appears under
'the disk limited by 'the thickened rim of the Jailer, aud the
embryo at. one side. This space, the segmentation cavity, is filled,

m

,-.

.

,, -|.
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a blastoderm-. and (toes not disappear
ibryo ha* l- f theegg a* a youmfish;
amdthen it often remains aa a space" around" the yelic sac" for as
tang aa a vestige of the latter remains, aa maybe Been in tho
young of Oybium, J'arej
mtt,
aui
Stecah and SgngturflMs,
In regard to this point, I hold views ootid iy different from any
o| her" observers, but inasmuch as the writer has had opportunities
for the study of ihodeielopuioulof a greater number of species
representing a greater number of families than any previous iuVeatigator, and because the observations are based on material
Studied without the use of hardening 10-ageuta which cither deform or obliterate the segmentation cavity, and also because it
whs found to be present in all of the forms which were sufticiontlv
well studied, it is behoved that it will bo found in the developing
ova of most or all Teloostean fishes. Should this prove to be the
fact, the Teleostean egg will be as distiuctlv defined in respect to
tho sum of the developmental characters which it presents from
the developing ova of other veitahrates, as the adult Teleoafc is
from the remaining elases of the nub-kingdom to which it belongs.
The floor of the cavity appears to be formed by tho hypoblast or
innermost embryonic layer, while its roof is formed bv the epibtast or outermost skin layer.
Gradually this blastoderm, which
liaa been derived by cleavage from the germinal disk, grows over
the yelk, no part of its epiblaHt layer being in direct contact with
the hypoblast below on account of the presence of the intervening
film of fluid, exia.pt at its rim.
The embryo also appears to bo in
fixed contact with the yelk.
The blastoderm grows at about an
equal rate alt around its margin the point where tho edges of tho
blastoderm finally closes is almost directly opposite the site where
tho germinal disk, first appeared the closure at last occurs just
behind the tail of the embryo where a little crater-like elevation
marks tho point at which it disappears. Tho embryo now lies
along a meridian of the blastoderm; its head at the original
germinal pole, its tad at tho other. The growth of the blastoderm
"V«r the yelk is greatly facilitated by the film of fluid contained in
the segmentation cavity, over which it oau glide as it grown without frictiou. This view seems to me to be the most rational yet
proposed iu explanation of the method by which the blastoderm
grows laterally iu all directions down over the yelk. In some
cases the yelk sac is frequently much absorbed before the outer
opihlastio sac begins to collapse. This is the ease with Ui/liiiua.
after it loaves tho egg and proves very conclusively that the outer
sac is entirely free, laterally aud ventrallv from the inner one
containing the yelk.
Thure are two principal methods by which the yelk is absorbed
tho one where a more or lest extensive net-work of vessels is developed over the surface of the velk, and through which all. or
nearly all, of the blood passes to reach the venous end or the
heart
many eases no such not-work is over doyeloped, aa for
instance, in the shad, mackerel, cod aud bouito. To the former
Its yelk is orange-colored
class the young top minnow belongs.
aud imbedded in it superficially are a great number of rofriugont
oil globules of Bmall aize.
There appears to be a sinus beneath
the head, continuous with the segmentation cavity iu which tho
heart is developed. Tha body of the yollug fish lies iu a groove
or furrow cm the surface, of the yelk. This is the youngest state
iu which I have seen Zygonectus and explains why I have given the
preceding general aoooutlt of the development of a young fish.
The somites or segments of muscle plates had been developed for
some time. The heart, brain, intestine and organs of sense wore
defined.
The next important stagoTobsorVed was when the yolk sac was
in great part absorbed and the fish nearly ready to batch, or more
The exproperly to leave its follicle and the body of its parent
traordinary acceleration of development noted in almost every
detail of structure was such as I had never witnessed in any other
species of young fish. The hones of the skull, although still
cartilaginous, were advanced to a condition not seen in the shad
There were
until it has been hatched for three weeks or more.
intermaxillary elements with teeth: pharyngeal patches of teeth
the bram was pretty well roofed over by the cartilaginous
developed
in
cartilage
the
cranium
the branehiosteges were
opereles completely covered and concealed the gills, the opercular
utd being differentiated; the gills already bore branchial
leaflets ; the neural and haemal arches of the vertebra were developed in cartilage there was a lagena attached to the auditory
capsule scales covered the sides aud back and were developed in
pockets of the derma] epithelium in five, all tho fins wore alreadv
developed except the veutrals with the same number of raya as in
the adult. All this, aud yet the yelksac was still not absorbed.
I have never -ten in any li-h embryos of the same age an iuatance
i -.
or wnere .... fins had approximated
r>
" o
where scale.-,
their adult condition so nearlf as i:i Ibis ease. The onlv instance
ItnOWn to tne B.1 this Wiling frherea continuous dorsal and ventral
oped, is in the ease of Syngnathus,
median fin-told
lal
the
snot, derived
Whether the unpaired fins of Zygonect
from such ft fold would be an mtereetu g observation. A marked
acceleration is also noticeable in the dt 'elopement of the brain, a
study of which, by menu- Of BeotiOIiS aa compared with that of
the adult, has furnished me with some •al uable clues in following
up the development of Teloostean brains in general
To sum up, this fish begins au independent caregi aa far dsvel
oped as when the shad, cod, mackerel, bon.to and many otha
By so much he has tin
tishes arc from three to six weeks old.
advantages over these types in the struggle for existence in that
ho is ready to feed, to pursue his prey disoriminaloh as soon as he
is born, while tho other forms alluded to are comparatively helpless until some time after they have absorbed their yelk sac, although most of them by that time have acquired mandibular, maxTheMah Commis-i.... :millary or phuryergeal teeth or both.
tbonties need ucrer be uneasy about the fate of the top-mmuows:
they will take care of themselves; their species is sure of survival.
But our study, it would seem to the writer, has not been in vain;
because, even though the fish is too small to ho of any practical
value, it has taught ns that where. Nature has so effectually provided for the protection of the young fish she docs not require
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titios of germs produced by different species of fishes
way proportioned to then- chances of survival. Othorwi
loss to explain the enormous fertility of'
fertility of the oyster a
forms; lb

ing them fresh; fi, preparations for preserving fish for use as food;
B, models of fishing houses and of fishing costumes, etc.; 7, physical conditions favorable for fish life aud articles in use for investigating such conditions; 8, objects, etc., illustrating the history tf

ii

irit.ciplo, where tfva
instances illustrating th
lens of millions and when barely one out of s
as to attain adult ago.
Certain adaptions of sti
comparative study of fish
1,1.
iug eggs is extremely thin. tin
n that e
vy
ttdhc
eggs, while the thickest m<
ide.l with extei
Btboi pi
idagei
The roost thinly clad hatch
;
May it not
that" tho thinness of the envelope of the egg
.me rolatioi to the rapidity with which the. oxygenation of
the egg is effected and consequently witti the rapidity df tissue
and embryonic changes'? Aud, finally, who would undertake to
say that all of these modifications of the embryonic envelope are
not such as could bo developed by natural selection so as to favor
the survival of the greatest number of embryos?
Many other general views of a similar character might be drawn
from the material in my possession, but I fear that there has been
already too much detail entered into for this note to he of interest
to the general reader.
Before c'o.ing 1 wish to state that it is the "Phlitct of the female
in some cvpriuodonta that Is prolonged into a tube at tho anterior
edge of ftie anal fin, as I have lately learned. This difference, as
compared with Zygomatic, would be useful as a general character,
as suggested by Colonel Marshall MeDouald. to whose liusolfisb,
helpful interest I am deeply indebted for assistance iu manifold
ways while the investigation of tho material was in progreaa upon
which the foregoing account is based.
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relating to fisheries.

plete for trawlers, drifters, etc.: crab, lobster and prawn pots;
collections of deep sea drift fishing nets, herring, mackerel, sprat,
pilchard, shrimp, seino and other nets; collections of canvas, collection of iuland fishing tackle, col lections of flies and baits, col1,1,...
lections of inlaud and sea fishing hooks, collections r
tackle, rods, hues, reels, floats aud other tackle; dredges, ropes,
knives, harpoons, spears aud fishing appliances of all kinds.
Class 111,, under tho head of "Social Condition of Fishermen
Afloat and Ashore," embraced models of lifeboats, life-saving apparatus for aiding seamen iu distress, rocket apparatus, swimming
belts and jackets, life buoys, fishermen's apparel, lamps, foghorns, compasses, plans of improved fishermen's dwellings, plans
of swimmiug schools, plans of fish markets, models of refrigerating fish vans, medicine and medicine chests for seamen, and systems of signaling at night for fishing fleets and vessels. Class V.
included fish of all kinds, whether stuffed, preserved in spirits, or
representations thereof; birds that prey upon fish, amphibious
and marine animals, dried, salted, smoked and tinned fish of all
kinds: fish oils, fish manures, disinfectants, corals, shells, aquatic
flora aud fauna, shellfish of every description, common objects of
tho seashore, rockwork, fountains, etc. Class VI. aud last consisted of loan collections of various kiuds.
From the above enumeration it will be seen what a vast field is
open to exhibitors, and what a fund both of instruction and entertainment a well-arranged International Fisheries Exhibition
would be tho means of affording to the public. At the Norwich
Exhibition there were upward of 300 exhibitors, and many of
these showed a great variety of articles in elaborately arranged
cases.
The Berlin catalogue consisted of 1,508 numbers, but
many of these numbers comprised dozens, nay hundreds, of distinct objects.
At the Berlin Exhibition the United Kingdom was
not represented as a nation, though there were individual exhibitors both from England and Scotland, such aa Messrs. Alleock
aud Messrs. Bartlett, of Redditeh; Messrs, Stuart, of Musselburgh,
and Mr. M'Oombie, whose model of a herring lugger was one of
the best in the exhibition. The foreign nation most completely
represented at. the Berlin Exhibition was tho United States, which
sent a splendid national collection, Congress having provided a
sum of *20,000 for carrying it to Berlin aud exhibiting it there. In
America Professor Baird, the United States Fishery Commissioner,
is also Secretary to the Smithsonian institution, and has under his
control the vast, resources of the Natioual Museum, which is maintained by tho Smithsonian Institution. The admirably chosen
selection of objects sent over to Berlin from the National Museum
was said to he worth £50,000, and it was accompanied by a staff of
fjBhery officials to arrauge the collection and answer any inquiries
with regard to it. It would certainly be desirable to lose no time
in taking steps to have this splendid collection of objects, iUustrative of the valuable aud multifarious fisheries of the United
States, aont over to the Edinburgh Exhibition next spring.
In the matter of artificial fish propagation especially we may
learn a great, deal from tho United States, who have brought
the science of pisciculture to a high degree of perfection, and
have invented a great variety of ingenious and beautiful apFrom 1871 to 187fi
paratus for carrying out its various processes.
the United States Commission has distributed among the rivers
and lakes tho following numbers of fish, artificially bred 21,000,000 shad, s.iVifl.iion Cn.liforniun salmon {Sal, no gidmi.nl), 0,;100,000
salmon (iSalmn'satar). aud -1,100,000 whitefish. Canada, which is
almost as distinguished as the United States for artificial culture,
and where the Government maintain seven hatcheries for artificial propagation at a cost of £5,000 a year, did not send a single
But wo have no doubt, considarticle to the exhibition at Berlin.
ering how many Scotchmen are in Canada, that we shall receivo
contributions from the Canadian Government to the first, International Fisheries Exhibition held in Scotland. Neither France
nor Belgium took any part in the Berlin Exhibition; but we trust
that France, which is unquestionably tho foremost nation in the
world in the science of oyster culture," which might be successfully
practiced ou many parts of the west coast of Scotland, will be represented in Edinburgh in April next. Norway, Sweden. Denmark,
Holland, Switzerland, China, Japan, Brazil, Russia. Italy and tho
Dutch East Indies all scut contributions to the Berlin Exhibition.
We understand that the joint commit lees of tho Town Council,
the Highland Society aud tho Scottish Fisheries Improvement Association, who are at present engaged in making the preliminary
arrangements for the Edinburgh Exhibition, have issued a circular, addressed to tho various foreign governments, with the view
of obtaining contributions illustrative of their fisheries.
..-,
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be instructive to contrast with this, as well as useful to intending exhibitors, the classification ado), ted at the recent National fisheries Exhibition at Norwich, which has been so successful
as to yield a surplus of £1,500. The first class there, was " Pisciculture," including hatching apparatus, acclimatisation schemes,
ii'i.ii ices and implements;
models or drawings of lish-brceding
establishments aud oyster grounds; " Aquaria," illustrations
showing the development and progressive growth of fish and models or drawings of fishq.a^o- n i;m..ici--i.
The second class, under
the head "Fishing," included models, apparatus and gear com-

.

my

I appond here a note to state that, just as I had surmised in
X>roviou3 note on the filamentous appendages of fish ova, I have
since found the ovarian eggs of Jlumirhavi films provided with
filaments similar to those of Belone. It will be remembered that
I stated it as my belief that filaments would ho found on the ova
of this genus when they were oxamiued,
iMbaraioru of the Experimental Blatidn of the. V. S. fflsh Oami*xinn, llhrrijsla'ne, Ya., A ugnst 10, 18H1.
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tho rate German carp grow and increase
AT two
bo a
or three years more there

in this latitude, in

will
supply on hand
every lover of fish food an abundance. Since
the first consignment received here by Col. O. F. Alters, (Fish
Commissioner,') from Hon. Spencer F. Baird, the stock has multiplied into hundreds of thousands. In several instauces they have
spawned at loss than two years old, aud the quantity of fry
hatched out proves that even at that early age their fecundity is
to give

sutlicient

18, 1881.

enormous.
Captain Green has a pond on his farm in which only fifteen or
now there aro swarms of
twenty carp were placed originally
them." In one year's time they will grow to weigh from one lo two
Apart from their food
pounds, aud furnish excellent lood.
qualities, they afford capital sport, taking the hook readily and
being game enough to be exciting. Col. Akers creeled a couple
the other day, simply to satisfy himself of their growth, and thou
put them back again. From each recipient of these fish, reports of
an equally favorable character come, and, as I stated above, in a
short whiio, our markets will be supplied with a bountiful number
of them.
As yet none of our pond owners have made arrangements for
separating the fish as they should do. A series of small ponds
for breeders, and others for the yonng of different ages, and a
still larger one for tho fish intended for market are essential to
the anccossful propagation of them, mud bottoms are requisite to
their comfort, though in our mild climate not absolutely necessary,
yet it ia as much the habit of the carp to bury itself at times as for
it
hog to wallow in tho mud. when these details will have been
attended to the pecuniary advantage of carp culture will begin to
be realized, aud found the largest interest paying investment of
tho farm.
I regret to say that our fish protection iaws are not being respected as thoroughly as they should, and to enforce them in tho
Bparcely settled portions of our State, is almost an impossibility,
specially as our commissioners aro unpaid, aud have no fund at
their disposal to have the many streams in the State guarded.
;

:

It is a pitv that a portion of the largo amounts of money exliterature, dime novels and hideous
stories of fiction could not be invested iu sporting journals, such
Could this change bo
as manv published iu this country.
affected the people would become educated to a true love of sport
and its consequent regard for game and fish protection. By giving
copy
of the Fobest a>'j>
occasionally
a
mine
Of
an acquaintance
Strium, I have transformed him from a pot-hunter to a gentleman

pended annually on cheap

sportsman.

The continued drought of .fitly put au end to aughng, aud was
the smaller
fast threatening wholesale destruction to Bah
streams, but at la»t wo are having copious showers which I hope
have come in time to avert the evil. Col Akers and self think of
takiug a trip to Syracuse this wfiek, I wish Prof. .Mather could be
with us. At any rate, 1 will let you know- of our luck, J, D. H.
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THE F18HWAY AT BOSHER'S DAM.
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THE PROPOSED FISHERY EXHIBITION

M-AXOHestkb, Ya., August

IN SCOTLAND.
Editor

AT

would seem that tho Committee of the
Edinburgh Fisheries Exhibition had no notion of abandoning
present writing

their project of holding it iu that city in 18S2. notwithstanding the
fact that the Committee of the London Exhibition to be held in
have received tho fol1888, suggest that they shoidd do so.
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EDixe.uunu
,-al Circus, Julv 20, 1881.
We have the honor to inform on that an International Fisheries
Exhibition will bo held iu Edii mrgh in the month of April next,
That Exhibition will be ope; to Exhibitors from all countries,
and is intended to include, as ,r as possible, objects illustrative
Such for exof, or connected with, tho fish ties Of the world.
nd ofste:
ample, as models of boats USE
suitable for fishing hoats
nidi
fishermen's houses nets, lim
fiRhcultural apparatus, live fie]
and aquatic birds, painti
\

H

one adult to produce as many embryos. In Zi/gonecle:. twenty-fivi
to thirty young is perhaps the limit of production for a. single fc,
....--. mined stickleback, the male of whicl
in '.!.•-.: a
is provided, according to my observations, with a spuming apparatus, with winch he" fabricates a nest in which the young are
hatched anil taken care of, the number of eggs is. from fifteen to
twenty. Contrasting these small numbers with 100,000 to 3,000,matured in a single season by a
onn, the .linn!'--, 'i
easi
single female of manyauadtpmoua and marine species, which have
•
thai the giuni
navy, tdbetlv* or floaUnj
i*1 kwM appear
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complete success,
Since the completion of the ladder the water in the river has
been unprecedented!? low, aud there haB been hut- few occasions
when there was water enough on the dam to sufficiently fill the
ladder,
I have seen it when there was, say ten inches of water on
it, and though not a full supplv, I don't hesitate to say that I could
nd purely
top.
wed a boat fr
The
whore a man can row a boat au
at-s, carp, gars, etc.,
ordinary fish of our river, sucl
eon in the act when
seem to go up with ease, anvo
told b\ persons who
the water was sufficiently clear
01 enough water to
the
have witnesaed it that, oven wl
in the fish jump the
they havt
fill the toil buckets of the laddi
co on up the river.
it at the top a
-,,,
a a,- of
about
i.k. way, but in the
enough to 1
.t water
a

;

;

its

1

cured and tinned
.bjects of a similar

it,
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ing given considerable personal attention to tho matter, I propose to tell yon what I know about, it. The ladder was completed
and the water turned on about the 25th of May, unfortunately too
tit.- tor the first run of shad of this season, aud therefore any
actual test of its practicability as a shadway has been as yet impossible- but any one who has scon it with a sufficient quantity of
inches (tho averwater running over the dam, say about 12 or
age depth of water ou the dam in shad season), cannot doubt for
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and Sir*
that auy 1 information

est

j

in regard to the McDonald FishThink i
way, recently erected at Bosher's Hum. ou the James River, in
this State, would he of interest, to many of your readers, aud hav-

it
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Clerk of Edit
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—there

in the spring
.out 10 feet
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Secretaries.

were ever before gathered towld thi
the fisheries of
The arrange nonts made by the organizers
gethor iu one place
iserve attentio l iu view of the International
of that exhibition
it
pi
uposed
to hold in Edinburgh
is
Fisheries Exhibition which
next spring.
Tho objeots in the Berlin Exhibition were classified as follows
1, Fish and other walor animals; 2, implements and models of implements used in fl lung; 8, apparatus used iu breeding unci prettfle for transporting fish uud for. keepaei'viiip; fl8)i
of,
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Fishories Exhibition, hold iu Berlin in the
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FOREST AND STREAM.

13, 1881.]

river by the State rial] Commission, no Right of them has yet been
seen, .".nil I fear that our fondly-cherished hopes of royal sport
with (hi king of fishes worn vain the Commission, T believe, has
given ovor tho attempt to introduce them as vain. The bass, howTho Jainoe, to
ever, have thriven to our fullest anticipations.
which a few years back thin tine fish was unknown, now affords to
the lovers of' the rod and lino most glorious sport, especially lu its
upper waters.
As I am au enthusiastic fisherman 1 take deep interest in anything pertaining therein, and Col. McDonald having kindly given
1
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"That medicine goes right to
ou Hop hitlers.

the spot, refreshes and

revives

cures. '— A patient

Missouri Commission is about to tltup an aquarian* car to
1 transport fish. It will bo similar to the one that Commissioner
Shaw, of Iowa, has used for a few seasons, Mr. Shaw has buon
invited to meet with them to explain the plans.
At Bnolmport. Mb,, Mr. Atkins has enough salmon inclosed to
yield about 2,01111,000 eggs. At Grand hake Stream ho is enlarging
the works to a capacity of 3,000,000 eggs, if it ahonld prove
necessary to provide for bo many. Aqueducts are being laid at

both places to increase the supply of water.
Miaa Ollio Shaw, daughter of the Iowa Commissioner, is sketching the fishes of the State, aud is reported to have succeeded
admirably. About twenty have already been transferred to her
Jr.,
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September IS and 14. al Pittsburgh,
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Novciuber i. F. l.evcroley. Secretary.
ilslana Stale Field Trials, Kn tries Close November
iecrefary, New Orleans, La.
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SALMON FOR TENNESSEE.—I am

advised by Spencer F.
Baird, United States Pish Commissioner, Washington, D. 0., that
after 1st proximo he can furnish me with any »umber of California
desiring to stock tho
any
one
salmon eggs at the expense of
streams of Tennessee, bnt it must he understood that the parties
ordering shall have a hatching house. Yours, etc., Geo. F, Akees,
Fish Commissioner Middle Tennessee.

Answers

to Correspondents.

RT-MO NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATION
R, Lawrence, Mass —Will yon be kind enough to prescribe for
pup one year old? He seems well enough, hut, Is vory
Illsappniielsgocd, but Ids stomach will not retain
teed on Indian meal mush. 1 can sec no signs of
I
worms. Ads. (;lve him a little good meal three times a week, and a
null.- sulphur now and again.
P, R
S ill. "II. N. Y.-('an you answer me lluongh your valuable
paper, be cause of a sound hunt al ul^t up a creek while rowing. I
have heard the sound on several different times and thought it came
from a bull frog, hw ho people around here say it is caused by a
shcpMiead lish which follows up a boat for half a mile or so and
makes the noise suinolhlng like yhu, villi. Ans. U Is Impossible for
.!.

my

pointer

llilulu llesh.
much tood.

.

rand Junction, Teun., National American Kennel
.los. u. Dew, secretary, Columbia, Term.

TWO OF THE NIAGARA DOGS RESCUED.
Suspension Bbidgk, N. Y August, 13.
I wrote vou last two of the castaway dogs on Tavlor
Island have been rescued.
On Thursday afternoon of this week tlm report reached mo that
there was a man down on Taylor Island. I hastened to tho
bridge and found hundreds of anxious eyes watching a form that appeared from the bridge to be a person of about "Tom Thumb's'' size.
Upon investigation I found that James F. Brown, a Dovereaux College slndent, had ventured over the precipice and gone down to the
island by means of a rope ladder.
On his reaching the island the spaniel came forward and welcomed him, and was soou placed in a bag and drawn to tho bank
above.
Brown thou spent some time in cuttiug his name on the rock,
and finally went iu search of the Monarch dog. After coaxing
and feeding the old chap for Borne time he was allured into tho
sack aud drawn up. X saw him landed and taken out of the sack,
and a human being could not more fully expreSB gratitude than
did this good uatnred old dog.
I was mnch surprised at seeing this so-called savage "bull-dog."
He is a black arid white dog of about forty pounds weight and
about one-quarter bull. He is good natured and as fat as a sea),
and looks as though his leap of two hundred aud thirty feet iuto
the rapids of Niagara and a stay of four months on the" island had
done him good.
Brown was unable to secure tho little dog, as ho ran back under
the rooks and did not come out while Brown was on the island.
Headers of the Fouest and Stream can form some idea hi passing over Suspension Bridge on the cars of how much of an undertaking it must be to reach Taylor Island. It is 700 feet below tho
railroad bridge in Niagara Biver, and is 225 feet from the overhanging rocks abovo.
II I can get permission I shall send Old Bull to the coming LonC. E. Lewis.
don bench show.
,
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A MUCH-SEE DEI) EEFOBM WANTED.

u- \o say what causes the sound. To represent the sounds of animals
even musical notes fail and types do not express It at all.

v T., Uandolph, Mass —Please tell me the kind of fish of which
he skin by mall, labelled " Randolph fish specimen." You
I send you
will accommodate a numberof your readers by complying. Ans. The
akin ariived very' much broken. The fins on the back were Jammed
down anil the soft portion gone. The. ventral lias were also gone. We
soaked he dorsal iln out aud made eleven spinous rays in It, but It is
impossible to determine Whftl ii-.h n was. \ou gave no clue to the
c.

I

THERE

seems to have been no end of trouble botween dogowners aud the train baggage-masters ever since tho first rati
was laid ill this country aud tho remote shooting was thus
brought nearer to those who wanted none hut the best and could
afford to pay for it. At times a most flagrant carelessness ou

i

where cauglil. If In tresk wider we. might have queued
on the whole It Is safer to say that we do not know.

loealP.i

at Its

species, but

I'ractice, Montreal, fun.— i. In pl3tol shooting the usual
12 paces, or \i yards, the regularduahngrilsianco.

Pjstoi.

range was formerly

w

rang. i> now somewhat lengthened up lo
pairs: and with
Colt's revolversiaatcheshavebeenshotatso.yards. 2. The target used
in i he New York galleries Is the regular MO yards target minced proTlm.-e used nt Conllrrsare &Mn.xS><lD. ; Inner, 6'„ln.
portionated
They are furnished by Jas. 8. I'onhnllseye, l i-p; in.
centre.
In.
\

The

.

;

Itrordway. llilsclt;

lln, l.'.-f.

most used

of target pistol

papers on

Is

shooting soou.

pistol

Y.— I wish to ask you a few questions
our lake, in 1S74 we put thirty large
hiss into die lake wnlch furnishes a waler supply tothe village.
Since then the fish have multiplied and the lake Is full. The other
day went up to the lake and ilsiie.il allttle while and caught a few,
and in skinning Uiem 1 discovered under the skin small black spots
Dial loot like parasites; also In the gills. The bass caught In Saratoga 1-aJce have s clear sKIn and Mesh no black spots. Our lake Is
the water comes from trout streams and springs
the Eoughberry
tho lion on ol n ui pond is mud and sand, no rock. If you can inform
me. the cause o:' he sjiois and what hey are you will confer a great
favor.
Ans, The black spots arc probably the undeveloped form Of a
worm w hieli Infests tlsh In summer, mack bassatul porch are seldom
without them in summer. They do no harm to the human stomach.
L. l". i ., Saratoga Springs, N.
In regard to tho black bass In

l

;

;

i

i

i

Bamllton, N. \'.-l have a pointer dog that was taken
Ills symptoms are these: be Is stiff and sore
sick last Sunday.
through the small of the back, and It is hard work for him to use
hind-parts. 1 gave him castor oil and nitre; both worked well, and
he seemed to be all right Tuesdav last, and I hunted him Tuesdav
and YVodfiosa.ay. Tliursdav lie wasall right, Inn Pi Ida v the Ism. less
had a setter i,;i. in
came back It anything, wors; than heroic.
G.

W.

li.,

I

;

the name way that died last winter.
No one. here
or what to do. The doctors say It does not act
like poison. If you can tell or advise me what the matter is, and
what to do, vou wlli greatly oblige, me. Ans. Probably rheumatism
of the muscles of Ihe loin,
a hi tie sulphur occasionally, and a small
teaspoontiil oi bicarbonate of s.«ia nine a day dissolved in water and
poured down his throat will probably do good.

was sick l,y spells
knows what it Is

P.

R

W.

New

e Into possession of a
of age. She has never
yard-broken to a cervery good for a dog
a very good nose, but
ihyness. When I take
i

talk .icgl

has
she has
her OUt
t

.tint

i

.

t
'

then see

Ha gun she loilows me tu...
a bee-line for Ihe house,
bur. to no aVall.
Now, win you or a
me If lime spent with her Is wasted or it
rly so doing you will oblige a subscribe
or thousands it she pobit ("B

:s

running
read.rs

ird

Ir

l

,

i

i

i

:.

Ye

should like very much lo hear what kind or birds si
"stands," and will be obliged if you will write us full particulars
about her. II is n..t imposslbli to make any dog point that has suuioieui nose.
Hut a case, such ..- rou describe is unusual, hence our
Ymi did exactly he wrong thing in healing
curiosity ou the subjed.
ii'vn lattuilflatQi) by the
her rot
id her.
Evoi'y cauo oi gun shynes
:Uii:cbi,
As, a rule u is a tault rxfruraoly haw to oui'c,
her birds.

We

I

•
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..aggage-mastera

on the cars or in the baggageof one of your employee", 18
last

I

Dei.awauc. Lackawanna akij Westekn- R. It, Company,
Superintendent's Ollice. Morris and F.ssex Division, V
Houokkn. N. J August 1, Isisi.
E'Ulor Forest mtd SlreQW '
Baggage-masters ou this division are allowed to charge Iwcntyfivo cents for each dog.taid they are forbidden to (barge more.
This rule, however, applies only to this division (Morris and
Essex); tho baggagc-tnaslers of the other divisions haves right
A dog, for iustauce, going from New \ mk
to make a charge also.
to Oswego would pass over four separate divisions, and the baggage-master of each division would have a right to collect tho
amount to is allowed to charge
If you know or any instance of a baggage-master on this division
charging more than tho amount above mentioned, you will confer
a favor by reporting it to me.
Station men are not required to take charge of dogs, the owners
aro expected to deliver and receive Hum at the baggage- car door.
The company makes no charge for transporting dog* and asThe money baggage-masters receive
sumes no responsibility.
thev arc are allowed to retain to remunerate them for their trouble
with tho dogs and the extremely disagreeable duly of cleaning
A. Reasoned, Stip't.
thoir cars.
,

September 2), 2a and 2S, hi. prnnUtn, i'a., franklin sportsmen's
flub and ibinic I'rolective S"cioi.\ liench Show. Knlrles close September IS. Thos. D. Adams, Superintendent; P..O. l:ox m, Franklin,
Sep

eoii-

baggago-

iiithB

l

SHOWS.

BENl'lI

engaged with our correspondent, Mr. Hugo Mulor'tt, in making
earp ponds near Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Eekardt'a father is tho
largest carp breeder in Germany and he has had much experience.
Tho carp farm will probably he made npon a large scale.

;

ad do you

Caudogsbulefi .n b urge o
rooms at the stations ou yciu boo

fortnight

FIXTURES.

is

BLACK BASS IN
HAMPSHIRE.—Black bass fishing is
giving us considerable sport. The Merimac River and a number
of ponds in the close vicinity being fairly stocked and yearly increasing with the frisky fish." It was the writer's good fortune to
gather in two last week, ono weighing two and a quarter pounds,
tho other two and three quartor pounds. Snnaper Eake has furnished its quota aud good black bass fishing can be found in New
Hampshire where a few years ago they were unknown. So much
for the Fish Commissioners
they deserve the good will of fishermen. Dr. E. Spalding, of Nashua, has been appointed one of the
Fish Commissioners of the State in place of Sam Webber, of
Mon-hester, whoso term has expired. The Doctor is a veteran
fishermen, and well acquainted with the waters of tho State.

an icsponi-ible, bnt
to Ihe superiutend-

your company responsible ?
Subjoined are the replies which we have received within tho

enntl

cauvasB.

Mr. George Eckard t,

v,

ents of roads running from this city
Should a dog escape during a joi
sidcr your company liable lor the va

respi insibia for their safe keeping ir
If a dog is injured, while either
rooms, alter being given in care
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FISHCULTURAL NOTES.

hem

I

i

rd and were fortunate

him for over a week, when we paid
Ui OOUflj
enough to get him buck.
it set us at propounding the foUpWil

adled

i

gel

in

the trial we cam:

H;m those ilrh.Tiii ;[
is.se, and April s, nssii.

t

must be
i-

I

I-

;

me permission to shut down the gates of the ladder atBosher's
for the purposes of investigation, thereby enabling mo to atop tho
lish in the forebav and thus determine what kinds and quantities
of lish go up it, I shall make full use of the permission whonuvor
the stage of the water permits, and. if yon th-nk it would bo of
sufficient interest, will send you au occasional report. I've uo doubt
ubeu be running season opens again I'll be able to make a most
encouraging one.
.1. W. Ji.

the dogs

iu or

WOUll

!
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tho part of tho carriers, or extortionate charges of their trainfor a time stir up a war between tho parlies interested, but these claahings. always ended in the same way— the
dog-owner had to stand his Iobbcs, and the only consolation he
had was in writing long letters of his wrongs to the sporting
prcsB, aud the rest of tho shooting world wen: on pi. e
away in tho dark without knowing what rights they had in tho
premises.
As the matter of dog travel iu the United States has within
the last few years increased wonderfully, it is full time that tho
railway companies, who are largely benefited by the sporting travel,
should take some action in the matter, establish a uniform tariff,
and extend some protection to those who patronize their lines.
The dogs carried ovor the roads are in most casos valuable ones,
and if they are not, their owners are impressed with that belief,
whicli amounts practically to the same thing. Therefore it would
be well for every lino to let dog-ownors know before they start
how much the transportation of their canines will cost, and the
risks they will run if they are lost or injured after being placed
in tho caro of the employees of tho roads. This could easily be
done by posting printed rules and regulations at the si: bioDS
and in each baggage ear, as tho law requires hotel-keepers to do
in their rooms.
At present, wo Rre informed, that there is no responsibility assumed by the carriers, so that the owner of a valuable dog not.
ouly runs the chauco of losing his dog, but is compelled at the
same tirno to pay au extortionate fee for that privilogo.
That the rates for dogs are oftentimes disproportionate, when
compared with the passenger's fare, ib but pateut to those who
carry dogs ovor the roads which lead from this city. For instance: The charge for a doc from Jersey Oilv to Newark, ft distance of nine miles, is twenty-live cents, while the passenger has
a enshioued scat lo recline on, and has the consolation of knowing that, if his head is .'knocked off while en route, his family
will receive somo lucrative emolument for his remains from tho
Company,
For those privileges ho pays twenty cents; or, if ho
takoB a return ticket, at tho rate of tifteen cents per trip, the difference, therefore, being an excess of charge of twenty and forty
per cent more ftr the dog than tho man.
This is all wrong;
nor does tho claim that dogs are uncleanly hold good, for tho
great majority of cauiucs are far more nice in their habits thau
the tobaoco-chowiug, drunken beer guzzlers in the cars bohind.
We havo for a long time wished to vontdato this subject, but
it was not until our own chickens wore brought home to roost that
wo found wo had left undone those things that wo ought to have
done, and that we bad uo dog with us. It happened a short timo
ago that we left a valuable setter with the baggage-master of the
Morris and Essex B. R, Co., at tho baggage-room at tho foot of
Twcutv-livo cents redeemed him ton tninutos
Barclay street.
We crossed the ferry, handed him over to the tender merlater.
cies of the baggage-smasher on the train, also giving that em-

men, would

bol'ore tho train arrived whicli was to carry us where we were going shooting, wo !eii hiniiu charge of tho baggage-awter Rt the
In
station and saw him chained soeiuelv in the Uaggagfl-rgom.
aftcmi OitftUbfl the doi; was "set. loosod," nor did wo set eye* on

)

Office Genebal Passenojer Agent Centbal R. R. Co. {
of Nsw rlEKsisv, New Yobk, Aug. 3, ;S81.
\
Editor J'oresl and Stream;
In regard to transportation of dogs over C. R. R. of N. J. system:
Tho rate to be charged for transporting a dog for any distance
on any of om divisions or branches shall not exceed twenty-live
(25) cents, the same being charged by tho train baggage-master,

and

is

to

pay him for his personal trouble.

If a dog escapes during a jouruey tho company do not hold
themselves responsible, it being a personal matter between tho
baggage-master and owner. Dugs left in care of baggage-masters
at the stations are at owner's risk, the company not holding themselves responsible.
If a dog be injured while on cars or in stations, the company do
not hold themselves responsible, the whole matter being a personal one between the train or station baggage-master aud the
owner of the dog. Yours, etc., H. P. Baldwin, ( leu. Pass'r Agt.

New

Yoke, Lake Erie and Westehn It. R. Co.,
New Yobk, Aug, 3, 1881.

1

[

Editor Forest and Stream:
I learn that there are no ruleB governing tho transportation of
sporting dogs on trains of this company other than what have
heretofore existed, simply to areauge with the train men ou the
most favorable terms possible. E. D. Hammond, Ass't Sec'y.
Theremisvlvanin, Uailroad. however, considered that there was
socio justice in a letter of criticism which wo wrote to Mr. John
P. Green, Assistant to tho President. He at once kindly wrote us
that his company proposed to take up the whole qucstiou promptly
with a view to adopting a tariff for dogs, and providing special
accommodations for them in their baggage cars. Arising from
this, Mr. J. R. Wood, the general passenger agent, writes is follows to his company:

—

Pennbtevania Raii.hoad Company; Passenger Department;}
PniEADELI'HIA, August 2, 1881.
j

John P. Gkeen, Esq., Assistant to the President
near Sir— Returning letter from the Forest and Stkeam and
your indorsement of July 20, would say that we have never had
any arrangement for kenneling dogs on trains. We have merely
allowed baggage-masters to charge a nominal sum, which was supposed to reimburse them for extra care while the dogs were iu the
car.
I think perhaps it would bo advantageous to try something
similar to what is recommended by Mr. Satterthwaile and others,
and to this end would like to have him, or somebody else who is
more conversant with dogs than myself, to recommend a style of
kennel or box which we can make for the transportation of canines.
It seems to me that a slat box, which would admit of a full-sized
hound standing erect, would be better thau a solid kennel, or wo
might have the tops and bottoms solid aud the sides and endB
slatted.
I would like to get a draft front some enthusiastic sportsman who takes a lively interest iu such matters, and. if you can
secure it, I will follow out the idea and have kennels built and located at the principal points to be telegraphed for and sent to intermediate stations at tho request of anybody wishing to carry a dog,
and will make schodulo rates as well.
J. R. Wood.

Thus tho matter stands, aud we will be pleased to hear from
our friend on the subject. Wo are in favor of very strong box
kennels, made with solid tops and bottoms, with slats ou the sides
and have Bkretched out our plan aud sent it to the. company for
approval. If our friends will send us their views, with sketches of
the kennel-boxes they think best for the purpose, we will publish
them in our columns and see that they are forwarded to the company to be taken action upon.
We do not believe in stationary kennels, even if made to fold up
against the car walls when not in use, but before expressing our
views further wo prefer to hear from our readers.

NEBRASKA FIELD TRIALS.

w

E have just

received a very pleasant letter of invitation addressed to all Eastern sportsmen, from Mr. J. F. McCartney,
Secretary of the Nebraska State Sp
He decat tho
sires us to say that he will guarantee all tho-e. Kilo m
ri
"Mr.
finest chicken shooting in the world and a royal g
to say,
John Petty and other crack shots of Nebraska," he goos
"will be o'n hand as much a good chicken shoot as anvil
ig else.
The Hou. O. P. Mathewsou, tho Norfolk banker, projx s, with
the asssistanco of Mr. McGlary and other citizens of N< folk, to
tender the visiting sportsmen a little banquet, at which dog meat
will be served up in various styles, aud some chat will bo had on
tho dog."
After this kind invitation we cannot but suppose that there will
be a large exodus from tho East to attend this feast of reason
and flow of speech. Just think of the Dumber Oi courses ft greyhouud could bo served up with, and the variety of "stakes of
pointers aud setterB that have run in the trials. There should
be a cur-ry of course, a la Whitford, aud potted dog meat from
the New York pound, Fred IV. fashion. As an entree we suggest
the loin of Crow Dog. with Spotted Tail sauce. In place of fowl,
a cocker from Franklin, N. Y., might do as a substitute, aiid the
"solids "can be washed down with a whiue of the Field Trial
Jockeys brand.
We append the programme of the meeting:
Tho second annual field trials for pointers and setters will be
held under tho auspices of the State Sportsmen's Association,
commencing August 30, 1881, at Norfolk, Nebraska, and. continuing for four dayB.
The trials will be conducted under the National Hernial Club
rules, except as modified by tho following details:
All entries must be in writing, signed by the owner of the dog
iuitoreii, oi by the perBOii n
nirv, »iu1 liled with the
suoJ
pceielarv, J, 1'. McCartney, Omaha. Nebraska.
Too entry must contain the name and, tteecrlpUon of the dor?
,-.-
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1
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and the names of
the owner.
Each entry

aire

must

lie

anil

dam,

If

known, and

P.

Q

address of

accompanied with the entrance fee of

Jt5

in ouch class.
If loss (bun two competitors report lor trial at the, time and
place appointed, or when called by the judges for the start, in
class, the -token in thai clans will he declared off and the entrance fee will he forfeited, except tho entrance fee oT Ihe party
reporting and ready for the trial will he returned to him.
All stakes will he run in the order designated, unless for cause
the judges should order otherwise.
The judge,, nisi order any dog out of the race whose owuor or
handler in jrniltv of any unsportsmanlike or disorderly conduct in
the field, 01 intentional interference with the competing dog or

any

bis b&Jidler.
First stakes

ok

stakes for pointers and setters, uativo or imported, open
to ihe world, will be called September 1, at 8 o'clock a. St., or after
llu close of the second stakes.
First prize CO per cent., second 30
percent., third liO per cent, or entrance money in this class.
Dr. J. 1. Lens, of Naligh,
Hon. George B. Lake, of Omaha
Neb., and J. D. Brown, Esq., of uLsuouri Valley, have consented
From the high standing of these gentlemen, and
to act as judges.
their thorough knowledge of the dog and held sports, the management feel assured that fan- play and uvon justice will he given
to all contestants.
;

B.

15.

Kennedy.)
MoCakt.ev, B.

J.

F.

S.

M. Ciiacman.

t,

„

,

t.

>*!£?&£
Committee.
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CONTINUE!!.
is wull-knowu that rabies often produces great devastation
IT among
foxes and wolves, and Bollinger mentions the fact which

he seetus to have recently learned that between the years 1830
and 1836 an epizootic of this nature prevailed among foxes in tho
Ho also gives indistrict of Werdeufels in the Bavarian Alps.
stances of rabies among cats. For example, in Bavaria during the
year 1673 while syi dogs were attacked (including the genuine
-ecs") in a total of about 202,000 dogs, there
a - ..]
with lis
.I.
Iflo several (number not given) cases in cats and thirty-eight
among other dt •medic animals belonging to tho population in the
Boidey Ann dTIvgeinc publique, Tome 2, 1879
rural 'districts.
dso states that of 511 cases reported to the police of Paris
571
during 1873, the animals were classed as follows : Dogs, «0
The ttt) ponderauce of dogs over bitches in
68
cats
8.
hitches,
IT u fortunately we do not know if there
this report is very plain.
was a proportionate preponderance of dogs over bitches, which
would very naturally explain the apparent preference it appears to
show for the male sex. The same remark applies to the following
Of 332 rabid canines in Vienna between the
statistics of Bollinger
years 1873 and 1875, 287 were, dogs ("87 per ceut.) aud forty-three
"were bitches (13 per cent.)— one had been castrated— or more accurately dogs 8fi.4 per ceut bitches 12.!) pet cent. Of one tho sex
seems not to have been determined.
"When it has beeu claimed that animals of the canine species ore
most apt to have the disease, Dr. Ooddard, of Texas has recently
(Med. Bee, Vol. Hi, 1870, p. 152) published an instance in which "a
little girl, eight, years of age, while asleep was bitten upon the
upper hd of the right eye, aud corresponding side of the face by a
rabid skunk. The animal was soon shot, and immediately gave
forth its peculiar odor, This incidental fact is thought to ho very
1

.

.

1

.

i

.

.

I

;

;

:

,

noteworthy because it has been claimed that a rabid skunk never
emits any pdor. After a period of nine days following the bite,
Hymptoms of hydrophobia manifested themselves and death ultimately resulted.
BTasrsnqB keakisi; on the GEaoRAT-meAL juhtbihetion of the
Borne quarters of the globe are, it is well-kuowu, entirely exempt
from hydrophobia or rabies, and among them, according to more
recent accounts, is Australia, New Zealand aud probably Houtherii
Africa and Made:!:. fBoRingerO The accumulations of case,, in
some countries and 'the absence of (hem in others, is thought
by the coiitagioiustn to furnish strong evidence against the
doctrine of a spontaneous origin. Tn the West Indies the disease
was unknown until 1783. In rem, where it now exists, no instances
were recorded uutil 1,803. In the La Tlata district, hydrophobia
was first introduced in 1808, by the hunting dogs of English
oflloers, and English dogs from the Bay of Bengal carried the lirst
seeds of the disease into the Mauritius (Fleming and Bollinger.)
It is also noticeable, according to Fleming, that no samples of
rabies have been observed in Van Dieman's Land, the Azores, St.
Helena and Southeast or West Africa, and he also adds Greenland
and Kamchatka. It is a disease chiefly of the temperate zones
and Europe which receives the brunt of the scourge, France,
Germany, Upper Italy and Holland, being the centres of its
In Great Britain it has been widely spread of
greatest activity
late years, and judging from the published official reports is on the
increase. At the couimencemeut of 1872 toe prevajenoj of the
upon by various writers. Fleming stating
commented
was
disease
that "The wide and serious extension of tho opizooty oyer the
country appears to have beeu largely, if not altogether, due to tho
insufficiency of the police measures adopted in the different towns
and district", the late period at which they were introduced, the
propel and uniform Bonet&TJ organization to combat the
r ,,,! ,,]'
spread of this and other contagion- disease! of animals and the
general ignorance prevailing with iegard to its symptoms and
As further factors in the extension of the epidemic are
nature."
the easy means of communication which are now enjoyed which
tend much to propagate epidemic disease. These statements are
ij
born, out by the iigures in the preliminary report on
Babies and Hydrophobia (Brit. Med. H., Aug. 17, 1878, p. 248). It
is there stated that 358 fatal cases iu England aud Wales occurred
during the seven years ending in 1877. The number of fatal cases

AT76TJ8T 18, 1881.

The fact that a few
small hounds go to earth does uot prove, per M, that tho whole
breed are terriers, It only shows how plastic is the nature of ani
inals, since wo can make them work to suit our ends, but, nothing
more. To my mind both dachshunds and crooked-legged bassets
are descended from the Bame origiual stock, and both are hounds.
thusiastic partisans strenuously declnro.

— WiMfowler,

in

London

trate tho savage

attempts at biting, occasionally observed in tho
furious form of canine rabies, together with the marked disposition to soour wildly through the country
In December of 1871 a
butcher's dog at Pausfeld, uear fluedliuburg, in Prussia, began to
show signs of rabies, and especially of it propensity to bite at one
of his companions. He was, therefore, shut up in a stall, where
he attacked and mangled a goat aud tw o geese, which happened
to be shut in with him. Finally, after gnawing at the door, which
was uot very strong, he escaped. Before daybreak he had bitten a
numbur of other dogs iu the place after tearing wildly about in
other neighboring villages. During the thirty hours of his liberty it was computed that ho ran about sixty-five English miles.
He had bitten dogs everywhere, actually htuitiug them up iu their
konuels, running from one farm-yard to another after leaping
over walls and fences
Tins terrible biting mania had alarmed tho dogs in all the villages.
(It is said that a healthy dog svill immediately rocoguizc
ft rabid one when at a distance
and make efforts to get awsy from
him.— S.) Among those attacked were nine persona coming from
church. One woman was so badly injured that she hod to bo
driven home. In all fifteen persons were bitten, mostly in the face
or in the head; of these no leas than eleven died of hydrophobia.

Field.

LONDON DOG SHOW,

;

DACHSHUND TRIALS AT BAD CLEVE, GERMANY.

"

\N

tho last day of tho dog show at Clave, a very iuteresting
series of dachshund trials took place in the grounds immediately adjoining the exhibition, aud, naturally, I made it a point
to attend those trials.
The venue was well chosen, being wooded, so that the tall leafy
trees gave the spectators a most welcome shelter against the rather
too ardent rays of a positively broiling aim. There were three
sets of artificial earths, ready prepared, 12 iu. high and about 12
in. broad, and, roughly speaking, each earth was made in the form
of an X, throe branches of which were left open, and one stopped,
the latter forming a sort of cut de sac, as in nature. The three
open bolt-holes, however, were provided with strong netting, so
that tho quarry could not escape into the open if bolted by a dog.
Tho modus operandi then was as follows
box containing
either a badger or a fox was brought by a couple soldiers near one
of the entrances to an earth the net was hf ted, so as to allow
that end of the box whioh was provided with a trap-door to be
backed against the hole and, everything being ready, the trapdoor was pulled up, and the quarry, after a moment's hesitation,
made up its mind and went into the earth, when the box was removed, the net. replaced, aud a few minutes were allowed badger
or fox to settle itself iu its new quarters. The judges then called
time, and one of tho dogs entered for the contest was brought forward by its owner or its keeper, tho net was lifted again just to let
tho dog go in, and dropped behind him, and there he was, left to
his own devices.
The object iu view in theBe trials, the judges very kindly explained to me, was not that the dog should— fox terrier fashion
go in for the fox or badger, but should simply follow it into tho
earth, aud mark by continuously and steadily giving tongue at
where it was. Iu short, the dog must uot worry or kill his
it
quarry he must only show where it is, so that it maybe dug for
and secured by the sportsmen or their keepers. Now", in order to
try thoroughly tho training of the dog, a certain time is allowed to
elapse while he is under ground giving tongue, when, at an order
from the judges, the box wherefrom fox or badger had been
originally taken is brought again to tho fore, but this time uear
the place whore tho barking is going on, aud the soldiers, acting
upon instructions, dig away at that spot. After a few shovelfuls
of earth are removed a small board appears in sight this is cleared
of rubbish, removed bodily, and we now gaze into the earth itself,
and either the quarry or the dog are in sight. If the former, it is
at once seized round the neck with a pair of regular iron badger
tongs by an attendant or a judge, pulled forcibly out of his stronghold, and, tho lid of its box being opened ready for its reception,
it is dropped therein, the lid is padlocked, and the quarry is safe
/

,

HYDROPHOBIA, LYSSA OR RABIES IN ANIMALS.

i-

was les> than two months, the longest period being fourteen
months. He puts tho average at three months. In the cat, however, the interval iB from two to four weeks; in the horse, from
fifteen days to two months; in the ox, from nine days to soveral
inouthB,
In man he pilaeeB it between fifteen days and nine
months.
A RKMAHKAIILE INSTANCE OK lsHEVIOUS HiUilES.
The following ease, by Oeniler and Gunther, is given to illus-

:

for pointers and setters under 12 months old, natncti imported, will he called at S o'clock in the forenoon, August
30.
EiiBt prize 50 per ceut., second 30 per cent., third 20 per cant,
of entrance money in this class.
Second stakes for pointers and sotterB nf any age or brood,
owned in Nebraska, will he called at S o'clock in tho forenoon, August 31, or at the conclusion of the lirst stakes. First prize 50 per
nid tlO per gent., third 20 per cent, of entrance money in
thi

i

A

:

;

Eorct ami Stream

Editor

:

The prospects

of the above show are very promising, and no
be a grand success.
Sporting men seem to he
alive to the fact that it is a necessary institution for thou- mutual
benefit, and is the right step for making canines on this continent
what they should be— viz., of first-class stock and breed. A great
many entries have been received, and the committee hope that all
sportsmen and lovers of dogs upon seeing this notice will also
contribute their entries, so as to make it one of the largest show
of dogs ever known.
Final arrangements have been made with tho Provincial Fair Association to have it on the fair grounds, which no doubt will he a
great help to both exhibitions. Plans have been drawn for the
buildings, which will bench more than 300 dogs, and if the lovers
of dogs contribute their entries as they should, no doubt it will he

doubt

will

it

They may be sure every care will be taken of their, properMr. Chas. Lincoln being the superintendent, gives ovory surety
owners of valuable dogs.
Major ,1. M. Taylor, of Lexington. Ey., and C. H. Mason, of
Now York', havo consented to act as judges, and no doubt bench
show men know that no better could be got, and the committee
feel confident that, justice will be done in every case and that the
filled.

ty,

to

all

beBt

dog

John Ponmconnu:,

will win.

Secretary.

DOG SHOW

18 THE ST. LOUIS
OFF?-The St. LouiB Sepubli" Considerable
of August 14, contains the following item
disappointment was expressed last week when it was learned that
the St. Louis Kennel Club had decided not to hold any bench
show this year. .Sportsmen had commenced to look ou this show
as a regular occurrence, as one that would occur aa regularly as
tho St. Louis Fair, but such is not the csbc, and those lovers of a
good dog who have taken pains to secure the beat stock wil hunt,
to cost, must be contented with showing the good points of
the animal to immediate frieudB, or enjoy then good qualities
tho field when the game season opens. There is a discussion as
to the cause for abandoning the October exhibition.
Some say
there was dissatisfaction among the members of the Club perhaps jealousy. Others say there was no money in the show. But
there will be none. Mr. Charles Liuoolu, who came horo
can.,

:

i

m

;

—

—

—

;

to hand once more. Sometimes, however, it will happen that the
badger or fox wil shift its underground quarters when it hears tho
digging going on over its head ; but, as the dog keeps close to it
and gives a continual warning of its whereabouts, collaring tho
runaway is only a question of further boards being removed, with
the precaution' of stopping the hole which has just beeu open with
a sort of five-pronged fork, which fits the opening of the artificial
earth so well that escape would be impossible
and by thus proceeding, from board to board, the quarry must, at length, surrender and be caught, without, theoretically, escape being possible.
A badger, however, managed to give the Rlip to its pursuers
hut that was when he was being lifted into his box. Somehow ho
contrived to tumble out of, instead of into, the box, and the scene
which ensued simply beggars description— the crowd, first scattering like chaff in all directions, then joining in the chase, and
every one was roaring with laughter. However, within a hundred
yards the runaway was captured by Premier-Lieutenant Von der
Bosch, one of the judges, who pluokily brought it back struggling
at arm's length, and the iruant was safely placed in his old quarThen we removed to the second earth, and a fox was turned
ters.
down, and matters proceeded in the same manner as before decribed, as regarded the working of the next dog.
Personally, 1 eonxider that the best dachshund, judged by that
standard, would naturally be the least plucky of the lot, because a
plucky dog would go straight for either fos or badger, draw it or
maid it, or even kill it, or be mauled or killed by it. Either of
these contingencies, however, would be detrimental to the Bport
such as it is because it would be Impossible to secure the prey
when killed, since there would he no guidance as to where to dig
for it; and securing the skiu, it appears, is the main object in view.
However, if the earth were among heavy rocks, trying to get a
badger by digging would be very uncertain, not to say impossible,
work; and I remarked privately to tho judges that limn- an English
terrier would bo preferable to a dachshund, for ho would so bustle
The districts that suffered the quarry that out it would have to go, either drawn or bolted, or
187-1, 01 and 1877, 70,
in 1873, mis 28
most were the metropolis and its suburbs, Die mining and manu- else bo killed by the dog, or elso he would have to kill the dog. Of
course, in the former case, the shooters woidd have a chance to
of
Lancashire,
Yorkshire
and
the
North
of
sections
facturing
score, since German sportsmen shoot foxes aud badgers: but in
England.
the bitter cases, if the quarry were killed in the earth, there would
In Bavaria, which of all countries iu Europe has the most (logs,
be no great loss, since it could not have beeu got out any way
tabfeB has prevailed widely since 18fiB: while in the period from
otherwise; and if the dog wore lolled— a remote contingency if he
1868 to 1874 the number of dogs increased only about 3 per cent.
happened to bo a dog up to his work— another dog could be sent
that is, from 281,700 to 201,800- the number of cases of hydrophobia among men increased 30 percent. (13.8percent per year from to settle the matter with the vermin one way or another. I proposed to the judges, in the course of conversation, to show them,
1883 to 1887 and 18 per cent, per year from 1808 to 1873). The
at some future time, what English fox terriers would do under
increase of the disease in men is thought by Bollinger to be dne,
not to the increase in the number of dogs, hut to neglect of proper such circumstances; and doubtless a workmanlike trial would be
afforded for good dogs. But my German friends cling to the
precautions on the part of the police.
"Bpoils;" the animal they want, and a dog that would kill iu the
In France more stringent measures are enforced in reference to
earth and leave his prey there would not be at all appreciated by
the reporting of dogs that are rabid and are suspected of being so.
them. But, then, there are such things as retrieving terriers; I
Of the 511 eases brought to the notice of the Parisian police
Whether they would or could bring thenhave had some myself.
1878, 300 were attacked with the furious form and 121 with the
mild form. One hundred aud three persons were bitten; of these dead badger or fox out of a possibly very awkward earth is another
The mortality was, according to question; but it would be worth while trying any way, and possibly
87 were adults and 36 children.
Field
may own such dogs. If so, they would
readers
of
The
some
about
1
in
3.
or
Lou lev, 30,
be worth some money in Germany: for, according to tho views
I'EUIOL, OF iNOOBATION IN THE XIOO AND OTlIEli ASniAJ.S.
According to recent official returns iu Prussia eighty-one cs.-os are given me ou the subject by leadiug German sportsmen, a dog that
could do such work would be facHs princeps, cock of the walk,
given where the periods of incubation were definitely obtained.
The results are IB follows Iu 5!), or about 73 per cent., the dura- as far as badger and fox killing are concerned. But, of course, its
use would he admissible only when natural work would be retion was from three days to six weeks. In 22, or about 27 per
quired ». ft, in the vermin's natural fastnesses, from whenae
Of
these
latter,
inweeks.
4
had
an
six
oent., it was more than
cubative period varying between 7 and 8 weeks; 8, between 9 and nothing else could dislodge them or annihilate them.
1 have now, to the best of my abilities, given a short description
extraordinary pei0;
7, between 10 and 15; 2, 3)4 months; 1, the
of Ihe way in which dachshund trials are now conducted in Gerriod of 143 days.
H&nbner, quoted by Boaenburg, atates that in the camne spe- many. But, in my humble opinion, these trials do not at all
<ie facto, that dachBhnnds are terriers, as some of their enprove,
incubation
period
whioh
an
to
have
found
cent,
were
cies 83 per
;

:i

—

months' salary, or only actual oxpeusos, is a question to be settled when the bill comes.
More than likely Mr. Lincoln will get
two month's pay. The action of the club will be regretted
country sportsmen. Nearly all (ho State clubs own good dogs,
and in many instances large sums of money bave boon spent to get
the beBt strains of stock. There will be great disappointment on
account of the action of tho Kennel Club." As wo have uot heard
from the managers of the announced show, nor from Mr, Chariot)
Lincoln, the superintendent, we reproduce the above notice for
what it is worth.

SLIPS.— Mr. James H. Goodsell, of this city, has seut his keuuel to North Carolina iu charge of Mr. Frank Bevan.
lis dogs,
Racket, Don .luau and Daisy are said to have boon doing finely in
the field. This triplet will be run in the All-Aged stakes at both" tho
National Kennel Field Trials and at Kobm'.- inland, provided thai
the dates do not interfere
lteddy, first iu Irish setter UPPJ bitch
class at New York Show this year is due to whelp to Hutu- on the
first of next month.
Mr. Goodsoll will make several c:...
A friend of our.- who has a fine
Puppy Stakes at Robin's Island
brace of setter puppies, said to an acquaintance. "Whit shall I
call the other of my dogs?
One I intend to call EUwfceye."
The person asked said "Dau bury News," and hey bave been as
Mr. Charles H. Mason desires us to make
strangers since
known that his future address will be Mansion House, Tankers, N.
Mr. Frank Windholz, at this city, has just received from
Y
Dr. Jams a very fine dog puppy by champion Elcho out of hose.
Mr. Wiudholz at tho request of the breeder was kind enough to
bring the youngster to this office. The Dr. has the confidence of
the public, and this puppy hko all the rest shipped from f'hirnniont, N. H., is a rare, good one.
I

l

i

GORDON

SETTERS.— Those who admire tho beautiful blackaud-tan setter have a rare opportunity now afforded them. By
referring to our advertising column it will be seen that the larger
portion of the dogs belonging to the estate of the late Mr.
11. Tilley are to be disposed of.
Combining, as they do, ruany of
the most desirable strains of the country the opportunity offered
is a singularly good one.
I

ELENNEL NOTES.
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invited to Rend weworamni
e:alex, etc. ,/er viuiertitm in this eoluinn.
for the imbtieation of such, noti'x; hvt requevt in each
case the notice be wade np in accordance with our form, that llir. nanus of
both owner ami dog lie, written trgiUj/, or printed, ami that the strain to
>;>/

m
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and owner* of dogs arc

Rreede.ru

navu-x claimed, brru, irhelpx,

We-.-make

which

nti chareie.

animal belongs

the

be distinctly stated.

NAMES OXATMEIl,
SUBlimlV—X)t. s. Fleet Hpelr, Brooklyn, N. Y., claim- the name
Blmo IV. for white ticked, with one black and ton ear, setter

,

;

—

Editor Forest and
Mich., Aug. U
In myartiole ou Hydrophobia published in the Foeest
11, your compositor has invariably put
wrote " Xanthium." That the whole
I
effect of the article may not be lost by thus giving the wrong name
to the remedy, please correct the error. Dn. M. V. B Saunders.

NANTHIUM— Detkoit,

Stream:

AND Stekam of August
" Chrisanthinm" where

otst.
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.l.'i;- "i|-ie,
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in
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1

1
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r

if

lilmo our of Mr.

iloti Si.

i.
'lie
Keel.,
,iL'-s
.Vi.c'd./iif— Mr. W.
i

i

i

ft. Kendall, New York, claims Btte name -i Monblack a nil mil setter dig wLegieu \ ,"i,- _i, t-r-, b.( Dr. S
Fieri spiers' Gupsum out of Dr. Spclrs' Fan.
I'm) is? St. Elmo— Mr. A. T. Plummer, New York, clilms (lie mime or
Young St. Elmo (or Mark, wbltc ami Mn -.-;'-: sv n •„., v
Fen '. -si, iv eliaurpion SI Ell
Jut of Mr. Sheldon's j'rali'le Prase.
Fleet s— Mr. John Plummer, New Tork, claim- cue name oi Fleer,
S. for black and tau setter dog puppy whelped July l, JSsi, Dy Dr.
...rboloiitot saoie owner's Daiiy.

tague

I'm-

.

.

i

I

i

Cblet.'.ir. ror

'lrls.fi

red "rAvr dci/prip'py, by L

xni.v.

Fteia—Mr. D. P. Boswort.b,
'
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New York

ai..'' Li'-
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New

Jaoo—Mr. Frank Wiudholz,
larv.
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.

claim

city,
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'
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I

York

puppy by

Irish setter doe-

city,

Dr.

-

.
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.an,

I

claims the nun

.fai'i

I

V ehiiinoiori

...

Mono

out of Rosa.
Cloar— Mr. H.

C. Sherman, Bradford
clover [or pointer puppy by Detroit Kei

their Dot.

N.VMKS OSASOKD.
lUretcard to St.. Elmo //.—Dr. S. Fleet SneiT, Brooklyn, N. "V.,
rha.Uire.sthc mime of ilerev, rod, pirn, n-ly claimed tor Mark, white
r-M. ir, .h.iin ,,ioi; si.
and tun aetrrr doe pnppi whelped Feb.
.,..
.,
,,.,,,
;;,,.. .. ,.
Else ...
;,;;
Mirl.-l, ,.s
j.
- BtoW Of.—Dr. S. fleer Spelr, br.iiiti-l.iu, N. Y.,
Clytmie
chauee.s tne hauie of i.ivsmle for blue Belt.ou dog puppy n helped
Ampisi -a, is.-,,,, hv champion St. Elmo nut of Diana, to St. Elmo til.
liiz—Mr. Chas. H. Gage, Wa-blntrfon, D. C. changes the i.;u
his Irish red setter bitcb puppy, by CJhlet out- of Mr. G. Ultl's Tilly,
from Dizzy to T>1z,
,-,.

.,

,

i

;

;

Rose—Mi. a. W. Livingston's (New York city) lemon and wblte
New York-, i.ssti,
pointer bttcb Rose (champion SnapgfaOfrGypsy]
S, nice puppies,
tour dogs and Qve bitches, by champion sensation,

M

whelped Aug.

:

A

;

H

Mi. W.

helped Julv

(imported R&rob
bla.

lilt'

n-i,slx puppies, four

is,

and ton, by owner's Duke (Rlng-

1

"Id Ringlet).
Jactrttette whelped July

24, issi,

nine

success was the festival of the Jersey Shuetzen corps,
Oapt. A. B. Hardekopf, which was held on tie si 1, andOthof Aug.
at he scnueucn Park, Inion 111U. As the weather was very favorable the. majority of tl,e members turned out In their splendid uniforms, going from heir headquarters In barouches through several
Ktreetslu Jersey city and lloboken and arrived at the park by 12
o'clock on the tii'st day. The shooting began at
o'clock and closed
at 7. The second day's shouting began at halt-past B In the morning
and dosed at 6 o'clock, when the king was clowned by Miss A. Ermisch, with an elegant speech. The second day generally being the
\1sling day, a good many friends appeared, among whom were Cain

Boston, Aug. 13.— The hi v.uili'Ml weather of lo-da.v attracicl more
than an average attendance. 01 .demon 10 Walnut. Hill.
The shooting conditions were: Wind troni s o'clock and an e\ccl'c. ill light. The
day's scores stood:

I

1

shai rjsboolcts'

M Jewell
G F Kllsworth

champion pointer
August 10.
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Fiaiids,

Gf: Arthur
,v Robinson
I. I), mil-

on he target of honor, on which members of the corps only were
entitled to snoot, Mr. G. Btrgcnberg, of lloboken, i member belonging
to the corps only rotir months, ma.ic the ihi.e hcsi shots and Was
crowned king, lie was presenied by the corps with a splendid gold
medal and took the tlrst prize, a lady's gold watch, whl -h was given
as an honorary prize by n. oehl. The second prize was taken by Ed.
Brebui, the third by 11. Struckmann, the fourth by F. Zengner
nitn,
sixth, J. Ulumenberg; seventh, W. Wevhausen; eighth, II.
ll. Oehl
Keye; ninth, H. Lembeck tenth, W. Mohn; eleventh. A. App-l;
tweirih, Aug. Roemeke; thirteenth, Aug. Armlsch; fourteenth, ,). I).
IUschofl; liflceiith, Ernst Jensen; sixteenth. Ernst Hermann. FortyOne members received prizes on nils target, which were given by invited guests.
distance, 000 feet, off-hand. Outof possible
_ King target, 23 centre
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Speir's countess Louise to
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his chancellor
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Fleet Spnir s nulla Donna I" his Joe, July17.
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SCHUETZEN NOTES.

Duchess

o (Newton. N. J.) beagle, bitch

•Vjii

dog* and two bitches,

c

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

tjgh 8T 18, 1881.
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Handicap Match
J B FellOWS.

4541545545—45

.

)

Foslel

5-141

.

l.'.-r.-.li

Ji-r

4485544444- -13
..434.I5.14.144— 39

.
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;

;

ll»n.i } .by 'Wlldairontoi MI K titm.
/•'.r«-.Mr. Hogene Powers, Cortland, N.y.,liaa sold to Mr. B,
: ur. ,\. v., his iti-ift spaniel Fred.

Death.
M. Haynes, Wilmington, Ohio, has

Lwlp Bji/wi-Mr. J.
i i.'lii-h lardy HyiT.m
Popple-

lo'.cr.

dead

;,11

(Cat lowlix-hosei
|,|,|

August

on

10.

i

r
.

lost his set-

by puerperal

UllVij.

D

Miller T2,

oehl

II

71,

w

M

B°Engel

E Luft

6s,

Anderson

OS,

Fh

68,

Klein 07, 1) Zettler 07,
Klein tw, M liorler or,, Ward 05, Vogel 65, F
1iorsi.1m.uM. f ll Jaooblfi-f, j Blumenberg 03, Alblg 03, Th 1'ltz o;i,
Toppler 03, rieuuet 62. Aug Ermlsch 01, Mahlenbrock 61, Cook fil,
'.c
at, Zengnerw, 11 kas.i, ,-n .v>. p.iehm
Zeppenfeld.6»,
m:
in nil'
., l Wolfsteln 67, A Appcioc,
N Cruslns &5,
Dr J Heifer 54, 3 D Blschoff .v, Gartegasl 52, F Hansen 52.
TIuJJBpstBluJseyeBShotdurlng the festival bv H oehl second. I)
MlUer: third, M 11 Engel, and tourth, F 11 JacobL
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CREKDMGOR
Executive

Touknamknt.—The team

St. Pjipl

of the

Manhattan

Ullle

Club, under charge or the President, Geo. Aery, arrived from the
grand tournament at St, caul. Minn., Thursday, Aug. 11, at the Baltland Ohio depot, Jersey City, at. 10 o'clock, and were received be
the members of the club and their friends. As the President, Geo.
Aery, telegraphed from Chicago not wishing any ofllclal reception,
the ijimiii.-rs hud to leave the band or music at home, ror which they
were already prepared. The following is the result of the excellent
shooting Team shooting, 6 shooters to each team and 10 shots each
:

at.

the ring target, as centre

Paul team
l,0S3
Milwaukee team
1,080
Davenport team
l,06i
Prize targets.— At the Crccdmoor target YV. M. Farrow received the
first prize: u. Joiner was crowned as king, also G. Joiner first prize

I'KO

gel

on

Rifle Association

ial

'.

the tenth fall meeting at
IS, and run five days.
s follows

weapon, any military
fle

opon to

;

all

also the

union,

first

l,20S

St.

1,121
1,103

c. G. Zettler received

on Stlch

prize

target,

prize on Volks target^
for tin. best

first

and also a gold modal

average shooter of the festival. M. W. Farrow received also the first
prize for the worst bullsc.es shots .lot lug the festival.
This shows Lhat the team Look all the rir=r prizes with the exception
of the man target.
When I gave a hurrah ror the preHdent and hi.-,
ie«m whin they left for St. Paul, I now give three hearty cheers lor
the same.
A.

corners

rs; weapon, any rifle or
:
prizes, aggregating in

ri lies'.

:

Manhattan team
Alma team
Monroe team

KANGB AND GALLERY.
me

-ii 11

atlonal mile Association

Albany, Aug. 11.— Rei.isseiaer-.vyek was bright and inviting this afThe stiff breezes Temp red the sun 'a vavs so Unit the tiring
.... Parker, the p v.,hpPa: asa 01
points-were not uncomfortable
sociation, was present enjoying a few hours' recreation. The veteran
Gelger, of Hudson, also pur in an appearance alter two months' absence, fresh from the sea- shore, looking hale and hearty. Troy had
sent Its usual number or representat ves, while Albany had all of Its
cracks on hand, well supported by the tactlturn Oapt. Daly. Two
matches "were an raa an oral by tin executive o.'Te er. the first one being
the eleventh eomuetn Ion in' the John Hodge match. The bright suuUght gave the targets a dazzling appearance, while the wind was
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44
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85
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85

43

79
73
03

Wllil'l'

65
0T

43
42

OBl'h.ll'lOS

^^~00

44
44
45
43
42

-13

('Mason

79
78
70
73
70

44
4X
45
45
44

70
75
65

41
43

G

It

1

Merrltl

(.'

WS

Goodale

lit'

41

58
.17

G Shumway
ASHBURNIIAM, Mass., A

40
.

TOTALS.
170—91
109-92
107-90
101-S9

158—87
151—87
139—86
1SS— ss
137—86
130—33
13S— S4
112—82

41

,

42

-The Ashburnli.i

made a new

departure will
ranged lor a prl/e

have in
between August

I

:ii

and

Tit

valued at J-12.
The f
residents of the town, ihe
Saturdav afternoons.
An
rille

made

ances

for uillitar.v r
eligible to e:

town may be

Distance 200 yards, poslthu
F H Parker will re-, ive tne entries.

or

New York Riflk Qit.t.xby.—Ballard Rifle Match scores of each
shooter up to date, with handicap at 35 yards 5 shots, possible r.on
four scores to win
;

,

CGlbbS

N iVergarithaler.
G Joiner

J

Hand.

Total.

55
is

472
405
452

394
406

65
46
45
45

459
461
487

iiobbl

1.

Ur

;

Score.
417
447
463

Toa.l

H Omit her
EHardy

ternoon.

1

K.

N Dodge

G F Ellsworth

JW SWmB Hildreth
Austin

.-,...,

i.i

1

;

Fa km Ovis
claims to ha ye had

.ThcGardnerKlileclubat their last praec re,
101,1 target combined.
ntsianeo
s to each man. The. following score tells
II.

;

392

342

Ckeepmoob, Aug.

11.

-A return

match

bei

SB]

ween teams

of the

Sew

r

:

1

niiliiary arm of the
First pn/( rj lilted

.i-rl/i'ii

longs.

.

value $125

.

;

second and

nbledon Cup, presented by
.aln to the. National Kilk
zons and residents of the
lillloii Trophv; op°n
Hi. |-i,n, -d states, the
;ral States and Terrlr

Scotland, Ireland and
irds; seven rounds at

has been adopted as
entrance fee, $2 per
Judge Henry Hilton,

:h

nt

1

"

'

to
•

ntted States,

I

:

composed

secoud^prlze to
fro

tea
of

tweP

_

_

and organized guard or MHltlaof
and COO yat.ls: weapon, any
n oflichxl :U'in by any State or government
ee; entrance fee, $-i per man. First prize,
,'' presented by
the Couimanderiiii ulef nn
fork, value rfooti; second prize to be added
K'Miietl

lisi'tiiees, 200

I

scores without delay. There was no prospect of closing out the match,
a, P. He- two second winners, Messrs. Gelger and Flom. w.-ie hamuicapped two points. Nothing but a Virlihnin. score on ihelr part and
poor shooting on the part of the others aoiilt! make cither cvitne-.is not. probable that the final competition will be reached until hair a
dozen of ihe cornpe. .tors n ;l ve Ijoaorrn'- seeond winners, when all will
stand on an equal rooting. The scores were shot raptdiv, and at the
conclusion capt, Ptemiek had the lead wiih 41 points. A later tram
o,
;,.:
.i|.-.,i,....i
i,i-a..
brought Mr. SChUylCl. IP a a
a
r
within the limited time. By this time the light had Improved and rl <
wind gone down; ITo succeeded in making ri points anil was declared
the winner of the competirion. The following were the scenes, 2.10
1

.

ange match

;

open to teams of four from

or clubs In

any Slate or Territory in the
'."if
and ,000 yards; 16 shots at each
within the rules; entrance lee, $10 per
r cup valued at$2.r>u, and to each member or
medal 10 the wcond team will also be given
the third four bronze medals.
Joutntti match
open to teams of twelve
inlilt.aiy organizations in the United States,
ny, Navy ami Marine carps; distance, 50
•iipt.ii. such military rifle Us has been
In organization which a ream represents:
is

30.0,

1

;

;

nclii.ling

l

1

[yards sev
iat the pub!
;

1

FiiBt prize,

.,

silver trophy, the

.

.

Army and

COL William C. church, value »:so, and
ond prize, twelve sliver medals of different
id

match; Open

teams of

to

twelve from each regiment, bat
separate company or lufantrv
of the National Guard of this
distance, 200 and rod yards;
weapon, Itt mmgtou rifle, Stale
five rounds at each distance:
entrance toe, $2 per man. To t<,uci esurient or battalion whoso team
be presented by the commauder-lnNuii. .nil Kine Association, a trophy,
r and bronze medals, respectively to the
•

Guard match Open to teams of
lattallon or separate company In the
and 500 yards Ave shots at each dlBan. To the regiment or battalion whose
'gate score will bo given the.
York
hi ; a Becoud to bo added by the associa>nal

ewe
Fir.-

yards
J B Schuyler, Bal S
3 Remlck, Bal S

makes

the high
state Division prize,

tes in

New

-

1.1011.

second Division National Guard match: Open to teams of
each leglmchl, battalion or separate company In the
Sc.oon.i Division; distances, 200 and 600 yards; 10 shot at each distance enl ranee tee, $2 per man. Frizes s uue as in preceding match.
No. 11. Military team match Open to teams of live from any military organl/'iiioii any where; dlsiancc. 21m yaids entrance fee, $2 per
man. First prize, an embroidered flag, value $100, to be won three
becoming the property of the winner; second prize, »25
No.

I-,

twelve

G.Dexter, 88

iron,

:

;

11

ten

:

Open

44 54 34 34 54 tl— 39

M

-

...i.

1,

;

ange match

:

.rganlziir.lou

111

open

10

teams

—34

...

.in.:

-

-.
.

1

1

•

-

,11

.....

......

1

1

The conditions at this time had not improved much and a
or slips were recorded on account of the bright, light and
r.fl.
he competition was won by Capt. Fitch, with ii points
the possible 35. The scores made were as follows, aoo yards:
William E Fitch. R C
5 5 5 5 5 4 4—33
\\m Remlck, Bal S
4 4 5 4 5 5 5—32
G n Charles, Bal S
6—32
J H Wood, S M
6 3 3 5 5 4 5—30
\ To, aire, Bal 8
4 6 5 8 4 3 4— 28
William liatz, Bal C
3 6 3 4 3 4 3—25
One competitor withdrew.
Thursday next there will be a match at ooo yards and a competition
In the Life Membership Match at 200 yards. Both of these matches
-Ja the riflemen, a km ;e
attendance may lie anticipated.
scores.
a

a

!...-

.Is

I

.1

S4S5H

1

Walnut

Hill to-day, the

conditions, with

strong wind irom 10 o'clock, which
yards, being good. The scores

as

11

oiaa

B5565 6555466
4664556555445
6655554655585
W,
5655555555666
5545554545555
5454564846566
Brown,
5556654555455
5555356555555

5

B— 74

5

5
B

6—71
5—72—217

C. Gregory-

SOOyardS

5

900
1000

6
6

5

5

45

5

54544

4-72
3—71
5-69—212

W\ H. Jackson.

900
1000

5

B. Tyler.

6
4
...5

356456

5

4556

4

6—73
5—70

4— 6H—211

4

W. Howard.

SOOyardS

5454566555555
6645665638534

.,6

900
7000

5
3

6

4

6

5

6

5

3

5

5

4

6

5

4—72
6—69
5—69—210

5

;

presented by Major-

;

;

;

:'.-."

;

Dexter third, 222. In Individual shooting there
Blues second. 225
were 00 entries, and nearly all appeared. George H. Fierce, Portland,
first. 2s
W. G. IlusHcy, Augusta, secoad, 27 U. Richardson, Auburn,
third, 27 in a possible 36.
;

;

119

9W
and

Cheeiimook, Aug. 13.—The opening contest of the Duryea Skir'ulslierV match was shot to-day with o'ottd lending scores.
I
Is to be
shot ror monthly. The conditions ot the match cere given In full in
last week's Forest and Stream.
The leading scores to-day stood
1

Advance.

Retreat.

Total.

44
55
40
40
30

2s
12
22
11

73
07
62
51

16

46

J L Paulding
J iMcXevln
P.

[-1

Price
Lilian

WCReddy

Bkinton Ranoe, Thursday, A ug. 11.— Champion Marksman's match.
21111 Yards.
Aggregate.
500 Yards
col Howard
4 4 4 5 4—21
5 5 5 3 4—22
43
BonneU
4 4 4 4 4—20
5 5 4 5 3—22
42
5-23
Taylor
5
3—9
It
4
4
4
3
3
81
J
Saturday, Aug. is.—Sharps match.
5444544544—43 P Bennett
E M Squler
4544434444— ll)
4445444444—41 Capt li Wilson
J W Todd
4443434434 37
4454135453 11
D V Davids
I.'

—

Boston, Aug. 13.—The cool Mammoth Gallery has. been well patronwarn term and lira results are .•... .nsi r-r the nasi
-..'--..:.-..
In the shootlnc lor August, Mr. Ileni-v heafe-ri the list tor
234; Hop Sing made two Jas and L\ man one 4s and two 3as.
Mr. W.
B. Eaton ts ahead 111 the experts' pistol match with 220. There are
many valuable prizes offered for the match.
ized ilarlhg the

THE TRAP.
...

lite

dec

1... ,-,
--.-a
... ...
vatd-.i'ni ilea
Before beglfiinlnij
ptize shoot, several sweepsi ahes, ojieu to all coiners, were shot off
.'red as follow.,, a balls :
.

,.

:

round— Hazard

4, Ford 4, Ditmar 5.
Round— Ford 4, Uean 2, Hazard 4, Evershed 4, Dltmnr3.
Ford a, Hazard 2. Evershed 1.
4, second round
Fourth round— Ford
ilubachekt, Dean 5, Hazard 2, Ditmar 5.
Ties or 5: Ford a, Dean a, Ditmar 4.

First

Ties ot

:

--..

in order eras the reeuiar club prize shoot for tour
prizes, viz., urst prize, itn dollars In cold second, a gold compriris
third, hirty per cent, of the entrance and fourth, twenty per cent Ot
;

;

1

This proved a very exciting contest, and once more substantiated
the fact that the ieueseo Sp, n-tsmen's 'lull contains some of the tiuesl
The score
snots 111 the State—shots who seldom tnlss their mark.
was a follows:

,

Evershed
Ford

Hazard

linn 1111— io
1111111111—10
oillllllOl—

Booker,
J H Brown

.1.1

111

mil—10

mioioiu-

s

Ties or ten.

Evershed
Kord

11111111111111—14

lino

Hooker

11111111111110-13

-- 4

Mr. Evershed took flrsl prize and becomes the owner, having won It
three limes In succession. Mr. Brown Uiok second prize ror the second
lime, while Mr. Hazard received thirty per n-ni, 01 the cut ran. • ma. .v.
As nobody came out lottrth 20 per cent, ot the eiiti n nee. uioin v goes to
the club. Another shoot will be held In two weeks.

t

W

;

;

\:r,

Maltby

(

5-72
4—72
4—68—212

5

6

5

-VI

totals
1.015
At the close or the shooting the teams returned to New York,
the visitors were elega ntly entertained by the New York club.

1

4655566656645
45554555565
35545S5466644
45555565
5555*
4565568655554

A

SOOyardS

.117

EGBoker

The next thing

55558

5

121

Second

4—74
6—72
5—71—217

J. F.

sooyards
900
10„0

120

A Melnnes
K J .Sea.bury

M

127

127

Rochester, N. T., Aug. n.—The Genesee club had a regular shout.
There was hut a sllghl attend:, nee 01 members.
on the bats to-day.

F. J. Rabbeth.

SO0 yards
900
1000

.,

1,000

cgulur Aiuiy, Navy, Marine
tit, of any country. Slate
or
le $100,

123

12S

EJHowiert
FTAlden
F J Donaldson

Team

1

WwriHtOP, Me., Aug. 18.—The Lake Marauocook tournament began
at noon, sixteen teams appeared to compete; distance, 200 yards.
Rockland won the Urst, making eo, ( ,m or a possible
Portland

ug at sound of bugle. First,
by Mr. William It. Travera

WH

..-,-,

-

inset led things ar

f.-c, -a per man.
First
mtlng the championship of
roperty of team winning it.

.ncc

12s

127
125
124
123

.1

Boston, Aug. 10.— The Victory (long range) match was continued at

On Wednesday, the loth lust., at the BellevueKauge, Medford,Mass.,
In the silver dollar match, H. Wlthlnglon made or, out of a
75;CH KusselhOij; A F .Sorl.wcll, GO f Hart well, 61
Henry, 03;
H Kuss, 69 S F Andrews, 01. In Badge match No. 3, A J Green made
30 out ot a possible 35 A Jackson, ao G Arthur 29 ; G. Jones, 2S.

North Amerl-

n shots at each distance;

iillswort.h

uabbeth
Jackson
G LWInshlji
J P. Fellows
J B Bonnet
1-'

.1

out. of

:

:

-1W

"2 3 4 3 3 5 3 4 5 3 4
2 3 2 3 5 3 4 4 3 5

:-:.

;

1

'

900
1000

jrybody distance, 200 yard;
ci-'d
entrance fee. •" cents;
t.he preceding match will be

,

—31

• Allowance to military rifles.
t Handicap.
Following this match came the ninth competition In the F. E. Grlsvoahl Mid-range championship Match. The match being at 500 yards,

SOOyardS

to e

— i2

4 4 4 4 5
3
54 4

8 f 4 5 4 i 4 4 5 4 t2 -30
4 5 4 5 4 5 4 3 3 4 t2— 39

E Fitch, Bal S
L Gelger, R 8
G H Charles, Bal S

:

In

.4

W

Jas Baggs, 8

544
4444

4 4

W

133
182

BW Arnold

.

:

;

G F

:

tl

tile

The si

WH New
Dluliap

York Ride Club.

Massachusetts Team.

Wchnries

Wokcbstkk, Mass., August 9 —At the regular shoot of the Worcester Gun Club, at Woodlawn Kauge ihls aiternoou. there was 11 large
aitendiuioe. The llrec contest was for a Special prize, a patent anvil,
the contestants weie
the

M D Oilman and C M

Bliss

and was won by the

5
1

:

56

FOREST AND STREAM,

-»
kiturday, Aug.
Calsklll 1]
Tin

a rrlendly pontes*
;\p and Kennel Clubs,

l

-

i

T. F.

ant, C, B. Churchill

1

mini.

:

1

1

1

i

lie

i

made

scores

nil

i

C. B.

Southard.

Au

The town was

10 witness the matches.

-Intel Pembirlou and
private reslisic ou all sides, fireworks aud Ibuniinallous
"
3 iiav,' as n.ar as, can be on Atuerhad
les the va.'hi.-. ciucred, a vast
a Hundred
lore we're probably not less
•as a

r

.-

an-

and

18, 1881

many

given

''

-

'
h- sport. The _„_
nine m< inbers, while the umlsonians were m
i.m -imc
The average or t.liu former club was 1, i-u, w Idle Dial oi lliriailer was Hi'-,. the
catskill cum winning the match i>v U-istli,
Following
close score,
1

[Atwst

portion ot the book refers mainly to cutters, having "been of English
oneln,. mil acknowledged by the million 11 nine b,
0,1
u.i.
"1'iois uetlupin cutter sailing ran handle nuvlhliig of a.

fi,

low"

•

number

man

:

Hudson Club.
Bostw lck
llama id
Becker

1

1

1

1

Huge

1

1

unrijusuetc

i

S
Grail
For=he\\
1

1

!

1

1

II

1

I

1

I

lid

I

1

I

I
1

I

I

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1
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1
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1

I

1

1

I
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1

I

1

1

I

I

I

I

1

I

1
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1

1

1
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1

1

1

1

i

1

I

I

1

(I

I

I

1

1

ft

1

1

11

u

1

I

ft

1

1
1

.1.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

12

1

Co:-

1

1

01

1

1

I

1

ft

1

(1

I

a

1

1

1

1

11

1

ft

1

1

II

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1—17

1

1

1

ul

1

1

l

1

1

1

1

1

1

1—20

1— so
1— is

1

1 0—18
1 11— in— 1 12

Catalan chin.

10

Seidell

Caleb
Bokler

Jackson
smith
son

1

i

1

I

1

1

1

1

t

1

1

!

1

l

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

a

',
,

1

1.

.,

a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

11

1

1

1

1

ft

1

1— IT

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

»
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1
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1
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1
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1

1

1

1

1
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giving prominence lo ihe oplnl'01

111

Il'llll
i,;;|
':,!el engines ll'ol'i
i'l o"|
I,
O,'
are exceedingly well ivrlLlen, explicit, and
,'

I!

i'l.

..I

I

'

a

>

To our naval and engine -mend the work or a graduate
-

FTKST OLABB.

.1

Actual.

end! II Is hardly necessary to
of Annapolis. '1 lie publishers

Name and

done their share lu producing a book combining die elearem of -,-,.
best of arrangement and paper, aud a durable tiexibie cover which
adds much to the handineos of the volume. Price, J3.50: Chas.

1— la
1—IT— 154

Scrlbner's Sons,

New

Baker

wfaaiowl"*.*""!'."!!.".'.'.'.'."!ifl

19
is
IS
IS

W Pamir

1'

Ceo Kelson

Win Lincoln

W Hidden

K

.1

\v

Is
is

....

I-alsoii

A H

Wright
K Bates

•••is

rorvey

."1

20
20
19

it

I'lsb

'i''i

Chus

11

17

17

10

Ntile

are the ekenflals

which coniribme more

ot

The Hull

Un ."

wealth, club

pi

A 1>

Transit,

ed this season.
ilta [Ultiioi llles

h

2C
27
26
27

]i!'l/.c3,

ear, Bre believe, aud
a'.-aloes.
Instead

:i.i

..

this Is the second open match arranged uu
ot being a sickly Uttle ring organized foi mutual admiration, with
four prizes lo a race and two or three p rlledgcd craft Hying club
colors making a desperate effort to divide the
sy honoi.^ between
them, the HuU Yacht Club takes fur more etui hteiied view of Its
responsibilities, and with a libera: ham: uaan
s mutches open to
•
aU in a most spcutsinunUke span
r
glorification of a
petty coterie they seek, but the encouragement ot racing and sailing
In the broadest sense, and for this the club deser e the" good wishes
".. "-.|
c ide ih -a luri..oii lirl '.Veen the alj.'.'s play of club
regattas ana Uie busluess-Hke pro eedluga ot
eli free to all. The
regatta last year was such a success iimi much wasevpeeted from the
second effort In the same direction, but probably tew ever dreamed
that the day of the H. Y. C. was 10 be the most brilliant lu point, of
entries and general public lnteiest Ka-iera waters have witnessed
this year and an " event " which so completely overshadows any1thing of the kind we undertake In Sew Vort wa:.
o. make our
home races cut a very petty figure.
noticeable feature and
most.
excellent sign of the Hill regatta was the fact 1 11:11 in the ihree leading classes the keels actually outnumbered Hie centreboards, the
tonner snowing up In no small proportion even among the llnv shavers IT ft and under, gi\ Ing prol 1S6I tai It lu he rm ore safe cruising
craft do uol carry the day lu the •• war of type " now going on, tbev
are certain to form a respectable half of the fleet and the mosi active
halt at that.
The racing at Hull has now obtained such deserved popularity that
In coming seasons Easbrn yachtsinen are sure to eagerly scan our
list ot fixtures tor lie- particular day set apart tor Hie racing under
the distinctive burgee with its yellow Held and black etoss. As is the
custom in many Engilsn seaport towns, the inhabitants of HuU con.!-.
a
tributed ot free will no:
.a lo.es ami priy.es -an example
we hope to see followed elsewhere. The committee-were therefore
able to announce ample prizes tor five different classes, with keels
and boards kepi separate in each, as follows:
Frizes: First class— For sloops and schooners measuring SStt. and
under Unit, on the water line First prize for schooners, s-iO; second,
First prize for sloops, (40 second, $20.
Kill.
Second Class— For centreboaid and keel yachts measuring 26ft. and
less than Ssft, on water-line: Flis.t. prize for centreboards, $30: second, $15. First, prize for keels, <;-.u; second, 51.1.
Third Class— or ceuTreboatda a ad k-:, ra his loeasurliea' zip. ami
less than 26it. on the water-line: First prize for centreboards *25second, $15 j Uilrd, $10. Fli'st prize for keels, $25 ; second, $15 third,

C G Wild

11

.'.

:

.

.

22

H P

Sianwood

21
22
21

HJMcKee

Posy,

40

3

til

1

24

1

IS
33
3U
19

5j

08

2

09
00
00

2
2
2

32
33
35
33

m. s.
17 U9
23 29

39
53

28
38

55
5S
5S

S9

1

9

00^14

1
1

2.1

36

05
00
00

11

1
1

1

52
14

40

12
15

(II

49

22
Hi
41

.17

11

1

01

1

15
20

51
05

51
64

42
10

64

50
52
52

DO
uu
37
41
11

THIHD CLASS KEELS.

Gem, Frank Lincoln
Emily, J V Towie

wK

-,

.

21

p Fhlnney

,;

Abie, A H Wattles
Expert, Frank H Monks,

1

1

3

3

s.

;THIKD CLASS CESTBEBOAEDS.
iteble,

silverware and "eon-

ly

1-

perfect or-

b

i._,

F

Fieddle,

We

who

Muriel,

Y. C. is only lu Its

Snow
DrlsCOli

Jane, John Morrison

Annie, George Martin

the most sueeesslul mat
always have words ot praise In store
Comprehend that open entiyto all corn
gaulzatlon, with practical yachtsmen aiil

Time.
b.

2-S

ti'l

HULL EECATTA.

DECIDEDLY

any amount

C A Stevenson

h. m.
3 60

SKCOND CLASS CENTBEHOAEDS.
Shadow, Dr John Bn-ant
33
! K
Folly, J F Shepard
26 01
2 30
SECOND CLASS KEELS.

Yoik.

servat

ft. tn.
3S 00
63 06

W L Frost

Falcon,
Osprey,

comhave

owner.

Corrected

Time

Length.

I

I

Win Hand

lJ

ID
is
Is
is
117

Banneret,

25

Prior

A Perkins
Raven, Elwollfc. Friend
Fairy,

1,

'

,.

09

1

it

25

01

1

23
23
21

09
04
06

1

14
io

1

1

17
19

ffit

04
29
02

54
56

FODBTH CLASS CENTREBOARDS.
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Handle ill '-" balls
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Master Willie Vass

Oatawissa,
Ball Club
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18.—Weekly score
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11111- : Yasa, sr
wins the lueilal lu fhn first ShOOt.
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—
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1

1

Ties on IT.
11110—1 Vass, Sr
11111-5 Fry
Ties on 5,

Vass,.lr
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1
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Gun Club

:

',.- .11. Is
Willie Vuss, 21 yards
S A a -vaiider. -'I ynivls
Kdiniirid Carre, 21 yards
II P Vass, 21 yards
Col
II Holt, 21
j arils
Ceo
Tunisian. 24 yarils
.'

I

for:

Wc

,

"

I

rled away some 01 lier light gear, but nothing Use an accident or
hitch occurred, the start being eticcted in the best ot order and tunes
takou without tall or iirotcct— no eas.i task with such a lot to care

'

I,:--

',

1

—it

',!

I

nin
oi '.al a-:
Inerenel.e
n
steam pleasure Meet. It would be Idle to outer Into details; there la
enough ot value in this volume to keep one reading from tlrsi page to
last, gaining In knowledge with every leaf.
commend this volume
lo tie oioaderaUoij 01 vaclil -men in particular, and n. Iieve It
should
be found aboard ot every crali which boasts a cabin, an. 111 he hands
of all the members of tluu vast armv of " yaei1t.3me.11 lo. expectation. "'
1

South Ablngloii.
S E King
S lilckermau
Mart Lincoln

19

\

:,

II

1

1

Sll

H Arnold
Wunu
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1
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1

1
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IVl Tlnmu'Sim
A W Baker
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01
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V Tin-en'
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S. IV.,
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Aug. is.— The smith Mrtngton Sportsman's
mil Club in a mulch m glass bulls at, fills
1.--.I
v,M- close ami exeltlhg as will be seen by
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ties were not shot off
II. U. ALuutcn, See.

A

11

J A .Stetson
Theus, George
Chase
Ibis, I J and J K Souther

Julia,

-

i

:

I:

1

:

•W

.

Fourth Class— For cenn
than Site.

.-board.,

and

keel

;,

an hi s

measuring lilt, and

.'ss

third, $7.

Fifth CTass-For centreboards and keel yacht3 measuring less than
on the water-line First prize lor centreboards, SI.'.; second, $10
rhi rti. $7
fourth, $5. First prize tor keels, $15 second, $bi.
The courses were as follows:
For the first class Fiom Judgea' line to No. 1 black Brush buoy,
half a mile south by west, leaving It on st-.rboard; thence out Hull
Gut, down Lighthouse Channel, leaving Toddy Bocks buoy and Point
Allerton buoy on the starboard, 10 bell buoy on Harding's Ledge,
rounding and leaving 11 on the port thence to U'lilst ing buoy off the
the Graves, rounding aud leaving It <
>rt, to the Narrows,
mi run Warren on the
leaving Ram Head buoy, I.oveil'a Island
port, Gallup's Island on tne starboord, ihn igh null cut. to Judges'
boat, passing between It and stake boat-it nautical miles.
For the second class From Judges' Hue, iss.ii g Barrel buoy, leavlngjlton the port, 10 white Hag off Strawbei y Ull.roundlngandleavIng It onstarooaid. to red Hag off Bumkin J land. leaving It on sturboard, out Hull Gut to bell buoy on Bardlu( s Ledge, leaving Toddy
Rocks buoy and Point Allerton buo;' on itarboard ; rounding aud
leaving bell buoj on the port: rem mine leaving Point Allerton
buoy and Toddy Rocks buoy on the port, to lull Out, then to Judge3'
17ft.

:

KW Baxter

Amy,

wildfire, 11

:

;

Aug. ai.-Quiney

V. c. Third championship regatta.
Sept. l.-tiiiiney Y. c. championship sail-off.
Sept. 3.—Sail Francisco Y. C. Cruise
Drake's Bay.
sept. 3.— Dorchester
Fall regatta.
c.
sept. 7.—Royal Canadian Y. C. Annual regatta.
1ft.—
Beverly
c.
Sept.
Championship regalia, Marblohead.
Y.
Sept 17.- sin FrahclSCO V. c. Cortntiuan matches.
"' !..
i'.
Fall regalia.
Sept. Ilk- <!
<_'.
sept. 1.1.— Columbia i.
lull regatta.
sept. 24.— Beverly Y. c. special regaira, Swampseott.
'.

.

.

THE

SAILOR'S

Willi
piled

sliipolng

.

lie-

rni.- in

a

HANDY BOOK.

to nautical Interest, nowadays reIn view of the almost total decay of

and Us allied imercsts. To make a nautical work
idon-nlli' broad Held lias to be sought In
author's InBOr may appeal to as many as possible.
(oja 11 rough,
ml nd. i..
s. N., has wiilion and comiiiiii-i.iiL'hly practical and uselul little volume which. In Its
'thing which has gone

American

acotnu...
order Ui.u

1

1

.

boat, passing between It and stakeboat— 12
For third, fourth and lifth classes : From Huii-cslln: oasiln earn
buoy, leaving it on the port, to whit Hag.. n si raw berry 11 HI,
rounding and leaving It on starboard, to wt tellag northwest of tluinkin Island, leaving It on port, to No. 2 red irush buoy oft Downer's,
'leaving it on starboard, 10 I'lg ltO;ks beacoi
vlng It on the starboaru, to white flag off Eettlok's Island, leaving It on starboard, to
pidge,-' boat, passing between Hand stakeboatThe classification and rules will show that tlx.
the smallest craft is gradually becoming iirm
East and we could wt-di ihal a.similarly enllghtt
sued nearer home, and the same may bo sold of
sSlli'd.V
lug simultaneously to one gun, whieh was mos
out in spite of the numerous competitors.
A preparatory gun will be ilrecl at o'clock ror the tlrst class, Secclass
to
form
In
Hoe,
class
and
thlui
as
follows—
ond
viz.:
First class between the two outer Hag-boats, bearing a red and
rel

eel.. 6. -Sail Francisco V O.
Moouhghl cruise.
Nov. 6.— San Francisco Y. Ck Closing cruise.

publish anything relating
TO quires
considerable courage

.

,

1

tor

'

1

white flag.
Second class between two Hag-boats, bearing white flags.
Third class botwoen Hie judges' y*ohl and ilag-boai bearing white
Hag.

risers
1

:

a Old a

lithe

to

Ileal

he task tboi
training In the

my, Annapolis, aud

v

of years 01 active
uked for something
•

are not 111 U10 leasi
opinion personal I'rl

.e

;

wlilioui execptloi
as u deserving uontrlbir
cm ton has been paid

lileli lias,

lire

all

fair

rvlco

1

>:pii

a slandurd
Jtaappolnted
dsldp tnlght.

me

eelved by the press, espeelo

.

lias

.lug

been

and pro-

U10 "

Handy

ss of ltloraIn

any

Holland, Belgium and Italy
relating 10 Hie nautical sciences
cess!
norms tlmt of .Mr. cuial1
of the press a very full
3 covered by the lianay
lay that n Is just the book
ia,
'

Second Gun.— On the firing of the second gun, thirty minutes later,
the first class only will start.
Third Gun.—On the firing of the third gun, live minutes later, the
second and Hlrd classes will start, when the fourth class will come
Into position between the two white dugs and the ilfth class between
Uie Judges' yacht and white Hag.
Fourth Gun.— On Uie tiring of the fourth gun, five minutes later, the
1

y

Keith

Joker, Ceoree coffin

zautho,
Myrtle.,
Hrtild.

Johnson

11 1.

C

II

W

HC

A'.

Fore

P Fowler

cosciie, (J L Turnbuli
Havy Crockett, 11 Putnam

Floyd Brothers

idler,

10

1

17

04

1

i>4

1

06
OS
06
04
09
00
00
05
03
08

1

15
17
ia
17
29
24
25
26
27

1

1
1
1

1
1

1

01

1

06
07
05
08
00

1

1
1
1

1

FODBTH CLASS KEELS.
DeUe, Arthur H Thompson
19 09
, on QSTTOwayA Blrdsum
17 Ot
..

.

.

II II cilmore
Alexander Ktdd

Bessie idele,
I-

earless,

20
20
18
19

Inez.'. .Oi.iorieli tiros

Huby, Alfred Schoff

09
07
06
07

1

48
4S

II

51
51

IT
so
55
58
OS
56

56
56

02
13
IS
13
26

49
50

81

2S
21
21

55
36
36
31
54
30

20
29
29
29
31
19
23

29
17
32

(,

57
58
58
as
59

1
1

00

211

01

till

53

1

01

27

28
35
34

1
1

01
03

39

54
67
53
15
24
45

24
28

1

1

35
03

1

26
30

1

27

1

1

29
82

1

31

w

1

59
00

1
1

fti

02
01

1

1
1

01

:u

10

(Si!

27

56
43
45
57

62
25

FIFTH CLASS CENTREBOARDS.

B F Bass

Rocket,

15
16

Flora I.ee, S A i'feemati
IdlOWlld, 11 N Curtis
Cricket,
A Cary

16

w

Joseph

11

16

Bullard

B W Hatch
1 B Mills, Jr
Fndlne.A L Nealo'.. ..••••
Ideal, A B Dunham
Zip, u. w. Morton

15
16
16
16
16

Virginia,

sea Mew,

WE

Julia,

:

SheiTtffs

10
00
07
03
00
04
07
06

1
1

1
1

1

1

2S
28
29
30
i2
31

M

1

15

to

1

31
32
32
33

16

03

1

83

1
1

46
35
32
15
58
25
45
07
33
45
44

5G
56
58
5s
69
00

1

1
1

1111

51

54
»9
41

56
12
SB
117

1

01
in

1

til

1

02

mi
24

21)

FIFTH CLASS KEELS.

W

Mansfield
16 03
1 30 51
Nonparlel, J
so 31
15 11
1 33 12
Klsle,
J Clark
1 in
24
The winners had not been offlclally announced at. time of writing,
Is little doubt but that they will be in accord with the tabio

W

but there
given.

BEVBRLT YACHT

CLL'B.

:

m

Y

a

;

;

and (^nnpeing.
FIXTURES

W M Merrill

'oiler,

;

jfitchting

Lambert
L Phlnney

JaneL,

Flirt,

$10.

ond, $12; tlnr

is
19
20
19
IS
17
IS
18
20
17
19
20
18
18
17
20
is

W

Clara, B

:

:

W

Henry Parkrnan.

I'ett,

Thlsbe. Freeman & Kendall
Herald, \v B Smith
Scamp, A J Clark

I

:

17
20

'

their re.a
Ing, llgh
lor the 11

fourth and UfUi classes will start.
sails.— No restrictions on sails in the tlrst, second and third classes.
In the fourth and tltth classes cat-boats will carry only mainsail;
sloops. Jib aud mainsail.
Ballast.— No baUast to be shitted lu the first, second or third
classes.

Crews.—Yachts to carry but. one man to every five feet, or fraction
thereof, water-line measurement.
Yachts on their return will pass between the Judges' yacht and
r lake-boat.
Yachts are requested to carry their prlvure signal at the peak.
Yachts will be iurnlshed with numbers, whieh musi be painly
shown at the finish.
As the position o( tie- lu.lg. - and ilag-lioais .n- liable to he
changed, particular care must be taken by sailing masters on coming

Editor Forest and Stream

Tho sixty-fourth regatta of the club, being the second championship race of the .season, 1.00k place Saturday, Aug. 13, at jtahant.
The course for the first class was from judges' yacht, leaving R.
buoy No. 2 off Weafhrop Head and log buoy off Graves, on port hand
and back, t0,\, miles.
The 01 her dieses lefi No. 2 on starboard, returned to starting point.'
7

miles.

The fiagshlp Rebecca, of the E, Y. C, was occupied by the Judges,
Messrs. Curtis, Johnson, .Joy and lirowue, who staried the bouts at
12 h. 4 mln., at which time n very faint southwest air was blowingmaking H a dead heat to No. 2.
Tho boats stood out to the eastward, except Bluebell, who stood
over lo the western shore and then tacked when -he conid fetch the
huoy. The wind Increased in force, but was very uneven, some of the
boats gelling badly becalmed while other:-, held a good breeze.
Just after Mosquito crossed tie* home line the wind died out tulo a
faint northerly air, causing the lirst class and Pansy and lituebell to
lose much time
This increased the tune between the tlrst class boa is
considerably. Following Is the result:
FIKST CLASS.

Measurement.
Fr. m.

Maya,

cutter,

Edward Burgess....

Bessie, schooner, c. P. Curtis

28
29

1
5

Actual
Time.
n,

!
2

u.

Corrected
Time.

is
29

11
7

u, m.
2 14
2 21

l

31
21

21

1

ot

u

28

2

T

46

67
37

1

js

13

1

21

45

1

48
54

3.

p.

SS
BT

BBOOKP CLASS— KEELS.
,ie, cat, vice-Corn. Burgess.
h.
Mosquito, eat, E. w. Codman
Pansy, cat, Walter Abbott
BF.COKD CLASS
Hoyden, cat, P. C. Severance
11

1

-.

23
22

IS

3
3

2
2

2

12
22

—CEKTBEBOAKDS.

Etta, cat., H. 1!. Utehua'rison
Josic, eat, C. H. Minot, Jr

Psvehe, cat, R. D. Sears

23
20
20

3

1

6
2

2
2

57
6

:«

14

TUIltl) CLABS.
19
7

1 59 22
1
46
4
18
5
2 14 23
Bluebell, cat. Com. Jeffries
1 59 68
First prizes taken by Moya, Playmate, Hoyden and Psyche; second
pennants by Mova and Psyche, who
prizes by Mosquito and llll a
:

hold them, ami Hoyden ileum with Perl
The small eniry was owing to the fact that two large open races
were being sailed close by, although Beverly Y. Chad first taken
the day.
Tillek.

LARCHMONT YACHT

CTAT5. -Pennant regatta

Is fixed

for August.

open to cabin yachts of the club— Jib aud mainsails and cats. Ten
minutes to start; club signals at the peak during the match:
tonumbers on mainsails above second reef— double numbers
separated twelve Inches, course, six miles to windward or
ird
and hack, to be designated on dav or race. Hn tries cioso to-day noon
at club-house. Time limit, nix hours. Allowance on mean length.
I'aon
ai':
-ii: but cabin yai hta to be manned by amateursonly
—one hand tor every 5 ft. and traction ..( lentrth, Fioiests lolteiu be2.0,

The elub

table for allowances will be used.
Protests.— Any protest must be made In writing within half an hour
atfr returning.
There must, be three or more yachts sail lu a class to Insure two

1

ll

-;

i

I

-

Ushers justly say thai the Handy Book contilos "the most complete
treatise upon lids subject," the statistics alone being gathered fioni
numerous sources, and representing a vast, amount or labor lu collecting which will aflonl ln«l.rueilve. study 10 those who follow the deep
ou pleasure bent. The dat 1 given ot steam yaohi-s comprise examples
or the tales! pi's alee, and arc Invaluable, as lh".v call not be Obtained
from any other HOtiroa equally as handy. Tho seamanship of this

.*

the winning y.iei, owners noticed by mall where to obtain their
prizes, ics no prizes will be distributed on the da, of in- 1. c
The race 01 !." Hi
nni-.i be sailed within live
hours. Four hours lluili for the nurd, found :\i\ Hun
1.

1:

.

fore 6 r. 11. Owner or member to steer. Ytlz.cs, etutmpl in p nnanl for
each clasS, Offered. by the flag officers. Regatta Committee, Oliver
Adams, A. Bryan Alley, N. D. Lawton.

1

1

Kcg.Hia

omiidliee. Commod.ire

.

W. H. laimberl, Vie,- Couinioiloru
W. I.. Phlnney, W. A. Cnry and II. P. sianwood.
Judges, Vleo-CoiiimoiJoie C. A. Perkins, T. a. llulehlns, Peleg A born,
1

G. A. 1'erklns,

TANDEM CANOE.— Mr. Rushton Is getting out a new model and
experimenting with centreboards H sueeesslul lie will udrt one more
pe to his tlsu She Is to be about 18 lu by no lu. Main aud dandy
t.',

rig,

as usual.

1

August

FOREST AND STREAM.

18, 1881.]

57

m;\v yokk yacht club.

IV NN IIECVITA.- A public race under management of the I..Y. c
was sailed in the harbor, Aug. in. No boats appeared! rj llrst class.

last Issue wo P-it the club, in Vineyarfl Haven, much in doubt
INnsour
to orders for the future.
Monday morning, Aug.
Commodore

Prizes In sceoti, el. ,.-.,.:;•; and *-. and In third class, fin. «ii and it.
Vesper was, knocked down, but. thanks to her iron keel, righted. Not
ir she capsized
la Tv, high:.
letlcal 11lustration being thus afforded of the advs
10W weights in
seeming sifety. Judges,. J. W. Haines, do
iwleht and
JI.
w.
am
Uassett,
Frazler.
won
Kutu, Sift

8,

i-i

:ib,n,

remain

rrlnfj l<i

i

ton, Iowa,

!•:.

A Mml-

ovur.

Tiee, ihe meteorologist or the Mis
to his favorite study have given
operation, on a recent tour through the
had a narrowescape from the serious donudaen and very dangerous illness, the particulars of
efetsto: Tho day artcr concluding my course of loola Prof. J. ll.

national

'rofi'ssor

I

l

.Toytnmh- .in i-.;irly signal from Uic Rebecca to gel under «;t. for
Boston. To Ibis only a Enaction of the fleet responded, sonic having
lol.i-n l'-:ivi:

own

whose contributions

I

on

December

'2ii;tof

last,

was

I

seized with

.

aln., C.

I.oekliardl. a
ingl'earl, Dick and Blanche, in tnird cla
Green, takes nrst money in 1:1 :4T, Willi Man
second, aod Vesper, lstt. Mn., k. m. Venni
Florence, Mabel, Carrie, Nellie, Uattie.Twi

andtogothei lliey passed mil the harbor
wind, wltli asoinewhul threatening sty and a
As the weather thHttcened and prospects looked ominous,
was deemed tin- Defter part ol valnr, and lu an hour m-ailr all bad
put bad; for an anchorage During the day It, was de-liled ibai Hit:
Beets should pari company, ilius-- rrora the Bast being bound for Newport, some from New yori Btill anxious to malce Boston. The Question was definitely settled next inornlng, when ll wan announced
that Commodore Waller had been taken ill and his command delegated lo vice-Corn Smith aboard theselmnni-r Ks.telh-. Tin- l.-iii.-i.
fleet,

;

I

.

,

a.tff.

-'-eon.

-'•

11.

Bin.,

tTfl
l.,

1

beat*

elating pain

n

w,

so, fell to 85;

ti

i,

:.

clammy

I'.
M. Alloy,
third, beating

breathing.
My pulse, usually
touiach succeeded, and acold,
irly.
The alien, ling physician
or suffering for lliree hours I

sxveal

ohs

oil with good effect for
uratcd a piece of Uannt-l large-

.

alter consultation win,

and

wop-

nrd'T-i

tin-

OLDEST YACHT

lie Boston Tram>eri)it
IN r.os l'ON.— A wrlici
•'
savs the following of a bom sllll In
nlsslon
The yacht Kalrv,
owned by Edmund J. Baker, Esq.,
irehosler Lower Mills, is probers.
She was built at Han-

ra, ilccnici

name—'

saim

singly,

l-

lii

vi.

her

(,'ulney.'
isai,

l.lttle

i

took the night train Tor mv home,
troubled since. The Boston Clube t
builder, No. 9 Boylston street, and Ha
speaks: The pleasure which I hereby
half conveyed bv words. I'hvsicla't
notoriety have heretofore doclarei
spoiilcs almost numberless have fall
Intensity of the pain, which has rret
ror three I. ninths at a time,
line we
tack of acute rheumatism of ihe k
knee lolnl. became swollen to enor
rendered Impossible. Nulling remi
resign myself as best I miglu to attotl
I learned of the wonderful curative
clutched It as a si raw, and In a few h
arm and shoulder. As before staled,
mv praise and gratitude to the .lis. in

sir

and

August,

in

t

buoy and home.
Ten mil :s long, sail twice over ror large
once for small ones. The ciub was formed June is and
has the following officers: Charles Williamson, commodore;
w. 11. o-ibon, xioe-i ommodore,
or e loijily. Kear-t oinmodre; W.
XX'hhaker, President; \v. p. Hulse, Secretary; Captain T. Sands,

offer.

odore, one by the

,--t

i

ins been known as the 'Fairy'
1 condition and uscduilnglhe
four Inches over all and live

been una
pot decld
not been
the

and would have ikon the 'rain to till
iieigbboiing town had mv friends

and bad other owners during
ter and Joseph snow.
Each

the cruise therewith cam
duration, nor were so manv
hut, tor all tbar, all harms
t-t'i dlngly tine oqi>. and the
and rather tickle winds. .A
cup- gi-n.-'..'is!.v dimmed b

1-

boats,

inn-it, all remain la aneyauce. It se
naie cups than to get rid of ihein, Imi then prizes <
do not spoil by iving over a rew months, and thi
ttonod should bring out good ruc-lng next s]irlng
new Iceols to be laid this winter. To mnke a break I
Order of things,
jiol offer a prize for the logs
cruising for the season'/

las. Gorfli

I

;r

..

It The relief
entlroly free from pain,

and applied

oil,

:

was

appointment that night. In a
dissuaded me. As it was,
SU I/Otils, and have not been
ivs: Chas. S. Strickland, Esq ,
, Boston, thus
ex rpre:sscanoDlybe
high character ana
my rueumatisin Incurable,
to cure or even alleviate the
enl.ly confined tin- lo my rcoui
ago 1 was seized with an al'
c hours the enure
us proportlc
ilklng
id I intended to
in

a

i

)

.

:

Uy chance
Jacobs Oil. I

ilea.
.

in

pain lu knee,

ords to convey

The Ohio

i

red in this ha
Bloop yacht Comforts
:.,!., 11
more than two thousand miles
cook, of Salem, Ma-ss. On the
Cook, accompanied bv T. T. Hazlewootl, of Salem, a
and XV. 11. c. smith, or Burnley, sailed along the co
through Qaspe Bay tin nee up the St. Lawrence Klver
Montreal, Uii'o'niii the ch. unb.v c'aiial lo Lake chair
in, through
the chaiuplain to tiie Hudson I. Iver, and down Ihe
son to this
eii \
11 ft 5 In.
The Comfort Is us fl. over all. '16 ft. on water 11

Aug.

POCAHONTAS.

s»,

Mr' liar

I

I

.

am.

In

NEW HAVEN YACHT

c|. in has been on a cruise up the Sound.
but owing to ugly weather put. back and laid over
sundav, Aug. 7. when the ileet hove up for tho Thimble Islands.
Endeavor won a ant. pennant in the run, beating Flora, Vixen and
Grappling, tin Monday the little Heel made a dash for Newport, with

>'.

Left Fall River Aug.G,

I

55 If.; foot, 61 II.; ll-cl, :ii If:
topsail, 1,1 ft. lud'.
Jib topsail, 106 ft on s
according lo amount of Internal fittings su
Inform it's that i in hben Is pushing work i
1 hero is a fair prospect of tlto Internationa

I

till

YVednes-

Kn

la

i

my

vole- in its praise/' The Philadelphia /....••/.. savs: Mr.
George 1. Graham, x'M Nineteenth street, Philadelphia, is a Journalistof many years experience, and Is actively connected v. uh the Philadelphia Sunday Mirror, a leading theatrical and musical jourual.
During the "late unpleasantness" Mr. Graham was captain of company K., One Hundred and Eighty-third Pennsylvania Ucgiinent,
the
field
he contracted
-arlcty
troublesoi
of
rheuiherltanee'
not

I

I

its'

I

of si. Jacobs oil
to bilug about.

'2

!:.

.

1

any

ar

have spent over $_\
to cure my wife of rheumatism. Two bottles;
accomplished what all the medical treatment failed
1
regard ll as a greaier discovery than electricity.
Is
It
tt boon to Ihe human race, and
am verv glad to have this opportunity of testifying to Its remarkable elllcaev.
cannot speak to
highly of It, and would be recreant to my duly to those ntllieied did
"

after a cruise of

owned by T.

Is

sloop" Pocahontas, built by Klrby. of live,
•o., N. Y., was successfully launched Aug. 9.
The
dimensions, s
ngand rig luive already been published In this
journal, she Is 71 ft.
In. on.
on acolc,
21 it, beam and
t In.
deck, Co ft.
ft water-line,
n
in depth "1 hold,
cenireboaid 'Ji
f
long. The yacht Is. much
J ;t.
hold. (.Viuiebeanl
HI ft.
like the Arrow, though
ugh decidedly unproved
improved In being lighter about the
in being about halt a foot, deeper, a change we
quarters and above all In
think will be much io her hi-neflt In rough

Bag
Western
••

Tin-:

1 1

..

A long chcise The

why

Hit.

nended Hv

i

.en on the)urchtu-cd'

ed 'between Endeavor and

match beta

I

s to sail for

New

Bedford,

won by

The

the former.
nueket and Block Island.

ivas
r-

in.

and

at

attributes

fall.

QUre

when down

m, and

her housing topmast working Ilk'
the uo.ii perceptibly In bad weather.

YACHTING NEWS.

-ufier
.vhu a

relic

-A special race wassailed Aug.

llAX'l.niin.l.
CLUB.—Match for championship flag was
Empress, Mr. Collns. won
sailed over the Merrimack course Aug. IS.
In In lh. '23m. 3is. Josle J., Mr. Jiitias, second, beating Wild Wave

10 off

that

.

The Chicago

YACHT

COLUMBIA VACHT CLUB.

I nt

swimmer, thus speaks

says: Capt. Paul Boytor
German Item

or the old

exposure I am somewhat subject lo rheumatli
s, and nothing
would ever benefit me until 1 got hold or t lit Olt
..an Remedy.
Why, on my travels met persons who had been
Ing wit li rheumattsm for years; by mr advice they tiled t
and It cured-.
them. I would sooner do without nod for days t
e without this
remedy tor one hour. Iu fact, 1 would not atiem
ip without St.
,-11110111 ir..
Jacobs oil, as I do not see now I could get a
St
Jacobs oil lias
by persons of national reputation, who
would not lend their n
they were not. convinced mat It was a
duly lliey owed to su
humanity; they have experienced the
wonderful effect ot Hi
German remedy, and lliey xvant their
fellow creatures to kn
(sllll.
XX'e would onlv mention In this:
connection the Ht. I
lopGllmour, Cleveland, Ohio: " Excellent for rheumatism)
idred diseases. It has benefited me
Mine. Mai
greatly."
Jt-tl, prima
donna Wllheluij Concert,
re wli li li as a prompt reliable cure for
troupe " Nothing cai
Warelug, Eso.., Assistant General!
the ailments named.
II.
sunc'lmendont, New Vork Post OP ;: '-Proved all
all that Is claimed
the Oil and found efficacious. Heady relief lor rheinnallecomplaints." Hon. Tluiv
s, Postmaster, New York, teferrlng to
superintendent Wareln
concerning
St.
Jacobs Oil: "Iconjrt
cur." Pror. C. O. DupK
anngcr Chicago Gymn islum, Chicago,
III.: "Our professionalnaicurs use, It in preference to evorything they have ever
Major T. A. Dllller, No. 2,235 Master
o with rheumatism that ho was con-i

;

I

LONG ISLAND YACHT CLl'B.— I'nlon

regatta fixed for September
ours", open io all Yachts of organized clubs. Four
ft, under '24 ft and
Close, cash prizes, cabin yachts, boats over

Wind
Time alto

H.

A. ,1.
in Class

M
w

it.

-i

A: Geo,

B.

Komp,

Jr.;

•:

I:..

.1.

v. it., N. Mit.i'-lmh ; tirade,
IS8 H: Little He,, ne, 16 II 6
liellly, and Abble M., in it. ;e

.1.

new liver, I'd the wav with Deane
Little. Deane having things prci.lv much

w. Iloman.

folU.wlir
lo herself lii her ub
latter having lost a

boats,

Only Son,

Mr. Sen
in.,G. A.

in..

io

ft,

In., A.
In ,(..

a

i,

lth Oracle

man

and Abble M.

overooaro,

out.

who

which Abble M. rouled

hauled out.

Protests were

hunt,
I'Ofth

of the

A NATIONAL BLESSING.

tiie

[Philadelphia Hecord.i

upon she

in talcing hi
entered in class

umix

n

many

take3 the special

and Innumerable
day bringing us

I

SI'EED Ol- YACHTS.-Tbe Norah, ox-Bloodhound, of BcJlevillo, Out., 51 ft. water line, lfi>£ ft. boam, 5 ft, 6 in, deep, in reported as making fourteen miles for three hours on a run from
Deseronto to Kingston. This is equal to nearly 12 knots and
either a little fishy or else Norah is a pretty fast craft. .She was,
built by Cvtthbert a couple of years ago.

CRUISEES IN THE SOUTH.—Editor

las

Inventions;

fold applications,

prize.

a

<

humanity—each

1

will

simply remark, "

you

told

I

so.

A

ago this great C
country; to-day j
United States w
man. woman
pain or ache, or, at least, has
being. St Jacobs Oil has biiseen its wonderful effect.
conic a national remedy, for ll Is kno n In every city, town, village,
and hamlet In the country. It is a ct iinopolltan preparation for it
Americans,
Germai
Italians, Bohemians, Danes,
the
>,
h praised by
Swedes, Portuguese. Spaniard-. Fit eh, yes even by the " Heathen
Chinee." It may be termed Ihe unlvf sal blessing for it Is endorsed
bv he rich and poor, the clcrgyma and the physician, Ihe morasses of the community. St.
Chant and the laborer. In lact by all
Jacobs Oil, by lis almost marwloiH p opertles. can be employed tor
a simple cut or sprain, or the worst
tlsm.
Persons who have been conti
Jacobs

St.

few' years
In this
or child lu the

Oil.

time, absolutely helpless happened to
Geo. XV. Walling,
li. and was cared.
:

never been heard of

jFiweW rind Stream:

.

New Vork

rinthian ci ulse villi rendezvous
ing the afternoon.

OH" YVliliesioue, L.

I.,

25,

received

than Tuesday cannot be

>

m

hat terrible disease, rheuroai Ism, ha'
Hioted'by theleadluL'
use of a single bottle. Such cases ha'
the St. LouU />»«t-I»»pm
journals of our country ; for lnstain
says: I'nder the title of Old Probabilities, one of the most uselul and
valuable ofltcers of the 1'. S. Government Is most widely known. Hut
.

dur-

Extract from FOREST
" Messrs. Abbey & Imbrie ask S40
and have no

....

Best six-seetion Trout Fly Rods,

Mates promptly furnished

Same, without Full Metal Reel

on application.
Best six-seetion Black Bass

Plate,

Minnow Rods,

Same, without Full Metal Reel

Plate,

"

Salmon Rods (according

HOLABIRD
Mineral Springs

here and abroad, and spend thousands of dollars in
search tor health, when a tew doses of

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient.

Write for circular to

would accomplish the same results at ihe cost of a
tew cents Each hoi tie contains from thirty to
--:
forty glasses ol Sparkllie- s.el;.>.-,, v, M.-h
positively the cheapest, lis well as the most effica.

1

1

:i 1;

cious mineral water extant.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
AND

SECUKITIE8,

MINING STOCK&

M

Pine su,

Shooting Suits.

Now Yortc.

UPTHEGHOVB & MCLELLAN,

KEEPS SHIRTS.
GLOVES, UlIKRELLAS, UXDERWEAR, &B., &C
SAMPLES AND CmCTJLARS MAII.KD FKKE.
KEEP IttAlVtJFACXCnirVfi CO.,
631,633, 63S, 637 Broadway, New York.

y.
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to length)

S**

33

.

Mal*>

f*nM.

SALE.—Pair flnept

iral lire

'

-;

•=3

~

Kugllsh Damascus Censhot nun harrels made hy Trulock
Bros,, Dublin; will readily fit any Central fire action.
Address pontal card It. 1>., 1T1 Occun avenue,
Jersey City, N. J.
Aut'U,3t
J.-'til!

W

ANTED. rosiTlON

:,s -T-nci al :-,nperlutondenr
titl'-nian s •~iatiinn .ni^-lily under•a!l.\ farming tn all it-it.ran.-ltes.dralu:

lands,

.ilmiiit,'

l.r

i

ilnjr

:inil

raising

FOR

SALE a 38 oat Wlm-hesler In good order,
price $!0. .1. I., ft ink l. in. No. 4 Maiden Lane,

1

VALPABAIS0. lND.

.

o o
> W ^

e

$40

...
...

...

Best six-section Grilse Rods,

"

Trout Rods,

for their best

difficulty in getting: their price."

inserted until the following

week's issue.

tiie

!'i-

I

AND STREAM:

NOTICE!
Ad vertisements

Alienist

this Dc-

a

Henry M. Holz'
prising relief. A world of good/' Pror. Edward lolst, pianist audi
ouipiser, Chicago, III.: " lis effects arc in harmony with its claims/'
In conclusion we would say that it is the Imperat ve duty of every
family t have a home ot St. Jacobs Oil on hand for all emergencies,
ror the remedy Is a true friend in ice I, and the occasion for its Immediate use may come when It Is least expected. Follow this advice.
and It will not be long before you will Join us
calling »l. Jacobs
Oil "A National Blcssiug."

i

annual Co-

"Member Ot

.Co.

i

SSAWANHAKA YACHT CLUB.—Yachts bound on the

is

ii

;

harbor for the night.

city:

.

;

i

STOCKS, BONUS

lo

lo the exhibitions

most people

GOT; r.LA.— We have been informed that the report concerning
Una schooner shipping three feet of water through her cabin "wihdowB" iu a gain on Ontario is not true, but that her cruise has
been without mishap, and she put into Sodus Bay only to mako a

visit

l

the Electric light,

HC,

I,,

Our .Southern. Y. C. is now 400 strong. The latest addition to the
Lake fleet is a 50 ft schooner by Capt. Baily, built and fitted completely by home mechanics. She wae built by Andrew A, Weeks
at the Old Basin, of cypress and yellow pino with sassafras knees.
Our cruising fleet is steadily augumentiug. — S.

Thousands

:

been noted for Us
ower In Its thousand-

Tho nineteenth

Sfcskoboal drilling, and lie Presidents Cup was withheld, in class B
Little Deane had a sail over, the oilier two having withdrawn, and

later

,

M

I

N. Y.

"IT

SALE—

litlOMIKI! POH
A W.BC. Scott
son, Premier Quality, lii-oore.ait-ineii, •.'-, in-.:
to order for a paymaster In r. s. Navy, and is
km line ;is the m.-ikii^i-vi'r produced 1.
used nul l- sold only on account of weigh) a magin i-vi-ry p.irnltU-i-nl shooter; guar.inti-ed peiii-.
cortlandt street,
tn -.iiLir,
iii-;nkv c. stji'iKKs,
N. Y,

Si &
made

avenues and

:

:

(

i

i

executive ahll

iccountii.
,

A'Mi-t

New Jersey.

;y

In all de-

, (,||

BKOI

S,

Augis.tf,

V

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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1881

18,

THE DAVIS GUN.

Clearance Sale
OF

W. W.

As Good as the

GREENERS HAMWERLESS GUNS.

BEST.
Havinjr decided to discontinue 111.: sale of W. \v.
'colter's j;"""»ire tu clo»i! out oi'.r entire line »t hi* make; :im! tn ihatcnd we. ..!'.<
following grcutly reduced prices. AH ihoii j-ihin w- re I>nili
ill ilie
spec i. I oiilir. i.m) are ol <;rcenei's latest anil most improve*! prodnrtioi

«i<-

«.!

rial.
of these trim- will be soot <;. O. D., M'hli priv lej-e ;>v ,\:unin;uioii an
on receipt of remillaiicc snfticiciK lo p iy express ehurges 10 >«»uc place ami
re urn. Tins remittance will be required, it itlionl exception, from ever)' pur-

chaser.
No.

W. W. Greener, iteble-wedgc

(i.

1

lbs.,

drop

in.;

handsomely eng

ii

,111:1

:

r.

Hon

-W. W. Greener, treble wedge-las
patent tore end, pluincai
lamluaiod .steel barrels; t

(i.

pistol grip,
eued llidsh,

9M

finished;

Price, with fine twist barrels, wiiliout checking or engraving, $30.

full

edto
reduced

;

No.

notion,

an inch,

.

.

lemrih of stock, M'„

In.;

i.-i-

ke-bore

._•

..

.

fust,

laminated sleoi

pistol -tip patent fore in.l. line
-.
barrels. Iioni-hee,

Guns sent by express,

$isb

G.-W. W. <' "
pistol grip, patent for
barrel, handsome dai

Send for Illustrated Price

NO. 2

14,80;

i-i

plat*

II- lie.

els lull

b

or-;

$175

&.— W. W.

:;

grip,

pistol

G.-W. W.

3toi 4

L l

i

drop

j

itock,

12, a

in.;

7

Greener, treble

aat act Ion,

i

n

5.

skeleton

b ; drop of
right bnr-

hoke

i

choke

els full

and

ozs.;

ft
-

reduced to

;

have recently Invented a new hami

I

,

gun, both in single and double, which

$2011

e-fast action,
iheel plate,

Inch

am, 29

;

knowledged

6

guns

O'NEIL

& CO., 68 Fifth Ave..

NO

IS

§he

END.

Eccl. 12

:

Ilantmerlcss Gum

Hammer and

Pittsburgh, Pa.

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

order.

workmanship and shooting
any

hi the market.

Dock Square, Boston, Mai

27

gmttel

fennel

Jg7it

i

COCKER BUYERS AND BREEDERS.—A. W.

TO Langdale,

Established 4836.
NEAT AND ELEGANT
,Me cloy

BOOK BINDING

•h

price,

:

tsiou.

Maige, •!;.; years
Bell on setter doe
1

or Warwick, by
dog Speed, brother
dog Wl l-l.1 Ben ex Orphena
"
:doj Robin Hood.
nit

t

of 5

Newmarch

a

Le:

3L— For

JAMES

WALKER,

E.

14 Dey

and white
pointer bitch Less, eight months old; a beauty;
Red Irish setter dog Pat, seven months old; a
f25.
lui-fe, poweriul-built pup. by Von ex prize bitch
Ked Irish setter dog Dick, seven
Floss- pnee. *aa.
months old h\ Vou x prize liltcli Floss; $25 Red
irlsli setter do"' Mac, brother to Pat and Dick: $25.
Red IriMi setter bitch deddv, eight months Old, by
Von ex Jlora; price, sir, Full particulars given by

8t,

price,

J err v:

Black

#50.

<

A FILE

OF

N.

Y HERALD,

and TIMES,

1847,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

1SS1.

ROBINS ISLAND STAKES, OR EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY,
$50.
to all puppies whelped on or after April l, 1880. Prizes: First, $150; second, $100, and third,
Forfeit, $5 $10 additional to till. Nominations for this stake to close positively on Oct. 1, 1881.
;

FECONIC OR ALL-AGED STAKES,

rule h, S;,. VI,
an.
"'.'i,
etoa'soepn
,|,ri,i,
a:-;.
* second, $150 third
PrizC
a Lis a = > wn
,1
tional lo nil. Nominations lo close positively on Oct. I. ISM.
special prize of Jinn, or u salver cup of equal value, at option of the winner, tor the best pointer
I

j

I

'I

>><

ao

I

•

competing

Open only

to

AMBERS' STAKES,

members

of the club, ana each entry to be owned
he value of $100, and
ol ulstt or

an ion. l-'rlve to he a piece
FIELD TRALS GUP OF 1881.
n.-'.i.i

„ ,„
and handled by the member majangthe
such prize to be known as the EASTERN
J. OTTO DONNEE, President

PUKITY.

FRAGRANT

Warranted Free front

Drugs or medication.

NEW

ITiOX
•
~

TERRIER PUPPIES

utter what.

A; Cio., Peerless

July

o

(smooth) for sale.
by Rutherford's Royal
21) out of owner's

The FLYING

clay

mm

and TRAP.

LIGOWSKY & CO.,
33 Vine St.,
CINCINNATI, O.

Augl8.lt

.a,,,!

THREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS: 1st, 8100;
one trap andl.000 pigeons. For

[Extract from Fokest and Stream, July 7, 1881, p. <WS.]
" * • * This flight so nearly resembles the actual
eons
Ord excellent
motions of birds Bhftl Bi

1710 R

|1

all

'

1

sportsmen

t

MASS.

i„

eh»™inn

at the Fly-Casting

r-inos

Tournament

was won with one

of our to

?r to idlVtRe^by those wfro
SSS»n
logue, with Mass. Fish and Game Law.
i

ft.

9 oz.

Itave seen or

Bass Bods

used them.

;

a.

BOX 148,

Easios,

Augis,lt

a very fine Irish setter dog

...,.,,,

a.

L.

WILMS,

142

i,

Sid]

Augis.lt

She

Is

by Champion

'

„i o

-

Leloitch Peeress,

She lias been hunted over
a splendid brood bitch a
each season. She
is
tin
Maia: '
'kennel rom
roronlvwiu
Main street, clia.rle,,TCCKKU.sr,
inquire of A. M.
Augl8.lt
town, Mass.
sat,

1,TT.

length of cast, 75

Address Burr

*86.

eoiais

I

-\

\

II
,

Hollls,.-

'','-

fuilblooded

rT*WO

liver

Sject.

Price

Newfoundland dog two

and weighs ma

Augtsyit

broken on
om hind or
a every reili), FramcAugl8,2t

and wldb
woodcoek and gr,
1
wabar, from Iraporleo a
h,

$211

HENRY

lbs.

Hills, N. J.

ench.

N. Y.

SALE a very hue cocker spaniel
FORparents
Imported; color rich dark

|

dog pup/j
liver and

Also a pointer
Price file.
white, very handsome.
CHAS. DENISON, Hartbitch two years old, $10.
Augl3,lt
ford, Conn,

SALE, part of a litter of setter pups
FORBlue
Belle (Rattier— Wadcfa

rom

t

;,.-.

Dashing Mon arc

ii

Miasli

Italian greyhounds.
Del.

E.

i

l--i

o,

Also
Georges,
Augts,st

otiao ss Moll).

W. JESlEU,

St.

breeder of choice strains or Gordon seto and Nat strain
Puppies of celt bra 3d
shipment (no fancy prices). C. E. SCOTT,
AugtS.lt
Schenectady, N. Y.
a,

oCOTT,

O

ters.

ready

<

for

feet.

lor cata-

O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred

RORY
[

al-lt

•

at

a:

aaarass

s,t

:a

,

,

.

red''
i-saalOi

(OB

Ii,

SESSIONS, Lock BOX
July

SALE CHEAP,

A
F' pups,

10

1

and two

of

weeks

ot,,

Plunkett

1,085,1
2S,4t

a litter of tine Irish setter
,,.,
,-.s
B, cross ot Elcho
Address E. J ROBBINS,

Wethersfleld, Conn.

July

2l-tf

ot Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on flue tinted paper, will be sent postpaid for 25 cents each, or the live for $1.
PUB. CO., 39 and -it Park Row,

PORTRAITS

FOREST

AND STREAM

Decao.tf

y

BERNARD PUPS FOR SALE.—For pedigreesSTand
other particulars, address, with stamp, P.
O Box

9t,

Lancaster, Mass.

July

2S,f.t

-

PRACTICAL KBlUNBii OWIDE.

23.

Send stamp

,

'O'jii'.

SALE a
FORse.its

pj

.

'

As was proved

a

correct pedigree

give
P. O.

is

Manufacturer's of the

„..«.„.

a

,,.,

wuelaeilPea.

,

RODS,
BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING
June
„._.

t e

i,

address W.
Worcester, Mass.

;

Modjeska.
FOReesSALE,
er(l

NICHOLS A CO.,
BEACH STREET, BOSTON,
at Coney island,

].

SALE CHEAP,

\ddress CEO.
stock
avenue, J. C. Heights.

'

1

a

,

Maine.

:

'

81

Atlgl8,2t

;

I

$1,000; father, $:-:,ti(Hi; can
*1 his mother and falher.

manu-

B. F.
OS

I

lis

commend
We
*

Ilaoiia

prices

a Thoroughbred Carlowltz setter; will
OF BREAK- I HAVE
mother
let him go
NOT OVER 1 PER CENT.
old before
be five mont
lor
iilOftlcr
Haclalni
AGE AT THE TRAP GUARASTEED.
snis

practice for wing shooting.
*
to test Its merits."

ij.

8 ALE.— One pure-bred English Mastiff Dog,
H'OR
two vears old; stands 31 Inches high. Also,
several pure-bred Mas'lit pups. For pedigrees and

!

I

I

,

particulars, rules, score cards, etc., address the
facturers.

whelped July

Also a solid liver held spaniel
Charlie, *io each.
bitch ten months old, imp. Bu'o ex-Henry (Champ.

Rhea ex-champ. Brush)

17IOR SALE a pure black and tan Gordon setter
mureadyfor
bitch, 10 months oil
the held. Price saa, H taken soon. CHAS. F. KKN1,
1

Tobacco Works, Rochester, N. Y.

3d. £25; 3d,

AugiH,n

Rory O'More out ot Ncrah la'Alcie, Magenta and
PearL Full pedigrees. Address W. N. CALLENAugll.tf
DER, Albany, N. Y.

WM.

GREATLY IMPROVED.

for Cir

which wUl

tbetht

oat of vie n.\ Trap. Dog pupR- HILLS, Albany, N. Y.

Montlcello, N. Y.

Send

half vears

all of

A

Diatingriiishtnfr Merits.

8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS-

kiiiiiall

1

Waspen by Raymar.

HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.
Witt. S.

ten

;

Forest ami Stream, July

(see

FAIR.

pies $15 each.

Each having

Also

and a

i

,

VANITY

KINGS.

FAIR.

bitch,

;

THREE

VANITY

OPPORTDNITY.-Poluter

RARE

months old, dark liver and white, by the FlakeLlUv dog Chlswlck lust fit for the held having no
time to work her, will sell at a sacrifice. Address
Augl8,2t
FRED, Box 90 New York P. O.

cTgTar e ttes
for

,

New

York city.
P. O. Box 274,
I'kntz, Secretary.
Special prices to follow others according to their value.

Jacob

That stand unrivalled

i

las EDuntry.

Ell/,

.

COVERT, Rocky

ORDON SETTERS.— In

i

i

3 sohd liver colored dogsl
COCKERS FOR SALE—
out of Gro. drain ex- Black

old, i.taia,

Augis,lt

,l

_

'

-

Lancaster, Pa.

order to reduce the
\y kennel will sell any of the brood bitches and
uiung dogs bcliaiains imi estate ol the late Jas.
R Tiuev, who, during his lifetime, had spared no
pains or expense to bring this strain of dogs up to
They combine the blood
the very highest standard
of Copelana's importe.l shot, Moore's imported
Grouse, Farrar's imported Iluperl, Stoddard's ImI'm
siaau ir v. 10 ,.-;,,r,ioas will at
tie
parl,
imla
once see that this blood can't be beat. Several
bitches are new tn whelp to Duke of Locust, Valley,
he by Moore's Grouse out of Dream. For field qualities refer to Col. Albert J. Sloo, Vfneennes, Intl.;
Col. Jas. Gordon
Mr. H. Malcolm, Baltimore;
Pontotoc, Miss. Address for ttdl
(" Pious Jeems
nedhn-ee, etc., GORDON KENNEL, Locust Valley,
r-\

Open

mtlle8tak eS

WILEY,

lniiutrlng of C. Z.

SALE.

Eastern Field Trials Club Third Annual Running Meeting
COMMENCING ON THANKSGIVING DAY,

uo.,1

eaatei

hilcn: broken and in whelp lo imported liver and

white dog

two
own-

i

M. M. N1SSLY,

be sold cheap.

you want good work, at low figures, and
Agent's Commission come direct to

sale
-.Victor out or

Bel-

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.

'

;

I

.Tn

Terrace, Victoria

Road, Leylonstone, England, late owner of Champlons Lawyer, Batclielor, Ladybird. Ladylove,
Lizzie, Loustio, Leicester, Limerick, Llbna, Launnelot, Lena,Lydney. Bebb, Young Bebb, Bessie II., Baiones8,and many more Impu ani pinners at our bea|
shows also, contributor to Vero Shaw's new work
on spaniels, will buy on commission spaniels of any
bleed, and has on his books a number of grand
MarSt.tf
specimens: deposit system.

;

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

If

is

article In the n

REBORfNG A SPECIALTY.
C. II. IvtlEBIiOIHi,

i

PALMER

finish,

for

qualities are equal to

1

J.

be the best

to

All sportsmen agree that the Eutebrouk

ket

n.; length ot
3d choke; re$185

d

both

stock. 14
duceil to.

$105

to the manufacturers,

THE NEW EUTEBROUK HAMMER GUN.

$200

>'

s G.— W. \V. Gree
pistol grip, oaten
line laminated stc<
lbs.

Da-

;

and satisfaction auaranteed

Greener, treble wedge-last action,
G.; Ii, ml;
lbs.; hath
v us N".

.pi dl'

baa

,.$175

O.D.,

and Terms

DAVIS & CO., Assonet, Freetown, Mass

N. R.

12, SO; T lbs. 7 oz.;

C.

List

G.—W. W.

7

am

lbs

-Up. patent fore end.

-.,,;

No.

111.;

2*.i

handsome gun;

ceptionally
reduced to

i

barrel full

left,

modified choke; drop of
length of stock, 14!,f In.; an ex-

barrel

slock, <b% tn.;

(.Teener, treble \ vedge-fast action,
'ii
[date,
1
[ore end,
stock, handsomely en-

pn'ent

Terr handsome dark
graved and finished
length ol stock. u<,
dueed to

gun throughout.;

graving, Iv-st
choke, right

chok

a to

1

No.

m.,

t

led stei

exchange a eockerpuppy for beagle hound..
WILLP.I'iiKaOG
roW.trt's. cortlaud, N. \,
Augl8,lt

STONEHENGE ON THE BOG.

'

Price
,

*l.r>0.

ror Sato by Forest and stream putaisning co.

Price *3 50.
For sale by Forest and stream Publishing Co.

August

FOREST AND STREAM

18, 1881.]

LEONARD'S

[7« gennel,

Bamtooo Rods,

SSx>lit

Dog Show,

International

59

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULES.

TO BK HELD AT

LONDON,
Slil'Ti;)iBi;u

ONT.,
and

38, 29

>2T,

30, 1881.
NO.

now

Prize Lists

PUDDICOMBE,

J.

1

SHOWS WATERPROOF CUP IN FERRULE (PATENTED OCTOBER
iching the wood, and the ferrule from becoming loose.
^ durable than Leonard's.

ready, and can be had of

No. 2 SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE (PATENTED SEPTEMBER 3, 18T8).
This split thoroughly strengthens where the Cerruie IS Joined to the wood, which Is the weakest part of a rod, and where so
especially'! break.
Mr. Leonard has vet to ear of a single lnsi anre of breakage at this point, since the PATENT SPLIT

Seo'y,

(bamboo

ok

CHAS. LINCOLN, Sun.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER

many

of other

makes of rods

FERRULE has been applied.

1

We consider this the GREATEST IMPROVEMENT that has been introduced in rod making since rods have been made.
NO. 3 SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE WHIPPED WITH SILK AS IT APPEARS ON THE ROD.

EVERY ROD WARRANTED.
SOLE AGENTS,

Tecumseh Bouse, London, Ont.

Office,

26, 1815).

The constant w<

MILLS & SON,
WILLIAM
WARREN
NEW YORK.

12.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

STREET,

7

Steadman's Flea Powdpr for Dojrs.
A BANK TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DuGS.

CROOK & CO.;

J. B.

POWDER Is guaranteed to kill fleas on
THIS
dogs or any other animal', or money eturned.
put up In pattnt boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which greaily faillitates Its use. Simple
and efficacious.

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

FISHING TACKLE, ARCHERY,

i

It Is

Arcca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

GUNS,

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with lull
directions l'or use.

Price 50 cents i»er box
Both the above are

Gun and Forest and

AND ALL KINDS OF SPORTING

mail.
recommended by Rod and
l>y

7^

Conroy, Bisset & Malleson,
Fulton s reet, N. Y.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,
sr>

1

*""'""

ALDRED'S YEW BOWS

nrrso-v,

street, Boston,

MM-,"

Gents, $18 up

$1.50 set: Plain, $1 , Co
Tennis, $20, $30, $to, $50 per set.

Lawn
J. B. CROOK'S Newport Bass Rod,
M.

B.—Nothing but

Author of the

* PRACTICAL KENNEL

:

;

Ladles. $16 up.

TIP SCREW,

Mass.

Dr. Gordon Stables, VL JJ«
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAKEt

1

ARCHERY

;

:

<

LOND0

$15

ALDRED'S PEACOCK ARROWS Gents, $10 per doz.; Ladles, $9 per doz. ALDBED'S FTNGEB
to .$3.50.
b
AVER'S London
,h
FR iN< IS DARK S Cricket Bats, $3.50 u
3.SI
Cor]
fondle, $4 and $5.
j. B. CROOK'S Greenheart Black Bass Rod, $12 and, $18.
i

^

I

.

first-class

Send lor

,

;

Patent Rubber Multiplying Reek

$30.

SEND 25c. FOR THE MOST COMPLETE CATALOGUE PUBLISHED,
goods sold at this Establishment.

M ARLIN REPEATING

ft*,

exports champion and other pedigree dogs o£ any
Breed.

SPECIALTIES FOR 1881Solo Agents for THOMAS ALDRED'S LONE OS

Cortlandt street, N. T.

wiucHi*
Washington

5S0

GOODS,

SO Pulton Street, N. Y.

Stream.

RIFLE.

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYEKS."
Frlee le cents, post tree.
cipal English breeders.

Gives addresses ot prin-

Greyhounds,

manufactured by Marlin Arms Co., PVew Haven, Conn., matters of the celebrated
Without question the best Magazine Rifle ever produced.

BALLARD UIFLE,
grains of
cartridge).

.40 cal., 60

For sale, Imported greyhounds and puppies from
vimi;
va
V'poni
;. ,-. ,..u and traced.
;;!:.
Hied. For circulars or
Information, address L. C. F. LOTZ, 3,912 Lake Ave.,
Chicago, 111., or HENNESSEY & SEEBACH, Chicago
''

i:

.

:;

••

'

.-,

Field Kennel, iVru. Lasalle County,

LTEA..8 LEY,
Box

June3(i,3mos

14,

field

Spaniel at the Stud.

Fee,

;

E.

LACU1NEKEN

REMINGTON & SONS., 283 Broadway,

GOLDSMITH,

bearing their name, ranging from their plain but
found rii -i.u-f annul otitis of the lowest grade up to their
superb Trap and Trlu noli Com jlstu Onus, Intended for Glasa
Ball and Pigeon Trap Shoo llu, where efovnesu ami great
penetration are required. What is the use of buying a worthless gun, which tin maker Is a ULanu-d v> pin Ms name upon
when you can get an Enos James & Co. gun with their name
and guaranty for the same price ! Or what Is the use of
paying an absurd price tor a gun made by some old maker
when you can buy a gun mads b r Gnu J.im -3 Co. wMch
Is Just as good or better for about halt the price.
1
We are sole agents at New Cork tor the Celebrated Colt
Club Guns, which are now the standard with all the leading

Fowls, etc, to any destination. Kennel
dubs. Sportsmen and others, intending to import
dogs from Europe, should have their stock continued to him. I nf ormation furnished in regard

pre

We also have a small Joh Lot of Webl?y Guns, of
which we offer at great bargains, and a few
improved Parker Guns at special rates. Address
styles,

oughly. I give my puppies seven months' wori
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, 12
the dog has all the natural instincts.
References on application.
Prices, $50 and $75, according to length of time I keep the dog, witfc
discount to parties at long distances.
A,
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Georgia.

P. O.

2,tt

ghe

Mass,— Sporting dogs

pups,

out of imported Norah, by
For price, etc., apply to DR. NIVEN,
1831,

London, Ont.

Aug4

"LARRY."
Dr. Jarvls calls Larry one of the best he ever bred;
Is all red, no wMte ; a large gr„ nd dog with a most
superb head has thus far been used exclusively as
a held dog and never shown will make a winner;
Is thorougMy trained
has an ad irable nose and
perfectly sta'unch before and behind. Fee very low.
Address W. H. PIERCE, Peeksklll. N. Y. Augis.it
;

;

:

FORpies,

SALE.—Two pure bred Gordon

dress A.

FOR

doe aud

WEEKS,

bitch, three

months

Locust Valley, L.

SALE, dark red Irish
pion Chief, 3 months
Fourth St., Hoboken, N. J.

setter

1L

m

Augl1,2t

I.

setter pups,
old.

old.

pupAd-

by Cham-

WENZEL,
August

89

&D. FOLSOM,

30

Warren

St.,

many
of

the

N.Y.

<OR SALE, a brace

FLEWIS,

jl

K.

of beautiful black

and white

Llewellln setter pups by Champion Paris. C.
Aug4,4t
Suspension Bridge, N.Y.

PEDIGREE

PBIXTIrVO AND COJIPIEIrVG,

IMPERIAL MANGE CURE.
A sure cure for all SKIN diseases. For sale by
druggists and dealers In sportsmen's goods. Price
50c.

CHEAPER THAN CAN BE DONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN AMERICA,
which does

first-class

CLAY GLOVER,

Solk Peopbibtob,
Toms River, N.

Imperial Kennels,

By
E.

BEAGLE KENNELS— For sale, the proHAEE
duce of imported and home bred animals that

have been hunted since able to fohow the dam on
the trail, and are believed to De second to none in
nose, tongue and endurance. COLIN CAMEROiN,
Brlckervllle, Pa.
Mayiii.a

oik and guarantees satis.

Also,

mail, for $3.

& C. V«'iV CUEI1V.
P. O.

J.

v.

faction

VON COLES PATENT SPIKE COLLAR AND BOOK.

per bottle.

H.

fennel

J£he

GLOVER'S

In the Stud.
THE IU1SH RED SETTER DOG
CHAMPION ELCHO, Ex-CHAMPON ROSE

Irish terrier

H.

gettttei.

Vaughan,

men of experience.
Setters, Pointers. Fox Hounds and Beagles trained
for thelrrespeetlve work. Satisfaction guaranteed
Also, a number ot well-trained Setters and Pointers
lor sale. Address BOX :;:-=;, MMdleboro, Mass. H.
June2,tf
B. RICHMOND. N. H. VAUGHAN.
l,

Bos 4309.

STRENGTH, BEAUTY, DURABILITY.

boarded, broken and handled by

SALE, four prize-bred

ffi

clubs.

pared to take a limited number of dogg,
cither setters or pointers, and train them thor-

Oct

i

,

to the best mathc-da ot Importing, shipping, etc

EMASKETT kennel, Richmond &

all
rj

U WJMLSTRBBT,NETrTOBK.
RECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs,

PINE LODGE KENNELS.—1 am

BREECH-LOADERS.

CO.'S

We now offer a complete line of these beautiful hreech-loaders,

Custom House and Forwarding- Agent

Home Ruler.

N.Y. P. O. Box 3,994.

EN0S JAMES &

Proprietors, Mlddleboro,

YORK.

Rifles.

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted, by the U
lO Shots,
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
.46 Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices: Carbines, $22 Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $26.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.

or England snow last month.
llver-i olon-d puppies by Benedict for
lactone, L. I

FOR
whelped July

ead

KEENE'S PATENT

Junei6,tf

"VI
_PI

NEW

84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET

3,170.

West

E. B.

405 grains ol

'

1881.

Mr Jacobs' strain. Brother to Squaw and
Lasso' Devon; brother In blood to Kaffir and Zulu.
Negro, litter brother to Benedict, wa* second to
and

BOX

lim-

$25.

Kaffir at the

powder and

JR.,

BENEDICT.
Imported b ack

cak, 70 grains ot

Coatesvllle, Penn.

AND SPECIAL NEW YORK,

FIRST

.45

Remington's Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating

BRANDYWINE KENNEL.
DASHING LION IN THE STUD.
The imported dog Dashion Lion will serve a
ited number of approved bitches. Fee, $25.
Address

powder and 2S0 grains of lead.
Send for descriptive list to

SGHOVERLINCr, DALY & GALES.
P.O.

111.

June2,4mos

Blacic,
sale.

(Government

,.

;''

Box

22,

Delaware City, DeL

OULEOUT COCKER

SPANIEL KENNELS— For
Cockers or all ages and colors, dags, bitches
and puppies, address ,\ !th stamp, P.OB'T WALKER,
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
July 21-tt
SALE, fine bred young foxhounds of differFOR
ent ages, English, Virginia and New England
Stock.

A. D.

NORCROSS, Monson,

MASS.

AUgUaJI

1

!

FOREST AND STREAM.

60
§portsmau's {$00 d§.

gportfttfw's §oods.

j§otels

PATENT
SELF-CLOSING PLUNGE

TRAPS.

[August 18

and Routes for ^portsutrn

"THE

FISHING

LINE."

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R

and Moults for §$orixmt*i.

ffotels

TO SPORTSMEN:
The Pennsylvania R. R.

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE

Co.,

Bespectf ully invite attention to tho

Trout, Grayling & Black Bass Fisheries,

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

ANO THE

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME RESORTS AND LAKES OF

1981-

afforded

by

most of th»

their lines for reaching

TKOUTltf G PA

3

i

n tb»

These lines being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL I MPO RTANT POINTS, avoid the difMiddle States.

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
The waters of

track* enable STOCK TO
without failure or injury.

the

Grand Traverse Region.
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the
famous AMERICAN grayling Is found only in
tliosi- waters.
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept 1.

The GRAYLING Season opens June

Nov.

and ends

1

l.

BLACK

BASS, PIKE,

also an

FTCKEREL and MUSCA-

a
nv
a
LONGE.
lakes and lakelets oi this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
mends or "club" at home, as Ice for packing flsh

PATENT SELF.CLOS1NG TRAPS, WITH EXTBA
DOOR TO SHOW WHEN BIHD IS NOT
IN TRAP.
Price per pair, 823.

BSeriden.Ct.,

GEO.

C.

i

,

The

Gun Implements,

be

Affections.

'

accommodi

tions are excellent, and will
-.lii iini" tor the sea. on of lssi
buildings and additions.

liorel

uii'_'''iy

'

by new
During

me season KOUNl) TRIP EXCURSION
T1CKKTS WILL HE SOLD AT LOW BATES, and

etc.

i

.

One Price Clothier,
410 Jth ST.,
For Sale by A.

WASHINGTON

SAKS * Co.,

1013

Main

« HELLO!"

CITY.
street,

Fishing Season at Rangeley

Lakes Again Open.

OF PITTSBURG,

;

Co.

!

An uneqiialcd source of amusement
and infraction for tlie young folks.

"
"

orders to the

i>,,i

,

Co.,

BOX 819, PITTSBURG, PA.

snow

re

!"

I.

'..

''

::_.--

1

1

'

NO. l-CAMP PACKED.

IRONWORKS

Matleandsold by TALTNTON
CO., S7 Bluck-stone street, Boston, Mass.

lS.-iB

12.50
11.00

te

will

.!':..'

"'-'I'.

..,

'

a

i-ei-

3 et,

Mnosehead Lake and return (ML

Telephones lor
and instructions, lor $1.00
postage stamps.
Address

Home Telephone Manuf'ng Co.,
N19, nusfourg,

'AS0

at ail principal

Pa.

ticket offices

and

WASHINGTON STREET,! nnu-rn-v,
B^K^ON.
BO,., /

DEPOT, HA YMAKKBT

Send

for list of excursions.

D. 3. FLANDERS,
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent

Tim Pond

Trap Shot!
Soft or Chilled

NUMBERS

7, 8,

BOOARDUS.

Has always on hand the oest of
boats, batteries, etc., with tho largest rig of tram
bsei
id wild-geese decoys on tbe coast. [The
In thi

of the Tourist,

the

summer of

1SS1 affords

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE
and establishes a continuous rail Hue, via RichVa., between the
mond, Va., and Huntington,
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Padua Ocean.

W

Jt«,

W. FUI.I.EK,

G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, Va.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
this Line reach some Of the
THE STEAMEKSofand
upland saoot lag seel Ions
ljnestv."a.ie: no

lnthecountry

iv

I

Con.hi-ciiiigntre.et lo.

chin oieague,

cobb's 1-uaud and points on the Peninsula, city
Point, James River, Cufriiuclc, Florida a a tJie
mountainous country of Vhginl i, Tenne=st e, eta
Norl'oLc steamer, e,ati Tuesday, 'l'hur,oay and Saturday. Lewes. Dell., Morula) and Thur-duy at b e.
M. Full information gtvvh at office, laf Greenwich
Street, New York.

EUROPEAN fi~ ProprletOF.

'

ew York

MESSENGER,
Virsrinia

RR.

Midland

fotWsmp*

all varieties.

Wm

Butcher. 3SG BtoMws>, >n.y

Pulman Palace care direct without changa
Guns and dogs earned free. Leaves New Y'orl; at

10 r. M. and 3:4a p. M.: Wtishlngton, 7:10 A. M. and
MERCBrt SLAUGHTER, General Ticket
to r. m.

Agen", Alexandria, Va.

OOSEHEAD LAKE and the North Maine WllIW*
. derness Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and
the head waiersot the Kennebec Penobscot, SL
John'B an 1 Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
lakes and ponds connected with them. 25B pages.
8o illustrations and large map. llnted paper, 11lummateo covers. Price, by mall, post-paid, 60
cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain,

AND lfc GARDEN AND FARM
Iff.

ttm Model, Top Snap,

CHAMPION

82

BEEKMAN

YORK.

ST.,

Keep Your Head Over Water
si

we mall

a,

po left

life

preserver, weight halt

an ounce, ordmn y bulk an Inch.
CO., Rochester, N. Y.

DIVING DECOY'

SEEDS.

BEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

SOtt^

TATHAM&NEWBRO'8,
For

WOH BALE AT THIS OFFICE

9
«B

4T2

trout,

each sports-

The Route

for

Mass.

No. of pellets, OOZ.,^

A. H.

mountain

Eustls, Maine.

Special attention gi'ee
bv hi-nsclf to his guests, and satislaetionguaja'i
tied. Address Wui.N.LANE, GoodGround, Ul
Shepnerd, 891 Brofci.
.B
to
J
permission
Est ere by

flurabfe,

ET

i

through the most beautiful and picturesque Bcenery
of the Vligmia Motto tat us to the White Sulphur
springs and o: her famous summer resorts.
The C SO. R y is reached Dy rail at Huntingdon,
W. Va., from the West,, Norcliwest aaid southwest;
at Oiarlottesville, Va., from the North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the peninsular Extension In

Wild Fow^ Shooting,

wuraad,

Csvefi and Trap Shooting.

.

snipe, woodcock,
kerel, etc.

and one dog

EPBrNRVTlLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S at
TREAT, SH1NN ECOCK BAY, h. L
A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OI*

shooting of

on cacu u«g.

Field

il

pi'

Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, via
Eustls and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,
guides, boats, camps, with board. In readiness, by

Sound

apply to

1

ii

flslilng tackle
carried free.

Z Seven Ponds.

BY bayinan.

Selected Standard

ir

of Central and Piedmont VirBale i-raWe Mountains. Valley of Virginia,
v- Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers,
Kanawh-i. Valley, and iin-un.li.na' in their varieties ef
id duck,
a,
no n li,

A

KENNEDY SMITH,

arc required in putalhg tnein up: yery easily it—"
quickly done. Simp'"-. l!'/h'. Strong, C< infortable,

&

Ohio R'y.
Chesapeake
THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

writing In advance to

TATHAffl'

principle, whereby
morcsliength can be obtained than in any other
way. Any sl/e fmm a sportsman's or Miner's col,
v. itaiows,
ty, by 6 feet, Willi poor, one tk.--rand rout
wci"iiin" tTs pounds, 10 a commodious dwelling.
So arranged ihat no nails, screws or skilled labor

feblT-4£

TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.

PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE M'F'G CO

HOUSES

Tmixs. Ihomsoh, Gen'l Manager.

15.25

Kineo House;
16.00
Forks oi the Kennebec and return. I3.tw
Dead River and return
13.00
Grand Falls, N. B., and return
38.00
" SL Andrews, N. B., and return.
15.00
Also tourists' tickets lo all Sporting and Pleasure Kesoris In .Maine and the Provinces.

THE AMERICAN

iriANtlFACTOitl-:
on an entirely new and novel

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MA*,
SQUAN.and points on the NEW JERSEY COAR1
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTBtt
FIN AND i'KATHER.
r
at
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Paaa. Agent

Stream and

"

full outfit

Box

4l%o,*»

.-.':-

(via Andover;, Liemis
retut-L

"

"

SAMP lis

send two

aGENT8. With
ami eight

,!,-'
'

"

e.

speak for themselves

We

13.76

ii-nvlaAndover

Tickets for sale

.1

SUE

Troot FUblrg, IVingr Shooting, and
Hunting.

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

Rangeley Lake and return.
"
PhilUps
Indian Rock and return, (via An-

s
$1(10.10

ertion.

12.00
18.00
14.00
li.oo

. . .

lady and gentlemen agents in every
i',

Indian tocl

$s.0O

"

pleas Tit. honorable ...rl oroniabie. STS.uti
per month ran be made unli but little exNo capital required. You have only to
the Telephone to secure orders, as they

Buslne

Upton
Mountain View House or Ranglet
outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton

"
"

at

,,,-..

'•

"

"

Price for two Instruments, wllh Insulators, attainments, elc, with mil Instructions for selling
them up. ti.'ifl. Sent by express to any address, on
receipt of price, or can be sent by mall if -24 cents
additional Is remitted to pay postage. Address all

Dam and return
Upper Dam
"
Middle

"

factory, waivhnu-a's ami oillcs, houses and at. ..tiles,
or different buildings on farms, plantations, etc.;
also for speaking-tube purposes. Will work In a
circuit of four miles if desired.

r

panynl

other well-known centers for

man

VSAXtStm

return
"

In all kinds of weaiher. Especially adapted for
connec lng different ports of the same building or

to

AISTO

Boston to Andover and return
" South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and

!

We want

'

'

i

Guns,

RAILROAD.

Now offer their Instruments for general uie. The
CHEAPEST and the REST A universal want sup
NORMTKRYI OPplied! NO ELECT "1C1TY
ERATED BY ACOUSTIC VIBRATION and works

P. O.

EXCURSTOW

the principle cities b
S, BEIK
FORD, CRESfeON, RALSTON, M1NNEQUA,M«

all

i-ou

VIA

BOSTON

PA.,

Home Telephone Manufacturing

GUNNING AND FISHING
and New Jersey.
TICKETSaicBnld »r tin i*

In Pennsylvania

bass, pike,

EXCUKSION TICKETS

Camping and Mining Stove. Home Telephone Manf'g
the thing for people camping out
JUST
for a short or long time. FOP K SIZES pri-

also reach the best localities for

ginia

THE

DUNCKLEE'S PATENT

Company

Pennsylvania Railroad

Comprising those

Richmond, Va.

H. L.

BE TRANSPOBTKB

THE LINES 0»

and

attractive train racilliles offered to Toiulsis

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
It Is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home "
on tills route. For 'tourists- Guide a handsomely
so-dhool
60pa es sent free. Tunecard3,
Folders and fur her Information, address

sporting girmeiita Designs imd price;
sent by post On receipt ot letter of request, addressed to
or

i.

Hay Fever and Asthma

Flrst-cl.tss

Send lor Catalogue

,.

__
North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautftuL The air is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate Is pecuiarb beneficial to those suffering

The

HENNING,

,

ra

with

This trap is used by all the principal associations
In the li. S., and Is considered Hie best trap made
Manufactured by
tor rapid snooting

PARKED BROS.,

i

and dangers of reshipmenL while the excellent cars which run over the smooth Bled
ficulties

Vanderbtlt Bros., S3 Fulton 8k, N. T.

It has »

Patent Top Snap Action,

Uieriiht'SFi'.'iV."-

A

complete 164 page

Illustrated Catalugue

SPORTS!

Benton receiptor two
three cent stumps.—
128 Nassau St., N. Y.

lias

t...

a'a-'yaVah

Reboun'PrS.LocU,
:

Pistol

Stork,
Crp
•'-.-

.

Peck .v SNvnER. Manuiac"^, 1-4 A
*t

"70 A WEEK. $waday

«P/^

costly outflt tree.
\uauata, Maine.

at homeeaaliy marte.
Address TRUE* CO.,
i..

j- Scud

SUUI1JJ

«.ta.h

'•

I'-'-'Oi'l-"-

and

i

.;

Pnt»nt

'

,

.

FOREST AMD STREAM.

fAtJorST 25, 1881.]
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TTS
PATE
MEAT
DOG CAKES.
"FIBRINE"

"SPRATPS PAXEIVT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal snows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Ftbrtne " Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London .Tardln d'Accltinatallon, Paris, etc.
They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award for Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1STS Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879 ; WestGold
Medal jrtsh Kennel Club, Sliver Medal, etc., etc.
Kennel
Club,
New
Yorfc,
minster
;

;

,

;

BEWARE
OF WORTHLESS
IMITATIONS.
Stamrjed
SPRATT'S PATENT
that Every Cake

Please see

"

'

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
O. de LUZE

Pc eked Is Cases of 113 pounds each.

FRANCIS

SEND FOB CIRCULAR.
gislfmg

is

18 South William Street,

&

-

i'

RUBBER

MANN &

H.
SYRACUSE,

CO

Bnbber

[ESTABLISHED

Sheotring Jacket,

BIRDS' EYES.

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

N. Y.

HOUSE.

8end for Catalogue.

1838.]

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists' and Natnrliste'
Supplies.
Send

W

for

New

Price List

J.

sue.

Soft

Rubber Frogs

Beduced Rates.

KNOWLTON'S Natural History Store,

DEMUTH
nvrmus,

St.,

Boston,

BROS.,

ITlass.

Manufacturers of

Wairen

street,

S03

New York.

COMMERCE

Debility,
Scrofula,

PUREST

Rheumatism

I

or Congo mptii
any in do.
licacy of taste and smell,
medicinal virtues and purity.
London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best Sold by Druggists.

PHILA.

ST.,

Eyes for Taxidermists and Manufacturers.
all kinds of Glass Work done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge by Mall.

Also,

specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
spilt bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
free. Our 55-page new illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten
cents in stamps.

NEW

WALKER ST.,

TOBK.

'!-:,

SCBLEBEB &

CO., Rochester, N.

Lite of a Sportsmen,

580 Washington

St.,

SPORTSMEN'S DEPOT,

Complete

premium

at World's Fair at

New

Fishing Rod

& Tackle Makers

JOHN KRIDER
Walnut

Sts.,

Castle Connell, near Limerick, Ireland.

Ptenlnjr Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooka, itia*
Leaders, Snoods, Artineffil Bart, Ely Books,

of rods. No
Keels and
agents. All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon in this locality, as also catalogues of oui
greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,
to be had onappllcatlon.

jar-Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Maoat* Ortar.

Etc.

match balance

Lines to

BANGELEY LAKES ILRICHARDSON AND thorough
and complete
LUSTRATED,

Enamel SjMltan*

ated covers, tinted paper, 320 pages, BO illustrations
and a targe map. made mostly from accurate surTeys. Price, post-paid by mall, no cents, cbakles
i. FARRAK. Jamaloa Plain, Mass,

MOCCASINS.

DB.

J.

A.

BENSHALL,
33

™>

Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORANGE
JUDD CO.
751 Broadway, IVew York,
PUBLISH THIS
new and enlarged edition of
OF

& other

Countries.

Their Breeding, Training, and Management in
nealth and Disease, comprising all the essential
Porks on the Dog by
Earts of the two 81

TONEHENGE.

Thereby furnishing what has hitherto
cost %M.i3 lor 82.00.
Game and Hunting Grounds

names of Prize Winners in Dog
Shows of lsijy-?S-7"-siO.

Contains overone Hundred Beautiful Engravings,

embractng most noted Dogs in both conttnentsv
llakfng together, with Chapters by American
writers, the most complete Dog Book ever published.
l2mo.

the
Blchardson-Rang-ley Lakes Region. Large
3H8, eajh M cents. »ind for catalogue, CHARLES
A J. FABBAB. Jar '.a Plain, Mass.
en-

of

DAY

THE — DOGS
—
Great Britain, America

Wives

GAME,

FARRAR'B STEBEOKCOPIC VIEWS

Wesley Ave,

in America.

KNAPP & TAN NOSTKAND,

POULTRY

HENSHALL, M.D.

A.

It describes the best
•

in all

For Prospectus or Particulars Address

a

best thing in the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
in a variety of styles, and
warranter! the <iniimn,* arSend for price list. MARTIN £ 1IIITCHte!*.
(Successor to
inc.S, P. o. Box 305, Dover, N.
Frank Good). Bradford & A?T"WY, Boston
Agents.

O

a

guide book to the Bangeley Lake Region, KenneDago, OupsupHc, Parmachneee and Connecticut
Lakes and the head watt'rs of tie Connecticut, M agalKtway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; illumin-

A

Jelebrated Center

Glued Bamboo Bods.
Eggs aud Birds' Skins In Great Variety.
l»Hderniy In ail its branches. ,
8pr»OT'» Patent Dog Stlaeatt.
masiti
kapaimv of all land*.
Birds'

2
.... 7

and Life Bistort,
the Modes of

Scientific

BY JAMES

TANNED

GOOD'S OIL

Etc

ALSO

"EJlderV

B

Maynard.
Development, by Greener

In Press.
Ready In May
400 pages, price $3 00
Large i2mo.
(PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION.)

H

Philadelpali

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

its

AND FLY FISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TACKLE
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.

The

N. a. Oor. Second and

1

12

TOOLS,

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 and IS St. I. oui* St., Mew Orleans.

Centennial Exhibliioa.

TO ANGLERS:

„.. 1

SO
00
50
00
50
00
60
00
0S
60

ANGLING

ROCHEREAU & CO.,

fork, sad

Boston, Mass.

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

St
1 60

Nlmrod

Full Instruction

KRUC & CO'S

(ESTABLISHED 1836).
ftest

s 00

M anton's Taxidermy without a Teacher.
Minors Land and Game Birds

Y

CHAMPAGNES!

WRICHT & DITSON,

etc

100

BOOK ™ BLACK BASS

A.

under the

4 00

For the A ngler & the Naturalist.

The Sportsman's Wine!!

Is

4 50
2 26
00
* 25

Burner and Trapper, Tnrasher.
1
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost. .... 1

The Gun and

r

26
1 2S

for

How to Camp Out, Gould
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's

STANDARD AUD DRY.

of prices,

-

1

,

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES

The Edgar Barbless Hook.

and Grnsifc;)NewYork

' Our Fishing Tackle Department
charge of MR. TEMPLE CUA1GK.
Send for our illustrated journal
Address

-•!

U'-.-.

DogBreaklDg by nolabird
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
Frank Forester's Field Sports
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
Frank Forester's Fishing with Book & Line. pa.
Frank Forester's Manual tor Yon ng Sportsmen.
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short o)
BO, 70 ana no yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration. :o andis gauge. Send for circular.
20 Sent, rost-pa.-a, for si.
H. B.

FISHING TACKLE. LAWN TENNIS, CRICKET,
BASE BALL, ABCHEKY AND SPORTING GOODS GENERALLY.

50
1 28
3 00
30
2 50

1

Naturalists' Guide,

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

1b superior to

•\ CT.8.

Canoe and Camera
Canoetngln Kanuckla
Canoe Traveling, Powell
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
Canoe, voyage of the Paper Btshop's

Rtflemen
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
Holdens Book of Birds paper,25c; cloth

and Plain Mist Color Leaders.

A

FOR

Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c.; Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Btrds... 78
Breech Loader, Gloan
1 as
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
2 60
Butler on the Dog
2 00
Cage and Singing Birds
SO

:

Fairs.

General

Archery.
taurice Thompson
L80
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam
3.00
Art of Swimming
30
Art of Swimming. Monstery
SO
athlete's Guide, Harding
SO
Athletic Sports for Boys— boards, 75c.; cloth... 1.00
Athletic Sports, Ston ihenge
l.oo
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
1 38
Balrd's Birds of North America
30 00
Chamber and Cage Birds
l so
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
1 00
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c; Shooting,
50c.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50cj
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c; Dogs, 76c.:

Hand Book

Adjustable Floats. Reversed
and .Salmon Files In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our Bethabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin institute and Penna, state

M OLLERS

28

Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer.

'.rtlflclal

Shipley's Looped
lple s Unproved
^.
Wing, £
Trout, Bass

to
2.00
7.80

Gun, Rod and Saddle

of Every Description.

wit MILLS & SON,

TS
SJJ0

ters, Svo., 2 VOls.

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
nannf actnrers of Fine Fishing Tackle

—large, 6uc: email, 30c

stream Pnb. Co.
Adlrondacks, Camp Life In, Murrays.
fLSO
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. l.M
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition.. 8.00
A dlrondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's
76

;

.

L6S Treniont

-SoftKnbber Crawfish, Patented Oct. 1.
BASS BAIT.—Samples Oy mall. 75c Soft

Following Boobs Sent on

of tbe

Amateur Trapper— paper, 50e.; bds.
American Angler's Boo*, Nonls...
American Bird Fancier.
American Wild Fowl Shooting, .J. W. Long.
Angling, a Book on, Francis
Archer, Modern

3R.ta.V>fc»©r Blanliets,
And Complete Rubber Outfits.

'

In Fishing Tackle.

1

Trade Generally.

CO.,

COMPRISING

;

:,

&

Light Weight Shooting Jackets,
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS,

the public.
Three sizes made—No. M in baj
or any fish under five pounds weight No. 21 for
q
ever made for salmon
large fish, and the bi
trout; So. 22 excellent for deep water
Beware of Imitations. None genuine except JOHN
._
-\
-,);: :>L
.t;.
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers

Sole Agents,

I

Sperling Goods

Receipt of Price by Forest and

OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

;

Trade supplied.

CO.,
NEW YORK.

HODGMAN

S lxty varieties manufactured, suitable for Trollrig for all kinds of fish that will take an
bait, and adapted for any lake or river In the
United States.
Our Perfect KevoMng Spoon is undoubtedly the
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to

:i

To be bad
Grocers and tbe

In smaller quantities

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane,
Nexc Yorlat,
AJtt*

NEW
Rubber He

STAMPER,

X."

Any

Trolling Spoons.

JOHN

i

Q[.*ckle.

MAMWS

'.

and a

Tinted Paper.

PRICE, POSTPAID,

For Sale at the Dog Show.

*8.

tire

POCKET MAP OF THE BICBABDF ARRAS'S
BON-KANGELEY LAKES REGION,
including

the lakes, ponds and rivers of that f amouH country, as well as the head waters of the Connecticut

M

all

River, Connecticut and Farmachenee Lakes, etc.:
cloth bound. Price, post-paid by malL so cent*

CHARLES

A

J.

FARRAK, Jamaica Plain

Mass,

d cz
«POO
<t

own town. Terms and U
AddreBBH.HALLBTT*OCv,l

a week in your
outfit tree.

Portland, Maine.

3

YOUR N AWIESn^IJaSIOS
-"--

''TMISSS
.

.-.

'ft V KKB J3BOS.. Bui 2B, Kottiltotd,

Ob

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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JjLmmnnitian,

f§M

fyiscelfotjcaaf

[August

dSHUYLER & DUANE

ORANGE SPORTING

The Hazard Powder

d

Of th.

&

I

Hazard" * " Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFO and ' Sea Shooting " FG in kegs

ol
andiiif lbs. and cans ol 5 lbs. FFFG is also
a La nd % lb. canisters.
Burns strong and
moist The FFFG and FFG are lav.
fii'dina rv spot big and the " Sea Shooting" FG Is the
standard Rijle Powder ot the country.
i

i

GOODYEAR'S

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWalr.n, SPECIAL GiiADES ro't EXPORT OP
ANY KEQtriHBD GKAIN OR PROOF ilA.tVFACTURED TO ORDER.

MTg Company

Rubber

DER;

The above can be nae ol dealers, or of the Company's A gents, in every prominent city, or wholeour office.

Airs

Goodyear's India Rubber
Glove M'f g Co.,

IN USE!

m

*

i

York.

Mills, esUbll^heil

iJ'/.

dOBS and with great
e nee crest or water shooting It
iqj other i.e ana and ills equally serviceable
lor muzzle or breech-loaders.

Co.,

Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.
gunpowder

and

* GaAnAra.

GUNPOWDER!
and
THH MOST POPULAR POWDEK

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
lb. keg-.

1 (fine)

clean, Sno

25, 12v;

Dupom's
Dtu-oNT'd

Nos.

SCOTT & SONS

late firm e£

BiAJSrUrr

New

W.

for

A

Hazard's "Duck: Snooting."

English. Bicycles a Specialty.

FREE.

No. t9 Murray Street,

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coars°). In 1 lb. canisters and
fine grain, que k a nd e'.can, lor up6Jf lb. kegs.
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
C.

180

Agents

Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
showing SIZES o£ GRAINS of POWDER. Furnished

Rand Powder

Unsurpassed in point
Packed in square can-

Hazard's " American Sporting-."

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

&

Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
of strength and cleanliness.
isters ofone pound <mly.

ENGUSH BREECH-LOADING SHOT 6DNS

FINE

Creedmoor.

Laflin

Gunpowder

Guns ^Sporting Goods.

Orange LightningOrange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

Co.,

MAJNUFACTURERS OF

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Powder.

0c.

^mnjnnitwtf,

J£dvet[tisemttftB.

25, 1881.

iso-2,

Have maintained their great opuiation for sevcntvelght ye.irs. Manufacture the following Celebrated
brand's of powder

sale* at

SS

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

i

488, 490, 492 B'way , eor. Broome st,

BnponrsUiiimonaGrain.

-Nos.
t04(fiiic) unequalled la strength, uuieknes.s and
cleanliness; adapted tor glaas-ball and pigeon
shooting. Packed lu 1 lb canisters.
Ilupont's liable Duelling Nos. 1 (coarse)

—
and very

ANB

BROAMW AT, cor. rtTLTOS ST.

106

;

r

"choke Bore" cons, and

uttlaad aho-ift/aa.
moist: does not cake or

SPECIALTY.

1

..

bum on

lb. canisters.

Dupoui's Eagle Rifle.— A

t

In

1

lb.

canisters

DuponPs Rifle

and

iitf lb.

ING LAMPS,
For

niumlnatmg Purposes.
Lanterns, Dark
Musicians Band
Lanterns,
Pocket
Send
Lanterns, etc.
stamp for Illustrated Price

'J

l-

•,-..

Hand

and Blast
Ltfo
crlptions, special
mg powders ol '
Oradcs tor Export Also Hill'.', Cartridge, M u->ket. Cannon, Mortar, Mammoili, Hexagonal, Cubital and Pellet Powder, V. S. Government Standard.
Powder rnanuiactured to Older of any required
-

or prooL

...

.

i

1

1

Offije, 65 Fulton Street. N. ¥.
(With Conroy, Blssett & MaUeson.)

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

TO DUHAB1LI1Y AND WORKMANSHIP.

N.B.— Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or FFg. tor
long-range rifle shooting.

Sent on Trial and Satislactlon Guaranteed.

PRICE ONLY

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

SS.

Send (or Card of Rules'and Circulars,

Etc.,

To L. A. DAVENPORT, Dnyenport, Del.

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking.

and

ALBERT FERGUSON,

DOUBLE, SINGLE, ROTARY, STATIONARY.
ANY DESIKED DIRECTION, ALL INRONE
TRAP AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED.
ABE GUARANTEED TO THROW A BALL FROM 23
TED AS
TO 40 YiRDS, AND A]

Agencies In all the cities and principal towns
entedby
ttepj
aSSaghouttne United sta
P. L. KNEELAND, S7 Denver St., N. Y.

Forbbt

Stbbam.

:

srrafji

Name

List.

BEST FOR WSNC PRACTICE,

,

Dtrpont's Sporting, Mining, Shitting:

Lamps,

DAVENPORT'S STANDARD BALL TRAP,

FFg. and KFt'g- '« Fg. far loutr-rangc nfl'i shootFFg. lor general use, burning
ing, the FFg. and
lb., 1 lb. and 5 lb.
strong and moist. Packed in
canl3terc, ii; 4 \t% and ta lb. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg.

Hunting and

Bicycle
Lanterns,

kegs.

I g> "S«a.-Sliootii*g;."—

Night

Fishing. Spearing Fish.Camplng, Canoeing. Yachting.
Driving at Night, and General

Send for Illustrated Catalos/u*.

elean ponder, o v ryene grain, rorpk-tol snouting.

Packed

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

FISHJACK LAMP*, DASH LAMPS,
Etc.,

Kctbeb Goods of Etxbt DbbcbonoN.

quick, strong and

to dealers.

CO.,
TITUSVILLE, PENS.

OUE OWN MAKE
AND GUARANTEED.

particularly for prai-

Burns slowly, s
m 'i
totaageini p..ijei.i utioii and a close partem; ut'l
gla.^-bad and plscou
tor
adapted
he found well
only
No. 7 and f*0. o
two
s Ties,
shooting. Made of
No. 7 being tiie coarsest. 1 acked la 0>j lb. kegs and

and

Samples sent

lor circulars.

SMOKE TARGET B VLL

TR0UT1NG PANTS AND LBGGIM A

Dapoul% Choke Bore.— Specially

rie

FOR TRAP SHOOTING.

Send

FISHING AND HUNTUfi.

.u-e a
lor KC'-cK-liall, pl::;f'OU, cluck ami oilier
Willi eit net- muta'ie or lireccli loaders. Packed In 1
1
Id. and 5 Hi. cai.l-ters f-uttii ., uudi-iX lb. kegs.

lor

TARGET BALLS

1UBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOB

eieau
to3(tlnei; burns s.ouiy, strong
great penetration, wltli a close pattern; adapted

Patented June

S&. 1881.

No.

f'o

NEW YORK.

•i«j,'222.

Calcutta and Japan Bamboo
Poles.
Sole selling agents for Unitocl States Fish

Hook Works.

CRUTTENDEN FLY ROD.

SPORTING POWDER.

374 'Washington Street, Boston, Mass.,
Importers of English Fish Honks, Encllflh
Keels. Swivels. Silver Fishing Gimp, Artificial Bails. Spanish Silkworm Gut,

Solese
ing the Trade

ling

Lines hear-

Quality

Hand-Laid

it

i

Mark "Best

Linen and Silk Lines," which received Centennial Medal for "strength and care taken in
manufacture."
Sriie sellinc aprents

ALSO ALL GRADES OP

Floats

for tho Patent A'ijustable

and Sinkers.

Sole selling agents lor Braided Fishing Liner,

Trade mark, GLOBE.
This Cut

Is

an exact representat on ol

this Bod,

which

CANNOT BE EQUALLED FOR THE MONEY.

ENGLISH

It, has Solid Reel Plate, Nickel Plated, Patented Ferules, allowing the wood to be used the lull siz<\
thus preventing rod breaking where wood and ferules join. But found with cane and silk, giving It that
Desirable Appearance ami ilie Feeltte,' of the hiRh-pneed rofls. The first two Joints are made from Best
m Unm ml Isljeil. The tips from tine Lanei ".voii.l, pnllslied. The Hod is
SelectedSeeoniii.ni
Well Ringed throuuhotit. Length, ten and one-half feet; weight, from nine to ten ounces. This is he
best-made, besl llnisheit Rod for lie money In the United H'ntos and will gtiannrt.ee it everyway. II by
accident any part, should s-et broken, we can send n duplicate. tl.n- savin- evpense and trouble of returning Roa to be repaired. With short tip It makes an excellent mass Rod.
ith
PRICES :— with one Trout Tip, IB case, $4.00. With one Trout Tip ane one Bass Tip, $4. 75.
two Trout Tips and one Bass Tip, $5.75
i

SportingCunpowder.
CTJBTIS & HARVEY'S

Nos.

S. 3, 4. 5, 6, 7

and

Col.

Cedar

St.,

N. Y.

and

8.

iWkers

<

t

2 1 1 J

i

/

(

1

Superior Rifle, Enfield
Ducking. W. bTITT, 61

Agent lor the U.

I

and Mann's Trolling Baits.
Helllns; auents for Union Web Hammoeka.

i

W

DIAMOND GRAIN.
Rifle,

pi

Sole selling agents lor Enamelled Waterproof
Braided Fishing Lines. Trade mark, a silver medal
Selling agents lor the best rnanuiactured Jointed
Fishing Rods.
SeUrng agents lor the best Trade List, Bias,
Nickel Plated and Rubber Fishing Reels.
Selling agents lor Sklnner'B, Buel's, MoHirg'B

» 1

EASTWARD

GREENER'S AND BONEFOR CARD'S STANDARD GLASS-BALL TRAP.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
HILLS GFTOJg A si'ECIALTY.

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, N.

a.

HO!

or.

Adventures at Rangeiey

Lakes. A capital story or sport and adventure
the wilds of Malna Interesting alike to old ana
young. Has received the highest commendations
from the metropolitan press. Hanisometr oonnd
hlustratlons.
In cloth, ana contains Sib pages,
Sent oy mad, postpaid, on receipt or price, R.M.
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain. Mass. *%

In

Y.

•'•

The Bak.er Guns
OUR NEW MODEL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Gun made

THREE B'A KREL

for

ni'BARIMTV
SHOOTING QUALITIES

PRICE, BBST ENGLISH TWIST BASRELS,
i
DAMASCUS STEEL,

.

840
«3S to «2O0

PRICE,
Tnls gun lecught.and compwt, from > to 10

8JBND

STAMP FOB DESCRIPTIVE OIBOVLAS.

L. C.

rns.

»75 to tUSO
weight The rifle Is pertecUj acouraw."

SMITH Maker,

Syracuse. N. Y.

—

—

—
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Entered According to Act of Congress, In the year
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Thursday, August
that

it

use will be found for

if

it.

a thing

The

is

kept seven years a

dogfish of the Atlantic

and only now has it been
shark family and it has
been the pest of the fisherman, devouring the menhaden, the
cod, haddock, mackerel and other valuable fishes, and tearing uels.

by man.

It

This

fish is of the

has increased until

it

was a nuisance

of the first

The day of retribution has come.
The menhaden Ushers of Maine have found but

magnitude.

little

use

for their nets this year and have been compelled to look to

The

was one of the other
things.
11 is liver contained oil and his body could be made
into fertilizing material.
They tried it and the idle menhaden steamers are now using trawl lines and taking dogfish.
The trawls lave hooks with long iron shanks and the dogfish gnashes Lis teeth upon them in vain.
The steamers and
Bail vessels instead of menhaden take from 30,000 to 50 000
of the dogfish per day and obtain one cent each for them.
The factories at Boollibay are turning this old enemy ot the
other things for a living.

dogfish

His liver will help to grease their way of
or light them on the road, while Ms vile carcass will en-

fisherman to use.
life,

rich their potato patches.

out the dogfish.

and author of several works on gunnery, died at
Tuesday morning, from

New Hampshire, in 1820, hs entered West Point
acquitted himself with credit at the United States

in

in 1838,

Academy, and was graduated in 1842, receiving a
commission as Second Lieutenant of Ordnance iu the United
States army and served for six year3 as Assistant Ordnance
Officer at Watervliet Arsenal, New York.
In 1847 he was
promoted to the rank of a Second Lieutenant, and in 1848 to
that of a First Lieutenant. During the two following years he
was engaged in important work at the Ordnance Bureau at
Washington, preparing a system of artillery for the army
and writing the Ordnance Manual. From 1849 to 1852 Lieut.
Benton was in charge of the United States Ordnance Depot
at San Antonio, Texas, and in 1853 served as Assistant
.Inspector of Arsenals and Armories.
Going to Washington
in the latter part of that year he was engaged for several years
in making experiments to determine the model of a new rifle,
and during this time he was also a member of the Ordnance
Boird and the Instructor of Ordnance and Gunnery in the
Military Academy. In 1856, after fourteen years service, he
was commissioned a Captain. Serving with honor in the
civil war, being for three years in command of the Washington Arsenal, he was brevetted a Colonel iu March, 1865, in
recognition of his work in the Ordnance Department.
In
June, 1866, Col. Benton was placed in command of the
United States Armory at Springfield, Mass., where he remained until his death.
Early manifesting a taste for ordnance study and applying himself with enthusiasm to that branch of study, Col.
Benton had acquired an extensive, thorough and practical
knowledge of all matters pertaining to that department,
and his services were constantly in requisition on military
boards and commissions. In 1867 he was a member of the
board on sea-coast rifle cannon, projectiles, carriages, implements, etc., and in 1869 served as a member of a commis-

Success to the

sion to consider the protocol of the International Military

Commission relative to the use of certain projectiles in war,
and also upon the results of the Perrine shell. He superintended the arming of sea-coast fortifications from Charleston, S. C, to Mobile, Ala., in 1«72, and a few months after
completing that important work he gave his attention to
the subject of determining the proper calibre of small arms.

During a portion of the year 1873 he was assigned to examine the manufacture and construcion of ordnance and ordnance stores in the various countries of Europe. On the
23d of June, 1874, he was made a full Lieutenaot-Colonel,
and in the first part of the year 1877 he was appointed to
adjust royalties to be paid by the United States on ordnance
After finishing

movement

task he

this

was

directed, in

to thin

him

in

May,

1879.

Col.

Ben-

ton was an enthusiastic devotee of his chosen calling, and
asid^ from the every-day duties of his busy career he found

time to publUh several valuable articles on the subject of
He was the author of "A Course of Instruction

ordnance.

in Ordnance and Gunnery for the
Unsted Stales Military Academy."

Use of the Cadets in the

—

London Dog Show. Mr. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent
of the London Dog Show, which is to be held at London,
Ont., September 27, 28, 29 and 30, writes that exhibitors
from the States will be extended all possible courtesies by the
Committee of Management, and their stay will be made as
pleasant as possible. We have no doubt of this, for our Ca-

nadian cousins arenoted for their kindnesses to
for the love of sport, cross the line

We

trust that

would suggest
delay in

filling

the

show

and stop

all

those who,

in the Dominion.

will be a complete success,

and

intending exhibitors that they do not
up their entry blanks, and then sending thein
to

all

This will enable the management
an early day, and will
smooth running.

in as soon as possible.
to

complete

all

secure for the

"TTTHEPiE fishculture
V

»

their arrangements at

show

its

.

.»,

.

new

a

is

thing- it

those interested to reply to

or for a local paper to

But

may be

well for

ignorant assailants

its

;

print laudatory reports of visits to

Forest and Stkbam this sort of
thing is entirely out of place. Our readers are too well informed of the merits of fishculture to appreciate an argument
in its favor, at this late day.
They would regard it much as
an intelligent community would an article approving of the
steam engine as motive power, and recommending its use.
In Canada there are a few men who have arrayed themselves against the fishculturists, aud ventilate their narrow
views in the newspapers. Our attention has been called to
hatcheries.

Colonel was bestowed upon

coast has been " kept" for centuries
utilized

DEFENDING FISHCULTURE.

compliance with an act of Congress, to select a magazine
gun for the United States service. The commission of

'23.

AN

BENTON.
the well-known ordnance

in Springfield, Mass., last

inveniionj.

USE FOR THE DOG FISH.
old saying has

G.

BENTON,

Military

"Mocking Bird's Song
.

Father

home

JAMES
G.

heart disease.

;

School of Bathos."
Natcka-L HisToav

JOURNAL.
In the Office of the Librarian of [Congress, at Washington.;

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST 25, 1881.
COL.

James G. Benton Defending
Fitsheulture
The Creedmoor Meeting
This Sfohthman Toueist :—
Crossing the Range The Quaint Ways of Dare Random
Notes iu the Adirondack*!
King and Bartlett Lake
" The Recreations of a Country Parson ;" " The Forester
;

SPORTSMAN'S

by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company,

1881,

CONTENTS.
EuiTORlAi, ;—
Use for the

:

for the

their articles several times,

we have

not thought

fit

but their talk w<.s abusive, and
it, and have wondered that

to notice

respectable Canadian newspapers

would print such stuff.
N. B., recently had an editorial
wherein a correspondent was quoted
asserted that "the people were of the opinion that on

The

Telegraph, of St. John,

on the

article

who

subject,

where hatcheries are established there had been asteady
the catch of salmon, and that they looked
and effect."
To this Mr. Everett Smith, a former fish commissioner of
Maine and an enthusiastic fishculturist, makes a reply from
which we extract the following
" The planting of seed cannot render fertile waters barren,
rivers

falling off in

at results in the light of cause

and for practical results accomplished by fishculture as applied to salmon fisheries, I would call attention to the work
of the Department of Fisheries in Maine.
" When the work of restocking the Penob-c ;t River with
salmon was begun by the Commissioners of Fisheries for
Maine, the eggs were purchased of Canadian officals. But
the salmon have greatly increased in numbers, owin; to continuous and systematic protection and artificial propagation,
now the Maine Commissioners are enabled to procure

so that

from

fish caught in Maine rivers all the eggs desired for
stocking purposes, and at a cost of less than ons-tenth forni-

ly paid for eggs purchased in

That Mr. Smith
it

is

Canada for the same purpose."
no room for doubt, but

correct there is

appears to us like using heavy artillery to

The

facts are too self-evident to

kill

mosquitoes.

need repeating.

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING.
does not at present look as though we were
ITvery
extensive meeting at Creedmoor during

to

the

have a
coming

Delays of various sorts will contribute to keeping
away competitors aud the paucity of the prize list may have
some effect. The problem which the National Rltle Association must solve, if it expects to receive ihe lasting support of
the community, is that of getting all the members ot our Na-

month.

tional Guard up to a fair level of scooting ability.
The allcomers' matches will take care of themselves.
They wdl be

participated in by a certain
sport,

who

number

of lovers of out-door

find in rifle shooting one of

and healthful of recreations.

the

most exciting

To encourage

military rifle

shooting requires a certain

amount of organized effori, and
make a plea for the
support it so seriously lacks when it can point to a record of
work done in the ranks of the military. The State authorities of New York have lor some mystei ious reason seen fit
the National Rifle Association can best

to frown upon rifle practice, thereby displaying their ignorauce of the uses aud management of the civilian-soldier eleBut the National Guard remains not only in this
State but throughout the Union where it is just taking form,

ment.

as it is in many of the States, it is important that a careful
system of practice at the butts should form a part of the

school of the soldier.

We
oned.

have little fear now that rifle practice will be abandWithin ten years past the Regulars have discovered

what they did not know about

ritle

Shooting,

and have be-

come convinced that there is plenty of renin for improvement. Enough knowledge of shooting and marksmanship
has been scattered here aud there among the militia forces to

We

act as a leaven for the whole mass.
are putiiug toge;her
a mass of record.
We are formulating what may be called
the "expectancy" of a volunteer.
We are getting a basis up-

on which we

may

stand,

and

call

upon

officers

and men

SpoKTSNtEN Tourists are invited to record their field and
stream experiences in the columns of the Forest and

reach a certain standard, and falling below that

Stksam.

point to the statistics aud declare

them

derelict.

to

we may

The func-

—

-
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N.

pus of tin;

and

ments,

A

II.

is

keep hi advance of

Up

all tlicse

a Warning against some
N. K. A. of Great Britain, ami in this con«
propetto quote what the London Times found it
s:iy in a recent issue at the close of the July
in

pitfalls in

is

the story of the

nection

it is

necessary to

meeting

may 00 Impossible

Wimbledon

but.

:

banish the element of lucre from
the committee of the National Rifle Assoto

ciation might probably do

something to prevent Ihe abuse of

a system. Well-known prize-winners might be handicapped
fully clear

it is

of presold b

1

1

at

among

list is little more than a distribution
few crack shots, already gorged with
Perhaps the best system of the reform
the character of the prizes most n e'ent-

prize

a

this kind Of booty.

be discovered in

is to

;

no more competitions of the ordinary sort

A large

are wanted-

in a

in a direction

among

the rank and

tinguished from the

tile

for the

of the volunteeis, as dis-

few hundreds of first-class inaiksiuen.
which Wimbledon, more than aught

shots remains behind the
Borfaoe

cii lice

;

it,

Rifle

Association,

disclaim any educational mission of

Bat they have

suggested.

specimens who come to the

The National

SVimbledon,

at

suppose

there is

a large mid worthless residum of had

to suspect.that

their

ii

alreatly fulfilled

primary object

—

Lire

sort

what we may

that of discover

'l

,,

ii

I

!

!

>i

softly,

aches that age?

II.

The sound

of his voice arouses Ignotus,

who

declares

Gii.hif.irr,

the

and co-

ichthyologist

severely injured in the

telegram from London, on the 18th, says

:

A

one.

It was a veritab'e Walpurgis Nicht.
AUthespiri
the
storm were abroad. The hail lattled on the wagon sheet like
musketry, or smote the logs between which we lay crouched,
From every point of the compass,
like whiffs of grape-shot.
the winds met above us, and wrestled with each fithi r
which should have us for their prey. They swou|
ipon us like snarling wolves, caught the wagon hei t in their
fangs, and tugged and rived to pull it off. "The f caught u,
huge brands from the fire, and sent them whirling off oto
the woods, lighting up for a moment the bl
a train of glowing sparks. When the bl
;ed a moment to take breath, we could hear the
plunge Of
succor could be obtained."
rocks, loosed from the peak of El Go
ir,
crashing through the spruces till they came t<
be valley
three thousand feet below. As I snuggled down by lac slite
Field Spouts amp Lifb. ~I never saw the man who loved
of Ignotus, I felt disposed to be thankful that 1 wasn'l a
the woods arid Ihe chase but who was brave in war and
country physician, or an ardent lover, or of any jiUr profesmanly in his civic life and many is the time in forensic lilts
that might force me to face the elements when in such a
and as I see the sion
that a knowledge of woodcraft is essential
snarl as thejr seemed to be that night.
Englishman and American, growing day by day more expeit
Befote morning, ihe wind died dow:
slot
in the manly sport on laud and water, I feel that he is growsnow, and when we awoke, and endea
tiirow off our
ing wiser in head, stronger in body, braver in battle and
,-ri'i, thai
blankets, the superincumbent weight
G.
gentler at home.
Hi
Mil
John declared he felt as if Ihe Da
come, and he w. re the first to appear a
ground. The
snow came down not in flakes nor n sheets but by the
square acre, by the quarter sec ion. At ten feet, away, ob!

l

;

;

—

l

.i

i.

|

ebengb in the number of entries in
yacht races in the Fust and in Now York waters has probably not escaped any me. Half a dozen coming to the line,

Tub Masked

—

among

the smaller boats, is to be considered quite

a respectable turn out in metropolitan walers, yet whtn compared to the doings among our Eastern friends, New York
ly, and can take little credit to herself if we
remember that our "near by" population is several times
greater than that of Boston and vicinity. There they also
sail a half dozen matches lo our one, but in spite of the rapidity With whieh regatta announcemeLts follow each other,
ies are elwaj 8 well filled, and spirited rivalry, lively
One cause,
racing, and wclHstablished recoidsare the mle.
i'

i

and the principal one,

among

of ihe greater prosperity of the sport

small craft in the Fast is to be found in their rule pro-

hibiting shitting ballast.

InJMew York, on the contrary, this
full swing, and as a direct con-

T

TILLED by

he "magic of the lime," we had lingered
on the Larriweep, until, one day, Ignotus,
casting his weather-eye np to the heavens, sagely pis gnos
catid lhat, "first thing we knew, we'd get snowed in, if we
didn't hurry up, and light out." The Indian-summer day no
which this announcement was made, seemed to laugh at any
such absurd prediction; but we knew from past experience
that Ignotus was on confidential terms with the Bureau of
Storms and the Department of the Weather, and that his utterances on any such point were o be viewed in a semi-official

_LJ

I

in our cabin

i

light.

John and the 1 thy mcr had joined us before this, and wo
had concluded to speud the winter in the lower country,
rather than endure the monotony of a six months' imprisonment by snow in Argeuluni. Two routes were open to us

the one, straight down the Larriweep, to its junction with
the Grand; the other, over ho range, between hi Conquistador and Waluta, down the Rio Dolores to the Big Bend,
iiuite craft have been displaced by sailing machines,
and then southerly. The first had the disadvantages Of unwhich are si costly to build, to own and especially to race, familiar country and of Poconaro-Ouinnep's band of renePi-Utes, so we chose the latter.
that even with these very craft, ostensibly built for racing gade
Though there seemed no particular hurry, it was deemed
mi,! lodged totally until for anything else, we are unadvisable to start early next morning, that wo might fairly
able to fill a single match to the extent of arousing public in- pass the summit of the range before nightfall, but we merely
Wo virtually rule out of existence the cheap, handy succeeded in adding another block to that proverbial paveterest.
ment as it was after noon before we fairly started. Quick
little boat with fixed ballast within the reach of thousands,
as our departure was, however, the change which Ignotus
and Ihen fail to accomplish anything but occasional duck- had predicted, was quicker.
ings and drownings with the expensive, dangerous and unWhen we rose in he morning, the sky was overcast, and
by ihe middle of the forenoon, a line rain was falling, whieh
satisfactory sand-bag caricatures which cost a small mint to
So we will con- we knew would be an icy si col at the summit of the pass.
run, and give next lo nothing in return.
As long as our way led up the valley, our progress was only
tinue io play second fiddle t Boston, until some junior club moderately uncomfortable, but when We turned aside, and
shows itseli possessed of intelligence and enterprise enough began to ascend the mountain, trouble opened before u?.
The trail up the pass was one ot the steepest in the counto take the honest little boat under its wings, and give her
try, and was now, of course, rendered tenfold more flifficull
through numbers the power and standing her virtues enbv the falling sleet which had covered it. with a glaze of ice.
just
as
community
here
the
yachtiug
churn
in
title her to
Riding was out of the question— walking, nearly as impossiThe club that takes our hint will be- ble.
great part of the way, we were forced to employ
well as in the East.
come the most prosperous among those devoted to the cause primitive means. Tying a rope to the halter of the leading
horse, three of us, scrambling upward as far as we could,
find
ithoy
are
and
will
termed,
pjl "open boats," as
would haul him up after as by main strength, while the
self on the high road to popularity and public esteem much
fourth, with "quirt" or "black-snake." reinforced energy
sooner thnu may now seem likely. In place of the score of below. Slipping, sliding, stumbling, falling on its feet, on
shabby, somnolent, local family nifairs called yacht clubs by its knees, on its side, ihe poor animal would at last gain a
resting place, and, panting with fatigue, and shivering with
courtesy, we should have an organization which, except i
<i
with its compancold, wait while the. prooi
point of tonnage, might he made the peer of any in the ions in misery. The many fulls, and the violent struggle
necessary to rise again, so disorganized the packs, that ConOwing to
stant halts were necessary to rearrange them.
these delays, night overtook us, before we gained the sumTHE First GoniAMi in America.—The first fish of this mit. To attempt to cross after nightfall would have been

pernicious custom

is sill in

sequence, small yachts have been driven out of existence
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which it is proposed to introduce as a food fish into
Southern walers. arrived in Now York last week. It is a
rnale of threB inches in length and was sent by Mr. Carbon-

species,

nier,

Qui

tif

'

i

Paiis, lo Mr. E. G. Blackford, of the

i

ii;

Now YorKFisb

The female which accompanied
The fish is live'y and is
Hook-.

it

died just

beautiful in

and black. It is now in Mr. Blackford's
Fulton Market. For a description of this fish and
its wo would refer our readers to the article,
with illustrations, by Col. Nicolas Pike, in our issue of June

its

dross of green

Office in

10, of this year.

Estek.med Germa.m Contemporary sandwiches the
card of an undertaker til between the advertisnfenls of a
A most " fortuwholesale liquor dealer and a powder mill.

An

itous combination."

and so, just before we came to timber-line, we
The horses were turned out to find what
into camp.
nourishment they could in spruce twigs, some dry wood collected, a fire made, coffee prepared, and supper eaten,
Everything was coated with ice— our clothes wore stiff, and
arms and legs felt as though inclosed in joints of stove-pipe.
For awhile, the fire seemed to be in league with the spirits of
the storm, and refused to do more than to burn feebly, with
a dull yellow flame, and a sullen discouraged air. Finally,
however, finding that we were too old campaigners to lose
temper at its miscondue', it shook off its sullenness, and
The crowding imps of darkness and cold
blazed up rOyally.
were driven further and further back-— out stiffened garments began to soften and then to steam our chilled blood
to circulate— our numbed extremities to regain fooling, until
under the combined influence of the fire, hot coffee and
pipes, we began to feel more comfortable, and to pity those
poor fellows who had never experienced the pleasure of a
good thorough storm of bail and sleet upon the summit of
One docs not know what lire is, until he has
the Rockies.
madness,

went

—

.

—

—

were dim at as many yards, invisible
The whole atmosphere seemed to be crystallizing and settling dawn on us
Our fire, of course, had gone out buried under a
in layers.
Ignotus, with a woodman's foresight, had
foot of snow.
lucked away some dry spruce splinters under the bl eoki
the head of his bed, the night before, making them serve as
a pillow, and with those, and a due modicum of patience, we

jects

CROSSING THE RANGE.

i

tally

is

it

time to turn in. John, the Ambidextrous, had, ere this,
four logs, about eight inches in diameter, and as m iuj feet
in length.
These were placed in a square upon the ground,
our rubber blankt ts spread between, then the robes and other
blankets, and over all the wagon sheet, a huge square of
waterproof canvas, which, drawn over, and tuck din, amply
We seldom went to the trouble
proteclcd us from the wet.
of pitchiug our tent, unless our stay was to be u protracted
i

correspondent writes from Zermatt, in the canton of
Valaia, Switzerland, as follows: "Five American tourists
ascended Ihe Matlcrhoin on Saturday last. On their return
a rock was accidentally dislodged, and it struck the head of
Mr. Gilbert, a tutor of the Indiana University, a', BloomingHe was just
ton, Ind., rendering him partially insensible.
Nearly four hours was
able to move mechanically along.
spent in bringing him to the hist hut, which was reached at
about 5 o'clock in the afternoon. Some of the party proceeded and brought doctors. Mr. Gilbert arrived at Zermatt
He suffers principally from
at 5 o'clock Sunday evening.
the loss of blood, and will be able to leave there soon.
The
guides were apprehensive that if he collapsed before he arrived at the hut the party would be frozen to death before

i

i.,

and act accordingly

night, when Nox and Erebus, and
it in the woods at
Eurus and Notus hold the world between tie m. This night,
how our lire did roar and laugh
HOW it Clapped its hands
and threw up its arms
How it stood a tiptoe upon it pedestal of spruce logs, a. winged Mercury
Bight
How
and soar into the unknown regions of darkn ss above
the shadows skulk away, and retreat, pcd-mell. into the
forest behind!
As we lie watching it, the Rhymer

soon

nst of the seison.

A

Alps.

6
rewarding the best shots. Tnat is one method of
improving tin
ing of the volunteer force, but it
in
exclude resort to the method-.! which may be more
practically useful and not open to the objection that, like the
teaching ol souie Of our public schools, they neglect the mass
While they single out and rcwaid the handful of the most
,

r.

that,

25, 1881.

,.

Mr. Charles

not hitherto attempt-

has secured for the shooting of volunteers,

reason

old

laborer with Prof. Jordan, has been

In spite Of the reputation
else,

few years whtn be

:

fact,

shooting

of every

[August

hi
ami'ment Uotei. at the Warwick Woodlands has
been entered at the International Cotton Exposition at Atlanta, Gil., as a cotton hotel, and will Be open for guests under the care of L. T. Jenness from October 5 to January 1,
after which it will be removed to an orange grove in Florida

what the public would wish the National Rifle
Association to aim at is the improvement of the general
In

pad.

men out

part in science being strangled after reaching the ago of sixty

and exciting a large share of public interest,
*
g ucll competitions must exclude
money-making element, while they advance the ellleicn-

cy of the volunteer force

Huxley

Professor

hundred became simand were not flexible
enough to yield to the advance of now ideas. The world, he
thought, would be benefited by any man who had taken

*****

the

Recently

Si'ikviists.-

ply obstructive after sixty years

ly instituted,
i.

as

said that ninety. nine

Will the Professor please remember

Wimbledon:

at

Men

Oto

move-

appoint committees of experts to determine

Lo

Ilit

It
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finally

Succeeded

in starting

a

fire.

In the dolce far niente of the preceding evening, the
Rhymer, who was also our chef de, amine, had neglected to

bake any broad for breakfast, and to do so now, in such a
deluge of falling snow, was no easy task.
Heap Ihe lid of
the Dutch oven as he would with burning coals, in three
minutes they were quenched, and the lid was while with
snow. However, Ihe bread was served at last; as John remarked, " Very well baked on an average— burnt on the
The fried" bacon was a success,
turn, and raw on the top."
though Ignotus complained that Dame Nature had botched
the job, by putting too much water in Ihe gravy.
When John suggested that the coffee seemed weaker than
usual, lb- Rhymer accounted for it by calling to our minds,
the well known physical law that the boiling point of llcpi
varies in inveise ratio to Ihe height above tl c sea level, and
as, in our case, this was about 15,000 ft, a slight mathematical calculation would prove that coffee made, hero wou'd
only be about one-half as strong as die normal infusion and,
i

;

taste carefully, we would find that the pri
exactly" that ratio of strength.
Ignotus
mildly observed that he accounted for it, by the- fact that he
had noticed that the Rhymer h:ul forgotten to put. in
with
he
filled
the
pot
water, and we had
fresh coffee when
been drinking a weak infusion of last night's grounds. The

if

we would

brow had almost

Rhymer contented himself by remarking confidentially to
the bottom of his cup, as he inverted it to let the last drop
run down his throat, that there was no use in trying to explain natural phenomena lo a man who wt uld indulge in a
priori reasoning.
Breakfast over, we met in Committee of the Whole to discuss future movements. It was manifestly 'extra hazardur journey till the storm should abate,
continue
and yet, if it continued, the trail would soon be impassable.
Either horn of the dilemma had its own particularly sharp
If wo
point, upon which we were liable lo bo impaled.
started, the odds were great that we should lose our way, and
be precipitated over some precipice, or becoming involved in
the labyrinth of gulches, wander around till hopelessly lost
it we remained, twelve hours more of such a snow would so
blockade the trail, that movement would be impossible. The
snow was already knee-deep— by night, at the lute at which
it was falling, it, would be six feet, and that meant a repetition, on a smaller scale, of the terrible Conner disaster.
Our indecision was brought to an end by our horses, who
came up to the fire, and seemed to ask in their patient way,
if we proposed to remain there till they wire Btarved infrozen to death. As Rob's head loomed up out of the falling
biiow, Ignotus rose silently, took down his bridle from the
branch on which it hung, ami, after warming the bit a moment at the fire, slipped it into his mouth. Without a word,
we rose and followed his example. Saddling and packing
the head of one tied lo the
finished, the horses were lined
so that, if one lost footing on the treachertail of another
ous trail, he might be supported bj- the others. Ignotus, uncoiling a thirty foot lariat, fastened one end securely around
liis waist, and "passed the other end to John, who did the
same. Bo started the silent procession; Ignotus first, carefully feeling for the hidden trail with his long alpenstock,
linked io and followed by John, leading the train with surefooted and sagacious Rob at the head, and, at the rear, the
Rhymer and myself, riding. All trace of trail or path was
i

—

—

obliterated.

We wore climbing diagonally up a white mountain side,
trying to follow, under two feet of snow, a narrow crooked
trail,

whichdiad

to

times seemed to be
fully for

it

be

by step, and which somewhile Ignotus prodded painfell so heavily that the

fell for, step

lost entirely,

with his

staff.

The snow

:

Ajjgust

85",

;

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.

aod van-guard were invisible to each other, and
could only communicate by means of shouts. Inch by inch
wo crept along, the onlj variation in the rjrear monotony
being when the Rhymer and T would relieve the weary
" pal b-findi re1 in front,

THE QUAINT WAYS

teir

'

i

when it began toseem to out dazed minds and tired
though we had been a year a| this dismal work, ilie
ascent became less sleep, then, Tor a few rods, almost level.
and then— Laus Deo:- -began to slope downward. Soon Igtiol.us toJd us, what we had failed to notice, bill, which hud
Isrnan's instincts, that the wind had
not escap d Ins keen w
changed, and thai he thought the atorm would sjon he over.
As if to confirm our failh in hi- infallibilily. in less than an
hour a manifest, slackening was visible, and by the time we
had reached "timber-line," the last flake had fallen. Thoroughly exhausted, we hailed for the night. The Storm had
evidently ben localized, and we had nearly reached the edge
of it, for though it bad lasted nearly twelve hour?, the snow
was not so deep here, as when: We started,
Next mornii
6 upon a much less forlorn and
dispirited company than had stumbled ryvei the range the
day bef- re. Every mile of travel now dropped us b thousand feet lower and neater to regions where the grass was
green, and the birds v.'ic fciugiog.
The worst was past.
Discomfort there might be before us, hit danger was pasti
The snow grew thinner and thinner, until by'tho time we
struck the Rio Dolores, it. lay, only a white whiff upon the
"Rio Dolores"- old CoronadO named it, and it
ground.
proved a ''river f grii f " ! us a-; well as to him. Hemmed
no! content to llow straight
in by steep canyon walls, it
down, leaving room for a trail on either side, hut frets impatiently from one, cliff 10 the other, like a caged leopard
:> bars.
After descending this
dashing itself ...
Blream. One is lonipfed to believe the reason assigned for
toe absence of fish in the upper part— thai in attempting to
ascend, the numerous twi- s and turns so confuse them, that
they soon lose their reason, and die raving maniacs.
The
At. Inst,

legs as

l

I

i.-

trail was as straight as the river was crooked, and. as a
consequence, the two crossed each ol her every few hundred
The water was iee-coltf. and a--, on an average, it
yards.
was up to our ho'ses' withers, we were dripping continually.
Brimstone— as he was called, either from his color, or his
temper, or, perhaps, both -bud. on account of his superior
height, been chosen to cany the most of our bedding, so that
in fording, there should be less danger of its becoming wet.
He had been uncommonly nock and docile all day, and a
grim foreboding was gradually creeping over me, that he
was meditating some diabolical deed, which should eclipse
1 was
not prepared, however, for
all his former deviltry.
Kit her from
the depth of depravity he Anally displayed.
"pure cussednesa," or from a calculating diabolism that
possessi'd him, at about the twenty-fourth crossing, he
quietly lay down iu tin? mi Idle of the torrent, till only his
ugly yellow neck and head projec ed above the rushing
water. A stream of vigorous Arjgli -Sax- n rom Ignotus.anda
lusty "black-snake," plied vehemently by myself, failed to
move him. While the icy water saturated our blankets,
there lie. sat, but, not like the fabled steed, "pawing to get
free his hinder parts," The wit of the Rhymer cut the Gordian knot. Slipping the loop of his lariat over the pendulous
lower lip of the sullen beast, attaching the other end to the
;

of his saddle, and starting up his own horse, the
pressure thus brought to bear was too great to be resisted,
and Brimstone, making a virtue of necessity, floundered to
il behooved us to go into camp
his feet, and waded ashore,
as soon as possible, that we might dry our blankets before
Pitch-pine mas plenty, and the usual mighty fire was
night.
soon roaring aud crackling, while the blankets, stretchetl on

pommel

strung from tree to tree, formed a drawdug-room,
whose walls "steamed lo heaven, and which also screened us
from the wiud which drew down the Canyon, and bore with
it the chill of the snow-drifts we had left'behind.
As we lay around after supper, in that happy half-hour
devoted to pipes and laziness, the Rhymer was observed to
take a paper from his bieast pocket, and make, here and
lariats

there, a careful correction.

"Qu1 esta?" queried John.
" Only some verses 1 wrote the other day, while lying on
top of El Conquistador."
" Then I suppose the verses lie, too," breathed John
softly, under his breath.
Taking no notice of this ungenerous skit, the Rhymer, at
our solicitation, read as what he called

OJ?
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DARE COTNTY.

AM now stopping at the

Nag's Head Hotel, on the beach
opposite Roanoke Island, and near where Walter Raleigh
founded Ms first colony over three hundred years ago. The
hole! is a plain but comfortable building, and has some 1ml imileof piazza. It is frequented by Hie people from. up the

I

The prices are reasonable and the fare is good
beds clean, and air pure and bracing, and no mosquito
bars needed. As I sit writing in front of my room on the
third story I can overlook the ocean and sound for many
miles.
What little bind is in view is sandy, but produces
wonderful crops of vegetables, grapes aud fruits of all kinds,
and the waters are full of fish and oysters, crabs, clams, terrapin
and millions of ducks, geese, brant, swan and other
wild fowl frequent the waters iu the cold weather. I am
getting Spanish mackerel every meal, and the landlord tells
me they only cost two cents each. They are vi ry large,
some of them weighing about eight pounds. AIL kinds of
beach birds are plenty, and bluetish, drum and sheepshead
country.

;

;

fishing is first class.
The country is thinly populated,

having about 3,000 peo-

They are mostly seafaring men, and some of them are
who have been all over the, world. They live iu

ple.

old sailors

low-pitched houses built of juniper and cypress, which last
for generations, and [ have spent man)- a pleasant hour visiting then} in their homes aud listening to their yams of life
on the deep, dark sea. Some of them live to an advanced
age and retain their activi'y and strength iu a wonderful

They usualy have huge

manner.

families,

Their

wealth

in boats, beach cattle, ponies aud sheep, and many have
considerable sums of hard money salted down.
One old seadog, about 80 years old, told me he had been investing his
savings in feather beds for sev-ral years, and had several
dozen hired out aud loaned. He said: "Banks busted.
Bonds get buint or stolen. Hid money gets sanded over.
man pays his notes with a bankrupt's notice, but feather
beds were safe and, as the Yankees killed all the game, they
would be scarce aud high, and so he invested in beds."
Large herds of ponies, cattle aud sheep range up and down
the beach and, as they do not cost anything to raise, they
are quite profitable.
The ponies are small, but tough and wiry, and very intelligent.
One owned by Captain John Ethetcdge, who lived
on the Banks, near' Oregon Inlet, used to follow him like a
dog, and would get into his sailboat and move from side to
side of the boat, crossing over the centre-board at the command, "To starboard, Billy !" and would lean on the rail at
Iho order, " Lean to the windward, Billy !" Some of them
are used to stalk wild fowl in the beach ponds between sound
and sea, and yoked cattle are used for the same purpose, the
hunter keeping them between the fowl and him.
The cattle feed in the summer time on the grass that grows
in the sound, wading out into the water miles from shore,
where the water is so dee p that only their horns and noses
can be seen. In the winter, when the swan and geese are in
he waters, they have battles for possession of the shoals
with the cattle, who venture out when the weather is warm,
but the sharp bills of the wild fowl usually drive (he cattle
to shore.
Most of the people have wild decoy geese and
breed them. There are also a few decoy swan.
Every man who is "any account" has a canoe or sailing
craft of some kind, and they take great pride in them,
aad the "boat must be painted whether the old woman has a
bosom pin or not." I have yet to meet a "captain" who
will not claim superior excellence for his craft o ) some point
of sailing.
If you ask one of them who has the fast; boat of
the county, he will probably say: "I don't like to brag on
my own boat, but give me a stiff breeze and plenty of sandbags to pile to windward and I will go against any of them."
Some sail best, before the wind, some with a light wind
others sail best in a gale, or they can beat to windwarel best,
or sail closer lo the wind, or carry more cattle or ponies, or
theirs is the driest boat, or the tightest boat.
Each and all
of them have-some claim of superiority over the others for
is

A

i

their boats.
I hired

an old rheumatic fellow, with his crazy, old,
patched-up boat aud tatteied sails, to take me over" to the
Croatian Lighthouse a few days ago. I asked him what his
boat could do in the s tiling way. He said: " Well, 1 don't
brag so much on fastness, (hough 'taint every one who can beat
her before the wind winged out, but she is the best, one-man
boat in Dore. She cau near about sail herself. " I gave him my
llask on the wT ay, as it was wet
the old chap emptied it and
After 1 left him he tried some fancy
got a little funny.
jibing and went overboard, and his boat sure enough went
off sailing away on her own hook.
We fished the old man
out of the water and caught his canoe.
I like to sit on the piazza of Captain Sam Bowser— a veteran sailor of eighty-live years, bronzed of face, hairy, broad;

"iimsireteUert on ' -.tine's
Aral fee) Her

grn ai

U< ai

I

,y,

I
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e

beat

Or catch the si-.ir lty-'nt or her eye,
The rlryihm of her feet
Each rustle o£ the wind-swept pine,
Each murmur of the rtr,
Sing in i"V ear a song
( o need interpreter.
;

wo

fine
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shouldered, tloep-chested, vigorous, strong and active and,
looking out on the ocean in front of his house, listen to his
yarns, while the deep boom of the sea beats time to the low
growl of the old tar as he tells of his experience on distant
seas and in foreign lands. Like Hrainard's sea captain, "He
has hunted the leviathan of the deep in Arctic sea?, harpoon
and he has seen the great sea serpent dash
in hand
across his bows in the gray dawn of the morning.
He has
moored his bark to the towering iceberg, aud floated against
and has been hailed by the Flying Dutchthe Gull Stream
man off Cape Horn. He has scraped his keel over coral
reefs in Madagascar seas, unci seen the whale and swordfish
He has sailed in the dark night
fight beneath his bows.
along the wave- washed coast of Labrador, and through pitHe lay becalmed for weeks on the
less fields of ice in acres.
African gold coast, aud saw his shipmates die one by one
with the deadly fever. He has fought, cutlass in baud,
against Malacca pirates on the bloody deck
and floated for
days on a broken spar oil Cape Hatteras. He has been
where the wild will of Mississippi has dashed him on the
sawyer, and has struggled with the chafing anchorage of the

For me, the splintered torrents leap
Adown tla-ir porpiivi v wallr.
Audlrow the Uitmder-stu tl rca 3te
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and he has met such dangers with a sailor's skill and
Gulf
braved them with a sailor's courage."
This is the dull season, and the crews of the life-saving
stations and the fishermen have a furlough, which most of
them spend in Elizabeth City or " Town," as they call it, to
;

I

B hills

1.

-
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spenel their savings.

They usually return after a day or two's absence with a
new suit and some jewelry of a cheracter that iuelieates that
the Jews have taken " Town."
Dyed mustaches, oiled hair,
tin-types and tiled shirt are now in vogue, and the man who

Tire cryptogram of Nature's tora
Its secret*; yields to me.
All doois Hi open wide before

My "Open sesame."

H. P.

tt.

_-,».—.
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Fohest and Stream ami free
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sucked away contentedly all winter on an old fig-stemmed
powhattan will smoke nothing but " ceegars."
But they are all brave, manly fellows, aud have patrolled
the |beach night after night iu all kinds of weather and
saved many a life that wr ould have otherwise been lost; so
Dhm vioinwa vkwm.
let them have their fling.

Next winter Uncle Sam will have a rival and lose many
of bis best men who leave been employed in the stations, for
a club of NcwT York gentlemen have bought up all the best
shooting grounds in the county, anel the young men are looking forward to a more congenial life, iu attending on the
sportsmen as boatmen and gunners. And, as it is said to be
a strong club with shooting for a large number of men.no
doubt they will give employment to a large number of them.
I fear I shall have to move further down for a quiet, place,
and shall prospect in Carfright county during the summer.
There is some talk of a narrow gauge railroad on the beach

The road would be built
to Oregon Inlet.
near the ocean, so as to avoid the Baud hills, anel steamers
would connect from New Berne, Wilmington aDd other
points south of Oregon Inlet.
The brant, between a canvas back and a goose iu size and
preferred by some to the canvas back, are Very little known
in the Northern markets.
But no doubt large numbers of
them will find their way to market next winter and, if the
beach railroad is built, there ia hardly a limit to the quantity
that could be shipped.
The waters from Oregon Inlet to
New Inlet, and below as far west as Roper's Tract on Pamlico Sound, a distance of fifteen miles, are often black with
them. Black brant are the most abundant
white brant, in
immense rafts freepient the waters further south. There are
a great many swan and geese, also, iu their season, on tho
shoals near Oregon Inlet and above.
Eresh fish would also be shipped in immense cruantities by
the railroad aud reach market in good condition.
Oysters,
clams, soft crabs, fruits, truck, stock, poultry, etc., that now
goes through the canals, taking two (lays for the trip, would
reach Norfolk in a very short time. Telegraph operators on
Bodie's Island Light and White's Head Light could see
schools of biUefish. and menhaden thirty miles out at sea and
send the word along the beach to the fishermen. They could
a'so send word in case of ships in trouble out at sea, and the
crews of the
fe-saving statious could be concentrated at
any one point on short notice, thus enabling them to save
many valuable lives and much property. The life-saving
stations could be reduced in number, and the life-cars, bombs,
and all the apparatus might be loaded on a car and stand
ready under shelter, with switch to connect with the railroad.
The patrollers could be dispensed with and the present heavy
expanse of keeping up the life-saving stations, standing as they
do five miles apart along the beach, would be reduced toa trifle.
Sportsmen would patronize tho road, and in the summer excursionists would frequent the many pleasant places along
the coast, such as Back Bay. Kitty Hawk Bay and Roauoke
Island.
Imagine a ride in a parlor car along the wavewashed coast, with the green billows rolling almost to the
car- wheels
No dust, no heat. Think of. a lunch on sea
bass, Spanish mackerel, soft crabs or wild fowl at Oregon
Inlet; a dip iu the ocean, and return to Norfolk in time for
dinner
Soft crabs are five cents per dozen in Kitty Hawk
Bay and $1 per dozen in Norfolk, and Spanish mackerel
thirty inches long ten cents each at Oregon Inlet and $3 in
New York black brant, fifteen cents each at Duck Island
and $3 per pair in Baltimore
spring chickens ten cents
each, and sweet yam potatoes ten cents per bushel on Roanoke Island. What a margin for profit
Think of leaving
from Norfolk

;
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the

Navy Yard

Woods,

killing

after

breakfast, riding

down

to

Gallop's

a deer, and return in time to broil a steak

for dinner.

There are no obstacles to be encountered. Right of way,
a trifle, and a dead level from Norfolk to the Inlet.
The Inlet has twelve feet of water from the ocean to the inner
bar, where there is five and a half feet of water.
A. dredge
would soon cut out a channel to the deep watere of Pamlico Sound through the narrow bank.
Juniper for ties is
plenty at different points, for it is not all a barren sand
beach.
By no means. Heavy foresis grow at different
points
for instance, the Gallop Woods are ten miles long
and from two to four miles wide, and the timber is very
large and good heart pine.
Collington Island, on Kitty Hawk
Bay, is covered with a heavy growth of first-class timber.
;

In Princess Anne there are many fine tracts of pine anel
cypress convenient to the projected line of this railroad.
Government aid will probably be asked for, as the amount
saved in life-saving stations aud the expense of supplying
them and of paying superintendents, inspectors, paymasters, etc., would save Government 8150,000 a}'car from Cape
Henry to Oregon Inlet. It would not be practicable to continue the road any lower down than that inlet, on account
of the strong tides.
Wire fences would have to be made on
the north side of the road to keep the bank stock from the
track.
But the wires could be fastened to the telegraph and
telephone posts and fence posts between.
1 believe that within a short time sportsmen will be able
to leave New York city alter breakfast and travel by rail and
boat, via Crisfield, Md., and Norfolk, Va., and reach the
shooting and fishiug grounds in Dare in ten hours. Jlarshall Parks and other capitalists have already bought large
tracts of land on the beach in anticipation of an investment.
In the meantime it is to be hoppd clubs and good laws will
protect the game and fish from extermination.

John Bbonson.

RANDOM NOTES IN THE ADIRONDACKS.

MY

way led me through the western portion of the Adirondack?, and then easterly to Blue Mountain Lake.
Of course, you will say, the number of men with whom you
would come in. cemtacu would uot be very large. Well, let
us see. First of all we meet the. guides— men, every inch of
them, and many of them are nature's noblemen, honest,
faithful, reliable and capable.
What more would you ask?
The guide with whom 1 have traveled the woods for several
years past 1 would place alongside of any piece of humanity
that I ever knew, for all the sterling qualities that make a
man. As a guide, ho knows Ids business thoroughly; the
whole trackless wilderness is familiar to him; you could uot
lose him there.
On the water he is fearless and at the same
time careful. I have many a time been with him when a
single wrong stroke of the oar would have swamped his
frail boat anel drowned ils occupants, but never yet have 1
seen an uneasy glance or a sign of doubt or hesitation.
His
nerves were equal to any emergency, true as steel. The
haunts of fish and game he knows like his A B C. If a fine
mess of trout is wanted for some special occasion, just tell him
the night before, and on the morow he will take you where
the fish will be wading for you: and if you want to see a
deer he fern do eepially well with you.
The- other day, when
about forty miles from camp, he pointed out a spring-hole.
" There," said he, " is a a place where, a lew years ago, yoa
could pick out a big lot of trout, now you can't "find fane."
In my wanderings I have met many whole-souled, genial
sportsmen— as a general thing they are such— some excep-
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FOREST AND STREAM.
for lake trout, the days heiug bright and still and Ihe nvon at
iis full, we decided to set out ou Ihe
miinir of he 1 lib for
King ai d Bartlett Lake, twelve miles Iromt homey Lake and
titieen In 111 Eu-iis.
were now j ,ii,i (I ly a foimer cbiS->mate ot mini-, who,
bis cum| anion, had b. en exploring

however, On", a p rfect stranger to me, while fishing
ou Raqttetle Luke, saw me trou-jjg with a hardline. He
" I have an extra rod
ran his boat alougsld mine, and said
and reel, you are welc una t > use ihem," a d
disappointed because
dec! tied Ilium.
Now. any fisberm n knows
how high a value we put on our tackle, and how it grieves
us to see anyt uig happen to anv pan of it; and yet this
mau, with a firs .class rig, was anxious to lend it to a perfect
stranger.
I was mad at myself afterward for declining the
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Even old Alvah Penning on Raqnette Lake who bears a
very bard name wilh many who
him, when our party
in bi$ absence picked hU lock ol his door, and took possession of his shanty, be tig I'ai ly d iven to it by the cold and
the late hour, made Us heartily welc >me on his return at a
later ho'-r, and insisted on giving up his only bed for our u e.
|p;aceihat to your c.edit as longas
A'vah, I'll never torgel
I live, no mailer what Others nay say ol you.
Albany, an old-lime visitor to the
Air. T
at

muw

t

m

,

woods was

good customer of the whisky

a

bottle.

Com-

I

mon

repor says that he emptied a q mrt bottle every day he
M ke MeG
was guidiug for him
one day, wi en
e old gentleman took out his bottle, and,
poiirn gout a h rn. turned it over bis lips wilh a smack, and
put away tl"' bottle.
''-.Mike." said he, "I someiimes ihrk
that i oiig i t giv. my guides drink, but 1 (Muk it be t not
Mike looked at lum a moment thinking that possibly
t..."
he might change his mind, but seeing thai there was no hope
it's absofor tiui, said, " You are. quite right. Mr. T
sober inau iu the
lutely Licissary ihat there should be

was out Ashing.

,

i

,

mu

boat."
Iu ihe drinking line I once heard a good yarn of a party
who. among iheir>U| plies, had akegof whisk\. In the course
of their journey they came to a long carry or portage. The
baggage and stores were ail got together on shore. Each one
of the party load d himself with as much as he could carry,
and v, heu all were loaded up Ihe keg of whisky remaned,
and u one to carry it. They tried v .rious plans, but some
Way or other that keg was always left standing there. Finally one of ihe party solved the problem, and got them out of
the difficulty.
"Let us stay right here till the whisky is done," was his
suggestion, mid it was tarried unanimously. They unp eked
their stores and camped arou d th keg, -nd remained until
diy, then without any difficulty they loaded
itr was drained
Ti,is is an actual fact, as can be proven
up and went ahead
J. J. li., Jb.
by re-li-able witnesses.

KING AND

LETT LAKE.
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will remember Copt Barker's
lUlboy-, ami our > ufgettloa lolin tin- iiistiuetiuu or sucti a
Hie woods to ir.v It ijrlhem
this Musdone.-Eo.J
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nia-t, r,
selves. Tlie tuilowin

Hyde ['ai,k, Mass Aug. 15,1881.
hy your late issu, s lhatynu di sire in formal ion in
gud' to uood hunting and fishing localities, and as I
have juot returned fr mi a most pleasant nip to ihe Maine
WOods, I will give you a brief account, which I trust will
prove inli-1'en' leg to your r, ade s, and, perhaps may induce
some one to enjoy the picture of the same trip.
~W> du. s nv, July BtUi at S:30 a. m., there assembled on
board the express uaiii at the Eastern rle p it in Boston, a
I'ommie, Gus.-ie, Aichie and
t
live, consoling of
party
E gar. Ii iys tietwteu thirteen and sixteen years of age, ami
m p. to whose can- tin- lo.s bail been intrusted for a
Oar baggage was
f Mi'lDe.
urn in the wilds
miiulli's
checked 10 N rth inson (the limit of our irausp irtation by
rail), va uieEi-ieru. Maine (.Mitral and S raerset railroad
,
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won a large satchel full of substantial
noonday meal. Alier a delightful ride over ihe
J
road, iab arrivid in l ortl.nd at noon, where we
transferred ourselves ai.d b egage 10 the Maine Central rail
road, aidlben devoted a j illy naif hour to the c nients of
our saicuel, which my goo. >\ lie had piepared with her Usual

We Were

food or

Eistem

provided

ii'ii

i

ail

i

though! and knowledges! btivial] r,p .eliies. Ou we sped
through ihebeauiilu towns ol iM line— by Lewislon Falls and
picturesque Like MarauaCeOk, ami soon arrived at West
Waterv'nle, white we ctiangtdlo the Sauiersei railroad, and
r h Aoson.
alterar.de efeuhheu mi s we arrived at
Hire we foin d a each in waiting winch 10 k us to North
New Portland and lett us at the ho el ki pt ly Mr. Fred
Vih s, who eUeriaiiiid us as our hungry aud weary condition
for,

N

,

deserved.
the stage for Eust is,
tie next morning at >ixoe boarded
with a b-rloig ol tiiiukf illness toward Fred ard Ids excelleni
so prompt ly and so
waids
our
aliended
lo
who
bad
wife,
After leaving Noun New Portland and parsing
faithfully.
Over Ibe height of land «elve mdes from ihere, our course
Ihv along ihe valley oi ihe D ad Hiver, through a town of iba'
na'me, aud thiOUgfl FlagSMff, so named from a flagstaff
etec ed there by Arnold during his famous march noith
through the Man. e wood.-, and around the eastern
fourth highest
the
ol
Bigelow,
Ml.
sides
northern
mountain iu Miine. which lines majestically among
At three p. m.
the Usser peaks whbh surround it.
after a ride of hii ly -eight miles, we arrivtd at ihe (Jobunu
House in Lttsiis, ki pi by Mr. Gordon, who set before us a
i

I

,

I

llere we met
ell we did ample justice,
ami guide, Mr. U. A. Uuichius, who soon had
readiness for our departure to (Jhauncy Lake,
time tndisfiom Eusiis.
At the lauding we found two boats in waiting, into which
we stowed ourM Ives and baggage, and wilh Mr. tlinchins
and mytelt to haudle the paddles we sped merrily along to
camp one mile away, Here we found the most comfortable
log cabin 1 was ever in. It is shealhed inside wilh cedar
splits, i-haved and untied so as to tit closely togaber and

royal dinn-r. to wit
Olir Old friend
every hint; in
1

(how

Ihe

beautiful

gfdii

of

the

wood

The

I
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I
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branch and Chain of Ponds, and wilh our wo
guides and three ttftmsters with tic ir tennis to haul our baggage and wo boats, we formed quite a train. Our course lay
Through the dense forest in a northeas'er'y din olion", and as
the mad was new, having been swamptd out last. September,
and hut little used, our progress was necessarily slow on
account, of the large numbet of Irei s whifb had fallen acro-s
the road during the winter and spring, and which had to be
removed for the passage of the teams. La'e in the EttJernooh
<>e arrived at Spfc'.aCle pond and enc-unoed ou a ridge with
>y si ream ou one side and Spec acle P aid on the other,
Tuis pond, abounding iu trout,
each within a atom's throw.
w*Bihe dentin* ion of my fib-nd and Ijis companion, who,
the next morning before our di parlure, brought in a string ol
seveuteen speckled
e j uiies, laken iu the pool below the
Krand falls of tl eKibby.
After break fast we packed up. hadesdieu toour friends. *nd
set out for K garni Ban leu lake, where we arrived at 5:30p.
'I'his s.vine trip cap now be easily made in on* day from
W.
Eusiis.
A''er our arrival in Camp, a duplic ite of ibeone at
Cliauury Lake, except ih.l It was lined with clean spruce
iaik.
We piepaied our supper, launch, d our bout, unpacked our baggage, anil j">iut<d up our n rL. Afur supper
we tried the irout and [or an hour I enjoyed Such fishing as
never saw be ore. The water was lainy alive wiib litem.
They were rising all about, us and would take the fly almost
Sometimes they seemed to
as soon as it t uched ihe water.
meet it in Ibe air. We fish, d two in a boa and in an hour's
time our boal bad taken twenty Iroiit whose combined weight.
was nineteen and oni -quarter p ,uuds. Not one wemhl weigh
lers than inree-fourih- of a pound, and such strong fighters I
had never met In fire. To land more than ten iu an hour
The other
wilh hght tackle was simply an impossibility.
boat captured lourti en. making a toial of ihir'y-four trout lo
What u j illy patty was
four rods in one hour'.- fishing.
assembled in coup that night. Of Irout we lelt assured there
The signs ol deer, moose and caribou. we had
was no end
seen along the road made us llnnk ibis was indeed Ihe sportsman's paradise. My dreams that ndght were of ihe rise, the
the North

1 have
been laken In and cared for in the woods many a
time by total similiters of w um 1 knew nothing and who
knew no more of me. O Big Mo se Lake I, with my guide,
found the only camp on llie
ke occupied by a party of
six
enough, aye,
o
many for comfort but, findin. us
Without she er, tiny made r an for us, and 1 know they put
theuifelves to a good eul of inc nivenie ce to do it.
on the sai ni lake, on another occasion, )»id out
Mr, I)
a big spread for our party, simply because we were strangers
1

i

wph

1

offer of the generous fello

August

fragrance ol

spruce aid reflar so wl eitcd our appetites that by seven P M.
We weree. j lying * hea- ly supper, afor *hmhagOod night's
the
rest on a htU ol fir boughs put us iu condition toetjoy
next few d»,xB' li-tong bt lake iroui
The next three oay» were pleasantly spent in bathing, rfl:
practice, Qshii g and rowing, or rather by the boys in learning
how to uhe the paddle. As the weather proved unpropitioua

the slngmgof ihe reel and The joyful conTue next morning our
templation, of bis matchless beauty.
leamsiera left us, happy over tneir loidof troui wtiicu We
had ptesenMl to them lo take home, to Iheir familic.. At
Spectacle Pond tiny displayed their trout to my friend and
he. ahtuUgh he bad foundgooil fishing there, was on the road
bag and luggage— and ariived in camp in
in half an hour
lime for the evening ti-tbiug. Uur tiist, thought now was of
the eonsltuctioii of cars to keep our trout alive, as it was easy
to capture in one hour, wiib three boats, Ihtee limes as many
as we c add use in Camp, though our appetites were simply

strike, ihe rush,

—

enormous.
Ku g and Bartlelt Lake is situated high up among (he hills
which surround ii on every side aud is of remarkable beauty.
Its shores ate rocky, with very btile shoal water n.ar the
The water is clear and Cold, .Thete is no boggy or
shore.
meadow lai d adjoint g tue lake, consequently ti e black hies,
midges and mosquitoes are the exception raiher ihan therule.
Ol ihe bov-, only one of whom had ever east a rly fonrom,
Archie and Edg.r chose Mr. UlllChiW, leavng Tommie and
Gu»sie to my u uder meicies. It was a pleasure, to si- in Hestern of the boa', wield the paddle, handle Ihe net ami coach
S ion (hi y uecame q,iie xp, it and could make a
ihe boys.
\V nat pleasure to wacn iheir
neat Ct.st wit h a long line.
i

earneslness, their sh ids as some nig fellow r. iz <l iheir tlv
aud douniipg the rod in ally double a, nt Ihe line spinning ff
Ihe reel; llnir unpaliei ce lo find ihe iiuruly trout th, y iiave
in baud that they may make a casl f.r s tue monster who has
thrown the water almost in lb. ir facea, as s itue unlucky
miller disappears beneath ihe waves; ite u ihe relurn lo
camp in the twilight and the wooded hills re-echoing ibeir
joyous laughter. Thus we did our fLhing and our large
S .me s>x y or eighty poun Is
car was lull to oveifl oving.
p lUtitia iu
of trout were in prison, ranging Irom one to tw
eilgbt to waich
led
Ihe bms dni
weight.
i

,

H,w

Hum ad

,

tnefun ihiy had bad iu caichii g them, but alas b,r human
hopes, a Biioiig east wind drove our car upon ihe locks a
perliC wreck, and our trail escaped to relurn lo iheir
uaiive haunts, to be taken ag .in at >o,ne future day and (Lilt
again ihe gallant right. That night *e mad,- up iu part for
oiir loss by rciun.ing lo tue e<r. which had been repaired,
,ud still the fun wvut on.
about tor. y irout
We ma e several excursions Horn camp. The first to Litlle
King and B.olleti L ke, a h idy oi waier about, one aud oneuatl miles in kugili ai.doue-half mile in breadth, and siiuab d
Weabout, three fourihs of a mile from Ihe larger lake.
an iv, d here by an old logging road and wet e sealed upon
the shore to recover our breath and admire ihe scentry, when
suddenly we are arotl-ed by the tramp ot heavy teet as four

,,f

—

into the
ise come thundering down the in uniaiu side
how my fiogers
Uke about two buudrid yards a*ay.

mo

boulders in their wild magnificence were hcautiful to behold,
as ihey towered high above our htads, their sides covered wilh
moss and lichens of monstrous size, aDd the upper rurface
covered with moss and Ihe most elegant of rock ferns in the
greatest profusion.
What a pleasure to recline on the soft
forest moss, benta'h ibe shade of the toweling pine and
spruce and gaze at this nalure's woDder land. 1 o sit and
gaze and least Ihe soul till all eternity was the idea which
was taking firm hold of my mind, when the call of my guide
ousts ne, and reluctantly 1 I ear myself away. We continue
rur course and in ahou an hour arrive at ihe pond, long and
oarrow, with grassy borders, the home of ihe moose anil beaner.
After watching for an hour the irnuf jumping on the
surface of the pond aid a c nipla of yr< at blue betons fishing
in the shallow water, we lake a well-worn moose trail and
follow it until dark, then In side a babbling brook on a bed of
mosa we camp for the night. Early ibe next, morning wo
xplore ihe outlet of the pond fill we near be Spencer stream,
then about face and on c rnpass line southeast, we wend our
way to camp, occasionally starling some heavy animal from
his noonday siesta in the thicket.
Monday, .luly 25, there arrived in camp a Harvard student,
who had come into the woods near Ami' ver, had traversed
ludian lioqk had gone to Parmthe Kaugeley Lakes, and fr,
achene, up Hie Migalloway and across to Arnold's Bay, from
-

.

i

I

m

uuoh.'s Bay to Sevm fond s, from Seven Pouds by compass
from
to Chain of Ponds, down Chain of Pond* lo outlet
there by lole road to Eustis, mid from Eustis to visit us at.
King and Bartlelt camp. After slopping with us for a few
days to enjoy the fishing, which he pronounced ihe best be
hail ever seen, a'l bough he had spent the previous summer'in
the vicinity ot Rangeley, Kenuebago and Parmachene lakes,
he set out ou Friday, July 29 h, at 1 p. m., with au Ind an
guide and bitch canoe for Moosehead Lake. Crossing the
Kiug and Bartleti iu a southeast direction, then a c-ury of
Ibreeor fair miles by an easterly course to Spencer Lake,
across Spencer L ke, through the thoroughfare to Fish Pond,
across Fish Pond, iheuce Ihrough the woods ioMoohc River
in a northerly direction, they floated down Moose River to
Moosehead Lake, arriving at ihe Kineo House on Wednesday,
Augu-t 3d, at noon, and returning via Gremville, Blancliard,
Brighton, Salan. Aison and Noith New Portland to E istis,
arriving ihere August 5th, or in seven and one-half days from
K ug and Harden catno. He estimates the distance from
Eusiis to Kineo House by this route ai about one hundred
miles, aud is the fiist sportsman, as far as I cm learn, who
He. pronounces the prospect for
as ever made lies trip.
game and fish along the route as good, except rn ihe lower
part, of Moose River, and tlie trip a very pleasant one to take
s « dling io rough it a llllle.
if one
We break camp August 3 that we may have one day for
the ascent of Ml. B gelow and enjoy Ihe view from iis summit, but on the mornmg of the 4 h 'he. atmosphere was so
tilled with smoke that we were obliged to defer our trip till
another year. The next day we bade adieu to our guid^ and
our ho.-t at. the Coburn House, and start for home, arriving
iu Boston, Saturday, August titlt, at 5:10 p. m., thus doing
have ever taken.
Ihe most pleasant trip
King aud B otlett Lake is in the ctntre of one of Ihe best
bin, ting ano fi.-hing countries in America, a region heretofore
On the north one and one half
inaccessible lo sporismen.
milesis Baker Poud, good for trout, moose and deer. Tnree
miles east, is Spencer L'ke, noted for its speckled and lake
Between Spencer Lake
trout, and Ki-h Pond, lull of trout.
and Mo ise Kiver ate seveial small pondsand ho L s, ibe home
three-tour! Its of a mile s, u h is Little
he laige game.
lit
King and Bartlelt, and Spencer s' ream beyond, both good
Southwest three rnibs is ihe junction of
trout localities
one-louitb ol a mile fuither
tne Spencer and K.ib',y str- mils
is Eelk>-r Pond, Ihree by one and one-fouilh miles In extent,
noted for its trout and duck shouting during Si pb mbtr and
three miles beyond in the same liirecilon is SpecOctober,
tacle Poud. one by two miles in ex'ei I, good h r trout and
Mr. Uuichius has boats in King and Ban hit, L Hie
deer.
King aud Barile-t, Fulton and Sp-eiacle ponds: also iu
sp, ncer siream aud Ch uincy Lake.
ag and Banl tt camp
;

I.

I

I

I
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:

K

ol
two jog cables; the one,
up for cimp use; Ihe
18 by 2J, weil-fi to
>y, 20 by 24, aheadv Turn sin d. aud is to be,
when all complete, a double camp 2» by 40, wilh a cook
room adj lining. A third.Cabin Will be built, as soon as posThe road from Bust is ti King and Bartlelt camp is
sible.
no v the h si wood road I was everon,' aud the whole distance
Can be waked in from five to seven boms with ess-; or if
ope does not wish to wak. Mr, Gordon, of the Coburn
House, will fuiuish a horse tor a trip to the camp or t ireioin
the expenses of a trip to Kiug aud Baillttt
for tour dollars
may be summed up as folluws:

('.Hep

1

at Spencer dam.
A lew days later I relumed to tie same stream to explore
Arrived o ly with nay rifle and
it and 1 am irs resources.
sitting fl it ou the bottom of an ohl dugu.UX, whiei. my guide
had found on the sin re and repaired, we paddled up the
he signs of
stream at early dawn for six or seven miles.
The irout
large gaiuewite abundant, but none was seen
were jumping constantly, and that, loo, iu the bright sunlight.
iVt 1U.3J we turned to r.-trsee ''in bteps and try Ihe fishing.
We hud uo rod, but a spruce pole- witn hit in line about ihe
same length answered our purpose. For one hour aud a half
The fly used »a<a Montreal,
1 fl bed and my guide paddled.
new and stiong. We returned to the water all tiom less than
not m GU b," On
seven inches in lengih, and, "oh, tell
I

ii,

arriving at ihe lauding *e c uinied nut sixty-one trout as the
1 deplored Ihe killing of so many uoui.
result of our ca'ch.
Not so n-y guide, who quietly dressed ihe irout, tacked thcrn
lo

camp

a,

d put

them

iu

pickle.

Wilh a

d,

zeu hungry

to leed not one WHSlosl.
Am nber trip we t ,oktoB k r P md, one and one-half mi es
dueuoith froui camp, over a lull covered wllji hu),e bonldeis
bidden away amidst the mighty forest. The mound was
covered wilh mosa to the depth of several inchtBi and the

mouths

present COUS'SIB

camp

,,lh r,

Camp

I

CI

$12 50
Boston to Eustis and return
ion of bajgage lo ud limn Ihe lake, mad
and horse, two days in and two days out, $3 per
12 00
da\
7 00
Bwrdiii camp, per wiek
3 00
Guide, boat, and board of guides, per da)

Tiauspona

i

Or estimating for a parly of three persons, the expense
for two weeks in woods, as follows

I

n

at
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itched to grasp my trtintv rifle which 1 ad loaned the day
But so it was, and we had
c mleui
before for a few days.
ourselves wilh watching the noble animals nil ihey w, r, ready
10 d par , and then with a sigh Wt'mpvi dou to -p, ncerslieam,
two aud one-half miles away. Here the tisuing was excellent, aud the sisttis of deer, nno,c and caribou most
Afier Catching trout euo.igh lor dinner and disabutjtlaul.
posing of llusame, we n-.urned to camp thiougli llie woods
dripping wilh moisture from tlie shower whic'a had fallen
whoe we were at diuuer under the shellec of a Iriendly camp

25, 1881.

would be

i

Boston to Eusiis aud return
Hotel fare at North New Portland
Tianeponalion of baggage to camp
Board. 14 days
Expense of guide

$ 4b 00

Total expense for three

$148 50

6 00
12 hO
42 00
42 00

$ 47 50
A'ter Septi tiller 1st grouse shooting will be xeellent, and
will not be d fiicub lo bag thirty or lorty per day. if one is
Mr. Huichins and bis
Spoilsmen will tiuo
so inclined.
For anittilats
associate guide ad that one could ask for.
O. A. Hutchins. Eusiis, Franklin counly,
address, Mr.
Maine. But I must d< sist or [ shall weary you and vour
We went, spent a month, came home sat sfted,
tenders.
speak of things as we found them, and shall go agaiu.

Expense of each individual

i

it

m

(

E.D.

Eked Birds— Philadelphia, August 19 —List nijht was a
cloudy aud murky one iu Philadelphia and from midnight
until *2 o'clock l the morning a flight of ra 1 bi ds could be
Your orrespondent
distim tly heard passing over'i lie city.
having, wakened it in t time sa. i-nd listened 10 Hem
Th s is ra her early f r a large flight, but
for half an hour
as the cr. p of seed on the marshes ibis yt ar is very heavy we
may eip, ci many birds. Black hiid shooters who h ,ve been
on Uhesier aud Ft re wood islands, aid who would not kill a
rail bud before Sept. 1— oh, no— say they put_.up any quan,

i

tity of

them.—Homo.

'

—
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TAB RECREATIOKS OP A COUNTRY PARSON."

" A fishing parson

A

"

"

;

'.'

moe

I

"

mm

"

,

1

An effort was
For

set

ou foot by

all

new house, with am leroom
the people who wished to come.

the years rolled sw ftly by
Tiie lire still gloned in the parson's eye
Aud he often said iu his pleasant way,
As he labored on from day today,

my

Btkbam, which dunes new am) fre h every week to my sancthe Times Building Of ihegrcut metropolis. Though
sitting at home, leading graphic, descriptions f fore-t, lake
and river >cenery, and gl wing aecouns of adventures with
the rod and gun, ami of rifle and bow, ami bo t contests, yet
it does not rl quire a great, stretch of the imagin lion to transpant one's se f rgbt in Urn midst of the wild woods and
gr-ssv lakes, and among the happy groups of pleasure-seekers
on the! md and on the sea. Thus, *e s a. -at homes are peri

That

A FISHING PARSON.
In a quiet village, far away,
The pulpit was vacant many a day.
Candidates came from far aud near,
Every Sabbath for nearly a year.

'

r

:

'

1

"THE FORESTER SC HOOL OF BATHOS."

;

A man

of unusual power and grace.
His frame was strong and his eve was clear,
all were pleased who came'to bear.
This is our man !" said the elders all,
Aud old and young united to call.
The call was accepted, and earlv in May
The new parson came wilh his household to stay

;

after the toil of the setlling duwu
In his pleasant home in the little town,

The parson was ouedav seen to stroll
AoroBB the street «itb his banket and pole,
Aud take Ins way o'er field aud biake,
To a rip hug stream that entered the lake
Jnst below the town
"What does i'tnean?"
.

who him had

seen.

parse,,, /" exclaimed the men,
u we so deceived have been?"
• 'Twas a shame and sin
:i
lo be eugag-ed in
AJM
Such worrf/lly sports !'' 'Twas late in the day
When Ihe parson look his homeward way,
With well-filled basket, and tetter still,
A glowing cheek and a healthful thrill,
Caused by the blood that flowi d through his veins
:

;

As

torrenca

how aftw summer

rains.

Borne said, with boldness
"Thev nevermore
and. love him as before."
:

Could respect

nle influence upon the literary sty.e of amateur wriiers upon
There •& a class of young rhapsodisis who
sporting topics.
profess lo find in F tester beauty of sm timeut aud stvle exhib ted by no other English author: and who, cou queutly,
model their own effusi ns a'ter his style. Now, without deli acting in the least from Forester's deserved great fame, we
may suggest ihat in common with iu-cy writers of bis time,
he is somewhat out of fashion so far as mode of express on
ihe adjeciive does not play so important a
is concerned,
part-now as it did then.
have n wadays le-s of vague,
i

We

expansive soaring, and more o' common sense, straighi forward, plain Eigi sh prose. One reason of this i, that, one
hundred authors are now writing where ten were writing
then.
To find an audience ih one hundred must be much
mure terse and explicit lhan it was nee ssary for ihe ten to
Washington living's Sketch liodt is not read as much
be.
as fornnrlv; not alone because it is crowded out by the
ib. .us nd and one new b oks of like rliaraeUr, but because
its style is too rambling and diffuse for the d .y.
The in en
sity and compactness which mark the American's c aracter
.

influence also in lite ature.
In the
true this new ord r of hours im y be a
mistake, but at all events the tendency becomes "well defined
to any one who will lake the pains to compare the old aud
the new books in h s library.
"
have, in .the writings of some of the sel'-constituted
sporting liteniur Oracl s of the day. a survival of me crudities and faults of the American literature
f Ihe past.
This
is not difficult to explain.
It is always easier to imitate
faults than ex-ell neies; lo catcli the hollow form of a
writer's style wiihout at. all entering into the spirit of his
writings.
And again, ihe influence, of a writer who is the
ouly author, or one of a very lew am has, read by ihe amateur wielder ol ihe pen, is -o unuiUlak file that lie falls unCousci usly into the same sel pbr ses and turns of exp e'siou
When a y ung man -ays of Frank F reat-r*S writings,
that "Ail bear the indelible im ress f a master mind, and
hive Uie qualities of imperishable works," and lhat "the
bright thoughts oi his surpassing genius, as embalmed in his
-writiigs, will ever re am a grind and indstruciible monument to his memory, more durable than bronze or granite memorial, as these shall remain fresh and beau iful when the
more perishable male ial would hive crumbled or been consumed hy iust ;" and, still farther, ihat " <be spirit f Her.
belt is still with us," and that " we feel its presenc
wc are
cheered ly Ihe insp red te idling*, and under the cnn<oation
thus afford d, are hetter able to bear the loss f his mat rial
form aud aweinspiri g pr. senc- ;" ami when we read such
stuff as ths, writ en by u person of th- masculine gender,
and published in Ihe Year of Grace, One thousand, eight
hundred and seventy-nine, we may safely conclude thai something mure lhan the literary taste of the writer is affected by
its

I

i

But

ai id all

;

We

Aud

Asked the gossips

The following editorial is by request reprinted from our
is-ueof Dec, 18, 1879:
" We have already spoken of the fa-hion set by Forester,
and folio .>ed by his disciples, of making the potations of the
sports nan a prominent feaune of ti-Kl stories
and we have
sometimes thought that the author has had a ven- apimxia-

in other fields, h s
literary world it is

Si
3 to.
,-d
some preached with ease
But no one nas able them all to please.
At lenglh there came from a dUant place

of tu-day.

i

i

;

i

W^ iorU

Exhaustive Ri-vibw of Gunther's " Introduction to
the Study of Fi hes" and "Ichthyology," trom the pen of
Prof. Theodore Gill,

now

is

•

i

of

in

An

lived long, and r< joiced to think
that ere saved from Kuiu'a Prink.

Of the
True fisher of men ! he had tried to be—
As taiUiiul as those of Galilee.
•T as at eighty and three, and preaching still,
Aud serving his Master with heart aud Bill,
That the ..elcomo smninou.-i at last was sent
To call him i.omo from banishment.
And t is tl ey cut ou his tombstone deep,
Wuen ha at lasl ad '• lalleu to sleep
" Here li- th Ihe fishing parson! »nd t en,
" Bis master made him a fisher of men "
JaiiesH. Hoadlev.

I

;

wanted by the American sporsm

Natural

his p wer to » ork, with a steady plod
to his love of the creel and rod.
t.ouls

l

'

—

i

;

Was due

The parson

i

stro'g and unbroken?"
Pr. Bethune thn facetiously re" 0, I'll tell you, hrother. When you eo fishing, you
first «et a great, rough pole for a handle, to which
y u attach a large cod lb e, and a gr at hook, and t*iee as much
bait as the fish can swdlow.
Wilh these accouterments you
dash up to the br ok and throw in your hook w th, There,
lite, you dt<g*:
Thus yon scare away all the fidi. When /
go fishing 1 get a little switching pole, a small line and ju-t
ench a hook aud bait as the fish cau swallow.
Then f c ee^
up to the brook, and gently s ip them in, and I twitch 'em
out, twitch 'em out, till my bosket is full."
Hix.
To all of which the Fokest and Stream says amen ; and
to this will be joined th- endorsement ot ihe "many clergymen who »re among our readers. " llix" will be recogniz d
as the name appended to many letters in our columns in
this way of contr billing hi* share of the good things to the
general fund he follows out ihe custom of his profession.
And just here let us teprint from the Independent this rhyme

it be only sandwiched in among the adverlistail r's monthly
it is a slep in intellectual
growth. The mere puhlicatiou of the article does not, in itself, argue such an ad vane
but its subject, ml Iter may. Possibly, too, even in the latter case, it would have been better
worth the 1 terary aspirant's lime and trouble to have absorbed Ihe writings of some standard 'huiker, than to have
palm, d off his own crudities upon ilv.< world.
"The be-t writing is that of him who has something to
say.
The plain satement of an observation in natural history, projec. iles, or mechanics, a prac ical descriplio of a
shoeing or fishing trip, and kindred communications, are
more acceptab e to the spotsman lhan all the inflations of
aping imitators of blank verse. Posing on the pinnacle of a
church s'eeple may make the populace open wide its mouth
in w..n.ler, but it is, on the wh ile, neither a useful nor a lucrative performance."
It may be added that the sixteen goodly volumes nf the
FoiiHsr and t-TUKAM, with Ih cur ent numbers of its Seventeenth Volume, afford a b ight and shining example of what

And though

tum from

plied,

i

is

build a
all

;

,

God speaks to me aud I am blest."
tin more was sft'd, but as time rolled on
The pews iu the church rilled, oue by one.
And as never hefore, from far and near,
The people Hocked to the church to hear
" The fishing parson!" for so he was known
By boys aud girls aud men full-grown.
And at length the meeting-hoii-e, which before
Had held thum all, wilh room for more,
Became so cro*. ded that ere the fall
To

I

int columns of a

their

" And as for myself, I cau boldly say
I preach the hetter, from day to day,
" For tho strength I gam in my walks about,
While casting my fly lor the speckled trout.
" And when in tho forest, alone, oppressed,

My

•

—even though

;

Lord the less because as well
They loved the mountain slream and dell.
Not

;

mitted lo enter into Iheir sports, participate in their pleasures and partake f their joys.
From their repose beneath
tie hemlocks our weary heads gain rest. From their exploits
our high-s'rm g nerves snatch sp lis of neede relax tion, and
BO our lives, as wel as theirs, ate sweetened and prolonged.
I a'so glean thoughts and suggestions here which help me
in my work. I » hip illustrations out of fly rods, shake hem
out of yacht's canvas and shoot them outof gnn«. I find them
in the hem bow and flying arrow, and perceive them in the
leaping cataract and the music of the woods: 1 am remind d
of ihe happy hit which the sainted Dr. Bethune once made.
A eighboring minister said to him one day. ''Brother, how
has it happenedthat wh le I have lab red as diligently as % on
have, and preached h t'er sermons, and moieof them, my
parish has been scattered to the winds, and yours remains

'

!" yet hotter men
To preach the Word aud wield the pen
The church has not known for many a day,
They loved to preach, they loved to 'pray

Now, H person's occupation goes far to determine the character of the reading which he makes a specialty.
I', will be
in a line with his business.
The artisan lakes natU' ally to
treatises on mechanics the merchant to commerce
the farmer to agriculture; the attorney to law; the clergyman to
tin oloay and the physician to medicine.
But ihen it is not
Wi-e to keep the mind on a constant strain over these special
Bubjecls.
AH have need of mental relaxation, and general
information, and this two fold neces ity is met by our dai
y
papers and weekly and monthly magazines, which are largely miscellaneous in their make up.
They who do not avail
Ihem-elves of one, two "or more of these "access hie avenues
of current ue ' s and intelligence live behind the privileges of
their a -e.
They are not abreast with the times ; and recent
happenings, when hey chance to be to d of them, sound to
their cas us much like fiction as old-time fables.
If mental rest is the immediate need give ihe mind something as to ally different as po sible from that which it has
been steadily occupied with.
parish numbers one hundred families. After a tour of pa torial vi-nation, or after I
have been engag d for several hows in study pertaining directly to my profes ion, 1 feel the need of test, mental r. creation ; and one of
favorite lesrtsis Ihe Fokkst and
:

paiuful duty," the eldest said,

Devolves upon us," aud shook his head
In a serious way, " Never before,
For eight aud seventy years or more,
Have we as a church been called upon
To reprove our p stor for what he has done,'
You went a-li-hinrr the other .lav,
We think it unseemly in every way,
'Twill injure the cause with the young and the gay,
Tin scandalous ! \\ hat have you to Bay ?"
A smile came over th parson's fac,
As h, rus, to r. spond wilh b coming grace.
He « ake of Peter and brethren three,
v no once went rishiug on Galilee.
These were the men that the Master chose
To carry HIh gospel to friends and foes."
Ho spake of IMhtmu and lie spake of Todd—
fishing parsons ! Ln.lt men of God.

" Fishing parsons

profit to the reader.

Ihe devo ion to " the lamented twister of the craf j" a devotion so intense, indeed, ihat we aic tl rea ened wilh its outgrowth at a future dte, in the shape of a " work," illustrative of the literary achievements of the spirit aforesaid.
" it is a relief to turn from this balloon style of adj ctive
flving to the numberless common sense and valuable papers
which are written by sportsmen, f> r sp rt men, and published in the sportsmen's j mmals of th day
The Forester
school is only a little orbit wil bin itself, growing gradually
smaller from year t.> year.
The majority of those who employ Iheir pens in •writing to Fohk.-t ami StkbAm, even
though ihey arc non-prof ssioual writers, put, their ideas iuto
p'aiu, intelligible prose.
Were tl is not the a-e we sh uld
long since have been forced lo suspend publicnion for, however much the Funster school may enjoy comp sing iheir
effusions, it is cer ain that people will not pay four dollars
per year for the privilege of reading them.
"While the writh gs of Forester hold a deservedly high
place in the library of the sp nsman, and re likely to itiainain Ihat place for a long time lo come, we are gratified to
see the influence of their style g'adually decreasing among
writeis.
"tjome have been found to argue that composition is a direct means of culture; that if a person has appeared in print
1

i

"

i

measure and

ever heard

t

t,

i

Who

.'

Of a fishing man who preached the Word?"
Thus spake lit- elders and deacons and all,
And before them at once the parsou they call.

Editor Fared and Stream :
Though I'm u clergyman, of the orthodox stamp, T have
eo patience with ih class of pieiisis who repudiate all lacam e which is not distinctively r ligious. Siidilur hooks and
papers, no matter how refined and instructive they may be,
they have trained tbemse ves to regard with feelings of horror -wilfully ignorant of the fuel. that, much that V ey enjoy
of art and science, civiltz nion aid even leligion, they owe
Janrely to these very publications.
They remind one of those
festidlous folk Who are afraid to pin* k
hat there be enfolded in it. the sting of a wa-p.
Poi the most part, ihey are
one sid d, narrow-minded, warped specimens of humanity.
N<r am I in any sympathy with tha' oilier class of exiremeists who turn in
Isgust
everything religious and who
are wholly absorbed in secular reading, much of which may
be of questionable refinement.
In this age, when of making books and papers there is no
end, iheteis need, as everybody knows >«f wise dbcri mi nation in se'eclion.
These n yriad pub'ic -ti ns are spread before lie people, who have the liberty of choice; ami batseen
the two ex'rrmes referred io there is a middle, ground which
all may occupy, and which never fails to fulfill its promise of
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our next

i

sue.

in type

and

will be published in
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THE MUCKING
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BIRD'S SONG.

N

Spuingvtli.'e,
in the last issue of the Fo'kEST

Y., Aug. 23.

anh Stream an
"Robert West in the Advance" on the
ins; bird, in which he clai
s that this peerless singT is
n isn med. that he is not a mocking hi d at all. but merely
a wouderlul bird, who sings an original song, but which
somehow singularly happens to be composed of Ihe ideniical
notes of ober songsters or a< iuials. and attempts to prove his
asserti n by the fact that, a young bird raised apart from o It-

I
mock

article

from

i

er birds acquired, or originated, according to Mr West, the
same notes as birds grown under the tuteage of old singers.
It proves nothing of the kind.
It seems strange thitany
one should assume such a posi ion.
Did ' Bob White" and
the innumerable company of other b'ros ger their no es f
the mocking brd ?
Will a blue bird r*r robin, raised in confinement, fail to pipe the noe of bis parents? It is hereditary as much as his shape. »rd so to a great degrre is the incomparable potpouri of the
ckimr bird, yet nol altogether.
Centuries of practice bav bred in this bird his wonderful
pow- rs as surely as his individual plumage, aud raised iu confinement he will na orally reproduce s me, if not all, the selections of his ancestors.
N.venheless, he is a mocker as
much as wine is. To say be is not is to assume that he orig•

m

•

inated tie not- s of other birds.
Birds of different species do
not have the same song.
He either <v igin led these songs or
he belongs to several dozens of .afferent species, or he is a

mocker.
And Mr. West says " a first-cla=s singer invariably excels
t which he is popularly supposed to be initialing, and
oilier birds lecognize ard acquies e in this without any exception." Can perfection be excelled ? Wr en a mocking
bird reproduces ihe note of a mar in or kingfisher lo a
••guat'- heel " how i, he going to excel it ?
He may play a
few variations on it, by supplementing or prefacing it to
some other imitations, hut on imitation pure and simple he
can't xcel, in the sense Air West uses the word.
As to the statement that other birds recogn ze and acquith

.

esce in the mocking bird's sviperiorily, it is or e of the pretty
things t' at can't be proven.
1 don't deny thai Ihev wed
might do so, but that ihey do so " without.' am "xoeptiou"
iss8umingap sition which no circumstances warrant.
My home is in Fl rida; T have heard quite a number of
mocking hirils and, being a lover of mu-ic. I have paid 'onsideraole alien ion to the wonderful powers nf ibis star singer.
The comb of my r rrif is the st-ge wi ereon a couple or
uio-e exhibit iheir acquirements to ihe public daily.
The
orange trees are alive with Ihem, and many have he same
succession of notes,
quid drops nf sweetest, wonderul
niel dy wnich ihey trail after them as they flic trom tree to
Iree.
He runs over with song. Even « he.', sitting he c n't
kep quiet, but spreads and folds hs wings ecs ate ally,
while th it unsu passed song pou-s from his throb iug throat,
lie perches n the chimney top and begius his ovetiure with
the loveliest little pianiss nio roulade, and when once the
d or is opened he must s ng or die. He warbles, he trills,
h' shades, he whistles, he gives you note of q mil, yellowhammer, night-hawk, whipporw 11 and a y number o "oth' rs,
while interwoven inextricably are his nwn inimitabl corni

1

•

men la on

t'

cse.

At

interva's during this entert

inment he

himself by an impassioned wing beat, O' two into the air,
a sort of explosive of his sentiments, and settles ringing
a ain on his petch to continue with crescendo and diinioneudo, letra-o and staccato, repe.t ami da capo.
Ihe imprisoned melody presses up n him, and when the surging,
quivering notes escape him tney soar abronl through all the
delighted air in won'rous harmony, at e-ting the love and
omnipotence of the (.'reamr. In the stillest hush of night,
wLen the stars li ok forth from ihe lake, when n sound but
the hoot of the owl in the distant swamp mars the quiet, the
lifts

>
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mockmg bird in the orange tree Bear my window
Ireams of musie, partial]} wakes and -warbles a few soft,
BeaufifDlmusieai Boliloqny, stopping
as abruptly as it began
and lie dreams again to waken tbe
sleeper, neat bin) with a royal salute t<>" tbe coming mom,
S.
When the east Hushes and tbe stars grow dim.
sleeping

.Sleepy, delicious notes, a
•

[August

bargained for— a charge of No. 4 shot— and then took a
tumble. II was tbe largest one 1 ever saw. This spring,
while hunting ducks on one of our streams, 1 saw a woodeluiek jump out of a small willow tree where he had been
sitting about lour feet from the ground.
Before I could
throw my gun to my shoulder and pull he was in a hole at
lie foot oi 'the
tree.'
It is very common for them to tree
when hotly pursued by dugs. 1 have a friend living in the
country who has shot at least a dozen in that way. Woortt

DO OPOSSUMS FEIGN DEATH?
the opossum
lergn death
THAT
known by
acquainted with their
Will

he

that,

nil

—

may

live is

the saying "play 'possum" Where the opossum lives.
When collecting botanical specimens, manyr years ago, in
1 saw an opossum up a small tree
To see if he would
of only about, three inches in diameter.
pretend to be dead I armed myself with a ereen stick of the
He was
ttetKe.
size of a large cane ami beg
about ten feet, high next the body of the tree, on a small
The shaking caused htm to run out. on the limb and
limb.
also to lose his foothold, but he caught the limb by the tail

Wilcox County. Alabama,

and remained suspended

until repeated

shaking caused him

to fall.

Several blows on the head stretched him on the ground,
seemingly dead. 1 held him up by the tail and threw him
down, and he showed no signs of life. I then stood and
watched him until I saw him breathe slowly and at distant
intervals.
I went several rods distant, where he could not
Finally he opened lus eyes, raised bis head, looked
see me.
around, got up, and ran into his hole a short distance oil, beneath the upturned roots of a large fallen Iree. 1 did not
know that his home was so near, if 1 had I should have
closed the entrance and killed him.
'Possums are common in this portion of Texas. I have
killed many of them when they came after my chickens at
One I thought 1 had killed and threw him down
night.
with a bloody 'head. Next morning he was gone, since
which I make sure work in killing them.
According to Prof, Baird in the Mexican Boundary Survey, and also in Vol. 8 of the Pacific Railroad Reports, the
Virginia 'possum is not known to live in Texas, but the
Texas 'possum is the DideiphyH raliforni^a, a smaller animal

with a larger tail.
The 'possum of this Tegiou seems to he identical with he
one east of the Mississippi in size and appearance, nor have
I ever heard any one speak of the Texas 'possum as being
different.
I believe a full investigation of tbe matter will
prove them to be the same species.
The 'possum cannot run faster than a man, hence, in a fair
I have killed two
field by moonlight, he is easily overtaken.
females, each of which had nine young ones in pouch attached to dugs..
few years ago a 'possum was killed near Naples, Ontario
I

A

N. Y., where
its name.

Co.,

it

is

so rare that

know

many
S,

prople did not
B. Bccklky.

Austin, Texas, August, 1881.

HOW

A

SNAKE CLIMBS.
New

Orleans, August 17.
iost. the remark
the subject of

snakes climbing trees had described the manner of ascent I
state that I happened once to witness the act.
Returning from a trout-fishing excursion in the Alleghanies, traveling by the turnpike that runs along the north
fork of the south branch of the Potomac, in Pendleton county, West Virginia, nry attention was attracted by a black
snake, about "four feet in length, flattened against the trunk
It had got some four
of an oak of about three feet diameter.
or five feet from the ground and was making its way slowly
upward in an almost perpendicular direction. Every muscle
appeared to be at its greatest tension the body was rigid and
drawn in irregular serpentine folds much more marked than
those made in progression on tbe ground, taking hold by the

would

;

abdominal plates upon the corners or projections of the corrugated bark and so drawing its length upward as from step
The surface of the
to step in the maimer suggested by you.
bark, broken by irregular upright channels arid ridges, with
transverse breaks in the latter, afforded so many points
d'appii', from one. of which the snake would lift a section of
its length to another and so «n upward, slowly but surely.
I

so struck by this acrobatic feat of a legless reptile
have retained a lively recollection of it to this day.—

was

G. A.

The Ohitian Robin's Foster- Father.—In Rocky Hill a
tame male robin is kept by Mrs. Ryer in a cage. lie would
come back
out-doors.

had a

cage, when liberated, after flying about
Near by, in a dwarf pear tree, a pair of robins
The house cat, just about ihe time the young
hatched, succeeded in catching and killing the

to the

nest.

robins were
male bird of the pair, ami a day or two later the same cat,
also killed the mother bird, thus leaving the young birds unMrs. Ryer took Ihe nest out of the tree, and
provided for.
placed it, with its gaping and hungry little iumates, in the
cage of her tame cock-robin, together with a dish ot boiled
The old bird looked at them, and
eggs, as an experiment.
apparently thought the matter over in a reflecting mood.
Tin n he proceeded to feed them a little— giving to each little
wide-open throat a morse! of the egg-yolk. Having disposed of
that, he Llcw off; on a search for worms, the young birds' natFrom that, time forward, this solitary old bachelor
ural food.
bird continued very industriously to forage the gardens thereabout for the benefit of those nestlings. These latter grew
apace, and in due time were big enough to be encouraged to
Whether tie
get out-doors themselves and try their wings.
old cock-robin after that taught them by example bow to
find ami secure worms for themselves in the sward of the
lawn and in the garden has not been reported, but that in
the case of robins the parent birds do leach their young that
vny thing has been abundantly shown in the writer's observaIn the Rocky Hill case Ihe young
tion this very summer.
and then their
robi de became able lo take care of themselves
benevolent self appointed guardian went back to his cage.
;

—Hartford (Conn.)

TPmes.

Lakgk Deer Horns— Moira, near the Adirondack*, July
1881.
The deer are, for some reason or other, more
plenty in the St. Regis district than Ihey have been before in
several years past, although they have been hunted ever
Parties who have been up lo the
since the middle of May.
Sixteen-mile Level during the past two weeks have found
them plenty as ever. A very large buck was killed there
last week. "They have the horns at the Blue Mount House,
and all who sec them say they are the largest they ever saw.
They me in the velvet yet, an have sixteen prongs started,
They measure eight inches in circumeight on each horn.
ference near Ihe head, and are eight inches broad at the
The parties who killed the deer
.vi,
al part near their ends.
had no means of weighing it. but think if. would weigh over
200 lbs. It was very fat, "and they got a large quantity of
tallow when they dressed it. Another buck was killed there
last week, near the same place, nearly as large as that one,
but it had not such large horns; and two deer were shot
there Wednesday night last, and both got away wounded
unto death. This is the curse of night hunting. As many
get away wounded and are left to die a lingering death as
there are of those killed ou the spot and got by tbe hunters.

—

20,

I

'i

noticed in your issue of 11th
HAYING
that none of your correspondents upon

that I

ortuoK.

Hence

habits.

W.

Old Squirrel — PuA/iTsnuRGn, N. T., May 9.
—Editor Ft/rent and Stream;— On the ?th of May, a friend

A Cunning

a ramble in search of some hawk's eggs, as
have not yet quite lost my old spirit of a "nest-robbing
urchin," but confine my collection to the eggs of the hawk,
owl, crow, etc., against which I wage a ceaseless war. The
had a
first nest we found was in a large maple tree.
boy to do the climbing and adjusting the climbers to his legs
he was soon up to the nest. He cried out that it was an old
Where it struck the
hawk's nest, and threw it down.
ground a great chattering was set up, and on examining the
nest, we found in tbe interior of the bunch of sticks and
dead leaves three young gray squirrels whose eyes were not;
arranged the nest as best as we could, and
yet opened.
covering the young squirrels up with leaves, left them at the
font of the tree, in hopes that the old gray might find them.
On our return we thought we would look for the squirrels,
but on watching the tree we found squirrels and nest gone,
and in a tree near by was a new nest. On looking closer we
saw the old gray squirrel sitting in a crotch about a yard
from the nest. On seeing us the squirrel •jumped into the
We drew nearer, to get a belter
next tree and sal up again
view of her, when she jumped into the next tree, and so
gradually led us away from the rest. Now it certainly
looked as if the old squirrel had, during the day, made a new
nest, transferred her young to it, and upon seeing us return,
had led us fully one hundred yards from the nest, when,
thinking her young were safe, she ran up an elm and was
F. B. Jonsv, ,n.
out of sight in a twinkling

and myself took
I

We

We

Climbing Woodoul-okbAoais—New Castle, Pa., July 7.—
instances of the kind came under my own observation.
last fall I was hunting squirrels in the eastern part

Two

One day

noticed
Seating myself on a log to rest,
Of this county.
some large, dark animal climbing, or, as it seemed to me,
sliding up a tree of probably eight inches in dial
Quieklv slipping a couple of heavy shells into my ten-gauge
I made ni y way to the tree. The woodchuck— lor such I found
and sticking
it to be— went on up the tree to Where it forked,
" take in " the surhis head through the forks, proceeded to
rounding country. But he "took in" more than he had
I

-A.

C.

§m(e §ag

m&

§un.

IN ISSAQUENA COUNTY.

A CAMP HINT

25, 1881.

distinctly, the chase at times was most exciting ; as the dog
would find a place wTiefffi the trail was freshest, their yelping

and barking would have made one unaccustomed to this kind
of hunting think that they had found the bear; then would
come a pause, caused perhaps by the bear crossing a creek,
or else when closely pursued (they are as cunning as foxes)
they will run through water on Lop of logs and sometimes go
in a hollow tree to throw the dogs off the trail.
That was
not the case, however, with this one the pack was fresh and
thirsting for blood, and Bruin was allowed no time for his
pranks. He turned first one way ami then another, and must
have gone at a tremendous speed for at least an hour and a
half
when overcome he tcok to a cane-brake, and in a few
minutes went up an euormous gum tree, the dogs close at
;

;

and when we got up

to them, which we did by disedge of the brake, and with cane knives cuttluin, they were at its base, harking and
yelping with such fury that it is no wonder that the poor
beast had not the courage to turn aud meet them in combat.
As I had killed my hear already, one of the Englishmen,
Hon. M. B. P, was allowed the shot. He had a Lancaster!
double barrelled and double grooved riflOj carrying an ounce
ball, which he drew on his game, and alter the sharp crack of
the report down tumbled I'niin as dead as a mackerel.
As none of our parly were any too clever at " boxing the
compass" had it not been for the sagacity of a mule I was
aiding our camp.
riding we would have had some trouble i
ik-r.
The tents
Here we found everything in splendid
set, out in front,
pitched, a splendid fire burning, campsti
md a bit of stray
and a table improvised from a few pole,
yhich was laid a
canvas stretched tight, across them, upo
poons and forks,
white table (doth ornamented with sUve
Such a diun
,d such appeplates, tumblers aud napkins.
We had a
tites can only be had under sueh circumstances.
"Rupert" had put one of the men to fishing
capital soup.
his heels,

mounting

at the

way

ting our

lo

i

(black bass in quantities) and lie took a gun (when we were
out of hearing; and bagged a few fine mallards which, added
to the supplies brought along, made us a sumptuous repast.
The day's work had not been heavy so a fox hunt was proThat night all joined except my-elf, ami 1 not, simposed.
ply because being near-sighted T had no chance to have a
shot, besides 1 knew that my father wished his foreign guests
Before going to sleep
to get as much slroting as possible.
in the deathly stillness which reigned I heard three or four
ing proved to be fruitful
n ports of guns, which in the
ity odd pounds.
of afine fat doe weighing som
til
the varmints began
remained at this can
ept clear of us, lequiring
to know of our whereabouts,
v up traps a' d made for
too long ranges to find game
had royal sport
the banks of Little Sunfiow
killing several bear, two panthers, and any number of deer
and turkeys, and il was here When the dogs were in hot pursuit of a bear that I made my tenable innova'ion upon the
former stereotyped rules of the bear chase. I was left behind on the banks of the bai ou at a place where bear tracks
Supposing that hf ugh attempt to
plenty aud In
I, and
they
cross there tin' In
id so much
seemed to be runnii
for any emso that I had both X

We

:

id closer,
ergo e,y. The do
and I was attaining my eyes out to catch the first glimpse of
game. All at once 1 beard a tremendous rattling and
cracking of the cane ou the opposite bank from where I
stood, and made sure 1 would soon see the bear; the noise
continued, as though whatever was making it was undecided
I was, Tmust. confess, getting quite
as to which way logo.
nervous, the dogs in the meantime, judging from the sound,
had passed the point opposite where 1 was, and from their
weak cry I fancied they had lost the trail. The rattling
noise in my front continued, and I took rufuge behind a largo
iding.
In about two
cypress tree clo?e by where 1
her.
rattling
at
minutes, still looking Opj
a pit
f splenpace down the bank a magnificent nuc
ting todid antlers, into the bayou he dash
at any
ward my side. I remembered the rul<
e tempgame wuen the hounds were on a bet

my

•

i

i

the swamps of Mississippi it
was considered entirely liars de convenance while following a pack of bear dogs, to shoot at any other game however
Many times has it; occurred to pass afine great
the temptation.
buck or a drove of turkeys, not daring to break through the
On one occasion, however,
prescribed rules of the country.
in company with my father and several English gentlemen,
on a grand camp hunt, I broke the prescribed rules, and with
so little bad effect upon the dogs, that since then I believe
the old rule has been placed on file, not even to be re-

IN

my earlier days of hunting in

ferred to.

Before telling the circumstance under which I laid myself
liable to at least severe censure, I will try and give the
readers of the Forest asu Stream an account of that, my
It was in the
first experience of c imping in the wilderness.
The weather had been remarkably fine, and
fall of 1850.
the mast more abundant than ever known before. The
country were very sparsely sett led, and the wood full of game,
panthers and bears being so plentiful that it was the constant
talk of the inhabitants as to their boldness, and Ihe great
depredations thev had made upon Ihe few heads of stock
Which was in Ihe" country. Our camp equipage was not only
complete but luxurious negroes to wait upon us, and any
number of mules lo pack our baggage. We even carried
along a couple of canvas canoes to facilitate crossing
bayous, and to do duck, goose and swan shooting from.
Atler leaving the cleared land some few miles, we were as
dependent upon the compass for our guide as though we had
Time was no
beetl in the middle of the Atlantic ocean.
special object, so we did not attempt to hunt or unsllp a
:

until we had gone several miles and come to the bmk
of a beautiful, clear-iunnine; bayou, where we determined to
pilch our tents, and from there start upon our first hunt.
Our negroes, nnda the direction of my father's old body
servant, Rupert; were left to attend to the camp details, and
after takiua observations as to our exact position, (he dogs
b id seen a good deal of deer sign, aud
were uncoupled.
ihe old hunter "Biz:" had discovered a bear track or two.
" Sp;.t " opened (we
It was but, a few minutes before old
were in Bight of him at tbe time), and I was particularly
Re was standing perfectly still;
struck at Tug manner.
every few seconds he wool I put his nose to the ground, and
then suddenly raising his head, he would give one of those
peculiar, long, musical howls, as only Ihe thoroughbred
hound can. This state of things lasted several seconds the
other dugs showed impatience, vet they seemed to kn >w that
was not proper to start until their leader was ready.
it,

!

tation

was too

great,

I shot and did

if

I

raised

g

m

b

the

the
he beg!

kill

so 1 kept cool until

my

1

when within about twenty yards

of

and

and

the

I killed my game,
both barrels at one
leapicitaled me for
but such a kick my gun gave me that
I got on my mule
shooting the rest of the time we were
wo miles away. I
and he kindly took me to camp ah
y buck was, and having
described as well as I could wher
•k with my cane knife, the
blazed several trees on my way
men had but little difficulty iu finding hi
When the others came in at night they said they had
heard my gun, but it no way affected the running of the
Since then no matter what the hounds were, after no
dogs.
outside game was allowed to pass, and the bear dogs did their
We were out, about ten days when the
just IB well.
t]
beautiful weather changed to rain, and we broke camp and
went home, not hiving been more than twenty-five roilis
distant all tbe while, and havlngbroken (tamp but twice. As
the FoKK>T ami Stream goes to England I hope some of
the gentlemen who were of our party could see this little
Many wonderful changes have taken place in
narrative.

excitement,

let off

<

1:

i

My

father is since dead, so is Eize, and, of
thai county.
course, not, a vestige of the strain of our old dogs is in the
Where was seen the most beautiful cotton plantations in the South with their hundreds of darkeys lo cultivate
them, now there is nothing but, ruin and desolati

comity.

;

he had
though
broke away as
others, opening
the
sighted Ihe came, then followed
purpose that
their musical throats with sueh intensity of
their confidence seemed perfect in having business ahead. It
account
difficult to keep very close up to them, ou
rath
absoof tbe briars, undergrowth and fallen limber, but such
outside mf
forest,
this virgin
in
lute silence prevailed
them
could
hear
of
that
we
pack,
the
the huautiful notes
At,

last

"Spot,"

D. H.

J.

hound

We

Id sink,

the bannk,
fired,

I

MAINE GAME NOTES.
Moxsorf,

1

i

o'clock, Mr.
of this place, started a Eos about three imk
He started him
Eotrlish fox; hound Spot.
woods, and, after a chase of twenty
cooled in driving im into his lio'e, whe
It was the first fox of th
a'ivo.
Lured

This morning,

at

Jishop,
ith his

about, sis

mpson

mm

I

i

)g 8UCjp cap-

Mr

nd was

Mm

u
American red fox,
isiheo*ner (if several oilier valuable

tletnau

:

I

ich are
A bitch
English bare beagle, Thorn, and
Heinforn ne that the prospect for fox hunting
•ailed Bell.
dogs,

m

in this vicinity

is

excell

Sportsmen who desir e
eh field for operation-.

this

kind

of sport

would

find this a

season for ruffed grouse and woodcock opens
here are looking for lively times
In the old Elliottsville "township, at, the north of us, and
ighboriug towns of Howard. BU.nchard and .^huley
n the

When

—

the

> in
manymiles of solitary and alinoi
running through, dense forests where these birds
great numbers.

highways
I

.

.
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1 to

here,

boring

October 1 the cocker spaniel is the
Liter in the season setters and
Pisoator.

suasons, in which It Is lawful to snoot same in Hie several
:<r.,i
Territories, open us utsiifiiatprl In the following table.
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In 1.773 this

pounds and

a

act

Sept ; Pa., Sept 1.
N. J., Any. Z5 Pa., Sept. 1.
5; V. 0., Sept.
15
D. C„ Sept 1 New, Sept 1 ; N. C., Out. 15.

was modified, limiting the

fine to

five

month's confinement, and in case of a slave,

the forfeiture of his

gun and

fifty lashes.

S.

n'. .J..
t.
r.

I

;
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The deer law

ap-

wikliowi n,,i ]iiriie,Mi,,t un the coast
season opens Aug. 15. d California quail
n Coos County Ueer season opens Aupr. t; moose
/ I'ivsi open wi.,i,|, oel; mm, a, bepii July I;
jslon.
(leer

THE MINNESOTA CHICKEN SEASON.

;

a

k

;

leheneoiady- Saratoga

and AUJany.

Wildfowl

Albkut Lea, Minn., Aug. 15, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream :
In your issue of Aug. If I saw an article by Geo. E. Cole
on "Prairie Chicken Shootinj in Minnesota," and in which
he gives his ilea in regard to the new game law of our State,
which prohibits the killing of prairie chickens before September

DEEH, SLAVES AND VAGABONDS.
SOMK LAWS OF NOHTII GAIiOLISA,
the colonial laws of

>NG
AM(lowing:
"

I.

Esq.,

Be

A. D. 1738.

North Carolina were the

fol-

by his Excellency Gabriel Johnston,
Governor, by and with the advice and consent of his
it

enacted,

Majesty's Council, elc, that it shall not be lawful to kill or
destroy any Deer running wild in the woods or unfenced
ground in this Government by gun or any other ways or
means whatsoever between the Fifteenth Gay of February, in
each year, and the Fifteenth Day of July succeeding after
the ratification of this Act; And if any person, not being a
s-rvauf or slave, sliaJl kill any Deer contrary to this Act, and
be thereof lawfully convicted, the said person lor every Deer
so killed or destroyed shall forfeit, and pay the sum of Five
Pounds current Money.
"III. And be it further enacted, by the Authority aforesaid,
That if any Sirvaut or Slave, by order or command of his
or her Master or Overseer, shall kill or destroy any Deer,
contrary to this Act, the Master, Mistress, or Overseer giving
such order or command, and being thereof lawfully convicted, for every Deer so killed or destroyed, as afoesaid,
shall forfeit and pay the aforesaid Penalty of Five Pounds,
if the said Master, Mistress, or Overseer had actually committed the 0ffen.ee.
'III. And be it further unacted, by the authority aforesaid, That if any Servant or Slave of his own accord, without any order or command from his or her Master, Mistress,
or Overseer, shall kill, destroy, or buy any Deer, contrary to
this Ac', and be thereof convicted, by the Oath of one credtable Witness, before a .Justice of the Peace of the county,
wherein the Offence is committed, for every deer s killed or
destroyer!, as aforesaid, the said Servant or Slave shall have
eceive, on hisorlier bare Back, Thirty Lashes, welljaid
in. to he inflicted
by the order of the Slid Justice before
whom the Paid conviction stia'l be: unless some sufficient
Person will become bound to pay, for ihe said servant or
slave, the sum of Five Pounds current Money, within six
months, in lieu of the said Punishment aforesaid, to the

as

i

wardens of the

Parish where the offence is committed, for Ihe uses directed by this act "
In 1733 an act was passed providing that no slave
armed
go
with gun, sword, or any other
should
weapon, or should keep sufch weapons, or hunt in the
wouds with one, unless the Master should give a sufficient
bond, etc., or hunt of range in the woods with a dog or dogs,
3epl such as have a certificate for hunting, as was in the
If a slave' violated the act any person might
3,
kill his dogs and the offender should receive not to exceed
thirty lashes upon conviction.
to 1768 an act was passed to further
tlate hunting and which was amended in that year:
*
"II. Be it .'enacted, etc., That from nnrl after the
in

nil

ii

Meg."
Even in the son's days, a^d he was seventy-two, it had
been a great gun by all accounts. It was not so good he. said
As I felt bound to say somefor "shutin' on the wing."
thing, I suggested that it would be a trifle mthandy for cutting down a woodcock in an alder swamp or for single bird
shooting in second growth pirn s.
•Yes, sir: but you put her plum on the mark and pull

aud suthen's got to go."
I pondered for a few seconds on which of the three parties
concerned were most liuely to go in the event of such a discharge, the squirrel, the gun or the shooter, but not, wishing
to hurt the feelings of my aged friend I did not communicate to him the result of my calculations, which was that
there would be a general disappearance of all concerned.

RlNOAVOOD.

A LETTER FROM

MISSOURI.

CAirrnAGE, Mo., July 25,
country here in Southwest Missouri is called a prairie country, is thickly set in farms with hedge fences.
Kansas on the west is about the same. We have numerous
streams with timber along the banks and groves interspersed
over the prairie, all of which makes a complete (over lor the
breeding aud rearing of quail. The hedges also afford fine
protection for them in the shooting season by reas n of their
being so thick and thorny that the hunter cannot get through,
even his faithful clog will sometimes scent, a covey and make
the attempt to get through but fails, and will run a quarter
I
of a mile io find an entrance and come back disgusted.
was in Kansas last fall on a quail hunt and found them very
I have probplenty, but nearly always along a thick hedge.
ably seventy-five quail on my farm now that, have been
hatched under my hedge. I very often see them with their
little broods picking bugs and seeds in my door yard, and I
live within a quarter of a mile of the city limits, with 10,000
But we are lawinhabitants and many good sporting men.
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barrel, till he arrived at the further extremity at which
distant point he demonstrated by pantomimic gestures how
his worthy sire, I suppose, charged this veritable "Mons

up the
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tie

whatsoever (Mas( 1769) no person
excepted) not having a freehold of one hunland Within this province, or tending ten thousand COrn-lliUs at least live feet distance each, shall bunt or
under penally of ten pounds proclamation money,
kill deer
and moreover shall forfeit his gun, or the
for every oftence
value thereof.
"V. Provided, also, that nothing herein contained shall
extend to bar or hinder an overseer of a slave or slave from
hunting and killing Deer with a gun on bis employer's lands,
or the waste lands of the King, "or Lord Granville, within
rive miles of the residence of siich overseer."
The reasons recited for the necessity for this act were that
"many disorderly and dissolute persons, having no habiiation of their ownj k ill continue to hunt on the King's Wate,
at:d the lands of other persons and kill deer and leave the
carcasses in the woods, by which means the wolves, bears
and other vermin are fed and raised, to the great damage of
many of the inhabitants of the Province: and the fines being difficult of recovery, by means of persons having no proper
«f in-ir own assembling in great numbers and camping
in the woods and kill deer, burn and destroy the range, burn
fences and commit many other injuries to the inhabitants of
this Province and associate for the mutual protection and defence of each other against any person or persons who shall
attempt to execute any precept on any of them For Remedy whereof," etc., etc,
In 1770 was passed an act to prevent hunting for and killing deer by fire-light, because under such pretence lliey "kid
arid destroy horses and cattle, to the great prejudice of the
owners," under penalty Of five pounds, * * and tile Justice may -order such offender to have and riceivo "Thirtynine Lashes on his pare Rack, well laid on."
The act also provides a due of live pounds for any person
who shall tee another fire-hunting and who does not report
But them comes the '" searcher," viz.:
the same.
" IV. And in order to disc >urage all persons from th's pernicious Practice, or the mote easily to detect them in the
commission hereof, Be it further enacted, etc., That in case
>aih, before
some Magistrate of the
any person shall, uj
person or persons to be
county, declare that he suspects at
ie Night Time by Fire
in
guilty of bunting wdth a
Light, it shall and may b.- lawful f : such Magistrate to i-sue
or persons so suspected
his warrant to apprehend Hie perflt
some oilier Magisand to bring him or them be tore h
trate of the county where the offence is supposed to be c >mmittcd And in case the person or persons so apprehended
will not, upon Oaih, declare that he or they have not been
guilty since the passing of this Act of hunting in the manner
aforesaid, such person or persons shall, in such case, be
di eriied guilty of the Offence and be liable to be punished as
in this Act is before directed."
There, sir, is a model for you in the "game protection
line." It is true, that the act was to be in force during the
term of two years only, but, it must certainly have tended to
" dt$eonrase," at least, that particularly pernicious method

fifth

rired acres of

lOre successful.
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abiding.
farm, but
1 have never tried to prohibit shooting on
shall this fall on account of the boys from town, who destroy
my fences rabbit hunting. I do not object to men hunting, who will regard the rights of the man whose land they
I have been a hunter all my days and claim
arc hunting on.
privilege to capture wild game, no matter whose
il as
We all in common feed
soil it is running or flying over.
I found some localities last fall
it, and of right it is ours.
where the farmers objected to shooting quail eveu on the
broad prairie for the reason of their destruction to chintz
hues but the same farmers would like us to shoot the chickens on the ground that they destroy the corn. The chickens
were quite plenty here, but being wild they would not breed
here, but came in during the cold weather to feed on the grain
fields.
I think the greatest violation of our game law here is
Men will steal into the timber and draw a seine,
in fishing.
while no person wishes to get the ill will of his neighbor by
entering complaint, but I think we have a law-abiding peoI notice foam your
ple as much as any State in the Union.
paper (which surely is reliable) that frequent, depredations
are made in the Eastern and older States that should set more
wholesome examples to us away out here so near the Indian
country., It is not my purpose to write you anything but
facts, but I do say that our sporting community are men who
rettard the protection of game and fish as a subject, thai needs
their atlention, and they are determined to attend to i"..

my

my

;

N. M.

.

8.

1.

Now, in our locality that law has proved to be one of the
worst things that could have happened in the way of preventing the killing of the prairie chicken. It has completely
"broken the camel's back." All those who indulge in this
kind of sport say: "We can't comply with the law and get
our share of the game, so we will go in with the rest," and
the consequence is that about all went out long before the
birds were large enough, and as early as in Jul}'. " Last year,
and before, we all stuck together, forme 1 a club for the
protection of game, and very few chickens were killed before
August lo. We have more this season than we have had
for many years, and they are being slaughtered by the thousands throughout, the State.
The persons who take an interest in these matters and arc
the ones to enforce the laws are our home sportsmen, composed most!}' of the business men and e'erks of our towns,
who, after September 1, are too busy to go hunting, and,
therefore, rather than protect they encourage the shooting
of chickens before that time, aud then take a hand in the
matter too. I, for one, think it would be a better protection to our game to have the law of last, winter repealed.
August 15 is plenty late.
F. W. Barlow.

OHIO GAME NOTE-.
Cl.V.YKLAXD, OhiO.
so for
biggest

The weather has been extremely hot, too much
Woodcock are rather scarce this year my

shooting.

:

bag was twenty-two snipe, other days averaging about, one
dozen. I have, however, two young eight-month puppies
in training and, of course, cannot weak them as hard as older
ones but they do exceedingly well for hot weather and av;

Our old birds did not
erage together a large share of birds.
breed well on account of late snow a>,d bad weather. 1
found one nest of four eggs that was three feet under the
snow and eggs spoiled, of course. I know of m-re found
here also. I don't know, but really am inclined to belil-ve,
I always thought so, bui
that they only breed one trip.
more disposed than ever this season to think so, as so m-my
more old ones are killed in Ohio this season than ever before
that 1 remember in forty years' shooting ill the Stale.
Quail are in very fair quantities and the weather has been
extremely favorable for them to breed. Dogs pointed a
brood of young grouse, half-grown, July 4.
Our su'pe season was nor good largest bag for two of us
in one day's shooting wasforty.five. On another day, alone, 1
brought home twenty-one, other days about twelve, malting
1 generally shot 300 or more in Mar,
about loO in all
April till May 13, but there were very few snipe this
I

;

AN ANCIENT GUN.
" breech-loader scare
THEmost
everywhere.
It

" has been got, over, I think, althree years since I was asked

is

by a venerable agnculturisi
on his plantation as he was 'Ie
Talking of the long barrels
sode couuecled with them tha
I had haled with a friend at

iff

rn

them ar guns

it

up."

an amusing

,f

epi-

me the

other day,
where a worthy
old faro
of my acquaintance presides over a few boots and
shoes, a va ied asSQrl
Of deadlv-looking candy and a
barrel ,-r two of teti-h
•r
a], pie brandy, home mauufactored".

The immense

[tli

.

gO

so

i !i

when
ing.

plenty.
I think them quite equal to
We prefer them to old woodcock

woodcock
any lime.

gun, which
ncrg ncy, attrac ed

me

rta

1

A

hilarity at

uld beat that," he said,
and, diving into the earth some a here he speedily reappeared,
a tube went on appearing for some time till, just as
the plaster of the ceiling was threatened, its owner arrived
holding on to one end of it. Talk about a sea-serpent or a
mile of gas piping!
Meat the other gun ? I should rather
think it did. Beside this. new apparition the firt one sh ank
into a pocket pistol.
This gun had been his father's favorite
arm.
rapid calculation took us back to the war of 1813,
and ihe thought occurred that if there were many such guns
as this in those days the result, of that war was not surpris
1

A

ing.

"STILL" HUNTING

They

CLUB—1843.

St. I.ouis, Mo.,

Aug.

'.'

-

,

t

18.

Editor Forest and Stream:

You often publish the constitutions of game protective societies, and 1 have no doubt that such forms give very subhere are
stantial aid in the formation of new societies.
Ihe rules of an old deer hunting club, drawn up in the year
1843 by a party from St. Louis, assembled at the Dent farm
the same Dent family which has become known because of
In fact
ts alliance by marriage with ex-President Grant.
Grant's f ttlher-inlaw. you will see, was one of the signers of Ihe
document. Do not think that these rules are sent o
i,e used as a model tor other organizations, for, c mfideu'j
while ihe Oravois Road Club, afti
I am of opinion that,
of their " meets," may have been awful examples of warning
to the rising generation, their renulali ms are hardly up to the
Tney belong to the cafe•present standard of hunting clubs.

Now

—

I

But how did his paternal relative and he himself in childhood's hour load such a gun
"Easv enough," said our de,,|
o fully on tie
lighted informant, and, laying the
ground, (for to my horror I saw the thing was loaded— ho e
relics always are) he ran agilely along, slipping his hand
i

for eat-

breed here, and are ready to shoot in May, say the 20th.
Jams- Chi
We find them now in wheat stubble.

diluvial]

:

a corner, loaded f
attention, and promoted a
our aged friend's expense.
"II,
svas resting hi

my

here.

We have had some excellent dove shooting, and they are
extremely good eating. Have shot as many asforly-ote of
an evening to three guns. They require qui k work, fly
sharp aud are tenacious of life, but make excellent spoit

,

gory of the Sheridan fishing rules, recently published in your
columns. The original document is now in possession of Mr.
Charlrsn,,], of the Render's office, of this cily, and has
it a

sort of horse-laugh

what was thought

humor which

to be fan in those

days.

gives us a hint of
The rules are as

The society to be kuown as
The company shall consist

the Gravois Hunting Club.
of such commissioned and
by other hunting societies, unless a majority deem it necessary to alter them.
3. \Q shall he (he duty of the president; to appoint the necessary number of officers, who shall hold their offices until December 85, 1844, whfn there shall be a general election.
4. Persons failing to attend either a meeting of the club or
a drive, after being notified, shall pay for the" benefit of the
company one quart of whisky.
5. Any member who shall shoot at a deer at the distance of
sixty yards or less, without killing, shall pay half a eallon.
1.

non-commissioned

he

to

officers as prescribed

draw blood he

pay one

gallon, and if he
neglects to shoot when within sixty yards he shall pay not
more than two gallons, at the discretion of the company.
6. No person shall read a newspaper on his stand under a
penalty of one quart, and in case of such fine it shall be
placed to the credit, of the driver.
7. Any person going to sleep on or near a stand shall forfeit, one quart, and if he shall snore so loud as to be heard
100 yards be shall pay one gallon to the driver.
8. Any member who shall fail to feed a dog belonging to
the club when it is in his power to do so, shall forfeit half n
gallon for each dog, to be credited to the dog's master.
9. Any member who shall sit hy the lire for more than half
an hour without telling a deer story or calling for a horn shall
forfeit a quart.
If

rails

shall

10. Mo member is allowed to get so drunk after a drive as
to require four persons to carry him to bed, under a penalty
of one gallon.
11. The members who go to bed with their boots on shall
pay for the benefit of the landlord one-quarter of venison.
12 Any members who shall refuse to take a slice of good
venison when invited shall forfeit one gallon for the benefit
of the club.
13. Any member getting so drunk as to shoot at a horse,
cow or sheep by mistake for a deer shall foot the bill at
the first dram shop and have his grog stopped for six months.
14 Any member who is guilty of contributing for distant,
charitable purposes when his charity is needed at home shall
forfeit two gallons.
15. Any member who shall discover an individual of our
opposers or enemies driving or keeping a hound hid in his
barn, or still-hunting under a pretence of amusement or necessity, shall receive a premium of five gallons and two plugs of
tobacco, to be paid by the treasurer out of any liquor or to-

bacco not otherwise appropriated.

such force they coidd not drop at that distance (sixty yards),

—

A New
12.

Yoke

Bot's Adventure

—

Conway, N. H., Aug.
here this week. Four
went from here to Swift River interAlbany and among the mountains, some

— We have had quite a sensation

young men

(city boys)

vale, in the town of
fitteen miles from this village, to

camp out a few nights and
the second afternoon one of them started
to see if he could shoot something; and in a
short, time he discovered that he was lost, and that he did not,
know which way to go to reach his camp. He wandered
around till it began to grow dark, and then went up into a
large tree and passed the night in it not sleeping a wink all
night.
The next day he traveled all day, and not having
any food with him he shot a partridge and kindled a fire and
reasted part of it and ate it (without salt). About 5 p. jr.,
feeling tired, he sat down under a tree to rest.
Being very

On

hunt and fish.
off by himself

weary, he soon fell asleep, and when he woke up he found it
7 the next, morning. Seeing a large hill (it is called Greene's
Cliff) he thought he would go up and look off, when he discovered houses, and having a small compass with him he
took his course for the nearest one and struck a bee line for
it.
He found it very bad walking as it was through swamp
and over windfalls, but, coming up to the. river at last he
heard a cow bell on the opposite side ; he crossed over, found
the cow, followed her home and arrived at the house at 7 p.
m., having been out two and a half days and two nights. He
asked for something to cat, although he said he was not in a
starving condition, and also asked if that was Swift River
intervale, and being informed it was, told his story.
The
house was about four miles south of where he went in. His
father resides in New York city.
He says he is going back
in about a week to try it again, and thinks he won't get lost
the second time.
J.

The Bradford Banquet.—The recent publication of the
of fare at the banquet of the Washington Woodmont Rod and Gun Club prompts a Bradford friend to

bill

send us the bill of fare of a supper given to the Audubon
Shooting Club, of Buffalo, New York, by the Bradford
Shooting Club, of Bradford, Pa June 9, 1881 The "spread"
was given at the St. James Ileitel, Humphrey and Pierce

—

—

Terrapin Soup.

Brook Trout, Fried, Mountain

Btyle.

Restigouche Salmon, Boiled, Lobster Sauoe.

Leg of Southdown Mutton, Caper Sauoe.
Turkey with Cranberry Jelly.
Lamb with Green Mint.

;

Spring

;

Sweet Breads, Larded with Puree of Spinach.
Spring Chickens, Broiled a la Audubon.

Stream

if

some of the older readers of the Forest and

Wagon wheel.

A Colorado Beau JTttnt— Denver, Col.— You see it all
happened in this way. Doe. drove up one morning with his
bronchos and light wagon outfitted for hunting. Said he was
fling up Bru-h Creek, where he 'lowed there was bear.
rank said if he'd wait a few minutes he'd go along. 1 said
I was rjrazy to go loo.
Off we started, Dae. entertaining us
with recita s of the bear scrapes he'd been in. "Hold on,"
said Frank, as we were Hearing the mountains; and out he
before we could check the team. As we slopped we
could see bitu behind peering along the ground as an Indian
would hunt for a trail. ''What is it," we cried. "Fresh
bear tracks," he answered. Out I jumped and, sure enough,
there in the dust was the fresh' track which, 1 imagine,
resembled Crusoe's man Friday's as much as anything.
Well, where there were tracks we knew there had been
bear; and so we hurried on, more eager than ever. Soon we
reached Brush Creek, and then wound our way up into the
canyon over a rough wood road so rough that it was torture
to ride.
We safely made camp about noon, luckily finding a
comfortable log cabin at our disposal, which had been used
formerly by lie choppers. Altera hasty lunch we loaded our
rifles and started out.
I did not get hack until 9 o'clock at
night, baying seen neither deer nor bear; but before night I
had come across a covey of black grouse and had bagged four
or five. The others were more fortunate.
Doc. and Frank,
having joined forces, took a fresh deer trail, jumping up two

jumped

—

bucks and killed both.
For two days we hunted for bears without avail, and as
Doc. was anxious to get home we decided at noon to pull out.
So we packed up, Doc. going ahead with the team, Frank
and myself following afoot. As we Beared the mouth of the
gulch the canyon widened, and off to our left another wide
came into the main one. As we neared it all at once
gHlc
•we sbw in the road the freshest kind of bear tracks, which
proved to be those of an old one and two cubs. We lost no
time in hailing Doc.; and quicker than it takes to tell it we
had our team unhitched ana tied to the wagon and were off
after our game.
It was an exciting experience following
through brush and over rocks the trail, which every moment
seemed fresher and which every moment led us oeeper into
the gulch and away from the hill on our right. After we had
(or a mile and the brush seemed thicker, Doc. re1 raveled
inm lied that we had hettrr he getting out as we were liable to
be caught at, a great disadvantage. No sooner had he spoken
than I, who was in the rear, saw our bear rise up on her
bauncliessome 100 yards to our left. " There she is," 1 said.
" Hejld on," said Doc.; " let me have the first shot." So Doc.
up with his rifle and pulls at her shoulders, over shooting and
only causing her to rise on her haunches. "Now is my
time," I said, and held for her head, Doc. all the time crying
not to shoot, as we'd surely get tangled up in the brush. I
told him he had had his shot and now 1 was going to have
mine and I pulled, hilling her in the breast, but making only
a flesh wound. The way she jumped over the bushes and
etarted for us was a caution. It started Doc. on a run in the
opposite direction, with Frank and I bringing up in the rear.
But that didn't last long, Doc. getting cut of breath and onto
higher ground. There we recoiinoitered and saw our bear
fine

Chicken Salad.

Shrimp Salad.

cannot give us a glimpse of other old-time hunting

clubs.

New

Potatoes.

Asparagus.

English
Pine Apple Pie.

Plum Pudding, Brandy Sauce.
Lemon Meringue

Strawberries with Cream.
Neapolitan Ice Cream.

—

many

of the guides, both from the upper and lower hikes", and
found them to be perfect gentlemen in every respect. I did
not meet one that I would not trust any ladr with at, any
time and under any circumstances. I believe them to be as
a class finer men than you will find in almost any work, in

other words, men that are square to the letter.
TJiearcicle
in the New York Mail is unjust in tbe. extreme, and it is
evident that the writer has never been in tbe company of an
Adirondack gu'de or he would have known that he was entirely wrong and unjust in saying that "I he Adirondack
guideB are a class to be let severely alone." Vex.

—

An Unusual Accidest. I would ask you the cause for a
holding fire in this manner
young man out shooting woodchuck had snapped his rifle at one and for some
reason it did not discharge. He lowered the gun, diew the
ramrod and was driving the charge homo, thinking the powder had not entered tbe tube. The gun discharged while in
that position, driving the rod and charge through his hand,
which, it is thought, will cause him to lose the use of it. Is
it right to suppose a piece of lint in the tube had caused the
gun to hold fire, acting as a train to the powder ? Mig.
[The supposition of our correspondent is as plausible as
any we can suggest. The action of the. gun was very curious,
although not without parallel in our experience.
The powder may have been damp and caked, especially if the charge
had been in the gu;i some time.]
rifle's

:

New England
Stream:

Sitootuig

— I wish

to

find

Pie.

Assorted Cake.

—

Beak Dogs. Many years ago when bears were more
plenty than pumpkins in the Empire State, it, used to be
for hunters to find where they madenpcturnal visits
to corn-fields and then to take a little whiffet 'log, thai, was
trained for the business, and hunt them in the same way that
coons are hunted now. The little dog would generally scare
the bear and put him to flight and then nip bis heels as he
tan, which would cause him to take to a tree the first chance
he could get, where he would remain long enough, before
getting over his fright, for the hunter to come up and g've
him a dose of lead hy the light of a torch o? large fire. 'One
old hunter, Elijah Dibble, who lived in Delaware Co., was
the owner of a well trained dog, and was noted as a great
bear slayer.
J. H. A.

—Lincoln,

—

Forest and
place either in the Sate of

Maine, Vermont or New Hampshire where good duck and
snipe shooting or ruffed grouse and woodcock 6hooting
could be obtained from the 10th to the 25th of September;
also the person's name who will take boarders in locality.
D. D. D.

Read

last

and present

issues.

Of that, locality a letter
to Grafton, Vt..
"Grafton, Vt., Aug. 22. Agreeable to
your request for information as to good grounds for sportsmen to visit with reasonable chances of success, I take the
liberty to suggest that we have some of the finest woodcock
grounds in the country in our immediate vicinity, which aphave no local huntpear to be well stocked with cock.
ers with us and very few birds have been killed here at any

You might go

hand says

—

•.

August 18.— It

Neb.,

turns out that chickens are not as abundant hs was anticipated.
The hunters were out in force on the loth and very
few of them made the bags they counted upon. Mr. Hallett and I stayed in the country Sunday night and began
work at early dawn the next day. During the day, after
a tramp of nearly twenty miles, over a good dog, 'we got
thiity-seven chickens, all of them pretty nearly grown except three. So far as we can learn it was the best bag made
but it was arduous work. It may be, cooler
that day
weather will show more chickens. Burr H. Polk.
;

Wanted— Editor

some

A

common

Vienna Coffee.

Fruits.

just at

—

Adirondack Guides Again— New York, Aug. 20.
spent over two months last summer on the Fulton Chain of
Lakes, and during that time came in contact with a great

Nebraska Chickens.

Kisaoles of Fowls' Liveru, Financiere Sauoe.

r.

wonder

Of course in shooting in trees this rule does not apply. Perhaps there are others of your readers, like myself, who have
not considered that the law of gravitation acts upon a charge
of shot as well as upon a ball.
*.

.

,

and tbe members of the visiting cluh but, why
say what eyery one understands of course the occasion was
one long to be cherished in memory. The menu was as follows:
proprietors,

;

1

25, 1881.

I continued the trial, with the same result,
Bv good luck I
had found in a book store a pamphlet called "Game Birds,"
by Thos. Alexander, in which I find many valuable suggestions.
Among others be said that shel will drop four inches
in forty yards.
I concluded to act upon the suggestion, elevating to six inches above the centre spot at sixty yards, and
to my satisfaction found the charge every time where I
wauled it. At other trials since have had no difficulty in
planting from ten to fifteen No. 2s near the centre at 100
yards every time, elevating in the latter case about two feet.

;

cord

[August

I

But, we made short work of these proceedings by pouring into them a shower of lead from our repeating rifles that caused them all to bite lie dust or rather
snow, as a heavy snow squall had set in ten minutes before.
marketed our bear and dear heads and realized handsomely besides the exciting sport which we had.— J. A. B.
cutis to follow.

16. Any member who shall play a game of cards without a
stake of tobacco shall pay for the benefit of the club not more
than one plug nor lets than one chew, at the option of the
president.
To the above rules and regulations we pledge ourselves,
our lives, our fortunes and our skill in shooting.
The s gners were Thos. M. Richey, President James
Bailey, Vice President Harrison L. Long, Council; Abner
E. Bailey, Captain
Andrew J. Cromwell, Gamekeeper
John J. Bailey, Treasurer; Oliver Cromwell, Sergeant; Lewis
Deot, Clerk; John C. Dent, Secretary; John P. Long, Re:

—

going back to the mountains and endeavoring to entice her

We

follows
2.

—

—
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We

time.
I have no doubt but with good dogs and hunters who
have a
are up to the business fine sporl could be had.
fine hotel and livery stable here, which make very low
Just now the hotel is full, but after the first of
charges.
September they will have ample accommodations for sportsmen. Woodcock are seen constantly in the gardens of the
village citizens and I hear of them in many localities.— S. W.

We

G."

Illinois Duck Shooting Chicago, August 15.— Duck
shooting commenced in this State to-day. Ducks xre numerous and we are anticipating fine sport, this fall. Chickens
gnat deal of illegal shooting ia
and quail are also plenty.
going on here and just over the "line" in Indiana, by alleged.
sportsmen's clubs. Several parties have been fined for shooting ducks out of season, but this does not seem to slop the
Black bass fishing in the small lakes in this viola,
shooting.
Jim.
ity is unusually good.

A

Duoktsg on Ohamplain— Troy, N. Y., July 30 —I see by
lain
last that some one wants to go duck shooting.
making arrangements to go to the north end of Lake Cham-

your

on the 10th of September next. Another parly is gomying with me, but we would not, olvjec' to a bird.
acquainted with the ground, and can show him some flue
If he wishes he can correspond with me on the subBport.
ject.—H. W. Bjbuob,
plain

I

Am

self

Papabottes— Indianiola,

Tex., Aug.

16— Have

at last

fine rain, and the shooting around this place is splendid.
"Papabottes" are very plenty and fat. I should sav that
there are at least a hundred birds a day killed in a radius of
three miles of this town, a single gun in an afternoon get-

bad a

many

ting as

as forty

and

A few

fifty.

miles up the railroad

chickens are very plenty, and there will be plenty of quail
G. A.
this season.

—

—

—

i

Some Snipe Scores Louisville, August 5. The neighborhood of Vincenncs, Ind., is said to be the best snipe
ground in tbe State. In an old memorandum book of my
dear friend Capt, Goslee, now dead, one of tbe best sportsmen and loveliest men Kentucky ever produced, I find the
memoranda: "Near Carlisle, Illinois, April 4,
1868.— Four of uskil'ed 243 snipe; Apiil 5 we killed 230

following

snipe, April 7 we killed 830 snipe, April 8 three of us killed
259 snipe." The best snipe shooting I ever had was on the
The fields are scpiare
rice plantations near Charleston, S. C.
and separated by ditches, the ditch banks being five or sis
Four of us bunted in different fields,
feet above the fields.
the Biiipe flying from one to the other. The snipe were in
clouds, like grasshoppers in the fall, and would often alight
I am sure that I sometimes saw more than
right at our feet.
a hundred on the wing at once. L. P. Y.

—

Elevation in Shooting Shot.— Recently

I

bought a new

breech-loader, the best in market of course. I ordered a 9-lb.,
12-gauge, choke-bore, expressly for long-ran^e shooting,
Upon testing at target with No.
chietly to use coarse shot.
4s, sixty and seventy yards, I found that, by Bigbting directly
at tbe centre in a thirty-inch target the greater portion of the
charge was found below the centre, but well distributed.
old notion that when shot are driven with
Adhering to

my

New Jersey— Coster, Aug. 20.—Woodcock shooting has
been very poor during July. Wo may have a fall flight, but
I am afraid Bob White has forsaken us,
that is uncertain.
I think they
as I do not hear from him as I did last, year.
will be scarce.

Partridges

none.— J.

I.

Y.— I have often

seen woodchucks climb
Partridges have been bred in vast numbers here this
trees.
summer and promisj good shooting in the fall. Woodcock
shooting will also be good. Squirrels and rabbits are plenty.

Koetright, N.

— Cat Owl.

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 17.—Woodcock are very scarcehere
I was out with a friend yesterday and day beand bagged six birds only.— J. W. P.

this season.

fore

Wisconsin Chickens— Mknomonie, Wis.— Chickens are
large in size, and larger

still

in

number

in this section,

Mao.

We

&

McLellan, ot Valparn so, Tnfl.,
-"its tins season is unttelrlfo ,-"','
iited.
Using only the very best, in.uei-lal, a art engn^-d exoluHe maaufacture or these suits, enables them to give a perfect outfit— [Adv.
learn rrom 'Messrs.

l

tpiheg' ove
,

,

i

:
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joy fishing unless I can wind up short, or throw out long, as
fancy strikes me. and sometimes I want to put a hook way
under a brush heap where a. long line couldn't, go then too, if
I should strike a bouncer I'd have some show to get him.
On
King's Lake we never tish with a fly. Firstly, the. water is

§iver $inhin#.

;

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST.
FRKSH WATKK.
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myself, but a friend of mine and also my son describes them
resembling the woi ms found in chestnuts, but smaller. It
Will you kindly ull me
bus disgusted people with the bass
turouih your paper whether the worms are likely to avo
the fish iu a short lime or how lung they usually remain in
Dou't tnink they are hurtful lo Ihe eat<-r, but the
the flesh {
Bight of them is, of course, enough to give up eating bass-.
The eels aie also said lo be full of worms just now.

as'

I.

not suitable in color, and the fish would not rise to a fly.
Salmon. Raima salar.
Stizotetliium
snwsn'canurn,
S.
Secondly, fish are only found in brush heaps aud drifts, or
BlMoR Trnill, .Silte'./l'tl mfrnlmalU.
;i,!*mM, etc.
Kalnbow Trout, Salvia irtaea.
•yellow Perch, Perm jtnviatilis.
under old logs, where a tiy could not get to the water.
Dolly Vaiden Trout, ,sWiv.'i',,»k Striped Bass, Ravens linmtus.
Getting back to our camp as the shadows fade, we find the
tfee
ThiB question is coming in from all quarters.
Ans.
White Haas. Moccuh enri/nopt.
mat?,
(Two hunters all in, sitting around the blazing fire, toasting their correspondence in this and last issue. Read article emitud
Grayling, Tlfymaltus tricolor and Rock Bass, Amblapliten.
Hanging on
feet and recounting the adventures of the day.
Bpecles).
" Worms in Fishes." in issue of June 16, 1881, page 390.
'a!,
"; ',,.."
War-mouth, Chanobrj/ttusgiuom
the adjacent trees, sundry bunches of mallard, teal, quail,
and 3/ j"'
Crapple, Pamoxys nigramaautofyyi'
Every year these rejiorts come in. It i= natural for the
Qrito and Fonto
etc., attest that they have not been idle.
I-. BaiW unhilior.
Bachelor, PomoxyH annutarin,
i-'/r/Trrf.'.,
lie sleeping under the wall of the tent
Cllllll,
Coose is turning the fish to have these parasites, and we eat lass, wurms aud all.
Pickerel, fc'Biu: «u.:titatoi.
Pil;e. or I'lelcerel, h*hs luc'
Shad, Aloaa eapidi:-^ ;,
croppies on the pan for the third time a fragrant aroma of If you want the worms worked up, put a piece of the flesh
(wall-eyed
Pike-perch
pike)
boiling coffee greets our olfactories, and we hasten to put off containing plenty of them in alcohol for a week, and then
8A.LT WATER.
our long boots, don our slippers and join the crowd. By take it out and wrap it in muslin wet wilh the same or put
Weak-fish or Seiuetague,C.tmosq/on
Box it and send it to Mr. F. W.
in a vial of glycerine.
this ti e the merry rattle of the gong (dish pan) calls us. For
li'lvllBll, Rm
rcnaiin.
tin*
La layette or Spot, Liostomwiabli- ha'f an hour "the crackling of the bones, Kate, is all the sound True, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C, advising
Ivlli
Perch. Unr.m,' a mrrimna.
we heard." Supper over, a soothing pipe, while more tales him at the same time, or to Mr. R. T. Morris, New Haven,
Bluetish or Taylor, PomatomUK Channel Bass. Spot or Rednsh,
occupy half an hour, by which time the lamps have been lit Conn.
Sqitsitops ocellatus.
in the parlor, a good fiie made in the stove, the table spread,
gl 5p
P|
i»»MJS anjy- Slieepshead, Archoamgw probatoSAUBLE.
cphalus.
rojs.
FIRST FISHING TRIP TO THE
chips counted out and we proceed to the business of the
Pnllni'k. I'ui<a,-lnu» r
hnnariiut,
KlngQsh or Barb, JUmtidrrus evening. For three hours every fellow tries to win all the
nebulo&u*.
fautog or RlacUrish, Tauloga
first fishing trip to this river was made in 1874,
money, the main point of the game being to break the Colnmtin,
Spani=ii Mackerel, Cyblum tiiaeaduring the uionth of June. There were four of us in
onel.
When this happens, which it does once in about two
lai
the party: Geo. MacF., T. H. M., W. J., more often kto.^n
years, the shouts and yells of laughter may be heard a mile,
left Stratford
while general handshaking aud congratulations pass all by the name of "Silas," and myself.
Ffitu-nop, certainly. Is a necessary qtiallflcatlon in an angler. Inround. At eleven silence reigns supreme, save the frogs iu about one o'clock, and by dark were comfortably fixed up in
deed, I remember a Thames fishermen who, on my evincing some
the ponds, the occasional paddle— paddle of a steamer going our tent on the rivi.r bank cooking our first meal snd endtsiura-.uiv at in it having the good sport he. promised me, very coolly
up or down the river, a half a mile away, and the resonant deavoring as well as we could to work, and kill the insect
told me that I should never make a good angler 11 1 could not flsh a
population at the same time. After we arrived at Port
coffee mill grinding of Bonny and Jim.
whole day In a bucket of water without showing Impatience.—EdAs goes one day, so goes the next unless it rains and Franks we got three boats from old Adam Ki iitnedy, a
wam Jesse.
hen hauled our baggage to the river b ink
then how cross every fellow gets, and how he wishes lie was resident there,
aud having stowed it all away, we started d iwn the river.
at home with the old woman, and wonders how he ever was
O.N KING'S LAKE.
such a fool as to leave the comforts of a home to come way About half an hour brought us to ourdestiuaton, a nice spot,
down here to wallow and wade around in the mud ; we get of high land in a small grove of poplars. The tent was,
soon put iu good shape, and then the before men ioued
c'ub, tho " Troy King's Lake Fishing and Hunttired of reading, sleeping, playing, talking and tired of the
world generally. Supper is a drag, and dark finds every one supper followed. After this a game of cards and a smoke
ing Club," has not. bo long a name, nor S3 large a memasleep or grumbling because his rheumatics won't let him pissed away the time before turning in. the list operation
bership as some, our constitution limiting our numbers to
before closing up for the night b.ing the fumigating of the
sleep.
That's the way in most camps, but not so in ours.
seven, beside Wacosta, the cook, called "Coose" for short.
have rubber hip boots and overcoats, wide rim hats and tent with a smudge built in a frying-pan to clear out the
We in: all business men residing at Troy, Lincoln County,
If this process
don't stop for an ordinarjr rain.
Our tent is as tight as a mosquitoes, sand flies, el id genus omne.
M<>. a village of a thousand, more or less, situated iu the
midst of a splendid farming and grazing country and, by house, ditched and banked all around, aud we can be just as was well attended to, there was a chance of being able to get
When Sunday comes a little sleep, but if it was not. it was war to the knife until
comfortable as if we were at home.
the way, a point, well worth viHiting by any person desiring
Land is fertile, and we shave, put on white shirts, some of us go over on the daylight.
to move. West from ike older States.
The river opposite our camp was about 150 yards wide,
Chean.
We We twelve miles from two railroads, with an- bluff to chinch, some go up the lake visiting and some while
and ran parallel to Lake Huron for about five miles, uoihing
other railroad grided to run through the town. Best advan- the hours away reading and sleeping.
tages ill the way of si.ciety, churches and schools; not a
Our bed is of straw a foot and a half deep. Each man is but a range of low sand hills sepiraiing theiu, so we bad
After a day's nothing to do but. cross the rivi-r aud ruu over the neck of
required to bring two blankets and a pillow
Whisky ship iu [he town, and only three in the county.
work this seems like a feather bed. Uncle Alex tried a cot sand about two hundred yards to gei the open lake for bathKing'* Like lies in the eastern part of Lincoln County,
Mo., and is funned by tho widening of Bryant's (.'reek. It bedstead one year, but be became tired of bis cot in two ing in. The river was very deep, without any current, and
in places wilh sand br.rs which were great places for
fi bd
miles lung, StiO yards wide at widest, and from five nights, and was glad to come, down aud bunk with us.
is eigll
It empties into the Mississippi River,
On our October Trip we have no mosquitoes. In warm the bass in spawning time. The shorts were lined with
to twenty feet deep.
Which at moderately high water backs into the lake, bringing weather, when they are bad, we take our tent down during rushes and water plauts which gave cover to imny a Lrge
in vast quantities of tish, many of which run out when the
the day, leaving the stakes standing. A Tier night falls we and hungry pike and bass, who here found a good hidingplace.
water falls. The St. Louis King's Lake Fishing Club have put it up, climb under, raise the wall a few inches for venti
On the morning after our arrival I turned out at daylight
a clubhouse on the eastern bank, one and one-half miles above lation, and not a skeeter skects under, although outside we
and, taking one of the b'iftts, floated down lill I came to the
Their hear their hmi like a swarm of bees.
the foot of die lake, commodious aud well cared for.
members, bo far as we have formed their acquaintance, are
The question of one of your correspondents prompts me to foot of one of the sand bars which I thought was a pr imi-ing
gentlemen, and our club is uuder many obligations to them write a description of one of our boats. What we wanted looking place. Tieing the boat to astimp, I jointed my
for favors shown.
was a boat large enough to carry two with their plunder, so rod ami began operations, and with such good success, that
Camping out eacli year as we have done, experience has constructed that il could be hauled across country twenty- by eight o'clock, when 1 returned to camp, I had nearly
The others had
sixty fine bass in the bottom of my boat.
taught us to reduce our traps to necrssaries, hence only two three miles without leaking, and steady, besides being cheap.
I
took two dressed clear pine inch boards, twelve, feet long not. done to well, not being accustomed to bass fishing.
wagons are requited for our transportation. Sunrise of eac-h
third Monday in October find us en route; 11 o'clock finds and fourteen inches wide for gunwales, sloped the ends a first used worms, then five minnow, but soon changed to a
one wagon with three men catching minnows in Sandy foot, leaving six inches face at ihe end fastened a half-inch small silver spoon painted red inside. This I trolled with
the rod, and I seldom had to make two cas'B witho.it drawCreek, seventeen miles from home and five miles from our cleat four inches from the top for four seats to rest on
cut ing a prize.
camp on ihe lake. The other wagon with four men and fastened a cleat at bottom for ribs to rest on
The rest of th" day was spent in preparing the fish to take
By the time we arrive there at ribs, seats ard end boards thirty-four inches long. Ribs are
lOSfl lias gone on to c imp.
home and in rifle practice. I had brotulr, my twenty-'
three ,'cloek, they wdl have the tents set up, aud will be gone two and one-half inches in centre, sloped to one inch at
The remainder of the even- ends eight of them are enough to supp rt the false bottom two calibre rifle with me, and a plentiful supply of carfor a load of straw for our bed.
The bottom of the boat, tridges, so the time passed away pleasantly enough. Iu
ing is used lip in fixing up for housekeeping, aud getting
or floor, although we have eleven.
the evening about sundown we tried the fishing again with
fjs'h for supper and breakfast.
is of canvas, 44 inches wide, waterproofed with beeswax and
(The next the addition to my score of about half the number caught in
We own wo lent", one of twelve ounce duck, fourteen by tallow, melted or ironed in with a hot sad-iron.
sixteen feet, the other eight by ten.
In the commissary detime I will lay on the wax and set it out iu the sun to the morning. 'I hen supper, and war or smoke again. This
partment for our two weeks' supply we have fifty pounds of
melt.)
The canvas laps over and is fastened to the gunwale night some sand fleas found us out, and they cared naught
home-mide bead, fifteen pounds of coffee, roasted and by battens and screws at such distance as will stretch it tight. for smoke, so it was out of Scyl a into Charyhdis. The
grouud twelve pounds of butter, twenty pounds of sugar, Three iron rods, similar to the rods in end gate of a wagon mosquitoes were driven out, but the fie is bit and held on.
ten pounds of lard, ten pounds of bacon side, spices, pickles,
and made of quarter inch iron, tighten aud hold everything After vainly trying to sleep, one of the parly took possession
together.
cakes, etc., quantum suf. All these are packed in a messThe rowlocks are set, on a six-inch piece of inch of the only hammock, aud stringing it up outside, bravely
box, three feet squ re by two and one-half feet deep, with a stuff and bolted to the gunwale with quarter-inch bolts and resolved to face all the mosquitoes in the c <u;try rather than
movable shelf half way down. We also own a dozen plates, project three inches above the top of gunwale. We use face other insect tormentors that could not be got at. In
a dozen liu cups, a dozen knives and forks, a dozen tea seven foot ash oars. A mast twelve feet high carries fifty parcnthises, I would say, when the aforesaid mernoer of the
pariy arrived home a week after, his friends anxiously inapo ms, p >ts, kettles and pans, axe, hatchet, saw, heating square feet mainsail and a spinnaker of thirty square feet,
quired if he had the small-pox, so covered was he with bites,
stive, tish box, minnow box, minnow seine, etc.
Our total and with a fair breeze carries us about six miles per hour.
When knocked down for transportation the seals, ribs and so much for rtsolulion.
exp use for the last four years has been 8 03, which includes
went daily to the lake and had a bath in its cool wathe canvas is rolled up,
rods are put in a two-bushel bag
the purchase money for our entire outfit.
It also includes
$i5, which whisky cost us the first two years. The last two aud gunwa'es and false bottom lie loose in the bottom of Ihe ters, which helped to cool down the inflammation of the
This sand was so
bites and clean the sand from our bodies.
wagon-bed. She weighs about 100 pounds; and cost, inyears we have used no whisky, and find that we do as well or
belter with >ut it, hence have decided that we'll have no more
cluding three coats or paint, §10.50. Can be taken down fine that it flew about in the sightest breeze like dust and
She floats like a duck, penetrated everylhing not cased in metal. Close your teeth
of u.
or put up in about fifteen minutes.
and cover the
Tun* [ay morning finds ns all gone from camp, some hunt- and is as steady as a raft. Two men can carry her any- at any time and they gritted on the sand
provisions as may be still the sand showed up in the butter
The fish we have are the black bass from where. She suits us exactly.
ing, some fishing.
drinking.
On the third
after
bottom
of
teacups
the
agaiu
and
find
us
there
for
of
October
will
eight pcuuds down, striped bass from two pounds, and cropthird
Monday
The
morning 1 announced my intention of going some miles up
pie from eighteen inches down.
The latter are the most three weeks, three-quarters of a mile below the club house.
" Silas' volunthe river and fishing down during the day.
Old Hioeoey.
plentiful, and a good catch is about seventy-five per day for
teered to accompany me, so we put iu some lunch and started.
each rod. As a matter of sport catching croppie don't reAfter pulling about four miles up we commenced fishing,
mind meof much. When they are biting free, all that is necesIN BLACK BASS.
trolling with the rod, one from the bank aud one from the
sary is to provide any kiud of a hook, line and pole, a twoThe luck was very evenly divided, each catching
boat.
inch minnow, dead or alive; plump your hook down into a
Jersey Suoes, Pa., Aug. 15.
About two in the afternoon
brush heap, and you get bites fifty to the hour. The first
seven years ago our river, the west branch of the some fine pike aud large bass.
but it
It was then cut and ruu
thing for the lyro is to learn how to drop a hook three feet
Susquehanna" was stocked with black bass. We have a thunderstorm came up.
so we ran up into ihe
deep in a tangled brush heap, aud to get it out agaiu without been fishing for them for the past three years. They are was up m us before we went a mile
loosing a hook or line at every other drop.
half ounce
caught in reasonable numbers and of fair size, up to four oak woods and took off most of our clothes, which we put
It did not
sinker helps the matter somewhat; patience and persever- pounds in weight.
But our sport has been considerably in- under the bank to keep dry, and then sat, it out.
ance do the rest.
When a croppie bites you lift biru in no terfered with by the discovery, within the last two weeks, last long, but was very heavy while it did come down. After
kick no run no nothing, but to take him off and put him that the fish ar<; full of worms. The worm is about one- the siorin the sun came out very warm and the tish bit savin Ihe can.
quarter of an inch in length and one-thirty-second in diame- agely, so we had the consolation of taking back to camp the
Catching bass is ft diffi rent kind of business, and much ter, thicker at one end than the other, yellow in color, and finest lot fish that cam e in during the trip.
The rest of the time was spent in much the same way as
slower from the fact that, a brush heap will only afford two when taken from the fish are quite lively. Iu moving their
these first days, and some of the parly became very good
r three, and you may be sampling round for an hour before
motion is similar to that of the common angle worm.
you find them. When one does bite you'd best "look a litThe fish present a perfectly healthy appearance, both in- marksmen in consequence, besides learning tlie art of catchtle out," or you'll lose tish. line and all.
Iu fishing for bas3 wardly and outwardly. The presence of the worm is not in- ing a black bass with credit to themselves, as two of them
caught their first on this trip. Our largest ba-s weighed
don't forget to have an open space so that you can run him
dicated by any sore spots or marks of any kind, but is found
out of Hie brush or away from ihe log.
Should you try main imbedded in healthy meat, What wo would like to know is, within a trifle of 4j pounds and the largest pik^ 7{-. I c .light
What is thec&OSor one niaskalooge which stood the balance at about the same
strength and awkwardness on hira ten to one he gets av ay is it a common thing with this fish
I must not omit to say that 1 secured numeras the pike.
Unless you sb n Id be fishing with tickle only becoming a pot And does it unfit them for eating? By giving us some light
fisher.
The striped hass of King's Lake la the handsomest on this subject through your paper, you would not only ous specimens of the turtle tribe, from the size of a cent to
fish in these water?, and ihegaiuest.
Oaeof a pound weight oblige an old subscriber hut a whole community.— Feanr one about eight incnes long. To say that they were plentiful
conveys no idea of their numbers every small log in the waWill llgtt equal to a black bass of a pound and a half, and
Trump.
when you get him out he stares at you with his big black
Wilkbsbaeee, Pa., Aueust 21. I am sorry to bother you ter nlistened wilh rows of them and many of hem got upset
eyes, ever) Bn erect and bristling, a picture of rage and defiabout ft question that you have written about in your paper, by collision with a .22 bullet. Of the size and weight of the
ance. We have named
the "tiger." Four of our club have hut I have not been able to find the certain number, It is insects I know nothing; judging from their capacity for
reels, joint rods, etc.
The others, making hunting more a about worms in black bass. For the last week very many of drawing blood they ought to have been as large as eh phants,
ii-li with the ordinary reed pole.
I don't know but
the bass caught here in the Susquehanna are infested wilh for most assuredly they tormented one more than one of
they catch as many fish as we do, but for my part I don't en- -worms in the flesh, mostly in the back. I have not seen them these mammoths would.
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"One incident of the trip and I am done, as it relates to our
rnosquitoe friends.
On the fourth night in camp Y. B. bad
been elected to keep the smudge in good order during the
nitrht so that the o hers might have, a chance io sleep.
He
faithfully stuck to his post fill all were in the land of dreams,
when he put in a good amount of damp punk, -which smouldered away slowly, and laid himself dowu for a nap. Before
doing so he pushed the pan away from him in my direction.
T was enveloped from head to foot in a good quilt, which
covered my head to help to keep off the assaults of the enemy, and in turning over during the night it was my luck to
roll right into this smudge.
At first it was not felt, but presently a sensation like a sharp hite near my lip caused tne to
scratch the spot but Before I could do more 1 found myself
rolled over by Y. B. and nearly cuffed into a state of ifisensibility, which I was unable to resent or repel.
I was soon
extracted from my shell and then the damage became apparent.
There was a hole in my quilt large enough for me
to crawl through, while I was decidedly the worse" for wear
in my garments which covered the nether man
Sitting
down was somewhat painful for some time and had to be
gone about carefully, inspecting the elnir previously to find
mil the softest part of the cushion, but I happy to say the
;

trouble

was not more

FISH

Ar

serious.

Sattbi.k.

BUTCHERY IN INDIANA.

Caught rj» tub Fly—Plattsburgh. N. Y., August 10.—
singular event occurred to the Dominic yesterday, which he
is constrained to tell to the fraternity of him who said " I go
a-fisbing/' the " apostolic succession" of the writer vouch
•

ingfor its truth.
While casting flies on Mead's Pond, a private trout preserve,
the birds wen: numerous over the water, skimming it, as is
their wont, with rapid flight, catching the bugs that live upon
the surface.
An unusually long cast had been thrown, perhaps fifty feet, with two flies upon the, leader— one a coachman and the other a Montreal —when, just as the line struck
the water, a swallow "struck'' the Ry, hooked himself and
fluttered in the air with hook and line pendant from his bill
for the space of ten or twelve seconds.
How's that for a flying fish ?
The Dominib.

Greenwood Lakb.— Having passed two weeks in a very
comfortable manner at the Encampment Hotel, at Warwick
Wooillands, on the shores of Greenwood Lake, it is but just
to say that the accommodations provided were all that could
be desired by any one who can enjoy a tent for a bed-room
and parlor, instead cf being housed up in a hotel building.
The tents will be left standing a few weeks longer, so that
any one who desires camping out with the comforts of a good
hotel table and attendance, can improve the opportunity.
The Brandon, Windermere, Traphagan House and

Indianai" lis. Ind., August 20.
new sort of fish but clary is being practiced in this State.
They arc, from reliable report", being killed by thousands by
use of dynamite cartridges. The " meditative man " will find
little recreation in this State if this thing is not stopped soon.

A

Inclosed are a sample of newspaper clippings which may
be of interest to readers of Foukst and Stream
" The destruction of fish in the Whitewater by dynamite
fish torpedoes is not confined to the locality of Richmond
alone, but extends for thirty miles along the stream and its
tributaries.
It is estimated that len thousand fish have been
destroyed by them.
At Cambridge City there are hundreds
of them that weigh two pounds or ni'>re apiece floating Id the
old Whitewater canal.
Only the best ones are taken by the
the others are left in the water.
fishermen
" An initiatory meeting of gentlemen interested in preserving and protecting fish in the streams of Indiana was held
on the 15th at the office of Ignatius Brown, and there was a
large attendance.
A temporary organization was affected by
calling John A. Finch to the chair, and electing Frank T.
Flolliday secretary.
Ignatius BrowD, Alex. 0. Jamison and
Mr. Finch were appointed to draft a constitution and by-laws
for submission at a meeting to be held at the same place tomorrow evening. Reports were had from a number of counties in central Indiana, showing that, dynamite cartridges were
being used with deadly effect in the streams, destroying the
fish in such numbers that unless the practice is soon disconSome idea of the ellect of these
tinued, no fish will be left.
cartridges may he gained when it is known that an explosion
kills every water animal within a radius of fifty feet.
The
dead bodies then float, the largest arc taken up and the remainder allowed to float aw av. One dealer is reported to
have soild $300 worth of these cartridges in one day at twentyTheir use was denounced in the most unlive cents each.
qualified manner, and the suggestion to abstain from patronizing any establishment that deals either in cartridgesor seines
met' with unanimous approval.
The new organization will
start off with a membership of over three hundred, composed
of gentlemen of abundant means, to see thai the fish laws are
doubtless
enforced, and
other organisations will be made
throughout the Slate."
Silas.
:

;

T

BiSS AND TaKFON FISHING.
your
ing.

noticed au error which needs correctIn publishing an extract from my letter to you,
me state. "From this time until the middle of
:

pation of depositing bass chowder, shrimp, fried sheepshead
and devilled crabs at Burrough's hospitable board.
On Friday and Saturday I fished, when the tide suited,
and hooked three tarpon— one six, one seven and one eight
They were not measured, but length estimated
feet long.
when the}' were performing their acrobatic feats, and I can
assure you that their length was not stretched.
The sevenfooter I plated until lie was beyond jumping, when we
started for shore to bring him to gaff. In towing astern friction agaist his scissor-like jaws parted thesnead and he was
Very SOOn "sleeping sweetly." Owing to the small size of
the boat and the muscular development of the fish, I declined
using the gaff and landing him in the boat, and in consequence I cvme, I saw. but 1 did not conquer.
As I went tarpon fishing, I paid but little attention to the
channel bass, but I captured seven of the following weights
Tarpon are hooked al40, 35, 31, 28, 28, 23 and 21 pounds.
most daily, but none have been landed within four years. I
have cap ured many varieties of fish and in several countries,
tut I never experienced anything to equal the Struggles,
rushing and acrobatic feats of the tarpen I rendered liovi <Ui
combat. If any of your readers are desirous of enjoying piscatorial sport, par excel'ence and witnessing horizontal and
.

i

jumping,

of tarpon

and

let

them visit Mayport, fasten to seven feet
wish will be gratifiedAug. lt>.
Al Frksoo.

their every
r'i.,

LARGE TROUT FROM CHATEAUGAY LAKE.
Lyon Mountain', N. Y., Aug. 18.
Editor Forest and Stream :
Inclosed find stereoscopic view of a large speckled brook
trout taken here this week by Mr. O.
Bogart, Jr.. of yonr
city, which weighed three pounds six ounces.
I only regret
that I could not have shown you the fish instead of the picTrout fishing has been good here all the season, but
ture.
this is the largest taken so far.
The season has been very
prosperous for me, and it is my intention to double the capacity of my hou«e for next season.
Through, the medium of the Foebst and Stueam and a
few such gentlemen as Mr. Charles Dennis. Jr., Mr. B. G.
Arthur and Mr. Charles Stokes, all of New York, and of the
Stock Exchange, I believe, I have had a house full of very
excellent people, all of whom 1 think are pleased with the

M

house and

lake.

JkL

D.

Bum,

So, 1881.

Sturueon vebsus Halibut— Albany, N. Y.— In a late
copy of your paper 1 saw bat the fishermen on the Lakes
were smoking the sturgeon and fraudulently siding it for
halibut.
To an Albanian that sounds like sin J.i.i, ;ood beef
and fraudulently vending it for mule meat. Why the sturgeon, which is much superior, in my estimation, to halibut,
should be the subject of so much absurd prejudice 1 don't
see.
It is not only a good fish, but a most exc llcnt one, if
properly eookul and eaten without pn jttdice.— ALBANIANI

Large Sueepsubau—Jersey City, Aug. 23.— John Peer,
of this city, while fishing in
York Bay (off the Sunken
Island), on Monday last, caught a sheepshead weighing GJ
lbs,
Havetft Sheepshead been strangers to New York Bay
for sometime t
Rustic

New

—

rr Cape May— Aug. 10.

Bi.tjefisij

— Just now bluefish fishing

Capo May, N. J. and all along the Jersey coast.
Anglers are doing good work. At Rutterton the big perch
are biting freely and in our Delaware and Schuylkill black
bass are being caught in fair numbers.
It seems that eight
Ho.uo.
out of ten of the fish are taken after 6 o'clock P. M,
is fine at

,

—

—

Fishing at Loon Lake Uornellsville, N. Y., Aug. 14.
In reply to your invitation to tell of any good places for
hunting and fishing I would say there is good black bass
and pickerel fishing at Lion Lake. Loon Lake is in Steuben
Co., N. Y., ninety five, miles from Uornellsville and five
mdes from Waylam't or Liberty on the Rochester division of
of the Erie R. ft.
The lake is formed entirely by springs,
and is one of the highest bodies
the Stale, be
over 400 feet above the Cohoctoi Valley, which
miles distant.
The altitude of tl b lake is a strong argument
in its favor as a summer Sshiujj place, being healthful, cool
There is a good
and pleasant. No mosquitoes 01
S.
hotel at the lake, Lindenw-iod
tage. kept by C. E. and C.
Cotton, whose address is Cohr.
Steuben Co., N. Y.
Board, $ 1 per day, which includes use of boats. It is at
Lindenwood that once a month through the season clubs
Dansvill
from Rochester, Efdrnells
for a
Waylancl, QbW
tnd
grand glass ball E
r match.
No
a tbe
premises.
I'ishii
much better thfi
was
no fishing tbrpUj
the ice last winter, there being a law
prohibiting the
qo during the winter months.— ,1. Oris
i

i

'
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A

Deiuanok of Law in New York.—
special correspondent of the Syracuse Standard pictures an organized gang of
poachers on Skaneateles Lake.
"It is a shame," he says,
"Hint these robbers cannot be brought into subjection, but
the fad is, and we can't disguise it, the lake is literally ruled
by the New [ope roughs. They act as theypleisc, knowing
that the warnings they have already given of their power and
daring will hold in check all the efforts to get the upper hand.
They have no regard at all for the law, being utterly reckless
in what they do. They have burned barns, sunk boats, stolen
horses and done many other things equally as lawless, simply out of revenge for attacks on what they consid r their

s

Fellows.

I

rights.
Our Sportsman's Club which had slumbered fir
years, was reorganized last year for the purpose of attempting
io break up the illegal fishing, but the thing flattened out.
The truth is most of us were frightened oil. Unless some
measure is taken soon to quell those desperadoes there will

be no safety in navigating the lake unarmed."

constable.

nth

1

on

1

—

A

Step Backward.— The New Hampshire Legislature has
passed a bill or resolution exempting the (,'ontoocook River,
one of the principal rivers of (lis State, from the law in force
tor several years requiriug all owners of dams to provide
i.li iwiys.
This river was stocked with salmon some
aui ii:'
years ago, and all that is needed to make them plenty once
more is an open way.
All dams on the river, with the exception of one or two,
have been so provided at great expense. It seems stranae
that such an act of injustice should be allowed to pass when
the principal parly in getting it through was one of the company who have been violating the law for nearly two years.
It was put through in the rush of business at the close of
the session, and nrit understood, or it would not have been

A

approved by so intelligent a body of men.
Where is the New Hampshire Game League
of
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Mr. Stone
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Bible, he intends to take ten millions.
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There seems

to bo
liver this year.
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LAitiiE Tuot.-T IN SwiAN.u: .auk.— Saturday. Aug. 20
In your issue of Aug. 14 I see a note from At. Burr relating
to the landing of a 2-V pound trout, nothing being said as to
the variety of trout or the manner in which was caught "thi
largest of the season." During Ihe past month Dr. M. II.
Williams, of your city, has been in camp with me at Big
Trout, Pond, and on Aug. is caught, among eleven of lesser
weight and size, a speckled brook trout weighing 3 pounds,
and "measuring 19jf inches in length, on a t) oz. rod, with a
brown hackle. Mr. Hathaway, in camp with my father
Calvin Brown almost equalled this the next day, and we
think a 20 pound mess of this size fish "no great shakes," for
five-puunder
it can be done every day during the season.
has risen to the fly several times, and his capture is but a
question of time, of which you will be duly notified.
LoWETj, BnowN. Guide.

Large Masoai.oxg.b— Camp

Jfis// culture,
REOTttMNGf THE McOLOCD IlATCHGIiY.

i

The fact that, a reign of terror exists upon the shores of
Skaneateles Lake has n'it, been of recent discovery, nor is
positive knowledge of it confined to the more frequent visitors to that beautiful sheet of water.
If is infested by organised bands of moonshiners, wdio laugh to scorn the best legislative efforts to protect the fish of the State, and hold a'
bay those whose duty or desire it is to see Ihe law enforced.
The so-called "New 1 lope roughs" are a body of reckless fellows bailing from New Hope, Cayuga County, on the west
They .swarm to "the shores after nightfall,
shore, of the lake.
cast their seines into the water and draw them full of fish,
without, so much as giving a thought to such a person as a

last issue I

you made
December the fishing will improve." The word September
should have been usect.
Now. I hiive been tarpon fishing and failed to capture one
of these specimens of "greased lightning." My main object was to capture a tarpon and do a little bass fishing.
1
iefl. this city on Thursday at 4 e. m. and arrived at Mayport
at fv.30, and soon after landing engaged in the pleasant occu-

vertical

olhers at

the upper end of the lake have been doing a fair business
throughout the season and are well patronized at present.
The fishing on the Jake is fair and catches of bass weighingforty pounds and upwards have been made in a single day.
A little episode occurred while still-fishing that was hunior,
ous.
1 hooked a strong 2i-pound bass and gave bin) plenty
of line, as my rod only weighed 7 A oz.
All of a sudden 1
could not feel my fish and was trying my best to reel in so as
to feel him once more, when my friend said, " What are you
doing? Your fish is in the boat." Sure enough, there he
was on my rubber coat, behind me, having run under the
boat, and in making a leap lauded in the boat.— T. C. B.

game
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bridge across the rive r

is

i

closed, so that

up to the hoadwaters of tbe
Dae precaution has la-en
guard against .losses by lug

no more salmon go
hi

new buildings

m

The

of tbe fishery buildings, intotal OOnt of the reconstruct!
eluding the replacing of tbe lost material which bad been collected
during the last eight or nine years, will amount to nut less than
fifteen

thousand

Oko.

dollars.
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mis-iionor Irian the
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PAWS

Till'.

Ii.

Williams,

.hi.

EXPOSITION.

the report of Mr. T. ii. Ferguson, (Jomniu ,1 States to tbe Ooivei'saJ Exposition

oa Bshculture.*
Tho author save that it was a matter of surprise, an well as of.
regret, that an exhibition so replete with objects of art, and illustrating so fully most o) the industrial pursuits, should have been
found deficient in the department of which bis report treats. It
was natural to expect that France, Ik.-, lug tal.en In: inilialurv in the
attifioiolpropagatlonof fish, under tho lend of M. Quatret^geB, M.
Ui«te. M. Milne- Kdwards. and others, and having set sn example to
reprethe world by taking hold of tbe dlacoveriei
sent in the fullest detail the advance of this important industry
Europe. But, as tho report shows, tbe afnstration of the modes
and appliances of fistoulture, and of the implements and means
in Paris, 1878,

I

l

m

i'i..:

lb-

........

n...i

i

n

^i*,..:

him about his aquaria. The United States did nut at
cultural exhibit, because no proviBi
the exposition until very near the opening, too late to
The apparatus in the
itable
Bhowing.

.......

fi...

iv

M.

:

,

tal liU.nunt at Hueniugen,
Haaek, Dii
the hatching of the eggs of the Saunonidffi by two ol
melting ice, a modification of Williamson's Califomian
a modification of a conical hatcher, alleged to l«- an
Mr. WilmntV. Tho.-o and a transporting can of M.
comprise the apparatus.
With such, poor materia]
mainiog pages with interesting mutter relating to Prei

i-.hug

:

V

Justice.

the "Kingfishers," lutt

r-

mediate Lake, Mich., Aug. 12.— Two weeks ago to-day I took
ffflb lake above this, a mascalonge four
long, twenty inches girth at pectorals
weight, don't, know just how much, as we weighed him on a
steelyard that pulled thirty-two pounds. He flipped tbe
ball up vehemently at thirty-two pounds, so we felt safe al
calling him a thirty-five pound fish. A Canadian that has
speared numbers of them called him a forty pound fish. I
took him on a sever, and one-half ounce rod, speckled frog
time, an hour and a hall'.— Kinkfibubr.*

in Bower's Lake,
feet four inches

:

;

Sou.ttan County FisniNo— Eldicd, Sullivan county, N.
There is a lake near my house where perch
Y., Aug. 22.
averaging from a quarter of a pound up to one and a quarter
p rcmds actual weight h ivi been caueht by the hundreds and
New York refet
pickerel from one to four pounds.
03 given.— I. M. Buadj.ey.

—

;
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I

nlatingthecaptam ofnahosaudfortoejrpi
titth. maritime

iestookhig streams and transporting

t

:xhibitors in the fishery department, as natural hid-

given in the fresh water a.piarimn, which was a grand feature of
the Exposition.
This aquarium covered a surface of about 3,300 square motora
and was mostly subterranean. It was not covered by a building,
but erected iu tho open air, aud rooky ooIuiuuh supported a roof,
which gave the whole an appearance of a cavern. The report is
a very creditable on,' considering bus paucity Of mail rial
•

\no-t:iM>

ol

besides several ii'-'uiv- "i iisin-uiiui
:!:• i- ola colon il ,' ii
O
i

I

- 'is and nets,
Uound.beartag
Be-

'Ion, IsT,.

flsclcuitnn
liouias
fnited Maien commissioners,
Ferguson." No Imprint oi publication office, date, nor Index,

nort.s or
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ROGERS' VfSHWAY.
TotheEdUorof
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they can be built for fron :7.-. to |86D, according to tin: ciieumstances, height of dam, el „ etc.
In the United States lishways
are being built, costtn ; fri :1) £1,000 to •rlo.iiiiii, and onlv psrtiallv
successful at Dial, Thoc •(, therefore, couaideriug the value and
importau
should not lor a moment retard their
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REVOLVING SCUEKN FOB POND OtfTLETS—Screens at tho
ponds often bfcomu clogged by floating leavis, especially
n autumn. The water then rises lii the p.md high enough to Mow
>V0V the obstruction and usually bursts the screen and lets the fifth
intluts of

laddi

FIG.

1.

Th

late

:

<]

M

Thompson

claims to have originated it. It is simply a cylinder
wife cloth, about a foot ill diiuneler anil two feet long, with an ii
side frame to hold it to the axis.
This is placed over tho edge of
a plank, which forma the dam over Which the water flows, leaving
a space of a quarter of an inch between the plant and cylinder.
The water being two or more inches deep on top of the plank
causes the cvhndi '• •(.. revolve and while water goes through it, all
Tho lish, when atleaves and riff-raff go under and puna out.
tempting to pass down, dodge back as soon as their fins come in
contact with the revolving wire cloth. To prevent the wliuol from
being stopped in the night, a board ie lot down edgewise in the
water in front of tho wheel whicli holds all things on the surface
until morning. This is not patented, and .Mr. Thompson gave us
permission to publish it. It appears to work well aud we were
<

pleased with it.
Mr. Thompson's ponds are tastefully laid out aud he has exP-ml'd much money in fitting up as a popular resort aud is visited
by many people who an joy ihe groves, cool water and a stroll in
his park. Ho does not sell eggs nor fry but occasionally serves
trout dinners, and bis charming place is 'well-worth a drive from
Sag Harbor, Southampton, or be m ighhoring towns. A large
mill pond bi low his ponds which contains many acres, and is
twenty feet deep. Mr. T. contemplates stocking and allowing the
public free iiahing in it.
RAINBOW T1KHT IN NI'.W VOIIK. -Twenty thousand
bow trout. Srlimn iridtu, were placed in tributaries of Salmon
Kiver. below the Groat Falls, this week. Thev came from the N.
They were sent b\ rail to Pulaski to Mr,
\.rl;l eh Commissi. ....
fosfl, who met them with a wagon, from which thoy
were distributed to North Branch Spring Brook, Middle Bra:
Spring Brtiolt, South Branch Spring Brook. Trout Brook. Tuttlfl
Brook, in Salmon liiver, near Bennett's Bridge, and ill the south
brand of the river.— Jons.
I

I

peud upon them

t

My opponent is the bi.'ldelection.
i an
lo Is. at.
He is powerful on the stil! hunt,''
candidates displayed most Wonderful industry
'"

method™ Of i-hUiniiccimg also developed and
!::v (i!
great tact mid skill in miiuenciiig;
uiud and character. Argument- n. regard to the.
questions at issue i ere o ftcn o
importance in sec. mug votes.
of the people in p ivate aid oi
them mounted tln-i hOra is and
as thoroughly as if
two opposing cant
Each was anxious
ml o] o of
in his own favor,

lit f

old c

together at A cabin.
the family
the w.iter-bucket and
n. book
ii
of water, thinking to
print;
started for the di taut
make a favorable i i|.re,-s
the hostess by rendering her this
His opponent, not to
aid in preparing th 9 cofl'o j for tl nr -upp.r.
he outdone bv this least. -atrokt of policy, devoted himself to IliO
baby with such sm ICSS tl at he i Ml its favor aud succeeded in gfctting it iuto his urn g.
Tl o othe candidate returned from his long:
Wftlk, will, his well Blled tater-1
t, to see bis opponent, bestowing the most affect
and kisses upon a baby that very
sad lv needed cthoi
ion of the water he hail brought,
ither's charmed ear abundant aud
and to bear bin) p<
hopeful child. The water-bucket
glowing words of ir&ise
was set dowu in do spair. It is piite unnecessary to say which of
thecaudidat.-s „
red tl e vote
These candidates Willi ilways o be found at all largo gatherings.
of the people. They i ere to b( -nn Hi barbeoues, shooting
matches, corn-bus tings,
pulling--, basket-meetings, public
theological discuss
id all s rta of religious and other gtitheriugs of the people,
liere thoy iwere busy shaking hands with
everybody and using every possible
cut to win their votes'.bt
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iiocsano islands.

Ono

of the greatest attractions of Thousand Islands is the good
The principal catch is pickerel, which can be taken even
bv an unskillful fisherman, and ia very plentiful, 1'ickcrO) aro
usually taken with a (rolling-line from 75 to 150 feet in length,
terminating with what tho fishermen call a trolling-spoon. Thir»
consists „f a stout brass wire to which a spoon-shaped piece of
polished metal ia fastened so thai it eau revolve around the wire.
Just at the end of the spoon are three stout barbs. The boat being kept in constant motion by the oarsman, the line drags aMern
lis full length, and this motion causes the spoon to spin around ita
wire axis, and present the appearance of a little fish swimming.
The pickerel from his hiding-place sees his supposed victim flashing through tho water, and with one quick plunge seizes the spoon,
barbs and all, in his capacious mouth.
It is an exciting moment
in the boat.
Tho rod bends almost double as the enraged and terrified fish dives, with that infernal machine in his jaws, back to
his refuge among the tall weeds.
Ho plunges madly about, lashing the water furiously in his wild struggles for freedom. Often
rising to the surface, he bouuds clear from the water many feet into
tho air. Will wo land him? If the hooks are not eeourely fastened, the fierce plunges will free him, as bis powerful muscles work
against the hue which slowly and steadily draws him in. Sometimes he swims with lightning speed up the line, and getting slack
line faster than the fisher can take it up. turns suddenly in tho opposite direction, and gets a momentum which snaps everything,
and restores him to liberty with a bad case of face-ache. Ashe
nears the boat his struggles' become more desperate
he darts under it. beats his bodv against the keel
sullen rage. Now the
work must be carefully done, or he will escape. Slowlv and steadily he i„ drawn to the' front', and in a moment more the gaff has
struck his side, and he is safe. It is no nucommon record for a
slufl containg two persons besides the the oarsman to come in after
Excellent
a day's fishing with a hunilred-wi ight nrmoro offish.
Btill 'fishing can he had in almost anv of these waters, and by this
means most of the black bass are caught. But sitting still, in a
small boat, at anchor, holding a pole and watching a "bob," is poor
sport compared with trolling lor pickerel
and out of bay and
cove, skirting rocky cliffs ami grassy slopes, and drinking in tho
rare and ever-changing beauties of nature in this (ianlcii ol the
Great Father. This may be a sorry confession thatl am an unscioutiiic fisherman, but "the world nowadays gives its thirsty chilfishing.

;

m

Jf^w/ jfJjnbUcxtionf,
A HALF-HOUR WiTH" THE MAGAZINES.
BIBBS AKI> FlBE-AJtMS.

BORROWING

the ring of Canaco for a little while, the other
dav, I obtained, throngh its magic agency, much curious
Among othor results of my
gossip afloat in the feathered world.
eavesdropping, I ascertained that every winged creature, from the
eagle to the titmoiire, ha.- strong convictions on tho subject of
(ire-arms and the posterity of Nimrod. I was not so much i
... i.-e.
at tb*s infoi mation, since it completely tallied -with all
previous observation* and surmises. Had 1 not. frequently no
the hysterical outcry of my old friend, the robin, at tho report of
nan's pistol, not so very close at hand, and certainly
not in itself a more ominous sound'.than many constantly occurThe rambler who carries a Hold-glass
ring in the neighborhood
with him, and n-es n u, pursuance of a closer acquaintance with
tin- birds, may have observed that he becomes the object of uniThev doubtless imagine bo is leveling some now
versal suspicion.
destructive patent at their BiUy heads, the tradition of the "optic
glasH" being slow to obtain against the older tradition of the shotgun. Disarming his eye of thu offensive instrument, he is frequently permitted to push his investigations much mora familiarly
and successfully. 11 is n well-known fact that sportsmen, when in
the vicinitv of a covey, keep their guns out of sight until the moment of requisition, a fact whicli would indicate a precocious intelligence and wariness in the bird's-eye view of tho situation.
If tho birda have not this tradition of fire-arms among them,
are not suspicious of sporting proclivities in every member of tho
human family, why should they not manifest the same distrust
and shvness in their association's with the row and tho horse and
other large auimalsV It is plain that the bird of the air is on
terms of exceptional confidence with tho beast of the field. I eau
readily believe tho somewhat apocryphal story Herodotus tells of
the amiable and obliging conduct of tho trochilus toward the
crocodile also tho modern traveler's story about tho little bird in
the African jungle that warns i.i- leonine friend of the hunter's
approach. Klsewhero I read significant testimony in the account
of a traveler who had penetrated to a portion of the Ethiopian interior which, it was believed, had never before been visited by
man. Ha found the birds and other small animals, Usually accredited with a large share of cautionary instinct, absolutely withI

m

dren such immense draughts ol science, and Buoh tiny sips of nature, that somo of us enjoy an occasional mixture of nature and
science more than taking the latter unadulterated— especially id
the matter of fish. —Harper's.
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I fancy, if bird-shooting were to become a lost sport, that an
Orpheus of quite indifforoDt miihical accomplishment would be
When the kingdom of Arcadia
able to gathi t Hie buds about him.
comes (bb in that, virginal, mid-African region), there will be no

fear of the fowler or of the trapper. -.-irco.'s

ncidaths'

.

''stilt, iiiini.'
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Edmund Burke,
"
men

NANT1VKF.T

WUAI.F.ltS.

one of his speeches, says of the Nantucket
Whilst we follow them amidst tho tumbling
mountains of ice aud behold (hem penetrating into the deepest
frozen recesses of Hudson's Bay and Davis's Straits: whilst we aro
looking for thom within the Arctic Circle, we hear that they have
penetrated to the opposite regions of polar cold, that thev are at
the antipodes ami engaged under the frozer
pent of tho South,
Falkland Island, which' seems too remote
romantic an object
lei
national ambition, is but a stage and
g-placo in tho
progress of their victorious industry. Nor a tlio ei
ictml heat
more discouraging to them than the secun Minted vVintei
the poles.
We know that whilst somo of t
strike the harpoon on tho coast of Africa, ot
i tho longitude
>o sea
ar.d pursuo thoir gigantic game along the coast of Brazil.
but what is vexed bv their fisheries; no climate that is not witness
Jo Ui.ir unceasing toils I"
Alas their toils have loug since ceased. Not one whaling vessel
This industrv began to decline after
iB owned in Nantucket now.
the great tire in 1840, which dostroved po'muehof the wealth of
Ibciown and island.
The diseoverj- of gold in California c.outnbutsd to this decline. Whon the whaling ships touched at tho l'acillc coast ports the crews would desert in order to look for gold.
Then the ocean became nearly depopulated. V ivages, even when
five or even seven years long, tailed to fill tnei baler's casks with
Soon coal oil was discovered, and, being much cheaper and
oil.
more easily procured, took the place n, mine, ii dnstries long held
by whale oil. In IB* tho copulation tri Nautu kct was 0,712, tho
i.el.liv 1,000
greatest that it has ever been. Out of this m 1..1
young men. the best and bravest that the islai d produced, went
to California on the discovery of gold
In many places, besides California have Nantu L'kot men been the
Peru, Chili and the Sandwich Islaudt are full of them.
pioneer-.
They have gone vol v largely to the ports at wide h in old limes the
Nantucket vessels used to stop. At
t] '..In •s'
celebration bv
the alumni of the Nantucket High .School, he d a few years ago,
people were present from every State in the (Jul
ally Califorma and Colorado, and from Bern, Chili. Bra '.il and Venezuela.
The most remarkable instance of scattering is t lat of the children
"
f the
of tho "c
of • Sophy." a ci .:-.
whaling
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ing book. "Old Times in the Southwest, of
given in the September Appfcton**, Rev, 11. \V.
count of tho old-time methods of
The method of prilie says
cilitical office.
by going from house to house, or attending
natfeiided bj an Opponent, was called okc" " int. In pursuing the wild game ..I those
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noiselessly, and killed it by stealth.
by the pjtoplo " the still hunt," In
us had two methods of electioneering, as
public gatherings and by fuibj
was by those more private and quiet
they appropriated this old phrase from tho
and called "Ibe still hunt." I remember mi
e two candidates for tho office of sheriff ad-
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FOREST AND STREAM.

74

Suavage

in

[Attottst 35,

a case of malignant remitting fever.

Meade in a case of palpitation of the heart.
The mnjoritv of accounts are inaccurate and most newspaper
Dr.

reports wholly untrustwnrtbv.
I will onlv cite one instance out of
the many. The following account appeared
the Boston Sunday
Herald in March last
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A frightful death recently occurred at Dallas, Texas. About a
year ago George Arnold, Of that city, was bitten by a dog which
was frothing at the mouth aud showing every symptom of hydrophobia. Mr. Arnold had the wouud cauterized and took everv
other precaution which was s.icgested, resting all the time under a
mortal dread that the virus had cone into his system and would
sooner or later kill him. Do had a wife and several small children, aud the thought that he might suddenly lose bis reason aud
harm his little babes horrified him. The other day he began to
experience strange feelings and at once concluded Lis time had
come. Ho then procured a twelve-foot trace-chain aud strong
lock and went to the woods. Alter writing his wife a calm letter,
in which be told her what was about to happen, he ran the chain
around a tree, drew it through the large ring at the cud and then
wouud the other end around his ankle so tight that it would not
slip the foot, locked it with the lock, aud threw the key far beyond his reach Tho body was found two days aft. r, still chained
There was all the evidence necessary to phew the
to the tree.
horrible death from hydrophobia, The gconud was torn up to
the full length of the chain, the nails of the lingers wrenched off
and all his 'front teeth gone, in biting and scratching the tree,
and every thread of clothing off Is body."
This infernal lie was published iu a paper whose circulation is
some 80,000 copies on Suudav. I felt convinced of its falsity, but,
to be sure of my ground, wrote the postmaster at Dallas, Texas,
and inclosed a copy of the paper. He sent the following reply
"Dallas, Texas, March 21, '81.
"Not a word of truth iu the mclosed printed statement. T have
investigated the matter aud know whereof I speak.
" Respectfully,
A. M. CoonBAN, P. M."
H. A. R.
Boston, Mass., August 17, 1881.
'

New

—

Arranged for His Death from Hydrophobia.

Dew, Secretary, Columbia, Term.

:

THE TOO FAMILIAR FLEAS.
Editor Forest and Stream :
Perhaps some of your readers can offer a suggestion, which has
not occurred to me and by which I may rid my kenuels of fleas. I
have fiva bitches aud dogs and several puppies on my place in the
c.uuti'y. which I keep in a barn 30x60, devoted solely to their use.
Scrupulous cleanliuess is observed on my place iu proof of which
I may stale that I have kept as many as" three hundred and fifty
this barn at one tim a entirely free from vermin of any
chickens
kind. The barn is whitewashed with a strong solution of carbolic
acid in the water, three or four times in the season. The dogs are
washed once a week they have free access to the light sod outside
of the bain, each dog having a sort of " box stall" on the interior
of the baru and having separate ten feel runs outside the barn
tbey are exercised and given unlimited ruus in the fields two hours
in the morning after suunse, and twice as long after sunset, aud
all are given a swim, in a fast-running stream ou the place once
No food is allowed to lio
daily, if tbey are inclined to take it.
about the place, the entire barn is swept as clean as a new pin
daily, and bedding aired in the sun every morning, chauged every

m

;

;

third day

dogs, hitches and pups are a large Newfoundland, a St.
bitch, a red Irish setter bitch with a litter, a Scotch terWith such a small array
a Yorkshire terrier with litter.
of doggand so large and clean a Htahle for housing them, one
would suppose I would he free of trouble from vermin, but they
arc on the dogs by the thousands.
I washed them' with carbolic soap, but the fleaB were back iu
twenty-four hours. I tried imported soaps and exterminators, the
I oiled the dogH three days after
ft. as were there next morning.
there was a regular Ilea pic-nic on every dog iu the" place.
Desperate. I got live pounds of genuine insect reman powder aud
Result, wholesale
dusted it into those live unfortunates.
slaughter of those o a the dogs, but a fresh army appeared on
them iu three daya.
I began to believe they were in the barn, and merely skipped off
the dogs at washing time, aud was Hitting ou the beams calmly
waiting the return of tho dogs when dried. I shut every crevice
the fleas took it
iu the batn and burned live pounds of sulphur
aud wanted inure evidently, for every dog was scrat -hing for dear
hie a lev days afterward. Then I whitewashed (carbolic) the
floors, walls and rooting aud made the dogs lie on straw steeped
twenty- lour hours iu carbonated water aud smelling strong enough
Eesult, same as before.
to knock yon over.
Then I took the dogs over on my neighbor's place and washed
them there, hoping they would hop off and stay there. They
hopped off but I behove every mother's son of them hopped back
again that night.
Then I chained the dogs under tho trees and dug up tho ground
eighteen inches deep, replacing the soil with sifted road dirt—
which chickens roll in to free themselves of vermin— into which I
silled lune soaked in carbolic acid. Those dogs were scratching
thorns Ives wheu I was at the kennel this morning aud I am in despair.
I was never so postered in my life I am practically keeping
I think this case " takes the
fleas and letting dogs run ou them.
cake," but can you tell me what will " take the fleas ?" That is
I
am iu despair about peihaps some of your readers can
what
advise ras aud oblige,
W.
tjaewoo% ST. /.
N. ii.— No v< riders of dog soan, flea extprminator, or insect
powders mod apply. "I have b. en there," and so have the fleas
and we all returned just as we went.

Tho
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PREVENTIVES OF HYDROPHOBIA.

->

,

;

;

;

lowii „

Dr. Holding Bird mentions a case of poisoning by strychnia
wherein the symptoms so closely resembled hydrophobia that it
was culled false hydrophobia.
Dr. Haskell says a patient took strychnia for paralysis. "The
stale so strikingly resembling hydrophobia continued more than a
week,"
"It seems from credible authority
Sir Thomas Watson says
that the same group and succession of svmptoms as characterize
the di.-ease wheu produced by the bite of a rabid animal have been
'hi
were never known to bave been
int.
:

bill

i

work on Tetanus calls attenl ion to the great
and hydrophobia.
Boerhaave noticed similar symptoms in a cose of delirium tremens.

Dr Hush in his
similarity between it

CASE.

Ma*sena Kennels, Barrytown, N. T., August 8.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I wish to give you and tho readers of the Foiiest ANn Stmaji
the benefit of some particulars in the f ree cases of what I presume was rabies in my kennel, v hie ended in death of one of the
dogs by the disease this morniug and my shooting the other two
a little while afterward.
On last Monday week my kennel-keeper reported that my dogs
bad a fight in the yard of my kennel and that one of my hound
pups, ten months old, was injured in the hind legs. I went to
look at him and found him lying on his side, unable to get up and
verv sensitive iu the hinder parts and moaned when I moved one
of his hind legs.
I saw nothing unusual iu tho saliva at the time and concludod
he had been thrown against the fence in the light and injured or
All went well uubruised, and therefore treated him accordingly,
lil
Thursday, when my k.oper informed me that the dog was
" foaming at lb month." I went and looked at him and found
that the saliva was running out of his mouth in long, glutinous
threads, which he languidly attempted to suck up. So I ordered
him watched, but no further, important symptoms exhibited themno gieit thirst was
selves except a difficulty iu swallowing food
manifest, but there was the same look of frolhiness>t the mouth
until he died -his whole foreshoulders were covered with it.
The other two pups (same age and same litter as the one juBt
spoken of) looked well and ate heartily until yesterday morning,
when my keeper informed me that they woe worse, than the other
dog, but waited to see what symptoms would exhibit themselves
in the first-named dog aud then act accordingly, « Inch I did, and
then shot them both when I found tho first one had died from the
>

:

effects of the disease.
His death I considered conclusive proof of tho nature of the
disease.
I right ?
I would also like to ask If a dog which has been inoculated by
another dog having rabies, but which as yet had not exhibited itself, were to go to a bitch in beat, would that bitch or her.offspring be liable to the disease from that source?

Am

—

John Asi'inwall.
[The symptoms riven in case No. 1 are those of rabies, although
not specifically bo." It is not probable that the offspring would inherit the disease. Ed.]

MR. HOE'S COCKER BITCH, NELL.
HonNiii-LsviLLE, N. Y., August 15, 1881.
Editor Forest, and Stream.;
In vour last issue I read with a great deal of interest your notice of the importation of the liver aud white cocker bitch, Nell,
by Mr. Hoe. My experience in breeding and handling cockers,
covering a space of more than twenty years, has led mo to think
that the measurements of Nell as compared with her weight make
a singular comparison. Now, for iustauce, the held spaniel Benedict's (height 15 iu.) weight is 31 or 35 lbs., girth of chest 22 in.,
length from tip ofjnose to occiput %% in., occiput to root of tail 30
Now, you give Nell's weight 22
in., girth of head 15 in., etc..
lbs., girth of chest. 23 in., girth of head 14 iu., leugth from tip
of nose to occiput H-kJ'in., girth of forearm, 5 iu., height at shoulWildair will go well up in the thirties, still his girth is
der 9 in
but a trifle more than Nell's. Mr. Dalziel may he correot in his
measurements, still 1 am willing to pay quite a sum for a railroad
ticket that wUl carry me where I can see a cocker of the above
measurements that will only turu the scales ot 22 lbs. I may be
wrong, but I am inclined to think those observations were taken
through blue glass and with a defective tape. Her girth measure
is one inch more than Benedict, length of body Ibe same, leugth
from tip of nose to occiput ono-tpiarier inch shorter than BeneBenedict is six
dict, girth of head one inch less than Benedict.
niches higher, but that, of course, must be in lee only, according
Brian Hollis
to girth.

—

15, 1881.

E'lUvr Forest ami Stream:
lu reading vour current number I became much interested ii
the letters under the beading ''Preventives of Hydrophobia."
Tue chum made by U. 8. for Elecampane was advanced some forHundreds of
ty years ago, but it never proved of any worth.
r'uuiudiea have been announced as "sure cures," but have always
lugb tests. Lunar caustic «beu properly apfailed
sure preventive, but excision of the wounded
plied:
thud that can always be relied upoi
h
1;
prove the value of Elecampane? Sir Thomas WatD. E. it. S President of Royal College of Physicians, Lonsou
" But few upon the
don, I'hysiciau of Middlesex Hospital says
whole o'f those bitten by a rabid animal become affected with
hydrophobia. Different animals are susceptible of hydrophobia
Of dogs two out of three; the majority of
in different degrc-es.
Battle have a better chance, as fully one-half escape
of
horses
sheep, one in three. The human being is leastof all in danger. Dr.
John Hunter says one iu twenty-one. Dr. Hamilton one iu twentyAnd from all investigations the ratio will be found to be
five
about oae in sixteen."
"There is no doubt that the majority of human beings who are
bitteu by a rabid animal escape the disease. This may partly be
owing to an inherent inaptitude of accepting it. Some persons do
not contract contagions disease though often in the way of it, and
on some the contagion even of small-pox has no influence."
mptoms of hydrophobia have been observed in the fol-

M

tee of arrangements find it impossible to name at present the
amounl of each prize, but purpose to divide all entrance lees (less
ten per cent, toward defraying cxpeie-cs), together Hilh 8100 already contributed, in us fair aud equitable a manner as possible ;
and tbey would ask of all interested iu our canine friends to
forward and exhibit their pete—to give the venture all the assistance they can. The more numerous tho cutties, the better, therefore, will be the prizes.
This show is gotten Up, not. as a money-making scheme, but to
create and cultivate an interest in improving this most intelligent
6
and useful animal, the dog.
Rules and Regulations to Govern the Exhibition of Doge.— [Exhibitors are particularly requested to inform themselves thoroughly iu regard to the following rules, as errors may be fatal to

cm

successful compet..tion.]

Rule I.— Every person who exhibits a dog at this show must
be the owner of said dog at time or entry and
us make hi" entry on blanks furnis cd by the superintendent, v inch may be had
by addressing Charles A. Andrews, P. O. Bex 80, West Btetf ofd,
I

'

Mass.

Bulo II.—No dog shall be qualified to compete or entitled to
receive uprise if awarded, who is suffering from mango or any
other form of contagious disease.
Rule III.— A person duly qualified, appointed by the committee,
iii.el.lec.d.j wh..iber
fl,.
is or is not -mfforiug
fiicn iiinngr, or
any other contagions disease, and shall give his opinion to the
committee of tho show, and if found to be afflicted with any such
disease, the dog shall be at once removed.
Rule IV.— Tue Judge will be instructed to use his own best
Judgment in judging every class.
Rule V.-Au entry fen of $1 will bo charged for each auimal ex
eept nuweaned pups.
The entry fee must iu all canes accompany
the entry. Entries will be received until noon Dr cumber Ii. Dogs
must be at Jackson Hall hv nine o'clock a. at., Wednesday, December 14. The entry (ee will include care and feed of dogs.
Rule
Exhibitors yvill be permitted to take home their dogs
every evening after the show is closed, upon leaving a deposit of
85 with the suoermtendent, which will be remitted on the return
of the dog in the morniug before nine o'clock. , If prze-wiunerg
should be taken out and not returned, the prizes w 11 be forfeited.
Rule VIE— The show will be open from 9 a. m. to in P M
The
judging will be done on the first day and the ribbons will be attached to the stalls of the. winners immediately thereafter,
Rale VIII.—It is required that, a price be mimed lor each dog at
the time of making tbe entry, to be printed in the catalogue, at
which price the dog may be claimed, the exhibitor of course having tbe option of naming a prohibitory price. A commission of
ten per cent, will bo charged on all siiles and the same must be
effected through he Executive Committee.
Rule IX.— No dog will he received unless supplied with a suitable chain and collar.
Bitches w th pup and small puns weaned
will have suitable pens provided.
Toy dogs will be furnished with
,r

:i

;

VI—

.

AN UNUSUAL

,

Boston, Aug.

18S1

[Our correspondent states that we give Nell's « eight, and measurements. This is uot the case. If lie will turn to the article referred to, he will see that we state that the measurements were
reproduced from Mr. Daiziel's book, " British Dogs," a most interUntil he knows that Mr. Daiziel's figures are
esting compilation.
incorrect we consider it would have been in better taste to have
omitted the remarks concerning the " blue glass " and " defective
tape."]

I

suitable cages.
Rule X.—The authorities will use due diligence for the care and
safety of all dogs exhibited (watchmen being on duly both eight
and day), but. It must be distinctly understood lb.it they will not
he responsible for loss or damage to any dog exhibited^ whether
the result, of accident or anv other can-.-.
Rale XI. -Judges will be instructed to withhold tho prizes offered in any class where there is no competition, liule-s the animal
possesses suitable merit, in which case their discretion shall govern the prize to be awarded.
Rule 12.— The decision of the judge will be final in all ca=e*,
unless misrepre-entation can be shown. Should this occur the
Executive Committee will m-e their discretion iu the matter.

—

DIVISION t. SCOUTING Dons.
I.— English Setters (native or imported).— Por best dog or
second best dog or hitch.
Glass If. -Irish Setters.— For best dog or bitch; for second best
dog or bitch.
Glass III— Gordon or Black-and-Tau Setters.—For best dog or
bitch; for second best dog or bitch.
Class IV.— Setter Puppies. For best getter puppy under; twelve
months of age.
Class V —Pointers (irrespective of weight).— For host dog or
bitch; for second best dog or bitch.
Class VI —Pointer Puppies.— For best pointer puppy under
twelve months of age.
Class VII.— Spaniels. For best dog or bitch; for second beat
dog or bitch
Class VIII.—Foxhounds.— For best dog or bitch; for second
best dog or bitch.
Class IX.—Fox Terriers.—For best dog or bitoh; for second best
dog or bitch.
DIVISION II. NON-SyoitTINQ DOOS,
Class X.— Mastiffs.-For best dog or bitch.
Class
St. Bernards.— For best dog or bitch
Class Xll.— Newfoundlands.— For best dog or bitch; for sooond
best dog or bitch.
Class XIII.— Shepherd Dogs or CoUies.— For best dog or bitch;
lor second best dog or bitch.
Class XIV.— Bull Terriers.— For best dog or bitch.
Class XV.—Black-aud-Tan Terriers.— For best dog or bitch.
Class XVI.— Skye Terriers. -For best dog or bitch.
Class XVII.— Scotch Terriers.— For best dog or bitch.
Class XVI II.— Dalmatian or Coach Doga.- F, >r best dog or bitch.
Class XIX.- Pugs.—For best dog or bitch; for second beot dog
or bitch.
Class XX.— Spitz —for best dog or bitch.
Clasc XXI.- Miscellaneous {Mr breeds that have not been assigned classes). For best dog or bitch; for second best dog or
Class

bitch: for

—

—

—

XL—

—

bitch.

Class

XXII.—Trick Dogs —For

best trick dog.

of tho Gernantown nsre and Hound
Club, is abouUeaving for Paris to prosecute the study of Veteriuary
Surgerv with a view of taking the chair of this branch of science
at the University of Peuna, as it is proposed to add iu the near
future a department of this nature to this prominent institution of
learning
A few dayB since, Mr. Ab. Priestly, of 111
Spring Garden street, Phila was awakened early in the morning
bv his youug New found laud dog leaping on bis bed and pairing
his face.
On arising he found the house full of smoke, aud
volumes issuing from the kitchen. The Fire nepnrlment «a3
time to save the building, aud .Mr. P.ic-tlvnnw
summoned
values his huge punpv bevond e-timato .. Mr, Jnn.es II C
:lsell,
of this city, has dispensed with he services of Mr. Frank Sevan,
as his trainer, and has placed all his docs iu charge of Mr. 11. J.
Martin, of Wilmington. Delaware." Mr. Martin, it will be remembered, handled Mr. J. C. Biggins' Dashing Mimaieh and Mr.
H. W. Ganse's Warwick, at Knhius' Island last year. Mr. Martin

SLIPS.— Dr. Hydekophor,

,

m

I

came

LOWELL (MASS.) BENCH SIIOW.—There is to be a bench
show, held at Huutiugtou aud Jackson halls, Lowell, Mass., ou
December 14, 15 and 16, in connection with and uud.r the auEntries close Despices of the Middlesex Poultry Association.
cember 6. This will be the first attempt to hold a bench show at
Lowell, and if it is successful the fixture may become an annual
one, and those interested, talk of organising a kennel club. Two
years have elapsed since the Massachusetts Kennel Club gave an
exhibition, aud there is no reason why not onlv the kennels of New
England, but those of the Middle Slates should be represented
But the season chosen, however, in too
at any show at this place.
late, and the experience of those who sent their young dogs to
Pittsburgh last January was extremely unsatisfactory. The climate is generally SO severe before Christmas, and the changes of
temperature so sudden that a dog must needs have an iron constitution to Bland the overheated and crowded hall, aud the exposure
in taking his rnns in the open air,' and then pull through without
being pot on the sick list. Winter shows are not desirable in
America, and those that have shown their young stock at that season know the truth of the assertion.
The following are the rules and regulations to govern the Bhow:
As this is the first bench show ever held in Lowell, the commit-

'

to this city last iveek and completed hi- urrangeiuu'..ts with
We call special attention to th b tier from a
new sugg stion," how to rid his kt unci of

Mr. Goodsoll

•

friend asking for a "
fleas.

A TERRIER POINTING SPARROWS —I

was much amnstd

not long since iu witneSring a very Fair attempt on the pait Of a
large, rough terrier to point sparrows in one of our man. streets
iu Philadelphia. To be snre tho points madewereou the order of
a gaze, but nevertheless the terrier drew or loaded on the birds iu
good style by sight for some distance, and then became Iri.ualUed
When he foiind he had reached Ibe proper limit, and made a very
As soon as the bird,
01 editable appearance for one of his kind.
flew be would try it again on another, and thus continued for fteen or twenty minutes, industriously bunting up mere when
those he had ieen .uniting moved awav or took to the trees.
ho dog,
evideutly a mongrel— terrier predominating— mii.-l. have had hi tier
or pointer blood in his veins, but did not show it. Ills actions attracted the attention of many passers-by. as he was at work alone
and without a master.— Homo.
I

'1

I

|

HOW A CHAINED DOG CAN HAVE EXERCISE.—The following plan for chaining up dogs I find to work well, and by it
the animal tbd has more liberty thou if confined in the usual man-

—

i

Atotot

-

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

35, 1881.]

I malto n. «ort. of luni.-.lil», only with two arm! instead of
four, anil
lie (li<< ft.
to one of Uli
arms, Set a Btont post into
the ground, standing Out about four feet. Hound (iff llio top of
thu po-i, dome-sb ipi d, mid bore down iuto the centre a hole to roooi(o. with-...! siiliili.it;. l half-ioch bolt.
On top of the pOB« place
oruHntriKn. ko that it will iit.out balance a polo or piece ol scantling
about fourteen feel in length. The- pole or erosapiece to bo held
In place by n half-indh bolt paflBinii through a hole ia the middle,
Hnd driven iuto the hole borad to receive it in the top ol the post.
Tin- ii tie iii Ho i-iM.vipic'ce ncd-itoticn little larger in diameter than
the bolt, bo that the erosspiace cau easily revolve. The bolt should
lit lightlj theh'ileia top of the post, and should have a large, flat
head to pro vont the crosapioce worlcing up and slipping off, Put
iron "i.-li.-i- on the bolt between tho top <>r pout ami erosspioei..
ami between Urn orossp'tece and head of bolt. Have the bolt long
en inch t go .veil flown iuto the post, or it will in time work loose,
ami tin. eros-tpiecB jump off. Biro a hole in ono end of crosapieee
in parnj the end of the dog's vhaia through, and put a portable
loo id
a- rhBre inside the cuvle passed over by the arms.
A dog
tied in this way can liavo a good gallop in a circle, aud a bulldog
of mini- Ii i.h il diy a regular private circus on bis own account, aud
gallopn round Urn ting with great enjoyment.
Hemlock.
St, Leonard, Quebeo,

ner.

I
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tox renter
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Kliirhti

li'toli

two dogs and one
j

?o is«l, three puppies,

lowstilng

ids (AllamUChy, Warren
d July
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(

Mriuoiii., Mass., A
i: ii ge to-day, A.
R. Tool, OS .1 Plehal
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;

puppies, lour

1881, six

it,
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ROYAL CARLE ritESENTKDTO MB. FOXHALL KEENE.—
Mr. Jmniy H. liondsell. iii ibis eitv. recentlv presented Mr. Foxhall
Eeaoe. i-on of Mr. James li, Keene, of thin city, with the. handsome J" Hi-fi Belter Ki.vhI Carlo. There is no dog of httter breeding ho being i,v Carlowita out of Queen Bosk the bv Mr. Luther idam'a Koek out Mr. 0. F. Dem'uth'u Pickles. On the bench
Buyal Carlo iva* the wiliuei of BpeeiaJ award for the best Eugli-h
seller,
dl
the
York show, iftffl, and be a
red this year the. same
three letter*. Tins tine Llewellin
ild trial dog was perfectly broken by A. I. X«1ly, of the Ballim. e Kennel (Hub, aud ia aaid to
pi.driHs a grand nose backed by un sual intelligence.
ii;.:

•

;

Klmorc's (Granny, Conn.) beadle Winnie
(Rattler- liellf:; was. hie to ow nei s King (\ leior Lucy) August 15.
7'nrOTifo lieat^Tonnto Jet— Mr. J. V. Kiik's lmnoned black cocker
bitch Jet (Nigszer-lielle) to \\u Unponed Beau KanTr-Sqilawj.
Lucy- flute— Nv, N. Elmore's (Gran by. conn.) beagle bitch Lucy
(Juno-old Bess) t<
Moid.i-Kv.ti Mi
he
Maina-Vi. t-'.r I.tK

Winnie-King—Jtr, N.

t

i

i

Rosa-Xing— Mr

Saturday, September 3,
Baturdsy, Bepteniber 10, 5:30 p. jr., at
Woodstmrgh ; Wednesdav, September 14, 6:30 a. si., at Jarvis Lane ;
Saturday, Sum.
Wednesday,
at fosters Meadows
Bepteiuber 21. StSO* m
at look Hall Lane; Saturday, September 24. 4:30 r. m at Wvnnts; Wednesday, September '23, 6 30 a.
M., at Old Ih.ekiiwavPo.-IOnieo; Saturday, October 1. II A M at

Wave

M.,at

Qrest

:

:

ii

.

;

,

.

,

Howe

Halfway

on Bockiiway Turnpike

Wednesday. October

;

ii

.

Sai.ks.

C—

ulcers in

d.

s

The "Champion

Members of the

.sullen- Viome.

AYpp— .wr. George Laick. Tarry town, N. Y-, has purchased of Mr.
Chailes n. Hioj.'inijii. liiirrgioii, _\. Y., tlie Irl-h red setter (with a
little white! bitch Nlpp.
(Bishop's Doctor-Biddy.) She Is two years
and

months old.
Boskn. Mr. H. (5. Hamilton,
s

of Jersey City, has bought from Mr E.
a. Berzoerg. or Brooklyn, the Rnglish setter bitch BOSKa. (Pride or t lie

Bord-r-Kate II).
Lilly—Mr. g. Walker. Brooklyn, IS. Y.,has nurchased from Mr. Wni.
F. nuer, of Orange. N. J., the lemon and white p .niter puppy Lilly,
whelped February aa, by Sensailou out of IHier s (Jypsy.
Jitrho-llose Whelp—Dr. Wm. Jarvis, of claremont, N. U., has sold
to Mr. Wm. Dutcner, of New York City, and Mr. Geo. A L me, of
Good Ground. L I. the rust choice ot the bitch puppies whelped June
13, icSl, by Champion Elcho out of Champion Rose.

Ma ami

g

PRESENTATIONS.
Diamond-Mr. 3. H. Whitman, Chicago, 111 has presented to Mr,
F. Steel, ot Piermoot on-" nelson, N. Y.. the black, white and tan

W

,

ii'ik-

:..v-.-erav:v

blie;-,

i-.-tc-i-

li'.i-ri

r:l.

in prut.-

ihe l.oraer oui

ol.

ol'

Ruby.
Dora C— Mr. Edward Odell, New Orleans, La., has presented the
lemon and white hitch lioia C. (Noble Y.-Sallle V,) to Mr. c. H. Bu-

THIS CITY.

Erie Railway, foot of Chambers street. Leave Nov York, 9
Arrive at London, Oat, 6:30 A, M., 1:55 P.
New York Central, Foi tv-secood street. Leave
NV W York, 10:30 a. it.Bp.n, Op. u. Arrive at Loudon, Ont.,
6:80 A. si., 1:55 P. St., 5:45 P. si.
T'.v

ineoln. Neb.
Hon, Jr.— Mr. Chas.

foid,

Hlilc, inavcoiini their
n. y. Si
Marksman

ha

A

1st prize— gold champion marksman's bulge of issi, offered by
brig. G.-n. Airr.de. Itarnes, General Inspector of Hide Practice, S.
N. V.
'The badge to b-ecome the property of the compe imr who, at the

close Of these, son of ikm. sliail liave won It the greatest number o£
times.
In ease ot a tie, the highest aggregate score ot all the competitions
pauklpaiod in up to that time to decide.
Tenotl1erprl7.es (Silver medals) presented try the X. R. A. to the
leu highest competitors In Order ol merit. The same man can only

win oue inedaL
200 Yards.
22
22

K Green

.1

TJDolan

G W Muuson
FAIden

C McLewell

T Lock wood..

11

M

F

Harvey

is

wSRlghier
T F.Carney

15
17

O'lhorn

19
20
20

21

T Jones
J L Price

J.

Rich, Boston, has presented toMr. Wrn. tlarand white Kngll.sh setter dog puppy

Leila whelp Gladiolus, died suddenly

;

C.) One Gladstonedeath not known.

cause of

made up

owner

fylth

;

number

eomi

lllllllller ni

;

The

and

vr jointed,

slugic seore

hltiiie.-t

-.,

:!.".

;,

OoK

'

U

o

-

,

]Wb and %\a# ^hooting.

bred by Mr. P. W.

Dusk
Pllnoc
.

()i'w»-yr.

.Nifc.'e

Qu-cii ror

Kirk. Toronto, claims the uauieoi Sable

F.

.1.

mid run cocker birch whelped Ap.il

nia.;i;

by Baron

20, ISSI,

out. Hi '(iii.-e.i,.

Iie,iiil;*-\lr.

and

Ches.liUt
!''i.

Boston, Aug. 20 —The riflemen at Wain
ha'd luck during the past week. 11. has
seekers " to tlnd the bullsej e In a tog which
cessanily during the mire we. k. OllWl
tory long-range match was continued, ten
weather was cool, but a strong northeast
trour.lesome. Of ihe original 'the distances, and thenIs appi nded
W. C. Gregory.
800 yards
5 6 5 5 4 6 5

100 Yards.
21
22

J'McN'eyln

Uorgan

W J Unuerwood, Jr
HE Fox

22
18
22
20
19
19
22
20
22

G C Lawrence
F steward

'

II

P. Kirk. Toronto, claims the name of Kcgulus for
a.
dog piipeV, Wll.ll white Hal'lle. v, heaped'

.T.
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l-n'eli,
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SOD yards

t

5
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5

55

5
5

5

3

5

.

yards

sno

6
4
5

90)
lOtlO

,B

U
r^-

I

ii

i.v.

I

fOOyardS

Bnr^Br°PefTfin

..5
..5

P u' chased "l

'

soo

ft'iA of the E/iHt— w.

name,
pu ipv

Tf. W. Po«t, New Haven, f'onn., claims the
pndenf the Ka^iiorli ack aud white Uewelila s-nei oiu-U

f

w

«
Mod

ii'Mi

Mer-.evin,,'

i-,i

ii-

-,

is-i, ov Kuril Blue (eli.iiLiplou QladBtone'C-'CMSier-kons,,!. Purchased of Mr. A. At.

:(,
.

Tucker. chii-s-oiMi, \la.-a.
Vu-.lor— Mr. il. M. Ntssiey, Eti/ahethtown. Pa., claims the name of
Vlelo.
wuelpcd July ii, lasl, by Pownall's
Victor out of
s Mu-ic.
lM-a C, >1 r lv.iv ird deU, X "•-- Oil.-ins, La., clalirs the name of
'

(

'.

si

tor
liv

.;,'(,'.

llrst victory.

tei

ler bllcli

Ni

-ail V.)
a'i, of

dug-

in

iy whelped Diveinb_*r
S.illie V. (pTanee-zt a;

pup

out of

New

•

i

York-,

pup out

name ol
of ileizlicrg's Jesfcle
claims Uie

In-

5
5

5—74

yards

5

5

5

111— t.h E Hamilton,
tor Ills liver,

/

-art

Ken lgan,

HI.

i\1r.

ot Jersey c:tv, claims the name of
while and tau dog pup out of BosKa by Alcler-

ot Brooklyn, claims the

name

of Port tor his

white and tan nog pup ..ut nt Bo-ka by Aioeruuot
Fj.aim— vl r. M. VI Nia ley, Eil/.abi't!iiawn, Pa., claims the name ot
P.iwiy tor his neagle bit h puppy whelped -July fi, :s;l. l,v I'ov nail's
Victor ont iii own. r'a Mitslc
Me^ie.-s\„ M. M Nlsslev, F.lzabrtlitowii, pa,, claims the name of
B'-;s |e on i,i„ ., ,,-agle t.| eh puppy Hlieiped Ju.y 2a, i»si, by Povvnall's
Victor out ui o.vin is Music.
liver,

5

5

6

5

5

two

(North A ndoyer. Mass.) Gordon hitch
il, cigiii puuploa, six dog.s and
by Ho.vl.ind iimpored anu owned by Mr. S. B. Bray,
mil

i.i'-ki-T

5—74
6—73
4—69—216

55565 3 555554
45555555
4

4—70
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4445555456545
W. Howard.
555545465566
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Bush.
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1! 11
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jeweB

C GiegOiy
B J Huh eth
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Francis

W Gardner
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lows...

....9 10U10
Handicap Match.

D Anson

AC

Adams
ills

(mil)... .4.544M5o53-4«
..445444.
..54454445.

n
11.

12
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9

5

5-72

J

Win Arms
Hyde

4

5

5
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M

12 12 18 11

12— 114

12 it
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11 tl
12 11

111

12-112

12 11

11—10S
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11. -100
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li 10 11—104
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9 9 1112 11

10— 103
12—103
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64534415

—

4

14

11,:

.v.

•

i

p.

.

,,

-,-,..

..'

,;jinns

tops.
..

Mr

1.1,.

V.
(thehklvl le, n
tev-ii I'ln las,

ihooi

i

L

" .•'

v

i

...i

,

ivlielped

Auai

t

10,

Irish rod setter bitch

Mag

bUuDles, four dogs

and

elev-.m

bv .Magir
fount— Mi. Il o. nine Hilton's (Brn akl.vn, N. T.) mouse colored ttnJOrted Jitit! l h gic; hound bltell wh l,.ed seven puimles, loui dogs
'"ii

i.
'

.'

Gii'sij- Mi, K.

i

i

uvutrs

irnouiieu

Llviiigstoiie'.-.
'J.

ii

:

c ty)

la
the s
•

A w arhews

FE Nichols
C

a.er.itt

C Shuniway.

FH

8—22—46
2—22-45

445244
424433

4—24
3—27
4—27
4—25
3—20
3—24

5 4 4 5 3 4
3 5 3 2 2 2

644544
5 2

3

5—34-61
4—26—53
3-28-53
5— "o— 52
0—25—53

5— •'.!- 43
n— 26— 48
4— 14— 38
[402

Louisiana Field Artillery.
200 yds.
4 4 4 4 4 4 5—29

Win Weiss

4

1

4
4
3
3

MJ
R

500 yds.

5034544
B9
234565 4—28— os

445544 4—30
43 4 43 5-27
4644434—28

a Bercegeay
E GSi a. ml

Thompson
Montgomery
Fertler
Glierln

StOI'k

S

r>

3 5 3 5 3 3
2 3 3 3 4 4

445035

3—23
3—25
3 3 4—24
4 2 0—20

3 3 2

3443

4

3 4 4
3 4 4

6 5 2 4 3 4
4 4 3 3 3
4 4
3

4—2ti— 53

5—24—52
5—20-49
4—22—47
3-2U-44
5—16— !;6

Grand totaL

..393

In the company match the shooting was close, but Battery C
g'on Artillery, won, and this being their third victory, they
take and ket p the prize. The following Is ihe score:
1

Washington
nihil'

yS'Tph....

Artillery, Battery C.
25
21
is
16
IT

20
IS
21
18
15

Win Arms
G W Charlton.
Hyde
M MannlOA

is

Howe

23

19
18
19
20

19
19
is
14

Vas-i

45
89
s»
84

32— 1S9

Company A.

Laa.de

Henry

Jass, Aug. 17, issi.— At Ihe Hackmatack range the last
JJis..-.
_.s I1U1 of Interest.
ich ilng target combined v s used. The story

5 4 4

40
33
87
s;

81—186

Louisiana Field Artillery, Battery C.

Bercegeay

22

Gschulnd

19
19
17

Guerhi

.

or

Is to.d ot

U Hinds

L, o.

(New Yo k

Imported hull bitch
Glp-y whelped August
l-i, seven pnpp.es, three dogs and lour
bliciies, bv »ir. .loiin P. Barnard J,.'s Bonnie Boy,
wligMi/~Messrs. L.«b4w, ku
ifurda (Ajiiunuchy, Warren Co.,
M.

h ind

2 4

3 3 4 3 4 3

total

Continental Guards,

B Anson

'The Massachusetts Bine Assoolatlan has appointed a committee to
consider the advisability ol securing citib rouins in the city.

lie e

(tiigK :

233

Bradford
Leainont

Grand

.ugh tin

4

4 3 4 3 4 5
3 4 4 3 3
2 4 3
4 4 3 5 3 2

Forllor

ten puppies, rlx dogs anil f air
club.-, Sensailnn.
l-.tuht wli. liw lei

42244

.454443

4

Next Saturday the match between teams 01 Hie Uemerara din lis..'.
Rule Association and the Mas ii.'li'Jirt.s Association ('with nil Unrv
rules) nl.lbe shut at Georgetown, Ueuierara, by tin: loiun.-i ch.b, and
i he results will
at u alnut nib by the huuie club,
be torwarded by

W

a. l-.si,

i',,,,,.,,

hit

w

J MUler

i

linuwlton

Fred Barker

h loliows

also

h.i.v

.,,.,[,,.

1

.

1

...

ii

:;

a lerudnated

Mr

11

likes Hi

ljr_l.-f.-ii

TOTALS.

menwirmheiraveiaei

47
45
44
4T

185—94
174—92

r

i.'auadlra a

Ma-Hi

match u.ieiwnrd

50

41
88

89

4-4

~.
'

c.

94
9*
ss
49
ao

137—SS
130—38
lt8—83
76—76

.13

334434 4—2.1—49
240444 s—21—49

40S

5—69—212

.

5— ?i— 57

4— 20—

3 5 3 3- 25—52
4 5 3 4 3 4 2—25—52

4 8 4

Artillery Team.
200 yd3.
500 yds
4 4 4 4 4 J 3—27
5 B 6 5 5 4
4 4 4 4 5 3 3—27
4 2 4 4 4 4

4-71

In

3 3 5 4 3 4

Washington
Selpb
Charlton
Charlton,

4

i

...:

3 4 4 3 4 3
8 3 3

5

,

ami

4 4

500 yds.

554354

4—26
3—27
4—27
5—27
2—24
4—28
3—24
5—23

total

Franklin

1

Augu -a

Jones
Schuppert

tlildly

..4444145455-

L. and
Kutherfurd':
N. .1 ) J ox terrier nit -u TrlCkBle wlieipe.t Ai
twill' dogs ill It iwr, liiiehes, 111 .Inker.
hill - Ml (has lle.u ii s ;Neu arlc, N. J.) 110

'Ii-sih.

244444
444534

5—70—213

bitches,

tine":

Belmont...
Franklin

jrth*

AtiKiisi.

dogs aud

u-ee

;

200 yds.

4 4 3 4 4 5
4 3 4 4 4 4
3 4 4 4 3 4

5
5

1-1.

A C Adams

i

334444

Baade
Henry
Howe.

Grand

__ .,nd heavy ml-t wnieh ioV reu 1 e range
Notwlthst
the weather co. dlilons the array of riflemen was large io participate
In the renewed cmipe-ltlon at 20o yards in the siiarpsho aers' and
....
andlcap matches, whichhave proved so pojiniai. a it.
the clouds Cleared away ana ihe sun shorn- en h In all Iti glory, and
the bit.e eighWueh bud stood out In ah lis boldness, Mr. A. c. Adams
_ -iuoutof ihe
muklng the best .-coie on record at the j
Previous to tli.s leeord Mr Adams had
p. * Ib.eliO, ofl the shoulder.
made 113, »in ii has sioo top i-core, Mr. o. m. Jewell, who is consdered one of the best shots In the State, ouoceeaed to makltig 112,
whl.e Gregory and Rabbeth found iheh- totals IU8 and tuo respectively.
The meeting Avas Urge and evthustoi le
Sharpshootei'd';Match.

Beveily, Mass).
«<>-vir. ii itertemnu's [Brooklyn, W,Y.)
i

i

VaSS

Habbeth.

1WM
EOOyards

5

554555556555
5854555635555

W DELI'S.

Edward's
wwh-lped

Ginsey—Air. a.
vi'.'.".

•

Continental Guards.

6-74
5—70
5 5 4 5 4 5—73—217
5

i

d 111
Bhit,

be.

lows:

.

Set

seen by reference to the score there Is but one print difference ina ween the on. mental Guards and the Washington Artillery lit favor of tin: former. The artnleiy team should have made a
winning, but luck was against them. Biadford, on his la-t shor,
seoreo a riuliso'e. 'on on the wrung target, and was therefore credited Willi a goo-e ag at mad ol lie live to which he would have "been
entitled had he alined at the right circle. Arms, the old enable,
failed on his last shot, making a clean miss. The score wasastolwill

1

5—74

6
5

i

FTi

1.

As

,

6
5

i

—

Dora
&, l-:-ll

4

5
5

6

F. J.

i

i

'

boost

eompellug. The
proved particularly
six hn1,hed

S

16
14
13
9

and Louisiana Field Artillery teams had each set n d two
winnings of the Da 1,1a lion prize and both weld Io ih. ranges With the
determination of making a mini and last winning, but, as lie lecord
shows, they both nils, oil II. and ihe continental Guards won their

match but

3555555S555

>..

!

e

IS

lery

llemet,
iflnd

18

19
19

W. H. Jackson.

i-

.

Morgan

39
88
87
87
87
88
36
B2
28

18

lerlaiieed
the '

:

6
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Utile— »r. 11 J. Nlederlander. Mlddletown. O., claims the name of
his Irish red set
i,,
r blich pup whelped Sept. s0. lsSn. out of
Hub.' It. (FoteiN Uuby-ehainplon Berkley) bv Uolablrd'.i "!'.,.
"
(Fauchioi-drou-e;.
Venlur*— veaa-a Win Uutcher and Geo. A. Line claim the name
or Venture for then lilsli red Brttw bitch wi
1,1
lue..] run- .... k,
n implon iichouiitoi ciiiikipir.ii Rose.
sW/it-i - ifr
Hiirh I. WI io i-'Uir. s-.i-iito'-ra Springs. N. Y., claims
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NOTICE TAKEN OP ANONYMOUS COAIMUNICATIONS.
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wan standing within
he crossed 'he hound..
loll stone
it

hivsclt as well as tue crowd,

begun

in conclusion, let me say that I shall advise all who ore in need or
to buy a Baker, as 1 know of none to ennal it
Tours, en
vv. t. MrrcuELL.-.lSt-f.

gun

Is

ptefl

mm

STOU -M.l
.iiiinns.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

78
rNew York Spirit of the Times.)
KV INE INQUIRIES.

and lwd

Tou
I would like to tell you or Its effects.
up; but be sure and call on me again some

toe time to-day

I

know my

A WORD FOB TOE nOHSK.— THE "CRACKS" OF THE QUEEN

[AWH7ST

train- lime Is

wo would be pleased
to call on him, we bade lilm good-day and tiini-d our own horses—
low.irl the
troy, know til- good of St, .Incolis ell
Heading loud, tin'ii.-e 1.1 .Mcinlgoinerv pike, to the p ilatlal home and
stables of caps. George K. iio.ion. Aioar a rrlendly chat, a sumptuon- iiii.ii.i and a tine drive, the Captain laid himself out tor horse.

CITT.

[Cincinnati Correspondence.]

courteousgentleman ihauti future

one, thanks to St. Jacob, he, with the hone't. pride of proprietorship,
Invited us back to Inspect his stables, of course w- could nor. ieiusc,
and, Indeed, lr was a treat to enter so neatlj b ib| and commodious a
•n-hotel tin chrvaL
Mr. Carroll,
a nvmner winci
mm's familiarity with the subject, showed us "the points" of his
Slock. "Mr. Carroll." a«ked the writer, " have you e er Ii
in
to doctor horses?" Said that gentleman "Myd arsb, although you
now see before you some tine hones, from the, hoist, whlen isd tven
il
,v
lie'
liIn my delivery wagon to (he stud dilven by my

m

1. 11

Hi

Blk, the four-year-old

mare which you saw

wn

in

my

stall, is

m! lv-innrtlon. About a year
ago. and just iiitfi my mure had made her 2:19)^ record, she took a
ted ea.-e or rheumatism, either coming down the sound
Or go it-: up (lie Hudson Klver. She had more red tlanuel around her
legs than would make shirts tor all me colored boys handling her. I
lier

:

b id given tipal

hopes.

1

as a

-lei

nevvr expected to see hei on Mieturl again.

-

:

':'''.

yet I have had an lm uei
wlili lu -m What from rtienmo lis n
the simple;
there Is not an ailment which J believe they ha
-

i

•

l881

,

1

i

nisier,

.1

,of

bit

ore

'

hi-

tie

spavin— why, in fact I really believe everyihtm
spent hundreds of dollars In voter.
money thrown a > ay. There Is a remedy, tho
by mere chance, but upon which I on

1

1

.

the gre.ti German ictuei'y, the greatest re;
I
cured my horses every time it was applied. 1
man, "Is where I keep s\ Jacob you see I g
for nvin,
ere;.
Jlr. Cairoll hereupon open'along the shell t,he writer saw several tint tic- 01
-In, yon 111.
e
in: lie one er rly boN je-,
edy, Mr. Carroll!" "Expensive !" exclaimed m
of It two year? aero, it would have saved ine lit
cosis a mere nothing— fifty cents per bottle— ar
more troori than sou werrh of their :-o called sm
1-ft the stable, and, bidding Mr. Carroll good fc,cuiu 6 , not_(lcp,l
uiji-mou.
-c.eet
e turncl
r
,n:n
00 or a J
ii
11'ln
mi
,,nr
ownstibies. Just as we reached the corner of John and Elg lib
streets we perceived our amiable and learned friend, Dr. P. F. Matey,
about to seat himself belilnd his inagnlficeui gray 10 rake his usual
evening drive. After exchanging the Usual c
with this
dis'intojislieil physician, po r iciau and scholar,
"Doctor, that is a rather fine horse you dtlve.
F.ut he Is
"Oh, yes," replied that gentleman, "he is
curb him
Just out of a severe attack of rheumatism now.
for a while. I, as a physician, ought scarcely 1
vjpnetary
medicine, and rvarol net p>otj inly recommend ._
p tients; but I must say for that best known ot all medicines, SI. Jacob's oil, the Great German Kennedy, that it raio.-o
nndcony ,;
Here the Doctor laughed heartily, and,
s in nil,
mils' p, d , n
with a. Dleasaut "Good evenlntr." we parted.
We wish to say to those of our readers who do not know the Doctor— should there be any such, a fact which we very much doubtthat he is the ex-coroner of Hamlhon County, whien every Unclnmirlan knows, ami that he is a school 10 o physio o,, ooeeU fart eocTbody should know. Polliically, the Doctor's reputation extends, we
believe, as far as HI, .Ircob s Oil is known, and that is from Maine (o
California, from the Lakes to the Gulf.
After leaving the Doctor we had not far to go to reach our own
-.rabies, ami. putting away our horsps, we asxed ourselve-, as we
watched the groom handle them, whether we had derived the mora
pleasure from, the ride or rrom the Information. We unbestatitmly
answer In favor of the Information and good new3 we heard concerning St. Jacob's Oil.
Oil.

;

i

,

'

-

jbs Oil, the ureal <;• rman
about, a resurrection."
.

rly, St.
<.

Jacobs Oil

the

Is

'

1

1

Cincinnati's boautltul
lr not all, of the

most,

nowing that preparations

We did so

10 enter.

a
1

W.

a gentleman
Vanderbllt;
and several
Said we to Mr. Hair
y.
mst not a trainer possess
prescribe for their allis had In Hie past as varied
ie horse Is allllcied with
there is but one article
s OH, the Ureat Oernian
iplied several remedies and
St. Jacobs OH is tn« only
••ry busy, the scribe bade
si lies,

iii.cil

m

Willi,
ii.
"SI. -lulien"

m

ma!

'

neobs Oil
case 01 nt essli
inedy ever used in a Btable.
recently, and the gentlemai

•..,

1

;

mail. 1 Yin,- at No. 16 Woodward street, may be found Mr.
K el, v, boss drayman. This gentleman, In reply to our lnq.u.v aa to whether he tisi-d St. Jacobs ml. said:
'
would not try to do without St. Jacobs Oil. I could not do it.
Draught LOiBBS, like llwry horses, receive so many bruises, cuts,
Bros, to, thai ,lo my opinion, no sensible man win try 10 do without
St lac lij oil. Say for me that I have used U a great many linen,
and have always found it the very best remedy in use for horse3.
By the way, 1 have used the Oil la my family on several occasions,
:

.

[avlng regal ued the

clt

1

:is,

aid

or

the best

our't si reet,

and reined up

la .1 Carroll, a g 'uticman
ind imported fruits oi ail

well-known fruit s
handles great rjuantli
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1
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rn'ike

1.0

some purchases

-ptlng stock, thai ge itleman, thro-vlng ihe eye
horses, tmme ilately tell to " talking horse."
-w hlch v> e ilatier ourselves Is a pretty good
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Macintosh Waterproof Goods.
In Ordering Stock or Pants please state tlie Size— you can easily obtain it
of the Boot or Shoe you are accustomed to "wear.

-

from your Shoemaker—

The quality of these goods is so well and widely known as to require no comment. It is not only unequaled, but also unapproacbed
By a special arrangement with the Messrs. Macintosh, we are enabled to place tbeir
that of any similar manufacture in the world.
goods in the hands of Sportsmen at prices which will certainly drive all inferior makes out of the market.
by

begets undue languor, loss ot
appetite, biliousness., feverisbness, headache, and
other symptoms, whteh may speedily develop Into
chronic diseases. Cheek them at the outset with

Sninnrer TEev*

that supremely efficacious saline,

Tan-ant's Seltzer Aperient
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Stockings, full length, any sized foot, per pair,
Pdnts, reaching nearly to armpit,
Heavy Flax ground sheets, weight 6 1-2 lbs., size 7 1-2x4 1-2 ft., each,
persons residing in cities in whicli the dealers
DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONEY. Orders received from
line of our goods will not be tilled at any price.

$S OO
14 OO
8 OO
a

bleep

full

Keep's Shirts, ths Best.
KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY- MADE SHI UTS,
lice

In

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48

easily

-1

KEEP'S- Kin gloves, none better $1 per pair.

keep

s

KEEP'S
KEEP'S

Hie best.
ITMIIKELLAS, the strongest.
JEWELRY, rolled gold plate.

CHEFS NECKWEAR, latest novelties.
KEEP'S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made

to

Maiden Lane, New York.

HOLA3IRO

pniikuweak,

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

,KEEP'S

Write for circular to

UPTHEUROVE & McLELLAN.

GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND

ViiPABAISO.

CHEAPEST.

'Money refunded for coo'ls not satisfactory.
Samples and circulars free to any address.

Keep Manufacturing
B31.

6.13.

635, «37

Broadway,

NEAT AND ELEGANT

ST( iCKS,

^BOOKBINDING

Y.

BONUS AND SECURITIES,
MINING STOCKS.
kb fine St.. New York.

W,

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

GREATLY IMPROVED

The FLYING

clay
an d

mm
TRA P,

LIGOWSEY U CO.,
^Jzrsri
33 Vine St.,
^5§j) CINCINNATI, O.

B. F.
28

THREE ANBUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS! ls«, $100;
'2d £25; 3d, «me trap andl,O00 pijreomi. For
paitlci.il.irn, rules,

score cards, eic.J address tuu

practice for wliig sliootlnt'.
*
f
to test lis merits."

at trie Fly-Casting

was won wltb one

of

our in

at

.,,

,,...-!

ft.

"

:

-

'

'

Coney Island, June
Bass Hods

9 oz.
"'"'

'""

;

'

,-...

FECONIC OR ALL-AGED STAKES,

Tfi f --ft,

i,

o
fo;o
:.»
?: with $30 addito all setters or pointers. Prizes: First, $250; seeeoo,
tional to All. Nominations ro olooo positively on Oct. i, SSI. To this stake will be added by the club a
Bpi
al prize of >:oo, or a silver cup of equal value, at option of the winner, for the best pointer competing
the
stakes.
In

Open

;

MEMBERS' STAKES,
Open only

to

ket
guns
,

be the best

article In the

Is

workmanship and shooting

any In the market.

B. ECTE BROCK,
27

Dock Square, Boston, Mass.

to be owned
of $100, and

and handled by the member making Uie
such prize io be known as the EASTERN
J.

i-entz, see, elary. P. O. Box 274, New York
Special prices to follow others according to their value.

OTTO CONNER,

President.

CIGARETTES

ac-

REBOHING A SPECIALTY.
C.

u

1SS1.

That stand unrivalled

for finish,

ana each entry

e.

City.

mar-

All sportsmen agree that the Eutebrouk

qualities are equal to

Hammer and Hammerleu Guns made to order.

of tne club,

Prize to be

Jacob

have recently Invented a new hammer

to

members

FIELD TRALS CUP OF

gun.

gun, both In single and double, which

knowledged

St.

ROBIN'S ISLAND STAKES, OR EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY,

nomination.

I

direct to

14 Dey

;

,

"ThTnewIutebrouk hammer

WALKER,

open to all puppies whelped on or' after April l, 188". Prizes: First, $150; second, $100, and t£lrd,$50.
Forfeit, $5 $io additional to fill. Nominations for this stake 10 close positively on uct. 1, 1SS1.

23.

length ot cast,

"i-'-''iiei

:

low figures, and

Eastern Field Trials Club Third Annual Running Meeting
COMMENCINC OIV THANKSGIVING BAY, 1SS1.

MASS.

tlie

Tournament

E.

at

come

A FILE OF N. Y, HERALD, 1847, AND TIMES,
TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR SALE.

*

"l,r
ore o
our
.-:, e ,..-,,.„, wiihoneorourli>;n. lu oz. General Rods; length of cast, 75 ft.
Ho rer by those who liaye seen or used them. Send stamp for catarocsaroeeo'eliloi-iri super! on
logue, with .Mass. Fish and Game Law.
,„

JAMES

We conmiend aU sportsmen

NICHOLS & GO.,

you want good work,

save Agent's Commission

[Extract from Forest and Stheam, July 7, 1881, p. 448.]
it
. • . Tills flight so nearly rcseni tiles the actual
motions o( birds Hiru theriuj I'lrrooiis afford excellent

BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
.',,,

If

manu-

facturers.

REACH STREET, BOSTON,

wii-r nri7e In ciiamrilon Class

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.

CENT. «F BREAKNOT OVER 1 PER
AGE AT THE lit A I* GUARANTEED.

Manufacturers of

As was proved

END.

1«I>.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,

Co.,
IV.

NO

Established {836.

ure, 6 for $9.

KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50
SHIRTS delivered free In any pan ot the

'.KEEP'S

J

IS

Shooting Suits.

meas-

for

PURITY.

FKAGRA NT

Warranted

Free from Urag-s or Medication.

NEW

THREE

VANITY

VANITY

KINGS.

FAIR.

Each having Distingnishing

FAIR.

Merits.

HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.
8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

WM.

S.

kiwiuii.

&.

CO.,

Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester, N. T.

August

FOREST AND

35, 1881.1

POSITION

as generalsuperlntoi dent
of a gentleman
estate; thoroughly understands practically farm igla;
.inches-, draining and reclaiming lands, breeding and raising
blood and grade stock, horses, sheep and swine,'
raising of cereals and all root crops, use and application of all agricultural niaehiuen erecting agricultural and horticultural buildings; also practically all horticultural productions, grapes and
plants under glass: vlneyardlst and thorough orchardlst; culture of all vegetables, flower gardening, landscape gardening,
lawns, avenues and
planting; ol thorough executive abilltv 1n all departments
mta, Address QUKRCUS,
1'. 0. Box 7H7, Orange, New Jersey.
Atigis.tf
-;

.'

id

LEONARD'S

Wanted.

WANTED,

81 EEAM

Bamboo Kods,

Split

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULES.

,

i

;

No. 1 SHOWS WATERPROOF CUP IN FERRULE (PATENTED OCTOBER 26, 1ST5).
This prevents any moisture from reaching the wood, and the ferrule from becoming loose. The constant wetting and drying of the bamboo must rot
make other makes of rods less durable than Leonard's.

the wood, and

for

gale.

PLACE FOR SALE— Main

'
marble mantels

No. 2 SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE (PATENTED SEPTEMBER 3, 13T8).
lolnedto the wood, which is the weakesi part of a rod, and where so many of other makes of rods
rengthi ns where
e
rru
Mr. leorinrd n.as yet, to hear of a single instance ol breakage at this point since the PATENT SPLIT FEKRULE has been applied.
GREATEST IMPROVEMENT that has been Introduced In rod making sfnee rods have been made.
No. 3 SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE WHIPPED WITH SILK AS IT APPEARS ON THE ROD.

This split thoroughly

(bamboo espccipilv

COUNTRY

by

-"ir.. .:;..-,

house,

-10

We consider

1

this the

hardwood

finish;
stable, hen-

16;

si

tl

hot and cold water:
nery, etc., two acres lawn fruit and shade trees.
Price $6,500; cost $11, una
$l,5utt cash.
For sale,
six acres near two railroads, cioster, N. J.
For
sale, 9 acres on western slope of the Pdllsades, Tenally, N. I.
Money loaned to build. Apply to E. R.
WILBUR, 40 Fulton street, N. Y., between 10 and
;

>

ftiealV.

EVERY ROD WARRANTED.

.

j

;

SOLE

VI A. M.

AUg2t5,tf

7

GUN. —Superior double-barrel M. L. duck
DUCK
gun, made to order, 12 pounds, laminated steel
88-lnch barrels, carved walnut stock, extra flue
leather cover perfect shooter used a few times
only ; will be sold at a great bargain, as owner's
health pievc-ms him using, it. Address FRANCIS
MORMLS, Philadelphia.
Aug25,it

J. B.

;

;

CROOK

FISHING TACKLE, ARCHERY,

bios., Dubllu; will readily fit any Central Are acton. Address postal card R. B., 171 oceAfi avenue,
rsey City, N. J.
Augll.St

GUNS,

.

weight. tt\, lb.; ij.'i rehoui
JL
ate choke-bored, twist baiTels

Sice,

Address F.

$40.

C.

ig looks, moderlittle used;

I

AND ALL KINDS OF SPORTING

very

;

ANTHES. Weed Sewing

ach. Co., Hartford, Conn.

as Rifle by H. Holland,
50 calibre, nearly new. Also 3 rods
1 ondon
salmon, trout and general work, and quantity
salmon am. trout
all i-ore I ar.ov,-, l.ondua.
Address A. I. PALMER, San Diego, Duval Co.,
Texas.
AugvB,lt
l,

l/OR SALE,

a

Vernier, 40
JP
level, pistol grip

Rifle,
spirit

perfect iu every respect. Price
Will exchange for B. L. shot-gun. Inquire of
$40.
P. O. Box lie, Ftanklin, N. Y.
Aug35,2t
;

SKELETON RIFLE BREECH
screw attachment,

.

Solo Agents for THOMAS

:-,.

new Remington Midrange
calibre wind gauge sights:

$1.

tor revolvers,

with

m

Y.

SPECIALTIES FOR 1881.

;

tor
!'

GOODS,

N

SO Fulton Street,

Auga5.it

IfORSALK

JT

GO,,

«£

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS TN

— Pall finest English DaaaascusrCenFOBtralSALE
Are shot gun barrels made by Trulock
J

A.GENT8,

WILLIAM
MILLS & SON,
WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

.

AlDRED'SLONDONAKCHERY
ALDRED'S FTNOKH
AYER'8 London

TIP

Lawn J. B. CROOK'S Newport Bass Rod,
N.

B.—Nothing but

Rod, $12 and
$15

;

Patent Rubber Multiplying ReeL

sit.

$30.

SEND 25c. FOR THE MOST COMPLETE CATALOGUE PUBLISHED.
goods sold at this Establishment.

first-class

PAUL PASl'NOR,

Burlington, Vt,

Aug2S,2t

TkeDalyGhin,
,HAS FINER BARRELS,

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR

Dog Show,

International

To any otlior G-uxx

COSTING TWICE THE MONET.
Snooting TTrxsurpassedt

TO BE HELD AT

LONDON,
SEPTEMBER

ONT.,

27, 28, 29

and

Lists furnished

AGENTS FOR CARD'S
8i»aS

Prize Lists
J.

now

on

application.

m

SCHOYERLM, DALY & GALES,

30, 1881.

Head

NEW DOUBLE RWFOLTJNQ

Shells— Quality wuwanUeA.

TRAP.

f*He* lower than <m% oth*r<

ready, aud can be had of

PUDDICOMBE,

Remington's Military, Sporting «S£ Hunting Repeating Rifles.

Sbo'y,

OE

CHAS. LINCOLN,
Office,

Scpt.

TecuniseU House, London, Out.

EA'TKIES CLOSE

SEPTEMBER

12.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted, by the U
lO
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
.46 Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices: Carbines, $22 Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $28.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.
;

Stenaman's Flea Powder for Dog's
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOOH TO DoGS.

POWDER is guaranteed to kill
THIS
d 'gs or any other animal-, or money
It Is

box
and

wim

fleas

REMINGTON &

E.

SONS., 283 Broadway, N.Y.

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

ghe gennel

ghe gennel

put up In pat. nc boxes
sliding peppertop, which great]; fa llltates Its use. Simple
efficacious.

In
SALE CHEAP, a liner of fine Ish setter GORDON SETTERS.—of
FOR
kennel wl.l sou
pups, 10 weeks old, having one cross of Elcho
Ii

air.

Arcua Nut for Worms in Boss.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up

In

»nd two

Address E. J

ot Plunkett.
Wethersfield, Conn.

ROBBINS,
July

2i-tf

boxes containing ten powders, with full

directions for use.

Price 50 cents per box

by mail.

Both the above are recommended by Ron and
Gun and Fokest and Stream.

Conroy, BissetA Malleson,
65 Fuiton s reet, N. Y.
SQUIRES,
HENRY C.
Cortlandt street, N. T.
wnicur & bitno\,

PORTRAITS

of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent postpaid for 26 cents each, or the five for $1. FOREST

AKD STREAM

PUB.

CO., 39

and

41

Park Row,
Dee30,tf

N. Y,

BERNARD PUPS FOR SALE.—For pedigrees
ST.and
Hi stamp, P.
other partlculaj
O. Bos

94,

July

Lancaster, Mass.

2S,6t

1

680

Washington

street, Boston,

Mass.

Greyhounds.
For sale. Imported greyhounds and puppies from
Imported stock. Pedigrees examined and traced.
Orders for hen
on
For circulars or
olictted.
Information, address L. C. F. LOTZ. 3,912 Lake Ave.,
Chicago, 111., or II ENNBSSEY & HE EBACH, Chicago
yield Kennel. Peru, Lasalle County, Til,
J.une2,4nuos

FOR

SALE, part of a litter of setl er pups from
Blue Belle (Rattier— Waddlngton's Daisy) by
a '.so
Dashing Monarch (Dasli ri— ouiuo-s MoDa
Hallan greyhounds. E. W. JEStER, St. Georges,
i

DeL

AuglS.st

O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies lor sale, Dy champion
Rory O'Mnre out
Peirt.

YORK,

Koran O'More, Magenta and
Address W.N. (JALLENAugll.tf

1881.

Imported b ack neld Spaniel at the Stud. Fee,
Mr Jacobs' strain. Brother to Squaw and
Lasa o' Devon brother In blood to Kaffir and Zulu.
Negro, Utter brother to Benedict, wan second to
Kaffir at the West or England show last month
Black, and liver-colored purples by Benedict for
sale- LAcillNE KENNEL CLUB, Wtultetone, L. L

order to reduce the
a:
brood b.o'i .

t.iie

;

young dogs Del
R Tllley, who,

.ngtig to toe estate of the late Jas.
dn:i:ig in. lifetime, had spared no
painsor expense to bring this strain of dogs up to
the very highest standard The-, combine the blood
of Copelan 's Imported Shot. Moore s imported

Grouse, Farrar's imported Rupert, Stoddard's Imported Duke. Parties familiar with Gordons will at
once see that this blood can't be beat. Several
bitches are now in whelp to Duke of Locust Valley,
he r>y Moore s Grouse out of Dream. For field qualities refer to Col. Alberr, J. Sloo, Vincennes, Ind.;
Mr. H. Malcolm, Baltimore:
Col. .fas. Gordon
(" Pious Jeems ") Pontotoc, Miss. Address for lull
pedigree, etc., GORDON KENNEL, Locust Valley,
L. I.
AuglS,4t

TO COCKER BUYERS AND BREEDERS.—A. W

Langdale, of 5 Net
o Terrace, victoria
it
Road, Leytonstone, England, late owner of Champions Lawyer, Batchelor, Ladybird. Ladylove,
Lizzie, Loustlc, Leicester, limerick, Llbna, Launoelot, Lena,Lydney. Bebb, Young Bebb, Bessie IL, Baioness, and many more Important winners at our best
shows also, contributor to Vern Shaw's new work
on spaniels, win buy on commission spaniels ol any
breed, and has on his books a number ol grand
MarSl.U
specimens deposit system.
i

;

;

field spaniels

broken on

letneve irotn land or
water, trnm lmpor ed stock and right lu every reInquire ot bos i h), FrankPrice $M each.
spect.
Augl3,2t
lin, N. Y.

colored dogs
whelped July 6, Si, out ot Gro. Grain ex-nlao.k
Charlie, $15 each.
Also a solid liver field spaniel
hitch ten months o'd, imp. Bub ex-Henry (Ciiami>.

Rhea ex-champ. Brush)

tzs.
Address Burr
Burdeth Kennel Propr., Hornelh,vUle, N. Y.

Hollls,

AUglS,2t

§26.

;

Juneic,tf

Box 3.994.

ghe gennel

COCKERS FOR SALE—?, solid liver

TWOwoodcockandandwhite
gr use,

BENEDICT.
NEW

of

Full pedigrees.
Y.

DER, Albany, N.
liver

FIRST ANT) SPECIAL

P. O.

on

e .urned.
;

i

STOKEHENGE ON

TIIF.

DOG.

Price *3 90.
Tor sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

TERRIER PUPPIES
FOXlitter
whelped July 8

(smooth) for sa'e.

A

Ruthei ford's Royal
(see Forest and Sthfam, July 21) out of owner's
Waspen by Ragman our. ot vie by Trap. Dog puppies $15 each. WK. R. DILLS, Albany, N V.
Augl8,2t
b>-

LODGE KENNELS.— I am
PINE
pared to take
a limited number

ol'

predogs,

-Ither setters or pointers, and train them thorlug-hly. I give
puppies seven months' wori

my

and guarantee

nit ot the twelve,

be dog has

all

satisfaction, it

the natural Instincts.

Refer-

ences on application.
Prices, ?5G and $76, aoicrdlng to length of time I keep the dog, with
tiscount to parties at long distances.
A,
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Georgia.

Oct

Z.tf

^| EMASKETT KENNEL, Richmond & Vaughan,
Proprietors, Mlddleboro, Mass.- Sporting doga
boarded, broken and handled by men of experience.
Setters, Pointers. Fox Hounds and Beagles trained
I

for their respective work. Satisfaction guaranteed
Also, a number of well-trained setters and Pointer*
for sale.
B.

BOX

Address

RICHMOND,

N. H.

SALE, four
F)R
whelpea July
Ruler.

For

Mlddleboro, Mass.

prize-bred

1,

Home

:t:*5,

VAUGHAN.

1881,

H.

June2,H

Irish terrier

pups,

out of Imported Norah, by

price, etc.,

apply to DR, NIVEN,

Aug*

London, ont.

SALE.—Two pure bred Gordon setter pupFORpies,
dog and bitch, three months old. Address A.

WEEKS,

8ALE,
FOR
Llewellln

Locust Valley,

Augll,3t

L. I.

:

a brace of beautiful black and white

pups bv champion Paris. C.
E. LEWIS, Suspension Bridge. K. Y.
Aug4,«
setter

"DARE OPPORTUNITY.—rolnter bitch, ton
It months old. dar.< liver and while, by the FlakeLillv dog Chlswlck
Jusr fit 'or the field having no
time to work her, will sell at a sacrifice. Address
Augl8,2t
FKED, Box 06 New York P. O.
:

;

—Set Kennel Advertisement* next

pafi*.

I

FOREST AND STREAM.

80
ght

genial.

§$ort$ntw'B §asfds.

PEDIGREE

wnrk and gunrentees

first-class

DKGOY DUCKS.

•

1

I

K E

-

City,

M. C WEDD.87 Manhattan St.
ROCHESTER,

Del

The Pennsylvania R. R.

X. T.

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

CARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.
BKND FOR NEW OATALOGUB.

IMPERIAL MANGE CURE.

Vanderbllt Bros., J3 Fulton

cure for all SELN DISK A8B8. For sale by
druggists and dealers In sportsmen's goods. Price
SH"9s
50c. per bottle.

TROUTING PARKS and K
Middle States. Tb
FROM ALL IMPO

CLAY GLOVER,

Solb Pkopeietob,
Toms River, N.

Imperial Kennels,

trackB enable STOCK TO
irithout failure or Injury.

N. *

ST.,

"THE

"

Gives addresses of prin-

N0ETHERN MICHIGAN.

BRANDYWINE KENNEL.
The Import' d dog Dashlon Lion
number of approved b tcb.es.
I.

will servo a 11m

Pee, l>6.
JR.,

sent,

by post on

li, Coatesvtlle,

i

contained.

dressed to

YEAKSLEY,

Box

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish

First-class sportl

GEO.

Penn.

Mv entire kennel, consisting of
FORredRALE.
Irish setter hlich Beescy, wltli 4 of

my

her
puppies (now weeks old) my black and tan Gordon setter stud, St. Laurent, with two of his get,
English
setter
while
do?
and
and my orange
Grouse. All but the puppies are thoroughly broken
on all kirds of game, and lull pedierres will be
given. 1 he red Irish metier pups out of Beesey are
hyMnx Venzeirs stud Chief. Following are my
Very low prices For Beesey, $7fi for her puppies,
$20 each. For St. Laurent, Sine; tor ids get, J. 20
each. For Grouse, f-X>. These prices are all made
very low as I desire to close out my entire kennel.
Forfurlher particulars address SEAMAN I. PETAug28,ll
TIT, 70 and 72 Bowery, Hew York.

C.

HENNING,

One Price Clothier,
WASHINGTON

410 7tU VT.,

;

:

CITY.

1

i

t

PATENT
SELF-CLOSING PLUNGE

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautiful The air is pure, dry and bracing. Tne

,

I

i

:i

.

I-

'

•

i

'

1

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

•

'!,.''..

'0:0

with l S'lajiait

>'

_

'Vl:^

LNNEQUA.MW

iv

l
.

:

!"'

.

I

a

-

i

0-

a.

D TRIP EXCURSION
During the
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
attractive train facilities offered to Touilsts

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home "
on this route. For Tourists- Guide, a handsomely
illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and fur her Information, address

COLIN CAMERON,
Mayis,tl

OTJEEOTJT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.— For

Corkers of all ages and colors, dugs, oi tones
and puppies, addresswith stamp, KOB'T WALKER,
July 21-tf
Franklin, Del. CO., N. Y.

4Ito,*o

TTTCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPB MAt:
8QUAN,and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST*
renowned for S.ALT

AND KEATHER.

FIN

L. P.

heron gam-

en

\S."F.

in

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
.uountains, Greenbrier and New Rivers,
Kanawha Valley, and including in their varieties of
game and h-n d j r, b ir, wild irkeys. wild duck,
,

t

i

snipe,

.ail,

iVi

KENT.

Fishing Season at Rangeley

MoilllCRllo. N.

Lakes Again Open,

AugM,lt

po

ughiv broken Laverack
gree. Retrieves
ks by motion of

:

band!

no

is

EXCURSION
TICKETS
^~°'*""'

fault,

setter

kind and
he hand or

Is
I

PATENT SELF-CLOSING TRAPS, WITH EXTRA
DOOR TO SHOW WHEN BIRD IS NOT
IN TRAP.
Price per pair, S25.

and will be sold low.

SALE, 2 Pointers, dog and bitch, broken on
very staunch.
(ltiall, woodcock and snipe;
Price MS each. Addtess W. J. MORTON, Ports-

FOR

Aug2r.,lt

mouth

Va.

FOR
ent

SALE,

stock.

A.

used by

This trap Is
in the U. S., and is
(or

I>.

New

NOLCHOSS.

Mojison, Mass.

AugU,3l

"
'
"
"
"
"

rVJeriden.Ct.,
MAKERS OF THE WORLD-RENOWNED
PARKER BREECH-LOADER.
of

Gun Implements,

Middle Oam and return
'•
Upper Dam
"
Upton
Mountain view House or Kanglet
Outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton
IndianRoekandreturnvlaAndover
Rangeley Lake and return
"

Phillips

inrUan Rock and return, (via Andover, return via Farmlngton)
(via Andover) Beinls Stream and
.

"
etc.

»
"
"

PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE M'FG CO

TATHAffl'

'ii

Klneo House)
Forks of the Kennebec and return.
return

aso

B.,

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Paelnc Ocean.

Richmond, Va.

WASHING

Send for list

HAYMAKKET

;

SQ,,

/

rtrxtTms:
uuaiu
->-

NUMBERS

7, 8,

9AND1&

;

ii

i

^^

No. of pellets to 07... 838
' 345
" "
«
»

TATHAM&
8S

A WEEK.

$13 a day at

costly outat tree.

472
495

BEHKMAN

ST.,

ess
716

loss Soft.
1130 Chilled.

TORE.

:

and

Babbits
dogs and

In fine numbers. Good
guides. Six miles from Shohoia, Eile R. K. Good
accommodations and references. Come or adflsblng, boats,

M. BRADLEY,

Eldred, Sullivan Co, N. Y.
WARWICK WOODLANDS, GREENWOOD LAKE,
(Orange County, N. Y.)

B All the novelty of camp life together with the
ease and cotnfoi or a hotel now touts, doored and
well furnished; good table; ii per day special
rates made, with parties or famUles by the week.
Send tor circular.
t

1

r

i.a

ala

,

'a

L.

Y.

JENNESS.

1

Proprietor-

Midland R. B.

Shortest, the Beat
and. South.

Route to Florida

Pulnuvn Palace oars direct without change.
Guns and dogs earned free. Leaves New York at
10 r. m. and S:40p, m.; Washington, 1:10 A. u. and
to p. m. mkrckh b'lauguter. General Ticket
Agen*. Alexandria, Va.

WUd

FoTd Shooting,

BPBINGVTLLE HOUSE Z.U SPORTSMEN'S E*.
TREAT, SHINN ECO CK BAY, L. L
A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND ANOLB

BYbayman.

Has always on hand the ocst oi

boats, baueries, etc., with tho largest rigof tralnsd wild-geese decoys on the coast, ilhe beat
Brnund in the vicinity of New York foi*iay snip*
shootiuK of all varieties. Special attention giren
guaranby himself to bis g-oeam. and soiisiaoiao
(:» ,d (. round,
teed. Address Wm. N. LAIN li,
.o Jroi*mstett by permission to,

LX

ray sad. vVm Buteher, MO Broadwgy N. Y.
.

;

home easily marts.

AH t:old, Chrome L Llt'g Cards (no 2 alike).
Name on, inc. CLINTON P,ROS., CUnton-

Virsrinia

and Ticket Agent,

Tim Pond

™ Seven Ponds.

TROUT FI8HING AND HUNTING.
Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds,

vddreseTHUEfcOO..

iatjusta, Maine.

,

EUROPEAN

;

BRO'S.

NEW

n

MESSENGER,
The Safest, the

FLANDERS,

ENCAMPMENT HOTEL,

-

i

I

15.00
13.00
13.00

of excursions.

D. J.
Gen. Pass,

I.

Soft or Chilled.

:;i

15.25

dress

on an entirely new arid novel principle, whereby
more strength can be obtained than In any u in r
aha erstul,
way. Any size from a Sponsor
Cvbysfei-I with floor, one door and lourwliulows,
Tvel"-hlng -175 pounds, to a commodious .I'.vi din,;.
to arrangt-d thai, no nails, sciews or skilled labor
are recptlml In polling them up very ci
dona
simple, light, strong, comlpi
durable, artistic. Sportsmen's Cots and Summer
Cottages specialties. Send for descriptive circular
EAIU^LEE, Manager,
or apply to

.

urday. Lowes, Dell., Monday aocl Thur.-day at 3 p.
M. Full information given at office, iuf Greenwich,
street, New York.

13.75
15.25
12.50
11.00

UPLAND SHOOTING.

MANUiFACTtJKE HOUSES

STEAMERS of this Line reach some of the
nrii-.i v, atenowl and upland hUuotiug sections
lathe country; Oonn cl ing direct oar chin -oteague,
Cobb's Island and points on the Peninsula, city
Point, James River, Currituck, Florida aid the
uinuniaiootis counuy of Vlrgu.ia, Tennessee, etc

18.00
13.00
74.00
11.00

nits*

Trap Shot!

OLD DOMINION LINE.
THE

. .

Deer, Partridge, Woodcock, Ducks

KA
OU

ii

i

Lake and return (ML

Dead River and
Grand Falls, N.

DEPOT,

on r,acu

$9.00

and return. . 18.00
"
15,00
St. Andrews, N. li., and return
Also tourists' tickets to all Sporting and Pleasove Resorts in Maine a ad the Provinces.
Tickets form le at an principal ticket offices and
at

Selected Standard

vUle, Conn.

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
Mountains to tue White sulphur
simmer resorts.
hi igsahd
The C. & O. R'y 13 reached by rail at Huntingdon,
v. Va., from f.lio v, -si, Northwest and Southwest;
hoii, to - lie, Va., from the North and East,
ni
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension in
the summer of issi affords

15.25

l on!

THE AMERICAN

.

return

gyortzmm'x §ood$.

<t70
sP / ^

trout,

or the Virginia

a s

return

"
"

all

Manufactured by

Send for Catalogue

^

.RAILROAD.

the principal associations
considered the best trap made

rapid shooting

~" _

Boston to Andover and return.
" South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and

PARKER BROS.,

fine bred young foxhounds of differEngland
ages. E.nglish. Vltglnla and

*

—"•fr^ aaai^E.

AKD, Moodus, Conn. Aug25,lt

Address W.

.

woodcock, mountain

:;.:.

i'i

Guns, fishing tackle and one dog for each sportsnan carried tree. •

H. W. FULIEB,

TTOR SALE CHEAP, spayed English setter hitch,
oiange and white, vt-r.v lianrlsome, 17 months
Jr
Old, yard bioKi u and partly iVirl On ken.ls gun shy.
Augiu.ll,
S. A. PECK, Northumberland, Pa.

whistle,

feblT-tl

Ohio R'y.

G. P. &. T. A.,

rile.

cnl.

the

T.

easily

&

Chesapeake

Agent

in.

Will aloov

ridge."

Gen'l Pass.

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLEK
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

SALE, a handsome Red pish Setter Bitch, 3
FORy.vrs
broke on quail, woodcock and parti,

WATER SPORT AFTBB

FARMER,

The Route

hotel accommodations are excellent, and will
be largely Increased in time for the sea_on of 1881

Stfll

Han ting.

neb£|

Hay Fever and Asthma A flections.
The

since able to fohow the dam on
are believed to be second to none in

fishing

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooting, and

The

SUU

o.-;i
'

:

TRAPS.

huntc-d

and

these waters.

;I;1J
In
li'
ill- ,.[.,[.
I':
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
friends or " club " at home, as Ice for packing fish
p .-in bi: oad at nearly all points.

BEAGLE KENNELS— For sale, the proHARE
duce of Imported and home bred animals that
nose, to. true and endurance.
Brlckervllle. Pa.

BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only In
The TROUT season begins May and ends Sept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends
Nov. 1 -t" j mi**»' '"-*" js rT mtititm
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEKEL and MUSCAlamous

;

trial,

Gtrnma and

hum Thomson. Gen'l Manaeer.

The waters of the

Grand Traverse Region.

DASHING LION IN THE STUD.
Address
June3n,3mos

Company

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCTTRSIOlf
ipanyji
T8 are sold at the of)
all the principle cities to KANE, HENOVA, BED*

FORD,

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME RESORTS AND LAKES OF

FLALN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."

Ited

avoid the dif-

BE TRANSPORTS*

Pennsylvania Railroad

AND THE

Price 10 cents, post tree.
cipal English breeders.

the

LINE."

R. R.
THE ONLY R&UTE TO THE
Trout, Orayltng Sc Black Bass Fisheries,

it.

Send for

have been

FISHING

TAKE THE
Crand Rapids & Indiana

exports champion and other podigree dogs of any
Dreed.

lESinth*

CONTINUOUB
US,

also reach the best localities for

Author of tut

"PRACTICAL KENNEL 80IK,

^ortsmen

§atels and pontes for

J.

ENGIAW*

TV7YFORD, BERKS,

"

i

g

i

THE LUTES O*

H

Dr. Gordon Stables, R.

11

and dangers ol reshipment, while the exoellent cars which run over the smooth ste«t
ficulties

nCsure

~ H.

Co.,

Bespeotfully Invite attention to the

afforded by their lines for reaching most of th»

GLOVER'S

:

pr ^portsmm.

TO SPORTSMEN:

,

Box M, Delaware

P. o.

MANUFACTURED BY

COLLAR AND BOOK.

By mall, for P.
E. & C. VOIV CI'IjIN.

1881-

Good Ones, $4 per Dozen.

satis-

Also,

faction.

VON CULLS PATENT s

i§oteh and pontes

$yoytxnten'B <§ood&

TPHINTIJVe ANB COKIFILING,
CHEAPER THAN CAS BE DON E BY ANY OTHER
DOUSE IN AMERICA,
which docs

[Anon&T 25

Keep Your Head Over Water

rplete 194 page
Illustrated Catalogue
sent on receipt of two

_
SPORTS!

three cent stamps.—
PBCK & Snymsk, Manufao-s, 121 & 126 Nassau St., N.Y.

Eustls and

via

Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,
by

guides, boats, camps, with board, in readiness,
writing In advance to

KENNEDY SMITH,

EuatlS,

Main*

'

;

°BPTEMBBR

FOEEST AJND STEEAM.

1881-1

1

MEAT

81

TT'S

1=

"FIBRINE"

DOG CAKES.

"SPKATTS PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal snows and Kennels In the united Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Flbrlne " cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Jardlu. i'Acfi ImataOon, Parts, etc. They have Been awarded over so Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award for Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 187S Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879 Westminster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal irlsh Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., eta
;

;

,

;

Please

Packed

In Caoes of 113

I3H1ATIOJTS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
Stamrjed 'SFRATT'S PATENT" and
see that Everv Cake

pounds each.

18 South William Street,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

&

BTAMPtfA

il"

Is

WHOLESALE ACENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

To be bad In smaller quantities
ftrocet* and (be Sperling- Coods

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

Trade Generally.

wtf

MANNAS
Trolling Spoons.

AND

425

Any

&

HODGMAN
BROADWAY

Stream Pnb. Co.

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

27

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Ru BBER

SHING UUTFITS,
FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,
F.

COMPRISINQ

S lxty varieties manufactured, suitable for TroU-

ng tor all kinds of nsh that will take an artificial
bait, and adapted tor any lake or river In the
United states.
Our Perfect RevolYlni

Spoon

BLAJSKETS,

indo

I

best general spoon for taking flsu ever offered to
the public.
Three sizes made—-No. 20 tor bass, pike, pickerel,
or anv ftsh under five pounds weight; No. 21 for
large fish, and the Best spoon ever made for salmon
lB|
trout; No. 22 excellent, for deep water fl

Light,

I

MANN &

H.
SYRACUSE,

Black, White op

Fishing: Pants.

RUBBER
SPORTING
ESTABLISHED

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists' and Naturllsts'
Supplies.
send

for

New

Reduced Rates.

Price List

NEW
Runner Hill

B*R8 BATT.— "amp'es oy man.

DEMUTH

—large,

Ch.c:

'r.miitts. sue.

Rubber Frogs

WM. MILLS & SON,

Sole Agents,

M

soft

small, 3oc.

Trade supplied.
1

Wairen

street,

f

Hew! orlc.

for
Debility,

Scrofula,
""

Rheumatism

or Consumptio;
superior to any in de-

1

and smell,""
medicinal virtues and purity.
> London, European and New
York physicians pronounce.it the
purest and best Sold Dy DruRKiBta.

503

COMMERCE

ST.,

&

Vrtlflclal

Decoys
H.
P. O.

BOX

WIL

SCHLKBER *

10

and

IS

St,

(ESTABLISHED 1836).
tint premium at World's Fair at New Tori, and

Lnuit

of issl soon ready for Autumn sowing, In quantities to suit, sow in water of ponds or lakev where
from sto 4 feet In depth, In latter part of September

Crop

or early In October. Prices, Including packages,
delivered at express office. S4.00perbu»bel. si.50
r ree by Mail.
per peck, or 40c. per quart

—

T.

TO.

METCALF,

Jobber in Foreign and Domestic seeds,

8'

.

Pau' Mln-

CflHisT, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario.

-

GUNS, RIFLES,

PISTOLST^

BOOK ™ BLACK BASS

TOOLS,

ALSO

"JLrtOorV Celebrated Center Enajnel Bpfltanc
Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' figfrs and Biros' Skins in G««t Variettee.
.•">
taxidermy In all its branches.
Sprite's Paxaat Ooff MMaMmtt,
JwSKraitf at

all

land*.

waril'

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP OP TRB RICHARDHON-RANBELET LAKB8 REGION, Including
the lakes, noods and rivers nf that tainmia eminaa Well aa the- heal waters ol the Oonnecoeu
(over, connectii-ut and Parmachenee Likes, etc.
oloth bound. Price, postpaid by mall. 50 ceuts
OHARLKS A. J. farrah, Jamaica Plain Mass.

AND FLY FISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TACKLE
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.

A

HENSHALL, M.D.

For Prospectus or Particulars Address

DR.

J.

A.

HENSHALL,
33

Wesley Ave,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

New Orleans.
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FOR RIDING AND TRAINING.
BY GEORGE

E.

WARING, Jr.,
ANDERSON.

Handsomely

.

tieU. Send for price list. MARTIN S. B.UTCHINGS, p. o. Box 36o, Dover, N. H (Successor to
Prank Good). Bradford & Anthony, Boston
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EDWARD

L.

Illustrated.

a complete and reliable Guide Book for all
j
desire to acquire the
horse-

This

who

is
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:

i,

and who

>i

wtsli to teach their animals now
under the saddle. Lioio.,
i

tinted paper.

Price, post-paid, Jl.

Agents.

The American Bird Fancier
KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND,

Etc. Eto.
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Mavnard

Development, by

BY JAMES

durable. Made to order
In a variety of styles, and
warranted the /ienni»e. ..j--

Flsnlng Tackle, Rods, Heels. JUnea, Hooka, IUm.
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books,

irSeimaa, Bass, and Trout FUee, Madew Orte.

1 00
1 SO
12 00
60
8 00
a 00
Greener .... T so

In Press.
Ready In May
Large izmo.
400 pages, price $3 00
(PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION.)

MOCCASINS.
'I

SO

NewYork.

easy totaeleet.

JOHN KRIDER

WILD KICE

St.,

SO
l so
1 00
1 SO

ANGLING

The best thing In the market
for hunting. Ashing, canoeing,
iL'.OY. '

!£! WILD DUCKS

St.,

GOOD'S OIL

Centennial Exoiblttoa.

Its

AGENTS,

6 South Willliam

l oo
8 00

Complete Scientific and Lifb Histobt,
Full Instruction in all thb Modes or

The Sportsman's Wine!!

M. a. Oor Second and Walnut 8ta_ Phiioaejpkl*.

•<

4 00

sen's

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

Y

A.ROCHEREAU & CO.,
f-OLE

28
00
26

Lite or a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher
Minors Land and Game Birds

KRUC & CO'S

Weedsport, N. Y-

MIVSiESOTA

%U

OO., Rochester, N.

SO
as
oo
SO
60
00
as
SS
60

charae-

Gazetteer
Hand Book for Riflemen
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
Holdens Book of Birds; paper, 26c; Moth
How to Camp Out, Gould
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
Hunter ana Trapper, Tnrasher
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost ... .

STANDARD AND DRY.

SPORTS ME1VS DEPOT.
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The Gun and

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES

Manufacturer.

R

YORK.

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short of
80, Tu ano no yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration. 10 and 12 eauge. Send tor circular.

SO Sent, Fon-palo, for

l.»»

1 :i

Naturalists'- Guide,

A.STEVENS,

154.

L

NEW

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

& Tackle Makers

SEND FOR PRICE LI8T
OF THE FINEST DECOT DUCKS IN THE
WORLD.

and Manuf'cturers.

CHAMPAGNES!

Castle Connell, near Limerick, Ireland.
Reels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
agents. All m formation respecting fisheries on tht8hannon to this locality, as also catalogues of ouj
greenneart rods and general assortment of tackle,
to De had onappllcatlon.

for Taxidermists

v\ ork done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge by Mall.

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
fishing Rod

Eyes

WALKER ST.,

The Edgar Barbless Hook.

TO ANGLERS:

mruy.

ters, Sto., a vols.

Also, all kinds of Glass
S9

H. H.

Co.(^gff^)SewYork

i^ui

Canoe and Camera
1
Canoeing in Kanuckla
l
Canoe Traveling. Powell
3
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
a
CasselPs Book of Birds. 4 vols
la
taking by Holablrd.
Dog
tllng In Maine Lakes
1
Frank Forester's Field Sports
4
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
a
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook & Llne.pa.
Fran); Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. 8

i

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
lng, Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and Quest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our Bethabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State

m,

Gun, Rod and Saddle

lioaoy of taste

lff.fl.Schieffelin

Manufacturers of

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle
ol Every Description.

A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
tor Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
Bpllt bamboo and as tough and elastic as steel.
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
tree.
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten
cents in Btamps.

General

BROS.,

itiLups

PTftnK.Ec

SHIPLEY & SON,

W
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COD-LIVER 0I |

1b

A. B.

BOfC

75c.

i

;

W.J. O0WLT0N\SNatnral History Store,
10S Treuioui St., ltoatuu, Mass.

SoftKnbbrr Crawfish, Patented Oct. 1.

^uiiuuuttLH5, vvttmpa iinu

Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th ediaon.. 2.00
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner'a
IB
Amateur Trapper— paper, soc: bds
TS
American Angler's Book, Norrls
S.B0
American Bird Fancier
to
American wild Fowl shooting, J. W. Long...,. 8.00
Angling, aBook on, Francis
T.SO
Archer, Modern.
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Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
1.60
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam
8.00
Art of Swtmmlng
30
Athletic Sports for Boys— boards, TSc.; cloth... LOO
athletic 8po! cs, Stonebengts
lm
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
1 at
Balrd's Birds of North America
30 00
Bechsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 60
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
1 00
Books for sportsmen: Angling, soc.; Shooting,
60c; common Objects of the Seashore, soc.:
Cage and Singing Birds, 60c,; Dogs, 7Sc.:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c; Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium. 60c; Native Song Birds... TS
Breech Loader, Oloan
1 as
Breech Loader. Modern, Greener
a SO
Butler on the Dog
a 00
Cage and Singing Birds
so
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mine except J ohn
H. MANN'S name stamped on every spoonSold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers
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New, Revised and
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Edition
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FULLER WALKER

Illustrated.

JUD» CO.,
Publlshe'-s of Rural Rooks and nooks fnr Sportsmen,
751 «r»ad»vay, New Ifork.
FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS or the enure Hchardflon-Kangeley Lakes Region. Large
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die,

V. J.
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ORANGE SPORTING

Powder,

^mnjattitiati,

SCHUYLER
& DUANE,
AND
IMPORTERS

DEALERS IN

Guns ^Sporting Goods,

Orange Lightning;.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.
Creedmoor.

ENGUSH BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUNS.

&

(Agents

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

&

Laflin

New

.1.

(Icsrowi'EU Wills,

lb.

(One) to 6 (coarse). In l lb. canisters and
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, tor upWell adapted to shot-guns.
1

to 5 (coarse).
lb. kegs.

I (fine)

and 12^

lit;

I

oi field,

Hazard's " Kenltncky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" PG In kegs of
and

lit-.,

o.'i

lbs,

aud cans
...

G

,

I

FFFG Is also

of 5 lbs.

r

...,,:.

!'.,,,

,

j

,

The FFFG and FF<
Hi rids for
ordinary spot ting and the " Sea Shooting" FG Is tho
standard Rifle Powder of the country.
moist

Goody ear's India Rubber Glove

Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

CO.,

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWit 0, SPECIAL GKAIH'N FOR EXPORT OF
ANY REQUIRED uRAIX oli PBuOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

Wfg

Co.,

The above can be had
pany's Agents, in every
sale at ouT office.

Broadway,
Broome Sired, and
Broadway,
Cor. Fulton Street,

4S8, 490, 492

MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE

Unsurpas ed in. point
Packed in aauare can-

land prairie shooting.

?;:.,

AND

GUNPOWDER!
and
THE-

s.

Nos.
oi,

i

M. DTJANE.

GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING

Dupom's
Df] font's

Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (flnp) to 6 (coarse).
of strength aud elf -atuiuess.
lsters of one pound only.

clean, shouting

Co.,

Tork.

Gunpowder
In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
remarkably close and with great
forest or water shooting It
ranks any other braid and It Is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

SCOTT & SONS

SCHUYLER,
Haktley

No. 29 Murray Street,

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Nos.

Of thelatellrmof

Rand Powder

0c.

The Hazard Powder

and

English Bicycles a Specialty.
R.

1881.

Hazard's •* Tlnck Shooting:."

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
for W.
C.
180

FREE.

1,

Hazard's "American Sporting."

ME

Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
howlng SIZES or GRAINS of POWDER. Furnished

.

aoc

[

est .a bli.-.hed In 1802,

tmve maintained their great, ivpuiailoniorseveutveight years. Manufacture Uie fullowing eilebraUd.
brands of powdei :

NEW YORK CITV.
RUBBER OUTFITS

VuuunlN Diamond

Grain.— Nos. I (coarse)
to 4 (fliio) uhequalli -d lu sin-ngni, quickness and
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon
hooting-. Packed in i ID canisters.
('*
IMn Kill!;.— NOS 1 (Coarse)
cry
to
great penetration, villi a eto.-e pat era; adapted
for glass-ball, pigeon, duck and oilier sh
TvLheitlier uiuzz.e tr ljn-e.ii loaders. Packed In 1
« _, and lajtf lb. kegs.
Id. and 5 lb. caul ter.s

city, or

SMOKE

FOR TRAP SHOOTING.

BUNTING and FISHING.

(

prominent

TARGET BALLS

COMPLETE FOR

Kafc

the Comwhole-

of dealers, or ot

WAIL STREET, HEW VORK,

8S

Cor.

Send for circulars.

Samples sent

to dealers.

i

am

Dupont's Choke Bore.— .specially

adapted

for ''choke Bore." l-utns, and particularly for prairie and upland shouting. Punts slov. lv, strong and
molat does not cake or but n on the barrels-, gives
fcothagood penetration an la clo e pattern; will
be found wetl adapted lor gli.s-ljai attd pigeon
shooting. Made or twos.zes, only I\o. 1 and .no.
No. 7 being die coarsest. Packed ia tj;.s lb. tegs and
1 lb. canisters.
pout's Eagle Rifle.— A quick, strong and
el an powder.o v. rynne strain, lerpi-toisnouung.

All Guaranteed.
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ill

1

Sk

''an

-Ic:-.- ati'i.'-
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pocket

.:

.

,

...

.:.

Every Description,

c"

Send for rilustrated Catalogue,

Inside.

game

EABIPS, FISH-

Etc.,
Night Hunting

and

Fishing. Spearing Fish, Camp-

IIallock Hus-TiNd coat.— The game
pocket extends the entire length of coat.,
-wltheapaeityfarsurpasslnganyordlnary

ing,

Canoeing

i'io

ai

illnriaii

bag.

Yachting,

': "

.'-cicenerai

,:m; .-crr.o-cs.

Lanterns, Dark
Musicians Band
Pocket
Lanterns,
Lanterns, etc.
S»nd
stamp for Illustrated Pile©
Bicycle
Lanterns.

Hand

DAVENPORT'S STANDARD BALL TRAP,

GraiU-t »«.r Export Also Rule. Cartridge, Mister, Gannon. MtOruir, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical aud Pellet Powcli r, U. S. <lo\ eminent. Siantlaid.
Powder manufactured to Older ol any required
grain or proof.
Agencies in nil the cities and principal towns
thiou-bf'Ut t in- Uniu«i bta es. Kepresemed by
T. L. KJSEELAS1), 87 Bearer St., i\. I.
N. B.—Use none bin. IjI'PuNX'S i'g. ur FFg. lor
long-range Title Snooting.

Name Fokebt AKD

List.

Stream

BEST FOR WING PRACTICE.

and Blastand descriptions. >pcciul

Spotting, Mining, SnirriKO
si.'.es

Coat.—

For

Lamps,

fine.
ail

Hunting

ING LAMPS,

kf'-.-c

ilj

'J

ing Powders of

GOODS
RUBBER
—of—

front view.
Hallock

WASH

liAJIP",

inside view.

«S.a«Sfi©©tinfc.»'—

11'- shOOlFFg. audi- PP.,'. Berg, i" ' .:. '.
lng, t.Uo FFg. and! PPg. for general us-, burning
strong aiin tno.st. Panned in '. lb 1 lb. and 8 lb.
canister.,, a,'.!, Hi-, and -a lb. keg 4. Fg. coarse, FFFg.

DuponFs

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK

proof.

.',,

JHipoiiCs Itiflc

CO.,
TITUSVILLE, PENN.

Thoroughly Water-

;

Packed

SMOKE TARGET B VLL

Trouting Pants and Leggins a Specialty.

ALBERT FERGUSON,
Office, 65

Fultnn Street, N. Y.

(With Conroy, Biss'lt

&

Malleson.).

DOUBLE, SINGLE, ROTARY, STATIONARY.

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

ANY DESIRED DIRECTION AIL IN ONE
TRAP AND ONJLV ONE SPRING USED.
ARE GUARANTEED TO THROW A BAIL FPOM 23
T0 •!« V, R
AND ARE WARRANTED AS ",
TO DUKABlLItY AND WORKMANSHIP.

™

"

|.

Sent on Trial and Satlsl action Guaranteed.!

PRICE ONLY

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

SS.

374 Washington

Send for Card of Rules ami Circulars, Etc.,

ia-i.i

To L. A. DAVENPORT, Davenport, Del. Co

CARD'S
STANDAED TRAP,

SPORTING POWDER.
ABBO ALL GRADES OF

FOR WING PRACTICE.

OOSEHEAD LAKE and the North Maine Wll'Tl
demess Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine uDd
tbe bead waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, mi.
John's an I Aroostook rivers, and the nil
pages.
lakes and ponds connected with them.
Bo lllUBiratlons and large map. Tinted -paper, tllnaimatea covers. Price, by mail, post-paid, so
Plain,
Jamaica
FAKHAK,
CHARLES
A.
J.
cents,
Mass.

Rotating,

SIRED DIRECTION.

ALT,

it.

I

ANY

c

Selling agents for the best Trade List, Brass,
cl J Plated and Rubber FPhlng Reels.
Selling agents for Skinner's, Buel's, McHarg'S

and Mann's
DE-

TN ONE TRAP

AND ONLY ONE SPRING

I,

Sole selling agents for the Patent Adjustable
Floats and Sinkers.
Sole selling aeents for Braided Fishing Lines.
Trade-mark, GLOBE.
Sole selling agents for Enamelled Waterproof
Braided lshing i.lm s. Trade mark, a silver medal.
Selling agents for the best manufactured Jointed

Stationary.

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER).

Tlyi

ssr>t>

Single,

.

Hook Works.
Sole selling acel
.-me Lines hearing the Trade Mark "Best Onalitv Hn tul-Laid
Linen and Silk Lines." which received Centennial Medal for "strength and care taken in
manufacture."

...

Donble,

Boston, Ma<;8.,

Calcutta and Japan Bamboo
Poles.
Sole selling agents for United States Fish

NEW VOHK,

Western Sporting,
v
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

S.reer,

Importers of English Fish Honks, Enclisn
Reels. Swivels, Silver FiMiinc Gimp. Artl-

Trolling- Baits.

Selling agen s for

EASTWARD

HSED.

Unf n Web Hammocks.

HO!

or. Adventures ar Ranereiey
Lakes. A capital storv of sport and adventure
the wilds ot Maine. Interesting alike to old and
roung. Has r.>celv»<l the highest commendations
from the metropolitan press. Hanrsomely bonnfl
In cloth, ana contains 37t> pages,
ulustrattonts,
*em oy maU, postpaid, on receipt of price. JL.60,
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain. Maaa. n

in

Watches, ClocJu, Jewelry, lulles, Pistol*, and all kinds of Sporting Goods.
GREENER'S AND BONEHILL S GUNS A SPECIALTY.

WILL.

H.

CRUTTENDEN,

Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y.

Ouns
OUR DOUBLE GUN.

OUR NEW MODEL
THRBEBARREL

The Best Cun made for
nuiiAiiiLirv
— AND —
HOOTING QUALITIES

PRICE, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
DAMASCUS STEEL,
*

.

PRICE,

%55 to *200
This gun

BEND STAMP FOR DS80SIPTIVS OIROVLAR.

is;iight;an(l

compact, from 9 toio

L. C.

IDs.

»75 to 5230
weight The rifle la perfectly accurate,"

SMITH? Maker, Syracuse, N.

Y.

—

——
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86
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man to fix his
What a sermon

efforts of transient

indelibly as a record that he has lived.

;

;

Trajectory Curves of Sporting Bifles

89

8ea and River Fishing :—
"The King Fisher of the Northwost ;" Fishing in Lake
Champlain Albany Beef, ~.
FlSHCtrtTDUB :—
The McCloud River Hatchery A Quinnat Salmon in Greenwood Lake ; New York Fishway Law
The Kennbi.
Measurement of Prize Winners
Bearing Puopies
An
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the recognized medium of entertainment,

and information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted
are Invited from every part of the country.
,
Anonymous communications will not De regarded. No correspondent's name will be published except with his consent
The Editors cannot be held responsible for the views of correspond-

Instruction

ents.

Subscriptions.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. The subscription

price

Is

$4

;

suddenly at the sight of several dead bodies. They had been
dead for over 2,000 years— they were mummies. Where did
they come from ? From Thebes. Are more coming ? Yes;
plenty.
There appears to be a regular business going on in
mummies between Thebes and Long Acre. The mummies
are brought over enveloped in their rich bituminous covering,
and horiesco refer ens ground up, bones, cases, coverings,
bitumen, and all! What for? Why, for paint.
There
seems to be no burnt sienna like ground mummy. The

—

Our Academy

Advertisements.

pay high prices for this mummy paint.
may he limned with the dust of the

preach a sermon on this, it is a little
out of our line, but it will afford thought for those who think,
and might suggest that a "precession of the equinoxes"
could sweep from the earth all traces that the human race
had ever inhabited it. Sic transit would be rapid transit, and
gloria, rnundi would need regenerating.
Verily, Macauley's
New Zealander may yet stand upon London bridge and muse
on the ancient race who built it, or New York become a
should be re-inhabited.

-D

be in

roast.

city.

FOREST AND STREAM.
i.

Specimen copies of the Forest and Stream sent free upon
application.

now

is

" raws " and

is

which has filled its place during the
from the burden of furnishing
to its position in the soup and in the

relieved

back

falls

•

The

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,

fact that transplanted oysters are

good

all

summer

is

taken advantage of by wicked oystermen to advocate their
use in the months whose names do not contain the necessary
R. They have even suborned New York editors to keep
stating the fact and urging the people to eat them in the
tabooed season, that their trade may continue the year
round. There is no denying that there are certain facts which
are obnoxious and which should be suppressed when they

—A

CotntsiNG.
correspondent BUggestB in another column
that the Eastern owners of greyhounds hold a meeting during the coming autumn and test the qualities of their dogs.
is no reason why such a meeting should not be inaugurated as the sport of eoursing is one of the most beautiful and interesting known in the long list of sports that have

There

been transplanted from England to this country. A meeting
this kind under proper management could be made especially attractive, not only to sportsmen but to ladies.
In
England the meets are always largely attended by the fair
ones, and as we write we can see the hills of Shinnecock and
of

Montauk (admirable places for conducting the course)
crowned by the gaily dressed charmers watching the speeding and turning ot the fleet ones.
Greyhounds have for
many centuries back been the favorites of the women of
England. They have appeared in many old family portraits

by

the side of the beauties of the house, and only a few years
ago the Queen ordered that Master McGrath should be
brought up to "Windsor for her inspection. We should like
to Bee the suggestion of our correspondent put into shape,
if the large hare of
York 8tate should not be found

New

to import

his English cousins to test the metal of our dogs.

at

Spunky

marked one minute past midnight on the
and that, like the hero of Hay's poem,
up and and watch for it that night. "Jes'

of the clock had
last

of August,

we should

sit

like watchin'

marked the

the old year out and the

new year

in," re-

malacostracolosist, with a smile at our credul-

ous simplicity, as
good morning.

we handed him a " quarter" and bade him

—.».
INTERVIEWING A SENSIBLE TROUT'
.

.

some of

fTIHERE
-*-

is

a prize within the boundaries of that quiet
with almost the tremor of life,"

pool, for, "quivering

the leader with

its flies had scarcely touched its surface when,
quicker than lubricated lightning, one of those golden-tinted
princes took hold and sped away, turning the reel fast as the
indicator on a gas-meter goes round.
The prophet Baalam
was not more surprised when his ass spoke to him than was

this trout,

when

in the simplicity of his innocence

greedily only to discover that the Montreal fly
ery, a delusion

and a

he rose so

was "a mock-

snare.

His madness that he had become the victim of trickery
rendered him desperate.
bundle of nerves under galvanic
action could not have been more restless.
Physical pain
had nothing to do with his erratic movements after the hook
had been fastened in his jaws. He was angry at the unpro-

A

voked

had been played upon him. It was anger
no fish that can augment the sum total of
human happiness and help replenish human larders by being
caught can reasonably expect any sympathy in his self-imposed insanity. If he is so unreasonable as to consider himself a martyr, very well
but let him emulate the examples
of John Huss and Konarski and other models and suffer his
trick that

unjustifiable, for

;

martyrdom in silence.
Hold on hold onl

— that would

I

not afford the angler so

much sport so plunge ahead, old fellow, and welcome to
your freedom, if you can gain it even at the loss of my line
and leader. If we had the faintest suspicion that we were
;

—

we would whip out our knife inand promise never to repeat the trick
you into your present predicament, for it were
downright cruelty to punish you for your thinking you could
make a good square meal off a few feathers and a fish-hook.
But honestly, old fellow, don't you enjoy it ?
" Not a bit of it. I know the afterclap. This is glorious
fun slashing around in this pool, but it is the toasting you
will give me at your shanty that I do not like.
You had better believe we know what comes of our being landed."
?"
"Then why don't you leave my flies alone
"You put them on the water in bo artistic a manner that I
thought they were only such food as Nature provided forus,
and was deceived into taking what I thought was mine by
that enticed

right."

which is better than the
and the prejudice against oysters in the R-less months
is one that should be encouraged for two reasons.
The first
is, that after abstaining for four months the oyster-eater enters upon the season with a fresh appetite and makes up for
lost time, and so the wicked oysterman really sells as many
of the mollusks in eight months as he would in twelve. The

"You would talk and flatter us into letting you go."
I would scorn to earn my
, "It's the truth I'm telling you.
exemption from your broiler at the sacrifice of truth."
"Does the hook hurt ?"
"Not a particle. There is nothing jollier in our watery
kingdom than being yanked about on the end of a good,
springy rod, if the man at the butt end of it understands the
correct manner of manipulating it.
It is just the kind of

second reason

is,

circus

cious " Little

Neck clam " opens

come

in contact with a prejudice

fact,

game enough it would be an easy matter

"The Pledge

tells

Point," we expressed to the student of molluscus science our
abiding faith that no oyster was good until after the hands

causing you needless pain

before our readers the oyster will
Its four months' holiday is past and

its glory.

partner, the clam,

should be sent In by the Saturday of each
In which they are to be Inserted.

New York

John Hay

Col.

^ «.

stanter, cut the line,

the time that this

interval,
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week previous

stranger has invaded their

We are not going to

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
is

A

embalmed and
now in dime museums,
England and ground for fertilizers,
literally returning to dust, while now artists have discovered
that "mummies" make the finest pigment!
The London Truth s&ys: "A gentleman, passing through
Long Acre the other day, peeped into a little shop and started

away

artists are willing to

;

;

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS

The Forest and Stream

eternity."

all

of their remains so carefully

how

,

others have been taken to

;

;

Some

land.

affectionately laid

?

Game Law Notes from Hollidaysb'urg The Wild
Turkey Call An Iowa Game Centre Famous Fox-Hunt-

and

puny

on the perishable things of this earth is on this stone
The Egyptians embalmed their dead that they might be
preserved " to

Rattlesnake and the Copperhead

I:

time's effacing fingers,

of the

!

Game Bag and Gun :—

;

by

obliterated

U. 39 £2^& &w

1881.
ing

Westminster Abbey is a stone on which is inscribed
"Sacred to the Eternal Memory of
."
The rest

name

Podgers Dis-

courseth

ers

is

in
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Indiana
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:

that during the forbidden time the delithe banquet and furnishes

the daily or evening lunch, and so really has a season of its
own, without which its excellencies might never be known to

many
clam

and there are those who prefer the young and tender

;

to the oyster.

To show that we

practice our faith in this matter we will
an incident which happened yesterday, the last day of
August. We entered our favorite restaurant and, stepping
relate

up so the oyster counter, ordered a "Little Neck raw."
There were piles of oysters on the counter and we asked the
conchologist who opens the bivalves if many oysters had been
called for during the past month.

" Oh, yes,

oyster surgeon, "the people eats 'em just the

humbug

sir," replied

same
months wot
;

the

that's all

about their not being good in
ain't got
It was evident that this bivalve shucker was in
league with the wicked dealers and oystermen, and was trying to break down the wholesome prejudice, so, remember-

no R."

we

"Why,
"It's

enjoy."
then, are

you

fighting so desperately?"

your deuced frying-pan."

"Never mind the frying-pan. Don't borrow trouble. Just
as soon as you have finished your frolic and we have landed
you we promise on honor to put you out of misery by severing your vertebrate column."

"All right

Proceed with the exhibition. I see you unit is a real pleasure to be
caught by you, and yet you would little blame me if I mangive
you
aged to
the slip."
!

derstand our case exactly and

A

"None whatever.
good gamy fellow like you, who
earns his freedom after a desperate fight, is heartily welcome
to it."
It is a real pleasure to talk with so sensible a trout. He
honestly admits that, properly hooked, he suffers no pain, and
if on being landed he receives a quieting and soothing crack
of the neck that sends him in a twinkling to trouty's heaven

;

.

.

;

—

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

\?u
it

makes him

better for the table than

if

BLOOD POISONING FROM

allowed to flounder

ft fever and dies a
misei
le
and lingering death.
There are no nerves in the cartilaginous part of a trout's
mouth, and his being hooked there, as is most frequently the
case, causes no more pain than a man's experiences in the

in the basket until he contracts

:

FISH.
JlTjftf

WE

know

the skin.

We

of several

who

persons

cannot eat

know

also

who

a lady

the

One person can

eating strawberries.

alter

is afflicted in

1 1881.

£#oi[tsimn gauri^i

fish, lob-

"OLE WHEELER."

sters, oysters, etc., either one or all, without experiencing a most iniolerable itching and often an eruption upon

manner

chair of a skillful barber.

[September

same

cat fish

T was

nearly noon when our party emerged from the forest into a lii tie clearing.
Struck by its appearance, they
rested
ed upon its edge and gazed around. Yery
Very beautiful was
this little opening in the vast forest— this oasis in the desert
of tree trunks.
It disclosed a broad, blue belt of sky, of
which oniy a speck here and there had been visible in the
woods. The sun, too, which sent but few pale rays into the
forest depths, here shone with full brilliancy, caressing the
tree-tops wiili its sparkling light, warming the grass and
bushes and bringing a deeper blush to the raspberries, whose
clustering vine.* filled the greater part of the clearing and ran
riot over the mouldering tree-trunks.
The stillness of midday rested upon the scene. The breeze scarcely swayed the
graceful foliage of the elms, above whose tops two hawks
were lazily soaring. The rippling of the little brook, hurrying over iis bed, as if impatient to gain the cool of the forest
beyond, was the only sound.
" This is the place, lads, and a pleasanier one don't lie in
" If there was only a
the whole South woods," said Wren.
little lake by I'd like to camp here for the rest of my mortal
days. These elms show good soil."
" Where's his hut ?" asked Sigourney.
" Some might call it a hut, but if he hasn't put a French
roof on it since I was here last I should denominate it a hovel.
Over here." And he led the way to the centre of the clearing.
A large elm tree shaded the brook, which here widened a.
little, and from it grassy banks sloped away.
On one side
was an ii regular pile of logs and bark, covered with leaves.
Wren went to one end of it and, stooping down, pushed away
some boards.
"There is nobody at home. The mansion is vacant.
Look !" and he stepped aside.
Merciful God, is it one of thy creatures that exists here!
Through a single pane of glass, fastened in its place by a few
pegs, the interior was dimly lighted.
The damp earth was
coveretl with mould and a pool of stagnant water stood in
On the farther side, where the hole had not
the middle.
been dun as deeply, lay a ragged sheepskin the man's bed.
shelf held a few hoities, traps and cooking utensiis and in
front was a stone fire-place, in which the ashes of fifteen
Wren knew ihey had been there fifyears were si anding.
teen years, for Ihe man had lived there, that time and such a
heap couldn't have been collected in any less. The parly
were still curiously gaziug into the den when Wren whispered, " Here comes Ole Wheeler' hisself."
With long, swiDgtua: steps, and gun at a trail, a figure was
swiftly approaching from ihe woods a tall, gaunt figure,
face a face that will never be forbent and awkward
gotten by those who then met its gaze— looked out from a
malted beard and long tangled hair. Surely fancy would
have named this creature some old river god, some mighty
genius of the woods, had it not been for his ragged pants,
torn off at the knees, and the quaint old swallow-tailed coat
fastened by its brass buttons tightly around him. The Professor recognized the same figure which he had seen crossing
The man stopped and surveyed the four
Grass River.
hunters.
His eyes, black and restless, moved from one to
another eyes that glowed with a wavering light that told
plainly the loss of reason.
"Have ye come to steal me taters or me sugar, Mr.

I

1

Try

_^

it

Mii.i.ard.

THE ENGLISH SPARROW'S OBITUARY.
A POEM OF TUB FUTURE.

WHEN

we

published the other day Bryant's English
sparrow poem, we intimated the pleasure it would

afford us to print also au obituary of the Inst bird of that race

Our long-time friend, Mr. Isaac MeLelUiu, responding to our note, has thoughtfully furnished us a poem
fitted for such a purpose.
Unfortunately, however, the English Eparrow is still with us, and to publish a triumphal song
over his extinction were premature. In fact it was not so
in America.

much

the song that

song.

We

we wanted us
now from

was

it

look out

duces the poisoning described.
A doctor who was applied to In one instance recommended
the heroic treatment of eating fish and scratching, until the system became reconciled to the diet, as iu the case of the use of
otherpoisons. This would require thedevotion which the small

boy brings to the mastery of tobacco, and would require his
enthusiasm, which is uot usually found in adults. This deis, to those who love it, a serious matand we have written this at the request of a sufferer, in
if some of our medical j-caders caunot suggest a
remedy.

privation of fish food
ter,

order to see

A ROMANCE IN REAL LIFE.

the occasion for the

where we are

desk

the

which have been out of water some days, but a visit to the
sea shore and an indulgence in fish fresh from the water pro-

writing, and in the dusty City hall Park we see the sffuahMing hordes of these chattering birds twittering about, fear-

tramps on the benches, and noisily assuring us
that the English sparrow is here and prop was to stay.
"We shall not dispute it. We shall not attempt to deceive
ourselves nor our readers in this matter.
The English sparrow brood has a long life before it in America. Publishing

less of the

—

gives us

ITtook
ing of

much

pleasure to chronicle an incident which

place at Wbitestone,

Long

Tuesday even-

Island,

week, aud more particularly so as the circumupon a gentleman well known to

last

stances reflect great credit

many

Ita

Forest and Stream Mr. George
who upon the occasion referred to took a headLong Island Sound, and pluckily rescued from
drowning a young lady, who had inadvertently tumbled into
the same.
Like the brave young oysterman, who in the

it.

ballad said

obituary will not intimidate it. No words will intimidate
Fine shot might. But we publish the poem. We put
on record in the files of this paper. The hope inspires us
that in the future of promise, when the chair in this sanctum
shall have be-n filled by another, and by yet another, sonic
one of the editors of the Forest and Stream may at length
herald the going of the sparrow, and republish from this,
then old and forgotten Volume Seventeen, the poem which
we print here this day, September 1, 1881, descriptive of
what shall then be the native song bird's pteau of joy over
THE DEATH OF THE LAST SPARED W.

en

er

of the readers of the

lougall

into

" To save his dear

it

The song-birds rejoice in valley una wood,
For the sparrows have gone, that pestilent brood!
She meaduw lark warbles his pauus of praise,
Robin redb.east

The

Is

he gallantly bore her

One

picture,

man,

whom Punch

delights to

was

of course on hand, in the shape of a

newspaper

if

pleasant,

newspaper reports are to be

relied upon, instead of saying to a rather pertinent question,

"No, George; oh, no, George! not
up or down, we know not which, into
brave

sweet with bis Jubilant lavs.

The young miss was

claim the glory.

to

pretty and picturesque, and,

We

"Yes."

just yet," she

looked

the large blue eyes of

wish them joy.

It

was a

and nothing could be more fitting than that the
happy one of the Oliver Optic

act.

sequel should be the approved
Story-books.

with joj are elate,

The black-birds with musical chatter declare,
As their hovering pinions circle lu air,

John P. Moore, whose name his been prominent in the
gun trade for more than half a century, died at his residence

That the tierce, flghtmg sparrows uo longer molesl
To sting with their bills or harrow ik- nesi

iu this city, last Saturday,

i

w

August

advanced age of

27, at the

When

longer in orchard
green toi'est glade
Will the haunts of the Inn.i.vni warblers Invade.

eighty-one years, having been born in this city in 1799.

She eat-blrds that lurk when- the thickets are dhn,
The martins that rou' d the barn gables now skim:
The swallows thai tci-.i on Cheinsectsol ajr,
The humming-birds brilliant us emeralds rare

Cooper as an apprentice in
gan business on his own account four years later at No. 206
Broadway. His building erected not long after on the site of
the present Evening Pod budding was the largest on Broad-

The oriole splendid with purple and gold,
The bright Utile yellow-birds, fair to behold
The gay bob-o-llnlc, whose minstrelsy Hows
Like the babbling brook thro' the meadow that goes;

way

And no

eighteen years old he entered the employ

;

Benjamin
the trade of gunsmithing, and beof

lu I860 he retired, leaving the business to
Mr. Moore had an enviable reputation for sterling

at that time,

his suns.

integrity,

and held

—

A

to the shore.

of those ever-present 'Arrys,

her hero and said

blue-birds tnat perch on the old garden gate

And the Utile brown wrens now

Leander swam the Hellespont,
Ami I can swim this 'ere,"

iu the course of his business career

many

'

—

Wren?"
Neii her one nor t'other.
We're four honest men as wants
to take dinner and be sociable-like with yer."
ht eler appeared assured aud laid aside his rusty gun.
Old
'

'

W

Hauk

untied th&pack basket, and the party had a tempting
meal of jerked venison and bread spread out on the grass.
"Benies!" exclaimed Wheeler, emerg'ng from his

burrow.
Yes, that's so," said Wren.
'

'

All these native harpists, a nni-leal band,
Rejoice that the sparrow is dead in me land

!

These foreign Invaders all scorn'd a fat slug,
Scorn'd army worm, Uesslan Hy. tOTtSt iie.lli and bug;

Won

—

That

dniit teas on the Insects thai poison the fruit,
sr.ilp the green leaves which garland the shoot
their bills wiili ihe blood of (be

But stained are

Whose
They

i

With fragranco the

On
On

grape

clusters of nectar he trelllces drape;
feed on the strawben les, luscious and red,

And on all the sweets of the garden are feJ.
On the round, ruddy globes of the peach tree,

that

tills

air as ihe honey disiilis
the brown, juicy pears iluu burst as tney ill
the sweet purple plums hat droop o'er lie wall
;

l

i

I

the cherries ambrosial, whose
ire diadems,
Clasp and crown ihe light tOTIgS
But now since ihe sparrows ii.ee met with heir doom,

On

i

i

The harvests may
Yeai

now

lsh,

the broad aeies

Ma)- brighten

Shelter

llotii

is

may

the gai
oi

lipenin

some lime a Director in
At the time of his death he was a Dithe Mechanic's Bank.
rtCtor of the Jefferson Fire Insurance Company, an office he
had held for tweniy-five years. He was one of the earliest
members of the General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen, and took much pride in the success of its Appretices'
Library. For many years he was President of the society.
The school in charge of the society became one of the best
in Ihe city during Ihe time Mr. Moore was Chairman of the
Committee on Education.

positions of trust, having been for

The b own thrush, Mi u hermit pi deep soiii afles,
The lone chieadoe that chirps in the woods;—

bloom.

IoimiYOLOGicAL Students

will do well to read Dr. Gill's
" Introduction to the Study of
The need of such a work
as Dr. Clumber proposal to furnish has long been felt, but
those who are competent to furnish it are so engaged with
advanced word hat they have neglected it. We had Imped
that the book of Dr. Giinther would prove a boon to the be-

erttiei-m en Dr. Glinther's

Ichthyology," in another column.

I

A book of this charname of any recognized American ichthywould no doubt be in demand. Hardly a day passes

ginner, but Dr. Gill thinks otherwise.
.

I

Bunsutae and freshen

In

acter bearing the

In rain;

The fnilisof the orchard their treasures may store,
The song-birds oaaj warble as ever or yore,
For the sparrows will rob and molest never more.
Isaac Mclkllan.
Island, Aug. 22.

ologist

without application being made to us for such a work. We
realize the difficulties which beset a beginner who lia3 no
teacher and knows not where to commence, for we were ourselves led into

Dbatu-Tkaps Aoais.—We have a

list

of some fifty " acci-

dents " to yachts this season, one and all traceable to a lack
The list is unfortunately not yet
of depth and low weights.

The Herald

e implete.

to-called accidents.

rence, off

drowned

Emma,

;

A

Sunday adds two more of these
"yacht " turns turile ou the St. Lawof

Murray Bay, Aug. 23, and her crew of tbree are
and, nearer home, another yacht, the M ibel
over near Long Beach, the same day, spills her

rolls

contents, and Colonel William Chalmers, of
ate! with
school.

Frazer

his bfe the blunders of

Next week we
to the

no long3r alone

Boston
in

will

the

this city, expi-

beamy

light-draft

from General
which shows we are

print a letter

Advertiser,

the crusade against the man-! raps a per-

all

sorts of bye-paths in trying to find a road

to ichlhyic knowledge.

An Archery Tournament

New

Grounds, Waverly,

wh'ch

all

will

Jersey,

be

he'd

at

the Fair

on Friday, Sept.

20, iu

the clubs of this vicinity are expected to take part.

The Corresponding Secretary
66 Fulton street, this city.
also on the

is

Mr.

W.

Holberton, of No.

L'iwu tenuis aud lacrosse are

programme.

Maine Map.— Mr. Thos. Sedgwick Steele is preof the Maine canoeing region to accompany his
fortneomiug book, "Padd'e and Portage." The map, we

A New

paring a

map

understand,

and

is

prepared from original sources of information

will doubtless prove indispensable to the

Maine

canoeist.

verted taste confounds with craft entitled to the appehuiou

"yacht."

Many English Sportsmen are visiting America
and seeking sport at the West.

this season

Wit.d Celery.— Mr. D. W. Cross writes that he has had
several letters about transplanting the wild celery, and in all
probability the experiment will be so thoroughly tested that
the question of

its

success will be definitely settled.

—

—

A

There were about six quarts

of rich, ripe raspberries.
" Sugar !" sa d Wheeler coming
" Right agin," said Wren.

The

up out of the tomb again.

Prof essor,_ however, declared it was syrup maple
syrup in that delicious balf-way s'ate in which you find it
only in the woods. With it the berries were delicious. But
the purpose of the parties' visit was to hear " Ole Wheeler"
talk, and accordingly Wren soon put him on the trail.
" Do I like to be alone here ? Yis. I love to ; I love to sit
here nights an' watch the stars an' the moon sir. I've
watched 'em these fifteen years, and I know 'em every one ;
I know how they
as well as I know the lakes an' the hills.
move an' I can tell ye. Have I read the books about 'em ?
Yes, and they lie sir, they all lie; ihey're made to sell
to
What I've seen for years I know is true an' no book
set.
don't I write
learnin' can make me believe otherwise.
folks
think I'm ignorant, an'
a book? Well, I'm poor an'
they wouldn't believe me but maybe I shall write some day.
No the books deceive
I've got papers and drawiu's made.
1 know the sun isn't fur off as they say it is.
I've
ye.
measured it here an' I know it's near me. I can feel it warm
me, an' the mo3n and the stars, they aint fur off; an' someI'liies in bright e'ear nights they talk to me, an' ibey tell me
about the good God. Yis sir, I like to talk wiih 'em an'
with the trees an' the animals the're better'n men. Have I
Well, my wife is livin' sir, but she's dead to me.
a family?
My son, he went to Californy where the rivers run gold, but
nephew said sevin year ago he'd
the Injuns killed him.
shall live on
come an' visit me, and I expects him.
taters.
taters are the best in the county."
After making the old man a few presents the party started
for camp.
As they struck off into the trail they heard him
say:
"If ye meet my nephew, tell him to hurry. Say he shall
have 'taters an' sugar."
They promised and walked on in silence.
What is that which wc call the love of na'ure, that power
which draws man to her, which has its influence over the
coaise and the culiivat' d mind, and often endows him who
passes his life with her with those refined traits of character
which make him in the truest sense of the word "Nature's
nobleman ?" All classes of men are drawn to her. The rude
backswoodsman loves her solitudes, he knows not why.
The cultivated m»in delights in her company. The careworn merchant, the student with weary brain, seek her musing and are refreshed. The tempted commune wiih her and
The upright man finds with her peace «nd
are strengthen! d.
The
The. criminal trembles when she alone is by.
security.
The heart
soul embittered by some wrong flees to her.
Etung by some great sorrow seeks consolation with her. In
that "society where none intrudes" she speaks with man
she calls to him from the vastness of the mountains, the mad
dashing of the rapids, and the awful gloom of night ; from,
"

;

Why

;

;

My

We

My

;

J

September

1,

brooks, the trees, the buds, the
there in that vast wilderness he
the presence of his .Maker.

ndy beach at tbe bead of Massawepie
giave.
The birches bend tenderly over it and Ihe
theinlei ripple byinau attending dirge.
Tj idil

Bars ago

is a

toi elj

I

i

i

Bayi thai

a maniac, who had escaped from h s keeper, wandered off into the woods and made his bed here.
When too
weak to walk be had crawled hack and forth to the little
brook for writer and some hunters found him longafter, lyiug
•dead upon his couch of haves.
No one knows what led "that
being to flete from his fellow men to the solitude of Ihe wildereess, but it seems certain that to hose bereft of reason, to
.Ihose who are denied rational intercourse with their fellows
nature speaks a powerful language. Asa father is more tern
der to a weak and helpless child, so Ihe kind Father of all
looks mercifully dowu upon these most helpless of his children and reveals hidden beauties to their eyes. For love of
nature is love of God.
;

I

AN INVALID

IN

THE

FIELD.

is a clear, cold October morning of
ITwood#are
iu the "sere and yellow."

which

I write.

The

;

A

j

my

;

them come."
The door is opened and in they rush
It is well that I
have entrenched myself or Iheir affectionate onslaught might
have hurt me seriously, They eagerly leap upon me and
with low whines of intense joy kiss my cheeks, while their
honest eyes beam with an expression of love more plain than
any spoken words can express. Ah me! how pleasant it is
to be the object of such unselfish devotion, dumb brutes
the ugh Ihey be
And yet they tell us that these loving and
intelligent, though dumb, companions have no "hereafter;"
lot

:

!

that after serving us for years, learning to know our thoughts
and share our feelings, they die and there is no more of them
forever
Believe it who will, I elo not. The preachers tell
us of material joys and pains in the world to come, of golden
streets and jasper walls
but who wants to walk on golden
streets unless sure of leaving their ills behind them, or rather, who would walk at all if there be angelic wings with
which to fly. As for jasper walls, they are doubtless beautiful, but lo
mind mote ornamental than useful. For myself, I could never endure "city life" in this world and I am
sure I should not enjoy being cramped in the next. No, sir;
God is good, and I verily believe that all of the many dogs
and hunting ponies I have owned and loved here, and who
have gone before, are now awaiting me on that other shore
and lo lie once more with them on those eternal hunting
grounds, with a hammerless gun, smokeless powder and undying youth in which to follow the chase— ah, me, but that
I

;

my

heaven

1

1 look out at the window again, then glance at my dogs,
now quietly Bleeping upon the hearthrug, then at my guncase, and the longing lo be afield once more becomes irreTurning to my wife I say "Mother, will you take
sistible.
me on the prairie this morning in the buggy?"
"Why, Bob, are you crazy ? Dow couFd you get into the
:

"Not crazy, mother, but a sudden attack of 'Cacoethes'—
what the deuce is the Greek for hunting?"
"I'm sure I don't know," she says; "but you certainly
don't mean to take your gun .'"

me—

'I most certainly do.
You shall dri ve
I'll shoot from
the buggy."
"And como back half dead with the gout I"
'Not so, my wife, it will cure me
So, good now, please
have
Dandy harnessed at once.
soul's in arms and
eager for the fray 1"
"But you've got the gout and can't get away !"
'

'

!

My

'

'

"Confound it, madam,

will

you—oh!

Whew!"

ah! oh!

"What's the mailer with you now?'
"I struck my lame foot against that infernal chair-rocker.
Ah me but hurry, mother, and let's be off."
A nd now, while she goes to order the buggy, let me explain
that our only living son has attained to his majority and gone
out into the world lo carve out his destiny, for weal or woeand our only living daughter, having married years ago. has
a home and children of her own. So that we, with'the exception of an occasional visit from our children and grandchildren and the necessary dependents, are left abeneln the
Old home.
That is why .Mrs. C. is nearly always my companion in bird hunting and fishing, and though she cannot
1

1

herself shoot a gun, she

takes great pride in

too close to timber for chickens. Turn
"Quail, I reckon
a little and drive slowly to Don's right— a little
1 wish the horses to flush them."
(N. B.
I always
walk up my birds.
de>g trained to flush is, in my judgment, unreliable.! "Now, Mollie, watch the old man take
Wbir-r-whir-r-bang
'em in."
bang!
"Eh, what— a miss
with both barrels. Oh, confound il !"
"Not a leather," says Mrs. 0. " Ahem, is that the way
you take 'em in, old man?"
"Well, you see, mother. I'm weak and nervous. But see,
Don has another point. Drive to the right of him again
there."
Whir-r-r an old cock quail, and straightaway I
throw up my gun, and, resisting the impulse to pull trigger
until he is fairly between the 'hammers, and then my finger
contracts.
few floating feathers in the air, but I feel the
bird is mine.
"A long shot, Bob."
"Well, yes, so so the fact is I had to kill him or go home.
When I find myself nervous at the start I must, by a powerful exercise of the will, evercome it at once or I grow worse
and make a bad day of it. Dead bird, Don, fetch. Come
in, Stella, it's Don's bird"
hen hunting two dogs I let the
dog that points the bird retrieve it, if killed; it is his right
aud he expects it.
"Did you mark them down, Mollie :"
"Yes three or four dropped near yon tall vesiu weed."
"Good; drive that way— hie 'way 'Don, hie 'wav, Stella!"
The dogs quarter the ground, aud when near the designated
weed they point at ihe same instant, but at different objects.
"To which shall I drive first ?"
"To Don he's nearest."
"Yes, but Stella is young and may break point at gun fire,
while oid Don will stand all day."
"Yes, and all night, too, the dear old fellow! but we will
trust Stella, and if she breaks—" I point to the dog whip at
our feet. The dogs are not over twenty yards apart. Wife
drives slowly to Don, and up jump a brace of quails. I am
ready, and remembering the result of firing too quickly at my
first birds I hold hard, and with s!ow hasle score a clean kill
of both birds.
"Dead Don, fetch." He's off at the word (and never before) retrieving both birds, of course, singly.
"Well, Mollie, how did Stella stand the racket ?"
"Beautifully !" she answers, enthusiastically.
"At the
first report of the gun she dropped to shot, but only for a
second, when she icsumed her point."
turn the horse toward Stella, and Don, getting sight
of her, backs her like a gentleman.
get close to the bitch
but flu-h nothing.
" It mu«t be so close to her nose as to be paralyzed wit
when out bounces a rabbit, and away goes "Stella in full
chase.
1 whistle and call frantically, but she heeds me never
After a chase of a hundred yards or so the rabbit is
a bit.
lost iu the high grass, and then Miss" Stella hears my whistle
and sees the buggy bearing down upon her. Instantly realizing the enormity of her offense she absolutely wilts under
a sense of fear and shame. I stop the buggy, and order her

my

shooting,

and "chaffs" me uncnerc fully when I shoot badly. But
here she comes to tell me that she is ready.
With much pain and the. aid of kindly hands I am helped
into the buggy.
Mrs. C. takes the reins, and away we go.

Ah, ha! how deliriously exhilarating it is to one who has
been for days confined to a close room to drink in huge
draughts of put e prairie air. How pleasant to a hunter to
inhale the peculiar aroma of dead grass and weeds that in the
fall pervades the prairie atmosphere.

But Don and Stella are eagerly quartering the ground from
right to left, meeting aud passing each other in front of the
buggy, so we have no time to poetize. Suddenly Don checks
his speed and cautiously moves to the right, while Stella
catching sight of him, backs for a second and then moves
as
he dors. There is no need to caution them, but in
heart
1 think, "Ah,
beauties, howl love your'
Don
halts and becomes rigid, bis lips "going in an' out"

my
Now

my

with
Suppressed breathing until his hesd turns slightly, and his
bright eyes say to me, " Old man, they are here
I've done
my work, now do yours." Meantime Stella is backinc like
the datiiuer Utile thing she is, iu the most beautiful
manner.
"What is it ?" whispers wife.
;
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Dandy

—

nciirer,

A

!

—

A

;

^

Tbe prairie grass has
died of grief, perhaps, for the bright flowers that have willed
earlier, or more likely, has had the emerald tint knocked out
of it by Sir John Frost, the destroyer.
I have been confined to my room for ten days playing a
game of patience ("a game I do not understand.") with a
severe lit, of rheumatic gout but on this morning, after fearful groaning, I have dressed and, mounting my crutches,
hobble to the window to look out.
My dogs, Don, an English setter, and Stella, a pointer
bitch— both "natives"— are sleeping on the gallery in a patch
of sunlight.
tap upon the window and both heads "come
to attention ;" another Tap and their bright eyes turn toward
Ihe window and, catching sight of my face, they bolt through
the hall to my chamber door and whiningly beg in the most
piteous manner to be admitted.
"Open the door, mother, and let them in."
"Nonsense, Hob they'll lie sure to hurt you."
"I'll risk it; here, give me that low chair.
Right; now
turn that high chair—no, not that, the one with the cane
hack—down in front of
feet and knees all right. Now

will be

—"

"
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tbe calm lakes, the leaping
flower?.
She tells him that
in

""

;

;

;

;

We

We

h—

"come in." She starts to us dragging'her feet as though
they were weighted with lead.
"Here, wife, taKe the whip, jump out and punish her."
"Now, Mrs. O, whose embonpoint is one of those self-evident facts about which there can be no discussion, is not
much of a jumper at any time, and in this instance her kind
heart makes her rather glow in getting out,
I look to see if
the bitch is coming, and lo she is making a splendid point,
to

1

"Get back, Mo lie, S'ella is pointiug."
" Perhaps she's found her rabbit again."
" No, I think not
besides, look at Don !" who was now
cautiously working bis way toward the bitch and on arriving
within fifteen or twenty steps he points in her direction.
Evidently the birds are between them.
" Bet drinks they've found chickens!"
;

" Thanks
no.
I neither bet nor drink," says Mrs. C.
" Pardon me. Of course I didn't mean to bet with you.
I

A innn and his wife being one cannot bet with each other."
"Except as to drinks they may be one, but I'm sure that
your drinks never gave me the gout,"
" Don't make personal remarks, mother bad taste— very.
Drive around so as to come between the dogs."
The horse makes one or two steps, when— "whir-r"—
up
jumps four or five "chickens." Although unready aDd a
little startled, 1 let chive with both barrels aud down
oce,
while another gets away with both legs dangling.
:

"

Maik

the cripple, Mollie."

point still.
'•Drive close in front of her." An old cocks gets up with
a tremendous clatter, but drops at the crack of the gun

"Deid, Don!

Dead, Stella! Fetch!"
mother, for the cripple."
moment," and she picks up the dog-whip and
•

" Wait a

makes a move to get out.
" What are you going

to do ?"
Stella for chasing that rabbit?"
your granny! Give, me that whip. Don't you
see that she has repented and brought forth meat for repentance.'
Job—' When found make anote.'
"All right; but if your scriptural quotation is correct,
there's a typographical error in
Bible."

"Whip
"Whip

'

my

"

W< II,

quote from memory only
wounded chicken and then home, for
I

;

me

but

my

for that
feet begin to pain
let's g:>

fearfully."
I feared."
The dogs soou fiud and retrieve the chickens, and we
turn our horse's head homeward. I am assisted out of the
buggy aud into the house. I lie down npon the lounge,
which
wife rolls in front of the fire and hands me the

"Just as

my

Forest and Stream. " Anything else?"
"Yes, ma'am; give me a dose of coichium, please."
She pours out a spoonf id, which I no sooner swallow than
I cry out
"Mercy, mother
What is it you are giving me?"
She snatches up the bottle and gives one look.
" Oh, Bob, I'm so sorry
I've made a mistake in the bottle and given you
last

I

:

—

!

"What?
" No.

"My

poison!"
It's— it's—

God! What?"
"Vermifuge!"

But she had

(ttul

Hlream

E'aST,

Aug.

the room.
wjllbedone; but fancy giving a fellow
cine for the gout
Crockett' i Blvjf, Ark,
left

21, 1sS[.

;

two numbers

just been reading the last

of

Fokbst

A.sn Stuk.ui from besinfriflj! to end, lying Bill on my back
on a lounge, with coat o IT. a ,Hl el ci^ar. and feel at the usual
orthodox aoeie, the mantel of Ne>. y(l, ifoung'a Hotel, doing
duty as a foot-stool.
This time it is not stories of big fish and wonderful catches,
but ihe burden runs more to 'possum and climbing snakes.
It is wonderful what a deal Dt experience and modern instances the mere suggestion of a case or a query brings forth.
The 'possum question has certainly been well ventilated, and
snakes have now had a good tun. Strikes me the fiiends of
Fokkst and Stream have had an undue experience with
snakes; bad some myself, but not the sort I fear many of
those gentlemen know most of. I acknowledge a total absence of 'possum experience
really don't believe I ever Baw
one, much less ate one, hot or odd.
Do remember going out
once from Virginia Springs far an evening 'coon hunt, with a
dozen niggers ami dogs, hut beyond the dreadful hubbub,
yells, barking, and noise and flashes of torches and final
death of something said in be a 'possum, I know nothing.
But when you talk about snakes I am with you, remember
that.
I mean the veritable, not the imaginary, and I can
write a snake story for every number of the Forest ami
Stream for the nest five years. But the question mainly refers, I believe, to climbing snakes or snakes lhat do or don't
The climes certainly have much to do with it. In
climb.
tiopical countries we know the great boa or python climbs
trees and well he may, for it is easy for such a moDS'.er to
do it. As feu* our common snakes, I am with the pro's, for
I have seen them doing it, and especially in spring lime
when the birds were nesting and the young ones about hatching, although for that matter their shakeshfps are not overparticular tney will take the eggs before imtchint;.
But all
the snakes I have seeu climbing did so with the spiral moin tbe elescent they are not so particidar, being genertion
ei

;

;

;

;

by us boys.
1 think old Otsego County, in my native Slate of New
York, could at that period chum precedence over any other

ally considerably hurried

locality for snakes, big or

little, especially the black and the
There was a ledge of rocks back of
native village and a cave under it which was designated
"I-Uttlesnake Den." In the spring of the year, when the
sun began to warm things up, the snakes would crawl out
and lie on the shelf rocks, while we boys, from our Eecure
perch overhead, waiting until a good lot of them had gathered, would launch at a concerted signal a ton or two of collected boulders, and then gathering up the slain, drag them
into town with a siring and sell them to a weird old woman
—generally considered a witch by us boys. What she did
with them we never knew, but surmised that she used them
She probably extracted the oil, which
in her incantations.
by popular belief contained wonderful healing properties.
These snakes included all sorls— the garter, black and vencuious 9eeniingly being in harmony, or at least had appirently
spent the winter together.

my

dreaded rattlesnake.

That black snakes do climb is a fact forcibly impressed on my memory by the following circumstance. Mv
governor was a man who would have made a splendid and
staunch supporter of Bergh's Bergkories, and a thorough
sportsman of the old pa tern, i. e., great on deer and fox
hunting with hounds, and would visit on us boys the most
severe punishment for disturbing a bird's neat. "The old elm
back of Ihe house was a safe and reliable lodgment for nests
and fatndy raising, and especially did a pair of robins come
year after year to repair and make use of their old nest, in a
1

smaller offshoot of the main tree. Ooe spring, in accordance
with their usual custom, a nestful of young robins were
hatched, and one of my daily duties was to go into the garden
with a spade, turn up the soil, and expose worms for the
benefit of the youngsters, which the old buds accepted, and
hopped down from the tree to pick up. From the wiudow
where the Governor usually sat iu the soft spring days making flies for the approaching trout season and rigging up last
year's tackle, he could look down into the nest
and so tame
were the old birds lhat they would hop on the sill of the
open window. One day the Governor, on looking down into
the nest, noticed that, two of the four young robins were
gone. At once the subscriber was suspected
and whether
from a previous bad reputation or strong suspicions, his protestations of innocence were unheeded, and the sudden
change of temperature from a cool spring day to a most fearfully tropical climate was wonderful.
Such a warming ending with imprisonment in the attic!
;

The next morning, while

listlessly lolling

out of the win-

dow, looking down at a smaller brother, who was out thus
early with a huge piece of bread spread with brown sugar, as
a special concession lor being so much better than his elder
brother, 1 heard a great chattering unit to-do iu the Iree, anil
on looking, discovered a large black snake approaching the
nest.
At once it flashed on my mind that here was a key lo
the mystery.
Disregarding the injunction to slay where I
was until released, I lieu- down stairs to the old sentkman's
room and called on him to lookout aud see the snake robbing
the robin's nest, which ocular evidence was no"t to be
gninTableaux— a dead snake with a young robin in' its
said.
mouth and another slice of bread and butter, with sugar on
it, in mine.
The Governor was a man of few words ami on
this occasion, seeing the injustice of mv punishment, rui^ht
have had bis own views, but did not express them, and in
answer lo sundry regretful mid pitying expressions from the
mother, merely remarked, "Very true, he was nor guilty this
once, but we will credit the thrashing on general account, aud
then there will be quite a balance unaccounted Tor "
The Governor, nowever, made the amends in a way that
was much more acceptable than apologies he took me along
trout fishing a few days later, and 1 had the privilege of
following with my primitive alder rod aud woim, while he proceeded with the fly and precious little chance did 1 usually
have to fish, as one of my duties consisted in picking up the
fish as het;ssed them to rae with a peculiar motion of
the
rod, saving himself the trouble of unhooking by filing off
the
barb of tbe hook. Those were the days though when every
Stream in old Delaware County swarmed with' trout, and we
usually returned from a two days' fish with a
chatOI
basketful, supplying all the village for s ve.al days.
What a
hand the Governor was with the fly and his celebrity »8 a
earned
fisherman
for him the name of The Fisherman Lawyer
that no man could hold a candle to. And, by the way i never
could understand what paiticuiar virtue there could be, or
wherein lay the evidence of great skill in being able to hold
that candle.
hear of many lhat can't there must be
some that can ; and then what ?
;

-

;

;

"Vermi—h—la'uia! Why, confound it
I'm past—"

Down
Have

;

a shell iu each barrel. "Now drive between the
They have kept their points, and as we get close in,
up get the chickens in a bunch.
I swing my guu round and
cut away right and left at two that have separated Trom
the oth> rs, miss one, and drop the other. Stella holds her
I slip

dogs."

"Now,

AND PROMISES TO TALX sOME MORE,
Editor Forest

I

don't you

know

Well, the Lord's

"wurruui" medi-

We

!

Bob. H.

C,

;

—

—

:

:
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I wander from snakes to fisb, which reminds me to ask if
not almost, time for the summer lies to begin to come in ?
There's a lot, of sanguine young men and tough "old sports"
up at the Adirondacks and in Maine, scattered around the
lakes there. Isn't it almost, time for them to be heard from ?
Won't somebody with nothing better to do about your establishment collect, codify, and have the Forkst and Stkkam
set, ou> an offish-al seaside or railroad edition of "Summer

by Angular Sportsmen ? "
would suggest also that a reward of a brass reel be offered
to the man who can write an account of his trout or salmon
fishing without alluding to the former as " speckled beauties," or the latter as Salmo solar.
It makes one unwell

L

GUNTHER'S LITERATURE AND MORPHOGRAPLtY
OF FISHES.
Review by Prop. Theodore Giix of Gijstbbr's "
troduction to the Study ok Fishes."

a

c:s

In-

to see those terms so everlastingly quoted.
Let us call things
tbeir right names, and not seek to air our science by
terms
Cull a catfish a catfish, and not Pucaia
felina, and a big bass a big bass, not a Basso profunda.
Let's
have no I). B. nonsense, but settle squarely to " biz."
Thanks to your Michigan friend, who says he is glad to
hear from me again, and is acquainted with that enterprising
firm of George & Swindle.
If he is a sportsman he must
necessarily know that Ubiquitous concern. As for hearing from
me again, if that makes him happy, he is welcome, fori know
no more agreeable way of passing idle time when stranded at
a hotel nver Sunday («<?« present instance) than in scribbling
of the pastimes of fishing, shooting or yachting. And yet,
there are people who make hard work of writing aud worse
still, men there are, and they manage
to gel through their
lives, that have no taste for either.
For suck let us pray, and

by

!

;

sympathize with them.
Speakiug of yachting, the Eastern clubs, Boston and along
shore, have had a foggy time of it for their Eastern cruising.
I overheard a conversation at lunch the other day
"Hello, Jim; thought you were down East on a cruise?"
"Well, I was but out of thirteen days we only had three
clear ones, and gave it up."
" Where's the yacht ? "
" Oh, she's coming along."
" Where did you leave her ? "
:

;

"At

Gloucester."
" Why didn't you come back in her ? Such a lovely breeze
Come along a-flukiu."
" Oh, well, I was in a hurry. Wanted to get to town. I

to-day.

had to come up by
I

watched that

rail."

fellow.

saw at once what was the matter
and went in for pickles and
Beasick and came aBhore.
want to express my personal obliga-

looked streaked about the

I

;

gills,

acids for his lunch.
Got,
Speaking of writing, I
tions to your correspondent who has given us such a graphic
and interesting accouut of his trip from Mooseheud Lake to
the St. John's.
I have enjoyed bis papers greatly, as doubtless have your many readers.
I would rather have made the
trip with him than the tour of Europe.
Well, as it is not fair to monopolize all the space of Forest
"
and Strbam with my remarks," I will put aside my stylographic aud subside. Give you another dose when you have

worked
It is

this off.

Ed.

herewith declared "off."

More.

—

Podgers.
O. Twist.

:

bird.

n.
the English Land and Water, July 30, 1881.
we read the other day ia to be relied on— and our au-

From

thority in an umnipeachable daily journal published in a rare old
city of the West country, famous for its sportsmen and port wine
shooting-men who still use pointers and setters had better eschew
A gentleman living near the south coast had a fine
parrots.
pointer, of which he was very fond, the dog being staunch, with a
good nose, reliable, and well trained. One day, however, the family received an addition in the eh ape of a parrot, brought over
seas bv the sailor Bon of the housekeeper. "When first the dog
came into the housekeeper's room ho Btopped at the doorway and
pointed at the gay bird perched on the outside of its cage at the
other end of the' room. The parrot, not at all daunted by the
dog's professional attitude, left its place and came mincing across
the room, "with many a flil't and flutter," and squared itself in
front of the setter. The two confronted each other for a second,
aud then the bird remarked impressively "You're a raBeal !" The
dog was for a second trans fixed with horror at the unprecedented
phenomenon of his " game " so roundly abasing him in the human
he had never " bhnked " his
tonguo. It was too much for him
game before, but now his tad sunk between his legs, and ho uluuk
away. From that day a valuable dog was spoiled, for the pointer
would never point a bird again,
;

m.
the Sacramento, Cat, Bee,

Aug,

20, 1881.

living near Port Jervis, N. Y., says

an exchange,

haa a parrot which knows a good deal more than the law allows.
Last summer a friend of his, whoso name we withhold for obvious
reasons, called at his house one day. A valuable young dog, a
pointer, was with him. The two gentlemen sat on the porch
smoking, and the parrot, which is very tame, was seated in an inThe dog was lying on the
terstice in the trellis about the porch.
and tiuully his attention was called to
floor at his master's feet
tho bird, which was looking steadily at him. The dog sprang up,
drew on the bird and fastened. There hB stood, still as a statue,
for full three minutes, when the parrot, with a contemptuous flirt
!"
The
of his feathers, screamed out, " Go home, you cussed fool
do" dropped his tail and ears, wheeled around and struck a beeSince then he has refused to point a
line over the field for home.
:

bird.

BWEKFS AWAY XHB COCKLES.—Fobest and Stream comes
e luce the visits bl an old friend, cheering
eciokle Burrs out ot

my

soul.

More power

to

to

me, and sweeping the
your elbow.— St. Claib.

The friends of Mr. G. L. Gildersleeve. of Brooklyn, will
be pained to hear of the serious accident which bofel that
gentleman one afternoon last week. While attempting to
board a Brighton Beach train, he fell and broke his leg. At
unfortunate member was doing well.

last report the

Jan. 1881.

"The Academy,"

1881, pp. 11-13, Jan.

1,

1881.

"Nature," v. 23, pp. 213-215, Jan. 6, 1881.
"The Athemeurn,"18Sl. pp. 97-9S, Jan. 15, 1811.

"The Spectator," v. 54, pp. 179-481, April 9, 1881.
"Tho Zoologist," (3), v. 5, pp. 221-226, May, 1881.
The succeeding (the first by Prof. Cope, the balance by
myself) take an unfavorable view of the work and give specific details

"American

1881.
(

3

columns).

"Forest and Stream," v. IS, p. 128, June 30, 1881. (Reprinted
with additions from the " Critic")
" Science," v. 7, pp. 323-326, July 9, 1881.
"The Sea World, etc.," v. 2, No. 48, p. 7, July 13, 1881. (Reprinted from "Science " in part, i. e., the lasts paragraphs.)
"Tho Nation," v. 33, pp. 120 122, August 11, 1881.
As you will attribute the accompanying review to my own
name I have been more explicit in my criticisms more "personal" if you will— than I would feel authorized to be in an
notice.

do you like Henshall on the nomenclaTou ask, "
ture of the Micropteri?" Much as I dislike the change, 1 am
In this
fain to admit that he is right— he unquestionably is.
new disturbance we have another example of the results of
the neglect at Washington to procure the essentials for the
student. I had long endeavored to have the original edition
of Lacepede purchased here, but it has only been lately
bought, and we were obliged till then to use what now proves
As soon as I examined
to be a bad and misleading edition.
the first editiou 1 saw at once that the figure of Micmpterus
dolomiev was not a very poor one (for the lime) of the smallmouthed black bass and that the illustration of Labrm salmoid.es unmistakably illustrated the large-mouthed black bass.
Cuvier and Valenciennes, as we now know, confounded both
species, although their description of

GvyUes salmuidcs was

apparently bused only on the small-moutbed species, while,
as you arc aware, they failed to recognize in the Huro
nigricans a relation. The error of Cuvier was corrected as
long back as 1848, by Agassiz, and yet Giinther, in bis late
work, still clings to it, notwithstanding that (1) the known
elements ot the American fauna, (2) the common name connected with the fish recorded by the Frenchmen, (3) the
description, (4) the anomolous morpholological deviation
the admission of the type would involve, as well as (5) the
unanimous testimony "of American ichthyologists would have
prevented a careful man from such a blunder. This illustration of Gunther's negigence and slovenliness must coufirrn

you

in the belief that his

work

Yours

is

a very, very poor one.
Thbo. Gut..

truly,

By Albert C. E. G. Gunto the Study of Fishes.
M.D., Ph.D., F.B.S., Keeper of the Zoological DeAdam &
Ediuburgh
in the British Museum.
Charles Black. 1880. 8vo, xvi.-720 pp.
(Article signed "A. O. G." in the 'Encycloptedia
Ichlhi/olomj.
Britau'mea,' ninth edition, vol. xii.) Edinburgh: Adam &
Charles Black. 1881. Pp. 630-695.
When the announcement was made several years ago that
Dr. Giinther was engaged on a manual of ichthyology, many
looked forward with eager expectancy for its appearance
but a few who knew Dr. Giinther well from his previous
works, entorlaincd considerable misgivings lest he should be

An

Introduction
tber, M.A.,

partment

:

;

unable to divest himself of prejudices and opinions once asThe " Introduction to the Study of Fishes " is destined to equally disappoint the former and justify the
forebodings of the latter. Dr. Giinther has in lim s past done
good service to ichthyology, aud his given us the only tolerably
complete "Species Piscium," in the form of a "Catalogue of
the Fishes in the British Museum." This work was issued
in eight volumes, from 1859 to 1870, and r. fleeted modThe. author,
erately well the state of science at that period.
however, has been unable to any considerable degree to discard what he has once accepted and to bring himself into
relations with the science of the present, but adheres tena-

sumed.

ciously to Beliefs formed in a much less advanced state of
knowledge, and in spite of conclusive evidence against their
This mental attitude is prominently manifested
tenability.
Easyetoin his 33w work as well as i;t his articb iu the
The "Introduction" is really a compleprc-dia Britanuica."
ment to the " Catalogue" divided iuto two parts— viz., (1) a
treatise on the principles of ichthyology, and (2) a nomenclature of the genera, with definitions of all the in-

The article, "Ichcluding groups admitted by him.
thyology," in the Encyclopedia Britauuica, is in great
the first or General Part
part essentially the same,
the second
of the introduction being reproduced in full
part is condensed, and only the definitions and remarks on
j

herein arc therefore equally applicable to both.
The curiosity with which the experienced ichthyologist!
will take, up the treatise must be soon subordinated to aston-j
ishment as he proceeds in the examination of it, for it
scarcely possible that any one should be prepared for the numerous errors of one kind or another that are constantly
cropping out on almost every page. It is difficult to believed
that one who has written so much on fishes as the author haM
should make so many lapses. The errors commence on the!
first page and flow in an almost uninterrupted, but varying >
stream to the end of the work. Those chapters to whielil
fault might seem to be the least incident are the oues devoted
to the history of the subject and the externa! modifications!
of the animals under investigation.
can only afford 4?
passing glance at the former, but the latter will be of suffl-'l
cient interest and importance to deserve a detailed examina-

I

We

tion.

The first chapter has the caption of " History and Literature." In the opening paragraph it is alleged that " Aristom
had a perfect knowledge of the general structure of fishes,"
and in illustration of the thesis Aristotle is quoted aa staiioL',
among other things, that " all scaly fishes are ovfparous, hiit^
the cartilaginous fishes (with the exception of the sea-devil
[Lophius pisciitoHus], which Aristotle places along witb]
them) are viviparous,' and that "kidneys and urinary bind-

An unsophisticated reader would
(p. 2).
naturally suppose that inasmuch as Aristotle's knowledge!
was said to be " perfect," his statements particularized were
thereby vouched for as being true. Nevertheless, in subse-1
queut chapters we fiud statements contradicting them in thei
derare absent"

most

explicit

manner.

Thus, as to the generation of fishes we are told, further on
that certain "scaly fishes" are "viviparous" (p. 159), and]
that of the cartilaginous " the majority of the Rays are ovip_|
arous " (p. 336).
(The contradictiug statement itself is quite erroneous, for]
of the 150 Rays, in round numbers, about three-fourths ar&i
viviparous and very little more than a fourth a small minority are oviparous.)
Again, as to the kidneys, they are not only admitted to bd
present but a special chapter ("Chapter XL,
Urinary!
Organs ") is devoted to the description of those organs and'
their appendages.

The remainder of the chapter iu continuation of the Hisi'
tory of Ichthyology is as unsatisfactory and irrelative ad!
could well be. There are almost no indications as to the
salient features of the progress of the science nor aa to the,
relations of special discoveries to the perfection of the svs-h
tern.
The discovery of Geratodus is indeed particularized in?!
connection with the classification (pp. 25-2(1), but with hlJl
credible effrontery that which belonged to another (Krefft)
has been claimed by the author of the work as original withu
himself. In fact the element of judicial exposition is entirely"
wanting. It would take too much time and space to traverser
the chapter in detail.
We need on'y instance that although the majority of thei
best systematists of the world, and all the recognized ich-l
thyological authorities of the United States, consider ihe|
"fishes" to be divisible among several classes, there is no ;
hint in the chapter that there has ever been a difference of*
opinionasto the limits of theclass of Pisces except, in the state*'
ment that "iiccording to the views generally adopted at pres-<
enf all those vertebrated animals are referred to the class of V
fishes which, living in water, breathe air dissolved in water
by means of gills or branchia? " (p. 1)
The titles of some works more important than some specified by Mr. Giiuther as descriptive of the "Faume"ofspecial countries may supplement his bibliography of " Re.
cent Woiks," and indicate how defective even this is. In.
the mode of quotation the titles conform to the Guntberian I
style and are incomplete.
1

Naturalist," v. 15, pp. 222-223, March, 1881.

"The Critic," v. 1, pp. 132-133. Ylav 21,
" The New York Tii ufh," Mav 29. issi.

How

and Stream, Arov. II. 1880.
comes to us well authenticated

the Forest

had been a splendid hunter, he would thenceforth never point a

From
A gentleman

:

" Saturday Review," v. 50, pp. 769-771, Deo. IS, 1880.
" Westminster Review," v. 115, Am. ed., pp. 142-144, Jan. 1881.
" Annals and Magazine of Natural History" (5.) v. 7, pp. 63-61,

—

At a oerThe following story
tohi club house in Boston there was kept in the billiard room a
parrot which was so tame and such a favorite that it waB not conof
the room, and was
Uned to itB cage, but was allowed the liberty
oftan seen perchod upon the furniture or wandering about the
On ouci occasion, wheu the bird was seated in one corner of
floor.
the room, a gentleman, a Mr. B., entered, followed by his dog,
whether a pointer or a Better we do not know. The dog after a few
moments winded the parrot, drew on it, and finally stood fast.
The bU'd, which had been up to this time apparently oblivious of
the presence of the canine, now turned its head slowly aud in tones
expressive- of the utmost contempt said, " Go home, you darnod
fool." The dog started, looked, and then, turning tail, slunk out
of the room. It ia said that, although up to this time the animal

If a story

I

anonymous

A PABBOT ON ITS TRAVELS.
From

Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, Aug 17, 1881. j"
Editor Forest and Stream :
In response to your favor I herewith send the review of
Gnnther's recent work published in the Nation of August
11, but, have intercalated much new matter, so that the
present gives a complement to the first chapter (the Literature), aud a tolerably thorough analysis of the second chapter
of the "Introduction," i, e., the "Topographical Descrip1 have been especialtion of the External Parts of Fishes."
ly led to coinpleie the review of the second chapter since I
have read the notice of Gnnther's work in the January number of the "Westminster Review." The Westminster reviewer thinks "The second chapter, called a topographical
description of the external parts of fishes, gives, in a manner
altogether masterly, not, merely an account, of the structures
of which it trea's, in their immense variety, but some idea of
their functions, with suilicient reference to individual fishes
to invest a technical subject with interest aud precision."
(Am. Ed., p. 143.) You will thus perceive that I have said
what I have not without knowledge of what can be alleged
on the other side, and in order that you may be able to refer
without trouble to what has been said about Dr. Gilnther's
work I append a brief list of notices of it.
The following are all favorable reviews, but deal in generalities

1881

|

I

scientific

1,

the families and higher groups arc incorporated therein, the
genera being simply enumerated by name. The criticisrnBl

§iptorg.

Intnral

it ia

[Skptbmbbe

1

1

•

A. (ireat Britain.—Add to (1) Par lull, (2) Yarrell audi
(3) Couch, the following of which the latter is more important
than any of them, viz
4.
W. Houghton.
" British Fresh-water Fishes." (Lond.1l
[1879-80], xxvi., 204 pp., about 40 pi.)
A
5. F. Dny.— The Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, " etc.
(Lond., 1880, et sen., 8vo.—The first part appeared in 1880,1
the second in 1881, and the remainder, in the words of Gun-'
ther apropos of the "Voyage of H. M. S. Challenger, Fishes,'
by A. Ounther," is " in course of publication.")

—

:

—

Add to (1) Kroyer, (2)1
B. Denmark and Scandinavia.
Nilssen and (3) Frieiooch Ekstnm, the following more recent"
and important works
4. H. Widegren.,— "Desvenska fiskarternas natural his(Stockholm, 1870, 8vo.)
toria."
Collett.— "Korges Fiske, rned Bemajrkuinger om
5. li.
deres Udbredelse." (Ohristiania, 1875. 8vo., title, 240 pp., 2
See also Supplement, 1879.
pi., 1 map.)
6. ff. Wintiherf
" Prodromus Ichthyologie Danicte Ma•.

—

rina;."

(Iu Naturhist.

Tidsskr., (3) 1879, pp. 1-90.)

C. Russia.— Add to (\)Nordmann the following equally or
more indispensable works
2. K. Kessier,—" The Fishes of the Government of St."

— —

Russian. (St. Petersburg.)
" Zur Ichthyologie des Sudwestlichem
Kessle-r
3. K.
Russlands." (In Bull. Soc. Imp. Nat. Moscow, 1850-57.)
4. A'. Kesskr.
" Ichthyological Fauna of Turkestan"—
Russian. (In N. Msm. Soc. Lup. Nat. Moscow, v. 10, 1872.)
" Fishes of the Black aud Caspian Seas."
5. K. Kesskr.
(St. Petersburg, 1874.)
" Beiirage zur Ichthyologie von Central
6. K. Kessler.
Aisen." (In Bull. Acad. St. Petersburg, v. 25, pp. 282-310,

Petersburg"

—
—

—

1879.)
7. G. Seidlits.—"

Fauna

Die Fische (Pisces) der
(Dorpat, 1877, 8vo.)

Baltica,

Ostseeprovlnzeu Russl«nds."

Germany— [Including the Netherlands, Belgium and
Switzerland]. Add to (1) Heckei and Kver, and (2) Sieimld,
D.

which are confined to the fresh water fishes, the following,
which two also include the salt water fishes
"De Dieren von Nederland.— Gewervelde
8. //. SehUgel.
Dieren.— Visschen ) (Haarlem, 186™, 8vo.
4 P. J. Van Heneden.—' Les Poissons des Cotes de Belgique, leurs parasites et leurs commensaux." (la Mejm
of

—

:

1

100 pp., 8 pi.
" Histoire Nuturelle des Poissons du Passin
5. G Lunsl.
209 pp., 20 pi.
du Ll'uiuh." (Geneve, Bale, Lyon, 1874, fol.

Acad. Belg.

v. 38, 1870,

—

—

E. Italy and Mediterranean.

works

of (1)

Bonaparte and

,

— Add

to the "incomplete"^
(2) Costa the following complete

one:
G. Cavestrinni.—" Prospetto critica dei Pesci d'acqua doWJ.

:

September

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.

1,

(la Arch, per la Zool., Anat,

crTtalia."

iv

etc.,

,

I860, pp.

47-187, with pi.)

F. France.—Add to (1) Planchird, which includes only
water fishes, the following (a work like Couch's),
which includes also the marine species.
,l
Iifl8 Poissons \ Synonymic,
2. H. Ciernahei li BouUwt.
Description, MmuTB, Prai, Peche, Iconographie des especes
Fauna Fratigaisc"
particulierenient
la
plus
compesant
the Fresh

—

(Park

1S7G, 3 vols, 8vo.)

—

Insert.
G. Pyrenean Peninsula.
"Uatalogo des Peixes de Portu1. F. de Brito Oapello,
Math.,
fllque existam no Mnsen do Lisboa." (In Jorn. So.
Kyg, e Nat. Lisboa, 1868,. etc.")
" ichfhyologischer Berieht liber cine
2. F. SPdndaciiner.
(In
UHch Bpanien und Portugal untermotumone Reise."

—

—

Akad

Wias. Wien,

7. 53,

H. North America.— Add

to (1)

Sitzb.
'

K,

1SG5, et soq.)

BtcJatrimn and (2) Bekay
the following more recent and important illustrated works,
-

viz.:
\

4. J. Kirtlaml.—" Descriptions of the Fishes of the Ohio
River and its Tributaries." (In Journ. Boston Soe. Nat,
Hist, v., 8 5.)

In
(Washington, 1858, 4to.
5. C, Gimrd.— "Fishes,"
"Explorations and Surveys for a Railroad Route from the
Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean," v. 10 )
" Ichthyology of South Carolina."
G.
J. li. Bblhroak.

—

Charleston, 1860, 4to.)

B. B. Store?.— "A

7.

(Boston, 1867,

setts."

Japan.—Add

—

1.

History of the Fishes of Massachu-

4t,o.)

to (I) Schlegel.

" Nieuwe Nolezingen op de Ichthyologie
2. P. Bleefrer.
Batavia, 1854, 4to, 132 pp., 8 pi.
In Ver
von Japan."
bandl Bataav. Geuools Ivurst in Wet., v. 25.
"Enumeration des especes de Poissons
3. P. Meeker.
actuellernent conuues du Japan," |ete.] (In Veih. Akad.
Wet., Amsterdam, v. 18, 1879.)
(

—

J. East Indies.— Add to Hamilton, Buchanan, McClelland, Day, etc., the following, containing descriptions of all
the species and including groups
F. Day.— "Report on the Fresh Water Fish and Fisheries
of India and Burmah." (Calcutta, 1873, 8vo., 2 pi., x., 118,

I

cecvii

pp

)

K. Africa.—Add to (1) Giinther and (2) Peters the folall of which are much more noteworthy than the unimportant chapter of Giinther in Petherick's work, viz
" Illustrations of the Zoology of South
1. Sir A. BmitJi.
(Load., 4to.)
Africa." Illustrated.
B. T. .tow.— ''The Fishes of Madeira." (Bond., 1848,

—

:

.

8vo.)
3 A. Burnetii.—" Reptiles ct Poissons de 1'Afrique Occi(In N. Arch. Mus. d'llist. Nat., v., 10.)
dentale."
Jikeker.— "Poissons de la cote de Guinee." (In
4. P.
Mem. Soc. Holl., Harlem, 1802-63.)
5.

(In

F.

chin.

"In fishes which are endowed -with the power of steady
and more or less rapid motion, a deviation from that form
of body which we observe in the perch, carp, or mackerel
is never excessive.
The body forms a simple, equallyformed wedge, compressed or slightly rounded, well fitted
for cleaving the water" (p. 35).
The form most eminently
adapted for rapid progress in the water is exemplified in the
tunnies and bnnitos; their body is fusiform, littleeompressed,
and boldly rounded.
The form of the carp is not, well
adapted for rapid progro-s, the

swimmer, and

also not; what;

is

fish being rather a slow
generally known a-s wedge-

m

"In fishes which are
the habit of moving on the bottom,
the whole body, or at least the head, is vertically depressed
and flattened" (p. 35)
In Anmiodytids or Sand Launces and
the Ophidiids, which are in the habit of "moving on the
bottom" and of burrowing in the sand, the body and head
sre much compressed, and there are many other exceptions to
lb.'
u'enenilYztHiim
in
.jiieslinji—
the Weevers or
,/,,
Trachinids and the "so-called Baud-fishes," as Gi'mther
designates them.
Indeed only a page further on (p. 36)
,->.

Gi'mther says that the last,, as well as the eel, are " bottom-fish
[the idea of the bottom being thus especially connected
by a hyphen with the fish], capable of insinuating themselves
into narrow crevices and holes.
The form of ihe body is
strongly compressed, as in the Band-fishes (Trichiurus, egalleem, etc.).
It is chiefly the tail which is lengthened, but
frequently the head and trunk participate more or less in this
form" and are "sirongly compressed."
" 'the mouth is formed by the intermaxillary and maxillary bones, or by the intermaxillary only in the tipper jaw,
and bjrthc mandibulary bone in the lower " (p. 37). This
statement, is a remarkable one to emanate from a professional
ichthyologist and anatomist.
Every tyro knows that the
Leptocardians and the Lampreys are entirely destitute of
anything like true jaw bones, and all the Selachians lack developed intermaxillary and maxillary bones,' and have Ihe
upper border of the mouth constituted by the palatine bones

8teindaolaier.—"Zip Fisch Fauna des Senegal."
K. Akad. Wiss. (Wien) 1. abth., v. 60 et seq.,

(p. 69).

"The jaws

of some fishes are modified into a special
(sword-fish, saw-flsh); in fact, throughout
class of fishes the jaws are the only organs specialised
for the purpose of attacking
weapons on other parts of the
body are purely defensive " (p. 37). This paragraph caps the
climax of false statements and unscientific generalizations.

weapon of attack
the

whole

;

Ihe implication that the "weapons" of a sword-fish and
a saw-fish are both modifications of the jaws is tantamount
to the assertion that the jaws and nose are the same thing.
Dr. Gtinther himself has known this (see pp. 336, 337 of the
'Introduction').
There is possibility for difference of

Bitzb.

opinion

purpose

P. BkeclcretF. Pollen.— " Poissons et, Pcches." (LeyF. Pollen and Van Dam's " Riclierches
stir la Fauna de Madagascar.")
"Die Verbrcitung der Suss-und Brack7. G. Bambeck.
Wasser-Fische in Africa." (In Jen. Zeitsch. Naturw., v., 13,
pp. 404-156, 1879.)
8. B. Bleeker.— "Contribution a la faune ichthyologique
de l'ile .Maurice." (In Verh. k. Akad. Wet., Amsterdam, v.
6.

—

18,

is

shaped.

I860, etc.)
den, 1875, 4to, in

1879.)

9. IB E. Sauvaqe.— "Etude eur la faune ichthyologique
de l'Ogooue." (In N. Arch. mus. d'Hist. Nat. (2), v. 3,

1880, pp. 5-56, pi. 1-3.)

—

Add to (1) Agasmz,
L. West Indies and Smith America.
?2) Castclnau, (3) Guntlwr and (4) Yaillant et Boeourt the
following
"Poissons." (In R. de la Sagra's His5. A. ('hdchenol.
Paris, 1855 8vo. and 4tb.
toire l'ile de Cuba, 1843.')
6. J. von Tscliudi.
" Fauna Pervaua Icnthyologie." (St.
fallen, 1845, fol.)
" Historia Fisica y Politica de Chile, Zool.,
7. G. Cay,
(Paris, 1847, text, 8vo., Atlas, fol.)
t. 2,"
8. F. Htdndachner.
"Die Susswasser-fVche des sudostlichen Braziliens." (In Sitzb. K. Akad. Wiss. Wien [pt. 1J,
V, 70, pp. 449 538, pi. 1-6, 1875 LP'- 31, V. 74, pp. 559-664,
pi. 1-13, 1876.
9. F. Poey.— " Enunieratio Pisciuin Oubenshim."
(Madrid, 1875 76, 870., 1 p. 1., 224 pp., 9 pi.)
"Catalogue of the Fishes of the Ber10 G. B. Goode.
mudas." (Washington, 1876, 8vo. Additional in 1877.)
Almost equally noteworthy with SUindurhner's articles are
Lutkerts and Cope's contributions.
:

—

—

—

—

—

I

]

M. New Zealand [a.nd AuttircUw].—Add to (I) Hutton and
Hector's Fishes of New Zealand the following
2. F. SieindAichner.— - ZurF\scMivma von Port Jackson,
in Australien." (In Sitzb. K. Akad. Wiss. [Wien], Math. Nat.
:CL, 7. 53, 1. abth., pp. 424-480, 866: y, 56, t abth, pp.
320-335, 1867.)
3. <?. Krefft.— "Australian Verebrata Fossil and Recent."
(Melbourne, 1871, 8vo. Enumerates 439 species of fishes.)
4. F. de Gait Ina.u.— "Contribution t.o the Ichthyology of
Australia." (In Prov. Zool. and Accliru. Soc, Victoria, v.
•

:

\

the statement is too broad even with the word "generally"
introduced. (2) The statement that the boundary between
the trunk and tail is marked by the vent is unqualified
nevertheless there are a number of forms which furnish exceptions— e g., the North American Aphre doderids and Amblyopsids (the latter comprising the celebrated blind fishes)
aiid the South American electrical eel, and all the family of
Sternopygids.
In the last, two the vent is just behind the

'

lowing,"

MB

—

5. F. de CasMnau.
" Essay on the Ichthyology of Port
Jackson."
In Prov. Linn. Soc, N. S. Wales, v. 3, 1879,
i

pp. 847-401 j

—

to what
"organs specialised for the
are
of
attacking," but
there is none that the
the saw-fish is a prolongation of the snout,
and has nothing to do with the jaws, and none that "weapons on other parts of the body are" not "purely defensive."
If it is conceded that any part or "orgau" which is efficient
for the capture of prey in active pursuit, or for active assault
on another animal, i&pro tanto SpecialiZ d, there are several
parts besides the jaws which are subservient to those ends.
None of the sub-classes of Leptocardians or Cyclostomes having jaws, and yet all preying, the parts concerned therein are
organs for attacking. (1) In ihe Leptocardians the fringed
margins of the mouth are concerned. (2) Li the Cyclostomes the suctorial and deuiigerous oial disc and the tonguelike organ are the agents.
(3) In the sharks the palatines
bear the formidable armature. (4) In the saw-fishes of the
.-hark order (Pristiophorus), as well as of the Ray order Pristis), the saw, admitted by Dr. Gtinther to he a special weapon of attack, is not formed at all by the jaws, but by the
rostral cartilage, and thus we have an exception to the
generalization specified in the same line in which it is formulated.
(5) br. Gi'mther himself, in his 'Introduction' (p.
322), informs us, under Alopecias, that "when feeding it
uses the long tail in splashing the surface of the water, while
it swims in gradually decreasing circles rotmd a shoal of
fishes, which are thus kept crowded together, falling an easy
prey to their enemy."
And thus, even if we discredit the
use by Alopecias of its tail agauist the whale, etc., we must
consider is as to some extent a special weapon of attack. (6)
The Sting-Rays (Trygonids; scarcely confine the use of their
spines to defense, and these are at least offensive defensive.
(7) The Devil-fishes (Cephalopterids) are said to use the cephalic fins tor seizing and grasping (see Elliott's 'Carolina
Sports,' p. 58.) (8) The Sticklebacks are well known to use
the dorsal spines as weapons of attack, and to swim under
and rip the belly of their antagonists. (9) The Surgeons, or
Acanthuri, are credited with using their lancet-bearing tails
by actively slashing therewith their antagonists, and it is difficult to surmise what would be the function of their characteristic armature save as weapons of ofl'ence as well as defense.
(10) The Weevers (Trachini) use their opercular
spines at least for offensive-defensive purposes, and Col.
Montagu called them "offensive weapons." It therefore follows that, so far 1'Toni the jaws "being the only organs specialised for the purpose of attacking," modifications therefor
exist in (1) the mouth as a whole
(2) a peculiar tongue-like
organ ; (3) palatine bones : (4) snout (5) caudal tin
(6)
supracaudal spines (7) cephalic fins; (8) dorsal spines (9)
lateral caudal spines, and (10) opercular spines.
"In Dipnoi and other Ganoids one [nostril] at least is
within the labial boundary of the mouth" (p. 88). One unfamiliar with ichthhology would infer from this paragraph that
one or more of several dilemmas existed, viz.
(I) that
some "Dipnoi and other ganoids" might have more than one
nostril " within the labial" boundary of the mouth ;" (2) that
other existing ganoids had one at least," or (3) that Ihe characteristic was of too little importance to diagnose.
It is
necessary, therefore, to be specific.
(1) Dr. Gi'mther at one
time contended that iu the Dipnoi both nostrils were intraoral, and even in the Introduction (p. 355) asserts that they
are "more or less within the month." It is quite safe to say
that never has a fish been found in which there were two
(pairs of) nostrils within the mouth, and the existence of
both nostrils within the mouth would be an incredible anomaly.
(2) No other existing Ganoid has even one nostril
"within the labial boundary of the mouth." (3) The development of the nostrils in ihe Dipnoi is one of the most
weighty and suggestive characteristics of the group, and one
by which they contrast with all other living fishes.

saw

as

of

1

(

—

;

;

;

j

0. G. B. Klunzinger.
"Die v. Mullersche Sammhmg
Australischer Fieche in Stuttgart."
(In Sitzb. K. Akad.
Wiss. [Wien], Math. Nat. CI., v. 80, 1 abth., pp. 325-430, pi.

1-9.)

;

:

The second chapter

is

devoted to a " Topographical De-

the External Parts of Fishes," and in almost
every paragraph there is some ambiguous or misleading
statement,.
The graver errors which exist may be euu
merated and commented on in the order in which they
scription

87

of

"In the body of a fish four parts are distinguished— the
and the J! us ; [I] the boundary between the
first and second being generally indicated by the yilLopening,
-»nd [2] that between the second and third by he vent" (p. 35).
(1) Now, the boundary between the head and tiunk may, in
a certain sense, be said to be generally indicated by the gillhead, trunk, tail,

I

opening, but when we consider that all the representatives
Of the sub-classes of Leptocardians, Cyclostomes, and Selachians fail to have the parts so distinguished, and that even
Wiong the Teleosts the Pediculates and othersf orm exceptions,

'

'

"In the post-orbital part of the head there' are distinguished, at least in most Teleosteous fishes and many Ganoids, the pmoperculum" (p. 38).
Inasmuch as none of the
Leptocardians, Cyclostomes, or Selachians have a pneoperculum, and no normal Teleosteous fishes fail to have a prteoperculum, this statement is at least misleading, oven after allowing full latitude to the vagueness of its phraseology.
" The gill-opening is a foramen or a slit behind or below
the head" (p. 38).
This statement is absolute, although we
ha7e a number of exceptions notably all Pediculates and, as
the author himself afterwards admits (p. 39), the genus
Myxine. These, of course, have the gills behind the head
(not in front), but not immediately behind, as is evidently

—

meant.

"Sometimes (Symbra/ushus) the two [gill] openings coaand form what externally appears as a single opening
Byml/runchus is by no means the only form
in which the two openings coalesce into a single one.
Amphipnoas, Monopterm and Ghilobranchus (each the type of a
peculiar family) all possessing the same characteristic.
" The margin of the gill-cover is provided with a cutaneous
fringe in order to more effectually close the gill-opening; and
this fringe is supported by one or several or many bony
rays, the branchiostegate " (p. 38).
The statement o absolutely made is not true as to any of the representatives of
lesce

only " (p. 38).

•

the sub-classes Leptocardians, Cyclostomes, or Selachians,
and, among living typical fishes, the Polypteroids and Dipnoans are also destitute of true developed branchiostegals.
"The space on the chest between the two rami of the
lower jaw and between the gill openings is called the isthmus"
The isthmus is defined as the interspace between
(p. 39).
the branchial apertures below, and consequently has no determinate relation to the rami of the lower jaw.
"In Myxine only the gill opening is at a great distance
from the head " (p. 39). It is also" at a great distance from
the head among true fishes in the Pediculates, and some
eels.

" The trunk gradually passes in all fishes into the tail " (p.
To this there are many exceptions, as in most rays, and
especially in the representatives of the families Trygonids,
Myliobatids and Cephalopterids, in which the tail is very attenuated, whip like, and abruptly differentiated from the
39 ).

trunk

The vent may be either close to the extremity of the tail
or to the foremost part of the trunk " (p. 39). From this
statement we would scarcely be prepared to learn that the
vent may also be situated below the head and as far forward
as the chin, near which position it is found in the Gymnotids
'

'

and Sternopygids.
" In fishes in which they [the vertical fins] are least developed or most embryonic the vertical fin appears as a simple
fold of the skin surrounding the extremity of the tail" (p. 40).
fn FpigomeAthyQ "the dorsal fringe is distinctly higher and
In
rayed," and "the caudal fringe is absent" (p. 696).
certain Ophisurids (Ophiehthys, etc.,) in which the dorsal and
anal fins are developed, " the extremity of the tail is free"
(p. 674), and in a number of other forms (Trichwrinee, Halosauridx, Gymnarchi-dM, Sternojryginm, etc.,) in which the
dorsal or anal fins, or both, are developed the caudal fin is
likewise atrophied. (See pp. 486, 628, 665, 066.)
"Many and systematically important differences are observed in the dorsal fin, which is either spiny-rayed (spinous)
(AcantJwpteryrp:an), or soft-rayed (Malacsjpterygian)," p. 41.
These differences have been very much exaggerated as to
value, and a number of the forms regarded as Acanthopterygian by Gtinther have the dorsal fin less "spiny-rayed" than

many forms

called Mnlacopterygian

by him.

"In the Malacopterygio.n type, all the rays remain
joined indeed, sometimes the foremost ray, with its preceding short supports, is likewise ossified, and a hard spine, but
the articulations can nearly always be distinctly traced" (p.
In the majority of the Malacopterygian type all the
41).
rays do not remain jointed, for the foremost of both the dorIu these foremost rays the arsal and anal are inarticulate.
ticulation can almost never be distinctly traced.
The pectoral fins " are always inserted immediately behind the gill opening " (p. 42). The pectoral fins are inserted
;

below the gill opening in many sharks, and in all the Rays
they extend far forward beyond them. Among the true
fishes, in the Pediculates, their bases are in advance of the
gill openings which are in their axils (p. 469).
" The pectoral fins are either symmetrical, with a rounded
posterier margin, or asymmetrical, with the upper rays longIn none of the fishes with pecest and strongest " (p. 42).
torals having rounder! posterier margins can the pectoral fins
be said to be truly symmetrical those in which they are
most nearly symmetrical Gastrosteids the posterior margin

—

;

—

nearly vertical or emarginatcd. The pectoral fins are perhaps the most asymmetrical, in the sense used by Gi'mther, in
the Lepidopodinaj, in which they are " inserted" almost horizontally with the lowest rays longest, and with the posterior
border emarginate" (p. 435).
"The ventral fins are either behind the pectorals or below
them, or in advance of them " (p. 42). They would thus
apparently be reduced to three catagories or gradations between those, but in one family (Ophidiids) the ventral fins
are at the chin and, therefore, although they are certainly in
advauce of the pectorals, one would scarcely be prepared to
expect such a position from the phraseology used.
"The ventral fins are generally narrow" (p. 42). This is
correct, although when we consider that all the representatives of the sub-class of Selachians fail to possess the characteristic a better expression would have been desirable.
"For the definition of the smaller systematic groups and
the determination of species, the numbers of the spines and
rays are generally of the greatest importance. This holds
good, especially for the ventral rays, by the number of which
the Aeanthopterygian affinities of the fish can nearly always
be determined" (p. 43). Dr. Giinther placed the Gadoid
fishes Epicop-uJt(Merlucius), Ifypsiptera (young Gadoid), etc.,
among the Acanthopterg'utus, and consequently has shown by
his own example the caution with which this character must
be viewed.
"The numbers of the pectoral and caudal rays arc rarely
of any account" (p. 44). They a^e generally of quite as
much account as the dorsal and anal rays, and in the case of
the fully developed rays of the caudal, of more account in
almost all cases of the highest systematic importance.
"In some Gobioids (Periophi/uilmus), Tiigloids, Scorpwniods and Pedieulati the pectoral fins are perfect organs of
walking " (p. 45). It is certainly by the utmost stretch of
language that the pectoral fins in any of ihe Trigloids or
ScorpyTiuoids can be said to be organs of walking. "In fact,
they cannot in any logical sense of the word be Baid to have
that function at all.
" Scales of fishes are very different from those of reptiles,
the latter being merely folds of the cutis, whilst the scaleB of
fishes are distinct, having elements developed and grooves
is

—

—
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or pockets of the skin, like hairs, nails or feathers" (p. 40).
There are no such differences and relationships. Il is possible
that Mr. Gunther may have been deceived by superficial appearances ami confused and reversed what he had read of or
been told by others. The facts in Ibe cases are thus formu'< list ib Comparative Emlated by Dr. Balfour in his
bryology," just.published (v.
p. 326): " Tin- type <>f exoskelcton developed on fho nim.r bt'dt of Hie general epidermis
'-'

:

>i/d in (he

IJ i>ties,

The type developed on

v~-\uiv

the

ii

imh

appears

r side of

-< ales,
*
*
b
the rp, dermis is
-.

*
al-

most entirely* confined to the Amphibia and Atnniota [Reptiles,
Birds and Mammals}, where it appears as scales,
feathers, hairs, claws, nails, tc."
"Both kinds of scales (the cycloid
i

aud ctenoid) may occur
same genus V fishes, but in the same, fish"
The two kinds map not only occur but factually

uot only in the
(p. 47').

cmS

together in eery many jhhtx of the Acanlhoplerygian
type, and especially in some of the Gobies, in which all gradations are found.
"All scales are continually growing or wasting away on
the surface, and it seems tnat some fish at least- for in
ouv
'shea' them periodically" (p. 50).
Sal monoids
This co&veys the most misleading and erroneous ideas as la the gen-

—

development and mode of growth of scales, The
co J and therefore feguUer "shedding" of scales, if it occurred.
would come within the cognizance of innumerable practical
esis,

;

men— fishermen,

fish-dealers,

Bshculturiats, anglers, etc.
and who of them has observed the pretended phenomenon ?
Periodical sltedding would imply peiiodical renewal of scales.
"What can be Mr. Gi'inthcr's ideas respecting the formation ol
scales to lead him to believe that such things occur!
It is
not worth while, however, to pursue the vagaries of our

author.
The contradictions of the generalizations Just indicated are
in almost all cases furnished by the same work, aud when
such has been the case reference has been made to the pages
where the correct information is given. Unquestionably Dr.
Gunther has known better than might be inferred from the
above enumeration of errors. The "paragraphs in question
are indeed due not to positive ignorance but to temporary
I'orgclfulncss (uot momentary, for it has lasted from the time
of composition to final correction of the proofs! and crude
generalization.
They are really the expressions of a peculiar
mental habit, and interesting from a psychological point of
view. Nevertheless the statements haw hem made, and it
will be but poor consolation to the student who has to unlearn what may have almost become part of his bring- to
ascertain that his teacher frrccin better.
What is wanted is
that he should teaoh better, for the work will not be generally
purchased as a psychological curiosity, but for the information which it is believed to embody and which the author's
reputation will be considered to guarantee.
To those who
know how to correct all the misstatements the volume is of

no

use.
It will certainly appcir probable that if the author has
failed grievously in t'he treatment of a branch of his subject

which the data are most readily attainable, which is most
within the general purview, and which has been the special
of

object of his study, the chances are that he has failed at
least equally iii his consideration! of the more recondite and
bss known branches.
Such anticipation will be found
to be fully icalized.
Every chapter, every section, will
be found 'to be impregnated with errors." The mental
idiosyncrasies
already indicated may crop out in
the

most unexpected plao s, am! there is no telling where fallacy of
some kind or other muy not lurl: concealed. But the
appacnt and radical detects are the disproportion and

rnos>

inoongrui y manifested in the systematic port ion of the work.
The author seems indeed to be destitute to an unusual degree
To enter on
Of a sense of proportion and of taXOnomic tact.
a consideration of suoh questions would, however, transcend
Suffice if to stale that, he is in disacthe limits ol a review.
cord with all the best systematic zoologists and original investigators, lie commences with the .Sharks, and theuee proceeds
successively to the exposition of the Rays, Holocephcephalids and Ganoids; then considers the Perch like types
thence jumps in the Fhysostomes and thus places furthest
away from the Ganoids the types most like them, skips again
to the Lophobranebiates, and ends the Teleost series with
the Trunk fishes, after which follow the Gjciostomes, the
most generalized and specialized of fishes, and which in a
natural arrangement would be near the opposite extremes,
;

being consequently most approximate d.
IU these strictures it has never been forgotten that work
Should be conrideied with reference to the time when, and
the circumstances under which, it was done. Let it be again
that Dr. Guother published his truly great
work on Pishes between the years 1850 and 1870, and that
there was a comparative degree of harmony between its execution and the times and conditions then prevailing. As has
been indicated, however the author's conceptions when once
expressed became fixed and crystallized' in the type in Which
The "Introduction" is, therefore, not an
they were cast.
exhibit of the present state of Ichthyology, but of (1) Dr.
Giintber's ideas of the families, etc., defined in 1850 to 1870,
in which (2) the families of "Aeanthoplery gians" are.ar.
ranged according to his scheme of 1801, and (3) the "orders"
retained with the limits, and ranked with the sequence postulated in 1871
(4) genera described since by Dr. Gunther
(and a few others) are intercalated. The systematic part of
the work might therefore have been prepared by any copyist
or cut out of the pages of the "Gala logue of the Fishes in
the British Museum" and arranged as indicated^
Sever has a score of years been so fruitful in researches
and results as the period between the inception of Dr. Gtinand the. present.
In that interval
ther's "Catalogue"
Darwin has given t the world his immortal work and revDbji itaof biological investigaolutionized the -.1 tods
Itnoe
innumerable have elucidated the
tion, while la! ofera
various branches of ichthyology the anaiomy, embryolopy,
the past history, the systematic rela'ions, the species, the
geographical distribution of forms, the faunas of the world.
flue of the
All these have been in vain for Dr. oinlhcr.
•<."''-.— i-:.s been recognized
principal discoveries that of <
by him simply to become a stumbling-block and Involve him
in one of ihe most astonishing mazes (if error of modern
Unquestionably the most prominent characlerisic
times.
of the present lime is the acceptance of evolution and its
ramification into all the details Of biological investigation and
But in the " Introduction to the Study of
classification.
Pishes" no allusion has been made- to Ibis principle and the
author's treatment of his Subject indicates that it has been
There is, however, no group of anipractically ignored.
mals to which its application is lu<ir « fruitful in snggestlve

recalled then,

;
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results than the branchiferous vertebrates.
Slil! scattered in the waters of the globe live here and there
as solitary survivors, representatives ol types once abounding in species, that enable us to trace tlie lineage of our
branch from the humblest beginnings to the specialized Acan-

Onthe end

chiatea (Amji/iinxiis). Gyclostomes (Lampreys, etc.), rlagiostomes, (Sharks, etc.), Holocephali (Chimera), Dipnoi 'C'ernlodus, etc.), Polypteroids, Lepidosteiods, Amioids, the allied Pbysostomes (Elopids, Albulids, etc.), the Haplomi
(Pikes, elc), the Percesoicids (Atherinids, etc),, the typical

when bitten by a rattler.
This fluid is of a rum color, and
in bulk about the size of a grain of wheat it immediately
ascends the veins of the system when brought in contact with
them, aud throws the subject into spasms!' The rattlesnake
does not poison its food when struggling to master it, nor do
they bite while forcing their food" iuto their coils. They
never bito or attack an object without giving an alarm, this
entitles them lo be classed as honorable creatures.
There is a snake which is considerably smaller than the
ra'tli snake, with no rattles, but resembles the ra'tler in many
respects in regard to color and habits, that is called the
" pilot snake." Tins snake gets its name from being a guide
to the rattlesnake family.
They are found to associate with
the rattlesnake and seem to be a guide for them.
They are
forerunners of the rattlers in the spring, and lake the lead in
going to their winter quarters in the fall. The pilot is regarded to be more poisonous than the rattler, and it is said
that if a person is once bit'en by them they never ree iver
from the attack; that if death is not immediate the poison
never leaves the system.
IT I. Lombard,
There are some points in our correspondent's article on
which we hold a different opinion. We doubt the story of
American serpents covering their food with saliva before
swallowing it. We have fed snakss. but have not observe!
this, which has been a standard "fact" of writers on popular

of the rattles is situated what is called a button!
is nothing more than an undeveloped rattle.
When
they give this alarm then is the time that they are mad aud
will strike or bite.
If very mad when in this position they
will bite at once; if only a little angry they will make a mothopterygian and grotesque Plectogoath and Lophobranchition with the head, which amounts to nothing.
They do not
ate fishes in one offshoot and to man in another.
And in open their mouths with both jaws to bite, but only with their
no branch have we the means for tracing the genesis and de- upper jaw in which is located two, and only two, fangs la
velopment of different structures rnorein hand than do the the shape of a fi>h hook with a groove on the end next to the
fishes afford in tbe case of the vertebrates.
Morphology and- inside. These fangs cut their way into the object that the
taxonomy march hand in band; the successive stages of snake wishes to bite, and these fangs are surrounded with a
development of the skeleton, the nervous system, the respi- fleshy sack which contains a poisonous fluid, which is injectratory system, Ihe viscera, etc., are instructively indicated
ed into the cavity made with the fangs while the snake is in
by the conditions of those structures in the Pharyngobran- rage. This is the dangerous element that dees the harm

Acantboptcrygians (Perches, etc.), and the Anacanthiues
(Cod, elc.) the grades of organization in their turn proclaim
the natural sequence of the types enumerated.
It is
strange that evidence so striking as that furnished by the
forms in question should have been so entirely overlooked
by Dr. Gunther. The failure to appreciate the facts doubtless results, from the method pursued.
certain type has
been assumed as "highest" on account of vague psychological conceptions and, with this as an initial form,
Others are successively taken up, till the author has lost
liia bearings and recklessly dealt with the remainder.
moral
seems to lie poised to by the result.
Scientific taxonotuists lave been for some time wont to start, their phyla
with the lowest and most generalized kuown type and by
successive approximations complete the series, and if they
would, in deference to ancient custom, have tbe highest
first, reverse the series they have obtained.
Dr. Giinther's
unhappy scheme, not less than others somewhat like it,
teaches us that after all the right way is the only one to.
Had our author been compelled to begin his
be toll iwed.
subject with the generalized and then proceed with the
mere and more specialized types the faults that now pervade his work would doubtless have b"en fewer.
The existing genera recognized by Dr. Giiuther number fully
1,130, of which 058 are only noticed byname, while the remaining 478 are more or less satisfactorily diagnosed. II* the
canons of classification adopted for the other groups of vertebrates should be applied to the fishes, the number indicated
would be nearly doubled.
:
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-
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THE RATTLESNAKE AND THE COPPERHEAD.

which

I

We

natural history.
wish that the three men most qualified
to speak on the feeding of snakes, Mr. Conklin, of the. Central Park Menagerie, Mr. Frank Thompson, of Oihcinnatfc
and Mr. Brown, of the Philadelphia Zoological Gardens,
would give their experience, which has been very great.
Our corresponded; has evidently studied his subject some, and
is correct in saying that the rattlesnake and "pilot," which is
really tbe copperhead, bring forth their young alive, for they
are ova- viviparous that is, they have eggs, but retain them
iu the body until hatched; hut" all harmlesa snakes are not
oviparous.
The ancient story of the coppertead "piloting"
The question, why should he ?
the rattler sadly needs proof,
r
naturally comes up.
Ou the subject of charming we do
not care to express an opinion at present.
We will be glad
to hear from him again.

—

'

metallic castings of flowers, leaves, insects, etc. The object,
a dead beetle for example, is first arranged in a natural position, and the feel are connected with an oval rim of whx.
It
is then fixed in the centre of a paper or wooden box by
means of pieces of fine wire, so that it is perfectly free, ami
thicker wnes are run from the sides of the box to ihe object,
which subsequently serve to form air channels in the mold by
wooden stick, tapering toward the bottom,
their removal.
is placed upon the back of the insect to produce a runner for
The box is theu filled up wi'h a paste of three pnrts
casting.
of plaster of Paris, and one of brick-dust, made up with a
It is also well first to
solution of alum and sal ammoniac.
brush the object with tbis paste to prevent the formation of
After the mold thus formed has set, the object
air bubbles.
is removed from the interior by first reducing it to ashes.' Ills therefore dried slowly, and" finally heated gradually to a
red heal, and then allowed to cool slowly to prevent the
formation of flaws or cracks. The ashes are removed by
pouring mercury iuto the cold mold aud shaking it thoroughly
before pouring it out, and repeating this operation several
The thicker wires are then drawn out, and the
times.

gestion.

—

;

:

month

when

the weather is the hottest
and the small streams begin to dry up, the " rattlers" begin
to come down from off the mountains in search of running
water in great numbers. Then their mating season begins.
While en route to hunt water at this season Is the most dangerous time to meet this snake, for they are nearly or quite
They usually congreblind, mad, and in a raving manner.
gate at this season at a head of a spring of some size, and
then they pair and remain near the spring head until the season is passed, which lasts from one to two weeks, or until a
heavy rain has fallen. Their young are born about the 15th
of September, and number from six to twelve, according to
the age of the mother. They do not lay eggs as other species
This is a settled fact, although it has been
of snakes do.
often disputed. All harmless snakes have keen tails and lay
eggs; all poisonous ones have blunt tails and lay no eggs.
The female rattler is more modest than the male, she is more
inclined to run and hide while attending to the wants of her
young than the ma'e. They have regular periods of the day
in which they move about; they never move from their
coiled position while the dew is on Ihe grass and weeds or
When the sun goes down and the air is chilled they
bushes.
seek some dry spot aud coil up, and there remain until ten
o'clock next" day before they begin to move about again.
This statement explodes the idea that has gained |mueh
ground among the ignorant class of mountaineers, who are
afraid to stir out much after night for fear of being bitten by
the. rattlers.
With few exceptions all the living things upon
make a
ihe face of ihe earth rest themselves at night.
positive assertion that no reliable, person has ever seen a
rattlesnake after night crawling about iu this mountain section.
The reason for their quietude is because the air is chilled,
aud the grass and weeds are full of dew, and they are either
asleep or prefer to remain coiled up until the sun shines out
to warm them up.
The rattlesnake is a very honorable
If you come near it, it immediately throws iiself insnake.
to a coil, and irives an immediate fierce, loud alarm with the
rattles from which it fjkesits name from. This alarmis made
with a number of little rattles ou the end of their tails, which
are front three to tweiitv in number according to the age of
the snake— when they are about six weeks old three rattles
appear, and from one to two appear each year alternately

In the

!

—

Cashier's Valley, N. C.
T710R the past two years I have had a good opportunity
for studying the habits of the rattlesnake
and for the
benefit of your readers will give what I know to be facts. In
the mountain counties of Western North Carolina "the lime
has bem when this family of snakes were quite numerous,
but of late years since the mountaineers have begun to raise
so many bogs that range eid libitum ad over the country the
rattlesnake has suffered iu consequence therefrom.
This
snake crawls out from its winter home from among the cliffs
and hollow logs in the month of June, and begins its search
Their favorite subjects for food
at once in quest, of food.
are squirrels, mice, birds, rabbits and not frogs.
There seems to be a wide difference of opinion in regard to
how the sex of this snake may be determined. It is the general Impression that the black color is the male, and the yellow
or buff the female; but on close inspection it has been found
that this will not do to settle on in every instance in regard
to sex.
There are instances where the male has been known
to be of a modest, yellow hue aud the female of a deep black,
but such is of rare occurrence. They move about in a slow
manner and sometimes charm their food at ohers they attack it or lie in wait for it to come within range of their
power. If their food is very large, like the rabbit, il takes
them more than a day to swallow it. As soon as they catch
any little animal it is held firmly in the coils of the snake
about the middle of its length, while the head and mouth is
engaged in depositing a thin, slimy fluid all over the animal
and then the process of swallowing begins. After it has
lodged its food into its body the snake remains in a stupefied
state from two to nine hours— according to the size of food
swallowed. While in this state their food is undergoing di-
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Metallic Castings of Delicate: Natural Objects— The
is recommended by Abbass for producing

following process

A

'

:

:

to be thoroughly heated before it is filled
with metal in order that the latier may flow into all portions
After it has become cold it is softened and carefully
it.

mold needs simply
of

broken away from the casting.

Snakes Aftbr Swallows' Egos— Boise Barracks, Idaho.

I saw, in 1878, two chicken snakes (Fox's black snake) or
racers killed at Camp Supply, Indian Territory, while they
were in search of swallows' eggs and young under the eaves
of the Quartermaster's store-house. The swallows' nests were
fifteen to twenty feet from the ground.— T. E. Wjloox.

—

The Canada Porocpine in Maryland. Referring to the
paper on the occurrence of the Canada porcupine in West
Virginia by Mr. Goode, iu Vol. I, Proceedings U. S, Na-J
tioiial Museum, pane 261, 1 wish to mention that this porcupine, Erethkem (formtti*, is still, though rarely, found in
Maryland. In the museum of the Maryland Academy of
Sciences is a specimen from Alleghany County, Maryland.
Another specimen I saw living in confinement in the Blue
Ridge Mountains, where it was caught two years ago. One
was killed quite recently near EUicott City, Maryland. Otto
J

Lugger.
Mari/hnul Aeademy of Sciences.

—

Range of tile Beaver Newburgh, N. Y.- I spent last
iu Texas, principally in the counties Of Concho, Sau
Baba and McCuilough, and saw many indications Of beavers
through that section. All the large streams and many of the
These counties are sitsmaller ones are inhabited by them.
uated between 30 and 32 degs. north latitude. They seem to
he quite numerous, but their fur is of little value. I think
that they are found much further south in Texas than these
counties.— L. M. H.
winter

"The

fjhnp

and How to Use It"

is

the title of a

,

book

written by Mr. GrWynne Price, a well-known pigeon shot of
The book deals mostly with trap-shooting, being
Bt-, Louie,
largely ou account of Mr. Price's experience at the traps.
There are many hints about loading, etc., which may be useThe author, it appeal's, had,
ful to amateur "pigeon shooters.
previous to writing his book, been presented wi'h some of
Dittmar's detonating powder, and evidently felt in duty
bound to puff it. Here Mr. Pi ice is behind the times. The
Purest and Stream exposed the dangerous nature of that,
compound so thoroughly a vear ago that advice to use it now
can hardly help the powder or redoiiud to the credit of thai
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man who
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was entered upon and participated in by most of the party.
The prize, a silver cup with crossed rifles on the lace, was
win by W. Leslie Wilde with a score of thirteen. Other

§ag mid §uru

(§att[e

were engaged in until 7 o'clock in the eveuing,
which Imur the company made a start homeward, arriving
the city about 9 o'clock.
sports

FOREST AND STREAM GAME TABLE.
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trustf that some of our experienced turkey hunter,
compare notes and give us the result of their use of
have used the common bone calls
the various calls.
wh eh is made from the hollow wing bone of the hird. The
ends are cut off aud the call-note is made by vio'ently sucking
With a narrow chisel hollow out a piece
through the tube.
of dry cedar, two inches long and one and one-half inches
wide and one-quarter inches thick, so that the sides are about
as hick as a p ece of tin but do not let them be too debca'e.
Ii slvmld lie hollowed out, within a quarter of an inch of the
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net, seine, gun or trap of
or set net, weir or pot at any

with a

any kind (minnows excepted;

time, penalty not less than ten nor more than twenty dollars
The use of gig and spear permitted
for ench fish so taken.
Same
in March, April, May, November and December.
penalty attaches for killing or attempting to kill fish by use
Penalty not
Of poison, drugs, giant powder, dynamite, etc.
less than ten nor more than two hundred dollars audi imprisonment for any determinate period added, for using or
placing in the water any dip net, gill net, set net, or seine,
except for minnows for bait or acquarium.

Willis D. Malee.
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THE LAKE HOPATCONG EXCTJRSIOH.
beautiful New Jersey lake lies among
THIS
Mountains, 1,300 feet above the level of

the Schooley
the sea.
We

week by

invitation of the Washington Gun
Club, of Brooklyn, on the occasion of their first annual exThe lake is famous for its pike (N. Y. pickerel)
cursion.
fishing and also contains black bass, perch and other fish.
The invitation si t forth that a dinner, a boat race, a rillc
match and a sail on the lake were to be enjoyed, as well as
the music of Ftank's brass hind.
So on Thursday, Aug, 25,
we boarded the train at lloboken and, after a Iwohours' ride
to Hopatcong station found a little steamer, which took us
three miles up the cinal and one of its feeders and then up
the lake to the Lake View House, where the sports were to
be held.
First came the boat racing, in working boats, for a handsome cup, given by the host, Mr. A. J. Zuck. There were to
be four preliminary races and tie winners were to then row
The first one had four entries, the names befor the prize.
ing given iu the order of their arrival at the finish: Dr.
visiletl it last

tinct offence.
Unlawful to take

,1882, In con li-

-

season In Long Island v.
Dutchess County prohit
female deer only.

Hughes, Mr. Bernheimer, A. Altenbraud and .Tost Muller.
heat was between Kubesam, Fieldinati. 0. Obrig
and Cotter. The third between Mr. Griffith, of the Dela
ware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad
Petty, Witt
ard Behrens. The fourth between Messrs. Trott, Condit,
Hopps and Bulger. Then caine the final race for the. cup
between the winners. They came in in the following order
Dr. Hughes, Trott, Griffith. Mr. Rubeshant declining to

The second

;

:

boats was not permitted to compete.
The course
was one-fourth of a mile; no time taken. Judge, Mr. Fred
Mather, of Forest and Stream. A shell race, with single
sculls, over a half-mile course, followed between Messrs.
Raveand Ross. Won by the former.
Dinner was then in order and the following menu was
served
toss for

Hou-idaysburg. Pa., Aug. 22.
the opening of the woodcock season, July 4, the
weather has continued very dry and warm, but several
bags of nearly a score have been marie. On the Fourth of
July our party of four guns bagged forty-three cocks,
all nice plump birds, as sweet when plucked as when shot
We have been out several times since then and succeeded in
tnakintr good bags, although none so large as the. first.
On Tuesday, Aug. 19, our party of three—P. B., P. W.
and self shot six brace of cock, as many doves, one rail (a
scarce bird among our mountains) and a huae gray crane
over four feet high, with a spread ot nearly six feet. P B.'s
ten bore " barker " brought down this gentleman at over seventy yards, with No. 8 shot.
Our shooting is nearly all in the ta 1 weeds and willow
scrub of the creek and river bottoms and if requires good dogs
With a few exceptions
and snap shooting to bag the birds.
along the spring runs the woodcock leave us at the latter
part of this month and we see them no more till another sea-

SINCE

—

;

imitate the turkey

AN IOWA GAME CENTRE.
LOCATION,

Humboldt County, Iowa, Can be reached
via Illinois Central Railroad lo Fort Dodge, thence by
Bidgely Railroad to Humboldt, or by Iowa Division Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad to A'gona and thence
by st ii<re to Humboldt. Good hotel accommodations at HumGuides not needed.
boldt. Dakota or Rutland at $1 per day.
Fc.

Teams, $3 per day. The fish are pickerel, wall-eyed pike,
black less and rock bass in great abundance. Game birds
are ducks (mallards, teal, wood, sprig-tail, spoon-bill, redheads, hooded mergansers and bufiie heads), Hutchin's geese,
Canada geese, snow geese, white-fronted geese (brant), sandhill and whooping or white cranes, pinnated grouse, quail,
golden plover, Wilson's snipe, rail, long-billed curlew, Hudson ian curlew and rabbits or hares.
Of course not all of this game can be taken at any one
time of the Tear, but in their season may be taken. The west
fork of the Des Moines, above Rutland, is the best fishing
grounds in Iowa from Sept. 1 to Nov. 1. Black bass and
wall-eyed pike may be taken beyond desire. Bass and pike
During Septemof six and eight pounds are very common.
ber pinnated grouse may be killed by the hundreds, but October and November arc the months for ducks, geese and
cranes.
Hunters will find it easier to reach the shooting and
fishing grounds by camping out.
Address Chas. Sherman, Ira E. Welch, or the writer, at

FISH.
Boiled take. Hopatcong Pike, with butter sauee.

Filet de Ho.

ii

m. with Asparagus.

Spring La

Quail have been almost exterminated since the repeal of the
bounty on hawks, owls and "other vermin," and quail
shooting is a thing of the past. Ruffed grouse and rabbils
usual, abundant and promise good sport this fall.
Gray and black squirrels are reported numerous On the
mountains aud wild turkeys and a few deer remain for those
wlin
m get them.
Although the old canal reservoir near this place, which is
over a mile and a half long, by three-quarters wide, and in
some places fifty feet deep, aud which was stocked with
black and grass bass by the Fishery Commis-ioners has been
drawn off, yet good catches are made in the ,l Juniata"
Quite a number of fishermen use the fly in
farther down.
are, as

r,

catching bass but the majority

still

stick to their old love, the

minnow.
of our sportsmen recently shot and killed a large
crane, snowy white, with a pinkish bill, aud thebrd was
T. D.
sent to your city to be mounted.

One

THE WILD TURKEY

CALL.

Editor Fore.-t mid Stream :
I have read interesting articles on wild turkey huutmg in
your paper, but do not rememhi r to have .-een any on the
On several occasions] have
call notes of the wild turkey.
flushed flocks of wi'd turkeys anil all my calling would not
Once I was sitting with a friend on a log
bring them lack.
in a dense woods.
My friend lean' d me his " caller," made
of the small end of an ox-horn. I made frequent cal's of
seven notes, commencing slowly ami using fast aud iirhi
After calling a If ng while and submitting to the upbraidines
of my friend that "no fane man ever u-ed such notes to call
turkeys," etc., etc., 1 discov<red that weweie surrounded
by wild turkeys. I killed an eleven-pound ynnny cock and
All the calling I did failed to bring one
the flock scat ten d.
Some hunters Bay ur.
of them back or even get a response.
calls are proper, and others say the, with a ri-i- g U)fli etiou.
Which are the
I have often fried this and as" often Tailed.
proper notes to call a wild turkey? Will any of v
ers explain?—Keotjk.
I

Vanilla Tee co-am, wtffi Cake.
DKS3EIIT.

Washington oun Club Pudding.
Cheese.

After dinner Mr, Henry Altenbraud, the President of the
club, in a neatly- worded speech, welcomed the guest in attendance and expatiated upon the benefits and u' trued ons of
Remarks were also made by Dr.
outdoor sports iu general.
S. J. Brady, Mr. Mather, Captain Miller and Mr. W. Leslie
Wilde. Following dinner, the shooting match, open to all!

N. A. Peioe.

Rutland, Humboldt County, Iowa.

FAMOUS FOX-HUNTERS.
EOMK EXTEAORDINAET EIDKBS.
astonishing with what enthusiasm a man— or woman
IT—enters
has been
upon the sport when once a taste for
is

it

acquired.
A regular fox-hunter dies in harness; the older
he grows the stronger becomes his love for the pastime.
Such, at least, may be inferred from the lives of men and
women who have gained renown in the field. Men who were
as blind as bats have followed the hounds with the best riders of iheir day, and, in one instance, the want of both
bands and feet has not deprived a hunter from being in at
the death.
This seems hardly possible, but of it there is ample evidence. Of blind fox-hunters a dozen or more instances
might be given.
The Reverend Edward Stokes, of Blaby, county Leicester,
Englind, may be cited as one. such insta-'ce. He lived to be
ninety -three years of aue and died in 1797. At the time that
he L 'St his sight, then fourteen years o'd, he had acquired a
taste for fox-hunting fn an his father, whom he had succeeded
During hisbu'y life
as rector of the little church at Blasley.
he never lost an opportunity to mount and follow the hounds,
accompanied by an attendant, who rang a bell as they approached a fence, or hedge, and both went over together.
But the reverend gentleman was outdone by an officer of
the British army, who equally blind, was noted as one of the
bnlde-t riders in the Marquis of Granby's hunts. He had no
attendant, but went with the, crowd and relied on some one
little to the right,
to say, when he neared a stiff place,
sir," or " Half a length to the left," and over he went withour fear or mishap. Lord Bertie, whose portrait has a conspicuous place in Hoga'th's picture of " The Cockpit," rode

"A

D

erhurst, who lost
and Lord
to hounds in the Bame way
his sight by a fall from a horse, was not debarred by the acStephen Chase, of Cowfold, was also
cident from burning.
a hi nd fox-hunter. But when this infirmity came upon him
he reluctantly gave up the saddle and stalked across Ihe
country on foot, when a chase came off attended by a servant, and with such good judgment as to the spot where the
fox would be killed that he, too, was often in at the death.
John Metcalf was a still more remarkable lover of the
chase.
He washing known about Knaresborough as " Blind
Jack" and was the first person who set up a wheel carriage
in Harrowgafe for the conveyance of pas engers to and from
At one time he was a musician in Colonel
plnccs of resort.
Thornton's vo un leers (1745) and was taken prisoner at Palkirk.
Singularly enough, this man established himself as a
common carrier between Knarcshorough and York, and,
blind as he was, s rved as guide through the intricate paths
of the for' at, when covered with snow as well as at other
Fox-huiring was to him a delight, and he entered
times.
upon it heart and soul, following the hounds both on foot
and in the saddle, with the greatest precision and without
meetinc with any serious accident. More than this, he explored the neighboring cOUntrj projected and laid out roads
and built houses and bridges by contract.
But Thomas Roberta was the most extraordinary fox-hunter of whom I have ever heard, for he followed the hounds
under difficulties that would have discouraged most men.
;

.

,

lie
la Heine.

call.

,

son.

soue.

Green Turtle, a

bottom and ends. Taking this simple caller between your
thumb and fingers, rub it, crosswise against the butt ofyour
the simple
gun or on the barrels, No ro-in is required
wood can be manipulated with a little practice to perfectly

Penalty of one dollar for each and every quail, pheasant,
prairie chicken, woodcock or duck exposed to sale, possessed
or pursued with intent to kill during close season, and sime
penalty selling or attempting to sell any of said birds that
have not, been shot. Each bird creates a separate and dis-

on the coast,

Upper Peninsula de>
protected to 1888, e In Ci

and

c in

t

Foet Wayne, Indiana, Aug. 35.
Editor Forest arid Stream:
Herewith find statement of the Indiana game law, as approved April 14, 1881. Open seasons, penalties, etc. Deer,
October 1 to January 1; penalty $10. Quail and pheasant,
penalty $2 for each bird shot out of
Oct. 1 5 to Dec. 20
Turkey, Nov. 1 to Feh. 1; penalty $9. Prairie
season.
Woodcock, July 1
chicken, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1} penalty SI0.
to Jan. 1 ; penalty $2.
Duck, Sept. 1 to April 15, penalty
$2.

1.

i

;

recipient for publi-

1

ntH'npe.— Col.. Sept. 1 Idaho. Aug. t ; Net}., Oct. 1 ; Nev., Aug. 1 j
sepc.
Ctah, ah- i; Wyo., Aug. 15.
;;,, ir.n'.i.—rolo., Sept. 1
Neb., Oct. 1 N. Alex., Sept l.
Cariboo.— Me., Oct. 1 : N. H., sept. 1 e.
Do«s.— Ala., A ng. 1
Oa., Oct. 1
'at, July 1
Kan., Aug, 1 Miss.,
sept, 15; Mo., Aug. 1
N C, Oct. l S. .. Oct, 15.
Att-.— Colo,, Sept. 1; Idaho, Aug 1; Minn., Nov. 1
Neb., Oct 1
Nev., Aug. 1; N. Mex.. sept. 1
or July 1
Utah, Aug. 1; Wto,
.
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my
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right of property (I
land?
suppose this is what •' Didymus 1 and all agrarian, communistic sharks want) let ev ry thing be in common and ihus return at once to the worst state of barbarism and confusion.
T advised the Colonel of the unusual number of ducks in
guns and
the marshes for this time of the year, have sent
ammunition forward, and hope to meet you and the Colonel
E. B. S.
on the lslprox.
all

;

.

.

—

If be cannot, let us abolish

Aug. 15 Sept.
-

X

I have just received a copy of the Forest and Stream of
If so.
Aug. 18, and I presume T am indebted to you for it.
accept my thanks, and 1 thank you also for the article entitled "Are They Monopolies?' which I feel sure is from
your ready pen. I approve of every word of it. But it
seems strange that any such defense should be needed. Why
should not a man or a corporation have as good a right to
own wet land as dry land covered with water as land above
water ? Why should he not be permitted to own what he
can raise in the water belonging to him as well as on the
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was born without forearms and had no

legs

below the

Above one of his elbows there was a protuberance,
sgmethinif like a thumb, which was capable of muscular acYet Thomas
tion, and this served him iustead of a hand.
had a firm Beat in the saddle and, as huntsman to Sir George
Barlow, the last baronH of that ancient family, bad charge
With all his defects there must
of a large pack Of hounds.
have been something pleasing in his manners, for he had
Daniel
three wives, who bote him a number of children.
Lambert had the same fondness for fox hunting and he inWhen he
iiilir '1 il BO long as lie could get, into the saddle.
could no longer do that he sold his hounds at TatterealU and
drove to cover in his carriage. This taste never left him and
Cockto the last he had around him a number of hounds.
fighting, a questional ile pastime even in his day, also stood
high in his estimation and he came hy it naturally, for his
maternal grandfather was a noted cock-fighter.
As I have already remarked, a man once imbued with a
love for fox-hunting never willingly gives it up and there
have been those who at their death have been anxious for "a.
knees

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
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good send-off."

Thomas Moody was of thiB number. For
was whipper in for George Forrester and
died he was carried to his grave by a number of old
earth-stoppers, who mourned his involuntary departure. His
favorite horse, carrying Moody's last brush in front of his
bridle, was led behind the corpse and the cap, whip, boots
and spurs of the whipper-in were hung across the saddle.
After the service, as requested before his death' "three clear,
rattling view ballots " were given over his grave, and when
they had done this his followers felt that they had paid the
highest mark of respect to bis memory.
But Miss Mary Breese, who lived to see seventy-eight
years (fox hunters are usually long-lived"), went Moody one
better.
She regularly took out a license, kept good horses
and hounds, and as a shot was not surpassed by any sportsman in Norfolk County. Dearly loving the chase, and expecting and hoping to keep it up in the world to come, she
gave orders at her death that her favorite mare and dogs
should be killed and buried with her.
The fon-going reference to a license calls to mind a discussion that once took place in England, growing out of the subject, and how happily an astute magistrate bridged over the
difficulty.
The question was raised whether a sportsman
who followed a pack of hounds kept by subscription, he
being known as a subscriber, made himself liable to a penalty by sporting without a license
and, as the members of
the club could not decide it, it was referred to a man of law,
who gave the opinion that the "Game Certificate Act, George
111.," requiring that " every person who shall use any dog,
gun or other engine to destroy game" did not apply in such
case, "for the members of a club do not use dogs to destroy
game, it beiog the object of the association to hunt or course
by which game will be destroyed." The above opinion was
accompanied by the suggestion that if a member of the club
kept the pack and took out a certificate, there was no reason
in the world why he should not invite the other members to
hunt with him— a step that would not make them liable
under the Certificate Act or any other existing game law.
Every hunter holds that there should be game laws aud
that they should be obeyed, if not too stringent, and with
them it is a matter of faith that the fox was made to be
thirty years lie
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the spring I continued some experiments made
last spring in regard to the trajectory curves of the
standard sporting rifles of American make. Having better
facilities, the experiments were more extended and conse-
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was simply

irresistible.
fowl of that magnitude would be
a most desirable addition to the meagre fare furnished by the
college commons ; and so the rifles cracked, with small results to the students and splendid profits to the turkey man.
One day a little tow-headed fellow appeared on the field and
desired to take part in the sport.
Though he seemed almost
too young to be trusted with a rifle, the master of the fowls,
foreseeing future gains, was quite willing he should try.
He
must first receive proper instructions about the holding and
pointing of his piece, and then there would really be no
danger.
Young Larz received the directions with great
good nature, raised the rifle, and down went the turkey.
The man stared with amazement, and then broke into a
smile.
"Try it again, young one," said he; "most any one
can throw sixes once, you know." Another bird was procured, and the ball flew to the mark with the same result.
The law of chances was now so overwhelmingly in favor of
the turkey man that a third bird was set up with some confiAgain the boy raised his rifle, and that third turkey
dence.
was added to the banquet upon which his friends would regale.
"Well, where in (in the United States let us call it)
did you come from ?" exclaimed the master of the fowls, who
began to realize that his occupation was gone.
"I came from the State of Kentucky, sir," answered Larz
Anderson, proudly; "and next time you meet a gentleman
from that State, just remember there's not much you can
tell

him about a

rifle.

That's all."

Worokster Gun Club at Springfield-Worcester, Mass.,
Aug. 29. — A number of members of the Worcester Gtm Club
visited the Rod and Gun Club, of Springfield, Mass., for a
friendly shoot on their grounds the 24th inst.
The visitors
were met at the depot by the Rod and Gun Club, and after
many friendly greetings, conducted to the rooms of the
latter, which are fitted up in most artistic style, the walls being hung with elegant paintings, representing every kind of
native game. From theclub rooms the party adjourned to the
Massasoit House, where a bountiful repast was served to
noticeable
their guests by the Rod and Gun Club.
feature of the day was, that, owing to the generosity of the
entertainers, Worcester money was not a legal tender. After
a hard contest at the shooting grounds, the special prize was
won by the Springfields. One of the most interesting places
visited was the large and attractive store of L H. Mayott,
Mr. Mayott, who
dealer in sporting goods, 445 Main street.
is a thorough sportsman and perfect gentleman, showed them
every attention in his power, and will be remembered by
them for many a day. The Worcester Gun Club wish to
express their heartfelt thanks to the Rod and Gun Club for
their hospitality aud hope at an early day to be honored by
a visit from them in Worcester, when an earnest endeavor
will be made to give them a day of enjoyment in return.

A

A

:

A

Grntusman fbom Kentucky.—Josiah Quincy in his
tells a story of his college days at Harvard in
the following style: Oxford street, in Cambridge, is at present a very decorous thoroughfare, not at all adapted to the
wild sport of turkey-shooting, for which purpose the ground
it occupies was used when I was in college.
stood with
our backs to the site of Memorial Hall, and discharged rifles
at long range at a turkey which was dimly discernible in the
distance.
small fee was demanded for the privilege of
shooting, and the turkey was to be given to any one who
could hit it. But, except for some chance shot, like that
made by Mr. Tupman when out rook-shooting, it was safe to
predict that nobody would hit it. The usual end of a Harvard turkey-shooting was the departure of the proprietor of
the turkeys with all his birds and all our sixpences.
Still,
there was the excitement of a lottery about it, if nothing
else.
The ball, if discharged, must strike somewhere, and if
so, why might it not happen to strike the turkey ?
The logic
Reminiscences

A

DURING

from same rifle they rarely differed more than one-half inch at highest point.
Of course
great care was required in getting the centre of bore of rifle
at filing point
the (0) zero line of each screen and the cenhullseye in the same sight line.
It is confidently believed these points are correct to (.10 in.) one-tenth of one
inch and that the curves given are substantially correct.
As was to be expected, little irregularities occurred in the

is at the centre of bore of
In practice this is corrected according
the foresight of each rifle. Take, for example, No. 5, whose highest point is 7.06 inch. The heighth
of foresight ahove centre of bore is .744 inch.
The highest
point (7.06) is to be corrected by reducing it by .34 inch,
leaving as the practical heighth of curve 6.72 inch. Reduced to a point blank of 150 yards, the curve at 75 yards
would be 3.25 inch above, and at 175 yards it would be
(— 2.70) 2.70 inch below line of sight.
I failed to state in proper place that the firing point was
(8) eight feet below the target, which will make the curves
slightly flatter than were the range horizohtal.
P.
Camp or Stillwater, Montana, June 1.

at the muzzle.

to the heighth of

poet evidently knew nothing of an artificial scent, and
if he had lived in Germany he would have known that the
scent in fox-hunting could be dispensed with altogether.
When the Emperor of Germany sent an embassy to Constantinople (1664) to settle terms of peace, marked attention was
shown the ambassador and his suite on their arrival at Vienna.
Among other things a fox-hunt was got up for their
benefit.
After dinner the Emperor, accompanied by the Empress and Princesses, led the way to a park about a mile from
Vienna, where four or five acres of ground were inclosed
with canvas as high as a man s head, which was kept in place
by means of poles. Within the inclosure was another line of
canvas, which made a lane breast high. At the proper time
and at a given signal eight or ten foxe6 were let loose by the
master of the hunt, and were chased by beagles, while the
hunters, each with a net, did their best to bag the game.
What with the aid of the nets and dogs, and a free use of
sticks, seventy foxes were killed, which the Emperor said
was enough for one day.— Cttamplin in the Evening Post.

condition and were mostly furnished from Wal-

4.

among those hunters.
The beginning of each curve

rifle

The

in first-class

and No.

on this subject.
No. 3 and No. 13 have very near the same curve, the
smaller bore of the latter compensating with a possibly
higher initial velocity for its lighter ball, No. 5, with its very
sharp twist, has by approximate calculation aninitial velocity
of 1850 or 1000 feet per second, showing that its very quick
twist does not interfere with its power to impart a very high
velocity.
No. 12 is said to be the " Corning rifle" among
the buffalo hunters on the Yellowstone.
That has surprised
me, but my surprise is lessened on comparing its flatter curve
(nearly two inches) with that of No. 4, its competitor

f-!{"p.

"Nature's! instinctive laws tbo beasts obey.
Implanted in their breasts by Nature's Goa.
And say. vaiu man, dirt not the same groat canse
Which gave the fox to taint the ground with scent,
Give to the dog sagacity and speed '!"

ter Cooper's establishment.
In a series ot trajectories

1

The latter, with a lead-powder proportion of 5 24, has
nearly (4) four inches (latter trajectory than the former, with
a lead-powder proportion of 5.00.
This is probably due to
the 8-inch longer barrel of No. 4, for it is well established
that with the same conditions of powder charge the longer
barrel will give the higher velocity.
The experiments of
Major Farley, of the Ordnance Department, are exhaustive

retically.

hunted.

quently more satisfactory.
Seven screens were used, instead of four, at one time, one
at each twenty-five yard point and one at the highest point
Walter Cooper, of Bozeman, the most extenof the curve.
sive gun dealer in Montana, placed at
disposal all of the
standard sporting rifles of his establishment, as also the standard fixed ammunition.
Where the same standard of rifles were used the trajectories agreed very closely with those obtained a year ago, making allowance for difference of barometrical pressure and difference in direction of wind.
Experiments were first made to locate the highest of each
curve. Screens were accordingly placed at 100 yards, plus 25
feet (325 feet), and 100 yards, plus 40 feet (340 feet).
For
balls as light as the 1873 Winchester (200 grs.) the highest
point appeared to be at or near the latter point, or .560 of the
total range.
For the heaver balls it appeared to be at or near
the former screen, or .542 of the range. This was to be expected, as the lighter ball falls much more rapidly in the descending branch of the cure. I inferred from experiments
made last spring that this point was about .55 of total range
and so stated in article in Forest and Streajm. Prof. Bashforth, in his work on " The Motion of Projectiles," gives examples from the curves made by rifle balls' of from three to
six inch calibre ; that for Ogival-headed balls, this point was
.53, and for Bpherical balls .55 of range, initial velocity being
from 1,300 to 1,500 feet per second.
great deal depends upon the weight and velocity of each
ball in determining this point, but from .53 to .57 will cover
every case, I think.
It appeared desirable to test whether the tissue paper of
the seven screens had any effect in decreasing the velocity of
Shots were accordingly fired from same rifle, unthe balls.
der like conditions, first through two screens near the centre
and then through the whole set, seven screens, the highest
point of curve in each case being carefully measured. No
appreciable difference could be discovered in the curves and
it was inferred that the resistance due to the paper screens
might be practically disregarded.
Subjoined is a table, a careful study of which will give all
the iniformation desired as to atmospheric conditions, features
of rifle used, weight of powder and ball and resulting trajectory curves. This table contains a few of the many shots
fired from the several rifles.
The rifles reported here were either new or, if used, were

No.

The experiments showed that the flight of the ball, between
the firing point and the target was frequently very erratic,
and this entirely independent of any error possibly existing
in the zero line of screens.
This was the more observable in

Sa

1881.

orifice,

such as appeared the most regular. The curves as they existed, from standard rifles, using standard ammunition, were
what was desired and not what "they should have been theo-

A

1,

The same irregularity was observed in regard to the express or hollow-pointed ball, where the core-peg, forming the
was suspected of being slightly eccentric to the centre
line of ball.
The effect of weight of balls on the trajectory
is very noticeable.
Take the two extremes in this regard,

that, too, irrespective of any error there might have been in
the zero line of screens. These irregularities might have
been corrected by differentiating. All the curves were
plotted to an enlarged scale and those reported above were

;

TRAJECTORY CURVES OF SPORTING

[Sbptkmbkh

the

naked or canellured

balls,

and more especia'ly with the

As an example,

three balls were
like conditions.
One would be
highest at the 25-yard screen, then cross below the othertwo
lightest (200-grain) kind.
fired

from same

rifle,

under

be the lowest about the centre of range, cross back and be
highest at the 175-yard screen. The other two would be
lower at 25-yard screen, highest at the half-way point and
then lower at the 175-yard screen; sometimes crossing eac h

With other balls, of three consecutive shots,
other's flight.
two would be regular, having the highest point at the proper
place, whilst the third shot would be highest at the 100-yard
screen.
1 feel sure this does not occur from any resistance
of the screens, but results from irregularities in the shape of
the balls or for want of homogeneity in density of the lead.
This irregularity was to be expected from the canellured
ball, when it is recollected the circular grooves in these balls
are at right angles to their flight, and must (being often jagged after coming from the rifle) affect the trueness of their
This will sufficiently account for their want of acflight.
curacy when compared to the smooth patched ball. Experiments had before led me to suspect that a rifle ball might fly
with reasonable accuracy to the bullseye and still have a
gyratory motion, corkscrew fashion, around the line of true
curves.
That suspicion is more than confirmed by these experiments, and is sufficient to account for many of the slight
irregularities above alluded to.

Raynakd.
Rabbit Taking to

Water— Bainbridge,

Ga., Aug. 19.

see in your issue of Aug. 4 inquiry if any one ever saw a
rabbit take to water ? In the spring of 1874 tbe Chattahoochee River at Eufaula, Ala., was very high, in fact a regular
All the lowlands around were covered and a great
flood.
many islands formed. Several of us went up the river rabdid not carry any dogs.
bit hunting in a bateau.
would go on one of these islands and jump the rabbit, and a
Right in the water
jolly time we would have catching him.
he would go, and one of the boys after him until it got too
deep, then we would chase him with the boat, and a right
lively one too it was
for just as you thought you had him
he would turn his course, and on would go the boat twentyI

We

We

;

five or fifty yards before

we

could change

it.

We

succeeded

—

EPTEMBER

1,

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.

But one old fellow whs the
in catching forty. five that. day.
Some negroes were chasing hiuxwlth
smartest of them all.
turned back, ran for a
dogs and he gave them the dodge
good distance ; took to the water and went out. and squatted,
saw all of this from the boat.
leaving only his head out.
-went over aud I shot and killed him. As for rabbits taking to water, that is nothing strange down South.— L. F. P.
;

91
city,

—

The Wing.

We

We

Wild Rigs—A<-hland. Wis

,

Aug. 25.—I see

in your issue
article of mine

of Aug. 18, Mr. Charles Gilchrist alludes to an
on the depth of water that wild rice grows with him. 1 have
spent the summer at this place, and, "to my surprise, find no
wild rice here (not a Btalk) except the small kind, which
amounts to little compared with species 1 intended in my arI did not suppose anybody attempted to introduce the
tiole.
small kind, as it bears but little seed and in two feet to perstalk nine and a
haps the depth Mr. G. says. He says
half feet long grew in seven and a half feet of water," showThe variety I described
ing only two feet out of water.
grows from sis to ten and twelve feet, and not in water over
two to three feet, and in a dry timeout of water. It grows
so large and thick you can hardly push a hoat through it.
This kind has an immense seed top, while the small variety
grows little seed on a small straight stalk along the edge of
rivers and sand bars in deeper water, where none but diving
ducks can feed on it. The large kind spreads the lop like
broom corn not broken down. I consider the large kind the
only desirable one. Lutron.

"A

:

Maine Game Notes—Lincoln, Maine, August.—Woodcock are fairly plenty in this vicinity. In an hour's s'roll
from the office the other day my dog pointed and (lushed
five.
They are not in prime condition here before the. midRuffed grouse are plentiful. Deer are
dle of September.
reported very numerous about the lakes in our immediate
I, with many others here, have a decided inclinavicinity.
tion toward the view that we should be allowed to hound
deer; not that we do hound them that would be in violabut we regard the prohibition of
tion of our laws for game
hounding wrong and an evil to be corrected. The skeich I
sent you^ " Syseledobsis and Passadumkeag," some time ago
was the cause of a visit from the " Deputy Warden." In my
desire to present a truthful and accurate account, of our trip,
I forgot the law for the time and introduced a hound which
Well, that Deputy read the acaided us in securing a deer.
count and at once looked me up. So you see our game overF. C. P.
seers attend strictly to business.

—

—

—

—

" Parker" Not a
muk " is quite right.

—

Guide. Montiea
Aug. 24. "Ness" Charles Parker " was no guide, his
Prank Cook. He was born in Sheldon, Vi., in
In
1846, or thereabout, and always bore, a bad reputation.
1873 he was arrested in Highgate, Vt., for adultry and taken
to St Albans jail, where he overpowered the Sheriff and
locked him into a cell and escaped, but was soon after rereal

name

1

,

is

After
captured and sentenced to a year in the State prison.
was out he returned to Highgate. where he was
In 1878 he
often engaged in drunken brawls and fights.
w«>b sent to jail for intoxication, but was pardoned out hy the
Governor and soon afier left the State. His Adirondack escapade was fully in keeping with bis reputation, where he
was well known in his native and adjoining towns, and the
feeling there is that at the hands of Constable Cole he has recieved his just punishment. Stanstead.
his term

—

Wisconsin Ducking Grounds Rouen, France, Aug. 11.
Editor Forest and Stream: Your issue of July 28 reached me
here this morning. I notice that your correspondent J. W.
B. wants to go duck shooting, and I can tell him of a good
Let him go to Green Bay, Wisconsin. There are
place.
several professionals whom he can employ.
I had a man
named Welsh whom I can recommend. I paid him two dollars per day and gave him the birds, which he sold.
He furnished boat, Three years ago a friend and myself in five
days' shooting killed over three hundred ducks, many of
them canvas-backs and redheads. I got the information
which led to my going to Green Bay from Fobest and
Stream, and think "1 cannot do better than " pass it along."

—Dook.

Woodcock on Main Stbeet—Lockport,

N

T., Aug. SO.
Last evening as I was driving from Niagara street on the
bridge that crosses the canal to Main street, near the centre
of the business part of the city, a woodcock tlew by and came
near flying against the rear of the buildings on Main street,
but turned to the right and passed over Main street up Cottage street
Some three years ago a ruffed grouse flew against
A few days after
a house on Park place and was killed.
another flew through a window, breaking the glass, directly
on the opposite side of the same street and after flying
about and frightening the occupant of the room, passed otit
through the window seemingly unhurt and yet if you wish
to shoot grouse or woodcock you will have to go far beyond
the city limits to find them.—J. L. Davison.

—

.

;

;

—

—

Mississippi Game Philadelphia, Miss., Aug. 19. At the
meeting of our Legislature the game law was put into
the hands of the boards of supervisors of the various countieB
and a provision made allowing parties to kill game for deSome of the counties are trying to
predating upon crops
abolish the game law, aud every "pot-hunter" claims that
liis farm is entirely overrun by the deer and turkey, and his
crops being destroyed; and their sporting (?) friends are called
in to help kill them.
I see quantities of young quail and
turkey sufficiently large to afford good sport now.— S. P.
last

He

—

Quail in Alabama Hayneville, Ala., Aug, 26.— Quail
Shooting in this country piomiBes to be belter than usual, as
the dry spring and summer has been propitious for their propagation: ami numbers of half fledged li tie ones are seen
along the roadside and in the stubble. The almost unprecedented co'd weather last winter destroyed thousands of
doves, aud in conserpience the annual wheat field sport of
The sluggish
this section baa been considerably abridged.
waters of August and ye industrious mosquito deter the most
inveterate angler at this season.
A. E. C.

man who

—

—

—

Jersry Rail Law New Yore, Aug. 29. I would
like to call your attention of one of the great evils of our
game laws. In New Jersey the law allows rail to be shot
after Sept. 1st and reed birds after Aug. 20.
The result is,
that our marshes are infested with poachers, who are after
reed birds, but by mistake kill rail. It is impossible, even
with men on the river to watch to prevent it. Reed birds
aud rail should be allowed to be shot Sept. 1 and then there
would be no excuse. W. Holbkrton.

—

;

;

Requieseat in pace.— St. Clair.

—

Prairie Chickens. For pinnated grouse
shooting in Nebraska go to Lincoln find some of the Sportsmen's Association members and get from them a tip as to
The birds are reported plenty all
the exact spot to go to.
along the line of the Burlington and Missouri Railroad west
of Ltucoln.

Nebraska

;

An August Woodoock
Aug.

23.

—

in Mississippi Natchez, Miss.,
here yesterday
our citizens, where it had flown

—A young woodcock was captured

in the residence of one of

This

through mistake.

— S. W. M.

is

them down

rather early for

here.

—

To Toledo for Ducks. A correspondent, who has moved
from Cincinnati to Toledo, O., says: "Game is getting
scarce around Cincinnati and hard to get at cannot very well
get along without it, so moved up here and expect to take it
out of the ducks this fall.— E. M.
;

Editor
Me., Aug. 24
but allow me to thank

One Yeak After.— Woodfords,
Forest and

Stream:— It

is

a

little

late,

humanity that you
Dittmar powder.—

for the good work in the cause of
have done in exposing so thoroughly the

you

— M.

S.

a most appebetween Chicago

The Chicago and Northwestern Railway has
tizing bill of fare for its palace dining cars

and Council Bluffs.

Reed Birds are reported plenty on the marshes about
Philadelphia now, and the season promises to be a fair one.

$ea
FISH
Grayling, Thymolh

and Miver
I IV

i

T. mnntanus.
Blank Bass, Mkropte.,

and

JH".

SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.
FRESH WATEB.
and Yellow Perch,

tricolor

tal^u-kU'*

pallidiu.

Mascalonge, Jisox nobilior.
Pickerel. Ksox retimlalus.
Pike or Pickerel, Esnx lucius.
Pike-perch
pike)
(wall-eyed
StizoUthium
americanum, S.

Percafiuviatilis.

Striped Bass, Roccua linmtus.
White Bass, Raccus enrysops.

Hock Bass,

(Two

Ambloplites.

species).

War-mouth, Chce-nobryttm gummt

.

Crapple, Pmiioxys nigromaculatii*.
Bachelor, Ponwxys annularis.
Chub, Semotilis corporate.

griseum, etc.

SALT WATER.
Sea Bass, CmtroprUlis atrarius.
Striped Bass or Koekflsh, Roccua
or Taylor,

Bluefisli

rcgalis.

Porp:.-.

Si''-'uufinn.v.K

rtruy-

or Spot, hiostonmsobli-

quuc ..

Pomatomw Channel

mltalnx
Si;iip <H'

Weakflsh or Sqiietague,C2/>Mwci/(m

La Payette

Hneattta.

White Perch. Morone americo.no.

Bass, Spot

or Bedflsh,

gtiamopB ocrAlatus.
Sheepshead, A rchoMrgua probatocephalua.

ropz.

Pollock, PoUachius carbonarim.
Tautog or Blackflsh, Taulega

Klngflsh

or Barb,

Menticirrus

nebulosua.

The bend of the rod, the gentle feeling with the finger as I checked
the run of the line, told his weight almost as accurately as a spring
scale. Don't imagine always that anglers have no authority for thenfigures when they tell of large fish that they have struck and lost.
I know men who are accustomed to tell the weight of their fish before
they have seen them above water, and who will hit It correctly within an ounce or two nine limes out of ten for the angler knows his rod
and It grows to his hand like a part of It, bo that he feels the flsh on
as If he were In tils very grasp.— William U. PftlME.
;

Nash.

"THE KING FISHER OF THE NORTHWEST."

—

Pulaski Got Club Pulaski, N. T., Aug. 26.—A sporting club was organized at Pulaski, N. T., August 13, under
the name of the Pulaski Gun Club, its purpose being the better protection of game and fish.
The following gentlemen
were elected officers for the ensuing year A. F. Betts, Pres:

ident A. W. Dunn, Vice-President
M. D. Bunqms, SecPierce, Treasurer.
retary
W.
This club has leased the
water, land and marsh known as Deer Creek marsh, comprising over onolhousand acres, for the term of five years,
for their private hunting and fishing.
;

;

:

F

—

—

Pennsylvania Wyalusing, Pa., Aug. 26, Woodcock
have been scarce, the drought, of about four weeks' duration
Taising havoc with them on our sandy flats. Quail are plenty
—thanks to those who fed them during the heavy snows last
winter.
Ruffed grouse are about the same in abundance.
Rabbits are plenty; squirrels in large numbers in the oak
ridges.
By the way, there are two associations in this coun-

BY

REV.

E. B.

EAITENSPERGER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

months ago I paid a visit
SOME
great city of the future," as

it

to
is

Toledo, Ohio, " the
fondly termed by its

enterprising people. I found there a number of strange
things thai: were unknown in those parts when I first made
the acquaintance of the "raging Maumee," a score of years
ago.
Then the city at it* mouth had only 12,000 inhabitants,
now it boasts of a population four times as large. The improvements for the past decade are of the most substantial
character.
Massive stone blocks of buildings have, been
erected that are seldom excelled in any city. It really begins
to look now as if the predictions of one of its ancient prophets wire about to be fulfilled, and the proud designation
quoted above may yet be accorded to Toledo by those living
outside the city limits who have no real estate for sale
Among the attractions of Toledo may be ranked the Ohio
Fish Hatchery. This is situated in the southern part of the
1

receives large

and does much

A

Herbert's Impression on a Boy.— I knew Herbert well,
he having spent nearly a year in Kentucky with my grandMy impression of him, for I was a mere youth, was
father.
chiefly— 1st, That he was a crack shot 2d, that he knew
more Greek and Latin than I did 3d, that he knew fine old
whisky. Peace to his ashes. A gentleman, a scholar, a deep
thinker.

pay and does little, the judge receives
1 have ventured to term him the King
alcyon, of the Northwest.
For a whole
generation he has been the referee in matters pertaining to
the finny brood by all the dwellers in that region.
Shortly after my settlement in Toledo I became acquainted
with his weakness for fish and enjoyed his wonderful stories
concerning them. Having had some experience iu New
England trout fishing, I was greatly interested in the accounts
he had to give of the speckled beauties of the mountain
Little did I then think that these could live in the
B'rearos.
waters of Ohio. The Judge was a member of our Board of
Trustees of the Fitst Presbyterian Church, and we held our
meciingi in his office in the Custom House. While he took a
deep interest in matters ecclesiastical, it -must be coofesse d
that ho was just as much concerned apparently about the fish
that he expected to catch in the Alleghany Mountains. He wasabout to make an annual visit to a favorite summer resort in
his native Pennsylvania, and he spent all his leisure moments
for several weeks in scraping and tempering his elegant trout
man might learn more about the peculiarities of this
rod.
splendid fish by conversing with the Judge for an hour than
by attempting to fish for trout in the best stream in America
While he was a member of Congress it is refor a day.
1 ,ted of Daniel Webster that he frequently induced the Judge
to leave the Capitol and accompany him on fishing excursions
along the Potomac. An old Toledo tradition says that one
time, while the Judge was absent in Washington, several fine
specimens of the Esox nobilier, or muskalonge, were captured
in Swan Creek above Toledo.
This was regarded by the
Judge as a most, singular occurrence, and he reproved a part
of his constituents for not sending for him to come home
directly from Washington, because, he said, "the thing needed looking into at once /"
The State of Ohio could not have selected from its millions
a man who iB so well posted in fish matters or so well qualified to take charge of the really beneficent institution now
under his care. No wonder that other States, appreciating
his worth in promoting this great industry, have offered the
Judge five times as much as ihe Buckeye State pays him for
superintending the hatchery of Toledo.
The attention of the people of this land is now directed to
fish iu a manner that portends good in the near future.
Within the past fourteen years about twenty-five fish coinmispions have been organized. These belong to nearly as
many States of the Union. Wonderful results have been attained, and we are just beginning to enjoy the benefits of these
hatcheries.
Seventeen years ago Judge Potter predicted that
if no efforts were made to arrest the destruction of fish food
the waters of Ohio would be destitute of fish in a few years.
The State finally waked up and looked at the subject through
his spectacles.
The few thousand dollars expended on the
hatchery are already coming back into the coffers of the fish
dealers.
One firm in the vicinity of Toledo said that in the
year 1877 its catch was 48,797 lbs., while in 1878 it reached
104,813 lbs., and it attributes this increase to the hatchery
under the care of the Judge. His Honor called for me one
day and invited me to go out and see the "infant department " as he termed it. A ride of several miles brought us
to the establishment and the process of hatching was fully
explained to me.
In the spawning season the fish are captured and brought
to the place prepared for them. Here the good eggs are carefully separated from the bad ones and tenderly watched aud
protected until the little wrigglers, that look" not unlike incipient mosquitoes, emerge, from their shells.
Their eyes are
very large and in this respect alone do they "differ
from baby mosquitoes in appearance. In a less enlightened
community if a man, whose reputation for veracity is not
well established, would exhibit the millions of wrigglers that
I saw in the tanks of Judge Potter he would be looked upon
as a disturber of the peace.
The people of Toledo regard
the superintendent as a man of truth and fully believe that in
three or four years these big-eyed wrigglers will be whitefish
weighing two or three pounds each. The hatchery is capable
of producing annually twenty millions of whitefish in the
baby state. At the proper time these are consigned to the
water and left in the care of Him who provideth food for all
the inhabitants of earth.
None but an adept in fishculture could carry on successfully such an establishment.
slight mistake would result
in the destruction of myriads offish soon to be disiributed in
he waters of the State. I have seen human mothers who
seemed to be less careful of their infants than is the good
Judge of his wrigglers. Long may he live to serve his generation in the work intrusted to .him.
Helms now attained
his "three score and ten," but was able recently, while celebrating his birthday, to go out into Maumee Bay and kill
fifteen ducks.
He loves to recount bis experiences on the
water, and all who hear him are astonished at the wonderful
facts that have come under his observation in respect to fishculture.
Those who have enjoyed the privilege of accompanying
him on his fishing and hunting excursions tell marvellous
stories about the adaptation of the Judge to all the exigencies of the case.
He is accomplished in the mysteries of the
cuisine and can provide for the bodily sustenance of the party
in ways that; are absolutely incomprehensible.
friend, who
is a great epicure and well acquainted with the best hotels of
our land, told me that some years ago he formed one of a
party who spent some days in the "wilderness of sin " near
little

Fisher, or Alcedo

I

New

My

only a few rods from the huge water stack.
old
time friend, the Hon. Emory D. Potter, a former representative in Congress from the Toledo district, and also a judge
in the Circuit Court, and subsequently a Custom House offic r, occupies to it ilia relation of founder and superintendent.
is a salaried officer of the Slate, but, unlike many another

Bradford, for the protection of game and fish, yet the
I heard of one party killing
slaughter goes on out of season.
fifteen cray and black squirrels two or three days ago.
Oil
ty,

A

i

A

Toledo. The commissariat was under the direction of the
Judge, but, like Moses of old, he also encountered difficulty
in providing for the hungry herd under his care.
They had
started out with an ampTe supply of store goods, but had
eaten up almost everything and, having killed and caught
nothing, tbey were in distress and actually clamored for
something to eat. The Judge coolly told them that if they
could put up with a pudding he could keep them from starving
They advised him to go ahead. He gathered up the
fragments and, with the aid of a lot of corn-meal and several
damp newspapers, instead of a pudding bag, he managed to
produce a pudding that his hungry companions pronounced
equal to any ever prepared at Delmonico'sl
The Judge informed me that his friend Dr. Theodatus Garlick, of Cleveland, was the first man in the United States
who experimented successfully in artificial fish hatching. He
prepared a hatchery in Cleveland in the year 1853 and rais* d
a large number of brook trout, Salmo fontinalis.
Twenty
years later John Hoyt, Esq., of Castalia, Ohio, hatched out
2,000 Eastern salmon (Salm-o talar) and set them free. He
!

dIso introduced the brook trout into the stream at Castalia
and, according to the estimate of Judge Potter, that is to-day
the best-Mocked trout stream in America.
If this be so, then
the Buckeye State will take the first premium for producing
trout as well as Presidents.
The stream at Castalia, with its
precious contents, is owned by a party of wealthy and intelligent gentlemen in Cleveland.
It will gi*e the writer great
pleasure some day to accompany one of them to Castalia just
for the purpose of testing the truthfulness of the statement
made by Judge Potter.
Experiments arc now in progress at the Toledo hatchery
for producing shad, California salmon, eels, black and white
bass and other species.
Who can estimate the blessings yet
in store for fishermen and the lovers of fish that had their
origin in the brain and heart of the "King Fisher of the

Northwest

?"

FISHING IN LAKE CIIAMPLAIN.
SWANTON,

Vt.,

Aug.

'J2.

DO

not recollect having seen any report of the fishing in
this looalitj- in your journal, and as your readers should
be apprised of the excellent sport to be found here, a few
lines may be welcome.
Saturday last, a party of three took
seventy pounds of black bass and r. ck bass in one day's
fishing.
To-day the same party took fifty pounds. The fish
run about two pounds each, although Mr. George Snyder,
one of your neighbors, caught one to-day weighing four
pounds. Mr. Fred Newman also captured a large sized bass,
so you see that your part of the city contains some good fishermen. Many larger fish were lost by the vigor of lie game.
Double-gut snells were snapped five times, and, as the fish
were nearly landed each time, it is no fisherman's exaggeration to say that these lost monsters (pickerel) weighed from
live, to seven pounds.
One big fellow carried off a largesized salmon hook in his snout, and twice afterwards broke
the water wiilita a hundred feet of the boat, tossing his
head wiih frantic clTorts to get rid of his artificial ornament.
Large-sized perch, weighing from one to two pounds, are
contemptuously tossed back into the lake, while very fine
su ifish nndrock bass are in like manner consigned to perdition.
I have seen half a bushel of excellent panfisb, which
in Fub on Market I would gladly buy for a treat— no mean
dish your golden "pupkin seed" makes fed to the hogs.
The bait now used is worms and grasshoppers, but minnows
will insure your culling monsters from the "vasty deep."
Trolling takes a few with the spoon. Strong tackle is required, large-sized hooks' with four-ply gut snells and leadOf course, if
ers, or perhaps a gimp snell and strong leaders.
you prefer a light outfit and wish to play your fish for a day
but, after having
or two, come rigged out with a cobweb
your tackle smashed in pieces a few times, you will have a
change come over the spirit of your dream.
new hotel has just been opened here, the " Champlain,"
Mr. Boynton proprietor, and guests will be surprised with
i

—

;

A

and good
beds nt tight dollars per week. The Central Vermont Kadroad leaves you at the door of the house, or you can come
via Albany, Lake George and Lake Champlain to Plattsburg and across by boat.
J. II. H.
finding

gas, electric

bells, etc., fine bills of

INDIANA AWAI\EK(S

fare

about eighteen cents. The sales of one firm in Albany average over 1,000 pounds per week and have, reached as hi- J' BS
pounds one week this reason. In Ibis city Pliillip
Kavanagh has an establishment for dressing aid curing sturgeon. He is unable to meet the demand for ho hi f,
Large
numbers of sturgeon are receive dally, coming principally
from Hyde Park. The quantity ot flab sold it) this city
alone is immense, the price being the same as at Albany,
The trade is reported to be constantly on the increase in this
city and along the upper Hudson, even at the prices named."
4,5'JO

I

law'essness of Indiana poachers is a matter well
outside the State, Last spring a prominent gentleman of that State wrote us as follows
"That you may comprehend the siluation in Indiana, I
will state that we have some feeble laws unexecuted for the
have for our popprotection aud preservation of fish.
ulation the children of the pioneers, whose ideas of freedom
were limited by 'the right to fish when, where and bow they
r
please, aud cut a 'coon or bee tree on any man's land.'
To
these add the heterogenous ruass of emigrants from every land
with communistic thoughts fairly developed, and the whole
mass thorougly demoralized by catering politicians in a piv:

We

otal state."

Recently a Spartan band has arisen in Indianopolis, who
They
declare that the use of dynamite must be slopped.
have formed an association, and the following has been circulated on postal curds
"Indianoi'ous, Aug. 20, 1881.
"Dear Sir: You have probably Been by the newspapers
that a society has been lately formed for the protection of
fish.
This is not an 'Angling Club,' but has for its object,
(Enforcing the law prohibiting the use of dynamite, etc., in
the destruction of fish.' At the present rate of this warfare,
but a few weeks will see the creeks and streams of Indiana
want the names of prominent
entirely su-ippi d of fish.
men who will assist us in this fight, and therefore ask you to
join this 80citty.
The initiation fee is only $1. Please give
or send in your name to any of the following persons: Alex.
C. Jameson, Piesidetit; Geo. F. McGinnis, Vice-President;
W. C. Phillips, Secretary: F. T. Holliday, Treasurer; John
A. French, Jos. A. Moore, W. n. Ross, Bryant Elliot', Ignatius Brown."

GnTtne ra Black Bass.— While camping <a year aaoj on
Brooklyn Point, Crooked Lake, near Petosky, Michigan, 1
had the pleasure of taking a great many large black bass during my stay of two months in that delightful retreat. II was
not until I had assisted largely in eating that excellent fish
that I discovered I had more lhan 1 bargained for, as it nl'icrward proved that a bass entirely free from grubs was a notable exception.
Of course the inhabitants of that wild region,
acting as guides for a living, have to furnish so many transient
amateurs with fish for their friends at home that they never
eat them themselves, and consequently ''don't know notion'
'bout grubs in bass" around thete, whatever they may tell
you about grubs in bass of other lakes.
By skinning the fish instead of scaling it \ht grubs are exposed in the thick semi-transparent, flesh, like so many grains
The process ot skiuof boiled rice stuck into farina jelly.
ning is very easy, by cutting down ll, e buck of the fish on
each side of the dorsal fin. "This harmless grub should not
be confounded with the wriggling, wiry worm found in
knots and large colonies in the intestines of other fish, such
as for instance the sunfish, late in the summer in muddy
1

The new Association can count on Fokkst asm Stkeam
and

all

the time.

Nor

my

family there are six others to entertain, and these
tion to
quiet nooks can not accommodate so largo a party.
"The ' boiled shirts,' I regret to say, are more numerous
at this hotel, the Mt. Kiueo llou-e, this season than -ver liefore, which makes us patrons of the flannel feel a little out
of place, and before long we old sportsmen will have (like
the darkey) to take to Ihe woods.'
" That trip of Mr. Fay's is very easy and accessible to even
brother-in-law, wife aid iwo children went
ladies.
through it three years ago, and now that there is a jumper
or sled on the Umbazooktts and Mud Pond carries it requires
little exeition."
'

'

My

'

'

A

t.

"Makooner."

A Menhaden War Threatened— Barnegat,

N.

,!.,

Aug.

S8.—For the past two years our people, in Monmouth county, have complained that the menhaden fishers, will, iheit
purse nets, are ruining our fisheries by taking the menhaden
in such quantities that few are left for our valuable food
When they sight a 'school offish (hey
fishes to feed upon.
follow it until they have caught the last one anil our food
fLkes are decreasing, either starved or driven to seek food on
some coast where the pestilent and persistent menhaden fish-

with his

er,

pound net is unknown.
sav that Ihe loss to our people in

all-cap. uring

claim to

know

amounts

to

Men who
rood

fish

one million of dollars annually and petitions are

circulated asking the State Legislature to pass a
law -prohibiting the wholes-tie catching of menhaden along
our coast. Thousands of signatures have been obtained a' d
X.
the question will enter into politics in our fall campaign.

bs

now

BEEF."

be

ntr

Unwholesome Fish at Billingsgate.— We learn from
Land and Water hat during Ihe month of July the fishjieters
appointed by the Fishmongers' Company seized at. Billingsl

gate market,

JScwt. of

The

Hud-

stores retail

it

at

unfit for

fish as

human

ofT that place, 93 tons

Of

food.

and 38 tons

these 54 tons

by water.

Nine-

18 ewt. came by
numbered 99,937,
The
teen tons were shellfish.
and include 8 catfish, 10 cod, 18 crayfish, 500 eels, 120 conger eels, 500 dabs, 81,51)0 haddocks, a, 300 lobsters, TOO mackerel, 4,832 plaice, 030 skate, 73 pairs of soles, 1 sstOTgi on
There were also 10 biurets oi
turbot and 8,450 whiting.
crabs, and 12 of pickled herrings. 3 boxes of herrings. IG8
bags of mussels, 4 of oysters, 36 of periwinkles aud 100 of
whelks, 2 kits of pilchards aud I of prawns, 1,G18 gallons of
shrimps and 55 quarts of whitebait.
17 cwt.
single fish

and
as a Comestible.— Editor
he ai ove he
I note the remarks mule udder
receipe for a bis.me of slat fish in your l'
h unNo tiue Icbthycptn.gisi sin old ondi mn ih
18.
it the
In mj
tiisque made from it.
lil he has tasted a
lisle r
starfish, properly cooktd, far surpasses the eiah
in delicacy of liavor and should be edict the king of shelb
fish.
They may " smell to heaven " while being dissected,

The Starfish

years, however, Ihe fish have become senrce and shy and
have to be brought to Albany, where Ihe principal smoking
establishments are, from Ihe Kennebec lliver, in Maine;
from the St. John's, in Folridi, and from the gnat lakes. At
Albany the* fish coal from live to eight cents a pound. It
feed and, therefore, the
shrinks considerably before it. is 8
beef is wholesaled at fifteen cents per pound, at which price

only a moderate profit made,

and on board boats lying
land,

"The smoked flesh of the sturgeon is a favorite article of
fond in the towns along Ihe Hudson Ttivrr, and when it is
Well prepared and has not become slale, it is a very nuiriIn former years the catch of
tious aud palatable edible.
s'urgeon in the Hudson River was amply sufficient to supply
Within the past few
all demands for the beef at low prices.

is

—

A Hungry Turtle Vicksburg, Miss. Speaking 1 luriles,
a companion were fishing in a, small creek in
an adjoining county. They had stuck "their poles into ihe
bank, and were discussing a lunch a short distance off, when
perceiving a bite on one of the lines F. approached and drew
good-sized turtle came to the surface on the hook,
it up.
and then letting go sank to ihe bottom. He soon iok hold
This time IT. had * pisto)
again, and was again drawn up.
in his hand, and sent a bullet through Ihe turtles back, whereupon it let go the hook and sank, leaving stains of blood on
the water. An hour or two later they were fishing near each
other some two hundred yards further up the stream, when
F. having a "bite" again drew a lurlle to the surface, which,
however, also let go, but in making off it caught one of its
feet on the other hook some yards away, and was safely
landed.
To F's astonishment he found it tribe the same turtle he had shot some two'hours before and a couple of hundred yards down stream, the bul'ct having gone through its
body, and its entrails were protruding through the bole in the
lower shell. Yet it come back for more halt. That beats
Douglass Jerold, who cracked a joke on his death bed.

We

there

'

i

Success to

republish the following from the

but there is nothing disagreeable about, them after blanching
in hot water a few "minuks
Tnos. J. Murray, Steward of

—

Glen Island.

Bass Lark, Vt.— Montreal, Quebec, Aug. 24.—Mr. W.
I,.
Wattless, ot lids city; Mr. H. Caseau, of Sheldon, Vt., the
writer and his Son, spent several days last week camping fit
Bass Lake, FraritttB, Vt.
made a fair catch of bass, the
largest weighed 5 l lbs.
Master Barnby used a 7oz. greenheart rod, and killed several bass that weighed over four
pounds each. It gave, us old fellows more pleasure to see
biro hitched to a large bass than to take it ourselves.
Stan-

We

STBAD.

—

lir.AiK Bass in the SusriUEHANNA
Wyalusing, Pa., Aug.
In this part of Pennsylvania, living, as we do, on the
banks of the Susquehanna, we have ample fishing grounds.
The water being low on account of the drought, the size of
the " catch " Of black bass has increased and the quantity diminished. Some are caught weighing four pounds. Once
in a while fishirmen will catch wall-eyed pike weighing from
2(1.

—

four to ten

pounds.— On the Wing.

—

EfitfRORY for Rons— Flemington, N. J , Aug. 23.
I would
like to know the proper time to cut hickory to make fish
roils from
spring, summer or fall of tbeyear ? Do you want
saplings
small
or from large timber, and "what kind of hickory
There arc several kinc's, I believe. I have noticed in
some book, speaking of brown hickory what is meant by
lha.t
By answering the above questions you wHl greatly

—

'.'

—

J

:

oblige—L. F.

Augusts!, 1881.

not amount to much until Sept. 1. However., trout can be
had with hard work and going off alone quietly with your
guide to some inland lake or stream. I have "landed some
two and two-and a-half pounders since I came, but in sridi-

favorite with the Dutch settlers of the
especially wiih those who made
So common was it that
their homes on Ihe upper Hudson.
have recently printed
it was known as " Albany beef."
some notes on its beirg smoked and sold as halibut on
the great lakes, and also a communication from an Albanian claiming the sturgeon to be superior to the latter fish.

we

1881.

JUisliculhtre.

'

sturgeon was a
THE
State of New York,

In this connection
sun Register:

YurTc,

Notes from MoossHEAn.—From a private letter from
Mr. T. Sedgwick Steele we extract the following notes about,
Moosehead Lake. The (late was Aug. 1(5
" Have been much interested in Mr, Fay's article, Moosehead Lake to the Main St. John's River,' and am com paling
cxperinces with Mr. Fay. The fi.-hing here has been very
fine indeed, even up to the 15th of July, fifteen days beyond
its usual time, but is in its usual poor state to-day and will

hem.

"ALBANY

1

D. B.

lakes.

We

first, last

i

I

—

known

being on their side

[September

my brother and
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THE McCLOUD B1VEE HATCHERY.
f\ 8. FrSHWST, Baihd, Shasta Co., Col., Aug. 18.
Editor Forexi a„d Stream :
1 inclose herewith an extract from nrv next report on the McOlond liivcr hatching stations, concerning the destruction of tha
salmon hatching station Inst winter. Tin- rebuilding of the Fishery
~pect to begin to take salmon
j

.J,;.;;

St.

Up to the Slat Of December, ISsn. the ruin fall on the McCloud
River had not been unusually large. Indeed there had been more
Lhan Ihe customary number of fair days until the 18th of December when it began to rain, aud rained eleven days in succession,
the river rising on the 25th eight feet and two inches above its summer level. This was nothing extraordinary, however, and nofoars
or even misgivings were entertained of anv disaster from floods (o
the fishery buildings, they being built from eighteen to nineteen
dense fog over the McCloud Elver the last two days
m.d '-'.ben theXev.- Year opened the river
r. n.
to within a foot and a ha!f of Us usual level.
The month of January, however, was attended by a rain fall
wholly unprecedented in Northern California since it's settlement
by white men. Forty- seven inches of water fell at Shasta City
diiring this month, and in the mountains where the Fishery is situated the fail must have heen mnch greater. On the 27th 'of Jan.
the McCloud rosetwehe and one-half feet, but the water had be.
higher than, that in previous vears, aud still no one supposed that
be building!. w ere in danger. Again the river fell, but this time
the fall was succeeded by the greatest rise of water ever known on
this river before, either by white men or Indians now- hving.
During the first days o'f February the rain poured down in torrents. It is said by those who saw it that it did not fall as rain
falls, but it fell as if thousands of tons of water were
drop| m d iua body from the sky at once. Mr. J. B. Campbell, « ho
lives on the McCloud, relates that near his house in a canyon,

There was

-i

1

a

l...r.

:

h'tl

:i...

had fallen bad,

c

I

ii

feet deep, and the violence of the. current was so great that
thirl
trees a hundred feet long were -wept down, root, trunk and branchOn the 3d of February the McCloud Biver began
es, into the river.
By nine o'clock in the evento rise at the rate of a foot an hour
ing it was sixteen feet and eight inches above its ordinary level.

This was within four inches of the danger mark, and two' young
men who were at the Fishery, Bichard D. Hubbard and Oscar
Fritzc, made an attempt, at the risk of their lives, to save some of
the most valuable movableyrooertv in the buddings. They waded
through the fierce current in the bliudingrain and pitchy darkness
and rescued many valuable things, lot the water around the house
was then up to their shoulders, and the unequal struggle could not
These young men are entitled to great credit
be. lout; maintained.
for succeeding in rescuing what they did from the flood on that
frightful night,
The. water was soon a foot above the danger mark, and the
but M in •„ began to rock and totter as if nearly ready to fall. There
;.-.:.,.. in. hope of saving them or anything in them.
At half
past two in the morning of the 3d of February they toppled over
.-,; ...|,. ami" were
..ai,
seized by the reaiatlohs current and
.,

-

:i

:

:

hurried down the river.
When the day dawned nothing whatever was to be seen of the main
structures which composed the United States Salmon Breeding
Station ou the McCloud Biver. The mess-house, wheie the workmen hail eaten and slept for nine successive seasons and which
contained the original cabin, twelve feet by fourteen feet, where
the pioneers of the U. S. Fish Commission on this coast lived durthe hatching house, which, with tha
Beasoh of 187a
ing the 'irtent that preceded it. had turned out TO. bun. bo n salmon eggs, the distribution of which had reached from New Zealand to St, Peterstlie large dwelling-house, to which improvements and eonburg
aeh year for rive years— these were all
ladd
eui-nc 3 had
gone, every vestige of them, and nothing was to be seen iu the
direction where thev stood except the wreck of the faithful
wheel, which through summer suns and winter Tains has poured a
hundred million gallons of water over the salmon eggs in the
1

;

:

.

hatchery and which now lies dismantled and ruined upon the flatboats which had supported it and which were kept from escaping
bv two wire cables made fast to the river bank.
'The river continued to rise the next forenoon until itreached a
knight of i wentv-isfx feet and eight inches above its mimmaxii
mer level. This, of course, ifl not a very extraordinary riae for a
i

slow-moving

river, but,

at low watt]
average fall ol

when
legeion

is

it

is

remembered
adt

that the

McCloud

aud rapids, having an

.btO the mile, it will he seen at once what
water must have been poured into this very rapid
river in a very abort time aud with what velocity it must have
feet when its natural fall was
i.. iiave raised it twenty-six
....
.pig it out of the canyon so swiftly
bo saw this mighty volume pt water at its highest point
rushing through its mountain canyon with such sueti speed say
Unit itwas appalling, while the rear'of the torrent was so deafening ihat pei Bona standing side by side on the bonk could not hear

tot

;

,,i.

I

.ii

.

.

It nmt-t be over two centuries atace the McCloud Biver rose, if
There is very rrood evidence of
as high us it did lahf winter.
yhere Lie-- aafiery waa located, for ju*tboh
biud the mes,-i-h...H..e. and exuetiy uiider where the fishery fl»8
is
an
Indian graveyard where the
breeze,
eood
himth
floats with a
venerable chief* of the. .McCloud tribe have been taken for burial
no knowing how much
for id least t\i o hunrded peal

ever

|

;

,

'

FOREST AND STEEAM.

Septembkk 1,1881.]

longer.
One-third ol this graveyard was swept away by the high
water last winter and the ground below strewn with dead men's
bones, Now the fact that the Indians have been in the habit of
burying their dead in this spot for two BentuUras proves that the
river lias neve, risen to the height of last winter's rise within that
time, for nothing could induce Indians to burv their lathers where
they thought there was the least danger of the sacred bones being
"
disturbed bv fl
When the wr
ided ill.
apparent what a clean sweep
rd there the stumps of a few posts,
the. river had
broken off and
•inly to the ground by the driftwood
grinding over them, formed th
stiges whatever to indicate
that auything had ever existed tb
but the rocky bar that the
falling waters had loft.
Tho inventory showed that over
1,000 worth of hatching apparatus, bouse furniture, tools and other articles were lost or destroyed by the flood, besides the buildings themselves. The whole
loss could not have been less than rlo.OOO.
Livingston St >nf..

93
top of shoulders. II 1 inches length of car from top to Bet on at
skull. 8 inches.
Hay 31, 1H81.

aUratils the dark green takes the place of the blue and the deep
yellow or gold the placo of ..the crimson in wnnMus.—Hvao Mti-

.,'

,-

Donna.

EllTT.

native English setter hitch Donna, by
Color, orangi and white ; age, 3
weight, 50 pounds height at .boulder, 23; j' inch,-: h-ngth liv.nt
nose to act on of tall, 38; i inches length of tail, 14 inches girth
guth of head. 15^
of chest, 28 1.£ inches ; girth of loin, 21 inches
inches: girth of forearm above joint, 9 iuches; below joint, i',.;
inches length of head from occiput to tip of nose, 9% inches
girth of neck inidwav between head and shoulders, )L.
girth of muzzle midwVv between eyes and tip of nose, <i% Inchon ;
length from
length from corner of eve to end of nose, 4 inches
elbow to top of shoulders, f2jj inches; ears when citemled
iivbu». August 23. 1881.
(measurement taken across the bead),

Mr. Charles Moran
Charm out of Kauny.

AQUARIUM NOTE.—Dr. Sedlitzky, of Salzburg, recommends
the addition of four drops of a solution of one gram of saliaylic
the
acid in S0Q grains of water to every 100 grams of water
aquarium, and says this will keep thu tish ht-althy without changing the water.
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Ague and

Malarial fever.
as BOOH as

Hdp

.

Biliousness will leave every neighborhood

Bitters arrive.
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FIXTURES.

A QCINNAT SALMON IN GKEENWOOD LAKE.

typographical error occurred in the publishing of the girth of

muzzle midway between eves and tip of nose, of Mr. J. C.
Wo
It should have read 9. not 1 inches.
Higitins' Petrol II.
wish also to correct several errors which occurred m the measurement table of Mr. O. U. Mason's pointer bitch Water Lily. Girth
girth of muzzle midway between eyesand
of loin, 23 not 13 inches
tor
tip of nose, 9>X inches, not 20 inches aa printed, aud 20 inches

BENCH SHOWS.

;

Waiuvici; Woodi.antis,

Greenwood Lake,

September 21. 22 and 28, at FrariMlu, Pa.., Franklin Sportsmen's
Hub aud flame 'Protective Society Bench Show. Unifies close sepli-'iulier is.
Thos. I). Adams, Supei iuLeudeiit. P.O. Box 61, FrunkHu.

N. V.

girth of neols.

i

and Strram

Ktlilor Foret-i

;

;

In November, 1870, a large number of California salmon, 9,000,
I believe, were put in Greenwood Lake, lying partly in Orange
County, N. Y.. and Passaic County, N. J. They were obtained
from Mr. Fred, Mather, (hen of the New York A.piariurn, on an
order from Prof. S. F. llaird. through the imtrmiientafity of Mi.
. ,„.-. ..laced at tbo mouth
If.
W. O. MoPow-!!. rs-i-t.,!
of the different streams.
Mr. McDowell also procured from the
New York Rfdi Couiiuission a large lot of lake or salmon trout,
which were also placed in the lake.
Since that time we have received no intelligence of any saimou
having been caught, and it has been supposed that they had become BXtinot bnl Mifli is not the ease, for on the afternoon of
Aug. >; Messrs, K ,1. Peck and living Brown, of Haverstraw, N.
Y., who for a week have been the guests of the genial Mr. jenuess, at the Eueatnpiiieut Hotel, Warwick Woodlands, were engaged in still Ashing for black bass, when the former took a very
nice salmon with healgramite for bait.
The behavior of this fish after being hooked was most peculiar
and gave rise to the most extravagant conjecturing as to its character".
On being struck he darted with a good deal of vim about
six feet and then remained almost stationary for four or live I
utB8, notwithstanding Mr. Peck with all the power ho dared e:
with his eight-ounce fly rod endeavored to sot him in mot
when at last he came up quite exhausted and was netted with e;
It was talteu to the camp, where it was much admired for its
beautiful marks and was the subject of much surprise and interJatueb It. Boyd.
est.
Most unfortunately t ia fish was taken to the hotel aud cooked,
:--;-:,
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FIELD TRIAL?
August 30 and

and September

31,
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extending the intervals of the bitch's absence they can he almost
entirely weaned without any ill effects to either themselves or
their dam. The best method is to begin by removing the bitch lor
an hour or two in the warmest part of the day, so that, the chance
of tbo puppies catching cold is diminished. The periods
abseuce can then be prolonged until she ia only rreturned to them
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commence on Thanksgiving Day.
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and therefore

chance of positively identifying

Mr.
Boyd said in an interview that the fishermen are familiar with
all

it ia lout.

lake trout, and that this fish differed in shape and color
It

was only about twelve

really a quiunat

ounces

to fifteen

salmon,

it

in

from them.

weight and,

must have been a youug

if

was
"We

it

one.

hope that if more should be caught in this lake, or any other, they
will be kuptin alcohol, or sent in ice, to this office, when we will
see that they are placed in alcohol and forwarded to Prof. Baird.
This course, will place the matter on record beyond all chance of a
doubt as to the species caught.

utiles close

November

MEASUREMENTS OF TRIZE WINNERS AT NEW YORK
SHOW.

w

E

May 19 and Juno 2 of Fokest and
the measurements of the pointers Bush. Rue, Rhour,
Princess, Water Lily and Rapp
of the setters Spark, Petrel
At that time we were
11., Chief. Dash, Lady Gordon and Spot.
unable to obtain from the own< rs measurement of the other prize
winners, but since then we ha' e secured the following, which we
present to our readers t
published in issues of

Stream

;

NEW YORK LAW ON

FISHWAYS.

;

:

;

amend

section one of chapter two hundred and (iftv-two of the laws of eighteen hundred and eighty, entitled "An Act to provide for tbo construction of fish whys in the
iswego,
ineida
State dams across tlm
aud Soneca rivers." Passed
tTulv 8, 1881
Ihree-iifihs being present.
ThaPeopl if th* U
oflfeui York, represented in. Senate qnd
jdssem%j & enao tsj Itowf:
Section 1. .Section one of chapter two hundred and fifty-two of
the laws at eighteen hundred and eighty, entitled "An act to provide for the construction of Hallways in the State dams across the
Oswego, Oneida and Seneca rivers," is hereby amended so aB to
read as folows
SI. It shall be the duty of the superintendent of public works
of this State toeanse fishways to be constructed and maintained in
all the Slate dams across tha Oswego, Oneida and Seneca rivers, to
permit the passage of all ti-h endeavoring to migrate to the waters
above said dams.
The said superintendent of public works shall
construct and maintain said nslnvays in such manner and according to such plans and specifications as the commissioners of fisheries may prescribe, provided the superintendent of public works
shall determine that the construction and maintenance of Haid fishways in such mariner and according to such plans aud specifications will in no way interfere with the due and proper management
and navigation of "the canals or materiallv injure the said daroB.
§ 2. Thia Act shall take effect immediately.
to

'

<

;

;

i

18 iucheB.

August, 1881.

'»

:

loo n.
Mr. A. II. Moore's champion Irish setter bitch Loo II,, by
Whelped February, 1874.
Color, red.
Grouse out of Maybe.
Winner in champion' Irish setter hi tcb clasB of six entries. Weight,
length from nose to set on
52 lbs.; height at shoulder, 21 inches
;

girth of chest, 22
length of tail, 10 inches
of tail, 35 inches
inches; girth of loin, 16 inches ; girth of head, 10 inches; girth
of forearm, 9 inches length of head from occiput to tip of nose,
15 inches ; girth of neck midway between head and shoidders, 13
inches girth of muzzle midway between eyes and tip of nose, 4Lf
inches ; length frem corner of eye to end of nose, i% inches ;
length from elbow to top of shoulders, 12 inches; ears, when extended (measurement taken across the head). 17Jr; iucheB.
August., 1881.
;

;

;

;

Mr. A. H. Moore's champion Lash setter dog Berkley, by Elcho
out of Loo II. Color, red. Whelped, July, 1876. Winner in
ghauipiou Irish setter dog class of seven entries. Weight, 08 lbs.;
height at shoulder, 24 inches length from nose to set on of tail,
33 inches; length of tail, 16 inches girth of chest, 24 inches girth
of loin, 27 inches girth of head, 17 inches girth of forearm, 11
inches
inches
length of head from occiput to tip of nose,
girth of nock midway between head and shoulders, 23 inches
girth of muzzle midway between eyes and tip of hose, 9 inches
length from corner of eye to end of nose, 1}£ inches length from
ears, when extended
elbow to top of shoulders, 14^ inches
(measurement taken acrosB the head), 19 inches.
Auquft, IflBl,
;

;

an additional hatchery
in charge of assistant: commissioner. A. A. Mosher, at Spirit Lake.
From this house 2, 1100. 000 lake trout. S. rinmtnjcush will be hatched
for the northwestern portion of the State. Commissioner Shaw
will handle, brook trout, land-locked salmon, rainbow trout aud
othor species at the old hatchery in as large numbers as he can

has

pruenre.

:

;

;

:

;

;

'

Some

of the friends of Commissioner Sisty, of Colorado, advername for a dog, and when he arrived at his office he
thought by the number and quality of the canine assemblage that
his next neighbor w
.bout to start a Baueage factory,
tises in his

,NT1'
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LAND LOCKED SALMON

fish,
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;

;

the mean.
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1
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aud

to all

we
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LONG POND—Lincoln,

Me.,

—

THE COLORADO HATCHERY.— Fish

Commissioner

Sisty. of

Bite for a hatchery for some time,
tion, it was generously presented

tinned by the owner, Mr. Wilson
res in extent, aud is located eight
rge spring rises on the property,
silent place for a hatchery.
Mr.
hearty commendation.
.-

;

;

iuches.
AiiQust, 1881.

BOB.

Mr. A. H. Moore's champion Gordon setter dog Boh, by Lang
out of Floss. Whelped May, 1877. Winner in champion black
and tan setter dog class of four entries. Woight, 70 pounds.
Height at shoulders, 26 inches length from nose to set on of tail,
41 inchos
length of tail, 17 inches girth of chest, 32 inches
;

;

,

girth of foregirth of loin, 26 inches; gnth of bead 19 inches
arm, 13 iucheB; length of head from occiput to tip of uoao, 12
inches girth of neck midway between head aud shoulders, 19
inches girth of muzzle midway between eyes and tip of nose, 10
inches
length from corner of eye to end of nose, 5 inches;
length of elbows to top of shoulders, 14 inches ears when extendAwjunt, 1881.
ed, (measurement taken across the head) 21 inches.
THAMP.
Mr. E. Langdon Wilk's champion pointer dog Tramp, by SensaAge, 3).< years.
tion out of Psyche. Color, lemon and white.
Whinner in champion pointer class for dogs over 55 pounds. Two
" ' inches lengtb from
ent.
Height, at should.
girth
f tail, 17 inehes
no. 23
inches
girth of head, 20
iches
girth of thigh, 17-% iuches
girth of
tip of nose, 11 j.j iuches
ud tip of nose, IP,, inches girth
aid shoulders, 18 inches length
to
elbow
in 5 UloheB
length from
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;i

i

O.— in your
in vonr issue of August 11,
auratua. This is a different
s.th'ldnds, the manners ot which
in oirvli
la "in the coloring,

1-FISH.— Cincinnati,
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the same, the
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been wound ail
and intlamma-

camphorated!
Considerable relief can be obtained by rubbing
oil well over her stomach, and this cau be rep ::i.t,ed night and
cod
morning for some days, a mild dose of physic being adnn
i

i'e

when the puppies are finally removed. In the event, however, of
the milk that she has secreted still bothering her, aud her teats
being so tender that drawing some off by ordinary milking is impossible reconrso may he bad to an ordinary soda-water bottle,
heated with hot water, the month of which can be pressed ever the
niilamed teat. This has the effect of drawing some of the milk
out, and thereby relieving the bitch of a great deal of pain. Or an
ordinary breast-pump may be employed.
On the removal of the whelps from their mother, a very con
siderable change for the worse immediately takes place in the d
appearance, which is due mainly to the alteration in their diet aur
general mode of life. Instead of drawing a certain amount ot
sustenance from their dam at the cost of no trouble, they are now
cast upon then; own resources for a means of subsistence. The
necessity of having to get up and hunt about for the dish which
contains its food is a fact which it takes a puppy's mind a long time
Consequently the entire litter often passes many
to master.
hungry hours during the night, although their food is withiir
aud it is not until a happy thought
a few inches of their bed
strikes one of them that it might be a good plan if he got up and
looked for something, that they all follow his example, and fall to
Almost, all puppies suffer greatly
as only hungry puppies can.
mother
from w'orms, and immediately on their removal fri
The
means should be taken to rid them of such torments,
pro-onceof worms is certain when tho stomachs of puppies swell
aud harden, but they frequently exist without developing such
symptoms. His therefore the safer plan to administer one
d'oses of worm medicine alL rouud, especial care being takoi thatistering
delicate mouths and throats are not injured ii
tho remedy. The two best vermifuges are areca-nut aud si
The latter, in its crystallized form, is an excellent rei
worms in dogs, aud about two grains iu butter cannot be s
as a vermifuge for puppies of seven or eight weeks ol
If too strong a
parents weigh from forty to sixty pounds weight
dose ia given, santoniue has a tendency to aft' it the brain aud
this
a
cause fits, so caution must be exorcised m administering
eea-nut lies in getmedicine. The chief difficulty in the use of
ting it freshly grated, as if allowed to becoi s stale it loseB its
be
grated
this
the
i
I.
should
To
avoid
virtue as an anthelmintic.
on an ordinary nutmeg-grater, and given immediately iu butter or
lard.
Tho ordinary dose is two grains for every pound the dog
weighs, but more than two drachms should never be givm.
Spratt'a worm powders are also excellent remedies, if an owi or
has to clear his pets of these pests, and are easily procured of aiiy
chemiBt.
It is useless to resort to any remedy for worms in dogs unlets
the medicine is administered on an empty stomach. Small dogs
should fast for at least twelve hours, aud large powerful animals
It is a' so
for twenty-four, before the medicine is administered.
desirable to prevent their drinking too much water during tho
pcriod"i iheii :,ist..ril--.-:r i.'ir .iL.j.ii In.-ing to deprive the worms
of all sortB of food, so that the anthelmintic may havo
itor-oil the
lit any
persons give
if
suocesB.
second oue two or three
night before the vermifuge is given, aud
hours after if it has bad no effect, As ng as the purgative does
not tax the dog's system too powerfully, these precautious rnaterbut judgment and
ially assist the operation of the medic ue
caution must, of courso, bo exercised, in d it woulil be foolish to
adopt such vigorous treatment with a we .kly puppy.
Crushed biscuits, oatmeal-porridge, auid bread and gravy, with

;

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

i

i

i

,

1

:

[tables, are the beat
little chopped meat aud
r mother, aud the
when first away from
of twenty-foul hours
nt they cau get through in the
The 'greatest care must be takon to guard against
dera'blo.
the puppies (this, in fact, applies to any dogs, but to puppies esAvery
pecially being given food which is sour or dc-cojnfioser.1.
fruitful aud common cause of this has ouly lately crime to our
knowledge; We are indebted for the following information to Mr.
F. Greshain, whose experience in feeding large dogs is very considerable.
This geiule.iiia.n has proved by experience that food
cooked iu a copper or other boiler is very apt to turn sour as soon
as cooked, if allowed to stand and cool in the vessel in which it
has been prepared. Care should therefore be taken to remove it,
as soon aB the culinary operations are completed, to a cool and
clean receptacle, where it. can remain until it is required for the
dogs, or ia returned to the boiler, to be added to other meals in
course of preparation.
All draughts should be kept away from their kennel, which must
be warm antt dry. or the puppies will not spread and grow as they
should do aud'a run in a dry yard is imperative, if the weather
not too Cold or damp. By keeping Ii is puppies clou laud dry,
owner considerably lessens the risk of distemper ravaging fail
kenuels, for this fearful scourge is n uqoe tionably .mendab'e fo
sanitary arrangements, and except on
origin can usually be traced, is scare
ducted establishments. Iu our owu
porienoed a single case of distemper
breeding, and t is has been uudei

the addition of a

July,

;

am glad to report the success of our Fish Comrmssionei's plant of Salmi) seiago in Long Pond here five years ago.
Several fine fish have been taken this season weighing from one
aud one-quarter to two pounds. One of the latter weight 1 succeeded in capturing with a lly yesterday. Verily, it was royal
sport.
shall have unexcelled lake salmon iishing hore in another year or two. F. tl. p.

we

Whelped

and white.

Color, Jlemon

;

Aug. 25.—I

Waddmgham.

of Lill II.

Winner in champion English setter dog class of six entries.
Weight, 64 pounds. Height at shoulder. 26 inches length of
girth of
nose to set on of tail. 3'J inches length of tail, 20 inches
chest, 2S iuches
girth of loin, 25 inches girth of head, 17J<
girth of fore arm, 13 iuches; length of neck from occiinches
put to tip of nose, 10 inches girth of neck midway between head
and shoulders, 16 inches girth of muzzle midway between eyes
and tip of nose, 10 ,' iuches length from corner of eye to end of
nose, 5 inches length from elbow to top of shoulders, 14 inches
ears when extended, (mcasm-ement taken across the head) 1934
1872.

;

a demand for live black bass
should supply. If we wanted
no other way to get
,ve ki
ho can furnish them
would do well to advertise iu o r coin

Colorado, ha
aud, having fo
to the Slate fo

Mr. A. H. Moore's champion English setter dog Leicester, by

Dan out

:

g the

lake

whethei
1 should like to "be "informed
apply to, and about what, it \v
furnishing me with the inform
This is a sample of many le
reply that we do not know. Tl
for stocking waters which BOm
a hundred of thum next week
them than to go fishing for the
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EISHCULTUKAL NOTES.— Iowa

of a night, and llnally ceases to visit them at all,
It frequently occurs that the teats of a bitch hu.v
by the teeth of the puppies when they suckle her
tiou. from the influx of milk, often arises when th

:

Mr. A. It. Moore's small point
out of Juno. Color, dark liver
pointers, dogs, under 55 lbs., 21 entries iu class. Whelped Februlength
ary, 1873.
Weight, 19 lbs.; height at shoulder, 25 inches
length of tail. 14 inches
from nose to set on of tail, 33
21 inches; girth of head,
girth of chest, 21 inches girth of loii
length of head from ooci17 inches
srirth of forearm, 11 inches
SCk midway between head
put to tip 0: lose, 9 inches girth of
th of
ijzle midway between eyes
and should!
inches
length frc a corner of eye to end of
and tip of
>e, 8>;
elbo
length fro
to fop of shoulders, 13
iche
nt taken across the head),
when extended (n:
;

CHAP. C20.—A>- Act

PUPPIES.

From vero Shaw's "Book of the Dog," I 'assell. Pett.er, Galpin * r'o-,
Broadway, New York, Courtesy of Author and puMlsi.ei B.J
A T Uvc weeks old the whelps mav usually begin to be removed
**- from their mother, aud it is wrell to do this gradually, as they
and by
suffer less from the separation if this course is pursued

diet

for puppies

I

;

I

1

v,i or.

tins

foi

A

m kept
rreah

ai

fresh

ug aud

mdif

a

strict

I

Rd with pro
presence of distemper well-nigh imattends to these matters has the
ricatcd to his stock (for distemper ia
,-ho

misfortune to havi
m the belter able to resist its attacks
contagious), he wi
oil looked aftn
if they
treatment in the fe'
wo had in cases of puppies
On
we hud bought (one or two of vy'liel' sickened within the

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

94
thorough and absolute isolation in the first place, so an to
all possibility of contagion or infection in ease of other
diseases.
Wo had a lumber-room attached to the house cleared
for an hospital and lltted with a gas store
by this means a steady
eveu temperature can be maintained night and day, and this is a
most important feature in the treatment of distemper. All stufiiness in the air should bo avoided, for it must be remembered that
in this disease the nostrils become charged with a thick fluid

•were

preclude

;

which renders breathing very difficult. We invariably had the
window open at the top and, with the gas stove, aided by a thermometer, kept the room at a steady temperature of sixty degrees.
The only food given was beef-tea', with some bread soaked in it,
and the ouly medicine Iltiokharu's distemper pills. Seeing is believing and we believe these pills to bo almost infallible in the
treatment of distemper, never having tost a dog when using them.
and, knowing many breeders who share our opinion, we cannot
When the gravel symptoms begin to subresist alluding to them.
side solid food can be administered and the dag picks up wonderfully soon, though too premature an Introduction to the cold outside is to be deprecated after his confinement so long in a warm
temperature. A friend— we rather think it was Mr. R. Fulton, of
Btockley- once told us of a food which he considered a capital
change for daps suffering from distemper, and this was a number
of fresh haddocks' heads put mto a pot and covered with water,
to be boded until the honea of the fish get soft and the water is
this, when cold, forms a jelly, which is
almost entirely absorbed
keenly appreciated by the invalids and seems to do ttieni good.
Our friend's theory was that the phosphorus contained in the fishbut, be thia as it
bones assisted the medicine in outing the dog
may, it is certain that, no ill effects, but rather the contrary, resulted from giving it thorn.
Allusion having thus been made to the two greatest plagues of
puppyhood— worms and distemper— there hardly remain more diaFits they certainly often
to which they are peculiarly liable.
suffer from, but these almost invariably are the result of worms
and will subside and disappear when the irritating cause of their
presence is removed. Teething occasionally troubles them, but
seldom to any great extent, for puppies do not usually shed their
first teeth until nine months old, and then they are strong enough
to bear the pain aud annoyance the cutting of their new ones inShould the puppies, however, appear to suffer
flicts upon them.
from the swelling of their gums, previous to the appearance of a
;

;

tooth, it is well to lance the inflamed part, especially if the gum
appears abnormally hard. Not only does thia give immediate relier, but it helps the teeth to come'up in a regular line, which in

most

.

varieties is

most desirable.

[Septkitbek

Rover, to Mr. J. .T. Taylor, of Richmond, Va., for £100
and I
am sine Mr. Taylor, who is one of the best judges of setters
living, will be well satisfied with his bargain.
It was once my good fortune to be "Boycotted" along with
Mr. Taylor, by Jupiter Pluvius. for nearly a -whole Sunday in an
American hotel, and I have ever since thanked the. god of rain
for the kindness he did me, for oirr conversation la to me a
pleasant memory and was, of course, of dogs and allied subject.
When Dashiug Rover won first at the Crystal Palace a frivolous quibble was raised against his entry, but had of course to he
set aside
there was also pretty free expressions in certain quarts of a preference for Bobl ie Burns, ton of Tarn o' Shanter
but
ould either of these dogs fetch ilfifi.
Mr. Purcell-Llowellin has also sent out to America Count Rocket
for £100, Countess Bear for £150, white refusing £200 for her
sinter, Countess Moll
but thst is a small price to refuse compared with £750 for Count Wind'em.— Kirim, in lh<? Mb'/,' Keeper.

KENNEL NOTES.

j

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prtpra BV«i—Mr. U. W. Bostwlck, Hudson, NY., claims the name
ot Prince Fred tor his seller dog puppv whelped .inly lit, imi, by Era1,
,„!
ii
I.,
imstti name of
_ /vim,'— Mr. I. m-t;
Panic for English seller bir-h "inn; win-ip.-d May 8, 1*31, by Joe out
ru Nellie, pnn-ha-, d bv Vr.
If. Pierce.
peror Fn-o mil
n.
Oeri—jr. A. Wheeler, M T),. Athens, N. Y.. claims the name of Gelt
for ids Irish red setter bitch puppy by Mr. Max Wenzel's Cfitef niu of
'

IT

;

:

Vaxilon, Iowa.

*~ -*»—•

AN EASTEBN COUBSING CLUB.
Pon-sl and Sti-ram :
The impetus which, during the past five years, has been given
to field sports— first by the Westminster Kennel Club's show and
later by the clubs of Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis and other
cities—has brought into closest friendjshifS many lovers of our
nobleet brute companion, the dog.
At the Westminster Kennel Club shows of 1878, '79, '80 and '81,
the number or greyhounds exhibited were respectively 23, 15, IS
and 28. The quality has been gradually improved until at the last
allow we had some very good specimens.
For years past our British cousins have enjoyed the pleasures of
coursing, until now the annual meetings are looked forward to aB
impatiently as the field trials of the crack kennels of pointers and
JCflitor

setters,

Our own country is well adapted to field trials, and throughout
New York, New Jersey and Long Island there are many estate*
where they could bo run with great success. The subject of organizing an Eastern coursing club has been freely discussed by
many of my friends and acquaintances, and all are euthueiastic
upon the subject. If there ore any gentlemen in our Eastern
States who would like to have an informal meeting in regard to
organizing ,i coursing dub or instituting a series of friendly trials,
the place of meeting cmud be easily decided upon. Though no
definite result might be obtained, we would at, least have the pleasure of interchange of thought and sentiment.
This subject, I think, has never been discussed by our Fores'
and Stream, and I sincerely trust it may be taken up by our
I shall, in connection
lirother sportsmen and freely ventilated.
with my friends, be pleased to hear the views of those who are
interested in the subject in question, and although the meeting
expressed.
ideas
may
at
least
be
may be postponed, their
We now have in this country some of the best Block England
could afford, and I cannot see any good reason why our efforts
should not be crowned with Biiccess gratifying both to our friends

H. W. Hbntinoton.
Y.

NOTES FROM OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES.—Mr.
Puroell-Llewellin has

sold his Crystal

!.

i

i

;

;•:

•

;

I—

\lr". F. P.
MuKoun, Babylon, L, I., claims the name of
l-i-",1"i1c;:.i
lor black. white ana ran seller bitch puppy whelped
.March, ism, by Decimal Dash out or Donner's Bessie.
I.nmllniiii-Mr.
P.
MagOUtl, Bit by Ion. 1. I,,
Hilar- Hip ml me of
-ex spaniel bitch whelped Sept. to, 1880, by
er
!•'

,

;

'

''•

:

;

p, Magoun. Babylon. L. i., claims the name ot
riaaia.trr for all llvr Sussex spaniel dog whelped Sept. Hi, lsso, by
Lawyer out of Lady Girl,
Xumh King— Mr. H. P. Dorter,, .oiur-inao, x. (j.. claims the name of
Norah Fine; for black white aud tan setter bitch puppy wheipud
1
1 ' bv Crack (Carlowltz-True) out of belly (Cariowltzpi"'. ;

•_Mr.

/„:„.-!.

I believe the winter show of the Kennel Club will open at the
lexandra Palace on December 9 and close on the evening of the
13th.

F.

i

it may possibly interest some of your readers to hear that a
friend of mine has made fresh experiments with shrimps as averfugo for young puppies and has met with wonderful success.
He gave the shrimps to five fox-terrier puppies, nino weeks old,
and with one dose entirely freed them from worms.
It may be interesting to your readers to know that chloral is an
antidote to strychnia.
Ken'nolmen should know this, as it might
save the lives of valuable dogs who perchance partake of verminkiJlers containing poison,— Senex, in Live block Journal

SLIPS.— Messrs. J. Palmer O'Neil, Barrenger, Huetrick Wood,
Lloyd and Mtayton, of Pittsburg. Pa., left on Monday for a chicken-shoot in Minnesota; Belton III. and King Dash will have their
war-paint on and woe to the chicks that tickle their olfactories
Private advices from England inform ue that partridges have bred
welt this season and that the slaughter to-day, the opening of the
season, will be larger than usual .... Another fine whelp from the
last Elcho-Rose litter has been purchased by Meaasra. Dutcher and
Laue, of Good Ground, L. I. At the request of the breeder,
Dr. JarviB, Mr. Dutcher brought tho bitch to this office. She is a
A man whb recently hitgrand one and very large for her age
ten by a dog belonging to a Hobokeu Dutchman, and at once began to relieve his mind bv a few tint exceedingly appropriate
" cuas words." "Tat air von shwearing apout ?" said the Hoboken man " de dog ishu't mad." "Isn't mad, isn't he? What in
thunder should he mad for? I rather guess I am the one to be
He was out woodcock shooting with three unruly dogs
mad "
that drove in and out of the cover like three-quarter horses. At
Our friend sat down
last they took out aud were seen no more.
and waited for them at last, spying a small boy, he sent him back
into the country to bring him the llu-ee collars and chains ho had
Thia reminds us somewhat of tho Btory
left there that morning.
of the young man who had been up the country from Leadvillo. The
prodigal returned, and from a short distance out of town sent thia
message to his parent. '' Dear Father Please send me a pair of
Mr.
trousers, a shirt, a coat and a pair of shoes I have a hat."
Geo. Pownal, Christiana, Lancaster Co Pa., offers some remarkaMr. Then. Meyer, of Jersey City, has
bly fine pnppiea for sale
offered for sale his pointer bitch Kuowriake, by Mr. Wm. Steel's
Glenmark, (Rush-Romp) out of Mr. B. T. Green's Girl (Tell-MaryMr. Manasach
She is an all day dog and a fine one
land).
Smith advertises some superior retrievers and setters for sale in
another column. He is one of the oldest breeders of native Betters
combines
tho
blood
of
such wellin the country, and his stock
known old 'una as Old Cora, his brother Gay, Mr. Everitt Smith's
Cora II., and others equally good.
.
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borteft—Mr. H. P. Dorlch, Goldsboro, N. O., claims the name
m'-i, iia- black, white and tan setter bit,
puopv whelped
•fnne VI, Issi, by Glengarry ,:Prid<> of the Border-Brmett Oarrti out of
Uflu
irlowits Flint).
flora -Mr. Cen. Fowri.alt, Ckrtsttaiia. Pa., claims t.lie name or Flora.
lor whin- black ami tan bitch beagle whelp l,j Victor our of Beauty,
.Her— Mo ie o. pownali, Clirlsiiautt, Pa., claims lie name of Ada
tor white Mark .rrrri fan beagle whelp by Victor out of Beauty.
Dora— Mr. Geo. Fownall, Christiana, Pa., claims the name nt Dora
for white blar); a nil an beanie tateii whelp, whelped J tap;
;-ki,by Victor out. of Beauty.
Count Ugari— Mr. Geo. Fownall, Christiana, Pa;, Clair
lie n,
.

•

-1

i
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I

mm
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.

lemon and while pointer dog whelped .Tune, ft,
(Champion Hush-Champion Romp! out of Bellona
nred by Prof. W. W. I.egari, of Walhalla,

[."carl, (or

|

by Kab
asrampion B

18S1,

iw-Beiibal,

,.

:

a
-ii oia, pa., claims the. name or Fairy
• "
a
wrote blar k and Ian beagle ok an v. kelp by viator cut of Reauty.
Frolic— Mr. Geo. PownaU Christiana, Pa., claims the name of Frolic
tor white Ii! act: and tun beagle bitch whelp by Victor out of Beauty.
tin-tint— Mr Geo. fownall, Christiana, Pa., claims the name ef
Berths for white black and tan beagle bitch whelp by Victor out or
1

lor
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is with pleasure that we publish the subjoined letter from oirr
correspondent, Mr. G. E. Poyneer, knowing that from the increasing interest in thia thorough working bay dog itwdl be acceptable to many of our readers whose homes are scattered along the
coast or by the reedy banks of our inland lakes. As a practical
tender to salt-water sliootiug he has no equal. His color makes
him easily hid and no channel is too rough for him to work in.
The Newfoundland and Irish water spaniel are grand dogs where
circumstances will admit of the use of closely-built blinds, but
their color is against them where the shooting is from exposed
stands, such as boxes on bars, bald marshes and lite places. The
he can stand
Chesapeake retriever is justly coming to the fore
the racket of any shooting season. Whether on land, or at sea in
a cramped cabin' boat, exposed to heat, or cold, he holds his own
charocteriHtie
be
possesses is
peculiar
and is always on deck. One
We trust to hear
that, if properly cared for, he is never sea-sick.
more from the practical users of this dog, and will watoh with interest the experiment of the cross referred to by Mr. Poyneer
•'Permit me to make known to brother sportsmen, through your
valuable paper, my opinion of that valuable strain of retrievers
known as the Chesapeake or Bed Winchester. Away from thennative waters they are but little known, and it is very gratifying to
me, and ah others I presume that are lucky enough to own any of
them, to see the demand increasing and their wonderful qualities
as retrievers being brought before the public.
"For wild fowl shooting I have no hesitation n pronouncing them
'a not baaed upon
far superior to all other breeds. This opinio
hearsay, but actual experience from our three years in marsh
Open water shooting. Their courage, great strength, rapid swimming, keen noses and eyes and wonderful intelligence make them
the most pleasant of companions.
"The Foulks strain, of which my kennel is composed, in color are
of a light wine or sedge color and", when in a marsh, their color is
bo similar to the surroundings that the keenest-eyed " old honker"
would not notice them. Tbey have great power of vision and in
When I first began usin g winged birds are very accurate.
ing these dogs I disputed their having good noses, but found by
experience they have very good noses. My stock dog, Gowrie, bus
Indisposias good a nose' as any pointer or setter I ever owned.
tion they are a little sullen, but so true to their master you can
leave them with your horse, boat, gunB, or your family, and woe
the
maiding
They
will
bear
that
meddles.
beast
man
or
the
unto
of little children and never ourl a lip. Always ready to do the bidding of their master, no mud or water ever being too cold, and
there is no thing them out. They are easily reared free from most
of the ailments of other breeds. In fact I cannot say too much in
favor of these excellent dogs, and none will appreciate them more
than the ardent lover of wild fowl shooting. I intend soon to
cross tbem on the Irish water spaniel as an experiment and will
Geo. E. Poyneeb.
give you the result."

Brooklyn, N.
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THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DOG.

and ourselves.

1881.

1,

R.

L.

Palace winner, Dashing

—

|

—
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A FASTING DOG.— The

tells

a story, accordiug

justly proud, and is now likely to be prouder than ever. In
spite of the affection of the officers and men for their ;favorite,
by some luckless oversight they left then' dog behind them when
thev departed from Mete on June 1 for the artillery practice on

it is

They concluded that some of the good cititho'Wavnor Heath.
zens would look after their well-known favorite and confidently
expected to find it safe and sound on their return to Mete. They
did not re enter the old Lothariugiau city until the 9th of July,
having been absent exactly thirty-eight nights. To their dismay
aud grief tbey found their faithful companion in one of the rooms
of tho barracks of the Rhine, totally powerless, a mere bag of
bones, but still alive. Not the least trace of any means of nourishment was to be seen in the room; but there were plentiful signs
that the poor dag, in order to still the pangs of hunger, had
gnawed st the wood of the wainscot and furniture. Dr. Tanner at
least obtained what nourishment is to be got out of pure water;
tiut how the poor animal managed to keep lif e in his body, without
either meat or drink for thirty-nine days, is certainly a riddle.
The skeptic will naturally incline to the suspicion that something
eatable must have been left iu the prison. When the animal was
discovered his exhaustion wai so intense that he could only take
milk nutriment in the smallest portions; but after three days of
careful and constant medical treatment, be could stand again upon
his legs, and at the end of a week was able to eat meat.

PENNSYLVANIA FIELD TRIALS.—Mr. I. R. Stayton, Secretary of the Pennsylvania State Field Trials Association, writes us
that the meeting will be held on October 25, 26, 27 and 28, at Masontown, Fayette County, Pa., the grounds to be reached by boat,
via Pittsburg. The section chosen is an excellent one for holding
the trials, and we know from experience that there is always a
goodly number of birds on the farms, so this year there will be no
drawback, and the meeting will be one of the events of the Boason.
The time for closing the entries has been extended to October 15.
field dog, the property of Mr.
of this city, recently stood for his photograph,

NUGGET.— This remarkably fine
Jr.,

ti

White Li t'n— Mr.
Lilly ijiliiie-'^iijeerii
Ill-

la;

champion

and Mr. Abeel kindly sent us a copy, which has been added to our
large collection. Nugget is au Irish red setter, whelped December
27 1877, of rakish build, which shows his fast going qualities. He
was presented to Mr. Abeel by Col. F. L. Guenther in November,
1878. Nugget is by Morgan's (Lexington. Ky.,) Jack, who was
second prize winner in Dish red class at the Kentucky Association
Bench Show, Lexington, Ivy., May, 1870, out of Lieut. Whistler's
Peggie, first prize at same show.

THE MOODUS DOG SWINDLER.— We learn from a responsFrank Fowler, alias "F. A. Chester," whose costly
acquaintance some of our readers made last winter, is now at his
home in MooduB, Conn. It seems that he has been advertising under a third name, for our informant says "The young 'dog bro'Hammond. Atty, etc,'
ker' now sailing under the name of
Moodus and Johusonville are
is Frank Fowler, of Mnodus, Conn.
both post villages in the town or East Haddum. Young Fowler is
grandparents."
now at home hying with his
ible source that

DlUey's iHo-endHlc,

s. u.

Wis.;,

cocker spaniel club oilers a choico
bill of
fare of dogs, of all colors, sizes, weights and breeds,
grand to cock tho eye upon aud immense to write about ; but can
any one tell us where we can see a well-broken brace, those that will
work to the gun aud behave as only proper cockers should ? We
would like vastly to have a day's outing with them. In all iguorance we ask the question.

LONDON DOG SHOW.— Everything

looking well, so we are
informed, for a good show at London, Ont. The entries close on
September 12. The Robinson Crusoe bulldog from the Island at
Niagara Falls has been secured, and perhaps his companion the
black and tan Friday, may also receive an engagement.
is

White

blr.eh
iv.

o bitches,

iiriiiL-e-r.

Armida— Mr.

lsaac~Yearsley, Jr.'s (Coatesvlllc, Pa.,:> setter hitch
aViTnlda (Leicester- Focohontar,, Hirer slsret to Coante-.s. whelped
Augn-t la, .-.even puppies, three bogs and four bitches, by owner's

imported Dashing Lion.
DuehvH,— Mr. Theo. A. GUI's (Ksopus, Ulster Co., N. Y.) Dilley
bitch Duchess (DUley'a qui
on Kanger-DlUers Deli)
whelped August m, nine liver and white puppies, six dog.-, and three
bitches, by Mr. Wash. A. e.i.,nk pure Hilly pointer Turn Hoyal (Mr.
J. S Walker's .Snlpe-luilev's countess Royal).
••'l'oiu.oj Imported bmck and ran terSep-Saif— Mr. ,1. 1
rier Salt' ,:Tiax?.lcr-si,-:k. vrmlped sax puppies, four dogs and two
till: he-, to hk imported :\'ep (Cupld-Orkin'g Kelly.
fieas— Mr. 11. B. Voiulersiiiiili ; Gordon setter uess whelped rive puppies, two dogs and three bltcheB, by his Tom, Jr.
BRHD.
Lotta-Pete—Mr. T. M. Aldrteh's (Providence, E. I.) setter bltcli I.otta
champion Drake-Mollie) to Itr. Bradford's Pete (Trim-Smut) on

pointer

-

August,

!

8,

,,',.,, |oi e. -'.•'. ,,!,,.,-ii, k Ik a mm,
ac Ik, a .,a- !'
Anne Boleyn Leicester- Klrby) to owner's vindex, by prince
Koyal (KobKoy-.lunii).
Queen- time— Mr Edward Udell's (New Orleans, La.) po Titer bitch
Queen (Fat-;-, ci km to Ehamplon Bow.
Cuunteu Jim—Mr. H. B. Youdersnilth's (Lancaster, Pa.) oordnn
',.,

1

bitch

,

-,

(

setter bitch to his Gordon sett r Jim.
Sellie H.-dtM Dust— Mr. A. F. Catree's IIJu.', nevlile, ila, Irish setter
bitch Nellie II. to Gold Dust.
Lina-Elclw Mr K, Thomas, Jr's (Chicago, lb.,) Irish setter bitch
Una to Champion Elcho, August, IR.
,

Salke.
Sprinij-Mmut 11. fflielps—lir. L. C. T. Lot/., Chicago, TIL, has sold to
Mr. T. ft. Murray, Raleigh, X. C, a greyhound dog puppy by Spring
out ot Maud II.
Nellie— Mr.
11. Pierce, peek-kill, N. V., has said his English setter bitch Nellie to Mr. B. W. Main, of 'Turners Pails, Mass.
Handy— iit. L. V. F. Lotz, Chicago, Ilk, has sold to Mr. R. t. Williams, of Italetgli, X. c, a greyhound dog puppy (Dandy) by Spring
out of Maud IF
Baron Wn/Men-I'ruiri? Girl lilielp— Mr. L. 0. F. Lotz, Chicago, 111.,
has sold to Mr. Robert Sewell. of Tarry town, N. Y., a greyhound dog

W

puppy by Baron Wake Ha

o n

Hi,

:

'

,

Baron vrallcttoi-Prairii Girl Whelp— Mr. L. C. B\ Lotz, Chicago, I1L,
has gold io Mr. B. G. Seebach, Peru, 111., a greyhound dog puppy bv

Baron Walkden out ot champion Prairie Girl.
Baron Walk.l.-n.-1'rairie tan H'/if/ji— Mr. L. C. F. Lotz, Chicago, 111.,
has sold to Mr. 11. M. ilimk a lilcago, a greyhound bitch puppy by
Baron Walkden am of champion Prairie Girl.
;,

(

Baron Walblra-I'mirie tiirl U'AWy ,-Mr, L. C. F. Lotz has sold to Mr
Mutdoon, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, a greyhound bitch puppy by

J. J.

Baron Walkden out of Ins champion Prairie Girl.
Leila— Mr. Eugene Powers, Cortland, N. V., has sold to theliev. Waylaud liciyi, New York city, the cocker spaniel puppy Leda, by Wllda'lr
out of Mlgnon.
tiili,- /.. -Mr. Eugene Powers. Cortland, N. Y., has sold
to Mr.
Finn, Natick, Mass., the black and white cocker puppy Ollle E., by
Wlldalr out of Mlgnon.
(lue.cn— Mr. Fdward Odell, New Orleans, La., has purchased from
kaa
Mr. J. W. Mrinaon, si. Louis, Mo., the lemon and white
Queen, whelped April 20. 197(3, by Pat out or Nellie.
Kawier-a-lnle Lilly Whttp— Mr. S. B Wiley, Kosendale, Wis., has
sold to Mr. David Cratt, Wabash, Minn., a pointer dog puppy by

Wm

.

his

champion Ranger out

of

While

,

Lilly (kilnm-i.iimcin

Runyer-linyal At/1 H'/mc/i-Mr. H. B. Dilley has sold to .Mr. N.
Mayers. Vtiglnla city. Key., a poiulordog puppy bv his Hanger out of
Hoyal Fan (Hunger-Dolly).
...
fi'oyo! Fan Whelp— Mr. s. B. Dilley has sold to Air. Thomas
Kalarmmuc. simk
[jointer puppy by his champion
P.. Savage.
,

.

,,

ttan^r-Lira Hai/ai H'/„_ .')•'- Mr. s. p.. Dilley,
said to Mr. 11. G. McMillan. Wm-hlLL'ton, Iova,
'

:

WHO CAN TELL US V—The

nolnter

whelped nine puppte, seven dogs and

.

Melzer Zeitung

"Dog of the Regiment, " which has endured
fast greatly surpassing the celebrated performance of Dr. Ta-n_er. TheFo'ot Artillery Regiment, No. 7, possesses a hound of which

to the Globe, of the

John H. Abeel,

WHBLFB.
Clip—Mr. Walter F. Mason's (Providence, H. I.) setter hitch Clip
ichamplon Drako-.Mollle) whelped August s. seven puppies, five
Dltches and two dogs bv Blue Dan (Dash TJI.-Opal).
Princess Utile— Messrs. A. Ii. (iayiou and .lo.-.i [ill Kline's setter bitrh
Princess Belle (Pllklngton's ltufus-Dodge'u Hose.' whelped ,luly.-;o,
Live puppies, three dogs, and two bitches, by Mr. D. C. Sanborn's
Count Noble (count wind 'em-Nora)
liini Hnyal—Mr. S. B. Jjllloy's iiiosundale. Wis.) pointer bitch Bird
-i.
Royal (champion Bow-Coimtes Eo n
3 •whelped
pnpplts, nve
dogs ana one ijlteh, bv hi- champion Hanger,

.-

plon Hanger

'mji'ar. i'lvIo;.

white

out, or

Mnher-Wkite lH
i, OP me-,

one

ii-

White
Leir—M r. A.

chased oi
LOU Kory

nr. a.

;',

cjaa-r bitch puppy

dog pui>py hy'hiaciiaoi-

Lilly (Dime-Queen).
(t
- --Mr. s.

am chain plort' Hanger,

our, of

/;,•<<

-

gam Mich

Kosendale, Wis., has

i

our

,

-a

p,

Dili.-.,

aiai'ipicni iae,-.i!

t

Rouen,
.,

r

,

a,;

Lilly.
Ik
Ii.

Caffce, of Ilaynevllle, Ala., has recently purMever, of New York, Irish red setter bitch Had

!> Moro-Norali O'MOre)
Nellie
Mr. W. Ik Holablrd has recently sold to Mr. A. F, Caffec,
Haynevllle, Ala Irish setter bitch Nellie II. (Pluukeu, Jr.-rmporic,,

U—

,

nellle).

PrrncesD Wfe-.Mr. H. B. Vondersrnlth, Lancaster, Pa., has nought
of Mrs. von culln, Delaware city, the pure Laverack setter bitch
princess Nellie
Lad WehU— The flurdetre Kennel, Hornell.HVllle. N. Y has sold to
Mr. Kifleia. Cleveland. Ohio, the Irish water spaniel bitch kadv Webb.
m,, a.,.', am imam,,,- Kennel, Hornellsvitie, N. Y., has sold to
Mr. I. 11. Mlnstoti. Baltimore, Mil., the liver and white cooker bitch
ii

,

Know ball.
Carroll, of the

ft.'Wiuaaf— The Burdetre Kennel hasEold to Mr. Jolley, Hosklusvllle,
N. v., Hie solid liver field spaniel dog Richard. (Charlie-Grouse.)
Brace, of Spaniels— TheBurdetfe Kennel lias sold to Mr. Lends, Suspension Bridge, X. Y., one brace of liver-colored spaniels (names of

of last year's course.

sire

Urevliound Whtlpa-Mt. L. C. B, Lotz has exchanged with Mr J. F.
San Francisco real.) Coursing Club, a greyhound dog
puppy, bv Baron Walkden out of champion Prairie Girl, roragreyhound puppy by Paul Jones out of a nne hitch. Paul Jones Is -winner

and dam omitted).

«
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PRESENTATIONS.

recommendation to a Superintendent ol Folice, whose
a I-"' io.
I--I
lieupon .,,.,i
to in'
I-',
ia
.;.,i-.
being altogether with the captain. What some captain- r
-.a tina criminal a-iy igam-.i !.> ai-pn- ;.i
If there is nothing In
records of his precinct, to send the application straignt to Police
I.- r he request to let him have It, and without bothin
ering his official mind runner about it. The constant arrests for
aducLof persons who have permits to
drunkenness and Also flerlj
.-

'

6; W. Bostwlek, Hudson, N. Y., has 1)661) preA. llerzberg with a dog puppy whelped July IS,
1881,1)}' Emperor Fred out o( Kate II.
D
mul ims/, h'y.'-iV II 'Wj-.-iHr. .T. Otto Donner, ot this city, lias
presented to Mr.
p. Magoun, a black, while and tan setter bitch
puppy n helped March, 1881, by Decimal Dash out 01 Donner's Bessie.

Mr. E,

ii;
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Jlnsivcrs to Correspondents.
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NOTICE TAKES OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

J.

Chicago.— The treatment

l.,

this office.

at.

also applicable Lo

Is

wipe otl the OIL
B, Sew Vork City.— Your attention

NOWi

Do

rifles.

and, by the rules of ilHeshoor.l
Cert Ish's hitherto unequalled set

work:
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called to notice at the

SL, Otsego.--

mi

ue-ii

A setter will

B

One who

m

estimate the
kinds, from the
and Derringer.

invlt

T. c. L., Chattanooga, Tenn.—It will be difficult to send the gun
tumblers c-s, --. tl,. .• ., /o Is known.
Send one ol them to Henry 0.
squires. No ^ Oortlandt Street, this city, and he trill match it lor you;

WATKiiriioOfiNO canvas.— To waterproof can mis use this preparaUnit
Ilill'I
el Inn soap
V: pi tits a lit •'!',
lid add liiltfpound patent flrlWB, llYB pounds boiled linseed oil, or use reduced
I-

-i,::-:.

.'.'

proportions.
£. C P Sprimrtleld,
.

and

tar.

n-n

:

sweeroii,

:

ti.

;

,,

1

11

I

Mass.—Mosquito preventives are: (l) Sweet oil
tu mixed with lard or any heavy oil, as (8) 3 oz.

carbolic add,

a/.,

1.1

(4) 6

parts sweet

ol

part creosote,

i

1,

l

%S.

J.—Montauk Point and cardner's Island used
to be good place to shoot grass plover. The majority of birds which
now supply rue sew \ork markets come from Salem, X. J. On the
nig-inso; Angus 8 and 9 a large flight or these oirds passed over your
city go.

g

The

gun in photograph sent is
g to Bogardus rules. 2. Judge and referee should
bet, but that, they had done so would be an insuf111.— 1.

a.

declariug

ncient reaso
be proven.

all

position ol

bets

unless specific unfairness can

off,

A. t>. 0.. FoTseepBte.—A choke-bore gut
terof the barrel ai the muzzle is lessth

iti

which the diame-

In

some point, behind the
ouuuj- »urds, the barrel is con-

A

full choke Is thus constricted
pattern of choke-bore guns see

1

K.

i

HsaDER, nan insure.— Will you please
to use ou hooks after wrapping
sine shellac, but.find It peels off alte
jr. Henshall's book on the black bass :,
We know nothing boiler than shellac.
v
rhr hi ok lor sale, price $3.
in

ame waterproof
Is? Have been

I

:\. ;'-iiij

water.
ir office

h

.

.

is

Also It
?
Ans.

also used.
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i
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'

n
or ruily siy.ry
:-'

nil

'

and

of these nea
tlntwt question

I

':',

•,'•-
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.'.i'm

..I

ei-ni-iiiston

ri i.i.'

is

n
Headquarters,
Side, and alleged as her reason that she w.-s in daily fear ot violence,
and, being alone, had no other protect ton ha n such as she might give
herself. The captain of her precincr held that rhls was in-uniclent
ground for pet inltrtitg her rn carry a pistol, and tlie superintendent
denied the application, consoling the applicant with the Information,
however, that there was no law to prevent her from keeping a pistol
--Lii-tr. b-r|.ilTL. '.;l'.Vi-li|l
,r plo.-M as-Ill [pi. nil
lie- ill -11.
ill
protect a woman, bin not a man. There has been no decrease In the
number of deeds of violence since the enactment of tne ordinance.
its only apparent effect his been to pur an occasional ten dollar bill
Into the cilv treasury by way of fines for its non-observance.
i

>:-.

t
the general responsibility of the Arm
retuseu to publish the particular adveryou mention. It is our aim in grantwe can Hie itii; hence our advertising columns are kept
to be doubtful notices.

Gun

patterns depend upon many conivhether the gun is choked or cylinder. For
gauge, loaded with 4 to s drs. powder, 240
i circle at 40 yards is heavy pattern
cyliulio pellets.
A medium choke-bore putting
the target under these conditions will give
,'ls.—

;

the

Hill" was
it-nge

i-.l, ,,. ji.

-27.

gap.

i

to- tiny at

IS.

iatlon of George-

I!

lied neat
match was r.
Nichols, of Boston, from W'.
club, directed to the Si

C.

Lincoln,

P..

Me.— Will you

please

name

a work on Natural
in molii lmeir-er-

v.-ti: he i,jv, enough
in prl:;f
in-, lot ire.-h vmn-i .i-.l:.-.- g. - .1. .1 a',
of the Vertebrates," Jausen, MeClurg At Co., Chicago, 111., $2.50.
There is uo one work on the salt tviuer ilsbes a tiich env rs the whole
ground. We understand that. Prof. .Jordan Is at work on one. We can
niruislL l)e Kay'.-, " Fishes (a New York, 1342, two vols, with plates
[B8J1 and fossa water), fortio.
E. E. M.— The following Is a good remedy for fleas a strong infusion
Of quassia, made by suspending a couple of ounce ot quassia wood
ciops. Ueo iii a piece ol muslin, In a bucket of water for two or three
hours, occasionally stirring it. Is usetul in killing (leas; Iris free imm
danger and, being almost colorless, is an r.dvauiage in washing white
dogs. The iniuslou must be used Instead or plain water with either
-at -ojpoi- curd soap, a good lather being made to penetrate the
Sorne plain water should be poured over the
dog's coat to the skin.
dog to rinisb the washing and remove the quassia from the coat.
F. H. H., New York City.—A friend ot mine wishes to enter several
pointers in Ihe. Eastern Fleid Trials tifoetlhg ai Robin's Island. Will

His, .or

:•

:

IslilUj."

.i

-lie-

i

hut

-T't.leii'

.1

1

:,oc
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i'1'.v

1

t.itrv..;"

lei

niei:in-v, wiict e lie is in
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-

iai

:o

'

make

ti [-.

em

ries,

adgbng was considered

"'-.

and whether
to oe

,.',.,:

,..'

--hanged somewhat.
Address Mr. J. 0. Donner)
The nil--'- ha-. el
He win gladly give all miormallon and send
president, hi Wall si.
your friend a copy of tne rules which am to govern the conning. The
named
been
as
yet
and
several
judges have not
owners, to our own
ege, will not scud in their entrles until they know who has been
ku iv
'

i,

:

(

We

are contemplating making a
Constant Ueadkk, Aurora, 111.—
trip to northern Michigan about the 1st of September, and would like
you to give us a jli-ile information in regard to capturing M la 01-. i
trout In those waters. Please state kind of bait used and size oi
tackle, and such other general information as you may think useful.
Ans. These dsh are usually trolled for. Use spoon or live minnow
gang of hooks la
and put a sinker above the bait about rwo feet.
the most killing, and If used should have a swivel. If a rod la ti-j-d n
should have a multiplying reel with a hundred yard.-, ol plain.
n a i-ud and
line and a gut. leader eight leet. long an iei
cngiKii, The rod should be a sioui bass
on
...vo or in-ii.. uuei-.slii.i

A

1

.-.

i

:

-,i

,

ii

t

rod eight to ten teei. If you had given us your style ol fishing we
could have answered more fully. It you use a spoon and a. hand line
you may lake some, but It Is not much sport.

jifie

md

g^yay Shooting.

Walnut
has
....

11111,

i" ei.
.p.
i-

-

-li-l,,

with military rifles, at
the ens
red owing

,i.

200, BOt
n,

;_.;,

i

,.-;

,.

The conditions

..I

-,

-

e

.i._

i
.

.
,

caliedloi' military

i.-

arms o

who

many

riflemen
epaied untilthe present.
seas

;

that, the gentlemen
in that tlinving city

understood

will,

It

.

-n

however, be

Demerara are military

shot.

being ___
imposed of government.
Their rifle
officials, business men and British oi -it-era slat innefi mere.
range is located at Georgetown, Demerfea, Btltisii Guiana, South
America. The Demerara rtueiiieu use tin- Rnglish tatget, and the
targets were changed at Walnut Hill to conform with theirs, viz.: a
four-foot square target, elght-meli bull— y. -.ttrst ring eighteen inches,
second ring twenty-four Inches, 'lids is at itoo yards. At m yards

56455555

i

W

The spectators were very numerous, The day was auextreme heat, which at times was almost overpowering. The match was called a ia o o 'clock, a ith a lvest to south
wind, with hardly force enough to disturb the signal flags. The light
was capital, the atbie-s'iiiei-e iiazr, prevent.lt.g tlie mirage from dazzling the eyes. The match opened at iino yards, two targets being
used. TUe prone position was used •nUn-lv ilttrlng the sfinutiog at
liabbeth and Williams tool, loading places, for 31! each,
all distances,
At goo vards 1-abbeth and Brown were top men for
at. this distance.
83each. At t»" .Mints Caninerwas leading man, and finished at all
distances for the highest total, >9 out of a possible 105. The grand
average per man, so T-10.
total for the ten men was SOT
The scores mad" ..ere very satisfactory, averaging a<; points per
!;'
1n:
tar v-iiet
--if
o -if
:u;gi more nan
tancesi m Die competition for the l-in'.opnre ctip. at Wimbledon, this
summer. As this will be, in a degree, a test ot the merits of British
meraras.

spicious, barring the

;

'..,

CARRYING CONCEALED WEAPONS.
E

the practice taken up and seconded by the prts3
Uns city ot New York the habit of car:, usin
concealed weapons of the pistol type is very common. Three years
and a had ago, in February, i-7s, the ordinance making the carrying
of a pistol without special permission by ihe police, a misdemeanor,
became a law. The numbei of permits grunted to clitzeus had
reached live thousand, and since the robbery of 110,00-1 irom the
brewery clerk three weeks ago, on Lexington Avenue in broad dayliaht, ihe applications have more than trebled, coiidng In at the rate
or t 'nor tuieeu a day, and promising to soon swell the number ot
piranha to si \ thousand, of one hundred « lio ask pei mission 10 cany
aimi ii i- safe io say mnety-iilne have long done so on their own reheir motive Is less to comply with a luw that Is
sponsibility,
laughed ac by the classes against whom it was to serve as a protec-

200

C. Gardner
vards

jim

yards

H.

'i

tion, lhan in save the line of leu dollars In the possible contingency
Tie- db. feu., n or granting ihe permit to
of having 'o u.-e the pistol.
cany a pistol tics v lln tin- captain or the precinct In which the applicant lives or does business, and to
the application rnust be
marie. A en /on who llvc3 out oituwn ti;.a\ apply for and receive a
uennll from his place or business. The cupialu's duly is lo satisfy
each case that the uppilcuiii Is a peaceable and worthy
himself
citizen, ill io be misled with a weapon which is loi placed In the
hand of tie. polKx man Himself without grave restrictions, and which,
lo ihe opinion ol many experienced officials, he .-hould not be allowed
to Carry at all; unu, urn nor, thai He' re.isous for asking ihe permission are good and sullicleui. By a popular delusion the captain is
supposed to make inquiries into the applicant's history and antecedents with special reierence to his habits ol sobriety and the com-

whom

m

pany and hours he keeps, and to embody the

results of his investiga-

-

'

'

'.

:

,

-.

J.

.,

(Springfield).
454455;
32

2535455— -9—Si)

Brown

H. Williams (Sharps)
5445555—33
4345455—30
2345225—23—86
4444554—30
5243455— 2S
3542252— 23—SI

yards
yards

5555445— 38
5555535—33
! 0432-55—32—88

,

W. Charles

5345555— 3-2
5355535—33
2452234— 22—S7

J. Merrill (Sharps).

600

200 yards
500 yards...
603 yards

(Sharps).

200 yards
500 yards
600 yards

51)0

Rabbeth (Peabody).

F. J.

—

.5342465-28

600 yardS

C. C. Wemyss (Springfield).
8834443—25
200 yards
.5644550— 2S
600 yards
2203502-14— 67
600 yards

(Sprtngfleld).

4454355—30
4555345— so
5642245— 26—S6

200 yards
500 yards
Clio

yards

_ JO

yards

W. Howard

(Springfield).

5555444— 32
5553443—29

500 yardB

5502341— 23—S4
yards
F. C. Browneli (Sprtngfleld).
200 yards
4550iS4— 23
5011 yards
4234344—24
5242544— 26—73
000 yards
T. Harrison (Springfield).
4534584—80
200 yards
4323248—23
BOO yards
2223220—13—66
two yards
e-uo

During the day the scores appended were made at
Sharpshooters' Match.

i

generally,

.

rides, the score ot the lin-glisli ream which will arrive
here about the middle o; .-apt embeii will be awaited with Interest.
The scores, together with the name of the rifle used, are added

American

J. F.
2to yards
500 yards
60O yards

ACGould
j" B Fellows
BAnson
G C Arthur

BO

Curtis

Bradford Cornell
Gardner

W

10

hi
18
10
10

12
10

11
12
11
11
11
10
11

12
9
11
li
10
10
11

10

10
12

11

9

10

9
9
10

9

12
12
12

s

11
11
10
in
10
9
9

200 yds.:

11

ii
11
11
8
S

12
10

10
10

JBaxter

11
la
10

18
10
11

9
10

18

S— 103
10—102
11—101

11

53555545

5

4—

GAKDNER, Mass., Aug. 25.—At the last regular meet of the Gardner i-Ulo club, at Hackmatack Range, there was a good attendance.
An Inch ring and Crccdmcor larger were used. Distance, 200 yards,
The score

tells the story:

K.

G

Ellsworth
IChester Hinds

J N Dodge
A Mathews
SBHIldrlth

CE NlehOlB

F H K-nowlton

SShumwar

WS

Wilder
CMerrttt

GeoHnyward
GCUOOdall

5

6

3

4

5

5

5

5—75
6—71

6

5

5—63—211

S
5

6

5-73

5

4

4

3

6

5

6

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5-6tl

5—70—211
5-71

5

6

6-«SI

a

5

4—69—209

Aug. 25.— Champion Marksman's

444
4 4

.....4
5

5
3

4

4—22

Yards.
Ag.
5544
4—22-42
4
3—20—42

.1—15

4

500

1—20

T

Col Howard
Fritz

Capt B WilSOn

5514443544—42

One competitor

OTTAWA,

.1

J

E

5

5
4

3

5

A Anderson

Capt

—
—

F Davids

1)

4

...4544445354—12

W Todd
M Sqttler

5354544425—12

K Taylor

Capt

54:1.(141454—41
443-155-1444

J Tl'eadwell.

of the

"

.1

a-

:

11

Very large attendance.

retired.

•---,_-.

—

.443443S4 .4— 30

.

Canada, Aug. 25.— The annual competition

1

5-21—36

3

-Ml:

'

'

.'

'

.

I

'-.,

1

.,

,

Do_.

,

,

m September, The
nine on Monday, 5th, and ending on Saturday,
arrangements will be upon a scale far exeeerj.iicr Jaj previous year.
The Kxccurlve Committee have had the ra tiges and buns put. In eapl.

-

yard ranges, two (or the sail and 1,0 in yard ranges, besides two
pool tinge's at 200 yards, making in all twenty-eight largen. They
y ill be worked on the "Brunei" and "Casun" plan. The rollovvlng is
lie "all rt-: a 112 V.I. tS fJ SS. n
,!:
v.- ma telle:: full: in I'Cs.
L a ail

tani

n

i

\

be-ildes the

Cup, the

N".

London jlen.-lo.nts' Vase, ihe Maedijugalcuo, be G/.owskl
R. A. Medal and the D. It. A. Medal:
t

1— All Comers'Malch

72 Prizes In cash
"
"
69

2— Kldeau Match

of Canada Match, 5 team
and
4-Maclougoi eiiaitoiige cup Match,
Cup and
5—Affiliated Association Match, 4 team

3— UoinlDlon
prizes

prizes and-....
iv. ski Match, cup anil
Bankers' Prizes

0— The
7— The

Clzt

A—Nurserv.
B— Consolation
.'

C— Grand

segregafe.

s

70

"

"

53

"

"

54
72

"

Vase and

8C0

mo

"

"

430

$300
300
343

-'

"

s— The London Merchants' Cup Match,

T69

. .

"

'•

62
02
laenals ami.. 50

$430
420

—

—

943

Team Prizes

2

144

9— Prizes presented by

His Excellency,
the Governor-General, andH. R. H.
3 Prizes In cash
the Princess Louise
••
•'
23
111— Small Bore Match
"
"
35
11— The Toronto Mail Match
"
"
3
12— Skirmishing Match
Individual prizes

500
2s0
2(13

SO

633
11

Team
Total prizes

In cash

044

*5,ooo

Markers will be furnished from the local corps ot millria, assisted
by a detachment, from B Battery of the Royal School ol Gunnery,
ui
i'l'.f'bii'iiti
L.ei".
rgui:
f. m !e
a yiaunsell, D. A. G. of the District, will be formed for the accommod.-.
a
emniif-tltors from all oarfs of the Dominion. Marquees will be pitched
n,
for the statistical officer-, with the usual Leafftpaarfers manuje.
the President, Colonel Gzowski, A. D. C. to the tjueen, and tlie CounTelegraph bents on the grounds
cil aud officers of the association.
will afford easy access to ihe wires for sending messages or use of
telephone. A large attendance Is expected.
-i

1

;

:

-

-

S3
88
SS
S7
71
67
63

63
64
56
61

il

0.
46
44
47
46
43
44
42
44
43
42
42
tl

It
92
ss
S3
77
77

7T
76
71
67
69
60
ti

C.

Totals.

47
46
46
44
44

177—93
109— 00
168—93
164—90

45
44
45

144— S9
lsi—stl
iS4— S7
1S1— BS

45
44
41

ti

ASHBURNHAM, MASS.—Wednesday,

Aug. 24, was a gala day at
The ll-ghr was s ood and a cool east wind tempered
t Isige n uo, ber of riiicnien were preset, r.
Including ten
the Gardner Club and three irom Fltehburg. The s.-ores
of the Gardner Club men stood, using the Inch ring and Cieedmonr
targets combined
Range.

I--

lie

neat,

a tin

uii'inliers of

G F Ellsworth
O A Hinds
i

B.
85
85
91

Uc-dge

.-,'

A Mn thews

"5

t

C.

B.

C.

46
46
45
45

85

40

K.
77

GRPratt

HCKnowlton

..

..

82
77

44
45

74
65

c CMerritt
J

H

C.

45
43
43

KnowltOn

R.

0.

71

-14

89
08
60

-IS

43
42

The contest for the silver goblet by the honorary members ot the
club was exciting, and ended in Messrs. Russell and Wlllavd lielng on
scores ot 41. In the shoot oil they tied again on Si. The nevt. time
The following
liussell v. as victorious by a score ot 93 to Wlllard's _'3.
are the scores, 5 shots each on Mass. larger, -/nti yds., offhand:
H .Richard son 36, Dr
Russell fi, C h \\ lllard 41, hoberis o,
C
A Zorett 37.

W

W

:

CREEJtCOR—Aug.

27,—The only match completed to-dav at the N.
K. A. range was the ltd compel iiion (or the Secietarv's prize.
open to everybody 20u and soo yards; live shots at each distance
position, standing at 200 yards; at 5"0 yards any 'wlthoui, artificial
rest
an v military rifle. Entrance lee, ,".o cents lor each cm rv. Cornpetiiors allowed unllmired entiles, but only the highest -nnre to fake
a prize. First prize, a trophy, value siou, to be shot for seml-monlhly
unless otherwise announced'!, and to become the propertvof the competitor whining It Hie greatest number ot times during the season.
200 Yards.
soo Tarda.
T'l.
:

;

:

t

T.fDOlan

4

5

4

4

BlUleV

5
5
6

3

aylor" "
H
tlLptix

TKGreen

,1

W

1

J S

Shepherd

3

4

4 4
4 4

5

4

334

3

3

4

4

6

4—21
4—20
4—21
3—20
0—15

5

4
4

5
5

5

5

6

3
5

4

5
5
3

5

3434
4444

4— is

S— 25— 48
3—22—42
3-19—10
2—15—35
5—19—34
r— 16— 34

MAMMOTH GALLERY, BOSTON .-The

att-ndanco during the
week at the gallery has been satLsraerory. Following are the best
scores

10— 10T
10—106
11—103
10—KI3

Handicap Match.

off-hand.

5—74
5-73
5-78—220

5

-

-

i

5—74—

5
5

I

leg'.-nib.z:. Aaierle.-n .-oa.-it' .-- m Ic.ged as Iienienifa,
I'nlnnei 1'hiiua
-mi), and Mr. Frank H. Nichols,
to i,e: ,,s i-eier- :-" I. ii ihe tsirelgn
of Boston, well acquainted with members or the Demerara Rifle Club,
T
came to alnut. Hill on the midday train as representative of the De-

vs.

5
5

44155-14554—44
5455445354 44
4845544554-3-1
5446454444 42

.it

wenty-toiir in. l.es, nisi rln'glwenly-slx inches, and the
Is
The BOO yard range is the same. The
conditions or in- match called lor ten men in each contest, at home
seven shors at each dlstar.ee, onesightuir shot being
yvitb
and abroad,
po-'.tion, inilltary I nitetl Srates rifle.
each
distance,
any
allowed at

tliebnllscyc

second forty-eight inches.

200 yards

RANGE AND GALLERY.

W

5

5

5

5

T P White

'

men. the club

F.

5

4

Klghter
Saturday, Aug. 27.— Military Rifle Match:

itary of the Ma-s ichulition, to take pi
ad BOO yards. The trial

Itllie

Setts Rise- Association, for a friendly con

5
5
6

5

WS

The chalion
jgo through Mr.

this

lor

Frank H.
Demerara

5

2.0 Yards.

Wall ml

-Tin- interesting even!

._

5
5
6

5

35

E Bennett.
Col Howard

I

HUSTON, Mass.— Aug.

e

alers to protect so tar as

5

K

Match.

.

ilcli

^

5

5

BR1NTON RANGE— Thursday,

...f

:

-

6

3

54

5
..3

1000

.

':

tt

5

54055
54835
5454
.4445546

yards

D

--

unavoidable tnattnepei'son \> ho carries a pistol will, on opportunity, use it, and the- maxun
may be accepi d as appUdng to tlie grcai majority of cases that the..i.
i aplsl.ol, except under extraordinary circumstances,
is elthera bully or a coward, ihe tonne] name beting rarely the synonym for coward under other conditions. Neither is tit to be misled
with a weapon ot defense and possible offense, the opportunity tor
using which they make themselves In nine cases out of ten. The
ordinance that made the carrying of a pistol without a permit a misdemeanor was designed to meet this mieiT-ynev bur. through the inits parneglei-f of the boa
H ha.- l,.il..d .ui.-.erab'.T
le -.
a
fill:
pose. six tliotisand armed men, licensed lo slay their fellows, travel
our streels, and of the tens of thousands who laugh at the law, on an
average only from one to two a day n re brought by the police to lace
the alternative of Ten dollars, or ten days for earning tlie evidence of
their fOUI Intent about with the
l,-',

K

5

W. Howard.

pistols of all

,-,t

.

K

5

5

5
5

3

probably safe to

life, ready rose liter death at any moment,
The per1 authorized by law lo do murder.
-I..-I iiiiicti In
!,'
this city whose petsons
annot prottvt without this enormous private

bullets daily !hr

V

'"-

'-

Is

It

times the number of permp-=.
ive barrels to each revolver we have 300,000

A vet

thousand.

!nn:

vith the facts sa\ s that
In mis citv v. -.,
f men

Is la

£

5

4

Any police cap! am might on any night, were he so Inclined, arrest
probably nve hundred men, wlthoui t he least trouble in finding them,
iifi
n -ini.a
haree -at egt n ling nlstols -a lt.hout permit and in each

answer you%purposes better than

5—75
5—75

5

S

J. F.

yards

'

Is

"

5

..5

A,

K

5

5555555554
554 65504'
5665455554
Brown.
555550656
45456 545

5

-

A.

8

K

5

F. J, Rabbeth.

;

i

a tetter for you

I

l

i

is

.

rmlta come frsm all classes of people.
who miW really need a weapon ot deiense; barin
-uo ,'ind It i-ntivenienr, in the earlv moinlntr liouis v\ hen their
a, ir- ui
;..--i. open 'n derlance ol law
collectors who carry large sums
of money; tiniiii clerks who n.iv- a hankering alter "life" after
all classes of people who. from business necessity or from
a,.: -;. and
choice, keep late hours. The men who, a- a class, uftrry the tl nest
even ihe barkcepers-the gamblers— do
pistols, beating In 11. Is espeask the right.. They take it. without a.-Kibg .md run the chance or
being found out. This happens rarely, as me.v are seldom arrested,
not oelng general!} shrewd enough lo avoid collision with the police,
who. on their side, have no uunatuial desire to worry the oii'dtliat,
1

Jacobs.— There

..

i

.

.

,

.-

D.

:

-

Tlie appuNight, watchmen

.).

95

I

ot

E»""NO

:

tion in a

Fm>— Mr.

Prtncc

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.]'

l,

:

US—87

MB—«0
116—83
10T-8*

Amateur Badge Match.

Hop Sing

,.40

Wellington
,IB Tufts
,l

43
39

1

WB

F

45
46
46
43

15

45

11.1

G Henry

Eaton..... 78

J Kabbeth

... 67

39

46
46
46
43
40

Experts' Pistol Match.
75—220 J Hendry

73
71

47— '231

47
47
40
44
41

60

47—231

4s—230
45—218
42—201
64

65— 139

75—21S

MBDFORD,

Mass., Aug. 24,— The weather this afternoon was not
high ly favorable for rifle practice, but the work of Bellevue Range was
creditable, as follows:
Sliver Dollar Match- 200 yards.
445655B5S464444— US J RlCiiardSOU... 445554.544544444—65
J. R. TeCl
.844653555454445—67 W. Andrews. ..455541544544444—66
A. Whitney.
.

W

Jacobs

.

.

Membership Badge. Match, No,
4546454—31 J WlUSlOW

2.

4444444— i»

Thb

thirteenth annual meeting of the Ontario Rifle Association
opened on the Garrison Common, Toronto, on Monday ihe 22d ult.

The Newark Shooting society will hold the fall meeting at the Shooting Park September 1. The events will be confined, to the members ot
tne society,

i

'
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s

:

.

%

::

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
THE TRAP.

-loe

II

fctVER GtBS CLUB. -Vail River, Mass., Aug. i!rt.-THe tourF.i II River Gun Chili look place mi Wednesday and
was attended by very enld, stormy
11 .mil is. iml
'.
many (ruin coming who would otherwise
have ail ..'tided. The Baker-Can rotary cptps were used, which
threw very swift b -.11- ami gave general siitl'i .eti.in
n-i ms.ic.h --i'-ive balls trom baker, 6 from Card trap
mil.'-.:
le. I) F llovvr In, o 11
C 11 lie Koelmiout in, S li t.r. -one m. 11 s
* Pciry 1". J Sp..I;..|-.| 1". W II Sheliior, 10,
CIO)* in, LA G.lllm in,
-.,
-,.„..
w
i.
i
n H
a
N
Smallej
n,
i' W Bamnton»,
9,
:..;
-.11 c Brnl.iy 8, L G
s
M n oilman SI. A N Parry
t n.l.iU 8, X S
Willie s, I G Iluwcs T
lloaltdly K, T Li Bus!
h,
Damson
Williams
llnlnVu
s,
I:
11
;,
0,
W.I Brulevs. c
II. HI
(i i; Bcliiniiui.
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the match race between the Emma and Vlcwrlne, August
the
IN Sloop
Emma won easily m ihree hours and lorty-slx minutes.
_!9,

The com se was twenty-one
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Prize, $400.
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HULL REGATTA.—The

following is the ofiiclal list of winners for
ihe open races sailed Aug. is :
first Class— Schooner Falcon, tirst, JiO; schooner Osprey, second,

Sccond Class— Centreboard sloops
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class— Centreboard sloops: iltir.el, tir-i. >.'.'> Kebie, second,
Able, third, iii. Keel sioojis Kalil.el. I, in-:, t'g-,; i„-ni, -eeond, $io; Jtuilly, thud, tiu.
i'ounii Class— centreboard sloops: Julia, first, SSO; lbts. second,
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Iiclh: lirsl,
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oik tew and far beloiiu excellent cil-

ON THE RIGHT TRACK.— This Journal was the first to draw attention to the necessity of opening races to the genera I public, lii>iead
oi making mutual admiration affairs ol them by coiiiinlng entries to
the club ilsl only. We suggested that CUIUS should giant entry io all
others 'hey deemed thetr peers, and so give a wider Importance and
truer level to the records oi ya.iit.-.
We an- glad to iiuu sundry cuulemporaiies now following
our wake and inking up the idea, li is
one of Iho many progressive rciorms we have long urged and which
seems destined soon to be acted upon.

m

SOMETHING LIKE IT.-We

are glad to note the popular favor

with which the new lot of SO it. cullers are lecclved iu iio_)lou. 'Iho
Herald says Mr. Longieliow's nue Rule ship will be the moat complete
erali ol hei 1 chc.Mii Eastern waters.
expect to see a large Heel
of similar outlets ouilt in time for next season. Tl.cv can go on ..n a
cruise in safety and with comfort, which would ••slump " lnanv a
line schooner
lou tons or moie we could name. No Sophia Iboul
these little cutters ; they will stay by you lu ihe worst oi wciin.-r.
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STEAM VACIIi' RACE.— The screw Lancet, of Og.ienshurg. and
be sidc-wheeler Sport, belonging to Mr. Robert Packer, or sport
over a iwenty-uillu
Island, Alexandra Bay, bud a speed trial, Aug.
course for iiA«<. Lancet, Miougn iriueh the smaller, won in lb. 3tim.,
sport ill. ICim. mis. Now let Lancet try on Mie H.riesl.olt nver owned
In lit. llolliiiid.
If she can beat a llrlsim liigb-speed, I.ancel isoih-mithe wonders oi Ameriean steam yacht building.
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fmi contemporary as ulaetvbere; Audit the cutter is ju.-.t what our
esteemed contemporary has been looking for about Nantucket bet-r

eniii.icdioaii'. of the
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Am

A. C. A.— The first annual association book ot the A. c. A., containing list or members, canoes, etc will appear in December. ( oi r. -..
Dondenoe Bhould hereafter he dlrectea in the new secictary unci
Treasurer, c. A. Neide, Silngei'iantJa, .New York.
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est wiud. The
race was won by Ventuie, T. 11. Brown. -.Tut Sin., on
r.-. ihi. Jin.
beating Helena, c sackeit, :;-tt., and Weaona, J. SU
Match
for Sept, alias
CLLTI.—
annfinnced
DORCHESTER YACHT
been postponed, 'ihe annual dinner to take piace on tb..-.
now
in-mljcrs
ISS
I'aits. Point Shirley, 7 e. M. Tie ie are
on IbcUst,
with sixty yachts, Including two -.trainers.

m

.

Artlele

Wlll.il
•ai

last

S. B. I. erf.— Those Interested should at one nomy the South
Ir.'juinr of their intention to enter tor the challenge cup foi
keels offered by that journal. Do iiotietiheni.iiiorg.il,. di-r.mil.
Let. us have the race and ml (he cracks in the bruJi.

Mm

BOl Mi iiN A urisK.-Mr. N If. lllsbop. nmil reeumly 'eeretary
the Aineri.'aii canoe Afsicbiiiun, will s'.uii Pave on an exienslv
canoeing voyage. Those having business With loin still oih-h abouid
address him at at once at Lake George, Warrtn Co., N. _f.
(

.

i.i

>

:

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

98
SQUARE-HEADER.—Rebie,
cut her out

a

square-headed

Is having
English tashlon.

of Boston,

topsail,

Mo M anus S Son

and they are now paying
tention to tree-planting than heretofore.

agriculturists to thinking

[Sbptbmbxb

more

at-

which he thus refers to
course of lectures at Burlington, Iowa,
The day after ei including
'21st Decemlier last,, I was seized with a sudden attack of neuralgia
in the chest, giving me exeruclsilug pain and almost preventing
breathing. M\ pulse, usually so, fell ro :-,:,; ink-use nauseaofthe
r
tu
a
11
after
;
hody. The attending physician c "il' do not lung to relieve
suffering for three hours, I thought, as I had been using St. Jacobs
I saturated
(ul with good ctTf-it, sir rtjeuiuat c pains. I would try It
chest with the Oil, and
a piece of flannel large enough to cover
The reiii.-c w-asaiiiiust iiisraitsneous. In one hour I was
applied It
entirely free from p Un, and would have taken the train to fill an apfriends not dispointment thiif night, In ti neighboring town had
home, St. Louis,
suaded me. As it was, I took lie night train for
and have not been troubled since.
of

l

i

WEATHER WISDOM.

i

the Mis-

at

have given
through

e to)ur

the serious
Illness, (he particulars

Small Black Bass,
"
"
Large

"

"

"
"

"
"

of tlio above

It is

flies

-

"

tied

flies

$1 50 Per Doz.
»
2 00 "
"
2 00 "
"
3 00 "

-

"

-

with jungle cock shoulders and golden pheasant crest

according to pattern,

The celebrated " Corduroy "

most agreeable to the taste. Some mediiy offensive, and the stomach relents
taken by children.
It will
Ilia can be

Flies.

...
...
"....•...

per dozen extra.

Salmon

my
my

I

Trout, reversed wings

Large Maine

Any

me

my

Highest Quality
medium

Small to

i

i

1

I

I

i

and
nown. But
useful

consequences of a sudden and very dangerous

my

on

fSL Loul3 Post Dispatch.]

Tbek-pi.asting Pays in California. Four years ago an agriculturist, lmving thirty-two acres of rugged hill-top land
unfit for cultivation, planted eucalyptus trees (680 to the acre)
upon it, This tree grows nearly as fast as the willow and
furnishes excellent wood for cabinet working. To-day the
and is valued at $300 per acre. This example has set other

1, 1881-

(silver or gold) trout

tails at 50ota-

doz

$3. SO to 7. SO per

-

and bass

flies,

$3 00 per dozen.

cines are real

them.
purge gently:
'(

cure constitutional
1. VI Nil s of thellv
eradicate Hff""
the cause u rbe

system wli
word, this

We

cosllveness;

have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tie any pattern to order.
Prices are
given per dozen; we do not sell less than one dozen, but will give any assortment in the
dozen
All
flies are tied on our celebrated Spring Steel Sproat Hooks.
Discount to the trade only. Orders received from persons residing in cities in which dealers keep a
full line of our goods will not be filled at any price.
our

i

the aleiuble 01
sol

ABBEY &IMBRIE,

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
SXI10K8,

BONDS AND SECURITIES,
MINING STOCKS.
W Pine St, New York.

48 Maiden Lane, New

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

NO

IS

York.

THE DAVIS GUN.

END.

Established d836.

AsOooDASim

NEAT AND ELEGANT

*

BEST.

BOOK BINDING
Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

SPECIMENS OK EXHIBITION.
If

you want good work, at low figures, and
come direct to

save Agent's Commission

JAMES

WALKEK, 14

E.

A FILE OF N.

Y HERALD,

1847,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

B. F.

Tournament

That stand unrivalled

for

PUKITl.

and satisfaction guaranteed

Warranted Free

FRAGRANT

from Drugs or medication.

NEW

THREE

VANITY

VANITY

KINGS.

FAIR.

S3.

FAIR.

Each having Distinguishing

First prize In Champion Class was won with one ot our 10 ft. 9 oz. Bass Pods length of cast, 75 feet.
First prize In Amateur Class was won with one of our 11 ft. S oz. Fly Rods
length of east, fi'x ft- The
Sea World Special Prize was won with one of our lljs ft. 10 oz. General Rods length of cast, 76 ft. Our
101
rods are u
tc :•'.: others bj those who have seen or used them.
Send stamp for catalogue, with Mass. Fish and Game Law.

Merits.

HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.

;

;

8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

;

WOT.

s.

K.IMDAXE

<fc

CO., Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester

HOLABIRD

THE NEW EUTEBR0UK HAMMER GUN.
I

O.D.,

CIGARETTES

MASS.

Coney Island, June

at

C.

DAVIS & CO., Assonet, Freetown, Mass

N. R.

SALE.

BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
at the Fly-Casting

wist barrels, without cliecking or engraving, $30.

Send for Illustrated Price Ei«t and Terms to tne manufacturers,

AND TIMES,

Manufacturers ot the

As was proved

1

Guns sent by express,

NICHOLS & CO..

BEACH STREET, BOSTON,

OS

trice, with line

JDey St.

have recently invented a new hammer

gun, both In single and double, which

'N. Y.

fatifed.

Shooting Suits.

Is ac-

geneieilsuxierintendent
POSITION
WANTED,
of
gentleman estate: thoroughly under;s,

s
a
stands practice ly f armln g in all its branches, draining and reclaiming lands, breeding and raising
scvsi.e
IPouS led ST so: si us
Sos.os, .,;,,;;;
raising of cereals o.isl all root, crops, use and application of all asiN ollor Si nuiclimi-rv, erecting agri1

knowledged to he the best

article In the

Write for circular to

mar-

il

,

ket.

guns for

finish,

workmanship and shooting

qualities are equal to

UJF

uer aiiilHamiuorltts Guus

any

Valparaiso,

in the market.

C. II.
27

ikt>.

KEEPS SHIRTS.

REBORING A SPECIALTY.

ado to order.

I

UPTHEGROVE & MOLELLAN.

All sportsmen agree that the Eutebrouk

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &C, &C.
SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE.
KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.,
031, 633, 635, 63» Broadway, New York.

EUTEBROUK,

Dock Square, Boston, Mass.

cultural and horticultural uoilrtlngs; also practically all horticultural productions, grapes and
plants under glass; vineyardist and thorough or.
chardlst; culture of all vegetables, flower gardenlawns, avenues and
ing, landscape gardening,
planting; of thorough executive ability In all departments; keeping accounts. Address QUERCUS,
P. O. Box 737, Orange, New Jersey.

Augl8,tf

fennel.

Eastern Field Trials Club Third Annual Running Meeting
COMMENCING ON THANKSGIVING DAY,

4or M*k.

18S1.

Greyhounds.

ROBIN'S ISLAND STAKES, OR EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY,
to all puppies whelped on or after April 1, 1SS0. Prizes : First, $150 ; second, $100, and third, $50.
Forfeit, $5 ; $io additional to nil. Nominations lor this stake to close positively on Oct 1, 1881.

Open

PLACE FOR SALE-Maln house, 40
COUNTRYextension,
36 by 16 hardwood finish
bv

PECONIC OR ALL-AGED STAKES,

Forfeit, $5; with $20 addiall setters or pointers. Prizes: Mist, $60; second, $160; third, $so.
tional to nil. Nominations to close poslths Iv on Oct. 1, lssi. To this stake iM.il he added l.y he clue £
special prize of $100, or a silver cup of equal value, at option of the winner, for the best pointer competing
In the stakes.

Open to

MEMBERS' STAKES,

Open only to members of the club, and each entry to bo owned and handled by the
nomination. Prize to be a piece of plate of the value of $100, a m sees •:<<<

FIELD TKALS CUP OF

<L

1881.

member making the
•
'

OTTO DONNER,

EASTERN

Send

for Circular ot

The FLYING

hot and cold .voter: stable, hen-

;

;

>

;

WILBUR,

40 Fulton

street,

>

N. Y., between 10 and

A M.

12

GREATLY IMPROVED.

1st,

8100

;

•3d 825: 3d, one trap andl.OOO pigeon*. For
particulars, rules, score cards, etc., address the manufacturers.

[Extract from Forest and Stream, July 7, 1881, p. 4480
" * * * This flight so nearly resembles the actual
motions of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford excellent
practice for wing shooting. We commend all sportsmen

CINCINNATI,

to test Its merits."

*

*

1

Field Kennel, Peru, Lasalle County,

i

111.

June2,4mos

BENEDICT.
Rifle,
spirit

peileet in every respect Price
level, pistol grip
Will exchange for B. L. shot-gun. Inquire of
$40.
Aug2S,2t
P. O. Box 110, Franklin, N. Y.
;

OF BREAKNOT OVER 1 PER CENT.
AGE AT THE TRAP GUARANTEED.

For sale, Imported greyhounds and puppies from
Imported stock. Pedigrees examined and traced.
Orders for inipoi is ii'ig solicited. For circulars or
Information, address L. C. F. I.OTZ. 3,912 Lake Ave.,
OH, Chicago
Chicago. 111. ,0

AUg26,tf

1

LIQOWSKY & CO.,
33 Vine St.,
O.

.

SALE, a new Remington Mldrange
f^ORVender,
Jo calibre srlnu gauge sights:

TOREK ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS:

CLAY FI6SQI
an d TRA P.

;

;

nery, etc., two acres lawn, fruit and shade trees.
$1,51111 cash.
For sale,
cost $li,uno
Price $6,500
>...' "
six acres near two rallroai
sale, » acres on wcsi.cn, slope of the Palisades, TenApply
to E. R.
loaned
build.
to
Money
ally, N. J.

President.

P. O. Box 274. New York City.
Special prices to follow others according to their value.

Jacob pbntz, Secretary.

18

marble mantels

for revolver?, with
SKELETON RIFLE BREECH PAUL
PASTNOR,
screw attachment, $1.

Aug25,2t

Burlington, Vt.

RIGBY'S BEST

12 gauge, choked, C. F. pistol

new snap, hammer gun, s lbs., finest
eiisosscus tsuis-h., ho s u .orovssuenfs, apetc.; cost, lately. $425. Address RIGBY,
York city.
offloe Fobest and Stkeam,

FIRST

AND SPECIAL NEW YORK,

1881.

Imported black field Spaniel at the Stud. Fee,
Brother to Squaw and
126. Mr. Jacobs' strain.
Lass 0' Devon; brother in blood to Kaffir and Zulu.
Negro, Utter brother to Benedict, was second to
Kaffir at the West of England show last month.
BlacK, and liver-colored puppies by Benedict for
sale. LACHINE KENNEL CLUB, Whltestone, L. L
Juneie.tf

PRACTICAL KJENNEE GUIDE.

handle,

:,»-hieb.

I

pointments,

New

Septl.lt

Price S1.SO.
tot sale by Forest and stream Furnishing- co,

8KPI-KMBEK

KJbSl

•-881-3

1,

§ht

.a)

.

LEONARD'S

fennel.

GRAND

Bamboo Rods,

SSx>lit

Dog Show,

International

& x j&xujilM.

Ai^tJL*

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULES.

TO BE HELD AT

LONDON, ONT,,
sivrriHiiiK
Prize Lists

now

and

as, 29

-ir,

ready, and can be had of

PDDDICOMBE,

J.

1SS1.

:$•,

NO. 1 SHOWS WATERPROOF CUP IN FERRULE (PATENTED OCTOBER 26, 1875).
This prevents any moisture from reaching the wood, and the ferrule trom becoming loose. The constant wetting and drying of the
the wood, and make other makes of rods less durable than Leonard's.

SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE (PATENTED SEPTEMBER

No. 2

Seo'y,

This

(bamboo

OR

i

thoroughly

split

m>

i'

i

We consider this

CHAS. LINCOLN,

the

f,1

rcri'-i

liens

where

i

Iip -v
,

\

'

i

,

,

.

i

-

.

,

I

joined to the wood, which Is the weakes> part of a rod. and where so
arol a single Instance of breakage ai. this point since the PATENT SPLIT
has been Introduced in rod making since rods have been made.

rn.lp
hi

rot

]•-;

many

makes of rods
has been applied.

of other

FEKKULE

GREATEST IMPROVEMENT that

Supt.

No.

3

SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE WHIPPED WITH SILK AS

APPEARS ON THE ROD.

IT

EVERY ROD WARRANTED.

Tecumseh. House, London, Out.

Office,

.

bamboo mast"

3, 18T9).

SOLE AGENTS,

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER

MILLS & SON,
WILLIAM
WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

12.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

7

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flea Powder for Doss.
A BANK TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DuGS.

I

POWDER Is guaranteed to kill
THIS
d'">gs or any other animal-, or money
m

fleas
\

GROOK &

J. B.
on

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

eturned.

It Is put up
pat> nt boxes with, sliding pepperbox top, which greatly la. llitates its use. Simple
and efficacious.

FISHING TACKLE, ARCHERY,

Price 50 cents toy mail, Postpaid.

GUNS,

Areea Nut for Worms in Doss.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with full
directions lor use.

AND ALL KINDS OF SPORTING

GOODS,

Price 50 cents per box by mail.

SO Fulton Street,

Y.

Both the aboye are recommended by Rod and
Gun and Fohkst asd Stkeam.

SPECIALTIES FOR 1881-

Conroy, Bisset& Malleson,
65 Pu ton s reel, N. Y.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,
1

Cortlandt street, n. y.

WltlCHT
581)

Washington

Sole Agents

ALDREDS YEW BOWS:

DITSOI,

A.

street,

TIP SCREW,

Boston, Mass.

$1.50 set;

Lawn Tci m
J. B. CROOK'S
Ti.

Plain, vl

On

forTHl MASAI ERED'SLONI OX ARCHERY
l

'

'

AiDRED'S FTNGSB
Gents, $10 perdoz.; Ladles, $9 per doz
AYER'S London
ap balls, $1.5 to $3.50.
Cra
J. B. CROOK'S Greenlieart Black Bass Rod, $12 and.»S.

ALDRED'S PEACOCK ARROWS:

Gents, *1S up; Ladies. $16 up.

-

Nhv, port Bass Rod, J15; Patent

B.—Nothing but

Rubber Multiplying

"

FRANUb DARK b

n
<

oris

H

indie, $4

and

;

$5.

Reel, $30.

SEND 25c. FOR THE MOST COMPLETE CATALOGUE PUBLISHED,
goods sold at this Establishment,

first-class

MARLIN REPEATING RIFLE.

SALE, my orange and white fetter bitch
Dot, yard hrolcen and read.\ for the field, sound,
not shy. very iirornChig and all right. Price $25.
Write tor pari lculars. A. Mcdonald, Rockland,

FOR

Me.

Iff.

Septi,it,

SALE, one or !\vo rotnters and setter; all
FORgood,
staunch, (borough bred, well broken
a

dogs; good retries is. Address jkks. m. WH UTE,
Waverly Kennel, Waverly, Lackawanna Co Pa.

ij^.ntl.-i- >ur<
by iHaTlin Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., makers of il.e celebrated
BALLAltn HlFLt). Without question the best Magazine Rifle ever produced.

,

Septl.n.

SALE, the pointer bitch Snow
FORbeauty
stock, p-iee
and No.

.1

\^^^

.4" cal., CO

Flake, No.
r
Also one
I7. >.

l

1

(Government

?-.-.
:
pointer pup. No. l stock,
m.-i
ter pup. price is. theo. meter, sir, md si..,
Jersey City, N. J.
septl ,i t.
-

_-.

;

i

PUPS FOR SALE, by Imported Bonnie
BELL
Boy out of my imported Olpsev. Three of the
whelps enthely white. Born Ausrust .19. Will sell
when six weeks old. None to equal them in America.
Address R. M. LIVINGSTON, 16 west cth st;„ New

BOX

at.

a moderate

price.

^^

WANTED,

aeptl.it.

office

.

a setter dog not over three or four

years old, thoroughly broken on paitildge,
woodcock and snipe. Must have a keen nose and
D6 staunch on point, and retrieve from land or
Water. Must be a close ranger and easy to handle.
Must be willing in rend n n rial. Price must be iow.
Address EUGE.SE no yes, Ainesbury, E ? sex Co.,

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
.4B Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices: Carbines, $22 ; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.
E.

i

Mass.

REMINGTON & SONS-. 283 Broadway,

Septl,lt.
r

Lock Box

iSz,

BREECH-LOADERS.

CO.'S

We now offer a complete line of these beautiful breech-load-

I

weeks

State price, etc.

N.Y. P. O. Box 3,994.

EX0S JAMES &

a place to boa d or 8 setter puppies
WANTED
months, puppies are now 6
for
6

KEENE'S PATENT.

English

preferred : color light ; tor ruffed grouse or
woodcock shooting. Must be a thorough grouse
flic and " free of fur" Buyer wants a trial and
bar>"'"e ses to an I from New York. AMATEUR

rOBBST A .DSlKo^.u

eaO.

84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET

3,170.

septl,lt.

SETTER WANTED,

grains of powder and 405 grains of

NEW YORK.
Remington's Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles.

P. 0.

;

York city.

.45 cal., To

SGHOVERLIN6, DALY & GALES,

...

i

grains of powder and 28Q grains of lead.
send for descriptive list to

cartridge),

bearing their name, ranging from their pialn but
found ana substantial guns of ihe lowest grade up to their
Oi complete Guus, intended tor Glass
superb Trs
v:
o
iOs-ness and great
Ball and Pigeon Trap shoo .:>,
penetration are required. What is the use ot baying a wortnless gun, which th\: unii.er is ashamed t'i out his name upon
when you can get an Enos James & Co. gun with their namo
and guaranty for the same price? Or what Is the use ot
pnylr.g an absurd price ror a gun made by -nine old maker
when you can buy a gun made by Eno-i Jam ;s * Co. whlctt
Is Just as good or better for about half the price.
i
We are sole agents at New York for the celebrated Colt
Club Guns, which are novy the sUndaid with all the leading
ers,

old-

Hudson, N. Y.

all

:

8eptl,lt

:

,

.

i

-

SALE CHEAP,

E0R
pups,

a

litter of fine

Dish setter

week;, old, having one cross of Elcho
and two ot Plunkett. Address E, J BOBBINS,
Wethersfleld, conn.
July vsi-tf
10

PORTRAITS

of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent postpaid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. FOREST

AMD STRKAJI

PUB.

CO., 89

and

41

N. Y.

clubs.
also have a smtll Job Lot of Webl»y nuns/ of many
styles, which we otter at great bargains, and a few of .theimproved Parker Guns at special rates. Address
P. O. Box 4309 .
.
FOLSOM, 30 Warren St. , N. Y.
H.

We

Park Row,
Dee30,tf

^

&D

SALE, part of a litter of setter pups from
FORBlue
Belle (Rattier— Waddlngtou's Daisy) by

STRENGTH, BEAUTY, DURABILITY.

Dashing Monarch (Dash II— counters MOB).
Also
Italian greyhounds.
E. W. JES ER, St. Georges,
i

Del.

Augis.bt

glte

%lie fennel
O'MORE KENNEL.— Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies lor sale, oy champion
Rory O'Mrre out
.Pearl.

ot

Norab O'M ore, Magenta and
Address W. N. CALLEN-

Full pedigrees.

iDER, Albany, N. Y.

Augll,tf

'OR SALE, four prize-bred Irish terrier pups,
JP whelpca July 1.1S.H1, out oilman ted Norah, Ot
tome Ruier.Jfor price, etc, apply to DR. NiVEN,
U>ndon, ont.

Aug4

OR SALE, an
ji.

liver

dress

c

English poll ter deg, 4 years old;
and wnue;
ami
while; stauncn
stimuli ot
on all genie. Adcurtis, Little Elv
Mlddlclmvu,

n.

,

Conn.

septi,3t.

an English setter, broken, can be
seen on game, and will be sold cheap. Ab,o
jordcu pups (L.i|if-y-l".Twlaud) all ve'y Uand-ome.
.
iddreoso. w.
!
lover, Mass.
i

I

EDW

.

Septl,

it.

TO COCKER BUYERS AND BREEDERS.—A. W

Langdale, of 5 Newmarch Terrace, Victoria
Road, Leytonstone, England, late owner of ChamElons Lawyer, Batchelor, Ladybird. Ladylove,
lzzle, Loustic, Leicester, Limerick. Llbna. Launeelot, Lena,Lydney. Bebb, Young Bebb, Bessie II., Baiouess, and many more tniu 01 l;j nt. wlnnei-s at our best
shows; also, contributor to Vero Shaw's new work
on spaniels, will buy on commission spaniels of any
breed, and has on his books a number of grand
specimens; deposit system.
Marai.tf

NEMASKETT KENNEL, Richmond

& Vaughan.

Proprietors, Mlddleboro. Mass. sportlne dogs
boarded, broken and handled by men of experience,
Setters, Pointers. Fox Hounds and Beagles tiaim-n
tor their respective work, satisfaction guaranteed

number ot

well-trained setters and 'muter;
tor sale. Address BOX KM, Mliidlebnro, Mass.
£1.
B. RICHMOND, N. H. VAUdHAN.
Junea.U
Also, a

I

GORDON

SETTERS.— In

order to reduce the

kennel will sell any of the brood bitches and
young dogs belonging to the estate of the late Jas.
R Tilley, who. during his lifetime, had spared no
pains or expense to bring this strain of dogs up to
tile very highest standard
They combine thebl"Od
Ot Copelan 's Imported Shot. Moore s lmuorted
Grouse, Farrar's imported Rup°rt, Stoddard's imported Duke. Parties familiar wit h Gordons will at
once see that this blood can't be beat. Several
biiches are now in whelp to Duke of Locust Valley,
he ny Moore s Qrou~» out ot Dream. For field qualities refer to Col. Alben J. Sloo, vinccnne", Lnd.;
Mr. H. Malcolm. Baltimore:
Col. Jas. Gordon
i" Pious Jetir.s •'; Pontotoc, Miss.
Address tor full
pedlgiee, etc.. GORDo.N KENNEL, Locust Valley,

L

gemuL

PINE LODGE KENNELS.— am

I
prepared to take a limited number of dogo,
Ai her setters or pointers, and train them tbor:ughly. I give my puppies seven months' work
jut of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction. If
he- doit has all the natural instincts.
Refersnees on application.
Prices. SoO and 875, 40to .enstth of

ascount tc parties

time I keep the dog, with
at long distances.
A.

?yLNTICR, Cairo, Tfccinaa County. Georgia.

Oct s,a
*

stonehi;m:h on

tub doc

Price *3 50.

AllglS,4t

I.

For Bale by Forest and .stream Publishing Co.

BERNARD PUPS FOR SALE.— For pedigrees
ST.and
other particulnra, address, with stamp, p.
O.

Box

94, Lancaster,

Mass.

July w,st

—Su Kennel Advertisement* ntxt

paff6.

;

—

.

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

100
fennel

g~he

§2ot1$tt\w'& §oads.

PEDIGREE

THE AMERICAN

work and guarantees

which does

first-class

TON

PATENT SPIK B "OLLAK AND BOOK.

PORTABLE HOUSE

PAT.

TO SPORTSMEN:

M'F'G CO

satls-

The Pennsylvania R.

Also,

f action.

A

E.

mall, for $3.

O. V.iN

Box

P. O.

Respectfully in vlte attention to the

CfltLllV.

Sa,

Delaware

City,

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

DeL

by their

afforded

lines for

I

flcultles and

dangers of reshipment, while the ex-

IMPERIAL MANGE CURE.

Imperial Kennels,

thb lutes Or

MANUFACTURE HOUSES

.1.

,:

i.

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. H*
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGIAHD,

also reach the best localities for

GTmNING AND FISHING

=,,

f.

,

New Jersey. EXCUHSIOlf
cf the Company H
b
,)VA,BEIV
FORD, CHEffiON, RALSTON, A1INNEQUA.M*

in Pennsylvania and
TICKETS are sold ai
all the prince.

So arranged thar no nails, scicws or skilled labor
are required In putting them up: very easily and
quickly done. Simple, light, strong, comfortable,
durable, artistic. Spor; -mens cot- and Summer
..
leclaltles.
Send for descriptive circular
or apply to

Author of the

other well-known c

.

M.

"PRACTICAL KENNEL OUME,"

Trout rishlre, Wing Shooting, and SUM
Hunting.

exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any

Send for

md Routes for Sportsmen

j§otel&

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS-"

8QUAN,andp<jla
renowned for WALT

"THE

BRANDYWINE KENNEL.
First-class spot' Inc gn-monrs. Designs and price,
sent by post on receipt of letter of request, addressed to

DASBONQ LION IN THE STUD.
The Import* d dog Daslilon L1on will serve a Urn
number of approved bitches. Fee, S25.
Address
I. Y EAnSLEY, .IK.,
Juneso.smos
Box u, Coatesvlll-, Penn.

Ited

GEO.

.

>OH

SALE, I.lewellin setter Lady Elgin; color,
iilic and 'an
whelped is;s Tin- most
b'ack.
logs
celebrated lood In the world. Tlc'iearo
of lv tier breeding. Shebang by the famous c'arAdan
by In
lowllz out of Q
.'.

C.

One Price Clothier,
410

;

7<1>

ST.,

FISHING

LINE."

WASHINGTON

CITY.

Trout, Grayling A 151 ac k Bass
AM) THE

I'ihlicries,

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME RESORTS AND LAKES OP

PATENT

EralrleclilcKcns-, quail

iMal. great en duianct
reiHeves from land ai
Field, Ap-il i«, wo,
est cash price, «ir,".

-tail lii.l

year
A lew Hue pups by her,
,-.
no( gun-shy
Old, eyes and nose- b'-.vU
Gordon Setter Jim, wiuiped April, ISM); color,
black and tan, Is a beaci y broken p> ,1
retrieve, and has had a h w buds killed over him.
Price. *35. Ked Irish setter bitch, so monilis old,
was hunted some. Price, Sto. Address U. B.
I

SELF-CLOSING PLUNGE

TRAPS.

:

;

;

YONDERSMI'l H,

Lancaster, Fa.

The waters of

WflKLI'S

Nov.

'•

'

can be had

;

wltl-

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT

Does, Guns
owner'srisk.

SPANIEL KENNELS,—Por

CS

lars,

M
and

and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at

c

.

IN TRAP.
Price per pair, 825.
This trap

Is

used by

all

for Catalogue of

Gun Implements,

etc.

"
"

"
Upton
Mountain view House or Uanglet
outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton
Indian Rock and return via Andover
Rangeley Lake and return
Phillips

•'

Indian Rock and return, (via Anaover, return via Farmlngton)
(via Andovcr) Bemls Stream and
.

"

Tlie'ciiiijn

summer

n iDii of the Penlnsutar
of 1SSI affords

Extension In

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

"YORKTOWN

CENTENNIAL,"

and estabdshes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va,. and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pucuic Ocean.
II. TV. FULLER,
G. P. &. T. A, Richmond, Va.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
STEAMERS ol this Line reach some of the
THEfinest
wateriotvl and upland shootlug sections
in the country Cimm a Ingoirect for Chin oieague,
cobb's island and points on the Peninsula, city
Point, .tames River, Currituck, Florida aid the
-;..-..,iriiaiiraia

country of vtieiaii. Tennessee, etc
Tuesday. rhur.-aay and Sat*
ron! 'rlinr. -day at 3 P.

lenirierH sail

urdav. Leives, Hell., TJoiidai
Full lnf ormatlou given at
ji.
street, New York.

office, i»I

retun.

Greenwich

Trap Shot!

.'i

.'

-.

12.50
11.00

..

'

lor ust of excursions.

D.

No. of pellets to

"

"

"

"

OZ., 338

345

472
493

TATHAM&
82

BEEKMAN

ST.,

9

AND ia

GSS
716

105S Soft
1130 Chilled.

BRO'8.

Virginia Midland B. R.

15.26

Pnlman Palace cars direct without change.
Guns and dogs earned free Leaves New York at
p. u.; Washington, T:in a. x. and

10 p. m. and 3:40
10 P. H.

MERCER SLAUGHTER,

Gentral Ticket

Agen\ Alnxandrla, Va.

Wild Fowl^ Shooting

WASDLNOTUN S1REET,) „ OSTON
DEPOT. HAVllARKLT SQ., / ^ uol o«-

Send

7, 8,

-

2811

at

J.

FLANDERS,

Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent

Soft or Chilled.

NUMBERS

Pi-j.

Proprietor

15.-25

15.00
KlneO House)
13.00
id return.
Forks oi the
13.00
Dead Klver and return
" Grand Falls, N. B., and return.... 1S.0O
" SL Andrews, N. 11., and retui-n.... 15.00
'i-iiug
-.'
and PleasAlso r.ouri.-i:
ure Resorts In Maine and the Pro\ luces.
Tickets lor sale at an p. laeiiaii .acaef offlcesand
i

EUROPEAN

MESSENGER,

13.75

18.26

"

UPLAND SHOOTING.
1

A PRACTICAL GUNNER ANI> ANOUS
BYbayman.
Has always on hand

the best ol
boats, batteries, etc., with tho largeatrig^of train-

ed wild-geese decoys on the const. .The bert
vicinity of New York fortay snip*
ootingof all varieties. Special attention ?1V8»

Sound in the

Deer, Partridge, Woodcoclt, Ducks

and

C Kabbim

hy himself to
tsod.

flue numbers. Good fishing, boats. dog3 and
Six miles from Shohoia, Erie R. K. Good
accommodations and references. Come or adIn

his guests, a

Address

I.
;

M. BRADLEY,

'

"

Eldred, Sullivan Co, N. Y.

'

Wm.N. La

,

Jaran-

'^£k

Bsfera by permission to J .B Shepherd, 891 Broa*WKvaBdT Wm. Duteher, 320 Broadwat M. Y.
.

guides.

dress^/

NEW TORE.

Tim Pond

^ Seven Ponds.

TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.
Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds,

Keep Your Head Over Water GARDEN AND FARM

,

w

.

i

"

the

12.00
13.no
14.00
11.00

"

I

of the Tourist,

$9.00

Moosehead Lake and return (ML

"

EjUVU Ottg<

return

'•

'

Oil

..

Dam and
Upper Dam
Middle

"
"
"

Selected Standard

A

The Route

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
or the viieir.iii Mount mis ro rue wnlte Sulphur
Springs and a her famous summer resorts.
The C A O. R'y Is reached oy rail at Huntingdon,
W. Va., fr up. the west, Mort.lnvest and Southwest;
a- '' ., '"'-'in the North and East,
at oiiar

XKEikXSrS

"
"

"

IL-

trout,

man can led tree.

VIA

AT&T}

BOBton to Andovcr and return
" South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and

TATHAM'

LUSTRATED, a thorough and complete
guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, Kennebago, cupsupnc, Pariunchneee and Connecticut
Lakes and the heart win era of the Connecticut, Maganoway, Androscoggin and veaA rivers; lliumm
Sffi pages, BK lUu
aDBd covers, tmrec papi
and a large t,-Kp, made mostly itow, accural* scucunts. U HAK I.K b
veys. Price, post-paid Dy mall,
J. FARRAR. Jamaica Plain, Mass.

woodcock, mountain

Guns, Ashing tackle and one dog lor each sports-

EXCURSION TICKETS

return....

RIOBARDSON AND RANOELEY LAKES

quail, snipe,

tiass. plla-., piauerel, etc.

RAILROAD.

Send

1-CAMP PACKED.

Central and Piedmont Vir-

Lakes Again Open.

made

Send for descriptive circu-

with prices and terms.

NO.

of

1

Fishing Season at Rangeley

the principal associations

In the U. S., a mi Is considered the best trap
Manufactured by
tor rapid shooting

Made and sold by TAUNTON IRONWORKS
CO., 87 Blackstonc street, Boaton, Mass-

Ohio R'y.

ginia Biue Kid re '.Ljuneiiiis, Valley of Virginia,
.-,
italns, Brecnbrierant New Rivers,
ftllegl uea
Kanaia 1. i.Vaiiev. nuri i-.ieliiiila.g in their varieties of
game and n s u, deer, bear, » tM turkeys, wild duck,

:

PATENT SELF-CLOSING TRAPS, WITH EXTRA
DOOR TO SHOW WHEN BIRD IS NOT

;

.

RATES, and

It Is our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home"
on this route For Tourists Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of Gn puees sent, free. Time cards,
Folders and fur' her Information, address
A. B. LEFT, GenT Passr Agent,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Camping and Mining Stove.
PARKER BROS., Meriden, Ct., BOSTON;
the thing for people camping out
JUST
for n short or long time. FOUR SIZE8 prion REA SON A LE

LOW

facilities offered to Tourists

Sportsmen.

all

DUNCKLEE'S PATENT

tram

attractive

gpottstnttus ^ood§.
H. L.

„ The

<

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections.
The hotel accommodations are excellent, and will
be largely Increased In time for the sea-onof - 1SS1~
lings and additions.
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

pro-

ages and colors, dogs, Miches
and puppies, addrcs-HWllh stamp, ROB'T WALKEK,
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
July 21-l.f

all points.

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautlrul. The air is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate Is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

i

Cockers or

nearly

at.

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

duce of imported and home bred animals that
nave been bunted since able to follow the dam on
the trail, and are believed to be second to none In
nose, tongue and endurance. COLIN CAMERON,
11 ay 'J,tf
Brlckervllle. Pa.

OULFOUT COCKER

r-iKE, PICKEREL and MUSCAIn large numbers hi the many
The Sports-

abound

also

man can readily send trophies, of his skill to his
Mends or club at home, as ice for packing fish

several litters or liprerle u helps, from two weeks
to six months old also Topsy, In whelp to valor,
three real's old, a fine burner and n tine brotnl oi a
One litter fox h und whelp-, four months o'd, sx
dogs and one blleh. .All Ihls stock Is first-class in.
every particular. For refer ices and pedigrees address Olio. PoWNALL, Christiana, Lancaster Co,
Septi.it
Pa.

We

and ends

hikes and lakelets of this territory.

FOR 9ALE, parts ol

gale,

1

1.

BLACK BASS,

&

r

The GRAYLING Seasou opens June

Sept.l.it.

HARKBEAGLF. KENNELS—For

Chesapeake

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

irrcu-e,

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, in the abundance and great variety o£ fish
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
famous AMERICAN GRAYLING Is round only In
tnese waters
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept 1.

LONGE.

BEAGLE HOUND

the

Grand Traverse Region

;

Low-

description or her.

lot a

'l

Comprising those

NOETHERN MICHIQAN.

.

ri :;•!•-

DOAM

WATER SPORT AJTHB
r

L. P. PARMER, Gen Pass. Ag ent.
«
feblT-41
Thakx THOiieoN. Gen'l Uanaeer.

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R.
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE

HENNTNG,

AND KEATHER.

ITH

•

outofDemuths

4lTO,*0

TTTOKERTON, BEACH HATEN, CAPE MAT:

Gives addresses of prin-

Price io cents, post free.
cipal English breeders.

Company

Pennsylvania Railroad

on an entirely new and novel principle, whereby
more st.ifngt.li can be obtained than In any other
way. Any size rrem a sportsman's or Miner's Cot,
!: v.
Hi
iiv
rear. oe 'looi and !u".i' .vi aaevt
weighing 475 pounds, to a commodious dwelling.

Proprietor,

loms River, N.

steal

TRANSPORTBB

A sure cure for all SKIN DIRE S SES. For sale by
druggists anil dealers In sportsmen's goods. Price
wc per bottle
•

Soi.s

smooth

cellent cars which run over the
tracks enable STOCK TO BE
irithout failure or injury.

I

CLAT GLOVER,

reaching moat of th«

TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in th#
Middle States. These!
TINUOUB
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid thedif-

GLOVER'S

treed.

R. Co.^

<

By

H.

1981-

1

mi Qonltn pr &$ortsm*n.

^oteh

$portstnm's jfiwfe.

FKIWTING AND COMPILIJIO,
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE PON K BY AN Y OTHER
HOUSED? AMERICA,
OTJIJN

[SlJPIEMBEB

elj
tliall
For ll we mall a podl
an ounce, ordinary OuUj ajilnch. jlDIVIHG DEOOY

CO., Rochester, N. Y.

SEND FOR

SEEDS,.

NEW CATALOGUE

VanderbUt.Bros., 83 Fulton

St.,

N.

iT

via

Eu-tls and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,
guiaes, boats, camps, with board, in readiness, by
writing In advance to

KENNEDY SMITH,

EustlS,

Main"

J

;

[Srptember

FOREST AIND STREAM.

1881-1

8,

TTS
MEAT

DOG CAKES.

Shows and Kennels in the United Kingdom and abroad. The Paten;
»«PRtTD« PATENT'' are Purveyors hy Appointment to all the principal eto.
They haye been awarded over ao Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
«FihrfTe™Cakos are used at the Dora' Home, London Win d'AcolimataMOT.
iennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 18T9 West,
reSvC the MKhSt award for
etc.
Medal,
etc.,
Medal irtsh Kennel Club, Silver
;

ti

PATENT fe

I

'A T ES KT T

"FIBRINE"

JSPRATTSjp

101

minster Kennel Club,

New

I

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
SPRATT'S PATENT and
Stamped
is

a

"

'

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
O. de LUZE

FRANCIS

18 South William Street,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

;

;

;

pounds each.

of 113

a,

;

York, Gold

Please see that Every Cake

Packed In Case*

ai

-

-

&

I

To be bad In smaller quantities
Grocer* and the Sporting: Goods

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

$nblii{Hti0ti$ t

Any of

MANN'S

&

Trolling Spoons.

Stream Pnb. Co.

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane,
KTe>T?sr

Torlt,

RUBBER

S txtv varieties manufactured, suitable for Ttollnn- for all kinds of rlsh that will take an arr:e,_
halt, and adapted for any lake or river In the
United states.
.
v. ..

COMPRISING

Light Weight Shooting Jackets,
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,

,

undouhtedly the

fish ever offered to
the public.
Three sizes made— No. 20 tor bass
or any fish under five pounds weight; ho. 81 for
.

:-.

In

!

.1

.

22 excellent
or imitations.

Ko.

trout;

Beware

:.

i

RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS,
Rixtotoer Blankets,

I."'.'.

Seen watei

for

Noneg

epiJOILN

nfiic

MANN &

H.
SYRACUSE,

CO.,

N. Y.

$L60
Adlrondacks, Camp Life In, Murrays.
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps In, Northrup. l.a«
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition.. 8.00
16
AdlroQda
a the, Warner's.
TB

ids
Amateur Tr; ipe -:
American Angler's Book, Norrls
American Bird Fancier
a Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long
Angling, a Book on, Francis
Archer, Modern
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam

6.50

80
2.00

1M

»

1.60
3.00

Swimming

Art of

30

Athletic Sports for Boys— boards, 75c; cloth... LOO
LOO
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
1 26
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
30 00
Balrd's Birds of North America
': fcetn's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 80
ling, PracticaL
1 00
Books for Sportsmen Angling, 50c; Shooting,
50c; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50c;
Cage and singing Birds, see; Dogs, 75C:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 60c; Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds... 15
1 88
Bre«ch Loader, Gloan
8 60
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
8 00
Butler on the Dog
60
Cage and singing Birds
:

H. MANN'S name stamped on every spoon
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers
in Fishing Tackle.

JOHN

FoUoiring- Boolis Sent on

tlie

Receipt of Price by Forest and

AR* OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT 07

Is

Bobber Shooting

Outfits,
And Complete Rubber
Send for Catalogue.
[ESTABLISHED

.Jacket.

18aS.]

BIRDS' EYES,

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

HOUSE.

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists' and Naturllsts'
Supplies.
Send

for

New

Price List.

Reduced Rates.

Canoe and Camera
Canoeing in Kanuekla
Canoe Traveling, Powell
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
canoe, Voya:r-

ine Paper;

oi

1 59
1 86

3 00
30

8 60
18 08

Bt'iliop's

Of Hlrds..t vols

Book

W.J. KJNOWLTON'SNatural History »tor«,
ttSS Trenionl St., Boston, Mass.

aktngbj Holablrd
blng in Maine Lakes

86
86
4 50
1

lortB

DEMUTH
Soft Knob or Crawfish. Patented Oct. I.
RA6S B UT.-Sattm'es oy mall. trc. soft
Ruobei TH li -.. mites. 50c. soft. Bubber Frogs

NEW

—large,

5>

WM, MILLS & SON,

Sole Agents,

M

Wairen

7

New YorK.

Street,

Manufacturers of

COMMERCE

PHILA.

ST.,

and llnesi Hods, Linen, Keels, etc.
Our Betimbara i'l.i and Ian Hods and
.

Split

Bam-

4 00

ters, Svo., 8 vols.

100
Sun, Rod and Saddle
3 00
Sportsmen's Gazetteer
for Klflemen
5*
1 60
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
60
Holden s Book of Birds; paper, 25c; cloth
Sow to Camp out, Gould
.„. 1 00
1 58
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
loo
Hunter anc
cHrasher.
i eraot an Nations, Frost.... 1 50
Life of a Sportsmen, ffttmrod
18 00
60
Wil uouta Teacher.
'3 00
Mlnot's La
Birds
am
'.-:

Hand Book

of Every Description.

S03

8hl)'py*=; 'coped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shlph j'b In roved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing Iro li, riass and salmon FUes in stoek, and
also tin. i., f ,iittern. A fim assortment of common

OLLERS

BROS.,

ass
Frank Forester's J
00
Frank Forester's Fishing with Book * Line. pa.
Frank Fti cei
oalior Young Sportsmen. 8 86
FTankForeei.
lenes and Charac-

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
nannlactnrcn of Fine Fibbing- Tackle

c: small. Sue.

Traae supplied.

i

Trade Generally.

%ood&.

ggportgmqn's

Our Perfect Revolving spoon
host general spoon for taking

BTAMPee>

X."

Utlflclal

Eyes

4.1&0, all
i

89

,

TaXldet

for

Ma

n'.h-

-

.,

>

,

i,

.

i

Saoi Uanuf'cturers.
oik done to order.
ee e
.

.

)

NEW

WALK ERST.,

YORK.

The Gun and

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

Its

i\Maynard

8 09

Development, by Greener

1 60

Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State
Fairs.
specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bows, stronger than
split bamboo and as to ugh and ela si lo as steeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order.
Prlee list oi wood and rod mountings
tree.
Our 65-_page new Illustrated catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, pust-paid, on receipt of ten

A

FOR
General
Debility/
Scrofula*

Rheumatism
or Consumption.

t

centsln stamps.

any in dolicacy of taste and smell,
medicinal virtues and purity.
*I*o&don, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best Sold ny EtfogKiste.

is superior to

'

[W.H.ScliieffeliH

The Edgar Barbless Hook.
FD.

TROIT

NO.

Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers

Reels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
jpectlng fisheries on the
agents. All information
Shannon to this locality, as also catalogues of our
gTeenhearr rods and general [assortment of tackle,
to be had ouapplloatlon.

2.

o

Sole Agents.

|

Wm.

l
|

BASS

MILLS
—AND—

J
|

FE1ES
ON

1

No. 4 and

for

them,

to us
for circular.

|

1-0,

Dealers

send

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
Castle touiieU, near Li mcrick, Ireland.

Ask your

FLIES
ON

6.

vii

<fj

f

sorv,
7

Warren

St, N. Y.

i

JTIUXNESOTjV

T.

,n.

SPORTSMEN'S DEPOT,
(ESTABLISHED 1838).
tint premium at w orld's Fair at Now York,
Centennial Exhibition.

by Mail.

METCALF,

and Domestic Seeds,

St.

Paul, Mln-

The Sportsman's Wine

A/ROCHEREATJ &

!!

m the market

KNArP & YAN N0STRANB,

"KnderV .Jelebratef.

Centex jtauunal Spilt imi
Glueii Bamhoo Rods.
.Sards' Ml««andB:rt:i' Sk.ojitP (Ii»at VuletloJ
iaxSAorn^s in hu tu- "arancct«.
/i

6p?«We Vateat Oaf

jwestTiJsa of ajl fc_id».

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF

THlH RICHARD.

noN-KA:;r,i:i.:,v LAKES H El loN. Including
r.t that famous counlakes. ]m
w«u nil thf hea waters of the ConBecUeui
I'anmu-henee Lakes, etc;
Klver, formeetjee. aL
oloth bound. Frlce, post-paid Oy malL 60 oente
CHAitLKSA. J. FAKUAB, Jamaica Plain Mass.

Ml thf

trr, as

i

.'

H

DR.

J. A.

HENSHALL,
33

Wesley Ave,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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as the tides did not suit,

the bags were not large. The morning h gh titles are always
considered poor except when it is cloudy and hazy, but the
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The Previous 'PosBUtu Question

afternoon tides are those

when

the large bags are made.

Washington. I

1881.
A. M.; 1:30, 12:30, 2:30, 3:15, 4:45, 5:30, 6:20, 6:4!),

and 11:30 P. IT.
Although there are generally a large number of pushers and
it is always well to telegraph to the hotel proprietors several days in advance and engage one of the first-class
men. At Lazaret o John McCollam has the reputation of
being one of the best men on the river, but any of the Wood
boys, Dick, Bill or Milt, George Morr s, John Brown, Lem
Gilbert, Ben Badger are good ones, and the e is hardly any
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storm, and they will be sure of splendid sport

when it clears,
The 15th of

as birds this season are exceedingly numerous.
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Maine Matters

Should tbe wind blow from the eastward, either north or
sou heast, the water is driven in the mouth of the Capes and
large tides are the Jesuits. Northwest winds are bad, as the
low water prevents the boats from being pushed over the
As yet, the reeds have not been broken down, and tbe
flats.
mysterious little fowls have too many hiding-places to be
Should a northeast storm prevail, one that
easily flushed.
will last a day or two, we advise our friends to leave in tbe
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Notes.... 118

month

his

is

considered to be generally the height of

the

we have had fine sport on Oldman's Island, below Chester, Pa., during ihe last of the month.
The shooting is conducted out of boats, which enter the
marshes about an hour and a half befot e high water. The
giin stands on the bow, and the skiff is propelled by a pusher
season, but
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Thai- Shootino
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wh uses a lorjg pole of about fifteen feet in length, with a
pronged foot, which prevents the pole from being driven
deep in tbe mud. Light charges of powder are used. One
hundred and fifty cartridges should be always taken out, and
number twdve-sbot is the thing. For a number ten-gauge
gun, the charge is three and one-half drachms of powder, one
ounce of shot, and for a twelve-gun, three drachms of powder,
and the same quanti'y of shot. To keep one's perpendicular
is not an easy matter at first, but by put ing the left foot f rward, if a right hand man, the motion of the boat is soon acquired.
All the sportsman need wear is an old pair of
A couple of
trousers, a flannel shirt and broad-brimed hat.
thick pairs of worsted stockings on the feet will be less diffi)
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ents.
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Special rates for
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Reading notices 50 cents per lineeight wonts to the line, and twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements

should be sent In

by the Saturday

of

which are apt to
become slippery. When muzzle-loaders were in vogue, the
exploded cap3 which were dropped in the boat prevented tha
use of stockings. The changing of the clothes can be dime
in one of the private rooms of the hotel along the river edge.
Once fairly in the reeds, the rail spring before the bow of
the skiff, and are easily dropped. The sportsman need not
cult to stand in than shoes, the

each week previous to the Issue

heed their whereabouts, as
the biids

and

it is

retrieve them.

sole3 of

the pusher's businsss to

mark

This he does with wonderful

accuracy and rapidity, considering the sameness of the reedy-

growth and

matted nature. Often a large flock of reedIn which they are to be Inserted.
birds will swoop down, and cluster within easy reach, on the
Address: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
tops of the wild rice.
Nos. 39 and 4u Park Row, New York City.
Occasionally a passing flock of yellow legs will be called
down in shot, by an imitation of their shrill, tremulous
whistle.
At times an Engli-h snipe will spring from off a
Thursday, September 8.
raft of floating reeds
and during the top of the tide, large
flocks of teal disturbed by the ince>sant popping of the guns
The Index of Volume XVI. is published with this Ume. . skim over the flats, darting here and there with their
whistling wings, running the gauntlet of innumerable guns,
Last Wintrb it was the cold, and now it is the drought.
and leaving brothers and sisters behind as trophies of the
Belw en the two the game birds are having a hard time.
correctness of the sportsman's aim, and as dead as a
Sportsmen naturally think of the effect of the drought and
duck(et) dead.
the forest fires upon the birds, but the prolonged dry season
Two of the best places on the Delaware to make a s'art
its
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;

a

much more

parts or the c

crops thus

serious aspect than tins

;

the crops in

many

mntry have mffeted severely, and the area of
is an unusually extended one.

damaged

The Daily Press devotes a large share of space to reporting he sport, of the day.
"Sport " means horse racine,
i

Mill tic

games, base bal lawn tennis, polo, yachting, target
hooting, cock righting, dog fights, rowing contests, boxing,
1

,

and the various kinds of diversions of the
give more space to these differBg events thai is nffoided by some of the special weeklies.
Thus the Brooklyn Ragle, devotes a column of small type to
1 description
of a pigeon shooting match, while the Fobkb 1
^M) Btkkam, in order to find room for all its matter, is compelled to condense i's report of the same match into
ten lines.
There can be no question, either, but that the ten-line report
a enough.
Our daily press has a way of spinning things
out wh'ch is of profit only
to the reporter, who is paid by
tneeolumn. Our aim, on the contrary, is to give as much, as

PfdOitriiinism,
time.

The

daily pnpers c>in

possible in the

space at our

command.

from are

Miller's

Hotel at Lazaretto, one mile distant from

Moore's Station, on the P.
at

famous

In olden times

W.

and B. R.

It.

and Goff's

Chester, Delaware County, Pa.

Steamboat Hotel
places are equally

the boats

Both

as headquart<rs for rail- shooters.

made from each

place were im-

mense, and that in the days before the muzzle-loader, loading
rod and rail box had to give way to the breech-loader and its
trimly-turned cartridge. The rail box, by the way, was an
ingeniously-contrived magazine, which was constructed of
tin

and divided up

and caps

into different

at either end,

parts,

one to hold wads

while the powder and shot were con-

two centre divisions, between which a lid was
when the powder was being dipped out by
two little tin chargers, which were soldered toge'her, the
shot was covered, and when the shot was being handled the
lid covered the powder and prevented to some extent the
burning wadding from igniting it.
Miller's Hotel can be reached by the following trains,
which leave Broad street and Washington avenues, Philadelphia, dally (except Sundays) for Moore's Station, at 6:45
tained in the

hinged, so that
the

We

print elsewhere the high- water table
choice among them.
at Lazaretto during the season that our friends may from afar

and save much

t me.
Mr. John Goff is proprietor of Goff's Hotel at Chester, a
grand stamping ground. It is really historic in its way and
many redoubtable shots have enjoyed its hospitality and
pushed out from it to have a day's sport in the reeds. It

calculate their trips

was here

that

Staley and

many

Herbert, Col.

De

P.yster,

Andrew

Porter,

other gentlemen sportsmen used to rendez-

vous and spend a week or more every season in shooting
and fishiug.
There are no better pushers on the river than th^se which
hail from Goff's place, the principal being Laac Rothwell,
Dick Brown, Sam Brown, Perry Allen, Ben Harris, Sam
Preston, Bill Rump, Charles Goff, Ben D iskett, Jacob Miller and a great many others, but not considered first class.
Those named can be relied upon and are hard to beat.

GREAT SOUTH BAY.

THE
amount

sea

South

side,

Long

of

fisheries

of

money

Island bring in

people go there for p'easure fishing

much money

as the

They come,

cater.

A

g<eat

who spend

number

five

To

buy

this

they are wise, will

Isl tnders, if

hire boats,

of

times as

are worth commerciilly.

fish

people the Long

class of

great

a

to the inhabitants, esp cially of the

both directly and indirectly.

pay hotel

biit,

bills

and

other expenses, which brings in a revenue to the South Siders,
the loss of which would be seriously

men

permit a few

to

fill

yet they

B iy with nels, to
when even the owners of
end by keeping them out

the Great South

the detriment of the line fishing,

the nets would be benefite

i

in the

of the wa'er, in the increase of visitors,
all

And

felt.

some

of

whom

s:ay

summer.

Instead of general asvrtions on this subject

the figures.

At Fire Island there are from

let

us look at

fifteen to

twenty

boats sent out eac'o day for ninety days, containing three to
to five persons each,

who pay

are twenty-one p'aces on

for boats

and

the Great South

out from three to twenty boats each day.

hotel.

There

Bay which send
From informa

tion received we can calculate twelve places sending out
from three to twennty boats a day for 100 dajs, or about
4,500 boats, which, with three persons to a boat, would be
13,500 people during the season. The boats are mostly " cat

boats" of two to five tons and, with a man to sail them, cost
$4 pir day, making $18 00 per season, for tbe boata
Board averages a dollar and a half a tiny, by tbe week;
refreshments aid ex'ras, 50 cents; railroad fares, $3; making $7 for a three-days' trip for each individual of the 13,000
people estimated to visit Ihe Great South Bay in a season
equalling $94,500 for the season, which, added to the boat
hire, amounts to $112,500.
This amount might easily be
doubled if the dozen nets which do not bring in $600 each to
their owners, and are a nuisance to all orhets v^ho must sail
around them, wete kept out.
For the $7 which the visitor pays for his three-diys' trip
he is perfectly satisfied if he catches what would be worth
$2 or $3 in market, and these he usually gives to hi3 boatman. Looking at the fisheries of the South Bay as a com;

mon
ter

property of Hie citizens living on

with

within

it,

in

if, they cannot do beta pecuniary sense, than to prohibit all netting

its waters.

If the biy were free from nets the fish would spawn there
more freely, for the angler seldom takes the spawning fish,
and in a few years the fame rrf the fishing on the S uth
Side would be so great that the summer rush of anglers,
who now straggle all over our coast from Maine to Florida,
would be increased ten fold, and the hotel men and tbe Bay
men would be busy and wax fat, figuratively speaking. At
present it is financial suicide for them to allow a few men
to fltt the bay with nets.

;

;;

;
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FOREST AND STKEAM.

We

Wno

take an active interest in th's question because the
South Bay is a convenient fishing-ground for New Yorkers,

and we have advised many people to go there. Every day
Fohkst and pThKAM is asked many times, either personally
or by kit r, how the fishing is there, and it' it is better to go
there or to Baruegat Bay,

things continue,

we

or elsewhere.

It

this slate of

will be under the necessity of advising

our readers to go anywhere for good fishing, rather than to
the Great South Ray.

CoTO-.— Our old friend Coup, formerly of the New
lias been lost to the Sight of New Yorkers
two years, but lie has not been idle. Mr. Coup
is a restless man, who is never satisfied with playing second
fiddle in anything he undertakes, and is always planning, regardless of the cosi, to astonish the world witli something
which it has not seen. He first appeared in New York as

W.

C.

York Aquarium,
for the past

Barmim and built the Hippodrome, where his "Congress of Nations" is remembered by
New Yorkers as the most dazzling pageant ever beheld hi re.
He soon after left this concern and built the Aquarium.

the business manager of P. T.

Now,

after

two

years' search of the old

and new worlds, lie
wh ch eclipsis

turns up at the old place with an exhibition

museum

everything in the way of circus, menagerie or
has ever appeared here.

that

<

stilts, etc.

—

Who docs not love the glory of the circus its glimpse of
fairyland to the youusters and its exciting "hoop-la." And
Jiow necessary it is for all of Johnny's unehs to attend it,
!

,

"just to see

bim enjoy
and its

We

it."

teals

for the circus

hope never to get too old
and intend to study

of daring,

Coup's animals often before he staits again for the road.
Perhaps after he leaves town we will give our readers a hint
He only came in for a two
to how menageries are made.
weeks' season, beginning on the 0th, and, knowing him to be
an honest, large-hearted and enterprising man, we wish him

Ml measure

"

;

,

;

[Septembek 8

Deserves tub Ckrdit?— A correspondent asks who
imported English sparrows into America, If we are not,

Perils that a

ait

1881.

thee in another sphere,

Peruse the a

mistaken several claimants for the honor have appeared. In
the year 1810 Thomas Woodcock, President of the Natural
History Society of Brooklyn, N. Y., brought over from
Eugland several specimens of the field birds of that country.

The paths

Among them were some

But he

English sparrows, although it is not
on record that (hey bred. Eight y< ars later, in 1854, Col. W.
Rhodes, now of Qu h c, Canada, imported some sparrows
into Portland, Maine, and subsequently into Quebec. In the
year 1808 the Messrs. Chas. Reiche & Bro. bird dealers, of this
these

imported a number of the birds into

this city,

:

I

" Bl

ad but to the pot!"
alvula,

my dear,
tea

Our qualities for imita
In gladdest hours a m;
As happy as a'—man?

,

city,

of glory

replied

Tiusl thy Mollusem Due and have no

and from

aud subsequent importations the present birds are deWe have no precise data to give our correspond-

scended.

Of the su

ent.

Bid not

.'

3

BO

Of LlTTl
'

We are deeply pained to chronicle
many

Moseley, for

'Mwg Austrian

the death of Alexander

30.

more

A'

fitting notice

l

In politics, socleti
to, the poor Indit

hold their heads

Mgh

Efl

portant parts we've plays

mi trade.

whose untutored mind
or eurreney designed;
Behold fhe Pilgrli Father in despair,
As Mother Hubbard'
the eupboaid bare,
Shall not their work
die, and
M

and character of our

of the life

e

p

As our Mends tie
In our own land

years senior editor of the Richmond, Va.,
New Kent County, Virginia, A llgust

Whig, at his residence in

Our

friend will be given next week.

It is said that large numbers of oiioles are being killed in
Maryland to be used in advertising the coming oriole festival
BaHimore. This is a very foolish piece of business, and
the bird-killers should be punished according to the law.

,

cast-off shell

So Libert is saved— the
Seen
s cabinet—my love, be cairn
As well as Fish, the 'bob-tailed Yankte' da
1

1

iu

custom f circus owuers to advertise, " The Greatest Show on Earth," but Coup's undoubtedly is the largest,
handsomest and costliest. It contains tin ee rings and a hippodrome track forty feet "Wide around them all, beside the
menagerie and museum, with simultaneous performances in
The trained broncho horses are indeed wonderful, one
all.
of them distinguishing colors and bringing a flag of any color
ordered from among several different ones, walking on
It is the

first

;;

there one board, the poorest to the best,
At which the clam is not a welcome guest ?
Nay, when our hardy fishers go abroad
is

POT-LUCK POETRY.

ivume

ickor the cod,

WE

have before recorded how Mrs. Marion T. Poilescue,
the Secretary of the Pot-Luck Club, gave a piazza
picnic and banquet on August 7, at her vil'a at Rockville
Centre, Long Island, in honor of the fifty-second birthday
of Hon. Robert B. Roosevelt, the president of the club. In
our brhf mention of the jolly occasion where the wit flowed,
rippled and bubbled over among the assembled literati, we
only hinted at the poetiy, two specimens of which we have
been fortunate enough to secure for publication. Fiist
comes one on the president's family or familiar nickname
"BOB."
By John IIaiibekton.

bed Bivalvula Hie pearly
in not thy Molluscus,
e, dear
with him tare, Bto noo Shalt see:
arrow, darling, thou shall c ome with me.
lavenot been Invited V Ti ue, but stiii come
t

if shall

:

When man

wsvs

boy

days long

In

pasl

Aud compliment seemed tame,
swelled nls heart when tost

Uow

lie

heard

"Mister" befureliis name.

of success.

But wlien the years witli

Tub GutKNwooD Lake

.Salmon.

— In

cur

i?sue

lust

Had

we

James R, Boyd, of the Enc rmpGreenwood Lake, N. Y., in which he reported
which was supposed to be one
the California salmon placed in Ue lake some years ago.
all
hope
of identifying it was lost, but
As the fi-h nas cooked
Mr. Boyd promse to take goi d cure of any other specimens
publish' d a letter from Mr.

ment Hotel,

His hoj ish

Lucky

a'.

tlie

called

in d. ft'' rent

Be our Strong snide— we'll

Search out the

way

to

lie

'.

A

localities "fall fish,"

T.

LASigan.

In a far beach, remote from

"chub," "roach," etc. It grows to eighteen inches
and is a game fish, rising to the fly. We arc under obliga ions to Mr. Boyd in enabling us to identify this
fish, and arc exceedingly sorry that it did not turn out to be

From youth

''dace,"

human

to elamliood bold

view,

Was m

New York

World, to show how clams can love.
"Molluscus and liivalvula," in another

Vainly

and closed her

young voodchuck. Fellers talk about game
take a woodchuck every time." The Postman

birds, but
is

'

a

was

not alone

10 time with seorel anguish

Onee as they sat, nor feared the Usher's toe,
'The moon had risen and the tiae was low)

actually tested its edible qualities by having some woodchuck dishes served at a New York restaurant, and he, to-

Unto Bivalvula, whose siphons Rehe
Her nensive shells betrayed, Molluscus spike:

tpthyophagous Club.

Can we

of those gentlemen, extend the
of the earth and air
Digger Indians.

f

not,
list

We might
.

—H»— -

following the example

of the edible inhabitants

take a hint or two from the

One county

in

bounties on 183 hawks.

el

Valv

i

Ha
VaHie, adored, there is a world without
This finite beach, we i lothingknow about;
J long to trait this nan owllfe and tatao,
And make myself a fo tone and a ininrSpout not that pensivt tearl All win go well.
return and e.asp thee to ray shell,
cheer our happy 1 ife until the last
have passed.'
of all the st :ges
tales
With

1 wilt

i

law

is

working

the State he,3 already paid $94 in
Let the good work go on.

;

And from my tube, the unbidden tear will slurl,
brave, but oh I tear
J know thee good and
!

,

hill and Alpine rock
Our scattered dear, fond faithful flock,
Send word of gold home to the fold,
" God bless our Prince of Pot-luck bold,
For whom e'en Time turns back Ms clock."

From Spanish

From "Savages Ride," by Mrs. Sprague,

descriptive

the adventures of Dr. John Savage in search of "Marion'
Rest" on a former occasion, we take this
:

"

My heart,"

said the bard,

"b blithe andgay

Queen Marlon holds her court to-day

A court marine beside the sea,
lady chief-justice, not Shea, hut she)
clerk of that court I'll surely be
the ro. licking time to-day
At Marion's, twenty miles away."
(Its

And the
And oh
1

o s

And
•

Hawk Dsstiujution.—The new Ohio hawk
well.

"

maidens oroides the broad sunflower

In straggling cluster of liqui l lu-iOn the 'dusky aesthetic kitchen duster,
vVllh shaded woods In a shady Dower

at a propitious tide.

saw
Within Molluscus' bosom, passions swell
That fairly seemed to corrugate his shell.
The wild desire tor a wider life.
The tumult, tlie mastery and the strife.

A

not aware what they were
Clearly there is yet
eating, pronounced it a delicious dish.
a line of food experiments which are out of the scope of the

Fair

their wooing, yet Bivalvula

From time

I

who were

Where dawdling the day out hour by hour

<_

shell

correspondent of Mrs. Lewis's Food and
in his taste.
Health says that since the woodchuck lives on clover and
He has
other "clean" food, it ought to be good eating.

gether with his friends,

I-

BUI when his tale of love Molluscus told
Through alt her tubes a throbbing current rolled,
And Mushing to her shell, the maiden coy
CbnresseiJ her passion and revealed her joy,
And in the sand they nestled tide by side

Happy as— clams
to us the other day,

From mountains green and mountains white,
From gray old Catsklll's rugged height,
rom distant seas where the amorous breeze
Lays down its life in golden ease,
From brimstone springs that flow by nlglit.

itors strove to tell

tin

>

:

from all apart
ha d --he to s.
She kept, with-Mgorou s reserve, her heart.

Blest

Postman

!

> es.

Suite) s

the cool waters of the sounding sea.

Mrs. Forlescue then read a poem of greeting, of which
only poss.sj the following verses

lot

The clam you in the re Btanrant behold
Upon the ee-bloek coi Id not be more cold

"Molluscus."
the

i;\

May you nol find them stupid, harsh arid haul
And eat a clam unto your absent bard

fair Blvalvula's

Since

pluce wherein he tells in tuneful verse how the loves of clamkind do not always run smooth. The argument is that Molluscs, a noble young clam longs to see the world and perhaps c .nqner it, and declines to be detained at home by the
tears of fond Mollusca, whose siphons overflow at the thought
We have been per
of the dangers her hero may encounter.
mi ted to pu'ilish this entire, for the first time, by favor of
the fair Secretary of the "Pot-Luck Club," and bene efortu
we wi.l eat our "Little N< cks" with circumspection, lest our
molars may crush a tearful "Bivalvula" just parted from htr

"But Give Me," said

mud,

hand-I should say foot.
was Bivalvula, a fay might well
Envy the toot thrust coyly from her shell.
Plump and plquante, old Ocean ne'er a, more
re had seen upon Ms shore
Bewitch iu

oyster crossed in love" have been so often mentioned as to be
It. has, however, devolved upon Mr. Lanigan, of the

In Hie

Fair

"loves of an oyster," and "an

familiir phases.

We publish his poem,

more swiftly bun-rowed

-

.

Pi inccss, accept these verses, written down
on a hot morning in the dusty town.
Ami when you.read them may It pleasant uj

Was none whose siphon sucked an ampi.-r EtoOtl
Was none that sought to thwart Mia In Ills suit
For

The Amatory Clam.— The

i:

hei e

L'ENVOI.

Moliusous grew

in length,

a salmon.

!

fail".'

Ordain iLe> wei e not served on different phi toAnd may the guests who met them here to-daj
Enjoy a p'easauter Pol-luck than they.

MOLLUSCUS AND BIVALVULA.
el.

;

I

ire braye YloPuseus and Bivalvula the

clever journalist who could not be present to help
slaughter the clams sent the following account of their loves:

By

to the least repair.

spoke; Bivalvula wiped her tearful eyes.

Where Ignorance ts bliss 'tis folly lo be wise
They came The young', the beautiful
H

be addressed

Asboysatrmy-two.

!

bullaris,

greet, to-day,

Long be h s days among us all,
And, knowing Mm, may you

him dated September

Sfinot his

name once more.

man we

Though. TJiae may meanly rob
His store of years, it cannot steal
nisyoutliful nickname, "Bob,"

tht capture if a strange Ihh,

which might be found. Yesterday we received a letter from
5, saying that auo her one was caught
and was held there alive. We immediately telegraphed to
have it roll d in muslin, to keep keep it from bruis ng, and
It
p. eked iu fine ice and sent to our office for identification.
came, and alas proved to be a fine twelve inch ^specimen of

cruel hand
Ms features e'er,
ehangerl to smile If some one spake

scrawled

Frown

1
The Tha.ieotokt studies of our correspondent, "P.,
which were published in our last issue, are supplemented
Major
to-day by a paper on the subject from the able pen of
Bolh gentlemen have a thoroughly pracl
H. tW. Merrill
ant;
rifle-shooting,
edge
of
know
theoretical
well
as
as
cal

both are sportsmen of long expeiience.

The two

article

subject of
are valuable contributions to the literature of the
Major Merrill explodes the " dead on " f allacj
projeciiles.
in

which many shooters

still persist,

:

leu,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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:

and dive down a few rods

ui advance of me,
Quand comes
but a cautionary signal puts h- r on her guard,
to await further 'ins' ructions.
As soon as I
QOme abreast Of the Intelligent little creature, 1 imjie.le
She
bv a wave of my hand the course I wish her to pursue.
takes it all in at a gDnce, and when 1 give the word Sails in.
ion standing iu a sort of glade comparatively open, but boundOn the siile opposite from
ed on both sides by thick covert,
me the coekappearstoliavedropped. Somewhere in that thick
brush he must be hiding. Quand goes through it like a mosShe glides through thorny
quito through a window netting.
apertures, wuiek would hardly admit the nose of a pointer Of
She works as if she were made of rubber and steel.
a setter.
No plunging or crashing, no changing of her course toavo id disagreeable situations. Silently, swiftly, faithfully she can vassiS
tb it copse, and puts me up the cock right where 1 want him.
Her blood is up now, aud as with the previous bird, she flies
after him through the air in a succession of glorious leaps—
herself averitable witch of the wood, her feathered ears living,
her bright eyes glistening like stars. For a moment t watch
her.
Tbe sigh' is too lovely to disregard; it is fairly fascinating.
Then, fenring to shoot lest 1 may down the wrong
bird, I cry out sharply:
Gknrgc .'" She drop<asifI had
shot her Ah, lr re is a creature that is fearfully and wonderrully trained
I lose the cock, but I gain a" spectacle that is
worth a bag full of them.
But time and space fly. I cannot stop to tell you iu detail lev, v we finished ihe river bottom, and how 1 retrieved
my reputation by bagging half a dozen birds in six straight
Shots, for 1 have no more right to trespass on the choice preserves of ihe Foi.est AST) Stream outlying the proper
bounds of this artie'e than I have to sna'eh the first
shootiug in my neighhor's "posted" grouud. But I must tell
you in conclusion how we crowned our day's sport.
It was drawing toward sunset, aud, hot aud tired, Charlie
and 1 and Quand were making our way back to the team
across a wide meadow.
We had just been all the way round
Half-Moon Cove, and were discouraged at not having flushed
A large
a single bird in that remarkably promising cover.
patctT of corn lay right in our path, and at one comer of the
corn was a small 6 x 9 birch covert as you might dtscrit e it.
Into this we sent Quand as a last resort, and before she came
out we wished we had resorted their earlier, dock after
cock came whistliug out over the coin so fast that wc
The westering
couldn't possibly get a shot at all of them.
sun shone in our faces ; we were somewhat fagged and acrvous with the day's work, and, all in all, 1 suppose we could
have done better. As it was, however, we bagged nine cock
out of thatllttle birch covert -Although they were all shots iu
the open, tbe birds flew with compensating swiftness,
i
have never seen cocks so active ou the wing.
magine yourself facing a blaze of western glory, your eyes still fun her
blinded with boiling perspiration, and somebody of strong
aim flinging good-sized potatoes across the sunlight with al
his strength, and you will have some idea how those woodcocks flew, and the difficulty of cutting them down iu good
shape. I say we got nine, i do not know how many flushed
out of the covert— I should judge about fifteen. All the
feathered population of Half-Moon Cove seemed lo have adjourned to that little grove for a caucus or a picnic, or sometbiug else of equal interest.
When we reached home our combined bag yielded up
twenty-three of the brown beauties, so i do not think we disgraced ourselves.
parting advice to the ama'eur woodcock shooter (and
such I c junt myself) is this Go buy thee a Brat-ctass cocker
spaniel, and that right quickly.

dashing

after,

and she ehuiges

MARK COCK
i:v

PASlSrOK,

i'AUl,

I

AUGUST'S

fi istyntghta andsul rydnys, like opposite levprying away incessantly at old earth, haVe loosened
no v the intense summery vigor ot her frame, her glossy
locks begin to Fade, her limbs droop with the burden of the
harvest, her mailed e'oak of green grows scant ami lusty
P
ranerabli mother has passed anin places,
^ting toward her annual decay.
other aeason'f
is
ardent sportsman tor the sentiment of
Bui
:ism; All summer long, while nature was in her bloom,
ce fi-tsh and rank in field and wood, and
While al
cheerily voiced the holiday of the year, he has been
languishing, whether at to. or play, whether chained to the
Urban desk or stretched at length beneath the shade oi sou
ishlDgatld pining for the sound of bis
beloved breech-loader, and the indescribable aroma of acloud

ers

i

I

-

1

-

I

i.

gun saiok
Hard it was to wart - irder still to solatro
himself with the li tie conciliatory pasting s and diversions
lie has east aud trailed the
allotted to the summer months,
Various seduciive baits of the fisherman with passable Sucre a :i;iii occasional zest, but then, us he v:
sens ly remarks, fishing would be a somewhat better apology for sport
if die two ends of
the pole could be a little j&ore- equitably
balanced, lie has flirted, and read, and slept, and eaten. But
baa been to dream—dream of The
his principal
go d time coming when the heat and the la-v would fall off
ih'
like a aeamle&s gariiient and he would be free to
enter the forbidden land—
'•The realm oi Sweet desire."
of

!

i

,

,

i

And now at las' the first of September has come the eatsneaking sc gts thai infest ihecoverts n hopes of "bagging" an unwary and impatient sportsman, have folded their
:

like,

tenia liki

and as

the

silently stolen

away.

Nothing

prevents; 'a is a charming Crisp-aired day— shall we not, pay
our respects to that prin.ee of the covert, the woodcock ? Yes':
Our breeeh-loader is in tbe best of trim,
yes, by all means
aud fairly aching for a duel at
sue w tb da are Echo our
shells are freahlj loaded with keen tittle No. :i. our luncheon
mi team stands waiting at. thedoorq in fact, as
is pul Up,
the reader has donbtless? e this suspected, we nave been getting ready this week past for the first day of September. Wc
have been meditating a grand initiatory descent upon the litre brown piinee of the wood. Tue hour has come, our
heart bounds with expee a'ion— we are off
We rattle briskly through the town, and stop at, the house
of that best friend and follow sportsman without whom «
u almost tame.
He is in readiness
iuld
day at gunning
and waiting. Beautiful Itver-COlored "Quand," the queen of
''Charge!"
'cocker spaniels, leaps nervously at his side.
Lake a uFODZS statue she is-frozen to the earth. My friend
mounts up aud takes his seat b side me. We commence ti
move away. There lies Quand pitifully staunch, but with
See
bright, pathetic eyes pleading as no tongue can plead.
hoA the beautiful creatui'e trembles in every limb! A moment more of trial, and Ihea the word is given. "Come!"
Jike a cross-bolt out of a bow
like an arAnd she comes
row drawn to tbe heal. A few minutes' ecstatic scamper,
aud then we take hi r into the team, for Charlie aud 1 are not
mg the number of those humane sportsmen whose hearts
Suffer iherrj to hie on a blown, panting and dust-choked dog
into a sultry cover,
Wc agree, as we ride along, to make the very most of the
We must visit all our favorite covens aud keep the
day.
upper baud of our nerves— no pottering shots to-day.
We must take that, in
First in order is the river-bottom.
the cool of the day, for it is so hemmed iu with hills that by
neon the pools will fairly steam. We leave our team in a
lie
eoul glade above the interval aud plunge down
bank as
excitedly as two SCUO >l-I)Oj s. Here we are, right in the thick
of it.
Wo must gO carefully now and Quand must be encouraged to work close, for it will be like shooting stars be!

i

li

;

I

1

•

!

—

;

:

I

tween two living clouds to bit the brown whistlers here. We
on, about two rods apart, and Quand quarters back nnd
Steady, now
That bog looks fairly
forth in front of us.
proline.
Quand is gingerly working around the edge. See
the spell is upon her— the witching spell of the scent.
She's
all alert; her little docked tail vibrates excitedly; she babPlace your sportsman— your
bles aud UP goes the cock.
capital wing shot— in an emergency and note his lightning-

move

!

!

like decision, his quick, clean action, his splendid self possession. H= re is where he learned it, and hers he needs it all,
ihird of a second to will, a third of a
and needs it now.

A

do— two-thirds

of a second and it is all over. Time
is ueve» quit- so valuable and so significant as just after the
whistle of a flushing cock.
are comparatively in the open and that saves our credit. ThetWOreporU are almost iu-tantaneous. The cock turns
in the air and drifts sidewise down, deflected by the force of
the shot.
"Dead bird, Qiiunic! bring it." Quand, who
faStl
has been
11] since the cock flushed, now follows the finger of her master and her own sharp nose, and
soon emerges from the thick ferns hearing her prize as tenThe bird is pretty badly
derly as if it weir- a lad\ 's glove.
torn with shot, SO we amicably conclude that we both hit it
and thus enjoy the luxury of being generous and selfish at
the same time.
Fun now has fairly commenced. Qnand hassinelWI blood,
and we have smelled powder. The thicket opens a little, and
we drift farther apart, whistling occasionally wheu the leaves
Pretty soou 1 catch sight of
hide US from each iher's sight.
Her little body is stiff and QlOtiOnQllind on a dead point
SI
her lail stands out straight, one of her forefeet is slightly raised, and she is drinking in the electric aroma of the
game. At first I am inclined to call Charlie, that he too
may wonder at the beautiful and unusual maneeuvre but
slight signs perhap-Iskould rather call them premonitions—
of a break ou Quanu's part causes me to chauge my intention.
1 throw myself and gun into uu attitude of readiness, none
fcBS a lightning-like dash, aud, scarce
three feet in Ineii a lier, flushes a magnificent cock. Bang!
Not even a feather
bang! Nothing but leaves, I declare
Just then Charlie's gun cracks, out to the left
floats down,
and a little in advance, and presently 1 hear him calliug,
"Here, Quanie (had bird! dead bird 1" Quand is "up
and away " in an instant and I know thather mouth is waterCharlie and I exchange halloos and
ing over
lost bird.
Ere long the silliness is broken by
then move on again.

second to

We

—

i

<

|

;

;

—
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my

my

1 know be has
friend's quicki clear cry: ".Mark cock!"
a bird, Dot toj some reason or other been unable to get
f keep
eyes and ears open, and am rewarded
B shot ai it.
i

my

by hearing a bird whistle through the top of the undergrowth

'

!

!

—
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which goes to show the popularity of and great demand for
But don't get conceited or put on any airs it is
the paper.
is doing if, uud it is not a bad ielea
to invite an interchange of views and ideas even on skunks
and woodchucks. We follows will write up your paper Cor
you every week if we are let loose, aud the observations of a
sportsman are often instructive as well as interesting, bunging to light as if. does many peculiarities of game animals
aud birds) ami a copy of the 'Forest AND Stream is about a3
interesting reading as you can find iu a day's journey.
I observe that your nautical editor has got to have his
Comb cut a little. He has been let alone so long that he
fancies he has things all his own way, and the way he is
sailing in on deep 'water models rentiers if very necessary
and
that we fiat -bottomed fellows should come to lb.e rescue
now that this English cutter "Madge" has comeover, lucre's
nc living with him. I won't admit that he bin got us under,
Ol
and we must stand up as out models do, aud lake a litl
the conceit out of him, I, for one, am not g 'ing to be "sal
on this question either. Eight tons of lead on the keel of a
little craft of thirty-eight feet, forsooth]
He can't prove
that we want auy such craft in our shallow bays by me.
Not being amphibious, I prefer staying on top of the water.
If I have' time I will go one. for his noli next week, are
my experience of a Utile cruise I had dowu Fast rci entry in
a deep boat, by jingo
It is all very well to call our craft
"tubs," but a tub possesses the merit of being able to
fun is fun, bul, f
on its bottom when the tide goes out.
There is a "pint" beyond
don't see auy in a mud bath.
Which, etc. Lastly, as the long-winded pi cachers say, and
should say everlastingly. I want to make a a.:
brother sportsmen, and that is to show up in all o unuiuuieations the impositions by " SongC and Swrndltf' (6 m't print
all our fraternity.
it George and Swindle this time) ou
Whenever a sportsman is gouged by swindle and. Swindled.
by gouge; show bim up. When railroad officials are imI propose
pertinent and unaccommodating, give examp'es.
that we, the great body of Bptrtsmen, do form ourselves in'o
society for the general reformation of all people whom we,
the sportsmen, are, by virtue, of our pureuits, thrown in
contact with.
will go for the man that kicks our dog
(pretty likely to do that on the spot) and Ihe baggagesmasher that slams out guns and things Jri unci, and the
ItwOuJd
fellows that put up rates on our boats and tents.
not take three mon'hs to bring about a lovely state of things.
Let us not forget eilher to give credit and praise where due.
Podoisks.
Who seconds this motion ?
;

your correspondence that

;

I

!
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A BEMINISCENCE OF THE WAIL

1

I

My

:

"PODGER'S" PUTS A MOTION.
Down East, August 25.
writing you last, wherein I gave my "'speriem-e''
OB the snake question, 1 have carefully perused the last
of the Forest and Stream, which abounds iu additional evidence on snake gymnastics, and I see that the general weight of testimony is that snakes do climb, and that
they go straight up. I stated that those I h id seen climbing
had ascended with a spiral movement. 1 should have qualified the statement by saying that 1 had only seen them ascending small trees, and before some one sails into me and
proves firstly, that I never was a boy; secondly, never "got
licked," and thirdly, never saw a snake, 1 want to concede
that snakes may go straight up, and if they prefer that
method it is their business not mine, and I hasten to admit
that they go straight up head foremost or lail foremost, or
any other way that suits them best they can take their
choice.
This concession to the general verdict I trust will
save me from being "sat upon" by some hypercritical coi respondent disposed to prove that I don't know anytning about
suakes.
You evidently have a large number of readers who
have snake on the brain, in their boots and everywhere else.
Can't we pasa the snake dispute, and take up crows and their
peculiarity to feed on fish? We have exhausted 'possum,
skunk bites, [and woodchucks andsnakes: now crows have the
floor.
1 move that crows have a chance, or let us go back to
dog stories, a much more interesting subject. I bar the previous question on theabove subjects including that of whether
trout flop the fly into their mouths with their tails.' Strikes
me you -will have to limit the latitude of discus-ion on any
subject, for the varied experiences of your numerous readers
on every known topic or query that arises is wonderful, aud

OINCE

O
number

—

shows how extensively the Forest and Stream is read.
I see by your last number that bass seem to be troubled
with worms. It must necessarily be the augle worms. I
waut to suggest that your correspondents give their statisexperience as to how many squirms and contortions to
the square iuch can be got out of a stale Boston lobster.
After all have banded in their evidence I want a show,
and when I have given my experience if I can he outsquirmed I am ready to go to jail.
may not be quite as sound as some of your correspond"Q snakes, but oh, Jerusalem! what 'an experience I
have got in my mind— the result of misplaced confidence in
a Boston restaurant's bill of fare.
Give me a show when the
i

•:

I

I

:

time comes.

Speaking of the readers of the Forest and Stream I must
.you what a time I had in Bost m to
of your
I went to every news-stand I could hear of. to
every place where papers were sold
his was on Monday,
and blazing- hot at that), and in every instance the answer
was, " Not one 1 ft." I could eotflnd a copy in the town. At
last. I espied its familiar green cover projecting fiotn under a
pile of papers at a hotel stand kepi by a Teuton, aud when I
raked it out to his view after he had denied having a copy,
he remarked, "By Slmrge I did not know nunings about
dot oue,
1 could have sold him six times ago."
All of
fell

last issue.

!

BEADING,

some time since, a reminiscence of the late
me in the notion of giving to your read is
I
am
adventures and escapades.
rtcollections of
quite sure a great portion of unmarried sportpni n find pleasure in making lovetoa pretty girl, almost as much as standing
behind a brace of thoroughly broken dog- re dy for the fli'^h.
'the troub'es and pleasures 1 am about to sp ak of e.uue to
me through my love for a regular old-fashioned Virginia,
pointer and his mistress.
It was a clear case off love a' lh-i
sight and "if you love me, love
dog." It was a truism
in this case.
I was young then, so young aud yet felt so old.
She stood framed in the doorway of her fathers house as I
rode up, and when I had dismounted she came with hesitating steps and inquiring gaze to know what 1 wished. Oil'
came
forage cap, and as I caught the light of her blue
eyes, the deed was done and I was a prisoner.
The Harris Light Cavalry, of which I was a member, was
encamped near Oatlett Sta'ion, aud at the op-ning of
war, put

my

some

my

my

my

story we were about to break cump and march with other
forces on Fredericksburg, some twenly-five miles south,
i
had not been around the country much during our slay at
Catletl's, and it was only some three or four days before the
departure of the regiment that I made the acquaintance
So on this beautiful
this blue-eyed and brown-haucd girl.
April morning, 1862, riding some three miles from camp. I
came across the comfortable residence of Mr. Josliu; met his
youngest daughter, fell in love with her, was introduced to
the family, Mrs. Joslin and three daughters— Mary, Lucy,
and the young' st (she of ihe blue eyes), Mabel or "Mab." I
overstepped the bounds of propriety, lfear, for I stayed fully
two hours, and left wi'h many regrets and a most cordial invitation to come again.
As I was mounting I saw coming
through the gate Miss J., followed by a fine pointer. 1 inquired if the dog was broken. Miss Mab answered that he
was and that his name was Bob. "Did I shoot? Was I a
sportsman ? If so I should shoot over her dog and she

would go wi»h me, only we could not go until October." Oh,
my, what a beastly game law not to allow shooting iu April.
I rode back to camp in a meditative mood— that is, meditating how I should arrange to make another visit to this
hospitable roof, I arranged it a couple of days after, and
had a charming visit; and howl did pet Hob, aud how he
aud his mistress appreciated it. Arriving in camp late in
the afternoon, I found we were under marching orders for
Friday, the next day but one.
I st'ayed in camp until after dinner Thursday, then rode
out to bid my good friends adieu, possibly never to see them
again, for were we uoi going to Richmond", and so on south ?
The future was full of possibilities— one was promotion, the
other death and it was possible that tb feat might destroy
us.
And so it fell out that as the twilight was coming on I
stood in the midst of that family group and Bade them farewell.
I had mounted and was about to turn away, when
Miss Lucy handed me a pic'ure case. I opened if and saw
the face of a handsome young man in full uniform of gray.
Said she, "Mr. Dick, that is Dames Davis: he is serving with
Gen. J. E. B. Stuart. Should he ever fall info your hands,
be kind to him. Should you ever fall into his hands, he will
do all he can for you." I at once drew my own conclusions
as to the relation James Davis sustained to the sp aker.
1
took a good look at the pic'ure, then returned it, and, putting spurs to my horse, I galloped away with a heavy heart
in one respect and a light one iu another.
"Boots and saddles" sounded at five o'clock next morning.
Twenty minutes later the Harris Lilo Cavalri were well on
the march, the objective points be ng Falmouth and FredThat day was to sei
ericksburg.
with
the enemy, The battle oi Falmouth Heights, the firs battle
if Fredericksburg, aud the occupation of Fredericksburg
followed.
During the summer the cavalry was kept busy d, ing picket
duty and raiding in ihe enemy's country. I had manage I,
;

however, to

make two

visits to

my

friends.

He

Bntffi

r>

sions 1 ran great danger of capture, bul, with my usual aocd
fortune escaped by showing a clean pair of heels.
In July
Gen. McDowell was ordered to join Gen. Bunks in the Yal

v

—
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ley of VirginiB mid while the aruiy was marching North and
in piov.nbly lo Calle L'a Station, I embraced the apparency
good opportunity of ranking a third visit. Striking off from

main column, Iiodefo* an hour, when 1 sighted the
h life and soon thereafter was riding through the gateway.
1 W8B met at the door hy Mr. Joslin.
The tamily were about
the

to sit down to dinrer aid we en tired the diuing-rooni.
I
did not notice anything unusual in the bearing or behavior

llrnj host, hTiBteSB or' the

—

young

Indies, but, it all

came tome

afterwards t heir rather strained conversation, .Miss Lucy's
ale face and ag-taied manner, and I remembered so well afterwards Of Miss Mabel silling so close to me at table. I sat
lacing a staircase, the mount of which was quite peep.
1 noticed then that Miss Lucy excused herself twice and ascended
these stairs, quickly returning each time. Dinner being over,
Miss Mabe, " Hob " and I
nt to the front of the hone and
ihcrc, in ihe shade, sat for nearly an hour.
Mabe remained
close to me the whole time.
I afterwards remembered her
agitated maimer and how careful she was to keep the dog
near and that she would not let me go to the barn to got hay
At
for my horse, hut called a negro, who fed the animal.
3 o'clock 1 prepared to go, lidding good-bye to the family. I
was soon on my wayr Taking the road back of the house, 1
followed it to the wo ds, then taking bearings, 1 struck
through the forest the nearest way known to' myself, by
which I would probably reach the main column. I had ridden possibly two hundred yards when from the side 'f the
path the uegro T<m appeared, out of breath and the persiraiion streaming d own his black face.
" .Mars Dick, don't take de ole road to de crick; take de
toad what you knows to Keiley Ford
an' go, for the Lor'
>:ikes, as fas' as yer boss kin make it
dars clanger in de air.
Miss Mabe say dis, and may deLor' Stan' by yr."
"But, Tom, what on earth is wrong? What have you
1

w

.

;

;

seen P"
:"
seen lots an' beard lots.
(So, go, go
thoroughly aware that a great danger hovered near
and somehow feeing Miss Mabel knew it, I instantly followed Tom's advice and direction. Changing my course from
lion h west to a little north of west 1 urgi d my horse forward
a a rapid rate, keeping my pistol ready and a sharp lookout.
few minutes past four I left, the woods and found myself
on the track leading to the ford and probably four hundred
yards from it. At this moment I beard hoof strokes behind
Turning in the saddle I saw two horsemen approaching
inc.
at an easy trot.
I
I did not, wa>t for further investigation
felt, a near danger.
Striking my horse sharply with the spurs
I lied dawn the road.
At the same instant "zip, zip," came
two rifle balls in close proximity. Glancing back I saw a
little cloud of blue smoke over the horsenvn and they were

"Mars Dick, Fs

Now

1

A

;

It, was now a question of horse flesh.
The
flying in pursuit,.
fine animal I rode had never yet failed me.
Could I reach
the ford and get, safely over all might yet be well. The river
is in sight.
Faster and fasier flies the hoise that curries
life and
minute more and i am in the swift,
liberty.
current of the Rappahannock, the horse making tremendous
" Hall, I" Tlr ee horsemen in blue
plunges under the spurs.

my

A

my

w

I point back. Instantly three
he*r bank
carbines are raised and three balls speed over my head. I
look back the pursuit g Confederates are wheeling about;
up the bill and are soon "lost to sight— to memory
they
dear."

appear on the u

le

—

" Dick, that's anLieutenant P. said that night in camp
other one of your dose calls. You'll be picked up yet. You
can't combine love-making with war in the enemy's country.
Home of these tiirls will betray you."
Lieutenant P. did not know the abiding faith in my heart
for at least one of those girls
She had saved me that day.
Fall, winter aud spring passed away ami, although I had
been a regular scout all that time, 1 had never been able to
vi it, the joslins.
It was three days after the battle of Ohaucellorsvile.
I was alone on the road from Fredericksburg
:

had left Falmouth the evening prelea ling to Bealtou.
vious and, eucouutering Federal pickets ten miles north of
town, sta d with the olh'ecr of the picket ad night. Pour A.
M. found me in [tie saddle. I knew that the road was dangerous, beirg well patroled by Confederate cavalry, but,
trusting to my knowledge of the county and ability to keep
from beaten paths, 1 pushed on.
By 9 a, m., I reiched Morrisville, some miles from Bealton.
Here I met, as prearranged another scout. lie struck
for the river, going West; I passed on north.
After getting
away from Moni>,ville a mile and a quarter 1 was walking
my horse through a hollow in the road musing and thinking
of things far away, when out of the thick owarf pines on my
left sprang three men in partial gr,iy, covering me with their
carbines.
First, ." Halt
bait!" Second, "Get off that
horse!" Third, "Down with that pistol or your a dead
man." My bridle was quickly Beized. I dismounted, and
was hurried into the woods, and in a thrice was quickly disarmed.
Tne man who took my belt was James Davis. "Mr. Swiviller this is the third time 1 spotted you, and followed you,
aud now I've got you." Th- big, handsome fellow smiled
grimly, and shook me warmly by the baud- I was completely crestfallen and bo iten, and felt aoout as mean as a man
feels ovrl anything in this world.
Davis then recounted th j following: He said that the
day I took dinner at. Mr. Joslin's he was in the house, and
while we- were, at dinner he was in the room immediately
o^er the dining-room, and through a small knot bole in the
floor (there being no plaster) he wacbed me.
He was then
anxious to effect the capture, but he was deterred partly by
the p i-ition I occupied facing the stairs which would give
me a chance of seeing him about as quick as he could get his
pistol on me, and partly by Miss Lucy's urging him to Keep
quint, and a horror she in common with the rest of their family had for serious results that might attend the attempt.
He pursued me as soon as Heft, being joined byaconipauion
Miss Mabel divining their intentions sent Tom to warn me
They missed me at the creek
not to go the way I came.
pressing, so must have crossed my trail a couple of miles
Dad they
bach in rylng to inte cept me at the upper ford.
changed their course five minutes earlier there would have
been rouble for me; as it was I saved myself by superior
I

!

[September

delivered at Gen. FitzhuBh Lee's headquarters, was introduced to hat officer, and most agreeably entertained.
parole and exchange occurred six weeks later.
October found my brigade fighting Gen. Stuart at different
places along the Rappahanncok, At the close of a day's skirmishing we bivuaci-ed in the woods.
h'irse wan through
fcding, 1 was pieparingto wrap up in my blanket, when
it suddenly
occurred to me that 1 was but ten or twelve
miles from Joslin's house. Cou'd I make a visit ? But then
a portion of the enemy must be nearer to Catletts than our
forces.
However we wanted Information as to the enemies
whereabouts, and particularly if they were amassing near
Call) It's Station, and I bad already been ordered to ascertain
therefore determined to combine.
this fact if possible.
J
pleasure with duty, g°t, what information I could of the enemy, and visit my friends in the bargain. 1 at once communicated mv plans 10 Geo. Kenner, one of the best scouts on rur
idea wa- to visit,
siatT, he fell in with them at once.
Joslin's that night, leave there before day, and scout the
country back.
Eight o'clock found us in the saddle and away. After a
"If
ride of a short, distance tenner stopped as if struck.
will be strange if James Davis is not at this moment mailing
himself com fort able in the very house we propose visiting,
since Gen. Stuart's command must be nearer there than we,"
s-.id he.
The whole thing flashed on me in a moment, of
course he would be there.
Could we not capture him if
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i

would

tell

of his presence.

We

pushed on as rapidly as the course we were taking
Ton o'clock found us in the woods two hundred yards back of the Joslin House.
We stayed there until
midnight. Leaving Kanner, 1 m><de my way to the barn,
being careful to keep out of sight of the house, not being
The latch
willing to take any chances in the starlight.
string was out and I opened the small door in the rear of the
barn and entered. Taking a match from my case I struck
There were
it and slowly made my way along 'he stalls.
The light went out. The second
three cows and two mules.
Willi hands
match blazed up. The family horse. Ha

wou'd admit.

'.

t,h

nri.

In

excitement,
iking righ
;hes

and

cautiously struck

I

I ft

;d

the

third

David's bay mare.
his saddle.
There would be

1
qui.
1? and silently made my way out of the barn and
joined Keener.
It was arranged for one of us to go to the
re ir and the other to the front of the "barn and rouse tbe folks.
Kenner was to do the talking, his voice being strange.
hoped by this that Davis would think it, some of his own men.
We started for the house, and when within fifty yards of
We distinctly hear a horse
the barn, hist! what's that?
moment of inwalking quickly throuah the barn yard.
tense suspense and there, breaks ou the stillness of the night
the claiter of a horse's hoofs on the road.
Telling Kenner to wad, I go into 'he barn; as quickly
as possible I made my way by sense of touch to near the stall
that contained the bay mare aud struck a match.
The hay mare had vanished
•!•

We

A

!

Danger was in the air. We left the place, mounted and
rode away "It was some days before we joined the command,
but I made that visit before returning aud had ihe mystery

Diok

solved.

CONCLUDED IN

you ask for further infort
r-.ttlesnake as slated in an interesting letter on that subject from a writer in North Car Jti a.
While considerable observation has evidently been made by
rrespondent, some of hisconclusonsare not altogether
sound, aud yT ou will permit me to state a few facts, which are
reasonably well ascertained to be such.
l
No serpent covers its food with slime before swallowing
There is no organ provided for such a purpose, and it
it.
would be ab mt as easy to paint in waier colors with a sharpened slate pencil as to smear a "slimy fluid" ovt r the hair or
feather of an animal with the slender pointed tongue of a
snake.
Deglutition usually begins at once without any prelinib arie:; when the prey is secured, and the secretion of
the salivary giand serves merely to facilitate its passage down
the oesophagus and into the stomach.
2 As to the supposed powets of fascination in snakes.
In
general, animals placed in a caye to serve as food are perfectly indifferent to the presence of tbe snake until the latter becomes aggressive when 'hey naturally show much fear, but
under no circumstance have I ever been able to find any trace
of a power to charm on tne part of the snake.
It is reasonably safe to strike out the intentirmm element implied by the
common belief, and to attribute the behavior of the. vicim to
It is well ascertained that this
trance or nervous exhau-tiou
cuiious mental state often known as " Braidism " or "Hypnotism" can be induced by fear, and also by having the atteuti m strongly attracted on one object in a fixed manner, for
even a sh< rt space of time. Without going into a long discussion it will be apparent to all who are at all familiar with
the experiments which have been made on this subject that
Ihe slow approach, and -the fixed, glittering eye of the snake
might be a frequent cause of this condition iu th" p ey which
it Ws8 about to seize, under which circumstances so long as
uo external c suse, as a noise or a sudden movement, occurred
to give a shock to the nervous system of the animal affeced,
there would appear to be a complete p ira ysia of the motor
nerves and an incapacity to effect any voluntary motion to
cscaue from the spot. It is almost needless to say that these
conditions not infrequently exist with human beings in the
face of sudden danerrj which may often be of such a nature
that the most firm m hever in the supernatural could hardly
suppose it to be gified with a voluntary power "f fascina'ion.
s quiet for a f-w hours after f eding, it
3. When a snake
hardly be supposed that it d es so to allow digestiou to
c
take place, as this process in most if not in all snakes requites
several weeks instead of from two to nine hours.
The muscular force exerted by the snake in drawing food
down its throat is considerable andlong c mtiuued. Furiherniore, the arrangement of the two bones composing the lower
jaw and of some of those entering into the b se of the skull
is such that they are movable ou each other, and can be dislocated at will, much enlarging the throat to give passage to
the food. After this is swallowed tliey are drawn hack into
position by contraction of the elastic ligaments which hold
them together. When tbe operation is completed a greater
or less tune must be allowed for these overstrained musch s
and ligaments to recover their tone and contract. During
this time it is reas mable to suppose that the snake would
be disp >sed to be still,
just as in ordinary cases of fatigue
ami to gome extent, probably be incapable of exertion.
4. The usual number of young produced at a birth by the
rattlesnake is v«-ry probably from six to twelve as stated but
it has been known to be as high as fifteen on oue occasion in
the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.
5. The geutratiza ion that all harmless snakes lay eggs,
and all poisonous ones do not is uns aiod. The young of the
rat tie-make, as slated by your correspondent, and probably
all of the North American venomous serpents are produced
alive, but so also are ihe young of many of our harmless species, as .n the familiar cases of the uarler snakes and coinwater Snakes. The bringing iuto the world of young
on oviparous or viviparous principles really does not seem to
be a matter of vital importance in the economy f the animal,
it can frequently be influenced to some extent by ariificiai

mation on the habits of the

such was lie case? We would try. So it was arranged to
approach the house with caution," and Bud out if his horse
in the barn, if so that

SwrvKi.ucr..

OTJB NEXT.]

THE PREVIOUS 'POSSUM QUESTION,
Tucson, Arizona, August 20.
Editor Forest and Stream '
The courtesy which you have extended to the 'possum
question, SO innocently raised last spring, emboldens me to
ask tha usual parliani' ntary favor of closing the deba'e.
The marsupial literature, which has been so chorrfnlly
given to the public through your columns haa perhaps refreshed the lauging senses of many a gouty planter and rrvived
memories harmless and pleasing.
The 'possum is not fit to eat in the summer, and only
matures with the falling of persimmons in the autumn, when
the frost crisps the ground,
Americans are fond of imagining that no other country
produces the opossum, but in No them China I have seen a
oersiminon orchard set in rows expressly for the purpose of
feeding opossums, which are esteemed a great luxury among
the Chinese, who are exceedingly fond of fat things such as
pig and 'possum, aud iuvariably eat hem hot.
Oue of your correspondents suggests bunting 'possums
with a gun. In England, as you well know, a man who
would shoot a fox is banished from po he society forever,
I

and a man who is so lost to sportsmanship as to bunt a 'possum with a gun in the night should be condemned to tat him
cold and afterward to u- de^go a nightmare.
Any negro in !h'j Southern Sates can catch a 'possum.
Re may climb out on the limb of a pa-paw tree ever so far
and twist his tail around a. limb but a h'ekory pole in the
hands of an expert darkey or ten year old boy will fetch him
and then you place the pole across his neck
to the ground
with yi .ur feet on each s de and give a jerk with the hind legs
and his neck is broken.
;

;

The contiovirsy did not originate about catching 'possums,
but cookinsr them, and the preponderance of evidence is in
favor of bakiug with sweet potatoes in an oven or suillet,
or in the ground surrounded by stones, "tatama" fashion,
and seasoning with sage and red pepper.
In the coming autumn no doubt the voluminous intelligence
you have spread abroad wilt revive a taste tor 'possum sport
and 'possum suppers.
plant
'i he time may come when the American people will
persimmon orchards like the Chinese and give the 'pes um
due as an epicurean gratification. The question is settled
by the majority in favor of baking with sweet potatoes and

his

eating while hot.

With many thanks
has received I

for the polite consideration the subject
" previous question."

call the

Chatu.bt D. Posion.

i

speed.
in the woods to a place well screened from the
captors emp'ied haversacks— result, ham, fried eggs
and biscuit. We dined, aud the rest of the dav was Spent
in talks of the war, and telling sportsmen's yarns for all were
Davis and his companions had not
fond of dog and gun.
learned of ihe death of Stonewall Jackson until so informed
hy me. They had been inside the Fed ral lines almost a week
previous t my capture. I will not here describe how I was
conducted beyond lh= lines at night, and of the magnificent
ride across the Blue Kidge, and the splendid trout I caught
capture I was
rom mountain streams. Four days after

Going bade

road

my

i

my

Toads fob Gardens.— According to a French paper a
market for the sale of loads to gardeners is held regu'arly
every week in Paris.

Dealers biing their "goods" in wellwhich the toads are packed in lots
mo^B.
lot of a hundred good individuThe gardeners use
als will bring fifteen to seventeen dollars.
them to keep dowD the destructive insects that annoy them.
Dutch gardener, M. Krelage, of naarlem, recommends the
use of the toad in preehhouses, as furnishing an excellent
means for destroyimj the millepeds that infest the plants.
ventilated casks, in

hundred, in

damp

c

A

A

Why be slctt ana aulag wpon Uop

Bitters will surely cure

you ?
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mdi lions.
6. The reason given for the quietude of snakes at night in
his latitude is probably ro-rect— viz., the chill of the eight
air and the dew on the ground, but in this quietude reptiles—
differ from most aniif indeed it be general among them
mals instead of agreeing with them. The great proportion
of wild animals seem to be nocturnal in hab t, notably all
hose, both birds and animals, of a carniverous and therefore predacious nature.
7. Tbe development of the rattles differs somewhat from the
manner staled. The snake is born with a small knob at the
aid of the tail, which becomes the button of the forthcoming
ratt'e.
At the end of ahout six weeks depending much
upon the time when ihe first fo 'd is taken the young snake
sheds its skin and one ra t e is then added, and subsequently,
as a general rule, through lif>', oue new ra'lle is formed
whenever the skin is shed, but this is exceedingly irregular;
the snake some imes sheds three or four times iu the c >urse
of a year: sometimes two or three rat' les are produced at
t

—

i

—
—

once, and occasionally none at a'l, also rattles are frequently
i. e., end of
the
lost by accident from the end of the tail
rattle— which are never reproduced, as the new g owth is I
It is thus readily seen, that while under n-rmal
the base.
conditions there is a general relation between the number of
rattles and the age of the snake, it is much too uncertain to
afford any correct indication of the latter.
What a nest of strange notions is that part of the human
brain which may be supposed to he devoted to snakes. All
men are prone to misrepresentation and superstition in their
"lions aud
Everywhere their graceful, gliding
regard.
often as striking and brilliant as Nature can
their colors
Hardly a repaint are Poked on with aversion and f ar.
ligion of ancient or modern times, be it classed as mythology
or theology, in which the serpent is not recognized either as
an object to be feared and therefore to be propitiated hy worship, or to be feared and therefore hated as the incarnation
Probably few realers of Forest and Siream has
of evil.
ever had their attention drawn to 'ho fact that in all thebrute
creation, the monkey alone— "that rough sketch of man''—
rIiows his sentiments in this respect, and that universally in
the animals of that oner, so far as inarticu ate sounds and
the language of gesture can make plain, horror, aversion
and fear mingled with an invincible curiosity are found,
just as the same feelings are displayed under the highest dej
volopment of al) Nature's forms,

—

—

m

.
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Bkpibmbkr

beavers that appeared to be composed entirely of grass, grass
and bits of soil, but they could not be called dams.
The animals lived in the banks, and there was no very apPerhaps tin ir constru turn
parent use for the mock dams.

was from instinct, or mere force of habit. To illustrate this
friend who followed trapI will relate an instance.
ping some years ago canubt a young bt-aver very soon alter its
birth, carried jt to bis cabin, and it soon became a great pet.
got. to building dams, and each
As it approached maturity
morning he found his cibin floor divided by a durujihat reached

YOUR
marks on

appended to a correspondent's rethe "Habits of the Hermit Crab," and the
it to the land crab of Bermuda, makes me
venture to offer a few remarks upon the subject. You say
May
that a land species of hermit crab exists in Bermuda.
not some of your readers infer from this that there is a hermit crab there which is also a true land crab 1 The large
hermit crab f that island, which does certainly go as far as
twenty or thirty feet from the water to hide itself in the
littlo rock caverns, which occur si commonly on the southern
shore does not belong to the Uecarcinidw, but is a true Pa~
r/urun, generally inhabiting the shells of Tubo pica.
Of land crabs proper ihere are two species, a d great is the
difficulty of procuring either of them, for, being nocturnal m
habit and wonderfully quick in their moveinems. I have
spent many hours at night, lantern in hand, roaming through
The best
the cedar .-crub in sea ch of them without avail.
instrument to capture them with is an oleander stick with
three branches at top cut off, leaving about four inches, of
branch; with this you can pin them to theg'ound until your
companion ties up the nippers with a string, for woe betide
the greenhorn who, on hs first essty to capture them, lakes
hold with his hand, lor the largest sized specimens are fully
capable of iuflictiug a serious wound. .1. Matthew Joxes.
Fern Lodge, WaUrville, Kings Co., AT. 8.
editorial note

made in

i

THE BEAVER.

A

to a recent number of Forest akd
Sthkam gives the beaver credit for a trifle more intelhgiDC-3 than I have observed it to possess, although it is a
veiy knowing and ingenious animal. He said, in substance,
that it understands the direction a tree will naturally full,
aDd cuts down only those which will strve its purpose by
falling where wanted for the construe ion of a dam or house.
family of beavers will attack a grove
This is a mistake.
of cotlonwood trees on the bank of a stream, and if not interrupted, or otherwise oiverted from their purpose, will cut
them all down, regardless of the direction in which they may
fall.
But a lew days ago, while fishing in Williams Hiver,
Middle Park, I was attracted by " beaver work" in a clump
of col ton woods too far from the stream lor any of them to
reach it in falling. Tuere were ten or fifteen trees altogether,
All were
ranging from one foot to two feet iu diameter.
girdled; some were cut half through, but yet. standing,
while several had fallen. One of the largest in the group
had fallen directly away from the stream, its top breaking
Another of the
to pieces agaiust the foot of the mountain.
large ones, after falling a few feet, had lodged against another
an inevitable result to man's intelligence. Furthertree
more, most of the branches of this tree were either dead or
bad been carried away by the wiod, so there was very little
object to cut it down for. At another Iree, standing within
six feet of the above, the curious miscalculation bad been
made of cutting one side about two feel higher than the other,
occasioned by the fact that a log lay agaiust it on the up-hill
side, from which they worked, while on the other side the
work was from the ground. In this instance, a dry, seasoned
branch, several inches in diameter, had been cut away in
order to make room to work. The topB and branches of all
the fallen trees had been cut off and taken away, but there
was no dam near, the stream being too large and rapid for

CONTRIBUTOR

A

—

them to manage in that way
Going from the cottonwoods toward Ihe river, across the
low bottom dotted with clumps of tall willows and black alopen spaces thickly covered with rank grasp, 1 soon
came to a beaver canal leading across the bend of the streim
It was open for quite a distance
flora one point to the other.
when I fliBt s'ruek it, and straight as though laid by a liue,
about two feet deep, and containing four or five inches of
water that constantly showed the pulsations of the river curThere had been recent work upon the canal in the
rent.
way of deepening the channel and smoothing the banks,
probably suggested by the tailing waler in the river. Here
and there were " slides" where the animals entered and left
the canal aud carried in their stores of wood. Elsewhere
the bankB were overhung by the grass. Exploring further I
found a large portion of this passage-way to be tunnels; that
as such it passed under bunches of willows and clumps of
alder trees.; that it had many branches turning off right and
left, and I tinally dropped into an " air shaiV of one of them
It became readily apparthat was hidden by the rank grass.
ent that this underground town, with its liquid streets, was
the home of the beaver colony, and that they were laying in
their winter store of " cord-wood" for food.
While the beaver may not judge corn cily the direction a
tree will naturally fall, or estimate the amount of provender
it" top contains, he readily adapts himself to circunistauees
If he caunot dam anil con
that best govern his new home.
trol the stream he seeks for a small tributary, or a spring
that he can command, aud thereby secure a site for his house
Failing that, he burrows in the alluvial
that suits biin.
banks, nicely adjusting his rooms and his walks to the watt r
level, and extending Ill's underground works for huudreds of
ders, the

feet.

Not far from the above mentioned place f found, a few
years ago, a cotton wood tree three and a half feet in diameter
Alttough 1 cannot prethat had been cut down by beavers.
sent a photograph of the patriarch who bossed the business, f
can exhibit tiie stump and the log to any " doubling Thomas"

who

questions the story.
Iv ieky mountain streams are nearly all occupied by beavers.
many small creeks their dams are- So frequent as to create
continuous "slack" or dead water for miles. As the higher
altitudes are reached the timber growth becomes more and
The cotlonwood disappears
more limited and dwarfed.
at about eight thousand feet. For the next two thousand feet
the quaking aspen becomes his favorite food, but in this
range there are matjy streams that have no aspens near them
that are fringed only by low willows or flow throiinh
meadows without any shrubs at all. So long as the beaver
can find willows as thick as the finger and twenty inches
long he can build an effective dam. When these fail he must
Thus there are two emerresort to burrows in the banks.
gencies that make him a burrower for the time being: first,
a stream too large and impetuous for him to dam, and second,
lack of material for a dam. I have seen in sluggish, meadow
bordered streams, at high altitudes, obstructions placed by
In

—
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.
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known

lo wall, and was composed of firewood, boots,
of clothing, and all other movable articles in the
It could not have
it could reach and transport.
from observation what a stream of water was like or

what, a

dam was

and

j§<*$
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Space is wanting just now, bnt some du.v it will not he inline! ruclive to give the muss of facts and draw the conclusions
as to the evolution of the moral relations of raan toward ihe
Aethur Ek« in Buown.
terpent.
Zoological Garden, Philadelphia, 8,pt. 2, 1881.
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OPE\ SEASONS.
The
States

seasons, In wtiich It Is lawful to shoot game in trie several
and Territories, open as designated in the following table:

from wall
articles

house that

CH !en).

for.

he beaver will go several hundred fe-t from a stream to
cut down small aspen trees; will ihen divide them into convenient lengths, and tran-port every portion lo the water. He
I
will climb up a steep mountain side for such purpose.
ouce noticed a pitch pine, fiteen inches through, that they
had cut down. It was on a mountain slope, some distance
from the stream, but they had not removed the branches, and
an experiment to see what kind of
I supposed it was cut as
W. N. B.
"fruit" it bore.
'i
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July
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l
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1.. Oct.
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i

j
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Ill
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1
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Iowa... Sept. 1.. July

Kan...
Ky" ....'sept,
La..... Aug.

SNAKES AND SQUIRRELS.

Sep',
Sept.

OCt. 20..

Conn

is.

Aug.

1...

I

BAtlff. 15

ct. ir,.
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10.

ft

Aiig.'iY;

l..
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1.

NOV.

Aug.

15

Oct.

sept,

1

1

1.
J...

Sept

I
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.

.Sept!

Me.6..,|Oct l... s-p'ti!
Mass. .iNov.l .. Aug. 1
Mich. *. Oct. 1... Aug. 1
Minn ..Nov. 1 .. July 4..
.

Yiok.sbfp.o, Miss., Aug. 29.
of your late issues about
suakes and squirrels. I once saw a grayish-colored bird
snake climb straight up the trunk of a perpendicular oak
tree, which had not a branch for forty feet above the ground.
He went with as much facility, apparently, as if crawling on

THERE

is

a good deal iu

some

the ground, only deviating from a straight, line a little to
avail himself of the sutures iu the bark of the tree.
In the fall of 1878, being driven to the woods by the yellow fever epidemic, I spent much time in shooting squirrels
for convalescent patients, killing sometimes as many as s x
On
teen in a day, as well as numerous partridges (quail ?).
one occasion, whi'e pursuing a squ riel which was barking
ou a bush a short distance ahead, I was creeping along a hog
path, when 1 came upon a chicken snake, about five feet long,
lying in the patb. Not wishing to walk around him in the
leaves, I endeavored to make him move on by kicking small
sticks on to him, but he di clined to move, so I stepped
around him. After killing the squirrel I returned in a minute or two and found his snake-hip in the same p ace. Upon
being teased a while he crawled up a small sapling, not larger
than his own body, and when lie hid got' en as high as it
would sustain his' weight— about eight f. et high, lie reached
up to the extent of about half his length in order to get hold
Failine lo get hold of
of a buck wig which hung over him.
the y elding twig, bis head swayed downward to the horiAlter sevzontal, when he would retract it and try again.
;

i

eral unsucsessful efforts he gave it up and turned up n me
with such a fierce attitude that 1 thought he intended to
spring upon me, so, not wishing to kill him,_I left him in
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here, in the Yazoo, Sunflower
and Steeles bayou bottom?, abounds in game for winter shooting, such as deer, bears, turkeys, ducks and squirrels innumerable. 'I he latter are of Ihe black variety exclusively,

grays inhabit the contiguous hill country.
My friend W. L. P. killed twenty-two black squirrels one
day last winter on Steel's bayou, though not on a squirrel
hunt, that day.
He was hunting turtteys, but, having despaired of killing one, he turned to the squirrels, bagging
twenty-two.
When camped witb the " Marooner Club" several years
ago, on the Sutrtt >wtr, we estimated our supply of squirrels
by the yard, having them strung on grape vines slietched
from one tree to another. We sometimes had half a dozen
yards of squirrels in our larder at a time, besides ducks and
fish in abundance.
These squirrels were feeding on liackberries, and a notable
Some of them, upon
feature- w as their remarkable fatness.
being opened, would contain perhaps a teaeupful of yellow
When broiing them on the c-mip fire, in a patent gridfat.
l'ttle

iron, butter was entirely superfluous.
I think if some of our Northern brothers of the rod and
gun would make an occasional trip down into these regions
in the winter they would find themselves amply repaid.

Makoonek.

Do CniFMtrSKS Swim ?—Two

years ago, while enjoying a
frier ds down the

company with two

from ihe Citv of Battle Creek to the
villlage of Augusta, I was surprised to see in the water in
front of our boat a chipmunk making his way across the
sir. am from bank to bank as easilv, apparently, as a muskrat would make a simi'ar trip. Although quite familiar with
the ways of th's cunning little squitrel, 1 have never seen
anything of the kind before, and I was struck with the.
D. B.

novelty of the situation.
{New York, Aug. 29,)

tite ISkekding Quail— Springfield, Mass., Aug.
is not much going on hereabouts in the way of
hat the
I am afraid
birds are reported scarce.
woodcock hunters are killing the young grouse, which, of
course, we must expect so long as summer shooting is allowed. Our sister State of Connecticut does not allow any
hut here
shotting until Oct. 1, which is the prop r time
sportsmen have already slaughtered many woodcock and
grouse, and in one instance, at least, there is strong presumptive evidence that a pair of quail were sho', the female on
or near her nest, and her mate, while h>s little throat was
pouring forth the sweet love notes and his heart was proudly
swelling with fond hopes of hippiness in anticipation of the
blessed joys in store for him when the wee bbs of downy
beauties should gather around him and with winsome ways
and low, sweet prattle sanctify the golden hours.
I have no words to voice my indignation at the vandalism.
I am in despair of the future to know thai such things can
be, and can only prav for the hastening of the good time
coming when the teachings aud precepts of the Fohest and
Stke.ym -ball have formed a public opinion that will see to it
that our la-vs are obeyed and the dastardly "mtrderers of the
innocents" ferreted out and brought to condign punishment.

Killing
20.— There

sport, as

t

;

—Shadow
The solid south, to a woman, are for
their only family medicine.

Hop

Bitters, using

them

i

;

;

The swamp country above

delightful "float"' in
beau'iful Kalamazoo,
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l.. julyi'.'.

Nev..*
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while the

.

Sept
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;

In these States there are special county laws, a The dser law apb Wtlrttowl not protected on me coast,
Calhornla quail
15.
c In Upper geniosuts deer season miens Aug.
leatao'ted to IsSL f In Cues eoillti,y iKer seison opens Aug. 1; moose.
n
Cariboo, Sept 1. / First open a-oolrook season began July 1;
Quail shooting prohibited in Nov. 1, ISo2, incoilu
iv a 1 close Aug.
Wlldibwt
-acsut viaaugtruierv, sclieueetLidy. s.;ralt'-a aud Albany.
Woodcock shooting la
,-;e-ai: In Long Island v.-aters opens Oct. 1.
County prohibited during August h D,.er law relates to
deer
only.
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TRAJECTORY.
POINT-BLANK.

— AMERICAN,

AOKKE.— STI1AIGUT
BODIES.

— MIMIMIIM

FKBNOII AND ENGLISH AUTHORITIES
SlIOOTINO AnsttUD.— LAW OK FALLING
THE TSN-TAHO
EKKOliS OF IIIFLK.
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TKA.TEOTOUT 1'llOVEN TO BE A O0UVK.

BY MAJ.

H. W. MlfKKlXL.

the English sporting journal, Land, and
Water, of April 2:3, 1881, a reprint of my artacle, "The
Plight of a Rifle Bab," which first appeared in Forest and
Stiusam, Feb. 3, 1881.
My main object ill writing this article was to illustrate and
clearly define the true meaning of the terms point-blank and
point-blank range, as now recognized in the United Stales
and France. By way of illustration it embraced some pracTo the soundness of this article
tical resul'sof rifle shooting.
objection raied anywhere, though it
I have seen no valid
has now passed under the scrutinizing ordeal of two continents, and, 1 believe, done much good for the cause of rifle
shooting. Th s belief is more than a reward for the contribution, and I here desire to thank the several editors for
their favorable mention of it.
But the end is not ye nor is this very important subject
exhausted.
On the contrary 1 feel called upon to reply to
some introductory remarks made by the editor of Land and
I am ph ased that he made them, for I hope to add
Water.
something which may prove of interest to the general reader.
He says, " Authorities differ on the epiestion as to what
actually'constitufes 'point-blink' as applied to rifles, that
is, the "exact distance from the muzzle of the piece at which
the bullet ceases to travel in a straight line."
Now, persons who are it >t familiar with this subject differ
I here refer to the
as to what constitutes point-blank.
American and French poin's-blank, for both are identical.
Therefore it was that I explained this subject and gave my
definitions in accordance with the recognized authorities. No
one has controverted my premises (3) or denied the truth of
my definition. It cannot be, done. But I do not find that,
standard " authorities " ever d.ffer on this point, nor do any,
worthy of the name, pretend to assert that the path of the
millet "is not a curved line from the muzzle of the gun to the
end of the range. I here quote from Captain Hans Busk's
book, entitled 'The Rifle and How to Use It." He correctly says, " The force of gravity commences to act up ui the
bullet as soon as it quits the muzzle, drawing it toward ihe
/round with greater velocity the ruger it is exposed to Us
These two distinct motions, the one increasing
influence.
as the other diminishes, cause the bullet to move in a curved
Thus writes this intelligent
line, called the trajectory."
English oflicer, and so all authors write who understand this
subject.
None of them (that I have ever seen) place pointblank on the line of Are. If any do so they place it impropAny definition which places point-blank along the
erly.
The fact that
line of fire conflicts with the law of gravity.
the bullet travels in a curve throughout its course created ft
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my

necessity for the term point-blank, as 1 have defined it iti
Then why speak of "the exact distance from the
e of the piece at which the bullet ceases to travel in a
There is no such distance in rifle shooting.
straight line."
" The scientific point-blank adopted by the
U< further says
British artillery mean- the etcaet spot where a ball fired with.
out elevation, i. e.. with the axis of the barrel set quite
horizontally, will ttrsi graze the equally horizontal earth."
.1 Ust so
arid all British artillerists and authorities will sav,
falls in a curved path
that the ball, as Hans Bask states
from beginning to eod. In this assertion I but vindicate the
This definiintelligence, of'tho British officers and nation.
tion, like the American and French, recognizes in practice
and theory that the axis of the bore points above the object
when the 'piece is discharged, and both alike make a pointblank with a falling ball— the American by falling to the line
Both pointirit< hbyfalling
to the around.
Ofsigbt
ate and distinct from the VrwQifira—
blanksai
be made along. this line
:,n
Ic shots Can never
Let Hans Busk
axis of the bore continued, and why
.he says, "If the axis of the piece be directed
upon an object, the bullet will never hit it, but will always
pass 'below it." Tlrsis just what my article taught. Then
why present the delusive idea of straight shooting ? Ic cann t be done, spicily speaking, for the length of one barley" autfwfiUes disthat sjme persoaa, but nit
" as to what constitutes true point-blank.
He further
article.

muzz

:

:

i

r

,

,

,i
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,

1

The time occupied

in

reaching

this exact spot (on

the ground) is exactly the same as that during which the
ball wou'fl have fallen to the ground from the muzzle
of the fire-arm."
Ex ctly so. The horizontal velocity imparted to a rifieprevent, the bullet from
bttll how ver great it. he, does not
Philosophical experifalling, just as "if it had no velocity.
ordinary rifle practice, as well as theory, all esments

wA

tablish this fuel, which we will call Fact No. 1.
Facl No. 2 is that we know'the law governing the fall of a
Fact No. 3 is the
bullet as well as we know the alphabet.
itself, viz., "The spaces passed over by a fading body
the times occupied in fall,,.,.
i'
;,,,: to the squares of
p ,,,.
ine:."

No. 1 under tbis law is that if the riOo-ball falls
igha space, which we will represent by 1, in oue time,
will Ml through a space represented by 4 (the square of 2)
in three times, and by Iti in four
o limes, and by
,
...n. the times being regarded as equal and the

"fact
it
,

,

!

fall in a

vacuum

N

;'no air)

5 is that these falls, 1, 4, 9, 16 and so on, correctFacl
ball after it leaves
ly iudic ite the effects of gravity on the
the muzzle and when considered as lite s of fall, they locate
the bullet and thus establish four points in the curve or tra>.

[September

up. He goes on: "The point-blank of our artillerists is not
accepted by those of other countries, as with them it is the
extreme horizontal distance reached by the bullet, before it
falls under (or cuts the second time) the line of sight."
The parentheses are ours. He here evidently refers to the
French and American point-blank, though not quite clearly.
I will now insert this definition as I gave it in my article,
which he copied. For a full explanation of it see the article
itself.

" By POINT-BLANK is meant the SEOONDpoinl, where
the trajectory or curved path of the ball cuts the line of
sight.

" This second intersection of the line of sight by the ball
in its descending flight, after having first cut it near
(Figure 1.)

made

is

the piece in ascending."

With the present article 1 further contribute a very important drawing, clearly illustrating this definition and the principles of ritlc shooting.

He continues "This principle (the French and American
system) Dougall in his treatise on the art of shooting, considers a better definition than the British, although it is open to
the grave objection that it misleads by not admitting that
there may have been a curve in the flight of the ball before
:

8, 1881.

I regret this, for I do not understand whether
he completely ignons such a.lleed point or not. Be this as
may, his dtfiuition does not allow of any ehtmg'e of eleva-

point-blank.
it

tion or variation in the mode of sighting for his ideal range,
and this we will Twld, him to.
To my mind, however, it appears as if he wishes to have it
understood by the public that ceitain rifles (his express, perhaps) shoot so nearly straight at long hunting distances that
no elevation is required, nor judging of distances necessary,
nor varying the aim, but that the shooter has only to draw
si»ht up and " to aim dead on the exact point he wishes to
hit " iu order to hit it.
For Mr. Dougall to c'aim the right (he may not J of any
elevation for his ideal range 1 think is inconsistent with his
loose definition, but I will allow him a point-blank elevation
for each range and so treat the subject.
As he failed to commit himself in regard to the length ot his
range, or of any range, we are obliged to hunt for it, as best
we can. Tlvs may be done by asking questions iu regard to
the range and then applying the approximate results of rifle
In the fufure we hope to learn
ig to answer them.
from Mr. Dougall himself his approximate results ia rifle
I

-

i

i

shooting— I mean genuine results, not guess work. The public wants facts.
" Sensible curve or trajectory," as will 1)2 seen, appears to be
the ruling fact in determining he length of Mr. Dougall's un
defined range hence I put these questions to him

cutting the level of the sight (or line of sight)."
Now, I have never seen the treatise of Mr. Dougall, a prominent gunmaker in England, and, 1 believe, of Express rifles,
but I will assume that his meaning is correctly represented
above, if not quoted exactly, and will reply accordingly.
I am unable to see that the definition is open to any 'grave
objection" whatever. It is simply the announcement of onb
It does
plain fact, which every point-blank shot verifies.
not profess to define the nature of the path of the ball in any
This evidently was not its original object,
part of its flight.
but only to fix a mathematical point from which, as an element, in combination with others, the trajectory could be
mathematically determined and plotted. This fixed point
and the one at the centre of the bore determine the length or
base of the curve. From these points and the base we can
reason, and so solve the problem, but without them we are
Point-blank is also made a very useful term of
helpless.
reference in works on gunnery as well as in ordinary pracWhether any part of the trajectory is straight or not
tice.
is left for scientists and practical men to say, but certainly
the definition, in the general application of which Mr. Dougall sees "grave objections," repudiates the idea of the trajectory being anything but a curved line throughout its

i

—

—

First What amount of curvature in the trajectory constitutes "sensible curve or trajectory ?"
Second— At about what distance from the muzzle will

'

this amount be found 1
Third Under his definition for " point-bllank range " is a
point-blank recognized?
Fourth— If so, what determines it, and where is it found V
Fifth— Is the definition for "point-blank range" iu his
ideal range general, in its application, or only applicable to
this or that rifle?
Sixth— Can his definition or definitions be used in science
to calculate the trajectory and to plot it ?
Seventh What advantages have they over the British and
American definitions that he should prefer them ?
Explicit answers to these questions, especially to the first,
and second, will throw much light on this subject. Facts
only must settle the doubtful questions.
To proceed iu the inquiry for the ideal range, I will first
assume the rifle or rifles to have a point-blank elevation for
200 \ards and 100 grains of " FG " American powder for

—

—

loads.

course.

,

Q. 1. Can the range be 200 yards ?
!No, unless we wish to shoot about 7 to 10.-J inches over a
turkey's head at 110 yards, when " aiming dead on the exact
spot " we wish " to hit."
Most surely such wild shooting as this will never bag the
turkeys in the United States or Canada, nor will it in hunting kill any but large deer, though i f may frighten the smaller
ones away with their wdiite flags a-flying.
This 7 to 10{ inches gradually diminishes to nothing at
first and second intersections of the line of sight by the bul-

As we have before illustrated, the law of gravity settles
the nature of the trajectory, and this fact sets aside the coinIt has no bottom to it.
plai'.t made hv Mr. Donsall.
" The true and
,1 Nf>r Definition,.— The editor continues
:

FIGURE

—

:

1.

'

as fubv explained in my previous article.
In the next case I assume the rifle's point-blank to be 150
yards.
Q. 2. Can the range be 150 yards ?
No, unless we wish to shoot a' out 3Uo 5| inches over at 75
and SOyards, "aiming dead on thecxact point we wish to hit."
Such shooting would be very apt to miss a deer's head or a
turkey, while all small game along mid-range "aimed dead
on" would escape. This will never do.
This 3J to 5J inches gradually diminishes to nothing, as
remarked above.
Thus "aiming dead on" is again a failure, especially in the
case of all- small game shot at along the range, between
about 30 and 135 yards.
I next assume the point-blank to be 100 yards.
Q. 3. Can the range be 100 yards ?
No, unless we wish to shoot about ljto.3', inches, "aiming dead on the exact point we wish to hit," at 40, 50, GO and
70 yards.
This " sensible curve or trajectory " will never answer to
give us the best results, as, for instance, where the object is
No you
to knock off a squirrel's head along mid-range.
will shoot right over four times infiveby aiming "dead ou" the
Every person who has used the rifle much knows
centre.
then why set forth absurdities or issue lessons
this to be so
pointing to them ? But in hunting large game— deer, anteaiming "deadonj"
etc.
lope, bear, wolves, geese, turkey
will usually answer. Thus "aiming dead on" the exact po nt
we wish to hit is a failure iu Shotting along the 100 yard
range, for the rifle will certainly shoot overall small game
along mid-range. To this rule there is no exc ption, no
matter who makes the rifle or what is its name. This error
of 1| to 24; inches (too high) at or near mid-range, diminishes
gradually both ways to nothing, as before described.
I next suppose the rifle to have a point-blank for 50 yards.
Q. 4. Can the range be 50 yards
Yes, for all hunting purposes, though the rifle will shoot
over about one-quarter to one- half inch at 35 yards. But
" aiming dead on" will not win the prize in Conlm's gallery.
unless the rifle has the proper point-blank or the aim is a
Strictly speaking,
little changed on the face of the target.
aiming "dead on" can never nio, for the ball falls below
the object aimed at.
let,
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Draw it
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Which
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gov 10 inches Ions, then divide it
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To do so
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honest point-blank range he [Dougall] holds, and we [the
editor] agree with him, is the extreme range attained without sensible curve or trajectory, so that up to that range the
shooter has to make no calculations or allowance in firing,
but to aim dead on to the exact point he wishes to hit."
The above is very easily said. Now, let us see if it can be
done, and notice the sad results of such shooting.
But first in order. Why use the words " true and honest"
before p ant-blank range? This "side-hit" calls for the
definition of point-blank range, and is taken from my article.
'

I; is the
falls are unknown
torted and the values of the
The point of all this is that,
principle that I am illustrating.

1

;

"By Point-BLANK

«,

found satisfactory and easy to plot.
muzzle through the
Now draw a curved line from thehave
a cur/cd irajec
lower ends of these lines and you will
though greatly disthe
range,
of
yards
ten
first
v for the
will be

'

shortest distance

practice, to the target

— CB Diagram No.
Now,
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struck at this point."

1

in both the
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from the piece

English

and

American point-blank
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NO ELEVATION.
I have now presented the sad results of aiming " dead on"
accordance with Mr. D ugab's Iheoiy) under the most
favorable circumstances, by allowing the rifl: to have four
1 will next r,-;t -d the case of no elevadifferent elevations.
tion, or point-blank, which I think [allies with his definition
or views.
First.— If the rifle has no e evatiou of sight, then it will
always sho 'l too lo-v and can nev; r make a point-blank, or
The instant the bullet leaves
centre shot, at any dislancs.
the muzzle it is nearer the centre of the target, considered
vertically, than it will ever be again throughout the range.
Bedond. If "aimed dead on" the centre, the bullet will
miss a pigeon or a 3-iuch ciicle at. 50 yards, a large tui k
a 13-inch c=rcle at 110 yards, a large buck or B 84-iheh circle
at lollvards, and the largest, elk or a 48-inch CTClo ai 200
"
Here I stop, for the animals are becoming too small
yards.
(in

two shots
the obllniie
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that the first
with these facts before him, no oue can deny
line (as will be proven
ten yards of the trajectory is a curved
one for an inch.
hereafter), or assert that it is a straight
of
Re ember that fall and voce both begin at the isstant
specially invite the attention of Mr. Van
discharge
1

We

The difler,mce oj
Still Hunter," to this point.
inappreciable tor
of the bullet in taovo or iti air is
of the ball, and thus
ten yards, also any change in the velocity
of the range.
yards
each
ten
for
equal
virtually
are
the limes
The same law of gravity governs a trajectory for one yard
and fur one inch as it does for ten yards.
why, with the law of gravity storing them in the
Dyke.
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curved trajectory throughout, do'Bome
ic ooolrary ?
I do not

ine ol Sight

ranges the distances are measured in practice. There is,
" iu tbis.
So also are
then, no want, of "truth and honesty
There is, then,
the two given points defined as point-blank.
^

Thus,
in either of these.
both definitions define only plain, positive tacts, ami fuels
necessary to be known, in order to nail the trajectory just,
where die fads in the case place it.
Query—May it not be possible that these stern facts serve
to nail it too exactly in its true place? I confess I sometimes
think so and that, some persons, having a hobby, would like
he true awards of the definitions, that is, measure
kind of rifle.
for measure, without regnrd to this or that
I'lms the definitions, both American and British, are "truthOne might infer from Mr- Daugali ? re*

no want of "truth or honesty"

1
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proportion to the distance to be hit in the "dead level
" aiming right on the. centre."
We therefore fee that aiming "dead on " with "dead level
sights" and making good shooting is preposterous. I am
in

Bights,

ready to prove that point-bla.uk shooting, which

made under
.
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Hence, by using elevated sights we gain
any range.
ard I claim it. to ask thia one simple

target.
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nee ml vantage in
ighi,

Iwn U:\ el " shoo'ers
lal a e y. >u going to do a' out it?"
considered
from lie Centre of Ibe ball-bole and not
|
All my error* mentioned above are
from lbe cu! of the ball.
Regarded, and are measured from the line of sight and are
1 have
B&jttcal, aud not from the base of the irajec ory.
nil- circles a little less diameter than I am authorwhen considering the actual results of the strongi'i
..lien heavily loaded, as is the custom for
" range," "mid range," and hunting purposes, and
mmuaitlon, or its equivalent in lead (the express
id
and with "FG" powder, the same which is
t long ranges. Th gre
lly used
r of the er.i,
mi trio
aiing the four ranges
to flxd the
ideal one) embraces the "long-range" trajectories for tin se
In all cases I have sought to put the minishort disl inces.
rutini errors down to about the very lowest point in practice.
possibly ''}' some cxtrm,
iala they may bo reduced a mite,
Hbsuck extremes I reject as being worthless in common
practice— they beg the tiuc question.
The weaker shooting
f all

Ijjei

'

:

!

\

is

|yj|

l

and Gcsof July

arc c imforl ably

him h

r bis

aud

hope he

beaters go round in advance, and then cross the moor shouting and making as much noise as possble. The grouse,
which perhaps could have be"ii approached n no other way.
Hi -n
with astonishing rapidity over the heads of fbe men
lyinM in aniliiish, and a good deal of experience and skill are
needed to bring them down. AVhen should one shool ? beand how much before? aud how
fore Ihe grouse reach you
far in advance hy way of calculating for pace? are questions
the novice nsks, bul only practice can answer them.
As his
sort of shooting d. mands no e.veriion, no walking, except
from one ambush to another, it is deservedly popular with
ihe lazy gunm r.
But even poor men, hough they ea-'iiot
aspire to large bags and to (hiving may get a little sh oting
and phnty of waiting fori heir mom yon farms in the Scotch
border conn tries, especially, perhaps, in the neighborhood of
the Cheviots.
stock farmer may have taken the shooting
on his farm, aud may sublet it, or a farmer who owns a little
estate of bis own at a distance from the place where he lives
maybe ready to let the shooting. There is gem rally a d llicutyabait getting aeeomnvdation, but young and earnest,
men do not disdain a shepherd's hut, and' arc even ready to
ride on ponies ten miles or so to the scene of action.
They
make sum 1 and excessively mixed bags—three brace of
grouse, a couple of snipe. wo or three hares and the likebut then tin y pay very little for their pleasure, and they lay
in a large stock of hedlb, andfind themselves in p c'tiresque
scenes and places famous in border history, which othi rwise
With youth and eagerness on
they wouhl not have vi-ited.
their side perhaps these humble gunners enjoy iheniselves as
much as teuauts who pay tbons nds for moors aud forests."
A SMART GiMTJSE TRICK.
But the men who p iy for ihe best shouting grounds do not
always send the best birds to their friends in t wn. There's
many a slip. Let me illustrate by recalling a curious swindle
which was not long ago exposed. A father and three brothers wcie serving as guards on one of the northern lines of
The-e men bought from keepers, through the
ralway.
ag ncy of a confederate, who shared in the profits of the
swudle, all the poor grouse which could be obtained,

I desire to most heartily thank
8, 18*0.
trouble and the us- ful Information he ha* imparted
will next send as the falls of the ball for the
1 endorse bis recommendation on the trial
different ranges.
of rifles.
It is very rare indeed that, we find such accurate and imlie seems to be a master of bis subportant experiments,
ject, and if he handles his rifle bi ly half as well among the
mountains and grizzlies as he dues across a stump woe unto
them when he pulls ibe trigger.
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where the charge of powder is reduced for tnfi same
show nrnre eiror th.n r present—peihaps double,
the average hunting curve fir different
oerally used in hunting; with light loads of pOWnot differ much from the long-range curve or errors
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LoHpojr, England, Aug.

17.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Well, here I am back In old London again, just in from
Gleves.
Have y.ui ever been to Cloves? I rath r looked to
see you there this year, for, as a representative of the great
body of American sportsmen, you would have been ereatly
interested in an exhibition they have been holding there.
Cleves, you must know, is a tepresentative Prus-ian citv,
barring that its castle is now used as a house ol correction.
The sunoundings of the town are most pieiurcMtue. 1 you
are ev. r in the vicinity take my advice and visit 'levcs.
trip was m_a:e especially to inspect the lagtf-Ausitl.
lung, an international di.-p ay of sponing implements and
accessories, given under the direction of laie ThuUclwn Jagdochutt Vo-ntts, the President of which society is Prince
1

;

icralitics" will not suffice: the public is surfeited
c already and calls for facts— mere facts
every

—

plain ru'es in "aiming the hunting rifle wiih opeu
its," and the reason for it, see Foiutivr ami Sti:eam and
and Gt'N of March 3, 1881.
ir

TEN-YARDS TRAJECTORY A CURVE.—Fear-

J.E

may prove dry, I will now offer somere'y new, at least it was to me until I worked it
has a direct bearing on the subject of rifle curves

that this arlicle
It

;DUt.

and T have no doubt will be read with deep interest by many.
1 present the fa ll i.f the rifle ball for each yard when fired
horizontally for leu yards (only), coininencingat the muz/.le,
for Sharps long-range Creedmoor rifle, model of '70, iOu
grains powders 530 g.ains lead. .01 inches elevation, velocity
Efbiil et about 1,400 fee per second.
Tr e fall at ten yards 1 find to be nearly 1-10 of an inch
lOr.U'.i?::..
-Mr. VV. E. Metfotd, of England, a Student Of
i'ii,.i i, ii and a maker of good Express rifles, stales the
of an incli for twelve yards for the "average-"
fall to be
long-range ii Me, thus showing but .006 in. difference in our
work. The fall or drop, therefore, for ten yards is here setBelow I give the fall or drops of lire bullet, in decimals
tled.
I iches al each yard of the range, also the height of the
at five yards, or mid-range.
I ami! the other
die curve as unimportant; they are regular fsee
h'-v,
curve
diagram ).
,!

m
i

:.',

Yard:-.

Fall 01 Ball.

Height ot Curve.

My

Hohenloe-L'ingenburg.
I cannot detail the many objects of interest which I saw
here, and sh dl content myself will biiefly referring to the
most important features. The display is arranged in two
buildings of appropriate cesigu, erected in a lante grove, find
compn.-is ten lasses, the principal one, of course, consisting
f firearms, aecient and modern.
Too curious old arms present a strange contivst to the ner.pons of to-day, but there is
a fineness of eng-aving and finish about some of them which
our modern makers do not attempt to mrpa s. The difference
is also notable between the German and our English guns, the
former being uniformly heavier, and vastly more cumbersome. Our Teuton friends app ar to put mote stre-s on
oruamenlation than upon lightness and case of
el;i borate
manipulation. Perhaps this exhibition 'may be productive of
improvement among the German gunmakers Among foreign representations I noticed guns from Belgium, Holland,
England and America.
One very interesting ehvs of exhibits is that of deer and
Here are some nias-mficent specimens of the
other horns.
antlers of the red deer, some of fourteen and sixteen points,
and oth-rs of strangely abnormal and fantastic growth!
There are nearly 1,000 specimens of roe deer horns, one separate collection of them having been in process of accumulation since I80rf, aud comprising many strangely formed
Then there are sauibur, fallow deer, carib io
growths.
moose, elk, buffalo, chamois, antelope, the Bos mn;.r/,- !tx is
deer and rhinoceros horns, and one of the two horns of a dii
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Here we cap

what

see

the fail of the bullet is from the
muzzle at cacti yaid for the 10 yards, and each space or fall
strictly in accordance with the law of gravity
previously

H

Pnoor.— Squaring ihe numbers representing the yardp, and
regarding these squares as the squares of the timi-s,
any one
of the drops or falls is 10 any other of the
drops or fads,
as

of Ihe Corresponding limes.
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JWherc the product of
the means, and so for
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the extreme, equals the product of
the others, according to the law of

all

gravity.

k At 1 yard the fall is over 0000) nine-ten thousanths of an
'" Syardsdi is f.02432'0,
when reduced (1-40) oneBOructh of an inch, which is also the height of the curve
a'-ove as base at fjya-ds, when ihe rifle is fired under
the
f

Pi

proper elevation o) .0) of «., inch. Al 10 yards it is
0ft73
when reduced early Ihe (1 .'()) uue-i. nth -tan inch (and 1-9,
1-10, l-i I, 142,
3, may be regarded as ihe limits of fall
i

generally lor

M

These stubborn facte, as I ho'd them
to throw an electric, light light
ibis dark retreat, which bw been bo

rife-).

approximate y

10 be, serve

into the veiy icce.ss of

long the exact hiding place of the lens of
thousands who
have wntlcna'd talked so much, and vet so erroneously,
upo-, ibis subject.

The draw

here presented is full size in vertical projec.1 W ? ^an readily see (curve 1) Ihe opening caused by
WS't
„
the all of the hall from the line of fire, A 1), wh
n the rifle is
horizontally, also the opening between A
and the curve
is urtti Ul| der tne proper elevation,
.01 inch.
BtBoth fc " - r
trajectories lie far below (.72,6675 in
the line of sight,
ftetiee the. e.is »o p-jint-hliuik under ihe
definition, and ibe
rill
shoots p., low, a- fully explained in my
previous
>

lig

Bed

D
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article

>

tin

point-lilaiik or trajectories.

WKow,

wber- docs

pray you,

1

ing,

more of "straight shoot-

either :;,'>. g lie line of lire or ihe line of sight, for
there
can he no such ilong, a law of nature forbids it.
And let us
hear no more in our spotting journals ol "dead level
siehts "
a
flea-l level sbnoting," aud ..f "aiming
dead on" as a
rule, for these delusive ideas are
but "-twin sisters" to
"" tl »re generally used to convey
that idea
ijl courage is wanting
to plainly -a-sert it.
llercu
you see one (-real object „t ibis article- it is to try
and blot
out hose pern eious phrases which
tend SO Strongly to lead
e Beginner
rifle shooting into the seductive
paths of
^

:

-

'

P
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paintings picturing the various pu, s s of ihe chase; some
magnificently carved furniture depict ug wild life, and numerous articles of sportsman's bric-a-brac On the whole ihe
oisp ay is a creditable aud entertaining one.
U.0 WILD BEAST I'KliSKllVE.

Who is M. Bombonrel?" That is the qnest'on which
greeted my tars ibe olh r day. 1 don't know, i xc pt that he
is of Dij ii, in Algeria, if that is any added information
Rut
Rombonnel is an e .terprisitg fellow, ami if his magnificent
scheme, nf which, be publish, s ihe prospectus in tlie Daily
mwn, only "paes out"' well—to use an Atmrica-dsm- -he
may yet be known to a'l Europe. This grand scheme is nothing more nor less thm a huge game preserve in Algi ria.
large turest dis.rict has been leased, in which our friend
ag.e- s to ke. p a good sbi c'; of old and broken down animals,
Such, as goats, horses, mules and a-ses, wh cb will bwv'b
as
b its for lions and tigers and panthers, wheb are expected to
take up their permanent abode and iirroi-c and multiply in
Ihe fa -messes of the leased forest.
Here HI. Eumbonnel "proposes to erect aboot-ng boxes for his patrons the amal, urs

A

;

us hear no

let

every beast that man has ever slain being well represented.
In my opinion Scandinavia is ahead in 'this class; perhaps
because they use fur so extensively up there.
The Norwegian sledges aud karhl too arc wdl worth studyIn the « agon class are aho several examples of game
ing.
wagons, the German and Dulch exhibits being less novel.
Iu the making of glass ball traps Germa-.y has much to arn
yet, and 1 should imagine that some of your euterprising
American makers could find an extensive market for the
very admirably constructed traps you hive.
The Cieves exhibition contains many fine specimens of oil

and

"dead

level," " aiming right on" or
iioatina
olong the line of fire or pointing of the
It
upon the figures in the. table, and the
Hjlfaiviig also, and place your fiuger upon this
point if you

Then,

t

lemma.
I must not forget the furniture made from horns, some of
which is exceptionally fine. The chars, tables and other
articles in this class are composed wh illy or in part of the
homs and hoofs of various members of the b vine race, and a
most band.-ome set could be procured for the sanctum of the
FOBBST AND StUEAM.
Furs, skins and rugs made from them constitute nnolher
class, the wolf, fox, tiger, lion, bear, buffalo, and in fact

A

i

m

ladies to have ?hel or d ambuscidc3, and op-n stands for
"sturdy sportsmen for whom the c aws of donsaud panthers
have no fern r-." As M. Bomb umell v ill keep his preserves
well bai'ed with the wild bore- s, etc., aforesa d, he is Willi
g
to guar ntee that •' fp risme.i and sportswomen shall al vays
be withiu gun-hot of hyenas, jackals, lynxes a d liger cats."
with the accessories of a good cellar trod a first-class
chef.
l\
will cost but a fraction of what some of our
miglnv English
hunters annually expend iu thi-tr quest of blood. The terms
are $400
advance for two months per annum for five years
Do you want a press ticket to the •' Algedin Lion and Paatner Hunting Preserve
the oe.orsE MOORS.
All England is now grouse .-hooli.g.
That is to say, all
spoi-'ing kngland, whic i, after all, is not
qualifying, for all
England enters the field on the 'T\ve fib," ami ttanga away
at the birds.
It i^ expensive business,
too that is if v»'n
must have the best sport. And that costs money.
Q-rous
sbootimr, like most forms ofspnri. is chiefly for rich men
floors that range in rent from t-MOO to C3Q0 are
not within
the reach -f every one, find sportsmen uncustomed lo lar-'n

m

'>

.

1 would specially invite the attention of your
'"'"•valuable experiments on tr- jeetories
made
° Mrratana [territory, a tlhtioguished hunter, r.»ii
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As indolence

and grouse become wild, the pasiimeof driving
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"cheepers," "piners," and "cripples" espec

'

been filled with these outcasts of ihe moors, and duly labeled
and sent to Ihe station, were perated upon as soon as th-. train
started by two of the brothers who regularly (raveled by the
these men open' d afl the other hampers of
train as guards
grouse sent by the sime irain, and selecting the largest and
fattest birds, replaced them with "piners" or "cheepers."
Boxes consigned t-i private individuals were first op- rated
upon, b cause persons who recdve presents of grouse do not
usually look their gift-horse iu the mouth, and, therefore, in
acknowledging rec ipt of such a present, say nothing about
'

:

the quality of the birds.
Dealers, of course, are not , o reticent, and credit the account of the senders wiih the prices only
which the liir s are worth. The trick was, however, worked
The grouse sent as presents to private persons
iu this way.
were first selected and, if there were not enough of these,
the bir.ls were changed and changed all round, till even the
d alers could hardly make a complaint. The fine, heavy
half do'Z n brace of plump birds consigned to Lady
were
at once seized upon by the two guards
but they could rot
put in their very "starvelings," b cause Lady A." was a judire
So they operated ou all the other hampers till
of grouse.
they worked r iind, until iu the <-i d, of the thousands of
birds sent f rth hy that particular train, the create de I oreme
of the lot were found to be, consigned to Messrs. O,
and
Q-, the consignees being X., T. and Z., or, say, Inverdeen.
The price paid for "cheepers" was at 'he rat^ of about 6d.
per bird, the price credited was nearly 8$. per brace— a most
excellent ra e of profit certaii lv, aud the rascals kept it up
until they played it once too often.
;

A

;
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A VETERAN

GEOTJSB SHOOTER.

Itis wonderful how some of our veteran grouse ki'lers do
stick tothe moirsyearaf eryear.
I notice that my old friend,
Mr. Horatio lioss, of Wyvis Lodge, Evanton, Inverness, is
out aga n this year for his sixty-seventh season. In a recent
letter he says:
•'Onco mure (probably the last time) I liave the satisfactiou of
ordering the arjimuuition for the dear old Twelfth. Sixty-seven
years have passed since I first made siriiiiiu- m rnn^ecjeiits
I was
out all day .Monday and Tuesday, trving to j,vt astag as my son
Edward is to be here to-morrow saw plenty of deer, but failud iu
|

:

getting a shut. To-morrow I shall be out bet'.. re three a. ar. if we
I find I can still go up a hill with perfect ease and cometui see.
fort (thauk tlfod for such health).

There

is

America?

a British constitution for you.
I doubt it.

Can you match

i

yre.urjd, prt-r.

.
,
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^gjmpj
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AN ATt'rnMNAL CAT WAIL.
Our Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals are now, as usual at this season of the year, appeal-

London cat-ovners to see to it that theanlmalsare not
town. Now, doubtless the Society is right,
but as one of our weeklies pertinently puts the case', It
is Impossible to keep a cat witnin hounds like a dog; and,
except in rare cases, nobody lakes the same amount of
trouble about tie first as the sec nd.
It could tcarcely
happen that anybody would leave a dog ownerless to wander
about the slreets while In was away from honip, or that a
dog should be shut up in an empty house without food.
But this is a common fate for Loudon cirs in ihe autumn
and although hey have a straiuje way "f netting on under
precarious conditions of life, they must undergo a gnat

ing to

left to Btarve in

I

amOuUt

of suffering, and I see no

niv next letter I shall have
work ot the Society.
A

s

remedy for the trouble, la
.mething to say about the year's

ItKI'tiTfiERATOit Snip.

We have in Queer.slown llarb r a novel slr'p, the owners
being a French firm, M. M. Cabissol et Cie, of Ma-scillcs.
She is a fishiug schooner of the carrying capacity of l.OoO
tons and is loaded with salmon and rout trom" Labrador.
She carries two sleam launches for fishing and Ihe peculiarity of her construction is that her holds are refrigerated
and hermetically sealed. One of her officers writes to the
Times
"I have eaten at drjeu.ntr a beefsteak quite fre-h and
palatable after being ou board four im-nibs, although not
part cularly ten k-r, aud I have hrougbt; ashore a he-nliful
salmon, frozen stiff, which is warranted to be fit for dinner
to-morrow. But the chief thing I wish to bring und. r your
notice is, iliat this V68 el can come here for orders and wait
as easily as if she c.rricd grain. She can go
L-ndon,
\
l-'V'ri
Rou-11 (for I'ars), or BVfill Bombay, and sell nflr
0-iTgii 111 hirgeorsiniill q lantiie, .Hii|.,,n
W1 y ieai Df tttilt• •> |i--h>
tinjf the market.
8b« can bring ft-h o'l one
rh'sre the ii|,.Hee.l ||e
|g n n ia
of
««y
bispginu
of !*-•#, if., iki lauld, 'l*Utt$
I

;
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These

ally.

birds, by arrangement, were carefully packed and'eonsigned
to a dealer in ihe South.
Half a dozen hampers, say, having

i

i
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one walls.
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CI.EVES lNTBHNATIONAI- Sl'OP.TIXo EXHIBITION.
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and honest criticism, but must ins st on the
Ue facts being given. General comment and "glit-

invite all fair

set'lel in

I

SEA.

i
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rifle,

YorC

From a Special Correspondent;

i
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FOREST AND STREAM.

110
her present, cargo in London and go to the Nor h Sea fishing
grounds (if Lhe prospects were good), and run a cargo thence
to Billingsgate safely in the hottest weather,"

Bow-Bells.

REMINISCENCES OF FORTY TEARS.
I.

—LOOS

Ju't skin the ducks, as the skin generally contains the oily,
Clean them, wrap them in wet clothB dig a hole
ground, and bury them over night; take them up in morning aud wash them wed, and soak an hour in sa t and water.
We came home hungry enough from our hunt, and with appetites sharp.
Hut 1 never sat down to a stew with onion-',
that surpassed these lender, juicy, sweet, deliciously, setved-

fishy taste.

LIKE IN 1856.

host, then of the hotel Loon Lake, has since
If thiB shou d meet his eye wi 1 le please
in care of the Fokest and Stream ? I wdl be
to find his whereabouts, and probably pay him

left that locality.

addreo3

rl

i

A

comforts uecessary for man or beast.
Our first morning, after an early breakfast, we start' d for a
deer hunt
Ac- ordmg to the custom there the dogs drive
the de r in these poads or lakes, and a boat was in readiness
to put out after the po r deer, either to knock him in the
head while swimming or to i-ho thim. I proles cd, however,
against such butchery and would only shoot him on the run.
The drivers mid b attuan accordingly agreed to give m« a
bounding shot by driving the deerdiiect to mt standing
place, wbich is done more easily than I imagined by paddling
behind the swimming deer, then to the left or right as nity
be to turn him in a bee line to the sp t (they knew where I
was stationed). I wailed the first day one, two, three or
a out four hours. No sign of dogs or deer, although soon
after the .-tart I he-nd the dogs give tongue some two miles
across the lake, but the deer took over 'the bills to another
pond, where he made good his e-c-pe, and the do js could
not be got together that day in time for an aber drive.
As 1 was standing there, my brains working at nothing, my
attention was suddenly attracted up the Jake, some two
miles probably, to a flight of birds skimming and bugging
the shore in lligh'S and gradually approaching me. In a
few moments I discovered them to be duck-, as they came
until witbin 200 yards of the mound on which I was stationed, w hen they settled down in a cove which was probably K
yards in circumference, edged all round wi.h tall
rubes from four to five feet high.
"Hello, my b )•!" says I to myself, "here's a chance,"
and luckily 1 had carried with me about half-a-dozen charges
of No 7 shot from Saratoga, having shot a fifty double
pigeon match the week before, killing 95 wild birds out of
100, traps 5 feet apart, 21 yard* rise, 100 yards fall.
Lots of
old residents of Saratoga at the present season greeted me
and gave me a hearty shake of the hand, especially the
wor hy host of the Adelphi Hotel— at that time Mac kept the
American.
But to the flights of duck". I accordingly drew out of each
barrel the wads, then the twenty buck shot and put in plac-^
one and one-half ounces of No, 7s. I went on hands and
knees, some imesflat, crawling around through the tall rushes
in order to get wi bin shot at lhe cdye of tb s curve where
the d'-cks were. Tins took me probably half an horn-, the
dis ance around to avoid sight of my game in quest being
.

my

sev.ral hunored \ards. At length I made
journey, and,
up, beheld a wonderful sight.
dead log, a tr< e
without limbs, was hanging across this ciuve, some twenty
yaids in lenglh. on which the ducks were sitting, some jumping off, fluttering and sp'ashing the water, the next moment
on the tiee shaking their feathers.
1 never s iw such a shot for a raker, and as I had waited
some hours for the deer and got nothing I made up my mind
1his once lor a broadside.
I accordingly crept in a line wi'h
the log. The ducks had no apparent danger for some were
fea'h' ring themselves, o hers with their beaks under the
wing. I took a level sweep and, being ready in the rushes,
the gun in position, I gave a whistle; they all raised their
heads for a 1 ok— twenty one duck
the first, a rig It barrel, be'ehed forth fire and smoke, and the roar ievii berated

A

fc'ery

a

around.

me

happy

visit.

We saw the day we left Loon Lake an immense wolf
caught in a trap there. Deer in those days in that mighty
wi d wilderness wer« as plenty as sheep on the plains. How
they are now 1 do not know, but the l»ke, for the fiuest fishing in the world of its kind, I think cannot be surpassed.
Now, as I have made a commencement with you I will
continue giving you only some remaikable and strange sho;s
made during forty yeara' handling the double-barr.ls. I
will give my experienc- of shots I made myself »t different
times und different parts of the United Siates. Wm. King.
in

slight mistake in the letter
your issue of Aug. 23. It should read

m

lloruellsv-Uc not !)5 as printed.
(15) fifteen miles fr,
The
lake was stocked some years ago with tr u', but none were
ever caught, until last week when Seth Green went there, and
eaoght a tine lut greatly to ue surprise of the local fishermen.
—J. O. F.

the

v\hite panther.

ducks arose one of these fell to my left barrel. And
this/ lashing and fluttering on each side f the log I w 11 not
easily foig,t
the water red with blood, all being shot through
;

<

;

the head.

Nineteen sbelldrakes at one shot out of twenty-one, of the
other two, shooting off, one fell to the left, barrel, bagging
twenty out of twenty-one. I did not then know the sheldrake, never having shot a> y, but from the head knew it was
a fish duck. The boat cams now for me and my bag,
and the wonder was great at the prodigous sweep, but you
could not miss them if you neld right for the first duck, lowering sufficiently to take in the lot.
1 be next day I shot my deer, being driven two miles to
my stand as before described, but I let her bound (a large
doe) and gave her a bound for her life, showing myself and
holloing just as she jumped on land.
It seemed more like
murder in the first degn e, or shooting down a calf, the poor
thing being only some twelve or fifteen yai ds from me, but she
gave a tremendous frightened leap on hearing and seeing me,
that a second or third leap would have carried her from harm
of the gun, behind a bluff.
Thrrefoie 1 had to do or not to
do, a dozen buckshot going through neck and shoulder. Our
friend Smith at the h' tel had three ducks or sheldrakes
cooked for dinner on ourarrivd from the next day's <Vt hunt,
snd us you h-ve lately had much discussion on cooking 'possum 1 will tell you how these ducks were served up, and the
process used for taking away any fishy taste. I gave Smith
the idea. All seemed young, large birds, legs like a mallard's, and fully as heavy as a plump mallard.

snowy summits

arc lost

among

1881.

lhe clouds. A

Tempera ure, you know, is ihe principal agent, governing the ]
geographical distribution of plants, hence we lind in-owing at
their base- in a surnun r Eden the palm, the arborescent fern,
Higher up th irJ
the aloe, the pineapple and tie banana
above th' se 1
slopes the orange, the olive trie and he. laurel
at'ain the magnolia, the live oak, the bypresa and the cedar.
Ascending yet higher we enter fore-sis of our Unlive trees—
the birch, the beech, the elm and the willow. Among the l

j

]

eternal snows on their summits we Hud the plants of fipitaj
beiven and Lapland the m -sses and lichens of the far North \
growing under thr equator I"
"Botany has always been ray favorite study," replied the
other, "and plants are quite as wonderful as animals.
In-I

—

d«ed, so closely are ihey blended in their lowest forms, that
we are quite unable to distinguish the one from the other.
Like animals, they move, eat, ririufc, sleep, breathe, perspire,.,
have circulation due to a vital cause, and are male and female.
They have sensibility, too, similar to animals.
Poison will.f'estroy some as quickly as it would a bird, and
Many are car-^
opium throws oth. rs into a profoir rl
n vorous, feed ng upon the blood and flesh of aaimals, like
the lynx and the cougar."
"Yes, and the vegetable, like the animal edifice, is built
up from the cell. Every seed cont- ins an embry nio plant
the trunk, the branches the roots, the leaves, all are ihere,
like the bird in the egL', only waiting to be buried in the
warm, moist earth, for the snub- ams to ki-=s them into flower
and fruit. The roots andthe hronrhes of trees are identically
the Eame, and lhe one may be made to become the other ; ihe
But I think the Panflowers am only transformed haves.
t her Pond is there
between those mountains. Let us hurry
on."
rapid walk of half an hour up the slopes brought Ihetn
to the summit, where a wide and beautiful pi-.-sp ct was
spread out before tbem. Far as eye could reach were pill d
up around them the pedis and pinnacles of the Alleghenies
clothed everywhere, except 'on the castellated rocks, in the
green of rhododendron and pine and lice and there between
the peaks they c ujiht a glimpse of the crystal river gleaming
in the sunbeam- far away.
"don't you see it there
"There's the pond," said Karl
shut up in the ho'low of the mountains and surrounded by
the daik fir trees?"
"Yes, and iswatrs look gloomy and dark, as though a
sunbeam had never kissed its bosom. Let us hurry on."
wild turke\ ran to, them on thing feet, swift as the bird
of the desert, but Karl saw only a metallic (dimmer of gold
frightened deer
and emerald flashing under the pines.
cashed through the laurel and h' und d over the fern waving bis white plume prom ily as ever did Henry of Navarre,
"Was that aeougar ?" a- iced Kan. "No, only a buck," replied Vivian, as the two Tiends hurried on down the mountain toward the pond. As they approached the waters Karl
drew back pale and trembing. "Look 1" be said in a whisper, "there is the Pnantom Cougar, while as snow, and i- is
eating a fawn." The two crept behind a rock, and, peeping
around it, saw the mouDtaiu King at his meal. His head waj
turned from them toward the pond', and they could hear h'm
crushing the bones Of his. victim, growling all the while like
,

aWn

j
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UY XIL YORKIS.
days passed pleasantly away with boating on the
river and angling in the mountain streims for trout.
1 he evening-, were spent in the library with Mr. St. Clair,
wh> was actively engaged in collecting aud describing the
ferns and mosses in which the Al egbauies are so rich.
One
evening he n marked that Randolph, a young hunter living
in the w Id recesses of the mountains, had paid him a visit
that day and that he had noticed in his cap a very rare and
beautiful fern, but the fronds were so with ied and broken
v at he was una le certainly to identify it. The hunter cou d
not remember positively where he had gathered it
he was
in the habit of placi g beautiful plants ami flowers in his cap
and thinking no mor,- about them. He was under the impression, however, that he had found it growing near the
Pani her Pond, a small lake s.tuated near a wild gorge among
the mountains.
"Let us hunt the fern to morrow, Vivian," paid Karl, as
" I was just going to propose it,"
they retire 1 th»t night.
"so let us be up early and away."
replied bis friend
At dawn they look the boa' and rowed across the river.
Vivian ca'rii-d a repeating rifle and wore a long huntingknife in his belt. Karl was armed with a well-Tied gun.
" To the lover of natu e," said Vivian, " the wild mountaios have peculiar and unfailing charms.
In summer, deep
carpeted with moss and gl rious with the bloom of rhododendr n aud azalia, there; is about them a mysterious beauty
found nowhe e else. In winter ce-Jar and piue are columns
of silver and the pillared rocks are turned to marble monuments s auding, perhaps, beside the graves of the red huntHunting the wild deer all
ers who have perished long ago.
through the autumn evenings

THE
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"This is no phantom," said yonns St. Clair, in a
a cat.
whisper; "gliosis do not eat." "What shall we do ?" said
'You are pale," said his
Karl, wilh a white, scared lace.
companion; "keep quiet, we must kill lion.'' "I maybe
pale," returned Kail, "but I am no coward, as you will s e
when the battle opens. But if we only wound him la-, nil]
spring upon us."
"Be steady," whispered bis companion
aim at his head wilh your gun, and I will send a ball fiom
If we miss or only wound him,
the rifl through bis heart.
But I shall not miss him," he
fire again as soon as possible.
said, cocking his rifle as he spoke and resting the barrel
agaii st the rock.
The cougar heard the sharp click of the
springs aud turned bis head toward ih-tn, dropping from his
mouth lhe heart of the fawn. "Now!" said Vivian, and a
loud report, rang out over the waters aud died away into an
ihe
echo among the mountains. The cougar bounded
"He is killed," cried
air, but sank quivering to the ground.
Karl; "let ui run to him." "Stop!" said the other, 'he
may be only stunned we will give him another volley. Aim
Now!" and again the reports of their rifle-: reat his head.
sounded through the forest, setting ihe squirrels lo chattering in the pines aud the owls to lau hi- g in the br trees.
rl; 'he will
"He is beatimr the ground with his tail," said
Now
never rise again- see how he quivers and shudders
Here are two Utile bullet holes in.
he is still— he is d-ad!
his head, and here is a large one through his ear," be continued; "and see! here la yours in his shoulder. Look al his
cruel eyes— how bloody red
his claws how long and sharp,
and his fangs were mad for murder."
Just then they heard a rustling in the leaves behind them
and, turning quickly, theie stood Randolph, the hunter, leading on his rifle.
"So, Mr. St. Clair, you and your young friend have killed
the King really I never would have thought it. This is the
large t cougar I have ever seen," he cou iuued t uehing it
wilh his boo', "ai d the on y albino ever seen in the Alleghanies.
I saw him five years ago for the first time, and
several times since, then, but could nev, r get a shot at him.
I have killed several white deer, and they are not uncommon
in ihe mountains, but Ibis cougar lb inghSei n by main hunters has always b- en regarded by them with supeist tious awe.
They beleved hint to be a phantom, a spirit of ihe mouu'ain
storm, fierce and terrible, and when a hunter lost in thenight
and frozen in the snow was found it wa-t said that lie hal
1 was huntfallen a victim to this fiend of lhe Alleebanies.
ing the fern for your father on the other side oft the pond,
when I heanl your c innonadinir, and thought I w >uld come
around and see what was the trouble. It i< fortunate that
you killed him at the first fire; had jou ouly wounded h'mi
he woud certainly have torn you to piece- but let us skin
him, and carry his pelt to tiie vd a as a trophy."
The work was rap dly and skillfully done, and Randolph,
throwing the skin aefos-i his shoulder, went down id the
pond to "wash the blood from his hand< and hunting knife.
"Did you find the fern ?" as-ed young Si. CU'r.
"No;" replied the hunter, "but we will no* resume the
;

'

•

'I coull understand why the Swiss isin love with the Alps
and the Gael with the Highlands. Returning, after a long
day's hunt on the mountains, to his lonely camp by the waters, the hunter may hear the scream of the cougar in the
laurel aud lhe mocking laugh of the owl in the pine.
Yet,
wrapped in his blanket before his blazing camp-fire, his
blum ers are none the less swiet, th ugh he knows that the
king ' f the mountains is h broad in lhe storm.
"Your hunter is a naturalist, too, in bis way knowing little of books, he studies living nature in the wild wood
for
were he not familiar with the habits of the animals a r ou> d
him his laburs would bring him no returns. He knows that
during the month of September the bucks will be found quiet
aud alone on the highest mountain p aks, drying their antlers in the sunbeams and rubbing off the velvet against rock
and pine."
"Yes," replied Karl, " the hunter, though surrounded by
danger, learns to forget fear.
His mind is filled with the
love of the forest and he can find his way anywhere hy the
moss on the trees— don't you see that it is mo e abundant on
the side loward the north ? Then one feels so different
he e from what he does in the crowded cny there he is lost
in the march of the busy multitude, as a drop of water is
when mingled with the ocean here he walks the earth like
a god—
,
;

—

;

;

'In tire olden, eolrten glories
0! thegoiuen, olUen times.'

"Those were happy d lys, Vivian, in the morning of the
when forest and stream, lake and river, vale aud
mountain were p»opled wilh strange, wild forms. But the
beautiful fairy no longer dances to the sound of elfin music
among the golden flowers of summer, wheu the moonbeams
world,

Two

terrace, until their

8,

.

Hornelisville.— There was a
bout Loon Luke

—

all

;

in

up shelldrakes.
Our worthy

vour issue of to-day one of your correspondents recommends Loon Lake, Franklin county, N. Y., for fishing,
lean fully indorse his recommendation, having been
etc.
one of a party who visited this delightful wild country, made
deligu Jul from iis spom f flood and field, or rather, I muy
say, forest and lake.
This magnificent sheet of water, if I
remember correctly, isaboutone o one and one-half mileB wide
and three or four mil. s long. Pickerel to an enormous size
are there in any quantity, together with trout of great wei- ht.
party of half-a-dozen from Saratoga in September, 1856,
visited this wilderness
After steaming up Lake Champlain
we hired a team, and I have not forgotten the thumps and
bumps experienced hi climb'ng the rocky hills. From noon
until about midnight we journeyed, inquiring from persono
we met, "How far is it to Smith's Ho. el?" " Oh, about six
miles." Alter j urneying an hour or two the nest inquiry.
"How far to Smith's place?" "Up this place and down
there, then straight on about two miles."
We kept on
thumping and bumping along for ano her hour, when we
exp' ct' d to see the hotel in the short di tance. However
we struck a cabin by the roadside, and, ho lomg out to the
denizens, asked, "How far to Smith's Hotel?"
"Oh, I
guess about six or seven milts."
We still went on, inquiring as we went, and found all our answers varied in distance
fiom fifty to one huuured per cent, one with another. At
la-t we reached the much-desired spot, were ushered into a
nice comfortable tavern or hotel, and mine host Smith
seemed (as Le prov. d) a good fellow, fond of his mountain
sports and a good hotel man in every respect, providing oil

p eiing

[September

are painting ghostly pictures everywhere. The treasure
caves of the dwarfs are all cl >sed and the r gold and gem- are
hidden away from* the sight of man forever. The fiery eyes
of the Basdisk are harmless now and the Hippogriff no longer bears away knteht or paladin on rapid wings to deeds of
arms or fields of chivalry."
" True," replied his companion
" when the sun of civilization shone brighter and cle iter over the earth th- se creatures of the world of fairy faded and pa'ed in the light of its
splendor.
They retired to lonely caves in lonely lands and
are now seen only by the dwellers in mist-wrapped mountains, far away from the busy auuts of men and the screech
of the engine.
In these forests here, it is said, ihere roams a
phantom creature, fierce and terrible— a snow-white cougar,
but I suppose that, it is only a hunter's dream, though many
claim to have seen it.
" But here is a beautiful spring, clear as crystal and co'd
as ice, bubuling up from among the rocks and perfumed by
the bioom of the rh dodendron. Let us sit down on this
mossy stone and rest. You must he huugry," he continued,
drawing from his pockets great lumps of cheese, buttered
rolls and r "asted venison and spre iding them out before him
on the mo-s. "The rapid walk and mountain air gives one
an Bppetite. Yes, the Allegheny s are grand and picturesque,
but the mountains of the torrid zone are more beautiful byThey are like wonderful gardens, rising terrace above
far.
;

i

mo

;

K

—
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i

;

—

;

search."
beautiful pond, deep and dark. Cedar and pine
down their arms, and played lovingly wilh it waters;
island* of reed looked out from its bosom, aud the
belted kingfisher dipped his wings in its waves.
"Here in the sand ar« footprints of dier, and here are the
tracks of a wolf," said Karl,
"No;" said Randolph, "a cougar has been here. Don't
you see that his foot is round like a cat's ?"
Resting a moment by the water they started down the
shore of the lake, but had not proceeded far when the hunter
It

was a

reached
lit le

stooped to examine a boaudful plant growing

among

the

——

!

Skptembeb

FOREST AND STREAM.

8, 1881.]

nioss-covered rocks, and immediate'y cried, "Ir. is the walkvv e have surely walked far
ing fern. J thought it must. he.
enough to find it. This is certainly the very plant that Mr.
St.
air is soauxiousto obtain, ;<nd it is qui e uiffurent from
a' the 01 tiers on the nioun ains."
Vivian collected some of
the finest specimens of the icrn for his lather's conservatory,
wrapping them carefully in moss, and sprinkling them with
waier ir
the pond.
"It is time that we were off," said the huuter, "the mountain paths are rough, aud we have far lo go.
It will be
nightfall ' before you can reach your home.
I will accompany you to the rivtr, and guide you the nearest way through
the f -rest."
"Do you never lose your way in the dark pine woods ?"'
I

m

asked Karl.

"No

RAIL SHOOTING SCORES.
;

—
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;

;

;

;

"I have always

;

;

j

We

will be pleased to furnish to all
18; Benj. Harris, 20.
inquiring friends information concerning the cost of the

"Why is it, Randolph, that your language is so different
from that used ly she other hunters?" asked Vivian with a
smi e. "Were y>u ever at school?"

shoot:ug.
On the Hackensack meadows there was a large representation of gunners last Thursday, so many, in fact, that some
ot the men took the shot intended for the birds.
Seven men
were " shot marked," Constable Larle receiving eleven shot
as his share.
Among the gentlemen whose records are considered good, John Ryan heads the list with 48 birds one
Lawyer Griggs, of I'aterson, had a
tide and 36 another;
s ring of 41
Julian Wood, of this city, 61 in two tides ; O.
F. B. Spencer, Brooklyn,
C. Van Houten, of Paterson, 38
38: .Shepherd Knapp, this city, 31
C. Terwilliger, 32; Ed.
Acktrman, Hackensack, 35; George Ricardo, 31; Chris.
Huber, Paterson, 29; Charles Kuupp, 28; S. F. J-peucer.
Elizabeth, 24.
York correspondent writes, under
date of Sept. 3 : On the opening day f again went to Hackensack to try
hand at rai birds.
staged out on
Thursday about no n, but soon louad that the tide was not
yet high enough togtt in the meadows. So we pulled ar und
in the creeks, pi.tttng up a bird now and then. At one
o'clock the tide « as high enough, and then the fun begin.
There was a continnol popping on all sides for about two
as last year, but still
hours.
'I here were not so runny birds
enough to keep us at it quite lively. There was in all about
fifteen boats, oui ot which I came in " high boat," with a
score of 44 birds; other boats came in with the scores of 41,
40 and 39. lean s.filysayl had one of the best pushers
out that day, and I would advise any one going there to inquire for Mr, Henry Teruune, who can always be found at
the Franklyn House, aud he can eive them as good a day's
G. E. J.
sport as any one could wish.
Boats' score from Riverside Hotel, Lazaretto, Delaware Co., Pa.. Thursday, Sept .1, 1881. Gilt ert Griffin, 87;
hur Godson, 44; Jos.
B. McCready, 76; Jos. Thorn, 121;
M.lin, 58; Mr. Purvci, 5;* E. C. Pe-.ce, 16; F. B. Rimers,
40; C. L. Wormley, 39; Wm. Stroud, 52; Frank Sartori, 57;

'

rep'-ied
I

Randolph,

know

lived

each paih."

"I am a graduate," replied the hunter, "of the Normal InGeorge. The otters and fishers were formerly
very abundant, among the All ganies, aud 1 was a very successful trapper.
I sold my lurs and purchased books, studying late ev. ry night by the light of ihe blazing pine knots.
I was all al ne in the mouna n cabin.
1 had progressed so
far in my studies that I was able lo graduate a year alter e itering the mtiiute.
When 1 have money enough I will go
The Ranto the university aud finish my educati u there.
but
dolphs have not always been hunter.-," he added, sanlly,
it is hard to break the iron web that destiny weaves around
Btitu e at St.

'

us."

He stopped suddenly in the narrow pathway, gave a shrill
whistle through his clenched teeth, the coug.r skin slipped
from his shoulder to the ground,
a moment after the
ringing repo t of his rifl awakened the echoes of the forest,
and teemed to climb from cliff to crag up the rocky wall of
"Ha! ha! ho! ho! ho!" laughed the owl
the raou itain.
in t lie fir iree, and the gray wo f answered wi h a howl from
Tne hunter, without speaking or moving from
the laurel.
where he slood, comineuced reloading bw rifle.
'•What was it, Mr. Randolph?" asked Kail.
"You will see," repl ed the hunter capping his gun. " It
was a long shot, but I think a true one."
v
After walking a hundri d yards or more through the tangled
laurel they came upon a large buck lyin* dead by a moun"Sh through the he n," said Vivian, ihrusttain spring.
be wound.
"Yes;" replied the hunter,
i ig his linger into
I
Bending own a young birch tree they tied
I can shoot."
the antlers to its top with a cord and then releasing the tree
it immediately regained an uprig' t position lifiing the deer
"It will be safe
fir above the reach ot the prowling wolf.
then." said Randolph, "until I come for it in the morning."
"The laws of iuheritance," he continued, "apply to all
the lower animals as well as to us. They are gaining knowledge, toe, and among wild species those individuals possessing the most perfect facu lies— keenness of scent, of sight
and of hiaring, the greatest courage, Hieng'haod fleetness,
the longest teeth and sharpest claws, combiued with the
highest, development of the reasoning powers, survive and
perpetuate their race the others perish. Thus the cougar
succeeds in capturing only those deer that are deficient in
some of these cha actetistics, as hearing for example. The
wise old buck with ptrfect facubies roams the forest until
age impairs fi em the weak and foolish die in youth. There
are deer on these mountains that have never been in reach of
Others have great curiosity
cougar's claws or hunter's rifle.
and little caution. They must slop to investigate any unknown obje t and list' n to every unusual sound it was this
peculiarity that caused the buck I killed a few moments ago
Those having the most caution and the
to lose hfs life.
least curiosity live to the greatest age."
" Yes," replied the student, "the laws of heredity have
been in force upon the eai th s nee the first appearance of
lite upon its surface, and apply to the vegetable kingdom as
well as to the auimal. Man, by taking advantage of these
1 1*8 of nature, improves everything that comes under his
dominion. Among domestic animals it seems as though an
artist had taken the rough sketch and cove ed all the rude
out iueB with beauty. He waves his magic wand over a
poor and bitter fruit and changes its juices into Ihe sweetness of the orange and its color into the glory of the lilies."
" Here is the liver and there is the lights in the windows of
your house," said Randolph, emerging from the laurel and
pausing on the shore just as the nioonhesms were gleaming
over the mountain summits and throwing their lines of silver
" Good night, young gentlemen
across the crystal waters.
1 have far to go," he said, throwing the snowy cougar skin
into the boat aud disappearing tu der the arches of the pines.
The two young friends rowed rapidly over the stream and
were met on the opposite shore by Prof. St. Clair, who, becoming alarmed at their prolonged absence, wT as eagerly
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my
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" The robe of the White Cougar, Ihe mountain king,"
repli' d Karl with a lauiih.
"Yes, Rmdolph, the hunt-r
told me that he had ofien seen this remarkable creature near
the Panther Pond, but I thought he must be mi-taken. So

and sent me the

pelt."
"Randolph did
*'
n<>t kill him," said Vivian, stopping to pluck a rose
we
invited ourselves to his banquet ar d, as he iva< quiirelsome
over his wine as no good king should be, we organ zed a

he has

killed

it

at last

;

plot 'for the purpi is of dethroning him." "You
to say that you killed him?" exclaimed the
" certainly," replied
Professor excitedly, turning to Karl.
the la'ter ; "after we had defied his power what else could
we do but imitate the example of Cromwell, and put the
king to death."
"If," said Vivian, "you draw your sword against your
princ-, you must throw away ibe scabbard."
" While I must admit," sa d the Profesor, " that you have
exhibited wonderul courage 1 still think lint you «ere reckless and f> 'Olish and your conduct merits the severest censure"
"But ere is the fern, lather," said Vivian, drawing it
from under his coal as they entered the library.
"So it is, my son !" cried the delighted Professor, forgetful of everything else in his admiration of the beautiful
fronds of t be walk'ng feru
When Vivi
and K-iri returned to college at the close of
,nd>Iph, the hunter, went with them
the summer vacation
and remained until he graduated with the honors of his class.
He i- now the most disi intruished phjs cian in the city where
his father failed, and comeB every summer to the mountain

'gunpowder

•

do not meai

I

m

K

villa.
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W. AndT-on, 2J; Geo Martin, 10; A. J. Morion, 17;* Mr.
Gram, 55; Mr. Patterson, 60; H. S. Townsemt 2t;* Ed.
41; M. Ba'ley, 8;* Samuel Adams, 11;* Mr. Hendry, 4;* Jac ib Albruver, 30:* John F. Pole, 24;* A'". GuyTot 1, 955
ger, 15;* Mr. Clew, 20;* Mr. Shionk, 23.*
Fiiday, September 2. Elwood James, 35: E. C. Peace,
7; T. B. Rogers, 22; Frank Sanori, 18: Geo. Martin, 16; C.
McCmnell, 20; Louis Good, 20; B.
L. Wormley, 61; Ge
Maher,

>.

Ogden,, 22: Chas. Johnson, Jr. 6; Jas. Thorn, 38; E. Harri38; Thos. Waddngton, 16; Arthur Godson, 26; W.
Crawford, 17; Geo Smith, 51. To'al, 4 3.
Saturday, Sept. 3. Dr. Gardner, 30; John F. Pole, 45:
M. Andrees, 25; C. M. Wormley, 26; Loots Good, 1$ Chas.
Bieiiter, II; H. Mingle, 12; Jas. Kirk. 29; Geo. Smith, 63:
W. H. Harris. 8;
Thos. Thompson. 40; Isaac Worre 1, 13
Stacy Springer, 16; Mr. Mansfield, 6; Henry Shultz, 26; H.
Houbht, 12; W. Anderson, 10; John Richardson, 14. Toson,

;

tal,

403.

William Miller is the proprietor of the Riverside
Ifadvied y mail to Ridleysille, Pa., or by Telegraph (Philadelphia and Beading Railroad Hejraph lines) to
Lazaretto, Pa., conveyances will be furni-hed to meet any
train from Philadelphia on its arrival at Moore's Station, P.
W. & B. R. R.
HIGH WATER AT LAZARETTO AND CHESTER.
Sept. 21,. 11:26 a.m. Oct. 4,... 9:43 a.m.
1:02 p. s
Sept. 8
"
22.. 12:11 p. M.
5.... 10:46
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Mr.
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"
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"
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THE SCARCITY OF BAY

:

—

—

California Quail in Missouri. Of the importation of
California quail into Missouri, a Jefferson City, Mo., correspondent writes
"I have never yet seen auy of the birds
myself since they were liberated, but have had repeated information, that I consider reliable, that they were seen last
summer as well as this spring. 1 am satisfied ibey rais d
several bn ods last summer, and I have heard of their being
i^een this summer but have not yet heard of any young ones.
Some were seen last winier in Pulaski c unty, at leasi seventylive miles from here; and last summer they were seen repeatedly on my farm six miles below this city. Then this
spring Dr. Glover repotted seeing some in his niighborbood,
aud Judge Clarenbach saw them in two different places near
hete.
I bebeve their acclimation and increase here will be
a success. As to the Messina or migra ory quail I am not so
in
sanguine. They were liberated in four differen t places
Callaway, eight miles west, eight miles southeast at Mr.
farm. 1 have not this
Wards, and six miles east on
summer received definite information, except from uvo
:

;

my

In Callaway none have been seen this summer.
farm I have information that two or three have been
seen this summer, but my informant may have been mistaken in the bird, yet I believe they were seen. From ihe
other two places 1 have no information. I hope we will succeed in stocking the country with each kind.— H. E.
places.

On my

—

Why

There are no Wild Pigeons Goshen, N. Y.,
Editor Forent and stream :
friend and myself
15.
desire to tate a little hunt, aud would especially like to havo
Only a very few years
a wildpigetn hunt for a few days.
since pigeons would be about this region in September,
about the lime acorns began to shell, upon wheat fields
lecently sown. No great b»gs could be got, but enough to

—A

Aug.

Do you know of any local ty, n it
satisfy a reasonable man.
Yoik City, whtre we might go aud have a
too far irom
few days of such hunting as I have tried todescrbe? For

New

some unexplained reason pigeons do not come about us as
formerly, but I cannot but believe that there are sectious
W, H. N.
they still visit for a few weeks in early fall.
[The only 6ure plan for getting some shots at wild pigeons
is to join an "association for the protection of fish and
game." Then you will be sure of an opportunity to shoot
ten or fifteen, or fifiy half-fledged squabs fin d out of a trap
and unable to fly. No reasonable man could ask for pigeons
and if our c resin the field and pigeons in the trap too
pondent is a "true sportsman," he will doubtless be wilting
to forego his favorite sport for the sake of the cause of
;

"game prolecion."]

Game Birds Wanted—Rushville, III., Aug. 29.— Editor
Forest and Stream: Can you refer me to any party in the
East who has live black diicks, seacoast brant, or other kinds
of water-fowl which are not common in the West who would
be likely to exchangesome of them for woodducks ? We are
trying to get a c 'flection of our native game water-fowl, and
have several pairs of woodducks that we could spare which
we would like to exchange for good specimens of the above
mentioned birdB, which are very rare and difficult to obtain
in the West. Any information you can give me that will put
ire in cominuniea'ion with persons likely to exchange will
be thankfully received.
J P. Leaoh.
Several years ago, 1870 to 1875, we had a collection of live
fowl, including mallards, wood ducks, black ducks, Canada
geese, blue geese, white fronted geese and brant.
change
of business necessiiated their sale.
During this time we
bought, so d or exchanged with the following persons Lewis
Human, Patcbo. ne, L. I. W. A. Conklin, Cen'ral Park,
New York city; Zoological Gardens, Philadelphia; John Bo
etcher, Oukwood Cemetery, Troy. N. Y.
G. II. Bo rdnion,
Weston, Vt. Greei e Smith, Petirboro, N. Y. (now dead)
D<\ J. N. Bates, Worcester, M>ss.
N. Guilherr', Goodnedd,
Pa., Geo. Iivin, Maysville, Chatanooga Co., N. Y.
J. Y.
Bicknell, Westmoreland, N. T
,

"
"

"

morning and even-

ing tide,

awaiting their retu-u.
" \\ hat is this?" he exclaimed, as Vivian tossed Ihe cougar can lessly over his shoulder and started up the gravel

walk toward ihe

Several Possible Explanations— Indianapolis, lad.,
Editor forest and Stream : lncloeod I send this
" Nimclipping from the Indianapolis Journal of Aug. 31
Rev. Myron iteed and Prof. Ora Pearson,
rods Relurntd.
who hive been ru-iicating in the Brule Kiver region. Michigan, returned to the ci y yesterday morning after six weiks'
absence. They report having ei joyed a del ghlful time, Thi ir
only regret being that ihey could n t remain longer. Fish
and game were plentiful, five deer having been bagged a
short time previous to their return." I would like to know
what right the parties mentioned therein have lo kill deer in
Michigan before the expira' ion of the close season ? If I understand the game laws, 1 believe deer shooting opens in the
above State on Oct. 1.— Buck.
[Several possible explanations suggest themselves. Newspaper items like the above are noi always reliable; but,
granting that the report is correct, (1) it is not stated that the
Inoianapolis gentlemen bagged ihe iker, but simply the fact
Some one else may have
of Ihe deer having been bagged.
donei'. Again, the n-porer mav have misunderstood aid
" bagged " the tourists mav have said " se n,"
(2) instead of
or, (3) the deer may have been si nply an invention of the reporter, who oid not know anything about game laws and
who is thus guilty of a base libel on the indianapo is sportsmen. Any one of these three suppositions, or of a d< zen
others which might be named, is more plausible than the
story that Messrs. Reed aid Pearson killed five deer in Michigan in the month of August, 1881.]
Aug. 31

Following are some of the scores mide this season From
Golfs Hotel, Sept. 1 Isaac Rothwell pushed James Rkoads,
of Spring bill, and boated 44 rail aud 10 reed birds; Benj.
Harris pushed F. Engle. of .New York, and boated 35 ra
Hick Brotfu pushed JohnGoff, of Chester, and boated 27
rail
P^rry Allen pushed Frank Weaver, and boated 36 rail
Chas. Golf pushed Thos. Biuier, of Westchester, and boated
39 rail Sam. Preston pushed E. Johnson, of Philadelphia,
and boated 22 rail B n. Driskett pushed T. S. Oands, of
Philadelphia, and boated 23 rail; Jacob Miller pushed Harry
Black, of Chester, and boated 19.
Sept. 2— Isaac Rothwell shot 21; Bill Rump, 18; J. Miller, 23. Sept. 3— S. brown, 30
I. Rothwell, 23
Bill Rump,

among the

;

mouutaius, and

Ill

A

SNIPE.

:

Editor Forest and Stream :
I would like to hear from your readers as to their observa-

My

on the growing scarcity of bay snipe and plover.
experience, confined to Long Island, is that they bid
few years to afford no renumeraI
tion to the market gunner and no sport to the sportsman.
spent four days on the Roekaway marshes last spring and
have been there once a week since July 11, without one d lys
fair sport; and some of the days have been in everyway
favorable.
The season, in fact, has been a failure there— so
it has been at Sbumeoock Bay-— as I learn from genilemen,
who have been there two weeks at a time (not the hotel
keepers.)
One theory is that the birds have changed their course and
now fly down the Mississippi Valley. Tne following Torn a
recent letter from Cobb's Island, Va., indicates that they
have not merely skipped Long Island in flying down the
Atlamic Coast: "The bay between the island and the
mainland surrounds hundreds of acres of salt marshes.
From "May until Octob r these marshes are the home of
thousands of bay birds snipe, curlew, widen and plover.
May is the great shooting month on the island. The birds
stop on their way to th' breeding grounds and they are
killed by thousands.
In fact so many of them are killed at
this season that there has be.n a marked diminution in the
It is estimated
fall flight dm intr the past two or three yt ars.
that an average of one thousand birds were killed each day
during the month of May last."
Are not breechIs not this the solution of the matter?
loaders and spring shooting, especially the latter, the cause
New York Sept. 5.
of ihe decrease of bay birds ?—L.
tions
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fair at the present rate, in a
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Explosions of various kinds have been numerous within a
fortnight past.
The list is headed by the explosion of a great
quantity of fulminate gun caps, which imbedded tbcnselves
in the body of a workman with 'alal effects.
(2.) This was
followed by an explosion of fifteen pounds of powder in a
Connecticut armory, nine persons being injured. (3.) The
premature explosion of a torpedo, at the Newport torpedo
station, kilhdtwo persons.
(4) An explosion of naphtha
in Front Street, New York, wrecked a building and killed
two men. (5.)
hnmb-shell, thought to be unloaded, was
thrown in'o a Brooklyn founory furnace, but did not stay
there very long it went out through the windows. No one
was hurt. (6.) And there was the usual accident where y
the "thought-it-wasn't-loaded " victim wa» killed by the diswas killed by the discbarge of a gun. (7) be seventh did
not explode. Some workmen in a foundry were about to
pour the molten iron into the molds, " when a slight disturbance of the mods altracled attention, and it was opened.
The cavity was full of guupowder. One drop of the uiel ed
metal would have caus d an awful explosion, probably k 11ing everybody in the building. That the strikes were guilty
of the plot was shown by the fact that, ins ead of ciowding
about the doors and windows to jeer at ihe new men, as they
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;

1
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Btrmr/i.:

an abominably Kad shot; and have lately seen what

be a plausible explanation of my trouble. It is
I
atu "left-eyed."
Forming a ring \v h my
thumb and fir.-t finder, and holding my hand a. short distance
before my face, 1 "focus" the* ring, so that I can see a
peats to
this, that
I

i

•

small object, such as a doorknob, through it wilh both eyes
open.
Now, holding my hand perfectly still and Flint ling
my left eye, I am unable to sec the object through I]
with my right eye, but; shutting my 'right eye, lean see it
Hence, lata, told, I am " left-eyed," and in
with
left,
order to shoot accurately 1 must learn to shoot from the left
shoulder.
Do you think that this is so? And -will it pay
me to try to learn to shoot left-hscdeflr I should like your
opinion.
ISviDlfcs.
[Our opinion is that the philosopher who has been prating
is a fool.
If you cannoi shoot
to. you. about left-eyedness
from your right, shoulder you certainly cannot from your left.
What .the experiment you mention has to do with sighting
along a gun barrel is more than we can understand, of you

my

—
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Thomas went grouse shooting Sept,

1,

;

;

(

birds are scarce.

Hammbrlbss.

That Steam Lackoh— Yicksui-ki;, Miss.— You published
some time ago a story of "A Duek Hunt in a Steam
Launch." The launch* was put in first-rate order and we
made several very successful hunts in her. On one such occasion I bagged with my own gun alone twenty-one mallards and four geese, besides others which escaped with
broken wings.— One of tub Majmwners.

Two New Hampshire Queries— Boston, Sept. 5. — Will
of your New Hampshire correspondents please inform

some

through the columns of your excellent paper in what part
Hampshire good white rabbit shooting can be bad,
if the law in
that Slate in regard to sheep~eompels the
owner of a dog to pay damages (if the dog should kill any
sheep) provided that the dog is licensed '.'— H. P. U.
inc
of

New

also

either.

—

Maine L\egg Game. I have been on a jtiuntlatelyiu the
neighborhood of Bnngor, .Me., and met uumy tourists on their
way to the Range cy and Moosehead Lakes'. At Portland I
learned from undoubted authority that a yearling blill moose
had been killed this summer at either Raugeley or Moosehead,
1 forge' which of the.lakes.
This was contrary io law, and
the rare animal was shot fr fm behind a jack.
Mv informant
— a native of Portland and one that
telk me the slayei
should have known better.
1 could have been taken to the
skiu and seen it drying.
What is more shameful. I heard
of a caribou bavin been shot a! Moosehead tilts summer a
few days, by a tourist, before
Me. 1 trust
left Bangor,
these lines may meet the eye of both the worth}' gentlemen
.

:.

'

who

participated in this rare illegal sport
The names of
h:ith are only witliheld'on accQnaj; of the promise I made to
You may rely en it, is true. Moose ami
informants.
caribou are too rare no w-a-days in Maine to be slaughtered
out of season as soon as they put their noses into the State.
Deer are becoming very plenty in Maine, More have been
seen this summer than for twenty years past, notwithstanding " tailing and jack hunting.
Homo:

my

Tns annual MEKTiN&of the Long TslandP'orester Club was
held at Brooklyn, Thursday evening, September 0. The following officers were elected: Henry Thorpe, President;
Chas.M. Kd wards, Vice-President; C. W. Field, Secretary,
and R. T. Sabm, Treasurer. Messrs. Thorpe, Field and Sa :
bin were appointed as a committee, to investigate the credentials of proposed members.

—

Kiv.r, in Highland Bounty.

|£#

The

rifle is

a flint-lock muzzle-

and must be over 100 years old. Its present owner
ha? had it more than fifty years.
The game which he lias
k'dled with it, counts up J, 2110 deer, besides numbers of
wolves, hear.", foxes, wild cats and squirrels ad injhiit.irn.
The old gi ntlemau'B eye is still bright and his arm steady,
i

—

A Large AYoodcock Georgetown, Del., Sept. 2. On
Thursday morning Mr. P. B. Hillen was called into the yard
Judge Lay ton to shoot a woodcock, which was feeding
"
Mr. 'H., it is said, at first thought it was a spring
'here.
chicken, hut his quick eye soon detected the mistake and he
" pulled," bringing down the bird, which, when pi ced upon
the scales, was found to weigh twenty-four ounces. — M. A.
M.
Of
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and ^iver
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PAHUT,

T,A.

LIVING

in JScjw Oiiean- as I do, I hardly realized there
could be within a distance Of one hundred and sisiy
mites a region so rolling as in this parish,
keally it is
astonishing, the skill that is required by driver and animals
to en.-ineer a vehicle
up and down He bills in safely. To
lookup, it seems impossible to make it, -at d to lo >k back
it
sums a great achievement. The most interesting of all

the rides

is

to

"The

O

Bluff" to see the sunset.

.e rises

so

gradually in the course of the ride that it is hard lo realize
the height one has attained.
Suddenly you find your elf on
the brink of what might have been an inland sea, Hie margin
reaching as far as the eye can range.
It is filled wilh a
forest ot immense cedar trees covercd'wilh moss,
lu fact, it
is what is called, "The Cedar Forest."
Below is the swamp
hind and famous for fishing.
Imagine the sensation of overlooking these immense trees and then a distance above them
as great as their height.
The view of a sunset at this spot
beggars description and we could hardly realize there was
any aceess to the lake and forest heuea! k,
Our host, a most sociable and thoughtful bachelor, arranged a fishing parly and " fish fry" for us. The morning
arrived, aud at the darkest hour w'c were aroused, to be in
complete readiness to move by the early light. It was clear
and lovely, and the morning star shone* brilliantly and was a
stranger to most of us.
Now the idei.
:al] he
breakfast to be made complete by the catching ad ft
g of
..

"The gemman

of color," who effij aated l
combined the art of fiddling to while away the
morning meal. After alighting from the i
scended to the lake by a winding path do i n
hill, and it seemed to be the very bottom of
could only see up through the dense foliage t< the
us
Overhung wilh trees, quiet, except "the noises ot birds
and insects, the morning hour before the rays of the sua
were perceptible, it seemed an enchanfeil spot indeed. The
party scattered to different points.
Some went out In dugouts, others took a Stand on an old raft in the middle of the
lake, and in a short time the necessary number ot flah were
caught trout, goggled-eyed, speckled and brim perch, cat,
and other varieties usual in Southern lakes.
Having bad only black coffee sbice morning, we bad
caught an appetite as well.
remained a fewVairs, and
had a second fry and repaired up the hill to the wagon to be
jolted home over the hills and dales and roots of trees, aud
shall long remember the novelty, pleasure and benefit, of a
good " fish-fry" at Garnhearl's Lake.
Krr,\.

the

—

Another Ancient Firearm Richmond, Va., Aug. 31.—
Editor Farc-'iL and Stream: Your correspondent's story of
the long gun he found in a Virginia country store reminds
me of a famous old ride 1 once saw up iu Highland County,
of this same Stale.
Il is a mist ike to suppose that we can
shoot any better with oiir " tew- fancied " arms than our
fathers shot before us.
The arms may be better, but we certainly do not use them to better purpose.
The rifle to which
1 refer is the property of Mr. William Lockridgo, a nim well
Bis home is on the Bull Pasture
advanced in life.

WOOIH.AM) PLANTATION,

ii

and remarks that
Grouse seait is his first and last npp.< arenee in the wood--.
son opened here yesterday, and the following bags were
made: Morse anclDwyer, three grouse Card and Co n, nine
grouse and one woodcock
Brown, A. t well and Webber, eight
'rnlteiulen, seven
grouse and one woodcock; Smith and
grouse and five woodcock. Never saw it as dry as now and
Will

"Left-Eyed Shooting. "--Krf/to' Forest and

am

V

N.

8,

i

the task ofwreaki
r&des."

I
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fish.
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Jj[i8hittg*
Tuknkk's Angling.— Of Turner, the painter, an Eng"Lord Egrernont once
reminiscence
nvited Turner to stay a week at Pel-worth and paint two
pictures for him of some favorite bits of scenery on the eslish writer gives this

SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.

•.

On the first morning of his visit Lord Egrernont, hbJc
Turner what he should like to do. and the great painter replied he would go fishing.
The next morning at breakfast
Lord E. inquired again what it would please Mr. Turner to
to do and he replied thai,, having enjoyed himself so much
yesterday, he would go fishing again.
On the third morning
Lord Egrernont thought be would wait for Turner to announce his own plans autl was greatly amused when he quiet ly said he was again going fishing.
On the fourth morning Lord E., unable to conceal his anxicy, said
Well, Mr.
Turner, I am only too glad for you to enjoy yourself, hut,
you are talking nf going away to-morrow ami I fell: anxious
about the pictures.' 'Uorne upstairs to my room,' said Turner, 'and set your mind at rest
Nothing could exceed the
surprise and delight of Lord Egrernont when Turner introduced him to two exquisit" pictures, painted as he bad desired.
The great man bad risen each morning with the sun, and before h-enkfast had, by a good day's work, earned his pleasure

tate.
/Y;vi? rhiviottlia,
Inccvi;

Uneatws.

'ecus cnryttopn.
imbloplitet).

"el M. fulHdus.
nohiliti
Mascttlontro,
Pickerel, Bum relicnhuus
Pike or Clckercl, Esox lu.
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SiariEFf, South Carolina, August
Quails, or partridges as they are universilly called, are quite plentiful about
here.
1 knew of about fifteen or twenty eovies within.two
or three miles of our house last season.
Some of them, however, were " swamp birds " and would be lost after the first
-

Numbers of them are annually destroyed by the
Bash.
darkies and poor whites with Iheir traps and pens, by one of
which a whole covey io sometimes taken at a time." Coons,
'possums, squirrels and foxes abound in the swamps and
Doves are very
woods.
Wild cats are sometimes seen.
plentiful.
The nearest good fishing place is the Wnteree
swamp, about, ten miles off. This swarnp is about four or
five miles wide and is interspersed with bayous or lakes, as
they are called. The red water of these lakes abounds in fish
of a lighter color and better flavor than those caught in the
black water streams.— R. Ii. F.

Mackerel, Cykun,'

i

in fishing."

,.,,,,."-

should be killed the moment they are taken, out ot the
ffl
water, not only on accountol the inhumanity or allm n:
linger la an element, uncongenial to their ant are, but ,alsfl allowing
them lo die by slow degrees renders them less valuable, nourishing
m uis work,
and conducive to health as rood. E. Jesse, Esq
••Anglers' Kambles," says he always has a large knife with a hammer at the end to kill fish as soon a s they arc taken.
IS RO
polite, at my request, as to refer me to the e i tie v who made It hut

All

flsli

,

Hew

hear
il

An Indiana Game Centre.— Cloverdale, Putnam

Co.,
Ind., is reached from Indianapolis, via the Vandalia Railroad,
to Greencastle, thence south ten miles, via the L. N. A.
C. R. R., time four hours from Indianapolis.
Hotel, Central
House, J. J. Lewis, proprietor rates $3 50 per week, open
the year round.
Ducks arc here in the fall and spriDg, most
plentiful in spring, mostly of the smalt bind",
few English snino in the spring; quail very plentiful in season from
Permits to shoot will have to be obtained iu
Oct- 1 Jan I.
60me localities. Rabbits are very numerous, and are killed
during the whole of the winter season. Bass are plentiful
in Eel Rtver and Deer. Creek.
Pishing with the fly is enSquirrels are also plenty.
tirely unknown.
In this region
of country modern breech-loaders are entirely unknown.—

tu
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l

\ and the price high. 1 had
than a qm irter the price, and
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kills
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Instantly.
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ANGLING IX THE BAY OF QUINTE.
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Virginia Shooting Grounds.— Boston, Mass.— Editor
FuvtM and Stream: I have beard from various sources of
the good shooting to be had in Virginia and, as I shall spend
a week or so in that State the last of September, I would be
obliged if any of your correspondents or subscribers who are
acquainted wilh the country would give me any information
able il.
fiOWABB.
[Our correspondent will find excellent quail shooting, we
presume, in the vicinity of Belief into, Nottawav county,
other game there being deer and turkeys.
By striking out
from Norfolk in almost any direction good quail shooting may
be had. Excellent shooting is to be had along the RappaWarrenton Springs, Kaniuier
hannock River bottoms.
county,
county.

The
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recommended,
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Littleton,
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J

Ui
Frames, made by Mr. V. A. Allen, tit Won
111., are by
all odds the moal
effective decoys yet
They are ingeniously constructed to support in a
invented.
life-like position upon the. water the dead bird, and every
one knows Hint nothing looks more like a duck alive than
[dead The ducks themselves think so, for with Die
within gunsh
[);•<••>¥

i

.-.

mouth,

•

Deseroito, August 30.
that you oftentimes reipiesl communications
from your readers, I write to describe Ups part of the
country where I have been enjoying the fresh air and
sport for a few days, and trust if any of your numerous

SEEING

readers should

1

o(f

tfc

this

way

tliat

:

1

:

of the water.

The

you won't go

agiin.

will be at it again

they will enjoy Ihem-

selves as much as I have.

This place', formerly known as Mill Point, is situated at
the head of the long reach ou the Bay of Qninte (an inlet of
Eake Ontario) mill about thirty miles from Kingston, The
place lias two large saw mil's, machine-shop, sash and blind
factory, flour-mid, ship-yard and other industries all in active
operation.
It is easy of access as boats run from King-ton,
Belleville, Napaeee, etc., and in the near neighborhood are
Hay Bay, Carnahaus Bay and the Lake on the Mountain.
The two former are. well-known as good shooting and fishing
while the latter is a natural wonder,
resot is in this season
being a lake of about 200 acres in extent situated on the top
of a hill some 400 feet above the level of the bay, and without anv visible inlet. From the top of the mountain hill, a
masnificcnl view may be had.
Lake Ontario, Hay Bav,
Carnahaus Bay, a large portion of the Biv of Quinte, and
the surrounding country being at once in view.
There arc num. rous good places for camping both up and
down the Bay from this place, within easy reach of which
may be had excellent ris'dng at this season. Black bass,
pickerel, muska'onge and perch are caught.
Las' evening
your correspondent went out and had excellent sport, from
six till dark, catching ten (Mi weighing twenty and a half
pounds, the largest lour and a half pounds. "The evening
before two young tueti caught eighteen weighing fif'y-four
pouuds. Just now the fly. or trollii
By or spoon,
:

il

8g, v (jf>

i,r\

i

pla.'t tftftv o*

Bunpjgg taf

(,

*ccc-.a

» te^t

wheca snod

A* U»f

s/je«l!«g,'

n>blna

That
it used to be.
your resolutions you

fishing ain't what
That in spite of

within a week."

Connuctiout Notes— Pl-inim,

Aug.

27.— Fp

here,

in

Windhim county, we have our sport just now with Ihe
black bass, one fisherman taking 214 in three days' fishing,
ranging in weight from one-half to four and a half poinnls.
hey were taken at Webster Pond, a few miles east of this
Others have taken large
place, by Mr. Jesse Herendeen.
Messrs. Eric Johnson, Hiram
strings of bass recently.
Fenn and John Sharp-, of this place, have just returned
from a month's trip to he Raugeley Lakes. They report a
jolly good time, fair fishing, and a gain of about ten pounds
few of the old campers expect
each in g iod solid flesh.
so, look out
to go up to the lakes the last of next month.
for some of those six-pound trout, for Hie? always bring
some home with them, and of which Fobsbt and Stream
readers will know more about in due time.— E. T. W.
i

I

A

H
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.c.ithFisiiwaysforNew York— Oswego, N. Y., Aug. 30.
erstockingOlub, of this city, had iheil annua meeting thfaafternoon topetition the Commissioners of Fisheries to makethe
specifications for the construed nof flshwayain the Oswego,
Oneida and Seneca rivers, and submit ihem to the SuperinA an
the proi
tendent of Public Works, according
Act pissed last winter appropriating l$fl 000 for the p
The following Officers were elected: Or. G. D, McMftnus,
CI. P.
President; O. L, Oslerhout, Yice-PreHidcnt
.eeivtmwt Hon. N. W, Nutting, Treasurvr j H,
(

1

i

•

;

t

:

A.*

fcanwj th,c v»fy»
•f th» /I'M)*

come

A Few Truths.—The Sunday Call, of Newark, N. J., has
a fisherman upon its staff who is an observant man, aye, and
a philosopher. He formu'aies certain amtling lrnthswhith
have the merit of containing much that is beyond argument.
"All observing anglers will admit that among the
He says
ino'l prominent of the natural laws governing fishing the f
lowing are iucoritroverLihle That thelrggesttish always bites
on the hook of the biggest duffer. That you have arrived just
when the fish have s'opped eating for the season. Thai, lliercis
a good place for fishing ab rut five miles further up the road.
That when you go there, you wull hear of a better place five
That you could cross the continent on just
miles further.
such information if your money held out. That the guides
will convince you that you have neglected to provide appropriate tackle, and that they have got just what you need, to
sell at a fabulous pr.ee. That it will .ain and blow, and be loo
dry, and too warm, and that the water will be too high, and
ioo low, and too muddy, and too clear, everywhere you go.
That the largest fish will be the one you lose just at the top

L
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TIass in MimiTGAN -Ciiand RApids, Mii'b.— Michia black nasi will take the lly.
I was in the Grand Traighl royal sport I bad with basa as
well as trout,
I found that any light colored fly, white miller or moth, etc., wag killirg.
1 used a 9-oz. rod, five-line
and three flies, an 1 would frequently have
them tilled, wou'tl land two of tener than one. In that clear
to a fly from a depth of fifteen ntwenty feet. In the part of the State where our streams are
Jess clear and much fished I have had but little success with

113
them from

i;

i

Hartford, Aug. 31.— Ten
o the Fish Commissioners of this State put forty
ice fond near this place.
A genthfrora Hartford caught three handsome black bass there
relay.
One weighed live pounds and one ounce, one
turned the scales a' three pounds and twelve ounces, and the
He of the three was twelve pounds and ten ounces.
Tl
ntleman, Capt. Henry Antlrus, has taken from
v in rs of this p.md fifteen bus?, aggregating thirty-seven
rjc-half pounds.
This is the result of the Commissioners' work.
Sportsmen are pleased to think that once more
-'
in IjB eaught in the waters of this State.
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a work
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taken n
being m(
thev wit
•ect and
esBful
lowed. Mr. Stilwell
gentleman of rare intelligence, a genial
companion, and an interesting conversationalist, lie has made a
Ufe study of fiaheulturo and the various branches of the subject
and its applicability to the wants and the interests of t'r.c
pilot Maine, and he profoundly loves the work an* study which has
absorbed tho better part of his years.
Maine has reason to be proud of those of her men who, like
Atkins, Stanley, Smith and Stilwell, have for years battled against
an ignorant and narrow public seutiment and who have dared to
work for thia cauBO rather than pander to i>r id for the votes Of
poachers. They have had Ihe co.irageto doand perform theirwhole
duty, while Bonie of our County Attorneys. Sheriffs and Wardens
have cowardly surrendered to the rabble for the sake of votea, and
they doHcrve all honor.
PisOATon.
1

i

V'Hi are doubtless familiar with thHt
of turtle whose ordinary habitat iu this latitude is
the from ol n restaurant, whore ho is accustomed to sleep
with his head on o
r-box and his calipee exposed to the
if
i

do not know whether he is commonly found
Bay. A few mornings since while taking an
paddle in my canoe near the Robbins Reef Light I almost ran down a good-Bized green turtle. He came up just
if me and so near that 1 could See the markings about
hci
his ryes.
I should judge that he might have been some two
feet long and his bead, which wan f.iirly out of water, was
as large as my two lists, which are. not very small.
For
one I would be glad to know whether the green turtle is of
courrence iu a wild s:ato hereabout.— C. L. N.
i
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secured by uiort'.vg" in payand Mr. ELRlllOk gave
A Mr. Hoffmann to i'l.reeloso
e.-htnplhal Mr.
,-bicli hail been as igncd him
lid not own the property, but
rpnae of cultivating oystorB,
As there are probably
ight,

Mr. Beffman giving cash au
meiil.
Tho property wus sold
a warrantee deed. Mr. Elph
the mortgage, and the lego
Glohick could not conveyer

iinple,

teres appe
waters of the State, the decision will be awaited With interest.

TIIK SUFFOLK CO. N. V. FAIR.— Suffolk County, N. Y,
on the Eastern oud of Long island, holds its annual fair
on October lib, 5th aud Gth at Riverhcad. Wo have remved itpremium list and knowing tho enterprise of its managers from a
prolonged visit to its last fail-, we feel certain that it will bo worth
while for those iu the vicinity lo attend it. At the last meeting it
was intended to have some lectures on lishculture, but owing to

Situated

aonio misunderstanding they did not come off, This year ai rangementshavo been made and the following gentlemen will address
ingon thesubject of fishculture on the evening of Oct.
S
Hon It Parnwell Roosevelt and Mr Eugene G. Blackford, of

Mr. Barnei Phillips, Secretary of
the Newlork Pisb Commission
suit Mr. Fred Mather,
pic American Fi.-l.cullural Association
Assistant to the. I'uled States Pish CommiBsimi and Fishery
Premium bats can be obtained
Smikam.
Editor of Fouestastd
from the Secretary, Mr. Nat. W.Foster, of Pivcrhcad.
:

;

Mr. Thomo^ Hughlett, Fis'i ComMaryland, had a quantity of leather carp, and a

CAKP FOB STREAMS.
ini.-niouer of

considerable

number escaped

to Mile's

;
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The
W, and forty rods from the river.
av in a direct line for the river.
for sometime, and finally Killed
th
[he el Voluntarily leave Hie ditch
for the overland route,
as he taken out by some bird or
'

The

watched h
I
a hay fork
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them generally.
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Notks— Annapolis, Md.,

,

Sept.

2.— We

line Taylor fishing here, and have caught
of sixteen to eighteen inches in length and weighing
<ight ounces/ They have now gone higher up the
il
we are wa chii •: for '.heir icturn, which will be in
about a week orten days. They then remain with us until
The rockflsh and perch seem to have lift our waters,
The lalafacl due, I believe, 10 the pound-nets and seines.
Ihe spring at ihe head of the creeks.

have had vety
u

tin

.

We

a lion badly to protect both our fish
Should you ever pay a visit to the "Ancient
e.
would give, rnc great pleasure to show you around.

need Legislative

and g
City"

ii

are

-

attracted
v rong in

name of
Your
attention.
spelling it "tarpon."

Applications are to he made to Major K. J. Anderson,
Trenton, giving a general description of the water, the character of
the bottom and size of pond.
Our regret at the retirement of Me. Samuel Webber from ihe
New Hampshire Fish Commission is softened by tho fact that Dr.
Spalding takes his place. Mr. Webber has been a faithful and
eflicient officer, and Dr. Spalding has every qualification to make
him the samo
South Carolina has a winter hatchery in Oconee Co., and a shad
hatchery on the Edisto Kivcr in Collotiu Co.. iu charge of Mr. 0.

it

is

t

:

I

"A

did

speak

not.

it

properly.— T. R.

Destwjotive

s-

li

Marlboro', N.

H.

,

Sept,

5.—

y, while Mr. M. Hill, of this place, was out spearing
Sten Pond, he speared one which measured eighteen
in.
ipearcd to be full of something and, on
opening it., Mr lliil found a pickerel measuring seven inches.
,lle of too spears them near shear, just at the edge of the
Both
Water, when lie draws Ihe pond down some four feet.
are of the opinion that eels feed on small fish and
spawn. Is this so •—D. W. T.
[The eel has long been known to devour spawn in great
quantities, as well as small fish, and even its own species. It
a keen nose for a deposit of spawn
,i

i

..'.

lv.d in

the gravel.]

—

A Gkbbs

Ti I'm rA Socta Bay. Last week a green
weighing sixty pounds was caught in Great South
old. ll was laken near the village rf Tiny
Shore by Master Herbert Raymond, of Brooklyn, and a lad
Perry Smith, of Bay Shore, The boys discovered it near a
It was in fair
bar and turned it over with a stick.
mi
he query was whether it hud followed up the
•Gulf Siroam and euiered the hay of itsown accord, or whether
iso of turtle which was on its

Ithode Island has a close time on her const from Slay 1 to Aug.
1, when all traps, pounds and nets of all descriptions aro to bo
closed or forbidden to bo used between Saturday morning at sunrise and Mondaymoruing sunrise.
For the past two years tins applied only to a portion of the coast, but uowoovrra all.
The Commissioners of Inland Fisheries are charged with the dutv of enforcing this law. They have deputized wardens to attend' to this,
and this year it has beou strictly enforced, and the increase of
young Hsh in consequence, has been noticeable. Hook and line
ii.-hei -men are well pleased with their catch this Benson.
Tho Michigan commission is now building an additional hatchery
for trout, etc., on a tine natural trout stream mar Paris. Mecosta Co.
on the line of the Grand Kapida and Indiana Railroad, about sixty
miles north of Grand Itapids. Their appropriation for this year is
98,000, and for next $7,500.
The Now Vork commission have not selected a site for the proproBed Long Island hatchery, no available site being yet found,

A

GOOD LAKE FOR

Nev

lo

awake— Chester,

is

fishing

:

i

Pa.,

Sept.

a.— We

grounds for perch, rock and catfish to
i.
the Delaware River.— J. Goff.
i

i

Kbpkins, olu popular clam vender,
noveltv in the way of a clamming clog, tio proficient has hB
become iu bis newlv acquired profession that a few davs ago ho
...
r tn tbi "Hats," and caught no less than three
i,.. oluru id.
» time and placing them all in
one; nu pile. Tbo mod curious part, however, is that he can
• : ..i similar to
lor II
id.
tthe sfeeof a
a sandal

has

a

i.

i

i

i

i

i

,

i

-

I

DELAWARE SHAD.
week after the trip of the New Jersey Commissioners, on
THE
their annual tour of inspection, this spring, proved to be the
best week for the shad fishermen, who made the greatest catch
for a quarter of a century.
Indeed, the si ason has been the mostprofitable one to both in-shore and drift net fishermen iu all that
period. The shad have been caught in greater numbers and of
larger size, the legitimate result of what the Fish Commiasiouers
havo been striving for since their firat organization, viz., a strict
observance of the law a-s to tlei weekly clo-i- term from Saturday
sunset to twelve o'clock on Sunday night and the prohibition of
shad seines between June 10 and July lo below Trenton, nod Utween June 15 and .Inlv 15 above Trenton, thus enabling the
spawuers to reach the quiet waters above bead of tide to deposit
then- ova, and. afterward, to return to the sea. whence they would
return again the next year, of increased size, to again perform the
same duties. The increase in size, as you suggested, wonld result
an earnest of a return continually of
in more vigorous oil'spriug
Fisui.mian.
large shad, as of old.
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lo ITJBLES—Greenwich,
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will attract umeh attention
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Xlcklen. Sr., Meerei
ii'-iimer

Trials

I,

at

New

commence on

November «, Louisiana stare
1.

Uilwaril Udell, Seereliii

November—, attsrand
Club's Field Trials.

i

.

ember

o\

Field Trials. Kiurii-s close
Orleans., La.

New

Junction, Tenn.. National Anierle
Dew, seeretarv, Columbia, Tei

Kennel

a

Jos. H.

i.i:.\

COLOli.

rui:iiuF.AU.

THE anuouncement that for the next Kennel Club dog Hbow tho

difference of weight classes will be abolished as regards pointers, to bo substituted by dasscs for liver and whites aud other
than liver and whites, will be read with some interest by breeders
of sporting dogs, and also that there are to bo cla.-aea for black,

white and tan setters. To «eo innovations of his sort by the leading authorities i> always Batisfaotory, as the sameness of show
catalogues has become tedious, but (he question always deserves
great consideration as to the kind of changes that aro tin: most
That pointers have a i-pecisl sort of claim there can be
desirable.
little doubt, as of late the liver and whites have monopolized tho
prize lists almost ent rely, and there are some people who think
that the beauty of a lemon and white cannot bo surpassed and
that black anil white' or black mottled pointers have very great claims
for esteem. I do not differ from them much, although 1 must confess that my own partiality rests with the liver and whites; but I
think the question is worth discussing, even as regards pointers,
to see whether radical changes of this sort will be beneficial to the
general interest of tho breed. If all exhibitors at shows were indefatigable breeders and staunch to purity of blood aud uniformity, there would be nothing to sav against the principle of giving
encouragement to suit every one's tastes, as there would bo no
fear of one interest being damaged m any way by another; but,
uiifoitunatelv, a very largo class of cxhib'itora do not care in tho
show, and
black animal or a white
least what "they
a
as it
can
equal
charms
with them
so long
one has
Now thin sort of exhibiting has no tenwin
prizes.
dency whatever to improve any breed of doga, and it is to this
point that tho Kenrol Club must look, as their work is to improve
and to maintain general breeding. Is tha idea of diversifying
of letclasses by color, therefore, altogether free
ting in a type of exhibitor that might really do harm to the
cause by attempting to manufacture tho article for the requirement ' We have our old established breeds, derived from Sources
that existed before dog shows, and the beat kennels of to-day are
Uiobo that trace to the oldest sorls. A great manv v. ars ago there
were kennels of liver and white pointers firnlly established, iu such
a wav that it was seldom or never that n ny other color was produced. Later on lemon and whites appeared, probablv bred from
hare or loiunn-pied foxhounds, but tho older, as the stron :er and
more impressed sort, has lasted tho longest, anil hen, e of late
years the preponderance of liver and whites. Tl.eiol::\.
staunch breeders of lemon anil whites, aud sonio of the best
I

';

Bybraauing lemon*

to

lemons, after one or two generations, the

My opinion is that it invariably
cessfully, a cross with the livers.
mou-ihai U. 1 would .-av al
spoils a liver family to cross with a
first— brd that be breeding buck to the livers no gre„t harm is done,
excepting that wrong-colored ones will crop no m litters tor u greal
many generations. But this is t'esovt of thing that i fear will
-nit the new idea of classifying for color, as, of course, the cosmopolitan showman, w ho*e aim is lo win |.i :-.ei, will bo
is b.'.sket as
tho best policy by getting as many different eggs
whites
1.

|

m

I

:

I

.

r|,-.
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Neligll, .Neb.

BREEDING FOR

'

Aug. 28.—At tl
the State a cub
from those lnti

at Franklin, ra., Franklin sportsmen's

23,

House, London
December \4, is a
i'lo-e December

CARP.

WK!.s,,,n, Ma?s, Aug. 29, 1881.
very kind and exhaustive reply to our inquiry about
Jstocking our lake in tho issue of June 9 has been thankfully
noted. There have been more baas caught thus far this seiison
than ever before, and your prediction seems to be verided very
early.
I have also noticed that my description of tho condition of
the lake bus been entirely msuijcieut. especially regarding eaxp
Allow me to correct this by saving (hat, that wo do not want to
stock for culture or to make a business or it, but for the public
benefit, and to introduce this excellent lish— the lake cannot be let
Dff.
Now the grassy swamps cover not lit tv. but one hundred and
fifty acres or more, mo very deep comparatively— two to eight
feci— usually with a brook running through them which ia two
They cannot be imto four feet deeper, and full of water-plants.
proved for carp. Then, the gravelly aud sandy and rockv bottom
of the lake proper extends only to a" certain depth,, say 10 to iS
feet beyond this depth— namely, the " holes" are tilled with a fine
deep mud, or with a plant called here " pickerel graaa" aud would
be just the wintering places for carp, while the above-mentioned
swamps would bo just their feeding places in summer.
Many of my countrymen, with whom I talked over tho carp
question, aud who have more or less knowledge of it. agree with
me on the fitness of our lake for their introduction.
The only drawback thai we ace is that the spau
get from
Professor JBaird may bo all swallow
;et a cha:
ofoi
witli the rfast
reproduction. This, however, must be
growth wo are (mite hopeful of success
I have writteu to Professor baird in
but have not hud any answer. I bog, t
send us a blank which we wdl fill out a
yourissne of July 21.

1

ii

and

ATOUR

I

way

21, is

sell

August

lut'tlc

*

BENCH SHOWS.
September

Huske

my

spelled "tnrpnni" by Goode, Gill and other
: and ii is called " irpum" iu J5ermudaard in all
have heard it spoken, except in a limited
re
district of Fiotida.
It is so called by Mr. S. C.Clarke, a
well known Southern angler and writer, see " Camp Life in
Florida," pp. ii;'>, (!4.
Sir. Clarke gets the name from
Concise Natural History of
Captain Romans, who wrote
Florid •," about the year IT?:?. Your correspondent, "At.
f
\
evidently learned the name from some One who
say,

.

FIXTURES.

been sent.

cerning the spelling of the vulgar
u

fennel

i

not Tap.pon. -The query which you raised a

T.\Ki'-'.r.

\]\t

-pilF, New Jersey FjsU Commissioners invite application from
-*those desiring to stock ponds with black bass. To all suitabl
'lie Waters, the fish
are sent free of charge. The distribution
will be begun early iu September.
From reports received by the
Commissioners it seems that there has been a surprising increase
in the size and numbers of these' valuable lish wherever they have
in'

J.
!'..-.

a tributary of Mile's

(.'reel;,

Three or
River, which ia salt, while the creek is a little brackish.
four have since been eaught, weighing from one and a quarter to
two and a quarter pounds, and about fourteen inches long. \S hen
they escaped, thev were from two to threo inches in length. They
seem to have done so well that he has an idea they would do well
iu the rest of our waters, which aro about like the one named,
except they" have much more freshwater and are better adapted to

'

Homer, Cortland Co., N. Y.— Some
nee 1 noticed sn article in your paper upon the subject
traveling upon dry land from ore stream to another.
C time that it Was a "fish story."
My views
he .1. I. si Thursday about 3 p. m.,
warm and sunny day, an eel was killed in a hay field
On perfectly dry ground aoonl ten rods from a narrow ditch

sold

hi

W H

Mvni.i;-.

5f.:-i.is, Me,, sept. 3.
Wednesday and Thursday of this weuli w< r<
pleasant and profitable visit from Hon. E. M. Sfcilwell, wki
represents the Fish Commi-ision of Maine.
BeoameheretO vlei
our beautiful lakes and ponds aud eucourage oijr people iu thei
laudable efforts to reatoelt aud protect them from the encroach
meats of poachers.
Mr. Stilwell has served as Fish Commissioner tor nin years
under Gover
Perh.ii i, Dingley, Connor, Gareelon and Da
By reison of a very singular and curious complication which at
in the incomprehensible political system of our State
mly one Fish Commissioner while the law pre
IP: f 0. Stanley, of Dixliold. But Mr
tor two.
the ll.
Stilwoll i> acting Comn
lid performs all of h a hiborioui
and mipo tant dnties ai
tho intric lie Executive

'

depredations. Mr.

in thia harbor through
bis right lo Mr. Geo.
Ii'iii

feSff

Wl!«

''I,

tbi5i.it

t>»«

0'il'Un,

iFMjudluS

5"'»l»f
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FOREST AND STREAM.

114
m

a class for special color will have a
a credential for winning
stamp upon him for producing that color again as supposing, for
instance, a llV«r unci white pointer takes a first prize, and is a verv
Boe animal to »u extent that, a choice is made of him by a beefier
of liver and whites for those prizes, and it turns out that ho was
from a mixed litter, the erodi mini he has gained will be merely a
snare aud delusion, for he is quite as likely to get lemon and whites
as a lemon and white In-other.
It may he said that a right aud
proper knowledge of the Stud Book should prevent this, but still
it does not apoear quite to one's notion of breeding that animals
belonging to different classes could be bred in the same littera. I
hare thought it a great slur on show schedules that a spaniel
called ft black spaniel, a BuBBKS spaniel aud a cocker spaniel could
;

ill
the same Utter, and each win in separate
arranged for the cucnm ngenmut of three different breeds.
a system mean V I am free to acknowledge that
there is a difference a- regard* pointers, and if breeders could by a
icatiou of color be induced to breed hard and fast to a
•chosen color, b" it lemon aud w-hitc, liver and white, or black and
white, 1 should believe that ultimately wo should gain a greater
uniformity in pointers. I have no faith, however, that hard and
fast rules will be laid down, and I have tears that
will lead to
experimental sort of breeding that invariably does more harm
than good to u general ,:..,-,.

"F. A. CnksTEB.
PS I would prefer to trade at once if agreeable as it will save
a great deal of trouble as I am full of business but I cannot
blame you if you wish to give him a trial before tradeing"
"

me

" Office of B. H. Hammohp,
Attorney anu CotiNSF-LiiOit >T Law,
Moodus, Conn., Aug. 8, 1881.

.

.

it,

I am .-till more averse to classitiealiou in color as regards setters
than I aw to point! ra,
there appears to me to be uo reason for
snd crtainly encouragement to breed black, white aud tan setters is I caught with the danger that 1 have hod down in the above
remit! lis.
There have no doubt been some verv good black, white,
and tan setters, and there are many now, but no one can tell me
that they breed their own colors in anything like the same degree
as liver aud white pointers are bred. I have myself bred a great
many large litter.- of pointers, and I never bred anything but
liver aud whites in my life, aud it is so certain to any one who
knows the back strains of pointers at all, that whole litters of liver
whites can
he produced, that
a
•and
huudred to ouo
uan be laid after the choice of parents that there will
single variation
in the color.
not be
a
I
have bred
boou
also,
have
aud
lots of setter litters
and 1
never seen one
entirely of black, white aud tan, aud I do not belisvs any one else
has. As a rule setter litters want uniformity in color.
The Laveracks are by far the most, uniform, both iu size aud color, but these
even vary, aud they could not be classified by color only. Black,
white aud tans, however, might include Laveracks, and almost
every species of setter bar a red Irish. A had Gordon— i. e., with
a good deal too much white about him would, of course, be
qualified
aud there are, uo doubt, black, white and tan Gordons;
while it would throw out strong temptations to those fond uf manufacturing sorts, as a wbif?„r black and white setter bitch crossed
with a Oo'dnu would be nearly certain to throw black, white and
tans.
It should also be considered that there is uo proved original
breed of Ibis color, and the inference to he gathered from the
'•
U that it w an English strain crossed with a South
Kske Gordon, and at no anterior date than about fifteen years ago.
t think, as a rule, taking the breeds of dogs right through) that it
is much safer to leave color to the discretion and .judgment of
oreedeis thcm-el'.vs, and to consider it a* merely a point in the
fUuicnt of uniformity. At the aanie tune I should like to see the
day win n kennels adhered closely t> their own particular color—
To get into
that i-, in sonie breeds. mich ji-s pointers and Pi Iters'.
a right
bade of lemon and white pointers, and lo be able to main-

I

it,

—

j

•/•

•

-

from
try for, and

its

it

Dr

Then what can be handsomer than Blue Helton.-- even
marked heads and llccked bodies, or all Decked, like old Blue Bash V
Again, lemon and white setts r- are beautiful dogs, and a toam of
them iook magnificent, as many people will think, on grouse moors
to-day.
As a rule, the colors iu setter kennels are too varied.
There is, perhaps, not a kepuel to be named that has not lemon
and whites, blue Beltons, black and whites, liver and whips
end black white and tans, but it would be a bold Kteo to take
to pick out one of tho colors as the best, and to force one
into publicity at the expense of tho others would be to uo public

good,
It is said that the Americans can already equal or beat ns in setters, and that at both the wiuter shows at Bumingham and the
Alexandra Palace there will he teams from America of pure Laverock setters aud others bred by themselves. I sincerely hope they
will do so. as I believe the Amoricaus have been far more observant in their adherence to pedigrees than we have, and Miey have
believed iu aud found out for themselves that the oldest known
blood on i-cord is always the best to follow as the foundation for
the best results. They have bought some of our best doge, their
most, recent importation being Emperor Fred for three very tall
figures. I am told, and when they have got a good oneiu their own
market the* keep it at, any price, as lately instanced by a pure Lavack dog called 'Thunder, advertised for sale at 120 'sovs., aud he
was picked up long b-fore messages from England arrived on tho

at th«ir dog

...::-'.-..

'

ter class of prize

is,

in

mv

>,

uiti in

conformity withtJ

iplioy

idea, far preferable to the plan seeminrr-

breeder attends to tile mattei
olor, b obtains ouo ol
ments of uniformity, and henenhe e. abb to produce a team or a
brace. 1 should very much like to see more prizes for teams and
we
usually
fiud at our big .shows, and
braces in this country than
prizes for sires and dams to be shown with specimens' of their produce. Also, such prizes given at the Crystal Palace a few years
ago for pointer and setter sires that had won field trials, and'were
All such encouragement
at the service of the public at fixed fees.
as this comprises a beuclit to Ihe public, and this is the chief point
of all competition that serves to bring out, merit. A deal has been
done tn develop dog shows, and the authorities in power are
always doing their best to further improvements aud useful innovations, but it must be recollected that there is a strong rivalry
springing up from all quarters abroad, and that, therefore, individual suggestion, however well meant and disinterested, must be
weighed over by hard thinking committees before they are accepted as benefits for the public. Bell's Life..
•

or

>•

"B. H. Hammond.
" Befferenco as responsibility character ,ye Judge W A Howard
Moodus, The J E. Tyler. Manfg. Co Moodus Hon 1! M Davis HartThe Pratt St Savings Bank of Hartford, Ct. Should you
come hero notify me before by letter as if you do not I may be
away from home'."
Since putting the above into type, we have received from this
Moodus individual, whose latest name is "W. A. Howard," a re-

ford,

quest to insert another advertisement for him.

Certainly. Mr.

Frank Fowler, alius "F. C Fowler," alias "F A. Chester," alias
"line "B. H. Hammond," alias "W. A. Howard," after having given
y.
all this line notice we do not begrudge you a free ad. too.
Hi ro it is "For sale— a thoroughly broken Laverack setter dog,
Is sold for no fault, and will be sold low.
retriever.
Is staunch.
Address W. A. Howard, Uox 227, Moodus, Conn." Aud, by the
by, Mr. Fowler-Chester-Hammond-How-urd, when you have sold
your dog, just let us know, will you not?
I.

,li
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NEWFOUNDLAND DOGS FOB LIFE-SAVING
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Office of Assistant Inbpeotoe Life-Savinu Stations,

Eleventh Disikiot,

line,

u

lie:

Moodus, Conn., styling himself " B. II. Hammond,
individual
He. is the same fellow who
Attorney ami Counsellor fit Law."
formerly advertised as P. A. Chester, and ho is a most arrant fraud
and BWUldler. Belowwe publish two letters from him, one written Dec. 10, 1880, the otht r Aug. 8, 18SL Both of these letters
are now in our possession, Mid both are in the samo handwriting

i

\

Milwaukee, Wis., August 29, 1881.
ami stream :
Several weeks ago I was made tho recipient of a copy of your
\

valuable paper containing a very interesting article under the" cap"Newfoundland Dogs for Life-Saviug Stations."
hereby avail myself of the occasion to say that in the light of
eight years' experience on the beach in connection with the TJ. S.
Life-Saving Service, I would respectfully "second the motion," and
I trust that some of our wealthy citizens— ladies and gentlemen of
benevolent enterprises, and who take so much interest in the noble
animal who has proved that he can die as well as live for his too
often ungrateful and exacting master will take this matter to
tion of
I

—

heart,
I think the scheme is entirely practical, and would result in much
good to the service no man would care to be outdone by a dog in
The inspiriting example set
his efforts to rescue the shipwrecked.
by the noble ••Newfoundland" would, it seems to me, tire the
heart of the most craven, while, as has been proved, he might be
fnian, whose own personal sellluable aid to tho
a thousand different occasions. As
Bee has been manifested
keepers of life-saving
ig sta!
stations are required to receipt and account
for all property iu their
heir charge tho dogs could each he furnished
with a stout collar with his own name and that of the donor engraved thereon, andl acco
accounted -for to the inspecting officer, a Teeord of his services being
ming also kept and daily published.
in the article above mentioned I knew well,
Tho dog alluded to iu
"Kuuit"
iwfoundland and part Irish retriever (or watername implies, was jet black. His owner, a na
iel), and
Currituck,
of
N. C, put a load of heavy shot into his
a reward for his zeal in springing too early to the front
ing flock of wildfowl, thereby causing his master to
ftei
'
not.
After that th '
ohii
of the life-saving service,
kept at hi
but would kenm 1 at the adjacent stations (Noa. -1 aud 5). It waB
there I made his acquaintance. The men made a great, pet of him,
and as your acct ant .states "Smut," would accompany th6 patrolman on his loue ome night watches looking for vessels in distress,
join the patrol f Din the next station to return to No. •) tho followiug night.

—

i

t

1

ihip "Metropolis" was lost, on the desolate coast
"Smut" showed what kind of
he was made of, and endeared himself to the hoys by stronger
His wound caused him to limp slightly, and he
ies (ban ever.
vas Kettiuz along in years. I can now see the faithful animal on
imp, stopping now and again to investigate
.up. tn
nutest object surfed up by the waves, aud then to look
hack with his honest, intelligent eye to see if I was taking notes.
Poor old "Smut
if there is a dog heaven you will certainly go to
it and have your reward.
With many thanks for the article, which, for "Smut's" sake, has

ihove'referred to in February, 1878,
.lull'

!

'

my

scrap-book,

I

am

truly yours,

WAl/i'ES

mac

"

Walton.

DKAGGED BEFORE THE WOULD AS A BULL DOG."

in

'

:

" Moonus, Conn

,

Dec.

10, '80.

mv dog for vour gun received. I
dog "right out' but as the gun mav
mo I will Dade with you as the dog
e blooded insh Hotter was purchased
ouElcho
Rollins of Wetherslield Cor
,d

of

Mr

F,

.1

ol Nell Plunkett-Htella— He is
pounds, color red with a little white I,
land or water kind and quiet and BtauU

and out

;h

ulid

retn

r

i

fro

good in
The birds which ho i used to hunting are pari
fast and stylish.
If there are any birds to
ridge quail woodcock and enghsh snipe
points
you need
for
he
will
find
them
you
and
be found he
not hurry with all your might for fear that bo will flush them you
may sit riow n aud eat your lunch if you wish he will stand there.
My' lessons for selling him are that I am going into business in
City the first of next month aud shall have no time
to hunt or place lo keep him in Should you conoludo to trade

New York

MEASUREMENT OF PRIZE WINNER NOREEN.

Fditor Forest and Stream

(

1 trust, that you will give a poor abused dog space to draw attention to the 'way in which we poor bull dogs arc libelled nearly
every day bv the newspaper reporters and others. If any person
is so' unfortunate as to be bitten -generally, too, through thenown fault— by some low bred cur or some pampered pet, and the
newspaper man hears of it, he is sure to describe the offender as a
" ferocious hull dog," and calls him always " a huge beast," aud
writes about bull dogs generally as though thov wore about the
No wonder penplB reading
size, and disposition of Bengal tigers.
such stuff are prejudiced against all our family. I should like to
meet one of these reporting gentlemen alongside mv wire some
quiet night. I would give him materials for a paragraph, although
he could not with truth describe mo as a, "huge beast." for 1 outweigh forty-two pounds. Let, us have fan- play, Mr. Editor. We
bull dogs are much the same as other dogs, although our family
claims to be one of the most ancient. We are better than mostwe are quieter, not given to barking at the moon we are
breeds
clean, very affectionate, brave and patient, strong, and we never
suap and 'suae 1 at people who wish to be friendly. It is about
time the reporters and the public generally learned to know what
a bull dog really is, I don't see why we should be saddled with
tho crimes of every half-bred mastiff and bull terrier in the coun;

WILLIAM
DR.oweu
ont of

JARYIS' Irish setter bitch Noreen, by Garry4
Color, red. Whelped Jnue 18. 187SB
Cora.
v\ eight, 60.
Irish setter bitch open class of 20 entries.
length from nose to set on of
lbs,; height at shoulder, 22 inches
length of tail, 15 inches; girth of chest, 28 inchesBl
tail. 30 inches
giith
inches
of fotftfi
girth
of
head,
15
loin.
girth of
19 inches;
;
inches-, length of head from occiput to tip of
arm,
lO 1^ inches girth of muzzle midway between eyes and tip of nosea
8 inches ; length from corner of eye to end of nose, 4); inches;
length of elbows to top of shoulders, 11 inches ears, when extend*
ed (measurement taken across the head), Vy]4 inches.
Winner iu

;

;

uosW

1%

j

;

THE

FIELD.— Editor Forest and Stream, I
COCKERS IN
notice your inquiry as to a brace of cockers that will work to tha
gun ami behave as only proper cockers should, etc. Now, I hat.
several brace thai myself aiid others call good workers, and hawfi
a few brace that I call perfect workers. These last 1 cau work any
and all dav upon ruffed grouse, aud keep them working exactM
where I want them without a single word from my mouth, using
only the whistles for attention or halt, and to come together with
motions for their guidance. Woodcock shooting requires the use
of the words of command more, and does not piove disadvantageous, as it would with ruffed grouse. I also have as line and
reliable' treers of ruffed grouse among them as any sportsniaSB
would ask for, and if I am to believe the reports of other breeders
and sportsmen— aud 1 have no earthly reason for disbelieving
them—they have as well broken cockers as any one and scores,
yes, thousnmls of sportsmen iu America have I know good workS'
ing cocker spaniels to-day, but, as they are quiet, unassuming
sportsmen, aud not bench show men. they are only known to loojffll
sportsmen and us who breed them for them. You are welcome to
come and see anv of mv dogs work, and, if seeing is convinoiuil
I can convince you. My invitation, of course, is not genual, ufl
for others, as I have not the time to give to all. I am obhgei
decline many sougbt-for invites to
and that, too, against my incliuatic
and the kennel affairs bt fer accordingly. 1
get invites enough to W( •k over well trained
gunning until snow dies,i, aud I wish yon hosts of sport,— M.
:

•,

;

MoKoon.

THE QUEENS COLNTY HUNT SUPPER.— Although theft
thermometer lias beioi raneing iu the nineties, the geutleuien of
this hunt has had a number or meets this summer at Newport, It.
T.
They certainly must be enlhnsisastic sportsmen to ride hard
to the hounds in 'such weather as we have been having, and tho
work must necessarily be severe on men, horses and does. We
have heard this custom of hunting in the summer season strougl*
condemned by several of our contemporaries, and thoso who in^
dnlgcd in the bunts roundly abused and laughed at, but after all,
riding for a few hours to the hounds in the afternoon is not net
ly as severe on man and beast, as the absurd infatuation for shoi
ing woodcock from daylight to dark in close covers, where the a
t

STATIONS.

Editor Forest

purchasers of dogs are warned against sending

:.!i',

People should know that we number so few in America tl
we caunot hurt many it we would, aud wo are too valvable to
allowed to run at large in tbe streets. We are not dangerous.
the last show I attended iu England sixty-nine of our breed wet
exhibited, Mid only oue was disgraced by the label " Di _
and only one dog was so ill bred as to bark at the spectators.
Let these ignorant reporters and others look up Vero Sharo$
"Book of the Dog" or "Stouchonge," and sco what they .
us, or let them pay a visit to some highly connected members t
our race at, present in Boston or New York and see the real thi
for themselves, and they wilt fiud that we are not the danger
Hemlock's Hr.r
animals they imagine.
Si. Leonard, Quebec.

i

H

THE MOODUS DOG SWINDLER.
rummy

1881.

try.

)

" Yours reed should have answered before but have been from
home. The dog is an Eng Setter aud is by Hanger Rival and out
of Moll.
Was purchased of A E Godeffrov owner of the Neversmk Lodge Kennels, Giiymard N Y. Color Liver and white
Weight about fifty pounds. Ago three years. Is a splendid retriever from laud or water and does not bite or mouth his birds
hut will fetch promptly and put them iu your baud. He was
broken by John
(libbs of this place a professional breaker. Does
not drop to shot or wing but stands perfectly still until told to
fetch or hie on.
Works by motion of the hand' or whistle. Is fast
and stylish and staunch' as a rock. If there are any birds to be
found he will find them for you, and when ho points you need not
hurry with nil your might: for fear that he will flush them You
may sit down and cat your lunch if you wish he will stand there.
The birds which he is used to hunting are Partridge Woodcock
Quail and Eng suipe My lowest cash price for him is §50 I paid
I am obliged to part with him
825 for him when eight weeks old
as I have entered into partnership with a law firm iu the City of
Hartford where it will be impossible for me to keep him aud I
offer him thus low so as to sell him at once.
If you will ccrco
hero I Mhall bo pleased tn take him out and show you what he can
do, or, if you wish you cau send mo check or registered letter for
the amount, and 1 will securely box him aud send him to you by
express.
Hopeing to hear from you 1 yours &c.

already gone into

INTENDING

8,

Sir

I

Boss

list

"

own

source, might b - a result that any ouo might
slice, s- WOtlld be
nmi-ienf reward for a good deal of
trouble.
In tin- same way black, white and tan setters are verv
handsome, particularly with the black and tan marked heads
oulv, and decked bodies, such as, for instance, Mr, Barclay Field's
tain

[Sbftsmbitb

you can express the gun to me, and I will box and express the dog
to yon. Or if you would like to see the dog work before trading
send me money enough to guarantee express charges both ways
aud I will send him to you and give you oue day to try him m the
field when if he suits (which 1 1; note he will) yon can send me the
gun and I will return your money if he does not suit you can re
turn him to mo hopeiug to hear from you at owe, I am yours Ac

three be bred

all

What can such

4

1

;

never circulates.

To close the festivities of the season, and to show the far met
and their families that they appreciated the courtesies shown thai
during their visits for the past three years, the members
hunt gave a grand moonlight olainbake lit Sonthwfok s QroV<
adjoining town of Middlelowu on Tuesday evening last. This,
way, was tho first moonlight clambake ever given on the Isle
of Aquidneek. The grove was lighted with reflectors and Chinese
lanterns, the latter being tastefully arranged among the stately
The harvest moon never shone upon a more animated
trees.
scene. The festivities were kept up until a late bom-,
1

the,

PENNSYLVANIA FIELD TRIALS.— The second annml trials
the Pennsylvania State Field Trial Association will be held
Uascnitown, Fayette County, Pa. (via boat from Pittdburg), oj
I

Open to meui»
Oct. 25. 26, 27, 28, 18S1, for setters and pointers.
bers of the Association oulv.
All-aged Stakes, open to setters aud pointers only.— First prize
oue of Wesley Richards & Co highest, quality double hamme
less guns, to he built, to tho order of the winner (value, $415) set
thir
mid priae, one of Parker Bros,' double guns ('value. $2 5)
'.. jewelers, Phil:
prize, solid silver cup, donated bv Caldwell &
delphia (value, 860), Entrance fee, $10 ; forfeit, «I0, to acoom
pane entrance.
Derby Stakes, open to puppies whelped on or after January
1H.NL— First prize, silver cup (value. -MOD) second prize, doub
third prize, silvt
barrel breech loading shot gun (value, f.75)
additional for stai
set (value, -150). Nominat oils for Derby, «5
era. 85.
The inuncs of judges will be anuonnced later on. All e
tries close Oct. 15, 1881.
;

;

:

j

;

A MASSACHUSETTS DICISION.— In the course of a review o
the present State laws respecting Sunday trade and travel, th<
Christian Union mentions this case: "And even Massaclmsettl
does not insist on her strict rule where highway ofEof
concerned. It has happene 1 even lately, both in Massachusetts an
iu Iowa, that when a man has In en drying for pleasure along
public road, on the Sabbath, a savage dog kept at some house b
rs'o
the roadside has rushed out, barking at or biting his hort-e, the horse
has run awav, and the driver bu J been thrown out and hurt.. Iu |
ing sued f..r damages has pleaded
both eases tliemvner of tbe dog,
the law against pleasure driving, and said that if the sufferer had
remained at home, as he should have done, ho would not have
been injured. But the courts said that the Sunday law was no exWhatever the wrong
fuse for allowing a savage dog to he at large.
may be in driving contrary to law, it has no tendency for which
the" driver can be blamed to provoke attacks of wild beasts such as 1
ought to be confined."
are in receipt of informa-1
OFF.
ANOTHER
tion that there will he no show at St. Loins this year, and, closely
on its heels, we learn that in consequence of the inability of the
managers of the announced Monti eal, Canada, show to secure a|
suitable building uf a reasonable rental, tbe ide:
show this autumn has been given up. The edge of disappointi

DOG SHOW

ment

is

somewhat

-We

tal

hibition of fowls and
stylo of poor Maize
wont to wind in. h
Chess Player "To-ir
!

meet wilb which lie was always
.ntertainment of the Antoiuatr
igs, ladies aud gontltmotis, mort

lights, more mnwos,
SLIPS.- Mr. D. C. Sanborn is chickening it at Fairmont, Minn.,
and getting his dogs iu running order for the coming trials...
"Bixbv's Best" is not a had name for a black spaniel whelp,
'"
will be more applicable, his owners say, when they begin
over him
Mr. Jefferson Cooper, of Blauveltsville, L
We
Co., N. V-, bun admirable arrangements for boarding dogs.
spent last Saturday at his kennels, and cm reoommend liire
those who wish to 'have their stock %vell cftred for. Ol the eightoei
t'

LONDON DOG SHOW.—The new
of erection, aud

on the

27th.

building

is

now

in nrogrei

he in readiness for the opening of the sbo'
dogs can be shipped to arrive on tho 20th,
be mide to receive them. A catalogue will

all will

All

preparations will
issued during tho
the 12th inst.

i

1

.nd the eutrids are advertised to close o

:
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September

Hoger

state'.!.

NAMES OLAIMED.
Hammond, Sptloctle'd, Mass,, claims

s. T.

r.

i

no- paffte

o
12

white am] mri seller dog puppv whelped June
"' --••
i-ihii; k. fay's Coin
-[vi-'i nut of owner's Ethan

for black,
i-

.

.'

:

Sea l-oovi— Mr S. T. Uammoi o, Sprli
Of sea Foamf u pure u lid-.s.-ner dog

£ud
name

puppy whelped June

'"

name

12, 1SS1,

"

:.----

'.i'.

'I

'

laims the

Jlon

'.

i

<s

whelpt
out ol

puppy

tor-Rose)

lilac)

the

Deaths.

ii.i

lilac s

.springbok!, IMass..
hitch puppy whclprout ot ov.

,

ii

Mark

^>fr.

Hugh Kelker,

Haverhill, Mass., has lost by distemper

Na

puppy

Loci; out ol

by

itock,

Si

\e<

Pie

'Ii

Ma.':s.. bap.

i

.Tallies: I

:

5—24
4—23
4—23
4-23
4—28
5 4
4 4 5 4 5—22
4 5 4 i 6-22
4—20
3 5 4 3 5—20

has

.

lo-,t

.

i

by distemper

C E Wendell, s M
R J WiUU, Hal S

his

Cordon setter

JG

Was the

Poison

kp..

cause.

4

M

Mile
tj
Miles,

lost

-

Kendall, Hutun, Mass

Keuoa

IS follows
Subscription Mnieli-'/nu yards.

TI)

Ullliam

dog Mark (Salor-Vlnnle).
.Xancy—Mr. Hugh Ketker. Haverhill,

his beagle

his beagle bilcli
Hook -Mr. L. 8

the 3

William E Fitch. Bal S

K

1

S

4
5
5

Webster, BalS

OH Chimes,

oalS

Charles Civ.lssunt, Bal S
James B Schuyler, Bal S

5

5

5

5
S
5
6

6
S
5
5

4

>

-1

-1

f,

>

Rex-Fairy ahelp—Mr. Robert Sewell, Jr., Tan-ytown, X. Y„ has
presented \ir. Harry Griffin, Buglewood, N. J., with an Irish ted setter dog puppy, by Rex om. of Fairy.
Hex-Fairy whelp—Mr, Robert sewell, Jr., Tariytown, N, Y has
preseaied Miss ticker, Hemourgh, N. T., with an Irish red setter
nog puppy, by Kox ontof Fatrj-.
TuP'yiown, :>;.
has
flex Fair u udn e-Mc Kobeit Sewell, ,n
presented Miss Harrison, New Rochelle. N. V., wit h an Dish red setter dug puppy, by Kex out or Fairy.

S 4 4 4 3— IS
Forty duplicate scores were made.
At me cone ns'.en ot the match ('apt, FPch shot a score for a record
4made
score
ending
and
out of the possible 50, the
s!
5 5-4f, and being the best scoreuf leu s.nois ai -oiii yards ever made
on the range. Oi eat. preparations are being made hv trie small-bore
men for tlielr visit to creedmoer at the lad meeting, which commences on the 13th Inst.

Juno rr. and Wanda— Mr. R. Lehtnah, Brooklyn, X. Y., received
on September l, via coppenhngen on stearoei Tnln .'ocila, two Masiiff
bitches, Juno II. and Wanda (b tn in utero), rrom the kennels of iir.

to

,

Mass., claims the

, laid,

hy Mr. Frank b. Kays coin ,Loiec-'.er- hose out of .Ethan Allen setter
hitch Mollle (Bo-s-Cozey).
Ethan Alien— Mr. S. T. Hammond, Springfield, Mas'., claims the
nameof Ethatt Allen for lemon and u idle sett r dog puppy whelped
June 12, l
by Mr. [frank B. EfayS com (L,plo§stei,-KOBe) out,ot

p>ner

i-'-ster

:

such notes; but request in each
case the notice be made up in accordance vi/th our form, that the name of
both vomer and dog be written legibly, or printed, and tlUtt the strain to

-

match one of the popular subIt Is true off-hand
ttt 300 yards.
ne cermnn riflemen say. The. match
Fitch with the besl •• possible out of

.Sifie -0'. e

Ojpsey.
Ham-lltpney nhelp—~S\v. A. H. FororOBS, Monson, Mass., has sold 10
Mr P. A. Fosgate, Berlin, Mass., a foxhound whnlp, by Sam out, of
Gipsey.

the publication of

winch the animal belong* be distinctly

115

American

4* Breedeea and owners of dogs are invitM to send memoranda
names claimed, bred^ whelps wi«, elc, for insertion in this column,

tyemake no chary for

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

9, 1881.

KENNEL NOTES.
bf

W

:

i

1

,

,

E. Douglass, Kuint'sbiTg, East Prussia.

Doaoiaa-ln: J. W, Aisop, \\ aidi mil, K. 1., has just received from
Dr. Gordon arables, the mast. iT ijctcli Boacicua, vchlidi arrived on
steamer anada The bitch was consigned to Mr. E. B. Goldsmith,
Forwarding Agent, this city. Bo idlcia w. s whelped April 10, lsp.i, is
In color a buiT t. ,wn, and was purchased of Mr. ,\l. B. Wynn, of Bedford, near Milton Mo.vbrjy, Leicestershire, England,
she Is by
champlon Rajah (B, k. c. S. B., 8333) out of Bardon Queen (K. K. u.
B. S4ib).

S.

ee,.tc-r.Rose)

Peir-rsintiti, H S

'.

55445656

NEW

JEK-EY.—The 20th instant will be given up at Brinlon Range
an all dav mil. tan prize meeting. The programme includes tue
following ma'clie-:
I. state Prize for Military TcatM: Open to teams of twelve from
any regiment, battalion or battery of the National onard o£ New
i2e,.i ami r,mj ,c
Jersey
pOaUtoO, standing ar 2UII, any with head
to the target at. ciin yards
5 rounds at, each distance: weapon, ihe
Si.ate arm.
First, prize— A silk Hag, to be held by the winning regito
ment, during the veer nod
become the property of the organization
whose team shall, win II three times, nor. neeess nly in succession.
YVon In 1STM bv team from Ninth Regiment won In isso by team from
,

.

;

Seventh Regiment.
II. Headquarters National Guard Match: Open to any member or
the National iitiatd or Nrw Jersey in uniform; any ml Itary illle: 200
and son yards; rounds, 5 at each distance. Prize—A gold badge,
cal ed the "Mott Badge." To be won three times, not aeeessail.y
Won In
cohrseeuiive, befure becoming ibe property of the winner.
18TS and 1879 by capt, T. W. Urliliri) won in issti by Col. J. M. Dart,
III. Match lor the sterling badge: open to any membT of the
;

citim- Kennel Ollib, Whltestone, lr.
claims the
,
luce for binck spaniel clue p ip by their benedict
a- York. 1881] out 01 ilielrMadcjp (ad
Montreal, Ml

ere.

I

and ^r H^ ^hooting.

^ifle

tv

£ork,13sl) out of

Madcap

ih.-ir

claims the

I.,

Montreal,

(id

ad'urie lO inelClub, Whltesto'ie, L. I., claims the name
r black spaniel bUclt pup uy their Benedict (1st aud
fork, 1"
out ot cheli Madcap cid -Montreal, 2d Toronto,
•

hine Ken

Bl

Club, Whitcslo

claims the

ie, L- I.,

name

no

ins e-sarllv .'ons"cmlve. b-fore becoming the property of
\\oc ::, .sis :,.!
.Te !c
i.cl. 1'. W. i;: Uf.cn; eel: in

medal.
2.

All-comers' match, 72 prizes in cash, Sa30.
Rideau mafcii, act pri/.e.-. In cash, S-Wl.

ot

s.

Domluiou

Canada match,

ot

3

team

;

CM

'.

.Monire

il,

'ot (1st and
id Toronto,

prizes

and

Macdougall Challenge Cup match, cup and

VO prizes In cash,

5S prizes In cash,

match, four team prizes and

Affiliated Association
c-ash,$4S9.

Gzowskl match, cup unci ... prizes in cash,
Bankers' prizes -or Nms-r.' i;a pii/.c, in

6.

Fo-gato, Berlin. Mas-., claims the name of Trot tor
foxhound puppy, purchased ot Mr. INurCro-s.
iaehUitt— Mr. i.. s. Kendall Boston, Mass., claims the name of
mm. cm fur Gordon setter puppy, b* Lockout of Kenoza Kit.
.Sir Kenneth -Mr. Ron. it, .sewed, Jr.. Tarryiown, N. Y., claims the
name ot till' Kennel n I'cr c'leynounti OOg puppy, by Baron Walkuin
out

7.

,

i

tlou,

prizes

t'i-2

prizes In ca=h,

MCi

Iseiclci:

i.

casii, s.>ee
'MS.

111

.-.YLiiji

:

''.a-

--"

54 prizes in

:.-.h. S'liie

:

Co'is-usso

.'ie

ee Gr.iiiil a'sgregate.

two medals and

::.- ::-.

i.'c:i',

,,,

.-,i;,'M

.?

ri;e,-,j;.

Smith's

idual prizes,

ij.ci:

i

So*

i
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loutview Kennel Club's (Columbia, Tenn..)
r, wne p-d, Augusi ..a. six wiu-ips. live noes
ail white and b ad; and white, black and

v

u

i

te

;

Raj -Mr. Henry W, Livingston's Llewelim setter bitch Lela
same owner's Kay (Pride ot the Dorder-ltimity)

(Leiaps-isua-Ught) to

W. Livingston's Llewellln setter hitch Mlnta
same owner's Raj (Pride of the Border-ijlnifiy)

Mr. neury

{Lei tps-siai'lighl; to

dot Lleut-Col. Maunsell, D. A. G.,
mil be lormcd lor The accommodation ot competitor^
irom the provinces of the Dominion.
Mai-quees win be pitched for
the secretary, tot ihe treasurer and the statistical olPccrs. Tents will
be furnished for represeiitaflves of the Monl real Ti legraph CO. and
i'liere will be j maruuee wttu mess luun,
tor ne sale ie' loiitiiomcriii
for tue u e ol competitors which will occupy a position contiguous to
Hie officers' ouariers and near me cuiup far can, petit, us. >lr. lngils.
stewardof the nldeati Ciub, will hive Hie use or a in trouee for supplying refreshments. Toe usual ltearlquai ter,' iii.iiuun-s end tcuis will
be elected for the president, col. Giowskl, A. D. v. to the Queen, the
council ana in Per officers of the association.
The officers ot the assucialkei hiveieason to anticipate a large attendance of marksmen from all parts of the Dominion.

BOSTON,
Jr.— Mr. G. W. Campbell's Kate

IV. to Joe, Jr.,

Hunt's (Spriflgaela, Term.) red

Jr.—Mr, 0. W.

N. J.— The September piograinme of the New Jersey
Sroie nine Assert itc ui embraces die meowing matches: sent, 1, d,
is, 22 aid 29, Champion M e-ksm oi 3 badge of iss
o ion to all members ol the National Guard of New Jersey or members ot .V J. 8. K. A.;
21.IC nod iWn yards; rounds. live at each
dl-t.ance: iroymill ary nflC;
,sm,
posit ion, standing at 2W). any, with head to.vards the , .,..
yard,. A gold badge, va lie, s a will be awarded to the comn tii.jrwiio,
at the elos- ot ihe sen-o.,. snail lv.^\i won i: the greafee n imoer of
limes. In cas- ol c lie,
eg :-i.i _ eg, w score of all t lie compe-
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Ca

whelp— Hr,
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it)
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a.

setter bitch

station,

puppy by
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vr.

Hills, Hudson, K. \'., has sold tn Master
-on, N. Y., a Chiei-Tilly bttch whelp.
Powers, Cortland, N. Y., has snip Mr. F. L.

/,

liei truriie.

.\

.

Y'.,

the biack and white cocket pujjpy Sprite,

by Lock oiitoi Kenoza Kl
Mr. a. d. Noieros

|w—

Adams, Fitcuburgh, Man.
Wp'-v/-»lr. ... I>. Nora
W. KuLtlug, Ahdcoer, ,M

l:e.

Maw., has sold to Mr. S. Fred,
axhound Ben.
'i.son. Mass
has sold to Mr. Chas.
ie foxhound bitch Ulpaey (Driver
-ui,

,
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5

4

5

4

4

4
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all

members

of
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ALBANY.Sept. 1.— The riflemen are not d terred by wlntei 'scold
or summer's beat, and to-day they were on hand ready to display
their skill aud nerve just the same as on any pleasant, and inviting
day. The weather was intensely 'warm. The alt was tide! witu
To add to ihe tn lug
SnlOke from the forest tires whi h are raging
conditions, the principal match was t.i.e ninth comuerilton Of the
Winchester match, shot with mllliajj iifliea with plain open sights
The, too.yaru stage ot the match was commenced promptly at two
o'clock. Mr. \V. T. viles, who had 1s at 20u \ard-, pin up a good 24
ii
he leiiiiange, which gavo him a total of 42. and the best one made,
and he was fJeclar d the winner of the competition. The scote=
made were as follows
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Sally— Mr. a. 1). ^.Qi-cios.,, jMonsou, Mass., has sold to Mr. T U.
Taspe.v,
n idibuigll, Mass., the fc,\hound bitch Sailj (Sam-.jlpseyi.
Jumbo— Mr. a Ii. Noreross, Monson, Mass lia» hold to Sir. David
wrcuaey, Clinton, Masa,, the loxhound Jumbo (oam-Qlpsey),
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us has been showm during the season, ii. F Richardson, who
made his lirst appearance since hi., illne-.s, made Ihe best score upon
a p^per target ever mad in the world, viz 1 :> out if a po.sSlble luo.
Heretofo e ill, made by Mr. Jewell, has been the best, but RlchardpOu broke the record. Air. Charles followed him for lit), from the
shoulder at cue yards upon a paper target, lu the handicap match
tool the lead ioi -is, followed by Mr. Burt, whose
r J. B. Felll
io ttrst rank at 200 yards, he being a pupil of
good work em. ties
i;ner.,i
c: •r-siaver oi the Adirontlacks. The yiembershlp Badge
ne bits giving only two ot he
match had i-re-ial entries, Dm, ,e
errj nmue i-i v. u.h a military Ide.
beat.
only the best wot k done
the summary
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dog Doctor (Uock-Bo.i
Ohio— Mr. s. V. Ham
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efleeilng good lighting and spoJlng a good mrgec, The handicap
match hlled largeiy, and the sharpsiiooteis niatch" had as large en-
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National Onard of Sew Jersey or members of the n,j. State Rifle
2'«i yards, position, standing; ten r muds, any military
.association
rifle, with jut. cleaning; uveniv eniries io constitute a. match; entrance fee. ?1 re-entries permitted: tin ee prl'/.es, value, $,&
At the
end of ten competitions, or at Hi- close oc ihe season, the prizes will
be awarded on ill. l.nrcc compel ice ivac. cci... woo [lie roo-.r. coinpeles to be settleu O.v tlie greatest, aggregate .scores made In
tillons.
allcompeiitious. couriiir.g one. su, re i,, corti competition
Regular Prize.— To the hignwt score in each competelon a military
rifle JBorchaidi. pattern;; value, S22.50
Only rm. miliary rifle can
be won b. one peis-m aud for this oriz flint win tiers of first pii_-sln
the liinmhp, couioeieioDS 01 tills asso.aaii.ai to Oe h.ndicapped two
points. The competitor havtug the iiigl, ; si serne shall p, r rpd ed to
make up the in, es-ary number (siij in order to be entitled to claim a

50 corns.
To be won lir.-e t.une-g not necessarily eoiiHocurive, before
.1
in-g
in- property of the person winning
1;
be same. on"-iouitn
of ihe entrance money to go to second score, one-sixth to third score
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heU-liriae—y,r. Geo. Want/a (Jieypow, N. J.) Gordon setter bitch
Beile (Kirks "ljhlaud lieu-Mr. li. 1. Bennett's Lady Rlslaw) to Mr.
J.; Irian (2dN. y. \V. k. show,
n,
r.
Whelp— Mr. G. W. Campbell, Carter's Creek staid to Mr. W. R. Piekoiis, Livingston, Ala., a setter
Jr.. out ot Buck, Jr.
„ h"ltel.p-m: <l. W. Campbell, Carter's Greek StaSOld to Mr. F. II. Bates, Marion, Ala., a setter dog
puppy by Joe, Jr., out 01 Buck, Jr.
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liable lobe moie.so.
heavy mist prehick, and not s single chin itlc condition
acceptable to marksmen, lioweter, a large number of "bulls-eye
secKcrs" look early trains and succeeded lu " inkling ihe Iris." The
a to 1 o'clock, indicating east to
wind dial swung to and fro
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ry is: in Match nc- Lie
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winner until the next, mil prize meeting os this As .Delation, when It
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IV. Champion Radge. Fust Brigade, N. (if. N. .T.: Competition open
to all rnernb. is of the First, brigade or the National Guard of
Jersey; weanou, the military lie furnished by the state 2
and
F.r>t Prize -A gold badge
o cuds : rounds. 6 at each distance.
presented by col. 1. J. Warden, N. .)., to be won Uvee limes, not
nee
,lv eon.-.ecul.Ive, liefiire lieconil nc lie.' pniperi..', o
Hie witioer.
Won In IMS ov Lieui. W. p. Wood; won In is.a and 1380 by Capt. T.
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OTTAWA, Aug. 31.—The following is a list of the matches to take
place at the Rideau ranges, cpeinee; .-sept s. and of the. prizes ofleted
The cash prizes
lor competition o! rue liomiidun Rifle Association.
ahiount to $5,0011, exclusive of prizes in kind, viz., London uerchants'
Vase, Macdougall cup, (tzowskl Cup, N. R. A. medal aud 1). R. d.
t.
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0—15
4443-1—19—52
5 4 2 4 3— IS
M his Is the second winning for Mr. Knight
Messrs. Gschwlnd and
Sporl have al-o made two winnings each, and should (.1 her ol tl e
three be victorlou- lu the next couie.st they win he p: lze. on Fi id.-.y
next the first shoot, tor positions on the Athtni.a team tuk...s place.
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to all will be sailed
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MATTAPOISETT ItKOATTA.-The

yachts, nailing apiueks
laraol classlno ilioti ai

I

Toth,:i:.

and
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I

FOREST AND STREAM.
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a very severe attack or the gout in New York- just before
voy ige by Ctte uemedy. I at once left my
j Mad the steward.
I not only found
that lie hud a bottle or tue oil In bis
across trie ocean In ease or another atlocker, w hie hfl and
arted uiili iron my repre eiiintion, and, hurrying
tack. He readily part
jriiiidcfl the young man to allow me to take him to
up again,
hu berth and appiy in
me remedy. After doing so cowred mm up
snugly la bed and retp
equedied Mm not to get up until t should see htm
re'.iu'ned to his st.neroom and found him
again. Thai
tii'
steeping pca<
and breathing gently. 1 roused htm and Inquired
how U loir. 'Like a new man,' he answered, with a grateful Binlle.
1 iV'L-1 no p. tin ant am able in stretch my limbs without difUctllty. I
think I'd get Up.' 'No, don't get up tonight,' 1 said, 'but let me rub
yo again with the oil, and In the morning you will be much better
able to go above.' 'AU right,' he said, laughing. I then applied the

Oil again, rubbing his knees, ankles and arms thoroughly, until he
Hilllee .,11 ,,,.,
Ills iinily.
xild lie lell. :-. I, lie ilea a ems' ire
i.lu.jl
The next morning when I went up on deck for a breezy
:.
•
in.
'!.', ."
r
jut walling tor
o I'.
me with a smiling race, ami without hi* •rutdies, although lie limped
lu his movements, but without pdn. I don't think I everfeltso
To make a long sto.y short, I attended him closely
happy in
life.
during the rest of our voyage—son e lour days— apply ing the OU
every night, an, 1 guarding htm against too much exposure to the
fresh and damp spring breezt s. and on landing at New York he was
Ibusandgo o the
able, without assistance, to mount Che ioi

nliHg*)!* of
liis ia<t

1

]

youu< friend and went
Jiim on duty, but disc

I'.

i

i

:

i

.

I

1

my

i

i

1

vi it

the

t.le village or Sedalia, in Missouri,

1

gr.Li.n uric,

a

in

I nailed on him two days Utter, and iouu 1 htm actually
engaged In packing his trunk, prepar Tory id marling West for his
home, thai evening. With a bngli, and grateful smile he welcomed
me, and pointing to a little box, carefully done up la thick brown
paper, which stood upon the table, he aaid 'My good trlend, can you

;

pressions of his affectionate regards."

:

THE

NOTICE!

IBRIE"

received

BLACK BASS REEL

Tuesday cannot be

STEEL PIVOT AND CUP-CENTRE ACTION, MULTIPLYING ADJUSTABLE CLICK.

Advertisements
later than

Tmvnsend and

<"'lii.ille

mother vvlllweicome you to their Ui tie home, with hearts lull of
and they wld srmw you a bottle or oc. Jacobs oil enshrined
si ver and gold casket, which we shall keen as a parloi oruument
as well as a memento of our meetli g on tue Cun.tid steamer.'
'•We pai ted, alter an hour's pleasant chat, with mutual good- will
and esteem, and a lew weeks alter vards l received a letter from him
ie lie was in -;,,] fee
hBa ill mid containing many graceful exhis

Astor Hon-e.

i

1881.

8,

enesswiini fchfttis?' 'A present for your sweetheart,' I answered.
•iNO,' he laughed-'that Is a dozen Domes of St, Jacobs Oil, which I
have Jut purchased from Utiduut, the druggist across the way, and
•> ng them homet.ii show my g
mothc '.vhai has saved her
SOU'S life and nstoicd him to her in heal h. And with It, I would
like to carry you along also, 10 show her the race or H1ni.ult.houl
whom, I should probably never nave tried it. it you should ever

1

letthlm.

i,

i

[September

inserted until the following

week's issue.

3j0.

NO.
NO.
No.

Bates promptly furnished

on application.

None genuine without

OF

FAc-ttUttlLB

NO

IS

Stamped oh

No.

I

That stand unrivalled

Eacb having

DistingTiishinjy Merits.

WOT.

KIMBALL

S.

Jfc

CO,,

Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester 'N. Y.

HOLABIRD

E¥ Mattel.

Shooting Suits.

IMPOKTBD PURE BRED

.TAMES

and

figures,

TJPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,

direct to

Valparaiso. Ind.

WAJLKEB, 14 Bey

E.

A FILE OF N. Y,

HERALD,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

SALE.

KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIKTS,
finished.
KIT) SI.OVES,

KEEP'S
iii.i

•:

MASS.

ni

,.

.

June

island,

easily

Union.

First prize In Champion Class was won with one of our in It. 9 oz. Bass Bods length of cast, 75 f«et
first prize in Am itenr class writs won with one of our 11 ft. Soz. Fly Hods; length of east, 67}., ft. The
Our
Sea World Special Pita; was won with one of our 11
ft. 10 oz. General Hods; length of cast, 15 ft.
roos are ronslden d superior io all others by those who hare seen or used them. Send stamp for catalogue, with Mass. Fish and Game Law.

KEEP'S GOODS

;

Monnv refunded

><.

meas-

ALWAYS THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST.

AU sportsmen

IS.11.,

633. 035, 63?

l, 1st,

Co.,

Broadway,

N.

If.

guns

for

fiolsli,

any

stands prao't lenlly fanning in all it- tranche*, draining and reclaiming lands, breeding and raMng
blood and grade stock, horses, sheep and swine,
ral-lng of cereal* and all root crops, use and appllmeeting agnHoif,n: ill agricultural machine]

market

In the

,ind a go d letilever iroin Doth land ,-nd
waier; aoitud ai,d htaliliy; win .show him on auy

POSITION as general superintendent
WANTED,
of a gentleman s estate: thoroughly under-

workmanship and shooting

-

|

REBORING A SPECIALTY.
C.

order.

21

.

culiurat and horticultural buildings also practically all horticultural producilons, grapes and
plants under glass; vlneyardlst and thorough orehardist; culture of all vegetables, flower garden;

H. EETEBKOEK,
Book Square, Boston, Mass.

landscape gardening, lawns, avenues and
planting; of thorough executive ability in all departments km ptng aecoiiul s. AddrtSS QUERCLS,
P. O. Box 737, orange, New Jersey.
AuglS.tf
ing,

;

Eastern Field Trials Club Third Annual Running Meeting
COMMENCING ON THANKSGIVING DAT,

4°*

ROBENS ISLAND STAKES, OR EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBT,

J*fc.

PECONIC OR ALL-AGED STAKES,

"
setters or pointers. Prizes: First, C260; second, $tr>o third, $50. I
'
he club a
Nominations to close positively on Oct. 1, 1881. TolUi;: n:
special Dilze of (100, or a sliver cup ot equal value, at option of the winner, for the best pointer competing
In Hi.; stakes.
r

OIL

i

MEMBERS' STAKES,

Open only
i'..n

in:

to

ni

members

of the club,

I'M,

-

FIELD TKALS CUP OF

and each entry
.In-

to be

_
owned and handled by the member making the
'

!

'

'

:

'

,'.

1881.

jacui v emtz, Secretary,

P.

Box

274,

'"

nwri
: ,'!'
.

'

"

mmnEB
.

,i

i,

Prestrh
n on,

for Circular of

The FLYING

,'.

clay
an d

mm
TRA P.

LIGOWSEY & CO.,
33 Vine St.,
CINCINNATI, O,

SAI

E-Maln

house, 40

$1,500 cash. Forsale,
cost Jii.iino
Price S6,50o
six acres near two railroads, Clos'er, N. J. For
sale, 9 acres on western slope of the P illsades, TenM oney loaned to build. Apply to E. R.
ally, N. J.
;

;

12 a. a.

in;

Y',,

i

between

10

and

Aug25,tf

'

Pilce

CHAS.

tall.

iK.N

F.

\uij

a grandson of

Champion Ned

months

ol.i;

I',

Mon-

Septs.it

WILL BUY

y

;

Oi

l

r.

Aten's

nu^e and white puppy,
and hea.tuy. Must
'l ecumsch,

strong, stylish

W. R. WooDhjn

be purchased at once.

,

8ept«, t

juich.

SALE, one dog and one b'tcu pup, whelped

FOEJuly

j,

my

1*1, out of

,.01'oou Floru (U.,ane's),

nowBaliey's Tom, and chioe, by W. hi. P,rrys
lb.
geo. a.
Scott- w. s. Perry s Pete-Bigeiow's
C0LMA1N, No. It Wesley simtt, cinolcstown, Mass.
'i

Sept«,2t

ha' dsome red Irish setter
out of York
line pedkiee
and Gyp.~v; beauuiuily ieailiered all over; perand rimless In ihe
broken
liou-e
ya.dand
lectly
lier
because
piesont
owner
for
sale
olleieii
fie.d': is
cannot work li,-r suiiii'.enfii to kei p her in hand;
pilce, $35. Addiess c. E. B., Box 340, uaitlord,
;

;

Septs.H

Conn.

IjiOX TtRRIERS. The best pair of workeis In
JP America— oog and buon Impoited warranted
to bolt a tox or draw a baflgei ui to win In the beat
company black and tan lit ads, excellent ie g s and
reet and game to death. Also, six grand pups Horn
aUove. 'ihe who.e w id b^ soiit v. ry cheap lo make
room lorotaeruogs. Puce, pedigree, etc, apply R.
SBplS,2t
HUM E, 01 auge C. tl. Y'a.
.

;

;

;

,

SALE, seven live wild mallard decoy ducks
—four drakes and three duck,: perfectly tame:
have been shot over last fall and spilng; will call
eve-y duck in sight price, ^5 fur the lot. Addiess

FOR

CREATLY IMPROVED.

OF BBE1RNOT OVER 1 PER CEiVT.
BOX
AGE AT THE THAI- GUARANTEED.
THREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS:
2d »23: 3d, tine

game.

ui

;

,

New York City.

Special prices to tollow others according to their value.

Send

C

J by IS; extension, 3B by 16; hardwood finish;
marble mantels hot and cold water: s'abie, hennery, etc., two acres lawn, truin and shade trees.

WILBUR,

'-'

in"'

OUNTRY PLACE FOR
r

;

;

I

lioelto,^. Y.

e

to all puppies whelped on or after Aprlll, lean. Prizes: First, $150; second, $100, and thlrd,$60.
Forfeit, $5 $m additional to till. Nominations for this stake io close positively on oct 1, 1881.
all

in

I.

SALE, a very
FORbitch,
imo old

1SSS1.

Open

to

seiits,tt

nne nose,

mar-

agree that the Eulebrouk

qualities are equal to

,a„e, out of
lUasii iulil Gtoi'sje-Peg), slieof sir el's
The
Barker's champion Piinoeas (Uaugvr tan).
Suppvisoffeiedforsaleou account of ihe own^r
a,viug no convenient place lor „ecplug hint, Adoaess LocUoT, P. o. Box 2.9dS, Mew Yoik city.

SALE, a handsome red Irish setter dog, 2^
FOR
years oia; broke on all tame; very siauuch:

Wanted.

Is ac-

article in the

hitch
Part-

and a very Valuable brood bit, h. Pi Ice, II
soid only bt cause I
taken away at once, *u.
haven't the aocoiiiiuodatlons lor Ler. Lock box 237,
sepi^,lt.
suspension Bridge, N. Y.

ridge,

SALE—A dark liver and white pointer oog
FOR
,by Dr. otiach.n's
puppy, whelptd Ken.

tor vromli- no: satisfactory.
free to any address.

have recently Invented a new hammer

ket.

SALE, Blue Belton Engl sh settT
FORFannie,
5 ycui-s old, broke on Quad and

!•

THE NEW EUTEBROUK HAMMER GUN.
knowledged to he the test

Iloricon, Wis.

KENNEL

to

Samples and circulars

Keep Manufacturing

gun, both In single and double, which

FOR

rare change, only a lew choice ones to ofltr, and
Just ilgh^ now lor tall
sold uuuer guarrantee.
snooting. Pointers and Setu-is tor saie. Addtess
CLUB, NaohVllle, 'Icon.
NASHVILLE
SeptS,lt

KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50
KEEP'S SHIRTS delivered free In any part of the

23.

VAN BRENT,

A.

setter pups out of Bt lie of Nashville
(property it ,1. Luuls Va.enilue, Esq ), by that
world taiiiou--, king of the i'ielu, chau-plou Joe, Jr.

SALE,

A

per pair.

$1

.

ure, 6 for $9.

BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,

I

none better

'

KEEP'S UMBRELL AS. the strongest.
KEEP'S JBWELHY, rolled gold plate.
KEEP'S NECKWEAR, latest novelties.
KEEP'S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made

Manufacturers ot the

Tournament at Coney

i

,1

W.

NICHOLS & CO..
BEACH STREET, BOSTON,

at the Fly-Casting

.i

:

Septs,lt

Keep's Shirts, the Best.

B, F.

As was proved

one bitch, 8 months, oy Saucebox and Starrelies, when S weeks old, oy
du-a an
\\ iiiL'iiiiiau ami Venus, nom Eurl of IMae, le s deius
ani Sir Bache Carouds packs, not related, best
the world. Apply to
stock
(1)
light.

m

St.

AND TtME»,

1847,

Foxhound Pups.

English

Write for circular to

low

at

come

save Agent's Commission

NEW

vanityfair.

HAEMESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING,
8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.

EXHIBITION.

you want good work,

Y.,"

from I»rngs or Medication.

KINGS.

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles,

OJf

Warranted Free

FAIR.

BOOK BINDING
If

of

N.

Disc.

THREE

VANITY

NEAT AND ELEGANT

SPECIMENS

PVRITV.

for

FHaGKaNT

Established d836.

28

name

the

CIGARETTES

END.

Ecol. la:

tlomu

u

12
11

"ABBEY & IMBRIE,

BONDS AND SECURITIES,
MINING BTOCKS.
Bfi Pine St.. New York.
OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

Optnti

$16
,

FOR SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
8T( 'OKS,

1—MASKINONGS SIZE
2— BLACK HAS. SlZlL. luge
S— BLACK B'iSS SIZE, medium
4— BLACK BASS SIZE, small

ira|>

1st,

*IO0

;

No.

66,

;

andl,OUU pigeons. For

pai Oculars, rules, score cards, etc., address the
facturers.

ScptS,4t

Hamilton, Ont.

he

manu-

[Extract from Forest and stream, July 7, 1SS1, p. 44S.J
" » •
This flight, so nearly resembles the actual
motions of birds ihai the Clay Pigeons afford excellent
practice for wing shooting, we commend all sportsmen
».~»Uia merit"." * " *

HUME, orange c.
KOBT.
erot pureU.mdles m

II., Va., ihe only br edAmerl a< ee recuid of
Shown), has two bitches due to pup uctoutr, No-

vemner.

Write

winning

strain.

now

to pi

oome a pup

of tins

grand

septj,at

Two first-rate bitches ot Sensations
WANTED—
adeness BORSTALL
or snapshot's geL

fennel

KENNKLs, Box
SALE, lemon and while LleweUin setter dog,
I710R
i
22 mom hs old worked two seas ns on snipe
and woo'.-cock has stood smiie (mail good retrievhandsomo
er a good dog and a real bargain— $88
and healthy. L. S, KENDALL, 48 Winter.strict,

is>a,

Motrtatowu,

New

Jeis- y.

;

;

•

Boston, Jlaw.

:

:

Septt.lt

50

AU Gold, Ohromo&Llt'g Cards (no 2 alike).
Name on, 100. CLINTON BROS., cunton-

viue, Conn.

iUitlLor A1NJJ

Skitemiiku a, IB81.]

Dog Show,

International

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULES.

HELD AT

TO BE

LONDON,

ONT.,
and

«r, 28, 29

30, 1881.
No. 1 SHOWS WATERPROOF CUP IN FERRULE (PATENTED OCTOBER 28, 1S75).
This prevents any moisture from reaching the wood, and the ferrule from becoming loose. The constant wetting and drying of the
the wood, and make other makes of rods less durable than Leonard's.

l
now

Prize Lists

ready, and can be had of

PUDDICOMBE,

J.

Bamboo Rods,

Split

GRAND

SEITKJIIB KK

LEONARD'S

fennel,

the

NO.

Sbo't,

SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE (PATENTED SEPTEMBER
li

';

CLOSE SLPTEMBFK

>

l

'

istance Of break ige
In red

al

making

where

tl Is polnl since the PATENT
since rods have been made.

IT

so

ins of

i

other

rot

makes or rodfl

SPLIT_FERRtJLE has been

applied.

APPEARS ON THE BOD.

STREET,

7

ALLEN'S NICKEL-PLATED DUCK CALLER.
The most natural

is guaranteed to kill fleas on
or money eturned.
'Jogs or a ii y
ier a n tin a
It Is put up in pat' nt boxes with sliding peppertop,
which
gre-ily
ra llitates its use
Simple
box

K

t.l

I

induced

bamboo most"

18T8).

3,

i

SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE WHIPPED WITH SILK AS

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogrs
A BANK TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DoGS.
i

i

i

I

MILLS & SON,
WILLIAM
NEW YORK.
WARREN

12.

WORMS! WORMS!
<

e

l

i

I

I

EVERY ROD WARRANTED,
SOLE AGENTS,

FLEAS! FLEAS!
THIS POWDEK

i

:..Ingh'i

i

No. 3

Tccuuiseh House, London, Ont.

EJKIIiliS

niilr is loin

aroi

..!-

I

|

.

and

2

This split thoroughly strengthens where tin
'-.d
itr J eonard has re
espi clal

(bamboo

OR

CHAS. LINCOLN, Swr.
Office,

119

olJtiH»AJl,

tone.l

and

easiest blowing

Duck

ent post paid

Caller in the world,

to

any address on

receipt of one dollar.

eilleaelous.

Price

.50

cents

mail, Postpaid.

b>-

Areca Nut for Worms hi Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up

bases containing ten powders, with

In

lull

directions for use.

Price 30 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Ron and

GUN and Fohest

Stbeam.

ai-o

Gonroy, Bisset& Malieson,
65 Fu inn s reef, N. Y.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,
Cortlandt street, N. T.

1

wkiuiii' & nnsov,
Washington

590

street, Boston,

Mass.

Greyhounds,
ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME

For sale, Imported greyhounds and puppies from
Imported stock. Pedigrees examined and traced.
si
For circulars or
Orders tor Im]
letted.
Information, address L. c. F. I.OTZ, 3,912 Lake Ave.,
Chicago, ill., or H en:
4.CH, Chicago

Is simply a device for holdlug a dead duck In a natural position in the water, on ice or land, as a decoy. Sent to
$4 per dozen. No. 1 for mallards, etc., No. 2 lor widgeon, etc., No. 3 for teal. For sale by the trade everywhere, or

any address, C. O. D., or on receiptor
by F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, Ills,

price,

*

Field Kennel, Peru, Lasalle County,

111.

June2,4mos

BENEDICT.
AND SPECIAL NEW YORK,

FIRST

TheDalyGrun,

'.881.

Imported b'ack field spaniel at the Stud. Fee.
Brother to Squaw and
$25. Mr. Jacobs' strain.
Lass o' Devon brother In blood to Kaffir and Zulu.
Negro, litter brother io Benedict, was second to
Kaffir at the West of England show last mown.
Black-, and liver-colored puppies by Benedict for

HAS FINER BARRELS,

;

LACHINK

k:k:nnj;l

sale.
Juneif.,tf

liib, wiute.-tone, L.

<

Setters and spaniels for

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR

To axxy otlior G--u.xx

I.

COSTING TWICE THE MOtfEY.
Sltootlng Unsurpassed.

sale, Brown,

curly reirb-vers, from lmpm ted stock and (native) English setters; full pedigree.
Address MAN-

ASSKH SMITH,

Woodfords, Me.
ro

ointers

i

on

application.

AGENT8 K)B CARD'S

;

way«i ! e

Head

Steal

NEW DOUBLE BBTOtniTO

TBAP.

Shells— Quality guaranteed. Price lower than any

other.

WHAITE,

51.

Lackawanna

Remington's Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles.

Co., Pa.

septi,2t.

SALE CHEAP, a litter of fine Irish setter
FOR
weeks old, having one cross of Eleho
pups,

KEENE'S PATENT.

10

Mid two

ROBBINS,

Address E. J

ot Plunkett.
Wetherslleld, Conn.

July

2l-tf

PORTRAITS of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on One tinted paper, win be sent postpaid for 2fi cents each, or the live for Jl. FOREST
AND STREAM

and

PLTB. CO., 39

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestrvietible. Adopted by the TJ
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
IO
.4B Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
J rtces: Carbines, $22 Frontier Rifles.
$22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $28.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.

Park Row,

41

N. Y.

m

SCHOYERLING, DALY & GALES,

and a setter all
well broken

iorough bred,
Mldre-S.IESS.
xiy,

Lists furnished

Septl,4t.

DecSO.tf

;

ROJt\ O'MOHE K EN NEL.—Thoroughbred
setter puppies lor sale,
of Norali O'More,

Irish

FearL

Magenta and

E.

UALLEN-

Address W. N.

Full pedigrees.
N. Y.

rrd

by champion

Rory O'More out

DER, Albany,

Augll,tf

1

i

i

.-i-.-p

lie.

PIERCE,

i.j

:ua

-T-i

Tiffany place, Brook-

no

SALE, the celebrated black Burdett spaniel

whelped Dee. 7, 1.S7S sire of Brag, 1st
York, Fellows Rob'n Adair and "Pansey"
McKoon's Darkness, Jet and Daisy Uean and many
other n tie and noted dogs. For printed pedigree
and further pari lcuhi.rs address, » iui stamp, CHAS.
;

New

F.

KENT,

Moullcello, N. Y.

THE CLUB
|

Septs.lt

This

color,

Id tie ring lias

| Loader.

yellow; weight. 20 pounds.
i.ouo partridges shot

1 1

! •w York, 18S1,
.8'ith street,

Address

New York

Wei

City.

A

guns

Septs, it

BARGAIN —Highly-bred,
young pointer dog,

very handsome,
mos. old; color, liver,

ir.

while on cnesi

id prize Hoblns island,

;

SSO

;

brother to winner of
has had a few birds

Price. 830. Address \V. f. sage,
INshirfll-on-nudson, New York.
SeptS,lt

Shot over him.

ST«.\EHEJiCE ON

THE

glte

§ettttel.

Langdale, of 5 Newmarch Terrace, Victoria
Road, Leytonstone, England, late owner of ChamEions Lawyer, Batehelor, Ladybird. Ladylove,
izzie, Loustic, Leicester, Limerick. Ltbna, Launc.elot, Lena,Lydney. Bebb, Young Behb, Bessie II., Baioness, and many more Important winners at our best
shows; also, contributor to vero snaw's new work
on spaniels, will buy on commission spaniels of any
breed, and has on his books a number of grand
Mam.tf
specimens; deposit system.

FOE
whelped July

SALE, four

Price *3 50.

we

'he

TO COCKER BUYER S AND BREEDERS.— A. W

offer

We are also agents for the
Co., Birmingham, and Forehand & Wadsworth's Great Single Breecfca small Job Lot of Webley Guns and some choice Parker Guns on special

FOLSOM, 30 Warren

prize-bred

l, 1881,

Home Ruler. For price,
London, Ont.

Irish terrier pups,

out of Imported Noran, by
apply to DR, NlVEN,

etc.,

Aug4

R

Menneh

rfe

order to reduce the
sell any of the brood bitches and
dogs belonging to rue estate of the late Jas.

who, daring bis lifetime, had spared no
pains or expense to bring this strain of dogs up to
the very highest stauda id
They combl ne he blood
ot Copelan 's imported Shot, Moore's lmoorted
Tilley,

t

Grouse, Farrar's Imported Rupert, Stoddard's Imported Duke. Parties familiar with Gordons will at
once see that this blood can't be beat. Several
birches are now in wheip to Duke of Locust Valley,
he by Moore's Grouse out of Dream. For field qualities refer to col. Albert J. Sloo, Vlncennes, Ind.;
Mr. H. Malcolm, Baltimore:
Col. .las. Gordon
(" Plons Jeems ") Pontotoc, .Miss. Address for full
pedigree, etc.,
L.

I.

GORDON KENNEL,

Street,

BOX 1,3119.

SETTKRS.— In
GORDON
kennel will
young

GUJST

Enos James &

P. O.

DOG.

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

of

Besides these

"

tlr.-t

10

Box 3,964.

within which appears the rampant Colt beautifully embossed.

i

OPPORTUNITY.- Six bull pups for sale,
New York, 1SS1. out, of

mi imported cipsey,
R. M. LlVlNU.aTON,

|<Wtth little

circle,

Address H. & D.

had over

overlilni; Issoundand healthy and a tough, unerring humor; price, *2H. CHAS. F. KENT, Monflcello, N. Y.
Sept8,lt

G RAN

around a

£ celebrated

SALE, my partridge-treeing dog Jack, four

FORyears old;

P. O.

It should be remembered that while we are the chief distributors of the regular Colt Guns, we are
sole agents In New York for the Colt Club Guns. The compleie supremacy of the<(l guns in pigeon and
glass ball trap shooting is so well known that no word of commendation Is necessary.
Every genuine Colt Club Gun has the rubber heel plate, wltb the words,

septs.it

FORWlldair,

SONS-. 283 Broadway, N.Y.

THE COLT CLUB GUN.

NO, finely-bred liver pointer dog for sale
ap, or will trade for auything in sporting
nL
C. T.

REMINCTON &

Locust Valley,
AUglS,4t

New

York.

gennek

NKMASKETT KENNEL, Richmond &

Vuugban,

Proprietors, Mlddleboro, Mass.- Sporting dogs
boarded, broken and handled by men of experience.
setters. Pointers. Fox Hounds and Beagles trained
for rheli respective work. Satisfaction guar anteed
Also, a number of well-trained Setters and P ointers
for sale. Address BOX 386, Mlddleboro, Mass. H.
B.RICHMOND. N. H. VAUGHAN.
JuneS.tf

SALE, an English pointer dog, 4 years
FORliver
and white; staunch on all game.
dress

Conn.

C

H.

CURTIS,

Little

River,

old;

AdHiddletown,
Septl,3t.

—See Kennel Advertisement* nextpag*.

JI
,

FOREST AND STREAM.

120

ghe

gemul.

§wth.

£0ori$tt\w'8

^pwfsufXM

PEDIGREE

PM1NTKVG

JfyotrlB

(fran/tv

THE AMERICAN

0O]!EPII>TN6,

Afll)

#

[Septemb n 8

md Routes far ^pmrtsmeni

TO SPORTSMEN.

PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE M'FG CO

CHEA PER THAN CAN UK DON B BY ANY OTHEK
HOUSE HI AMERICA,

1381.

f-

does

which

work and guarentees

llrst-clesa

Also.

faction.

VON CCLIN EATENT8PIK
By

12 i.a

al.LAK

satis-

The Pennsylvania R. R.

AND BOOK.

mall, for $a.

Box

P. O.

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

Delaware City, Del.

22,

GLOVER'S

ALL

FROM
IMPORT
B .void the difaculties and dangers of reshipment, while the eioellent cars which run over the smooth steel
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTBB
without failure or injury.

A sure cure for all SKIN DISEASES. For sale by
druggists and dealers In sportsmen's goods. Price
per oolite,

CLAY

Gordon

Staples, R.
TWTFOED, BERKS, ENGLAHD,

JDr.

-.

THE tjkes Or

MANUFACTURE HOUSES

fee.

GLOVER, Sole PuopiintTOR,
Imperial Kennels, Toms Diver, N.

NTINUOUB

These

Middle States.

IMPERIAL MANGE CURE.
H.

Co,

Respectfully invite dttention to the

& C. VON CILIIV.

E.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company^

on an entirely new anil novel principle, whereby
more strength can be obtained than hi any other
way. Any size from a sportsman"* or Miner's Cot,
»X by S feet, with floor, one door and four windows,
weighing 475 pounds, to a commodious dwelling.
so arranged that no nails, screws or skilled labor
are required in putting them up very easily and

J.

H

;

quickly done. Simple, light, strong, comfortable,
durable, artistic, sportsmen's cots and Summer
cottages specialties, .semi for descriptive circular
;•[.
.
to.'-r-r,
or apply to
Corona, Queens co N. y.

Author of tbe

m

"PRACTICAL KENNEL @8!tR,» &t«

',<:':.

i

.

.

also reach the best localities for

GTOTDfG AND FISHING
in

New Jersey. EXCTJRSKW
Company jr
KANE, RENOVA, BSD.
">T, AIINNEQUA.WW

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS are

the principle cities to

all

FORD, CRE;

other well-known centers for

StU

Tront FJUhlrtg, Wing Shooting, and
Hunting.

exports champion and other psdlgree dogs of any
4lS0,*9

Send for

breed.

Gives addresses of prin-

Cockers
....'. v

the Stud

in
rr

i:

:

i

.:

I

:

.

\.

-eieel.il

First-class sporting garments. Designs and price,
sent by post on receipt of letter of request, addressed to

"i

18S1.

CHAMPION CHARLIE,
winner

of 1st

liver and while ticked,
and special Leeds, Eng., 1878; 2d N.

e
"a.l:'
a. l-.,.l.
e
Y., 18711
Igrees. etc.. Inquire of the lUVEEsinE
:•

:

;,

•-,,

i

SPANIEL KKNNEL,

Claremont, N.

II.,

GEO.

HENNING,

C.

One Price Clothier,

pi-,.1.

cock EH

U

410

Juneli.ti

33.

Till SOT.,

WASHINGTON

I'u'.er]

:il

Address
Juneso,3mos

i.

i

'

1

1

yea
Box

11mFee. ".'.
ksley, jr.,
i, Coatesvtlle, Penn.

-:_,

l

LINE,"

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana

R. R.

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling it BlackBass Fisheries,

NORTHERN MIOHIQAN.

DASHING LION IN THE STUD.
The Imported dog Dasklou Lion will serve a
0'

FISHING

CITY.

BRANDYWINE KENNEL.
';-

The waters of the

Grand Traverse Region

SELF-CLOSING PLUNGE

TRAPS.

:"

I,'

"

..'

on".

-

:

1

PICKEREL

BASs.

nfiffi,
ad to largi

and

MUSCAthamony

numbers In
alsoato
d lakelets of Ibis territory. The Sportsi

send cophies of Ills skill to his
friends or ' club " at home, as ice for packing fish
n be had at nearly all points.
I'AKK
readll.,

i

SPANIEL KENNELS.—For
JUL) OCT COCKER
"
aiai
_:-:.
lifiit'S
1th stamp, KOfl'T WW LK Eli,
'i

:

'"

'

1

N. Y.

,

WITH YOU.

YOUR FAMILY

and puppies, add re:- = w

Comprising those

of

RkUe

a

Hay Fever and Astluna
The

liote.l

Affections.

accommort.il lens are excellent, and will

PATENT SELF-CLOSING TEARS, WITH EXTRA
door to snow when bird is not

and

owner's risk.
It is our aim to make sportsmen teel "at home"
on this route. For 'tourists Guide a handsomely
illustralcd book of 1 en pages sent. free. Time cards,
Folders and further. Information, address

for

each sports-1

of the Tourist,

of the Virginia Mem
Sprimrs and oilier la;

w. va.. from the West, Northwest and So liaesi;
at Charlottesville, Va., from riie North i id East,
at Richmond, Ca., com the io'
The completion of the fenlnstil - Extension nil
the summer of 1831 affords
I

and

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE I

"TORKTOWN

l

n

il

i

and estabhshes a continuous rail hue, via Rich-]
Va., between the
moud, Va., and Huntington,
moinJi of Chesapeake Bay and the pnciuc Ocean. I
H. X%, I'lU.I.EH, I
G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, V

W

J

OLD D0IV1SNB0N LINE.

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
Flslilng Tackle Carried Free at

dog

iree.

through the mostbea

.

attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

R'y.

Central and Piedmont Vlr-J
"nennis, Valley of Virginia,

The Route

be largely Increased In time tor the sea. on of tSSl
tr, no.iv buiKiri*s ami additions.
iail,\'i TRIP EXCURSION
During the -

Sponsmen.
Dogs, Guns and

Ohio

bass, pike, pickerel, etc.
Guns, fishing tackle and one

man can led

The

ihery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
allium. The air Is pure, dry anu bracing. The
Is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

Julv-il-tf

&

Chesapeake

THE ROUTE Of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLEBJ
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING |
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

,-

AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only In
Chest waters
The TUOUT season bogms -Ma;.' and ends sent 1.
and ends
The GRAYLING Season opens June
i

'"''I

<t

famous

have been hunted since able to
the. trail, and are believed to Be

'

f
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent, j
feblT-lij
FaUHK 2aostB0N. Gen'l Manaif er.

Alleghanv Mountains, ("tree: brier and Mew Silvers. I
Kanawha Valley, and in 'in. line in then- varieties a(
game and fish, doer, hear, wild turkeys, wild duck,*
grouse, quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain tront,J

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish
contained.

,;"

AFTBi

IBT

f

FIN AND FEATH EH.

glnla Blue-

PATENT

_---.

BEAGLE KENNEI.S-For s
HARE
duce of imported and home hied

Franklin, Del. Co

TTTCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MA*.
SQUAN, and
8 FOT COASf
renowned

"THE

To a limited number of approved bitches.
......

and ^ontt&fot gfeprtsmm.

t§afals

"PLAIN DINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."
Price 10 cents, post free.
cipal English breeders.

rjMiE STEAM Elisor tliis Llue reach S'
i;ne;,r, w.ilerlowl and upland shooth
J_
ia the country Connecting direct lor Chi
Cobb's island and points on the Penl
Point, .tames Elver, Currituck, Florid:

,

mountainous country of Vtrg
Mori'.U steamers sail Tuesday, Thur-ma
urdav. Lewes, Dell., Monday and T'buiv.......
m. Full lnformatlou
street, New York.

given at

otficc, ia7

city

rt'Sai-

GreenwloM

IN TRAP.

Price per pair,

GUNS WITH HAMMERS
AND BOLT; AND
sizes

DOURI.-;

0.>

uL'K GRIP

j

Pin-Tire Onus Altered to Central-Fire.

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.
Send

f

I

in the

[I.

s.,

Is

used by

and

all

,

8-25.

Fishing Season at Rangeley

the principal associations
..'
- : best trap made

Manufactured by

for rapid shooting

PARKER

BROS., Wleriden, Ct.,
MAKERS OF THE WORLD-RENOWNED
PARKER BREECH-LOADER.
Send

for

Catalogue of

Gun implements,

etc.

THEHUNTINGSIGHT
LYMAN'S l'A*Ei\T COMBO ATrON GUN SIGHT
a Sporflru.'

KlBe perfect.

Send

circular containing full description.

dress> *

W

II, 1.1

AM

TATHAffi
Selected Standard

M.C WEDD,87Msnh

Trap Shot!

ttanSt

n. t.

I-

"
"

'

Dam

I

'

$9.00
a 'in,'

12.00
13.00

H.00

'•

"

Upton
Mountain view Uouse or Ranglet
outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton
Indian Rock and return vlaAndover
Rangeley Lake and return

NUMBERS

7, 8,

No. of pellets to oz., 838
w "
"
"
315

itss

4'.ir>

7in

TATHAM&
S2

BEEKMAN

9

472

ST.,

AND 10,
1058 Sbtt
Li" Chilled.
t

BRO'8,
NEW YORK.

Mass. Cuts Free.
COT, In this case,
UiUNUE, mthls raise, $8.
the Trade.
"ft Sold everywhere by
PlttBfl-1,1,

ll.Wi

*

"
"

Moosehead Lake and return (ML

EUEOPEAN

VViiC-.

JstiiSSENGER, Proprietor.

13.75
15.25
12.50
11.00

"
Phillips
Indian Rock and return, (via An15.25
dover, return via Farmlngton).
(via Andover) Bemis Stream and

WUd

Fowl^ Shooting,

.

15.25

Klneo House)
Forks of tne Kennebec and return.
-,.-i

:•;.,.

r

'

c

'"'.i".re

i,:

i

;

e

Tlniet.s for sale at all principal ticket offices and
SSO WASHINGTON STREET,! T>
at
n <, Tfvsr
BUB1
"^DEPOT, HAY.MARKET SQ., /
send lor list of excursions.
D. J. FLANDERS,
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
•

and

ICabbils
In fine numbers. Good fishing, boats, dogs and
guides. Six miles from Ktioliola, Erie R. K. Good
accommodations and references. Come or addrees

Ml.

3RADLEY,

Eldred, Sullivan Co, N. Y.

GARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.
SEND FOR

NEW

B

MB

boats, batteries, etc., with the

.The
ed wild-geese decoys on. the coast.
*°ound in the v.einiry of New Y ork tor tbay snipjjl

hpecialati.-nrion^ivem
all varieties,
guara*J
Jy himself to his guests, and satisfaction
LJ.1
*»ad Address Wm. N LANE, Good Ground,
by pcrmias.on to J B Shepherd, 8S1 Broi«
iwaad, Wtii. Butcher, 330 Broadway, N.Y. |

IhootinROf
?

mtin

.

Tim Pond f£ Seven Pondsl
TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING,

UPLAND SHOOTING.

I.

».
^m
TREAT,
bKTATA
AND ANOUJ3
>Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER
hand the. oest olj
X> bayman. Has always onlargest
rigoofdtratoHi

suiltlltirjuu^tt uo.i,*j.
~. T nrrM»rrm AXTIv

___

15.00
13.00

" Grand Falls, N. B., and return.... 18.00
" St. Andtews, N. li., and return
15.00
Also tourists' tickets to all Sporting and Pleasure Kcsons in .Maine ami the. Frovlnees.

Deer, Partridge, Woodcock, Ducks

.

Mass.

"

Upp.tr

if

Soft or Chilled.

and the North Maine Wilderness illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book lolvonbein Maine and
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, 8L
Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
John'B an
lakes sind ends connected wllh them. 2M pages.
BO Illustrations and large map. limed paper, UluaolnateQ covers. Pnce, by mail, post-paid, 50
cents. CHARLES A J. FARRftK, Jamaica Plain,
I

1

••

Good Ones, $4 per Dozen.
MANUFACTURED BY

ret urn
! 'a
south
return
Middle Dam and return

Andover an d

return

Ad-

DKCOY PUCKS,

1

to

"

f.VITIAN,

ROCHESTEH,

RAILROAD.
Boston

"

for

MIDDLEEIELD, CONN.

MOOSKBEAD LAKE

VIA

BOSTOS AW 12 MAIHE
"
»
"

PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

W.

Lakes Again Open.

EXCURSION TICKETS

''.I'll

NS BORED TO SHOOt' CLOSE.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

211

Makes

i

SKIP AUTIONS.

mom 4 to 20.

Muzzle- Loaders Altered
to Breech-Loaders,

(it

This trap

CATALOGUE.

VanderbUt.BroB., S3 Fulton. St. N. T.

Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, tin
Eustls and Tim Pond, can hare buck-board teama,
guides, boats, camps, with board, In readiness, Sffl

writing In advance to

KENNEDY

SMITH, EusHs,

-Main*

RANUKLKY LAKB8 Oj-:
RICHARDSON AND thorough
and rtunpieW
LUSTRATED,

a

guide book to the Rangeley Lake Reslon KenneBaco, cupsupflc, I'armachDeee and >,onnecao8«
Lakes and the head walen-oi the oimectleut, MSM
a noway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; UiunnJgE
ated covers, tmwa paper, 320 pages, 60 uiusmiOoM
accurate 8M;
and a large map. made mostly
(.

nw
cenla.

veys. Price, post-paid by malL, t>n
A. i. FARRAK. Jamaica PhUn, Mass.

1

cUAKUBr-

;

'

[September

FOREST AMD STREAM.

1881.1

15,

PATENT
DOG

TT'S
MEAT

121

CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

"SPRATTS PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Flbrlne " cakes are used at uie Dogs' Home, London Jardln d'AccllmatatlO] Pa da, etc.
They have been awarded over 80 Gold, SUver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award tor Dog Biscuits at the Parts Exhibition, 1S7S, Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; Westminster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal Irish Kennel Club, Sliver Medal, etc., etc.
i

;

,

;

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and

STAMPED,

Plaase see that Every Cake

Packed In Cases of 113 pounds each.

a

CO.,
NEW YORK.

&

HODGMAN

Spoons.

425

BROADWAY AND

CO.,

7

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable for Trolllor all kinds o£ nsh that win take an artificial
and adapted for any lake or river In the
United states.
Our Perfect Revolving Spoon Is undoubtedly the
Uest general spoon for taking flsh ever offered to

ag

BLANKETS,

the public.

Light,

Three s-lzea made— No. 20 for bass, pike, pickerel,
or any ash under five pounds weight No. 21 for
large fish, and the oest spoon ever made for salmon
No. 22 excellent for deep water fishing.
trout

Black, White op

RUBBER
SPORT fNG
ABtilSHEn

;

Beware

Fishing Tackle.

MANN &

CO.,

Fishing Pants.

I-1ST

HOUSE.

OUTFITS.

Send tor Catalog nee.

1838.]

BIRDS' EYES,

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

N. Y.

Tan Color Coats,

AND COMPLETE

;

H.

Stream Pub. Co.

MAIDEN LANE, NEW TOBK,

27

Books Sent on

Receipt of Price by Forest and

ubber Fishing Outfits,

of Imitations. None genuine except JOHN
H. MANN'S name stamped on every spoon.
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers

of the Following

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Bait,

SYRACUSE,

I

Trade Generally*

Any

COMPRISING

JOHN

To be bad in smaller quantities
Grocers and tlie Sperling Goods

§ubU^tiati$t

farm's-

111

STAMPER,

X."

%*&*'

MAWBTS
Trollins:

&

18 Seuth William Street,

BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

4fWm 8

is

WHOLESALE ACENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists'
Supplies.

&

Naturalists'

auinjuutuau
amps m, j>onjtirup,
u
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition..
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's.
Amateur Trapper— paper. 60c.; bda.
American Angler's Book, Norris..
American Bird Fancier
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long
Angling, a Book on, Francis
Archer, Modern.
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam
Art of Swimming
Athletic Sports for Boys— boards, T5c.; cloth...
i

!.«

:

8.00

T6
78
8.60

SO
2.00
T.80

26
1.80
3.00

B0
1.Q0

Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
LOO
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
1 38
Balrd's Birds of North America
30 00
Bechsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 60
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
1 00
Books for sportsmen Angling, soc; Shooting,
60c.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 60c.;
Cage and Singing Birds, 60c; Dogs, T5c.;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 60c.; Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds... T8
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
s 80
Cage and Singing Birds
80
:

Canoeing In Kanuekla
l 25
Canoe Traveling, Powell
s 00
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water
SO
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
3 SO
Cas8eli'8 Book of Birds. 4 vols
is 00
Dog Breaking by Holablrd.
as
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
1 28
Frank F0
ports
4 so
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
a 28
Frank Forester's Fishing with H 00k & Line pa
00
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. 2 28
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac;

Send

for

New

Price List.

Reduced Rates.

W.J. KNOWLTON'S Natural History Store,
IBS 'Fremont St., Boston, Mass.

.

DEMUTH
A. B.

Crawfisli, Patented Octtl.

Soft Huhber

BASS BAIT.—Samples by man, T5C. Bolt
Rubber Hell ramltes, 50c. Soft Rubber Frogs
—large, sue; small, sue

NEW

WM. MILLS £ SON,

Trade supplied.
Sole Agents,

T Watren, Street,

New York

COMMERCE

ST.,

COD-LIVER Oil

Fairs.
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
tor Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
tree.
Our 65-page new Illustrated catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten

General
Debility,
Scrofula,

PUBEST

Rheumatlnm

common

or Contmmpti
to superior to any in de-

Eyes

Artificial

for

Taxidermists and Manuf'cturers.

Also, all kinds of Glass Work done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge by Mall.
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NEW

WALKER ST.,

YORK.

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES
For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short ot
60, 70

anu

flo

penetration.

yards, giving close pattern and great
10 and 12 gauge. Send for circular.

30 Sent, Post-paid, for «l.
H. H.

The Edgar Barbless Hook.

SOHLEBER &

CO., Rochester, N.

Y

KRUG & CO'S

CHAMPAGNES!
TO ANGLERS:

—AND—
SON,

T

Warren

St-,N. Y.

Reels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
agents. All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon In this locality, as also catalogues of our
neenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,
So be had on application.

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
(Established
First

tfew Model, Top Snap, rnjAjyfpTnjI

The Sportsman's Wine!!

A.

ROCHEEEAU & CO.,

hymsw of
pin can be opened by pressing the lever either to
left
All improvement found
noothergun. ft
has the RebQUnding Lock, which ensures safety *Udiiu>bcv,.i,u« J,.ubt. The other imprrPatent Top Snap Action,

(he

'

'

::i

1836).

at World's Fair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

Premium

JOHN KRIDER,
N. E. Cor Second and Walnut Sta, Philadelphia-

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

m

:

Pistol Crip Stock, nndt:,ePatent.Fore-End

GOOD'S OIL

TANNED

MOCCASINS.

tie

detached fnrn the stock

-kly rrp'.aitd, Tlie-..

in et,

..:.;,.
:

inn-s.

Prices:

KlObore.SlU.OO.

LOVELL

,

Plain Barrels, lib^ re.

,

.:

Sl/>.i'il;

i

.

Plain

Address

i SONS. Gun Dealers, Boston,
OUT* Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue

P.

m'

Maw.

They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
In a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine arSend for price list. MARTIN S. HUTCHINGR, P. O. Box 365, Dover, N. H. 'Successor to
Frank Good). Bradford & Anthony, Boston

ticle.

Agents.

Fishing Tackle, Rods, Keels, Lines, Hooks, Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,

Etc

Fastening. By mentis of the Patent Fore-End fastening

Ibebttrretlcati

,

and Life History,
Full Instboction in all the Modes Of

AND FLT FISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TOOLS,
TACKLE
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.

A

BY JAMES

HENSHALL, M.D.
Ready In May
400 pages, price *3

«

For Prospectus or Particulars Address
DR. J. A. HENSHALL,
38 Wesley Are,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

JUST PUBLISHED.

The ASaddleHorse.
COMPLETE GUIDE
FOR RIDING AND TRAINING.
By GEORGE

E. WARING, Jr., and EDWARD
ANDERSON.
Handsomely lllum-mcd.

L,

a complete and reliable Guide Book for all
who desire to acquire the accomplishment of horsemanship, and who wish to teach their animals now
to perform various feats under the saddle. 12mo.,
tinted paper. Price, post-paid, Jl.

This

Is

The American Bird Fancier
KNAPP & TAN NOSTRAND,

Etc.

lar-Salmon. Bass and Trout Files, Made to Order.
Also " Krtder's " Celebrated Center Enamel Split
and Glued Bamboo Hods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' skins In Great Varieties.
Taxidermy In all Its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit.
Repairing of all kinds.

Complete Scientific

ANGLING

SOLE AGENTS,
6South Willliam St., NewYork.
16 and IS St. Louis St,, New Orleans.

The best thing In the market
for hunting, Usblng, canoeing,

')*!,"
«i{
which

BOOK™ BLACK BASS

(PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION.)

MILLS

Council, near Limerick, Ireland.

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

In Press.
Large l2mo.

Wm.

FishingRod&TackleMakers
j Castle

STANDARD AUD DRY.

Sole Agents.

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

H

of Birds; paper, 25c; cloth

How to Camp Out, Gould.
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's

BEST.

medicinal virtues and purity.
• London, European, and Kew
Yorfc physicians pronounce it the
purest and best Soldbyi&uggiste.

s 00

1 60
80
1 00
1 89
,
Hunter and Trapper, Tnrasher.
1 00
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost. .... 1 80
Lite of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
IS 00
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher.
..
60
Minors Land and Game Birds
3 00
Naturalists' Guide, Mavnard.
s 00
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener .... 1 60

Holdens Book

centsln stamps.

licacy of taste and, emell.

„

for Riflemen

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
«hlpleys Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and salmon Files In stock, and

1 00

Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle
of Every Description.

SOS

4 00

Gun, Rod and Saddle

Hand Book

our Bethabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamb oo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State

FOR

Manufacturers of

SHIPLEY & SON,

also tied to pattern. A full assortment of
and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.

M OILERS

BROS.,

.

ters, svo., 2 vols.

POULTRY

**

GAME,

New, Revised and
D. J.

BROWNE and

Enlarged Edition by

DR.

FULLER WALKER,

Illustrated.

judo co..
Publishers of Rural Rooks and hooks for Sportsmen,
751 Broadway, New York,
okaivc.se

rj»ARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS of the en-

MAP OF THE RICHARDSON-HANOKLEY 1AKK3 REGION, Including

TJ<ARRAR'8 POCKET
i
>$

it

rip of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Klchii.nl
len-Rangeley lakes. It treats of "eampUte," Indoors
IM out, Is anijuslng, Instructive and lntereatlne;

S'

the lakes, pondH and rivers of that famous country, as well as the head waters of the Connectlctt
River. Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc:
cloth bound. Price, post-paid by mall, 60 cents.
CHAWJftj A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica P:aTn Maaa.

~

tire Blchardson-Kangeley Lakes Region.
Size, s»oh Mi cents. Send for catalmrue,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
A. J.

Large

CHARLES

FARRAR.

all

rift

III
!
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New
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n. Term* and $5
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SCHUYLER & DUANE,

ORANGE SPORTING

IMPORTEES AND DEALERS

Powder.

Gunpowder

IN.

BREECH-LOADIM SHOT GUNS,

FINE ENGLISH

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
for W.
C.

&

^Agents

SCOTT & SONS

Ho. 29 Murray Street,

H. SCHUYLER.
Of the late Arm of
SCllCYLEU, H.1K7LSY & GRAHAM.

Go.,

GUNPOWDEK

M. DUAWB.

MILLS, established

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWaL-o, SPECIAL GKADES FOR EXPORT OP
ED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFAC-

DEK;

TURED TO ORDER.

Rubber MI'g Company
in

I

m 1808,

The above ean be had ot dealers, or of the Company's Agents, In every prominent city, or wholesale at our office.

SS

Goodyear*s India Rubber
Glove M'f'g Co.,

Dupout\ Diamond

Grain.- Nos. 1 (coarse)
t04(lfne) unequalled In strength, quickness and
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon
•hooting. Packed In l lb canisters.
Dupont's Kag-o Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse)
to 3 inne) ; bun.ss.owly, strong and very ciean :
great penetration, with a elo~e pattern; adapted
for glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting,
wit h either inuzzie or breech loaders, Packed In I
lb. and 5 lb. cani ters and V aLd \t% lb. kegs.
Dupont's Clioke Bore.—Specially adapted
for "choke bore" Guns, and particularly for prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and
moist ; dues nor cake or burn on the barrel:-, gives
both a good penetration and a clo: e pattern; will
be found well adapted tor gh.ss-ba 1 and pigeon
shooting. Madeot two Sizes, only No. 7 ancl i\o. 5
No. 7 being the coarsest, Packed id 0% lb. kegs and
lib. canloiets.
Dupout's Eaglo Bille.— A quick, strong and
clean powder, o Vi ry line grain, tor pistol snooting.
Packed In 1 lb. canisters and b!i lb. kegs.

1 88, 490, 402 B

1

ws j

,

cor.

THE HUNTING SIGHT
LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

Broome «t,

ajt»

Ht BBOADWAT,

tor.

rtTLTOB

Makes a Sportlns

ST.

JOBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE

WALL STREET, NEW VOBK.

dress

FH

WILLIAM

FISHING AND HUNTIXfi.

grain or proef.

FOB

KXEELAN1), HI Beaver

St., N. T.
Fg. or FF(j. lor

Double,

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

log,

I

'

'

'

\

(With Stfnroy, Blssett & Malleson.)

WI.\G PRACTICE.

Single,

Rotating,

Stationary.

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). ANY
SIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP
AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED.

I

ficial

Y.

;

PECONIC OR ALL-AGED STAKES,

Opm to all setters or pointers.
i

i

ii

I.

TARGET BALLS

n

FOR TRAP SHOOTING.

i

i.i i,

Prizes: First. $860 second, $150; third, $50. Forfeit, $5; with $20 addl;-')
Nominations to close positively on Oct. 1, 1881. To this stake will be added by the club a
nil.
prize of $100, or a silver cup of equal value, at option of the winner, for the best pointer competing
i
:

',,1

to dealers.

i

F1F1
'

SMOKE TARGET BtLL

:c.r;

to

i-nbn

members

of the club,
_
Prize robe a ]i

D TRALS CUP OF

n>.

<

c;.e

1881.

P. 0.

be owned and handled by the member making the
value ot finit, and suei: intoM,;. be known as the EASTERN
J. OTTO DONNER, President

and each entry

;

Jacob Vb-iw, Secretary.

CO.,
TITUSVTLLE, PBNN.

Box

274,

to

New York City.

Special prices to follow others according to their value.

TUlxe 13 ci, Is. e>r
OUR DOUBLE

Hook Works.
Sole selling agents for the Fishing Lines hearing the Trade Mark "Best Qualitv Hand-Laid
Linen and Silk Lines." which received Centennial Medal for "strength and care taken In
manufacture."
I
Sole selling agents for the Patent Adjnstabla

Floats and Sinkers.
Sole selling aeents for Braided Fishing Lines.
Trade-mark, GLOBE.
sole selling agents for Enamelled Waterprrof
Braided Hshlng Lines. Trademark, a silver medal.
Selling agents for the best manufactured Jointed
Fishing Rods.
selling agents for the best. Trade List, Brass,
Plated and Rubber Fishing Keels.
Selling agents for skinner's, Buel's, McHarg's
and Mann's Trolling Baits.
Selling agen s for Union Web Hammocks.

;

MEMBERS' STAKES,

Onen only

Japan Bamboo

Poles.
Sole selling agents for United States Fish

to all puppies whelped on or after April 1, 188". Prizes: First, $1 50; second, $100, and third, $50.
$io additional to ML Nominations for this stake to close positively on oct 1, 1881.

Celt, IS

no Gut,

Baits, Bpi

Calcutta and

COItOIENCEN'C ON THANKSCIVIHG DAY, 1SS1.
ROBINS ISLAND STAKES, OR EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY,
l-'oi

Street, Boston, Mass.,
Importers of Enclish Fish Hooks, English
Reels. 8\vl- nte.Sll
mp. Arti-

374 Washing-ton
DE-

Waichts, Clocks, Jewelry, Bifles, Pistol*, and all kinds of Sporting Goods.
GREENER'S AND BONEHILLS GUNS A SPECIALTY.

Open

Fulton Street. N. Y.

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

Eastern Field Trials Club Third Annual Running Meeting

EASTWARD

HO! or. Adventures at Pangpley
Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventure
in the wilds of Maine.
Interesting alike to old ana
young. Has received the highest commendaTlona
from the metropolitan press. Han ison-iely nonnd
tn cloth, find contains S7« pages, ' blnstratious,
J ent oy mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, fl.60.
CHARLES A. J. FARHAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

GS-ixxiis.
OUR NEW MODEL
THREE BARREL

GUN.:

The Best Cun made

for

IH.II1ABII.IXV

— AND —

HOOTING QUALITIES

PRICE, BEST ETTOL18H TWIST BARRELS,
DAMASCUS STEEL,

.

*^

*40
»55 to 8300
This gun

8BUTD

and

Yachting,

Canoeing

*LBEBT FERGUSON,
Officej-85

A1SO ALL GRADES OF

Samples sent

FISH-

Driving at Night, and General
ting Purposes.
Lanterns,
Dark
Bicycle
Lanterns, Musicians Band
Lanterns,
Lamps, Pocket
Hand Lanterns, eta Sena
stamp for Illustrated Pries
Name Fotuwr am>
List

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.

SPORTING POWDER.

Send for circulars.

EA1TLPS,

Etc.,
Night Hunting

For

Fishing, Spearing Flsh.Camp-

CARD'S
STANDARD TRAP,

Agencies in all the cities and principal towns
ttfumwhout the United sta es Represented by

CPONT'd

^

Stream

Dupont's Spotting, Mining, Shippino and Blasting Powders or ail sizes and descriptions. special
Grades tor Fxport. Also Klfle, Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard.
Powder manufactured to order of any required

uo.'.e bin. I
rifle scooting.

DASH

ING LAMPS,

ttnd for miutrtU* Catalog**

fine.

N. B.— Use

EAOTPS,

DwaB

Erai

or

for

Ad-

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK

TIOH.

l g. " S. a-Suootlr»g."—
FFg. and 1'1'Fg. 'i he Fg. tor long-range rin- shooting, the FFg. and i FFg. lor general use, burning
Btrong and moist. Packed In >. lb., 1 lb. and 5 lb.
eanlstero, 6%, Ijtyj and H6 lb. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg.

Dupont's Itit'le

Send

EYMAJV,

MTDDLEFIELD, CONN.

MOUT1NG PANTS AND LEGGDM A
SPECIALTY. OPB OWN MAXE
AMD GUARANTEED.

Bnm Goon

Rifle perfect.

circular containing full description.

t5

F. L.

equally serviceable

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

nave main tatocd their great reputation tor seventyeight years. Manufacture the following celebrated
brands ot powdei

fclig-range

Is

t

COODYEAR'S

Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.

IN USE

A

Hazard's " Duck Shoo tin g,

standard Jiifie Powder of the country.

GUNPOWDERI
and
Dupont's
DflFONT'S

3.

Nos. 1 (toe) to e (coarse). In 1 lb. canlstera ana
line grain, quick and clean, for up.
9}i lb. kegs.
land prairie shooting, well adapted to shot-guns.

Hazard's " Kentucky Bifle."
FFFG, FFG and "Set Shooting" FG In kegs of
85, llitf and 6>f lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG Is also
packed In 1 and y lb. canisters. Burns strong and
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting and the " Sea Shooting" FG Is the

New York.

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

Unsurpassed In poln»
Packed in square can-

ranks any other brat.d and It
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

English Bicycles a Specialty.

FRKH.

Rand Powder

Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 8 (coarse).
of strength and cleanliness.
isters of on a pound only.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and«3<and 12# lb. keg-<. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting 16

180

•end postal eard for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
howtof BIZES of GRAINS of POWDER, Furnished

&

Co..

MANTJFACTTIRERS OP

Hazard's " American Sporting."

1LECTEIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

Laflin

$U,

The Hazard Powder

Guns ANDSporting Goods,

Orange Lightning:.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.
Creedmoor.

15, 1881,

STAMP FOR DSBCSIPTIYB CIRCULAR.

la

light

PRICE,

-

*75to»350

and compact, from > to is Ids. weight.

L. C.

The rifle is perfectly

accurate.

SMITH Maker, Syracuse,

N. Y.

J

——
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THE

Entered According to Aot of Congress, In the year

Term*, »4 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy.l
Six Mu's, *2. Three Bio's, *1.
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|
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The Fobest and Stbeam

Is

the recognized medium of entertainment,

Instruction and Information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted

are invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded.

No

be published except with his consent.
The Editors cannot be held responsible tor the views

correspond-

will

ot correspond-

ents.

Subscriptions.
may begin at any time. The

Subscriptions
per year ; $2 for six months.

subscription price

$4

Is

Hemlttances should be sent by regisand Stream
Publishing Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers
throughout the United Stales and Canadas and Is on sale In Europe
by The American Exchange, 149 Strand, W. C, London, Eng.; and by
Km. Terquem, 15 Boulevard, St. Martin, Paris, France.

money

order, or draft payable to the Forest

;

Advertisements.
Special rates tor
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line.
and twelve months. Reading notices 50 cents per line—

three, six

eight words to the line, and twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements
should be sent In by the Saturday ot each week previous to the Issue
In which they are to be Inserted.

Address:

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
Nos. 89 and 40 Park How,

New York

are replenished

in the heart of the country-born

ever flows the fond love for the scenes of his boyhood.

for the old farm.
life is

so ordered that they

Thursday, September
Specimen

copies

of

the

retire to rural life

—

A

is

thrice

happy they who having

realized

1

telegraph brought to us the other day tidings of the

whose

busy toil and commanding
influence had been thus rounded with a period of retirement
in a Virginia country home where, with the light cares of his
estate, the visits of old friends, and the pursuit of his favorite
pastime of angling, the days passed into weeks and the weeks
into months and years, until the years were merged at length
into that which is beyond.
Here then was a man who, retired from the world, had gratified his longing for a quiet
country life, and whose best eulogy is, that unlike an anchorite, he had wrought well, had done his part, and in his retirement from active duties neither forgot the world nor was
forgotten

by

life of

of public opinion.
Withdrawing at two separate intervals
from the active duties of his chosen profession, -he was led in
each instance by the vicissitudes of fortune to resume his
work, until some eight years ago, health and strength begin-

ning to

he again yielded to his longing for quiet and
seclusion and removed to a country farm, with humorous conceit dubbing his abode "The Shanty."
One reason which
fail,

uot a sure anti-

caring for his farm, writing letters and carving curious
for his

the

pipes

Last winter there came from him to
office, with an article which was

friends.

Forest and Stream

published at the time, a box of these fantastic creations of
his leisure hours, and one of them lies before us on our table
as

dote for rattlesnake bite.

many

we

write.

We shall

cherish

it

with his letters as

re-

minder of the kindly heart and friendship of Alexander

The Crbrdmoor Meeting. — The

Moseley.
prospects are that, despite

the niggardly holding aloof on the part of the State authorities,

the fall

meeling

record a fair success.

now

in

progress at Creedmoor

Walnut

will

Hill has sent her best shots

make matters lively for the small bore home guard,
while the " woodchuck hunters" from the edge of the Adirondack wilderness have come down to see if they can pick
to

up a prize or so from their metropolitan fellows in arms, and
if not, at any rate get a point or two on rifle practice.
Pennsylvania sends a team for that State prize, and this only
makes the absence of New Jersey and Connecticut the more
conspicuous.

With a promise

of fine weather, there is every

indication of top scores, and next

week

the facts of tbe meet-

ing will be fully set forth in cold type and figures that can-

not

lie

in oui

columns

.

THE

disposal.
Why the Legislature ever created a board of commissioners and then gave them nothing to work with is a conundrum which we cannot answer. The fact of their giving

shows that they
kind was needed, but perhaps
would
appointment
mere
they thought that somehow
cause the fish food of the State to increase in some manner,
the Governor

to appoint the board

their

without further action.
Writing at this distance,

we

are not certain that

it

is

the

blame for this state of affairs but
It cannot be
that the blame rests somewhere is apparent.
possible that the law-makers of this State want the benefits
of fishculture argued before them at this late day, a course
which appears as unnecessary to us as it would be to circuLegislature which

is

to

;

the farmers on the benefits of cultivating
Certainly the State has public wat<-rs which at
one time supplied the people with a portion of their food and
which can be made to do so again, if properly stocked and

among

their lands.

modes of fishing and during
spawning seasons. But we need not enter into argument on
The battle has
this question— the day for that has passed.
been fought and won, and those who ridiculed fishculture a
dozen years ago are silent now in sight of its triumphs.
We have been moved to write this on account of the destruction of the carp in some parts of Tennessee by drought,
protected from destructive

a small outlay could have saved them, if the Fisn Com.
missioners bad possessed the means. These carp were reared
exin the National carp ponds and sent to Tennessee at the

when

pense of the Government. The Tennessee Commissioners
were at some personal expense— not to speak of their time-

which have since grown rapidly. In
one pond in Sumner County there are several thousand of
these imported fish dying from the extreme drought, which
There are certain mottoes, such as
is drying the pond.
" saving at the spigot and wasting at the bung," and the one
pounds, which might profitably be
and
pence
relating to
placed before the eyes of the law-makers of Tennessee.

Ambrose E.

the National Rifle Association. He held the post but a short
time, other duties so engrossing his attention that he could
not devote the care to the subject of rifle shooting which he
considered should be paid to it. He appreciated earlier perhaps than any other officer of the army the general lack of

marksmanship among the rank and
and took every occasion to urge a
more thorough system of drill and practice in that direction.
».^.
of

of the regular army,

Manufacturers and Dealers
their descriptive catalogues

and

THE OLD RED ROOSTER.
BEFORE

the days when tbe rage for Asiatic fowls filled
the land with great coarse specimens of domestic fowls
which do not mature under two years old and then are stringy

and

tasteless, there existed the

will oblige us

by sending

price lists to this office.

old-fashioned red rooster.

A

combining the qualities of gallantry,
domesticity, beauty and excellence for the table. He is
gone
Not a specimen is extant in any of our museums.
He has disappeared before a desire for improvement, which,
so far from being a real benefit, has displaced a good fowl by
Mongolian hybrids until not a barnyard has been spared the
cheerful fowl

was

he,

!

pollution.

In place of the gallant fellow whosenot distant kinship to the
and toothsome game fowl gave him a brightness of
eye and feather and a hardness of wing, we have awkward,
sprightly

fluffy mongrels whose hoarse attempt
on the clarion challenge of the old

to

crow is a burlesque
These big-footed
pot andstiingyon

red.

when brought to
fat, you might as well try to fatten a
by running oats through it. The young
Americans do not even know the bird of which

interlopers are fibrous

the platter, and as for

threshing machine

we
of General

Burnside on Tuesday morning last at his residence in Bristol, B. I., recalls the fact that he was the first President of

efficiency in the art

power

realized that something of the

generation of

—«.

General BtrBNsiDE.—The death

file

BEHIND THE AGE.

in distributing the fish,

it.

Alexander MoBeley was born in 1 809, and had therefore at the
time of hiB death, August 30, 1881, more than filled the three
score years and ten allotted to man.
For many years the
senior editor of the Richmond Whig, he had been for more
than half a century a leader of public thought and a moulder

his State; and his fondness for angling increased with his
years and with the opportunities for gratifying the taste. His
last years were spent in this quiet way. at "Tbe Shanty,"

sent free

Superstition Lingers. A man. in Massachusetts the other
day was bitten by a dog and dressed the wound with the
hair of the brute that bit hiin. It did not cure him.
week's argument would not convince some people that the

wound

and

excursions among the streams in the vicinity,
He was
deeply and intelligently interested in fishculture, having
served with success as one of the first Fish Commissioners of

application.

the snake applied to the

The

;

of peaceful years are content

many

15.
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dream

may

IS

State of Tennessee has a fish commission composed
of good men who have the interests of the State al heart
and have done some work at their own personal expense. But
they are now powerless because of the lack of funds at their

late tracts

Fortunate are they whose

influenced to the selection of this farm in Kent County, was
its nearness to Ashing
ponds and angluig streams. Mr.
Moseley was much devoted to the pursuit of angling, and made

City.
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flesh of

and deep

may seem to lie buried and dormant, but when
some mighty convulsion comes it is revealed strong and full.
King David, sorely wounded, cried out for a drink from the
springs of Bethlehem, his childhood's home
and one of the
most pathetic incidents in the long and weary struggle in that
darkened room at the White House was when the other day
the President begged to be taken back to Mentor, and forgetting the concerns of office and political life, talked of caring

deal h of a friend

:

tered letter,

;

Its current

their
;
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of life

;
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have ever been counted a solace of dea man who has striven amid the toilhas, Sir Lancelot-like, found contentment
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write, but

those of our readers

who have

left forty or

more milestones on the road of life behind them can call
him up well.
The old red rooster never was guilty of the gross ill manHe never found a worm and ate
ners of the Asiatic fowl.
but he
it himself after calling his harem to first look at it
pullet to the feast and chuckled
nearest
ever summoned the
;

enjoy it. When a strange dog entered the yard
he never fled ignominiously to save his cacass, leaving the
females of his family to their fate, as the Cochins and Brahmas do, but presented a bold front to the enemy and fought
to see her

for them.

Alas
poor fellow, you have gone before the imported
hordes of chanticleers, as our song birds are destined to disappear before the European sparrow, and your place is filled
I

;
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by an ignoble bird. It baa been long since your red hackle
and graceful tail, with its curled green feathers, has greeted
our optics, but, as

we journey

grounds, etc., up here, let inn know and 1 will give you
ranges and " points," so that you might fish in the dark.
Lake George, Sept. 1.
One Hondued Islands.

through unfrequented routes,

to come upon some settler's cabin where wc may
yet behold one of your unpolluted descendants mount the
rail fence and announce his challenge to the world.

NOTES FKOM LAKE GEORGE.

we hope

Adieu
The only place we find your picture ia where it
heads a column ia a couuiry newspaper announcing a politiThere you will be handed down to posterity to
cal victory.
be wondered at as a rara mns, for your clumsy follower will
surely never appeal to an artist's eye as the symbol of victory.
.'

1

^.». *

—

E\stern Fibld Thuls Cum, This organization will
hold a special meeting to-day for the purpose of selecting the
judges for the trials. It is full time tbat the names of those
who are to judge were made known, and, as the entries close
on October

the public will receive the information through

1,

This

the sporting press only eight days before that date.

No

not time enough.

bench show or for a

names

of all the judges.

Doa Asylums. —Paris is to have a dog
ton will follow suit. Some time ago we

shelter,

and Bos-

published the de-

Philadelphia institution of this character, and

of the

tails

is

one should enter a dog either at a
field trial without first knowing the

The

the Boston asylum will be conducied on the same plan.

to establish such a home.

Appleton

We understand

subscriptions at No.

!)G

Trernont

street,

"Hopeless Cases."— A note from

many

ring to the
year, says

that Mr.

He

the promoter of the enterprise.

is

Nathan

will receive

Boston.

the Adirondack?, refer-

deaths of tourists in the Saranac region this

in almost every instance these were hopeless

that,

The invalids had deferred seeking the Adirondackwas too late for them to receive any benefit from it.

cases.

air until it

This sad story is repeated in scores and scores of melancholy
instances.

Tub Portable Boat and Canoe
Our

portant proportions.

industry

is

assuming im-

show that
increasing demands

advertising pages

the

for
manufacturers are wide-awake to the
Great perfection of construction has been attained

the craft.

and the advance of the small-boat trade

is

a notable one. It

in a large measure also an instructive example of the

of advertising a good thing in the

is

wisdom
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Indian Journalism is yet in its infancy. The specimens
which find their way to our table are edited and published
by the Indian pupils at Carlisle. The editorials and communications have a healthy tone, despite their mixed English, and are a pleasing evideucc. that the Carlisle school is
doing a good work so far a s it goes.

Forest

Fip.es have devastated the counties of

Huron and

Sanilac, in Michigan, nearly ten thousand acres of land hav-

Three hundred

ing been burned over.

and

thousand people are

fifteen

lives

have been

The

homeless.

left

with ready sympathy aud prompt
with funds to aid the sufferers.

liberality, is

lost

country,

responding

was on the
Carl Schurtz in the war. Mr. Ligowsky is a Pole.
The name is one which seems destined to be become familiar
of clay-pigeon fame,

I

to sportsmen, as the clay-pigeon

is

being well received.

A Word

to Exchanges. -The Forkst aud Stream always
gives credit to its exchanges when copying from their columns. Is it too much to ask that a similar courtesy be shown
to us

by our friends

day, too.

his
hi*

rope.
Moiiiktta, Georgia, Sept.
/'

Editor
I

(riwl S/rton

.

gW

was

To

I!

Lain
,

i

wa

:

i

>i

.

article

1881

on "The

1

1
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ire indebted,

;

English" of later time*.
Is the

Herbert

much-worn phrase, "
'.'

He was

speck! °d beauties," to be traced to
too well-read a ruan to be responsible for that

late', " Sir Isaac Walton."
1 have a constant delight and sHrprisa at the variety and excel-

viler oue, so often seen of

lence of your correspondence, Bad
tdl

Forest AHD Stkka.m now

it

seams

to

improve regularly

treasury of sporting literature,

B

is

natural history find scientific research.
The capture of a thirty-five pound muacidongo hi Intermediate
lisle on a seven and

a

—

A

I

merce parties," "hops" aud the inevitable rut of young society men, and while these last are kept under by the rugged
nature yet left around the lake there is more variety to be
fouud here in the way of holiday amusement than in any
place in the State. Of course the fishing cannot amount to
much where there is a man for .every minnow, but nevertheless from fifteen to thirty pounds of black bass, pickerel,
yellow perch, tc, can be taken by a good angler in half a
day, and this is enough for anybody.
September is the most churming month in the year for a
Visit to this place, and the summer boarders leave so rapidly
that landlords reduce their prices to seven dollars per week.
There is nothing to complain of iu regard to the price of
board at auy icason. Good fare aud comfortable rooms can
bo had at from eight to twelve dollars per week, and at these
the guests are merry and the
rates all are well satisfied
But, where you are cbarged
landlords make a nice profit.
more than this, you get less in proportion, and are unfairly
And the. fare at the crack hotel is. worse than at
dealt with.
the cheapest place, and is charged at three times the price.
The day is rapidly coming when the lake will be one vast
boarding house more is Ihe pity ! Now, you can go to the
table with an ordinary flannel shirt, but as your snobby New
Yorker begins to flock here, with or without his snobbier
The men and women make a
wife, the old set fade away.
brave stand at some of the houses for the old-fasliioned plain
style, but shoddy will have her full dress votaries, aud the
" lah-dah-dah" cla r-s generally triumphs. Thus, prices go
up and comfort goes down, the flannel shirt succumbs to the
"german," aud Mr. and Mrs. Plaingoer give way to Mr.
and Mrs. Flasher. There is one remedy ; get the Btsto
at present, are occupied n.ainly by
sell the islands which,
squatters in litter disregard of the people's rights, and settle
upon tbem in your own way of living. Bun a railroad from
(den's Falls to the lake, supplanting the present stage
monopoly, which is a fantastic burlesque on comfort aud convenience and about one hundred years behind the age, and
the lake will hold its own, otherwise newer and less conventional resorts will be sought year after year, and after the
birds of fashion gel tired of this place, Lake George will
have had its day. i you want any items as to fishing;

your

Bathos."
one el' Iho earliest writers ou American Held
no donbt.
writings, particularly those on fishing, contained many
however and his style was not the "alrBJglit-i'Xrward

Eorestej H ha
sport?,

i,

:

see lliu republication of

to

A

(
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Don Has His Dav; and every dog swindler
The Moodus ra cal has come to the end of

Eveijv

A

!

Saratoga Hotel Pkopkietoks have been interviewed by
one of the game protectors of the State, and we understand
that one man settled up, a9 the law provides, to the tune of
Expensive birds out of season.
hfOOi).
Mr. Seobsb Eigowset,

do you think of hunting a bear with a steamboat? And ycl this was the way one was hunted up
here a few days ago. It happened in this way. The little
beauty "Horicon" was near Anthony's Nose when the pilot
saw something which, on closer examination, proved to be a
bear swimming directly across the lake. As the boat neared
the object all doubt was dissipated. There, sure enough,
was a big black bear making "quick time."
couple of adventurous fellows had already siarted out from the steamboat
iu a small boat armed with an axe only, intending to intercept
the animal. But warned by the shouts of the pilot not to
tackle bruin with such a slim weapon they turned back. The
boat was then headed directly for the brute with the intention of ruuning him down.
As this became manifest to the
sagacious animal he turned and put back. The two men who
had returned to ttio steamboat again started out to attack
him despite the advice not to do so, aud were soon up with
bruin.
Bear now adopted different measures. Facing his
enemies he swam directly for the boat, and tried to climb in.
But as no more passengers were wanted, the over-crowding
statute was rigidly enforced, aud the beast was saluted with
the axe, only a scalp wound being inflicted, however. It was
enough to infuriate him, and again he renewed his attack
with flashing eyes and foam-dropping mouth. As ho seized
the side of the boat with his powerful paws another blow of
the axe disabled one of them, and now unable to climb in with
one paw he turned bis efforts to capsize the b mt. The hunters now became the huntecs.
It was deemed prudent to
beat a retreat, and wilh aorae. diilieuh y the thoroughly frightened pair got back to the steamboat. The bear pursued
them, and it was "nip aud tuck." Now, the bear gained,
then the rowers. At last when they climbed back info the
steamboat the bear tried to follow. But one of the boat
hands, prepared for this, had a rope arranged with a running
noose all ready, and with the first throw he cleverly slipped
it over the brute's head,
aud quickly drew it tight. The
game was up, and bruin was drawn to the stern of the boat,
Jashing and tearing the water. Full speed was put on and he
was drowned. But to prevent any humbug on the bear's
part he was prudently kept iu the water until the boat reached the dock. If anybody wants to hunt bears in this fashion I
refer him to Mr. F. A. Johnson, of Gieu's Falls, who witnessed the hunt, and who can supply particulars as to outfit, etc.
S >, you, see there is a spice of adventure left here notwithstanding the conventionalities of society.
party of us ascended Black Mountain one afternoon, taking hammocks,
water and provi-ions for an all-night slay. After a fourrude walk in the ascent of the 2,(500 feet, we gained the
summit, lighted a camp-fire, supped on eggs a la hard, sandwich a la mustard, hot coffee sans lait it mere, and imagined ourselves at Deltnonieo's with real French names for
our bill of fare. Kigbt passed joyously, Mentor savagely
insisting on sleep for all hands in order to be fresh for the
sunrise and the descent in the morning.
But, given a girl in
a hammock, sleeping out doors, in the night on a mountain
top, clouds scudding over the moon, stars glowing almost
in her face, so near did they seem, and you get but little
sleep.
Q, E. D.
Mentor burnt up fifteen good-sized trees keeping the fire
going, furnished hot coffee at half-hour intervals, and roused
us all for sleep claimed its victims at last— in time for the
first gleams of sunrise.
The glory of the scene, of course,
repaid all the labor.
few nights after two of the gentlemen essayed another
peak. But the results were not as satisfactory.
The summit was reached at dusk, no time was left to gather wood
for a fire, and the shelter of a raviue was sought from the
furious winds. The resort proved to be the shelter also of
something else, for while the twain were making earnest efcrash scudded by a wildcat,
forts to light a fire, crash
followed by another, before one's wits could be well gathered.
The wriggling by of a large snake completed the discomfiture
and the rocky top of the mountain became the only safe spot.
Morning enabled the chilled pair to fiud a path down, and
mountain climbing suddenly fell below par. One of oar
best pianists tore his hands so badly in this venture that for
a while Orpheus politely declined" all invitations to play.
But he is all right again, aud the noble fellow is none the
worse for the trip. Thus adventure very agreeably breaks
into the monotony of "cake walks," "germans," "comI

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Crucll3r to Animals has recently been empowered by the State L- gislature

half ounce rod, rep-jited

in

your paper of

August 26 teem ton e < great angling (oat, nearly equal
iarpmn weighing .140 pounds on U bass rod in the
a,

of

to that

Indian)

This 1 had
phia, ju lNSO.
o - r. Florida, by Mr. Jones, of
from an eye SvitneHa of the performance, or, knowing well the immense strength and activity of the fish, I could hardly have
S. 0. Clakk.
credited the story. Very truly yours,
I
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Editor Forest and 8treo.ru ;
Allow me a word from the Adirondacks. I am pleased to
know that the Adirondack guides have received a good word
through your columns within the past three weeks, aud justly
thus.
Ia connection with Parker as a guide, they may have
suffered somewhat from outside influences, but no further,
for all, who are conversant with and know the Adirondack
guides, cannot recognize him as a link.
Parker was never
recognized as a guide, speaking in a professional manner,
and was only required under urgent circumstances.
mystery enshrouds the entire trouble, and there allow it to rest.
The Saranac guides suffer the opprobrium as Adirondack
guides in connec ion with the transaction, and in their behalf one word.
I have known them intimately for many,
very many years. Their character for honesty and faithfulness, in every respect, is without reproach.
I would trust
them anywhere, and with any amount. And I add for reference, Dr. J. R. Romeyn, of Keeseville, N. Y., who has employed them for thirty years: Col. T. ,T. Hoyt, of New York,
for twenty years
Mr. J. M. Winant, of Bergen Point, N.
J., for nine years, and many others; but the 'above gentlemen, well known, I take the liberty to refer to.
The Adirondacks for the past season have been overcrowded.
No such rush was anticipated, or preparation
would have been made. Another year and every house will
be prepared to meet every emergency aud every demand
made for satisfaction, in every respect.
Ln regard to the great number of deaths in the Saranac
region, 1 would add that in nearly every case they were
hopeless ones, and it was a last resort— and it proved" thus
aud, as it was anticipated in every case before they left home,
therefore no blame can be attached to Doctors Trudo, Romeyn. Loomis aud o'.hers to whom advice was applied for

A

;

S. S.

N.

SEYMOUR'S ISLAND.

SAW

iu your columns Inquiries as to the best' way to
the fishing and hunting in this part of the world.
to North Creek, thence to Blue Mt. Lake,
where you will put up at John Holland's.
more genial,
kind and accommodating landlord is not known iu the Adirondack Mountains. Mr. Frost, his head clerk, is composed
of kindness, and that in no small quantity, for he weighs 250
avoirdupois, and many a tourist, tired ami hungry after a ride
of thirty miles over a rough road from North Creek, has i>
o
comforted by his cheerful smile and hearty welcome, and afaer such a supper as is to be found there and the refreshing
sleep one enjoys in the mountains he will be prepared to enjoy a ride on the lake, and comment on its surroundings.
About half a mile from Holland's is Thatcher's Island occupied by Mr. Boyd and family.
little further down and
to ihe right is Col. Seymour's Island, occupied Ibis season by
Mr. Hawk (proprietor of the Windsor Hotel, New York, ) and
his family, and there let us stop and look around us.
The
island is one of nature's choicest productions, with its bold
front to the south aud sloping gradually down to the water's
edge on the north. It is heavily limbered with balsam,
spruce, hemlock, pine and cedar, also while maple, birch and
mountain ash in abundance, with foliage so dense you are
protected from the rays of the sun at mid-day.
Down the
centre of this island is arowof tents fitted with every convet .
ience for comfort and health, even to windows of rope cordage
opposite every sleeping apartment, through which steal the
zephrys of morning, that freighted wilh the perfume of the
Nymphia odorata, mingled with the odor of the balsam, and
aided by the ozone of the mountains, heightens the glow of
health on the checks of the unconscious sleepers
At the
landing is a natural flower garden, where the cardinal flower
and the wild rose grow in profusion on the shore, while the
arrowhead grows at the margin of the water, and the white
water lily pillows its snowy head on the heaving waters of
the lake, whence they are "daintily plucked by the ladies of

reach
I
From Saratoga go

A

A

the island and transferred to vases, and bloom for days in all
their loveliness owing to the gentleness with which they were

handled.
But those tents are not closed as early as the lily, neither do
the inmates rise with the lark, but are sure to be singing with
the nightingale in the evening. An amusing event occurred
on the last evening in July, when all were gathered around
the camp and soug was at its best.
Miss Davis was just finishing one of her choicest selection, with bell-like clearness,
or as when a tiny silver cord is touched by the hand of some
unseen fairy, the sweel melody dying away into far-off
dieam-land. The spell was broken by noise in the lake and,
looking through the trees, we saw three boats from the new
Prospect House. This house is filled with guests, some of
whom were out with tlicir guid.es fur an evening boat ride
aud were attracted to Seymour's Island by the full, rich
strains of music floating from it on the evening air.
When
thc-y neared the island aud saw so many tents and heard so
mauy voices they concluded they had come upon an island
camp-meeting. One old gentleman, who sat with solemn
face and uncovered head, not knowing whether the music
was human or divine, was soon undeceived by VV'm. Pren
tis, who never cauld keep still for any length "of time, striking in and singing, in his clear, full voice, •' I love my love,
I care not what the world may say." The transformation
was sudden in the old man's countenance, which quickly
changed from devotion to disappointment, and the last we
saw or heard of that party they were turning the point of
Thatcher's Island and singing at the top of their voices—

The choir broke up for the night, but not before they had
planned to ascend old Blue Mountain in the morning.
The morning was odd and rainy, but the ladies are- ladies
of decision and the gentlemen could not say no, so takij
g ;o
early breakfast, they started at half-past six iu the morning,
prepared for the ascent, having for guides .Lames McClelland,
Jr., and Bert, Proctor.
No accident occurred and all " went merry as a marriage
bell," but, as they neared the top of the mountain, they were
met by parties who were on their way back to !! .Hand's,
perfectly disgusted with Blue Mountain, as all they could
see was clouds and rain.
A gentleman of the parly was not
long in telling his Story, as the rain was dripping from his

—

?

Seftkmkeu
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garments and bis teeth ^battering while lie talked, and he
had much the appearance of a chicken Just rescued from a
pail of water, with drooping plumage and downcast air.
After passing the descending pedestrians the

Hawk

party-

were soon on the summit of the mountain. Though somefatigued, they were well repaid for all their trouble,

what

for at that

moment

the rain ceased, the clouds cleared away
beautiful view was never seen from the top of

and a more
old Blue Mountain.

Standing on its lofty summit they could overlook a terrific
storm in all its majestic grandeur, and hear the crashing
sound of the heavens artillery uud watch the lightning which,
in its zigzag course, seemed like some fiery monster writhing
But as the storm passed off to
in the last agonies of death.
the cast Ihe parly were aroused from their revery by the
irrepressible William Prentis singing in a well-modulated
tone:
"

Now up, no" down, now iiisjti, now
We ponded through the rain,
A

brltjliiorora happlertlme
never conn: again."

i

Wm.

Jug.

Lair.,

Davis stood in the doorway. The recognition wai instantaneous, mutual. Revolvers leaped in the air, accompanied by
an ominous clicking, aud we covered eich other almost at
the same time.
" Yon are my prisoner, I cried.
Mabel gave one frightened look aud jumped between the
leveled pistols, crying, "Don't shoot: for Cod's sake don't
kill each other.
Are you real men ? are you gentlemen ?
that you would dishonor witli blood the house that has welcomed you and sheltered you ?" It was all done in so few
seconds pistols were slowly lowered shame eameupnn us.
" Have you friends with you ?" I asked of him.
" No, sir."
" Quits. T am alone also."
Mabel seized my arm and Lucy, rushing in, seized Davis.
"Well, Mr. Dick," said he, "I reckon we are both captured."
shook hands. Like myself, Davis could not resist the
Conversation
temptation of making a call at the Joslins'.
became general Davis and I declared a truce for twelve
hours and sat amicably at tea. And then he explained the
mystery. He saw the uncertain light i' 1 'he bam, thought at
He
first that the barn was on fire and went to examine.
opened the small door almost in the rear of his horse, when
he distinctly heard some one leave the barn, or else come in.
He waited and listened a long time and, hearing nothing, determined to go in and get his horse said he did not fi el
right about the situation aud concluded to leave anyway. So
parted that
mutual explanations occurn d on both sides.
night with mutual good wishes and a warm grasp of the
hand. He took his way, I mine.
Although I scouted through that country much after these
both, by mutual conevents, I never met him again.
sent
did not visit Joslin's unless, indeed,
a tacit agreement
the forces of cither were near in goodly numbers. But I never forgot those good people and 1 lived to see the day when I
shot quail over ""Rett" and enjoyed the ho-pitalbies of the
house untrammeled by a war cloud. After the surrender and
when gentle peace had come, I spent many happy days as
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their guest.

James Davis lived to marry Miss Lucy. The last I knew
But as for
of them they were in West Virginia, doing well.
myself— well, that tale cannot be told. "All's well that ends
well." It ended well and therefore must be well.
DlOK SwiVELLER.

^Concluded Horn Page I960

A REMINISCENCE OF THE WAR.

NOT

waiting for further examination of Mr. Joslin's barn
or seeking to penetrate the mystery of the missing
mare, Kcnncr and I had ridden rapidly southeast for five
1 did not feel at all like
miles, hardly exchanging a word
talking.
I was deeply chagrined at our failure to make the
capture and busy with my own thoughts as to how it all
came about. James Davis' mare was certainly in the barn
and so was his saddle, but was it he who took her away ?
Was it possible that we had been discovered ? Had he, while
in the house, even at that late hour, received an intimation
of the close proximity of an enemy and in desperate haste
Had he intended to go at
lied? or had it all happened so ?
And so,
that, hour and done so, unconscious of his danger?
Ihe moie I thought of it the more determined 1 became to
fathom the whole thing at an early day.
We found a place to camp away back in the deep woods.
Having unsaddled and led our horses, we talked freely of
In the
the night's work and matured plans for the morrow.
silence of the black woods we talked, ate our hard tack and
pork, not daring to build a fire, for we did not know but
some scouting parties might be lurking near. However, we
were accustomed lo this thing. Rolling up in our saddle
blankets, with a saddle for a pillow, we were soon lost to all
;

sound and sense.

The sun was au hour high when we awoke.
It was arranged we should part company there, Kenner to
go south and west and work north to Gallon's, but to keep
out of that place, gain all the information possible, then re1 to strike the vicinity of
turn to the command and report
Bristo Station and thence work toward the Rappahannock,
cross as best I could and find the command, that is if it had
again crossed to the south side, which was hardly possible.
I kept steadily northeast, keeping sheltered by the woods,
traveling, as I had often done before, by compass.
That night I discovered the enemy in considerable force at
Bristo Station, showing he had fallen back from near Catlett's and was possibly alarmed that he might be surrounded
and captured. Resting my horse and »elf until about 2
o'clock a. m., I started to find our command; rode cautiously
until daybreak, then pushed rapidly on to cross the railroad
The position of the enea couple of miles north of Oallett's.
my's cavalry at Bristo caused me to take, to a certain degree,
niV back frail. 1 felt sure the Confederates had left the vicinity of Oatlctt's, and if so Kenner would know this and
then if such wore the case, which was highly probable, why
could I not make a visit, if even a short one, and thus combine pleasure with duty and at the same time know what I
was burning to know why 1 had not captured the man who
rode JamesDavis' mare
Riding along the edge of the woods back of Mr. Joslin's
I questioned him closely,
house, I met the black man, Tom.
knowing I would get the truth. He had not seen James Davis ; " fo' de Lawd Mars James hadn't done bin dar sens do
j

Promo A as a Summer Resort— San Mateo, Pia., Sept.
9,—Mdito}' Forest and .Stream : Our weather iu Florida since
September came is very beautiful mercury rarely above 00
degs. and seldom up to that point; pleasant, bright days,
with plenty of air stirring, splendid moonlight nighls, cool
and delightful. Never think of Florida as " proportionatelyletter received in early
hot" when you are "roasting."
summer from Central New York said, "Mercury nearly at
100 degs.
What must it be with you ?" That same day it
O. R. T.
was about 85 degs. with us.
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CLOGGED FEET OF YOUNG PARTRIDGE.
annexed weird and
THE
an exact representation,

uncanny-looking engraving

is

natural size, of the remains of

ayouog partridge found a short time siuce by a correspondent.
The bird wa9 obviously destroyed by its inability to drag
about the mass of clay which had adhered to the left foot.
It is difficult, to imagine the manner in which So immature
a bird could have existed so long as it did with such an
incumbrance attached to it and impeding its progress.
These balls on the feet commence on the claws, which become separately incrusted, and they increase by what a botanist would term au ex-ogenous mode of growth, layer after
layer being deposited until the mass attains a considerable
size.
In the present instance the weight of the clay iu the
dry state is almost exactly an ounce. This weight would
have been considerably increased by the amount of moist-

when the bird was alive.
Were such a weight attached suddenly

ure preseut

to so small a bird
would be quite incapacitated from active locomotion
but the gradual and slow increase day by day enabled the

it

;

It

was enough.

I went directly to the house I entered and was greeted
warmly by all. The clock struck two I felt safe. 1 determined to spend the remainder of the afternoon and travel
that night toward the command. Yes, James had been there,
had told them all about capturing me,
so Miss Lucy said
etc., " and," said Lucy, "he left here suddenly at about 1
He and I were sitting here by this
o'clock night before last.
;

;

;

low talking. Suddenly he went to the door, quietly
opened it ami looked over toward the barn. Telling me to
wait a moment, he disappeared in the direction of the barn.
I could not imagine why he went to the barn unless it was to
look after his niare. I sat looking out toward the barn for
possibly ten minutes, when I heard the barn-yard gate open
and James crossed the road, leading 'Cora' and saying he
must go at once, fie rode away at a lively pace up the road."
I held my peace. I did not tell them anything I knew, still
Ho came in the night
it was only a partial explanation.
quietly

him

at

and

left iu the

night suddenly.

Tom

had not seen

all.

And now I conic to that part of these adventures, if so I
may call them, wherein the ending was as near as it could
have been without being a bloody tragedy.
Mrs. Joslin and Lucy were in the
It had struck three.
spring house, Mabel and I sat in the parlor. I was on a chair
facing the rear parlor door ('opening in the dining-room and
Mabel sat on the piano-stool, facing
at the end of the piano
me almost, and slightly between me and the door. Suddenly
Ihe dining-room tioor, and James
a, man's step sounded on
)

;

—

TO

the student of natural history, or those of inquiring

turn of mind,

habits of the

it is

American

interesting to note the character

and

crocodile.

Perchance the reader will question whether the huge and
ugly reptile really has a character.
We will not debate that question now while the weather is
Perhaps he has no morals oven but having been
so warm.
;

rather more than less for five years, 1 venture
the assertion that he at least Inn habits of a most positive naI
ture, and think any position on that point is invulnerable.
piopose to defend it, at leas', and if vanquished, will grace-

among them

ful

y

retire.

The braiu or nerve center of a twelve foot alligator, is
hardly as large as a man's thumb still he does sharp things
sometimes and the hunter may steal a march on the timid,
watchful deer or wild turkey as easily as lie can approach this
It
scaly monstrous-looking reptile without being observed.
does not follow, though, that he is as difficult to capture, for
often when lying on the bank your boat may glide up within a few feet before he makes the plunge for deep water, or
they may remain quiet wuile you pass nvar enough to touch
them with au oar. The expression of his eye, however, and
a very slight motion of his head, reveals to a close observer
that he is not quite, sangfroid, aud any sudden demonstraand then, having
tion about the boat is liable to start him
decided to go, nothing less than a well directed bullet will
cheek the impetuous charge, though he may come in contact
with and nearly capsize the craft in his headlong rush for the
bottom of the river. Where they are often disturbed by passing boats, they become very wild and one must be a crack
shot with the rifle to have much, success wiih them. They
are confirmed cannibals, and as a measure of self-preservation, the young are compelled to avoid the company of those
;

;

that are grown.

The alligator is fond of fresh fish, and the hlaek bass,
In dark
(called trout in the South) seems to be h's favorite.
water he is really skillful if not artistic in taking them. One
method is to swim slowly along a few feet from the bank,
stopping in favorable locations to open his j.>.ws above the
water and briug his tail arouud slowly toward his head on
The frequent result of this maiuethe side nearest shore.
vcr is that the fish, when it feels the commotion iu the water
caused by the moving tail, takes alarm, and leaps from its
native element to escape the unseen foe, but sometimes only
to becotre a victim of the terrible jaws which close on.it
like a steel trap.
People who have noticed Ihe habits of the black bass in
Florida are aware that when feeding they often operate iu
large numbers together and make short work of aoy unfortunate school of minnows or small fish that come in their way.
Alligators, where numerous, often adopt asimilar plan of cooperation, and then the bass must suffer in his turn the 'gators swimming about among them aud each individual taking
what he can get as the fish leap from the water to escape the
supposed danger from the long moving tails of the reptiles.
This jumping habit of the bass, by the w.ay, often puts the
canoe si in possession of fresh fish, nolens nolens, for being
ahrined by the dip of the oar, they, in making the leap, laud
plump into the boat. In that way I have secured as fine fish
as I ever caught with the fly or spoon.
When collected in large numbers the a'ligators are very
On
bold, and show mere -Curiosity at the presence of a boat.
one occasion I rolled seventeen very large ones as fast as I
could shoot, aud left nearly twice that number that were of
no use to me.
To suppose that "a large alligator is never killed at the first
shot" is a mistake. One ball if properly directed will answer
If a party of hunters boast that it reas well as a dozen.
quired nine balls to quiet their game it indicates a lack of
marksmanship, or else that their arms were inferior.
Of all the appetites that of the alligator is probably the
most indiscriminate. They will catch lurtleB, and the immense strength in their jaws enable them to crush the shells
They arc excessivelyfond of dogs,
before swallowing them.
but the average Florida canine seems well aware of that fact,
and is constantly on the alert when his duties require him to
swim or pass through low grounds, where this most dreaded
object may be lurking, yet mauy of them are caught, and
the old Ftoridiau is frequently heard lamenting the loss of
hogs are also destroyed
"the best hog-dog in Ploridy."
iu newly settled regions, and young cattle are sometimes victimized even grown cows have been attacked by the largest
of these vicious reptiles, aud severely injured if not killed
outright.
I found in the stomach of one alligator the hoofs
of a nearly half-grown bovine, a number of the indigestible
bones or shields from the heads of black bass, the bones and
complete set of ten rattles of the diamond rattlesnake, several abraded pieces of wood, sections of cypress limbs, etc.
But why do they swallow chunks of wood ? Is it for the
same purpose that the hen takes gravel ? I never knew them
Itinerant in
to indulge in any other kind of vegetable diet.
their habits they explore lagoons, make long journeys, sometimes overland from one river or lake to another. The walk
of a muscovy duck is graceful when compared with the pe;

Mmy

;

—

battle at Bristo."

HABITS OF THE ALLIGATOR.

11

;

The party said they could count fifteen bodies of water
from the lop of the mountain besides all that had soaked
After a lunch and two hours' sunshine
into tbeir garments.
they started for camp, which they reached in high spirits.
With daily excursions and many adventures t > relate in
the evening, 'time passed pleasantly until the 15th of July,
when other duties claimed the attention of some of the ptrty
so they were forced to leave the scenes where they had
passed so many pleasant hours. The vacuum has since been
filled by Mr. Samuel Hawk, who presides at the head of his
hat will come may
bountiful table, and it appears tint all
come and partake of his hospitality. He remains in camp
until the last of August, when he leaves for the city, when
lie expects
S. JTawk will do the honors of the camp,
Late in September the party
to be joined by other friends
will break camp and start for Saranae Lake by the way of
I will by and by give you an account
Little Tunper Lake.
Sa.ra.nau Guide.
of theii' trip.
Mountain
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destrian efforts of an alligator.
His travels by laud are slow, and his gait is awkward, but
we cannot say the same of his evolutions when in the water.
The way he snatches a boat through the water when harpooned or snared suggests the idea of a mule race at the other
end of the line. Probably before he is overpowered or dispatched he will make things lively on board by reeling the line
upon his body, and unless well handled may pile himself
light, frail boat will be in
aboard or turn the craft over.
Repeatedly they have
danger, too, from his powerful jaws.
yelfingers from the hull of
torn splinters as large as
low pine skiff. Good nerve and promptness on the part of
the hunter will usually avert disaster, though taking Ihem
by this method is somewhat dangerous, and the boat employed ought to be a good strong one. Other requisites are a
One end fastened to
half-inch line, ten to fifteen yards long.
bow of ihe boat, and the other to a fifteen-ineh harpoon,
which is used by rneansof a'staff similar to the ordinary spear
or gig pole, said staff to be detached the instant after the alligator is stuck or, of course, it would be broken in the melee
The socket may be in the harpoon or the pole.
that follows.
An assortment of destructive weapons, as guns, pistols, axes
and hatchets completes the outfit.
In the spring of the year fierce battles often occur between
" Catch as
the males, in which they get severely puuished.
catch can" embodies the rules of the fight, and, having
hitched, a lively flouncing, whirling and twisting, with savage blows from the powerful tails, makes things interesting

A

my

my

animal to become habituated to the incumbrance, and to
survive, though obviously with great discomfort, until it

had attained the size depicted.
The right wing conceals the skeleton of the animal,
which wa9 intact, the flesh having been removed by the
maggots fit the blow-fly those universal and useful scav-

—

engers of exposed animal remains.
In poultry-yards and pigeon-houses similar instances to
the one represented above not unf requently occur ; but
the care of the owner prevents them becoming so extreme.
The ease is so interesting an illustration of the struggle
for life under unfavorable conditions that. I have thought
and I beg
it worthy of being illustrated by an engraving
to return my thanks to the gentleman who kindly forwarded
it.— W. B. Teobtmeieu, in London Field.
;

for all concerned,

and the water

is

lashed to a foam.

—

l

—

;

;
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Numerous wounds

in their thick, tough hides, broken
and even the complete amputation of a limb are
the casualties of these fierce encounters between belligerent denizens of the glade.
The hoarse roar or bellow of a large alligator will actually
Jur the ground, and on a still morning may be heard for
utiles.
general bellowing among them indicates a. falling
baromeler, and the natives consider it a pretty sure sign of
rain or else cold weather.
But the creature's usefulness as a
weather prophet is more, than overbalanced by his many
vices, and these, coupled with his excessively unprepossessing appearance, earns for him the ill will of the pioneer, who
constantly wages a war of extermination against great and
small of the species.
The neBt of the alligator is a compost heap of grass and
slicks and rubbish all raked together in a pile, four or five
feet in diameter and two or three feet high.
It often resembles at first glance a small, weather-beal en haycock.
The
eggs are deposited in a cavity a little above the centre. I
have found them )n numbers ranging from twenty-one to
forty-four in the nest.
Oblong, while, about one and
one-naif by three inches, alike at both ends.
In warm,
showery weather the female may be seen lying across the
nest, evideutly for the purpose of piesstng he materia]
down and hastening decomposition. Warmth produced by that
process, aided by solar heat, hatches the eggs sooner or later,

[Skptbmbbb
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teeth,

among

A

I

depending on the weather, etc.
The alligator has one trick that I cannot quile account for.
Tell me, ye savants, why does lie raise his muzzle several
inches and suddenly bring it down on the surface of the
water, making a report that can be heard several hundred
yards? Is it possible that the concussion produced would
stun any fish that happened to be under or near him, and
make them easier to capture ? After ruakiug the blow he
usually lies quiet for some minutes at least.
Jas.

W.

Ditioaa.

DO GARTER SNAKES EAT FISH ?
V/E3, they do. We have, along many of the trout streams
_L in the Rocky Mountains, a dull leaden colored garter
snake, equally at

home

in the

water or on land, that catches

common

and eats fish. Its most
prey is probably a dwarf
fish Ihat looks like a catfish or bullhead, but lacks the spine',

dans about among the boulders and pebbles in shallow
water and is seldow seen except as it emerges from one hiding
plsce and rushes for an 4her. These minnows are from two
to three inches long and are a favorite article of diet with the
snakes as well as with trout. The former also catch trout
sometimes, no doubt.
friend who lives a few miles from
Denver, on Bear Creek, has a trout hatchery and nursery, in
which he takes a good deal of pride. Among others, he has
a lot of New England trout, now several months old, from
which numbers evidently disappeared. The other morning
he caught a large garter snake poaching upon his preserves,
killed him and, \ipon making a diBsection, found eight of his
New Hampshire ttoutlings as the beginning of the snake's
that

A

breakfast.

The

offence

Burner, Colorado,

The

fish is

description

was

clearly proven in this case.

W. N.

Sept.. 4.

B.

probably not related to the catfish, but from the
be the "Miller's Thumb," Cottus ffobio.

may

—

Weather Lobe— Philadelphia, Pa. Everybody at all a
prophet declares that we are to have an early and severe
One wise and very observant naturalist states that
winler.
he has discovered that the inferior animals, the birds, the
fishes and the bees have furnished infallible indications that
we are to be visited with a cold fall and intense winter.
The birds set up housekeeping two weeks earlier than
common last spring They hurried up their arrangements
for bringing forth their young, and after their migraiion
from the South did uot waste a moment in the performance
As a consequence all the young
of this important duty.
birds of the 1881 crop of the migratory class are further advanced in life arid betier fitted to wrestle with early inclemenci s than at any corn spending time in any previous
year since he has given any attention to meteorology. The
black birds have pushed along their little broods to an early
maturity, and are strong enough to make the long migraiion
southward at any lime." The swallows throughout the North
have marshalled their offspring upon the telegraph wires.
The fish, he stales, contribute evidence confirmatory of that
The small fry of most of ihe finny tribes are
of the birds.
up and dressed, so to speak, to meet an early fall if not an
early hook, and young catfish are fourteen days ahead of
what has been common at this season of the year. One indiThe
cation of a long winter the. writer himself has noticed.
musknit has built, himself an unusually large and strong
house, and I am told that the store of honey laid in
Homo.
bets is greater than lust year.

Camp Auburn, Adirondacks, Sept. fiL— Editor Forest, and
Stream; That parrot story of yours, republished in your issue
of Sept. 1, seems to be very much like " l.roitd .ant upon the waters," for it has boon frequently found by you " after many days."
If there are any more counties yet to be' hoard from, vour readers
will doubtless be reminded of another parrot story having special
reference to the editors who are handing around vour story as
their own. I refer to the seven old maids. « ho were constantly
quarreling about the mimicking abilities of their respective parFinally, in order to settle the matter ouce Tor all. they determined to have an exhibition of their parrots before three judges,
who were to award the prizes and whose decision was to he accepted as final. At the appointed time and place six parrots were ou
hand and had spoken their little pieces before tho seventh bird
arrived.
The laggard finally put in an appearance, however, and
being surprised to find so many " of a kind " together, he quickly
cried out, " What a devil of a lot, of parrots !"
That bud took the
cake, and may the editors yet to hear from take the application.—

rota,

Haahville, Tenn.— Editor Fared and Stream: Noticing in the
last issue of Forest and Stukam several paragraphs on parrots
I thought I would contribute oue, and thus place a former pet of
mine on the record. Polly was a remarkable bird. She had been
educated by a florist in New Orleans, could speak a few words iu
French and Spanish, sing one or two songs, imitate dogs, chickens, or, in fact, anything she heard.
Her excellence in talking,
however, was shown be*t in her swearing. When quite young she
had been teased aud taught this improper language bv throwing
water upon her, giving her the greatest aversion for this liquid.
Singular to say she never used a word of this bad English unless
shown water, though she never failed to do so at such times. I
sometimes took advantage of Polly's eccentricity to have a lark.
While crossing the Atlantic on ouo occasion there happened to bo
on board two old English ladies returning home from the West
Indies.
One of them had with her a small living quiriel,
which she always had brought to her at table after dinner to feed.
Said I, " Madame, if you will allow nie, f will show voir my pet,"
at the same time bringing Polly from uiy cabin and setting her
down before the lady. The bird was not only vory tame bnt talkative, and soon became an object of interest.
She laughed and
Bnng and twaddled about to the amusement of the company.
At last said I, "Madame., when tired of the bird's society, before
sending her away, please give her a glass of water." Knowing
what would be the result, I seated myself near by to await development!--. In a few minutes the water 'was ordered, and then begun
oue of the most laughable scenes I ever witnessed. The old lady
was horrified, the others laugbed. Polly swore like a trooper, and
was only made to cease by taking her awav from where she could
see the detested liquid.— J. I). H.
in.
Our third story is not of a parrot, but of a dog pointing a pet
bird.
A Hometown, N. J., correspondent writes: My wife was
feeding a pet canary singer in a cage hanging on the veranda.
What was her consternation when coming out of the house to see
the bird gone through the open cage door, which she had forgotten to close. One glance at tho yard was sufficient. About twenty
yards off at the foot of a small "apple tree stood Kover rigid as it
stone, tail straight out, aud the little canary within two feet of his
nose, with wings spread, panting heavily." Here was a dilemma.
How to get that bird. Cautiously she advanced with an apron,
and after reaching the side of the ilog the apron outspread slowly
—very slowly descended— the dog not apparently noticing it, anil
not stirring a hair. Just as, quick as a flash of lightning, my wife
thought she had covered the canary with the apron, Rovers big
paw had flattened out the poor bird. Then Hover caught it, and
when the story was told me. aud I had it related over again. I told
icy wife that the attitude of the dog would have been worth more
to me than tho value of the bird.
How men and wumen differ in
their opinion on dogs. Alcifhron.
:v.

The San Francisco

and now

is

in perfect health again,

,

ANOTHER SPARROW POEM
Editor Fori'! and Stream :
Allow me to supplement vour poetical " cooking" of tbe KngtJsh
sparrow with tbe following Mt of rhyme. I I egret that 1 do not

know who the author

t

by the

The song

a

Cowekhea-d.

—

The escape

or w

t

owl

youth

.ling

til

Not halt bo t
Nor can Its'
Excepting

s

OW lone,

Sweet fifta

lug groan

And

sweet t
Sweet la Hio

'"".""

'".',

";';

So when tn bed at morn
And twist and Luru aud

''J.",':;;.;)

l lie,

vainly try
To get an extra " forty winks."
'Tls then, O Sparrow that metblnks
While, listening to your chattering songWore tuneful far than Chinese gong—
I'd like to stroke your downy coat,
And put my hand upon your throat

Thursday saw a large
shot it, and on opening
The
one-third grown.
Last

if

guile
d by file.

Ulcerustys

Piermont-on-the-Hudson

long.

sparrow bird.

"Tlsmeitowt
Or raven's c
Thcrnir.-ir

and in splen-

i

ne'er were h
Again your song, dear sparrow bird
1
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rerlor ot Porto Rico: one cow btinilDg, Mnioihru* peearit, present*
,.,. ..
Miss IC.Sageba nil; two sparrow In v. ..by Win. 11. Bagley, Esq., from Wake .... .-;. .: on.- red fox, V
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If Sai-bkona will send us his (or her) address and thecho",
rus.be (or bbe) (peaks of we will publish his (or her; poetry

A SPRING HUNT IN TEXAS.

DURING

the full moon in March, my friend P. anil I,
after much planning and preparation, found ourselves
ready and eager for a turkey hunt. Leaving home about
2:30 P. M., at an hour by sun, we were encamped nine miles
from home on a well-known stream iu Texas, called by the
euphonious name of " Yegua." The weather was as favorable as heart could wish, ami everything augured a successful
hunt and pleasant time in every respect.
North of us was the Yegua bottom, a mile wide, while
south were the oak lulls, a favorite resort for the turkeys at
tbis season.

My friend

carried

a breech-loading shot-gun,

ten gauge,

<

<

/wo-,,.,,

^rrJ

(

Maylnyau tapir.
euscos, presented oy Mr. luincan Mutant Inn
pirns iudicun; two lauiill. s 01 Arabian baboons, consisting 01 i
;

I

female and young, Ciwend'ti"" '"J'""" '.':"", Han., Arabia and
sinla— placed ou exhibition.— W. A. (jonkun, Director.
1

For a good f'oeket Knife go to 0.
Yatk.—.Adv.
For Fine Fishing Tackle go to C.

York.-Adv.

L. itlt/.mann, 543
L,

rifle, the companion of many a merry jaunt
and successful hunt. The guns were put in first-class condition, sapper eaten, Ihe horses put to grass in a valley near
by, and then we retired for tbe night, to sleep a little and
dream of big gobblers and a big killing. I hardly ever sleep
well the first night in the woods, after this my sleep is as
sound as at home.
We were up early next morning, and started out for game
before the light streaks along the' eastern horizon announced
approaching day F. going up the stream then southwest into the ridges, and 1 going due south.
As soon as day
began to dawn, a large turkey broke the stillness of Ihe
morning wilh that well-known aud pulse quickening found
called '-gobble." Soon he nobbled again; then another just
beyond, and several more soon after in the same vicinity. It
was not long before 1 heard them gobbling in several directions.
My plan was to get a shot while they were on Ihe
j

;

then resort to the "call." Selecting the turkey
nearest tee, I crept up as closely as I desired while it was
yet too dark for the wary old fellow to see me.
peep
along my barrel convinced mo that shooting while yet so
dark was too risky, as the sights could hartliy be seen at a'l.
I concluded to wait for more light, as I am always ambitious
about killing, tbe fir-t shot I get.
turkey gobbled aud
strutted on his roost in fancied security.
Again I sighted ;
" There!" said I, "it is light enough now ;" and I felt that
peculiar
of the sensibilities which is so enjoyable to
every hunter when he thinks his game is almost in hand.
The ttiggers are sprung, the ritlo cocked and placet! to my
face, the head is gradually sinking into the rear sight, the
finger begins to press the " hair trigger," when
bang goes
a gun off to
right a hundred yards or more, and away
;oes my turkey.
second more and I should have fired.
"
discomliture cau better t
ed than de
eribed.
No
hunter, unle-s he has had a similar experience, ea sympathize
with' the victim of such misfortune.
It is u plea&ahi 10
think of now, though more than a year has nassed since
then.
Stealing carefully in the direction of tbe shot I soon discovered a man loading his ride.
moment's reflection enabled me to decide to try to slip around him to where Mime
turkeys were gobbliug a quarter of a mile off.
Before 1
couid get entirely by him I saw him going in the, same
Well, "thought I, we will divide tbis thing, but I
direction.
will try to get the bigger portion of the division.
Ranging off to the" right, 1 went to where I thought 1
could bring a turkey to nie, and commenced calling. Soon I
roost,
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my rival calling. He had never set n me, and
was therefore unconscious of my competition. I called
could excel anybody at
and he called.
I fancied I
calling.
My rival used a bone from a turkey's wing,
I judged while I used the best cad any man ever used
—a green leaf. Oue turkey was coming to ma very nicely,
when bang went the obnoxious rifle off to my left. So I
I moved a hundred yards further on my
lost this one.
course, and discovered three deer intently looking in the
direction of the shot. They were a ri..eand two yWlinse,
I knew the
and stood a hundred and fifty yards off.
yearlings would be good meat, and I set my heart on one of
Getting behind a clump of bushes, it was very easy
them
to go within a hundred yards of them, from whieh point I
fired and made a very satisfactory shot, toe ball going
through the heart of the yearling 1 aimed at. A few jumps,
and it struck against a tree and fell dead. Leaving it lyiug
where it fell, I hurried on some two hundred yards and concealed myself. I was sure a gobbler was not far away, as I
bad heard one a few moments before in this vicinity. I
called; a desperate gobble was heard not far off, and in a
few seconds I bad the satisfaction of seeing a mammoth
turkey strut into an opening not more than seventy yards
Again there is that glow of the feelings. The
distant.
trusty rifle comes lo the face. The bead comes to a pinIt rests right on the butt of tbe turkey's wings as he
point.
The trigger is touched; the clear,
straightens up to look.
sharp report rings out on the morning air; then there is a
flutter and a cloud of dust, and a turkey in the last struggles
beard

'.

of death.
Placing his neck in the fork of a sapling I hurried on, for
I felt sure my rival would tty to get ahead of mo. Having
gone about a hundred yards again 1 heard the annoyingLooking in that direction I soon
rifle crack off to my left.
saw three turkeys flying toward me. Squatting close by a
They struck the ground thirty
tree I waited for them.
yards from me. In a moment I had aim on the neatest one,
and, as 1 was touchiug tbe trigger, suddenly a sense of
What, thought I, Ihat turkey so near
sh me came over me.
I had clipped their necks many a
and I aiming at its body
time further off. It was only the work of about three seconds to draw up to where I could ju9t see the head above
Bang: a turkey decapi' ••'
tbesightg.
By this time the turkeys had quit. b holing and I turned
my course campward. On the way I stumbled ou my rival,
when I discovered that he had bagged no game. 1 experienced a sort of exulta'ion at this fact. Who can blame me ?
I knew I manifested something of conscious superiority
when I was interviewing. Well, having been interfered
with so much by him. 1 did fee) proud in showing two gobOn at riving in
blers and a deer strapped on my saddle.
camp I was indeed sorry to learn that F. hatl returned
empty-handed, lie bad all sorts of excuses. Hunters can
always find more excuses than game when it suits them to
do so. F. bad never killed a turkey aud I think he was
more anxious to bag one than any man I ever knew.
Until four o'clock p. m. we remained in camp, cleaning
guns, attending to the horses, eating, smoking aud yarning.
At this lime we started for the bills, leaving our horses in
camp. I asked F. to commit himself entirely into my hands
and 1 would give him a good chance to kill a turkey. I
could afford now to take a novice for instructions since I had
.

And wring your neck— though
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Exposition Atlanta, Ga
Sept. I.— Editor
Stream : It is our pleasure to inform you that excursion tickets will be Sold during October, November and
December from your city to the Exposition at $36, good to
return within thirty days from date of purchase. You will
cnotci a favor by noticing this important fact in your columns. H. 1. Kimball, Director Gen'l.

Atlanta
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week Mr.

E. Fetter, of Nyack, when out after woodcock, had bis dog
Yesterbitten by a copperhead and had to carry him home.
day the dog wa« able to hunt again. He soon found a
Copperhead, which he pointed. Mr. Felter pulled him back,
when the snake struck at him but missed. They afterward
found four more. 1 understand copperheads are abundant
iu Cloeter and Nyack Mountains.— W. F. Steel.
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Sweeter by ar than senium g slirevv,
The sparrow v. sow: lien sel ms to you.
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K. iKew York):
hear at early mom

Is.— R.

now sweet to

An bour or so before the dawn.
When Morpheus would your senses wrap.
When you expect your soundest nap—
How sweet wlien at tits bour Is heard

We understand that he will return
East immediately, and resume his labors. We congratulate
the Doctor on his return of health, and hope that it may ever
be as good as it is now. A. K. Fishee.
Pointing

The

I

French. Several others testified that if the bird could talk it persisted in an obstinate refusal to enter into a conversation with any
one. Justice Connolly revolved the matter over iu his mind for
some time, and finally gave judgment for plaintiff for > 40.

did condition for work.

Mr. Theodore Taylor last
Sept. 3.
blacksnskc iu a peperage tree. He
squirrels about
it found three grey
snake was lour and one-half feet

Call reports the following parrot case

H. BenBon against J. Jacobs was on trial before Justice of
the Peace Connolly yesterday afternoon. Plaintiff alleged in his
complaint that defendant sold him a parrot which he represented
conld and did talk the English language. But the representations
were false, for the parrot could not and does not talk at all.
Plaintiff claimed that be offered to return the bird to defendant,
bnt the latter refused to accept it. He also claimed that by reason
of the facts stated and the loss of the money paid he had been
damaged in the sum of .$50. A large number of witnesses were
examined in the case, both as to the guaranty of the defendant as
to the birds linguistic abilities aud its muteness.
Mr. Jacobs testified that the bird could speak Chinese, Italian, English and
suit of

time past, reports have been afloat
that our esteemed leader in ornithology, Dr. Elliott Coues,
had so broken down his health by hard work, that he would
be wholly untitled to do more for a long time to come. The
attack of sickness which prostrated him, waB grave and even
threatened his life, but we are glad to say be took the much
rest,

md

while I carried a
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WILD TURKEY

made a good
we came to

start for a full bag.
About a mile from camp
a high bill, with open woods on every side.
Concealing ourselves in a fallen tree-top, at a point from
which we could s.e two hundred yards in every direction, I
fUt sure we would bring Tip a gobbler before suudown, especially since I knew tliis hill to be a favorite range in the

spring lime.
I
yelped a
gobbling, (r

while without any response. Then I tried
am one of ho few men in this State who can
gobble successfully.) My first effort was successful, for
some three hundred yards off two turkeys gobbled their loudest.
In a few moments we saw them coming toward us in a
full trot, the front one holding his wings down in a sort of
half strut.
1 whispered to F. to cock both barrels and wait
until I fired, then to try them both on the remaining turkey,
F. was a good wing shot, and I felt sure he
if necessary.
would bag liis game. On they came, one of them fully thirty
feet in advance of the other.
Waiting until the front one
came, within twenty-five yards of us, I whistled and brought
both to a full stop. 1 fired at the one furthest off, and
dropped him in his tracks. F. let drive the first barrel at
the other one.
He staggered and fluttered, I think, witli a
fatal shot; but he didn't die fast enough for F., so he fired
into him again mid settled him forever.
I don't think lever
saw a finer turkey but once, and I am sure I never saw a
prouder man than my friend.
Concluding that we had had enough glory for one day,
and it now being quite late, wo return to camp.
After supper, a fainter, living a mile away, came down to
chat with us a while.
During his stay, he told us that he
heard turkeys gobbling that evening back of his field, and
that whenever he heard them there of evenings he always
heard them near the mornings following so he felt sure the
ones he beard in the evening roosted near his field.
He was
quite certain that they usually roosted in some large oak trees
which grew on a steep lull side, a place very easily fouud, as
a path ran near by.
Waking up about two hours before day the next morning
l

;

F. and 1 started for the place in the hope of finding the
turkeys by moonlight. Arriving at the place designated by
the farmer we got down and commenced hitching our
horses; during which the owls in the creek bottom half a
mile off began one of their pandemoniac concerts, and, to
our amazement a turkey gobbbled near them. Once before
1 had heard a turkey gobble on a moonlight mght, but that
was where they were very plentiful and but seldom hunted.
This did not cause us to change our programme, but we went
right on and hunted through the limber on the. hill side.
It
was surely a fine place for turkeys, but they were not there.
Meanwhile the owls kept hooting and the turkey in the bottom kept gobbling. At my suggestion we concluded to "go
Leaving our horses at the edge of the bottom we
for him."
When about a hundred yards from the turkey
walked in.
we. came to the creek, wdiich was too wide to jump across,
but a small log was near by. On proposing to cross on this
1 was astonished to hear F. say that, he could not walk a log
The oniy thing then
in day time much less iu the night.
was for me to to lake the shot gun and go after the turkey.
This I did in a few minutes, and with " many a flutter" he
came to the ground.
concluded to separate, F. going back to the place which
we had hunted to wait until day, feeling assured that the
turkeys could not be far off, and he was not disappointed. I
went down the creek a mile, then struck out into the lulls.
Before I had gone as far as I wished I heard the red birds
begin to whistle, and I knew day was breaking.
Going a
Httic further I happened to scare out of a tree, and almost
right over me, a very heavy turkey.
Stopping quickly I
Soon I heard him strike in a tree
listened for him to light.
Riding in that direction as far as I
a good distance off.
deemed it prudent I dismounted and hunted for him. He was
soon discovered perched in the very top of a small oak tree.
It was quite dark yet, but I didn't want to wait, and I knew
I bad killed many a turkey with my rifle when I had no
more light than now, so 1 fired. Away he flew, but he made
an awfid fuss. I knew he was badly shot, so I listened, and
in a moment heard him strike the ground.
Tt was no trouble
to find him, as he did not fly more thau a hundred and fifty
yards.
By tins time T heard turkeys gobbling in several directions,
but none seemed neater than a mile. On arriving near two
1 saw it was too light to get a shot on the roost, so I resorted
to the best plan any man ever tried for killing a turkey in
gobbliug time.
I went out on the very crest of the hill iu
which the turkeys roosted. Concealing myself, I gave alow,
The gobblers both rattled loudly. I knew
soft yelp or two.
they would come, so fixed myself. In a moment I heard one
fly, and then I saw him light within thirty yards of me.
On
comes the other one, but he dropped down furthf-r off. It
was too dark yet to shoot at heads, so I fired at the body of
the one he.r me, and down he came.
Loading quickly, I slipped around and headed off the
other gobbler lour hundred yards from where I shot.
I
yelped; be strutted but would not gobble. After waiting
some time he came in sight but would not come close. He
was promptly -killed at one hundred and twenty-seven yards.
From litre I returned to camp to find that F.
1 Stepped it.
had killed a young gobbler and had fired at a largo one, but
concluded to go home, feeling well
didn't hurt him.
satisfied with our trip, having killed a deer and nine turkeys,
two of which were the first F. had ever bagged.
I am very found of a " breech-loader " for all small game
but wheu I go after turkeys or deer, I prefer the old rifle, a
muzzle-loader, with which I have killed hundreds of deer
Texas.
and turkeys.
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Roastbk AV'ooDOTtPOK. The Postman, in your issue of
8, is not the only one who knows the flavor of woodchuck when well roasied. The first one I ever cooked was
about eight years ago, during a trip with team and camping
We had stopped
outfit through the State of New Hampshire.
Old Dime, our
a day or two a few miles west of Dccrfield
houud, had holed a "chuck." We unearthed, dressed,
stuffed and cooked him, using an open tin baker set before a
hot fire of hard wood coals (by the way we could bake
Sept.

same baker in ten minutes.) We basted well
pork cut in three slices, and did wait till our game
was done brown; but with the savory roast-pig dik-odor,
on the patience. One fall before that
it was a. big strain
while camped near the head waters of PaBsadumkeog Stream
iu Maine, we had dined on rabbit boiled ten minutes withBut our wondchuck was well
out salt, and learned a. lesson.
roasted.
Was it good ? I only wish that the Postman could
have been there. The meat was rich, juicy and delicious.
It was just like every other woodchuck we have roasted
since, and we always eat them while in camp
and we go on
our regular fall hunt every year.— H. L. M.
biscuit in that

with
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CALLS.
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" Keouk" in the last number of theFomtsT asd Stkkam
asks about turkey calls. Having had some experience in the
matter, we may perhaps impart some information, but it is
doubtful if "Keouk" or any one else will ever learn a certain method to call up a wild turkey.
The instrument
adopted by us is the little horn with a stem three or four
have used the turkey bone to good adinches iu length.
vantage, but found it too severe on the lips,- and the hand
should be used to cover the end of the bone in order to give
the note that far-off sound so necessary when the birds are
wary.
have used scrapers of many patterns, but have
found them wanting in one or more particulars, and have
discarded them.
common clay pipe scraped on a piece of
slate makes as good a sound as any scraper, if properly
handled. The best caller we ever met called with his mouth
only he somehow twisted his head to the, right and downward, twisted his mouth to oce side of his face, and, placing
one finger to the side of his nose, pushed it over to the other
side and gave forth the call of a turkey.
As the occasiou
might require, he could do the old hen or the old gobbler up
to nature, or imitate the young birds to perfection.
That.
hoy would be worth five dollars a day to any one wanting a
day among the turkeys.
We use the horn all things considered, it is the best wh.n
an instrument must be used.
As to the Btyle, tone and number of yelps, we invariably leave that for the birds to decide.
do as they do; if they make three or four yelps
we do the same; if they make one yelp, we come down to
thur figure if they call cautiously and shy, we do likewise
in fact, we imitate their call.
In case that we suspect that
turkeys are about and are too shy to call, which often occurs
late in the season, we come the old hen on them, and most
likely the bird will come, unless it be the old hen herself ; as
to that we cannot say.
The mother turkey's call will generally bring the answer, and is ihe best to start a stray
youngster to yelpiug, or will even make the father of the
flock come to bag.
We would advise " Keouk," or any one
else so inclined, to visit the turkey hen and learn.
She may
now be found surrounded by a numerous family. Scatter
that family well and listen to her plaintive note.
If a wild
brood is not at hand, go to her tame sisters and cousins and
aunts, and have your.farmer friend scare the flock badly,
and you will hear the mother's note. She knows how to do
it as well as her timid relative of the woods.
It is made up
of two or three long, fine, plaintive whistles, finished up
with two or more coarser notes. Turkeys do not, however,
always call alike, and there is as great a difference in their
voices as in the voices of men.
Sometimes the sound is
cracked and grating, sometimes it has a bold, metallic ring,
have heard them
and sometimes it is quite subdued.
give from one to a great, many yelps. Times, circumstances,
docks and individuals differ widely, and the hunter must, if
he wants to bag the bird, come down to his whims.
Sometimes a flock can be walked into and the birds do not
seem surprised very much they even appear in no hurry to
get away, but they do get away pretty quick, anyhow.
flock of turkeys, knowing that they are pursued by either
dog or man, will generally run some distance, and not fly,
unless forced to do so, and if they do fly they will nearly all
take the same or nearly the same course, and no calling,
however good, will bring them back. If one bird should get
if a flock is surprised and
astray, that one may be called in
quickly scattered in all directions, they may be called back
in fact, some of the birds will come back without being
called at all.
It is next to impossible to call up a turkey
after he has seen the hunter
therefore the hunter should be
well hidden and not move until he is sure he has the bird
hunt turkeys with a "yaller
near enough to kill him.
dog." Our dog gives no tongue until she gets into the midst
She leaves none upon the ground, and usually,
of the flock.
when she is done with them, they are well scattered, and
some of them can be called in and bagged. Sometimes a
number of birds wdl take to the trees we would prefer that
they would not, as they are hard to approach, and will certainly see us, which lessens our chance of making a good
bug.
Sometimes one or more of the treeing birds will see
the hunter make his blind and fixtures, and when the call is
made this bird will sing out, "Pec, pee, pee," very low and
somewhat long drawn, and as long as that bird is there none
of the rest will move or utter a sound in reply to the hunter's
call
and even after the fellow has been driven off or shot
the chances for bagging a turkey out of that flock, for the
time being, are slim. When a flock is scattered we secure
the dog and hide ourselves and dog where the dog struck the
When everything is quieted
birds as near as we can tell.
down we try the old hen's call very cautiously by and bye
again, until we either get a reply or are convinced that none
In the latter case we get. the dog to stir them
are coming.
up again, if possible. If not found we try the next best new
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ground and new flocks.
We have failed many a time, and always promised to do
better next time,- we have, however, brought to bag four or
five at one sitting and out of one flock, and we think that
glory enough for one day and turkey enough, too.
Noise does not seem to affect turkeys, but the sight of
man or dog makes them scamper. Tobacco smoke arouses
their suspicion, and they can see a black coat or hat quicker
than any other garment worn by man. They can carry off
more 9hot than most men would imagine possible, and unless the head or neck is riddled they will get away with a
handful of shot. We use No. 4 shot, and find it to answer
the purpose well. We hunt turkeys on high ground, not on
We selthe tops of the mountains, but just below the tops.
dom meet them upon flat or low ground. They do sometimes come down to the fields to feed, but they come with
They
their eyes open and seldom lose any of their number.

—

are a

wary

bird.

We think turkey hunting fine sport, and have never seen
any one who was not well pleased after a day among the turkeyB, when things were done according to instructions arid
We have never baited turkeys with the
no blunders made.
purpose of killing them. Wc have never hunted them in
spring, when all good turkeys should be hunting a mate and
housekeeping, and all good sportsmen should let them alone.
No game should be hunted between January 1 and September
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Saedis, Miss., Sept. 4. I notice "Keouk" in this week's
From his letter it is my opinissue asks how to Ball turkeys.
ion that he gets a little excited and calls too fast and loud,
which was fi ir a long time my fault. I have often been
squirrel hunting in the creek-bottoms of Carroll and Benton
counties, Tennessee, where I would flush a flue drove of turAfter waiting a reasonable length of time I would
keys.

a blind of old chunks of logs and brush, and with
began to fool the poor creatures, but the fooling

would not last long because at about the second or third answer my excitemert would be. at such a pitch that I would
strain myself to bring them just a little faster, and consequently would "yelp" too long and frequently, and scare
the turkeys off.
But I have found that a turkey is not at all
easily deceived

— at least such

My way now is when

has been toy experience.

I scatter or flush a drove,

first

to get.

them well separated, then to build my blind not far from
where I flushed them, to wait about forty-five minutes or an
hour, and then call slow and low, and with not more than three
or four "yelps."
When I get an "answer" I keep perfectly
composed, and am fully ready for an emergency. The next
time I call I am cartful not to make the note too loud or frequent.
A turkey has a splendid car.
When the turkey gets within 200 or 300 yards he gradually stops calling, and reconnoitres for danger, especially if lie
is an old gobbler, ami be is just as apt to put in an appearance
on the opposite side from that expected as otherwise. Then
is the time to hold your piece of horn or bone away from
your mouth, and u<"t try to call, for if you do, nine times in
en you lose your ebance for baked turkey. Now is the critical
i

moment, but

if you are bound to call or^die^from impatience,
twice aud loud enough to he heard about forty yards,
but it is much the most sure to keep silent. If the turkey is
not assured that it is one of his companions he will come up
through curiosity to sec what you arc. I have had old gobblers in the spring come wilhin 100 yards of me, >md get behind a log or large tree, and there strut and gobble for h
or three-quarters of an hour, but I had "been there before,"
and it was only a question of time as to who con Id hold out
the longest, I or he, and every time the turkey comes to ruin.
In the whiter and fall you don't have to be near so cautious,
as most of the turkeys are young and do not understand the
"ropes" as their long-bearded forefathers do.
I think if "Keouk" will try my plan he. will have better
success.
I will, if he wishes, explain how to make a "cider" that any person with a little practice cau fool the smartest old gobbler in the woods with.
W. H. C.

call just

A BADLY SCARED MAN.

CAPTAIN 8

now of Canada, late of n. M. Service,
who is the most orthodox and conventional of British.
sportsmen, is in the habit of coming South every year for
the quail shooting and is fond of relating his first day's experience in Virginia.
The Captaiu's host, being particularly anxious to insure
him sport of the best, with warnings that he was going to
take bim into a back county where some of the social amenities would have to be sacrificed for the sake of unusually excellent shooting, landed him on a bright November morning
in
County, and had a goodly muster of local sportsmen well, if somewhat rudely, armed assembled to do the
sporting honors of the neighborhood.
The Captain, though an excellent s; ortsman, was id' that
strictly conventional order so often found in the mothercountry that like to follow the sports of the field under certain conditions fixed in his own mind, or not at all.
His
boots must be of a certain description, or tbey hurt him to
walk in, and consequently put him ol't his shooting. His
party must be either tvo or four—" any other number is absurd." He must be on a particular side of the line, or he
cannot shoot. If a companion, who dies not know atiy better or from a spirit of mischief, cuts down a bird in front of
him, he is deeply shocked and scandalized a heinous crime
that cau never be forgiven.
So, when he found himself bestriding a Mexican saddle on top of a mule aud going along
at a shuttling canter, with six other sportsmen kicking up
the dust with all sorts of gaits and upon all sorts of quadrupeds, clad in the rustiest and most (to him) unsportsmanlikelooking garments, with powder-horns and shot flasks that
he never recollected to have seen before out of old armories and
curiosity shops, he felt and looked a miserable, man, and
could not for the life of him reconcile such crude surroundEverybody did his bc"st t'd make
ings with "true sport."
bim feel at home, as Virginians of all classes always do; but
the Captain, having been in a quiet infantry regiment and a
non-hunting man, was in agonies upon such a saddle aud
such a beast.
Some of the sportsmen, who had met together to do honor
to the stranger's visit, had not handled their rusty old muzOthers were not professed
zle-loaders for two or three years.
sportsmen at all, or, at best, turkey and squinv! mini, alld
brought, in all good faith and in the highest spirits, the most
awful blunderbusses to the fray, with a vague intention of
having a frolic and a good time generally. The dogs, too,
though each individually excellent far more excellent, j n
were apt, ia
fact, ihan theyr looked to the orthodox Captain
company, to lose their heads to a demoralizing extent and
to transform themselves at a moment's notice into houuds or
'possum dogs, when ihey thought that the ccasion demanded independence of action.
This was nothing, however, according to the Captain, to
the shooting.
He declares that at no time during the day at
Inkeiman and the Alma, in both of which engagements he
conducted himself gallantly, was he in one-half the danger
that he was upon this memorable occasion.
He says his
horse, or rather his mule, was shot tinder bim early in the
day— or shot from under him would perhaps bo the correct
term— for the noble charger left the Captain upon tho
ground, an made for home witli the deliberation and accuracy that only a mule, charged with a. load of "pure
cusseduess" and half an ounce of No. 6 shot, cm do.
The roar of musketry that followed the closing up of the
column on a devoted covey resounded in his ears for three
,

—

—

—
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weeks after the day was over.
By twelve o'clock two dogs bad fallen, one badly and the
other slightly wounded
and a npgro b >y had been shot
twice both times, fortunately, in the head. The Captain
so far had not fired off his gun, as there was no ^uch thing
as outside and inside the line, and he had been so erjgr0saingly occupied with ducking and dodging the leaden hail,
which he declares fairly filled the air, that so far out {M
forty birds (for there were some really pood shots out) that
had "found their way into the hag be could claim none.
He thought ho was getting used to it, aud would soon be
able, with luck, to get on a bird, when a s'ray quail got up
behind him, was fired at by his next neighbor, «« ho Wheeled
around for the purpose in utter disregard of sportsman number sin who, with his back to the gun but in a straight line
with the bird, was lying his shoe against a. fence about fifty
yards off. A violent rubbing of the back of the head and a
torrent of unparliamentary language from (lie said number
The shooter in the
six, was the only result of the shot.
meantime, with his hand over his eyes, still marking the
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sondcling bird, quietly dbaerveflt " All right, old fellow
"
MM) you had your back turned toward me 'when 1 fik
The complete unconcern of habitual custom appeared to the
Captain to be here distinctly indicated, and put a finishing
touch to his already agitated nerves. The rest of the day he
devoted to keeping as near out, of shot a? Common decency
Would allow, and in the maiming was seized with a sudden
indisposition that compelled a return to his host's house.
" The Qipt'n's a right good fellnh," observed one of that
famous party to a friend of mine, who was himself bunting
in the neighborhood the following year ;
"hut, flprgonned,
if you can get him within a hundred yards of the dogs to
;

Riniswood.

save your life."

FOREST AND STREAM GAME TABLE.
Tlie seasons, In Wnjjch It, Is lawful lo shoot game In the several
Elates and Termini, s. n pen as aeslgjmted In the tollowlng table:

{1-,-nir.T

chirken).

<'ol,... Sept,

l

Conn

Oct,

Aug.
NOV.
Nov.

Del."

Gi>

Aug.

.

OCT.

..

in..

Nov.

Nov.i

July

..

1

lb.

Mex. Sept.

;;.

uly

•I

Oct.

i..

Sept.
Sent.

1

Nov.

Nov.

July 4

Sept.

sept.
Sent,
Sept.

!..

Aug.!

man... Aug.

1.

Nov.

i.'

'S',,

15.

1

1

IE

I.

.

Julv

1

.

ow.

1..

Sept.

i

Sept.

1

Otlkl.
NOV. 1.

Aug. 1..
sept l
sept.

July

Oct.'is'.

1

....

1.

is

:;:::.::;te

iig. i..

Allg.1..|

Sepi

W.Ta.. July ir,..
Wis.... Sent. ir.. J uly 10

'.

|

Aug.

15

1..

.

sept
Sepv.

Juiyi..

1..

.

i:
1

ept.i.

1..
1..

Aug.

.

Nov.

.

vr.
Sept.
AM.'.... sept.

Wyo

Sept, 1.
sept,

sept, l
Sept. 15
sept. 15
sept, l

1.
.

..
I

-.,,...

..

i

1

Oct. 15.

.

Oct

June

Aug.l..

Temi."

1

IS.

.lulyl.. Oct,

.

•

Aug.

.

..

l

i

Sept,

1.

Sept. 1
Sept. 1.
oet. 1
Sept, i.

i

1.

Nov.

1

1..
1.

Nov.
Oct.

R.I....
s. 0"....

Autr. 15.

sept
Sept.

sept, is
Oct. 1..

Get. 15.

1..

Au£'l!

15.
oef. 15..

Or
Pa

.

i.-

Ann.

o

1.

;i||Li

Oct
Aug.

sept, l.'Sent.
Aug. 15 'Aug.

1.

l

1

;

t

;

1

i

1

1

:

;

:

1

:

1

:

:

;

»,

,

t

;

;

I

;

K-Ma,
MtHuHaiK

<
Oct. 1
N. II., sepl.
Neii
Sheer. (01., Sepl.
i

l
Utah. Aug.
..,-]<
,-,'it.
•

1

1

1

-

a,

,,..',,

In

-

;

1.-.

Wyo., Aug.

;

;

Aug.

1

;

N. ilex.,

in.
;

:i

;

..

i

!

;

:

;

;

tlies" Stales

there are special
'<

w

only laws,

e.i

ilrlio

.

l

iii.i

a

The deer law ap-

pnil.i'1'li'..l

iia

'"!-<-,!.

liii'

Peninsula deer :-vih,: mi
-"--, County d
i- -:..
Pi
1'i-t open v.
Be it
- moting pr
l."i:i
Aug.

mo:'

In

i

proteuieil
and Cavil
,-,1

;

ore., July 1.
Oct, 1 Nev.,

,

'

piles to sale or possession.

.

;

;

.'
N.
i- Me., \n°. i; Mo.,Aug. l;Hev., Sept. 1
l'a.,Julv 15: R. I., -Mil,. I.
': :. .'., Sept.
l';i., Sept, 1.
_] „
N. J., Aug. 26 Pa., Sent. 1.
g -ii
D. (•, sept,
—DafcOta, Lug, 5- D. C, Sept, 1 Nev., Sept. 1 N. 0., Oct, 16.

H.. Aug.

*

1

;

,

".J

.-

I

-

.

I have had some
last fall was very plump and large.
samples of Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan seed, yet none
were to be compared to Rice Lake seed.
Most of those desiring rice wait until it is too late in the
It will grow even
fall to bow it, and have to wait for spring.
if planted then, yet Mr. Whitcher and others besides myself
have proved by experiments lhat it, is not so sure a crop as it
would be if fall planted. To give it a fair chance, at least
Wild ducks are apt to
several bushels fhould be planted.
find it and to eat up ihe greater quantity in Hie fall, and
where it comes to the surface aud heads up, tame geese and
blackbirds will feed upon it, and if only a small epiantity lias

you

sure, to clean it out.
If A larger
it gets a chance to sow itself, and once
does that success is assured.
By to-day's mail I send you a sample of rice stalk pulled
before it was matured, 5 et it is very large aud has several
I also send you sample of new
stalks growing from one root.
seed, some of which is fully one inch iu length and very
Chas. Gilcurist, Fishery Inspector.
plump.

been planted they are almost

amount has been sown

it

'

.

:

:

;

;

:

i

1

Sent,

:

fall.
The following is an extract " It (the rice) has
since appeared very thick and high
1 expect a fine crop if
The sample of rice 1 sent
the water does not fall too low."

Kev., Aug. 1

Neb., Oel, 1 N. Alex., Sept, 1.
Enjfuhi.-y olo., S.-pi.
X. II., Sept 1 •.
Carili ..„.— We..i >el.
Kan., Aug, 1
Cat, July
Oa., OCt
Aug.
Die'-. -.— \ln.,
s.
..on. 15.
N. C.Oet.
Sept. 1.5: Wo, Aug.
Minn., Nov. 1; Neb., Oct.1;
]ilk.— Colo., Sept. 1; Idaho, Aug. 1
Utah, Aug. 1; Wyo.,
or , July
Nee., Aug. 1: N. Mex., Sept. 1
'

Although the bed from which I pulled the stalk was growiug
water six feet or more in depth, yet in the bays and some
of the lake beds it grows in less than the same number of
inches of water. All the rice in this lake grows from two to
Right here allow me to state a
six feet above the surface.
fact
I never yet saw rice bear seed where the water had
gone down to such an extent as to leave ihe mots dry; it,
would have a large and apparently Avell filled head, but upon
feeling it you Avould find that the seed vessel had never filled
up, and that there was in fact no seed.
I have seen places
where the mud to the depth of three or more inches had from
some cause risen to the smface, bringing the rice bodily and
In a c se of ihis kind the seed would be good
erect with it.
and the stalks large and s'rong.
Mr. W. P. Whitcher, Commissioner of Fisheries, wrote to
me Sept. 5th of some seed— about fifty bushels he got from

in

me last

Ncli., Oct.
Antfltmt.—coL, Sept. 1 Idaho, Aug.
Wye,., Aug. 16.
Wall, Aug.
N. Mex., Sept,
l

Out., Sept. 10.

—

1

15.

Montgomery, bciienectady. Sai
season 1n Long Island waters open

tles 01

female deer only.

ARE THEY MONOPOLIES?
Bridgeport, Conn., Sept. 10.
Editor Forest and Stream :
The question at issue seems to lie conveniently pushed
aside by the spokesmen of the opposition, and they rave
about railroads, potatoes, e'c„ etc., as if they had something
or other to do with shooting ducks. I simply mentioned milroads in connection with the general tendency of mankind
toward monopoly and oppression, but thoy have no part nor
lot in this discussion.

wed by them but
So far, not a solid argument has bee
inty-mile club, has
lhat modest little organization, the s
will think of sonienot been heard from yet. Perhaps tin
imble servant into
your
convert
thing that Avill ultcrly
ning of this " on"smithereens." I admitted at the (
;ht to deprive their
pleasantness," that they had the legal
of Ihe field
pleasures
Ihe
in
share
brother sportsmen of any
;

—if they had money enough to accomplish their purpose:
but I also have the right to oppose tin ill, audi will, but I
mean to do it decently, and not get mad and throw potatoes
and ugly epithets, for that would only prove that I had no
arguments.

One wicked man

calls

me

a communistic

cuss,

or words

"Let, everything be in common,
that effect, antl says:
at once to the worsl state of barbarism and
But I'm afraid it was
Now, that's g iod
confusion."
,

and thus return

.

!

-wmle. sarcastic, "for that state of barbarism lo which he
wishes to nivrn is just what Ave had till the monopolists
"
began their work (though I never saAV any confusion,") and
1" with some modifications.
its "just what. v,t ought, to return
,;
" of Cleveland, says
hundreds of such
are
"There
X
Canada by
clubs established all over ihe United States and
'

:

for the best of purposes— the protection
and preservation of game, etc." If these humane sportsmen
do any game preserving, they preserve it after it is dead
and if" they protect, it at all, they protect it from others so
All
killing it.
that Ihey may have the exclusive, privilege of
to suppress illetial shooting will meet a hearty
it

of

men and

;

endeavors
would
response from every one, but not one of these men
their own interests.
raise a finger in that direction except in
" Protection and preservation of game for
Their motto is
our exclusive benefit."
They have a game law in Connecticut, nod it permits
woodcock shooting from October 1, but in my travels
-.

(hrmiRh

tn»>

Fttde

tdna

eurunier,

I

war,

told that

lawless

A WILD BUCK

THE CITY OF VIQKSBURG.

IN

1874 I was residing in the city of Vicksburg, Miss., not
The rear of
far from the business centre of the town.
my premises looked out upon the shops of the V. M. R.
R., a couple of hundred yards distant, with an intervening

IN

&

common and

a pond.

before breakfast, when in my back yard, T
heard a hue and cry over toward the shops and saw about a
dozen workmen, with hammers, axes and other tools, in pursuit of something, which 1 supposed to be a fugitive thief or
malefactor of some kind. I saw at the same moment a splash
in the pond and then the antlers of a buck above the water.
The deer swam through the pond and climbed the steep bank
on my side, the mon Panning around. I rat. iulo the house
and seized my gun, a muzzle-loader, which bad been standing some time, loaded with No. 8 shot. When I came out
the deer had gone over a spur, down into a small hollow and
was making his way over a low inclosure into the Episcopal
Rectory, on Cherry street, one of ihe principal boroughfares
The rector, Dr. Lord, was in his gallery, in his
of the town.
slippers, reading the morning paper, and was very much asThe deer, being very much extonished at the spectacle.
hausted, was cornered by his pursuers and I, taking up a
I then
close position, snapped both barrels behind his ear.
took a pistol out of the hand of a negro and shot the buck iu
the forehead, but his nose being elevated the bullet glauced
over without entering the skull. He was then struck on the
head with an axe and tumbled to the ground.

One morning

I

The machine shop men claimed the carcass, as he had run
through their shop and they bad found him. I claimed the
horns, which I have yet— a very pretty pair.
It seems the deer had been run by hunters out of Big Black
Swamp, some twelve mile3 distant, and got bewildered in
the suburbs of the town in an exhausted condition, having
Makooner.
been pursued all night by hounds.
Makitoca

Game Notes— Toronto,

10,-Seemg

Sept.

your recent note of game in Manitoba I send you this letter
from Winnipeg, written to the (flobe of this city under date
" We saw ecasional coveys of prairie chicken
of Aug. 24
over the whole route, and from information received from
but at tb.tfj
settlers have no doubt thoy are very plentiful
;

15, 1881.

season the old birds are very careful to keep their young
hidden in the long grass.
dog ia necessary to insure successful sport, but the sportsman will need to be careful to
look to the condition of the animal every night, as the wild
barley' slicks to the coal and, unless removed, draws Itself
into the flesh and eventually leads to death.
Thinks are
plentiful wherever there is water.
Every pond and little
lake wc passed swarmed with them, principally mallards
aud gray ducks. There were, ton, black ducks and bluewinged teal of all ages and sizes, from the full-grown ones
down to the flappers and the little fellows in their yellow

A

'

'

Wo

but a day or two out of the shell.
could quite understand what a settler im ant when he told us lie could not
look a duck in the face. Plover of all kinds and snipe also
abound in places, and in the autumn this must be the sportsman's paradise. A few moose are found in the Pembina
Mountains, some of very large size. Elk arc more plentiful.
At Mountain City we saw the beads of two which were shot
last winter within a mile of that place, the horns of one being nearly five feet long. At Pembina Crossing we were
told of eighteen having been shot there last winter, and of
three having crossed in sight of the stopping place on Ihe
morning of the day of our arrival. There were no deer, but
we saw"both wolves and foxes, one of the former on the banks
Geese,
of Ihe Pembina, not three miles from Brandon.
sand-bill cranes (of which wc saw a couple of dozen), and
pelicans make up the list of the game which came under onr
fluff

'

notice."

TnE Saturday Clpb Eats Venison.—Last December,
Dr. Theophilus Parvin, of Indianapolis, who is au intimate
friend of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, tent to the latter a
The characteristic reply from the poet
saddle of venison
was as follows:
BoriroN, Dec. 28.
.

Port Hove,

sept,

1..

Aua:. 1..

RICE.

1.

Editor Forest and Stream :
I sec in your issue of September 1st an article by "I/irtron,"
in which he speaks of my rice as being of Ihe small kind. The
rice of which I wrote in my letter of the 18th had not fully
matured when I pulled it; it had but a very faint sign of a
head, and would have grown two or more feet in length.

l.

Oel. 1..

IS..]./..

WILD

t.

15

1

Sept. 1..

ocui..

I.J

Aug. 16'sept

IDt 1...

Sep
Aug.

i...

Sept.1.
sept.

Oel.
Oct, is.

1...

Aug.

".

1

..

I

.Sept.. 1.

4..

,

Nev..

Sept,

DlDy.Ml'S.

1.

Nov.

.

Oct. 1...

..

d

Neb. ..Oct.

"We

ProU'ed

Oel. 15.

.

i

I

2(1.

ISSS

I

tttg

.

... Ail!-.

i

Minn.. Nov.
SUSS.

Sept,

i. ..

1..

1.

16 ....

Oct

OOt.r0.,

OM.

.

NOV.
Aug.

Sept.

Aug.

.

Sept.

1...

Jlleh.'-. Oet.

15.

i.

sept. 1..

Ma.li...

N.

1

Aug.

....

Mass,

Mo.

I..

1..

Aug.

iGi

(let. 1...

Kan
Lft

.

Sept.
1

Oel. 1..
Oct, 15.

.

Ky"

.

15.

Bept

l.,

.inn !.
Sept; t
Ind.. .. Oct, I... •tulyl..
Iowa... sept. :i.. JiflS l«.

TU

1

Oct,

1 ...

Idaho*. Ana.

sept. 15.
oet. I... Del.
OCt, 1...

,

Dakota
D. C.a

Oel. 1.. Oct.

sept.
Sept. 15

Ala.'.. Oct. 20.
COIL*.. July!..

My

but they want to prevent all other sportsmen from ever
having a days' shooting. There arc never many members of
any club on the grounds at a time, yet they claim jurisdiction over miles upon miles of shooting-ground.
My hostility
to market-shooters is as great as theirs, and if I had it in my
power I would prevent, any one from making a bvsf.ne.ix of
what ought to be an occasional pleasure.
market-shooter
is usually too lazy to work, and is next thing to a vagrant.
There is where the destruction of game comes in; and in
looking after them, these clubs could find ample scope for
their anxiety to preserve and protect game without owning
the couulry for miles around them.
It is generally conceded that to be a Christian or a gentleman, it iB necessary to believe in the " Golden Rule." Are
these advocates of moaopoly ready to say the Golden Rule is
all lush! Some of the "best of men" arc sportsmen, outside
the clubs as well as in them, but the clubs have the money
and can snap their fingers at them and ask, " What are you
going to do about it ?" I furnished them at the start with
their only available argument:
have the right to
buy what we please and to do what we please with it"

A

MFEN SEASONS.

ir.

loafers had been shooting them all over the State since the
1st of July, and not a person cares or dares to stop them. It
is much worse than no law, but it's the very thing these
rascals wont, for it gives them all the birds.
It is pretty
well settled thai, no one but a paid game constable will arrest
a man for illegal shooting, and these game clubs arc no exeepti on lo this rule, except on their own domains.
antipathy to game clubs is based on their selfishness.
They are not content to buy up enough for their purposes,

[September

(

;

Dear Dr. Dm cm :
f suppose that,
The venison arrived in perfect order,
Holmes and myself could have feasted on it for monli

Mil

Mrs.

11,

and found ourselves iu good condition at the end of it. But
a solemn responsibility in the disposition of such a
monumental piece of game, and I thought the best thing I
could do was to have it served up at, the meeting of onr
Saturday Club,' which took place yesterday. This club,
of which I have been a member for more than twenty years,
has included, and still iucludes, many whose names you
know. In fact, it has counted so many distinguished persons that I am perhaps a little proud in mentioning ihe names
of those whom we have met or still meet in the large club
room at "Parker's;" Agassiz, Longfellow, Hawthorne,
Emerson, Lowell, Sumner, Gov. Andrew, Motley. Chief
Justice Gray, Judge Hoar (formerly Attorney-General of the
United States;, Prof. Pierce (head of Ihe Coast, Survey, etc.),
President Eliot. Alexander Agassis, Francis Parkman (hisAsa Gray.
torian), Howells, William Hunt (painter
that a' remarkable list? Some, as yon k.ooe,'. are deal.
Emerson is too old and forgetful to come Lowell is Minister
to England, and so on, but we had President Eiior, Francis
Parkman, Judge Hoar, Alexander Agassiz, Profs. Norten,
Gibbs and Gurnay, and other persons of name and note less
widely known than some of these. I introduced the venison
in a very brief speech, telling who sent it and where it came
from. Very soon the blazers (or blazes I can't find the
word in my dictionary) were aflame all round Ihe table.
Then ensued a remarkable silence, each diner being occupied
with his volcano for a while, aud then with the product of
I felt

'

]

t,

;

—

Well, the venison was voted more than exThe
I should say it was the best I ever tasted.
health with great enthusiasm aad loud
the
applause, aud I felt that I could not have done better
For
own part,
disposition of your most acceptable gift.
thanks, and to assure
I beg you to accept my very sincere'
you of the great pleasure you have afforded me by your
kindness which enabled me to extend lo others. Believe me,
O. W. Holmes.
my dear sir, very truly yours,
his culinary art.

cellent.

company drank your

m

my

Wisconsin Dee b Slacqu tbred the Yuar Ahocnd— Chicago.—I have just returned from a two-months' trip through
Wisconsin and Michigan, and I was greatly surprised to find
that iu some parts of the former Stale the game laws were
entirely ignored

deer

and openly violated.

The opeu

Sept. 15 iu Wisconsin, but

commences

season tea

my

to

certain

knowledge deer were slaughtered by the hundreds during
the months of July and August of this year. Deer meat is
kept on hand the year around at the butcher's shop in Peshare never haptigo. Wis., and tlie citizens of the latter place
and does out oE
py except when they are butchering fawns
Their plan of shooting is to go out iu large pirties,
season.
accompanied with a score of hounds, and set the dogs on a
fresh deer

If

trail.

they are lucky, and. they generally arc,

they run the deer to the river, where pickets are established,
aud when the deer attempts to swim across he is met with
muskets of the "pickets"
a volley from the shotguns and
which 'is liable to end his days. In the vicinity of Marinetle
and Oconto the same state of affairs exists, and unless the
game laws of Wisconsin are rigidly enforced the deer will
soon be all exterminated.— C. V. T.
Illinois

Game Notes— Quincy,

-A few

Illinois, Sept. 4.

and 1 went to Bay Island, a few
had only about three
miles
hours' shooting, and bagged seventeen woodcock, besides
Wc had very high water this spnog, and
three blue wings.
causing the shores of
all Ihe old seeds were washed up high,
the rivers, lakes, etc., to be covered with a fine growth of
grass where, last summer we had yards upon yards of pasty
mud to go over before we came to the water's edge. This
made fine woodcock ground. The birds are plenty, bid most
have but a few
of the shots are snap shots, as the birds
to twelve
yards to go before entering the tall weeds from ten
days ago,

my Mend

H.

above" here, after

S.

woodcock

;

The
hi li, resembling a Teal old-fashioned canehrake.
shooting near here will be unusually fine, consisting of
also look for
quail, prairfe chickens, ducks, geese, etc,
- '-'-'h" :! '."'i ."
,
„ ,
Over in Missouri the outlook is even better, especially lor
r

fall

We

.

Wo

are going over there
shooting, includiug turkey.
chicken shooting as soon as business permits.— J. A. B.
fall

Rah, Scores.— Chester, Pa„ September ll.-Iuclosed you

ending Sepwill find the score of birds killed for the week
tember 11. 1SS1, which I think iB good :— Sept. 4. B. Harris,
Allen, 45;
P,
Sepl.
5.
48.
Rothwell.
Ike
45
Goff,
52 C.
Brown, 28 ; Sept.
C. Goff, 47; Harris, 34; Driskot, 23; D.
Rothwell,
23
O. Goff, 47 : B. Harris, 41
0. B. Rump,
Preston,
Sept. 7. Allen, 38 j Harris, 48; Rump, 35; S
88
Rump, 59;
Sept, 8. B
23: 0. Goff, 86.; D. Brawn, 8U
;

:

•

S.

tVietoti,

68; P. Alien, 30;

;

J.

Rothwell,

51

j

B. Etwrte,

—
Skctemiieb

:

have received from Mr. J. Page Fisher, 112 N. 12th
Philadelphia, a copy of his "Pocket Edition of the
of New York," New Jersey, Penney vauia, Delaware and Maryland."

;

Game Laws

;

:

NEWPORT NotBS — Newport,

Sept. 5,

— Plover,

rail

and some snipe are shot on the marsh every morning. Blackfish, bass and bluefish are the principal fish sought for, and
good catches are made every day from the piers, rocss and

;

Jons Gopf.

Gun Cum.— The annual meeting of the AuduClub, for the election of officers for the ensuing
last Monday evening at their club rooms, 31
Moffat, street, Brooklyn, the following officers were elected
President, Robert T. SablB
Yiee-President, P. J. SckarfouBerg; Secretary, Henry Eger; Treasurer, Prank X Gehrling.
The club also held their twelfth monthly and final
competitive contest for the club medal last Thursday, at
Newtown, L. L Twelve members participated in the match,
which, toward the finish, grew quite exciting, from the fact
that a tie shoot took place between three members, of whom
two, Messrs. P. Post and R. T. Sabin, had each won the
medal three times during the year. Finally, after four lies
bud been shot off, Mr. Post won the medaL— La Cazv..
Aiturmos

p

R. L,

boats.

Gun

was held

mierea harmless and more refreshing with llop Bit-

:

:

HSJ1

SEASON

l\

,:::.-

1

l.\

SEVTEJIBEIl,

I

—

Chioago, Sept. 10. Genand party, consisting of General Strong,
eral
Colonel M. V. Sheridan, Colonel Gregory, Edwin B, Sheldon,
and Inspector-General Sackett, of this city, returned Ian
Tuesday from a big hunt and exploring expedition, which
extended through Wyoming, Montana.,' and Idaho. The
parly's line of travel was through the Black Hills, then over
the Sn iw Mountains, and then down to the Yellowstone
National Park. The country traveled through was full of
game, and all the elk, antelope, bear and small game was
Phil Sheridan

killed that they could make use of.
General Sheridau reports the streams well slocked with trout.
Ducks and
as are very numerous here at present.— "Ten Boise."

In tiii: Days op Muzzle-Loaders many ludicrous mistakes in loading were made when the abundance of game
prompted to haste. Our. correspondent "Deli" tebs of such
frantic haste I got both loads of
an cxperienc: " In
p iwder in one barrel and both loads of shot in the other.
An old gander now came directly over my head, about tea
fest above, and I took careful aim, and the result was a
Hinged goose, but he got away, minus nearly all his feathers.
The next shot was a double, and, as will be imagined,
stood drawing the fhot from my left barrel with a look of
mortification on my face, for the larger one of the pair raised
a short, s'artled "honk," and winked one eye at me as he
soared but a few feet above my crazy head.
'

my

Season

Rait,

— New

York, Sept.

and

fluviatiiu.

I

SALT WATER.
Sea Bass, Centroprititin atrariun.
Sinned Hass or Kocktlsli, K«.whs

Wcakfl iU or Squetague, (fynoseyon
remit
n or Spot, UostomwstimLa loo. lie

I

|

lUieatm.
Perch, iloront americani.
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their red fish, red snappers, and other
caught outside in deep water, alive and kicking right up
Since river water has been running into tho
lake all the fish supply must come either by rail on ice or
from Terre-aux Eourfs in wagons, or from Eara) aria. Fish
transported in that manner cannot be good. With the crevasse stopred we can bring fish alive iu the wells of our
smacks right up to West "End, and they will be alive on
reaching market.'
1;
We have the best fish country (?) in the world, audit is
a pity that on account of a little break in the river a whole
city lias to have its fish supply brought to it On ice.
I don't
believe it's healthy.
Why, I can remember the time that
sheepshead, croakers, red fish, flounders, sea trout, and nu-
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merous other good eating fishes were most plentiful in the lake.
Look what it is now, or what, it was a month ago. Nothing
but cats. You'd bait your hooks out on the croaker banks,
get a bite, and haul in a nasty little cattish. You just go
around and ask the people living on the lake shore about that

Ask the captains of schooners. They will tell you
driven away, the lake is shoaling, the oyster beds
outside are being ruined, and all for the lack of a little money
There ain't any use in lookto shut that plaguey thing up.
They don't care for Lake
ing to the government to do it.
Pontchartrain, but we fishermen do, and the people of New
Orleans ought to. You j ust tell some of them chaps with
plenty of money, who like good eating, to help close that
The
crevasse up and they will have fish what is fish.
Democrat can close it up if it pushes it, for the people will
when they see it in the right light, back up the paper with
the stuff.'
"The fisherman went on much in the same strain for
some time as he tarred his seine."
fish are

\
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AN ANGLING DAY.

ALONfi

by the

a rushing river
e birds and daisies

t

Along, alone,

The

;

birds that sing,

And

the daisies Unit -mil \
That mem'ries bring

We

The

baked, stuffed with oyster dressing or
s-iuce
broiled after slicing lengthwise, removing the back
clip the slices in corn meal and cook in hot
fat, Cape Cod style.
,-

plain;

bone
pork

;

fried,

BLACK GKOTJPEB.
This fish, with flesh similar to halibut, should be skinned,
then cook same as snapper.
BED GROtfPBK.
Skin and cook
This fish has a distinct lobster flavor.
same as snapper: requires more cooking, as the flesh is
harder when well done, will suit the palate of any lover
:

good

eating.

bltje fish.

forever.

Prepare for baking
this fish broiled, fried or baked.
by stuffing, and score with a sharp knife to backbone, unci
For broiling, split
insert thin slices of fat pickled pork.
open down the back clear fire and only one turn.

Eat

Alone by the banks or a rushing river
Along, alone, with the past and future

W. HOLBBKTON.

—

;

POMPANO.

1

—

Dicks in Sullivan County. Wild ducks, such as wood
ducks and black ducks, are here in great numbers. 1 have never
known them so plenty before. Some good shooting can now
be had, and here is the place via Erie Railroad to Sboliola
Station.
My bouse is six miles from Shohola, and I will
meet all parties on appointment. Address J. M. Bradley,
Eldred, Sullivan County, N. Y.
1 have boats, dogs and

—

guides.

—

Townshend, Vt. A part of
our grounds are well stocked with the woodcock, and I think
I am the only one that knows what they are.
Ruffed grouse
are thick, and up to the present time are not wild and the
flocks are not broken up any.
Ducks are not plenty, but
I

there is a flock now right in front of
redheads, and full grown.
H. T. E.

—

my window

of fourteen

Sterling, Ky., Sept.

9.— Part-

The first ha'ebing Cull-grown and strong,
the second hatching still gray, but doing finely.
There is a
crop, it linvingbeen dry and nothing to prevent full broods. The hawk bounty has been a blessed success, so this fall let every club offer a bounty, and we can
fiave many more birds to put in bag.— Van A.
I'ldges are plenty.

numerous second

—

WboncoiK in Pennsylvania. A Philadelphia correspondent reports that the springy swamps Of Lehigh County,
were taken possession of this year for housekeeping purposes by a greater number of woodcock than ever was known
Pa

.

Just before cold wea' her will be the lime to catch
before.
these fellows in that section of th 1 country.
Ruffed grouse

may

be

come

across on nearly the

same grounds

at the

same

time.

American Quau. tn
en made to introduce

Pnoi. and. —Several aUeulpls have
"' Boh
VVbltO" into I'lngland, several
b
thousandaof the birds having been at different times imported into that couutr>
All of these importations were unsuccessful.

dry with a
Split down the back, clear through the head
be careful not to burn; salt
clolh; broil over a clear fire
only after the Bide is cooked and turned up ; dress with a
little good butter and the fourth of a good lemon dropped on
the flanks and centre when hot it will permeate and develop
Lives there a man with soul
its unsurpassed nutty flavor.
so dead, etc,
;

;

t

last forever.

W.

II.

IlASBROCCK.

:

AN IOHTHYOPHAGIST COMES TO

GRIEF.

ONE

of the most daring of the ichthyophagi is Mr. Thomas
J. Murray, Steward of Glen Island.
He dives into the
water (this is a rigger of speech, a? A. Ward would say) and,
if he does not pluck up drowned honor by the locks, he at
least briugs up things most strange to himself
for be it
known, and not at all to his disgrace, that the accomplished
caterer of this famous summer resort, with his great interest
in the fish-eating club with the hard name, is no zoologist.
We have embalmed in our columns how he has dared to
experiment with the despised starfish, and pronounces them
•

excellent in a bisque of his own making. And hoy we record what we are glad has not turned out a tragedy, although every morning we are prepared to read in the daily
papers that the Coroner's jury have decide that Mr. Murrey came to his death by eating of some fiendish and diabolical marine monster, whose name and habits are unknown to the said jury. The facts nre these. Last week
we received a letter as follows

JUAEELL (PRONOCNOKD "WARRELI..")
This fine fish is best adapted to the pan. Clean and score
to the backbone with four cross cuts, fry in sweet pork fat
or olive oik and you will be able to emulate the secretary of
a certain corporation, who a'e five at one silting on board
one of our smacks and theu quit only in consideration of the
Raked similar to the bluefish it is rich
feelings of the fish.
and highly flavored.
silver wuitiso.
This fish, equal to the speckled brook trout, treat in a simimanner. Sheepshead, spadefish, s.ilt-water trout, bass

lar

and

" To the Scientist of

"I am

in

"Stakin's Gi.ks Island, Sept. 10.
Club:
hist through my propensity to ex-

the relithyoplmgifw

trouble at

periment with the unknown inhabitants of ihe vasty deep.
I inclose you a shell or outer habiliment, of the individual

which made this trouble. 1 don't know the name of it, but
presume that it is familiar toyou. I made a stew of the mollusk who wore this stony overcoat, and I ate the stew. Then
began the trouble alluded to
Shell-bearing mollusks, I need
not tell you, are not noted for the swiftness of their movements in life; but the way that stew traveled' was marvedous.
What in thunder is it?
T. J. Murrey."
The she'l iu question is one commonly found ou the outside of oysters, scollops and other shells.
It is a univalve
and is known to science as Qrepidvia furiikatn, and the children who pick up the empty shells along shore call them
'boat shells " and " lady slppers." 00 account of the trans'

verse partition in the middle.
We arc greatly pleased to
know that the daring experimenter has met with nothing
Worse than wdiat might be calh d " dissolving views" in his
researches after the eatable among the neglected mollusks
of our coast.

blackfish, ditto.

SPAKISH MACKEREL.

Cook same as the pompano.
Mum. In alt cases a hot fire and clean

—

1

:

Kentucky Gaits Notes—Mt.

TO COOK THEM.

a Tract issued

egg or oyster

of

sou) to beguile,

That such things may be

HOW

by the Pensacola Ice Company.]
UED SNAPPER.
This fish, varying in weight from three pounds to thirty,
should be either boiled and dressed with drawn butter and

[From

oil

the ang

ptal

suit an

8.

"Left-eyed Shooting." Will you be kind enough to
"Invidius' to inform him that, if be will try the experiment he has mentioned with his left hand, he will find himself "right-eyed" according to his theory.
Evidently he
used his right hand before, which made him "left-eyed."
As he can thus prove himself to be both " right-eyea " and
" left-eyed," he must blame the gun or the game for his
bad shooting. I believe it is always safest to blame the gun
or the charge.—I). (Girardville, Pa.)

coining in now.
That salt water fish come
freely because of the absence of MisRiver water to freshen it, he says
" Since the low water in the river and the cessation of the
flow of water through Bonnet Carre Creek, the increase in
the number of fish in Lake Pontchartrain has been tenfold.
The water in the lake is once more assuming its transparency, and again the needle fish and mullet play around the
whaif. Sheepshead have been caught off the old breakwater outside Milneburg, and flounders on the flats near
West Eud. This return of salt water fish is hailed with delight by all (hose living along the shore, and they are all
united in hoping for the closure of the crevasse.
"One fisherman in speaking to the reporter said 'You
don't know, sir, how much the people of New Orleans would
be benefited by having that crevasse closed up so that no
river water could pass through.
As it once was the fishing
fi-h are

Lake Ponchartrain

sissippi

crevasse.

otiitia.

Spanish Mackerel, Cyliium vtacu

notice in your correspondent's account of rail shooting on
the Haekensack that he states that rail are not so plenty as
I have been out every first day for the last ten
last season.
years and never saw rail so plenty as on. the opening day of
only pushed over a little bit of the ground
this season.
and most of it had been shot over. I brought in forty-five
birds that day and since then larger bags have been made.

— East

ORLEANS.

to the city.

Yellow Perch, rerca

I

etc.

1

Vbemont Woodcock

NEW

Orleans Democrat says that the

'

grutum,

1

Tub Hackessaok

New

smacks could bring

WATKB.

1

or Bay Sxipb.— Your correspondent " L,"

General Surkldan's Pakty.

in the

fish

i

in issue, Sept. 8, wishes observations on the growing BcaiG'rty
of bay snipe and pluver,
Each succeeding year for the past

twenty five years has shown a decreas ', and the past ten years
the decrease has been very rapid. Spring shooting and breech
loaders are especially to blame, but egging at Cobb'B Island,
" writing up " shooting resorts by hotel keepers and enthusiastic amateurs, who "give away" the places dear to sportsmen, establishing watering places along the coast and shooting by the coast life-saving crews are the principal causes of
the diminished numbers of bay birds.
-Men and boys tramping about the meadows and sand-bars instead of shooting
from ambush, also tend to frighten the birds from our shores.
£-{ BLEW.

WRITER

t

and §iver ^ginhm^

|*»

Grayling-, Thymallus tricolor

The Soaeoity

A

into

i

year,
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street,
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IV Ktown. 27; J. Miller, S3; E. Brisket, 35 E. Rump.
Sept. 'i J>. Brown, 35
S. Preston, 45; 13. Rump, 31;
.1.
liOThweil, 5*
C. Gaff, 81: K. Rump,
53; J. Miller, 40; E. Harris, 54: .1. Rhdads, 107. Sept 10,
'I,
Li.
Harris, 44; BarrlesOn, 55; T\ Brown,
SJ
35: S. Preston, 35: R. Rump. 40; C. Coff, 40: J. Piestort.
35
N. Ruu.p, 43 B. Brown, 40; J. Miller, 81.

31.

Browuy 58

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

B3~,

S.

; ;

.

15, 1881.

di-h.
Of the forty
varieties iu use "from the depths of the sea," we commend
all for varied qualities of mil ri ion and flavor.
Some of our friends iu the inttrior who submit them to
the trying ordeal of "frying in warm lard" over a slow fire,
never will discover that they are other than "almost as good
as cat" until they treat them with good cooking and common

Ey

ser.se.

Neptune's " Chief Cook."

order of

The Great Lakes Fisheries.— The

fisheries of the great

the United States arc confined to eight
and form an important industry. A forthcoming report from Ihe Census Office will show that in 1879 the bti-iness employed 1,050 vessels, of which 10 were sic am lugs,
and r>,05l) fishermen. The annexed table gives the number
of men aud the amount of capital contributed by each State
engaged in the fisheries and the value of the product which
lakes lying within
States,

accrued to each
Flshermea.

Minnesota

-

>on
MTclusran
'.'.

mint

-

US!

New Twk

!,'"'.

-

Total..
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,fii

>n,J(i:>

aa,

o-i
..

Pennsylvania

Frefluet.

m.m,

I

S«]

Is

!imi

oni'i

Capital.

B3
Sll

Is

.

:,

ic.d
K

%\
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tn

b.tni

M,4S0

H23

60,05(1

L5J,SHI

sjoaj

pr,345,9i

;
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The heaviest fisheries are on Lake Michigan and Lake Erie.
The value of the products Cur the several lakes during the
Tear are set down as follows: Lake Superior, $105,535:
Lake KBdjigan, $(512,410; Lakes Huron and St. Glajr,
§349,365: Lake Erie, $578,690; Lake Ontario, $138,050;
The products were marketed in the followin"; conditions: Fresh fish, $1,102,950
salt fish, #402,070;
fio'zon fish, $126,100;
smoked fish, $109,970; caviare,
#34,315; isino-i,,-., $5,705; oil, $2,280; total, $1,784,050.
The foregoing shows the value of the products, being in
excess of 100 per cent, on capital invested.

total, $1, 784,050.

;

[September

—

—

Bass in Swabtswood Lakb Newton, N. J., Sept. 8.
party of three gentlemen from Newton caught forty-eight
pounds of black bass in S warts wood Lake last Monday morning.
The largest bass weighed four and one-half pounds,
and the others weighed four pounds. The fish were brought
to Newton to-day, and attracted much attention.
Nearly all
the lovers of the sport in the town have gone, or are about
to go, to try

The

their hick.

was stocked with bass

lake

a

few years ago by the State Fishery Commission. Previous
time few had been caught. Since Monday's excitement, however, the yield has been large and constant, af-

F. Baird could hear the words of praise he gets for their introduction he would feel happy.
I learn from a friend that Dr. Van Antwerp has promised to get
some pamphlets on the growth and culture of carp from Prof.
Baird, and distribute them to those having ponds, that the knowledge of the requisite of this valuable fish may be more widely
known. A discussion as to tho table merits of the carp resulted iii
a practical teBt. A company of epicures dined off black bass and
carp recently in Clark Co., Ky., and they say no difference esistj
as to flavor that they could discover.
Caupio.

to this

fording

A PENNSYLVANIA RESORT.

1881.

15,

the greatest gratification to the successful anglers.
bass are caught with tho little black crickets as bait.

The

For the Holidays: A Present which will be kept and remembered
a ilLetn-aphoscopeor srereoscopo with rarae handsome
Photographs of celebrities. Thelargesi w
t assortment lo ltd
>
..iin'o.-i .it
:i,.„.| ray, New York.
Will send Photograph of any celebrity desired per maXL—Ade.
for years is

i

1

1

1

1

Stkklton, Dauphin Co., Pa.
I desire to add my mite for the benefit of the disciples of
the tod and gun. White House Station, on main line of
Pennsylvania Railroad, seven miles east, of Harrishurg, in
this county, is an excellent place for bass and salmon fishing

The river is also full of the more
1 until winter.
varieties of fish, such as carp, chub, cat fish, uiulfish, and plenty of shad in season.
There is
also excellent duck shooting in the spring and fall. Hotel on
Accommodations plain, but. good and substanriver hank.
For particulars address, with stamp, E. M. Stoner,
tial.
High Spire, Pa. R. M. Neiman (prop'r hotel), High Spire,
Boats plenty at low rates.
or the. writer at Steelton, Pa.
Mr. Neiman was for a number of years a resident, of the
lumber Tegions of thiB State, and to persons wishing it
could give all the necessary information in regard to the
trout and bass streams of Northern and Central PennsylvaThe hotel is a popular stopping plac- for lumbermen
nia.
and raftsmen on heir down river trips, and from then) the
sportsman could gain much valuable information in regard
to choice trout streams and game regions llOOWH to scarcely
any one else but these hardy backwoodsmen of Ihe mounAll ivay passenger trains
tains and forests of Pennsylvania.
JoRS II. Rotrhock.
stop at White House.
from June

common

lelt,

a few rock

;

I

FISHING AT BEAUFORT.

New Bebne,

Hubbs, of

at.

this city, Internal

Pa., Sept.

6.—We
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Tkoft is tub Ttiamks.— Mr. J. Harrington Keene, in the
London Finking Gazette, favors the extermination of pike in
the Thames and the establishment of a large trout hatchery
thereon.
He thinks that a seven years close time for Thames
trout, a yearly introduction of

the true trout of the river,
coupled with a persevering decimation of the eels and pike,
would render the river the finest trout stream in the world.
We know little of the local peculiarities of the river, but on
gem ml principles we agree with Mr. Keene.

—

thing has been agitating our fishermen
viz., How does
a black bass swallow a crawfish ? Which end of crawfish
ahead ? The contest waxed warm, and they agreed to leave

Foekst and STKKAMfor decision.— Cajjpio.

to

takes the crawfish by the tail, but as our observations have been limited we
would like to hear from others on this subject.

TO A CLAM.

LOVELY tenant of
Dear

You

i

the

rle,

61,

,-

;,,-,. -,.,,-

Franklin,

,

i

London, Out.

December 14, is and ifi. at Lowell, Mass Lowell Dog Show. Entries!
December 6. t'tias. A. Andrew, West, Boxford, Mass., Superin-

September 13 and 14, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Collie Trials, held under
Hie auspices ol ihe Pennsylvania state Agricultural Society. Km lies
closed September », Btbridga MeConkey. secretary. HurrNbiirg. I'h
Franklin spmtsnii-i/s ciub and
Nlckien, sr., Secretary P. O. r.ox

or'

came
Cl,

Protective Society!^.'!!
Franklin, Pa.

Trials commence on Thanksgiving
O. Box 274. New York thy.
October 2.5, 2(1, 27 and 28 at Masonlown. Fayette Co.. Pa., via boat
First. Annual Derby.
frmn I'lusburgh.
Pennsylvania Field Trials.
Entries close at I'lnsburgii, l'a.. (tcdber i.-.. 1. it. stayton, -ecretary.

Entries close .November 1. K. I.eviMvlry. Se'.reiarv.
96, Louisiana State Field Trials. Entries close

November

Tk.s Miles N. W. or Norfolk,
Nbbbaska, September 2, 1881.

How yon
At theclll
While yoi
At the ne

With your aromatic stoam.
uleadacpiiet
injuieii me.
lite.

E'er:

.

For you haven't got a wife
E'er your earthly pain elude,
In your sandy solhud".
O, I would 1 were a clam
With a seaweed orlflamme
In mid ocean's deepest dives
Far from clashing oyster knives

Far from Bockaway hotels,
Hid 'raoiig rim-i.-lieiinied shells:
Fur from S .miuls's and Mott'S
Patent lever chowder pots.
Then I'd sit and scratch my chin

With a diabolic grin,
vowing liinu should never

Me in coney
R. K.

hc

n

Island soup.

Munkittbuk,

Sunday

Titnes.

^isficuUme.
History or Ftshccltvbe.— The conclusion of

Knot ins re tite

Goodes "Epochs

and

in the History of Fishculture" is in type

be given in our next issue, its publication being deferred
time that the proofs may have the author's supervision.

will

to that

FISHOULTURAi MOTES.
North Carolina has a shad hatchery at Avoca and a trout hatchery at, Morgautown. both under t B charge of Mr. S. G. Worth,
the Actine Commishionev .if in!
The Minnesota Commission has at their hatchery at Red Wing,
in charge of Mr. S. S. Watkins, brook trout, California salmon,
rainbow trout, Atlantic salmon, lake trout, wall-eyed pike, yellow
perch, and hybrids between the brook trout and rminnat salmon.
Mr M. T." Bailev has been appointed Superintendent of the
.ii, Wis., in place of H. H. Welsher, resigned.
Mr. William H. Furman, the veteran trout culturist of Maepeth,
near Brooklyn, N. Y., has bought a placo on the Nissequoge River,
Long Island, and is making trout pouds there. He haB a hne
place near Smithtowo,
....,
The Maine Commissioners are stocking lakes with black bass.
They have also stocked the Rangeley Lakes with whitefiBh.
;

'
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.

,
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.
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was held at this place some ten miles northwesterly of the ibriv
iug Utile town of Norfolk on the east side of the north fork of the
Elk-Horn Itiver, in Pierce county. Tho encampment was located
on a high point on the left bank of the river, a beautiful stream of
clear, wholesome water, skirted by one of the handsomest and
richest valleys in the State, and at this point about five miles wide,
and studded' with fine fields of corn and groves of forest trees—
planted and nurtured by the deft hand of the thrifty farmer.
Here upon this big plateau of "smooth-shaven grass" stands four
canvas tents. The largest one, a hospital tent, is assigned to the
cuisine. The three smaller ouos for the use of the attendants,
competitors aud their dogs. No more fitting spot could bo found,
and when the last peg had been driven to hold the trusty tent
cords in place we felt ourselves at home.
I must not omit to mention that this delightful location was
suitably wet down with copious libations of cool, clear ice-water. Ju
Another fact
this regard score, one for tho Nebraska Sportsmen.
may he mentioned of the largo number of young aud middle-aged
men, who neither smoke nor chew tobacco at all, or moderately, so ;
wo saw no whisky on the ground during the whole time, except a
single pint flask in the hands of one of the numerous medical gentlemen present who had taken it simply as a precaution against
"snake bites.'' It was wonderful how many titled gentlemt u congregate at such an encampment. Boys instantly become captains,
colonels, generals, doctors, lawyers and judges, and seem to bear
those heavy titles with istni,/ fn,i.,i. scarcely expected, of their agon.
And vet there were many really titled men present and <• era tb.-itinguished ladies with their children a portion of the time, which
especially made the encampment more pleasant, and may sufficiently account for the orderly demeanor of the sportsmen, and the abBense of whisky and profane language. The camp being settled
we were summoned to dinner by our congenial restaurateur, dipt.
Bigalow. whoso rotund and stalwart form and genial good nature
(except when aome luckless dog invaded his apartment) made aU
1

in A'oah'n

i.

.

.

:

,

-

,i

,

Box

second annual Field Trials of pointers and fetters under the
THEauspices
of the State Sportsmen's Association, of Nebraska,

happy gangs
elr golden bang
: eye and grin

striped bass fishiug

— Tonkas Statesman.

i

NEBBASKA FIELD TRIALS.

and

for fishing smacks.

p. 0.

5, at (hand Junction, Tenn., National American Kennel
Club's Field Trials. Jos. IL Dew, Secretary, Columbia, Tenn.

inning wave,
ue coral cave,

i

you

Mermaid.-

Prof.

of the sea encircles a neck of land look out

.

;

At Camp,

considerably ahead of the last two years. In the latter end
of July, and during the present month the nether Don has
yielded between 300 and 400 fish per day. The fishing on
the Dee all round was over an average, the greater portion of
the fish having been got at, the Pol and Fords. From the
middle of June onward big hauls have daily been got, and
not for twenty years have so many fish
it is estimated that
been got at these stations as there have been got this season.
The returns at the Mid-chingle were also good. Since the
beginning of the eril.se season the fishing has been interrupted by disagreeable weather. The best catch of the season was
got about the middle of July, when some 600 fish were landed in one day from the Pot and the Fords on the Dee. All
through the season the quality of the fish has been good.
Price for salmon in Aberdeen has varied during the season
from 2s. 8d. to lOd. per pound, and grilse from Is. 6d. to 9d.
Quantities of fish were retailed for the Aberdeen
per pound
market at London prices, but the greater part of the fiBh
were sent by train and steamer to the London Market.

When an arm
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eclipse alt other llsh.
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quarts of whitebait.
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November

to ine

Far bene;

How

of fish large-

Billingsgate Market, "and on board boats lying off that place,
83 tons 15 cwt. of fish as unfit for human food. Of these
54 tons 18 cwt. came by land, and 38 tons 17 cwt. by water.
The single fish numbered
Nineteen tons were shellfish.
j
09 !i; ,7, and include 8 catfish, 10 cod, 18 crayfish, 500 eels, 120
coneer eels, 500 dabs, 81,560 haddocks, 2,300 lobsters, 750
mackerel, 4,822 plaice, 630 skate, 73 pairs of soles, 1 sturgeon,
245 turbot and 8 4^0 whiting. There were also 10 barrels of
crabs and 12 of pickled herrings, 168 bags of mussels, 4 of
oysters, 36 of perriwinkles and 106 of whelks, 8 kits of pilchards and 1 of prawns, 1,648 gallons of shrimps and 55

i:

and so, at London, Ont, London Dog Show.
September 12. Charles Lincoln su< .eri n euclent, Tecum-

close

Club.

where ripples plav,
On the beach at Kockaway,
Dear to me as porgie bait,
Bearer still upon a plateDear as poms fondest wish,

Salmon Fisheries of Scotland.— From the Scotsman, of
26, we learn that the net salmon fishings on the Dee arid
Don terminated on the 25th. The season has been a very
At the outset the returns were comparativesuccessful one.

Unwholesome Fish at Billingsgate.— We learn from
Land and Water that during the month of July the fishmeters appointed by the Fishmongers' Company seized at

rarara'

27, 2S, 29

Entries close
llonse,

-

Thos. D. Adams, Superintendent

15.

September
v'li

Franklin, Pa., Franklin Sportsmen's

23, at

!

i'

sea,

Aug

was very successful there just before his
One angler succeeded in taking nine fish in one
departure.
Angling there for
day! aggregating 450 pounds in weight.
this fish is quite as expensive as angling for salmon in CanThe angler
ada.
It bites best when the ocean is rough.
rents one of the small rocks which abounds in the vicinity,
and is prevented from being washed off it into the sea by an
He engages a man to bait the ground for days
iron railing.
He may remain
in advance of the time he intends to fish.
there every day for a week without getting a single specimen. The tackle used by these anglers is the best which is
made, a rod and reel not unfrequently costing $200. Much
skill is required in landing large fish, an hour or longer not
unfrequently being spent in this exciting amusement.

tember

and

21, 22

::!"!
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December
r.lie

shell-bound dough nut dear to me,

—

Striped Bassino at Newport.— Wm. Rotch Wister, Esq.,
Philadelphia, has recently returned from Newport, R. 1,
is reported in the l'i,:nnanUnrn, Tdajruyh as saying that

'

;

We have the impression that the black bass

,
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FIELD TRIALS.
Bass Take a Crawfish?— Paris, Ky.,

One

his chief clerk, Tinker, constituted a party in the Ives Sharpie
Lucia, in charge of Captain Ben Piggott and had admirable
suceesB in taking the members of the finny tribe. Although
these gentlemen, leading as they do comparatively sendenliuy
lives and lacking the experience that makes good fishermen,
hauled in on this occasion seventy handsome Spanish mackOne of the former, caught
erel and seventy-nine bluefish.
by Mr White, measured thirty-seven inches in length and
weighed nineteen pounds the finest caught this season. In
this connection one of this parly assures us that whole
schools of fish are disporting themselves, the big ones eating
the little ones, and the whole hovered over by gulls, who
U. N. I.
dive down for their prey.

both rivers

BENCH SHOWS.
September
1

tendent.

How Does a Black

Revenue Collector White and

ly poOr, but as the season advanced the catches
ly increased, and at the close the v ield from

%mml.
FIXTURES.

it

N. O.

Beaufort and vicinity is now at its height,
and all the species usually taken here are plenty, esThe harbor is alive
pecially Spanish mackerel and bhiefish.
with boats in charge of capable men and occupied by amateur fishermen wlin, wilh hook and line, catch in a short
time, such quantities of fish as nearly equal under ordinary
Postmaster
circumstances the result of seine fishing.

FISHING

The Streams Dry— Pittsburg,

having a severe drought in this part of the State, and in consequence the rivulets and mountain streams are dry and our
rivers are lower than ever known but once before.
The fish
are reported all dying.
A gentleman just in my office, who
came down Monongahela River this morning, reports seeing
large numbers of dead bass and other fish along the river, on
the rocks, and along the river bank.
A few more, days of
such weather will certainly kill all the fish in our streams,
except possibly those in deep holes.— I. R. S.

.

CARP IN KENTUCKY.
Paris, Ky., Sept 10.

Fish Commissioner Dr. W. Van Antwerp, of the Ninth District,
has been turning bis attention to the carp which have, boon placed
in the hands of private partlea and can therefore be protected, for
our public waters are depleted by the cursed giant powder and
private
nemos so the only fish that can be protected are those
pouds. Our country is plentifully covered with artificial ponds for
stock water, they average from three to ten feet deep, with muddy
occasionan
food
with
of
Ornish
plenty
1
granges
aquatic
aud
bottoms,
they are hapal bunch of cabbage and lettuce from the garden, and
and weighpy and grow finely. Prom four pouds 1 have measured
ed them, and And* their growth very even— one foot, one foot and
fourteen inches, oue and one-half feet. The leather carp being
are
larger than the scaled variety, the farmers who have them
very enthusiastic concerning their culture, and I know if Prof. S.

m

feel at

home.

Tho dinner being over, and there being no entries in the stakes
for puppies under twelve months old, and as other parties were
expected to arrive with dogs to run in the second stakes— for Nebraska dogs—it was arranged to hold the entries open until the
following morning, and thus give all who desired a fan- opportuA sufficient number of teams benity to take part iu the trials.
ing at hand nearly the entire number of sportsmen rode out into
the broad prairie outside the limits of the ground assigned for the
trials to take place, with dogs and guns to pick up a few chickens
for the use of the camp, and in which a very pleasant afternoon
was spent, and about eighty birds were brought in as well as about
number of wonderful things, and incidents of this dog
ami that dog, of this shot and that shot, from which one might
easily conclude that every dog was not only a clipper in his way,
i.

but an actual winner.

Bine bloods. Natives, English, Irish and Gordons, setters and
pointers of high and low degree, pedigreed and unpedigreed, and
all of them imported, or would have been able to lay claim to that
on but for the fact that, like the American-born Irishman,
his native
not being born
la bored under the misfortune of
country, thev were aU begotten, whelped and reared this Bide of
.,

m

,,

the " Big Pond."
..
,,
„
A pleasant evening was spent in recounting tho afternoon s exnight anticipating
..',
oes, and at ten o'clock all turned in for the
the events and misadventures that awaited the scenes of the next
day Here it may be well to note who and whose dogs are
Iu the list 'is Mr. O. B. Whitman, with note-book and
here
speaker of the
pencil Hon. 0. P. Mathewson, of Norfolk, late
House of Representatives of Nebraska, an ardent sportsman with
his Irish setter dog Mack, by Livingston's Brian out of his Mona
Captain 3. D. Brown, of Missouri Valley, Iowa, with his black and
;

white Belton setter and his Irish setters whose names and Uncage
we failed to obtain Dr. J. B. Leas, of Neligh, Nebraska. v>ith hiB
beautiful bitch Pearl; Mr. Ed. Johnston, of Omaha, with his white
black Belton Fleet II., aud black Gordon dog Jet Mr. W. J.
Irwin, of Topeka, Kansas, with bis famous lemon and white setter
dog Major, liver and white pointer dog Bock, and several young
Dr. J. H. Peabody, of Omaha,
setters and pointers iu training
with his superb bitches Queen and Fan, the former a red setter,
liver and white pointer finely bred;
ona, the latter,
black Gordon. Jet Mr. B. E.
beautiful
H Brooks, with a
Air
B Kennedy, of Omaha, with his Irish setter bitch Nora (Brian;

;

;

it

W

Mona) and

:

his all liver pointer

dog Dick, whose

lineal ante-

i

|

Sbptember

FOREST AND STREAM.

15, 1881.]

cedents mark a period of twentv-flve rears existence in Omaha,
his great-grandfather being Hon. E. B. Chandler's Pouto, an aU
liver-colored pointer imported from England in 1856 or D57, and
brought to Omaha the Ham.- year. Dick is past ton rears old and,
u- mention tins fact here that hie performances in the trials noted
further on may be the hotter appreciated.
There were also other yen th men sportsmen present accompanied
with their favorite bine bloods, natives and droppers whose names
we were unable to ascertain by reason of their failure, to come to
the scratch, but departed from the field before the trialB vfere
finiahed, excebt Mr. William PreBton'a Lncv, a superb Irish setter
bitch from Bicrbower'Hlie.nucl, but being in season eould not entel
the trials.
The second tray August 31, brought out the following named
dogs for second stakes", who were drawn to run in the following
Dr. f'eaiiudv'H Quean against Johnston's Jet.
Peabodv's Fun against Brook's Jet,
Johnston's Fleet II, against Mathewson's Mack.
Kennedy's Dick a bye.

THE TltlALS.
Queen and Johnston's Jet were cast off in a stubble
and after good work bv both dogs with buds
were ordered up by the. judges, and the heat gf
to Queen.
The del aits of each race, we are l inable a t 'this time to
give, for the, obvious reason that your corre ponden t was obliged
At

A. jr.,

field of

forty acres,

abundant

th'er

"

handle Dick instead of the pencil, bnt \ e shall record somethug of old Dick's performances out of ret ard for his age. and
long-time Bcrvle.es in the field in his younger and better days. He
is to (he manor born, bnt. for the past two ye ara has
rested from
bis sheaves- r.ud been tenderly cared for i'n ttis old a°"e and was
only entered in these races to take the place of N
Nora who had beto

'

come

foot-sore

Peabodv's Fan and Brook's Jet were next put down in the same
m. Both dogs went to work with great zeal, Fan
showing more tractability, but not as fast on the foot as Jet
she
worked her ground thoroughly and fouud and pointed her earae
finely.
Jet worked more at random, was less obedient to the eomu
He is much the younger of his competitor
of bis handler.
and has the capabilities of becoming a good field dog. But Fan
is too much for him and wins the heat by a good margin, and it
is awarded to her by the judges.
to el, ,cn Fleet It. and Mathewson's Mack were put
down
same field parti v hunted by Pan and Jet. The pace of
Fleet l older than Mack and hai
these
handled, but seems to be a little out of
much
condit
a good nose, hut appeared to lack a keen
tct he dis
,
discriminating power between the trail scent and body scent of the
birds aud consequently makes many false points where birds may
have been, but unfortunately none are found at this time. Mack
behaves badly, refuses to hack, but points staunchly aud does not
retrieve his bird when killed.
Both make Hushes and neither hare
made a decisive score. At half-past eleven the dogs were ordered
up bv the judges, to be put down again after dinner, and all hands
made for camp, a half a mile away. At this time the clouds that
covered the sun since inornmg had cleared away, the hot rays
shoot down upon men and dogs with great severity, aud all hands
seem content to remain in the genial shade of tho tents until i
P. M.
Many citizens of Norfolk had driven out with their families to
witness tho trials, and with their presence the midday houra in
camp passed pleasantly aud agie-abiv with all present.
At
v. U, Fleet and Mack were ae-ain cast off to finish their undecided heat in he same field hunted in the morning, and after
a half-hour run
Fleet was declared winner of the heat, having
Hon it by fair odds
Kennedy's Dick, the bye, aud Peabodv's Queen came together.
In this beat occurred the prettiest work of the trials thus far.
Old Dick seemed to become inspirited, and struck out with an apparent purpose to win. He forgot hiu rheumatisms, spavins and
windfalls, quartered the field systematically and with a pace that
ymee a .logs might well seek to emulate. He carries his head
Hi> steady leap takes him through a patch
"well up on the wind.
of high weeds, over a swell in the ground aud out of sight of the
judges and spectators, fifty yards in front of his handler, and
drops upon a staunch point just bey
ntly backs him in tine style.
The
sight of Dick pointing,
The spectators are
judges some up. The picturi iB magnificent.
both dogs remain fixed aud mocalled up to witness the
de moves, except the slight tremor
Monicas a statues
of Dick's
idler i- ordered to (lush and kill the
,!,,,'.
bird, whi
Queen, footfall dog: broke shot, ran to
eved it against the positive protests of Her hanthe bird:
ire again cast off, Dick to the left and Queen to
Tt
dler.
the right.
ering lack they arose each other. Dick passes
yards, begins i" draw upon a covey of birds and,
field at ten a.

;

,

i

i

i
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I
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I

;

.

slowly

ad. an:-!

staunch point,
sight of Dick's
Of Dick, at whi,
the birds being

handler to ad

and Fan for first, second and third money, or rather between Dick
and Fleet for first money, and in case Fleet won first, tbeu between Dick and Fan for second and third, unless tho judges should
Belect a dog to run with the loser of second money for third
money.
The best of feoUng prevailed between all contestant-., and no
kicking against tho decision of the judges by any ono was hoard,
and 1 have no doubt each contestant felt entirely satisfied that, the
decisions were just. The judges announced that unless breakfast
was ready by 5 o'clock the next rooming the beats for first, second
and third' money must be run before breakfast, and all reti ed at
10 o'clock with
liiiht, but,

the expectation of

being called out befoi

morning came with a heavy dew, the grass and
;

1

of his handler.
The bird was flushed aud killed by Irwiu, and Fleet was ordered
to retrieve it.
He went to the bird, took it in his mouth, and laid
it down again, aud being again ordered to retrieve it, refused.
While the judges were consulting together Irwin worked Fleet to
the right, where he trailed a bird a short distance down wind.
The bird flushed and was shot by Irwin. Fleet again refused to
retrieve, but, being several times commanded, finally brought the
bird toiis handler, The judges ordered the dogs up and gave the
heat and race to Fleet II. Dick and Fau were then cast off to run
for second money, and, after a short but, spirited contest, the
judges gave the heat and the race for second money to Dick.
there being no other dog in the field eligible to ruii with Fan, she
was given third money, and she fairly earned it too. Thus ended
the Nebraska Stakes.
The dogs having been previously drawn in the Free-for-all, the
contests were immediately entered upon, the first drawn being
Peabody's Fau aud Irwin's Rock, pointer against pointer. The
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dogs from anywhere.
It is noteworthy to remark that the contostauts in all tho races
observed the strictest courtesy toward each other, as well as between contestants aud the jndges, and the decisions of the, judges
in every instance were accepted without a word of complaint from
any one. Indeed, there waB no ground for complaint or criticism.

Bon White.

PENNSYLVANIA FIELD TRIALS.

the whisthis point Dick quartered the ground finely,
tle and wave of the hand to the edge of the field, at which place
he commenced to draw on a brace in the prairie and, passing on
a hundred yards or more, came to a staunch point ou the birds.
Queen again refused to back aud passed forward of Dick, at
which lie broke his point and both dogs Hushed the birds. A
jerlousy seemed to spring up between these dogs and after running a 'little further the judges ordered them up and gave the
to

at to Dick.

Fleet II. aud Fan were put down in the prairie, being the two
remaining winners of first heats, Fan to the right and Fleet II.
Fan drew to an old bird in light cover, which flushed
to the. left.
twentv yards ahead of her. Fleet pointed in the prairie, and
his handler, advancing, fouud no bird. Moving on Borne distance Fleet again pointed, but no bird was found— probably a
Passing from
(rail whero
some bird had recently been.

the
prairie into a stubble
field
Fleet flushed
a single
and
passed on, Fan
entering
the same
bird up wind
stubble about thirty yards to the leeward, also passed into the
spectator
field, and both dogs commenced to work to the wind.
passing into the field near the point where Fleet flushed ran up
two more birds. About the middle of the. field Fan going partly
down wiud flushed a bird in good coyer. Passing into the prairie
Fan quartered to tho right, and came
Fleet false pointed again
to a staunch aud handsome point in th" prairie, Fleet being called
up backed at "toho" of his handler, Pan's handler being ordered
by the judges flushed and killod the bird: Fan did not retrieve,
but Fleet did retrieve same bird to order. Passing on Fleet pointed in tho edge of the field, then passed on a few yards, and again
pointed a bird flushed ten yards ahead of bim which Irwin shot, aud
Fleet retrieved it in fair style, but slowly.
Passing on in the field
Pau made game, and finally pointed, the bud was flushed aud not
shots*,
A covey af half-grown buds was flushed by the teams, and
marked down a short distance away in the prairie. The dogs were
worked to the spot, and both pointed. Dr. Peabody asked the
judges if he should Rhoot the
The reply being "Not the
first one" it, was taken for gra ted as a permit to shoot all the
Others, The first bird that r
permitted to fly
ty, but as the others rose the doctor made a handsome donbl,
shot, and Irwin took tho third bird and fourth that rose immediately after it.
Tho fifth also dropped to the Doctor's gun at which
Irwin also shot as the bird was lalliug. The judges immediately
fined both six bottles of FDug's beer each. The Dootor for ''breaking to wing" and scoring a double, aud Irwin for shooting at a dead
bird. Suffice it to say no appeal waa taken by either, hut Irwin
seems to think the fault wasin the trigger of his gun--" it wouldn't
stop after he pressed it." At this point the judgesordered thedogs
up, and gave the heat to Fleet II. And all bauds started for camp
night coming ou, and it, being too near dark to run another heat.
This left the contest for iiret money betwen Dick and Fleet II,,

A

;

Of the amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws we quote
Section 1. The annual meeting of the association shall be held ou
the evening of the first day of the trials, and shall be called to
'
order at 8 o'clock p. a.
Section 2. The officers shall be elected by a majority vote at the
annual meeting of the association, aud tho vote shall he by ballot.
Section 5. The Executive Committee shall have full power, during
the interregnum of the association, to transact all necessary business,
and shall be called together by the President, who shall be chairman of the committee, or upon the written request of three of its
members. All officers ot the association shall be ex, officio momberg of the committee. The committee shall compose the Boaru
of Appeals, to whom all appeals Bhail be referred. They shall
conduct the (rial of members of the association against whom
charges have been preferred.
Section 1. All petitions for membership shall bo made iu writing and recommended by a member, and said applicant shall state
Professional breakers shall uot he
his occupation aud residence.
Section 4, " No persons not residents, of
eligible to membership.
the State of Pennsylvania shall be eligible to active membership."
Article X.— Section 1. A dog to be eligible to run in the field
trials of the association must be owned by a member of the assotion at the time of making the entry and at the time of running the trials. In all cases dogs must be handled by their ownNothing in this shall be construed so as to prevent a memers.
ber from purchasing a dog previously entered and handling him
in the trials.
Seotiou 2. The stakes to be run shall he a Derby aud an AllAged stake, both to be open to pointers and sellers only.
Sect on 3. There shall be uo cash prizes offered iu either stake,
but all prizes shall be of tho nature of trophies. There shall be
a first, second and third prize offered in each stake. The entry
fees, forfeit, value and nature of prizes, time of closing entries
for All-Aged stakes, time and place of holding trials, as well as
all details pertaining thereto, shall be determined by the Execu:

tive

Committee.

stake shall be opeu to dogs whelped on and after
the first day of January of the previous year. Entries for the
Derby stake of the year 1881 shall close on the first day of September, 1881,* and entries for the Derby stake of any subsequent
year shall close on the first day of April of the year the stake is
to be run for.
The ATI-Aged stake shall be open to dogs of any age.
Rule l. The Executive Committee shall notify the members of
the time and place where the meeting will be held, Die date of
closing entries, the scale of points and the names of judges, at
Iu the event, any
least thirty days before the trial takes place.
judge or judges fail to act the Executive Committee shall fill all
vacancies.
The following are the roles to govern tho running of the field

The Derby

trials

:

•Changed to October
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one dog or a brace of dogs.
sons will not
If from any cause the handler of a dog or a brace of dogs is disabled to such extent that he cannot shoot, the judges shall appoint a person to shoot for him. The handlers of the two dogs
shall go together as if it were a brace of dogs, so that tie; 1^
shall be upon an equality as to ground, opportunities for pointing,
etc.
No spectators will be allowed nearer the handler al dogt
than seventy-five yards to the rear, and marshals shah be appointed to enforce ibis law. No person shall make any remark
about the judges or dogs iu hearing of the judges. Such person
Should any
so offending shall bo expelled from the grounds.
handler of dogs annoy the judges after having been ordered to
desist, the jndges shall oider such dog as he is handling up and
out of the i-ace. The privilege is granted the handlers to ack the
jndges for information or explanation that has a direct bearing
upon any point at issue pending such question the dog shall not
Dogs afflicted with any contagious disease,
be, under judgment.
or bitches in season, will not he permitted on the grounds.
Rule 7. Pointing fur, feather or reptiles shall not be considered
making a false point. A dog making a false point and discovering
it to bo such, without any encouragement from his handler, shall
not bo penalized.

:

larked

working

i
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;
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dogs were put down at 9 o'clock. Your correspondent was not
able to give the details of the running off these stakes, as he was
for the forenoon. There being but four dogs out of the eighteen
ot twenty on the ground entered for these slakes the judges reported the following results, viz, Irwin's Rock heat Peabody's
Fan, Johnston's Fleet II. beat Irwiu's Major, which resulted in
Fleet II. winning first money and Irwin's Major and Itoek winning
second and third. Thus ended the second field trials of Nebraska,
which, all things considered, must, be conceded to be a success
compared to that of last year held at Mil ford, south of the Platte
River. Aud wo can justly claim to have redeemed the Association
from the miserable failure of last year, so far as Ihe management
and Nebraska sportsmen are concerned. The total absence of both
sportsmen and dogs from south of the Flatte River is seriously regretted and open to the severest censure. Whero, oh, where is
the Kockwood Kennel, with all its Wooded dogs in training- the
Lincoln Club, the Osceola Club, the Brown ville (Hub, the Nebraska.
City Club, the Syracuse Ciub and the Plattsmouth Club
alone, 'No
i
•ack sportsmen aud crack dogs '? Echo
sand."
One thing is fully demonstrated Nebraska, has soi e good dogs
in the field, as all who witnessed the parformanc is of those.
aji
that
vouug and clumsily-handled dogs will admit,
is needed to enable ihoni to successfully compete with th
dogs in America is training. They possess all the capacities
give
them
a
little
careful
if
their
owners
ti
and
-will
safv,
jstof
th-'y need not fear the result in ruuuiug them against tho

j

down by the judges, they ordered Queen's
nee her to the spot, which he did. She soon

I

literally

>

to make jame. Dick, seeing it, ran to her and both dogs
moved forward and flushed the bird without pointing it. From

Bule 2. Dogs shall he drawn in braces by lot, and run in heats,
the beaten dogs to be retired (except as hereinafter provided), and
the winners to be run agaiu iu the order in -which they won
successive heats. If there should be a bye, the dog getting the
benefit of tho bye shall bo run in the first heat of the next series
of heats. If two dogs, owned or exhibited by the same person,
should be drawn to run together, or come together in any successive hoat, the second dot; shall change place with the next dog in
the order of running. This shall be continued until only two dogs
remain, and the winner of these two shall be the winner of first
The dogs beaten by the winner of the first prize shall then
prize.
be drawn bv lot, and run against each other as in the first series of
heats. The winner of the final heat shall he the winner of the
second prize. The dogB beaten by the secoud prize winner shall
be treated as the ouus beaten by the first prizo winner, and the
winner of the final boat shall he tho third prize winner.
The judges shall select the fourth dog in order of merit, without, running.
Should a dog that has won a heat be withdrawn, or for some
reason fail to appear, the judges shall have power to consider his
opponent as a dog beaten by a prize winner (provided that his work
in their judgment was such as to warrant this ).
Rule 3. When two dogs, owned or trained by the same person,
shall be drawn together, one shall ran only in that heat, and he
with the next dog in the order of running, not so owned, unless
at the latter end of a trial it be found impossible to avoid running
two sueb dogs together, when it may be permitted. A withdrawal
from any heat is a, withdrawal from the race. If in drawing there
be a bye', and a dog be withdrawn in this heat, the dog with the
bye, and the other dog in the hoat withdrawn from, shall be com
polled to inn against each other, as if bo drawn.
Rule i. The judges shall order up the dogs as soon as they have
determined which is the best, according to the scale of points in
Rule 5. The privilege is granted the judges of ordering up any
dog- or brace of dogs, that have not sufficient merit, in their opinbut these may be put down again if there is a
ion to got placT-d
pos-ik'le chance for them to win.
Rule 5. Positive points for merit Pointing. 35 pace, 15 ba eking, 7; style, 6; staunchness, 8; ranging, 5; quartering. 8:
retrieving, 10— total, 100.
Negative
obedience, and disposition, 6
points for demerit: False pointing. 1 to 5; breaking in (each
offense), fi; breaking shot (each offense), 10 chasing or breaking shot and chasing (each offense). IS,
Rule 6. No person, except the judges, marshals and reporters,

loaded with water. Breakfast was ready
field
o'clock, and at seven a start was made for the nearest stnbbl
eighty rods away, and the same in which the first start was made.
Fleet II. and Dick were put, down in this field. A score of birds
had flushed from this field before the dogs were put down. The
dogs being cast off toward the spot from which tho birds had
flown
Upon approaching it Fleet, came to a stand as if pointing a
bird, Dick winded up to the spot and passed on- no bird there.
Passing ou, the dogs working to the wiud, Dick quartered the field
to the right or left as indicated by the wave of the hand somewhat in advance of Feet, and covering twice the gronnd ho did
Dick found aud pointed some forty yards to tho front of Fleet, who
was working near his handler. Fleet was advanced to hack and
did so fairly, but within ten yards of his handler who had also advanced. The judges ordered the bird to be flushed and killed,
which was done by Dick's handler. Dick was ordered to retrieve,
but refused. Has handler stated to the judges that he had never
been taught to retrieve, aud moreover that ho disclaimed any
points for retrieving or backiug, which would be G points in 100
Passing, Dick came to
against, him with a dog that did both well.
another point, which Fleet hacked to order also within ten yards

being

i-thirde the distance, settles upon a
;.: eng back from the left quarter, eanght
a-.- i,
ointing, but failed to back, and passed in front
Dick advanced aud the birds flushed. One of

began

h
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Pointing The judges will allow only those doge the maximum
that point all the birds possible for them to point under existing
cirenmstances. A dog to earn the maximum number of points
under this head must display a first-class nose and exhibit great
judgment in finding and pointing his birds, and ruake no flushes
qualities would avoid in ordinary huntid Kit a dog with the above
The dogs are to ho hunted in all respects as in an ordinary
ing.
day's shooting. Inexcusable or willful flushes will detract from a
dog's score uuder this head, but the character of the flush must
be always taken into accouul in estimating the penalty, if any.
The judges must .uot ask the handlers if their dogs are pointing ,
but must decide for themselves. They shall always consider the
nature of tho ground, the wind aud tho birds, and uot ] onaliz a
dog for flushing a bird it would be impossible to point, 'ihe penhe
alty for flushes to be graded by tho character of the offense.
judges shall not require the handlers to work their Bogs down
wind. Judges are allowed the discretion of declaring dogs out of
the beat if absent when called.
Pace The dog that maintains the fastest gait throughout the
trial, except when cover or on game, to receive the full number of
points, all others to be graded by him.
Backing— Adogtoget maximum for backing must stop at the sight
of. another dog pointing, without being cautioned by his haudlfr.
A dog shall not be said to refuse to back, unless the doe pointing
stands upon his feet and is motionless. Should a dog be spoken
to or cautioned while backing, the judges shall grade his score accordingly. Judges shall hare power to gire dogs more than one
opportunity to back.
Style The judges shall consider the dog's grace iu rauging and
drawing, and attitudes in pointing aud backing.
Staunchness— The maximum allowed such dogs only as do not
advance from their point when they are on game, until ordered
1

•

,

—

—

—

Ranging The maximum only allowed the dogs that maintain
the most killing range throughout, viz., wide or close, as the
necessity of Ihe case may require.
Quartering—The maximum only allowed Euch dogs as woik at
right augles with the handler, unless the nature of the ground
renders tmeb work impracticable.
Obedience and disposition— The maximum only allowed to a dog
that works promptly to the gun, v-ithout noise or severity, and is
obedient, prompt, cheerful, and easily haudled. A dog to receive
credit for pace, ranging, quartering, obedience and disposition,
must earn something under the bead of pointing.
Retrieving— To receive the maximum under this bead a dog
shall go promptly and cheerfully for the bird, aud deliver it to
the handler without mouthing or 'mutilation.
False Pointing The judge shall give a dog ample opportunity
to discover whether or not he is on
tp e joint, a] d
aall
shall range from 1 to 5 for his acts throughout tho heat
Breaking In— Is when a dog, through imperfect breaking or
from excitement, leaves his position when the birds rise, whether
the gun is fired or not. aud starts to break shot or chase, hut stops
within a few feet of the point from which he started, of his own
accord, or by command.
Breaking Shot— Is when a dog runs in when a shot, is find with
the intention of getting the bird, aud does not stop promptly at

—

;-.

command.
Chasing— la when a dog

i

fc]

:

follows the birds, either when the gun
nrnot, to an extent to be beyond thecoutrol of the handler
iG m
for the time being.
Nursery Stakes— Rule.— There will be no points allowed for retrieving in this stake. Rules otherwise as above.
Brace Stake.— The, rules governing the Brace stakes shall bo the
some as those used iu the All-Aged stakes, with the following exceptions: The maximum for ranging shall be ten instead of six.
the maximum for quartering shall be ten instead of six. aud the
The brace to earn the maximum for quartotal 110 instead 100.
tering must cross each other systematically, and » ork independedtly of each other, or one dog must quarter the ground on oue
side' of the handler while the other dog quarters the opposite
Each brace will be
side, the dogs meeting at or near the centre.
run separately instead of running iu heats, sud be judged by the
In ease only one dog
scale of points as laid down and explained.
retrieves the brace Bhall only be entitled to half tie number of points
lor retrieving.
:

i

'

s

:

t

:
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HVDUOPHOBIA. LVSSA, OB BABIES IN ANIMALS.

R LONDON LETTER.

i

[September

Iie.se ministering to it, aUd.t'O a degree rarely exhibited iu
otberof the hover animals. "The two then— the practitioner and
nurse— acting in combination, aud working to the same end. if
they do not reap the desired reward of their labors, have at least

(Concluded.)
Settlor

Slrwm

Forest and

Smee writing my last letter to you Darlington Dog SutSw, the
ih-l'.,-:, loo. e..n,,
of ova- norl hern
an,!
ic
This yoai' ll has
been attended with a certain amount of sensational linplotl "
which ii, iiftM hitherto escaped, hut tin BUoti was agvAUd one as
.,...• entered, and thnrrnalily
'Am
regards quantity, for n«i
""'
was universally admitted to havebaen tim
ingtbn. What cruised all tho commotion in contortion with the
show was tho action of some members of our kennel club who dochili f

i

I881

15',

,

:-.

:

I.

i

under' their care."

hut

r.

go .i.l

:i

.leal in

"dumb"

Sullen or
33

n

'!

mptoms

.
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;

Tlivor
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,:•'

.in'

.

winning pHr.es

if

The animal has

I

increases; there

float

Each shepherd may take his dog over the ground before tho
sheep are brought in and show or tell him w hat be wants him to

.

is

do.

Tho shepherd may precede or follow tho sheep as he may
choose; he will not bo permitted to assist his dog except by
voice or gesture. Hallooing, berating, or much bidding or noise
Will detract from the estimate of the performance of the dog.
When a dog is working no other dogs .-hall be present to dis-

discharge from the
adinicultv in swallowing and a tendouoy

a savage, ferocious lool

tie;,

j

choke

to

The maniacal

has a duration of from three

stage

four

to

tract his attention.

No person except the superintendent in charge and the members of the jury shall enter the sheep ring while the dog is work-

they nearly abate. There is now a propensity to bito a
peculiar tone in the bark, and tho animal makes efforts to break
away and stray. Iu the interval the propensity to hit.; is maintained, it is not corniced to other animals aud men,' but includes their
own bodies. They are often iu the paroxysm the sut j-cts of hatthev snap at Ihe air, and convidsionfl BO 10I DJ 101
ha cin at iou
The bark is peculiar, being between a bark and bowl. No
cur.
barely do they suffer from
special dread of water is exhibited,
spasms in attempting to drink, nor do thev have any aversion to air
or light. tCmaciation is attributable to the fact thai khey eat and
drink almost nothing. The eves get Sunken and the Ion gets
rough. There, is no discharge of saliva or foam from the mouth.
Saliva is emitted only when they cannot swallow.
There are certain erroueous impressions
1. That the muzzle is covered with saliva.
2. That the tail is carried between the hind legs.
8. That they ruu straight forward.
The paralvt'ic stage ban symptoms deepened The lead-colored
tongue projects from the mouth, tho gait becomes uncertain and
the animals are hardly able to stand. They till bifit and Snap.
tcrviils

;

Tbo jury will carorully note the disposition and docility of the
different flocks pi sheep and make due allowance for those that
are m, re udd than others.
Iv-ich ,-hepheid will have the privilege of exhibiting the working „f hifl 'lo
by cl
sing his own kind of work with the sheep
afterthe rogulai trial has been completed. He may also show tho
training of Lis dog for other practical purposes as a farm or house

;

,,,jr e

dog.

Dogs and bitches fifteen mouths old. ur over, must compote in
1'nppies iimbi fifteen months, having competed
the aged 'class.
in the puppy cla»s, "ill also be eligible for entry iu the aged class.
hree sheep.
.1
All ties will be run ell ...i
in trlvmg, gentleness
Traet.abnitv, ready obedience, ate
the dog for the
in working the sheep, aud general aptitude
with the jury in makdue
influence
kiurwilihsoe
a before

:

with

whom Ihave

this

year

Bpoken Consider the sting of the case. 'Up°to
the President ana many other members of the Kennel
Club have exhibited at Darlington and pocketed their priseB. Now
thev turn round upon the society, and not only decline to Show OX
judge, hut absolutely tbretiteu them with expulsion from tho Stud
Book for the future. In the face of all Ibis public ..pinion runs
strongly iu favor of the popular Darlington committee, who have
won their present position by attending to their own business, by

m

Thin form occurs iu

twenty per cent, of Ihe
i'1'st ,,r melancholy

:

leofthe

f'urone, think they ore right in then" conjec-

gi

,

and

the

sc

Lnlu

violest uyDr.or-tioiuA.
The symptoms of violent hydrophobia are changed behavior,
pecniiar'uneasinees. the tendency to slip away, the propensity to
the perverted appetite, the absence of desire to take food, the
ihanga ofvoico, the hawlatal disturbance, the paroxysms tl

bite,
..

i

bark, the altered appearance, the absence of any dread of
oAvatcr, the rapid emaciatieo. the Sadden termination in death.

ing

i

i

Paralysis of the lower

'

mind

hoarse voice, disturbance of

jaw,

and appetite, emaciation.

The maniacal

stage

is

absent.

ma

\

:

1

•

;

I

"goes down," why I've no JoUW thai E tg iriU oblige and send
you over as many as you like to pay for. Why should be not.
Only I think if classes are given for I.eonbergs at your shown,
prizes ah. aid al oh r*ffered tor the beat brown dog. and the best
white dog. and the host black dog, etc, nor should the undoubted
claims of' the thoroughbred yellow dog be overlooked iu such a
schedule.

end bis days in America, and the old, Old
onec more to he the subject of a, paper war.
reallj
I always admired Fred although he had his faults, and
te mforination Ihave
think of sending vou one of the*, days
bui
picked np about bis breeding which may prove intercatii
spec illy as I
shall wait a bit and hear both sides of the case,
have heard of a certain letter which t should like to read mysell
ink
a-n
f
a
the
of
its
y
contents.
u
before stating tho pntuort
horses would not extract from Me any information regarding
Vrsno Shaw.
Yours faithfully,
which side it favors.
May I venture to give your readers a hint in 08 '• v
P. S
•
.'.,..
ny of the stair of tic
may. doshe to address th
(London) at any time. In doing so they should '.who as foil
Editor (or whoever thev may be writing to) l-'u-hi Dlliee. I.oi.no.
not Lmidon Ful.l Office. Thia is simply tor the r. sson that theie
is a district of London called Loudon Fields, and that
,.:,
wbieh is so peculiar to post unices generally, fi-cpe-nti, othe officials to send our letters there first, and finally to try the
Strand pitch as u denoer resort, ergo wo get our letters late.
Loiidtui, England, Aug. 15, 1881.
is to

,-

-

[,

tally fall in

I

•

ihieh the removal of the patient to 'another .....

'

1

....
'

.

Of N. W V.ek, IB one of the best o;., ,:
America devoted io ihe .^.ortsmcirs interest. It. is always re!,•,
I., all things iu the sporting
plete Willi mutters of he
The love ..I' luinUng anfl hskuigwiii find uutHpag«i
ffoild.
much to entertain and instruct. We do not recoiled of ever hav.0,1 a dull number of this very populat weekly,- -IMttniorit

KOKEST AND STKKV.l.
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D., Newmarket,

JI.

(puppv), owned bv Mr. T. N. Balston. Eilerton, Pa.
(Scotch Collie puppy), owned bv Mr. A. B. Bose, FreeI)d gnESKK

A DOG AND THE OTTER.— Once
pels

among our

we had an otter
a funny, active, energetic little fellow he was.

;

The dogs

and bo were excellent friends, and it was exceedingly interesting
and entertaining to watch them at their sham-battles royal, which
took place almost every day. Worrying at each other's throat,
locked in each other's' embrace, and with no small pretence of
serioiemess, as evidenced by the fierce diu and ternbie exhibition
of teeth, they rolled over aud over on the lawn, till one of tho
........ .bants
would lose his temper, and perhaps snap rather
then they would slowly and decorously separate, apviciously
parently thinking thev had had enough of the rough sport, and it
gave us a.
w mill he prudent', not to prolong it. Once our pet otter retired
to
Teat fright. All tho members of tho household had
. r rooms and were preparing for bed, when we were startled by
servant girl's
a senesoi the wildest shrieks proceeding from the
house
fire at
the
on
finding
of
persuasion
full
In
the
bedroom.
i'i

wo all rushed frantically to tho scene of alarm,
we soon discovered the causi offhahubbub. One of the
never remarkable lor strength of nerve, had jumped into
tho blankets about her, a nil shoved dnivn her feet.
;l...-,.,l
l'„
.;,,,.;
inb, violent aud unexpected contact with something
V o,,oh
That something was our pet
whi.'h elearlv had no business there.
His comf irtablfl slumbers tbus unceremoniously disturbed,
otter
he bad naturally enough, seized, with what was very much the
,',', .,.,.
'.
is. tin; bg
toe of the orteudinK fo'ot, aud cerL
It" was not to be wondered at that tho
tainly left his murk here.
POOD girl got a great rright, although I am happy to say it was not
as she anticipated n ben she
disaster-oils
results
such
followed bv
protested hysterically that she wouldnever got over it, never Tho
mil uder was of course relegated to his own proper dormitory,
amid peals of unrostrainabio laughter.— C/iamncvs' Journal.
the verv loast.

where

baflod.

.,..

'

A

being under similar conditions, and the approach of an
wdiuary ki anal attendant a* that of a jailer. All indoor pet dogs
hould bo received indoors aud not lie stacked away in the kennel
bove kennel or menaeerie styli in oli ,. proximity to dogs of all

iinniiu

Mill

.

.,

i

.

i

i.

I

I

!

About twenty years ago, Bartlett. who kept a hotel on one of
the carries between the Saianao Lakes, in the Adirondacks, had a
Can any of uur readers
.,,,.,,
[folly tanie and well trained otter.
give his story.'' We remember spending one morning seeing bun
oil, live trout which were thrown into the rapids near the
the call as quickly as
to
came
name,
and
he
was
his
Dick
house.
I

.'
A.1
shis
spoiied child is not the bait to quiet aud assure a timid and sensiThe clean sawdust or cushion on the day of visiting
tive dog;
improvement
in health, or diminish
willuot atone for the lack of
the wild delight of the patient On seeing his mistress. Thirdly, a
tenderly-handled dog requires tender handling, aud doubly
when invalided; aoarOEBed ig iviteii Caressing, and, under pain,

i

a well-traliod

1

.,'.,
.

:-

'.

/

.

atmentof

into the usual

home

.-'..

I--..

'

"o'.-othl

''

.

'.o.J'.!

pet dogs the attendttii must go thoroughly
of the animal, its disposition aud pectibing
imfort, its

tor

this,

tuav reiter-

he
see

IBt

lot

i

au do

|

iust
was what the- term
lv'hidde-i. and. everything
,

!

life

in or alleviatiou, and no one
le same argument will I '']'
- what I have observed on th

dog.— Km

It

will

be

;

r.

the best yotii
'.,',,...;,-

.o

M,I-

,,1

-

,0,

('The Management of Diae
tp's

the^edical Attendant

B. L, Sept, 9.—Tue sday, the Gth
the dark day. as the sun wasjjoiupletewent
had aglooray
nd it was so dark at noon that I
-ho g.-.t np within ren yards of me.
List
one
of
;e
1
nay."
"dark
as the
It was the tirst lirae f had taken
I got iuto the swamp the old bitch
vs I -topped pas' him to get a shot
It was the big black
ell over dead.

A DARK DAY— Providence,

i

;

''

htpJuvm'

-

-a
1

o
t

.:-

in.

.-

.

ii

Ho
Craoa.
I can't
saw.
when

it

hap--

cau

bowels he had about two
;'.
ft being hot,
ird hehad smelled caused
'ht 'rive happened if be had been
-.
-l-rday with
rind hannenedhere
'died
the same was Mr. B. went
nation

touch

and that

,.

tteron

a mile from the Bars

All I

he loiJ n

]

as a

;,.

in

Downey,

hold, N. J.

,,

oo

Firstly, then, the tceatment of a pet dog thus
emoyed should be a direct observance, joJar as possible, to bis
kennel to a drawing-room dog is as a ceil to a
isual comforts.

ke ire

,',:

.,

'.

\V\

J,

T. N. Balaton, Eilerton. Fa.
collie bitch), owned by Mr. A. B. Bose, Freehold,

girls,

i

'

tho canine world
pleasaut places. He is iu-

beyond bis follows and. being in the
r Ihe jirotoctiou of a lady, he may bo
reptionally lucky dog. No expense is spared.
looked Ul
trouble grudged to make his shoit life pleasant, and
nthe hour of sickness care and attention as that bestowed on a

is

I

DOQS—In

BET

TRK.ATSUOJr
the lines of a indulged (not atwa

a breed which is admitting of an miunnm
of dog, and iu making tho remark which folio
Harvey's letter, I do so under the supposition thai
merits are correct, which, for the r.sk. of nrgnivi
ther.I...
akc
dispute in the present instance.
the announcement made by Easlg that he hi
thirty-six inches high, and owe n l,n.,<h,
else t
this weight, may fairly be taken to be about the need
contend that Herr. Essig whose trumpet. ir IS oviaoUuj ..p." l'y
should,
not dead would have mentioned this important fact.
therefore, like to observe that a dog of the height alluded to in
Mr. Harvey's letter must bo a wady beast if he doesu t scale a
good bit more than a hundred pounds. Leading German authorities won't stand the Lconbergs at. any price, and people over here
don't care about tho breed, it is, therefore, only right and ttttiug
that public, opinion in America should be tapped, and if the dog

<

owned by

;

:

»

,

owned by Mr,

("Scoicli

.

|aw cannot close.

th,

reluctantly, to put him second to tho same owners' Beautiful
Violet.
So much for Darlington, and I wish I could have said more to
however some news may crop up at Eastinterest your readers
bourne next week, aud if so, you shall bear all about it when I
address you again.
,i tho
I
very much amused at reading in Forest AiS
yal
other day tho remarks made i. y Mr. Ml Hal
dog. I have no wish, however, to drift into a eont

t

J-

N.

Salh a and froth escape from the month leoause
Death tusuesmore rapidly— iu two or three

iu taking food.

most

—

i

Md.

i

i.

So Emperor Fred

-

ridg

(dog),

quality was very good I don't
think there, were many new dogs which Will Bhlne l ibig stars byeand bv. A glorious St. Bernard, called Boniface, belonging bo Htr.
Maodoua. came, saw and conquered, but be got beaten at
held tho foll.ovv.ig week under the same judge (the Key. GreenThe
ville Hodsou. who is the best man wo have for big dogs
was entirely due to the puppv being knocked np by ten shows in
such rapid succession, and 1 think it. nifa.ee iiill, with average
Kennels
Another
Kirby
luck, bring many a card back to the West
good dog whomado his bow to the public here was Mr. Richard V,
Hartley's (of Bowdon, Cheshire') bull terrier Bason. I had to
hu
-:'
judge hhn and all I can say is that he is ihe
many and many a day; his condition was very bad and I hud,

story of bis pedigree

"
!

market, aid.
Fiance (puppy),

tand

As regards the show, although tho

'

conntv

,...

Champion Tweed (dog), owned by J. W. Downey, M. D., Newmarket, Md.
_,
_
.
Scottish Maid (bitch), owned by J. Tv\ Downey, M. D., New-

ir.s.

Bti

selected thi- year are Jlr. John vVepQwell, WasbI'a
Jlr Jcior-oii shauer, Westchester, Pa., and
to
Hani uarg, pa.
tl.

The judges
iic'tou

ing labored.

:

I,

_

It

Mi

and everybody connected with it has every reason to be proud.
They say themselves A dogis not •Hall-marked' untU he has won
Oarliington," and
ture.

'

:

I

it

'

,

.,

straightforward-.. ird
thi capable and sportsmanlike manner
iu which they carry out the details of a show, of which the town
'

Ho, in
flock of sheep will be provided for each dog.
or not, as may be his habit, but biting his sheep

may bark

be a demerit.

will

ooible, aullon aud vfidgoty. Thev are
and are u
stant state
L
the •...
very constant, symptom is disordered appotiio: thev are apt to reject all food, but will eat hair, dung, rags, eailn. bits of leather
and the like. The eyes are apt to be kept shut, the pupils dilated.

.-,

Ihe club's rules

A fresh
driving,

from half a day to two prl

......

Lt first tl
ea-iiy ftighteued

No dog can

bo provided for the dogs.

trial.

there.

irritative.

...

i

Each dog competing will be required to take five sheep from a
pen, drive them a certain distance to another, and pen them

:

n. Molaacbolic.

Maniacal or

will

be entered except for

form

are hoivrj. in tho violent

i-i.jeoo

Kennels

of tunning.

Thesullenform."

'i

|

.;'

'

:

.

I

,,-.:

are these

.
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L
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aV 'in the first place owners wboregiatered the names of their
dogs did not care for the fact to be buried in the obBouritj
•,•
vol- ,
ondcrful
Club's 'V -.a. :• ,ed o
nnanamity of ooinion as regards U e tee which almost everybody
outside the club agreed was preposterously high. There was,
however, a far more grave objection to the rule, for if applied to
many of our best county shows it would be. the ruin of them bevoud a doubt. A ease' iu point is I.iaiTmgton. Tor three and
twenty years this society has flourished, and has gained a position
for itself second to none in the three kingdoms. It has been fortunate in receiving (ho support of local benefactors, and to the
generosity of the Pease family whose name is synonymous in the
neighborhood with liberality aud charitv much of its success is
duo. Still it owes much to the position and integrity of the members of its council and zeal and popularity of its secretary, aud.
therefore, bavins existed lor so lone, as an independent exhibition,
the promoters of Darlington Show have steadily hough courteously declined to adopt tho Kennel Club rules, registration and all.
They argue, and I think correctly, that many of the exhibitors
lthoir slow only trot their tykes out once » year, and that not beng what I may term r,.ic!-sional exhibitors, aud never having
heard of the kennel club or its miieial organ, these gentlemen
.

obo .—First premium, .-550; Kecohd premium,
.Ii .,.
Fu'st (I..-•
i.e. -i'\
i,d Class
puppy class)— Fhst preIE
third [i,
sg.o; second premium, c 15 ; third premium, i?10.
The following are the rules which will govern the trials :
The collie trials will be held under the personal duection of the
superintendent in charge, and for these trials blank applications
for entry, c.outainmg columns for name, age. sex, color-marks,
etc.. of the do:r mav be obtained of the secretaries rip to the tihio

the fust soejp tern's

After the bite the wound genorally
hoaisverv qmokly. rhere it ubthlpg Bpebiflcin the wound; or in
"
r- .ii
Body, fneuh.i'.iou lusts from three to five
weeks,
tn eighty-three par Dent, it occurs within two months, in
.it.
-.thin three months.
There are two forms

folks,

'

..

.i

this

-

"•

iFteioi

1

1

have

said to

i

1

thus be ,V

second annual collie trials are beinc held now on the grounds of the Pennsylvania,
State Pair a( Wttaburg; Pa., and we will give a full account of
...
l.
o ...o
Frizes wiU be awarded in two classes

rabies differ firm
;-e

about

:'

;

/..coo...

N(oe,<-

i'ENNSVLVANIA COLLIE TRIALS. -The

1

,:

while

;

gar,-)

riwillendi n
bo toll yon bristly hem all ibVim,,pns came about. To begin with you must know that our kennel
club has drawn np and pnblirdied a scale of rules for the guidance
or dog chows. These, for the most part, are well enough, but
therein an absurd "registration rule." which nine doggy men out
of every ten ridicule aud kick at as much as in thorn lies. Tho
purport of thin rule is that overv dog shall have bin ntima registered at the Kennel Club. For this a fee of one shilling in charged
-vil iviiui'.
by ihe Club, aud no other dog can claim the r.
Moreover animals entered at exhibitions held under Kennel Club
rules are liable to Disqualification unless their owner, have paid
th
and bi Ithei
-edM the sacred list. 1 may-add thata
l-t of thoicgi.-Ured names is published from time to time bv the
.- i«f thcttr own, and this is fondly believed
Kennel
i.,!!.':,;

without

nursing

Without feeling,

iloaBhre,"

Hill, in
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the fourth, a woman, thanks
received only a contused wound anil

phobia
logey t Iks on yoiir
thought of ii in amino circles

ortauoe

:

of

weapon;''
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possii
ride of the Wat.

Science.

and "AU acute word cuts deeper than a sharp
" Kindness is the noblest tVeapOB to conquer
with." Three good old proverbs thai may fitly adorn the iufiruiuiy
of all geuniuo caniu pracl ttioners; and ivhieh are especially appflcable to theconcmsion of these remarks.—Pbqfs9BOE J. Woor;..::,
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THE DOG CATCHERS.—

"Gyp's Mi&tress" writes to
ANF.NT
:
I am the Owner oi a lovely littleSplte, and the time Ihat
I have piiKsui ut home this summer has befiu occnpiotl in
hint watching that he did not pat bis charming little black nose out
of doors, and also in ^olaemg a temporarily iii>-<
wi.. :. ... prived of occasional promt Q
to say hi methiug
Now, sir, will you pleat
iin.l

The dog-catching Boason
pore

the poor,

you coimida

ited

brutes

oow drawing to a close,

is

will

.

.

safe toivHow tlieir pursuers

i:

torowu

but do

at largo P

Wehavo all beard bo much oT hydrophobia, ai
may be transmitted from '" as! td man and from man

Mm

lire walking
frightful iios-.il.iHii-.-. ih;... ir.:iy ciistlfi (VUeB these
us with the gornia of hydrophobia latent in their systems.
Suppose Unit one of thorn should bo attacked by tho On ad disSaturday
aftoriToou
on
crowded
Union
pleasant
Square,
me

among

anstreaectupouthemiBehiefh!

n

-hu would be sureto bite
to children, lady shoppers,
Don't von think that the Alderman and
the young and t( odereet
I

Mreet .OomffliBBioaeri), or whoever attends totheeetb
to do something about it'.'
An efficacious remedy would be to drown them all after the seaBon is over near the BSajo do;; pound, but it you consider that nonecessarily Bev< re Why not suggest a requirement Unit all dog
batchers at large when not in the performance of their duties
should cither be securely muzzled or led by a chain not eicfiorjuig
?

I.OflSlANA FIELD TRIALS- Now Orleans, Sepk 6 -h'diinr
/',.-.•
mod from turkey hunting,
nnd Stream: I ho
and write to give you early information abont our tii'.ls. No en.vc any
tries have yet beon made, and
timo for clOBiug of entries (November}, I shall,
•when all the entries are received, Bend you a copy of Bame for
publication. As yet our committee have uot decided where we
Bhall hold our trials, but a3 Boon as possible after the 15th myself
and ouo of the committee will take a brace of dogs and spend a
week looking up a place where quail are plenty. Wo will ihen deOn my late trip I saw more
cide where we shall run the trials.
rraail than I ever saw in same time, and, with one exception, tb
until near the

good

m
hands

n f.ilW

..:...!

location, wfioro

Our

and moat.

all

trials will

be

entiles that will be made. Ci
Spattered freely through tho
I shall opon no
this -core.
ward von list, I bought Ih

A. Vac Brunt; Harioon. Wis.
In- Mr. John Vt
from whom I bought
:

-

.the St.

her.

<

Louis Kennel Clubs
be a

to

aid

Si

..npfirfoi

in.

trouble

solectin.

in

bo accommodated with shelter
Cooks, and 1 know of twenty odd
.rs and advertisements have' been
: and there will be no excuse on
38 iiil November 3, and then Torch Munsoii's. Queen from Mr. \V.
; was bred and sold two yeara ago
1.
to., io Mr. Van Brunt,
e 7tb of August she was bred to
nd will arrive hero to-morrow,
and brood bitch, ami to How,
11

Want

e excellent Held dogs.

Faust tiiidSleaf,.
time prevents my writing
however, seated on a horse

of

turkey hunt. Fancy yourself,
.v.,
dggs pointing in the grass,
you down each and vour friend
You will further-. el> ... ..
another and one escapes. My wo woiguou alter dressing twelve auu
tve and one-half and six
thirteen pounds, and theil
inches in longth. 1 will write to you soon again.— EdwaTid Oiu-.i.i..
:
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133

mako good,

as he supposed, his former mistake.
dog had started out upon bis Eecond
discovered behind the barn door, which had Won
inauni r as to bide her from Mew.
Soon loud hi
the dog. and it was quite evident that he
.

1

s

1.11.

schedule of
tho

28

non-sporting division soparato classes are provided for
a terriers, wire-haired terriers, and Bootah terriers (hard-

prizes (£3 and X2) in the Aberdeen elans for dogs
and bitches are presented by Mr. W. Lort.. .'Hie specials are
numerous. A silver cup. value £10, has been presented by it. LI.
Furcell Llowolliu, esq., and will he awarded as a breeder's prize
greyhounds,
to the host team exhibited of the following breeds
pointers and retrievers, not less than threo dogs to form the team;
sexes mav be mixed. All th< ae dogs must be warranted as having
proof
of
breeding
and
must be
boon bred by tho exhibitor,
furnished if required. Inhibitors uniHt state on the certificate of
Messrs. Spratt,
entry which dogs are to compete for this prize
Who are to look after the creature comforts of the dogs during the
allow, offer specials lor the best bloodhound, foxterrier, mastiff,
bulldog; Mr. J, II. ffhitehomx will present a. cup to tho best
Better 'while Mr. .1. EL Dawes offers a similar prize for the best
,r's" cup is to go to tho best sheep-dog or
bitch, and Messrs. Wille'tt's prize to the best spaniel iu classes 63
and o I. ...Three prize, w,l be awarded by tho Committee toi an
known
breod of foreign sporting dogs, if
other
any
extra class for
As the space at the- show
recom mended by the judge, or judges
The entries close on
is limited, exhibitors should enter early.

haired
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Tho

.

:
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I

November I.-siaia

to Lie.

1

land a very fine

Duncan; of

:

as follows

viall

associations of his sec

before the start. The laud is rather thin, of a
.-aii.lv character, and is therefore little auectod by rain
is below
the snou belt and bad weather rarely sets in before tho middle or
last of December.
The fields are large, and many acres aro cover. <1 with
Will notify you olticialiv as soon as matUrograSB.
ters are inlly decided. -Jos. Ii. DBW.

up a

I

I

SLIPS.— Mr. Hugh

Dalziel has been to Niagara, and v. rites tho
,ck Jiiumtil that h< thinks the theory of "Senex." that the
dogs were put on Taylor's Island «s an advertising dodge is rather
far fetched. Rather, we should say, friend "Senex don't know
the true inwardness of the Bhylock'fl that cil'cct the Falls. If ike
dogs had fallen into their clutches instead of into tho water they
would have boon condemned -to death inn .-tuned, and at once
would have become the nest egg for some side ,how where it would
have cost twenty-five cents to get in and a dollar to get out. Niagara sharps arc not apt to wa.-te any raw material they live off it
rutrbnrgh.ra., Septembers.- Fleotll., who I learn has won at
the Nebraska Field Trials, is litter brother to my Dciton 111., Floss
Considering Bolton's high
It. and Mr. Hendriek's King Dash.
scon.- at our Pennsylvania Statu Field I rial;- last fall and Kiug
Dash's good work] think it traei optional to hudso many pnpi.ies
proving so good in ouo litter, aud speaks mnob for both Belton
aud Floss, the sire and dam. in transmitting good Held qunlitios.—
Mr. R. Lehmiuu, of Brooklyn. N. Y., requests 118 to
I, E. S
state, that all those who wish to sea his recently imported mastiff
bitol. Juno II. and Imr family of -ix, will bo welcomed at his resiDr. S. Fleet Speir writes us that
dence. No. 9S Montrose avenue
•••
his dog* oro going to Virginia for training, as he con6idi rs it
'

,|

A CHILD BAYED FKOM DROWNING

Parker^ Meinijlns. Tcnn..

-....•<•

above the water.
Galt er line been inoculating
dogs with glandor material, aud has always communicated the
disease to tjhem. The morbid lesions in almost all cases remain localized at tho seat of inoculation, but mi apparently non-diseased
lymphatic gland from one of the subjects caused the disease In an
ass.
Tho dogs invariably recovered completely, but could be inoculated successively a number of times, and virus passed through
the system of the dog caused deaths of asses only af er attacks
lasting from three weeks to a mouth. The author indicateB this
as a sigu of loss of power of the virus, aud suggests further experimentation in this direction. He also judiciously advises that
the inoculation test for chronic glanders be made on the dog rather
than on the ass. Tho local lesions in the former aro oxactly those
of a farcy ulcer in the horse.
;

GlI.li'JY FIELD Till ALB.— Thoso trials, which are to be run on
alifoinia, under the auNovember Tin the vicinity of Cilroy.
spices of the Gilroy Kod nnd Gun Club, promise to bo a grand bucce. s in every particular. Already twenty entries have been booked,
list
is closed on Novemhe
sent
in
before
tho
more
will
many
and
ber 1. Mr. E. Loavesloy, secretary of the organization, has mailed
us a copy of the rules which aro to govern the running, and similar copies can bo had of him on application.
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OF F1.EA8—Fine Bluff, Ark..
TO RiD A
Sept. 6, 1881.— If W., of Ridgowood, N. J., will mako his bed« for
hiB dogs and bitches out of green walnut leaves the lleas will vacate tho ranch. Ahkaxsaw.

nisi,

.

ISsl,

i'a

dog swindler,
Frank Fowler, has added to his aliases "B.
H. Hammond," "F. A. Chester" aud "W. A. Howard." a fourth,
Ho is an unmitigated rascal under any one of
•'M. A. Gleason."
those names.

Mnso

Highlands,

l'.ronsdon's (l'.osion

G.

red setter bitch .Mollle 13, whelped St-fit. C, lithe puppies, six bllches
nnd three degs, by owner's Snipe.
Tubby->\r. ciias. \V. Pnrkers (Staunton, Vn.i llv, r and white
pointer bitch Tabby whelped nine- -lour (logs unit live l.'t.-ln--., to Mr.
W. A. Ousters Don Koyat. All liver end white .old v. ry b,i
Juno II.— Mr. K. Teliiuann's-.lir.ioklyii. N. V. inasllif bib.h Juno II.
whelped sept. 7, six' ihrec dogs and liiree bitches by Mr. K. DougKolnsbcrg, East Prussia) Sultan.
liisi'
Alda
.ice-Mr. A. Ii. Auhert's (Orono, .Main-setter blttb
whcnied Sepl 4, seven— four dogs and three bin li">. by his Kink II.
Mui'ia— Dr. S. Fleet Spell's setter bitch Maidn whetpelfl AUgual 92,

HIE MOODUS DOG SWINDLER.— Tho Moodus
is

.-

t

Kuiperor Fred out or

(

whose real name

o/iiilsrif:

ton setter dog puppy by Emperc

—

A CIKE FOR INTERNAL CANKER— Madieou, Ind., Sept
send you a prescription for tho cure of internal canker. It may
bo old, "but I should have been mighty glad to have met with it
two veins ago. During this time I exhausted every known remedy
in aviim effort to cure a canker in the car of a valuable setter.
When 1 had almost given up all hope this prescription was sent
me. Within throe weeks after its receipt the dog was well and remains so. Tho remedy is this Wash the ear every morning with
tepid water, pouring into it for one week a leaspoonful of spirits
After one week use Goulard's liquor of lead diluted
of camphor.
to one part load and three parts water. Use this one week and
then use camphor again, washing ear all the timo. Will euro hi
fifteen days.— A. 0. L.
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Wanda— Mrs.

DOGS AND GLANDERS.— M.

dms

,•

.

DOGS. -Reeeiu.lv

l'.Y

England tho life of a child belonging to Thomas Swinburne,
Mckceper to Mr. F. Bell, of the Thirsk estate, was Bayed
under remarkable circumstances. About noon tho keeper and his
wife wont to attend Thirsk market, leaving a child two years of
in charge of his daughter.
The daughter being busy the
child got out. accompanied by a retriever and a terrier, getting as
.Miss Swinburne
far as a pond about oigtity yards from its home.
was first apprised of the absence of the child by the retriever comShe followed the dog, who went
ing into the house and barking.
toward tho pond, where ehe fouud the terrier holding the child up

7, i^TIl,
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Allln Better bitch Mollle (liosst'oiey) to
X. Y.
todtfon—Mr. J". Frank Johns, n to rntu,
Kendall, Boston, MesS.the oordon settn

i'-d '•111-
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[flta Mr. L. S.
Lojkton, by Lock
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Keiiozr: Kit.
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pack

ot

— Mr. W.
beagle

D.

Hay.

s.

iln-ll

hlsen-

Id

ststing of Ringlet
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lour (0

er-Rlng), Kurj

puppies by l,i!.y^l;ii.gold-bessle)ouloflU gleljo' Ir.ColUil
ihick'-rvllle, Pa.

V

Breeders and

invited

of name* claimed^ bra

to

xh notes; but rcqve&t in each
t Uli
r/orm, that the name o/
made up i
ami doy be written legibly, or printed, and that the strain to
animal belongs be distinctly Hated.

the notice be

both owner

which the

r,iz,

Jr.—Mr.

C.

PttetUfSeeUrUs-aen. K. Renvoi,

send memoranda

fnscrffon in thin column.

'or

V.-mubno.-lMnjefrr
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l

Memphis. Tenn.. claims ihe name,

k.-r,

rOBt

"Before

bers of the Kennel Club, of which the Prince of Wale,
her. that upon his departure home tho club presented him with
two of their finest dogs (sellers). Col. Sheward's bitch was bred
to one of Col. Blautou Duncan's dogs. One of the litter, a bitch,
was givon to .1. Henry Rives, now IT. B. Internal Revenue Collector,
Lynchburg, Va., and" bv him named Blanche. Blanche was bred
to" Demo, owned by Btrother, of Lynchburg, and one of tho litter,
a bitch, presented to a gentleman of this (Watrenton, Va.; vicinitv
This hitch was -red to » famous dog, Skip, regularlv descended from Dr. Murray's stock, of West River. Md. One of that
litter (my bitoh 1 tolas) « ae bred to a lino young dog regularly dcse.-nde.l >.n one side from Ihe " Dr. Murray stock " and on tho
other from a bitch imported by Hon. John S. Pendleton, when
mi. -1 States to Chilo. One of my pups is black
-.I.,wish to
and white ticked, the other orange aud white ticked.
inquire through vour columns of any one knowing these items to
state them if correct or correct whole there is error.— Flint.
i

Parker, Memphis, Tenn..
iueenfor setter bltcii whelped March

trials will

Va., Sept.
:

imported from EngAbout the same date Col. lilanton
nd as representative of the sporting
the mem-

Minor

-Mr.

'

Tcnn., Soph 0, 1881.—
be held at Grand Junction. Tcnn., on the grounds
drawn and Bcltctcd by tho committee. Permission was granted
Fosters were nailed
for ruuniug Die. trials over hundreds of acres.
up, warning olf trespassers and the game protected for the trials.
Tho birds were very plentiful, aud the hchsoii has been a most
favorable one for nesting and rearing the voting. The matter is
uon under active advisement, and von will soon he ofiiciallv notified in full concerning the matter.
I think Dec. 5 will be the date,
us that will give our Eastern hi others a fair ehanco to com. and

have two very promising setter

me

Dl

l

NATIONAL FTELD TRIALS -Commbia.,

Tho

KENNEL NOTES.

iscaloosa, Ala.,

Bette

Ky.,

I

oported to

I

11

ii

Sta * Journal,

STOCK.— Wakki:nton,

THE SHI WARD
h.-EdUdog pups, whose pet
the war " Col. Showa

erl'ark r. Memphis. Tcnn., claims In leilc.-OI
puppy i vnelpea April "., :-- ,1 Blgi <il out Of

- 11.

nnd of lus balking came from di ereut du-cotions in the field
and woods. Finally wi at should a; lea* upon tho scene but the
losed in the bam-vard, he
ma'o and colt and, when nifelv
sen.. .1 satisticil that he had porfor ed the duty asked of him.—

:

oi I. Full F.H.N KXCHANORS.— Tho prize
tho ihrmiugham Dog Show, which is fixed for
and three following days, has just come to hand, in

NOTES FKOM
November

t

.

Mi...

to bis follow

.--ci-are
and in view oi
v.
Think how many dog catchers hare been terribly Mi<li i\ nut -iiay auite:, dr.:, summer, by poor, Btairvdd. ill-troatod,
iuu!-. which many persons would oall rabid, anil then aonatdei. tintjroature,

four feet in longth

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

IS, 1881.

tlw Sun

important ?
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Rally out ot
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Springfield, Mass has ]neehlle s. i.-i .I.-.: puppy Hud nf
I,

Nora iKIclio-Rnse).

,

:

Frank

claims the name ot
anipbells Joe, Jr.. out of

.Aid.,
<

I'.ncker-

.

:.-!.: staJue,Jr.-Ilack,Jr. Whelp—Mr. Q. V. Cai
ttou, Tenn., has sold to .Mr. W. K. Plcken :";.v ston, Ala., a uve
months' old setter dogpupp.v bv Joe, Jr.,
<\<\
t.i;i,i.-7i l\\— Mr. L. s. Kendall, liostou, lia
seller
dog
.
•.;:;';
samecliy.
Dash iv. Lec-Gypsej etu-i) to Mr B. M. h [

Mel hi.y re. I'.e. claims the miiucoi Tipton
for Irish red seller puppy by Don (Hanger -Kose) out of C'lytle (EiclioIimce—Slr. W. H. Cowan, ls,itilmore,.Vkl., claims the name or ilruce
white ami red seller dog puppy by Mr. C. W. Campbell's otto (lit'loss U1 ei Slater to Joe, Jr).
brother io Buck, jr.) out
Berkley U.— Mr. W. n. Cowan, Baltimore, Md.. claims the name ot
Berkley ti. for Mali red setter punw whelped Aprils, issi, by champion Berkley out of Leigh Doane (Eleho-Hos.
Pilot— Mr. (ieniireSclmllel.J. Toronto, (ml.,
fur liver and while cocker spaniel dog pup
out of same owner's Daisy Dean.
Luna— Mr. Oeorge ijehonOid, Toronto, Out., claims the name of
Luna tor black and while iiekcl co.-l.cr spaniel bitoh puppy from the
for
ter

i

(

t:.
.

(

Tlios. lllvth,

llre-Fly).

Fa\'-

I;

icr bitch Mollle Bbss-Cozex
letcKer. Cieve.lai (I, il.rhas
bitch puppy by Lofly out of

I'-.

Fannie.

•iWim.-Mr.

enure

•i-pi'sby

ville, Pa.

m. Munshall, Cleveland, Ohio, claims the name of
puppy whelped April >:.. ;->[, bv

(Imp. Dash Imp. l-'lma) out.
it. Cowafl,
Baltimore,
Tennic. for setter dog puppy by Mr. :. \\
ritz

Tenme—Ml. W.

8o*d his

Louise (Lec-Kosi).

Itesliess (l.e
Lizzie .Kally-I.i
Re.-il.'.-s and Louise to M
,

Biz, Jr., for all red Irish seller (log

Mclntostrs

hi a

Ijil'tWiirrlor-Hosy),
(,iililcr.l.:ui\-iibu

>.

lie.

—Mr. J. Otis Fellows. Hornellsville, N. v.. has been preby the Lachlnf Kennel Club with the .setter puppy Flying
scud, by Emperor Fred out of Minto.
scLt'eii

Dk.viiis.
y(...(--Mr. 1 s. Kendall. Boston, Mass., has lest by death tho Gordon
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with eight men at the trap. The thai prteo cnn.si--t.-d ..i :n- .li,iniWllmerdlng, ami tie- s, oinl conplonshlp gold medal, hold by A.
riir nisi prize to be
sisted ot a canister ot DuiioiM's .Imkliig i".-.v,|rir.
'II, .-.-,- -rd is shot tor
shot lor once a mouth for the rest of the
Ten glass balls, IB yards
only once and Is dlfferont for each event.
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people in lie upper part, of town have proII
Is understood thai
tested against the shoollng of he club In thai vicinity, and that limy
have sent a petition t" lle-ni pray lug that the next time, they shoot
In ir guns in Hie dlrcclion of
ihey go across the river and point
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AUGUSTA, ME.— The tournament of the Maine Sportsraeu's
Association comes off here Sept. '.>". -'1. ^J and 23, and probably
Among the doglass-ball *booting for the bagdes, etc., the V4th.
nations, in addition to which there will ho money prizes made up
from the entrance monev: Parker llrutlierf, Merideu, f:i>iin., own
gun, valued at if 125; N. M. Perkins & Co., Portland (agents OrionT.
tal Powder Mill*'), four koga powder (twenty-six poiindaj;
-n -.
Vardly Brown, iieadiug, Pa., six gnu-cleaners; O. V. Nason.
ton, one of bis patent dip nets, and the Lignwsky Clay Pigeon Compigeons.
There
are
pany, Cincinnati. O., one trap and 1,000 clay
twenty-four prizes in addition to the above and the diamond
budge for the champion glass-ball shot.
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Second event, 20 glass ball? from Holden

new lo-borc gun poor nanoek slid out of the
Be said tliat he bad crawled in to get nui of CunIlarrv conk w is ncvi.tind the bystanders reallv ex-

gun refused to go off. Harry
id, and his cartridges uere handed 10 the umpire, who.
m open, lound that Ilarrv in the hurry of loading them
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t Mr.
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ore than militant
the Massachusetts Bllle Ass
-.,. -v and si.
.-..,-. •:
a
wllh the olstol. Out
urpasses
This la believed to be the hi
whose record iierethe elegaut score ot Mr. J. J.
by four p.
totore has stood at the head
is also the best single largei
iiiam The ten shots can be easily coven, by a tl\, •-(.'!, nickel,
showing hew close they wore bunched and what unprecedented
nerve Mr. Kabbeih displayed with this little arm. Only the best
Shots arc given, as follows
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The Ballard match
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HOehl

414
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K Bennett

absolutely necessary to provide a check against the waste of time
and annoyance to other compeiltors caused by a few who on one pretence or another needlessly delay to lire their shots In reasoiuiblo
Mine,
in such cases they have determined
hat the range ollicer
shall have the power al'ier due caution to lime anv competitors liv a
saud glass, purporting to run one minute, be Ii more or less, and lo
declare ihe shot forfeited ir after such warning lie does not. lire his
shot before the sand class has run out,
eded
It

l

'I

the I'rovmces,
Minister of

111

thai borne

ail

er.

Adjutant-Hou
Presidency, to
.leut.-i ol

412
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AN INrKHNATIONAL <)ALLKRY MATCL-That

Speaker of the Commons, commanded the Canadian Wimbledon
for the year.
The seventh In succession held at the Kldeau range commenc
September 0, is-o.., mm com tuned four davs. Cash prizes I.
aimiuntot $4,2-0 and oilier prizes 0( a value of fl.i"- weredlslrll
In this competition ail tin- prminces of ihe Dominion were repr.
.it excepting itrlllsh
Columbia.
l.teut.-Coi. Williams, M.l'.,
miindod the Wimbledon team.

451

sll
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Mac-

veteran rlhe-

man, John Rlgby, tii m wbozn no more gallant lover at the gun lives
on the British Islands, has sent a challi-mie to our own tavonte, Mr.
ilas. S. Conlln.
The challenge Is that Mr. Klgby agrees to shoot four
Trtsh gentlemen against in-: same number of Americans, is yards,
jincs, .22 cal., Creedmnor target. The preliminaries have already
been arranged, and due notice of the match will be given In these

.

peUiore shot
inn rounds
charge hhisl
cumstauee.
i

west bank ot the
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e cth prot bpl-
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CANADA'S WIMBLEI)i>N.
Ottawa,

Sept.. 10.

anddes-ei

,

moating of toe Dominion Kifle Association, which has been
progress at the Kldwuu Kauge since Monday last, lias been a

steep declivity,

which the
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n

most so. _
The 1km
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ihe hide;

Bulldlug,
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and his council,
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middle ore
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nsiructed of three

engthwlse and ho

pi .ced

I

y alter Die dinner hour firing was commenced In the
the Affiliated Association mulch.
The winning scores 01 the dav were
Kldeau .Match-Open to all members 01' r.he Association, ill .1
prize, $25
second pilze. $20; tvfo prizes of $15 each, $3
ten prize, or
:

;

;

initty pilzisuf si
$10 each, *ioo; twenty-rive prizes ot $5 each, $ 2f.
each, $1211; total, on prizes; value, fi'<o.
Entrance tee, ... cents,
alio yards, 10 rounds, Snider rifle; position, any, with head 60 target;
1

equipment, and

ry

a striking and
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me

plot, of
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Dot

ribuied »5,000 to the funds of (he
»1 contribute!) Sl.UOO, the Hank of

corporation or Montreal $200,
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Alhllated Association Match— Open lo members ot the Dominion
Association and members oi uilihitlng associations; learns to
be selected from the competitors aud composed oi three previously
nauicd representatives ot any affiliated association, ifange, oou
varus; >mdci title; anv position, with head to larger; 10 shots
bird, $24; fourih, *;.',: toiai.sin.
First lean, pilze, -la second, Jan
fourth, $ln; ten
First individual prize, $25; second, $20; tliiid, S-16
twenty-live of $4, total,
Individual prizes or $s each, lilt.een or $5
:

;

I

;

$325.
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sharp thunder -shower during the night, but the atmosphere was
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NELL YACHT CUT..

r.e

Onto

RECENT STKAM

T11E
'ip
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vigor ol youth for the aged aud Inllrm la Hop Betters,
ii your want yom cartridges loaded oatetuilyget litem fromc. L.
iluinann, '.ii3 liroadway. New Vnri;.— A dr.
The best plaeoio bus a w. ,v c. Scot t/s son's llreech-loader either
villi or wiih. an fiaitiinei-s—ui, i;», ii; or to bore-Is at C. L. Rlfz-
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waters and
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tempting
dug toihclr
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prize:

was
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w. iv bui wciiirles. suihni, itillureio

The following

is.

lie

out.

closing matches ol the meeting

i

-.n lie- le

were

win

Lake Georgo, written by an old

WVANHAIvA YACHT CI. I'll. A meci dig is called for to-day at
'ouimodore'soliice, 4:1 Wall sircel, to select sloops of the thiol
the Scotch cutter Madge, owners should attend.
i to sail against

n prize

mine scores:

at l,ooo yards, lor small

.o.

—

prize

not be has y; niiike sure of yoiir game and then score a bullseyo
evoiyUine, It 13 the only cme-speedy and lasting.

\L \NT i.—This Canadian sloop is

Do

I

d out as rapidly us possible.

to

Ten men

ho laiiuehed this week and
are at work on litr,

;

September

FOREST AND STREAM,
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L1VADIA AGAIN.

/%

visit to
I'OlT

rHEAM been girted with prophetic vision no
ou ibe Livadla could have been rendered tlian
While thai nondescript was vet untried.
ins

appeared ,
,
and while .n
ira
s u,..- L euiirj' lino tantestic ecslaeies about
t&e weal revolution K c Llvadia. would create, Forest and Stream
stood alone in Its warn n? in. heslialerl lo believe, liiai. modern naval
science could lie drive from its throne by the haph. ban! hobby ot a
prince and an old sea lot;- or two.
We declined to follow the wild
craze for beam which s it in tor a while anil condemned the principles.
or rather want, ol prim pies, upon which Livadla was being built. We
wicked boat In a
.vnst.etul,
unmanageable,
a
pronounced her slow,
ri' mil generally impracticable.
That the mark
ilk in Klrini
Shit as squarely as when we condemned lie Anthracite ipuiokery
can be guile-red from the oiiidal report ot experts who lecently ex,.
amined
Hie Interests ol the ftusshm government. The
Ii. dl
repori eon
lie 1,1\ ailiu.
does not satisraciori iy a newer t he
,. agoing ves-ei, either in a nautical or meob. luteal
reipiiiemee:-. a
seiisi a lis shi .-ois loo no loli. is too stow.
io weakly built and the materials used in her construction are oi interior quality.
Iris, therelore, suggested to take he yacht to pieces and build a gun boa and
i
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.
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l-o
the us oaa.e- a:
lie lilliii"- slid Iiusjpili'e
he lines oi the original Livadla." Allanili
a,
is used many months ago in Forest and
> .cation. A linle more naval science and
c
.-iiimiding- will hereafter be t.he rule in
a in tie. less clumsy, prliulti
lias not built, ships in vain during the
Die Kiissian s a". ic. a he wo.
last hall oeniiin and naval -ciiri. I'osihig upon the experiences and
deductions (it such a term, cannot be ilom.ble, stubborn ignorance
wii.li'iui. ihc risk oi -"i'i"nnoes.
The Captain, the Livadla
ise
.. a .mil, .'lit lllus.I rations oi lite i H ality
ai.ldtbeAiii.hra.il. ..'
Ot fl'USt.ilie l.ll Hie o.el Wee| i,|.-c..n!!(le|,l eiOlli COIleelf 01 Self SI HI C ICfl t
men bent, upon creating .en sat ions and disdaining lie corisi.ieralloj
due to well esiLililisliedfuniiarnental maxims and to the dilligent and
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TEE OLD WANDJJKEK.
T,AOIU!ST A "NP S'lTiKAM goes

week brought an answer from the far
West with Informations font her model. 'Mo- wcek.irom another
n OSS Tipllonof the famous schooner.
II issaie.
ipiarfer, c.micsa !u
(-"
lor, e b-eii procured th rough
io say that the Icnowiedj
lis or.. moi laibiication is more evidence oi
no other sporting paper.
or
n
in,
Loiuums
these
enjoy
the unoipiiillod Clri
In

the-'

ti,„

lifiie

a. xi

i

,

(i

:

Editor

Feregtmd Strtam

Concerning tneyai M \ aiiib'i'er, send you 1he following: She was
Io-, ol
launched in 1861 al Seta il-ei nolo In slilpyanl
and was tbe largest ya. never bum on this side of he Atlautieat.
she was modi led and built. Ijv Air. Lowland under the imthe time,
a idem
and llil'celloll otca.pt. Thoiilas
Iltii'iilEs
mediate super!
I

,.,,.

l

.

I

,-

!',,

ii I,

Ml
Club; and from bar moi
tlon ol all the late
api
blued with strength am
of Port Jellias

hi.

rot

.miii:

K

.loli],

-on. of the

New York Yacht

the

maker

we

now

In luv

resit.

l-in:-.n.

;

build a keel sloop, 33

I

hard wood

i

vissi's-lon

main gab.

331

:

1.

Alain mast, sail
fore gaff. Si. it.

:

;

iniiv nier

37m.

i

the
B. Hawkins, or Wflsc

all loft,,

I

ot the sails ot tbe yacht

America ou the occasion

of Iter

the " For Sale " column floating property
week which may suit the wants of some readers.

is

al]. la

aide!
-

Ms.

FOR SALE.—In
offered this

The
ishn

Son, City Point, So. Boston, are to
long, for Mr. C. Armstrong. Iron keel,

ft.

finish.

NAUTILUS YACHT CLUB.—Wave Crest, E. B. Rogers, won
Ihe sixth race for thoChallengo Cup, beating Peri and Comus iu

ijrowspru outboard, al it. Hying Jibe.
the expect, itions oi her builders,
good sea boat she made many voyages al s
oetv eeii New (ai'leans ami Xexv A ork ever n
Sti ft.

Po
..

—.•—

For a good Compass go

—

•

CATS ABROAD. —The

Providence Doily Journal publishes au
account written by an eye-witness of a race between Mr. flower's
boat Glearn, sent out from Providence, and two English built Unas,
One of these was sailed by the Prince of Wales,
off Cowes, Aug. 13.
the other by Lord Beresford. Glearn did not enter, but went
over the course, we should say, about two or threo times to tbe
other's once. In view of the failure of the Georgie and Annie to
do anything of the kind with the Clyde yachts, we are compelled
to believe the story of the eye-witness a little fishy, or else the
Prince of Wales and his competitor mighty poor sailers of small
boats. In logging the race in question tbe English sporting prints
To
fail to record anytbing wonderful on the part of the Gleam.
suppose they refrained from mentioning the striking performance
an " eye-witness " sends home, merely from prejudice as asserted,
" eye-witness" himself has not yet shed his
iB proof enough that
provincial shell. If Mr. Gower is honestly seeking races for his
boat, ho can be accommodated with plenty of private matches if
There
is no necessity for relying upon the
open to fair terms.
brag of a giddy head for his boat's reputation.
TORONTO CANOE CLUB.— Kaces, Sept. 10, included a combined paddling and sailing raco, which was won by Hugh Neilson's Bacine Shadow Telephone, beating S. Hicks in tbe lapftreak Whisper; F. M. Nicholson's Rapine Shadow Sadie N,; W.
and Wm. Black iu the
B,. Burrage's open Bice Lake Seagull,
Fairy.
The last two capsized. In the 100 yards capsizing race
S. Hick won in his Bob Boy, with M. F. Johnston second in a Bathird
the
Fany;
Arnold
iu
1. W. Kent fourth in
cine Rob Boy; W.
the Seagull." Johnston was the first to board his canoe after the
upset, but he was passed under paddle by Hicks. The remaining
raceB will probably take place Saturday.
IOLA. Mr. Oswald Jacksou's new sloop Iola has arrived here
from the builders at Mystic, and will soon go on an Eastern
She is 48 ft. over all, 42 ft. w. 1. 15 it. beam and 5 ft.
cruise.
W. H. Decker has been appointed skipper.
G in. deep.
TOBONTO YACHT CLUB.—The following gentlemen have been
Thos. MeGaw, Commodore: Win. Kyle, Viceelected officers
Commodore; G. H. Duggan, Captain, and H. F. Wyatt, 'Secretary
1

—

.

lo C. L.

Pdtzmann, 913 Broadway, New York.

ri».

I

For a good pair

of Skates

go to C. L. Ritzraann, 913 Broadway,

For tlrst-elass Carvers and Table Knives go to C. L. Rltzmann, 913
New York.—Adv.

Broadway,
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B"NO NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.
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Ihiilalo.
cal. lai grains, in

It.,
Oil

lead cartridge?
P. L.,
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The!latter would

Ans.

ha<
Boston, Mass.—A canaviis shooting coal from continued exIff.
Can you give me any in ovulation by
make
and pliable? Ans. Some coats nave this

lias become
I can

peculiarity,

beating and
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We c

you wish.

I

and we
'"

nf

no

way of making them

lb, Ellenvllle.
In lids p ,;

subject you refer to
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and you would

find
a poll

sette
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s ice ic

Wyoming,
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ieu

,

.

,

more sport

in

mes. plover,
grouse are found in

-:•.- oi -n
a. The dur
aad aha in
Tine, iie-.i on ihe g.oun i iu thickets.
3. I he imof inigi'LiLor)
th".., should not be called 3Iesslna) quail Into
country h»s been a succees In some localities. It Is too early as

(VOOded country.
1'iorfLiLloii

this

fully dls-

to

I.
1

liable except,

was

your Hies acd yon will tind
has a nose, and wall bail; when the
Is to tree.
The best dog we ever saw
}g." We do nor. consider the popping

Ihc
i."

]

mouli

:

SAILOBS' HANBYBOOK.— Attention is directed to the advertisement of Chas. Scribner's Sons, in another column. The Sailors'
Handybook is invaluable to all seamen and yachtsmen,

New

York.— Adv.

;

and Treasurer.

1

breadth of beam, 26 n.
tonnage, 250. Hersalls

-pCiu

IRON KEEL.— Lawley &

She was rigged by Messi
and her cabin Hi ell by Ale
were the dimensions of her

England.

.Tefi'ei'soii-

'the lollowme-

-

,

;

.
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yet to say whether we are to regard the Importation aa on the whole
a success or a failure.

H. N. T., Ohtcago.— To blue a barrel Is very nice work and requires
great skill. We give the receipt as follows, though it Is better to
send the barrel to a gunsmith to be blued: Tlncr. of muriate of Iron
oneoz.; nitric ether, one oz.; sulphate of copper, four scruples; rain
water, one pint. Alter thoroughly cleansing gun with soap and
water, and having securely plinri
uj end end
u- ei lr with slaked
lime. When this coating Is dij remove It "with, an Iron &t .1 .vimbrush. Tien apply a coat of the above fluid with a rag, and let It
remain 21 hours, when a rust will have appeared. Immerse barrels
In boiling hot water, and scrub thoroughly with scratch brush. Repeat lids Immersion unl 11 the color suits, which will be after two or
three applications. Let barrel,-, remain lu lime water a short time
after operation Is completed.
i

nust he some local

Who

Ihel

kn

ns

called

nit

the

••

grains,''

name means

ed?

out.— We always have pleasure

answering
readers. For the shooting such as you have at
x:k, would say, that a setter or pointer Is the dog
Mid advise you to get one already trained, ttrsi
before purchasing. The Oest book on training Is,
in,

We

bn-nklng."

*

lu
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The ABBEY REEL.
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Tuesday cannot he
$

9
s
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None genuine without

"ABBEY &

Shooting Suits.
FAC-SIMILE OF NO.

Write for circular to

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

NO

IS

Valparaiso, Lwd.

the

dealers

12;

f*r,ted.

POSITION as general superintendent
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of
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a
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landscape gardening,

Ing,

.

a<*ri-

,

horticultural jirodue. aaas, giMire's
plants under glass; vineyniilis: and tilorough

BOOK BINDING

:

..,-,-

,

a a, a.,-,
agricultural macWnery. erecting
-a

...

hi
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a

.'!.,

I

,,,,,,,

,
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avenues and

lawns,

Inarougii e.;.;eeutlve ability in all de-
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BONDS AND
MINING STOCKS.

ami
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FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
SECURITIES,
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=

ly

le .a

a'

'

rO'.t

fas-oie

NEAT AND ELEGANT

KEEP MAMJFACTUB1NG CO.,
631,033, 635, «*» Broadway, New York,

Y.,"

1

Established 4836.

KEEPS SHIRTS.

of

N.

Disc.

END.

Ecol.

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDEKWEAR, SC, fie.
SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE.

name

the

IIWBRIE,

Stamped on

4.

upthegrove & molellan,

Fine

vrhie.h

FOR SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DFALERS.

HOLABIRD

IMS

u
10

Orders received from persons residing lu cities in
keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price.

on application.

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

St.,

New

York.

SPECIMENS
Inspector, 1'ort Hope, Ontario.

4"

1—LARGE GRILSE
"
2-8MALL
3—LARGE TROUT
4— MEDIUM "
"
5— SMALL

NO.
No.
No.
No.
NO.

Mates promptly furnished

EXHIBITION.

OjY

he Mennel.

want good work, at low figures, and
save Agent's Commission come direct to
If you

JAMES

S**'-

WALKER,

E.
OF

14 Dey

Cover, and Trap Shooting.

$20 will buy a native setter' bitch, in mos.
a very popular strain. Address E. J. ROB-

Plunket.
old, of

St.

BINS,

Wethei-sfleld, Conn.

SeptlR.tf

buy a setter dog,

will

16

months

s.

Vie.

yard
on woodcock,
^ - broke j naa been bunted
sire ltory O'More, dam English
tier

Y HERALD, 1847, AND TIMES,
TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR SALE.
A FILE

field

;

.

THE MOST PERFECT TROUT CLICK REEL
EVER MADE.

issue.

CHRIST, Fishery

--

•

r

:

,1

inserted until the following

ST( >CKS,

:

1
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e'

.
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J".", .e

i

Advertisements

'

known In the southern section of this city, who came llmplns into the "American 01 ilea yesterday.
"I thought I would go tinder the hatches this rime," continued
Dennlston.
"I never sunered so much In my ille. I had tlie rheumatic gout so bad that I could not get off the bed or put my foot to
the floor, and would have been there vet 11 a friend had not recom-

rans, well

Vi

later than

-

'

:il'.

but was Anally Induced to give It a trial, and a lucky day It was for
me. Why, hlessmy stars! after bathing the limb thoroughly with
the Oil I felt relief and mv faith was pinned to St Jacob and his Oil
after that.
I freely say that if It ), ad not been for St.
acobs OH I
should, In all probability, be still hoiisml. My foot patus me but little
and the swelling has entirely passed away.
1 beats anything of the
kind I have overheard ot aLd any person who doubts It send tliem to

ouud; they applied
n dog breeders In
rant, and we will

[Philadelphia Times.]

WE'LL NAIL ITS COLOES TO THE MAST.
"Hello Denny, what is the trouble?"
'.:
"h I'm
i;a'a„;a
l;i
e.a,11
e
a
shipmate of William G. Dennlston. one of Farragirrs war-worn vete

N.

old,

r.n.j

.,,

distemper.

L.

Jtf.

NORTEN,

Has had

Greenbush, N. Y.
Septlo.lt

BY

A- H.

THE NEW EUTEBROUK HAMMER GUN.

BOGABDUS.

HUNDRED

have recently Invented a new hammer

I

gun, both In single and double, which
JfiQB

SALSA? THIS omOB.

knowledged to be the best

article In the

Is

ac-

mar-

FERRETS tor sale at $7 per pair,
TjMVE
-T
single female s-i, Mingle male ;:;, wire muzzles
75cts. Address, with stamp, OHAltLES II. VA^
VECHTEN, Victor, Ontario Co., N. Y.
Septl5,tf

FOR

RED

01

ket.

PLATE FOR SALE—Main house. 40
COUNTRY
hardwood finish;
IS- extension, ?« by
bv
\J try

stable, hennd shade trees.
cash. For sale,
"er, N. J. For
'altsades, TenApply to E. R.

..

sale, »
aflv, N. J.
.'

,,i-;i

guns for

1(1;

marble n
nery, etc.
Price $6,1
six acres

:

.Money loaned to build.
himi, niiee,.

v

1

N.

1

qualities are equal to

C.
r

and Hanimcrl

SA LB, seven live wild mallard decoy ducks
FOR
—four drakes and three ducks; perfectly tame;
shol over last, fall and spring; will call
every dnek in night: prise. ?25 tor the tot. Address
Septs,4t
BOX No. 66, Hamilton, Ont.

!2S

2-s-lneli

barrel

;

Tang peep

and

Ijeae.n

lbs,,

n

or will nsaUnntnI'J'ii a.' ?:«',
i.-luaalai. t'.als,
for B. I„ sliat gun. Inquire of P. O. Box 132, Sal:,1,.|,|.

mon

Septl6,lt

Falls, N. a.

FOR

SALE, Maynard
',
,

la

r

,

.

1.-,

complete, 32

rifle
'

„

a lai

Mavnard rule, long range, 22 In.,
BISHOP, West Northfield, Mass.

In., 40.10,
;.".
in a;.,
a
W. I.
44.100, $35.

:,.:

,i

>

In
null a
grip aa,' ai'llon.
a nil
s dd at a bargain, as I have no use for them. V. A.
-

,

1

,

-

,

:

,

p -,al

'.I

''

Septl6,2t

FOR SALE, built of Spanish cedar with
frame, moderate Sl.adow model. Very
1. ..Idle
ami sail. Cost $75; has been
V, ill In' sold for $40, as owner Lias
used but, lu-!.no time to use her. Address J. JOHNSON, care
Septl6,Ht
l/.FEoT AMD STREAM.

CANOE
oak

fast

under

,

cl

J-

.

<

:

la. -a

'

and Canker Spaniels

'
i

.

a

i

I

i

ile.o.1

..

1

liar, „-,

Hartford, Ct.

VASS, Newark,

,
|

,,

;

a

SeptlS.tf

N.

J has for exchange an
,

English setter bitch (broken) for a Wln-

Xli

SALE,
FORpies,
5>i

a brace ot superb Irish setter pup-

months, by Elcho III. out or Mag
(Champion Berkky-Tllly
These aire really choice.
and dam are both Al In the Held. Address R.
BENNETT, 23 Robinson St., Lowell, Mass.
i.

septus,!*

two pure bred Gordon setter puppies.
FORdogSALE,
and blxch, whelped May
Addi-ess

the

20. issi.

;

,

for

PlIltlTV.

FRAGRANT

Warranted Free

WEEKS,

A.

ADDRESS

Locust Valley,

L.

a:'., a;

R. M.LIV1'

Septl5,3C

I.

,

.,.,

.,
,

;;!l

:;

New York city, for bull pups from prize winning
•;.,; ,
...
stock, also English Setter, first, m
Price $30 If taken at oneo.
N en port 18S1.
sept 1.5, It

.

NEW

VANITY

KINGS.

FAIR.

in ,aa
.aa inl-Mettle) out Of mv
28,1881, by mj
Phylls (Buff 2d-Judy). To be delivered when two
months old. JAS. PAGE 8TINSON, Leavenworth,
Septlff,Bt
Kansas.
i

from Urugs or medication.

THREE

VANITY

the beautiful cocker spaniel dog
FORpupSALE,
Tim, color rich liver and white hand-

FAIR.

;

parents imported, J months
CHAS. DEMSGN, Harttord, Conn.

somely marked
Price $20.

Eacli having BistingrnisUing Merits.

;

old.

Septl5,lt

HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.
VTM.

FOR

17

la".

iiua

MASS.

h

CIGARETTES

,

SALE, the small Iron cutter Elvira, recently
described in forest am. Stream. Is In perfect eondii So n, una tit ted ami furnished ready for
Safe, roomy, able and a fine siugiea cruise.
Reason tor selling, owner wants larger
liuuder.
boat. Address <;., care foukst anu Stream.

a

TERRIERS FOR SALE. Two bitch puppies,
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ FOXcolor
black, white and tan, whelped August

That stand unrivalled
repeating rifle,
all the Improvements, will be sold at a bargain. One WlnBliea a
B. match gnu, cost $«, very tine and spr
shooter, 32 in", barrels, i a.gauge, left choked, rlglu

i

Sire

;

Septl5,lt

SALE, one new Winchester
FOR16-abooter,
pistol grip and

Dock Square, Boston, Mass.

As was proved at the Fly-Casting Tournament at Coney Island, June 23.
First prize. In Champion Class was won with one of our 10 ft. 9 pz. Bass Bods length of cast, 75 feet.
.....
won v. iili one of our 11 tt. S oz. Fly Rods length of cast, bT« ft. The
a a
First prize In
sea World Special Prize was won with one of our \\y. ft. 10 oz. General Rods; length of cast, 75 ft. Our
roos are considered superior to all others by those who have seen or used them. Send stamp for catalogue, with Mass. Fish and Game Law.

:

D

2T

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,

•

'

H. EUTEBROUK,

NICHOLS & CO.,
BEACH STREET, BOSTON,
Manufacturer

3S calibre, shoots
BEST
a Remington
FORrimSALE,
or centre-lire carirldges; weight
.ay.

made to order.

{inns

B. F.

have been

rifle,

any In the market.

i

DENISON,

REBORING A SPECIALTY.

an:

a

AUg25,tf

12 A. M.

sight

workmanship and shooting

finish,

:

bee.ve,

1.,

All sportsmen agree that the Eutebrouk

S.

8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALSKIMBALL & CO., Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester
Send

for Circular of

The FLYING

CREATLY IMPROVED.

CENT. «f »«™ K
NOT OVER 1 FEB
AGE AT TH1E TBAP GUARANTEES.
THRF.K

CLAY PIGEON
an d TRA P.
LIGOWSKY

33 Vine

la

CO.

St.,

CINCINNATI,

O.

•i.l

si.',;

ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS 1st, SlOO;
.ld,«uie trap and 1,000 pigeon*. For
:_

particulars, rules, score cards, etc., address the
facturers.

manu-

[Extract from Forest and Stream, July T, 1881, p. 448.]
*
*
"
This flight so nearly resembles the actual
motions of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford excellent
practice for wing shooting.
T
*
to test its merits."

We commend
*

SALE CHEAP, pointer dog, Is a beauty, ot
good pedigree, one year old, will charge aud
retrieve, but not broken on ga-"e. Will exchange
for cocker spaniel mil a not over 2 or 3 months old.
i.o. a. Billi IMAM. Nashua, N. H.
Septl5,2t

HOR

'N. Y.

all

sportsmen

,

.

i

,:

and the North Maine Wil
derness Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and
Kennebec, Penobscot, 8t.
the
of
waters
the head

MOOSEHEAH LAKE

John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
266 pages,
'akes and ponds connected with them.
and large map. Tinted paper, Il-

SO illustrations

luminated covers.
cents.
.Mass.

CHARLES

Price,

A.

J.

by mall, post-paid,

50

FARRAH, Jamaica Plain,

r

September

FOREST

15, 1881.]

LEONARD'S

Split

Dog Show,

International

139

8 litis AM,

AlNi>

Rods,

3k3a.xxi.l90C>

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULES.

TO BE HELD AT

LONDON,
SEFTEXBEK

ONT.,
and

«r, 2S, 29

30, 1881.

now ready, and can be had
PTJDDICOMBE, Sko'y,

Prize Lists
J,

of

No. 1 SHOWS SPLIT FERRU
This split thoroughly strengthens where the ferrule Is Joined to the v,
M r Leonard has yet to hear of a single Inst a.
consider this the GREATEST IMPROVEMENT that has been lntroduc
No. 3 SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE WHIP

HAS. LINCOLN, Scpt.
Ont

W»

>

(PATENTED SEPTEMBER

8, 18TS).

where so many of otner nun or row
PATENT SPUT.FBKROUI has Seen ap»U«d,

which Is the weakes. part of a rod. and
ot breakage at this polnf since the
in rod making since rods have been made.

3d,
i

D WITH SILK AS

IT

APPEARS ON THB ROD.

EVERY RO WARRANTED.
SOLI AGENTS,

Tecuniseh House, London,

Office,

A

(bambocTespecially) break.

ob
C

No. 1 SHOWS WATERPROOF CUP IN PERRULB (PATENTED OCTOBER 80, 18TS).
Thla prevents any moisture from reaching the wood, and the ferrule from becoming loose. The constant wetting and drying of the bambee must rat
the wood, and make other makes of rods less durable than Leonard's.

'

ENTEICS CLOSE SEPTEMBER

MILLS & SON,
WILLIAM
WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

12.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

7

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dosrs
A BAKU TO FLKAS— A BOON TO DoGS.

ALLEN'S NICKEL-PLATED DUCK CALLER.

POWDER Is guaranteed to kill fleas on
THIS
d gs or any other animal-, or money eturned.
B Is put up In pat. nt boxes with sliding pepperbox
asd

top, which greatly militates its use.
efficacious.

The most natural

tone.)

and easiest blowing Duck Caller

In the world.

'

ent post paid to any address on receipt of one dollar.

Simple

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

Areca

Tfnt for

Worms

In Dogs.

A CERTAIN REMEDY

Pnt np In boxes containing ten powders, with full
directions for use.

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Rod and

Both the above are recommended by
Qjrx and Fokkst ai-h Sti>eam.

Conroy, Bisset & Malleson,
65 Fulton t-eet,N.Y.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,
:

1

Cortlandt street, N. Y.

Greyhounds.
For sale, Imported greyhounds and puppies from
Unported slock. Pedigrees examined and traced.
Orders for Importation solicited. For circulars or
information, address L. C. F. I.OTZ, li.gii Lake Ave.,
Chicago, 1 11.. Or HENNESSEY* SERBACIl, ChlOagO

ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME
Is

simply a device for holding a dead duck la a natural position In the water, on Ice or land, as a decoy. Sent to any address. C. O. D., or on receipt/of Drta*,
No. 1 lor mallards, eto., No. t for widgeon, etc., No. s for teal. For sale by the trade everywhere, or by F. A. ALLE.i, Monmouth, Ills,
-4

$4 per dozen.

Field Kennel, Peru, Lasalle County, I1L
June»,4nios

MARLIN REPEATING RIFLE.

GOLDSMITH,

E. B.
Sastom

Hoom

and Forwarding Agent
TTXLL STREET, NEW YORK.

W
RECEIVES AND FORWARDS

Dogs,

Fowls, eta., to any destination. Kenneland others, in tending- to Import
dogs from Europe, should hays their stock consigned to him. Information furnished in regard
the
beat
methods
ot Importing, shipping, etc
to
Clubs, Sportsmen

by

BALLAKD RIFLE.
grains of
cartridge),

.40 cal., 60

(Government

BENEDICT.
AND SPECIAL NEW YORK,

FIRST

i

sale.

LAC1J1NE KE.NNEL CLUB, White=tone,

L.

L

Arms

Co.,

New Haven,

Without question the

best

Conn., makers of the celebrated
magazine Rifle ever produced.

.45

caL, To grains of powder and 406 grains of 6*4

SCHOVEELIWG, DALY

*.SS1.

Imported b ack field spaniel at the Stud. Fee,
RS. Mr Jacobs' strain. Brother to Squaw and
Lasso' Devon; brother in blood to Kaffir and Zulu.
Negro, litter brother to Benedict, was second to
Kaffir at the West ol England show last month.
Blaci;, and liver olor-it purples by Benedict for

jVIarlin

powder and 280 grains of lead.
send for descriptive list to

P. 0.

BOX

84 and 86

3,170.

<£

GALES,

CHAMBERS STREET NEW YORK.

Remington's Military Sporting <& Hunting Repeating

Rifles.

?

Junei6,tf

KEENE*S PATENT

BEAGLE

BOUNDS. Not finding, after thorough
examination In England, the Kind of beagles
on which 1 cared lo pay passage money, I baue. in
ordi r to meet the demands on my kenneis, Jtv-t
purchased the entire Picks owned by Gen'l- R.
Rowett, ot Carllnville, 111., and by W. D Hayes,
Hastings, Michigan. Of the quality ot the:-e dogs I
need not speak, suffice it to say that no dogs j at
produced have been able to compete on tte bench
with those bred by Gen'l. Kooett, and that those
bred by Vr. Ha>es are of the same family and
strain, and are well and favorably known ihmughent Hie length and breadth of the land. Impoited
hitches, bitches In whelp at d young dogs tor sale.
CoLIN CAMERON, R-rlckeni.ie. Lancaster Co,
Perm.
Septi5.it

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
lO Shots,
.*B Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices: Carbines, $22 ; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $28.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.
""

SONS-. 283 Broadway, N.Y.

THE GREAT

SALE— A dark liver and white pointer dog
FOR
lss
by Dr. stiach n's
puppy, whelped FO".
1,

REMiNCTON &

E.

P. O.

*^m
^^-

.

^^*

Box 3.994.

SINGLE BREECH-LOADER.

,

Fla.sn [Old George- Peg), sire of Steel's Fiat e, out of
Barker's champion Prin- e.-s (Hanger-Fan).
The
puppy Is offered tor sale on account of the own'
laving no convenient place tor Keeping him. Ad"I'oi k city.
dress LOCUST, P. O. Box S.98S,

New

SeptS.tf

& WADSTCORTH'S >'EW BREECH-LOADER has completely distanced
tw^"^™^?
•"•"-'-" Thm i-^x-ond.
the
lyBlngle gun worth having. Asdes-rlbed
the above

sale, one riog and one b'tcn pup. whelped
FORJuly
out of my .on on Floro (Deane's),
a,

now

18."

t ,

•

Tom, and Chloe, by W. E. P, rrya
Perrys Pete-Blgel< w's Tib. GEO. A.
No. 11 Wesley street, Chat lestowtt, Mass.

Bailey's

Scott- w.

COLMAN,

H.

Sepfc?,2C

TUiRIEHS.- The best pair of
FOX
America—itog and bitch ltnpoitt d
.

;

workers In
warranted

flr.i w a badger
tit to win In the best
black and an heads, exccih nt let's and
feet and game to death. Also, six grand pups fiom
he w hole v. Ill b- sold v< ry cheap to make
above.
room for other dogs. Pi ice, pedigree, etc., apply it.
li UME, oi ange c. 1L, Va.
Sepi8,2t

to boll a fox ot

company

;

;

I

so

o

s

In

,

the others
cur It lsnnw

all

:"":i.m.,
,U,tol grip, lever foiv-.-nd, nlckel-fliiteil frame, and Is in- .ell
-heil tHrom-bout.
barrels are either steel or wi-t.
Whet, steel hc.v are bored out of a sella
a,- erlig in this respect from
other <, whl li are merelv on musket barrels reflnlshed
When twist r.hrv are the best imDOrted barrels and of verr
flnegraln. They are bored either eyllndei for use in the held, or choked for very close shooting.
When chokel the targets will not suffer In com .artsni
with <4reener's, .lames', or even Colt's. Hitherto we nave been far behind our rirdSra, but having (rrea Ij in p
Bd the nroancUon we can "nil orden
immediately. 1 he cost of these guns Is a mere trine. We are sole agents at N-w York tor Coifs Club Umo
,m l:o., Birmingham.
B
'
We offer a small JOB lot of the celebrated V\ ebley Guns of all sorts at about half price.
....

,

The

i

ii

i

,

,.,.

,

,

all

,

rox

p. o.

4,309.

H.

&

D.

t

FOLSOM. 30 Warren

St

.

New

Yo'k.

'1

HUME. Orange
R0BT.
er of pure Dandles tn

•'. H., Va., the only br eda men a( ee record of
has two bitches due to pup October, November. Write now to procure a pup of this grand
winning strain.
sept-,2t
.

allows),

TTOR

SALE, one

l'verunri white poinier, IS mos.
good native stock, untrained, allrlght and
sound, price ill. One liver and white mrj'tlmi pup,
whelped Aug T, out ot Maine May, by Gypsey ami
Don. and my Snapshot S bv champion St
and Imp' rted Fannie. No better sto k in America
both parents being unsurpassable tor tJt'sjie**, and
other good qua Utles. F. A. SINCLAIR, .Mortvllle,
Onenduga to., N. Y.
fcepti6,2t

JP

old,

fglte

fennel.

COCKER BUYERS AND BREEDERS.— A. W
TO Langdale,
Newmarch Terrace, Vlcrorla
of S

Road, Leylonstone. England, late owner ot ChamElons Lawyer, Batchelor, Ladybird. Ladylove,
Izzle, Loustlc. Leicester, Limerick, uuna, Launcelot, Lena,ljdney. Bebb, Young Bebb, Bessie IL, Barnt ivinnersatourbeat
oness, and mi
shows; also, contributor to Vero Shaw's new work
on spaniels, will buy on commission spaniels of any
breed, and has on bis books a number ot grand
MarSi.U
specimens deposit system.
;

FOR

SALE,

rour prize-bred Irtsh terrier pupa,
whelped July 1, Issi, out of Imported Nora h, by
Heme Ruler. 1 or price, etc. apply to DR. Nl V EN,
,

London, ont.

ghe genatL

£7/* jgennek

Aug4

SETTERS AND SPANIELS FOR SALE, Brown,
curly reirh vera, fiom irnpo'tcd stock and (naKm- Ilslisettei-s; mil peril -ree. Address «ANA^SEI1 SMITH, >\ oodfonls, Me.
Beptl 4t

tive)

PORTRAITS of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on One tinted paper, win be sent postpaid for -is cents each, or the nve ror jrt. FOREST
^NTJ STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park How,
*. Y.
Decsn.tf
O'MORE KENNEL.— Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish seiter puppies ior sale, by ehumplon
Rory O'More out of Norah O'More, Magenta and
Pe.rL Full pedlgreeB. Address W. N. CALL ENDER, Albany, N. Y.
Augll,tf

^K.MASKETT KENNEL,

Richmond & Vaugban,

Proprietors, Mlddleboro. Mass. sponltiKdoga
boarded, broken and handled by men of experience.
Setters, rnlnters. Fox Hounds and Beagles trained
lor their respective work. Satisfaction guaranteed
Also, a number ot well-trained setters and Pointer!
tor sale. Address BOX 336
Mlddleboro, Mass. H.
B. RICHMOND. N. H. VAUIiHAN.
Junei.tf

SALE, an English pointer dog. 4 years old;
FORliver
and white; staunch on all game. Address C. H.

Conn.

CURTIS,

Little

River,

Mlddleiown,
Septuar.

—See Kennel ACvertiaemenU next page.

I

FOREST AND STREAM.

140
fghe fennel.

^ffvrtsmans

(§oodss,

4IVD IIOIWPILING,
CHEAPER THAN TAX BE BON B V ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN AMERICA,

PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE M'F'G

IC

first-class

wort and guarantees

faction.

Also,

By man,

for $3.

pri/f Is

THE AMERICAN

PREVTING

which does

§oadx

^ffo^tsmen's

PEDIGREE

[September

CO.

A

C.

P, O.

TO BPORTSMEN;
The Pennsylvania R. R.

22,

Delaware

Co.,

Bespectf ully Invite attention to the

V«NOTHJf.
Box

niid^fesarJsfor Sportsmen.

Satis-

TON COLIN PATENT SPIKE COLLAR AND BOOK.
15.

15, 18B1-

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

City, Del.

by

afforded

their lines for reaching

most of th*

GLOVER'S

TROCTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in tfaa
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS
LL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid thedlf-

IMPERIAL MANGE CURE.

flculties and dangers of reshipment, while the eioellent ears which run over the smooth steal
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSFOBTBB
without failure or injury.

1

A

sure cure for all SKIN DIKE A SES. Eor sale toy
druggists and dealers In spoilsmen's goods. Price
We. per bottle.

H.

CLAY GLOVER,

TUB LUTES OF

MANUFACTURE HOUSES

Sole Piopotetor,

Imperial Kennels, Tonis River, N.

v.'nv

J.

',

:

1

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,
ot the

1

.

.-.

"i

i.llnei

r,

l:.;.ii;,

LEE, Manager,

Corona, Queens Co., N. T.

Qotek and Routes for Sportsmen

for

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD- BE BUYERS."

"THE

BRANDYWIME KENNEL.
DASHING LION IN THE
The imported dog Dashing Lion
number of approved bitches.

ited

Address
June30,smos

I.

STUD.

will serve a lim-

First-class sprirrlnc i'.irmerits. Designs and price,
sent by post on receipt of letter of request, addressed to

Fee, $25.

YEA U SLEY, JR.,
Box u, CoatesvUle, Perm.

BEAGLE KENNELS—For sale, the proHARE
duce of Imported and home bred animals that

GEO.

C.

HENNING,

One Price Clothier,
410

7tli ST.,

WASHINGTON

Eor
and colors, dees, bitches
tod puppies, aflrtre*swlth stomp,
Cockers of

'

all acres

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

July

TAKE THE
Crand Rapids & Indiana R. R.

lars,

PATENT
SELF-CLOSING PLUNGE

TRAPS.

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of flsh
contained.
.i-i'
11-1:5,
mi: rn
Hi'-"
s
:j.
BROOK TIK;
famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only In
these waters.
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept 1.
The GRAYLIr Q Sei son opens June 1 and ends
'i

1.

scenery of the North

The

beautiful.

climate

pen

is

Is very
dry and bracing. The
Jul to those suffering

lis

lei

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
attractive train facilities offered to Touilsts

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
"
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home
on this route. For Tourists Guide a handsomely
illustrated book of iso pages sent tree. Time Cards,
Information,
address
tun
her
and
Folders

IN TRAP.
Price per pair, 845.
This trap

Is

used by

all

Pishing Season at Rangeley
made

BROS., Meriden,Ct.,

MAKERS OF THE WOELD-RENOWNED
PARKER BREECH-LOADER.
for Catalogue of

Gun Implements,

VIA

BOSTOKT

19.00

return
Middle Dam and return

12.00
13.00
14.00
11.00

UpperDam

TATHAM'S

"
"

"
Phillips
Indian Rock and return, (via Andover, return via Farmlngton). .
(via Andover) Bemls Stream and
return

«
"

Selected Standard

"

Klneo House)
Forks ot the Kennebec and return.

Dead River and
Grand Falls, N.

"

:-!:,(

13.T5
18.25
12.50
11.00
16.25
15.25

Moosehead Lake and return (MU

"
"

Pot. 1SH6
LVlH.l
Pat. lssa

'•

*'
Upton
Mountain view House or lianglet
Outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton
Indian Rock and return vlaAndover
Rangeley Lake and return

"

return.

15.00
18.00
18.00

and return .... 18.00
•'
15.00
Stv Andrews, N. B., and return
Also tourists' tickets to all Spoiling and Pleasnine and the Provinces.
all
principal
ticket
offices
at
and
sale
for
Tickets
B.

,

1

Trap Shot!
Soft or Chilled.

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.
Send for Hlustrated Catalogue.

W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

280

at

WASHINGTON STREET,! T,^SION.
HAYMARKET SQ., f n T(TNr
<.

DEPOT,
Send

tor list ot excursions.

D. J.
Gen. Pass,

of the Tourist,

ncher fin ems, summer resorts.
line a o. K'v is reached by rail at Huntingdon,
tanfl southwest;
w. va., from the W
lie, Va., irom the North and East,
'in.,
and at Rlchmoed, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension in
the summer of issi affords
-.-..-icd

1

1.

.

.

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE
"YORKTOrteN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va„ between the
mouth 01 Chesapeake Bay and the Pacutc Ocean.

NUMBERS

7, 8,
472
-105

TATHAM&
82

BEEKMAN

ST.,

B. W. FUUI.EH,
G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, Va.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
oof the
ng sections

TIIK STEAMERS
in the country.

Com

in

Cobb's island and

James

Point,

oteague,

insula, olty

Rivet,

.

rrliuck, Florida

ani the

mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, eta
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Dell., Monday and Thursday at3 p.
i'till Informal ion given at office, l'JT Greenwlck
w.

New York.

House, Boston.

Bromfield

9

AND ta

688
716

1056 Soft.
1130 Chilled.

and Ticket Agent.

BRO'S.
NEW YORK.

Wild

FowMS hooting.

STrTnGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I.

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
BYbavman.
Has always on hand the best of
etc.. with the largest rig of trained
wild geese decoys on the coast. The best ground
New York for bay snipe shooting
til the vir-lotry of
of all varieties. Speelal attention given by himself
Address
a his "'jests j, n U,ii.!sinetlon guaranteed
WW. N. LANE, Good Ground, L. I. Refers by permtssloii to J. S. ShepBerd, 891 Broadway, and Wm.
Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

boats, batteries,

Deer, Partridge, Woodcock, Ducka

Tim Pond

the

Seven Ponds.

TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.

UPLAND SHOOTINC.
and

In fine numbers. Good fishing, boats, dogs and
guides. Six miles from shohola, Erie R. K. Good
accommodations and references. Come or ad-

dress
I.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

FLANDERS,

Babbits

t70
9/4S
JS14

The Route

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to tne White Stuphux

MAINE

iVHTD

Boston to Andover and return.
" South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and

etc.

"

Pin-Fire Gnns Altered to Central-Fire.

«

11

bans, pike. ntelteivi, etc:
uuns, ribbing tackle and one dog lor each sportsman can led free.

RAILROAD.
"
»
"

NO. OfpeUetStO 0Z., 338
» »
"
"
315

R'y.

EXCURSION TICKETS

the principal associations

.

Send

ZcbTMi

Ohio

Lakes Again Open.

In the U. S., and Is considered the best trap
Manufactured by
for rapid shooting

PARKER

<

Gen'l Pas.. Agent.

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia Blue RIdse Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivera,
including in their varieties
falle:
: turkeys, wild dunk,
teat
leer
am
trout,
ui;je, woodcock, mountain
[rouse ii'

street,

PATENT SELF-CLOSING TRAPS, WITH EXTRA
DOOR TO SHOW WHEN BIRD IS NOT

Breeeh-Loaders.

&

Chesapeake

The

Woods and Lakes

air is pure,

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections.
The hotel accommodations are excellent, and will
be largely Increased in time for the sea.. on of 1381
by new buildings and additions.
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

.

to

FARMER,

witr

;

Send for descriptive circuwith prices and terms.

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GREP
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLtS GRIP ACTIONS.
SIZES FBOItt 1 TO 20.
Muzzle- Loaders Altered.

L. P.

F&AJrc Thomson. Gen'l Manaeer.

'

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

THE SNEIDER.

*

1

BLACK BASS, 1-lSM. PICKEREL and MUSCALONGE, also abound In large numbers in the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
'friends or '• club " at home, as ice tor packing fish
can be had at nearly all points.

PACKED.

WATER SPORT -AFTHB

AND FEATHER.

THE ROUTE Of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLES
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME REWEST VIRGINIA,
SORTS AND LAKES OF

Grand Traverse Region

DUNCKLEE'S PATENT

NO. I— CAMP

FIN

:.

21-tf

Made and sold by TAUNTON IRONWORKS
CO., 87 BlaokstouG street, Boston, Mass.

TTTCKEBTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPS MA*.
8QUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY C OABg

ANU THK

NORTHERN MICHIGAN,

Camping and Mining Stove.
the thing for people camping out
JUST
for a short or long- time. FOUR SIZES prion REASONABLE

FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MLNNEQUA.M*!
other weU-known centers for
Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Stfli

Trout

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling & BlacRBass Fisueries,

Nov.

H. L.

LINE."

The waters of the

Mayist.tf

KENNELS.—
o.ULEOUT COCKER SPANIELROB'TWaLKER,

FISHING

CITY.

Have heen hunted since able to follow the dam on
Jne trail, and are believed to be second to none In
ose, tongue and endurance. COLIN CAMERON,
Briekerville, Pa.

GTTNmtG AND FISHING
In Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCTTRSIOlf
TICKETS are sol d at the offices of the Company hi
B ENOVA, BEJDV
all the principl

renowned for SALT

Gives addresses of prin-

Price 10 cents, post free.
cipal English breeders.

Company

also reach the best localities for

Bunting.

exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any

Send

-.

1

EARL

or apply to

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.
breed.

S[.."irl..-ije.j.L

weighing 475 pounds,
So arranged that no

Stables, R,N.

Author

[/. tmIi
liimr,
feet,
ii',-

one door and tour windows,
vim
by 8
to a commodious dwelling.
noils, screws or skilled labor
are required in putting them up; very easily and
quickly done. Simple, light, strong, comfortable,
durable, artistic. Sportsmen's Cots and Summer
nil :,e
.,._
iv .1?i':vl|il.lvt' L'ln'HJ.!ir
.111
ii'I
(<yi

Dr Gordon

Pennsylvania Railroad

on an entirely new and novel principle, whereby
more strength can be obtained than In any other

M. BRADLEY,

Eldred, Sullivan Co, N. Y.

GARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.

Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, via
Eustls and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,
guides, boats, camps, with board, in readiness, oy

writing in advance to

KENNEDY SMITH,

Eustls, Maine.

RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES

IL-

LUSTRATED,

a thorough and complete
guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, KenneCupsupric, Parmachneee and Connecticut
fiago,
Lakes and the
Dae Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; Illuminages, eo Ulustranons
ated covers,
and a large map, made mostly from accurate surI

A WEEK.

»is a day at home easily made.
costly outflt tree. Address TRCK 4 CO.,
vusrasta, Maine,

SEND FOB

NEW

CATALOGUE.

Vanderolit Bros., 23 Fulton St, N. Y,

veys. Price, post-paid by mall, t>o cents.
A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

CHARLES

lSkftembek

FOREST AND STREAM.
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PATENT
DOG

S

CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

"KPHATPS PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows ana Kennels In the TJnltea Kingdom and abroad. ThePatsnt
" Flbrlne " Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Jardln d'Accllmatatlon, Paris, etc.
They have been awarded over 80 Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award for Dog Biscuits at the Parts Exhibition, ists ; Kennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879 ; Westminster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal Irish Kennel Club, Sliver Medal, eta, etc
;

;

;

;

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and

STAMPED.

Please see that Every Cake

Packed In Case*

n( U'J

pound* eack.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

S

is

€* chh

¥n s

BTAMPEB,

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE &, CO.,
18 South

NEW

William Street,

To he bad In smaller quantities
Grocers and the Sporting Goods
Trade Generally.

YORK.

-

MANN'S

425 Broadway

antl

Any

&

HODGMAN

Trollins: Spoons.

of tbo Following- Rooks Sent
Receipt of Price by Forest and

CO.,

27 Maiden Lane,

ABS OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT 0»

nUBBEH.

Adlrondacks, Camp Life In, Murrays.
$1.80
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1.*
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's,6th edition., 8.00
Adirondack, wilderness, In the, Warner's.
T«
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c. bds.
American Angler's Book, Norris
8.89
Fancier
merlcan Bird
SO

LigM Weight Shooting

ill:.'.,.

RUBBER FISHING PANTS.
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS,,

Rubber

of imitations. None genuine except JOHN
H. MANN'S Dame stamped on every spoon.
principal dealers
Sold whole
>J the
111 Fishing Tackle,

Beware

MANN &

H.
SYRACUSE,

CO.,

Jackets,

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,

le for salmon
large fish, and the bes
trout; No. 22 excellent for deep water fishing.

[ESTABLISHED

HOUSE.

1838.]

BIRDS' EYES.

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

N. Y.

Blanls.ota,

Outfits,
And Complete Rubber
Send for Catalogue.

Rubber Shroting Jacket.

M

:

COMPRISING

Our Fertect "Revolving Spoon Is undoubtedly the
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to
the public.
Three sizes made— No. an for bass, pike, pickerel.
Or any fish under live pounds weight; No. 21 for

<m

Stream Pnb. Co.

American Wild Fowl .Shooting,
Angling, a Book on, Francis
Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable for Trollng for all kinds of fl.sh th:>i will tike an artificial
Bait, and adapted for any lake or river In the

JOHN

i

J.

W.

Long..... 2.00
T.SO

Archer, Modern.
9*
Archery. Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
L60
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam
8.00
Art of Swimming
80
Athletic Sports for Boys— boards, T5c; cloth. .. 1.0JJ
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
l.OB
Bailey 's Birds of the United States.
1 ss
Balrd's Birds of North America
30 00
ln'8 Chamber and Cage Birds
1 SO
ring, Practical
1 00
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c; Shooting,
60c; common Objects of the Seashore, 50c,;
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c; Dogs, T6c:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c; Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds... IS
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
a SO
Cage and Singing Birds
BO

Canoeing In Kanuckla
l
nanoe Traveling, Powell
s
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
9
Cassell's Book of Birds, 4 vols
la
Dog Breaking by Holablrd.
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
1
Frank Forester's Field Sports
4
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
a
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook & Llne.pa.
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. J
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac;

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists'
Supplies.
send

New

for

&

Naturalists'

Reduced Rates.

Price List

W.J. KNOWLTON'SNatural History Store,
ISM

Tremont

St.,

Boston, Mass.

4 SO

ters, 8 vo., 1 vols.

Gun, Rod and Saddle

100

Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer.

8 00
st
1 SO
SO
l OS

Hand Book
Soft Rubber Crawfish. Patented Oct.1.
BASS BAIT.— Samp'es by man, T5C. 801t
Rubber neli"r.u;it[ t s. sue. Soft Rubber Frogs

NEW

—large, sua: small. 3uc
WM. MILLS S. SON,
Trade suppUed.
T Wairen street. New Tort
Sole Agents,

M OLLERS
LIVER OH
FOE

A. B.

SHIPLEY & SON,

Debility, ^
Scrofula,

Rheumatism

"

•r Cansomptlo
iSBnperlortoanylnde.
Moacy of taste and e

1

of

Manufacturers of

BOS

COMMERCE

ST.,

Fairs.
specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
free. Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten
cents In stamps.

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland

Holdens Book

of Birds; paper, 2<sc; cloth

ArUflelal Eyes for Taxidermists and ManuTcturera.
Also, all kinds of Glass Work done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge by Mall.
YORK.
ST..
89

NEW

WALKER

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES
For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short of
60, TO ana 90 yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration, id and 12 gauge, send for circular.
•Mi Sent. f*ost-pa*a, for • 1,

SCHLEBER *

eo., Rochester, N.

Y

The Edgar Barbless Hook.

KRUG & CO'S

TO ANGLERS:

CHAMPAGNES!

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

STANDARD AUD DRY.

& Tackle Makers

a Teacher
Minors Land and Game Birds
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard.
its Development, by Greener

A.
Reels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon In this locality, as also catalogues of our
greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,

Co be

had on

application.

HARTSHORNS
rv
SELF-ACTING

ROCHEREATJ &

6 Souith Willliam St., New York.
1« ami IS St. liouis St., New Orleans.

(Established 1S36).
First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

GOOD'S OIL

4Stt

OULD-EVERYWHERE.

Broadway,

IV.

Y.

BOOK™ BLACK BASS
Cohplbtb

Scientific and Lepb History,
Full Instruction in all thb Modes of

AND

ANGLING

FLY

.

JOHN KRIDER,

SMOKE

FOR TRAP SHOOTING.

Send for circulars.

Samples sent to dealers.

SMOKE TARGET B4IL

CO.,
TITUSY1LLE, PENN.

LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.—Second
CAMP
edlllon now ready. This story describes the

m

the Richardtrip of a party of Boston centlemen
Bon-Kangeley lakes, it treats of "eampiife," Indoors
and out. Is amtustng, Instructive and interesting;

By
pages, 12 Uustrations. Price 25 cents.
mall, postpaid, 80 cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR,
Jamaica Plain. Mass.

tu

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks. Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait. Fly Hooks,

Etc, Etc.
Bass and Trout Files, Made to Order.
Also " Krlder's " Celebrated Center Enamel Split

WSalmon.
Birds'

and Glued Bamboo Kods.
Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great, Varieties.
Taxidermy In all Us branches.

Spratt's Patent

Dog

Biscuit
Repairing of

all kinds.

.

.1

.

L

'

'i

i"

'.

-

warranted the genuine article.

Send

for price list

MARTIN

S.

HUTCH-

INGS, p. o. Box 365, Dover, N. H. Successor to
Frank Good). Bradford & Anthony, Boston
Agents.

KNAPP & TAN NOSTRAND,

POULTRY

ahd

FISHING!.

A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TOOLS,
TACKLE
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.

BY JAMES

A

HENSHALL, M.D.

In Press.
Ready la lay
Large l2mo.
400 pages, price $3 00
(PUBLISHED BT SUBSCRIPTION.)
For Prospectus or Particulars Address

DR.

J.

A.

HENSHALL,
Wesley Ave,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ORANGE JTOD

C07S

FULLER'S SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST, rewrlt- a sua tap ughl fully up to the present
time. Gives full information from the propagation
of the plant, to marketing the lruit. limo., tinted
paper. Price, post paid, $1.50.
THE SADDLE HORSE, a complete guide tor riding and tral di
mel
l-imo.,
LuBtt lied,
Untnri paper, Price, post-paid, $1.
SILOS AND h>: si L A i.;E, ine preservation of fodder corn and other green crops, bring ng together
ii ,- most rei-eu Information from various
sources;
edited by Dr. George xiiurber; fully illustrated,
i

best thing In the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
mi able,
Made to order

The

N. E. Cor Second and Walnut

TARGET BALLS

TANNED

MOCCASINS.

S HADEROLLERO..

st
8 00
a to
T so

LATEST PUBLICATIONS.

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
•

WARRANTED^]

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,

agents.

....

l 00
1 SO
la OS

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

The Sportsman's Wine!!

Castle Council, near Limerick, Ireland.

,

The Gun and

33

Fishing Rod

ISO

Hunter and Trapper, Tnrasher.
Hunting and Hunters of aU Nations, Frost ....
Life of a Sportsmen, Nimrod
M anion's Taxidermy Without

PHILA.

Bhlpley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing. Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Hods, Lines, Keels, etc.
Our BethabaraFlyand Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State

for Riflemen

How to Gamp Out, Gould.
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's

Every Description.

H. H.

medicinal virtues and purity.
• London, European and New
York physicians pronouncej t the
purest and bast Sold by Druggiste.

BROS.,

llanufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle

A

General

DEMUTH

as
00
80
80
OS
as
as
SO
38
00
3S

GAME,

it-paldi 'Oets.

TnE" AMERICAN IIIRD FANCIER, or HOW to
Breed, Rear and Care lor Song and Domestic Birds.
A new revised and enlarged edition, by Dr. D. J.
Brown and Dr. Fuller WalK
Ced.
Price,
post-paid, so cts.

:'
COMPANION (autumn edition
SPG :'-"•'
for 1881), gives outlines ot 200 different worts on
outdoor sports and pastimes, contains ion spirited
Sent, post-paid, on receipt ol two
Ulustratlons.

three-cent stamps.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE tor Farmers, Stockralsers, Gardners, Housekeep rs, Florists, Fruitgrowers, Architects and Artisans.
Printed on
clntedpaper.wl
16 engraving
oi
8 30 pages
of matter. Price, postpaid, 6 cts.

ORAMiE

Publishers of

FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS

Blchardson-Rangeley Lakes Region. Large
Send for catalogue. CHARLES
size, each 28 cents.
A. J, FARRAR. Jamaica Plain, Mass.

all

JCJUR CO.,

rural books

and books

751 Broadway,

of the en-

for

sportsmen

New York.

tire

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF THE RICBARDSON-RAXGELEY LAKES REGION, including
all the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country, as well aa the head waters of the Connectlctt

River, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.;
cloth bound. Price, post-paid by mall, 60 cents.
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain Mass.

YOUR NAMEo^cIrgllQS
,- — -.--.
,.i.fl .,":.'
r>, !/-<., Li.tl
AKBJit'»Coaipl»t«.Siii;plai>o"ic.^oc. l.rui.s vanet»
,u
U)><-t«pncMto(tB!doE»
I

GiCZCZ

3»tWJ

a

week

m your own town.

outfit, free.

Portland, Maine.

Terms and is

Address H.HALLETT& CO.,

i'i

:

:>-

'

.,),,„-,;.,,

iidrea.

STEVEJt! B1JOS..B01 ^NonLiw^tfc

:
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ORANGE SPORTING

The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1
isters

A

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canlstera
and (to; and 12>£ lb. kegs. Burns nlovily and very
clean, shoos ug remarkably close and with .great
-„<• rt,:t rat inn.
For field, forest or water shooting it
ranks any other brand and it Is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at

Hazard's " Kentucky Hide."

JIGLBOUHNE, AUSTRALIA.
TUB PHILADELPHIA jovhxa L OF COMMEltCE

says : " At Melbourne they had an excellent opportunity ot testing their powers be ld( those of every exhibitor la the.world, and they came off conquerors over every other maker. Their highest, award comes to them from a country whose reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
They have been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any oilier gun when brought,
coin pern Ion In the Held or at the trap. At
,,
he F \u K Fit icon the Fierce Diamond Badge
Coney Island this year, at the Nov. Verb ion
and th% " Forest and Stream " Badge for the best, average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue.

FREE.

Rand Powder

Co.,

York.

ii:

.

.

GUNPOWDER!
and
Dupont's

.

Sporting

Blasting Powder.

iv

Goodyear>8 India Rubber Glove

Diamond

Orain.— Nos. 1 (coarse)
Uupnni's
to4(ftne) unequalled In strength, quickness and
cleanliness; adapted tor glass-hall and pigeon

4SS, 490, 492

Cor.

Packed lnl 10 canisters.
uuponi's Knpiu Ducking.—Nos. 1 (coarse)
to (tine); burns slowly, strong and very clean:
great penetration, with a close pattern; adapted
for glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting,
with either muzzle or breech loaders. Packed In 1
and 5 lb. cant -tors and 6v and lex lb. kegs.
Dupont's Clioke Bore.—Specially adapted
for " choke Bore » Guns, and particularly for prairie and upland s.horil.ing. Burns slowly, litviem, is.l
mol.it; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives
both a good penetration and a close pattern; win
-Is.

Wade ot two s zes, only No.
Ko. T being the coarsest. Packed la. 6,\,
1 lb. canisters.
snooting.

".'.'

7

pae.o-b In

id.

i

Dupont's

WALE STREET, NEW YORK.

Broome

THE HUNTING SIGHT

Co.,

LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

and

Street,

Makes a Sporting

and No. IS,
ktgs and

LYittAN,
MTODLEIrTELD, CONN.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

HUNTING and FISHING.

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, FISH-

fronting Pants and Leggins a Specialty.

Fishing, Spearing Fish.Camp-

ING LAMPS,

pocket

ing Powders of all sizes and desonpt ions, special
Grades i'.ir F.vport Also Rifle, Cart ridge, M asset, Cannon, Moron', ilnmiiioth, Hexagonal, Cubical and Pellet J 'owder, Lb s. Government, standard.
powder luonuractured to order of. any required
grain or prool.
Agencies in all the cities and principal towns
throughout the United States Represented by
1. ],. KXEKLA.ND. S7 Heaver St., N. ¥.
el.' LPOMTS Fg. or rii'g, lor
>\ B.
Jong-range rule spooling.

game

Send

inside.

ft

Illustrated, Catalogue,

canoeing

and

Yachting

Driving at. Night, and General
Illuminating Purposes.
lanterns,
Dark
Bicycle
Lanterns, Musicians Band
Lanterns,
Lamps, Pocket
Lanterns,
etc.
Send
Hand
stamp for Illustrated Price

game

Name Forest ahd

List.

pocket, extends the. entire length of coat,
with capacity far surpassing any ordinary

Every Description

ntmnKO Coat.—

Hailock

Six pockets outside and

Etc.,
Night Hunting

For
lug,

proof.

Rifle Vg. "S«.-a-Slioollng."—

Dupont's Spotting, Mining, SnirrrNQ aDd Blast-

for

Ad-| ^

WILLIAM

All Guaranteed
Thoroughly Water-

quick, strong and
v.r.v one grain, for pistol snouting.
canisters end i.e. lb. kegs.

Send

Rifle perfect.

circular containing full description,
dress

lb.

line.

I.

88

.

"-'.'e

FFg. andFFFg. 'ihel'g. tor long-rang-1 rnl" shooting, the KFg. and r FTs-. tor general use, burning
strong and moist.. Puer.ed In ;:, lb., 1 lb. and 6 lb.
canisters, 6#, !•-•>- and 2S lb. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg.

—

of dealers, or of the Company's Agents, In every prominent city, or wholeBale at our office.

COMPLETE FOR

Dupuni'ti Eajrle RiHe.— A

clean powder, n

Wfg

Broadway,

NEW YORK CITY.
RUBBER OUTFITS

lb.

e

CO.,

Cor. Fulton Street,

;t

.

Mention, Conn.

Broadway,

206

hooting.

'e'

,

AND

Manufacture the following celebrated
powder

'

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWDob Fob b.XPORT OF
DEK; also. SPECIAL G
i'
PldJOF MANUFACANY RE', c.
TURED TO ORDER.
I'

PARKER BROS

v.

GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING

eight years.

".'dee.''

t

,

The above can be had

THE MOST POFULAB POWDER IN TJSEt

'

r .,-,,,

FFFG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG In kegs of
12% and &H lbs. and cans of 6 lbs. FFFG Is also
packed in 1 and \ lb. canisters. Burns strong and
moist The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary spoiling and the "Sea Shooting" FG Is the
standard Hijle Powder of the country.
Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.
2.5,

l-LA

chambers St.,

07

DtrroNT's CIuntowder Mills, established in 1802,
Have maintained their great, tvpursmou lor seventyof

inilness.

Hazard's M Duck Shooting;."

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS.

brands

a

.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In l lb. canisters and
«if lb. kegs.
line grain, quick and clean, for upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns.

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
showing SIZES or GRAINB ol POWDER. Furnished

Rifle,

n"i

i.

of one pound only.

Hazard's " American Sporting-."

'

New

Unsurpassed In point
Packed In square can-

(fine) to 6 (coarse).
-

i

i

.Orange Rifle.
Creed moor.

&

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Orange Lightning:.
Orange Ducking.

Ho. 29 Munray Street,

$tt.

fymnranitioii,

Powder.

Uflin

1881.

Stkeam

ALBERT FERGUSON,

bag.

Office, 65

CRUTTENDEN FLY ROD.

Fulton Street. N. Y,

(With Conroy, Bissett & Malleson.)

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

'

This Cut

an exact representation of this Rod, which

is

CANNOT BE EQUALLED FOR THE MONEY.

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

374 Washington

Plate, Nickel Plated, Patented Ferules, allowing the wood to be used the full size,
'venting rod breaking where wood end ferules loin. Put v. omul with enno and silk, civlng II, ileii,
-eneennd the reeling of tin- higli-nriijed rods. The first two joints are made trorn Best
The tips from fine Laneewood, polished. The Rod Is
tee Second Growth Ash. si alned and Polished.
Well Kinged Throughout. Length, ten and one-half feet weight, from nine to ten ounces. This is the
best-made, best- n nisi t-d Ron for the money in the retted slates and will guarantee It. everyway. If by
,'
.'see
e ot returnaccident anv part should get broken, wc can send a. diipll'-s
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Thursday September
,

grief,

James A.
done

\nll-8peot life

A Etrong

ita

had ended.

22.

The Nation mourned.

height of political preferment,
Just starting

having attained the

surrounded by his friends and

with bright anticipations to rejoin his family

summer

for a

life,

holiday,

is

suddenly

some little strip of dry land which may separate
one good piece of shoving ground from another. One can
often save fifteen or twenty minutes by such a manoeuvre as
a bog, or over

mel-

night, the intel-

the last named, and

which

is

mourning

its

field,

and

common

this

is

one in

its grief,

;

the threads of

union be knit into a closer and stronger woof, this will

An autumn's practice, thus begun,
to hold on his birds.
ought to enable him to get a pretty good idea of how to
shoot in the proper way.

have been the one bright side of these eleven long weeks of
If,

because of his sufferings, the Union

Union than

it

was

and without warning

James A.

of

A second name

is

It is astonishing,

before, then indeed not in

Presidents of the United States.
the last

God

of the martyr

grant lhat

it

may

Forester," that

we

be

in these

the bullet of a contemptible assassin. Eighty

down by

days follow of intense physical suffering
the viclim,

battling for life

paiheiic
Ike

and

dire distress,

with heroic, determined, marvelous endurance,
;

eleven w<.eks of a death-bed struggle whose

surroundings are without a parallel, while without

mortal anguish of the sufferer and marks the

fluctuations of life

Buch

is

and death

the dismal tragedy

— and then the pitiable ending

!

nent services which Herbert rendered to American sportsmanship. The influence of his writing has been much
greater than can readily be estimated and we would not

killed

which began in Washington oathe

morning of that eventful secocd of July and ended at Elbef 0n,

New Jersey,

Hobday

night.

at Ihirty-five

minutes past ten o'clock

last

ers

gods of Ueibert and his spotting friends. To Herbert let
due credit be given, but in giving it let us preserve our masculinity and talk and write as men.

ing a

all

pole.

All old rail shoot-

When

they will hide.

wounded

tbe grass

is

thick, the ta3k of find-

bird is almost a hopeless one.

who

This fact

has not carefully marked

down

an excuse; and if, after searching for it for a while
he cannot find it, he is likely to say, "You didn't kill that
one— he was only wingbroke."
his bird

j

No. buch a provision would be in vain, if the execration!
and loathing, which the Dation has heaped upon the guilty I
wretch now awaiting the gallows for his terrible crime, shall
not suffice to deter another from winning by a like deed a like

by a blow from ihe pusher's

often gives the pusher

States ought to be in future provided with a body- guard.

reward of infamy.

is

know how difficult it iB to retrieve cripples. They will
dive, swim under waer, and cling to Ihe bottom, but above

attempt to detract from his merits and fame. We admire
'•
Frank Forester's" wri ings; what we do not admire is the
prating about " Our Frank," and the attempt to make demi-

It has been suggested that the President of the United

are swift of foot, and, where the

They

very thick, can run through it faster than a boat can
be shoved. Often they will not fly until the boat is almost
on them, and we have seen uninjured birds, too tame to fly,
grass

chamber, in mute and anxious suspense, the Nation

vraiches the

at the

it is true,

escape by running.

"Frank

are lacking in appreciation of the emi-

;

flruck

mud

held,

1

It is a mistake to infer fioni what has appeared
columns respecting the would-be imitators of

when we consider how many of them are
how little is known of the habits of our

idea that they spent the winter lying torpid in

bottom of likes and strtams is no longer
but still, very few people know much about
they
pass their lives. This results natuthe way in whicb
rally enough from the places which they inhabit, which are
never visited by the sportsman, excepting during the shooting season. Then, too, the rail do not like to fly if they can
the

list

The old

rail.

Garfield.

has been added to the

tbe tyro begin on rail September 1, and,
for two or three weeks, look up the

them

few English snipe that will by that time have made their appearat ce. The woodcock and ruffed grouse he can essay as
soon as the law is off, and the quail will be about right in
By commencing with the rail and snipe he
November.
has the advantage of shooting at first in the open, and thus
learns, much more readily than he otherwise would, where

grief at his untimely death, the

and the unseemly feuds of partisanship

now, when the country

a

let

after practicing at

long watching at the bedside of James A. Gar-

Nation has forgotten and put away forever the harboring of

more

Therefore

shot.

own.

in

have already been

practice on, although a too long extended course of rail shooting has, to our mind, a tendency to develop a pottering

sorrow genuine and universal, akin to that of a family for

If in this

in rail shooting

alluded to and are well known. The birds are easily killed
and furnish most delicate morsels for the table. They fly
straight and slow, and are excellent birds for the beginner to

for the

the sorrow of the

is

it

;

the birds are plenty the tide will seem

The methods employed

symbolized to-day by the funereal drawconventional

if

too short without any such loss of lime.

all

killed each season,

was deid. The ball of the asThe long agony waB over. The

man, in the prime of

Monday

its

vain nor without glorious reward has been the slow martyr-

Garfield

wotk.

was too high for him to see over from his seat. Now,
while the charms of keeping dry and clean are certainly very
that if
great, it is no small advantage for one to be so clad
necessary he can jump overboard and help shove the boat off

Nation and of the households which compose the Nation, a

dom

world that

last

the telegraph sent

at last stepping out of the boat

gra^s

and their association

so intimately blended, as to

demise of a public functionary

to-day

Last Monday night the news was flashed forth to the

WSBin had

strong,

with the pang which comes with

all

ings of black, is not the

national distress.

FOREST AND STREAM.

and

the announcement of the death of a near and dear friend.

its

copm of

that fatal shot

Garfield, the President

when

so in turn,

ancholy message over the land

if

application.

had been so

and death were

sectional distrust,

and Stream Publishing Co.,

Nos. 39 and 40 Park Eow,

was not

and

landing without a speck or a stain upon their clothing,
looking as fresh and neat as though they had just emerged
from their dressing rooms. One of our friends even had an
arm chair placed in the bow of his skiff, and used to shoot
most of the time from that, only rising to his feet when the

;

life

And

ily circle.

one of

Should be sent in

When

and young.

points of view,

at the

appeal with a peculiar directness and tenderness to every fam-

Special rates for

InBlde pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per Une.

it

ail

birds in excellent shape,

who fell it was Garfield, a husband, a
The connection of the political and domes-

and a son.

phases of his

in his sickness

per year;

of old

public man, alone,

fired

on

where the birds are harder to hit, and the work,
more difficult. The chief objection
it.
We
to the apart is that there is not enough work about
have seen gentlemen, faultlessly attired and wearing diamond
studs and kid gloves, shoved over the grounds killing their

from

The circumstances attending the sick chamber at Washington were such as to arouse the sympathy of all classes, of

men and women,

were
seemed to

birds

ihrtes about his boat, they

shooting,

—

all these have engaged
and the Nation's anxious hope
the concern of the people and formed a part of their daily

157

The Forest and Stream la the recognized medium of entertainment,
and Information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted
are Invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspondent's name will be published except with his consent.
The Editors cannot be held responsible for the views of correspond-

week

to

pain-racked body, and the quenching at once of Garfield's

father,

Subscriptions

week was added

struggle, as

gun was empty, and the

one's

up by twos and

multiply themselves wonderfully, and
only
a man's mind was that of tens where really there were
Rail shooting to our mind is capital sport, and the
units.
season,
practice, coming as it does just at the opening of the
in shape for the later
is just what one needs to put him

the daily incidents of this pro-

all

When

are.

the impression left

the final yielding of the poor, wasted,

all,

was

instruction

now

HI

getting

appeals to be taken back to his Mentor home, the historic

155

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

self-

of the

written by the President to his mother, his pathetic

thought and
Trials

National Field Trials

Tacbttno and Canoeing

undaunted determination of the

which he thought and spoke

THE MASH."

twenty years ago, them was the times. Then they
-"l was birds," So the old pusheTS have said to us many
from the
a time as we hive been quietly rowing to or
And it is likely enough that with the rail, as with
flats.
of plenty.
the other game birds, the olden days were days
Whether tbis be true or not, it is safe to say that in tbe time
than they
numerous
more
seemed
of muzzle-loaders the birds

had died

pistol

improve "the one chance," the tender,

to

life,

:

Btjtle

(( A

absent wife, the succeeding scenes at tbe White House, the

and then,

ftBBODWUBE :—

Begattas,

ened ere the report of the wretched murderer's

letter
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sippi Gaino Notes
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Librarian of congress, at Washington.

the

of

'IN

indignation awak-

away, the spontaneous outburst of grief and sympathy for

forgetful solicitude with

Gun :—

Game Bao and

omoe

the painful details of

The anger and

the President, the resolute,
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SatcbMj History

upon

to dwell

memorable months.

;
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THE Spobtsmaji Toubibt

now

were needless

these
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We have

all

of us been witnesses of the ambition

the pusher exhibits to have his

when

the boats

ous to see

come

how

comes weakened,

man show

which

the biggest count

in after tbe shooting is over.

It ia curi-

soon the propelling power of the boat bethe man in the bow cannot hit his birds.
listlessly, and the shover has

if

The boat goes along slowly and

FOREST AND STREAM.

144
The unfortunate

do Ids duty.

to be constantly urged to

who

shooter incurs the contempt of the pusher,

is

now

only

Ten

known

species of the family Pallida: are

North America

of

as inhabitants

these, the so-called sor.i or Caro-

and of

j

by

lina rail (Por;:ana Carolina), is

the most abuudant.

far

which furnishes ninety-nine one hundredths
The salt water marsh
of the birds killed during the season.

It is this species

is perhaps next in order of numbers,
followed by the Virginia rail, H. aryinianus. This
species is much more abundant than is ordinarily supposed to
be the case, but as it never flies when it can possibly escape

Slate authorities at Albany, with their beggarly
neglect of the question of rifle-shooting, the meeting teaches

the

Ralhis longiroUris,

adopted,

and

is

men by

by running,
na)
but

it is

The

not often seen.

coot (Fnlica fflherica-

not very abundant along our Middle Atlantic coast,

is

very numerous inland, and on the Pacific coast. The
(GalUmila galeala and martinka) are southern

is

gallinules

but the former

birds,

is

frequently taken in the Middle States

The yellow rail, and the black
and even in Massachusetts.
[Porzana naveburoeen&is and P.jamahen&is) are not often
seec, but the former is common on some marshes in Octo-

rail

The

ber.

From

everywhere,

we

we

By

the

first

We have

delicious.

killed rail

stragglers, for, as a rule,

as

they disappear with the

first

North American Pallida:

THE CREEDMOOR FALL MEETING.

THE
moor during

full report

ful

ing,

which we present of the work

the past

The
was not a

gathering.

rifle

but

this

week

tells

at

Creed-

the story of a success-

many

States.

now

firm friends of the National

Not a meeting

or a

match of consequence

Army of

The War Department took no

the past year.

It is

true that

paid to ball practice in the ranks of

more

the

steps to se-

may have

attention is

Uncle Sam's

mili-

tary force titan at any previous period in the history of the
army, but while reports of progress may be ever so flattering on paper, there will always be a margin of uncertainty

and doubt unless

the people are allowed to see tho picked

brought out in direct competition with
Hence it should be
other marksmen not of the Army cloth.
looked upon as an expressed want of faith in their own

Army

teams of the

charming town of Six or seven thousand
inhabitants, situated on the extreme southeastern point
of Vau Cpuvor Island. Previous to the gold excitement of 1858
it consisted merely of a Hudson's flay fort, with the few dwellings occupied by the servants of that powerful company.
The discovery of gold in small quantities on the Fraser River
in 1857, and later on the Quesnelle and at Cariboo, wrought

About Victoria there are found two species of grouse, the
dusky or blue, (Canace obscurus) and the ruffed (TJanasa

a great change in the prospects of the place. The story of
the new "diggings" soon reached California, and caused a

the

is

a

among

powers or of a waning interest in rifle shooting, when the
names of the several Army divisions do not figure on the
of entries at this, the representative rifle gathering of the
country. To be sure the regulars have made what may be

list

termed a "ten strike" at Creedmoor. A year ago they made
for themselves a record of which they may well be proud,
but they will soon be placed in the ranks of the "havebeens"
they do not steadily maintain the fight for first place.
The meeting has had its local character somewhat relieved
by the presence of the Pennsylvania and the New Jersey
if

teams, but, though they did not figure as leaders in any of
the matches, these teams did sufficiently well to encourage
further visits. They are handicapped by the fact of shoot-

ing on a strange range, while the city teams are thoroughly
The "woodchuck hunters" of Watertown, N. Y.,
at home.

perhaps did not find warrant in their success to repeal their
former triumphal entry into their native town, and the
stuffed woodchuck will hibernate yet another year, but they
did well considering that the assisting arm of the State was
Too many good things have come

withdrawn from them.

out of this pleasant Northern city in the past not to lead us
to look for desirable visitors in the future.
The Massachusetts representatives from Walnut Hill

owing

favor,

to its habit of taking to the thick brush as soon

as flushed, and its failure thereafter to

Whether these

dog.

and formed what

it

now

is

paid

High hopes were

it tribute.

entertained of

greatness and, in 1803, one writer said

:

it

to

pay, and

of

commerce

its

off.

tell

It

its early youth and, until it can have some more
speedy means of communication with the outer world than
The
it at present possesses, its growth will be very slow.

completion of the Canadian Puei fie Railroad, now in process
of construction, will unquestionably be of the greatest benefit

of a grizzly, said to have
been killed at Sooke. The panthers are hunted aud killed
chiefly by those farmers who have flocks or herds to protect)

aud are not often seen by deer hunters.

To

My stay in

not progressing as rapidly as

and

is

so great an extent

is this

was not very long,
Westminster, on the
Here I had the very great

Victoria on this occasion

I hastened

to the

mainland, by the

first

town

of

sttamer.

New

pleasure of meeting "Mowitch," whose graceful and instructive letters to Foebst ajto Stream have given to its readers

the case

so

much

information relative to the fauna of this far distant

country, and to the methods employed in the capture of its
game. Through his kindness I was enabled to see much that

ment.

Mi-. H. on the
he proposed that
hunt together next morning, as be
thought it likely that we might get a deer before breakfast.
Accordingly the next day about four o'clack we started on
foot for a little lake about four miles from town.
The day promised to be a perfect one the sky was cloudThe sun had not yet
less, and no fog obscured lj>e view.
risen, but in the east, above the jagged and broken summits
of the Pitt River Mountains, stars were beginning to disappear, and the sky to flush and glow, each instant becoming
more and more bright. We were soon parsing through the
woods. The air was cool, fresh and exhilerating. A gentle
breeze just moved the higher branches of the enormous trees,
and brought from the recesses of the tangled forest the balsamic breath of the Douglas firs and the terebinthine fragrance of the cedars, mingled with the faint damp odor of

men
to

was new and

interesting to me, and from the stoies of his
knowledge of British Columbia I drew many facts which af-

terward proved extremely useful.
While enjoying the kind hospitality of

Victoria is extremely picturesque and
There arc few places
and the roads are good.
about which one can find so many pleasant drives, and sev-

The country about

attractive,

eral

days devoted to an examination of the environs of the
The Gorge is within easy walking
will not be wasted.

town

—

—

distance about four miles and at half-tide is a boiling
Cedar Hill is
torrent, flowing between high rocky banks.
about six miles distant, and from its summit one may obtain
a fine coup d'umil of the city, the Straits of Puca, the Gulf of
Georgia, with its hundreds of islands, and the main land

tinent

days of shooting, to be carried out without, at times, such a
seeming necessity as mi executive officer; but the directors
BHWt not be surprised if sharp tilings arc said of tUern when

of the proprietors does all the marketing and

tels that I

know of. An

experience of

many years

America and Europe gives me the confidence
I

am

of travel in

no hesitation in saying that, I know of
where one will fare more comfortably than at the
The rooms, it is true, are not furnished in a
particularly luxurious style, but they are neat and comfortaThe table is perfection; the food of the very best
ble.
quality and far more carefully aud bettor cooked than is the

cuisine,
artist,

and he

is

So long

certainly a jewel

as.

among

is

its

a

New Westminster,

little

j

and before us the yellow road. Little bits of bright color!
were not wanting along the roadside. The Epilobium, so

One

i

universally distributed through the mountains, shone like a

the clief de

present man-

arrival at

maples with their large leaves, the tangle of underbrush,
and, beneath all, the ferns from four to seven feet high. We
were passing between high walls of foliage extending far be- J
fore us on either side. Above was a narrow strip of sky,

cooks, a veritable

the Driard remains under

make

should

climates.

Driard House.

of the leading hotels of our largest cities.

my

we

decaying vegetation so characteristic of the timber in all
Tha vegetation was all new to me, and I admired
the dark green of the firs, the paler foliage of the cedar, the

to believe that

and I have
no place on this con-

many

evening of

;

qualified to judge in a matter of this kind,

case in

t

There arc a feW'

are continually leaving the work and fresh
he obtained. Of the real merits of this case I,
The fact seems well estabof course, have no knowledge.
lished, however, that the men employed on the road are
leaving constantly and, as they say, on account of bad treatthat the

i

wolves, but they are not often seen except in winter.

uo immediate prospect of its
completion. Labor is hard to obtain in British Columbia,
much of it coming from the United States, and great dissatisfaction seems to exist among the hands employed by the

hands have

I

is

mon, but I was shown the remains

them a market for their products, and at
The duty which goods sent to the
United States have to pay leaves little margin for profit,
and the very heavy tariff on imports bears severely on the inhabitants of the Province. Although the work of constructing

railway contractors.

is"

it

lar the greater

bia, for it will give

is

The black
extremely abundant within
not an uncommon thing

considerable variety.

Victoria about twenty miles, is a great place for bears. By,
number of those killed are black or cinua-3

other towns in British Colum-

present they have none.

the railroad is going on, it
might be expected, and there

is

brush without making a great deal of noise.
On the northern end of Vancouver Island, and in the interior as far south as the Comox River, elk are to be found,"
but I fancy, from the accounts which reached mo, that they
Bears and panthers are said to
are by no means numerous.
be abundant everywhere on the island. Sooke, distant from

has not fulfilled the

promise of

lo the place as well, as to the

there

be successfully practiced, but in most sections recourse must
be had to hounds in order to obtain the game, as the timberis so thick, and the underbrush and ferns so dense anfl
tangled, that it is impossible for one to travel through the

has be-

commerce, the metropolis of the
northwest coast of America." But, unfortunately for Victoria, the mines, which caused its existence as a town, ceased

come the emporium

game

for parties to start out with a wagon in the evening and return the next night with several deer.
Among the scrub
oaks which grow here in certain localities still-hunting may

future

its

"Already

large

deer (Dermis columbianu.i)

a few miles of Victoria, and

ings soon sprang up and trade 11 (Wished. Everything going
to or coming from the mines passed through the town and

Of course there are many
points in the management which the contestants would criticise, and t'je fact that there are several protests to be considered docs not speak well for the thoroughness of the management on the. ground. However, fair weather enabled the
meeting, with its comparatively few contestants and many
accuracy of report.

Of
tail

Build-

Victoria.

lie satisfactorily to

be overcome by e Jura-

is a question that time alone can answer.
In the
autumn, ducks and geese are found in favorable localities in
and judging from all trie reports, the shoot-

only event of the year had beeu the arrival of the ship from
England with the mail, was starllcd from its slumbers by
the advent of tweuty thousand miners, who pitched their
tents about

faults can

tion

The usual rush took place, and
Hudson's Bay post, to which heretofore the

rough with mountain peaks, among which, and rising far
above them all, stands Mt. Baker, calm and white, a snowrobed monarch.
I should feel myself decidedly blameworthy were I to fail
to mention that at Victoria there is one of the very best ho-

strict

The California quail (Lophortyx
has been introduced here, and seems from all

var. sabiitH.)

califarnica,)

reports to have done well, but is not in particularly bigh

the mining population of that State,

proved that they could do good and fine work away from
all-the-year shooting ground ; and deserve all
the credit given them for their skill as close-hitting marksThe management of the meeting was very far from
men.
When it takes the "juvenile asylum " in charge
the best.
of the score tickets several days to arrange the figures of a
single match, it is not strange that there are complaints from
those whose duty it is to place oo record the dongs at tho
range, and that the newspapers present so many departures
their favorite

from a

uvihellus

ing must be very good.

contest.

cure a showing of the progress which the regulars

made during

1'apej!.

of the fish in it.

VICTORIA

the drowsy old

rifle

a3 individuals, and not as representing the

United

BYE-WAYS OF THE NORTHWEST.

great numbars,

has passed without the presence of competitors of the bluecoated rank and file of the Willelt's Point garrison. They

come

sportsmen of Victoria are fortunate in having shooting and
fishing-grounds close at hand. During the months of July
and August, the salt waters of the straits and gulf abounds
with salmon, which are readily taken by trolling, and when
thus taken on a light rod afford fine sport. Most of the
brooks of the island afford excellent trout-fishing, the Comox
River being especially renowned for the size aud the numbers

then ripe for a fresh move.

earliest of the

Rifle Association.

—

wild excitement

was iudeed wantmust be some such exthe glamour of a foreign team or the

other

were among the

—

Gen-

the interest of the National

We

•main

.

many islands of th? gulf, now breasting the tideway of
one channel, and again being hurried forward by the current
of another from whichever side he comes the scene is one
of great beauty. Few places have greater natural advantages
than Victoria. Her harbor is, it is true, small and needs a
good deal of improvement before it will be at all what is
needed, but in that of Esquimau, only three miles distant,
she has one which will accommodate the largest vessels. The

loss, for it

ways the receut meeting differed from previous assemblies of the sort on the Creedmoor range. The
regular army was represented only by such entries as were
made up among the Willcll's Point Engineers. These men
In

is to kill

(

;

flock of outsiders

traneous inducements as
presence of a pool box that will bring the ordinary idler to

study the progress of a

Albany,

the subject.

few that remain are fat
in November, but, only

sharp frosts.
In another column will be found a brief description of some
of our

in

letters

the

would hazard nothing in saying
that the interest awakened by the making up of a legimental
team for the Creedinoor competitions of the past week would
be of more service in an organization than all the ordered
drill at the butts which the sapient Attorney-General is likely
to force upon men who don tmif onus. and shoulder rifles
under the conditions which govern our militia.

of October the greater- part of the

birds have passed on, although the

who are confident of their
To reduce the rifle practice of the
of so many schedules of figures

efforts of those

to be pigeon-holed into the oblivion of the Adjutant

Guard

would spin themselves out to an unconwhether one comes by way of the ocean,
through the Straits of Fuca, or direct from the United States
over the blue waters, and by the pine-clad hills of Puget
Sound, or from the mainland of British Columbia, threading
his way through any of the narrow passages that separate

mere making up

eral's office at

my

scionable length

necessary to excite the best endeavors of the
fall meeting at Creedmoor is the

is

which the

goal to

State to the

think, bring a flight of birds,

fine order.

and

believe.

it

I were to attempt to describe all the beautiful scenery
whatever
is passed in approaching Victoria, from

If

that

point,

emulation, and the

ability naturally tend.

and the next easterly storm that we haye
which should be in

height,

is at its
will,

latter is rare

the 15th to the 25lh of September the rail shooting

toria.

the lessou that as obstructionists they can Jo very little,
while as advocates of, and supporters of, a well-considered,
and economically carried out, plan of practice, they can do
much. In such a work, whatever scheme of drill may be

lien,

1881.

agement, and maintains the reputation which it now has, no
one need hesitate about which hotel to go to while in Vic-

they shuffle over their assumed duties in such a perfunctory
style.

To

anxious to have the tide over ami to get ashore again.

[September 22

tongue of flame against its background of green here and
from the wet springy places, the foxglove nodded its
;

'

there,

i
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the feathery plumes of the
white blossoms Of the Canada

spike of red or white Dowers

Spirea

waved

a greeting, the

;

cornel looked up from their nests of leaves, and the delicate

pink caducous hells of the Lituua fell in showers from their
stems as we passed by. Then there were the hemes in inThe salmon berries, red
finite variety and griut profusion,
blackberries, green and red
blueberries of sevor yellow
eral kinds, the purple eallal, tho velvetberry, the scarlet, and
;

;

as yet uniipe, panicles of the elder, and the brilliant fruit of

the umbrella plant were

all

here,

and seemed

We

had with us three hounds, Captain, Dinah and "Wallace, and better dogs it would be hard, I think, to find.
two
first named, so far as form and color went, exactly
The
They were types of the hound, their points
filled my eye.
perfect throughout, black and tan in color, and with voices
Old Captain especially had a
hoth musical and powerful.
tongue like that of a trumpet, and 1. have never heard
sweeter or more harmonious cry from any pack than from
these three splendid dogs.

Wallace did not present to the

eye so complete a picture, as did the others. His points
were not nearly so good, but as a workman in the field he
could scarcely he excelled and in the estimation of his owner

he stands perhaps first favorite on tho list of his hounds.
Even to one who does, not know him he conveys the iuipression of being a cunning old fellow and a worker. He has a
knowing look on his face, and has so much more flesh on his
bones than his kennel mates, that it is easy to see he understands running and in general takes good care of himself.
This must not be interpreted as meaning that he saves himself at the expense of the other dogs, for that is not the case.
On the contrary, Wallace, though not so fleet as Dinah, often
leads the pack, and has in many cases caught a deer without

He

and the deer that he
Mr. If, told me a very exciting story of a combat between Wallace and a deer, which
took place on the face of a precipice on a narrow ledge
From this shelf the two
of rock sixty feet above the water.
'combatants fell into the stream below and the hunter, coming
up in his canoe, put an end to the battle.
Our party consisted of Mr. H., a Douglas River Indian
named Squawitch (the Sturgeon) and the writer. An hour's
brisk walk brought us to the lake, and here the dogs were
slipped, and sent off into the woods with Squawitch while
the two white men seated themselves on a log, and, lighting

any

assistance.

is

is lost.

As we sat there
their pipes, awaited the Indian's return.
admiring the beauty of the sheet of water spread out before
me
something
told
about
the lake. It apcompanion
us, my
pears that it is believed by the Indians of the surrounding
country to he inhabited by a Selallicum Selallieuni being
the Chinook word for anything supernatural. In this case
;

the belief
abetted
that

is

by

that

some

terrible

monster,

who

is

aided and

the evil spirit, lives at the bottom of the lake, and

when any one

is

rash enough to venture upon

it

this

dreadful creature rises to the surface, overturns the canoe
and gobbles up the unfortunate occupants. This belief is so
firmly held by the Indians that they will by no means venture on the lake, nor will they approach its margin when

They hold up their hands in honor at the
"Mowitch 'shows in venturing so frequently on
prophesy for him some dreadful fate
and
waters,
its placid
Once, when he was overturned
as a reward for his audacity.

such a

life

Powder Mills ought to be, and usually are built, on sites
remote from oilier buildings, so that in the event of an explosion the property of others need not be damaged, nor lives
needlessly destroyed. This is certainly a wise rule and one
which most; powder manufacturers observe.
It appears,
however, that Mr. Carl Dittmar fails to recognize the necessity of "seeking some sequestered spot " for a blasting powder
factory.
After our discussion of this gentleman's so-called
sporting powder, just one year ago to-day, he engaged in the
manufacture of blasting powder at Binghaniton, where Ids
mill was blown up last April, as noticed in our columns at the
time. If we may believe the newspaper reports, several
deaths were immediately or indirectly the. result of that explosion, and properly in the neighborhood was damaged to
the extent of #20,000. Mr. Dittmar was perfectly willing to
build again, and doubtless would have been equally willing
to start anitro-glycerinemill " in the heart of London town;"
but the Blnghamton residents

haniton correspondent.

The Kitty Hawk Bay Club. — The

proposed organization

in the

now printed
miles in

'a

traveled

many

northern canoe before reaching the post

office

sent in

whose stamp

it

Indian,

bears.

Tab Clay Pigeon.—Mr. Harry'M. Hills,
Wyoming Gun

to take the field in the interests of the

of Cincinnati,

Club,

is

about

Ligowsky Clay Pigeon

any Club, which has not yet seen the invention will
send a notice to the Company, 33 Vine street, Cincinnati, O.,
Mr. Hills will endeavor to arrange a match with the clay
Co.

If

pigeon for that club in the course of his

travels.

to escape

witch

is

now, and had gone off to stare the dog3 in a most unconcerned manner, although he has just told Mr. H. that an
Indian had seen the BelaUieum here on the lake within the
past two or three weeks.
We had been seated there but a few moments, when we

hound—the deep voice of Captain.
A little later the shriller cry of Dinah made itself heard, and
then both becoming fainter and fainter, passed out of our
A moment later Squawitch parted the buehes near
hearing.
us and, walking down a log toward the water, drew from the
low brush a canoe and two paddles. Signing to us to step into the canoe, he took his seat in the stern while Mr. H. took
the bow paddle, and I seated myself amidships. Then with a
Btroke or two of the paddles we shot out of the little cove
To.
and on to the unruffled surface of Mirror Lake.
New Weaiminrter, B. O.
heard the faint cry of a

Isaac MoLelt.an's Poems.— We understand that those
of Mr. Isaac McLellan, which relate to field sports,
Such a
are to be collected and published iu book form.
volume would be welcomed by the. sporting fraternity. Mr.
McLellan is one of our oldest American poets, he aud Longfellow having begun to write and publish at the same time in

poems

Bryant's United Statin Literary Gazette, at that time printed
Longfellow was
in Boston, and subsequently in New York.
at the time in his junior year at college, and McLellan in his

sophomore year, both at Bbwdoin College, Brunswick, Me,
That was more than fifty years ago, a period longer than has
heen covered by the life of nine men out of ten who read
these lines; a span of years, which in these progressive times,

FROM VERA CRUZ TO MANZANILLA.
distance from the City
Vera Cruz, on the Gulf
THE
Mexico,
the nearest opposite point on the shores of

of

of

to

the Pacific Ocean is but little more than 600 miles. While
there are already two lines of railroad between the Atlantic
and Pacific shores within tho territory of the United States,
although the distance is more thau five times as great, the
disturbed condition of our sister republic has thus far prevented the construction of one of its much-needed lines of
internal communication.
It is very easy to see by a glauce
at the map what advantages muBt accrue from the completion of such a work.
By the extension of)a line of railroad to the Pacific sea-port
of Manzanilla, and thence northward, a final junction with the
Southern Pacific Railroad might easily be effected while,
on the other hand, even before its completion, the harbor of
Manzanilla affords a convenient half-way freight depot for
the steamers from Panama for San Francisco, whence merchandise of all descriptions could be shipped with less C03t
to New York than by the primitive transportation on mule's
back from the interior of Mexico to the shore of the Gulf of
:

Mexico.
It appears that

at last the Mexican Government has been
to the importance of opening a new channel for
valuable products, and lhat as a commencement in earnest a survey from the City of Mexico to Manzanilla has
been ordered, with a view of extending the line of railroad
which now already connects Vera Cruz with the capital.
This difficult pioneer work of a survey through a comparatively unknown and unsafe portion of the Mexican territory
has been intrusted to a small party of American engineers,
under direction of W. C. Wetherill, Esq., with headquarters
It does not require a great stretch of
in the City of Mexico.
imagination to comprehend the opposing difficulties of this
stupendous task. Not only is it necessary to make an accurate topographical survey of the elevations and river
courses iu a country, which is up to the present time lamentably backward in all knowledge concerning its own territories, but these explorations have to be carried on under
great disadvantages, including considerations of personal
safety, as the population is still bitterly hostile to all
strangers from this side of the line and averse in general to
Besides this it is impossible to obtain inall innovations.
telligent assistance, and the work has thus to be undertaken
by the labor and energetic perseverance of a handful of de-

awakened

its

which was referred to some three months ago
columns of Forest and Stream, has proceeded so far
that there now seems every prospect that this will be one of
the leading organizations of the kind in this country.
The charter memberships were sold at $500 each, aud the
applications received by the committee were ten or twelve
times in excess of the number of shares to be issued.
The' voted men.
Mr. Louis von Niendorff, formerly residing at Hornellslast two shares sold brought S2,000 each.
It is understood
ville, N. Y., has been appointed as one of the assistants of
that their par value is to be fixed at $2,500.
this survey, and, as Mr. Niendorff is an indefatigable laborer
A committee of gentlemen belonging to the club are now as well in the field of natural history and an expert and pracin the South examining the property, and their report will tical anatomist and taxidermist, he will be able by means of
well-trained powers of observation to add much valuable
be awaited with interest. It is thought that the club will not his
knowledge of a part of our continent concerning which, by
put up a house before next summer, as there are at present reason of perpetual civil wars, there is really less substaniial
ample accommodations for the members convenient to the information in existence than about the interior of Africa.
As Mr. Niendorff has promised to condense an account of his
best shooting grounds.
experiences in the form of a few rough notes, detailing what
experiences he goes through, they may be
Yo's Letters,— We print this week another letter from he sees and the
of some value to the readers of Forest and Stream by reaour correspondent Yo, who writes from British Columbia. Bon of their being a plain and unvarnished account of the
He has for a loDg time been beyond the reach of the mail country and the condition of its inhabitants. His notes
service, seeing strange sights and strange people.
The letter date as far back as the departure of the steamer British Empire for Vera Cruz, and commend themselves by their inwas
by an
and
of this club,

Ohio, a prominent shot of the

and that he had bettor not neglect it. Squaperhaps the only Indian in the region that ventures
to enter a canoe on the lake, and he only does so when in
company with my friend. Whether he regards " Cholley's"
medicine as stronger than that of the Selallicum, or t hink s
that if " Cholley" can afford to risk being devoured, he can
also, I do not know, but he wa3 certainly here with us

the

righteously protested,

Grand Jury of Broome county have indicted the powder
company, and it is sought to suppress the mill as a nuisance.
Elsewhere will be found a letter on tho subject from a Bing-

daring which

now

rich in

be!
Mr. McLellan's pen has not yet lost its grace. The first
column on the first page of the initial number of the Forest
AMD Stream contained a. poetical salutatory from him, and
our columns have siuce that time been frequently enriched
by his verses. We have now in type a poem in which he
tenderly alludes to his college days and his companionship
with Longfellow at Brunswick.

gathering berries.

near the middle of the lake and lost a valuable gun, the Indians fold him that the Selallicum was giving him a warning

'

men must

personal recollections of literary

a terrible fighter,

once puts his teeth into

How

veritably bridges over the old and the new.

H5

to invite our

inspection.

•

:

! :

!

The Worst of

All.—To smash one's

leg is bad enough,
but for a sportsman to be retired with a broken limb just at
the height of the game season is an added woe. So Ihinks
it

and writes an Ontario friend, whose plans
been frustrated by an untimely accident.

have

for fall sport

Veknoi: knows, or professes to know, a great deal about
but he confesses himself unable to cope with

the weather

;

Washington musquito. He says that in the Canadian
wilderness ho can manage the pest with smudge fires, but in
a Washington hotel recourse to such an expedient is out of
the

the question.

{Fur Forest and Stream.)

BEFOUE AND AFTER.

j

-you tmist wak-A ana call me early

call me early, Jane, ray dearl
J To-morrow '11 be the Happiest day or all the sporting year,
or all the spotting rear, my Jane, the maddest, merriest day.
For we're going to shoot the canvas-backs, the canvas-backs, I say
;

There are several small sneak boats, Jane, but none so small as mine;
So small it 1s and narrow I— do you think the day '11 be line'.'—

A ad such a lor VU shoot, Jane, I'm sure to have such luck,
And tor weeks we'll dine on nothing, Jane, but dally canvas duck

!

sound all night, Jane, that I shall never wake,
you do not call me early, when the day begins to hreak:
must ilx my tackle and must set out my decoys
To-morrow crowns the total of all myeartnty joys.

I

sleep so

if

Jfor I

:

When you're ilslug. let me sleep, Jane, don't you wake me—do you
hear:
"Where's my hag o( ducks for dinner?" You're a precious fool, I tear!
a (1 had the "ducks" that I did
Clothing dry is what I lack
Evil water imp »and demons
Done you name a canvas-hack
I

I

Can't you leave a
l:no\v

man

In quiet?

How much

sport

7

you want

to

!

work you call ,»nort, your perception's nretty slow
yon want to save a rumpus don't you ask me any more,
(And upon his side he uiraeth, with a simulated snore.)— A, L, Fu, A,
I

teresting treatment.

He

writes

Maeavatio, Michoaoan,
\
Mexican Republic, July 25, 1881. j"
I will try to introduce my notes by a brief account.
We
arrived at the City of Mexico on the 12th of July. The mail
cart from Maravatio does not leave until Friday, and I will
well,
fewof
by
as
a
the
insects
it.
I have
be able to send along

We

New

left
York in the steamer British
collected here.
Empire, of Alexander's Havana and Mexican S. S. Line.
She is a large four-masted craft of great Bpeed, and furnished
with all possible appliances to insure safety and comfort to
her passengers. The table is most excellent, and the large
state rooms enhance the pleasant surroundings.
On Monday, July 4, we were abreast of the southern point
of Florida, with a pleasant and strong breeze, which increased materially our comfort under the ship's awnings
which were spread over her quarter deck. Being the fourth
of July, we celebrated the same by firing a salute with the
ship's cannon and hoisting our glorious stars and stripes to
the gaff. It was a pleasing spectacle to see all of our passengers, irrespective of their nationality, joining in these festivities in honor of Uncle Sam, and attest to their appreciation
of this great individual by roaring volleys from their breechloading carbines, revolvers, etc., in place of the usual terra
grand supper in the evening
firma Chinese substitutes.
closed fittingly the festivities on shipboard.
On Tuesday, at 5 a. m., we sighted Havaua, steamed past
the famous fortress of Moro Castle, and went without delay
ashore, but only to return early, rather disgusted with our
visit on a hot summer day to the capital of the Queen of the
The streets of this city are too narrow and dusty;
Antilles.
the sea-breeze failed to make its appearance and an intolerable heat was produced, which only the traveler to the
After discharging some
tropics in summer can fully realize.

A

of our cargo we proceeded from Havana to Progresso, on the
coast of Yucatan, favored during day by the most beautiful
weather, tempered by the strong northeast trade winds, while
the firmament at night became more brilliant by the resplendent constellation of the Southern Cross, along with the interesting sight of the erratic comet.
anchored, on account of the yellow fever, about three
miles from shore, off Progresso, and discharged our cargo in
While there the steamer was literally surrounded
lighters.
by countless sharks, which, however, knew too much nnd
would not condescend to favor our carefully baited hooka

We

with a call.
July 10 we arrived, after a short and fine run, at Vera
Cruz, and bade good-bye to our comfortable quarters on
board of the British Empire, with three rousing cheers for her
captain and crew. On landing at that port we had to pass
through the usual routine of custom-house inspection of luggage, which, by reason of the perfectly useless aud unnecessary close scrutiny of purely personal effects, was doubly annoying, particularly when the fact is taken into consideration that our party was in some measure officially recognized
as acting under orders and in the assistance of the very government to which Vera Cruz belongs. Every possible restriction in conformity with established prohibitory rules was
duly enforced, including the small, allowance of only 33JJ

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

H6

sprckm

pounds of baggage, whirli was nil ivr. were permitted to curry
on the Tain from Vera Cruz in the City of Mexico. Tbusa
few had to pay the ojjo bita charge tit tWenty-threeMfeXicai]
dollars for some odds and ends of extra baggage. Vera Oruz
itself is in summer like all of the rest of Mexican tOWDS
hot,
sickly and appears u
like a city of the dead, hardly lessin
size 111 ii Its treat grave-yard near by.

With an American-built pas-enger ear attached lo it a' one
and a powerful double engine at the other. Thela'ter
may best be described by imagining two heavy American
freig'it engiues wiih their tenders detatched, then coupled together, and the fire-place in their u.iddl •.
Their great
weight of sixty-live tons is explained by the steep grades between Vera Cruz and the City of Mexico.
The neighborhood of Vera Cruz it-elf is not very attractive
asthelotvn at a distance of over thirty miles i surrounded
by dreary and barren-looking low sand hills, hut beyond
them the lard rises abruptly. We perceived this quickly by
the heavy grades of fie road in its gndbal approach to the
inipo&nnj and intervening Continuation Of the chain of the
RoCby Mountains among which the volcano of Orizaba forms
an imposing view. Our first sta' ion is Tigeria, atMlt bine
miles Eri in Vera Cruz, noted for its very solidly-i'inll. station
house, winch is surrounded, however, US usual by a lot of
diuy low adobe huts, the usual domicile of 'he Mexican
peons.
The train harries onward, and we reach Solid >d,
twenty-aix miles further on, where we cross a river of lie
same nan e. Then cornea Camorro and Astoyac, and beyond
of 1he mosi important at all OJ the staa, one
tions between Vera ruz and Mexico, and distant four miles
fmmtLec:t\ of Cordoba
th its population of about 18,000
inhabitants.
Here the, 'Topical aspect of the landscape bei

l

l

i

truly magnificent.
The dry, s mdy patches and hills
and are replaced by bright green-colored plantations of tall, waving sugar cane and low miniature forests
of coffee trees, siid to produce the best coffee grown within
the (lima ns of the .Mexican republic,

comes

EDW disappear,

We arrive at 7 P U. tu« Same day at Orizaba Station,
where we res', a little, while and proceed toward the Elob
Di igencia, in a home like looking, veritable street car, built
by bieveuson, the New York manufacturer. We pay for a
ride of a quarter of a mile two reals, about wenty-ftve cents,
and enjoy here, for ihe first time si oe leaving the steamer,
the luxury of u good bed and sapper, with strong b'ack coffee
1 rein the eveui g, all of Which costs us near two dolla s.
gret that time and circumstances prevented me irom obtaining more than a passj g glimpse of Orizaba, -which, judging
from appearances, must, be a very Id and interesting city. I
noticed, on hurriedly passing by, abr dgca toss the San Juan
It was built iu 1663 and
River, which traverses th'B pi ce.
looks even now, notwithstanding its old age, solid enough to
tear of half a dozen more centuries.
stand the weir an
Every public and private building hereabouts seems to be co'lstrucied with a view to durability.
The walls of our h'tel
are 'hree feet (hick and of solid masonry, while the massivelooking doors are almost strong enough to serve as a main
gateway of a for ress. After leaving Orizaba we were transferred to the regular passenger, tram, which bad left Vera
Cruz before we arrived, and the speed of which, for six
hours, had thus far been hardly over fifteen miles an hour.
'

I

t

i

I

We are. now cai lied along at

a superior rate, as our train consists chiefly Of an agglomerate of more or less commodious
passe- ger "cars.
First comes a double endue, like that of
onr discarded freight, then a mail car wrh the ma in one
Atend, and tools, ammunition and provisions in the o her.
tached to ibis is a flrSWlass coach Of English pattern and a
second-class car res milling those used on oil! emg'a it
trains.
Last of ail there is a third-class car with longiThis carries an e-c >rt of twenty
tudinally-arrayed seats'.
They are Sta! Oli
soldieis, a dirty ra.ged set of fellows.
not only upon every regular train, but also at every station
no matter how small. Queer-looking soldiers they are;
some wiih bOOtS, .nh.-rs w 111 shoes, and othe s barefoot.
Tin y wear lint'tl pants, none the better for want of soap,
knitted red j ckets with a sort of linen coat over Ibis, and
above all a heavy blue blanket with a bole in the middle of
it,
through whj'h, hey poke their beads, which are surmounted by large sombreros. Their arms consist of a carbin'\ with a belt lull ol for v- four-calibre earc idges, and a
If
large army revolver, along Willi a heavy cavalry sabre.
anus only could make men, they would have been magnificent
specimens of the type, but as one of our party remarked,
" Take away their tools and I can lick a half a doz.n of them
1

I

i

fists.''

rouu- ed with

t.

any s'ation it is at one" surof beggars and crippl s of every grade and

lot

in halts

at

ledalk/ Americans,

shade who prey
lallsi
they know by experience

i

i

'

t

i

Th s mai.de indiseases.
it exempted bun from all
must be seaice, or else the population would hardly be
An Imperfect one waa
fever stricken as it appears to be
effemi to uoe tot' etgh y cents which I, however, thought unreasonable and, having a medicine chest, I refused to porself, that

sect

use it.

After leaving Orizaba we encounter heavier grades as we
In- continued backbone of (air own iioeky
We climb over grades of 200 feet to the mile.
Mountains.
At one place called La Frata we saw a train ahead of us away
upon be mountain lop and hilly 3,000 feet above MS. I
could loudly realize that «n had to -unnotinl these elevations
to in urn o'-i! apparently low situation, but such soon was
the case, and we commuictd the ascent after a careful iucross the ores' of

i

i

upon the gr at table land of Central Mexico and nearly 6,000
feet above the level of the sea.
Here we leave the lofty snow-crowned peak of Orizaba,
which fades away into the horizon, and discard our heavy
m
iiain-cli'ubiug double engine for one of the ordinary
pal torn of those on our road3 at; home.
Our grades are few
and easy. We speed onward through a beautiful and apparently finely-cultivated country covered with green wuving
fields of corn, wheat, beans, peas and cactus, with many
fresh looking meadows which must afford excellent pasture
to numerous flocks (if live slock of all descriptions which we
see, including horses and donkeys.
We arrive at last at the
Cily of Mexico, 203 mil s from Vera Cruz.
We were kindly received by the chief clerk of the company, who took charge of our party, consisting of four civil
engineers, three bridge builders, one tel-graph constructor,
repaired to the Hotel La Grande Sociedad,
and myself.
ihe best of its kind in the Cily of Mexico, where we arrived
t me to
find an excellent supper spread before us.
The climate and Ihe average Mexican bill of fare are hardly
Btrted to the stra.ger who com. s here from the cool North
are
with a still vigorous and unimpaired appetite.
treated here to a cup of strong coffee at 8. a. u. along with
some light Cike. Breakfast is not served before 12 noon.
It is a rather substantial meal, divided into five courses of
meats, chickens, egg3 vegetables and fiuits, with coffee.
Choc date appears at 5 p. m. and supper, which resembles
subs an mil y the breakfast, comes at 8 p. m. As we could
not well adapt our stomachs to this new-fashioned regime,
we ordered our meals after our own likings, though hardly
to that of the c ioks and waiters, who found leisure time ma-
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au'umn

bird.

And when

I

had done watching

his

powerful

and graceful wingings, I fired but to miss^him in the open
yet I was glad of it. it were worth a miss to see him rise
again with that glorious, tremulous whistle. And wben I
cut him down, turning him completely over as he swung by
me, I suffered not the. dogs to retrieve him, but commanding
"at charge," I walked to where he lay as he had fallen on
a bog tuft, the full, reddish brown brea3t upturned, with the
pink legs and heavily-feathed thighs drawn up as he hid carried them in darting from the alder covert gloom into the
golden sunlight the round black eye high set, on either side
of thp almost whitely-feathertd forehead a grand full eightounce autumn cock.
Many summer woodcock have I shot the past season, but
as I seated myself on a broad s'one beside the rivulet, with
this precursor of autumn's field sports in my hand, my
thoughts flew back to a twelvemonth ago, and just beyond
those purple western hills, to a little village churchy aid,
where a beloved companion of many season's shooting was
at the
laid away, as the leaves of early autumn began to fall
beginning of Ihe time be loved so well.
Within sight and almost gunshot of that slab-covered
slope lies the swampy precinct of the old Mud Pond, with
its beds of lily pads,its banks of heron-haunted reeds growing
near the encircling perimeter of tall alders and swamp woodland, which cover the boggy bottoms at the foot of the surrounding pasture hillsides a damp and lonely spot, instantaneously suggestive of those lines of " Forester's."
;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

" swift, the woodenck's, wing Is nytnsr
Down the vale to the lonely hrake
And the teal her brood is tiMln?
In t he reeds by the lnhed lake."
;

For many a cock and quail have we dropped round about
that marshy pondside
and when comes the brilliant flush of
autumn again the crack of the sho'-gun coming up the vale
;

brown mound of earth wih its white
Btone mutely indicating that there there is all that was of
"Wes" Austin, well known to the sporlsmen of Westchester
and Putoam coun'ies as the best sh t and most ardent game
protector in the region of the hill-surrounded Mahnpac Lake.
Ah those glorious tramps on the stubb'e-shorn, frosty
hillsides and thy companionship at evening beneath thy
humble roof, where, before a glowing fire and with lighted
pipes supplementing our well-earned '"supper" of th- rural
folk, we reviewed the rep art of a d >y well spent in the bracNo more shall his full-toned ''Mark!"
ing air of autumn.
ling through the covert-side and I stand on the hiby open,
where he would generously place me to down the bird,
which, flushed in the thicket, sailed ahove the osier top3, or
to see it, half veiled by the clinging clyma'is draping some
open glade, cut down by him ere it had gone ten yards, by a
' Never morel"
quick Bnap shot from the hip.
And now the falling yellow leaves rustled with a mournful cadence agains' the alder stems or helped choke in noise" Hold up,
less accumulation the stream flowing by me.
dogs; we will shoot no more to-day," and I dropped the
took
the
road homeg-une
pocket
and
in
my
long-billed bird
ward, to the wonderment of some of the passers-by, who,
since my advent in this section have not yet grown familiar
with my Knickerbockers and " Tarn O'Sbanter."
" Inlandvale," Sept. 15.
FeiXk Wauwiok.
will be heard over that

I

—

;

'
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shortened by this arrangement.
had a good opportunity to view the City of Mexico
Whatever
resuming cur journey to ihe interior.
Mexico m,y have been under the ancient rule of the Montezutnas, and during ihe la'er disturbances which have periodterially

THE RAIL WE SHOOT.

We

before

convulsed this beautiful earthly paradise of nature, it
certainly presents the appearance of an orderly and attractive-looking city, with well paved broad streets, elega't
stores aril clean and spacious markets, teeming with all
possible ve elable products of temperate and tropical zones.
'I he majority of public buildings, pre-eminently of churches,
The grand cathedral was built in
are or very ancient date.
1671 aud i's who'e front is go geously carved, while its
foundations seem to be built over a ledge of irregularly disposed b own rock, which is overlappi d by the mas- airy of
tee build ng and only crops out here and there. The gardens and public squares are full of butterflies and glittering
humming birds, whi'e again the interior of many house*
often swarm with scorpions and tarantu'as, of which I caught,
ica ly

now

AN EARLY AUTUMN
of the
ONE
of summer

DURING this month of September
to the

the attention of

many

rail family, or liallida.
sporlsmen is turned
Tuese birds are distributed over the whole world and three
of the most important sub-families into which they fall are
represented in this country, and their types are probably well
known to most rail shooters.
The typical genera are Rallus, Pormia and C>ex in the
sub family Rallinm. Ion-ornUmA Oulliiiula. in the sub family
GallinuUna), and Fi/lica the only genus in Ihe sublamily
Fulicinm.
A brief description of some of the more common
At'antic coast forms will assist onr readers in identifying
such of the group as they may secure duiing the shooting

season.

In the g»nus Rallm the bill is long, slender, a little curved,
and somewhat compressed, while in Porzana and in Crtx it
and rather stout, re^embliug in sbane the bill in the
other groups. All of the liallida have the body muehcompres-ed and the legs long, very muscular, and bare for some
distance above the tibia. The toes are long and slender and
the tail short and carried well elevated.
Excepting during the migrations they make but little use
of their wings, but spend all their time on foot in the marshes.
The food of'the rails is in the autumn mainly vrgeiable, the
seeds of the wdd rice forming by far the erenter part of it.
They are supposed by sportsmen in general lo take their departure for the South at the first bard frosts, and, certainly,
they are not found arter that in any considerable numbers on

is short

to-day an enormous specimen.
[to he oontcnttbd.]

whom

Even soldiers are
lo u- liberal.
well-practiced in the art of soliciting cbicitv, providing the
Tien there a'e squids of women
officers are not iu sight.
and children selling to //•,-., which me slices oi bread dipped
in fat and covered wiib pieces of garlic and red pepper. It
is needless to add that our party disdained to partake of a <J
of these sandwiches, which seem to be exclusively mlnp'ed
Some of the girls Oiler pUl&U& for
for Mexican stomachs.
,n
a repulsive -lo king mess, not unlike aoap-su Is,
It is
from which it differs chii By by its horrid odor.
made from the juice of the maguey, a species of cactus. I
while passing through with the train
saw mill
This is a favorile drink wi h the lower classes, as it is cheap
and also intoxicating. All of these ways of living lend to
1 saw an Indian, who had a
k> ep these people la p iverty.
Urge black bug suspended from bis neck. Jt was about two
and a half Inches in length, with six legs on each side, an
appearing to anybody else In si les a lover of curious natural
1 asloil him what, he
Objects as a repulsive loving cr atnre.
ei devoutly crossing himcarried it for ; and he

ch

officials

Time and again stem and almost, vertical cliffs a
thousand feet or more in lnightforrn an impassable barrier
on one side of the corkscrew wnding road, while precipices
of double ihe depth threaten to receive the panting engine
into their deep abysses.
We passed several deep gorges,
spanned over with spid<-rweb-like iron bridges of greater
length aud depth than that of the famous Portage Bridge
along Ihe track of the Eiie Railway. The elevations above
and around us were mostly covered with a dense and uniform
indigenous growth of the Western pine, along with agreit
variety of bushes and beautiful wild flowers, some of which
were (railing along the ground like our own arbutus. Several of our fellow-passengers were tourists, who traveled on
business, along with a s rinkling of amateur artists and excitement and novelty seekers. They all unanimously agreed
ihat for sublimity of views and grandeur of scenery this' part
of our con inent stands unrivaled.
All this, taken in connection with a most saluhrions climate, where the temperalure hardly ever raisas above 70 deg. F., winter and summer,
along with ihe low ra es for fill necessities of life, point to
this country as perhaps the most desirable region to visit
during our cold and severe winters. The building of this
road must have taxed to he utmost the highe-t engineering
skill tooveicome all of these immense obstacles of heavy
grades, deep ravines and opposing mourn ains, many of which
hail to be tunneled.
I counted no less than sixteen of these
excavations on my way. At last wc arrive on the summit of
the range of the Las Combras Mountains, though only to
find still higher ranges in front of us, which overtop these
lo' tyr elevations. Up lo the very clouds the locomotive makes
its toilsome ascent, until we reach Esperanza, Ihe first staiioo,

end,

tr

and brakes by the

ties.

I

"Whenever our

from beneath my setter's nose above ihe low alders. I siw by
the unusual spread of wing and almo-t, yes quite, black
marking of his broad, brown back, that he wa3 truly an

of our couplings

<

wen

my

Yesterday morn I shot a wondcock— not an unu-u d thing
reader, but the first, fall bird hereof the year and asbesprung

all

izuba to Esperanzasnrpa-ses all my imagination could possibly picture or combine into visible and enchanting reali-

All travelers from abroad leave of course aL once when ar_
riving here for the interior, and we
not s'ow to follow
suit by immediately transferring ourselves to the firsi. departing train,
his was arranged af'cr the manner of some Of
our way-freight trains, ami consisted chiefly of freight cars,

wi h

in

of

I

—

23, 1881.

have traveled the world over and have seen many imposing views of mountainous countries, many wild, ruggi d
rocks on the ocean shore, against which the surf recoils in
milky foam, but the grandeur of the scenety now opening
before us as we sped through the distance f 140 miles from

charge.

i.

w
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REVERIE.

sights betokening the end of the passing
is that of the fleldsof sheaved cornstalks, amid
whose regularly stacked yellow ranks the ripe pumpkin
gleams on ihe brown earth as ruddily as the full, Ted-faced
harvest moon, which I oks in the cold " stilly night " from
first

over the darkly-outlined hill-top into the cultivated, streamwatered vale. At this seasm the wooded hillocks show as
yet none of (.hit vivid, beautiful spattering of coloring, for
which the woodlands of North America are so justly celebrated.
Early September finds them in their saddest-looking
garb of rusty yellow and faded green, Ihe result of the proMuch of
line ed droughts and scorching suns of August.
is already dying or dead, in sombre draping, and
it needs t he copious, drenching rains of the Equinox to prepare thfe drooping woodlands to battle in golden panop'y and
crimson standards with the ghostly, scythe-like sweep of the
while frost under the late October moon.
Driving along the orchard-lined roads one finds the air peculiarly sweetened with the odor of ripe and fallen apple and
the thud of some prematurely develop dpippinas itsatrikesthe
ground already is the only sound heard above the tree-toad's
nolo around the slumber-wrapped larmhouse.
Where the willow-lined river loses itself in the shade of
Ihe swamp woodland, the reflected coloring of the swamp
maples, always the fust to discard the slumbering green of
sensuous Summer and don ihe gay tartan of sport-loving autumn, mingles in splashes of red with the water grass's
bright olive. Away up on the faded green hillside the smoke
from the chimney-pots of an occasional farmhouse drifts
above the gnarled orchurd tops, showing that the cool breath
of new born Autumn is blowing away the heat of lingering
summer, which at noonday still evinces itself.
:

the shooting grounds.

One may occasion

two about ihe last of October or
are not numerous at that lime.

first

of

lly kill

a bird or

November, but they

Ballus elegans. And Freshwater Ma*sh hen. King rail.
Length about 16 inches. Color above, brownish black,
streaked with olive brown; wing coverts ruddy chestnut^
below, rich rufns, becoming paler on the belly, and whitening on the ibroat; flanks dull b'ack, barred with white. This
species is found chiefly in fresh water marshes.
Rallus longirostrh "crepitans (Ginel) Ridgw. Capper rail,
Saltwater Marsh hen, Mud-hen.
Somewhat smaller than the preceding, and colors through-

gm

ish brown barout paler. Length 14-16 inches. Flanks
red with whi'e. In fact a faded copy of It. elegans. Salt
meadows of the Atlantic coast as far north as New England,
extraordinarily abundant on the Virginia and Maryland
marshes, where we have seen them by hundreds.
UnttiM virginwnus. Linn. Virginia rail. Corncrake.
Exactly similar in color to H. elegans, but much smaller.
Length 8| to 10£ inches. This spec es is not uncommon in
the marshes, but takes wing much less readily than the comshot, one
mon Sora, and so is less frequently killed.
once in July, during the woodcock shooting, in a little alder
swale. The bird was walked up from a patch of weeda at
the edge of the brush-

We

I

Bktshbeb
Panama
rail.
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Carolina

(Lion).

Baird.

Sora

rail,

Carolina

Length 8-9 inches. Above olive brown, varied with, black,
and streaked at d i-pott- d with white. Flanks black, white
baned. In adult birds the face and throat is black, and the
sides of head and the breast sk'e blue; belly and under tail
coverts fulvous. The young lack the black face and have
This
the throat write, the breast being whitish or fulvous.
is the common rail on all our Atlantic coast, to which, howIt is distributed everyever, it is by no mta'S confined.
where over the continent, and we have kided them on the
he high central plateau of the Rocky
alkaline lakes of
Mountains, as well as on the low river bottoms of the WestI

ern Slates.

Purzana nowioracemis (Gmel.)

Ba'rd.

Little

yellow

rail.

Smaller lhan the last, about 6 inches in length; above
varied with black and tawny; young birds marked with
white dots, which, Uowever, the aiiults lnck: below yellowish brown, paling on throat and whitening on the belly;
Not an uncommon bird,
flanks dark brown, white barri d.
but rareh kided save by chance. When flying it may be
recognized by the white tips of the secondary quills, which
are (hen conspicuous.
Pormna jamuioen4i (Gmel.) Baird. Little black rail.
Smaller; length a'rout 5 inches; blackish; head and under
parts dark slaty, paler or whitening on the throat; above
sperkled with white, the cervix and upp^r back varied with
dark chestnut: livwer belly, cissum, flanks and axillars
tropical
wbi'e barreit quills with white spots. (Coues).
Sportsmen i-houid
species an Jy seen in the United States.
be on the watch for this, and should see that any specimens
killed are preserved and their occurrence reported.

A

;

i

T.ie Gallinules are much like the genus Pormna in their
general configuration, bin the forehead bear* a conspicuous
horny plate, extending up from the bill, and the toes have a

m

rgici at

membrane

j

j

;

;

General col r slate, darkest on head, and paler on belly,
back olive, flanks and under tail coverts white-striped, le*s
and toes greeni h bill, frontal plate and a ring around tibia,
red ; length 12 to 15 inches. Rather southern in its distribution, but occurs regulady as far north as Ma-sachusetts.
A
few are taken every year in the marshes of the Middle States.
Fu'ica americana — Gmel. Coot, Mud-hen
This sub-family differs trom the preceding mainly in the character of its
plumage, « hich is th ck and duck like and in the feet,
which are much better adapted for swimming than iu any
The feet are lob tte, that is,
oth r members of the group.
they are furnished with semi-circular flaps for swimming,
something like the feet of the grebes, butstill more like those
phalaropes. The c >ots spend much of their time
of th
upon the water and ae excellent swimmers. In color the
coot is dark slate, changing to black on the head and neck,
and becoming paler on the brily. The under tail-coverts
and tips of secondaries are white. Bill white, with a chocofrontal-plate chocolatelate -colored spot near the end;
The cod, is exceedingly
brown; leng h about 14 inches.
abundant in the interior as well as in the South and on the
In the New England and Middle States they
Pacific coast.
are n -t particularly abundant, but they are seen in small
numb, rs throughout the fall.
;

—

;

•

—

—

Rabbits and Foxbs as Swimmers. Sept. 14, 1881.
rabbits, and foxes b ah take to water, in winter as
But the longest swim I ever knew a rabbtt
Several of us were, standing
to make was in the summer.
on the shores of a creek, listening to bounds on the opposite
side, when, much to our surprise, a rabhit ran out from the
brutb on the other side, plunged into the water and -swam
over to us
he landed i-afely, and made his way in peace.
The place where he crossed was two hundred feet wide, and
the hounds did not fodow.
I have several times kncwn of
a fox swimming crei ks to escape when hunted, and once
knew one to get a cold bath while on a hunt himself. This
happened in the winter. There had been a light fall of sdow
on the evening ptevious, so several of us started in the
morning to hunt white hares.
On getting into the swampy
bottom near Ma; le Springs, we ran where some hungry
fox bnd taken a hare's track.
His hareship made a bee Hue
for the brook and foxy followed.
They reached the brook
where it was sixteen or eighteen feet wide.
The evidence
on the other side showed that the hare must have cleared it
at a bound
but nots n with the fox. As he neared the brink
it looked too wide, or else, as the banks were icy, he dared
His speed was such, however, that all efforts to
Dot try.
stop were in vain.
The ice which covered the snow at the
margin of the brook only made makers worse, and a'though
he sat down, 'twas no use
in he went, and his atdor for
hunt ing was uddenly cooled. A few yards down stream we
could p'ainly see the prints which a wet fox lift as he
crawled out of an ice-cold trout brook.
Meugus.
have seen

well as aummer.

;

;

;

•

East Mti.ton, Mass.— Speaking of rattlesnakes, there was
one killed here ten years ago on a limb as high as a man's
head, and one lust week on the lower limbs of a pine tree
about two feet from the ground.
J. G. S.
very great variety of rubber goods, useful and orna-

mental, now manufactured for the use of sportsmen, is well
shown by the catalogue of Messrs. Hodgman & Co., which
we have just, received. Mist of the thing? that one needs
in the field seem to be provided, and are for sale at their two
houses in this city.
They are among the oldest of our advertisers.

"GoroK and Swtnth.k"— Kingston, Sept. 12.—As a unit
of the hearty and eentlemanly fraternity of sportsmen a'low
me, with all sincerity, to second the motion put by our good
friend " Podgers " in regard to the firm of " Gouee and
Swindle." Spoilsmen seem to be the legitimate prey of
all sorts of vultures.
If a man be seen carrying a gun or rod
the universal partnera of the "Gouge and Swindle" firm
are ever on the alert, to take him in. Let us Boycott them.
not reorganize our army and give dear old " Podgers "

Why
the

command

?

— Ax.

table

of game seasons

see last issue.

DEER HUNTING IN NORTHERN ONTARIO.
Myron W. Reed says: "There are ppople who,
failing to catch the whooping cough in childhood, are
caught by it late in life. These have it 'hard.' Bo it is
witn shooting. A man may lead a blameless existence until
the. white du-t of the road of life is in his hair, und then
fall."
Just so it was with the present writer. I had led the
"blameless existence" for over half a century and the
"white dust" had settled thickly, and then and not until
then did 1 "fall."
Allured by the word " sport " I, who had never in mv life
fired a shot at a deer, was temped to join a deer-hunting
party.
Probably the party itself had a share in the temptation, for a better lot one need not wish to fall in with than
were the Judge, the Sheriff, he Lawyer and the Doctor.
The spot selected was among the lakes of Northern Ontario.
Meeting at points on the road we reached together the rendezvous at the extreme limit of public conveyance. Here.
after partaking of a supper of fried venison that whetted the
appetite for more, we met and arrauged with our guides,
cook and teamsters, laid aside some of the garments of civilization, retaining only the necessary or useful, and prepared
for a plunge into the woods.
That was indeed a beautiful October morning on which
we wended our way toward camp. Dela\s appeared to b
the order of the day. and the sun buna: " hi h in his path-

EEV.

l

dogs having run

1

it in.

The Judge wanted

to

know where

the trapper's watchers were, and found that he had
none. He had made a splendid one-sided nrrmgement, by
which we were to spend our time iu hun ing deer for his benefit, without any possibility of return.
It is needle 8 to say
quick time, and it took
thai that agreement was cancelled
the whole of the day to restore the Judge to his wonted good
his,

m

humor.

The next day we bun' etl the wrst side of Long Lake. This
time the watch was not so tedious.
1 soon had an opcortulunity to distinguish myself, and succeeded admirably in doing so.
We could, from uur canoe, hear the dogs working up
the lake, and paddled up slowly after ihem ; finally, pausing
Although John's eyes
a few hundred yards frdm the shore.
were of little use, his qu'ek ear d-tee'ed a deer taking to the
wafer.
We went io ward it, but owing to the red dim of
the trees, and not knowing what a deer in the water was
way" before we were fairly started. The J ud*re. Lawyer like, I could not see it for some little time. At last loband Sheriff started ahead on foot with some of the d igs. served it swimming from point to point of a shallow bay.
Some time after the baggage wagon got under way, the Doc- We tried, without avail, to cut it off Loin the shore, and then,
tor and I occupying prominent, If not cotnfortahl
by hard paddling, to get within shot. Bv this, I made my
positions
upon it. Anon followed another Wagon, bearing five large s-ior, for we got quite neai enoug for. any one else to bit it.
canoes, and the men, leading the rest of the dogs, 'brought, itp
Seeing it about to land, 1 blazed away with one barrel (buckJohn begged me to hold the
the rear.
It was unders'o id that ou catching up with the
shot) aud missed, of course.
leading pedestrians the Doctor and I were to give up our other barrel until the deer struck the bank, when I would
places to them, but, fortunately for us, they took the wrong have a larger mark.
But who, in a bad case of " buck
road, and we did not see them again until some time after fever," ever listened to advice? Besides had I not my rifle
reoching the end of our land journey. The road wa-t simply ready as a final resort. So I fired again with the same result.
shocking, and our driver was so very conridera' e (of his horses) The deer was then close io land, und as it sprang up the bank
that he made us get out and walk up every hid, lilt e or big.
I rook hurried aim with the ride, bur the thing would not go
an' after all it did not appear that we had so
on the road
and before tint trilling preoff.
I had forgotten to cock it
much the advantage over those who walked ad the way. It liminary could be attended to, the deer was out of stisht. To
was not un'il late in the aftcruo >n that all parties arrived. say that, I was crest, fad- -u and disgusted, is putting it very
Wagons unpacked, dinner cooked and eaten, and canoes mildly. The boys behaved very wed over it through. Kept
launched and loaded, we set out for a four-mile paddle to our d ura' iheir laughing as wellas they could, and good naturedly
ulimate destination— the east side of Long Lake. And bv circulated all s rtsof excuses for what they wer- kind enough
the fme the trip was accomplished, tents pich d and fur- to term my "bad luck." The Sheriff sc ireda fine buck, and
nished, supper attended to, and everything made snug and the Judge a doe, on this hunr., so the game began to count
comfortable, all were quite ready and willing to retire for the up, notwithstanding my bu -gliug.
niuhf.
The Lawyer shot one at Spruce Lake soon after, and even
Our men were George Green, the leader of the hunt, his I was not al ogether " whitewashed." I was watching the
brother John, son William, and brother-in-law Story, all upper end of Long Lake, bad the canoe drawn up on the
firs class bushmen and canoeists.
J >hn fell to my lot. A hrach under some trees, aud was sitting very comfortably on
better paddler need not be wanted, but a temporary aff-ction
its bow, when I saw the head and then the ears of u deer pass
of the eyes made him use'ess as to r.hos- organs for wa cha projecting point not a hundred yards away, and st, irt across
Will was supposed to go with file DJctor and Story the lake. I was- cool enough now.
ing.
We waited quietly until
with the Judge, while the Sheriff and Lawyer were to go to- it was too far out to return, and then s'aried af er it and of
gether, "paddling their own canoe" But these arrangecourse got it. Tne poor thing had no chance, even with me.
ments were by do means constant. I muw not omit to men- 1 had Only to get near enough t make sure of hilling it withtion the cook, who rejoiced in the name " Jim," and wh >se
Shall I confess
out injury to carcass or skin, and then tire.
chief characteristics were a beautiful ignorance of everything
that 1 did uot like this much better than be tedious watching
pettaining to the art of cooking and enormous (that's he
of ihe first d^y, or lhe miserable failure of the see md ?
word) vocal powers, whicl he would persistency display
A day or f wo of unsuitable weather interfered somewhat
just as I wanted to go to sleep.
My piteou3 appeah to th
with i, ur hu- tin-, and we had been out five days and only
others to choke or drown him were of no avail.
The D >ctor bagged as many d-er. T*o days more only remained to ns,
and the Judge did succeed in driving some ideas about cook- and s anething must be don-.
Green determined to br ale
ing into his head, but nothing could quench his sonorous
new ground and iry southward between the lakes (Ling and
voice or the inclination to exer-ise it.
Spruce), watching on both. I went to the extreme south end
1 tented with the Judge. The Sheriff and lawyer were of Long Lake, heard one shot but no dogs, and saw no deer.
together in another tent. The Doctor had one to himself,
Waited until noon and then started for camp. Going up the
aud the men a larger one a short distance away. I was fortu- lake we heard signal shots fr iu a deep bay aud, turning aside
nate in my companion, for anything he does not know in the to see what was up, met the Judge, w ho said the} wanted us
way of making himself comfortabe on such occasions is to help to "bring iu their bneks." They had secured three
hatdly worth "earning, and I hid the benefit of his experience deer, aud soon af er our arrival in camp the party from the
and forethought.
small stove in the tent added very ma- other lake came in with two more, making five for that day's
terially to our comfort in wet and cold weather.
O ir three hunt.
tents were placed in a circle, with the openings to the centre,
The next (and last) dry we tried the same ground. It was
where a fire was kept burning. We first camped, for con- proposed, as everybody was now in an asreeahle humor, that
venience, on the bank of the lake, bu r after a very windy
I should take a watch tluu would give me a better chance of
night I missed the Judge early iu the morning.
He had not getting ano her d er. But I declined. I had got one and
been able to sleep on account of the storm, aud went out to that was ad I wanted. Beside?, John had to go and hunt up
pro-pect for better quarters. The result w is a transfer of the ano her team to take out the deer that bad so .suddenly inwhole camp to a spot cleared for the purpose
the shelter of creased on our hands.
So I went again to the landing at
a gr .ve of balsams. The bright fires, white tents and dark South Bay, sent John out to the settlement, and remained on
green surroundings made indeed a very pleasant picture.
watci alone, for the first, time. This bay is nearly squa-e,
Our hunting grounds were Long Lake, a very irregular about half a mile across, wi h a ni-m coming in from the
body of wa'er about sis miles long: Round Lake, west of north. Around this point a short narrows leading to a second
Long Lake, on the outlet, about three fourths of a mile in bay uot so wide, and after c-ossing it a e'aauti 1 nearly half a
length
Spruce Lake, another irregular oue about two mile3 mile long leads into the 1 .ke. I bad no thought of seeing a
long, east of Long Lake, with a half mile portage between,
deer, and paid but little attention ro the watch, but habit of
and an unnamed lake north of Long Lake, reached by a por- observation and quickness of perception had grown up n me
tage of about a mile.
Except f >r the work of lumbermen, even in one short week, and I was watching without knowthe whole of the surrounding* wore as nature had left theril.
ing it. Au unexplained ripp'e at the extreme, northeast corTo the south there was a settlement five or six miles away. ner of the bay after a while developed a swimming deer
In all other directions many miles would have to be traversed making for the west t-ide. i waited until it had got" so far
before a farm or clearing could be found.
had a hunt that it could not turn hack to the point, and then set out to
almost daily, Sunday excepted.
At first we tried it twice a intercept it. But I was too hasty, and had hardly started
day, but found it was too much for the drivers, the. dogs aud
when it turned and made for the point.
i
s trained every
ourselves.
Other hunting parties were in lhe neighborhood; nerve and muscle to reach it or head it off, but Without avail,
and it was arranged all around that the deer should "follow and iu desperation tired a parting shot, unsuccessful, of
the dogs." That is, if a dog start' d a deer, that deer, no course. I wai ed u moment to see if it. would again take the
matter who might shoot it, should go to the party owning water on rual side, add ihcu paddled through the narrows.
the dog that started it.
An honest old trapper propi ised this On emerging 1 saw it in the next bay, again making for the
to the Judge the night of our arrival, and he was so taken
asr, not
west sWo ami headed ii oif ,o 'lie pej
with the idea and the man that he assented at once. It took get ing wi bin she.-. I ihen paddled through Ihe channel as
only a few hours, as we shall see, to show him that the trap- fast as* I could, hoping to get a shot a* ihe deer as it passed
per was decidedly ahead in that arrangement:
On my reaching the hike the deer had again
the outlet.
Our first hunt was on Long and Spruce Lakes. The Judge taken the water, but instead of makiiiL' directly for the west,
and Sheriff had their canoes carried ados-: to the latter lake. was turning a poipt to the east about a qua' I, r of a mile
My watch was at «n island nearly opposite the camp. The away. I waited until it was out, of sight and ihen followed
Lawyer, alone in a " bark," was more to the n >rth, and a ill
iu lee of [he point.
Rounding it. I saw the deei off the next
farther on, near the bead of the lake, the Doctor had his posi- point, but fartLer out,
I paddled close in 10 the shore, and
tion.
Green went out with the dogs northward between the
r observing me,
made for the open water. Along
two Ink- s, and we all wem to our positions. \ watched long peninsula stretches inf- ihe lake from the west, tor which
and faithfully, watched standing; sitting, lying, walking, the deer now made, but 1 Succeeded in h, tiding it, off, getting
gized across the water in all directions until the eyes grew within shot and securing ir, after over two miles of by far
dim and weary, and fancy conjured up all kinds of visions in the hardest paddling 1 ever did.
the mist that at first obscured and the dazaling sunshin
Leaving my deer I went back to pick up my man. On
afterwards lighted up the water, watched until I was rred of his arrival we started for the camp. I milking niyse'f as
wa'chiDg, and still watched on and on and saw noil:
comfortable as I could aud dcclaritg 1 would not "touch «
least nothing that would pass for a deer.
Tried to convince paddle that trip. Going through the first narrows I taw
-

•,

ToivjrnU fifartinica (Linn). Reich. Purple Gallinule.
Head. neck and underpays beautiful purplish blue, blackening on the belly, the crissum white above, olivaceous green,
the cervix and wing coverts tinted with blue frontal shield
Young,
blue ; bid red, tipp d with yellow legs yellowish.
with head, neck and lower back brownis'', the under parts
{Ooues)— Length 10£
most'y white, mixed with ochrey.
inches; a southern species but stragglers have been taken
a-t far north as New England.
OaWnula, galeala (Licht) Bp. Florida gallinula.
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that, this was exhiliara ing sport, but could not succeed.
Watched on until the other canoes came down the lake, and
then went iu to the rarnp and found the Doctor in possession
of a fine doe.
It had taken the water ou the Lawyer's watch
and got, a good start across the lake before he saw it.
The wind was dead ahead blowing hard, and lie could not
Finding it getting away from him he fired
get, within
hot.
The Doctor in the mean
twice ineffectually and gave it up.
time had foreseen Hie lesult and, his canoe being double
manned, he bastenui to intercept the deer and succeeded in
doing so before it reached lhe other shore.
Soon aft- r we landed, the Jud^e made his appearance,
looking anything but. nappy, lie had Uaggad a noble buck,
the best of (he wh le hunt, and was congratulating himself on
his success, when the honest old trapper aforesaid, put, in
and es'abllshed his claim to the deer, on the ground of his
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FOREST AND STREAM:
" Unsolved, That a committee, consisting of the chairman
of this meeting and Messrs. William Wildey, Roswell Burup,
Newall W. Ackerman and Hiram Barnum, lie appointed wit h
full power to procure subscriptions for a fund to be applied
to the purpose of preventing, by all proper means, the manufacture or storage of dangerous explosives, or the erection of
buildings therefor within the vicinity of Binghamton, aud to
apply the moneys so obtained to the prosecution of the obthe repression of the manufacture of
ject of this meeting
explosives within limits dangerous to the safety of the lives
this vicinity
and that such
and property of the citizens
committee be and it is invested with full power to employ a
collector to receive the funds on such subscription and pay
him a reasonable compensation, also to employ such attorneys and counsel as it shall be advised.
" Tlewhed, That a copy of these resolutions be addressed
to the Dittmar Powder Company, or their representatives,

among

the brushwood something that was not brush, and
soon distinguished the antlers of a buck which was crossing
the second bay. Forgetting my resolution of a few minutes
previous, we both did our best in making the old canoe spin
through the water, and by a very narrow majority got within shot of the deer and added it to our stock of venison.
On
reaching camp we found the parly in from the other lake
with another deer.
This was our last clay in Camp. We had thirteen deer of
various ages, but all in splendid condition, and a nicer lot of
venison it would be difficult to find. All had enough and to
spare for numerous friends. Besides these our party killed
three deer for other parties.
One of these is said to have
given an exciting cbase. One of the other party was on
watch near where the deer took the water.
It nearly
succeeded in getting across the bay, but he managed to bead
it off, and fired a couple of shots and missed"
Loading
again he followed the deer, fired both barrels and again
missed.
The deer in the meantime was rapidly ncaring the
shore where it had entered. Two of our men in a canoe at
some distance hastened up, but did not get within fair shot,
although firing twice. Story, who was in another direction,
also hurried to the scene, but before he got near the deer was
out of the water, and making for the woods. Two or three
jumps more and he was safe. Story, at the last moment,
stopped paddling, seized his rifle and dropped the deer. The
distance was estimated at 120 yards, and the shot is spoken
of by those who saw it as something almost marvellous under

—

W

immediately."

the circumstances.

Our sport was not confined to deer hunting. Partridges
were plenty, and some of the party made considerable havoc
among them. Ducks also there were, but not numerous or
generally of good quality, being mostly of what are called
Whitetish and mountain trout, both dethe " fishy " kinds.
licious, were taken with the troll, as many as we could use.
A night's fishing by jack-light was very enjoyable, but did
not add much to our larder.' And the mere strolling on the
fine autumn afternoons through the boundless woods, untouched by the hand of man, or paddling by the bright moonlight among the islands and bays, was quite enjoyment
enough for one of the party.
Our evenings were spent very quietly. We rose, and
were glad to retire, early. It was, in some respects, a model
camp. There was no Sunday hunting, no guzzling of liquor,
no ribaldry or profatity, and no bickerings or 'jealousies.
All went on smoothly and pleasantly, and the only regret
was that a longer stay had not been arranged, and even this
was removed betore we reached home.
The morning of our departure was the finest of all. So
fine was it that, had not teams been engaged to meet us on
that day, we would have been tempted to remain a while
longer. Fortunate it was that we had not done so, for that;
afternoon the snow fell heavily, and the nest morning was
thirteen inches aud tto following night two feet deep.
We were astir early. To breakfast, get everything packed
up, carried down to the beach and loaded in canoes and
punts, paddle to the landing aud wait for and load up the
wagons, took up considerably more than half the day, and
then followed a march of thirteen milt r, part of it through a
piece of snow storm. To me, entirely unused to such walks,
and not very sound of foot, it was a serious affair. By the
time Stor}' passed me, a couple of miles from the end of the
walk, fresh as if just started, and relieved me of my gun,
it had so increased in weight that seventy-five pounds would
have been a moderate estimate. An excellent supper, a solid
roof and a "real bed" were never more enjoyable.
So began and ended my first deer hunt. Shall it be the
la?t ?

The Great Disposer

of events only knows.

I fear I

have "fallen" irrevocably, and that, should the temptation
again come in my way, there would not be much resistance,
health and business permitting. I would, however, like to
make some stipulations one, that less time be given to solid
hunting and more to enjoyment of the scene and season

—

;

another, that the deer so conduct themselves as to make
some considerable exertion necessary to get them, and not
come right in the way, as my first one did. I should also
like to be secured against very long watchings, and more particularly against any more disagreeable "mulls." And above
all would J like as agreeable company to share in the sport.

Nemo.

DITTMAR INDICTED.
BraonAMTON, N. Y., Sept.

19.

Editor Forest and Stream :

Your readers

will remember the facts of the terrific exploBion of Diltniar's blasting powder mill, which startled this city
on the 21st day of last April. Despite Dittmar's endeavor
to make it appear that it was somebody else's powder that
caused all the damage, the residents of the city were roused
by the explosion to a sense of the peril to life and property
ever imminent so long as the Dittmar blasting powder factory should be tolerated here. The powder mill is right in a
position to do immense damage should it "go off" again, a
little harder than it did the last time, and the people are
alive to the importance of taking precautions before the arrival of the impending earthquake.

We are a law-abiding folk,

however, and are proceeding to
nuisance according to legal forms. The feeling
of the populace was shown at a recent meeting held to show
this corporation that there were rights which even they may
be compelled to respect. All classes are up in a state 6f protest against the further continuance in our midst of an institution having its only purpose in destruction.
The meeting
was largely attended and the unanimous vote of those present in favor of the following resolutions was but an expression of a popular determination to be rid of this nuisance and
that too in a short space of time. The resolutions read
" Whereas, An explosion at the Dittmar Powder Company's works, situated adjoining the city of Binghamton, in the
town of Bingtjamton, in the State of New York, on the 2Lst
day of April last, was the direct cause of hastening death and

remove

this

the permanent loss of health in many cases, besides the damage done property to the extent of probably $20,000 also
causing the depreciation of the value of real estate in the vicinity of said powder works to an alarming extent
and,
" Whereat, The said Dittmar Powder Company have rebuilt and are from time to time making not only powder, but
more dangerous explosives known as iiitro-sugar, or dynamite, and various other high explosives
therefore, be it
" Resolved, That we, the inhabitants, citizens of the city
and town of Binghamton, express our determination to prohibit the further manufacture of powder or any other high
explosive at or nwr the location of its present works by the
said Ditmar Powder Company or any other person or persons
cr company, and be it further
;

;

;

;

The committee set to work at once and indictments have
been found by the Grand Jury here against Carl Dittmar,
Wni. Haldame and A. J. Parker. The mat t.er is now progressing well in the courts under able counsel.
This united and public effort to rid BingbanUon of this incubus is not the only one in progress, Many private suits
have been opened, and after a test, case has been made it is
expected that they will be rapidly disposed of.
We mean business and that business just at present is to
get Mr. Carl Dittmar to seek another site for his manufactory.
We will not be content with a proffer of pamphlets to
show that the stuff may, can, must and should not explode.
We. are willing to grant every one of the many good qualities he used to claim for his other deceptive-looking product;
we will swallow his honeyed tale that the front of his shop in
city was blown out by the slamming to of the
back door; we will share his belief that the guns which
burst here and there over the country with his white powder
charges were rotten old blunderbusses in the hands of pothunters; we will sign his application to have the powder
he makes given treely to the untutored Los on our Western
frontier we will do a great many things— but we ask in return only one favor, that Mr. Carl Dittmar will give us his
Bino.
room rather than hi3 Company.

New York

;

SPOTS IN GUN BARRELS.
Bostok, Sept. 15.
Editor Forest and Stream
There is a vexed question that is worry tig the souls of a
number of sportsmen, and still remains unanswered. We
wish you would air the subject iu your columns.
What !b the true cause of the spots that form in gun bari

[September

22, 188l

my

wife gained the honor of landing the second
largest trout taken in the day's fishing.
By the way, I saw in the paper two or three numbers back

with us, and

some one asking what shooting can be had about Lindsay
and the country about there. Lindsay is only about, twentyseven miles from us here, so 1 can speak with certainty of
sporting facilities.
There are a few grouse in the fall,
I only a few,
There are plenty of clucks in the fall, but
Rice and Bcngpj* lakes arc too near, and the birds keep to
the open water, not coming into the rice until after night.
From the first day the season opens they are unceasingly persecuted by gunni rs night aud day, and the consequence is
that in a week's shooting you can scarcely get a dozen ducks,
and these are mostly blue-winged teal. There are no deer
without, going a long and toilsome journey north of Lindsay;
then tie y are not plenty.
There are no quail in any part of
Ontario east of Toronto, and only very few between that
place and the city of London. The fishing about Lindsay or
any place on Lake Scugog is only fair, but in Rice Lake the
bass fishing is splendid, and the maskalonge fishing first-class

some seasons

in

Ar

of the year.

Sat'beb.

Mississipw Game Notes— Sardis, Miss.— Editor Forest
and Stream : Quail shooting was tolerably good here last
winter, considering the poor opportunities the birds have in
this part; of Mississippi to "scratch" a subsistence out of the
cotton aud sedge fields. I have beeu living here nearly two
years, and have never yet seen but one or two wheat or stubble fields of any consequence, and very few corn fields only
those that are fo near the farmer's residence that the birds
dare not come into them for fear of being "pot-hunted."
Even souse of our best sportsmen (?) take advantage of every
opportunity to shoot them on the ground: I don't think a
person is worthy the name of sportsman who will shoot birds
on the ground, catch them in nets or traps, seine or trap fish.

—

All such sport, (as some call it) is not only a shame and disopinion, cruel and
grace to the perpetrator, but is really, in
barbarous, to say nothing of the disgust and contempt a true
sportsman should feel i'or them. I learned, recently, that

my

the deer, panther, bear and smaller game was hunted very
the bottoms around Pican aud South lakes last season, on account of the frequent high waters, which prevented
hunters from going into the cane around the lakes. Immediately surrounding these lakes the land is so high the water
has to get unusually high to overflow it, and all kinds of
game collect, there for safety, and the hunter must take the
chances of filling a " watery grave " in swimming his horse
to them, which is the only way fo get there, as a canoe canuot get through the cane where the water would not swim a
Some few, in past years, have ridden through the
horse.
low bottom between the hills and high land around the lakes,

little in

Ihave had three breech-loaders in succession afflicted but one trip thoroughly satisfies all who attempt it. But
with the "gun measles," all under such circumstances that I woe. be unto the game (all kinds) that resort to the hills for
am puzzled to account for it. Dampness, of course, sug- safety from high water, for it is death from hounds to nearly
gests itself at once, but this solution seems incorrect in face
all the game.— Davy.
of facts. My guns and those of my friends, when in use,
are always cleaned, dried and oiled every night and mornPhiladelphia, Fa.,
Revolvers ast) Mtjzzi.s Loadebs.
ing with great care, and therefore rust could not get into
'81.
An Arkansas correspondent, writing the other
them and stay long enough to eat such awhil holes as now Sept. 15,
sportsman's paper, denies that "revolvers" are older
present themselves. Further, on damp days the above clean- day in a
"I guess those have beeu made
(about) 1820. He says
ing process is performed half a dozen times and sometimes than
(moulded) in recent years, like the spurious relics now sold
more.
He writes from Becker, Ark.,
field of Waterloo.''
the
on
chemicals
in
powder,
or
esby
caused
erosion,
for
Now
This assumption causes dis- and is referring to specimens in the Tower of London. He
pecially cheap moist powder.
some say it is possible and probable, and others is very much in error the revolver, in principle, is old. A
agreement
revolving-chambered gun, made in 1500, is now in a museum
say the reverse the writer does not know.
of specimens on this principle,
Wheu a man comes down to the marsh with a new<gun, in Nuremburg: and teores
made in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, are to-day
cleans it, etc., and takes extra pains with it, and is rewardeel
Iu like manner, in 1408, Leipzig
in. Continental museums.
his
gun
interior
of
speckled
the
and
seeing
in two days by
tho germ of the rijle, and in 1520 Ko;ter (or Kutter)
freckled consumedly, he wishes to know what did it and had
was celebrated for his "star-grooved barrels,"
what should be done to avoid it, It has been advanced that of Nuremburg,
I regret to see that
the grooves had a spiral form.
which
in
the
writer
has
used
trouble,
but
the
the
cheap powder is
genial Major Merrill, earnestly and at length, sings the
most expensive powder, and the old story has been repeated. the
"
m. 1. rifle." But, atdbono? 1 grant that it
praises of the
Let the vast talent at the command of the Forest and
weapon— one not easy to give up. But, really,
Stkeam be exercised and commanded to explain these fear- is a noble
this muzzle loading weapon, for war or the chase, has now
ful mysteries, but do not, for heaven's sake, or rather men's
"no show" at, all for "comingto theirqnt*," it is at the rear,
sake, mention anything in the rust preventive line. All, all
The, "bieech" loading arm,
just where it deserves to he.
F. S.
have been tried, and alas!—but let us stop.
is abundantly the belter weapon.
[We can only account for the trouble referred to by Ihe 'all things considered,
W. MoK. H.
supposition that the cleaning was not thorough, although we
presume that this will be resented by our corresponden t. We
TnE Scarcity of Bay Smva— Editor Forest and Stream:
have seen scores of guns marred by rust spots, and have alnotice in the last number of your paper a complaint by
ways explained it satisfactorily to ourselves by the fact that I
L. of the scarcity of bay snipe on Long Islaud. and asking if
without the most thorough care after the. gun is cleaned line
I can say that my expeit is not so all along our coast,
particles of the residum may still bo left, in the barrels, and
rience, from the middle of August, up to last, Monday, conit is from these that the rust spots start,]
Many of the small
firms this undoubtedly on Barnegat Bay.
sandpipers were seen and a few yellow legs but, the larger
rels ?

—
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ONTARIO SHOOTING NOTES.
Bowmanville, Ont,

birds,

Sept. 13.

has come and gone again, and once more
for using our guns has arrived, but so far
There are a few— a very
the prospect is not very inviting.
few—grouse left, a stray pieeon or two, a frightened rabbit, or
so and plenty of rails. These constitute our bi'l of game at
The ducks have not begun to come in yet, and we
present.
scarcely expect them before the heavy winds and rain-storms
of October drive them from the great lakes, and the breedinggrounds of the North. Our sole shooting now, that can be
These little beggars are in
called shooting, is the sora rail.
numbers.
all the marshes and rice beds here in innumerable
good shot would have no difficulty in getting 300 of them
They are counted small game here, and no one
in a day.
seems to think them worth shooting. 1 and Will Piggolt
went to the marsh after them last week, and in two hours'
shooting we secured three dozen, punting for each other in
turn.
It is not out of the way to say there were thousands
Every shove of the canoe put them up iu all diof them.
rections, and I loaded and fired the muzzle-loader I was
using faster, I think, than I ever did before in my life. V ery
few ever shoot them, and fewer eat them, as they do not
count them worth the trouble of cleaning, but they give good
sport for an hour or two, after that it is unnecessary cruelty
and waste of life to shoot tliem, as enough can be secured in
that time to feed a dozen sportsmen, and I never believe in
fishing or shooting to make a count.
All sport for trout ends here on the 15th of this month. I
and W. Piggott went out after them a month ago, driving
about sixteen miles to a small creek. We fished for four
hours, and succeeded in gathering in between six and seven
dozen of as fine trout as any one would want to catch, my
length,
largest one measuring sixteen aud one-half inches in
and weighing eighteen ounces the morning alter being caught,
rest, ran from
I had four more nearly the same size, while the
one-fourth to one-half pound. Both of us took on* wives

OURthesummer
season

A

like

willets,

curlew,

telltales,

plover, calico-backs,

This can
robin snipe and dowitchers, fire extremely scarce.
better be attributed to the long-continued drougut, which has
lasted for three weeks, than anything else, as it is well
known they never come until after a good storm. On the
10th and 11th of this month a heavy rain brought a few, and
The rail
there wilt he more in two or three days later.
shooting has not been spoiled very much by the hot weather
aroundBhiladelphia, but the reed birds are scarce and not in

good condition.— Colin.

—

Squirrels have
Pennsylvania Notes.— Media, Sept. 15.
Black bass
been shot in large numbers since I wrote you.
One gentleman, who takes your pafishing has been good.
per, went out with another person, and caught six black bass
weighing eighteen pounds and three quarters. Another, a
physician of Wysdusing, caught one of four pounds aud fourteen ounces weight. As I was passing up the street this evening 1 saw a woodcock right by a house, as though ho was
The gentlemen living in this county have
looking for food.
a pack of hounds, also horses for riding, and they hunt on
On the Wino.
the English style.

The

editor of the Oreensburg, Pa., Press is a good shot.
that grouse and quail are plenty ihere this year.

He writes

Tun Kilo's Lake CT.tm,— Of the King's Lake Club, whose
camp was described in our issue of Aug. 30, the author of
Last fall cold weather caught us aud
up snow was four inches deep, and next
"Allee same'' though, we
morning coMei'n blue blazes.
went, the regular rounds, two day's spoils being some 550
The club are now
fish, and sundry dozen mallards, etc.
preparing for this rail's campaign, and will be on time; to
my regret, business will prevent my bcbig with them but a
few days, but these few I'll put, in for all they're worth, and
u g0 doing will remember the many ideas gathered from
Old Hiokobt.
j vour columns.
that article writes
the night I went

j

:

:

:

1
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Flowda Phinkkk Si-oktsmun. —Point Pleasant, W. Va.,
Sept. 12.— La-t winter with a party of five, brought together
partly through correspondence in your paper, I made the
trip down the river Kissitumee in Florid*, through Okeechobee LaKe, and hence into the head of the OaloQsabatchie,
were out seven
ami out to Hie Gnlr at Puma R ssa.
weeks: had delightful weather; and found abundance of
l

We

We

Al Fresco " before leaving
consulted
aoksonville, and he gave us lie benefit of h s experience in
gion.
Ours was the first sporting party to pass from
Okeechobee to the Gulf by water, though many have tried

fame and

fish

'

:

i

C.

N. Y., Sept. 17.— Will Thomas changed his
mind in regard to grouse shooting. Went out witli the "Deacon'' Thursday last and killed his first grouse
says Crittenden's dog Jersey is an ungrateful beast, for after feeding the
dog a pound of crackers and coaxing him to the woods, he
disappeared, and he did not see him again until his return to
the store at night. Bye-the-bye, the dog will not hunt for any
one but. his master. Thomas also won the gold badge at the
<\\vEy.>\iA,

;

Loomis and
club shoot at; their grounds, Friday, Sept. 16.
Lewis, the two veteran fishermen, report fishing in the Cazeuovia Lake for the past eight days the best of the season
The dry weather continues, and grouse and woodcock are

Hammbrless.

scarce.

Long Point Club.— A correspondent recently inquired
about the Long Point Club rules, respecting outsiders shooting over their preserves. The rule is to allow no shooting by
non-members, except by invitation of some of the club men
3T at least

by

their special permission.

Tub Lyman Rifle Sight

is

said to

be having a large

by

and the results yielded
tion are said to be excel'ent.

this season,

sale

the use of this inven-

Squirrels arc reported abnundant about Pittsburg, Pa.
season in that State is now an open one for this game.

The

NEW YORK SCHCETZEN

COHPS.

Now Tork- Schuetzcn corps to the
held Wednesday and Tliurslav, Sept.
w York at ii a. m. Wednesday on the
procesOiej" arrived at ts o'eioek-.
y marched In to au elaborate dinner
r dlnuer the. shooting was In order, but
afternoon
the
xt morning. During Hie
took plaee, each lady bowling 10 balls.
Dlestant, and among tliem were gold
ei ure frames, worn boxes, satchels, a
iited by Major Aery, album, etc.
Follie

s

Hamlin.
•Doat.

Tne corps

le

rorthelli-lihuut-.

a

\

sion was then formed at
at Thompson's I'avUmn.
Hwasnol nntehea until
ladles' prlz© tiowllin: COI
There was a prize for ea
and Mirer sets, toilet Si

tttamisomo cologne box

mwlng

are tins leadtnes

Wehrenbcrg is, Mrs. Aery
44, Mrs. Mahnken 4'i, Mrs. Saunl^ si),
nnJe E. ilimer 39, Mrs. I,emke31. Mrs.
fens 51, Mrs.

gMrs. weuorocB 64, Mrs
Mrs. Meyer 45, Mrs.

46,

1

Mia

Wlss

liuner

39,

M
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T m-lfi

9

F Brunte
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13 14-ia
Kii.^ni:n-k..ii l.-i-n;
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Tliniiieinian... 15 11-16
A \\ l.einke... 17 13-16
,
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A
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I.aig
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5 12-16

II Koeheran... 7 i:i-lii
JMlilase.... 911-16

h
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Lange.
\vni Klein... .13 s-n;
\v Lcmkc
.13 13-16

Fr Hanson.... 14
M volkman....1a
11
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6-HS
3-ts
16 11-16
21 3-ie
Nagol....25 7-10

Evera

JUKler
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7-16

Maior Aery also won the Foubst and Stream cup lor the best bullsIn the Judges Match tin; tlrst prize, a handsome gold-headed
was won by Mr. Genii s, and the second, a silk umbrella, was
won by Mr. hotiman. on Wednesday evening the large dining-room
ol the hotel was prepared for dancing, and the members and guests
assombled and heartily enloyed themselves up to a late hour. After
Hie prizes had been presented Major Aery assembled his company
and proposed three lieany cheers [or Mr. Thompson, proprietor of he
hotel where the corps had made their headmiai ots, « uich were given
Willi a will. The company and their guests then marched to the
depot and took the train for New York, where they arrived In due
time, thus ending anoi her one of the never-to-be-forgotten excursions
of the New York .schuetzen Corps.
eye.

cane,

1

|#r

I believe not only In the thorns
1 recommend no sour, ascetic life.
ou the rosebush, but In the roses which the thorns defend. Ascecttclsm is the child of sensuality and superstition.
She is the secret
mnuicr of many a secret sin. God, when he made man's body, did
not give us n fibre too much, nor a passion too many.
I would steal
no violet from Urn young maiden's bosom rather woiUd flit her arms
villi more fragrant roses.
But, a lite merely of pleasure, or chiefly of
pleasure, Is always a poor and worthless life, not worth iJie living;
linaatjsfactory inllts course, always miserable in Its end.—
;i

1

i

,

Thrift,,,- P.irkfi:

FISH

AND GAME

IN

THE NORTHWEST.

Pout Walla Walla, W.

\t,

till

don't take some steps to protect their own interests.
I know
that there is a sort of hatching establishment on the Clakmas
River, tut this covers but a small portion of territory, and, I
believe, has never been very successfully operated.
If a flshway was constructed at Oregon City at the Falls of
the Willamette it would open a number of fine and eminently
suitable streams to these fish, and the cost to construct such
a flshway would be very trifling. I understand that a sum
of money had beeu appropriated by the Oregon State Legis
lature, but the Bill was vetoed by the Governor.
This may
not be true, I only state what I heard
but I do know that
tfere was no flshway there some three months ago, and you
could see the fish jumping by the hundreds trying to get over
the falls. So much for the salmon.
Our sharp tail grouse are rather scarce in the vicinity of
Walla Walla, and it is a bard matter to get at the true cause
of the scarcity.
There are a number of theories. Squirrel
poison, no doubt, has something to do with it, so have the pothunters, and snaring the birds in and out of spason has its influence as well on the diminished supply.
The fact is, they
are getting scarcer and scarcer every year.
Blue grouse,
the Ganace obscurus, are still reasonably plenty in suitable
localities, and will remain so for some time to come.
Oregon
ruffed grouse, or Sabinei, are also met with now and then,
but they never have been plentiful about here. The upper
John Day River country, where I spent the greater portion of
the last two months, is still well stocked with all the three
species, and is likely to remain soas the birds are but little disturbed.
The mule and white-tailed deer, elk and bear are
also plenty in that region in suitable localities, and you can't
go astray for trout. Fine specimens of Salvw purpuratun
and Salmlinus malma can be caught in the John Day and almost any of its tributaries. The country is rather rough, but
it is a perfect sportsman's paradise for any one that is not too
fond of comfort.
I sec that the snake-climbing controversy is being revived
again, but I consider it pretty well settled.
I supposed nearly every one knew that the constrictor family could and did
climb, but it seems a good many consider even their climbing unusual : but I cau assure you that if your non-c'.imbingsnake expert, who had the impudence to even discredit Audubon's statement that rattlesnakes were occasionally found in
bushes, is not satisfied about their ability in climbing I can
furnish, him a few more instances of rattlesnakes being found
in trees which have come to
knowledge since. These occurences are not nearly as rare aa I supposed. While out
this summer I saw a rattlesnake lying on top of a bowlder
;

I won't say anything. Yet these grow i o much larger
The heaviest blue cat I ever lauded only weighed
twenty-one pounds, and I took it with bass tackle.
Many are the encounters I've bud with these forked-tail
follows and many times I've had to give up whipped, but
we won't count them. Just now I recall a little spree with
one, who had me at a foul, when I was fishimr for minnows,
using a very small fly hook, a yard of No. 30 cotton for a
line, and a "three-foot switch picked up on the bank for a
rod, when "chuck" down went Ihe vial cork which I had
for ft "bob," and when I wanted to pull up, the thing
wouldn't come, but started oil into deep water, flow I
kepi, the pressure on that fish, always keeping it pulling on
an angle so as to describe a circle of six feet diameter, until
lally I made it turn belly up, and giving it a grip on the
Perhaps I couldn't
ick landed it, a fish of four pound's.
hold a bass of same weight in that space, but I'd give him a
powerful ttwsle.
Another time I was about thirty feet out on a leaning willow six inches through, fishing in the eddy of arnilldim on
Salt River in north Missouri, using a small-sized sea-grass
line, a com non spool reel, and one of those abominable
walking stic k combination rods, when I struck a fish too
heavy fOI
'0, and
it made for the boils of the dam thirty
How I shinnied back off
, _/ds away with race-horse SDeed.
that little tree, holding my weakly rod high up to clear the
tree top, my thumb on the spool, giving line foot by foot as
I was forced to until, when I reached ground, but a few
yards were left and the fish still going. Presently, though,
the tension told on the fish, and leaving the boils it made a
straight break down stream, in a current like a mdl tail, for
tree standing in the water twenty feet
the river was up.
from the bank was in the way, and I quickly found there
waa no way but to go round it, which 1 did, hip deep, and
after a two hundred yard chase finally brought my game to
the bank, where my companion, the veteran angler, "Bill"
Lewis, from the Blue Grass region, stood ready with the
It measured three feet two inches,
gaff and brought it in.
yellow cat of same length
and weighed thirteen pounds.

cats,
size.

A

A

would weigh sixty.
Of course this one

didn't kick and make high jumps like
the bass and pickerel that I've caught down among the Thousand Tslands, but you bet he made a good pull and satisfied
me that catfishing is a deal of sport if you can't do better.
I have found out. too, that, using light tackle I could find
more catfish than others could who used ordinary lines and

hooks,

One time I went into business on a heavy scale. Dowu on
Main River, as we called it, the boys had been telling awful
tales of how, when they had set out hooks, they had caught
fish of five to ten pounds' weight and how other fish bad
swallowed these ten-pound baits, and sometimes they would
find their lines broken up. Some of them had seen the heads
of these monsters as wide across as a beer keg is long, but
none had been captured. I resolved to give the matter a trial.
So I went to our blacksmith shop and forged a hook from a
file, making it about six inches long, two and a half in the
bow and giving it the real Kitby side twist, which latter was
a mistake, as the sequel will show.

It was, though, a real
later years did good service as a gaff, but I
finally lost it by loaning it to a comrade, who, poor fellow,
went in his skiff too near the edge of a dam in high water

good hook and in

and went over.
I took this hook, spliced it to a coil of twelve-thread manilla rope that I had, and for bait took a soft-finned catfish
weighing three pounds, which I that day caught specially for
All things being ready, I drove down about
the purpose.
tight to the place where so many fish had been devoured and
proceeded to "tie my dog loose," anchoring him to a swinging limb of a convenient elm tree. Next morning, on going
back, I had the satisfaction of seeing my line hauled taut,
while an occasional yank gave evidence that something was
going on at the t'other end. It didn't take long to haul in
forty or fifty yards of the line, but then there was a " kick",
anda boil and a splash, but I held on like grim- death to a
few plunges and
nigger so to speak but 'twas all n. g.
theline fell slack and there was nothing to prevent my haulswallowed, but that conI found my bait had been
ing in.
founded side bend had prevented the hook having the desired
i

—

—

A

reason being that while my calculation was that the
would be swallowed head first operations were begun at
thus turning the hook point clown and burying it in
body of the bait, and when I pulled all the fish had to do
was to open his mouth and bait and all came back the same
way it went down. I went home wiser, but disgusted, and
effect

;

bait

the
the

tail,

have not

set

a line since.

Monday morn-

ing, but as the salmon have to run the gauntlet of nets, not
to
r.peak of fishing wheels and other devilish contrivances, for

about 200 miles from the mouth of the river near Astoria to
Celito above the Dalles, Oregon, it. can readily be seen that

ANGLING IN NORTHERN SCOTLAND.

least five feet high.

with almost perpendicular and smooth sides, which was at
The snake was sunning itself, and any
snake that could climb that bowlder could get up a tree just

THEupon the

as easily.

is

I was quite successful, and made a very interesting colleccomprising head, jaws and bones of extinct mamalia,
leaves and plants Of the Mi
enc am
Pliocene period, which will be sent to the National Museum
as soon as I can get them catalogued and repacked.
I have
not heard anything yet about the smaller species of fish sent
on last year or the otber things In that collection. I believe
there is a new snake in the lot, however, and perhaps some
tion,

fishes, turtles, reptiles

;

C. Hendibb.

— BT OLD lliiKOKY.
iny younger days, say
Or twenty years agone,
IN used
to
for cattish, and thpmjht there wasn't much
I'.EMISISOKNOES

I.

fifteen

I

flab

better sport than to have a light rod, » multiplying reel, and
a sea grass line, say abdivl -iS spool cotton, and
then lish for them in swift water same as 1 would for bass.
In fact, how I name to fish specially for eat thi
that 1 frequently struck a cat. when I expected a bass, but
not being like the old Virginia darkey who, '* when he went
culi.in', went a catliu'," and threw everything else back.
I
.

,

always took

all

1

>uM get

c

a ht if was fine, sport, but in an evil
Eastern book;, descriptive of Western
was a slow, sluggish fish, easily caught
by an\- one. with any kind of tackle or bait, generally only
caught by negroes with night lines, and thai there \vil«
neither sport nor honor in their capture.
This gare dec n
siderable of a set-buck, but all Ihe Same, my lit-t impressions
are retained, and I hold that the forked -tail blue cat is worthy
of being classed among the game fish, although of his half
brothers, the yellow cat, mud cat, speckled cat, and all other

Well, as

hour I

T

said

I

Uli

wad in some

fishes, that the catfish

name of Mr. Archibald Young appears
page of an angling guide to Sutherland*
Mr. Young is better known
to the fishculturists of America thau to the anglers, from his
long conned ion with the culture and protection of the salmon
fact that the
title

a guarantee of

its reliability,

fisheries of his country.

i

THE GAMY CATFISH.

as 1 don't know that positively. I cannot conceive how
people can be so blind that when interests amounting to $3 000,000 are al stake annually they will not use a little common sense. It is irue that a law has been enacted by the
Oregon Legislature providing that all nets must be taken up

on Saturday evening and must remain up

There are more canneries established every year, and now
they have some between the Dalles and Celito, Oregon, about
180 miles from Ihe mouth of the river. There is a slough
near one of those canneries between the Dalles and Oelilo
that is so crowded by these fish that a single Indian cau keep
the cannery supplied, I am told.
I think it is safe to estimate that, not one fish in a 1,000
that starts up the river reaches its spawning grounds.
Comparatively few run up the Columbia proper. The Clearwater
and the Salmon rivers arc Hie spawning grounds par excellence of the qninnat salmon.
Unless an artificial hatchery
like the-one on McCloud River in charge of Livingston Stone
is soon established on one of their favorite spawning grounds
(and it seems to me that the vicinity of Challis or Salmon
City, Idaho, would be a very proper place, particularly as
either place is near the Utah Northern Railroad, and easy of
access) the salmon will soon be a thing of the past in the
Columbia River and its various tributaries. The immense
drain can only be kept up by artificial means, and it is strange
that those persons most vitally interested in this matter

T., Sept. 4.

l

I

I

at all.

other things.

have just, returned from my usual summer's expedition in
he interest of the National Museum at Washington, D.
This time I was out after fossils. A number of copies
C.
ot the paper remain to be read yet, and 1 lmve only got
hrough a few of the latest ones. I see in the number of A u
18 mention, ia made of the "Wicked Fishing Wheel" taken
out of the San Francisco Kreninr/ lintk-Un. 'Every word of
tint article is true.
I have seen the wheel myself this sprin?,
and commented on it to a number of parlies who should be
interested in the preservation of the salmon in the Columbia
river, but I presume that such talk is perfectly useless.
The
only thing I will not vouch for is that Ihe wheel is patented,

I

those fish that pass the mouth of the river unobstructed between Saturday Highland .Monday morning tun into the hets
a short distance above on Tuesday and during the balance of
the week.
Livingston Stone estimates that a salmon travels only two
miles a day, twenty-fourhours^ in the UaCramen'o River,
and three miles in the Columbia, »""(iti Jordan and Gilbert in
American N&hmif*$, March, 1881. l think ibis is < atfderably utidci-tstimated, as some of these fish travel over 900
miles from salt water to reach their spawning grounds in
northeastern Idaho— namely, in the Lemhi River and the
headwaters of the Salmon Kiver near Atlanta, Idaho. The
latter place is over 9u0 miles from salt water, to my certain
knowledge, as I have traveled over a good part of that, country on various occasions, and have access to some of our best
and latest maps. Now, at Stone's rate of travel this would
be 300 days. Salmon certainly don't commence to run before March 15, and on the 5th Of August I have seen numbers
of these fish at the extreme headwaters of the Salmon itiver,
and previous to that in ho Lemhi and other tributaries near
Challis and Salmon City, Idaho.
You see this does not tally

my

and §iver ^iuhinq.

:
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The book will prove a handy pocket oompauion to any
one wishing to try the salmon or ihe trout in the waters of
northern ScotlamL It contains a map of Sutherland, Caithness and parts of Cromarty and Ross.
The additional matter in Ibis second edition consists of a visit, paid by the author to Ihe singular and picturesque Island of Handa, near
Scourie, on the west coast of Sutherland.
In the first chapter tic reader is treated to a comparison
between the county of Sutherland in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries and in the present day, which is, to au
American, a revelation. Thai, any other land, in what we
cad the "Old World," was in a s"mi-barbatvus stale two
hundred years ago, if me except Africa and such portl n>S OS
arc still in fat condition, is a surprise to those of us wild
ao? not fitmiliax wi h Ihe local history of remote counties of
Great Britain. Our author quotas Franck, a Orom,wellfen
"
trooper, v> hose 'Northern .Memoirs" were written iu 1008,
to show that the inhabit!! m s of this mountainous ami beautiful cuuntry were then "almost us barbarous as cannibal","
who. when they kill a beast, "boil him in his hide, make a
caldron of his skin, brovois of his bowels, drink of his
blood and bread arod meat of his carcase." Pennant described the same country as one which seemed to have been
so torn and convulsed that the shock shook off all that
Now,
•Thoi

Mr.

Young informs

.\ie,-i-"s

s

SkBJcHer's

u">,

I

these authors

OQtae to
I

-

a'i.eii,

would be
.1.

sur-

by| VrcW,

—
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prised Bt the change wrought in the county thus unfavorably
charaeterized
for more than five hundred miles of good
roads and a railrosd are within ils borders, and it is well
fitted to charm the tourist, the sportsman and the artist, to
whom it presents attractions not lo be found elsewhere in
Great Britain. The angler, especially one wlm is not rich
enough to rent a salmon river, will flud it quite a fisherman's
paradise.
chapter on flies and fishing tackle precedes a detailed
description of the county and the island of Handa. There
are some fishcultural notes in the book, to which we will refer at another time.
;

A

CAN A FISHERMAN BE A CHRISTIAN ?

THE

my

above query runs tlirough
mind as I sit and listen to the wonderful fish stories interchanged between
two friends of mine ardent lovers of spoits piscatorial and
who have just returned from the Michigan fishing grounds.

—

The

—

dcncy with a fi-herman is to exaggerate the cornpar live minnow b> comes a huge fish; the average bass
swells into something less than a whale.
Even those most
scrupulous in the ordinary walks of life, when they capture a
fish weighing »ix pounds and seven ounces, are apt to let their
conscience stretch enough to cover the odd nine ounces and
call he fish a si ven-poundi r.
Let a fisherman meet with an
ordinary run of "hick" and he forth«ih relates marvelous
tales f catches, such as even that snake, which aome one
tells of in last week's Fokest and Steeam, as having been
caught with five young rabbits in its interior atrangements,
would not be able to swallow.
te

1

just

now, hut

men

to Drove that there are such lobsters."

wid obtain the

I

i

Now, what

the reason of this almost universal prevalence of magnific .tion— to call it by a polite name in the
storicB of fishermen, when it is so seldom to be met with in
the other branches of recreation affected by sportsmen ? Who
ever heard >f a follower of Nimrod, on his return from a
hunt, relating to his friends that hehadldl ed'hree squirrels,
each as large as the s ze of a church, or bagged a quail measuring eight fiet from tip to tip of ils wings? or who ever
heard of a canoeist standing in the midst of an admiring and
open-mouthed throng of neighbors swearing that he had padd ed eighteen mies an hour up -tream and against a heavy
head wind in a do it of the Nautilus pat' ern ? Aud yet ibis
is just what we have to S'and iu the way of gutta pereha
toleB from our fishermen, young and old.
Is there an undiscovered principle in honks and lines and rods and reels and
flies that leads their owner's tongue into ways that are dark?
or does some peculiar odor invest the finny tribe, which, being absorbed by the fisherman, renders him for the time being oblivious to all considerations of truthfulness, so far as
the number and weight of his fish are concerned? Scientists
should examine into this rmuter and report for the benefit of
a suffering people.
Just here one of my two friends fires across the desk at the
o'her: "Say, don't you remember that 14f-lb. bass which I
caught that day at the upper end of Buw.ard'8 Lake ?" Then
comes the answer " Yes, that was a beauty but I heat you
with the 15-lb. pickerel which I hauled out of Jimpson Weed
River the day it rained so hard."
Which is why I hold my head and groan and inquire Can
Okange Fhazhk.
a fisherman be a Christian ?
is

—

i

{

:

thit there

the old fisher-

And

he produced

a pile of affidavits showing that, when they were fishermen
in early times, lobsters that weighed ninety pounds were as
common as huckleberries on the Cape. Then it was left to
an umpire to decirle which had lost and which had won, and
by him so concise a judgment was given that, if now living,
it would entitle him to the vacant Judgeship in the Massachusetts Supreme Court if all his decisions were equally good.

His decision was "affidavits are not

lobsters."

—

—

1

m

and they are killed.
Another reason why they are not heard from more arises
from the fact that they are in portions of the lake almost
uninhabited by other fish, and there is not one chance in a
hundred of one being taken while fishing for other varieties.
Even in waters where they ore quite numerous they are difficult to cstch, and it requires considerable experience and
skill to induce them to taKe the bait and bring them to the
Skth Gtckbjj.
landing net successfully.
Fish is

Market.—Smelts, from

Bathurst, Me., have ap-

peared in limited quantities in Fulton Market this week, an
extremely early date for them. Mr. Blackford also received
a lot of grilse, of 2A to 6 pounds, and some salmon, from
They were not a go n d lot, however, and
the same place.
some of them were said to be landlocked salmon. The mo >nPar/pMppus
fal/er, from Chesapeake Bay, are plenty
flsh,

and of large

size

and

Scallops are also

fine.

coming

is

why he cinnot. Would
angler, who sit-< upona slump

no reason

you tie the soaring spirit of the
day and never gets a bite, by the rules which govern Nimwhose active body heated by the chase depresses his

all

rod,

Would you bring

the fisherman's poetic soul
imagination ?
down to ttfe level of steelyards and tape measures ?
The angler fcorns such materialistic things, as be dnes the
mechanical measuring of his mountains and the estimating
of th" quantity of water which falls over his favori'e cascade
What plain practical people prefer to consider prevarication,
is to the angler merely a recognized poetical license ; and his
enthusiasm is too great to cold'y ca'culate by tables of
weights and measures, like groveling scientists and gropers
He be ieves his stories thoroughly, and they do
after facts.
not harm his fellow man, who, not thoroughly imbued with
bis spirit, smiles at his enthusiasm. Augliug is the only
sport which does not pall upon a man as he grows older. It
The aged angler is more enis one of which he never tires.
thusiastic than the younger man, and its quiet soothing influences, interrupted by the sudden excitement of hooking a
large fish, make him keenly alive to impressions which may,
The poet's
like a poetic vision, be magnified in its relating.
eye, in a fine frenzy rolling, magnifies hills to mountains
and a waterfall to a cataract, yet none complain of him.
This is the only answer we can make to our correspondent.
hear enlarged stoties ami always allow for the personHe is so entirety harmality of the etcher of great fishes.
less and derives so much consolation from the narration of
his exploits th.it it were a sin to compel him to carry weights
and measures and then a^k him to step up to a notary and
certify to his statements.]

Gourami

Tiik only

is

Dead.— A few weeks

ago

no-

Boibk Babraoks, Idaho Territory, Sept. 7.
the only one at tie Post wh omakis any pretension of fishing with flies, and the people in town usually take the cheaper and less amusing method of hooking
with grasshoppers. In the fishing line I had magnificent
In July I was up north in what
sport iu July and August.
"Little Salmon Meadows." Th J Little Sdraon
is called

AM

abounds with fine mountain trout, averaging about 2£ pounds.
was no uncommon thing for me t" have two and sometimes three on my line at a time. You can imagine my
Fifty of those fellight s'x jointed rod under such a strain.
lows w,is a fair day's fishing.
In August I went south from here and in a stream called
Big Sprmg Creek I caught 150 in a day, but smaller than
About fifteen of the men went fishing
those in the north.
with gra- shoppers and in the afternoon returned with 1,100,
more, than enough for the command for two or three days.
The shooting was also good. Ducks, geese, plover, anIf some of yourEistern
telope, deer, etc., in abundance
people could take a trip into the Salmon River country and
Payette Lakes during July, August and September they
W- R. P.
would have flue hunting and fishing.
It

—

•

'

I

:

:

516. plate liv.]

LXV1L 1872- 7'fte Work of

Propagating Fish Undertaken try
V. S. Fish Commission— At the suggest iou aud thnm-h th«
Iteport U.
Influence of the American Fish Culturist's Association.

l

1878— Invention

Clark's Fish-HatchingA
Trough. This important piece of apparatus was devised in 18,'S I
and patented March 3, 1874, [Milneu Report U. 8 F. C, II. p;J

LXVIII.

—

of

/V.

IF.

:

xv

546, pi.

]

LXIX. 1872—Invention

of

the

This device was successfully used

in

Transporting

Clark

Case.—

transporting whilefi-h eggs

-."

abb Toasted.— Here

The

old reliable,

shade never grow less nor
"

No hospital needed

is

a neat Vast from " Old Hick-

"Forest and Stream"
its

— May

its

Btream run dry.

for patients that use

Hop

Bitters, as

they cure

BO speedily at home.

For a good Razor go to

C. L. Rltzrnann, 944

Broadway,

l

to

Report U. S F. C. IL, pp. 547-9.]
of the Williamson or California Hatching Trough. This apparatus, similar to the Clark trough except
that the water flows from below instead of from the top, was inr^l
vented about 1872. [Milveb Report U S. F. O, II p. 517.]
Introduction of Whilefith into Calif on, ia.-JM
LXXL
February, 1872, the U. S. Fish Commission shipped 210,000 white[lienort U. 8.
lsrkstou, Mich., to San Francisco.
flsh eggs from

[Milnek

:

wn- Invention

—

1

.

.

im—

I

t

F. 0., IL, p. 550

]

LXXII. 1812- Establishment at the Salmon Breeding Establishment at Buckspnrt. Me.—Iu 1872 the exteu-ive salmon breedinja
establishment at Bucksport, .Me., was erected nuder the directioal
of Mr. (I. G. Atkins, and at the joint expense of the Fish
''ommission of Maine. Massachusetts and Connecticut, and of tin
United States Commission which contributed funds to 'he amoniit
This establishment in 187

of half the expense.

passed euiireljl
[Report. U. 8.S

,

under the control of the United States Comujission.
F. C., IL, p. xviii.]

LXXII. 1873 - h irst Propagation of the Striped tej.-InJIUfl
1873, Mr. M. G. Holton succeeded in propagating this species artiPart II., pp. 553-554W
ficially at Welden N. C. [Report U. 8. P C.
LXXIII. l!>73— TAe California Aquarium Car.— In 1873 NrVfil
Livingston Stone, under the auspices of the U. 8. Fish CouiiuiM|
sionand that of California, fitted up an Bquarium car in whiol
Th
it was proposed to carry many species of fish to California.
car was capsized, June 8, in the Elkhorn River, Nebraska
I

1874 the experiment was repeated in behalf of the Califom
Commission. [Report U. 8. F. ., II xxxvii.
LXX1V. 1873— Establishment of the Ohio Fish Comr
The Ohio Fish Commission was established in June, 1873, by t
t

,

appointment as commissioners of John H. Klipi art, John Husm
»nd Dr. E. Sterling. By act of April 20, 1H7G, Ihe conni
its present form was organized.
Up to l>-80 §29.000 had b-e
voted for fishcullure. [Reports of Ohio BtntePish Commissi
IU. (Ia78) 1879 IT!
II. (1877) 1878
(I.) 1874
I. (1875 6) 1877
(1879)1880 V. (1880)1881]
LXXV. 1873— Establishment of the Wisconsin Fish Comm
by
was
made
appropriation
the Legislature tn 1
sion.— In 1873 an
expended under the direction of the U S Commissioner of Fish
In 1874 William Welsh, A. Palmer and P R. Hoy »
eries.
ecu voted fc*
elected commissioners. Up to 1880 538.800 had
;

;

;

;

1

New York.—

Adv.

Jgislfcultun.

:

1874; U., 1875;

I.,

1876; IV., 1877

III.,

«

|

Wk

I

I

|

8. F. O.. II., xvi.]

LXXVI. 1873-4— Cdxtujve of the La.vo-Lo^ked Salmon.
Establishment of the Hatching Station of Grand Lake Slrea
Experiments were' begun at Sebec Lake, in 1873, under the auspic<
of the Massachusetts, Connecticut and United States Fish 'on
missions, and a station erected under the direction of Mr. H. ]
Leonard. In 187-1 this was transferred nnder the same auspices U
Grand Lake Stream, aud placed in charge of Mr, C. G. Alkini

ory

J

die

[Repo-ts
fishculture.
V., 1879 ; VI.. 1880.]

Report

11.

S

F.

C,

IV., p. *25.]

LXXVIl. Wli— Attempts to Transport Living Shad (
first trip was made nith young lish by Messrs Fie
Mather and A. Anderson, in August, 1874, who lost the flsh te
days after going to sea: the second by Messrs. IL W. Welchor ailf
Monroe A. Green, who attempted to carry the eggs, which
wore destroyed before they reached the steamer. [Report U. S. F.

Atlantic.— The

O., III., pp." 328, 330,338-9.]

LXXVIII. 1874— Success fnl Prrpaqo'l,,,, of the Oipiasm Trovt.^
In October, 1874, the Maine Fish Commission obtained 30,000 eggl
[Maine reports. Boosb
5,000 of which were sent to Now York.
velt and Gkees. Fish Hatching and Fieti Catching, p. 136.]
LXX1X. 1874— First Attempts to Propagate Grayling.— to
April, 1874, Mr. Fred Mather visited the Au Sable River, Mich,
From the la
to experiment ou the propagation of the grayling.
to the 3d no ripe flsh were found. He took 180 adult flsh allTj
(Foiost an'ii Stream, vol.
to his ponds at Houeove Falls, N. Y.
IL, p. 164.] On the 80th of April, 1871, Mr. Seth Green visited tho
river for the same purpose. Finding that the fish had finisherU
spawning, he dug some fertilizer] eggs from the bottom of IhM
[Roosevelt a.no Greek.
river, whiah he subsequently hatched.
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching, pp. 133-135
Propagation Of tile Sea Boss.-ln September,
LXXX.
1874, the eggs of the Sea bass. I'enlroprisles alrariu-i, were successfully fertilized at the U. S. Fish Commission Station at Noauk,
|

[Continued from page 353, Vol. XVI.]

EPOCHS IN THE HISTORY OF PISH CULTURE.*
BY PROF.

G.

BKOWN OOODK.

LIX. 1871— Estatdishrnentofthe United Stales Fish Commission.
—On the 9th of February, 1871. Congress passed a joint resolution which authorized the appointment of a Commission of Fish
and Fisheries. The duties of tbo Commissioner were thua defined:
"To prosecute investigations on the subject (of the diminution of
valuable fishes) with (he view of ascertaining whether any and
what diminution iu the number of the food-fishes of the coast and
the Jakes of the United States has taken place and, if bo, to
what causes the same is due and also whether any and what protective, prohibitory or precautionary measures should be adopted
"
in the premises, and to report upon the same to Congress
The resolution establishing the office of Commissioner of Fishjes required that the person to be appointed should be a civil
officer of the Government, of proved scientific and practical acquaintance with the fishes of the coast, to serve without additional salary. The choico was thus practically limited to a single
man for whom, iu fact, the office had been created. Prof. Spencer
F. Baird, at that time Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian In-

was appointed and entered at once upon his duties. Up
*470,200 had been appropriated tor the use of the Com[Seen. BbowS (iooiie. The First Decade of the U. 8.
mission; its plan of work aud accomplished results, eciProceeding* of the American Association
entitii' and technical.
,,-,- ;>,,
,i,
I,;,
of Science, XXTX, 1SS0, pp. 56 -574. Forest
Chicago Field, XIV, p. 58. Nature
'and Stukam XV, pp. 85-7.
(London), XXII, pp. 597-9. Circular Deulsctier Fisclusrei Verein,
Report Smithsonian Institution, 1880, pp. 140-9.]
1880, pp. 190-7.
LX. mil— Introduction of Shad into the Great Lukes.— The introduction of shad into the" Great Lakes was accomplished in 1871
by the New York Fish Commission, a quantity being placed in
the Genesee River, a tributary to Lake Ontario. [Report U. S. F.
stitution,
it.

18,80,

mission.
;

I

I.

m

1871
IiXl! 1871— Introduction of Shad into the Mississippi.—-In
shad were introduced into tributaries of the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers bv the U. S. Fish Commission, by the hands of Mr. Seth
xvu,]
II.,
P.
p.
8.
0.,
Glift.
(Report
U.
William
Greer, and Mr.
T.XII 187 -Establish me,,! of the S ibnon Breeding Establishment
at Urland, Me.— This was erected at the joiut expense of the Fish
Commissions of Maine, Massachusetts and Connecticut. Report

U.

8. F. O.,

IX,

p. lsvi.]

•A paper lead hefore the American Fishcultural Association, and
here reprinted from advanced sheets ol the U. S. Fish Commission,

FaxtVUL

]

Wi—

Conn.. Thev did not hatch, however.
LXXXI. 1874— Establishment of the loica Fish Commission,'
The Iowa Fish Commission wus establish, d bv net of the egislature
March 19, 1871. S B. Emails. Ti. F. Shaw imd C. A. Harris «er
*

I

appointed commissioners. Up to 1880 $22,750 hud been appropri[Reports (biennial), I., (187-1-5') 1876 It
ated for fishculture.
;

;

1

ADMrRAJL Coffin's Lobsteb Bbt. Apronos of the diminishing size of lobsters, which is now engaging the atten ion
of our New England fisculturists, is the story which General
Jamta Grant Wilson wri es to the Cape Ann Advertiner :
'Sir Isaac Coffin, a British Admiral, and a member of the

—

shores alive, its mate, which was shipped with it, havingdied
Mr. Blackf >rd ook excellent c ire
just outside Sandy Hook.
of the stranuer, but it was exceedingly poor and would not
eat.
He offered it cabbige, lettuce end other succulent vegetation, which it ia said to eat in its native waters in India,
but it declined them all and died.

;

I

—

Beginning of Hie Propagation of California*
LX1V. 1872
Salmon. This work, begun at the suggestion of Mr, R. E. Rooafts
velt, was accomplished in October, 1872, for the U. S. Fi.-h Cora- 1
mission bv Mr Livingston Stone. [Iteport U. 8. P. <:.. IL, siirij
LXV. 181 1— Jnrenio:. of the Green Trough. —This device: 1
hich was an im proven it upon the former used byCosteaflW
Atkins, was perfected
1*72. in the progress of experiments on
hitefish.
[Milnkr Report U. 8 P. ri.. IL, p. 546 556.]
LXVL 1872— The Invention of the Holton Fish-Spawn Hatcheri-l
—The Holton Fish-Spawn Hatcher, devised iu 1872 by Marcellng!
G. Holton, patented March 18, 1873, is of much importance in the I
hatching of whitelish eggs. [MiLNUt Roport U. S. F. C, II,, p.

ticed the arrival ip New York of a live male gourami, consigned to Mr. K. O. Blaekfotd by Mr, Cai bonnier of Paris.
Tb:s was the first one of these fishes which ever reached our

;

THE SALMON RIVER COUNTRY.

xxii.]

;

in.

we

23, 1881.

—

LXX.

Rochester, Sept. 16.
Hatiitb of Lakk Trout
I am occasionally in receipt of letters from parties residing in the vieini ;? of lakes having been slocked with salmon trout, complaining that none or very few have ever been taken, and inquiring the rea'on why.
Salmon trout require the purest water of any fish that I
have ever had any experience with, and they will not do well
in waters having a much less depth than one hundred feet,
for Ihe reas
that they require a very uniform temperature
of water, and as the surface warms up during the hot summer months, they must have access to thr cool depths beyond
the penetrating heat of the sun. If not, suffocation sets in

1

LXHT. 1872 Importation of Rhine Salmon. A gift from thS (
German Government, of 250,000 epgs, aud 500,000 obtained hy parchase, brought to {his country under toe charge of Dr. Heesel, iutiv.
ing late in the fall. The4,000 or 5.0U0 which ivere sound were planted 1
[Report 17. S. F. C, part if.. J
in a tributary of the Delaware.

California.

;

—

[We answer

affidavits of

1

[Bkptbmbbe

family which held a famous reunion at Nantucket, Aueust
16, was born at Boston and, when a child, lived for some
years on Cape Cod
Sir Isaac came to this country so< n
after the war of 1812 and, during the v -yage, he state to
the officers of his flagship that when they reached Cape Cod
he "would show them lobsters that weighed ninety pounds
The mles of a quarterdeck do not permit you to flatly contradict an Admiral, but still some doubt and distrust was
visible on the countenances of the Captain and Lieutenants
who stood around. " Well," said Sir Isaac, "if you doubt
if, I will make you a wBger tint when we reach Cape Cod. I
will produce a lobster that weighs ninety pounds."
The
wager was made under the gracious permission of Ihe Admiral, and when they arrived there Sir Isaac ico rjd he
Cape, but he could not find any lobster that weighed ninety
pounds. Sohesaid: " Well, they don't happen to be here

i

We

|

(

and 1876-7)

1875-6

—

1877

;

III. (1^77-8

and

lS<8-'.li 1880.]

LXXX1I. 1OT5 First Art>firin! Impri-votlvi, Of Grcy'in
Eggs.—In April, 1875, Mr. Pred Mather niario a second attempt tp

take grayling spawn on the Au Sable River. Mich. He found then
from the 6th to the 10th and 10,000 were impregnated an
afterward hatched, by P. N. Clark at Northville, Mich., and hire

ripe

Honeoye

self at
214.]

Falls,

JJ.

[Forest AMU Stream,

Y.

Vol. IV., {

of the Mather Hatching Cone.— It,
principle of suspending eggs in water by a stream, admitted at th
bulk instead of in
bottom of a cone, and therebv hatching them
layers, was discovered in 1875 bv Mr. Fred Mnlher and his assis
[Forest ant. Stheam, Vol. VI., p. 19; Report U
ant, Charles Bell.
1,(112.
372-370.
IV.,
HI.,
p
S. F. C,
p.
LXXXIV. U15.~ Hatching of Nurgeon.-ln 1874 efforts w
made hy Seth Green in behalf of the New York Cummi-Mon
In 1875 heir efforts « ere niccessf ul [Rooi
hatch sturgeon.
VELT AM> Ghien. Fish Hatching and Fish Catching, p. 164 ]
^LXXXV. 1875 -IuceiUiou of Chases Self- Picking Apparalus.This iugi-nions device tor the. removal of dead epgs from hstchmj
Oreu M. base, of Detroit, Mich. [Repot
jars was invented

LXXXIIL 1875— Intention

m

I

C,
LXXXVI.

U. S. F.

M

I

rV., p. 1,012; VI., p. 616.]
lHl-,—£.-iuL!i.>hnmnt of Ho- Minnesota Fish

Comm

sion.—This Commission was created in IS'. 5, David Dav, M. D,
Horace Austin and A. W. Latham, being appointed commissioned
Up to 1880 $22,500 had been appropriated for fihlnullnre. [Re

VI
I., 1875; U., 1876; III., 1877; IV., 1878; V., 1879
.
1880.]
1
LXXXY1I. 1S75— Establishment Of Ihe Virginia I i>h Cmnmi9-\
sion.—The Virginia Commission was organized in 1875, Hon. Alex,.
Moselv, Dr. W.B. Robertson and Dr. M. O. Ellztj beiiig no) ou.leo.

ports:

;

aud VII

,

[Reports:

Commissioners.
1878

;

V., 187y

.

.,

;

VI., 1880

J

I.,

1875;

II. ,

1876

;

1H., 1877

;

IV.,

1

181G-11-7X— Restoration of Salmon to the Conneuli
out River.— In 1876 a single salmon was taken ia the Comiectkut:

LXXXVHL

J

BxrraMBXB

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

S3, 1881.

Id 1877 several; in 1878

Bv J.

first

1876.

tlver

more than 600 individuals. These were the
Been in the river since the exclusion of the species from the
by the building of the Millers' River Dam in 1798. [Report

U. B. F. 0.. V., p. 30*: VI.,

p. 31.]

The experiment was

Zealand.

[Ben U.

successful.

8. F.

<fc

:

Bogne, 192 PicoodiUy W.,

8vo, pp. 316.

Hinta for the Formation of a Fresh Water Aquarium. (No auLoudon
Printed for the Society for Promoting
thor's name
Christian Knowledge; sold at the depositories; Grant Queen
12mo, pp 132.
itreet, Lincoln's Inn Fields, eto. (No date.)
:

l

LXXXIX. W16— Introduction, of Whitefish into Naic Zealand.—
At the request of the Government of New Zealand the U. S. Fish
Commission sent a lot or whitefish eggs to that countrv, a portion
of which arrived in good condition.
[Rep. U. 8. F. C, IV., p.
•27. ]
1877.—Through the mediation of the TJ. S. Fish Commission
arrangements were made between the Government of New Zealand and Mr. Frank N. Clark for the sending of whitefish eggs to

New

London Hardwicke

E. Taylor.

151

C,

panel.

V., p. 39.]

XC. 1876—Establishment of the Arkansas Fish Commssiim,—
The Arkansas oiumission was. organized in 1876, N. H. Fish, J.

;

I

FIXTURES.

R. Sleelman and M. B. Pearee being appointed commissioners.

XCL 1878—EiumUhment of the Kentucky Fish Commission.—
By fish law of Kentucky, approved March 20, 1876, the Kentucky
Commission was organized by the appointment of ten commissioners, one from each Congressional district.
Mr. I'ack Thomas
was the active worker and was elected President of the Board. Up
to 1880 SU.OliO had been appropriated for lishculture.
[Reports
:

II. (second biennial), 1879.]
1876
I.', I87B
XCIL 1877—SsttAttshmeni of the Kansas Fish Commission.—
In 1877 Mr. D. B. Long was appointed Commissioner of Fisheries
for Kansas.
Up to 1880 f 2,000 had been appropriated for fishculture.
Reports (biennial), I., 1878 II., 1880.]
XCIII. 1877 Introduction of the. Mai).ue Maraena into the
United Stat, * —By the courtesy of Mr. R. Kekhardt, of Lubbinohen, Germany, who presented 1.000 eggs of the Madue Maraena {Coregonus maraena) to the U. S. Fish Commission, this
epecies was introduced into Gardner's Lake, Michigan.
[Bep. U.
I.,

;

;

—

S.

F. 0., IV.,

p.

-,

16*;

V„

p. 40*.]

XCIV. 1877 — /l riifi'-iat Hatching of the Herring and Discovery
of a Method, of Hetardhvj their 'ihnefnpme.nt.— Kxperimeuts were
successfully carried out by Dr. H. A. Meyor, of Kiel, Germany,
in hatchiugaud retarding the development of the eggs by cold,
"id in hatching them, by Vinsl N. Edwards, of the U. 8. Fish Comisaion
These ex[Bep. U. 8. F. C, V., p. 4t7*; VI., p. 629 ]
rimonts in hatching were repeated at the U. 8. F. C. station in
Gloucester in 1878 bv Mr. Frank N. Clark. [Rep. U. 8. F. (!.,
VI., p. 39.]

XCV. D-77— Establishment of the Clackamas Hateliery A
hatching station established by the salmon cauuers of the Columbia River, and carried on under th» supervision of Mr. Livingston
Btone. [Rep. U 8. F. C, V., pp 22*, 31*.] This was coutmued.
by the aid of the U. 8. 0,, in 1878. [Rep. U 8. F.
VI., p. 27.]
XCVI. lffl— Introduction nf Carp win the UniledStales.— On tho
26th of May, 1877, Mr. Rudolph Hessol, acting for the U. 8. FiBh
Commission, deposited 227 leather and mirror carp and 118 scale carp
in the ponds of the Maryland State Hatching House at Baltimore.
A few carp bad Borne years previously been introduced by Mr.
Poppe, of Sonoma, Cal., which were utilized for his own private
1

bench snows.
2a, at, FranMln, Pa., Franklin Sportsmen's
ffl
Club and Game Protective Society Bench Show. Entries closed September 15. Tbos. D. Ailiius, superintendent P. O. Box 61, Franklin,
;

Pa.

September

were established bv the passage of an appropriation by Congress.
[Rep. U. S. F. O., V., p. 43*.]
XCVIII. 1377— Introduction of California Salmon into Europe.
the 1-th of October Mr. Fred Mather sailed for Europe with
800,010 eggs of the California salmon from the U. S. Fish Commission, consigned to England, Fiance, Germany and Holland, all
of which, except 25,000, which were packed
a refrigerating box
of his own construction, perished.
[Bep. U. 8. F. C, V., p. 34*.]
On the 23d of October, 1878, Mr. Mather again arrived in
Bremenhaven with 250,000 eggs for Germanv, 100,000 for France,
15,000 for Great Britain, and 100,000 for the Netherlands. This
venture was eutirely successful.
XC1X. 1877— Hisconery of Planted Salmon in the Delaware River
and in lite Susquelutnna.— In November, 1877, a mature female
salmon was taken in the Delaware, at Trenton, supposed to have
boeu planted in 1872 or 1873. In 1878 several hundreds were taken.
[Rep. U. 8. F. C, V., p. 36* VI., p. xxxi.]
May 11. 1378, a Halmon 40} inches large was captured in the
Susquehanna at Havre de Grace. [Kep. U. S F. C, VI., p. xxxi,

—On

m

.

;

941.]

O, 1877— Invention of It* Ferguson Plunging Buckets for Hatching Ftsh.—ln 1877, the system' of plunging buckets, worked by
steam, for hatching shad in tidal waters, than newly devised by
Major T. B. Ferguson, was first tested at Havre de Grace by the
joiut efforts of the United States and the Maryland Fish Cotuinissioub.
In 1878, 10.000.000 shad were hatched out with this apparatus bv the U. S. Fish Commission.
[Rep. TJ. 8. F. 0., V. p.,

27. 28,

29

and

Entries closed September
sch Bouse, London, Ont.

30,
12,

at London, ont..

London Dog Show.

Chaa. Lincoln, Superintendent, Teuum-

December it, 15 and 16. at Lowell, Mass Lowell T>og Show. Entries
December 6,
lias. A. Andrew, West Boxford, .Mass., Superin-

close

(

tendent.

El ELD TRIALS.
Coille Trials, held under
13 and 14, at Pittsburgh, Pa.
the auspices nf the Pennsylvania state Agricultural society. Entries
closer! Septembers. Klbrldge McConkey, Secretary, Huritsburg. Pa
September 22. At FranUin, Pa. Collie Trials, held under auspices
J. B.
of Franklin Sportsmen's Club and Game Protective Society.
NIcklen, Sr., secretary; P. O. Box 61, Franklin, Pa.
October 1, at New York Ity. close or entries Eastern Field Trials.
Jacob Pentz, Secretary, P.
Trials commence on Thanksgiving Day.
York City.
0. Box 874,
- tn
Hi'tciiiT v-. •_'-.. ;: Ctrl
Masontown, Fayette Co., Pa., via boat

September

i

New

-

"
L>-?ri
?
Pennsylvania l^eld i v
Entries close at Pittsburgh, Pa.. Oc obe-v is. I. R. Stayion, eeretary.
November 7, at Gilrov, Cal. Field Trials of the Gllroy ltod and Gun
bevercley. secrtf.try.
KM tics flt-pc Nn-.c.inbcr I.
riuh.
November », Louisiana Slate Field Trials. Entries close November
Edward Oriel 1, Secp-tarv, New Orleans, La.
1.
December 5, al Grand Junction, Tenu., National American Kennel
Hub's Field Trials. Jos. 11. Dew, Secretary, Columbia, Tenn.

from Pittsburgh.

'

:

i.-

i

'

]-;.

i

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLIE TRIALS.

1,-,

purposes. [Kep. TJ. 8. F. C, V., p. 42*.]
XCVII. In77— Establishment nf the Government Carp Ponds.—
The Government carp ponds on the Monument Lot, Washington,

and

.September. 21,

held under the management of the
annual sheep dog
THEPennsylvania
State Agricultural Society, took place at tho
trials

Pittsburgh 'show-grounds during the recent State Fair. The trials
were advertised to commence on Tuesday, Sept. 13, but owiug to
the non-arrival of Bome of the competitors, they were postponed
until the next day.
Mr. Jefferson Shauor, of Wostchester, Pa.,
one of the judges, was obliged to return home before the trial
commenced, and Mr. Archer, of Washington County, was appointed
as a substitute to act with Major McConkey and Mr. McDowell of
the original Board. Tho following named dogs were competitors
in the
AT.Ii-A.OED CLASS.

Dr. J. W.
Dr. J. W.
Mr. T. A.
Mr. T. A
Mr. J. G.
Mr. J. G.

Downey, New Market, Md., Tweed.
Downey, Now Market, Md., Scottish Maid.

m

-

CI. 1*77— Establishment of the Colorado Fish Commission.—In
1877 Mr. Wilson E. Sisty was chosen Commissioner for Colorado.
Up to 1880 §2,400 had been appropriated for fiBhculture. [Reports I. and II., 1879 (?) ; 111. and IV., 1881.
CII. 1877— Establishment of the Nevada Fish Commission.— A.
fish commission for Nevada was created in 1877, and Hon. H. G.
Parker appointed commissioner. Up to 1880 55,000 had been appropriated for the use of the commissioner. [Reports (biennial),

1879

1

]

GUI. 1877— Establishment of'tlw. West Virginia Fish Commission.
1877. the We-t Virginia commission was established by the
appointment of John W. Harris, Henry B. Miller and '•. 8. White
as commissioners.
Up to 1880 58,000 had been appropriated for

—In

the purposes of lishculture
CIV. 1878—Invention of the Wroten Bucket—This ingenious
contrivance, a modification of the Chase jar, was invented in 1878
by W. T. Wroten. [Bep.
0., VI., p. 616.J
CV. 1878— Introduction of Soles into the United States.— On the
6th of January, 1878, Mr. Mather, who had been sent to England
by the U. S. Fish Commission for the purposo of procuring a supply of soles, deposited two Boles on Stelwageu Bank in Cape God
Bay. [Rep. U. 8. F. C, V., p. 47, 866.]

USE.

(to be continued.)

B— Starting pens. C— Quarter pole.
Sheep pens.
Judges.
Folding pen.
HorBe and cattle stalU. *— Race
track. Dotted lino indicates the course over which the sheep were

A—

E—

D—

H—

driven.

The order

BOOKS ON AQUARIA.

of tho running was fixed by drawning lots. The
start fell to Dr. Downey's Tweed
and 'he was the drat dog
Five Bheep were placed in the starting pen, and at
called.
the sound of the bell in the judge's stand the dog entered
and drove them out on the track.
Mr. Phebus, Ins handler,
gave him the order to "go slow," and Tweed took them
along leisurely. After proceeding a short distance they began to
evince a disposition to bnck and scatter, butthis was nipped
the dog rapidly rounding and bunching them.
in the bud by
Startiug them on their way again they at once broke into a
sharp run, Tweed by order at once rounded and stopped
them at the quarter pole. Starting on the way up the track a
sheep made a break, the dog after a hot spin turned him, but in
the meantime the other four broke into a different direction,
Tweed was equal to the emergency and rounding them into a
bunch again started on his journey, going round the course. He
showed great judgment and patience in handling his sheep, obeyiug promptly every word and gesture of his master. Arriving at
the point in the drive when it turned from the course into the paddock ho turned them in line style ami proceeded across the open
field to the folding pen.
This was reached without further difficulty.
At the pen gate they halted a moment the dog crowding
them up succeeded in getting two inside, the others rau round on
the outside. Tweed dashed after them and in leaping a diteh,
fell
he arose limping, but followed them across the grounds,
headed them and brought them back. In the meantime the others
had coniB out and joined them. Tho dog's blood was uow up, and
he worked in a most determined manner. An old wether was particularly troublesome and made numerous essays to break away,
but wis' thwarted in eyeiy attempt. Rounding them by order be
stood at guard for a moment, then started them again for the pen,
osoiilating behind them from side to side, watchful and alert.
He
again reached the gate of the pen with them. Here they halted
loth to enter. Phebus called out, " Bpeak to them." Tweed gave
a sharp bark, when the startled sheep sprang into tho pen and the
gate was closed. Rounds of cheers and clapping of hands from
;

A CORRESPONDENT
We

wnte«

to

know what books have been
and mauagement of aquaria.

published on the construction
find the following list in one of our books
Booka published and kept by H. H. Bailhere, 290 Broadway, New
York
(This name is not now in the city directory.)
Life Beneath the Waters
or, the Aquarium in America.
Bv
Arthur M. Edwards. New York H. Bailliere, 290 Broadway and
219 Regent street, London, 185t. Svo., pp. 163. Finely illus:

.

;

:

trated.

Bonk

of the Aquarium and Water Cabinet : or, Practical Instruction on the Formation, Stocking and Management, in All
eoaaous, of Collections of Fresh Water and Marine Life. By J.
Harper. London 1856. Price, $1.00
O'ean and River GardenB : A History of Marine and Fresh Water Water Aquaria, with the Best Methods of Their Establishment
and Preservation. With Twenty Colored Plates from Life. By fl,
N. Humphreys. London 1857. Price, $3.50.
:

;

The Aquavivariuui, Fresh Water and Marine

Being an Acthe Principles and Objects Involved in the Domestic
Culture of Water Plants and Animals. London
1857. Price,
75 cents.
Hand-Book of Plain Instructions for the Construction and Management of Fresh Water Aquaria. By J. Bishop. London 1858.
Price, 30 cents.
The Aquarium An Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea.
By P
Gosse. Second Edition. Enlarged. With Chromographs
;

count of

:

:

;

H

and Wood Engravings. Price, $5.00.
Hand-Book to the Marine Aquarium. By P. H. Gosse. Second
Edition. Price, 75 cents.
The following books are by various publishers
The Family Aquarium, By H. D. Butler. New York : Dick &
Fitzgerald, 1855. Svo, pp. 121. Price, 50 cent*.
The Aquaritun j Its Inhabitants, Structure and Management.
:

having failed to pen.
Mr. J. G Streau's rough-coated dog Carlo, fawn aud white,
a very fair-looking animal and very well broken, was next. Carlo
is vefy deaf and it was an interesting sight to see the sagacious
fellow stop and watch every gesture of his master in order to get
Mr, Strean handled him very judiciously, but by
his meaning.
reason of the dog's infirmity, the drive was very slow.' Oue or
two Blight breaks occurred after they turned into tho paddook
grounds on t heir way to the folding "pen. Mr. Strean adopted a
different style of tactics from the other trainers and whenever
Carlo
round up his
to
a break ocenrred would order
sheep as qniokly as possible, and then hold perfectly quiet for sevThen, starting on slowly and keeping
eral minutes at a time.
close up to his dog ami sheep, he would work leisurely along until
there were signs of another break, when the same plan would be
repeated. This method was necessitated for tbe reason that the
dog is as deaf as a door-post and has to have, his master close to
him in order to see his signals Reaching the folding pen he worked
more briskly and penned nicely, and in a workmanlike manner. Tho
time, 29m. 30s., was slow, or "it would be for a dog with perfect
faculties, but p-ior Carlo did well, and had the good wishes aud
sympathies of the crowd.
"
The next called was Mr. Strean's fawn-colored, rough-ooated
From the fact that be had been broken under
collie dog Rover.
the tuition of Carlo he had hub bed much of the deaf dog's method, and the drive was slow and tedious. The »heep were a quie
worked
them along very smoothly until he entered the
and
he
lot,
open ground in the paddock. Here he got into difficulties and
had a world of trouble, his deck making numberless short breaks
aud circling around the folding pen, but refusing to enter. At
length his handler, seeing that his chance of winning was very
The time (whioh
slim, assisted him iu driving them into the pen.
was outside the limit allowed by the judges) was 30m. lis.
Tbe dinner hour being at hand the judges, informing the remaining competitors to be ready to recommence the trials at 1 o'clock,
descended from the stand."
Skirp at the hour named the committee were on the stand, and
Mr. Kalston's dog Waddie, eighteen months old, was called for hia
Waddia is a very handsome, rough-coated, black aud tan
trial.
His
collie of high bench shew form, with excellent frill and run".
owuer expressed some doubts as to the dog's ability to drive five
sheep, as ho'had never attempted the task before. At the peal of
the bell the flock was started from the pen but. instead of taking
them on the course, the dog allowed them to break on him at onco.
ll.re followed a tedious circling among the pens and tbrongh the
aisles of the stock stalls on tho south side of tho show grounds. It
really seemed at one time as if it would be impossible to get them
on the drive at all. At length, with the direct assistance of his
haudler, they were forced on the course, but no attempt was made
Iustead of going down
to follow the line of the drive as laid out.
and turning at the quarter-pole, the sheep were driven rouud tho
turn, or rather they went around of their own will, the dog taking
very little hand in the matter, seeming to feel no confidence in
Passiug the judges' stand the flock turned into the padhimself.
dock of its own accord. Iu the open grounds Waddie seemed
to realize what he was there for and, working much better,
showed regaining confidence. From thence to the folding peu
After several es
he worked in good style, reaching the pen gate.
says and failures his master helped him to drive them into the pen.
Time, 18m. 4s.
Dr. Downey's Scottish Maid, a medium-sized, rough-coated
black-white-nnd-tau bitch, the last in the aged class, was now
called.
By a mistake »he was assigned the five sheep that Jim had
Their escapade from the dog did
failed to pen in the morning.
not improve then conditiou and temper, and they set the bitch the
hardest task that was given that day; but the Ma d is a rattler,
quick as a flash, and with an eye for tho possibilities. 8b« responded to tho boll call by bringing her sheep ou tbe track. Keeping them closely bunched, sho worked them to the quarter-polo.
At empting here to make the turn they broke on her and ran into
the paddock; there they split up and some lively foot races occurred, bringing out shouts of laughter and clapping of hands from
the grand stand. The manteuvres aud excellent generalship of
the little bitch greatly amused and interested her audience, and,
when she brought her flock intact on to the course again, she received quite an ovation. Starting on the drive homeward she
made the tour of the course quickly and withont much trouble.
Passing the judges' stand she rounded them in the paddock at the
point designated. Here Mr. Phebus threw all the responsibility
on the Maid. Placing himself near the folding pen. probably 160
yards distaut, be called to the bitch to "bring them up." and here
Bhe showed some of the prettiest work that was done on the
ground that day. Every attempt at a break was met and checked
;

Ralston, Eldorton, Pa., Jim.
Balaton, Elderton, Pa., Waddie.
Stream Washington, Pa., Carlo.
Strean, Washington, Pa.. Rover.
Mr. Rose's two entries were withdrawn. In the puppy class
Dr. Downey's Prince was the only eutry. Promptly at ten o'clock
on Wednesday morning the contesting owners were called to the
judge's stand and the rules governing the trials were read to them.
Forty drove sheep were obtained fresh from the Block yards and
placed
the receiving pons. Five were put in the starting pen
for each dog in his turn, and he was required to tone them over
the drive indicated by the dotted line in the accompanying diagram, and pen them iii the folding pen. The judges occupied tho
judge's stand where they could overlook the drivo from the start
to the finish.

847, VI., p. lvi., Oil.]

I.,

the crowd on the grand Btands greeted the interesting performance. Time, fourteen minutes and three seconds..
Mr. Ralston'B Jim, a black and tan dog of the smooth type, was
He was worked by his owner, and if judithe next dog called.
ciously handled would be a good performer, as it was his capaAt the tap of tho bell he took hia
bilities were not brought out.
his handler did not keep him up to his
pen,
but
the
from
flock
work promptly. The sheep got the start on hira and ran down the
Here he stopped them but turned them
track to the quarter-pole.
off the track iulo the paddock, and therefore off the line of the
After a vain attempt to get them on the course the sheep
drive.
became thoroughly demoralized, and au old wether broke away
running like a frightened deer the dog followed in hot pursuit.
Through the cattle pens, then among the farm machinery, and
finally into tbe poultry department at the extreme end of the
grounds, the chase was urged. Here both dog, sheep and handler
were lost to view. After a tedious delay and having much overrun
tho limit, time was called, and the dog was out of tho contest,

at once, and m'spite of all resistance they were driven quickly and
surely to the peu. Many thought the task was too heavy, seeing
how easily the sheep had broken away from the other dog, and
from the" fact that the handler was. not giviug her auy instruction
or moral support. But after she had giveu such evideureof her
self reliance and ability everybody felt easy for her chance to win.

She penned her sheep in fine stylo in 11m. 26s.
I may here remark that the little bitch made hosts of friends
offort and, later in the day when the awaids were
announced, not a few stoutly asserted that she Bhould have had

by her worthy

the blue ribbon instead of the red.
This ended the trial af the aged class. Downey's Prince, a fawncolored pup, eleven mouthB old. was the only entry that appeared
in the puppy class.
He showed a good disposition to work, and
tbe judges regarded him as very promising. To peu five sheep is
a task too arduous to ask a puppy to perforin, and I question the
propriety of offering prizes in a puppy class at collie trills.
Mr. Phebus gave regular exhibitions in flock driving with Tweed
and Scottish maid during the remainder of his stay The performances were varied and were viewed by large audiences of
deeply interested spectators, who uuiversaily expressed themselves astonished at the wonderful sagacity of the sheep dog.

SUMKAUY.
Dr. J. W. Downey's, New Market, Md., Tweed, 1; first prize,
550; time, 11m. 3s. Same owner's Scottish Maid, 2; second prize,
$25; time, 14m. 26s. J. G. Streau's, Washington couutv, Pa.,
Same owuer'B Rover,
Carlo, 3; third prize. 510; time, 29m. SOs.
Same owner's Waddie,
0.
T. A. Halstou's Elderton, Pa., Jim, 0.
0.
J. W. Downey's Priuoe, complimentary first iu puppy class; no
Rustioub.
competition.

;

;

GUNNER II.— Brooklyn, Sept. 14-1 have a retriever in mv kennel—named Gunner II. (N. A. K.
1403)— by the celebrated
Gunner of Louk Branch (of whom I saiv a notice recently In
the FdiiEST and Stream, giviug bis obitnarv). ne is out of Word-n's Flora, and was bred by me aud owned by Mrs. D.T. v rden,

C—

New York City. He is aii excellent retriever, very fond of the
water and makes an admirable pet and companion for my son, who
has taught the dog lo draw him in a wagon aud several other useful accomplishments.
I hope to breed some of the stock in
memory of the old dog, and especially for their value as retneyers.
—8. Fleet Sunn, M. D.
W. P., Quebec, Canada.— You should read the article ongun-tiiy
dogs to Fo kkst and Stkkam Feb. 5, 1450.
of

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
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OILBOY FIELD TRIALS.

AAPEKDED are tho rules to govern tho
which have been

net

down

for

running of these

November

trials

at frilroy, O&l,

7.

t.

Tho management

7.

a meeting Bhall be entrusted to the

of

Executive Committee.

announce tho time aud place of any meeting the
uight previous, shall draw lots for the order of running tho dogs,
and notify the owners or deputies thereof.
3. They shall appoint a marshal, whose duly it shall be to proserve order at the trials aud allow no spectators or other persons
to

They

shall

come within

:

m

first of January Of the year prei
lirtj
thatoi hi c
Ail entries of* dogs shall contain the names of Biraand den,
known), with age. cnloi -and markings and, in the puppy stakes,

the

:

seventy-five yards of the handlers of dogs.

right ear.

with date of whelping.
». Any subscriber taking an entry in a stake, and not prefixing
the word " names " to a dog that is not his own property, shall forfeit that dog's BhiinceB of the utalte.
Be shall likewise deliver in
writing to tho Eseouttve Committee the uamu of the bona tide
owner of the dog named by him, and this communication is to be
produced should any dispute arise in the matter.
E. LExvnsiEY, Secretary.

4. The judges and reporters only shall be allowed to accompany
the handlers.
5. The dog that draws the highest number shall be worked on
the right, and the othor on the left, and no handler shall change

"SPOTTED DISTEMPER."- New York, September 10, 1881.—
Forest ami. Stream : My kennel has been unfortunately
by an epidemic iu the shape of spotted distemper, and
took away three bellies, which comprised nineteen promising and
well-b red puppies—namely: Five out of my celebrated hitch Pet
and P. II. Morris's nonpai id dog Czar; twe'lvo out of my champion bitch Grace and Mr. Finn Young's imported dog Sam, and
two out of my black pointer bitch Bono and mv crack dog Gvp.
Tho hollies were respectively aged as follows Pet's eight months
old, Grace's three months, and Reno's bix weeks old.
it struck
them at the same time and carried them away in a few days. I
had fortunately sent two puppies to Mr. Morris just before the
diseaso appeared. I do not know whether thev escaped or aro yet
living.
I
I hope they are, for thev aro exceedingly well bred.
hope to be recompensed by my bitch Pet, which is. soon coming
iu with a belly, as Bho whb scrvod by my invincible dog Will.
And now, Mr, Editor, if yen or your numerous contributors know
of any specific remedy against tho disease, you will confer a favor, not alone to vonr servant, but to all lovers of dogs by having
it mado known.— E. P. Meriii.i.iott.
[There is no specific for such diseases. They must bo treated
on general principles and the symptoms met as they appeared.—
Filitor
visited

:

NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS.

this position.
6. The trials shall commence at 9 a. M. and conclude at sundown,
with one horn- or mare intermission, at tho discretion of the judges,
and shall be continued from day to day until concluded.
7. They shall postpone tho trials when necessary from weather
or other causes, unci appoint the timeand place of roassombliug.
8. When a judge, from ill-health or other causes, is unable to attend they shall appoint another, provided a majority cf the owners of dogs entered, or their deputies, accept ueh nomination.

THE

.lUDOES.

It shall bo
1. Two judges shall be chosen to decide the trials.
their duty to judge the performance of the dogs, as in an ordinary
day's hunting
They shall kill six or more birds over each brace
put down and hunt them until they are satisfied of their merit*,
care being taken to give all dogs an equal show, as regards weather,
scent, nature of the ground, and other circumstances attending a

hunt.

At the conclusion of tho trial of each brace of dogs they shall
notes of their performance and, at the close of the trials,
furnish to the secretary a copy of the number of points awarded to
each dog.
3. The dog receiving tho highest number of points shall bo de
2.

make

the next highest the second,
clared the winner of the first prize
and the next the third.
4. In the all-aged stakes all dogs receiving 80 points— and in
tho puppy stakes 75 points— shall bo entitled to a certificate of
;

v. h. c.
5.

may
6.

respecting whoso merits the judges cannot agree
he ordered down for further trial.
The points for judging shall bo as followB :

Any dogs
Nose

Retrieving

15
15
10
10
10
10

Stylo

in

Ktanuehness on Point
Hacking
Dropping to shot
Dropping to wing

Maximum,
Nose. —The dog

100

that shows tho best ability to find game, makes
the fewest, false points, aud scents game at the greatest distance.
all others lo lie graded by liira.
shall receive the maximum
Staunchness on Point.— The maximum to be given to the dog
that is perfectly stanch on his points until ordered on, or until
the bird is flushed all others to be graded by him.
Backing.— The maximum sbaU be given only to tbo dog that
stands or drops volnntarilv. or promptly at command, on seeing
another dog pointing. But no dog shall be expected to back unA dog shall not be
less the dug pointing stands and is motionless.
said to refuse to back unless he sees the other dog pointing.
Dropping to Shot and Wing.- Tho maximum only to he given
to the dog that stands or drops voluntarily, or promptly at command, on the guu being fired, or on seeing or hearing a bird take
wing all others to be graded accordingly.
Retrieving.— Maximum only to be given to the dog that retrieves when ordered and delivers his bird promptly to the hanothers graded accordingly.
dler without mouthing
Style.—The dog that shows moat grace in his gait and animation in hunting, aud fiueat. and most picturesque attitudes in
others graded accordingly.
pointing, shall receive the maximum
Pace.— The dog that maintains the fastest gait throughout the
trial, except when iu cover or on game, shall receive the maximum
others graded accordingly.
Obedience and Disposition.—The maximum only allowed to a
dog that works to order without shouting or noise and obeys the
whistle and handler promptly, quarters his ground when ordered,
and shows general aud cheerful obedience others graded accordingly
Flushing. A dog shall not, be considered to Hush when the birds
and, seeing thu dog, lluah voluntarily; also, whon
iii-o in cover
flush shall be
birds are running and rise at sight of the dog.
when a bird lies to the point and is run into by the dog. Should
the birds tree the dog shall be " charged " until the birds aro
driven out and killed.
Dogs Riming.— Should the day be |hot and tho dogs selected to
run from 11 till 3 not have had a fair show, iu the opinion of the
judges, they may be put down again and their running Bhall he
set first on the list for the day following.
coos HIISSISU.
1. The dogs shall bo run in braces and the order of their running shall be decided by the Executive Committee by lot and announced tho night previous.
2. Dogs may be handled by tho owner or his deputy, but when
once put down they must he handled by tho same person through:

;

;

,

;

;

i

.

—

A

out.
3. Every dog must bo brought up in his proper turn without deIf absent more than a quarter of an hour, except it be. from
lay.
some unavoidable accident, he shall be disqualified from running
and ruled out.
4. Auv owner entering two or more dogs, or any trainer having
two or 'more dogs intrusted to his handling, may run them in

braces of his

own selection.
HANDLERS

OJ-

DOGS.

1. Handlers of dogs may speak, whistle, work by band, ami
Use then' ordinary method of training, except shooting game, which
A handler may be called to order by
shall be left to the judges.
the judges for making any unnecessary noise and, if he persist
edontof
doing so, they may order his dog to bo taken up
'

the stake.

their handlers mns t walk
within a reasonable distance of each other. Altera caution the
judges may have power to disqualify the dog whose owner per2.

Dogs must be hunted together and

sists iu
1.

neglecting this rule.

The length

of a trial shall bo determined by the judges.
the trial should cud.

When they are satisfied
2. An undecided trial

is

whon the judges cannot agree upon the

merits of any dogs, which shall be decided by another trial, and
shall stand first in order for the next day.
8. No subscriber or member of the club shall openly impugn the
deoUion of the judges, nor make any remarks about the dogs

within their hearing during the trials.
Executive Com4, An objection to a dog may be made to the
mittee at any lime before tho conclusion of the trials upon tho objector lodging 85 in their hands, which shall be forfeited if the obShould an objection be made which canjection prove frivolouB.
not be proved at the time the dog may be allowed to run under
protost, the Executive Committee retaining his winnings until the
If the dog be disqualiwithdrawn
or decided.
has
been
objection
fied, the prize, if any, to which he would have been entitled ahull
be given to the next "dog below him in points.
5. Should any dog be considered by the Executive Committee
unfit to run, by reason of being in heat or other cause, such dog
Bhall be diBqualified.,

:

1880, closed with fiftv-one entries.
£5.00 forfeit. >'l 0.00 additional
for starters, §300.00 added money.
$150.00 to first, £100.00 to
second. i?50.01l to the third, with forfeit money added pro rota.
Second.— Free for all. £500.00— ?250.00 to" the first, SI 50. fin to
the second, £100.00 to the third. Ten dollars forfeit, fifteen
dollars additional for starter's entries, to close Tuoaday Dec. 6,
1881, at eight o'clock, a. m.
Third.— Uraco Stake. *250.00—9150.00 to the first, £75.00 to the
second, £.25.00 to tho third. Ten dollars forfeit, fifteen dollars
additional for starters ontries, to close Dee. 0, 1881, at eight
o'clock, A. K.
All events run under the rnles of tho National American Kennel
Club. The judges will be announced in a short time.
Tho

Ed.

|

KENNEL NOTES.
*,*

to

send

memoranda

HASTES CLAIMED.

Man— Mr.

Vai

Leopold

S.

Fiiedbergcr, no-.v York city, claims the

name

ot Vai Higo for his red and whip, setter dog puppy by Joe, Jr.,
out ot Belie Of, Nashville.
Spark— Mr. .i. n. winslow, Baltimore. Md., claims tne name ot
Spark for spaniel puppy by Jack out. of Thorndale Nellie.

ml

,i.

Trath— .Mr.

ll.

II.

.1.

./.-.Mr.

J.

\Yiiisiow,

u

ll.

Baltimore, Md., claims
Baltimore,

Onslow,

thenameof

claims Hie

Mel.,

name

of

winslow, Baltimore, Md., claims the name ot

i': •;:,( ess it for mastiff bitch by Kotueo out of Juliette.
r>.:,„— Mr. C. A. Swlnetord, Haraboo, Wis., claims the name of Clem
for setter dog puppy by carl (LHcester-I)art) out of Queen (Dasli III.-

book for this bI:ow closed
on September 12, and the committee and Mr. Lincoln, the superintendent, aro to be congratulated for obtaiuing such a largo number of entries. Tho show will undoubtedly be a good one and.
with the extra attractions of (he great International Pair and
Tournament, London will have a gala week of it at the end of
this month.
Four hundred and sixty-nine entries mark the liBt,
which are divided up in tho sporting and non-sporling classes aH
Sporting Classes.- -Champion English Setter dqgS. 2;
follows:

/..'i.i-Vir. John lirevllding, London, Ont., claims the name of heda
for lemon and white LeweUin bitch whelped March 4, iss.d, by Juno
out ot Lady Belton,
SaJto—Mr. J. w. Tteaty, Jackson, Miss., claims the name of Salto
for setter dog puppy by Joe, Jr., out or Fannie.
/1,,,-t-Mr. !'. II. Baps, Marlon, Ala., claims the name of Deck for

ins

Campbell red

puppy whelped March

.setter

so, lssi,

6y

Joe, Jr.,

./r,o, ,''. ' Mr. F. ii. Hares, Marlon, A In., claims the name of Joe
Campbell for lemon and whit. s..i ter puppy whelped September vs,
ISHU, by Joe, jr., nut. of Fannie.
/:
Hn/'.-i- -Mr. ii. w. white, Yankton, Dakota, claims the name ot
Hen Builer f'.i'ieii.lon seller puppy do'-' by I.Oek out of Kcno/.il Kit.
/„ // „f-_Miss Annie n. Tuck.M-. Hamburgh, N. J., claims the name
of I'ovmz for IrlsO red satter dog puppy by Hex out of Fairy.
Pride at Jfiwi.n'-Mr. ,1. D. blood, liiuinlbal, .Mo., claims the namo
or Pride iif Missouri lor Irlsu red setter bitch puppy whelped April -r,,

setter hitches, 1: Fnglish setter dogB, M; English Better hitch.*, 11; F.nglish set ter puppies, dogs. 12: English
setter pnppics, bitches, H; Champion Gordon setter dog, l Champion Gordon setter hitch, 1; Gordon setter dogs, 10| Gordon setter hitches. 7; Cordon setter puppies, dogfl, 4; Gordon setter puppicB, bitches. 1; Chamoiou Irish setter dog, 1; Champion Irish setter
bitch, 1; Irish setter dogs, 3; Irish setter bitches, :): lri.li setter
puppies, dpgs,l; Irish selt« puppies, bitches, -1: Champion pointers

Champion English

;

,.

fnver 55 lbs.). 2; pointer dogs, 8: pointer bitches (over 50 lbs.), 1:
Champion pointer dogs (under 55 lbs.). 1; pointer dogs, 8; pointer
bitches (under 50 lbs.), 12; pointer puppies, dog,. i; pointer bitch
puppies, 4; water spaniels, dogs and bitches. 5; field -pane Is. d-.gs
over 28 lbs., bitches over 25 lbs., 5; cocker spaniel/, dogs Under 28
lbs.), 4; cocker spaniels, bitches (under 25 lbs.), I: OOCkl r Or fii Id
Hpaniel puppies, 5; foxhouudB, !); beagles, dogs, 2j beagle*,
bitches, 7; Champion fox terrier, dogs, 2; Champion fox terrier,
bitches, 3; fox terrier, dogs, 'J; fox terrier, bitches, 6; fox terrier
puppies. 8;
fox
terrier
grey]
ads, 5.
puppies, dogs, :!-,
Non-sporting Classes —Collies. 11; mastitis, 7; St. Bernards, 3;
Newfoundlands. 5; bulldogs, 0; bull terriers. D; Save terrier, 1:
Daudie Diumout or Bedlington terriers, 7; Irish terriers, I: Scotch
terriers, (J; Yorkshire and other eilk-hairod terriers, 4; black and
tan terriers, 8; toy terriers. 7: pugs, 8; miscollaucoiiH (or foreign

.

--.

;;:.i. l.l

I.'.

-Mr.

,

siur o.n of Imported eh.unpiori Floss.
J. P. Blood. Hannibal, Mo., claims the

name

or

Maud

to-r tio.-h wliclncil i.i.'t. ie, lsso, by his Rover out of
i. .1
KiMTopsej Boston-Jessie).
Jaek-vr. i. Kelly Bncner, Lebanon, Pa., claims thenameof Jack
dog puppy, wlielpea March si, issi, by Heed's
white
orange
and
tor

i.;r

ll

I

i

1

-•

,

ins

;

t

.

invited

are.

names cluimed, bred, whelps, sales, etc., for inner lion in this column.
We make no charge for the. publication of such notes; but request in each
cane the notice be made up in.accorilance toith our form, that the name of
both owner and dog be written legibly, or printed, and that the strain to
which the animal belongs be disliitcllu stated.
of

grounds aro splendidly adapted being within a few hundred
yards of the hotel, and birds are reported to be very plentiful.
The hotel accommodations aro good and a dinner will be furnished
on the grounds each dav to its guests. A half basement room
60x100 feet will bo set apart for the uso of the dogs. The grounds
being so accessible, birds bo abundant, extent of grounds so ample,
(lie trials will ho put through much more rapidly than over before.
Those dosiring places accessible to the trials" for working their
dogs can address President Boysou, Memphis, Tenu., who offers to
attend to tho matter. I would suggest that frost does not oocur
usually boforo the middle of October, and beforo that time it is
quite warm aud vegetation rank.
Joseph H. Dew, Socrotary N. A. K. 0.

class

and owner* of dogs

Breedsrs

/

10

,

CoLeiuniA. Toon., Sept, 15.

and Stream :
The programme for the field trials of the National American
Kennel Club has been arranged, and 1 take pleasure in officially
nnnouncing it. The trials will be held at Uraud Junction,
Tennessee, commencing on Monday December 5, as follows
Eirat.—American Derby. For puppies bom on or after April 1,

E'litor Forest

LONDON DOG SHOW.—Tho entry

10

Pace
Obedience and disposition

22, 1881.

YVc have received a number of letters written by the mad
Few ler, under his various aliases, to different individuals. One
Mai nc man tells us
"I don't wish my name to come before tho
public
this affair.
So if there is nothing to be done, say that a
victim offers through you fifty dollars for the rnoodus swindler's

N. B.— Tn the foregoing rules the term dog is understood to
mean both sexes.
6. No dog is to be considered a puppy that was whelped before

(if

I.

[September

et
r

I'.

;/nf.v,/./._Mr. J. n. Blood, Hannibal, Mo., claims the
''• Hattcrick for Irish red setter bltcn puppy whelped

Bridget

..
1681, i.-, Dli k llatterlek out of Bridget Plunket.
'..v-.ui_.Mi
W. II. i ...leoril. St. Joseph, Mo., claims the
liver lii-h vv.ii.-r senile: v.heiixu Fob. I,
.

I

namo of
ISM,

by

Mi.uiiiocK-MiannoiPOur of bottle iSinba.l-Bi l.lgei
-Mr. If.T. Dor?ch,(;oU1sboro, N. i:., claims the name of inula
on Belton setter Mum puppy whelped June 12, 1831, by Pontine
.

6,

Intending exhibitors should remember that short, strong chains
should be sent with their dogs, those (the chains, not tho dogs,)
having a snap at each end, with two swivels, are the best. Leather
collars arc iu all cases the best,

BazHt.—MK F. S. Chamherlaiu of Cleveland, ft, writes us of a
wanton outrage whereby he has just lost his setter dog Uazil. A
fellow named. I. Campbell Campbell, sh».t at l'.azil from his chamber window while tho dog was iu the street minding his own business.
The shootor had not even thu excuse of a grudge against
the dog, but appears to have been prompted by a Guileau mauia
Uazil's spine was broken,
to Bhootoff his pistol and win notoriety.
paralyzing the hind parts, and il was necessary to put him out of
The laws of Ohio do not seem tn recognize property
his misery.
iu dogs, ami savs explicitly that auy one may shoot any dog that is
fouud at large without an attendant. Mr. Chamberlain's dog was
'

not only a splendid pel former iu the Sold but the petof the household and neighborhood. Do looked upon all children as his playmutes and the children reciprocated. No picnic u
without him. His death was almost universally mini.
who knew him. Cleveland dog owners should sec to it t> at some
kind of punishment is meted out to tho fellow who shot him. He
is the kind of dog-killer to make an example of.

SLIPS.-A

brutal act

__jy>.

/_Mr. N. Elmore, liranby. Conn., claims the name ot Twiwhile, black and ran beagle dog pup wheiped Aug. 2s, by
_tii p.
owners Flute .Kattler-Trino out of Bunnle (Hanger-Lucy).
•/,..,,•,'., /,

ll

i

in
vi r. n.
Elmore, Branny, Conn., claims the name of Tag for
while, black and Can beagle dog pup whelped Aug. W, by owner's
Plate (Battler-Tims) outo'
onn
l.iiras the name of
nb'y,
Mr. N. Kirnc
ISrambls
beagle dog pup whelped Aug. 87, by
Urn in bus for white, black
ineeii |\ letor-Lucy).
owner's Flute (hattier-Tr
'onn., claims the name of lianio u.r
<;.
..
Mr. \. Klle.or.M
whelped Aug. 27, by owners Flute
white, black and tan dt
.

i

,

i

I

ir-l.ucy).

tor black,

wm to and tan

t

Flute (Haltlei-fruc-) outo
(,'i!,.i«
Mr. N. lilmore, (
white, black and tan be

—

c

James Gleunon keeps a
fine Newfoundland dog.
against Glei
;.,-i

;et

lii

through tho st
ffr. l.'opoldS.
Iloat last dropped down dead while yet abls -.-.
Kne.db.-rger, 01 (his city, has B very promising rix-moiitbs old dog
poppy by the celebrated Joe, Jr.. out of Belle of Na.-hville. He is
Mr.
rodand white in color, aud a nice >• en .|, r : ,-. r, way
.

Wm.

Titus,

who

is

now

at Can.-, Ghu, ha

...
Grand Junction anil
Hoffman; one, a Billy Ranger,
I:

'

.

.

-in,,

6?i
(il.ulstouo,
I

out of Bert

of GillespiCs Fan; one, by
(tit Of Dart, and one,
Carlowitz out of Diana; one,
by llorv O'SIore out of Nora O'tftore.... Messrs. Schuyler 4
Dnane, 18!) Broadwav, have ordered a number of greyhound Blips

from England.

on!

At present they cannot bs procured

in this

coun-

try.

flute K..li:ci-Tllli: DUl "I '.'
Itnrl:— Mr. N. KllnoiV, lllallby, Colili.,C
white, black ami tan benglo dog pup
( Hati ler-Ti uc) oui or Yiein-is (Vieror-I.uc.
onn..
K'.more. (tiaiihv.
-while black •net ran beagle dogptip v,
Flute (Battler True)outoj victress (Vlcb
i

v

'

'-,.

h'ASJHIN

I'll.'.l.ll

TUIM.S CLUB JUDGES.— At llmme.-ting of

tins organization the following mimes were proposed for judges
M.-isr- H uracil Waldo, A. 11. Wag-daff, Jno. G. li.ek-dier, Geo. B.
Raymond, W. A. Coster, Dr. At on.' John S. Wise, T. F. Taylor. Major
,1. M. Tr.vlor. ,). YY. Bridge*. John M. Kinu.v. An- tin Sands, B. D.
Polhemu's, E. II. l.athrop, Milton D. Hoag. and J. You Longeiko.
As yet, the selection bus not been made, but we will publish it at
i

the earliest possible moment.
sized orange and white and orango ticked
Better dog, from No. 76 I.effurt's Place. Brooklyn, on Sunday after-

LOST.— A medium

Sad on collar with name and address of
noon. September 18.
mltable reward will be paid for his return, aud any information concerning his whereabouts will be thankfully received
at this office.

t

i/.
Mr. n. E
» hue, black and
Flute ;i:attici'.-|r
nitf—Mr. N. El
.

.

r-Tiue) out ot v;. ire
N. Elmore, Granby, (

and tan beagle birx
r-'frue) out of Vlotre

.

M

.

1

Bbptbmber

.

1

.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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tion concern, declining the very life of all rule work—keen rivalry—
then we shall have, plenty of open, wen-fought matches, where the
reward will be In the winnlnor, and In that only.
lie. nriening
day, was a line one, but a stranger visiting
Creednioor would hiuoiv liare supposed fTOTO tbt 51 pi ual appearance
of the range that, the principal prize meeting of the year was In progress. The long rows or white tents, with their ornamental tlnga,
which adorned the range in former years, were missing. The team
01 Pennsylvania 1
tnter-State Match— the

Midgetfor iTini". b
of I. N. Doc

the name
Gold— Mr.
white, WaOK ana tan Doagw aog pupwneipea j
Iil
m
IHute (Raltlcr-True) out or Bt
Tort,!--!:.
Bio—Mr. N. Elmore, Cranby. oun.. claims the na
and white pointer flog pup whelped Sept 8,1)3
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and pern ipa
which permeates the
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maintained
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be

^rclitest, Dllllencounter in coming
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s

been wtn-
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1

1

i-

a good

ol

t
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!
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than has prevlouslj

later
;

-.",
n .
encamped'on oncstdeof the
Battalion of Binghamtou and the Thirty-nrih Battalion
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We have
rouse .1.
epnlleg With even

n
ii

The possession

yours.

;

tSnapshot-Fanny H.)outpOf Grace
Bird-Mr. N. Elmore, Cranby,
lemon nod white pointer bitch puppy whelped Scpl
(imp. Snapshot-Fanny II. out ol Grace Imp. sens;:
Gkanhv, Coon. Sept. IB.—Will -Mr. M. M. Ntsslt
Fa.) please select Home other name than Victor
:

do must be
Army, and

i

•

I

:..

153

1

Water-

of

1

sired by Victor,

it* ID

win

create confusion

If lie Is n

n. Elmore, oranby, Conn., claims I
white, black andbeaglt dog puppv whelped A
Flute (Unit lot-True out of toilette imp. chouter-1
Brake— Mr. X. Elmore. i.r„n ...
for white, black and tan beagle bitch puppy v.l
owner's Flute ibnttlcr-'l roe, out 01 t'ollette (Imp. C
Mark Ticnin— Mr. Isaac S. Uooper, Cheboygan.,
)!)..si-«r.

.for

.

Mark Twain

or

champion Hanger out

C.Percy,

Tunica,

of

name

has previously claimed the

.Columbia, T'eunA

;,,:.,

_.t,,

-..nos,

three,

white pointer hitch Kena

i,

In (be first
ige.
This

?i,2i

go

lo

lo

-;

!

Second Division.

First Division.

No.

i.tt
t.-T
isjtl; n goed light, St.
J ilia Important match runs back to
ton yards, but, since that nine the:
'

SV.,

the teams have done
of past contests

mary
1875.
1S76.

No.

i

and

What

yards.

Md.) liver and
",,:
in.
,d

7th
71St
71SC

37.-)

:

443

,

York.

43-1

7th

7th
7th

23(1

447
4T9

Si

J

,

ITS.

.1

,'Si...

I

lo

,11.

I

:'

Si

.lei-.

1

i

I

le

of fire.
As most riflemen "pull to the right," the breeze, which was.
not very stron;, did not materially Interfere with the flight Of the
day, the matches being open only to
bullets. It was "military
nrse using 1.11 lir-.i'.v I'lili-.s rn.i It
"as eilsT .v.l li ivmilic
,..-,
-T .e
.Tn Till.., 1
TIT.-. T- '. .g SSV Tile
T ..n.
spectators, and lie attendance was, therefore, much larger than it
was on the opening day. Among tits visu.ois teie General Hancock.
"
Dr. A
o anil Senor Jose Cespedes, of Panama, anil n lnt-ee
tibcrof the. Uli =eloisof the assotlaflou. A meeting ol the Board
- he!
atv
motion ot t i-Asof regret at the. death of Gen. Burnsltie

August 22.

'.

t:t

1

I

i

'

1

,

I

i

.

Rhode

-nil

I slaral

SST

728

400
471

1,000

i.i
.

.

no

-Massachusetts

'

TT

..1

483
470
455

New.lersey
Pennsylvania

1|

1

ISO
41

Connecticut
New.lersey

York

1

In

5ui>

sew York
N ew Jersey
Now York
Massachusetts

On the morning of

Chippa.
- iwi:,:-hwi— Mr. K. Elraon r (QrtoBy, Conn.) beagle Bolle (1st at
Boston and Philadelphia, 'il'i ivas bred to owner's King (Victor-Lucy)

409

...

Connecticut
1878.

23d
1879
401
23d
1SS0
23d
472
the 141b, the second day of the meeting, the
hands of the wind-dial on he range pointed to " 2 o'clock," Indicating

i

TUlson's mb-onbui v, Ont ) lemon and
"
;Sensatlon-Hose)
to owner's champion

—shown
been

200 yards.
146

N€tW York
Connecticut
"

New

28d
2?d
23d

1ST4
1S75
187«
1877
187S

12th

1874
167S
1876
1877
1SI3
1879
1SS0

is

:

1877. California

BKBD.
s.

.1

1

ijueen's" match,

-

,

B.

.'..Tl
••

i

IL

Fred

Btrtes

i.

Wimbledon

'Ire

.'ill

.

i

Jie>ui-Cliippi— Mr.

)'!

e. 111

I.

total

nan

Hazel Kirke- Jack— Mr. .T. II. Wlnslow
White cocker spaniel bitch Hazel Klvke :t," -it
white licked "Norfolk spardel .lack.

imped,

IS

ll

though on lie English range there Is a purse, of i\er
oni
tue winner besides cup, medals, rlbtT
or,
o
tion. This match, atcreedn
H. .Eagle, of the sevenili le-gni.eLi. ;.. (b S.
stage with 2i> at goo yard-, i'J at. BOO yards and 2

hlch had heretofore won every 2d Dlvtsli
tered a team, but, on the very flimsy exc
authorities did not furnish the prizes the
they decline to compete. It was, howi
on the range ami most generally believed
Ut.ll Begr..
had this year a team with which they wifluid win.
the
luc V3d
/311 ive^,i.,
Kegt., iviiiowiUK
following the
lead ot the 22<
LUC mau
contest, and because they could
Shoot at all. The action of this Regiment is most generally condemned by the troops of the 2d Division, ns being far beneath the
rligiiha ami pii.-iTT n; 11 I'selinen': so proud ra lis reseril
as is
"ie23d."
The record ot the 1st and 2d Division matches, as shown in the
previous fall prize meetings, is as follows:

>— Mr. N. Elmore's.

shot, Fanny

J

iMilliary Cliainiiiotisiiii' Match had but ;stage, and, of course, all were eligible for the

The

Dean

Palsy

Lucy) whelped August 23, t
black and Ian, by owners Fl
ColMtr-Mr. N. Elmore s
Chanter-Beauty) whelped / ..
black ami fun. by owner's Flute (Kottler-Tr a).
Hnmiir— Mr. is. Elmore's oiinoby, (outi.) beagle Bunnie (Bangerid two bitches, alt white,
Lucy) whelped auk. 35, six— tour dogs
"Mack and inn, by owner's Flute r:;o
Queen-Mr. N. Elmore's
Aug. 27, ten— six dogs and lour bitches,
owner's Flue [Rattaer-True
Grace-Mr. N. Elmore n.rauby, conn.)
tlon-lmp. Juno) whelped sept, ?. ten— for
lemon and white and
white and one
.

Willi. 1h

it.

by Lincoln.

Croxteth.
I'ji-i/v,:

In

year.

i.i.-r,

won

ible

C.

i

tour dogs and two hiich.'s.'by owner's lieeimal Dash.
Qveeri—Mr. A. ?.. Goddefrc

ten— all dead but

clay,

r-st

i

1

[

i

-i

.-,

1

,

t

-

1--1, .-i.t

ijinleli,

t

1

rovldence, H.I.) Gorton Better hitch
harles H. Le
Lucille CMuThle-s Gronse-Ga; 's Fanst
dogs and five bitches, by Bailey's Tom if"rrrn'rly Donne's TouD.
0,

Glldisrsleeve.

Tin Dlvl.-lon 'J>ao
lleln-s Tie
out he it
-...'LieTlle
111 .sr.
Is eieb In the iiiST* ol any reliable
times or calling marches, any other match on Hie
Division
been tired. The It's Pegt. hud the 1st
all the!
the
earn were in such
though 1; was a walk over race,

\\'.

i:-,i

clock

he possible vs. in isV5T. K. Murphy won win
n 1S77 Ed. Sfinler w
In ls76 11. V. Clark with 30.
Mills with id. In IST'J I". A. WHght with S3. In
having been tried, M. P. Boss won with :: m a p

:

Dash.
Beauty—Mr. A. E. Goddetroy'a black and bin welter birch Beauty
i.
whelped September it. Bix puppies, by Dr. Aten't

Sept.

off their

1

Bru-

of

WHBtls.

Dean— Mom view Kennel's

and good competition
hied

dlrectoi

e hi it. should be g-iven a place on the
help swell the US', when it concerns so few
e. The match proved a victory for Gen. W1lTT.
'sely pusned and holds his place only oil a
leconroar reading ot me score. The previous winners Of the trophy,
Won in US4 by Col. G. W. Wingate, in lsT.i,
with their scores, are
1STS and 1S78 by Mai. JJenry Fulton, in 1*77 by I.ieut.-col. E. if. San.nil In t-u to
il
lord. In 1S79 by Col. J. 11. ftivcvrii
ul. 11.

sh

1

'

IfeU'j— Mr. J. E. I. Grainger's [New York city) setter blteh Nelly
whelped Sept. *, eight puppies, by Mr. A. K. QOddetroyta Decimal

Dni'll

It.

fan

little

nette tor a bitch of his.

whelped

lg, 8

Who

for

of

l.s.,

PaiiW

[,.

score 01

lemon and white
White Lilly.
NA.lt US changed.
Jjuretle IT.— The Detroit Kennel Club wish to change the name of
their pointer bitch puppy linmct.te to that of Lurette II., as Mr. W.

name

New.lersey
Connecticut

New York
Pennsylvania

r,

1

1

It. Tillson. Tllsonbury, Out., has sold
an, out., a pointer Ditch puppy by Chlpps

Chipjm-lie
A. B. ClaytO
out of Ken a
Jfie, Jr.-Ui

red.

Tenn., has

rhe xislivllle Kennel nub. of Nashville,
cog- :. y
York clly.a rod and white'

Better pupp.

'U's Joe.

Mr

e city, tor

....

Leavltt,

red

.],-.,

.lr

.

began as early as

;:, lie Dl Nashville.
on'
of Boston, Mass., has sold to
half interest In ids Irish
.
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Dodge's
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e.
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[sal. hts

Irish red setter bitch

i
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Thousands die annually from soma form of kidney discs
might have been prevented by a timely use or Hop Bitters.
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that.they had ii.snie liilngTiviiile toe iwrn themselves were full of
confldenee. Ties seveni h had indeed a splendid team, their practice
almost perfect. They
had been thorough, while their coaching
they knew
bad, However, Strcmg opponents, and men, too, of

thai

,.

..'il

ns

light,

lend-I-i

had beg
persons,

i'.i"-

T

among whom v

the afternoon' trains.
up, but the clay was glvi
bore.

The international
£3,1.0.1,
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we doubt
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New York

345
345
Connecticut
Sis
New Jersey
if the Missouri.... 303
343
1879. New York
Division of the Atlantic... 333
Division oi the Missouri.... 320
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NINTH ANNUAL CREEDMOOit MEETING.
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the div/yjs were there and the team was beaten. In the meanwhile
trued lie struggle, the scranton boys showing
the other reams
the New Yorker? a sample of loneomeent shooting. The shooting of
e, Engine rswasverj steady, and at the close, amid the cheers of
i.
were announced as the winners, with a. scorn
ot Ml) points, in points m excess of the -.out; tin; Watertown Batpoints in advance ,„ u,,.,
talion, the winners or last year, and but
Pennsylvania marksmen. Thus the engineers are now also double
mortgagers, and next year we expect to see a most stubborn contest
-for the possession of the cup. Tn Is ._._•
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RANGE AND GALLEET.
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ns have not been
This match dates back to 1878. The conditions
changed, and the record ot the match stood
2i)0yds.
words.
COOyds.
Total.
Ilstlest

their practice not. being had on the ureedt'uoor range.
-us of wind and light were nearly perfect, the 11 o'clock
wind being in the marksman's favor. The seventh, however, seemed
-til
to .-bow. general lulling off.
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Topsy— Mr. J.D. Blood, flanuibal, Mo., lost on June
Ked Topsey [Hostoii-JeaaeJ.
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competed. With IS learns in ls.7.1 the Twoni.y-secor.d were again the
victors with 2S5 points. In 187S the conditions were made as now.
The winnings have been: 1875, Seventh Keglment, 451— is teams;
1S76, Forty-ninth Eeglment, 690-16 teams; iStT, Fourteenth Keglment, 420— 1 teams; 1S7\ Seventh Regmnait, .138—IS teams; 1870,
Twentieth Separate 'ompany, 45u— in teams 1880, Thtrty-flftb. Battalion, 470 17 teams.
The Army and ewte, Journal Cup bi'oughf. out another strong fight.
Considerable interest was manifested in this match from the fact that
the seventh Keglment held a double, mortgage, and the Engineer
Battalion, the Twentieth Separate Company, ana the Thirty-tilth
BatUUlon'one mortgage each. The Seventh were bent on winning
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Startle—Mr. J. Tt. Wlnslow, Baltimore, Md., lias presented to Mr.
Courtney (i Iiorincll, ol tame- city, he all livi r spaniel |,i Ul|
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!sT IV
SI. liugirjLCfS, wlthlati points.
In ISSu there \vt if: i; teams cout.esling,
but Co. U., of the U. s. Engineers, took it with nn points, it will be
noticed that the, scores of the Massichusens slmoters and those of o.
A., V. S. Engineers, tie on the totals as they doeih the value of separate sh.ots.and the matter was decided by taking the last round of
shots Bred bv each n-.ira, lca\ tng the U. s. men one point ahead.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

154
Tlie Illon warn, of Illon, N. T., took the lead at 800 yards 01 the
The. le, dine nueman, Wlnegar, mad.4 a complete score,
ot 292.
while two other members only dropped two points each. Col. 11. F.
Clark. In the Empire team, also made a lull score. During the contest at 900 yards he weather was almost perfect. Tue Bags hung
limp from the masis and the sky wa- overcast
The wind was
"pufty." however, and uo complete scores were made at that range,
although three men In the six teams dropped only one polnr. The
8COTR8 al 1,0011 yards' distance were nil poor, and (he score or Hie lllon
team, which carried off the rtrst prize, was only 273 al, ihe final metre.

score

I

started In 18J7, when the Amateur club of New
city won with k'2.i points the Massachusetts utile Association making 786, the Parthian Oiub, of Hudson, N. Y.. making J8», the crescent City Hide Club, or New Orleans, 754, the llackensack Hide Club,
or New Jersey. TS9, and the Columbia nine club, of Washington, 1>.
C, MB. In 1878 the Mus-aohusi Us team made s45, the Amateur team
In 18TB a. team (row the New
836, and (he ColuiubU Club team 7 T.
Jersey Mate mile Association won with 8is, the Amateurs making
Sin, the Mos-aeliusous Assoel-itlon sea ho Columbia team -03, and the
Empire Club team 72.. In 13.50 the Empire Club was successful n SI.:
points, the 111 >n Utile Club making si's, the \mateur Club 793 and the
team of the Peun-ylvanla state Klfle Association 766.
'Ihe new matches of the meeting h>id been well patronized, and stiecessiul results were shown. Among ihe aggregate prizes were those
presented by Air. J. H. Steward, optician to the N. K. A. 'a or Groat
Britain and America, etc.. -tot; Strand, W. C. London, England, as at
former meetings u> highest aggregate scores made In Matches a, a
and 6, and In matches 14, 15, iti, or u, 15 and 17. i he lormer ol' tin se
was taken by C. H. Kagle. of the 7th Kegt., with scores of 80. 45 and
44, total 19, and the. latter tor he best score made In the short range.

The match was

i

•

i

1

Champion's and Wimbledon Cup matches were awarded

to F. .1.
ot Boston, who scond :,04 nut of a possible 385 points.
will be found the f ud record or the meeting, each match hav-

Rabheth,

Below

ing the conditions attached

No. 1.— " Directors' " Match.
theN. R. A.; rounds five; poPrize— The Directors'
sition standing weapon any entrance tee,*l.
championship gold badge, shot, for annually and held by ihe winner
500 yards; open only to Directors of
:

;

during the year.

W

Q

Wlngate

T J Donaldson
O D Scott
F H Uolton

Q

J Seabiuy

44444—20
34445—»l

J G Story

45434—20
44113—19
45334—19

J

W

3144!)—is

H Murphy
Cowperthwalt

24383—15
32433—15
03443—14
23423— 14

11

G S Scbmerhorn,

Jr

Dr Morris

C V UOUVbton
S

A.

No 2.—" Jtjdd " Match.
any military rifle 40ft yards;
entrance fee, H. First prize,

to all coiners;

;

position stand-

s iv.s- en;-..
ing; lounds seven
offered by Messrs. Tiffany £ Co., Union Square, N. 1'., value $75;
second, a lire membership N. K. A. (transferable!, value $25, an, cash
115— »40 third, a pair ot solid silver napKln rings, offered by Messrs.
Hoheusle. votr.eler & Co., value no fnurtai, a .soild silver cup, ofie.re
by Mr. C Roehslor, value $20 fifth, an album, value $10, and cash
HO—$20: sixth, seventh and eighth, each, cash $10—J(0; nlnih tenth
and eleventh, each, cash is twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth., fifteenth,
Blxteeuih, sevemeotilh, eighteenth' and nineteenth, each, cash S3;
twentieth, twenly-flrst, twenty-second, twuniy-tlilrd, twenty-fourth,
twenty-ntth, iweuty-slxt.h and twenty-seventh, each, cash $2;
twenty- eighth to fonletai. Inclusive, each, the return of entrance fee,
»13; to the uvcs.i complete score in this match an archery bo.v, presented by Mr. £. 1. liorsman, St William street. N. V value 55,
Forty-one prizes, total f^s.
5553441—30
5545554—33 E J Cram
JiLPauldlng
4555.14:1—31.
6555454—33 E Wives.
ES Browne
4445444—29
4551156—34 J
Lancaster
Howard
G
4445141—29
..4454.545—31 Geo Hives
.1 Blatter
4154441—29
4454545—31 Ilenrv Hodges
C E Tayntor
4544545—31
YoUHgS
4454444—29
JI MtlCS
4454444—29
4545445—41 F Alder. ,
Jos H Burroughs.
4454444-""
6541544—31 F H HOltOn
Atkinson
.5455345-31 M D Hind...
.4441415—29
OC-0 1) SCOtt
.11-14445-29
4441455—30
F Davids
C h M ad isun
4444544—29
4444455—30 E H GaUS
F. Fitch
4444514—29
4444-165—30
While
Morris
4444544—29
4444545—30 WJUeuwlck...
Hull
;

it

lav

1

E O Swettenham

A

K Van Hcusen

W

BOStwlCk

1 1

I

;

;

i

,

M

WM

DK

W

TP

SI'COtt

D

..4145445-30

Miller

EBPO
Jas

t.

-

H Meyers

I>H ogden
FF.MUien
L L Barnes

C H JJlnman

4445145—80
4464445— B0
4544445— 80
5444446-30
4444564—30
454.M54—30
5144544—30

TJDOlan

454-1444-29

A Anderson
E Barker
B Spelmnn, -ir.
E o Shakeapere

3444455-29
4453145—29
4 11564—29

1)

.

...

45.M5I— 29

L L Adams

5443514

oB

6351444—29

Foster

29

;

bv Messrs. E. Itemlngum ft Sons, val e ftu 3d, c .si,, lai.i :t,l, a lire
membership N. K. A. (transferable), value 125, and caoh $15— fie 4th,
a Ballard, .22 eal. ride, offered by Messrs. Schoverliug. Daly & (-ale-,
6th, a framed engraving •' 4 he
si Chambers street, N. Y., value $.-5
Battle of champlgnv," offered by Lieut. A. T. conover, value $20;
6th, 7th and sth, each, cash $10; 9th, lmh, lltli aud; ;lh, each, cash
$5; l<th, 14th, 16th, I6tii. 17th, 18i.li aud loth, each, cash *.;; 2"lb, 21st,
;

;

;

;

22d, 43d, 2ith 25th, 28th, each, cash $2; 47th to 40th, eacu, the return
of entrance lee, $13; to the lowest eccnplete score In this match an
archery bow, offered by Mr. E 1. Uorsman, Hi William .street, N. Y.,
value $5. Forty-one prizes, total $293.

5444555—34
5644554-32

F.I Kabber.h

4555445—311

G L Wlnshlp
T J DOlan

4564651—32
4464465— 1

EJ

Cram.

,]U Brown
H Nichols

C Van orden
M B Hull

B RSpelman,

AO

H Lamoreau
J <4 Newbury
N H Anderson...

5344455-30
4553461—
5544453— se

Geo Fov, Jr

534J5355—30
64544 4—29

G

SI SCOtt
Hlnman
C
L Thomas

W

.4451485—31
5144455-S1
4545445—31
4515454—31
6445544—31
4555444—31

660 F Ellsworth

AJ

DEMarsU

Geosuorkley

514-1445-30

F Bennett

4444551-Si
4451451-30

W J RelnlCk

V Foulke
W mL Jewell

D

MP BOSS.

Gates

,B4S
..4441 355-29
.4443455- -2s

Miller

4445444-29

J B Fellows

M

W

29
29

13.1c.st

6444435-29

Rlcttardson

W V Overbaugh

44454-11—211

Price
H JilCkSOU

44-l.15.tl— 29

G W Joiner
C u zettler

6451 -144— 30
.14541544-30

O

4644364

WA Robinson

EF
AC

3455554—31
5353454—31
4544145-30
..4514445—30

29

3544541—29
4346544—29
3445644-29

Jr

J S Case

SBS64M-31

Jr

White

GeoLlntmyer
MDOOrter

5445-1:;!— 29

6644344

Hewlett

Max B Engle
II Maud rson,

4444544

-

M

4444454-29

3554514—30

i—

" Champion's" Match.

The
No.
open to all comers; any rifle or rifles; 200, coo and 1,000 yards;
rounds, ten at each distance; position, standing at- 400 yards, any at
First prize, grand medal 01 tjV
600 and 1,0 10 yard-,: entrance tee, $5.

National Rlne ftSWOlatlot) in gold, value $126
$26; 3d, do. in bronze, value $16.
«oo yds.
sun yds.

W SCOtt
W H JllCUSOn
C W Ulnman

—

4344545-111

41

4451 334545 4 1
.4514 -14445—41

G L Morse

. . .

515544-644—43

;

2d, do. In sliver,

value

5455555545—
5454555455 -47
4545555545—47
4445554555-46

6.

— " Wimbledon

.1.153455155—44—133

Gelger,

;

;

4-.>,

F

l

W

J
Todd,
4'. 45, 37-123; .1 i Miles. ;-,;', 4-121
1—116;
K Fitch, 40, 45, 31-119; S A Day,
32-115; .1 II Burroughs, s7, 45, 31-113; J Hoblshow.
Brown ana
Gates, It H Koone, J o P Burnside, J

A A Adee,

39— 120:

Davids,

:

W

W

41, 42,

ao 44 ."4— uis;

;

H

AC

p j LiuilUen retired.
States
No. 5,— "Military Championship Match ot the United
OF AMIiRICA."
the
Divided into Two Stages.-Flrsl Stage-Open to all members of a
o :the Nation
army, navy or marine corps of the. United States or
20.0,500
Guard or any State; each competitor to appear lu uniform;
and 0"0 yards; rounds. seven al each distance: dj aim ;>
i

Cup " Match.

each

dl-t.anc.e-.

weapon, mblt.o

illlea

of

,

;

First Stage.
200 yds.

HTLoeJOTOOd.....

C Campbell...

.

uODyas.

600 yds.

4545445—81

6444651—31—94

..3444444—27

6645336-30—89

4554445—31

-

91

'

entrance fee, f2 each man. First p ize,
a Trophy, presented by Mom Henry Hilton, of New York. :o lis-Unr,
tor annually at creedmoor pr such oth r range as the National Ride
Association, of America shall select, to he held during the yeiirtryihe head of the corps or orgaiuzar. on wuo-te i.e-am in iv win It, and tB.be returned to the n. k. a. at the exolratlon thereof, value tB.uOfij
r medals.

ernment; ammunition, any

;

;

Messrs. h!. Remington « Sons, N. Y., value {SO.
..54554555—142
F.l Kabbeih
66S458548S
6516546555515 1345545545655563—1 8
H S GUUCkenbUSb.
655535.-.:. -,;.5i5 154666! 165543666-1 Id
SISeOtt
K Ralhbone 13S, G I. Morse. 136, H Jackson 13", A E eaten 134, F
l\Mdl.-s, 11 F, slier
'artlss 133, J S Sumner til. L Tnomas 12-. .las
14S, A A Adee 127, John P Waters 127, Geo F Ferris 121', R Wlnegar 124.
D
9
Dudley 117, J Uablshau- to-, s a Day 103, 11 T Rockwell,
lllmnau, S Scott and T
V Foulk, « H Kcene,
UoForest, C
Latnb, Jr., relh-fid.
1

W

TG

:

Te

WW

W

W

No. 7.— Qualification Mat. at.
too and son yards; standing at loo, kneeling at
soo yards; any military rifle
entrance fee so cents for each entry
entries unlimited, but only the higher score to count Prizes, ten
sliver medals will he given each day lhat thLs match Is shot to the

Open to everybody

Day.

First
SOO T"l

109

21

21

FSchulken

22

GH

W

19—H K

W

Kent

ARiugsl;uid.....20

TEFrazer

15—31

W

17
S NIChOlS. ....16

W

17-37
16—86
16—35
14—32

17

16

19—10
20—39
19—38
17—86
17—34

17

Third Day.
20—37
Boyd
19—35 LEWellS....
16-33 G W Wilson
12—32 A C Tucker

T -Hearty

JJ Horan

300

W

21
J II Sa iKlers
W S Thompson... 22
CLeBontUUer....22

MeK.ee

TT
n-37

100
20

23—17
Crawford
21—14 F C K TetamOrO. ..20
24-42 J II Fisher. ...... .21
20-41 H Uordlch
20
20—11 H R Huron.
IS
Second Day.
23—41
P ROSS
21
21—43 L Richardson
19
20-42 AEJohnson
19
21-42
HI Taylor
19

24

Meyers
43
J S Shepperd
20
H B Thomson.... 21
11

J

-445544— 20

r H Kagle
F Alder
e

-25

;;-!'i53-3- SI

3363434—26
4444444— 2s
4464444—27

liolan

J

Hinds

ES

4:3:14-151—2.-,

C H Van Orden
If G Post

6344344—27
4-1414-5-0
41035 13—23

A B van Heusen

0344

J

L

Pi Ice

C V Houghton

54— 23

8444614—28
4234253—23

4434544—30

45111452— 27

826

Pennsylvania state Team.

;

ten highest competitors, using a R.-mlngton military rifle, N. Y.
State Model, excepting 1.0 such euniiieiliors as have won medals in
the •'Champion Marksman's Badge'' matches tinting the season of
18S1.
No competitor will be given more than one medal.

CFVoigany

3433444

D H Ogden

;

;

OH Eagle

LLBarnes

W MD llrowe.

W

12—29

17
14

13—27

11-27

16
16
16

J Horan

JO—26
12—2S

m

DRAtklnaon
C A Wells
C T. Hand
K

]

li

ves

OR Smith
G B Foster
G H 1V6S

MJ

4352454-27

S6 5325-25.

44Sl33i -27
3541561 ao
B4442-i4— 28
4455 553-3
5.C3-252—23
4 '4435 1—26
4 44522— 24

426 355-25
8303254— 205533525—23
222S 233— 17—

—

43-1-1151-27
64 '5.135— 2S

'I'll-."

...

I

4414441—27
.3443453—26
4444345-2S

PMIlllgan

4425544— 28
40:4225—20

G B Thompson

434.3333—26

5155554—13
8354451— 2S
5542 155—30

323

329

300

(38

Aediews

New

jersoy

PISSES—27-

55542.54— 27

4105444— ?0

Shakespeare

11

8B44S44—

.5414143— 2S
5143 54—28

Toam

862115B
2:-llv3:::

Oi'l.'Ori

2'33223
22200211

Retired.

No. 12.—

Open
,-..!

.,,;,,

to one
sis

1

,..-:

Inteb-State Military" Match.
the Fn'
team from each State and Territory io
'

in:

:,[

u

i

.''

ir.C.a.'ai

.-

! ill- O-J-.':

'

I

1

l.V

.

uniformed National Guard or Militia or san-n .st.te or
chosen In such manner as shall b- prescribed bv the tnriln iry autln
Hies thereof, each of their number to have heen a legul ir
the uniformed mllllia, in good sran img. on Ihe flrat day Ol
'
They shall appear lu the iiunoi'iti 01 heir en.
poslilon. at 200 yords standing, ar-'
which hi
target; weapon, any military ri:
.

heie ihe State

bv mil .Slate or Gove.has n. opted no particular model
— (which
e alio
Adjutant-General), the tea—
the Regular Army a. tieolllclal anil

No. 8.— Continuous Match.

Itled to b. tfij
Hie In use U
il mllllia
fee,

i

Open to everybody 200 yards- five shots each entry; any rifle;
Ulitary weapon- 10 receive one half ot one point allowance on each
atnpleted entry
the nlghesl aggregate ol mi two scores only 1.0
entries unlimited; no comcount; entries se cents each, or five j.2
lcs
be decided bv nrlng single
petitor to win moi e thn n one prize
shots with same weapons as used in tHeinatcli. 1st prize, cash, $25:
2d, $20; 3d, $ 5; 4th, $10; 5th to 25l.l1, each, cash. «; 2<ulito50th, each,
cash, $i: 60 prizes, total $250.
G. J. Newbury, O M. Jewell. J. M. Frye, 50 each J. H. Brown, G
F. Ellsworth, m" Price, J. J. Miles, c. W. iimman, T. P. White, 49
each w. Miller, 49& A. J. Uowleit, J. P. Fellows, N- O'Donnell, W.
De V. Foulke, G. Fox, Jr., E J. Cram, G. Joiner, F. H. Ho ten, N. W.
Arnold, A. H. Anderson, 4s each D. E Marsh, G. M'. Munson, 47^;
Jr., vv. 15. I-'lrch, I, Thomas, T. J.Do'. H. Uoche, B. li. Spellmnn,
lan, D F. Wilcox, H. A. Buck, 47 each: W. Scott. 46;$ J. s. Case,
N. 7). Ward, if. O. Shakespeare, W. T. Miles, G. D. Scott, C. E. Taynj
to r H G Blxlcy, 45 each; w. 3. Reinlck, P. C. L wls, G. II. Lavv'-'-'...
c Gar..--.,
M( Ilinc-s.
vntl is,
rcil'c..,
M laa-rci,
S N Holmes J. t\ Price, F. Alder, J. H. Burroughs, G. B. Thompson. G. K, P. Howard, L, L. Hubbard, J. Blatter, G. L. Paulding, 45
;

;

;

;

l

1

;

;

;

:

:-'.

'-..

'1

\

1.

No. 9.— " Mm-nANQE," Match.
500 vards; anv military rifle (an allowance ol
one point on each entry to military rules of .50 calibre); live rounds
position, any within the. rules-, eutinnce fee, fl lor e ch single entry,
or rive for f4: the highest aggregate score olany two entries to count
In determtnlii" th-- tnize v-inn-rs, but. nocoinpeiitorto take more than
one D'lze Hr-t prize, rash, f hi; 2d, Jic 3d, *i:-i; -11.11, $12; 5th, $11; 6IJ1,

Open to everybody

'

-

.

1

No. 10.— Seiumihuebs Match.
Open to members ot the Regular Army, Navy, Marine Corps, National Guard, Volunteers of Militia of any counny. state or Territory;
mi'm varus: second class targets,
compeiitors tobe in uniform;
weapon, any mllbar.v rlflfi exDepl Ing n-pea lug rifles; compeiitors
formlo single rank in .squads:, in rearol c ' v.i.i- nnug point oppo-lte
.',";'.'
the target to which tne.v area--.- a
,'Vi i.'- ri'-!ii' "\Tc i'm "t d
'-''-iio le j^pMlscS^S
toeachsqua
oithe&^rlnchage, i«
advances to his firing point.'*" yards, and loads. At the bugle call
"
or other signal, each compel nor mi, assumes the double time" and
oget tikiug in- alignment from the guide
advances toward his
designated "mull a second signal is sounded, when he halts (as inn1

I

-.'

t

any oth.
each man.
of

i

.

;

New York

State

TJDolan

Team.

M-t4.:ii

LLBarnes
C H Van Orden

i

'

43-39
M44444444— 39
4433—67

44544-14

I) 11 Ogden
C H Bugle.....
A B Van Heusen

4.4.54

55355 4 45—4 2444545.5:— .'.7-

6 444-14; 44— 35
IT.
5
463344
44445 4 44 -19
4-. 3 65344—81

lit) IMSt

-1

V Alder

L Price
OVIloughton
M D Hinds
E 8 Browe

J

16-

4234 5: 54
a-i-ia:'..

'.

33—3 -

34-14"04::34-:-:«

4. ,115-14

44 3:44333—34
244444.644— 8S

434.11554156-38-

4b592i.B54S—SIS
479 9

•142

DRAtklnson
G B Thompson

Q Hives...

Kchamberlln

™

GB Foster.

en lm
-

.

In Ids dls-

seconds
advances In
ng" is again

auvy

t slgi

.

New

EP

T

g ninth
P Holmes

11

...st.

1

Howard

J Smith
P K Dudley

LGOll

43
it

Jersey State Team.
so Haddentiorst

43

86

42
36
46

3B
37
37
29

«9

1.

H

40
37
39
40

Grove

CHSllmlS

A

11

3S
sr
31

..3B

A Anderson

74
S3
so
66

43
37

84

Si

«1

Frey

23

36

Ho. 18.— " Inter-State Lo»o-RANaE"

Open to teams ot four from all ritie association
Sta.e or Territory in the tinned stai-s. Mc.i'j
earns participating must, at Hie time oi -hooting,
must have resided in the -tale represented for ao
'.oo and l.ouoy
prior to tne date of th. ...at- ... -"
at each distance; weapon, any rtile within ihe n
S'OeachteJim l'rlve, a Trophy, to be held jor t
cessful team, which shall be deposit o in -one. c

•lore.

Illon l:iu- Club.

The practice Is
have fired. Five

igona wrong mrget

v. ill

1.1a

u

i.e..-

cents for each
._ .de ex lent, that time and target, acs
the disci el ion or Ha- executive officer.
M,ininii«iul..Fr,t nrire a gold bad"? 'or other prize piescntcl bv Mr. Wlliam R.
T r-ivei's co-Hi."' f'uu-".-d $S0: d. f25 4th aud 5th, *l» ; offered by
lsth prizes, each, casn,
a. Intleld 8. H»ni OCfc, T. s. A ,oth to
m'.Y.i ,'.,
*25e.
jr,, $75: total, 15 prizes, badge aud cash,

Entrance

a

••

le:

at.

Ursula and signal
so many bullae, es,
the signal to "cease
in

.-

tors
npel ltt,i
re for each failure to
alt, lor each shot, ilred after a signal to
each shot totind on his larg.-t. in ex-

Ml

W

TTTownsend

W

39
35
44
89

83
37
34
88
34

J Blatter

68
S3

"

the signal

target:

auvac

36
43

32

M

J

40

i

after the command '•halt," when he
"doulve time" mult the signal "half an
sounded. When the crimp tirore arr'ive
targets, the signal "Skirmishers In Ret
face about and return over the same
rifles to be. carried ar a right shoulder
made In ad van. dug and live in retrea
please, not te exceed twenty unOfs 10 a
shot at each halt- Upon finishing ihe a
tiring" 18 sounded, when tue markeis ex
the total number of hits upon each, as
ceotivs, mners and outers. Alter Che r

sounded and

Pennsylvania State Team.
41
78 PMIlllgan
39
74 C II Wells
37
78 M J Andrews
79 G B liand
43

.37
35
41
36

ico .-hatespeare....40

1

t

,

i

to the term maki.ig ihe higlmsi aggr gate
•'Soldier ot Maraihou," pies'-nied o,\ Ua-Coiiiscore, a lai
behalf of the s ate or New \ork, to be sq
mander-lnfor tmnuaiiy at ^.wCdmoor, and lo be held du Ing tie- year by th
Adjutant-General of the Slate whose team may win It value, j-350.
lze,

I

1

ings.

...

B

;

slo- Ith $0- sth $8; 9th, *7: 10th, 56; nth to inih, each, cash, $6; 16th,
.'
..- .1.
m.
.'Trii lu 36th, each, cash, $2; 37th, to 420,
...
d
each, cash, fl; total, 44 prizes, 1*00.

is

a

i

;

PN
0004 55
..4555554556
.,5554855545
H S Quackenbusb.
..56455555544
4
..43644665566
Parttss.

..6

6

5

..5

5

5

5

6

F

fee, 50

-

6

5

5
..5

5

5

4

5

6

5

5

4
5

5
6
S

5

4—71

5

4-H ^_

5

6—70—81

5

5

5—73

fl

5

Ferris.
o

fl

5

I

3

S

B

8

6

B

5
5

4

4

5

5

6

5
5

B

fl

5

5

6

5

fl

5
6

S
5

5
5

5
5

74

5— 67 —

;

" MDHlnfl,.

John Oavanagli
A B Van Heusett
i

McNevIn
M Poilurd

JO

TO

^g^tlr:
.1

S

L- Paulding.'...

A Day...

JL

.

.

Price

Geo B Foster

WF

Hlgglns

s sucphard
E K von Ssihern
J V IPickweii,...

.

A Krebs

BMLeHudaa.

gs
B6
60

P

51

•',

65
54

Hhggei

61

.

36

J.lsMimL.u;

r

...

-

.1

6

„

5

6

4

5
6

5

5

fl

5-75
5

74

4— MS-

Masaachusefts Rifle Association.

.... 2S
.... 28
.... 26

J M-uigiie

W

Kllngc

.

S
5

"V"
\.
CBarrei

6

w P Munson
tsineck

G

-is

w

45

HFI.ockv\00d

5

4

24
28
20
20

W

Docker

MlUTABt

"

4

5

4

6

6

4

5

5

fl

6

55
55

4

5

H

5

5

4

5

5
4

6
5

5

4

3

s

4
6

5

5

5

6
5

6—71-

5

6
5

6
5

5-"

4
54656

5

2

4

5

5

5

5—07—

S
5

5

5

5

4

5

5

6

6

4

5-69
3—60
4—63—1

435255354
5

'.inM^^

;

4

a

4

MATCH,

of
Open te teams ot twelve from the following: 1. United Stateslie
*merlcii"-\ The Army of ihe United snu.es,. one learn from
saatloaed withln'eacu of the [hive military divisionsa Atlantic,
Puomc, and Missouri Uhree ti-aius in ,.; j
uniformed imhila or the
Navy (one team),
he District, ot Columbia
several States and Ti
.ntrtes—Eng(one team lrom each sta
of Great Biltain,
Provinces
the
ol
and
each
Scotland,
Ireland,
land,
each of the Provinces of Canada, and all other countries, one team
B. the militia C
Army;
i-egular
ho
A.
following:
the
fiom
each,
separate teams to be
volunteers D. the navy of any couutiy
'\

4

..34454
.,45564

«

;

6

^66545354345666

,,B

L L Barnes

i-.roops

the

5

IS

TJDolan
.)

39

6

A T Decker
74 Geo sinrile

...

No. 11.— "INTEKNATIOSAI.
at

9433086—18—72
3434284-21—65

1

F oyster
Ed Price

yarns; rounds, seven

1

I

:

J

National o
any pattern that has been regularly adopted by anv
Mrst p liit Ui
State Govenii.ie.it: pos.con, any -entrance tee $2.
*14o, 2d,
United St.ates military championship gold medal, value
cash, $20 3d, cash, $10. Three prizes, total value, *la6.

W

:

1,000 yds.
8l'5351S—22-77

Open to all citizens and residents ot the United States; 1,000 3-ards ;
80 shots: any rule: position, any without artificial rest; entrance
First prize, the '• Wimbledon cup," value $600
second, "The
fee, f.5.
is-.m, ofterea by Messrs. D.
Applelon « Co.,
Art Journal " lrom is7.".
N. Y'., value $10.' third, a Remington creedmoor Kllie, Vernier and
wind gauge sights mi li spirit level and two extra discs, offered by

-

46— 1;-4

4.1-115-16555

;

85, 43.

4443543—47—55
544-1353—28-S4
8444548—23—S4
3444543-21—65

iltban

39 44, 45-131; L
L L Hubbard, 41, 47, 44-132 C E Tayntor.
— .30 11 Mi
39, 4S, 44-130; F J Kabbelh, 43, 47, 40
W T Miles, 39, 17, ;9— 126; A
41— 1!»: T Lamb, Jr, 37, 50, 40-127
H Fisher, 3.4, 44,
40, -so— 12
Mcinness, 4', 43, 35—124; SI Scott,

41—123;

5543145—30
3435455—29
5 183663—ST
4355433—27

each.

No. 3.—" Short-range Match."

Open to all comers; any rifle; 200 yards; rounds seven position
standing; entrance fee. $1. First prb:-, a Swiss stock, nickeled butt
and tip, vernier r ar and wlnd-gaug^.front slghi math inle, offered

CE Tayntor
M L RlggS

team

4111515-30
Second stage.
sooyds.
sooyds.
2534645—20
5535 ,23—26
2334303— IS

:

W
CA
MB

sent only

1435455 -29—86
3244 55 -26—86

11

>l

;

EP

5154545—32-87

2435345 - 26
354.1545—30

35535 5-29
43I15154-2S
8:135515-26

J L Paulding
A B Van HetlSeU
S A Day
No.

23, 1881

when the organizations are separate. The members of eME
be oilicers or enlisted men, and active members or the eoros
or organization which they represent, and to appear in he. an horlzcduniform thereof. They shall be. selected In such manner as shall be
prescribed by the military authorities i.f th" country or State City
represent, and shall. 1f required, be. certltled to by them asbelng thel»aui horlzed representative-".
200, S
and 600 yards rounds, seven at each distance; position,
slandlng at 205 yards, any at 500 and 004 yards; weapon, any mlUUTf
rifle which has been adopted as an official arm by anyi-s

2455135—27

.1154551—31

34.15415— 29

JLPaOldlnK

[Bbttembbb

4254451—28
65H444 -30
4454434-28
4444544—27

J L Price

.1

Open

«

"

;

3

5

4
3

4
3

Amateur

6

6

4

6

5

5

6

1

4

5

3

6

4 4

4

5

4 5

4

4

6

5

4

5

Rifle club, Si

T.

Ucbershaw.

..5555654
6454546554
5

!.

5

5

5

3

S

5

5—71

—

WW

4

5

5

i

i

De Forest.

585554
35
435
4545R5445546
3455 4555 358

5
.5

5

5

Lamb,

Tlios

4545 5545
6555540555654
3

J000

4

5

tm

4

2

5

1

6

N D

5

Wm-d.

44655

CorpC H Eagle

S—6S

PrlvFredAider
PllvH I'LoekwoOd
s<rgt F o Mc.Lewee.

,5

5

5

5

4

5

5-67
4-67—208

5

5545645

5

1'..

r ItigelnGre. n
Bostwlc.k
; rr.Uei .Mil

VI

Corp

wr

V.;

!'.

I,

...» S

.TV

Co. B, Twelfth Regiment,
5 5 5 5
5 5 5 6

!

5-22
Is

4

-!

5 4 5
5 5 5
4 6 3
2 5 5
4 5 5

4 4 i 5 4-21
4 3 4 4 4—19

-

4444
4 5

4
3 5 4 3
-.,.!! 4 5 4
4 3 5 4

155

5—24—45
4—24-45
4—24—44
4-22-44
4—24—42
4—21—42
5—22—41
3—20 -39
5—20—87
6—16—35
0—16-35

6 5 4 6

:-..!!

-

4 5 4 4

CaptJ LPrtce

8—19
4—17
4—19
4—19
3-19

4
3
5
2

4
5
5

5

3
4 2 5
4 2 2
4 4 3
3 3 4 2—1-1—33

1,000

247 4S2

235

Emplro

Rifle Club.

74

-.75

Fisher

Bnlni-r

217

153

71

64

70

C4

Columbia

70
71
68

AAAdw

ffiUCHCOtt

D

65
60

Pennsylvania State

193—811

C.

72
70

<2

198'

83
59

Rifle Association

SI Scott
JOP Ihmiside

68
66
62

212
206
198

62

191—SOT

72
69

Thlrty-flfth Battalion, N. Y., Watertow
4
4 4 4 4 4—20
4 4 5 4 4—21
4
4 8 4 8 4— IS
4
Baker
3 4 4 4 4—19
3
Lleut-ColJ R Miller
4 4 1 4—16
4
Lapt C
Lit tie
2 43 5 4-18
2

Capt M Cooper.
Corp C L Adams..

5 4 5

Prlv H
sergt

4 5 4

5— 22—10

4 4 5
3 5 6
5 6 4

5—21—40
5—22—3S
4—20—38
3—21—87
4—20-37
3—19-37
5— IS— 35
2—16—35
6—18-33

N

FL
A

Ptiv J E Reeves
Sergt K R Brown
Sergt J F Luther
Prlv
cooper
sergt
R Zimmerman
Lieut J Rowland

3343 3—

4 4 5 5

4 3 4 3 3-17

4 6 3 4

4 4 4 3

3— 18

4 3 4 5
3 3 3 3

8-19
8—16

207
196

60

3 5 3 5
3 3 3 4

4 8 3 4 3—17

W

5—23—43
6—22—13

3 4 5

OtlS

w

Rifle Association.

..70

4 2 4 4
3 2 4 4

242 456

214

No. 16. "Fibbt Division National Guabd" Match.
Open to teams of twelve from each regiment, battalion or separate

company

"Aiimi and Navy Jottrkai." Match.

No. 14.

:

'i

i

',

i

i

i

;

..

i-

Ban,. WlUet's Point.
3 L Sergt Met"rormack

D. S. Engr.

Corp Barrel

54445

1

!

i

.

.

5351445-30
8455514—31)

111. mil

I

3455544—30

seigt von sot.hern

2545:155—29

CaptMlller

3365336—27
4435344—27
46SB435— 27

Private Cavanagh
Pilvate Kohrt
LlCUL Abbot

.1151551-31

.

ton

.

-:.

—

55i;;r,;,.J—

in

11 ...ii

is

5544445—31

r'rmcH

L'orp

r

1

,

it

:

:

,

i

-.i
n.,
of Infantry in ihe Fh:
Allenmiii-iiu is 10 appear In the uniform of tbelr corps, and to
be centra d by their regimental commander to be regularly enlisted
members in good standing of the regiment, or battalion they represen , and to nave been such on Junel, issi. Weapun, Remington
rifle, state model ; 21
and 500 yard;; Ave shots at each distance;
position, stanulug at 200, any with head to the target at 600 enirancehe, ti each man. First p. Ize— To the regiment or battalion,
etc., whose te.m makes tin- Ii guest
iggregate score, a pitae presented by the staff officers, value itoo.

N. 1.

Open to teain' of twelve from all regularly organized military
iii the United States, including the regular army, navy
a iinni in-,r-, ia be regularly enlisted members,
:,.
re--of in- n-gl ini-nt, battalion, corps or troop they represent, ami to hare been such ou June l, issi, and to appear In the
him ii 111 organization they represent. Weapons, such military
- ii-en U-.ueit at. lie public expense to the organization
which the team repre-ents San yards; rounds seven poshlon, any
oward the target; entrance fee, Si each man. First
i-.iv"'r-'iiilo:i wiinse team makes the highest aggregate
-i. /-_:, in
,i
er trophy, presented by wl, William C . Onurch, valued at
Till s prize u tu be. won three times before becoming the propfiso.
inner, it will he held lor a year by the officer cotnAlso to each member of the winning
raotidliig the miming driis.
medal: to each member or the second team a silver
medal; to each mewb'-r ol the third team a bronze medal.
i

SeventJi Regiment, N. Y. City.
200 yds.
5 4 3 4 4—20
4 4 4 4 4—20
4 4 5 4 4—21
4 4 4 4 3—19
4 4 4 4 4—20

J LPrlCe
C H Eagle

F C AlCLeWee

EW Price
F Alder
HT Loekwood,...,
WFHlggms
J Le Boucllller
J K Green
W J Underwood,
D Valentine, Jr

543

4

4 4 3 4
4 5 4 4
3 4 4 5

Jr.

445

5

3 2 4 5

WRBO-stWlck.

4 4 4 4

600 yds.
Total
5 5 5 6 6—26—46
5 5 5 4 5—24—44
4 6 5 4 5—23—14
6 4 5 5 6—24-43
5 4 4 5 5—23—1)

4554

5—*)— 13

4 5 4 6
4 6 6 4
5 3 4 4

5233

5—23—42
4—22—42
3—19—39
4—17—39

3 4 5 2

4— ls-35

3 5 3

5-16—35

4—20
4—19
3—20

4— -10
4—22
3—17
3—19

K345644— 25

237

257 494

Twelfth Regiment.

1st

h.r.

Ml

1'

Pl'Vllt*

5555431—3]

T Andrews. ...4535468—31
455554 4

Igt.ll

I

-.

346

Totii)

Twentieth Sop. Co.,
.4455455-82
Sergt F M Congdon
Priv thus Van (jidL-n .4455554—32
.51155.5— 'I
(Jorp W W Vouugs
. .

.

.

.

:

el)

1

\Vu aen...5,,5i5ii— :-;n

51

Blnghamton, N. Y.
Private M D Hinds
Private

A

Beyle..

Corp

M

Imrkee

(J

N

Prlv

11

OB

Corp

3544543—28
5344153—27
3444458—27

upper. ...25.-53J5—27
Whlnemore.. 3444344—26
4232545-25
Smith, Jr

K S

Pi Ivan-

.'144 U55—29
u a Morns
b 11 Ogden ....2554454—29

Private
Pili-ate.

1

344

'

:!-'

1

WFlllggins

33
32
30
29
29
29

CBliUk'le

OOd

FCMcLewee
W R BOStwlck

W Price
W 3 uderwood,

E

I

GWMuuSOn

Fourteenth Regiment, N.

JSSBrowe
UL.MadisMi
While
I

U. P.

A

Kenwood

.12—306

H Warner-

-

25

T L Casey
M.

25
...23
23
21

Cusack
11 Robinson

«
M Dimmer

26
21

In

K.I.

26
25
25
25
25

Wm Taylor

27

-iBrigham

ST.

R Codona

J

Meatier

.....16—300

]»WlUer

30

24

Reeves

CA

SO

?CI'.a..ei

23
23

Settle

JELUIhe

J iloivlHud.
\V Cooper
Twelfth Regiment,
Y,
..23
26

13—300

K

T.l Uoian

2S

HTK.ureily

-25

BBVanliusen

'25

dusRosi
J H Sanders
WC Ready

24
24

c S Burns
M Wood

23
22

Ll'auldlug

21

s Richardson

17
14

,1

A T Decker.
U CAsplnwall

....23

HDouglaB
Ubi.

M.ott

1)

grot Baision,

c Stafford

24
2b

T R murphy

W Uouglas
Wm Cochrane

21

.,

P BJaghan
Wllue-.var

Lieut Uorcan.

21
19

L Lorlgan
.Ninih Regiment, N.J.
30 PrlvSpencer

UwgtOoli....
Griffith

•.'out

24

29
25
22
21
18

XtRodilentjurk
Born uoliinger
Piivi-i.y

RflVLnckhardl

+
.

No, 15.— "New

Capt

19
13
16
17

Stiffel

Adjt Doioker
Capt Deiztel
Lieut Johnson
Private Cramer

6
16

Hoturieve

Vantieusen is
LPauldiug...!3
Eleventh Regiment.
6
24 LBlacKman....l7
10
28 J Hegel in
18
4
17

J

10
11
6

12

EPost

F

23
27
23
6
27

Private Bayer. .16
Sergt Eggler...n
sergt Schrceder 9
Lt^col Webber.. 13
Sergt Lohman..lo

sergtpeek
Prlv Smith

3—207

9

. . . .

Stlitzsky

4444

RCardOna
V SChuelkeil
FStllRngwerf
M H.iri ey
3 HenwOOd
J M White

15
12

2

J

500 yds.

453

212

201 413

a

4 4 5 5
5 3 3
5 3 5
3 4 8
4 4
4 3 3
2 4 3
3 2 4
4 5 3
5 4 3

Fourteenth Regiment.
21—42 H ,>Utt
20
22—41 F Stellenwerf 13
22—40 RCodona
20
.19
20-39 JM White
C L Madison,16
18-39 WTayior.
21
ES Browe
17
21—38 S M Harvey.... 20
Jas Aloure
n
Twelfth Regiment.
Van Heusen ....21
24—45 MCReddy
9
23-44 CI Beams
Wood
21
15
TJDolan
23
2U-43 P Richardson.. .16
20-41 H C Asplnwall..l7
21
3 LPauldlng.
20—38 J H Saunders 16
Jas Ross
18
21
19

tienwood
FShtilkeu

10

Farrell

De War.

T R Murphy
U Balston

18
....17
17
19

GDs-colt

18

P

15

J Meagher.

1

Davis

A Fiotbingham

V Jennings
g a siane
GM Young

. ,

A

'

i'

Decker.

4-17—38
4— IS— 35
6—18—35
4—17- 33

4

3—15—32
2

.... 18

16—31
15—32
18—40

18— ii7 Geo Lougan ....

15—311

W

15—33
16-31

C

Stafford

16

30

J o Conor

c

:-/

.)

II

16
10
5

13
29

18—37
18—36—420

19

ii'iH

-

27
22

1

Douglass... is

vv

ii"

15
13

12
B

3— 1S-3S

5

4
4

Eighth Regiment.
20—38 J J Horan......l5
19—36 H Dougla-.s....l7
22—39
Cochran, Jr. 22

'ii

a B

9—35

3
5

16—45
18—33
17—33
15-32
15-31
10—28—138

W

WHReed.'

4

5—2 —39
4—22—38
4—19-38
3—19—38

17—37
24-37
7—27
19—35
17-34
13—38-442

. .

18

AB

UT

'.'.

.13

...

l'i'j,.-,

4

12

b lug certified uy his

r.

Lumber,

jpurate comj-iany

lie

in

-Jliiaiiinl

1

good

leproscn

uujdmg,

commander

10 be a regu-

theivgimcm, battalion
have been sucli on June 1,

of

, and to
inr In the uniform of llielroorps;
noing at 200, any with head to ihe
State model; rounds, live at
eh man. First prize— Tu the regikes me highest aggregate score, a
enaior William W. Astor, and to
u sliver medal to each member of
each member of the third team a
1

.

,

;

1

Twentieth Sep.
Capt c

BB

Li

ciD

t,

;

M

fnu-kee

ugden

11

b Smith, Jr
hi
VoilDgS
M 15 ligaon
A Morris
1

•-Orp

H

p*igl

'1

f

<J

W

I

1

[MV A
Tlv

ll

Olden

W liltteniOi e

M U UKds

luen

KlVJiLTUpper

Co., N. Y.,

Blnghamton.

200 yds.
s 3 4 5 4—21

5344

4—20
4 446 4—21
4 4 4 4 5—21
4 4 5 4 4-21
5 4 6 4 4—22
3

4

3 4

4— IS

6

3—19

5 3 3
6 8 4
4 4 5
3 4 4
3 4 4

4

3—9

4—20
5 3—19
4 4—19
H

HO

500 yds.

Total.

5-23—14
5—23—13
4—22-43
6 4 4 4 4—22—43
4 4 5 4 4—21-42
4 3 4 4 6—20—12
5 4 4 4 5—22—40
4 6 3 4 4—20—39
4434 4—10—39
4 3 3 6 4-19-39
4 3 4 4 3—18—17
2 6 2 4 8—11—35
4 5

6 4

5445
5454

246 4£6

bd prize, $15; total, three prizes, $140.
Co., N. Y.
4 4 4 3 3 4 4—31
5 4 4 4 4 4 6—30
5 4 4 4 4 4 4-29
4 4 4 3 4 4 4—27
6 4 4 8 3 4 4—26—148
Co. A. U. S. Eng. Batt,
Sergt N Gentner
4 5 6 4 6 4 4—31
Lieut .F U Abbott
...4 4 4 5 4 4 5—30
Sergt C Benaud
.,..4 4 4 4 4 5 4-28
3 4
PrlVBte T O'Neill
3 4 4 4 4—26
3 4 4 5 3 4 3—26—141
Sergt T E Royston
Co. D, First Regiment, Mass.
Private C WHinman
4 4 5 4 5 4 4—30
Private G C Wemyss
4 4 4 4 6 6 3-29
Gardner
4 5 3 4 4 4 4—28
Sergt
4 4 3 4 4 4 4—27
Private. E Bennett
4
Lieut H C Rockwell
4—28—141
2d prize, $25

;

Twentieth Separate

CorpWWYoung
serg TM Congdon
Private A Belter
Corp C B Smith
Private w M Werden..

HC

53434

Twentieth Separate Co., N. Y.

MDnindS
c van oideu
G M uurkee
SMOgden
A llonia

No. 19.—The "American Championship Shout Range" Match.

Open to teams of four men each from any clvli, mlUtary ornaval
organization in Tvorth America. Any number of teams may enter
from the same organization, provided that no individual shall be a
member of more than one t-am and that the members of teams parilclpallugan- at. the time of shooting, and have been tor three months
fni'
lie match
regular members In giod standing ot the organization represented. 200 and 3tn ynrds; fifteen shots at each: any rifle
within the rulei entiance fee, »3 per man. First prize, atrophy iepretehtlng the Short-Range Team championship of North America,
costing 25.5 pnzi- to become the absolute propel ty of the team winning It offered by Mr. F. J. Donaldson 2d prize, four Wlnche^er repeating lilies. .45 cat. model 1876, offered by the N. H. A., value, $126;
id prize, cash, 560 4tti prize, cash, 425.
;

:

,

;

;

;

O

Massachusetts Rifle Association— First Team.
545555444434543—64
544344444443354—59—123
Jewell

M

EJ Cram
C W Hlnman'.
G Ellsworth

144444544514455—04
444433444443444—57
524444514334345—58

4

4

6

4

4 4
44544
35444

3

4

8

4

*

4

4

4

4
3

444843544445444—60—124
643343434454344—57—114
843454445444344—60— 118-479

Bridgeport Rifle Club.
58-117
68—121
White... 59
G Twltmeyer....63
58-113—453
UNlChOlS
44—112 GEMarsh...67
53
Massachusetts Rifle Association— Second Team.
49—111
FJRabbeth
61—123 EFRichson62
68
44—102-453
54-117 WHJacksonss
GLWinshlp
63
Massachusetts Rifle Association— Tblrd Team.
56—109
65—117 JM Frye....53
J B Fellows .. 62
51—107—148
Arnold
59—116 LLHubhaid.66
56

AC

NW

Brown..,.
RlggS

.63

55

Knickerbocker Rifle Club.
63-106 Oehl
67
45—10) JOlner
64

WKllne

M

45—102
48—1 j6

67
57

Doorler.

Empire
55— ,11

J

A

Mclnnes

61

0'Donneu....49

. .

57
.60

CETayntor.,58

58—115

JWTOdU

53—113-435
62-110

51

61— 102—»84

New York Rifle Club.
52-116 W II Dunlap...61
45—94 A J noAlett...60

42—103
64—114—427

Club— Flrft Team.
41—98 B Zettler
60

Zettler Rifle

M B Engel
D

Levey.

N D Ward.
Rifle club.

49-111

N

50-107
59-123—436

Team, Second.

Zettler Rifle

67

41—104 C J Zettler. ... 59
63
Knickerbocker Elfle Club— t-econd Team.

Miller

Shorkley
65
Morgenthaler...55

61— h-6 Overbought. .44

LGelger

62—91 .-pelman. Jr.. -57
54—10s WJRelneek..6i

45
64

65—115
47—106—403

62—96
51—110—420

39—96

fair.

consecutive shots. In thiee ten strings, at 40 rods rest, for the club
medal one year, ot the contestants we give the respective scores of
the winners in Inches and sixteenths, measuring from centre to
centre
•
First String.
Second String.
Third string.
Gardner.. 7 3-16 N. B Tyler... 9 3-16
Gardner. ..11 8-16
Tyler
10 S-16 DABiown...il 8-16 E Phillips
1213-10
J Williamson .11 12-16 Mr Park
12 13-16 NBTyler
1213-16
Best aggregate of three ten-strings, N B Tiler, of Warren. Ohio—
32 s- IB, the shortest ten-string ever made In this club. Next meet at

JN

NB

same

place, first

N. s.

Bbockway,

Tuesday

of

September,

1882.

J.

Willimmbon, Prest

Sec'y.

JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS.— The regular monthly

shoot of the above
club for their silver cup took place at their new grounds, Marion,
N J., on the i6ib Inst., and from the follow lng score some good shooting was doue, especially by some of the novices.
We tegiet that we
can only give the score In gross, as Heritage, as usual, ran off with
the score book ; 5 ground traps. 26 yards rise, second bai rel
bli d :

%

Baker
Leroy

5)i

Haler

6
6

Qulmby

'

5#

Talson

sx Bond

7

i.oyer

s

Canton

6

hughes
Heritage
S
6>j
Burnett
6
ox I. Von L
H. nitmar
6
Holcombe
5x
Fisher
Newbold
.....6
,...,5>f
The Heights Club have received the challenge from ihe Essex to be
shoi on their grounds, Bloomingdale Road, N. J., on the 5th of next
month; iS im n each, 25 yards rise, 8 birds each man. The first 4
biros to be shot from a designated trap, one ban el. We suppose by
" di signal ed is meant two H and T traps, thetiap to be pui.ed indicated by a ole thrown. The next 4 birds same distance, but the lite
of both barrels. These, we understand, are ihe new iuIcs adopted by
that club. We Intimated In our last that the Essex dm not mean to
give the matter up, and they don't. There win be a warm time, lor
the gentlemanly rivalry between these clubsls Intense.— acobbtaff.
::

jfnehting

and <£moeinQ.

annual races of the club were sailed in the Bay Sept.
THEbringing
out the largest
of email craft in these water*

18,

1

;

5

LONG ISLAND YACHT OLUB.

battery of the National Guard or New York, or other slates, or of the
Regular Army, Navy or Marine Corps, to be composed of company
Officers, non-com mis -ion ei.t pincers or pj Ivans, cei titled to have been
members ol the company they represent, on June 1. lSid position,
standing; teams to use the rill thell company is armed with; entrance lee, S2 each man. Flist. prize, an emnroli eied dag, value $100,
to be won tin ee times Before be coming in- property of the organization

4
3
.

17

;

.

•nlL-led

II

1

i,

LCLubok
17
J T Baxter
.13
W A Collins.... 16

JMeNevln
is
36—311
IS
No. 18.— "Military Team" Match.
200 yards: open to teams of five men from any company, troop or

JEMatthewson....l7

4
3

4—23
5-23
4—25
4-26—135

Total

4— 1S-K1
0— 0-18

4

3

3 3

Dixon

3

W

M

JN
264

4— IS

4 4

WTaylor
,1

4
4

4
4

30, 31,

3

5 4 4 4
2 3 4 4
4 4 4 3
3 3 3 4

J

4

6

4 4
3

4—2S

4

9
3
3

Co. C, r. B. Engineers. A Krcbs so, G .T Fleberger 20, c Barrett 28,
:...ington,'D.
Miller 25,
Tracy 22; total, 15; SJatlOl
C; l.M; 0. F, Ninth Regiment, N. J., 188; Thirty-fifth Batt.. N. Y.,
182; Co B, U. 8. Engineers, 129; Co. D, Seventh Regiment, N. Y., 128;
Co. B, U. S. Engineers, 123.

A

l K 8i.

3 4 4 3

3 4 4 4
4 5 4 3

,

ACVanHeusen

4
5
4
4

annualmeeilng, South Yernon, VL, Aug.
THE twenty-fourth
Weather and attendance
Order of the day, thirty

18

3—19
3—16
4—19
4-19
4—20
4—21
4—17
2—17
3-16
2—17
4—13

3 2 3 5
8 4 4 4

EbBrOWe

6
S

JC

18

J Llndauer.

200 yds.

JCorry.

Paulding
JH Saunders

4
4

NATIONAL RIFLE CLUB.

18

33
18
35

J Matzniger....l8
Fflth Regiment.
13
82 CaptG'iza
11
17

4

4

64— 115—4l«
Third Division Rifle Association— Second Team.
43—99 JJMIlCS
63
61—104
WEFltCh
51
61—109 J G Miebury. .66
49—105—41*
CHGans
68

Fourteenth Regiment, Brooklyn.

M

Xobk State National Guabd" Match.

AB

29
33

4

3 Ross

WEMUes

11

zations only.

3

14
...13
18
10
9

19

WCReddy.....l4
ABeattte

N.Y.

C S Burns

53—103 Bennett
69
Third Division Rifle Association —Albany.

HCAsptmvall..l5
J ROSS

No. 17 "8econi> Division National Gcabd" Match.
As the First Division Match, except open to Second Division organi-

J

Oapt Eilcnkotter
'riv

G Lasky

10—266

13—237

PrivjSirltils
1

IS
18
14
16
18
IS

HWohl

19
19
19
18
17

Eighth Regiment, N. Y.

WHReed

Mande'r

W

G

WR
Zimmerman
.IE

gs

T

C Haus
A Schmld
W Roehrs

J corry

Thnth-flfth Battalion, N. Y.

ER Brown

H

4

C L Madison
J MOOre

F Harvey

31
30
28

Tracy

WR-eker
Gj Fi.-bei-ger

P Richardson

44
20
85
33

21
15
17
12
18

25—342

Engineer Battalion.

-jBrlffln

W

2S
28
27
........ 26
26
Jr

F Stellenwerf
PShulken

31
29
23
27
27
25

Mum.'

J

A T Farrell
J R Saunders

Capt Kilnge

Seventh Regiment, N. Y.

JLeiioutlLllei'
i-ni Uder

AT

.

0444444—29

tot-pthioil Ives.

23
16
20
16
17
15

GaUlard
Decker

(i 11

4544444-29
RrlV M Blatter
,....4*25555—29
4335455—29
PrlVCRSmltll
4445543—29
Corp G B Foster.
1st l.t. U 1! Atkinson.. .23.14633—24
Prlv E F Chamberlin... 2334434— 23

-5.15155—;;1

Private! Ives
1.
flh'S
CI
Si'l-1, \1

T J Dolan

Thirteen ih Regiment, Scranton, Pa.
B Thompson.. 455U45— 31 Sergt G B Hand

(J

J

:

4 4 4 4 4—20

,

scigt J Le Boutiller
Prl-EW Price
sergt G WMunson

5—70

5

-'

E

I

Sergt
"

4

4

5

Seventh Regiment, N. Y. city.
4 5 4 4 4—21

4—65
4—69
5—68—208

Jr.

555

5

!

4

m

FOEEST AND STREAM.

23, 1881.]'

PSFTBMBBK

,

——

m

4

1

4a

5—30
6—29
4—28
4—21
4—26—140

fleet

We were

especially glad to note the strong muster of
cabin yachtB and on the rather meagre turn out of big t-and-bag
machines. The lattor included but five, though they were ail
good ones. Slowly but surely the handy little cabin yacht, with
fixed ballast, is taking the precedence of the machines in popular
favor and the outlook of real yachting among the junior cluba becomes more encouraging every year. Much of the success of the
L. 1. Y. C. ia due to the popularity of its present Commodore and
the liberal manner in
which
the matches are thrown
open to all comerB.
Course, from club house to Hobbins' Reef buoy, thence around Fort Lafayette and to Btarteail twice over.
Fifth class to turn Btake boat off Owl's Head in,
stead of the fort. These courses were admirably adapted both for
racing and for spectators.
hope to see the Long IslaDd Y. C.
adopt the plan of stait ng eimultautously and doing a« ay wilh the
slovenly custom of allowing boats to shuffle, across during a certain
period. Smartness about our yachtB and yacht's men is eadly
wanted, and lively clubs should do what they can to make seamen
out of dawdlers: and yachts out of machines.
start 10 one gun
is the next step to be taken after opening entnesto all.
Such starts
are bound iu the long ran to displace the present sleepy methods,
and the L. I. Y. C. has the chance to take the itad in the matter among
the junior cluba and score one in ita favor thereby. The present
officers are more than " picknickers."
Seme of them are sailors
and old cruisers, and we think our appeal for a seamanlike start
There can be no harm in making a trial. The
will not be in vain,
Hull Y. C. recently got away seventy odd boats to single guns and
we can guarantee that the superior snap and (.matinees of the
simultaneous start will he received wilh great favcr wbtn once understood. Besides it will ease the work of judgeB and time ktepers,
make reoordB Bimpler and give the outside public » ttlltr chance
to follow the relative petitions cf IhejkcLtBin the is.ee. Th»
this season.

We

A

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

156
Bteamer Bay liidge went ove: the COUTflP
John Hi Sawyer, Henry Andre m am)
h;u
-hit',

tlj..

Class

)'.v the
"regatta oomto can their
gas" inappvo-

Felt,

i

A, (.'akin

I',:.;,-,.

.1

my

11

i,.

Sums.-- I.i.iii'loo,
W.

lkcehoi-.

M. V

itf,

I

Wave mateheo

a

this UeliH;
as roiled

01

308

,

509),

cheapen, and possesses so gre
I

adv!

The saving

i.

ot one-half the

me

.

Nellio, Oojo. Kehulr,-.; Mischief. Jjuaea phfllips; George
t). JleC.linn: Klcua D, Richard Dougherty.
IS hi:!:
Uncle Pally, WnT.
tJCXSfi 1). OSES Sl.oors. 2D in
Uhringer: Abbie M ei. W. Honiaus.
Cu«S P.. I'm Hi. ,1:1,. 18 Feet and Under.—Tuascr, J. Kelvin;
ring Ugly, I'. O'Day; Florence, .1. ?. Jt-illy; Little Dfi&ne, E, Maddon: EmmaT.. M. Thaiu jTantOg. llivnni Smith: BuUy,
Adola,
'.
1'. Ihiciui
..
..:
I'.
luibui Dngan-.Jue Kagiui, M. Nichols:
Tough. Cant, ):. Osxr; Sunset, J. Suiedle-y: Mockoroo, B. Dougli-

Hajone;

of constru

and cheapness

Iclty

boiler we know, while Its c.
such Imponauoe In steam navlgi
us merits become understood."
KOKKsy AMD SlKKAM

itry

of

i

:

I

I

hat

si/.-

been made we wrote In Foue;

rs h:ul

he twos

elall she

pick oi

I

—

with so

i,

j

wel|_'l.i\

.

iie-Uoii

Perhaps the club could not
lis burgee wlih a record

.

ving

.

;

'bird,

i.

i

!

EASTEKN YACUT

saddle upon the
I

deli

Ruby wa«

ul nre.

by

id

1.0

lee.

required

laine ovi r Die stern, got off with Ininlh
After getting over the line
th the rest.
some how and any now as* luck happened to bring about, "the
judge's boat)" ran throughl the. lot and at the first mark had taken
i le- Mistake is clinker
built and this leads
alcad she novor 1 -;.
(
o boats are not built after her fashion.
UBto tbc ipicry why
Judge Elliott's ostensible oltijoctwas to K ive Mistake twligUta body
of
aim
which
is
not
quite clear to us.
as possible, an attempt the3
In boat- with so little fi'eebicatd and depending upon bagetowinaward for their stability, tin
ia of gaintng by light topaidea is a
lich practice seems to demonstrate
little r»i tetoned,
as well. For Mistake, tin .
a good host of b< r km.1. is no
:

mm

than many Others
which the usual plan
u advat
carved work had been followed. We take it that tho
tago of luppiug streaks is the greater facility and cheapness
?d andalreac
build. The plan oaffl, for this reason, bo recomi
iotfsplanll:
we notice sundry of the small fry in which Jud
been followed with satisfactory rcBults. So we
better

i

SCUO0SEB8

I

rem without foundation in w ill shaped
run nearly normal to tho fr mios and
j practice
t the water is so acute that
YYo faisislance can result.
Mill craft, whether open boa
cheapen
the
that tends to
ottOO without injury to Qui
i

traduction of clinkers
cabins, b<

lossou the tunc ot BO
strength b
Thebree::.

n

bavobwitl

id

theBeawasati-iue " soggy," and played
goar as it grew stronger during the day.
ith the Reeves undl'ollv following, stood
•iv and in
rise or boards worked their
across to I.
followed hy tho Ueechor, Abby M., Ouly
way down
Peine, Ellen I).. Mischief, Amazon and
Son, Jlatamora, /ewe!
Eldivain Hie rdet Dfii d, with the rest struggling on the second
round it piped, qp andfti ks nuapped like dry carrotes. Amazon, the
.... saw her masthead go and hauled out
fJeUtttt •
i.'s topmast wont by tho board
Pastime,
had to withdraw for splicing
Elena JD., Tovigh, Knbi
all, the Cease turned turtle and spilled
aud repair- Led. worst
the surface or clnng to the boat's but..
her contents, who cam. to
torn a wretched looking net of half drowned miserables who fell
victims to the inherent treachery of boats built not to win on their
moritfli Lit tu win on lb.- foolhardinc.-iS of their skippers and
Among the little fellows Teaser spun out a lot of spare
crews.
water and won easily. Saunders and Aobte M. had it to themselves
ber won among the cabins and Mistake landed
in their classes, );
a victory for the Judge, the Saunders also taking special gold
medal offered in her class. Only Son got a losson for her lubberly
Htart and. must have seen how close a shave for the purse she might
have made but for dozing before crossing. Times as under.
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Madcap
ffesper
Siren
Ent'-rprlse

Forbes
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SECOND CLASS.
John Bryant
s. i>. Freeman
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engineering ex i: in
ters. ssfety valves or the simp
springs and combinations have
ot steel, all give evlderecs of
adroitness which have clven l
carried the r
.

fno

5.x

follows: lliilcvoii, 1:115:0: Phantom, 1:36:30;
Viva, 1:44:U Madcap, t:40:2S; Vlklug, 1:47:3:
rladne, 1:48:0.
.t-class.
The judges had selected the course for
breeze, which was a fair wholesall one, came
and iimdelt a free wind race. The run to llalf3

;

;

VV:i.
K.
rly close haided on starboard lack, the rock
being rounded pretty much In the order ot starting.
From here the small boats had a free wind to Egg Uock, then a
beam wind tome Pigs, and carried It over tUe quarter to the homo
Hue, which was reached as follows
Efde, :i:i:i; Dream, 3:62:12;
Viking, 3:»4:3a. The large boats had a close haul across the buy to
the Graves, and the races between the two big schooners, and between Ariadne and Madcap were verycloss.
Phantom stood on a Utile beyond the rock before tacking, while her
opp.meiu, 1'iekin once.
The run over was uneventful, lialcyon
closing a little better In the seaway and making a small gain to tho
Graves, while Ariadne, wLUl Madcap cl03e on her quarters, left- Viva
Borne way ast. n, tie keel boat wanting more wind. After rounding
the Graves. Halcyon beaded lor EgJJ Kock wing and wing, carrying
only tour lower sails, working foivlopsall and hooin g;UT topsail. An
attempt was made to set jlbtopsall but It would noi. draw and was
taken in. Phautom meai.tlme was coming up itiadually, carrying
iiion sail than any boat has carried In an Eastern Yacht Club race.
Besides her lower satis, she carried working forctnpsiill, large boom
malnropsall, a very large balloon staysail, with alio topsail lo match,
and a huge Balloon llbsel living to Hie masthead. She also ran out
arge spinnaker which "pulled handsomely. Her competitor,
ei
seeing something must be done, sent up a small staysail and reached
Egg lto^k a trifle- ahead, Phantom having gained one minute since
the s'ait, and having to allow 3m. Us.
Before reaching the rook lialcyon got her Jib, flying jib and foresail
sheets Bat In and had her crow al main sheet, ready for a luffing
match, It necessary. Phantom took In spinnaker ana followed close
behind her, apparent ly trying lo carry her light canvas to the Pigs
the strain, however, proved mo mu.ii.as she camo out from the lee ot
t.bii rock; the tack of the balloon Jib parted, and In a second both topmasts were gone tho tore snapped sho't at the cap, the main splintered olT about one-third of the way up, leaving the boat under four
lower sails.
i- Ilnlcyo
got into a little of a mess; her huge balloon jib topsail
in: suiy, tied up, ready to break out at the Pigs.
At I be sa me
t her oppoutmi came to grief the sail broke loose and wa;
iinianagoable; it could neither be got down nor sheeted In
he way to the figs kept her In close comiiinv wiiu me vi.eAl he Pigs the course became much freer, and, tho big
ore.
nnlng lo work, Halcyon rapidly drew ahead ann crossed the
liao, followed by Phamom al 4:9:12 and Lailna at 4:2:i:!7.
Ariadne passed
ice among the sloops was also very close.
Madciip r-arly In the race, but could do nothing more, and sailed over
tie- coin jo with the smaller boat clinging to her likoale.vh.
The,
line w,e crossed as follows: Ariadne, 4:34:15; Madcap, 4:34:50 ; Viva
:
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My friend, the Edltoi
Of thai eniniry, and 0B

reads /•' V'tsht, the leading yachting pa]
therefore cheerfully support my asserll
that French yachl
are at the present lime enthusiastic ovi
American models, rljs, big centreboards and the very lightest
liirii' drafts.
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a Nonpare
.11 by
ft
i, Is
nearly com
pleted for a r lembcr of the New Y'oik Y. C. and win shortly be tonnj
uvr ol he club. This yacht l> Intended for sea workan
by the n:
ulslng, has a large, cabin, with r, ft. head roam, will take care of
•ty ot ten In comfort, draws but, 18 In. ot water and will work 1
windward with dry decks,
cutter of like dimensions woul
wallow under water half the In
The cutter could be built for
" Nonpareil sharpie," wite ouu
ji.hoo to $2,600.
Is comment ue
In
i

all, 6 ft.

placement

vi

mine

this Utile era

cutter or equaf size in a 300-u..
ne open ocean, me rest on Long Island'
ach boat (on the limited liabilu v prii
thlans."
it once this time.

Thomas Claphajt,

CANOES AT LAKE GEORGiS

any special knowledge or previous stuely of I
stlon of relative merits of models and rigs wl
.: one. 1. in
few points were settled at the m08
,

minds

some geullciueu 01 the N. Y. C. C, Wl
had also had opportunlies of prevlot
The superiority ror general cruising
ig type of boat was one of these points, and wl
never here was wind, and even In the long puddK
when me heavier canoes—the rincinnati Prince
01

xpeiieuce,

lparlson.
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lar, li Is well
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Europe, and, after reading

me

following Indorsement,

should like to know what sound reason can be advanced in favor
a clinging to the anlcdlliirluu cylindrical '• blow vou-u|is?" Let not
ihe blind selfishness or other builders or their bigotry outweigh the
tesllmonyof u board of naval engineers and thelndorseHere is what tlic Goverumen report
M 'M oi FOBKST and StBkam.
allcs being ours:
mo?t import ant merit of the IlerrPBhnlT holier Is Us capacity or
baling lhsrats of. combustion farced to the uttermost by aiiliicial
ive

m tuge as
larger and
wiio Know-

e or
,!.

n.-ll

el

oi

model,"

.

"A

draught from fas blowers without priming or roaming, ftls tmptt-;!•:• I J make thi- b
ler prime or UK It's water, b"e:iii:se. he waier Is
already at the top ot the boiler. The Herreshotf system, as embodied
(lie. power with an economy or fuel
1 machinery, gives
i.o.-ly, ,' m. equaled.
iShade-s of Wall and Pulton bin lo think or
I

>
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13m.
1im.

coin

20S.
163.

size ot

thoyaelilsor
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wntl (e'B
Ulld Wave'-. £13

om. 60s.
should allow Madge
r,m. 60s.
Boufimer should allow Madge
aud the nuowances by the sc.nvim-

unions

n<

o( pcnnv-a-lliiers
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w

aisy one thinks Foiikst and.Sikkam has hud unwarranted prejudice in favor of tlic lieri-siHilt boiler, lei blin read the lollnwing
•oporL signed try Chief Engineer n. P. lsnerwood, i'heo. zoller and
;eo. u. flagee.
s> far rroni having overdrawn the truth, wo have
jeeu modest In eoniparls.ui nHli ihe merits or the coll boiler and the
matchless engines mi ucd out lu Bristol. They are ahead or anything

i

.

model and N. Y. Shadows— proved on the average to run as easily a
the majority of boats, while ror rapids and river work they have provt
their greater dn ubbS, sti"no.ssaud bouyancy to thesatlstacilonotth
Cincinnati t'lub. Tnelr undisputed advantages are speed under sal
greater stowage capacity and greater adaplablllry to sleeping. Oi
the other hand, but one disadvantage— 1 tew pounds extra weight onj
poixage. As nine men in ten have men- boats carted where p'osaibltS
or have assistance at the carries, this difference, on the average
to llfteeu pounds, amounts to. nothing. The shadows and PrlncesL.
models, the latter a modification 01 the former, having greater pro*
porUnnato floor with greatest be»am slightly forward or :unldshlpS«
and less tumble houn
aoont equal to the nob Roy«
and other primarily paddllns
that the above deduction!
are taken from u pretty iu,i
The great feature of ihf*
nieellng was the success 01 tl
lord. On theciuclnuatl boateB
by a carefully calculated ni'\
-nulla
was put so tar forward <.s 1.0
el Ifl
steering or steeping, and yet.
served that the boats, almost
Their use ttoes away with tin
paddling and turning much <
gia
In the best possible place, an
have to be drifted. Drart ojj
water is less, and lu tteacblni
Js there Is nothing to catch autl
en resulting lu an involuntary'
cause those disagreeable lur.
baiii more or less serious
comforts. Apart from raelngv
qujiltuesi.| undoubtedly oftei
i boat to muke a goal widen
ioseof "spruoe breeze" to nim
the way In <-rul»lng, and If of
lb Hoys, ror a river cruise, all]
il winds, will always have thelf
tact very well, It bo dly amf
iilng canoe, proveB
i, but sj
srfl
light breefl
deuionstralej^
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HERRESDOFF BOILER.
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launches in u

The day opened with a thick smoke covering the water and a dead
a II ne entries, started for Marblehend, but. although the start
as delayed from 11 to 1:30, only ten boats arrived In time, and
•ccountable reasoD, left, just before £ne start,

e:ilni.

ot fills firm coustllute u

system should form the bi
compliment to the Brwol bull
ph.glai izcd and built, upon e\t

M.Ii.Abbott.

w. lieuson
W. Wheelwright
..Walter C. Cabot
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SLOOrS AND COTTE1I8— K1KST CLASS.
T. (J. Appletou
Chas. P. Horton
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Addle
viva...
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1:40:00.
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through using the compound system the greatest eennoinv ot fuel Is'
obtained; witness ltssucccss In the l.ransaihiniie steamship service]
and British yachts, the old slyle ot engine being entirely displaced bH
the compounds during the last te'n years. Although the money valua
ot the fuel usedlnasteamyachi is noi large, stlU economj in Us use
Is Important. Decs
sells enabled v
a given amount, or monumue of times necessary to coal up Is les-J
sened and a nuisan.e mltigatt
Alio-eiher, the machine shops and
yards of the llerreshorf Mamu ctiirtng company present a .striking
senile of activity and bustle;
e steam vessels, yachts and torpedoboats hey turn oui liav- a m- reputatton for speed, symmetry ana
iHir.iOllny.
The lleireshoO 11 thers are members or the institution^J
ot Naval Architects, London.
Is only fair io add that for originality!
in conception and boldness in leslga the laventlous and lmprovejj

;
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The laps gene
craft.
the. angle a] which the;
no appreciable increase
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owner.

Yacht.
I'hantoin

Arladno
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vival of olinkors.

[Special Correspondence.)
full regatta was Sated off Marblehend Xeck on the 13th, and
although the race was opened to the New York, New Bedford,
Atlantic, Seawanhaka and Boston clubs, only Eastern Y. C. boats
line, uie following being the list:
Came to

Til E

up for thi
spelled with a nuptorious

in the middle .
a scratch and prooec

dash

II

by the use of

B.
3(iu

The licet wbb sent away to a fair sailing broezo from the Bonth
and Die Last of the ilood. Ooly Son, in spite of ten minutes to
urosB, was haudinapp id by 15 see., a most lubberly piece of business with to Bniall n craft in a good working wind and almost Black
atcr.
11 La just such slcepisliuuss u simultaneous start would

.

CLl

-rly.

.

w

islon, the capability of working
nbusi.lon, with very high pressur
ra
•itutlonof iron will admit,

wn; MetaBeams; Sea Robin, .i. ('. Ijgarton: l'»-i io, Toi
mora,
Class B, Opes Si.ih>i>, Qvan 23 Feet. -Polly. Horny Autlrus;
MiatakOj Charles B, Elliott; I.. W. Jewell, J,ScUmidt;T. YY. Hooves;
Joseph Nortbrnp; Only Son, J)r. Field.
Crisa 0, i'i n Bfcoors, !) i.i 'JO Fkf.i'.-.Iuo Haimdewt, M. Mc-

I'.
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per horse po
L'ila being
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practice. 1

lovcrument report of June, 18S1, goes on to say:
••lor steam cutters, launches., gunboats, torpedo boats, vedette
boats, tugboats, yachts, dispatch vessels, small rains for litloral war,
fare, and small sloops or war, the HorrosuoiT boiler is wry (/really «<«
lietv-r tu unj/ other known to tfte undersigned,. i v 13 lh.9 eo/oet, simjifwij

disposAtiontl
r
lie

aud

luglif
lunlis.

nuoh the best she
to tlnlsh a
Stephens had hut e
.... so that his work was not fairly tested, it
one was, however, a good one. and stood
sfood examination
exaininauon as to arn
arrar
ment and suength, tend iiad iilsa bcauiUul lines, but was \
1

"

1
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FOREST AND STREAM.

S2, 1881.]

sparred tor racing;
traveling be

Four were

speed in answer to the

at

TORONTO YACHT CI.UB.—The

speed under
d rmi nailing

following yachts have
Lapwing, cutter, 14 tons; (iraoio. sloop, 10;

;

inaKe saowc
applies. Cai
-buildup ihe

:

prlne

ra are

these maker

ny more of

ir

aJonglaster.

.

.

unlav.

.

of

v

Do you

the above

al

wucie

t<>

I

probable eo-i
the DOQd. Without a knowledge of lis summer temperature and its
source Of supply, ouilet, etc we can form no Idea. Salmon will be of
no use lo j Oil, and unless you have spring streams emptying Into the
pond, trout will not live there. Krom the character of the Inhabitants
uow In ihe pond perhaps bku-k bass might do well Ihe blginoiil.h
species. It Hie button] Is muddy with occasional gravel patches, would
probably be the best

lor the challenge cup, announced for Sat
postponed, as Mr. Oaux, tho holder, cannot

H

Supl. 24,

Duo

sail.

how many

in sir.ut,

And could wm give me any information
ooulU get any spawn of the above-named fish, and the
7
Ans.- -Tticonn Information you give us Is the size OI

in live together V

THE CANOE RACE

.

snipid bass, amelts, trout, shad, or salmon

with?

i

even the formidable pike ltseK7

Leon sold by W. B. Merrill, of Boston, to F. Farof Ausonia, Conn., and will lit out for a cruise to Cuba.
She
ft. long. 51 It. water-line. Ji; ft. beam, and draws i.', ft.

is r,i

.

-.

pen.

DAWN— Has
roll,

-,-.

.

I

,

Uloodhouud,

m

-

oi iiuii-nr mi ballast
our KiiiriW, cousins

il. ll.. utile Pond— 1 am the owner of
Little Pond, " ar, " acres, in
where Intend starting a boarding-house for sumSullivan CO., N. \
mer guests. I would like lo stock the pond for the benefit 01 sporsiie-n
M. c'Uitaiii* pike, perch, suiillsh, e.Uii>li, eels, suckers, mullets

ATA1.AN TA was

successfully launched from Cutbbert's yard,
Belleville, Out,, Bent, il.
Expected to leave for Now York via
oaual, 2iith hist., after a trial race with Mr. R. II. Bell's Norah, ex-

ihicor poitabllliy.

pioperly cut and set. will undoubtedly send a boat
But one of these a
i,
spite
and several mishaps, bpre oul thi experlei
n
by winning ewn !:. ir :.s lib ! ni
wasr/i- ml ii. .,: i,..iiii.viii and imii. m" dmidv. ag.iliiri Ti:i.
Muj.de luteens on boats Of 321a. beam agalnsi Its 301o. raeKngllsl
pearlei
m onderfull BalLsoth
thing to learn. No jibs v.
indue: b „ <
bersome and tricky. Tin- sim.de paddle was pren\ wen
against tin.' double lu several frlemllv i. ices and eamooul leaviugtlie Imprc-.-l-m that while an e.vioiloni nun-,' tn.iianden
boat hi rapids, II could not compare lor wore, with its more niodr-ri
successor. Perhaps these tew notes may clear up some ot tlio pointon which your correspondem a*s for Information.
W.M. Wlim.orK, New Vurk fanyt: Club.

balance lug,

I

enrolled so far
Es"
cape. \a\\'. hi; Fanny, cutter, 16; Thi
Tr'ixie, vawl. 5-, Mystery, ilbbp, S
Kestrel.
5;
loop, o: Bend,
double Lugger. 4: Bidld'og, double In '.v. t. '1 imu allowance
double the beam added to length, tw
seconds i mile for every
two feet thus obtained.

i

for Hie trap]

same

157
as large as the head.
MuzzleB are sold in England at one nbileach, but we do not remember to have Been them in America,
o they often use a wax-end, made into a loop to go over the
:, with tho knot under tho chin.
Another knot is then made a
half-inch from the lirst and the ends brought around the neck and
knotted on top, after which they aro brought down the nose aud
fastened to the first loop. Wo have used ferrets, but found muzzles unsatisfactory.
Write to Burr Hollis, Homeilsvillo, N. Y.

,

notice of the date will be given.

ALL T1IK DISFKBRENOE.—In Ihe trial of steam launches at. (.'owes.
England, reported in bur last lBSue, the speeds should have been as
follous: lleiieshon* launch. i.->.l'ii knots: Whltc\s launch, l'.'.Ool
knots. This makes the Herresnofl faster by 2y4 knots.

;

[Indianapolis (Ind.) News.)

AFTER TWELVE YEARS.
THE BOND SEt'TTOXAL BOAT.

Answers

CLEVBLANn, O.
are built ye!

mail him
era

A UEMABKABLK

Mexico.— Wo shall be glad

T.'B. S.,

1

to

hear from you.

very head a

A

'

,

KA.CING STEAM YAOHTJS.—The following challenge, dated
City iBland, Sept. 16, appeared in the H&ixldyiUb Sunday
"I
nnderntaud that different gentlemen are persuaded that they ai"3
able with their steam yachts to outstrip ftriji other Btoanl yachts in
the country. I will contribute ?5,00n toward a purse to which any
other steam yacht owner shall contribute the same for a race at, sea
for 1,000 miles. Any nu mber of yacht owners are privileged to enter

a

f.

.

.— Is the Inclosed sample wild

a

We

SOT written for dimensions oi sink box,

Siji;:si;ki

arc not

J. E.

uch gun
"

i

M..S

5:04:00

rimu) class— open

'

oen which you send

Bfeft lie

is:30-

5:ls;3ll

r. :

K32:'00
*; : n,i
6:S9;30

ftSS.50

fcSStQp

6:83:00

6:4-2:00

5:38:<taj£

r.

:

sm-Aa
S:'iT:fill

SLXi'U CLASS- CATS.

Rex

,

Sh£le B

Nellie

8:81:00
3:10:00

Louie

The

Sara, Nellie K., Estelle,
in their classes.

Sharpie,

......

Bex and Nettie

l/ITTKE NVESTEKN.-The dory which

are the

llast

rro;

Bummer has

safely arrived at Gloucester, Mast
ailed
from London June 14, passed the Lizard Ji
rongh passage of 83-4&-yB put in at Point
Aug. 28. Arrived at Halifax. Sept. 2, and at
On her outward voyage she left that port Jut
at tho Stiffly Isles 45 days less
hours out, a it
28, and at'Gravcscnd "on the Thames Aug. 1.
Average run 63
miles; best run 1G3 miles.
The Little Weste rn is a modification
of the fisherman's dory, aud is 1 ;JJ .< ft. k
2V. It. deep, 6 ft. 8
in. beam.
Sho is tho fourth dory T
oss the Atlantic, and tho
first to make tho passage both way;
Alfred Johnson crossed in
the Centennial In 1876, aud Andrews
lioos in the Nautilus in

M

r,

il

1878,

and the two Swedes

in the City

numerable bays, bights and rlvei
picturesque and crulsable waters

1

<

1

,

1

;

;

i

ceedlng day the patient grew better. Finally she was able to leave
al v, ilk souiei king she bad not done for many years, and
ere long felt herself almost well. After the third bottle was exhausted the patient came up town with her
ghtei completely
cured, and announced that It had been accomplished by the St.
Jacobs oil. Comment upon this is unnecessary. The facts ted their
own wonderful story. iVls almost as though one were raised from
the dead. Strange things come ro pass In t very-day life, and this
•a TiEfiiuMV, ii'Laia;
aTiiio
llsiissds, sou ri Qi
ss a i: s'sionisliiais i,iiul.a
lis lius.s:
a i's.'.s:,:,,.
is s
US •:
S e are
10
,.jiSUJ svl
lenuss nt lis lmwer of this creat leuisrilal agent.
Uncle Sam's is! lev carriers are a hard working set of men, and are
liable to contract rheumatism because ot the constant exposure to
which they are sudjecl ed. Calliiiu a 1 1 he Posi-oiHce, l in; reporter had
a pleasant conversation with Mr. -i. 11. MhUltii, one of lire most popular and clever leiter-enrrieis lu Tndlanapolls. Mr. Mallern acktio,,-les;e,:i an lutiiuatu acoualnraucu
with the wonderful product of St.
a; won n as a curative
Jacobs laboratory, and was
agent. He said lhat while in the army during ihe Civil war he
one
ivi
-air.ilia.'il
sn.ies. Since then the ankle lias been susceptible to cold and ineuiuaiio pain, and has si ven him no end ot trouble.
He found It was always worse in the spring during the period of
mars, ...);,-_ ,,•,,,,, ,i,,,
olier,
..:
ii e d.,1 usi
rrs.scl sliacs-'-.
several remedies he applied. But tivo years ago he hit. upon St,
Jacobs Oil and experienced wonderful relief from its use. several
as ,..
ions or the Great German Itemedy r- lleved him entirely. In
the winter and spring ot lsSU he had several more attacks, but each
time he v a, as sir.; ciicvedby the use of St Jacobs Oil. When
I.e.:
listed do apnlied this great rslievanl, so effectually lhat It
drove out the trouble entirely, and he ha-: not fait any return or It
since. He is now well and rid' of apprehension for the future, as he
firmly believes St. Jacobs OH has peroiauenily cured him. There"
:..o
Irsisusss rieis, and tounf that
'so. s
rsoi.s ,1
the (i.'ea.t Gerirsn Rena-di a s- p. ipular in the posr-ollice. They use
highly beuelifial.
it. for sore feet, and iironounee
The reporter next wended his way to the ofilce of the Indiana
Jdtriavr, and h-l.a:! the ,.uil. ilshs-vs in' that lourutU what they knew
about sr. Jacobs 0:1. TJds. was aufti jiont to stort a lively conversation about the very general use into which the remedy had leaped
and the numerous cures Ir. lias wrought In Indianapolis. Mr. Frank
i'ai ten. one of ihe editors of tho paper, said the St. Jacobs OH had
acted v, u li rino cifeet in his family. Sometime ago his wife was sufiej-ing with rheumatism.
The attack was very severe, indeed, she
began the Use ci Ihe Great German Remedy, ami it heiped her 1'roin
Ll.ie via v :-::avt.
Not long after beginning to apply the Oil she was
'Pin-,
aroat.lv relieved, and t.ben-.eru two botaes cuo d aer oin -ig.n.
lady has nor been visited by ihe rheumatism since that time, upon
am abor occasion, Mr. Patten stated, his wlie had a severe headache
ami was cured bv St. Jacobs Oil. The Great Remedy is now kept
conslanily in his oois-o, ami is o,,,.-,.jsu. oa com m. on, occasion u,r
ip. a p. iss. that a friend, who
the cure of burns, bruises, sprain-,, cos
...as terribly adhered with rheumatism had also been cured by St.
Jacobs Oa The diss:. -e had brought him to such a pass before th
bed, and sulfered all
Oil was applied that he could not turn
the tortures attendant upon s
Jacob3 Oil Is highly
In the oldce of the Indlutnip
esteemed. Mr C. L. Divine, s
Dt the composing and
printing depv.rlluout c.
great remedy beyond
"
orable results from
all curative agents,
lie says
tts use upon his own person and In bis family, that he now relies upon
cure-all.
He regards It as tne
It as a. general household remedy and
master of all physical pain. He has been subjected to rheumatism
of a very painful character, and has passed many sleepless nights
while enduring the agony of It. Physicians have prescribed for him,
and lie has employed remedies which were advertised as spccliles for
the disease, but none whli satisfactory results. When he bought a
bottle of St. Jacobs Oil, however, and began Its use he speedily realized that, he had at last, round the remedy he had been looking for.
It relieved htm with remarkable quickness and gave him great comfort He has used, arst and last, several bottles of "he Great German Ueiuedy, and says 11, Is the only power which will give him
relief.
He now feels great satlsfact Ion lu he knowledge that he has
a remedy which win control ail rheumatic pain, from which he has
no future guarantee of immunity. Believing, as he does, that the St.
Jacabs Oil will cure all forms of pabi, he freely recommends it to his
;
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Mass.— now

shall

ow. in.i.— 1. There Is no book on the subject. 2. Se3
Che Stevens pistols, which are the approved arms
.. Bee notices of oiamnnlttoajn
our advertising

igi

pages.
X. X.,

Dedhar

Mass.—I am
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my fingers

suffering terribly in
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a little temporary relief by su;iklu£c t.liom in alco•
miii.;i-'i| una tlic "nee trouhle, biit never fo
e poisoning will pass away In time, and patience is
I

S. M. S., Lynn, Mass. — 1. Is there any book on bay snipe?
Why, do you not have more to say about bay snipes ? There are a
dozen gunners around me. who gun especially for bay birds, who
cannot find anything, they say, in your paper "to interest them. I
notice, however, mine are lent about all the time.
Ans. It. B.
Rooseve't's '-Game Birds of America" treats principally of bay
birds.
2. In Forest an\d Steeaji issues of Aug. 5, Aug.' 12, and
Sept. 20, 1880, you will find articles on the subject. If your friends
want to sec the subject discussed, lot them start the ball rolling.

—

C. A. H., Erie, Tn.— 1. Can the rust holes in a gun barrel be r
moved without reboring ? 2. Can the rusting be stopped? If s
3. Is the duty on English guus imported by tho trade, the
how
same as on a gun imported by a gentleman for himself ? 4. Doesa
gun lose il.s chose from usage V Ana. 1. If uottoo deep they may
bo emoried out. 2. By eternal vigilance and use of scratch brush
3. Yes.
4. The barrel of a gun is worn by use; but the choke will
5. The gnu you mention is now manufactured brlast a life time.
other parties, the firm formerly making it having failed. We do
not know the present manufacturer.
W. A., Norwalk, O.— Can vou tell ne how gun-stocks are bent" ished"
"
lain the bend so given them ?
'!

stocks

lot
:>f

the

nipo after they are finished.
ad and hewn out in tho rough

lie

h

....
o.l
V hand.
nado of
drop of stock, etc, thi
iitho
rie.s..
Eor an interesting account
\ lathe,
turned
JIai-iKr's Monthly for July, 1881,
Of the invention of this lathe s<
page 250', sketch of Thomas Bl lehard, the inventor. Gnn-Stocke
but tho process is one requiring
can be bout by b!
fed to competent workmen only. Any of
skill and should I
Fobest and Stiieam can do" the work,
the fir
s they have special facilities for it.
(
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SEYKNTH CLASH— CATS.

1.1

..

:

com-

'

6:04:00

FIFTH CLASS— GATS.
Ida May
Sharpie
Thetis

not Hai-

Is

Carolina), the

.

sr.oors.

...

:

,

,,.,

corrocred.

SECOND CLASH -QPEN SLOOPS.
i:

11

Isisis. li.nl sS'-sn 11s a.:
rs.s ,;ls ,, 1. 1. s
u ;._•.; of Ssslijs a.,, rssovar.
t si: Isi.si-J laily jisai'l si linisli ibont tin ir-:: Gen ,n lien d.i
thai, sin- isiriisin t Lie con elusion to use it In her mother's case.
Par,1
>tt..le she rr.ljljiu.l
be sick one with ir. It, gave her relief.
,., ,-,,,,
,,11,,-,) v hi
,,.|,
i'ss
rss a..,,.
..villi
sis'.
In,
assl: s,us
1

ti

ITOST CLASS— CABIN SLOOPS.

SKUle

'..

1

2.

trial.
-

'

:

5:of:oo

1

:

-.

1

A

their yachts.
One-half the entire stake deposited to belaid to the
IJtrald's fund of 'Always With You,' the other half to the winner
of the race. William Bllden, owner of steam yacht Yosomito.
Whore's Khada, Stranger and a host of others* which claim to be

fcOiiiW

i

'

1

-

KNICKERBOCKER YACHT CLUB.— fifteen yachts started in
the rimes sailed Sept. 12. Course from clubhouse, Tort ItforriB, to
gangway buoy and return for first six classes and to the Fort
Schuyler buoy aud return for the seventh class. Blowing fresh
from East, Nellie K. took the load down to College Point where
the licet ran into the doldrums under tho leo of Long Maud shore
aud lay for some time without steerage way. Hattie, Maggie and
Musidora and two others gave up. The breeze caught the real u
the Hood aud took them around tho upper mark, Nettle lifting
Bheotfl for homo among the little ones with a long lead.
Nellie R.
turned the spindle instead of tho buoy aud discovering her mistake, hauled on the wind onco more for the proper mark, thereby
letting Sara in ahead of her.
With a rattling breeze Doming in
heavy from southeast and booms off fast time, was made on the
mil-home with the following resultB

I

'i

r

Ans

rice ?

:

Elapsed.

ACCUMULATIVE

IV

rerjorter stepped Into the popular pharmacy or Mr. Joseph R.
Perry, No. SO North Pennsylvania street yesterday, and was given a
most Interesting Hem of news by tin- propria! ur. Wiilir speaking of
' sale of ihe Oreai". Herman Remedy, Si. .lae.ohs (ill,
it.
ri
I'.T
s
si. tat "Sis.
S
s'a'ei:
I'.ji
1110115 ..HI.|,s
s s
sis i.ss
." s
ass si,..:
.,,.,s.s.ii
...imewhere
down on Virginia avenue— he could not state, her name or residencehad been bedridden for twelve years with rheumatism, owing to
is and the great length of time she had been afflicted, her
1.

American llorse Ex-

.ponies address the

change, New

Sara

SCTI'LEMENTEU

OCOTJKKENl.'E,

FACTB.

NO T1CE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

*3»"N0

v,

1, Is,

oil

top rod

ta (^ornstgtmdmts*

Sept. 17, 1881.

"
asks n the " Sectional Iron Boats
is, and If he w ill send
ado ress 111
udlng the numberless efforts ot build,"

B.

W.j Augusta, Oa.

— Please

give

me

information

on

training ferrets, or the address of some one who has had some
experience in then' use. Would pay most any price for a ferret
nucule that can be worked successfully. The latest, I bolieve, is a
Bharp-poinled all-in-front part of the muzzle. Ans. All the
training ferrets require is a breaking to be handled without their
This is done when young by using buckskin gloves.
biting.
They only bite through fear as kittens who have never been hanThe ferret has nut intelligence enough to bo trained.
dled' do.
They have no affection for their master and, while they will allow
him to pick them up, they wdl make no effort to find him; heuee
they are often lost. They are hard to muzzle because the neck is

-
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friends and advises Its use.
Manifestly the Great Gorman remedy
spcchle lor pain.

Is

a safe, speedy and sure

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

MOTIGE!

"Highest Quality"
Advertisements
later

received

than Tuesday cannot be

inserted until the folloiving

on Selected Spanish Silk Worm Cut (the Cut and Hooks
make), or Best White Silk Wired Cimp.
Prices given are per dozen. To be had of all first-elass dealers in Fishing Tackle. Wholesale
Depot, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the
dealers keep a full line of our goods -will not be filled at any price.
Finest Spring Steel

Hooks

week's issue.

Mates promptly furnished

on application,
t-a
OU
yllle,

All Gold, curomo & Llt'g Cards (no a alike),
on, 10c, CLINTON BROS., Clinton-

Name
Conn.

SPEOAT AND
Single cut
gut
gut
Treble loops

Oimp
>*umlXis

tied

own

our

C AKUMLE,

crsriAi-niiKtissy,
T5

75,

l.HO l.tt I.SS t.'ia
1-70 1.0(1 1.6(1
ii

'

50

'

10

i

2B;1

1

1,1

1

111

1

.1.1

60,

K

1

Double gut

1.WI

1.0(1

2.0

1.0

.

.

Twisted gut...
Treble loops...

'?n

:.a.r.

j.i.i

ADSEDEEN, AMERICAN-

Gimp
la-.-

'liiOlIT,

SXliCK KENDALL,

os......

01)

OS t.fHI

1,4-.

2S

1.2S l.M

1

-lav:.
,

lumbers,...

i.io 1.2s
1.60 1.5U
1,40 1.40 1.26

l.lti
1.7--

1.4U 1.40 1.26

la3 4as -eajq
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FOREST AND STREAM.

158

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

NO

IS

END.

[Skptembkk

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD.
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES.

Established d836.

NERVE-GIVING

Composed of the
principles of the ox train and wheat germ.
It restores to
both brain and body the elements that have been carried off b;' disease, won
cesses or
nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens a falling memory. It prevents debility and consumption. It strengthens the bra In, giver? good sleep, and recuperates after rar.
nshave
oreseribed snn.rwo packages.
For rwilp bv druggists or ma'l $..
F.
664 and 666 Sixth Avenne, N. Y.

NEAT AND ELEGANT

CROSBY,

BOOK BINDING

he Mennel.

jJHiliscellnnepug
Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

RIVERSIDE

Keep's Shirts, the Best.

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.

KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS,

COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,

easily

finished.

If you

want good work,

save Agent's Commission

JAMES

at

low

come

JDey

St.

Pups ready

ure, 6 tor $9.

Union.

ITS

Money refunded

DEVELOPMENT,

By U.

;

Leicester, ex-Nellie; thoroughly broken except retrieving a noble dog; price *ioo. Black, white
and tan setter bitch Fannie; broken; pil e $50.
O.ange and while pointer blteu Belle; broken;
price $50. iho above I gaurantee to be as represented or no sale. For particulars rnqulreoi c. Z.
MILKY, Lancaster, Pa,
Sept22,2t

goods not satisfactory.

631, 633, 635, 637

;

any address.

free to

Keep Manufacturing

GREEHEH,

iv.

tor

Samples and circulars

WITH NOTES ON SHOOTING.

Co.,

Broadway,

N. Y.

AUTHOR OK

COCKER

" Modern Breecli-Loaders," " Choke-Bore Guns," Etc.
One Vol., Extra Fcap., 4to, 68O Pages, 500 Illustrations, Cloth,Gllt.

HOLABIRD

PRICE, $7.50.

Shooting Suits.

" The ful'est description of fire-arms

BITCH FOR SALE, !(# yeare old, Ot
the Bestor.
Very intelligent and handsome, dark liver and white evenly marked. She
is penectly kind with children and thoroughly
house and y aid broken, lias been in the held a
few timer'. Sold lor no fault, Weuht 25 lbs. Address COCKEk SPANIEL, liartford, conn.
;

SCpt22,lt

Write for circular to

$•

anil

-

'

Valparaiso, Ind.

'

•

i

<

'

Mass. Cats Free

Pittsfijld,

STOCKS, BONDS

VECHTEN,

to

be the best

RED IRISH SETTERS and Cocker Spaniels
FORofti.emoht
fashionable blood addrer-s CUAS.
DENISON,

AND

SECURITIES,
MINING STOCKS.

have recently invented a new hammer
Is

article In the

66

Pine

St..

A.

Sale.

gar

WEEKS,

X

ket All sportsmen agree that the Eutebrouk

workmanship and shooting

finish,

qualities are equal to

any

PLACE FOR SALE-Maln

COUNTRY

REBOR1NG A SPECIALTY.

Hammer and Hammerlcss *>n

order,

si

26, issi.

and

by my cricket

Septlo.ijt

I.

w helped August

tan,

(Vandad-Jleitie;

my

of

our.

Sep u i6,2t

.

;

EITEBHOUK,

C. II.

if

house, 40

by 18; extension, 36 by 16; hardwood finish;
marble mantels; hot and cold water: stable, hennery, etc., two acres lawn fruit and shade trees.
cost $li,oi>0; $1,600 cash. For sale,
Price $6,500
six acres near two railroads, Closrer, N. J. For
sale, 9 acres on western slope of the Pillsades, Ten-

in the market.

Septl6

Locust Valley, L.

color black, white

28, 18S1,

guns tor

Hartford, Ct.

two pure bred Gordon setter puppies,
FORdogSALE,
and bitch, whelped May
Adaresa

New York.

ac-

mar-

J3, wire muzzles
Address, with stamp, uHakLKS H. VaN
Victor, Ontario Co., N. Y.
septl5,tf

75 eta

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,

THE NEW EUTEBROUK HAMMER GUN.

septl5,tf

male

$4, single

il

739 and 741 Broadway, New York.

knowledged

buy a pure

HUNI RED FERRETS for saleat$7 per pair,
FIVE
single female

Full-Length COT.ln this case
)i $10; LOUNGE, In thlg case, $8
iSoid everywhere bv the Trade

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO.,

gun, both In single and double, which

1 1

BINS, Wetheraneid, Conn.

SENT, PREPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

I

will

Irish dog pup, 4 mos. old,
having one cross of Elcbo and two of
I \J
Plunket $20 will buy a native setter bitch, to moa.
old, of a very popular strain.
Address E. J.ROB-

TJPTHEGROVE & MoLELLAN.

matters renaming to tlielr use and manufacture which la
Bccessli
-loortsman." Col. Wlngate. in the Critic.
'
•
- •'
"Will be found In t'-resl tag anrl valuable to he sportsman.
" The book is well w-orth u most careful perusal, and we commend It to all Interested In sporting
guns or rifles."— The Spirit of the Times.
i

Sept22,tf

Drulo, ex-Leda; thoroughly broken retrieves from
land and water; prlce$i25. Blue belton LleweUln
setter dog Cash. tyt years old, out of champion

CHEAPEST.

THE GUN AND

lor delivery.

SALE, black, white and tan LleweUln settrr
FOR
dog Porte Crayon, 8 years old, out of Champion

ALWAYS THE BEST AND

KEEP'S GOODS

33.

(Snip ex-Yulette) stock for sale.

KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE 8HIRT8, 6 for $6.50
KEEP'S SHIRTS delivered free In any pan of the

A FILE OF N. V HERALD, 1847, AND TIME*,
TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR SALE.

Box

II..

Champion Bragg and Champion Feather, Grade

.•

direct to

WALKER, 14

E.

Claremon t, N.

KEEP'S KID a LOVES, none better $1 per pair.
KEEP'S UNDERWEAR, the best.
i.r.i--IBRELLAS, the .strongest.
KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate.
KEEP'S NECKWEAR, latest novelties.
KEEP'S best custom SHIRTS, made to meas-

and

figures,

22, 1881.

Dock Square, Boston, Mass.

.

p

OR SALE CHEAP,

pointer dog,

Is

a beauty, of

good pedigree, one year old, will charge and
W 111 exenange
retrieve, but not broken on game.
lor cocker spaniel pups not over 2 or a mouiha old.

BKiUnAM,

Address ULO. H.

Nashua,

JN. il.

Septl5,2t

NICHOLS &
BEACH STREET, BOSTON,

B. F.
28

CO.,

one new Winchester repeating
FOR
SA
FOR16-shooler,
pistol grip and all the Improvet.E,

MAMS.

Manufacturers of the

BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
As was proved

at the Fly-Casting

Tournament

at

Coney Island, June

23.

First prize In Champion Class was won with one of our in ft. 9 oz. Bass Pods length of cast, 75 f»et
First prize In Amateur Class was won with one of our 11 ft. 8 or.. Fly Pods length of cast, 67>s ft. The
Sea World Special Prize was won with one of ourllx ft. 10 oz. General Hods; length of cast, 76 ft. Our
roos are conslden d superior io all others by those who have seen or used them. Send stamp for cata-

rifle,

ments, will be sold at a bargain. One w lnchester
D. B. match gun, cost $S5, very line and splendid
shooter, 32 in. barrels, iu gauge, left choked, right
open, pistol grip, fcott action. These guns will be
s Id at a bargain, as I have no use for tnem. F. A.
SIN CLAIM, Mottvllle, Ononadaga Co., N. Y.
Septl5,2t

;

;

logue, with Mass. Fish

and Game Law.

CIGARETTES

That stand unrivalled

for

PURITY.

FRAGRANT

from Urugs or Medication.

Warranted Free

NEW

THREE

VANITY
FAIR.

S.

KOlBii.i,

&.

CO.,

SALE, one nearly new P. Webley & Son
FORdoable
breech-loader,
x 12 x 2S x 3x 13J£
7;,

(propr-rty ot J.

Sept22,t£

POINTER8. For very superior
.nil
i.ilon
"
(2d New York, 18^0, and darn of
.'

,!::<

I

;

HENRY

W. LIVINGSTON,

county,

f'.rU;

New York.

'

pointer pups,
l.i

IV...I

'

by

Baronet), or for
address, with stamp,
Box S3, Greenpoit, Sufsept22,tr

;

I

;

;

HAVE A SETTER DOG
I

POP, year

old,

and yard

broken; want him

fleld trained, to be ready for
In fall of 1888. Half money down, balance
Adlress, statis satisfactorily broken.
ing terms, reference, etc., H. HILL, P. O. Box 3583,

work

when dog

Merits.

HAEMLB8S, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.
8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.
WOT.

out of Bene ot Nashville
H'OR SALE, setter pups
Loul. Valenrlne, Ssq.), by that

world famous king of the fleld, champion Joe, Jr.
A rare chance, only a few cho ce ones to offer, and
Just right now tor fall
sold under guarantee.
shooting. Pointers and setters for sale. Address
NASHVILLE KENNEL CLUB, Nashville, lenn.

stud services of Baronet,
grade, lstol grip In case, with loading and
cleaning tools, shells, etc., all In first class order
a good shooter price »60. Address ROBT. WALKSept22,lt
ER, Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

FAIR.

Each having Distinguishing

fect condition, fully flited and furnished ready for
a cruise, t-afe, roomy, able ana a fine slnglehander. Reason for selling, owner wants larger
boat. Address G., care Forks t and Stream.
Septl5,8t

$71

VANITY

KINGS.

SALE, the small Iron cutter Elvira, recently
FORdescribed
In forest and Stream. Is In per-

SALE, fleld spaniels, one all liver dog, 4
years old, sound, a fcood worker on grouse
price $20. two dog pups, w helped J ury ,.u, price
»iu each; good stOuK, Address uuBKltT nALktU,
Sept2^,lt
Frankuu, Del. Co., N. Y.

fine
F^OR SALE,
a% lbs.,
88,

3

barrel Baker

gun 18x88

modified choke; good as

rifle,

new

Will sell with Winchester reloading
cost $128.
tools and 90 rifle shells for $100. Address K. o.
8ept22,lt
ARRISON, Pataskala, Ohio.

Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester 'N. T.

NY.

8ept22,H

BERNARD PUPS FOR SALE.—For pedigrees
ST.and
other pan lculars, address, with stamp. P.
O.

Box

Sept22,«t

Lancaster, Mass,

94,

GREATLY IMPROVED.
SALE, a Shattuck 10-bore, 9 lbs., single B.L. NEMA8KRTT KENNEL, N. H. VAUGDAN, proorder; has fine DamascuB barrels,
Sporting doga
NOT OVER 1 PER CENT. OF BREAK- FORmadefore10end
prietor, MhUlleboro, Mass.
(not on trade gun) all the workchecked
ACE AT THE TRAP GUARANTEED.
broken and handled, also a nurnunr of br.iken doga
finely flntsued at<d plated, viz.,
;

THREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS: 1st, »IOO;
2d $23; 3d, one trap andl,000 pigeons. For
particulars, rules, score cards, etc., address the

[Extract from Forest and Stream, July

manu-

lngparts have been
triggers, cock springs, guard and

pin.

Makes

Dogs ami pupuh-K Vroanlcd on reasonable

for sale.

flue

Also to shells and loader. Price $25. Never
been used only at target. Address J. F. RON AN,
Box 34, Roxbury station, Boston, Mass. Sept22,tf

teims.

P. O.

septas

BoxsoS.

target.

7, 1881, p. 448.]

VERY LARGE

all black Newfoundland; exwatch dog and klndwiih Children: 4«
Also handsome, well marked black
and tan Gordon setref Mien $80. For particulars
apply to N. T. P., P. O. Box 336, New Brunswick,

A'
years;

cellent,
j; $45.

;

wing shooting.

practice tor
te

Vi

j

«

rest, its

We commend

all

sportsmen

.
i
,

i

.

i

.

Fred. Sauter,
NATURALIST
— AND —

TAXIDERMIST
199

FOR SALE, built of Spatlsh cedar with
CANOE
oak frame, moderate Shadow modeL Very \j
fast under paddle and sail. Cost $75 has been
used but little. Will be. sold for $40 as owner has
no time to use her. Address J. JOHN-ON, care
Septi5,2t
Forest andStream
;

«

A
line,

CROWN O

SLOOP YACHT, built last June by
David Klrby. S8rt overaU, 24 ft. on waterft. beam, 4 ft. draught, 5 ft. head room In

8«

cabin, lead keel. Price $900.

E. T., Jr.

Y

Box

sst4,

N.

Sept22,lt

Pains
Particular
taken in mounting
pet birds

and

ani-

mals.
Large Stock of Grocts,
bjbds, deerhead3, amd
Glass casks.

for

rinier

for sale cheap beautiful
W. MCCAIN, Rus h, Pa.

GREYHOUND

young cocKer

spaniel.

W.

SeptS21t

PUPS FOR SALE,

ihree dog) and
Import el English

two bitch pups, out of my
greyhound bitch Juno by my Imported Leo. Pups
Arc mouse colored and tine,
,1 Aug. 12.
H. W. HUNTINGTON. « Uliams-

healthy animals.
burgh, L. I.

Sept8-2.lt

SALE, one black, white and
FORmonths
old, thoroughly broken;

WILLIAM ST.

Near FRANKFORT, N. Y.

sept22,n

dog
EXCHANGE, superb young p
TO B.L.
gun (lemon and white, broken). Also

field

Cover, and Trap Shooting.

BTA.E BOGABDUS.

Vrlo», *«•

m

t ami & T 9tDBosnruM,

tan dog. IB
can be seen
on game or sent on trlnL For particulars addrf 33
Sept22.lt
uun.
C
Winsled,
IS.iAC FERGUSON,
Irish setter puppy, six months
FOROld,SALE^Tred
cne. price $15. Apslot
with the
be

ply to W.

J.

perl

MORTON, Portsmouth,

Va.

aept22,lt

FLUTE (Rat tier-True), full pedlW TUD BEAGLE
^
white, black and tan liyin. high eats
gree,

;

spread 18 inches. Studfee$10. Address N.
Granby, Ot

;

ELMORE,
BeptM

i^OliJiki

Br-PrEMEEK 22, 18ftL]

159

& 1 AJbAJUL

Ai>_L>

LEONARD'S

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERROLES.

Dog Show,

International

Bamboo Rods,

iTOllt

GRAND
TO BE HELD AT

LONDON, ONT.,
SI3I»J 'EiTLBEK

2r,

and

29

'28,

30, 1SS1.

NO. 1 SHOWS WATERPROOF CUP IN FERRULE (PATENTED OCTOBER SO, 18T5).
bamboo muatr rot
This prevents any moisture from reaching the wood, and the ferrule from becoming loose. The constant wetting and drying of tie
nil.
.r .un":
esoi fofis less durante than Leonard's.
No. 2 SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE (PATENTED SEPTEMBER 3, 1S78).
__
of
other
makes or roai
part
where
so
many
wiiic.li
weakest
of
a
rod,
and
wood,
Is
i.he
Tbi« «nitt ttinrniii'iiiv «t,rpnmMieno where iln re mile Is joined o lie
SPLITjFEKRULE has Men appIUxL
r ,,; ,si ,g:.inai,,,,eii li ,rei, ,i,geattbispointslncethe PATENT
(bamboo e
& TEST IMPROVEMENT that has been Introduced In rod making since rods have been made.
We consldi
No. 3 SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE WHIP PED WITH SILK AS IT ArPEARS ON THE ROD.

the wood,

now

Prize Lists

ready, and can be had of

'

...,,.

it

<

l

PUDDICOMBE,

J.

Seo't,

ob

CHA8. LINCOLN,
Office,

CJOSE SEPTEMBER

S

1

EVERY ROD WARRANTED.
SOLi AGENTS,

Stjpt.

Tecumseh House, London, Ont.

ESfBI

t

1

,

MILLS & SON,
"WILLIAM
WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

12.

7

FLEAS! FLEAS!

ALLEN'S i.lCKEL-P-LATED DUCK CALLER.

WORMS! WORMS!

The most natural toned and

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs
A BANK TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.

easiest blowing

Duck Caller In the world,

-ent post paid to any address on receipt of one doUar.

Is
THIS POWDER
oilier

guaranteed to kill fleas on
a uiinnK or money returned.
dogs or any
It is put up In patent boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which greatly facilitates Its use. Simple

and

efficacious.

Price 30 cents by mail,

f

'oh!

paid.

Areca Nut for Worms in Dotrs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
mtalning ten powders, with

full

Price 30 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Hod and

Sun and Fokest amj

Sx&bah.

Conroy, Bisset & Malleson,
05 Fulton sfceet, N. Y.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,
cortiandt street, N. T.

l

WHKiHI'A- BITSO>,
Washington

580

street, Boston, Mass.

ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME

Greyhounds.
r«

O. D., or on receipt of price,
slmnlv a device for holdmo- a dead duck in a natural position In the water, on Ice or land, as a decoy. Sent to any address, C.
No - for malferds etc No. 2 for widgeon! etc.. No. 3 for teal. For sale by the trade everywhe re, or by F. A. ALI.EIV, Monmouth, His.

$4 pe? dozen

For sale, Imported greyhounds and puppies from
imported stock, Pedigree-: e;:.i mined and traced.
Orders for importation solicited. For circulars or
Information, address L. C. F. LOTZ, 3,»13 Lake Ave.,
Chicago, 111., or 11 KNNESSE V & SEEBACH, Chicago
Field Kennel, Peru, Lasalle County, 111.
June2,4mos

TheDalyGun,
,HAS FINER BARRELS,

COCKER BUYERS AMD BREEDERS.—A. W
TO Langdale,
Newmareh Terrace,
of

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR

Victoria

r>

To «.:itxy otlxer GJ-ixix

Road, Leytonslone, England, late owner of OhamElons Lawyer, liatchelor, Ladybird. Ladylove,
tale, Loustlc, Leicester, Limerick, i.ibna, Launcelot, Lena,Lydney. Bebb, Young Bebb, Bessie 11., Baioness, aDd many more n i„
n k m lers at our best
Shows; also, contributor to Vero Shaw's new work
on Bpanlels, will buy on commission spaniels of any
Dreed, and has on his books a number of grand
specimens; deposit system.
Mar31,tf
i

>i I

i

;

.

i.

.

SALE—A dark liver and white pointer dog
i."i|ini
i,
ss;,by Dr. Strachan's
i'"i'i'».
Flush (Old George-Peg), sire of Steel's Flake, out o£
The
Barker's chainpnm Princess (Ranger-Fan).
puppy Is offered lor sale on account of the owner
having no convenient place loi keeping him. Address LOCUST, P. o. Pox 17.11;"., New York city.

FOR

'

r

i

'

i

COSTING TWICE THE MOIVEY.
Sliootlng TJxisurpassecS*

i

.-

Iiists

furnished on application.

AGENTS FOB CARD'S
naH'>

St**: sr«*4

.TVETF

DOWBLB BEVOLVJSO TBAF.

Sbeita—Ommtv omranum

Pmnlawer than anv

aemington's Military, Sporting

other.

<fl£

Hunting Repeating

sound, price

7,

Onondaga

white mottled pup,

in

ilc.

whelped Aug

oui

May, by Gypsey and
Champion Snapshot

o,

ter stock in America,
for item-*,-, and
ilNCLAIE, Mott.ville,
ible

septi5,2t

Co., K, Y.

SETTERS AND

SP.

I

Brown,
ra Imported stock and (na-

curly retrievers, :
English setters; fu pedigree.
Woodfot _s, Me.

tive)

Address

ASSEH SMITH,

MAN-

Septi

,

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U
lO
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
.48 Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices- Carbines, $22 Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $25.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.
E. REMINGTON & SONS.. 283 Broadway, N.Y. P. Q. Boy S.ge4.
;

FOR SALE,

IELS

it.

EX0S JAMES &

CO.'S

HARD-H1T1TNU GUNS.

We now offer a

ENOS JAMES & CO.'s Superb
the use of paying an absurd
old maker when you can get
a JAMES' GUN as good or better for half th e money? Or
what Is the use of buying a gun bearing either a fictitious
name or no name at aU, when you can get one of ENOS
JAMES & CO.'s guns with their name and guaranty for the
full line of

What

Breech-Loaders.
price for a

PORTRAITS

of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on line tinted paper, will be aentpostpald for 25 cents each, or the five for $1.
PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park Row,

FOKEST

AND STREAM

Dec30,tf

N. Y.

O'MOKE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
KORY
Irish setter puppies tor sale, by champion
Rory O'More out
Pearl.

DER,

ot

We

CALLEN-

Gun.

Address W. N.

Augll,tf

SALE, a few choice
FORwhile
coek.r spaniels,
i

Hie

M

.1

Donby

Wlklair

Price $15.

:;

CHAS.

?

sole

agents at

New York

for

the Colt

Sept22.it

TRIUMPH.

H.
P. O.

BOX

.1,309.

&

D.
SO

FOLSOM,
WARREN ST., NEW YORK.

SALE, six bull pum by Bonnlo Boy, second
ev.(.-p-,ey. l,[,l Newport, 1881.
I'v-n v,,rl. i-.'.!..
ill
.I,-,
ri/.e winners
These '1. .-- ,,iv !'
lei
Sir Anthony, Alexander, Master Gully. 81e
man, etc.. and are lmrd to beat
Fori r.ees address
R. M. LiVlNcsXuN, it; West i.r.i.h .-Area., New York
:

,

i

sept22,»t.

clty.

ITtOR SALE

till

FA P, three

ler
ulilnl
gree. etc., ad.lre.-s
'

,

.

South

i

I

Sd street,

I

;s,

i

k.:hl

H

line black
e, is okl

TIIOS. P.

and tan
In,

|.

Sli-

MONTGOMERY.

larrisburg, Penu.

7

Sept,22H

JOINTER DOG

I

hound

rod,

R. T.

for sale or exchange for beagle
btlch, repeating title or split bamboo
st Jersey City, N.
sept 28j

GREENE. MO Grand

J.

FORbroken pointers ami

SALE, a number

and broken,
B.

,

u

of well bred and well
setters, also dogs boarded

iiolstaet lun cuarimleed.

RICEMOND,

Lakevllle, Mass.

—See Kennel Advertisements

Address H.
SepK2,tf

next page.

Clufc

Guns of

about half price.
Also a lew choice Parker guus of latest style at special
Address

FOR

i

ley

rates.

:l

I

are

all sorts at

broken

i

.

prize

Is

gun made by some

We offer a small JOB LOT of the famous Web

black and black and
a nd unbroken.
0.1 V,
p.l
.J
Migtrios, old, my choice of the litter.
F. KENT, Montlcello, N. Y.

lire.

Mi

same

Norah O'More, Magenta and

Fuji pedigrees.
Albany, N. Y.

Rifles.

KEEKE'8 PATENT

SeptSjtt

Don. and my Snapshot
and imported Fannie.
both parents being un:
other good qualities.

g

SCH0YERLIN6, DALY & GALES,

It has come to our knowledije that common gruns are being sold in the States
bearing onr name. As we. make only fine gnus, genuine TOLLRY srnns have .'engraved on the rib, " J. &Yf. TOILET, 'Makers, St. Mary's So.., Birmingiiam."

J

,

;

FOREST AND STREAM^

160

^irhmanu

0oads,

$govtsnten&

PEDIGREE
first-class

work ana guarantees

faction.

Also,

Br mall,

for $3.

VONCULINPA'I

i

PORTABLE HOUSE

PAT.

M'F'G CO

P. O.

Box

22,

The Pennsylvania R. R.

LAR AND BOOK.

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
afforded

ficulties and

Sole Propbiktob,
Kennels, Toms Hirer, N.

Dr Gordon

dangers of reshipment, while theex-

smooth

steel

TM LUTES O*

BUHUFACTl'BE HOUSES
on an entirely new and novel principle, whereby
more strength can be obtained than in any other
way. Any size from a Sportsman's or Miner's Cot,
"X by 8 feet, with floor, one door and four windows,
kous dwelling.
weighing 4; a pou fls, to 8
So arranged that no nails, screws or skilled labor
are required in putting them up very easily and

J.

Stables, R.ff.

;

quickly done, simple, light,, strong, comfortable,
durable, artistic. S
cots and Summer
Cottages specialties. Send for descriptive circular
or apply to
EARL LEE, Manager,
Corona, Queens Co., N. Y.

TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,
Author ol the

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

Pennsylvania Railroad

hotels and Routes for sportsmen

Send for

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."

Company

also reaoh the belt localities for

GTOTDJG AID FISHEfG
Pennsylvania and New Jersey. BXCTTRSIOlf

to

TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company m
the principle cities to KA^XE, RENOVA, BED*
FORD, CKESSON, RALSTON, MINNBQUA.MJ*
all

other well-known centers for
Troat FliUng, Wing Shooting, and
Hunting.

exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any
Dreed.

most of tha

TRANSPORTS*

Filce

CLAY GLOVER,
Imperial

their lines for reaching

oellent oars which run over the
tracts enable STOCK TO BE
without failure or injury.

SKIN DISEASES. For sale by

druggists and dealers In sportsmen's goods.
Kto. perbottla.

H.

by

TROUT1NG PARKS and RACE COURSES In tha
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOU*
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif-

IMPERIAL MANGE CURE.
sure cure for all

Co.,

Respectful] y invite attention to the

Delaware City, DeL

GLOVER'S
A

TO SPORTSMEN:

satis-

& C. VON CCL1N.

JB.

23, 1881.

§oMs and^sottsfor §>yorfsmetu

<§po(h.

THE AMERICAN

PKINTI1VG AND COMPILING,
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE DONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSE IX AMERICA,
Which docs

[Skptbmbkb

SUB

»l?o,*»

TUCKSBTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAT.
SQUAN, and paints a th eNE
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTM
FIN AND FEATHER.
f%,. P. FARMER, Gen'i Pass. Agent.
«<
lfeMT-*i
FaAmE IFatOMSOH. Gon'l Manairer.
'.v"„

Gives addresses of prin-

Price 10 cents, post free.
cipal English breeders.

'

BRANDYWINE KENNEL.
Address
June30,3mos

First-class sporting ga
sent by post on rceelr.
di-essed to

a 11m

YEAUSLEY, JR.,

I.

GEO.

Box u, CoatesvUle, Pcnn.

b:
Otte trail,

and

410

rtli

MT.,

WASHI7VOTON C1XV.

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

able to follow the dam on
are believed to be second to none in

COLIN CAMERON,
May 2,uf

nose, tongue and endurance.
BrickerTllle. Pa.

THE SNEIDER.

COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—For
OULEOUT
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches

Address

G.

T.

contained.

these waters.

TaFT, Westboro, Mass.

also abound in large numbers in the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
friends or " club " at home, as ice for packing flsh
can be had at nearly all points.

LONGE,

Sept23,lt

gyorlstnau's $ood$.

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

The

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes is very
beautlfuL The air Is pure dry and bracing. The
climate Is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

GUNS WITH HA.MMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS.
SIZES FROM 1 TO 20.
Muzzle-Loaders Altered.

*

to Breech-Loaders.
Pin -Fire Gnns Altered to Central-Fire.

Stocks Bent to

Any Crook.

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.
Send for

*

214

Illustrated Catalogue,

Hay Fever and Asthma

attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

'

Sc< ut. says that

Stou&e

*1

-a

'

these

a

i

la

arias,

:-.

e,

i

hat

t

la",

:

h

n

"
"

Trap Shot!

"
"

10(J (lumbers St., N. Y.
lealer In

and

,

and

ie,

STEVENS

<fc

all

Articles

con-

sole agent, for

CO.'S

Plain, £12.50

;

Twist, $15.50

;

Lami-

nated, $17.

$20 2C
20;

.22 e.al., 24 In.,

J

.82,.:

HUNTER'S PET RIFLES;
In., ,-18; 22 In.,

U9

;

In., $22; 23 In., $24.

21

.22, .32, .88

Or .44 CaL, 18

21 in,, *21.

POCKET iJFI.ES: .22 or .32 cal., 10 In., $12.25; 12
In., $13.25; 151n.,$l5; 18 In., $16.50.
GALLERY PISTOLS: Light, $20; heavy, $22.
New York, May 19, isso.

Soft or Chilled.

,

,.;,.,
!

,

and

'...

'a

'

'

-a

i

a

.

Dam and

UpperDam

return

of lssl affords

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between tha
a Chesapeake Bay and the Pachic Ocean.
G. P. «. T. A., Richmond, Va.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
STEAMERS of this Line reach some of th8
THEtlnest
watertowl and upland shooting sections
caimtrv. CuDu-aa.i ne.ai. re,.a. tor Chincoteague,
and points on the Peninsula, City
James River, Currituck, Florida ai.d the
mountainous country ot Virginia, Tennessee, etc
earners sail Tuesday, Thursday andSat.a
Lewes, Dell., Monday and Thursday at 8 r.
lay.
m. Full information given at office, 19T Greenwlclk

in tlio

laih'fs Island

Point,

New York.

House,

Boston.

"

"
Upton
Mountain view House or Kanglet
Outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton
IndlanHock and return vlaAndover
Rangeley Lake and return

$9.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
11.00

13.75
16.26
12.60
11.00

"
Phillips
Indian Rock and return, (via Andover, return via Farmlngton) . 15.26

"

(via

"

"

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

Wild Fowl Shooting.

NUMBERS

7, 8,

No. Of pellets to OZ., 338
"
« "
"
345

472
495

TATHAM&
82

BEEKMAN

ST.,

9

AND

m

1056 Soft
1M0 Chilled.

68S
710

BRO'8,
NEW

"

FARRAR, Jamaica

(Mt.

Klneo House)
Forks of the Kennebec and return.
Dead River and return.

WASHINGTON
DEPOT, HAYMARKET

Send

SQ.,

/

^OSIOJN.

D. J.

Plain,

Mass.

Deer, Partridge, Woodcock, Ducks

*7rj
V'fc

-,.

••

.

1

Tim Pond fZ Seven Ponds.
TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.

and

Babbits
in fine numbers. Good Ashing, boats, dogs and
guides. Six miles from Shohola, Erie R. K. Good
accommodations and references. Come or ad-

dress

Parties wishing to visit tie Seven Ponds, via
Eustis and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,
guides, boats, camps, with board, in readiness, by
wilting in advance to

KENNEDY

SMITH,

Eustis, Maine.

M. 8RADLEY,

Eldred, Sullivan Co, N. Y.
Inspector, i'ort Hope, Ontario.

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD

FLANDERS.

UPLAND SHOOTING.

I.

CHRIST, Fishery

£Y

n.
Has always on hand the best of
etc., v Ph he largest, rig ot trained
re
wild geese decoys on the coast. The best ground
In the vicinity or Xew York for bay snipe shooting
ofall varieties. Special s ttentlon given by himself
-an-:' anion guaranteed
Address
mlit ei;a ;
W.M. is'. LANK, Good Ground, I.. I. Refers by perLtroadway. and Wm.
eit-.slnn to .!. H. Sla-jjlnad, a'.M
Duleher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

for list of excursions.

Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent.

;

2.

Moosehead Lake and return

YORK.

and the North Maine Wll
dernes8 Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive gutde book to Northern Maine and
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, 8r»
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
takes and ponds connected with them.
258 pages,
:
illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, Illuminated covers. Price, by mall, post-paid, so

CHARLES A.

15.25

"
"

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

cents.

Andover) Bemls Stream and

16.00
13.00
13.00
and
return
1S.00
Falls,
N.
B.,
Grand
Andrews,
N.
B.,
and
return
16.00
St.
all
Sporting
and PleasAlso tourists' tickets to
iii e Kesoris In Maine and the Provinces.
Tickets for sale a.i, all pnnclpal ticket offices and
STREET, 1 xinuTriN
280
at

"

my

'h-,.1

a distance ranging from 100 to 3i0 feet. For accuracy and perfection I consider Stevens riile. unrivalled*
Hoping tills statement will give you pleasure, I remain, dear sir,
Yours, very respectfully,
J. A. P. Bonaldb.

Middle

return

I avail of this occasion to Inform you that the
little pocket rifle that I bought from you as months
last, trip ] had occaago is a perfect gem. On
sion to use It In the woods, and out of lea shots i
'.

summer

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

.

Breech-Load in if Arms.
:

the

H. W. rCLLEB,

"

a

CHAS. F01S0M,

RIFLES

.

RAILROAD.
"
"

i

SINGLE GUNS:

>.

VIA

with

so well, are so handy in ike anam and carry about
In a trunk or hag, that, everybody wants them, ami
the makers hase had to enlarge the Factory and
work nlgh's, in supply (I e demand, and even In the
dull season cannot gel much stock ahead. Send
tor Illustrated price list to

J,

of the Tourist,

EXCURSION TICKETS

return

long

iVai

i

Fishing Season at Rangeley Bromfield
Lakes Again Open.

.-,.

i

The Route

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
Irginla Mountains to the White Sulphur
Springs and other famous summer resorts.
it'y la reached by rail at Huntingdon,
The C. &
w. Va,, from the West, on b rest and Southwest;
a rlottesi Hie, va., from the North and East,
and at Klchmoid, Va., I'rom the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension to

street,

Boston to Andover and return
" south Ann (Richardson Lakes) and

do the great feats performed (tally In Barmun'H
Circus and elsewhei'e. Llnglng a bell every time
through a quarter-inch hulUew; cutting the ashes
from a cigar hold In anoTher person's mouth
and
plerc trig a dime held bet v een another's tinge
numerous other difficult and wonderful shots.
...I.

trout,

man carried free.

Affections.

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Pishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home"
on this route. For Tourists' Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of loo pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and f ur' her Information, address

Selected Standard

to

e

wild dUCk,

mountain

time for the season of 1881

by new buildings and additions.
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and

a Stevens' Rifle or Plsiol, at 5" fee', ofT-band. he
playing card In thta
can knock the fcpots oui ol

day

lU'J.eys,

BOSTON AWD MAIWB

WILD H ARRY, the Indian
all

In

i

Guns, nshlng tackle and one dog for each sports-

The hotel accommodations are excellent, and will
be largely Increased

5 Consecutive Shots, 50 feet, off-liam'.

way

aali, lieia-, tx-e.r, ivll'l

nike. raekerel, etc.

has.:.,

wltr-

W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

TATHAM'

*

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia Blue Ridge '.fountains, Valley of Virginia,
fountains,' ireenbrier and New Rivers,
and Including In their varieties at
a

famous

Irish
color

Better

dark red.

Ohio R'y.

grouse, quail, snipe, woodcock,

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of flsh

BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the
AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only in
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June l and ends
Nov. 1.
BLACK BASS, tiKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA-

and puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T WALKER,
July 21-tf
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

&

Chesapeake

THE ROUTE ot the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUND3 OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

The waters of the

Grand Traverse Region

1

two first-class, thorough bred
WANTED,puppies,
a boul six months old;

R. R.

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE

One Price Clothier,

BEAGLE KENNELS—For sale, the proHARE
duce of imported and home bred animals that
have

LINE."

Trout, Grayling; <fc Black Bass Fisheries,

HENNING,

C.

FISHING

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana

'.

DASHING LION IN THE STUD.
The imported dog Dashing Lion will serve
Fee, $25.
Ited number of appro!
ties.

THE

CARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.

*-%»
liUoinaraa, a luuiuu^u auu cuuipiowa
guide book to the Rangeley hake Region, Kennebago, Cupauptic, P&rmachneee and uonnectlout
Lakes and Che head waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; Illumink
;- a pages, si illustrations
ated covers, ante
and a large map, made mostly trom accttrato sur,

a WEEK,

tis a day at

Costly outat tree.
\aeraw, Waine.

home easily made.
TR CE & CO.

Address

8END FOR

NEW

,

CATALOGUE.

veys. Price, post-paid

vanderbllt.BroB., S3 Fulton St., N. X.

by mall, on cents.

A J. FARRA R. Jamaica Plain, Muss.

CHARLES

'

-

FOREST AND STREAM.
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PATENT

ST=»T£J3a_M71"S
MEAT "FIBRiNE" DOG CAKES.
PATENT"

are .Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows ana Kennels In the United Kingdom ana abroad. The Patent
"SPilATT'S
" Flbrlue" dikes sit use.i at tao tiers' Home, London
They nave been awarded over 30 Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
i:inlln d'Aenllinn.tinliiii, I" :i
do.
receiving the Highest award f<v tvkj Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, ists Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Modal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879 ; Westminster Kennel Cinb, New York, Gold Uedal Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., etc
...

:

;

;

Few

STAMPED.

FRANCIS

425

BROADWAY ANB

Spoon Is undoubtedly the
taking flsh ever offered to

tie public.

COMPRISING

Tackle.

MANN &

JOHN

H.
SYRACUSE,

CO.,

N. Y.

Tan Color Coats,

AND COMPLETE

made

large flsh, and the best spoon ever
trout; No. 22 excellent for deep

la Fishing

UUTFITS,

F.ISHIIMC

SPORTING
RUBBER
ESTABLISHED

Fishing: Pants.

OUTFITS.

1838.]

BIRDS' EYES,

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

HOUSE.

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists'
Supplies.
Bend

for

New

&

W.J. KNOWLTON'SNatoralBistory Store,
168 Treniont St., Boston, Ittass.

SoftllubberCrawfisu, Patented OcUt,
NEW PASS bait.—Samples oy mall, me. Bolt

Rubber Heller,* mites, sue. Soft Rubber Frogs
-large, 6nc; small, 3uc
WM. mills * SON,
Trade BuppUed.
1 Wai ren street, N ew Yorfc
Sole Agents,

M

SHIPLEY & SON,

OILERS

S03

COMMERCE

ST.,

Debility,
'Scrofula,

for Flsh Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
Bplit bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
tree.
Our 66-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten

1

I

^

Rheumatism

T

Or Consumption

,

IteBBperlortoanyindolUcacy of taste

and

1

centstn stamps.

smell,

Eyes for Taxidermists and Manuf'cturers.
Also, all kinds of Glass Work done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge by Mall.

Artificial

NEW

WALKER ST..

S9

YORK.

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

ArtofSwlmmtng

80
Athletic Sports for Boys— boards, 7Sc; cloth... 1.00
Athletlo Sports, Stonehenge
L00
Bailey's Birds of the United States,
1 SB
Baird's Birds of North America
30 00
Bechsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 50
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
l oo
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 60c; Shooting,
60c; Common Objects of the Seashore, 60c;
Cage and Singing Birds, soc; Dogs, T6c;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c; Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds... T*
Breecn Loader, Modern, Greener. .;
s so
Cage and Singing Birds
54
Canoeing in Kanuckla
l ss
Canoe Traveling, Powell
s 00
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
Canoe, Voyage ol the Paper Bishop's
s 60
Casselrs Book of Birds, 4 vols
la 00
Dog Breaking by Holablrd.
ss
Fly Fishing In Maine Lakes
1 ss
Frank Forester's Field Sports
4 60
Prank Forester's Flsh and Fishing
9 ss
Frank Foe
1th Heok& Line. p».
Frarik Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, s so
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Characters, Svo., 2 vols.
4 Of
Gun, Rod and Saddle
.._
i oo
Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer.
8 00
Hand Book for Riflemen
so
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
1 so
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
1 SS
Hunter and Trapper, Tnrasher
l oo
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost .... 1 SO
Life of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
is ot
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher
SO
Minors Land and Game Birds
3 00
Naturalise
laro.
sts
The Gun and its Development, by Greener .... T 60
;

M

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short of
60, 70 anu 90 yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration. 10 and 12 gauge. Send for circular.
20 Sent, Post-paid, for * 1.

SCHLEBER &

CO., Rochester, N.

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

book::. BLACK BASS

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES

Inedloinal virtues

Y

The Edgar Barbless Hook.

#Iiondou,

1H

,

H. H.

aad purity.
European and New
lark physicians pronounce it tho
[fittBBt and best
SoldbyDrugsriBta.

BROS., Manufacturers ot

PHILA.

A

General

DEMUTH

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing- Tackle
of Every Description.
Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leader?.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and Salmon Flies in stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our BethabaraFly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State
Fairs.
specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood

TOR
|

A. B.

Adlrondacks, Camp Lite in, Murrays.
$1.80
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1.H
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition.. S.00
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the. Warner's.. .... 78
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c; bds.
T«
American Angler's Book, Norrls
6.BB
American Bird Fancier.
to
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long. ....
Angling, a Book on, Francis
T.80
Archer, Modern.
ss
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
LGO
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam
3.00

M

Naturalists'

Seduced Bates.

Price List.

Boohs Sent on

Stream Pub. Co.

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

27

Black, White op

Light,

Three sizes made—No. 20 for bass, pike, pickerel,
or any flsh under five pounds weight ; No. 21 for

for salmon
water fishing.
Beware of imitations. None genuine except JOHN
H. MANX'S name stamped on every spoon.
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers

CO.,

BLANKETS,

„ _

Dnited States.
Our Perfect Revolving
test general spoon for

&

of the Following

Receipt of Price by Forest and

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable lor Trollng for all kinds of Ush that will take an artificial
or river in the
bait, and adapted lor any lake

c

Trade Generally.

Any

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Ru BBER

To be bad In smaller quantities
Grocer* and the Sperling Goods

%oo&&.

HODGMAN

Spoons.

BTAMPSB,

X."

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

§£gort$m$n a

fac/t/e.

Trollina:

LUZE &

O. de

18 South William Street,

S ¥«a
MANN'S
5

a

is

WHOLESALE ACENTS,

packed In Cases ol 113 pounds each.

BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

IJH1TJ TIOJSTS.
BEWARE
OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SFRATT'S PATENT" and
Every Cake

sae that

Complete Scientific

Full Instruction

ano Life History,

in

all the Modes of

ANB FLY FISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TOOLS,
TACKLE
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.
ANGLING

I

/ WkoltBo!*

BY JAMES

KRUG & CO'S

Ag*t

W.&ar.dQmadM,jltewFork

TO ANGLERS:

CHAMPAGNES!

JOHN ENEIGHT & SONS,

STANDARD AND DRY.

Fishing Rod

A.
and Lines to match balance

TObe had on application.

First

JUDD CO.'S
R0CHEREAU & CO., ORANGE
LATEST PUBLICATIONS.

6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 aad IS St. EouU St., IVew Orleans.

(Established 1836).
at World's Fair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

Premium

TANNEB

OIL

GOOft'S

tinted paper,

ms couulrv, ? ..» thai most of tlie Horse
wderiSoH Iktc are worthless trash. He
Idan's Oenditiun Powders are s.l.ei Sulci',
cnseiy valuable. Nothing on earth will
in'sComlition Powders. Dose,
i! toon-n:ntr"j'l. So
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,
J»Wtou, Mass., formerly 1).
>rMe.

durable. Made to order
in a variety ol styles, and

:

The

easy to the feet, and very

i

-

,

VOMH for .......
;ht letter stumps.

JOHN KRIDER,

N, E. Cor Second and Walnut

SMOKE

TARGET
BALLS
FOB TRAP
SHOOTING.

Send for circulars.

Samples sent bo

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

dealers.

SMOKE TARGET BILL

CO.,
TITUSVTLLE, PENN.

'..,,;

list.

.

i

i

:n

1
1

Files,

Made to Order.
Enamel Split

ed Center

and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.
Taxidermy In all Us oranehes.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit.
Repairing of

i

,

I.M-

MARTIN

;

•',',-.'

..-

.:

8.

HUTCH-

Agents.

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRANB,

,

Also"Krliiei'

;.h.

ticle.
Send
INGS, P. O. BOX 365, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Frank Good). Bbadfokd & Anthony, Boston

for price

Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels. Lines, Hooks. Flies,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,
Etc Etc.

t*"Salmon. Bass and Trout

I

POULTRY

^

FULLER'S SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST,

GAME,

now

THE WILDERNESS.—Second

This story describes the
23> of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard
»h-Raiarele.v lakes. It treats of "eampllfe," Indoors
ready.

jaaout,la aimusing, instructive and interesting;
™» Pages, vi hustratlona. Price as cents.
By

THE A
IIBD FANCIER, or How to
Breed, Rear and Care for Song and Domestic Birds.
A new revised and enlarged edition, by Dr. D. J.
rid Dr. Fuller waiter
Uluati
id.
Price,
i

,

i

post-paid, 50 cts.

three-cent stamps.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE for Farmers, StOCk-

ralsers,
3,

IS"'.',,

|'s

—

"paid, 30 cents.
'lata.Maea.

CHARLES A.

J.

FABRAR,

Gardners, Housekeep rs, Florists, FruitArculieets and Artisans.
Printed on
''

"'''
'

I

'

•

!

'''

•

neiisll!

I'vni.i..,

.1.1

,.,,..

Price, post-paid, 6 cts.

OitlV(;E JTJDI) CO.,
and books for sportsmen
731 Broadway, New York:.

Publishers of

all kinds.

r

tire

of the enBlchardson-Rangeley Lakes Region. Large

a

week in your own town.

outfit free.

Portland, Maine,

Address U.

Terms and $5

HALLETT & CO.,

rural books

.

Nniv nvl.-, by bo-t

'

Assent'-,

"

*
fzc
9\J\J

all

YOUR NAMEiTn^IrgslOP

SON-RAKGELEY LAKES REGION,

River. Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.:
cloth hound. Price, post-paid by mall, 60 cent a
Charles A. J. FABRAR, Jamaica Plain Masa.

COMPANION

SPORTSMAN'S
(autumn edition
lor issi), gives outlines of 200 different works on
outdoor sports and pastimes, contains 100 spirited
post-paid,
Illustrations
Sent,
on receipt of two

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARDincluding
all the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous country, as well aa the head waters of the Connecticut

lilrno..

$1.

Price, post-paid, 50 cts.

ot matter.

1

LIFE IN

edition

Illustrated,

Price, post-paid,

SILOS AND ENSILAGE, the preservation of fodder corn and oilier green crops, bring ng together
the mosl receni information from various sources,
eorge TflurDer: fully illustrated.

piARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS

CAMP

rewrlt-

rged and Dronght fully up to the present
time. Gives, full intoi-maiMa irom the propagation
ol the plant to marketing the fruit, lano., tinted
paper. Price, post paid, $1.50.
"
THE saddle HORSE, a complete guide for rtd-

Ingand training: handsomely

MOCCASINS.
best thing in the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc

mtkehi-iisi

For Prospectus or Particulars Address
DR. J. A. HENSHALL,
33 Wesley Ave,

SOLE AGENTS,

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.

MAKEHENSLAY.

M6y

in

The Sportsman's Wine!!

of rods. No
•gents, ah information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon In this locality, as also catalogues of our
?reenhe-art rods and general assortment of tackle,

Seels

Ready

Large l2mo.
400 pages, price $3 00
(PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION.)

Cincinnati, Ohio,

& Tackle Makers

Council, near Limerick, Ireland.

Cattle

HENSHALL, M.D.

A.

In Press.

u
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September

$mtt\witior\, j§tt.

JUtumunitiotf, fgtt.

j$inctlhi{ton$ £Avtqti8emei\ts.

ORANGE SPORTING

The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In polnV
of strength and clean llness. Packed in square can.

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

tX

Rand Powder

WELBOVBNE, AUSTRALIA,

New

Co.,

USE

IN

PARKER BROS

Packed

to

Rubber

burns siowly, strong and very Clean:

(coarse)

lb.

Dupont's Eagle Rifle.—A quick,
In

1

lb.

em

.in-

I

>.:-.,

,

IH

n.

i,

In.

:

.;.

'

II

mol

I

canisters, 6jf, Vly,

kegs and

Strong

rill"

For

niumlnatlng Purposes.
Bicycle
Lanterns,

AlfD 8TJARA5TBBD.

Lamps,

mnmwm Goods of

shnot-

Erm

Dwna>

TIOH.

I

St., N. T.
Fg. or FFg.lor

Double,

Rotating,

Single,

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). ANY
SIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP
AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED.
WatcbcK, Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles,

Pistols,

and

all

DE-

GREENER'S AND BONEHTLL'S GUNS A SPECIALTY.

ROBIN'S ISLAND STAKES, OR

NY

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY,

;

PECONIC OR ALL-AGED STAKES

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

mi
ml sl5o hum] £50. Forfeit, $5; with $20 addie
Open to all setters or pointers. Prh-es Fli
tional to All. Nominations to close positively on Oct. l, lssi. To this stake will be added by the club a
special prize of $100, or a silver cup of equal value, at option of the wfnner, for the best pointer competing
in the stakes.

MEMBERS' STAKES,

FIELD TRALS CUP OF

and handled by the member making the
such prize

1SS1.

Jacob Pentz, Secretary.

P. O.

Box

2T4,

J.

Mew York City.

to

be known as the

OTTO DONNEE,

EASTERN

President.

Special prices to follow others according to their value.

Baker

I^Ixe

Sill,

worm

Gut.

i

n

g

1,1 n

en bear-

ing the Trade Mark "Best Quality Hand-LaM
Linen and Silk I, tries," which received Ontoanial Medal for "strength and eare taken IB
manufacture."
Sole selling agents for the Patent AdjustaBlg
Floats and Sinkers.
Sole selling agents for Braided Fishing Ling
Trade-mark, GLOBE.
Sole selling agents for Enamelled Waterproof
Braided Fishing Lines. Trade mark, a silver rnedtL.
Selling agents for the best manufactured JolnfiB

"I

'I

I'

I.

best Trade List,

Bran

.,

Selling agents CO] Skinner's, Buei's, Mc Hargl
*~~~
and Mann's Trolling Baits.
Selling agen s for Union Web Hammocks.

EASTWARD

HO!

or,

Adventures at Range**

Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventaB
Maine. Interesting alike to old urn
roong. Has received the highest commendation
from the metropolitan press. Hanisomely bout
UlustratlOB*
In cloth, and contains S76 pages,
*»ent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of prioe, flM(
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mags.

tn the wilds of

•'

Gruns*
OUR NEW MODEi
THREE BARBEL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Gun made

Spanish

selling agents for the

to all puppies whelped on or after April 1, 18S0. Prizes: First, $150; second, $100, and third, $50.
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for
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Agencies at all Principal Point, lu
the West.
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etc.

Office, 65
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Lanterns,
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Dupont's Spoiling, Mining, SEirmo and Blasting powders of all sizes and descriptions, special
Grades for Fxport Also Rifle, Cartridge, Si ustet. Cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, cubical ana Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard.
Powder manufactured to order of any required
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Makes a Sporting
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SS

MYg Company
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Packed
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lb. canisters.

No.

Meriden, Conn.
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lb canisters.
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shooting.
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Goodyear's India Rubbsr
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Dupont's ClioKe Bore.— Specially adapted
for " choke Bore " Guns, and particularly for prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and
moist ; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives
both a good penetration and a close pattern ; will
be found well adapted lor glass-ball and pigeon

1

standard Uijle Powder of the country.
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ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
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I

hooting.

1

packed
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Dufont'3 Gunfowpek Mills, established In 1802,
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brand's of powder
Dupont's Oiainoud Grain.— Nos. 1 (coarse)
to 4 (one) unequalled lu strength, quickness and
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Sporting
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THE PUILA DELPHIA JO UBXA h OF commerce says "At Melbourne they had an excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside Chose of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off conquerors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
They have been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and

Blasting Powder.

l

fine grain, quick

ranks any other brand and it Is equally servlceaW
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at

GUNPOWDER!
and
in

A

Nos. 1 (flne) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. eanlstenli
Burns slowly and vefar
R>. kegs.
close and with grttf
clean, Bhootta
penetration. For Held, forest or water shooting It

:

3 (line);

kegs.

and 6# and vis

WBSE.

Rifle,

to 6 (coarse).

Hazard's M Dock: Snooting."

«end postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
howlng BIKES 01 GRAINS ol POWDER. Furnished

Dupont's

In l lb. canisters anA
and clean, for ifflr
Well adapted to shot-guns,

1 (tine)

land prairie shooting.

XLECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

&

lb.

wily.

"American Sporting."

Hateard'B
Nos.

'

Ko. S» Murray Street,

of one pound

lsters

Creedmoor.

Laflin

Co.,
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Powder.

i
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This gun

Is light

and compact, from »

L.C.

to io lbs.

weight The

rifle Is
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A Wrong

Report of the Fish Commissioners, of California, for the
year 1880

Two millions of the quionat salmon have been annually
hatched and deposited in the tributaries of the Sacramento
River and have produced their legitimate results. Salmon
now plenty inihe river, although how many could be
taken at present if fishculture had not been adopted cannot
of course be known, but as the spawning beds have been
destroyed by sediment brought down by mining operations
are

the

DrsRs; Detachable Centreboards for Canoes;
for Singla Handera ; Ocononiowoc Y. C

all.

beginning

c.f

177
175

.tfl

fill

d with

if

the fish

salmon at the spawning
A few continued to
American rivers until the

this

increased.

The Commissioiers have
of salmon

wisely kept a record of the catch

the Sacramento and therefore the effect of

in

the yearly introduction of these 2,000,000 fry can be ex-

Since 1874 they have obtained both the number
and the weight of the sa'mon caught in the Sacramento and
San Joaquin that have been sent to San Francisco, Sacramento and Surickton, and also of those put up in tins by the

cam ing
For
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gun and the yield has
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Subscriptions

testimony of

floods of 1860-1 covered the gravel bottoms of those streams
with mining sediment. In 1872 and 1873 the fish were
nearly extinct in them and the minimum of production was
reached. Previous to those years artificial culture was be-
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'.now

how

them by other means than to go and catch
were aware that Mr. Livingston Stone formerly
had not heard of his doing so for some

to get

We

bem.

wWertised them, but

'wa

We now

past.

tiivettisement,
nr.

take pleasure in calling attention to his

which

found in

will be

Stone has just finished

his

s

this issue of

work

ason's

our paper,

in the Pacific

Depariment of the United States Fish Commission, and
low on his way East to attend to his private business.

't)»st
1

jjffijS

Pigeons vs. Glass Baixs.—It haB been claimed by

3rae that

i

he

new

'they are far
Milled

WliVma'.le
lub, at

a

clay pigeons are hard to break.

more

The

easily broken than glass balls, as

by any one

who

will

by Mr. H. M.

Hills, of the

Cincinnati, Sept. 19.

Bogardus glass

fac

cm

be

repeat the following experi-

He

first

Wyoming

City

Gun

placed a clay pigeon

by side, and fired ten shots at
riUReof sixty-five yards.
Niue clay pigeons out of ten
'W6 broken, while tbe one glass ball was not broken at all
y the tea shots fired at it, though there were seven distinct
wt marks upon it,
A second experiment was made by

"tt

ball side

Acing tea glass ba'ls side
Je y»rdsraiige.

by side, and

firing at theui at forty-

Five only of them were thus broken. Ten
were then similarly fired a same range, eight
yj pigeons being broken. The clay pigeons used were
'j <en at random from a barrel of same.
The glass balls
aypigeon3

r

J

->und.

,

which

of lily pads,

face of the lake.

5,311 423 pounds.

{Halimtus leucacephalus) sat

1877

6.493,563 pounds.

quite awake,

season ending Aug.

1,

1878,

6 520,768 pounds.

heavens.

season ending Aug.

1,

1879

season ending Aug.

1,

1880.. ...... .10,837,400 pounds.

prietors of the cannaries, during

,.

4,432,200 pounds.

Comment on

which time no salmon were

this is unnecessary.

unprejudiced readers will bear us out in the claim that our
course in lavor of yachts built upon the principles so successfully followed in the Madge has been as persistent and con-

— in

yachtsmen into the higher
of machines

make ships out
The issue now

short, to

sailors out of dawdlers.

terminating

we hope, justify in their eyes our enjoying
sweets of a victory earned after much hard
work and ceaseless, as well as disinterested, advocacy of
in our favor will,
full the

what we conceive

to be the worthiest

and

healthiest aims of

Why "Comio Prelude ?'— Noting the arrival of Alfred
Shaw's cricket team of English professionals at New York this
week, one of the daily papers announces that they will
play " a game of base-ball by way of comic prelude." And
why " comic prelude,'' pray? A hundred thousand American

base-ball

players in this country will agree with us

that base-ball is ten times the

nothing "comic" about

it

game

that cricket

is.

There

in comparison with cricket.

The Kansas Tournament. —The tournament of

the Kansas

wheh had been appointed for
October, has been postponed until next Spring, because the
managers could not procure birds for the trap-shooting The
State Sportsmen's Association,

Secretary writes that this

is

a great disappointment as a large

attendance had been anticipated.

—

Prof. Jordan at Home. We are pleased to record the
arrival of Prof. D. S. Jordan from his annual summer trip
to Europe.
He returns fresh and hearty and promises to
issue a Synopsis of our fishes soon. This will have an index
of popular names and will prove a valuable addition to our
icthyology,

green

apparently not

sleepily,

now

was making his
which he cut from

the

well

pine

squirrel

breakfast

green

cones,

the

tree

yet

up

in the

a

little

lake

from
as

the

fast

as

he could eat them, making more noise with the dropping
husks than a b.md of elk would have done had they been
feeding there. Occasionally the cry of the hounds "from
farther distance borne" would be f aim ly heard, only to die
the morning's

leave but the voices of the forest to break

A

stil ness.

pair of

superb white-headed

eagles flew silently across the lake, the hindermost strenuously

endeavoring to overtake the one in front. This he succeeded
d ling, when the foremost bird, without closing his wings,

in

swung over on

his back, thrust out his talons menacingly
toward his pursuer, and then resuming his normal position,
passed onward and out of sight. It was almost with a shock that
I heard the loud mournful cry of a loon, two of which settled
down on the water not far from the canoe. And now for a
little while there was no more silence.
The birds swam
backward and forward over the lake, screaming every five
minutes, until Mr. H. in despair, said:
"I wish that loon
was dead." It was useless now to listen for the dogs we
could only watch. After half an hour of impatient waiiiog,
;

the loons

the grand art of sailing.

is

grass, the tall

strip of

although the sun was
the
other side of

On

away again and

Madge.—The brilliant victory scored by the deep and
narrow Scotch cutter Madge over the fastest light-draft centre-board sloop we he.ve in America will be discussed in all
i's bearings in our next issue.
In the meantime we think

to the

little

1876

The apparent falling off in the season end ng Aug. 1, 1879,
was due to a disagreement between the fishermen and pro-

and

motionless upon the unruffled sur-

float

The

and the blue sky above are so perfectly reflected in
the clear waters that it is difficult to determine where the
refl- ction ends and the vegetation begins.
Shut in on all
sides by the primeval forest, the lake lies there like a great
eye, which gazes steadfastly and unwinkingly at the sky
which it so perfectly mirrors.
The light breeze had fallen as the sun rose, and there was
now not the slightest motion on the water. The branches of
the trees had ceased to wave, and the stillness of the morning
was at first unbroken. As we sat there listening for the cry
of the hounds, there was time for us to admire to the full
the quiet beauty of the scene, which, however, little by little
became more animated. The various inhabitants of lake and
foresi began, one by one, to resume their wonted occupations,
and unconsciously to reveal to us little glimpses into their
life history.
An old mother golden eye led her brood of half
a dozen young out from among some low willows, whose
drooping branches touched the water, and began to teach
them how they could most easily procure food, calling to
them occasionally in low lispiDg tones, to which the little
ones responded with soft peepings. High up above us on the
dead limb of an enormous Douglas fir a huge gray eagle
trees

1,

realms of the sport

—

Black Bass for Ponds. In a recent article we said that if
TC wanted black bass for stocking purposes we would not

i

1,

scientious as our endeavors to lead

Thursday, September 29.

first saw it, well deserves its name.
A lovely sheet of water, only a few hundred yards in
width and less than a mile long, it is surrounded on all sides
by a superb forest of gigantic oaifers. All along its margin
is a narrow border of grass or low willows, separating the
water from the dark forest, and beyond this border is a fringe

mding Aug.
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ceased their doleful screaming, tcok wiDg, and
disappeared in the direction of Burnaby Lake. Now once
more we gave all our attention to the cry of the hounds

which was now heard again, though very faintly. Before
it came nearer and nearer, passed the west
end of the lake and a»ain grew fainter, and then out of hearing.
Mr. H. has just remarked, with an air of disappoint
ment, that he feared the deer would take water in Burnaby
long, however,

when

Lake,

suppressed,
the

I heard tbe

tones

direction

slowly

of

to

Indian speak in very emphatic, but
my companion, and, following
eyes,
saw something moving

their

through

the water at the other end of the lake
whatever it was, moved very slowly, and
like a box two feet square floating on
top of the water as anything else. I took it for granted

The

object,

looked
that

it

as

was

much

the deer, because I could not think of

any other

thing that would be in that place
appeared, however, that there was one man
in the canoe who by no means believed it to be a deer.
I
was much surprised to see the Indian so much excited at the

unrecognisable living
at that time.

It

appearance of the game. It seemed altogether out of character, and in all my experience of Indians, on tbe Plains,
in the mountains and

by

the sea shore, I

had never seen any
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ward detailed to me, was both earnest and excited.
SqUa Witch said: "What's that therein the water, Chol"Mowitch" fiho deer), was the reply. '-Wake
ley?"
mowitch, sellslkmm, delate sellalicum" ('tis no, deer, it, is
" We bad better go
the monster
yes, it's a true monster).
to the sbore at once or we'll all be killed," said Su.ua witch
and he made a motion with bis paddle as if to turn the canoe
to shore.
"Keep still," rejoined Mr. H., '• I tell you it's the
;

deer." And a moment later, the object hvving by this time
turned well out into the lake, he added, " JIamook " (pull),
and the canoe shot toward the mysterious thing. The first
few strokes pulled by Squawitck did very little toward helping the canoe forward, tint, at least, if they were not strong,
they were noiseless ones. No doubt be wished to avoid atattention of the Sellalicum

the.

would

on either side drew nearer together, and thus appean d higher
and more rugged, their summits being capped with snow,
which in many of tLc gorges and ravines extended far down
toward the water's edge. The almost vertical rock faces were

w

wet, gives

1

mou

the

buck

to

make

showed

IT.

warned me

my feet, and,
shore, shot Li m through
crimson fluid tinted the clear water, the anito be ready,

the neck.

The

first

bound

anil I rose to

to

mal tuned back toward the deep water, and Mr. H., fearing
lest it should die and sink there, gave it the coup de grace.
Tnis was the first time that 1 had ever seen a deer killed
before dogs, and 1 confess that, to my notion, tlrs method of
hunting Buffersby comparison with still-hunting. The hunter,
after he. has the deer in the water, and has pulled up to it, is
too sure of his quarry.
He has too much time to think about
The struggles which the animal makes to reach the
it.
shore excite his sympathies, and after he has killed his came
he is likely to wish that, he had allowed it to escape. There
are, however, some localities in winch, during the summer
and early autumn, this is the only way in' which gam 9 can
be obtained, and this is true of most of the sea coast of
British Columbia.
The forests are utterly unlike anything
that I have seen elsewhere on this continent, and progress
through them h slow, difficult and noisy. Under such conditions still-hunting is an impossibility, a mere waste of
time and productive only of loss of temper. The forests are
very thick and full of down limber, an the underbrush dense
and tangled. One strives to force one's way through it
j

bm a<
makes as much noise as a six-mule
team. Fal'en trees, from two to seven feet in diameter, have
to be climbed over, or crawled under. In the open spots,
ferns as high as one's head obstruct the view, and rocks, concealed by the luxuriant vegetation, bark your shins. You
every step

quietly,

upon the

wet moss. The huckleberry and sallal
vines twine lovingly about your leas and throw you to
the
ground. You gra-p the stem of a sapling to ease your fall,
and find that you have chosen the thorny umbrella plant, or
"devil's walking stick," ns a support.
Then you sit do'wn
and, taking out your knife, pick the spines out of your hand
and think plea-ant thoughts, while the Douglas squirrel and
slip

the Stelleis

j

thick,

iy

chatter derisively in Ihe branches above your

One feels at such a time that, all is indeed vanity. I
do not by any means wish to imply that all the country
through which I passed is like what I have described, but

head.

through a very large portion of it it is impossible to hunt.
Our deer having been secured, we left to Squawiich the
task of transporting

it to town, while we hastened thither
ahead of him. At two o'clock, with a charming party of
friends, we took Ihe stage for Buirard Inlet, distant nine
miles from New Westminster, which we reached about 4 30.
We were met here by Mr. John Fannin, a gentleman who

bsslong resided in this northern country, and whose graceful pen has contributed to the columns of Foeest and

StKham more than one most grnphic and
of

life

in the

are interested

FarNoitb.

realistic pen picture
Both Mr. H. and Mr. Fannin

zoology, and through their observations
pot a few interesting points in regard to the habits of
in

little

Water, their wide beds of naked rock

and

summighty torrents which would sweep everything before them by their
Even now they were extremely beautiful,
resistless power.
mer,

that in spring, after the rains,

when

stretching

fast as 'he.

as the deer jnade his

wooded with Douglas fir and cedar,
The varying shades

of the timber being of great size.-

carrying but

what he was, and thus to s jothe the fears of the Indian, the
put more vigor into his strokes, and we rapidly neared
the object of our pursuit, which had not yet observed us, but
was swimming quietly along, evidently very tired with his
long tun.
We ran up to within twenty yards of him before
When he did so, he al once turned toward
he noticed vs.
the shore and put on a burst of speed.
He swam almost as

down

or the precipices are cot too nearly vertical, the

of green displayed by 1he different species of trees gave
a variety to the aspect of the forests as a whole, which
the effect of cloud shadows, and added greatly
Down almost every slope in
to the beauty of the scene.
constantly
changing as our position and point of
sight, and
view changed, poured most lovely case ides, some of which
even deserved the title of waterfalls. Though at present

latter

Mr.

g,

had almost

out

canoe went, but before reaching the land slowed
somewhat. .lost before his feet touched the bottom,

'

itains are densely

some

reach the shore except by swimming.
to

brown mess, which, except when it is
an excellent, foothold. Where the Soil is not ut-

terly want!

something supernatural.

we were near enough
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FISH COMMISSIONERS OF

WE

NORTH

AMERICA]

the Fish Comrnissinrwa

herewith present to

North America a list, revised ard correct edM
This list has been obtained by correspond^
correct.
It will be found to contain some new nJ

tember21.

and

is

We

new commissions.

as'well as

take this labor upon.3

the Commissioners may be able In]
change reports and other information with certainty, "j
a gratifying fact that the fishculturists of America recon
the Forest and Stream as their organ of eonimuniS
with each other, and choose it to publish such news astj
may wish to mako public, instead of scattering it in obri
papers where it is nofrseen by those interested.
We take this occasion to return thanks to the Fisliq
missions of the different Provinces, States and Terriiri
for their uniform courtesy in crediting to us such aril
from our columns as they have seen tit, to make used
selves annually, that

their reports, as well as for crediting ns wilh Ihe labor of

J

list of Ccmmissirneis.
A prominent
commissioner writes us "My colleague, Mr
=-,
hjj
is too poor to subscribe for your papt r.
Send it to
my expense. No intelligent fishculturist can j.fl'ord [\
without Forest and Stream if the price were increased]
fold.
He would soon find himself behind in the race, n
is not to the strong, hut to the best pested."

piling the official

:

i

OFFICIAL LIST OF FISH COMMISSIONERS.

co vi red with a harsh

Squawitch believed
as thoroughly in the existence of lie Sellalicum as he did in
Ms own, and seeing something in the water unlike anything
thathehyd ever previously beheld, at once concluded that
the monster had appeared. I have no doubt that he felt
perfectly sure during the first hundred yards of our progress
that we were all hastening into the jaws of death.
He was
probably ashamed to draw back when his two companions insisted on advancing, and indeed there was no way for him to
soon as

little

the Itdet, past the Indian ranc.herie

past the

saw swimming slowly along a fine buck, about whose horns
were twined two or three long sprays of fern, which overshadowed bis head, and falling down behind trailed in the
water. The reflect* >n cast by this muss of green in the
•water, which rippled behind and on each side of the swiniming animal,
renden-d vague, and blurred that of the
trees noar the margin of the lake, so thai, the whole thing had
a misty and indistinct appearance, which might well cause
was to arise in he mind or one who was
doubt as to wllttt

As

up

on the north bank, past wooded hills and low grassy points,
rough granile mountain faces, where the few scattering trees can scarcely find earth enough to support them
and with difficulty maintain their foothold upon the bare
rock, until, six miles from Hastings, we turned sharply to
the h ft, and up the Nbnh Arm of the Inlet. Here the hills

we advanced silently toward it. Before we
far, however, the mystery exp'ained itself in
a very simple way, and the Indian's Lars were quieted. We

it;

The staunch and comfortable

mile or more in width.

had gone very

to see

visit these scenes.

craft bore us swiftly

sound, and so

prepared

flsheB

By eight, o'clock the next morning our party had embarked
on the lit'le steamer Senator, and were swifily steaming up
Burrard Inlet, which, opposite the town of Hastings, is a

by makiug any

2!)

d

have
been brought to light. Many a pleasant hour did I spend
with these two gentlemeu, examining their specimens, talking over the fauna of the region, discussing knotty points as
to the relationships of closely allied forms, and listening to
the relation of the experiences through which, inlheir wanderings, they had passed.
Tales of Cariboo and Cassiar, of
Alaska and Deese Lake, of Athabaska, Peace River and the
Arctic slope, gave a reality to those districts, heretofore only
vaguely heard of, which to me they bad never had, and
made me promise myself that, in the years to come, I too
certain Northwest coast birds,

thing like this emotion at the sight of game. The dialogue
•which took place between Suuawitcb. and Mr. H., as after-

tracting

mammals and

[September

I

the snows were

as

they

did

in the early

melting, they were

like

delicate

white

threads

far

up the mountain side, often scarcely separable in the distance from the lines of snow in the ravines.
Only
by the aid of a good glass could we discern the leaping, wavering motion of the torrent, which served to distinguish the
white, hurrying flood from the unmoviug snowdrift.
The
presence of animal life added still further charms to the
The pigeon guillemot, in its sombre livery of black,
scene.
relieved only by its while shoulder knots and coral-red feet,
was present on the water in great numbers an active, busy
little bird, constantly employed in its search for food.
A

—

specits of crayfish stems to bo a favorite article of diet with
this bird, and many of hose which we saw flying by the vessel
were carrying this crustacean to their young. They are said
by the Indians to breed on'the islands in the Inlet, rearing
On ttuse islands, too,
their young in the holes in the rocks.
the harlequin duck is said to breed, though not in such numbers as on the river, which flows into the Inlet at the head of
the Arm. Eagles, fishhiwks, kingfishers and crows fairly
swarmed along the shores, for these waters abound in fish,
good, bad and indifferent, the hideous dogfish standing at
the foot of the list and the salmon at the head. Each species
contributes something toward the support of the birds, and,

The expirations of the terms of ofi'ire are indleateil hij
thesis.
Where no date, is given the term Is inde/inits.

the dales

iiij

Canada—
W.

F. Whiteher, Ottawa, Ontario.

New Brunswick—W.

H. Venning, Inspector of Fisheries,
John.
Nova Scotia W. H. Rogers, Iuspt. of Fisheries, Amherst.
Prince Edward Island— J. If. Dnvar, Inspector of Fisheries, Alberton.
British Columbia—Ates: C. Andergi
Inspector of Fish'
St.

—

,

eries, Victoria.

The United States—
Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Washington,
S. G. Doster, Prattville.
D. B. Huntlay, Courtland.

C.

I).

Alabama— C.

Arizona— John

J. Gosper, Prcscott (18X4.)
IUchard Rule, Tombstone "(1884.)
Dr. J. H. Taggart, Yuma (18S4.)
Arkansas— N. B. Pearce, Osage Mills
James Horalbrook, Little Roclt.
John E. Eeardon, Little Rock.
California— S. R. Throckmorton. San Francisco (1883
B. B. Bedding. Sail Francisco (1883.)
J. D. Farwell, Niles, Alameda Co. (1883.)
Colorado— W. E. Sisty, Brookvale (1883.)
Cos
•—Dr. W.M. Hudson, Hartford (1882.)
i;i,i.i-i

t

u.

i'ik,,,

:\r

;,;

i.

'.,,,,.

vj

-

>

)

1

G. N. Woodruff, Sherman (1884.)
Henderson (Coni'r of Agriculture and
Com'r of Fisheries). Atlanta (1882.)
Dr. H. H. Carev. Supt. of Fisheries, Lft

Georgia— J.

T.

fl

(1882.)

Illinois—N. K. Fail-bank, President, Chicago (1882.)
S. P. Bart.lelt, Qaincy (1884.)
S. P. .McDoel, Aurora (1884.)
Indiana Calvin Fletcher, Spencer, Owen County.

—

1

besides these, the shellfish afford excellent feeding for the

crows and ravens.
Here I first saw that very common incident in the history
of the two species, the robbing of the fishhawk by the whiteheaded eagle a beautiful sight and one long to be rememThe eagle passed us, flying low and swiftly, while
bered.
the osprey had risen to a considerable height with his fish,
and apparently was about to make off with it over the woods.
As soon, however, as he caught sight of his pursuer he began
to rise in a spiral higher and higher, but it was easy to perceive that the eagle was guiuing rapidly. At last he had rjsen
above the fishhawk and made one or two darts at the latter,
whxh it seemed easily to avoid, but evidently despairing of
Shining like a
getting away with its prey, it dropped it.

Iowa— B.

F. Shaw.

by the wind

silver, the fish fell and was
diagonally to one side, but the eagle, half closing his wings,
it, secured it before it had fallen half way to the

bar of

stooped for

water, and bore

On

it off

to a tall tree

the islands in the North

on the mountaiu side.
as well as on the main-

Arm,

land, deer are abundant, acd it is a delightful place for a
hunt, as in many places the timber is so sparse that both deer
and hounds can be seen from the canoe for a good part of the
To.
run.

Burrard

Inlet, h>. G.

Tne Moxbob Marshes.— The famous ducking

grounds of

Monroe Marshes, Michigan, at the mouth of the Racine
River, in Lake Erie, have been purchased by a club, and
The club property comprises beare now rigidly protected.
tween eight hundred and one thousand acres. Mr. George
Dawson, of Albany, N. Y., is the President of the club, and
Mr. J. Be vans Giles, St. Catharines, Ont., the Secretary.
The full organization of the club will be effected ntxt
the

month.

(1882.)
(II

Hon.

W.

J. A. Steele, Versailles.
C. Price, Danville.
Van Antwerp, Mt. Sterling.

Dr. W.

Hon. J. M. Chambers, Independence. Kenton
A. H. Goble Catlettsburg.

Co.

Malne -Henry

0. Stanley, Dixlield (1883).
E. M. Stilwell (Assistant Commissioner), Bangor, (li
Maryland—T. B. Ferguson (of Baltimore), Massachusetts 1
Washington. D. C. (1882)
Thomas Hughle'tt, Easton (April, 1882).

Massachusetts— Theodore Lyman, Brookline

—

carried off

Anamosa

A. A. Mosher (Asa't for N. W. portion), Spirit Lake
Kansas— D. B. Long, Ellsworth (March, 1883.)
Kkntiickv— Win. Griffith, President, Lonisville.
Dr. S. W. Coombs, Secretary, Bowling Green
P. H. Darby, Princeton.
John B. Walker, Madisonvilte.
Hon. 0. J. Walton, Munl'ordville.

(1831).

E. A. Brackott, Winchester (1384).
Asa French, South Braiutree (1881).

Michigan—Eli B.

Miller. Richland (1883).
A. J. Kellogg, Detroit (1885).
Dr. J. C. Parker, Grand Rapids (18J7).

Minnesota— 1st District— Daniel Cameron, La

Crescent 9
2d District— Wm. W. Sweuey, M. D.. Red
3d District— Robt. Ormsbv Sweeny, Presi I
Paul (1883).
\

Missouri— Hon.
John

Silas

Woodson,

St.

Joseph (1882),

Reid, Lexington (1882).

G. W. Steedinan, 2,803 Pino at.,
Nebraska— R. R. Livingston, Plattsmouth.
H. S. Kaley, Red Cloud.
W. L. May, Fremont.
Nevada— H. G. Parker, Carson City (1882).
J.

St.

Louis (18$

New Hampshire—Albina

H. Powers, Plymouth (18S6).
Luther Hayes. Milton (1.-86).
Dr. Edw'd Spanldiug, Nashua (1886).
New Jersey— Dr. B. P. Howell, Woodbury, Gloucester Co. (II
Mai. E. J. Anderson, Trenton (1883).
TheD. Morford, Newton, Sussex Co. (1883).
New York—Hon. R. Barnwell Roosevelt, 7(1 Chambers St.,
York.
Edward M. Smith, Rochester.
Richard U. Sherman, New Hartford, Oneida Co. I
Eugene G. Blackford (Fulton Market, New York &
809 Bedford ave., Brooklyn.
North Carolina— S. G. Worth, Morgantown.
(Mr.

Worth

is

acting a3 Commissioner and Superintendent, U

being no special Fish Commissioner recognized in the State.
department is under the general supervision of the Commissi
''•

of Agriculture, Hon. Montford McGehee, Raleigh).
Ohio— L. A. Harris, Cincinnati (1884).
C. W. Bond, Toledo (1884).

H. C. Post, Sandusky

Pennsylvania— Hon. H.

J.

(1884).

Reeder. Easton, Northiii

(1881).

Hon.Benj.L.He\vit,HollidaV8bm-g,BlairCo.(M
James Duffy, Marietta, Lancaster Co. (1881),

;

SKptrmhkr

John Hummel, Seiingsgrovo, Snvdor Co.

(1881).

Robt

RhodU

Dalzell, PittSWrgh, Allegheny Co. (1881).
M. Miller. Wdkesbarro, Ln/.orno Co. (1881).'

Newton Pester. Providence

.1 '.:.i.-

j

8ot hi

t'.v

(18-3).

USE

w

-Dr.

:,

:
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generous tribute to the deep,
wUlte-scal'd sturgeons glide or leap
prize to net or spear,
Wherever they urge their free career.

The

(1885).

Vp

the wide Sound, and far as trend
that hem New England's coast
Maine rivers, broad and deep,
Wnerebolllug ildes are ever tost,
The silver spangled sturgeon roam
In thetresh tides or salty foam.

The rocks

(1887).

Y.'.bmos, Oshkosh (I88G).
Join. P. Anta lei, Milwankee (1885).
MftTk Douglas, Melrose (1887).
G. antehiaaon, Beetown (1886).

And often gazing o'er the main
Where the Atlantic billows break
O'er that lUlmttlble plain
I see them their mad gambols make
Now swiftly shooting O'er the surge,
Now leaping upward, each its length,
In course eccentric on they urge
;

Wyoming Tebbxtom— Henry

B. Ruinsey, Bed Buttes, Albany
county (term unknown).
Deputies.—Dr. M. C. Barckwell, Cheyenne

unknown);

(terra

Gramm, Laramie (term unn

Ganada— S.

Wiln-ot, SUpi. of Fisheries, Newcastle, Ontario.

— John

'!. Woodbury, San Leandro.
J. Kenton, Poquonnock;
George Jelliffe, Westport.
Georgia— Dr. U. H. Carey, La Grange.
Iowa— G. P. Slocmn, Auamosa;
A. A. Itfoeher, Spirit Lake.

Then sudden to abysses deep
They settle, lost to human eye.

Kknti:okV"J. Griffith, Louisville.
Mai<vt.a>-d— Frank Behler, Druid Hill Park, Baltimore.
Miciuoan— J. G. PDitman, Pokagou;
Oreu M. Chase, Detroit.
Minnesota— S. 8, VWMiib, Red Wing.
MJSSOtnjl -Chan TT. Brownell, St. Joseph.
NEVADA—H. G. Parker, Carson City.
New IlAJTesiiiftE— A. H. Powers, Plymouth.
New Yoruc— Seth Green, Rochester;

I've seen the

California

OoHKEttncitrr—H.

Monroe

Where

The sturgeon

Seth Weeks, Corn,'.
RnoDE Is&JUCD—-J. H. Barden, Ponogansett.
Soutu OabOUNA— C. J. Hnske. Columbia.

price-lists

from the following
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As warm, as loving as

smter Islam, &spt
Co., Coroun, N. V.

Clark

&

YOU

T. rafaiey

Saeider, Baltimore,

Brothers,

New

Co.,

Now

HodgiMn &
Martin

S.

Ss

New

Co.,

York.

nutehins, Dover, N. H.

Band Powder

Co.,

New York.

Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Company, Ciueiunati, 0.
William rjyman, Bliddlefield, Conn.
Wm. T. 19 " -.11" \ biladelpbia, Pa.
!

William Mills A Sou, New York.
HiCUOls 4 Co., Boston, Mass.
J. Palmer O 'Neil & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
N. A. Osgood, Battle Creek, Mich.

B.

jf.

Parker Brothers, Moriden, Conn.
Boston, Mass.
Bat
Bo:

Willi:" in

E

1

Remington

,

Sons,

.v

New

&

,V

W.P.

Titusville, Pa.

Stephens, liahway, N. J,

Edw. K. Tryon.

Jr.,

&

We followed the ridge along. Hank carrying the canoe on
his yoke, I loaded with '• duffle." It was a long carry, but
the beauty of the country interested me and kept me from

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Opthegrove ts MeLellun, Valparaiso, Iud.
Whitney Arms Company, Now Haven, Conn.
Winchester Repeating Arms Company, New York.

tiring.

At

last

trunks.
of pines

Weakfish aimi't New Yoek.—For the
weak fish have been plenty in the vicinity of

Many have been

taken with the hook

past

two weeks

New York City.

off Si at en Island.

For

the past few da}'s the eitch has been light, but they may
come in the bay in considerable numbers yet. This fish is

the " squetague of Massachusetts and the " salt water trout"
of the Southern coast.
It has been a fair season for it, as far
as

we have

as

some other

heart!,
fish.

and does not seem

We

;

Son, Philadelphia, Pa.

Smoke Target Ball Company,
Henry C. Squires, New York.

a farewell huut on one

my

Moss everywhere covered the ground with its soft carpet it
hung in masses on the mouldering tree trunks and had
already taken up its abode on those "newly fallen. Though
it was a bright day, all was dark and gloomy in the forest.
Here and there a few rays fell from au opening in the foliage
above, glancing and glittering on the leaves and gilding the
green ferns and mosses.

Co., Rochester, N. Y.

C. S. Shattnck, Hatfield, Mass.

A. B. Shipley

Hank bad promised me

On both sides of us the ridge sloped abruptly away, and
we could look down into the valleys below. They were
covered by many fallen trunks slowly crumbling away.

AY.

H. N. Schleber,

SAAC MiTellan.

even more.

York.

Benton, Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y.
J. H. Rushton, Canton, N. Y.
W. R. Sehaefer, Boston, Mass.

G.

i

were following a trail marked by blazes on
the trees.
It led us up the side of a steep ridge, and on its
top we stopped to rest. All was still. There is a silence
which never comes to the pity even in the hush of midnight,
nor to the fields of the country though the peace of the
Sabbath rest upon tnem. It is that peculiar silence which is
telt only in the deep forest.
I remember days in the woods when the whole air resounded with the notes of animal life; the quick chatter of
squirrels, tfce sharp notes of the chickadee, the dull drumming
of the woodpecker and the hum of insects. I remember days,
too, when no sound broke the almost painful stillness, when
even the falling of a leaf would have been a relief to the ear.
It was on such a still day that Hank and I rested there, the
only human beings in that vast unbroken wilderness. The
Huge pines and hemlocks towered
scene around was grard
above us, some to the height of a hundred and fifty feet, some
primeval."

York.

Grubb & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hartley & Graham, Now York.
Jos. C.

Lallin

sf e,

Where

in.

York.

Goodyear Rubber M'f'g

Maeavatto, Miohoaoan,

of yore.

16.

of the finest sheets of water that a deer ever plunged
that is,
friends, and how we got there must
forever remain a mys'ery, for I have promised Hank never
to reveal his secret lake.
It is sufficient for you to know
that about five hours after we left camp yesterday we were
passing through a grand piece of woods, aregularold "forest

Md.

Conroy, Bissett A Malleson, New York.
Will H. Cruttenden, Cazeuovia, N. Y.
L. A. Davenport, Davenport, N. Y.

Demuth

[Continued from page 146.]

FROM VERA CRUZ TO MANZANILLA.

A FEARLESS DOE.

&

Camp

;

lnscrtb'd thy name
High on the scroll of poet's fame,
yet well I know thy memory strays
Far hack to scenes of vanlsh'd days.
To Brunswick woods and waters blue,
When wc were young and life was new.
Though time has sprinkled on our brows
His white, Inevitable snows,
Still In our hearts the Hfe-tldes pour

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Anthony, Boston. Mass.
Brown, Reading, Pa.
Lounge Company, Pittsmeld, Mass.

;

flashing in the floods.

Though time has long

W, V Pago, Lynchburg.
Wisconsin- M. T. Bailey, Madison.

Bradford

Would you try to imagine it? Read all
the descriptions of glorious sunsets that have ever been written, among the Alps, the Scottish Highlands, our own White
Hills combine the beauties of all in one fair picture.
That
is an Adirondack sunset.
The breeze almost always dies away at evening. It was
all gone now, not a breath left.
The lake surface was a perfect mirror.
As we looked over the boat side we grew dizzy
and seemed to long to leap over and fall down, down away
off there among those fleecy clouds, away into that vast
abyss
of space, and drift off amid the gold and crimson hues of
that other sunset. Yes, there was another sunset, even more
beautiful than the one above another forest too.
What was
of more interest I perceived for the first time how very dirty
my face was. But no; it couldn't be. That fat, dirty, taroily fellow who grinned and nodded at me from the boat
below was not myself, or at least it was au illusion. lam
thin, and fair too, so my wife says; but how two months in
the woods do metamorphose one!

!

—John C'reve.ling, Marietta;

Abbey & Tmbrio, New York.
E. A. Alien, Monmouth, I1L
American Arms Company, Boston, Mass.
American Patent Portable. House Manuf.

!

and overdrawn.

Ah, me how pleasant to recall
Those college days, so distant wide,
When you and I, dear Longfellow,
Wandered In eonvei se, side by side
Wander'd 'neatn Brunswick's piny woods,
Or by the Androscoggin's floods
Now pausing by the way to note
The pigeon flocks above us float,
Or catch the sudden flash and leap
Of the great sturgeons o'er the deep.

Y. Howell, Toledo.

We have received catalogues and
dealers and manufacturers

It was sunset now.
Sunset on one of the most beautiful
lakes of the Adirondack Mountains.
What words can paint
the scere
Could we see it upon the canvass, glowing beneath the skillful artist's brush, we should call it unnatural

ceaseless the salt surges fret,

i

North OABOifflTA—S< G. Worth, Morgantown.
EenKSTLVAKIa

We

gleaming sturgeons play,
Along old Ocean's endless way.
And where thy lvers pour their tide,
Penobscot, Androscoggin wide,
I've seen far up the drooping woods

Mnmford.

A. Green,

She jumped now. We were right upon her. I grabbed an
oar and, reaching out, attempted to administer a parting
chastisement for her temerity.
She was a little too far.
started bsck toward the outlet and made for the point
where we had left our " duffle."

Far, far along thy dangerous edge,
O, Maine, with reefs and rocks beset,
Lined with the seaweed and the sedge,

,

Omo-D.

"Look here, sissy, you're deplorably ignorant of this
world's cusscdness." The yearling raisfd her head and looked
into our faces as if to ask the meaning of that sentence.
One quick, strong stroke and the caaoe flew toward her.

With matchless speed, surpassing strength.
The billows brighten where t.ney leap,
The spray flies upward, wlilte and high.

I.

STATE SUPBElNTENDENrSOFFISHERIESORHATCHEKIES.

to be decreasing as fast

we caught

a glimpse of

water through the tree

Then it grew lighter, and we stepped from a clump
upon the shore of the lake at last. O what a lake
!

my would-be deer slayers Hank says that ours
cedar that its waters floated, andyou would believe
is
it if yon could see the water.
Only a moment we admired
it, for Hank suddenly touched me and pointed to the opposite
The canoe was quickly iu the water, and I, crouched
shore.
in the bow, was intently watching the red form that was
browsing along just under the alders.
Long before we
reached him the deer walked out.
turned back.
"We'll paddle round and inspect a little," said Hank,
" get a daylight shot if we can and, if it be otherwise, go in
and camp before -dark."
was

there,

the

!

first

We

seen.

whispered Hank.
Sure enough, it was another deer.
"It's a little doe," said Hank.
"Don't fire, it might spoil
our chances for better game by and by."
" Let's see how near we can get to her."
At four rods she raised her head. The canoe was motionless, and the figures in it sat as if carved out of rock.
She
began to feed again. Three rods. I held my breath. Two
rods.
The canoe scarcely moved now. One rod.

T'p the

,1.

Otto

tied bluffs

pours
•rowing strea ui

A hard-sought

(1882).

0. S, White, Romnej (1886):
N. M. Luwry, fflnton (1885).
The Governor, </ offwin, Madison (1882).
Philo Dunning, President, Madison (1885).
C. L Valentine. Secretary and Treasurer, JaneBville

v

westeri

its

had ever

I

leaves the mark of his destroying hand.
But there was no dead timber here, no peeled spruces, no
fire slashes where careless campers had let their fires run, no
mark or trace of man. Even the wild creatures seemed
scarcely to heed our approach.
Upon the left, where the
shore was bold t*d ttgh, two gulls were s.-.nniog themselves
on a rock. Near by a woodduck was hurrying along with
her brood behind her, while just across at the head of a marsh
which si retched out from a tamarack swamp, where the inlet
seemed to be, a crane stood, silently watching for his favorite frog.
I was admiring the patience of the bird, wondering how he could staud there for hours with one leg curled
up under his breast, when a quiver ran along the boat. I
grasped the rifle and looked along the Ehore, 'but could see
nothing.
"Right over there in that cove among the lily pads,"

sweeps

shores

Its

Uu (land (1881).
Barrett, Grafton (1882).

GolaBinithj

iM.

'

YinajxiA—Col. M. McDonald, Berryville
West ViKaiNlA- H. IS. -Miller, Wheeling

Ic

I

ridges rose from
found it h.rd to believe that human beinss had
ever looked on this wild water, for wherever man goes he

is girdled by the embracing bank
Far upward where the tutted woods
Umbrageous gather, rank on rank,
And downward where Its outlet yleld3
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The lake was the wildest and loveliest
The shores were densely wooded and high
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Mexican Republic, July 25, 1881.)"
After only two days in the City of Mexico we were transferred by a short line railroad to the Mexican stage, which
extends as far as the town of Maravatio, 250 miles northwest
of Mexico, and midway between that city and the Port of
Manzmilla, on the Pacific Ocean, the proposed terminus of
our contemplated railroad suivey.
I am now almost worn out after a terribly fatiguing journey of three days in the Mexican stage coach. Within the
few days that I have been here I have seen a great many
species of our most common northern birds in great abundance here. Insects are equally plentiful, and as the birds are
out of plumage, being in the moulting season, I shall devote
my spare time to the collecting of beetles, which I will forward from time to time. Transportation by mail is high, the
postage to the City of Mexico is twenty-five cents, while the
transport of twenty-five pounds of merchandise of any kind
to Yera Cruz costs three dollars.
There are a number of old
ruins about here, but the transportation of these great tablets
or images would cost more than their value amounts to. Today I saw near my house some crow blackbirds, mocking
birds, meadow larks, quail, red-winged starling, crows,
hawks, and very small finches, sparrows and warblers, some
of which latter are new to me.
There is also a plenty of
water fowl on the near-by lake, and they appear to be in good
plumage.
This town of Maravatio, where I am now stationed, is a
rather pleasant-looking place of about four thousand inhabitThe River Lenua traverses it in summer this waterants.
course is an almost dry gorge, while it assumes respectable
depth and width in the rainy season.
few small fishes
seem just now its only finny inhabitants.
Near by and in
full sight is the volcano of Nprodo de Toluca, which rises to
au altitude of 17,800 feet, and is, of course, snow-covered at
its summit.
came here by far the larger part of our
journey by stage. Tim is a truly horrible affair to trave jin,
and is driven by mules which are frequently changed.
carried in our own conveyance seventeen passengers, and the
conductor or postillion, whose chief and sole duty consists in
driving his mules, which feat he accomplishes by the most
dexterous use of a whip of about twenty feet in length. This
instrument he whirls like a lasso around Me head, and can,
whenever needed, apply it specially to any particular one of
his long team of nine mules, whether it be the foremost or in
Whenever he exercises thus his dexterous skid he
the rear.
never fails to draw blood. The scenery about Maravatio,
:

A

We

We

we arrived there, recompensed me for many privations
suffered on the way.
High rocky mountainous walls
almost perpendicularly everywhere, and through vast
gorges the little river Lerma winds its way. Every mile or
so a hacienda, strongly enough walled for any siege, embellishes the picture.
The stations on the way to Maravatio are
equally substantial-looking structures, all surrounded by high
and massive walls.
I shall never forget the night our party
spent atone of them near Hardoban, a little town on the way
from Yxhamalca to Maravatio.
arrived there tired and
hungry. After supper, which was served on a table so high
that we could barely reach up to its edge with our hands from
after

we

arise

We

our low

seats,

we were accommodated with

a few rough mat-

,
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tresses and blankets.
As the night was very cold, we found
gx>
use for our own of heavy texture, or else we would
have actually suffered cold in July, and this in latitude 20
deg. 40 ruin., and fairly within the "tropics.
There were about a dozen or more sinister-looking individuals of dark, forbidding aspect, sauntering around the tavern
and their looks were not at all calculated to put us at ease. As
we hardly fancied our situation, being all alone and thus far
without any government escori, in an out-of-the-way place
among an ever turbulent, lawless population, we took some
precautionary measures to impress the natives th .t we were
at least not absolutely helpless
All of us were well armed
•with Sharps rifles and Remington revolvers added to which

snow or ground it is then rolled up like a sheet of paper, warming it as this is done.
The inside of the winter
bark is dark snuff brown of the summer, a whitish yellow.
Winter bark is more compact and firm, from its being peeled
before the sap ascends that which is peeled later in the year
the

1

;

;

inferior.

" In building the canoe, the ground is first made smooth
and level and is beaten down to make it firm. The hark is
then spread upon it. The gunwales are framed, fitted together

•Who viewed this demonstration with feelings not at all harmonious with the calculations they had originally made, and

disappeared one by oue disappointed into liie darkness of the
night.
We deemed it advisable, however, to keep, after
what wo had noticed, a strict watch all through the night, to

guard against any sudden surprise on their part against the
Gringoo, who ever since the American- Mexican war have
been regarded by these people with bitter hatred. Nothing,
however, happened to disturb our repose, aud with dawning
morning we were enabled to again resume our tedious journey f. >r~M.araVHtio, which we reached next day.
There are no mosquitoes here, but legions of flies fill the
bill of annoyances.
They find good paHurage on dogs of all
kinds— niangv, lean, hungry curs, of which every man about

"The canoe is then taken up and placed bottom up on elevated cross poles and the bow and stern fitted to their proper
shape and the seams are painted with a mixture of resiu and
oil.

is then placed again upon the ground; long, thin
bottom for planking.
" Ribs of cedar, which have been prepared by drying for a
length of time, then steamed and bent into the proper form,
which they are rnad-j to retain by means of a bandage of cedar bark, are brought out.
"Grooves having been left in the side of the gunwale for
the top of the ribs, each rib is placed on the bottom and
driven into its proper position by means of a peculiarly

"It

here owns at least a couple.
The climate itself is otherwise
unsu' passed, and we have at this lime of the year refreshing
showers, which occur late in the afternoon most every day.
The air, owing to the high elevation, is so rariried that even
such a trifling exertion a- going up stairs is fr. qucotly attended with copious bleeding from the nose, and we soon
get entirely out of breath whenever we attempt to walk fast.
Otherwise the atmosphere is remarkably pure. Large pieces
of fresh beef may hang in the open air without any danger
of decomposition they dry up gradually.
Such climatic
advantages are admirably calculated in aid in the preservation of all taxtdermical preparations which I shall make

strips of cedar are laii in the

shaped semi-elliptical mallei, the hand e and body of which
This mallet is named by
are made of one piece of wood.

j

plumage of the birds will piy for
Marathe trouble and time expended in this tedious lab jr.
vatio, where 1 am now temporarily stationed, is built like
any other Mexican town, aud consists chiefly of ouu-story
houses with brick walls, which surround an open courtyard,
whereby en ry house is almost a sort of enclosed fortress-like
the mature

The streets are rather narrow, with sidewalks of
about two feet in width, with b gutter in their center, which
keeps them tolerably clear. Well-to-do people live in rather
comfortable quaiters, but the poorer persons are bousid in
dirty ciits of about fifteen feet in height and sixteen feel
square, with a single room without any floor or windows.
The men wear only c itton shirts and pants of like material,
while the women are attired in a single loose sort of a chemise or petticoat, without either bonnets or foot gear. Their
children are half raked aud very dirty.
We expect soon to leave for Guadalajara, which we shall
make f >r some time our headquarters. Biids are plenty,
but not in good plumage. I made a good supper out of a lot
I see a lot of Indigo birds, yellow
of nice fat plover I shot.
A
birds and a sort of very small pigeon qutle frequently.
contractor, who is here at work grading the roads near Te.\oco, a village on the banks of the Te.voeo Lake, stumbled in
his excavations upon a lar^e lot of ancient pottery, coins an
tools, but will not part with nor sell a sing e fraction of his
collections
The postmaster of the village, however, to
whom 1 have been of incidental assist ;nce, h is promised me
square.

t

a set of duplicates from his own store of ancient curi deities.
When 1 am in the field at last 1 shall be able to furnish a
interesting and exhaustive account of what comes
Lotus von Nibndobff.
under my own observation.

more

BUILDING A BIRCH CANOE.
In the following account of his trip acrofS the Kiver St.
John, our friend Mr. Edward Jack, has told more than many
another could find to report so entertainingly in a voyage

around the Horn
"It was Le Maislre, I believe, who wrote an account of a
journey around his room, and on ihis subject produced a
work of world-wide renown. The journey which 1 am about
to describe was a little more extensive and embraces a disi

tance of three-quarters of a mile.
" On the 27th of August, 1880, on a bright, clear aud calm
day, Mr. Hubert Orr and the writer took their seats in the
bark canoe of Gabe, who is so well known to sportsmen fre-

quenting Fredencton.
''
When about midway of the river we noticed a canoe with
two Indians in it, apparently searching for something on the
bottom. On hearing them our captain and pilot addressed
them in the Abenaqui language, asking them what they were
doiug.
The reply was, fishing for a piece of wood attached
to the sunken French vessel about which we have heard so
Going up to where they were we could distinctly see
in four feet of water the keel and what remamed of the ribs
Gabe said that he had never seen the
of a sunken vessel.
River St. John so low before; that the tide now rose 12
laches, while in ordinary years at the lowest time of water
the rise here was only from 6 to 7 inches. Drawing near to
the shore, the writer said that as he had good boots on he
would step out into the water first in order I stve the canoe
from injury, but Gaby replied to this suggestion by saying

much.

>

that he would like to know who was master of this ship.
Obedience to the captain being therefore a duty, Ga'ie was
allowed to step out first and haul the canoe ashore. After
disembarking, we a cended the shore to the Indian villuge,

stands opposite to Prederictoii. Here we found two
Indians at work building two canoes, a remarkably interesting operation, and concluded that we woidd chronicle for
the information of ihe public all the facts relating to the construction of these light and fairy crafts which glide so smoothproceed, accordingly, to
ly over our lakes aud rivers.

wheh

We

give Galie's det-cription of it.
"The bark is obtained from the white birch there are two
The latter is much the
kinds, the summer aud the winter.
better, and is obtained in the month of May. The tree being
down ; 11 anibeaux
si lected, which is oie of good size, is cut
are made and with these the outer bark of the tree is .vanned
to facilitate peeling, a cut is made iu it the desired length aud
the bark is skinned off by inserting under it another piece of
bark, which is oh >sen for that purpose, as any harder material might scratch or otherwise injure the frail substance.
After it is peeled it must be ugaiu warmed aud fl ittened on
;

mastiff, who, with sedate and dignified
wat passing by without stopping but Jerry, eyeing
the stranger, c une bursting out of the bar-room to interview
him. The interview ended as soon as it began with the big
dog going up the street with remarkable celerity and no dignity at all. The expression of surprise on Jerry's face at his
mysterious power was only equalled by that of the dogs
whom he interviewed. The affair made bo much fun and
confusion that Jerry's needle was perforce broken off.
tread,

;

Yucatan.

Washington, D. O.

ton, are then placed

I carried an effective single-barrelled breer-h-loading shot-gun

when

28, 1881.

was an immense

A

laid flat upon it.
large quantity of stones, say half a
upon the bark, which is thereby rendered
perfectly smooth.
It is then cut so as to give the canoe the
proper swell and shear. Slakes are then driven into the
ground to preserve the shape of the widest part of the canoe
aud keep it firm all around. Side pieces of bark are sewn on
For this purpose the
to make the sides suffl iently high.
small, fibrous roots of the black Bpruce are used, these having been previously split in two and being, consequently,
It the bark be big enough, side pieces are not
half round.
required.
" The bark is kept in position by long, narrow strips of
ash or other flexible wood, which are placed longitudinally
inside of the stakes.
••
The gunwale is then raised from the ground and placed
in its proper position; the bark is turned over and tacked
to the top d it.

aud

for collecting purposes. \Ve took, then, good care in making
an impressive display of our defensive and offensive war m ttenal byaptop;r exhibition of the same before the crowd,

shortly,

;

[8OTTBKBEB

the Indians a tick-a-holat.
"Shavings are stuffed into the cavities in the bow and
against these arc driven a thin piece of cedar to keep
in place, aud tho work is done.
"Gabe said that the canoe was always christened. I asked
him how, hut he appealed to Big L mis, who, he said, was
Louis admitted that it was so, but to my
the canoe builder.
inquiries as to how this was done merely shook his head and
laughed, nor would he vouch me a single word on this important subject.
"On our return to our canoe we noticed the Indians and
squaws at work. One of the latter was squatted on the
ground, making fancy baskets of sweet hay, which seem to
be iu demand a- the pres nt time.
"Before leaving, Gabe made me a present, of a beautiful
arrow dead of white translucent quartz, having pa>allcl
bauds of smcky quartz through it. He said that he had
lately found it at the month of the Clearwater, a branch of
the Southwest Mlramichi, where he always found some old
Indiau relic every time that he passed. It was only last
summer that he discovered there an Indian mortar, which
they used iu preparing their corn for cooking. This he had
unfortunately leit behind.
"Embarking in our frail vessel, we were soon across the
river to Fredericton, and thus ended a journey of au hour.
The recital of its events may, i hope, prove as interesting to
the reader as they were to the the writer."
stern

gptural
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QUAIL IN CONFINEMENT.

HAVE

been informed of the successful raising of young
I quail.
Last spring a year a boy caught six young quail
in the Park (they were apparently not more than a day or
two old), and brought them to Mr. Geo K. Miller, of No.
He thought it a shame
246 North 2d strec, Philadelphia.
to take such young birds, and desired the boy to return them
The boy refused to do
to the place where they were found.
so.
Mr. Miller then took them into his garret, where he had
Placing them on the floor, he waited to
an old hen quail.
She immediately comsee what the old quail would do.
The little things i an to her and got
menced to call them.
under her wings, and appeared to thing they were with their
mother.
She raised five out or the six, and to-day they are
as fine, hearty, large quail as one ever saw.
Mr. Miller will keep them until sprine, when he will give
them to me to set f ee on my place in Montgomery county,
Pa.
I shall watch them closely, and from time to lime inI think this is
form you as to their habits and prosphrity.
a remarkable case, and one worth bringing to the notice of
The quail can be seen
the readers of Forest ahd Sthkam.
at any time by calling upon Mr. Miller at his residence, 246
North 2d street, Philadelphia, and he can furnish the testimony of manv gentlemen who saw the quail when only a few
Lewis W. Sharp*.
diusold.
Maple Grove, Montgomery Go., Pa.
'

;

CHAT BT AN OLD TYPO.
are not acquainted with the inside workings of
1
lur^e ornees the typographical errors that sometimes creep
iu are matters of wonderment, but to the initiated the wonder
is tint so lew appear; that out of such a chaos of villainous
manuscript perplexities and arrnga'icea so fair a whole is sent
jruing paper presents to its readers.
forth as any
In an article treating on the literary attaches, et al., of a
defunct daily the writer pathetically referred to "Mr. D.,
the old bookkeeper of the Intelligencer,'" which the composing rendered " Mr. D., the old bull pup of the Intelligencer "
To say that an audible smile greeted the presentation of the
proof does scant justice to the occasion. The unhappy author of the bull, like the wife of Werter, kept on, not " cutting bread and butler," but setting type.
The next in Older is the "Old Pill," thus named by an honest Teuton who found it difficult to enunciate the second letter of the English alphabet, who was and is a local celebrity
ami many times has distinguished himself in twisting the
Having occasion to set a display head during the war
types.

TTlO

all

who

m

between France and Germany, read ng "The Franco- Prussian War," he rendered it "The Fr.mcisco-Prussiau War;"
and "The Prince de Joinville Turned Private" appeared
"The Prince de Joinville Turned Pirate." Being a candidate for delegate to the Printers' Union when it met in Montreal, the old gentleman, who has always enjoyed a fair degree of popularity
election.

among

the boys, felt quite confident of his
as close a reader as many oi his
Hearing the expression "shootto be.

But he was not

craftsmen aTe

known

ing the rapids," in connection with a trip to Canada, he but
imperfectly caught it. On the morning preceding the ballot
he met a group of the boys and very conttdently thus deliv" Well, boys, 1 suppose that by this time next
ered himself
week (it was the first week in June) I shall be up in Montreal shooting rabbits." The shout that greeted the announcement told the old man that again had he go: ten his foot into
:

A man win had been reading a paper in Harper's on the
"Ri-e and Fall of the Turkish Janissaries" had the name
"Judas Iscartot" to set up in an editorial and gave it "Judas
Janissary." The hilarity which these mistakes occasion in
au ifiee constitutes the spice island of a compositor' life on
<i

i

a morning paper.
I observe that the Fobkst and Stekam treats considerably
of d ig indeed, I have observed tha' peculiarity in most
soorting papers. Well, without further premise, I proceed to
Mr. Aman, on Ninth street,
the black-and tau incident.
near the avenue, keeps a restaurant and a lively little dog,
When the dog law took effect poor Jerry had to subJerry.
newsmit to he cruel strain like other respectable dogs.
boy of au investigating turn of mind was an admirer and
Oiie day he got Jerry on his lap and
friend of the dog.
;

i

A

thrust a stout needle through his mouth-strap, but at an acute
The dog resumed the endless hunt
angle, and let him go.
for the unhappy King of Ireland, who was changed into a
dog by the fairies. The first dog that came round the corner

MY WOODPECKERS.
issued my annual bulletin about the nesting and
HAVING
hatching out tbeir broods of a family of " wood-

peekers" which have come regularly to perform the same
duties of procreation, and in the identical spot prepared by
them, in a tree close by my bed room door four years ago,
I feel it a duty to myself aud the reader'sof the Fouest and
Stream to announce the annual return of my noisy friends,
and the fact that according to my belief on this last visit they

two broods. If not, thy certainly lingered much
louger than in previous years.
As one of the voung ones of what 1 will call the first brood
was being taught the means of loc motion, and while too
sparsely Hedged to more than skip from branch to branch in
its native aerial birthplace, an accidental gust of wind blew
it fiom its perch and the poor li tie fellow fell to the ground,
making a hideous cry for assistance and which, though in-

raised

tended for its parents, attracted first the attention of a huge
This cruel feline unhesitatingly dished for the
tom-cat.

no doubt thought had been prepared
him by the "gods of cats;" but not uutil the mournful
wailings of the young bird had reached the ears of its natural
defenders. Here they came, heler skelter, plumage erect,
and by tbeir dual cries denoted the passion in their hearts as
"Thomas" was taken aback,
to the rescue they dashed.
but in turu resolved to tight rather than run, so he instanily

dainty morsel which h

•

for

assutred the most approved belligerent attitude known to his
race, and he no doubt said, in his own language, "Come on,
woodpeckers," etc could we have only understood his verCertainly he did defy them with tones as full of
nacular.
anger as those with which his assailants made the charge.
,

birds were too quick in their movements for "Tom,"
and though they did not save their dear one's life, or kill the
murderer,' they did withdraw from the conflict the conquerors
1 aving, as they did, "Thomas" minus both eyes. I regretted
losing the cat because he had done me more service than my
casual visitors, yet I could not but feel a certain emotion of

The

satisfaction at witnessing severe justice dealt to a ferociously
woodcruel monster by two little weak creatures like
peckers, in return for the heartless outage perpetrated upon
"
ungratified.
need
no
had
Thomas"
particularly
as
them,
J- D. H.
NaxhviUe, Sept. 19, 1881.

my

TWO PUZZLING
Editor Forest and Stream

QUESTION8.

:

Do yellow-billed and black-billed cuckoos mate together ?
About the 20th of July I was passing through an old apple
orchard in the suburbs of our city, when a cuckoo flew from
a tree over my head into an adjoining tree, aud I noticed that

had something in its bill. On examining it more closely I
saw it was a black-billed cuckoo and had a grub. I came to
the conclusion that it must have a nest near by and, on returning to the tree from which it flew, I found a nest, aud
what surprised me more, there was a yellow-billed cuckoo on
On further examina' ion I found there were two nearly
it.
full fledged young birds in the nest, and the question occurred
I visited
to me, Do the two species mate with each other ?
the nest a day or two after and tried to see if the bills of the
young birds were alike, but the n^st was so far out on the
limb that 1 could not reach it. At this time I saw only the
Some two or three days after I made
yellow-billed cuckoo.
another visit, but the birda had flown, and I could find neither old nor young birds iu the orchard.
But my repeated visits were not for the cuckoos alone. On
tne 22d of June, while passing under the very next tree to
hutnmiugthe one containing the cuckoo's nest, I found a
bird's n st, containing iwo eggs, and as it was the first we
had ever found I took a part of the branch, nest and eggs to
add to our collection. On July 17, twenty-five days after,
while passing near the same tree, I noticed a humming-bird
birds
fly past me and the thought came to me that the same
were building another nest. A few moments after, in the
next tree in the next row, I found the nest containing two
young humming-liitds just out of the shell. As the nest was
only eight aud a half feet from the ground, 1 could easily
pull it down and examine them, which I did a number of
times within the next two weeks. I was surprised to notice
that the bills of the young birds did not gtow in proportion
to the body, as they did not seem to be much longer than the
On my last visit I found the nest
bills of other young birds.
it

—
BMTEMBKB

Wakkbnton, Va

,

Sept. 17, 1881.

Editor Forest and Stream :
1 send you by this evening's express a " dry laud terrapin"
picked up by a friend betweeu this point and the Fauquier
White Sulphur Springs, where the "Yankees" camped on
the land of Mr. Kemper, in 1862.
Examine the under side of this creeper, and you will find
the inscription—
1883.

YANKKB.
age at nineteen at

least.

How old

the " terput his bottom

the aforesaid "Yankee"
Evidently he
is
a matter of doubt.
After inspection, will you transmit the
•was full grown.
terrapin to the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, where
he can be cared for and fill the full term of a respected old

rapin" was when
mark upon him

R- H. D.
[The question as to the aae to which the animals of this
group attain is an interesting one, and deserves more attenTbat tu:tles are unusution than has yet been given to it.
ally well protected from the attacks of enemies is certain.
We have been told, however, that raccoons eat the freshwater turtles, and have ourselves found the shells under circumstances which seemed to confirm this statement. A note
on this subject which has recently appeared in the American
Naturalist from the pen of Dr. A. 8. Packard, Jr., bears diHe says
rectly on this subject.
" So far as we are aware, no attempt has been made to exage.

:

plain the unutuul longevity of turtles, whose lives, as is well
known, span over a century. There appears to be no longer
lived animals than these beings of slow gait and slow manner
The following facts may throw light on the cause of
of life.
In the first place, they are protected by
their great age.
their solid shell from the a' tacks of snakes, fishes and birds':
young turtles, we are informed by Professor J. W. P. Jenks,
aie sometimes carried off by herons, but in adult life they
Has any one
are probably rarely eaten by other animals.
As some turtles lay
ever found any empty turtle shells ?
but two or three eggs a year, nature seems to have counted
upon an immunity from the ordinal y evils of childhood in
he larger portion of
It is probable that
these animals.
indeed most young turtles when batched survive, and when
two or three years old, are titled to resist tuccessfully ordinary fish and avian enemies. They aie not exposed io vicissitudes of weather; the fact that the period of egg-laying
(in New England from June 10-20) is so constant, and varies
so little at different seasons, shows that they are hardy and
Finally, the persistence of the type of gigantic
tough.
tortoises on the Galaagos Islands indicate the wonderful vitality of this type of life in resisting prolonged climatic and
i

—

geological changes."
The shells of the common

box tortoise are not uncommonly
found in dry woods, and we have twice found in the wet

meadows near the salt marshes of ihe Atlantic coast
Nanemys yuUala, which had apparently died a

shells of

natural

death.

We

do not remember that any extended observations have
been made on this subject, although the general belief that
turtles live to a great age seems to be justified by what we
do know.
The specimen referred to by our correspondent has been
received and though old is lively and apparently in good
here apBesides the inscription above noticed
condition.
pear very faintly on the back part of the shell the initials R.
N. or It. M.
Can any one claim the specimen as an old acquaintance ?]
l

SPECIAL INSTANCES OF ANT INTELLIGENCE.
always difficult to draw the Hue between instinct and
IT reason,
between adjustive action due to hereditary or
is

purposeless habit and adjustive action due to individual aud
purposive adaptation. But we may be least diffident in accepting, as evidence of the latter, cases where animals exhibit
a power of adapting their actions to meet the requirements
of novel circumstances— or circumstances which caDnot be
supposed to have been of sufficiently frequent occurrence in
the life-history of the species to have developed instincts of
michanicil response in the individual. It is in view of this
consideration that the following instances are selected:
Ebrard recordB in his "Etudes de Meeurs" an observation
The ants were engaged in building
of hiB own on F. fuxca.
walls aud when the work was nearly completed there still remained an interspace of twelve or fifteen millimetres to be
covered iu. For a moment the ants were thrown out and
seemed inclined to leave their work, but soon turned instead
to a grass plant growing near, the long, narrow leaves of
which ran close together. 'I hey chose the nearest and
weighted its distal i-nd with damp earth until iis apex just
bent down to the space to be covered. Unfortunately, the
bend was too close to the extremity and it threatened to
To preveut this misfortune the ants gnawed at the
break.
base of the leaf until it bent along its whole length and covered the space required. But, as this did not seem to be
quite enough, they heaped damp earth between the base of
the plant and that of the leaf until the latter was sufficiently
bent.
After they had attained their, object they heaped on
the buttressing leaf the materials required for building the

arched roof.
This "bervation naturally leads to two others by two different observers. Thus, Moggridge says: "I was able towateli the operation of removing roots which had pierced
galleries, belonging to seedling plants growing
on the surface, and which was performed by two ants, one
pulling at the fr^e end of the root, and the other gnawing at
its fibers where the strain was greatest, until at length it
gave way." Again, as previously quoted iu another connect o i, he says that two ants sometimes combine their efforts,
oue stationing itself near the base of « fo-natalk and gnawing

through their

at the point of greatest tension, while the .other hauls
twists it.

and

.
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The other observer to whom I have referred is McCook,
who says of the harvesting ants of America that he
has peen " the workers, in several cases, leave the point at
which they had begun a cutting, ascend the blade, and pass
as far toward the point as possible.
The blade was thus
borne downward, and, as the ant swayed up and down, ii
really seemed that she was taking advantage of the leverage
thus gained, and was bringing the augmented force to bear upon
the fracture. In two or three cases there appeared to be a division of labor; tbat is to say, while the cutter at the roots kepi
on with his work, another ant climbed the grass-blade and ap
applied the power at the opposite end of the lever. This
position may have been quite accidental, but it certainly had
the appearance of voluntary co-operation." G. J. Romanbs,
in Popular Science Monthly for October.

upon

Notb on Shakes.— Media, Delaware Co., Sept. 19.— I have
read in your paper of September 1st, the interesting communication of H. J. Lombard, of Cashe's Valley, N. 0., in reference to snakes. In it he states that " all harmless snake,
have keen tails and lay eggs."
I can now recall to mind at
least two exceptions to this rule.
1 have seen, among the
mountains of North Carolina, not far from Cashe's Valley, a
snake of stout body and thick, short tail, viz., the hog nosed
snake, sometimes called the spreading adder (Heterodon platyrhinoH).
This snake is harmless, though the sight of it is
quite suggestive of venom.
I do not think that the common water snakes of Pennsylvania lay eggs, as I have frequently killed them with young
snakes in their bodies. They are ovo-viviparou?.
In reply to a former ques'ion in your paper, "Do black
and garter snakes eat fish
I have seen garter snakes eat
fisb, both fresh and in a putrid condition.
In the former
case, the head is swallowed first.
In the latter case, the tail
was swallowed first the flesh being then soft, the dorsal
spines were easily reversed, and offered no impediment to he
process of deglutition.
I had never seen any record of snakes
eating putrid fish.
When a garter snake swallows a frog, the hind feet and leas
go down the throat first.
The frog is not previously killed,
as I have beard one cry piteously after it was swallowed.
hungry snake will sometimes make an absurd attempt to swallow a large fish. 1 once observed, for a long time, the efforts
of a garter snake to swallow a fish so large that it could get
but little more than the nose into its mouth.
In illustration of the Southern distribution of the beaver, I
will state that I have seen the stumps of small trees freshly
cut by beavers in Cherokee County, North Carolina, near the
Georgia State line.
J. Willoox.
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[It is curious to note how almost universal is the belief that
the hog-nosed snake, sometimes in New England called puffPtobahly the only dangerous snake in
adder, is venomous.
tbat portion of the country east of the Hudson River is the
rattlesnake, which is almost everywhere extremely rare.]

Aekival of a YouNG Gorilla in England.— The last
issue of Land and Water contains the following account of
the recent arrival in England of a young gorilla: " We are
informed lhat Mr. Cross, the animal dealer, of Liverpool, has
It arrived in the steamer Senreceived a fine young gorilla.
During the voyage from Africa to ihe Mersey, the goegal.
rilla appears from an account which is published in the Liverpool Daily Ji'xpress, to have given some trouble on board.
After the vessel had been a number of days at sea, the animal, availing it ;i If of the liberty which had ecu incautiously
given to it, made an attack upon several of the crew. It ran
amuck, in fact, at the captain, bitiug him savagely in the leg
and two men who came forward to his assistance were also
By dint of some wellattacked, mid to some extent injured.
applied chastisement, however, the gorilla was induced to
confine his ebullitions of temper to mere displays of his teetb,
aud later it was found possible to treat him without severity
—a change of tactics which he repaid by becoming quite
tame, and allowing himself to be handled with tolerable impunity. The gorilla was taken on board the Senegal at Settecoma, a small port on the southwest coast of Africa, and
on its arrival in Liverpaol it came into the possession of Mr.
Cross.
The animal is not, as might be implied from the ferociousness which it at first displajed, a fully-growu specimen,
but its physique and appearance, as well as its height of fully
four feet, give it what might be called rank even among the
The new arrival has already acfinest of African gorilla?.
commodated itself in the most condescending manner to its
new quarters, where it is fed on Valencia raisins of which
eggs, and other dainty food, which it
it eats a pound daily
He has at present a cat for a compandevours voraciously.
ion, and the pair play tome amusing antics."
I
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Fangs ov the Rattlesnake —Vicksburg,

Septem-

1

'

;
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"Makoonbu."
Offer

—Fort

Madison, Iowa, September 10,
1881.
I to-day caught a two-third grown cock pheasant. He
tried to cross the river here and when he landed he was so
near played nut that I walked up and picked him up. I will
try to keep him or will send him to any one that' has a hen,
and would like to domesticate them. W. H. Atlke.
[We hope that some of our readers are in a position to accept our correspondent's generous offer.]

—

—
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Warrenton, Va., Sept. 21.
A Hint to " Howard
see that "Howard" asks you for some place in Virginia t'
hunt in the latter part of September. There is absolutely no
game at that time if I except a few squirrels. The sora and
reed birds have left, the partridge season does nor, open uoiil
Oct. 15, the wild turkeys are in the mountains, the ducking
rounds are bare and woodcock in the depths of the swamp,
ff "Howard" don't intend to stay he may as well leave his
breech-loader at home as to bring it here this seasonof the

year.— Chasseur.
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FOREST AND STREAM GAME TABLE.
OPE\ SEASONS.
The seasons, In which It Is lawful to snoot game In the several
States and Territories, open as designated in the following tattle:
Pinnated
v

Wild
Turkey.

rntiiit-

Chicken).

Ala* . MCI. 20.
Call.'.. J'Jlyl..
Col.... sept,

Conn

Sept, tfi
Kept. r
pmliffl

Sept. 16
Oct. I...
Oct. 1...

'

l

l

<>ct. 1..
Aug. IB.

.

Dakota
Del.*.

.

U.C.a

.

Allg. 15.

Oei. 1...

Aug.

Nov.

1..

NOV.

1..

1..

.let.

1.

JAng.1..
Mo.

5.

Me

.iOcC

1.

.[Newt

Mich., ..Oct.

•Hun

SO

Miss.

bet.

M n.

Sept,

.

Aug.

-

i.
1

.

Net)

1..

Nov.
sept

Oct

lOctl...

Nev..
..
,|Aug. 1... sept. l.
N. He. Sept. 1.. Aug. 1..
N.J./,
1SS4
Oct. 1.
X, Mex. Sept, 1.
S.Y.p.VA.lIg.1.
.

n.
0..

a

All!/.

.1

uly 1

^pt.1

Nov.

S'Jlt. 15

1
1

1.,

.

sept.
va.*.... Sept,

1.

Wash*.jAug.

1.

W. Va..: July

15.

I

NOV.

epL

Wyo. ..Aug.

ept. 15

Aug.

ictl..

15..

1
OCt. 15.
3epi
Sept. 1.. Sept'i
Oct l...
Sept, 1
Nov. 1 Sept.

1

June

1..

.

.

15.

July

Aug.

l

Oct. 1... Oct. 1.. Sepl,

1.
15

15.
1

l.

sept

t

Sept..

1

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

i

Sept

l

I

Sept

l

Sept.
Sepr.
Sept,

l

.

1

1.

Nov. 1.. Aug. 1...
Aug. I.. Aug.
Sept
Oct 15. Sept, 1
Sept.
Allg. 1.. Aug. 15.. Aug.

Wis. ...[Sept, 15

i.

Scpt'i:

1

oh 51

'.

1.
I.
15.

I

Vt

Pi

Oet. 15.

•.

Nov.

Sept,

1 ..

.

Sept.

Aug.

c

Sept
Sept,

.

leptl..
I8BS
tept l.. Sept, l

Sept. 1

1

s.

Tenn. sept. J.. sept.
Texas A .,,.„
Allg. 1...
I' rah... Aug. 1

t.l

15
1

sepl,

8.1...

.

1

1.

Oct.

i

w.

Kepi.
S-Pt,
Sept.

1.

Nov.
Aug.

.

1.1

1.. Oct, 1..

Sept

1..

Oct. 1... July.
Sept. l.

Pa

Oct.'

Oct. 15.
Met. 1..
Sept. 1.

Oct. 1..

15.

Oct. 15..

Or....

'JCt. 15.

i...

1
.

Sent. :..

u

Sept.

l

Xp'g'.'i:'.

AUg.'l's

.

sept,

Oct. i.. Atlg. 15 Aug. is sept. 1.
Oct. 16.. sept. I. sept, 1. Nov. I.
Oct, 1.. AUg. 15 Allg. 15 Oct 1..
Sept, 1.

jet, 15.

Nov.
1

.

1..

.

-t.

July l„
July 10.
Sept.

Septl.Froive.d

15.

1

Oct

oel. i
sept, i
'.let, l..

1..

Sept. i.. •Tiny

.

Aug.
Nov.
AUg.

1.5
1

1..
1

15

is

Antelope.— Col., sept 1 Idaho, Aug. t Neb., Oet. 1; Nev., Aug. 1
Utah. Aug.
Wyo.. Aug. 15.
N. Mex., Sept
N. Mex., Sept. 1.
Buffalo.— Colo., Sept. 1 Neb., Oct
Cariboo—Me.. Oct 1 N. H.. sept. 1 «.
Oa., Oct, l ; Kan., Aug,
Miss.,
Dora.— Ala., Aug. i Cat, July
Sept, 15; Mo., Aug. 1
N C, Oct. 1 S. ('., Oct 15.
Minn., Nov. 1
Klk.— Colo., Sept, 1; Idaho, Aug. 1
Neb., Oct. 1
Nev, Aug. 1; N. Mex., Sept. 1; Or., July 1; Utah, Aug. 1; Wyo.,
Aug. 15.
iloone.— Me., Oet l : N. H., Sept l <•; Ore,, July l.
Neb , Oet. 1; Nev., Aug. 1 N. Mex,,
Mountain Sheep.— CJoL, sept
Sept. 1 : Utah, Aug. l ; Wyo., Aug. 15.
Pinner.— D. C, Sept. I Me., Aug. 1 Mo., Aug. 1; Nev., Sept 1; N.
Pa.. July 15; JR. I., Aug. 1.
H.. Aug. 1
Pa., Sept 1.
Bail.— Del.. Sept 5 N. J.. Sept
1). (.'., sepr.
N. j., Aug. 25 pa., Sept. 1.
Ktw/Mrd.— DeL, Sepr.
Snipe.— Dakota, Aug. 15; D. C, Sept 1 Nev., Sept 1;N. C, Oet 15.
;
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In these States there are special county laws, a The deer law apI Wildfowl not protected on the coast.
plies in sale or pos-ess'iou.
d California qtiriU
c In I'pper Pei, Insula deer season opens Aug. 15.
-I
r-.fr>-,
,, ,.,,..., |.,| i,, ;--..
In ('.„,, loom ,1. IT se t e\i a
and Cariboo, Sept 1. / First open woodcock season began July 1;
will close Aug. 1. (i yuail sliooiing prohibited io Nov. 1, 18S8, incouuand Albany, wildfowl
t.le..s of Montgomery. Seheiie -lady, siuaiog.:
reason in Long Island waters opens Oct. l. h Deer law relates to
temale deer only.
•

•
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SOME OLD GUNS THAT

SPRUNG

..

i

I

|,

HAVE

...

SHOT.

Well do I rememof sportsmen.
ber the picture of an ancestor eugaged in a hand-tohand encounter with a large etag. Cruelly wounded arid disfigured by the sharp hoofs of the infuriated deer, whom he
bad " creased," his tartans dyed in blood, he stood in the
picture, giving blow for blow with his stout hunting knife,
which, as the story goes, he at last plunged into the heart of
I cheered the large deer hound
his maddened enemy.
in the dim distance, slowly trailing the stag; how I could
see with ba'ed breath that the stag too was covered with
wounds, and how I read the story of the picture and resolved
that I too would some day kill my stag and, if need be, would
I did, but that is foreign to this
knife.
kill him with
paper.
1 never had the child's love of gunpowder simply because
The first attempt that I remember 1 think
it made a noise.
Fidu.%
faithful friend and
I was about seven, and
Achates, Dick, coal black, about nine years old was convert"
ing "ole man" John's fishing cane into an extempore gun.
This cane, which had grown in Mississippi, was about the
To cut off two
size of iny arm and about twenty feet long.
joints at the bottom would not hurt the cane and would make
us a good gun with which to shoot '' dat ole rooster," a very
special enemy.
When
pugnacious bird and Sandy's and
we had cut off the joints we bored a touch-hole at the bottom of the first joint, and thus we had a gun about three feet
long, calibre No. 8.
I did the aiming, while Sandy would
apply a live coal, held with fear and trembling, to the priming.
With light rifle charges and shot, carefully counted, fif
teen in number, we brought to grief, iu the orchard, divers
sapsuckers and other saucy and ill-conditioned birds.
Growing bo'der, we resolved to test the efficacy of our improvised fowling-piece upon the nefarious roosler who had
so often put us both to shame and ignominy by driving us
out of his domain with sharp spur and peck, delivered en re-

I

from a race

How

my

—

Miss.,

ber 7, 1S8 .—The fangs of the rattlesnake are perforated from
base to point, through the centre, the hollow being about the
The specimen which I examined
Size of a cambric needle.
was three and a-balf feet long. I boiled the head and found
on each side of the upper jaw three fangs one matured, one
about half grown, and the bird iu embryo. The matured
fangs were three quarters of an inch long, hollow from base
to point, the base being much enlarged and containing
a cavity as large as a BB shot. The fang is curved like a
blackberry briar. The orifice at the point is in the form of a
slit, in the upper side, as though a diagonal slice had been
shaved off with a penknife. I ran a fine straw entirely
through the fang. The upper jaw is immovable, as in the
case of most vertebrates. The lower jaw works on a hinge-,
and is susceptible of being opened wide enough t'o lie back
against the throat, giving unobstructed play to the fangs.
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LONGEVITY OF TURTLES.

fixes the
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FOEEST AJNO STREAM.

29, 1881.]!

empty and, as in the case of the first nest, took a part of the
hraneh and nest. And now I would like to ask the Fobbst
akd 8tke4*i if it thinks both nests were made by the same
birds.
J. L. D.
[It i9 difficult to give a positive answer to such questions
as are asked by our correspondent, and we can only give an
opinion.
We think it possible that a yellow and black-billed
cuckoa might breed together, but very improbable. We
Bhould think it much more likely that there may have been
some mistake in the identification of either the male or the
female bird. We think it very likely that the second humming-bird's nest was buih by the original pair of birds J

Which

I

my

—

my

my

traite.

Putting in our blunderbuss two

rifle

charges aud five

we slipped up Io the fence and saw our enemy
strutting in all his glory, not more than ten feet distant. To
aim, to apply the coal was but the work of a moment, and
the nest we were asking each other what had happened.
The gun— our fondly cherished gun- was gone and, with the
exception of a few spliuierp, none could tell where it had
gone.
Bftndy was minus all the wool on one side of his head
from too eagerly watching the effect of the shot and sighting
too, was minus eyebrows, eyeas he applied Ihe coal.
1,
hair.
Fortunately for the peace of
lashes and most of
mind of those who had me iu charge, I wan sent off to boarding-scho 1 in a short time afterward and Sandy was made
"gap minder " He detailed to me in a feeling manner how
" ole Mas " had licked him for eating " dat rooster." He bad
taken that tough fowl to his mother's cabin and some wretch
had told on him. I was affected, but told him to keep quiet,
gave him a silver half-dollar to insure it, and parted from the
staunchest friend that I ever had. Brave Sandy!
rifle bullets,

my

How

;
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many would have kept their counsel and never told on me?
He had his reward in after years, and he now lives iu com:i

manner ' way down Bouf " ia ilaoama. Good luck
attend him, and may his round, black face never grow disfortable

contented

was

It

!

at

the boarding-school

that.

1 first

Bred

my

first

"sure enough" gnu. I had heen sent to a cobbler of that vicinity to K6t my shoes half-Bolcd -needed badly from too
much sliding on the ic and there 1 remember that the disciple of St. Crispin let me have in my own hands an old
musket that had seen service in all the wars iu all America.
Proudly did the owner point to a dent in the barrel made by
an Indian tomahawk. IIow I fawned u ion that cobbler
abjectly I waited breathless upon his lightest word!
And yet he ate raw onions and drank had whisky two
things than which there could be nothing more" disgraceful
tn my infant mind.
(The judgment of my riper years has
but confirmed that youthful opiniou.') On the next Saturday
but one I was to meet the crafty cobbler (wlto had gobbled
my whole supply of pocket uipuej ) in tin- woods, near his
At length the happy day dawned, and I ate little or
cabin.
no breakfast on thai mowing. 1 found him seated on a
Btump, with two bottles containing powder and shot, and a
think- something to which he had frequent recourse throughout the whole day, necessitating, finahy, his assumption of a
recumbent position, where I left him alone in his glory.
The gun was handed to iBfl to carry, and proudly did I
had not gone far when a large
assume that heavy weight.
blackbird, who had been fishing in the creek, (lew upon the
top of a tall sycamore and commenced his usual derisive
dance upon seeing me at Ieset, that wa3 the rule with Ins

—

|
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and Ihid sworn vengeance whenever and wherever I
could get a chance at one of his fun-making companions.
Laying mv aim up by the side of a small tree, with my heart
beating triple time, 1 look deliberate aim and pulled trigger.
No one but those who have shot, a flint-lock gun can have
any idea of the intolerably long lime intervening between the
pulling of the trigger, the fizz! fizz! fizz! of he priming,
and finally the loud ri port, followed, as iu my case, hy your
I
falling in no light manner, either— flat upon your back.
tribe,

1

—

my bruifes, I went to look for my old
enemy, the blackbird. I found him doubled up among some
Where be all
briers, looking a very forlorn bird indeed.
your fun-making now of innocent, large-eyed boya? We
gather him and go forward on the huut. The tajex at the
Two blackbirdB, two larks, one
end of that day sum up
y.ellow hammer, one jay, and one glorious rabbit, shot from
arose, and, feeling for

:

an old log.
I had a schoolmate, Peter Holmes, who loved to shoot as
wed as I. Many is the tune that we took the cobbler's gun
and killed of birds a great, number, finally aspiring to the
dignity of killing squirrels, fur which his gun was not well
And right hire let me say that I have found many
fitted.
On
old smooth-bore muskets that shoot remarkably we'd.
what, principle they do so 1 nm unable to say; but in the
hands of our .Southern negroes they have killed all the
They are certainly not choke-bored they are
squirrels.
not made of fine materials, and yet, for No. 3, No. 4
or buckshot, thty will kill like a stroke of lightning
I would not shoot one of them for any consideration, but in
I
the hands of pot-hunters they are formidable weapouB.
wish there was not one in Georgia— I should be happy.
I went home with Peter Holmes, my affinity, to spend the
vacation, my uncle remarking in Ids letter giving roe that
permission, "that it did not much matter where I was, because gunpowder was plentiful, and I would be sure to bring
my inventive genius to bear upon the construction of somea

rest aeross

:

burn it."
Throughout the South at that time all old rifles that had
become smooth from long use were bored by gunsmi'tis and
converted into shot guns. As the bore was originally very
small, the gunsmith merely cut all the "rifles" out, and left
the gun about .23 calibre. Indeed, I have seen some as small
Bored on no scientific principle, admitting
as .30 calibre.
but a very light charge, they were utterly worthless at any
but a very short range. My friend was the fortunate possessor of one of these unique shot-guns, and, above all, it
was fired with percussion caps; and, furthermore, if you held
lo

would kill a squirrel in the very tip top of the
hickory that could be found on our place.
doves, why, that gun could kill one ever so much
further than brother Jim's rifle, which tore 'em to pieces
and my gun wT ould do it too, but, you shoot shot out of it, instead of a single bullet. As to yellow-hammers, why, I never
shot at one in my life, far or near, that he did not fall stone
Our first, exploit, two or three days after our arrival
dead
at Peter's home, was to expend our whole stock of powd
it

right, it

tallest shell-bark

As

to

and shot at three diabolical gray squirrels which we found
up a toll shell bark, at the corner of the wheat field, not
more than a hundred yards from tie bouse. The nuts of the
eb( l-bark hickory afford a rich and favorite food for squirAt, each discharge of our gun
rels in the early autumn.
there was at first a great scampering and chattering among
I

the squirrels but as they soon found out that we could
not harm them, they would talker a nut, run out on a limb,
curl their tails over their backs, wink at us in the most confiding manner and profited leisurely to dispose of the spoil.
How we sin ok ourfl8ts at them! How I disparaged the
noble gun which was to kill ad things, at any range!
shame Brother Jim, hearing the continual tiring
And,
and suspecting something of the truth, came down with his
rifle and, at three shots, killed every one of those squirrels!
And shot their heads off, too! So, in doubt and darkness, in
a supreme contempt for all smooth bores, ended our first experience of old guns in squirrel sbooling.
Some two years after tbis episode in my sporting life I
went to visit a cousin who lived in a fine game counUy.
He had a single-barreled shotgun of about 12 calibre, about
32 inches long, of wdiich style of guns there were thousands
sold every year in the country stores of the South.
Tliey shot well, tio: some of them extraordinarily well.
As wed as I recollect they must have been English guns, for
most of them had'on their barrels, "London fine twist," a
legend, as I now have reason to believe, like many other leHowever, they were
gends, having no solid basis of truth
good enough for bovs, and we could kill with them.
Among the negfOes owned by my uncle was a pragmatical
A privileged and favorite servant he
old fellow named Joe.
was allowed otten to take the rifle and kill the squirrels and
turkeys with which the woods abounded. But few Southerners allowed their slaves to handle guus, but Joe had been
reared with my uncle, ana hud learned to shoot under his
If there was anything on earth for which Joe had
tuilion.
J i was his honest
a supreme contempt it was a shotgun.
conviction that no shotgun had a range exceeding thirty
Any distance above that a shotgun, in his opinion,
yards
was utterly worthies*, As wt; would ictu in froi"
;

I

he would meet us and, with sneer and gibe, taunt us with
the inability " ob rial 0l6 shotgun."
So far did he carry it
that he offered to let us shoot al him, or rather his back, at
seventy-five yards.
Exasperated at his jfers at our favorite
gun we dared him to a trial. Behold us, then, with seventy-five long yards stepped off by Joe himself
It was fully
ninety, but we* did not care, for we intended taking the conceil out of Joe forever.
Turning his back to us, our living
target, with a derisive gesture, told us to "fire away !"
At
the crack of the gun Joe leaped about three feet perpendicularly into the air and immediately fell flat upon his back,
while visions of murder seized upon us boys.
"Fire! Water!
Murder! Fire!" mingled with horrible oaths came
from the prostrate negro in rapid succession.
found on
examination that four shot had buried themselves low down
in his back, while one had gone through his nose and another through Ids ear.
This rVid been caused by his looking
at me, the marksmau, between his legs.
Joe never to his
dying day could believe but, that some supernatural or diabolical agency was concerned in carrying the shot so far into
his corpus.
We boys were soundly "thrashed for being such
fools as to shoot at o'd Joe, even when he was willing.
convinced him.
St. Claik.
!
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A GRAND HUNT.

READING

the accounts of those royally-appointed hunting expeditions to the Far West, gotten up by Mr.
Marble, has brought to me recollections of a grand hunt, in
which I participated, down the Mississippi River. The party
consisted of three gentlemen besides myself.
had built
in New York a small propeller, which was shipped to New

We

Orleans by steamer and thence to Cairo by boat, at which
point she was launched and there we joined her. Our crew
consisted of one engineer, a negro who acted in the dual
capacity of stoker and deck hand, and two servants, one as
cook, the. other steward.
Our vessel measured 42 feet over
all, 8k feet beam, and drew when loaded about 3 feet 6
The boiler and engine were placed as far aft as posinches.
sible, leaving the midships for the accommodation of ourstanding awning
selves, and the forecastle for (he men.
with roll-up curtains on either Bide served as a protection
The side lockers were made wide
against the weather.
enough for their tops to serve as berths in the center was a
fold-up table, and above it a rack for glassware and crockery.
On board this diminutive ship we embarked late one afternoon in October in order to reach an island some twenty
miles down the river, where we understood geese and ducks
What with the current and the aid of
to be very abundant.
steam, we hove in sight of our first stopping place in about
two hours. Charley Fore, the most practical hunter of our
party, suggested stopping the engine for a few minutes so.
he could listen for any sign of game that might have congregated on the island for the night. He leaned over the
vessel's side, putting his ear close to the water, and in a few
minutes reported birds in quantities. This determined us to
tie up for the night, to be ready for business in the morning.
After supper the guus were taken from their cases, cartridges
dealt around to each, a sigual light hung upon Ihe smokestack, one of the men stationed as lookout, and the remainder
of us turned in for a dose of " nature's sweet restorer." As
the lookout struck "six bells" we arose, but to find ourselves
enveloped in a dense fog, accompanied by a misty rain.
"Just the weather we want," said Charley.
"Excellent for rheumatism," muttered George
These were the first words spoken, and certainly I agreed
with the majority, as a more dismal, dreary outlook it would
be difficult to imagine.
Mr. Kurffman, the engineer, asked if he should get up
steam, or "jess hold it 'twixt and 'tween till further or-

A

;

D

.

ders ?"

"Hold

it,"

replied

"George," rather sharply, "or

else

blow us up to make matters even worse."
Soon, however, the fog began to blow away, and such a
quacking of ducks and squaking of geese I never heard.
"Now," said Charley, "Mr. Kurffman, if you have your
teakettle boiling, wT e will work out into the stream, but go
along as slowly as you can to keep stcerageway on the craft,
and the sooner we get under way the better."
With the first signs of Aurora, we were off. The fog had
nearly disappeared, and in a few minutes the fusillade began;
shooting at the game first in the water, and then as they
Ir. was as exciting as a genuine skirmish for the
rose to fly.
a number of birds fell to our guns
first two or three rounds
and lay on the island and in the water.
"Let two of us go ashore up here," said Charley, "and
then crack steam to the boat, anil make for the lower end of
In tbis
the island, and come back for us through the chute.
way we will have some more good shooiiiig this morning."
pointed the boat's head to the land, going slowly, as
the water around these islands is very shallow, and as soon as
we touched bottom Charley and Jack jumped overboard and
waded ashore. Down the main stream we then went, at full
you'll

;

We

of the island.

Our

speed, rounding as directed at the foot
engine made so little noise that we ran up unawares on a
large flock of geese, out of which George and 1 bagged six
Steaming up the
at the first shot and three at the second.
chute we scared the birds back toward cur friends, whom
then checked
we could hear firing in rapid succession.
our speed, and had a couple more shots before the birds left
us for good. Picking up the game was tedious work, and no
doubt we lost some but, as it was, we counted twenty-five

We

[Skptembee
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" 'Liza Jane " was there
to see us off.
in tier gayest, although the poor child's face wore an
sadness as she saw her namesake, steam aw«,
Every day was a succession of good snooting, a"" we made
it a rule to tie up everj' night near some island, to tiave the
morning's sport. At the towns we would, of course, stop,
give our game away, or else Joe would sell it, and buy instead, as he called it, "town grub."
On reaching Helena we decided to make a short run up the
Arkansas Biver, as we found an old, reliable pilot there, who
We saw
offered to steer us safely, taking his pay out iu fun.
but very few birds, but George, who was sitting in the how
with his gun in hand, suddenly, as we turned a Sharp point
of the river, discharged both harrels, at what proved to be a
magnificent buck with superb antlers. This mien IS ltd
aroused a greai desire for a land hunt, but, as we had no
dogs, the plan was not practicable, and we returned to the.
nrj
mouth of the river, there to resume our jourlii ; do
Here I bought the skiff we BO much needed, and which
proved invaluable to us in our future matmal si. OOIS. The
grandest day weiiad was at Island Ninety-five.
TlilS isolated
piece of land is nearly two mdes long, and heavily limbered,
Before daylight,
forming an excellent cover for game.
Charley, Jack, Joe and the cook, took to the skiii. a id
pulled off to the inside chute of the island, while the "'Liza
Jane," with George Kurffman and myself, st -tmieii down to
Each of us had a gun, leaving the managethe lower end.
ment of the vessel to the stoker. We began firing as soon as
tbe point was turned, and as we steamed slowly up stream,
theskilT and its crew was floating down, so that the birds
were kept constantly on the win-, coing -ir=t one way, then
the other, until at last, we shot out all of our shells, and were
rather glad of it.
We picked up over two hundred ducks

town turned out
decked

air of

-

'

and geese.

Wo tied up at the plantation of Colonel Dick Christmas, a
few miles below this point, to rest awhile; and gave tho
" 'Liza Jane " a thorough cleaning before making Viekshurg,
at which point we had decided to leave the boat, and to go
by rail to New Orleans. After a day or two's sojourn with
the amiable Colonel, we again started on our voyage, reaching the " City of Hills" after a six hours' run. The '"Liza
Jane " was ordered to Deer Creek, and thus ended the most

charming hunt of
Nashville,

my life.

Jj

D, H.

Tervn.

LEFT-EYED SHOOTING."

"

BooKisfinAW, N. C, September

and tStrmm:
was much amused on reading your opiniou

12.

Editor Fort.it
I

in reply to

"Invidius," on "Left-eyed Shooting." I will not express
the same opinion in regard to yourself that you did of the
Philosopher; yet I will say, and I think prov- ii, too, thai the
Philosopher was right and that you are wrong.
1 will premise by saying that a majority of persona are
right-eyed; some few, however, are left-eyed while others
are either-eyed or both-eyed.
Now for the demonstration or proof. Point with your
finger, or with a stick, at any object in the distance, keeping
both eyes open, with head and finger both perfectly sb tidy
then close your left eye, and if the finger is still in line with
Try again, both
the object, you are certainly right-eyed
eyes open now close your right eye, and if your tiugei is in
\gain,
line wiih the left eye, you art
both eyes open; now close albTnately one eye and then
little practice in this will determine which eyed
the other.
you are. Sometimes in closing the eye the finger seems to
point to the left, and in closing the othir eye with ELrat open,
of course, points to the right at the same distance from the
object.
In this case you are both-eyed, or either-eyed,
In answer to Invidius, 1 will say that the only thing necessary to enable him to shoot accurately is that he should
close that obstreperous left eye of his when the gun is brought
If lie can accustom himself to bring
to the right shoulder.
the gun to the left shoulder, he can shoot equally wall with
both eyes open yet there is no necessity for it, if he v. ill
;

:

;

i

;

A

;

close his left eye when he shoo's.
To sum up then, to shoot well, a right-eyed man, with both
eyes open, must shoot from, the tight- shoulder, and a lefteyed man from the left shoulder, while each can Bhoot
equally well from either shoulder by closing the opposite eye.
It a right-eyed man shoots from the left shoulder, aud a lefteyed man from the right, both eyes being open, neither would
All this 1 learned years ago
hit a barn door at forty yards.
in shooting deer from horseback, aud ducks from boats.
Now, sir, just pick up your gun.T guess, of course, you
always keep one handv, I take it, also, that you are righteyed— bring gun quickly to the left shoulder -both eyes open,
remember— lake aim, (or try lo. at least,.) at. an object hur•

Why

dun' t you shoot ? _ Can't
the matter ?
No you can't
Why Bcget your aim satisfactory, ah!
serve
cause, sir, you are right-eyed, and jour lei t eyi
s, but
you iu sighting the object along the rib of tne
#
iu the
that right eye of yours tries mighty hard to get
10 will
left, and if you will not let it, the very best you
dilemuiu.
the
from
freed
are
be to close it, then you
Pardon me for saying so much, " I rose lo explain," and
I have never yet met one
couldn't get down any quicker.
who knew of this "eyed" business, and have never failed 10
ennvince them. So, if you have a great deal of company, 1
Tkobbll.
won't call you " a fool,"
riedly.

What

is

!

1

i

;

ducks and nineteen geese.

GUN

BARBELS.
RUST SPOTS IN
the river, intending to stop at New
Madrid, and take a day's shooting in the lakes back of that
J., Sept. 20.
Camden^N.
It was nearly
place, and to purchase a skiff if possible.
Editor Forest and Scream
midnight, when we reached the boat at this earthquakelast i-sue a Boston correspondent, F. S., asks for
your
In
hour,
even
late
creaied,
at
that
arrival
Our
acstroyed town.
information on the cause of gun barrels rusting in spots.
a stir, as the natives had never seen a craft like ours before;
examined
If the interior surface of a pair of barrels be
they all wanted to come on board, even to the women folks.
with a microscope il will be seen that they are covered with
one
of
these
through
was
and
it
them,
gratified
Of course we
servo excellently
which
holes,
small
of
number
immense
an
The
visits that a name was given to our unnamed yacht.
Now, when the oxygen, which exieja
morning after our arrival we were seated at breakfast, when to hold moisturer
less in the air, comes iu contact with the steel, it colan old lady and a young girl came alongside and asked who more or
these
minute holes, forming Ferric oxide,
around
aud
in
lects
we were, where from, and the name of the sweet little steamThis makes the surface still rougher, and
rust.
boat? Answering her questions, she requested us to call tho or common
properly, goes cm taking op dxygan aud concared
for
not
if
I
owner
the
was
As
her
"gal."
1
boat '"Liza Jane,"" after
suming the steel, until the holes become large enough to be
agreed, aud the christening ceremony was performed there
the naked eye.
and then by the girl herself, who came on board, pronounced seen by
When in this condition emery paste, made from Hire? parts
bottle
of
Charles
broke
and
a
'Liza Jane,"
in a clear voice
cosmoline, or oU, and one pari emery, should bo used on a
HeidBiok over her bow. We then, in a glass each of the
carefully prepared swab, which will smooth tbe barrels out to
sparkling wine, drank long life to the young girl and her
a certain extent; then apply the wire scratch brush and wash
namesake.
is not attended to frequently, at the seaThe shooting back of New Madrid surpassed any I ever out clean. If this
or in damp situations, nothing but reburiuK will bring
had; ducks and geese being the only game, but in such num- shore
or
holes.
Bo long as the barrels are kept smooth
spots
out
for
thirst
bers bb to soon surfeit any other than a pot-hunter's
expended, but when specks appear
The morning >ve slipped our moorings the whole but little (rouble need be
blood,

We now

Htarted

'

down

—

i

mly unremitting care \v ill keep them from getting worse.
Gunpowder has often been blamed us tile cause of rust
Imt, if of good quality, it contains nothing that will oxidize.
Liuwev.r, the cheaper grades, especially when oF fine grain,
nil deal of moisture in consequence of the grains
so hard as the more expensive kinds.
Tiie various
ngrcilient" of cheap powder— as sulphur, carbon and salipeften of inferior quality, and the residue they leave
D gun barrels should be removed as soon aa possible.
What, really does more damage to the barrels than the
moicst kind o( powder, is the fulminate, of mercury which is
discharge of the copper cap in the shell.
ill. ufler the
It,
igtltiei with the other compounds, mixed with acids to make
to aioniDg, produces the worst possible form of oxidation
eight inches from the breech, and it will often be
Oticod that most rusting occurs there.
?irhaps the best way io avoid this is, when the gun is not
ir-i',
push tight-fitting wooden rods covered with baize
into the barrels, first having smeared them well with
rflanni
rdiuary blue oinimeut.
Colin.
;

i

.

i

i

I

and Stream : Some one wants to know what
erne on inside of gun barrels aud says that
always cleaned out. 1 have a gun which has been

fflftor Forest
uikes the spots

ire

;

and

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

gEl'TEMBEP. 29, 1881.

ied [or five years,

—

1

to-day as bright and smooth on ihe
isideas when it came from the maker, but I have kept it
by " eternal vigilance " and elbow grease, using fine emery
is

i

polish with.
Unve had a good many guns brought to me,
aicu the owi-.ers claimed were clean, but upon examining
,gm have found them otherwise.
Gnu barrels a' e sprung
to make litem shout centrally (so they will not cross), and
looking Ihrounh them, unless you make a close inspection,
HHTnay be quite a number of places overlooked aud I
•fj any one to get them off (especially if the day is hot aud
hey woilc hard and use somethii g besides a rag.
•v.), unless
niia own that, to keep Ihe barrels clean and bright, is full
hard a thing to do as any thing that I have ever tried.
.ere may be worse jobs, but. I have yet to see them.
1c is
t best to leave too much oil on them after cleaning them.
I

i

,•

I

IIammerlkbs.

SPORT IN FRANCE.

whree only chance it wna until the noble gobbler raises his
"racket" in the spring— except for an occasional evening
with ihe ducks, at which we expect to have rare, sport when
the proper tiuie and ducks arrive.
Dick.
The extracts
" 1 1 is useless to call every excursion to he
are as follows
woods, especially in dog days, a camp hunt yet we camped
at a nice spring and liui'ito l"jnst a lb lie. On or about the 16th
of August just passed, some enthusiastic sportsmen, having
grown weary of hot weather and dusty streets, left Van
Buren and hied to the woods near Jackson Kings in the
;

i

;

Cherokee Nation, some twenty miles from the starting point.
Arrived at three o'clock, found all things lovely, plenty of
game, and without half trying bagged in* half an hour nine
squirrel?, one turkey and two quail.
The next morning at
early dawn the guns were soon at hand and shooting became
rapid and repeated for half an hour, and the parties rel urned
to camp with eighteen squirrels and three turkeys.
After
scolding them for the lavish slaughter of gone, all consented
not to shoot another gun that day.
On the 18th we killed
ten squirrels in the mo uing and rested in the shade all day.

"On the 10th the sun rose as usual in a red, hazy" sky,
threatening another torrid day. The boys were -ait early to
bag a sufficient amount of game for the. day, which was tloue
in a half hour.
After breakfasting on roiled Kpiirrels and
fried turkey I left for home, via Fort Smith, taking with me
two of the company, leaving but three and the cook to remain until the wagon returned for them ami the camp. The
game killed on the lOlh after we left camp seems by their
memoranda was three turkeys. On the 20 h John Frit/, left
forborne, leaving only Bourland and O'Kaue. Amount of
game that day was one turkey, by O'fvmc. On the 21four squirrels and one turkey. Morning's hunt (23) resulted
in the killing f a flue fat deer by O'Kruie, only a few
I

i

hundred yards from camp. It was apparent that such large
be saved .y the Indian process of
jerking,"
so called, which consists in culling up in small pieces and
placing on a scaffold over a brisk fire, making a kind of semibarbacue.
This having been com'p eted ami the wagon
having returned, all came home. I said in the beginning
that the hunt was not all a hunt, but rather an excursion to
the woods.
The weather was so intensely hot that no game
could be kept over six hours, and to kid more than could be
consumed was not only cruel but lavish waste.— Old Nim"

game could only

'

I

'

(HOOTING

began on Sunday in most of the departments
of France, as it begins with you to-morrow.
This
as usual, there has been a wail over the growing
WClty of game, and suggesl ions have been made that shootg should be prohibited lor one year out of four in every
tontiissemeut of a department, turn about.
It is not iuiObable that some legislation will be. attempted in this-direclong become a national amusem"'i for shoo ling has here
U1T, in which all orders of men join.
From M. Grevy,
io lias a well-preserved estate at Mont Sous.Vaudrcy in the
ra, down to bank-clerks who have friends in the country
A leave Paris on Sunday mornings attired en costume de
m, everybody who cau afford to pay twenty-eight francs
a permit to carry arms must needs have a few days' sport
the course of the year.
People still talk about the ownerre ilc in r.in/.tnr in France as if the country teemed with
game.
ndowneis hurry away from the seaside for this important

GAME

)

IN SULLIVAN COUNTY,

ttr,

:

enmity; chateaux overflow with guests; and gun makers,
i6 are a more numerous body in Fiauce than in any other
do a capital business. Any stranger who happened
beat on -*f the Paris railway stalio
i Sunday
might
ve thought that this was -par excellence aland
trismen.
Men in shooting dress were to be seen, not by
sens but by hundreds
and most, of them were accompad by dugs, who yelped, tugged at their leashes, and dragged
far masters
hither and thither.
card with the word
Hiitim," was hung upon the majority of the railway cargee, as an intimation that io those compartments dog and
,ster could travel together;
and in some carriages you
rtlt s c eight dogs, eight double barrels and eight
chasseurs
kingly accoutred.
great deal of the pleasure which a
aichman di rives from sport must consist iu the habiliments
ion he dons for the occasion.
He wears gaiters, a coat
h a leather shoulder patch, a game hag of netting slung
a broad strap, a belt with a cartridge-pouch, a flask, a
istle to call his dog, arid sometimes a huntintj-kuife two
tlongto dispose of wild beasts if aoy should turn up.
i late Alexandre Dumas, when asked why he carried a dirk
in he went out to shoot rabbits, answered: " Cestpour les
a rire ilfaut que tout le monde s'amuse. 1
It is to be nod, however, that most of these sportsmen who are rigged
apparently more for show than for work, do manage to
irn iu the evenings with their game-bags full.
So there
it be a fair amount of game after all
and if it be scarcer
i sportsmen would like, they deserve the moi e credit for
teing down so much of it. Nobody will dispute that there
some tjrst-rate shots among Frenchmen; and the ardor
u Which squires and citizens brag of their adventures in
BOverta at this season of the year shows that the love of
luting is no mere affectation. This being so, it is probable
I the Legislature will soon deal with the game question in
py frank manner. It is not desirable that all the game in
locc should be exterminated
and it would be regrettable
I thousands shou'd be deprived of a sport which is to some
Inlthy amusement, but to others a great source of profit.
I it is not only the arqiubusiers, shoemakers and other
I'Bineu, who earn much by selling the implements and
RtDg of sport; villagers also make a good deal out of
lltlng parties.
Boys are hired as beaters; the village innIjbt prepares dinners for the sportsmen, and has the pleasIto see them drink a great deal of his wine and "old
|l«c; " while the vagabonds and old women pick up many
Itld fiane by begging of the sportsmen when they have
I dined.
Shooting is, indeed, so generally recoguized as
ad Ihing for country folks that the poacher is no longer
"ded with a friendly eye in villages.
His depredations
ncit blamed when he thinned off the over-stocked prees of rich seigneurs
but he is now looked upon as a
uy fellow who appropriates to himself game which might
rectly have brought money to a good many poor people
'B commune.— St. James- Gazelle, Sept.
3.
Mi try,

„

1

;

A

A
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;

;

New
the interesting
INofperusing
16th instant, I notice an advert

Yoiik, Sept. 10.
lined in

aiti

your issue

.opt of J. K. Bradley in reference to the good duck shooting to be found in the
vicinity of Eldred, Sullivan county, N. Y.
If among your numerous readers there are any who would
like such sport, 1 should advise them to pay Mr. B. a visit.
I think I can guarantee them enough sport to satisfy a sp,
srniiD, having just arrived home from a two weeks vacation
spent theie, principally fishing for pickerel and perch. These
fish afford much spoil, b iug caught in large quantities and
of good size, within a short distance of the houso.
The day
befere I left Eldred, Sept. Oth, Mr. B. and I drove about six
miles (stopping on the way iu the bed of an old pond, where
Mr. B. bagged three fine woodcock, over two splendid setters
lately broken by him for Boston parties) to a large pond borisei

_

i

l

1

dered by marsh land, called Giles's Lake, where we succeeded
in shooting nine ducks, five only of which were retrieved by
the dogs.
Tney were one black and four wood ducks. The
rest falling at long distances in the dense wood and long

march

grass,

were

lost.

Had I been any kind of a shot, and iu possession of a
breech-loading instead of muzzle-loading gun, I think I could
myself very easily have Killed

fifteen birds.

When we left the lake, at dusk, the fowd were just beginfly m from the neighboring lakes in streams, but our
ammunition having given out we were obliged to depart.
Beside ducks, there is very good deer, partridge and woodcock shooting, and a few quail are to be had.
There is also good trout fishing during the early summer
mouths in several streams in the vicinity.
On the thirtieth day of August, Mr. B. and I fished the
Beaver Brook, about a mile from, the house, but only caught
twenty-six fish.
The reason of our small ci eel was the low
water and tbe bright, hot day, the thermometer that day
showing 100 deg. in the shade.
We, however, did not feel
the heat, wading in the cold spring water under the shade of
foe laurel bushes and the spreading branches of the tall pine
trees.
Mr. B. caught one trout last spring that weighed two
and a quarter pounds.
Mr. I. M. Bradley's address is Eldred, Sullivan county, N.
Y. By writing in advance he will meet you with his wagon
at Shohola, Pa., Erie Road.
C. E T.
ning to

ESGusn Sportsmen is? Wyoming.— Tha Bis Horn range

of

mountains in Wyoming will become as well known in England in the course of a few years as thi jungles of India.
Every summer increases the number of the English gentry
visiting this famous hunting-ground.
We felt a littlesorry for
the last one of these noble scions who passed through Fetterman for the Powder River country Lord Manners, lie is
quite a young man and very ingenuous, and being unfamiliar
with the country he was easily takeu advantage of by every
cow-boy he met.
Some one I don't know who induced
him to buy a broncho at Rock Crt ek, and instead of driving
comfortably in a stage to Fort Fetlerrnan, persuaded him
that it was the correct thing to ride the pony, which he did,
making forty-three miles inone day and forty miles the nex- t
on a "bucking" pony wiih an English saddle and short stirrups.
The young lord seemed quite used up when he reached
Feiterman but notwithstanding, he start! d off (he next day,
all alone, for a fifty-mile ride toward the Big Horn, and the
last seen of him was about ten miles north of Fetlerrnan, his
loll of blankets suspended from the crupper of his saddle and
nearly reachinc the ground on one side, while his overcoat
was thrown across the pommel and drugging in the roael em
the other aide and my lord, utterly oblivious to his surroundings, was bobbing up and down on his bucking nag,
with his neck outstretched, peering across the sand-hiils
Hot Weather. Camp— Van Buren, Ark,, Sept. 1 —I eagerly looking for the next Stopping place. Lord Manners
-58 a short article from one of our town papers.
is an officer of the Grenadier Guards, now stationed at Wind''Old
" the writer, is known to you, aud is a venerable old sor Castle, and his leave of absence expires on Ihe 35th
of Ocsnian and true.
The remainder of the party mentioned tober: hence his hurry. Captain Gaskell, formerly of the
and lacked much of his experience, but were English array (Oth Hussar.-), and bis wife, are at present
ny as enthusiastic and hoped by persistent pr-.ctice to hunting in north W»8t Wyoming.
The Captain has made
me partially perfect. Although we killed one deer, this quite a number of. friends among the urniy officers, he havM 'lie- game wo were in pursuit of, as we only wanted ing, several years ago, made a tour through Vto nana aud tbe
ml squirrels, and those only in sufficient
ttrern part of our country, visiting the National Park of
ipply our lable.
'this is not, of courfp, a
the Yellowstone, and the various military posts on the way.
ivith us to hunt, but there were some ofuaJTha
Captain
is
a genial,
and well informed
ojevei,
;

—

—

;

'

—
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gentleman, and Mrs. Caskell

is a charming, petite, detnibrimette, as vivacious and lively as one of our own American
women. The following arc the names of some of Ihe distin-

guished English people now burning ir> northwest Wyoming!
Sir Samuel and Lady Baker, Lord Granville Gqrdnn and Mr.
II nrv Flowers, Captain a"d Mis. Caskell, Lord Mayo, Lord
Manners, the Hn
Mr. Leigh, and Mr. Richard John Power.
— Ci/rroipond&iice rmi/ and Nary Journal.
I

—

Ra

in Mai .TLiNn.
The railing season has
6 Uhoptauk, but owing to the tides not
gh, which prevents the boats from getting

have been

marshes, comparatively few
;geel

a

as

usui

but

ore the

i

appc

-

'here are thought to bo more rails this year
t knowing anything of their
previous life
•eel

on our marshes two months ago,

we

imt for the unusual number.
One of our
not having tbe advantage of an average
high ti
succeeded in getting ninety-seven birds iu about
and a half this morning.
The unbroken wild oat
stalks
e also au inconvenience, and until ihe reeds are
'Wti, it is difficult to push over the marsh.
fine
season is anticipated, and a number of gentlemen from
neighboring towns and cities have arrived, and more are expected, to participate in the sport, and ere long our marshes
will be Ihe scene of almost, incessant reports of breech-loaders.
There will be an effort made at tbe assembling of the
State Legislature to pass a law regulating the time'ro commence killing these delicious birds, which nas been so badly
needed, hut which has never been urged, other game of large
size being plentiful and rails not. so much sought for.
N. M.
Denton, Carotene Co., Aid., Sept. 15, 1881.
sporlsi

,

!>

I

A

—

[There should of course be a law in all the States protecting the rail, and in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware
and some counties (Cecil aud Harford) there is such a law.
In Cecil county the season for these birds opens Sept. 15,
aud in Harford Sept. 10.]

—A

Cauyoa County Special Law.
special "Act for the
preservation of quail and partridge within the County of
Cayuga," N. Y., passed Dec. 21, 1881, provides as follows
Sec. 1. From and after the passage of this ordinance or
regulation it shall be unlawful for any person to catch, kill
or have iu his or her possession any quail or partridge taken
Within the County of Cayuga, for the period of three years.
Sec. 2. Any person violating this ac shall forfeit a penalty
of twenty-five dollars, to be sued for by any person before
any Justice of the Peace, or the City Court of the city of
Auburn, where such Justice of the Peace or City Court has
The recovery, if any be had, to be
territorial jurisdiction.
paid, one-half to tbe complainant, and thfe balance to the
County Treasurer for the support of the poor of the county.
The pi-oeess, pleading?, proceedings, judgments and costs in
such actions shall be the same as are allowed by law in civil
actions before such Justice of the Peace or City Court of the
Aud the process for the collection of any
city of Auburn.
judgment rendered under this act shall be the same as is now
allowed by law in actions of tort.
Quad. Nkak New Orleans.— New Orleans, Sept. 23,—
of the Ifith, at seven o'clock, found me in the
saddle with my old friend, John G. Watson, at Areola, La.,
in search of that game little bird, Bob While.
Notwithstanding the threatening weather, we had cauila.1 sport.
About the middle of the day we were joined by Messrs. Arch
and Pierce Watson, who, by the way, are two as fine shots
as Louisiana claims. The day was agreeably spent birds were
numerous, and my late purchase of Munson's Queen, in spite
of the fact that for two seasons past she had not inhaled the
delightful aroma of quail, did excellent work and f mild fully
her share of the coveys and single birds and the two dog
companions she competed with were good ones, and only a
In the three days'
dog of extra nose could get in a point.
hunt over 150 quail were bagged, quite a fair percentage
being shot at so close a range as to be unfit for the table
or bag.
For the benefit of some of my Northern friends let
me state that we found each day not less than twelve coveys,
The very dry season has been of adand one day eighteen.
vantage to the young, and most of the birds were from twoWhile oure were the first guns that
thirds to full grown.
had been fired this season, we found the birds all in a "hurry"
when flushed.
With plenty of fresh milk, btnter, the best
of corn bread and quail coveys, as is the case when we visit
the Watsons', we had a most delightful trip, and only after
promises of a speedy return were we allowed to return to
our city home.
Crescent City.

The morning

;

;

—

Tennessee Notes Montvale Springs, Tenn., Sept. 15.
This place is situated about nine miles from Maryville, the
terminus of a small railroad which runs between that place
and Knoxville. The hotel at the Springs (which is also the
post-office) is a large, plaio, frame buileling which will accomodate several hundred, and is well kept by a gentleman
named Marti ndale. The springs on the grounds are said to
be very beneficial to invalids. I have been hunting some
and killed considerable small game. Toe couutry is very hii ly
and there are some considerable mountains near here ihe
The larger mountains southeast
air is very strong and clear.
of this place contain some large game, and as soon as the
suakes go into winter quarters I am going with a party to
have a good hunt. W. R. B.
19.
Last Thursday commenced our
Nashville, Sept.
open season, though under ihe most unfavorable circumstances.
Rain fell in torrents the night previous and continued to do so all day. Birds are reported as very abundant, and from the quantities brought into town Saturday, I
should say that the repoits are true. Our gentleman sportsmen, as a rule, have excellent dogs, the best of guns, and
being crack shots they soon kill out the. game in the immediate vicinity of the city, though within a radius of twenty
,-

—

—

;

;

Since the rain foxhunt:
miles there are plenty birds for all.
ing bus commenced in earnest. Toward morning the moon
shines brightly, and when there is no wind ihe delicious
melody of the hounds can ol'leu be heard even iu the city;
Col. W. II. Johnson aud David M'Gavock, living each within
a few miles of Nashville, have noted packs of foxhounds,
and when they give voice the whole country is aroused.
Dau Adams, Esq has g ne. on a shooting expedition he
uses a tingle barrel breech-loader, with which he raya he can
bag as many birds as any of the crack shots with a doublestill

,

barrel.- J. D.

The

W.
vaut aid

II.

am> Disjim.

C'oi >:thy.— Columbus, Neb., Sept.
Binccck, of Boston, William Xve, Jr., New BedHutchinson, of Lynn, and Thorua-i L. SturteE. H. Ellis, of Framingham, Mass.
-

Leiri'

H.— John
ford,

;

11,

1

—
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day on a hunting expedition up the Loup and Dismal, with
fourteen dogs, seven horses, ahout a ton of necessaries, and
ten thousand rounds of ammuniion, to be gone fix weeks.
Elk are very plentiful in those localities; audthepartv are, lor
the next th ee weeks, going lo shoot chickens northwest of
here. -T. R. D.
1

[We know

Loup and Dismal country well. Many a
pleasant, day have we spent, on these rivers, and many a successful hunt have we made in the region which thev drain.
Our old friends, Pawnee La Shar and La Shar-u-Kiltibut'/.,
introduced us to the action many years ago, when it was in
deed a great game country, but also a great. Indian country.
"We are glad thai, the game still exists and trust that the Indithe

now no

ans are

—

Mr. Rked Explains IndianapJis, Sept. 14. Editor Forand Stream : If your correspondent, "Buck," will read
the game laws as published in your paper he will find what
light we have to kill deer on the Michigan Peninsula during
He is only a month and a half out of his
the last of August.
reckoning. Th true inwardness of the whole matter is that
he is mad because he was not along. C> *op a man up in the
city and then let, him read that his brethren are having sport
Tours
in the woods and he is bound to rush into print.

Texas, Sept. 16 —The
turning cooler now, and we are turning our attenand fish. The deer are excessively fat, and the
''running season" begins now in this country.
Some line
is

We

hunt, them at,
for as the deer are
more active at tlis time, the chances of shooting, especially
the Old bucks, by sitting for th.-ru is greater than' by walking

about.
This country is blessed this' fall with a good mast.
bears will get very fat, and we expect fine duck shooting when the weather grows colder. Ducks are making their
appearance already in small numbers. The bear hunters
will have great times this winter.
Great many bears here,
and increasing all the time. I shall write you before long,
and give your correspondent some instructions on calling

My kon W.

truly,

E

—

Reed.

and Stream:—

Forest

Fouest and Stream, Septembers, "Buck" wants
to know what right Rev. Myron W. Reed and Ora Pearson
had 1 kill deer in the Brule River region, Michigan, in the
month of August. The law allows the killing of deer ia the
Upper Peninsula, August 15, if they are not in the red coat,

V}*.—Some time

since

your correspondent and a parly of gentleman look a trip
across Pemacola Bay to San la II. isa Si and to try to shoot
Borne of the ducks that abound in that body of water. As there
were no marshes within six pre'ghl mi'es of. he houseatwhieb
we were boarding, we took n small skiff a'nl covered it well
over with dead biusb, and the mm. in the stem sculled us
along very noislcssly.
But for some tea-on the ducks were
very wild, so we could not get any shots at. all. Now, could
some of the readers of the Forest and Stheam tell me of
any way in which I could devise a blind so lhat 1 could get
within sbooiug distance? This season promises to be a fine
one for clucks as there is plen y of wild rice: there is also
any quantity of quail, doves arid field larks around. H. T.

—
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Karsni>r,J|

Wesley Row,

ilburgeMflfc Frank Sa
n Waflrilrigton. 2P; B T?,
Mr. Tmvnsi'nd, 9-B2J
ios
Warldlngton, 10;
1

Wood, 3d; n. F. Miller, w,
satunlw, sept. '".— B.
Wood. 17: .inc. Alburger,

leo
gs,

l

McConnell,

9— es.

Rfl

8;

Wm. Mu.l

Tinv from lie Importers, Th'' ''est Blacp in New York City 6
w. &• r. scott ,v s„n lireceh-l.oad'T, Iran the highest ro the
liarles I.. Hitzmann's. 943 1
grade. 10. IS. Hi or-2" bores, is at.
wav, N. Y., who Imports them direci from these celebrated mal
Adv.
1

i

1

I think it doubtful aiiout finding other
(or rather out of it)
party of three from Chicago,
than red coats even now.
last week above here, killed nine deer; used what they could,
and left the rest to rot where hey camped. Perhaps I should
give names but will not for Ihe present. A. F. Y.
i

—
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Texas Dtjokb— Indianola, Ttx is, September 19. Had a
heavy storm of wind and rain on the 15th inst., which flooded
everything, a day or two previous to which and since blue
wing.d teal and pintails begin to arrive. The ponds and
slouahs are now full, and I think we will have fine duck
A.
shooting this season. Weather now clear and cool..
Louisiana

Duck Shooting —New

—We are now having

Orleans, La., Sept. 19.

j§iver Jfishhtg*

SEASON

Sea Bass, CmtroprtitU atrariv*.
Striped Bass or Rockflsh, Roams

species).

War-mouth,

Chtsrutbr,

Crapple, /w.m./« n
:;.!.!:• .'.-ir, Pomoxi/so
cor-,,

I

I'niloe'u.

liiuxrtu*.

While Perch.

.Wormr. amerfemta.

or Taylor,

Bluellsh

Wcakflsli or Squet.ague,C»w

\

La Payette or Spot, Liostonw

very plentiful, also papparbolts

— S.

/<

SALT WATEK.

Scup or Porgla, Slmtotumua orgy-

Cazekovia, N. Y., Sept. 22.--Dr. J. F. Phelps won the
Weudell gold badge at the club shoot to-day1 The Trap
Maker's Union lost it, but console themselves by saying that
Weather is very
they have had it the most number of times.
dry and birds are hard to find five or six is a good day's
Hammehlkss.
work.

OCTOBEId

Chub, Semnlilii

duck shooting and some excellent
The weather has been too warm for shooting up
sport at it.
to th s time.
We are now having cool weather and several
panics si art out to-day. Our law is off now and quail are
teal

\

FRKSH WATER.
Yellow Perch, Perca
Striped Bass, Room* I
White Bass, Moccus en
Rock Bass, Ambloj;

Black Bass, Micropterus satmoides
and M. patlidns.
•..., e, Esox nobilior.
Pickerel, Jim* reticdatiis.
Pike or Pickerel, Esox lucius.
Pike-perch
(wall-eyed
-pike)
StizoUthium
amerimmmi, A'.
griemm, etc.
r

.

Or.

.1.

.:

i

81—HOttpr

can aba, Mich., Sept

I see in

J.

Blind fob Duoks— Pensacola

i

•

i

The

M;

Kiln.
hi,

est

tion to deer

turkeys.— C. L.

Chas Powell,

;

longer troublesome.]

bucks have been killed by my friends.
this seaso by sitting for them with rifluS;

[S3PTEMT8JIB 29, 188l.

tained eleven teal and four wood duck, five jack snipe and
two yel ow legs. I shot from a boat and did not use decoys.
I killed over thirty ducks but only got fifteen of them. The
and as I had no doir I was unable to get
rest fell in the rice
them. Rail are here in millions, but they are not molested,
as we do not consider them game here.
Snipe, plover and
other migratory birds are putting in an appearance, and by
the first of October we will be enjoying tine shooting Chickens are getting scarce. —Ten Bore.

Texas Game Notes.— Willis,

weather

'

g'iraos.

Pamatuwin

sattatrix

I

Cimmiel Bass, spoi
,s-/,<v,f,i,.; »,-,

or Re

:,7,,'t..,,.

\

j

-,,.-':

,<

BJleepsrie&rl, jtroftoacwffw.jw
'.,,'._- ',;',

or

Barb,

Mentii

.

New Jrksey Game and Fish Pkoteotive Society.— Tin?
third annual meeting of this Society was held at Plain field
N. J., Sept. 21.
Considerable business of importance was
transacted.
The Secretary reperted thai the membership of
the Society was rapidly increasing.
The. following named
gentlemen were elected a. Board of Directors to serve for one
year: J n rues 8. Vossoller, Isaac Brokaw, M. W. Schenck, J.
W. King, W. L. Force, lloderick Kobertsoa, William B.
Dunn, Israel Ten Eyck. E. P. Thorn President James 8.
Vosseller: Becretary— Wjh, d jfarce; Treasurer—
E.
Jones; Vice-Presidents: (Jeorge P. Buydatt, John I. Holly,
Percy C. Ohl ; Honorary Viee-Presid-nts Fred. Volckman,
of New
rk City; Gen. W. Jl. Slerlinsr, of Plaiufield, N. J-:
James English, of Elizabeth, N.J.; Win. B. Kunkin, of Jer.
sey City j Counsel— Win. B. jlaxson, of Plainfield.

—

;

;

—

Romij, Georgia, Sept. 25. Fine sport is anticipated here
ibis season, which opens soon, with an abundance of partGun club has about closed for the searidges and turkeys.
S.
son ; some fishermen still linger on the banks yet.

Wm,

:

Y

MABSAcnrsKTTs BatBikd b'nooriNO — Boston, Mass., Sept.
21, 1881.— Tuesday found roe at the Old Colony depot, wailing for the first train to f-'cituate. A j''
ide of
ne hour and
(

three-quarters

brought

me

to

my

dest nation.

md. with

!..\

was in a short lime on m; way tt the r.uu 9hes
which border the town of Marshflelc and l> ixbury W<:
found plover and other shore birds fa rlv si mi dant, the Ugh
tfeey had not arrived in large flocks u
to Fiid ay a f tern on,
friend, I

—

Bellbvihi, Mich., Sept. 16. Ducks gone from here; too
water; marshes all dry: plenty of partridges when
frost comes.
C H.

much low

—

Notes from tub Rail Meadows Richmond, Va., Sept.
19. —On Wednesday list there was a strong easterly wind.
About two o'clock I found a friend; arranged to go sora
;hooling wiili him 1 urriel home; packed up four hundred
;

cartrdgc, and cariied a lew larger ones for stray ducks,
faking the train, we a. uved. at 5.30 p.m., at the White House,
y-five miles from Richmond, on the Fork Rive
lialo
ghly do lars, some
We indu

2.

of Bevera] perso
the. proBl eels
shooting this fall, and Ihey all said aft(

one cm get more birds than be can cany
Board can be had very reas inuble, the general price
being $1 a day. The fare from Boston to Scituate and return
is SI. 10, and to Marsh field Si. 40.
The latter place would
be the most convenient to stop at, as the marshes ate only a
short distance from the station.
F. L.
easterly storm

home.

—

A Bag

of Teal— Hertford, Conn., Sep'ember 1§—Mdit r
Forest and Stream :— The l J ont of this city chronicles a shot
which deserves record in your columns
party of gentlemen had a wonderful piece of luck while shooting rail the
One. of the number saw seven teal ducks driving
past week.
direct for the boat, and fired, killing five with the fir- 1 hand
and the remaining (wo with the second. Cons dering the
light charge of powder and ihesmallness of shot used, we can
only say that this luck if it was luck was ncvir equahd
before, except in the case of the five pound bass caught by
an Asylum street merchant while camping
" out at New Hartford, Conn., some ten days ago.— Xlck.
:

A

;

—

—

Those Hamilton Dkooy Docks.— Hamilton,

Sept. 17.
sorry to say that ihe li'-v
decoy ducks I advertised in your paper have been disposed
of, but, not in the way I intended.
I was absent from home
for ten days after I put in the advertisement, and on my return found many answers to it but when I reached the house
I learned that all the ducks had been killed in one night by
some kind of vermin, either a skunk or a weasel, the only
wound being a small hole under the wing. 1 think it must
have teen the la'ter animal, as the yard is not more than ten
yards square, and my two setters were loose, which I think
would have prevented a skunk from getting in his work so
successfully.
A.

Editor Forest, and Stream:

I

am

;

whites,

S

original red
to the

nper's great

own) canoe over

to

which

Lodge

and Shooting

I inquired

were of good

betw

re

ad

i

Sep'.

tin,

Ir.

is

situated

Pamunkey.

i

two

This club

id abou ten years ago. The lodje is a two-story
house, wih all the accommodations necessary for a first-class
hunter. I arose at daylight; woke John S.; drank some
I shot-a
coffee, and in leu miiuues we were in the marsh.
haminerless, full-choked gun, wishing to try it on sma'l game
at close range, with 2 drs powder, thin wad, and little less
It answers admithan J oz. of shot No. 11, pink edge wad.
After going to the
rably well, not mangling the birds at ali.
house to replenish he inner man, we start' d ducking. 1 shot
one was about thirty-five- or forty yards
lour b ii" wing teal
When we met at be
off, and I killed him with a sora load.
bouse we had between us nearly seventy sora and five duck«.
sent them to fi tends in Richmond the next morning. The
cartridges gave out, but we raked up some and reloaded
ajain.
After spending two of the
Others, and tried Hi.
bappie t days of my life we started home with a grand total
and also shot
of 1,235 soia, 18 ducks, and two king sora
one ycllow-l.ggi d snipe. Are ihey rarj ? The sora are more
.ng time, and
abuiiiiant this year than they have been for a
notwithstanding the severe winter the partridges are very
1

l

;

I

We

m

I

;

1

plenlihil.-R Kan, ii
Ai'i't.uiAi :um u.u:, Sept. 23.— I and a friend were down at
l.ir/.ucti'.- rail and n ed bird slio ting and we found plenty of
llu knows
birds.
I had a Very go id pusher, W. P. Wood,
evoyhook and crook on the Delaware around that place,
and has three sons that aie very good pushers also. I banged
forty-three rail ami thirty-one reed birds ihe first day 1 was

A

hooting.
Miller,

is

a

Ii

is at the river side, whose host, " Bill"
S. T.
man,
scoros at I.azareno, Pa., to sept. 17: Sept 5.—
!;
In. Register. -.ii; Mr. crawlnril, 11; Mr. <}ulg•: Wm. Cnpple.-, u;
I'has. Powell, :;s; Jotm KleokHer, in; H. Heiii.iuer. as; Mr. speakmau, S; Chas.
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Mr.
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John Fox,
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Pole, 31; Jol
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in tbe case of the Chica{_
that with a bar at its mouth, wMi butafo.t of waie|
and receiving all the wash and drainage of a larj,
ol prairie country, which brought down annually
amount of scoimeiil:, why was not thia diep chanij
tending into the country for five miles, rilled up? Tin
would almost suggest the ex .slenee of some physici
which we do not undei stand, or the existence of son
which we do no' compreheud.
I was almost too late for Ihe bass fishing in the I
Hiver which empties into the Little Bay, two milel
the iron docks, which up to tha'. time had been goot
the day of my arrival, the 15th of July, one pari
seventy pounds of black bass, going out after dinner r
few dai
turning at gsveu o'clock in tbe evening.
they were found to have left the river and gone, no J
into the deep wa'er of the bay, probably on accoimfl
The bass her
highi r temperature of the river water.
it

l

A

—

Gamb fob Chicago Sportsmen— Chicago, September 19.
I leturned this morning from Wolf Lake, III., where I
have been on a day's shoot. My bag was a poor one it con-

J.

of interest to be said of EscanabM
resort for those who would esSj
from the torrid temperature which has prevailed fifl
South. Its greatest, rec unmeudation is its salubrio
There have 1 •ii no hot d ivsfl
pbere and cool climat.
and very frequently fires have been found quite comfort!
The iron interest is the greal feature of this place afl
iron docks of the Northwester! , lt.Hr.vtl Company ara.,
mirable structures for ihe | impose designed. The fl
brought from the minis i.y sixty trains each twentH
hours.
More than ten thousar (1 tons of ore are receivS
loaded into vessels each day tl irbugh the season, Thefl
on the docas are more, than tot ty leet above the wat'-r,
the cars the ore drops into rec iitacles by Ihe touch of a
id thence it is couducted by
the vese
a rate limited only by the ability of tbe trimmers.
on Sundays, the work pr grosses night and day by
of electric lights at, night.
E-canaba is siuited at tbe very foot of Little Bay 1
quette and is one of the finest harbor* on the lakes.
thousand feet from the sandy shores the water is sill
and overli s a sandy bed then it drops off suddenly t
or seven fathoms, the expanse of which is many utiles
tent, with good h Mini: ground.
Each of the thri
docks is supported by 3 5')0 piles over thirty feet in 1
driven to the surface of the water, and extends froi
shore to the deep water, between which the space is da
out to a depth sufficient for the largest vessel. The h
is protected by a sand p 'int projecting far out, sep;
the waters of ihe Little Bay from those of Green B
beyond this, Lighthouse Point. The deep channel
On the Green Bay side the shore is I
miles in width.
same character as that described above. There is
water lying upon a bed of saud for nearly a third of
when it drops off a' once into very deep water. WhatI
up this vertical wall of sand, which uudergoesno appre'
change from year to year, while seas break upon it, 1 e
myself unable to explain. The same phenomenon wi
served in the Ohicago River, whose shores were clayi
fine commerce hud changed its natural features, for f_
rods on t ach side the Water was shallow and in it loo J
grew several feet above the suiface, when it dropa
suddenly to eighteen feet of water, affording a deep ot
for half the widitt of the river, and such had been tbefl
If the roots
lion from the earliest known times.
aquatic grasses had served to hold up th s vertical i
clay for an indefinite period of time, there is no such s
at Escanaba, for th.re the banks are sand and have n
is

.

i

Slussler,
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J as. Halln,

,

:<: Mr. lialloucl!. :„;
uilngs, 18; Will Coppl
ner, -m—60S.
Sepi. 9.—.lames Webb, Vi;

FISHING AT ESCANABA.

upon ihem.
Another unsolved mystery

Miller,

win. Kieketis, it; Mr. yuigiey
U; P. 'I'ibbetis. Li— -ii.

King and Baktlktt Lake— September 17.— At Hutchins
Camp, at King and Bartlett Lake, Maine, since September 1,
the following score has been recorded September 1, a large
black bear was killed by Dr. C. B. Porter, of B ston. He
was estimated to weigh 300 pounds. September 10, a large
caribou, dressing about 450 pounds, was killed by another
Boston man. Reference. Mr. John J. Bussell, of Plymouth,
and Mr. Allen Danforth Bursar, at Harvard TJni versify. September 15, two moose, one a yearling cow, the other a monster male, 6 ft. 8^ in. from ears to tail; 6 It. T in. high at
the foreleg, and 5 ft. 10 in. high at hind leg girting 5 ft. !)i
Same references
in., and estimated to weigh 1,000 pounds.
as above. Mr. O A. Hutchins, Eustis, Franklin county,
Maine, is the proprietor and host at the camps. W. B. N.

That's the sport, to throw- the ny, and In a Hall a mhmte tofl
quickly out. Though the whole earth Is given to the chUdfl
man, none bur we jolly flshersget the plums and raisins out offl
the rivers which run along the hills.— Chasles Kingslew

Sept, 12.—

A Godson, ii;

Gill

Grimn,

15;

Mr. Henly,

25;

Tom Wafl-

luctant to take the fly an 1 must be persuaded with
if a good string is to be made.

v

c
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Trolling in the bay is fair for that class of sport, though a
few bass are thus taken, and still fewer of the wall-eyed pike,
called dora here, yet the principal catch is pickerel, which
have firm atd well-flavored flesh in these cold waters. They
Bre in weight from three to ten pounds, though some are
taken of twenty pounds and over. My best day was twenty
fish from ten o'clock in the morning till six in the evening,
stopping two hours for lunch. To insure success your boatman must row you in the deep water within a few feet of
the slioulner of the bank beyond which is the shallow water,
say eight or ten feet in depth. If two lines are out the one
on the side nearest the bank will take more than twice as
many as Ibe other, no matter which is the longest. The
lines' Rhould be from 100 to 150 feet long, at least so results

have taught me.
There is no very inviting trout fishing in the vicinity of
Eocanaba. Probably the finest that has ever been found in
It is situated in an uninthis country was Trout Lake.
habited forest, mostly surrounded with high banks, three
miles long and three-quarters of a mile wide. It is fed by
springs mainly internal. From it issues Whitefish River
which empties into the head of the Little Bay De Noquette
from which the lake is thirty milts due north. Last year a
party visited this lake and caught in a legitmate way, on the
first atternoon, 250 pounds of Irout, but a severe illness of
one of the party compelled them to leave the next morning.
They were all taken from a raft which they anchored near a
large bt d of white material which looked like mar) and was
literally covered with trout which, when alarmed, they inIf in this
sist, would disappear beneath the white surface.
they were not mistaken it is, no doubt, a large spring full of
white sand held in suspension.
Like other fish, the speckled trout have their good days and
bad days for biting, for which there is no apparent cause.
Soon after the same locuity wasvi-ited by a party which
found the trout just as abundant as on the former occasion,
and as tame, but they could not be persuaded to take the
hook. Wot to be balked they attached three large hooks together with heavy sinkers, threw them beyond the trout bed
and drew them in quickly. In this way they hooked several
hundred pounds before the fish became thoroughly alarmed

and disappeared. How often this discreditable affair was repeated 1 do not know, nor to what extent other illegitimate
means, such as netting, in this charming lake we may never
know, but it is certain that trout have frequently appeared in
the markets, and that legitimate fishirg in Trout Lake has
been entirely destroyed. I cannot learn that a pound has

A

been legitimately taken from that lonely lake this year.
party lately visited the lake for legitimate fishing, but found
the usual haunts of the trout entirely deserted, and only
caught a few small ones in the outlet. It is indeed a pity
that the despoiiers cannot be subjected to the penalties of the
law which in its letter is ample but the letter is dead in that
secluded place.
;

I

was more

interested in a fact,

which was new

to

me

at

and that is thai the lake whitefish are eometimes taken
wiih the hook. More than twenty years ago I examined the
stomachs of a number of whitefish at, Eagle River, on Lake
Superior. The principal contenis found undigested consisted
of Crustacea and bivalves about the size of the head of a
pin.
These are, no doubt, found at the bottom of the deep
waters of the lake, as I c .uld hear of none which had ever
be; n seen in the more shallow waters subject to ordinary
No doubt there is a rich harvest in reserve for
inspection.
those who shall dredge the deep waters of these lakes.
Since that time many otherB have examined the stomachs
of the whitefish, but all go to show that they gather their
food from the bottum of deep waters, rather by the process of
suction than by an active pursuit of their prey and biting it
Nor do I think this was contradicted by the fact that they
are. sometimes taken with the hook where the conditions
were proper y investigated.
\\ illiam Hart, a young boatman and fisherman at Escanaba,
when rowing me for trolling, told me that he had frequently taken hooked whitefish around the iron docks.
Whtlel was skeptical, I carefully questioned as to the mode
in which it was done.
He said he had only taken them with
the hook late in tk-i fall, and nowhere except about the docks.
He baited a small book with a translucent minnow, which
does not appear in these waters before the last of October.
He never iook them with any other bait, though he had tried
least,

was sunk to the bottom where it was
picked up rather sluggishly by the white
it was very active, and quite as gamy
he had thus taken the whitefish for sevas the black bass.
eral years in succession, but at no other time of the year and
He says the whitefish do not now enter
with li'i other bait.
J.ittle Bay De Noquite till late in the foil, and only then can
the proper bait be procured, two satisfactory reasons why
they are only taken then. They may frequent the docks for
the food which is thrown overboard from the vessels. If
this be so it would show that the whitefish do not depend
exclusively upon live food, which is a question I do not remember to have seen discussed.
Upon inquiry I found a number of reputable citizens who
had seen Hart catch whitefish at various times, a9 he claims.
Mr. Winneger saw him take five large ones near his docks in
one afternoon.
E>mi,aba Sept. 1, 1881.
[That whitefish take the fly is new to us. We should like
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A LARGE BROOK TROUT.

New

York, Sept. 21.
to Cranberry Lake, St.
of a spring brook,
upon the 17th of July, a gentleman from this city caught a
brook trout weighing four pounds and six ounces. It was
twenty -one inches long, and everyone in that vicinity united
in calling it the biggest trout caught there within the memory
There were plenty of witof the "oldest inhabitant."
nesses to the weighing of it, so that this fish story must be
considered as one which can be well substantiated in every
particular.
the Oswegatchie River
INLawrence
the
Co.. N. Y.,

Inlet

at

mouth

Angleworms were used as bait, and the number oneSproat
hook was attached to a double snood.
The rod was of medium weight, and its first two joints
in the protracted struggle with the heavy
The moment it fitlt the touch of the landing net it
flopped off the hook, and as the creel proved too small to
hold it. it had to be killed and thrown into the bottom of
rh" lyit
We are aware that larger trout nave been caught in the
lakes of Maine and at the West, but have any of your readers ever caught a larger speckled brook trout in the Adiron-

were badly sprung
fish.

dacks?

Sevbm.
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NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

T71
the water on the tall pines sparkled like thousfold force
ands of diamonds; the blue-jays filled the woods and the
air resounded wi'h their loud "caws;" the a'mosphere was
pure and invigorating, and a cool breeze blew from the lake
with sufficient force to drive the festive mosquito back among
old
the trees. As I lay there on a bench, puffing
wooden pipe, I thought I had at last set feot in the promised
iand.
From that day our stay was one continued round of fun,
Ourcibin was one of a row
pleasure and healthful exercise.
of about ten, built in the shade of the pine trees upon the
;

THE

writer has the love of htrnanity ingrafted in his constitution and it is to aid hia suffering fellow-creatures
that he pens the following narrative of a trip that he made
last summer into Northern Michigan.
Those employed in a
great many classes of confining business are given an annual
vacation, but do not know how to pass it to the best advantage.
Lying around the old home, smoking, reading and sleeping,
while it may be enjoyable, is not particularly healthful, and
it grows monotonous.
It costs considerable money and does
not restore the lost vitality to "'splurge" around fashionable
watering-places or loaf in the cities. Those who are confined by their business most of the year should get, out in the

open air, where they can Jive, for a. few weeks at least, in a.
pure atmosphere, hunt, boat, fish and swim, and have no
greater cares to tax their brains than cooking and avoiding
mosquitoes.
If they will do this- the exhausted forces of
the body will be restored to new strength and the wanderer
will return with his body and brain in good condi ion to
meet the duties of the long and confining' winter and provokingly \&zy spring.
Purely through a lucky accident I was last year given an
opportunity to join a party on atrip to Higgins' Lake, one of
the innumerable little bndies of water found in the pineries
of Michigan.
Rejecting immediately a contemplated tour
through the East, including a swf at at Washington, the view
of the earthly elysiitm up in the pine forests completely shut
out thoughts of the conquests I might, have made Imd I
squandered my time and cash at Long Branch and Saratoga.
We took the train at Jackson for Bay City, and had a delightful ride up through fertile Southern* Michigan
hut then,
when there are six lively people in a crowd, rides generally
are delightful, no matter where taken.
We reached Bay City
about ten o'clock, and the sight as we enteied the town was
one of the prettiest I have ever witnessed scores of sawmills were in full blast, and aside from the fact that it looked
as if the city was' on fire, the reflection of the light on the
water made a beautiful picture.
Here, through nectsthere
sity
being no
other
train— we remained that
night.
In the morning about eight o'clock we again took
the train, and settled ourselves for the last long pull
of ninety-eight miles.
The common bond of sympathy,

—

;

—

which unites all those working in the same cause, attracted
to us two other gentlemen, who were also bound for Higgins'.
They were very much afraid they would not have a good
time, and I am free to confess they did not.
All of the four
weeks they were out it was grumble, grumble, grumble, and
I was led to believo that they lived on codfish and crackers
at home, and were mad because they ditin't get something
better away from there.
These gentlemen made themselves
objects of commiseration and contempt among all the people
around the lake they live in Chicago, and if this meets their
eyes, they will see what the writer longed to tell them to their
faces. And let him say right here that those who go to camp
;

out with the expectation of finding everything comfortable,
and everything to suit them, will be woefully disappointed.
If you cannot stand coarse food and rough weather you had
better *' camp " in some hotel on the seashore at $4 a day.
Our ride that day was not through a cheerful country.
Michigan, above Bay City, is the most Cod-forsaken piece of
land on the American continent. Sand, sand, sand, and occasionally a huckleberry bush to break for an instant the
monotony of the pine forests. Frequently we would enter a
stretch of burned woods five and ten miles long, nothing
meeting the eye hut the black, scorched trunks and brown
Then we would crawl painfully up a grade at a pace
sand.
which the proverbially slow turtle coti'd almost shame anon
fly down an incline at a speed which sent the loose sand up
in whirling clouds, which penetrated the cars and got into
our ears, our eyes, and our sandwiches. The view on the
side was always the same— blackened trees or green forests,
and sand that never failed. It was a long and tiresome ride,
;

my

gently sloping bank, and we soon had companions to particiflefore we left, as many as two hunpate in our pleasures.
dred people, mostly from Saginaw, Saginaw City and Bay City,
were scattered along the lake within a stretchof two miles. The
nearest, postofflco was Perecheney, and our mail was brought
We suffered some inconvenience at first for want
us daily.
of a boat, but everybody is your friend up there, and was
perfectly willing to lend until wc secured one of our ovn
We were somewhat disappointed in the hunting, but the
The lake is fairly alive with perch,
fishing was splendid.
One afternoon two of us rowed
bass, pike and whitefish.
out an eighth of a mile and back, and during tie time intervening between the journeys, caught teventy-eight perch and
bass, and the whole operation was performed in an hour.
We fished altogether with minnows, never u-ing flies; the
rose at dayl'ght, went to
fisu do not take them readily.
bed at dark, fished and hunted, swam and boated, joked and
laughed, and when the days of July drew to a close and we
pulled up stakes to move homeward, a bi owner, healthier,
batter satisfied party could not have been four.d " iu thirteen

We

States."

Higgins' Lake lies in the southern part of Crawford county,
it is 9 miles long, and 4^ miles wide, and is probably as pure a body of water as exists in a depth of thirty
the
feet every pebble on the bottom can be clearly seen
bottom slopes from the shore very gradually for a qoarter of
a mile, when it suddenly falls, and in the centre the lake
cannot be sounded. About the middle there is an island
nearly half a mile long, around which ducks can be found in
The lake was first conceived of as a sumgreat, abundance.
mer resort by Lorenzo Burrows, Esq., a wealthy banker of
Saginaw City, Mich., who found it while hunting deer one
winter in that region. He went there alone with his family
four or five summers, when he prevailed upon some of his
Last yeir there were fully two
friends to accompany him.
hundred people scattered around the lake when xe left. They
were divided into two camps, "Burrows' Camp," and the
"New Camp," and in the latter many spacious cottages are
being built. The two camps are separated by about a mile,
and to those who wish to "rough it," Burrows is infinitely
obtained our cabin for 81 a month, and
to be preferred.
it was much more satisfactory than a tent would have been,
being cooler and dryer.
The lake is reached by way of Jackson, on the Saginaw
extension of the Michigan Central Railroad. Tickets are
sold at excursion rates and the road checked everything for
took everything with us nee
us without extra charge.
essary for camping out, as nothing can be purchased at the
believe a small eating house
lake, or could not be then.
is to be erected this year iu the New Camp, but it is more
fun to cook one's own grub. All the wearing apparel I took
with me was a stout pair of pantB and hoots, two blue flannel shirts, a broad-brim hat and a close-Stting cap and sevI never spent a more enjoyable
eral pairs of cheap hose.
month in my life, and the fresh a'r, regular sleep and exercise, put me in a healihy condition, which a year's rest at
home would not have done. I left Ohio we ghing 115 pounds,
and returned weighing 125. When there are six or seven in.
the party, as there were in ours, the trip can be made very
share of the expenses, including railroad fare
cheap.
above Jackson, was but $25.00, and I was gone a month.

Michigan

;

;
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was glad when we reached Roscommon, got
stretched our limbs, secured our dinner, and learned

and

I

out.

and
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were a
railroad could take us but eight miles further.
tired set when we reached Perecheney, the station nearest the
our woes were not yet ended.
We had written on ahead to Mr. G. M. Cheney, who owns
property near the lake, to keep for us one of the little pine
board cabins he has built for the use of those who do not care to
carry tents. Mr. C. was at the "depot," a board platform, and
smilingly informed us that he. would immediately cart us to
our future residence.
So, after leaving our names at the
diminutive post office, with instructions to send our mail to
the lake, we packed our traps upon the lumber wagon,
mounted the same, and began a ride through the forest
through sand a foot deep. The distance was seven miles.
I know not what the schedule time is, but it took our conveyance just three hours to make the trip.
To add to tlie
misery of lame backs— owing to no backing dark clouds
began to rise in the sky and huge clouds of mosquitoes hegan
By the time we reached our destito rise from the bushes.
nation both of these children of nature were well a'ong in their
tasks— the execrable insectshadraisednumerousblotche^on our
lake, but

—

which the rain tried to cool. However, the lake finally
into view. Everything was hastily unloided and carried
into the cabin, and by the time we had our things well
Two rough bedhoused the rain came down in torrents.
steads were speedily nailed up, upon which we spread outblankets and, stretching our tired bodies, fell asleep, soothed
by the patter of the rain upon the roof and the mournful
sighing of the pine trees.
Morning found the air yet misty; discouraging clouds
hung above us and threatened rain the lake looked dismal
enough with the haze rising from it the pine trees dripped
water from the night's rain, and our ardor was as much
Notwithstanding these disdampened as everything else.
couragements, we worked hard all day and got everything in
Rice straw was obtained from a plain about
good shape.
thiee miles distant, which we broke and made into mattresses.
very primitive-style cook stove— not remarkable for its
beauty, but just as useful as a more handsome article Would
have been, and not occupying half so much space was
planted back of the cabin. Shelves were put up, fishing
tackle and guns put in good order, and when night arrived
we were well tired out. More rain and more discouragement.
When I awoke the next morning the sun was shining
brightly, and for the first time I felt buoyant enough in spirit
Never having seen
to look around and see where we were.
Como or Mark Twain's much-praised Tahoe, I am inclined
to thinK that even if that little body of water in Michigan has
not a very romantic name, it is the prettiest lake that can be
Hedged in by the dark green pines, which rose in
found
terraces up the banks until they seemed to touch the sky, and
with its various colors it looked like a picture in a dark frame.
The crystal waters flung back the sun's freah rays with ten-

faces

came

;
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was much interested in reading Mr. BisselPs account of
his muskailonge fishing in Sparrow Lake, as it vividly
recalled my experience thirty years ago, when I used to fish
for "lunge" in the Scugog watery and take them in numbers which would now be thought fabulous.
I then learned
the method described by your correspondent of taking them
out of the water by the fingers pressed into the orbits, and
fellow sportsmen how to do
have since often instructed
but had n ver seen it in print.
it
object in writing is to supplement from my long experience in handling hundreds of these sp'endid fish, what is
wanting in his instructions. Your correspondent says "As
with one hand leveling the line you draw the fish close to
the side of the boat, paBs the other along his back to see that
he will remain quiet, and so up to his head, until the thumb
and fore-finger are over his eyes, where the pr> jecting bones
give you firm hold, if you grasp him tightly, and thus with
both hands you neatly and quickly draw him over the side
and ino safe quarters b. fore he has time and consciousness
For his struggles when in the boat you must
to struggle.
be prepared, though it is not advisable to do as one Doctor
recently did onth is lake with his first twelve pounder got
one band into his gi Is and the other into his mouth, to be
cut and sliced by the sharp teeth, and require two weeks'

I

my

,

My
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—

burgery."

The "flopping and floundering" which I can easily imagine
was "astonishing to behold when the fish was lifted into the
canoe" would have been entirely prevented if he had. before
relinquishing his hold in the orbits, passed a narrow-bladed
knife down into the spinal marrow just behind the head.
The orbits communicate so freely with the cranial cavity
that pressure through them completely paralyzes the fish,
and it the spinal cord is severed while the pressure is kept
up, the fish will lie in the canoe incapable of moving even a
fin, and all clubbing or gaffing or floundering is certainly
prevented.
In the same number of your journal I am pleased to see a
letter from my dear old friend, Dr. Garlick, whose claims to
have first practiced pisciculture on this continent have at last
It was my privilege to have made
been fully recognized.
his acquaintance over twenty-five years ago, and to have
heard then from himself of his success in breeding trout at
At a very large expense of time, money and
Cleveland.
trouble, he demonstrated in 1853 the practicability of fishculture, and the recognition of his labors, though tardy, will
cheer his generous ht art and help him to bear with more fortitude the sufforing he has been compelled to endure through
so many weary years.
visits to Dr. Garlick he showed me a
During one of
plaster east of a "luuge" which weighed between fifty and
sixty pounds. As far as I know, he was the first to practice

my
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the method of taking piaster casts of fish and coloring thai)

to life.
The copy of his cast of a six-aml-a-quarter pound
brook trout, taken at the Sault Ste. Claris by that other veteran of the rod, Judge Potter, uf Toledo, has graced my
library for many years and is a most lovely ornament.
The sad death of that noble man. President Garfield,
which has fill' d this community with grief, recalls to my
mind that it was the morning of that visit to Dr. Garlick
when, on arriving at Cleveland, the news was received of
the assassination of that other noble

man, President Lincoln.
James If. RionAiiosos.

ONEIDA LAKE.

NEWon Oneida
YORK

Game Agent Dodge is again at work
Lake".
Anticipating Chat the "trap net"
fishermen would try the fall fishing again this season in some
pints of the lake, he has had Special Deputy LintUey quietly
looking after them.
The. result is that last "week they took
out seven (nip nets.
While taking up some nets in Toad
Harbor, on Wednesday morning, a party came ou in a boat
to investigate the matter.
It.
was finally arranged that a
delegation from Toad Harbor would come across the lake in
the afternoon and meet the officers at the Ocean House, claim
the uets that were being taken up, and see what could be
done about it.
According to agreement, about two o'clock in the afternoon, they came over, a good strong delegation. The matter of net. Ashing and the laws against it were thoroughly
discussed; and, although the fishermen were considerably
wrought up ou the question of having their property taken
from them in this manner, they made no ugly demonstration, but on the whole appeared pleased to meet State Agent
Dodge in the line of duty, and learn that it was no spirit of
malice that prompted him in opposing them in this determined manner, but that he was simply performing the duties
of his office like a man. When the.y returned to their boat
to make the voyage home, the best of feeling prevailed
among all parties, and the fishermen wer= well satisfied that
if they continued to put their nets into the lake they would
stand good chances of losing them.
The desiic of the majority of the fishing class around
Oneida Lake appears to be now to secure, by legislation, an
open season in the fall of two or three months. They all
pledge themselves to use every effort to stop the spring fishing if hey can have this open season.
they would live up
to such a promise to the very letter, they present many arguments in favor of such a plan. But, on the other hand, the
manner in w hich they disregard the present law gives good
grounds for the ami-net men to argue that there would be
just as much trouble during the closed season as there is
now. I bclh ve if a middle, line could be drawn in some
State

1

H
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manner

it would be a good plan.
Mr. Geo. Crownhart, of the Ocean House, has been one of
men that has had the backbone to stand up for the law,
and has rendered valuable assistance to the State Agent and
his assistants.
He has been threatened in all manner of
ways— has had four of his best boats destroyed by the exasperated fishermen but it makes no difference George is
running his house for the benefit of sportsmen and people
who want a pleasant place to stay through the summer season, as wed as for his neighbors aud friends around the lake,
and he believes that the trap nets set in Oneida Lake do
not improve the hook fishing.
The Ocean House is one of
the finest locations on the entire lake for beauty of scenery
and fishing, and sportsmen going to Oneida Lake will do well
to make their headquarters with George and his pleasant
wife al the Oceau House.
Although the delegation did not claim their nets as was
talked in the morning before they came over, it would seem
that the meeting between them and the State Agent may yet
produce good results at any rate, it appeared to take away
much of the ill-feeling they had entertained before hey got
acquainted with him. 1 believe that many of them are
honest (1 wish I could say allj aud do not intend to fish uutil
they have a legal light to do so.
Hook and Lints.

the
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PRESERVING LIVE FISH IN RUSSIA.
the most pleasing things about
ONEStofPetersburg,
and elsewhere
Russia,
in

the fish supply at
is that you

are always sure of getting your fish fresh.
The arrangements for the sa'e of fresh-water fish »re admirable. On the
principal canals and tributary rivers Bowing through the town
you will find what are called sadoks, or boating 'fish stores.
They consist of a barge, built vt ry much after Ihe, style of
the toy Noah's Ark, with a dwelling-bouse constructed ou
the deck for the accommodation of the fishmonger and his
family. Around this are moored several welled barges, containing all kinds of fish from smelts to salmon, which are
brought in welled fishing-boats direct from the Bshoiiee at
the estuary of the Neva and in the Gulf of Fin'aud. and also
from the lakes of the northeast of Russia. Even the itinerant fishmonger carries the fish he sells alive in a wide, rather
shallow tub filled with water, which he dexterously balances
on his head. At the restaurant establishments humanity and
gastronomy seem to unite to prolong the lives of the fish to
the latest possible moment. In the entrance hall or anteroom there is usually a large glass aquarium, in which the
fish swim until they are wanted.
This custom of preserving
live fish in Russia has existed from time immemorial.
In
the household economy of the great boyars of ancient Muscovy, among the necessaries of the table. Jive and (generally
speaking) fresh fish formed a very important item. The prolonged fasts, the holiday feastings— which were conducted
on a grand scale as regards the number of dishes— consumed
such fish in incredible quantities. The liussiaus are distinctly good livers; they keep no meagre nor inhospitable tables.
.

These banquets impressed Archdeacon Coxe favorably in
the eighteenth century, aud a traveler of the sixteenth century says he saw a fish brouuht to table which it required
three men to carry.
The fish was probably a gigantic
sturgeon.
Every large household of those days, iu
their solicitude
for
having
constant
a
supply
of
kind
every
of
provision
home,
at
took
great
care
that
live
fish
the
they
required
was not
purchased from the fishmonger's sadoks or wells at high prices, but that it should be stored iu their own ponds aud
caught in the rivers on their own estates, by their own serfs,
so that in this manner it could be obtained as it was wanted
for the table, at any time, and almost for nothing.
With
this view, on every estate, however small, wherever the
locality was situate, were formed ponds and wells, and on the
estates of the great and rich boyars, besides these, were established on the fish rivers regular fisheries.
are told that

We

the great boyar Morozof, who was a kind of Prime MinLter
the reign of the Czar Alexay Mikhailovitch in the beginning of the seventeenth century, and who resided at the court,
Moscow, had a number of fish wells and ponds ou his estate
near Moscow, which were, supplied with live fish from his
estates far away in the interior of the country, where he
owned a village, the inhabitants of which, instead of the
payment of obrok, the usual tax, were compelled lo furnish
for the boyar's use as much fish as they could catch.
It is
remaikable how conveniently situa'ed were Morozot's estates.
From the River Oka, iu the Province of Riazm, and occasionally from the Volga, there was not the least difficulty iu
conveying live fish to his estates near Mos-ow, where the
boyar had established what one might term his chief pisciThese fish were carried in speciallycultural establishment.
conslrucled welled boats up the river Oka into the Moscow
River, thence by the Istra to the village of Favlovsky on the
latter river.
The fish were usually sturgeon, sterlet, bream,
At the present day
tench, pike, crucian carp, perch, etc.
the firm of Frolof large wholesale fishmongers of Kazan and
Moscow, who have owned extensive fisheries on Ihe Caspian
Sea and the Volga for the past century owiug to their direct
and constant communication with their various fisliing stations, can supply any quantity of live fish to any part of
Russia where there exists river communication. The GriaziTsaritzin Railway Company have gone even further
they
have constructed special wagons with wells for conveying
live fish from the Volga to Moscow, each conveyance holding about thirteen hundred weight of fish.
The London
Field
in

—
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PICKEREL FISHING AT BROWN'S MILLS.

KILBOURNE'S FISH AND GAME PICTURES.

the game and health resorts which you have pubAMONG
summer,
lished
think Brown's Mills will

opportunity is now offered some of our wealthy
/jl_ angling clubs or individuals of purchasing from the colTo those who have seen
lection of the 'ate S. A. Kilbourne.
the work of his pencil no word of comment is ntcessary but
to others not so fortunate we will say that he stood at the head
of painters of fishes, and that his work was not only artistic,
but received the approval of such scientists as Baud -and
Goode. At the time of Mr. Kilbourne's death he was about
to be called to Washington to do similar work for the Smithsonian Institution, or the National Museum. The collection
left comprises thirty-one oil paintings aud two crayons of
different fishes, and six paintings of birds.
The following are ihe finished fish pieluns: California

this

I
not
Situated on a beautiful Jake of the same name,
in the pine woods of Burlington Co., New Jersey, the hotel
there offers a pleasant place for all those who like boating
and pickerel fishing in summer, as well as the gunners who
come for black ducks, quail, rabbits and grouse in the fall.
There is a sulphur and iron spring for the use of invalids, as
well as for those who have no bodily ailments, and further
on the trout fisherman may find some return for his trouble
in the waters of Rancocus Creek, which rise from the lake
here and flow thirty miles or more to the Delaware River.
The fishing in the lake is usually for pickerel, although
catfish and eels are sometimes caught.
The latter can be
pulled in more expeditiously by bobbing for them at night
in the dam of the old mills, from which this place took its
name. Pickerel usually bite better at a Uve minnow, but
many are caught by trolling and using the Caledonian minnow and India-rubber frog. The largest fish are caught in

stand

least.

the hitler way.
Taking a boat from the number belonging to the Newell
House, the fisherman first goes to the best place for live minnows to bait with, aud while he holds a string with a lump
of dough in the water with one band, matnges with the
other a small net to scoop in as many of the shiners as possible.
After the kettle, tin can or receptacle is fnll and a
suitable spot is found, the fun begins.
Pickerel from six
to eighteen inches in length bite with a ferocity peculiar to
themselves, and are landed in the boat as soon as their

strength is exhausted by the rod and reel.
The number of the catch depends on whether the day is
favorable or not, but a few can be caught at any time with a
little skill

Every year two or thiee camping parties come down and
slay on the islands or shores of the lake to enjoy the fishing,
and being so near the best spots enables them to get quite a
large number.
Mosquitoes are not thick around ihe hotel, where there is
no underbrush and a good many large oaks and hickories,
but on the road to the station, extending a mile and one-half
through scrubby pines, they are found in countless numbers.
This place is only thirty miles from Philadelphia, ou the
F. R. R
and for a camping party is about as good as can
,

be found in the

State.

"
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A

RARE

:

Salmon, Atlantic Salmon (2% Common Mackerel, Spanish
Mackerel, Grayling (2}, Trout (7;, Weakfish and SbeepsThe list
head, a Trout and a Striped Bass, both in charcoal.
was sent us by Prof. Baird, who has taken great interest; in
Mr. Kilbourne's work, with a request that it be published.
The following pictures have the fish finished, but lack the
background: Red Snapper, Spanish Mackerel, Black Bass,
Trout, Atlantic Salmon, California Salmon, Striped Bass (3),
Bluefish, Pompano, Lake Trout, Kingfish, Bonito, Black SeabaaR aud Redfish.
The birds are
:

Meadow Lark

29,

1881.

band from the bottle and slipped it over the head cf a liye
mackerel, and just below the pectoral fins, and then have
thrown the fish back again into the sea; aud, as a consequence, the poor machete! must Lave had a weary aud miserable year of ii.
And here, I am sure, some of our lady social
reformers may learn a D ss >n on tight-lacing with a vengeance, for, as the tish fed and increased in size, the baud kept
its firm grip around him, and only allowed him to grow to
the extent of the elasticity of the bund-, and so tenacious
was the hold, that whereas the mackerel had grown to elevcu
inches in length and four inches in circumference above
above and below the band, under it the girth was ouly three
n ehes. In fact, the poor 'mackerel had I tally a wasp waist.
Moreover, from this ligature being eo constantly and firmly
around the fish, I estimate thai, it lost from its natural
growth two inches in length and one inch in girth in the
Cornwall (Eng.) Gfariqaoitde-iict iti Lewi and )\<der.
year.

—

CANNED BROOK TROUT.
lime ago we received for inspection from our friend
SOME
and correspondent, Captain L
Beardsley,

A.

U.

S. N.,

a fish preserved after the manner of sardines, and with a
large showy label, on one side of which was the legend,
"tspiced Brook Trout," and on the other a double-heE.ded
eagle, with the words "M-iritiirto Bach Forrellen."
This
was evidently intended to convey the idea that, the trout was
prepand in Germany for the American market.
glance
at the fish, with its serrated abdomen, at once proclaimed it
a Clupeolfl— either a herring or a menhaden, without a head.
kept it some time without finding opportunity to
look into the matter, and at last bethought us of Mrs. Lewis,
editor of Fond and UeaVh, part, of whose good work it is to
show up food imitations, combinations and adulterations.
sent Capt. Bcatdsley's fish to her.
After looking in vain
iu Several places, she found a dealer who owned to the brand,
and in the last issue of her journal she thus relates the inter-

A

We

We

view

:

"Yon

se'l

canned brook

tiout,

do you not

?

Do you know

this label ?"

" Decidi dly. It is our brand, but we do not can it."
" Can you guarantee this to he brook trout V
"By no means. It may be anything blue, so far as ice
know. It is put up as brook trout in Maine, and we sell it.
It is nice
people like it, and buy
at a reasonable price.
We do not ask any more questions.''
"But is this not a fraudulent label, sir?" said Food and
it.

;

Health.

"Aly dear sir. how can the people expect brook trout,
which sells for $1.60 per lb. iu the s> asm. The public like
be called brook trout, and eat
for brook trout, aud

it to

that

ii.

is all."

"Will yon guarantee It?"
" How can we?
Why don't you g to the big houses
people wdio put on wrong labels everj day, This brook trout
is like all brock trout
no b iter, no worse."
" If an inquiry is made about it, what wiLl you do?"
" Stop selling it but the public has been pleased with our
brook trout, and like it. It has been always put up and sold
>

;

|

as brook trout."
Hi re the intervie v ended,
get the canner's name.

Effects

w Eutormu

and the reporter was uuable

—

Light on Fish. A very
was opened iu

exposition of submarine lighting

to

interesting
the West-

minster Aquarium this week. The apparatus employed was
that of M. Faure, wdiosc name lias been brought so prominently before the public rei-ently in connection with what
has been termed the storage of forces. The electricity employed was generated at Woolwich and carted iu M. Faurc's
accumulators to the aquarium. The current was of sufficient
intensity to beat to redness and dissipate into vapor a cord
of copper wire the thickness of a penholder.
M. Faure's lights are contained in small closed glass vesseveral of which were submerged in the lank, brilliantly
illuminating the fish and plants contained within it.
The most remarkable fact to be noticed was that the whole
of the fish, of several species, appeared perfectly indifferent
to the electric lights
They swam close io them without apparently uolieing their presence. The minnows, of which
there was a large shoal, pursued their graceful motions in
precisely the suae manner as in ordinary daylight, rising and
falling aud gliding through the tank, apparency without even
recognizing the position of the lights by wT hich they were so
brilliantly illuminated.
A small pick vivisected a" couple at
his leisure without considering that the exhibition was a scientific experiment, and that he was therefore rendering himself liable to prosecution, from which he would have been exempt had he merely gratified Ids natural appetite.
The total indifference of fish to the submerged light goes
far to explain the failure of the numerous schemes for attracting tish toward nets by means of submerged lights which
have been proposed and iu some cases carried into operation.
sels,

—London Fiild.

PiKK-Punt it is the StjsijrEiiANSA. —The Harrisburg Pathus records the fishing for pike perch, or wall-eyed
which it pleasetk Pennsylvania, in
common with people in Ohio ami the upper Mississippi, Id
" About the finest string of the
miscall a salmon.
It says
best varieties of U>h known in the waters of Central Pennsylvania Wflfl brought to the city last evening by Messrs. D. Davidson aud Samuel Livingston, consisting of twenty odd salmon and six very fine bass, lie result of a day's fishiug at
Hawk Rock, a well known localily in the Susquehanna
River, a few miles below this city. One of the salmon,
caught on a No. 3 "Siiroat" book, by Mr. Livingston,
weighed eight and a quarter pounds strong, and was voted a
bounty by an admiring group of Waltonians who had c mgregated in front of the Harris House, North Third street, last,
evening. Mr. Livingston, who is a keen disciple of old Izaak
Walton, said the " lubber" gave him plenty of trouble, and
was ouly by a determined effort that "he succeeded in
it
playing B&bBP " out " aud landing him in the boat. It is
the largest salmou caught with hook and line in this vicinity
triot

pike, iUizodtt/iium, sp.?

!

t

Young

Dead Game, Quail

Quail,

(2),

Dead

(2).

None, of Mr. Kilbourne's paintings are held by dealers, and
like to see the whoTe collection kept together
as a collection, if possible, but if not so sold they will be disposed of separately. Particulars may be had of Mrs. W. C.
Kilbourne, Morissiana Station, New York City.

we would much

.

—

—
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rather singular
India-Rbbbee Ring on a Maokebel.
incident in connection With the life of a mackerel came to
hand here yesterday. While one of our small •mackerel boat
was fishing for mackerel with hook and line in our bay a
mackerel was caught with an India-rubber baud around it,
and which bad been there for a long time, as the skin under
the band showed considerable abrasion, with here and there
occasional wounds.
The probabilities are that about a year
ago a fishing pleasure party were out somewhere along our
coasts who had been drinking ginger beer, when small
mackerel of six or seven inches were probably plentiful, and
one of the young, restless imps who are always to be found
among such a party, must have drawn out the elastic ring or

for years."

Oiitf and Catfish Take the Fly.— Willis, Texas, Sept. 18.
—One day last week Captain Ashe, of our town, whde taking
some perch and cats from his pond with artificial flies, a'so
took a carp
He was using a very small gray or drab fly,
and too small to have any name, but still very killing on the
sun perch and bull-head cats that infest his pond. These
same cats take the fly as well as Ihe perch
tie ouly took one
carp, and that surprised him so that lie did not fish any more
The carp that was caught, was placed iu the pond.
that day,
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fifty others.

three inches lum.-

[IHBitW" to

They were hen

I can also state as a fact, that a ger
the Gaspe Rivers, expended no less than
all of which went into the pockets of the
The next assertion is that, ""Worse

1

— some mirror and some scale
:

me

IP. inches in

a most benuiit'ui frliuw loo.
Captain Ashe says
;noioaa a black bass or channel oat.
He of course

BKfenutl

Did any one

else

173
as that caused by cutting ice [or storage, skating or sledging,

he avoided, otherwise the
that

I

Commissioner, has built breeding lions
p-lroyecl the salmon fisheries." An assert
so easily proved, and an old proverb
absurdity which has not been maintain
"S
inli'SOuher."
Destroyed the salmon fisheries— Eh
destroyed them
previous to the enactment of the fis!
" poor
s, but the
settler," the pot hunter, the lumberm
nd tlu Indians, who
would have exterminated the entire spec ieshnd they been allowed,
Spearing hy torch light— taking herrii g nets up the rivers and
sweeping the deep pools at this season f every iish when they go
up to spawn, was the common practic 3. I remember going to
Bonavenfure, about the eud of August c r early part of September,
18'J.y, when the Messrs. Biesonnanlt had a fishing
establishment at
the mouth of the river. I was in the house talking to Mr. Ferdinand, when Mr. George came in and asked me to go out to see
something that would astonish me. 1 followed him to the water's
if I saw two Indians, aud a large
:
birch canoe filled with
salmon roes. I asked the men how many salmon they had destroyed, the answer was eighty-six in two nights. I leave tire
reader to judge what, may have been the total quantity destroyed
m the same manner from the Itestigouche to Cape Chat alone.
"The poor sickly things Mowat calls young salmon, never come
lo anything."
Another assertion which I defy a settler to prove
In 1878 some thousands of these sickly things 'were transported bv
land from (laape Basin to Grand fiiver, aud the men haying rested
here during the heat of the day. I took out mx. which Ilsept in a
glass globe upward of a month, sud finally removed to a brook.
If sickly would they have lived so long in confinement ?
"Most respectable parties have affidavits to prove they hilled
the salmon caught, barreled them up, aud no doubt the Commissioner shared the plunder." What next? Salmon after spawning are not lit to cat. Even the Indians above alluded to threw
the fish into the river. For I suppose these are the iish spoken of.
At Gaspe Basin the fish when deprived of their spawn are marked
and restored to their native element, and it is a well-established
that numbers of the fish so marked have been caught by the
salmo:
._ their nets, the years following. So much for
the cruelty of the vagabonds as the writer politely terms the
Fishery Cthcers.
The next strange assertion is that " hundreds of thousands of
dollars are to be saved by a total repeal of the cursed Fishery Act,
which are swallowed up by useless Commissioners, Inspector? rnd
Fishery Officers." I have fortunately before me the Fishery
'-"-". -"".I- en
""". ci'.ing
oVsil..,]
,.,
,,i
etc., by winch it appears that the total outlav amounts
to -S6
Collections, -! 3.123.16, thus making the total cost to the
102.55.
country only i}tiG,T39.34
Well do I remember whon the law regulating the salmon fisheri
throughout the United Kingdom first came into force, Ho the
fishermen abused ali who had anthing to do with its. ei
lemeut,
and cursed all aristocratic anglers, for whose boneiit il
made.
Salmon was then very scarce aud, but, for th.-. b " .- -id
would
soon have been a, thing of the past, Jet [mustebnf
hat my
ignorance of the real state of the ease would have led
the hue and cry, but my well-grounded law-abiding j.c eeiples
prevailed.
A few years later meeting an old salmon 'iish'
had most loudly donounced the restriction, I asked what he
of the law now 1 After going into some details, as to the
benefits already derived, ho eoollv 6aid, "Fact is sir- we wer- i set
of foolB !"
Let not a Settler suppose that the writer is one of those who
would wield his pen to the prejudice or injury of the poor settler,
or any other poor man. On the contrary, Mereator has ever supported right tgaiust might, has boldlv and fearlessly eomliatpd
injustice and wrong doing, thereby subjecting himself tothebitfi.iuivol men
high places— acting on a high and rightminded mother's oft repeated charge, •• lie-member^ that right

admiring him sufSever before take a carp with the
after

HK
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The Rev John
ndiuri tongue in

came

<|tf(ol"worlP

to

window and erics!
Indian word to
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_,,- n P- Indians

and

r

word from

|oft»s

pa-sage,

"The mother

Bible

(

of Sisera

ibroi Pi
tic lattice," etc,
signify lattice, he went
them a lattice add
I

tiied to describe to

meaning by explain-

i

ing,

or whatever ht could, 10 illustrate.
; -eable word.
Some years
"' Lily "" discovering that the Indians
had
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Li
term lot
So "| lie mother of Sisera
footed out, at the window mol cried through the eel pot."
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" WutappcsiUukquasuaookwebtunkquoh."
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Resort.— For

Bass

fine black buss and pickerel
Sullivan Co., N. Y., four hours'
v, '>; excursion, good foi three
hoard, si per day; boats, 50 cents per day.
JbC Dfilmvare River here is clear, cold and rapid, making
very gamy urn! their flesh firm and solid.
Without
a. the Marrowsburg two-pound
bass will equal in
ui.l
gi
as much sport. on the line, as any fourpanad bft9s taken from Greenwood T;4ko or any other sluggish waters, such an etfect. does the clear spring-like
Waters
,

iii", -

'i

i

:

i.

I

Delaware have tni its fish.
The Willoughby
licommcudefl as a stopping place for anglers.'
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Jshcrics

rf visitors at Red Rock,
he books of the Comniisup to August 2t), this sea-

il.e:
i

b

',

seventeen made no report of
not go up the river at all.
The
irled by the several parties are
6^,
ei'gge weight of fl-b caught
pounds.
I think this is hardly as
and the heaviest single fish is not
last year.
From an examination
:,.

id

h
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;

3 lbs.

:

i

I
infer tint some visit!,
that liiey did not tire much
catch of three, largest one

This gentleman is evidently
ince.l lPi.icrn
•_-~u, unused to sportsmanlike stories,
would have weighed heavier— in the report, if not
""Jos.
lie lias much to learn before he lakes high
rafeSi ion of ili -fishers.
I would seud his name
fur making an invidious distinction.
II.
lUiid.

Aiim.

«»»"™
"''
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"Si.
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"
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Y ton
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Yuma

lu conclusion 1 would remind a Matapedian Settler that vagabonds, burning up those sinks of iniquity, the breeding houses
and return to the primitive mode of the spear and the drift net,"
savors vastly of Fenian doctrines, of dynamite and infernal
machines, which no Christian or right-minded man can oountenance or tolerate, and that
" The Judgment's weak

ring and a biyonot is run on
the gun, engraved in gold,
of To:;:.* and the name of General Joseph
is
il
golden etigle set into the stock.
l
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IMTEKHA'IIOXAL FlSUElUES EXHIBITION, EniMOUHOU,
22 Eoyal Circus, nly 7, 1881.
.1

We

Phij.ii'

Vibebt.

Feres, August 23, 1881.

April next.
The exhibition will be open to exhibitors from all countries, and
intended to include, as far as possible, objects dlustrative of or
connected with the fisheries of the world. Such, for example, as*,
models, drawings and photographs of boats used in fishing, and of
steam engines adapted for fishing boats ; models of fishing-boat
harbors and of fishermen's houses
nets, lines and fishing tackle
of all kinds, both for the sea and inland waters pisci.-uitural apparatus
live fish in tanks; collections of stuffed fish and aquatic
birds
life-saving apparatus, fog signals and fights for fishing
fresh fish, cured aud tinned fish, and preparations for preboatS
serving Iish models of fish passes and ladders and other similar
is

:

;

;

j

;

;

objects.

We shall esteem it a favor if you will bring under the notice of
those engaged in, or connected with, the fisheries iii your country,
the fact that such an exhibition will be held here in April next,
and if you will also kindly inform us whether you are likely to send
lis many contributions.
An answer to the above may be sent to Archibald Young, Esq.,
Commissioner of Scotch Salmon Fisheries, 22 Royal Circus, Edinburgh. We have the honor to bo, your obedient s'ervants,
Siu I. B. S. Maitla>-o, Bart.,
Wm. skinner, Citv Clerk, Edinburgh.
F. N. Mis-mis, Secretary to Highland Society.
AEcniBAim Young, Advocate, Commisssonei of Scotch Salmon
Fisheries,

Hon. Secretaries to International Fisheries Exhibition, EdinbuiBh.

FISHCULTTJBE IN SCOTLAND.

FROM

tho book entitled " The Angler's and Slcetcher's Guide to>
Scotland," by Archibald Young, noticed in our last issne, we
extract the following
" On the south shore of Loch Brora, near
lower extremity, there is an establishment belonging to tho
Duhe of Sutherland for the artificial hatchir
When I
saw it it contained about 340,000
'DM the Brora,
Helmsdale, Thnrso and Khine.
T
doubt of tha
groat advantages to be derived fron
xrtificial hatching, though its benefits have not as
ended in this country as in Canadi
Canada tho Colonial Government
an annual expense of £5,1)00, which
of eggs and young fry of different
rivers within the last' ten years.
Tl
in tho United States and the Coram
lately drawn up a volume of nearly
ject of the propagation of fishes. By the artificial
do away, in a great measure, with thi
isks
young fry bred in our rivers
the natural way are exposed, as. we
can succeed in raising smolls from at least three-fourths of the vitalized eggs placed in the breeding troughs, whereas, it these eggs
had been oxposed to the dangers of the river, more than throefourths of the fry produced from I htm would never have reached
the sinolt stage.
" The breeding troughs used in the establishment on Loch Brora,
at the time I visited it, were the ordinary old wooden trough, much
more bulky and cumbei some than they need bo. It would be a.
great improvement if troughs similar to those used by Sir J. It. H.
:

i

i

I

'

m

-Maitlauil in Ins yreai plselelUi .Hal

"1; 'elish

,

or

, if

t

I.

'OOeeli J, lion

Stirling, were substituted for them,
Those troughs are made of
carbonized wood, perforated zinc aud glass rods.
They take up
little room, are light, neat, and convenient, and afford effectual
protection against fungus— that great enemy of the pisciculturist."

SOME FISH COMMISSION BEPORTS WANTED.— On looking
over our collection of reports, with a view of having them bound,
New York— 1st report, Icdo viassaohuthe following
setts— 1st, llth, 11th, 12th. 13!h, 1-tth.
Pennsylvania— ls70 ana
all before
also 1872, '7.3, 76. '77 and '78.
New" Jersey— 1st. '.2d,
3d, 1878. and all since.
Wo have reports of Virginia from 1875 to
1 878, both inclusive, but none other.
Any person having Bpare
copios which they wish to put where they'wdl do the most good
may send them to this office where they are needed for frequent
we miss

A l.EPLY 10 A BENIGHTED MAN.
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have the honor to 'inform you that an international
Sit:
fisheries exhibition will be held in Edinburgh in the month of

strong."
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following circular has been reproduced and circulated by
THE
the United States Fish Commission, dated Washington, D. C,

F1SHCULTUBAL NOTES.
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Mr HE

Ohio Fish Commission has placed a large number of black
— bass in the stiennis and iis.s Ptloie .irrr.ue ..sp, ;,, lsr."i
twenty million whitefish at the Toledo hatchery and as many more
at Sandusky if they can obtain the eggs, which they have prepared
to take. The veteran lisheulturist. Judge Potter, has retired from
superintending the hatchery at Toledo and Mr. D. V. Howell haB
been appointed in his stead.
The annual report of the American Fishcultural Association has
r"t.,ci neon issued. The Secretary, Mr. Barnet Phillips, has it
well m hand and most of it in type, but has been waiting for the
completion of Prof. Goode's "Epochs
the History of Fishcultirre," of which all but the conclusion haB appeared in our columns. The delay has been caused by the great pressure of extra
work put upon Prof. Goodo this year by the fishery census and the
completion of the new National Museum, of which he is Curator.
Col. Tom Crutchfield, of Chattanooga, Tenn., says that from a
few pairs of carp placed in a pond on his farm thousands of young
were produced and that within eighteen months they bad grown to
an edible size.
Prof. Baird reports this year's crop of carp as extremely large
for their age. Tho carp has evidently had its growth slrmulated
by introduction into the warm waters of America, which are of
higher temperature in summer than those of Germany. We would
not be surprised to learn that some have spawned at a year old. A
little evidence points that wav.
A private letter from Indianapolis says that tho writer recently
saw tho carp m the ponds of Mr. Calvin Fletcher, at Spencer.
Owen County. They were received from Prof. Baird a year ago
last November, when their average length was less than three
inches and their weight nothing. Now thev wdl measure twenty
inches and weigh six pounds. Mr. Fletcher has some Idack bass
of two years old some of them are fully two pounds in weight,
but the majority are below one pound.
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BUNCH SHOWS.
October 10 to 16.
National Fair Association Bench Show, WashIngton, li, O. H. H. Blackburn, Cor Secretary,
Septern ier ST. "A, so and so, at London, Out., London Dog Show.
v '1 i-i iiie,c.bei 12. Clrae. Lincoln, Superintendent, Teeum-

FrELD TBIALS.
October!, at New York Ciiy. Close 01 'entries Eastern Field Trials.
Trials iiumxnence nn Tlianksglvir.g Bay.
Jacob Pom;:, secretary, P.
0. Box -274. New York Citv.
October te, SB, 27 and 38 at Mafiontown, Fayette Co.. Pa., via boat.
from Pittsburgh.
Pennsylvania Field "'mils.
Kirsi Annual Derm.
-.,,-• ".n-ii'irgii,Pa.,oo>obi'r ::,. I. I:, siavion, eereurv.
"
.-.son, I-.
Ho.'.eal. Field Trials oi iliecnr,,-, lm.l and Olin
•>; .
I,.-,
Club. F'.in.
N
mber I.
November 25, Louisiana Stare Field nala
utrlee close November
1.
Edward Ode!!, .secretary. New Orleans. La.
Ueeemoer 5. at Hand Junction, Tern,., National American Kennel
Olub's Field Trials. Jos. H. Dew, Secretary, Columbia, Tenn.
.
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EYEEETT SMITH'S KENNEL.

I

iYfXTEl;.— Mr. W. Drinker, editor of the
tettm. Germany, says in his Fishery Oaknion for anglers and fisheulturists, that the
,»nels of fish ponds must be constantly kept

i:-
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FIXTURES.

othor nets, are

thought that the
lie Dominion, and
I nm uot aware
allowed <Jll tins coast. As to
high and mfenty "— I think the
id to pay for them is a
ice each lessee pays a guardian,
ape. and the yearly visits of these
benefit
SonaidBrablB sums are
a consequence
stel
Let ns takt
iiv,
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lound nets, and

Wl* Mattel
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'lag

a

reference.

'iallv

removed

to afford

a

amount

of light,
The
lurface of the pond, however, should
undisturbed, nh\_ .
w helps to keep off the extreme cold,
When the ice bears, air-holei should be provided, and these should
l not chopped.
To protect these from further action of
the frost thin poles should be laid athwart them, covered with
a thm layer of branches, reeds or rushes.
On no account should
the air-holes be made above the spot where the fish have congregated for the winter, aud the most suitable position for them is at
opposite ends of the pond, close to the in and out How. so as to
secure a maximum rvration of the water. The air-hoi.
led daily for signs of the dispersion of the Iish— these are
discoloration of the water, the appearance on the
rface of dead
v, ater beetles
and spiders, or fish gasping for air Should these
unhoped for signs occur the number of air-holes nust be largely
increased, and a; much cu-eulation as possible eiv n to tho water

be

left

these measures prove unavuUiug, and
ei of thaw, all that Ban be done is t
the
or the fish to other and belter water.
All noise

f1

'

I

1

no immediate
oud and truusn the ice, such

Stream
Whilo at Portland a week or ten days sineo I had the pleasure of
meeting Mr. Everett Smith and inspecting bin kennel. 1 have
never seen dogs under such perfect command or -.ihiirougb.lv
yard-broken. We have aU heard of dogs droneinc to.shot.Jit the
rinse of the band, etc., etc.
Mr. Smith's aie'u, n.Ierlnllv perfect
in this respect, and I was given an eXhibitiofi ot his whistle and
signal training. I must confess I have never witnessed such extraordinary obedience on the part of setter or pointer iu my life.
Gale, a good deep red setter of Mr. Smith's. I admired most of si!
his reds; and, if I am not mistaken, his field performance is fully
equal to his looks. Cora H.. a mate to t.'ale, gave evidence by her
obedience of beings very traotabli bil b in the held, nolivithBtanding the reputation the Irish seiteio have gamed of being
headstrong and self-willed.
Covert, a young setter, not quite eight months old, a eon of
Cora II. must surely turn out good in the field from the manner
fhich he worked nut a scent and obeyed in his mameuvermg
Erlilor forest and,

.-

,

the
I

command Of his master.
was much taken with

orange and white
Smith, hut

now

a httlo two-vear-old

bitch, Cossett,

by a sou of Cora I., owned by Mr.
She shows remarkable speed and is a.s 10

in color, sired

dead,

—

;

Footer's black tan and white dog Lad O'Lyle (Tweed II.-LaBs
O'Gowrie), first; 8. S. DeArman's blaok and fawn dog Jim (Tam
O'Shanter-Daisie,) Beeond.
Class 33. Bull Dogs. —No entries.
Class 34, Bnll Terriers.— George W. Moore's white, with bk.
points Little Nell (Caesar -Imported Nellie), first.
Class 35. Skye Terriers.— George W. Moore's light steel gray
dog Champion Mack (Champion Sam-Quack), first B. A. Whitney's light colored bitch, Judy, with 3 puppies, second.
Class 36. Scotch Terriers.
No entries.
Class 37. Black and Tan Terriers.— D. Frank Whited's bk. and
tan dog Judd. Exhibition only.
Class 38. Yorkshire Terriers.—No entries.
Claas 39. Toy Terriers. J. W. Adam'B bk and tan bitch Fanny,
Charles Ridgeway's bk. and tan bitch Fanny, third.
second
Class 40. PugB.— U. L* Foster's imported fawn dog Budge,
first
J. M. Fox's imported fawn dog Jumbo, Beeond,
Class 41. Dalmatian or Coach Dogs.— No entries.
entries.
Class 42. Italian Greyhounds
Class 43. Farm or Farmer's Dogs.— J. Lindsay' s Ayrshire Lad-

tive as a kitten and fully as well broken as any of her older kennel
companious. After looking over the dogs I was much Interested
in examining the ornithological collection of Mr. Smith's, which
comprises our own game birds and other rare English birds shot
in this country. The European quail liberated by Mr. Smith have
returned to the region in the neighborhood where they were put
out, and many have bred. At Hath, Brunswick and Calais, Me.,
they have been seen and their nests found. This experiment of
transplanting the European quail in the United States has proven
such a success our game protective associations should follow the
example of the enterprising sportsmen of Portland and import a
The English Bparrow has multiplied in the
greater number
United States, why should not the little quail? I saw the nest and
«ggs of the first European quail known to have bred in this country in Mr. Smith's collection.
The moose I wrote you that had been killed this summer in the
Moosehead region has created quite a talk here, and the slayer
may consider himself lucky if his name is not eventually made
known to the authorities by some of the irate sportsmen of Portland. The caribou illegally billed was shot, I believe, by a New
York tourist. While conversing with a lover of the dog and gnn
while in Portland regarding the moose killing, be remarked:
" Well, aftor all, all you need do ia to give one of the Game Wardens threo or four dollars and he will take you to a moose. Eight
dollars a month is not enough wages to keep them interested in
thPir duties." There may be truth in this.
Mayor Senter, of Portland, showed me a famous woodcock dog
he shoots over, " one of the old sort," which he called of the Sac-

;

FRANKLIN
'THIS show was

(PA.)

at $5.

Lindsay's Ayrshire Lad-

R. Trissler's Floes.

For best Irish Setter Puppy.— 1 entry.

8.

Prize valued at

For best Pointer Puppv.— 1 entry. Prize valued at #5.
13.
Dr. I. St. Clair's Captain.
No. 14. No entries.
No. 15. For best Black Pointer Puppy.—2 entries. Prize valued
at $5.
J. G. Alexander's Black Rupert.
No. 16. For best Water Spaniel Dog or Bitch.— 1 entry. Prize

;

;

valued at $5. A. G. Galbrath's Gun.
No. 17. For best kennel of Cocker Spaniels.— 1 entry. Prize
valued at $10. J. W. Adam's Flora, Fred, Dora, Soooty and 6

:

puppies.

No.

For best Cocker Spaniel Dog.— 3

18.

C. Haslett's Prince.
No. 19. For best Cocker Spaniel
J. N. Fox'b Nell.

No.

20.

at 62. 50.
No. 21.
valued at

Adam's
No.

;

entries.

Prize valued

John

at $10.

j

Bitch.— 1 entry.

Prize $2.50.

For best Cocker Spaniel Puppy.— 1 entry. Prize valued
J. W. Adam's Small.
For best Spaniel (other than named).— 2 entries. Prize
Lachine Kennel Clnb'B Bob IH. first; J. W.
$6.50.

Pearl, second.
For best Foxhound

22.

Dog

or

Bitch.—1 ontry.

Prize

E. Uhler's Brook.
No. 23. For best Foxhound Puppy.— No entries.
No. 24. For best Beaglehound Dog or Bitoh. 3 entries. Prize
$5. L. T. Lamberton's Dan.
For beai Beiiglehound Puppy.—2 entries. Prizevalned
No. 25.
at $2.50.
J. L. Abbott's Nettie.
No. 26. For beat Newfoundland. No entries.
No. 27. For best Shepherd or Collie Dog or Bitch.— 4 entries.
Prize $10. J. Lindsay's Ayrshire Laddie.
No. 28. For beat Shepherd or Collie Puppy.— 2 entrieB. Prize
$2.50. Thomas Fooler's Lad O'Lyle.
No. 29. For best Bull Dog.—No entries.
No. 30. For best Black and Tan Terrier, Dog or Bitch.— 1 enPrize valued at $5. J. W. Adam's Fanny.
try.
No. 31. For best Farm and Farmer's Dog and Biteh— 2 entries.
Prize valuod at $S. J. Lindsay's Ayrshire Laddie, first CharleB
Bowman'B Shep, second.
No. 32. For beat Churn Dog.— No entries.
No. 33. Far thu ugliest Dog or Bitch on exhibition.— 1 entry.
Prize, silver cup, valued at $10. J. W. Adam's Fan.
No. 34. For best Dog or Bitch in fox chase.— 4 entrieB. Prize
f 12.50. J. L. Abbott'sFred, first ; J. L. Abbott's Jack, second.
No. 35. For best Shepherd or Collin Dog iu drive.—No entries.
No. 36. For best Trained aud Moat Intelligent Trick Dog. —1
J. W. Adam's Fred.
entry. Prize $5.
No. 37. For best Brood Bitch of any Breed and two of her
Puppies. 4 entries. Prize $5. Divided between J. L. Abbott's
Beauty, with Cap, Nellie and Flora, and George Burgard's Nellie
and four puppies.
No. 38. For Smallest Dog exhibited.—J. W. Adams' Small,
$7.50.

;

—

;

;

(Yon-Floss,) first.
Class 8. Gordon .Setter Dogs.— No award.
Class 9. Gordon Setter Bitches. —George W. Moore's Speed,
(Don-Bell,) first,
Class 10. Gordon Setter Puppies.—No entries.
Class 11. Pointer Dogs.— George N. Appold's lemon, white aud
ticked Bravo (Bragg-Kate), first no second awarded R. G. Lamberton's liver Mack (Bob-Queen), third.
Class 12. Pointer Bitches.—Joseph Graseer'a liver and white
Dolly, first Alex. Vincent's liver Bess, second.
Pointer Puppies.— J. St. Clair's liver dog, Captain
lass 13.
(Old Nig-Gypsey), first 0. R. Heaslev'a black dog Larrie LameElan), second ; and E. J. Martin's liver dog Captain (Old Nig;

;

i

i

Gypsy), third.

and white

„',.,.,.

ticked bitch, Gun (imported), first,
_
, ..
Class 15. Cocker Spaniels.— John C. Haslett's liver and white
dog Prince (Bob-Dora), first ; J. M. Fox's black bitch Nell, sec-

;

—

weight 9 oz.

Smiley Anderson's liver and white dog Billy (Fred-Fannio),

third.

Cocker Spaniel Puppies.— John H. Bunco's liver and
ch, TriokBey, first J. W. Adam's black bitch Small (Wildwhite bitch,
Class

16.
16.

fire-Seooty),

—

;

Class 17. Spaniels (otlwr than mentioned).— Lachine Kennel
Club'B black dog Bob III. fBucclcngh-Nell), second.
Class 18. Foxhound Dogs.— E. Uhler's black and tan, Brook
(Southern bred), first; J. L. Abbot's bl. wh. and tan Fred (FrankFanny), second ; James Hunter's Ik. and tan, Lead, third ; E.
Uldei-'a Ik. wh. and tan Sport (Southern bred) vhc.
ClaBB 19. Foxhound Bitches.— No firetor second prizeawarded
George Burgard's black and tan Nedie (MeK's dog-Spot), third.
Class 20. Foxhound Puppies.— James Hiudmau's black and
white Boss (Boss-Nellie), second no other awards.
Class 21. Beaglehound Dogs.— L. S. Lamberton's black whito
and tan Dan, first ; John Lapsley'a black white and tan Tip,
;

;

Class 22. Beaglehound Bitches.—J. L. Abbot's black white and
tan ticked Beauty, first John Lapsley's black white and tan
;

....,,

Fannie, second.
.,
ClaBB 23. Beaglehound Puppies.— L. S. Lamberton s black
white and tan Cap (Dan-Bcautv), first ; J. L. Abbot's black and
white ticked Bessie (Dan-Beauty), second ; J. L. Abbot's black and
whito ticked Nellie (Dan-Beauty), third ; John Lapsley'B black
white and tan dog Spot, vhc.
Olass 24. Foxterriors.— No entries.
Class 25. Greyhounds.— No eutries.
Class 26. Deerhounds.—J. M. Fox's imported Nina, first,
NON-SPORTING DOOS.
Class 27.— Mastiffs—No entrieB.
Class 28. St. Bernards.— No entries.
Class

29.— Newfoundlands. —No

THE SAGACIOUS BRUTE.
There was a small terrier called Jaok,
Whom the fleas and the Hies would attaok,
Till Jack in a rage,

The vile itch to assuage,
Would scratch all the hair off his
But Jack was ingenious of mind

J. R. TriBBler's Irish Chief.

No.

:

:

J.

J.

entries.

Shepherd or Collie Doga.— J. Lmdsey s black tan and
Class 30
white Ayr-hire Laddie (Lord Mar's Yarrow-McAirds Flossy), first
(Oarlyle-Elcho), second
J. Liudsev's black tan' aud white Rex
William Duffield's black aud tan Shep, third.
and
ClaBB 81. Shepherd or Collie Bitches —J. W. Burgess' tan
white Flyaway (Imported Rex-Imported Flora), first; S. S.
DeArmau's black and fawn bitoh Daisie (Ned-Shep), second.
black and
Class 32. Shepherd or Collie Puppies.— S. B. Beatty's
fawn dog Bruce B (Bruce-Bonuie Bess) was warded first, but on
" over-age," it was sustained. ThoraaB
protest being entered for
;

DOG

DECISION.— The following case is reported
A NIAGARA
in the Niagara Falls, N. Y., Guzelte. If Niagara sportsmen are liable to lose their valuable dogs in this way it is time that the lawwas altered : " The facts in this case were that Hector Campbell,
a son of William Campbell, who works the farm of D. J. TownBend, on Eighth street, in this village, was informed by his mother
that there was a dog in the poultry yard which had killed four
young turkeys. Iu attempting to drive him from the yard the dog
disputed possession with Mrs. Campbell, whereupon Hector, armed
with a levolver, mot the dog face to face in the poultry yard and
dipatched him by the third shot rrom his revolver. The dog proved
to be a valuable "hunting dog owned by Mr. James Evans, who
claimed hiB value to be from |7B to $100. Evans brought a suit
for the value of the dog before Justice Sam ways, which was tried
on the 10th inst., as before stated. H. N, Griffith appeared for
the plaintiff and C. H. Piper, who was the attorney for the defendant, being unable to attend from sickness, T. G. Hulett tried
the suit for him. The lawyer alleged that the dog of the plaintiff
waa a valuable hunting dog that the defendant wrongfully aud
unlawfully killed said dog and thereby beoame indebted to the
The defence set up waa that the orplaintiff in the sum of $49.
the village provided that the trustees of
of
ganic law
power aud authority to enact
have
shall
the village
by-laws and ordinances to compel the owners of dogs to have them
;

muzzled and to authorize their destruction iu default of
their being so securely muzzled from June 1 to October 1 of each
year ; that the trustees, in pursuance of such organic law, did, in
the year 1874. pass an ordinance by which the owners of dogs in
the corporation wore compelled to keep thorn securely muzzled
from June 1 to October 1 in each year, and on their failure so to do
any peraou was authorized to kill such dogs so ruuning at large
Becurely

The value of the dog waB established by plaintiff.
The passage and due publication Of the ordinance was established

unmuzzled.

by the defendant, as also the killing, being within the corporate
limits of the village, and that the dog was unmuzzled when killod
by the defendant, aud killed August 3. Counsel for tho defendant
held the defendant had not only tho right to destroy the dog, but
the plaintiff was liable to a penalty of 65 under the ordinance.
Counsel for the plaintiff held the law under which the village ordinance waB passed was unconstitutional and void, as it authorized

back.

;

moonlight reclined,
picked up a fan

So one

He
And

Vincent's Bess.

:

lasa 14.

W. BurgesB, Flyaway,

aud

—

No. 9. For best Gordon Setter Dog or Bitch.— 2 entries. Prize
valued at $10. George W. Moore's Speed.
No. 10. For best Gordon Setter Puppy. No entries.
No. 11. For best Pointer dog.- -2 entries. Prize $10. George
N. Appold's Bravo.
No. 12. For best Pointer Bitch.—2 entries. Prize $5. Alex.

•,

liver

J.

No.
$5.

;

Water Spaniels.— A. G. Galbraith'a

;

for churning.

;

:

:

Dogs used

die, first.

;

;

Lindsay's Rex, seoond

Class 45. Miscellaneous.—J. A. Stowell's dachshund black aDd
tan bitch Marguerite (Uuzer Fritz-Music), first H. F. James' blaok
dog Paro, Beeond ; 0. 0. Heasley'B white dog Jack, third.
special "premiums.
No. 1. For best dog or bitch exhibited.—13 entries. Prize, gun
valued at ©100. J. S Mcintosh's Biz.
No. 2. For best collection of not less than five dogs by one person.— 2 entries. Prize $10. J. M. Fox's Daniel Deronda, Buteledge, Nell. Mina and Jumbo.
No. 3. For best Native English Setter Dog.— 3 entries. Prize
$10. Geo. W. Moore's Dan Rice.
No. 4. For best Native English Setter Hitch.—No entries.
No 5. For best Native English Setter Puppy.— 1 entry. Prize
$5. R. G. Lamberton's Petroleum.
No. G. For best Dish Red Setter Dog.— 3 entries. Prize 810.
J. S. Mcintosh's Biz.
No. 7. For best Irish Red Setter Bitch,—1 entry. Prize valued

;

;

J.

Claas 44.

j

;

;

third.

21st,

;

the destruction of plaintiff's property without due process of Mjf,
Defeudant's counsel held that, although the courts have decide
that there is property in dogs, yet it. was a qualified properly.
which waa not recognized as taxable an other personal prop«tJJ,.
but the tax that was imposed on the owners of dogs was nioiffijjr
tho nature of a penalty for owning a dog than otherwise, as ftjl
tax is by law Bet apart to indemnify from injury done, by theirsps.
The judgment of ty
cies to the personal property of citizens.
Court was no cause for action. Thus a valuable dog has beeu bmrificed by the owner neglecting to conform to the ordinance r||p
dogs."
of
tbe
muzzling
ing to

—No

die, first

DOG SHOW.

September

29, 1881

;

22d and 23d, at
1 Franklin, Penn. The total number of dogs on exhibition
was one hundred and eighty-five. The show was held inside the
judging, which
circus
tent.
The
large
Grounds,
in
a
two-pole
Fair
was in the hands of the following named gentlemen, took place in
a tent adjoining ; For setters and pointers, Mr. J. ,1. Snellenburg
for sporting classes other than Betters and pointers, Mr.Charlea H.
Duncan for non-sporting class, Mr. Harry Pierson. The show
was a success iu all respects, a large attendance being present, and
the receipts at the door for admittance amounting to over $500.
The most prominent exhibitors present were Mr. J. M. Fox,
Mr. J.
Mr. J. L. Abbott, South Oil City, Pa
Foxbnrg, Pa.
Lindsay, Jersey City, N. J. Mr. Jno. S. Mcintosh, Pittsburgh,
Mr. G. W. Moore, Pittsburgh, Pa. Many sportsmen from
Pa.
county
sin-rounding
were
and
the
Meadville
Titusville,
Oil City,
also present. The canines that attracted the moet attention were
The Irish red setter Biz Mr. G. W. Moore's American Ranger
Mr. Charles Duncan's Rock Mr. Fox's deerhonnd Nina Mr. G. W.
Moore's champion Skve terrier Mack the pointer Bravo, belonging to Mr. George N. 'Appold, of Baltimore. Subjoined is the list
of awards
AWARDS.
Class 1. Imported and Champion Setters.— John S. Mcintosh's
Irish red setter dog Biz (Imported Dash-Imported Flora,) first.
George W. Moore's black white and tan, American Ranger
(champion Ranger-Fera) second.
Class 2. Native English Sutter Dogs.— Chas. H. Duncan's black
white and tan Rock (Luther Adams' Rock-Gilderaleeve'a bitch)
G. W. Moore's blue Belton Dan Rice (Rock Jr.-Menerva)
first
second; T. J. Frve's orange and white Joice (Tom-Kate) and A. C.
Gelliland'B lemon and white Colonel iDou-Faunie) vlw.
Class 3. Native Euglien Setter Bitches.— W. P. Scth's lemon
fcnd white Spring (Fry's Tom-Miller's Kate,) first It. G. Lamberton'a black and white Fly (Bock-Jessie,) second J. C. Sibley's
lemon and white Bess, third.
Class 4. English Setter Puppies.— B. G. Lamborton'a lemon
and white Petroleum (Gladstone Leila,) first G. W. Weiehaupt's,
black white and tan dog Clay (Abbott's Joe-Kate,) second. No
third prize awarded.
Class a. Dish Setter Dogs.— J. 0. Sibley's Smuggler. (Kufns
and J. N.
J. N. Whitesidea' Henry, second
II. Colleen,) first
Whitesides' John, third.
Class G. Irish Setter Bitches.— Jos. R, Trissler's Floss (Daly's
prizes
awarded.
Thigue-Flora) first. No second or third
Class 7. Dish Setter Puppies.— Joseph R. Trissler's Irish Chief

on

held

[Sbptembbr

;

carappa breed.
I noticed mauy fine collies and not a few well-bred black and
tan cockers in Portland, and, when I learned that rnffed grouse
and woodcock wore about all the game had iu the reigion around
the city, I was not a little surprised. Quail cannot live through the
Hosto.
cold weather of Maine winters.
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NEWFOUNDLAND DOGS FOR LIFE-SAVING

STATION'S.

Office, of Assistant Inspector Life-Savino Stations,*
Thud District, Bay Shore, N. Y., Sept. 12, 1881. j»

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read the article in your issue of July 14 upon Newton
land dogs at the Life-Saving Stations with great interest S
pleasur. I endorse all you say therein and more. I will call up.
yon on my next visit to the city, which will be before loogjj
will talk the matter over, which will be more satisfactory to j
than writing my views at this time,— O. H. McLellan; A«-i»Ui
Inspector.

Office of Assistant Life-Saving Stations, P
Fifth DiBtrict, Chincoteague, Ya , Sept. 18, ISSljfl
i
Editor Forest and Stream :
I have read with pleasure your interesting article on Newfoiffl
land Dogs for Life-Saving Stations. There can be no doilbtM
the great usefulness of the Newfoundland dog at our atatioua, U
to r-ersona of any experience of the Bea shore there can ba
question as to the great benefits to be derived rrom their omuli)
j
mont. Geo. E. McConneli., Ass't Inspector Fifth District.
i

OfFioE or Superintendent of Life-Savino StAtiOJW
j
Twelfth District, East Oakland, Cat., Sept. 17.
Stream :

.Editor Forest antt
I have read with

much interest the article in your paper of Jtl
16 last on the Bubject of employing the Newfoundland dog at V

M

life-Baviug stations.
I think the suggestion worthy of favorable consideration M
would like to see the experiment carefully tried at a few of I
BtationB, selecting the most favorable points and where the«
may receive every advantage possible iu his training.
John W. White,
I am, very respectfully,
_

Capt. U.S. B.M., Acting

Su£

Office op
Inspector of U. S. Ltfe-Saving Stations, M
No. 3 Bowling Green, New York City, Sept. 1SH
Editor Forest and Stream
As all the Life-Saving Stations upon the Atlantic coast are op
to-day aud fully manned for the ensiling season for active opei
o
tions, I am reminded of my quiet unintentional neglect iu
sooner thanking you for tho valuable suggestions contained hit
article—" New Fouudlaud Dogs for Life-Saving Stations J
your paper of July 14th.
You have stated the reasons for introducing tho noble anlM
into the Life-Saving Service so clearly that little remains to boil
on the subject. There is no doubt that the dogs can be train*!
perform many useful duties at the stations. They would be «
I am informed taw
ticularlv valuable as aids to the patrolmen.
fl
is difficult to procure a pure blooded "New Foundland,'
species being indigenous to our continent, should not be allot
method
efficacious
or
more
simpler
no
and
to become extinct,
«J
thew
to
the
task
be adopted to prevent this than by entrusting
of the Life-Saving Service.
J.

H. Merryman,
Capt. U. S. R. M., Inspect*

VALUABLE DOGS POISONED.— E.. a correspondent, sentfJ
the following from the Daily Meruury, of New Bedford,
and remarkB that the people on the Cape have the reputation j\
shooting and poisoning all the dogs they can that visit hero.
trust Mr. White will discover thB miscreants aud give them
r
dose of the law that they will not have change enough le.it to
"Last week Guatavus A, vltm
poison for many a day to come
Jr., and Alphouzo Brtilev left Now Bedford, Mass, for the
a fox hunt, taking with them a number of valuable dogB.
these were three of considerable local notoriety owned bjM
White, aud another, the property of James Barnes. ThereBB
the hunt was unusually successful, nine raccoons and five
being shot in three days. Last Friday afternoon Mr. White stW
for this city and, as he intended to return in a few day», in qflB
ancewitha custom followed by him for mauy years, he
doga in tho care of Frank Berais, of West Falmouth, and
leaving for home saw that they were safely chained in the JW
OuSundavMr. Whito returned to Falmouth and on his airij"Mr. Bemi's' proceeded at once to the barn, where he to'injjM*
two of the dogs belonging to him and the one owned by Mr
had just died. A physician in attendance exammed the a "*8M
of the animals and found they had been poisoned with sU7^a
This waa the
placed upon a piece of corned beef.
discovered from the fact that Mr. White always carnes
for his dogs with him and he never uaes corned beef as f°jM
has beeu ui^
"Doctor,"
named
these
dogs,
One of
them.
tin»
White's possession for four years. The price paid at that
the animal was $150, but its" value has awce been aonsiderW
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and Mr. White would have been loth
The other dogs wore valued at about
indignant as well aa grieved at the loss
iirlile aiiiumls and intends to leave no atone unturned
vino cspiurn and conviction of the rascal who poisoned them.
WW aware of no ill feeling oil the part of the residents
^HgjtaUrity ag he had always treated them with courteBy and,
tliirf last
expedition, he received no less
«tu,!u i'j starting on
from peopl" residing on the Cape, rotill 8 dozen letters
Mttliue hirn to visit their localities and exterminate the foxea if
Mr.
(hey annoyed them by destroying their poultry.
pav 4100 to auv person who will secure the
fh.lv » ill wu'liiiglv
r,i
the person who killed his dogs.
from active net-vice,

e<j

at (toy prioe.
i»

HKgb.

Mr. White

BKne
•'.',,

.,.
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VERMONT KENNKLS.—I am

iil.

so full of

my late

trip

of my pleasant call on 'Dr. GoldVt
Dr. G., you know, imported Plunkett. I
HMIte gentleman as enthusiastic as ever on the subject of dog
it.ivilhataiidiiig his age, but not at all pleased with the
as treated in reference to Plunkett, Carrie and four
setters after they left hie hands (although still owned
ulha Of bib
went West. I was taken to the kennel of .Mr. Kipley,
md saw his two pups, Pat and Noma, by Elcho out of
These youngsters are
;> Salter's Dash out of Lill III.
-ing. of faultless color and good form.
Mr. Kipley also
setter, Shot by name, by Plunkett out of Jobunderstand
almost
all
of
litter were reds.
I
thiB
Nell.
bang's
dam
was
black
and
tan.
the
lis, of Kiitlaud, has a promising lot of youngsters out
Phmkett-Nell bitch by llory O'More, but all save one
back to Nell's color and arc black and tan.
believe, a brother to
Dr. Carpenter, of Burlington, Vt., owns, I
remarkable grouse dog. I had occa8cr»|i that lias turned out a
my way to Boston at Ayeer's Junction, and
flvu to stop oil on
titing for my train heard from a native that he had that
full covey of quail about two-lhu'ds grown.
On
... bira I learned that Bob White was scarce in his neigh.„ id,
hat they were the first he had Keen for some years.
'id
these were running birds, aud were not bred in the
ntioued.— Homo.
England.

IbTSm'

must speak

I

of Rutland,

jJjKIl,
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Mr. K.

Warwick—^Mr. It. W. Cause, Wilmington, Del.,
same place, the black, while and tan

lias sold to

Martin, of

J.

Princess,

by Warwick out
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setter bitch

or OHIO.

YELLOW DOGS. -New

York, Sept. 9.- Editor
must confess that I was astonished at your
inquiry in pa] ler of 1st instant, of whereto see a braco of wellbroken cockers, for I had supposed that "the woods were full of
them
but on inquiry I Dud there is more in your query than I
at first imagined, it would seem, accordiug to'Mr. McKeon, that
one cannot take a gun without tripping over a well-broken brace at
every turn, but then Mr. MeKeon is, as he confesses, a breeder of
them, aud naturally makes haste to answer your inquiry, and so
obtain a cheap advertisement.
But what do you think of a man
who claims to be a sportsman, advocating the potting of grouse
VS.

and Stream

; ''

I should blush to call myself a sportsV
circumstances, aud think I would "prefer not to
advertise the fact that I bred cookers for that purpose. Such work
is, in my opinion, as bad as shooting at a bevy of quail on the
ground, and no thorough sportsman will ever be guilty of such a
miserable action. Cockers should not be prostituted to such work
and, in fact, it is really very unkind to supplant the " yeller dorg "
by allowing the " festive cocker" to do bis work. There are dogs
and dogs, but I hardly think that the province of a cocker is in
treeing grouse. I have shot over just two good braco Bince 1 came
to this country, one in Nova Scotia and one in Canada.
I have inquired of many gentlemen "sportsmen" in this vicinity, and do
not know of one brace of cockers worth following for a day's
woodcock sbootinK in the States. There may be many, but /don't
know of them. When you go to Franklin to shoot grouBe out of
trees, let me know.
Ta-ta
The Eodach.

off the

DEALERS NOT SWINDLERS— Monticello, N

IJOS

Y., Sept.

tn d .stream : The letters published by you in a
respecting the Moodus dog swindler have "an mjuriupon honest, dog dealers. I was one of Fowler's viclium inyself, and am thankful to you for having so shown him up
tatto public. But the expose has also worked to my disadvantage,
not) doubtless to that of other dog breeders, in
that it makes buym suspicions of us as a class, and because one man has played
tha Mnuirr the public is afraid to trust any one in the same busiliwB.
Now, this is certainly wrong and unjust. I am constantly
correspondents who want me to send dogs, perhaps
UM mil™, for their inspection, and then, if the dogs prove satisSCtory, they will send the money.
What guarantee have I that
lliioiv a good dog when they see one ?
Every one knows that
iMrmiptr cannot handle a trained dog so well as a man can to
jbottthc dog is accustomed, and so it happens that many a really
TOMawdog is condemned on the instant a hen only the purchaser
gapftiB. My experience has taught me. that many buyers ex|Wl too much of a dog.
They don't know really what he should
HDmsrs expect a first-class animal that, will retrieve from laud
.','

i

'

l"i-

i)ii»«iTiict

%

wWer, drop

about 420.— Uha.b. F. Kent.
raeut is being tried in
»ml corps of the Russian army. This insists in the introductouof dugs instead of men as sentrien.
jr this duly the wolf
;«« the Ural Mountains is found most uitable, as this animal
fill growl at
the presence of an iutrudei nstead of barking ontv\
"
exciting all the dogs in ca p to do likewise.
e
itould think, however, that pellets of
p soned meat could be
llW'li to them from a distance, aud that
the dogs
WMumiklly muzzled little dependence could be placed on their being illive when danger was reaily present.
to shot, etc., for

SENTRIES.— A __.

-•.->

branches of a tree

man under such

Broadway, N. Y.—Adv.

KENNEL NOTES.
invited to eend memoranda
/or insertion in this column.
.''(:.. for ii,' publication
of euch note*; but request in each
mad*, up in accordance with our form, that the name oj

,-iiOni«(, bred, ivhf'ps, xaltxi, etc.,

''"••'"'.s

"

'*•

CMii

ii

b,dv„.j<

en legibly, or printed,
distinctly Mated.

and that

the strain

to

!„:

NAMES CLAIMED.
'
"'.Richer, Lebanon, Pa., claims the name of Jack
HBBffie and white seller nog puppy, with black points, whelped
ifsil, by Rood's Winnie out oi owner's Belie.
l!i
v lluuhor, Lebanon, Pa., claims the name Of Reed
;'r«!i.j.'
...,;
wi.Pe sett'-r dog puppy, with black points, wheiped
'j.-k..!, i-i, Ir. Keen's Winnie our of owners Belle.
i'
e.
Kelkor, oshkosh, Wis., claims the name of
f Wue Bdton setter dog puppy by
Ross' Carl Leicester-Dart)
i:

'

'

H«.

Answers

E®
1

H. D., Holllnsford, N. H.— Use Persian Insect powder.
R- B. C, London—You will flud the Forest and stream In The
American Exchange and Pending Looms, -i49 Strand.
Jupiter Tona>'S— We send you one of our Dlttmar pamphlets con
talnlng our discussion of the so-called " Dili mar sporting powder.'
Ii answers al! your nuesiious about the daugerou-, nature oi
that 1"After you have read ityou can answer for yourself the Inquiry as to its safety.
Fox, Washington, Mass.— T shot a strange bird for Hits country.
It weighs ICo, o/,s
is bnoen on Its heel;; small wing-; and white on
Lie; legs set ou like the auk, bin ilat-fooierl, webbed, bur nor
like a duel:; nearly black; no tall; reddish brown round throat,
some
like
Uaped
a duck, but beak like a hen. Came mute
plenty here; more loses than for some year: partitdce ab"Ut the
same; a rew woodehuek .ins. A grebe of some species, but as no
measurements are given cannot de'errnine which one It is.
S. J. G., Brooklvn.— SoVe weeks ago. while fishing tn f lie Delaware
Elver over inn miles from the sea,
hooked ae-d Iamled a silt-water
s: ripen bass weighing over three pounds,
will > ou plt-nse Inform me
bit Is a very evceptlona.! o.-.-ui-renee to rind thes;; n "n at such a distance Hum sail wuf"r V Ans.
I'liev Ireipienf rivers, and si riped bass
1.

;

I

-

,-,

rii

i-,i.;,.i

-,|

i

,,',:i,:iii...

in.

i
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'

i

-,-

,

I

i

in-

lie id

or

navigation on the Hudson. This Hh.Ii Is often found in rivers 1 an miles
lrom the sea, but not often when above five pounds In weight.
P. M. St., New York City.— I have a pointer dog poppy live months
old, liver color with white, breast, light f out paw white, and little
WDtte on left paw has a small tan sent ever each eve, also on each
Sloe of head; both cheeks are a little tanned, the
,n extending
under the lower law front, leg-, are a Utile tanned, also small streaktan on Inside of hind-leg.-, wl-h --pot ol tan under the stern. The tan
Is quite dark, and he is well shaped and has a good head.
Please
st ite whether this tan Indicates a cross with the foxhound or auy
other breed. Also If the while paw Is auv objection.
Ans. The
color Is no Indication of cross nor objectionable, unles: as a mat ter or

(Mash

HyL

name

Kansas, claims the

taste.

J W.

Spokane, Idaho.—! maintain that. Tft lbs. Is the largest
true brook trout that has evei been taken either iu England or
America.
I light?
If not, how much larger ones have been
taken? Ans. The American brook trout, /-.'m'me i.ui:iwtiin, grows
largest In the Rangely Lakes of Maine. The fact that. If liiimoiis
il,?s rioes not eons.- n u, tie e-ou founded with the lake trout
proper, s'. nmnaycufh. Mr. G. S. Page, of New" York, look one some
rears a s o which weighed 10)4 lbs. and now has It stuffed
The
Smithsonian Institution has one in alcohol which weighed eleven
pounds. Plaster casts ot this fish were aL-o made. Tills trout dees
not exi-.t
a scute of nature west of the Missouri River where sevei al
secies rake lis place. All the western trout are black spoiled with
the single exception ot the Dolly Varden, S. malma.
We have seen
this hsh of seven pounds, aud It mav grow larger, but we have on
authentic leeorris of Its size. The brook trout ot Europe, S furl;.
reaches a weight, sixteen pounds or more.
G..

Am

m

ThkH. w, Collenuek Co., the world-celebrated manufacturers of
billiard tables, have removed their wareroorns lioin :ss Broadway to
70S Broadway, this city. Their tables are not surpassed in excellence
by any others In the world.

ffachtittg

and $ano$inQ.

MADGE!

of

1

.

^^&-Mr,

V. v. sewni, Tarrytown, N. Y., claims the name of
Bioriiver and waiii c.ioiio.'- hitch by owners, mess oui of Lou.
HSff u c V V- sew, li Tiiitj town, N. v., claims the name of
i

\* ADGE,

'

'

'

!'.-r.

:

md whUeeoekerbltcn

by ctiessoutot Lou,

.'."'m'-Mr. C V. V. Sewell, TarryiOHn, N. Y., claims the
mjTQulnieu Dunvardfor liver and white cocker dog bv owner's
t of Lou,
'". -Mr. c. v. v. Sewell, Tarrytown. N. Y., claims the
j- in ii.vijsey
(.uieen lor liver and while ce kei- birch by owner's

3l«U

'.'

" 101

Lou

to?

~M''- N.
HB»
"BLDlacle

-

Granny, Conn., claims the name o( Silver for
and tan bcae/le bitch pup whelped June 2ii, by Flute

'•'I

'-.J

le
1
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Klmoi-e,

Olll

01

.I'lOSsOllV. liuio-Old Bess).

lie-is

iV hlnioie, nr;i., by
one., eheiu:-; ihe ruiriie 01 Hunyfor
aud
" rjeil S' L a "g pupwl
16. by owner's
rue) oui oi Hess (funo-()ld Bess).
--- li-Mr. II
W. i..
i

w

Hflf Baron

'

Warwick

|Hnkout

lor ir-im

oi tune.
~ Mv Pre<1 B TllIsou Ttlsonbnry, One, claims
the name
ii,, M
flll Lirwellln setter bitch popiv,
by count Nohle (fount

tntuVi
.wiii

'

-

'

i

-

.

1'

Hito,

Nora) oul

c,r

|J
i

tobt. B. I'ost,
liver and white
i

.um
•'••I.

U. Stewart's
•I.

Ipetl

|n cess

Belle (Pilklugron's Kutus-Bodge's

Middle Uaddnm, Conn., claims the name of
pointer doe pup v.-iielprrj Sept. «, lssi, bv

pointer spieek out oi U lug.
wnKi.rs.
n. .Stewarts (Middle lladdam, Conn.) pointer bitch
Sept. 81, issi, elgot—Ave dogs and three bitches, by

'—Mr. N. Elmore's (Crabby, Conn.) beagle bitch Cosette
•beauty) « at bred to o« ner's lvlng (Mctor-Lucy Sept. 17.
.

He

.

(K

II

i

.

on Sept.

'

ha--.

E.

K. a. B, 10,590)

Wallacks (New York city) linto Mr. A. Fadellord's champion

13.

IBBBg""""'""— The Westminster Kennel Club's liver and white
Uaj to SenaaUou, Sept. 14.
Salks.

3?™*

C'has. H. Mason has sold his
(E. K. S. B. 9,336) to Mr. A. Pii-n Mo ri

Mr.

'.

"l»aa,

Mai
by

.

-„

8. Y.

.e'd-ilr. H. W. Cause, Wilmington, Dei,, has sold to
hi, or same place, the black, while and tan setter bltcn
Warwick out of OUle.
.

l

champion mastiff

I

speed marvelous.

outter'a

A WEONG

DECISION.

sent us concerning the recent Oswego regatta,
I7>
U which compels us to diner do. kieoiv roni rile decision rendered try
the judges in the race beiw eon Emilia, of K Ins aeon. ana Ella, of Oswego.
For the sake oi fair sailing as well a for the repute of the Oswego regatta aut'.oi'ities. we trust it Is not yet too late to recall a decision in
flat opposition to well established custom and the published sailing
a
rule-, e.-e, ,,| nine- rim legnitalii iiucstion.
The facts are these, E

V1DENC K has been
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litis
Ella got off on
gatta
and, crossing Einnnis how ii:,e latier held her course until
within a couple of teetof Ella, and then to avoid Inevitable collision
was put about. Ella clr-a Iv violated all cusiom ana rule 14, and
Without former parley should bare been disquailfled upon the protest
marie in due form bv Mr. (J. Offord, owner of the Emma, The judges,
however, rendered the remarkable decision that Emma should have
held her course and run into Ella, whereupon the. latter would have
been declared lespoiislble For liv- damage, and falling to do so the
"nedec'.sioc is altogether
prnte-a .,, Emma could r.r.i be eniertained.

In very plain English In rule 14 ot the

;

.

k,

:-

committee lias a right to force yachts into collision,
aware of the ability ot aoi yacht to stand damage
Utile u. giving right of way to starboard
tack, is made with a view to a ..aijiog oollolon, not Inviting It, or It
should have no place on the circular. The case in dispute is a famlllar one and has need decided over and over again in lavor of the
vru-hr wrnneru'Iv rorupplled logo In stays while on starboard tack.
oil,
mi ii.'.'i.niii
of iriuunais,
tribunals, tne
question the
action or
the
call into
Much as we" dislike to ca.i;
rot the Oswego Judges is too sweeping In Its evil effects
present e
"hi this score alone the race belongs to Emto pass u;
have
been
final
we
trust
the
verdict
,—ges'
owner ol l-illa v.l 11 show himseit sportsman and yachtsman enough
to re use ac .eptance of stakes taken under such very doubtful title.
.oiieo.

;,;

a committee

Is

of a collision.

.--veto-
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apparent violation oi the regatta, rules. In finishing with a lead and
the race well In hand, flic Emma, evas-sri tne me, a; directed, by rule
"between in. Louie buoy ana the boat house pier." Ella, on the
21
conn an rounded Hie buov on the port side, and a protest was again
aw a in. d in her favor on the ground of rule 20. that ' yachls rounding a buov or SLikelioat nniai, leave it on the port side." Now either
:-.
ii
are ennrrarlietorv, and thereiov inoperative, or else the
judges must have pi efei-rt-ti o clei ide upon a technical quibble that the
Emma snoiiiri ilisr have, left the Hulshlugbuoy on the port hand, then
rourido up again and crossed the line between buoy and boat house,
sum of the line, a proce» ding
ii.,
a,, to tin onish iroin the a-,,-,,,
winch was evidently not eonten plated by rule 21, aud which no
skipper could In reason lie o.x pi eted to divine, 'ihe good faith 01 the
pnioe:-, is questioned in certain quarters, bit' having only ex parte
evidence in hand, we decline to accept, hat, new and prior to believe
that ih.-y unduly stialticd a. point to award Hie pur: e to a home boat.
lor local pride will not
It, is lo be hoped thai similar consideration
again be allowed to mar ihe bright, future of so progressive a club as
the Oswego.
t
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AMERICAN CANOE BUILDING.

L

"

10 tons,

drawings

ft.

1st is

latest, styles
of
It Is
Interesting io i.ln- -'old country" to know what is going on on ihe Other
side, and no doubt but that veneer canoes may and ought to have a
much oner llnlsh and appearance than a planked boat, be It never so

neatly put together.
It must be a very great convenience to builders to make their
moulds and block out wholesale canoes exactly like eacn other In
Hues and llnlsh, but, the question arises, Does it pay? iNotdoeslt
pay tlnanclally, but does it pay canoe clubs to have fleets of canoes
exactly alike racing. Canoe ciubs tire generally supposed to be for

promotion of canoeing.
Promotion of canoeing ougi
pro-.a

I

mill la oiiod ,nal

it,'

i

'.a

eon?

el

'-

io,

ureoug other things,

itn-

a.:-.,'.'!-"---

A builder ought to be subservient to canoeists, and a true canoeist
ought to be able to give ihe bul del Instructions how to build and tit
.oi
as a matter of course, cannot de,;,,i-.misign the load line of a canoe to a certain draft. The majority do not
even Know Low to draw down "lines, consequently, boat buiiders,
who never salt the canoes they build, flx upon a design that has been
sailed to win several times, cut out a block or mould, and, as It were,
with a turn of the wheel stamp out cauoes by the dozen all exactly
-

.

i

i

i

,

alike.

There Is no fun In that. When a new canoe makes her appearance
built (not stamped) to the. latest design, see how cililcally her lines
an- looked at— possibly pronounced to be too' shaip forward, not
enough flam 10 lift her clear in a sea way, too lean alt, not a long
..--.. ajor, and rhai floor not, flat enough. But when she Is tried in
a race tinder sail and paddle, and in race alter race comes in first, it is
son,.: pit-asm e to •• take" her lines and ;,ri;dy them at home, and next
spring launch a new craft on more improved lines than the last, and
with a good spread of sail to win a maiden race with free sheets.
Were every
It has only been thus that c... noes are what they are.
cano-a In a.iiiiosi every club or every class a like, a race could only be won
lav the man who could stand up to the most sail with the least ballast,

fnui'i ecu-stone man eoiud keep upright longer than a ten-stone
bv having a greater weight In him while ribbing up to windward.
Several canoeists here have expressed a wish to have a veneer built
canoe, and were if not for the bother oi transit, would no doubt. Invest,
bul. still such a canoe ought not meet with her owner's idea oi shape,
etc and to order a canoe to special design would be too costly a job
u oioefced out.
To a great extent, we cannot (here in Britain) sneak with authority,
as tew of us have seen these craft, but. we live In hopes lhat some day
some enterprising American will land on our shores and give us a

man

and over 6 ft. deep, 10 tons lead on
head sail, narrow beam, has

keel, low hoist, long gaff, double

whipped— and

CANOEIST.

HetibMr and other journals the Enulish cano>
Indebted for
TOdescriptions
oiAinei icau canoe building.
the

and a

THE CUTTER WINS!
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to press the news comes that Madge has whipped the
This makes the
woise. than she did the Schemer.

As we go
sloop

;

" setter bhch puppy by Sanborn's Count Noble
wi. mL1a nvel1
em-Nora) out oi Mohawk Kennel's Princess Belle (Pllk'-
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NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

tsr-NO

.

-1 "' '"'"

time.

25

OB

Fair, square, stand-up tight all
minutes 41 seconds corrected time
around the course. No flukes, no accidents, no touls. The cutter
outreaches, outruns, outcarrles, outweathers, outwlnds and outsails
the centreboard sloop

in lie-

W.' Felker, oshkosh. Wis, claims the name of
lorn-mou laUon setter bitch puppy by Ross' Carl iLe.i

Bgttot Queen

4

00

n

s'
6 28

<5
00

Course, club-house Seawanhaka S". C, Staten Island, around S. "W.
Spit buoy, around Sandy Hook lightship and home. Wind moderate
from H.S.W., freshening at 8.S.1S. Madge, keel cutter, wins, beating
the centreboaid sloop Schemer 5 minute 41 seconds actual lime and IT

nor

HBjr^Chas.
Vin? ?

40
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to Correspondents.
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40

40

10
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and owners of doge are

Madge, 10 tuns
Schemer, 12. 9 tons...

aa,

To buy a Good Pocket Knife. S'elssors, Bowie Knife. Table Knife or
Carvers, or Cutlery* of any description, go to Charles L, Rllzmann, 943

,.-.-,.,

mBrfefierii

time.

Finish.

Start.

I

:

!.i
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a knot-hole to espy, crawl backwards, squeeze through—wriggle out
you can, for, good trlenda, ours is the day— the cutter has won
There will be music In these columns next week
corrected
Elapsed

If

1

COCKER

Forest

I

EACTEKN FIELD TRIALS JUDGES.—At a meeting held on
ruing, in this city, the rollowiug-named gentlemen
Mrtwtotedto act as judges at the trials at Robins Island:
'Taylor of Richmond, Va.; John SI. Kinney, of
Mr. J.
RtHSlon, Va., and E. H. Bathro[i. of Springfield, Mass.
igerke, of Hoboken, N. J., was chosen to fill the first vaftessrH. W. A. Oo"ter and John E. I. Grainger tendered
rices to act if any unforeseen circumstances should preWtUny of the above-named from being present. Twenty-ona is
Qiti total number of entries in all stakes up to the present time.
i

!

whipped— schemer, the smartest light draft tn
tons big. So beam and shoal hold, so Hat bottom

fairly

America, over 18
and light displacement, so big satis and somucb-vauuted centreboard
have one and all collapsed the very first occasion they met a genuine
crack of the opposite type. Truly, the eyes of the braggarts, the eyes
of the Bourbons, the eyes of the perverse have at last been opened
The strlre is over, the machine is dead, the safe ship has swept all before her
Over a iO-mlte course In our waters, In otir winds, a most,
brilliant victory has been scored by a yacht totally unable to get out
of her own way, could the shallow rant of the unsophisticated have
been believed, could the Insipid, pointless drivel or the narrow-minded
provincials have been accepted as containing even a tithe of the owlish wisdom they would fain make the verdant beginner think. Aye,
this Is a great day for cutters and Forest and Strkam! This Is essentlally and thoroughly a victory lor Fokks.t ami istubau, which
shall go out In all Its Import to the uttermost comers of the world,
through the medium of this Journal. We have earned our right to
rejoice by the longest, hardest tight against ilippaiit vnuhy, luxy custom, vulgar prejudice and clumsy snap judgment which has ever
been fought in the columns of a sporting paper, and those who think
the opportunity will be lost, they know us Utile, it shall be heralded
wherever craft floats that In the battle of the types the honest boat
has whipped the machine. Ir shall be known- it Is already known—
that in this war Forest and Stream has stood alone In America, never faltering a step nor shj'lnklng from the consequences. Alone we
have held up the uncapslzable keel with moderate beam and the cutter's rig as the equal of any jack-knife production launched from the
brains ot those whose vision Is Imperfect through lack ot wide-scoped
As for
experience, or blinded by the flappings of our national eagle.
our highly esteemed contemporaries, those harmless little verdants
who raised their tiny wall at our expense, aa they thought, it there is

,

WKB.N.

lesson.
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take this from the Toronto Mail :
" Sik— As ihe drogue is not used by yachtsmen on these lakes,
\ >
I should like to say a few words
about, the practical uses ot one. I
sailed the Bulldog, or the Toionlo Yacht Club, from Toronto to Kingston for the purpose of expel linehlliig with a diogue of four feet diamwith its help I could reet nearly as quickly as with
eter,
i found
a crew, aud that I did not go a rem h pal t oi the distance io leeward.
In one rather heavy squall 1 nearly threw her into the wind and let
go the drogue (which I kept, in the stein sheets). 1 was thus enabled
canvas off and reef without any trouble whatever, on
io get
iidai ile.li
v. la ;, ei.oui
leu ml
our In the lake, some w hei e about
Prosqii' Lsie, the wind shifted to the east and blew a stiff breeze.
1
lowered canvas and used the drogue and did not, 1 think, drift more
than a mile and a half flora midnight till suniise. it would have
neeu impossible io work to windward In the heavy, choppy sea that
was tunning and I doubt, if 1 could have found shelter, owing to the
thick su. oki-. I think the practical use ot the drogue Is evident, especially lor tne smaller cratt. on these lakes, and a little money spent In
having one made might be the means of saving the aclu, o'vvner and
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crew on some occasion.
•'

Yours,

etc.,

Akthuk Evans.

Jioya I Military College, Sept. 15, 1681."
•
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TORONTO YACHT CLUB.
match of this wideawake club wes sailed
THEthe following
course In ihe harbor: From

Sept. 17 over
off duo house at
Noverre's boat-house, through western channel around yacht Aiaim's
moorings oft Hanlan's Point and home, start flying to one gun.
lloperiod o/grvw ; no shifting of ballast. Vox these t»o stipulations
alone the Toronto Y C. deserves to take high rank in the estimation
of yachting circles. Its very first match can be held up tn these respects aa a pattern for the majority ot clubs in our own waters
first

"
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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I'ROTEst DECIDED Jn tic Hull regatta, Sept.
the class goes to Mr. Marslield's Nonpar.el, the le
over til ft., as claimed by the former.
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Hop

lomes from Inactive kidneys.
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CA'NOEINf}.—BHas. Ledyard Norton writes In the Chii*
as tollows " Ot tne recreailon lu Its general aspects a ivoi
haps be appropriately said in conclusion. The term does n
describe the craft and indeed the pundits of the guild are
tiud a terse deiintuon or the word. The ahorlglnal CD
or Kav, with Its paddle, Is perhaps the purest type, but nit
ntilty turns ont a boat, which lain ah essentials a little v:
titled with sail, lockers, watertight, life-saving eotnpai
decked over, affords comfortable sleeping accommodate
crew ot one and is In all respects a sale and conveolen
which to cruise on lakes and rivers and along the sea 00 ast. Lone;
and, In some cases, adventurous voyages have been made villi CsaUl
and the accidents have been remarkably few. The whole lite of tne
canoeist, Indeed, teacnos self-reliance and readiness under
stances to act. promply and with judgment.
" Ktei nal vigilance Is the price of dry flannels in a canoe
readiness of resource is a characteristic of the canoeist as

I
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This sea waif iias'ic-un d inseveral
sloili,
and is

01 our exciting election pruoesand was j.n-ul«rlv called t.ue I.lti.le nemocrat. She Is still alive,
a pence! sda-golngyaelit Her proportions being exagerated In

depth—being a malnkeeier— she acquires great power by an unusual
amount oi freeboard. Two men constitute her crew, and It Is InterWe
esting to see with what faciliiy they handle the light sols.

mention this "wee ono" as perhaps illustrative of the power of
malnkeels and deep drafts for seagoing purposes in antagonism or
our pet theory of shoal flat boats. Gtve the. devil his dm-: and yet.
in «aibot.U water It would be no iroublo at all 10 build a wide, Hat oatfeet long to beat our little schooner badly. Every
rigged boar,
shape to Its own water.— .-iri.'M and Ajloat.

LEMiTH IIEASI'HEMTNT.— Faulty as the present English rule or
is there seems little danger ot our couslna ever adopting
the fallacious custom of gauging by length. Some recent, peitinont
correspondence In the Cumim, FiM and the example oi Hie Windermere abortions leaves little chance for a retrograde move u, tavorol
length. That simpleton's
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produces Hie most costly boala of deepest qrafi, largest, rigs in
shorten, accommodations. This result has already been attained
he Windermere boats or England and we are making rapid strides
the same direction.
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G. E. Stlce wins trap and 1,000 birds.
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HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.
8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.
S. KUIBALI, & CO., Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester 'N.

and

WOT.

Y.

St.

THE DAVIS GUN.

AND TIME*,

1847,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

AND

figures,

direct to

WALKEB,, 14 Hey

E.
OF

at

come

NEW

VANITY

KINGS.

FAIR.

Each having

you want good work,

from llrngs or medication.

THREE

VANITY

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.
If

666 Sixth Avenue, N« Y,

CIGARETTES

That stand unrivalled

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

save Agent's Commission

CROSBY, 664 and

F.

$..

'

SALE.

As Good as the

ITS DEVELOPMENT,

WITH NOTES ON SHOOTINC.

BEST.

BY W- W. GREENER.

AUTHOR Or

" Modern Breech- Loaders," " Choice-Bore Guns," Etc.
Vol., Extra Feap., 4-to, 680 Pages, BOO Illustrations, Cloth.Gilt.

One

PRICK, $7.50.
"

.::.!

The

fullest description of fire-arms
'-

."!:•,.!'

"Wlllhr:
" The boon

'

.-.!

.'

,i

:.

:

guns or rifles."— The

i

1

1

:

,'

f

i

and mattei
\.\

/

-

,.,,,.

a

111

pertaining to thetr
In

r,.:

e

and manufacture which

is

:

and ralu.ble to be spurtsmau.' -."»,,,,,,
most careful perusal, and we commend it

<,.;,t/.;nan.

I

-i

;i

to all Interested in sporting

Spirit of the Times.

Price, with line twist barrels, williout checking: or engraving,

Guns sent by express,

SENT, PREPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

C.

O.B.,

and satisfaction guaranteed

Send for Illustrated Price Eist and Terms

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO.,

739 and 741 Broadway, New York.

to the

manufacturers,

DAVIS & CO., Assonet, Freetown, Mass

N. R.

for

XtflCHOLS «£ GO.,
BEACH STBEET, BOSTON, MASS.

B. F.
2S

KEEPS SHIRTS.

Manufacturers of the

BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
As was proved

at the Fly-Casting

Tournament

at

coney Island, June

23.

wS

Sa

SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE.

KEEP MANUFACTlfBINC

;

u

:

831.633, 635, 637

Shooting Suits.

NOT OTEB 1 PEB CENT. OF BREAK
AGE AT THE 1KAP GUARANTEED.
J
[
I

UGOWSKY
CLAY PIGEON COMPANY^

THREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS:
and

1st,

Write for circular to

«10O;
™"

1,000 pljf eons.
'id »25! 3d, »ue trap
particulars, rules, score cards, etc., address the i
facturers.

CO.,

Broadway, New York.

HOLABIRD

CREATLY IMPROVED.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF THE

&C

&0.,

For

[Extract from Forest and Stream, July 7, 1881, p. 448.]
" * * * This flight so nearly resembles the actual
motions of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford excellent
practice for wing shooting.
•
to test its merits."

We commend

all

sportsmen

&h

TT»OR SALE, the small Iron cutter Elytra, recently
described in forest and Stream. Isinper_T
,,i„
,iil
[« land furnished ready for
(

i

i

safe, roomy, able ana a flue slnglea cruise,
hander. Reason lor seeing, owner wants larger
boat. Address G. care Forest a kd Stream

,,

.

.

Pine

St,.

tore end (not on trade gun) all the workm ivc been finely nnisiied and plated, viz.,
;

,!!'

.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
SECURITIES,

:

Also 20 shells and loader. Price % «. Never
Address .1. F. RONAN,
led onlv ai target.
Sept22,tt
34, Roxbury Station. Boston, Mass.

target,

Box

New York.

Fred. Sauter,
.

to build.
-pnit^n street. N. Y..

ac\

SALE, a Shattuck 10-bore, 9 lbs., single B.L.
I?ORmade
10 order; has flne Damascus carrels,

STOCKS, BONDS AND

•

a

SALE, a mid-range Ballard rifle, perfectly
new, vernier and wind gauge sights, for $40
will be shipped direct from the wholesale agents in
New York; cost $50. A new mid- range Maynard
and vernier
rifle, cost $33, for $40, wind gauge
A mid range PeaMi., complete set of tools.
,i
ile, nearly new. cost, with lixtures,

FOR

NATCBAMST
— AND —

;

THE SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY.

TAXIDERMIST

pOTra
T H JW5rsraaa55f
make room
on
we
which

have

iale to

for other

Y.

Pains
Particular
taken In mountingpet birds
mals.

and

UlKllS,

ani-

Groom,
Dkkkheads, and

LAitaE Stock of

Glass Cases.

1

on yacbtMm or field sport*, as pr»furlouslT advertised in these columns^jwdl beAMI

"in/book

nlsbed on receipt of

price.

STREAM PUBLISHING

OO.

.WKB8T

,

Jy**-"

STONEHENOE ON THE BOO.
Price *3 SO.
For sate by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

1

i

.

"

...,:,..'..

'

5^199 WILLIAM ST.
Near FRANKFORT, N.

Apply to E. R.
between 10 and

Money loaned

J.

i

'

na

4

'

N.

ally,

upthegrove & molellan,

MINING STOCKS.

I

house, 40

,

Vaxfakaiso, Imd.
|

COUNTRY PLACE FOR SALE—Main

by IS; extension, 36 by 16; hardwood finish;
marble mantels; hot and cold water: stable, hennery, etc., two acres lawn, fruit and shade trees.
Price $6,500; cost $11,000; $1,500 cash. For sale,
For
3.
,;;
near two rallro
,

First prize in Champion Class was won with one of our to ft. s m, Bass Bods length of cast 75 feet.
length of cast, 6?x ft. The
ft. s oz. Fly Hods
-von with one of our
First prize ln\'.-.
won with one of our 11* ft. 10 oz. General Rods; length of cast, 75 ft. Our
world Special Prize.
rocs are considered superior to all others by those who have seen or used them, ^end stamp for catalogue, with Mass. Fish and Game Law.
;

GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR,

M*h.

gun, at ten per cent, less than it can be purchased
Address forpar_i bin New York.

W.

R-

TAVIXm,

1,061

Wa,hlngton

SeptSfc

Boston, Mass.

St.,

H

celebrited open sloop Pluck & Luck,
FORtheSALE,
most successful boat ot her size ever built.
Is In first class order hroughout
lars address MANNING'S
Beaver St.- City.
I

For

YACHT

lull

particu-

AGKJJfTT.Sa
SeptOT.lt

Sep-embep.

^Uiti^di'

1881.]

29,

nplit

FOR SALE, toullt of Spanish cedar with
CANOE
oak rrarne, tundeiau: Shadow model. Very
under paddle and sail. Cost $T.r>; lias been
will be sold tor MO, as owner has
u-HCd but little,
no Utne to use her. Address J. JOHN:- ON, care
tept29,lt
Forest and Stream.
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LEONARD'S
Rods,
Bamboo

Safe.

far

AiM> blEiiAM,

WITH PATENT WATERPROOF AND PATENT SPLIT FERRULES.

last

§£he ^emtel.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadmau's Plea Powder for Dogs
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.

POWDER la guaranteed to kill fleas on
THIS
dogs or any oUier animal", or money returned.

NO. 1 SHOWS WATERPROOF CUP IN FERRULE (PATENTED OCTOBER 26, 187S).
This prevents any moisture from reaching the wood, and the ferrule from becoming loose. The constant wetting and drying of the bamboo most" roe
the wood, and make other makes of rods less durable than Leonard's.
No. 2 SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE (PATENTED SEPTEMBER 3, 1878).
This split thoroughly strengthens where the ferrule is Joined to the wood, which Is the weakest part of a rod, and where so many of other makes Of refla
(bamboo eaj A G
ii
tfr,
Leonard lias yet to hear of a single Instance of breakage at this point since the PATENT SPLIT; FERRULE has been appUeC
We consider this the GREATEST IMPROVEMENT that has been introduced in rod making since rods have been made.
•

'

i

put up In paUnt box's with sliding pepperbox top, which greyly fa Mtatcs Its use. simple

It Is

and

No.

3

SHOWS SPLIT FERRULE WHIPPED WITH SILK AS

Price 50 cents by

Postpaid.

iua.il,

Areca Nut for Worms In Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up

boxes containing ten powders, with

in

7

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Ron and
Sthkam.

aj-d

ALLEN'S NICKEL-PLATED DUCK CALLER.

Conroy, Bisset& Malleson,
65 Fulton rtreer, N. Y.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,

The most natural toned and

easiest blowing

Duck

Caller In the world,

-ent post paid to any address on receipt of one dollar.

Cortlandt street, N. Y.

l

WKKiHI'A
Washington

680

APPEARS ON THE ROD.

MILLS & SON,
WILLIAM
WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

full

directions for use.

Got and Fouest

IT

EVERY ROD WARRANTED.
SOLE, AGENTS,

efficacious.

niTNO-v,

street, Boston,

Mass.

Greyhounds.
For sale, Imported greyhounds and puppies from
id traced.
imported stock. Pedigree!
For circulars or
porl
solicited.
Orders KM
Information, address L. 0. P. LOTZ, 8,912 Lake Ave.,
Chicago, 111., or HRSNESSRY&SEEBACU, Chicago
Field Kennel, Peru, Lasalle County, DU.
June2,4mos
i

RIVERSIDE

COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,
Claremont,

Box

IE.,

IV.

33.

Champion Bragg and Champion Feather, Grade
(Snip ex-Yulettc) stock lor sale.

Pups ready

for delivery.

Scpt22,tf

ALLEY'S DECOY DUCK FRAME
Is simply a device for holding a dead duck In a natural position In the water, on Ice or land, as a decoy. Sent to
$4 per dozen. No. i for mallards, etc., No. 2 for widgeon, etc.. No. 3 for teal. For sale by the trade everywhere, or

COCKER BUYERS AND BREEDERS.—A W
TO Langdale,
Newmarch Terrace, Victoria

MARLIN REPEATING RIFLE.

of 5

Road, Leytonstone, England, late owner of Champions Lawyer, Batchelor, Ladybird. Ladylove,
Lizzie, Loustlc, tell
linei lek, Llbna, Launeelot, Lena,Lydney. Bebb, Young Bebb, Bessie IL, Bai onesa, and many more Important winners at our best
shows"; also, contributor to Vero Shaw's new work
i

any address, C. O. D., or on receipt of prW«
by F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, Ills.

i

:

on spaniels, will buy on commission spaniels of any
and has on his books a number of grand
Mar3l,tf
specimens; deposit system.
breed,

^

black, white and tan Llewellln setter
FORdogSALE,
Porte Crayon, years old, out of Champion

(Government

•

;

;

and tan

a noble dog: price sioo. Black, while
setter bitch Fannie; broken; prln %r>(>.

<><aner: anri whim pointer bitch
price $60. The tbove
gaurantee

be as repre

to

Send

P. 0.

BOX

.45

oal., TO

grains of powder and 405 grains Of

DALY & GALES,
NEW YORK.

Remington's Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles.

SALE—A dark liver and white pointer dog
FOR
188 by Dr. strachan-s
puppy, whelped Feb.
1,

e*fi

for descriptive list to

84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET

3,170.

broken;

Belle;

I

grains of powder and 280 grains of lead.

cartridge).

SCHGVERLIXNia,

thoroughly broken except re-

Leicester, cx-Nellle;

trieving

Manufactured by Klarlin Anns Co., New Haven, Conn., makers of tine celebrate*
llALLARD RIFLE. Without question the best Magazine Rifle ever produced.
^jfl
.40 cal., 60

8
•.-?.; l'rcm
Druid, ex-Leda tli'im-ia
land and water ; pi Ice $125. Blue Helton Lkwellln
setter dog Cash. 'i% years old, out of Champion

KEENE'B PATENT

,

'

Flash (Old George-Peg), sire of Steers lake, out of
Barker's champion Princes (hanger-Fan).
The
puppy is offered for sale on account of the owner
ai.ua'
«>; ijm. Adhaving no court
}>

i

i.

LOCUST,

dress

Box

P. O.

>

2,968;

i

New York

city.

Sept8,tt

Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U
lO Shots,
Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
.48 Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices: Carbines, $22 Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $2B.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.
E. REMINGTON & SONS-, 283 Broadway, N.Y. P. O.
Simplest,
S.

_

having one cross of Elcho and two of
wlU buy a native setter bitch, 10 mos.
popular strain. Address E. J.ROB-

a. $20
old, of a very

BINS, Wethersfleld, Conn.

•

smgie lemare-

75 els.

Septis,u

*4, single

maie

$3,

wire

mu

;

EN0S JAMES &

z lea

Address, with Stamp, CHARLES H. VAN
Victor, Ontatto Co., N. Y.
Septis.tf

CO.'S

HARD-HITTING dVSf.

1

RED IRISH SETTERS

and Cocker Spaniels
o a able blood address CH A S.
Hartford, Ct.
Septl6,t£

otttie most

DENISON,

•

!

:

1

1

1

SALE, a beautiful
of pointer puppies,
FORlemon
and white In color, and evenly marked,
litter

same

out of Bess (King Phillip ex Ada, she Sleaford and

price?

We are sole agents at New York for the Colt
Club Gun.
We offer a small JOB LOT of the famous Webler
Guns of all sorts at about half price.
Also a few choice Parker guns of latest style at
Bpeclal rates. Address

by Fowler (Signal and Brunette).

Both sire
and dam of this Utter are first-class Held dogs. The
pups are 4 months old, well grown and healthy,
and are pointing chickens about the yard now.
Address A. R. HEY WARD, Rock Hill, S. C.
Pride)

Sept29,tf

CHANCE. have tor sale one brace of setRARE
ter puppies by the renowned setter dog cham1

JAMES & CO.'S GREAT GUN, called the "
Every Triumph or Trap Gun Is choke-bored and targeted.

This cut exactly represents

pion Paris ; also one brace of highly bred cocker
puppies. CHARLES E. LEWIS, SuspenslonBrldge,
N.Y.
Sept29,2t

v/te

SALE, a pair of lemon and white pointer
FORpuppies,
by Sensation and owner's Nell IL,
eight weeks old; also a lemon and white setter
bitch, well broken on woodcock and quail a large
size, with lots of speed, drop to wing or shot, age 3
Address Box so, Apollo, Armyears, price HO.
strong county, Penn.
Sept29,2t
;

%mnd.

tan dog, IS
can be seen
on game or sent on trial. For particulars address
Sept29,lt—
ISAAC FERGUSON, Wlnsted, Conn.
;

NKMA8KETT

N.

JJ.

VAUGHAN,

sold under guarantee.
shooting. Point re an

KENNEL

NASIIVILLE

Just right

now

for fall

Address
CLUB, Nashville, Term.
setters for sale.

I

i

terms.

P. o.

Box

330.

£ept!2,tt

Norah O'More, Magenta and
Pull pedigrees. Address W. N. CALLEN-

Rory O'More out
Peart

of

Augll.tf

SALE, a number of well bred and wel
FOUbroken
pointers and setters, also dogs boarded
and broken,
B.

:

RICHMOND,

tranfeed.

LakevBle, Mass.

BOX

D.
SO

4,309.

FOLSOM,

WAEKEN ST., NEW YORK

Address H.
SeptS2,tt

POINTERS. For very superior pointer pupa, by
Champion Sensation out ol Livingston's Rose
New York, 1950, and dam of Baronet), or for

(2d

rtces

W.
folk county,

FOR

SALE, six bull pup3 by Bonnie Boy, second
New York IBM, ex-GIpsey, first Newport, 1SS1.
These clogs are. related to the noted prl26 winners
Sir Anthony, Uexander, Master Sully, Slenderman, etc, and are hard to beat. For prices address
LIVINGSTON, 10 West 30th street. New York
R.

ol

Baronet,

address,

LIVINGSTON, Box

New

York.

S3,

with stamp,

Greenport, SufSepWa,tt

BERNARD PUPS FOR SALE.—For pedlgreee
ST.and
other particulars, address, with stamp, B,
0.

Box 94,

Lancaster, Mass,

Sept22,6t

M

Sept22,2t.

city.

pro-

prietor, Mlddleboro, Mass.
Sporting' dogs
broken and handled, also a number oi br< a
for sale. Dogs and puppies boarded n reasoi able

O'MORE KENNEL. -Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies for sale, by champion
DER, Albany, N. Y.

of Belie of Nashville
(property of J, Louis Valentine, Esq.), by that
world famous king of the field, Champion Joe, Jr.
rare chance, only a few choice ones to offer, and

8ept22,tf

KENNEL,

P. O.

SALE, setter pups out

A

&

H.

TRAP"

§he gmnel

HALE, one black, white and
FOEmonths
old, thoroughly broken

FOR

FOR

SALE, tliree dachshund pups (Padger breed),
two 10 weeks old, one i M years old, out ot Imported Berglne by zarika, from the kennels of Otto
Frledrlch. Germany. Address R. MASCHEK, va
Market st, llarrlsburg, Pa.
Sep29,lt

C(Ts

Superb Breech-Loaders. What Is the use of paying
an absurd price for a gun made by some old maker
when you can get a JAMES' GUN as good or better
for half the money ? Or what Is the use ot buying a
gun bearing either a fictitious name or no name
at all, whan you can get one of ENOS JAMES &
CO.'s guns with their name and guaranty for tna

VECHTEN,
Ir\OR

Box 3,994.

We now offer a full line of ENOS JAMES &

two pure bred Gordon setter puppies,
FORdogSALE,
Key 26,1881. Address
and
b1

A WEEKS, Locust Valley, L.
.

I,

Septl6,3t

Field Trial Winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent postpaid for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. FOREST
STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park Row,

PORTRAITS

_.

AND

N.Y.

of Eastern

Deosa,a

j

.

..

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

180
fa fennel.

Sportsman's §oo(!s.

Ppwtsiititi 5 <§ood%

PEDIGREE
HOUSE

which does

first-class

tN

PORTABLE HOUSE

PAT.

OTIIK

1831.

and j^qsotts for ^gprfsmen

§oh[ls

THE AMERICAN

vhintixu and eompiUNG,
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE BONE BY ANY

(Sbpikmbse 29

TO SPORTSMEN:

M'F'G CO

AMERICA,

work and guarantees

sal Is-

The Pennsylvania R. R. Con

LUAK AND BOOK.

VONCCL1NPAT

Eespectfully invite uttention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

GLOVER'S

"
'

IMPERIAL MANGE CURE.
Sole Proprietor,
Toms River, N.

Imperial Kennels,

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING

,

Dr Gordon

Stables, R.$.

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,
Author of the

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.
Send

fotels

for

Gives addresses of pnn

First-class sporting garments. Designs and price,
ent by post on receipt of letter of request, addressed to
;

DASHING LION IN THE STUD.
The Imported dog: Dashing Lion will serve a 11mKed number ol ippn dbltcheB. Fee. $25.
Address
L TEArtSLEY, JR.,
Box H, Coatesvtllc, Penn.
June30,3mos

GEO.

HENNING,

C.

410 9th SI.,

sale,

WASHINGTON
l

have been hunted since able to follow the dam on
She trail, and are believed to be second to none In
nose,toogue and endurance. COLIN CAMERON,

Main

4!to,*»

TUCKSBTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MA*.
C OAgf
8QUAN, and paints on the
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT
TOU AND FEATHER.
f
L. P. FARMER, GenU Pass. Agent.
«

agi

i.

i]

-maem,

ii

.

!

'

July

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

S

AND THE

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME RESORTS AND LAKES OF

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

Nov.

*few Model, Top Snap,

It has a
vlilcll tin-

—

Run

;

<

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLR GRIP ACTIONS.
SIZES FBOM 4 TO 20.
Muzzle-Loaders Altered
to Breech-Loaders.

i

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire.

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.
GUNS BOKED TO SHOOT CLOSE.
Send for

214
Illustrated

i

Illustrated Catalogue.

THE DUDLEY

Hay Fever and Asthma
....

.

.
i

,

.
.

During the season

TICKETS WILL

Selected Standard

h.K

.i!.i

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION
LOW RATES, and

SOLD AT

and

Fishing Season at Rangeley

Soma Ana

Middle Dam and return
"
I'm T Lah:

Trap Shot!

lailhh

"
"

We

will

New

Soft or Chilled

NUMBERS

S2

BEEKMAN

J

i

Mi

"

cents.

BOGARDUS.

Price,

CHARLES A.

J.

mm

ARD it*
1050 Soft
1130 Chilled.

BRO'8.
YORK.

"
"
Also

s.s .'.'is
Falls, N. B.,

lie s

8AUJAT THIS

by mall, post-paid, so

FARRAR, Jamaloa Plain,

Mass.

.

rtsln Maine

Tickets for sale at
at

Send

and the Provlncea
all principal ticket offices

and

m
STREET, ROSTOV
BU51UI<
DEPOT, DA YM ARRET SQ., /
280

W

I

W L±J \)

-iTtrrT

d»-70 A WEEK..

«P»^
"kugnsta,

Jisaday at home easily num*

Costly outat
Maine.

free.

Address

TRUE & CO.,
'

i"i

-

D. J. FLANDERS.
Pass, and Ticket Agent.

i>t

o \?

custom duties to
Janesvliie, Wis.

pay.

Extension in

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Faclnc Ocean.
G. P.

W. FTHLIJEK,
T. A.,

<K.

Richmond, Va.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
STEAM EHS of this Line reach some of the
THEfinest
sad upland shooting sections
watej
tovi

i

Ohm 'Oteaguo,
and points on the Peninsula, City
Liver, Carrhuck, Florala and the
in sisham ss country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc.
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Sat-

i.i i!"j

souriLry. Cor.ueei ir.h'uireef for

ivi'.h's

island

point,

James

i

,:

h

'.',-='

r\..

a -s'i.j.s ..'".

cs

ta.i.i

m. Full Information given at office, 197
York.
street,

"i

:

Greenwich

Boston.

House,

Bromfield

8EE1> F01! SALE * 3
pei-bushel, ami no

Cold Spring Trout Ponds
LIVE BLACK BASS
Furnished in any quantity.

Send

for circular to

GARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.

i

I

VALENTINE BROS.,

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

Wild FowJ[ Shooting.
BPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I.

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN
Brbavman.
Has always on hand the

OLD

best ot

n of. trained
with Us .",
coys on the coasts The best ground
in the vlclnttv of New York for bay snipe shooting
Special attention given by hlmsefi
letles,
-

latteries, etc.,

'

sss

tohtsgs

Address

srsfiteed

WM

N'
lane, cjocl Ground, L. I. Refers by perBroadway, and Wm.
:,,.]. B, Shepherd, 891
Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

Tim Pond

T Seven Ponds.

TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.

Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario.

111 U Hi

from the south.

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE
"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

for list of excursions.

LIVINGSTON STONE,

CHRIST, Fishery

OfTICl.

summer

'i

a

Charlestown, N. H.

MB

'-."a.,

of the Peninsular
ot tsst affords

The completion
the

;,.•,

18.00
and return. . .
Grand
15.00
si- Andrews, N. B., and return. .
tourists' tickets to all Sporting and Pleas-

Gem

and the North Maine
derness Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide hook to Northern Maine and
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, St.
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
2S6 pages,
lakes and ponds connected with them.
CO illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, illuminated covers.

A. H.

andatBichini)'"!,

13.75

avis Sl.neae

WU

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

Cover, and Trap Shooting.

BY

9
6S8

710

NEW

ST.,

Quails, Wooddueks,

ete.7etc.~~~

field

472
495

TATHAM&

buy Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers,
Whooping Cranes, Wild

Antelopes, Wolverines,

Turkeys/'. Prairie Chickens,

7, 8,

No. of pellets to OT,. 33S
"
» «
"
3.15

'is

'

-'.till

12.50
am', return
11.00
"
Indian Rock and return, (via An15.25
dover, return via Farmlngton)
(via Andover; Betuls Stream and
15.25
return
Moosehead Lake and return (ML
15.00
Kineo House)
Forks on he Ken uchec and return. 13.00

"

York.

"

The C. & O. R'y is reached by rail at Huntingdon,
W. Va., from the West, Northwest and Southwest;
rs.i h seiile, Va., from the North and East,

..f

12.00
13.00

Eangelev lake
PhilUps

"

184?.)

a

i

11.00

.

St.,

ii

l;tcnarilsonLakes)and

"
Upton
Mountain view House or Ranglet
Outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton

••

EMablslicd

of the Tourist,

'

$9.00

"

'-

purposes.

BS.,Cbatham

.a

maime

Aiarsa

"

'

(

"

RAILROAD.

»

Chas. Reiche & Bro.,

i

.

EXCURSION TICKETS

>

snow

a

i

:-

Lakes Again Open.

"

where they constantly can And a lull
assortment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds
ol rare animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and

free.

The Route

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia. Mossit iiqs to the White Sulphur

New

Fanciers

quarters,

[

Guns,

Ii.

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle carried Free at
owner's risk.
"
It Is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home
on this route. For Tourists' Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of 1 60 pages sent tree. Time Cards,
Foldei'B and lucher information, address

Boston to Andover and return

find It to their advantage to call at Il'-ad-

Si

man carried

:

:

return

win

I

Affections.

attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

bostow

Pouglikeepsle, N. Y.

Bird Dealers and

,

.

The hotel ae. ommoceHheas are excellent, and will
be largely Increased In time for the season of 1SS1

VIA

CO.,

,.i
lee.
M sis
srsl rioh.iilinj in their varieties of
Sear, s. [id turkeys, wUd duck,
quail, saipe, woodcock, mountain trout,
I'LshereL etc.
Ashing tackle and one dog for each sportsi

'.

wltt*

W. PBATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

TATHAM'S

of 1S81, extracts "tight .shells." uncaps, recaps,
rams wads and turns over paper shell-;. Light,
hauteeeii gauge luv.- ready.
ten, twelve and
Nickel plated sample sent by mall on receipt of
price, 52. and sure to pleats..

'i

,

'

[

Kanawha Yslss

The

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautiful. The air is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

<_V.i;,.i, .it.

Pocket Cartridge Loader

DUDLEY &

PICKEREL and MUSCA-

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

Rebounding Lock,

>r

BASS, iiKE,

ramm- hi he i:ia r
LONGE, also souMMii li
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can reartilv send trophies or his skill to his
friends or "clue,' at home, as Ice for packing fish
eati be had at nearly all points.

bytt.-

.

found only In

•,

]..n« ,i bv |.rvs.u.^' l!.v lev.-r
an improvement found in no other

cr.n l.o

left

1.

BLACK

CHAMPION

Patent Top Snap Action,

the riRht or
'i

Is

The TROUT season begins May l and ends Sept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends

^oodp.

^portsinmi '&

AMERICAN GRAYLING

reese waters.

21-tf

R'y.
ANGLES

Comprising- those of Central and Piedmont Vlr„i
u,
Mi mi; ii s, valley of Virginia,

es.i'

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, In the abundance and great variety of fish
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
famous

Ohio

,

Grand Traverse Region

S

&

THE ROUTE Of the SPORTSMAN and
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

The waters of the

bitches

'legs,

ROBTW

teblT-tl

l

Chesapeake

R. R.

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
liiig £ Ulacli Bass Fialieries,

Street,

THE SNEIDER.

of all

Fsaxs: THOMSON, Gen' Mauauer.

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana

Richmond, va.

Mayl2,tt

•

i

SUK

Trout irUhlitg, "Wing Shooting, and

LINE."

CITY.

OTJLEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS—For
Cockers
..!'

.

Ami

FISHING

Trout, <;ra>

One Price Clothier,

the proBKAGLE KENNELS—For
HARE
duce of imported and home bred animals that

!

..

.

and pontes for Sportsmen

'THE

BRANDYWINE KENNEL.

BrlckervUle. Pa.

i-

'

other well-known centers for

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."
Price 18 cents, post free.
8lpal English breeders.

New Jersey. EXCTTRSIOK

and

.-

the principle cities toB
S, BED,
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MLNNEQUA.MM

all

Hon tine.

sxporta champion and other pedigree dogs of anj
breed.

In Pennsylvania

;

I

)

Company

Pennsylvania Railroad

on an entirely new and novel principle, whereby
wore strength can he obtained than in any other
way. Anv size from a sportsman's or Miner's Cot,
ty, by s feet wli h door, one door and four windows,
wolsrtlrr 475 pounds, to a commodious dwelling.
vs i; -killed labor
io arranged that no mill
mi line hem up very easily and
ire reqnlreii in
luleklvdone. Simple, light, strong, comfortable,
sport-men's
Cots and Summer
durable, artistic,
Semi for descriptive circular
tot tagps specialties.
EARL LEE, Manager,
or apply to
Corona, Queens Co., N. Y.

J.

BE TRAN8POBTHB

THE LINKS 0»

MANUFACTURE HOUSES

Uc

CLAY GLOVER,

POINTS, avoid the dif-

track* enable STOCK TO
without failure or injury.

A sure euro for till SKIN D18B48K9. For sale by
druggists and dealers in sportsmen's goods. Puce
per Dottle
H.

C

Bculties and dangers of reshipment, while the excellent ears which run over the smooth steel

.SHOT)

FOR MKW CATALOGUE

Vanderbllt.Bros., 83 Fulton St, S. T.

Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, via
Eustls and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,
guides, boats, camps, with board, la readiness, by

writing In advance to

KENNEDY SMITH,

Eustis, Maine.

ILRICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES
complete

LUSTRATED, a thorough and
guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, Kennebago, Cupsuptlc, Parmachneee and Connecticut
stlcut, MagLakes and the
ailoway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers uM umln ated covers, tinted paper. 529 pages, W illustrations
and a large map, made mostly rrom accurate sur;

M

cents.
veys. Price, post-paid by mall,
A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

CHARLES

;

FOREST AiND STREAM.

l" u

[OoronEK

PATENT
DOG

TT'S
MEAT

181

CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

The Patsnt
''SPBAXTS PATlirYX" are Purveyors oy Appointment to all tne principal Shows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. ize
silver andBro
Medals
"Flbrtne" Cakes are i.s-oi o co,-' Uoos Home. Loniton Janlm d'Afeliujuranon, Purls, etc. They have beenawarooe
.;. Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Snow, 1879; WestJxhlbltlon. ists, Ki
iris
receiving the Highest award mr nmr niscalts
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal irlali Kennel Club, stiver Medal, etc., etc
;

\i

I

;

BEWARE
OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS.
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and
that Every Cake

P!ease see

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

Packed In Oases of 113 pounds each.

&

BTAMPSEt

X."

To be bad in smaller quantities
Grocers and tlie Sporting Goods

CO.,
NEW YORK.

18 South William Street,

BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

a

Trade Generally.

§ttbli^tiati$ t

psceltenecag

Any

MANN'S

&

HODGMAN

Trolling Spoons.

^

CO.,

Stream Pub. Co.

TVg-w York,

Adlrondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays.....
$1.6(1
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps In, Northrop. 1.38
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 8th edition.. 8.00
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's
T8
Aruateur Trapper— paper, 50c. bds.
78
American Angler's Book, Norrls
6.60
A mertcan Bird Fancier
10

RUBBER

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable lor Trolltor all Kinds a Eflsn that will take an artificial
and adapted for any lake or river In the
United states.
Our Perfect Revolving Spoon Is undoubtedly the
best general spoon lor taking fish ever offered to
the public
Three sizes made—No. 20 tor bass, pike, pickerel,
or any fish under live pounds weight; No. 21 for
large tlsh, and the host spoon ever made for salmon
trout
No. 22 excellent tor deep water fishing.
Beware of Imitations. None genuine except JOHN
H. MANX'S name stamped on every spoon.
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal dealers
in Fishing Tackle.

;

American Wild Fowl Shooting. J. W. Long...,. 8.00
Angling, a Book on, Francis
7.80
sreher, Modern.
si
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
L60
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam
3.00

ng

COMPRISING

Light Weight Shooting Jackets*
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS,
Rixtotoor Bltiiiltots,
And Complete Rubber Outfits*

;

M

Receipt of Price by Forest and

AK* OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OP
ANN'S*

MANN &

H.
8TRACU8E, N.

CO.,

[ESTABLISHED

Bobber Shooting Jacket.

HOUSE.

Send

1838.]

Swimming
-.
80
or Boys— boards, 75c; cloth... LOO
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
LOB
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
1 88
Batrd's Birds of North America
SO 00
o.ber and Cage Birds
1 SO
otical
1 04
Books for Sportsmen Angling, 50c; Shooting,
60c; Common Objects of the Seashore, 60c;
Cage and Singing Birds, 60c; Dogs, 7SC;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, BOc; Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds... T6
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
a so
Cage and Singing Birds
5*
Canoeing in KanucMa
1 36
canoe Traveling, Powell
s 00
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
30
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper ; Bishop's
a SO
Cassell's Book of Birds, 4 vols
IS 00
Art of

:

for Catalogue.

BIRDS E¥ES>
7

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

Y.

&

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists'
Supplies.

OLLER'S

Send

COD-LIVER

for

New

Price List.

Naturalists'

tlngbj-HolaMld.

M . J. KNOWLTON'S Natural History Store,
168 Trcmoui St., Boston, mass.

OH

ters, 8vo., 2 vols.

Debility,

DEMUTH

Scrofula,

Rheumatism

SHIPLEY & SON,

A. B.

or Cnnsnmptic
Is superior to any in delicacy of taste and smell,
medicinal virtues and purity.

Jlaiinf ac Hirers of Fine Fishingof Every Description.

* London, European and New"
York physicians pronounce it
purest and best Sold by Drugsists.

COMMERCE

SOS

ST.,

Tackle

& Co.(g^<gS)"NeTBrIork

TO ANGLERS:
JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
fishing Rod

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leader?.
Shlpley s Improved
ta Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and

also tied to pattern, a full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our Betliabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State
Fairs.
specialty of the celebrated Bethahara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bow a Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order.
Price list of wood and rod mountings
tree.
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten

A

& Tackle Makers

Castle Council near Limerick, Ireland.
,

centstn stamps.

Keels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
agents. All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon In tills locality, as also catalogues of our
greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,
to be had on application.

Artificial

(Establish™

and

purposes.

88 Chatham

St.,

New

York.

Turkeys,

Prairie

Quails,

Philadelphia.

A.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Etc. , Etc.
Flies, Made to Order.
Krlder's " Celebrated Center Enamel Split
and Glued Bamboo Kods.
Birds' Eggs and Buds' Skins in Great Varieties.
•'

Spratt's Patent

The

'-

.

imvellim In this country, says that most of the Horse
anJOctt'.c Powders 8oM hem nre w-irm>*i tool,, IP
gays that Sheridan's OruliOon i'u'.v lew are atW.Utely
pumao-l immeijN y va'uahie. Nothing on earth will
1,0
O, iio. el'Mii.I'UJ 00 VmOo.uU POWderS.
DcjfiC.
a
!:

,.

t.O

.oviiere, orrO'nt
liy

mail for

utieu.

,

'.

:

i,

[

,;-

_

L

,il

Eight,
Y"

n'lv,

„

.

el-lit h'lliTsn.UipSf.

S

I.

S.

JOHNSON

.1

CO..

J-.io.vrMe.

DUDLEY &

CO.,

son-ram; kley

'1

I

akes HBGioN,

Including

all the lakes, ponds una rivers of lint tarririns uoun.
try. as well as the head waters of the Connecticut
t

SMOKE
TARGET BALLS WTLDRICRSr^ ^
5

CHRIST, Fishery

Inspector. Port Hope. ODtarlo.

FOR TRAP SHOOTING.

for circulars,

samples seat to dealers.

SMOKE TARGET BILL

CO.,
TITUSV1LLE, PENH.

title.

WTLH

Lftnj£W,32£.?$M

Send

for price list

MAR'

AND FLY FISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TOOLS,
TACKLE
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.
ANGLING

A

BY JAMES

HENSHALL, M.D.

In Press.
Ready In Mb y
Large lano. .
400 pages, price $3 00
(PUBLISHED BY StlBSOBIPTfON.)

For Prospectus or Particulars Address
DR. J. A. HENSHALL,
33 Wesley Ave,

and brought

;:l

:

,

all

1

,0

1

._,

,

,-

,.

'.
.

1.:

:

..

.

.

.
.

Walker

Illustrated.

;

accept. Cnoslgnmonts,
Alow market price
.rrlval, and send check-, every Tuesday for
inv idea of previous week.

Price,
edition

for r-Mi, gives outlines 01 200 different works on
outdoor sports and pastimes, contains 100 spirited
noons
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of two
IE 10

stamps.

GAME,

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.

We

day of

1

]io:oopnM, r.octs.

OO.

kinds of gatne solicited.

rewrit-

the present

THE AMERICAN BIRD FANCIER, or How to
Breed, .Rear and core for song ana" Domestic Birds,

1LLLSTRATEI) CAT A LOUPE
>
'

o

-

did

iiooit paper.-n itn ise --n.

01
all

||-..

._,.

,::,,:,.

J0'

'.'

prli'-o

i

of

to

AND

'

growers, Aitshliects

Consignments

up

fully

SPORTSMAN'S COMPANION (autumn

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND,
akd

FULLER'S SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST,
ten, enlarged

time. Gives full lnioruiatlou from the propagation
of the planr to marketing the fruit. l^mo.Ttmted
paper. Price, post paid. $1.50.
THE SADDLE HORSE, a compare utile for riding and training; iandso
Amounted paper. Price, post-paid, $1.
SILOS
ENSILAGE, in pi nervation Of fdd:.;,
;,
_..
cler 00 n o L r;
;Tl
the most recent Information from various sources

Dr. Fuller
post-paid, 50cts

'.

POULTRY

CO.'S
LATEST PUBLICATIONS.

Brown and

IN OS, P. o. Box 305, Dover, N.
Frank Good), Bradford & A:
Agents.

Pougtikeepsle, N. Y.

MAP OP UK RICHARD

FIVARKAR'S POCKET

Elver, Connecticut. and Parmuchenee Lakes, etc.:
cloth bound. Price, pusi-paln by niau, so cents.
CHAkUOi A. .1. KAHKAK. Jamaica Pl.dn Maws

Bend

best thing In the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
In a

uncaps, recaps,

1

rams wads and turns over paper shells.
r
O
j
:r
120,0

Nickel plated sample sent by mall on receipt of
price, *2, and sure to pleu-e.

j

MOCCASINS.

Pocket Cartridge Loader
of issi, extracts "tight shells.'

and Life Histoht,
Modes op

in all the

!I

TANNED

GOOD'S OIL

all kinds.

THE DUDLEY

Wbodducks,

etc

Full Instruction

Y

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 and 18 St. Loui* St., New Orleans.

In all Its blanches.

Repairing of

Complete Scientific

ROCHEREAU & CO., ORANGE JUDD

Dog Biscuit

Whooping Cranes, Wild

Chickens,

The Sportsman's Wine

Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks. Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,

Taxidermy

etc.,

CO., Rochester, N.

BLACK BASS

book::,

Cincfnnatl, Onto.

JOHN KRIDER,
Also

We will buy Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers,
AntelopeB, Wolverines,

80HLEBER &

STANDARD AUD DRY.

H7~Salmon. Bass and Trout

(Eslaolsned 1817.)

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

YORK.

CHAMPAGNES!
Sts.,

to

to order.

NEW

KRUG & CO'S

1S36).

at World's Fair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

N. E. Cor Second and Walnut

Chas. Reiche& Bro.,

Work done

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short of
60, 70 anu 90 yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration. 10 and 12 gauge Send for circular.
30 Sent, J'ost-pa.a, for * 1.

where they constantly can find a full
assortment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds

of rare animals adapted for Zoological Gardens

Taxidermists and Manul'cturers.

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES

quarters,

Show

Hunt and Trap, Batty's
Hunter and Trapper, Tnrasher

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

Premium

to their advantage to call at Head-

it

for

Catalogue Free of Charge by Mall.

WALKER ST..

H. H.

Fanciers

Eyes

Also, all kinds of Glass
S9

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
First

Bird Dealers and

8 00
81
l 60
1 st
i oo
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost.... 1 80
Life of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
is ot
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher.
SO
Mlnot's Land and Game Birds
3 oo
Naturalists' « tilde, Mavnard
3 00
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener .... 7 so

How

„

PHILA.

:

iW.H.Schieffelin

BROS., Manufacturers of

88
4 60
3 86
00
8 88
1

_.. 4 o>
i 00

Gun, Rod and Saddle
Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer.
Hand Book tor Riflemen
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland

General

will find

38

Fly Fishing In Maine Lakes
Frank Forester's Field Sports
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook & Line. pa.
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen.
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

Reduced Bates.

FOE

i

Books Sent on

of tne Following

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane,

bait,

JOHN

•

matter.

for

rs,

Farmers, StockPlortsis, Frult-

Vrdsans,

Printed

on

t

Price, post-paid,

eta.

oicvxt.E Jtrtn CO.,
Publishersof all rural books and books or sportsmen
731 Ifroadway, New York.
i

7HYOURNAiVliso n7
'
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address
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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ORANGE SPORTING

Octob-r

The Parker Gun.

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Hazard's " A nicrican Sporting:."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
fine grain,
6Jj lb. kegs.

A

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
'.,, and 12)4 lb- Keg*.
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For field, forest cr water shooting It
ranks ;.n> other brand and itis equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at

Hazard's " Kentucky- Rifle."
FFFG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG In kegs of

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

TBB PBILA DELPHIA JOVRXA L OF COMMERCE

Rand Powder
New

says : " At Melbourne they had aa excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off conquerors oyer erory oth'r maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation
lor this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
They nore been 1» the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have worn more laurels than any other gun when brought In competition In the field or at the trap. At
Coney Island this year, at the New York state Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge
and the " Forest and Stream " Badge lor the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue

Co.,

York.

GUNPOWDER!
and

PARKER BROS

Dupom's

Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.

THE MOST POPULAR POWDBR IX USE

HO

1

•

;

and Via

4*8, 490, 488

kegs.
Specially adapted
Iln|i(rai'»
tor " Choke Bore " Guns, and particularly lor praiBurns slowly, strong and
rie and upland shooting.
moist ; does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives
both a good penetration and a close pattern ; will
tie found well adapted tor glass-ball and pigeon
shooting. Made of two s.zes, only No. 7 and iso.
No. T helng the coarsest. Packed la 6^ lb. kegs and
1 lb. canisters.
Duponi'v Eujrle Rifle— A quick, Strong and
dean powder, o vn-y line grain, lor pistol snooting.
lb. tegs.
Packed In 1 10. canf.,tors ami
Sj

CUoke R«rc—

lb.

IH

B'wa j, ear.
AN»

Bmn

and

and cans

lbs.

tit,
,i'i

" hi".

'".

•

.

FFFG is

of 5 lbs.
r,

'.11

.

',"'

also

:j..v.,g lull

The FFFQ and F'FG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting and the " sea ShootlDg" FG Is thestandard KijU Powder of the country.
moist

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder..

GOVERNMENT OANXON and MUSKET POW".i EXPORT OF
ANY REQUIRED BRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
8S

WALE STREET, NEWT YORK.

THE HUNTING SIGHT
LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SrGHT

Goodyear'* India Rubber
Glove M'f g Co.,

(coarse)

to 3 (tine) burns BlOWly, strong and very clean
great penetration, with a close pattern; adapted
for glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting,
wli h either muz/ie or breech loaders. Packed In l

!'/'.:

25,

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents, In every prominent city, or wholesale at our office.

Rubber Mt'g Company
in

Diamond

Duponl's HaRic I-ucking.—Nos.

Meridea, f ann.

,

COODYEAR'S

I

Dufont's Gunpowder Mills, established In 1392,
ftave maintained their great reputation tor seventyeight years. Manufacture the following celebrated
tlrands of powder
Grain.— Nos. 1 (coarse)
Dupont'N
to4(une) uu«qualleu In strength, qutcKness and
cleanliness; adapted lor glass-ball and pigeon
canisters.
hooting. Packed la

end

and

canisters

lb.

Hazard's "Duels Snooting-."

FREE.

5 lb. caul -ters

1

anil

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

and

In

quirk snd clean, for upWell adapted to shot-guns.

land prairie shooting.

Bend postal oard Tor I LI/TSTR ATED PAMPHLET,
lowing SIZES of GRAINS of POWDER. Furnished

M>.

Unsurpassed In point
Packed in square can-

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
of strength and cleanliness.
isters of one pound only.

.Orange Rifle.
Creedmoor.

Ho. 2* Murray Street,

Co.,

liaifUFACTURERS OF

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.

&

1881.

The Hazard Powder

Powder.

Laflin

6

Makes a Sporting

Rifle perfect. Send for
circular containing full description. Address

TVIXLIAM

at,

t

JSjrMAIV,

MTHDEHSTELD, CONN.

BRCUBWAT, «or. WVLTOS ST.

FEHGUSOS'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK EAMPS, RASH IAHPS, FISHING LAMPS,

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOI
FISHHiG AND HUNTIMI.

,..,i,

JDupont's Rifle )g. " Sea-Shooting^"—

a

f~a^

wff

A

Mk
-i—

-

AND GUARANTEED.
Goods or Evmct

'.,

Duponl's Spotting, Mining, Shii-pino. and Blasting Powd-rs oi all sizes .mil desenpllous. .special
tirades lor I xport Also Rllle, Cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar, Mainrnnili, Hexagonal, Cubical and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard.
Powder manufactured to oider of any required
jpaln or proof.
Agencies la all the cities and principal towns
throughout the in ilea states Represented by
F. L. KNEELAN1), s7 i?eaver St., N. Y.
N.B.— Use none, but UUPuNTS Fg. or FFg,. lor
long-range rhle shooting.

Yachting.

Illuminating Purposes.
Lanterns, Dark
Bicycle
Lanterns, Musicians Band
Lanternj,
Lamps, Pocket
Lanterns,
etc Sena
Hand
stamp for Illustrated Price

Name Fokbst and

list.

Stream

TION.

flue,

ing, Canoeing.

KJSA Driving at Night, and General

fBOTJTING PANT8 AND IJSGIHi
8PECIA1TY. OUR OWN

FFg. and FFFg. '1 tie Fg. for long-range rid- shooting, trie FFg. and t FI-V. t>r general use, burning
lb., lib. and 5 lb.
strong and moist. Packed In
canisters, ii,\, Viy, and 25 lb. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg.

Etc.,

Night Hunting and
tFor
Fishing. SpearingFlsh,Camp-

ALBERT FERGUSON,

gsnd for IUtutrmtt* OattdoovM.

Office, 65

Fulton Street, N. Y.

(With Conroy, Bissett & Malleson.)

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

CRUTTENDEN FLY ROD.

I

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

Cut

Tills

Is

an exact representation

of this

374 "Washington Street, Boston, Mass.,
Importers oi English Fish Hoolis, English

Hod, which

CANNOT BE EO.UAI.LER FOR THE MONEY

-

.

Reels. S yUete,

"

SPOS.TIXG POWDER.

mil

has Solid Keel Plate, Nickel Plated, Patented Ferules, allowing the wood to be used the full
tenting rod .milling where wood and ferules 1oln. But wound with cane and silk, el Uw
r-
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GENERAL AGENT FOR CARD'S STANDARD GLASS-BALL TRAP.
GREENER'S AND BONEHILL'S GUNS A SPECIALTY.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, N. Y.

B. F,
ENGLISH

1*S

NICHOLS &

REACH STREET, BOSTON,
Manufacturers

of

GO..

As was proved

Kos. 8, 8, 4, S, 6, T and S.
and CoL Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT,
Cedar St., N.T. Agent for the U. b.

at the Fly-Casting

Tournament at Coney

Island,

June

23.

First prize In Champion Class was won with one of our It! ft. 9 oz. Bass Rods length of cast, 75 feet.
length of east, or;,; ft. The
First prize in Amateur Class was won with one of our 11 ft. 8 oz Fly Rods
,1
Speelal Prize was won with one of our \\y. ft. 10 oz. General Rods; length of cast, 75 ft. Our
.1
considered superior to all others by those who have seen or used them. Send stamp for cataand
Game
Law.
logue, with Mass. Fish
;

,

Superior Rifle, Enfield
01

;

1

1

:i

.

The

Ing Lines bear-

Sole selling agents for the Patent Adjustable
Flouts and Strikers.
Sole Selling ae ata for Braided Fishing Lines,
Trade-maric, GLOBE.
Sole selling agents for

Enamelled Waterproof

lies Trade mark, a sliver medal.
Selling agents for the best manufactured Jointed
Fishing Hods.
Selling agents for the best Trade List, Brass,
':"., !
.in
...
or Fishing Reela
selling agents for Skinner's, Buel's, McHarg's
and Mann's Trolling Baits.

Selling

1

agen

s for

EASTWARD HO

Union

Web Hammocks.

Adventures at Hangeley
Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventure
Interesting alike to old and
In tlie wlld3 of Maine.
young. Has received the highest commendation*
from the metropolitan press. Hanisomely hound
!

or,

and contains 376 pages, ', illustration*
Sent hy mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, tUK.
A. J. FARKAR, Jamaica Plata, Mass.

Ui cloth,

CHARLES

uns

Bells. ©r

OUR NEW MODEL
TMBEEBABMEL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Cun made

;s,

Sole se

the

SportingGunpowder. BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
CURTIS & HARVEY'S

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Hook Wor

rr-Jo Mark "Best Quality Hand-Laid
Linen and Silk Lines," which received Centennial Medal for "strength and care taken in
mnnufnehire."

1

MASS.

'limp, Arti-

Bamboo

Poles.
Sole sell'iT agents for United States Fish

llj.it

-en
nd Growth Ash, stained and Polished. Therlps front fine Lancewood, polished. The Rod Is
Well Hinged throughout. Length, ten and one-half feet; weight, from nine to ten ounces. Thlslsthe
Vjesr.rmde, best- finished Rod for the money In the United States and wiil guarantee It every wav. If hy
r-in
tret broken, we Dan send a duplicate. thus saving expense and trouble of retiunlng Rod to be repaired. With short Up 11 makes an excellent nrass Rod.
PRICES :—Witn one Troul rip, in ase, f4.oo. With one Treat Tip ane one Bass Tip, *4.T5, With
two Trout Tips and one Baas Tip, JS.7S

-

Spanish Silkworm Out,

CilJ tta and Japan

size.

i

ALSO ALL GRADES OF

Elfle,

Units,

ficial
It

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

for

MllE All I I, If V

— AND —

SHOOTING QUALITIES

...

FRICB, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
-

EAKASCTS STEEL,

PRICE,

»55 to 8200

SEND STAMP FOR DBBORIPTIVE OIROVLAR.

This gun

la light

and compact, from » to 10

L.C.

Ids.

«75 to »250
weight

The

SMITH Maker,

rifle is

perfectly aoourate."

Syracuse. N. V.

— —

—
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1 almost all

season,

game

is

and

in season.

of States is the opening

January
however, much
The quail, on

that time until

This date

is,

too early for most of the birds that we kill.
which most people are apt to depend, are, many of them, too
small to shoot, and have not yet settled down to their regular
fall feeding grounds.
The woodcock have not begun to move
in any numbers, and what few snipe are to found are very
"scattering." The ruffed grou?e are, it is true, in good or-

but in our thickly settled East these birds are scarcely
found in numbers sufficient to make it worth while to
go out for them alone. Moreover, the weather is usually at
this time hot and dry, and the foliage and weeds still
thick.
The work is hard both for men and dogs, but especially so for the latter.
In fact, shooting in the early part
of October too often bears a strong family resemblance to
der,

Reminiscences of Forty Years
"Left-Eyed Shooting;" Bust
The Bttriiegttt Sneak Box Let the
;

to be

;

;

;

188
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190
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This year the weather has been especially unfavorable for
early fall shooting. The heat antf drought are something

_
and 40 Park llow, Now Tort.
vol.

/

1881.

\No». 39

some cooked meat, and
should have plenty of

Editobial :—

Spots in

issi,

lr—no.

10.

they are hunted regularly they
The very severe drain on the

if

it.

system must be supplied by generous nourishment.
The reports which we have received from various quarters
would seem to indicate that quail will be rather abundant
Certainly the spring and summer were very fathis season.
vorable for them, and

is

it

possible that in this

way

the de-

may have been in part repaired.
Ruffed grouse or partridges are said to be very scarce, and
about other game it is as yet too early to say much.
We shall be glad to receive from our correspondents in all
sections of the country reports as to the abundance or scarcity of game, and hope that all our readers will let us hear

struction of last winter

from them.

THE INTERNATIONAL GALLERY
MATCH.

THEGallery

for the coming International
Match are now arranged. Mr. Rigby,
the famous long-range marksman, will select four gentlemen
and Mr. J. S. Conlin four New York gentlemen.
of Dublin
The respective fours to compose the team. The Irish team
final prelindnaries

Rifle

;

almost without parallel, and no dog, however good he

may

can be expected to do himself j ustice uoder such conditions as are now prevailing along our Atlantic seaboard. The
be,

snipe have as yet scarcely

made

their appearance,

and the

will shoot at a range in Dublin,
lin's

Gallery, 1,222

Broadway,

and the Americans at ConYork. As the match is

New

be cabled.
of the team is to shoot twenty consecutive

in progress the scores will

have about gone, though an easterly storm may be likely
Each member
one more flight of good heavy birds. Until, shots, with a .22 calibre rifle, three pounds pull, off-hand, at
however, we have some rain and a few frosts we shall prob- tbe Rigby target (one inch bullseye) distance twenty-five
ably not hear of any satisfactory bags.
Later, when No- yards.
Highest possible score for team, 400 points. Mr. J.
vember's breath has turned brown, and wrenched from the K. Milner, the noted "crack" long-range marksman of
trees, the leaves now so green, each of us will seek some
will
Ireland
act as referee for the American team in Dublin,
The forest and Stbk am Is the recognized medium of entertainment,
favorite spot not known to the multitude which will and Col. L. C. Bruce will act in a similar capacity in New
Instruction and Information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted yield to us a couple of dozen cock, half as many ruffed York for the Irish team.
are Invited from every part of the country.
grouse and a few quail. Thither, with one or at most two
The names of the gentlemen who will compose the teams
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspond- friends, we shall repair, ana have a day or two in the field.
There is every indication
will be announced in due season.
ent's name will be published except with his consent.
r
Rex
and
True
opportunity
ork
off
Old
will
be
given
an
to
w
that the contest will bring out some wonderful scores.
The Editors cannot be held responsible for the views of correspondtheir superfluous flesh, and to get so tired that they will groan
ents.
Both sides are confident of their ability to win. This will be
Subscriptions.
all night, and be so stiff in the morning that they can hardly
The riflemen on both
the first match of its kind ever shot.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. The subscription price is $4
move. We shall make a few lucky difficult shots, and no sides of the Atlantic are taking great interest in the affair,
per year $2 for six months. Remittances should be sent by regisdoubt miss a lot of easy ones, which we will try to excuse
tered letter, money order, or draft payable to the Forest and Stream
matches
will become as
and not a few think that such
Publishing Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers
to ourselves.
At last we shall drive to the depot and take popular with the general public as the famous international
throughout the United Stales and Canadas and Is on sale In Europe the train for home, carrying with us our birds not a great
long-range matchess of a few year ago.
by The American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C, London, Eng.; and by
many to be sure, but enough to excite the envy of some of
Em. Terquem, 16 Boulevard, St. Martin, Paris, France.
the friends that we left behind in the city.
Advertisements.
Special rates for
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line.
Before that time, however, it will be possible to find a few
Heading notices 50 cents per line— snipe on the meadows, and as the blue wing teal, widgeons,
three, six and twelvemonths.
our last issue we published a list of the Fish Commiseight words to the line, and twelve lines to one Inch. Advertisements
shovellers
and black ducks are coming in in fair numbers, and
It had stood in type for sevsioners of North America.
should be sent In by the Saturday of each week previous to the Issue
are to be found on all the rivers and creeks where the wild
eral days before the day of publication and after Indiana were
In which they are to be Inserted.
Address: Forest and Stream Publishing- Co.,
rice abounds, there will be many opportunities for getting
the words "no appointment as we go to press." We had
Nos. 39 and 4fl Park Row, New York City.
occasional shots at them.
learned that the Governor was soon to make an appointment
It is high time now for those who have not already attendaccordance with'the law passed last spring and a corresed to the matter to prepare to get their dogs into condition pondent at Indianapolis hid promised to telegraph us when
Thursday, September 6.
Most doa;s accumulate during the sum- announced. We received his telegram at 6 v. m. on Wednesfor the fall shooting.
mer a good deal of fat which should be got rid of before their day, the 28th, just as the forms were about to be locked and
Mb. Charles H. Gilbeut, the ichthyologist, whose inju- regular work begins. Animals kept in the city are especially the change was made announcing Mr. Calvin Fletcher, of
ries by a fall on the Matterhorn we recorded in our issue of
apt to be in a state which makes them utterly unfit for any Spencer, Owen county, as the Commissioner.
AuguBt 25, has recovered and has returned to his home in hard and regular work. It is absurd to suppose that a dog
The appointment we judge to be a good one, for, while we
Indiana.
It may be remembered that he was struck on (he
which has been kept on chain or confined in a small yard for never had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Fletcher, we know
head by a rock in climbing that mountain which has been so months should be able to undergo the enormous amount of
him to be an ardent fishculturist, who has been engaged in
llis companion, Prof. Jordan, writes
fruitful of accidents,
work which, even in a single day's shooting, is expected of breeding carp a fish, by the way, that is peculiarly adapted
that the injury was severe at the time but that he is well
him. The animal should be put through a course of training to ihe warm and sluggish waters which abound in parts of
now, "with only a sabre cut to show for the Matterhorn.''
to fit him for the very severe labor which he is obliged to
We know that he has the question of fish food
tins State.
Moosk in Maine We printed last week a communication perform. We have always considered that the easiest and for the people at heart by correspondence which has come
best way to give our dogs the necessary running was to have
from different parts of Indiana, showing also that he has been
in which was reported the killing of a moose at King and
Bartlett Lake, Maine, in September.
As the law on moose them follow us when we rode on horseback. Roads should publicly mentioned as being so interested.
clogs can always be kept in sight,
chosen
where
the
be
Indiana has long needed such an officer, for her streams
in Maine was not off until the first day in October, the case
fishing, and now
reported in our coluins might profitably engage the attention and they should be allowed to range in the fields have been depleted by all sorts of illegal
but should always be kept within call of the rider. The there is a chance of their being stocked again. This work
of the Maine Game Commissioners, and we hop i that the
more
to impoverish
years
or
all their spare flesh taken off them by exercise,
thirty
having
taken
dogs
has
time.
It
takes
publicity which we have given to the affair may be of some
and having become hard and able to stand work, should have them and they cannot be restored to their fruitfulness in five
use.
a little medicine given them two or three days before taking years, nor in ten. The restoration will be gradual in the streams,
The Gnoss Injustice of the pound-nets in the Great South the field. Let each of them have at night a teaspoonful of because it is the food fishes which have disappeared and left
Bay of Long Island is only alluded to by Mr. Roosevelt this sulphur, and the next morning from a teaspoonful to a des- their aquatic enemies. The bony gar still flourishes in the
week. He has not told the whole story. This wholesale de- sert spoonful of sulphate of magnesia, which may be dis- streams of Indiana, because its worthlessness has protected
struction of fish is a matter claiming attention at Albany.
olved in water and poured down tbe animal's throat. We it, and it is capable of destroying thousands of the fry of
We know one man whom we could wish were appointed have never believed that it was well to feed dogs meat except good fish before the latter become numerous enough to comwith full license to exterminate (he nets. A year or two ago during the season when they are at. work, although we know pete wii hit in the struggle for food. The streams swarm
he ran a steam launch through an army of illegal nets, and that others differ with us ou this point, and up to the open- with other animals, which, if they do not devour the adult or
their owners did not thiuk that there was enough left of them ing of the shooting we feed them almost wholly on vegetable
half grown fish, as the gar doe?, still enter into this competito pay for gathering the remnants.
matter. When their work begins, however, let them have tion for food. The science of flshculture, for it is a science,
:
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;
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takes cognizance of
life

and

much

all

the influences which hear

upon

liy

years, with valuable results.

SALMON REPORTED ON THE VIRGINIA
COAST.

WE

have received -the following letter, the original of
which we have sent to Professor Baird, TJ. S. Fish
Commissioner.
If the fish were indeed salmon it was most
Important news, and goes to prove that the California sppcies,
which have been placed in the waters of Virginia and Mary-

We

hope that specid in ice, and sent
to the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C, for id'nThis is the only proper course to be pursued in
tification.
such cases, for we have recently chronicled cases of mistaken
Undoubtedly sirange fish were
this
same fish.
in
identity
caueht off Cape Charles, but the fishermen there are not
likely to be familiar with fresb salmon and may have made a
land, aTe long in reaching maturity.

mens have been saved

The

mistake.

is

IT

with sincere regret that

lin Saiterthwaite

been a matter of surprise that Indiana has not attended to this source of food production before this, as the
Btntes immediately surrounding her have been engaged in it
It lias

some

E¥

OUR KENNEL DEPARTMENT.

fish

animal?, apparently harmless, do
devouring food which should go to

[October C 1881.

many

finds that,

injury simply

sustaining valuable species.

for

in alcohol, or packi

letter is as follows

Norfolk, Ta., Sept.

30, 3851.

Editor Forest and Stream ;
We were informed yesterday by Mr. John Henry, a merchant of
city, that one of hi* friends, Captain Jimica Johuxun, a

thin place, had been fishing near Tape
On the fourCharles for thirteen days without much success.
teenth day his labor and patienco were rewarded by taking three
We take this as snmehundred and fifty (350) fine large salmon.

has

we announce

felt obliged to sever his

—

Department of Forest and Stream-, by

fearless

its

aDd

ties

this ten-ton cutter

will probably soon store

up

and has practiced for so many years.
His association with us has always been of the pleasantest
character, and we shall miss bis genial laugh, his good
It is with deep regret that we
story and his shrewd advice.
part wrh him, and our best wishes for his future follow him
goes.
wherever he
We have made arrangements to have the position thus
made vacant filled by a sportsman of thirly-five years experience, who is known to a very large majority of our readers,
ai d is acknowledged to be an authority on all matters connected with dog and gun. The department will be conducted,
as in the past, in tbe interest of the dog alone, and not of

As

any clique of dog owners.
on it.

Essex County Hunt.

—The

of old, our readers

may

rely

Essex County Hunt (whose

pack of thirteen coup'es of imported foxhounds. They are
of uniform height, and marked black, tan and white.
Including the old pack, the kennel of the hunt now numAs this is more than
bers fifty-six hounds, young and old.
they require they advertise to sell a few puppies and young
bounds. The season opened last Saturday, with a large
attendance, no less than forty being in the saddle, nearly all
There were over a dozen
of whom rode through the hunt.
in at the death, including

A

Bad Precedent.

one lady

riaer.

—Tbe decision of the Executive Commade by W.

iniitee in the case of the protest

G. L. Morse

for tbe voyage to the East in the hopes of finding fresh vietimE
to add to her string of wins in American waters ; that is if

against the long-range score of Dr. S. I. Sco' t in the champion's match, seems to be a very strange one. If the schedule

any one cai still be found believing that the slovenly rigjed,
round waisted sloop can point, reach, turn or buck a sea with
tbe flying cutter. Sundry additional challenges have been
gent to the press among them one from the sloop Wild

system if placing time of day and target for each contestanl
in a ma'.ch is of any use, it should be rigorously carried out,
To permit one com•o far as circumstances would permit.

;

of Pamrapo, Mr. Lutz, owner. The Duck if we are not
mi-taken, is a McGiehm built feather weight, and reputed a

D iick,

one in smooth water. To put her through a sea off the
with Madge would be such a one sided exhibition in the
light of recent experience that, unless Mr. Lutz can hit a
smooth day, bis morey is 'much safer in bank. A r*ce was
also to be sailed with Poloma, but we believe this has fallen
through f u the obvious reason that, though a big sloop, she
would not have the ghost of a chance with the Scotchman.
fast

Hook

Mr. Prague has likewise issued a challenge in behalf of the
This sloop is 44 ft. water line, 17 ft. beam and Gi
Fanita.
Madge is 38 ft. 9 in. waterline, 7 ft. 9£ in. beam
ft. de p.
and 6ft. 2 in. deep. Multiplying the three principal dimen.
siousiu each cite to obtain an approximate relation of the
sizes or tbe

mcB

two we

find Fanita to be

as large as

more than two and

Madge. The hoist of the sloop

is

one-

some-

thing like 4 f ., t at of the cutter but 37 ft. To race Cljefce
two on nearly equal terms tieca ise their mean lengths happen
light overhang being made
to be nearly alike— Madge's long,
I

to count as half its leugtli of additional water line with the
concomitant increase of beam and depth is so palpably ridic-

—

ulous

we

thai,

a>e inclined to

Of course

it

will

not

be eut'rt.ined. The fairest tjial of merits Madge enjoyed was with Mistral, for these two boats are practically
In Ibat match the long, narrow form pioved
alike in size.
itself so very much superior on every point of sailing that, the

may be deemed definitely settled in favor o
The Schemer was f irly beaten on her merits.
have made rnuc the best Bhowing, but f r
would
Wave
The
bad seamanship, and had some slight chance of scoring.
But the disparity in size— the slo p being a third larger th n
be cuter.

i

the culler
of

atl its

— would haverobbi d a result favorable to the Wave

import, and no conclusions of value could have been
race.
Lest we be

drawn from such a termination of the
deemed prejudiced in the matter we have

collected the opin-

ions of the pr ss of all shades, showing a universal acknowledgment of the superior qualities of the cutler. These were
so

that even the strong natural predilection of all for
production and our style of build and rig could

marked

the

home

not overcome the tesiimonyof facts as witnessed by the
representatives of the press following over the course in the
sin ce^sive days. Perhaps the most noticej iidges' steamer on
able feature of these races is the fact that the cutter never

"me

once

1

It
her weather" in the real sense of that term.
ru our favor, only calling for a temporary

was almost wholly
singl

•

'eef

up

in

une occasion when sailing the Mistral.

Thai

occasion plainly showed that in a snorter, the idea of match-

ing a slo p against a cutler borders upon tbe ridiculou-i.
Let us now go to work, apply the lessons learned, and try to
regain that prestige for our pleasure navy so unexpectedly
lost.

the

whole schedule system.

Speisgfield Rod and Gux Cum.— The Springfield Rod
and Gun Club will hold its third annual rifle tournament at
There will be a chamthe club range, Oct. 11 and 12.
pion match at 200 yards, and a four-team match open to any
organized rifle association. The Secretary is Mr. L. H. MayThe Springfield boys know how to make it pleasant for
ott.
visitors,

and we look

for a large attendance

from outside

that city.

A Postal Card Mapk.—A novelty is proposed at Creedmoor in a postal card match in which the ordinary "postal
be p'aced over the central part of the bullseye at 200
yards and shot at with any rifle. This curious carton will
test the best eyesight of the marksmen and ought lo get a
will

from the close holders. The details of the
which will probably be set for some time
month, will be given in our next issue.

great nianv hits

postal card day,
this

Bat Skips Shooters

will appreciate

the description of

that sport contained in Mr. Roosevelt's sketch,

"The Great

South Bay."
IS IT

GAMBLING?
Jamestown, N.

T., Sept. 24.

r

question of t,>ye
I

match the use of the pool targets, after the boutmatch shooting, means the virtual abrogation of

petitor in a
set far his

thiuk Mr. Prague issued his

challenge simply as a good joke.

!

Draped with haze are the giant mountains,—
Draped In blue.

enced by fear or favor.
Mr. Satterthwaite's whole energies have been bent toward
ihe elevation and improvement of the sport he loves so well

all

White.

.

The birch leaves gleam with

independent course, won the respect and admiration of all
men. It attacked abuses unsparingly, and was never influ-

thing unusual, as there was never known to be caught more than
We would be very glad to hoar
two or three in one day before.
regard to this matter, as we never knew that Balyour opinion
mon came in at Capes Charles and Henry. Will you please give
ub your opinion as to the cause of their sudden appearance ?
J. B.

'

Fore.:-' [Mid

TrtE mists are ri-lng on the river,
Rising slow.
rustling quiver,
Soft and low.
Nymphs of the wildvvood gather lightly
Cones, and sunbeams scattered brightlyScarlet leaves are blazing In the gold.

Mr. Satterthwaite has long been known to our readers as a
sportsman of great experience an excellent shot, and a
Under his management the Kennel
capital hand with a dog.

kennels are near Llewellyn Park, N. J.,) have just purchased of Sir Hugh Allen, of Montreal, a very handsome

THE CUTTER MADGE.
HAVING given proofs of her extraordinary sailing quali-

§oim$L
For

OCTOBER

connection

famous fisherman, also of

m

§t$oiitemim

that Mr. Frank-

with this journal.

this

h'ltfl

!

Editor Forest

and Stream

:

am sorry to trouble you the second time on the same subject, hut
or
T do not think that your answer to my question covers our case,
my question should have heea stated differently.
I

m

" There shall he no Betting,
oar constitution reads
One section
or gambling of any description, at any of the meetings, under the
auspices of this association.''
The above has been strictly lived up to for two years, but some
members are now claiming that we have a mistaken notion of the
:

" gambling."
the rifle range, put up
1. How, If we, at the regular meetings on
money individually and divide H In prizes, are we violating the above

definition of

section of our constitution or not ?
2. It the association should purchase a rule and put It up to be shot
off in one or more shootings, would that be in violation of the above
article?

an Individual member donates a gun and we shoot for it, do
kiflisuan.
Che above section!
The original inquiry of our correspondent included only
the first case cited, and our reply to him was that the law
s.

If

i

did not recognise thi- as gambling.

bfy him.

The

question,

howoer,

This reply did not sa«is one ti at cam ot be
argument mav be ad-

answered dogmatically. Much fair
duced to support either si le of it, and wo think il of sufficient
The
interest and importance to elicit general discussion.
question may be broadened to include also trap-shooting.
no
be
there
In the second and third cases given, provided
betting, there is no gambling.

'

Their rugged lineaments and fountains
Veiled from view.
Breath of the woodlands hushed, and atghrog,
Whisper so£t of tne Summer's dying,—
!

Scarlet leaves are blazing In the gold

John Pkeston Tkce.

THE GREAT SOUTH BAY.
C4

two parts— part

first.

Commission of the State
New York had
THEhadFishery
under advisement
some time the practicability

of
for
of establishing a hatchery for sea fishes and had been studying Long Island a-i the most promising place to locate it. For
his there was a double reason ; first, that here was most of
our sea frontage, and secoudly, it offered an opportunity for
cult ivating trout for the southeastern portion of the State,
which had heretofore been somewhit neglected, in consequence of its distance from the fresh water hatchery at Caledonia.
On the northerly side of Long Is'and, a- d extending
its entire length of some hundred a»d forty miles, lies the
Sound, but into this he sea. fi«nes of the greatest value have
not penetrated.
B uefish, for instance, the most roving and
predatory of their tribe, are rarely seen west of the "Race,"
except in their ba'-yhood, when they are popularly known as
" snapping maqkerel." The rare Spanish mackerel, of which
there was indeed au excellent fishery at Orient Point, never
w, re generally taken in the Sound and have not even abani

doned he r former feeding grounds. The strip- d bass are
rather more numerous, but weikfish, ktngfish* and sheepshead ar seldom caught in any of the waters to the corn of
i

Long
On

Island.

the south of the Island stretches a long, narrow lagoon
fed Irom the land by innumerable trout brooks
pouring their sparkling rivulets, scarcely more than a mile
apart, and connected wiih the sea by several inles, cut by
the waves through the narrow beach of low sa d tbat se, arates the bay from the oc^an.
This lagoon, called the Great
South Bay, is in reality sixtv miles Ions, although it passes
under several local names, but a boat stalling from hooka;
way c >n sail sixly miles eastward wbhout passing through
any but natural water communications.
The bay formerly abounded with fish. Hereweakfisb, king
fish, blutfi-h, aheepshewd, sea bass and other species lived and
bred, whde Spanish mackerel, bonito and various migratory
kinos visited it in iheir season, if they did not deposit iheir
eggs there. This s emed a favorable location for the hatchery, although the fishing bad been much reduced by the use
of pound nets in and near the inlets, which not only captured fiA in imrm-nse numbers but of immature size.
So
Mr. Seth Gre n, the State Superintendent of Fisheries, and
one of the Commissioners, took a yacht and set out on an
exploring expediti- m determined to investigate the possibiliI went along lo see that they made
ties of the entire bay.
no mistakes.
On the 8ih day of August, 1881, ihe good yacht Au Revoir
started from the neighborhood of Islip, wed provisioned for
a two weeks' irip, and carrying its load of piscatorial sconce
safely housed in it-* comf Ttable cabin of some ten feet
Extensive accommodations are
square and five feet high.
not a feature of the yachts of a uthern Long Is and, for the
reason that while the bay is sixty miles ling and four wide
wo fe t deep. The true
it is for Ihe most part less th in
yachtsman, however, can "stow" himself, and a prod gious
deal besides, in a very small space, and " ourvoyagers " were
•

•f

salt water,

I

natu>ally good yachtsmen as well as great fis< culturists.
Unfortunately the Commissioner is fond of gunning, and has
long he d the theory, which no amount of experience ha-i remov. d. that there will some time or other be a great flight of
snipe along the beach on the south of the bay. So he insisied on bringing guns, cartridges, su pe decoys and all
that along; and, more unfortuuati ly S'ill, he made up bis
mind from Ihe signs in the heavens, the direction of tbe
wind, or the motion of the tides, that ihe ninth d*y of August
was the day on wr ich ibis flight would take plice. With
this id> a in his heart he headed the Au Revoir 10 the east,
iniending first to investigate that part of the water which
was contiguous to the best sniping grounds.
No one who has not enjoyed the coinf.rrlsof a ca v>in tea
feet square, with just height of ceiling enough to enable one
when si' ting on the berth which answers Ihe double purpose
of settee by day and bed by night to take a drink of wa er
without hitting one's head against the timbers of the roof,
can imagine how snug it is. And when their first destination had b-en reached, anchor let go and sails furled, ihe explorers found the night settling down upon them and were
g ad 10 lake refuge in their cosey home, get out their table
luxuries and superintend the cooking of their meal. Appe-

—

tite

is

—

a pirmanent passenger by every yacht;

it

lends a

spice to food, assists in the cookery, helps along digestion
and aids in many pleasaul ways. Weariness smooths the
small pillows, softens and widens the hard and narrow beds

and brings balmy sleep. Supper over and even the bright
rays of the kerosene lamp which lighted up the cabin like a
private sun could not keep the party awake, nor persuade
them to attend to the piles of literature they had brought to
while away what never comes the unoccupied and waste
time of yachting.
Four o'clock a m., and Mr. Green remarked that if they
had come to shoot snipe it would not do to lose the best part
In ordinary life there may be a question which
of the day.
The business man may consider
is the best part of the day.
tbat rom ten to three covers the case; the tielle may select
the same hours, hut from a different por ion of the twentyfour; to the gourmand the dinner hour is all in all; to the
speculator, the time of meeting of the Stock Hoard; to ihe
lover, the hour when bis mistress is vi-ible ;— but to the duck
or snipe shooter, no time equals that from dawn to full sunThere was no need denying Mr. Green's sage remark,
light.
though Sloth begged for a little more "folding of the hands
to Bleep," and the Commissioner was fain to Bet out sleepy

—

l

[October

«,
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and breakfastless toward the shore in Lhe dingy, accompanied
by guns, ammunition, false biids ami the paraphernalia of
the fatal art.
"Bay snipe, " a term that includes all the sandpipers,
plovers, sanrterlings, waders and snipes that follow the a
In their annual migrations from their summer nesting places

neighborhood of Hudson's Bay to iheir
"away down South'*—nobody knows
how far up , .,
i/;iy gregarious in

in the

winter feed ins;
exactly where

places
or

their nature.
Therein lies a wcakuess that has proved most fatal to them
and thinned their numbers from countless myriads that once
fairly swarmed along the shore of the Mantle Ocean during
the gummer ami early autumn to a few desultory birds thai.

scarcely ever constitute whaj is in sporting technique known
as a "flight," which means a continuous movement of flocks
sufficient to give the gunner remunerative and satisfactory
Sport for one or more days at a time.
These birds are of all
Sizes, from the sickle-bill curlew, that stands as high as a
Shanghai chicken and weighs one-half as much, down to the
'
tiny
ox-eye," or "hawk's eye"— the name and its derivation both being in doubt— which is about as big as a wren aud
furnishes as much food as though one bit one's thumb. But,
large and small, they are all possessed of eyes so bribiant and
clear, and powers of flight so strong, that they would rarely
be shot were they as shy and crafty as they tire strong aud
beautiful.
Their social qualities and individual affections
" solitary travare too largely ceveloped for their good.
eler," or a ilock making its way safely up in the blue empyrean, far beyond the reach of even a "wire cartridge," on
perceiving another flock, real or imitated, calls aloud with
pleasure in soft, musical whistling notes, and on receiving an
answer a poor simulation often of its own call descends
confidingly to death aud destruction.
There are few more
exciting experiences in
i£e
sp:-;r.,sman s life than ir
"whistling up" a flock of buy shipe to the decoys.
The
man conceals himself in an artificial "blind," or by piling
seaweed up around him, while ho lies on bis back in a w&teBproof coat. Our Fishery Commissioner was a sportiug sybarite, aud sat in a camp chair and had an artist's umbrella
to shield him from an excess of sun, so he had to build a tall
blind of bushes.
The Superintendent, always discovering
new ways of doing things, while he approved the camp chair,
repudiated the tall bushes and built up a huge rampart of seaweed, simply because seaweed was abundant along the shore,
and so seaweed being naturally there should have been the
best thing as a cover. But. the Commissioner argued that
such a mountain of seaweed would scare all the birds out of
the bay.
The decoys, or "stools" a3 they are usually called, are
made of wood in a rough way and paiuted not mere like the
natural bird than the law allows.
long stick is thrust into
their body for the double purpose of legs and to set them up
with on a shallow, sandy point, which is always chosen.
These roughly manufactured, spurious snipe are, however,
wonderfully deltirive, and at a short distance cannot be distinguished from a flock of living birds.
As soon as the preliminary preparations are made, the stools set out and the
sportsman hidden, the latter expects the former to "open
the ball"— that is, a single bird say, already perhaps having
seen all bis sisters, bis cousins and his aunts killed by similar
ambush and trickery, is wending his solitary way to the fair
sandbanks of the South.
He catches sight of the -false presentments, joy fills his heart— which has learned nothing by
experience— and in them sees possibly his lost kindred.
He
calls aloud
the false friends or relations seem to answer,
though their voices are hoarse— from wet feet and cold,
doubtless.

A

—

—

A

;

Unsuspiciously he drops from lhe clouds; and with outstretched neck and expanded wings he sails gracefully and
confidingly up to the blind.
There is a flash of lightning
and a roar of thunder, and his body lies dead upon the sandT
while his s"ul has gone to the " Happy Hunting Grounds of
the Hereafter," to he murdered over and over again through
all eternity; for if there are Happy Hunting Grounds,
there
must inevitably be hapless game to hunt.
flock, likewise,
comes in the same way, only crowding ami jostling one another and hurrying to be first in at the death and then the
sportsman's happiness is supreme, and his art tested to its
utmost, for then he can only be said to have justified himself
if he shall have kitted two or more with the first barrel, as
they are crowding and crossing one another and at least one

A

;

,-

with hi3 second barrel,
As much depends on the sportsman's skill in whistling a
correct and loud imitation, as in his accuracy and rapidity
The variety of species is very great. Among tie
of aim.
ordinary ones will be found the following, some still retaining their quaint Indian names
The Sickle-bill curlew, a
large, brown bird, with a curved bill, which is occasionally
eleven inches long; the. Marlin, another brown bird, with a
bill nearly straight, in fact bent slightly upward toward the
p-iint
the Jack curlew, like the sickle bill, but smaller
the
Willet, about the same size as the last, with a light gray
body and black and white wings the Bull-bead, or Blackbreast Plover; the Golden or Greenback Plover, two fine
birds for the table, the latter the better of the two; the
griper, or large "iellowlegs the Small TellowlegS; the Dowitch, or Dowitcher, an excellent table morsel, and the only
:

;

;

;

;

true snip-, oniithologically considered, in the entire list; Robin-snipe, somewhat similar in appearance to the Do witch-, r
;

Braut

bird, or Turnstone, a beautiful but rather tough variety the Kricker, or Shortncck
the Peep, or Longshankc'd
sandpiper; the Ringneck; the Sand snipe; the Surf snipe
and the Ox-eye, and others which are seeu less frequently.
Every one of ihese has its own individual ami characteristic
whistle, which must be imitated by the gunner as nearly as
possible.
Each variety must be distinguished and recognized
as soon as seen, for they often fly in perfect silence, and will
not notice the decoys unless called. They are recognized by
their si z;e, color and manner of flight; and an experienced
gunner, with perfect eyesight, can tell them apart at a prodigious distance.
Of them all the "Jacks" are Hie moaj
wary, and as a consequence maintain their numbers less
diminished than any of the others. Some varieties, like the
Golden plover, have been almost exterminated, aud in olden
times a day's sport was not determined by count but, like
the Biblical f< ast, by bushel- baskelfuls. As ikey come to the
stand, they hover and set their wings, and drop their leo-s as
if to alight; and will ofton do so if undisturbed; hut the
true sportsman never wails for that, but picks out a crossing
pair or more and shoots at those. At the report lhe frightened flock will dart about in terror, " skiver." asit is technically called, making the second shot as difficult as the first is
•asy.
In a moment they will have so entirely regained their
corn-age that those which escaped will wheel and return for a
second or third shot, until sometimes they arc all killed.
The sport, if it is good and the birds plen'y, is exciting.
;

;

The variety of species, the difference of call and flight the
ancartainty of bringing the game within range, whet- "k is
hesitating whether to come or n->t, and the difficulty in selecting the best part of the flock to kill the greatest number,
lend a charm which is found in no oilier kind of sport. Aim!
however on this par. ieular occasion there was error in the
The Commissioner's prophecy, like Vennor's,
was simply the contrary of what it ought to have been. In
spite of winds aud Waves, the movements of the planets and
the conjunctions of the constellations, there was no flight on
the ninth day of August, 1881.
Seth Green having armed

calculations.

himself with the ship's glass, not the customary glass of
yachting parties, and surveyed the horizon from the moment
it wa3 visible till the sun appeared, announced that there
was
not a bird anywhere, and utterly refused to wait for them to
come_from some "undiscovered country," while there was
possible fishing to be had anywhere in the laud of the living.
As he knew nothing of this kind of shooting, it. was only
natural that he should make up his mind promptly and the
Commissioner surrendered to his views, with the saving
clause, grumblingly uttered, "ihat if there bad been thousands of birds they never would have come near a blind made
of seaweed aud high as a bill."
So the "white wings" were
spread aud the Au Kevoir leaped away on her course toward
the west.
How they meant business and their destination was Fire
Island Inlet, the largest feeder of salt water to the Great
South Bay, a channel through which a considerable amount
of commerce passes and a spot that was once famous for the
excellence of its fishing, but which is now so hedged in with
pound-nets that the sport has greatly deteriorated, while fish
that spawn in the bay are almost entirely excluded from it.
It is one of the marvels of American character that in spite
of its energy and euterpri-e it will allow the few to utterly
override aud trample under foot the rights and interests of
T he Great South Bay has from time immemorial
the many.
furnished a living to-thousauda of dwellers on its shores. Its
wafers are whitened with the sails of the working boats of
its hardy aud laborious toilers
its oysters are famous as far
as England, where -'Blue Points are received fresh daily," as
a restaurant sign informs the world.
Its bottom is literally
covered with clams and mussels aud a few years ago hundreds of visitors came daily in the summer months for the
Fport of trolling for bluefish off Pire Island.
sportsman
could at any time catch all the weakfish, kingfish or sea bass
he wanted or the poor man could, in a few hours, get food
enough with hook and line to keep his family a week. No
man suffered for food who could work aud who lived near
the bay; and no more happy and independent race of men
was to be found than those of the south side of Long Islaud.
Now some tweniy, certainly not over thirty, owners of poundnets luive changed all this; they have destroyed the fish,
captured young aud old, interrupted access to the spawning
grounds, drivon the boatmen to clamming and oystering ex;

185
ravenous bluefish, which are bu<y preying upon their smaller
brethren, or he can meditate as be fishes hour after hour in
the hope of a bite from a sheepshead or he can mark the
flight of the bay snipe in the sky, or the motions of the ducks
upon lhe bay. For health aud pleasure, for the delights of a
free and independent life, for the benefits of abundant exercise aud pure air, for the comforts of a cool breeze aud sleepladen nights there is no-hing to bo compared to a home ou
our sea beaches
and the men and women who go to the
Adirondacks aud other wildernesse-i travel far and endure
much to obtain what they might find with far fewer drawbacks at their very doors. In this most sensible movement
Mr. Havemeytr is the pioneer, whose ocean home will be
quickly followed by others, till every fooL of available sand
will be occupied.
Unfortunately he was not at home, and
only the solitary lamp that hangs over the portals, a guiding
star to delayed mariners, and the deep baying of his hounds,
whose voices are enough to frighten away interlopers, gave
us a sad and sombre welcome, nud pressingly suggested that
we had better extend our journey a half mile further to Jesse
Conkluig's famous hostelry and the hospitable halls of the
Wawayanda Club on Cap Tree Island, upon the shores of
;

;

Whig

Inlet.

We did so, and I am sorry to say that we found the Wawayandas very hospitable and the guests at Jesse Conkling's very friendly and musical and Mr. Seth Green and the
Commissioner of Fisheries exceedingly sociable after their
trip upon the thirsty sea.
They went to bed, though, after a
while, having received

wake them

at five next

Tue last words of Mr. Green to his new friends were " I
have to-day fixed a rig to catcli salt water fi-h here, which
I have explained to the Commissioner, who will explain it to
you, aud which I have told him wid catch more fish twice
over than any other arrangement," this was said obit viou3
of the fact that th? Commissioner had with his rig beaten
Mr. Green by two fish on a count of the day's catch "and if
any of you would like to catch salmon-trout aud will come
to me, 1 will give you a rig for them Ihat will take more of
them than any plan you are acquainted with."
Robert B. Roosevelt.
:

—

—

A

SPORT IN NORTHWESTERN IOWA.
BV

;

clusively, until these industries a-e overworked, and have
brought poverty and suffering upon an entire community.
Aud yet the people submit. Ten thousand freemen are ruled

by thirty sell-created despots, wh tax the others beyond
what would be dared by the greatest autocrat the world ever
saw. I have not space to explain the structure or working
I

of a pound net, but can only give the invariable experience
of the New York Fishery Commission, that where the poundnet, wiih unrestricted length and mesh is introduced in any
waters the Ashing is in a few years exhausted.
While the pound-nets have ruined the fishing in the bay by
excluding the spawning B?h from it, they cannot prevent
some, especially of the smaller kinds, from get) iug part of the
way up the channel. The "Cinderbed-i," so called from a
peculiar coral formation which grows on them, are the favorite resort of porgies, sea bass and robins or gurnards, while
small blue fish are taken in the channel by what is called
"chumming." To the Cinderheds the Au Revoir flew as fast
as the wind aud our impatience would carry her.
bought a hundred clams on the way from one of the working
boats, with which the bay is doited every working day in
the year, and as soon as we reached our destination cast an-

We

chor and went to fishing. Seth Green and the Commissioner
each rigged up his line, and no doubt the amount of skill,
erudition, research and experience involved in that operation
would be hard to describe. Catching a surreptitious view of
Mr. Green's rig-out, I found he had a silk worm gut leader
arnied with seven hooks, while the Commissioner bad fastened his hooks by short lengths to his line above the sinker,
half way to the tip of his rod.
It is needless to Bay that
against such skill the fish stood no chance.
There was a
pound net within n stone's throw, and I commiserated its
incapacity beside these formidable engines. Not satisfied,
however, the Superintendent arranged a wire bag, filled it
with bait that the fish could not get at, and hung il over the
side to attract them.
Up came the fish by ones, by twos, by
threes at every cast, of all kinds, large and small.
The
yacht's deck was covered with fish.
Pish flopped ami
sparkled in the sun: fish bounced about lhe cockpit; fish
got uuder your feet
fish hid away in the cabin.
Baskets
and boxes were filled with fish, and had it not been for an
interruption the Au Kevoir would have been loaded down
with fish. While these two enthusiastic piscatorial artists
were lr>rd at it, with no signs of giving up, a stylish-looking
craft sailed by.
It had a signal on which was the suggestive
figure of a fish, and beneath that the word "Bait," and the
Commissioner recognizing it at OUOe as the "chum boat,"
shouted out that he wanted a hundred mossbunkers. ('hum
is bail, usually mossbunker, bony-fish or menhaden, three
names for lhe same creature, chopped up tine with a hatchet
and thrown overboard from time to time, while the fisherman
puts larger and more alluring pieces on his hook. The chum
gives out an oil which floats on the water and attracts the
bluefish, while the bail catches them.
As the menhaden Is
oily and naaly to handle it is not a pleasant nor clean style of
fishing, but it is the only mode of raking bluefish which the
pound nets have left possible. Fortunately on this occasion
the bluefish were not plentiful, aud even high art cannot
catch what does not exist.
So when a few had been taken
and the afternoon was spent, a ti-ih chowder was cooked in
Mr. Green's finest style, and eaten appreciating])'.
Then
the yscbt was got under way, and headed for the outmost
verge of the extreme beach.
On the western point of Fire Island iu'et— with the ocean
in front, the bay behind, the inlet to One side, and a vast
meadow to the other— Mr. Henry Haven. ever had erected »
castle and. Watch tower, like the knights of old with their
strongholds ou the Rhine. Mr. Havem yor, like the kuights,
is a marauder aud a freebooter, but, unlike them, he does not
levy toll on his bard-working fellow-man, but draws his
excise from the water and, the air.
From bis beautiful and
comfortable "coign of vantage " he can issue forth upon the
;

the promise Ihat " Ge -rge" should
morning and take them snipe shoot-

ing once more.
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the sportsman and tourist there
be no more attractive region than northwestern Iowa.
This remote corappears to have been overlooked until recently by knights

of the rod aud gun, as well as by the rush of emigrants from
the Eastern States and Europe, who have been seeking'homes
in the fertile prairies of the West.
I propose to condense, in as brief a manner a:i possible, in
a single ar iclc, a description of the country and its attrac-

tions to sportsman, tourist
By reference to the map

Iowa

and farmer.
it

will be

observed that uorth west-

bounded on the west by Dakota Territory, and
on the north by Minnesota. Until recently it Ins bt en wholly
ern

is

The tide of immigration rushed by, leaving an
eddy here unvisited and undisturbed The locality was remote from railroads, and the wonderful beauty of the c rantry and the fertility of its soil was unknown, except to the
venturesome hunter, who chased the deer and the elk over its
rolling prairie
and to the disciple of Walton, who caught

unsettled.

;

the most beautiful of fish in the clear wat-.rs of its rommtic
lakes and running streams.
The first railroad to break the solitude of this far-off land
was constructed from Sioux City, on the M-ssouri River, in
a northeasterly direction to St. Paul, on the Mississippi. The
next access to the country has been opened within the past
two years by the Black Hills extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad, which is now completed
through the heart of this region far into Dakota, with a prospect of reaching Deadwood, within a few months, thanks to
that prince of Western railroad proprietors, Hon. Alexander
Mitchell, lbs venturer from bonnie Scotland, who found a
welcome among the p oneers of the West, where he rapidly
rose to wealth and distinction, and whose master baud is
seen in the magic with which the solitudes of the West sprung
into life, culture and commerce.
The crossing of these two
roads is near the west side of O'Brien county, at the thriving
youug town of Sheldon, and near thecornersof Sioux, Lyon,
O'Brien
counties,
Osceola and
which meet at one common
point.
The two former counties border on Dakota, and the
latter on the State of Minnesota.
For the past few years I have, when August came, laid
aside my law books and briefs, at my nome in Bucyrus, Ohio,
and made a tour to this northwest, to spend my annual summer vacation, making Sheldon my headquarters, where I
found abundant sport and whence I made excursions to Sioux
Falls, to Spirit Lake and other p ants of interest.
Sioux Falls City is in Dakota, some thirty miles west of
the Iowa line, and situated on the Big Sioux River, It is but
five years old, and numbers near two thousand inhabitants,
with a rapid growth in progress. The river de-endsbya
series of rapids and cascade-, a distance of one hundred and
twenty feet iu less than half a mile, affording great wa'er
power. Two large mills are completed, the lower one having
been in operation for several years. The central f ill has been
purchased by some New York capitalists, w-io have recently
erected an immense mill, constructed of the igne ais r -ok,
which they blasted from the race. The water iBCOnveyed to
a turbine wheel through a seven foot iron pipe, and has a
head of seventy feet. This mill is just completed anil is one
of the wonders of this land of wonders.
It will only be
surpassed by the celebrated mill of Gov. Washburn, at Minneapobs, which grinds fifteen hundred barrels of flour daily,

and when completed and ruu to

its full capacity, is expected
product to two thousand barrels.
Another point of interest is SpiritLikein Dickinson county,
Iowa, some thirty miles northeast of Sheldon. The popular
name would indicate but one body of water, yet, in redity, it
is a cluster of very interesting lakes.
Theupperoneis Spirit
Lake. The next is East Okoboji, and the lover one West
Okoboji, all beiug connected by channels. Near the upper
lake, and only separated from it by a narrow timbered ridge,
cm the west, is Sunk Lake. By the appearance of the walllike bank, it is evident ihat the earth once covered it, and it
whs with its largo timber sud icnly sunk at some remote period, of which even the Indians had no tradition.
Deep
down in clear waters can be distinctly seen large trees with
their leafless limbs and branches s-anding uninjured.
Interspersed with these are broken stumps aud fallen timber,
such as are found in primeval forests, all being preserved by
the pure water of the lake for untold ages.

to increase the daily

The

outlet of this

cluster of

lakes constitutes

the- Little,

)

Sioux River, which affords water-power and mill-sites
throughout its course, until it debouches into the Missouri,
City and Omaha City.
These lakes abound in fish such as buss and pickerel. The
fl'h appear to have brighter colors than the same species in

midway between Sioux

other waters. On the occasion of my
with 'Old Crandall," a pione< r, and one
rap'd the Indian massacre. He keeps a
cabin style.
party of us camped near

hist visit 1 stopped

of the

few who

es-

eoscy tavern ol the
the Jake will) Crfltl'
dall as ourgukle
fished in the lake, and shut ittnated grouse
chickens on the neighboring prairies.
lmd the mosl signal success in both sports.
When night came on our host
cooked us one of his famous fish chowders of which I had
heard and read, but to which all descriptions had failed to

A

;

|

We

do justice.
lierte Lorillard, of New York city, many years auo discover d by some means ihisparadise fir sportsmen. He also
discovered that \\ est Okohoji, from its elevation, depth and
s ze, was a natural pluce for yacht sailing, and bo purchased a
considerable body of land on the west side of the lake, where
he has a laige boat house and all conveniences lor shooting,
fishing and sailing.
Mr. Lorill :rd and a lew friends have
hsd One sport, and comparatively to themselves for years,
but lately their solitude has been invaded, and a rush of tourists have made tLis their favorite summer resort for the past
years.

Three

tail roads

lakes for

i

are in course of construction having these
One of them, the Burlington,

heir objeetive point.

Cedar Hapids and Northern, has purchased a tract of land,
and will erect in time for next season's business an immense
hotel fur the accommodation of sportsmen, fishermen and
pleasure seekers. Measures are also being taken to preserve
H e h-h of the lakes horn wholesale slaughter by sieves in
summer and fishing through the ice iu winter. * For hook
and line fishing the supply is inexhaustible. In less than an
hour our parly caught, all we wanted, and spent the afternoon on the praines, where each shooter bagged some twenty turds.
During the fall, commencing late in October, ike
waterfowl on these takes are innumerable. A skillful sportsman cum stand on the crossing places between the lake-, and,
iu a favorable day shoot a can-load of ducks and geese.
When 1 Itfi spirit, Lake on the occasion of toy first visit 1
took passage in a hack. The proprietor carried the mail. He
was a m.n t fifty and a pioneer. The nearen railroad station u my way to headquarters at Sheldon was Sibley. The
route was an interesting
re.
We passed u succession of
tmad lakes. On this occasion I was the only passenger, and
the driver was quite communicative, being well acquainted
Willi every lake and stream; lie had for each some traditional
•

<

romance

to

Rush Lake

relate.

attracted

my

attention.

It

name from

the abundance of bulrushes of unusual
water from six to leu feet deep, aud cover
the greater part of the surface of the lake with their green
spike-like stocks, extending from three to s x feet above the
surface.
A shooter can conceal his boat in the rushes late iu
the fall, and kill ad unlimited number of geese and ducks.
Tie next lake on the rouie is known as Silver Lake.
It

derives

its

s ze that

grow

in

;

derives its name from the color of its water, which iB not
transparent, as is name would indicate, but is much the
c 4ur of silver sand as if riied by sides and bottom of chalk.
The po I road crosses a low iust c bridge over ihe inlet of
this lake jus where it empties is current of ell ar water into
the c earn- colored lake.
The stream, for many rods beyond
its mouth, maiutaius its identity as if running between lightcolored «alls.
At the suggestion of my guide, the loquacious back driver,
I stood with him a few minutes on the bridge looking into
Soon we saw the heads of fish slowly and cutthe current.
tiously peeping from the sides of the lake into the cl< ar
water of the stream, an wl en undisturbed they ventured
out, but at Ihe slightest movement by us they would dart
back out of sight. Mr: Jehu made a loop and a noose of his
whiplash nnd hung it iulo the water, leaving it motionless
for a short time, a d ihen with a sudden jerk landed a venturesome tush which he called a bull-head.
(It is customary
is onii' crion to give the scientific name of the fish, bur
in
not beiug an ichthyologist, 1 am uncertain to which cLss it
b, longed, bur on the auhority of the captor I suppose it was
a Tnun/ti caput
In due iiu.e 1 arrived at Sheldon, Bnd found friends ready
to join me with dogs and guns.
We usually did our shooting in the evenings, and it was not uncommon for each sportsman to bag two dozen ttfrda on these excursions.
ThePoyd River runs near Sheldon. Its source is iu
Minnesota, a few ruins north, and the stream is but small.
At beIt receives tributaries and enlarges aud flows south.
mars it turns a large flouring mill, and keeps on its course to
the Missouri at Sioux City.
The beaver and otter still make their abode on this stream.
On oneoccasiou I was shooting prairie chickens with a party
ol f lends near the railroad s'alion at Sheldon.
I stood on
bevy of birds had been flushed
the bank of the stream.
by ny frr nds on the prairie, and one flew toward me, high
in the air,
I shot it directly over my head.
lis velocity
carried it behind me, where ii fell into the water.
Instantaneously there was a splash and tumult, and before I could
turn around one of th.se furred animals had captured my
bird and disappeared wi h it under the water, leaving only
bubb.es and circling wavelet b to mark the spot.
In addition to the attraction of the country about Sheldon
for sportsmen il possesses great advantages to the agriculturist.
The cheapness of lands and their fertility are already
The settlers thus far have been from
attract Dg emigration.
"Wisconsin, Central Mew York and Northern Ohio, with an
occasional German aud Scandinavian.
Mr. W. R. Cl'se, a g-aduate of Cambridge University in
England and captain of the university crew which d Oxford
in ti ( r ce of that year, came to America in 1876 to row iu
tie Centennial rega ta. He chanced to fall into conversation
:

i

I

t.i

(

i

A

I'

from ibis region, who told him of the
which had disparaged one of the finest
and of the fine opClose accordingly went by the
portunity for chtap lauds.
II inois Central Railroad to Lemars, the "nearest railroad

with a gentleman
graBStloppflr panic,

and most

fertile portions of the continent,

point, sa'isfied

himself that the visits of the grasshoppers

were accidental, that they bred far away and were as likely
to strike New England the next tune us the .Northwest, and
be invest! d largely

in improve;! lands,

lie established cable,
bis brothers in London, -and received
inveEt in their behalf. He at ouce secured
SJO.OtW seres, all of which, under ti e name of Close Brothers,
they still retain and are also farming as their individual proBy re-son of their reputation and extensive connecperty.

communications with
-

ir

:
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two

—

;

in iliem to

tions in Eiglaid. they were So tied wnh inquiries, and Ml".
W. B. ClOBr, to satisfy Ihe sudden and growing interest in
his native idand. wroie 'uncles for the Times, ihe Fidd and

other leading English papers

;

and

finally a

conference was

[Ootobkk
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Wild geese may have been seen heading for the North
Pole this is not questioned and they may have solved the
problem that has baffled the efforts of generations of the
moBt daring navigators but I opine the season of summer
within the confines of the Arctic Circle is of scarcely
sufflcieut duration for the breeding and rearing purposes of
birds which require nearly six months from the time of
nesting until the period of autumnal migration to Southern
climes.
No matter how much farther North they may have
been seen it is a matter of fact that the Canada goose breeds
Every year fishermen in some of the
in Newfoundland.
outlying settlements are accustomed to go off " into the
country" in search of the broods of wild geese while they are
still young, and frequently bring out the birds when about

had with the celebrated John Bright, whose support was
given to an enterprise which had already been suggested by
the Close Brothers, three of whom promptly engaged in the
work. They decided to engage farm pupils for a fixed compensation, and to systematically encourage colonization. The
enterprise culminated in the purchase of all the lands of the
Sioux City and St. Paul Railroad Company.
Mr. vV R. Close, in the meantime, married an accomplished American lady, and returned to London in
furtherance of his scheme, while his brothers James B. and
Fred B. Close remained to receive their newly arriving recruits.
Soon the tide of emigration began, and the few scattered pioneer settlers were gladdened by the new life which
was in fused into the couatry about tbem. The new comers

;

;

;

We re neii of character and large resources. Among the number may be named Capt Reynolds Moreton, R. N., who is a
brother of the Earl of Ducie
Lord Robert, the future Earl
of Buckinghamshire the son of Admiral Sir Sidney Dacres,
K. C. B. the two sous of Admiral Farguliar, of the Royal
Navy a son of Sir John Lubbock, the member of Parliament for the City of London the son of Lord Alfred Paget
R. Potter, ihe son of the president of the Cobden Club, and
others of equal note. The Duke of Buckingham with a party
of English gentlemen and capitalists visited this region during the present summer, aud were driven over the prairies
west and northwest of Sheldon. The party were so pleased
with what they saw that on their return to England they were
influential in the formation in London of the "Iowa Land
Company, Limited," with a capita) of £500,000. Among its
trusti es are several of the Duke's party.
The capital was
promptly paid in, aud the Close brothers were made managers of the company.
Breaking teams were at once -set to
work and over twenty-six square miles of prairie were broken
the present year, and 100 houses were erected.
These lands
are mostly sold to English settlers, and the balance are rented
OB eas}' terms. Several hundred houses had been previously
ereciecl within the last two years in Sioux, Lyon and Plymouth count! s, under the supervision of the Close brothers,
and many additional tenement houses were erected on their

two-thirds

i

grown and before

their

wings are

sufficiently de-

veloped to enable them to escape. This is quite a common
occurrence, and the birds so captured are, in the fall, sold to
amateur poidtry fanciers in the Capital and elsewhere at a
good price. Those domesticated wild geese, may, at any
time, be seen in dozens of poultry yards about St. Johns,
and they breed in their captivity, both inter te and with the
common domestic goose, producing a hybrid bird much es-

;

,-

;

,•

;

own

6,

teemed

for the table.
The fishermen also sometimes manage by means of rafts to
get at the nests of the birds, and bring out and hatch the
eggs under the common goose. The writer has himself seen
au instance of this.
If further proof were necessary in support of this correction, I may state that while the Game Act of Newfoundland
establishes a close time under heavy penalties for infraction,
in reBpect to ad other game birds, wild geese and the eggs of
wild geese are specially excepted from the operation of the
law, so as not to interfere with the small source of emolument the fishermen and poor settlers may derive therefrom.
It is thought also that as those birds breed in such generally
inaccessible places, no extensive injury will thus result to
them still the wisdom of molesting any animal valuable to
man in its season of procreation is very questionable.
Towetrd the end of September large flocks of geese are seen
on the " barrens," which they frequent for the purpose, preparatory to migration, of feeding up on the partridge berries
and marsh berries which, in some localities and seasons, are
very abundant. These so-called "barrens" ate extensive
strips of high barren land, interspersed with vast peat
marshes, generally undulating, with clumps of stunted firtrees here and there, but chiefly on the slopes of the hollows
At this time the birds are very wary, and
or water courses.
there is little chance of a near approach to them.
While grouse shooting ou one occasion upon a " barrens"
in St, Mary's Bay, about seventy miles from St. Johns, my
thoroughly
staunch
and
reliable
dog,
setter
a
firm at the leeward
end of a long
stood
one,
was
gently
ascending
dry
ground.
It
stretch
of
the very spot for grouse, so dismounting from the
pony I rode, and handing the bridle to my atteudant, 1 said
•'
1m pretty sure of a shot here." After advancing a bit, with
the dog still setting, every moment expecting a covey to rise
eyes a little further
in front of me, I happened to cast
;

lauds.

It might be supposed that the purchase of lands on such a
gigantic scale would he viewed with dislike by the American
farmers of the vicinity; but such does not appear to be the
fact.
On the com rary they appear to be pleased with the
rapid settlement and cultivation of the soil.
All of the lands embraced in the Englishmen's purchase are
populated with farmers, some of whom have bought their
larms, while others are tenants.
The settlement and population of the country is what all parlies desired.
The
English gentlemen, true to their love of British sp arts, have
Hurdle races were a
their race tracks and cticket grounds.
novelty in that region until introduced by these colonists.
They have as yet made no purchases in the neighboring counties of O'Brien, Clay aud Dickinson, which are equally fertile, and where unimproved lauds maybe had at prices varying from $5 to $10 per acre.
One instance shows what enterprise maydo. Some parties
last spriug purchased for $5 per acre a tract of 3,000 acres in
Omega Township, O'Brien County, ten miles south of the
station of Han ley on the Chicago, Milwaukee
St. Paul
J key broke
two thousand acres, sowed flax on
Riilroad.
the sod and harvested twelve bushels per acre from it, all in
one season. The product of this year will more thau pay for
It seems slrauge that farmers with small means
the land.
will struggle along for a scanty living in the sterile hills of
IbeEas'eru States, where lands sell from $50 to $100 per
acre, instead of rushing to the Northwest where the broad
rolling prairies may be purchased so cheaply in the immediate vicinity of good markets.
The. pioneers of the E ist had to spend the best years of
their lives felling trees aud clearing forests before they had
any surplus produce for markets. On the matchless prairies
of the Northwest they may break their prairies aud have
With the use of
grain in market without vexatious delays.
of improved agricultural machinery the vocation of a farmer
ceases to he one of toil but, on the contrary, his life on the
ptairie becomes one of luxury and independence.
To the farmer, the sportsman, the angler and tourist,
there can be no more inviting fields than the prairies, the
lakes and the streams of this Northwest.

my

on,

&

and

there, at

about one hundred yards

off,

were nine

At the same
geese standing erect watching our proceedings.
instant that 1 saw them they took flight. Those were what the
dog stuck to, though they were the first he had ever seen or
scented.
I had no chance of firing at them as they were out
of shot, and even had they not been, I was only charged
with No.

5.

Along the shores of many of our larger bays are natural inbarred by beaches along the coast line, having
an opening or .gut, through which the ou er waters ebb and
These minor stretches of water are generally called
flow.
ponds, and frequently harrisways, from the French term,

lets or creeks,

They sometimes contain islets or peninsulas,
upon which grows goose grass, a favorite food of the birds.

barrachoix.

At the periods when

fl icks of geese are expected to frequent
those haunts, the fishermen of the neighborhood sometimes
erect a kind of blind, or as they call it, "gaze," within shooting range of those spots where eeese are in the habit of landThe "gaze" is rough, close framework of fir trees and
ing.
boughs, having room inside for a couple of men to lie and
watch for the birds and to fire from when the proper opportunity arrives, and often considerable execution is thus done

;

among them. The "gaze" must be constructed before the
time when the birds are expected, so that they may see it
when they come, for so cunning is their instinct that if built

SPORT AND GAME IN NEWFOUNDLAND.
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after they have arrived at a pond they regard it as a suspicious innovation, whose neighborhood it is best for them to
shun.
I have not thought it necessary to go into a description of
the Bernicla canadensis, as it, is well known to all who take
Terra Nova.
an interest in sporting matters.

in a previous paper treated of the cariboo, which
is the king of game animals in Newfoundland, I now
venture an article upon the chief of our game birds, the noble
Bernicla canadensis or Canadian wild goose.
When I term it a game bird, I may stale that, owing to the
peculiarity of its haunts and the physical character of the
country, rendering access to those haunts laborious and uncertain, few wild geese fall to the gun of our sportsmen proper,
who devote themselves chiefly to the more certain enjoyment
of grouse shooting, aud shooting of smaller game.
The Canada goose is a regular aunua) visitor to Newfoundland, coming along from southern regions in early spring
(April), remaining during the breeding season, and taking its
departure in large flecks iu September. They breed abundantly on this island, laying their eggs upon islets in the bogholes or lakelets which dot the Urge savannahs or marshes,
They
so numerous in the interior wilds of Newfoundland.
thus isolate their nests as far as possible from the designs of
enemies, and as the young brood approach maturity they are
conducted by the parent birds to the brooks which course
through the interior parts of the island to the bays and sea-

—

New Jbhsbt Aeohkry The second annual N. J. State
The
archery meeting took place Wednesday at Waverly.
attendance was good and the scores, notwithstanding the
very high wind, were an improvement on the 6cores of the
Iu the morning were shot the champion
previous meeting.
Mrs. Gibbs, of the "Newark Toxopholites," carmatches.
Miss Brandigee, of the
ried off the charapioness gold medal
same club, second, winning a silver medal, and Mrs. Holberton, of the Oritani Archers, third, a yew bow.
In the Gentlemen's Champion Match, W. Holberton,
President of the Oritani Archers of Hackensack, won the
State Champion Gold Medal, aud Mr. C. de R. Moore, of the
Mr.
same club, won the gold medal for highest score.
Frazer, of the N. Y. Club, wou the first prize, a yew bow, in
the long range match.
The Team Match in the afternoon was very interesting
The Oritani
and closely contested 48 arrows at 60 yards.
;

shore.

On this point I must correct a mistake made in a very interesting aud instructive work, entitled "Game Birds in the
United States," by Thomas Alexander, author of Fish and
Fishing, and other works on sport, and published in
Vork in 1879.
Writing of the Canada goose Mr. Alexander says :
conies up from the south in the earliest spring, bravely making the longest known migration in search of a breeding place.
far to the north he goes before his particular taste in
this matter is satisfied is unknown, for no mortal eye has yet
gazed upon the breeding pliers of the Canada goose. Expl i) ers within the Arctic Circle have met them, with long necks
Outstretched toward the pple, still pursuing their journey.
" Possibly they find the bug sought open Polar Sea and
rest securely on its desolate bosom until their young are
grown to sufficient maturity to undertake the mighty journey

—

team won by two points only, the Brooklyn team coming in
The Newark Toxsecond, and the N. Y. Club team third.
opholites was the only club to send a ladies' team and, having only scratch teams to compete with, won an easy first.
Akohbb.

New
"He

TriK third annual tonrnament of the Eastern Archery As
sociation will he held in Boston on the Base Bill Grounds,
October 13, 13 and 14. Those desirous of participating are
requested to send their names as early as possible to George
D. Underwood, City Hall, Boston, Mass.

How

Exports of

have sid positively asserted such au egregious error as is contained in them, and which any one in this country having
the remotest knowledge concerning wild fowl could refute.

Wan

Bro., of this city,

Animals.—Messrs. Chas. Reiche &
made quite a large shipment of small

Bremen, Germany, on Saturday last.
South American ocelot, Rocky Mounwolves and dogs, a large raccoon,
On the same day they received from
their African hunting grounds a giraffe, several swans and a
quantity of fancy birds.

American animals
Among them were

to the far south, wheie they spend the winter."
Writing in ignorance of the subject, as these statements
show him t,o have been, it would have been wiser not to

to

a

wild cats, prairie
Mexican pigeons, etc.

tain

|

a

'
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as mentioned. This he had noiiced himself. Also Mr.
John Pent, of this place, has now a fawn which was caught
some months since, when so small that a boy rah it down.
He kteps it in his yard, and he tells me that it comes out from
its pen and feeds "by the moon," that is at its rising, setting
and meridian height, "above and below."
Have any persons who dispute this ever watch d dew to

HABITS OF PET SNAKES.

New

Yokk, Sept. 23.
seen in your publication several very interesting accounts of snakes' doings, I will tell you something of a few that I have had.
1 have now a small garter snake that I captured while it
was crossing a lake, at least sixty yards from one shore and
about thirty yards from the shore from which it was swimming ; so lie must have undertaken a swim of about ninety
yards.
I once saw one cross a small brook, but never knew
them to take such long swims. I saw an account in Forest
and Stream of a garter snake that climbed a tree by going
I also saw,
straight up, instead of the usual spiral motion.

HA VI NG

not long ago, the snake that I now have climb a varnished
walking-stick in that manner. The stick stood in a corner
The snake,
of the room at an angle of eighty-five degrees.
by the by, is only eleven inches in length. He curved himself so that parts of his body were on each side of the cane,
reaching three-quarters of the distance around it and coverHe then pressed
ing about five inches of the length of it.
the lower third of his body firmly against the sides of the
cane and stretched upward the other two-thirds as far as
Thin holding fast in the manner just described, by
possible.
the upper third pulled up the remainder, and so on to the
top.
On finding that he could go no farther in that direction, he crawled back over himself slowly and carefully until
he was straightened out head downward and then slid down,
pressing his body against the sides of the stick to serve as a
brake.
I used to keep them in a
I had five snakes at one time.
Out of the five only one
large box with a wire gauze cover.
ever ale anything to my knowledge this one only ale once
and then enough to have satisfied a whole family of snakes.
My younger brother once brought in six toads of medium
put them all in the box. I
size and a half-grown frog.
had often put toads in before, with no results, and there was
Suddenly the large garter
a mouse in there at the time.
grabbed a toad by the hind foot and began operations imme-

—

diately.

He swallowed

close to the side.

leg

the leg, and when he came to the
was pressed upward toward the head
was then drawn slowly down. It

It

look him at least five minutes to get the second hind leg in
position after he had swallowed the first, as toadie was extremely lively and seemed to object strongly to being Bwallowed. The" snake's blood ^as up now and hardly two minutes passed before he had caught another, and inside of an
hour he caught and swallowed all six of those ill-fated toads.
He did not touch the frog, though it passed before him freOne thing I noticed particularly, he made no atquently.
tempt to chase or follow a toad, but the moment one would
hop within his reach he would seize it as quick as a flash
and after he once got a grip on it there was no letting go.
This snake was twenty-six inches in length and seemed to be
an old veteran. He was rusty in color, even after he had
Bhed his skin, and had a good many scars on his body.
long
Can any one tell how to ascertain a snake's age ?
B. P. Johnson.
does a snake live ?

How

ECHOES OP SOME OLD DISCUSSIONS.

—

LKFT-EVKD SHOOTING— EDIBLE W0ODCBU0KS DESK FEEDING
BY TUB MOON— MOONLIGHT AND FISH.
to time topics have been touched upon in
|i your paper, to which my attention has been called, and
questions discussed upon which I have myself heard eviI have delayed contributing to the discussions until
dence.
now the list includes quite a number, and I will unburden
myself upon some of them,
In a recent number
1. First, I will take the last question.
you were asked if a petson could not be "left-eyed," and
the fact was mentioned that when a circle, formed by the

"TJTROM time

Llutmb and finger was brought in line with an object, both
eyes being open, it remained in line when the left eye was
closed, but, upon closing the right eye and opening the left,
the fingers appeared l,o the right of the object. Several

weeks ago some newspaper (I have forgotten what one) mentioned this fact, and accounted for it by saying that it proved
that diMtnc-e was judged by both eyes, and direction by only
This seemed plausible to me, until I found by experione.
ment that, in shooting a pistol, I could sight with either
right or left eye, or with both open, with the same results.
8o I am at a loss lo know what bearing this fact, may have, if
However, your answer, that a man who cannot shoot
any.
with the right eye probably could not shoot with the left
My brother, though a right-handed man,
either, is wrong.
Shoots from the left shoulder, and sights with the left eye
(dosing the right), because the right one is a little dim, owing
to an accident to it In youth. The clerk of the County Court
of this place, also, has lately commenced shooling from the
lefl shoulder, sighting with the left eye, because be could
not shoot satisfactorily in the ordinary waj, and he tiuds his
new method just suits hirn. So there are two cases existing
of " left eyed " persons, and it is reasonable to Buppose there

may

A

4.

!

Some

;

hi 8 left eye.

The effect of moonlight on fish has been argued at length
and has amounted to nothing assertions on one side and
denials on the other.
If an entirely disinterested person
would experiment with fish of the same weight, kept side
by side and subjected to exactly the same influences, with
the exception that one was exposed to the rays of the moon,
while the other was proiected from them, then the case could
be proved one way or the other. The experimenter should
be perfectly indifferent wh.ch theory was sustained, in order
to try the question fairly.
We have no opinion to express.]

—

"VIS MEDICATR1X NATURE."

THAT

"Dame

Nature"

is

abundantly able to care for

her lowliest creatures when they are the subjects of
by the specimen which I hand
you herewith, and which will, I doubt not, possess an interwho
call
your
rooms.
many
at
est for
Every sportsman experiences a feeling of sadness when he
injury, is strikingly proven

is

unable

fact that

to recover a
it

wounded

bird

—not

so

much from
knows

bag, as because he

will not swell the

the
the

poor creature must suffer for hours, or it may be, days, beIt is cheering, therefore death kindly comes to its release.
fore, to know by actual demonstration, that nature, not
unfrequently, heals the wounds we make, and restores her
crippled children to complete health.

On a beautiful Novem Iter afternoon, two years ago, I strayed
out into the woods with my dog and gun, and after a pleasant ramble of an hour or two, daring which I had beeu only
homeward, when
I was turning my steps
fairly successful.
I saw that my dog was "making game " very decidedly, and
from his action 1 surmised that he was trailing a partridge,
Suddenly, to my left, up through a thicket of undei brush,
with a royal old rush and whir-r-r-r, jumped the bird—
large and strong one.
1 gave him a barrel as he plunged into the tree tops, but
away he went without so much as dropping a feather and
taking his line of flight as best I could, we pursued, the dog
being kept well in. After tramping some time we again
struck his track. This time I was looking out for him, a d
when he flushed with a strong bound, a well directed shot
brought him to bag.
This bird, whose rapid motions put my marksmanship to
the test, had at some time or other had the misfortune to get
its wing broken, most probably by a shot at the hands of
some gunner but which had been so thoroughly mended as
to enable him to fly as swiftly and steadily as before the accident befell it.
The fracture had occurred in the bird's right humerus— the
bone which joins with the body— about an inch from its upper articular surface, at the junction of the upper with the
middle third of the shaft of the bone. The fractured ends
of the bone had slipped past each other, shortening the wing
;

—

recent

new

New

thought at the lime it was the sweetest morsel I had ever
and straightway the spirit of Esau took possession of
tasted
me, and I have been killing and eating the beasts of the
woods and the birds of the air ever since, when opportunity
;

woodchuck among the rest.
Whether deer feed by the moon is a question that may
be considered laid at rest still, the testimony I will present
and
is different from the bulk of that you have published
I submit to you that if it can be established that certain deer
have been observed, and Been to do it, it will be of more
weight than the opinions of those who simply can say they
have never seen such a Ihing, and so don't believe it. All
the hunters ou tho Florida Keys, and on the mainland of
Florida, with whom I have talked, are firm in their belief
thai deer come out to feed at "moon-rise," " moon-set" and
"moon-south, below and above," and they are firm enough
in their belief to hunt according to it— and they kill deer, too.
But to come to more conclusive evidence. Jo. Biva, or
Viva, living at Fort Myers, on the Caloosahatchee, told me
that he had noticed this habit among deer for years and that
a fawn, which he had caught and raised in his yard, invariably got up in the night and fed according to the times of the
1

;>,.

;

;

;

BIRD'S SONG.

Detroit, Mioh., Sept. 28.
Editor Forest and Stream :
la a recent number of your excellent journal appeared an
article by Albert West, quoted from the Advance, in which
he lakes the ground that the mocking bird is not an imita'ive
bird, but inherits the talent of singing all his varhd notes.

seems that, he draws conclusions from his observation of
one hird taken from the nest at an eaily day and kept entireaway from other birds.
He s'ates that the bird developed notes similar to the blue
bird, etc.
Had he compared the real notes of the othervarieties mentioned he would have seen that there was a thnilarity
only while he would have heard a perfect imicatioa. if the
mocker had heard tho noies of other birds,
It is a fact that the mockingbirds have a great varie'y of
notes in their song but. that they are not imitative I will
attempt to disprove. Our conclusions are drawn from a
number of \ ears' observation, not only of this variety, but a
uumber ot other wild varieties, as the robin, catbird, thrush,
etc.
We have studied carefully their habits and peculiarities
both in the woods and in the cage. The canary has also
come in for n large share of attentb n. This little warbler
can be taught to whistle anything withiu the range of bis delicate throat.
1 have known thetn to learn the ticking and
striking of a clock, h tune from a hand organ, and one
learned the tune of "Yankee Doodle," whistled by its mistress.
It seems almost impossible for tbem to do otherwi-e
than to imitate the sounds that they hear repeated for a number of weeks.
The mocking bird will do the same, only they learn in a
shorter tune,and include a greater variety in their programme.
We have one in mind now, not a half dozen blocks away,
that has been kept near a yard where fowls are confined, and
it has learned the crowing of the cock and the cackle of the
hens to perfection. Anoiher one that came under our observation would imitate the filing of a saw. He was owned
next door to a man who made it his business to tile saws.
We have in mind another which hung near an old-fashioned
clock.
In a short time he acquired the faculty of ticking
and striking with perfect regularity. A lady friend of the
writer left her mocker in his care for a time, and in about
five davs he would imitate the song of the rose-breas'ed
grosbeak. I also taught htm some peculiar strains by dwelling on the tame notes for a number of days.
We think this is sufficient to convince the most skeptical
lhat they are a mockiug bird in the truu sense of the word.
If left, to themselves they will no doubt develop a very fiue
song, but unless they hear other birds they will not' show
near the sweetness and varie'y that they would to hear different varieties for sufficient time to acquire a perfect imitation.
Ror.
It

ly

;

;

IS

THE TURTLE FISH OR GAME?

Wabrenton, Va. Oct. 1.
Editor Forest and Stream :
feeing an account of the turtle found near this ptace. and
reading the remarks, reminds me of a circumstance that
happened in the Virginia Legislature that sat in Richmond
three winters ago.
It seems that there were two separate
committees, cal ed respectively the "Committee on the i.hes,

apeake and its Tributaries,'-' which hail the sole jurisdiction
overfish, and the "Committee on Game," which attended to
the protection of the birds, or rather the fea'ker and the fur
of the commonwealth.
Now, these two committees were very jealous of each
other's functions, and watched one another like hawks.
At
last a circumstance occurred which made the smothered fire
break out into an angry flame, and open hostility was the
result.

It appears that thechairmenof thegame committee brought
in a bid for the better protecuon of " terrapins."
Th.ecb.HTmanof the fish committee indignantly denied ihe right of the

other to claim jurisdiction over the turtle, because he said

it

was a fish. The game committee calmed the terrapin as
game, and appealed to the Hou-e, and all tha', night Ihe
General Assembly of Virginia were debating that Knotty

—

question
this day.

Is the turtle a fish

They haven't decided

?

lo

it

Cannot some readers of tne Forest and Stream
conundrums? Cannot the famous
"Pot Luck Club" throw light on this subject, which addled
the bruiriB and stumped the judgment of the wisest of the
Old Dominion statesmen ? Brother sportsmen, I rise lor incut.

thai Gordian knot of

formation. Is the turtle fi9h or game
[Lcl the Pot Luck Ctub speak.]

A-J

SKUNK

C—

VS.

?

Chassshb.

WOODOHUCK.

the paragraph relative to the
your issue of the 8lh
IN edible
qualities of the woodchuck brings
mind an
inst,

A, proximal end of humerus, or upper arm bone, or tlie wing: or
MinaiaumbtUvji: E, distal end, whleli articulates with tile radius
and ulna B and C, fractured end ol humerus, wbtch have slipped
byone another and aie now overriding; o, ^oallUa," orhouysubstanee, thrown out trom suatt. and iiow llnnly ijludlug the overriding
;

-j

positions together.

be more.

number also spoke of woodchuck-eating, as
I well remember that, the first "game"
thing.
(if so it be), 1 ever ate was a woodchuck, which our farm
dug out, and, with the help of us
Hampshire
in
dog
Recollection tells me that it was good, and I
boys, killed.
2.

being a

r

how

they act ? Perhaps it is a Plot ida habit only
people do nol believe thai the moon shining on
fish spoils it.
We have a large population of fishermen here
and all to whom I have ever spoken about it say the moonmakes it, soft, taints it, and
light does spoil fish exposed to it
unfits it for eating to, such an extent that it will make one
sick, the same as bad meat or fruit, will do.
I suppose I could
furnish innumerable affidavits to this, and if any one is curious on the subject 1 will refer them to my informants.
Key West, Flu., Sept., 1881.
L.
[Our original remarks to " Iuvidius" about his eyes
must be taken with the limitations supplied by his letter. Of
course, if a man be near-sighted in one eye he can sea better,
and so shoot better, by using the other eye. So, too, it the
right eye be a glass eye, and there are such cases, a man may
shoot from the left shoulder. Again, we know a man who
shoots from the left shoulder because he cannot squiut with
see

;

We

body the other hind

THE MOCKING

moon

lainml $i$torg.

and

;

But uature had poured out the provisional
full half inch.
abundantly from the attached fragment as to firmly
and completely unite it with its fellow, restoring to the bird
a most useful wing, »> uieful, in fact, that he whirred away
from my first shot like a bumblebee with only a Blight peppering and I had to flush him a second time before bringing
a

callus so

;

him to bag.
The deformity was not discovered until the bird was picked,
when my attention was called to it, and I at once decided to
prepare and preserve the bone.

I

send

it,

to

you

at the sug-

some of my sportmen friends.
The specimen is a very perfect and beautiful

gestion of

one, and as I
before said it shows how kindly nature cares for In r creatures,
and how succfssfu'ly she accomplishes her purposes.
Geo. Huntington.M.D.
Lagrangeville, N.Y.,Stpt.Yl.

[The specimen is certainly a curious one, andso interesting
The bone
that we have thought it worthy of an illustration.
is now at this office, and we shall be pleased to exhibit ii to
our friends. Mr. John G. Bell, the taxidermist of this city,
has in the course of his long experience come across several
Among
instances of this healing power of Mother Nature.
other specimens was that of a woodcock, in one of the bones
of which were found, embedded by the callus, some intact
feathers, showing that the bird had been previously wouuded
and the wound had healed. How quiet the bird must be
while the wonderful process is going on I] j

to

in-

cident that, goes lo show that even the skunk is considered
quite a delicacy by some people.
In the autumn of 187H I accompanied a surveying expedition to the northwestern Irontier if ihis [State.
We had employed in the party about twenty Mexicans. On going into
camp one evening on Ihe San Gabriel the Mexicans discovered two skunks making their way into a hollow log and the
men immediately set, about to capture the varmints.
Having located the animals, they proceeded lo cut into tho
hollow nf the log a hole of sufficient size, when "ne of the
men thrust his Inmd in and drew out one of the skunks, holding it by the tail close to the roots, taking the precaution to
Held in ibis position,
Caleb, it* also by the back of the neck.
and at arm's length, it was killed by a blow on the head.
The other was servei! in the same manner and, strange to
say, none of ihe fetid odor peculiar to the animal could be
The Mexicans told me that ho ding it, by the root
detected.
of the tail rendered it powerless to d.schargeany of its offensive fluid.

Both animals being dispatched, a roaring fire of brushwood
built and they were thrown in the flame and allowed to
remain for the space of thirty seconds. On being taken out
they were scraped, the hair slipping off easily. Next the
gland containing the defensive fluid was carefully and Skillfully removed, the animals were fir ssed and placed upon a
spit, and roasted before Ihe fire. The skunk bein^r pronounced
cooked, 1 was invited to partake of the feast, but very reThe Mexicans, however seemed to enBpecfiully declined.
joy the fiast immensely and pronounced Ihe flesh not inferior to that of 'possum.
P.
Foil Olurk, Texan, Sept. 19.
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were concerned, but the practices were beyond reproach.
Everything was conducted on purely professional principles.
The hounds were fed just so much and at just such times
Ihe gU&S were cleaned, oiled and primed, and the hunling
knives were sharpened with as much care us would have been
used had a hundred elk been killed every day. The amateurs
were getting discouraged, but. the professional was as unmoved and sanguine IB he could have been if he had believed
his own lies. No matter what was said, the same calm prophecy of final good fortune was made, and at last it came.
The hounds were taken, as usual, far up among the mountains, several miles from the river, to be started.
The usual
examination for fresh tracks was made, and this lime it- was
successful.
In the head of one of the large basins that are
found between the mountain--, a number of deer had spent
the night and the hounds immediately started with such a
chorus of baying as would delight any sportsman. They went
slowly at first, following the tracks where the doer had been
feeding, the paths frequently crossing each othpr and troubling ihe hounds to follow
thenif but at last they got
fairly started and off through the dense forest the "staiter"
beard their music, now in short, hurried barks when they
were near the game, and again in long, deep, but infrequent
bays as the scent was less fresh. They were going in the
right direction and the "starter's" work was done. He could
only hope for success and wonder whether ihe amateurs or
the professional would get the first shot,
Several miles below the men were stationed on the runways near the river awaiting developments. They had been
on the same runways several previous days waiting for game
and none had come, which had discouraged all but one so
;

FOREST AND STREAM GAME TABLE
OPE\ SEASONS.
The

which It is lawtul to shoot game In the several
Territories, open as designated In the followlrnr table:

seasons, lu

an!

States

Pinnated
li

tJmvue

'..'.',

!'

i

Chiek-

Ala.' .. Oct. 20.
Call.-.. Julyl..
I'nl.,. Sept i

Conn

Sept. ir>.
Sept. 15. Kept.'iae
Probt'd. Oct P..
1,.. Oet, 1...

Dakota
Del."
D. C.n
.

Aug.
Nov.
NOV.

.

AUJJ. 15.
i...

.

on,
Q

.'

,.

i
.

4..

July
July

I..

Iowa... Sept. 1..

Kan.
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1

1

[

1

.

Ocl
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1

.

Nov.

ii

..

1
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1-S4
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—

1,

Sept

J..
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.

.

Nov.

Nov.
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1.5
16
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1
1

.

1
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1

'Oct 1..
Nov. 1.

.
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Sept.

l

Sept.

I.,

Nov.

1
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1
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1

•
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Sept.
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1

.

Sept. i
.:Nov. 1.

I
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J
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.Sept.

1
1

.
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1
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much

that considerable persuasion was required to get them
But on this day they wete more than repaid for the
out.
ill-luck of the preceding watches and the one who had been
steadfast in his fnith was looked to as a prophet.

At first they henrd only an occasional sound from old Colonel, the strongest hound in the pack, but in a few moments
the earneEt barking of all was heard coming steadily toward
the watchers. The bark was the "game bark " loo, not the
discouraged howl of a hound off sceiit, and the men on the
runways prepared for the expected game. Locks and triggers
were examined and the priming in every tube carefully replaced with new powder. Everything was done to prevent
accident when the time for action came, and the men, fully
prepared, but a little nervous, sat, down and waited for the
hounds

to

come

in.

The waiting

Antelope.—ogi,
K. M6X Sept.

Neil.. Oct. i
;
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i

,
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;

;

;

;
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;
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A DAY WITH THE HOUNDS.

Diana.
if sportsmen were easily discouraged there would be little
hunting done now, but faith and persistence are the leading
traits of character developed by the true sportsmin, and the
in erest and hopefulness that be would exhibit under themost
dismal Circumstances are something wonderful. The music
of the hounds as they follow a track, old enough perhaps to
be an ancient landmark, exhilarates him nearly as much as the
sight of game, and ihe transparent Jies that he will tell to account for the return of the hountls without a deer are simply
Intoxicating. He will not lose faith in final success, no matter
how unfortunate his first few da; s' experience may be, and
with serene belief prepares every day for a venison steak for
supper,
whole volume might be written on the discipline
a man must undergo before ho can become a professional
bunlcr, but as litis is not a proper place for such an account
it is omitted, and our story is resumed.
On one of the pleasant days of last November a party of
four, embracing one professional hunter and three amateurs,
started fi r a week's hunting, taking with them all necessary
equipments and five of the best hounds that could be f uud
in the village - long, silky-eared animals, whose clean limbs
and thoroughbred coloring distinguished them from the ordi-

A

told

Iheir

aristocratic lineage.

Nothing that

iinter could think of was omitted and the fersuch an Individual's mind is really confusing; so
rig, indeed, that at this time title of the amateurs can
Sfij What benefit, was derived from some of the articles he
!
apiv, nor can they explain why the inventory
of the pr perty was so remarkably short when they relumed.
Professional hunters are expensive and mysterious, but aside
fioni these annoying qualities they are a beneficent instil ui ion
and dest'i ve to be patronized.
The first few days were not successful, so far as results
isional

like the cattle palhs in a pasture: and whenever the
timid animals are started they hasten along these paths into
('auger, iustcad of away from it, as instinct might be supposed to teach them.
After waiting for half an hour and listening to the barking of the haimds gr owing louder and less musical as it
came nearer, the watehen were start led by a couple of shots
in what seemed to e Ihe locality of the hounds. They were
somewhat surprised atil very much annoys.-'! by the occurrence, and even the professional was afraid some one had

game and

left the rightful owners of it to their
In a few moments, However, the, barking
was decided that a mistake had been
made in thinking the shots were fired near the hounds.
The music of the chase came Di are-I and nearer, and every
mnu was at his post, with gun ready, wail ing for the expected
Nothing was unnoticed, and ihe flying of a bird or
deer.
the rustling of a twig was a signal for the hearer to raise his
gun to his face; and the flight of a disturbed squirrel threw
even the professional into position for a shot. Everything
lhat stirred excited them, and it, would have been impossible
for a rabbit to move without being detected, so watchful were

usual bad luck.

_

dog and

worn

killed the

the forests along Pine Creek were
game, and during the hunting season
an ae-juhl be heard almost every day telling
Og .a
the story Of a chase; and suggesting a venison supper.
A
fleer was no unusual sight then, ami the iraveler along the
river mad would frequently be startled liva splash, and looking round would see the victim of the chase coolirg himself
•wiih. a swim of by hurried draughts of water.
Someiimes lie
might tee B more' exciting eight, when the hounds came hefore the deer left the stream, and might find ample field for
sympathy, whether sportsman or not, in the struggle for life
between the tired animals.
Those days, with their rich harvest of sport, will never be
The pioneer's axe bus extended the line of
again.
clearing, and the crash of falling irecs have frightened away
the liniid deer that have taken refuge in the mountains too
far back to be cultivated.
The "runways" of that time are
corn fie ds to-day, and the sickle and hoe have succeeded the
rifle
Tie idols of the sportsman are broken, and the march
of civilization has trodden down his choicest treasure leaving
him only the despised portions of his old-time territory on
which to found a new empire suitable for his palron saint,

tility

;

:

I

years ago
TWENTY
well stocked with

;

is one of the trying points of a sportsman's
and one in which his coolnessand patience are manifestedj
he have any. The hounds come slowly, and as their deep
baying can be heard for mi'es, it is sometimes over an hour
after they are first heard before the game is driven in
and
all this time the hunter must wait, feeling lhat honor is to be
lost or won when Lbs d slant barking that, he is listening to
reaches him. Sometimes the deer leave the runways, that
with si range instinct they follow as men do the public streets,
and come into ihe river at unexpected places; hut this is
unusual, and if all the runways are guarded, some one is
pretly sure to get a shot at any game that may be started.
Bach mountain and valley has its deer paths, many of ihem
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was resumed, and

i'

they.

the deer came in sight, three of them dashing over
of a hill nearly half a mile away and coming down
the hill in great leaps that only deer can make.
It was
scarcely more than a minute before they passed Ihe watching
places, but there was time to admire their beauty and the
unequaled grace of their movement.
Writers sometimes
speak of the poeiry of motion, but the phrase is meaningless
until a d-er is seen running wild in his native forest
Such.
perfect grace combined with strength, such agility and such
...
.pare worth a journey across the
n
infinite ea^e
Every motion seems a courtesy, and a
continent to see.
sentimental sportsman almost lostshis desire for spoils as he
watches the graceful mjlveineril'S of the tender eyed game
coming to slaughter.
In this case ihe sport, -.men were not sentimental, and after
a moment's admiration every man prepared for the coming
In a moment they came bounding along the runway
deer.
on which the amateurs were stationed, with the hounds so
As they went by ihe
far behind that they could not be seen.
hunters the rifles were discharged, and then the deer fairly
flew in their mad dash toward the river.
Whether they had
hit any of the deer or not the hunters could not tell, and they
hurried toward the river, which they reached just in time to
see the professional discharge both barrels 'if his gun it
There were, only two in the
deer as they were drinking.
water and both were killed in less than a minute by the expert professional, who, with all his faults, was an unusually
skillful woodsman and hunter.
search discovered the
third deer lying dead a few rods from the runway, having,
as is usual, left the path after being hit. and in a few moents three dead deer
on hy the happiest ar

At last
the brow

A

Creek ever saw. The
were happy. Whose shot ha'l killed him they did not know:
a-i ween
them, and that WHS enough.
but they had 6
5
th ir la me and lei! the story of their
Tiny could go back
success to wondering friends; and what more was necessary
to content
sportsmen ?
It was a lu< k
them, and they would have goni, home satisfied if some unoUhimlcr" had !;Ol, aia.l oae of thfiir lea, ids
After the deer were dressed they looked around for their
hounds and soon found all but Colonel, win) was missing-,
lhey called him ami searched everywhere, but were at las.
obliged to give him up as lost. The mystery of the two shots
was explained, and they knew that the brave old hound that
I

,

.

.

I

;

0,

1881

always led the pack was a victim to the hate of men who
The loss was a sad one and marred the
hunt without dogs.
otherwise complete day, but the grand success of their hunt
made them practically forget the misfortune, and they all
look back upon the Pine Creek trip as the ni' sf. successful
one they have ever taken.
Hounds die every day, but such
a pair of antlers as were won in that, hunt are found but ouce
in a century.

REMINISCENCES OP FORTY YEARS.
SECOND PAl'KB.

VISITING a planter

in the valley of Alabama, in 1848,
near the Cumberland River, a party from Dtcatur,
Ala, my host and myself made up our minds for a deer hunt.
We started early in the morning, mounted on horst s and
mules.
Heavy rains had prevailed for some days and the
river was greatly swollen.
We soon came to a bit of river
boi torn where the country road was overflowed for a distance
Of some three or four hundred yards.
All the old hunters
mournfully shook their heads at the prospect of fording it,
knowing from many former overflows the length and depth
,

we had

to go through.
friend, a spare built, wiry gentleman, not more than
pounds or so in weight, ami mounted on his regular hunting pony, was ready eLOtigh on his part, and asked if any one
or more would go with him. I said I would follow, but the
rest turned back.
I was mounted on a mule, Billy, a surefooted animal, and frequently need for breasting deer on
these still hunts. My friend on bis pony went ou very well
for 100 yards, getting deeper, uutil half up the pony's sides.
All at once the pony struck out swimming, but so high and
far out of water lhat my friend kept dry enough by tucking
up his legs. Not so Billy, the mule. When he came to this
hole, a descent of road some six to eight feet of water, he,
too, struck out with his head and neck out of water, but his
body and mine submerged. Still on we went, and pulled
through.
We then dismounted, shook our wet clothes and
galloped off to an old squire's house, some two miles, where
we were shown lo a room with a blazing log fire, dried our
things, dined with the old squire and his three good looking
daughters, lit our pipes and mounted again at S i\ m, for the
mountains. We reached our destination at nightfall, a com-

My
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fortable log cabin, that held in its fireplace a cord of hickory
if required.
Next day came our breasting for deer on horseback. Some
half dozen were mounted, myself on Billy the mule.
agreed not to shoot at scything but large game, meaning
rode on a line with each other,
deer, bear, wolf, &c.
about 100 yards apart, through timber with little or no underbrush, making a heath of 600 yards in all.
Each bait a
horn (cow's horn) to blow whetra successful shot was fired.
We had gone probably a mile and had seen nothing, when
Billy began to snort, pricked forward his eats and stood still,
trying to call my attention to his object, which I saw, a Temarkahle looking thing, at a stump of a tree, which I could
However, I considered it large
not make head nor tail of.
game, and surely wild, let drive my little 14-gauge and rolled
over the creature, took the cow horn and blew
blast.
Down came two of the huntsmen. "What have ye got,
what have yc got v " 1 said, " The devil of a rum looking
thing," and walking the mule up to it Why, 'tis a 'possum.
So it was, but a tremendous large one.
strapped him bebind on Billy, and that evening at the log cabin ho was well
cleaned and laid on the shingles over the frosty night. Now
comes the Booking. First— Well cleaned and wiped out after
the frost had dissolved; stuffed with breadcrumbs
s.veet
potatoes aud something the some herbs, lemon, Ihyme, I
think sewed up and a grave was made in the deep ashes of

We

We

my

—

We

—

—

—

monster fit-place. The 'possum was then submerged
water and laid in the ash grave (like roasting a potato).
Well covered up and two or thro'- shovell'ulls ol hickory coals
around and on top the ash heap toals renewed as fast as
required until some two hours or more, when the 'possum
was laid on the table, and with a c'oth the hair removed as
easily as scraping a carrot
the skin and flesh as white as
milk smoking hot, clone through and through— put ou the
and no cold 'possum was left after a
table hot— hot— hot
half-dozen hungry hunters had got through. Well, nothing of
the kind could be finer!
What flavor was in the 'possum!
Potatoes and fixings remained sieaming throuefi under a
bushel of live coals and ashes. This was my first 'possum I
had ever seen cooked and ate, and the first and last I ever
shot,
la the early spring of ly,i3 we started before daythis,

in

—

—

—

—

—

light to catch

ti e.

old gobblers, calling

them before they

flew

oil their roosting-place.
My first old gobbler- shot from off
a very high tree, he fell— ran like a race-horse— myself after
him, until he gave up the ghost. This tree was sixty-' our
yards from where I was and high timber one shot only did
its work, cutting his throat as clean as a .knife could have
done.
He ran until he bled lo death.
My second shot was at a fine hen-turkey roosting on a very
high tree in a swamp, which I could not creep nearer than
one hundred yaids without being up to my middle while
viewing the situation. She took flight, coining straight for
me, for fifty or sixty yards, when she turned to the right and
at the time of passing me (so that I would be shooting " behind the feathers") she must have been from ninety to one
hundred yards off. I was using a $25-gun bought in St.
Louis.
The right barrel shot, remarkably close, i pulled

—

the right trigger and down came the bird.
On examining
her I found that the charge had bunched, entered above
the rump, gone through the body, coming out the crop. The
space a hole at the entrance— was as large as a turkey's egg.
One might, shoot a hundred years, and not have such an occurrence again.
My next wa< a double shot from the saddle
by the Cumberland River. Ten large gobblers rose on wiBg
some forty yards before me. I pulled my pony round to the
right, shot well forward for (heir heads and necks, and at
each right and left crack they tumbled— shot through the

—

head— kept bounding up

in their dying flutter.
They
weighed forty-eight pouuds together, and when Iheir heads
were tied together and swung across the pony at the horn of
the sa die their feet touched the ground.
In Crawford Co., Missouri, in 1867, uear where I was stopping was a cornfield at the back. On two or three occasions
Use folks came running in the house tome— "The turkeys
are in the cornfield." I hurried wiih my gun the flr>t aud
second time, only to find som
gb a pa'hway near the fence, and scared [hem OffB SO easily
get eff on the least alarm. The third time, t
>r, I caught
them there, and creeping through some haw
iesnear the
a fange of two heads pretty we'll
2 so that I
pulled ihe right barrel.
Then came the uprising of the brood
of full-grown fellows fattened on mast and corn, being in
October full-moulted. The first barrel killed the two I saw,
and one further down the furrow soma forty yards, which I

—
Ootobee

The
making four

did not see.
also,

much
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uext aud

It was in
I will relate.
'868, in a field adjoining the
turkey-" were in a meadow

turkey shot

'ast

The

uud the

in

the
I went r
feeding on irasslioppcs.
i.im ei out of situit, creeping up to the fence, where they
line foriy yards out, straggling,
I vjaited, thinking
together, when I would try them with my
Watching and
i,
ttew to the timber.
j
ts-hopper started flying (butterfly grassrkey in the middle of three, when till
snap
up the dainty bit-.
grasshopper grounded,
the three heads arthe
As
rived together to grab him, but. ray right barrel sent
field

:

.

i

"LEFT-EYED SHOOTING."

left barrel invited the old gobbler down
in the double shot.
I could scarcely lift,

less carryinfi

the meadow* in September,
cornfield mentioned above.

.

:

:

umber

ol

among them

six

them

killing

rose the left barrel

—

all

three,

brought him

shot three turkeys with the
one with the left (four)— viz , eight turluys in the two
shots.
The 1 st four were young and very tender,
.\vn --weighing from ten to twelve pounds
Ll

.

1

d< ruble

i

'i

Meat-

Mineral Mountain lead mines, in Crawford coun-

lie-
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Boston, October

3,

or when writing such long dry articles with the therm imeter
105 deg. in the shade.
Out West, in the basin of the Mfc.
-ou'i, yachting news is all a tor'k'n tongue, as nffie-tifrithp
of
he people have neverseeu a yacht, nrtrolling spoon, or punt,
r iiny other of Ihe many sources of pie.
sure to sportsmen of

1851.

Editor Fore.it and St earn :
As " lecccl" was so kindly considerate of yrror feeling'
in hisa-ticle on " Left eyed "Shooting," I will endeavor h
be the same of his: nevertheless I enjoyed a hearty laugh
when I read his opiniem, and now hope I shall be able to
convince him of his error.
It is evident that in looking at any object, a figure iu the
wall-paper for example, there must be two visual rays, one
proceeding from each eye, which are focused upon the article so that they form a sort of >
Now, suppose a finger to
be held up a short distance directly in front of the nose, it is
evidi nt in this case the p. would be much shorter, and thai
the sides, if projected, would strike one on each side nf the
figure on the wad
or, in other words, the person would be
" both eyed," as the view of the object with either eye would
not be obstructed by the finger.
But suppose instead of holding his finger directly in front
of his nose, or in other words hi tween his eyes, a person
holds it a little at the rkht now with both eyes open h
can still see the figure on the wall, but he does not see it with
both eyes, as the finger is between it and his right eye. which
would make him, according to "Tececl." ''left-eyed;" in
the tame manner, if his finger should be held a little at the
left he would become "right-eyed," with which eye he can
see the figure when the other is closed, depending solely
>

iia-lern cities. N'twilhsta
crih rs here who d' rive a

dine all this, you h-tve some subgrpat deal of comfort, from the
Forest and Sin? am
We don't, fi.-h here
simply because we have not any waters lo fish in but. when
vou talk about dog and gun we feel at home. Some correspondent, in last week's issue, asks about rust in guns. Every
>ne handling guns will at once recognize this " measel,"
and
some may have a remedy. I do not wish to speak disparagvis'ls

j

.

ingly of the various articles advertised as ru*t preventives,
for T do not believe that the fault is in tbem altogether.
Gun
barrels not only become fouled with the residuum of powder,
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1 will give

sporting brethien.

you a

by your readers than

and do

better
Alu'rn."

description of

"Rmgwood"

it

or

in the possession of the Prince family,
and whs brought ver by one of their ancestors from EngThe liarrel measures sis
land ful y two hundred yearsago.
feet, in length and is an inch and three quarteis in diameter
at breech, and a ten-gauge shell will just enter ihe muzzle.

The gun has been

The whole

length of the gun

weight, seventeen pounds.
1 remember the old gun

is

seven

when

it

feet

had

four inches;

lock: but about thirty yearsago
d Uncle Jimmy'' Prince had the lock
It has been fired but a few times
chane-ed to percussion.
The traditional mule's kick is
Bince the lock was changed.
with the way it will kick.
No one
a
a love

hook-back hammer,
its

former owner.

L

'

Hint,

<J

!

riiv u a second time.
short time after the old man had it
in point
j
crow ou n tree about forty rods from the
he 'saw
house, so he go' thfi old guu and loaded it about right for the
went Up slabs «nd knelt on the floor
distance, as be judged
and fired from ih chamber window. As it happened, there
was a chimney about eight feet back that slopped him. The
old man came down stairs rubbing himself and remarked,
" The old fiun'il kill both ends."
He killed the crow.

cares to

A

:

fixed

.:.

;

H. H.

task to clean a gun properly, if drine at the end of
each day's shooting, as it always should be. The finest gun
ever made would s on be covered with rust specks em the inside if left over night without cleaning a few times.
Let
your correspondent try this way of cleaning, and report. It
answers the purpose as will as any way I have ever tried
and can be d. ne without any great amount of labor, and does
not require over five minutes of time.
Take the gun apart that is. take off the front st^ck and
barrels and action apart, push the extractor hack to its
proper place, attach bristle-brush to cleaning rod dampen
Ihe bru h in a pan of water, and draw it backward and torward thiough each barrel several times, which will take out
all the burnt powder.
Remove bristle-brush wipe out the
barrels with a dry cloth to remove dampness; then rem an
oiled Tag through each barrel several times.
Now attach 8
three-row wire-brush to the cleaning rod, one that will hi the
barrels tightly.
Push the same through the barrels up to
the choke it a choke-bore) several limes, which will remove
all the lead that may have adhered to the inside during the
days' shooting.
Glean out the muzzle with a muzzle brush.
Oil thoroughly inside with beat refined sperm oil.
Rub off
outside of battels and stock with a rag slightly saturated
with bo led linseed oil— and the task is done.'
If you have gut any water into ihe action during the day's
shooting yon bad better take the stock and action ap irl mi
thoroughly dry and oil the action, and lav the stock near the
stove to dry, but nut ne ir enough to burn.
Any one who will try the above will find that rust spots
are. not such an annoyance as they are thought to be.
BofeDBB Ruffian.
;

;

its

old-fashioned

its

P.

Bat Snipe Shooting— Good Ground, Long Isknd, ShinBay.—We are having the best bay snipe shooting of
uason. The voting full birds are coining on and ;
i.

ifl

;

;

xpect plenty of ducks

this fall.— Wm.

N. Lake.

I

;

—

Cleveland, O.— Editor Forest and Stream:— I see some
of your correspondents arc complaining of rust spo's in th>ir
I can tell them how to prevent them; bur. once there
guns.
hey come to stay. I used to have much trouble in keeping
spots out of gun barrels, and finally hit upon the following
as a sure preventive
Make a wooden rack, taking three
pieces of f or g in. thick boaTd, 6 or 8 in. wide, and long
enough to hold all the barrels you have. Cut holes in two of
the pieces large enough to let the breech end of the barrels
oasseas-ly through ; then t^ke four strips, say 3 ft. long, of
3x1 in. st ft', and make an upright, rack by pining the piece
if board without, holes at bottom, say 3 in. from bottom.
At
t) in.
above this, put one of the other pieces with holes, and
30 inches above put the third piece.
Set a tin pan made
or
in.
deep,
in.
wide,
4
5
and just long enougn to slip on
•>h
Procure some good "dry corks to fit the
i,o the lower shelf.
chambers (shell end of barrels), and set the" barrels cork end
the
rack,
the
barrels resting inside Ihe pan.
down in
fill
up the barrels with retired sperm or porpoise oil, and they
nay icmain as long as you choose, and be absolutely safe
from rust or spots. When wanted for use have your oil can
and funnel ready an-i turn the oil back into your can for fuYou can u 5 e the same oil for any length of time.
ture use.
be sure and oil 'he corks the first time they are used.
:

Now

Now

Bv fairlv cleaning a gun before putting away in this manner it can never rust, and is re u'y in five minutes for use by
simply turning out the oil, removing the corksand wiping out
he oil remaining in the barrels.
liberal dose on the oat•ride will keep that fro n rust, too.
I made a rack on saTie principle as above, but somewhat
more expt-nsve and still better, as fohnvs: I had sortie
round tin tubrs made, 3 inches longer than my barrels, and set
hem up iu a rack similar to the other, ttum put my barrels
in the tubes muzzh down, with no corks, but with a sir ng
cord from the bre. ch hanging outride of tube, by wh ch to

A

lift

the barrels out of the tubes.

When

barrels are in place,

ill up the tubes with oil one inch over the barrets,
and you
have them safe for any length of time. This takes more »U
ind more money but much loss time, as you leave the oil in
By removing the barrels with tha
the tubes all the time
cord, and after letting run off what oil wil' at once do so iu
the tube, and then setting the barrels upright in a tin pan to
drain, while one is busy getting o her trap3 ready very little
time need be wasted.
CaSv«s Back.
;

Goshen, O.— Rditov Fore-it and Strenm: Your Boston
correspondent, "F. S.." can have the "fearful nustery" explained and the remedy provided to prevent "guu mea» ea"
also, have had three, breech-loaders, two of
I,
hereafter.
-vhich contracted the disease by loaning; the third, having
eauliful polish with^
failed to desert its master, retains the
out spot or blemish, al hough having Miffered hard usan-e and
exposure in all kiuds of weather since February, 187t.i.
I
would state also that it is never looked after out of gunning
I

season.

The cau«e of erosion is an element left by the burr t pow.
der, all qualities, that rust preventive, coal oil, "elbow
grease" and patent cleaners cannot entirely remove.
Simply
wash or swab the barrels with hot water until clean: w pe
dry and. if possible, absorb all nv istnre. bv a gem le heat.
Apply Eaton's Rust Preventive inside and out, place incase
and slow awny in a dry place and the following season finds
Use no oil until the water has beet, applied. If
it all right.
hot water cannot be had cold will answer until tie final
cbaning. I have no "axe to grind" in advertising eilher
ru-t preventive or water, but simply desire to favor
sportsman friends not having discovei ed the remedy.

my

;
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We

ieg good shouting.
have also the best feed for ducks
There has been for two years a
we have had in yem,
but the feed
scarcity of feed, and shooting has been poor
has come in more plentiful than I ever saw before, and we

by new produc's set free by combustion.
For instance,
gun care'essly wiped and then oiled is sure to rust, which
would not be the case if no oil was used.
The sulphurous
acid set free by the powder explosion contains two parts
of
txygen, but is, in this state, innoxious, unless comhined with
TOraethiiig that will entirely change its force.
When gun
barrels become hot, or even warm, from rapid firing,
the
lead will adhere in small particles to the metalic fibre,
It
does not make any difference whether you have har-l or soft
-hot, or even tinned shot.
In cleaning the gun, if all the fine
particles of lead are not removed when you oil and put the
guu away, you will start a chemical action that will result in
he formation of oleic acid, which will ru3t like drops of
vinegar.
Now, lo prevent this, you must use od'ng water
to clean the gun barrels with in which has been dissolved a
small amount of clean Castile soap
then thorough'y dry and
il, while hot, with pure coal oil, and
never use any "other
I' ease about your gun except for the purpose of a lubricator.
Oooident.
hut,

;

some len acr- b, As h id miners at work
ly rode my horse Dick every morning
;d«ays carried my gnu with me. I genera. m., and had frequently
cora field about
idl) pass
Is coming from
the corn and in a lame elm upon the position of the finger.
)irg I was there at day-break and seeing sevAs for a "left-eyed" man not being able to shoot from
eral sCampenng from the field with large cars of corn in their
his right shoulder, with both eyes open, that is something
In a minute they were scampering new lo me.
shot one.
Shooting at a bird flying I never aim al 'iig the
parts ol ihe fi Id to this one lonely elm.
I dislrom a
barrel if I sh uld do that I should lose him
I somehow
mounted and shot and loaded as fast as I could. The tree look at him with both eyes, point the guu where I think he
half
way
was full of large fox squirrels, and the only hole,
is and pull
I don't have time to briug him in line with the
up whs -I' Sad full of corn ears and squirrels, until not an- gun.
other could get in, but, like the ostrich, could get their heads
If " Teceel" is not convinced by this, I hope he will give
I blazed
out f Sigb>, with their bodies a target for No. 6.
us the benefit of some more arguments and experience to
away, dn pping them at every shot. When Ihe last was shot strengthen his position.
Pentagon.
From outside the hole, I found them in various parts of the
I picked off all I could
elm, banging along tiie large limbs.
Englbwood, N. J., Oct. 1, 1881.
find, billing twenty with only walking round and round this
Editor Fore-it and Stream :
tree— all large fox squirrels.
In your issue of 29ih ult., a correspondent, "Teceel,"
Another experience with squirrels I have often thought of. writes of "Left-eyed Shooting," promulgating a theory and
Passing through the timber new the «*iove locality I saw a
explaining a simple method for tes' ing the same. I have
foil- iwed Lim and
running as hard as he could.
many times, and long ago, tested my own eyes by the same
pressed him 80 bard that he could not. reach the tree where method and arrived practically at the same results.
did
libs bole was. and had to take another— which 1 was sure he
not dream of claiming originality either for theory ormethod,
Still
look
around
there.
I
d
here
and
must have gone up.
as the theory is, I uuderstand, generally admitted by ocuAt last 1 saw jomethiug in a fork, which crossed the lists, and the method (or a very similar one) constantly
two
points
of
the
tree
high
up,
of
fork
Ihe
employed by them in their examinations.
I am led to
and shove this crossing p-epd up two little pointed believe that I am, for one, decidedly "left eyed." lam
squirrelPa ears.
I concluded th s
gs, very like
forced also to the conclusion that a decided change has taken
was my foxey. with the corn cob in his mouth, crofsing place in this respect within a tew years. It has resulted in
from the point iu the fork just above the cut these two hi tie bad shooting shooting unaccountable on any theory ot
points must be the earn, bo 1 tot drive.
1 knocked the cob
"want of practice," or "lack of nerve" and I have met
e ghteen yards fr in the tree (down hill) and the squirrel's
with measurable success in correcting the difficulty hj
tail half the distance, with his throat cut with sho*.
le.rning to shoot with "both eyes." As I am not leftIn the fall of 1850 I spent, three months on the Gunpowder hiinded I am prevented from using my left, eye alone, by the
River, near Baltimore, having a fine cove on the Harewood lack of proper muscular facility in bringing the gun to the
farm, where the river's water was still, and a dnck- left shoulder rea- lily and quickly but by using both eyes\
I shot from Oc ohons.e with two or three hundred decoys.
arrive at t hrably satisfactory results.
b'er Until the frost iced the river over, which wes not until 1
In conversation the other day with a gentleman recentlj
baa succeeded in some t n weeks fine shooting over decoys returned from England, who is a well-known and enthusiasMy ace unt Of ducks ki led amounted to 1,473 tic lover of sports, some allusion was made to the hammer
lor Winds.
canvas
back,
red
bald
pin
head.
pate,
tails,
he-id, including
less guns
and he mentioned the fact that they were
etc.
Here 1 had atol ing shot, bringing the immense field of decdedly the best guns for p- rsons who used both eyes in
caiivas back* and red heads, to stare at a red
shooting.
Though I do not think he said i-o in so many
I, a
tti
at the end of a pole from my blind,
cl
«Ords, he cert itnly gave me the impression that this method
nckward and forward; had heard of this tolling of shooting with "both eyes" was the prevailing one with
Only fancv the beat English sportsmen whom he had met. I am quite
Inr could scarcely believe it until I tried it,
1,000 fine canvas back-', as thick on the water, apparently, as of opinion that "crooktd eyes" are almost as common ns
they can be, swimming up with arched necks Ike a snake,
"crooked whisky," though I am not preoared to say that
and when thirty-five or forty yards I let go my first barrel, they fairly account for anything like as much had shooting.
see ihe wafer black with the dead and tiu tering
j to
The Majok.
ones, instead of which 1 overshot them, through a small
[How about cross-eyed shooters? We have known two
piece of cedar brush being near the sight of my guu I ulter- such, and they were, both bad marksmen.
Was this because
Ward observed: the .second barrel stopped two some ninety they were cross-eyed.]
Two or three weeks after I made
or a hundred yards out.
up, again getting the fellows to look at ihe red flag with so
much curiosity, there was this time 200 to 300, Ipresume, in a
RUST SPOTS IN GUN BARBELS.
bunch. My right and left counted eleven and two, thirI cou'd not get them to toll after, their
teen canvass back.
Maoon, Mo., Sept. 35.
William King.
curiosity must have been fully gratified.
Editor Forest and Stream :
The " vexed quest tou" spoken of by "F. 8." in Fob us r
and Stkeam, of September 23, is fudv answered in your
ANOTHER ANCIENT GUN.
editorial note at bottom of article, "the cleaning h id not
been thorough." I have owned several gnus and have had a
Aaihekst, N. H., Sept. 26.
great, deal of experience in cleaning them, and have been
A B stories of ancient fire-arms seems to be in order, I troubled with rust spots, but
not of la e years.
gun
I have now standing in my
sha'l have to tell mine.
properly cleaned will not rust nor speck inside and it is no
shop an old gun that prompts many envious remarks from killing
.

to lie bb

of

Editor Forest and Stream: It. is said that
Sedalia, Mo.
"distance lends enchantment to the view," and on tlrs account I am inclined to hope that many of your correspondents escape the editorial frown when asking hard questions

Aqua.
Bellevillp, 111., Sept. 2G.— Editor Forest and Stream:
"F. 8." does not say what kind of oil he used 'o oil the inside of his gun barrels with ; perh ps lie used coal oil.
I
have, very often seen it recommended as being good to remove rust. If he did use it, and especially if he "pui. his gun
a«ay after applying it, he v. ill have just, such spots as" he

by

produces 'hem I cannot tell.
I have no
to apply on certain kinds of machinery
never should be applied to g"n barrels
nor to any other part of a guu. I think pure sperm oil i- very
good to use in the barrels ihen dry tbem wiili pure whiting
"or fint ly pulverized chalk by running the rod through the
barrels with a soft cotton rag for a swab.
0. H. A.
speaks of.
dOUht but
to

••

it

it is good
remove gum, but.

it

j

—

C—

Geanitktille, S.
Editor Foreet and Stream :—Your
correspondent "F. S." can Keep his gun free frt/m sp -is and
lie result of rusi caused
by the small amount of
perspiration lrom the hand that is lett on the lost oily rag put
through the barrels at the conclusion of cleaning. The last
rag should be perfectly dry from all saline matter the salt in
-,

i

;

—

,
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BK

preparation causing all the trouble this at least has been my
experience. 1 am not troubled now. Dry the last rag by fire
or in the sun wipe the hands dry handle the rag little as
possible, and examine barrels fur a day or so afterward.
;

;

;

—

Dice Swivsixer.

[OOTOBKE

The firm has never failed to meet its obligations promp ly
during any of the panics or depressions of business from the
days of E. Packer to the present time. The business has
been conducted on principles of integrity and fair dealing to
both buyer and seller. It lias al ways kept ud with the times,
aud

in addition to old established place in Washington Market has a lBrge wholesale department at No. 208 Washington
They have immense freezers there and every facility
for preserving poultry and game.

THE BARNEGAT SNEAK BOX.

jgi>#

Suffolk Co., N. Y.
the dog for
the last forty-five years, and can realize the change in the
number of our birds on Long Island. I do not write Ibis
thinking it may benefit me, whose sinds are nearly run, although I take some pleasure at the old pastime yet. I think
the State should pass a general law, protecting snipe, particularly in the spring.
Small birds the same as now. For
quail and partridge, season should be open from October 25,
to December 25.
Also authorize the Supervisors of each
County, to pass laws adapted to the wants of their respective
Counties. The State or Supervisors to appoint game pi oteclOTs enough to enforce or punish violations, and to be paid
by the State.
can see the game on the increase, if
proper laws are enacted. I have come to the conclusion that
the "Game Clubs" can at any time have all the sport they
desire or deserve near the cities at cooped pigeons, etc. Why
don't some enterprising gun-maker get up an air gun that will
shoot fine shot cartridges for spurrows, etc., at short distances ?— C.

Black Bass, Micropte;

and
"

Length, 12 feet. Width midships, 4 feet; width of stern.
2 feet 9 in. D* pih of stern, 7 in. Sprung timbers all of one
pattern, 9-1 6x13-1 C in. distance apart ; 8 in. deck timbers,
Cockpit, inside measurement,
natural bend, 1 in. x J in.

width at bow and stem, 18i in.; mid-hips,
Coaming, height of inside at bow aud stern, 2 J in.;
in.
~
midships, 2 in. From bottom of coaming to top ceiling,
13 in. Trunk on port side, set slanting to take a 15 in. board
trunk placed alongside and abaft of forward corner of coaming.
Rowlocks, height 6 in. from coaming 9 in. middle of
to stern, 4 feet 7 in., made to fold down inboard and to fas' en
up with a hook. Stool rack runs from rowlocks to stem,
notched at ends into fastenings of rowlocks, also notched at
corners and hookr d together, rest against a cleat on deck outIn a heavy sea the
side, and are hooked to the deck inside.
lo tue deck about
apron is used. It is __^_£=r=ss
r
L
two *,n^ r ds its
held up hy a stick L^--'^
length 3 feet iin

;

19

__i

from,
ing.

peak

to

coam- |X.^

*

r~^~~^--J?
T

'

—

-

[S^%

length. The wings
are fastened to the.
top ai id bottom of
"' e ' n 1V " c ^ s '

•»
Thus rigged
3
the boat has thereputstionof being able
RIL/H
JUIlJ
Mast hole 2| in.,
to live as long us
2 m- lrom coam "
oars can be pulled.
|==
HI
tl
j, <r.
Drop of
The apron is tacked
Over cocksides from top of deck, 5| in., dead rise, 8 in.
Everything connect; d with the boat
pit a hatch is placed.
is placed inside, gunners oft' n leaving their guns. &c, locking the hatch fast. The boats sail we] I, and. covered with
With the hatch on a person
sedge, are used to shoot Jrom.
can be protected from rain, and with blanket", cau be accommodated with a night's lodging. Bards for in at", while
cedar, £ in. thick; deck, narrow strips lougued and grooved.
'

'

LET THE TURKEYS BE CALLED.
Editor Forett and Stream:
" C. X." and " W.
I have read wi h pleasure the letters of
H. C," on the subject of turkey calls, and uow conies " C.
L. J.," who proinis s some insruciions on calling turkeys.
This is what is wanted, as well as a description of the instruments used in making the yelps. TheFouEsTAND bTiiKAMkas
given its design for a callir, and " W. U. C." say* he will
explain how to make a caller if desired. 1 have no doubt
very many other of your readers would also like to have
information on these sublets. I am well satisfied that the
oh! turkey hunters could tell us all about it. " C. X." doubts
whether turkeys have certain methods of tailing. I cannot
under.-tand why they should not. What have the old turkey
hunters to say about this? Can it be mere curiosity in the
turkey to visit the spot where his imitators are yelping, to
find out what it means, or are the notes made so much like
his own that he is deceived by them ? Have not turkey s
regular methodical call notes and these notes known to and
used by turkey hunters to successfully call them ? Kkotte.
Rati..

Scohi.s— Ridleyville, Lazaretto.—Below please find

a continuation of the scores for rail shooting
80G.
Total shot up to ami including Sept. 18,
Tueiday, Sept. 20— Richard Wood 13, Win. Miller 0, John
Brown 3, A. Godson 13, Jos. Douglas 3. Geo, Morris 24,
118.
Jos. Fendrv 21. Jno. Kleckner 20, Wm. Cummings 15
Widnesday, Sept. 21— B. F. Miller 20, R cb ail Wood 17,
Jno. Brown 12, Wm. Daiulo 30, <><o. Morris 21— J00.
Thursday, Sept. 22— Geo. Griflia 24, Jno. F. Pole 31,
Jscob Alhrueer OS, Kd. McCready 30, Dr. Sinclair. 19, GtaaC
Haines 27, J as. Mai in 31, A. Lodge 19, Wm. Miller 13, C. K.
:

Dolby

5,

Wash. James

Bamf. Hart 35, Jno.
P'ii'j/cy, Sift.

C

19,

Tim Redly

Je 47-420.

Douirlfis'lO, Chas.

Haines

25, Jas.

30, Juo.

Kiecliner 10,

A

—

24, Dr. Karsuer 35, Jos.
in 33,
Luubine

Ma

Wm.

Elwood James 15, Wash. James 6, Jno. Brown 16, H.
2, B. F. Miller 11. Dave Shelztine 37—243.
Saturday, Sept. 24— Wm. Miller 12, Dr. Piffard 18 14~—
32; Dr. Rainier 31, Mr. Rutter 15, Wash. James 9, Jno.
Khckmr 18, Thou. Wsddnrgiou 5, Tim Reiliy 28, Jos.
Thorne 9, Cbas. Murphy 8, F. Filzmeyer 12—179.
Millek.
Total to date, 7,925.—
22,

Mingle

—

—

Phil4deli'uia Notes September 27. Wehavehad a few
good tides in the Delaware River lately, and at some points
good rail shooting. Teal are appearing on the river aud S' mne
few mallards. I hear of mine being shot. It is most tooearly
in the season to stool for them in the. morning; and only those
that are near and those jumped before the boat while rail
shooting are killed, aud these chances, let me tell you, in our
There was a time
river, are few and far between now days.
when it was a common occurrence to tiring in six or eight
teal ducks with our rail, after being in the tin's with a favorite
pusher; but alas! the time has passed, never, I fear, to reThe continued dry weather has made our meadows a
turn.
poor place for snipe. When it does rain the water is sucked
up by the parched earth, and its f all has hardly beien discern-

Homo.

ible.

South Carolina Notes— Graniteville, S. C, Sept. 26.—
The drought has been simply awful factories on this watercourse have been shut down from time to time for want of
water power. Our first rain of any account since last April
fell ten days ago, and now the factory folks are happy; the
stoppage Of 40.000 spindles is a serious matter of bread and
bacon to these people. I was- out last. Saturday to look after
Found ten large coveys of one-quarter grown
the quail.
The past summer has been superb for the birds Ibe
birds.
number is simply immense. Duck shootingon the Savannah
will be good; the mast and acorn crop is plentiful.
;

Dick Swivellbb.
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Michigan game law provides that
or hunt, or kill aoj Seer, save
16th flay of August to the 15th
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Thb Fibm of Knapp & Van Nostrakd

are the succes-

sors of an old and honorable name in the poultry and game
business of New York city.
Mr. Eldrklge Packer, formerly of Mystic, Conn., in 1823
establish- d himself in the poubry, game and egg busme-s in
theoldFlv Market of this city. After the great fire Mr.
Packer located himself in Ibe Franklin Market, then the centre of irade for shipping and families.
About the year 1843 Mr. Packer established a branch in
I
Washington Market, at Nos. 289 and 290, and shortly after
removed his whole business there. In 18-18 Air. Packer took
as partners his eou, Sam!. R. Packer, and his soe-in-lav.
Halsey W. Knapp, tinder the firm name of Packer & Knapp.
In 1852 the junior partners purchased the interest of Mr. E.
Packer and continued under the above firm title until 1860,
When Mr. S. B. Packer retired from business Mr, Daniel
Van Nostrand succeeded Mr. Packer as a partner, under the
firm name H. W. Knapp & Co.
In 1876 Mr. Danl. R. Van Nostrand purchased bis la hers
interest and ophtinu' d the business under the name of Knapp
& Van Nostrand. Mr. Knapp has been associated as partner

Pike or Pickerel, mox ivcius.
Pike-perch
(wall-eyed
pike)
Stizolethium
cvmericanwn,
S.

for thirty-five years.

grueum,

etc.

Striped Baas, Roacm Uneatms.
White Bass, Roccvs chrympy.
Book Bass, Ambtoplite*. (Two
species).

!
ti, Chaenobi tttutji
rrnvple, Piinox.ijK nigrmnaculai-us.
Bachelor, Pomozys annularis.

Wa r-moi.it

Chub, Semotilis corporalia.

SALT WATBE.
Sea Bass. Centropri-iHs atrariua.
strtned Bass or Kockflsh, Jtoecus
Uncatils.

White Perch. Mornne americana.
Blueflsh or Taylor, Pnmatomwt
mliatrix.

Weakflsh or Sqnetague, Ctynosci/on
regatta.

La Payette or Spot, LimtomuaoNiChannol Bass. Spot

or Redfish,

Sciotmipfs ocellatuH.

Scup or Porgle, Stmotomut arayropn.

rollock, Potiaehins carbonarivs.
Tautosr or Blackflsh, Tautoqa

Sheepshead, Arckosargua probatocphalns.
or Barb, MtnUHrrw
nebuloms.
i

onitis.

Spanish Mackerel, Cyhium. maculatum
I know a party who come up here every summer trom Easton and
bring a "situer-kratit stanner" lo pack their trout Id, and salt down
all they take, without eating one until ttiey get home.
They catch
all they can and keep all they catch, great and small.
Bah I a poor
litt'e salted tronr— It tastes more like a piece ot " yeller soap" than a
fish.
Such fishermen are but one remove from the bark peelers I
found snaring and netting trout In the still water below hero, last
" Instruments ot
August.
I can Just sec their shanty f
here.
cruelty are In their habitations.
my soul, come not thou Into their
secret unto their assembly, mine honor, be Ihounot united !"— Thau.
KOHEIS.

mm

;

THE MARINE CATFISH.
of the correspondents of Forest ajto Steeam have
SOME
been telling of the game qualities of the

blue cat of
is not to be despised
swift streams or clear lakes.
On the Southern BPacOasI occurs a salt-water catfish rejoicing in the ria.ne ..PJ'uri/'hthi/s marimis (Baird) Girard, its
name being comparatively longer than its owner, which seldom weighs more than six pounds, except in the Indian
river of Florida, where it sometimes reaches ten.
Only that
the head is rather large, JE. in. is a handsomely formed fisb,
forked tail, high dorsal, well-developed pectorals, each armed
with a long and sharp bone, senat-d on the edges and barbed
after the manner of the weapon of the sting ray, capable of
This fish has very long cirri or
inflicting painful wounds.
barbs depending from the mouth.
Its color is a bluish slate
upon the back and sides, white beneath.
It cunes into the rivers and bays in March and April for
spawning purposes.
The eggs are of he Size of an ounce
ball, golden yellow in color, and a cluster of them exactly
resembles a bunch of California grapes, though the cluster of
eggs is only about half the size of that fruit.
It is said by
the fishermen that the voung of this $sh are, when hatched,
carried about in the gills of tbe parent for some time.
This species is a very eager biter, taking almost any bait
either on the bottom, in mid-water, or on the surface.
It
will take a trolling spoon or a fly, and is a strong and perIt. combines ihe strong surging
sistent fighter when hooked.
and boring down of the sheepshead with some of the king
When these cal fish are abunruns of the redfish or bass.
dant it is difficult Coealch anything else. The flesh is firm
and well flavored, and elsewhere would be prized
but
here are so many better h'sh on this coast that the forkedtail cat is despised.
Besides the dangerous spine, the fish is covered with a
glutinous slime, which adheres to the bauds, the line and the
There is another sea cat, taken in
hook very disagreeably.
the same waters, which mueh resemble s the black catfish of
This is seldom over tw pounds id weight.
fresh water.
S. C. C.

Western waters, and certainly that species

when found

in

I

;

i

REMOVAL OF WALTON'S HOUSE AND THE COCK
TAVERN.

THESE

two historic buddings are doomed by the proposed widening of Fleet si reet from Chancery lane to
Many Americans, while in London, have visited
Bell yard.
these historic places, which are soon to make way for the
The London Times recently said :
of improvement.
" Among the buildings which have to be removed appear
to be the Cock tavern and 'he dwelling of Izaak Walton
The Cook, slnjM it was Aral established as an ale-house, can
r ckon an existence of two centuries and a ha If, or more.
Pipys ate lobsters and drank in it. It was a resort of Addi-

son and Johnson and Goldsmith. The Poet Laureate has sung
its praises and conferred on its bead waiter an immortality at
which tradition reports that dignilary to have taken umof Templars and LinF-'i- inniimeia'nle generations
brage.
coln-inn's barnsievs if fulfilled the practical functions of a
club before clubs had become the common things they are.
lis sanded floor has been trodden by every learned lawyer of
Ihe reiaiisof the Stuarts and Georges and probably by as
many of Ihe wiis. Social fashions have changed as well as
The solemn hush amid
literary since ils career opened.
which the law Students and practitioners of the present eat
their chops and steaks, of wideh it wants a liberal education
toma-ter ihe price nomenclature, would have amazed and
am us (1 he riotous revellers of the past in their convivial pews.
The ancient tavern survived all the vicissitudes of altered
habits.
It k ;ps its hold on ilie custom aud affection of the
neighboring legal world, lo which, as much as a special demurrer or a writ of Qui Tarn, it belonged, so long as legal
When,' under
appetites erew keen for food at 5 o'clock.
some mysterious influence, whether from aberra'ions in the
Gulf Stream or the ice fields of the North Pole, budding
chancellors and chief justices could no longer dine at the
close of their dav's work, the sand of the Cock's well-worn
floor was virtually run. It has lived since then with a sword
Its emblem baa
of Damocles suspended over its gridiron.
long been preparing o, flute r away into tbe region of legend.
The end might come as opportunely now as a year or ten
years benee.
Not ihe less, however, will its former votaries
and subjects cherish a feeling Of indignation that it should
have been dislodged from its perch to make up for space illusurped by Guildhall art.
"The house of the author of 'The Complete Angler is
another and more direct victim of this unfortunate monu1

!

and bookkeeper

Yellow Perch, Perca jluviatilU.

palfvtus.

une, Emit niMlior.
Esnx reltculatm.

march

THE MICHIGAN GAME LAW.

only
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Cltib Amesbury, Mass. At the semiannual meeting of the Powow Shooting Club, held Wednesday evening, Sept. 28, the following officers were elected
A.'N. Harry, President; G. G. Osgood, Vice-President; F.
T. Morrill, Secretary and Treasurer.

Powow Shooting

a,

.

23— W. Greenwood

Chicago Notks.— Chicago, 111., Sept. 26.— Duel; end snipe
shooting has been poor here lately owing to the hot weather.
Several good bags of duck have been made, however, on the
Calumet and at Lake George. Jerome Marble and party passed
through Chicago last week in their hunting car, bound for
great many "flickers" or "yellow hamthe far West.
mers" fly over the city every morning and evening on their
way to and from their feeding grounds. They fly in large
flocks, sometimes as many as a hundred in a flock.
I shot
twice into a flock yesterdav and got. nine birds. Plover are
scarce at present,
I have been out several mornings plover
shooting, but have had no success.
The ducks that are here
at present are blue wing teal, with an occasional green wing
Tkn-Bokk.
or widgeon.
October 1.
The weai her here has been very hot lately,
making bad " duck weather." The best bag I have heard of
so far was made by Alex. Sample at Tolleston, Indiana.
Mr. Sample shot 04 "ducks Wednesday morning. Some very
good woodcock shooting has been had lately just south of
The men of the Fire Insurance Patrol have
The city limits.
a very lively young bear for a pet. He was captured in
northern Wisconsin.— Ten Bork.

I

I'l.ikerel,

—Editor Forest and Stream:—! have followed

We

jgfahing.

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.
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1881.]

menl of

civic expenditure.
Happily, literature is independ"
ent of localities, whatever the memories of eaten dinners may
The site of lzaak Walton's home derives its interest
chiefly from the curious contrast it presents to the spirit of
the writings by which his name is perpetuated.
Fleet street
was as tumultuous when Walton moved thither from Cornhill 257 years ago as it is uow.
His was its basiest corner
it is likely that his was not its least busy shop.
Yet there,
doubtless, he meditated his prose idyls as serenely and
calmly as when he stood ankle-deep in meadow grass on the
batik of the quiet Lea.
Though he had retired from business
ten years before his classical work appeared, a volume like
that was no effort of a season ; it was the fruit of a lifetime
of patient self-eommunings and luminous reveries.
From
his draper's or milliner's counter he had set off one May after
be.

another "Up Totham hill " to sup at Bleak hall on trout, as
good as they were great, of his own catching. Back to Fleet
street at the end of one May after another had he returned
when his holiday was over, to put in order the thoughts his
sport had suggested on the current and eddies of human existence and to concoct new retorts to those 'scoffers,'
men
of sour complexion, money-getting men, poor-rich men, that
are coudemn'd to be rich, and always discontented, or busie,'
'

who mocked at a love of angling as a proof of folly. The
charm of the book comes from withiu more than from withmattered little to its writer, it mattered little to his
readers, whether he was sitting down
under this honeysuckle hedge by Ware or Waltham, or encircled hy the roar
out.

It

'

'

of Loudon. An exquisite egotiwa, utterly distinct from vanity,
fences round an oasis of innocent pleasures and happy cares
for himself and readers to have their pastimes and work
in.
He bids them in his preface take notice that in writing
he has made a recreation of a recreation.' He desires to be
perused by none who are no', willing to share his company
in all his quaint turns of fancy, from joining in a madrigal
to learning how most artistically to slit 'a black snail for bait.
'

Contemporaries and posterity abke have been ready to dance
to his low but sweet tuned pipe.
Though not by "many the
earliest of the school of English humorists, he is the first who
has kept his place in popular esteem,
•'
When Fleet street is widened it will be as possible as it
is now to be at home with lzaak Walton, though his house
be leveled with the gtound. An emotion of regret is felt
whenever a local landmark of a gracious intelligence is
effaced.
But the use and beauty of a vast and toiling town
cannot be sacrificed to a memory of which the true shrine is
the library.
The. fault of Londoners has too often been that
they have sometimes sacrificed permanent use and beauty
themselves to transitory improvements. Specimens of antique architecture have been demolished which would have
furnished the perennial source of a delight money cannot
Vacant ground has been heaped with buildings which
buy.
would have been inestimable as breathing space for increasing millions.
Onlyr at last does a sense begin to have arisen
that. London is a whole, and that what it may bo convenient
for one part to subvert it may be for the advantage of the
rest to retain.

AND FOREIGN.

FISHERIES, BRITISH

ALTHOUGH

some time

since the International
Fishery Exhibition washeld at Berlin, it may be doubted
whether the public in this country have reid any such clear
account of it as is contained in the report recently presented
to the Home Department.
This report contains a memorandum by Mr. Walpole of a special visit paid by him to the
exhibiiion on behalf of the New South Wales Government,
and sets forth in a concise form many of the peculiarities
which distinguish the art of fishing as practiced in different
parts of tbe world.
It suggests, therefore, as may readily be
supposed, several points in which our own fishermen might
well take a hint and on this ground it possesses a special
interest, independent ly of other considerations.
Mr. Walpol'- expresses some surprise that the devices used
for catching fish should be so nearly the same among all
race?, however widely separated from one another.
But
there is, perhaps no great reason for astonishment in this,
when it is remembered how few and how obvious are the dequestion.
vices in
If we except the use of firearms and
dynamite for purposes of destroying fish, we shall not find
that there are more than about four methods of taking them
tram their native element. The net, the hook and line, and
the rap are the modes best known on our own coasts and
to these must be added the practice of training birds or
beasts to the chase, which is still iu vogue in China, and some
other countries,
In the first of these different kinds of fishing—in the use of nets—it would seem that we still hold our
own. The specimens of English nets sent to the Berlin
Exhibition are pronounced by Mr. Walpole to have been
equal at least to those of any other exhibitors, if not superior.
Still more practical testimony is to be found in the fact that
the Dutch, whose herring-nets formed a "maguificent collection" at Berlin, rarely make them at home, but, almost always
import them from Scotland. The only country which seems
to compete with us at all on equal terms is, curiously enough,
Germany— the country which in other respects is almost behindhand in fishing. At Ilzehoe some admirable nets are
made and the manufacturers there say they can undersell
the Scotch makers. The net which must be considered as
most efficacious at the present time is the trawl, which is
used by some 1,600 boats in England, and finds employment
for some 5,001) men and boys and » capital of about a million
and a half sterling. The trawl makes a clean sweep of all
sorts of fish, the immature a'id the mature; and only on the
assumption that the supply is inexhaustible can its use be
justified.
I'll .t the trawl is, practically speaking, unknown
in America, may be gathered from the fact that in that
country the name of trawl-fisheries is applied to set lines
bailed with fish.
The "drift nets," also, or long walls of
netting which float along With the tide, and which are used
almost exclusively for the herring. fishery, seem to be neglected on the other side of the Atlantic, where it is more
common to use " gill-natB," wriieh are similar in form, but
kept stationary in position by moans of an anchor attached to
them. One of the other principal American industries— that
of mackerel-fishing with seine nets— seems to have been introduced on a large scale well within the last twenty years.
The seines are often worth $1,000 or oven $ ,500 apiece, and
are worked by " dories," or fiat-bottomed boats, carried in
large swift-sailing schooners.
The net is shot round the
ehoal of mackerel, and then the lower edge of it is drawn
toother by a puis.. -lice, alter which the fteh inclosed are
dipped out with a hoop net.
The other fisheries of the United Slates are chiefly conducted by means of tine and hook and iu this branch of the
art the Americans have made a striking improvement,
which
it

is

;

;

;

l

;

it

—

would be easy for our fishermen to adopt.

They

use an

known as "nippers," and consisting of double
rings of flannel, each about the size of a small quoit, bound
round with knitted wool and sewn together. The nipper ia
used for grasping the wet and slippery line, and enables the
operator to do his work with infinitely greater ease aud comincreases his strength fourfold.
fort, while
Another invention worthy of notice is the glass bait, silvered and gilt,
which is used with considerable success by the Norwegians
in their cod-fisheries, and by the help of which they effect a
The most economical of all
great saving in live bait.
methods of ensnaring fish is of course that which has been
mentioned under the name of traps, including weirs, stake
In Sweden these
nets, and fixed engines of various kinds.
fixed engines are the uBual means for catching salmon, aud in
Denmark they are used more thau anything else for the capThe foreshores in these two countries, as
ture of herring.
well as in Norway, are let out and farmed or owned for the
purpose of entrapping fish wT hereas in England the use of
such machines is for the most part prohibited, except iu cases
where the owners claim a prescriptive right lasting for six
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apparatus

it,

;

In the northern countries, as well as in Holland,

centuries.

weirs
thing

made of brushwood are in common use; and the same
may be said of China, Japan and Brazil. The spearing

is generally prohibited by most Governments
but Mr.
Walpole mentions tbe exhibition of a " leister," or fish-spear,
by the Norwegians as an engine still in use, and concludes
that there is consequently much destruction of salmon by
means of it in the fiords. There is a very picturesque fishery

of fish

;

in the Bay of Biscay, in which a small fish called "aiguille"
is killed in the shallow waters by means of a four-pronged
spear.
In other matters connected with the fishing industry
In the first place, the
foreigners offer us a salutary lesson.
art of transporting fish when caught seems to be in some respects better understood in the United States. The schoonerrigged vessels used in their mackerel-fisheries are described
as" handsome, fast, yacht-like boats of from fifty to ninety
They are built especially for speed, so as to be able to
tons.
run the fish quickly to the Boston or other markets. The
vessels used in the menhaden fishery are frequently worked
by steam the dorys which take part iu it being transported
still newer and more ingenin steamers along the coast.
ious use of steamers is in vogue in Denmark, where they
seem to be employed for beam-trawling on the west coast of
Jutland. As to the methods of preserving fish, the A mericans
understand them to perfection. The preparation of
boneless" cod, salted mackerel, sardines in half a dozen different
forms which are not real sardines but herring or menhaden
together with all the host of " canned" fish, is a science
which brings home to the people a vast supply of food more
palatable and wholesome than our salt herring, without being
much dearer. About 18,000,000 pounds of boneless oxi were
prepared in one American town in 1879 whi'e 12,000.000
pouuds of halibut were brought into the same place and sold
fresh.
The art of utilizing the waste portions of fish is likewise well understood in the United States, aud in Norway
too, where " fish-flour is ground out of stockfish, and the roe
of the cod is separated and sold to be used for sardine bait in
;

A

'

•

—

—

;

Spain and France.
The last and most important difference between Great
Britain and the United States is to be found in the efforts
made in the two countries for artifically adding to the annual
supply of fish
In each country a good deal is done for this
Our Government
purpose, but in a totally different manner.
does nothing iu a systematic way toward breeding either sea
neither does it protect the former
fish or fresh-water fish
but it affords very valuable proafter any effective method
tection to all the river fish, including those which use the
The United States Governrivers merely as breeding-places.
ment, on the other hand, takes no trouble whatever to protect fish of any sort or kind, but expends large sums and
infinite ingenuity in artificially propagating them.
Besides
their recent great achievement of hatching young cod the
United States Commission has been for years past hatching
eggs of numerous other varieties. In six years alone they
propagated, and distributed to various parts of the country,
34,000 000, shad, 8,000,000 California salmon, 3,300,000
salmon, and over 4,000,000 whitefish. The several inventions
used for hatching these different species are ingenious beyond
description, and were probably the most interesting feature
The Commissioners, it should be
in the whole exhibition.
added, have a steamer of their own the Fish-hawk— fitted
with tubes, cones and grates and all the approved apparatus
both for hatching and keeping the young fish as they are
carried to the various stations.
The other nation which does
the most in this way is Germany, where, though sea-fishing
is neglected, the inland fisheries are cultivated with great
perseverance. About ten millions of fish-fry are artifically
;

:

—

bred in Germany every year, mostly by means of "California trays." Besides saimon and trout and the nobler sort
of fish, carp and roach and others of the baser sort are largely
propagated; and the German Government devotes a small
grant "every year to the support of the Fischerei Verein, by
whose exertions the fry are distributed to the various lakes

and

rivers.

publish the following from the Field Assistant of the
Fishery Census of 1880 for the Northwest Coast, by permission:

Port Towkseno, W. T., Sept. 10.
Prof. 8. F. Baird, U. 8. Wish Commissioner :
Deab Sir— Mr. J. S- Wykoff, of this place, a gentleman
who is an enthusiast in fishing and a very successful angler,
told me to-day that a few days since he was at Scow Bay,
opposite Port Townsend, taking salmon with rod and line.
He was using the "sand l&nce""(.Xypfa'ster) for bait. He
had taken fourteen silver salmon, and as his bait was becoming scarce he opened one of them to see what it had been
feeding upon.
To his surprise he found its stomach filled
with prawns, or large shrimp, in a partially digested state.
From a portion of one of the most perfect specimens thus
found he baited his hook and caught a silver salmon weighiug about six pounds.
Mr. Wykoff says that this is the first instance in his experience of many years as a salmon fisher that he has obtained
shrimp in the stomach of a salmon, and as he found them in
every salmon which he examined, he thinks it proveB that
the silver salmon of Puget Sound is a bottom feeder.
This
is a fact which I do not remember to have seen recorded before, and as it is new to me and very interesting, I think it
important and

my duty

to inform

you

at

once

Jambs G. Swan.

A New Reel— Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 28.— Editor ForStream : 1 have recently been shown by the inventor,
Mr. Louis A. Kiefer, a watchmaker of this city, an improve-

est ii/.d

ment

in fishing reels that will certainly commend itself to
anglers, particularly those sportsmen who delight in taking
the black bass.
The improvement is an attachment by

which the parts can be quickly thrown out of gear, the handle
disconnected from the spool, and again as quickly thrown into
The object in separating the spool from the handle by
throwing out of gear is io permit the line (unencumbered
with the handle) to play out without resistance, and the object is so well accomplished by this improvement that the
commonest reel, when provided with this attachment, will

gear.

allow the line to run off as easily as does tbe finest Frankfort
It will readily be seen that when out of gear the annoyance of a revolving handle or crank is dispensed with,
and in making a cast the angler can take hold of the whole
reel and have a firmer hold, having his hand and finger in
the best possible position for controlling the overrunning of
The gearing is managed entirely by a small lever
the line.
protruding from the side in a convenient position, which, at
a touch, throws the machinery into place ready for winding
ThiB simple attachment does the thing to a
in the line.
nicety.
The great points are the increased speed given to
the spool in paying out the line and preventing the handle
from coming in contact with surrounding objects when the
line is paying out.— C. D.
reel.

An Improved Reel Fitting has appeared in England. The
Redditcb Indicator says: "Messrs Allcock & Co., of the
Standard Works, Redditch, have just purchased the exclusive
patent right of a new mode of attachment of the reel to tbe
rod, which ia alike so simple, so convenient, so easy of application and so certain in its arrangement, that the only wonder is it was not brought into use years ago, for like many
other really practical inventions its simplicity is obvious at
Every old angler has at some time or other found
a glance.
himself in difficulties from the setting fast by the rain or
otherwise of the brass ferrule which attaches the reel to
the rod, and sometimes he has had to trudge homeward without being able to free the reel. The new patent, winch fitting is simply this
brass plate, grooved at the sides, is
let into the butt of the rod where the reel is attached, into
which the winch plate of the reel is made to slide with absoWhen the reel is pushed into its place a
lute accuracy.
spring at the base rises aud holds it in security.
Depression
of the spring by the thumb or finger releases it.
Nothing
could be simpler, nothing more secure. The new fitting can
be adapied to any rod, but the plate on the reel must fit the
groove with absolute nicety."

A

:

—

Smithsonian Publications. Among the publications of
the Smithsonian during the present year are Prof. S. H. Scudder's index of names used for genera in zoology
a quarto
edition of new tables of the rain-fall, with charts of the precipitation of moisture from the air during the four seasons
"
by Charles A. Schott an octavo Nomenclature of American
Birds," by Robert Ividgway a synopsis of the fishes of North
America, by Prof. D. S. Jordan, and an octavo giving directions for collecting specimens of natural history, with'special
reference to deep sea dredging, by Richard Rathban. It is
not generally known that, according to a law on the statutebooks, any citizen may subscribe to a Government publication by notifying the Uoverument Printer at an early date
If any person desiring extra copies of any document printed
at the Government Printing-office by authority of law shall,
previous to its being put to press, notify the Congressional
Printer of the number of copies wanted, and shall pay to him,
in advance, the estimated cost thereof, and ten per centum
thereon, the Congressional Printer may, under the direction
of the Joint Committee on Public Printing, furnish the same.
—Sec. 3,800 Revised Statutes.
;

;

;

:

The whole report goes to show that pisciculture, in its
several branches is very imperfectly practiced throughout the
Those who excel in one branch of it often
civilized world.
fail in another
and there is no example of a nation which
both breeds, and protects its fish successfully. Few, however, would deny that both these systems have their merits:
and it is difficult to believe that they cannot, or should not,
both be employed. In the way of fish-breeding, as well as of
improving the means of transport and of preserving fish,
there is much to be learned (and easily to be learned) in
England before the wealth of the surrounding seas can become as available as it should be to the population. 81.
;

James' {London) Gazette.

Another Large Pompano. —The common

pompano,

Trachynotiu carvlinvs, has been quite plenty in New York
markets for the past two or three years, being formerly unknown here. It is seldom over two pounds in weight, but
within the past two years an odd specimen or two of an
allied species common to the African coast has been taken.
This is the T. goreensis, and one is now in the Smithsonian
Institution which weighed twenty pounds.
This week Mr.
Blackford received one of the. latter which weighed twelve
pounds, and with his usual generosity forwarded it to the
National Museum.

—

Waterproof fob Hooks. If your correspondent, who is
inquiring for something better than sheiac for hooks, will use
red sealing wax (best quality), dissolved in spirits of
wine, I think he will find it satisfactory.
I have used it for
the past four or five years, and think it is the best article I
ever tried. Albk (Grand Rapids, Mich.).

common

(Oncoriiynchus kimitch).

We

Large Cod and Halibut.

—Mr.

James G.

Swan, Field

Assistant to procure statistics of Fish and Fisheries of Washington Territory and the Northwest Coast for the census of
1880, writes to Prof. Baird from Port Townsend, W. T., as
follows: "For more than four months past the water be-

tween Point Hudson and Point Wilson has swarmed with
young cod true cod and they are taken in great numbers by
book and line. They are from a foot to twenty inches in

—

—

have specimens in alcohol. None of the old residents here remember to have heard of true cod being taken
in the vicinity of Port Townsend for the past twenty years,
and this visit of a school of youug cod lasting for such a
long time and in such great numbers is worthy of special
note.
While at Victoria last week I saw a halibut, that had
been taken at the entrance of the harbor, which weighed
235 lbs aud at the thickest part measured seven aud a* half
length,

I

,

I am told by the fishermen that recently a
true cod weighing sixty pounds was taken iu Victoria harThis was mentioned in the Colonist of that date."
bor.

inches through.

—

Volumes of the Forest and Stream. Mr. W. L. ColC, has three and a half years' numbers
Forest and Stream for sale, 1876 to 1881. Also a
dozen numbers of the London Field.

ville, Grauiteville, S.

of the

M

:

:

"

:

FOREST AND STKEAM.
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[Octobke

The third annual meeting will be held under the auspices of the
Eastern Field Trials Club, at Robin's Island, I'econic Bay, Long
Island, N. Y., commencing Thanksgiving Day, 188L Open to the

tgislfculture.

Rocket, setter, 3yra Rattler-Loda, sai
Don Juan, black' and white setter, 2y

death
THE NEBRASKA FISH COMM
ot Hnu H S Katey, a new appointment *na necessaryto mi tne
board A il:o tith commissi a > '.!j. State. Mr. B. E B KenneThe appointdy, of Omaha, \tss appointed to succeed Mr. Kaley.
ment whh made October 2s, tbo day on which our otherwise eoraplete list of fish commissioners went to press. The following
letter explains itself
Nebraska Frsn Commission,
Fi;i.ji.«t, October 1, 1881.
Ei'iior Forest nnd Simon:
Have awaited replying to your request for official names of our
now,
owing
to non-appointment by the
Commission
until
State
Governor of the State to till Vacancy caused by the death of Hon.
H. S. Kaley, a member of our commission, abont the first of last
month, tlie vacancy is filled by the appointment of Hon. B, E. B.
Kennedy, of Omaha, on the 2Btb, adrico of which is just to band.
The present members of the Board, in order of seniority, are aa

Re

i

1

ifter April

whelped

ics

*5(l

ird.

$a

•le'l,

rnnce Balm,

18X1.

1.

Open

All-Aged Stakes

No

Pilot, setter, 2yrs

610

i

i,-,

P. O.

Jacob Pentz, Secretary.

Box

New York

274,

i

m

GREEN SCUM ON PONDS.—Professor

C. E. Bessey. of the
writes to the New York Tribune in
to prevent the growing, aud coming to the lop of a fish pond, of the green scum commonly called
r seaweed,
fresh v
He says : "Itisaualga
frog-spittle V"
gei
composed uf threads of cylindrical cells
plants
of the.
_ient—chlaraphyl

College,

How

This frosh water alga is
nd evt
water. Fish will do w
feednpou .t to a consk
different in character. It is
found on stagnant pondf
one-celled organisms, which
composed of myriads of ainute grt
mala. They belong to the
have generally been rfigatdsd
sed that their animal native
genus Eugleria, but it must be
owth usually indicates qnite
I
has not been well made out
notion that the green
iiuary
water.
I
stagnant and impure
growths on ponds are indicative ui uuuo»inij cmounuuuo •<> enA green-covered pond may be uuhealthful, but
tirely erroneous.
it is so not because of the plants, but because of the putridity of
The plant*, on tbo contrary, are doing what they can
tho water
I

to better matters."

FISHWAY FOR THE RAPPAHANNOCK.—The Fredncksbnrg

Water Power Works is about erecting a McDonald fishway over
their dam on the Rappahannock River about two miles above
the ancient Borough of Frudricksburgb. The dam is of stone,
and nineteen feet high. In the olden times before artificial obstructions existed, shad used to pass up to the very sources of the
river ai the base of the Blue Ridge. Few comparatively now reach
the head of tide water, though the number has been increasing
1-ilh'e.

I

be

V.nfl:

.1

•

,

I.e.

lllioil.l

have eight lent of clear water

;.;, i.e.

wi

id

feet wide. The McDonald plan
than any other, aud consequently
It is also believed to he the only
count of its rippling water surface

ts

FISUOULTURAL NOTES.—

_

.

,1

CM

I'Lcl

will

a low water section two

editor of the
pond for procover half an
k water, gravelly botti
stones for hiding places. Three hundred fish

flat

,-d

be.

.:.

of a greater inclination
pense of building.
rbiob will pass shad on acnbling a natural rapid.
,f.

Cltagim Pads Exponent, aud frie
aeaUUii the small-mouthed bla
#>>*
acre, and mis a supply of
a

i

The proposed fishway

Fishe:

J.

Bta

bass.

;

It will

Muddy places have been left
this fall
will be placed in
for them to hibernate on. They also have a carp pond of half an
the pond

Oarp will be distributed by the United States Fish Commission
mouth, Those who have not made application for them had
better do so now, Blanks can be had by applying.at this office.
this
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FIXTURES.
BENCH
octoocr

icli

Show, Wash-

i

sell

Hour".

.

-,.

St

Elmo

English setter, !)mos St Elmo-Prairie Rose, S Fleet
N Y.

II,

Speir, Brooklyn.

•

Lowell Hog Show. Entries

tendeni.

C

Hmos

Dashing Monarch-Petrel,
riantagaiiet,' Llewellyn setter,
Higgiiis, Delaware City, Del.
Guymard, Irish setter, 15mos Rover Il-Roso Bradwardine,

1, at <d
Entries close

Edward

1.

Decern ne:

i!>.

AE

John G. Heel

"

?

Y

Queen Elizabeth,
J

city.

y, Dan-Dufferin, same owner.
nos Wenzel's Cbief-Piercea' Gussie,

Foxhall, pc

Q Donner. N Y

city.

Nothmab, Gordon

9mos Malcolm-Dream

setter,

Baltimore, Md.
Reddie, In-h setter,
Dashing Novice, B

W

r

e.

ND

14mos Rover H- Rose Bradwardine,

Irishsetter,

'

!

H

III,

Cassand,

''<.

<-'>

»

\

'
>

.-o-

W
W

W

H

,

It.

D6W, See

otuiiibhi,

Tenn.

Ki.w Yor.a. Sept.

Beauty, pointer, llmos Sport-Flora. Geo. Snyder, Easton. Pa.
& T setter, 17mos Higgins' Pontiac-Jndith. R E
Pontiac II. B
Hamilton, Troy, NY.
,
Clementine D, Llewellyn setter, 5mos Dash in-Cornelia, L
Schuster, Jr, Philadelphia, Pa,
Orth,
Gertrude, Llewollyn setter, Himos Gladstone-Nellie, J

W

W

Gladys.' Llewellyn

4mos

setter,

Gladstonc-Ncllio,

Vinceunes, Iud.

Sli .o,

Pollus, English setter,
ton, Mass.

17mos Dash Ill-Diana,

Entry. G B Reeder, Easton, Pa.
vrBdistinguishable.]

E E

Albert

G

Hardy, Bos-

[Writing blurred so as to be

Peeonic, or All-Aged Stal

Open to all setters or pointers. First prize, £250, Second,
$150. Third, S50. Forfeit, 95, With 920 additional to fill. To
this stake will be added by the dub a special prize of 9,00, or a
silver cup of equal value at the option of the winner, for the best
pointer competing in the stake.
E Godeffroy,
pointer, 3>;yrs Bang-Jane,
Croxteth, L &

W

Gnvmard, N Y.
Glen, Gorden
Aten, Brooklyn.
(

thief,

A

N

CoUum's Dash-Mullin's

HF

Belle,

Y.

Irish setter. '2yrs Berkeley-Duck,

Max

Wenzel, Hoboken,

Lincoln II. Llewellin setter, 2jts Lincoln-Petrel U, John C. Higgins. Delaware City, Del.
List, Llewellin setter, 2yrs Lincoln-Petrel II, same owner.
Dashing Monarch, Llewellin setter, Syra Dash ll-Countei-'a Moll,

same owner.
Pontiac, Laveraek setter, Ayrs Pride of the Border-Petrel, same

meeting held

this a.

leted to act as the judges

Sec

Mass.

ana

uzel,

Hoboken,

Nornioh, Conn.
Ami. I'nglish

setter, 2vrs

Morford'a Don-Fairy,

Moms Plains, N J.
Max Harkaway.

English

same owner.
Tom, Englir.h setter.

retter, SJ^yrs

Bell,

J

O

m A Buckingham,
C

H

Raymond,

Guy Mannering-Quimby's

3yra Roval Duke-Bessie,

Geo

N Y.

Brooklyn,

W Watkins,

London, Out, Sept. 30, 1881.
found the town and its ho-

On arriving here your correspondent

tels crowded with visitors, it being the occasion of the annual
cattle, agricultural and horticultural exhibition to which was also

added the bench show of dogs. The weather, though extremely
warm for the season, was favorable during the meeting, aud the
visitors as well as exhibitors seemed highly pleased with the arrangements made for the accommodation and care of the canines,
which were under the able supervision of Mr. Charles Lincoln,
whose ability to carry out successfully such an undertaking is too
well known to need any further comment.
A spacious frame buildinghitd been erectedon the Fair Grounds
for the dog show, and was well adapted for the purpose. It was
divided by three aisles, and the boxes or stalls on either Bide
were sufficiently roomy, and, at tbo same time, at the proper eleThe attendants
vation to show the dogs off to good advantage.
were both

civil :u

bey did their duty very faithfully.

I

The food prepared lor the dogs was first-class in every way. Too
much cannot lie said in favor of the polite attention extended to
and exhibitors by the genial secretary, Mr. Puddicombe
end by the other officers, of the society. Aa for Mr. Lincoln he
his care and activity throughout. The atwas mdela lieahl
could be desired, and the show proved a suotendance «
visitors

'

i

[

as in other ways.
present who take great interest in these
following
Messrs. John E. Long nnd Ed.
Orgill, of Brooklyn, N. V.
e-'tn. B.
Wells, of Chatham H. B. nani-ion and Fred. Tillson, of TilsonD.,
and
T.
H. Smidlman, of London, and
Niveu,
M.
bnrgh J. S.
many others not forgetting Mr. L. H. Smith, of Strathroy, wheBe
f pleasure to the many visitors who
•11

All. o.Ie

men

.

matters we
Gillman, o Detr

lie

:

Edmund

;

;

iitu

b f av

"
for the Bportlng classes was Major J. M.
The
Ky., whose ability to fill this position canTayk..,
not be questioned. The lon-sportiug classes were judged by Mr.
N. Y. aud late Of England, whose exC. H. Mason, of Yonker
perieuce in "dogology" i adtl to be second to none.
The entries, which n nbered nearly four hundred, most of
winch were on hand, •epresented seme of the finest stock
in the country.
Otass l— Brought out the splendid brace of English setters,
Parts and Pearl, belonging to Mr. Smith, of Strathroy, which were
entered for exhibition only. Paris bear* his seven years finely, and
11 w
I w ould like to r
irk thntlcoueirlei
... still a grand dog.
e for the. improvi
mt of our sporting
Mr. Smith has done
ball in motion by
dogs than any other iudi idual. He started
remarkable bitch
importing that king of su-es, jjcicosior an.
,-.-'
:.-ei.':
...!
eiLi," '1.
•logiushed
i-i,
at all exhibitions.
B. Well's Star, a
GfaSX 2— Brought out but one entry, Mr.
good specimen of the Llewellyn setter.
KnylUli. Setter Dogs Contained fifteen entries, and was a magnificent class, but the Major soon tapered down the, number to tho
choice ones, and the blue ribbon was secured by tho blue Belton,
Dick Laveraek, Thunder-Peeress. Dick is one of the grandest
dogs of the day, and bids fair at no distant time to run a tight race
for supremacy with his su-e Thunder. Mr. Long's Coin II. was justHe is a doe, of splendid, large frame,
ly entitled to second honors.
which will take some time to fully develop. Mr. Humpridge's
London came in for v. b. c, but we should have selected Mr.
Wells' Mark, who had to ho content wilh a c as to our eye he is
a very compact dog, full of quality. Mr. Weighell's Trunip, who
obtained h. c, also pleased us.
lOther nice lot,
First
English tSetter Bitches—Brought out
This hitch was oatftprize was awarded to Mr. Harrison's Belle,
logu.-d at. 9200, aud immediately picked a ) by JL. Long, of DfiKelD,
roil, who always has an eye open for a el Oice specimen.
who secured second, was a very nice all-arc .md bitch, as was alio
.

i

'

...-.

;

.
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.

|

.

_
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'

i
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—
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Emperor Fred, Laveraek setter, 43 .ryrs Blue Prince-Daisy, C A
Herzberg, Brooklyn, N Y.
Aldershot, Laveraek setter, 2> L,yrs EmperorFred-Blue Cor, same
owner.
Lindsey, Seranton,
pointer, 3yra Discount-Vic, R
Juno,

LAW

M

i

1

Glen, pointer. 2>.jyrs Snapahot-Gipaey, H Hall, Marlboro, N Y.
Brock, Irish set-lei', 8yrs liosco-My Dutchess, Geo T Leach, N Y

Countess, setter, 3vrsBoseo-My Duiebess, same owner.
Tallman, NorJennie, setter, Cyrs Dick-Harrington's Gyp,
wich, Conn.
.
Jennie 11, setter, Gvrs I'.ieh-.Tonine, same owner.
Viiiae pointer, 2-^yrs Dillie's Kanger-Bess, S T Hammond,
Springfield, Maes.
Leo. setter, 4yrs unknown, FBruguier, Newark, N, J.
Torn setter, 3yrs Royal Duke-Bessie, G H Watkins, Brooklyn, N
setter,

Mich.

5yrs Beltou-Dimple,

BWAT

D C

Sanborn, Dowling,

The remainder B ere tar above thi
II.
i',e7 /,',-/i s.L/'ec lh,g PieppVs-Were a superior and very promising class. Mr. Wells seciu'cd first position with bis Druid-Star
He also secured
black and white pup Miugo. ten months old.
second ivith a litter brother Ginger. These are certainly a beautiMr. T. G. Davoy's Pride of tho Dominion aiid Mr. Coful brace.
zen's Duke of Bt'iuibw ick well merited the h. c. which wasawarded

Frost

them.
English teller Hitch Z'w-p'pifls—Comprised eight entries. For first
honor* it was indeed a toss up Ktween the Mohawk Kennel's
... ...; r o.i. Dido It
The judge alter the most
Belle'
l-i:.-!,
scrutiny awarded the premium to Belle's Pride. Had we 00we should bin e reversed tbo decision, as we conDido Ii. had tquallv good points and more quality than
We attributed Mr. Wells' defeat in a measure due to
al.
having handled his pup more, which prevented her showthe ring to advantage, she was in the pink of condition,
and i a gem. Mr. Davev's Norah D. is quite promising, aud ful.

,i

Windem-Nora, same ow ner.
Weir,
Gladstone-Bertie Hoffman S

setter. 2yrs

W

I

,

Mace setter, 2yrs Frank-Post's Rose, H O Hamilton, N 1" city.
Maida, English setter, 4yra Dick-Clio, S F •speir, Brooklyn, N Y.
Lizzie l.ee, English setter. 2',yrs Druid-Millie, .-einej owner.

;

J.

m. the following gentlemen were

ot

the,

trials

I

se-

Messrs. E. H. Lathrop,

Von Lengcrke, New York T. F. Taylor, of
M. Kinnov, of Staunton, Va.— Jocob Pentz,

J.

;

English

setter,

Boss, pointer
Spy, Irish setter,
128.

Editor Purest and Stri-am
Please find .vith this programme, running rules and entry blanks
may
for our coming meeting, and for which some of your friends
Ar. «

Max

under 3vrs Ranger II-Mallard's

city.

i.

7yra

setter,

N J.

Bell,

'

Spring iiel.t
Riohtuuiid

Jf

.

Bri.ns-

21mos St ELmo-Maida, D. T. Worden,

Cashman, New

^'ork

|]

sai

ed the position gained.
wpion Gordon Seder Dogs— Dr. Niven's Blossom met with
of good points, but age is now be-

Ljin-iL

r

to

ist

i

hir
Setter

Bitches.—Mr.

1.

H.

.ailmai

Maggie bad a walk- over.

qWow
ig

Setter

Dogs.—Vat which

them some extra good

there were

Mr. Puddi

ones.

the

blue ribboi
JOS.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB.

y

N

;

Tip, setter, ivnapp's Cap-Lambert's Peg, C.

Club's Klein Trials.

aP

each,

i

.

A T setter, limos Dash H-Novel, D V
Sanborn. Dowling, Mich.
& T setter, ICmos Dash Ill-Daisy Dale, J De
Royal Dale, B
Conn.
Norwich,
Blaekstone.
T
& T setter, lOmos Water's Grouse-Daisy Dale,
Glen Dale, B
same owner.
Jersey Dnke-Spooner's Daisy, F
setter,
Dean. O &
Wetmore. East Orange, N J.
Jersey Duke-Spooner a Daisy, E A
Dond, Belton setter,
city.
Spooner, N Y
Jersey Duke-Spooner's Daisy,
Dauntless, Belton Better,

New York city.

Udell, s
5, at ei

E A
city.

GG

...

tf

THE LONDON DOG SHOW,

N

Guymard.

Chatelaine, English setter,

Lou

-

city.

NY

Vv

ii

.--

J

Y.
Til nee 'Gordon setter, 1 times Bob-Beauty, same owner.
Sensation, Jr., pointer setter, lBmos Sensation-Owner's Grace,
Luke White, Bridgeport, Conn.
Ferids. English setter puppy, Donner a Stock-Heckscher s Lady.
Gode'ffrov.

Ne

Novcmoer
Noveinhei

"';

H

'

Oclc'Jcr ib, *o, Sfj : t.d e- ..i Masonto
•enn-.Mvaina Fid
fromi'iilsr.urgli.
Entries uluse ai P1W

ClUb.

Bn

Ooi
Chief, Irish setter, 2yrs Berkeley-Duck.

St Elmo III, English setter, 15mrjs St, Elmo-Diana, same owner.
St Mars, English setter, 1 limn St Elnm-Diaua, same owner.
F Aten,
Don, English setter, 15mos Ranger II-White's Daisy.

New Albany,

,|,.|

Deee.ieo.
14, !Sai d is. at. Lowell, Tvl
',.--.
A. Andrew,
close Docemuei 6,

llerzl.cn,'.

NY

ben, Brooklyn, N Y.
he Eorder-Jessio II,

Rosil,

Sandstone, setter,
Ind.

u

"Da-

GrrJuse Dale, setter, 3vra Grouse-Daisy Dale, YvT

Robin's Island Makes, or Eastern Field Trials Derby.
for all puppies whelped on or after April 1. 1881. First
Second, 9100. Third, 950. Forfeit, 95. §10 addi-

Count Noble,

H.

'.'.

ri) Ripley,

3-

StPaf.ti, English

THE THIKD ANNUAL MEETING.

prize, 8150.

Nellie,

Sit

National Fair As

to to 15.

U. Ul.icknurii, cor tSeplemuei 27. 28, -i and :-.», ar Lor..
Entries cio-e.l s>pre nb"r 13, Cliaa
1>.

to be owned
The prize to
a nation
This prize to be known

Bessie, English setter,

W

and Stream Pub-

Ushlto; I/O.

leglOH,

ov.ner.

NY.

city.

Aldus/,

Spy, Irish setter,
Glen, setter,

City.

Open

when it killed the Fish Bill providing for the
propagation of fish.
"If anylhmg has been demonstrated, it is that money can be spent
nowhere so profitably as in providing fish hatcheries aud distribuWithout any money, paying ins own expenses in many cases.
tion.
Dr. Can the Commissioner, has studied nearly a thousand ponds
in Georgia with carp, aud the country press is filled with accounts
of the wonderful growth aud fecundity of this fish. It is not too
much to say that next year these ponds will produce a million
pounds of the best aud healthiest food that will save for market a
million pounds of bacon, beef or poultry. In another year this
supply will be doubled or quadrupled.
"II wiU not do to say that if this much has been done without any
appropriation, no appropriation need be made. What has been
done through the enthusiasm ot Dr. Cary. without money, is but
a hint of what he might have done had ho been provided with
funds. The appropriation of the f 1*000 a year asked for, would
have established and maintained hatcheries within tho State that
in five years would have made every river in Georgia swarm with
the best of food fishes, and paid back ihe investment-a hundred
Bgislature,
fold. Aa it is, we can do nothing bttt,wsitl01 another
the meantime take what fish other and more liberal .States
and
will give us. and rely on Dr, Gary's patriotism tooontiiraeto collect
and 'distribute them, with nothing as ins reward escapl the snubbing tho House has given him."

yearly

Now York

same owner.

I.,

asthe-'EasternFieli

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB.
EDIT. LIST OF ENTRIES OF

ther lengths than

by the State Commission of

unknown, same

aud handled by then

Donner,

FISHCDLTURE IN GEORGIA.— The Atlanta Cunsli'titwu says
—"Tho Legislature never carried its take idea of economy to fur-

•'

U.'iio-

i

ie

,

;

asks,

Rosenthal,

9mos, Niek-Flora

Each entry

$5

•it.

!,.
to close po
added, by the club, a special pri
nip of equal value at the option of the winner, for
00, or a
o best p.
..A,, competing in the stake.
Members Stake— Open to members of the club only. Each entry to be owned aud handled by the member making the nouuuaThe prize to be a piece of plate of the value of 9100. This
tiou.
prize to be known as tho Eastern Field Trials Cup of 1881.

fill.

term expiring June, 1888.
.May, Fremont
R. R Linugston, Plattsmottth, term expiring June, 1884.
B. E. E Kennedy, Omaha, term expiring June, 1885.
Term of member expiring first, i» bv Jaw president of the board.
W. L. May.

Iowa Agricultural
answer to oue who

fetter, 2yrs

i

Third

md, 5150.

:

Win T

rooka

Island Stake

s

pnpf

Tarn O'Shanter-La Pine,

HA

city.

Km st. rn Field Triali

r

or this stake to close possitr

1

follows

9yrs. Sport-Flora I.,

Iter,

worid.

1881.

6,

Prmcass Draco,

2}^vrs unknown, Jacob Steiner, Brooklyn,

Sensation-unknown, P RKing, Spi.rkill, N. Y.
Duke-Bell, S D liip'ov. Now York city.

ftvrs

better, 4yrs

Rob Roy -Levy,

.1

H

Clark, Philadel-

phia, Pa,
.

i,

„

inter,

21mos

Sensation-White's Grace,

R

Cornell,

i

New York city.
Don Juan, pointer,

2yrs Sensation-Psyche II., Elliot Smith, New
York city.
A Buckingham,
Grouse Dale, setter, 3yrs Grouse-Daisy Dale,
Norwich, Conn.
Daisy Laveraek, setter, 2yrs Thunder-Peeress, J HGoodsell, New
York city.

W

-sed by Dr. Niven's Argus, who is a
and we tbiuk in some points had the advantage
over 'Jock. The Gordon Kennel Club, of Locust Valley, L. I.,
have a very compact dog in Gordon ho shows fino quality, true
markings and for an all-day dog he would be our choice, However ho only obtained v. h. c. Entries titty-three and fifty-four—
Blossom, Jr., and Connister, belonging respectively to Mr. Thompson and Mr. Smalhnau, of Loudon, were above the average good
dog, scoring h. e. and c. The Gordon Kennel Olub had a good
thorough Gordon of
animal in Duke of Locust Valley, he being
l,bo Grouse type
probably too much of the Clumber spaniel build
There was not an
to suit the judge, as he was passed unnoticed.
inferior dog in this class, although varied in type, some showing

lb
his class,
fine young dog

i

;

'

a,

;

the Irinh head.

-

.

OOTOBBR

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.

6,

—

Gordon
tier
Btioheg.
Consisted at seven entries, v.hieh
wore not so even at. the dogs. The. Gordon Kennel Club came fust
She was a little off in feather;
b, Mab II.
but had true markiugi and van well knit together. D\r Hrvenwas
done up «tth Dinah, Who aohieved second prize handily.
Mr.
Andrews hoe a nice bitch in Fanny, and Air. Gi-avdon's Bosu was
!

dog and one of the attraction
to Cameron and Campbell's .It
Bernards Rough ami Smooth routed.
Mason awaided tirsf'i.o Mr. Dempster's smo.

of tho show.

genorallj thought, should hiv

m placed

a magnificent

sister to
i,

'

,

,

:

to Mr.

lot,

showing that our Canadian

of this strain. The dogs were so inferior
eld the blue ribbon and awarded the red
dog that would pass almost, unnoticed in
was marked for Mr Piatt's Set.
-Thsjre wero bat tin-Be ontriea. and the?
•

Waj
to Mr. 3
thai

.

wo

Irish

were littli
Gypeey
y, Lett
irded
at prize, r
a to Mr. Pointing's
Fan.
Irish Setter Dog I'nppits.—JSi. Weighell had it all to himself
with aBul'its, Jr. -Snipe pup.
IrUh Setter Bitch Pinnies. A rather better selection. First
plaei whs captured by Mr. McLean's six-mouths puppy Nettie:
Liffy. a litter sister, took second.
Champion Pointers over 55 llis.—'thm brought out Mr. Tillson's
Cbippe and Mr. Woodruff's liveT and white Dick.
B 1, *er< gi od specimens of the heavy-weight dog. and after a
very eloae examination the Major gave the medal to Dick.
Had
tii.
colors oi the dogs been reversed, we incline to think that the
decision would have been different.
Pointer Dogs-aver 55 Ms.—As a, whole, were a good lot.
The
first place was secured by King Bow, a nice young liver and white
-oil topped, with good head.
The second prize was
given to Smith
Viniug'a Bock, a decision in which we could not
agree.
Mrs. FurneSB' Chang came iu fur a v. h. c. Mr. Weigheh's
Bon received h c and Mr, Orgill's Eiot only a Q. We had placed
the latter for the red ribbon, he being a powerfully built dog. with
good head, legs and feet, but a little slaw in lota.
/"' oeS's !l
oi
.-:,..
- This was
:;
u-.j!,-..,-,..,
Mr
der's liver and white ticked bitch Chess.
ton Pointers under 55 lbs.—Mr. OrgiU's well-known Bush
had the ring to himself, and this being the first time he has been
exhihib. d in this section, lie proved to be one of the attractions of
the show.
Bight-mn'ght Pointer Days, under 55 fts.— This was a good class,
and "the. competition was very keen.
Major Taylor, after a most
careful examination, selected Mr Tillson's Shot'for the blue ribhou, a decision we could not indorse, as we prefer Mr, Orgdl's
Howell, which was placed second, and the same owner's Koyster
secured third,
Ui
red h. c. for then- lemon and
Vii
white dog Kip.
1

.v.

,

,',

'

',',.

,-

'•-:,

r,

'

'

Eight
Weight Pi
together ten "nice
the ring once, the

-lies

arsipoBitioi
any fault wit
AII..S
prize to Mr.
I

a

Bel

a

altogethe
Pointer

Wa

brought

mths (Dogs).— Six

12

took the

.'i

Pointer I'vpptes under

Mr.

—

{Hitches).
Four entries, and
i,.
nice, oi
6J
pi
:e waa awarded to Mr. E. H. Gillman's
truly Jl By.
she richly des rved the position, being a very stylish youngster from whom re shall expect to hear again.
The V.
h. c.'wu.- givn to Brunetfi
and Mr. Saunders' Olivette secured
h. c.
We lilted the latter for second place, as we consider her
equal to Brunette in bodv, a nl niiperior in fore lega and feet.
..;!
::„:.
loO
Jiilches'j.— We were greatly disapapoiuted in this class, as ther
not a decent animal in 'it. The
judge withdrew the first award, and gav
xmd to Dr. Harvey's
..

i

.,

>

|

.-"',.

i

itiuutlis

12

i

—

:'

.

Tim, and .Nell got c.
Field Spaniels;—Large

si:
Dogs over twenty-eight pounds,
Bitches over twcntv-live p, uds. Five entries.
The Laehine
Kennel Club took first priz with their imported black dog Bob
III.
Second honors were s iired by Mr. Talbot Macbeth's Yum
Yum, and Mr. Garuer's live) nd white Mack was awarded h. c.
Cooker Spaniels.- -Dogs a
eight pounds. Four
tries.
Mr. Macbeth seemed the blue ribbon' for hia black dog
Zulu, the second being taken by Mr. Tiuslev's beautiful little black
dog Baven to which we should have given preference for first hon-

H. is. was allotted to Mr. Freddy Helta's Sailor.
Cooker Spaniels— Bitches under twenty-five pounds. Four entries again
this class.
Dr. J. 6. Niven carried off the laurels
with his lit
pet, Blacfc Bess.
She is rather light iu the muzzle,
otherwise a
:.
Mr. Ticsley's Busy took second prize.
ors.

She

is

also

\r.\ -There were five entries in this
was rightly awarded to Mr. Macbeth's
fonr-nionths-old black pup Doctor, who is most promising, and
Bhould she go on favorably he will lie hard to beat as a dog. Lookout for Doctor later. Second was given to Mr. McCosh's Tic, and
Mr. Deapard'a Jack took h. c.
Is.— There were some good dogs in this class, Mr. Dan
O'Shea coming to the front with Hosey. Second lie secured with
Forrester II., v. h, c. with Bingwood, and h. c. fell to same owner's
Marquis.
Beagle ZJoas.— Qnly two entries, but they were good.
Mr,
Dodge's hauler scored the blue. Banger taking second.
Beagle Pitches.— There were seven entries. The first was won
by Mr. Dan D'Shfea'a Music, second by Mr. Dodge's Katie and v.

h.

c.

m

and the

same owner's

to

Lottie.

Fox Terrier Dogs.— This rested between Mr. Padelford's Moslem IT aud .Messrs, Buthorford's Bowstring.
Mr. Pade! ford's entry won.
Fox 'rerrier Bitches.— There were three entries iu
this class, but Mr. Padelford's Twilight, a beautiful bitch, was
most uuloiliie.it.lv .-Mothered while in transportation from. Philadelphia,
- ,i, i„
io
This left Mr. Gibson's Tipsev and
Rutherford's Tussle. After close scrutiny Mr. Mason se1

,-

..

so.

I,

.

,

lected Tipr-.y for the bine ribbon.
Pier Terrier [logs— Brought out iimo entries,
Messrs Itntherford secured first and second for their beautiful pair, Boya! .and
Joker, while Mr, Gibson was close after them with v. h. c. andh.
for
c.
Battler and Tvrant.
Pox Terrier Bit, lies.— Siv entries in this class and the tables
were turned, Mr. Gibson winning wilh Judge, Messrs. Butherford

Bond with Sally.
Fox Terrier Puppies (Ports). -Mr. Gibson again first with a
very nice pup— Bi
The other entries, Turk and Bramble,
are quite nromisin
P.X I VTl
r."i
iie-s).— The three entries in this class
were good
Mr. Brsk -'..M.
Gibson's Flirt was awarded first.
......
and a poor class. The Jndge gave
the first ,ta -,.
aud second to MoGrath. We cbould have reversed
oii, bul all the entries belonged to Mr.
D

l

.

and

v

.''•''

(

1

exception of the winner, Mr. Padelford's

Laddie and R

Lindsay took

first

smallman's

so: i'i Idle onih's (London) Jock:
?.!.: ..: il-.O
II
nr-t; le.-.l ---.- nr-i .':.!.or
'.o.ov, I. i,i yordon (Cbamn Kei-ii' i-btb-s i.o
ulrn.vhc; Sir 1 m. :-..rge 'j-honipson's .London)
;os-oin->'cus.., b c; Mr T ti Smallman's CarunsiT
.ii

.

i:r,„|. ,..vloll

"

.

1

ploll 10

bio

The Emperor

,

'

,-oj

OlolbMll
Class
lOiO.lMpi

iordon Kennel Club's Mab II.
S Nlv-n's Dinah (Duke (1592)-

Lento

ues

:

;

yrnyijoi

Mr AqiUla O

v h e:

I--...1P1V.

he;

yrouse-Moll),

it

Mven's

ur J 8

gi,— Mr T H Smallman's Thsrn

Ditcheo— Mr

H

T

smallman's

wm Liud's (London)
ches-Mr wm n Pierce's (Peeklogs—Mr

n-llobart's Knby).
prize awarded;

no second

;

:

.

;

Jfr. C. A.
Pin o-Goodenottgh's Maud),

[a

-- (Lorirfon

.

Pi

u:

;

Gypsey

(with.

roi-o
or sOr) Fan (GoodMrDSklrvlng^ (Londbn) Fan
\

Pngs.—Eight entries, Mr. Padelford's champion Banjo having
been smothered, fiirst was taken by Mr. Robertson's Peter; second awsrded to Mr. Worthington'B Pug; h. c. to Mr. Dawson's
Judy, and c. to Mr. Gillman's Peggie Dear.
Miscellaneous, or i
I'm. ..
;-(.n
-Prizes were awarded to Mr.
Dan O'Shea for his Euglish harrier Tomboy II.— also to Mr.
Green, Jr., for Euglish bloodhound •Caradoc— and to Mr. Har-.

i

—Mr

Isaac Weighell's Jennie

(Ktiftis, Jr.-Si

H

ies— Mr Uector F

Class is. in
(London, Ont
diiuy-luipFar

D

H.

AIcLean's

S Iilrvtug's laffy
.no Bi-st; Mr
g's Buby i'3uy-irnp Fan), c.
vei- B3 lb.-,— Jlr Th.03
AVood-

W

-..

-Atr J

Saunders' (Secretary
,.oohs,ous Fan), first;

ii

graves for toy spaniel Bijou.

h.k-Fan), seoiplon
Imported. slock), vn.c;
i

i

j-

Glass

A.—For the

best ke ne) of English sett< '8, to consist of
not less than five. Two out es, but the medal wa justly awarded
to Mr. W. B. Wells, Chath in, Ontario, his Star Mark, Mingo,
Ginger. Dido II. and Kink b iug a strong team of good do,
o'o.ss- m>.
ror the
73.—For
hue best
oest sienuei
k
iel oi
of cinrnon
Gordon setters,
setters. Thr
xnree entries
ntrii
Awarded to Gnrdon Kennel Club, Locust Valley. L.I., for Duke
of Locust Valley, Gordon, Rake, Nellie aud Mab IP, a well-marked,
handsome lot of dogs.
Class
Irish setters.
No comp. tUiou.
Class D.— Best kennel of pointers.
Three entries.
Medal
.rded
nd
Brooklyn. New York, he showing
Bush.
m„ Bovster. If would he difficult to find
m anv kennel.
a stro
?.—For the bi M Bngliah setter dog or bilch.
Light snprize

sF

was most justly awarded

to

Mr.

whom mention has been made

in

This waa
Blossom and Gora most critical ex-

entries.
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hibil.

-t.

GuSBie, an in.
IB—Foe tho

Four

Iri.b setter.
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1,

---: oen, secured the
do.,- or bitch.
Foi

Orgill's

Hue

Fred B Tillson's
luoders' [Secretary) Grace (Donlien [Dt Woodruffs Sportisen's uari, h c.
-ii.-o Air.

.
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Scaiclicrd's Nellie: and Mr Fred t
uppl -, oog
01a9S25. Polntei
Join, tlrst;
Fergu-on's (Lon
1'unto ((betlSi
r until Si Ylutng'.-i
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AIcGloghtin's (Dresden)
Snipe- Belle), v h o; Aie-srs
Mr F T Trebllock'a

MUty). he;
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daasSo a, Pol -(«umuu-unp Fain, i.i
Lurctle). v
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J
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he; Mr James Bros-
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Stiinley, out.)
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pointer

entries

;

a

but au easy
lory lor OrgilPs Bush.
/.-For the,
tooUoction of sporting dogi
?s.
Four entrios.
Tho cup wa captuied by Air. T. G. Davevy, of London,
with Glenylo and othn.n.
Class J.—For tho largest, and best gen rale^.,. motion of dogs.
jpetitors.
Awarded to .... A. 1'adeliord, Philadelphia, for
Salisbury and others. 11 iJB
iry commendable.
Class K",—For the ben. E lgu*8h
Itud dog, with two of his
get.
Mr. J. A. Calling bad a W
with Guy.
QhtSS X.— For the best Eoghsl
brood bitch, wilh two of
fair lot,

£ Vlnlng (Lon-

Edmund

lbs -Air
-

s

entries

OrglU's

i

Mesri-sSiiiillr

;

Urac.e),

Oh

Fdmund

Tllsoa's (TILsonburg)

ebsmpion Snapbaund e). gill's I oyster (eham-

Dion,

For the best Gordon

Saunders' (Secretary)
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-M r Fred B

.

Dick Laverock, of
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her progeny.

Six entries, which
... .irst-elass.
Mr. XX. Bailey
Harrison's Belle (shown with Bell.
Pride and Pride of the Dominion) won and fully merited tho prize.
Class M.— For the best English setter puppy under 12 months
Seventeen entries a splendid array.
After a very critical examination Mohawk Kennol's Belle's Pride took the cake (basket)
Extra Special Prizes, contributed by tho citizens of London for
dogs owned in London or tho suburbs
Class IV.— For the best setter or Pointer.
Thirty entries. The
prize was finally awarded to3Ir. Davey's Liddersdale.
(floss 0,
Best English setter dog or bitch. Nine entries. Liddersdale again victorious.
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H T Dom vine's
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Cass B.— Bsst Gordon setter. Eight entries,
Mr. Puddicombe's Jock secured this special
Class Q,—Best Irish setter. Five entries, of which Mr. Turner's
Gypsey was the winner.
Class 7c. Best pointer. Eight entries. The prize was awarded
to Mrs. F. W. Furness' Chang.
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setter classes.
Fifteen entries.
English setter bitch Norah D.

i..-i.j.ir

-ix

Class T.— Best Gordou puppy. Five entries.
H. Smallman's Thorn Blossom.
Class U.—Beat. Irish puppy. Three entries.

McLean's
Class
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Prize awarded to T. G. Davey's

Won

Awarded

'to Mr.

Five entries.

Captured by Mr.

ss it. - Best cocker spaniel.
Seven entries.
Dr. Niven won
with Black Bess. Mr. Geo. Macbeth securing a y. h. e. with hiB
beautiful dog Doctor.
Clxiss X.— Best spaniel puppy.
Three entries.
Won easily by
Mr. Macbeth's Doctor.
Class T.— Best foxhound.
Mr. Dan O'Shea made four entries,
and captured the whip with Roxey.
Class Z.—Best fox terrier.
Two entries. Mrs. Furness won
with Buffet.
Class AA.—Best Skye, Yorkshire or Scotch terrier. Four entries.
Won by Mr. O'Shea's Scotch bitch Ladv.
Class 737?.— Best pug. Three entries.
Mr'. Worthington'B Pug
'
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CC— Best Greyhound.
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Class D/K— Best retrieving spaniel.
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;.'. is. -First was awarded to Mr. Willis' Eatc
second to Mr. Dan O'Shea's Jack.
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John Plummer's black and tan Lose atcajud to Mrs. S. A. Roberts'
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entries in this class.
The first was awardh
I
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to Mr. Bourne's entry, Mr. O'Mara's Fondi took second.
red Mr. O'Shea's Lsdv to either.
Yorkshire and other SiH:-'iwic,d Terriers.— A poor lot, with the
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inspecion the Major gave second
very neat bitch. Mr. Saunders'
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legs we should have chosen her for
head, good body, nice feet and is

Grace to<
_fl Mr.
bitch been better in her
second place. She has

MeGloeh
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was awarded second.
Dandle Dinionl or Bedlingtun Terriers.— This was a poor elaas,
and generally shown iu bad condition. Mr. Todd's Dandy was
given first, and second awarded to Mr. Dempster's Slap.
Irish Terriers. -Four entries. Dr. Niven's Norah took first, and
Mr. Lebatt's Joe, Jr., second. H. c. was awarded to Dr. Niven's

after having them walked around
et Sir. Orgill's Hue to the oprecrtainlv a beauty and hard to llud
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was a poor
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the second falling to Mr.
Mr. Wilson's Colonel.
Mr. Padelford's. entry Noble was missing,
Bull Dogs.—Hereng
ansil. sharing the same fate as Twilight
.ving to suffocation iT
'lire only other entry of note was
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rt.inti r's Blister.
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.,,.«.— Mr. Wm. Lind's Kap had the ring
himself he ia a fair old dog.
C'haivpion Irish Setter Bitches,— Similar to former class ; there
was no competitor against Mr. Pierce's Gussie, who took the
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was swarded

well entitled to the h. e. receive;}.
Gordon Seller Dog Puppies.— Votax Blossom pnps competed Cos
this prize, which waa awarded to Sir. T. II. rJmallman's Thorn
Blossoin, a fair pup, hut too voting to judge what he will be as a
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RED IRISH SETTERS IM NEW HAMPSHIRE.

prize; F Green Jr's carndoc, English bloodhound, prize;
Hargraves' Brjou, Toy Spaniel, prize; J Hood's Security, Japa-

Ugh Harrier,

less \H;,

Mingo,
class

i.

than fl\
or Loci

lie

fli

be best kennel of Pointers, to consist of not less than
nml Qrglll, Brooklyn, N. Y., vvltu Kusb, Rue. Howell,

Class
live

Pen :;onnei or Gordon seller-:, to cui.-lal ot not less
,, Kennel Clulp, focusi Valley, I,. 1., with Duke
ijnnton. Rake, Nellie anil Mab It.
best kennel ot Irisli Setters, to consist of not less
>

,

Class

-Ft

Koyster and Klot,.
Class K For 'be best English Setter, Dog or Bitch— Mr

HMrison'sIHck

U

Bailey

i.av root.

ClasS P. For the best Cordon Setter, Dog or Bitch— Dr J S Nivon's.
Blossom.
classes. For the best Irish Setter, Dog or Bitch -First, Mr Win 11
Pierce's Gussie.

Clussll. For the heat Pointer, Dog- or Bitch— First,

KuMi

orglll's

Mr Edmund

Class 1. Forlhobesi colled Ion oi Sikh-liu-- [toe's, owned nil ent-red
by one exhibitor -Flisf, MrT G Uavey v,n Glone,yle and oriieis.
Class, I. for Hie largest and best rolled Inn of dec's owned and entered by one exhibitor—First* Mr A i'ad-liord wiui Sallsbux] and
-a

li

citbers.

Class K. For the b-sl English Set* r sunt Dog, with two of Ins get
—Prize, an Knirll-.li g one b.ig and dug win-,' le- first, Mr ,1 A Callings,
tiny, With .lack and Bill.
Clasa L. For the best English Setter Brood Bitch, to be shown with
of her pi ogeny— Prize, a gun cover and a sliver plated pocket
flask— First, 11. Bailey flunlson's lielle. with Heirs Pilde and Pride of
Dominion.
Class M- For the best English seller Puppy under 12 mos of a°e—
sliver cake basket value, tin- Fust, Mohawk Kennel's Belle's Pride.
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Sl'ECIAl. 1MUZKS.

For the
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ucnL .iLiin
Setter or Pointer,
inij. or
Class N. rui
...nj'ei, Dog
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OI Bitch— A fur cap
"
valued at Sle— First,"'Mr T G fevev's Llddersdale.
.sdale.
ciasa 0. For he
Bitch— A pair of hunting
i_,i

i
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boots— First, Mr'
Glass

For

P.

Bitch- One box cigars

tin

og or Bitch—A gold pin— First,
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T.i.u
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Class K. For

C

Bitch— One box cigars—First,

-Iter DC

teres In the Settei
s

Norah

II.

Class T. For the best cordon setter Puppy— one case native wine
£1 smallruan's i born Blossom.
XT. For the be.,t Irish Setter Puppy— One ease claret wine—

— First. MrT
Class
First,

Mr H F McLean's

Class

v— for the

^on'sJic
valued

Nettle.

best Pointer

Puppy— One box cigars— First, Mr

I)

*10-

at,

Doctor, v h c
Class X. For the best Spaniel Puppy— A sea-grass hammock -Mr
Geo Macoeth's Doctor.
Class Y. For the best Foxhound, Dog or Bitch— A dog whip -Mi-

Dan

O'sliea's Koxe.v.
best. Fox Tender, Dog or Bitch— A pair
Furness Bullet.

Class Z. For the
linlc,— ilis

F

M

—

—

1

tin

Mrs F.V M

Davey

m

of sleeve

1

Class A A. for the best Skye, Vorkshlie or Scotch Terrier— Mr Dan
O'Shea's Lady.
Worrhuigtou's Pug,
Clasi BB. H'or the. best Pug— Mr
Class cc. For the best Greyhound— A box of cigars—Mr, I E Dawson's McGrath.
Class DD. For the best Retrieving Spaniel -Ono keg ducking powder— Dr F H tlarvcy s Tim.
Class KE. For the best Eugllsh or Irish Setter, Dog or Bitch, feed
and owned In London— One shooting suit, made to order— Mr J \v
Hurnprlugo's London.
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THE COLLIE AND SHEEP DOG.

TN eastern couutriea

where the sheep follow the shepherd,

the

*•

duties that lull upon the dog are simpler and require less intelligence than those performed by the European breeds. Their
task is chiefly to defend the nocks and herds from wild beasts and
robbers, and" for this purpose the wolf-like Turkoman watch dog
and the sheep dog of Natalia are, by their great strength and

courage, eminently fitted. The former is described by 8ir. J.
McNeill as a shaggy animal, nearly as large as the Newfoundland
dog, and very tierce and powerful, the dam of the specimen lie.
describes having killod a full-grown wolf without assistance. The
Bheep dog of Europe is generally classed among the wolf-like dogs,
owing to the erect or semi-bred character of its ears, its pointed
nose aud shaggy covering; and Button, for such reasons, regarded it as uearest to the primitive type of the domestic dog. It
is more reasonable to suppose wUh Martin ( ''Hist of the dog")
that these poiuta "only indicate purity of breed unalloyed by admixture with other varieties." Tho fact that its life ia spent almost entirely out of doors, and that it hits little or no opportunity
of mixing with dogs other than its own .kind would tend to preexternal appearance while its high cerebral
serve uniformity
development and intelligence prove, beyond a doubt, that the
breed of sheep dogs is one of the most; highly improved, aud iu
Its whole intellect
this respect, remotest Irom the primitive type.
is devoted to the ono duty of tending its master's flocks, and in
the performance of this it ia equally sagacious, vigilaut aud
patient. At a word or ev6n a look from its master it will gather the
sheep scattered for miles a round to one place. During and after
the Bnowstorms, to which Highland distracts are frequently exposed
the sheep dog is invaluable in saving its master's property from
almost total destruction. Without it the Highland of Scotland
would be almost useless for sheep farming purposes. " It would
require," says the Ettriek Shepherd, " nine hands to manage a
stock of sheep, gather them from the hills, force them into houses
and folds, and drive them to markets— more than the profit of the
whole stock would be capable of maintaining. 1 The sheep dog stauds
about fifteen inches high, is covered with long, shaggy hair of a
black color, varied with dark gray or fulvous brown, and its tall is
of moderate letigih, slightly recurved and bushy. Indisposition
it is quiet, and although not quarrelsome, it shows great courage
It will nwt wantonly attack a stranger,
in defending its charge.
but evidently regards thru with suspicion, and rejects all friendly
advanoes. There are three varieties of sheep dog found in Great
The Scottish collie, standing only from twelve to
Britain— viz.
fourteen inches high, and regarded as the purest and most inthe Southern sheep dog, of larger size but with shorter
telligent
fur, and having the tail often very short, a peculiarity which, according to Bell, "appeal's to he perpetuated from parents whos o
tails have been cut ;" aud the drover's dog, or eur, generally black
and white in color, and taller in its limbs than the others. It is
employed in driving sheep aud cattle to the city markets, and in
the discharge of this duty shows intelligence quite equal to thatof
the other varieties, although in the treatment of the herds under
The sheep
its charge, it often displays a more savage disposition.
doga of South America are so trained as to unite in themselves the
" When riding," says Darwin,
it is
duties of dog aud shepherd.
a common thing to meet a large flock of sheep, guarded by one or
two dogs, at the distance of some miles from any house or man."
And on inquiry he found out the method by which this friendship
betweou dog and sheep had been established. The dog when a
puppv is removed from its mother, turd is no longer allowed lu associate with other dogs or eveu with the children of the family.
a aheap pen and suckled by a owe. Generally also it
It is kept
ia castrated and thus has Utile or no community or feeling with its
Brought up among the sheep it shows no desire to leave the
kind.
Hook, hut assumes the position of leader. "It is amusing," says
the above writer, " to observe, when approaching a flock, how the
dog immediately advances barking, aud the sheep ail close in
his rear as if around the oldest ram," It comes home daily for
food, on receipt of which it immediately returns to the flock, and
this it is often taught to bring home in the evening.— Ency:;'
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B08T0N DOGS—Boston, Oct. 1, 1881 E'Htor Forest and Stream:
BoBtou has practically solved the canine problem. Tho system
of doing away with stray dogs at the Hub is a decided success.
The annual report of the citv's officer for tho care of unUceused
dogs (Mr. Al. Watts) shows "that I he number of dogs killed during
the soason is 418, a marked decrease from tho total of laBt year.
In fact, a proportionate' di entire ba- been noted for every year
Thin fact is due to' the
Binoe Mr. Watts was first commissioned.
evident desire of dog owners to keep only such a- are well-bred
and valuable, which fueling remits, necessarily, in diminishiug
tho number of worthless animals watch were Once bo numerous
upon our streets. An effort was made, last spring, ii i tho interest
of the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Ci uelty to Animals, seeking to iutrust this work into its bauds but it was found,
upon investigation, that tho hocietv had no plans to submit by
which the condemned canines could bo more speedily or mercifully
doprivod of life than those adopted several years ago aud since
then practiced by Mr. Watts. Since the systematic destruction of
worthless dogs has been in vogue the value of well-bred animals
has visibly increased, aud a great stimulus has been given to the
breeditig of fine sporting dogs and houso pete. The eity of Boston, visitors tell us, can boast not onlv of tho finest horji 9 in tinworld, but the finest doga as woll. The city, too, is noticeably free
from the nuisances which were wont to prowl about the streets,
rendering them not only uncleanly aud repulsive, but absolutely
dangerous in mauv instance:-. Mr. Watts retires from the position
he has so long filfod with the approval aud commendation of all
with whom he has officially come into contact.— Doo'b Tab,

—
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HOTTENTOT DOGS.— Remarkable specimens of their kind arc
the doga which the Hottentots keep for the protection of their
flocks aud herds from the ravages of the wild beasts, and it is
soarcely necessary to Bay that, for the work thov have to do, these
dogs are endowed with immense strength and courage. They are
very Btrong-limbed, with a shaggy coat of a dirty gray tint, a
sharp muzzle and long, straight ears. At night, whou the flock or
herd, as tho case may be, in folded, four of these dogs keBp watch
over it, one at each corner of the square ; aud they never lie down,
silting up on their hind legs with their muzzle woll forward, so as
to catch the least Hound. Once au hour one of the four dogs leaves
his post and goewseveral paces forward to make sure that tho enemy is not attempting to surprise him aud hm comrades. The four
Their indogs do this in turn with the regularity of clockwork.
stinct, when a tiger or leopard is at hand, is almost miraculous,
"
at the first bark given by tho alarm-dog all the others rush to
e thai the enemy in likely to be too powerful
hia aid, aud if they
how] loud enough to attract the dogs from
for them they set up
No wonder that tho Hottentot looks upon
the neighboring Hock
nf his family, for beside their prowess aud
bis dogs as memk
exploits
of
tho St. Bernards sink into insignificance.—
sagacity the
Slock Journal.

1881

6,

h-ad a great deal.
The pills that I gave were those prescrlbad for
distemper by Dlnka, Mayhew aud Hutchinson,
lie still dlschirces
—...'ft, .1,
,,.,«..
«.l ../..,.*
IPlin ,ll,n1,.,r.,f. frm
..
at in
discharge f...,., tl... ....... I..
The
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PniLAOEnruiA. Sept. 27, 1831.
eould gathor in New
my journeys this Bummer, from ail
IN England,
quail are almost extinct, and it in seldom, if ever, a
brood is seen. The ruffed grouse and woodooek are tho only game
on which setters and pointers are worked. The latter birds are quite
numerous throughout New Hampshire, and mauv are killod as
soon as tliov return from the mora elevated sections of the country,
where they resort to pass the month. I saw at Dover, N. H., one
splendid bag made at "Milton Throe Ponds," and a beantifnl
catch of black bass taken from tho ponds by the proprietor of one
of the hotels of that city. The fish would average oue pound in
weight, and not a few between two and three pouuds. 1 was told
by the gentleman who took them, that while trolling he saw mauv
teal on " Milton Three Ponds,"
At Portsmouth, N. II., 1 met Mr".
Nelson, the owner of Elcho in., and had the pleasure of seeing
I take him to be the finest specimen of
his famed red setter work.
the red Irish setter in America to day— not excepting Berkley.
Elcho III. is a truly typical dogof tho breed; Mr. Nelson shoots over
him regularly, and I was told by other sportsmen of Portsmouth
that the animal was hard to beat. I Should most cortuiuly prefer:
to use him as a sire, if 1 wished to breed reds, knowing
I do of
his being constantly worked, than to select other champion winners
to breed from, all oIhc being equal. I missed a fine opportunity of
seeing Elcho III. in the field, for the very morning I left Portsmouth I was invited bv Dr. Sherborne and Mr. Nelson to take a
Dr. Sherborne, bye the
little turn around the country with them.
bye, baa a good old-time setter, DaBh chestnut, white and tan
which they all toll mo is noted for woodcock. The strain goes back
of
of
Rosa
Winans
AH through New
to the importation
Hampshire I noticed many red dogs of Elcho blood, and ou inquiry
found they were his descendants. At the Kimball House, whore I
stopped over night, one of the employers owned a beautiful bitch,
Sallio, a granddaughter of Elcho, and having her tail, which had
been cropped just short enough to ruiu the flag. I never saw a
handsomer animal, aud withal a more traotiblo or better broken
one save perhaps those of tho kennel of Mr. Everett Smith, of
Portland, Me. One thing struck me strangely regarding these
Elcho dogs of New Hampshire. Knowing the headstrong disposiral I iuqnirod of tho sportsmen I
tiou of red Irish setters
mot if they did not Hud it hard to keep these dogs within proper
v.is told that their dogs worked
bounds in woodooek she ting.
the cripples as close a they wished them to, aud they had no
trouble whatever after their setters kuew tho game. Certainly
Homo.
Elcho has done much f< r Now Hampshire.
I
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,
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1«0 L. B. K.. Huntingdon. Pa.—1
months old coat glossy and In good
hunt when starting out, but gets sick
I

;

a

deal, retchings feanul, wat-r illgn
and passage very dark. Sn.ak"S his
much. Aus
He Is probably out ot
regular exercise will put him all rlgui.
result-

gre

KENrNTEL NOTES.
\* Breeders aiMf owners of doy* am invited to tt&nd. memoranda
of names claimed, bred, whetpif, Hate*, t fa., for imertivn in this eotuinn
Wi mtiL-A no

fur

cliar'je

etir.

paliUcation of such notes; but request in each

made up in accordance with our form, that
and dog be written leyiblij, or printed, and that
which the animat belongs be distineUii Mated.

ease,

the notice be

both owner

the

name

nf

the strain to

NAMES
colm

Cameron.
Brag tor beagle dog puppy whelped July
-'
iio.-ev) out oi Midget (Rattler-Fa
Buzz— Mr. colln Cameron. Brl
Buzz for beagle dog puppy whelp
Rosey) out Of Midget (Kaltler-Fa
.V. tiv lilv—Slr. Colin Cameron,
/;ra/-sir,

name

BilclccrvlUe. Pa., claims the

,'

or

Al,

wsi, by Rattler ( Warrlor-

21,

fV

I

Nolly isiv (or beagle bitch pupp
{Warrlor-ltosey) out of Midget (K
llrickerntle, fa., Sept. 1\— Will Mr. N.
Elmore, tiranby, Conn.,
pleas- selifot another name than Midget for ins puppy out of Do Ige s
Flora, as I have one of that name olalmed by Mr. Dodge, now breedColin Cam snow.
ing.
Man Ptooer— Mr. (larrett Koach. of New York, claims the none of
May Plover for a native Virginia setter bitch, orange and winto in
color, by Henry out of Eva.
\V. A. Cost-r. of Fhilbush, L. L, claims tho
I'lr./i/.ie Dazzle -\[v.
name or Virginia Daz/.h- far a liver and white pointer bitch puppy by
his Don ltoyuloutof Tabbv, whelped Sept ••, is-i
iv, el dins Mi
/'fero-Mr. Theodore M
flora for his lemon and white pointer blfb pun line, .luw -, outof
his snow Flak" (Glenmark-tUU; by Jerry (seiisulo-i
ofttUTn'B Belle).
Huh I/.-M..I-. II. c-rdiuan, sprlngtl-l-i, M.i-s el ..,,.. the
Bob II. lor liver and whit- pointer dog wnc.ped Inf. tl. isi\ our ot
.

/v -e

'.,/„„„
Jane Urey, (trace Millwood and Hay fJuasn-MT S. T. ilainmnno,
Bp mgffetd, Mas-., claims the name oi '.'oaar.-h or tsprino.
blue setter dog, Delaware for black, white and un dog, 1'eoonlc for
lemon and white dog. Brownie for dark brown and » hue dog. Afron
t, lor orange roan dog, Lady Jane Urey for Iron. gre) bitch, Grace
Millwood for blue bitch, and May Oueen ror black and white ticked
bitch pups whelped June-.".!, 1881, out of owners Thistle (Aftun-Neiile)
by Mr. J. 0. Utggli.s' Dashing Monarch.
Monarch'.,/ Spr,

:

j.,1,0 liaoi.i -s\r.

John Daniel

,i::. Vetaware,

if

ft,

for liver

aud

.

-

Nixon, l.e^buri;. Ya, claims the
n -i|iiwlilte ticked pointer pun
.-

nam*

ot
July:;,

1

ism, by Beaufort (champion Bow-Beuiatu out or Fannie Turner
(Sen=ntlou-oueen II.) (champion Suuel
I'h'ox— Mr. Q. H. Nixon claims the
whiu; oolnter bitch pup whelped July
lloiv-lioultth) out of Fannie Turner (Sens dlou-tineen II.) (Champion
Sancho-chatiiplon Queen).
lite.
Mr. J. W. Jackson, OpcloiHas, La., claims tho nunc of p.-- [oi
his red Irish setter bitch Whelped UuroQ 2, lKSu, out of Lucas' iilddy
(No. r.sii N. A. K. C.) by his Krln II. (Klciio-Whlt tori's Iain;.
La., claim- the uiine oi Jarvls
./a/-- -is -J. W. Jackson, Opeluusas,
for his red Irish dog puppy whelped June 1, 188V, Out Of Noreefl by
.

Elelio.

Mike— Mr. J. W. Jackson, opeluusas, L>i., claims in- nun- or Mike
for his red sett-r dog puppv whelped April 27, ;s-i, out oi Ids nauve
black setter bitch Nigger by his Irish red setter dog Mark (TaoratelnDuck).
if«if./«-Mr. -i. W. Jackson, Opelousas, La., claims the name of
Mi.d.'c tor his Irish red setter. bitch puppy whelped April 27, |8S1, oui
or his native black setter bitch N lgger, by his red Irish setter dog
Mark (Thorstelu-Duck).
WHKI.PS.
fliuo-Mr. L. R. Landy's (South Fraiulugham. Baas,) Irish settar
bitch Diva (champion Herkie.v-.Mag! w helped August, no. six— four
dogs and two bitches, bv Mr. W. U. Jones' (Nallck, .Mass.) Itovcr.
/..,,
Mi. c. if c-ufn ill's (SprlngtlcW, Muss.) liver and white ticked
pointer bitch Kip (Siiap.-hot-1-.iiiiij 11) uhelp-d July li, i<-m, eight,
puppies, three dogs and live bitches, all evenly marked liver ami
white ticked, by Dr. Chas. P. Lyman s Imported hob (champion Don,
Beauty).
Will G. Hoot's (Mclntyre, I'a.i rrish ^.-li-r bitch Fan
27, eight pupptea— three dogs and nve bitches, by Mr.
Blyth's Joel.
Iniui— Mr. II. litpe's(New Yorki English se.t»r bltcb. Lou', (ftodei;
Ick Dim Mlna) whelped Aug. 16, three puppies—one doa and two
bliches, by champion Thunder (1'rlde oi the liorl--r-F.no H>.
Kty— Mr. Chas. (hiob's (North oupt in, M.i-.-, F v (Snapsn 't Spring

-t-.'ui-Aiii.swui'lh's

).-„„_Mr.

whelped Sept.

Thomas

i

II.

;

whelped August

7

elgtu-six dogs and two Hitches— all liver and
Bob (champion DOnvAlnsworth's Beauty),

white, by Dr. Lyman's

i

i

F.

ii.

German

c.,

months old. His iti mu
similar food) and given
Last week he began votni
itne ,<•
nothing.
Tried
down, injected 9 veel ou
bOWelS. NO Iras'- "I W It
ioka.

The p.vuu

begin in

F. F. Pitcher, of the Riverside Cocker ivenn-1, ClareQonl
i.eavin, jr., Boston, Mass., the
>id to Mr. tieo.
II., hii
log slue.
._ ,:mp. snip-champion fe ,th-p, me pi ice pd
117,"'), -Ml
lie liiv -r Id" c.'ker
F. I', fllcn-r. 1,1
;;,..;, r-i'li.-r
Kennel, clnremont, N. 11., has sold to Mr. I). I'. Hnswiinh N-w York,
eo
a liver and while u-ke I dog puopj ..llragg-chaiiipain
•' Co k-r
-Mr. f. f. I'll.i'her, or in - ill."
nionr, N. II., has sold io Mr. A. J. I'urlmon. or Boston,
.

i

.

it.
,i

was a

w

.

f iiu

ir

SOI
morning mid, aii-r
bun in d" n up curious!:

arstll

irne (Faust-June).

—Mr.

i

:

i

•

w

blleb

I

i

.

ii

l

Itee-Mark—Mi. J. W. Jackson's -op.--;...;, ,s La., r din-!
bitch Dee (Erin II. Biddy) to nb red Iri-ai setter dog Marl
stem-Duck).
Sigijer-Mark— Mr. J. W. Jackson's DpolbUSas. La. nalr.
setter bitch Nigger tohls red rise setterdog Mark (Thorsviii

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
is

Oorn-Don /loyal—Mr. W. A. Coster's orange and white poind
Dora to his Don Koval, Sep'. _ . ;• -..
iMuite-Lornr— Mr. 3? W. Jackson's (Ope)DllSaS, La ) liver an
Kil'ifr bii-n foni-e (liow-Jaunty) to his liver and white pob

.

I

yellowtst

I

llvei

.I,

dog puppy (Hl'aggC

;

Mr. 'l'boma3 Blyth, or Mclulyre, Pa has soil io Mr. J.J.
.-i.a
dog Sam
P.ush. ot Elmlra. N. Y., his bun .rtcl ti-rdon ./<„•, .';-. i;.,.-k,.lr. Whelp -Mr. If W. Campbell, Cartel sCreek, Teuu.,
has sold to Mr. J. A. Haumion, Lamar, Mo., a lemon and white bitch
by Joe, Jr. out of Buck, Jr.
,

i

:

i

PKKSBNT.VTIONS.

:

Mav ft: iw -Hon. John S. Wls<', or virgmi i. has rJreaeutefj lo M''.
Ko eh. or New York, a Virginia native setter bitch, orango
and white In color, by Henry oulot'Kvo.
(i.iri'ti

6 BATHS.
it,
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Britannia*,,

'JIA

Ed.

mere
were

no trace or
mown has
,

iar

doatb of

We

invite liny reports of the flight of bay
Bay Bikds.—
birds that our correspondents can favor us with.

THE BUND SHICTIOXAL BOAT.

or folllcu-

iniiammatio

isr,

tog

G,

Ft.

A ilrm dealing largely In sporl:, neiiN goods lately main oxbeislvn
InipilrfH anion-' purchasers cone, rnlng the " Hotel Sectional Ileal.,"
and this Is what, thov say " From the mauv answers received the
only conclusion we can come at Is that they arc bv Car the Bast
portable ihc most usetul and ill many respects tun be-.t hunting boat*

K.,

symptoms

:

m

..

but

trails

'

•

lloilcou, Wis., reports the

Ith Us Cm»
to shoot It.

A

nnii

i;ear arrl

-.onie

Kpsom

salts

lii
•

have Just wrifleu: •' The oars and rowing
due time aud work like a charm. You cercunly have

Delphi, IntL,

e.l

ia

the boss boat

scrlbed by Dip
temper, us he d

we ever saw."

The above were
and

t

Then I gave
vening.
Vomited. I continued v
to feel better this morn

entirely unsolicited.

-

»

u

K

BONO, Cleveland,

O.

:

A timely use ot Hop Bitters will keep a whole family
liealtn a year with but little Coat,

In

robust

.

:
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ieur Rifle

and ^{np ^hooting.

Club had one ot their
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Sylvester

11101

ouol—

-a Grear

11111—6
Edwards
L1101
i
10010-*
oiul
Forsyth
S
Ties on Ave, miss and out— Kent 0, Joplln 1 Edwards 0. Joplln first.
Ties on four— Condit S, Sylvester 2, Jeunell 3, Hewett 2. Condit
and Jeunell divided second.
Ties on three-Baumor 0, Parker 1, Crosby 0, Grear 0. Dr. Parker
bnii'll

n Word' 92, L
Irish-Atuei-lcan Klfle

d: N

The

ellls3.
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RANGE AND GALLERY.
HANCOCK ON RIFLE SHOOTING.

GEN.
Clen'rnl Henri,
}':1«t, X.

GOVBRXOK'S ISLANP, N. Y.
Abbot, Communduv) Battalion of

/..

r.

shots, s

155, 1- !• Milieu -a, T ,)
ierof the club's best
inrke, A.i iinwi.-n, P

Mi'Moia

liy

lowing
I

Sept. 20, 1S81.

11.,

Kiujineern, Wilder'*

(Ola Its

and others were
Regiment,
Badge tbrt un,

ion Marksi

General:
send j ou herewith the "Traver's Badge' —the first
the skirmishing match at CreeUmoor— which was won by
Prjvate John Cavanagb, of your command.
This march Is one In which 1 take a special Interest as Introducing
a new departure lnrine matches. While giving the credit thai l- due
to the compel llors in I hose contests In which the shooting is done deI

and

and at fixed dislnnoes(in which so much skill has becndlsplaycdai he. recent meeting or the National Klfle Association), II
must he remerahered that this expertness, to ho useful to the soldier,
should be accompanied with Hie ability 10 rapidly aud accurately OS
Umate ihe distance which separates him from his mark, and to
at once adjust his aim accordingly. The object of the National Rtflfl
Association is to Increase ihe military stiengih of the country, by
making skill In the use of arms as prevalent as It was In he d J - r
the Revolution, when it did so much tow aid preserving the liberties
of U»o country. That proportional value la at the present day to be
a.-cri'icit i'M'(iiP.siin:,iliii'j skill m amis Is sinklngiy shown In the
victories recent lv obtained by the riflemen of south Attica over disciplined regular troops. Uocognlzlng these facts me preset)
match
was established by the National Klfle Association to develop, both in
i

I

1

the Army and In the National Guard of the country. a:i Interest Iq the
kind of .-n. wiling be-t suited in war, anil am pleased to see an lnlerbeen displayed In It, which will. I mink, cause It to prove
eventually attractive, aud bj stimulating practice in this kind or
shooting to Increase the etllclency ol the National Guard and the

3

-

ntg.

tig tills re,

I

dm

Hie

honor

this

afl

ALBANY,

also.

Si.-l'-orlliepasi

sept.

ee weeks the competitions at

tin

Rensselaerwyck have been suspended, This afternoon they were resumed. The weather had been threatei ilng during the morning, and
when the tune lor Hie shooting to ci nnnence arrived ihe i.un was
falling. The dark clouds and Hi- mists
tiuct, while the moist atmosphere pn
f oiii drying, and the bullseye, which
'I

Wm K

QQl

Jr, S

Kitch. S

In ever.

was an

B
5
.....4
4
..4

A3

has Iliiaus, SM
JasI Miles, SJI..
T Wooster, M..
t

lngper

M

M

.

)•:

e to you with (he request that you
lagh, Its winner, In from of his batialhitn and to his ollleers aud comrades
lecess, as well as the pleasure
feel in

ih.-i

can hold

It

own

Its

Two

B-2D
6—23
4—19
3—20
4—22

4 4 5

6 S 3
4 3 4
5
5 4 5
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ChasH

DISCUSSING RIFLE TOPICS.
connection with the recent meeting o£ the Dominion Rifle AsIN sociation
time was round tor a discussion of a number of subjects

un

lonneetcd with ihe sport,
o.-.e

i

.;

i

:

.

neasure.
to

in

Mil!

.

il

.:,

id

i

BhooHng has

any

iiassed

position

i

.

Is al-

away In great
A proposition

Canada the back position Is prohibited.
s ot the Wimbledon from Canada to one
i

i

the English ranges

trip In rive

meeting which was held on the Kldeau

lie

i'J-Ii

be

me

In

Lnglaiid

when

I

rule

lie

about the ue -v b load In the' Wimbledon team was adopted, nothing'
Inn] given hiing renter plea aire.
He Cell ihen thai he was not the
eight ••'• t'-ii sh its, but of the whole Dominion, and
thai the young nen should have the same opportunity as the older
Bbols. The Gov ernment aid was not given merely f- ir the purpoa or
winning the Kol ap a leap bul as in asBlsl mc In glv ...• the men In
"' diaii
un an opportunity to see Wimbledon common, where
tue
much was to be learned, and no rifleman who had been there had
lair d
pick Q] .-•iii-i n. :ie. These wore hi-, re isons lor aoqutescing
i

i

•

i

I

I

I

menauri :s. lull vlng a.s in' did Unit, the young men could—
should untortun ately the necessity arise -shoot to the, best possible
Hdvaiitige. Hi rus Intended to ask the National Klfle Association i"
consent io Hies ame restrictions being enforced with regard to the
selection oi their team, and no doubt the repr esentatlons
the
Donilnlnii Klfle Association would be favorably entertained and
in iii-s

i

agreed

i

W

rapt. Mason, of Hamilton, wanted the best team to go to j
ucil
to bring bad; th" Kolapore cur, aud oilier pri :,".
fia.i If
there was n deicrtirailnn in ihe teams sen! to England there would
necessarily follow a decreasing interest lu the achievement and performance oi the team.
On a vole being taken it was resolved to adhere to the rule of excluding the old team men and encouraging the young shots.
dipt. Ellis brought up the question oi a resumption of the back
poslilon In firing.
Col Gzowskl 3ald this was a point he had fully considered. He had
no hesitation in saying that this position was of no practical use, as
had been Aiwn bv late dev, Inpmeni -, especially In he rcccni Zulu and
Boer wars, and that, li would be eventually abandoned at Wimbledon.
tie lias decided thai Ids cup competition should be shot tor sti
luge. The old back system was only good for money
the 1
.
shooting, and v 'S going rapidly out of use, except among pot-huntshe hoped none of them belonged. Canadian rtfleere, to which cl
autlon in England ot being good rifle-shoot lug men.
'They should mi ii an this title. They would llud that In future the
National Rifle jssoclatlon would give many prizes for standing
;

1

.

1

i

,

t

positions.

sley referred to the necessity of standing positions
In order to be effective against such men as the Zulus and Boers.
Artern recess the discos-ion was renewed, and It was moved by
Cajit. Kill.s. -,• ond-l by Paymaster O'Grady, " That In the opinion of
this ineciiiig, so long as Hie back position is allowed at Wimbledon,
It should not be disallowed In tuc matches of the Dominion Kifle Ass:» ration."

time

should
Capt.

Sergt. McLaughlin, iMth Battalion, said that the association could
Buarnagalnstauy uiiiiec,'ssai.\ iliii!- b,:ing lost through the delay in
firing ot competitors who choose to shool In Che back po-liion. H was
an unquestionable tin-l that in England three-flfths of the riflemen
who carry off the principal prizes at Wimbledon occupied the back
position, and he thought It unfair to compel the Canadian volunteers
tondopl a dllf-.Tem -.isiein. He, as well as other rlllemen, had been

pained
hunting m,
'

se

who

i

30f)

J A Murdoch
F A C'ouyei
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there,
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mat

to the lire of the

t
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as to what
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red that. It was desirable to allow
because n would have a lendattendance or competitors, and secondly
Wimbledon. He claimed that although
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5114345.5— 29
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proper

ring, It certainly
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in

r--g ,ru

b st io
shi

j,Ii|„n siioulu i
that Class, as he

i

M

Pr Schiller
Fr Hauler

L.M.iisen

CDs Grainger
Fr Pfaender
John Homing
Peter llemmer

Win

t; Klein
Fr Hockeltuann

John Giaccum,

R D Murdock
N Atkinson...

.

J Stew
P stackinan

W

600 yds.
532J35i—:-27—sy
4541:3^5—-25— ;3
4322oi5 23— Si
324523;,—-24—80

—

',

3544455—80
4533315—27
4535553—30

—
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9
9
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s
s
10

10

B.i Foster
J S Smith

BAnson
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11
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11
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9
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9

9
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9
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9
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Handicap Hatch.
Frye

6446555515

1
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Tics on ten birds— four birds.
1 1 1 0—3
Fr Pfaender, 29 yds

25 yds...

ihe bad;.": took piace here lo-d.i.v
the lolloping result
idolden trap,
20 balls each
I'oi

;

;

.
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yds., JlatiS. ASS'n.
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Lincoln
Chun-hill
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KiIdOii

H Wright
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SPGuniey
F VV liiyant,

'1

A Wlnslow

Wm Wilder
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9
9

Henry White

HVosmus
L W Farrar
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9

Barrett

s

Uhas Biekiord
A A Healy

s

EEdson

8

s

PHSmlth
CBSmlth

s
6

WHCook
,i Da-. Is.

U

4

.....

...

3

Thos Fish wins the badge.

B.

ALGONQUIN GUN CLUB,
contest, for club

Hanna

badge

21yds.
21 "
24 "
27 "
21 "

Sauer
Hill

Dunselth
Male.....

"

Montgomery. ..21
Lundle
Cochran
Brenner
GrlBWOld

"
"
"

IS
is

IB

sept. 29.— Glass ball practice; fourteenth
weather very unfavorable.
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21
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cazenovia GUN CLUB— cazenovla,

1—11—128

T.— Seventeenth

N.

shoot

for Wendell gold badge, presented to the Club by Burr Wendell ; 10
id:.;;
a
r
i.i;wa:
balls; caiu ru'.a.y u.ip; Card's
imyards everv lime lie v.an-, badge, up to thirty yards. Ties shot Off
,

.

1

from the dlstanye each shooier occupied during the shoot. Former
winners 01 b idees deOai n:,;i shooilug tor liadco. Badge won by Will
Thomas with ten straight at twenty-seven yards. This tuakt-s him

and Geo. At well tie, eaeh having won badge rour times and putting
them back to thirty sards. Nash, smith and covey bagged live
woodcock and 'l,r-,- g.-m- and also s'dol a beautiful male woodduck,
which Prof. Greenland IS mounting.— Hammekless.

SOUTH WEYMOUTH,

Mass., Sept. so.— The Interesting event at
the fair here to-day was he attempt of I). Klrkvo. oil to break 200 gl ,ss
balls lh nine and one-halt minutes. The nap used was a Card double
Previous to the trial the trap broke
ball aud the Use was 15 yards.
ill the cup and, as a consequence, the balls flew about badiy.
234
shots wen' tired, but the she, iter succeeded in creaking bud 17S balls.
"idi falling to make the time advertised the shooting was brilliant considering the conditions.
1

•.

1

1

LIGOWSKY CLAY PIGEON.—The following scores were made at a
lay pigeon rnar.ch held by the Southern IIL Sportsman Association,
Snpl. as, at Central! a, 111
Entrance $5, purse $70; 2 double rises:
10 -8 Great-.,
li—1 Forsyth
11—8 Beta
00 11—2 K.eni,
Jopilu
n ni—2 Condit
01
01-2 Edwards
Kaumar
Weinberg
11
11—t Parker
Ties on four— Onstatt, Weinberg and Edwards divide.
"Tes on three, miss and out— Duuker 4, Jeunell 3, Forsyth
11

00

Onstatt...

11

11

until
Sylvester.

ni

01

.

9

9

1

1

1

1

1

WELL1SGTON.

Dunker...

01—

1—

1

1

10 10

•

—IT B Anson

30.— The shOOIlng at
this famous gallery ha.-, been very good this week some very Une
real e.-, ba vi- been made.
Mr. F. J Kabbeth leads jln the pistol match
with the lino score of 244 In .1 possible i-s. J. H. Williams follows
with 229. Wm. B. Eaton a good third, 221.

10
11

m—
01—
01—2

Mass., Sept 'i.-The weekly meet ot the Raymond
Tin; new and popular clay
Club was heal al « elliugton to-day.
itgi
an was used for the second time and the results secured are
conditions 20 pigeons, pi yards rise:
given below,
B Wlthereli,
L Donnelly,
19 J F Wlthereli, 19 F A Johnson, is s J sawyer, 11
10 T James, s F Estah, 7 J Marston, 7 J K Marshall, 6.
1.

1

:

W

1

;

;

;

;

;

;

11—3
01

—

11

11—4

110

in—

Answers
Kent

1,

;

;

to §orrespondentz.

3,

:

«?-NO NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICAT IONS.

purse $20
.

M Gondii
Onstatt
8 Ileuvtt

111100 - 2

.

Illio—l
11110—4
01100—4
Onloi— 2

...

11

TSKent

Forsyth

10101—3
11111—5

Br Parker

0IU1—I

J

00000—
01010-2

.1

W

lire.er...,

J Weinberg

Correnpandenti who fign their tmpeiriet oidi/ with their initials will anderstand why their question* are not dmiivi'*./ hi/ reading the. notice at (he
head of thin column,

Mi

Ties ou four— EU_ .. -ds
divided
:ond; Forsyth
entrant c|8, pu;
•1 Jeunell..

3,

Sylvester

Edwards

Condit

llilrd

3, Parker
money.

11011—4
fm, ni— 2
10110—8
11011—1
DlOll—3

M Gondii
Forsyth and Greai divide.
Ties on four— Jeunell 1, Utwett 0,
Ties on three— Sylvester u, coiuiit
Entrance

$i,

purse {4s

2.

Condit and Edwards

J Forsyth
J Weinberg

111101—

Grear
S Hewett

non-4

J

Edwards
2,

11111—6

W

0.

Weinberg

moil— 3 s

JeiuieU won SeCOhd.
condit won third.

1.

Hewett,

11010—3

''.1-1 ,ii

nor.—1 Crosby

nonw—

Grear

01011-3

ouoil—

Sylvester

ouin-u—

Edwards

0100—2 Kent

Hills

11111—6

Keuss
Forsyth

L. p..
,M.

Warren
c. t;.,

1

1111—5

OHIO—

Parker.

Blnghamtou, N. Y., wants photographs ot Champion
s Lou and champion Rufm
Newport, R. L— Write Mr. W. Rutherford, Allamuchy,

N. J. he has some tine fox terriers for sale.
Pittsburg. Pa.— The rabbit, season, we are informed. In your
i, having tieen changed
1.1,,
ice;
im
;

Legislature.

G. N. T., Bryn Mawr, Pa.— Will Prof. Sldg Hfty'S new uoin enclature
come Into general use, or will the old be 111 amained ? Ans The new
nomenclature will no doubt be adopted In most cases.
M., Tuspan, Mexico.— We can have your Mies of the Foiiest AKB
stkki.m bound in book form.
Many of our subscribers preserve the
The cost Is $1.50 tor each volume plus the
volumes in this shape.
transportation expenses.
B. Ti, Lynn Mass. -Will you please Inform me If there has ever
been an Instance known oi the real fresh water black bass being
takPn In sail water'.' Acs. We have n,_-v r he., id 01 rlieir being caught

C

In salt

i.ior^ firing In this

T,,
Co.,

pens Nov.

11111—5

:

Jeunell

11.

Grouse, Tileston
c.

ill..

K
S
II

1

;-.

12—114
12—102

11

MAMMOTH KIFLE G ALLEKY.—Boston, Sept.

I) lllln!

I

1

W

A

:

sharpshooters' Match,

•IN Frye
JNlchols
<: Carter

9

F. p.

'

BOSTON, Mass., Oct. l.-A strong nine o'clock wind but. good light
were the conditions at Walnut till range to-day. The at tendance
was small, and the hcor. s made hardly up 10 the average. Company
D, lBtlnlantry; w;is represented by a squad of men who practiced at
200 yards. The best records of the day are appended

Kent

1

1

1

21
21
21

Kubsnin

I
1

1

10

1

1

21
21
21

John

1
1

1

21

25
25

lioinhoff

1

1

25
25
21

21

J K.UQZ

\\

1.

11.

water

C,

arid

doubt

Post, Mills,

If

they would live there.

VL-Will you

please

lntormme where I can get

00101—8
lollO—

a bust of Iztiak \\ aliou. also a skfich of his lite
VVi: do not
aiis.
know where d bu-t, can bo obtained. You will nnd the sketch In the
best editions or the Complete Angler by Walton and cotton.
The
latest American edition Is the best. PHBB SO,

11011-4

E.—I have a thick coated dog whose hair la now coming out and
looks lifeless and dry. I fear he is just beginning to have mange.
I

•;

.

bad many

lliu

Entrance

*>,

put^e $70

:

occasioned by the report of a b;

Kent

11111—5

Onstatt

ear.

Condit.

bill!

Crosby

Dunker

00011-2

Baiimer

ouio—3 Hewett.

The resolution was then put
pnajorlty.

AQoetE
John Giaccum
Dr Hudson

:

3445454—29
5334H25- 22— so
3553444— 2S
35524S4— 25
44.(4322—23
5324455- 2S— 77
4364554 -3U
3224453—23
35 12325—!-24—77
4545553—31
36:14432-24
43U1225-!•20—7.5
3151445— 25
4534341—27
24252 III—-13-75
3451415—29
463434-1—27
2425245 -19—75
Recapitulation.
Deni
t Rifle Association
7ss

J Hallway

iqdll

nilllino—

21
21

Geo EMson
s c iSoves......

.

45534— 3u
2454454 -IS,

A CReeder ...
a Thomson...

•I;

Palmer

yards

25
21

W 8 Rand

r-i

.

Park

t

the meeting and carried

by a

large

—

i

j.

—5

111110

111— 10

£
WCAlden

j

SEdwaid-,
enemy, and
was allowed had been cipi:iilv In
id

111 1111

Zalin

II

M

being very trying ana the wind un^tead
season they would like to re k
the m

N

1111111111—10

Thos.iFIsh
EE Bates
C F Cook

,,v

"We

;.

ll.l.l

i.e,,,ge

27, in competition with a team ot t
Rifle Association, have arrived bv ms
British team shot with the Martinl-'llenr
service, but lallea to reach Hie scores l
by 19 points. The secretary or the Di
have made anything but a brill

11

tO the

i

Aug.

J

nun—

Palmer

McAnmeh

GERMAN NEW YORK GUN CLUB.— Club grounds at New

Cha-sBrauu

rules

DEMEKABA.

vs.
Rifle Association a

Mass Rifle

—

10010—
11001-8

Jeffries

Eads.

SOUTH ABINGTO!S,Mass.. Oct. 1.—The regular shoot

MASSACHUSETTS

101—i

uoouo
011(H)—

chambers

the range, the score being as

in

are anticipated.

Demerara

11

nnoi—

Koblnson
Benson

—2

110

powder with

R By!

I;

illei

of a sc
pointed oui

Powell
Sargent

man's Club

$2,

Hon

operation

i

200 yards Gapt Fitch made thirteen bullstotal of 74 oui of the possible 75 polnts-lhe

made

11111— 5
Hilli—4
10111—4
10101—3
11010—3
11111-5

scott

:

favored the allowance of

the contra

Would

S M... .44514 -21
Green, Bal S
44544—21

Spelniail, Jr.

Royal

NextTnu

fhla posltl

meeiings

K

54541—22
44445—21

prove pleas

ut that the advocates ot the back position

being generally used, but on the contrary it
were not sangu
was fast coming Into disuse lie argued that the be it results could
not be obtained In this style of shooting, but that the advocates or it
could not be blamed, as It offered them a most comfortable position
and would allow uiem to go to sleep.
A Member— Use » sand-gl is-.

'

3 9 1 3 0— .0-30
match, one of the
Shot li Hie shooting
e than so In the sunwere at home, and In

11

ever

1110-3

WmGlaccum

T

3

Ow

RFahrlg

—

:

Capt, Mason, of Hamilton, contended that no reason could be given
.his sty ie or shooting, and claimed that much valuable
w
e obstacles thereof, aud called attention to the
nui ice a
inner In which the present meeting was being
condiie
>t in keeping with the military position, and
for a

Slmpklns

J

best score
follows
G

000
smith

Sweep No. 5.
11101—4 McAninch

5—20—ii

.r..-„->'.-.— 21

t

1111-1
.....0

Bill wins.

2—19—11

..M..-.45— 24

i

1110—8

5 5 4 3

E Wendell, S M
WOOStCr, Hal S...

•lair,-,-;:;

1—8

Jont!,

2-21—44
3-23 12
5—22 -42

4M;

t'

.

1

0W

.1—26-48

,

Bal

id,

Dui
eyes in suci

,J

to.

Est

ooi

a

a:,-.-,.-,--.:,

Galls, Bal S...

Leonard Geiger, R .s..
s 1 Miles, Bal 8

1

Brllon

miss and out.

5 4 5

9 a
ft

.

.

11—6

5 5 5
4 4 5 4

f>

.

total at one time wh;
the prize list- The fol
S.

BlUC Bill
Pricket

11

Dorp, Staten Island, Sept. 22. Regular quarterly shoo: at ten birds
for the champion badge, handicapped rises, score as follows

yds.

.he bullseye in a royal
Consequent!} 23, a
uiiint was shut out of

full sc<

Wm E Fitch, Bal

Hills

FIRST

sier

manner,

1

011 five,

Ties on four for second money, miss and our.

In

cry respectfully, yo

"

Ties

Blue

11111—5
11111—5
111 1—6
lllll—

Coe

4.

loin—4 Smith

Scott and Phliups divide.

I

show that
r

LOW—

sargent
" Blue Bill

Phillips

SOI)

KM

day

1.

11111—5 pricket
oonii— 2 Jones

Hills

Eads
Palmer

Slmpklns
Powell
Sargent

eiiinprllliOUS, as Hull uf bi-dny,
te.stauts io be small-bore men, who only
The renewing u,.'i" ,.
rifle.

H R bpclmau,

at the third

sportsman Association at Jack-

Sweep No.

liillision

Oils

C G Wendell, s

)

;

Ryan

black, looked ragged anil gr.i.v.
he pi
the tenth competition in tne wlnchesie
Hon was shot in July. 1880. It v\a» lute
tary men and give them a competition
equal grouuds, as It. was to be shot for
usual unman distances; strange toci
two exceptions, have taken no Interes

I

wa

esent

and the uaoge must again ee awarded to sergeant Dolan, as
It was last year.
Be has also won the Secretary's Match rour times
tn succession, and cannot be beaten tor the prize, which is $100, heLwoen now and the end of the shooting season, so that he will carry
seaeon,

liberately,

i

CLAY PIGEONS.—The following scores were made

e Twelfth

11..

prize in

li

third.

tournament held by the Central (In
is yards rise
sonville, 111., Sept. 21

Joplln

11m—

!

FOREST AND STREAM.
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THE HAT1GK.

lwderstand treat tag rort'lint disease, but would like opinion of some
one bettor po-u'd a- toiidvimirjiiityol dipping ine hair close to tlie
akin at this sen.sun oi tliu ji-h-,
Wu would not advise vmn iIuus.
SO.

morunt,

Key, Minn— a
ace

c

1

,

spring w us Idem

this vicinity Inst
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editorial

concerning

innnce, which tor l'- ae airac.v of tacts,
...
tearlessrlng stands unrlyalled by anj,-thlng wbicb has oeeu written in the daily puss since the adveui ol
the len-nn wonder, lis keen satire thrusts horn" n. lily deserved rebuka on tie.' one hand and Us praise of a '-luri devoicd lo legitimate
yachilng is as well merited on theoila r. \\>' teproducc Hie ftrucle
,

1(1 v i- r.

the

r

C. H. \\\, Tioga, fa. -WliHe BUO
three aorn rail, a,i round
tuocuiii
tlon ot Uie country ;
never s;i\v ..
llkeiy to llau ruil anywhere at thl-- s
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m
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wlil.-ll
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llBii
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i

any water.
H. S. T.
wild rice 1
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.

chrlsi.oi Rice Lake,
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trouuc:d by some in
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shot this moi Ding in
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all
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F., Fine Co., III.— I. My boy Is collecting bird speel
BtanlUy asking me to uaine ucm.
a-.iu.v bird kinr

ten, and although he wrote
say, nc New Vnrk Yacht
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I
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Ihej have had a
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seivedio win. When we
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organizing victory over

J. P.S., Leavenworth, K.in.-.as. - ran jou giyanie the extended pedrc-gnta puiour
I
Igreeor br. sttaliansol.i Flash and his Ben*>7
in I-::', by i-'l.iah Out "t
Bitch puppy at the auction sale at laker
-urge our. ot
Ku.vi if
Beds, an li ive nut i.uu p h.'.ro.'. An,
ueoige was linponedoy Sir Fred Ui uoe troui the kermelsof
Peg.
leg was out ul lira
pi by Mr. a. i.
IheDukeoi lieautoit
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dioi by (leorge as
IntllS' UroUSe.
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rule ha
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long time In !:.
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THE AMEBICA CUP
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1> the America Cup.
demands lor competitors
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thorough wind-ianitners as t'amueua or
chine that could hope to cope with such
deliberate belief, and we put. It on record,
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To produce real genuine sleep and cMllUke
Uttle Hop lilttots on retiring.
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all
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THE NATIONALITY OF THE THING.
OPINIONS OF THE PBESS.
being "traitor"
task
our countaken us
MANY have hastily
FoaEST Axn Stheam has a particularly clear Idea of
fur

to

to

[Sew York Uerahl)

Now,

what

Let us look Into
It. is about, audit tenpws exaetty whai IC wants.
we quote Worn our eatoen id contemporary, Ajkld
the matter,
AjUmt, because li exhibits a more thorougli ecn.cption or tbc issues
ui .iur xuhangea, and bebefore tbe yachting worl (3ian any "i lv
cause Its columns are ably conned by a. wOU-UlOalUng and aompetOM
writer.
The jePllnients V/e eull trom its pages have boon shared in
bymany. We are confldenl Ih ii. a second tiioeyiit wUl convince Afield

OM

i-

I

and Ajtoat and those thinking like it oi be liimsluess of the charge
Says our trlenii " XI i- tail;, tag tp loieigu designs has
they bring.
I

:

become really sickening." Now, In tin; name of common sense, what
Does Ifieli
Has the " foreign " character gpi todo wiih iho uiattaf
anilAfioai prerer t.'oonecllcut weeds to the fragrant Havana because
the star-spangled banner Boats only over the rank leal
homo? Drjeslt eat wooden nut na
the genuine spice impum-d nvm auoutlaf. -..

...:

.

!

,

Of

m»

beloved

desplelng
island

'lis

.

result of the contest was particularly gratifying to the
yachtsmen who have advocated the building of cutters on this
hido of the Atlantic, as the Schemer was badly beaten without any
"its," the Madge showing to greater advantage ou almost every
point of Hailing. There were indications in the morning of light
weather throughout thu day, but outside the Hook there was wind
enough and sea enough to suit the cutter sntl a trillo too much for
The boats worked their way down from the club
the home boat
house, aud in thin brief preliminary sail all hands were struck with
the difference in their canvas. The Madge's suit fitted her exquisitely, and the size of her club topsail was something wonderful.
... .Off Coney lslaud'B hotels the Madge uae « el) to windward and
She looks to go into the sea more than
outfoottug thu Schemer
she really does Bho lifta so soon. The Schemer, of course, was
being tossed about very lively and the Sea was stopping her headway. On board the judges' boat there were a few pale faces as
the Lightship was approached, it being impossible to stand with
The Madge, though she plunged into the sea, went through
ease.
the Schemer begging
it, and she increased her lead perceptibly,
The Madge is a racing. machine in
much of the wav ofT shore
the fullest sense of tha term but what would some of the larger
racing machines of her type, say tho Vanduara or Samonea, do
with the American racing machines if she crossed the ocean to test.
The success of the
matters with them over the same course
visitor in defeating tho Schemer so easily on Tuesday put particularly long faces on some of the club members, while others jomed
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Patriotlsm In a question of mocha ni.-s and sclenae

yadge
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Fiddlesticks

wiih tho cutter's ere.v iii'[ii:et cjii^riiliiliiiiuiis over the result ol
One thing was admitted fiaukly aud freely, that
the initial race.
the wei.tb.-rlv .pia litres and speed of the Madge aro marvelous.. ..
Up lo this timu, however, the Madge has not been compelled to
fall bock upon her allowance for victory', as she ban bi laj an bei
boats easily on even sailing. The conclusion of yesterday's contest found'tha Wavo a badly defeated craft... .TIte canvas of the
Wave, though looking better than that, of the Sei.ouier. Is eked ike
beituty of tue cutter, . .It was the first private match the cutter
,

i

Ti^(.<.\

lies chiefly in

working bettertotbnwind-

roui;hwatcr....Thoadmirahle settled tho admiration of ovory one,
g perfectly steady and, in yachting
'

lingo! the Madge'sfeails ooi
mainsail, topsail aud jibs be
ail-lance, as Hal as a board,
o app
mt, ho'
that the Madge was working wo iderfully close to the windwa ,
and, therefore, really gaining an important advantage over her
antagonist
At this stage the ra 10 was decided, and thenceforth
tho Wavo had no more show of wi iiiing than of Hying in the air.
But the Madge was not to bu outmanmnvrod.
Bho immediately pointed up so sharply to the windward as to cross, the line,
grazing the leo side of the judge's boat, and shot past the hitter's
bow fully 100 feet to tho windward of tho Mistral. The Madgo
crossed tho lino at 10:45:54.
It was evident at once that she waB
Iu less than 0vp minutes Bhe passed to
outsailing tho Mistral.
the windward of the Mistral, and thou cut across her bow, sailing
with comparatively frco sheet. At 1 1 o'clock tho Madge passed Fort
Wadbworlb, fully a quarter of amilo ahead of the Mistral. OutBidoof
tho Narrows a pretty heavy chop sea was cncouutered.and both boats
wore speedily compel!, d to sln'uteo sail.
The Mistral led the way
by taking iu hor topsail, and the Madge booh followed suit. Then
tbe Mistral reefed her maiusall, aud tho Madge took in her foreTho Madgo rounded buoy No. 10 at 12:00:51, and the Mistral
sail.
followed at 151:18:85.
Beating out to the lightship over a rough
soa was the work next before the yachts, and old salts shook their
heads aud said that thu Mistral could not do it, but as to thu
Madge tho remark was, " Oh, «he can go anywhore."
ii.
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shot, at the choke.
See
shoots closer aud,
.friable to a cylinder bore.
e inn.' tlusiieo elose to tbe
i-i

§lxchting

it

suited a yacht as shallow as tho Schemer. The victory of the
Scotch boat was duo in part to tho superiority of her cauvas, she
haviug a splendidly fitting
while those of her
American competitor were o
ad set badly, lint tho trial of
yeslorday has proved conck
ily that tho Madgo is au
able
weathcrly sntl extremely fast
it
Tho Scotch cutter pluckily
hold on to bnr topsail— an enormou
ions one- until tn-arly out upon
thn bar, when it was taken in very u mtly. She still kept hor topmast aloft, howevor, ready for the a n iu. Tho sea upon tbe bar
was short and irregular, rather than heavy, and iu this chop the
Madge bad decidedly the advantagi
of the Schemer.
Although
,,
"
the little cutter pitched bowB uc Icr, burying her bowsprit at times
clear out of sight, tho sea did n t retard her progress ae much as
it did that of thu Sell, nier, an 1 sho increased her lead..
I'tiu
Scotch cutter Madge raced ye terday with Mr. Edward Fox's
v
sloop-yacht Mistral, and beat'h r squarely, in a "thr»Bh out. to
the lightship against a heavy Hea aud with a reeling breeze fro
tbe eastward
The last of tho club races between the Scotoh
cutter Madgo and the sloops of the Seawanhaka Club was sailed
yesterday, aud waa as " fair and Bquare" a contest as was ever witnessed. Tho weather aud wind were as favorable for the Schemer
-the American sloop selected-as they could have been, and she
was beaten 5m. Ca., without ullnwanco of timo
After getting
out.-ulc of tho Hook tho Schemer took in her topsail
the little
The remarkable
Scotch cutter, however, pluckily held on to hers
speed of this little cutter was shown by comparison with these two
crack yachts, both of them so much larger than she.
Tho
Misohief outsailed her but very little, and the Oriva not at all, although carrying exactly tho ranio canvas. Nothing could bo prettier tiiau the .Madgo as sho went along the shore with a breeze
Tho cutter sent her small topsail
which was now quite stiff
down orce more and roplaced it with tho balloon, shifting the sailB
with great rapidity.
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Tho first of tho series of races with tho Scotch cutter Madgo was
sailed yesterday, and resulted in a decided victory for tin- Madge,
iho having beaten the Schemer, the sloop which was matched
agaiust hor, live minutes and forty-one seconds, irrespective of
time allowance. There was a good sailing breeze most of thu time
during the race, but rather more sea outside of thn Hook than
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victory of the Scotoh yacht Madgo, yesterday, while

not agreeable to American yachtsmen, must havn 'demonstrated
thu fact that in the smaller class of yachts the English models are
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She will go homo with a cleau record. Nothing America's got
.an boat her. Well, sIib'b a wonderful boat, anyway
Tho representative of Bonnie Scotland, carried an amount of cauvas which
was wonderful in a boat of iuu- i-i/.n, but she stood up uudor it
" like a house," as one old salt put it. Captain Duncan, who was
iu charge again of the Madgo, won the eeouiiuiis of those who
wore convcrsaut with the handling of a vessel by the splundid

I

Mm

1

likely to

1881.

cans are not badly frightened by the phono:
visitor..
It v
the begmoiug of a romarkablc race, and perhaps
just such anot
may uot bo soon in years. Tho Madge added
to her greal r..pimtation, while the Mistral was not disgraced;
though defeated
.Tbe Madgo shot up to windward as soon aa
tho j--. IgtfB boal was clear of them, and thou she immediately
wont by tho Mitatral, inside tho Narrows, as if the latter waB at
anchor
Bets wirero made that the Mistral would uot go around
tho lightship, v, hiich were readily accoptod, but no one thought for
moment, howov _. strong tho winds or heavy tho soa, but thut
the Madge would go to the outer beacou aud make good weather of
it. ...Tho .Madge went away from her competitor sufficiently fast to
demonstrate that, barring* aecidonts of a disastrous nature, there
was no chauce for tho plucky Mistral boys. Iu the dead boat to
windward, from the Spit buoy to the lightship the Madge piled up
new honors as a racing-boat, showing lo perfection what are called
hor best qualit'CH, thrashing to windward in half a gale. The
cutter behaved admirably miming back.
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At no time since the America's trip have, the Americans been
obliged to acknowledge a square defeat until yesterday. The English yachtsman, James Coates, has now sent over a model Scotch
racing machine to test our craft, and, judging from the manner
in which she carried off tbe honors yesterday, it is not unlikely
that a new era in yacht building may cusne from a general beating
all around ...The sails of tho Madge set as porfect as can be,
being as flat as a board. The Schemer is considered as fast a boat
At 11:25 the Madge
of hwr inches as can be found in America
took iu her small jib-topsail, and it was thought by all aboard the
steamer that she was utettinn more wind than she could staud.
This illusion en.< quieliiv di.ipclk.d when, shortly after, Va large
jib-topsail was set. .. .After passing Sandy Hook the yachts enThe Madge was at her best in the open
countered n heavy sea.
ocean and gained rapidly. 1 he seas washed completely over her, vet
sheseeined to ride us easily as in smooth water. No jar was perceptible, as is the case of A niericmi yachts when striking a heavy swell ....
The performance of tbe Btrauger in the dead beat to windward,
from buoy HUo the Sandy Hook Lightship, was perfectly wonHer performance w ns c fnsidered iu ovory way wonderderful
ful, aud it was apparent that the Mistral had not thu shadow of a
chance with her on siich a day and in Bnch a sea.
[A'.ur

y«rl! Tribune]

Bat when the Scotchman set her spinnaker it looked as if a
cloud had suddenly been caught in her rigging, aud she came
along a tower of canvas. .. .The difference in the build of the
two boats was great. The Schemer, though intended for faot sailTho
ing, looked heavy beside the slender aud graceful Madge.
ioscad of
Madge has no rail, and in sailing goes thron^n lie
Over them she looks and acts like a penknife with a butterfly
wing attachment. Her sails arc different in cut from the sails of
.The Madge
an American yacht, and they sit ou her beautifully.
took in her jib topsail and shortly after her club topsail. Thin
latter sail is an immense affair, and the way it was taken in, in tho
freshening breeze, called forth the aduiiraliou of all who saw tha
mauituvre. There was no fluttering of the sail, no catching in
ropes or other sails a man was seen to go aloft, and then the sail
:.red as if by magic
The way thu Madge carried sail was
wonderful, lu tho" heavy sea, off the lightship, she ran t np her
club topsail and flow through the rollers lute a roce-horso.
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Tho Brfltof three races between tho Sootoh, or more properly
English outtcr Madge and American draft, was sailed yesterday,
Thin i:.
Iffa-dee defeated the
!Tbi
iloop Schemer.
Bchemer in a fine Bailing broese, Ij> r against boat, without the
lit- Club
liberal time allowance offered tinder the i
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OHAjOE OH IlEAitT—The

hoys all laughed at "that thing"
yudgeiu-st took up her moorings, 'the boys now say " thero
ain't nothing In the country to beat her.
w-in-ii

IK,I.
D o\.-Oic gem icu.au was. .bout to buy a sloop. i<ald a friend,
of his, "Walt a bit, centreboards wtu he cheaper." Tills was before
the cutter scored.
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Y. v. c. Hag,

iunl vice fersa.
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onhermatches Madge Dosed
.

mud, and our

lugltl) esteemed
th-. l >„
.. was taken
wtih ihe r.st.
(tool)
BOyS, ralm heart never won a yacht race, t'heer
up, a prominent yachi designer has booked onl-is tor three oig ciit1 ho Hi lug ten's e.\liaordluaiy s c-d has ell.,, bed Hie iai>li,ess,
So we may alter ab ma
1 light with the nifdv •• Van.'
GOT THE BLUES.lown-hoarted in the extreme,
Only FoitBSi isn ^
ind .smite.-; benignly upon its
yachting iriends. Cir
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canvas—tl the wave had

uo ballast had men thrown
had not been a sen oil -it our
had as good a ti w-well, af-

about the bay with herforesaj
twenty futhoiuior chain towln
but a mile veidanl.eontciiip)!':

v matters of
eilpe'ti'..' wldi u 1 line noticed lately us. having been more or less
l-'iM, In thuhotMlug a flag lor half mast.
I
violated.
have seen hut
some three or four flags property hoisted and lowered me past week
: "ur late President.
wii,-!i s.i
at
he rule >u seinug a flag at tiairmasl is: The Hag must be hoisted
dropped to halt masl. Sola lowering, the flag
aud
men
must be again hol8Wd to run mast
dropped tiom there. The
attention of the Attaint- fleer was celled io this malt. -r some years
ago by the ommodoie Seine of the y acids remembered It, but many
had forgotten the admonition.
Another ma' or. p-Thaps a-muchoi eoune.-y us of yacht etitiuctlc,
ari-es lua case v. leu a vaeht
n roiled lu ihe Meets of two or more
yacht .tubs visl':. .a auehoi's o:f the harlior of one ol the clubs
which it is enrolled, courtesj wouklEeem
r.- pur.- that she should
fly the club signal of the yacht club iu whose haronr or a
was lying-M ijm. A yacht ot the Atlantic or of the Seawanheka
Yacht. L'lubaii-o enrolled in ihe New y..ik y. f., win n uuchurodofl
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Iilgbtiihip to Buoy 10.
There was mow a good !»•. v.- trom we.tBouthwext, and with
tm to starboard both daubed Bwiftly
aeroas tho lower buy with club ami jib topsails set. Tho American
failed to gain in tho run aci-osa too bav, and the Madge bowl-d
swiftly by tho finibb. .. .Her sails net flat as boaide, in beautifhl
Btvle, and Kho waa jammed hard on a wind at ones, with sheets
flattened oft in a style to delight a aaflort heart. The Englishman
early in tho day proved his capacity to hold the wcatlc.
easiiv as did the famous America in 185]
Boon
up her jib topsail, aud with a largo '-tin-rail, with clew Bxl
abaft the mast, she bowled into nearly a mile lead... The fact
Both
was very apparent that the Madge wan' tratpoiiitUi ! her
wore now at times pitching bowsprits under, and dry spots on
deck were at as big a premium aa a cornered ritodk. The. Wg K\oelsior flung Hie spray over her deobB, and colled Bbtrprj at Sinn
as she ploughed through tic wave.-- after tho contestants. The
Beadecidedl\ favored the Madge as she dashed on towaxfl the
Tiightship, and eho ronndod atl41:18 mid went off lilcea flviwr
cloud for borne
Once the heavv swell on the bar was r
the Engliehman draw awav.
All hope of the success of tho
American was now abandoned. Once (airly around the buoy the
Madge set an enormous spinnaker, aud as 'she whirled across tho
lower bay hei hull was invisible in tho fosra, and she could only
be distinguished by her cloud of canvas. Tho Schemer, also piled
the
for
on
but.
avail.
though
the
muslin,
wtthtnit
Madge did not increase her lead, she maintarapd it-..Soon after the start the cutter, winded tbc Mistral, and by the time
eho was abreast ol Fort Wadsworth alio was nearly a quarb r oi
Kens mvept the Madge and dashed high iuto her
mile ahead
The ton tons of lead in he. rab-eellar served hot in e
jib.
She Uepteverv sheet fa t,
stead, aud she never lost her headway.
while the Mistral was often compelled to light them hp....The
Mistral was ploughing gallantly along with her eook pit half-full
of water and malting heavy weather of it, besides suffering from
the want ot a suitable headfttft The Madge at times Beamed entirely submerge I, and a- she itched, bowsprit under, it seemed
as though she was going down to stay. She. however, phook the
water off like a New fonndland dog, and not Only kept her Bail ou,
As her deck is
but. to show her qualities, again set her fore-ail
perfectly flush, with n<> rail, and as eveu the littlo manhole where
the helm.-mau aits was battered down, the seas shipped did no
harm except to drench the crew. It was noticeable- that she threw
no spray to speak of .. Blow high or low, it seems to make no
In the
difference to the. wonderful little Sootoh cutter Madge
third of the series of races with the BeawaBhaks S > nt Club yesterday the Madge again won. This with the race ou Thursday, with
tho Mistral, makes her fourth victory in American waters without
a single defeat. ...Tin: Madge, as usual, had everything "shin
shapo and Bristol fashion," and ready for anything, from a uose.Indeed, Cant. Duncan should
ender down to an Irish hurricane.
which ho has sailed the
he praised for the admirable manner
Madge, for dining all tho four races bo has not committed a single
After jibbing over, both s-t spinnakers and light cambric,
error
and a strong effort was made by tho Schemer to at least beat the
Madge on actual time. To do hi.-, however, .-.he had to gain:)
niin. and 7 sec. in tho run across ihe bay from Buoy 10 to the finish. Instead of doitfgthU the Madge gained a trifle. .. .The Scotch
cutter M.-.dgo lay lit anchoi trim roe] a tsunto oil the Keawanhaka
Yacht Club honso yesterday morning. She scored her sixtieth
victory on Friday, to say nothing of seeoud prizes won, and looked
n :uly to win the sixty-first. Time wore along and her BUilled captarn and crew lounged around the capacious sovon-fcul-wido deck
waiting patieutly for their next victim.

oufcemore the Madge,—BeraUl.... The Madgo-a dally
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Sow that

our yacht clubs are locating club bouses and auchotages
he bay and vicinity, Is It not. well to give some attention to these
pleasant liif.e '., tcis.
r, course wien a yacht fleet In
its corporate
cluD such a rule would not be expected.
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ijepttons ;;rc well taken.
If owners are new to
juotc-s.oaal captains,, paid for Ihelr supposed
uiaiiers. should sec that uttenlion Is given to

sucu

Buc we have few professionals really en-

arnartnesa In all respects.
tn.iefl to that designation:

-.ii M„|-,-, - ,..
..,:iiic!.',i wiihaij.lniuKaibilr.cle,
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and annoyance at the ooutparatlvery lnsiesomething on the principle that '• he Jc.-is at -cos „,;,
lever tell ii wound." we ail realize to Hie nillesi exfcm i,nv oh\s)
or mental ailments we may be laboring under personally andean'
make llu'ht of the wounds of otheis that we do nor ieei 'in.selves
-•sympathy whh our fellow citizens Is only really awaken. -d when -,vo
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I'rom lids peculiarity in human nianie pinbaoly aios :)„ - ;n Inir'that
b
"im -cry loves company."
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MUTING NEWS.
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[Boston Ghbe.)

The Scotch cutter Madge has come, has aeon, and has conquered. Shi' won every race in the series of three races with the
cracks of the Keawauhaka Yacht Club, of Stateu Maud, and also
race for a 4500 cup with the sloop Mistral. She is :i
private
a
thorough surprise to the yaehtmen. and the outcome of the whole
matter will undoubtedly be that before faailj seasons havd passed
the favorite crafts for racing will be fashioned after the Madge*
No matter what tho wind was, whether strong or light, or whether
the aea was smooth or rough, she left hi r competitors asilj, Shp
Dg gaff, double-head sail,
demonstrated tho faot th
narrow beam and loaded keel- and depth go to make very speedy
The cutter behaved admirably in an exceedingly
racing craft
heavy sea, and carried tor canvas so well us to'win tho admiration
of all who witnessed the race.
.A,.
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" A fellow ftellug makes que Wbndrous kind."

And

every point of sailing the Madge beat the Schemer, who
could not" hold her headway like the deep-draught boat in the
choppy eea by tho lightship, and h„t most of the time she Was
heaten in Ihe run out Ironi the Hook.
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;
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i'.'.yi.j

The visiting Scotch cuilei
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having the lead of a few sea mda.
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the well-billed British tors, and our
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incut. ha\e
hands or

[Spirit o/ the Times.]
The Scotch boat's
Her superiority in canvas was very marked
On the whole, file made better weather of it
sails set like boards.
.Wo will not dispute the claim of
than her American com pi titer.
tho Madge to a speed that is truly remarkable. .. .There was a
If was better for the Madge than tho
long, regular ocean swell.
Yankee boat.... Tho remarkable speed of this little cutter
Sbown by comparison with these two crack yachts, both of themeo
.The flying cutler <
much larger than she

t.
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REDEEMING.—II
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once again hound abrr--

the case ol Kettcrinhograph.r, ,tc?" Iteplymg ihat I

.

lie.irof

he hctterllnus) was a gieat sulferer
enthusiastic about the reiiei iieouto interview Jlr lietteri

r

oil.

then resolied

I

in Philadelphia .•.uow.-s where " Ketterllnua
I'lver.i bod.
l>rlullng
fjonse" Is. CI is a very hog: aud established place of business, aud is
slniaied .1 me north w. -si coiner or loiiriha d Arch si reels, and employs man} hands in the varloiiB branches ot luduMiy connected
with prlnthig; pngravlng, ete, 1 found Mr. E. Ketteriiiius, who runs
:- wuii; mi pm intending operalions.
Hi,- ..labfl-lui.-'ii. -ai
lie Is an
c derly gentiemaii, .md.boi-e vi..|ei„ - or imung suffered with rheu-

id and brought to per
so prominent in our p
t lashlous.

a cedeemlpg feature lo liml the

.

i

.

.

uia'l-iii.

DEAD.— Deader

than a door nail— tho sloop rig.
DEFE11RED.— Much matter is necessarily deferred for a week.
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There was a strong wind blowing from the East. The Madge
quickly took tbo lead, displaying tho samo wonderful speed that
astonished our yachtsmen in the two previous races.
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smart
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worth around Sandy
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more
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thing else mat s:. -laeohs ml has aeldeverl n s great ,,nd evlFor the ten., of thousands who have been
iiciilly increasing fame
r-h'-.nl b.i n ha-ieu lo make known loo hers nu-lrgoud tontine, and
me i.-'.is ..pr-els like w ldiirc. lCrmwliig lln- gn-at amotir.l oi surferiiig ireni jic-uiii iiisin, and hcaro.g iu n.v woi.dcriui stories about
si. Jacobs Oil Uie writer, as inlluciied. ,,,,- given Hi" siii-.|r.ci some
at I. .ni ion. and in addition to m.ny oih rs he gives me roliowuiB;
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have you been using St. Jacobs Oil, ami lew aid you arsl hem about
have been using the Oil about six months.
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KNIVES.

1881-

6,

Keep's Shirts, the Best.
KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIKTS,

easily

finished.

KEEP'S

GLOVES, none

KIT)

hetter $1 per pair.

DERWBAR, the best.
KEEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest.
KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate.
KEEP'S NECKWEAK, latest novelties.
KEEP'S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made

0)

o

to meas-

ure, 6 for $9.

KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, 6 for $6.50
KEEP'S SHIRTS delivered free In any part ot tho

o

Union.

ALWAYS THE BEST AND

KEEP'S GOODS

CD

3

CHEAPEST.
Money refunded

for goods, not satisfactory.

Samples and circulars

any address.

tree to

Keep Manufacturing

m

631, 633, S35, 637

Co.,

Broadway,

S. Y«

HOLABIRD

o
I,

So

Shooting Suits.

o w
Write for circular to

P«
Orders received from persons residing In

C

cities In

which the dealers keep a

full line ot

MADE OF THE BEST SHEFFIELD

<

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

IS

NO

our goods will not he

filled at

UPTHEGROVE

any price.

That stand unrivalled

for

PUKITY.

HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.
8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.
S. KXHTBAEIj & CO., Peerless Tohaeco Works, Rochester 'N.

DUNN

JAMES

WALKER,

E.

direct to

Y HERALD,

1847,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

We send sales and check for net amount immediately after sale.

344

SALE.

dr

a

r\

r"

1

I

liflrjrlrl

ITS DEVELOPMENT,
WITH NOTES ON SHOOTING.
BY W- W. GREENER.

One Vol., Extra

Fcap., 4to,

of

A com"

kl
'

history from
cradle to grave, hy the amluent biographer, CoL
An eleConwell. Books all ready lor deli very.
gantly Illustrated volume. Endorsed edition. LibAgents take orders for from -20 to 60
eral terms.
outsells any other hook ten to one.
copies daily,

Is

<.;..,,,.,„ i,, mo-wan.
found ad.ar.otlno and valuable to the sportsman.'
"The book Is well worth a most careful perusal, and we commend It lo all Interested In sporting
guns or rtlles."— The Spirit 0/ the Timea.

hi:

SENT, PREPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO.,
York.
739 and 741 Broadway, New

ORDER8 NOW PROMPTLY FILLED.
Of Factory GREATLY ENLARGED.

CAPACITY

GREATLY IMPROVED.
NO^ OVr^R^^ PER^CENT.^ OF^BKE^KTHREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS: lsl, $100;
audl,000 pigoone. For
one

trap
I
$25; 3d,
I particulars, rules, score cards, etc.,

2d

address the

.

by IS; extension,
marble mantels; hoi. and cold water; stable, hennery, etc., two acres lawn, iruit and shade trees.
$1,500 cash. For sale,
eost $11,oi;«j
Price $6,500
six acres near two railroads, Closter, N. J. For
sale, 9 acres on western slope of the Palisades, TenMoney loaned to build. Apply to E. R.
afly, N. J.
WILBUR, 40 Fulton street, N. Y., between 10 and
Aug25,tf

12 A. M.

10-bore, 9 lbs., single B.L.
I7<OR SALE, a ShaUuek
has fine Damascus barrels,

made

'

10 order;

checked fore end (not on trade gun) all the working parts have been finely flnisned and plated, viz.,
triggers, cock springs, guard and pin. Makes fine
target. Also 20 shells and loader. Price $25. Never
been used only at target. Address J. F. RONAN,
;

Box

34,

Roxbury

Station, Boston, Mass.

Sept22,tf

;

Rifle (new), $50.
rifle or finest make,
sights for target and hunting, shells, tools, &c, }50.
Sharps military rule, with rjoaiuieie set ot reload-

Sharps hunting rifle,
ing tools, moulds. Ac, $18.
old model, using Government cartridge, $15
Stevens pocket, shot-gun, with extra rifle barrel,
Address Box 515:;, Boston,
.22 cal., tools, tee., 120.
Oct

Mass.

6, It

hammerless,
I7AOR SALE, W. & C. Scott & Son,
bought in August last, 10x30x9 14-16 lbs., 3>j In.
'

drop, line damascus, top lever, double bolt, ex. rib,
" "
pat. blOCk, Sao
:

'

TAXIDERMIST
199 WILLIAM ST
FRANKFORT, N. Y.
Pains
_ Particular
I11 moiiutf
qa taken
.....
hiw
-o

Large Stock of Groups,
Brans, Deekiieads, and
Glass Casks.

AND NERVE FOOD.
BRAIN
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES.
botlS^K^^
and
promotes
«» ^^ *m
^^1^
°"°*

riervousness.

pnTptton!

digestion

It

jit

mall $-

It restores to

strengthens a tailing memory. It prevents deputy and conattOT <* ae8ses- Physicians have
*' K°° d 8lMPl and ronperates

V»

CHOSBY,

664

and

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
STOCKS, BONDS

AND

SECURITIES,

688 Sixth Avenue, N. T.
two gentlemen of means to
buying the finest sea-side

In

resort and hunting grounds in Virginia. A fortune
In it. Full references given and required. Address
.

MINING STOCKS.

m

Fin**

St,

Mew York.

CHASSEUR,

care FOHKBT a»d Stbbam.

Gct6,3t

'

malic sate, p. g. Hon. Huh, line engraving, choke,
very fine; will send O. O. D ; privilege of trial; price
$150; cost $225. Address with stamp, L. A.

DAVEN-

PORT, Davenport,

FOR reSALE,
,

-Mr

r

Oct6,tf

N. Y.

a 12-gauge,
uv
-I

I

30-lnch, Strlbs.
/:.e

.

W. W.
'

l

:t

best make. Win sol at about half of Its original
Inquire of H. PAPE, 230 Washington St., Sew
cost.

York

OcW.lt

City.

33,

Claremont, N. XL

ABARGAIN,Forsale, Gordon setter Jim, whelped
April, I880
color Mack and tau, broken to
;

charge and retrieve;

Mao,
Ulan

;

SALE, Sharps long range
FOR
Sharps mtd-iange .40 cal.

[Extract from Fokest and Stream, July 7, lssl, p. 448.)
11
. This flight so nearly resembles the actual
.
.
*y Pigeons afford excellent
motions of birds thatthi
ootlng. We commend all sportsmen
*
'
*
to test Its merits."

m .„-.T ,va.o.*,™
CLUBS DESIRING EXHIBITION OF 8AM E
PLEASE NOTIFY COMPANY.

Lock-Box

SALE-Maln house, 40
COUNTRY PLACE FOR
SO by 16; hardwood finish;
;

ticked,

winner of two Hats, one special, one 2d.
For terms, pedigrees, etc., inquire of the

RIVERSIDE COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,

manu-

facturers.

I

In the Stud to approved bitches only.

BRAGG won 1st and special N. Y., 1S81.
CHAMPION CHARLIE, liver and white

gait.

far

use and manufacture which

BLACK COCKER BRAGG.

11

Etc.

and Price Current furnished

faithful

680 Pages, 800 Illustrations, Cloth.Gilt.

fullest description of fire-arms and matters pertaining to their
Critic.
I" n'tainan.''- Col. Wlngaie, In the

"The
" Will

Agents wanted for Life
plete,

PRICE, $7.50.
acresBll'K

n

Stencils

solicited.

GREENWICH STREET, NEW YORK.

Agents never made money so last. The hook sells
Failure unitself.
Experience not necessary.
Private terms
known. All
profits.
GEORGE HTINSON & CO., Portland. Maine.
free.

ATJTBOB OF

"Modern Breech-Loaders," "Choke-Bore Guns,"

Your correspondence and shipment

on application.

AND TIMES,

AND

THE GUN

Etc.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO POULTRY AND CAME.

St,
tree

A FILE OF N.

& WILBUB,

BUTTER, EGGS,

and

14 Dey

Y.

Commission Merchants,

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.
low

Merits.

WM.

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

come

FAIR.

having Distinguishing

Eaclt

BOOK BINDING

save Agent's Commission

VANITY

KINGS.

FAIR.

figures,

NEW

THREE

VANITY

NEAT AND ELEGANT

from l>rngs or medication.

Warranted Free

FRAGRANT

Established 4836.

at

MOLELLAN,

CIGARETTES

END.

Ecel. 12:1

If you want good work,

S.

VALFABAJ80, DO).

STEEIi.

1

full sister;

setter

price

ma^e

will

price

.

:

..-5.

one

Gordon

$.,o.

a good one

Mien yueen, red

hi tiled iuiuii;

;

setter

piio

with white

toes

A native lemon and while

anusuiuc is staunch.
and a splendid woiker in held; 2 years

0:0, niitiied

He

u.u.1

.

Tnese are boitoru figures H. B.
VONDKRSillTH, Lancaster, Pa.
OcM.lt

old

;

price

:>:;:..

SCOTCH STAGHOUNDS— The
KEAL
Grenvhle llodson,

Reverend

Bj ldgewuter, England, has
several valuable deei ficunda Hour his laiuous bitch
Heather anu other tvinneis for uisjiuinl. Admirers
of this noble breed should commuuloate with the
above, It they are desirous 01 obtaining deerhounds
old or joung, lront the recognized leading English
kennel.
oeiS/i

LTOXfloUND PUPPIES
SALE-AlSO a few
r loxhounds. imijuiiedFOR
oiuck. Address ESSEX
COUNTY HUNT, Montclair, N. J.
Ocl6 3t

I^OR SALE-My
J.

black setter dog,

thoroughly broken

for field

3 years old
worn. Also orange

and white setter b.tch, 2 year 3 old, partially broken.
She Is very fast and shows an excellent nose. Address W. W. B. MAKKHAM, East Hampton, Conn.
cOcW,U

I70R
SALE,
1

X

three beautiful solid color red Irish
puppies, lilcho stock. Price $15 each. CHAS.
Harttord. Conn.
Oct6,it

UENtSUN,

SALE, a very fine cocker spaniel
FORmonths
old, Unpolled stock, color
5

with, little white,

in

on ..

1

jo

,

CHAS. DEN1SON, Hartford, Conn.

dog pup
rich liver
price $20 '

OcW It

WANTED, a setter dog from one and a hah' years

oldtot\vo;musi Lethoroughlj i.alijed.staunch
to point, a good retriever, ana an obedient dog
which will not break sho.'; red Irish preferred. Ac?
dre3SWith lull portico ars a 10 color, lit laht stock
&c, Lotus L. COHEN, 3 Broad stieet, Rome, Ga!
,

Oct6,lt

SALE, very cheap, a very fine B. L. Gun,
L'OR SALE, three Gordon setter pups by Dr.
FOR
pointer bitch, and an
12 bore, also an A No.
r Aten's Glen out of my G.vpsle, she by Orglll's Rib
At pointer bitch pup; or exchange lor horse and
Hoi ton:
1

buggy, gold watcn or beagle.
Eighth street, Jersey City.

%it

THEO. MEYER,

sis

Oct6.lt

J.

•

are docile and fond of children.
Stonlngton, Conn.

McNALLY,

n

dog

A.

Address R.
Oct6,3t.

REYHOUND PUPS FOR SALE, three dog3 and
\JT two bitch pups, out of my imported English
greyhound bitch Juno by my imported Leo. Pups
Are mouse-colored and fine,
wheloed Aug. 12.
W. HUNTINGTON, WllUamshealthy animals.
OcW,!t
burgh, L. I.

H

Brooklyn,

two pure bred Gordon
b'OR SALE,
and bitch, whelped May

gtnnd.

two good English mastiff pupa, male
FORandSALE,
female, 10 months old; weight 105 IDs.
each

soon,,- ana ponest beauties.
F. GILDEuSLEEVE, 932 Fulton street,
L. I.
Oet«,2t

and Nelly
Address G.

setter puppies,

26,

WEEKS

Locust Valley, L.

OR SALE,

L

issl Atfdreaa
Oet«,2t

Gordon setter dog
F pups, very handsome; perfect black and tan:
sire Dash, the great prize winner; dam Maud, full
pedigree on both sides; sire and dam both prize
winners, both on the bench and In the field; a rare
chance for a good dog. Post oulce Vox 350. CHAS.
T. BROWN ELL, Mt. Pleasant Kennel, New Bed1,

3 full-blooded

ford, Mass.

Oet6,2t

SALE, a finely bred Gordon setter bitch, I
FOR
months old, broken to stop on her food; by
Lock

Mass

ex.

Kit

I

F.

JOHNS,

P. O.

Box

677,

Haverhill,

Oat«,U

Ootobek

* Olii^O 1

1881.]

6,

199

blf&J&AM,

A1NJL>

ALLEN'S NICKEL-PLATED DUCK CALLER.
The most natural

and easiest blowing Duck Caller

tone.I

In the world,

''ent,

post paid to

any address on receipt

of

one dollar.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.
»i'HI6

POWDER

guaranteed to

is

neas on

kill

I dogs or any other animal*, or money leturned.
It Is put up In prttsut boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which gre.iily fa llitates Its use. Simple
ana efficacious.

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.
Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put op

In

boxes containing ten powders, wltli full

directions for use.

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Ron and
Guh and Forest aj-d Stiiham.

Conroy, Bisset & Malleson,
65 Fulton street, N. Y.
SQUIRES,
HENRY C.
Cortlandl street, N. Y.
WRICHT & IUTSO'V,
1

680

Washington

Mass.

street, Boston,

ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME
Is simply a device for holding a dead duck In a natural position In the water, on Ice or laud, as a decoy. Sent to
No. l for mallards, etc., No. 2 for widgeon, etc.. No. 3 for teal. For sale by the trade everywhere, or

U per dozen.

RIVERSIDE

COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,
Olarcmonl,

Box

H.,

2*.

J.

With

33.

Champion Bragg and Champion Feather, Oracle

&

Safetj-

W. TOLLEY'S

NEW HAMMERLESS

STANDARD" BF AMD,

$126.81

.

^

„_

„

price,

"THE PERFECTION."

Bolt across the front of the Hammers, working either automatically or Indepenlently,
also automatically locked and unlocked.

(Snip wc-Yulette) stock for sale.

Pups ready

GUN,

any address, C. O. D., or on reoetpt of
by F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, Ills.

M desired

the triggers are

TERM^fc-A Draft In.luU

M^.

,

;

Sept22,tf

for delivery.

Imperial Kennels.
We will take a lew setters and pointers to thoroughly Held break. Reference giv^n; satisfaction
guaranteed.
Broken dogs for sale.
H. CLAY
SLOVEK X 0. GROVER, Toms Hiver, N. J,
O0t6,4t

SALE—A dark liver and white pointer dog
F)R
puppy, whelped Feo. tylSS by Dr. Strachan's
,

Flash (Old George- Peg), sire of Steel's Flake, out of
Barker's char.
(Ranger-Fan),
The
offered for sale on account of the owner
aaTing no convenient place lor keepmgblm. AddressIocuST, P. O. Box 2,963, New York city.
Septs.tf

puppy Is

Phinket.
Old,

of.

$20 will

buy a native

E

J.

the field,

of

Champion Joe,

A rare chance, only a few choice ones
old under guarantee.
(..;;..,...

oi.ii

-::.

->.:

MASHVILLE KENNEL CLUB,

Jr.

to offer, and
for fall

now

Just right

:j.i

:-i..

PIONEER WOBKS. Birmingham,

ROB

J.

Septl5,tf

SALE, setter pups out of Belle of Nashville
FOR(property
of
Lout-i Valentine, Esq.), by that
world famous king

ONLY ADDRESS

setter bitch, 10 mos.

Address

a very popular strain.

BINS, Wethersfleld, Conn.

..,

,:,-

.1,1

L1 ....-.

K)R THE ABOVE SUMS THE GUMS DESCRIBED CAN BE PLACED ON CARS IN NEW YORK, ALL PAID, IN 8 WEEKS FROM ORDER REACHING US.
A comparison of these prices with those charged In the Gun Stores for r oally fine English Guns, of first-rate quality, will result In your ordertng'dlreat
from the manufactory. It has come to our knowledge oat common guns are being sold In the States bearing our name. Aswu make only line guns, genuine
-** ^
TOLLEY guns have engraved on the rib, " J. & W. TOLLEY, Maker 4, St Mary's Sq., Birmingham."
i

Nashville, Tenn.
Sept«2,tf

BEAGLE KENNELS—For sale, the proHARE
duce of Imported and home bred animals that

TheDalyGrun,

been hunted since able to follow the dam on
(be trail, and are believed to be second to none In
nose, tongue and endurance. COLIN CAMERON,
Brlekervlile, Pa.
Mayi!2,tf
fcave

HAS FINER BARRELS,

THE FITTING IS SUPERIOR

To «nxy otlier GS-un

OTJLEODT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—For
Cockers of

ages and colors, dogs, bitches

all

and puppies, address wi tli

si

.[ud,eob'T\valkkr,

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

CHANCE.
RARE
ter puppies

July

COSTING TWICE THE MONET.
Sliooting Uiirsurpassecl.

21-lf

have for sale one brace of setiy
in renowned .-ei or dog champion Paris; also one brace of highly bred cocker
puppies. CHARLES E. LEWIS, Suspension Bridge,
I

i

Bolflts

t

I

K.Y.

.

AQE2TT8 FOB CURD'S

se»,»? ?5><mJ

lemon and white pointer
dQl owner's Nell II.,
also a lemon and while setter

BALE, a pair

pui'iil"-'.

I"

of

sei.-..i'l:v:

oid;

bitch, well broken on
with lots or apes

Size,

quail; a large
;o
drop to wing or shot, age .1
'

!,

Address

years, price 140,

iiox

a),

strong County, Penn.

furnished on application*

NEW DO0BLR REVOLVING

Shells— QuaHtu guaranUta

Vum

Prti* lower

<$

GALES,

THAT.

«mv

otiur-

Remington's Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating Rifles.
KEENE'B PATENT

Apollo, ArmSept29,2t

afew very fine Gordon Setter
SALE CHB
FORPuppies,
H months old, by Dream, late Dr.
Downlo'i, and imported H mi. Also some very haudome red Irish Setter Puppies, 3 mouths old, by mv
Ditches Maud and Nellie Hatirlack, ex. Joel; Maud
by Champion, Klolio and Imported Stella: Nellie oy
Tyke and Dirk Haiti lack; Joel by York ex. Bess.
Tor prices and peduree apply to THOS. BLYTH,

n

SCHOYERLING, DALY

BeptS9,2C

FOR

Eng,

v-l',

Mclutyre. Pa.

Oct6,lt

NEMASKETT

KENNEL,

N. H.

VAUGHAN,

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
.48 Cal , 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices- Carbines, $22 ; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $2B.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.
E. REMINGTON & SONS., 283 Broadway, N.Y. P. O.

dogs
dogs
Dogs and puppies boarded on reasonable

lor sale.
terms. P. O.

Box

3S5.

ENOS JAMES &

CO.'S HARD-HITTINtt

We now offer a full line of KNOS JAMES & CCs
Superb Breech-Loaders. What is the use ot paying
an absurd price tor a gun made by some old maker
when you can get a JAMES' GUN a3 good or better
for hah" the money ? Or what is the use of buying a
gun bearing either a fictitious name or no name
at all, when you can get one of ENOS JAMES &
CO.'s guns with their name and guaranty tor the
same price?
We are sole agents at New Yorkjor the Colt
Club Gun.
We offer a small JOB LOT of the famous. Webley
Guns of all sorts at about half price.
Also a few choice Farter guns ot latest style at

GUNS.

Soptaa.tf

O'MORE KENNEL.— Thoroughbred red
EORY
Irish setter puppies lor sale, by champion
i

Rory O'More
PearL

out. ot

Koran O'More, Magenta and
Address w. N.

Full pedigrees.
Y.

DER, Albany, N.

CALLENAugli,tf

SALE, a number or well bred and well
FORbroken
pointers and Betters, also dogs boarded
nruKeu, siuryiaeuou
and broken,
aim
satisfaction giniiuuiet
guaranteed.
B.

RICHMOND,

FOR

SALE, Bra
Nellie, two ye

and white

Ui ke

Address H.

Lakevllle, Mass.

I,

septus, tf

by Leicester out of Sanborn's
rs nine months old, color black
fell broken.
Roxeys Boy, by

v

it,

Dash 111. outot Hi rej (Neiuo
••;
Btoi
s
and two months oid, broken, black and white.
Four pups by Da:
LleweUns Leda, by
Dash II. oul or An
1
Any parties warning gnod
fine, ten weeks
stool: an be nccoi ;.o
t
d.
r paces and full
particulars addre 3 I. x"EAB6LEY, JR., P.O.Box:
i

:.

'

Box 3,994.

pro-

prietor, Mlddleboro, Mass.
Sportlog
broken and bandied, also a number of broken

Tils cut exactly represents

jamgs &

CO.'S

GREAT GUN,

COMPLETE

the

called

Erery Triumph or Trap Gun is choke-bored and

&

H.

'

targeted.

Box

P. O.

i

Address

special rates.

4,300.

D.
30

FOLSOM,

WARREN ST., NEW YORK

•

%tu

i

l

14,

l

CoatcBVlUe, Pa

§$enntl

$mneL

§£he

glu gemuL

OcWit,

BERNARD PUPS FOR SALE.—For pedigrees
ST.and
other particulars, address, with stamp, P.
O.

lelped
irk lira,

94,

Lancaster, Mass,

Sept'2i',ot

JOINTERS.

very superior pointer pups, by
Champion Sensation out of Livingston's Rose
1'or

(2d New York, isso, and dam of Baronet), or tor
stud services of Baronet, address, with stamp,

HENRY

PORTRAITS

LBTNUS
folk County, New York.

AND STREAM

LIVE

oi

champion Dash II.). Price (160. Two puppies, dog and
bitch, black, white and tan, whelped July 19. 1S81,
By champion Emperor Fred., ex. Kate II.; $50 each,
WO toe brace. J. W., Bos 2950, New York. OcW.lt
3 Llewellln's

Box

August

by Pride

1

of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will be Bent postpaid for 26 cents each, or tho five for *L FOREST
PTJB. CO., so and 41 Park Row,
N, Y.
Deo30,tf

W.

i

.

-.enport, Suf-

»ept22,tf

F

1

'

J
single is
75cts. Address, with stump,

T7»OR
JC

Montclalr, N.

J,

muzzles

TAB

v.

Victor, Ontario Co., N. Y.

RED IRISH SEETHES

of tae

DENISON,

FOXES WANTED

ire

CHARLES

:

VECHTEN,

H.
Septl5,tf

and Cocker Spaniels

most fashionable blood address CHAS,
Hartford, Ct.

SeptllS.tf

—See Kennel AdwrttiemenU next page.

a

;

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

200
g7*e gennel.

Dr Gordon

^par/sttmn's

ASSOCIATED

Stables, R.N.

SOUTHERN

Author or the

RAILWAYS,

The Direct and Popular EouteB

for

ANP TO THE

Which does

October

IN AMERICA,
v\ ork
and guarantees

first-class
.'

A

K.

mall, for $3.

Box

Delaware

22,

December

5 to

Send for

Illustrated Catalogue.

Phila-

m

other well-known centers for

Kielirnond

Baltimore rs-5'1
Lynchburg *4-39 a m. Danville i
«i-mipm.
Atlanta *l2-0ti n't.
B

Montgomery

1-53

•

am. New

).

an *6-30

Mew

froiii

Vork.

am.

.

Train IS. Leaves New York "10-00 p in. PhilaArrives at
delphia 1-15 am. Baltimore I-45 am.
il'itira.
Lyie'liourg C CI
l-Jle.liUloni: "i -;a a n.
Charlotte » g-B0 n't Atlanta *l'2-iil
vllle *5-35 p m.
I",

I

Macon

n'n.

Mobile

*4-5)

off-band.

WILD IIAIUIY, thelndi an BeOUt, sots tlint with
ire, on'-haml. he
a Stevens' mile or risiol. at
can knock the spots out of a pko log card in this
way all day long-, fie Is obliged lo use these anus
todo the gnat reals performed dally In Barnum's
Circus and elsewhere, Hinging a bell a
through a quarter-Inch tntluieye; cuttloi theasues
from a cigar held in anoile-r poison's mouth;
piercing a dime held between another's fingers, and
numerous other difficult and wonderful shois.
The only objection to these arms 1^ that they snoot
so well, are. so handy to ila-a ..r .n a .-"•ny ab"'it
sveryborij wants them, and
In a trunk or bag, tli
the makers have had to enlarge the lacuna and
work nights to suppo the demand, and eren In ihe
gey
cannot
much stock ahead. Send
season
dull
r.-i

NUMBERS

7, 8,

NO. Ol pellets to OZ., 338
" "
"
"
845

472
495

TATHAM&
82

BEE KM AN

Atlanta via

688

1U56 Soft.
1130 Chilled,

BRO'8,
YORK.

i

Dealer In
Fire-Arms, Ammunition, and all Articles connected with the same, unit sole agent for

Fishing Season at Rangeley

Lakes Again Open.
EXCLUSION TICKETS

SXEVEMS

J.

a in

.

*'2-55

m

4S.

Bay

Plain, H2.M>

Twi-t, S1S.50

;

m

return

.88, .31

.22 cal., 24 In., J 2i

or .14

Middle Dam and return
'•
Upper Dam
"
Upton
Mountain view House or Kanglet
Outlet and return (Indian Rock),
via Farmlngton
arn via Andover
India

"

nated, $17.

RIFLES:

'•

In.

i(.

;

i

S'»2

,

:

2S In., $24.

"

29.

"
"

2t

20;

HUNTER'S PET RIFLES:

or

.22, ,S2, ,3S

eaL, 18

.-W

«1S; 22 in., tlO; 21 In , *21.
or .32 cal., 10 In., $12.25; 12
In., $13.25; 15 1n..$15; IS in., $16.50.
In.,

POCKET HFLES: .n
GALLERY PISTOLS:

?M; heavy,

Light,

I

have bee

.'ai.C.a.la;

my experience shows n.
all others, and is moi
For bet
ilfle In my gallery.

i

Phillips

,"„,:.

rennect as the day

Yours,

it

.'.

.,

;':

',

.

bia

"li-on

a

m

.

Augusta

,1""!'

a.,

a'

,.>,

,:

in use,
»•.*, firing

;,,«

,'

"
"

now

.0;

,'.. „

13.15
15.H6
C.ia

...

.

I

aaa

C

l',i.,

7-00 «. in.

;

i;ea!

Send

el

I.icl

.:

SQ.,

for list ot excursions.

/

'"il,"

,

l'.JL>

T, nqTfVH
BU81
™'

M'F'G CO

SPORTSMEN

!

I am enabled to offer good accommodations to all
those seeking- health, recreation and pleasure.
Good gunning in the luimedl tc neighborhood lor
small "game, and deer hunting within halt a day's
drive,

l-lije

fishing

MAN,

I. ass
eeii'lT. cl'iango of 'ullage, ac.
Address E. D. HUFFMonroe Co., Pa.

ou the Delaware.

hunting and
AT niGULAND FARM, good bowl,
eludes mrnlshed.
u

:

.''.

Horses.

i.iiia

S ara.i

Five

hums from New
W.

Address GEORGE
cilv reieivncis.
York.
Dh.t KEK, Monrieelio, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

more stu n;
way. Any sire

"

iron,

a

!-'

aaa

.

Sportsman

s

in

n'.

0M0

or viner s

<

SKND FOR NBW CATALOGUE.

ol

coromi loiisaweiung
«s
80 lie,, -,,i ihat Ho nails, screws or skilled lilbO
a
are requln
'"
quickly done. Simple, IlgJlC,
durable, a'sl-rie. Sportsmen's Cots
Cottages specialises. Send tor descriptive circula
EARL LBE, Manager,
or apply
vv to
Corona, Queens (f) N. Y.

Vanderbut

weighing

;

,

,

.

,

,

9 / £.

A WKKR.

SlUaday

ooatly outfit free.

MUjaatEk, Maine.

icilh

Sundays excepted.

Daily,

>

i

a

,

,

','.

'

;.

:

i'li

1

1

I

.

.

li:

at homenasiiy mail'

AdOreaa

R'y. I

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vlrgi ol u Bine Rhige Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
Mia natal lis, iSreenl'ii'ier and New Rivers,
Allec'li He.
a
dp. ni.
in
a .'a'-li' .ec'ieiJes n£
game and tisit, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck,
grouse, quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain troutJJ
a,

bass, piki". liiraerei, etc.
Guns, fishing tackle and one

man carried

dog

for

each sports-

|

free.

The Route

of the Tourist,

through the mostheautlf ul and picturesque scenery
or the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur
Springs and other famous summer rosorta.
The C. & O. R'y Is reached by rail at Huntingdon,
W. Va., from the West. No: a. invest, and Southwest;
at Charlottesville, Va., from the North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension in
the

summer

of issi affords

THE ONLY ALL BAIL ROUTE TO THE

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
of tjlesapeake isay and the Pachie Ocean.
O. TV.
G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, Va,j

mouth

nilEH,

OLD DOMINION LINE.
STEAMERS of this Line reach some of the
THF,
finest, watenowl and upland shooting sections'

Norfolk, sties
'ace
or la'
--

mesa
.-.-,

.

-•

THE

Ohio

'

FISHING

i—..

.

sail

Tuesday, Thursday and 8at-

ru'll
ei
...^,, ',.;.- ..,

a,.
,.

.!
...-'a...-,

j

'inn -da:,
i,e ,.'.-.„-, r.

LINE.

House, Boston.

Bromfield
TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R.
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling «v Black Bass Fisheries,

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
the

Grand Traverse Region
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish
contained
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the
larnons AMERICAN GRAYLING Ib found only In

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

The TROUT season begins May 1 and endsSept 1.
The GRAYLING season opens June l and ends
BLACK BASS, trKE, PICKEREL and MXISCA- SPrTnGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I.
LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The SportsiY A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD<
man can readily send trophies ot ids skill to his

Wild FowX Shooting.

N

friends or "

can be

iia.il

ellffl
:-.[

tiome, as ice for

at

nearly

packing fish

all points.

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

scenery of the North
oeauttrul.

climate

Is

Woods and Lakes

is

The
very

The air is pure, dry and "bracing. The
peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

B

Has always or '"
) bayman.
boats, battenes, etc., with the
wild geese decoys on the coa
to the vicinity or New York ft
of all varieties. Special atten
Address I
to his guests nud satisfaction t arauteed
I.
uefersby per-l
wm. n. LANE. Good Orottna
'.roadway, and Wm. 1
mission to J. B. See,
..

Hay Fever and Asthma

jtffeetions.

hotel aecotiimeiiat ions are excellent, and will
bo largely increased in time for the sea. on of 1881
ie, nee.- buildings and additions.
"Durtn" the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

The

TICKETS WILL UK SOLD AT LOW RATES, and

Tomlsis and

Bros., 23

Fulton

St.,

H. Y.

DogsTGiin8 and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at

owner'srlsk.
Ilia our aim to

...

make sportsmen feci "at home"
on this route. Foi 'tourists Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book ot 160 pages sentfireft lime Curds,
Folders and I uri her information, address

Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N.

Tim Pond

V.

™ E Seven

Ponds.!

TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.

TRUE & CO

and the North Maine Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide nook to ^orLhern Maine and
the Bead waters or the Kenneoec, Penobscot , Bu
John's and ATOostook rivers, and the numerous
lakes and pouds connected with Lhem. 256 pages,
80 illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, Illuminated coveis.
cents.

CHARLES

Price,

A.

J.

by mail, post-paid,

FARRAR, Jamaica

rlting in

advance to

bo

Plain,

SMITH,

Eustls, Maine.

ILRICHARDSON AND RANOKLEY LAKES
complete

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

Mabs

Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, via
Bust is and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams, |
tildes, boats, cainps, with board, in readiness, Xifm

KENNEDY

.

;

*7r»

Connects at

Sunday,

eraeet

attractive train facilities offered to

CARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.

prtaci]
!

&

P

MAJX1JFACTUHE HOUSES
on an entirely new and novel

i

I'iie'v,

"3-45

Pttiiman

511 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and leading
Ticket Offices East.
A. POPE, Gen'l Passenger Agent.

Boxtr,, Marshall's Creek,

Deer hunting wiihlu reach.

Chesapeake

TUE ROUTE Ot the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BE^T HUNTING AND FISHING 1
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

.[a.

FLANDERS,

D. J.

Dailv.

The waters of

Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent.

PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE

»

16.00
13.00

. . .

\

!

m

Gen'l Pass. Agent. .1
ieblMi'l

YORKTOWN.

Steam Firm Lines for

B.,

280 WASUlNi.
DEPOT, HAVMARKET

at

Savannah

m.

a

f

FARMER,

15.26

and return.... 18.00
15.00
B., and return.
to all Sporting and Pleas-

Grand Falls, N.
St. Andrews, N.

L. P.

15.25

Also tourists' tickets
sorts In Maine and the Provinces.

172 Clark St.

THE AMERICAN

'1.1

'

18.00
13.00
14.00
11.00

11.00

Klneo nouse)
Porks of the Kennebec and return.

*9-n0

$9.00

.

Moosehead Lake and return (MU

FULLER,

R. B.

.

"

"

accuracy

:e/' the factory.

etc.,

„

bill

,

"

finish,

f

a

i

"

Stevens

fullv testify lo Its merits, as 1 have one
and been in daily constant use lor* iv«
a

I.

or rules,
Riflo

an,';,'.,

'

C! .I."

-'

demand than any

at the

excels

"

"

i

'

Indian Rock and return, (via Andover, return via Farmlngton)..
(via Andover) lianas Stream and
return

,

:-

lug gallery; ha'.e tried the,

and

i

i

$22.

April 12, 18S1.
apitetnr of a shcot11

For nine years

>'

.

p m. Jacksonville via Augusta "s-15 a
Sleeping cars vreklon to Cuarleston

i

MtAIJSIE

Boston to Andover and return
" South Arm (Richardson Lakes) and

Lami-

;

line.

Philadelphia t5 -45
Leaves New York t3-40 p
Baltimore +S-45 p m. Arrives at Portsmouth
Weldonti-50 pm. Raleigh tT-35 p m
Wilmington "9-45 p m. Charleston *s-oo am. Savannah "12-30 n'n. Jacksonville t--sd o m. Colum-

pm.

m-, and tor tickets,
Forre'se.rvail' m or in th-,
time tables, and for all information, apply at 308
Washington street, Boston. 229 Broadway, New
S3S Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Corner
York.

RAILROAD.

(O.'S

tc

Breech-Loaclin a A rms.
SINGLE niiNS:

«

VteAXS %SOUSO», Gen'l Manasex.

'

-10.

i'-05

Leaves New York "10-00 p m. W.
I'nlladelnhla-i-isam. Baltimore *4-43 am. Antvea
Wilmington *9-15pm.
at Richmond *li-3oara.
Charleston *8-O0 a m. Savannah "12-30 n'n. Jacksonville ts-to p m. Columbia *6-0t) a m. Augusta
Savannah "3-45 p m.
"9-30 am. Macon "a-15 p m.
Jacksonville via Augusta \--l5 a m. Pullman Sleeping Car3 New York to Charleston.

a

BOSTON A WD

SIN AND J'EATHER.

I

"

Old Point,

ST., N. T.

I0-H2

Leaves New York "4-30 a m. PhilaBaltimore '9-45 a m. Arrives at
Wilmington *ll-25 p ni.
p m.
Savannoli 'J2.30 n'n. JackCharleston *S-0D a
Pullman .Sleepers Mllford, Va.
sonville ti-10 p m.

Train

I

CHAS. FOLSOM, 10G Chambers

4 ho, +9

TUCKEBTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MA**
8QUAN, and paints r a
--r.YCOAfflM
renowned fa
3HR SPORT AFTH»«
-

t9-i>oatn.

$oh!s and pontes for Sportsmen.

for Illustrated price list to

'

Atlantic Coast Lino.

Train

AND 10,

NEW

ST.,

pm.

*s oo

a m. Pullman
jiichmwl <iinl Atlanta

Orleans

Trout XlfbiPK, Wing Shooting, and 9UI
Hunting.

in t'ltarleston.

9
Tlfi

.

'trlito

Richmond

feet,

m New

o Orie

delphia

5 Consecutive Shots, 50

Montgomery

p m.

"ti-55

a

i

BNOVA, BEJV

MINNEQUA,»H.

"iii-tispm, 51

orle,

Pullman
New York
to U'ashi ngron, Wa-htugton to Charlotte and Aucusta. Arrives at Columbia "6-aapm, and Augusta
111-15 p m.
Savannah *3-t5 p m. Jacksonville *S-15
liours

EXCTTRSIOlfl
C nmpany hi

'

liiek-

nd4S.
_. PhilaArrives at
Charlotte

a.

Company

</ii

•

delphia 15-15 p m.

lo

Svnrtav,

OWN

Soft or Chilled.

.

FISHETG

ilelpb

>pt

Trap Shot!

GTJMOG AM>

In Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
TI CKET8 are sold ai
all the principle aiaeatt
a,
FORD, ORBS

'7-ii.t

lehmond

Selected Standard

,

reshipment,while theex»4

also reach the best localities for

nuects with

TAT HAM

most of th*

their lines for reaching

Pennsylvania Railroad

tit.

W. PKATTSTBEE'r, BALTIMORE, MD.

-814

by

TROUTrNG PARKS and RACE COURSES in th*
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dlf-

a rir.
Baltimore *«-j5 a
Arrives
.aaa p m.
n .r.vlile i-,i,. a m. Charioir.e
Atlanta "10-35 a ru There makes same
connections as No. 48 below.
Pullman cars Kiehrleans.
d Atlanta to N
,m. Phlla'I2-5S

3§#optsnten"8 <§aod&
-

1, 1881.

Richmond and Danville LineTrain 50. Leaves New York '-1-30 a m.
i;ieLii_u;j.l

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

afforded

eellent cars which run over the smooth sted
trsoka enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPOBTHB
without failure or Injur v

Southwest.

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT OCTOBER

delphia

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.

city, Del.

.

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

the uses o»

Breech-Loaders.

to

R. Co,f

Respectfully invite attention to the

fleulties and dangers of

81.

;

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire.

VON CUJLlTf.

C,

P. O.

Exposition,

AND ALSO TO
Florida, the Sonth, and

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS.
SIZES FROM 4 TO 20.
Muzzle- Loaders Altered.

U,AR AND BOOK.

'a

.

I

Br

satis-

Also,

faction.

YONCULINFAae

Cotton

Atlanta

PEDIGREE
H0USH

13 to 21, inclusive,

Gives addresses ot prln-

PRlUfTINO ATV» COMPIUNC,
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE DONE BY ANY OTHEs,'

TO SPORTSMEN;

to the

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,
October

PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."

Price 10 cents, post tree.
olpal English breeders.

Jggjj

itiid^csorfsfor Spmkmiiui

The Pennsylvania R.

exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any

"

iMffo

r,

i:

Bay Line.

"PRACTICAL KENN EL GUIDE," &C.
send

n-iop.

i

§utels nnd §oaten far Sportsmen

§aar!s.

TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

breed,

.

.

LUSTRATED,

trip of a parry ot Boston gentlemen to the Rich ura
son-RAugeley lakea it treats of "campll fe," Indoors
and out, la annuslng, instructive and interesting;
Ry
Price is cents.
s*s pages 12 llustratlons.

mall, postpaid, 50 cents.

Jamaica Plain.Masa.

CHARLES A.

J.

FARRAR,

a thorough

and

guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, Kennebago, Oupsupilc, lauuiaelineee and oounectlout
Lakes and the, head wauusortho Connecticut, Magalioway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; llui m lnated covers, tinted paper, :-:i'i pages, eu lliustratlons
ana a large map, made mostly rrom accurate surveys. Price, post-paid by mall, an cents. CHARLES
A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

FOREST AND STREAM.

fOOTOnEB 13 1881.1
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TT'S PikTEBTT
MEAT

"WW
mX

DOG CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

abroad. TUe.Patent
are surveyors by Appointment to all the principal Snows ana Kennels In the United Kingdom ana
AIT'S
etc.
They have Been awarded over 80 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
riCOllmatatlon, Pa
r' e dots' Home, London
»
°r* Bisects at the' Paris Exhibition, 1STS Kennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Snow, 1S79 Westreortvme UKh^nestTwaA
Medal, etc, etc.
minster Kennel CuJld, New York, Gold fcedal irtsh Kennel Club, silver

PATENT"

!

:

.-,

:

>

•

;

;

;

,

i

BEWARE OF

Pleas* see that Every Cake

Packed In Cases

of 113

pounds

"SPRATT'S PATENT" and a

Stamped

FRANCIS

LUZE &

O. de

18 St»uth William Street,

To bo Had in smaller quantities
Grocers and the Sporting Goods

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

BTAMFE&

X."

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

cacti.

FOR CIRCULAR.

SENT)

WORTMLJSSS IMITATIONS.

is

I

Trade Generally.

Uscelfoneottg

Any

MA1MXNFS

Receipt of Price

Spoons.

Trolling:

I

ball,

'

MANN &

H.
SYRACUSE,

Black, White or

Tan Color Coats,

AND COMPLETE

i:

:

Fishing- Pants.

SPORTING
RUBBER
ESTABLISHED

OUTFITS.

Send (or Catalogue

1838.]

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists'
Supplies.

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.

Bend

(ESTABLISHED 1S30).
at worlds Fair at New York, and
centennial Exhibition.

Premium

-

BIRDS' EYES,

•Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

HOUSE.
First

80
Art of swimming
Athletic sports for Boys—boards, 75c.; cloth... LOB
Athletic Sports, St.onehenge
LOO
1 «*
ed States.
30 00
Batrd's Birds of Norrh America
iij's chamber and Cage Birds
1 SO
Boat. Sailing, PracttcaL
1 60
Books tor Sportsmen Angling. 50c; Shooting,
50c; common Objects of the Seashore, soc.;
Cage and Singing Btrds, rn.f.; Dogs, 75c:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c; _v.sh and Salt
Water Aquarium, sne; Natlv ^ong Birds... TB
Breech Loader, Modern. Greener ^™-»
S SO
...— Cage ana singing Birds
SO
Canoeing In Kanuckla
1 SS
Canoe Traveling, Powell
S 00
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
St
Canoe, Vo rage of the Paper Bishop's
3 SO
Cassell'!: Bo * of Birds, .tvols
IB 00
Dog Breaking by Holabtra.
SS
Fry Flshbig in Maine Lakes
1 25
Frank Forester's Field sports
4 SO
Forester's
Fish
and
Fishing
Frank
a as
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook St. Line. pa.
00
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. S 36
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Characters, svo., 2 vols.
4 00
I

Light,

W

;

:-

COMPRISING

CO.,

N. Y.

n

UTFITS,

F.

;

JOHN

$1.W
Adirondack^, Camp Life In, Murrays.
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. l.M
Adlroudaeks, Guide to Wallace's,6th edition.. 8.00
airondacl
uderhess, in the, Warner's.
Ainatenr Tripncr— pajie.r, 60c. bds.
T
&.M
oms
Amerlcai
80
n Bird Fancier
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long... .. 2.00
T.60
Angling, a BOOK on, Francis
8*
Archer, Modern.
Leo
Archery, witchery of, Maurice Thompson
8.00
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam

FISHING BOOTS,
BLAINKETS,

.

.-

'

Books Sent on
Forest and

Stream Pub. Co.

27 3IAIDEN LANE, HEW rfOEK,
ABE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

SHING
FISHING PANTS,
Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable lor Troll..aia.' an
ii-.'
t;
ng tor all kinds
and adapted lor any lake or river In the
United stiitea
':Mi
"
our Pcru'L't kp "i best general spoon tor taking flsh ever offered to
the public.
Three ,-47.es made—No. SO for bass, pike, pickerel,
or any tlsb under Ave pounds weight No. SSI for
large tlsh, arid the best snoon ever made tOI
J"
trout, No. SB e: ' i.'i^i
Beware or imlrauons. None genuine except JOHN
H. MANN'S name stamped uu evci j spoon.
sold wholesale and retail by the principal ealers
in Fishing Tackle.

l>y

BROADWAY AND

425

UBBER

r..

of tbe Following

for

New

&

;

Naturalists'

Reduced Bates.

Price List.

W.J. KNOWLTON'SNataral History Store,
168 Tmaonl St., Boston, Mass.

100

Gun, Rod and Saddle
Dallock's Sport nei

Hand Book

JOHN KRIDER,

N. E. Cor Second and Walnut

Ste.,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Flstuno- Tackle, Hods, Reels, Lines, Hooks. Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,

Etc

,

Etc.
Bites.

rwsalmon, Bass and Trout

Made

to Ordi

Also 'Krlder's" celebrated Center Enamel Split
;,mi ciuci Bamboo uods.
;
Birds' Eggs and Birds' skins in
<

.

Taxidermy In all Its branches.
Dog Biscuit.

Spratt's Patent

Repairing of

all kinds.

TO ANGLERS:
JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
Fishing Rod & Tackle takers

Keels and Lanes to match balance of rods. No
All information respecting nsherlea on the
Shannon in this locality, an also catalogues of our
greenhoarr, rods and general assortment of tackle,
to be had on appllcatlon.

COMMERCE

centsln stamps.

KRUG & CO'S
STANDARD AUD DRY.

Debility,
Scrofuln.

Naturalists mude, Maynard.
The Gun and its Development, by Greener

Eyes for Taxidermists and Manuf'eturers.
Also, all kinds of mass u ork done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge by .Mall.

S9

Rheumatism

"

16

IS

CAMP

^

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best Sold byE*ui«ists.
»

The

Recipes of the Profession

tion of Traps of all Kinds; Detailed Instruc-

Veterinary surgeon and

^

;

Send for price list MARTIN S. HUTCHINRS, p. o. Box sob, Dover, N. H. 'Successor to
Frank Good). BBinFoan & Anthony, Boston
tfcfc.

Agents.

Caemlst, -now

KNAPP & TAN NOSTRAND,

mail lor

POULTRY

ato

GAME,

vv,liere,oriwa.t

i

I. S.
cjRht. letter stumps.
-loston. Jiaiw., fonac-lj" Iwnjor Mo.

:»y

JOHNSON i 00.,

SMOKE

BALLS
TARGET
FOR TRAP

all

kinds of

game

solicited.

We
day

Samples sent

SI.

nut gu wriliuu ms uiuuci iui n muuiu.
In tnls wav only he could obtain this wonderful
boys' book, and that parent is hard-UearU d, and
may even b« In dread 01 1st Timothy, v., 8, who
will not buy this book for his boys, and, for that
matter, a man is a boy until he Is fifty years old.—
The Rev. Henry Wakd Beeches.

WnO WOUIU
If

Since the days when my father taught me to
make and set traps and deau-falls. I have-i't felt
sucha feeling of builsh lneies In the matter as I
have In looking over this brUiiaritl} Uustrated and
.il

"

i:nn

V."'i

.

'i'ln

I

:

I
.

1

1

/.

1-:

i

.

accept consignments. Allow market price
and send i:ticoks..every Tuesday lor
previous week.

of arrival,

to dealers.

SMOKE TARGET B \LL

CO.,
TrTUSVILLE, PENH.

Mr. Gibson has had as mach varied exoerlence as
strapper of wild animals and birds as proba ly
any man In America, and he Is a good nana Ive
writer. No one can read he book without being
convinced that the writer is a trap er r gi eat experience a d shrewd ob err Hon.— .V. i Times.
I

of the en-

tire Blchardson-Rangeley Lakes Region.
Send ror catalogue.
size, --och «r> .cents.

Large

CHAKLES

A.

J.

FAKKAE, Jamaica Plain,

Mass.

A.

HENSHALL,
38

Wesley Ave,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

0RANGS JUDD

CO.'S
LATEST PUBLICATIONS.

FULLER'S SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST, rewrltten, enlarg.-d and brought, fully up to the present
lime. Gives full Information from the nropagatlon
of theplam to marketing the fruit, lamo., timed
paper. Price, post paid. $1.50.
THE SADDLE HORSE, a complete guide for riding and training: handsomely Illustrated. l2mo.,
tinted paper, Prln-, post-paid, $1.
KNSILAGE. tne p. eservation of fodSILOS
dei-c-'an and o'lu-r green crops, bring ng together
recent Information from various sources;
edited by Dr. George Thurber; fully illustrated.
Price, post-paid, so cts.
THE AMERICAN BIRD FANCIER, or How to
Breed. Rear and cart- fru Song and Domestic Birds.
A new revised ;.uii! eulaigta Jit ion, by Dr. D. J.
Brown and Dr. Fuller Walker; Illustrated. Prtoe,

AND

<

pn.-,t.-patd,

."0

cts

sporismans roMPANloN

(autumn edition.
for issi), gives outlines ot 2ao different works on
Imes, contains ion spirited
butaorir
post-paid,
Sent,
on
receipt ot two
Illustrations
three-cent stamps.

1 LLUSTlt AT t: D CAT A LOGUE for Farmers, Stock.
ralsei-s. Gardners, Housekeep ra, Florists, Fruit.
eiowors, Arcbuects and Artisans.
Prtoted ou
tinted paper. with l-.'s <•!.„. 'u \ fligs contains SO pages
ot matter. Price, post-paid, 6 cts,
;

JUWD CO.,
Kntadway. New Vurk'.

0«*"i'-B
Publishers of
r 1

all rural

books andbooka for sportsmen

i

Published by

FaKKAK'k stereoscopic VIEWS

J.

.

all Invoices of

SHOOTING.

for circulars.

l2mo, Cloth,

EOGLEST0N, D.D.

WE CHARGE NQ COMMISSION.

DE.

,

i-i

Consignments of

Send

trated by the Author.

q^.

rfiostof tneBorfe
autl Cattle Powiletn sold lieto are worthless trash. He

tmeteaspeenl'n

of Fur Skins, etc. By W. HAMILTON
GIBSON, Author of "Pastoral Days." Hlus.

Tanning

isZJJJitfti, ^

SMveltng In this oouoti

„ re absolutely
&ya that Sheridan
pare and immense* valuable. Nothing on earth will
fuiifie hens Uiy like Sheridan's Condition Powders. Dose,

Fur Bearing Ani-

mals; Valuable Recipes for the Curing and

market

They are
snow-shoeing, etc
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
^Sg/fr In a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine ar-

HENSHALL, M.D.

the Use of the Steel Trap, and forthe Con trac-

h.

saa

cauman
Au EDgiuh

Full Directions for

;

A.

For Prospectus or Particulars Address

Shelier,

Extended Chapters on the Trappers' Art, containing all the " Tricks " and Valuable Bait

for hunting, fishing, canoeing,

WA8eMs lfallBftCo.(aaaS

Camp

Log Huts, Bark Shanties, Woodland Beds and
Bedding, Boat and Canoe Building, and Valuable Suggestions on Trappers' Food, etc. With

TANNED

best thing In the

BY JAMES

In Press.
Heady in May
Large lamo.
400 pages, price $3 00
(PUBLISHED BY 8IJBSCKIPTION.)

Trap Making.
Containing Comprehensive Hints on

MOCCASINS.

medicinal virtues and purity.

ANfiLING AND FLY PISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TOOLS,
TACKLE!
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.

AND

New Orleans.

GOON'S OIL

Ucaey of taste and Bmell."

COMPLETE SCIENTIFIC AND LlFK HlSTOBT,
FULL INSTKIJOTION IN AIX THE MODES OF

SPORT.

LIFE™ WOODS;

tions for the Capture of all

any hide-

a 00
T 50

For the Angler* the Naturalist.

AND THE

or Consumptioi
tt superior to

....

YORK.

TRI;KS OF TRAPPING

Sportsman's Wine!!

St. L,i>ui* St.,

NEW

WALKER ST..

A BOOK, OF OUT-DOOR

ROCHEREAU & CO.,

and

8 00
St

BOOK :l black bass

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.

>|

„

Artificial

CHAMPAGNES!
A.

General

of

PHILA.

l

Hie
FOE

ST.,

BROS., Manufacturers

Tackle

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
wing. Trout. Baas and Salmon Files In stock, and
also led to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Keels, etc.
our Bet ha bara Ply and Bait Hods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna, State
Fairs.
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bow a Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steel.
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
free,
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten

Castle conuell, near lAnierlclt, Ireland.

agents.

SHIPLEY * SON,

A. B.

ITIamif acr.urera or Fine Fishingof Every Description.

BOS

DEMUTH

lazetteer.
for Klflenien

Hlntsto Riflemen, Cleveland
1 60
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
ISO
Hunter and Trapper, Tnrasher.
1 00
Hunting and Hunters or all Nations, Frost. .... 1 SO
rod
la of
Lite of a Sj
Mantons Taxidermy Without a Teacher.
60
Minor a Land and Game Birds
3 00

YOU-

-rWi

HA HP Kit & BRiTKtRS, New York.
ra-irt, postage prepiid, to any part of the
Untied States, on receipt of the price,

by
t&fStmt
-'

__

vrd»UU

"

FOREST AND STREAM.

2©2
Jfrmmtwitiotf, j§tc.

The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Orange Lightning:.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

NOs. 1 (fine) 106 (coarse).
of strength awl cleanliness.
isters of one pound only.

Creedmoor.

arid

NOs.

1 (fine)

Co.,

says

« At Melbourne they had a» excellent op-

:

They hive been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other gun when timea'tn, in competition in the field or at the trap. At
Coney Island this year, at Uie New York slate nnventlon, the PARKER won the Pierce ill. mo.:,
and the '• Forest and Stream " Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue,

York.

GUNPOWDER!

1

PARKER BROS

Dtrr-ONT'S UrjKPowiiEK Mills, established in ts«2,
mail) tallied their great, reputai ion lor suvent v-

Goodyear's India Rubber Glove APfg
205

:

..-.-

1

a

-

1

1

..,..",:

ilia

I'.n la

['-'..

-

5 lb.

;,.

.

a

en, :-va.,i.

a;

,.a

.'!
,

1.1

1.:

Dupoiil's Easrlc Rifle.— A
Packed In

1

lb.

quick, strong and
v< ry nne gt idti, for pi -tol,snooting.
canisters and b'i lb. kegs.
a-SI»o©ting."—
» g.

i-'Kg.

1-

ing, the FKir.

ije l-'g.

'i

1

mid ffl>

strong and

Inoist.
sanlstera, t>i; , 1J>;

;

.

Hue.

Lupont's Spotting, Mining, ShotISO and Blflstjing Fowdei s lai all sizes and descriptions. -x>fct '' a l
Grades for Fx port Also Rifle, Cartridge, lata, cannon, Mortar, Mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubii»

cal and Pellet l'o e

1.

!',

I

.

".

<

.ia.

a 'in.

a

1

INSIDE VIEW.
Hunting Coat.— The game

Hallock

N. I.

I

If 'fflffliKP'

tflP

Watc nes,

Single,

Rotating,

find it 1o their

quarters,

and

GREENER'S AND BONEHILL8 GUNS

A

Agencies at all Priucipal Points In

B. F.
28

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

NICHOLS &

Y.

Heada

full

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and

purposes.

St.,

New

"York.

WE WILL BUY
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes,
Wolverines, Whooping 'ha nes, Wild Turkeys,
Prairie chickens, Quails, Woodducks,

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF THE KICBARD-

SON-KANOELEY LAKES RF.tilnN. Including
the lakes, ponds and rivers of that ramoup eounhead waters of the Connecticut
Kiver, Connecticut, and Parmachenee Lakes, etc.;
cloth bound. Price, post-pala by malL 80 cents.
CHAkUhs A. J. KARKAR, Jamaica Plain Maas.
all

As was proved at the Fly-Casting Tournament at Coney Island, June 23.
Champion Class was won with one of our 1" ft. 9 oz. Bass Pods length of cast, 75 feet.
Hoc
i:a,a,iii,ai
ft.
The
iuc
cast, u:?,
81
n,.
length oi '.aa,
a
..,:bs was won with one of our 11 ft. s oz.
no nuua
~ jz.. Flj
Sea World Special Prize was won with one of our Ux ft. 10 ™. General Rods? length of cast, T5 ft. Our
First prize In

trv, as weil as the

;

>,:

,
;

roos are considered superior to all others by those
logue, with Mass Fish and Game Law.

Y

find

also all kinds

Etc., Etc.

CO.,
MASS.

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
SL

liirds,

(Establsked 1S17.)

Manufacturers of tne

For muzzle and Breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short of
BO, 7u ant 9tt yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration. 10 and IS gauge. Send for circular.

call at

where they constantly can

SB Chatham

kinds of Sporting Goods.
SPECIALTY.

REACH STREET, RONTON,

Fanciers

advantage to

Chas. Reiche& Bro.,
DE-

all

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.
the West.

Show

Stationary,

EVERT WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). ANT
SIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP
AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED.

Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols,

A1SO ALL GRADES OP

CO., Rochester. N.

Bird Dealers and
wUl

of rare

Double,

SPOUTING FOWDFR.

tc

Fulton Street. N. T.

assortment of Song and Fancy

For wing practice.

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

BOHLEBER

BERT FERGUSON,

(With Conroy, Bissett & Malieson.)

CARD'S
STANDARD TRAP,

Powder
BOSTON, MASS.

H. H.

Stbbam
AI
Office, 05

:

Mills,

SO Sent, 1'oni-paa, for

Yachting.

Name Fobkst akd

List.

1,

N. B.—Use none but LUPONTa Pg. or FFg. lor
Bang-range rifle s^Ootwg.

Oriental

Etc.,
Night Hunting and

Canoeing

Driving at.Nlght, and General
r'.' a mating Purposes.
Bicycle
Lanterns, Darfc
Lanterns, Musicians Band
Lamps, Pocket
Lanterns,
Band Lanterns, etc. Sf-nd
stamp for Illustrated Price

pocket, extend-: lie entire length of coat,
Every llescription
Hai.look Hcnttno Coat.—
with ea pacify far surpassing any Ordinary
Six pockets outside and game
Send for Frustrated Catalogue, game bag.
pocket inside.

Agencies in all tlio cities and principal towns
Shiuughout the United Kta es Represented by
Si.,

For
ing,

proof.

grain or proof.

F.L. KXEELAX1), H7 Bearer

IAMPS.

Fishing. Spearing Fish, Camp-

RUBBER GOODS

FRONT VIEW.

and: 'I.
required,

si

towder manufactured to Older of any

IIVC

a Specialty.

Guaranteed
Thoroughly Water-

long-range rifl" (shootgeneral up,-, burning

rir

I'.'f

I'acaert In
lb., 1 lb. and 5 lb.
and as lb. kegs. Fg coarse, FFFg.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

All

"»

DuyoutNKiHe

FKg. and

/

JACK LAMPS, DtSH LAMPS, FISH-

Troutiug Pants and Leggluts

NEW YORK.

MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

COMPLETE FOR

lib. canisters.

slean powder, e

STREET,

W EM AM

HUNTING and FISHING.

and

lb. ia:;;a

._

The above can be had of dealers, or ot the Company's Agents, In eveiy prominent city, or whole-

Makes a Sportinc Rifle perfect. Send for
circular containing full description. Address
IVYMAN,
I

MEW YORK CITY.
RUBBER OUTFITS

!

Choke

.,

TURED TO ORDER

LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

Cor. Fulton Street,

caul tors and Ce4 andlatf lb. kegs.
More.— Specially adapted
Dnpont'a
lor " choao Hore " Guns, and particularly for pralrteand upland shooting. Purns slowly, si ion;,- and
molat; dues not cake or bin 11 on tho ban el-, gives
both, a good p-anctiallnn and a clo-e pattern; will
fee found '.veil ad. .pied lor glasa-lm 1 and pigeon
sliootlng. Wade of two s.zes, only ho. 1 and .\o. s,

and

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.
GOVERNMKNT CA v NON and MUSKET POWal 0, SPECIAL &.;ADEs FOIt EXPOKT OB"
a
REQIJIKJ D UMAIN OB PROOF MANUFAC-

DEK;

THE HUNTING SIGHT

Co.,

Broadway,
Cor. Broome Street, and
Broadway,

4SS, 400, 492

jDupotif's Eagr'e 1.0. king-.— Nos 1 (coarse)
ton (line); biirassae.'.ly, strong and vt-ry ciean
great penetration, wiiii a clooe pattern; adapted
for glass-ball, ptgeOjl, duck and oilier snooting,
...

I

moint

88 WA1.E

:

-i

I

<..'-/ IDs. and cans of 6 lbs.
iii'.j a -a
FFFG Is also
asters. Burns strong and
Tim FFFU and FF<! are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting and the "Sea Shooting" FU is Ui8>
standard liijie Powder of the country.

Sa,

CO.,

AND

to 4 (Hue) unequalled In strength, qmci.uoss and
aiiatilial for gliia-a-buH and pigeon,
ie niiaess;
Hooting. Packed in l lb canisters.

ID.

Meriden, Conn.

,

GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING

M antuueturu iho following celebrated
brands
powdei
Uui>oni% Ui&inand Grain.- Nos. 1 (coarse)

,.|

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
lo-i lb. keg^. Burns slowly and very
a
fbly close and with great
rem

sale at our office.

IN USE!

elght years.

1

and

,..-:

bave

'

and

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG In kegs ot

3HXBOUH1KE, AUSTRALIA.
portunity of testing their powers, beside those of every exhlrjitoi in the world, and they came off conquerors over eve-yotlnr maker. Their highest a« aift comes to them from a country whose reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."

Dupon.'s Rifle, Sporting and
Blasting Powder.

of

canisters

for

(.

THE MOST POPULAR TOWDER

lb.

Pot field, forest or water shooting It
ranks any other brat d and it is equally serviceable
muzzle or breech-loaders.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at
TaEPHTLA VELPHTA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE

New

1

(fine)

1

i.i.

clean, shoo
penetration.

FREE.

fttreot,

In

Hazard's "Duck Sliootlng."

Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAMFHLOT,
howtng SIZES of GRAINS oi POWDER. Furnished

Rand Powder

to 6 (coarse).

'II. A one grain, quiclc and clean, for upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns.

1LECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

&

Unsurpas-ed in point
Packed In square can-

Hazard's " American Sporting."

Nos.

No. 29 Murray

Co.,

MANTJFACTTJRERS OP

Powder.

Laflin

13. 1881.

^tmafumtiatj, J@ft.

^dvtt[ti%tmtt[ts.

fiscellatteanS

ORANGE SPORTING

October

who have seen

or used them.

Send stamp

for cata-

T\ TC K and nocosrom duUea
WILT)
VALENTINE HROS.,

to

.lanesvtlle. Wis.

pay.

The Baker
OUR NEW MODEL
THREE BARREL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Cun made
III

foi

IC.lltlMTY

— ano —

PRICE, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
EAJTASCUS STEEL,

PRICE,
This gun

SEND STAMP FOR DESCRIPTIVE OIROVLAR.

is light

-

•75 to B250

and compact, from « to 10 lbs. weight

L.jC.

The

SMITH Maker,

rifle is

perfectly accurate.

Syracuse, N. Y.

—— —

—

;
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Is

of Pigeons

into decided prominence

come

We have, however, purposely deferred

consideration in these columns, because the question is
one which should be discussed fairly and impartially on its
merits, aud not solely in its relation to any single particular
occasion or society.
The State pigeon shooting tournaments
its

The Sportsman Toubist :—
The Dreams and

a subject which has

is

duringthe pastyear.

203

;

of 1881

;

off.

fit

pigeons a proper employment to consume the time at the
various State conventions of sportsmen?

To answer

this candidly,

it is

necessary to look the facts

;

;
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Many

be the f aithfulness or unfaithfulness of the

to see the laws enforced.

sportsmen

sportsmen
Mr. Stilwell says he is
of

who have

a

warm

advancement of sport, wiihhold
and presence from the State trap-shootiDg tourThe number of prominent men thus holding aloof

their support

naments.
is

yearly increasing.

all

Not only do these conventions accomplish absolutely
nothing in the right direction, but more and worse than this,
they have a positively bad influence in their effect upon
Instead of fostering by their
public opinion.
transacpopular

a

appreciation

of

the

dignity

of

field

and a public sympathy with the spirit and objects of
just game laws, they bring the term "game protection"
into ridicule and contempt.
The only time the public hears
anything of these societies is when its ears are saluted by the
fusillade of their guns at the pigeon traps.
The outside
world never dreams of the existence of these State associations for the protection of game, except when they pose besports,

fore

as exterminators of wild pigeons.

The

influences of

Court at Farrnington,

last

kind of indignation

is

the sitting of the Couaty

week, the Grand Jury found a

bill

against Dr. A. A. Bobinson for having killed

make

a yearling
reported as saying that "if convicted, he wiil
his case a test of the constitutionality of the law
if

he

is

fined $100,

test."

We advise

moose,

fie

is

;

he will willingly pay $6,000 to

make

the Doctor to keep his money.

nothing unconstitutional about the law, and
trying to prove the opposite

is

the

There

is

money spent

in

simply thrown away.

mug

hunters ;" that

if

;

that in their

pigeons are not

game

birds, game associations certainly have no business to
and shoot them by wholesale that pigeon shooting is an
which these game societies are so filled that
they wholly fail to do their legitimate work and that, if
pigeon shooting were abolished from the annual conventions,
the State associations would receive la'ge accessions of
influential supporters, and would then accomplish the ends
for which they are professedly organized, but which have

trap

;

infatuation with

not been gained.

Another objection to these large pigeon shooting tournaments is one wholly apart from any sentiment, and is
recognized by both parties that is, the growing scarcity of
the birds, the consequent difficulty of procuring a sufficient

supply and the increased expense. During the past year
this objection has presented itself with more force than ever
before

;

and has in some instances

practically put a stop to

proposed tournaments.

This question of shooting pigeons, or not shooting pigeons,
is one which demands the candid and deliberate consideration
of those who have at heart the perpetuity and usefulness of
our State sportsmen's associations.

The question is not whether pigeon shooting is in itself
it has nothing to do with ordinary pigeon shooting as
form
a
of amusement for individuals and clubs.
The point at issue is simply whether by dispensing with

cruel

;

these vast annual trap slaughters of birds, the associations of

more successfully further the common interests of their
clubs, attain a greater prestige and wield a more potent influence.

We invite an expression

of views.

ARE THEY OF ANY USE?

WITH
columns

our issue of April 14, we began to head our
o f "Sea and Eiver Fishing " with choice

We

quotations from standard writers on angling.
have ransacked our brains in the hottest of city weather, and thumbed
volumes of learned and entertaining authors to obtain quo-

which should embody some appropriate sentiment or
axiom which we especially wished to enforce
upon the attention of our readers.
We are discouraged. Disappoinied at what we believe to

tations

enforce some

ronious statements as well, but they have not called forth a
word of remonstrance. Why this is so we know not, but

and of any

views are held. It is
pigeon is not a game bird that there is no sufficient reason
it should not be utilized for trap shooting
that it is no

have several times been on the point of abandoning the
practice of heading those columns with the coruscations of
thought of anglers gone before, on account of tbe labor of
looking up the passage which condenses Ihe wit and learning
of a volume, a work often requiring hours to select a paragraph which can be read in four seconds. But we won't.

more

Not

them

is

also

money-making scheme on the
whose direct management it was

The

fo'.lowed a

single

game

good

result

which should legitimately have

society's convention.

Those are the

facts

;

but in regard to them very diverse
argued, on the one hand, that the
;

why

j

one pigeon than one quail, nor twenty
thousand pigeons at the trap than twenty birds in the field:
cruel to

kill

tuted for the trap-shooting of live birds; and that without

At

than "

business-like slaughter of pigeons.
The convention was
barren alike of dividends for the stockholders in the sclume,

participate in

excessive

fruit.

less

speculation failed, because the public could not
be induced to pay gate-money to witness the immense and

upon (hose who

Stilwell pertinently suggests, ihe best

which bears some

more nor

be a lack of appreciation. Not a word of censure or praise
has it brought forth, not a line of commendation has it
elicited.
The sweetness has apparently been wasted upon
the desert air. No one has ever referred to the quotations in
any manner whatever. If they had only said that they were
bad!
These quotations—gems we have thought them— appear to
us to have contained the cream of angling sentiment, epigram, wit and learning. Some of them have embodied er-

it

these conventions

ready to prosecute the Portland moose killer. Now let some
of the indignant Portland sportsmen, who have sufficient
grit, give the Commissioners the facts in the case.
As Mr.
that

participating in the State shoots are mercenary

eagerness to secure prizes the pigeon shooters are nothing

7.

tions

that trap-

sportsmen in various States can not accomplish better results,
interest

in matters pertaining to the

part of the clubs under

wardens, the Commissioners of Fisheries and Qame of that
State have given abundant proof of activity and determina-

who wish

influential

intents and purposes, a grand

13.

They should have the co-operation

is

In one State at least the annual tournament is
tending more and more every year to a money-malting affair.
One of the State tournaments of 1881 was, to all discoverable

Maine Moose Murderers.—We publish in another column
a letter from one of the Maine Commissioners of Fisheries
and Game, in which he questions the practicability of bribing the Maine game wardens. As to the integrity of the
Maine game wardens we have no means of judging, beyond
the correspondence which has appeared in these columns

tion.

business accomplished at the conventions

the shooting of these pigeons, dividing the prizes and arrang-

held.

may

These birds are packed

to the places designated for the con-

questionable.

New York City.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Thursday, October

The only

5.

6.

The Fokebt and Stream Is the recognized medium of entertainment,
Instruction and information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted
are Invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspond-

but whatever

and conveyed

ing for the next shoot.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

•

Professional trappers are hired to trap tens of thousands

in crates

ventions.

liacea

Address:

for securing the better

of pigeons on their nesting grounds.

skill,

;

their

advancing

shooters.

Trial

Caution to Dog Buyers
Foxhounds at Grand
National Field Trials Judges
213

Rm,E and Tkap

—so

2. Annual conventions are held by each association,
to
which delegates are sent from the several clubs composing it.
8. These delegates are those who are most expert as trap

:

Junction

and

— of

:

protection of fish and game.

Fisheultural Notes

Judges

constitutions and professions declare

titles,

;

FlBHCUMUBE :—

The Kennel

State associations are formed for the purpose

1.

:

Briefly stated, they are as follows

was sprung, requires no special

largely trick shooting; that the motives of those

;

way

those of 1882 are yet a long

time to consider the question which has
engaged the serious attention of many sportsmen throughout
the country. It is this: Is the wholesale trap-shooting of
This, then, is a

;

;

are past

is

that

when

the

number

of congregated shooters

;

On

that

ai

taken into

number of pigeons per man
no other form of amusement can bo

consideration the average

some such

is

is

not

substi-

would not be held.
a growing conviction among

traction the conventions

the other hand, there

is

an annually increasing number of sportsmen that this yearly
slaughter of thousands of birds is essentially cruel, unmanly

and unworthy of the societies which practice it; that the
average shooting afforded by these birdB, which have been
cooped up and starved for so long a period before they are
finally put into the trap, and thrown weak, dazed and helpless into

the

air, to

the spot where the

gun was pointed

be-

We

yet.
will continue for a while now that we have
thus publicly called attention to what ou^ angling readers

We want them to know that these
weekly spread for them and have them educate
their tastes up to them, the same as they have learned to
love tobacco and raw tomatoes.
We ha ve given quotations from Walton, Thad. Norris, G.
Christopher Davies, W. C. Prime, Frank Forester, Edward
Jesse, James Wilson, Cotton Mather, Dr. J. A. Henshall, J.
F. Sprague, W. Wright and others well known in England
and America. In fact we have prided ourselves on the aptness and richness of these extracts, and knowing that we
may have

overlooked.

things are

number among our readers so many men of taste we have
wondered if it was worth while to continue this labor, or if
the pearls were cast before such an appreciative audience

FOREST AND STREAM.
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were so rapt

that they

hi admiration as to

become

Some One to Blame.— In

shooting gallery
Harry Heat hoote, a boy sixteen years

last

Saturday night,

old,

attended to the targets.

a Brooklyn

An unknown man

had

fired

four shots, and Heathcote went to the end ot the gallery to
take down the target. While he was there the man fired the
fifth shot.

The

bullet struck Heathcote in the right side of

the neck, killing hirn almost instantly.

The

the stranger coolly walked away,

After firing the shot
proprietor of the gal-

may

be constructed like that in Conlin's gallery, this city, in which such
so called "accidents" as this are utterl}' impossible and the

lery

is

blame for

to

Ritie ranges

this fatality.

;

proprietor of a gallery,

who neglects

to provide his range with

these appurtenances of safety, should be held criminally re-

In Conlin's
gallery access to the target is had only by pushing open a
heavy iron door, which swings back upon the end of the
sponsible for the consequences of his negligence.

tunnel and interposes itself between the target room and the
This device insures absolute protection to the
firing point.
attendant

who

is

arranging the target.

Company, gives

all

of his property to his wife excepting

and other sporting implements.
two sons, expressing his desire
that they will cultivate a love for fishing and field sports. Of
guns,

his fishing tackle,

These he bequeathed

to his

the intrinsic value of the sporting outfit
the advice

we know

to

be worth

we

are not told

many thousands

;

but

;

tune could not buy.

Smothered Dogs

—The

misfortune which overtook the

kennel of a Philadelphia gentleman, who exhibited at the
London dog show, calls for sirong language and vigorous
This is not the first time that valuable dogs have
action.
been destroyed while being transported in railway baggage
cars, nor until some better method than that now employed
The
shall be adopted can we hope that it will be the last.
occurrence argues either very insufficient accommodations or
gross carelessness on the part of the railway employes, aud
we trust that such decided action may be taken in this

matter as will enable dog owners to feel more safe in the
future, when forwarding their dogs by rail, than they can at
We have not the details of the imfortunate affair,
present.

but hope to have them next week.

Guns Given Away.— The cheap gun speculaior has appeared again. This time it is the " Saxon," an arm which,
" speak
the advertisements tell us, all the " sporting papers
highly

of.

day and

man

We dropped in to see the

to inquire

"Saxon " gun

the other

what "sporting papers" endorsed it. The
and cited two or three

in charge scratched his head,

but he could not specify the issues containing the " Saxon's " praises. The "secret" of the cheapness, he volunteered to us confidentially, was that these
"shot-guns" were originally rifles made for the Zulu war,

European papers

;

and afterward rebored aud fitted to stocks to be sold to
"farmer's boys" and "countrymen." It must be a very
green chap who invests in the "Saxon." By the way, we
should like to stand at a safe distance and see the agent of
these arms shoot one of them off once.

Massachusetts Glass Ball Association.— This flouris composed of sixteen clubs, and has a
membership of six hundred. It holds two tournaments
each year. Trap shooting in Massachusetts has quadrupled

ishing organization

The Assosince the substitution of glass balls for pigeons.
ciation's fall tournament began on the grounds of the Natick
Sportsman's

Club yesterday morning; and will be con-

tinued to-day.

Mbleett's Aquarium.— We have received a colored lithograph of the Japanese gold fish, "Kingio," etc., to be seen
in the aquarium of Hugo Mulertt, 507 Race street, CincinIt is well done. These fishes are sports of the ordinati, O.
nary gold fish, and are singularly supplied with extra tails,
protuberant eyes, etc. Some of them are very
tails,
long
beautiful.

That Mysterious Law.— We have

heard from time to

time indefinite rumors of a law alleged to have been passed
at the last session at Albany, prohibitingall shooting of game.
Such a law exists only in the imagination of the wiseacres
who originated the story, and who repeal it with all the

mysiory attending a conspiracy to murder

Cn-sar.

Gibson's Tkapfi.sci.— Mr. William H. Gibson has prepared another edition of his well-known work on trapping.
The Harpers publish it. We will notice the book at greater
length.

our

is

•world.

a rifleman in

has drawn out a response from Boston. The first
it may yet echo round the
fired at Bunker Hill

last issue

shot

TWELVE miles from where

;

puts off

it

from the main

In-

few

of the river emptied within a

steps of the spot

where we

were seated, and after lunch Mr.- H took a rod to make a
few casts, and try to capture some of the trout with which
the river was said to swarm. Mr. Fannin, Seammux and I
got into the Indian's canoe, and pushed off up the river, to
see if we could not discover a white goat feeding on the
mountain side. We did not expect, even if we saw one, to
be able to kill it, but I had never seen this curious animal
alive, and was anxious to behold it in its native wilds.
It was about low water when we left the steamer's side,
aud paddled up the river. The water near the mouth was
nowhere more than afoot or two deep, and little riffles, or
rapids, were encountered at every bend of the stream.
In
some of these the water was extremely shaflow, so much so
that

it

was quite impossible for us to get the canoe up them,
was so heavily loaded, aud all but Seammux were
more ihan once, to land and walk around the rapids.

it

obliged,

was a fine sight to watch the Indian as he stood with his
pole in his hands preparing to drive the canoe up stream
It

against the

turbulent current.
Quietly pushing along until
he had almost reached the rushing water, he would set his
pole firmly against the bottom, and, leaning back against it,
would send the little sbell fifteen or twenty feet up the
stream, and then, before

its

way had

ceased,

would have

his

it would hear
was within about
fifty yards of the watching pair, Mr. Fannin turned toward
me again and made a gesture recommending caution, and,
just as he did so there came in sight from behind a bush a

moved regularly onward until, the rapids
we would step aboard again, and resume the paddles,
which would only be laid aside for the poles when another
riffle was reached.
Mr. Fannin had brought both his rifle and shot-gun, the
latter for the benefit of any interesting birds that we might
happen to see while I had only my own rifle. All the guns
were pretty wet, since the canoe sat quite low, and in the
rushing and broken torrent of the rapids took in considerable
fectly straight,

passed,

;

water.

I have scarcely ever seen the dipper (Cinclus meticanus)

more abundaot than

it was on Salmon River.
On every litwater one or more would be started and
would fly from rock to rock, bobbing comically at eacb point
where it alighted, in the most grave and absurd fashion.

tle

reach of

Muny

still

which we saw were young not long from

of those

the nest, aud were quite without fear, allowing the canoe to
approach within a very short distance of them before they

would fly. The young of this species are readily distinguishable from the adults by the color of the under parts, which
is pale brownish on the breast, fading to a pinkish tinge on
AVe also started a number of
the median line of the belly.
broods of young harlequin ducks, some of them almost able
Whatever
to fly, while others seemed to be just hatched.
their age, they seemed abundantly able to take care of themselves, and they could always keep ahead of the canoe until
they had rounded a bend, after which they would not be seen
again. Everywhere along the stream grew the salmon
berry bushes laden with mature or ripening fruit.
This
shrub (liubus apectabttis) resembles in its manner of growth
andinils berries one of our Eastern species of blackberry,
but

its fruit

when ripe

is

either red or yellow, berries of both

colors

growing on the same bush.

taste,

but have

We pushed on

They

are pleasant to the

unconscious of our presence, I waited a few seconds for him
to stand still, for, with two spectators, I was particularly anx-

He was about one hundred yards off,
and there would be no excuse for failing to hit him. He was
gathering berries and was evidently giving his whole mind
to

Where

it.

hung low he would merely reach up
cow picking apples from a tree, and winding

the fruit

his head like a

his long tongue about the

leaves from

it,

some distance % up the stream without
seeing any animal life larger than the ravens and eagles,
which occasionally flew over us, going up or down the valley.
At one point we saw where a bear had crossed the stream,
At length,
and at another noticed some old deer tracks.
about two miles from the mouth of the river, we came to a
long sand, or rather gravel, bar, and landing on its lower extremity,

the

we

white

for

strolled

goats

examining
hoped

along

we

that

the

hillside

to

see.

for

The

and we took
them out of the canoe, Mr. Fannin holding his two down to
drain, and then placing them against a stick of driftwood to
dry in the sun. I shook and wiped the water from mine as
We
well as I could, and walked along with it in my hand.
had gone perhaps forty yards from the canoe, when Fannin
and the Indian stopped, and began to scan the hills carefully
while I walked on toward the upper end of the bar where
there was a huge log, from which I hoped to get a better
view than could be had from the water's level. Reaching
the log I climbed on it and looked back at the others. As I
did so I saw Seammux speak earnestly to his companion aud
point across the river, and in a moment Mr. Fannin turned
toward me, gave a low whistle, and beckoned with his hand.
Thinking that a doer had possibly shown itself in the brush,
I dropped down from my perch on the log and ran toward
guns

had

been

lying

the

in

I felt sure that it could

water,

not be a goat that they saw,

Seammux had evidently pointed to the opposite bank of
the river, and the goats at this season are found only on the
mountain sides. As I ran toward them the loose stones on

for

he bar made what seemed

to

me

a horrible clattering under

branch would

strip the berries

leaving merely the bare stem

he would stand up on

hind

his

;

and

at other times

reaching his fore

and,

legs,

paws

to the higher branches, would pull them down to within
reach of his mouth. Two or three times I was about to fire,
but waited for a better chance, which came at last.

For

an

he

instant

stood

me

facing

still

and

1

the white spot in his breast.
Just as
I
he started to rear up for some berries above
his head, but as the gun cracked, he thought better of it and
whirling about lumbered off into the brush. He had disapfired

at

pulled

peared almost before

had lowered the

I

A moment later

shoulder.

by

I stood

my

rifle from
companions

my
(tad

asked them, "Did I hit him?" Neither could tell, but the
Indian offered to go across and see, if I would lend him my

This I declined to do, and was about to wade the

rifle.

when

F.

told

to fetch the canoe

While waiting

up

me
to

to wait, and sent the
where we were standing.

for the craft I explained

my

refusal to let

the Indian take my gun to go across for he bear.
It would
have been a regular Indian trick for him to have crossed,
and if he had found the bear dead, or badly wounded, to
have fired a shot and then claimed that he had killed it.
In a moment the canoe came up, and springing on board we
soon reached the opposite shore. Mr. Fannin and I climbed
up the steep bank and ran to the point where the bear had
disappeared. We had hardly gone four feet in the bushes
when we saw a broad leaf covered with blood, then thick
drops, and further on a place where it looked as if a teacupful
of blood had been spilled on the ground.
The trail was a
plain one. Mr. F. said:
"I am afraid he bleeds too
much," to which I replied:
"If he will only keep on
bleeding we will be sure to get him." By this time Seammux, having secured his canoe, came up, and we hurried
forward on the trail. Once we lost it for a moment, but a
low call from the Indian soon told us that he had found it
again, and as we overtook him he stopped with an exclamation, and pushing by him I saw the bear lying a few
yards away, curled up on his side with his paws over his
I

The Indian

nose.

my gun

so holding

did not seem inclined to approach him,
in readiness, I stepped up behind the

brute and gave his back a push with

very
but

much

like a snarl of rage

was

it

really

only the

wouuds, as I pressed

air

my foot

my

foot.

What sounded

was emitted from

his throat,

escaping from his throat and

on him.

the ball having pierced the white spat

He was quite dead,
and torn his lungs to

pieces.

With some trouble we lugged him out to the river bank,
and dropped him oil' into the canoe aud soon after, as we
could sec nothing of any goats, we turned down stream and
hurried merrily along by the dancing waters, took our way
toward the steamer.
It was very exhilarating to fly down the rapids, dashing by
;

the bank at almost railroad speed, giving now and then a
stroke of the paddle to keep the canoe straight or occasionally
to turn

substance.

little

I

ious not so miss him.

Seammux

monster whose lower jaw was buried beneath the surface.
No matter how furiously the water rushed, nor how it boiled
and bubbled on either side, the light little craft, held per-

W hen

had slipped a cartridge into my rifle as I started,
and as soon as the animal appeared, dropped on one knee,
and was about to fire. As the bear, however, was perfectly

stream myself,

it

that they saw,

fine bear. I

stern, the nose of

looked, as

it

off into the brush.

pole again fixed in the bottom.

Standing as he did in the
the canoe rose high out of the water, and
rushed forward, like the head of some sea

was

13, 1881.

of the rushing

I feared, forgetting the noise

me and run

let, the. North Arm
ends in the narrow but heavily
timbered valley of Salmon River. We ran up to the head
of the Arm, and, anchoring not far from the shore, landed
and lunched under a superb Douglas fir. One of the mouths

them.

The Gambling Question propounded by

and

waters, that, whatever

of dollars

young men. There are hosts of gray-haired veterans today who would not exchange pleasures found in field sports
for a very considerable money consideration and we know
one gun and one dog and one fishing-rod which a small forto

my feet,

FIFTH PAl'EB,

while

The Wilt, of the late Inslee A. Hopper, of Newark, N. J.,
who for many years was President of the Singer Manufacturing

BY-WAYS OF THE NORTHWEST,

insensible

to such material objects as pens, ink and paper.
Hence in
writing this article we chose the beading which you see
above.

[October

her

when

and seeing the

much

difficulty,

were reached.

a threatening rock appeared under her bow,

rapids, that

had been surmounted with so

disappear behind us almost as soon as they
It took us but a short time to run down to

and we were soon alongside the
found steam up and everything in readiness
and received the cordial congratulations of the
whole company on the unexpected success of our short exthe

mouth

steamer.

of the river,

We

for a start,

cursion.

As we were about

to start, attention

was

called, by the In-

dian to two very minute white specks high up toward the
top of the mountain on the west side of the Arm.
Glasses
at once in requisition, and after watching the objects
some time it appeared quite certain that the objects were
Although ^they were so far distant that no motion
goats.
could be detected in them, it was apparant that they gradu-

were

for

changed their position, both with regard to each other
and to surrounding objects. They were too far off, however,
and the day was too far spent, to allow us to think of pursually

ing them.
sail down the inlet was no less beautiful than that of
The shadows of the trees and of the mounwere so different from those we had seen earlier in the

Our

the morning.
tains

day, that the effect

of certain portions of the scenery

was

wholly changed, On our way we saw on a little grassy point
a bear feeding at the water's edge, but before we came within
range he had taken the alarm, aud a shot from one of the
party, fired at a distance of four or five

only the effect of making

him

hundred yards, had

take a long look at us and then

trot off into the brush.

Seammux

told us,

on the way down, a rather

interesting

!
!

October
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story relative to a certain Selallicuin

the North

Arm of

!

which once inhabited

the Inlet, and in ancient times destroyed

many

Indians.
This Selallicum was peculiar in form,
being shaped like two fishes joined together at the tails.
used to lie stretched across the mouth of the North

It

Aim,

just under the Eurface of the water, with one of its
heads near each shore. Whenever a canoe would attempt to
pass up the Arm the monster would wait until it was directly

body and would then rise to the surface, overturn
the canoe, and with one or both of its heads devour the oc-

over

its

way it destroyed many Indians, for the
a great hunting groutid and fish, game and
berries abounded along the river.
At last the depredations

cupants.

In

this

Arm was

North

became

of the Selallicum

so terrible that the

Squamish Indi-

ans had lost nearly half their tribe, and no one any longer
dared to go up the Arm, so that the people feared that they

would

man

starve

the

in

Now

death.

to
tribe

who had

was

there

seen

young

a

comrades'

his

mis-

and pitied their misfortunes, and
at
length
he resolved that he would sacrifice himself for his people,
and would kill the Si-lallicum even if it cost him his own
life.
So one day he went about to his family and bade them
all good-bye, saying that he was going away and should not.
come back for a long time. Then he went away into the

ery

mountains, and no one saw him more.

He

fasted for

many

and prayed to the good spirit, and at last, when he was
very weak, he dreamed one night that a very large white goat
stood near him as he slept, and spoke to him long and wisely.
The next day the young man went up further into the mountains, and gathered certain roots and herbs, which he dried in
the sun, and afterwards, building a fire, scorched.
Then he
scraped them into a po wder and mixed them with some medicine oil and rubbed the whole over his body over his head
and arms and body and legs. He left no part untouched.
Then he walked down the mountain to the shore of the inlet
and dived into the water. For five years he lived in the
water, scarcely ever coming out on shore. In all this time
he never spoke to a man. He was so much at home in the
water that he could swim faster than a seal or a salmon, and
at the end of that time his medicine was so strong that he
days,

THE DREAMS AND THE STREAMS OE TEE PAST.

rp HERE be dreamy days in summer time,
-L

that

canoe.

call the fishes or the seals to

the

the solemn pines, all seem to hit it
an overpowering lullaby that dulls the
senses daliciously. It was on such a d iy as this that I wrote to
the blessed old Judge (your sometimes correspondent "Eilz";
to know when I could meet him on the stream, «nd be with

him

in

next day I

y0<
Inlet,

B. C.

Routes to the Ducking Gbounds.— As the season for
duck shooting draws near, it is worth while to suggest to
those who purpose visiting the South, during the season,
how they can most conveniently reach their destination.
We presume that about the middle of November the exodus
for the shooting in South Carolina will begin, and the members of the various clubs, their friends, and those who annually go to

Van

commence to move off. The
famous shooting grounds on Currituck Sound have, by the
Slyke's, will

completion of the Elizabeth City and Norfolk Railroad, been
brought within twenty-four hours of this city, and recently
arrangements have been made by which the route is some-

what shortened.
Those who intend

to visit Currituck can take

the 3:40

m. train at New York, as per advertisement of the Associated Southern Railways in another column, reaching Norfolk at 9 o'clock a. m. They should leave the train at
p.

Suowden, which place is reached at 10:50, and proceed
thence by private conveyance to Currituck Court House
where they can take the steamer Cygnet for Van Slyke's and
other landings.
If for any reason the steamer should be
detained, they can continue on overland to the shore.
The
charge for conveying passengers from Snowden to Vau

wc

Slyke's will,

understand, be §2 each.
The agent at
all necessary information.
There is

Snowden

will

no hotel

at Currituck

be obtained
taking the

at

furnish

Court House, but a good dinner can
Captain Walker's.
We understand that by

all-rail route,

via

Richmond and Petersburgh, one

can leave New York about 9:30 o'clock p. m. and reach Snow
den at 6:55 p. m. the next day,

former plenty,

tales of

the Judge

a confirmed

is

faithfully believes that there

trout

and

fine fellows, in the

:

Oil,

the dreams and the streams ol the Paat

What a charm when one fondly

How lull were the former or
And

think, with, a spasm ot joy,
Ot the day when you first cast a

You

fly.

now her lips, like the roses, were red,
How you worshiped the curve ot nor nose—
Tou feel even now the sweet thrill
As you

" nipped

"

a ball-pounder that rose.

Full the daintiest maiden

was she

That ever was tempted with baitHow speckled and glossy her sides,
And how swift through the water her

gait.

And the hair falling down from her gills
Was so golden and flowing and tree
Not a thought had you then ot the chills,
Though you waded in lore to your knee.

You were filled with

if

As you fondled her dear

delight,

dorsal

On rivals you looked with cc 'hteinpt,
Those who Ashed with a jw-string and
t<

Tou remember the swItt-whMIng " swash
When she rose to your artfuleat cast,
And how you were mad and said " Gosh I"
As you missed her and lost her at last.

pin.

strengthening.
So those two wise and rather stout men stripped off their
clothes, aud stepped overboard.
Mr, Green was about disporting himself in the water, aud had in mind the excellent
chance that presented itself to practice a little "treading out
clams," when the Commissioner remarked as calmly as before
"Now, if all bands will come to the bow, aud get under
the bowsprit we can shove her off."
So it proved. It must have been a funny sight to any beholders, those Stout, elderly and dignified gentlemen garmentless, working away at the Au Revoirloget her into
water where she would be herself again; but lightened, as
she was, of a good deal of solid flesh she swung around easily,
and made off so fast that they had to clamber aboard in
haste, and Mr. Green was compelled to postpone the study
and practice of the great art of "treading out clams" to a
more convenient season.
'Now," said the Commissioner when they were fairly under way again, "beyond this point I am 'not familiar with
the bay, having forgotten about it, but I have my charts which
I made in old times."
"What" exclaimed Seth Green, "don't know the wav, and
your man, don't he know it ?"
"Ohno, a manintheSouthBayonly mindshisown business.
If he fishes for clams he knows where the clams are, if he
uses a net he understands just where aud how to set it, if he
digs mussels or catches 'bunkers, mussels and 'bunkers are
the extent of his knowledge.
should he wcrry himself
with vain things ? My man worked in the middle part of
the bay. Into the East Bay he has told me he went once.
Into the West Bay, though but thirty miles from his home,
he has never presumed to penetrate. But I told you i can
rely upon my charts."
"Then," said Seth Green, decisively, "the sooner you begin to study them the better."
"I remember," said the Commissioner, as he brought them
out of the cabin to the waning light of day, "that there was
a white house, which bore northeast and northwest or northby-east or about that, from the opening in the bulkhead, but
I forget exactly which white house it was, and there seem
to be several."
"Perhaps," replied Mr. Green, with deepest "sarkassum,"
"it is that white house we passed an hour ago, or that one we
are abreast of, or that one a mile ahead. As everybody seems
to paint his house white on this shore you have quite a
choice."
"Oh !" replied the Commissioner, innocent of the ill-concealed irony, "this was a large, white house, it is either that
one in the distance or some one beyond."
At this the Superintendent bouueed around in restlessness.
"Let's follow some other boat, that one ahsad, she sjems to
be going our way."
"It is a thousand to one she is not, there are villages all
along the bay, and every cove is converted into a harbor.
shall find the house, but what troubles me is the course.
I seem not to have marked it on the chart.
I must have
known it so well once."
"And suppose we cannot find it, what then ?" asked Mr.
Green, anxiously.
"Where can we make a harbor?"
:

We

*'

But now, looking back on it all,
You can say, 'twlxt the twinges of gout,
" She flipped at the fly with her all
And was only a flngerllng trout."

"Oh, we .can anchor anywhere. The water is not over
four feet deep where we are.
But we can surely find the
channel. It was staked out. So they took "heart at sight of
every oyster stake, and eel pot stake and net stake in their

t

course.

Oh, the dreams and the streams of the Past!
What a wonderful halo is this,
That so circles the creels of old days,
And e'en softens the pang of a miss

The Major.

THE GREAT SOUTH BAY.
IN

and be was not going fc> forget his precept for all the fish in
the Great South Bay.
He calmly turned to the Superintendent and remarked:
"Do you like to bathe?"
" Yes," replied Mr. Green.
"If so, now is the time to bathe, and salt water bathing ia

Why

recalls

Hope,

the latter o£ wonderful " hauls!"

Tou remember the maiden so coy,
Who'd an eye like tlie blue o£ the sky—

;

New Westminster. The

favorite resorts of other

hu<l</:l<>r h-)iij>"r<i-: (fli, und
were more pretty girls, and big
good old days before the flood,
than there arc now or ever have been since that "critter
went sloshin' around with his darned old ark scaring the fish
and drowning folks." So just to humor him I dropped into
the same vein; but, alas! the sleepy song of Nature overcame me, and I woke up with a start, ouly to find that I had
mixed up the trout and the maiden in my verses in frightful
fashion, and had produced a modern poetical mermaid
worthy of Barnum

Now,

into

Gamp on Loughborough

some new old spot among the

the recollections of famous catches and misses ot the Past.

ing two spears, one in each hand, he

once took the stage for

wind in

days; and hear from him again the

the

left for Victoria.

sounds

all

the water-fall,

off in unison, singing

Selallicum, and, tak-

swam to the mouth of
North Arm, and diving under the monster, thrust them
The fight was long and terrible, but at length the
it.
battle ended and the monster was dead.
The young man
was terribly wounded and expected to die. His wounds
were so severe that he could not move, and he floated on the
surface of the water like a dead salmon. As he lay there on
the water he heard the sound of a paddle
and a canoe, in
which sat his brother, stopped by him. The two recognized
each other, and the brother lifted the wounded man into his
canoe and took him to shore. The latter then told his
brother to take him up into the mountains, and to gather certain roots and herbs, which he should first dry in the sun and
then scorch in a fire. Then he told the brother to scrape
them into powder and to mix them with the oil of a medicine
fish, and to rub them over his whole body— to rub the mixture over his whole body, leaving no part of it untouched.
This the brother did, and immediately the young man rose
from the ground and walked about sound and whole. Then
the two brothers went home to the village. Since that time
the Selallicum has never been seen in the North Arm. This
story, which I have thus briefly outlined, as nearly as possible^ the Indian's words, was told by him at considerable
length and with great particularity and detail.
We reached the town of Hastings about six o'clock, and at

the bees, and

when

droning of a nursery
ami the tannery

to the ear are like the

wheel, and the

him, and lift them into his

Now he was ready to fight

when

crone;

—

could

come
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morning's "snipe shoot" was another
NEXT
Green hunted
through the mud

Mr.
and water

failure.

killey fish

of the meadow, and the Commissioner discoursed on his
favorite subject, the wonderful natural attractions of Long
Island and the Great South Bay.
On their way back to
breakfast they got a few shots at an immense flock of oxeyes, and secured enough game for breakfast, dinner and
supper.
Bidding good bye to their friends 'of "Castle
Oonkling" and the Wawayanda, they headed further toward
the west.
Mr. Green had, since the beginning of the trip,
made the yacht " lie to" alongside of auy fishermen working
their nets, and he had examined the pounds and interviewed
all manner of bay-faring men.
After we had passed Oak
Island, with its club-house and promising snipe grounds,
over which the Commissioner breached a partimr tigh, and
were bravely heading for Cedar Island, an indefinite spot
where the Co
issioner once, in early boyhood, had great
sport and had lived since to manhood's prime in the hope of
having it again, Mr. Green perceived two fishermen up to
their waists in water " treading out clams."
This singular
employment, the like of which he had never seen before,
argued an immediate explanation that was plainly beyond the
limits of his credulity.
He had studied out the working of
the oysttr tongs and clam rake, and, to the great Surprise of
the owner in each case, had taken lessons and had insisted
upon working them himself, and had brought up clams and
oysters from the vasty deep
but to believe that people just
walked around in the water till they stepped on the rounded
bivalves, and then picked them up with their hands was giving too much credit to the productiveness of even the Great
South Bay. So he must go and see.
went, and the
men confirmed all that had been told of them as the yacht
lay with sheets eased off, and Mr. Green satisfied hi3 doubts
and learned "something new about clams."
But the men
were working in shallow water which was shoaler still

mm

;

We

around them, and hardiy had we left them two hundred
yards before the yacht, of light draft though she was, ran
solidly aground on a sand bank.
All manner of efforts were
made to get her afloat; sheets were cased off and trimmed
in
the jib and mainsail were worked at alternately a long
pole was used to try and "head her around" but in vain.
The yacht was fast and the tide was falling.
Here was a
predicament for an exploring party. The next twelve hours
were evidently to be spent exploring a limited space of sand
bar, but the Commissioner's equanimity was not to be disturbed,
His golden rule of life had been "Don't Worry,"
:

—

;

"What is the bulkhead anyhow?" asked Seth Green, after
a pause.
"Itisa strip of sand like a shallow sand bar, miles long,
and dividing one part of the bay from the other. There is
some way of passing around it, but I do not know how, and
that would take us far out of our course, and nearly up to
the mainland. We shall find the channel, never fear."
This easy confidence was justified; they discovered the
narrow passage, only a few feet wide, staked out in the
middle of that long bar of sand, but the tide was running
strongly against them, and as the wind also was ahead they
found it impossible to make any progress, and were compelled to try to go around the obstruction.
It seemed a long
journey, aud soon they had parsed from the open bay and
were threading their way through narrow channels, among
marshy islands, but fortunately the tide was nearly full, and
ordinary flats were well covered with water. Night found
them at last surrounded by islands in a part of the bay they
were wholly unacquainted with, and with no other boat near
them. They did not want to anchor in the track of larger
vessels, for fear of being run down in the night, as they had
no lantern, but there was no help for it, and they dropped
anchor in a bliud creek. It had become dark, the wind was
blowing hard, and there wasa damp, cold sleet falling. Hardly
had the Au Revoir brought up on her cable than the Commissioner called out, " We are on au island, I can see the grass
through the water." Fortunately they floated over it, and a
fresh cast of the lead, that is a sounding with a long oar,
revealing good water, the anchor was dropped again and all
hands went below tired, hungry and not altogether satisfied
with their position for the night.
he.rty supper, that
panacea for all ills, swallowed, and to bed we go.
" All's well that eud3 well." Daylight next day shows us
that we could not have chosen better had we known every
inch of the bottom of the bay.
We were in the best water,
and Point Look-Ont, our immediate haven, was in full sight
We hud only to go straight for it, that is as straight as the
innumerable intervening islands would permit.
Point LookOut is the easterly extremity of Long Beach, connected with
the principal hotels by a lecal railroad which runs every Inur
to and fro over the sandy beach.
The point is on the edge
of an inlet which lately broke through, and already boasts of
a hotel and a half dozen cottages. The hotel is admirably

A

situated for families who prefer quiet-to the noise of the great
caravansaries.
To gentlemen it offers the attractions of
boating, tolerable shooting and fair fishing.
There I left the
party for a time, Mr. Green to interview boatmen, study
the habits of fiddler-crabs, chase minnows through the
and
ditches,
learn all about the bitching capabilities of
Hempstead Bay, as the South Bay begins to be called in this

The Commissioner to sit on the piazza of the
watch the ocean commerce throusrh his glass, and exupon the future glories of all tlie saudlteaehes that
lie between his favorite island and the broad Atlantic. These
important matters accomplished and I rejoined them, aud
once more we sped away back by another route into the
neighborhood.

hotel,

patiate

.
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broad waters, fn the way and in oue of the narrow channels we passed two yachts whose owners we knew one of
the latter shouted out something as we sailed by, which, as
they appeared to bfl fishing, we took to be
" We have just caught a sea bass of six pounds
As this is very large for a sea bass Scth Green shouted back
at the top of his voice." Hold him up and let us look at him
Our friends got under way immediately, and taking a short
cut headed us off, and we were all surprised when we learned
that they bad really said "they had a sick man aboard they
wished we would take home." Mr. Green's answer must
;

I

I

have seemed to them ironical if not heartless.
It was au intricate channel, but one vessel whose owuer

way was our pilot, and we came safely and quickly
As we emerged into the main bay through the
in the bulkhead the Commissioner drew Mr.

narrow channel

Green's artention to the compass and a large white house
" You see," he said, " it
loottupg up on the northern shore.
bears exactly northeast as I told you, and my charts are
perfectly accurate."
Then our friends informed us they were out of provisions
and we invited them to sup aboard, and it was agree:! to
unite forces and go down to the easterly end of the bay together to fish and shoot, sending one boat to leave the
invalid and get fresh provisions.
' We need some bread and ship-biscuit, and we are out of

champagne," said the Commissioner.
" What out of champagne" exclaimed the Superintendent, in alarm, "then it is time to send ashore for sup1

plies."

a supper we had
Canned goods are a poor substitute fur iresti provisions, but we bad fish and some birds
which 8eh Green had shot the day before and eggs and
home-made butter and ice and, still a couple of bottles of
champagne. The Brunswick s .upsarc, by far, Ihe best, and
canned tomatoes ste really exc-lleut. Our man served such
e Ifec, " hot— hot out of the pot," potatoes likewise, and all
with the flavor of the tire in it, not tepid and half-sodden
with waiting o be served, as is often the case in our city
kitchens. The cooking was inlelligent, for did we not oversee it aud even without the splendid sauce of appetite?
I
com- nd thai our nipper was as good as any we should have
got anywhere ashore. The highest science of French cookery
can add nothing and produce nothing suptrior to a plain
broil or roast.
Oue oi our guests, the Doctor, taking deep interest in the
slap jacks wh ch constituted our dessert, for our meal eotnb ued both dinner and supper, detei ruined to take their time
of co king > Inch he. thought had much to do with their excellence.
He placed his watch on Ihe table, " the makings"
of a slap-jack was poured into the pan.
He waittd, regarding the dial I'm ce eagerly a few minutes, the slap-jack was
done, and ready to be eaten.
"Gracious," sail the Doctor as he accepted the dainty and
proceeded to devour it,
watch is not going; 1 forgot to
Wind it up last night."
Moral.
Always wind up your watch when you are off
yachting, aud never time a slap-jack unless you know your
tinie-piecu is going.
It took us a long whi'e lo finish that meal, but when it was
over, we parted company temporally, one boat disappearing
in the hazy darkness to the north, agreeing to rejoin us
later on at the niipe ground, and we, following the other on
our course eastward, it was a beautiful night and a delightful sail.
'Che moon had risen and was pouring a river of
silvn' liaht over tin- leaden water.
Against its rays the sails
of our Friend's yacht looked black
the wind was blowing

What
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and we dashed along

at headlong speed after those
a phantom vessel's, fled as fast as we pursued.
H' ur after hour with a free wind and all we wanted of it
we followed our leader along the bay. It seemul as though
every minute must bring us to the end that was looming
dimly before us, but it was not till eleven o'clock that we
made out a lone sand-hid on the beach which was our landmark f r the sniping-ground. Then we gladly furled sail,
f

rush

sai's that, like

dropped anchor nud went to sleep.
Fibbing and shooting do not combine well. There was a
net aboar.1 for catching minnows, aud after Seth Green aud
the ComniLsioner had arranged their blind and set out their

The birds did not fly miiuerdecoy.- they -went to fishing.
ouslv, and our sportsmen supposed they could keep on the
watch and not lose any a'lots. They were convinced of their
error when several flue flocks went by unobserved while they
were deeply interested in catching "white-bait" or studyins the sex or nature of some newly captured killey-fish.
" Wheu I was a boy," remarked Setb Green, gravely, after
such an occurrence had happened and they had dropped their
net and let the minnows e-cape, aud rushed for their guns
just,
time to be too late to use them,
I was a boy
and out shooting, and my ammunition ran low, I would often
divide my last charge of powder and shot into two, and
never killed anything wiilt either of them."

m
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white-bait" were only "spearing," quite a common,
but very pretty fish of our northern waters. It is semi-t ranspaient," and certainly looks " good enough to eat," and the
D dor assu edusit was delicious, but the Commissioner had
eaten it before, ami his souvenirs were not favorable. However, We had tiifit cooked and the barrcd-killey, and the
green-kil'ey, and the many varieties which are known generally as " mummies," from the Indian word mummueh-itj,
along the shores Of MattOwaX, the Long Island of the aborigines, aud belli Green ate of them all.
His plan with a
first to catch it, then to smell it, for he
fish is very simple
says every ii»h Has its own peculiar and distinguishing smell,
then to cook it, then to eat it. Ko matter what it may be,
nor how repulsive it may look. He once tasted jelly-fish,
but reported that it was bad; in fact that red pepper w«s a
Ealve lor the taste it gave, and that when he had exhausted
himself trying to remove the recollection with water he
scrubbed liis mouh out with sand. He tests the warm'h of
all water in which he fiEhes with his mouth, and can tell to a
degree of the iberinotneter what it is, aud he drinks a little
to ascertain if it is suit or fresh, and if bnickish exactly how
;

brackish.
Our whitebait were certainly very sandy they were too
small and pellucid to need cleaning, but their stomachs were
Seth Green
as full of sand as if they lived on nothing else.
insisted that they were a very sweet tish, what there was of
them, a proposition to which the Commissioner gave a disgusted assent.
"
very sweet fish indeed," he said, "all of them which
is not bones or >aud, and that, is not much."
1 may ay incidental y, Chat wade thero is a little real
wh teb.iit, the young of ihe herring, so d in New York
maikets, what is usu ,lly passed off under the name, is a mixture of all sorts of young or await hah, among which the
;
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knew the
through*
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spearing holds a prominent place, and that it is about as
miserable a substitute for real whitebait as cooked clams are
for cooked oysters.
Of course this fact was well known to
our party, but the beauty of spearing was misleading some
of them, as beauty has misled some of us more or less during our lives.
Seth Green had always been an admirer of a central-fire
snap-action gun, and in vain had the Commissioner wasted
his eloquence in explaining aud contending that no improvement; had ever been in the action of Ihe original Lefauchenx
pin-fire breech-loader.
Out of regard for his guest's views
he had had an old Parker gun, which he had discarded, revamped and refurbished, and delivered it and a lot of old
cartridges into Ihe hands of the Superintendent, who has the
reputation of a first-class shot, and knows it.
In the course
of the shooting he hud made a few misses, although indeed
very few, and during a lull he opened a number of his cartridges to find out if they were loaded properly, and gave the
result of his investigations to Ihe Commissioner at the dinner
hour on the following day without reserve. As the em ire
party dined on the Au Revoir for sociability, he had quite an
audience as he commenced
" When I first came to the seashore I was treated very
hospitably, and the Commissioner was so good to me that he
gave me a flint-lock to shoot bay auipe with, while he used a
breech-loader.
I have never forgotten his kindness.
This
time he has done better yet, he not only tends me an old gun
although he has a dozen others
that he has given up entirely
in his case — but he gives me all the old cartridges that iiave
been loaded since he first tried to learn to shoot. 1 opened
them and found some loaded wich number two shot, others
nith number tens, some had two drachms of powder in them
and other* had five, and the bigger the shot the less the pow
der.
Why They were of all sizes from an inch long to
three, and as for powder, well, just look at that."
Hereupon he drew out of his pocket a cartridge cut openso that trie powder was visible, which was seen to be caked
into a solid mass of brown material more like road dust than

—

I

good powder.
" There, just look at it aud tell me if anybody can be expected to kill game withtha' ?"
The Commission' r was taken aback, but while the company were laughing he recovered his composure.
"Certainly," he replied calmly, "Mr. Green is right. I
always make it a point to gratify the wishes of my guests
whenever 1 can. Mr. Green shoots with a central-tire snapaction-gun when he is at home. There is a central-Arc
snap-action gun.
I had it put n order especially for him. It
never would work for me, but I hoped it nvght do better for
him. Anyway it is his choice. And as for the cartridges, I
know better than to use them, but I don't object to his shooting away a'l the old ones which I was foolish enough in my
youthful days to load. Besides," the Commis-iouer added
expansively in conclusion, " they furnish a good excuse for
Where would any of us be without an excuse for
missing.
our misses, and as Mr. Green has certaiuly needed an excuse
he is lueky to have so good a one. It was really a most delicate attention on my part in furnishing him with something
upon which to place all blame."
In spite, however, of this pleasing and gracious way of
puling it, the Superintendent was evidently discouraged,
and either found the snipe loo scarce, or his ammunition too
poor, for after that he devoted himself almost wholly to experiments. There were no more fish to capture, and he felt
He dug a hole in the sand a
like Alexander out of business.
few yards from the bay and tasted the water that came up in
than the
it, pronouncing it not good, but six degrees colder
bay water and quite drinkable. "There," he said, bringing
some in a cup t" the Commissioner, who was patiently watting in the blind for that "flight " to begin which he had expected for so many years, "taste that: if a man had nothing better he could get along on that. Try some more of il,"
as the Commissioner made grimaces after taking a mouthful which he had promptly ejected, "you did not get a good
It is easy to spit it out if you don't like it."
taste.
" No, thank you," replied the Commissioner, " I've beeu
I prefer iced croton."
spitting ever since the first trial.
Having exhausted the fluvial and pisca'ory resources of the
He went off
spot, Seh Green explored the neighborhood.
amoug the sand-dunes, took a look at the ocean, pulled up
flowers and plants, studied the coarse grasses, ami finally returned with two large bushes which he planted like trees
behind the Commi.-sioner and himself to serve as a shade between them and the rays of old Sol, which at times came
down rather fiercely. Finally he se'.iled down and announced his conclusions as follows:
"In bay snipe-shooting that fellow I met at Point LookOut was about right. He said, 'You must have the wind
southwest, then you mu<t have had a storm, aud next the
day must be cloudy, and last you must have luck to kill bayLet's go to fishing again."
snipe.'
Then the party separated, and the Au Revoir once more
made her lonely journey aloug the bay. Fire Island was
revisited and Sammis's Hotel, the fashionable resort on the
beach in Iront of which the Au Revoir went hopelessly
agrouud, and bathing even in the presence of all the guests
on the piazza and the travelers by the Babylon steamboat
which came by at the time, and who to rk deep interest in
the proceeding, was in vain, and she had to stay there till
Those on board were beginning to be worn
the tide rose.
out with their long cruise and unaccustomed labor and went
io bed, having first carried an anchor out into deep water. In
that part of the bay where they were, the tide runs with
great violence and rapidity, and it is an easy thing for a boat
to swing round, ttip her anchor, and then ne carried oul to
Ihe Commissioner doubtless was dreaming of such
sea.
possibilities when he waked to find the yacht had a slow
heavy roll just like that she would have in the swell of ihe
ocean after it had broken on the bar. The horrors of an unexpected trip to sea at midnight, without prepara ion or a
kuowkdge of the position of the boat, burs! upon him and
he darted from the cabin with the speed of half his halfhundred years. Even as he went, however, the various
chanc a and duties of tbe case flashed through his mind.
Should he anchor with the spare anchor, would he have time
to get the sails up, could he tell where he was so as to keep
in the channel and out, of the breakers ? If the yacht struck
aud filled it would be a'most certain death, as the tide runs
ovei the bats and the surf beats upon ih-m with a violence
In the daytoo grea'. for even ihe most expert swimmer.
time there would be a chance of escape or rescue, but at
night there would be no oue to see or to help, and the castaways would not know in which direction to seek safely. Il
takes but a moment of per il for a man's brain to review a
vast list of possibilities, but when the Commissioner reached
the deck aud found the yacht still lying at htr anchor and
the "silver moon" gazing placidly in the fullness of her
i
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splendor down upon the tranquil waters, he was more than
relieved
The motion of the vessel had been caused by the
swell from the breakers that at high tide comes in over the
har and reaches some distance up into the channel way. All
he had to do was to haul iu part of the cable so that the
yacht would swing clear of the shoal at low water, and once
more return to his comfortable though limited sleeping acvisit
commodations, and now the trip waB nearly over.
to the easiern bay and au examination of the endless eel-pots
which there take the place of gill-nets completed
the
advantages
and
disadinvestigation into
the
vantages of the Great South Bay as a breeding-place for sea
fish.
Nature had done much for it, but man had treated it
as he seems to insist on doing with all common properly.
.

A

Generation after generation had taken

all

they could get,

re-

gardless of the fur me or of keeping up the supply. Extravagance and waste had produced the results that are sure to
follow them in private or public matters. It was clear that,
if the waters of Long Island were lo be restocked with fish
in satisfactory abundance, the work would be one of time
and difficulty, and need a co-operation from the residents
which it might not at. present receive.
It seems that in this land of freedom it is impossible to
save or restore any natural source of wealth, unless it can be
converted into private property, or until it shall first be so
Our people
utterly ruined as to be of no value to anyone.
have yet to learn that it is much easier to save a fishery from
ruin hy timely protection than it is to restore it after it has

been exhausted by abuse and neglect.
the fresh water fisheries were found to be in not
Some ponds, like those of Mr. Lorilcondition.
lard at lslip and the South Side Olub, had been brought to a
high standard of productiveness by artificial assistance, but
most of the ponds and si reams had been poached and fished
and neglected till the famous irout of this most favored
Island had almost disappeared or were huddled into small
preserves, whence they are shipped to New York markets to
be sold at a dollar a pound. In no part of the world do trout
grow so rapidly.
Nowhere is there, a more abundant supply
of food for them nor do they attain higher delicacy of flavor.
The visitor cau scarcely travel a mile without crossing a
beautiful pellucid brook fed by springs of the best temperalure for these dainty aud exacting fish, and containing unNo one who has
limited food aud perfect spawning beds.
not given a careful study to the subject can realize the
amount of fish-lood these streams and the ponds which hereand
there iiave been built on them contain, 'there are, in the first
place, the coundess minnows which run into them from the
bay,aud will find their way a long distance from brackish water
There is no better
unless prevented by some obstruction.
food for trout, and a hatchery cau be made to raise trout for
There
market, at a good profit where these can be obtained.
is the salt aud fresh water shrimp, and many trout on this
Island have tbe habits of the trout of Canada aud migrate to
and fro between the fresh and saU water.
The fresh water shrimp, although smaller than those of the
bay and darker colored, are exceedingly abundant in all the
ponds. The ephemeral and other flies ate numberless in certain seasons, and fill the air like motes in ihe sun or snowflikesin a storm, and it is found that fish fed on flies grow
Many of
faster and attain a higher flavor than any others.
these iliei pass the grub state in the water encased In houses
which they build of sticks or stones, or in holes, and are deThey and thouvoured in myriads by the voracious trout.
sands of other water insects can be obtained abundantly in
Often, on diswinter, when most kinds of food are scarce.
turbing an old log that has lain a loiig while in the bottom of
a pond, an inky looking current will flow from it. This, on
examination, will be found to be composed of so many inOf course, the
sects that it seems to bo actually black.
first requisite to raising animals is to have food for them, and
fish need feeding, although many persons act as if they
doubted this, precisely as much as land animals. Either the
abundance of food or something in the natural surroundings

On shore,
much better

or conditions of the fish causes the trout of Long Island to
grow easily twice as fast as hose of the interior of the State.
A fish raised at Caledonia, iu the State hatchery, aud well
fed and cared for, that in fifteen months after birth, say by
June or July of the year following, weighs one-quarter of a
pound, has grown fast and done well wh-reas a trout in the
preserves of Long Island will in the same time have acquired
weig t of half a pouud aud occasionally of three quarters
In spite ot all this the trout fishiug of the ponds and streams
of the entire island from Greeupoint to Mdatauk, except
where they have been artificially stocked, has so far depreciated and diminished as to be scarcely worth following for
The day of its utter extinction is indeed
pleasure or profit.
so near at hand that many owners of what were once valuable trout preserves, are talking of introducing black bass, or
have already done so. To these I wish, however, 10 give a
word of warning if it shall be in time to save their trout, and
perhaps those of their ueigfibors, for black bass are of a predacious and roving disposition, and will devour ail of ihe
nobler fish that cross their path. I wish to say to them that
l

;

there is a far finer and gamer fish which can be obtained from
the State hatchery, a fish which may yet replenish our trout
streams without loss at any point, the mountain trout of California.

These fish are very handsome, so much so as to be named
scientifically the " rainbow trout " they take a fly as readily
aud with more of a rush than their Eastern brethren; they
they
tight harder when hooked, and are better on the table
can be hatched and raised more readily, will bear conflnem»ul with less loss, and will grow twice as fast. To a man
who has a good trout brook 1 might not recommend an experiment, but the owner of water suitable for trout should not
degrade it to black bass when he can obtain that nobler game
fish the California mountain trout.
The examination was over, Seth Green with his usual indeffltigabh-nesfl of search after improvements had made all
manner of original arrangements of fishing gear, had suggested new modes of catching clams and oyster-, bail advised
a change in the size of the twine for nets, had iried all methods of improving the speed of the Au Revoir, had advised
Hie building of new and unheard of styles of boats, and had
thrown out Ideas which, if followed, would have occupied the
;

;

attention of the inhabitants of Long Island for a generation,
but to tbe increduliLy of the Commissioner he admitted, as he
was about taking his departure, that
"After all that the people in every locality have generally
found out and practice the best methods of doing what it is

Robebt B. Roosevelt.

necessary for them to do."

River, Mass., Sept. 30.—
are very much pleased with ihe returns from our advertisement of the gun cleaner in your paper, as we are n Ct.vinj;
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A GLANCE AT YUCATAN.
now nearly

a year since I last wrote the Forest and
Stream, then from the north coast of South America.
If 1 recollect rightly it was on or near the fourth of July.
To be truly patriotic I should wait till the next Fourth before
writing again. But I cannot. For months past I have Celt
impelled to write you, even as I would an old friend, and a
leisuie hour near the time of mail closing gives :ae the op-

IT

is

and no information is given ; but the Consul hopes to induce
some resident of Merida to open a hotel by another season,
where the tourist may be cared for, and to furnish facilities,
in the way of guides and conveyances, to the many interest-
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against the thorns by which he is surrounded.
Blue-jays, red-birds, whippoorwills,
robins, sparrows,

to death

hawks, crows, eagles and such are abundant.
Last summer 1 domesticated some humming birds in the
Santa Catalina mountains, and fed them on the honey from

ing points. If he can carry out this plan there will be afforded
the winter traveler a new field for pleasure which may be en- the flower of the Maguey.
joyed without any discomfort. The steamers stopping at
FISH AND FEOGS.
cannot boast much of fish on account of the intermitProgreso will make connection with the railroad now nearly
conn letert, and to be finished this summer which will bring tent streams, but in the Eastern Gila, the Verde and tributary
Merida within an hour's ride, and from that old city ihe vari- waters speckled trout can be taken equal in flavor to any
portunity.
ous j 'limeys should be made. Should any one contemplate country, on account of the purty of the water and fttoq.
Perhaps I am assuming too much in inferring that the
Carp are being introduced into the niid-p nds, lakes and
visiting Yucatan this coming winter they should first write
readers of your paper may still take an interest in the travels
our Qonsul there for further information. The climate of cienegas, so that we shall soon have a supply of phosphoof an old correspondent, but I will try to drop enough inforY'ucatan is very hot, and travel over the level roads is mostly rescent, food.
mation en route to make it worth their while to give a moTerrapin abound in the swamps, and no finer stew can be
made at night, in Ihe wlans, and this was the way in which
ment's attention.
most of our trips were made. Unlike Mexico, Yucatan has made on the Chesapeake than we have heie in this "ancient
Leaving New York February 10, on board one of the fine
no robbers nor murderers, all the people are honest, and life is and honorable Pueblo."
vessels of the. Alexandre Line, by the 20; h we W' re off Pro
Frogs are found in abundance, and of exceptionally good
perfecily safe, except in the count) y of the hostile Indians,
greso, coast of Yucatan, hiving louched at Havana on thp
ihe people are hospitable to nil strangers. There is not a size and flavor. Aviraca is the choice frog raucbe of the
way. My destin -lion was Mexico, but Mexico is a republic
ho'el in the peninsula outside the largest cities
Y'ou have country, aud some Frenchmen and Chinese earn quite a good
of goodly size, and includes in it, as a S'ate, the great peninonly to drive into the first hacienda yon come to, and you and living by gathering them for the restaurants at a dollar a
Possessing ruins of old ciiies of vast size
sula of Yucatan.
your mules, or horses, and attendants, are provided for at once dozen cooked a la bm delaise.
and great antiquity, a people mi generis, and interesting
REPTILE FOOD AND DOGS.
»ntl cheerfully.
In one long trip of eighty miles that we made
bird-, it did not take long for Yuca'an to draw me hither.
Reptile food is abundmt, but is not relished much by
into the interior for the purpose of burning the magnificent
Consequently, I left the steamer and a delightful company of
Americans. The Iudians roast a rattlesnake, and the meat
ocellated turkey, we were hindered by the hospitality of the
fellow-voyagers, the certainty of a good (able and pleasant
people to such a degree that our purpose was entirely defeat- is 'qual to chicken.
companionship, for the (to me) unexplored wilderness of YuThe Gila mons'er (esmpion), so called by the Mexicans
ed.
The first forty miles we accomplished by traveling all
•cntan and the uncertainty of a favorable reception.
Forfrom ejecting a poisonous saliva, is the most horrible reptile
night, but soon as morning came the chiefs of the towns
tunately for me, and to the credit of the portion of the human
in Arizona
" Gila horrit lendens."
seized and feted us for three days and nights, feeding ns-by
family inhabiting this part of the world. I met with pleasant
The Papago Indians bting scarce of animal food make
and «ood cheer from the first. And I wish to remark day and and giving balls in our honor by night. At last, great
use of the lizards, which abound on the Western
despairing of any game, if this were kept up, I broke away
t'ople
jht here that my four months in Mexico, up to date, have
from the party and went off with a Yucatan alone, we two, deserts, and, boiled or roasted, they are not bad food.
ien Bpent (in part) in a rough portion of the country, in
The prairie dog may be classed as a rodent and is very fair
into the logwood forests of the coast, where I found more
ftely rides, in solitary walks' and wild mountain climbing,
food, living in towns of their own in strange companionship
bird but no less hospitality.
yet; I have not experieuced a bad reception anywhere.
The
Had I time; I could relate more regarding Yucatan, but with the owl and the rattlesnake.
salutary influence ot a revolver well displayed may have
Ground squirrels are abundant.
will reserve the rest for another letter.
Objsh.
played a po-t in this, but I will give the people credit for
WILD VEGETABLE FOOD.
better intentions towa'd travelers than they generally get.
Vegetable food is unique the most curious production is
Yucatan.
return
to
The
only
port
is
To
that of Progreso,
the fruit of the Uereu* giganlms, which is gathered by the
where the steamers touch weekly in going to and from MexIndians and the Mexicans. The tree grows from forty to
%<itnral Jjiiptorg.
ico proper, or Vera Ciuz.
That it is a hot place nobody will
sixiy feet high and the fruit is gathered with poles, with a
that, as its name indicates, it
.deny, not even the residents
fork and a hook at the end, the juice is expressed for molasis a piogressive place, everybody admits.
Its importance
ses, and stored in earthenware jugs, the pulp is pressed for
ARIZONA FOOD.
rests upon the fact that, all the Ji/imqusn
the Sisal hemp of
winter bread.
the State is shipped here, mo-tly to the United States.
The mesquite tree, an acacia,- growing from latitude
| To readers of Foeest and Stream it may be more interTucson, Arizona, September 14.
35 deg. N. to the tropics and from Texas to California,
esting as a grand whit rresort for wateifowlof many kindspeople, who have not enjoyed the advanproduces an annual crop of beans, an average tree yielding
tages of education or revelled in the de'l'ghts of Ariherons, ducks, coots, snipe, plover, eic.
great lagoon
about Ien bairels. They are gathered for horses and mules.
zona fare may imagine this a destitute country, where the
Stretches inside the coast line, like many of those of Florida;
The Indians pound them into bread, and I have known
"pilgrim" must bring an onion in a carpet bag, trusting to
but shc.liow and well filled with mangroves ; and here princithem distil ed into very fair whisky. The tree also exudes
pally is found the best shooting.
By going up the coast one the' hospitality of the desert for jerkey or pemrnicau.
a valuable medicinal gum.
Fortunately the railroad, the telegraph and newspapers are
hundred miles, one may find thousands of flarningces, spoonThe Paloverde produces a wild pea which is very tender
hills, egrets and sea birds
but the whole country is more in- dissipating this ignorance, and spreading abroad a more corand delicate.
teresting to a naturalist than to a sportsman.
"Twenty-five rect estimate of "the desert laud, which this year has been
Cowate, the indigenous potato carried by Sir Walter
flooded with water. Rain, rain
miles inland is Merida, ihe capital of Yucatan, as it was for"the rain it raiueth every
Raleigh from the Orinoco to his estates in Ireland (since
merly that of the ancient kingdom of the Mayas, the Indians day."
become so famous aud fruitful as the Irish potato) is found
LARGE GAME.
inhabiting this peninsula.
on the hill sides, and after severe boiling is palatahle.
The innamon bear is iouud in the mountains between the
I To my great delight 1 found here, as United States Consul,
The sweet potato grows in the sand deseris of the West
Rio Grande and the Colorado, and is neither so coarse ss the
a gentleman interested in my pursuits one who gave me a
and has been classified by Prof. Torrey a^ Arenabroniae
more cordial greeting than one generally receives from Ihe grizzly nor so gross as tbe black bear.
sonorea (the sand food of Sonora). It is a parasite, gathering
The deer flirts his tail on all the mountain slopes, and is
representatives of his country abroad.
Seeing from my letsustenance from
fair game after the 15th of September.
ters that 1 waB not intent upon wringing from the nal ives
The bucus are al- Papago Iudians a sponge-like fun2ti3 at the top. The
gather and roast this vegetable, which has
any cash tribute, and was only prowling about seeking what ready being taken in, and on account of the abundant raias
a very delicate flavor from the purity of the sand and
and the freshness of the grasses the me.it is exceptionally
I might devour, in the shape of birds and ruins, the Consul
atmosphere.
invited me to make tbe consulate my headquarters while I sweet this'year.
FRUITS.
The antelope may be found on all the mesas or table lands,
Stayed.
This 1 gladly did, not only because my stock of
As to domestic fruits, the Spanish missionaries introduced
Spanish was not enough to go round and the natives persist- feeding as daintily as a lady, in droves of fifty or sixty, and
pears, peaches, apples, apricots, grapes, pomegranates arJ
an expert hunter, prepared with a red shirt and dried helmet
ently refused to understand me, but because, my host was
many delicious qualities but the orchards were nearly all
of ihe antelope's skin, may easily take a dozen a da}r
one of the most delightful of companions.
Mr. Louis H.
destroyed by the Indians.
diminutive antelope is found here resembliug the PerAyme, of New York, who represents the United States in
The Americans are now planting orchards in ever* favorYucatan, seems a man peculiarly fitted for the position he sian gazelle.
able location, and if the Indians do not destroy th"11 again,
occupies, a9 Consul in a land of antiquities; for he is inIn early times the mustang was frequently killed for "
we shall enjoy the fruits of the earth."
teuse'y interested in their study, and has had much experi- food, and the steaks and tid-bits over a camp fire were inThe Visnagre (a cactus) makes an excellent p^serve, equal
ence in researches in other couniries.
He was a member of nitely superior to an old dray horse at a French restaurant.
to citron.
Peccaries were abundant formerly, and, saving the musk,
the Transit of Venus expedition, has been all over the world
The roasted maguey has long been a fat',rite food wilh
were not bad in flavor. They are scarce now.
in various voyages, and has now brought all his accomplishThe juice fermented is
; distilled,
ments to this out-of-the-way corner of the world and settled
The moun'ain goat is scarce and hard to catch, but some the Indians.
mescal; refined, tekelt..
himself down to the study of the ruins of Yucatan.
Speak- may yet be killed on desolate mountain peaks.
It is a very intoxicating beverage a?4 not susceptible of
ing mid writing Spanish fluently, he does noi encounter that
Jackass rabbits are abundant, and during tfce winter vrry fat.
" a gallon; makes an
difficulty in his official duties that besets most consuls when
The coveys propagate as rapidly as elsewhere; and are an adulteration. Old mescal is worth
excellent hot punch.
they arc appointed to a foreign country.
He has even in ea=y prey.
sea Foor
contemplation the translation into English of a dictionary of
Silver grey foxes abound, and the Pima Indians enjoy a
As to sea food we shall goo- h »ve access to the Gulf of
the ancient tongue of the inhabitants of fox cha'e as much as the English gentry— they hunt both on
the Maya language
California (the Mediterranean/1 tne Pawtic), by railway,
Yucatan.
horse aud foot— merely for the sport.
and our desert fare will be r-' g " e ! h -y fnod far tbx Dr aia.
From this it will appear that our government has got the
is
found
in
Gila
The 'possum
the
and Salinas river botProf. Zinthus reported " tho Smithsonian Institution,
right, man in the right place for once, and if anv stranger is
toms, and is cooked with sweet potatoes grown on ihe soil.
some ye .rs ago. ighW d.-- r «n t varieties of fish in th gulf.
lauded in Yucatan, ss I was, without knowing a peison
The raccoon is also found in the river bottoms.
,i " 1 "- 1 m
H car t, and nave cut oys era
1 have seen turtles that
there, and speaking very little of the language, he will heartiBIRDS.
tl ar
7 <>f Navochista.
the-*
ly indorse the above opinion as soon as he strikes the conThe wild turkey abounds on the streams and the divides from the jungle ir aas jbeea gaibeted there for more than
Tbe pearl orster
sulate.
In the six weeks that I was there 1 saw a great deal
along the Gila River, and to the north of it feeding on the
"
of Yuca'an, though the necessity of being in constant comnuts and grass seeds which give it so fine a flavor.
so 800n be added to our bill of fare.
^Sea b'i'rd' will
munication with .Northern newspapers prevented me from
Whether it is the aboriginal bird of America, or strayed
1
1 r e S ulE is already good and
abundant ;
slKllfe °. ., ^
indulging in long hunting trips.
Among the most note- from the Spanish Missions matters not much to the eater, butThe
1 wlU be improved much by cultivation
and
do;;
no
worthy of the many exclusions into the interior was ihat to but 1 am inclined to think from the strong flavor and the
tr.-nsplar g
the ruined city of Uxmal, situated sixty miles from Merida,
color of the feathers that it is the genuine wild bird.
Its
KDT8, KTO.
on the confimsof the territory now abandoned to the hostile weight far exceeds the domestic turkey.
nuts, walnut', acorns, wild grapes,
blackberries,
p
Indians.
Among these magnificent ruins (exceeding anyThe top-knot quail is a native of Arizona, and I venture to
ver_ berries, manzanlt* apples, prickly pears and tunas
thing out of Mexico and Central America) we spent several
affirm that two good sportsmen can fill a wagon in one day J j be round in their n-spec ive localities, and all are
used as
days and nights, camping in the old " Palace of the Gover- along the Gila River bottoms.
ood.
The manzanita and juniper fruits especially attract
nor," and hunting the dense, scrubby forest for birds.
As the agriculture of the country increases these birds ir
Dr.
Le flongeon, whom I had the great pleasure of meeting in crease in numbers, and at this season are rery fat froru^g
he flowers of the Ocqulltillo are a grt at delicacy Iw
h 1p
l
Merida, the eminent archaeologist who discovered the great na'ive seeds, the mesquite beau and the fields of grainantelope.
Btatue of Chammol, is now camped in those ruins, in nun.
The American aloe (maguey) grows abundantly in the
settlements.
of the
."pany with his talented wife.
mountains (Sylvestre), and is cultivated in the plains of
He has discovered, he is quite
The absence of celery prohibits Ihe enjoymc;^ jn
J
confident, the key to the hieroglyphs on the walls of UxArizona and Mexico. This wonderful production was accucanvas-back duck, but the teal duck is eotexc n
"
Mallsr ^., ","""„,
mal, Chichen liza and Mayapao, the three great ci ies of part of the world for juice and flavor.
rately described S.OOJ years ago by the Chinese, when tliey
a
ttD J num"
visited this Continent.
fehe ancient Mayas, and is following up his clue with all
Doves are in season now, and csj> be is>'" ^
A translation of ihe book called
"the ardor of other men in Ihe pursuit of wealth
"Fusang" can be had from Trubnei & Co., London.
for his
.sl believe that were
Tru
o
j
«_
urnP
,
r
,p r
?
timc
c
P
Lacquisitions will constitute wealth to the world of greater
The Syrian dove— the very
OOOKF.RV.
r Jerusalem—
Tr ,„.. _
coo
the lem'Wrf
•:
Cookery has improved vastly with the new population, but
amount than the earnings of a lift time. The only vehicle soil
sold "two
for a
farthine'" /»
dwo tor
a tarthmg
t
e lh
M«.
used in these excursions is a wlan, peculiar t Yucatan, in
T dOubt if
a more, savory dislfcan he prepared by any of our
the cotton woods ot A»«Ona"
I "which tbe traveler reclines on a mattress while the three third the size of the (low; of the
A
mountains (oui«™_ French or Chinest immigrants than the"talama" of the
Al:.i rigincs. This is the head of
annles attached drag him over rocks and in and out of
Wild pigeons are ahindant— on"
a beef, deer or sheep c
ruts at a terrific rate.
cahuas) is named for them, .d— are killed on the Colorado entire, in the ground, surrounded by stones and cuvercd by a
camp fire -taken out in the morning, stripped of tho skin
Another very important trip was to AJce., where the
Blue cranes nine feetjij turkeys.
!
ns are colossal, and which should be seen by every river, and eaten ns CtVufut in the swamps, and as large as and carved, with the for brains dressing.
It is a dish for a kin
S(lent of American antiquities, for they are peculiar iu
Reed birds are Wuglaod.
The
Ihe Mexican dish of tamates
females (hushed
(hashed turkey, chicken po:ir grandeur and signification.
This can be done
or beef), rolled in u corn hud?, with red
two bob-o-links in .oimdant from January till June.
peppers and co™
three days.
In fact, making Merida the center, one may
Curlew^ed lands and swamps are favorable to snipe, and roasted to a turn and eaien hoi, is good.
lb all the moat interesting portions
of Yucatan in excurf n p^und in the season
dinner given here last Sunday to General
Williamson
iotis, varying in length from
two days to two weeks. Of t t«tckhirds (cbenat.es) exceed all others in numbers and has provoked tins, and 1 venture to say,
St. Delmonieo
ocal powers.
The trees are literally hlaek with them ia the himself would have been astonished
.course, if one would hunt the extensive forests of tbe east or;
at some of the. viands.
spring,
and
their
visit the fascinating islands of Coztimel and Las Majere^
music is the joy of" the morning
The wmes were from France.
Charms D. Postom.
e of
the Ehapparel
Ihe
Bhapparel cock (paisauo) iis8 a very
must take more time.
verv delicious
deliciou bird, but
[Although some of the statements of our
hard to bill,
kill, its motions are so rapid.
correppondentata
Merida itselt, once a seat of ancient civiliMtkThese birds are the quite opposed to generally
accepted
esem
w
lere
belief's, we think better
natural
roes
the most attractive cities in America, and w\t",
of the rattlesnake, and build a corral of
chollav to publish his article as it comes
to us without any extended
few weeks' stay- There is
_ one hotel th^arush w 8* oken. (cactus) around him, and irritate him until he lashes himself comments.
"
J
indifferent fare is d i shed up, nothing
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FOREST AND STREAM.

PKOCEED1NGS OP TOE PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY.

THE

publications of (bin scientific association are always
interesting, and have a very high standing among
In
scientific people both in this country and Europe.
Part I, January to Stay, 1881, Dr. Ltidy's paper, on Rhizopots, *a> Food for Young Fishes, opens up a new source of
food supply EOI fi?UeS during the eaflj stages of their existence, and should certainly prove of interest to fishculturists
The discovery that these minute
as "well as to naturalists

organisms form the fond Of some of our interior fishes while
they are young, is due to Mr. 8. A. Forbes, of the Illinois
State Laboiutory of Natural History, a gentleman whose in.
vesications into the food of our birds and fishes have been

[Ootobee

Why, however, should not a turtle be a fish ? Is there any
disgrace in that suggestion ? The man who has caught
sixty pound taump when fishing for trout in one of our
Long Islaud ponds will admit that he has hooked fast to
something as strong as a fisb, as brave as a fish and as good
as a fish.
What is a fish after all, and how does he differ
from his watery brother? He swims, he bites at
caught with hook and line, be is scaled and eaten.

bait,

he

is

Does not

a turtle be, do and suffer likewise ? Is it not therefore clear
that a turtle is a fish, but by being more fish does he become less game ? Not at all. And this is -the verdict of the
Pol Luck Club hat terrapin is both fish and game, in very
truth the finest of game fish.
RomcnT B. Roosevelt.
I

President Pot

of gre-.l practical value.

Luck

Club.

A

Note on Treeless Prairies, Mr. Thos. Meehan ascribes
lu
tie lack of arbou;e vegetation on the high, dry plains of the
TV cm (" he a-mujA hres kindled by the Indians for the purpose
of burning off 1 he grass and tftecfting the progress of the
ji-rcxts, which might be expected in time to extend themselves
from various cenl res over any tract of country, however wide.
That the fires may have much to do with ttie treeless Character of the prairies we are unite prepared to admit, but that
they are or ever were started by the Indians for the purpose
nests seems extreme'y unlikely.
of preventing tl
This is giv-n the red man credit for far more intelligence
and foresight than he deserves. Mr. Kalael Arango contributes to this part a short paper entitled, New Species of
Terrestrial MoBusea of Cuba, in which five species are
Perhaps the most important contribution to the
noticed.
part before us is the Rev. H. C. McCooks' article on the
Honey Ants of the Garden of the Gods, which is illustrated
with ten beautiful plates. Mr. .McCooks' studies on ants
have, shown that he is the first authority on the subject in
this couniry. taking the rank here hat is held -by Sir John
Lubbock in'Eughnd'. His paper referred to is of the highest
interest.
Mr. John A. Ryder has an article on the Structure.
Affinities and Species of Scolopcndrella, a genus usually
placed with the Mvriupods, but about the systematic posipaper on The Varition of which there is some dispute.
ations of Aamwa jmlta, by Mr. Henry Hemphill, discusses
the diverse forms which this Pacific coast limpet takes,
Other papers are
according to the station it occupies.
Motility in Plants, by Mr, Thos.. Meehan; Observations on
Pkmorbis. by Mr. H. E. C. Stearns, and Sexual Characters
',/iurca, Null, by Mr. Thos. Meehan.
in 1'rii'-

THE

"

CONCHOLOGIST."
Vioksburgh,

Editor Forest

A

THE TURTLE FISH OR GAME?

IS

THIS question,
!

which seems to be on the point of causing
war in Virginia, having been referred to

itive

Club, the very head and centre of gastronomic,
ichthyulogic, /oologic, and all other kinds of knowledge,
will 1)2 answered BO clearly that he who has ears, though
That a turtle is game your
be long, may understand.
pointer or Better—aud verily a legislator even, ought to know
will tell yon when he comes across one
as much as. it dog
in the field, end stands him as finely and staunchly as if he
searching
were a *a>hpnx or vo'ilix that you were
Tl;e
turtle
for.
But there be turtles and turtles.
he is ranging the stubbles or
that PontO finds when
worming his way through the swamps, and upon which lie
makeBaehow of game Lbat tlMUs the nerves in your body,
'8 but the box turtle, the land turtle, the despised gentlen>..n who crawls about carrying his house on his back and
house often lying figures as to his age. Then there
is thv anuppiug turtle, the. terrible taurup, who is game to
his Late- s |,ell, who never says die though he be beheaded and
disembogued, who, when be has once got his crip of an adversary wit a ]iow himself to be dismembered before he will
We ,][, Qf ,i ie g ame qualities of the bull dog, but
let go.
let him and th&jpspper have a "turn up" together and see
who will ki vi fijM Then we have the sea turtle, the gloa
rious
eiisin mid-OCeaD in the amplitude of

thcP >t Luck

—

,:

I

i

The London alderman
excellence.
,.
: -.
-\his favorite luxury, after enjoyiDg
the lovel.v cfiupa -h a&i i ne charming calipee, after luxuriating in the sicut 1 it mi tne , c,]low fat, would indeed be
outraged lo have a o u bt cast on (he
gameness of
Ask pur o\„
his pet.
urt e club,
whose memin fli
bers yearly stuleit
honor, and each of whom
Buffer*
,
and
life
shortens
mU( h indigestion in the
holy ClWJSe, what they worn- say |0 sucll a question.

his tl.
after p;,

r

-

1

'

!

.

T

And

terrapin— utter the sacred

)

-,

mc

wi|h

bowed head— when the box turtle, K
snail
t
rea turtle are chimed as game,
,

,

i.

iif|efJ

,i h

,

j,

mA

flt

turtle, the

eliar,p in g
jr kijJ „

th(. lr

m j^f

in .

...,..
finite Hnperinr. their lord and master rat
ir ipia
wh;.t recollections e usler jTOiind *^.» l 'oric name in the
Umc j 0(lfJ „ rlIul iieg
heart of every man who has used his
Wnal memories of suppers, dinner- r ,,,,, .,,.,.
aright.
.

.

j

,

«>
i.e.,
companies and brilliant parties, and perhaps
......- of the most Superlative
„
>vou. the
ww name
linked with
are jinu^u
And J U)at a
kind Providence has given lo poor mortals..
precisely what
iamiite BUre when he is eating terrain.,
«
tit
of
a
ith-lel
gaofAwm
the
eating? ard it he were to at*
and were the antrm.
aSmfl kingdom which knows no gaile,
and reply, would not
teaching
Esop's
follow
to
able
kingdom
" 1 am here," and
everv harmless lit»e mtld turtle answer
" If I am not a
box stew/ at
box MjtO" join in saying,
1

-

.

.

.

-

,

'

the

innt,* you may lake me home in a box."
BO turtles are game, from lite slumbering giant of the
Southern seas to lite liny "speckled beauty of our duck
ponds, aud he who questions this must be an outer barbarnor boiled
ian who has never lusted of turtle soup and steak,
down the bellicose taurup into mundane ambrosia, nor eaten
mud and land turtles under the deified name oi terrapin.
come to the
Let terrapin, nd all that the name implies,
how comtable with the game, whose i.eer if is no matter
'*

Miss., Sept. 24.

:

While on a surveying expedition a few years ago I discovered a very curious insect, and would be gratified if some of
your readers could enb'ghteu me as to its"name or classification.
I was reclining on the ground after my mid-day lunch

i

I

and Stream

in the

woods when

my

was

attention

as well as I ever saw her.
I ordered them on, and a female
woodcock got up and fluttered like a hen hawk for a few seconds, and then settled down only a short way from where she
arose.
I ordered my dogs to down, charged and took a look
around, and I found two young ones just about two weeks
old.
I left them, and came away very much surprised to
find them at this Eeasou of the year.
Did you ever hear of
the like before ? That was Ihc only bird 1 found that day.
—Austin Pass.
[The occurrence was certainly a most unusual one, and is
to be explained, we presume, on the supposition that a nest
built at the usual time had been destroyed, and the bird had
hatched again very late.
have seen young quail just out
of the egg the 1st of November, and have supposed the lateness of the hatching to be due to the breaking up of the neBt
containing the second laying of eggs.]

We

attracted

by

the little

leaf near me.
He was about one-quarter
of an inch in length, and his appearance reminded me of a
baggage wagon with a mountain load of trunks. I examined him with a lense which I carried in my pocket, and ascertained that his trunks were a collection of minute shells,
which he carried on his back. The shells were each about

bug crawling on a

He had seven or eight. Some
them were mioaturc snail shells in shape being flat spirals.
Others were elongated spirals. I was much puzzled toknow
where he had found them.
When
1 worried the beast until he unloaded his baggage.
he had remained undisturbed a little while he stirred around
and collected his load again, which he accomplished in this
manner: His head being supplied with a pair of forceps he
would pick up a shell and pass it over bis shoulder. There
were three pahs of arms on his back terminating in hands.
With these he took hold of the baggage, passed it back and
arranged it to suit himself. In this way he reloaded his
baggage with the exception of one piece, which appeared to
be a fragment of a scalefrom some insect with a protuberance
on it like an "eye." He worked at this for some time apparently trying to detach the "eye" from it, and after several unsuccessful attempts he tossed it aside with an apppearanee of irritation. T captured this interesting little bug and
secured him in a bottle, but he died in a day or two. Being
in camp for several months 1 had no means of preserving
Maroonek.
him. I dubbed him "conchologisl."
P. S. I will mention en passant that I bagged nine squirrels and a large raccoon last Saturday afternoon within three
I was shooting about two hours.
or four miles of A^ieksburg.
The woods are still very thick with foliage here, and the
squirrels disposed to be quiet, but hey are feeding on acorns
and pecans, which betrays their whereabouts.
Club (I haven't the full
In emulation of the Iehlhio
name by me) I determinedto devour the said raccoon (having
served an apprenticeship on rats during the seigc of Port
SudsOn in 1863) consequently the 'coon furnished Ihe principal dish of the Sunday dinner partaken of by wife, five
children aud two guests (who would eat anything I suggested)
and myself. The- 'coon was young and fat and cooked by a
"culled woman." It was, therefore, excellent eating and enjoyed by all.
_. .»r—.
I

—

REMARKABLE CASE OP RETARDED DEVELOPMENT.
an aca recent number of the A merican Naturalist
INcount
the retarded development of the eggs of Oalop.
is

of

which has done so much damage in
to have become a terror to the farmers of the
region where it occurs. The length of time which elapsed
between the date of deposition of the eggs and their hatch-

Unus spretus,
the West as

the locust

How much
ing is something we believe quite uuparalleled.
longer would the eggs have retained their vitality if the
sidewalk had not been' removed? The account, with Prof.
Riley's comments, is as follows
Mr. J. D. Graham, of the Kansas State Agricultural College at Manhattan, has sent us for identification the eggs and
newly-hatched young of a locust which, on examination,
proved to be of Galoptenus spretus. The facts connected
rehatching are
so
their
and
with
these
eggs
persons
would be willing to
markable,
that
few
circumstances not given with
the
credit them were
Those
He writes
care and by a competent observer.
eggs were buried in the fall of 1870, and a sidewalk was laid
immediately above them. This walk has not been moved
The earth which
since that time, until the eggs were found.
covered the eggs was, principally clay, old mortar and bits of
stone, though there was some black earth immediately surrounding the eggs."
The eggs were found, it seems, while the men were cleanan accumulation of spalls, mortar and clay, and
jj: away
dewalk above referred to, in the rear of the laboratory.
e
the siden -n that the wgs were about ten inches below
CPrlilinl y " ol deEP mmil '^ t0 be entirely out of the
intluenee
Appearttje c '"" ''? in S temperature of the year.
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[We

my boyhood.— New England

are glad to receive

Boy.

the information contained in the

above note, and should be pleased to receive further information and details from New England Boy or other correspondents.
We have never ourselves seen a copperhead East of
the Hudson Uiver, although iu New Jersey along that stream
they are by no means uncommon. De Kay mentions the
species as occurring in the vicinity of Northampton, Mass.,
on the authority of Dr. Holbrook. Can any ol our readers
furnish us with further particulars on this point.]

(§<m[e i§ng
\*For

table

and

of game in season

TWO INTERESTING

p«m

see last issue.

QUESTIONS.

WEIGHTS OP GAME B1EDS— GROWING SOABOITT
Rutlaud, Vt

03?

GAME.

Oct. 18S1.

,

Editor Forest and Stream ;
The books give us (together with other descriptions of «'
game birds which no one but an expert can understand) the
weights of the average specimens of the different varieties.
I have, however, found that the weight given by the authors
is almost always much more than the actual weight of the
Thus the books give the weight of the woodcock as
birds.
from seven (7) to nine (0) ounces, while in my experience
the actual average weight of a fair lot of October birds is
J
not over six. 1 weighed a bunch of ten birds shot yesterday,
the average of which was only 5 4-10 ounces, and yet they
did not strike me as being under-sized, and they were certainly in good condition.
The ruffed grouse (partridge of
New England) average, with us about twenty (20) ounces,
and it is a large bird that weighs a pound and a half, yet the ]
books set them much higher. It has occurred to me to I
wonder whether the weight of birds of the same variety was so
far affected by difference of localities, climate and food as to *
have misled the authors, and it is to solve this question that
I invite your correspondents to give us, through your columns, the facts. The season at which the oirds are killed
should be noted, for it is, of course, certain that October or
November birds will be heavier than those shot earlier in the
season.
Woodcock are quite abundant here just now, that is,
abundant for this country, where they are usually very
scarce.
This I am inclined to ascribe to the abolition of
summer shooting in this State. Ruffed grouse are scarce,
very scarce, and this suggests another inquiry What has hecome of them ? We have many arguments on that question
,

,

—

here.

Mr. A, who owns and shoots over well bred and well
broken setters, tells us that B O and D, who shoot the
birds out of trees and over spaniels or curs of lower degree,
have shot all the birda in that unfair and unsportmanlike
manner, while B C and D tell us that A, with his perfectly
trained setters, gets all the birds.
Both classes of men ascribe the scarcity of birds lo over
shooting.
That is a perfectly satisfactory explanation, if
the facts in other localities, where there is little or no shooting, are such as to bear it out, but I have recently been led
to doubt a little whether over shooting is the sole cause of
the dearth of game.
I was invited a week ago to shoot with
two friends in one of our back farming towns, far away from
the before mentioned A, B, C or D, and where there is almost no shooting in any form. In fact, I was assured that
there had not been twenty birds killed in the town in two
The ground ana cover were right, there was plenty
years.
of food, and yet a long day'B tramp gave us only two birds
the bag, aud we only saw five, and in fact we had to take
one of ihosc on tick, for no one saw it but one man tlwught
he heard it.

'

.
,

Certainly over shooting has not destroyed the birds in that
town. They are not a migratory bird, aud it is not to be

supposed that the birds have migrated from Grafton to Rutover a setland for the sake of gelliug themselves shot by
What has become of the
ter, or by B, C or D over spaniels.
ou, knT. r? 5 ttwfST^SilS Caloptenuo birds in that town? Well, you are next told that the foxes,
--------^'Se, »o abounded around Mansntii nsucs ennj iuv.li iwu^ "« ....... ....^~
skunks, hawks and owls have destroyed them. But I well rehattan in the fall of
hel
tuc ground all around the
do tiie Indies cany Iheir shells unless en their
member when foxes, etc., were very abundant in these mouncoltege was absolutely fml of'e r
It has heen claimed that
well, making lhem doubly fishes.
Now the foxes have
tains and hills, and so were the grotue.
of Ml Graham, because ibis confirmatory of the
Statement
fuat
theory,
,,,.:,,.
.....-..-. lopr-.l on theDnrvinian
of the counlryicies did not occur
part
been almost extcrmiuated, together with skunks, hawks and
that
nor
in
there
'---I' eilled simto, feeling sensitively
aveVy,
during any year since 1877; The eggs aboveoi.ll, nor in fact owls, and so far as destruction by vermin is concerned,
its slow length
dragged
that
tail
of
a
moiire
the unnrotecied
remnant f those which were fio-ed to must birds never had half so good a chance as now; but instead of
thought be a retarded
bu-UMy laid increasing in number as the foxes decrease, they decrease
distance behind, by taking much
an anueces at
there in the fall of 1876 and which gave
loagefll and
ensuing spn..,h e faster than the foxes do, and this, mind you, in sections
added a shell to his body and converted tte
destructive multitudes of young locusts the
I hat
a
roundest.
and
stoutest
the
slimmest of figures into
vhere they are very seldom disturbed by the sportsman.
dlBsnake
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is but n
v t, you will be told that the winters are too severe, aod
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Copperheads in New England New York, Oct. 6. In J
your issue of bept. 29 in a note following the communcation
of J. Wilcox, p. 167, you say, "probably the only dangerous
snake in New England is the rattlesnake." The copperhead
snake, or as the inhabitants call it, the "chunekhcad," is
nearly as poisonous as the rattleknake, and is frequently
found in Connecticut and Massachusetts. In the summer
season tbey come down from the rocky hills to the low
grounds, and are crude often captured by farmers in gathering the late hay crop. Rattlesnaks eare numerous in Massa"Chunkheads"
chusetts upon Mount Tom and vicinity.
are found within four miles of Yale College in low meadows
bordering the stream (West River) which runs on the west
side of West Rock.
I speak by the card, for I lived there
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The foxes are not numerous enough
much damage, and the winters are no more

shooting.

do them

to

severe than
plenty of food.
Now, what has become of the birds ? Is it a natural and
gradual extinction of the, species? It looks like it but if it
i-t hoi, what ia the trouble.
With woodcock it is different,
for from the time they are big enough to fly they are pursued most relentlessly, and being a migratory bird they have
to run the gauntlet of all the guns in the country.
Sought
after in the South during the winter months, and in the
North (in most States) during the summer, they are almost
never at lest.
But about the grouse? Well, I give it up. I cannot explain it satisfactorily to myself.
What do you say about it?
formerty,

There

plenty of cover and

is

;

Vbrde Month.
LThe weights given in the books are supposed to be, as
nearly a3 possible, the average for the species.
While many
woodcock might only weigh bix ounces, or thereabout?,
there arc others that weigh ten.
Though, to be sure, these
laBt are rani uvea in, terra nigrogm dmillirinv ci/gno.
Verde
Montc's letter is one which demands the thoughtful consideration of our readers.
confess that we are unable satisfactorily to account for the scarcity of ruffed grouse, under
the conditions which he mentions.
have seen the birds

We

We

almost exterminated from a district by suariDg, and it is
well known that when this has taken place such a depopulated section fills up very slowly. An enemy of the ruffed
grouse, to which no sufficient amount of attention has been
given, and against which we know of no remedy, is the partridge

fly.

The

laivaj of this flydestroy,

many

we have no

doubt,

thousands of young grouse annually, and when the
of a family have been killed in this way, and the
parents shot off, it can readily be seen why there arc no
birds.
In a level country the ruffed grouse are, to a considerable extent, stay at home birds, and do not wander nearly
so much as the quail.
A piece of woods, from which the
birds have all been shot off, may remain for a long time without any tenants.]

young

MAKING A FIRE WITHOUT MATCHES.

A

RECENT story

in the Forest akd Stream, entitled
" Our Last Match," reminds me of a similar adventure
that befel me, except that I had not even a match to start a
fire with.
For the information of some of your readers who
may find themselves in similar circumstances I will describe
the way I started a fire.
Late in October, 1868, I was with a party of the Fourth
Infantry camped near the junction of Box Alder Creek and
the North Platte River, a few miles above Ft. Fetterman.

Our work having been stopped by a

light fall of snow, I
started out over the rolling plain south of the river for
antelope, and after tramping for several hours, secured a fine

buck, dressed the hind-quarters and shouldered them, with
one ham resting on either shoulder and the legs passing forward on each side of my neck, in which position one can
carry such a load with comparative ease. I could plainly see
the belt of timber along the Platte in the north, and south
the Black Hills were in plain view, each distant live or six
miles, while on my right occasional glimpses of the Box
Alder Valley could be seen between the bluffs. Under such
circumstances the thought of staying out all night never
occurred to me. I took a direction that I knew would take
me to camp in less than two hours and started.
I had noticed a storm in the south and soon it overtook
me. It was the worst kind of a storm to be out in, rain and
snow together with high wind. I noticed that it blew from
the direction I was going, and my view was so obscured that
I could not see over one hundred yards before me.
The rain
froze as it fell and soon I was covered with ice, while the
ground had become so slippery that walking was very diffi;

cult

and tiresome.

my

however, going with the wind at my back
until I thought it time to strike the river, but by this time 1
was so nearly exhausted that I could scarcely walk. I had a
compass, but feeling secure about, my direction I did not take
the trouble to open my ice-covered coat to look at it.
I finally thought that if the swell I was then ascending did
not lead down to the river I would stop and look at my compass.
The ground here were strewn with large rocks,
different from anything I had seen so near camp as I supposed myself to be. This excited my suspicious and I looked
at my compass, which seemed at first to be out of order, but
after a moment's reflection, 1 saw that the instrument was
all right, that the wind had changed and I hBd changed
my
course
with
it.
Instead
of
being near
camp I
was among the. loose rocks and broken lands just,
at
the foot
of
the Black Hills.
I
also realized
that night was very near,
with camp at least ten
miles away. I could never find my way in such a dark
night; and in my exhausted condition could not walk so far
even to save my life. I had no matches and for a few minutes
thought my last, hunt was over. I cursed myself for not
having matches, and then for being so foolish as to go so far
from camp without being sure of my direction. I now
thought antelope shooting a delusion and bitterly regretted
that my love for sport had put me in such a scrape.
I also
thought that 1 would be reported as a deserter, and that my
friends would always suppose I had deserted and was afraid
to make myself known to them,
While such thoughts as
these were passing hruugh my mind, I was looking for a
sheltered place among the foot hills, thinking I would get
some brush and make a nest so that I would not freeze.
I soon found a place to camp, and about the same time the
thought of getting fire with my rifle struck me. I remember having, when a boy, seen gun wads take fire and
smoulder away until burned up.
Tearing out the cloth
lining trom my cap, 1 put a small rag of it into the gun and fired
into a log, holding the muzzle close to it. 1 expected to find a
smoking nig in the bullet hole, but was disappointed. Next,
I

did

best,

"

I

I removed a bullet from a cartridge and wrapped up part of
the powder in a hit of rag, stuffed it into the shell, loaded
and fired. This glowed a few seconds, just long enough to
raise my hopes, and then went out, leaving me very neatly
discouraged.
My case was now desperate. I had not
noticed the cold when walking, but began to realize that
there had been a great change in the weather and that I
must have a fire or freeze to death. My fingers were so
cold and stiff that I could hardly get the bullet out of another
cartridge, but I succeeded in doing so, and then put some of the
powder in a rag, and, holding it in the palms of my hands
ground it till the fine powder dust penetrated the rag, so
ihat when fired as before it took fire, and then, by bio's im:
it a few times, it blazed up and burned long euough to
kindle some light wood, I soon had a large fire and melttd
the ice from a lot of brush with which I made a hunk and
after eating a large ration of broiled antelope, lay down
and
;

Aftor three hours I awoke nearly frozen and rebuilt
the fire, and then passed the. rest of the long night in a
series of short naps and expeditions after wood.
I started for camp at daybreak, and on the way got

n

yards of three antelope before I saw them. 1
killed them all before they got out of range,
This, with a
single shot Springfield rifle, caused me to reconsider my
decision of the night, hefore, and think that after all Antelope
shooting is worth'all it costs.
E. G. Latta.
fifty
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SWEEPSTAKE SHOOTING GAMBLING ?

Boston, Oct. 10.
Editor Forext and Stream:
The question put by the Jamestown "Rifleman " in your
last, number, asking whether the
shooting by a number of
members of a rifle club in a sweepstake contest may be
construed into a violation of a rule of the club prohibiting
" gaming," opens up a very interesting topic.
There seems to be some doubt in the miuil of the inquirer
and a suspicion that there may be an infraction of the rule
unwittingly practiced. Tf
be taken that this form of sport
is gaming or gambling, using the words interchangeably,
then there are a great many bands of gamblers scattered over
it,

the country, and it follows that the members of these many
clubs are grandly; and unanimously in error, for it is absurd
to suppose that there would be a tithe, of the trap practice
now done if it were granted that every sweepstake shoot was
but a form of gambling. Supposing that the amount made
up by the contributions of the several contestants is a wager,
then in common law it is considered to be a legal contract which
the courts are hound to enforce;, for a wager is good and
sufficient grounds for a suit, unless it he on a subject which
is illegal or contrary to public policy, good morals, or the
peace of society, or which affects the feelings or interests of
third persons.
To claim that a sweepstake match is a gambling proceeding simply because the issue is uncertain, would*
make too broad a premise, for then every business transaction
becomes measurably a gamble.
are not gifted with
prophetic vision, and if using our best judgment we go
into an enterprise, whethrr that venture be the knocking over
of a dozen pigeons from a trap or the despatch of a fleet of
vessels across the ocean, we are not gambling.
If money or
other consideration is staked on the issue of au event onlirely beyond the control of either of the wagerert it may
fairly be regarded as a gambling performance, unjustifiable
in any way, and properly not to be collected through the
machinery of the courts. Thus, for instance,
and B are
horse breeders. Each uses the best of his ability to produce
an animal capable of the highest speed. It would be entirely
proper for these two breeders to test the results of the labor
by a compet.it ion.or race, and to place a valuable consideration on the result of the race.
Of course the result is
uncertain, as every other in oi.r human economy is uncertain
but if
has shown the best breeding ability he will win.
barring accidents. He really backs his knowledge of the
subject of horse breeding when he backs his horse
and B
does the same.
and B to a certain extent control the
result of the race.
But let C be a mob of outside betters,
and
another company of wagerers, placing money on the
horses of
and B respectively, and they become a mere
company of gamblers. The result of the race is one to
which tbey contribute nothing, no point of public policy is
served by having them take part in the race, and they
deserve only repression at the hands of the law, not because
what they are doing is in itself vicious, but because it has
been shown time without end that the practice leads to
pernicious results.
Now, bring the same condition of affairs to the rifle field or
before the trap.
has secured a fine gun, has, he thinks,
devised an improved method of loading cartridges.
He has
arranged the sights of his gun in a superior manner. He
has, in short, looked carefully over the many points of minutiai which go to make the accurate result in marksmanship.
B has been using his judgment and manipulation on the
same problem. C
and a dozen others have been similarly
engaged, and they meet to test their practice and theories.
Of course, the result is an uncertainty, but each wishes that
the best man may win, and that best mau is in the long run
the marksman who has most successfully overcome the many
obstruetingj influences, which culminate in a " missed bird:"
where any other result follows it is due to an accident; and
does not vary the general rule.
For an outsider to "bet" on the result of such a sweepstake
shooting is as much a pure gamble as though he allowed the
disposition of the wager to depend upon a throw of dice.
There it is wholly a matter of chance— a child may vanquish
one who has throwa dice for half a century, aud no public
good can come of the placing of money on such a chance. In
shooting, the conditions, the motives and the consi quences
are entirely different.
There is u positive gain in having the
contest take place.
When the Irish team met the Ameiican
marksmen in 1874, they were convinced, to the extent, of $500,
that their muzle-loaders fired from the prone position were
superior to the breech-loaders, and back position, of their antagonists.
It may have been a gambling transaction in the
opinion of some, for there was the uncertain issue and the
money stake, but the result has shown the Irish marksmen
Ihat they neglected important and governing elements in accurate long-range work, and, therefore, it was not on their
part purely a matter of chance, but of erroneous judgment
and lost opportunity.
There are many fine-drawn distinctions to be noted about
this interesting subject. One would regard the ordinary sweepstake match in the nature of a gambling operation, while had
the sweepstake money been paid in 'as dues of a club, and
then these members voted to offer the total dues as a prize
in a shoot open to club members only, then the affair is not
to be regarded in the light of a gamble— which seems to me
mi rely a way of whipping Old Nick about the slump.
By keeping strictly in mind the distinction between controlling, even in a measure, the issue of an event, and having
absolutely no part in guiding it or in the deciding conflict, we
may readily see what is gambling pure and simple, and what
is to be regarded as legitimate Bport properly
encouraged.
Leaving entirely the question whether fairly conducted games
of chance for money, discreetly and moderately engaged in,
are not proper forms of amusement and stimulation, we
have a broad domain of competition such as that of the rifle
club and gun club, where the money stimulus leads to the
best results
a?vfl to style these contests as "gambling" is to
display at once
ignorance of very plain differencee of
morals and motive to inhibit an over-sensitive prudery, and
to insult a large body of our best sportsmen.

We

A
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Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 34.
Editor Forest and Stream:

There seems to be

growing sentiment strongly adverse to
the practice of using live pigeons at shooting matches, and
the day is probably not far distant when the slaughter of the

D

A

A

D

;

Bunker

Hill.

a

innocents will be regarded as too barbarous to afford sport
for gentlemen.
Outside of the sporting class it is already so
regarded. There are very few non-sporting people so callous
that they can look upon the sight of dazed and half-sick
pigeons being spning from a trap and then shot down,
wounded and bleeding, without, feelings of pity for the poor
birds and disgust for the heartless shooter.
and then we read a scathing criticism upon some
gunner, who strolls upon the sea coast" aud tumbles over the
harmless gulls, to see how many of the poor things ho can lay
upon the beach without a miss, and we readily see the justice
of the criticism, and often conclude that the man is a
heartless fellow and no true sportsman.
The shooter of
pigeons, which are prisoners till they are sprung from the trap,
often barely able to fly, commits, in the estimation of many
poople, a greater cruelty than he who wantonly bangs away
In the one
at birds in the air, simply to keep his hand in.
case the birds arc often enfeebled from long confinement in
crowded coops, and drop upon the ground near the trap
while in the other they are in health and have a far greater
chance of escaping the murderous shot. That the one practice is not universally regarded as bad as the other is perhaps
because custom has somewhat quieted our scruples with reference to trap shooting.
There is not much skill in shooting sick pigeons.
The
shooter has his eye on the very spot where the bird is thrown
into the air, and he directs himself the moment the prey iB
to appear, so that the chances are all in his favor and against
the bird.
Big scores at the trap do not show corresponding
scores in the field, and it is in the field a man would prefer
to make good scores.
Very often men whose records at the
trap are No. 1 make miserable failures when they try their
hands on game.
In such cases the murderous practice on
pigeons has been devoid of any good results. Practically, as
much benefit would have resulted from shooting at chips
thrown in the air.
There are parties belonging to the club here who decline
to shoot at pigeons.
and
It
against their better nature
when pigeons are to be the sacrifice they withdraw. It is to
be hoped that this feeling will spread throughout the country
and create a healthy sentiment against the wanton destruction of a harmless bird.
Inanimate substitutes are abundant,
some of them decidedly superior to the average pigeon used

Now

n

in matches,

;

and their cost insignificant

the cost of pigeons.
Humanity clearly

in

comparison with

demands

the abolition of pigeons at
shooting matches, and it is to be hoped that the day is not
far distant when it will be decidedly unpopular for any club
to use them.
It seems strange that barbarity and sportsmanship should have gone so long hand in hand.
B. H. P.

;
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THE TRAP SHOOTING OF PIGEONS.
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MISSISSIPPI NOTES.
Editor Forest and Stream
Saudis, Miss., October

1.

To-day opens the season for quail, deer and wild turkey in
and from all indications and reports we will have
a very good season for quail and turkey. As to deer I cannot say much now. The drought, which has been so universal this summer, has been au advantage to quail and turkey
no heavy rains to drown them out, and very few drizzly days
Mississippi,

for the netter to drive the half-grown birds into the nets,
consequently we have more birds than for several years.
great many of the old birds, too, have their second brood far
on the road to maturity. I say second brood, of course I
don't know positively that some are a second brood, but
merely judge from the size of the birds. Some coveys 1 nonotice arc full grown, to all appearauces, while others can
hardly fly a hundred yards. Can you tell me whether quail
ever raise more than one brood a season or not ?
While the drought has been favorable for the birds, it has,
at the same time, been destruction to the fish.
The small
lakes in TalloLatchie River bottom have nearly been drained
by seiners. So long has it been without rain that these lakes
have gone down very low siuce being cut off from the river,
many of them have become so shallow that the negroes go
into them with long seines and drag out all kinds and sizes
of fish. Nearly any Saturday a party of colored individuals
can be found dragging some of these lakes. Not only do the
negroes indulge in this barbaric-like work, but I Know of a
couple of white men, right here in Sardis— very successful
anglers, too— who, on several occasions, have resorted to the
seine in their greed for quantity and not quality of fish.
I
have tried to shame them for such "niggerly " sport, but of
course they are hardened to shame. I believe that they
would have gone for the quail a month ago, had they not
known that if they did, aud myself and one or two others have
found it out, they would certainly be interviewed by the
district attorney on the subject.
1 anticipate a grand time soon down on Pecan and Bear
lakes.
I am going to try to be the first one in that glorious
hunting ground this season, and I have arrangement made
with a friend, Mr. A. F. D, Goodwin, living just in the edge
of the canebrake, to let me know when a party starts in
around the lakes for bear so I can be on hand, and he will

A

keep his word.
J luck shooting would be good on Tallohatchie River in the
winter, were it not for the almost numberless boys and
negro men that line the river hanks with single-barreled cheap
O'd. o0; shot-guns, from the time crops are " laid by" until
they are planted again. Thank fortune, they cau't shoot on

the wing and, therefore, are no drawback to quail-shooting,
unless they trap them during a snow.
Last spring, for several days, I noticed that what I pronounced to be a Virginia rail had taken quarters in the grapevines and grass in my > arden.
I watched it closely with the

hope that it would make my garden
had a habit of seeking shelter in a

its

permanent home.

It

pile of brush and cornthe grape. vines when disturbed.
But alas
one
morning the house-cat came stepping up with the bird in its
mouth. The entire household turned out to capture Thomas
and get the bird, and after a long and spirited chase, the cat
dropped his breakfast; and as the "gude 'omen" flicked the
last bone for he-r breakfast, she said it was real good, and she
wished the cat would bring one in every morning. I send
you the scalp which 1 saved. Can you tell me wlmt it is?

stalks near

W. H. C.
is that of a Carolina rail (Porza-na Carolina,
often raise a second brood.]

[The scalp

Quad

I
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ONE OP THE OLD FELLOWS.

A VIGOROUS LETTER PROM MAINE.

of our sportsmen. Geo. B. and Billv W., are "highup " authority on duck shooting. Their corner on
counsel-giving is as "solid" as their corner on Goose Lake,
No one is too old nor too
•where they bag the mallards.
young, neither too dch nor too poor, to presume to go ducking before ordaining the advice of the above named messieurs in regard to all the mumtue of successful duck shooting.
A piece of advice in the miud never fails to insure
dead ducks in (he bag.
word from them is worth the
quack of a dozen mallard.
Last Tuesday they were snugly ensconsed on their favorite
point when a seedy looking parly, with a gun and a yellow
dog, emerged from the brush and began reconnoitring.
" Vv' u,ler if that old relic intends to pop here?"
"Yea; he probably will locate his corporosity near here,
blaze away e\r ery time we shoot and then exclaim in the
stereotyped phrase, There 1 downed that fellow.'"
" Do you tumble to his old fusel ? See where the stock
is worn «ith friction against the side of Noah's ark."

Editor Fore**, and Stream :
I very rarely notice any assertion made in a public print
knowing as a rule that they are made by irresponsible per-

TWO

A

But the resons, and are unworthy the cost of the time.
spectability of the source from which a remark is quoted from
a "lover of the dog and gun" over the signature of "Homo"
entitles it to correction as an error,
I give the text as taken

from the

letter

t

" 'Well, after ah,

all

yon need do

is

to give one of the

Game

Wardens three or four dollars, and he will take you to a moose.
Eight dollars a month is not enough wages to keep them interested
in their duties.' There may be truth hi this."
I know of none of our wardens in the Slate of Maine upon
whom this is not a gross libel. There are always numbers of
loose, disreputable loafers hanging around our places of summer resort seeking work as guides, who are willing to commit almost aoy "crime for the price of rum and tobacco.
That, they may represent themselves as wardens is very possible, but I do not know of a single warden in the State who
"Ha! ha! I tumble to it quicker than any duck ever is open to the charge made.
will."
Our wardens are appointed by the Governor and Council,
"Hold," said Billy, "I've an idea," and approaching the and it has been the custom with but rare exceptions to refer
Ancient Party- he sa'id "Going to try your luck, eh ?"
all these appointments to the Commissioners of Fisheries and
thought on't."
Game. There have been exceptions, but even the names of
shoot much?"
such nppointees we do not know. If any of them have been
" Some squirrels and sich in Alabammy."
guilty, it requires but to present the evidence fo theCommis" Say, I'll give you a point, seoing you're a stranger see sioners, and bofh'dismissal and punishment will rapidly folThat's a good place to shoot from." low. I have yet to learn that any one deserving the characthat point over yonder ?
" Yes. just the place I was going to tackle."
terestics of manhood or honesty will bribe even a drunken
Returning, Billy said, "I've got the old fossil anchored poacher or pot-hunter to break the laws of his State, as
down tbere where, a ducfe will never fly unless it's a crazy worthy he who would bribe a clerk to rob his master's till.
one Blazebl see that mallard tumble?"
Neither can I refrain here from expressing my indignation
Sure effldflgh, the old gun had spoken. The duck gyrated that visiting sportsmen from other States to whom weshould
and fell with a ketrBpIssfl. The " yaller dorg" plunged in look for aid and sympathy in protecting our fish and game,
and quickly retrieved it, and the Ancient Party finished re- who are allowed a!) the privileges of our own citizens in our
loading in time to repeat his feat on the next flock, and so on streams and forests should, while here as our State's guests,
till night, when be gathered up eleven mallards,
and as he break our laws and become poachers, and tempt others to aspassed our fellows he s-id, " Stranger, you were kind to put sist, them in their very dirty path of amusement. Two arrests
me on tbat point. How've you made it ?"
have been made this very week of summer visitors, for killOh, we came up to go in swimming but found the water iner deer and caribou during close time. Penalties 8Dd costs
rather loo chilly.''
Alo.
have been paid and they have gone home. Wardens are in
Meiiom-onU Wit.
pursuit of other parties," still others have fled the State, whose
laws and hospitality they have abused. As to the Portland
moose killing offense, the indignation of sportsmen is best
1

'

•

'

'

'
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:

;
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REMINISCENCES OF FORTY YEARS.

shown in giving the name of the offender and the evidence
The end is not yet, and will not be reached
oi the offense.
S. W. Stilwell.
until the penalty is paid.

THIRD PAPER.

1HAD an extraordinary day with

the wild fowl in 1868.
companion was my old friend Robert Henry, then us
now of tlie extensive dry goods firm of William Barr & <>.,
Wc were on the Darden prairie, a low Bat
St. Louis, Mo.
bottom, uiRisuy and full of snipe. Many ponds were at that
time cause 1 by the overflow of the Misdssippi. These ponds
were in many places wo miles in circumference, and tbey
were all frozen with the exception of one of the deepest,
where immense bodies of wild fowl had congregated ducks,
geese, brant and swao.
arrived at the scene at daybreak.
I planted myself
behind some brush nud rushes and began shooting risrht and
left, as fasi. as 1 could load and discharge my muzzle loader.
The birds fell and still others came from their feeding
grounds, among the cornfields g few miles away, to this unThis continued all day.
frozen piece of water,
1 had never snot a bran;, nor a Canada goose before this
day. My firs:, shot at brant was at four of these birds, which
were skimming around and around the pond without settling
down. They passed me all together, their four heads in line,
about forty yards out. I shot the four, bringing them to the
ground with the first barrel. So ray first In nut shot, was a
good one. An hour later I heard a welcome honk, and looking round saw two immense Canada geese coming straight
for me and about ten yards high.
I "lay low" until my
double barrels did their work, aud there were my first Canada
geese, a double shot.
That same day, while 1 was standing on the. ice, I shot a
large goose some sixty yards above me, aiming almost perDown came the goose, piump within two
pendicularly.
yards Oi where I was standing, and went right through the
thick enough to bear my weight of 151)
ice, which was
pounds. You may judge if he must not have been a tough
old gander.
The total count of that day's shooting scored 168 ducks
(Mr. Henry wilt have it tbat it was 178 j, 17 brant aud geese,
with one gun (Mr. Henry too insists that there were seventeen brant aud seven geese) however, it was tall work. The
wagon load of game went to Springfield, III., where I was
then liviutr.
In September Of the year 1864, my old friend, George Holman, of the Holman Opera Troupe, shot with meat Dawson,
Between half past o
ten miles from Springfield, III.
Ave or bIx o'eloek that afternoon, in a stubble field
balf-pa
of ten acres, we killed 64 pinnated grouse, and the next day
The Eplemlid birds were all full grown, and we did not
C7.
mi the lot;
still, one could hardly miss
miss
such birds as full fledged prairie chickens, rising right under
your nose. The secret in prairie chicken shooting, as in
if you grow excited, plenty
olhel' shooting, is keeping cool
of he birds will fly oil Untouched.
In tbe-e reminiscences, which include some of my many
years' shooting, I have given the shots exactly as they ocFrom them sportsmen of the present may realize
curred.
something of the great abundance of game in the past.

My

!

—
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William: King.

LIVE QUAIL WANTED.
Kkypob-p, N. J., October 3.
Editor ForeM and Stream :
A friend and myself purpose making a trip to Virginia
this winter.
Our main object is to negotiate, with parties for
from three to four tkonar.nd quail to be. let loose next spring
in this county, one thousand of which our club (the Rari-

The rest we will
lan.i -ill retain for this especial vicinity.
As we
try and distribute with other club9 at actual cost.
for the gunning season, our time and expense in the
matter is our loss and their gain. Now, can you tell us the
bast, or more likely locality in said Stale where we can "kill
the two birds with one stone ? " 2d. Can you give, or procure, names of parties in the South whom we could correspond with to this end, and from whom we could procure the
trapped quail ?
The few quail let loose here last spring, we have reason to
believe, bare done well, aud several pair have brought out
full

broods within our town

limits.

Fhank.

MONROE COUNTY NOTES.

'

counties.

There has been a good flight of teal on Irondequoit Bav
durimr the last week or two; and their ranks wire Ihinm d
out by an army of shooters, one of whom asserts that he
Bluekilled twenty-two blue-winged teal with two shots.
bills and red-heads have also appeared on the bays and ponds
of this county bordering Lake Ontario, and from now
until ice covers the water the boom of the duck gun will be
heard incessantly along the shores of the many wild fowl
resorts within four to fifteen miles of this city.
few gray plover have been shot in the wheat fields
hereabout, but they do not, as in former years, come in numbers enough to promise a good day's sport, and they are now
usually picked up as incidentals to woodcock or partridge

A

shoot in tr.

The first snipe I have seen this fall were shot the past
week, and it is reported that they are to be found in fair
numbers on the marshes around the bays. One of my
acquaintances bagged fifteen a day or two ago, and as I have

more than duck or snipe shooting
found in
hear of

fair

how

numbers.

the field

if

the birds are to be

If fortune smiles I

was fought and won.

may

let

you

E. R.

Hornjsllsvtlle Man in Wtomino.—A Homellsville,
York, sportsman, has been trying the game of WyomIn a private letter, extracts of which we are
ing Territory.
kindly permitted to publish, he says, under date of August
1, describing a trip from Evanston toward the United Range:
Attempted to cross the ford and go into camp, as we saw a
storm coming up. We got nicely into the middle of the
river, when the horses concluded tbey had gone far enough.
They could not be budged an inch. The driver stood up aud
belabored them until he brought the claret' on one of them,
but tbey did not even wiuk at it, and once in a while when
he would put in an extra hard blow you might discern a smile

A

New

1881

pass over the gills of the old gray, for he doubtless thought
the driver was brushing off the flies. Well, about then it
began to rain, and how it did pour. So we pulled off our
boots aud socles and waded to the shore but even then the
balkers would not move. Then if, began to hail, which made
it interesting.
The hail kept coming harder and harder, and
how I did take them on my shoulders. When it let up the
Then the river began to
hail stones were over an inch deep.
rise until it had risen over a foot. For fear the wagon would
go down stream, we had to lug everything up on to the hank.
The horses would not pull the empty wagon out, so we all
had to get hold of the wheels and shove horses and all out.
loaded up, went a mile and camped. We.seut the driver
and one of the boys back after another team they ret urtied
got up into
at noon the next day, and we started on.
the timber Thursday afternoon, and saw three deer that
The next morning,
night, but could not get a shot at them.
while climbing over a windfall of old trees, I scared out a
big elk, but of course was in a position where I could not
In
shoot, as I was using the gun to help me over the logs.
the afternoon I went out again and saw a large doe. After
I had sat some time,
that I sat under a tree to rest a little.
when all of a sudden I saw a wild cat within eight feet of
me. He saw me and crouched down. At the same time I
could feel my hair pushing my hat up into the trees, but I
brought up the gun, took good steady aim and bored him
through the shoulders. Then he made for me, but was hur
So I soon got, another sho
too bad to make any headway.
aud sent it through him lengthwise, fixing him in short
order.
He was within an inch of the length of the rifle
or, as near as I could measure with my hands, forty-nine
inches from nose-tip to tin of tail, and weighed from fifty to
I had just, made up my mind to take bis hide
sixty pounds.
off, when I discovered another wildcat in the bushes working
that way.
Not daring to trust to a rifle shot, I skipped out.
Had I shot, and only wounded him, I would have had a
lively tussle: I would probably have got the worst of it, for
they are bad medicine in this country. The next day we
went down the river and struck camp near Port Bridger.
had some fine chicken shooting, also some good trout
fishing.
Monday night, while making for camp, the darkWc did not find our way to
ness came on and we' got lost.
had some
the camp ground until about midnight.
were soaked to the
chicken shooting most every day.
skin with rain almost every day, which was unpleasant.
H. A. T
;

We

;'

We

,

We

We

We
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Long Island Shore Notes. Shelter Island, Oct. 9.—
I write in answer to the inquiries of your friends tbat I
would recommend them to go to Napeague Bay for a convenient harbor, and one which will be handy for fowling in
Gardiner's Bay. The fowl arrive there and remain therefirst,

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 8.
Editor Forest and Stream :
The summer of 1881 has not been a very eventful one to
the sportsmen of this city, and since the return of the Monroe Couuty men from the Coney Island tournament there has
been no event of much note to record in the line of sport. I
feel, however, under a sort of obligation to contribute a few
facts now and then that may be of interest to some of your
many readers and contributors as their communications inThis was a greatly famed county not many moons
terest me.
ago, and even now, although the best cover has been cut
away, the snipe grounds drained and club houses built on the
shores of the bays where wild fowl did most abound, lucky
or skdlful and well-posted members of the shooting fraterniI have seen
ty occasionally have very successful shoots.
several good bags of woodcock since the opening of the season.
On two occasions I had the second-hand pleasure of examiuing bunches of the brown beaut ies (not "speckled beauties")
containing twelve brace each. The same men who shot those
birds have brought in a great many woodcock in bunches
numbering half a dozen orso at a time. The boys who have
the sport of shooting so many of these much admired mem
not only good shots, but so ciri of the game family are
cumstanced that they can attend to their ordinary' business,
and at the same time shoot two or three times a week if
they please. Their trade brings then in contact with farmers, and they are thus enabled to learn where game may be
fouud as soon as it appears. Their record of woodcock killed
this season must aggregate some hundreds.
The severity of last winter does not seem to have done any
harm to the ruffed grouse in this neighborhood, for I understand that the birds are even more numerous than in other
ars, and some good sport has been had among the coveys
uirrel shooters, too, report that their favorite object of purit is unusually abundant this year in this and adjacent

13,

aud

ing here

shoresof Shelter Island. The shootvery uncertain, and little can he done without

later reach the
is

batteries.
The birds soon become too shy to be Approached
sail-boats.
Much depends upon the supply of scallops,

wih

their natural food. I have not heard this season whether that
is plenty or scarce.
I think at Gardiner's Biy, included between the mouth of Napaegne, Gardiner's Island
shellfi-h

and Fire-place Point, is the best ground for fowl-shooting.
Coot, old squaws, and sheldrake, and sometimes brant, are
When the fowl are numerous
there in great numbers.
around Shelter Inland, the best pla'-e for them is on the
flats, on the southeast side of Great Ram Island, and there
The shootim- is
the scallops are sometimes very plentiful.
also sometimes good at Noyac Bay aud Jessup's, "r at Gib-

met

The golden plover have been very scarce at Monson's Bar.
hut a friend of mine got there forty birds
tauk this year
last week.
I hear the bay-snipe shooting at Shinnecoek Bay
is now good, and Will Lane Bays the feed for them there is
;

now good.— Isaac MoLellan.
Nebraska Duck Shooting— Lincoln, Neb.,

Oct.

4— On

the 13th of September last, Mr. Halletand I drove by a small,
narrow lake in the open prairie, two and a half miles from
this city, and in walking along its margin knocked down two
wood-ducks, a blue- winged teal, three rail and two snipe. At
the farther end of the lake we came upon a boy, fourteen
years old, barefoot, an old muzzle-loader across his shoulder
and an even half-dozen blue wings swinging at his waist. To
our inquiry as to where he bagged his game, he replied, " In
He then informed us that he
there," pointing to the lake
crept up on them through the grass and got them all at one
" How many were there in the flock ?" I asked,
shot.
" These were all I killed them all," he said, without seeming to feel that he had done anything particularly clever.
A few days after this my friend and I got two shots into a
flock of green-wings in this same lake, and our dog retrieved

—

sixteen as the result.—B.

W.

P.

—

Among the
Englishmen's American Hunting Preserve
details of the immense landed estates of an English duke just
appearing in print, we find him accredited with the possession
of 23,000 acres of wild laud in the State of Colorado.
As
all these English noblemen are great huntsmen and desperately addicted to field sports, it appears that this duke comes
What particular
to America to hunt over his own estates.
necessity there was of this might be a source of wonder to
the average American citizen in view of the immense wildoinesses of the West that are open to all the world as free hunting grounds ; but it must be remembered that the one thing
especially required by the English aristocratic hunting class
Hence this duke buys a great estate in
is exclusiveness.
Colorado in order to be able to hunt over his own grounds,
and to be under no obligations to anybody else for his enjoyment. Many important considerations will readily occur
We will only
to our 'thoughtful readers in this connect ion.
say that while the public lands of the United States are offered for sale to all who choose to buy at extremely low prices,
of course foreign noblemen are as welcome to purchase as
any other class. But in view of the enormous wealth of the
European nobility and landed gentry, and of their comparatively large numbers it will not be difficult to forsee the possibilty of such a land monopoly for hunting grounds as might
eventually become a positive evil, the p
y if up-

on these hunting grounds the exclusiveness of the English
game laws were to be attempted seriously. Germantown
'Telegraph.

Oobsip on Various Sot jeers.— Prospectvilie, Pa., Oct. 8.
—Editor Forest ami Stream : "Pentagon" must have had a
ood tune all to himself laughing at* "Teceel's" explanation
Shooting." xNow let Mr. "Perttag-m" do as
"Teeeel" says with the gun, give it a good trial, and if he
his mind, why he is either "left-eyed" or
fails to change
'j

of "Left-eyed

——
Ootobrb

—

I tried it and couldn't get an aim from the
TOjjb-eyed."
Biv ''gun nieaeles" is a better discusigJBbnulder at all.
Although not the owner
sion, Bud I am interested in it too.
,,fn breech-loader, 1 hope to be soon, and am. saving up all
aliona for fulnre use.
I am also acquainted with
guns it was a few inches over seven feet in
U e nf those old
1 shot four or five foxes with it one winter in
length.
;

New

Unlike the Prince gun,

i.

it

was

an easy gun to shoot, and as sure as the
course it was useless for quick shooting. I want
word of "Porkers;" that is, let him write. And
Mfc is another "quill shover" out in Ohio who caught the
"Kingfisher," of course. Let us have an ac•mV "In--'::"
Glad you have gained the day in cutter
count f ibat trip,
M. sloop; hope the flat-bottom folks will sleep better.— Lb
but

;

of

ajy one

to

:

211

the club having just changed their quarters to more comfortable apartments than were formerly occupied by the association.
I was quite 6orry to hear that the European quail imported by the club, and liberated a year or so since, have
never been seen or heard of. Unlike those let out by the
sportsmen of Portland, Me., which are known to have bred,
the birds of the Rod and Gun Club are not known to have
even returned, let alone to have hatched.— Homo.

kicker, but

anl o

best

I

FOREST AND STREAM.

13, 1881. J

,,

—

—

A

Lodp.

Y.— Editor Formt find Stream: In your
on this subject, s Roekir);-_,li;-in correspondent,
his'
jBSsceel," asserts that a person cannot shoot from his right
I always shoot with my left eye
shoulder with his left eye.
»ml the gnu fit iuy right shoulder, and two to one that 1 can
Often when out hunting
outskool. anybody in that manner.
Im with my right, but cannot do it. I think that
Km correspondent niusi he mistaken, though I know not
I have seen only" a few quail this
iio* il may be with him.
N.

Geneva,

Game

the Noethwkst.—Mr. Howard Clark, of Philanot yet eighteen years old, writes as follows of a
late trip he and two companions took to the Northwest
"I have been back from my trip about a week, and have had
the best of luck.
got in three days 203 prairie chickens,
and on a longer trip from headquarters twenty-one head of
large game, eleven elk, seven black tail deer and three anteWe were unfortunate in not, getting any good heads,
lope.
although I killed five elks myself." Homo.

Ducks

are quite plentiful.— Meewin.

Gun Bakkels

— Utica,

Editw

Forest and
your last issue t noticed an article from a correspondent on the matter of rust spots in gun barrels. Your
If our friend will soak
remarks were io the point and true.
Rokt ik

N. Y.

Askbpent and an

were struggling with each other in
the throes of a deadly conflict.
The serpent had the advantage and was about to strangle the bird. A countrvman saw
them, and running up, loosened the coil of the serpent, and
let the eagle go free.
The serpent, irrita'ed at the escape of
his prey, let fly his poison and injected it into the drinking
horn of the countryman. The rustic, ignorant of his danger,"
was about to drink, when the eagle struck his band with his
wing, and seizing the drinking horn in his talons, carried it
aloft

This fable, which

i!

eroscn
aui
M
own; the gun, and Thou use

ib

:

I;

.

,

—

I

m

I

I

is

more than 3,000 years old, teaches us
American journalist, was nor

that -Esop, although not an
destitute of ability as a liar.

—

his barrels after

another rag dipped in equal
jj&ls'of (1„- best sperm and kerosene oils, he will and no
n laying bis gun aside for one year. J. B.
lot. 0. —Editor Forest and Stream; I have often
alter leaving my gun aside for a few days, and
peril
j
inside the barrels) wondered why the inside of
'i
couldn't be plated, say wir,h nickel, to keep away
usl
is well as the outside.
Have you ever heard of it's
being iried inside a gun barrel?— H. J. T.

eagle

An Ancient Powder

f Texas

Hojmj.

the p'ating.J

Vi.oikia

—

G rous k—Shad well,

Rttffkti

Va., Oct. 8.
friend and mysulf having just returned from a dog-training
trip to lid h
county, Va., I am happy to be able to report
railed grouse plentiful here.
were, shooting over setters
bi d previously beer, hunted on quail only, and after the
lirat Cltty tluy both
did very well
but I am of opinion that
Mtb two guna a team of really good cockers would have
iithmled us more fun.
Single-handed I could get more shots
«'i'li
clever setter.
We put up at a Dr. Smith's, some

We

I

li

;

from Mdlboro Station, which can be reached
-by tiie Chesapeake and Ohio line,
i mention
there are very few comfortable
li:
"
that neighborhood.
The doctor is a very fine
sportsman, and a clever and pleasant companion. Any one
staying there can indulge in a choice collection of mineral
(filters, and
enjoy cooler air than on this side of the Blue
miles

Lly

Smiths boarding house as

Ridge.— Ibex.

Wisconsin Chicken Sftootikg—Menomonie, Wis., Oct,
(- The chicken season here has been extremely good for the
Chickens.
1 do not think there has been a dry week since
the 15t h of August, and September was nearly a continuous
rainstorm, consequently but few hirds were killed.
They

a short time previous to his death. It is a large steer's horn,
well scraped, and capable of holding about five pounds of
powder. It has an antique look, and I was informed by Miss
Bryan that the family had been offered one hundred and fifty
dollars in 1876 to allow it to be placed on exhibition at
the Centenuial Fair, but the offer was refused for fear of
losing the relic."

This paragraph has heen going the rounds of the press.
with the San Diego, Cal., Union, and bids fair to
be copied until the end of time " Van Dyke, of Fall Brook,
Tt started

:

lately came upon a wildcat and four kittens upon a large
rock.
He pulled trigger and the ball struck the nearest kitten in the neck, the splinters striking one in the ear, another in the breast, and the main portion passing on killing
the mother cat.
Tins was done with an ounce round rifle.
ball, with a gimlet hole bored in front, half-way through, so
as to make it expand."

urn

now

"•

too old

aud wary

to

come

to bag.

They have com-

''ll'ck; and very large flocks are now numerous.
H&yided we have a good hatching season next year and do,
not have imy medd'esonie interference of our present law by
legislators the shooting next season will be gilt-tdge.
While
running on the road from Wabasha to Bunihrota,
Ifinu., a wolf was discovered on the track ahead of the
•amine.
The throttle was opened, when his wolfish majestv
was Soon tun down and killed.
Mo.
I

—

Indiana

Fayette, Iud., Oct. 4.— The
better than we had hoped for from
winter; and I have heard that they are
veiy plen y in parts where we had supposed none were to be
found.
In my excursions after chickens I have seen a great
uitwy.
In the western part of this State and eastern Illinois, along the line of L. E. & W. Pv. R.
soon look for
tin fall flight of ducks and geese.
Chickens are more cumHms than for several years past.
great many woodcock
JE} been killed on the Kankakee River. The crop of wild
rice in the Kankakee marshes is unusually abundant.
is

A

Game about Aiken— Aiken,

8.

We

C, October 6.—Editor

'•[ream:
have very line quail shooting in this
vieiihiy.
Ii
has always been a pleasure for me to place
possession of this flue sport, as can be testified
Ij
rs of good fellows from your own and other
''i '-" the North.
As this is a health resort in winter, it
ary to sneak of accommodations.
Should you or
iur frunds drop down this way, and know how the
MB oi
is done, will guarantee you the opportunity of making
these lively birds "fold their wings," and should
ynu tii t know how to do it, will show you how it is
done by
* u plny woods bov." Judgb.

ii

gg

Philadelphia, Oct. 10.—Reed birds
spell of last week, were visibly deOnly crippled
tally
ie
former:
away oh; be now found on the
'

Jinks that

can't

gi

t

Old weather irqphets fay when we do not have a
fall
vo always have an eatly winter, and
icjically biusterii
until the middle of January.
n fine weather until the period when the vernal equinox
when we will make up tor missing the autumnal one,
happened this fall. Homo.
storm" in the

',

Kplxo

the Rrkd Brno. The editor of the Plan/el's
gives this method of baking the reed bird. Cleanse

and place each half of one in a bed scooped
potato, then lay the segments of potatoes
Id in olotfa or rreen com husk, and place in
hes to bake,
Yo
o as you wish befireor
he baking, and when thus prepared, the delicacy is
'in
oi those wonderful results of the culinary ait that
and

"that

1

split

of

a

"TCi'ibable luxuries.

iatoky

Quail— Springfield, Mass.— The rooms

d Gun Club, of Springfield,

are.

— Chicago,

—We

had three very
cold days last week, and they brought the ducks down in
thousands.
Mr. George Ayer, of this city, returned from
Wisconsin last week. He reports Al shooting there. Woodcock are plenty here, and quail are seen in the market again.
If any of your readers want good deer and bear shooting let
them go to Peshtigo or Marinette, Wisconsin. Ten Bokk.
Oct.

9.

—A

Flobida Companions Wanted.
gentleman and his wife
who have spent one winter on the Gulf Coast of Florida propose returning there this season. They know where to go,
and having been through one campaign are well-posted.

They wish companions for the winter. Parties wishing to
communicate with them in regard to the trip may address
Nic Norwood, this office.
Indiana Game.

much

We

bird

—

Gams Noxas—La

Show for quail

lie severity of last

^F(!rt<

m

Golden Plovjsr
the West.— A correspondent wishes
to know whether in former times the golden plover was not
confined to the sea coast and if they had not been driven to
migrate through the interior in comparatively recent times
by the great increase of shooting along our coa*t. To which
we reply that this bird is and no doubt always has been—
dis ributed over the whole continent, a closely similar form
being found also in Asia.
Thioago Notes

—A

Fairland

correspondent writes us:

Woodcock not yet— too dry in our covers for his fastidious
raste.
The past dry season, we think, has been very favorable to breeding of quail
some early birds are now almost
grown.
We are expecting fine sport when the time comes.
;

Squirrels are reported more numerous than usual, but that
kind of shooting does not interest me, nor indeed any kind
of shooting in which the need of a brace of well-broken setters is not felt.— W.

Cazbnotia, N. Y., Oct. 8.— The Wendell Gold Badge was
E. Card, at the club shoot, Friday, Oct. 7, by 10
straight at 27 yds.
Thomas consoles himself by saying the
badge still lingers in the trap maker's union. Birds a little
more plenty. Smith and Crittenden bagged eight woodcock
and three grouse, Oct. 6.— Hammebless.

won by M.

Steatfoed Rail Scores.— South Norwalk, Conn., Oct.
The season just closed for rail shooting at Stratford,
Conn., has been a good one. The following are my scores
7.

—

:

7, 10, 50, 61, 33, 19, 58, 34, 78,

Total,

17, 23, 21, 17.

48, 4, 99, 35, 32, 135, 65, 20,

865.— F.B.

—

Chablestown, Mass., Oct. 9. Went out yesterday for
first time this season to look for birds, and found them
very scarce weather dry and warm, which may have something to do with it saw but one woodcock
don't think
they have>rrived here yet.— O. T.
the

;

;

;

Oct. 7.— This cold snap has brought along
the birds quite plenty.
Shooting on the marsh and big
pond is very good. Teal, broad-bills and other small ducks
p'enty.
Mr. La Farge shot two Florida galinules on the
pond, and reports them as being very plenty. X. Y. Z.

Newport, R.

I.,

—

Game Birds

in

Town.—A bevy

of quail recently rested
for a while in a tree on Main street, of Keyport, N. J., in
front of Thomas B. Hoff's.
Captain Maeoukey informs the
editor of the Weekly of that town, that a woodcock made its
home in his garden for several weeks, a few years ago.

—

"Gitton" Called fob— Escanaba, Mich., Sept. 21.
think I am not alone in the wish to hear from "Guyon
again and often.—A. F. Y.

of the
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models of elegance,
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OCl'OU£lt,

and M. pallidva.
Masoalontjo, Esox nabilior.

grtimm,

pem

tl'iviatiliii.

striped trass, jl"ccn* bnmt.ue.
White Bass. Romwi enrymus.
Amblaplhe*'.
(Two

Bock Bass,

Pickerel, fiV,« retir.ulat.un.
Pike or Pickerel, Esox tmit/s.

Pike-perch
(wall-eyed
S-'izoMhium

Yellow Perch,

species).

pike)

War-mouth,
(

f,

1)1)1

,

ft,,i

CU<xiwbryitT->t<;,.

n/«

,1

, :

.

Til<i'f»l,l'l«

Bachelor, Powoxys annularis.

etc.

Chuti, SemotiliJS corporalis.

SALT WATEK.
Sea Bass, Centroprwtis atrarius.
Striped Bass or Rock-fish, Roccus
lint.jtVK.

Weakflsh or Sque"oague.C;/noscj«»i
renalix

fayette-or Spcit, lAostmnHspbli-

While Perch, Woroni americana.
Blueilsh or Taylor. Pmnatomvo
m/tatrix.
Soup or Porgle,

sunotmrnw argy-

l-n/v.t.

Pollock, Poilaohiun carbonanus.
Blackflsh, Tmtoga
or

TautuK

Channel Bass. Spot

or Kentish,

Scicr.nops oeeUatus.
Sheepshead a reh ita rnv.nprobiaocAphalutt.
or Bart),
Menticirw*
,

i

nebulosus.

eai'iis.

Spanish Mackerel, Cybium nuiculatum

The enthusiastic angler is never content with minor achievements.
His constant expectation is that every new east will afford htm soma
new conquest, and that the grand sport o! to-day will he excelled oy
the grander sport ot to-morrow.— Geoege Dawson.

TIM POND AND THE SEVEN PONDS.

ii

eiL'i.i

I1V

FBBSF WATRK.
Black Bass, Stivropterua salnwides

Sifting*.

— A correspondent of the Sac-

ramento Bee describes a powder horn " in the possession of
Miss A. W. Bryan, made by her great uncle, Daniel Boone,

vould be impracticable because the shot would soon

WW away

imd giver <gwhm^
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18 I left my home in the wooden nutState, on my fourth trip to Tim Pond.
I s^ent
night in Boston. 'J he next morning I took" the
train which arrived in Farmington,
Maine, " about, five
o'clock the same day.
I could have taken Clark's stage
for Kiugfield the same evening, and arrived at Kennedy
Smith's farmhouse at about noon next day, but instead my
friend Simon with his private team took me and my cocker
spaniel, "Biz," my gun and tackle, and westartei! on our way
rejoicing.
We lot Farmington Monday morning, the 22d.
There had been heavy showers during the day and night of
Sunday. The scenery was fine and ihe atmosphere very refreshing to one who had been cooped up in a hot dusty city
for months.
The ride of fifteen miles to West New Portland
was one of comfort and pleasure. At this point we could
elect to turn to the left and go via Kingflelri, ooing up stream
on the picturesque banks of ihe Carrybasset Rivr, or deflect
a little to ihe right and travel an excellent, road on the banks
of the same river down si ream, the waters of which were
swollen by the recent heavy rain fall.
For nearly five miles
we greatly enjoyed the leaping, rushing aud wild foaming
of these waters as we took the latter named route.
Turning
a little from the river banks and going about a mile further,
we came to the pleasant village of North JNew Portland.
And let me say right here, that if one takes the route from
Boston via West Waterville and North Anson, he will come
to this place after a ride of eight miles by a stage owned and
run by Viles& Ditson, who have an excellent reputation for
good care aud urbanity toward their customers. The passengers from N. Ausou reach this village early in the evening, and the next morning are taken by the stage to Smith's
Farm, a delightful drive. We dined at the Dirigo House,
and all that has been said in praise of it and Fred. Vilea, the
proprietor, by your correspondent, "Simon" and I heartily
indorse, and so no doubt w-ould our horse and "Biz" if they
could speak, for all had untiring and gentlemanly attention.
Special consideration seems to be given to sportsmen visiting the ponds, lakes and mouutaius in search of trout, game
and recreation. The house has fifteen rooms.
shower
detained us here two hours after a real good dinner. During
this enforced stay we visited a factory, the machinery of
which was driven by water power, and saw what I was glad
'to see, viz., that the vast amount of low price or no price
lumber is being utilized, and labor of honest men receives
good remuneration. At this factory, from cheap wood are
made an enormous variety and number of boxes, which find
a ready market in the large cities.
Among other ihings we
were interested in Plummer's patent beehives and honey
boxes.
the

first

I
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Tne shower over, we started on. The road was muddy at
but I never weary of the wide view which has been described in your good paper that is well known "Down E;ist"
and by the "rest of mankind," but the view from Lexington
Plantation and "Horseb ick" is grand
It is called twenty
miles from Viles' Dingo House to Parson's Mount Bigelow
House, at the foot of the southeast end of Mt. Bigelow. It
is a large house, for a country hotel, and we found it a good
one.
It was nearly dark when we reached it. Soon we were
glad to be seated in front of a blazing wood fire, for the night
was wet and cald. Supper over, anon we retired to our
rooms, and listening to the glad music of a near mountain
stream, fell asleep to dream of the speckled charmers in Tim
Pond, just beyond the mountains before us.
Early in the morning of the 23d we were astir. Anticipation was keen.
Not much time was wasted in disposing of
breakfast and preparing for the completion of our ride before
entering into the forest path that leads to our destination.
The air clear, cool and bracing, invigorating us as we rode
along, with Mt. Bigelow towering on our left aud Dead River
flowing on our right. Does Switzerland have landscape more
charming?
few miles on we came to the " crossing," but
the ferryboat was on the "other side." So " Bimon"" used
his stentorian lungs most lustily, for no "living, human
being" could be seen. Presently a buxom countrv
responded to his call, and with truly inanly vigor loosed the
boat, came for our reception and in" anmzoman style landed
us on the desired shore. At 10J o'clock, having accomplished our ride of seventeen miles, and having passed
through Flagstaff, with a nice look at the residence of Miles
Standish, an alleged descendant of the captain known to
history, we found ourselves at the door of Smith's farmhouse.
After some preparation, a dinner, with fresh trout on the
menu, provided by the forethought of Edgar and his nimble
first,

!

A
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was devoured with avidity. A buck board team was
then placed at our command.
Carefully we placed the
treasures we had garnered during months of study and
research, and watched during the many miles of travel, in
the box. Just as all was in readiness, with my trusty breechloader and "Biz," I started ahead. The law covering
ruffed grouse was not off, and the game was of a nondescript
character for the most part. But no matter, all were in the
liveliest mood of expectation and exuberance.
When we
had proceeded a mile or so Simon came, seated on Ida
cushion, guiding "Rosinante" with great glee and gusto.
wife,

a

.
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the rond was too much mixed with water, nnd I
•perched by the side of the Jehu, nnd so we weut into this dense
forest, beautiful in its solitude.
I rode and Simon went
ahead with dot; and gun, and here and there was an unlucky
yellow-hammer, owl or hawk. Then for a time I would lead
the van, when all too soon amid this strange delight we were
in sight of the village of Six Cabins, one, he ri Massachusetts," new this year.
were heartily greeted by about
ten old comrades, and there were some fifteen guests
strangers to us, but not strangers long.
Conventionalities clo
not dwell In such a house.
I tried my flies that evening with only moderate success.
The 24th was cloudy nnd the scarlet ibis was a favorite, so
were other light colored phantoms— and we took all tlie
enticing and enticed swimmers we desired.
But as the
Weather became fair and hot our delusions would not lure
the most solid denizen to the surface— it was but the " average " ones that left the cooler retreats to take our bright
lures and gratify our greed.
But when we dropped in the
cool depths a more substantial morsel, even the wary and
more weighty aristocrats yielded to an unwilling rise. For an

in this line.
The law was on at the time of which I speatt,
but I was told by one of the knowing ones willing to give
"points," that a greenback bullet would "bring down '' a
guide and a deer most any night, aud from a suspicious
looking lump on the shoulder of a guide passing my camp
one rainy night, I fear his point was too well "backed."
Yes, large game is abundant in this region, and large quantities are taken by hunters in the season.
Your issue of August 1 8th was handed to me while at the
Ponds, aud I noticed a sarcastic remark by your correspondent " B.," upon some words of mine in your number of
August 11th. I trust
reply will be respectful and an
aid to those recreation-seekeis who, like myself, desire information. As "B." says it was a very "short article," and
has in general terms to cover what might be amplified to fill
a book, and yet, if one had read my previous articles, 1
think the words would not mislead. I 'write for the love of
it and the rest-seeking public, not for proprietors.
I write
of resorts I know about, having no reference to other places
that may be. different, as good or better.
I did not mean to
be understood that Indians had not fished in these pouds
centuries ago ; that lumbermen and hunters have never
gratified a sharp appt tite by taking trout from the ice-locked
waters! Nor do 1 deny that a few sturdy, euthusiaslic
sportsmen, like our friend T. S. Steele, bad, with brawny
guides, penetrated, through much endurance, to some few of
these ponds, to spend a day or two at a time.
But how
much did this deplete the number of trout? This is a
wonderful group of lakes or ponds, and received its name
when not as well known as now^. Then but seven were
known, guides aud huuters and trappers now say eleven,

•Just hero

Now
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hour each morning and evening gentlemen and ladies enjoyed
the sport, and helped to please our palates at the table—
.good table of agreeable and nourishing food, with much
variety, for a forest table— which gave satisfaction to men,
women and children; yes, hdies and children graced and
gladdened the cabins this year at Tim Pond. During the
day they engaged in games, reading, writing, needlework,
target shooting, hunting, visiting cascades, places of beauty
and places of wonder and admiration, till the week was gone
trad Saturday night came.
The Sabbath dawned in profound

stillness,

a stillness

we never know

and

in our cities or

Whit grandeur in the hush of the depths of the
woods
What solemnity of a Sabbath day in the solitude
of" unmeasured forest?!
With Monday, the 29th of August, came a brisk stir in our
little community, a colony were to embark for a new territory and new scenes. The promised realm is called "The
Seven Ponds." A party had returned from them the 26lh,
and had given us glowing accounts of game, and shown us

to

the

of these waters that is of much value.
It has been
inspected by other guides and hunters and "pronounced subSo far as I visited the region this topostantially correct.
graphy is virtually right. Coming as I did to L pond first,
About sixty or seventy
I will make it a starting point.
rods north is Big Island Pond; about sixty rods to the east
of last named is a small pond called Rock Pond two miles
west of Big Island Pond is Little Island Pond seventyfive rods south of this is Beaver Poud
sixty-five rods south
Again, one mile north of Big Island
of this is Long Pond.
Pond is Northwest Pond number one and about sixty rods
west of this, Boundary Pond; one hundred rodsfromNorthwest Pond number one is number two and so I could go on
and enumerate Bixteen ponds that are properly in this one
cluster, and only six miles say, northeast of this group,
is the first in the group of Chauey Ponds.
Now if it
is a fact, as I have evidence from several witnesses, that
these ponds have said location, but a fraction of them have
wet the lines of an occasional sportsman, may I not be pardoned for saying " these ponds are stocked with trout which
have enjoyed their homes unmolested since the history of
trout began, till now Kennedy Smith has opened a buckboard pathway for sportsmen to the waters where they
dwell ?" All agree that all of these ponds arc as full of trout
as in primitive years, and all agree that the first buckboard
pathway to their shores was built by Kennedy Smith last
summer. So far as I know, all interested in the opening of
such a medium of sport and health are grateful for the road.
I have heard many on the ground and others, in Boston and
New York, express their gratitude.
Some well know that there is a long, hard trail from
Rangeley to this remarkable group of ponds, where a stroDg
guide can take but a small pack of supplies, tackle, blankets,
The stay has been short, with but few comforts. Now
etc.
the new road is good for walking, and one cau ride ou a
rough road a part or all th 3 distance. Even a Boston lady
has had the courage to make the attempt this season and
one or two buckboard wagons can be sent in with supplies
euch day, when the road and the cabins are complete, next
yen i.
The " forest cure" is uow prescribed by our best physithousands are seeking such resorts, and do not wish
cians
to pass through fatigue, hardships aud peril to gain them.
It was a pleasant sight at Tim Pond to see a husband and
wdfc in a boat, both gracefully " ousting the fly!" When we
take our wives with us ou these excursions correct habits
will be practiced aud greater pleasure, enjoyed. We returned
to Smith's Farm House, as we went in with a buckboard
team as a tender we alternately rode and walked, shooting
many grouse on the way, leaving some at the cabins aud
some at the house. September 6 Simon and I bade good-bye
to Smith and his family, feeling we owed them a large debt
of gratitude for the great pleasure we had enjoyed and
health received. They did all for our cornlort and happiness
We took the route
willing minds and hearts could invent.
This
via the new roads, through Jerusalem and Kingfield.
new road is having a large sum of money expended on it,
and is greatly improved. The hotel in KiugQtld was burned
last May, causing a great loss to the public and the village.
We kept on to AVest New Portland, and passed the night' at
a good country hotel, called the Blaisdell House.
Aud now your readers have learned the way to the Seven
:

men were prepared to start. Simon and 1
stepped into our boat and pushed oft', crossing Tim Pond to
the point where the new road leaves this lakelet for the
Seven Ponds. The new road is in good condition for walking but though Smith has expended much labor and uioney
on it, and still had men at work, it was not in as good condition as the road from the Farm House to Tim Pond.
The
Buck- wagons were in our rear, aud we were at liberty to fall
back at any time, and Tide if we chose to do so. But. we so
enjoyed the dense forest and ever-changing scenery that we
slowly trudged on, resting now and then at the camps by the
road. At the half-way camp, on the banks of a branch of
Alder Stream, we partook of a light lunch. In seven hours
we had put the ten miles behind us, and stood before the
camp on the shore of L. Pond ODe of the so-called Seven
Ponds, Though the cook had not expected us so early, in
an incredibly short time we were ravenousty satiating an
appetite aroused by a long walk, the solvent qualities of frequent light draughts from the purest mountain springs ever
distilled in Nature's labratory, and an atmosphere full of
ozone, and rendered aromatic by the fir tree, the cedar,
sprue », hemlock and pine.
The cabins here are but temporary, and not so good as the
comfortable, neat aud convenient ones we left iu the morning.
Visitors have crowded upon Smith before he has bad
time to fully prepare for them, and we were obi iged to rough t
a little and pack rather thickly iu the three camps. Smith
has many laborers, and is preparing to put up a number of
first-class cabins, not only for sportsmen but invalid seekers
and

;
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consider such sized ones as choice tabW-

fish."
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N AL FLY-FISHING.
San Fran oisco,

1..B

Cal., Oct.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Yours of the 19th nil., duly received, I have just beflfc
writing for the Califvrnian, to be published probably next
month, a description or the various ingenious methods
adopted by the California Indians before their contact with,
white men, for the capture of fish and game, and I answer
your question by making the following extract from it
1
" The Indians of Kern River made use of an artificial fly
for the capture of trout, and probably used it for ages befool
Europeans invented, it for the same purpose. The hook of
the "sproat" form, but without a barb, was made from ther
:

shin bone of a deer. On the legs of the California deer, OaiiT
acus eolumbianus, corresponding to the chestnuts or warts
on a horse's legs, are also warts but covered with stiff lontf"
hairs of a darker color than those on the other parts of th??
animal.
These warls and the hairs growing on them haves?
strong and peculiar scent of the deer, which is not easily rete
moved or washed away.
small bundle of these hairs is
neatly fastened at one end around the shaft of the hook, tligc
loose" ends pointing to the eye of the hook.
With a neatly'^
made line of Indian hemp (Apocynum cannabinum) andijj
willow rod and the fly hook, he combined sport and businesaj
The fly was thrown on the water and kept as near the sum
face as possible by continuous short jerka. Every motion c
the hook in the water caused the loose ends of the hairs fas
ened to it to open and shut. At a short distance it WOi
resemble the motions of a caterpillar in the water, that b
dropped from an alder and was struggling to reach the slv
The Indians say that the trout can smell and are attracted
the scent of the deer hairs. This kind of fly is still used, l
the hook is now made of telegraph or other iron wire."
I send you one of the warts with the black hairs upon
I have no doubt it will retain its peculiar deer scent
years.
B. B. ReddiM

A
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CANOEING IN NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
FROM TOH ITEAD OF 0ROKED LAKE TO INDIAN RIVER.

;

;

—

;

—

i

and recreation, on an eminence which commands

;

view such as artists seek. This high ground is now covered with sightly aud healthful •cos. On one hand at the
base, from a mountain side, comes tumbling and laughing a
clear, cool brook.
Standing with the face about to the
north, directly in front is seen the large sheet of water called
Big Island Pond, the large green island adds beauty to its
appearance. On the right, with towering peaks, is Snow
a

;

Mountain on the left are hills, or smaller mountaius away
iu the north or northwest is a grand range, ca'lcd by the
guides " Line Mountaius," said to be near or on the Canada
" line." It is a site of rare beauty to feast the gaze of poet,
painter, sportsman, or the worn business man seeking rest.
Next year 1 hope the new road and cabins will be completed
according to plaus made My comrades and I have spoken
for "roi iins."
But it will take too much space and time to give even an
So if your readers ask if we
abstract from my journal.
found trout, I answer yes, legions. Were they large? Yes,
larger than in Tim Pond, but not so large as some found in
the large lakes. One morning our cook told us that he
should need twelve or fifteen pounds for the table that day.
Simon and I went just off an inlet of a cold stream, within
six rods of the lauding, and in about an hour returned to
camp with thirty-one trout, weighing sixteen pounds. This
We could
ia a sample for size and quantity at "L." Pond.
have caught an equal string by goiug a half mile or a mile
or we could have
distant, at some inlet or feeding ground
gouo to Big Island Pond, seventy-live rods to the north,
and taken larger trout but less in number.
"Is there good fly-fishing every day?" No. In August,
;

—

I trust you understand the charms
via Tim Poud.
that have drawn me thence four limes and Simon five times.
We, and the large number 4 from different, cities and States
that were around the camp fires the chill evenings, said we
would meet here again and renew those friendships next year.
Slowly and carefully I put in order and packed away
gun that had done so good service. As carefully did I unjoinlniy rod, that had been the admiration of so many and
had given me such true pleasure gentlv 1 folded it in its

Ponds

;

my

the day is bright and the surface is smooth aud warm,
all sportsmen know large trout will not " rise," asseverations
Tim Pond
of proprietors to the contrary notwithstanding.
1
is the most uniform in this regard of any I have found.
thiuk it may be because it is fed only by small, cold mountain streams, aud the surface does not often become warm.
Tnere are some ponds to the east of the region of which I
am speaking fed, as I am told, by large and more sluggish
streams thai furnish good fishing in spriug and autumn, out
very poor fishing in the warm seasons.
After September 1st all the grouse
Is there game here ?
"
eaten. There were " swarms
iu ihui

when

—
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Britain, Conn Oct. 3, 1881.
»-*»,- —
Ten-Podnd Ma.ske.i.lonoe.— We
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has been but one short week since I returned
IT seven
weeks' trip in Northern Michigan, and

fromj

if ever 1
did have a severe case of Northern Michigan heretofore, I
now have an utterly hopeless relapse.
My friend Frazer, who writes to you asking " if a fishtaffl
man can be a Christiau," was tempted to do so by the fishy™
stories which I told him of some bass fishing in Black Lakfljj
all of which I will relate at its proper place, and all of whidW
I can only
1, as a matter of course, am willing to affirm.
return the compliment to him by asking about what the
chances of a canoeist would be, who, on his maiden cruiadB
"paddles forty miles up a rapid current and against a hea#
Wind in one day."
Much of my cruise this year was over water traversed by
me many times before, but little of it, however, in a candM
nnd after my craft was safely launched at the head uf
Crooked Lake and duly filled fore and aft with what to mqF
were necessities, I hoist myself in and feel like a frisky young|
kitten.
At any rate, I doubt not but that I acted as such,
while my companions, Henry C. Lonnis and E. R.Woodro'M
from Columbus, and our old hero from Cheboygan, Michij
Capt. David Smith, seem as pert as schoolboys.
start
out with the understanding that we will stop at any point on
our route that we may desire and as long as we wish, and let
the distance traversed, or to traverse, be a secondary conaiqH
eration.
Paddling down Crooked Lake for a couple of miles;.
1 call a halt at one of the grandest, coldest springs Northern^
Michigan boasts, and while spending a short time here II
slight breeze'springs up, taking advantage of which we hoist
sail and start for Pickerel Lake, about a mile and a half din
tant, directly across Crooked Lake, and then through a nafl
row little stream, where the beautifully clear water and the
handsome large white pond-lilies, there in profusion
large-sized bund™
of which we each pluck a good,
the forepart of our cockpit,
togethiB
to ornament
with the pure bracing air, compel us to slide down
in our canoes and hang our shoulders and elbows over the
coaming and give expression to a lazy and half-emphatiW
but at the same time appreciative, exclamation of dedelightful
light.
Finally,
paddling on through this
little outlet, we enter the foot of Crooked Lake and with sail
set and a good strong wind to push us, we in a short time
run the couple of miles we have to make, and pull up at ou»
old camping ground, where we find springB enough and of
different characters to suit the most fastidious.
I gave this
place, special mention iu a letter of mine to Forest asIL
make camp, get up our tefll
Stukam of May 15, 1879.
.— some of my brother canoeists prefer their small canoe tents,
I do not, but hi ve one of good comfortable size for foui
persons and all tl,..ir traps and then we live sociably uiJE
good, comfortably sized room, and while Capt. (David Smitffl
volunteers to get us something warm, Petie (ti. C. Lounis)
hies himself out for ye gentle bass, in which he is soon followed by your humble servant, while Woodrow girds up his
loins, and "goos out to look for a deer," all returning empffl
handed, but ready for something to eat, very prompt at I
summons from Capt. Night is now upon us, and we ail
stretch ourselves out upon our blankets with a glowing litJ
in front of our tent which soon sends us off to dreaming.
Up bright and early we all (with the exception of
row, who "goes out to loolt for a deer") adjust our rods, aoi
start for fish for breakfast, there being not a fresh bit of,,
meat in the house. We fish on the right side and on the left
Try them witlp
side with the greatest of care and attention.
frogs, minnows, worms and flies and all to no purpose, until
finally Petie succeeds in inveigling one poor fellow of ahoiill
two pounds, when all beat a hasty retreat for broakf ast, aftW
which camp is broken and a return Is made to Crooked Lak*<
crossing which to the head of Crooked River, we enter upon,
oue of the handsomest streams, I doubt not, iu America for
The only drawback is that length is onffl
a canoeist.
about seven miles. The banks are lined to the water's edge
with trees or high water reeds, dotted here and there witt
the handsomest cardinal flowers; lovely and fragrant large;
white water lilies, and the wa'er so clear that we cau see the
tish of many varieties darting hither and thither aroused by
Many of them \1tP
the commotion c tused by our little fleet.
Paddling (Bt
catch as we lazily float and easily paddle along.
through this properly named Crooked stre.im we amuse ourt,
setvts by occasionally shooting a duck or catching fish, liunL
we reluctantly find ourselves at the mouth of the river attft'

We

We

—

WooS
i

|

received from Mr. G.
Skinner, of Clayton, Jefferson county, N. Y., whose advertisement will be found in another place, a fine maskelHe writes as
longe of ton pounds weight, packed in ice.
follows: "Thte' afternoon I scud you a ten-pound mokcllonge, caught by myself on a spoon hook yesterday afterDay before
noon. Please accept it with my compliments.
yesterday I caught one of twenty pounds weight, which I
sent to Boston, and the oarsman who was with me, John
Pureed, ou both days caught one of eighteen pounds, the
day previous, Saturday, fishing with a Mr. Tittle, of New
York city, quite a good score for one boat one 'Maskey'
a day for three days in succession, and, on one day, thirteen
pickerel as well.
I hope to be in the city the first of next
week, and trust 1 shall have the pleasure of meeting you in
While regretting this fish is not larger, I can
the office.
;

I

W.

,

M.

:

!

eveu more belong

his headquarters at

map

—

could be
were brought
As my companion said, it was like going out into
of theml
his farmyard and shooting his chickens, so tame aud plenty
so numerous: partridge
were they.
I never saw them
But no
broiled and partridge stewed were.no drug with us.
one must shoot more than (he table required. As to large
game, if being aroused from my morning nap two mornings
by the screams of bears, and two other mornings by some
animal's howl, that none of us recognized and if paths
hard trodden by deer and caribou, on their way to and from
spring, are "indications," then there must he a large yield
Personally I have little knowledge or experience
this year

who had

Rangeley for
some years, and has been guide, hunter and trapper for
twenty-eight years in this region, gave me material for a

of flue fish and we were thrilled with the
prospect of great sport. Soon after seven o'clock provisions,
tackle, guns, dogs,
horses,
boats, bnckboards

;

small ones are counted,

Mr. Douglas,

!

for healih

if

group.

villages.

specimens

[October

—
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entering Burt Lake.
Here we hoist sail, and being favored
-Willi a slight but favorable sailing breeze we make the eight
miles to the head of Indian River, where we pull up at Ihe
hotel, and prepare for a couple of days' slay.
He we find
quite a camping party, and among them the old veteran,
"Series" (Dr. Franklin), of Ann Arbor. Seems to me I bave
heard "Old Hickory," lough bass wood, or some sueh coguornen attached to him some where
at any rate "he was
re.
wrestling with a tumble- down old yacht, and ready to tell
some everlasting big stories about the whopper of a big bass
that got away.
This point, to my mind, is the most central and best place
in Northern Michigan to make headquarters from which one
can radiate. After being comfortably located at the hotel,
Capt. Pete and I light a cigar, take a comfortable chaiJ on
the porch, hoist our feet at a, comfortable, angle, the perfect
picture of contentment, while "Wood row "goes out to look
for a deer."
Fbank N. Bkkbh.
To he Continued.
;

I

AMPHICECIOUS PISHES.
Med: a, Pa., October, 1881,
Editor Forest and Stream :
I send the following list of fishes which inhabit both salt
and fresh water, as an addition to those given by the late
Prof. Milner, Prof. G. Brown Oor.de and Mr. Fred Mai her,
in the paper read by the latter before tho American Fishcultural Association and published in Forest and Stream of
July 14:
Sea trout, or weakfish (C'ynoscyon carolinensis).
Channel bass, or redflsh (Sciamops oeellalm).
Shark (species unknown).

Tarpum (Megahps
Cavalli

(—

thrissoides).

species ?)

Mullet (Muoil alhahi,.'
Drum (Pogonia* chromh).

a friend: "I'll leave it to Sile Jones, over he re. Say, Sile,
ain't it so?" and Silas solemnly affirmed it was true as Holy
Writ. The aged Walton went on
"I seed a feller sort o'
style-ish chap— down t' the bridge yislerday, and he didn't
have a flshiu 1 pole no thicker'n my finger, with a little clock
onto it. and when he hooked a fish thar the darn fool stood
turnin' the handle o' that little clock, and the fish ruunin'
I

BIG BROOK TROUT.
Oswkgo, N. Y. Sept.

1.

Editor Fared and Stream:
In FoKBSl' and stream of September 29, " Seven" records
the capture by a New York city sportsman of a four-pound
six-ounce trout, measuring twenty-one inches, in the Oswegatchie River Inlet to Cranberry Lake, St. Lawrence Co.,
N. Y. and adds that every one in the vicinity united in calling
it the biggest trout caught there within the memory of the
"oldest inhabitant."
Now the fish was a beauty and its captor has just reason
to be proud of his "take," hut the " oldest inhabitant" if a
resident of that region for the term of half a dozen years
only, must have an abominable memory.
I have before me
the life-size photograph of tour brook-trout, caught by a
party of gentlemen from this city in the inlet named above in
,

May 187(i. These trout weighed respectively five and threequarter pounds, four and one-half pounds, three and onehalf pounds and three pounds.
In length, the fish spoken of
by "Seven" overlaps the largest of this redoubtable four, as
"Seven's" trout measured twenty-one indies while ihe
speckled king of 1876 was but twenty and one-half inches in
length.
fish

—

:

roun' an' roue', nn' th' little fishin' pole bendin,' an' I swar
ain't that the God's truth, Sile ?'' To which forcible interrogation Silas uoddtd vigorously
"if he didn't monkey
an' moukey," continued the antediluvian, "fur purty nigh
half an 'our with that ere bass afore he got his flippers onto

Now

—

him. Now, that's what I calls cussed nonsense. None o'
ycr monkcyin' with a bass when he get a-holt o' my grasshopper; I yanks 'em out if I loses a leg," and the bleared
eyes of the ancient turned with a longing gaze toward the
bar, and thcu;ioward his auditors, but seeing no indications of
an answer to his mute appeal, he relapsed into semi-torpidity
again, until the departure of the fishing party roused him
long enough to say: " I kinder think you fellers is jist like
that darn fool I seen yislerday."— Kingston Freeman.

Lake Sitkevshbad— Fairland, Ind.— I inclose you a description of the lower jaw of an animal or fish or something—the best informed in our vicinity cannot tell what,
which we would like you to throw some light on, if
description is at all sufficient. The lower jaw was found by
the little hoy of Dr. E. N. Tull, of this place, under the
house, where it had doubtless been dragged by cats or dogs,
some dried remains of flesh still adhering to it. The impression inclosed shows the number of teeth, except those
lost, to be about one hundred and twenty on the lower jaw.
It measures three inches across condyles ; width across teeth,
two and one quarter inches ; size of dental triangle, two and
one-quarter by one and one-half inches. It may be a very
common specimen too common to excite any interest in one
who has made such things a study—but while we are qualified to identify anything that comes under the head of ornithology by the help of Dr. Cone's Key thanks to the advice
of your excellent journal we do not have the books necessary to identify this specimen, which is evidently, from the
number of teeth (two hundred and forty), if the upper jaw
contains as many as the lower one, of the earth, and prepared
to do a great deal of grinding.
W.
[The jfaw is that of a fish, one of the scireniiite, and is^that
of the lake sheepshead, Ilaphidonotus grunniens.']

—

my

were taken during high water with

bait

t

and
H.

Cazenovia, N. Y., Oct. 1— Editor Forest and Stream: In
the Oswegatchie River Inlet to Cranberry Lake, on the fifteenth or sixteenth of June, in the year eighteen hundred
and sixty-nine, I caught a brook-trout twenty-two and threequarters of au inch in length. Had no scales to weigh him,
but Charley Marsh, the guide, said he would weigh five
pounds, and from the length and weight of one caught by
your correspondent I no longer doubt but that Charley was
right.
"Will H. Crtjttbden.

A STUDY FROM

LIFE.

THE

subject of these lines is usually found in the barroom of a country hotel. Old and weather-beaten is he,
with the grime of toil upon his wrinkled hands and his aged
form bent with the weight of years. He is conscious, in a
dim, undefined w^p, that he has been hardly used
that in
the battle with fate he has received some blows below the

collected in the corners, carefully placing them, when found,
between his toothless jaw and the inside of his leather-like
cheek, with an expression of intense satisfaction. After
patiently listening to the conversation of a couple of •
who have just returned from a fishing trip to the Esopus,
the fossil suddenly becomes instinct with life. -'You fellers can't ketch no fish I" he vehemently remarks.

"Why

not?" mildly inquired one of the party.

" Esse ye don't

know how," and as he. warmed to the Subject and the blood
eommenced to move in his mummy-like veins, he continued,
patronizingly: "You don't see me usiD' any newfangled

yerdobsils an' sich on my line when
I'm arter bass: lis giv' me a grasshopper an' I'll pull Vm our
faster'n ye kin take 'cm ofPn the hook."
The speaker,
thinking he detected an incredulous look on the face of
one of his listeners, confirmed his remarks by an appeal to

Sir-ee— none

o'

;

FISH COMMISSION REPORTS.—Two weeks ago wo published
list of the reports of State Fish Coinmis-intis which were missing
from our tiles which were being prepared for binding. Since then
wc have received the first report of the State Of New York, for tho
year 1868, from Mr. Seth Green, to whom wc tender thanks for the
same. It is exceedingly difficult to obtain hack numbers and we
Massachuappreciate tho kindness. Wo still lack (lie following
setts—1st, 9th, nth, I2tb, 1.1th, Mth. Pennsylvania—1870 and all
before; also 1872, '73, '70, '77 and '78. New Jersey— 1st, 2d, 3d,
of
1873 to
and
all
since.
Wc
havo
reports
from
1878,
Virginia
Auy person having spare
1878, both inclusive, but none other.
copies which thoy wiBh to put where they wdl do the most good,
may send them to this office where they are needed for frequent
1

a

;

reference.

FISH IN INDLiNA—Lafayette, Oct. 10.—We have a chance
now to stock our rivers with fish aud keep out the seiues, and it is
a step iu the right direction. There is a strong club being organized here to protect our fishing interests and stop all unlawful
fishing.
the rightOur Fish Commissioner is the right man
place, and has adeep interest in that he has undertaken. If from
the laws wo have now we cannot stop all unlawful fishing and restock our streams without having them dragged with seines and
dynamited, we might as well set all law aside" aud let people kill
at their pleasure every fish that is to bo found.— J. M. Smith.
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FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.
National Fair Association Bench show, Washington, 1). y, a. H. Blackburn, Cor, Secretary.
Septemuei 27, 2.5, 29 ami km, at London, Out., London Dog Show.
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seh House, London, Ont.
Decern oti u, 15 and 10. at Lowell, .Mass Lowell Dog Show. Entries
close leccm bcr 6.
'has. A. Andrew, Y\ est Boxlord, Mass. Superin)
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FIELD TRIALS.

is claimed for Wilmington,
has the largest sturgeon fishing firm in the coun-

try, where it employs between thirty and forty nets on the
Delaware River. A schooner is kept busy in the ice trade,
aud a steamer accompanies the boats.
While the men are
fishing the steamer moves from boat to boat, taking on the
sturgeons as fast as caught, dressing them on the boat and
taking the caviare from them. The seines in which the fish
are caught are about 200 fathoms long, are 32 meshes deep,
aud are made of 32-GQtton twine. The firm uses three tons
of cotton twine a year.
The season commences about April
1, and shotdd close about July 1, bo as to give the fish a
chance to spawn. As it is, the river is fished clear up to the
freezing time. Speaking of caviare, mentioned above, it
should be sta'.ed that it is the spawn of the fish, and is a favorite sauce, particularly with the Germans.
It consists simply of the fish pggs, properly cured, and epicures regard it
very highly. Many hundred kegs are shipped to Germany
each year. The firm, after much trouble, is able to put up

A

—We

been shown a new deand pike fishing. Two
wire and bent back to back,

Nilw

TitiPt.E Hootc.
have
vice for bailing a triple hook for bass

hooks are made on one steel
forming a ring for attachment to the line, in the usual manner, and the third one soldered between them.
A needle to
hold ihe bait has its point a trifle below the bend of the
hooks and runs up through the ring and is soldered on the
opposite side, its farther end projecting under the union of
the hooks and bent into a clasp for the needle, after the manner of the fastening of a brooch. The
bait is pierced by the needle and held
clasp.

It is

made

for

Abbey

&

minnow
in

place

November 25. Louisiana Slate Field Trials..
i.
Krtwr.nl LSlsf, Se.cr-i u
New Orles
December 5, at Grand Junction, Ten
Club's Field Trials. Jos. II. Dew, Sucre
•,

Lull

i'-s

close

November

.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
Editor Forest and Stream :
On reading your issue of September 8 I was much struck with
he very sensible letter on bull dogs, signed "Hemlock's Hero."'
I've owned as many bull dogs as auy man. and have as many
prizes for them, and I never had a really savage one.
On the
contrary, they were affectionate dogs— too much so, iu fact— for a
bull dog, unless teased, will to a certain extent fraternize, with any
body. Many accuse them of stupidity. I deny that they are at
all wanting in sagacity on tho contrary they can keen their end up,
when it comes to 'cutenesi, with most breeds,. But think how
frightfully the bull dog has been handicapped in the battle of life.
Look at the class of men with whom he is generally associated,
and a moment's reflection will cause his direst enemy to cool ess
that it is wonderful that tho bull dog has any instinct left after so
many generations of his ancestors have been treated and confined
as his have been.
Sportsmen shrink from breeding from unbroken parents in the case of field dogs, because they say the
progeny are less steady- Jnot that they have less brains in thenheads. Apply this rule to bull dogs", aud see what chance tho
creature has had of proving himself superior to any other breed
intellect or whatever you like to call tho faculty which dumb
animals possess for showing their intelligence.
Another subject which interested roe considerably was your
showing up of a dog-dealiug gentleman with a. variety of names.
I don't know whether this is the same person who kindly referred
."
au American gentleman to me as one wLo " would i'lr-nk
r Inn
I was horrified to receive a call from the purchaser, who told me
that, as he was in Loudon, he had come to sav he bad not much
opinion of the dogs I sent out to some dealer or other whose name
I forget.
Eventually I satisfied my visitor that he had been
hoaxed, aud that I never sent a dog to the States iu my fife, nor
did I intend doiug so while connected with the press. In my ex;

the caviare very nicely, with a patent preparation.

or other
by the

Imbrie, of 48 Maiden Lane,

New York.

m

i'<

—

Camp Cooked

Fish.
The editor of the Planter's Journal
" Our method of cooking fish in camp was to take out
says
the entrails and then fill the cavity with seasoned dressing,
the principal ingredient of which was roast or boiled beechnut kernels or chestnuts. We then encased the fish in au
inch of dough-like mud and placed it in the ashes to bake.
When done the edges of the crust were broken and served as
platters.
The scales and skin of the fish stick to the earth
aud the deliciously-fiavored and perfectly-baked meat can be
eaten from the improvised plates. This is a royal dish for
use in camp."
:

Harper's Ferbt.

name

of party at

—A

Baltimore

correspondent wishes
Harper's Ferry, or at Point of Rocks, who

can furnish live bait for bass fishine.

JUisffcultim.

perience journalists worth their salt don't deal in dogs, for it
would be most unfair for them to sell a beast one day aud criticise
his merits on the next.
Added to which, dog-dealing and quill-

driving don't mix at all.
Since my last letter two fair dog

shows— Eastbourne and Birkentaken place. The latter contained nothing very much
out of the ordinary ruu of dogs among those irosc or, but Eastbourne
was the first exhibition which I have visited where champions are
barred from competition. The object of the promoters of this
class of show is avowedly to gaiu entries which (hey would not be
likely to receive if there was a probability of champions competing.
The result, however, in my opinion, is not encouraging, for
it is not pleasant to see a lot of third-rate dogs figuring as winners of prizes when one knows their owners have better tackle at

head— have

j

home, and would have brought it had it In.do so. Granted that such regulations pie!.:

1.

:

bile to
indif-

who wish to figure as possessors of m-i-prize winners,
worth while considering whether or not
is encouraged by first-rate specimens b. ing
mpetatfon.
The quality of the dogs was nothing
hibition received the full support of
.-.ml had a
good prize list into the bargain.
Talking of the Kennel Club makes
.i
excitement
e tbi j£ ol
which I alluded to iu a former letter, _....
liich is the result of
their attack upon Darlington and other show
who will not su Iter
the club to foist their rules upon them. Mat
it mended
a bit since I last wrote, and there is to be a biIg show at Manchester next month, at which the Kennel Club r rdfl* will not be enforced.
It may be mentioned that the Honor: ihle Secretary it th:>
Manchester fixture is a leading member of th
Club, aud
ll
others equally high in position in the club an
-.
This aij
shows that thev are not unanimous in their
>tting" programme, aud tho question arises
pulsion of the Darlington and other
ferent tykes

EISHCULTTJRAL NOTES.

;

no,

over. The time that I draiued my pond it was perthen I stopped the How and
fectly dry for two or three weeks
the water from the spring tins been steadily accumulating since.
I have not received my carp as vet, but to 107 surprise *nd ohagrio
I find that the pond is full of minnows from one-eighth to two
inches long. I am fully convinced now that the eggs are either
rained down or come from the spring water. I am convinced that
one or the other is the case on account of the very small ones. I
find that au exclusive carp pond cannot ho had in this part of thfi
country.— R. O. B.

same thing

Stukoeon and Caviare.— It

;

which have effectually removed what little hope he may
have had of winning the fight. And now, from the summit
of his eighty years, he looks back over the long and dusty
way he has trod with weary, aching feet, and drearily
wonders how he has succeed- d in climbing so high. Even
now he can be seen at Martin's Hotel, on the Saugerties road,
in the taproom of that famous old hostelry, sitting in an armchair tilted back against the wall, his few scattered locks
covered with the remnant of a si raw hat his Kentucky jean
trousers supported by one suspender, and his feet thrust
stockinglees into a pair of cowhide shoes.
He has succeeded
in finding, somewhere in the cavernous depths of his pocket,
a bag which at some time in the dim past contained tobacco,
ard his trembling fingers search for the morsels which have
bell,

bait;

HOW DID THE ELSE GET THERE ?— Crockett, Tex., Oct. 3.
—I was somewhat disappointed at not hearing souas explanation
Now it is tho
iu regard to the way the fish oaraa in my pond.

—

—

Del., that

minnow-fishing.

213

—

have caught all the above-mentioned fish in fresh water,
on the west coast of Florida, except the tarpum, which I did
not catch.
1 was once plaj iag a sea trout with a light rod,
when a tarpum seized the fish id its mouth, and then the novel
scone was introduced of playing a tarpum wil h a 9 oz. fly rod.
As we were nearly matched in size, the "odds" were rather in
favorof the tarpum. I expected, of course, to lose my leader,
but before the line was all drawn from the reel, the trout managed to escape from the tarpum.
When I reeled in the fish,
I found its sides well marked by the bite of the tarpum. The
tarpum and drum do not go into the fresh water often, except
in summer.
Josawi Willoo.y.
I

These

1

CALVTN FLETCHER, the newly-appointed Fish Commissioner of Indiana, has an appropriation of only $1,000 to
provide food for two million people. His term expireB September

MR.

20, 1883.

Tho Richmond and Alleghany Railroad havo decided to evert
more liahways over their dams on the James River, and
have adopted the McDonald plan for all of them. It may theu be
fifteen or

possible to have shad and other fishes again at the headwater of
thin river.

Thfl New Jersey Commission are thinking of stocking the
Passaic with black bass.
They may do so this fall if the fry can
be obtained, and the fish may do well in a, portion of tho river
which is not. polluted by the drainage or Patterson and Newark,
which contains much chemical matter in addition to ordinary

sewage.
The United States Utah Commission sent 400, 000 quinuat salmon
eggs to Germany by Steamer " bJnnau" on the 8th, aud 100,000 to
France bv Steamer " Canada" on the Pith. Of the former lot
350,000 were for President You Behr. of the Deutsche Iischerei

Yeretnaud 30.110(1 for C Bnase, Geestemoode. Mis, A. Columbe,
of Paris, reeowed those for France,
The eags were sent by Mr.
Livingston Stone from the U. S. Salmon Breeding Ranch on the
UtaCloud Biver, California^ to Mr. Fred Mather, of Forest asd

Steeam who repacked them

in refrigerating boxes,

it is still

.!.

'

.

1

i,

i

i

true 'tis pity, pity 'lis 'tis true,
feeling imported iuto the case and m.i o.oi
the Club Committee punished me by not speakn
a meats recent
show, and this because I am credited, rightly o
IV, with setting the ball of independence rolling iu th
the />«.
1 should never have alluded to this trivial
dent had it uot gone
tar to show how very sill
tiers
'hen Ibeil Lobbies
attacked, and how unfitted folks become, when iurluen.-ed by
06, to act as dictators to the canine or any other world.
}till Ore Darlington people, to use a racing term, have their
toes
'*Tis

I

;
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ground and won't give way, and, as thoy are well
backed up all over the country, there "in the making of a very
,'ieilv squabble out of it, of wliich I have to say that lookerB-on

Should this prove unsuccessful, then it will bo after a drag.
Wednesday, December 7. has been fixed as the day of the race.
Entries eiin be made, up to Tuesdaj night. Further details will be
sent you. —P. H. BfWSOS, Pres. Nat, Ren. Club.

well in the

the best of the fun.
a vary different subject— perhaps one
scarcely to bo alluded to in a gossipy let'er. but still one of which
we are all full at the present moment. The news of your resident's death has just reached England, and I can ho'neHtlv and
siucerelv assure Americans that our grief and Indignation is Only
>nd to then own.
On al! sides we sec dags half-mast nigh, and
ed.
wht ilhn
ha not eipr
winch
e aloue prevents me from reproducing, their
1 the calamity which has fallen upon
your great
nation, and the sympathy thVy feel toward the widow and the
orphans who are left behind. Very faithfully yours,

will have,

And now one word upon

who

by imported Borneo and '
at the New York show in

beautiful Massachusetts citv.
Springfield, Ma's.-,., is
town for pointers this I soon discovered after mv arrival,
although I Lave been shown a number of very prominent setter
puppies as yet too young to note. At the Havocs Hotel, Mr. 0.
IT. Gondman, the proprietor, has
Rattler, who 'is certainly one of
mosi
perfect
specimens
the
of
the
large
pointer I
ever
saw.
Battler,
you
know,
is
of
Dr.
out
CoT-II] in'.
Dilk'v's
BaflS,
by
Punier;
aud favors his
sire
really in appearance, save that he is not quite so much ticked
fetweeii the liver marking. Mr. Goodman had
me look at his
poiutor bitch Zip, a very good one, and her litter of seven oups,
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of Fannie.
narney ff—Mr. John McMullen, Painted Post, N. T., ba.s sold to Mr.
Wells A. Allen, Balclwlnsvllle, K. Y., the cocker dog puppy Barney
by Barney out or Fannie.
Hubert Jnnersolt -Mr. .Toh'i McMullen, Painted Post, IS Y., bas sold
to Mr. W."s. Rugg. of Baldwinsvlllc, N. Y., the cocker dog puppy
Robert Ingersoll, b
it of Fannie.
i., has sold to Mr.
HaU, Sandy Hook, C
II.,

.rnh ii
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mihilating several eats since
per out f Wass, and sb: ws
re bred from prize-winning
may be well proud of thin

VI
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Brlckei-ville, Pa.

PRKSENTATIONS.
3fiO—Mr. John McMullen, Painted Post, W. Y., has presented to Mr.
Charles BecrnK Jefferson, Texas, the liver cocker bitch puppy Nell,
bin
Flora.
Walker ontot
by

Mrntor-m.

patronage of Dr, Williams of this
tile kennels of several gentlemen of Springfield, and had a good opportunity of looking at their pointers.
AY. E. S. Bradford, who resides here, owns Bay, wiuudr of the
i.'.ize for pointers al the 1SH0 Westminster Bench Show, a
•veii'ul dog. with a capital head, and I am told a good field
dog Mr. M. L. B. Bradford, a brother of the former gentbman.
showed me bis Pete, bred from the Aldrieh stock of setters. I
should judge from the motion of this animal that he was n clipper
in the hold.
Dr. Williams' Jim out of Juno by his old Quaker, a
slock of working pointers he has known for years,
was much
pleased with, and more so after J learned from ethers the strain
eould always be relied upon as "stayers." The doctor, by-the-bve,
has a favorite hound, Uory O'Moro.'we propose trying to-morrow,
aH n Tox hunt has been arranged for the forenoon, in which
several dogs will participate, and your correspondent expects to be

AN EXPENSIVE

CAN* INI'..— A story

York-,

.lewelltn setter bitch by Mr,\ArCmlnteet Llearellin-* Lemon Beltctn Llew
noid Burges' Druid out of Mr. J. u. 'lark's Princess Draco, by Mr. J.

N.

Branson. Huwajore,

Ml

to

111.,

Farnswortb, WaSnlngfOO,

F. B.

B.C.

nnd %\n$

^haaiittff.

THE TRAP.

W

E

JBRSEY CITY HEIGHTS:

battle has been fought, and right valiant was the conid the crack club, or the " champion club' of tire
state
.as our J.
ex-fleld editor of another
r of this city was wont to designate the Esse.\ Hub
iged to lower their standard and own up tairiv outahoi

an Iowa dog
which has cost its owner >i'50 in damages
and the man
declares that impecunious neighbors hang around ou purposo to
bo bitten, knowing that he settles tho claims promptly.
told of
for bites,

is

Mew

Lufkln,

Fssi-.x vs.

following

:

U. L.

Comstock, Buffalo, N, V.. (he hull terrier
9, out of owner's P.crs bv Mr. n. II Vilani
Gag—Mr. H. h. Lufkln. New Yoi tr, lus
drus, New York, the dark brindle bull tet
'2, out of owner's Bess b.\
Mr G. B. Adam

the first auwe are told,

l'.ASTJ'.LN

This nfter
cily, I was taken to

VIl'MiiIP.t-linp's

isTsi liv Mr. ceo. Pownall, Christiana, Pa., to Mr. Dan Siorrs, Lebanon, W. H.
Fanw Frolic— Beagle dog and bitch whelped July, l L si. by Victor
(tmpoited Kattlcr-lmporteri Bluepelli oui of Beauty (2d Philadelphia,
is7S),by Mr. ceo. Pownall, CWrleUana, Pa., to Mr. Cobu cmietou,

attention of admirers of Scotch

II I.I.I) TRIALS.— We have received notice of tho
additional entry for tho Eastern Field Trials. Mr.
Henry W. Livingston. New York city, enters the lemon and white
pointer dog Baronet (Rush— owner s'Roso) in the all-aged stakes.

addition to his

OUtOfMr.

,

called to the advertisement of the Rev. Greenville

is

Mr. Hodson is one of
in another column.
thorities in England on this breed, and his stock is,
the best in England.

Hodson

i:

i'_

UTVlOWIl. N\ Y.
eo. Pownall, chrls-

pa to Mr. Oscar Green.
Dan- Flora— Beagle dog and bitch whelped July. 1891, bv Victor (Imported Rattler-Imported Bluebell) oui of Beauty (M Philadelphia,
liana,

$tih

SCOTCH STACHOINDS.—The
staghouuds

"".

-'

!en, l'a.nfed Post, N. Y.. the cockei hiieb r.-.i,
Nip Red Irish s-t.ter dogbv Mr. Bishop's Inn
Biddy, bv Mr. t;eo Leach to Mr. Fred I-;. Lewis

plfiaante.

wholped since

out or Mr. Proinhv's
onrage, having already dc-

laff

Bo
Capital points.
stock in England, n

;

COVERT.—Mr. M. S. Baker, Buck«portMe., wishes us to correct
a mistake made by Homo as to the breeding of Covert in his letter
published September 27, describing Mr. Everett, Smith's kennel.
covert is a son of Mr. Baker's Nell instead of Cora II. The mistake was of course unintentional, and we make the correction with

:

I

:

I

of Indiana.' s.lis, Ind. C. F. Wilson, Of Pittsburgh, Pa.
The experience and reputation they have insures all running dogs
a fair chance.—1'. H. BjWSOH, President N. A. E. C.

1

Tyke and

Mack—Mr. John McMullen, l'lilnted Post, N. T., has sold to Mr.
Chas. Kerlck, ot the same place, the cocker dog puppy Mack, by Bar-

,' ,.:,.;

FIELD, TRIAL JUDGES- Memphis. October 7.—
and Stream .-—The following well-known gentlemen

thall,

throe or fou
thrt old.
Zip
Jive
,ud whiter
although the aaoght
if Snapshot, a .d her pups fa
dam in shad, be
renlv marked
mel
(bat of Mr. Goodn
i-.
aafl hw lot
ortation

terrier-'.

Ho

H.

have kindlv consented to net as judges at the N. A. K. C. Field
Trials to be held at Brand Junction, Tenn., commencing Monday,
lea tnb
Major
M. Taylor, Lexington, Kv. D. O Burgen5.

color,

the arrival of the d
Patch, a very powe
mousl rated his hi
landing on onr Bhoi

.

England to obtain the

13, 1881.

ney out

I

iudii of this

,

to

LOST.—Mr. R. Lohman, of 81 Montrose avo, Brooklyn, lost his
recently imported mastiff bitch. She is about thirtv-two inches
high, of a tawny or yellow color, with black mask. Her ears are
unevenly clipped. Any one knowing of her whereabouts will confer a favor by notifying her owner, who will pay a fair reward for
her recovery. In connection with this we would say that we freely
oiler the nae of our columns and our personal efforts to assist in
the recovery of valuable dogs that are missing.

SOME SPRINGFIELD DOOS-Springlleld, MaBB., October 12.
... Fared -•wi Stream : I nm writing mv weekly letter to
yOU to-night in the midst of Fomsst .on Stiu-am friends, and T
rind vour .journal to be tbo household god of the general sportBa great

inner of first and special prizes
id second at the same in 1078.
ajthful companion.
"Nell" was
ding to tho above, aud to take

imported for the purpoj
the pifee of the old dog
finest dog possible.— Fn

VekoStiaw.

Bept, uo.

York, Oct. IV-El
•orest and Stream.? On
1 had the misfortune tc
ny cocker dog •'Witch.'
died of poison. Witeh wasi whelped
wb
June 16. 1874, and was

WITOH.- New
September 28

i

iMndun. England,
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Ail hick, while and tan.
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lmert by Mr. C. M. Walrat.h, AlDnny, x. Y., for ted
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Brown's (Dedliam, Mass.) Gordon setter
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Re mi -Toronto Jet— On Oct. S Mr. .1. F, Kirk's (Toronto,
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conditions of tho race. I have thought best, after consultation
with those owpipg hounds, to divide the money into— First, of S50
second, of s35, and thud, of $15, with $5 eutrauoe for each dog.
Wo have engaged live foxes that are to be led from horseback.
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Who
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or single aud

i-.iher -Ingle,

Mr. William King shot, in /-r.r,
together, about six tee; ilin
the pair, undertaking 10 kll
shooting so quickly
tltr

onbuig, out., has sold 'orhe Mo-

t'huhum. 'a'., lie- solid liver pointer bitch Glligur
plon chips-Kenai.
itiiKci-Mr.
N. Collei.der. Albany. N. Y , has sold to Mr. <. D.
Woodrufl', St. Caihartnes, Out., ihe fed insuselUifdog Boston (chamiM-i.ii- ,s,
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Some gentlemen owning foxhounds,
EdUoV Forest and fttream
bird dogs, desire to
a show with their hounds ei
Grand Junction, Tenn., during the meeting; of the N. A. K. G.
next December. With a view of testing then hounds, some have
guaranteed a purse of $100 and asked me to name judges and

n

niu uni-s—sn

Williams,..,^,
Mewait.....^..
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Belle—Mr. Bailey Harrison, ol iiisoniinrg, lint, h ir sold tojounlj.
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Beimeir.

Si„,t— Mr. Colin Cameron, Frtckervllle, Pa., has sold to Mr.
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On dit.s. trap SDd handle icat.-h for ISCO. SO bird eafth, has iieen
arranged between a member of the J. e. ii. and
d pl-e„u shooier
of Newark, to come iff the 2uih lost., on the grounuL..
,,|
lb,- J.c. „._
Marlon, M. J., when big shooting may be expected

it. ;Lcah-Royai
white and tan setter

11 A. M.,
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Mouse. Wednesday, (jet. 5th. 4:30 i: M., Lawrence
Point: Saturday, Oct. 8th. 4:15 e. u., Valley Stream: Atonditv.
Oct. inth, 4:30 P, .«., 1'earsn.ll's Corner: Wednesday Oct. lOlh, l.l.'i
v. .«.
Wav. Greet; Monday Oct. 24, 4:15 r. m. Baldwin's Wednes;. •.., Woodshurgh
IC
Wednesday Nov. 2d, 4:15
day, Qot, ;•
v. u (free] •"
Saturday, Nov. 5th, 4:00 v. m. Jamaica; Tuesday,
Nov. fit h, 1:00 v. m.. Kennels Saturday, Nov. 12th, 4:15 r vi'.,
Rockvillu Center. J. D. Cheover, Master. Special hunt trains
leave Long Llaud citv at 3:30 i: m., on Oct. i4. Nov. 2d and 12th,
Rockaway hunt Steeple Chases Oct. 13th 4 r. M. Special trains
leaves L. I. 0, 2:30 v. vt. for races.
The Meadow Brook Hounds
will meet Oct. 1st. 3d. tith. 15th. 17th. 20th, 27th, 29th. 31st.
November 3d and 8th. Meadow llrook hunt races, Saturday, Ocl.

FOXHOUNDS AT GRAND JUNCTION—Memphis,
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JSCYKKM-Kt. Louis, Oct. 1.—Editor
A CAUTION TO
FOrfOt and Stream : In your issues of the 22d and 29th ult. I
notice an advertisement of B. '/• Miley, of Lancaster. 1'a., offering
certain dogs for Bale. I am astonished at the brazen effrontery of
this iudividual and his continued efforts to sell dogs under Mb
very plaiiniblt representations of the sumo, as " guaranteed to be
as represented, or no sale." One of these very dogs he offers for
salo, Porte Craven, was obtained from a friend of mint in a fraudwhich he will bear testimony. I hold that it. is a
ulent way.
duty that you owe to tho sportsmen of the country and your
pal rons to expose this mau and thus prevent liis further attempts
to defraud the unwary,
I bought two dogs of this man last spring
—'•guaranteed to bo as represented or no sale.'' N< ither of them
... bi
as represented by .Miley.
Oue was returned to him.
He refused to refund the money paid for tho (log, and to thiH day
I have only received one-half the amount paid for this dog.
Now,
appeal
von
to
in behalf of a dozen gentlemen whom this man
I
Miley has deceived (and whose names I have), as well as the n hole
spoiling Community of the country, to aid in preventing further
similar off. rts Of this "professional dog dealing jockey" to obtain
the money of honest men by specioUB advertisements and unsie presentations.
I h&vu employed a lawyer to prosecute him for
obtaiup money under fraudulent pretense. —Respectfully yours,
A. E. Woophon, Capt. D. S. Army.

.,
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1st,

i

.nei hi thai

time somen! them too
the good things so hivMily displayed mi ".iterance.
As usual, some ol the best men ot both cijibs r-da-d
'is well as
Ihcv and their lilends expiated of them. In-. Pindd.-il becmie de
aiition
and
said
be had a jiaia-i.r n
moralized early In ths
seiloiin
Some one said, .-oio voce ihal
i-oi.iiu ion that he must see at once.
quail
around
Lennnidstown,
ypi
ic Doctor could kill
ikc* v well
peril ips, but when it came to pigeons with (he j c. II, i,.,o,
vep',.,,
i'.eunei
too, one of their most reliable shots, like a
on member
of the
C. 11. al Lone Branch, he must have lorgott'-n le^ ~
c. VVarne, of Hie Midway c:lub, Matteawan, was the referee an old
pigeon shut, a gentleman thoroughly posted on the rules, hiv ,,.
were prompt and Just lie gave universal s-.ii-iacuon. Tie
utile eh iilengtng. and none of the petty carping so often seen In h
eloselv roates.l-M match. The billowing is I he official score
Fourth match between iho Essex and Jersey city li, i.'iits Gun
clubs: SB men each club. 2:. yards rise. 6 hints per man- thaflrsi four
birds from a desleii.d; d trap, one barrel only: uexiiom frmu 6 irrauiul
traps, both barrels:
i

uig-delayed compliment the pointer men
in reason of the above did I urge the
warm personal friend of miue. Hoping
and generous greeting with the confi-

HOCK A WAY HOUNDS MEET Saturday, Oct.

boi

II

i.

beiC
OKI
quai
he SeOI'lhlne; Ills ellll, -,v:e. ... .e, .,.,-. T
tu tlv ua . [I-,.,.,,
we are told. But nils member happened not to be one ol thetlndd
kind, and the Es.-*x boys were accommodated to a mo
i.,t- dcirrce
on these terms. As it turned out his monev wn-s well Invesnd
•I he arratis'iuienis on ler the management of
Hie E-sex committee
were in g'KKt taste, and were well carried out. Plenty ot the tsst for
the Inner man and gentlemanly treatment The Kssess, u lie- can t
shoot as well a^sonie clubs, do not forget to be gentlemen, and' ereaL
hilarity," especially toward Die lust, prevailed, as Jake P
said
" Weil, it we can't beat them shooting we c
out-holl- r hem "'and'
t

NAMES CLAIMED.
'homed by the

are justly entitled to,
election of my nomii
Ibis will Recure bun i
h
of the poiutei
aud all other sportsmen assembled, I
leavo the future to develop the disinterestedness and sincerity of
my uotions for the welfare and success of the club and its constituents.
WAsniviTOS A. Costku.

I

i

nn charge, for thepublicn'inn

both owner and. doj

FIELD TRIAL JtJDf>E8.—Editor Forest and Sinn,,, I cannot allow the opportunity to pass without saving a word on tho
wisdom of the E. F. T. Club's approval of my' nomination by the
election of Juo. M. Kinney, Esq., of Staunton. Va., to till the
poBition of one of the judges at. tho autumn meeting of 18HI.
Judge Kinney's .pialllioatioua are Mich that bin social aud professional standing is a sufficient guarantee of the integrity of the
honorable and imparliiil judgment the entries will receive at his.
hands, more especially as he. is free from nnv bias or influence iudnced from breeding or selling anv special strain of huutmg dogs,
merely Beeping them for his own pleasure afield. His long personal practical knowledge and ability to educate and handle bis
dogs, coupled with a sound sporting reputation among the best
sportsmen of his locality, should give him a wanu indorsement to
the sportsmen who are about to trust their pets to his ability to
fail h fully and conscientiously discharge the duties of thiH trying
position.
I felt, as an active member and one of the Executive
Committee, that breeders and owners of pointers who trusted
thoir interests to tho honor and justice of somo member of onr
club, who should net as the representative of theso absentees,
would be faithfully protected, determined mo, in tho absenco of
anv assuming the burden, to constitute and appoint myself such,
and plead their cause to the best of my ability. In assuming this
responsibility, my lint duty was to secure one representative

111'.

invited to tend wiemoramta
/it in* rlion in this column
v*h notes; but request in each
ith our form, that the name of
printed, and that the strain to

etogn

ofiicunett claimed, bred, wJiWjio, kalm,

musically entertaiuod uutil dinner* time.— Homo.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.]

13,
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arrival in the United States, bet ! 100 hat he would break to pieces 1)6
Domes in 100 shots, with No. 6 shot, viz., the hard. Mack, lerh
DOtlle.
He shot this id, Mount Pleasant, ih.irleston 1,11 ;;,,.; .,
pieces, fairly la uie air, ]
Uealo iceessl a ouooni
willi grin 14-bore, l 02. shol 0| \u oz,, I [orgei
In support or Mr. King's claim io having made
bear, score in
t

i.

-

:

me

He following records were adduced
I. King v. Wells,
Slice a Red Bank, Philadelphia., 'lsS4.—King Shot
at 10 double birds, killed 2n; Wells slioi id :u double birds
In Hie shoot off at Hi dnubl" bird-, noli Uiled 19 birds, and Hie states

215
the leading scores were; F F Mtilen, as; T .1 Dolan 85;
Captam .1 Ken to. In his second score at aim yards, using the regulation military rifle, Mr. Dolan scored 49 out or :» points, lie adding this
his first score the record would be 95 out of a possible in" poiins.
This, it, is claimed, has never been surpassed at Creed moor under the
same conditions.

The wind was steady and blowing two points on the gauges from
nine o'clock, and with a gray light, everything seemed favorable to
Dig scoring. A better 224 than lids one
Is impo,slblo to make, and
only a clean score can now beat it. Our only regret Is that the score
should not hare beon made In a match instead of in a mere practice

possible len
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J Ames.,

will he In progress during the month af October
No. 1 will be. the all- tuners' tHe match.
No. 2 will be the amateur idle match.
No. 3 will be the all-comers' pistol match, in which is offered four
ish prizes.
'there Is also all extra cash prize offered to any one making a clean
Bore of ten consecutive bullseyes.
Conditions In all matches: Any .22 calibre rifle, 6-pound pull; posh ion, off-hand rounds 10, a possible so live scores to win, or a pos-
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;
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.22 calibre pistol, regulation barthree scores to win, or a possible 2SS

the Mammoth rllic gallery has
been exceptionally good. Although no clean scores have been made,
many uieuibeis of out-or-town clubs, as well as members of the several Boslou new spaper rule clubs, have availed themselves considerably of ihe gall' o tor practice. Pistol shooting especially seemed to
he more In tavor than ever.
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Albany, October

7.

fall meeting of the Third Division Kifle Association
-*was commenced Wednesday morning, at Eensselaei'wyolt. So
far the association has been fortunate in tlieirarraugemeiita, and
tho meetings have proved successful, bo far as attendance and
financial results were concerned.
Iu former years a considerable
portion of the receipts came from the military men
this year
military rifle practice is at a low ebb, and Wednesday .found but
two military men on the ground. Notwithstanding the absence
of the military, the entries were more numerous tbau in former
years, and the receipts were largely in excess of any first day of
;

the

meeting.

fall

The

directors went over in an early train and commenced the
at 9 o'clock with the directors' match.
The air was oool,
but pleasant, and tbe wind did not in tho least interfere, while the
eky was overcast, and the light was that dull gray so earnestly desired by rillemou looking for a good score.
Three matches were concluded, the prize winners and details of
which were as followB:

meeting

Match— 2011 Yard3.
4145544-30 1! E Spelman, Jr, Bal S.4454245— 29
1414413—20 H Uatchelder,
4445333—27
4444115—29
Short-range Military Match— 200 Yards.
P. Tt Spelman, Jr. S
.4405455— S2 p Muldoon, S M
4441411— 23
C F, Wendell. S M
5445451—31
T Miles, S M
4333555—23
Chil- H Cans, s M
5554414—11
,1
Kelhick, S M ... .4134444— 27
EF11.cn, HM
6544535—31 Then Mealier, s M
444'453— 27
4455144—30 U Lalchelder, Ii
Jas I Miles, S
3215343—24
Champion Military Match.
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The shooting during ihe week
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All-Comers' Pistol Match.
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Sportsmen's Club
start out on their annual hunt Tuesday, Oct, Is, to be followed by a
-n
in
c'.ioo
r i.o.ooiii.c,
-Td- sides are captained by'E.
S. Knowles and A. B. F. lilnney.
The last of next week the Worcester 'it v Guards. Oo. A, 2d Regiment, W. v. M., have their annual lai-get, shoot toi prizes, followed
by their annual supper.
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October matches at. the Magnolia
have f;],,n;o:i ell a ive It
11.01,
u
'oi.v.i
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be
Inducement oflered to riflemen to practice scores at redueed p-ices
has brought in many novices and adepts tor rule and pistol shooting.
Mr. K. F. Schaeier has the aao In theall-eoiners- r.h- match, followed
by Ames closely. J. II. Williams has a long lead in the all-comers'
pistol match. Only tne best scores shot during the week are given,
as follows, together with the official programme for the month
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Ills total \fas eonaled and ills record beaten bv the
nrraieoShots when on Aug. H4 last Mr.
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11. i lion. „
Line iiju oi I hieairo. Tile d.ue wits Oct l and
In the regular practice of the club at their
range near Chicago.
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yiKDFORD, Oct. 6.— To-day was a line day for riflemen and some
slxtv.gathered at Bellvue range, th- ,01 aa,,,,, lean. 1,,-. ,.,,.,,,•
day 01 tint mil meeting 01 the Mediord lliile Assoeiuilon. In the team
mulch there were three onirics, l.he Medio, [!., being rim winners, as
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Sighting their pi: ces atnl gelling in practice shots. There wetc sixteams In the held, and there being but four targets an allotment of
seven men to each target was made, so that no leam should be kept
waiting. Al:3"ovlock, sharp, Uie team match was -;..:e,-i. ,nd tle-speetators-of whom, by the way, there was a goodly number— withdrew
to points overlooking the range, and the. contest, began.
The scores
given below tell their own story. Every kindol a gun wusused, irom
a lluc-ly balanced modern rille with peep and globe sights and windage and elevation gauges, to the oid-iashioned military rifles with
open sights and lacking both beauty and symmetery. some of these
mliltiry arms, however, In the hands ot old members of the mliltht,
did effective work, and battered the bullseye right royally. Though
-nni,-;. n-ol ,y,-d It was ttOI
a smoking and eiipei i/i eg lunen a', is
until afLer the last shot In the team match had been llred that the
b i.vs troubled t hems -Ives about ai tacking the viands, and even then
there was no dallying at la- able,, as everybody was anxious to get
heir guns "down tine'- for the individual contest, which offeiedso
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the range, It was a 11 ht one, and did not greatly lnterlere wll h the
shooting. The 11 o'clock train from Boston carried out the majonty
Ol'the contestants, and the remainder followed an hour later, so that
all the boys were on hand In good season, nulostriou-ao
ai work
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deceased fellow-craftsman, Chanes ii. Vincent, who was a member of
the original Glebe team, and one of tne most popular and esteemed
gentlemen of the press.
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Fifty entries were made in this match.
During the two diys about two thousand shots wore lired ou the
range, aud not an accident occurred. Tho fourth full meeting of
.the association has passed into its history as a success in every
particular.
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s an- built

tor crolslog; ih.n they an- ,„.,i
Ui=iQri >lve~ us
u>' yachtsmen, I
:,i,i..MlMi TO
1

hod gam.

the sloop

Impossible; that their

quite.

siHioi.

in.'

alona

;

,

s.

•i.

liny

that,

u.,

grouse; ami

Massachusetts,- From wftpBd can
, bat wrnmi be n,c price?
Ans. it
cann.it re rapped alive.

They

tile birds.

1

allrfui,

u uu

""Cot"

repeat with
i- io
believe
o st

ies

i

l— The Queens

Borbya.-iii-.ii-uini

Mr.

Oil

procure iflo ruffed
Impossible lo gel,

,

iilU

up-

•

Is

am awaiting
about M or, in, .M
put you en the ti

r.— l

lnlaii.1

mJ

i

I

ichlnc.-ilikc

.

coin,

II.

'

work n-i
lorher lai'T aiari.

,111

si"; goes .,
work,.,
ailUvlHiit uniii llo
jiL si,.? i)uin'* ,;.:
Udflop an, In!! sh,

tateroom, ana can cruise all
racing machine, ami licit a
mini lo veniuro outside oi
yacht, ir. is as ir Iroquois
lores, anil die owner oi me
ilways dkl hate tttOSB lust
I.
"adv-going, •slow-paced

though there

'.lie.

may

lie

be a few Isblatedcases

rciifiroll will not

7

suml.

'

NKri,»iN.--n.v addressing Missis. Dawson Broa,pilbIisIiSrs, MontCanada Ka-t. y.m ui
ocurc whatever maps there tro extant
or the Neplgnn region. Messrs. Dawson l;ms are the laigesi publishers 01 maps In Canada.

i

real.

N c

II.

:

no pari of Klin hie cm en • make a
too mu'oh overrun now with men
The State has suffered loo long

Swansea, Mass.

mm'

living with tne

In
idoritai

is

Ig,
;iuii,'

wnicn

tuu machine?

is

.1. M. L., yinclalrville, x.
v. --Where can
ei
FUflcrwav'B "New
Cat.Uogue of North American I'.lrds, ami .,i who ,,ri. ? • Yns i'nh
llshedriy iheUoverniccht.
Hiite to tuae author,' caic or' the B1U1LI1° Smithsonian Institution, Washington.

n-ciii

ii.-i

'

in,:ili:lii--lilpal. 2:3H:

gjin in

Her l.ivor.

Mi, So. Lonilenlale. vi. -Will you please send lneoneor
yoiiP
pamphlets, as ha*.! us,
th,. powder ami have had had refrom It, having hurst a good gun will, it. Please send mo one
p.'.'iipal'ts suon.
Aug. We send the pamphlet. Xu sensible
nan n ill use lilttmar powder after rending it.

t

im

iMiirs''. I,
i
.

up on

th,

And

u[

sent

mi ik-ck,

way

to

l

I

fills

'ie>

1

v
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,

I

ton

regular
along with inn

inn;.:.

to,

lawsappoaring.

UtfHOOkw.inp.i.— •
-•:'.

hit

,1

i

wbleli

Dull, aiin r.isn-in'ii
ivorkin oishlp ul'
s, Hard on tier lielm. win.ii
nirul In lair weather wily,
Is

,

.'rial.-, .,,,,1

ceo .ting thedirference to be
nat sin: irr aboni as go.nl us
down to tbe finish, Madge

hideous shin-barking barii.
low cabin with
uie lord tint length of t.lie
a very moderate
mi or her ballast to retalii
most slovenly, cheap and
01.
HucU were the clack

ij-Hl.i!.,

-

l"ng
.".',

tile
5

ll

close coullue
plenty ot sawdust

a. c.

i

believe

i

Philadelphia. -l.
tin-

-mi

is still

lories In Air.cn,:.,,! waters.
sail.
takes tiiej'.iio cup

Mu till,,

OF OlnNTK YACHT CLUB.-Tbe

Y

animal regatta

KlOgway

Grade

10

.

m. s.
15 40

ti.

SS
89 OS

Katie Gray

6

n.
s

it.

s.

38

02

rely hold
hi we.si-

Hi,- vice.

commodore

on a reach, the ten

lier big sister,
ivvn fur li.iine.

at

rounded the

foil'

tail

tin;

point.

owing

:u*.

erai color, gray; tee wiv huge, heavily furred i„ ic .;
as to conceal soies; cars mil, iong tufts: in! uhn
ai tip
nodistlucl bars on loner side or legs. Large- length in Indies.' stands
higher on its legs ami has larger
and longer rur h ua the follow,
lug: /,. nyii« -General color nitons; Inner eulea oi legs with cross
,',•

r,l)
?,<J
t!
14 01)
3 S4 10
Mr. OITord therefore takes the winning Hag, subject to conditions
attaching.
MADGK. -our Eastern exchanges arc anxious for the rray. They
believe eastern yachts will make a boiler tlghi with tin: cutter. I'os-

I

•

l

bands blackish; ears wltb small tuns; tail with butUK patch at end
above, preceded by half rings. Considerably smaller than the
pre-

'.:".,
I

C.

A B

,

Allegheny City.— 1. Please inform

m

carbon

me whether

the oni

m

us

oil will lne, leili" in hie
,,
gun Pniel'' 1 is the l'.ouehiil
a. reliable one.:i.
Mv ,ef,er pun "mree m. ,n: li s*. ,',i .... -,„, ,.•,,
in the hlndiiu niers and is eoiitinu.i'lly siltlti" down
WhinTu in,.

slil:

The stalely Orlva. h
At this work the big boat
Its' tiiiic, passed the Scotchman, and
roundf,
Madge ai I:i;t:.'i7. spinnakers were ca
•lowly dying out.
Madge drltied ahead and p.
Ofl»Rat.fi:W:M. Mr. Alim of ihe Seheiiier, pi
fort;.', to the
Maize. This Mr. Blalth relui
Alley (leeUnEd to accept
e elrcuin8taneea. So
tlllinil,',! ,1

Huoy

i\.

Uau Lynjc

'

With the wind on slarbo

away from

on on habits
I at present,
miiced.

J. 1.. L.. New York.— The dllTerenee between th
and Hie wild cat of the Middle and New England s
In dispute. Will you kindly elucidate,
aus.
brief diagnoses Of Lynx auui'knxi* and b.r-.n,,-- I

Emma...
and In the light win, is or the day could
Mruwii nl'h the Utile ten-tonnpr. Madge go
Bioy,

in History of N. a. itnds, give
a. Thev are not bei
Yes, but the time of publication has i
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Acti time,
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I
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lit ible.
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Issolved long ago.
do nol know fly whom.
odd number of dogs
n a bat and drawn our.
i odd number. Una last

b

ami

of this cluli

at was slow in shaking on! reels in the sla, kening wind, and
woikcd to ihe lore, ani loinuia went into second. Tbo latter
(he water bei ween her and Grade steadily, and as ike mud
ay ran up ablg balloon jiblopsail in her pole masthead, which
lilted her away from tne teat, wno could not get topmasts on end in
time. Emma crossed a
H mllo course

N'ory day. win mi
for a score
her one an I an b:'

ffltltm

i
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will ul

Pa—

i.-.y
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So, in «as (etched
lODrinliiuies later.
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1. Will you kindly inform me where
I
:an procure Mr. II. M. Hoblu-ou's Pool:, the "tt'reai fur
band,"

by am.
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j

Toe Urm was

manufactured,

A "bye" oaeuia only when there is a
niiiolng. The names or the dogs are pla.-.-,
In pairs to run together.
Should iherelie
bye, or. In oihev
ds, he is placed
o the winners of the beat, and must run io He- ttrsl heal of theequal
next

Time— Si

wold not
fifth
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score;
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Mr. Leland could not let bis boat
re lay at ner moorings waiting lo i
ve. There was a galo from the west
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01 tut: phenomenal ueifc
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iteM.
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lion in regard lo a law on ruffed grt
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b rules will preveiii mth
a, ohi.ialiy :\\ least, acci
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i
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nly a "second best" c
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Johnson.
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OSWEGO KEGaTTA.— A

gentleman writes

in explanation of the
in the tuwiyo

f,,\,,r of Ella against Emma
a:i liou-ii. as we expected, ihe judges are. cleared
14.
charge ot partiality, our correspondent does not make out
substantiation
of the decision. As ihe rules are to be recase
In
his

decision of the referee In

i

uous and ordinances shall be published in
lu which the session laws arc published, ai
shall be hied lu the oilice of the clerk ot lh(

and such regWa-

beraoi inectiiinly
lined copy liiei',. ef

Hi:vni:i;,New York.—1. Please Inform me
otansb. 2. I caught a llsh the uiiiurdaj
house called a Tommyeout, a salt water
length and of a dark, color on the back ch
uiijei- he belly,
is this oue of the many u

frciin utiy
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io evety modeler.
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mold or piece mold, the object
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e admitted that the cutter has plenty ot
*»ra below, so that her
ivner can live on board her with eonjtort
Mini die: Is an excellent si
ind that she caunnt be capsized.
On th,' olUcr hand they have insisted that the cutie:
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enters and skluin.ijic dishes has
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lUlluw racing machine Mint win sail wonder
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Nd, of course, men whOoe idea „l yacl
ng is to sail laces
Lower Hay, and to make moonlight excurs is up the Hudson,
decided in favor of the skimming dish.
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«*tuy cinter is slow in companion with Hie cetmvbxu'd boat ba;
'Wn (lie one overwhelming areun, ei, '.acain.-i it by which ihcadviv
C'.Icb oi sluillow-raclu" machines have Instilled their
preierence
lit" il hardly besaiiiiTi n the dis-usslun In regard to Ki...
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NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONVMOl.S COMMUNICATIONS.
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Marshall's Creek,

i'a

We

cannot

tell

you where to send

for wild pigeons.

IU«'0

I

1

rig and he .lun:.-,-, .,;,.,. p rig there {s absolutely no ronti
any dlfferepoo ot opinion that Is noi based wholly tiijou
<

!

wiiitev.-r tor
S-fJuilIce.

.But Uie

performances

01 tlio

Madge have upset the

old

1

1

it is difficult to obtain ihe dethe plaster easts Is qui!
.broider well, and can only be properly
Hon ot an expert.
have even hcaid tbe endearing dimlnu
them by some. Whether H was a t,
which you caught, or borne other nab, \
i
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lulsail
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make

argument oi

red to be timer than ti.victories not In the heavy

1

since

wealhei

a centreboard sloop,

Texas Game Notes— Indianola, Texas, Sept onx bt,T 30.
Editor Forest and Stream:

W.

I'.

IX, Fulton, N.

V.-Can you Inform me wheie

second-band long range target

rifle

V

Ans. At any

I

can get agood

M the city dealers

in nrcurms,
C, G., Slne.lairville,

N.

Y.— The

length of u gun stock is measured
trout, or right, trigger, to the centre of tbe

in a straight line from the.
heel-plate, or metal base of tbe stock,

We

are having very wet and

squally weather mid high titles— everything overflowed. The
ponds and sloughs arc all full. Everything promises fine
shooting this season at the geese, duck, etc.
I saw tbe first

jacksuipe of the seasoji on the 31st. All
sool weather to bring the birds along.— A.

we

lack

is

some

«

;
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A TBAVBLiiK in Texas writes to a Pecos
paper
"On the road from Stockton to Pino
there is not a tree in sight of the road—not
:

[Orrrowot 18, 1881.

I

PATENT FOLDING

—

A blanket thrown over a Spanish dag-

oue.

ger nllYirds the best shade to be found in that

though

locality,

fine

timber

asserted that there

ia

it

in the

The

Cottonwood.

is

mountains, such as cedar,

short leaf or spruce pine, live oak and

some

springs ate clear, spark-

ling and cold; the lakes on

EACH: Si 75,

the stream are

SIZE:

deep and evei lasting water. The range cannot be excelled iu any country.
There is
very little stock in that country as yet. The
Southern Pacific Railroad runs, or will run,
through the place. Laud is cheap."

Tub

PRIGE INCLUDING STRAP.
FOE SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS
EST PISHING TACKLE.

stings of bees, wasps, yellow-jackets,
etc., are
not only painful but

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY.

hornets

Orders received from persons residing In cities In
dealers keep a lull line of our goods will not be tilled

with some persons may be dangerous. If
you can see the sting extract it with tweezers
or by pressing a watch key over it.
Apply
oil,
whisky or
soda, hartshorn, sweet

utr.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
NEW

lants.

YORKOF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

ERVE FOOD.
PHOSPHITES.

VITALIZED

which
e.r.

price.

depression give stimu-

If there is

cologne.

A,

CAPACITY, 9,

IS

Established

Composed of tuelV'E 11 VE-GI VI BIG principles of the ox cratn and wheat germ. It restores to
both Drain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses Or
nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens a falling memory. Jt prevents debility and consumption. It strengthens the brain, gives good sleep, and recuperates after excesses. Physicians have
-d B0,WKI packages.
Vi- s-hp by druggists or tnall $F.
004 and 66« Sixth Avenue, N, Y,

NO END.

-1836.

NEAT AND ELEGANT

CROSBY,

BOOK BINDING

ghe gsnnek
Advertisements
received
Cameron Kennel.
later than Tuesday cannot be Beagle Hounds
bred lor bench and Held purposes.
RALLY (Sam-Dally) stud fee, $25.
inserted tintil the following
RuCIiET (Rally-Rosy) stud fee, $10.
COLIN CAMERON, Brickerville, Pa.
week's issue.
Rates promptly furnished
GORDON KENNEL, Locust Valley, Long Island.

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

;

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.

;

o n application.

We have

KEEPS SHIRTS.
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &c, &C
SAMPLES AND CIRCULARS MAILED FREE.
KEEV MANUFACTURING CO.,
«S1,H33,'63S, 637 Broadway. New York.

on sale young

and

dog.s

If

JAMES

Shooting Suits.

BEAGLE

HOUNDS.— Raving

my

sold

POINTERS, young
&,

McLELLAN,

dogs partially broken; just

right to put on game; of Rush, Snapshot and
sensation strains very handsome and promising
Also one brace of puppies.
Address EDMUND
ORGILL, 1090 Dean street, Brooklyn.
Octl3,tr
;

VAUPAHAI80, IND,

VINCENT BISSIC,
Practical Gunsmith
<)

CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW

IT'OR SALE, a handsome Irish red setter dog, 3
Jl years old, well broke and a good retriever from
land and water. Price $:;:>. Also a. good Foxhound,
2 years old. Price $15. CHAS. F. KENT, Monti-

TORE.

Ky.

cello,

New and Second-Hamd Guns, Pistols, etc., constantly on hand. Repairing of every description
done In the best manner and warranted. Guns
bored to shoot close and bard. Pistol grips fitted
to stocks. Pin tires altered to central fire.

and

its development;
WITH SOTES ON SHOOTING.

Gordon bitches Mist and Zephyr. Address or
to A. W. PEARSALL, Huntington, L. I.

apply

or Towns supplied with
water by Pipe Wells or Deep Rock Wells. Dug
i.i
:!
i'
Mr.'.
o r
wells t.li it Vi
MANILA'! IaS ARTESIAN WELL CO.,
i

"Modem Breech-Loaders," "Choke-Bore Guns," Etc.
One Vol., Extra Feap., 4to, 68O Pages, SOO Illustrations, Cloth, Gilt.1

PRICE, $7.50.
" Tlie
: .it."

'
•

fullest description of fire-arms

to

..,.,,.

:':,.;

but

-i

uns or rifles."— The

and matters pertaining

'ol.

i'r

\\
,'

.c

iien'O.
in

COUNTRY PLACE FOR

SALE-Maln

bouse, 40

by 18; extension, So by 10; hardwood finish;
marble mantels; liotandei.nl water: stable, hennery, etc.. two acres lawn, fruit and shade trees.

i^OR SALE, a very superior high bred setter, also
an extra Una pointer, both i.hoioughly broken,
HORACE SMIlU, 33 Park Row, N. Y.

CLAYPIUEON COMPANY

;!.-,!..
'.
COst. S! I.IHII; SI. Old
Price $0,501)
sLx acres -near two railroads, closter, N. J. For
sale, a acres on western slope of the Palisades, TenMoney loaned to build. Apply to E. R.
ally, N. J.
WILBUR, 4U Fulton street, N. V., between m and
Aug26,tf
12 a. m.
;

single B.L.
SALE, a Shattuck lo-bore,
FORmade
nas line Damascus barrels,
o order
9 lbs.,

l

.I'

i

;

.!"

.

'

,

d (not on trade gun);

ing parts have been finely tlnlsued

all

a.urt

the work-

plated, viz.,

r.'a
t.riggeis, enek springs, guard and pic.
target Al=o tin shells and loader, prlee -"a. "Never
been used only at target. Address J. i\ RON AN,
Box 3d, Roxburv Station, Boston, Mass. Sept22,tf

& C.
Foil SALE— W. (tun

Scott

& Son Breech- Loading

(same quality as Bogardus
llauimerless
Uses) line Damascus slee. barrels, ;di Inch long, 10
bore, takes t% in. shell, s id-ioths lbs.
pislol grip, Pat. fore-end, horn butt plate, > in
".-.-!
iy, iop aoiuijjaiie
...
bo'it, tup lever, douOIe bolt, exiension rib, extra
sold
:,io...iier, close and hard; line eueravlng
n
foruoiault; will send C O. D.; privilege of trial
gun cost i-m>; price now, $1011, with sole leather
case holding 75 shells, and Barclay loader, recapper
price 01 gun
and deeapper, and 00 brass shells.
L. A. DAVENPUnT,
without Implements, J150.
octl3,2t
Davenport, H. Y.
;

.

f

i

1

.

.,

i

,

.

i

„,t„o
JT.UIiS

Octl3,2t

Elgin,

Octl3,2t

ill.

That stand unrivalled

FOR

SALE, two good English mastiff puos, male
and female, 10 months old; welgnt" 105 lbs.

are docile and fond of children.
McNALLY, Stonlngton, Conn.

each
J.

Address

;

GREYHOUND PUPS FOR

:

l/OR SALE,
1

three Gordon setter pups by Dr.
-'..

li

1

'

Horro:;;

Address G.

F.

1st,

SlOO;

iNn Stream, July T, 18S1, p. «s,
This flight so nearly resembles the actua:

[Extract from Forest

from l»rngs or Medication.

Warranted Free

NEW-

THREE

VANITY

KINGS.

FAIR.

Merits.

S.

8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALSK1MBAEE *: CO., Peerless Tobacco Worlcs, Rochester

'N. Y.

i._i

In'

ij','

_.

-

j

Brooklyn, L.

_, 1

1

1

-.

!•'

DiraN & WILBTTB,
Commission Merchants,

i

an mi, and perfect beauties.

GILDEKsleeve, dm Fulton

BUTTER, EGGS,

street,

Oct0,2t

I.

a
SALE, two put v
dog and bitch, whelped Mayan,
1

11

1

Locust Valley, L.

tter

1

issi.

I.

STONEMEIVGE ON TMJE

Address
Oct6,2t

JDOG.

We send sales and check for netamountlmmedialely after
free

on application.

Your correspondence ana shipment

344
TOCKS, BONDS

AND

stencils

and Price lurrent
i

one or two gentlemen
WANTED,
unite with me in buying

SECURITIES,

resort

MINING STOCKS.
For sale by forest and Stream Publishing Co.

sale,
solicited.

iniiilaUeal

GREENWICH STREET, NEW YORK.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
Frico *3 50.

Etc.

SPECiAL ATTENTION PAID TO POULTRY AND CAME.

puppies,

'

ocU3,imo

Yorlcj

HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.

WM.

;

(7>0R SALE, the following rifles will bo sold at a
F low figure Sharps Long Range, Sharps MidRange, Sharps Military. Sharps :i
Pocket Rifle. Address Bos 5153, Boston, Mass.

CO.,

Oct6,3t

and Nelly

WEEKS

I

Each having Distinguish i«ifj

SALE, three dogs and

1

FOR

&,

2ti $-35; 3d, «>ne trap andl, OOO pigeon*. For
particulars, rules, score cards, etc., address tie manu.
facturers.

FAIR.

(WXHOUND PUPPIES FOR SALE— Also a few
F foxhounds. Imported stock. Address ESSEX
COUNTY HUNT, Montclalr, N. J.
oct0,3t

A.

PURI'l'l'.

VANITY

Octfi,3t-

L. I,

I..

for

FRAGRANT

R

two bitch pups, out of my Imported English
gieyhound bitch Juno by my Imported Leo. pups
Are mouse-colored and fine,
whelped Aug. 12.
healthy animals. H. W. HUNTINGTON, Wllllainsburgh,

•

CIGARETTES

a

GOODING,

F.

and manufacture which
..'...

to all Interested in sporting

Khali .he ClW Pigeons afford excellent
^^
01 „,k,^ EXHIBITION
nvn.nm.TnM 01
no bAM
kim L
v motions of birds auootlng.
DESIRING
We commend all sportsmen
practlce for wlng
»
* «
PLEASE NOTIFY COMPANY.
to test lt8 merits."

thoroughbred English Greyhound
FOR SALE,
or win exchange tor
fine bred rainier.
t'lTcli,

'.

THREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS:

THE-

LlGOWSKY

OctlS.lt

Address E.

It

OVER 1 PER CENT. OF BREAKAGE AT THE XHAP GIARVVTEEB.

CIRCULAtl-.'OF

ddress

West Brook, Conn.

§!th.

....

'

GREATLY IMPROVED.

ORDERS NOW PROMPTLY FILLED.
CAPACITY of Factory GREATLY ENLARGED. N OX
SEND FOR

SA LE, fine red Irish Setter dog, 1% years
FOR
old, broken on quail. Address A. G. SPENCER,

gar

to their use

.,-,'.
,

in.'

SENT, PREPAID, ON RECEIPT. OF PRICE.

Oct!3,lt

gunning outfit,
complete, I'm' ell -\rter bv day. week or season.
Apply to ilA'l HEW REYNOLDS, Havre fie Grace.
Octl3,4t
Md.

he

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN

Broadway.

first-class

i

Spirit of the Times.

1

CHARTER— A

I7IOR
"

'

most careful perusal, and we commend

i

and

I will take two or three setters or pointers to
thoroughly train.
References: given.
D. W. C.
PARKER, '.'ia Main si., Spiingileld, Mass.

,

240

.ion:,!..:::.."

imI

il

739 and 741 Broadway, New

AM GOING SOUTH FOR THE WINTER,

Factories

BY W- W. GREENER.

AUTHOB OP

i

SALE, red Irish setter dog victor, warranted
FORflrst-class,
both In breeding and the held. Also

my

THE GUN
" The

Octl3,2t

Water! Water! Water!

S«.

A FILE OF N. Y HERALD, 1847, AND TIME*,
TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR SALE.

oetis.lt

SHELLS LOADED TO OKDEK.

Dwellings,

14 Dey

enUre

fennel of beagles to Colin Cameron, of Brickand knowing that he nas also seemed
Gen. R. Rowetts enure kennel, I can recommend
all mypatrons as well as ail other parties in need
of this very desirable dog, to apply to him for
prices and oeseiapi ion.-,, ici-maj assured that they
will be sure to get the best or dogs when getting
from this keuneL— W. D. HAYES.
oeU3,H

Write for circular to

UPTHEGROVE

WAEKEK,

E.

1

erville, Pa.,

HOLABIRD

you want good work, at low figures, and
come direct to

save Agent's Commission

oilcb.es of

the purest strains, combining the blood of Toledo
Kennel (Hub, now Wliuru's, Grouse, Munn's Duke,
Goldsmith Kennel's import, siohhart's Duke, etc.
Air. Malcolm's Malcolm,
01. Moo's Reine, Mr. Wlllard's Dream II.
Were all bred at these kennels.
Address GORDON f bfv \ EI l'lUB, Urevoort P. o.,
Brooklyn, New York.
Octl3,tf

|8S

Pine

St..

New York

I

and hunting grounds

means

of

to

the iinest sea-side
A fortuni

in Virginia.

Fid references given and required. AddresB
OHASSEUB, care Forest anu Stuhaji.
OcW,3t
in It

I

.

1

Ouj-obeh

FOREST

1881.]

1.3

hliiEAM,

AiNJJ

21

ALLEN'S NICKEL-PLATED DUCK CALLER.

he Mcnnel,

The most natural toned and

easiest blowing

nuck Caller

In the world.

enr post nald to

anv address on receipt

of

one

dollar.

FLEAS!

FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flfa Powder for Dog's
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DuGa

THIS POWDER

guaranteed to

1s

on

kill fleas

dogs or any other animal., or money eturned.
Itlaputupln paunt. boxes with sliding pepperloxtop, which (jreuily fa ilitates Its use. Simple
c

iclous.

Price 50 cents

by mail, Postpaid.

Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

Areca Nnt for

Tot op In boxes containing ten powders, with mil

UKcHoos

Vor use.

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
recommended by Rod akd
Boh and Forkst and sth.eam.
Soto the above are

Bisset& Malleson,

Conroy,

SQUIRES,

C.
t

Cortlandt street, N. Y.

WRIGHT
Washington

580

Fulton street, N. Y.

65

HENRY

DI'ISO**,

<fc

street, Boston,

ALLEY'S DECOY DUCK F*AME

Mass.

Is simply a device for holding a dead duck in a natural position in the water, on Ice or land, as a decoy. Sent to
$i per dozen. No. l for mallards, etc., No. 2 for widgeon, etc.. No. 3 for teal. For sale by the trade everywhere, or

any addrtas. C. O. D., or on receipt of prlM,
by F. A. ALLEN, Monmeutri, Ilia.

RIVERSIDE
eOCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,
Clareinont, >.

Box

IX.,

J.&W.TOLLEY'S Breech-Loadina: SHOT-GUNS,
wits Iannis ©Tire qw Tmm i*isra @i° sitmT.

33.

Champion Bragg and Champion Feather, Oracle
(Snip

ex-Yulette) stock for sale.

Pups ready lor delivery.

GOLDSMITH,

B.

E.

8ept22,tf

Sutom Honse and Forwarding Agent
a WAIA, STREET, NEW YORK.
RECEIVES aNJj FORWARDS Doge
Oluba,

any destination. Kenne'
Sportsmen and others, intending to Impor

Jo the

beet ai84hc«i« o; importing, shipping, etr

Fowls, etc., to

Imperial Kennels.
We will take a tew setters and pointers to thorWghly Held break.
Keterenoe given; satisfaction
guaranteed.
Broken dogs for sals.
H. CLAY
.!. ,. C. GROVER, Toms River, N. J.
OctB.lt
.

brand

Snap"

», Ooatcsville, Pa.

-

*IK

i",a "

:.

L OR SALE, Brant, by Leicester out of Sanborn's
T Sellle, two year, nine months old, color black
and wblie ticked, well broken.
Roxey's Boy, by
Piatt III. out of Koxey (Nellie Leiceet'-r), two years
IBS two months old, brokn, black and white.
Kur pups by Dashing Tim, ex. Liee-elms Leda, by
Basil 11. out of Armida (Pocahontas-Leicester), very
m. ten w. eks old. Any parties wanting good
fflftcan be accommodated.
For prices and full
putlculars ad<
LEY, JR., P.O.Box

w}

10 - bores extrp

'.'

TERMS A
:

For the sums named the guns can be placed on the ears In New
York all paid In eigh! weeks from rder reach! og us. Acomparlsol
prices, with those charged in the gun stores for really tine
English gun.- of first rate cpiaury will result in your ordering direct
rom the manufactory. Only address,

t10 80

Few

187.4)
198.

of these

-

"

'Paragon"

draft in full with the order.

i

PIONEER WORKS, Birmingham,

England.

MARLIN REPEATING RIFLE.

Octeit,

TOR

SALE, abeautlfu Utter of pointer pupple3,
r lemon and white in color, and evenly marked,
OUtof Bess (King l-iilllio ex. Ada, see Kieaford and
Pride) by Fo.vier csia al ana Biuneite).
Hoth sire
and dam of this utter are nrst-Liass held dogs. The
tups are 4 months old, well grown and healthy,
Ma are pointing chickens about the yard now.
Address A. R.
Rock inn, S. C.

ueywakd,

Manufactured by Martin Arms Co., IVcvv Haven, Conn., makers of the celebrated
Without question tlie best lla^-aKine Kille ever produced.

Sepl29,tt

FiR SALE—a
puppy,

''

a, „

'HI

'!

BALLAKD K1FL£.

dark liver and white pointer dog
i,is.s
by Dr. Strachan's

helped Fen.

i\

,

J

.

is

f

.

powder and 280 grains ot lead.
send for descriptive list to

.45 cal., Tu

grains of powder and 405 grains of lead

a

,

.

.

grains of
cartridge),

.40 cal., 60

(Government

,

..,...,.-

eimminou Prints (Hanger- Fan). The
on account of the owner
jiving no convenient place fur i.eeplng hirn.
AdIS LOCUST, P. O. Box -2,963, "
Newr iYork city.

SGHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
and 86 CHAMBERS

fliirker's

puppy

offered for sale

P. 0.

BOX

wln Duy a P ,lre

Irlsu (] °S pop, 1 thos. old.
ffW
(MilI having one cros- of El ho and two of
*2U will buy a native setter bitch, 10 mos.
Ola, of a very popular strain.
Address E. 3. ROBMNS, Wetherstle.d, Conn.
Septi5,tf

ampt

NEW

STREET

84

3,170.

sept*,tf

Remington's Military, Sporting & Hunting Repeating

YORK.

Rifles.

KEiWE'S PATENT
COR SALE,

setter pups out of Belie of Nashv.....
(property ot J. Loni
leu
Esq.), by that
king or the field, Chan. plon Joe, .lr.
gtechance, only a few choce ones to offer, and
914 onder guarantee.
Just right now for tall
'.'-'"
ill
and setters for sale. Address
i

.

rorld tain, .us

i

KENNEL

laSttVLLLE

CLUtS, Nashville, Tenn.
Sept22,tf

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the
S. Government in the Navy and Frontier Service.
.4B Cal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices: Carbines, $22 Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and Hunting Rifles, $28.
Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and Price Lists.
;

POH

SALE,

full-blooded

3

Gordon

dog

setter

i„E,ups, very

handsou.e; pel feet black and tan;
JJuaah, the great prize winner; dam Maud, full
PWgree on both sides; sire and dam both prize
Sinners, hoih on the bench and In the field; a
rare
oauice tor a good dog. Post Ofllee Hox isisu. ch as.
0WNEUj Mt Pleasant Kennel, New Bed-

LRMasa

REMINGTON & SONS-, 283 Broadway, N.Y.

Oct6,2t

COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.— For

V/ Cockers ot all ages and colore, dugs. Ditches
5jd puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T
WALKER,
"auldm, Del. Co., N. Y.
July 21 -tf

It should be remembered that while we are the chief distributors of the regular Golt Guns, we ara
New York for the Colt Club Guns. The complete supremacy of these guns in pigeon on*
glass ball trap shooting Is so well known that no word of eomme .datlon is necessary.
Every genuine Colt Club Gun has the rubber heel plate, with the wards,

sole agents in

IfORSALE. a finely bred GordOT setter blteh, 6
* inonths old, broken to btop on her food: by
JOHNS, P.O. Box 817, Haverhill,

THE CLUB

j*&tt. Kit I F.

IlEBMasKETT KENNEL, N. H. VAUGITAN, pro-

*V

t>Hcior, Mlddieboro,
lmrt oandlert, also a

to?

Mass.

number

Sporting dogs
broken dogs

of

.

Box

.-'

i

...

1

1

a

.

.

Address H. & D.

Septe.tt

a. 5.

a circle,

'"'.

i

P. 0.

FOLSOM, SO Warren
I*.

TlORJ O'.MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
setter puppies lor sale, by champion
Bw» °'
r
NI °re
out of Xorali O'.M ore, Magenta and
Pel,
Dm «£u!l P""1gpees. Address W. N. CALLENUKH
-

Albany, N. Y.

WAIF,

a

of well bred and well
"otters, aiso dogs bearded

"'" Pointers and
hTj
IJMjen, sailsraciion guaranteed.
CBWONIi, Lakeville, Mass.
1

uin

—FLUTE
•,

BERNARD PUPS FOR SALE.—For pedigrees
ST.
,
and other particulars, address, wltu stamp. P.
.

O.

Box

94,

Lancaster, Mass,

;

full

14^ high ; ears
Address N. EL;

June9,eot

j

iOINTEK'S.

of Eastern Field Trial winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent postpaid for 85 cents each, or the five for $1. FOREST
AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 11 Park How,
Dec3l),tf
N. Y.

O.

£7w

For very superior pointer pups, by

chiupion Seu>atlon out

(2d^ewY..rk,

I8s0,

01 Livingston's Rose
ol Baronet,, or tor
address. Willi stamp,
ireenport. Sulseptia.tr

»nd dam

stud -rviees or Ban met,
fate County,

New York.

(

cialr,

N.

J.

Address Box

18T,

0ct6,2t

New

York.

fennel.

FrVEHU^' RED

KKKRF.TSrorsalentSTperpalr.
single female m, single male
wire muzzles
TBets. Addre.-is, with stimp, I'HARLKS II. v^N
:

VECHTEN,

Victor,

<

:i,

mtarlo Co., N. Y.

se pl ir,,u

iKTSir SETTEltS and Cocker Spaniels
FORoftRED
emn.-l laslilonahle blood addiess CHA&

DENISON,

FOXES WANTED,
LIVE
Mont

Street,

BOX 4,309.

Qsnnet.

HKMii' W. LTVLNtiSToX, BOiXi,

PORTRAITS

black and tan

Sept'22,6t

sepfi'i.tf

(Rattler-True)

scud fee, iio.

mn.

Adnress H.

%he

£Iie jgemul*

Augll.tf

number

G-TJJT

within which appears th» rampant colt beautifully embossed. We are also agents for tb.8
celebrated guns of Enos James & Co., Birmingham, and Forehand & Wadswort.h's Great sinvrle BreeeliI Loader. Besides tnese we offer a zmallJob Lot of Wetiley Guns and some choice Parker O uns on special
| erms.

^around

.^JE

Box 3,994.

P. O.

THE COLT CLUB GUN.

.

Bra,

fMTLEOUT

E.

Hartford,

t'l.

Sepns.tf

—Hec Kavnel A.avertt»«iiienU next page.

5

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

220

§$ortmwns

lie fennel.

Dr Gordon

fctables.R

Pat. 1805

Reis.lSSO
Pal. 1880

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

SOUTHERN

The Direct and Popular Eoutes

for

October

Gives addresses ot prln

October

PEBICREE

GUNS WITH HAMMERS

A>I» c;«Ml!»ll.I-VG,
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE DON K BY ANY OTHEti
HOUSE IN AMERICA,
IMtltvriiV'fJ

work and guarantees

faction.

AND BOLT; AND

«'.

P. o.

City, Del.

1, 1881.

Richmond and Danville LineLeaves New York *-i-S0 am.

•I'rnin SO.
iloplii

-7-11:,

i

a in.
"2-55 p

Richmond

m.

Baltimore
Danville

*9-M>
*7- 53

m

a

Pennsylvania Railroad Company
also roach the beet localities for

PhllaArrives

p m. Charlotte

GOTMG

AlfD FISHEJG
and New Jersey. EXCTJBSIOW
m Pennsylvania
ETS are sold the oiliees of the Company
TICK

tor illustrated Catalogue.

Send

fletiltles and dangers of reshipment, while the excellent cars which run over the smooth steal
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPOKTKD
Without failure or injury

THE LINES OS

NS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

Gl

31.

and Koutlmest.

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT OCTOBER

Stocks B«>nt to Any Crook.

1.I1N.

Delaware

22,

DOTPBLK GRIP ACTIONS.

Pin-Fire Gnus Altered to Central-Fire.

tor S3.

V X CI
Box

December

B to

Florida, the South,

to Breech- Loaders.

Also,

By mall,

&

most of the

Exposition,

AND AtSO TO

OUR GRIP

01*

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20.
Muzzle-Loaders Altered

satis-

TON CULIN PATENT si'l RE DOLLAR AND BOOK.
13.

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

13 to 31, inclusive,

Cotton

all

ai

the principle

cities

PRA'I

211 VV.

T STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

Wing

Trout jriihlns.

TATHAM'

OSGOOD'S PATENT,
Refilling: "-hot

Leave* New York t.-4i> p in. Philap m. Baltimore ts-.vi p m. .\ rrtvea at
Charlotte
a in. Danville*, a in.
Atlanta *i2-"u> n't.
Vncon '6-30 am,
Ntontgomery "1-65 a m. New orle.ins '111-02 p m, 54
Pullman Car- New York
hour, from .New York.
lo Washington, YV'a hlngton to Charlotte and Augusta. Arrives at Columbia "ft-no p m, and Augusta
10-15 pm. savannah '3-45 pm. Jacksonville *s-i
\-l.

ir>-. r>

Lynchburg

*4-:.'.i

•l-iiopm.

Selected Standard

Paper,

in

_

delphia

sli<-ll»

of Mucal or

WITH

am.
Tra.in48.

ACCURACY, UNIFORM1TY & RAPIDITY.

delphia

1-15

a

Leaves New York '10-00
Baltimore i-45 a m.

Mobile

Trap Shot!

-'am.

'4-

Lynchburg
»

1

p m. DanAtlanta *i2-ao

'2-25

2-30 n't

pm. Montgomery '8 00 p m,
New Orleans ".a- 2 am. Pulhyian
Atlanta m Richmond and A'U'.uta

Xcw Tori

Cai-«

to A'cu»

!n

Orleans.

Atlantic Coast

Line

New

York 'J-80 am. Phila40. Leaves
Arrives at
Baltimore '9-45 a
"2-55 p m.
Wilmington 'u-25 p m.
Savannau '12-so n'n. Jackcn:, Mi mo.i s-finam
Pullman Sleepers MUford, Va.
sonville +S-10 p m.

Train

m

delphia '7-05 a m.

Soft or Chilled.

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

to Charlest/m.

Train

Leaves M pw York

4S.

1

0-no

W

p m.

am

Arrives
Philadelphia *l-16am. Baltimore *t-45
Wilmington "9-45 pm.
at Richm md *il-3t.am.

SIMPLE AND

NUMBERS

DURABLE

7, 8,

NO. Ot pellets tO OZ., 338
" "
"
"
345

472
495

TATHAM&
BEEtMAN

82

Choke-Boie Barrels

For close, hard sliootli
guns lor ducks
!

SUATT

9

AND KK

Charleston '8-00 am. savannah * 2-30 n'n. Jacksonville ts-10 p m. Columbia *6M a m. Augusta

eSS
716

1056 sort.
1180 Chilled,

Jacksonville via August, *-ir,am. Pulunan Sleeping Cam New York to Charleston.

BRO'8,
NEW

ST.,

YORK.

pr sportsmen.

and §ontes

fotels

i

•9-30

am. Macon

pm. savannah

*ii-i5

Lakes Again Open.

CHAMPION

EXCURSION TICKETS
VIA

BOSTOK

UAIITS

JRJBSXX

RAILROAD.
Boston to Andover and return.
" south Arm. a
rd

Bay

ji

U'M

loo

'

:nnl

n'i

"

IndlanRockancLret urn via Andover 15.25
18.60
Haugel>-v Lake ami return
n.oo
pwiiips
"
Indian Rock and return, (via AnImml::

.

'

;'-,

Moosehead Lake and return (ML

,

uriij-.

i'i

i

Si I'-mal

THE

Klneo House)

offices

and

WASHINGTON STREET,! j™,,™
HAYMARKET SO_., / J5 " 010"-

list

except

of excursions.
• D. J.
Gen. Pass,

FLANDERS,

OKKTOWN

POPE, Gen'l Passenger Agent.

FISHING

LINE.

!

The GRAYLING Season opens June

>!

I'll

'.!,:•

i.

»rtlsl.lc.

a'!".
apply to

W

0,

Sportsmen's
".

''

"

•

,

.

I

"i

'

',"

'

EARL LEE,

Manager,
Corona, Queens co

fie E !>.—Agents wanted
CAR
A complete,
dent
Garfield.

I'h,

and Summer

'i

i

"

I'I

,'

oik

i

i

I

t ol.
[..:

.

,

N. Y.

:

i

a.'.-

|

Conwell.

in'

,

alii

,i.i

Books
'-'I

,i

BASS,

r

iKE.

l

and ends

PICKEREL and MU8CA-

EASTWARD

or,

Ulustratlona.
In cloth, and contains 37b pages,
Bent Dy mall, postpaia, on receipt of price, r-eo.
CHAHLE- A. i. FARKAR. Jamaica flarh. Haas.

GARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.
BEND FOB NEW CATALOGUE.
Vanderbilt Bros., 83 Fulton

St.,

N, Y.

in

.ike,

pickerel, etc.

Guns, fishing tackle and one dog for each Bportt.

man carried free.

The Route

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and plcturesquescensiM
White Sulphas

of the Viiglnla Mountains to the

laa if-.iv::-: 111,101:0' i-fvirls.
The C- & O. R'y is reached ny rail at Huntingdon,!
W. Va., from the West. Northwest, and southwest J _
at Charlottesville, va., from the North, and Bast,
and at Ulchmnnii, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension in
the summer of ssi affords

Mir mo.

11,110 "I

1

I

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THB M
"

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via RlcfijE
mond, Va., and nuuili.ginn, W Va., between tne
,..>>, 1,1 r\t Chesapeake
of ",(,u'»r,f>iil.-.. Knv nd the Pacinc ocean.
mouth
'

1

la

W.

1 111 I.

EH,

^

G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, Vh,"

OLD DOMINION

LINE.

ptlK STEAMEBSOttlJiS Line
r.ne.s

in

of the

ucna

..icr

oieugUO,

thee

CObb'S l,ia ,H lilel
Point, .Tames Rlv.

mouuiainous couui

,ul

.,

a

.1

.,

city
the

-.-,

I'm.

andSftM

Norfolk Kteamcrs si
urday. Lewes, Del
Full inform: no
street, New York.

House, Boston.-

i".'

all

for Life of Prestlaithful history

mlnent biographer,
ready tor delivery. An elei

i

i

.,ii"i'., :

i'i

r!o

a'..

.1

eiiiiiea.

i

Bcenery of
beautiful.
climate

Wild FowMShooting.
8PRINGV1I.LE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S flfl
TREAT, SHINNEl^OCK BAY, L. I.

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OW
BYbaytrnn.
Has always on hand the best eft

peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

Is

Affections.

...
During tla Mason ROl SD TRIP EXCURSION
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
,;,

attractive train facilities offered to

!!-

i

Itself.

.v'

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

The hotel accommodations are excellent, andwlU
be largely increased In time for the season of 1881

Agents take rders for from 20 to 50
outsells any other book ten to one.
Agents never made money so fast, The book sells
Failure unExperience not necessary.
known. All make Immense pr aus. Private perms
GEORGE BTINSON cO Portland. Maine.
free.
eral terms.

Comprising those ot Central and Piedmont Yh-f.
glnia Blue Ridge Mountains, Vailey of Virginia,"
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier ami New Rivers,!
Kanawha Vallev, and iimlurling In l.helr varieties *t
game and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duCKj
grouse, quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain tronVl

The
F.AMILY WITH YOU.
the North Woods and Lakes Is very
The air is pure, dry and bracing. The

Hay Fever and Astluna

copies dallv.

Adventures at Hangeiej
Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventure
in tne wilds ot Maine. Interesting alike to old ana
highest commendation*
Has
received
tie
young.
from the metropolitan press. Ean-sorueiy bound

HOI

Ohio Ky.

TAKE YOUR

Marshall's creek, Monroe Co., Pa,

,

J

&

Chesapeake

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLBM
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHTNG
j
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

The waters of the

also abound in targe numbers In the maiiy
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportssend trophies of his skill to his
man can rearlilv
friends or '• club » at home, as ice for packing nah
can be had at nearly all points.

neighborhood for
small game, and deer hunting within half a day'r
Bass
fine scenery, change of foliage, &o.
drive,
Address E. D. HUFFiNhlng on the Delaware.

MAN, Box 45,

Gen'l Pass. Agent,
t eblT4l

Manager.

Grand Traverse Region
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of rlBh
contained.
_ ...
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
lamous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in
these waters.
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept 1.

and Ticket Agent.

SPORTSMEN

.

FARMER,

P.

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

BLACK

,

Ii.

IfaioiisoK. Gen'l

Sunday, with

LONGE,

MAJV»JTAt:TCKE HOUSES

Ium

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling 3c Black. Bass Fisheries,

15.00

DEPOT,
Send lor

.1

15.26

Forks ot the Kennebec and return. 13.00
13.00
Dead River and return
18.00
Grand tails, N. B., and return
" St. Andrews, N. B., and return
15.00
Also tourists' tickets to all Sporting and Pleas280

TTTCKEHTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MA.%.
8QUAN, and points on the NEW F.RSEY COABf
renowned for SALT WATER. SPORT AITM
FIN AND FEATHER.
f

Bromfield
TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R.

"
«
"

at

i

Still

15.26

ure Resorts In Maine and the Provinces.
Tickets (or sale at all principal ticket

cn an entirely new and novel principle, whereby
more strength can be obtained than In any other
Mar. oman's or Miner's Cot,
way. Anv size n-Mtci
and four windows,
6x by 8 teet With floor, one door
weighing «6 pounds, to a commodious dwelling.
0]
Mlied labor
So arranged that no nails, sen
are required In piitilng them up; very easily and

Shooting, and

.lUfi

return

PAT. PORTABLE HOUSE MT'G CO.

14.00
11.00

13.75

»

I;

r 1

...

Ticket Offices Kast,

mm.

"
Upton
Mountain view House or Kanglet
Outlet and return (Indian Rock),

dover, return via Fa»xitngton)

THE AMERICAN

/-:•-."

.-

For reservation ot berths, s.-eti..ns, and for tickets,
time tables, and for all Information, apply at Mr.
Washington street. Boston. 229 Broadway, New
York. 88S Chestnut si reel, Philadelphia, Corner
or Calvert and West Baltimore streets, llaltln ore.
511 Pennsylv mia avenue, Washington, and leading

ikes) anfl

mm

<•

via Faruilngton

Si
urable,

BEIV

1

"
"

»

Eine.

$9.00

UpparDam

»

r.-rr>;

m.

.-

A.

"

'•

.Steam

12.00

return
'

pm.

Philadelphia +5 -46
Leaves New York +3-to p m
pm. Baltimore 18-45 pin. Arrives at Portsmouth
fo-o am. Weldon tl-50 p m. Raleigh 17-35 p m.
SaWilmington «9-» p m. Charleston *s-no a m
vannah *12-i.O n'n. Jacksonville t--!0 p in. Columbia *6-0" a m. Augusta '•<- 10 a m. Savannah "3-15
pm. Jacksonville via Augusta '--is a m Pullman
Old Point, Va.,

Fishing Season at Rangeley

"3-45

1

Held, Mass.

m

RF.Nt.iVA,

1

.

Rienmond

THE NEW AMERICAN

tfewModel, Top Snap,

PhilaArrives at

ffi

Address CAPT. J. L. WOODBRIDGE,
Gen. Agent, North Manchester, Conn.

C. S.

pm.

m.

Charlotte

Manufactured by the
New Britain Rank Lock
Oo.," New Bi train, Conn.

circular.

ia

KANE,

Hunting.

Shell Reloader

fceavy

,

other well-known centers for

THE IMPROVED

Military

t,

FORD, CRESSON, RAUsTON, M1NNEQUA.W4

Sportsmen's <$oad&

For

R. Co.e

Begpectfully in vite attention to the

to the

AUDTOTUE

Atlanta

Ulilcn flflesBrst-c lass

Sportsmen.

TO SPORTSMEN:

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."
Price in cents, pant free.
Mpal Kngllali breeders.

RAILWAYS,

%j}otqls hiuJ ^qsorjs for

13. 1881.

The Pennsylvania R.

am

exports champion and other padlgree dogs ot

Send

ASSOCIATED

THE SNEIDER.

ft-

Author of the

[October

§ antes for Sportsmen

§otels and

§ootls.

TWYFOHD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

breed.

.

.

,

'

Tomlsts and

P
DogsfGunfl and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at

It la our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home"
on this route. For Tourists' Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book uf 16.. pages sent tree. TlmeCards,
Folders and furiher information, address

A. B. LEET, Gen'l Pass'r Agent,

Grand Rapids, Mien.

lake and the North Maine WilMOOSEHEAD
derness Illustrated. The on l.y complete and
comprehensive guide boot ro Northern Maine and
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot , su
John's and Aroostook rtvera, and the nume rous
lakes and ponds connected with them. 266 pages.
so illustrations and large map, Tinted paper, Illuminated covers. Price, by malt, post-paid, 50
cents.
CHARLES A.J. FAKRAR, Jamaica Plain,

Tim Pond

^ Seven

Ponds.

TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.
Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, vl*
Eustls and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teas*
guides, boats, camps, with board, in readiness, V-

writing in advance to

KENNEDY SMITH,

Eustls, Maine.

RICHARDSON AND HANUBLET

]

LAKBmM

a thnniugn and conipW"
guide book to the Rangelej Lake Re^u.n SeJB|
onaeCtMW
Dago, Oupsuptlc, I'arnlacili.re, and
Dales and the bead water ... 111. 0.0,

LUSTRATED,

CAMP

LIFE IN

THE WILDERNESS.—Second

edition now ready. This story describes tne
trio of a party of Boston gentlemen to the Richard
son-Rangeley lakes. It treats of "campllte,"lndoorB

amiuslng, instructive ana interesting;
indout,
By
Price 26 cents
«S4 oaues, 12 llustradons.
is

mall, postpaid, 30 cents.

Jamaica Plaln.Mass.

CHARLES A

.

J.

FARRAR,

.

I

ilioway, au J'
•:
iv. t
ilea
.

\<j*
';-*:

'

1

[October

FOEEST AiND STREAM.

20, 1881.1

PATENT
DOG

TT'S
MEAT

221

CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

"SPRATP8 PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal shows ana Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Plbrlne " Cakes are used at the Dogs' Rome. London Jardln d'Acollmatatlon, Paris, etc. They have been awarded over BO Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award for Dns Biscuits at tue Paris Exhibition, 187S Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879 WeatmlnsterKennel Club, New York, Gold Modal Irish Kennel Club, Sliver Medal, eta, etc.
;

;

,

;

;

IMITATIONS.
BEWABM OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and

Ple«u» see that Every Cake

Packed In Cmm of 1U» pounds each.

SEND FOB CIRCULAR.

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE
18 South William Street,

MANN'S

To be bad in smaller quantities
Crocora and tbe Sporting Cooda
Trade Generally.

Any

& CO.

of tbe Following

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane,
1W©T*7- Yorlt,
AB* OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

Adlrondaeks,

Camp Life

Ariirondacks,

Camps and Tramps

SYRACUSE,

(K8TABLISHED 1836).
at World's Pair at New York,
Centennial Exhibition.

Fishing Tackle, Bods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Piles,
Leaders, snoods, Attinrlal Bait, Fly Hooks,
Etc Etc.
tar-Salmon. Bass and Trout Files, Made to Order.
Also " Krider's " celebrated Center Enamel Split
and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in Great Varieties.
Taxidermy in all its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit.
Hepalring of all kinds.
,

DECOYS.

25 CANADA GEESE.
OO BLACK BRANT.
OO CANVAS BACK.
IOO RED

SHIPLEY & SON,

manufacturer!! of Fine Fishing? Tackle
of

Every Description.

COMMERCE

SOS

Address E. E. P., care

ST., PHIJLA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Irn pi
rile Floats.
Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and salmon Files in stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common

and finest Ko< is, Lfneg. eels, etc.
Our Bethaoaia Fly and t; li Hods and Split Bamboo Fly Bods received the tirst premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin institute and Penna. State
i

A

TO ANGLERS:

'

specialty of the celebrated Bethabara

H. iiueric.lt,

Ireland.

Keels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
agents. All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon in this locality, as also catalogues of our
jrxeenheart, rods and general assortment of tackle,
to bM nation ennlteanorL

General
""

Rbeuinntism
or Con Nil minion,'

"

"

10-bore,

iyh In.

"

Pistol Stock, Choke-Bore, with all newest improvements, and warranted the flnest shooting
guns tliat can be made. For sale very low.

FRANCIS TOMES,
BROADWAY.

Cohplktb

Scientific

Full Instruction

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

AND FLY FISBTNQ.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TOOLS,
TACEL3
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.

For Prospectus or Particulars Address

ROCHEREAU & CO.,

and

IS St. L.i>ui» St., Ne-.v Orleans.

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra
heavy guns ro duo
laity* Send stamp for

MOCCASINS.
very

order

es,

Frank Good).

and

send

HUTCH-

for

New

Price List.

&

Naturalists'

Reduced Rates.

W.J. OOWT/rON'SNatnralHistoryStore,
1(18 Truiuont St., Boston, mass.

Bkadhiku & Anthon

Agents.
s..»j that

KNAPP & VAX

.

n-ntmou. Soldeverywbere.oreuit
JORNSO-S SOU..

ttcrstnmps. I. S.
..ill... „rJlc.

POULTRY

NOSTUAX1),

GAME, DEMUTH

«»

FULLER'S SMALL FlfUIT ccr.'n'KIST,
ten, enlarged

time.

Gives

oflhepiim

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists'
Supplies.

led the.

send ror piice list. MAK'nx s.
1NQ.S, P. O. Ilox HiW, hover, N. H. <Su

UrU.

Manufacturer, Hat-

paper,

They are

etc

snow-shoeing,

8HATTUCE,

BIRDS' EYES.

The best thing In the market
for untiring, nshing, canoeing,

Dose,

'I'HE

ing and

nald, $1,511.
IKiltsK. a i-ivnpp.te guide for rid-

l'rii-e, p't-i

SADDLE
tralnli

ipanlnn tor the sportsman, hunter and lumberman.
Latelv conwtea and revised, and nnwacknowl
tedged to b« he only correct map or this vast region

bound
is.

Price, postpaid, by
in cloth covers.
i'ii.M.1 t> a .1. FARHAR, Tanv'ica

all

game

kinds of

solicited.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.

We

Allow market price
and send chucks every Tuttday ior
previous v.eet.

accept consignments

day of arrival,
ail Invoices oi

Artificial

Also,

M

tOpov

VAIFNTI^K PROS

.

i per bushel,
om duties
.lane-vlHe>, Wis.

WJLi
RICESl
GHRIsj,

10

^^

Fishery inspector. Port Hope, Ontario.

M

fit
'V

I

\F (IF II K KICF'ARn
A'U'> FFi.n.N, Including

l

CUARLKa

A. J.

i

waff

'

U^,,'
'

the Uounectltru

Parma, beiirt
post-pain by

Lai

GARDEN

AiVD

fAKW

Plain Maas,

ismtx.

THE AMKI.ICAN Idlil) FANC1KH, or HOW
Breed. Hear and Care im S >ng and la.nii'-tii: Birda,
revls'd and nlarged Million, tiv Dr. D. J.
in- Fuller Walker; Illustrated.
Price,

W

A new

1

Brown and

post-paid. -.1SPOKISMANS COMPANION fautiunn edition
11
•unci .-m tiorks on
for l-M), givesiiiiiline.. ni
-ii'do a ^ "ii- a.i ri ;- .-in.,. , eontatng 10" spirited
lllustraii'Mi.s
Sent, poso-paid, on receipt ot two

M 'Hip-.
ATA l.l Idl'K ror Farmers, stock1.1.1 Mli.l I'll
rawer-. (. mill. r-,. M01ieKeH|i is, F.onss,, I-rult.
glowers, Archn ectB and Antsans.
Minted on
tinted paper." it h:*a enj, ravings; contains =a pages
ot mailer. Price, post-paid, ucta.
1

1

OUAVi.K .111111 CO..
K oaiUiaj, New lark.

Publisher^.! ailiuial b .'JkHandbook.siorsportamen
7">l

NBW YORK

4t.tU;

SEND FOB NSW CATALOGUE.

mall, 6u cents.

FARRAR, Jamaica

illustrated,

Rice, post-natd, 11.
SILOS AND KNSll.\iiK. nicp .-serv.itlon of fodder com and o'Iht greeu crops, bunging together
the most. IV vid lnionii.nl. a. imra various sources:
edited by Dr. George Thurber; tuny lUusuated.
Price post-paid. :r. ds.

-I

es-t -waters nt
,

sa

Eves ror Tnxldermi ts and MitniifY.rurers.
kind* of ilnsswvrk do et order.

all

li.md-'Mii- iv

<_';

tinted paper.

1

I'

Consignments of

rewrit-

and tirougln fully up to the present
iniorinatlon from the propagation
mark, ting the fruit, litno., tinted

full

io

1

BROS., Manufacturers of

..

K"S I'ocK KIM A or Moosehead Lake and
FAKK*
thi- Nonn Mxlne Wildwni ss, a vaittaole eom-

Wesley Are,

CO.'S
LATEST PUBLICATIONS.

::

*

Diall.f'

HENSUALL,

A.

J.

ORANGE JUDB

Rebounding Lock.
Choke-Bore Barrels

circular. C. S.
held, Mass.

TANKED

OIL

G00l»'S

Sheridan's Condition Powders.

HEXSHALL, M.D.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

A.

id

Neiitlv

A.

la Press.
Ready In Mcy
Large l2mo.
400 pages, price $3 00
(PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION.)

33

l

mostuf the Ilorsa
,.
hoie are worthless tnaA Ha
'a c ndll on Powders are o,b.«i'.utcly
NotlimR on eartii will
y \a niiWc

and Ld?b Hhtobt,
thb Hodks or

in all

ANGLING

BY JAMES

STANDARD AUD DRY.

and smell,
medicinal virtues and purity.
} London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best Bold by Druggists.

.

....
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IB

any uide-

by Greener

book;:, blackbass

12-bore, s-ln. bend.
12-bore, i% in, "

CHAMPAGNES!

llcacy of taste

>n

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

738

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.

^

Scrofula,

00

69
60
6n
00
50
00
60
00
s oo
7 60

Three Westley Richards

DR.

FOB

Is superior to

Lde, Maynard.
its Development,

The Sportsman's Wine!!

COD-LIVER OIL
J>«liility,

on receipt of ten

art-paid,

pi

KRUC & GO'S

M OLLERS

00
25

The Gun and

"

i

at

his office.

26
00
80
60
00
25
25
50
25

4 00
l 00

Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer
3
Hand Book for Riflemen
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
1
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty'8
1
Hunter and Trapper, Tnrasher.
1
Hunting and Hunters or all Nations, Frost. .... 1
Lite of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
12
Man ton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher
Minors Land and Game Birds
s

HEAD.

T5
60
go

OctW,2t

ONE HIGHEST GBADE,
" SECOND
"

Wood

Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and a?
as steel.
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
free,
our 6S-page wiv Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle
centstn stamps.

I

vols.

'I

Gun, Rod and Saddle

PATENT HAMMERLESS GUNS.

1

& Tackle Makers

, ,

:

for Fish

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

,

1

I

ters, 8vo.,

Stating whether new or second-hand, with al
particulars and lowest cash price

Fairs.

Caatle Council, near

.

;

WOODEN

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

Fishing Rod

Objects of the Seashore, 50c;

Cage and Singing Birds, ovC.; Dogs, 75c;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c; fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds...
Breech Loader, Modern Greener
2
Cage and Singing Birds
Canoeing in Kanuckla
„1 1
Canoe Traveling, Powell
s
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Blshop'8
8
Cassell's Book of Birds,4vols
12
Dog Breaking by Holabird.
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
1
Frank Forester's Field sports
4
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
2
Frank For
li h nikSTJne.pa.
Frank Forester's M
>r Young Sportsmen. 2
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

HOUSE.

A. B.

l 2S
3 00
l 60
l 00

:

Common

60c;

I

Philadelphia.

l.oo

Boat Sailing, Practical
Books for Sportsmen Angling, 50c; Shooting,

I

Sts.,

75

6B0

i

a

JOHN KRIDER,

-75

bds,....
orris

Chamber and Cage Birds

Hi's

WANTED.

^Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

Premium

N, E. Cor Second and Walnut

,

Athletic S]
nge
Bailey's Birds of the Dnlted states.
Balrd's Birds of North Ameilca

Send for Catalogue.

1838.1

i

.

N. Y.

SPORTIWEN'S DEPOT.
First

[ESTABLISHED

e

'ancier
30
Ainerican Wild 5'mvl .shooting, J. W. Long.
2.00
Angling, a Book on, Francis
T.50
Archer, Modern.
25
Archery, witchery of, Maurice Thompson
1.60
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam
30.00
Art of Swimming
30
Athletic Sports for Boys— boards, Tea; cloth... LOO

COMPRISING

CO.,

i-.i

.

Amateur Trapper— paper, 60c;

Light Weight Shooting Jackets,
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS®
RxitoSaer Blankets,
And Complete Rubber Outfits,
Bobber Shooting Jacket.

Murrays.
Jl.SO
in, Northrup. 1 2S

In,

Adirondack, Wilderness. In the, Warner's

Oils,

and fishing

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable forTrollng lor all kinds of fish that will take an artlrtclal
63t, and adapted for any lake or river In the
United states.
Our Perfect devolving Spoon is undoubtedly the
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to
tbe public.
Three sizes made— No. 20 for bass, pike, pi
or any fish under five pounds weight; No. 21 for
large fish, and the best spoon ever made for salmon
trout; No. 22 excellent tor deep water
Beware ot imitations. Nona genuine except JOHN
H. MANN'S name stamped on every spoon.
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal eaters
In Fishing Tackle.

MANN &

I

Stream Pnb. Co.

Amerlcai

H.

Books Sent

Receipt of Price by Forest and

RUBBER

JOHN

of

(goods.

HODGMAN

Trolling Spoons.

STAMPER,

X."

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

§lpart§tnpts

^iscdhntottg

&

a

.

Vanderbiit Bros., 23 Fulton St, N. y.

.

.

.

.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

222

^iscellaijeaa£

^tc.

JH-mmttnititHf,

ORANGE SPORTING

October 30

Jtdvti[Usemetft8.

The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

Nos. 1 (fine) to fi (coarse).
of strength and elc an llness.
isters of one pound only.

Creedmoor.

and

Nos.

1

(fine)

lb. ket'-.

8'-.

or.

In l and 5 lb. canisters
Burns .slowly and veryremarkably close and with great
field, forest or water shooting It
other brand and itis equally serviceable

1 (Dne) to 5 (coarse).
and la i lb. kegs.

clean, shooting

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS.

ranks,

FREE.

Rand Powder

Co.,

New York.

Ho. 29 Murray Street,

GUNPOWDERI
and
Bupon's

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

savs : " At Melbourne they had an excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off conquerors over every other maker. Their highest awaid comes to them from a country whose reputation
tor this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
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week was a copy of Audubon's Ornithology,
owned by Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt, and valued at $1,200.
Live Quail Wanted.

— Any one having live quail for

pale,

or in a position to secure a large lot of birds, will please

communicate particulate

to editor of ibis paper.

Back From the West. — Mr. John

Davidson, of Monroe,

the sharp-tailed grou'e. He had with him a number of his
well-known dogs among which were Abbess, Scottish Chief,

Prince Charlie, Lauderdale and Champion Tramp.
1

Week was

ast

signalized

by a very

interesting

of speed at the grounds of the Gentleman's Driving As-

New

York, between

St.

Julieu and TriDket.

In

the ibree beats trotted the horse won, but the speed

shown
his competitor was suck as to give the brightest promise,
when we c< usider her youth, for her future on the track.
The Gentleman's Driving Association numbers among its
members many of our most respectable citizens, and its influ-

by

ence on trotting cannot

With such names
A'sociation,

it

into a tournament.

as are

fail to

be of the greatest benefit.

found among the subscribers

will take the

same place

to this

in trotting matters as

does the American Jackey Club in running racing.

Boer war, so short and decisive in it3 effects on
British arms, is living on in the influence it is exertine
upon rifle practice over the Scotch and English ranges. It
has been discovered that an army composed of men, where
every one in the ranks may be ornamented with a marksman's badge fairly won, may be defeated simply because
they do not know how to shoot, or rather do not know how
to apply the rig d class practice they have had at immovable
targets over fixed and known distances to the rapid judgment
and snap shooting of the skirmishers' line. It is not enough
that men be able to do this or that amount of hittin r under
the con ditiocs which usually hold on the rifle range. They
must be able to determine distance and then guide tl eir
aiming accordingly, otherwise, pitted againsr, a foe capable

and aiming, they are practically helpless.
Experiments upon our own ranges and recent imitations of the
Creedmoor "Skirmishers' Match" en the Scottish ranges,
of so judging

men are wofully deficient in this double pracaverage of one hit in ten shot s at the figure of a man
at indeterminate distances between 000 and £00 yards, was
shown at the recent practice of a crack Scottish corps. Better results have been recorded on Ametican ranges, yet the
show

that the

tice.

An

general marksman, who may do very fairly at known distances with a rifle properly sighted, is yet unable to cope with
this

practical style of shooting.
neglect the old formal class practice, however, simply

more

To

their true character not be recognized in the annual conven-

because a lack

tions

grevious error.

?

This matter rests with the clubs
change if they see fit. Will they ?

;

they can make the

THE MIGRATIONS OF SHORE

which receive and deserve considerable notice at the hands of sportsmen. They are also
extremely interesting to the ornitholog'st, by reason of their
extended wanderings, the short period which Ihey spend on
their breeding grounds, and their varying course during the
migration. The thoughtful and studious essay on the migraare a group

tion of the Limicolce, printed in our Natural History columns,

be regarded by

will

all

ornithologists as an extremely valua-

ble contribution to tho literature of the migration of birds.

The

questions here discussed are those which have puzzled

students in every country, and the flood of light thrown on
the subject

by Mr. Hapgood

will be

welcomed by

is

To

all.

the careful thought and extended investigations, of

which

the outcome, has been added the expe-

is

many

Ho

!

years standing.

The com-

a happy one, and shooting and scientific

foe Florida

!

men will

—Dr. Henshall informs us he

is

making

is

and ending at Cedar Keys, on the west coast. The trip will
Mr. Strobhar is an expericonsume three or four months.
enced sailor, hunter, etc. and his charges will be moderate
This includes everything.
one hundred dollars per month.
Dr. Henshall will be accompanied by his wife, and would
wife to be of the patty.
his
gentleman
and
like another
Three or four more gentlemen are yet needed to make up the
complement. Any one who wishes to go must apply immewith references if required, to Dr. J. A. Henshall,
Cynthiana, Ky. The health of the party will be looked after
by the Doctor without charge.

diately,

Steam Steering Gear.— The
characteristic enterprise, struck a

nalism,

when

it

gave

New York
new

to the public

Herald,

with

course in daily jour-

something of practical

value in the shape of a series of articles on steam steering
gear, and capped the climax, last Wednesday, with a number
of plans

and

elevations,

ny engineering

whicb would have been a cred

!

t

to

journal.

All communications should be addressed to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company, and not to individuals connected with the paper.

The men must

receive a certain

and then, with the element
learn to cope wiih the various details of
become
thus f-imiliar with their
men
The

of theoretical instruction,

accurate hitting.

arms, but to

make

the drill of troops in

rifle

shooting begin

make them little
better than raw recruits in the face of an enemy, drilled in
and end with

class practice,

would be

to

fixing of distance as well as shooting over it when fixed.
To be sure it would appear that this jurlging-distance drill

was more important in the case of regular

troops, liable to

be called into miscellaneous field work, than in the ranks of
the militia, where the main duty will in all probabili-y conYet the perfected
sist in close- point-blank work in streets.

To
is he who can make the utmost of his weapon.
be must have this elementary practice well looked
To attempt general and mi-cellaneous snap shooting
after.
before correct habits of holding and recording have been
formed is worse than useless. Officers and men need constant and persistent instruction in this direction. It may not

rifleman

do

this

be the part of an officer to handle the rifle on service, but it
is his duty to superintend, to instruct, to guide, and direct
his

for cruising and camping in Florida this winter.
going with Mr. Frank Strobhar, who has a light-draft
schooner, 34 feet long, and will visit all the inlets and rivers
on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of Florida, beginning at
Titusville, at the head of Indian River, on the east coast,

He

Such

of distance fixed,

BIRDS.

seen in another direction, would be a
class drill is the first requisite in a

is

course of marksmanship.

amount

,

Michigan, has just returned from a shooting trip in the Red
River Valley in Minnesota where be had grand sport among

The

was turned

up a party

destroyed in a large Are in

this city last

sociation, of

it

highly appreciate the result.

pplication.

Among the Vaxuarle Books

trial

in-

It will add to the associations many sportsmen, not now
members, who are in sympathy with the expressed aims for
which the societies were formed, but not with the manner
in which these purposes have been forgotten and are slighted.
These men are ready, with their time, money, influence and
personal effort, to join the associations whenever the latter by
a change of programme invite such accessions of strength..
The change is due to the individual clubs which make up
and support the State societies. These local clubs are each
something more than pigeon-shooting clubs. Why should

bination

20.

Specimen copies of the Forest and Sirtam will be sent free

j

The

magnitude of their pigeon slaughters.
It will bring back into the active work of the associations
many of the old members who have withdrawn from the

rience of a sportsman of

FOREST AND STREAM.
i

are pigeon-killing tourna-

Nothing more.
programme.

change of programme will bring to the associations the
support cf public opinion, which it is most desirable that
they should hive, but which they have estranged by the

the present paper

upon

up in
num-

the associations, of the individual clubs which
association, and of sportsmen in general,

terests of

Shobb Birds

Subscriptions.
may begin at any time. The subscription

Thursday, October

the greatest

for a change of

annual convention since

tho Distilleries Destroy the Fish The Berlin ExhibiFood of Young
Fisheries of tho Great Lakes
tion
233
Piahes

How

kill

A

;

;

can

make up the
demand this.

State
Illinois Ducking
TouinaniirilB Way Down East
""' Pigeon
Grounds The Hurtling Grouse Rust Spots iu Gun Bar:

who

The conventions

ments, "State shoots."

The time has come

Natural Histoex:—
Range and Rotary Movements of Limicolse
Game Bag and Gun :—
Wild Tnrkey Hunthig The Decrease of Game Birds

^

the competitions to determine

THE

men to
work

their

attain the best results,

in every respect.

technical knowledge

Special

officers.

and to care

The onus

for

them and
and

of theoretical

of arms and their use is placed on the

marksmeu

will

always

exist,

bcajise of

the special physical and mental conditions which make some
men, in spite of themselves, shoot better than others, but
there
fit

no reason

is

why

the poorest meu-ber of a regiment,

to serve, should not be able to shoot his rifle respectably,

and this would point to the most earnest attention being
paid to the old and recognized systems of drill on tho range,
while at the same time keeping an eye out to the necessity
of the cultivation of a force of field riflemen whose quick eye,
steady nerves and intuitive judgment, as to atmosphere and
distance, wind and light, would render untenable any corner
in

which an enemy might be concealed.

Madge.—The

cutter has again given proof of her superior
speed and excellence as a seaboat, this time pitted agdnsj
theShadow, a craft acknowledged to be without a peer in

The first race was nominally lost, but owing only
most palpable sort. When tlw sloop and en'wind the cutter went to the fore every time.
even
ter had au
The second race was as fair a test as could possibly be
wi>hed,andthe little cutter, sailing, against a sloop one quarter
as large again, added still another win to her splendid record
by scoring by more than twel ve minute3 over a thirty mile
triangular course, thus proving again the superiority of fine
form, large displacement and the cutter rig. Our reports of
these races in the East will be found elsewhere, and are the
America.

to a fluke of the

most complete and

reliable published.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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BY-WAYS OF THE NORTHWEST,

often called candle

There

fish.

pared like sardines, the

is

hoolichans

[Ociobbb

no doubt that, if prewould find a ready

market.

m.vrn papee.

The run from New Westminster

THE

from

New

Westminster to Victoria is very
hurry down the Frascr between the
high walls of evergreens, with their background of gray
mountains in the distances, and are soon upon the broad
•waters of the Gulf of Georgia.
In whatever direction the eye
sail

We

beautiful.

To the
turned, it sees mountains backed by mountains.
north are those of the mainland, the nearest ones comparais

and higher, themost
distant being crowned with snow
to the west is a stretch of
timbered country, level at first, and then becoming more
broken, ending at last in a wall of granite, with Mount Baker,
the prominent feature of the landscape, reaching its sharp
cone toward heaven. To the south lie the blue waters of the
gulf, dancing and sparkling in the clear sunlight, with the
myrial islands which dot its surface and give to the scene a
tively low, while those beyond rise higher
;

wonderful variety, while beyond is the main shore of the
United States with its ranges of snow-clad mountains, above
aud beyond which one may sometimes catch a glimpse of
majestic Rainier. The high ranges of Vancouver Island are
visible to the eastward, and on these, too, are white patches

which shine

in the sun.

We

hurry along toward the island, noticing the distinctness with which the line is drawn between the muddy current
of the Fraser and the clear waters of the Gulf.
Something
similar one sees at the meeting of the Missouri

aud the
reminds one still more of the union of the
Rhone and the Arve, where the waters of the one are blue
Mississippi, but

it

as here.
Two or three hours
steaming bring us to the point whence we plunge in among
the islands. The channel is a difficult one, owing chiefly to

and of the other muddy,

the furious tides which are constantly rushing backward and
forward through the narrow passages. At times the vessel
stands quite still, and all the pulsations of her powerful enall the splashiugs of her great wheel seems to avail
nothing against the rush of waters which swirl and eddy
about her. Now she gains a little and moves very slowly onward, and then, caught by a favoring eddy, gives a bound

gines,

and rushes forward only to be checked
again by the almost resistless water. At certain points, two
like a frightened horse,

tides

coming from

different directions

meet in the narrow

passage and here the waters, piled up and foaming, boil and
toss,

as though

mad with

would overleap the
Little chance would any

passion, they

rocky walls which confine them.
vessel, however staunch, have in these whirlpools at certain
stages of the tide, aud indeed it is said that the last time the
steamer Victoria— a vessel of two or three thousand tons
burden— went through Plumper's Pass, she was whirled
around like a top, and finally c.une out of the passage stern
foremost.

The sail is a succession of surprises. You enter a passage
a quarter of a mile wide and follow it through all its twisiings
and turnings, expecting as you make each change of direction to see the open water before you, and each time being
At last you come to what appears to be the
end of the channel— a veritable ml desac; the steamer's
disappointed.

nose

runs

Straight

toward

a

vertical

wall

of

rock,

two hundred feet in height, and it seems as if the next
moment she must crash into it, when, suddenly she sheers to
the right, passes around a rocky promontory into another,
and hitherto unnoticed channel, and in a moment glides

smoothly out into the open water, and toward another group
As we twist and turn through the labyrinth, we
of islands.
pass many camps of Iudiaus, and see their owners fishing in
the eddies, their cauoes anchored behind low points of rock.

They are

taking the herrings,

considerable schools of which

lie in thee mparatively qui* t water in such places.
The
tackle employed wo Id puzzle the average fly-fisher.
A
slender pole, from twelve to fifteen feet long, oval in cross
section, being about one inch in diameter from side lo side,

and two inches from before backward, is studded along its
eckc, with a row of sharp nails about an inch long and two

The unarmed portion of the pole is held in
the hands, and the Indian, sitting in his canoe, sweeps it
the water, with exactly the same motion
that he uses in paddling. The herrings are impaled upon the

to Victoria occupies but
aud about 8 o'clock I found myself once
Driard liouse. As I had reached here just too
late to catch the regular Alaska steamer, I was auxious to
charter some small steam vessel on which lo make the north
trip.
Several days were occupied in searching the wharves
of the town and in telegraphing to other places to try aud
secure what was wanted, but all my efforts were unavailing.
There were three or four small launches which exactly

six or seven hours,

more

at the

suited me, but. in every case I found that they had been engaged for the fishing on the Fraser. The salmon commence
to run about the 15th or 20th of July, "and the run usually

monlh

lasts a

or six weeks.

Every four

years, the fishermen

is a very heavy run, the next year thereafter a
it is poor and the fourth almost a total
This year the big run was expected, and all the
canneries were making great preparations f <r the fishing.
Every available boat and man had been engaged.
The

say, there

is

continued until the lower extremity
The instrument is then

clear of the water.

brought in hoard, and a tap on the side of the canoe loosens
fishes, which drop to the bottom of the craft.
Every
sweep brings up from two to half a dozen of the silvery fish,
and as the Indian makes from twenty to thirty-five strokes
a minute, it will be sceu that, under ordinary circumstances,
no very long time elapses before he has a bushel or two of
The hoolichans, a very delicious little fish, someherrings.
what smaller than the birring, aud only found during the
month of May in these waters, are taken by the same method,
and in enormous quantities. When fresh this fish is said to
bo supetlaiivtly delicate eating, and I can testify to its excellence when smoked or salted.
Besides their value as a
food product the hoolichans furnish a most excellent oil, and
of late years a very considerable trade has sprung up in this
commodity, ami fngtoties for expressing it have been estabthe

lished at several points in the Province.

success of this
run, which

to the

new

industry is the short duration of the
only ten days or two weeks. The fish are

it is said that when dried they will, if lighted
one end, burn like a candle, aud from this fact they are

so fat that
at

lasts

The only bar

abundance to

make it worth while to dry them for their wiulcr provisions.
The natives do considerable trading with the whites, and oil
is one of the main articles of trade.
The dogfish, a small
shark, abounds in these waters, and

is taken with Ihe hook
and line iu great quantities. The liver is the only part used,
and the worthless carcases of the fish are left to rot on the
shore, and furnish food for the ravens and crows.
Porpoise

oil

also a staple

is

The Iudiaus

article of trade.

are very

have seen baskets that were
perfectly water-tight, and in which one could easily boil meat
Indians, who ordinarily are paid a dollar a day, got this year or fish.
They also make mats, both of reeds and of the bark
two dollars, and even at ibis price could not be had in num- «f the cedar, which arc both useful and ornamental. These
bers sufficient lo supply the demand. A steamer was not to
are admirable to sleep on, and keep off the wet as well as a
be had for love or money, and it was evident that the hope rubber blanket. From the bark of the cedar too tbey make
of reaching Alaska must for the present be abaudoned.
ropes and lines which are stroug and durable. The dwellThe next best tiling was lo take a canoe and proceed by ings of the Siwashes are utterly unlike those of the Indians
that slow means of conveyance as far north as the time at
of the interior. They are, in fact, housi s made of boards
our disposal would admit. Mr. II. had kindly given me a split from the cedar, and though not very tight, are sufficiently
note to Mr. T., one of the Government officials, and through so to keep out thewa'er, and lo forma good protection
the kind offices of this gentleman, who;e long residence in against cold and snow. They arc without floors, and the fire
the Province and thorough acquaintance with the inhabitants is built on the ground in the middle of the room, the smoke
and their mode of life enabled him to understand precisely escaping through the crevices in the roof. In the villages of
what was needed, our canoe trip was made a success. the Northern Indians one may see before each dwelling a
Through his influence (he Sergeant was given a month's leave long pole, set in the groued and most elaborately carved
of absence, and was allowed to go with us as interpreter,
through its whole length. These poles, which are sometimes
and, in one sense, manager of the expedition, and certainly eighty feet iu height, are, in fact, a sort of family tree, and
no set of men ever fell more emphatically on their legs than the images carved upon them denote the ancestry of the
did our little parly when it was decided that the Sergeant owner of the house before which they stand. The carvings
should accompany us. He has lived long iu the Province,
usually represent animals of one kind or another, somewhat
knows the Indians thoroughly, speaks Chinook aud several of grotesque to be sure, but still admirably carv. d. A bear
the native dialects, is a man of untiring energy, al ways willwill perhaps be the lowest figure on the pole, and on its
ing to do his share and more than his share of the work,
head will be seated a man; above this figure a crow, then
good natured under the most adverse circumstances, and a llsh, anolher man, a seal, a wolf, and so on, the figures
with no small fund of anecdote aud humor withal a keen being sometimes repeated, to (he lop of the pole. All thesa
sportsman and a close observer of nature. He is one of the tribes are remarkable for their skill in carving. The prows
very best fellows with whom 1 have ever been in the field,
of their canoes are often very highly ornamented, as are
wonderfully well

is

doiie.

I

—

and by the time that our trip was ended, had so endeared
himself to each one of us that to part with him was a real

fashioning

paiu.

dances,

my two friends

By
had reached Victoria from
San Francisco, and our party was made up. For some little
time after reaching Vancouver the Profrssor and the Admiral
could think and talk of nothing but the woes that they had
endured on their passage from San Francisco to Portland. 1
do not exactly remember whether it was eleven or fifteen
steamers that they had "sunk, burned and destroyed" by the
very simple, but, as it appeared, effective, method of taking
passage on them for Victoria, but the number was large.
When at last they did succeed in safely passing the Golden
To judge from
Gate, their sufferings had only commenced.
this

time

many

of

They
masks and

their utensils.

curious

and many

ihey make

use

for this

hair stand on end.
By the Sergeant's advice we determined to take our canoe
from Nanaimo, distant from Victoria about seventy miles.
It was thought best, however, to procure all the necessaries
for the trip at Victoria, aud a day or two was employed in
getting together mess kit, blankets and other essentials. We
also decided to take with us another white man, and engageel

The Indians who were to conour crew, and on whom we fondly relied for the locomotive force of the canoe, we expected to hire at Nanaimo.
To one who has been accustomed only to the Indians of
the Western plains and the m umtams, the aborigines of the

willing and good-humored.
stitute

norlh west coast are a surprise, la the vicinity of the settlements a blanket Indian is never seen, all of them wearing
white man's clothing, including shoes and hats or Caps. Very
many of them work regularly, and lay up money, and for
certain

kinds of labor they are admirably adapted.

make good deck
largely

They

hands, longshoremen and fishermen, and are

employed

in the

lumber mills aud canneries.

They

are very strong, and are able to carry loads that a white

man

They are almost brought
up in canoes, and as all their journeys are performed in this
manner, they are most expert boatmen. I have seen little
could by no means stagger under.

children not

more than

three or four years old wielding a

aud can well understand how
undergo so much work of this kind

tiny paddle for hours at a time,
it is

that the adults can

catted a Siwash. This

a

Columbia
Chinook word which is evidently a corruption of the French
mucttye, and the term J.udian is rarely, if ever, employed.
an iodia

i

is

medicine

which

are wonderfully well

of
of

its

own, and

its

this

neighbors.

Each of

language

is

these tribes has a language"
often not understood by

The Chinook jargon

is

the

c

any

immon

tongue by which the Indians of one tribe hold communicaThis jartion with all other Indians and with the whites.
gon is exlremely limited as to its vocabu'ary, and has absois
no'
passive
voice,
There
no
grammar.
declenno
lutely
Drawn from the Engsion of nouns, no inflection o( verbs.
lish, the French aud u dozen Indian tongues, it serves, however, as a

medium

of

communication between the whites

and the aborigines.
I have said that the. Siwashes are admirable canoemen, i-nd
must conclude this letter with a word or two about their vesThey are of various sizes, varying in length from eight
sels.
to eighty feci, aud eneh one is made from a siugle piece of
limber. The largest one of which I have heard is at the
It is eighty feet in length, and is so*
Bella Bella village.
deep that a man standing upright in it cannot be seen by one
standing on the ground by its side. The canoes are roughly
shaped and then laoilowed out by fire. Then, by means of a
attached to a wooden handle, they chip the
in little flakes and reduce it to a proper thickinch or an inch and a half for a vessel
about
an
ness
thirty feet inlength. They have no models and the eye is their
only guide iu shaping the canoes, but the lines are as uuvaryingly coi reef, and as graceful as could be made by the most
piece of steel

wood

off

—

two different types of cauoes,
which has a square stern and is approximately
and
the Northern, which is roundHat on the bottom,
bottomed and has an overhanging stern. The former are the
most steady in a seaway, aud somewhat the most roomy, but
on the other band are much less fast than the Northern
expert boat-builder. There arc
the Chinook,

canoes, but both are perfectly safe.

After being shaped, the

sprung apart, so as to
some flare to the sides, aud are held thus in position by
narrow pieces of timber, stretching across aud sewed to them
with cedar withes. The canoes arc always made from the

gunwales of the canoe are

slightly

give

without manifi sting the slightest fatigue.
In British

purpose

Scattered along the coast are a very considerable number
some of them consisting of not more than

half a dozen families.

ordinarily mild-mannered and temperate friends quite.

ingenuily in

their

are frequently seen.

of small tribes,

made my

for

was shown a model of a large house, which was
certainly one of the most elaborate and highly-finished
workmanship that I have ever seen. Two large
of
pieces
platters iu the possession of a friend at Victoria were exquisitely ornamented in alio relitvo, and were also inlaid
with small pieces of carved ivory, Any design which pleases
them they will copy with the utmost fidelty, and bracelets
hammered out from a silver dollar and ornamented wilh a
spread eagle or some other design furnished by a white man

on board a slave ship in the middle
much
passage, or an old-time emigrant vessel, wheu the terrible
ships fever had laid its blightiug hand upon the passengers.
The curses which were showered upon the Geo. W. Elder by

my

rattles

of their carvings in a black slale

of

agonies during his voyage of four days resembled nothing so
as the sufferings

display. great

I

done.

the graphic narrative of the Admiral, that nautical hero's

Arizona Charley, a Virginian, whose wanderings, after includ-

is

•

not until the fish reach the

it is

fresh water that they arc taken in sufficient

expert at basket weaving, and some of their work of this kind

ing almost the whole United States, had at last led him to
Victoria. A most excellent man he proved himself, faithful,

and the stroke

considerable numbers, but

failure.

inches apart.

of Ihc pole

The Siwashes of the coast arc essentially a race of fishermen. Their main dependence is the salmon, of which enormous numbers are caught, and not. only eaten fresh, but also
dried for winter consumption.
They do some hunting, and
kill not a few deeraul mountain goats, but they rely chiefly
for food on the salt water fish.
During the months of June
and July, before the salmon have begun to run up the rivers,
they c itch them in the salt water with the trolling spoon in

good run, the next

vertically through

points,

£0, 1881.

is

cedar, the superb

Thuya yiyunlea

of NutUtll, the

wood

of

UO'TOU

which

The

is

FOREST AND STREAM.

30, 1881.]

'i:

worked and

easily

light,

rranarkahly durable.

very closely resembles the^coWDion aibotvitJE bo
generally nsed for hedgeB here in the East, Hut in British
tree

Columbia

it

grows sometimes

to a height

of

3Q0

often attains a diameter ot seven or eight feet.

feet,

trad

measured
from the

I

one stump that was eleven feet through eight feet,
ground. As instancing its durability I may say that
i

I saw
woods which was "straddled" by a
two and one-half feet in diameter, and which

oe fallen log in the

Douglas
was, to

fir

all

appearance, as sound as

there a year.
its

The stump
down on

roots stretched

of the

if it
fit*

had not been lying

rested on the log, and

either side four or five feet before

they reached the ground. The cedar log was covered with
moss, and hud lost most ot its limbs, but on scraping aw?y
the gieen drapery and sounding and outlii g into it, I could
not discern that

it

was

in the slightest degree decayed.

It

can readily be imagined, therefore, that such a wood supplies the b.st possible material for canoes built in this way.
It has only one objection, and this is the case with which it
can be split, at d great c ire has to be taken to keep the vesThey are
sels from receiving any knocks or rough usage.
never allowed to Temain on the beach within reach of the
waves, but are always hauled up far beyond high water

have known of a case where a canoe, not drawn
fur enough from the water, was found in the. morning split
from end to end. It is a work of no small magnitude to repair a craft itt that condition, and too much care cannot he
exercised in gum ding the vessel from any rough usage. The
canoes might be made much stronger if the Siwashes would
only put knees or braces of some kind in them, but this
they never seem to do. although they are often seen in eauoes
owned by white men. The paddles are made of a species of
maple, and are usually about four feet long, with a cross
piece for handle, and a blade about four inches wide, terminating in a sharp point. They are light and easily wielded,
but strong. The prows and sterns of the canoes are often
carved aDd painted in red and white. Sometimes the larger
canots are Tigged with one or more pairs of rowlocks on
either side, and long oars of native manufacture are used,
which, it must be acknowledged, help the vessel through the
water much faster than the same number of paddles would.
There is almost always a chock in the bottom, well forward,
to which a mast steps, by a tenon, leading up through one of
The canvas is a lug spritsail, and of course can
the braces.
only be used when the wind is fair, or at most on the beam.
Yo.
Oamp on Bide Inlet.
mark.
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ATLANTIC COAST SHOOTING GROUNDS.
Kitty

HAVE

I
country and

Hawk

lived during

Bat, N.

the entire

C.

summer on

the North
very familiar with the

Carolina coast, and have become
people from Whale's Head Light down 10 Cape
Hatteras.
1 have spent most of the time on the ocean beach,
with the exception of an occasional visit up the country,
along the various towns on the rivers emptying into the
Albcmailc, Pamlico and Currituck Sounds.
The elements are continually reshaping the coast immense
white sand hills that lie against the horizon like banks of
snow are continually moving southwest from the ocean toward the sounds. The Kill Devil Hills, near Kitty Hawk,
woe until recently the highest of these, hut now the
Hill, near Nag's flead, rears its white crest 100 feet: above
These ponds
the ponds of fresh water that lie at its base.
are clear lakes of dark, pure and limpid water, and lie between the sounds and the ocean. There are some twenty of
these between Kitty Hawk and Nag's Head, some of them
thirty to forty acres in extent, and full of black bass, chub
and perch, some of the latter I have caught being twelve
inches long aud very sweet. The ponds are much frequented by visitors to Nag's Head during the summer, the
woods near them affording good shade and pleasant drives.
They are continually surrounded by beach cattle and ponies
lu dry times, and when Dies
that" resort, here for water,
and mmuuitots are troublesome, they wade out until only
their heads show above the water.
The ponies fire lively 'little fellows, and scamper over the
hills and along the beach at low tide at a lively rate, aud are
much better adapted for beach drawing than heavy upcountry liorses.
A good pair of ponies can be bought for
about ifl 25. They are easily kept and live to an old age
Once a year they are coralled and branded. The balance of
the time they range at will from Cape Henry to Capo Hat"When away from the fresh ponds and they want water
teras.
they dig wells with their tore feet near the sound and Had goad
Water eighteen inches below the surface. When the chill
blasts of winter are too severe, they go to the woods about
Kitty Hawk or find shelter under the lea of the sand hills.
Recently I visited Bbdle's Island Light House to shoot
beach birds and to fish for blue lish, which are found in
great abundance about Oregon Inlet and in the sound in front
I went up into the light house, after a
of the light house.
toilsome climb up the 223 steps, and after an inspection of
the apparatus at the top of the tower, 1 sat for two hours on
the iron piazza outside and enjoyed the extended view afforded by my airy perch. 1 COUjd see with a marine glass
over twenty miles in every direction. In the east is the dark
blue sea, with its billows rolling grandly towards the white
pebbly shore, with all kinds of sail on their way north and
8out.li;
on the west Pamlico Sound and Croitiii Sounds,
Roanoke Island, Duck Island, Off Island, and the cluster of
smaller islands near the inlet; north and South
narrow strip of sand between the sounds and sea, with herds
of cattle, ponies and sheep grazing on the green places.
Curlew, brown backs, wiilet, sea chickens and gulls in countless numbers wheeled aud dove below me, and the tide surged
aud chafed the Oregon Inlet, almost under my feet.
This is one of the best light houses on the coast. The
The tower is built
lighting apparatus was made in Trance.
of brick and iron and seems capable of standing any storm
without trembling, and yet so powerful is the wind at times
thai it sways and rocks in a manner try iDg to weak nerves.
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In the winter millions of brant, swan, geese, duck and oilier
fowl pass here in their (light to their feedieg grounds, and

many

them

of

are killed

by

ulass

Btrjkipj

inlet is gradually opening wider and deeper, and
is now live aud a
half feet of water on the inner
and twelve to eighteen feet on the outer bar.
Oregon Inlet is a great place for sportsmen, and there is good
sport for rod and guu all the year.
Spanish mackerel, sea
bass, trout, drum, mullet, shad, blue fish, spots, croakers,
diamond-back teirapiD, sea turtle, chicken turtle, rock bass,
all have their seasons, while the waters abound in oysters,
clams and crabs.
in the fall and winter wild fowl frequent the islands tiear
the inlet, and in the summer all kinds of beach birds are
very abundant. It is said that snipe do not breed as far
south as this, but I think it is a mistake, for I have seen
large numbers of young snipe on the marshes, and have
found two nests that contained regular snipe eggs.
Near New Inlet are the feeding" grounds of the black and
white brant. These fowl are destined to be very popi

bar

when known among epicures. They are very large,
nearly twice the size of a canvas back, and ruauy consider
them fully as delicate in flavor. They will be shipped in
considerable quantity this winter no doubt, as they can be
sent via the Elizabeth City >V, Norfolk Railroad so as to reach
markets in Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York within
twenty-four hours after they arc killed. They " place" from
Duck Island to Hatteras; are very plenty frouting the Jesse
ular

and about

New

Inlet

and about Douglass

:

:

I

in

1830.

It is said that old

:l

Commodore

used to come through this inlet in a trading schooner.
His partner was a man named Hatfield, and they made considerable money trading in lish, melons, feathers, tar, turpentine and other products of North Carolina.
Hatfield
invested his savings in some islands, which are now rented
from his heirs by some of the shooting clubs. Vanderbilt at
last decided to settle permanently iu New York city, and
tried to induce Hatfield to sell out aud go into the grocery
business in New York, but Hatfield told the future manymiltioned man that he was afraid of his kite flying propensities and believed he would rather slay
Currituck. He
galled, hunted aud trucked it for the balance of his days and
died in Currituck. All the world knows the history of the
old Commodore.
There are no inlets in Currituck. At present the water is
Extensive
slightly brackish and is gradually filling up.
shoals are being formed on which grow the grass on which
the countless numbers of ducks, geese and swan that frequent these waters feed.
'oili.

m

Northern sportsmen

began coming

to

this

county some

lime before the war to shoot wild fowl. Tn 1858 Ellas Wade,
Valentine Ilieks ar.d Stephen Taper, of New York State,
bought 1,700 acres of beach and marsh land from Abram
Baum at a cost of §3,000, and organized the Currituck
Shooting Club. This club has since bought some other
property. About three years ago they built a handsome
Club house on the beach, costing, with furniture, some $12,000.
The club is composed of abont sixteen members and
the shares are limited to twenty-one, some of the members

owning several

shares.

In 1830 Peier Davis and John White organized the Palmer
Shooting Club with twenty-live members, and leased the.
marshes of Josephus Baum, south of the Currituck Club.
The warcaine on and fowl shooting was suspended.
Soon aftei the war the Monkey Island Club was organized
by R. T. Wild, of Boston, and C. B. Mesi
This property was bnmhl for an insignificanl sum and
oil y.
would probably now sell for $50,000 under the ha ai
in 18133 Arthur Emory, of New York, bought for $6 000
17,000 acres of laud from Abram Baum and organized the
Light Bouse Club, so called from its proximity to th,e
Whale's Head Light House. This club has twenty-one
Bhares, and their property is also valuable.
The Crow Island Club was organized in 1804. They rent
the islands of Mrs. Hatfield, for which they pay about ,$1,000
i

yearly.

Ragged Island Club,

Back Bay. This property was bought by Ben Wood from
Major J. J. Burma for $4 000 just before the war, and was
by him to William R. Travera in 1875, for about $8,000.
Old Abe Baum calls this a "one man club." The owner is a
rich aud eccentric old geollemau, who lives in New York
cily, and from what the natives lellmehemust be quite a
His instruction to the men guarding his property
character,
is that, if any man is found on his grounds with a breechloader to shoot him on the spot, as he is down on any gun
but the old-fashioned muzzle-loader. He has first-class
shooting on his property for several sportsmen, but his is
the only gun ever fired on the property, and as his islands
are isolated and surrounded by shoals, thick with wild celery,
the old gentleman can bag his 100 pairs of canvas-backs or
red-heads any day without trouble. Old Abe Baum, native
and to the manor bom, as his forefathers have been for over
two hundred years, says the reason Mr. Travers don't organize a club is "Case he is an opinionated old cuss, and no one
can't naturally agree with him and he can't naturally agree
with no one."
Mr. Travers is said to be witty and sharp, and to have a
slight impediment in his speech, which make his sayings
more pungent. On one occasion he was passing through
Norfolk on his way North, after a season of bard shooting
among the canvas-backs
and his clothes were somewhat
worn and soiled, after several weeks of beach usage, and he
did not look to ignorant eyes the educated, refined gent'emau he really is. He was stopping at the Atlantic Hotel,
It was some public occasion and the dining room was
crowded. He saw only one vacant seat, which was at the
right of a majestic Navy Admiral.
The chair was tipped
against the table to indicate that it was reserved, but Mr.
Travers was hungry and did not stand on ceremony. Walking up to the vacant place he pulled hack the chair and was
about to sit down, when the head-waiter came to him in a flurry
•and, tapping him on the shoulder, said: "This seat is reserved, sir, for a gentleman."
Mr. Travers looked at the man and replied, " W-w-well,
sir, he has c-c-come ;" and took his seat, and quietly began
scanning the bill of fare.
Once when beating down Currituck in a small schooner
to take the Norfolk steamer, a northeast storm came up.
There was only one man anda boy on board, and Mr. Travers
was endeavoring to aid them shortening sail. While doing so
he became entangled in the rigging. He had taken off his
shoes so as to be ready for swimming for his life.
He began
to call loudly for assistance, but the raging tempest, the excitement of the position and his unfortunate impediment of
speech made his words incoherent. The man at he helm at
last got impatient and called out, " Sing it, Mr. Travers, sing
it, sir, "
The old gentlemau at once sang to the tune of
"Drops of Brandy," "Oh! p-p-please let go the jib tackle;
my b-b-big t-t-toe is caught in the block," and was at once
relieved from his embarrassing position.
Jons Bkoshon.

RANGE AND ROTARY MOVEMENTS OF LIMICOL.E.
-was in the month of April, 1868, that we made our
debut as a duck shooter on a Wealern prairie. Born and
bred almost within the sound of the breakers on "New England's rock-bound coast," we had been taught to bdieve that
the shore birds— Limicihe— were, with few exceptions, confined to the seaboard, and when we saw large flocks of several species of theBe birds feeding on the prairies we could
scarcely believe our eyes, nor would anything short of a dead
golden plover
specimen in hand satisfy us of our errors.
{Charadriux virginictts, Borck.) was secured and found to be
identical in every particular with the golden plover of the
Atlantic coast and, notwithstanding Prof. Baird had many
years earlier declared their habitat to be "all of North America, and visiting also other continents," we could not somehow seem to realize the fact that they were so abundant at so
Other Bpccies were also
great a distance from the sea shore.
observed, notably sickle-billed curlew (JYumoiius longiroxtrin,
Wils.), Esquimaux curlew (i\wtuniu.i bureau*, Lath.), summer yellow-legs (Totanm tl'ivipen, Vieill.), and pectoral sandWe endeavored to glean
pipers (2 W«o<t fitUomlix, Say.),
from intelligent gunners of that region some information relating to the habits, food, migrations, etc., of these birds,
hut our labors iu this direction were vain and futile. The
fact was patent that no one cared to waste time or ammunition on such "small birds" as plover or curlew when deer,
swan, geese, ducks and their congeners were abundant in every
Another very serious obstacle in the way of our
direction.
We found it
inquiries was encountered, viz., synonomy.
very difficult to make ourselves understood when undertaking to describe a particular species, so very different are the
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A

;

names of birds.
Sportsmen, as a general rale, are quick, keen and intelligent, but not always literary people, and in the absence of
local

scientific

Back Bay,

is

compose

mostly

oi"

terms

— some

—

common

platform upon which both

our progress was very slow and unsatisparties could stand
cannot always account for the origin or introfactory.
duction and retention of such a diversity of common names
certainly is a great barrier to
for our feathered friends.
Names that
the. acquisition of knowledge upon these topics.
are familiar as household'words in one section are entirely

We

R

in another.
It is about as perplexing as when two
persons Speaking different languages attempt to carry on a
aiion.
I«'or instance, the first bird we have named
above was not known in the West where we were located as
a plover at all, but as a "prairie pigeon." The turnstone in
Massachusetts is commonly called " chicken bird," but elsepectoral sandpiper in our section is
where " calico back."
"jack snipe," and iu others "kriektr," "grass snipe," etc. One
often hears in the West, or even on Long Island, the name
"Dowitelier." but. that cognomen would not be recognized in
Massachusetts as referring to red-breasted snipe (MacrorLeach), but if Ihe bird was called "brown
"redbreast"
Won d be instantly acknowledged.
»,, Linn. is variously known as "robin snipe,"
/irk" and "knot." The marliu of the West is the marble godwit Limomfedm, Ord.) of the East, and so on ad inThis unhappy state of affairs should no longer
finitum.
exist.
We have monetary, railroad, religious and other conferences to harmonize conflicting interests or opinions, fix
Why not have a navalues and establish rules of action.
tional or Universal conference to establish a uniform nomenPossibly the urbane individual who
or our birds ?
occupies the editorial chair of Forest aud Stkeam and ex-
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sand dunes or hills.
The only inlet between what, is now Oregon Inlet and
C'aoe Henry was Old Currituck Inlet, which was closed in
1713, and New Currituck Inlet, south of it, was opened about,
-1735, ftnd vessels drawing nine feet ol water COU]
through it. This inlet kept open for nearly 100 years and

is

the Little Island Club,

;

Island, Pea Island, Jurymen Island and other islands along
the coast and in Pamlico Sound.
There are also great numbers of them about Gar Island, where there is a small club
established called the Gar Island Olub.
This club, snd Hie
Kilty Hawk Bay Club, are the only clubs in Hare county,
aud own about all the best shooting grounds in the county.
The, latter club is a monster affair, and they have bought
every island, shoal and beach and woodland of any value for
fowl, bird and deer shooting, not already owned by the Currituck county clubs, from Whale's Head down to Gar Island, except the property owned by the Nyes at Van Slyck's
landing.
They control some 300 mile9 of water front and
probably over 200,000 acres of laud and island. They have
shooting for a very large number of sportsmen and their fishing rights are also valuable.
Very few persons who have not visited this country have
any idea of the extent of fresh water navigation within the
boundaries of Eastern North Carolina. The sand ridge dividing the sounds and the ocean is from 100 yards to three
miles wide. This is low, but mostly dry, and just above
high water. It is firm and solid. The Ocean beach is the
finest for bathing I have ever seen
the slope is long, shallow
and even, floored with a fine soft sand that feels like velvet
under the feet.
The waves come up the gradual incline which makes the
ijoftolll reach the land with gradually diminished force, and
I have dining the past, summer been out 200 yards from
shore with delicate ladies, and the rollers came over them
without violence or danger. 'I he Gulf Stream approaches
the shore nearer along this coast than anywhere else aud the
water is warmer. The sounds contain a greater amount of
fresh water than any other area on the Atlantic coast.
All
this water is continually flowing into the ocean, carrying
with it an immense amount of sand and dirt from the upper
lands along the rivers, some of which head in the mountains
of Tennessee and Virginia, hundreds of miles distant.
This
sand or dirt is being constantly deposited within the outer
Teef, and replaces the sands carried on the sand ridge
and blown into the fantastic shapes that characterize the
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sold
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tract,

smallest club in these waters
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England men. Solomon House, of Boston,
They have first-class shooting.

dent.
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protects the light. Last year it was found necessary to put a
frame work of iron in frout of the g ass
being
ep i fi
broken by the heavy geese striking it. Several bushels •< fowl
have been gathered from the platform some mornings that
were killed during the night by flying against the frame that
protects the light.
i
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d
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erciscsasorl of autocratic influence over the sportsmen of
thiB country would under aUe to biing about this much
needed icfoim. Whoever shall accon pluh this will receive
the graitude of thousands of sportsmen, ai d his name would
1

go down to posterity a> a benefactor to ihe r»CB. The past
ten or fifteen years has witnessed a vast improve ment in our
sporting literature and knowledge of birds.
The works of
iiaird, Brewer, Coues and the nbt will ever stand as proud

tnonuments of

tneir labors

and successes.

Much more

is to

be done.
The field is still open. May we not hope the
future will rabe up laborers worthy to wear the mantle of
their predecessors and to carry lor ward the work so nobly

begun

?

We

puzzled over tb's matter of the Bhoro birds for many
yearB, trying to discover some satisfactory theory that would
account for their movements and idiosyncracies.
should certain species divide, one part going up the valley of
ssissippi and the other via the Allan' io coast, to their
the

Why

M

Northern breeding grounds
species

a'l

?
Wtiy should some numerous
together follow the former and others the tatter

route? Again, why do some of them proceed by the one
route and return by the other ? The inquiry seemed to lead
to the conclu-ion that golden plover, Esquimaux curlew,
summer yellowlegs, and a few other species, did take the
broad valley of tlie "Father of Waters" for a highway
northward in spring, but that the great muss of the adults
did not return by tne same road. A few of each species of
young, or such as do not breed, may return by the route indicated.
Then it was ascertained that the above-named
species did not appear on the Atlantic coast in spring-time,
but tuat all of tbem were abundant in autumn, bo'h old and
young. With the birds, as with ourselves, food supply is of
the rnost vilid importance. If we study the habits of these

birds in relation to the r food we shall rind, to some extent,
that the si ecb-s that travel up the Mississippi Valley are of
the class that run about on the fields and prairies, and pick
op such worms, grubs and insects us are found on the surface
of tLe ground, while those that follow the seashore feed
niosily on such marine worms and insect- as lie buried in the
ni' dst sand or mud, which must be obtained by plunging in
the bill and wrenching the savory morsel from its hiding
place.
But in order to study carefully the habits, food and
peculiarities of the shore birds we must be among them, or
With tit' 'in— must seek some locality wheie they can easily
be observed during the season of their migrations— and, if the
reader « ill t o with us early in April to the easterly shores of
New England, say. to Cape Cod, the mi st prominent p-int
on tlie whole coast, and the one where most of the migrants
that follow ihe coast line must show themselves, we will
take our stand there and " see what we skill see' of those
birds as tiny puss al ng. Of the swimming birds (Natatore*)
and the olheroiderswe hav.- at present nothing to do, norshall
we speak of such waders (G-ratlutorts) as are not considered
worhy the attention of sportsmen, or, in other words, our
remarks will refer only to such of the waders as visit the sea
shore, and will add something to our supply of food.
The winter residents, the snow buntings, (Emberez i nivalis,
Linn.) and the shore larks (Abiuda nlpestris, Foster), have
barely bid adieu to the land Of their sojourn aud set out for
thtir more northern homes, when the spring season is
ushered in hy the soft plaintive note of tne piping plover
(JSffial'tis mehdu.% Cab.) and the shrill tones of the ring-neck
(JEgialitiii sem pcdmatu<, Cub.).
The former is a summer
res dent, and rears its 3 oui g within the doleful sound of the
fog horn on Pollock Hip. Posribly the latter may have bred
here in Colonial limes, but rarely, if at all, in later years.
They do 1 ot teem to be ss gregarious in spring as most of
the o her shore birds, nor is either species very uumerous.
They lead an industrious life, ruuuim; about upon tlie dry
sand moie than most of this order, and seem to fei d on sand
fleas and such other insects 08 they find there.
By the middle of April, in a forward s aaon, will be heard the peculiarly curved and inspiriting triple note of the winter yellowleg (JtoUmua melanokm-u*, Viei 1.), and if wetake a si roll
down ovei the low ninrsh' s, we shall be likely to see a solitary individual or small flock feeding on the little minnows
thai are so iiuia rous along the ditches and ma' shy inlets at
high tide. i-omeiiuies they resort to the fund flats, but do
not peem to pick up any food there
n r is this their usual
feeding ground. They breed pretty much all over the country, aud are common in winter as far noit.h »s the Carolinas.
Another early visitant is the red bucked sandpiper or winter -nipe (Tri> ga alpi.na var. americana, Cass.).
Not numerous iu spring, but quite so in fall.
They are abundant
at Lake Ontario and fu ther west, about the middle of May.
and will be louu 1 all winter in Virginia, at Currituck Sound
and points further s ulh, where tl ey are regarded as winter
r. sidents.
They feed on the flats and around Ihe lake shores,
much he same as do sandi rlings and other members of the
group.
In the Hebrides they mix with the golden plover
and aie called plovei's page"."
About the 10th of May the least sandpiper (Tringa pu.vTa,
Wils.) conies gliding along trilling its cheerful," glei some
notes.
There are two possibly three sprcies or varieties
of these grate'ul lit le creatutes, commonly called "peeps."
The above species is de.-igi ated as a " marsh peep," baa olive
or yellow bill aud feet, and feeds aound little pools on the
.rshes. or on mud patches.
The other sp cies, "sand
peep" ( Tringa »v;»,fpaW/i./, Wils.) is larger, 1 ghter color and
more gregarious than his Hi tie cous'n of the marshes; has
black leet and bill, feeds on the sand flats and spits, though
they s mettaes go On 10 the marshes as do the others on to
the sand flats.
They rt tiro at high tide with the other shore
birds to the high beaches for safety or rest, but. return as soon
as the tide ebbs sufficiently to allow them to feed.
They are
very ii dustrious, running about, punching their bibs into
tl e shikI in search ot food, devouring only the ihoicest specimens of worms or minute mollusks, always in a hurry, and
by the first of June FCttrcely any will he seen in this vicinity.
The (-underling (Colidris aienaria, 111 ) is another numerous spi cms, which arrives about the same time of the preceding.
They are quite gregarious, feeding along the edges of
tidt -water much the same as the peeps, and exhibiting about
the same uerv.ius energy in searching for food.
By -May Both we shall begin to hear the dual whistling note
of the red-breas'ed sandpiper (/Tringa eanulus, Linn.}, which
is hailed with delight by such gunners as enjoy slaughtering
them at this season of the year.
Usually they are in large
flocks burning along, stopping but a few days to feed and
Nor wtP many be set n alter the 1st or 5lh of June.
lest.
"
They have a.pevcha<t. for uorsefoi I" eggs, and display considerable ingenuity in discovering these delic ite moreeauz, as
they lieburied inihes ud. When any panic ilars|iotissu?pected.ihev commence scratching '<7« hen, and poking out the eggs
Turnstones seem as well to enjoy the rich
wi h their bi Is.
repast, ofien joining in the search, and when found, a free
flghl ensues to see who shall possess the prize.
Oanulvs
1
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ground

on the insects, fish-spawn and other glutinous substances found at low tide attached to eel grass and other
quatic plants. It is presumed they go very far north to breed,
nst hey are abundant all the way from theC-reat Lakes to Cape
Breton and the Magdalen Islands, or more to the eastward
than most of the shore birds
The adult males begin to return about the 26th of July, followed by the females, and
still later by the young, who do not all retire before the forepart of October.
Strepsilas inUrpres, EL, with as many aliases as a pickpocket, is Bti 1 a very clever little fellow, but hardly belongs
to any family.
They arrive about the 15th of May, not in
large flocks, but singly or in groups of three or four individuals, feeding along the edge of the tide, or dilligently turning over small stones or pebbles, exploring every nook and
corner to find any tiny crab, flea or worm that may lie secreted there.
They are not particularly shy birds, and as
they decoy well, are easily killed from blinds or stands,
though their call note is ever so hard to imitate.
Early in
August they come straggling along back, feeding much as in
spring, nor do they ever go on to the marshes or fields, except
when driven by wind or "tide.
The blackbreaated plover beetle-head (Squatarokt lieteelica, Cuv.) is the largest of the plover family.
The date fixed
for their arrival in some sportsmen's calendar is May 10,
though in a favorable season they appear a few days earlier.
Their round, full note is the "sportsmens joy," though we
have for years protested aeaiust the slaughter of these noble
birds just as they are on the verge of the breeding season.
Every true sportsman must feel in autumnal what a fearful
cost he gets a few days' shooting in spring.
Every year the
"bay birds" are getting scarcer and scarcer until it is "even now
almost impossible to make a respectable "bag." One g-ts
hardly enough to call it sport. Legislative authority has
been invoked, but very little wisdom has been exhibited by
that august body in framing laws to protect these birds.
Often has a blush mantled our cheeks, as we have been reminded of the stupidity of our Legislators in making it a
crime to kill the least of the shore birds, a peep, while any
pot-hunter may slaughter blackbreasts, redbreasts, chickenbirds, winter yellowlegs aud Wilson's snipe to his heart's
content without fear of molestion, all through the spring migrations
At this season of the year all of the order are socially inclined, as it is their wooing and pairing season, when they are
often in large flocks, easily decoyed, aud then the serried columns are cut down; nay, slaughtered by thousands, ruthlessly,
by hands whose love of greed has conquered their better
judgement. It requires no prophet to come and tell us that
if we destroy the birds in spring time just as they are about
10 lay their eggs they will not return with the r offspring in
the fall.
Beetle-teads do not go on to the fields or pastures,
but keep down on the beach or sand flats, where they find an
abundance of long, depressed worms with many fogs upon
which they feed. They arc, as their food would indicate,
more of a shore than inland bird, though very likely a few
may wander away as far West as Iowa. The plovers in
common with the other shore birds belong to the class called
pracoces, i. e., run about in search of food as soon as hatched
and, therefore, require much less attention from their parents
than do AUrices. The paternal relative repoaing great confidence in the energy and skill of his ppouse to protect and
nurse the callow brood, literally deserts his home and family, and wanders away back, the wretch, possibly to fall a
victim to some breech-loader on Cape Cod at the very spot
where in spring he was observed so attentive to his youthful
bride on th> ir" Northern tour.
The willet or humility (Bympliemia xemipalmata, Hsrt.)
arrives often paired, toward the end of May.
Not abundant.
Breeds in this latitude and even much further South. They
are scattered over the Western Stales down to the Gulf of
Mexico and the West India Islands, where many of them pass
the winter.
They go on to the marshes at hign tide, but feed
along the edtie of the water on minnows, crabs and marine
insects.
More of an inland bird, frequenting wet places on
the prairies and around pond holes.
Not regarded of much
value for food. Occasional!}' we shall see marbled godwit
(Limona.
doa, Ord.) strolling abouton the sand or mud flats,
plunging their long, stout bills in up to their eyes in search
of small worms that are teeming there in great variety.
It
is alleged that they devour small fish arid fiddler crabs.
They do not go on to upland fields, but at high tide retire
With their congeners to the sand dunes. Abundant in the
neighborhood ot Oregon Inlet, and fun her West in summer.
Quiet in their manners, not flying about, as much as some of
the other waders.
Were formerly quite plentiful in New
England, but for the last decade have been scarce. The
other godwit (Limosa Hudxonica, Swain.), better known here
as "spot rump," is very rare in Bpring has much the same
manner and habits as the preceding, but is more likely to be
caught out in an easterly Btorm, and driven on to our coast
witli golden plover; then his stalwart relative, L. fedoa,
which would seem to indicate an Eastern or Atlantic route
for heir Southern migrations.
The vernal season will scarcely bring us acquaintance with
sickle-billed curlew (Nvmenivi Xongirostris, Wils.,) though
a straggler may occasionally be seen.
These birds hardly
go as far east as the Magdalen Islands or Labrador, come on
10 our coast in small flocks in the fall, and linger about the
high beaches, dry marshes, and along the wind-rows of seaweed which have been washid up by the tide, where they
gormandize on black crickets and flies which they are very
expert in capturing. They are said to roost at night on these
heaps of seaweed. They sometimes betake themselves to
ho sand flats where they occasionally indulge in a stray minnow, pah ry crab, or juvenile insect. Well distributed over
the continent, they are believed to breed as far south as
Virginia.
They are plenty all winter on Savannah River,
and are there called " fish ducks" by the natives, but are not
esteemed of value for table use. They feed there more on
the marches, and relire to adjacent islands to roost. Being
heavy, clumsy creatures, they are, many of them, presumed
lo pass the winter within the territorial limits of the United
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States.

Toward the end of May a few short-billed or jack curlew
(Numeniui Hudnonicm, Lath.,) may be seen, like their congeneric relative with the long decurved rostrum, running
about on the high beach, picking up black crickets, small
snails and crabs.
Both species have been scarce for many
years.
Of the snipe family we have a beautiful representative in
(Macrorhamphus gi incus, Leach). It is not numerous in
spring, but iaquitfc so in summer, aud easily bagged,
They
are not here generally called, red-b'easted snipe, but "brown
backs." They stick their long bills into the mud or sand
flats presumably to frighten out the insects and worms that
lie burrowed there, s» that they may be easily [captured.

20. 1881.

likely their sense of sme'l is so acute lhat they are ab'e
to strike at once their prey. Their sojourn to their breedingis very brief, scarcely more than six weeks.
The
adult males begin to return iu considerable numbers about
the 10th or 15th of July, aud by the end of August, both

young and old ha ve winged their way to wa d scjtiati 'rial regions.
There is another beautiful plump little bird (Tringa
well-known on our coast in summer and
autumn under various cognomens, as "Jack snipe,"
1

macitlatn, Vieill.)

" krieker," "grass bird," etc., but they are rarely, if ever
seen in the spring. The advancing columns occupy the
broad valley of the Mississippi, especially that portion of it
lying nearest to sunset. As this interesting species is not
a spring visitant at Cape Cod it hardly comes within the
scope of these notes, and yet we cannot refrain from a
passing remark particularly as there seems to be a wide
discrepancy of opinion iu relation to it. The best observers
with whom we have come in com act declare there are two
distinct species or varieties, though none of the books recognize two.
One is ever smaller, more delicate, and produces
a finer, softer, gentler note than the other, which is more robust and utters a strong, shrill, trilling, whistling uole.
A
casual observer would most, likely pronounce them old and
young, but there is such constant divergence as to preclude
the possbility of harmony in one species. The habits, of the
two species are quite similar. Their usual place of abode is
on the bare spots or amidst the short grass or mossy places
on the marshes, where they seem to feed on flies, insects and
mollusks, and become very fa', so much so that they are ofien
Called "fat birds." Tliey rarely goon to the sand flats or
pastures, nor do they seem to be as sensdive to cold at, some
of the shore birds, and although they begin to be seeu as
early as the 20lh of July, they do not all bid farewell to these
friendly feediug-grouuds till into November.
They are
abundant io Chili and other parts of South America.
There are a few other species represemed at this point,
such aa buff-breasted sandpiper (Tringa rufescens, Cab),
curlew sandpiper (Tringa subarquata, Temm.), Bonaparte's
sandpiper ( Tringa Bo/uipnrUi, Schleg.), stilt sandpiper
( Miej-upuliima himiuiUmux, Baird), purple sandpiper (Tringa
maritima, Brunn.), and possibly a few others, including two
or three of the Pnalaropes, hut none of these are in such
numbers as to be attractive to spoilsmen or receive any
special notice in this connection.
It will also be observed
we have made no mention of golden plover, Esquimaux curlew or summer yellowlegs (Tola nut jlavpen, Bon.), simply
because tbey are not cons ant visitants to our sin 'res in
spring, though the latter does appear here exceptionally.
Mr. 0., a very keen observer of the habits of birds, informs
us that during a period of seventy-five years himself and
father had bien in the field ihey had s«en ouly three smuttier
yellowlegs and but two golden plover in spring. Mr. B,, who
has been for forty years a gunner on this coast, has seen but
one golden plover at this season.
But let us step over to the Mississippi Valley and take a
S'at beside our intelligent friend aud naturalist, Dr. N., of
Foit Dodge, Iowa, au'l listen to his disc .urse. and we shall
discover quite a different state of thing*.
He will inform
us lhat early in spring sickle-billed curlew and marbled godwits arrive paired, breed in the neighborhood and disappear
in July, or as early as tin young are Qedited and can take
care of themselves, and fire seen no more till the following
spring.
Undoubtedly portions of both species go to much
more northern breeding-grounds. The offspring of the previous year arrive a little later than the adults, iu flocks, and
remain so a'l summer, as they do not propagate till the second
year.
The young return by the same road they came. The
cm lew feed on dry plain or prairie land, while the god wits
betake themselves 10 the fens or bos>gy places, where hey
can K rce their long, stout lulls into the soft mud for worms,
Wilict arrive singly or in
after the manner of woodcock.
small groups. Not abundant. Breed. T ie llutbon'an godwits come along in large flocks, sojourn for a brief period,
and then push on further nor h to breed, nor are Ihey Seen
again till the next year. Kill-deer (J£gi.<iliiU v-i-i/crus,
Cass.), called here "dotterel," are abm dant summer residents— iu fact, they breed pre' ty general y over ihe continent. Theliltle sa,adpipev('Jri'igimmuliihi, Vieill.) is a'so
a summer resident, aud breeds. The white-niniped sandpiper (7*. Bonapartii) is quite common, brteds here as well bb
There
further north, aud returns with the two preceding.
a'e two of the dowitcher.i (M. grhma, Leach, an d .!/". mlopaceuH, Law.).
Both appear in closely-coinpucled flocks in
ry, tarry but a short time, when thi-ynie drawn to their
northern aud moie secluded nesting places. The flr3t-naim
make their return trip mostly via the Atlantic coast, while
the last named return by the saute route they advanced.
Krom the first to th^ tenlh of May, just as the young and
tender gras3 begins to grow, one may see immense flocks of
golden plover sweeping along like an invading army. They
1

M

are attracted to newly-burned prairie 1 uids, whicti seem to
furnish an abundance of little hard worms upon which ihey
They also frequent the newly-ploughed fields or
feed.
ihose just sowed with wheat.
They are loss numerous
now i.bau they were forty years ago, when, as we are
informed, the farmers in many places believed liny devoured a great part of the seed wheat, and poison 'us
destroying
grains were scattered for the purpose of
As the birds do not belong to the gizzard
them.
Gallime -we doubt it the allegation can be sustained.
tribe
They probably go to the freshly upturned fields in qu'-st of
larva: and grubs thai are injurious to the wheat crop, and are
really friends and co-workers with the farmer, as arc most of
They do not,
the leathered tribes, rathi r Lhau his enemies.
however, tarry many days, but proceed to their extreme bo-
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real breeding-grounds, nor do they, except a
"pale bellies" return by the valley route.
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few youngsters

Accompany-

ing aud mingliug freely with the go;deu plover are the EsTheir
quimaux curlew, or dough birds, in great rmmbnra.
habits are very similar to those of their cn-migrants, but tbey
Still tbey are slaughtered by thousands,
do not get as fat.
few only of the
barreled and shipped to Eastern markets.

A

young return.
Upland plover (Actiturut bartrainim, Bon.) come paired,
breed and retire early. In New England they rear their young
on the grassy slopes of high hills, where they remain till ihe
middle of July, when they retreat 10 the river bottoms, intervales, or dry salt marshes and plains, where they feed on
grasshoppers and crickets till about Ihe 15th of Angus', when
Their line of march is not confined to
they silently depart.
the seaboard, and both old and young of ibis species travel
in company.
Th y are a very shy bird, as any one who has
attemp edto hunt Ihciii will vouch, taxing his utmost skill,
and even then will most likely defeat the object of Ida ambition.
One of the im st successful sporlsmeu and best shots
in this section, Mr. T., informs us— and we insert this bit of
secrecy here as a douceur to our disappointed brethren who

—
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circumvent one of these wary creatures
uind," and as soon as one rises
diops close to the ground.
The bird's
bump" oi curiosity is developed about <q\ial lo a black
duck's, aud not seeing any one tbcre apparently imagines he
has bi-en duped, or, as we say, ''fooled"; and not being
willing to be laughed at by lus fellows, who are feeding undisturbed over ihe fields, he approaches the spot from whence
came hi? "scare," and as he com»s " qukldling" along
trilling his alarm note, when in the right place, tire gun is
seized aud in a trice ha victim falls nearly at the feet of the
gunner. He instantly drops again and remains quiescent
till ihe birds have, recovered from their fright, when he proceeds as before. On one occasion he discovered seventeen
of ihese birds in a pasture of only a few acres on a hill, ana
in less limn two hours, in this way, retreating aud working
the ground over several times, he killed the entire seventeen!
Winter yellowlegs appear in moderate quantities. Nest
here and further north, and return.
Summer yellnwlegs
(Totanm Jlavipex, Bon.), also anive early in considerable
numbers but push on further North as so su as the season
Their southern journey is mostly by some other
will peimil.
and more easterly route. The red-hacked sandpiper, T.
alpina, better known here as "Dunlin," is a regular visitant,
though not in large numbers breeds further north. The
little solitary sandpiper, "Lip up," is common here as in most
other partB of the country. Beetle-headed plover, red-breasted
Bandpiper, eanderliogS and jack curlew, although occasional
visitants in tlvs locality, are not as abundant as Uiey are
We are inclined to the opinion that most of
further east.
these birds that pass down the valley of the Mississippi, being
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heavy Myers, as, for instance, s ckle-billed
curlew ami the godwi's, spend the winter in the Gulf States,
Mexico or Central America
It must be apparent to the readi r, from the foregoing-, that
cenain species of shore birds pass up the Mississippi Valley
in Spring, but do not return by that, broad highway.
It will
moreover be seeu that the species that do not return by that
road are abundant on the Atlantic Coast in autumn. If
these pmuises hold, the conclusion is inevitable, that they go
very far North to breed, swing over to the eastern shores,
where they recuperate, aud then proceed on their Southern
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to

introduce some testiis, to the north-

There

support of ihis hypothesis.

ward of the Great Lakes and to the eastward of the Hocky
Mountain Range, a vast unexplon d territory within whose
boundaries are mountains, valleys, prairies and marshes.
Nestling away in the quiet bosom of the mountains or sleeping gently in the valleys are many lakes aud ponds, sources
of numerous rivers, possible highways for future commerce.
Thither for c -unties? ag s the feathered migrants have wandered in search of thar solitude, that entire immunity from
dangerous contact with nun, not accorded them in later
years along our frontiets. Here, too, must be found abundance of food suited to the wants of both o'd and young.
Possibly this may have something to do with their 'line of
flight.
If it should be found that this region produced food
peculiar y adapted lo (heir tastes they would very likely take
the arii rti r route via Mississippi Valley to reach it ra'lier than
travel away round the All inlic Coast, Labrador, etc., and
moreover it is well known that most of the shore bird} resort to fresh water lakes and mat sues to rear their young.
That tho y do populate this whole region reaching the Arc-

shoes in large numbers is attested by the explorers who
hive visited thai inhospitable country. For many y. ars naturalists have rfecopnfeed these birds as belonging to Arctic
tic

In July, 1771, near the mouth of Coppermine liiver
Hearne writes "In the pools saw swan and geese in a moulting state, and on the marshes some curlew and plovers."
Alex. F sher, in giving an account of Parry's first voyage,
1819-20, saw at Baffin's Bay, "Bed phalarope and ring plover," and at Winter Hatbor, lat. 74 47 Ion. 110.48, "Shoe a
golden plover," and July 10, he adds
"A few piarmigan,
plover, sanderlings and snow buntings were all the land birds
that were seen." Again, at the Melville Islands, June 12,
"saw several golden plover." Sir J. Richardson while at
Wolloston Laud wrote as follows: "On the first of June,
bees, Sandpipers, long^tailed ducks, caccawees, eiders and
king ducks and northern divers were seen." .Again, May 15,
"The yellow Warblers feed on the alpine arbutus as did
likcwi-ethe golden plover, whose stomachs also contained
the juicy fruit of the Empetrum nigrum. The Eskimo curlew at this lime feed on large ants." McClure, while the
"Investigator" was packed in the ice at Prince of Wales
Straiis. hit. 70 deg., after making several excursions reported
"The plover and phalaropes and buntings
the following:
here p ar their young untroubled by man around the margins
of petty lak' s." Dr. Kaue speaks of seeing snipe at Rensaalaer B iy, June 16, 1851, also at Cornwallis Island, September
4,1850. Dr. Hayes saw the same species at Port Poulke,
Juue 8, 18151. Mr. C. B. Cory, author of the charming little
volume entitled, "A. Naturalist iu the Magdalen Islands," inform-! us h has the eggs of the golden plover taken at the
Northern extremity of'Hudsons Bay, aud that they are com-

fauna.

:

:

mon

there.

The above references will, wo think, be sufficient to satisfy
the average mind that the biras do reach very high latitudes
in considei able numbers, and that they breed there.
The
enervating duty of nidifying, hiving, incubating and rendering unto ibe juvenile specimens such brief care and protection as the mother,-, oi vrteooce* might be expected to bestow,
seems to generate a desire Jul a journey to some fashionable
watering place. Possibly the food they find so abundant,
earher, around the lakes or marshes, now gives out, or their
tastes change unci they hanker after marine worms, or the
berries of the coast, and they set out upon the journey to
Baffin's Bay, Smith's Bound, "or Labrador, where ihey strain
regale themselves in the fre-h bracing air of that isolated region.
There are hundreds of miles, up and down the coast
Of Labrador, of low plain lands, which produce great quanSome of these berries are not,
tities of berry-bearing shrubs.
un ike our blue berries, only larger. They arc Called hy the
natives "gallou berries," aud the biros that feed on them
"gallon birds," probaUy a corruption of curlew. The berries are also called " rotten apples."

Upon

these berries the
Esquimaux curlew and dough-birds feed. Dr. t'oues, in his
observations in Labrador, in 1860, says of these birds:
"Their food consists almost entirely of the cowbtrry (£mpetrum nigrum.), which grows on the hillsides in a'tonishing
profusion.
Ii is also called the
bear bury and curlew
It is a small berry of a deep purple color, almost
berry.'
black, crowing upon a procumbent-running kind of heath,
the foliage of which has a peculiar moss-like appearance.
This is their principal and favorite food, and the whole int;.stines, the veut, the legs, the hi 1, throat, and even the plumage, are more or less stained with the deep purple juice.
They are also very fond of a 6pecies of small snail that ad'

'

'
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heres to the rocks in immense quantities, to procure which
they feqnent the land-washes at low tide." Tne birds as far
south as Cape Cod, when shot, still have the anal and tibial
feathers discolored hy the excrements.
We are informed by
shipmasters and fishermen, who have often visited the coast
of Labrador, that the birds come stringing along down over
ihe mountains and bills on to the plains in myriads to feed
on these berries. There are no towns away up on tho coast,
but a few scattered Esquimaux huts, where the hardy fishermen go ashore to cure their fis h, and it is during these visits
The old birds, after resting
that the observations are made.
awhile, move on to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Magdalen
Islands, Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, and thence southward, to give place to the young that must soon follow. Mr.
Oory reports "young dough-birds are due here, Magdalen
Islands, about 8th September
young goldeu plover come
about SOch September.
A friend at Newfoundland writes, "Snipe, sanderlings and
yellowlegs are plenty the latter breed "
Thinks the Esquimaux curlew breed at Labrador. They are so plenty the
fishermen kill them aud salt them up in barrels. They arrive
at Labrador before they reach Newfoundland in millions,
so that they darken the sky as they rise.
Large flocks of
sanderlings and grass-birds arrive late in the fall.
He believes the birds go to Prince Edward's Island, and thence to
;

—

South America.
Anotht r good authority remarks as follows "At the Magdalen Islands millions of golden plover and dough-birds
come every year, in August and September. They feed on
Ihe uplands, and go on to the high beach at night to roost.
So plenty are they that on a dark night one with a lantern
and stick may kill bushels of them." The same party reports seeing, in 1864, as late as October, on the coast from
Chediac to Dalhousie, immense numbers of these birds. Mr.
E., an intelligent merchant of Boston, informs us he has
visited Prince Edward's Island for nine consecutive years,
and has failed but twice to get good shooting. They have a
"flight" of birds there on an east wind just the same as at
Gape Cod. Is of the opinion that birds feeding in a certain
field this year, unmolested, will return the next year to the
same field. In one day he shot green plover, Esquimaux
curlew and summer yellowlegs in a field where, as he
alleges, they came to feed on herds-grass seed. Many of the
birds reach the Bay of Pundy by crossing the narrow belt
of land from Straits of Northumberland.
It the birds strike boldly out to sea from Nova Scotia in a
:

southerly direction, as it is very clear they do, it would carry
them to the Lesser Autilles. Now, it is settled beyond a
perad venture, that they do have a " flight" there just the same
as at Newfoundland and Cape Cod.
Prom the Barbadoes,
the most windward of the Windward Islands, we have the
most positive assurance of a "tight." One of the memorable events recorded in the almanac of the island is "Sept.
12th, 1846, great flight of plovers."
The U. S. Consul
at that place writes us in reference to this matter, October
29ih, 1878
"By all accounts the island was covered with
tbem. They were killed in the streets with sticks." The
following from a reliable source is so clear and pertinent we
venture to quote entire: "I have seen none of ihe birds
myself only what we call grassbirds, but by all accounts
they come here the last of August and first of Sept-uibi-r
till October,
a few, but at no other lime of the pear. Mv
idea is that they take a due south course from Newfoundland and Nova Scotia.
When they go back in the spring
ihe trade winds are strong from N. E., and they are blown
more to the westward, and strike Georgia and the Carol inas
aud so make their way North lo go over it again." Fur" I have seen some black-breasted
ther on he remarks
plover and yellowlegs.
They are very tired when they
arrive here
so tir< d sometimes, ihey can't stand up."
Again, he writes, as if to corroborate his previous sta'ement
that they take a "'bee-line' for the West Indies.
I
:

:

;

was coming home

(to Boston) from Europe one voyage and
passed large flocks three hundred miles from land, going
South, in September."
(Japt. * * * * informs our friend E. that one autumn he

saw thousands of plover in the Gulf Stream nairly five
hundred miles from land, skipping about and lighting in the
water and on accumulated seaweed and other vegetable
matter.
He is quite sure the birds go by this route to
South America.
Other shipmasters have made similar
statements.
It rcust, however, be understood that when
these people who are not naturalists speak of "plover,"
they are liable to refer to any of the marsh or shore birds.
In order to make it more clear that most of the shore birds
do visit the Barnadoes, we insert the following extract from
the History of the Islaud, kindly furnished us by Capt. P.,
" The number of indgenous
the Consul at that place.
species (uf birds) do not amount to fifteen.
About forty
species and varieties arrive toward the end of August, and

merely alight on their passage to some more distant land.
If during this period a southerly wind and rain
prevails, they alight, whereas fine weather tempts them to
continue their progress
The greater pirt are
then seen to fly very high, and to keep their course direct to
the east
The black-breasted plover (C. VirginU
out) is the most numerous.
The male appears about the 25th
of August, and the female (young?) which is called in
Barbadoes the 'white-breast plover,' after the flight of the
males has ceased, about the middle of September." Here
is a partial list of the migrants that, come to the islands:
•'
Squatarola helvetica, Linn.; O. Virginicus, Borck.
C.
semipaimatm, Kaup.
BtrepniltM interpret, Linn.
Numeiiiu-i /ludfionicii-i, Lath.
Arumeniua koreali.i, Gml. Totnnus
.

...

;

;

;

,-

;

Gml;

lotan.ua chloropygiw, Vieill.
flamipea,
Tringoirlen
ma.cn larivx, Gray
Tringa bartramia, Wils. Tringa cani/.tus, Linn.,- Tringa ptcUiralis, Say; Tringa pmilla, Wils.
;

;

;

;

Mucrorhamphus griseus, Leach;

G-nttiwigo Wifconi, Bon."
On depart ing trom he Windward Islands the birds take an
easterly direction, which would, if persisted in, carry them
to the coast of Africa in fact it is a prevailing opinion
among the inhabitants that the birds do go to that, continent,
I

—

nor do

we presume

the distance would be an insurmountable
Other considerations oppose the conjecture. They
likely there to meet allied European species aud
fraternize with them, and either be carried there or bring
back those they met, and in course of time lose their identity
nor iB any such return flight ever witnessed. The
reason of their taking an easterly course in setting out upon
the long voyage is, probably, to overcome drift of the "trade
winds." If they are to n ach Guiana, or even pass Cape St.
Rogue, a distauce of two thousand miles, with a quartering
current of fifteen knots on setting out, they must start up
into the wind or they will impinge the continent far to the
westward of their objective point. Any one who has ever
seen a skillful oarsman cross a rapid stream must have observed that he always heads his boat up stream in starting,
barrier.

would be

;

or he would reach the opposite shore far below the phice intended. But the birds, in their migrations, are not circumscribed in such narrow limits as the Le-ser Aotilh s.
Their
range embraces nearly the whole of the West India islands.
letter froia C. W. H., of Turk's Island, is of such general
"Golden
interest that we make from it averyliberilextract
plover, sometimes in lartte numbers, a few upland plover and
cut lew also arrive here from the North regularly about the
end of August or 1st of September, and remain witb us generally from four to six weeks, although a few stragglers stop
a little longer. If these latter happen to be golden plover,
after a short time they lose their yellow and pretty marked
dark-mottled plumage, and don a gray suit of f. at hers, looking like quite a different bird from v, hat they did when they
first arrived here, aud are then sometimes called 'gray ploThese birds go South from us and tbey evid ntly
ver.'
pursue some other route going North, as we never see them
taking flight in that direction. I have often hea-d old sea
ctpains remark that they saw flocks of ihe-se birds in Ihe
au'umn going South, but never in a single instance have ihey
met them going North at any time of year."
Mr. C. B. Cory, in "Birds of the Bahama Islands," gives
a similar list to that of the Barbadoes, but under somewhat
He does not, however, recognize the
different synonyms.
godwils, curlew. Tringa, birtramiu. or Tringa amutvs, as
visitmts of the Bahamas, n r are the former found in the
Barbadoes catalogue. The godwi's and sickle-billed curlew
are rather clumsy flying birds, and it 's possible ve y few
reach these remote islands, but Tringa bartrami.i. (Wils.) T.
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eanulus and Numeniua burf alii are among he migrants whose
"range" is the widest of all ihe shore birds and we cinn >t
account for their non-observance ou any other ground ihan
by supposing that at the time of his arrival, lat« in December, these birds had moBtly departed Soti'h.
He had to rely
on the autlv rity of Dr. Bryant, Air. Moore and Oth rs, for
information of these birds during their migrating season,
September and Octoher. His wint-r observations lead him
to believe that a few of several species each pass the winter
on those lovely islands. He does not, however, seem to find
any of them abundant at that seison, except, the two least
sandpipers, nor do they, to any extent, remain on the islands
As a rule ihey all go North to breed,
to breed in summer.
and they also go further South to pass tho winter. A straggler may be rccasionally found in winti r, even as far north
as New England, but this is an exception to ihe general
rule.
Their return trip in spring is very far to the westward
of these islands, and of course would not be observed at that
I

season.

Mr. F- A. Ober, in bis admirable work entitled "Camps in
the Caribees," enumerates seventeen sneeie? of these waders
as " birds of the Lesser Antilles," all of which come from the
United States. He does not s em to havu met either of the
godwi's, Tringa canut-ux, M. griieus, or JYum*nius borealis.
Why he did not meet with them is a marvel, esper-ially the

named, which elsewhere travels in company with O.
Virginicus, and is recognized by other au'horities as a visitant to adjacent islands. Possibly at the. period of their pissage he was in the mountains securingsomerarerspecime.ua
But mo-t of the Limicolat do reach these
of that region,
islands, a part, of them coming in a "bee-line" from Newfoundland, and a part coasting along down to the Carolina?,
dropping off on the road as incl nation or strength might
dlciate, and striking out southeast till they reach the Windward Islands, where again they join the columns from the
north.
It would not be at var ance with the facts her.-iu
collated to suppose that the biids that set out upon the lonely
journey from Newfoundland or Nova Scotia would pa-s to
the eastward of the Bermudas while those th<t pursue the
coast line, if caught out in a westerly gale, would be b'owu
onto that group.
letter from a reliable gentleman (W.
W. D.) residing on one of the Bermudas, informs us "the
plover and curlew, before the country was so br ken up for
agricultural purposes, were quite plenty in large fl icks about
the mirshes and valleys, but now they are quite scarce.
Generally make their appearance about September and OctoThey always show themselves aft- r a strong we-terly
ber.
gale."
He also incloses Lieut. Dennisou's list of one hundred and seventy-nine spech s of birds that tftsit the island-*.
The list is very complete and covers about all the migntory
waders that visit the east coast of North America and W-st
Indies, except winter yellowlegs, sickle-hilled curl«w and great
marbled g dwits. We would like now to take the reader
back to Cape Cod; if he has not already had Cape Ceal ad
nauxeam, and see whit effect an easterly storm has on the
birds there.
If for three or four days during the flight
period there happens to be a strong northeast wind, attended
by considerable rainfall or fog, we are almost sure to get a
" flight" of birds. Possibly we could not better illustrate
this than by the recital of tin iuslmce that occurred under
our own observation. On the 2!Kh of August, 1853. wa
made a trip to Chatham, Cape Cod, for the pu po e of enjoying several days' plover shooting,
The weather was tins
with a westerly wind, and birds very Scarce—la fact, the
outlook for shooting was gloomy in the extreme. In a couple
of days, however, the >\ bid hauled to the eastward a id blew
fresh, attended by a dense thick fog and considerable rain.
Toward evening of the third of September, the deflected line
of golden plover and Esquimaux curlew struck the shore aud
were at once driven to the fields or pastures,
few gunners happened to be there, and seventy-seven of the birds
were bagged. All night long the birds could be heard crying and calling to each other for help. There were some
eight or ten gunners stopping at the same house, and of
course there was a great deal of excitement and o aifusion
setting ready for the morrow's slaughter.
L-.ing before the
golden light had tinged the eastern horizon the next morning, breakfast was dispatched, lunch baskets packe I, ammunition snugly bestowed
there were no hreech-1 aiders then
teams were at tho door rea ly to take aud d stribute ins pieties in the various fields from one to four miles distant.
Quite early the b rds came rushing along in the wildest
confusion, but paid very Ii t'e attention to the decoys or
call notes.
Those that did alight seemed perfectly
bewildered and
stared
about as
much as to sy,
"Where are we?"
"What has happened?'' Flock
after flock went rushing along, pellmell, as bcai they c mid
in a gale of wind, till night fortunately overtook the weary
last
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birds and their pursuers.
The parlies drove hack fr> the
house one after the other, and spread out the c mtents of
iwo hundred and eighty-One
their "bags" upon the floor
golden plover and Esqucniaux curlew together with a few
It was a grand s'mbt
beetle-heads
Of course there wis
some pretty tall talking done on that memorable night. We
would not vouch for the truth of all the stories that were

—

!

told.

A slight deviation,

:

a little—just a little— exaggeration

upon such an occasion is pardonable. There was about, as
sleeping done in that house that night, as was ever done

little
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in a house of its size.
Well, teams had been ordered for the
next day (Sept. 5th.,) with every prospect of favorable results, -when, lo! the wind had shifted to the northwest
Ir
was a cool, crisp, bracing morning, and scarcely a bird to be
seen anywhere.
This little narrative will show how dependent we are at this point upon an easterly storm for
golden plover and curlew-shooting. It so happens that for
years there will not to be at the proper time a storm
sufficient to throw the birds on to the land, and of course
there will be no shooting during those years.
In this instance, had the birds not been on the" wing to the eastward of Cape Cod, they would not have been blown on to
!

A

the land by a wind from that quarter.
change
during the night enabled them to escape "westlin winds
and slaughtering guns," nor did they wait for daylight or
lunch.
On departing they take a southeasterly course
evidently to get back on to their Hue of travel as soon as
" flight" of birds is liable to occur anywhere up
possible.
and down the coast during the migrating season, when the
wind and other conditions are favorable. Mr. S., afterward.
"His Honor, the Mayor" of Portland, writes October, 1S78
"There was the most immense flight of golden plover and
Esquimaux curlew on a Sunday, the last of August. I ever
knew on the coast, during n sudden storm, but a northwester
following closely, they all dissppeared." The same stories
are told at Currituck Sound and other points along the cast.
If then the line of flight of these birds is due south from
Newfoundland for a period of six weeks, and if during that
time an easterly gale prevails the results will be as we have
Etated.
Several trustworthy fishermen who arc excellent,

A
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sportsmen as well, and who have often been cod-fishing off
'George's Banks, seventy miles east of Cape Cud, inform us
they have frequently seen golden plover and dough birds there
in large flocks, always mixed up together, going south, and
for weeks, when not too foggy, there was scarcely a moment
when one or more flocks were not visible. Capta'ln B. wrote
us from Oienfucgos, June 23d.:
"Ou the passage (from
Boston) May 27th, forty miles southeast from Nantucket, I
saw, distant from the ship, not over one hundred and twenty
yards, eight plover swimming very gracefully on the water.
They took wing aud shifted a few hundred yards further to
the westward." He gives a very interesting account ot the
natural accumulation of marine vegetables In the eddies at
sea, and thinks the birds stop to rest and feed on tiny oralis
and other marine animals, myriads of which make their
homes in these bunches of seaweed. Again we quote from a
letter of September 11, 1879:
"August 12, sixty-seven
miles southeast of Nantucket, 1 saw quite a large number of
migratory birds."
"I saw no large birds on the wing, but
I passed several flocks of them sitting ou the water, and
eiiher feeding or bathing.
There were at least three kinds."
have cited the above very reliable authorities to prove
that if these birds get weary on the long voyage of over two
thousand miles, from Newfoundland 'to the West Indies,
they can safely stop anywher,' to rest as they are graceful

We

swimmers.

We shall now attempt,

very briefly, to follow our beautiful little winged wayfaicrs on their voyage to South America.
The data on hand, however, are few and quite incomplete, and we have had to patch them out aud till up gyps
and interspaces as best we could. We hardly know how to
express to the reader, intelligently, the great difficulty of obtaining from any point of interest in South America the
most meagre information in relation to these birds.
have
from several correspondents in various localities the most positive assurance that they know nothing at all about the "birds,
nor can they obtain from those around them any items of

We

upon the subject. None of the books that have fallen under our notice give any detailed account of the migratory shore birds that visit the continent.
From some books
of travel, special papers read before certain societies, incidental remarks here and there, and from our own correspondents, we have been able to glean such information as to
warrant the belief that these birds not only reach the continent in immense numbers, but that they cross the equator
and pass as far south as Patagonia or Terra del Fuego. This
theory is, however, pretty conjectural and liable to greai
modification by further investigations. The evidence to sustain it is not as ample as that we had the satisfaction of presenting in support of the theory that the breeding-grounds of
these birds embrace even polar regions, but, by grouping and
cementing the few scattered links we trust the chain "is strong
enough to sustain at least a portion of its own weight.
know, then, very well that these birds
masse do
leave the West India Islands in September aud October. But
where do they go ? Not northward, certainly, at this seas m
of the year. We have, however, the most, reliable tes'.iuiou\
that they are very abundant in Guiana about the tame time
of their departure from the Antilles.
Our friend Capt. B.
who is an intelligent gentleman as well as an enthusiastic
sportsman, was at Demerara with his ship about the cud of
September, 1877.
While lying there lus friends invited him
to participate in a plover shooting excursion.
In fact, he
had several days of the grandest sport in this line he has over
witnessed. Another voyage was made the next year to the
same place, but he arrived six weeks later expecting to enjoy
a repetition of the previous year's sportlie went to his
friend and asked him if he could get a few days' shooting
while his ship was taking in cargo.
Mark the reply.
" Why, Captain, you are too late
Had you been here" a
month earlier you would have had splendid shooting, as
there was an extraordinary 'flight* of birds, but now they
are all gone!"
Further inquiry satisfied him that iu September aud October there is a "flight" at Guiana, just the
same as there is at Labrador, Newfoundland, Cape Cod aud
the Barbadoes.
letter from the ornithologist of the National Museum at Bio de Janeiro, under date of July 9, 1879,
interest
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throws some light upon the subject.
"I found Cltarafoiuk
pluviaUs, Wils., on the island of Marajo in the month of December in flocks of about twenty individuals. Later I found
it in the month of May in Rio de Sul and in December, 1S7S,
near Rio de Janeiro at Lopopember in a small flock of twelve
individuals.
This bird seems to me to be one of passage in
these parts, because in Rio de Janeiro, for example, they are
known as migratory birds, appearing only in the wet season,
and iu other places they appear always in flocks of ten,
twenty or thirty individuals."
As the" plover are accompanied in their departure from the West Indies by many
other

across the equator to the attractive, wooing breezes of a
Southern spring. They are very sensitive to heat and cold,
it is not in the nature of things that they should remain
four or five months sweltering under a tropical sun.
few
may linger, as seen at Rio, down into December, but most
of them must have "crossed the line" before the end of
November. The fact that the people of the torrid zone are
ignorant of the existence of these migrants is proof that they
do not stay there during all he long Northern winter months.
Those seen SO lftte as December at Rio must; have been the tail
end of the autumn flight, nor would they be at all likely to
abide as near the equator as the mouth of the La Plata," Int.
35 deg.. but would push on still further south, even down to
Cape Horn to regale themselves in the cooling breezes of
that region.
Very few if any of these birds north, breed as
near the equator as 35 degs. Most of them seem to be more
ambitious to reach the seventieth parallel. May we not
then safely conclude, in the absence of positive evidence,
that, their habits south of the equator would correspond with
their traits north?
It is not very clearly established what
route they take in passing from Guiana to Patagonia,
Whether they follow the coast line and double
Rogue, or take a' shorter or more direct route across the
country, is not so fully determined.
The weight of evidence
is in favor of the direct route.
Some of the main branches
of the Amazon reach up very nearly to the head waters Of
the Paraguay, and these rive'r valleys woidd seem to offer
natural highways for our migrants.
The birds seen at Concepcion would most naturally follow this route to that inland
town. 'I hen the mountain ranges are mostly parallel to this
line and the birds seen at Rio 'do Jaueiro may have flitted
along down the valleys aud water courses to tha pt
Some of the stronger winged, as Chnrudrht.? VI
A' //,ii ruins dorealis and T
Jkreipes, may follow the
coast line, or they may divide as they do in going north in
spring, on. a question of food, some taking the ahore and
some the inland route. Still there is a serious obs
ii
the way of their following the shore.
The "tradi
Which blow constantly from S. !•;., would be likely to drift them
inland, and this possibly may account for their appearance
•epc
nfluence woul
at
>ear upon them
onUt
rip, though it would not
a land wind. But
the birds do ret
March and April,
and do arrive o the northern shore Of (hi
this poiut one v ould naturally expect tilt
same route, wh Bh undoubtedly they wpu
disturbing c
but in crossing the
meet the northern "trade wind/," which t
age
N.E. current of fifteen knots from the ninth to the thirtieth
degrees of north latitude. Of course at either extreme there
is very little, if any, observable current, not enough to impeilu the progress of the birds whichever way they might
wish to steer.
have seen, however, by the letters frVuu
1he Barbadoes and Turks Island, that they do not, come there
They are forced by the trades down on to the
in spring.
coast of Centra! America and Mexico, from whence they
beat their way up across the Gulf, some reaching Cape Coil
via tin- Atlantic coast, and some turning up the valley of the
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species,

so

we may

infer that, notwithstanding
Rio, still they were abundant
are informed
that,
during the
migrating
season
these
birds
are
plenty
at
the
mouths of the Rio de la Pla'a and further south, aud
we are not quite clear that they do uot breed there. They
certainly have time enough.
Brant are not on their breeding grounds over three months, and An.vr bcrnUla must
require as much time to propagate ,<
(
a.

they were
the

uot

vicinity.

seen

at

We

,:,

,

I

o

1.

"

We

.Mississippi, soon reach Fort Dodge, where they will be
heanily well >med by our friend, the Doctor, having completer!

their circuit as hereinbefore

narrated.

The above letter was written previous to the publication
of our last issue, and was therefore prepared before its author
knew that the President of the Pot Puck Club had delivered
the oracle Erom his tripod.
After these lucid dissertations
no
gourmet, or legislator— can plead ignorance of the
turtle's place in nature.
truce to this politico-scienlific
Let. us turn to metropolitan turtle-soup.
Piick,
subject]
our professionally funny E. C, has been investigating the
culinary mysteries of a New York restaurant.
The experience of the Puck man was as follows:

man—

A

iron sour.
An attenuated individual, with a great affluence of hair and
a soft, seductive smile, gently swaggered into a restaurant
down town not more than a week ago, hung his hat on a nail,
took a seat, and commenced to (hum for the waiter. The
latter appeared in due time, and began to brush around the
tumblers with a great deal of energy. The diner ordered
some turtle soup, and, while he was sipping it, chipped in
"Pretty good soup this what's the vintage?"
" Tea a. m. i" replied the waiter, as he prepared to hurl
the check down like a, boomerang.
"Made of land-turtles?" inquired the festive guy.
"Land-turtles?" repeated the waiter in astonishment.
"Yes, land-turtles," continued the diner -"these big, corpulent, speckled, Punch-nosed reptiles that walk around ryefields with iuitials and dates cut on their backs ?"
The waiter assured him that he was positive that that was
not the brand of turtle employed in the construction of their
best soup in the city for ten cents a. plate, including a roll.
" No, I suppose it is not," continued the guest ;' "I suppose it is not. I presume you use these little black, redspotted specimens that infect woodland brook3 and birdstores at three for a quarter— these little polka-dot rascals
that float on corks, chuck full of meditation.
1 suppose you
get. them in quantities ami open them like Little Neck clams,
and spring the result ou innocent people for terrapin. Does
my intellect light on the scheme?"
The nailer didn't reply, and the guest went on:
" Perhaps you use snapping turtles. These fellows that
These
grab at anything so hard that it makes them tired.
ignoble beasts that draw the skin over their eye3 when you
look at them, and who have skin enough fur each eye to
"
make an apron, strings and all, and
use an iron turtle," broke, iu the waiter, who was
tired of being uu3 ed.
" An iron turtle?"
• lertainly, an iron turtle."
:

;

"We

r

(

"To make

turtle

Why, of course to make turtle soup, not to make lamb
stew, or fricandeau of nightingale's soul, or an epigramme of
;

'•
But," said the diner, "
iron turtle."

"
"

Why, we wind him
Wind him up V"
you

wind

can't

lift

round for how's.

-'

a

i;

out of an

yon wind to your
Then you brow him

ihiSll ack,

ttl

I

is,

iry

We have

and be kicks and

a few eight-day turtles

where does the nutriment come from?" inquired

the aatonislipd guest in tones of excitement.
"Why, from the ingredients the call's head, aud the
beef, and the carrots, and the. lem.on."
"Then, what is the use of putting in the turtle ':"'
" Why, he furnishes the motion."
" Wha'l, motion in sitip?"
" 01 course \vc throw him into the soup, and he splashes
"
his great paddle feet
:

,-

round with
" To tone the system with iron ?"
"Oh, no, }U8t to keep the simp from burning. It's a great,
deal cheaper lo woik the turtle than to hire a boy to do the
stirring."

Then the out-guyed diner left with a sadful look, as though
he had just come down stairs with some manuscript, and
a dozen scries of editorial foot-prints all over him.— R.
K. M.
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THE TURTLE FISH OR GAME?

ok

Two

os an Ot/D SriurccT.— The dealers in
Forest and Stkijam
are established firms, who do business
year after year. There is no ring formed to maintain prices.
The competition in the gun trade is strong. The firms, so
firearms advertised in this issue of the

&trttsm

.'"J.

how do you make soup

up."

Precisely; he has a key-hoi
ght, until

are numerous.

An

soup?"

"

half
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The question, as far as I can learn, like that in
the Virginia Legislature, has "not been decided to this day."

i

i

m

1

in

valued correspondent (Prof. B.) writes January 3, 1881,
from Ooneepeion del Pruguay: "All the limir.im, with the
ptaoa
\etltu eoyammsU and possibly RhyncteaOa
semieoMarit, are migratory to a greater or less extent at this
(Hie two exceptional species are peculiar to Houlh
place,"
America.) We must not forget that the seasons there are
the reverse of ours—/, e., their autumn corresponds to our
spring, their winter to our summer.
All the LimkolK introduced here have large, strong wings and are capable of
sustaining long continued flights.
In tracing these birds to
the northeastern shores of South America we have left them
in a hot place, not over six degrees north of the equator.
Now, we do not suppose any of the shore birds—possessing
as they do the means whereby they can put distance so rapidly behind them— will tarry for any great length of time
in the torrid zone.
Their natures seem to lead them to temperate, north temperate, or even frigid Zones,
They must
pass at once from the chilling, repulsive blasts of our autumn

[Octobee

Putluekian is never appealed to in vain for at least
lion; BO, although not a member of the "Turtle
I
eubinii the following considerations. This is an ex.--..-- for a lawyers' debate for reasons hat Shall
— in the forum ot science it cannot be answered.
"
itific term for any group of animals;
ie

They

far as our acquaintance goes, are possessed of business brains.

All this

means

that no one firm can chaige exorbitant prices

I

<

an and may be many amhich are neither game nor fish.
Terrapin are not
.-.vptation of this term, as they differ
bo

r«

for sportsmen's goods
which also means that a good gun
can be bought of one of these standard dealers at the price
;

fixed for that
j

is

;

from

fishes in

mode

of breathing, in structure of" heart,
general Fat
skeleton a'ld otherwise.
The res
red Goi
oners of Chesapeake ami trihuUries mig'
ion over everything that nioveth
.P>
and iiveth
he waters, and fairly avail themselves of toe
popular ac jeplation of tlio term "fish," which makes it iuelude not >nly the "finny tribes" (even when they are game),
but testae* ous fish (as the oyster) and crustaceous fish (as
the lobstei }, aud the whale fish, and shark fish, and perhaps
the walrus and seal, the giant cuttle fishes, the mermaid and
great sea serpen
we are to suppose such monster fishes obtaioable in the
\ and also the Medusiau jellyn lb - - but not
ruling to a steamboat nor an iron- clad
•r a diving bell.
A. regard to the general public
u'.ild induce a candid judge to commit the terra,_
tn ither fur nor feathers and differ from
,'f game,
while they have many and close relations
piscine, friends and enemies) to the culture and
ot the respected Commissioners of the noble- bav
tlit
.o

[

i

'

r

]

-

•

qu

and

its tributaries.

reminds me o: a "story." In a suit
Jol iu Author, were opposinglt
vers, Mr. Anthon'a client had a patent preparation
for ta niug leather, which was made
Kle of fish oil.
Another
party ade much the same thing
nly using whale's oil iustead, and be was sued as infriug
r on the first patent.
The.
defeuce was that it was no iol'iiiu nent, as whak oil was not
oil, since a whale is not a
fisft
ih.
Prof. Mitchell was
called upon a.s an ex perl, who, aft
being greatly badgered by
the lawyers, was finally appealed t by Mr. Anthon to deli no
lie replied: "
minutely a Whale,
whale is one. of those
disagreeable animals which comes up before ft
?e

'II.

wher

M

question

!

Ambrose Clark and Mr.

i

A

a gun,

gun

as

the result of competition.

The mun

possessed Of average intelligence will, when he wants
go to some of these regular established, respectable
It is only a fool who will invest iu the glowing,
.

catch-penny advertisements in non-sporting papers of eon-vn is which pretend to offer unheard-of bargains in gutiB.
Those men always seek to advertise in our columus and are
regularly refused that privilege
and with the advent of
each new cheap-gnu adventurer the ITORBS! inn H/t:i;axi'.s
mail brings frequent inquiries about the great bargains offered.
Our reply to one and all is to buy their guns of reputable
dsalers and not to buy the $25 guns for $3 00.
;

.N

ENGLISH AktiqtjaeiAH has recently given some curifrom an old book, published iu 1704, entitled,

extracti

tto-narivm MHsttmim ei IfrhaiticwHi,

"A

Dictionary or All

Sorts of Country Affairs— Handicraft, Trading and Merchan-

How

do the following paragraphs strike our read"Shooting flying.—-This being experimentally found
ers ?
to be the best and sweetest way of shooting.
The gun most
proper for the spoil should be four foot and a half hug in
the barrel and of a pretty wide bore, something uuder a musket."
Under the head of "Fowling Piece" is the following:
'That piece is even counted Ihe best which has the longest
barrel, being of five foot and a half or six fool long, with an
indifferent bore, .tinder havquebu^s, tho' every fowler ought
to have them of several sorts and sizes, suitable to the game
dizing."

io kill,"

1
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may be fen or more miles apart, and consequently they nru honied most frequently on horseback.

mini of which

iun.

A

well-trained dog is a
In October,
qu
B071 Of the sport.
when the turkeys are young, they are easily killed but later
on, when they have become fully matured and have been
hunted, is the time when skill, patience and caution are reThe best method of hunting and calling turkeys
quired.
may be most satisfactorily described by relating a little of my
have bunted llieni in company with some
experience, and
of the most skillful and successful sportsmen in the South,
and have killed within the last l.en years not less than an
average of ten a Season,
Thccall which is superior to all others, wheu in experienced
hands, is the larger bone of the second joint of a turkey's
wing. This hone is first trimmed at each end, uud then
cleaned of all particles of tlesh and marrow. One end is
then inserted into a tube of cedar or elder, about, as long and
but litllc larger than a man's middle finger. The other end,
to make the call, is placed between the lips and the air
i

FOREST AND STREAM GAME TABLE
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qpe\ SEASONS.

The seasons, In which !t is lawful to shoot game In the several
suites and Territories, open "as designated in the following able:
l
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drawn in.
About the first of December your corespondent'' and a
compauion started at early dawn on a turkey html. After
proceeding a few miles from home wc entered upon an old
and extensive turkey range, and for several hours rode
through oak woods and dense pine forests, over rugged hills
and through swamps. Our dog, a well-trained Irish setter,
knew as well as we did what wc were after, and he paid no
attention to smaller game, but all the while ranged in our
front and to the right and left, frequently a half-mile away.
It was mid-day before we saw any fresh signs of turkeys.
Soon after eadug our lunch, however, we saw tracks, evidently made very recently. Carefully noliug the direction
in which the flock bad gone, we pushed forward, cautiously
scanning every opening and listening for the bark of outdog, which had disappeared in our front.
At length we
heard him bark, and toon saw above the tree tops several
turkeys flying in different directions. The dog continued to
bark, and we sawat intervals several other turkeys flying off.
Ad this showed that the Hock was a good one, and "that the
dog had performed his duty well and had scattered the fl ok
so that they could not get together without yelping.
Securely fastening our horses hi a .low dell, we cautiously advanced on foot, and were met by the dog, who instinctively
retraced his steps to the spot where he had Hushed the flock".
We then proceeded to bunt around, within a radius of a
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quarter of a mile, lo sec that the Hock were well scattered.
After proceeding a short distance a fine young gobbler flew
out of a tree over our heads, and, both firing, we brought
him di nvn.
saw and heard several others fly, but beyond
the range of our guns.
Wo then called in our dog, and,
selecting proper places, built our blinds.
The location and
construction of a blind requires as much skill and experience, as well as knowledge of the habits of the game, as any
other part of turkey hunting. Both depend so much upon
the nature and features of the ground that it is almost impossible to lay down any general rule.
Other things being
equal, the location must be near the spot where the flock
wi s scattered, and the blind must be as like nature as possible.
An inexperienced hunter may place his blind near the
spot where the fleck was scattered but in such a position
that he will not see a turkey, while an old hunter would
place the blind fifty yards away and be eminently sue-

of from thirty minutes to an hour. Old gobblers are more
successfully brought within range by a dw.k than auy other
note, except in the spring, when they will come to the yelp
-if the hen.
The duck is never made by the hen, but only by
Ihe gobblers, two or more, of whom generally go together.
It is a noie that cannot be made by the hunter, except after
careful observation and practice.
It has been said that calls maybe made as tame, turkeys
make their call* ; but this does not accord with
experience or observation, and you must only iiui'ate the wild
tm key's call with certain restrictions. I am not speaking as
to young lurkeys, which are easily deceived, but of old and
wary birds, the bagging of which does credit to the sportsman. Wilh the latter the hunter must, never undertake to
five as many calls or notes even as the wild turkey frequently makes.
If he does he will get no turkey for bis pains,
unless he has stumbled upon an inexperienced flock.
One
evening in the month of December a friend and I scattered a
flock of eight or teu turkeys.
It being late, we did not succeed in getiing one to answer. So by light the next morning we were again in our blinds, which were some distance
apart.
By agreement I was to do all the yelping, ihe blinds
being so situated that some of the flock would pass
friend in coming to my call.
first call was answered by
the old hen, who came within sevenly-flve yards of
blind, in plain view, and commenced yelping loudly and
frequently.
She would sometimes make a dozen or more
notes at. a time that might have been heard a mile.
Olhers
answered, and I heard
friend shoot, once or twice.
The
report of Ihe gun would startle her at first, but it was too
distant to frighten her away.
I then understood the situatinn, that
friend's blind was directly between her and
the rest of the flock, and she was between him and me, thus
none of her flock could reach her.
She started off several
times, but I succeeded finally in bringing her within a few
feet of
blind and killed her.
Her beard, the longest I
ever saw on a hen, was at least eight inches
length.
Had any one attempted to make half the number of calls
or notes in a call that this old hen did, they would have
Something artificial in the
frightened off all the turkeys.
notes would certaiu'y have caused alarm.
h\
early days
as a turkey hunter I frequently lost fair opportunities of
bagging old turkeys by yelping too frequently and making
call,
and
have always succeeded best
loo many notes at a
when observing the cautioDS I have indicated.
M.
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WILD TURKEY HUNTING.

OF

the numerous articles under this head, appearing at
intervals in the PoKftBT and Stream:, one published,
a short time ago, over the notit (fe phitue of "Splasher,"
accurately detailed tlio method of successful turkey hunting,
It was interesting
so far at least, as the Houtfi is concerned.
and as
to all who are fond or the pursuit of this noble bird
I arrogate to myself the title Of an adept in the art, I -will
sporting adventure a few suggestions and incidents of
ventures when wild turkey hunting, which will probably int-r Bt " Splasher," rt id uuine. geniW.
la the part of the South in which I reside Ibe flocks are
;

my

1

fur between, seldom containing more than twenty
tint within the last few years there has been a
manifest increase, partly owing' lo salutary game laws, and

lew and

individuals:

partly to the growing up of old field pines in the worn-out
These pine forests are favorite resorts of the turkey,
fields.
and afford them, at all seasons of the year, more secure
roosting and hiding places than forests of oak and other deciduous trees. The rapidity of growth of the old field pine
here is something wonderful, and has undoubtedly been of
great advantage to many parts of Ihe country.
Districts are
frequently seen densely eovored with this growth, the trees
a foot or eighteen, inches in
in many instancediameter at the stump, which fori}' years ago were in
-:-

.

i

:.;

cultivation.

When Hushed in ppetl fields or oak woods, in the hunting
Ittaight to the pines, and have
season, the turkeys
uf settling then
n the lofiy tree tops, so as to be perlv"
iservation"
In this part of the oounfectly screened i rum
cudsfrom October 10th to the 1st of
try the open season I
vember the birds become exceedingly
February, and after J
i the nrisof an experienced huntsman
wary, and it require?
have been hunted. P,ut one turkey,
to bag them where 1
id in December, is worm
in the latter part of Nt
more than two or three in October, and to kill them, as a
rule, requires len times the practice and skill requisite when
they are young. It is considered as decidedly unsportsmanlike
to "'bail" or Iran turkeys, and no one but "euflee" or a
Turkey
tvhite pot-hunter ever does anything of the kind.
hunting here lequires such skill, patience and knowledge of
the habits of the bird that few pportsmea indulge in it; but
this spi Tt possesses such ai tractions thai, when once initiated
into the mysteries thereof, it discovers a fascination uuequaled by any other sport to be bad in the old Southern
States.
It is grntilyiug, too, to ihosc fportsmen who, like
the writer, dwell in a sparsely settled region, win-re the negro
has a numerical superiority of two to one over the whites, to
perceive that Sambo seldom develops any taste for this
sport.
He is expert at hare and squirrel hunting, and it, is
his especial prerogative lo bunt "de 'possum and de 'coon :"
but partridge and turkey hunting are not in his Hue.
Hence
about all the harm he does to turkeys is bis propensity to
build a log cabin in the pines, and squat in the midst of the
old turkey ranges, which has the effect of driving the game
frixn Ihe-ir accustomed haunts.
flock of turkeys will frequently have a range, the ter'

A

made our blinds of small cedars which were abundant,
selecting such as were not over three feet in height, sticking
tbein in the ground iu a circle about five feet in diameter, so
as to resemble some natural clumps near by, and on a slight
elevation. Mine was near the spot where the dog first flushed
the flock, and my companion's some quarter of a mile away,
in the direction we supposed most oil the turkeys had gone.
Having completed
blind, in which the dug had already
curled up, I crept in and remained perfectly quiet for an
hour.
I then, with my yelp, gave three loud and distinct
For fully half an hour I wailed, intently listening,
calls.
only to be occasionally startled by some of the sylvan sounds
with which woodsmen are familiar, but nothing fell upon
my ear denotinir. the presence or approach of the game. I
then gave another call— three notes as before— but in a low
The In ne find scarcely been takeu from my lips, when
tone.
a slight- sound caused me to urn my bead cautiously, and
there, within twenty steps of my blind, was a turkey, standing
Quickly throwing
as straight as an arrow.
gun to my
shoulder I shot it through the head and neck. Restraining
dog 1
n for fully thirty or forty minutes, ami
This time I received an answer
r cad.
from two dii
Knowing hat both turkeys would
come with jro
instinct to the place whence they bad
heard my
call, I kept perfectly still.
lyeail,
Again and again 1 bey
yelped, each time uearer, those on one side nearer than those
ither, and soon two came up together, and as they
eps issing the blind I shot one, but was unable to get a shot
at the other as it flew off.
Fully another hour elapsed before
I ventured another call, but iu the interval I beard two shots
freiu my friend in quick succession,
I again yelped, and
after listening for sonic lime f heard a low cluck, the note
frequently made by an old gobbler.
He came up lo a spot
about one hundred yards from my blind, and stood for
time perfecdy erect, wilh every feather of bis beautiful plumage in place, and with a bean;! fully 'ten inches long. There
1 remained iTuf-lied and immovable, with one hand on the
dog and the other on the gun for a long time, and there he
stood, occasionally walking off a few paces and then coming
back. As the sun was getting low and I saw he would come
no nearer, 1 made a similar dud; to his own. He immediate
ly started toward me in a run, and I thought 1 had him, but he
suddenly Stoppi d about sevcuty-fivc ya^ds away as if he bad
discovered something wrong.
1
was in a state of breathless
excitement, afraid to move hand or foot. I was debating
whether f should live and risk killing him with a chance shoi
win n, as if struck by a suddeu thought, he crouched down,
and stealthily crept away. I watched and waited sometime
longer, but at length gfi ally chagrined, and thinking he had
taken alalia nt something about the blind, I drew along
breath and stretched out in the blind, making some little
stir.
As I did 60 1 was ,-tanledby the well-known
it
be
hind me, and, glfti cing around, I saw that lie had come up
behind the blind:, and ivli.n within ten steps bad seen me
without
discovering him.
I sprang up with the gun to
my shoulder, but as I did so he ran behind a tree, and kept
the tree between himself and me, until beyond gunshot,
when I heard him Uy. Gathering up tin- dea'd game I then
repaired t our horses, where I was soon joined by
companion who had also secured two.
Much has been said in regard to he number of notes to be
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PiDTLAND, Vt, Oct. 12.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In reply to your suggestion that the scarcity of ruffed
grouse, mentioned in my letter of a recent date, mieht be
attributed to the destructive work of the partridge "fly, or
the snares and traps of the pot hunters.
I must say that the partridge fly is unkuown to me.
T have
read of it and of its work, but never saw one, and never heard
of one except through your paper, and I never saw a grouse
that appeared to mc to be infected with any fly, bug or
other vermin, at least to the extent of injury to its health or
strength.
I have made some inquiry among our sportsmen
and never found one who had ever seeu one, or noticed its
work. 1 must confess that I have been inclined to regard
Ihe stories of its ravages as somewhat sensational. Is it not
a new, or eompiratively recent, discovery? I never beard
of it until within two or three years, I think, and yet 1 have
been snooting these birds for many years, more years than I
like to tell, or even to think of.
I do not believe that the
fly can be charged, in this State at least, with the scarcity of
which I complain. Nor can I believe that the snaring has
much to do wiih it. Some five or six years aao a considerable number of birds wT ere brought into cur markets which
had been scared, perhaps fifty in all, and all in one season ;
since that time I have no reason to believe that any birds
have taken in this way in this vicinity. 1 have heard of no
instances, nor have I seen or heard of, a hedge, or the rewalks over the grounds most
mains of one, for years.
likely to be haunted by suarers have been quite extensive,
and I have also made inquiries of olhers, and can learn of no
offences in this line.
Some other reason must, in my opinion, be sought.
Since i wrote last, inviting your correspondents to
give us the average weight of their birds, woodcock
and grouse, 1 have shot eight woodcock, Ihe average
weight of which was six and one fourth ounces, making the
average weight of eighteen October birds five and eightI am surprised to find them so small and am
tenths ounces.
desirous to know if ihe lack of avoirdupois is peculiar to this
section. The grouse I have shot during Ibis month average a
fraction less than eighteen ounces, which is also a surprise
to me, for I thought they would have been heavier.
VrciiOE Month.
[We did not attempt, in our note appended to "Verde
Mon'e's" previous letter, to explain why the birds are
scarce in his particular section.
It would lie impos-ible to
do Ibis without knowing more fully than we do the. condiand even if we were familiar with
tions which prevail Ihere
the ground, and had all Ihe information possible to be obtained, it is very likely that we should be unable to give
satisfactory reasons for the scarcity.
Under the circumstances we could only suggest possible causes, which we have
known in other localities, to make barren covers once
abounding in grouse.
are somewhat, surprised that our
correspondent should be ignorant of a parasite so abundant
as the partridge fly, which infests Ir-ib grouse and quail.
That Ibis pes'— Offers/a amerimua, Leach— is not a creature
of the imagination, we can sorrowfully ai test
we have repeatedly seen Ihem, and can bear witness to their very destructive onslaughts upon the grouse.
Their deadly work is accomplished yvhile the birds are loo young and weak io
recover from the loss of blood which these leeches exact.
do not imagine that the fly, in us mature state, works
any serious harm, but the larva- or tick, as they are called,
as 'soon as they are produced, bury their heads "m the neck
of the grouse," and do not remove it until liny arc lullgrown bird can generally survive the drain upon
grown.
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old birds that were reduced to mere skeletons by these pests.
cannot define the geographical limits if "the partridge
fly, but presume that if "Verde Monte" will carefully examine each bird as soon as killed, he will soon be convinced
of their existence.]
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just game laws, they bring the term "game protection
into ridicule and contempt.
The only time the pubbc bears
anything of these societies is when its ears are saluted by the
fusillade of their guns at the pigeon traps.
The outside
world never dreams of the existence of these State associations for the protection of game, except when they pose before it as exterminators of wild pigeons.
The influences of
these conventions upon those who participate in them is also
questionable. In one State at least the annual tournament is
tending more and more every year to a money-making affair.
One of the State tournaments of 1b81 was. to all discoverable
intents and purposes, a grand money-making scheme on the
part of the clubs under whose direct management it was
The speculation failed, because tbe public could not
held.
be induced to pay gate money to witness the immense and
business like slaughter of pigeons. The convention was barren alike of dividends for the stockholders in the Echeme and
of any sing'e good result which should legitimately have followed a game society's convention.
These are the facts; but in regard to them very diverse
views are held. It is argued, on the one hand, that the
pigeon is not a game bird that, there is no sufficient reason why it should not be utilized for trap shooting that it
is no more cruel to kill one pigeon than one quail, nor twenty thousand pigeons at the trap than twenty birds in the
field; that when the number of congregated shooters is
taken into consideration the average number of pigeons per
man is not excessive ; that no other form of amusement can
be substituted for the-trap shooting of live birds and; that
without some such attraction the conventions would not be
held.

coun'ry on the growing scarc'ty of our gnme birds, and at
tbe same lime llic many honest attempts to solve the why
and «]ierclore of Ibis rli p'elli n, as welt bb the saving and
increatiiiL' the present Block.
1 believe from these inquiries
and predicts up, tbe r< suit of careful observations of sportsinens' expetk'xces, that something will eventually produce a

salulary and

My

ange.
experience has taught
me, cone rri net his vexed question, lOHttrihute this growing
scaicby to three causes, viz., spring flioot'iig, breech-loaders,
and lastly, but not least, tbe emulation existing among members of tbe shooting fraternity for a public record of big
bags.
Of these three evils I deem spring shooting the most
pernicious and destructive secondly, I cannot too stiongly
deprecate this unsportsmanlike and eprehensible infatuation fir wholesale slaughter and destruction.
And why I
mention the breech-loader is not because I am an advocate
of ye ancient muzzle-loader, but.from the belief that if the
breech loader is not usee! wilb judgment, it becomes an accessory in the gratification of producing this result of big
score notoriety.— Washington A. Co6teb, Flatbush, Long
beneficial
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[STATE PIGEON TOURNAMENTS.

New

Yoke, Oct.

;

18, 1881.

Edit-r For ml. and Stream:
1 am glad to see that you propose discussing thoroughly
the question nf pigeon shooting at tbe Stale meetings.
I, as
you probably remember, have always been opposed to it for
a numb r of reasons, and give them now again
In he fiist, place, I clami that the name! " Society for the
Protection of Game," used by the New York State Association. is;i misnomer.
They never have given the " Protection
of Game'' eitlv r time, attention or money. On the contrary,
I claim that the action of the Btatd Association has made
them a laughing stock among real workers iw the protection
of game, and has injured them in the eyes of the public.
While, I presume, there is no objection to the shooting of a
friendly match at pigeons or with the rifle, or a contest in
fly-casting, it should be a side matter, and should take place
after the business part of the meeting
but I cannot see why
pigeon shooting should receive prizes valued at thousands of
dol ars, while ri Ho shooting, fiy.eas'ing, etc., receive prizes
of ardly any value at all.
Better offer prizes to those who
have protected game the best, and rewards for the conviction of poach' rs.
I do not know how much money wmb
spent last, year, but I guarantee it was more than ever was
spent on the protection of game since the Association has ex:

i

On

1

1

<

13.)

\

merits, and not solely in its relation to any single particular
occasion or society.
The State pigeon shooting tournaments
of 1881 are past; those of 1883 are yet a long way off.
This, then, is a fit time to consider the question which has
engaged tbe serious attention of many sportsmen throughout
the country.
It is this: Is the wholesale trap shooting of
pigeons a proper employment to consume the time
at the
van us State conventions of sportsmen ?
1 o answer this candidly, it is necessary to look the facts
squarely
the face.
Briefly staled, they are as follows
1. State associations are formed for the purpose—
so their
iitlcs, constitutions and professions declare— of
advancing
the interests ot sportsmsirship and for securing the better
protection of fish and game.
2. Annual conventions are held by each association,
to
which delegates arc sent from the several clubs composing it.
3. These delegates are those who are most expert
as trap
shooters.
4. Professional trappers are hired to trap tens of thousands
of pig. ons on then nesting grounds.
These birds are packed
in crates and conveyed to the places designated for the conventions.
5. 'I'll e on'y business accomplished at the conventions is
the shooting of these pigeons, dividiug the prizes and arranging for the next shoot.
6. Many inlluomiul sportsmen who have a warm interest
in matters pertaining to the advancement of sport, withhold
Iheir support and presence from the State trap shooting tournaments. The number of prominent men thus holding aloof
is ) early increasing.

m

;

7. Not only do iliese conventions accomplish absolutely
nothing in the right direction, but more and worse than this,
they have a positively bad influence in their effect upon
public option.
Instead of fostering by their
transactions a popular appreciation of
the dignity of field
spurts, and a public sympathy with the spirit and objects of

;

;

WilSes-babbk, Pa., October, 1881.

Tin's i« asutjicl whicl hascomcinlo decided prominence
during the past car. We have, however, purposely deferred
its consideration in these columns, because the question is
one which should be discussed fairly and impartially on its

among

that, if pigeon shooting were abolished from the annual
conventions, the S'atc associations would receive large accessions of intluenti'il supporters, and would then accomplish
the ends for which they are professedly organized but which
have not been gained.
Another objection to these large pigeon shooting tournaments is one wholly apart from any sentiment, and is recognized by both parties; that is, the growing scaroi'y of the
birds, the consequent difficulty of procuring a sufficient supply and the increased expense. During the past year this
objection has presented itself with more force than ever before, and has in some instances practically put a stop to propo'ed tournaments.
This question of shooting pigeons or not shooting pigeons
is one which demands the candid and deliberate consideration
of those who have at heart the perpetuity and usefulness of
our Sta'e sportsmen's associations.
The emestion is not whether pigeon shoo'ingisin itself
cruel ; it has nothing to do with ordinary pigeon shooting as
a form of amusement for individuals and clubs.
The point at issue is simply whether by dispensing with
these vast annual trap slaughters of birds the associations of
sportsmen in various States cannot accomplish better results,
more Successfully further the common interests of their
clubs, attain a greater prestige and wield a more potent in-

Editor Forest and Stream •
I have read yvftir editorial carefully, and fully concur with
the views expressed by you.
There can be but one opinion as to effect of pigeon tournaments, in connection with the meetings of Stale associations.
"No man can servo two ma-ters" was written many years
ago, and time continues to prove the truth of the adage.
•Pennsylvania has not, and never has had, one of these
tournaments, and hope she never will, Since the organization of one State association, our meetings have been solely
devoted to the interests of a game protective society.
It is true that we have had once or twice little social events,
tbe day alter ur meetings, but nothing in the way of tournaments, so called.
That there is anything morally wrong in pigeon shooting I
am not competent to say or judge; that it is a means of
enabling thiw, who have but little time for field practice, to
Ki ip in uood shooting form is no doubt the truth; but when
Slate associations have become so demoralized that the delegates are pigeon shooters, and nothing else, when the obthe a-sociations were organized are so far
j ets for which

(From t&eFcrea ana Stream, Oct.

a growing conviction

t

W. HoLBKETON.

forgotten that tbe shooting becomes the all-absorbing topic
and the chief end of the meeting, as you truly say, "it is
time for a change of programme."
The fact of the ma ter is that the people look with distrust
on "sportsmen " at the best, and we must deport ourselves
in such a way us to gain the regard and respect of the community, or our usefulness is gone. If, therefore, we become
bards of bird staffers, ir.steaei of bird savers, we engender
distrust and cast, opprobrium upon our cause, destroy our
Usefulness and invite violations of the Jaws we get passed—
instead of making the name of " sportsmen " an honorable
title, wc only join ourselves to the band who
"make their
living by their wits."
B. F. Dobbanob.

is

;

j

isted.

the other hand, there

an anually increasing number of sportsmen that this yearly slaughter of thoii8ards of birds is essentially cruel, unmanly and unworthy of the societies which practice it; that
the average shooting afforded by these birds, which have
been cooped up and starved for so long a period before they
are finally put into Ihe trap, end throwu weak, dazed and
helpless into the air to the spot where the gun was pointed
before the trap was sprung, requires no special skill ; that,
trap shooting is largely trick shooting that the motives of
those participating in the State shoots are mercenary ; that
in their eagerness to secure prizes the pigeon shooters are
nothing more nor less than "mug hunters';" that if pigeons
are not game birds, game associations certainly have nonbusiness to trap and shoot hem by wholesale that pigeon shooting is an infatuation with which these game societies are so
fibed that they wholly fail to do their legitimate work
and

fluence.
invite

We

an expression of views.

WAY DOWN
I

EAST.

Editor Forest and Stream,
In looking over some back numbers of the Fobest and
Stream, I saw an article from an old friend whom I have
known from my boyhood, a most perfect sportsman anil
without exception, the finest field shot I ever saw. When I
sty this, and it should come to his ears, I think I can hear
him say, as I have henrd him reply oftentimes to some person
who was declaring that his dog was tbe best in tbe world,
etc., "Have you seen them all ?"
I plead I have not seen
all the shots, but I have seen a great niauy in the West and
in the East ; and I know whet I am talking about.
When 1
saw the article 1 thought that your readers down on this
rocked-ribbed coast, who feel that they are particularly
favored if they can, by hunting hard all day, get three or four
brace of woodcock or grouse, would be pleased to hear of
some of the bags made a few years ago; and knowing that
my friend used to keep an accurate record of his shooting,
the idea came into my head that I would ask you to use
your persuasive influence and gtt him to allow you to print
them"; and if possible to spin a yarn or two of old Nell or
Belle, of ttips and shooting at Shelby, A- hley, Woodville
and other places. I can jog his memory when it fails him,
which I doubt ever will when shooting talk is going od. I
am happy to say I graduated in the class of youngsters that
he initiated into the art of shooiing. I think I hear bim
say. " Pretty low in the class, wonder he got through at all ;"
however, I have followed up his instruction of "Shoot
away, they are in a darned sight more danger than you"
pretty well, when there has been anything to shoot at. Down
this way the cover is so thick that we have to, as a friend expresses it, " Shoot at the noise seven-tenths of the time."
The person I refi r to is James Chubb, of Cleveland, O. I
hope you may induce him to give your readers what I am
sure will be a pleasure to them, a chance to see what shooting
used to be in Ohio and now that we are all scattered and
some dead, try and get him to tell us where that spot was
where he got seventy-three woodcock in one day, for if I ever
get back to Cleveland I want to try it.
Our shooting does not promise to be very great this fall in
my neighborhood at least. The spring late, wet summer
aud to-day, October 5, snow falling (twelve miles from here
this morning it was two inches deep) so woodcock I am
afraid will make but a hurried stop on their flight to Bunny
skies.
Yet it may conic off warm if Vennor has predicted
cold I am sure it will.
Grouse are not plenty, and the cover
is thicker than I ever saw it before.
Hares are plenty, and
we have right royal sport, after woodcock have gone, shooting
them over beagles. Coot and seaducks are very plenty, but
no one eating them, this way at least, and there is not much
;

;
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I am told that in the northern and
in shooting them.
eastern part of the S ate deer are quite plenty.
Moose are
art cie stating a moose
rarely se«.
I see by your last an
Lake, Sep'. 15. Come, Air. Stanley,
wa< killed at
lesson,
that
those
who
come down
teach this Dr. Porter a
here every year ami pot our game out of season may profit
by it. Tbe. remarks made in Portland, as suV ed by Homo,
"that four dollars to a warden would take you to a moose "
I have heard of one
is undoubtedly the case with some.
near Enfield, who acts as guide, proposing to furnish canoe,
dogs, etc., for a p riy intending to hunt deer.
I eeii only
say to these gentry it is profitable for a while, but arc you
not killing the bird
that laid the golden egg?"
Borne other time I may tell you of a poaching scrape or
Wad.
joke on one of our fishing sportsmen.
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DUCKING GROUNDS.

Cuillicothe, Peoria Co., 111., October, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream:
If further proof of the usefulness of your paper were
necessary the following may illustrate what advantage sportsmen!, take of its columns.
Some time ago "J. W. B." stated
in Forest and Stream that he wished to be put in communi1 replied through
cation with a practical docker in the West.
your columns, ottering t.o give him the desired information,
but, to my astonishment thirty-seY n letters from all parts of
the country, North, South, E est and West, found their way
to Box K.
1 replied to several of these, but as my time was
limited, and as market shooiers [please don't print this "pothunters"] are not usually sufficiently wealthy to Eecure the
services of a private secretary, I resolved to ask your aid in
letting your readers know what our country is like.
ChilliCOthe is situs '.eel on tbe west bank of the Illinois
River, and has about l.OuO inhabitants, good, bad and indifferent; and has probably more professional hunters among
its population than any town of its size in tbe West,
Of
game we have almost all varieties— prabie chickens (not very
plentiful), quail (any amount), woo (cock, jack snipe, plover,
and of
ruffed grouse (supply limited), wild turkeys (do)
water fowl, any quantity and of all kinds, from Canada geese
to green-winged leal.
We have, however, no professnnal guides. One correspondent claimed that I adve tised myself as such. If I did
I was not aware ot it, and aoi sorry to say tint if such were
:

the case Forest akd Stream received no consideration for
the "ad." Thcreis no onewhose businessitis to hire out boats
and decoys. Still, our hunters are always willing to show
hud
any one around and help them to what sport
;

i'l
though, often very ungratefully, ihese amateur:
them up as pot-hunters, men too lazy to work, r
see " Dydunus " in a late i-sue of EoiiKflT
vagrants, etc.
Strkam. By the way, I tVe) sorry for " Oyrtinms." He
pitches into the clubs, first, who buy lands for their own exclusive right, and when he gets worsted in his communistic
arguments, he turns his heavy ailillery on the unfortunate

—

whom

there is le-s danger of retaliamiirket shooters, from
tion
Oh, lie, "DydimusI" If you will only conn: "out
West " nnd follow us day after day, we will show you that

no component part of a Wet'rn m rket-stioo er's
try to give, you such sport as will put
humor with y urseif and the world in general.

laziness is

make-up, and we will

you

in a better

The weather here has so n.r been unfavorable for duckingwarm. The malla'ds have not pur in an appearance
though there are thousands of blue-wings aud some jack
As to the number of ducks gun can Kill in a day, of
snipe.
course mnctt. depends on tbe individual behind the gun, but,
we consider irom forty to fifty a fair day, and bags of 100 to
125 are not at all rare occurrences. Our be-t big last, full was
This year we have a
215. and then wdhad no wild rice.
magnin'cent crop, and the prospects for big bogs are good.
Twenty five miles up Ihe river from us there is «. ciialn of
lakes, with a hotel on the bank of one (Senachwine) lor the
ace mi modal ion of hunters. The surrounding country is a
grand one for wild fowl shooing, though on account of being
The
advertised it is somewhav overstocked with shooiers.
hotel is kept, by one " Grubhs," who keeps boats and decoys
Ilis charges arc %\ 35 per day for board and use
for hire.
of boat— decoys and pusher extra:,
In conclusion, the whole of the Illinois River Valley, in
the season, is one vast feeding gr mnd for wild fowl, and one
can hardly ruisB getting good sport, at any point he may
it from one end to the other and
I have hunte,
strike, it.
Ltjoy.
know whereof I write.
I

ton
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THE HURTLING GROUSE.
McDonald's Corner, Queen's County,"

1

New

Brunswick, Canada, 0:f.

1

1.

j

SEND

you a few game notes from mis tV-oSf corner of
" Kanuekia " Duck 'hooting has been better hee this
season than at any time during tbe past five years, and some
very heavy bags have been made mostly "blacks" and
Snipe and woodteal
it being rather early for ''dippers."
cock are scirce, but during the nlon'h of September cmlew
were very plentiful. As we bad two inches of snow last
evening, sportsmen expect soon to bear the musical 'honk "
of the wild goose. During no season in the past fifteen years
have ruffed grouse (" biich partridge," we call them hero.)
been so scarce as now, the. (net being probably due to the

I

—

—

long continued rains during the hatching season.
corresponelenr, writing to your paper in 1830, says he
would call a man an artist who could kill one grouse out of
I would be willing to grant
six find at while on the wing.
that title to any one who could make one successful flyingBret H arte says: "To keep
shot in twenty at our grouse.
your plow in the furrow when the cattle begin to 'rare'
ain't no sure thing," but had he made the first line— " To
'draw a bead' on a partridge when once he gels in the air,"
the simile would have been far more forcible. I have h tin ed
grouse ever since I could rais '-& gun probably about sixteen
During that tin.e I have bunted with men who
seasons.
were nearly certain death to any duck, snipe, pigeon or
cock, which attempted to get, up within gunshot, but when
they tried a flying grouse there was always too much "rapid
I do not
transit" about his way of locomotion for them.
BS.y that the feat cannot be performed, but I would rive five
dollars to see it done, and twice that to do it myself, for it
bus been my one great ambition US a hunting feat, and 1 have

A

—

always failed.
Wc have one consoling fact
of

grouse this year

— the

in

connection with the scarcity

roar of

the

pot-hunter's brass-

banded musket resouudetb not in the land, f ;r he is too confoundedly shiftless to buy boats in which to shoot water fowl.
L. I. F.

i
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RUST SPOTS IN GUN BARRELS.

231

California.—Goleta, Santa Barbara Co., Sept, 30.— Editor
and Stream : There was a large hatch of quatl here

Sir am:
There
has been of late consich-rau'e correspondence in your
colunn s in regard to gun ruEt measles and such.
I
have nothing to offer by way of recommendation for
its extermination, as the inside of my gun barn Is is handForest

and

somely freckled. What I want to know is this
Wbalwill
be the effect on the inside of a pairof gun barrels if they are
not el aned out at all after shooting, but put away until the
residuum in the barrels turns to a dust or powder, as it will
then wipe out if you choose before using again? I have been
informed by an old Califoruian that this was the way to take
ca e of ihe inside of a pair of gun barrels. 1 have tried it
and find it an exceedingly convenient way, to say the leant,
and bo far am not able to discover that it has in the
:

been the means of more elaborately frcckKogthe in-idfe f my shooters. I would he pleased to hear
from some one, if any, who has tried this plan on a new gun.
Fkank N. Rkebe.

slightest degree
t

—

Central Mill, Mich.— Editor Forest and Stream: 1 see
some of your correspondents go to lots of trouble to
take care of their guns.
Now I am the owner of a fine
that

breech- loader, and have never used a drop of water to clean
and will challenge any one to produce a cleaner
it with ye
or brighter pair of barrels than mine ate, inside. In the first
place 1 always clean
gun as soon after I return fn in
shooting as possible, and "use a good quality of sewing
machine oil to clean tin' the burned powder and any particles
of lead that may be in the barrels; and when they look bright.
I change the rags for others well saturated with blue ointment or "auguiotnm" (almost every hunter knows what
that is); and push that through the barrels once or twice,
and then put the gun in a dry place until I want to use it
again.
I find ii always clean, without a particle of rust or
dark spots on it in wiy place. Though 1 find lots of difference in powder, iu the amount of labor required to clean
1

,

my

•

Tobauoo Rivkk.

out a gun.

Quincy, Ky.— Editor Fi/rest and Stream: I always use
coal oil to remove all residuum, and afterward thorougidy polish inside of barrels with an old flannel rag, using
a hickory wiping stick, as I think jointed wiping sticks are

common

iniuriou°, the metal joints corning in. contact with, the delicate Works of the breech.
Water is an unmitigated
nuisance iu a gun barrel, as it is nearly impossible to get it
out again, therefore I never put it in. Coal oil is a good pre-

ventive of rust, and is a good article to remove any dint,
therefore I use it and my gun always looks like a new silver
dollar.—!).

—

A Hasty Conclusion Gdsey House, N. Y., Oct. 15.
Editor F</nU and til ream: 1 have been fooled by noticing an
advertisement in your paper with regard to ducks and other
gane in Su livan County. I have just returned from Eldred,
where I spent three dysin pursuit of game, and which I did
not dud, for the very good icasou that there was none.
All
I got after my time was one woodcock and a meadow lark,
which were all the birds I saw north losing a charge for. I
hid a brace of good dogs, and a good guide, who told me to
never again go to any place on the strength of such advertisements. They are only catch-pennies, so 1 think I will most
undoubtedly ia'-;e my guide's advice. It would be well if
you notify your subscribers not to he fooled a9 1 was. Sold.
[We condole with our correspondent on the harsh fate that
overtook him in Sullivan County, but we beg leave to differ
with him mot decidedly when lie affirms that the note referred ti was a "catch-penny," for we. have the best of reason for believing the author of that note perfectly sincere and
That our Gilsey House
correct in his statement of facts.
friend foui (I no ducks in Sullivau County is— with all due
respect to himself and bis guide— no evidence that Sullivan
County may not, after all, be a good place to go for the birds.
Others have found them there, and others still will find more
there.
Let not our friend set all men down as liars because
on three certain days m October, 1881, he fouud no ducks in
Sullivau County, .New York. ]
Rasghmiy Nqtkb—Rflngelej, Me.,

Oct. 10.— The reputation or the Kangeley Lakes for large trout has been mainSeveral have been taken of six and
tained the past sta-on.
The early fishing was all
seven, and one of eight p uuds.
that could be desired, but for some reason midsummer
yielded the poorest results ever known by the oldest habitues,
At Kmnebago and Seven Ponds
'.this refers to the big lakes.
Several loon3
the rport has been all that could be desired.
hive b en shot during the season, but their number is not
It is somewhere stated that a loon
sensibly diminished.
consumes its weight of nsh ddly. In view of such destruction iu Uoul waters, would it not be desirable to offer a libGuides are now renovating old
eral bounty for their bi-aks?
camps and building new ones, and sacking in their supplies
preparatory for tne winter hunt. Sigu of deer and cariboo
are fairiy plenty, am) the writer has lately seen fresh tracks
yea' ling moose was shot in Little Kenneof two moose.
b igo last summer by a parly from Boston. That exploit,
and the shooting of several deer, it is alleged, is the basis of
a racy sketch iu the 1'billips Phonograph. The mention of
Phillip* reminds me to say that genial " Sam " Farmer, mine
host of the Borden House, is still to the fore as a favorite

A

with visiting sportsmen.

Warfikld.

SlATjOHTEJi

in

the Adirondacks.

i

SflrfVB

Quail Wanted.— Any one having

live quail for sale,
lot of birds, will please
particulars to editor of this paper.

or in a position to secure a large

communicate

antelopes.

and M.

aal-moides

pallidua.

Mascalont'e, Esox nohilior.
Pickerel, tlnox reiiculotm.
Pike or Pickerel, Ssox lutiue.

Yellow Porch, perea flnviatili*.
Striped Buss, Rncata lineat.ua.
White Bass, Roccua chryaopa.
Rock Bass, Ambloplitea. (Two
species).

Pike-perch

(wall-eyed
ptke)
Slizulethium
americawum, S.
griaeum, etc

V.

.

,-0 (IU.

'

Chrs-nnhrjifniSilUintrw...

llTLpv.Se, P'iraoXjiA ntnrmaawlat.vs.
Baehelor, Pomoxya annu(>wU.
Chub, Seinotilis corporal™.

'

SALT WATER.

have

to

their grip-sacks

About once a week apCity, September

"Union

1881.— Squirrels are crossing the Mississippi River south

23,

FBK8H WATER.
Black Bass, Micropterua

—M. M. B.

Squirrel Shooters are advised
ready and to read the daily papers.
pear items like the following:

JfisJimg.

FISH IW SEASON IN OCTOBEK.

here,

Hickman fiftv miles, in fabulous numbers. They are
caught by the dozens by men in skiffs. They enter and pass
through corn fields, destroying as they go. They are bearing
up the country and hundreds are seen crossing east, over the
Tennessee River, below Point Mason. They are from the
" A merchant of White County,
interior of Arkansas."
Ark. says that immense numbers of squirrels are overrunning
the uplands of that State, and, iu the absence of corn and
nuts, are opening cotton bolls, eating the seed and scattering
the cotton on the grouud and among the trees.
Great
quantities of cotton were being wasted in this way."
of

Sea Bass, Cmtropriatw atrariui.
Striped Bass or RoekOsh, Roccua

White Perch,

Weakflsh or Squer.ague, Cynmcyon
rma.Ha

La Fayette or Spot, TJmtomvxoWr

lineatua.
itorone,

Blueflsh or Taylor,

americana.

qnnos.

Pomatomu* Channel Bass. Spot

or Bearish,

Sciounop* ocellatwr.

Baltatrix.

Scnp or Porgie, Stenotimwi argy- Sheepsliead, A rchoaargw probato:.;.,',,

ropa.

Pollock,

Tauiog

PoIukMuh carbonari-m.
or
Blackflsli,
Wmtoga

,,;

mi
or
ncbulomut.
1

i

1

Mtnticimm

Barb,

onitis.

Spanish Mackerel, Cybiwrn. waculatum

,

A Moose

on the Track.

grown moose

of

immense

—An

size

exchange says that a

be the

full

was stauding on the track

of

survivor of his race in Washington county.

last

—

—

Chicago Game Notes Chicago, Oct. 15. Weather cold
here at present, thermometer 08. Mallards coming south in
thousands ditto snipe. Every one who owns a gun is out
;

on the marshes. Pigeons are plenty, 1 shot twenty-two just
north of the city yesterday morning before breakfast. Mr.
R. A. Turtle, the taxidermist, has some fine specimens of
game birds in his rooms, mounted aud in dead game
cases.
Geo. Camel, Sheridan's celebrated scout, was io the
"
city last week, he predicts fine shooting in the "Far West
this season.
Ten Bobe.

—

—

Shinneoook Bay Good Ground, L. I, Ducks are now
coming into the bay by thousands there are already three
or four large bodies sitting in the bay on the feeding-grounds,
and more coming night and day. We expect to have the
law repealed which prevents our shooting but three days per
week on Tuesday 25th, so that we can shoot every day after
the 25th of October. With plenty of feed and great numbers
William
of ducks already here, we look for a good season.
a. Lakb.
;

Gbekoe, N. Y., Oct.

10.

—This has been

Long Pond shooting ducks.

sport at

a grand day for
There have been more

killed here to-day than I ever knew so early in October.
Several men shot from fifteen to twenty apiece. I was there
myself aud had good sport. SDipe have been quite plenty.
Woodcock
friend of mine killed ten the other day.

ducks

A

shooting not very good yet.

— A. E. R.

A

Ferret Reward.—Ten dollars reward will be paid for
the evidence which shall convict any person or persons, in
Lowell, Mass of the use of ferrets contrary to the provisions of law protecting wild game. Any one having such
evidence may communicate with City Marshal, of Lowell.
,

—

Trapped Quail in Virginia. Editor Forest and Stream :
In your issue of October IS "Frank" wants to know where
come in Virginia to get quail. It is against the law to
trap quail in this State at any time.— W. O. W.
to

Kentucky, Quincy, Oct. 16.—There is an abundance of
I flushed a flock of twenty quads
in this locality.
Ducks are coming in. Squirrels are excessive!}'
yesterday.
plenty, and are doing considerable damage to the corn crop
D.
on the hills.

game

Vicksbijro, Miss., Oct. 12

bagged eleven

New
thirty

T give up Hy-nslitng : it Is a light, volatile, dissipated pursuit.
But
the ground-bait, with a good steady floar, that never hobs without a
bite, is an occupation for a Bishop, and in no ways interferes with
sermon-making.— Sidney Smith.

BLUEFISHING.

&

N. A. Railway, between Forest and Eaton, Me.,
one day last week, when a freight train came along. With
its great body and heavy wide-spreading antlers, the animal
presented an imposing sight. The engineer, carried away
by Ihe spirit of the chase, obeyed a sudden impulse and
threw the throttle of the locomotive open in an endeavor to
run into the huge animal. It is probably fortunate for the
train that he was unsuccessful.
This moose is supposed to
the E.

— On

Saturday afternoon I

New

Orleans.

Teal,

duck and venison

in

market.— S.

To our list of " Catalogues Received," issue of September
Sous,
should be added that of Messrs. Jno. P. Lovell
Boston, Mass.

&

29,

Deooy Swans

are

wanted by a correspondent.

Warning to Correspondents Editor Forest and Stream:
Please warn your correspondents that I and many others of
your readers always stop on an article the minute we come
don't want to read
to the words "speckled beauties."
any further.— Yours, Captain.

We

Bonds Sectional Boat.—W. E. Bond, of Cleveland,
Ohio, has made some very acceptable improvements in his
From a common
boats since they were first brought out.
flat bottom skiff with stiff sides he has developed his idea
into verv liandsone, well-constructed boats possessing light
weight, "speed, carrying capacity, beauty and durability,
which are certain to retain for them their deserved popuThe Bond boats are divided into three classes,
larity.
ranging from 14ft. up to 16ift. They have moderately narrow bottoms of well-seasoned, kiln-dried wood saturated
cement, making them impervious to rot of any
sides are of galvanized iron with just the right
dead rise on the bottom, and an easy turn to the
bilge, in fact approximating to the usual sporting boat in
form without the use of many ribs. The boats are taken
apart amidships, where bulkheads and connections are fitted
for that purpose, and one end is stowed into the other for
They have an excellent reputation among
transportation.
sportsmen, and are met with in all parts of the world.

with an
kind.

amount

oil

The
of

;

name) and himself on a little fiskiuK excursion, to start that
evening at 9 o'clock from Denizat's Pier. I consented, and,
at the appointed time, was on hand with a basket of lunch,
claret, etc.
The Colonel and "Dug" (familiarly called)
were provided and armed in the same manner.
After gettiDg id a small yawl we pulled out to the little
sloop "Vandalia," commanded by Captain Foster, whose
crew, as well as their commander, sported the names of
"Captain," to wit: Captains Tork and Rice, to whom we
were introduc d when we stepped on board.
Owing to the condition of the tide, we were informed that
we would be compelled to lay at anchor until 1 o'clock.

Upon

receiving this information the Colonel turned in.
"Dug" and I volunteered to keep the first watch, and the
Captain and crew Jollowed the Colonel to the arms of Morpheus. After being comfortably seated on a large coil of

we began swopping yarns, and telling remarkable anecdotes of wonderful witnesses, and disagreeing
on most propositions, for the sake of argument and to while
awny the time, which passed pleasantly, until the Counsellor,
with one bound, sprang to bis feet, and shouted, "What'.s
that?" I listened for a moment and heard a sound, faint at
first and gradually growing louder, then sinking away in the
distance until all was quiet.
"My gracious !" shouted the
Couns'-llor, " we must have got adrift and fl >ated clear out
to the Banks, because I know I heard the automatic buoy on
Listen, it sounds like a mad bull rushing
the north bank
up the road I" And without further remark he rushed with
a precipitation that was calculated to end in the water, if he
had not fortunately grasped the slide on the cotnpmion-way,
and then shouted, "Turn out, Cap'ain; we're adrift!"
The Captain, followed by the crew, hastened on deck, threw
his eagle eye (for he was blind in one eye) around the
horizon, hurst into a hearty laugh and said, "Why, you
fool, don't you see the lights of Cape May City on our port
rope, lawyer-like,

I

side ?"
Still the bellowing continued with but slight intermission,
and the crew began to express themselves in a superstitious
manner. At last Ciptain Tork went down into the cahin to
Our eara again were sat u'ed with a loud
light his pipe.
"halloo." He rushed up, and said, "Why,
Dug,' you

haiut got the sense you was born'd with
it's Colonel Scovel
a-snorin'!"
Captains Foster and Rice moved to throw
"Dug" overboard, but I persuaded them to let him live a
I suggested to grease the Colonel's noslittle while longer.
;

m.— Maroonkk.

Orleans, Oct. 12.— Quail are very plentiful within
miles of

anglers, is considered but little
BLUEFISH1NG,
sport but the opinion is generally expressed by some
paper sportsman, who never had the pleasure, excitement
and hard work of pulling in a twelve- pounder, and so continuing until exhaustion compels one to desist.
There is no spot alODg the Atlantic coast that can surpass
the Five Fathom Banks for bluefishing.
On the 10th day of
August, being at Cape May, and nothing on hand save the
sole purpose of enjoyment, and parsing along Washington
street, in front of alphabetical Alderman Ware's office, I
was accosted by Colonel James M. Scovel, an occasional contributor to your columns, with the request that I should accompauy another limb of the law (Counsellor Douglas by

by some

'

last

squirrels, after 3 o'clodk, p.

—

—

A person has
pnly to visit he Adiroudacks at this season of the year to be
convinced of the glaring defect ot the present game law for
the protection of deer. Hundreds, and I might truthfully
say, thousands ».-e being killed by driving them into the
water with hounds. I would not deny the sportsman who
visits the woods in Ociober of needed venison for the camp.
But deer are so easily killed in this way, that this clause in
Hundreds are killed and
the law is subject; to great abuse.
waded, and also by pot-hunters who attempt to get them to
market, but being heal
ise, it is in an unmarketable condition when it aiu'-',-:, there auring warm weather.
If. is not uncommon for parties to kill five or six d;er
a day.
I have known a single parly to throw away as many as twelve
deer.
Four times as many deer are killed in this way as by
every other method, including crusting which is a kin to
killing them when ren.'f red helpless by being driven into the
wa'er.
It is not deplorable that a law should stand upon our
statute books that is so rapidly despoiling the Adiroudacks
Mussit.
of its most noble game.
Deer

this season, and as the law is out gunners are quite numerous
after the little beauties.
They are the finest birds we have

and therefore they are sought after by many. We also
have plenty of deer, back in the mountains, where civilization has not driven them away.
If we get any venison we
have to go out camping, which is pleasant here at most limes
of the year.
Myself and a friend took a wT eek's hunt just
after the deer law had expired, and succeeded in killing
three four- pointers and two spike bucks.
We returned home
after having enjoyed six days of excellent sport among the

and §iver

fua

Forest

O.—Edtnr

Columbus,

trils with lard, which was done effectually, and he awoke
with a loud snort, swearing eternal vengeance.
About 6 a. m. we reached the Banks jiut as old Sol wa
peeping from under the horizon, sending heavenward a pe
feet halo of glory, and making innumerable reflections on
the bosom of the then placid Atlantic. Out with the trolling
lines
one on each side with cut-riggers, and ODe stern line
—all hands eager for the sport. "Dug" with rags tied on
every finger, and irrepressible Colonel with a pair of longlegged stockings on his hands in order to prevent the line
from cutting. Your humble servant was assigned to one of
the out-rigged lines, and had been waiting for about, five
minutes lor a bite, wheu, whia went the line, as a big fellow rose to the top and tried to swallow the squid. Now

—

I

the sport. The fish, feeling a p iwerlul strain in
a direction he don't hanker after, at last makes a break for
the boat, and then what a lively time to haul in the slack
but perseverance, muscle and perspiration were all' tie too
much for the voracious monster aud, with one jerk, it was
lauded on tbe deck. Next the Colonel drew in a larg- fellow.
"Dug " soon followed another, and so od, until I quit,
perfectly exhausted.
The. Colonel and "Dug" made abet as to who would make
Luck varied first on one side aud then on
the largest catch.
the either, until one of the crew of the lightship was put on
board (an old baud at the business) in order to be taken
home. "Dug" immediately enlisted him in his service to
draw in most of the line and Would then catch hold and. land
The Colonel stood this for some time, as "Dug"
the fish.
gradually made the score advance, and at last broke out
with. " How can you expect me to keep up with you when
the United States Government, bone, Binew, muscle and the
Treasury Department are at your back. In the whole course
of my experience I never knew a political party to win who
had such odds to contend against." "Dug" still kept on

commences

and would lmve eventually lie
to counl two for one.

iten the Colonel

had be

commenced

not

even tne representative of the U. S. Government
was exhausted and cried " quit." The lines were then pulled
in. and 'he little sloop headed homeward under a press of all
canvas and good southerly wind, which made the "water foam
and boil as she rushed through it at ahout nine knots. Douglas claimed that he beat, all the rest— but with the aid of the
lightship man— the matter remained in doubt, still there was
good humor all around, us we caught unity-seven mackerel
between sunrise and noon. Capt. York was the life of the

A'

lasl

Hi

party.

ie

lie would have
gone on the Stage and. he

table in a roar.

discounted Billy jBmer80D bud lie
regretted himself thai Lhe Oapft May Camp Meeting had lost
such a "stalwart" exhorter when he first went down into
York's jokes were new, and las wit not
lhe sea in Ships.
destitute of Attic salt, nor was bis cooking, for Dever did
bn akfas) bacon taste so sweet as that cooked by " Yorky."
One of his fi
e songs was
•

\

-I'.

i

and a piece

In spite ol
jreal

..-ii

miles directly opposite, five miles distant across the straits;
atid'to the left farther up the straits, a distance of eighteen
miles, Mackinac Island can plainly be si en, and the old
while fort, and hou6e9 are quite prominent on a clear day.
We expect to stop here at Cheboygan for a couple of days,
perhaps Woodrow "will. go out to look for a deer;" but the
way time will generally be put. in would be of little interest
the same old story.
I draw the veil, and iu my next look
out for a, black bass trip to Black Lake.

reached Cape
:h

Do*

ie

lire "

May

made

and thought

Point

the sky
it

was an

star.
Out of
fie said he felt like
big suutbwor.
ten boats Capt. Foster's Vandtilia led the fleet.
J. S. M.

CANOEING IN NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

A

—

F110.M

I8ETAN BIVJEB TO CHEBOYGAN.

WOKp. as to our fleet..

Captain manages a good-sized
but light clinker boat, sixteen feet, long by forty inches
beam, painted blue and on him we impose our camp-chest,
tent, and in fact everything else, we can shed either by fair
means or foul and what Petto and 1 fail to gel in Captain's
carryall, we try to work off on Woodrow, who has a flat
bottom eauoe, of a duckingpattern, fifteen feet long by about
thirty-five inches beam, painted .green; while Petie and I
each pr< pel ourselves in a fourteen foot thirty-two inch beam
lap sneak canoe, varnished, and a cross between a Shadow
and a Pice Laker, very staunch and seaworthy, and easy
under paddle, and built to shoot and flsli from as well, consequently bus very flit Hues, beam extending well to fore
and aft. Our fleet does not, perhaps, move in as systematic
order as a well-conducted caime club, but when it comes to
fun, downright solid fun, we arc right, on deck.
In mv last letler we were at Bmiili's Hotel, at the head of
Indian River, where we enjoyed ourselves a couple of days
shooting and fishing. Our companion, who "-went out to
look for a deer," was just as successful as heretofore, but we
commence to think he has considerable sand and, with the
stiekivitiuess that he lias thus far shown, we have faith that
be will let come out on the top of the heap, and reap his
;

:

hearl's desire.
The early morning finds us

as

&

!

How

default,

if it lies

even been

known

BuCt

3

'

the

Ik

split.

anywhere near tt«, and we know it :'have
to walk a mile through the woods to drink
We voted Mr. Dodge's spring a grand

spring.

.Lain.
EU
We now have just one mile to
ad of Chi boygan River, and the wind blowing like
We all get under the string good order, and, withr
1

i

i"ii ol

m

out -waiting for instructions to gji, all el
lands'kite.
Was
it dusty ?
Well, 1 should think SO; it blew in our ia.ee all
Over our clothes, and cleaned the decking a.s nicelv as could
bo.
'Twas "Trim 'er up and let 'er go," which sredid. We
brought up in the head of Cheboygan River, all in gcod
oiiler— barin' a slight, moisture and as enthusiastic as it
would be possible fOJ.* COUOeiSlS to be after an exciting anil
At this point my canoe tried to tsUmb over a
pleasant run.
boom lo,' side ways, but I finally gol her sail over, and her
nation changed
I had heretofore believed my canoe to be
:,,!.
1
thought broke to lead, and had no bad
"oil- difference of opinion between what the
o do and what J expec ed of her, lead me lo
the conelu-ion that canoes, like many honest people, cannot
listed entirely alone at all timisto iheirown inclinations.
We foi m a fine of wmr, and paddle and sail along down
BhBBOygan River, the widest and deepest of the rivers ou
this inland route, and a very beautiful stream for navigation.
It is eight miles long, the greater part of the distance
very deep, ami is the outlet to this inland chain of lakes and
The lutnlierrivers emptying into the Straits of Mackinac.
iug iiitere ts here are very considerable, thousands and
thousands of feet, of logs lying in booms along lie banks, in
back water bays, or being towed by one of the numerous
tugs there for that purpose, or as is quite frequently the case
cut loose at the head of the river and allowed to float with
the current to their destination, wherever it may be on the
river, when they arc again safely brought to a standstill by
a line of boom logs extended across the river. A jam of
this kind we barely eseap <i. filially bringing up at Cheboygan at. supper lime, all in good condition, where wc make a
raid On. Mr. Spencer, of the Fountain City House, who takes
us in and care? for us in the best possible manner. If ever
you go to Cheboygan do not, feck the Spencer House, but
ascertain where the house kept by Mr. Spencer is, and if you
don't get an A No, 1 bed " good, icon and well served table,
,

—

.

OTTAWA,

do-nothing so easily found up in this rcjion.
must have been half asleep, when the voice of our
friend aroused us from our reveries*
"Say, T., Philoisiu, and was inquiring for you. He is
coming up here soon, and wants you to go to Bear Lake with
him in the morning for some bass fishing."
This was enough to arouse us. Of all the men we wished
to see, and feel his kindly greeting, was Uncle Philo, aud
the invitation to visit tics beautiful lake mused the blood to
bound through our veins. Dreams of a strugale with a, mighty
bass or a giant "long-nose," flitted through our brain in. its
midnight wanderings. This lake contained both, and we

We

Oct. 11.

111.,

Editor Foir.it and Stream:
Your favor of the 8th inst. in reference to my article from
Escauaba, published in the previous number of FOREST, and
Stream, is just received. I observe in this letter as well as
in the editorial note at the foot of the article that the editor
understood me to state that the whitefisli took the fly. This
is an important mistake. If you willexamine the article again
you will see that 1 staled that the whitefisli took the book
baited with a minnow when resting on the bottom.
I take the liberty of inclosing a letter from Capt. A. P.

knew

;

halted with a minnow when lyiug ou the bottom.
Capt.
Youug also corrects my mistake as to the size of Trout Lake.
As I had never visited the lake I derived my information

from

others,

hence

my

mistake.

Young

states a fact as to the habits of the trout in
1 have repeatedly heard from others, and
that is that the trout there when alarmed secrete themselves
or burrow in the light sediment at the bottom of the lake.
This habit was so new to me that I did not venture to repeat
it lest your readers might refuse to believe the other fish
Now, when it comes with this additional indorsestory.
ment I will not longer withhold
credence.
It
ignorance on the subject that made me
that, it is only
skeptical, and hence I would like to inquire if there is any
record showing that the brook trout are in rl e habit of secreting themselves iu the mud or sedementary deposit.

Capt.

this lake,

which

my

out for a lark ? Did not those old woods ring again V
am fain to confess some of us were grey-haired.
had drunk at the fountain of eternal
youth— the Fates had favored us we were going bass fishing
sters

Yet I

ii.

.

i

;

;

,,

t

part of our company was left at Mc
"e went
Eagle Island, certainly one of the lovely spots in tics
beautiful gem of the woods, aud, securing some minnows of
Frank Davis, we were soon Casting our lines after the bass.
Bites came fast and furious, taking lhe minnows before we
could book the cunning fellows.
rucgoudsoon catlgl
sized ones, but they did not come up to our sL
rd.
wanted something more than oue-pouuders, so
fully uubooking them we slipped them into
lin.
could catch all the fish wc wanted that run
one and
two pounds, but wo wanted bigger fellows. V\
lew they
were there, for we had seen buss weighing torn
mds, and
pickerel that ran up to ten pounds taken frc
his lake,
Soon our youngster made a strike and begat
ambling,
He bad hooked a. big one, and was
bravely,
hting
when the fellow began the acrob
bass.
He jumped out of the water, and
iu his mad endeavor to rid himself of the cue!
piercing his mouth, and plunged for the furth
of the
I

to

9.

Wc

Wc

r

We

I

i

In October, 1869, 1 took an eight-pound whitefisli near the
I had been fishing Tor bass and had got out of
one dock.
minnOWS, except two small ones, which 1 put on the hook,
and laid down the rod while I fished with another one for
Soon after f saw the lip of the
pickerel with a spoon honk.
rod going down and took it up and soon had a fine fat whiteSince then I have known the crew of the
fish in the boat.
barge Frdd Kclley 10 take many of them at the end of Dock
Nbi 1, when all was quiet, f don't think the fish arc about
r
I think thcy arc on their way lo
the docks looking for food.
their spawning beds up the bay, and that they follow the
banks looking along for gravel.
Young Hart can get ail the small minnows be wants now.
I see the water is full of them -or was on the oth— about the
docks. I hope the whitefisli arc not coming iu yet.
If they
are, look out for winter rather early.
tii, of Green Bay, on
told mc that he went
Mr. Pi
to Trout Lake- with Jud e Lord, of St. Louis, and while
there the Judge took a tr ulwiih a fly that weighed nine
pounds aflc, he was, Ire.-, and brought out.
I regret very much that. you did not get up here before
Now s the lime for large black bass on
you went home.
the banks, say four, five a d sometimes six pounds each.
A. P. Yotj.no.

The youngster was
play him longer, 'and was

boat.

shontlne,

gling fish

we managed

The

biggest, fish

gest

fish

always

We had

some

to

let.

caught that day.
get,

away

lis

slip into the

Isn't

if

handle
II o

and a strug-

•
The

'

[j

funny V

u,

big-

1

'.
ii.
ones in oui
These Mr. Davis
came to get for dinner while wc fished on but a storm was
gathering, dark clouds had been rolling around us,
ie
ni
terings of thunder could be heard in tie distance, vivid
flashes of lightning lit up the darkening skies, and the clouds
seemed to come rolling over the hill-tops; down toward the
lake. Wc pulled in our anchor ami pnL for the bouse just, in
time to miss the drenching storm Of twin.
Wc-srt down to a
fish dinner prepared by Mrs. Davis.
In a few minutes the
darkened heavens gave out blasts of lurid fire. You seemed
to almost hear the "snap " of the Ughtulpg, while the roar of
the thunder following almost instantly vrm deafening.
The
winds howled, the woods moaned, the rain came down iu
torrents and a wild scud skimmed the lake's surface, when
suddenly the ivind shifted, the blackened clouds unrolled, a
dazzling ray of sunshine shot athwart, the skies and over lhe
blue-misted Mlli
the tlai
{ground "a bow
before
end of the
of promise " such
i of the
bringing E ireibly
'."'.i
tc mind Ilii. eft tr:
B]
from the
pot of gold full of
ted jewels.
Did ibis storm c
nddenly ? So as suddenly did it
s and' sunshine dried olf the moisture, and
g0 down the
we wer
t d oors enjoying
The storm
the cool air.
had been terrifying while it lasted, but it showed the lake in
its wilder moods, [lie beauty of iis light and shades, the
varying tints coming o'er its surface from
t forest-crowned
hill-tops, the voices of nature in lhe storm as well as iu the
calm, and above all the voice of its Creator.
It was a day well spent— one of solid enjoyment, one of
reflection anil adoration.
We returned from the lake refreshed and invigorated, and incttbc reihabiderof our party at
the steamboat landing, some of them haying Rood strings of
Twenty minutes of brisk walking brought us to the
fish.
railroad, but no train came
the shadows lengthened, the
s came out and night set led down upon us.
The air
wisilily
ed and became nipping— the result of the storm.

jitea

.',

i

j

;

I

larva.

Bi.rEFi.su Season.— During Ike early part of the P re
sent summer the bluefish were comparatively scarce, but *'"i
the past month they have been plenty and of large size au
along the coast, from Cape May to Buzzard's Buy.
They
were particularly scarce in June and July on he coast of
New Jersey, and did not come in numbers until the present
month. On the 18th the Deal Beach fishing crew took over
six thousand pounds of bluefish at one haul, the large--! capture olf
Jersey this year. Reports from Fire Island
also say that the fishing has been excellent.
Weakflsh and
other fish have, been quite plenty, as well as bluefish.
-

;

1

i

New

—

't

boat.

tl

I

Tub

w tub Potomac. Camden Station, Baltimore, Oct.
to your correspondent's inquiry, would state
ou two days' notice, I can furnish boat, guide and
I
fresh live bail, in uuliniited quantity.
would also state for

—In answer

him

I

;

it,

Bass

"Papa,
1

[We can assure Judge Caton that he is not alone in his ignorance of this unbit of trout hiding in the bottom, after the
manner of the Hal fishes and the spotted codling of salt water.
Wu never knew of before, and can only account for it by
supposing that there are no weeds, loots or other hiding
places to secrete in.
We regard his communication, as well
as the one of Ciptaiu Young, of great value as contributions
The fact that
to our knowledge of the habits "of fishes.
whitefisli take the hook is also a new one, and may lead to
This fish is not gentheir being angled for in oilier places.
erally known as a feeder upon minnows, and the formation
They are genof its mouth would not lead one to suspect it.
erally credited with feeding entirely upon small crustaceans

that,

He

h

him," and was vainly dying to yank him into
reached over, gave his rod to rue, but

1

14.

i

!

A

D. Caton.

Hon. J. D. Caton :
I see iu Forest and Stckam of Sept. 29 an article from
1 would say
hut you have got
you about, E-canaba, etc.
Trout Lake a good deal too large, ll is only one and onehall miles long by, not to exceed, sixty rods wide.
I have
seen the trout hide, as described by you, only they do not go
The places where they congregate
into the white substance.
These pools are surare in the deeper water of the lake.
rouuded by banks of soft sediment, and when the trout become
You
alarmed they dart into it at once, on the same level.
can plainly see ine track of each trout by the air bubbles
This sediment is softer and
arising through the sediment,
not so white than the more solid part, and it may become
There is not anything like sand about it.
the same in time.
It feels like paste when you rub it iu your bond.

and bisect

—

on Bear Lake
A mile and a half walk brought us to a mi nature landing
and a still smaller steamer owned by Uncle Philo. Where
to put us all was the question.
Some of us were towed in
boats behind, while the Uiil !s
he steamer.

maybe

Esoaxaba, Mich., Oct.

We

Laugh who may.

my

J.

it.

Accompanied by the wife and " a el ip of the old block " we
were scurrying past the Cusbinan House just as the conductor
gave the signal " All aboard " for the early morning train
we swung on to the steps as ii pulled out. Met Uncle Philo
on the train and found quite a pal ty goi : to Beat Lake.
A ten miles' ride and we pulled up at Melrose, .starting off
through a beautiful forest roadway to the lake. How refreshing this cool morning air to one just away from the hot
city.
It soon brought out all lite good elements in ourlarge
party.
Did we not just shout ami sina like a lot. of young-

of much intelligence and observation, in
the fact that the whitefisli take the hook

Young, a geutleman
confirmation of

&

We

WHITEFISII TARE THE HOOK.

i

up and hustling around,

u-ual imposing On Captain, and we all finally get under way
in good order.
We now have before us Indian River, a
stream about sevcu miles long, connecting Burt and Mullett
lakes, and although not so crooked nor narrow as Crooked
River, slid a beautiful stream, and the acres and acres of
wild rice (thanks to the Superintendent of the G. R.
I.
bring the ducks and rail In season in large numbers.
i:y.
We slowly paddle along, fishing and shooting as we go,
until Mullet Lake looms up, and as a Miff breeze is blowing
ad are Off for a run of twelve miles across the
take to ,! --' load of Cheboygan River,
The lake, covered
with white caps, looks a little saucy, but. we all boldly start
off, finally bringing around in the lecof a pointof land, where
Captain and i wait for our lagging brothers who soon come
up in gopd Style, When we cruise along together as near as
couple of miles, while the white-capped waves
kme~ right merrily
rj.au'
Bringing up in
a little c ive we run ashore for dinner.
What an appetite
good this grand air and the cxerci-e make one feel.
Again we take to the water. Our wind has not abated in
the least, anil we are again bobbing around, running along
together for several miles, when we again swing around in
In
shelter of a very handsome point of land, called Dodge's
Point, and take temporary possession of Mr. Dodge's spring.
Petie and I have a liking for springs, we never let one go by

from a new

WE

had been lazily swinging in the hammock at the
tent of the G. R.
I. R. R. at, Pcl.oskey, improvised
as a reading room by our genial friend Holabird, the traveling
Passenger Agent of this road. By-the-bye, this tent was. the
headquarters of all sportsmen visiting that region during the
summer.
were fagged out, the intense hi-at in the city,
with the thermometer reaching to 100 (leg. in the shade, had
just about exhausted us, aud we were enjoying that sweet

Fkank N. Break.

said, " a

evening

It.

BASS FISHING ON BEAR LAKE, MICHIGAN.

i

Waller Scott

lwg pudding h
ttsthe "loom!
glorious.

quarter, besides a number of smaller fish.
Any further in
formal ion upon the subject will be cheerfully furnished by
addressing Frank Tucker, care of MoClinb ek's Express,
Camden Station, Baltimore, Md.

TKOUT BURROW AT THE UO1T0MS.

all ibi

1881:

20,

your information that the fishing at, Point of Rocks was
ni ver better than at present, I myself leu ing caught, in two
and one-half hours, fishing ihis a. m, one b-iss, weighing
five pounds; one, four and one-half, and one, four and one

of beefsteak of the best (broiled over charcoal ),
that will just touch the right spot, 1 will be greatly surprised,

styll=n,i

tlvi

[Ootober

and your experience will be decidedly opposite to what mine
has been. Cheboygan is a. thriving place of three thousand
inhabitants, wide awake, and very nicely situated at the
mouth of Cheboygan River, on the Straits of Mackinac,
with Bois Blanc Island extending along for a number of

•i

Well,

!

FOREST AND STREAM.

232
scoring,

—

J

:

:,

i

•

milk

wb

the

i

uidil

all

the bread, butter

he section boss's wife had

made I w

In the
ourselves.
lies, love

andenjiycd

Id a

el

m

house.

Wo

and

We

sa

uid even

id Fly"
"The 1!
ntific aceudc
conipai
any a bout te n ladies,
had
so we had a grand chorus.
old
How those
rees rang
tin;
vc hours
out the refrain of these soul-sl in
we waited the coming of lhat tn i, am I Una
led there
had been a big fire away down lhe line that even burned up
the railroad ties and warped the steel rails so Uiat new ones
bad to be put iu, aud we will guarantee that ibu railroad

We

i

October

FOREST AND STREAM.

20, 1881.1

never carried passengers that ghmibled so little as we did, or
were so uniformly polite when the conductor collected our
But we had been hass fishing- all day u„v, explains
fares.
Fishermen -aye, Indies, too -th.ii wrehl the rod and
it all.
line are, as a rule, good-natured and polite.
N< ibuk.

233
of

itgisfimlhtre.

which sum the largest yield was from Lake Erie,

by hikes were

A

Founds.

now THE

Obanoe

FISHING CLUB REPORT.

Bdiloi I'm

Erio

DISTILLERIES DE3TKOY THE FISH.
Co.,

Fla, bag,

15.

v/ nail Stream
Hond you the inoloaed letter from a Kentucky paper grapliiaHone of the greatest nuisances that now afflicts the
Western portion of the United States. Imt the criminality of the

under obligations to Mr. Charles !'. Eiter for the
"Log of Eleventh Annual Cruise of the Sccoafl
I VV
irresbyteriuu Fishing Club, 188L" The club bails from
rPhiladelphia, and the trip, on the schooner -'Samuel Apple
git," occupied from JulyS to thelS.
The cepoil is illustrated in the most jolly of manners, and the " rtwrp
the
x>J
hotte>m of Delaware Kivcr and bay, compiled from \| loraftions of the c'uli," will no doubt supersede all the
s.
arc

i

mt; from

No member

shall be allowed to eat anyone meal
no matter Uow sea-sick he may be.
A rtiele 5. Any m< nber fninrl washing his feet, in the dish
reans shall be reprint ided by the president; and in case of a

:

s,

Second offence shall
Article
Any or

ie

To

draw

fish to his line, shall

ie fell worm of the still, not content with its annual roll of
no- of human kind, turns loose its fatal poison upon the iumt inhabitants of the water, and the double-distilled poison,
athe still and tho dead victims of tho water tills the air with
noisome vapors for many miles of territory along tho fatal
streams, the fruitful agent of sickness and deaih to riparian holdv tie.
a far
of poison. I ba
he banks of the Elk horn owdod with
d dving lish, weighing I'r
38 of four to five pouuds.
and disease and disgust
II
each ho
miles and miles a!o S the course of tbo etrea
What is
Llklum h also trus of our best streams all ov the Si
week the report car 3 from Fraukfort that the Kentnck
irupii
Fortunately the good Governor r
feael his eyes and olfactories on this result.
When the o atraged
law was attempted to lie vindicated last year at Lexington, ana ihe
"- Judge granted injunctions agam.-t
ised'tiues

be given the grand

down the river would be to
entire log, which occupies sixty-seven 12mo pages.
crab race was indulged in on the beach.
Each ul&n
marked a tiddler crab, and al a signal -sill dropped them into
fcbe centre of a ring made in the sand of the beach, and the
winning "horse" got over the line first. This oral) race is
illustrated, as are many other incidents, and while Out little
is said of the fishing, it is evident that the Second
Prcsby.
follow the 2d P.'s up and

A

POACHERS

is

people

Ihe
itraints of the law.
and the numerous etrei
inning to be peopled with choice
ve and foreign varii
native
varieties of splendid tish, and the hopes of the
unUsion and its friends were upon the point of being realized,
Ubiquitous destroyer put in his work, and the result of years
xperience and labor is destroyed root, and branch, from one
il
the State to the other. The same cry comes from EastSouthern and Central Kentucky.

Rive the

fcrian Fishing Club, of Philadelphia,
at least when on their annu d cruise.

t

ginning to grow accustc

.

<

to

.

a very lively party,

;.

IN JAIL.

'

:pit,

itl-i

but within the track of its
md the work of death goes
.

readers have been kept informed of the dedugaor
Ili2 lawless gaugs which infest the counties of Onandaga and Oswego, in Ihe Stole of New yToi'k, and how State
Game Protector Dodge, or Prospect, has destroyed their nets
and brought some of then) to punishment.
-Mr. Did-, and
Mr. Geo. Crowuharl, proprietor of the Ocean House at South
Bay, on Oneida lake, who has assisted him, have become
very unpopular with the scoundrels, ami thc
lives have
been threatened. Game Constable Liudley, of Cinastota,

OI'R

:

<

The
dear

Illinois

2l.ul:l.liiu

l>

lojo-t, coo

J.

t.i7:i..-

170,01)0

taken we learn as

different kinds of hVli

:

Whilelish
Lake trout
Lake herring

77,1,100

Sturgeon

flO.SOO
182,000

••

2,997,300

isylvania

Indiana
Jlmnesota

4,070,000

Hard

tisi"

" Soft lish"

221,700

"Ronghfish"

117,10(1

" Coarse
.Mixed

••

O0.C0O
875
89,023
50,300

fish"
lish''

There are still other taoles aaquauUtiesaLdvalueaofflSli
a fresh condition, .piantilii
-'smoked, and the uuantities a
aed'olb
These are all represent!,,, ho double.:
noted.
give a complete and compri
in the state of the lake.
tinhories.
Tho work, like a that is dooe. by Mx. foiode, shows
great, care in tabulating so ai to show ai a glance the resources of
tho lakes and States, the < ipilal invested, and, In fact, gives a
complete idea of the tisherie of the lake region.
I

I

TnE FOOD OF YOLNG

Especially

FISHES.

of Professor S. A.

Till'', investigations
birds and lishe

!

tho food of

ito

thrown much light on the subject.
the results been orprJsing. That
upon Eitlfiini*lriir«. or the Bffl.aU

among hs

a

fed

bng

m

h are ofti u

;

their smaller stages
has shown eon

He

lation.

that suckers and othe
lis
supposed to be entirely harnileBs
and not to interfere in
:th the growth of valuable lishe.
enter into direct oonypetitionVith the
: latter,
tho
struggle foi' existence, hy dovouri
,d.
We learn from his obsefvati
either directly
affects the
other forms in the same str'ei in or pond.

that

ilop fattens

the

fishes,

lopVknotj

bot-

tor, tl d.itlllc,

ure defied

and

t

'•.-till

does no good it does barm,
iubabited liv better Bah to a
b adults
othe specie
greatest injur;
the fifessor Forbes
Illinois State 1
Stueam, does
young of all f:
the gars, ealtt

in watei'B

ll

eg the fOOd
tK, but its
which I'rodie! mof tho
'.'.

The

i

ostraca,
md the
of their

•it,.;

Rhi/.opods, etc. Tho latter forms usually ha
chalk of the school-house blaek-board is "mtr
niiunte shells, visible only under ti .
In tbo Proceedings of the Aeadeiuv Of Nai.u 1 Sciences of I'hiladelphia, 1881, we find that I>r. Leidy remarked
leptember
be had received a letter from Jlr. S. A. For
bat the
young of some of thesuckers have the iutealii. s packed with tests
of Difflugia and Arcetta.
Later Sir.- Forbes s
slides, with
Some uf the intestinal contents for examination.
The slide with food from the intestine of tbo large-scaled mullet. HtyXQStoma nUacrolepidotum, from Mackinaw Creek, contained
the following species
Difflugia i/lithnin.-in.— Shell of rather coarse Hand, with larger
around the mouth mostly in the shape of the segment of
ival, \ ilh the
ile In
3 form.
The
euts of these a
com 0.18 to
millimeters long,
15 to 168 in. in. broad an
in. broad atuvil
" It is
eud. Six othor species
mud, an. in-. Loidy -aid
certainly an interesting
vatiou oi ;ir. Forbes to diacovor
hat young suckers should
: the
rbizopod shells to 'Obtain as
nutriment their little storos of protoplas
i

.

:

;

i

I

.

Scea

he required to repeople the streams with fish. Not only the
native kiu.'s will he a long time iu being replaced, but the work of
the Commissioner will have to bo done lie novo, if. indeed, it bo
worth while to attempt it again. Not another collar ought to tie
expended in this way until a proper relief is afforded, and the
child's play of stocking streams and then de-droving tho lish
should cease. Five hundred thousand dollars are paid annually
by the citizens of the State for tish that could an well he produced
at home.
There is no absolute necessity for running i-tiil slop
in tho streams.
If whisky must be made, and no other disposition
can bo lade of the slop and tilth fro
tie pens than turn our
most hi
let tho lish and
3, then
people
>p the farce of the Fish
in unctions, eto., that
end the victims as well
s the laughing-stock of the diatillci
In Heaven's name let
oniething be done.
YieiiM.
will

>

has also incurred their displeasure, and it is said tb
[fleeting was recently h id by tin.' p
hi ..
'.Vesi Vienna,
at which it wus decided that i.imilcy should die and Crownhart's buildings should be burned.
ih, Lindley and O. E, Messenger went to Lower
Somh Bay and started to drag the lake for nets. Whim well
put in the lake they heard a signal given from a boat containing several men which had followed them from the bay.
The Signal was answered from the other side of the lake,
dou another boat containing live men rowed out t
short conference was bad
tu she bods,
kwhen all but wo men got into oik.', and
p to Lindley
mi.:! told him that if he had
any business matters to arrange
to do it at once, as his time had come.
Lindley banded his
revolver to Messenger, who sit in Hie stc:rn of the boat, and
Wie prepared his rillc, telling them thai tie firs! man that put
a foot in lfis boat would be shot. The lw o boats again had a
consulialioii, and in the meantime Messcinger, who is an expert oarsman, changed places, and the
tlled for shore. On
Khe way they were run into several in
image was
Hone. Upon reaching the shore they
md th^fr assailants.
Iferepared to meet them, formed in li
on the bank,
Mesagerwas allowed to pass the line, b
upon Lindley 's apoach they drew their revolvers and
him be would not
ive the spot alive.
hid watched the
Agentleman v
vholc affair from a hotel near by rap '.
juncture
3d Ihrew the leader one side, allowing Lindley lo a is.
Soon after this .Mr. Crownhart went to Syracuse and ena complaint against the gang, m is!
[Toad Hollow, just across the hue in Oswego county.
On
ie 13th the officers were very successful and bfl
the. murderous gang— namely, John
Lord. Prank Shaw
orgc Watkius, Albert Shaw, William Lancaster, William
illips and 0. Phillips.
Each man was ironed, after being
out of his nice warm bed, and given a place in the
ryall.
They arrived in Syracuse about i o'clock in the
rning. when they were placed in the court house cells.
Ige Riegelheld them all to bail in the sum of $600 fccb tc
It is probable that sune o[ them will furjp the peace.
the required bond, but. till that fine wilt occupy a ilun-

24,924,300

uion^iu

n iii.mih,

:;

:

i

methods of

structivo

expelled forthwith.
her wii
shall take more than one dose
rof fish-hooks during ai cruise sba
sball be compelled to throw up
(bis rights as a member).
Article 7. It shall be the duty f every nu nber to observe
to the fullest extent the g ilden
c!ub)-viz., to
do nothing himself that he. can g il anybody o do for hi in.

superstition

thereby infecting

instances are. or should 'he'.' besuch is the extreme cheapness of
one-half of the diseased hoga die.
case, the profita of the remaining

Miowav, Ky.— For nearly two years tho fish in nearly every
stream in the State have been destroyed. Every attem pi at interference in theii behalf bus resulted in the ignominious failure on
tho part of the people, and complete triumph of the whisky men.
For some years under the auspices of a State Commissioner, the
principal at reams of tho State have received new supplies of choice
foreign varieties of fishes at considerable expense, and nineh laboron the pari of the paid servants of the Statu, as well as much that
was contributed by private citizens who felt an interest in forwardiug this great project.
That tho work has como to naught, and every cent so aDPror-"ated proven a failure, is--'
tin
State Commissioner, or:
out the State. By the

eighteen hours rest out of the twenty-four.
tb:

Ohio
Michigan

;!.'

I

I

I.

tliein.

many

arrangi d by Status were

Ne« Yi-rk
Of tho values of tho
foUows

business. And all cattlrt ho fed, it
or lesa diseased and unlit for market.
Yet hundreds and hundreds of tliein are being foisted constantly upon dealers and consumers in the North and East This
is a subject that most assuredly demands the attention of tho National Board of Health.— E. B. Miles.

,

than

and hog-puns around

value.
Vet
this food that it is said that if
which is not. iinfre'piently the
hair make it imite a piolitablo
is a well-known fact, are more

fcoasl surveys of this portion
f ,,„,- ,,]„„,.;
A s an instar.ee.
fipf the detail we will cite the fact thai
"the place where
Lane lost his character, 1880," is to be found on do other
map, while for places where bugs are plenty it may be ini.plicitly relied on.
The by-laws of the Second Presbyterian Fishing Club
contain some new points, but we will not pick them out, as
.it would iiibull the intelligence ..f our readers to suppose
Llhem incapable of this. Tney are therefore given entire
Article 1. Put up or shut up.
Article 2. No person shall lie entitled to become a member
of this club whose moral character will bear ihe slightest
scrutiny.
Article ',. No member shall participate in any annual
cruise of the club whose constitution requires more than

s

cuttle

yond commercial

i

Article

'.lie

are greatly diseased and in

Superior
Ontario

26,1)07.300

Tho amounts

ly descriptive of

yields

Pounds.

Michigan
2:!,J41,875
Huron and St.Clair.. il.53S,200
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i
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THE INTERNATIONAL

«d

.

report of the Commissioner from Norway on tho Fishery
Exhibition at Berliu in tssii is at hand.* Itisa ipiarto of 325
plates containing 121 figures.
.Air. Walieui is not a praaetical lisheulturist, and. therefore, is at
some disadvantage in be. report on this portionof the exhibition.
tie get.- along fairly well in his illustrations made from implements
exhibited, trat iu his descriptions ho docs not do so well, and in
those of American invention he certainly could not have obtained
his information direct.
In iishways ho does much bettor, illuatrating the morro important ones s,nd describing them more per-

4

ood Striped Bass

f.etly.

The

portion devoted to boats and implements of captnro is
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out with the values of nets and other apparatus, steam tugs, vesb .uses and wharves, fish taken, etc.
From the Rnlletin
ih.:t the total value of the lislies taken ia all the Oroat
v.
Lakes for 1879, based on ihe prieeff of fresh tish, was 11,662,900;
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each, without, their entrails.
The pound nets are
glso taking great numbers, and the rnnrkets are well supplied
i's of largo size.
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think el a merchant who, 3ceing an advertisement of goods by a stranger, should si ml his cheek for the aniom t

Bulletin No. 261 gives the statistics of the fisheries
THEof Census
the Clreat Lakes. In this Prof. Goode has arranged
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in., National
latlonal Amei'ican
Amei'ican Kennel
Club's field Trials. Joh. ii. Dew, • cretai i, i.'oim .:.., i. nn.

rules of bushic £B should obtain.
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weighed, in the aggregate, 175 pounds. These fish were all
in
mi, at Block Island, with rod and reel. The" finest
d on Tuesday mornina laat.
Thev were also captured with the rod by Samuel W. Gould, 01 Wesl
Mass.
Of seven fish the smallest weighed twenty-six and
Sone-half pounds, with entrails out, and he three largest
Iweiglvd sixty, fifty. eight, and one half and fifty-five one-half
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the past week there
lave been some, large striped bass, or rockfish, in market,
some of which have been caught with rod and reel. Mr. B.
York, sent seven to Blackford
Phnlon, of
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FOREST AND STREAM.

234
knew

[Ootobkb

fnl] well that beyond a letter or two of mild reproach they
ate safe from to? attempt at recovery of their ill-gotten gainB
and, emboldened by sneecss, they continue their swindling operations as long as they can find viotims.
So great an evil has this
become, and to so groat an extent have these dishonest dealers

Dr. McOlean. They are, I believe, out of Peg Woffington by old
Eicho. The brace arc about a year old, dog and bitch, the bitch of
Homo,
a perfect red and darker than the dog, and not for sale.

summary

\\! E have received the following circular fr»m the Secretary of
' *
the Pennsylvania State Field Trials Association, and trust
that we shall have the pleasure to announce next week that tho
amendments have been adopted, and that the trials will he run at
Grand Junction immediately after those of the National Association.
We have no doubt that they would prove a Buccess, as undoubtedly many sportsmen would outer their dogs for the double

;

practiced their tricks, that in justice to honest dealers,

measures should be at once adopted to put an end to their career.
This can eaBily be accomplished if every one wishing to purchase
will take the ordinary precautions that should be observed in any
business transaction.

No

honeBt dealer will object to the closest scrutiny regarding
may offer for Bale, nor to the fullest inquiry as to

the animal he
hiB

own

of

wounding any

reliability

and responsibility

;

and no foar of a

possibility

one's sensibilities should deter wonld-bo

pur-

chasers from fully satisfying themselves in these respects, of perfect immunity from becoming the victims of frand.

Before purchasing a dog it is, if possible, very important that
you should see him at actual work in the field on gamo, in order
that you may know how he does his work, and learn just bow her
has been handled. When this is not practicable, yon should rooeive from his owner minute instructions as to the different words,
signs and whistles used, as well as a full description of any peculiarities that

will also find

he may possess, either natural or acquired, You
greatly to your advantage to become well-ac-

it

quainted with him before taking him into the
he is young, or has not had experience.

field,

particularly

if

That the complaints of purchasers, who think that they have
been cheated, are sometimes unjust or perhaps entirely without
the

pale

case

that

everything

we are
persons who buy

of

reason,

pertaining

to

liis

woll

aware.

It

is

often

the

dog are woefully ignorant of
management, and because their

a

purchase will not at once iu a faultless manner
their
commands—which probably are couched in
language which the poor animal has never heard iu his
life— they at once pronounce him worthless, and seizing their pen,
they write us pages of vilification and abuse of the seller, who
very likely is entirely honest and has sent them an animal which is
just as represented by him.
Every one who has had much experience with dogs should know
that, no matter how perfectly trained the dog may bo, in the hands
of a stranger, be the man ever so expert a handler, with perhaps the
advantage of having witnessed the manner in which his former
owner worked him, the animal will not acquit himself nearly so
well as when nnder the eye of his accustomed master. This to one
of slight experience is a prolific source of disappointment; and as
first impressions are generally tho most indelible, often ends in
discarding a really worthy animal, whose only fault is that he cannot at onee " off with the old love and on with the new."
Our remarks have been called forth by the receipt of numerous
letters from correspondents in different parts of the country upon
Many of them are too grossly personal and abusive
this subject.
to find a place in our columns, but nearly all of them tell the tale
of carelessness tbat wo have endeavored to point wi'h a moral. Wo
trust that our readers will profit by the advice here givon, and that
we shall have less occasion to allude to this subject in tho future.
One word to those who appeal to us to redress their wrongs and
we have done. While sympathizing with them and indignant that
such things should be, while freely offering our aid to assist them
so far as lies in our power, we wish it distinctly understood that
we will not prostitute these columns to tho use of any man or
clique for the furtherance of purely personal ends, nor for quarThese matters should never offend the
els of a personal nature.
public ear, nor be paraded before the public eye.
It should be unnecessary for us to add tbat neither personal
abuse nor billingsgate will be admitted here, but as we aro occasionally inflicted with effusions containing both, wo take this opportunity to inform the writers thereof that all articles partakiug
of this nature are speedily relegated to that bourno from which no
recent

execute

raanuBcript ever returns.

FOX HUNTING AT 8PEINGFIELD.

OF

WoBCRSTEn, Mass.,

my

Oct.

H.

1881.

fox hunting and woodcock shooting witli the hospitable
sportsmen of Springfield, Muss., 1 musl write ycu. Beaching
the city on business, and <ntireiy unprovided with the necessary
implements for a participation in their sport, those gentlemi n
sought me out aid rigged mo completely, even to foot gear. Our
first day was an enjoyable one, and the party wsb composed of the
two Messrs. Bill, Dr. "Williams' and myself, "our hounds, Don and
Beauty, belonging to Jlr. Bill, and good-natured Kory O'Moore,
owned by Dr. Williams. I say good-natured Itory O'Moore, for in
all my experience I have never seen such a clever " folksy" foxhound as be is. W ith a disposition so foreign to the houndfamily,
he is alwayB^put you, craving a caress and a romp when not at
work. Wo row-hod tho ground late, and the day proving a dry,
hot and musty one, tho scent of Beynard, made in bis prowlings
the night previous, soon found and 'taken by the dogs, was in an
hour or two lost. We had music for a time", however, and I was
becoming sanguine the fox had been started, so closely did the
bounds rush and give tonguo together. In our tramp wo put up
several grouse, but, with guns loaded for the fox, we did not try
feathers.
One anecdote I must relate of Dr. Williams' Borv. Before he purchased him he was one of a number of hounds that
had followed and holed a fox. All but good-natured Itory were
f ent into the holo to draw Beynard out, but none brought him
into daylight. At last Itory was put in, and, reaching the fox,
locked jaws with biin and drew him to the surface and then elevThe hounds continuing to give tonguo at the
ly killed trm.
id repeated bis first perform* nee.
sentinagai
hoi Bory v
ill this is that the dog in question is of
What
lion and one that would be the lust supthe m
courage.
•as a blank one, but the second a fox was
o'clock by Mr. Bill's Beauty, and, in com•y O'Moore having beeu left at home— Keypany
miles and kept running thi ough swampa,
•a
,.,
fields mid across meadows until killed by Mr. BiU just as he
was coing through a fer.ee. While this chase was going on your
correspondent was trying tbe woodcock, Mr. Harrington, with
bis setter Hiram, and Dr. Williams, with his pointer Jim, having
laid out a little work for me. We found but few woodcock, and,
consequently, but few were lulled. A solitary English snipe was
run son as and bagged, and a brace of grouse wore put up wild
and out of range. The day was a pleasant one, barring a shower
In my opinion the flight of woodcock have not
in the afternoon.
come on yet, for wo should Lave met them in the Bplendid cover
we worked had thjy arrived. We must have a little more cold
put Mr. Longbill on hiB migrations.
weather in order
Spriugiield is
11 of your friends, Messrs. Editors, and aro firm
my way homeward, trying hard to reach it in
if,
open season
e to cat
While at Springfield I saw'acbaimiug pair of reds, owned by

w
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TENNKYLVANIA TBIALS-

Wo aro deeply interested in the welfare of the association,
shall await with no little interest a report of their action in
the matter
PiTTSBunoH, Oct. 12. A meeting of the association will be held
at the atoreof J. Palmer O'Neil, Fifth avenue. Pittsburgh, on Saturday, October 22, 1881, at 10 o'clock a. m., for the purpose of considering amendments heroin coutainod.
The committee appointed
to examine grounds selected for the fall trials, reported at the
meeting held the 12th hist, tbat there were no birds, and it would
be impracticable to run tho trials at Masoutown as already fixed upon.
At the meeting on the 22d inst. the propriety of running the
trials at Grand Junction, Teun., will be considered.
A meeting of
the Executive Committee will be held at tbe Barne place immediately on the adjournment of the above meeting.
I. B. Stayton, Secretary.
event.

and

—

TBTC PROPOBKO AMENDMENTS.
First Section of Article X. to be stricken out aud Article made
to read as follows
Section I.—The stakes to be ruu shall be a Derby, an All- Aged
and Club stakes, to bo open to setters and pointers "only.
Sec. II.
There shall be a first, second and third prize offered
in each stake.
The entry fees, forfeit value and nature of prizes
time for closing entries for All-Aged and Club stakes time aud
place of boldiug trials, as well as all details pertaining thereto,
shall be determined by the Executivo Committee.
Tho Derby stake shall be open to dogs (whelped) on and after
the first day of Jaunary of the previous vear! Entries for the Derby
stake of the year 1881 shall close ou the 22d day of November,
1881, and entries for the Derby stake of any subsequent year shall
close ou the first day of April of the year the stake is "to be run
for.
The All-Aged stake shall be open to dogs of any age.
Tho Club stake shall bo open to dogs of any ago,^but the dogs
must be owned by a member of the association at the time of
making tbe entry and at tho time of running the trials. In the
Club stakeB dogs must.be handled by their owners. Nothing in
this shaU be construed so as to prevent a member from purchasing a dog previously entered and handling him in the trials.
:

—

;

;

OOOKEBS AND TBEED GBOUSE.

30, 1881-

PIERCE'S GUSSIE—Peekskill.. N. Y., Oct. 10.—JSHifoi Forest
find Stream: In your correspondent's account of the London,
Opt., Bench Show, be states that my Irish red setter bib
winner of special prize G, was an indifferent specimen.
Now, in
justice to Gussio, I hope you will allow me space iu your columns
to say a few words iu her' defence,
She was'in no show condition
when I expressed her, having just shod out. Besides, sho was in
whelp to my Larry (Elcho ex Boso), and no doubt acted dull in
strangers' hands
This is tbe first timo I ever heard Gnssio
spoken of indifferently in public or private.
She is no "parlor
ornament," kept merely for show, but is a practical field dog and
haa worked very hard from the beginning to the closing of every
shooting season since a puppy, aud is known by manv sportsman
iib a remarkable bitch in the field.
Dr. Bowe culled her when at
l„, :,,],,,,
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exhibited.
When exhibited in New York in 1880 one of the
judges, Mr. Hngh Dalzeil, told me she was one of the best sh&oert
Irish bitches he ever saw. She had then just returnodfrnm a hard
winter's work in the South and was poor
flesh and coat, consequently she was given only a Y. H. C.
She was awarded first at
Pittsburgh, January, 1881, beating some good ones, including
three fine Eloho bitches.— Yours respectfully, Wit. H. Fierce.

m

[We cheerfully publish the above, more especially as we remember Gnssie as sho appeared at tbe show here last vear— of capital
form, but sadly out of condition, which greatly detracts from a
dog's appearance, and will, no doubt, satisfactorily explain the
erificism of our reporter.!

LONDON DOG SHOW.- At a meeting of the Committee it was
T. H. Smallman, aud seconded by Dr. J. S. Niven,
that a cordial vote of thanks be tendered Chtis". Lmei.lu, for tho
very efficient manner in which he conducted tbe show, aud for
making it a success. Carried. —Jonx Jiiddicombe, Secretary.
moved by Mr.

THE MEADOW BEOOK

HUNT—The

Meadow Brook Hunt

at Mineola, Long Island, last
to the nasty weather, the field was not so Iniae as

had a most enjoyable meet

Monday.

Owing

it

should

have been.
The first event was a drag hunt, which, with the exception of a slight baulk near the start, was well run and capitally
ridden. The chase of the " bagman" was not a success from the
huntsman's standpoint, although the pack would probable pronounce it a decided success, as they killed the fox in a few seconds. The next moot will take place to-day at Island Trees at i v. M.

—

FIELD TRIAL JUDGES—New York, Oct. 15 Editor Forest
I have read the letter of Mr. W. A. Costar in your
paper this week, and I must say that I am greatly surprised that
ho should mention as one of tbe desirable qualifications of a field
trial judge that he is a " pointer man."
Now, although a pointor
man, it strikes me that what we want is not a pointer man, nor a
setter man, but a dog man, whoso instinct will lead him to place
the animals run in the position their merit entitles them to, regardless of all else. Pointer Man.
and Stream :

IMPOETANT SALE OF LAVKUACKS.— We have received a
from Mr. John C. Higgins announcing the sale to Mr. J. H,
Goodsell. of this citv, of "the pure Laveraek setters, Pontiac,
This is the most imPetrel, Petrel II., Petrel III and Fairy II.
as ever transpired, and wa
portant sale of Laveraek blood that
congratulate Mr. Goodsell upon the acquisition of ao vahjitile au
addition to his konnel. Included in this sale also is the young
dog Plantaguet by Dashiug Monarch out of Petrel.
letter

FBASKMN, N.
Editor Forest and Stream

Y., Oct. 8.

.

:

I notice in Sept. 29 issue of

Foeekt and Steeam, page 175.
of "Cockers os. Yellow Dogs,"

"The Bodach," under the heading

endeavors to give me a little thrust apropos to cockers treeing
ruffed grouse and shooting ruffed grouse out of trees, etc. In the
best of spirit I must say to "Tbe Bodach" that from this I am led
to beliovo that he has never enjoyed one of those glorious autumn
day's sport among the mountain thickets of our Eastern and Middle States with the jolly, lively little cockers, where it is utterly
impossible to work setters or pointers or get even a single wing
shot. Would he compel ub true and consistent sportsmen to let
thOBe old veteran gray-backed and wary grouse (weighing sixteen
ounces to the pound, if not more) live and die there of old ago and
natural causes, and never replenish our tables or weary systems
with those savory aud delicious old partridge pot-pies ? O'h, no
That would not do to leave to waste any of the Lord's "manna,"
wnen our systems require the mountain air and exercise and there
is a lack of other game birds
theso sections to supply the vacancy in our larders. Had the Bhooting of ruffed grouse from
trees over the "yaller dog" or even the "festive cocker" the slightest tendency toward exterminating this wary old mountain
boomer like the wicked snare or pen field sho tmg w< uld, I would
as quickly rally to tho vetoing of this monutain wild wood sport a8
I do to every illegitimate or unsportsmanlike act.
And now, Brother "Bodach," I really do not think you need be
alarmed as to "tripping over a well-broken brace at every turn,"
lor tho many to be fouud gladdening the huarts and hearths of
American sportsmen to-day are not in dangerous tripping proximity to each ot her, I believe, owing to this continent beiug quite
a good-Sized little farm, taking it altogether from shoro to shore.
Vou will not believe that iumy kind invite to the Editor of Fobest
and Stream I desired a "cheap advertisement," as you say, when
I teU you that I do not sell my broken dogs, as they are my breeders and workers, neither do 1 break only for myself. I sell only
young stock ; so if any are unnecessarily sensitive over shocting
ruffed grouse from the trees, all they will have to do is to omit the
teaching of that donned part of their education, and they will
then have the most successful and sport-giving ruffed grouse and
woodcock dog extaut. Broken cockers are not easily bought from
their possessors, and many will not even loan them.
I am led to
believe that you aro a staunch Bettor and pointer man, and that
your inquiries must have been to setter or pointer men who were
1 rejudiced against their sprightly and intelligent little rival, the
cocker, for I must believe that iu the neighborhood of New York
city you would be able to find cockers that would not only be worth
following a day in tbe field but many years as well. I am glad
that you have had tho pleaBme even" of shooting over two good
brace ainco you came to this countiy, nnd hope that you may
luckily "tiipple" over mauy more in the future and at laat become
a firm convert to our faith. I could have convinced you on the
pot-pie score but a day or two ago, had I had the pleasure of your
company at diuner, aud should also have been delighted to have
fiaBsed you a sumptuous plateful for your dissection, while I reated to you how I took the conceit put of two of those old rooBtera
in a deuBO beech and birch thicket, treed by a pair of as nice
cookers as you ever saw or as ever outwitted an old New York State
cock grouse.
M. P. McKoojx.
!

m

I

FROST.— Mr. W. A. Stiother, Lynchburg. Va., writes us that
his bitch Frost is out of Victress, instead of Dart, as we published
Wo obtained our information
our Kennel Notes last week.
from the National American Kennel Club Stud Book.
la it poseiblo that they could have made a mistake?
in

LOWELL DOG SHOW-Granrv,

Ct

—

,

IB-Editor

Oct.

Forest

and Stream : In looking over the ' Premium Lit-t" of the coming
Shuw to be held at Lowell, I was surpiiscd to find t'ha>
breed aa
numerous and well-recognized as the beagle is should not be asa,

signed a class as other shows have done, but be c.mpolled to enter,
if at all, through the back door ("Miscelhieeviiis class") which is
certainly very humiliating to that proud little dog whn feels that
he is justly entitled to a class of his o vn as well as his larger
brothers— 'foxhounds— and dislikes to sneak iu through au unguarded rear entrance.— N. Elmore.

.

•

•

.

FOXHUNTING IN CANADA.— The Toronto (Mohe says that in
Canada the sportof foxhunting is becoming more and more patronized in the neighborhood of large oities, and although owing to a
dearth of foxes the drag has to be used, tho chase remains almost
as oxciting and interesting as ever.
In 18C5 the Toronto Hunt
Club was first organized bv the late Mr. John Shedden, Messrs. J.
Hendrie, H. Godson and A. Smith, V. S. The kennels, which
then contained about five couple of hounds, were situated on
Bishop street, but as the citv increased in size it became necessary
Lo fniiine theul to Moor street West, where thev now are.
The
presence of the Thirteenth Hussars gave an impetus to fox hunt.nd the
landing oliieer, the late Col. Jenyns, was
nt M. F. H. At present the elub'mimbers
about forty subscribing members, with a pack of hounds numbering sixteen couples. The old pack was greatly improved a few
years ago by thu addition of several very line imported dogs and
bitches.
The hounds aud kennels are owned jointly by Messrs.
Copoland, J. G. Worts, Gooderham A. Smith, V. 8.', J.'ll. Mead
and Godson. During tbe season the hounds met twice every
week, on Tuesdays and Saturdays, and the meet is very largely attended, several ladv equestrians taking part iu the run occasionally.
The present officials are: Master. Jlr. J. G. Worts Huntsman, Mr, M. A. Thomas, and Whipper-in, Mr. D. Cotton. John
Halhgan, a veteran sportsman, has had charge of the hounds ever
since the inauguration of the olnb. and performs his onerous
duties in a highly efficient manner.
On Thanksgiving Day the
annual fall steeplechases or the club will come off, and having
proved successful in former years will, without doubt, prove the

QUAIL FOB BOBIN8' ISLAND.— The Eastern Field Trials AsROciation have received their first consignment of quail to be
turned down on Booing' Island, iu order to guard aganiut the possibility of any lack of birds at tho coming trials.

KENNEL NOTES.
Breeders and owners of dogs are invited to send mmi-oranda
of names claimed, I/red, whelps, sates, etc., for insertion in this column
We malee no charge for the publication of such notes; out request in each
*.*

case the notice be
both oioner

made up

and dog

in accordance with our form, that the

and that

be written legibly, or printed,

which the animal belongs

be.

name

of

the strain to

distinctly stated.

NAMEB CLAIMED.

Mm? Royal, La Oracia and Lou HI re-ClaJrnert by Mr. P. B. Dllley,
Hoseudaie, Wis., tor liver aud while licked pointer dOR una iwo
liver and white bitch puppies by owner's banger (Hake-Kale) out ot
owner's While un.v Dime-Queen).
How Ranger- Claimed by Air. 8. H. Dilley, Rosendale, Wis,, for liver
and white ticked pointer d « puppy by if diger (JfjiKe Kate; our. ot
bird Koye! jF.ow-i numess Koyal).
,;

'

—

,,

Claimed by Kleuai'd H. Moody

mid white dog T>7

far red

i"
, n,-i,,,j|Loi fsJimc owner's ticauiy.
iarru-Ciatrnert bv Mr. C. M. Munhali, Cleveland, O., far ivd Trt?h
dog ^helped April -:;, is-i, by Mr. jielutoaira Biz (Dash-Flora)

.ir.

-

.

Better

Nora (Elebo-Kose).
Sensation 11., TMtfe and .U™,V -claimed by Mr. W. F. Fmerr,
J., tor lemon ifud vrillte pointer noi: and two iiiicjj puppies
;:;, "l
•iU'.'ll ON!
IU
.up
Wash— Claimed by Mr. John M. Kinney lor liver unci white pointer
dog whelped Sept. 6, lSSl, by Mr. \v. a. Cuetar's Don Royal our.dt

out, ot

Orange, N.

U'lielped I'Vh.

'!

1

-,

.','.

!

Tubby.
NAJTBS CHANGED.
Midget to Mao.— Oranby, Conn., Occ in.—In compliance with Mr.
Cameron's request, I will ciange tti" name or n< .:i.- oueii M.u-r
(Rattler-Flora) aud now claim uie name o£ May lor her.
.i :

N. L.

Rtisy— Mr. W. A.

Costal".-* 'Flaihn-li,

bitch Busy <Bolton-IJi amble) wnelped
three bitches, all black nnd wnite, by a

Gleam— The

IlorstJill

Kennels

I,

(Morri:

.

pointer bitch Gleam (Snapshot-GlpsaV)
• Bi
diK's and SlS bitches by Mr. If. I

3i

Oip'sey— Mr. chas.

W.

(Druid-Ruby).
Y ienien and white
fJCl. U,
i

.'.

1

Nutting's (bym

whelped Oct l. nine— lii
Lottie.— Hi. T. 31. Aldiieb's
v

,

Cos liounfl
:,

I

,

Pro!

il

setter bitch Lottie (champion I)i,co
two dogs and four bitches, by Mr. M.

v.-

eunsenisallon-vVliltea

.

'

il

Ei.MO-ii:.

and white netrer
iwn dd'-sund

ick

:

:

i

i,,

-

I.)

•

WtchGlpDeis Sum.

black and white
.d Oct. bsii,

«1..-1

.

idford's Peto (Pratt'B

1

I'rini-owner's 8mnt).

BRED.
n.-avtti-ileio— Mr.
bitcli llv.iii'y lo Dr.

tfoyal

w. W. Nlxona

('.ecsburg,

Shirley Carter's lb

va.)

Kewtounaiaua

rn.

Fan-Croxteth—Ut, H. is. Dllley's (ROBHidaJe, ivisi pointer
Fan (Kanger-Dolly) (oMi. A. E. Codeffroy's CroxletB.

bitch Rojal

|

:

same

this year.

,

<

Minnie- Sensation— The Borstall Kennels' (Mm n-mwii. N V ,'haiiiploD pointer bitch Minnie (Sensalkm-W hlftky) to WestmUiBti r Kennel
Club's Sensation, on Oct, 12.
Black Bess- Dab lir.— l)r. J. S. Xlvcn's (London, Oot ) block rocker
;pmilel bitch Black Bess to lachlne Eenn el Club's BlOl III , Ocu 6

aud

10.

Rose K.-Uector— Mr. carl Klocke's cocker spaniel blteh
Dr. J. F. Venn's Hector, Oct. w.

KobbK. m>

;

.

Ootobeb

Hall-Van -Mr. 0. M. MunhnlPS (Cleveland, O.) Better bitch Nell
(Sam-Floruit. Sir SheeirieiuP Dm. plan-Pimple; Sept. 34.
B*tle-Cr«xlt<h Mr. D T. Gt efri.it.y i\'ew Yorki Ins bred Ills Belle
(Sen-aii.jn-iiricpj, winner of 1st, in Nursery Stakes and ad in Puppy
|takes, at Kobln'a Island, hisi year, to Mr. A. E. Godeffroy'H Crox'ii

..

.

i.i.i

i

,

,';

v..

J.

,ii

.,,-

,.,

,,

.,-

;

''•'

i'.

;

:

.

;

i.

;

:

:

.

;

Judy-Ayrshire Laddie—Mr. Charles Morgan's (Bordeulown, N. J.)
Imported scotch collie bitch Judy, on Sept. ir>, io J. Lindsay's Ayr-

New Yc

shire Laddie. 1st

Flyaway

.l;,:i/«'i!L

flyawaj

collie bitch

;

n

k.

ini.-iin,

Pa.,

,

1

i'

|

and Loudon, Ont.

Jfc-Jlr. J. w. Buigess' (Orange, N. J.) Scotch
Kex-1-Tora) Oct. 1, to J. Lindsay's Ayrshire

:

;

Laddie.

Duerr'H (Orange, N. .J.) pointer bitch
Chlpsy to Westminster Kennel Club's Sensation, Sept. 6.
SALES.
^ Hanyer-Bird aayal Whelp-YoYtAat dog by Mr.
S. B. DUley (Rosendale, wis.) to Mr. Henry oraiton.
Jlamjcr -White Lily w'lu-lp Pointer dog by Mr. S. B. DUley (Rosendale, Wis.) to Mr. J. A. Jameson, New York.
TioyalEellon.-Leuv<u beli.on linellsh sitter dog puppy by Mr. GoodEel 'a Kackett (Rat '.let-Led a) out of owner s Kelp, winner of ad, LonF.

;

I

p..:
.:i-.i.-ji i;i
'..,1
don, Out., ;--: i':i
Mii.|..l. M. Taylor. Lo-anglon, liv.
HifHij-.-i PP.Via').
Liver and white ticked pt >im rr bitch whelped
Jiuiei, i«-i.iii lunge ..Imported Pomo-lm ported Nell) out, ol Chess,
let Loud 'ii. On'... ;--.:
.ii'.;rl-ij'si)asli-U0P: by the Deirnli Kennel t tub
to >toi. Heracbel, Femoh, JJJ. Y.
JYiMj-Ltver and white ticked pointer dog by Mr. McGonnegePs
blue): aid whit- oo-: out m' Mr. Ii. OdelVs PN'ea Orleans, La.) LotUe,
by Mr. ip p. \y.,i,-.r, to Mr, Buckner, New Orleans, La.
.-Hiil v.' i'|i' ;,., tier Pile'
PPy-P!
Py :- re: p.P.c
'i, C.'tbbS IP. n IP.
Mr. C. U. Goodman, Sprlnglield, Mass., to Borstail Kennel,
II., b,
Morristown, N. Y.
Splinter-.Sural, wiueJ.p -Irish terrier dog by Dr. J. S. Niven, London,
Ont., to Mr. J. K. Thomas, Windsor, O..L
Splinter-Snrali H7,.'0'-lr!sli terrier bitch by Dr. J. 8. Niven, London, Our., to Mr. Lawrence Timpson, Led Hook, N. Y'.
Hoi— Goidon setter dog by Blossom out of Moll, by Dr. J. s. Niven,
Loud in, Onr., t Mr. w. D. Trosee, of same place.
-

;

—

•

;

:

'

il

i-.-.l

ALBANY, Oct. 13.—The pleasant weather drew together quite a
number of local and other marksmen at, ucnsselaerwyck this aiterThe first match called was a new life-membership match at
300yds.. which was put on the programme with a view ot being used
when the cold weather drives tin- marksmen to the shelter aPnPe.J

i

noon.

by the hoi si- at iheai-u yard unrig p .tie. Vie- scores sere eoriiirrmee,.;)
promptly, and the llrst place was won by M. L. Gelger, of Hudson,
with the splendid score ot 32 out of the possible
points. The scores

has sold

lllgglns, Delaware Oily, Del.,
per p.e.er'.rp- cccr
H. Qoodsell,
York, to
Pride of the- bord. r out of Petrel.
petrel— Mr. J. C. Hlgglus, Delaware City. Del.,
J. C.

New

LP coodsell, >ew York,
it Liu ii.
Print

has sold to Mr. J.
lam-rack setter bitch Petrel, by

ihc pure

C, Hlgglus, Delaware City, has sold to Mr. J. H.
York, the pure Laveraek sorter oil.ch Petrel XL, by
Border out 01 Petrel.

New

i.-s-ll,

PililcOf lite

I'UnhiiH.t-:\t.
I-.I:

Li.

Pi

I-'outlac,

il-.eii,

Delaware CiLy,

has sold to Mr.
\nrk, the English setter dog whelped July 15,

c. Illgglns,

...

x«w

Del.,

by Dashing Monarch out of Petrel.

ISsc,

Cockek im-OKTATios:.
Dr. J. 8. Niven
land, the biack

just received

-a

li

from Mr.

A. IL Easton, null,

Eng-

.'..":-,.. :nei pup. (Beau-Blanche), a great grandlie is eight, mouths oli I, and will when masen of champion is u ill.
tured weigh il or 2i pounds. He mtist be a good one, as the Dacca
expresses himself as perfectly satisfied with him.
PHE8KBTATIDH3,
Doe—TW J R. Niven, London, Ont., has presented to the London
p. n PPe.nic ihe Irish iiai-lerdog puppy Doc.
Gordon Whelp— Dr. I. S. Niven, London, Ont., has presented to Dr.
J, A. linrle, SpettcerviUe, Out., a Gordon setter bitch puppy.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
W.

G.

a, North Andover.— Will you be kind enough

to pre-

iciibe for my Gordon setter puppies, two months' old? Tue'dam was
When tie pri uplo.-i were about a week old
fed on Indian me il mush.
they had a la go swelling aPun the thrum and upon being lanced It
ipiiene
ion IP" iv One hart he sumo gatherlne, on the Inside of
a, Per thai they seemed to
one hind leg.
be well lor sever.il weeks,
when they uegan to cripple In their legs. It would come upon them
e
tjuli e sartib-nly
art .-•-:
uhijiit pain.
As hev were walking
aioug they would slop and llielr legs would wriggle and shake as h
thev hid been loose- jointed wooden leas on which they were trying
to balance themselves, or perhips It. would only eotorrienee at ihe toe
which Would crui'i, ami n lyric about; then it would go to the t Gee
in he same, manner, then do n wou'd go the pup Hut, losing all conirel„f the legs,
here is ai.-.o s ill some humor or skin trouble which
.i

I

.

, i

..i

I

1

i

.-.

i

:

Chas

Win E

Jas

G

a

Fitch, Bal 9... .4644464—SO

Gaus, Bal S... 4544465—31

11.

4445544-30

miles, llep s

I

Webster, Hal S. ..4444355—29

At the conlcuslon of this match the competitors wont to the 500yds,
to commence, the eleventh coinpetltlon in the iris..void
match. When the match was called the sky was. overcast and light
or liiai. grayrsa hue so much ile-.lren hy riij.-uieu air n. run rail u
string of bulls, and so close ivns the shooting that the Uriei inpyj luc
of the winner was in doiibl up to the firing of the last shot. The
scores were as follows :
P. E. tiiiswoiij MltP range Championship Match— 500 Yards.
Theo Moshe.r, Bal S.... 5555555— a 5 Chas G Cheever, R c. .;.:,:.; -,,._-..
5565651—34 Chits II Kaus, Bal S. .. .5545435 -33
A Tlrorne, K C
3535555—33 R E Morse, Bal C
5555364—32
J G Webster. Bal S
6346466—31 Royal I Green, s C
Fitcn, KC
4544544—30
Next Thursday the John Hodge match at 800yds and the Life-Memfiring point

i

i.

r,

I

WmB

bership

at 5uiivds

PiPj re'h

v, ill

calleu.

iie

two matches, " ail K
may be expected.

tri'd"; in tli'-sc

i

.

1K7

as follows

Leonard Gelger, BS... 4455545— 32

;

i

I'll

i.he

ere

,-

.

lujc

Ii

1

wegr'ner should

racst ceh

ii

-

'.'.,

exciting contests

hliow,-:

iLseli

in

:.i:

.

yrlhni ,sU luster: also

'.isiicca

e

sumo

scurf.

I

worms with s up, mine, qui una and aloes, a little sulphur
oil.
mis st.it led a very row long, round worms. One pup
soon gr-w so b id unit killed him. an examination showing his small
Intestines Up be completely clogged up w)i n these round worms.
It
seem-, to me. that, worms In pups require Just as heavy a dose of medicine to S an, them as It they were m old dog's. Am I correct, and will
tnc .nips stand Hi dose? A us. We uavi- otien had the same exporP
enc wlih puppies at weaning time, caused by worms, and have
? oin« litem plenty
nearly always hroujrUt them l.hroijen ajfep ov
1

•

-

i

or thick, sou.' milk.
In fact

atthlsiige;

W'e. make ibis the principal article ot their diet
we knnwot uoihlug ihat a b-to-r tor a dog or any

n in
hine on, i,, L
l,._„..
an pu.jp.es nre moic or less suoject to It and, unle-s It suuuld pi-o\ c to oc he mange, it will soon disappear.
are
u terly opposed to givrng dogs, especially young ones, any powertul
e.vu-aoi'oiiiary cases, and then only with the advice of
drug, except,
HI"

mi!

'

,"

'U

II

an tiouLce.

i

PI

•.:

..

•.

:

1

1

i:

'.I

ii

,-:

;

.-ill

i

,

,

i

;

We

i

Wm

BOSTON, Mass,, Oct. 11.—Bad weather surroundings did not pre'Lee lo-urr
vent a fair attendance ol riflemen at the Walnut Hill
In the midst of the gale prevailing the following scores were made:
Sharpshooters' Match—200 yds., Mass. Target.

ALBurt
Warren

D

P Holder

10

.11

C P. Conant
C Watts
HPipuleton

8

9
10
8

M Huston
(.'Montgomery
U inness
J Francis

9

1

W

I

11
9

10
10

10
11
10
9
11

10

7

11
8
10

9

9
9
10
11

10
9

Ma,.

Ii

11
9
10

11

11

8

9
11
11

9
12

10
10

10

8
11
It

9
11
10

12

9

9

8

10

10

9
11

9

9

12
15
10
10
10
8

9

6

S

11

7

8

11

8

9

6

Badge Match No. 5—Possible

A C Gould

iss
B. P., Washington Heights, i. I have a fetter one year old
is very turn.
I think he has worms. What will rid him of
them, and what kind of lo id will fatteu him 7 2. He got over au attack of dtslemp r about. Hirer; months ago which left a whlilsn spot
on one of ins ejes. I have ;riod tonic but It does not drive
away.
Wlidi can I do tor It ? Ans. 1. Try a quart of iblek sour milk once a
day; more It he will e.t it. This we nave found io work well In
many instances, ot coin se he must have u generous diet besides ihe
milk. 2. sprinkle a pinch ot the finest pulverized sugar ovei the Pall
oi the eye occasionally.

who

B Fellows

It

EA

47

„,..4T

1

40
40

Davis

C B Conant

.

12

7

9
10
11

8
9
10
9

10—105
10—101
10—101
7-101
10—100

9
11

10
8
10

7—90
9—94
12—94

9—93
6— S9

11

10—

8

md

d, of
lieie

Borel

G Warren

rii-.-.

spri i. gfleld, dually

limes in late years carried off the honors.
nada by each person lu the two days' shooting
shots lo score, and each had the privilege ot
I'he ciOscncss of Ihe struggle caused many
id the tiring Was rapid ano continuous during
tne day, The prizes were
wore awarded as follows: Biimstead, $6(1
": Elisworlh,
Ellsworth, revol
revolver; Brown, fio. Eoltow.
Charles, $3(1 ; While, fin;
lug .ov ii, beat ihi'-e scores made by eacn prize winner, on*-haud, at
Massachusetts targets, «iw yards distance
77
76—231
7S
S S Bumstead, .iprlngheld
7(1
cnailes, Boston
7»
76— I4S1
77
77
7G-230
A (' White: Uililgenori
77
76—229
G F EUS
T6
76—225
I II cro.'
75
75
i

ii

•

W
L

ii

May

Z C

l;.P,

(,

Adams
AU
O B Hun, uolllnsvlile, ct.
Dr W M Hrowneil, tulcope
il

....

A Wilson, spilnglleid

J
J

N

J

C Cassuer, Chi opec Pal

...

Kr>e, Hoslon

Dr Henri. SprjngarW
C V,l., Via, K. Sp lligpel'i

.

J EM.il.i

McDotiuld, S u Barren, sprlnglield...
D Fullrr ypnogiieiu
P b Wilson, ,s|iimgiield...
11

HB

Handy, spilnglleid.

74
76
74
73

70
73

72
72
71
70

70

h E Cooley.HpnngOeia....

J

....

..

71
71
71

69
69
67
6T
64
66
5J

73 - 224

73—220
71—21(1
6D— 215
71—21.1

70-215
70—214
69—213
70—212
66—208

66— 2U6
66-206
61—199

63—19S
69—193
61—191
68—172

16.—The official progi-amme of the October
matches opened to-day with a strong muster ot ritlemen before ihe.
butte. lu the MarkJiman's Badge Match there were 185 entries. The

70
75
79
70
69
66
76

41
42

1

HCKuowiton

SH Gregory
GCGoodale
DS Pierce

WmAUStln

R.

C.

92
93
87

40
47
4«

87
S2
85
79
69
70

47

44
45

46
43

46
47
46
43
42
47
44
44

82
71
60

41

42
46

Total3
1S5

182
ill

93
93
92

106
159
165
154

SO

91
91

ST

H8

89
85
88
BC
90

U6
141

137
136

CBTICOPETJ FALLS, Mass., Oct. 15.— The Maynard Blue Club today umrie the following scores, tislug the Massachusetts Pup;, a. •
and seven shots to score, In a record match

200 yards, off-hand

Arms

.12

1

10
10
...11
10
12

a r

1

Henry

...

Albert
.Icriks

Handicap Match—10

OM Jewell
.1

HS Harris

45

S Lewis
J

H

Miller

L Sampson

....45

IjeQi

scai'es I'Ouhteii

one

:;.-_.

-

u

10
11
9

8

10
10
10

9

9

11

10
9
11

11

12

MAGNOLIA 1UFLE GALLERY.—All-comers'
Mr. E. P. Richardson has mar.
cash prize for each score

-r,.

n,-

u

W

G

AU-comers'pistol match,

12
10
7

PI

11-69
11—69
9-6B

ride mateh. In this
rici'i.:. iLrir.r.:
49
47
40

50
47

fo
4S

46

47

50—24S
43-236
47—232

14

H

SO

79

:

9—71
12—71
-i

S
S
10

JAmes

49

10—71

il— 71

I

46 47-47
43 43 43
shooting par excellence:
si— 240 J
77
Williams.

WH.FarnliMm

day'ton

11
10

46

Yeaton

JAmes

9

9
9

46
43

I

9

49

S Per g

10

11—76
12—75
8—72

.ret.

,.

E V Richardson
G Brown

RPSchaefer
«
Amateur rifle match;

10
12
11
9
11
9
8

11

P

,."

li

10

,
1

HltChCOCk

45

47

47—234

47
43

44—216

79

80—236

CINCINNATI.—The

Cincinnati team of tonshooteis
match with the
met the visitors.
home team
There was trouble over a centre shot sent by one of the visiting team
upon a fool target beside the regular one. This lost his team the
ma ten, the score standing, IJ'jypni Cm, CI no mail .v.n pucsiu e .re

In off-hand

vs.

visited Dayton on Oct. 3 and had a
for a purse of flntt. An unpromising day

work

I.

:

ZETTLEK RIFLE CLUB.— New York, Oct. 11.—Shooting lor a sliver
cup, Creedmoor target, Hi soots per man, oossible eh M. B. Engel 50,
C. Juclsou is, il. Doi'ler-is, C. G. ZeitLerss. P. Z.e tier !'-, J, Levy 47, A.
".' re
-ei -;p
16, J. O'Nell 46, W. Klein 40, H. Holges 46, J.
I

i.acr

,

i,e,,r ,,

.ear.,,

'.'he

'P

11

pel CO:
I

;

THE TRAP.
WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB.— Annual reception
uii'ls.

i'i

P.iUyliiii.

.[..

f,

1

i,

IS

..

l

limit. :iu

at the club

were cm

",-ei l.anfii

'.-

r;,u

" Any body's Cup," open to
i'ar the
llllj
,1:
pie sci
[iin'rnrin
the aii'i'UPiePe
Phllinlelphla, Ulv./nnn. flew York, Long branch, or-

ground when the shooring rrgen
1,

uiel.iPi

I

,,i

,-;:

the Maryland,
es,

::''<

.,

.

1

1

'

r

.'.•'.

...

I

:

,

e

P

i

'

'

'

""

I

and

P:

l!

'-'

'.''
.

The first, prize was a silver cup, the second
mihstei' Lvenoel clubs.
prize a sliver flask, the third prize ten per cent, ot the entrance fees;
10 birds each, so yards rise, 8 misses and out ties, miss and go out.
Twenty -six entries. Entrance ice. fin. About wo o'clock, ami before
thehrst snoot was over, "jln fcur 10 Pill, a huh com iruicd Purine
the lemalnder of the afternoon and, although it made things very
unpleasant, did not stop the shooting until it was time to leave the
The following Is
grounds to take the afternoon train tor Mow York.
:

1

the score:

Mrcoleman.
luimxil—io Mr Sprague...
.1111111011— 9
lltllll II 1— 10 Mr McAllister.
Mr Thompson
iiiiiiimo- 8
minim—10 Mr Gilbert....
Mr Worden
miimoo—io
Mr Jones,
llllioi 11 — 9 MrDe Luse....
niiiiuiiio- 7
Jlr Lane 6, Mr Curtis 5, Mr Donner 5, Mr Roberts 5, Mr HoweU 5, Mr
mesh 3, Mr Morc'Uejcl 4, Mr Davis Mr Sands 4, Mr Clifford 3, Mr
1

'...

.

Arnold
Jr

1,
1

2,

I,

2, Mr Boughton 2, Mr Appieton
Mr Gambrlll 0, Mr Martin 0.

Dr Kenny

Mr Gray

..-j

on

1,

1,

1

..Peiii.n

-'-

Pci'm -rl
for first prize
1

err

'-'-

:

Mr Thompson,

2,

".

suver cup, second prize 10
s cond match was
a.
per cent, or entrance, at six singles, handicap rise, and three pairs
'2.5
111
yard.4. which had twenty-rive entries.
This was In progress
ii'litc d
l.ne:-,.- se
I'm.,
e.u p 1. ,
In.
led m 'In r' ...
day. Mr. B. E. Jones, of the Marrag .nisei Gtiu club, won the shoot,
with a seore or al.x singles anil five out ol' the three doubles
'Ihe
second prize was won by Mr. Sprague, o£ the uiverton Club ol Phila-

The

1

rrum

.1

1

1

delphia.

The grand shoot

of the

meeting

c'

.

..

:

:

The clubs were

.

3.

3

.

are.

1

.<

;

.n

..p.

.

.

rl

,

i

,

1

.

;

3,1.1,

the scores :

The Rlverton club.
Sptague
Arnold

11110111111111111111—19
101 111 111 OP .11 111—17
littiiiiimeioionii— 16
1

ales Ulster

WHUams

1

10111101111010011011—14—66
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Westminster Kennel club.
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Thompson

The New York Club.
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Nicholson

Kinney
colonel Armstrong

Thomas
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Lober 44.

.....42

score to have first choice, the other
prize winners to choose in order of their respective scores.
Two-lmndred-yard miu.cn, Massachusetts target, same as above.
Two-hundred- v.. id subscription team match, open to teams ol live,
from any organized rtfle association. Any assoctaiion may setid one
or more teams, but no Individual shall shoot In more than one team.
200yds rounds, 10 entry fee, $5 for eazb team. Prizes, 50, 30 and 2b
percent, of entrance fees.
One thousand-yard match, open to all comers. Klfle and position,
any; rounds, 10 one score to count; entry fee, $1 re-entries permitted exact lies to be settled by next rest completed scores. All
competitions aie subject to the rules ot the M. K. A.
;

11
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shots.

E A Borel

47
46
46

Merrill.

GRGrifflng
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11
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cooler
Locke
Kirk

42

43
.....43
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The Narragansett Club.

;

bTTOHBUKY,

Mass., Oct. 16.— The two mllltla companies In this
city, Fltchbury Fusiliers, Co. B., and the Washington Guards, Go. D.,
In the 6lh Regiment, bad their r get!
its a
fl
field days this week.
The Fusilier's picnic oecured on Wednesday, when they went to Lake
Wauchocum. many ladles and friends accompaning them. The entire day was one u, pleasure.
The parget shoot occurred In the forenoon. The distance was 'inn yards, oli-hand, 5 rounds each. The
11eeure was 15. The prises were awarded to Capt. Gi orge E Goodrich, Private L. S. stone and Private W. K. Smith, with a leather
medal to Private L. H. collyer. The best single shot was made bv
Private George H. Davis, who struck the- bullseye.
The Guards' Held day was \esicnla,\, when imp marched to Pound
Hill lor their annual target shoot. The conditions were distance
aoo yards, off-hauci, 5 shot-., "rr.
vPP.r re'"" >- IheoiLsr
Competed lor and those who won them are as follows: Private
Daniel O'Rouke, best single shot, awarded the company medal; FirstLleul. Thomas II. Shea, cash prize or S3, score IV
Sergt. J. B. Coughllu, poorest shot, leather medal
Private Bernard Heunesei poorest
shot at short range, a toy pistol. At the close ot the shooting for
prizes there was a drill, the company shooting by rank and by file.

.-,..niiiinnmntitin-r.i

Sands...
Jiavts

011(1111111)1111101.11-16
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Livingston
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JEKSEY SCHUETZEN

,

COI PS, Jersey city.— At the annual meet-

lng ot the above-named eoi

held last Wednesday, the following
members were electtd for tl e ensuing year A. B Hardekopr, Capti
Cur. Sec. (third term); GHlrsehbtrg,
tain (third term
r
rcas. (third term)
Fin. Sec; Fred Hansen.
P H
schlesler,
Th. Pltz, First Shooting Master; J
Speaker; H Heye Verwaltoi
Dehmke, second shooting Ma -"
Dr J Heifer, Physician. From the
reports from rhc secretary and Treasurer we are able to give the following figures The corps number at present time 124 active and 26
honored members. The receipts during the year wore $l,20L27.
is,
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creedmoor, Oct

C C Merrltt

46
40

44

44

,

V Johnson
K AClapp

making the highest aggregate

has long been a friendly rivalry between
oi Huston, who took the second prize, and

C.
47

FHKnowllon

1

rUi'ee

RANGE AND GALLERY.

R.
93
89
90
78
77

iean-is or four; carl, mar. to shoot at twenty birds; entrance fee, $25.
the Rlverton Club, lue Westmiu
ipib, the
Nari'agrorsetr club, the ^ew York Gun Club, the stated Island Club
and the Orange Club. The cup was won by the Rlverton Club, after
six hours and five minutes shooting, by two birds, they making a
score of 66 the Westminster Club second, ivai.
.-co e e r.j
.lie Narragansett club and the New York Club, with a score of or. each: tne
Stucco island 'lub
arat the orange Cub 5s.
The birds were good,
bdua furnished by Mr. Gilbert, ot Philadelphia, and they were retrieved each clay by the pointer hitch and setter dog owned by the
keeper of the New York Club grounds at Bergen Point. The follow-

45
44

annual prize meeting of
Massachusetts hhle Association will be held Oct. 27, 2s and 29, opening each day at 9 a. m. The conditions for the 2tioyd. match, Creedmoor target, are open to all comers. Kllle, any; rounds, 7; entries
unlimited. Winners of prizes to be decided by the aggregate of. the

^haating.

Chester Hinds
A Mai Dews
8 II Hlldreth

8T

60.

jNPrye

47

g D Arthur
A cough
3

8
10
9
10

12
11
10
12
10
12

WALNUT HILL FALL MEETING.—The

§ifle

I.

I

GP Ellsworth
FE Nichols

,

1

W

m

a compe.eul. veb-rtuaiy.

I,

:

WORESTEB, Mass., Oct. 13.—To-day Is the 41st anniversary ol the
Worcester city Guards, Co. A, id RegP, 9th Slate Militia, and it was
ohserved by having a held day, ending with a banquet.
During the
Intel-noon there was a target shoot- 01 the active, passed and honorary members. At. the banquet they had as theli guests the Minor ol
the city Phil e.'-r 'uprirr.py General ouurles Pevens, Associate Justice of
The Guards were also a portion ot his
the Supreme Judicial Court.
command early lu the war ot the Rebellion. At ihe banq.net pipes
were awarded, which were eumpered tor at (he target shoot In the
ecu.
The conditions were 2u0 yards, oil-band, 6 shots, wlih
a possible 25. The result was as follows:
18
Corp A E Brown, the company gold medal
r'rsL'J.lJeur. P i\ Barret
1 oelpcg chap'
Is
Corp U
Watklns, an air pistol
............17
16
CapO RShumway, a revolver
Win 11 Dewruje. French alarm clock
16
ChasO Butt.riek, pale sleeve buttons
12
Geo J Patterson, watch 'harm
12
Win 11 Morse, a scarf plu
10
S Goodnow, a leather medaL
2
The above w ere all actives ; the honorles and passed members competed by themselves : same conditions j the result was as follows:
John C. Newton, an opera glass
....ic
Major Nathan Taylor, a leather medal
2

i

treated for
and castor

•-'.

ftr.

made were

.7.

II— Mr. J.

Petrel

J.

do,.

to Mr.

GARDNER, Mass., October 13.—The members of the Gardner Hide
il" hyp shoot rr IP-ielrer
ere e'll. ill ioi'CC '
'PlPU
r Tie,,'t rPip
conditions were 20u yards, off-hand, inch ring and Creedmoor targets
The score, tells the story as follows

combined.

i

,

Penbac-ytr.

The disbursement was |l ,100. Dues duo by the members to the corps
reach the amount ot so 12.
During the pa t year the corps lost
three membeis by death. A committee was appointed to mike
preparations during ihe winter season por a ball. The headquarters
of the corps for the ensuing year will be In lloboken, aa a general
rule changes every year, once In lloboken and once lu Jersey City.
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at each, and ihe highest
State model. In the tol
received silver medals exa former occasion
»V. J.
I'lidei wood, ,Ir„ 44
W. P. H Iggins, 43 G A. Engel, 39 .1. S. sin
a
ha -nlia, .n p
\ T, Tomes, 37
D. CUauneey, Jr., 37; W. A.
Valentine, sit; J. Bauer, 36: A. ,1, Swift, 36; P. .Mc.Morrow, 36; A. E.
Slpiumivay, ip,. This mutch was followed by the Boylan, baker and
MeKUiney's Match, :il itiii and 300 yards, calling out »n entries live
e
rounds with a miliary rifle at each distance; shoot uierp r.in p
e
,' una position. The following are the
range to be done
scores: J. McNevln, 14; W. Flnkenur, 43; J. E. Ware, 39; A. P.
Tomes, 39; J. W. Adams, 39; A. 1). Pena, 3s; P. Watklns. 3s ,1. M.
ninory, 3S James Barnes, 34 H. V. D. Black, 34. The Irish- American mile Club, having rnaile. such
bold showing at practice as to deter the Scott lsh lads from tackling them, have secured another bone
of contention In the " Kingstown Cup,'' presented by one ot the
members. It was shot lor to-day, for the first time, with HI entries.
The conditions require ten rounds, any rlllc, at, 200, and Ilia same
number ot shots at MM yards two points allowed for military rifles at
the longer distance. The following are the besi scores: P. P. Miller.
s4; Captain M. Breunen. 74; N. O'Donuell, 74; lieutenant P. McMoiT"W, :/; J. cavanagb, VI: Lleute.umt P. Parrelly, 72; Captain J.
Kerr, 71.
On Saturday next there will be at Creedmoor an "All Coiners*"
Match, 200 yards, 5 shots each entry entries unlimited, but only the
three highest scores (added together! to count ent ranee tee su cents
each, or five taken in one name hi the same t line for $2 any rifle. Put
mllira ys lo receive one point allowance on each entry. No
ties to be decided by lot
Twenty-' n
iiiuo).
On Saturday, October 29. "All Comets''' Match, second day (as
above). Scores made on either or both days win count.

imported Scotch
Imported Hex. 1st

,1.)

to Jas. Lindsay's

15,

distances were 200 and 500 yards, 5 rounds
possible oh points, with a Remlugton rllle.
lowing list of prl/e winners all the men
cepting Mr. Shepard, who had won one on

in,,..
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William Douyse
P McGIll
Joe M oiler
George Van Slse
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Prank Morgan
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Wm Kamptmuller
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H Hedeman
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We

Rtjnnisg-Watkb Notes.—
readily consent that the Muses bad their birth and rearing in the neigoborhood of certain spriogs
and streams. This was a wise provision for
their subsequent musical education, since it
was intended, no doubt, that, they should
gather the rudiments from such congenial
sources.
The Greeks left us no account (as
they well might have done) of the technical
drill pursued by the nine sisters.
However,
we m«y suppose that they wrote off their
scores from the fluent dictation of their
favorite cascades aud streams, and that they
scanned, or "sang," all such exercises by
the laws of liquid quantity and accent. Perhaps at the same time, the better to measure
the feet and mark the cresural pauses, they
danced, as thejr sang, over the rippled surface of the stream. Nor did the Muses alone
love springs and running water, but it would
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seem that the philharmonic societies of their
descendants have had their haunts in like
localities
or was it mere chance that Homer
should have lived by the river Meles (hence
Melesigenes), or that Plato should have had
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-em

world,

post paid to

any address on recelot

of

one

dollar.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Powder for Dogs
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.
THIS POWDKK 1s guaranteed to kill fleas
Steadnian's Flea

1

on

dogs or any other animal-, or money eturned.
patent boxes with sliding pepperIMates Its use. Simple
|

K Is put up In
tax
and

top, which greatly la
efficacious.

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
ratalntng ten powders, with lull

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and

Sm( and Fokest at-d

Stkkam.

Conroy, Bisset& Malleson,
05 Fulton stn
N. Y.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,
et,

1

Cortlandt street, N.Y.

ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME

TfRICHt * DITSOV,
Washington

680

street,

Boston, Mass.

Is simply a device for holding a dead duck In a natural position In the water, on Ice or land, as a decoy. Sent to
$4 per dozen. No. 1 for mallards, etc., No. 2 for widgeon, etc., No. 3 for teal. For sale by the trade everywhere, or

Paintings of
Dogs,
MADE FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.

Oil

The undersigned

Is prepared to paint at short
notice Oil Painting of dogs from Photographs.
Prices low.
Address MRS. T. c. ROBEiesoN,
Refers to Editor Forkst and
Bock Hill, S. C.
Btbrax; Dr. W. A. Strotber, Lynchburg, Vn.-; D.
C. Sanborn, Doivliug, Mich.; P. H. Brvson, Mem-

phis, Tenn.

OctM.lt

RIVERSIDE

COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,
Claremont, N. H.,

Box

%

&

J.

NEW HAMMERLESS

W. TOLLEY'S

With Safety Bolt across the

"STANDARD" BRAND,

-

-

$12f.21

1

-

-

143.18

)

do.

-

"CHALLENGE" da

-

-

-

167.40

"PARAGON"

-

-

-

229.50

do.

a<i

desired j the triggers' are

_

.

B-

-

-

price,

"THE PERFECTION."

GUN,

ont of the Hammers, working either automatically or independently,
also automatically locked and unlocked.

ho-BORES EXTRA,
"NATIONAL''

any address, C. O. D., or on receipt of
by F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, His.

TERMS-- V

/>S^
*mmi^

$10.80

Draft UVJUll

\f,^ fh. Irdlr

_«os^W*

33.

Champion Bragg and Champion Feather, Grade
(Snip ex-Yulette) stock lor sale.

Pups ready

for delivery.

Sept22,tt

Imperial Kennels.
We will take a lew setters and pointers to thoroughly Held Break. Reference given; Batll
Guaranteed.
Broken dogs lor sale.
n. CLAY
GLOVER & C. GROVER, Toms River, N. J.
OCt6,4t

ONLY ADDRESS

PIONEER WORKS, Birmingham,

FOR

SALE, Brant, by Leicester out ol Sanborn's
Nellie, two year., nine months old, color black
»nd white ticked, well broken. Roxey's Boy, by
Dash III. out of Koxey (Nellie-Leleeeter), two years
and two months old, broken, black and white.
'i
i"ra, ex. Llewelins Leda, by
Four pup:
all
Dash II. out of Armkla (Pocahontas-Lelcesterl. very
line, ten weeks old.
Any parties wantln;
Mock can be accommodated. For prices and lull
particulars address I. YE.-vRSLEY, JR., p. o. Box
14, Coatesvllle, Pa.

A comparison of these prices with those charged
In the Gun Stores for reallv fine English Guns, of first-rate quality, will result In your ordering direct
»
'
from the manufactory. It has come to our know
mi urttmon on us are being sold in the States bearing our name. As we make only flue guns, genuine
rib, " J. S, W. TOLLEY, Maker), St. Mary's Sq., Birmingham."
li

•

TOLLEY guns have engraved on the

Octfiit,

8ALE—A dark liver and white pointer dog
puppy, whelped Feo. l, 183 , by Dr. strachan's
Flasn (Old George-Peg), sire of steel's Ftake, out of
r
a,
Barker's champion Princess (Rang
puppy Ls offered for sale on account o£ rhe owner
having no convenient place for keeping him. Address LOCI! ST, P. O. box 3,9113, New York city.

FOR

TlieDalyGun,

,

HAS FINER BARRELS,

THE FITTING

Septs.tf

.

ShootingonXJza.stxaLi-iia.snsocS.4.

they a re desirous of obtaining deerhounds,
older young, from the recognized leading English
If

List* furnished

octu,tf

AGENTS FOB

Si

g&**S

m

SALE, setter pups
FOR(property
ot
Lonl

CABTi'S

MamA Shane— Quality

NEW DOZmLB REVQLVlNa
guarant&fil

of the* field,

.Prtaa

.

tar

ttara

TEA*.

any

otTusr.

should be remembered that while

It

we

are the chief distributors of

the.

regular Colt Guns, we are
guns In pigeon and.

sole agents in New York for the Colt Club Guns. The complei e supremacy ot these
glass ball trap shooting Is so well known that no word of commendation is necessary.
Every genuine Colt Club Gun has the rubber heel plate, with the words,

THE CLUB GVW

SPANIEL KENNELS.— For

around a circle, within which appears th° rampant Colt beautlf itlly embossed. We are also agents for the
celebrated guns of Enos James i Co., Birmingham, and Forehand & Wadsworth's Great Single BreechLoader, Besides these we oiler a email Job Lot of Webley Guns and some choice Parker Guns on special

ages and colors, dogs, bitches
sump, ROB'T WALK E it,
July 21-lf

and puppies addie.-s u uii
-Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

terms.

SALE, a finely bred Gordon setter bitch. 6
FOR
months old, broken to stop on her food; by
Lock ex. Kit

F.

I

JOHNS, P.O. Box

Address H. & D.

P. O.

NNEL, N. H. VAUGHAN,
boro,

broken ami hale
tor sale. Dogs
terms. P. O. Be
:

.

setter puppies lor sale,

Irish

Hory O'More out
PearL

of

red

by champion

Address

W.N. OALLENAugll.if

f

land and water. Price $35. Abo a good Foxhound,
2 years old. Price $15. CHAS. F. KENT, Monticello, 3N.

OCtuO.lt

Y.

XriOR SALE CHEAP, a young and finely bred Irish
setter dog; Is yard broken, a good retriever,
and In One form to begin field work. Sold for
lack ol use. AddressN. C. J. ENGLISH, Elizabeth,
Oct20,tt
N J
1

SALE, a number of well bred and well
FORbroken
pointers and setters, also dogs boarded
B.

s

SALE, a handsome Irish red setter dog,
FOR
years old, well bruke and a good retriever mm

Norah O'More, Magenta and

Full pedigrees.
Albany, N. Y.

and broken,

satisfaction guaranteed.
Lakevllle, Mass.

RICHMOND,

Address H.
&ept*2,tf

SALE, Gordon
FOR
out of
.lulv,
1BS0,

POINTERS. For very superior pointer pups, by
Chaiaplon Sensation out ot Livingston's Rose
(2d New York, isso, and dam of Baronet), or tor
Btud services of Baronet,

HENRY

address,

W. LIVINGSTON, Box

lolk County,

New

York.

33,

with stamp,

Greenpoit. sulSept'22,tl

BF.RNARD PEPS FOR SALE.—For pedigrees
ST.and
other pariictilars, address, with stamp, P.
O.

Box 94,

Lancaster, Mass,

Sepm,6t

IRISH SETTERS and Cocker Spaniels
FORof RED
tne most rnshlonable Dlood address CHAS.

DENLSON,

Vtu

ghe gennel

proSporting dogs

Mass.

also a number of broken dogs
nipples boarded on re as0 uabie
-Mf

"DORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred
DER,

Street,

BOX 4.3119.

New

York.

OcWjf

Mass.

JLV

FOLSOM, SO Warren

Ha vorb 111,

677,

<-.

THE COLT CLUB GUN.

of Belle of Nashville
Valentine, Esq.), by that
en an i.i.uii Joe, Jr.
A rare chance, only a tew cho.ee ones to offer, and
Bold under guarantee.
Just, right now for fall
Shooting. Pointers and sorters fur sale. Address
NASHVILLE KEN:-. EL CLUB, Naahyiiie, 1 enn.
Sept2-2,u
otit

J.

COCKER
OULEOUT
Cockers or all

application.

SCHOYERLING, DALY 5 GALES,

t v will buy a pure Irish dog pup, 4 mos. old,
I Vt
having one cross ot El.lio and two ol
Plunket, $20 will buy a native sei ler bitch,
mos.
Address E. J. RufjOld, of a very popular strain.
septt5,tf
BINS, Wetherslleid, Conn.

world famous king

SUPERIOR

COSTING TWICE THE MOXEY,

several valuable deerhoui d from lite famous oil .a
Heather anil other winners lordlsposal. Ac" Buret B
Uthis noble breed should communicate with ihe

kenneL

IS

To a-ia^r otlior CS-ixn.

SCOTCH STAGHOUNDS-The Reverend
HEAL
Grenvlile Hodson, Hildgewater, England, h.is

above,

Eng,

FOR THE ABOVE SUMS THE GUNS DESCRIBED CAN BE PLACED ON CARS IN NEW YORK, ALL PAID, IK S WEEKS FROM ORDER REACHINGT7S.

r

Hartford, Ct

SepU6,U

Price *1U0.

SAJIUEL

seller dog,

whelped

«h

Oetaffl.K

SALE, thoroughbred English Greyhound
FORbitch,
or will exchange for a ane bred Pointer.
Address E.

F.

goouING,

lilgln, 111.

Octi3,'it

BEAGLES.—A

W

few eight weeks old puppies for
from imported stock. Apply at once,
OetM,2t
Palo, ilhih.

sale:
.

•

j

J.

PERC1 VAL,

IYE

FOXES

Montclalr, N.

WANTED.—Address Box
J.

EEYHOHND PUPS FOR

J7« |£#0«l

SALE, three dngs and

C3T two b tch pups, out ot my Imported English
greyhound bitch Juno by myimponed Leo. Pups
Are m u = e-< olrrel and Sue,
wheloed Aug. 12,
healthy animals. H. W. HUNTINGTON, WllllamaOctfi,3t
burgh, L. I.

POINTERS, young

dogs partially broken; just
right to put on game; oi Rush, Snapshot and
Sensation stra ns very handiorne and promising
Address EDMUND
Also one brace ot puppies.
Oetis.tt
OttGILL, 1036 Dean street, Brooklyn.
;

of

Maude bv champion Grouse.
G. DIXON, 715 Walnut St.,

Pl-.Uadelphla.

^entul

178.

Oct20,2t

PORTRAITS ot Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on tine tinted paper, will be sent posf^
paid for 25 cents each, or the five for $l. FOREST
AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park Row,
Dec30,tf
S. Y.
SALE, fine red Irish Setter dog, 3J< years
FOR
old. broken on quail Address A. G. SPENCER,

West Brook, Conn.

FOR

Cameron Kennel.
Beagle Hounds bred for bench and Held purposes.
RALLY (Sain-I)rlly) Stud fee, $'25.
;

KaCKET

(Rullv-Ro.-V,

;

stud

fre. $10.

Colin Cameron,

Lirlckervtlle,

Pa,

KENNEL, Locust Valley, Long Island.
GORDON
We have on sale young dogs and Ditches of

the purest sti'ln-;. civvininiiig ih'-- Lion.! of Toledo
Kennel Club, now YVl'.lar.l's, t, rouse, Munn's Duke,
CnM-mliu limners Rupert, stoddari/S Duke, etc,
Mr. Malcalm'.i Maleolm, Col. 'loo's Ki'lne, Mr. WllWri'' all bred at these kennels.
lard's Dream II.
Address G.JKUON KENNEL CLUB, Brevoort P. O.,
Octl3,t£
Brooklyn, New York.

FOR SALE, red Irish setter dog Victor, warranted

nrst-clflSS,botb In breeding and the Held. Also
Addresser
bitches Mist and Zephyr
apply to A. W. PEai.lts.VLL, Huntington, L. I.

mv Gordon

Octl3,2t

SALE, two good English mastiff pups, male
and female. 10 months old: weight 105 IDs.
each ; are docile and fond of children. Address R.
OCOS,3t,
J. MCNALLY, Stonington, Cona.

SALE— Also a few
FOXHOUND PUPPIES FOR
tovhounds. Imported stock. Address ESSEX
oct",3t
COUNTY HUNT, Montclalr, N J.

—See

Ki,wnel AdvertinemenU ntxCpage.

A

E

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
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\ht fennel.

THE

Gordon Stables, R.N.

Dr.

~§ohh and ^ouhn for ^gorismen

<§oods.

fjifiortsman's

Pat. 1SC5
Reis.luno
1SS0

Author of the
IP
"PRACTICAL KENNEL GDIDE," &C.
•"•;,>,.

SOUTHERN

October

Gives addresses of prin-

PEDIGREE

PBIBPTIXC; A.\D COnEPIIilNlft,
eHBAPERTHAN CAN BE DONE IiY ANY OTnEK
HOUSE IN AMERICA,
which does first-class work and guarantees

VON CULIN PATENT SPI
By

i'i

'li

.i.LAR

satls-

AN 11 BOOK.

mail, tor $3.

P. O.

Box

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.
BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

6TJNS

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

SALE, Llewellin Setter Lndy Elgin
FOR
and W. Tan;
1878; color,
Is

I!,

:i

wli

;

lic.iuty:

li

BtmalintulS section on L ;,,--,
vi: itu-t, gie
chickens, gtouse and ou
is
a.
duranee, staunch, be-i oi
tlon. Reter Chir.
she Is trj
scrlption of her in Held .oo name
for a hunter and br
lowltz and Queen H.ss.
there are few like her offc.ed for asle. Price.
lbs
Someothir stock I year old. .-.:•'.
o
Champion Gladstone, prie
ytsrs old, hunted on
white seller Bitch,
andsnlpe, lBBtaunrii, tt li .- .;.. ..;
:-

-

:

W. PRAi T STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

i

214

:

i.

-

.

.

Phila-

Gunning and

also reach the best localities for

•-

;

Thii tin

'"•

M YORKTOWN

,;,.,:/...'.-

m

TATHAffl

p.ccrpt.

..'TiV,/,

,,,-,:'.'/l

Leave, New
p m. Baltimore

li.

ts-so p m. Arrives at
Charlotte
a ni. Danville "7 a m.
Atlanta *l 2-011 n't.
Macon "fi-30 am.
•1-00 pm.
Montgomery "L.vr. a in. New Orleans '10-02 p m, 54
Pullman cars New York
hours from New York.
to Washington, Wa-hltig on to Charlotte and Au'o iiuiViia •r,-f.,ip ai, and Augusta
Atrlves a
.n,-,ra,
10-15 p in. savannah »3-io p m. Jacksonville "8-15

delphia 15-15

Lynchburg

;

!

*4-3'.s

Selected Standard

Leaves New York "lO-onpm. Philam. Baltimore 1-45 a m. AiTlves at
Richmond "l t-:to a in. Lynchtmrg "2-2.5 p m. Dan"5-35
Charlotte "12-30 n't Atlanta "12. 20
m.
ville
p

handsome

ver>

country.

TTI, 90

orange

brt ee of

mouths

O'd;

hem

no
reasonable If
I

Is

;or 'his fairs
Idress THOS.
street, Jei sey City.

ft

MO ntgomery

Trap Shot!

to.l

Soft or Chilled.

LUMBERS

BEBKMAV

83

of children; pi Ice. $35. Also a very line setter
bitch, very Ktaunch in lb" field; price, fao. AdOct20,lt
dress W. J. MORTON, Portsmouth, Va.

F. A.

Pa.

To exchange
WANTED—
months old; -ensatton

Lakes Again Open.

stock: yard broken;
lust right to take the field; (he Is (he Unest young
pointer I ever :-,.w and Issue to make a prize
winner) for a young- ted Winchester Cnesi teal
Bay dog. ducks, Pouglikeepsle, N. Y.
Oct20-lt.

"TTiOP SALE,
J? while, 3
Lou (3d, N. Y

1

raetlinl

m ord Is

kn

n<

SEWEI.L, Tarrytown, N.

VIA

B09TOS AWQ

bitch rum, liver

"
"
"
"

'•
Upper Dam.
"
Upton
Mountain view House or Rauglet

Boston to

1

Lakes; and

Dam and

12,00
18.00
14.00
11.00

return

outlet and return (Indian Rock),

and

via haindagton
ludlaiiKiii-kiind return vlaAhdover
Bangeley Lake and reunrn

"

"
"

Oct. 20.1t

Phillips

13.75
15.V5
12.50
11.00

ruii'i

16.25

"
Indian Rock and return, (via ADdover, return via Farinliigton)..
(via Ando\eij lii-mb stream and

><

f$p0rtsnrct>"$ <$oodz

"

"

Fork;

«

Dead

15.00

30)

are KesartS In
Ticket.,: for

I

t

s;:

WAI
DEPOT,

Send

offices

and

BOSTON.

MAl!Kt.T M^.,
'"""li.

I

am enabled

those
for circular

!

accommodations

lo oiler gopfl
seeking b all a, rec

_

t.-

.

Good gunning In the immediate
drive.
fishing

to all
m d urj pi asure.
aeiguborl od foi

Bass
Btnesce
y. ct inge nl tc ..... i«e.
on the Delaware.
Address E. D. HUFF-

WAN, Bos, a,

.Marshall's Creek, iionroe Co., Pa.

&

Taxidermist
No, 335

Shades,

a
Moun

1

ige

I'd

1:1

NEW

-

'

01.

10

Conwm.

gantly

11 lu

gen tR warned for Life of PresiACOm-plete, mlthiui history
grave, by the eminent biographer,

1. .r.i,.|.

from cradle

Naturalist,

1

A

1.

.is,

,

;
i

-,..

1,1

1

I

;,,i-,

(ti

„

Iflclal

o., Portland.

pie-

Una

CHAKLE.s

A.

a.

audthe

or.

Adventures at Rangwoj
or ^, v nn and adventuri
,.

i

hi
„
duress niUbtrated,
au
id
comprehensive guide Iiojk to orlkeru Mai lie and
the head water- a .1,
.,
uuuii. IT.U
HUaVh and Aniosl,,
ini;
pager.
takes and ponos eoonectjd with them
tided paper, 11SO Pluatrauons and laige ua,p,
ny man, posupald, 50
i'tiee.
leiniiijied covers,
1

:

-

1

.

1

FAItKAR, Jamaica

Line.

a.

m. daily,

,

:,

a

Still

TUCKERTON, BEAOO HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
sol a N, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned tor SALT WaTER SPORT AFi'EH FIN
AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Aass. Agent
FRANK THOMSON, Gen'l Manager.

rxvv,it

Plain, Uasa.

,

Staulaj/,

with

"THE

FISHING

LINE."

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.

R'y.

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vlr•iii.i
r.me Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
Greenbrier and

-oattitains.

in-

New

Rovers.

amir and tlsh, deer, bear, wild turkeys, ivlld duck,
grouse, quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout,
La

,

:
i

.

1

.

al: lojr

ei.e

-!

Guns, ftshlng tackle and one dog for each sports-

man carried free.

The Route

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
- to
rne White Sulphur
Springs and oLher famous 3ummer resorts.
-ri oy rail at Huntingdon,
The C. .vi, R
1"
md southwest;
W. Va., ft 111
at Charlottesville, Va., from rhe North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension In
-

>

the

summer

-

1

,

1

of 1SS1 affords

THE ONLY ALL FAIL ROUTE TO THB
"

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacluc Ocean.
H. XB. FTTIXEB,
G. P. &. T. A., Klehmond, Va.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
some of the
T'HE BTBAMBBS od his Line reach
snaoriug ect ions
JL

Ene.^r.

waiertowl aad ualarai

f

nary Conneetniguu'eet for Chin oieaguo,
Island and poin's on the PenlasuLi, city
puini, James Elver, CutTltuek, Florida ai-d the
mountalnuus country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc
1

ai-.i,--

.
;

.:

1

Lewes,

i

,

!

i

Dell.,

,.

1

a.

.

-

1

:

..

1

:

-

'

:.

I

street,

'

,.•

'

Monaav and Thursday
Greenwic»

New York.

House, Boston.

Bromfield
R.

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling & IIIackBass Fisheries,

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
and the Michigan Nurth Woods are unsurpassed, li
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of AbU
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found only in

N

e

KUKoPEAS PLAN.

MESSENGER,

,

(JHAKLES A.

J.

FAii

,

i.i.,

Jamaica

PUilr.,

Proprietor.

-.

The TROUT season begins May 1 andendsSept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends

Wild Fow_l_S hooting.

PICKEREL and MUSCA-

SPRINGV1LLK liOt'SE OR SfORTSMF.N'S RETREAT, SUINNECOCK BAY, L. I.

BLACK

1

BASS,

r

iKE.

LUNGE, also abound In large numbers in the many
lakes and lakelets of ibis territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
mends or "club" at home, as lee for packing fish
:

,

Ij:

hag

a

read

i

..

a

,

I

i

,.

:.

I.

..

TAKE YUUK FAMILY WITH YOU.

The

scenery ot the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautiful. The air is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beuedcial to those suffering

wltr

Hay Fever and Asthma

1*

erections.

The hotel accommodations are excellent, and will
he largely increased In time lor the sea.onof issi
10 ir-u Liiniilings and additions.
During the season lluUMt TRIP EXCURSION

TU KETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
attractive train laclllUes offered 10 Touilsie

Guns and Fishing Tackle

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
BYbavm.in.
always on hand the best ot
lias

boats, tanneries, etc., will the Iarge.-.r rig of tndned
geese decoys on the coast- The best erour.d
-.villi
in the vleiniry 01 New iori, foi b.-y sui..e sh. -eing
speclel .-.tun ion given by hlmseH
of all varieties
.._... anteed
Address
to his guests, and sal
- by per.-iWM. N. LANE. BOOd Ground, L.
mission 10 J. R. Suepiieid, S91 biuadway. and Wm.
Dutclicr, J'JU Broaaway, N. Y.
-

'

Tim Pond i™ Seven Ponds.
TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.

and

Carried Free at

sportsmen feel "at home"
I; is our aim to make
P01 Tourists' Guide a handsomely
on Oils route
Illustrated book or Ifid pages seul nee. Ttmecards,
nd fur' lier Lufurmai ion, address

Parties wishing to visit rhe Seven ponds, via
Eustls and Tim fond, can have buck-board teams,
guides, boats, camps, With board, In readiness, by

writing rn advance to

,,

KENNEDY SMITH.

Eustls. Maine.

li,
RICHARDSON AND RAMtELEiandl.AKE.S
complete

TUB

WILDEh'NKSH. -Second

Tins &iory describes the
o-Miv.
iston ireiulemeil tn riie Kicbara
1

,, 11

n
euLs.

,

m

1

1

1

11

'
'
,

.

1., aial InltjieHtlug;
rtce -a. uents
>h

OilARLlvb *

,.l.

u'AKRAIt,

a thurough
be RaugeleJ Lake i(c t ,*. hiaine-

LINTRATtlD,

,

!

11 ass.

Ohio

Full mioi'iiiation given acotnee, 197

L

eentB.

&

Chesapeake

THE ROUTE Of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

OKKXOWN.

for A

orffl
|

(,,.

'.I.

a.

;.

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting and
Hunting.

v

i'y
r ...iiii.ieiitiiuloL
from the aii-fropiaiiau ere,;-. ,, 111 ..-.omeiy ixiuiu
in Cloth, a.i a ,o,.;:i:,.s .:;,. p,it;es,
lllllStrftOOni:
SMIt try mall, 1™. l.-ani. o„ n-eipi or p, ice, , ,.«
1

Maine.

1

HO!

Lukes, i eapPal simy
wilds or .VI. .in,.. 1,

Utae

p m.

uer
Of Calvert and West Baltimore streets, Baltimore.
511 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and leading
Ticket Offices East.
A. POPE, Gen'l Passenger Agent

*Dogs,

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

iroung,

An ele-

YORK.

,.|e.,

"3-45

Dally. 1 Dally, Sundays excepted.
For reserval Ion of berths, sections, and fortt"kets,
time tables, and for all Information, apply at 300
Washington street, Boston. 22:1 Broadway, New

End

m

Bird skins raid

,

EAlSTWALD

readv t.iid-iivery.

k,. .ill

uat.d volume

pre, ared In a very superior
id, or
Cases, Glass

ass,.,

Eyes tor sale or pared at (he she, st: noil
paidtor Birds, turd ski,.s, etc.
i

dent,

JllMUDllil.

TJP-STA7RS,
Birds and quad upeus

manner

CAKnii." —

BELL,

Steam Ferry Lines

FL^INDTCRS,

.1,

BOST0M, MASS,

C.

Savannah

p m.

"i.-i5

Bay

1

SPORTSMEN

Best Sportsmen

SON,

Macon

a in.

Philadelphia t5-45
Leaves New Y'ork t3-to p m.
p m. Baltimore t8-.l5 p m. Arrives at Portsmouth
tiwoam. Weldon ti-511 p m. Raleigh t7-:« p m.
Wilmington "045 p m. Charleston *8-00 a m SaColumvamiali *l2-:io n'n. Jacksonville t—JO p m
bia *6-00 am. Augusta "J- -to a m. Sa vannah "3-15
pm. Jacksonville via Augusta *S-I5 am Pul man
Connect* at
Sleeping Cars Weldon to Charleston

for list c

Gen. Pass, and Ticker Agent.

JOHN

1

The watersof the

880

it

Send

-

.v.!.,::::'

'.

r.a.7

.,

;

Grand Traverse Region

Also tourists

&

i-.-.-,"'.-.i

16.25

Muosehead Lake and return (ML
"

W. SIMMONS

W.

p m.

$9.00
...a

return

Middle

"

G.

EXCURSION

KANE, tENOVA, BED-

principal cities to
ni

,n

-_:

,;,;.;

other well-known centres for

urday.

"

Anrtnver and return
South Arm iiioka. ...a

(20

y.

ffiEAISB

RAILROAD.

vcrv healthy; out of
pup, N. Y., 'SO.) C.

old;

by HlieBS

'81)

,

<

EXCURSION TICKETS

dog eleven

a pointer

"10-00

.

OUI -Point, Fn., 7-00

Fishing Season at Rangeley

sister to Vea.'s'oys Countess. Just right, for
trainer. For full pidlg-reeand particulars address

ter,

New York

Leaves

Philadelphia "l-isam. l'.ali,tmore*4-l5am. Arrives
Wilmington *H45 p rn.
at Richmond "11-30 am.
Savannah "12-30 n'n. JackCharleston *s-on a m
sonville ts-40 p m. Columbia "c-00 a rn. Augusta

.

mlda,

Stilppen st „ LancasOct. »o it

YTiRK.

and Routes for gggwtsmen

feotslB

SETTEES FOR SALE.
Llvy 71., born 187s; very
handsome, blue B' Hon; Knte and Clara, blue and
lemon Belton, 18 months old. by Roseoe out of Ar-

BRO'8,
NEW

ST.,

m.

Jacksonville via Augusta "s-'.sam. Pullman Sleeping Cars New York to Charleston.

SSS
Tl»

TATHAM&

and is a good ducklngdogand watch dog, and fond

FIELD TRIM.
PURE
Leah by Roybel out of

40.

Charleston.

•8,-:;o

4Vi
495

345

is

'

.,;.

il;.

J

Kanawha Valley, and Including in their varieties ot

Leaves New York "4-30 a m. PhilaBaltimore '9-15 a m. Andves at
Wilmington *U-25 p m.
-Richmond "2-65 p in.
Savannah '12-30 n'n. JackCharleston •s-ot) a m
Pullman Sleepers MUford, Ya.
sonville +S-10 p m.

Train

Train. 4M.

AHD1&

7,8, 9
3:1s.

,

DIFFEN DELETER,

-.,

.;,,:

1

iio'.ai:

Atlantic Coast T.ine.

to

;

3

<

)r(«i

delphia *7-«5 a

(Moore's) ex Will's Belie, lis months old the other,
Orange, by the native setter Prince out of victoria

FINE NEWFOUNDLAND DOG, black
AVERT
years; do»s some treks,
and -white; ge,

a

Mobile

OCt20,2t

(Warwlck-Bellel, is months old; trained. Price,
$85 each. Address BH. W. 1IUBBELL, Concord

1-1.5

Macon '0-55 p m. Montgomery "s 00 pm.
'4-50 a tu. .New means *lu-',2 a m. Pullman
- Tnrhtn Atlanta via [iirlurj.ml. avii Atlanta

n'n.

.

Owner
won; tl

time to
taken at once.
'Rooting. For

delphia

artlv broi.en; have been hunted
full pedigrct
Thoy come
ig dogs In the

i

on quail and woo 1cock;
from the best sti

;.

all r.he
FfiL'l)

'

Train 48.

£
evenly marked:

,

1

1

Bitch, sister to Jim. is months, Will male a
one, price $55 (from noted dogs). Address
Oct. 1
VONDERSMI1 H, Lancaster, Pa.

TTtOR SALE.—
and white

Fishinar

Pennsylvania and New" Jersey.

,

direct

HVsf Point to JRic/lTmi,...t 51.1 a«a(4S.
York t.;-4u p m. Phila-

(»,:,,-(-

m

S,ti:i/rlil,

4-00/1
,'/..: arc rvt

,.,,,,,,,',,,•/,,,,,,

Train

old, color I
f.n; Gordon

pi lee

Without

Permsivania Railroad Comp'y

Baltimore ".Mo a m.
Arrives
Richmond '2-55 p m. Danville *T53 p m. Charlotte
"12-53 nt. Atlanta *pt-;:s a m. There makes same
connections as No. js below.
Pullman oars Richmond to Atlanta, aad Atlanta to New Orleans.
Train li. L"av>'s New York ts-3ii am. Philadelphia ni-45 am. Baltimore 13-10 p m. Richmond
"lO-uOpm. Danville '7
a ia. There connects with
No 42 below. Pullman cars from Richmond to

,„„„,,( ,!„a

i

B£ TRANSPORTED

eru.blF STi.'CK TO
failure or Injury.

1S81.

delphia '7-05 a m.

via York River l.Ua,

months

.)lm. is

Tan, staunch on game,

1,

Richmond and Danville LineTrain 50. Leaves New York '4-30 am.

from llaUimorent

'1

don Setter Dor

whlcHrun over the smooth

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT OCTOBER

Danville.

i

of reshlpaiea:, while rhe excelsteel tracks

and dangers

culties

31.

and Southwest.

'

:

most of the

their lines for reaching

.

THE LINES OF

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire.

Delaware City, Del.

ii,

by

PARKS and BACK COURSES In the
a iiese. lints b>lug CONTINUOUS
a
M
-laia-.
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi-

Exposition,

Florida, the South,

Breech-Loaders.

to

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
afforded
1

Cotton

R. R. Co.

Tltut-TING

October 5 to December
AND ALSO TO

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS.
SIZES FROM 4 TO 20.
Muzzle- Loaders Altered.

& C. VON CILI1V.

E.

13 to 21, Inclusive,

ANO TO THE

Atlanta

^porfsmm

Respectfully invite attention to the

to the

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."
Price 19 cents, post. free.
cipal English breeders.

1881.

20,

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

The Direct and Popular Boutes

Send for

itttd |?c.Hotifs for

The Pennsylvania

exports champion and other psdlgree dogs of any
breed.

][)atch

ASSOCIATED

S2TEIDER.

flTWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

[Ootobkr

guide book to

1

OUpaliptlC,

OagO,

Lakes and the

t

i^d

1

la

lei a

lilia-e

1

imnecuout

Con aeeUcllL, Magn.eis Ipuinin-

|.e„u

oiiver:,. lint'-' p.d.ei.:v..i|mge.s.

wy*. Price,
A. J.

and

artuuelieee>-

la-ao e.-alcieol

.uo.vay. Auiii-0-..-uggin ana

.

<»,

ilium

1

anona

ap. m.de UlOStlj tlOMl ae.CUl Hie
|.,m-im..i iij tuttU,ou cento.

II,

ffAKKAK. Jamaica P

aUN

CUAHLE8

l

ain , Masft

.

«

U

[Ootobbr

FOREST AJND STREAM.

27, 1881.1

PATENT
DOG

TOVS
MEAT
SPR AIT'S PATENT "

"

CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

are Purveyors

by Appointment

to all the principal

Snows and Kennels

in

me

Packed In Cases

gTAMPBB-.

'X.B

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

pounds each.

of 113

FRANCIS

18 South William Street,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

LUZE &

O. de

£port$m$nts

Miscellaneous

MANN'S

Trade Generally.

§aads.
Any

&

HODGMAN
BROADWAY

Trolling Spoons.

To be bad In smaller quantities of
Crocera and tbe Sporting: Goods

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

-

;

COMPRISING

American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long..,.. 2.00
Angllng L a Book on, Francis
7.60
Archer, Modern.
25
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
L60
Around the World In the yacht Sunbeam
30.00

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable lor Trolltor all Mods or flsh that will take an artificial
and adapted for any lake or river in the
United States.
Our Perfect Revolving- Spoon Is undoubtedly the
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to
the public.
Three sizes made— No. 20 for bass, pike, pickerel,
or any fish under five pounds weight No. 21 for
large flat
t si oon ever made tor salmon
trout
No. 22 excellent for deep water fishing.
Beware of Imitations. None genuine except JOHN

ng

Art of

Tan Color Coats,

Black, White op

;

AND COMPLETE

;

Bl v spoon.
H. MANN'S name Stamped 0)
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal
in Fishing Tackle.

MANN &

JOHN H.
SYRACUSE,

ealers

Fishing: Pants.

N. Y.

Send

for Catalogue

WANTED.
WOODEN

(ESTABLISHED 1838).
at World's Pair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

JOHN KRIDER,
Sts.,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Heels. Lines, Hooks, Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Ply Hooks,
Etc., Etc.

rs~Salmon, Bass and Trout

Made

to Order.
r-cle traded Center Enamel Split

Also " Krlder's "

Piles,

and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.
Taxidermy In all its branches.

Birds'

Spratt's Patent

Dog Biscuit.
Repairing of

all kinds.

TO ANGLERS:
JOHN ENKIGHT & SONS,
Fishing Rod

& Tackle Makers

25 CANADA

A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
Manufacturers of Fine Fishing- Tackle
of Every Description.

M

ST.,

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing. Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and

also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our Bethabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Fenna. State
Pairs.
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeh
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
free.
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten

centsln stamps.

DECOYS.

CHAMPAGNES!
STANDARD AMD DRY.

COD-LIVER

A.

OH

ROCHEREAU & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS,

FOE
General

16

'

and

this office.

Oct20,2t

New

GOOD'S OIL

^

i

{'-

& Co.(g^-

ri

ticle.

Send

tor price list

MARTIN

S.

HUTCH-

INGS, P. O. Box 365, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Frank Good). Bradford & Anthony, Boston

"

SECOND

"

"

"
"

KNAPP & TAN NOSTRAND,

ithat most of the Horse
traveling in
aoKTml'* Powders 6old here are worthless trash, lis
says that Sheridan's Condition Powders arc absolntelv
pure and hnmeuH : raluable. lsoUiins on earth wul
owders. Dose,
EiakeheBBlii
oijeto;isni»:miul tooTiL'pintfood. Soldeverywhere.orscnt
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,
liy mail for eight letter stumps.
tiUston. Muss., formerly Bangor Me.

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake and
the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable comfor the sportsman, hunter and lutn
£anion
ately coiTected and revised, and now ocknowl
edged to bo the onlv correct map of this vast region'
1

Neatly bound in cloth covers.
mall. 6n cents.
Plain, Mass.

to pay.

CHARLES A.

J.

Price, postpaid,

by

FAERAE, Jamaica

VALENTINE BROS., OanOSVllle,

POULTRY

B00K™BLACKBASS

1%

10-bore,

In.

"
"

Pistol Stock, Choke-Bore,

with all newest Improvements, and warranted the finest shooting
guns that can be made. For sale very low.

FRANCIS TOMES,
BROADWAY.

738

FULL INSTRUCTION

AND FLY FISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALT.
TOOLS,
TACKLE
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.
ANGLING

BY JAMES

738

THE NEW AMERICAN

AND LlFB HlSTOST,
MODES O*

IN Alt TBS

HENSHALL, M.D.

A.

In Press.
Ready In May
Large l2mo.
400 pages, price »3
(PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION.)

W

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.
SIMPLE AND

DURABLE

For Prospectus or Particulars Address
DR. J. A. HENSHALL,
33 Wesley Ave,
Cincinnati, Ohio,

0RANGS JUDD
Rebounding Lock.

CO.

PUBLISH THIS DAY,

For close, hard shooting excels aU others. Extra
heavy guns'for ducks a specialty. Send stamp for
circular, c". s. SEA'1
tactorer, HatMass.

GAME,

New enlarged edition of

"

How

to

Batty's

Hunt and Trap,"

Contalng

hunting Buffalo, Elk,
Grouse, Quail, p a rtivoodcoek, Snipe, and' ail the other
etc.
Also rj; Locality where
Game abounds. The new edition Is re-wiltten,
containing additional chapters on choke-boring and
gamelocaliues. ana is niusi ruled v, it a many new
engravings. 12 mo., tinted patter. Price, post-paid,
full Instructions for
Urtelopt?, Bear, Fox,
M'.'te.

BIRDS' EYES.
Birds' Skins, Taxidermists'
Supplies.

&

Nataraliste'

Game, waterfowl,

$1.50.
:.

Send

for

New

Price list.

W.J. KNOWLTON'SNaturalHistory Store,
168 Tremont St., Boston, mass.

DEMUTH

tee.

I

'id

BROS., Manufacturers of

IV

.

.
1

r

Farm Homes,

Reduced Rates.

IN-DOORS AND OUT-D00KS,
By Mrs. E. H. Leland. Illustrated. This charming
book has met with universal favor from every
Mrs.
Leland has shown In this volume
quarter.
that she i« unquestionably the most talented and
brilliant ot Laly writers on matters pertaining to
the farm, garden and household. The work has
met with most extraordinary stiles. The enlarged
edition of the work
uta
n"The
:
and Training of Children,'' "Rules for
u
Right Living," etc, etc The le CreBti chapters are.
de. more crisp, practical and interesting
than the others a readj published, we have issued
no former wcrk which lias received the universal
encomiums of the pivss, as has Mrs. Leland'8
3

l

Consignments of

all

kinds of

game

solicited.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.

Artificial

accept consignments. Allow market price
day of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday for
aU Invoices of previous week.

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD-

SON-RAjVGKLET I A5ES REGION, includttg
the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous eoun.
try, as weU as the head waters or the Connecacnl
River. Connecacui and Parniaehenee Lakes, etc.:
cloth bound. Price, post-paid by mall, 6(1 cents.
CHARLES A. J. KAHRAH, Jamaica Plain Mass.

Eyes

for Taxidermists

Also, all kinds of Glass

We

all

Wis. 2«.

^

Mlnot'sLand and Game Birds..
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard.
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener

12-bore, 3-In. bend.

12-bore, 2j; In.

Agents.

MAKE HENS

1
00
s 00
69
60
60
00
60
00
SO
3 00
2 00
7 50

Riflemen
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
1
How to Hunt and Trap, Barry's
1
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher
1
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost. .... 1
Life of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
12
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher
„
for

COMPLETE SCIENTIFIC

ONE HIGHEST GRADE,

TANNED

The best thing in the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
snow-shoeing, etc. They are
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
In a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine ar-

<* London, European and 1
York physicians pronounra it
purest and best. SoldbyDtTigglBte.

Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer.

PATENT HAMMERLESS GUNS.

MOCCASINS.

lioacy of taste and smell,""
medicinal virtues and purity.

60
00
26
25
60
25
00
25

i 00

_

Gun, Rod and Saddle

Hand Book

75
60
60
25
00
80

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

I

superior to any in d<

3 00

1 60
1 00

Three Westley Richards

field,

or Consumption,

1 2B

Choke-Bore Barrels

York.
St.,
IS St^Lonis St., New Orleans.

6 South Willliam

Debility, 1
Scrofula,

W.H,ScnleiTelln

Stating whether new or second-hand, with al
and lowest cash price

particulars

Address E. E. P., care

LOO

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
2
Cage and Singing Birds
Canoeing In KanucWa
1
canoe Traveling, Powell
3
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water..
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
a
Gasseu's Book of Birds, 4 vols
12
Dog Breaking by Holabird.
F^- Fishing In Maine Lakes
1
Frank Foresters Field Sports
4
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
2
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook ft Line. pa.
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. 2
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Characters, Svo., 2 vols.

The Sportsman's Wine!!

OILER'S

Rheumatism

GEESE.

IOO BLACK BRANT.
IOO CANVAS BACK.
IOO RED HEAD.

KRUC & CO'S

Castle Connell, near lilniericb, Ireland.
Reels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
agents. All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon in this locality, as also catalogues 01 our
greenhean rods and epp.eta! assortment of tackle,
to be bad on application

COMMERCE

503

SO
1.00

;

HOUSE.

Premium

N. E. Cor Second and Walnut

is

OUTFITS.

1S3S.]

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
Hirst

SPORTING
RUBBER
ESTABLISHED

CO.,

Swimming

Athletic Sports for Boys— boards, T5c; cloth...
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
Bailey's Birds of the Cnlted States.
Balrd's Birds of Norrh America
Bechsteln's Chamber and Cage Btrd3
Boat Sailing, Practical
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c.; Shooting,
soc.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 60c:
Cage and singing Birds, 50c; Dogs, 760.:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, sue. Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c.; Native Song Birds...

BLANKETS,
Light,

on

*1.M
Adlrondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays.
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. 1.28
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition.. 1 00
-75
sdlrondack, Wilderness, In the. Warner's.
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c. bds.
T5
American Angler's Book, Norris
5 50
American Bird Fancier
80

Rubber Fishing Outfits,
tout,

of tbe Following Books Sent
Receipt of Price by Forest and
Stream Pub, Co.

CO.,

AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YOKK,
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

425

The Patent

United Kingdom and abroad.

IMITATIONS.
BEWABE
OF WOBTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and
Every Cake

see that

241

and Manut'cturers.

Work done

to order.

Catalogue Free 01 Charge by Mall.

89

WALKER ST..

EASTWARD

NEW

YORK.

HO! or, Adventures at Rangeiej
Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventure
a the wilds of Maine. Interesting alike to old ana
young. Has received the highest commendation*
from the metropolitan press. Ban-someiy douoo
tilustraaona.
in cloth, ana contains 37b pages,
<8M oy maO, postpaid, on receipt of price, SL60.
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

"

Farm

Homes.-' Price, post-paid,

$1.60.

OH.lMiE Jl'HB «.;«.,
ail rural books and books tor sportsmen
Broadway, New York.

Publishers ot

75

1

Aft YOUR N AME»b}&Sf 0g
Lovwttl pnintd ro drvilw»

:

"

FOREST AND STREAM.

242
Jlmmunitioij, $tt.

J§$iHcelhi\eon$

ORANGE SPORTING

Powder.

October

27, 1881.

fmainmtiati, j§tc.

^idvt^Usemtt[ts.

The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder

J8&

Gunpowder

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
of strength ami n anlluess.
isters of one pound unla.

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

i

Unsurpassed In point
Packed In square can-

Hazard's "American Sporting:."
Nos.
<;•,

1 (fine)
Hi. :-egs.

to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
line grain, quirk and clean, for upMen adapted to shot-guns.

A

land prairie shooting.

Hazard's " Duck. Snooting-."
In 1 and 6 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
lb. kerr->.
ron.a.rkakoy close and with great
For rielii. lorest or water shooting 16
ra ni.a any other brand and it Is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.
Nos.

and

Creedmoor.

1 (fine) to 5 (coarse).

and

to,

i-:o-.

clean, shooting
1„-i„-tntii-.i.

ILECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at

Send postaleardfor ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
ihowtag SIZES of GBA1NS ol POWDER. Furnished

" At Melbourne they had an excellent opsays
beside
u ae ol every exhibitor in the world, and they came off conportunity of testing their powe
querors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation
tor this class of. goods has for many years been above all others."
They have been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other grin when brought in competition In the field or at the trap. At
Coney Island this year, at the New York state convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge
and the "Forest and Stream" Badge for the best average over nearly 20fteourpetltors. Send for Catalogue.
.

&

Rand Powder

Ho. 29 Murray Street,

Co.,

New York.

GUNPOWDER!
and
Oupon
:'s Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER
ol

Rubber

M't'g

Diamond
no

1

(coarse)

for glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other Ji
vflih either muzzle or breoeh leaders. Packed In 1
ters end U and liy, lb. kegs.
lb. and 5 lb. e j
J»u»ont's Clioke ISore.— Specially adapted
'„,.:'..,-'
-i.i.i'
<
......
i'1-e
rle and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and
moist; does not cake or burn on the barrel*, gives
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will
be found weil adapted lor glts-boH a ad pigeon
Shooting. Wade ot two sizes, only No. l and l\o. 5,
No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed in B& lb. kegs and
1 lb. Banisters.
Uupoiifs Eagle Biflc.-A quick, strong and
clean powder, o very fine a rain lor i-tol snooting.
Packed In 1 lb. canisters ana to, lb. kegs.

688, 490, 492

<:•

,1

.'"

-

.

:

.

Dupon I's RiSlo

Kenmcky Ride."
oa.i.of

;,.i,,.!

I

Company

OWN MAKB
AND GUARANTEED.

STREET,

Makes a Sporting
dress

I^ITMAIV,

MDJDLJOTELD, CONN.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

FISHJACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS,
Etc.,

ING LAMPS,
For

Ing, Canoeing. Yachting,
Driving at Night, and General

Bicycle
Lanterns,

Lamps,

Hand
stamp

for

Bird Dealers and
And

will

FOR WING PRACTICE.

it to

their

Fanciers

advantage to caU at Head-:

where they constantly can

quarters,

find

a

full

assortment of Song and Fancy Birds, also aU kinds

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

Double,

Single,

Rotating,

ot rare

Stationary.

Show

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Duckitfig,

POWDER.

|1 |VHH|ip

^-<i""
r'i'-v'ii:.!.!

M

"
_!

,:!

|

3

.'
'!

;
:

''
1

"::;';'

1

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). ANY DESIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP
and only one spring used.

SB Chatham

Y-

Catalogue sent tree on application.

Agencies at ail Principal Points in

28

IMIGHOLS

<& CO.,
REACH STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

B. F.

BISSIC,

New York

WE WILL BUY
Live Rocky Mountain sheep, Beavers, Antelopes,
Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, wild Turkeys,
Prairie Chickens, Quails, Woodducks,
Etc., Etc.

"

Manufacturers ot the

Practical Gunsmith

St.,

(Eatablshed 1847.)

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.

the West.

animals adapted for zoological Gardens andi

purposes.

Chas. Reiche& Bro.,

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols, and all kinds of Sporting: Goods.
GREENER'S AND BONEHILLS GUNS A SPECIALTY.

ALSO ALL GRADES OF

NEW

-TS

Fulton Street, N. Y.
(With Conroy, Blssett & MaUeson.)

STANDARD TRAP,

N. Y.

N. B.—Use none but D UPONT'S Fg. or FFg. tor
Iwig-range rifle shooting.

ST.,

illustrated Price

Name Fobbbt and

ALBERT FERGUSON,

CARD'S

Agencies In all the cities and principal towns
up presented by
throughout t.iio tinned Ma.o-a

9 CHAMBERS

Dark

Band

LantenrA
Sena

etc.

Office, 65

main or proof.

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE

BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES

TORB.

Pistols, etc. , con-

stantly on hand. Repairing ol every desei
done In the best manner and warranted.
bored to shoot close and hard. Plsl
to stocks. Pin Urea altered to central Are.

Lanterns,

Musicians
Pocket,

Lanterns,

Stream.

Sand for IUwtraU* Catalog**,

i-.i'i

Hunting and

Night

Fishing, Spearing Flsh,Camp-

A

List.

Dupont'sSpoitlng, Mining, Shipping! aDd Blast;-!/:.:-: am! descriptions,
special
mo- PowuVj i oi
Grades tor Fxport. Also Rifle, CaruKIgo, Musket, Cannon, Mortar, Mam aotn Hexagonal, cubical and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard.
Powder manufactured to order of any required

Send tor
Ad-

description.

full

WILLIAM

TION.

,

NEW YORK.

Elfle perfect.

circular containing

fine.

and Second-Hand Guns,

is:

.

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWal;0, SPECIAL GI1ADES FOR EXPORT OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MAMJFAC
TUBED TO ORDER.
The above can be in-nl of dealers, or of the Comv.nni.a.
s
a
m
pnnj 's Agents, in every tan

Goods op Etoet Dmcmt-

,

Hew

:

Superior Mining" and Blasting Powder.

SPECIALTY. OT7B

i

'

VINCENT

I

DEK;

:

SJP0MTI2TG

kegs ot

In

Kl-'l-

THE HUNTING SIGHT

Wyin j, ear. Broome lb,
ahb

TOOUT1NQ PANTS AND LEGGIN*

Wg, " St a-SIiooting."—

St.,

.,

I

.-.

KNEELAN1), 87 Bearer

!..

'-,

LYMAN'S "PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

BOBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FBI
FISHINQ AND HUNTING,

FFg. and FFFg. The Fg. for long-range rill
ar.d i i't'e. lor general use, burning
tog, the Ft
lb, 1 lb. and 5 lb.
strong and moist. Packed lit
ra, io,_ 12 s and lis lb. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg.

F. L.

':

lb. csnfsi.ers.
Hums strong and
ami
moist
The FFFG and FFG nre favorite brands for
oi'llnare imortlug and he " Sea Shooting" FG Is thestandard HijU Po« der ot the country.

Ml BROADWAY, tor. FULTON AT.

!'

-

I),,;.

8S W'ALI.

Goodyear'* India Rubber
Clove M'f'ff Co.,

to 3 (flue); burns s.owly, strong and very clean:
ei
great penetration, with, a close pattern; ad

t

.

sale at our office.

i»

canister3.

Dupont's Eagle Wucking.—Nos

,

ail
n 1

r.,".,

,,

powdei

Packed in

Meriden, Conn.

/:,

,

Rrain.— Nos. 1 (coarse)
DuponfN
t04(flne) lmeuii.iiicd in strcngih. quickness ninl
cleanliness; adapted for glass-ball and pigeon
hooting.

PARKER BROS

COODYEAR'S

IN USE!

Dtro.vr's Gi;M'i",vi.Eit Miu.s, est;; mi, lied lnisoa,
have maintained then- grout n nutation R>r:-e\ eut.\elght years, Manufacture the following eUebr&ted

frauds

:

I

iil,irsNt,,N. V.

«s

FFFG, FFG and " Sea Shooting » FO

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURSA L OF COMMERCE

Laflin

Hazard's

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

FREE.

i

OB

Guns

As was proved at the Fly-Casting Tournament at Coney Island, June 23.
Champion Class was won with one of our 10 ft. 9 oz. Bass Hods length of oast. T5 feet
inaleur Class was won with one of our lift. 8 oz. Fly Rods; length of cast, fi7;f ft. The
no in ce was won with one of ourll^j ftiooz. General Rods; length of cast, 75 ft. Our
lor to all others by those who have seen or used them.
Send stamp tor catarods are a
logue, with Mass. Fish and Game Law.
First prize In
.,

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

;

i,

n

,.-,

!.

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short of.
60, to ana 90 yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration. 10 and 12 gauge. Send for circular.

20 Sent, Host-paid, for * J.
H. H.

8PHLEBES &

CO., Rochester, N.

T

The Baike r Guns
OUR NEW MODEL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Cun made

foi

THBJEEBABBBL

DLRAR1L1TY
— AND —

fe^g^

PRICE, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
CAIIASC US STEEL,
.

.

SHOOTING QUALITIES

840
»55 to 8200

<

SEND BTAMP FOB DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

BS'^

^3^

This gun

is

light

PRICE,

and compact, from
1..

C.

-

875 to 8250

» to 10 its. weight.

SMITH

The

rifle is

perfectly accurate."

Maker,. Syracuse, N. Y.

—

.
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Sweepstakes Shooting
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Gambling?
The 8SOBT8MAN Toubist :—
Minnesota Fin and Feather Who Wants to Go? In Curri"
tuck and Dare A Trip to Hathan Bog; The "Tarrapin
244
before the House
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;

;

;
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Bust Spot* in Gun Barrels

;

The Hurtling Grouse; Wor;

Circumvent the Ducks October Deer Stalking Lako lirie
247
Ducking Grouuds Bamogat Duck Shooting
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A Crusing

Canoe
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Madge's Little

The Trial Races The Pocahontas
Answebs to Cobbeseondents

We

would suggest that two
tend to this matter, and

if

number should

you

will call at this office

we

at-
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law prohibiting the capture of striped bass less than
This is the case especially between
It is done openly every day at this
the small fish are numerous. It is
year
when
season of the
sincerely to be hoped that you will take some action in this

Subscriptions.

Subscriptions may begin at any time. The subscription price la $4
per year $2 tor six months. Remittances should be Bent by registered letter, money order, or dralt payable to the Forest and Stream
Publishing Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers
throughout the United States and Canadas and is on sale In Europe
by The American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C. London, Eng.; and by
Em. Terquein, 15 Boulevard, St. Martin, Paris, France.
;

;

,

Advertisements.
Special rates for
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line.
and twelve months. Reading notices 50 cents per lineeight words to the line, and twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements
should be sent In by the Saturday of each week previous to the Issue
three, six

in which they are to be Inserted.
Address: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
Nos. 39 and^o Park Row, New York City.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Thursday, October

37.

The Unprecedented Demand fob Forest and Stream

Monday without any copies. This state of things shall not
occur again, as we have made arrangements to still further
increase the edition printed, so that there shall be enough to

J.,

a

man named Wolf

girl of

seventeen with

a supposed unloaded shot-gun, which he pointed at her in
It is said that the murderer has not been arrested

of

We have preached

lo,

many

these

years,

and the more we have to do with them the more afraid of
them in careless hands do we become. We have had in our
time some rather narrow escapes from others, and nothing is
more annoying to us than to see any one who neglects the
It
care which we believe to be necessary in handling a gun.
is not, however, to sportsmen that accidents most often happen. They have, most of them, learned how to use the arms

them with

much

so

pleasure.

It

should be

a felony to point any firearm at a human being, and,
to our notion, the hanging of the first half-dozen individuals
found guilty of the act would have a marvelously salutary
We commend this subject to such of our readers as
effect.

made

occupy chairs
of the Union.

in the legislative

bodies in the various States

and that

—

plating a trip to Florida
see

predict that the winners will have

their laurels will be well

worth lie

this

winter

should not

fail to

it.

SWEEPSTAKE SHOOTING GAM-

IS

BLING?

&AMING

is

defined to be

A

a stake."

game

the early

" the

act of playing a

I understand to be

common law gaming was

early as the reign of

game

for

any game,

Henry VIII.

not

statutes

week

a

somewhat curious corporation has been brought
It is styled, the

" International

Match Company, Limited." According to the certificate of incorporation on file in the offlce of the Supreme
it is

organized under the act of February 17, 1848,
of corporations for manufactur-

"to authorize the formation
of these several heads the

uew concern

is to

The Court

made

as to

of Kings Bench,

wager as to whether or not
wagon had been purchased.
Thus there were lawful
wagers and unlawful wagers they were both wagers, how-

a

;

ever.

To-day we look upon gambling as unlawful, therefore it'is
fair and natural not to call that transaction gambling which
the courts will recognize as a legal contract.

be defined to be

illegal

Gambling may

wagering or gaming.

Would

the

courts to day decide that the winner of a sweepstake

is enrecover the stake from the stakeholder? If they
would decide in the negative, then to shoot for a sweepstake

titled lo

is

to gamble.

The English statute on gaming, 8 and 9 Vict.,
by way of wagering or gaming, to be

contracts,

declares all
void, except

"subscriptions, contributions, or agreements to subscribe or
contribute for or toward any plate, prize or sum of money

be awarded to the winner of any lawful game, sport,
pastime or exercise." In 1848 a case came up under this
was decided that a foot-race was a lawful
game, sport, etc., and if two men agree to run a foot-race,
to

statute, in whicl^it

and each of them deposits .£10 with a third person, the
whole £20 to be paid over to the winner, that the agreement
on which the money was deposited was legal, and that the

£M

belonged to the winner.
the understanding that competitive shooting is a lawful
game, sport, etc., under the clause of exceptions in this
statute, to shoot for -a sweepstake would be legal, and there-

On

would not be gambling. Under the Maine statute enact to prevent gaming for money or property,"
it was decided, in 1841, that money bet by the respective
owners of two horses, and deposited in the hands of a stakeholder, and paid by the stakeholder to the winner, could be
recovered by the loner.
Under this statute, to shoot for a
sweepstake would be illegal, and therefore it would be gamit

"An

bling.

The

New York

statute

on

"all wagers, bets or stakes

take place

upon any gaming by

would be difficult to say, unless it be that it is intended to
"manufacture" bullseyes. One clause of the articles of
incorporation declares, "The object and nature of the business for which said company is to be formed is the holding
of Grand International Rile Matches between the British,
Scotch and Irish rifle teams and the best American marksmen, and the place thereof and the locality of its business are
to beat the County of New York." To carry out these laudable purposes a capital of $30,000 is named in shares of $100
each and three trustees axe to manage the business of the

certain

1790, sustained an action on a

Under which
it

As

illegal.

made

forms of gaming illegal, and the courts refused to enforce
contracts "contrary to public policy or good morals." Lord

fore

a large number of native birds on the island, five hundred
quail from Indian Territory have been secured and will be
turned down as soon as received. The first c msignment has

we

their dread of things

Florida Game Resorts. We have in hand an excellent
on Florida game resorts from the pen of " AI Fresco."
This will be printed next week those who are contem-

titled

The International Riflb Matoh CoMPANr.— During the

ing mining, mechanical or chemical purposes. "

thing,

after the Britishers get over

article

the necessity of the most scrupulous

care in the handling of firearms for,

past

much

too

American in a competitive way, and then by spontaneous,
voluntary action, and not by the efforts of any set of rifle
match dry-nurses.

the sex of the Chevalier D'Eon.

Court,

ironed" with wide paths through their length and breadth,
and will not give a tithe of the trouble caused last year.
Everything now looks promising for a capital meeting, and,
judging by the quality of the dogs entered and the well-known

is

a music publisher,

Mansfield, in 1778, refused to enforce a wager

the interests of the Eastern Field Trials will leave no stone
unturned to secure a successful meeting. Although there are

already been turned loose, and more are expected in a few
The heart-breaking briar thickets are being "griddays.

is

"deeply deplores his rash act." It can scarcely be
doubted that this young idiot, as well as all the other fools
belonging to his class, know that a gun, whether loaded or
unloaded, should never be pointed at any one or any thing,
The proper place for all
that it is not intended to shoot.
such people is behind the gratings of a lunatic asylum. The
sad part of the matter is that people who perpetrate such
crimes are often not discovered to be unfit to have their
liberty until they have accomplished the killing or maiming
The man who has
of some of their unfortunate friends.
committed this act, while probably not guilty of murder,
has, by the law of New Jersey, certainly committed manslaughter, and should be tried and punished for that crime.

but

Rifle

Eastern Field Trials.— The gentlemen having charge

Mr. Saalfield

joke.

into existence in this city.

go round.

•winning.

will be

By
In Franklin, Essex County, N.
and fatally wounded a young

that furnish

during the past two weeks has taken us by suiprise, and we
sincerely regret that we were able to supply neither our
friends who called for them at the offlce, nor the orders from
news dealers. Notwithstanding the fact that an unusually
large eaition was printed last week, we have been since

give his business.

sport, race or contest.

shot

are Invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspondent's name will be published except with his consent.
The Editors cannot be held responsible for the views of correspond-

we cannot

ten times over, so there

and Mr. De Lano is a lawyer. We know nothing about the
concern and care less. If international matches worthy
of any respect and notice are to be fought in the future, it

late the

;

The Fobest and Stbeam Is the recognized medium of entertainment,
Instruction and Information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted

no easy

name appears

;

will

of the most prominent points for observation.
professional fishermen on the Hudson continually violist

matter.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

probity of the judges,

first

liberty of choice given.
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'

;

ents.

not figure In the Directory, so

The

pound weight.
Yonkers and Peekskill.

At-

!

Gracie-Mischief

your attention to the

or three of your

give you a

The incorporators named are
for twenty years.
John H. Brown, Richard A. Saalfield, George W. De Lano
and Orlean H. Dodworth. The last named gentleman does

half a

Field Trials and Bench Shows; Sagacity of the Colley
tention Fowler's Victims ; Notes

Yachting and Canoeing

call

Quail are systematically snared on Long
Island from Oct. 20 to 30 in order to have a good number
on hand for sate at the beginning of the season, Nov. 1.

The

FlBHOULTUBE :—
;

now

1

:

;

;

The Hay fish of Germany
The Kennel :—

enongh to permit of constant motion. Forest
and Stream has steadily claimed that one of your number
should be resident in New York city to watch the markets,
and another on Long Island, the home of the poacher.
liberal

following facts

;

;

:

tunate that not one resides south of Columbia County. Of
course you can travel, and as you are all appointed for the
State at large -this would be no obstacle if your allowances

were

88

company

There are eight of you, and as your apf^\
^3~ pointments seem to have been made without the
slightest regard to your geographical distribution, it is unfor-

This not being the case we

cester SportHmeu's Clabs ; Thj Decrease of Game Birds
Plan of a Sink Box Dogberry in the Field ; He Cannot

1

NEW YORK GAME PROTECTORS.

TO

CONTENTS,
Editobial :—
To the New York

JOURNAL-

SPORTSMAN'S

Poreat and Stream publishing Company, in the Offlce of the Librarian ol congress, at Washington.

Entered According to Act ol Congress, in tne year issi, by the

casualty or

lot or

unknown

be void
depend upon any race or

this subject declares to

made

to

chance, or upon any

lot,

chance,

or contingent event whatever."

Under

this statute again, to

shoot for a sweepstake would be to

gamble.

The New York statute expresses, more or less accurately,
gaming in many, if not in most of, the States.
Whether or not certain acta will constitute gambling is not a
the law as to

question of opinion or of abstract moral reasoning, but

it is

a

depends upon the law of each State
whether or not, in that State, to shoot for a sweepstake is to
gamble.
W. B.
question of law, and

it

—

;

!

2

:;

,
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slow and easy performance, giving mc ample time as I
sidled "down and out " to deposit my gun on a dry and safe
spot, and to arrange
corpus as a cushion for B., who
made the spread and weight of his appreciation of
consideiateness fell, without hesitation.
Probably the reason
for my forgetting to tell Mrs. B. of
tender care for her
husband's person, was the fact that the man, after such
painstaking to save his bones, actually complained of a
wrench or two, which, in
opinion, would have been unnoticed had not his gun barrels plunged about two feet,
muzzle first, into the water and mud, and this would put
any man, not a saint, out of joint. Rice could not disclaim
the purpose of the spill without discrediting his reputation
as a driver.
One of the nags was badly scared by the
buffalo robes soaring out of the wagon as it went over, and
paid his master off later.
About five miles out we turned off the road into a wheat
stubble and in a trice raised a covey of "chickens."
had equally good luck in nearly every similar field we traversed, and ought to have made double the score we did.
gun spent some time and much powder in getting used
to the novel game, and Gipsy was baulked and confused by
B.'sold pointer, Dau, who, although a matchless duck retriever, is an infernal nuisance in the field. His master twice
tied him to a wheel, but his bound toward the
that dropped to shot would snap any rope we had, and Rice
would not let us substitute a chain, for fear he would take
the wheel off. The birds did not get up wildly, but flew to
great distances, and we had no time to follow them.
Rice got out of his wagon once to find a covey he had

my

my

PLOVER.
Charadrhts warmomUii.

Autumn
NOWWhenthewood:,
are

my

Is

my

„

When hickory grovea sre bright wlOi
Ami maples wear a Wood-red llush

gold

'

;

The poplars hear a yellow crown,
Ths oats their robes of russet brown
The dogwoods their dull purple seveeii,
with the alder's sable green,
the sparkling rivulet tavtues
nery of the wlilov

IMix'il

And where
The

We

silver tret- work of (he rrost

Gleaius in tie early morning light;
brisk the air is tost
Over salt marsh and upland height
Now, shrilly sounds the plovers' cry
As circling down the breeze they fly.

Balmy and

Where the

salt

meadows wide and

My

far

.ml Co the sandy bar;
inlet or the Ray

.''

Where peobted
Is riotous
•

i

i

:lc

with the billow's play ;—
the black-breast plovers soar,
shell-fish line the shore;

Where minute

marked down, and when Gipsy winded

There greedily their banquets share,
There hover o'er the fowler's snare.

But where thy rolling downs outspread,
O. wildMontank! (heir grassy plain;
And where the Shlnneek hills o erlcok
vist expanses of the main
There, where the insect swarms abound,
The golden plover-flocks are found.
Oil have I stood, ere dawning day
i

'I it

tin

oi

ens rim irsQawe,

D

ax

But soon a musical, soft cry
Aud soon a oiyrlad wings appear
They hover down the dusky air,
pushing winds they whirl and swoop,
!
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Now sweeping

low,

Then earthward
"*

now circling high,

to their

O, brother sportsman

banquet stoop.

has the earth
Such thrilling charm to match with this—
A tiioiuent with such rapture Illl'd,
An hour of such unbounded bliss?
:

Isaac McLeu,an,

<Mt, 9.

MINNESOTA FIN AND FEATHER.
Editor Fared and Stream:
Your columns are searched so frequently for reliable information about game of different sorts and the localities of its
greatest abundance, and you are constantly in receipt of so
many inquiries by letter and otherwise on these subjects,
that a plain account of a recent hurried trip to Minnesota
for relaxation and sport may be useful to some of your inquisitive readers.
It may at least interest those city office
men who, like myself, need and generally manage to obtain
a few days' vacation every season for recuperation, and
•whose tastes and habits incline, them to devote as much of
their leisure time as possible to fishing or hunting, or both.
The great northwest was an tmknown land to me, and I
longed for a sniff of its pure and bracing air, "as tie hart
panteth after the water brooks." and therefore made my objective point Sauk Centre, Stearns Co., Minneso:a, 117 miles
beyond St. Paul, on the' St. P., Min. & Man. R. R., and
1,485 miles from New York over my route, through Salamanca, Mansfield, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and St.
Cloud. Leaving the city, say Monday evening, one is due at
1 left
that place Thursday noon, if no connection is missed
New York the evening of Sept. 19, and got back the morning of Oct. 3, stopping at Chicago going and returning, so
that my time for sport was very limited.
Mark also that
my visit proved to be a little too late for " chickens" and a
little too early for ducks, as there had been no frost nor very
cold weather in that region. Still, the results of my angling
for part of a day, and hunting for a day and a half, indicate
the kind and abundance of game and methods of pursuit.
The town of about 2,000 inhabitants is nreltily locate on
the lower end of Sauk Lake, ten miles long, from which, the
day after my arrival, I took three pickerel and eight Oswego
bass that weighed thirty-five pounds— the largest of the latter kicking the beam at six and three-quarter pounds.
The
forenoon was half-spent in preparations, and my boat was
housed before 5 p. u. There is no doubt whatever in my
I

mind

that a skilled fisherman, with

flies,

trolling tackle

and

live bait, might, between sun and sun, capture from 73 to
100 lbs of pickerel, bass and pike.
But it must bs a Wal-

tonian day, aud here

the guide:
North, do lot go torth;
When tin- v. ml is in the Bast, the fishes olti the least;
"When he wind Is In the South, it blows tin' halt, In the fishes' mouth;
rill
Wienthl
tb West, the nshes bite the best-"
-..nil-

i
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i

is

in-

i
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Apropos to this subject, let me acquaint your patrons with
an unexampled success in fishculture achieved by ihe Bisby
Club (Brown Tract, North Woods), which put 20,0j0 trout
fry from Georgian

Bay

into one of its lakes in the spring of

and whose members caught some of the youngsters
August weighing a plump pound apiece
My shooting at Sauk Centre was done iu company with
Geo. M. Bishop, a merchant and sportsm.au, to whom I waB
indebted for many friendly attentions. We sallied out one
morning for Weslport Pass, famous for its morning and
evening flights of ducks, wi'h the livery rig of N. \V. Rice,
who accompanied us with his pointer bitch Gipsy, to range
the wheat, stubbles along our route.
Both men thought my
u'herlate for "chickens," and seemed apprehensive
tint -the ducks had not yet begun to "pass."
This wetill; muBl have dispirited B. and myself, and
made us less hilarious than Rice expected, on a morning that
would have justified us in singing
last year,

last

!

l

"A southerly wind
Proclaim

It

B. and I

jumped

27, 1S81

The amount for provisions may seem Small, but it must be
borne in mind that the table can be bountifully supplied with
and game, the $200 representing principally groceries,
aud salt and canned meats.
Such a boat as we would build would be so admirably
adapted to the waters and so efficient for almost any purpose
that she would sell probably much nearer cost, than Ihe
figures named.
This boat, by the way, would be safe and
staunch for outside runs from port to port in any ordinary
weather, would be comfortable, dry and safe. The cabin
deck would afford storage room for tent and pole ; the locket's around the cockpit for camp cooking traps.
Such a boat
can be built and rigged for about $400. The $300 would be
for galley and cabin outfit.
Her light draft would permit
of her being beached in front of the camp, and when afloat
would afford a cosey home. The undersigned having had a
weakness all his life for boats, and having built half a hundred of all sizes and types, flatters himself he knows what to
build to fill this bill to the letter.
Has camped out, fished
and hunted in Florida, and knows the requirement? to make
such an expedition a success. The thing he don't know how
to do is to get along pleasantly with a selfish, disagreeable,
lazy "crank," who will neither fish nor cut bait: aud it is
considerable of a lottery to draw four prizes—i. e., four fellows who can get along pleasantly and smoothly together,
and every man to his allotted share of the work for such an
enterprise means hearty, healthy and vigorous occupation
with plenty of time, however, when in camp, to enjoy the
duke far nkrite and sense of perfect rest far away from politics, telegrams, margins aud bills duable and payable.
Just
imagine the sense of utter freedom and abandon, release from
chokers, coats buttoned to the chin, narrow shoes, tight
trousers and expense of a box at the theatre and suppers
afterward at Delmonico's. No man can stay in New York
at any such limited expense; to say nothing of getting; rid of
snow, ice, chills and slush ox a winter in trie city. Now, who
says wig-wag to this " feeler " thrown out to see what will
come of it, and whether four congenial fellows cannot be
found to carry out the id.'a. The writer will lodge his credentials with the editors of the Forest and Stream.
Sin had.
fish

;

t

With ready gun and throbbing pulse
To watch the .-.
6
y rami',
mere speck across
i;
shadow, drifting

it,

out and walked up, as R. saia his team would stand." Very
soon after we began to fire. A considerable clatter at the
rear turned our attention just in time to see the tail-board of
our waaon disappearing at top speed over the brow of a
ridge.
R. aod B. hastened out of sight in ho: pursuit,
while Dan, who would leave his master sooner than a fallen
bird, busied himself bringing the slain to hand, with a look
at me, plainly meaning, "never mind those silly brutes, we
will slay and pick up the birds." My surprise was great to
see the men presently riding back ov 1 1 hi ridge as if nothing
had happened, wagon ami contents, horses, harness, everythiug in statu quo.
B. had flanked the horses, and forced
them into a "wire grass slew," where they stuck fast. The
purpose for which these "slews" (some fastidious people
would call them sloughs) were scattered about the prairies
for the first time dawned upon my mind.
They are a wise
provision of nature in lieu of hitching posts, for the benefit
of hunters whose horses will not stand fire.
We arrived without further incident at Westport Pass in
time for the evening shooting, but as my companions feared,
the ducks were not flying. The long, narrow spareely
wooded ridge, between a lake on the south and an open
marsh extending to an immense wild rice field to the north,
is the finest vantage ground imaginable for the sport.
Thousands of mallards in small flock; were constantly rising from
the rice, circling around and dropping down again.
We got
a few shots that evening, slept at a farm- bouse nearbj
tried our luck again in the early morning, but bagged eight
only.
Dan's performances compensated me fur the disappointment. He sat on his haunches watching nut in the air
and sighting the game as soon as we did, aud if a shot took
effect the old tiger's rush would carry him into close quarters
whether the duck fell on water or land.
Mr. Bishop's business requiring him to be at home at noon
next day, we could not course the fields much on our return.
We saw a good mauy geese in flight, and one iioek heading
toward us, we got out of the wagon to give them a passing
The old ones filed off, but three young ones kepi
salute.
straight on overhead, and we brought two of them to the
ground. Our score was twenty-one pinnated grouse, four
sharp-tailed grouse, two geese, three mallards, four broadbills, one wood-drake and one jack rabbit.
My sporting experience was very brief, but demonstrated
the game of this section afield and afloat to be plentiful, and
If one is on
its capture not at all difficult or even fatiguing.
"chickens" alone intent he should ba there before September
For ducks, geese anil crane October 1 is early enough.
1.
The resident sportsmen said ruffed grouse were abundant,
and laughed at me for thinking rail worth shooting. In conclusion let me assure your legion of readers that any one
proficient with rod and gun who could spend both months at
Sauk Cantre for headquarters would have fine sport "to the
top of his bent" in a clear, pure and enlivening atmosphere.
New York, Oct. 19, 1881.
H. H. Thompson.

m
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and a cloudy sky
a hunting morning."

At any rate he decided to shake us up, and almost, in
sieht of town, going down a little bank toward a big mud
hole, adroitly managed to upset the wagon.
But it was a

WHO WANTS

TO GO

YoBk, Oct. 11, 18S1.
Editor Forest anil Stream
I have half a notion to go South and get rid of the cold
weather, slush, snow, sleet and snufHes this winter and the
recollections of a pleasant phase of camp life, about Tampa
Bay, Florida, some years ago, comes to me suggestively. To
go alone would be unsocial, dull and not to be thought of.
To get together just the right kind of fellows is not easy to
1 want but
do, where harmony is such an essential element.
three others anil with a view to perpetuate Ihe pleasant recollections, we would write a book, aud such a one as every
.'

;

;

sportsman would read— amusing, sketchy and illustrated.
Au artist would be indispensable one with a dash of humor
Then two others with some knowledge of
in his pencil.
yachting and camp life, and, above all, no crauky, notional
chap, no eccentricities a polite term for rudeness and selfishness. A party of four, with a determination to make such
a trip pleasant, harmonious and profitable to health, and ecoThe writer being an old
nomical, could have a lovely tioie.
camper, a yachtsman, and familiar with this soi
wouldgive the necessary lime and attention to the outfit, aided

—

—

by the suggestions of the other members of the pal
"The first thing to be considered is the proper kind of a
boat for the purpose, and to get such a one it would be necessary to build not au expensive, but a cheap, roomy, lightdraft centreboard craft, something of the sharpie order say,
thirty-five feet long, good freeboard, to give depth: a lightbuilt cabin, with accommodations for four; a galley to come
under cabin deck forward, lockers for storage, a roomy cockpit, schooner or yawl rigged
I

—

etc.

,

Provisions tor tour months.

one colored gentleman [ticked up there
Freight on board ami Incidental
A tent and camp equipage

would cost, say

$cui
200
60
140
ZOO
Jl.SllN

JB&lance...

the season for fowling draws near the natives, who have
been during the summer eugaged in trucking and fishing,
begin to prepare for fowling. Boats are put in order stool
ducks are overhauled and repainted: an extra Feed of corn
is now and then given to the decoy geese so as to have them
"hearty i" guns are oiled and repaired, and engagements
made with managers of the shooting clubs, as "waiters
the club sportsmen; and water dogs, that have had to shift
for themselves all summer and have had a hard time fighting
ticks and fleas, begin to receive some attention.
The favorite water dog here is the Chesapeake dog, as they
are strong, intelligent and faithful, and are unsurpassed retrievers.
They are just the color of wild grass in shootingseason.
Wonderful stories are told of their sagacity. Some
years ago Mr. Bodine, of New York city, a veteran sportsman, Col. Wilson Hollowell, of Pasquotank county in this
State, and a Mr. Cadwell, of Currituck, were shooting
backs on Morgan Island in Currituck Sound. Mr. Bodine
went into a blind at the south end of the island, anil g
was troubled with a tinge of rheumatism when exposed, ladwell loaned him his Chesapeake bitch to brina in his birds.
Col. Hollowell and Cadwell went to the north end of the
island, about half a mile distant, and all three were soon
hard at it and had good sport. It was very cold and the ice
was very thick near the shore, and at last the bitch "Bonny"
began to hang back when Mr. Bodine killed a bird,
was only by speaking crossly to her that she would go into
After a wbile the dog disappeared after every
the. water.
shot, but soon came back bringing a cauvas-back, audseveral
times brought in two and laid them at the sportsman's feet.
He continued firing all day, and when the sun went down
launched his skiff and started to take in the other sportsmen.
He picked up quite a number of ducks that Bonny had failed
to bring in, aud on counting found he had about two dozen
;

<

(

more ducks than he was entitled to, judging from
and the amount of ammunition he had fired away.

his count
I!

puzzled to account for the overplus, but thou
:•' upon.
chance shots had killed more thau he
He soon reached the stands of Hollowell an
they got their traps together to embark in the skiff. But
when they looked for their game they discovered that their
thirty odd canvas-backs had dwindled down to about a dozen.
Cadwell had waded out in long boots on theshoaj
up the fowl as they were shot and had thrown them on the
bank among the rushes. He began to swear, and abuse the
.,

i

:

!

thief who had stolen his game.
But when Mr.
Bodine related his experience, and they called Bonny to ac-

unknown

New

The boat equipped, with awntngs,

IN CURRITUCK AND DARE.
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count her sheepish and deprecating manner satisfied them
who was the real thief. She had run across the island after
every shot that Mr. Bodine fired, and stolen a duck from the
pile of the other sportsmen to avoid going into the cold, icy
water.

A descendant of this same bitch, by the same name, is faas a retriever, and has been known to briDg in three
dead ducks at a time and to dive in deep water after crippled ducks and bring out two at a time.
She will count the
ducks as they fall, and will not rest satisfied until she brings
them in when sent out. She recently had her first litter of
mous

pups, which sold readily for ten dollars each to the native
gunners. Wreck, another celebrated bitch of Albemarle and
Chesapeake stock mixed, has been known to swim one hundred yards out into the ocean during stormy weather aud
bring iu a crippled beach bird.
Both these dogs have been
secured by the Kitty Hawk Club for breeding purposes.
These dogs would be a good breed to attach to the Life
Saving Stations, as they can easily be trained to bring in a
line.
I have seen them go out in the shoals and drive in the
beach cattle and ponies when wanted by their owners. I
presume this is the only country in the world where people
use a boat and water dog to drive up their stock. Some of
the cattle go out two miles from shore and dive their heads
under the water after the duck grass, which is very nutritious.
Fish feed on it, and the native "gunners tell me that the grass,
which has almost disappeared near the shore during the late
long dry weather, will grow up again as soon as the mullet
season is over and it is too cold for cattle aud ponies to feed
on it.
The season is Very backward, on account of the dry, hot
weather, and very few ducks have made their appearance.
But a few days of cold weather will bring them in their
usual numbers, no doubt.
The coming season promises to
bs a good one, 1 think. Very few native gunners will shoot
this season for a living.
Maiiy of them have g >ne into the
new life saving stations, aud the Kitty Hawk Club has en-

1

FOREST AND STREAM.
gaged about thirty of them as " waiters" or boatmen, while
H bougnl up hy clubs. A few will
rorn batteriEB, but it is oold, hard worl to lie on youv
buck La
day out in the open sound; and very few
gnd many seasons of this kind of
Sorb, Ik Railroad and
same have also drawn many of
•

:

Co

the rood, as -waged
have been high and
have paid ready cash.
iir history of railroad construe which
lion in
Ij road ever buill in the
State that has not begun by asking State, county or town
the

rorl

on.
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Bommenokig work.
ie road from near Cnirituek Court House to Edenton, earryiiig dog, gun and fishingtackle, and t'o'
and the study "of the ways and
manners of the people interesting. 1 was always welcome to
wiiributions of game and fish were alevery hi
ways received with thanks and considered a full equivalent
for a meal or lodging: and it was seldom 1 could prevail up.on any
money. The houses arc generlOUntry people of the
same means at the North. As the climate is so much milder

aid before

'

i

lei

/

ighthouseaas the Northern
farmers; ami the open log stables would shook u fastidious
Northern fanner's eye, BpJtj perhaps, the people and stock
Chills and fever is the
are as healthy as they are North.
prevail
nil
of a mild form, and those who
Use Tain or juniper water arc free from malarial troubles.
Tiiepeopla are prosperous also; and I doubt if debt is as
sucl

i

general among them as
is very cheap and labor
rkets

will

among the same class North. Land
is good, while close proximity to the
soon make all this Eastern country

Every few miles the railroad crosses some dark

prosperous.

stream heading up into the juniper or Cypress swamps, and
I never failed to catch a basket full of good, sweet fish, mostly
chub, perch or pickerel while the woods are full of quail (or
:

liey calf them here.) woodcock, sora, squirrels,
rabbits,
«es and other small game. The cultivation of upland rice is becoming a very profitable industry, and the effect
will be to increase the numbers of birds enormously and
i

the hunter welcome among the farmers.
At the head
streams in the swamps, deer, bears and wildcats
abound. The hands on the railroad caught two young bears
about one mile from the town of Edenton recently and
leer have been shot by the men at work in the woods.
The houses are mostly old,
1 did not admire the towns.
d lapidated and weather- worn. And the idlers of the country—
the young sawbones, half- Hedged lawyers, small merchants,
innkeepers, scions of old families run to seed, and the crowd
usually found gathered about the post office or barroom, of
the southern village ate a class of humaus I do not admire.
The taverns are characterized by dirt, fleas, bugs, greasy
bad coffee, saucy darkey help and high prices. I advise all sportsmen traveling through this country to avoid the
towns and stop with the farmers. The barroms hi the towns
are fearful dens. Black and white drink at the same bar and
rty green-glass tumblers. Iceis an unknown
d e
from the
luxury, except in one or two of the larger towns, and there
me dirty, floury bartenders, as in the
they em]
During my journey through the country the
>wns.
smaller

make

of the

;

—
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question of prohibition or anti-prohibition was agitating the
minds of the people and the giant minds of the village
cans were bard at work on the question. The election
came off while I was in Re. squotank county, and the State
wem against prohibition by an overwhelming majority of
The darkeys went against 'ft to a man.
about 150,000.
They were told that it was an entering wedge to taking away
then- liberties, and that the Democratic Governor and' other
leaders of i hat party were in favor of the law.
That was
enoueh tor them. In fact, it is an established principle with
the average, darkey to vote "JeoS fodder way from old
Marsa, and den 1 knows ise kerect." On the morning of the
hibition question I overheard a
day of
conversation between a big darkeynamed Jim and one of the
The scion Was anxious to have
scious of the old chivalry.
some garden truck planted, and was trying to hire Jim to do
could hold out would induce Jim
it, but no inducements he
He offered to double his wages.
to work on election day.
No, no. lie re-enforced his offer by promising a plug of
No go. He strengthened it by a proffer of a good
tobacco.
Ail to no purpose. At last
dinner, and a drink at night.
" Boss, (lis is 'lection day, and
the darkey impatiently said:
Why, boss, I would ieab a
I can't miss belli' Leah, nohow,
'coon up a tree to go to lection." The scion knew that setand went off sadly to plant ids own truck.

Court House, which is about six miles from the road, is to
have a branch road to that point, and expects to cut off from
Elizabeth City all her lower Sound trade.
Hero
men will come to reach the fowling region, and the excursionists from Norfolk will coma to
pure air and
bathe in the Sound.
Stock and truck will all come through
here.
The suggestion that it is about a mile to
from shore is met by the prediction that Senator Mali Ransom will get an appropriation through the next
have a ship ditch dug out to the main channel.
"It
wouldn't cost over half a million dollars.
At Camden Court House they point with pride to their
big oak, under which a whole Sunday-school picnic c in rii.'
shelter to the beautiful Pasquotank," whose dark ivatei
full of fish ; to the rich swamp land, which only needs State
aid to become a perfect Egypt.
And then Matt Ransom
will get a little appropriation of a quarter of a million to dig
the river a little deeper from Elizabeth City up so the Old
Dominion steamers can come here, and, presto, change!
There you have yonr metropolis.
At Elizabeth City they call your attention to the splendid
harbor, magnificent wharves, big stores, new process cotton
factory, the ship-yard, steam mills, lower Sound trade, to
the lines of steamers to Newhern, Washington, Roanoke
River, and other points
to the fact that it is the terminus
of the old Dismal Canal, which only needs the hah.
tor Matt Ransom to secure an appropriation of about a
million to bs a ship canal
and where is the rival town that
has any show with their city ?
Ten miles further on yon teach Hertford, where they
claim they are nearer to the Alligator, Scuppeinong River and
the big fisheries on the lower Albemarle Sound, and Duraut's
Neck, the garden spot, of eastern North Carolina. Here are
forests of virgin timber near at hand.
They point with
pride to the new academy and float-bridge that proves the
engineering talent of its people. They also need a small appropriation of a few hundred thousand to clear some dangerous obstructions out of the Perquimans River, but Matt
Ransom will fix that at the next session of Congress.
Woodville, further on, puts in its claim to future greatness,
as it is high and dry and has a rich country back of it.
At Edenton, which is to be the grand terminus of the
railroad, they laugh to scorn the claims of the other towns.
t

1

'

;

:

;

Here all the trade of eastern North Carolina is to centre.
Steamboats are to run to the Scuppernong, Roanoke, Cashir,
Chowan, and Alligator rivers. They, too, have an academy
and a harbor, which only needs the use of a bridge about
half the time to keep a channel open to deep water in the
sound. But Senator Ransom has promised to fix that matAll these towns, however, need " Northern capital and
tor.
energy to develop their immense resources." The experience
and judgment will be furnished on the spot. I understand
that the railroad boom has struck the people on the other
side of the Sound, and I shall make a tramp among them

when the weather gets a little cooler.
In the meantime I shall remain on the coast, making my
headquarters here in Kitty Hawk, which has the advantages
of post office, telegraph, store, good fishing, shooting and a
bracing air that is free from malaria. 1 wieh to thank some
one for the " Fourth Annual Book of the Michigan Sportsmen's Association," which I find very interesting.
John Bkoxson.

;

.

1 'near there are a goodly number of Democratic darkeys in
the South, but have not yet found any.
They are Republican to a nian, and the darkey who has the courage to vote
the straight Democratic ticket at a regular election must have
considerable back-hone. I beard a good story illusti
ward what they call a "traitor."
feeling
In
one of the villages they have two darkey churches, a Methodist and a Baptist, and there had been a strong contest among
them as to which church should have the strongest member1

1

They had taken about all the colored people within a
ship.
radius of seveial miles, and in their rivalry had not been very
particular as to the character of some of" the new members.
At last one Jack Skinner, a desperate hard case, proclaimed
He had violated
his intention of joining the Baptist Church.
all the Commandment:, several times, but Some of the leaders
•of the church decided that they could pray off all his sins,
and concluded to let him in ou his promise to acknowledge
It took several nights to
his numerous transgressions.
draw hem all out, and a luap of hard praying to wash them
Some of his confessions caused some scandal, involving
off.

all

I

or less the character of some of the
sislering" of the
But the elders were bound to have his whole record.
flock.
said he had "Tess.-d" all his sins but one, and he
feared that was an unpardonable sin that they would never
forgive
The eiders toid him it must come out, and assured

more

'

'

it off.
He was very reluctant,
several hours, the old boas elder
ck a cuff beside the head, and said:
yer, we can't fool wid you all night.
Out wid
At last poor Jack faltered out that in the
it! out wid it !"
late election he had voted the Democratic ticket.
This was
They could pray off all his sins but that.
too much.
As
Boon as he made his confession there was a general yell of execration and a rush for him from all quarters, and Jack had
to make a break for the woods to save his carcass, and has
never bee j seen iu that part of the country since.
It is amusing in traveling along the line of the railroad to
hear the boasting and bragging of the people in the towns
1

1
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see only bankruptcy.

puts in a claim for future greatness,

Currituck

A TRIP TO HATHA N

BOG.

ON

September 6 we left Sherbrooke, in the Province of
Quebec, by the International train for Lake Megantic.
on our annual hunting and fishing excursion. At. Cooksbirc
we met our genial friend, Charles Peunoyer, Esq., and

W.

Pope, brother of the Minister of Agriculture,
the lake, where we were soon enjoycomfortable suppers. The distance
from Sherbrooke to Megantic is seventy miles, over a firstclass road, but, as one train does the greater part of the
freight as well as passenger traffic, the trip occupies nearly

Albert

who accompanied us to
ing one of Jerry Ham's

hours.
Here we met Majors Ramage and MeMinu,
(the latter of the late Confederate service.) both jolly, wholesouled companions, and last, but not least, Captain John B.
McDonald, known to every frequenter of the lake as " John
Boston," to distinguish him from the numerous John McDonalds, with whom that part of Compton county abounds.
John deserves more than a passing notice. He is the pioneer
of Lake Megantic.
On our first trip there, some twenty
years ago, he was the only white man we met, and the only
occupant of the lake shore, except old Pamee, au Indian,
whose hut was near the head of the lake. Pamee has long
since departed to the happy hunting grounds, but we recollect when the profusion of moose relics in the vicinity of his
hut gave evidence of his prowess in the chase.
On the occasion referred to, John Boston, then Mayor of
three townships, (the united townships of Hampden, Whitton and Marston,) was our guide, counsellor and general
factotum, and proprietor of the only "dugout" around the
lake.
He paddled his own canoe, when he could, but when
the current of the ChBudiere faded to run smoothly, had an
utter disregard for pole and paddle and, with rope over his
shoulder, took the towpath up the middle of the river.
At
such times he didn't wear kilts, they would have been superfive

but you'd have been kilt with laughter to have seen.
John take frequent involuntary headers over tl
boulders.
The boulder the3r got the bolder he got, and we
finally had the satisfaction of looking out on the broad expanse of Lake Megantic. Time had dealt gently with John
Boston. He appears hale and hearty as when we first knew
him, when the flavor of the flatstone on which we cooked
our trout only seemed to increase his appetite. May he long
continue so. When he lias crossed the •' one more river"
many on this side will mourn his departure. Many of the
old settlers in this part of the country bear the same name,
and there are various ways of distinguishing them. Once.
when holding an election "at Winslow, fifteen miles distant
from the lake, it became necessary to swear in one Angus
McLeod as special constable, and as* there were several of the
same name on the voters' list, we asked him how we should
fluous,

distinguish him from the others.
"Put me down Amrus
McLeod, P. S.," said he.
"P. S., what's that for?"
"Piper's son," said Angus, and the signature of "Angus
McLeod, P. S.," appeared in the election returns. These
old settlers are natives of the Hebrides Islands, and the
Gaelic language is generally spoken.
Some of them are
totally ignorant of any other.
The site of the present village of Agnes used to be our
regular camping grounds for several years, and we venture
to say there is scarcely a rod of it upon which our campfires
have not been lighted, or a portion of our in
It lies at the outlet of the lake, upon both sides of
placed,
the Chandiere River, and is the present terminus of the In-
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ternational Railway, soon to be extended to Moosehead Lake,
Me., and by connectipnwith the Bangor and Piscataquis and
other railways, from a direci line between the Atlantic and
Western Canada, and will effect a saving in distance of some
three bundled miles as compared wi
ads.
It
the iarge gleam Saw nulls of the Berlin Mills Co., Of
who snip a large quantity of lumber by rail It
tins four hotels and several stores.
The Prince of
Wales Hotel, by Major McAuhty. is very pleasantly situated
upon the lake shore, and is liberally patronized by transient
guests.
The Criterion, by Mr. Morrison, is also pleasantly
situated upon the opposite side of the river.
The trout fishing is good here in September, when the fish go into the river
to spawn, and no prettier fish swims than one of these fresh
run trout, with its bright crimson -ides. The fishing last
September was very good, and many catches of ten to thirty
pounds to a rod were made in an hour or two from the vicinity of the railway bridge.
In the swift water they afford
excellent sport, being large and garnev, usually runnitag from
one to three pounds.
As the little steamboat waS not on hand we waited a day,
•',
when she came along, and we wo
for the bead
of the lake, distant twelve miles. Both sides of the lake are
now settled, and though rough and stony near the shore the
land is very good a little way back. The scenery is very
fine, especially the background formed by Megantic Mountain near the head of 'Victoria Bay, and the vie wof the boundary-line mountains looking toward the head of the lake from
the residences of Majors McNinu aud Ramage.
The trolling
for lake tiv.ut or 'lunge" is good in Juuc and October, and
the favorite trolling ground is off Sandy Point rather more
than half way up the lake. Three or four years ago at this
point, in company with Capt. Thomas, of Wimbledon fame,
we took, by trolling, over 300 pounds of dressed lunge in two
days, lying by from ten o'clock until tree.
The largest we
caught weighed fourteen pounds. On the west shore near
the head of the lake is the steam, saw and grist mill, of J.
E. Myers, the first mill erected at the lake.
Mr. Myers is a
French-Canadian with a
England experience, and a mechanical genius.
iN early everything connected with his en:

ii

.

,

New

gine and machinery he can make and repair, and is never
stuck in providing anything that any ordinary mechanic can
turn out in wood or metal. Tie is a justice of the Peace, and
has a sufficient knowledge of medicine to prevent him from
poisoning himself or friends with any of the drugs or chemihich he keeps a liberal supply, and dispenses when
required.
His mill is used principally to supply local demand. Within a mile or two aud buck from the lake is
the village of Piopolis formed by Papal Znuaves.
Across to
the heacfof the lake, and we drop anchor at the Pamee carry.
A. few rods above here, a Mr. Flint, of Toronto, is
large and very substantial steam mill.
He owns a
; a
tract of laud between Megantic and Spider lakes.
His lumsupply will be principally from Spider. In connection with his mill Messrs. McLeigh and'Wright, spool and

ber

bobbin manufacturers, of Beebe Plain, will also run a mill
for the manufacture of white birch, a large supply of which
as well as poplar exists at Spider.
The Messrs. Leonard, of
Winslow, are cutting a quantity of poplar for shipmeut to
the States.
Wlute birch sells for twenty-five to forty cents
per cord, standing. Mr. Flint has built and just launched
a steamboat with fifteen horsepower engine for the use of his
mill, but which will make regular trips through the lakes.
team here carried our traps across the Pamee portage to
Spider Lake, a distance of one mile, for twenty-five cents per
load, cheap at double the amount.
Here we meet our guide,
S. D. Ball, better known as "Dew," and, after a two-mile
row. are snugly installed in ourtown shanty, beautifully situated upon a point commanding a view of every part of the
Before us lie the boundary-line mountains, and from
lake.
one part of the lake we can distinctly trace the boundary line
over three seperate mountain peaks, looking like a swath
mowed through the forests.
Spider Lake (Indian name Maccannamack) is from four to
five miles in length, with deep bays or indentations, radiating like the legs of a spicier. It abounds in bass and a species
of white fish, the latter of which sometimes run two pounds
weight, also cusk, chub and trout. The trout are found in
the inlet or upper Spieler River in a small stream on the northeast side of the lake, and in June in the lower river between
Spider and Rush lakes. The general course of the lake is east
and west or at right angles with Megantic. Between the
two lakes as the stream, runs lies Rush Lake, but as this
course is some two or three mdes longer it is seldom followed,
a portage of three-quarters of a mile being necessary to reach
There are now four or five settlers round Spider
Spider.
Lake so that to get-large game it is necessary to go three or
four miles up the river, but as some party had anticipated
its in this we concluded to remain at our shanty, and spend a
few days in fishing and partridge shooting. The yiew is
lovely. The cloud shadows arc chasing each over the boundThe setting sun bathes in sunshine Big Meary mountains.
gantic Mountain, and the twilight comes on so gradually
that the transition from light to darkness is scarcely perceptible.
The loons are calling each other on the lake, and regretfully we retire to rest, for if the loons know anything we

A

shall

have wind to-morrow, and

we want

to

do some trolling

before the lake gets rough.

After several days' fishing and shooting with fair success, we
concluded to go through to Ilathan boa.,
Maine, and Ball
spent a couple of days in blazing a line and balding through a
small boat capable of carrying two, but BO totllish that a quid
of tobacco couldn't be shifted from one jaw to the other withtin the 19th we started from the
out danger of a capsize.
upper river, and after a six-hour»' tramp over the mountains
reached the bog, distant four or five mdes, about 8 p. at Our
party consisted of four and, owing to the difficult nature of
the route, were unable to carry anything but provisions,

m

light cotton

tent,

Large game

one blanket, and firearms.

ntiful. and it was necessary to keep very quiet.
The
tracks of deer and moose were abundant.
Every rod of
ground in the vicinity of the bog aud its inlet was tracked
Tike a cattle pasture, and numbers of freshly-cut paths
llii'- luh the moss led to the
water on all sides.
concluded to camp on L ie "' burnt itind," some two miles lower
down, v. here we could pick up camp wood without being
obliged to use an axe.
While two of us took the range the
other two, with the traps, took the boat through the bog and
In doing so we srere obliged to haul the
town 'he outlet.
boat over two
icted beaver dams, the upper
one of which floods the bog to a depth of five feet, making a
water about a quarter of a mile across, which was

We

These pads hid bet
covered with lily-pads.
through the whole exte it of the bog.
The
dam. constructed some distant-.
-ny built at a point whl
support of two
large granite boulders, and is evidently to prcveut t
11

,
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escnpe of water in the event of ihe upper darn being unable
to withstand the pressure.
Ho h these dims are covered

with a dense growth f gra=s and hushes.
upper one Wis an old one'when he ti at saw
i

Bait

said

the

fifteen
it, some
Under each of the>e«ecaug t some fine trout.
Our tent was pitched a little hack from the river and about
two and a half miles above 'he uppermost of the chain of

years aao.

ponds in Maine.
Here five consi liable po. d*, and several
minor ones, miy he struck wit in a ciicimiference of a mile,
losehorn, Horseshoe and Haihau
namely: Arno d. Crosby.
B >ir. All a ound with trout, wh le Arnold and Crosby conTin- wuiers of a'l u ile and form the principal
tain 'unite.

M

In rear f our camp stands
tributary of the chain f ponds.
Near the edge
the finest urani e ledge we have ever seen.
Assures extend to a depth of twenty to thirty feet, with
God help ihe fisher or anv
Biuooth perpendicular sides
Unwho shoul.i fad into one of th se fl sure-*.
other man
aided, his chances of 06cai e would be small, aud he would
be provided with a sarcopbagm not made will] hmids.
At night two of us ligged up a j ack-lignt and went back to
the bog
The night was warm and perlecily still. The hoot
of the owl and Ihe alarm signal "f the beaver were the on y
had never lie.nl the beaver before, and when
s Minds.
the alarm was given hi elo-e tha* the wa'cr almost Splashed
over us, it caused a shiver in I he back and our hand took a
li is given by slapping tbe tail
tighter gra-p of the lifle.
paddle like on the water, aud the sound is similar to that of
a twenty-pound st- ne stone thro «n into deep water. On our
return we heard a large moose walking through the marsh el se
by, occasionally Stopping 10 feed or r. c tfntoftie. It kept just
within the edg of tbe timber, aud although we remained perfectly mo ionless.aud were for len minutes vithinonr hundred
tried for two irigliia
feet, we faded to get a sight of it.
more to get a shot at it, but without success. On nearly
every stream moose tracks were seen in which the water
was still muddy. Sev. ral deer were also seen, one a very
One of our
large buck, wiih antlers seven or eight pronged.
party wa' within shouting distance, and r used the Big 'it of
AlVrsvard he managed to
his rifle to three hundred yards.
get some bushes between them and got within sixty yards,
when he fired, forgetting to lower the sight. He then fired
a s cond shot, the buck in each case merely looking r uml at
(bird shot must have touched his,
the crack of the rid-.
ear, for, giving his head a savage 8'iake, be started for the
The same day this pany had a bead drawn on antimber.
other buck, standing in a tarn irack grove, and lost his shot
by waiting for him to come out into Ihe open, which he
•

i

—

—

We

We

A

didn't.

Trout in the vicinity of our camp were abundant. On the
evening Ball look out over thirty in a few minu'es with
Our supthe fly, without moving the position of his boat.
ply of bread and pork being exhausted, we took our back
ttack on the 22d, making Uvj distance from the head of the
Haitian Bug t< the Spider in four hours, and reaching the
Chandiere at ten o'clock the same night, feeling that we had
exercise enough for one day, and next morning at 9.-30
were back in Sherbrook». We shot some beautiful specimens of the Canada grouse on our return trip. To any one
wishing to make this trip we would recommend our guide,
S. D. Ball, whose post office add est) is Agnes Lake, MeganHe charges two dollars per day. He has a pertic, P. Q.
fect knowledge of the country, and can always lay one on
good hunting and fishing. The trout on all these ponds take
tne fly well, and there is plenty of large game, the open
season for which, in this Province, is from September 1 to
February 1. It is now close season for trout and lunge.
D. Thomas.
last

Who does not know that a turtle has four less, those legs
and those feet are armed with claws like a cat's, a
paniher's or a lion's? Has tie gentleman from Gloucester
ever seen a fish with talons ? I trow uotl
It is well known that a turtle can be kept in a cellar for
we- ks, and even months, without water. Can a fish live

fee',

wi'hout water?

Why,

sir. it has grown into a proverb that
The gentl -man sn s the turtle is a fish!
hat »e may cutoff a turtle's head and he
won't die until the sun goes down. Suppose, now, some
modern Joshua should p inl his sword which is as potent as
Ithurial'a spear - at the sun, and c anma- d it to stand st ill iu
the heavens why, Mr. Speaker the turtle could live a thousand years »ith his head off. And yit thegeutleman says the
turtle is a fish
M-<\\-> tels in his fables of aTace between the tortoise and
the hare and we are left to believe thai it took place on dry
land, the author nowhere intimating that it was a swimming
mati'h.
Did the gentleman from Gloucester ever hear of a
fish running a quarter stretch and coming out winner of a

cann

it

And

>t.

Do we

not

yet.

know

—

;

I

;

silver

cup?

read but a short, time ago, Mr. Speaker, of a man who
bad a lion, which he offered to bet could whip any living
him?.
The challenge was accepted and the mo^ey put up.
snapping lunle whs produced, which conquered the lordly
king of beas'B in the first round. Can the gen leman from
Qloucesler briug any fish from York River to do the same?
Again, tbe turtle has a tail
Now, what Nature intended
him to do with thai caudal appendaac I cannot divine. He
does not use it like our Darwinian ancestors, the monkeys,
who swing themS' Ives from the trees by their tails nor like
a cow or mule, as a brush in fly time
nor yet as our household pet the dog, who wii>.8 a welcome to u with his; nor,
finally, does be use it to swim with.
And, sir. if the gentleman from Gloucester ever saw a fish that didn't use his tail
to swim with, then he has discovered a new and most wonderful variety.
Mr Speaker, I will not take up the valuable time of the
Hou=e by a further discussion of ibis v. xed question, I will
have only one more shot at the gentleman to prove to him
th it the. turtle is the oldest inhabitant of the earth.
Last
summer 1 was a-vay up in the mountains in Giles County,
some two hundred miles from the ocean. One day, sauntering leisurely up the mountain road, I picked up a land tortoise or turtle, and examined him.
I saw some quaint and
curious characters engraved on the horny shell on his back.
Through lapse of time the letters were nearly illegible, but
by dint of persevering efforts I deciphered the inscription,
and read Adam Paradise Tear One.
Mr Speaker, 1 have done. If I have not convinced every
member on this floor except this gentlemm from Gloucester
that the turtle is not a fish, then I appeal to the wisdom of
this house to tell me what in the name of common sense it
1

I

A

;

;

:

—

—

:

—

Chasseur.

i

FORMER ABUNDANCE OF THE WILD PIGEON.

i

desirability of
connection with the discussion as to
INcontinuing
the practice, sancioned by custom, of shootthe.

the Pot Lu k Club has spoken, and decid' d that
the lunle is boih tish aud tame a most wonderful decision,
w h. n the birds
ami never eipialled save In iE^op's fables,
of ihe air and ihu beasts ol the. field declared War upon one
sue t her, the bat, not wishing loiak sides with eith r, passed
for a n ouse and a bird, but being
ff alternately
himself
caught w s tried for his life. Afier hearing all ihe tes ilin.ny .Mr. Chiel Justi t Owl, pr •riding, gave it s hisopiuh n
that the bat Was both beast and fowl, aud o dered his release—a dec si n that so pleased ihe bat that be took boa d
with Ihe owl in a hollow tre>< and their descendants d ell
to. ether in peace and amity to this day.
While 'U this sunject 1 send jou a speech delivered in
the Virginia Legislature by one of the members In support of
the theory thai the lenapin is game, aud 1 leave it to Ihe
spoilsmen which is right— Ihe President of the Pol Luck
Omb oi the Virginian.
By Ihe way, we ever ca 1 them turtles down bfre, bu
tarrapms. Just heie 1 may ado that Colonel Bumgarduer. of
Summon, oilers a boille of his cele rated w a.-ky, warranted
swee ai d siroiig, lo ihe man that will make ihe oesi ihyme
Uieedi.orof iheFoHKsr and tbsam iu be the
t ''terrapin"

ing great numbers of pigeons at the annua! Slate sportsmen's
conventions, a few extracts from the writings of the older
The time has pa-sed when
ornithologists will be of interest.
any such vast bodies of migrating birds as were observed by
Wilson and Audubon cau be seen. Iu the Eastern States the
P ssenger Pige a is now not. a very common biid, and in
many sections its nest is regarded as a rare and desirable find
Fifty years ago, on the other hand, it was
by the oolog st.
Pigeons were abundant in almost all sections of
not so.
If they were scarce in any place one year, thev
the country.
were likely 'O be plenty the next. Cooper in his "Leatherstocki g Tales" giv s an account ot their abut dance in New
York olate, which we may assume not to have been exaggernte i, since it is confirmed by the statements of older wrters
and of ihe fat he s of American Ornithol gy— men. whom,
when they wrol of what they saw, we cannot but iielieve.
We give a few citat cms from the writings of early authors
whicu bear upon the former abud nee of this species in the
East.
In Force's Histor cal Tracts we find a p ragraph reprinted from theobse'vi'ionsor Gov. Thomas Du ley, who
He says:the S ot March
wrotd as early as 1631.
from after it was faire day light, untifl about 8 of the clock
in the forenoone, there flew over all the tounes in our plantaions s e many flocks of doue<, each flock c nteyning many
thousands and some soe many that they obscureit tee lighte,
hat it passeth credit, if but the truth should bee written, and
he ihi g was tbe more strange, because I scarce lemember
to have seen tenne dou«s since I came into the counfy.
Ihey were all lunles a< appeared by diverse of them wee
killed flying, somewhat bigger than those of Eur pe, and
but what it
Ihey flew Irom tbe north east to the south wes

umpire.

portends 1
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THE "TARRAPIN" BEFORE THE HOUSE.
Yokkiown, Va
EdiUyr Forest Stream
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Oct. 17.
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1 see that

—

.

>

\

•

—

i

Bui the speech tbe speichl as the
to Mark Aulhory and Marcus Brutus.
!

Roman

populace cried

1 inclose

it.

Heie

it

is:

Mr. Speaker

A

bill, having for its object the marking and specifying the
close s asou for catching in d killing lurtlestfud terrapins, lias
just been introduced by tie gentleman from Rockbridge who
asks that it be referred to he Com initlee upon Game, of which
Iheb 1
I have tbe honor lo beeharman. To this disposition of
ihe gentleman irom Gloucester couniy demurs on tbe ground
tha turtles or terrapins are tisliaud not muile and, therefore,
Should be sent to ihe Commitiee on Fib and Ovsters.

On Chesapeake Bay and its ribuiarie=, says the ho orable
gentleman, turtles ami terrapins are frequently captmed
many miles out at S' a in nets or with artificial hook and
line, as all other members of the litmy tribe are, aud, therefore, they are fish and nothing else but fl^h.
Sir, I have the profoundeBt respect f <r the gentleman's
As a lawyer he has achieved not only a State, but
opinion.
ut even I, opposing a pin's point
a National reputation
Sir, I am
8gain8i the shield of Pelides, take issue with him.
no lawyer, 1 don't even understand enough of la* to k>ep
out of its meshes, but I will answer his sophistries with a
few plain, unconvertible facts and, as the old saw hath it,
facts are s ubboru things,
Down in the lowlands
I opine not.
la the tun lea lis '?
of the Potomac Kiver, wiie.i 1 came from, t e darkeys have
dogs trained to hunt lerrapi S "ben they come Up on dry
bind to deposit their eggs, and when they find litem the canines bark like they were treeing a squirrel, or had holed a
'possum. Now I ask the House did Ihey ever hear of a fish
being hunted with dogs r
;

i

;

1

;

Vpm

;

know

not.

an Englishman, speaks, in 1632 of
Millions if Turtledoves one tbe greene houghes: which
sate pecking, of the full ripe pleasant grapes that were supported by the lusty trees, whose fruitfulle loade did cause
*
the anus to be- id. *
Over one hundred years later Richard Hazen, a surveyor,
describes a breeding phice of pigeons, which he saw west of
the Connec icut River, near the hue between Massaohuse ts
and Vermont in the fo lowing language " For tbpe miles
logether the pigeons nests w&e so thick, that five bundled
might hive been told upon the b ech trees at one time; and
could they have be u cou ted on the hemlocks, as well, I
doubt not ut five thous nd at one turn arouud."
Wilson says :— I had left the public roa to visit the pmains of the breeding place [netore tm ntioned] near Shelby v lie, aud was traversing the woods with my gun, on my way
to Frankfort, when ah ait one o'clock the pigeons, which I
hd observed flying the greater part of the morning northerly, began to return in such immense numbers as I never
Coming to an opening by the side of
before had witnessed.
a creek called the Benson, where I had a more uninterrupted
view, I was astoni>hed at their appearance. Th y were
flyiDg with greai steadiness and rapidity, at a height above
gunshot, in several strata deep and, and so clo^e together that
could sh >t have reached them, one discharge could noi have
TUonias

\b rton,

:

I

From right to
failed of fringing down several individuals.
left as far as the eye could leach, t e breadlh of thi- vast
ocession extended seeming everywhere equally crowded.
Curious to determine how long this appearance would continue, I took out my watch to note he time, and sat down to
observe hem. I sat for more than an hour, but instead of a
diminution of this prodigious procession, it seemed rather to
pi

;

i

I
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increase both in numbers and rapidity and, anxious to reach
Frankfort before night, I rose and went on. About four
o'clock in the afternoon I crossed the Kentucky River, at
the town of Frankfort, at which time the living torrent
above my head seemed as numerous and extensive as ever.
Ln-a'ter this I observed them, in large bodies that continued to pass for six or eiuht minu'es, and ihese again were
followed by other detached bodies, all moving in the same
soiv bea»t direction till after six in the morniug.
The great
breadlh of front which this mighty mul itude preserved
would seem to imirnate a corresponding breadlh of their
breedng place, which by several gentlemen who had lately
Fassed through part of it was stated to me at several miles.
the young began
t was said to be in Green c unty, and that
lo fly in Mrch.
On the seventeenth of April, forty-nine
miles beyond Danville, and not far from Green Kiver, I
crossed ths same breeding place, where the nests for more
than three miles spotted every tree; the leaves not being yet
out 1 had a fair prospect of them, and was really astonished
;

**********

**

*
at their numbers.
*
*
*
I have taken fr >m the crop of a single Wild
Pigeon a good handful of the kernels of beech nuts, intermixed with acorns and chestnuts. To form a rouuh estimate
of the daily consumption of one of these immense flocks, let
ui first attempt to calculate the numbers of that above mentioned as seen passing between Frankfort and Ihe Indiana
Territory.
If we suppose this column to have been one mile
in breadth (and I believe it to hive been much more), and that
it moved at the rate of one mile in a minute, four hours, the
time it continued passing, would have made its whole length
Again, supposing that each
two hundred and forty miles.
square yard of this moving body comprehended three
pigeons the square yards in the whole space multiplied by
thiee, would give two thousand two hundred and thirty
An
millions two hundred and seventy-two thousand pigeons
almost inconceivable multitude, and yet probably tar below the
;

!

Computing each of these to consume half a
actual amount
pint of mast daily, the whole quantity at this rate would exceed
seventeen millions four hundred and twenty-four thousand
bushels per day
Nuttall's statements do not differ materia'ly in general
He s?ys: "To
tone from hose of Wilson and Audubon.
talk of hundreds of millions of individuals of the same species
habitually associated iu feeding, roostingand breeding,without
any regard to climate or season as an operating cause in these
greuarious movements, would at first appear to be wholly
Further on he describes a roost in these
incredible,"
terms As ihe sun begins to decline they depart in a body
for the general roost, which is often hundreds of miles distant, and is generally chosen in the tallest and thickest forests
Nothing can exceed the
almost divested of underwood.
waste and desolation of these noc'urnal resorts; tbe vegetation becomes buried by their excrements to the depth of sevThe tall trees, for thousands of acres, are comeral inches.
pletely killed and the ground strewed with many branches
torn down by the clustering weight of the birds wheh have
The whole region for several years prerested upon them.
sents a continued scene of devastation, as if swept by the resistless blast of a whirlwind.
Audubon's account of ihe vast multitudes of these birds is
He says: The
not diss milar from those already quoted.
multitudes of Wild Pigeons in our woods are astonishing.
Indeed, after having viewed them so often and under so
many circumstances, 1 even now feel inclined to pause and
I

i

;

Yet
assure myself that what I am going to relate is fact.
I have seen it all, and that too in the company of persons
who like myself were struck with amazement.
In the aurumn of 1813, I left my house at Henderson, on
In passing
the banks of the Ohio, on my way to Louisville.
over the Barrens a few miles beyond Hardensburgh f observed the pigeons flying from north-east to south-west in
greater numbers than I thought I had ever seen them before,
and feeling an inclination to count the flocks that might pass
within the reach of my eye in one hour, 1 dismounted, seated
myself on an eminence, a"d began to mark with my pencil,
making a dot. for every flock that pissed. In a short lime
Audi -g the task which I had undertaken impracticable, aa
the birds p ured in in countless multitudes, I ros', and
counting the dots then put down, found that 163 had been
made in twenty-one minutes. I traveled on and still met
more the farther I proceeded. The ah was literally filled
with Pigeons; the light, of noon-dny was obscured as by an
eclipse; me dung fell in spots, not unlike melting flakes of
snow; the continued buzz of wings had a tendeucy to lull

my senses to repose.
While waiting for dinner at Young's in, at the confluence
leisure, immense
of Salt River with the Ohio, I saw, at
legionB still goiig by, with a front reaching far beyond the
Oi io on the west and the beech- wood forest directly on the
east of me. Not a single bird aligh ed. for not a nut or acorn
Th y
Win that year to be seen in the neighborhood.
c nseqiirntly flew so high, thai diffe<ent irials to reach with
a capital rifle, proved ineffectual: nor did the repor 8 disturb
them in the least. I cannot describe to you the extreme
beauty of tbeir aerial evolutions, when a Hawk chanced to
A' once, like a torrent, and
press upon the rear of a flock.
with a noise like thunder, they rushed into a compact mass,
In these almost
pressing upon each other toward the centre.
solid masses, they darted forward in undulating and angular
lines, descended and swept close over tbe earth with inconceivable velocity, mounted perpendicul irly so as to resemble
a vast column, and, when high, were seen wheeling and
twisiing within thrir continued lines, which then resembled
Ihe coils of a gigantic serpent.
B fore Bunset'l reached Louisville, distant from HardensThe Pigeons were still passing in
bur-h fifty-five miles
undiminished numbers, and continued to do so for thee days
Tbe people were all in arms. The bauks of
in succession.
the Ohio were crowded with men and boys, inceisantly
shooting at the pilgrims, which then flew lower as they

my

passed the river. Multitudes were thus destroyed. For a
week or more, the population fed on no other flesh than that
The atmosof Pigeons, and talked of nothing but Pigeons.
phereT during this time, was strongly impregnated with the
*
* *
*
peculiar odor which emanates from the species.
It may not, perhaps, be out of place to a tempt an estimate
of the number of Pigeons contained in one of those mighty
flocks, and of the quantity of food consumed by its memThe inquiry will tend to show the astonishing bounty
bers.
of the great Author of Nature in providing for the wants of
Let us take a column of one mile in breadlh,
bis creatures.
which is far below the average size, and suppose it passing
over us without interruption for three hours, at the rate
mention, d above of one mile in the minute. This will give
us a parallelogram of 180 miles by 1, covering 180 square
Allowing two pigeons to the square yard, we have
miles.

one

billion,

one hundred and

fifteen millions,

one hundred

— —

:

Ootobhb

thirty six thousand pigeons in one flock.
As every
o nsurnes fully half a pint of food, the quantity
necessiry for supplying this vast multituie must be eight
millions seven hundred and twelve bushe Is per day. * * * *
Person unacquainted with these birds might naturally
conclude that such dreadful havock would soon put an end
to the species.
But I have satisfied myself, by long observation, that nothing but the gradual diminution of our forests
can accomplish their decrease, aa they not unfrequently

and

pigeon daily

quadruple their numbers yearly, and always at least double

it.

FLIGHT OF BIRDS.

A

SUBSCRIBER

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

27, [1881.]

writes us

from Belle V' rnon, Pa., ask-

ing ( 1) what is Ihe fastest recorded flight of a pigeon ?
(2) What; is the fastest flight of any bird— a i.uck especially ?
far in front of a pigeon, 21 \ arils rise, bird flying
(8)
across, would it be necessary to hold to drop the bird ?
The rates of flight of the different species of wild birds
have not, so far as we know, been measured, and it is difficult for us to see how this could be done.
Various estimates
have been made by different authors, but it must be remem-

How

bered that these are merely estimates, and not measurements
of speed.
Speaking of the passenger pigeon ( BctepisUt migrntoria), Aunubon s ays : "Their great power of flight, en
ables them to survey and pass over an astonishing extent of
country in a very short time.
This is proved by facts wel
known in America. Thus, pigeons have been killed in the
neighborhood of
York with their crops full of rice
which they must have collected in the fields of Georgia and
Carolina, these districts being the nearest in which ihey
could possibly have procured a supply of that kind of food.
As their power of digestion is so great that they will decompose food entirely in twelve hour^, they must in this case
have traveled between three and four hundred miles in six
hours, which shows their speed to be, at an averaae, about
one mile in a minute.
velocity such as this would enable
one of these birds, were it so inclined, to visit the European

New

A

continent in less than three days."
Writing of the common wild swan (Cygnus americanus)
he says: "When traveling to a distance they proceed at a
great height, with a steady and well sustained flight, though
by no means so rapid as that of the trumpeter swan, this difference probably arising from the greater weight and alar
extent of the JaUer."
lit'le farther on he quotes Dr. Sharp
less, of Philadelphia, as saying of Ihe same species
"The
swan, when migra-ing. with a moderate wind in his favor,
and mounted h'gh in the air, certainly travels at the rate of
one hundred miles or more an hour.
I have often timed the
flight of the goose, and found one mile a minute a common
rapidity, and when the two birds, in a change of feeding
ground, have been flying near each other, which I have often
seen, the swan invariably passed with nearly double the ve-

A

:

loci'y."

Of the black duck he says that he believes that it flies at a
rate of seventy miles an hour, and of the golden eye {Olangxda ixlanrtica) that he believes it " can easily traverse the
space of ninety miles in an hour." Many additional citations
might be made, but they would scarcely serve to determine
the question.
To the last question of our correspondent we can onlv reply in general terms. The varying circumstances of flight
and weather demand that a man in such cases roust use hif
judgment according to the conditions under which each bird
flies. One, two, or even three feet will sometimes not be too
much to allow while in other cases the bird can be killed by
holding at its head.
cannot do better than refer ourcorrespondent to Prof. A. Mayer's exhansive discussion of this
subject, in an article printed in Forest and Stream, Vi 1.
15, p. 247, Oct. 28, 1880.
The flight of one of our domestic birds has probably
been more accurately timed than that of any wild species,
since the records of the distances covered by homing or
carrier pigeons are usually kept with care.
Recently twentyone pigeons were loosed by the Brooklyn Club, in Crtsson,
Pa at, 9:58 a. m., and of these the first to return, owned by
J. Laubenberger, of South Brooklyn, reached its home at 5:29
The distance is 241 5-16 miles and the average speed
p. m.
of the bird waB, therefore, at the rate of 941 yards per
minute, or a mile in a little less than two minutes. Another
bird owned by Mr. C. Pasfield reached Williani«burgh, a
distance of 243 miles at 5:40 o'clock, having traveled about
ten yards per minute slower than the first.
Of course in
these rates while they give the average speed for this long
distance, no allowance is made for stoppages and they are
thus only general and not at all a measure of the time occu:
pied in traversing a single mile.
During a race Irom Cresson, which was flown last June,
the best time was 330 minutes for 243 mile?, or at the average rate of 1,296 jards per minute.

We

,

COPPERHEADS IN NEW ENGLAND;
Looust Grove, N. Y.
Editor Forest and Stream :
In a note under a letter with the above caption, by "New
England Boy," in Forest and Struam for October 13, 1881,
(pp. 208) you aek for "further information and details" concerning the occurrence of the copperhead snake

(

Ancistrodon

New

England. I supposed that it was genereontortrix) in
ally known that this species is as common as the rattlesnake
in certain mountainous parts of
England, notably about
in Massachusetts.
Mount
I have myself killed both
species on this trap ridge. Mr. Street, who keeps the house
on Mount Monadnuck, has for many years exhibited both
species alive in glass-cove red cages. He captures them when
they first come out in spring, at a place called, "Snake's
Den," on the south side of Mount Tom. During the spring
of 1874, I accompanied Mr. Street on his annual expedition
after these pets.
On the 27th of May he caught nine snakes,

New

Tom

of which number five were copperheads and four rattlesnakes).
On the following day we caught but a single copperhead at
the same place, "Snake's Den." They are taken while
coiled upon, or among the loose rocks, basking in the sun,
with a pair of long-handled wooden tongs. C. Hart Merriam, M. D.

—

Bridgeport, Conn., Oct. 17.
Editor Forest mid Stream
I write in confirmation of the communication of "New
England Boy" in issue of Oct. 13 in regard to " chunkheads"
(copperhead snake). I have often seen and killed, or brought
them home alive with ihe aid of a crotched stick and a piece
of Btring, in the locality he mentioned.
My bojhood was
passed at the foot of West Reck, and while berrying or hunting we always kept a sharp lookout for " chunkheada."
It

was not very uncommon then
some one to be bitten by them.

247

—

— t.wen'y-flve

years ago for
I have kn >wn two persons
with whom I was acquainted.
Whenever that happened, one of the Sperrys, of Spcrry
Farms, was sent for. He had a recipe, said to have been obtained from the Indians, which was a sure cure, provided
the patient was not unable to swallow.
I never knew of any
one dying from a bite. The- recipe was in my possession for
some time, and I can probably obtain it for you if you waut
it.
It was also used for cattle and horses, but I think not
with equal success, for I have known of their dying from
bites.
1 think the species is being fast exterminated^ as of
late years I have heatd nothing of them.—New England
Bov No. 2.

Recent Literature contains reviews of several old and
works, and General ISotes are full and interesting.

who were so unlucky, both boys

Northampton, Mass., Oct. 14.
Editor Forest and Stream:
not infrequently find copperheads on the western side
of Ml. Tom, near a marshy piece of ground.
In the fall one
is almost sure to find them uneler the cornstalks.
On the
top of the range is a basin which is usually full of water, and
they are reported to be fonnel there. I have looked for them
carefully, but never have succeeded in finding them.
Can
Bend you a nice specimen if you would desire.— G. W. Crit-

We

tenden.

[We should

be very glad to receive a specimen.]

New
Editor Forest and Stream

York, Oct.

13.

;

The chunkhead (Ancistrodon contortrix)
in many parts of Conne cticut and

common

is

I

not at

all unbelieve that I

hive collected specimens of th>8 species in Rhode Liand.
haven't my notes at hand for reference.— M.

I

new

The Smithsonian Casts.—The
hibbion at Berlin

last

International Fishery Exyear demonstrated the fact that in the
Mr. Palmer, Modeler of the

line of casts of large objecs,

National Museum, had no superior.
He is now engaged at
Proviucetown, Mass., in taking the largest one yet.
It is
that of a yearling whale, about thirty feet long.
It will be
made: of papier mache, which combines !ightno«s with
toughness, and supersedes plaster for large objects.
The cast
The other side is to remain
is of only half of the whale.
open to show the skeleton, which will be in-erted.

Ykli.ow Legs in South America—New York, Oct. 16.
—Editor Eatest ami Stream: In Mr. Roosevelt's first paper,
speaking of " bay snipe," he says they winter " ' way down
South,' nobody knows exactly where or how far." 1 can enlighten him.
A few years ago I spent part of the winter on
the southern coast
of the Carribean
Sea at Santa
Marta and Sie>nega and there I found our yellowleggeil friends in the greatest abundance.
The country
between the mountains and the sea is flat, with many
shallow ponds, and these ponds are fairly alive with
wad" rs of all kinds. They seem very tame there as they are
not molest' d. On one. occasion I was tempted— at Sienega
to shoot into a lot that were wading, about thirty yards off,
and my negro >oy went and gathered eighteen yellow-legs.
They were next to the largest variety antl in splendid condition, but it resulted, as I feared, in u-eless slaughter, for they
refused to nooie them for me.
The pigeon tribe, from the
small- st dove (smaller than a robin) to a bird larger than our
domestic pigeon, are so numerous that I could have killed
hundreds in a day but I f und it was useless to shoot, them,
as ihe natives '.re utterly stupid, and will eat nothing in the
way of meat bu' b- ef and fish.— II.

—

—

;

REPORT OF THE SOCIETE D'ACCLIMATATION.

WE

have received, through the courtesy of M. Raveret
Wattel, Secretary of the S ciety, this interesting
publication, from which we make the extrsc s aiven below
"The observations made by M. Le Paute, on the young
California salmon, placed, for the sake e>f experiment, in the
lakes of tbe forest of Viueennes, have demonstrated lo you
all the hardiness of this species and its wonderful powers of
supporting high temperatures.
salmon which can live
without injury in water at a temperature of 25 de.r es
(O), and which, besides, develops with great rapidity, is
certainly a species very desirable for us to »cqure.
" On the Other hand, certain facts have been brought before you which prove that this species can live and reproduce
i's kind in fresh water without ever visiting ihe sea, ai d this
fact indicates that its successful acclima'ation would be

[In view of Mr. Hapgood's recent article on this subject,
the exact dale at which our correspondent e>bserved tnese
birds would be ofimerest]

:

A

easy.

" The very general depopulation of our water courses im
poses upon us the necessity of lab iring for their replenishment with fish by employing, so far as is in our power
species of rapid growth.
This consideration gives an especial importance ro the acclimatation here of the American
trout, (Salmo foniiliaUs), which developed much more rapidly
than our indigenous trout. However, we may consider this
species as already acquired by us, since Baron Habn, in his
fiishcultural establishment at Courances, has been able to
accomplish its reproduction.
"The necessity of replenishing our covers, a need which
is becoming more and more pressing, obliged us, a few years
since, to consider the introduction of species of foreign
same better able to protect themselves than those which we
now possess and which are manilestly disappearing. Among
the partridges, the perching species have attracted particular
attention.
Besides the fact tha' these species ar less likely
to be taken in the traps and snares which p achers make u<e
of, their habits entirely forbid their nesting in a cleared
These species need woods, thickets or hedgerows.
country.
Therefore, with them we need no longer fear the lamentable
wholesale destruction of eggs which so often take place in
the case of the French partridge at the time ol the mowing
of the artificial meadows.
It ia the duty of our society to
try, one after another, Ihe different foreign species until it
shall have supplied to our country a partridge which shall be
sufficiently able to resist the above-mentioned causes of dismiction.
The Chinese Ouakiki partridge (Bambwicola
llioracka)

seems completely to

fill

The Ndttalt. Bulletin —The

this

want.

the October
number of the Bulletin, from the pen of Mr. H. W. Hensbaw, treats of Some of the Causes Affecting the Decrease
of Birds, a subject in which all sportsmen and lovers of
nature take a deep interest. ABide from the depredations of
those animals, which may be termed the natural enemies of
birds, Mr. Hensbaw regards meteorological disturbances as
the most destructive forces to which our migratory species
are exposed.
He does not think it probable that disease, as
compared with other causes, plays any very considerable
part in the destruction of birds, although, as he says, the evidence on this pointisalmost wholly negative, little ornothing
being known about the diseases of this class in the feral state.
Attention is drawn to the destruction of birds by telegraph
first article in

wires.

Dr. Shufeldt, U. S. A., contributes to the present number
an interesting osteological paper Of the Oasicle of the Antibracbium as found in some of the North American Hawks,
and Dr. J. C. Merrill some Oologieal Notes from Montana!
Mr. Robert Ridg way's paper, On a Tropical American
Hawk to be added to the North American Fauna, will recall
to our reader^ his first announcement of the capture of Biitt-o
brackyuT us— then provisionally called B. fuligit asm— in the
columns of Fohbbt ajs'd Stream in April of the present year.
The question of the relationship of the two forms (brachyumx
and fuliginoeus) does not appear yet to be quite satisfactorily
settled.

In a paper on rodicepx oeeidentnlis and P. CiarkH, by Mr.
Henshaw, we are furnished with a comparison of the two
forms aud a discussion of their relationship. Mr. Brewster's
studies of two species of Melminlhipiuiga, t< cently described

have brought out the extrenn ly interesting fact 'hat they are
hybrids, and open a wide field forconjeciure and speculation.
H. " leucobronchialu," Mr. Brewster concludes, is probably
the result of the union of the male of H. pinu* with the female of H. tfirysopUra and II. " laurenr^i," of the male ehrysopUra with the female pinus. Moreover, certain specimens
w mid seem to indicate that the hybrids interbreed with either
pinus or chrysoplera.
The concluding paper in this number is an important one
by Dr. C. Hart Merriam. It is a Preliminary List of Birds
ascertained to occur in the Adirondack Region, Northeastern
New York, and mentions 177 species.

Blob Rail— North Wood-.

8.— I

Oct.

read in on* of the

la'e numbers of 'our paper" an article on 'he rail, and failed
to find a description of a bi'd that I killed last year on the

Lawrence River, called thee the " blue rail." Sod bird
was as large as a c'apper-rad or salt water marsh-hen,
much heavier, plump, like a grouse, c lor sla'y blue on
back and wings, and blue-while underneath, legs and head
very like sora rail. This bird wai in reeds, and acted just
like all other rail.
Geo. L. Appleton.
[We presume from your descrip ion that the bird was a
St.

only

Florida gallinule (Galiinula gnleala)

]

Vis Meoioatrik NaiitRjE— Sherbrooke, Canada, Oct. 10,
1881.
I send you with this a fool, or apoloey for a f o'. of a
ruffed grouse shot to-day.
The individual evi'en'ly left one
of his limbs in a trap at some time, and thus has the Vis
Mtdicatr x Natures teen set fbr'h. The bird was in firstPour of us were out and had a very pie .8rate condition.

—

ant day. I won't say how many birds were killed, for fear
of making our American cousinB jealous, but we had an

Canada.
ave'atte bag.
[The foot has been sharply cut etff below the tarsal joint,
and the end of the bone is >s smooth as if it had been sawed
off.
The wound is not an old one, but is partially healed.

%m\\t
***

For

tahle

and %ntu
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of game

senxons see Inst issue.

Vermont Deer Law
shooting in that State at

— The
all s

Vermont law prohibits deer
asons until 1885.

RUST SPOTS IN GUN BARRELS.
Saint Joseph, Mich., Oct. 17.
Editor Forest and Stream :
This matter of gun freckles (or rust, as it is called,) is what
I have long been studying about.
I am glad the matter is
discussed in the Forkbt and Stream.
None of the explanations are satisfactory to me, although I cannot explain the
thing
is
certain, some poor quality of
cause of them. One
barrels in the hands of careless cleaners keep bright, while
good barrels (laminated steel, fine,) in the most careful hands
at cleaning become freckled in spi e of every precaution.
I
do not believe they are caused by rust as generally underi

stood.

I have had experience with two guns, laminated barrels.
first gun soon began to show spots a few inches from
the bre ecli in one barrel.
I worked to clean it and took
every possible care and precaution to keep the gun clean and

The

prevent more. But still they came, and kept coming and
extended three-fourths of the length of the barrels. I became sick of the gun and concluded to get a new gun. I
ordered one from Birmingham, England; specified every
in thirteen months it came, a perfect little gem.
particular
I was perfectly delighted with it.
It was used daily and
cleaned as soon as I entered the house, with all the care of a
jewel.
In a short time it showed a spot or two, and soon a
few more. I worked to keep it clean, but still they came
aud went on two-thirds the length of ihe barrels, like a dose
of sulphate of soda.
They seem to stop at a point about
three-fourths the length of the burrels.
Now, what I want to say, and to say emphatically, is that
they were not caused by common rust. I know my gun was
dried, and entirely clean.
It could not be made cleaner.
I
know how to use and clean a gun as well as any living man.
I pride myself on my gun.
The world can't make me believe
the spots come from the want of proper cleauing and common
rust.
Now, what ciuses them ? Is it in the manner of
manufacture of the barrels? Is it the chemical action of the
powder, lead or percussion in the caps ? Who will explain?
I know what I am writing when I say common rust did not
cause the spots in my gun-.
I now lack a few weeks of being seventy -one years old,
Here are a few scores;
can clean a gun and shoot somej.
The past week I was out for blue and green-winged teal. I
made eighteen succ ssive shols at single birds and killed fifOn the last day of snipe-nhooting, 1st spring, I made
teen,
;

snipe and killed fifteen, and that will do for
You can judge if I can clean a gun bo
Who will explain my difhYu ty of gun
They annoy me dreadfully, and still my gun?
freckles.
sho -t net].
One weigh- seve.-n Hnd a half pound", Ihe ruber
seven pounds and eleven ounces. 1 wish they were ligh'er
sixteen shots

at

me

without glasses.

it

won'i rust.

and

inside: brighter.

Lutkon.

—

—

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

248
Brooklyxu—JSdUor Forest and Stream : I notice in the last
Forest and Stkeam that some friend of Frank N.
Beebe recommends him to leave the residuum from h discharge in the barrels of bis gun until nest using them, as a
preventive against measles or rust. I had a friend, who in
an evil hour recommended me to do the same, and as a consequence the breech and recoil block of my new " Colt " are
badly rusted and I have tried in vain to remove if. Last July
I paid Lake Hopatcong, N. J., a visit in the hope of bagging
a brace or two of woodcock and very carelessly left ray cleaning rod, rags and oil home, or 1 -would not have been so anxious to take my friend's advice.
The powder I used ('Hazard's F. G. seemed to leave n Mack pasty substance Behind,
which I was rather afraid of at ihetinie, but concluded to
risk it.
I think the fulminate in the caps has more effect on
issue of

)

the barrels than anything else, for the following reason.

was overhauling my gun and

few days

rifles, a

since, to

I

make

sure they were not getting speckled, when a friend who had
dropped in while I was at it accidentally discharged au
empty shell which he was fitting in the gun. After removing the shell I carefully wiped it with a dry rag, oiled it and
put it in its case. Something prompted me a few days after
to look at thai chamber.
Shade of Moses what had got
About four inches of the barrel was black, and it
into it ?
took an unlimited amount of wire brush and elbow-grease
My experience is that constant attento get it clean again.
tion is the best preventive against rust. If I had a "Saxon"
gun 1 might not think so. O. B. H.
i

—

[OotobBB

case of knives and fmhs, etc..
The resin prevents rancidity,
and the mixture obviates the ready access of air and moistfresh application maybe needed when the coating
is Washed off by the friction of beating storms or otherwise.
There was talk of patenting this recipe at one time, but
Prof. Olmstead decided to publish it for the general good."
I take the above from ray scrap book, but havo forgotten
Where- 1 first found it. I have used the compound for years
on a tine gun and other highly-polished surfaces of steel and
iron.
It is as sure a preventive of rust as Prof. Olmstead
Claims.
thin film is produced which is a complete protection against moisture.
For cleaning I think the compound
is improved by adding crude pretroleum that has been well
filtered.
But to prevent rust the first essential, as some of

WORCESTER SPORTSMEN'S CLUB.

A

ure.

A

your correspondents have said, is to thoroughly clean and
dry the surface to be protected. If oxidation has begun, no
matter how slight, a coat of Unseed oil, baked on in a kiln,
or best japan even, will not stop its action
its

work aud throw

off the

coating.— J.

—

it

will

continue

IS

TUB FIEIB AND AT

,

Oct. 17.

the subject of rust in gun barrels and the best means of preventing the same.
"When I was a boy,
father, on a visit to Charleston,
bought me a fine silver-mounted, muzzle-loading (of course!
rifle.
God gave me a good nerve and eye, and 1 became a
Bat I was heedfine shot, probably the best in my county.
less and careless, as boys are apt to be.
The young men and
boyB with whom I hunted often complained that their rifles
rusted in spite of wiping and oiling.
I was in the habit of
leaving mine, when returning from a hunt or shoot, without
wiping or oiling, and with the powder-burn iu it. My gun
was always bright and clean when wiped out for use, and

my

never showed reel rust at all, and is free from it to-day,
though in use thirty yems ; and never had a drop of oil in it
all

the time.

I was in the infantry of Lee's army during the war, and,
having lost everything, had to work hard and hardly fired
In fact, I lost
a gun for a dozen years after the war ended.
my taste for guns and bullets. But latterly, having gone on
the bench and leading a very sedentary life, the doctors advised me strongly to open air exercise.
I bought a 12-bore
breach-loader, and I have, I think, the finest setter in the
State and soon the old passion for the field returned, and is
with me stronger than ever.
But with years I fear I have not much improved in habits
and for the past four seasons I have
of care for my gun
always left, the inside of my barrels, after a hunt, with the
powder-burn undisturbed and, in fact, left them so all summer, audit is literally tiue that when wiped out my gun
1 am of the opinion tha
is now as bright as a mirrow.
the Sethis from powder-burn forms a coating which, mo r
than any other known substance, will preserve a bright iron
or steel surface from rust and I give you the statement with
leave to publish it over my own name, unless your own
better knowledge shows you that I am mistaken.
GEOBGB HlLLTEE.
;

;

;

;

;

Editor Forest and Stream: An old gun repairer and excelgun when I put it
lent hunter once said : "I never clean
away after the hunting season is over. It will keep in better
order by letting the powder dry in the barrels than in any
other way." I have practiced his method for years, and
never had occasion to regret it. The difficulty is largely
If
that; of putting the gun away in a damp or wet condition.
put awa}r dry and kept in a warm and dry place, I think there

my

upon wiping out when the hunting
season again arrives. Everything depends upon having the
the gun dry, and kept not only dry but warm, during the resting season. It is well that we cannot look into our old
muzzle-loaders as we do into our breech-loaders so many
old scars would appear we would be frightened at the smallpox appearance of our old favorites that kept tiie spots and
I have found the best castor oil the
dirt out of our sight.
It has
best oil for a gun for every part except the locks.
a body that does not disappear readily, and will keep the
barrels frum rusting when iu the rain longer aud better than
any I ever used.—*
will be no rust found

;

—

;

;

;

:

,

1

W. T.

Amesbury, Mass. Editor Forest and Streams Three
years ago this winter I bought me a Parker gun, Damascus
barrels, aud a nicer polish I never saw inside of gun barrels.
In shifting from muzzle-loader to breech-loader I followed the
100
advice of friends who owned breech-loading guns, and used J, B. Garland. 2 thicks
100
O.W.L. Xcft. 2 ducks
coarser powder, which some of our club boys were using.
$33
In less than three months my barrels were spotted badly iu If. S. Perry. 1 fox, 1 raffed grouse
(in
P. A. Benoit, 1 rabbit, 1 ruffed grouse, J woodcock
spite of the best of care; gun never remained over night
D. ftilman. 1 ruffed grouse,
qnail, 1 rabbit
GO
without thorough cleaning. I carried a pocket cleaner, and
m -1. 7 ••,!.. v.. ck
300
use.
Houghton,* 1 rati.
after each discharge in the brush would draw it through the
^luinvl 155-1715
Holman, 1 ruffed grouse, 1 on,
ro
barrel.
was
of
no
With
the
most
thorough
It
use.
cleaning
THe details ottlils score cane, ui
ri a .
at night the barrels continued to rust or spot until they were
so bad I had them rebored in about six months after first
On
using gun. After reboring I shifted to finer grain powder N. S. Johnson, 3 ruffed grouse, 1 gray HrairreJ
S3
W. N. Cole, 1 grav squirrel, 1 woodcock
of same grade, determined, if possible, to now retain the
35
S. Clark, 1 rabbit, 1 woodoock
fine polish.
It was the same old story, the spots began to apE. T, Smith, 1 rabbit, 1 woodcock, 2 raffed grouse, 1 gray
pear, and at the end of six months more the gun was as bad
100
squirrel
Once more I had C. F. Darling, 1 rabbit, 6 woodcock 1 rriffedgronse, 2
as ever, using extra care in the meantime.
ISO
barrels bored out, feeling most digusfed with breech-loading
gray squirrel,
20
gun in general, as the best part of the guns in our club R. B. Claihn. 1 woodcock
40
spotted the same way, and it was the universal opinion of C. E. Maun.'l ruffed grouse, 1 rabbit
40— 650
Cr. McAleer, 2 quail
the club that it could not be helped. I continued to use the
same powder which, by the way, was good, strong, clean
It will be seen that Mr. A. B. F. Kenny's name is not in
burning powder, moist, and would not cake in muzzle, and the list of those of his side and has no score. This can be
was used by most of our boys. After another six months or explained from the fact that Capt. Kenny went for foxes
thereabouts I had barrels again bored for the third time. I alone. His dog started the fox and ran it, but the gun missed
had made up my mind to rebore as long as barrels would fire, or the man behind the gun missed— one or the Other stand it, and then get another pair of barrels. At this time hence a blank score.
Judging from the woodcock killed,
I came to the conclusion that the powder was the great cause their condition, etc., the 'flight must be Just begin
Homo.
of the spots, and calling to mind the length of time I used come in.
my muzzle-loading gun without spotting, I immediately protrf
the
Tour correspondent having been an iaviti 111
cured some of the old powder, which always gave best of sat- Club can vouch for the following account, of the SB]
isfaction.
At the same time I was called to the fact: that one taken from the Spy of the following day:
of our boys who had continued to use the old powder after
The annual supper of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club was
using breech-loading gun for year or more did not show the held at the Bay State House last evening, and, including the
1 have continued to use this powleast speck in his barrels.
The members of
guests, just forty sat down to the table.
der up to the present time in my- breech-loading gun, and the Club assembled early in the evening in the parlors, aud
the barrels are in as good condition to-day as when they an hour was passed in recounting the many incidents of the
were last bored. In cleaning nry gun all I am obliged to do huut of the day, each telling of some fine stints made, or or
is to just push through cotton flannel rag, and then another
The
the number of birds started that they failed to get.
rag with sperm oil. I can clean the gun in this way after guests of the evening were Mayor Kelley, lion. D. B. Pratt,
firing five or fifty shots, and without hot or cold water, inside
Hon. T. J. Hastings, John D. Washburn, Esq.., Gen. A. B,
of five minutes. In truth I have not used a drop of water in
11.
Sprague, Col. J. A. Titus and Henry Woodward,
my gun for over six months, and the same polish is there AtS:30 the party proceeded in couplesto the south dining
without spot or blemish. Our club are mostly using this room, where the tables were spread. Landlord Shepard had
some
of
them
do
not
with
best
results,
and
clean
powder
prepared the game brought ill by the sportsmen in a manner
their gun for over a week after using, and still no spots apto tempt the epicure, and presented the following menu
pear.
I can assure you there is great satisfaction in looking
ieratm H UMSfcCU.
barrels.
do
pair
of
gun
I
not
care
a
tinker
smooth
through a
SOup—HDCk Turtle.
All I have
for any powder manufacturer in this country.
Boast Partridge, Larded.
T
Urnileil W'jO'Im
written is for the benefit of sportsmen who see their guns rotShift on your powder, for I will wager
ting every day.
Stewed Squirrel, a In Man re tin"
gun against a box of cap3 that certain grades of powder spot
Fricassee 01 Kaohtt,
vegetables.
your guns. I take great pride in showing my gun barrel to
cliarlntte Basse.
Ice Cream.
the boys every chance I get, for they have not spotted for
Fruit.
Assorted Coke.
most a year now, and I tell you no elbow grease or eternal
Nuts and Eatstns.
,,',
vigilance is required to keep barrels in prime condition.
I
will say nothing in regard to powder which I claim has
Ex-Mayor Pratt presided, and after the removal of the
spotted the barrels in our club so badly, for a great many cloth called for order, and said he was happy to be on the
sportsmen are using it, and like its shooting qualities very winning side, as he knew lie should be, and then introduced
much, but I would say to those who complain of the spots
as the first speaker Mayor Kelley, who said he was present
Change your powder, for the powder is what is spotting your for the first time at the annual supper of the Bp irtsmeu Of
gun so badly. The powder I am using is Oriental Western Worcester. He was surprised, as well as happily gratified.
Sporting F. G.— G. F. G.
to see so many of the representative business men interested
lie regretted
in the exciting sport of the field and cover.
not being an expert in the use of the gun, but hoped before
IHJRTLING GROITSE.
the next shoot that he might be.
Col. John D. Washburn was introduced as one who knew
Pennsylvania, October 28.
He said he came to make a speech, but in
all "about it."
Editor Forest a/n$ Stream :
counsel for the fox, for whom
kUted
While reading your interesting issue of the 20th inst. the shape of the
on three different points; one on moral
points
granted
150
mv attention was called to an article, furnished by "L. J. grounds, one in relation
to civilization and good
F.," entitled " The Hurtling Grouse." Among other things,
and the olher in reference to the boot in;
he says, he "would be williDg to grant that title (of artist)
that
ceeded to illustrate each point in h m
to anyone who could make one successful flying shot in
kept the company in continual laughter, and all conceded
twenty at our grouse."
the requested 450 points.
where
the
this
State
hawks,
owls
portion
of
I reside in a
The next speaker was introduced as one who had been in
and hard winters do uot give quail much chance to multiply
over four years—Sheriff A. B. R. bpragge—"who said,
woodcocks are scarce, and there are no lakes or streams of jail for
not a sportsman, he did havo something to do with
although
in
numbers
to
justify
or
ducks
to
attract
geese
sufficient size
" birds." He related his early and brief experience in shoothunting them, and so ruffed grouse, whose hardy nature ening, as a boy, at which he made no ilist n< ive mark.
ables tliem to cope with all the enemies named above, are
The president of the evening then said the club intended to
about all the game we have to amuse us during these delightmight be exempt from
Now, I believe, (I am open to conviction petition the next legislature Hurt they
ful autumn days.
taxation, and therefore, they had invited to be present with
if wrong! that our grouse fly as swiftly and through as dense
had made taxation a study, aud he then introone
who
them
species,
yet
of
same
I
the
covert as do the Canada birds
duced Senator T. J. Hastings, who said he. knew something
assure
L. .1. F." that were he in this vicinity he would lose
of the value of the sport, and said the State would always
that five dollars every day he desired to see the operation
open the rights of the forest and laud and then
keep
in
six
shots;
once
and
performed of knocking a grouse over
tires.
The sport" of hunting was n manly aud healthy out-ofthe number of sportsmen iu this aud in the adjoining coundoor exercise, aud lie was glad to see sj many interested in it.
ties, who would bear the title "artist," if the test were only
feei upon the
Col. J. A. Titus was introduce!
amazing.
I
such as "L. J. F." would make it, would be
He
of the city as a representative olass of men.
know hat persons who shoot and fish some are pronounced sportsmen
f ani
family to
considered it a duty thai man owed i"
by the heartless world prevaricators, to draw it mildly, yet I preBervevigoroushealt.il, and that cou'd be obtained by the
that
I
tier assert, and can be borne out in the assertion,
He spoke of the
healthful recreation of hunting tor game.
nave seen three consecutive shots at grouse kill three grouse,
b
at 9
the legislature in reneed of revision iu some
these being at single birds, and have known the same gentleThe
fishing, and to the trespass act.
and
hunting
gard
to
man to kill, in my presence, eight grouse, single birds, in
lonesl itu
latter he said was not right wl
twelve consecutive shots, in the liuibcrmen went out to hunt, for the malicious work done was uot
I do not presume that the last named gentleman is a better
by them, but by bad boys.
shot on other game than "L. J. F.," but, as I before stated,
"Mr. Henry Woodward was the next one called upon, hut
about ihe only game bird that he has pracevadeda speech in a neat man
ticed "11, .!.! this may account for his success in this parm gre&l
Rev. J. A. Cass was introduced,
Goto.
ticular branch of game shooting.
pleasure to belong to so honorable a class of men ;.s the Worcester Club, and to be able to have attended the hunt and the
Specimen copies of the•Forest and Stream will '«
supper. The sport in this city was elevated to so high a
position that it was an honor to belong to the oiuta
address upon application.
-
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Editor Forest and Stream: "Spots in
Monroe, -N.
gun barrels" has brought out quite a number of receipts for
I clean
I have had no trouble in that line.
its prevention.
my gun thoroughly, and then swab the inside of the barrel

with lard oil, using a wire brush for the purpose. I find
after shooting two or three days that the gun is very little
fouled, and 110 dry powder cake is about it, and with a wire
brush and rag I can clean it bright as a dollar in five minTry it— be convinced.— Colt.
utes.

Boston, Oct. 10.— Editor Forest and Stream: After many
years' experience with gun barrels I have come to the conclusion that the -secret of the trouble is in the polishing of
the barrels on the latbe. No matter how finely and carefully this is done it always leaves an immense number of
small rings on the inside and in these rings the minute particles of the residuum adhere, and there the rust trouble beLet any of your readers who have trouble with their
gins.
guns look into the barrels carefully aud they will see these
I send you a piece of gun barrel split open to show
rings.
The remedy for this is the draw polishing, but gunthis.
makers do not care to do this, because it is a hard and long
:

operation.—E. H. EDTEimttouK.

-

Bbitain,

Conn.— Edil..>:
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Melt
egg, or less— a little more or I- as is Of DO e.onsei jnence.
them slowly together, stirring as they cool. Apply this with
a cloth or otherwise—Just enough to give a thin coaling to
the metal surface to be protected. It can be wiped off nearly
wil] bo undesirable, ;ts ui the
c l can 1,.
:
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New

protection against rust nothing simpler or belter adapted to
general use has been discovered than the compound of lard
and resin recommended by Prof. OJmstesd. of Yale College
(author of Olmslead's Natural Philosophy '), and used by
him for the preservation of scientific apparatus, Takeauy
quantity of good lard, and to every hall pound or so add of
o< minion resin an amount about equal to half the size of au

18,

Editor Forest and Stream :
The annual hunt of the Worcester Sportsmen's 0WU, for
the game supper to be given by the losing side at the Bay
State House, took place to-day.
The schedule of game and
count it wasdecided should be as follows: Ruffed grouse, 35
woodcock, 20 quail; 20 English snipe, 20 wild duck, 50
wild goose, 100; hawk, 50; owl, 50; fox, 800; 'coon, 100;
rabbit, 15; gray squirrel, 15; mink, 100; weasel, 50; wild
pigeon, 20. The captains of the two sides were Mr. A. B. F.
Kenneyand E. S. Knowles, and the result of the hunt was as
follows
E, S. KNOWL-ES SIBE.
E. S. Kuowlos, 7 woodcock, 1 ruffed grouse
105
-in
N. W. Eager, 7 quail, 5 woodcock
G. F. Huge. 3 quail
J. A. Ca8B,l quail
90
L Allen, 2 gray 81 inirrel
30
•I. M. Drennan,
.'lucks
100

:

Atlanta, Ga

TABLE.

TIIE

WoEOKSTEii, Mass., Oct,

,

Editor Forest, and Stream :
I have noticed in several recent numbers a discussion on

27, 1881.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

27, 1881.]

iim sports, which was productive of good health and
development, and was a pleasant relaxation from

expert shooters, but they kill on an average, say ten birds.
Ten old birds ought, and will, in the. following spring, bring
forth at least forty or fifty young birds
thus you will see
what becomes of the birds. Of course I can speak for Chester county only
it may be different in other places.
I do
not envy the farmer the sport, for no one has a better right
to it.
Game this year is very scarce, though the severe
winter killed more than was shot but our winters, as a general thing, are more mild thlm last winter was.
Farmers and
farmers' boys are shooting birds now.
The law is off of
course they are at liberty to shoot them but no true sportsman will shoot them this warm weather that we are having
now, so they have it all to themselves. There is, as far as I can
see, no remedy.
Farmers will shoot birds as long as there is
any; so will sportsmen. And let me say here, in answer to
Mr. Beebe, that the f
here take the same plan that the
old Californian does, except th
ash their guns at the beginning of the shooting
with pure water, wipe dry

all

;

Cap E. 8. Kuowles, the leader of the winning side, spoke in
a sympathetic manner of hisopponent, Capt. A. B. P. Kinney,
am! the true honesty with which he owned up to missing his
fox while only four rods away, and closed by congratulating
1

.

his side <in th. ir victory.
Remarks were also made by Capi.
A. B. P. Kinney, Samuel Porter and Chas. H. Bowker, and
the exercises closed with the singing of Auld Lang Sync.

;

;

—

—

THE DECREASE OP GAME
Halifax, N.

and Stream

Editor Forest

BIRDS.
S., Octol er 16.

:

If " Monte Verde's " letter had come from Nova Scotia I
might, perhaps, offei some excuse for the scarcity of partridges this season, and as it is my excuse may be of some

moment concerning Vermont.
Province, and I think within a radius of several
Is of miles hence, the summer (?) just past has been
one of the most wretched on record, and as the partridges
rse depend upon the warm dry weather for breeding
ir young, the poor blue-nose mate rfami lias
audi
id a most BeriouB time of it, during the months
of June, July and August last, for we had anything or everything but summer weather fog and ram being largely subBtituted for the sunshine vainly looked for from week to
That partridges are scarce in Nova Scotia ihis
week.
ot the opinion of one or a few, but of every one
-whom 1 have met. Since this season began 1 have spent
geveral days on some excellent spots of partridge ground
E without seeing, much less bagging, a bird.
1 was told yesterday by an Indian, who had been sonic
weeks in the woods after moose, that he never saw fewer
partridges, and never knew them to be so scarce generally.
I also have it from a gentleman in the country that he went
over fifteen miles of the "very best" partridge couuhe got a few birds, but
try without seeing a covey;
-they were all single ones over from last year. Another good
evidence of theii scarcity is that the Halifax market people
are asking fifty cents per pair, which is just double the orI dioary price.
Some may be at a loss to account for the absence of game
this year, but anybody who noted the disastrous summer
weather us I did cannot be surprised at so many complaints
In

Ibis
'

—

KOf

bags.

flat

Josepbxs.

Stream:
prompted by the beautiful weather and
trip up the New Jersey and Northern
ai! road, Imping to find a few woodcock.
The
began to turn, the air was clear and still and
iage
altogether it was as perfect an October day as a sportsman
1 hunted through some splendid cover, dry
could wisli for.
swamps, with here and there a nice spring surrounded with
good boring ground and side hills covered with alders and
where cock love to lie and rest after their long
I found only one solitary bird and
flight from the North.
It was really sad to go through miles of
not a single grouse.
such beautiful cover and not find birds.
" It is almost useless," as an o',d sportsman said to me this
morning, "for one to keep a dog and gun nowadays."
The
deadly breech-loader and more deadly pot-hunter have about
find

A few

d ivs ago,

sharp fn

I

i

with rags, ram home a little r. wder (lhey all have muzzleloaders), put on a cap and bi g away
then their gun is
ready for use, and, as far as I an tell, their guns never get
"
spotted.
Ruffed grouse are scar here, but in the " forest
in Berks County they are plenty; but, as
"in your
last number puts it, you have to shoot at the noise scventenths of the iime, the forest is covered with thick scrub
oak, the leaves dying and remaining on the trees until spring.
Quail, as T have said before, arc scarce.
Woodcock have not
yet arrived.
Shap Shot-.
j

"Wad

of dce-p interest to sportsmen in every part
[ This is a subject
of the couutry.
The causes of the decrease of different kinds
invite all persons having facts bearof game arc many
ing on the question to give them to us. J

We

PLAN OP A SINK-BOAT.
TBE WltBATLANuS,
Editor

and Sin-am

Fort-it

Oct.

1.

:

me

pleasure to give your correspondent the
dimensions for a sink-boat, but I hardly understand what he
means by asking for dimensions of sink-boat " suitable for
man weighing 175 pounds," as the weight of man using it has
not anything to do with size of sink.
The dimensions, materials, etc., to be used in constructing a sink-boat are as follows
The box in platform should
be made of
inch best white pine; or still better, white
cedar, if to be bad.
Tha ends of box should be of white
oak, 1A inches thick.
The box should be 5 feet 10 inches
long, fn the clear (this will accommodate any man not over
G feet in height, as both bis knees and nock are bent in lying
in the position to shoot) 15 inches deep in clear and 22
inches wide, sides straight, perpendicularly, but sprung together at ends to 14 inches at head and foot,
Now, in regards to the depth of ends the simplest way is to make the
box the same depth all over, but it is by no means the best
It will afford

:

;j

.!

i

-<----

exterminated game birds in this part of the country. Every
day, in and out of season, every inch of cover is gone over
and over again by men and boys, determined to kill every
fthing they see and it seems impossible to prevent it. The
farmers are too busy or indifferent, and justly fear to inform
The sportsmen who are really in earnest,
against poachers.
are mostly engaged in the city, and are not out during the

£~

feet

/p?;?z,

-
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Sink Boat.
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and Stream:

New

We

I

Am
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on- Game and Snoomra
Chester County, Pa.
Forest and. Stream : The growing scarcity of our game
in m} r opinion, not all due to spring shooting, breechI loaders and notoriety for big bags, although they have in a
l the scarcity.
But I think it
I great measure
men. Thirty years ago you
Ijb due to the
I

Notks

I Edlt'ir

I birds

is,

i

sportsmen in Chester county by tens; now you
Thirty years ago you could
ni hem by be hundreds.
only here and there one that could stop a bird on the
Then it was a
there are any number of them.
thing for a fanner to shout on ihewing; now it is a

Hfenld

count,
I

d
f

t

iderataud

me

io say that

Memcuis, TenD., Oct, 18, 1831.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I inclose you a " trew tale " on our Arkansas Prairie Club,
"
and 1 was one of the wictims."
Gnmo.
Dr. Mitchell, Mr. Arthur Wheatly, Judge Sam P. Walker,
R. D. Jordan and Mr. Dave Poston, with some dozen others
not necessary to mention in this chronicle, were of a party of
huntsmen returning from the prairies in Arkansas on Sunday
Being ahead of their companions they concluded
last.
while waiting for them to while away the time in shooting
Along came a justice of the peace and a conat a mark.
stable, and with many apologies for the necessity of performing a painful duty proceeded to take in the whole party
for violation of the Sunday laws.
These gentlemen protested that they did not know it was wrong, and they had
never read the laws of Arkansas; but it was no go, the
justice telling them that ignorance of the law would excuse
no man. They then proposed to go to trial then and there,
and if the justice concluded they had violated the law, after
proof and argument, they would go to jail without any further trouble to him.
The accommodating justice agreed to
this, saying there was no statute in Arkansas against holding
The guilty defendants retired for consulcourt ou Sunday.
tation and elected Judge Walker for their lawyer, and unanimously agreed on Mr. Dave Postou for their witness. The
attorney first argued that they were citizens of Tennessee
and not subject to the laws of Arkansas, but the justice cut
that off short by saying that it was too thin, as all persons
were bound by the criminal laws of the Stale they were ir.
The attorney then argued that under the Constitution of the
United Stales all acts of the Legislature were entitled to the
same faith and credit in all the States as in the one making
the law, and that corporations chartered in 'I ennesse might
do business in Arkansas. The justice said this was so
he did not see what that had to do with the case. The attorney then told the court that he proposed to prove by a
witness that. Dr. Mitchell and the witness himself belonged
to the German Rifle Club, and the other defendants to the
American Ride Club; that these two clubs were corporations,
chartered under the laws of the State of Tennessee, and that
there sole business was shooting at a mark; that the charter
and laws of Tennessee allowed them to shoot at a mark ou
Sunday as well bs aoy other day, and it was the constant
The Attorney- General conceded that if he
practice to do it.
defendants had been hunting or shooting in the air, or at each
other, they would have been guilty, but on the principle already conceded by the court they could not be convicted if
they proved these facts, and he could prove both the law
and the facts by the witness for the defendants. After the
case was over the court remarked that on the law and the
facts as proved he must say that there had been no violation
of the statute, as such a case was a clear exception
statute, and in obedience to the Constitution of the United
states Lie must release the defendants, but that the oos
as prosecutor, must pay the costs.
Dr. iitcbj
.

'

!,

I neglected to state that in addition to the battens nailed
under platform there should be one on each side of box
amidships on under side of platform which should be braced
to box by an iron ell. The ends of all these battens should
project beyond the sides of the platform about an inch, so
that the side wings will have something to rest on, as the
leather hinges must be long enough to let them fold over the
foot wing when the boat is folded up.
The foot wing
should be made like the side wings, extending across the foot
of box, or a single board 14 to 16 inches wide can be used at
foot.
Connecting the wings at each of the four corners are
triangular pieces of lead colored duck, or heavy drill, tacked
to the wings and having a stout cord sewed to their outer
edges, on which cord I use small corks to keep the cornerpieces on top of the water as much as possible.
Now for the leads. These consist of two rows of sheet
lead from four to five inches wide, the inner row tobe tacked
round the edge of box along the inner edge of the lead in
such a manner that the outer edge can be bent up to keep
the sea out. The outer row of lead is nailed round the platform half way between the box and the edge of the platform
all round.
Paint box, platform and wings as near the color
of the water in which the box is to be used as possible.
The sink is to be moored by two anchors, one at head and
one at foot. For head anchor two holes should be bored at
head carling, about 15 inches from each end, and a rope
knotted through these holes making a "bridle" about 10
feet iong.
The anchor rope should be made fast to the
''
bight " of this bridle. This lets the head of box ride free
in a sea.
For stern anchor bore a hole in the platform near
the edge at foot and let the anchor rope pass through this.
This enables the shooter to trip his stern anchor "(which
should be alight one) in case of a sudden shift of wind so
that the box will swing head in.
This is the arrangement of my own box, though differing
somewhat from those in use at Havre-de-Grace. There they
use a light frame for side and foot wings, with drill or tickThese platforms are generally
ings stretched over them.
larger also, the usual dimensions there being 12x7 feet, biit
after a trial of both 1 have found the board wings to be better
than the canvas or drill, and I find the 6x10 platform quite
large enough, and I use my box in much "wilder" water
than they have at the head of the bay. I inclose a set of
drawings which may help to explain my letter. I shall be
always happy to assist you or your readers in all matters that
relate to shooting or yachting, as I am devoted to both.
I
have but one word foryou, dear Forest and Stub am— Don't
go crazy over Madge.
In the above sink about 200 pounds of weight in addition
We accomplish this by
to the man will have to be used.
having iron decoys cast, each weighing from 25 to 30 pounds.
These are set in the platform with wooden decoys of about
one-third the usual thickness. The bodies should not be
more than 2 inches high and flat on the bottom. Use also
light wooden decoys on wings, with a " stool " of about 200.

DOGBERRY IN THE FIFLD.

The societies for the protection of gome are
close season.
^loo apt to devote their time to pigeon matches, although
there are some honorable exceptions/and it is only here and
there that steps are taken to enforce the laws.
W, It seems to me that, with the exception of those tracts of
iaud owned or preserved by clubs, the quail, grouse and
woodcock are doomed throughout this section, and like the
.Once plentiful pinnated grouse and wild turkey, bound to dis- appear.
Yet with the unbounded cover we "have, there
should be plenty of game for all. All it requires is, that this
senseless and selfish shooting and trapping in and out of
season should be BtOpped; then sportsmen would be enj
out birds and restocking our desolate
_c.il t this is useless, for the game is
At
killed before it has a chance to breed,
1 think we all begin to see the necessity of stopping spring
and summer shooting, for even the once numberless quantities of wild fowl and bay birds show a terrible falling off.
The laws should be so that no man should have an excuse
to out on the uplands before Oct. 1 or after January 1, and
Tall the Eastern States should combine on an opening day.
I
must confess that I really douot know where to go within a
Rasonal
distanced New York for a day's upland shooting.
Five years ago 1 could name a dozen. Holbebton.
'.

platform. These hinges should.be so arranged as to give the
board composing the wing free play to swing down at right
angle with platform and to fold back on top of same, tack
loosely so as not to interfere with swing of wing, strips of
hervy drill or duck (of color as nearly resembling as possible
the water that boat is to be used in) over each crack between
wing board and between inner wing board and platform.
This completes the head wing. Side wings to be of iT inch
pine or cedar boards, two on" each side, each board 8" or 10
inches wide and connected together and with platform by
three heavy sole-leather hiDges in such a manner as give free
play with platform with the strips of drill or duck nailed
over the joints as in head wing.

"Pic

;

York State we got twenIn a trip for wild pigeons in
Found them as usual
ty-eight within three miles of home.
at their old game of picking up wheat on newly-sown grain
Not very many. And we left nine-tenths of them to
Tields.
were satisfied and give
I ittise some more another year.
•'
'ontinue your fight against the miserable trap
I shooting. Wliv wouldn't it be better to discontinue all spring
bi ix 1
Might as well kill off the bens in the
si
otiui
(spring as to be always harassing game in its breeding season
or just before— nature's lime for everything in the game
line to mill iply and replenish September to March, is long
I enough season for shooting in our climate, and then put up
giad to t-ee your steady opposition to cheap
Kieguti.
Every nigger in the land will have a breech-loader
I guns.
I soon unleess |he flood of cheap trash is stopped.
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My own box is only inches deep at head. The foot
should be of tub depth, viz,, 15 inches. The reason I cut
the head of b ix is that the shooter, in lying down, has
to have his eyes above th9 level of the box in order to watch
the flight of the fowi, so that very little depth is required at
the head. The I ox should be put together in the very best
manner, as on its being perfectly tight depends the comfort
of the shooter.
Now make a :V inch dram board to be in
bottom of box, and the sink is completed so far as the box is
concerned.
Around the box is built the '-platform," as follows Have
two oak carlings cut our 6 feet long, 1| inches thick and 2J
inches wide in the middle, tapering off to about 1{ inches at
ends with 1 inch spring or 1{ at most. Now bolt these securely to ends of box, 1 inch below the top.
You are now ready to pit on the platform or deck. This
should be of inch white pine or cedar. 6 feet wide and 10
feet long, the seams of deok to be well tilted together and
especially made tight where it tils round he box, which will
project above lie deck
inch.
On each end of deck nail on a
batten of t inch strip, 3 inches wide, on under side of deck.
...
platform is the head wing, which should be
-way.

away

t
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I

I

;
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formed a very neat

surgical operation on a jug, showing the
abdominal viscera through a spectrum of lee to the justice
and the constable, and the delighted defendants were per

mitted to depart.

IIE

CANNOT CIRCUMVENT THE DUCKS.

Carson, Nev., Oct. 14.
Editor Forest and Stream
About four miles from here is Washoe Lake, a body of
water some three miles long by one and a half miles wide.

During the

and spring months this lake is a favorite place
for ducks and geese, but owing to the open Dature of the
lake and its surroundings the game is difficult of approach,
and it is seldom that, a large bag can be made. There are
one or two feeding places near the mam water, but they also
are too open, and I never visit them but that I come 'away
disgusted at my poor luck. I have been there when there
were thousands of ducks sitting on the water and skimming
oyer it away out of reach, and have returned home somefall

times wihout a bird.
Now I want your assistance and the assistance also of our
brother sportsmen in this matter. How can lout-general
those aggravating birds ? Will a sneak-boat help me ? I
never saw one of these modern contrivances merely the cuts
of them that have appeared in your valuable paper.
Won't
you please give me the information I so much desire ? And
can you give me the plans of a sneak-box, providing that
would enable me to approach the birds on a body of water
such as I describe? I have tried decoys along the borders
of the lake, while I lay concealed in a good, natural blind,
but even then 1 have met with indifferent success. I am enraged at the ducks and geese that frequent that lake, for
when I'm about its shores they sit out four or five hundred

—

yards, and seem to take delight in quacking and honking at
me, and if I can succeed iu contriving some plan by which I
can get my No. 10 within reach of them I'll make them

think that the gun

is a strong shodter.
assist me ?
And if you ever vi«it this land of
sage brush and dirty Indians we'll go for a shoot.

Will you
silver,

—

;

;

Sn

ao.

OCTOBER DEER STALKING.
the second week in October stalking may be said
ABOUT
an end, so
at
to come
as the

to
far,
least,
stags are concerned, for hind-shooting follows in due course.
Singling
Out a good "yeld" hind from her companions at, some" distance is one of the most delicate points in forestry.
Nor
after the stalker has come to a decision is she very easy of
approach. Hinds arc proverbially watchful and suspicions
they are generally told off as sentinels where deer are lierd'ing together, and the yeld hinds are the most wary and disYet hind shooting is comparatively little in
trustful of all
favor, though it tasks skill and experience to the utmost,
while the superior quality of tbe venison is a consideration
do not sav it is the difficulty of the
not to be ignored.
sport that discourages the sportsman, nor do we believe it.
But the enthusiast who is prepared for hardships, exertions
and disappointments, naturally sets his affections on the
trophy that is the symbol of an anxious but successful day.
In examining the deer through the glass his eye turns tirst to
It is a blissful moment for him, and his heart
the horns.
beats faster than before when the ruagnificeut stag, hit cleau
behind the shoulder, lurches forwarefin his bounding gallop
to drop heavily "in bis tracks" when he admires the
stately head he has made his own, with the branching antlers,

We

—

brow, brae and tratt
This year many fair stags have fallen, and it has been a
successful season in most forests, for the wea'her has been in
favor of the rifles. It may be toilsome work stalking over
steep hills and deep valleys, in brilliant sunihiuc or the close,
thundery atmosphere that is even more trying. But nothing
is more disheartening than the driving wet that envelops the
ground in rolling vapors, with occasional gnats of wind from
all points of the compass that baffle the best concerted
In such a season it is mainly a question of enstrategy.
durance, and a man goes about the indispensable crawling in
more buoyant spirits when the heather is dry and the streams
are shrunken than he does when he may be sowing the seeds
of future rheumatic attacks in the saturated peat bogs and
among torrents in miniature. Ye', however successful a
season may be, veterans will shake their heads and sigh over
Deer-stalking, they will tell you, has degenerated, and
it.
the deer are not what they used to be.
Iu one sense, wo can
hardly doubt that the latter assertion is true. Such grand
heads as may still be seen decorating the porches and the
walls of highland lodges are becoming excessively scarce,
and the race of stags that used to carry them is well-nigh
For this there are obvious reasons. The modern
extinct.
breech-loading Express rifle is a vast improvement on the
ordinary weapons our fathers were in the habit of handling.
By killing nearly point-blank at something like a distance of
150 yards, it spares the eager stalker the most difficult part
Of the stalk. Moreover, by the fatal facility it offtrs for reloading a stalker whose soul is set upon butchery can discharge shot after shot, at random into the rapidly vanishing
herd. Then, thanks to Wimbledon and the " running deer
targets," with similar opportunities of practice, good skill
with the rifle is become a very common accomplishment,
while the very precautions that, have been taken for fostering
the deer have been far from tending to assure the survival of
tbe handsomest. Fifty or even thirty years ago it was a
very usual practice to combine the sheep-walk with the deer
The shifting about of the shepherds and their dogs
forest.
kept the restless deer continually on the alert and there
were stags, like the "micklehart of Benmore," immortalized
by St. John in his " Wild Sports of the Highlands," which
were well known over a wide range of country as having had the best of their games of hide and seek with their
pursuers. But now, when sportiug rents have been steadily
rising, it has been found more remunerative to clear the
forests of the sheep, and a fortiori of those cottagers, with
their families, who used to vegetate in hovels in the sequestered valleys. The most efficient sentinels of the deer have
been killed down simultaneously. Hawks and ground vermin have been spared that they may destroy the grouse,
which might. Bpring up with their cry of alarm at the most
critical moment of the stalk.
The consequence is that the
deer have become more domesticated and more stationary in
their habits, and far more approachable. Wherever a tempting head may show itself, it is marked by the forester in
Charge of the ground, and the chances are that before the
end of the season it hangs dangling in the limpness of death
across the withers of a shooting pony.
Thus Scotch deer can no longer attain the patriarchal age
;

[Ootobue

embodied in tbe well-known Celtic proverb which hid its
origin in the days of the bow and arrows.
On the other
hand, although the area over which they roam may have
been diminishing, there can be little doubt that they have
greatly increased in numbers. It occurred to Mr. Bass a
year or two ago to have a census taken of the tenants of the
forest of Glenquoich, and though the figures can only be an
approximation to the truth, we may assume that they ars
roughly trustworthy. Judging by the rent, which is given
at XI, 800, Glenquoich is far from being a first-class forest.
believe that the more famous forest of Atholl has been
leased for considerably more than three times tbe money.
Yet in Glenquoich, according to the estimates of the
foresters, there were, at tbe time of the census, from 800 to
900 stags, which should mean something like double that
number of hinds. The return whs doubtless founded on
careful calculations, but many people would be surprised by
and would not have supposed that tbe extent of forest
it,
measured by the rental could give satisfactory feeding for so
great a number of deer. Any systematic attempt at counting
heads, except when a tract of country has been driven, is altogether a new idea, and therefore it is impossible to form

We

When

an opinion by comparison.

Scrope wrote his work on

deer-stalking, which was published in 1888, he estimated the
deer in Atholl at between 5,000 and 0,000; and he gives the
extent of the forest as forty miles in length, while it was
eighteen miles wide at the broadest part ; it contained 135,000 acres, of which 51,000 were given over specially to deer
and it comprises some of the finest grazing iu Scotland. If
Mr. Bass's returns are even approximately correct, they go
far toward confirming another suggestion of the reasons why
the deer deteriorate in size. Many of the forests must be
overstocked, as, perhaps, they are over preserved.
animal accustomed to a quiet life no longer cares or dares to
wauder. He frequents the familiar straths and corries, according to the changes of wind and weather, and, with the
overcrowding and consequent scarcity of pasturage, must
fall away in weight and condition.
The multiplication of the deer may be carried to excess,
but, after all, it is the more satisfactory side to err on.
Under any conditions, legitimate deer-stalking can never be
anything but the most exciting of sports. The grouse may
be kided down and the ground kept undisturbed, but the
aeer will always be the most wary of animals, not even excepting the wild goose. He sees or smells possible danger in
anything or everything. If the weather is rough, it is difficult to get within shooting distance, because the wind brings
the scent of his enemies to him from afar, aud even the
forester who is best acquainted with the ground finds it hard
to calculate on the treacherous air currents. It is often more

BARNEGAT DUCK SHOOTING.
IT1LD FOWL

\
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approach the deer when the weather is fine and
calm, because then their instincts have directed them to some
exposed slope, where there is neither heather bank
nor moss trench to give cover to tbe stalker. When,
that can be
too, science and strategy have done all
done when each act in the sensational drama has been conwhen you have taken the bearings
scientiously played out
of the group of deer by landmarks impresssed on your memory previous to fetching a comp iss upon them of some miles
more or Jess when you have crawh d down the bed of the
burn and wormed yourself through the peat moss when
yard by yard, almost inch by inch, you have slipped yourself
forward over the slope of the heather brae; when at length you
have dragged yourself under shelter of tbe knoll from which
you contemplate making the final advance then, when your
hopes are at the highest, they are often cruelly dashed. A
duck rises from the weed-covered "moss pot;" a mountain
hare hops out of its seat a curlew whistles or a lapwing
shrieks; perhaps it is some tiny moor bird that pipes its feeble
It is all over with you for that stalk,
treble of warning.
;

;

-,

:

—

;

and you know

it.
Tbe deer prick their ears and sniff the
edging away in the opposite direction. The sportsman
will let them go regtetfutly, though some men may shoot
wildly in sheer pique, with the probability of missing and the
But if there are odds against killpossibility of wounding.
ing in a difficult stalk, the gratification of success is proportionate when, after having had time to recover the wind and
steady the throbbing in the tremulous pulses, the well-balanced weapon is brought calmly to bear, and the bullet is
placal mercifully in the vitals of the victim. Deer-stalking
is the most sensationid of all sports, salmon fishing aud fox

air,

hunting not excepted, and the only drawback to it; is that the
amateurs is always under tutelage. Were it for nothing else
but judging the currents of air, he must avail himself of the

"Watching the passes"
local knowledge of the professional.
is pleasant, too, though it may be condemned as almost bordering on "pot-hunting," since unsuspecting animals are shot
from an ambush. After all, nothing but practice can make
pel feci in it, aud there is something romantic as well as exciting in thestart from the lodge in the darkness before dawn,
in fording streams and scrambling up steeps by the light of
the lanterns borne by the gillies; in ensconsing yourself
the rocks on the mountain ridge, and listening to the
on the shingle, or watching for them as
from the mists. Driving deer, as a rule,
On State occasions,
objection.
to
great
open
is
and by way of ceremonial parade, when the proprietor of the
forest is entertaining some personage, it may be all very
and, moreover, there are historical associations and
well
precedents in its favor. Tbe venerable Spottiswoode tells us
how in that same forest of Atholl to which we have already
alluded, the earl of the uame in 1508 formed a circle or tinchel
of 2,000 of his clansmen, and passed as many of his deer under review before the beautiful and unfortunate Queen Mary.
But the modem drive is almost invariably abused by men

shooting has been tolerably good in Barue-

£ & t Bay during the latter part of the past week. A
party of four amateur sportsmen bagged sixty-nine head
of
ducks, besides numerous yellowlegs, plover, brant, snipe
loons, etc.

Captain Dell Crammer, of Manahawkin, and Mr. F. oiiphant have had fitted up, for the accommodation of sports*
men, a gunning scow, which has been aptly named tlia
Ark, the cabin of which is large and comfortable
and two
well ventilated staterooms, having two double berths
n
each, afford ample room for a party of six or eight
while
excellent clam chowder, oysters, ducks and sea food geoerally, make up the bill of fare.
The Ark is anchored to the
meadow, opposite Manahawkin, very convenient to the
feeding ground of the numerous wild fowl which frequent
the bay.
A row of ten or fiiteen minutes in the early morn,
ing, after a 4 o'clock breakfast, will bring you to a goodgunning point, and after the decoys are placed iu position
the fun commences.
Having enjoyed good sport last week I feel like recommending the same to my brother sportsmen who want a few
days shooting near home.
A letter addressed to Captain Dell Crammer, or Frank
;

j

;

Oliphant, Manahawkin, New Jersey, will receive a reply with
ilesired information on the subject.
The feed is plentiful this season, and after the next cold
snap there will be plenty of wild fowl in the bay.

J.E. M.

Mr. T. B. Kern, of the Bradford, Pa., Era, has been
duckingon Lake Erie, and this is what he has to say aboutit:
Along the southern coast of Lake Erie, extending west
from Sundusky to the southeastern boundary of Michigan,
are thousands of seres of marsh lands, the prmcipd production of which is ducks aud musk rats.
Much of this land has
been leased by sporting men r< presented by wealthy membira
from Chicago, Cleveland, Toledo and other Western cities,
each club annually controlling 3,000 to 4,000 acres. One*
club paid $8,000 for a desirable building spot and their club
house was built at a cost, of $4,000. It requires considerablesurplus cash tOTemain iugood standing in any of these tony
institutions, and at a low estimate it is considered that esoli
duck killed is brought to bag at a cost of over fifteen dollar"
The ducks are attracted to the -put
to each member.
wild rice, on which hey are vociferous feeders, aud which
the clubs sow in liberal quantities each season.
Usually the
season is opened at the different club houses by a grand bajl
on which the occasii n is enlivened by the presence of ladies.
Giod music is always in attendance, and asumptu us supper
of the many attractions.
is otre
Each club employs *
number .of patrolmen, whose business it is to warn all intrudersfrom trespassing on their grounds. Farmers whose
estates extend along the marshes manage io put it lj9
The farmer under whose hospitable roof the
profitable use.
Bradford party were furnished quarters eiwns sixty-it}-"
seventy-five acres of farming fields and 500 acres of ndffil
From the latter he derives a revenue by keeping
lands.
iting sportsmen during the spring duck and snipe shooting
and the fall duck and fiuail season, by furnishing the shoonj
with board aud boats, and giving them permissi
slim
over his grounds for a liberal eompensa'ion. During tfy
winter and spring months he traps and otherwise calwi
1,500 to 2,0U0 iniiskta's on his marshes, the hieles of which
he finds a ready market for. The marshes am dot ted in
every direction with muskrat houses, and in their construction these animals exhibit, much of tie ingenuity of he
Their houses are comical in
beaver, to which they are allied.
shape and are visible some three or four feet above the «at«r,
They are made of sea moss, weeds and wild rice stalks, together with leaves »nd sprouts of the wild lily.
When the
marsh is frozen over and the ice is strong enough to heur (heweight of a man, the hun'er provides himself with a spear,
and, accompanied by an otter hound, visits the rnuskrel
lodges.
If the latter are inhabited thn dog points them »M
The hunter tlieu approach**
setter or pointer does a turd.
and thrusts bis spear through the thin, soft wall until the
sharp blade pierces the rat, and he is torn from
and soon deprived of Ins hide. This manner of securing the
game is not looked upon with favor, and the oidinary plan'
of catching them with a steel trap is considered more legitimate.
About the 10th of September the blue and greoii-wujgl
t

m

I

I

teal Uy iuto the marshes in large flocks, aud furnish exc<-'-'
They are
lent sport for the experienced duck hunter.
most gregarious of the duck family and are usually fou«6Vlo*j
large flocks.

Ma

The wood duck, with
early in the season.

breed here.

held in reserve for the hands of the gentlemen, who
discharge their contents into the terrified herd that is crowding past within easy shooting distance, while a cordon of
armed gillies has been told off to put the most severely
many escape to
crippled animals out of their misery.
pine away or mnke a painful recovery is one of the secrets of
Driving is
the forest that prudent retainers will keep dark.
far more unsportsmanlike than the bateau, and one objection
to the excessive preserving of deer is the excuse it gives for
Bow Bells.
thinning them in unsports uanlike fashion.
Edinburgh, Scotland, Oct. 1, 188L

its

beautiful

plumage,

is also fmulAi

Both of

these, as wi II as the mall»n)ii
usually builds its nesi
The mallard nests in some lonely swamp, or in UKtrees.
eluded marshy spot. The nest of the teal is seldom toned
Little ducklings soon after being hatched display much gfl
nine in hiding among the weeds or diving along the g[jjfl|
banks and remaining under the water, allowing
The pintail*]
bills to protrude only sufficiently to breathe.
it is said, do not breed this side of the Arctic regions.
The best open water ducks are the redhead, the ennw*.
back and the blue bid. The marsh ducks are the muljH
widgeon, bald head, whistle head, plug head, teal and W|
The canvas-back feeds on wild celeiy or ajfl
spoonbill.
and seldom stops along these marshes. One* of one ps*VH
however, was fortunate enough to knock one down.

among

whoshoot indifferently, andareraoreof butchers than stalkers.
We have heard on excellent authority of batteries of Express

H

i

I

footfall of the deer
their forms emerge

;
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LAKE ERIE DUCKING GROUNDS.
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difficult to
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Tbe wood duck
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(

rifles

How

Spirit Lake— Spirit Lake, Iowa, Oct. 15.— Ducks and
geese coming in plenty now. This season bids fair for splendid shooting for the balance of the season. Geese nest here,
At this time of year
as do a great many kind of ducks.
most of the shooting is on the wing, aud royal sport it is,
Fishing fairly good
too, till every slough and lake is frozen.
If any one
this fall— pike (wall eye) and pickerel mostly.
wants rare sport this is the place for it.—A. A. Mosheb.

A

Noviii. Proposition— Monroe, N. C, Oct. 7 .— I J»]jj
been quail shooting twice this month, oil the afternoons «B
I found the birds very abundant ; 4MB
the 5th and 6th.
about five eovies, two of them full grown, the others lib**'
two-thirds grown.
old dog, six years old, came tepj
work ia fine style, and worked as well as when he Q U ^JH

My

young dog, one aud one-half years, was ntM
rough aud seemed to have forgotten what, he learned MJ
1 have a boo»i|J
year, as he was perfectly broken then.
which I intend to keep an accurate record of the number <£
fall.

My

bob
shots I make during the open season on quail, and tbe
ber of birds bagged, and would suggest that otl
meu do the same, and when the season is over we all P*j
our records to the Forest and Stream for publication, suw.
may make a comparison and see what, tbe average will Wjflj
we can then tell what percent, of the shots ought to *"\3
a crack shot. I have no idea that there is a single subscW**
but would send a true report just as well as if Bworn.w

—

do

so.

Colt.

Ootobkb
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Nebraska as a IIttntino Cottntby— Lincoln, Neb., Oct.
21.— Last, Monday, MeBSTrf. Webster, Tomson, Hallett and I
went out by the morning train to a small lake, or really a
marsh, near Ashland, a small town twenty-seven miles from
here, on the B. & M. R. R., and in a seven hours' shoot
bagged 120 ducks and eight snipe. The lake was so full of
weeds and rushes that a dog could not work, and we lost at
least half as many ducks as we got.
There were thousands
of " mud hens," ami these Hying about continually bothered
the party no little, especially when the sun went down, and
made it difficult to distinguish them from ducks. The party
waded out into the water, and took stands l>y the muskrat
mounds that reared their heads above the water all over the
The day was cloudy and cold, clearing off half an
lake.
hour by sunset, anil giving us a glorious western horizon for
closing the day's entertainment.

Rabbits are very numerous here this fall, and I anticipate
some good rabbit shooting this winter.
have had ten
steady days of rain this month, and everything is under
water.
great many snrf ducks have been killed on the inland rivers and marshes this season, which is an unusual
thing here, as they are generally only to be found on the

fATKB,

Black Bass, iRcropterua nalirwide-8
anfl M. paUidvu.
Mascalonge, Edox nobilior.
Pickerel, iV«r rehmlatug.
Pike or Pickerel, Eoox luciw.
Pike-perch
(waU-eycd
pike)

Notes from Arkansas— Van Buren,

Ark., Oct. 19.— The
celebrated poet and lawyer, Gen. Albirt Pike, with Richard
Thornton and others left this place Monday for a two weeks'
bunt in the Choctaw Nation, I. T. The General says that,
this will be his last Arkansas hunt, but his many friends protest, and predict that he will come again.
The weather has
been extremely warm till within the last few days there is
now quite a change, and we hope lor cooler still. The first
mallard of the season was killed to-day by our Sheriff, Wm.
Houck. Some small bags of teal have been made, but shooting as yet has been poor. v\ ith the approaching cool weather
we expect to have royal sport.
have quite a number of
splendid lakes within easy access of town, boats, etc., and
are fully prepared to give the ducks a warm reception on
their arrival.— Dick.

Stizobsthium
gruetim, etc.

All the ducks, but about

&'.

species).

War-mouth, Chanobn/ttuit antoxus.
Pomoxys nijromaeulututi.
Bachelor, Pmiwxyx annulariji.

Chub, Semotilin coTporalU,

SALT WATER.
Sea Bass, Ccniroprintia atrariiu.
Striped Bass or Rockflsh, Hooctts

Weakflsh or Squetague, Cjmoscyon
regalia

lineatus.
La Fayette or Spot, Lwsto-amxobliWhile Perch. Morone americana,
qvMos.
Blueflsh or Taylor, Pomatomus Channel Bass. Spot or Rednsh,

SoUenopfi ocellatwt.

Kaltatrix.

We

Scup or Forgle, Sknotcmus argyrops.

k psnead, Archoaargu* pmbatocrphaluti.

Pollock, PoUachius carbonarius.
Tautog or Blacknsh, 1'autoga

Klngnsh

or Barb,

Mendalrrvt

nebulosus.

onitos.

Notes From the March to Yobktown— Yorktown, Va.,
19.— Found plenty of birds on the way down from
Washington, but having been delayed by the death of the
President had not sufficient tioie to shoot much where the
laws permitted. Expect to have a pleasant march t ack, and
to have a well provided mess.
It is claimed that wildturkeys are unusually thick along the river near Hanover town,
below Hanover C. H. Expect to be able to report as to

Spanish Mackerel, Cybium maculalum

Oct.

facts at a future dale.
"Circus" here almost a miserable
failure, save possibly the military and naval, which has not
come off.— U. S. A.

GtlLLYKKMO.

yet

Florida Gamk— Pensacola, Fla., Oct. 19.— Editor Forest
and Stream: I notice in your " Anawe s to Correspond?' ts"
that you state that " in no part of Florida can a man make a
living with his gun." It is a mistake; your informant was
wrong. Evidence Last week the Shei iff of this county and
two other hunters took a trip to an old camp ground thirtytwo miles distant from the city by way of the railroad.
They remained there two days, and the amount of game
killed was viz., three deer, six turkeys and two hundred

—One of

the most attractive
points around the exhibition grounds to visitors is the encampment hotel kept by L. Y. Jenness. It embraces fifty
tents, accommodating from two to tlurty persons each, all
floored with planks at a sufficient elevation, and nicely furnished and ry, located on a hill several hundred yards northwest of the Exposition and accessible from themaiu entrance
by Marietta avenue and the Western and Atlantic Railroad.
The cuisine is of the best, and there is a first-class dining-

•

i

room attendance from New York. The encampment was
brought here from Warwick Woodlands, Greenwood Lake,
Orange County, New York, a popular Eastern summer resort, built up by the Greenwood Lake Impovement Company, of which William O. McD .well, a Gotham banker, is
President.
In addition to the tents there are closed cam.
fortable frame rooms for hose who prefer them.
The ent

handsomely arranged, with broa^l avenues, and
It is inclosed by a high fence, with
only one entrance (through ihe office.), aud is thoroughly
guarded day and night. The novelty of this enterprise is attracting considerable attention, and it is extremely popular.
The rates are the same as those of the Atlanta hotels, which
have been reduced sit ce the exposition opem d, and it is
is

elevated plank waiks.

commended

ar>%erica.num,

Yellow Perch, Perm lluvialilU.
Striped Bass, Roccus HneatUa,
Willie Bass, Rooms cMytmpH.
Bass, Ambloplilee,
(Two

KOCk

;

1

Camcing Out at Yorktown

J/jishittg.

FISH IN SEASON I\ OCTOBER.

large lakes.— Ten Boek.

Sullivan County Game— New York, Oct. 21.— Editor
Forest and Stream: I notice in your issue of the 20 h that
a party has been sold in going to Sullivan county for ducks
and other game, wherein you disagree with him. I know
all about it, having visited Eldred twice.
The fir.-t time
was from an advertisement in your p, per. I remained for
a week or more, and did not even see a woodcock, or anything else, and got disgusted and came home.
rii d it
again, thinking perhaps luck was against rue.
This tune I
remained two weeks and taw but one woodcock and a few
partridge, and a friend, myself aud a guide, with an excellent dog, bagged in two weeks' time tut seven birds, and
bought all I could, which was six, making thirteen in all.
The fact of the matter is there is no game up there.— 8. P.

specially to be

£e& and §iver

We

A

ten, were of the larger species.
I am beginning to think
Nebraska is a better hunting ground than Mississippi.

campment
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for large parties or families.—

Exchange.

and forty-nine squirrels.
Plenty of doves and partridges
around the city. Weather still very warm. Nic.

—

vertisement falsely states that "the sporting papers generally
join iu praising the Saxon breach-loading shot-gun as one of
the most reliable sportingguns in the world." The "spoiling
papers" have not "generally joined in praising" the gun
and, because of the assertion that they did, the Pores r and
Stream took ore to put itself on record as not praising it.
The "Saxon" gun is one style of a large class of firearms which are, from time to time, worked oil upon the
public by means of specious and glowing advertisements.
These guns, sold under many minus, are all substantially
the same thing, being old muskets which are converted into
clumsy shot-guns. They are the same guns that are sold to
the Southern negroes aud at counfy cross-road stotes for S5
or $4, or less.
The advertisements are all alike. We said
that the person must be "green " who isinduced by the advertisement of the "Saxon" to invest in the gun.
We will
explain why we said so. The advertisement asserts that
the " Saxon " is "a §15 breech-loading shot-gun for $5.01*."
This is not true the grade of single-barrel breech-loading
shot guus sold by reputable dealers is far superior to the
"Saxon," which is, therefore, in no respect "a S 15 gun for
$5.50." The advertisement asserts "Our ngular price
is
$15; in selling samples of the 'Saxou' at $5.50
each we are making an enormous sacrifice." As a matter of fact the same k'nd of gun is furnished by New
York parties to country storekeepers for 82.75 wholesale,
and retailed by them at $4 or $5. That is all tuere is to the
"enormous sacrifice." The advertisement says "every
part of it made of the very best material." The fact is that
it is made of very common material.
The advertisement
says that " the improved patent breech makes it far sup rior
*
*
* * any other breech-loading shot-gun in the
to
world." On the contrary, the action is an old one and has
long been superseded by improvements. Etc.]
;

;

—

Chicago Notes -Chicago. Oct. 22 —The shooting has
been very bad here since I last wrote you on account Of the
warm weather. 1 was down on the Calumet, last Monday
shooting.
1 bagged nineteen jack-snipe, seven kill-deer, six
blue-wing teal, une wood-duck and eight mallards. Snipe
are plenty, but ducks of all kinds are scarce.
There is good
shooting on Kankakee River. A party of twelve Chicago
sportsmen left for there this morning, to be gone two weeks.

of tlsh, comely In appearance, bold btters, and
tormenters of fine tackle, whleh are styled "game
for as such, but which by no means deserve the
name and reputation. Such customers may possibly " pass In a
crowd," as the shabby gei teel frequently do among the masses of human society. But the superior qualities and attributes of the irue
flsh"

and angled

game

flsb are readllj detected. Define me a gentleman and I wlli deyou a " game" fish "which the same 'la known by the company
he keeps, and recognized by his dress and address, features,

fine

;

food and manner of eatlrg.
The
flsh, ol which the troul and salmon are frequentInhabit the fairest regions of nature's beautiful
domain. They di Ink only from ihe purest fountains, and subsist upon the eholcest food their pellucid streams supply. Xot to sa.r that
all fish that Inhabit clear and sparkling waters are game flsh : tor
there are many such, of symmetrical form and delicate flavor, that
take neither bait nor fly. But a is self evident that no fish which Inhabit foul or sluggish waters can be " game flsh."
It Is Impossible
Irom the very circumstance ol their surroundings and associations.

habits,

true
ly

lntelUgence,

haunts,

game

types.

They may flash with tinsel and lawdry utilre they may strike with
the brute ioree or a blacksmith, or exhibit the dexterity of a pi Izeflghter, tut theh: low breeding and vulgar quality cannot be mistaken,
Their haui.ts, their very rood and manner of eating, betray theh
grossness.— Charles Hallock.
;

Dkek Hounds

in

Maine.

—

It is

reported that two or three

gentlemen belongirg in Bangor, together with a party from
Boston, headed by a guide who lives inVeazie, Me., a day
or two since went out to Lead Mountain, near tti ion River,
that State, to hunt for deer.
The party had with them a
pack of valuable dogs.
State law forbids the hunting of
deer with dogs, and its violation so incensed the natives in
in Ihe vicinity of the mountain that they all turned out and
shot every one in the pack.
One of the dogs, owned by a
Boston gentleman, was valued at $150.

A

Notes—Winsted, Conn., October 21, 1881,
in this section has been quite scarce this season,
the exception of woodc( ck, which
have been
as pleuty as usual.
I can report
several fine strings.
On Monday Messrs. Skinner, Bevins and Skinner bagged
thii ty-eight woodcock, and Tuesday Messrs Skinner, Bevln
Skinner and Kirk bagged thirty more. Wednesday, Messrs.
Camp and Beskerlee bagged thirteen woodcock and two
grouse.
The above are the finest strings I have ever heard
Connecticut

— Oame
with

Tub "Saxon" Gun Again—New York, October 24—
Editor Forest and Stream : My attention has been called to
an article in a recent issue of your valuable periodical,
headed "Guus Given Away," in which it was sated:
" It, must be a very green chap who invests in the 'Saxon.' "
Uelying upon your good sense of justice, and in the hope
that you will give the "Saxon" a hearing, I beg to state
that during the last month I have sent many hundreds of
guns out of this office in reply to mail orders, aud have sold
a great many across the counter. Out of this number of
guns I have had but eight guns returned, as my books will
show, and have received many testimonials as to its merits.
I do not pretend that a $5.50 turn is equal to a $40 gun, but
I do pretend, and am willing to prove, that the " Saxon"
breech-loader is a good, strong, reliable weapon, shoots well
and gives great satisfaction.— Wm. Harding, President Saxon Importing Co.
[We wish to do Mr. Harding no injustice, and should have
contented ourselves with the simple refusal of the advertisement of the "Saxon" gun which was oilered to us, had we not
been compelled by the wording of that advertisement, in other
papers to define our opinion of the gun in question. The ad-

There are some kinds

rattier successful

,

of being taken in this

season.— Clifton.

—

Columbia Countt, N. Y., Oct. 22. I have spent the past
week here in Columbia county as the guest of C. W. Bostwick and G. Hills, of Hudson, N. Y., aud Dr. Jones, of East
Chatham, N. Y., three as thorough sportsmen as ever pulled
a trigger, aud I must say nothing was spared that would add
to the pleasure and comfort of myself and dogs.
We have
enjoyed some excellent woodcock shpoting during the past
week, especially on the 19th and 20th— the flight birds stopping here in goodly numbers.
W. H. Piheob.

—

—

Indiana North Vernon, Oct. 17.— Fall fishing is not firstSeveral varieties of bass are the game fish. The extraordinary drought of the past summer was almost extermination to the finny tribe.
Hundreds of yards of the creek
beds were entirely dry. Here and there was a deep hole left
wbh water enough to preserve a few fish. In shallow places
hogs would overturn the stones where a stray fish might have
found refuge, and gobbled it up. It was discouraging. We
hope the flsh may come up from the larger streams. N.

class.

—

Notss Feom Indiana— North Vernon, Ind
The open season for quail and pheasants in this

Oct. 17.—
State is from
the 15th of October to the 20ih of December, and for wild
turkeys from 1st of November to 1st of February. For the
killing of a quail, pheasant or turkey out of season the penQiail are not as numerous this year as in some
alty is $3.
other years.
Turkeys and pheasants are always scarce. N.£
,

—

Bond's Rowing Geajs.— We have in our office some samBond's now rowing gear, which will bo found to
meet the wants of many. As a rule, canoes and sporting
boats are loo narrow to pull from the gunwale, aud some arrangement is required for rowimr which cm be got rid of
when not in use. To this end W. E. Bond, Cleveland, Ohio,
has devised a very neat arrangement, combining several advantages sure to be appreciated. The rowlock is supported
in a light and neat iron outrigger.
The legs of the latter
are supplied with adjustable hooks, by means of which the
outriggers are attached to suitable castings screwed to the
gunwale inside, and their height regulated by a thumbscrew
to suit each individual and the depth to which the boat may
be sunk.
They can he quickly unshipped or turned inboard
to drop down to the boat's aide out of the way.
The rowlock itself has a swinging brass band of semicircular section
pivoted within the arms of the rowlock, so that raising the
oar to feather is accomplished by this band swinging about
ples of

pivots, thereby obviating all noise in pulling, a fact
will not fail to value.
This arrangement
of rowing very much and serves as a rest
from which to "scull" without tiring the wrist. The workmanship of these outriggers is the very best, for they combine strength with light weight and sightliness.
The shoulders of the row'ocK are accurately fitted to those of the
socket, and the latter, being two and one-balf inches deep,
prevents all rattling generally accompanying the swing of
the oar.
The gear ranges from eight inches to twelve inches
in length and in price from $3.50 to $4, and can be had
direct from the manufacturer, W. E. Bond, Cleveland, O.
its

which the hunter
facilitates the art

-•»—
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captain, which way ?"
This was the query
I put to a good-looking young man of about
thirty on the 7th ins'., us I was descending the bank
of Lake Erie, in our fine city of Brie, with oars over my
sin ulders, trolling line and gaff hook in hand ready for a
short row and troll.
The person addressed was genteely
dressed, an entire stranger to me aud I to him.
He had a
good rod and Une, a bucket full of live minnows and crabs,

and replied:
"To breakwater and thence to South Channel pier for
ba«s."

Seeing my oars, trolling line and gaff, he looked as if he
would greatly prefer riding to walking, the disiance to his
fishing point being Ihieeauda half miles by land aud. only
two miles by water. I informed him that I was going out
for a troll, aud if he was willing to go as slow as 1 desired be
was welcome to ride and I would land him at his destination.
He embraced my offer and in five minutes more we
were rowing in one of ihe fiuest bays anywhere to be found.
The west wind was too high forgo.id trolling, and our course
being east there was but little rowing pecessary; only a little

guiding of the boat. 1 took the oars for a mile, trolling all
the time with the liue in my teeth, in which manner I have
landed many a fine mascalong", pike, black-bass and walleye.
Iu a fow minutes we were at "the channel.''
The
stranger, Mr. R., look the oars and my line was transferred
from mouth to hands. I requested him to keep close to the
channel and to low very slowly, as the wind was carrying
us fast enough.
Then, with my good, finely-feathered,
kidney-shaped, Buel No. 2 spoon, brightly silvered outtide
and as brightly red inside, with nioeiy to a hundred feet of
small liueu line ou', I tried my best, to induce a bite, but
doubtful of success owing to rough water,
Mr. R. had rowed but two or three minutes when I had a
most decided and unmistakable strike, a bite like the pounce
of a liou on a rabbit, and the instant it to, k lie hook ihe
fish showed its majestic form by a leap of lour ieet in the
" Thunder !" exclaimed R., dropping 'he ears, "That's
air.
a big one; you'll never get. him with that line." Attending
to my line, I replied: " Yes, it's a large one; keep the boat
steady perfectly so, and wht never I bring it to side of
boat haul in oar from ihat side," Then I had that indescribable delight of the [roller.
Like a tiger hooked lo ihe cud
of a small cord I had a mascalonge and a good one, fast to
ray small liue, leaping, shaking, darliair, diving, struggliug
desptmtely and like a hero to get losse
Ua! 'l was fine.
He fought well, splendidly, took short splurges and long
ones, while I kept the line taught all the time, only giving

—

just slack enough not to strain the line loo much, not knowing how well the fish was hooked. It ioi k twenty minutes
to get it within twenty-five feet of Hie boat, where it stopped
for a moment, being two feet under the water, and where i;.,
tremulous witt excitement, had a good view of It, and where
I, satisfied before, whs fully convinced of its being a
really
large fish.
I gave it no rest; woiked it to side ol the boat
but, owing to rough water and
it with gaff,
pitching of the boat, the gaff, instead of taking it under the
designed, bit the siile of its head aud glanced off.
It turned quickly, made a splurge or dive of thirty feet, aud
during the next ten minutes it plunged and fought most
gamely, going backwards aud forwards, right, and left, up
and down, leaping out of the water twice, diving three
limes under ihe boat andus often brought back until finally,
and I should say thirty minutes from taking the hook. I
brought it to the side of the boat, gaffed and lifted it in. It
marie most vigorous leaps to get out, but I held on with the
gaff until 1 pHssecl the wire end of my strong fish rope
through its chop*, tied it to a rib in the boat and ihus had it

and struck
gills as I

secure.
R. particularly requested thai it be kept at my end of the
boat, and in fact its ponderous jaws, with their ore and a
half inch teeth, looked sharky.
The. three hooks were well
fast near the junction of the jaws.
It measured four feet

—
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;and one Inch in length, and tipped the scales at thirty-three
pounds, and was us handsome a specimen as 1 ever saw.
Mr. R. greatly excited, pleased and somewhat alarmed at

the Sue open countenance of my captive, was lauded on his
pier, and then trolling an hour longer, captured a four pound
pike, which looked like a chub alongside his fellow captive.
1 had a healthy, bracing pull home of two and a half miles
against wind and water.
I think you will agree with me
that I had spott fit for a peasant or a king.
A,

Fmn„

Erie,

Oct. 20t/i.

[OdTOBKK

A

ridge rises between them of not to exceed fifty
Lakes.
yards in width, but quite high, and 1 learnfrom Captain that
the level of the water on the one to our left as we are going is
about twenty-rive feet higher thau the other. They areeaidto
full of pickerel, and quite large ones, hut they tempt us not.
Woodrow keeps in advance of the train considerable of the
time on the lockout for a deer, while Petie, Captain and I
hold close to the seat on our spring wagon. It pleases aud
gratifies me exceeding much to relate that just here or hereabouts. Woodrow sees a deer looking right at him in the middle of the road, and, as he says, Ms first thought was, "Gosh
how thin 1" and afterward concluded to fire, but ye deer
hecdeth it not. When within about a mile of Black Lake
the waters of the lake con be seen to the right, and in a short
time we are brought up standing and a general tumbling out
is effected without any special requests, aud by supper time
the tent is up, a tip-top balsam bough bed made, and camp is
considered in readiness.

>

i

27, 1881,

having been together between two and three weeks. Wdodrow
leaves for Indian River, there to remain a Couple of day?,
then to return home. Petie packs his gripsack, and silently
Capsteals away on his return to the bosom ot his family.
tain lives here, while I, having my family in this locality
expect to remain a month longer.
We have hod a jovhl,
jolly good time together.
May it often be repented, and I
can only wish my brother-canoeists and sportsmen as pleasant
a cruise as the one just finished has been f
F hank N. Be bbb.

1

I

A DAY ON BALSAM LAKE.
Forest and stream :
Sickness in my family running through the whole summer
rip- to this autumn not only broke up my trip to New Mexico,
Colorado and Wyoming, but it lias kept me from my usual
summer haunts. Only" three times in the long and to me
dreary summer, have I dropped line in Strkam, while almost
all the Forest I have seen was on my own domain.
One trip to the Beaverkill was made bright by art invitation from a member of the famed Willewemoc Club to cast
A line in Balsam Lake. Hoping to meet your gifted, but too
seldom, em-respondent, Q. W. Van Siclen, the president of
the club, 1 accepted, and had but one regret. I was a day too
late to meet the genial Van, who stands in the van as a
fisherman, game protector and gentlemanly leader of a noble
t?-ditm-

coterie whose great delight is found in true and manly Spgrt.
Over the roughest road that I ever traveled I drove my
buck-board to the margin of the lonely lake, followed by an
ox-sled with two boats for Captain King and myself.
It was near hood before we were afloat, and as the lakekeeper said, not a very go Jd day for trout. But there were
trout there, millions of them, as one could see on every side
in the cryslal waler, and after testing about half a book of
flies to find what they wanted I settled on a new 11 y as yet unnamed. It was very like the Beaverkill lly that Jimmy Mur-

dock used

to tie.

The moment

I cast that a ten-inch trout

of about a half pound weight took it, and with very little
play I had him in the floating creel alongside the boat. Captain King, well acquainted with the lake, was already successfully engaged about eighty rods away, as I could see by
frequent rain-bow gleams as he drew the speckled beauties
in.

An hour passed, and about forty of these gamy gentlemen
were in the creel, when a shout from shore told us that lunch
had arrived from the club-house. An appetite had been
shaken up to voracity over that infernal road, and the way
cold ham, broiled chicken and the concomitants vanished
would have frighted Dr. Tanner to death or at the least put
him in a conniption fit.
Lunch over we returned to the lake, and for an hour more
plied the rod faithfully.
The result was eighty-five trout, althe same size as No. 1, to my rod and about as many
Capt. King, all we wanted, and we stopped
of slaughter.
The lake, which is the extreme head of the Beaverkill, is
a lovely gem of crystal set in a frame of evergreens, beeches,
maples, birch and poplar, so far from the usual haunts of
men that it is little fished, and has a stock that would last
centuries with proper care.
There is one great safe-guard:
the road in will never be travelled for pleasure. I have a
team of thoroughbreds perfectly brotcen, and I never drove
them over such a road before the Lord willing never will
again
Through swamps hub deep, over roots, fallen logs,
rocks as large as a small house stuck up edgeways, lengthways, crossways aud every other way, making turns so short
that we had to lift the latter end of the wagon around to
pass, and even unhook traces to get between huge forest
trees.
But we got there
And all day I wondered, "Will 1
ever get my team out again in safety?" I did, Providence
and care assisting.
The club has as fine a fishing preserve as there is in this

most

all

more

to that of

w enry
T

;

This lake can be reached by a drive of about twelve miles,
landing you from four to five miles from the lake at the head
of the rapids in Black River, from which point a beautiful
trip can be had to the lake: and when the river is free of
logs a delightful run can be made down the rapids into Cheboygan River and then to Cheboygan. Unfortunately for
us the river was full of logs clear up to the lake, compelling
us to take an entirely different route from Cheboygan and a
much longer wagon ride to deliver us at our destination. The
lake is about three to four miles wide and ten miles long,
very rjdep, with the exception of a quite wide stretch of
shoal water extending entirely around it, hi some places
reaching out into the lake for half a mile. The shores are
heavily lined with trees around the entire body of water,
and at the south end, which is the head of the lake, quite a
limestone ledge rises inio prominence, while on the east side,
where we are located, the laud rises into quite a respectable
series of hills.
There are a number of fine large springs
around this lake, the outlet of one being within a few feet of
our tent. The time during the evening is put in by getting
guns and fishing tackle in order and a crusade against a lot
of small frogs, which are safely stored in our minnow basket.
In the morning a fishing expedition is formed of all,
with the exception of Woodrow, who " goes out to look for
a deer." Paddling out to where the water deepens we explore for a short time, and upon discovering a few light,
wavy weeds several feet under the surface, a halt is called,
aud Petie gets his frog to soak first, and before Captain and
I have ours fairly in the water has something on his line,
trying to pull him out of the boat, and before he can show

up what is "trifling with his affections" Captain and 1 each
have a similar complaint. Rip ran out of the water and
down for the bottom water quite deep outssde of the weeds
where we are fishing and, after a tussle, we each have a

—
—

bass safely lauded. The next thing in order is a little blowing from each one, and then a comparison, which must be
done immediately.
Result Petie, four pounds Captain,
four pounds two ounces I, four pounds eight ounces.
Out
go our lines again, with a similar result in a few moments;
The next haul, a "siuglesize of fish about the ssme.
hander," is by Petie, who demands judgment, and, as all
hostilities must cease until settled, we hang his fish upon the

and five pounds even is called. Harmony being restored, we hustle the fish around for about an hour longer,
when we call quits and go back to our camping ground
and immediately make our showing. Petie comes in with

State.
Long may they live to enjoy it. AajJ now lest G.
\\ V. S. gets into my hair about the road I will promise if
duly elected to join the club next season and fish there, engaging if 1 can a balloon passage over that road. Tours, sadly
hut truly,
Ned Buntline.
.

RagUs Ned,

Oct. 16.
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provision up, which we do
Woodrow
invading the groceries and bakery.
thinks we ought to havo bread enough certain; the loaves
are pretty big, but we order a dozen and a half.
Petie
thinks if we have plenty of potatoes and onions we ought to
be satisfied so we order a good family supply of potatoes
and onions while Captain chinks in with a remark that hog
and molasses are absoluely necessary, a due allowance of
which are added, while 1 fid in by procuring everything else
I can see or think that will add to the comforts of our larder.
Our menu at this point must be as complete as circumstances will permit.
finally conclude that we have
amply allowed for each one's fancy and direct that all the
provender be sent to the hotel by 8 o'clock next morning,
after which we make arrangements for our wagons to take
the fleet twenty-two miles to our destination, a point about
midway on the lake, on the eastern shore.
Captain's boat is the first to be loaded, in which we find
ample room lor the majority of our "stupendous collection;" .led affei everything is in order the menagerie moves,
led by the elephants brought from South America's sunny
clime at the great expense of two ships, under the care and
guidance of the genial Mr. Littlcfield, of Cheboygan, who
handles the reins, while Petie, Woodrow, Captain and myself
are the humble but jubilant representatives of the elephantine
family.
Following in our wake comes the balance of the
first

thing necessary

is to

;

;

We

Leaving Cheboygan

we have

a good road southeast

to

City, a distance of about two miles, when \ve go
[trough the property of Mr. Thompson Smith, the owner of
the immense saw mill at this point, being the second largest
mill in the State of Michigan, then take advantage of a plank
road built by Mr. Smith for six miles through the woods for

Duncan

the purpose of hauling logs one winter a few years ago when
After
the light snows proved ineffectual for such purposes.
leaving this road we have a very good Michigan road the
balance of the distance. lu many places on tins drive the
underbrush and young trees had grown BO close to the wagon
complete arch was formed but. a short distance
rut that
r heads, and the branches were continually brushing
against us. At one point we bad about two miles of just such
a road without a break. About fifteen miles out we pass between a couple of deep, dark looking little lakes, called Twin
;i

WHY

and one pickseven aud one-half pounds; Captain comes to the front

largest bass, five pounds, smallest four pounds,
erel

with largest bass four and one-half pounds, smallest three
and three-quarter pounds; while 1 am betwixt and between
largest four and one-half pounds, smallest four pounds.
Laying them aloDg in a row on the beach, we come to the
it is the finest lot of bass we
ever saw. How many there were I regret to say 1 failed
to note, but there were at least a dozen, with only one fish
less than four pounds, aud all, as the balance we catch
in this lake prove to lie, the small-mouthed black ba»3
and very dark-colored.
Not having the conscience to
any longer, at present at any rate, where they
fish
were so plentiful, we lake proper care of our fish, amuse
ourselves by a little target practice, get dinner ready, when
Woodrow turns up :u time to come in for his proportion,
immediately after which he "goes out to look for a deer,"
while Petie, Captain and i prepare for a tour of investigaFollowing the shore we come
tion to the head of the lake.
to the large limestone ledge so conspicuous from all parts of
the lake. The shore here is composed of broken and waterwashed pieces of limestone, and very large specimens of the
star coral, with pieces of the latter weighing at least from
A drizzling rain sets in, with
eight to ten pounds each.
prospects of a very unpleasant afternoon we paddle back to
our camping place, snug up things a little, and in a short
time have goiDg, in a right cheerful manuer, the camper's
delight— a roaring lire. By night Woodrow turns up, a little
foot sore and weary, but nary venison.
The next morning, visions of big fish now having taken
possession of our earnest deer hunter, he decides to go with
The wind is blowing quite strong, and we have considus.
erable difficulty in finding the exact location of our former
achievements, where we hud the fishing as good as the day
Petie this day
previous, aud we take many fine specimens.
leads, landinga fi ve and one-half pound bass, the largest caught
by our parly. Two gentlemen troni Tennessee, visiting this
place after we left, brought back to Cheboygan two that
weighed six pounds each. 'Returning to our camping ground
a pen is built to keep our fish until we are ready to return
r
e fish awhile again in the afternoon while
to Cheboygan.
Woodrow is again out "looking for a deer," and the fish seem
to be just as anxious to climb up our lines aud bite off the
end of our rods as heretofore.
As a summary I regret to
I must now wind up my line.
say that our persistent would-be deer slayer fails to get in
his deadly work, but he has had the satisfaction of knowing
that he has served faithfully and well, if not successfully.
What was remarkable as to our fishing at this point is the
fact that but three bass were caught, weighing less than four
pounds, while the average was about four and one-half
pounds. How many fi-h a person could catch here in one
day, under favorable circumstances, their powers of endurauoe alone could answer; we did not try. As for just the
right place togOtOfOr black bass fishing (this excels all I
have ever experienced), should any of my brother-anglers
have found a superior place, I would, for curiosiiy's sake,
like to hear of it. Understand, the small-mouthed black bass
average to entire catch four aDd one- half pounds, not init
e.luding the. only pickel t] cai
Jaing seven undone
half pounds.
At noon the next day the teams meet us by appointment,
and we return to Cheboygan. Here our party breaks up,

unanimous conclusion that

;

W

USE;"'

thou cast down, O Fishing Editor ? Why art
thou discouraged ? Thinkest thou it is possible for
such sweetness, such rich emanations culled from the pens of
gifted fishermen to drop, to droop, to die unseen, to waste
their fragrance on the desert air
As they have stirred tiiine
own soul, and refreshed thee when weary and toil-worn by
the way! so also these words have spurred many an angler
art

':

and incited him to carefully examine his valuable lot of fishing tackle, and to prepare them for another 80" Men's work.
The angler is an enthusiast, and is of en regardless of the
expense he incurs so long as it conduces to his sport, aud is
happy in the possession of such fine tackle. The most pleasant moments in a fishing trip are those win n Ihe simpleminded country folk gather around us as wo rig up the flue
split bamboo trout rod we possess, and see litem open their
eyes, until one of them laughingly says
'What are you goI

'

:

ing to catch with that thing, Mister:"
trout is generally a convincer that the thing

Bill

meshing

of

an elegant trout

is

rod.

the Fobest asd Stream comes iu on Saturdays my
thoughts are for the yachting columns. These are hastiglanced through to see what discussion is going on.
Whether cutter, centreboard or sharpie, simply because I am
a water dog and always loved it. Then the "Sea and River
Fishing" comes next for these reasons: First, Because a

As

first

ly

is at the head of it, and what he writes or
Second, it is the
sanctions is excellent and worth reading.
best part of the paper, at least is the opinion of one angler.
Now, for one incident of a recent fishing trip. We were,
angling in a rapid forest stream, very Shallow, but cold as
ice, indeed a dashing stream, hence we were bait fishing at
the time.
Just below a corduroy bridge we struck a quiet
piece of water— a sand wash -over it hung a dense growth of
cedar trees. In this wash lay a very handsome trout, rising
We wanted him
at everthing that floated down stream.
our creel was empty. Quickly changing our hooks we put
on a new fly andmade the cast. He rose, but would not take
it.
changed to a Grizzly King, then to a Professor. With
We had some fellow
the same results, rising each tune.
Mays in our book. To put one on was the work o]
ment. Then casting carefully up stream about two feel the
instant that fly struck water he dashed for it, a slight turn
of the wrist and we securely hooked him and brought him
This makes enthusiasts of fishermen and lovers of fitollin.

competent angler

:

We

Nokw

ahd Stream.

est

REMINISCENCES OF AN OLD FOGY.

scales,

!

!

;

:

;

THE QUERY— "AUK T1IEY OF ANY

KttMBEB TWO.

r

looking over Ihe old log-book of a small craft that I bad
I find the following
1803, August iU, caught a
five-pound sheepshead on a very fine line and small book,
Tins, I believe, is
baited with a small piece of flying-fish.
the only instance of a sheepshead being caught with fish for
bait,
18G3, August 5, caught a flounder that measured two
This
feet four inches in length aud weighed eight pounds.
1865, duly 27, caught a
is the largest one that I ever saw.
shark which measured nine feet in length. In its jaws, embedded in the flesh, were seventeen stings and pi
"rinl of Stlna rays,
Sharks a
stings of the sting ray.
and I often used parts of them for ha for the sharks, l
out of the
had frequently cut stings and piece
flesh about the jaws of sharks, and I
ticca particularly
built

i

h.
Now,
that there were no signs of inflamat i< m
the ray sting is terribly poisonous to hiu
The largest sheepshead that 1 eve*
id fifteen
Bay that
pounds, but one was caught in Great
eat weak
weighed sixteen and one-quarter pounds
and Spit,
fish that I ever saw was caught in a Seaud
near Beesley's Point, New Jersey, and 1
it turned the scale at. fifteen and three-quarter pounds, but
Thomas Grace, at Cape May Court House, caught one, with
This
his hook and line, that weighed twenty-three pounds.
I have
ihl a great
is the largest one that I ever heard of.
many fish, and shot many shore birds, duck and
i

i

'.,

.

,

tween Long Beach and Herreford

Inlet,

New Jm

believe that the shooting has got to be poor, and it was poor
when I frequented there to what the old residents told me
C. R, M.
that it had been in their recollection.
Johtuoniown, Va., Od-.ll, 1881.

ANGLING LITERATURE;

NO

land can compare with England in the variety and
It contains works
richness of its angling literature.
which, like Izaak Walton's, are read by people who have not
the slightest interest in fishing, but which are pail of the
general literature of the time, and which faithfully reflect
.So exthe manners of the age in which they were written.
tensive is this field that there are several books which are devoted to the history of this literature. Mr. Lainberl has just
published one,* a limited number o! whicn hi
Messrs. Scribuer
Co., of New York.
The book is a IGmo. of 87 pages, with index, and, as the
;'..
m
<f
author states, is intended to present a clear vie.
prominent English angling literature. Some spaceis devoted to
descriptions of fishing by Greek and Latin authi
the works of the two .great classical peoples of the past are
common to all countries." A short account of a few books
on other subjects interesting to fishermen, as well as a notice
of some biographical catalogues of books on fish and fishing
are also given.
learu that there have been six catalogues of books oh
The first, called "A Catalogue
fishing which deserve notice.
r Ellis in
of Hooks on Angling," was prepared by Sir.!
ist'J, and a reprint, without acknowledgment, ia to (JG found
Next came Pickering's
in Daniel's "Rural Sports," 181^.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.]

S;',

" BiWiotlieca Piscatoria," 1885,

amc

Then

Betliune'a list in the
After
1847.

"The Complete Anglet,"

American edition of

'A

;

Bibliographical Catalogue of Books on
Angling," by Russell Smith, 1844.
Then the greatest and
heat, by Thomas Wesfwood. 1861.
This was followed by
the "Bibliotheca Ichlhyologia" of D. Mulder Bosgoed, in
1874.
Mr. Westwood, by the way, is revising his great,
work, and we expect to see it before long.
Mr. Lambert baa given an interesting little book, although
far from attempting to give even the "titles of all the works
mi angling,
lie gives some quaint extracts from old books
and some poetical extracts.

AMrHKECIOTJS FISHES.
Media, Delaware Co., Pa., Oct. 23.
Fm-ext and Stream:
In addition to the list of fishes which I lately sent to you,
Which live in both fresh and Bait water, I will add the longnose gar, Lcpidoxtem (mem.
This fish is very abundant in
the fresh water streams on the west coast of Florida.
When
becalmed in the shoal water of the Uulf of Mexico 1 saw
many gar fish, which I feel confident 'were of this species.
They did not seem to entertain any fear of the porpoises
winch were seen to swim near them. Alligators, however,
arc not so fastidious as the porpoises, as I once saw one of
the, former which had a large fish in its stomach.
This species of gar is very retentive of life.
I once made a drawing
of one of them, which had been out of water eighteen hours,
ami even then it snapped its jaws several times. The smell
from them is very disagreeable and sickening. There are
also two other species of gar fish in Florida, the short-nose
gar,
L. plati/stonrus, and the spoonbill, or alligator gar,
IJikoUpi* spatula,,- though these Bpecies are more rare.
''"'''/•

Jqsbi'u Wilcox.

ABROGATION

PROPOSED

OF

THE

FISHERY

MEETING

was recently held in Gloucester, Mass., for
the purpose of conferiug with the Hon. Eben F. Stone,

Member of Congress from that State, upon the fishery interests.
The meeting was composed of fishermen, owners of
Ashing vessels and business men,

Mr. FitzJ. Babson, Col-

and among those present were
A. H. Clark and Capt, Stephen J. Martin, of the U. S. Fish
Commission Col. E. H. Haskell, J. O. Proctor, Esq., B. II.
Corliss, Esq., Col. David W. Low, Capt. Chas. Dagle; Henry
Coas, Collector Huse, of Newburyport; Messrs. \V. A. Wilcox, of the Boston Fiah Bureau, and others interested.
Mr. Babson stated that the object of the meeting was to
give Mr. Stone an opportunity of learning the views of the
peoplo who are mainly interested in fishing, and to clevlse
means to abrogate the treaty with Great Britain, which so
far from a benefit is an injury to American fishery interests.
He referred to the treatment the fishermen had received from
those of the Provinces, and proved by statistics that the
American fisheries for cod and halibut are pursued ou the
ocean banks, entirely outside of any national jurisdiction.
For the tune mouths of the present year, there had been
caught on these banks, 19,688.300 pounds of codfish, and
2,072,900 pounds of halibut, 99,998 barrels of mackerel had
been caught by our fleet, and with the exception of 43 barrels caught in the Bay of St. LawTence, had all been taken in
American waters, proving that the mackerel fishery is and
has been worthless to the "American fishermen on the British
const and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
This, he claimed, wT as also true of the herring, squid, capeliu or other bait fisheries, as these fish cannot be taken by
American fishermen, and are consequently bought by them
like any other commercial commodity, the same as if no
The monstrous valuation by the Halifax
treaty existed.
lector of the Port, presided,

:

:

Commission of the British inshore fisheries, together with an
equal amount remitted as duties by the United States to
British fishermen, is a record of almo'st criminal blundering,
which no nation can afford to perpetuate. He concluded by
offering the following memorial, which was received with
favor, as expressing the sentiment of the meeting.
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives in.
Congress assemled This memorial respectfully represents
that by act 33 of the treaty of Washington, the articles of
said treaty relating to the fisheries, shall remain in force ten
years from the elate at which they may come in operation,
and for a further period of two years after cither of the two
parties shall have given notice of its desire to terminate the
Banie.
Now, therefore, we, the fishermen of the United
Stales, knowing and helieving that the results of the said
treaty have not only been detrimental to the interests of the
:

United States, but unjust and monstrous in the valuation by
the Halifax Commission of the British shore fisheries, and
which the experience of the past ten years has shown to be
Valueless to American fishermen, do hereby pray your

,

honorable boely to cause notice to be given, at the earliest
practical moment, of the desire of the United States to terminate the operation of the fishery articles of said treaty,
and all other treaty provisions relating to the fisheries on the
shores of Canada and Newfoundland, for the following
reason:-, to the end that the British and American fishermen
.may each in their own waters enjoy the right to take fish unmolested, and equal commercial rights in the waters of either
country.
Colonel Stone then responded. He was pleased to meet
such a large representation of the business men of the city,
including, as it did, some of the men who were masters of
the fishing vessels. He had no. idea of the immense collateral
industries in connection with the Gloucester fisheries, which
lie had witnessed in his drives around the city, and in the
calls be had made in company with Collector Babson during
the day.
It was almost a revelation, as his idea of the fisheries was that of the old-fashioned methods, where there had
been no attempt at canning, or skinning and boning, which
was carried on so Successfully in Gloucester, and formed
such important industries. The abrogation of the WashingTreaty and again putting on a duty on foreign fish, did
.seem so easy to him as it did to Captain Babson, as there
We
re other interests in the country opposed to this.
1st meet a serious opppoaition from those who wish to get
cheaply as they can. He thought the question could
put in the shape Of Protection to American Industry, and
could not be denied with any kind of grace. If protecbe grossly unjust to nelie right in principle, it would
kaieester.
There is a similar fish industry on the
s, where they are Baet by Canadian. interference, oud by
cooperation of these interests, we may gain Western
with which to carry our point. He hoped also that the
I

;

I

(

!

manufacturing interests extending so rapidly in the South,
where heretofore they bad uo foothold, will ere long find
necessary to ask protection. If he found difficulties';' ho also
found encouragement, and should, if he had opportunity,
d everything in his power for the renewal of the old duties.
Mr. B. H. Corliss reviewed the fishing business, its struggle, its elecline in other places, the great sacrifices of life and
properly in its prosecution and the enterprise and courage
exhibited by our people in carrying it ou against so many
obstacles.
He spoke of the concessions which bad been
made to Great Britain, the neglect of our Government to
send an armed vessel into provincial waters to protect the

of a

fishermen and look after their rights when unjustly assailed.
In his opinion, we had now arrived at that point when we
want the treaty abrogated, as the privileges we had from it
were not worth a dollar.
Mr. W. A. Wilcox assured the meeting of his sympathy
and heartily indorsed the remarks which had been made.
These were his own personal views. He had visited the
various fishing ports and the industry was well deserving of
protection.
Boston did not agree with these views: but he
considered anything different a short-sighted policy.
Mr. A, n. Clark bad visited all the fishing ports in the
United States, obtaining statistics in the interest of the Pish
Commission.
There was a vast amount of information
which would prove astonishing to the people. The statistics
of Gloucester clearly proved the great disadvantages under
which she has labored with this treaty in operation. Prof.
Baud was of the opinion that it should be abrogated at the
expiration of the time.

veteran angler Charles F. Orvis, of Manchester, Vt., tie for
me two dozen sprout hooks with simply a loop of gut on the
end, also a few nine-inch snells with loop at each end. The
books are carried in an old fly book that I huve converted
into numerous pockets that bold two hooks each. The snells
are carried in a single pocketbook of proper length.
The
advantages of this plan I claim to be as follows We are in
the habit of breaking more hooks than snells, and in this
event the snells are cast away, while in my plan a new hook
is only to be mounted, the "snell being snVed.
Second, the
snells cost more than the book in the old plan, while a dozen
of my style snells will outlast three or four times as many
hooks, thus being a great deal cheaper.
I inclose one of the
hooks to convey my idea better. I think this plan original

it,

mate of a small vessel who was knocked overboard between here and Mobile a few months ago, and who was seized
by one of these large fish, and carried below in the presence
of his shipmates.

i

'

Other remarks were made by Col. David W. Low, John J.
Pew, Esq., who were in sympathy with the meeting and
indorsed the remarks made.
A committee of five, comprising Fifcz J. Babson, B. H.
Corliss, David W. Low, John J. Pew and James G. Tarr,
were chosen to prepare a memorial, to be circulated for signatures in the various fishing towns and be presented to Congress.,

That the fishery treaty should be abrogated there can be
no doubt for both the American and Canadian fishermen de-

TREATY.

A

253

To place the question fairly we give the Canadian
it.
view, as expressed in the Toronto Globe, of the 14th. It
" The award of the Halifax Fishery Arbitrators was
says
that the United States should pay Canada and Newfoundland
$5,500,000 for the right to fish in British North American
waters for twelve years. The Washington treaty provided
that the clauses giving fishery rights to the Americans and to
the Canadians the right of sending fish and fi3h products into
the States free of duty, should have force for ten full years,
after the end of which period either party could, by giving
two year's notice of a wish to end the agreement, bring it to
a conclusion. Four months have elapsed since the Canadian
Government could have caused the Washington Government:
to be notified, yet no action has been taken.
The mutter
should at once be attended to. At the rating of the Halifax
Commission, ihe value of the concessions received by the
States exceeded the value of the concessions made by th em
by the sum of $458,333 each year. Consequently, Canada
has lost Over $152,000 by the four month's delay of the
Ottawa authorities. But that would be a very low estimate
The Halifax award was very much in
of the actual loss.
favor of the States, and a revaluation would, of course, give
Canada increased compensation, even if the privileges
claimed and exercised by the American fishermen wen no|
in excess of those which the arbitrators reckoned on.
But
the fact is that the Washington Government in the Fortune
Bay affair put an interpretation on the treaty that gives the
American fishermen privileges for which the award was not.
intended to pay Canada. That interpretation was more or
less distinctly recognized as correct by the Gladstone
Government, consequently a revaluation would give the
Dominion a largely increased annual rental for the fisheries.
Though justice requires the earliest possible exclusion of the
American fishermen from the enjoyments of rights for which
their Government has not paid, there would be in this country some good-natured reluctance to take action if the Gloucester fishermen had not presumed to "bluff" the Dominion. Fondly imagining that they will be allowed to
poach in British waters, they have been instructed by the notorious Babson to request the Washington Government to
give the required two years' notice. They hope to take fish
where they please, and at the same time to exclude Canadian fish from the States by prohibitory duties.
Not a moment should be lost in taking them at their word.
It may be doubted whether Canada should again agree to
let the Americans enjoy admission to the fisheries for a sum
to be fixed by arbitration.
Perhaps the best course would be
to rigidly keep the groundsfor our own people till our neighbors agree to pay a fair money price named by the Canadian
Government or to enter into some other arrangement satisfactory to this country. Were that course taken the reimposition of American duties on Canadian fish or fish products
would not injure Canadian fishermen in the least, while they
would be freed from competion, and thus enabled to extend
But whatover course may ultheir operations very greatly.
timately be followed it is absurd that the Americans should
be allowed to go on catching fish for which they have not
paid,
it is not now possible to prevent them exercising that
privilege for four months in 1883, but notice should be immediately given that they will be allowed to take advantage
of Canada no longer.

mand
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with Willis D. Maibr.

Trout Frozen ln a Block of Ion.— At the office of the
Virginia City and Gold Hill Water Company, recently, was
on exhibition a block of ice in winch were frozen several
trout.
The ice was frozen by the company's ice machine on
the Divide.
The trout were almost as plainly visible as
though they had been suspended in air. They were in natural attitudes, and appeared to have congealed without knowing that anything unusual was happening to them. As all
their spots and colors were distinctly visible, and they stood
immovable with tails and fins expanded, they would have
formed a splendid study for au artist. Indeed, we think
that here is a hint that painters of such subjects should not
neglect.
Bets were made that they would thaw out " alive
and kicking," and the block of ice was accordingly placed in
a tank and allowed to melt, but at last accounts the trout
were lying on the bottom apparently quite dead. Artificial
freezing was evidently too quick and sharp for them.
Virginia City (Nev.) Enterprise.

—

Angling fou Alligators.—It is said that the unusual
drought in Florida has had the effect of drying up Sibley Lake
to such an extent as to leave only a few slush spots here and
there, and in these alligators sought refuge in huge numbers,
digging huge burrows into the ground. * This has furnished
great sport to the settlers in the neighborhood, who have
gone in crowds to these spots, and fished with fine success
for the enormous reptiles.
The manner of catching them
has been to thrust long rods with hooks at the end into one
of the cavernous burrows and stir up the occupants.
One of
the alligators would snap at the rod, a. jerk would fasten the
hook into the soft part of Ihe lower jaw, aud it would then
be easy to draw the animal out and kill it with hatchets. It
is not every year that such fishing can be enjoyed, even in

Florida.

<gis1\cultttre.

THE

THIS

member of

—

GEBM ANY.

MAYJJTSH OF

the family, Chtpefi,

Sapidiasima, and atteuiptBhavc-boeniun.de to cultivate it. In
recent number of the Fiseh«rei Zeitiw/. of Stettin, we find an article on it, of which we offer the following translate
In a letter from Herr Max von dem Borne to a pape i Holland
,'s that for the past
nshoulforiata have
Alai
tried to cultivate the lnayfjab (Maitisch or die
aio:;a.) but the operations ha ve Dot been w
a
with the shad in America. In the latter caB£ th
":
the East Coast of America can tula.; lipi'
uf iK, iv and in the estuaries [at the bead wat
In vain we seek
loh Bit
EtoBtoi and Stream.]
between Coblentz and Heidelberg. Hen yen <1torn Brans asks if
ripe mayfish are caught in Holland, at the mcmtlhs. of rivers, with
eggs mature enough for transportation. He B:»ays also that in
America the ripe fish are chiefly caught in tl first half of the
liia being the time when they seek the Btt&iea for spawning.
"We And the same here," says Mr. i'ishtnastcr Mueller, at T.-,
dorf, who has had some experience in the culture of mayfleh in the
upper waters of the Phine.
Will it be easier then lo take the nearly ripe flsh at the mouth of
the river and preserve them until fully ripe than to try to take
them in the upper pori.on of the river V The dsb certainly ascend
when uear spawning and the nearer to the Bpawning places they
are taken the riper they must be. Peil
to manipulate the spawning fish r.n the Weser with more su n
However, the man ill Holland answers Mr. von dem Berne's question by saying that ripe rnaytisb were caught in Holland at the
mouths of rivers in Jum and July. Certain it i8 that the ariificial
culture of mayfish lias not yet been a bi
:i

!'

i

hSaeeUe of

belonguig

English ship "Forest Rights," wfls drowned on Sun-

day, while bathing near the Central Wharf. The mate of a
vessel lying near went to his rescue as soon as il was known
tbat.be was in peril, but before reaching the spot; the unfortunate youth hael sunk out of sight. The body was dragged for,
but not recovered until the next morning, when it was found
Deceased wa3 aged 18,
to be horribly mutilated by sharks.
aged 18, a native of Liverpool, and tin's was his first voyage.
He seems to have been a great favorite with his shipmate;;.
The body was left moored to a ship lying at the wharf,
awaiting the arrival of a coroner, who decided Upon bis arare told that yesrival that an incpiest was unnecessary.
terday an immense shark— estimated to be more than fifteen
feet in length— arose to the surface, and seizing the body inParties standing near
stantly carried it under the wharf.
took hold of the rope, and after a tug with ihe mounter deprived him of his prey. This subsequent attack of the maneater is conclusive proof that the unfortunate young Ho an met
an awful death in the jaws of a shark. His head and one
arm and one leg were gone, while a large gash Was visible in
This is the second death of the kind that, has
his left side.
come to our knowledge within the year. Tee otber was that
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ITSHCrLTT'KA!. NOTES.

FORBES and

Statu Laboratory
party, f
l
io •torn
ranch satisfactory
dredge, and beam-trawl in Lake Michigan and the r.n. altThey have
Wisconsin.
Illinois
and
Southern
Noitb'-ni
er lakes
'•
upon nrhlcb the
obtained oVIargi ool ioUoi ol tfbj Binalloi
ed and which has a direct hearing upon the existence of
young fishes especially. They will soon complete their season's
S. A.

i:

Fla.,
sailor,

and general

is a fish in size

appearance like the shad of America. It doeB not, however,
ageend the rivers in such great schools as does our own Alosa

JROJE

.

Man-Eating Sharks. The Pensncola,
Oct, 18 tells how Anthony McDonald, a
to the

Bait Hooks with Gut Loon— Fort Wayne, Bid., Oct. 17.
had more or less trouble by the snarling and
my snclled hook9 used in bait fishing for bass.
Last spring I conceived an idea that, so far as I am concerned, after a thorough trial, has proved a success, and has
been adopted by several of our local anglers that have seen
the change. The "conceived idea" is as follows
I had the

I have always
entangling of

'

work with

(if

I

:

i

,

of the Stati ' kli
;an baa outgrown
to Paris, Mecosta
hatchery ar l
At T'Ki'in there
can conduct operations ot
tor 131 cubic inches, with a
gfk
id a line brook, rnuniug at
'
oieh.it start
temperature of<18deg. at Tin- 8]
only two degrees higher in the stri tnin the ho:
teen mouth., ago Mr. f'oitman, flu Superintendent, planted 1,0(10
has
taken
brook trout fry in it, and since wo. has begun there he
b v are fi mi ai{
173 of them at the lower dam
is 60 by 20 feet, and is nearly
inches in length. Ths new hatche
completed.
A shipment at lhc fcnrbot and so s for the Di S. Fishery Commission ia expected on the fun •ct steamer Parthia about the
c sent by Mi-. C. L
lime ot one going to pi
for hiii inter.
a gentleman well known
te 3,
irothor of Mr. Ann
in charge of Mr. A. \V. An
the well-known trout ponds at Kes ok. fjiir next issue will eonof
the
result
shipment.
(be
tain
.lames
Gcddci<,who
has spout much time in the
from Mr.
b
Adiroudacks this pant jeaeon, that Mr. A. It. I n
ir trout and is ifockiM;-' porno lioio:
LO 1'innkliu Co.,

The Fishary Commission

the

little

whore
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S. Y., at. bis own expense. Mr. Fnllcr has a hotel near Meacham
lake, and otbers besides his guests reap where he sowa. Mr.
Fuller's enterprise deserves a hearty recognition.
Hcrr tod Dehr, President of the Deutsche Fischoroi Verein,
telegrai Iib Professor Baird that the eggs of California salmon,
shipped on tho 8th iuat. by Mr. Mather, arrived in good condition.

HOW DID THE

FISH GET THERE V

;

much bothered in getting minnows for bait. Ono fall, as I
.alighted at the railroad station near ono of the lakes, a gentleman
came up to welcome mo, and stated that he had lots of bait, and
ho had caught a tubful of minnows in a p<md
near Ins house which had beou dry the entire Bdmmer before.
Like "R, C. 8.," he didn't know how to account for it, but I endravorod to explain, and the explanation was accepted as entirely
Heavy winter and spring rains loft the pond full of
satisfactory.
water, and the water remained throughout the Beason, although
the season before it was dry and the bottom baked bard by the
hot sun. Ducks and snipes and many other birds came from the
waters where fish were plenty and alighted in the pond, leaving
small quantities of tho spawn of fishes that happened to adhere
to Bay that

don't believe in the " raining down " theory
in aoeounting for the appearance of frogs, toads and fishes in unto their bodies.

I

usual places.

J. 0. B.

EGGS OF CALIFORNIA SALMON.
of shipments of the eggs of the quinLivingston Stone, in charge f the Department of the Pacific Coast, tj. S. Fish Commission
Georgia, 100.000
C. J. Husko. Walhalla, S. C.
Maryland, 500,000
T. B. Ferguson, Druid Hill, Baltimore.
Minnesota, 200 000
K. O. Sweeny, St. Pan], Minn.
R. R. Livingston, Omaha, Neb.
Nebraska, 500,000
H. G. Parker, Carson City.
Nevada, 50,000
NewHampshir 50,000
A. H. Powers, Plymouth, N. H.
Beth Weeks, Corn-, Pa.
Pennsylvania, 100,000
South Carolina, 200,000
C. J- Huske, Walhalla, S C.
C. D. White, Roniney, W. V.
Went Virginia, 100,000
S. Wilinut. New Castle, Ont.
Canaia, 500,000
Percy C. Ohl, Plaiiifield, N. J
50,000
50,000
Curtis Johnston. St. Petersburg, Pa
1 00, 000
A. Colombo, 17 Kuo Chateau d'uu, Paris
50.000
F. Bnsse, Geoslcniundo, Germany
Von Bohr, Grief Bwald, Germany,
260, IflO
list

.

:
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1

Unassigued

100,900
CA.UE

New South

HIED MATflUB, NEWARK.

N

Wales, 50,000

matter here, bnt would eurueBtly entreat all who feel that
change for the better could be made to attend the meetings, and
lend then- influence to tho speedy reform of so vital an element of
success.

ticular spot, one-third part of the distance

formances of a well-trained, easily controlled animal, as he cheerfully and artistically performs his pleaBurable task. Many able
writora, some of them true sportsmen, have found a great deal of
fault with the rules that govern the trials, claiming that owing to

California, 2,000,000
MoOlcud River, Cal.
Lenni Fish Propagating Co., Sonoma, Cal.
California, 500,000
Francisco, Cal.
B. B. Redding,
California, 200,000

8m
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GERMAN FISHCULTURAL BOOK.
have received a email pamphlet oalled, "A Short Guide to
Trouteulture,'"' by Fredrick Beuk.
are given and then follow the impregnation of eggs and their handliug breeding apparatus, with their
prices ; hatching in the open atream ; care of eggs and the
planting of young fish. The work is an elementary one and contains no new theories or experiments.
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SAGACITY OF THE COLLEY.

N

those countries where close folding prevails and sheep are
continually penned, there is little opportunity for tho high
training of the colley. In other districts the case is different, and
" Without the shepHogg, the Ettrick shepherd, haa well said
herd's dog the mountainous land of England and Scotland would
not be worth sixpence. It would require more hands to manage a
flook of sheep, gather them from the hills, force them into houses
and fields, and drive them to market, than the prolits of the
whole are capable of maintaining." As the " back is suited to the
burden," so the power of overcoming difficulties is developed by
circumstances, shepherds in the elose:folding districts tram thendogs to he performance of a few simple duties, and that is all.
The shepherds on the Cumberland hills, on the contrary, have
been compelled by necessity to train then- dogs with much more
elaborate care, and wonderful animals they have made of them
admirably are their shaggy backs suited to tho burdens laid upon
:

i

FIXTURES.

will bolt in all directions.
Tho dogs
thiB, and they keep their distance, never running straight
at the sheep, but keeping well outside of them, and some diatanco
The shepherd mokes another signal. His dog is iu a
in the rear.
hollow, from which he cauuot survey the fell-side far ahead. He
watches his master, therefore, and expects to bo informed whether
he is required to heat the ground further or not. The signal
comes, aud off he bounds, but not quite iu the right direction he
is running too much iu a straight lino.
"Got out, now !" comes
shrill to his attentive ears, and further out he gets
or if he is
not quite sure as to the import of the message. Le stops aud looks
round for the signal.

know

;

The youngest dog, only a twelve-month old, waR the best in tho
field— a wonderful dog for his years. He was told to "get out"
aud scour a conical hill that lay a little off our course, so as lo
fetch any sheep that might bo feeding there out of our sight. He
went off at full speed, runuiug to the right against the sun so as
to bring the sheep round to the left, and through a gale ahead of
us, into the " outfield" beyond.
He remained out of sight several
miuutea, and then there were signs of his approach. Some crows
" He is not far off now," said
took flight at the edge of the hill
the shepherd, and in a moment after the sheep appeared, aud
then the dog. His name is " Sweep," so called frjui nig blaok
The shepherd called the young dog, and gave him a bit of
color.
bisouit, which he took most carefully from his masters hand.
He
accepted a oaress, but did not oourt furtner uotico, being rather a
sad young dog, caring less for the joys of life than his duties. In
the performance of these he is most devoted. I fear he is wearing
himself out, as willing workers will sometimes. Too much fellrunning shortens the liveB of these iuyaluable dogs they axe old
at live or six years, aud rarely five beyond eight or nine.
The sheep dog possesses much the same form and character in
every oountry. The muzzle is sharp, the ears short and erect, the
body covered with shaggy hair, particularly about the neck.
These are the characteristics of Sweep. His" long tail, too, like
that of bis kind, is slightly turned upward, and is as bushy as that
of a fox. He has none of those pretty tan-colored markings which
add to the beauty of some breeds of collies— the spotted cheeks,
and the rings round the eyes. He is all block, with rather course
hair, aud a tall, spare figure. I have often seen handsomer collies,
but never belter. There was a young shoep dog of his sort that
accompanied his master with some mountain sheep from Westmoreland to London, and in repeating the journey the following
year he was found to possess Buch a knowledge" of the road aH
enabled him to turn the sheep, when they attempted to run down
the lanes and by-roads which had given so much trouble the year
j

BENCH SHOWS.
December 14,
close December
tendent.

15
6.

and

16.

Mass Ixiwell Dog Show. Entries
Andrew, Weal Boxford, Mass., Superin-

at Lowell,

(;has. A.

FIELD TRIALS.
21 and 58 at Masontown, Fayette Co., Pa., via boat
Pennsylvania Field Trials,
First Annual Derby.
at Pittsburgh, Pa., Otvotvr is. I. It. Stayton, eerelaiy.
Held TrliiLi or the Qtlroy Rod and Gun
;. at GUroy, CaL

Ooto'jer '«,

from

till,

PltlKDiirgli.

Entries

..-lose

Novciuoer
Club Kill ri'-s clow November

Leversley, secretary.
Novemboi as. Louisiana Slate field rials. En Irlcs, close November
1.
Krtwi rd Udell, secretary. New Orleans, La,
Thanksgiving Day. Eastern Field Trials Club; third
November
annual men Ins; ai luiliUi'-, Island, lVeonlc r.av. Long Island Enlrles
closed Out. t. Jacob Pentz, .Secretary, p. O. Box SJ74, New York city.
liecemoei r>, ai. Grand Junction, Tcnn., National .\morlcaii Kennel
Club'a Field Trials. Jos. H. Dow, secretary, Columbia, Tenn.
i.
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FIELD TRIALS AND BENCH SHOWS.
f
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HAT

the standard of excellence for the pointer and setter

before.
An occasional accomplishment of Cumberland sheepdogs is that
of finding sheep buried in the snow. John Scott has poBsesued
dogs which, by their peculiar instinct, have been the means of rescuing hundreds of buried sheep. The snowdrift sometimes covers
the sheep beyond reach of the shepherd's snow polos still, tho
dog detects their whereabouts. A dog has never been known to
acquire the valuable gift which renders him a sheep finder, except
when young. Mr Dickinson gives a caae in his " Fanning of Cumberland," where about 400 sheep were released, under the detecting nose of a young dog almost a puppy— who acquired the art
upon the spot, whUe the older dogs stood listlessly by, leaving the
honor of poiuting ont the Sheep entirely tohim. In the Martinmas
snowfall of 1807, being the heaviest of the present century, a flook
of 400 herdwicks was buried, which Mr. Dickinson hunself assisted
in recovering.
Th'ey had been turned upon the common ''outfield" late in the evening, and overtaken by the sudden snowstorm
far from the sheltered portions of their run. Darkness came on,
and, the snow falling heavily, theflock was taken at a disadvantage,
and alirost all of them were covered up beneath walls or in hollows
where they had endeavored to find shelter. After a night of tempest day broke, and the family the ilock belonged to ceased their
forebodings and came out to find their sheep. Not one could be
found. All hands were set to work to probe the drifts with poles,
with slight success, till the young dog joined in the proceedings.
Desisting from his gambols, he took a serious interest iu what was
going on, smelling the ends of the probing poles aud sniffing at
the holes made in the buow. He was yeryproperly left alone, so
that his attention might uot be diverted, and the filial result of his
patient puzzling as to the object of the operations was that tho
light broke suddenly upon him, and he commenced scratching
eagerly in the snow.
He had all at once become a sheep finder and while the older
dogs stood indolently by, this young animal continued to point
out the spots beneath which the sheep were buried, barking and
howhug with delight at every release of the endangered Herdwicks. The Bfieep lay generally in clusters, five or six together,
and at each fresh discovery of a buried heap of tin
the dog
would scratch! eagerly iu the endeavor to get at them; but he
soon found 'he fruitlessness of suon efforts, and, after brief experience, he was content with merely indicating to the searchere
the neighborhood of the buried sheep, leaving them to dig them
out At the end of the first day's labor, closed from the sheer
:

been greatly elevated within the past few years no one .In,
is a close observer wiU deny.
It is also patent that there are
hundreds of dogs scattered throughout the country whoso beautiful farms and capital performances afield show conclusively
that the spirit of generous rivalry and emulation born of our Bench
Shows and Field Trials has wrought the wonderful improvement.
But a few short years ago many true sportsmen could be found
who honestly believed that Bench Shows were a delusion, and
Field Trials a snare, and that they were but an artful means of
advertising animals which could not bo sold on their merits.
All
this is now changed, and with the exception of an occasional
croaker whose disease is chronic or the wail of the disappointed, we
hear but words of c-mmendation for these twin institutions that
hand in hand have persoveringly labored for and in so large a
i

—

measure acromplished— the perfection oi form and excellence in
field of the companions of our sport.
That still grea er improvements and a still higher excellence
will be attained in the near future wedo not doubt, and to achieve
thiB most desirable result let us all with willing hands do whatever
Wo are well assured
lies in our power to promote the good cauBe.
that the coining trials on Robin's Island and at Grand Junction
will be— both in tho number present and the qnality of tho auimala seen— far superi r to anything that the world has ever seen,
and we earnestly advi a all who can do so to attend one or both of
the meetings, and witni s the proof of the ,ast improvement that
they have aceomphahed, not only in tho beauty of form and fit Id
quality of our pets, but the manner in which they are taught to
do their work for in nothing pertaining to Field Trials has tho
improvement been more manifest than in the training displayed

the

;
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home.

Another Cumberland sheepdog acquired the power of rescuing
his master's sheep from the rising tide.
Hestbolm Marsh, near
MuncaBter Castle, is usually covered twice a day by the tide, and
tho stupid sheeii depastured on it, with higher ground to retire to
if they had only possessed a grain of sense, were sometimes surprised and confounded by the tide. The dog's services were then,
required for the rescue, aud thus he learned to avoid the expenditure of time and trouble by clearing the marsh of his own accord
at tho rising of the tide. Mr. Walker, of Gill, near Egremont,.
possessed a dog and a bull, the last-named creature being so unruly that he could not be ventured out to water without the strict
guardianship or the dog
In the absence of the colley the bull was
never taken out and such was the dog's complete, ascendancy, aud
so thoroughly was he aware of it. that he allowed no wandering on
the road. The bull was constrained to travel in a straight line, not
rving in the least. At the drinking place the thirsty animal
would plunge his uo*e in the water, and the dog would 6itona
stone near the trough, not more than a yard from the bull's head.
The latter had to satisfy his thirst at a single draught, for theloment he lifted hia head home he must go, whether he had done
;

:

In tho course of walks with Cumberland shepherdB I have seen
what the services are whioh the dogs are oalled upon to reuder.
Judgiug from results, there are few better dog breakers than John
8cott, shepherd at Lamplugh Hall, the Carlisle first-prize pastoral
farm, occupied by Mr. William Le&thes. Herdwicks are kept on
this farm to the number of more than 500 ewes.
Our task waB I
say "our task," though the dogs did all the work— to colleot the
sheep aud cause them to move before us to the very tops of the
fells, for the sake of feeding all the land and changing the pasturage of the flock. The shepherd worked his dogs, two to the
right hand, one to the left, working them frequently by signs
only, and sometimes by a few words spoken to a distant auditory,
when the dogs were perhaps nearly half a mile distant, but still in
full view, bringing up the sheep from some neighboring fell-Bide.
It is the habit of the herdwicks to spread themselves far and wide
over the ground that is open to them. The 500 ewes were strewn
like white stones in the distance, over a thousand acres of laud.
"Get out, now !" cried the shepherd to ono of his clever helps,
making a signal toward the sheep at the same time, and off went
the dog at lull speed. Tho Herdwicks dislike being driven hard.

;
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If they ore pushed, they

Wales Acclimatization Society.
To be hatched and returned to tie
S.

87, 1881'

exhaustion of the persons engaged, two hundred sheep had been
extricated alive. On the follow iug day, with the aid of the young
dog, otbers wero extricated— some living, many dead. At length
all were extricated, but iho last sheep did not come to light until
New Year's Day. It had remained since November 18 in a
beneath a furze bush, or whin, as the plant is called in Cumberland, supporting life on the scanty herbage of this shrub.
The losses in Cumberland on the occasion of that dreadful storm'
were terrible, though they w< re very much mitigated in the case,
of hose farmers who possessed a dog endowed with the gift of
" marking," The same sheep finder showf d bis intelligence in
markiug time as well aB Bheep. His master went constantly to
the parish church, which was about a mile distant, and as constantly the dog, talcing note of Sunday, met bis master at a par-

by the animals run. This in itself— were nothing else gained—
should stamp the trials as a success, for uothing is more condu-

them.

the
THEuatfollowing
salmon, by Mr.
is

[Ootobik

cive to the sportsman's pleasure than to witi osb the pleasing per-

their imperfections great injustice is often done.

Washington, D. O., Oct. 16.
"VroiJR correspondent lit Crockett, Texas, is still unable to ac-* count for the appearance of small fishes in his poud, which
for woeeks has been drv.
Mv explanation may not be satisfactory
he can toll if it fills the bill.
Some vears ago I went fishing for sovoral seasons among some
beautiful lakes in Northern Indiana, and more than once I was

Aufflaiie.
(Sturtz.)

J

FOREST AND STREAM.

254

went on

—

not.

Herdwicks show much cunning in

baffling

an ill-trained dog. All

goes well no long as the ground is easy for driving, but at the first
opportunity some of the sheep, on one side or the other, will break
away. The dog endeavors to head them, and immediately others
steal away iu other directions, till the flock entirely breaks loose:
and disperses. Let a clever dog come on the scene, and thepresence of tho master spirit is soon discovered the sheep are

.

j

subdued and brought to order. All difficulties in driving
ranish in his presence.
The wildest sheep, placed under his
sbarge, know by instinct immediately that they must succumb, he
ipeodily

they ever so numerous and tho ground ever bo" rugged.
It is not surprising that the shepherds of Cumberland value their
dogs. "He who strikes my dog strikes me," said one of them.
The landlady of an mn told me that she found a sheepdog in her
larder eating a leg of mutton. She drove him out with a certain
amount of demonstration, not to be wondared at but the shepherd was so offended that he never again entered her house,
Cumbrian shepherds have sometimes refused largo offers for valuable dogs. London Field.
;

ATTENTION

I

FOWLER'S VICTIMS.

Editor Forest, and Stream :
Notioing numerous articles in the Fobkst and Stream in relation to the celebrated Connecticut dog dealer, Fowler, alias Choa—
ter, alias Gleason, etc., etc., I report as one of tho deluded. Prior
to his trip South, I bargained an 1 paid him for a No. 1 pointer, I
and recieved a bulldog, and an iuferior one at that. Healing that <i
he had returned aud commenced business at. the old stand of J
Fowler & Co., I proceeded to the laud of wooden nutmegs, hadl
the young man arrested, examined and bound over to appear at j
the next term of the Supreme Court.
Now, I wish that you would, through the columns of your 1
paper, inform the sporting fraternity of this, aud urge all who d
have been swindled by this knave to make affidavit of their transactions and send the same to me. I will attend to the yonng man
I want all the evidence that can be had to bring \
after that.
against him at the trial. Nov. 12, 1881.
By a little effort the fellow can be put to some use by the State
Waiter Rutherford,
in the manufacture of Bhoes, etc.
No. 20! Madison ave., Albany, N. Y.
;

'•

[We urge all victims of Fowler's rascality to respond to Mr.
Rutherford's request, and to furnish him all possible assistance ii
giving tho young man his dnes.]

THE MILEY-WOODSON TROUBLE—Lancaster, Pa

,

Oct. 14.

Editor Forest and Stream I notice in your paper of the 13th inst.
a letter about me, written by A. E. Woodson. I will give you our ..
In the fall of 1880 I re—
full deoliugs from beginning to end.
oeived a letter from Mr. A. E. Woodson, Fort Laramie, Wy. Ter., J
I wrote to him and gave hiui \
in regard to a bitch called Belle.
His answer came he would take her if
full particulars aud price.
I would send her on trial, and at the time giving me reference J
aud saying that I should uot be alarmed about him as to hia responsibility, as his position in the army should prove him to be a i
gentleman. I wrote to him, refusing to send the dog on his
terms, but offered to send the dog C. O. D., provided he deposited, i
the amount of express charges with the express agent. This ha
refused to do, and our correspondence ended. In the spring of
1881 I received a letter from him in regard to a dog I had advejf
The following day
tised for #50. I wrote to him about the dog.
I anI received a letter from him about my bitch Gipsy Queen.
swered that aud the following day I again received a letter from
answered
that
in
few days. I reabout
Robin
Hood.
I
a
him
ceived a telegraph dispatch from bim telling me to ship on Hoyal,
the first dog written about, as he wanted him for a friend, and to
be particular to ship him at once, and that he had already sent me
tho money by mail. I preferred to see the money first Afterward
I received a dispatch from him offering me $150 for Gipsy Quuen
and Robin Hood. Gipsy I had advertised at $125 and Robin at
Gipsy I woidd not have sold to any one for one cent less, as
850.
she was iu whelp. However, I made up my mind to let him have
them, putting Gipsy in at her price and billing Robin Hood in at
$25. I telegiaphed back that he could have them; he telegraphed
that ho had sent the money to my banker. I waited on it, and
finally it came, $150, but as yet no money for the first dog, Royal.
I at once had a large, light' crate made, anil shipped both Gipsy
and Robin to him, directed them, as he requested me to do, to nis J
friend in Cheyenne, Wy. Ter. When the dogs left here they were
in good condition
and I also sent along about thirty pounds of«prepared food. I now was waiting for the money for RoyaJ.
Finally, fifteen days after the di-patoh, his letter reached me,
and contained an order on a New York banking honse to pay 450
I was not satisfied with this,
to my order thirty days after date.
aud at once sent the. check back. In a few days I received a letter
from him stating that the dogs had arrived at Cheyenne iu a horto
death,
and tied together with a
starved
rible condition, nearly
Btring, and that Robiii had his front leg nearly out off by Ihis string.
I at once wrote to him to ship both dogs back at once, aud I "
would pay one-half expenses to get them back. He wrote he
would keep them until they got over their journey, and ho could
tell better, but did not think Robin will suit him as his front leg
was a little crooked. He then wrote, saying he was pleased with
Gipsy Queen, aud that he would keep her, as he eould do well with
her puppies, but Robin Hood he would send back, and he demanded
$50 of me, .vhich I refnaed to give, but told him to ship both of
them back, aud I would give him the S15o back and pay one-half
oxpensea, or I would send him the $25, which is all he paid me for
Robin, however. Robin came back, and I paid one-half expenses
I then received a letter from him,
for the express charges.
Btating I should not send any money until I heard further. Not
hearing from Woodson for abme time, I wrote to him, telling him
to draw on me at once and on sight for the amount I owed him.
Some days after I received notice from my banker of draft being
there to the amount of 842,60, 1 refused it, and drew oue up
myself for 823, and sent it to him. I never received a left r from
bim whether he received it or uot. Some few weeks ago I received
:
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THE LOWELL SHOW.—Boston,

Oct.

2L—Editor Forest

and

Stream : I received premium list for Lowell show, and lind that
they do not recognize "dachshunds," "greyhounds,'' "bulldogs,"
"King Charles apiiuieta" or " Yorkshire terriers,' but have class
for tho "spitz " and " coach." It is rather bad for some of us in
Boston who have imported dogs and are trying to introduce them.
Should we put them in the miscellaneous class, how can they possibly be judged? -John P. Baknaiid Jk.
[We have received several communications similar to the above.
We can give no satisfactory reason whytheae classes wereomitted,
but wonld advino owners of line animals to enter them for exhibition and agitate the subject by appealing to the managers, who
will, undoubtedly, recily tho mistake at the next show.]

PEDIGREES WANTED.— We would

thank our readers if they
forward to us pedigrees of their dogs, to be placed on
fde for reference Do not think that becanse your animals are
Well known wo undoubtedly have their pedigree, for such in not
always the case, aud even if we should have them we often would
like a duplicate to send to our correspondents.
Our library contains all of the authorities upon this subject, but as most of them
are, in many instances, notoriously incorrect, we make this appeal
in order that we may not be guilty of diHseniioaung erroneous
statements regarding the b eedmg of any animal, thus adding to
the deplorable confusion that now exists in the' minds of many
not thoroughly irifovnied upon the subject.
will kindly

PENNSYLVANIA FIELD TRIALS.— We

in this number for full particulars as to stakes to be run and
closing of eutrieH.
PlTTSnnno, Pa., Oct. 22 —Editor Forest and Stream: At the
meeting of the Association to-day the proposed amendments
offered the 12th inst. were adopted. Also, a resolution to run the
The inclosed programme was
trials at Grand Junction, Tenn.
the work of the Executive Committee at the meeting immediately
following meutiug of association. J. B. Stayton, Secretary.

ment

taken back to the truck house.

invited to send memoranda
of names claimed, bred, whelps, sales, etc., for insertion in this column
We make no charge for the publication of such notes; but request in each
aase tlie notice be -made up in accordance with our form, that the name of

and owners of dogs are

and

both owner and dog be written legibly, or printed,
which the animal belongs be distinctly stated,

that

tlie

strain to

NAMES OXATMEC.
Kerslam— Claimed by Mr. .1. Keynal, New York, for red and white
Better dog by Mr. Frank oz.cou's Humph our, of a imc owner's Colleen.
Uuzel, GI<oly~ ana ouida— Clamied by Mr. Geo. Scholield, Toronto,
Ont., for solid l'ver cocker yuppie-. « helped sept w, by luipuii.nl
Baron out of owner's Unid e (Ned II.-Dul.sy).
>

Tipper ar i, and Mkj Ma i -hex— cinliiiPil by LU'. a. C. McC'leau, Springfield, Mass.. for red Irish seccr dog and bitch whelped Aug. 12, ;s»0,
by Elcbo out of Peg Wofflugtou.
j.'«Tic/ic(-Claluied by W. G. Root, Mclntyre, Pa., for Gordon setter
bitch puppy by lii.poned saw out of J)r. Downey's Bream.
Mack-Claimed by Mr. J. i'- loonier, Mclayre, Pa., for Goidon
Better dog punpy in imported Sam out of Dr. Downey's Dream.
ftunior— Claimed by »r. v in. Tall man, Providence, h. t.. for black
and blue setter nog whelped Sept. 88, issl, by Mr. Bloodgood's Spattan out of > tiers. lennle.
Sed Sleho—l 'laiintd by Mr. F. H, I.ovejny. Gray, Me., for red Irish
Better dog whelped Aug. 81, iSTa, by Kicho out of imported Stella.

Names changed.
Ban to Vector— Mr, Dan Storm, Lebanon, N. B., wishes to change
the name of his beagle dog Dan (Hauler-Bluebell) to Hector.
WHELPS.
Grace-Mr. nuke While's (Bridgeport, Conn.) liver and white pointer
8, seven— six dogs and o»e "bitch, by .sensa-

bitch Grace whelped Oct.
tton.
aides

-Mr. Geo. Schofleld's (Toronto, Ont) cocker bitch Ualdee
(Ned ll.-Dalsy) whelped Sept. 20, seven—one dog and six bitches, by
lrn|) ned Baron.
Gertie-lie Westminster Kennel Club's pointer blteh Gertie (CalI'svche) whelped Oct. la. ten— six d gs and four bitches, by their
sensation

,/«mie-Wui. Tallmsn's (Providence, R.

1.) black and white setter
bltcti Jennie {Lat.hrop's Dh-k-llnnington's Gyp) whelped Si fir. us,
eleven- nine dogs and two bitches, by Mr. Bloodgood's Spartan
Dorcas).
(Powell's Sport-Scrantou 's
BREn.
Lady-Branch—W, G. L. Brlgbi.'s (Sew Orleans) red Irish setter
often Ladj to Mr. F. (iil-lts Branch I'liinket-.-n-Ua) Sept.. is.
'Vf-.smio.-n'-Mr. K. F. Merellllott's (New York) pug bitch Pet has
been bred to Mr. John Harper's Imported Snoozer.
Sales.
Dawn— English setter bitch (Gladstone-Clip) by Mr. L. H. Smith,
Sir aihroy, Ont, to Mr Bailey Hanson, Tllsonburg, Ont.
KAot-Poliiterdt g puppy (Ullley a Hanger-Lilly) by Mr. David Cratle
to Mr. U. S Elklh-, Wubasha.
Lady Jiamvr-vouites bitch (Tillley's Ranger-Fleet) by Mr David
Crane, Wabasha, to Mr. J. B. Filing, Ahua, Wis.
I-'.<n and four WlwipH — Hca Iils.h Miter bitch Fan and four whelps hv
oot to Mr. Thos. Bl.vth, Mclntyre, Fa
G.
Joel. By ur.
i

W

setter bitch pupio dmponed Miiu-Dr. Downey's
Dream). Bv Mr. Thos. Hiyth to Mr. W. G. Boot, Mclntyre, Pa,
'liarlie
Crillei'pie's J/nad-Blark and while pointer bitch by King
/.Yijic/icf— Gordon

i

(Native-champion Kan) out, or Queen Vie (King Charlie-Lady). By
Mr. E. M. Gillespie, Columbus. O., to Mr. Edward Odell, New Orleans, La.
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Queen vie (King Charlie-Lady). By
Mr. E. M Gibe pie, Columbus, "., to Mr. G. c. .street, Gren,a,La.
Sed iVc/w-Ked Ir.sh metier dog (ElCuO-Stella). By Mr. Chas Dennlson, Hartford, Conn., to Mr. K. u. Lovejoy. Gray, Me.
Mr. G seaman, Port Washington, L. L, bus sold a red Irish setter
dog bred by the late James R. Tllley to Mr. E. F. Mercllhott, New
York.
Grace— Sir. E. P. Marelllloc, New York, has met with a sad misfortune in losing his orange and. whlie setter bitch Grace, si,,-- ,,„
1st at the show la re In 1S77, and was a valuable anlmaL She was by
Morford's Don out or wner's Pel, and as ralstormne never comes
singly, 'id Pet has prematurely tbcpwn her llcter by Will, and they
are all dead, nine of lieu,, eight dog- and one bitch.
ten -Mr. F. H. Wi-tumn. f'.a-t Orange, n. ,l, has lost Ida orange
and white seller dog le-an ;Jersey Duke-Daisy) entered tor the Eastern Field Trials D rby.
IMPORTATION.
Dr. Al. Watts, Boston, Mass., has recently Imported from Halifax,
Bngland, for Mr. W. H. Lee, the mastiff bitch Lioness. She fa 18 months
i
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HMax
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G C Dupee
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Gueth
Barrett

Wllfelt
Schuetzens' lead

The

BrOWD.

Gomez
Kyrne

Massachusetts, S4

:

qulll-diivers will again

4543435440—36
...4333414444—30
423 345543—33

Keenau
Dupee..

4-143441340-34
43 43023344—80— 90

Cofllns

ltallde-

Press.

Sehuetzen.
4155444565-45
4445541441—42
5444443134—39

Max

C—Is not a dog two years old too young to
ag-

11

5554154—ti

scores by Massachusetts

J n. P., Portland, Me.— J have a bitch with puppies Just old
enough to wean, will you kindly inform me what: method I shall
pursue to dry up her teats and put them back, as far as jiossible.to
their n rmal condition ?
Ans. Bathe freely with warm vinegar;
camphorated oil Is also good.

What

11

12

6

10

10

5554454455—45
4455645545—46

Frve

191

If alclgh,

5143441441—10

.

.

of scribes from the
Boston Press Rifle Association, at. the Invitation of the East Boston
Sehuetzen Corps, attended the shoot. 01 r.ipir ore;, n!/:,:;nn at the Bayside Kauge, Winthrop. on the lSth. The pencil pushers were not
hnekward In presenting a team against, the, veteran Schuetzena, but
were led to defeat. The battle was fought In a heavy rain. .The

It advisable to dose every pup without knowing wbetnei they have
worms or not? They are all lively and healthy and show no signs of
being >dck. One of my dogs with m .uge has haired our and the other
one ts about well, bui has not grown hew hair yet.
Guess I wlU get
them .htough all right. Have just, mixed up a new supply of your
ointment, ah*.
The warts: wli undoubtedly disappear as your dog
gets older.
An application or caustic oi caslonally wld no rlnnru reieove them, but If this Is u=ed great cate must be taken not to touch
see answer to W. G. E last week for treatthe adjacent surface,
ment for worms. By pursuing the course recommended we think
the pups wlU not. need dosing, except peruana the one with tape
worm, and It will be time enough to attend to him when a little older.

B.,

10
12
12

5544555545-47
65-
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V.

....14 1 135' -114— 40

I'arlcer.

Badge Match, No.

C
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IB

IB
9
10
9

...10

Harris

JN

P.,

be bred to a bitch ?

a

...10

...,11
.... 9

.

A C GOUld

111.

Palo, Mich.— 1 have a. beagle dog one year old that
has a large wan, on the Inside or his mouth grown fast to his Up and
one on the outside of his lip. Tne one on tin- Inside lias a spongy appearance and the one, on the outsdels small, round, smooth and
hard. What
Would it be advisable to cut
l do to remove them v
the one out, of bis nioiit h? I also have a liner oi beagle puppies eight
weeks o d that have worms. 1 have seen two or three round worms,
one about, lour Inches long. I have een two worms come fiom one
'1 line Is
pup and do not know whether they all have worms or not
one In the lot that has a tape worm, as I have found hi their stools
several pieces live or six Indies long.
Do not know which pup ft ts
from,
what Is the be-t remedy u use lor each kind of worm and Is
\\.

Fn
12

...9

B Anson
J H Williams.
D P Holder
C A Bates

1S9 Reaper, Baltimore.— I have, a terrier d-^g which Is continually
scratching aud has scratched a bare spot on his back above the taa
Will you kindly Inform One what you think the mattei with him and
wuat to do for him, and oblige? Ans. Vour dog probably has
mange and should e treated accordingly. See answer .to W. B. «.
190

....6444456446-14
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KENNEL MAXnAGEMENT.

In

-

H Tyler (mil).
8 K Pratt.
U Miller
C C Foster
N Hoberts.

J

Sharpshooters' Match.

,

meet

;

4504403433-30
4844343400—29—164

Creedmoor,

80,

their opponents about the,

coming

moon.

of the ire.st

ALBANY,

Oct. 2D.— Eleventh competition of the John Hodge and
he seventh competition of the mid-range life member.- hip match.

I
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RANGE AND GALLERY.

landlcap.

,

description of a device to dispense

rifle

ranges.

Somethl
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.
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e-illFIt tir-.l

I'll

-

is..j,ni;.jj

IVc

5
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'ill' s

a good score, na the target- were covered by dark sha-

like

dows, and ilie sunlinlit. nt the rliing points was bright and dazzdng.
The small bnlls.e.ve at three bundled yards looKed hk" a mere speck,
while it was almost impos-lble to see it at all through the sights of
sporting rifles. The second winners, who were handicapped two
points, saw that the.r chances were very slim, for while they were
getting close centre,, the bulisc.ve seemed to be safe. Tiie competition was won by G. H. Charles with the best score, notwithstanding

A SELF-REGISTERING TARGET.
oxchange has the following
AN with
markers on
the use

...

..lor

anything

and §faa# M^wa^n8-

§ifle

the sort
will be found a diffiig of

should have been long since Invented, though it
cult matter to secure sufficient delicacy to mark ftne distinctions In
the value of shots, and at the Bame time have a contrivance strong
enough to stand a heavy tusUade of hard-hitting bullets. Our exchange says
There has lately been Invented by an Ingenious Englishman a device whose introduction on the range at creedmoor and adoption by
marksmen throughout the country generally will probably be found
he invent ion consist, of a self-reglsof real service In rifle practice,
leilng target, operating somewhat after the plan of tho electrical indicator now used in hotels and other public buddings. The rings of
the target In the new device are made or separate pieces of metal,
Which, wllh the buUsevi- li-e'.f, are lusieneri or hung on a crossbar
placed behind the target disk. These rings swing liner; ward and forward upon the slight, st pressure, and each Is fur her provided wltn a
protruding butron or nipple at the back. i-"i n.i In- In k n ni -n ,-ni
structed a plank having holes Into which the buttons of the rings Ut,
aud which aie provided with a series of sensitive needles connecting
by an electric current, with a signal box, corresponding to the ordinary annunciator. A bullet flred from any spot, in tne range striking
one. of the movable rings or the bullseye, will cause It lo swing back
ward for a moment, during widen the button at Its back will enter
the hole In the plank behind the target, touch the sensitive needle,
and -tart the electric current, whl-h will cause the annunclaior to
display a shield upon which Is painted, lu plain and easily discernible figures, the number oi the ring struck. The advantage of this Invention over the methods of registry now In use is that the registryis Instantaneous, and cannot possibly be erroneous, provided tne apparatus is tested and founu lo be In perfect form, Further, there can
he m one, through faulty marksmanship, as their
'idea
i;e no in
services are dispensed with by the device. Ag,.ln, the adoption of
the device wilt put an effectual end to those unseemly di-put s which
sometimes occur mono marksmen as to 'he correctness of the record
or the integrity ofibe markers. It is perfectly obvious that, no one
can devise a method for the bribing or intimidation of the eleemcal
cum nt, and charges of that character, therefore, cannot possibly be
brought forward.
i

i

'i

,.

H

.,

4554554555—47

4655544155— 46
(mil) .4865446545^-18
5555 454454 -46

C Brownell

J

Deaths.
Ttlley— Mr. Granville Hills, Hudson, N. Y., has had the misfortune
to lose by a stray shot irom a hunter's gun his valuable and wellknown setter bitch Tl lley who was hlghlj prized both lor her field
qualltle.s and as a companion.
Ilucke.le.w- busy lI'M/u-Mr.
W. A. Costar, Flafbush, L. I., has 103t
thlsentlre litter, the last one dying the nth.

of

KENNEL NOTES.

V.....

Handicap Match.

H Gray
ACGOUld,

place.

DOG.—

(.S.iilve-ibampion Fan) out. of

255

stands 3ltn. at, the shoulder, and weighs 140 pounds. Color, light
fnwn, with brack muzzle.
PRESENTATIONS.
Sam Dream Whelp— Mr. Thos. Blvth, Mclntyre, Pa., has presented a
Gordon setter dog puppy (Saw-Dreami to Mr. J. C. Fender, of same

—

THE NEWARK

Last summer we told of the
FIRE
tricks of Sport, the dog belonging to the Fire Truck No. 1, of
Newark, N- J. Sport was run over on Friday night on the way to
a tire, and was so seriously injured that ho had to have one of his
Before the limb was cut off Sport pluckily tried
legs amputated.
to limp to the scene of the fire, but was picked up by a fireman and

.'.'.'.

..

are greatly pleased to

be able to announce that the Pennsylvania State Field Trials Association will ruu their trials at Grand Junction, Tenn., immediately alter those of the National Association.
This action
stamps the association as a live aud energetic body, and we predict for it a brilliant future, and trust that the meeting will prove
We refer our readers to the advertiseall that tuey could wish.

i

:

old,

—

Breeders

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

27, 1881.]

a notice from an alderman of Lancaster of a claim be had against
me, owed to ono na. red Woodson. I called on the Squire, gave
bim the particulars, and relused the bill. That wan the last I
heard of that until I saw a notice warning sportsmen about me.
In the article he also states that 1 purchased a do<, Porte Crayon,
from a friend of hits by a fraudulent way, and he can prove it.
H'.b friend can't show anything fraudulent in th« way 1 bought the
dog, as I paid him his price in money for the dog, and have bis
receipt for the same, lu regard to bio stifling me, I will be happy
As Woodson stated to me that he had plenty
to meet bis lawyer.
of money and time, I will match Hobin Hood for $100 and the
dog ag .mat the beat do
e has, tho money to be deposited in
your hands, and the match to come off half way between h'-ro
and Wyoming Territory, the match to be run rn December, the
game to be quail. C. %. Miley.

*.*

:

8CHUETZEN PARK-Unlon Hill, N. J., Oct. IS.— The last practice
shooting for the summer seas. m of the New York Sehuetzen Corps,
Capt. George Aery, ivas held to-day. After the lunch uapt. Aery presented the following menrbei s with the badges:
Klein, silver
1st Class. B. Zettler, gold badge, 2,714 rings;
badge, 2,r.76.
ad Class. F. Wilms, gold badge. 2,190. At this time ex- u ecretnrv
Behrens then took the tloor and presented, with an elegant speech,
the silver badge io Capt. George Ai ry, 2,i:ia rings
ad Clats. A. Dannenf efser, gi Id badge, 1,690 rings; Alb. Itunken,
silver badge, 1,465.
The Manhattan Rifle Club, of which George Aery Is also the President, held at the same time the last, shoot for that el. gam. breechloading rifle, which the renin ur tne club brought with them from the
Western Bunder Festival. The lucky winner was Carles G. Zettler.
The Jersey Sehuetzen Corps will hold a grand prize and poultry
show on Thanksgiving Day next,

W

MEDFORD, Mass., Oct. 19.— The Medford Amntour Rifle Association held lis annual meeting at Bellevue range this afternoon, and
the following officers were elected: President,^ B. Teel; Vice-President, J. W. Vining Secretary, G. W. st-iaon; Treasurer, H. WlthDbectors-J. R. Teel, C. U. Russell, A. W. Webber, W.
Uigton.
Charles, E. W. Archer, U. Wellington and H. E. Richaidson. The
de as folattendance at the range was good and the best scores
lows: sliver dollar match- C. H. Russell. 70; A. Whitney, tST H
Wlthlngtou, 07 ; W. Jacobs, 67; J. R. Tvel, on: c. Hartwell, «»; A. F.
soitweii, B9, Membership Badge match— W. J acobs, 31 A. Locke,
;

m

;

;

29.

Mass., Oct. 22.— The beautiful October days are being enrhe. lull by the riflemen, and to-d iy has been one of the best
Walnut Hill never looked morn cliannlug yvith its beautiautumnal colorings. The wind was west in the early stages of
the shooting, rather tricky and unreliable, and with so little velocity
that but, sdght windage was required. The sun was bright, and a

BOSTON,

joyed to
or them.
ful

mirage Of the dancing order effected a good sight. On the arrival of
the mid-day train, which brought large numbers of riflemen, the
conditions had changed. Tne sky woe, overcast, the light perle l,
and elegant work was don before the bu.ts. In the handicap mat. h
Mr. Grav came to the front with 47, Gould, Browiieli and Harris presslug hlrn close for 46, respectively. The score of Mr. F C. Brownell
Is worth especial mention, as It, was made with a military United
States .spnngtleld rifle, captain JaCKSOTi took the lead lu the sharpshooters' match Kr a total oi inn, this geuuem.n tluding the ccnire
Mr. Frye followed for six
oi a four-Inch ring live times in leu shots.
bullseyes Inside the four and eight-inch rings for 101. The shooting
In the badge watch was brudant and even. Mr. Davis won the
match for the day with a capital 47, Mr. A. 0. Gould making the same
amount, but ouirankt-d oy the former gentleman Frye, Uough and
Nichols respectively made i*. The summary la appended

GH Charles,

John Hodge Match—300 Yards.
Bal S

4 4 4

Wm

D Tay)or,BalS
Q Leonard,' ft s
Dexter,

S.

30 543

S

•Allowance to military
drew.

5 4

4—tl—41

8
4 43 4
5 4 5
4 4

JasIMlles, BalS
Win K Flick Bal S
S Baldwin, Bill 8
S It Henry, Bal 8

O

45 44

433444645— -41
44345 5— —40
44 4 4 4 4 3—12~39
444444 44—12-38
43 45 243 4 4 4— —37
3 3 43434344— —36
33444 4 044 5—tl— 34
234435343 3—12— 33

G Webster, S M *2
Win J Eel nick, Bal S

J

rifles.

tHandicap.

Two

6S5-

3

—31

competitors with-

The mid-range match was called at three o'clock. The conditions,
hud materially changed Tne light was now of the best description,
and the wind nothing to speak of. Good holding was ah that was
necessary to put up a full score. The second and third places at
the match are the positions eagerly sought lor, as 10 these places are
in.:
certain percentage or the entrance tees, though It often happens that in in iking the effoit tor second or third place a competitor
accidentally stumbles Into first place. The snooting In tae match
rood. Two full scores were recorded, >md four 3is. The
nrsi place 111 the match was awarded to G. H. Charles. Scores were
follows

was very

made as

600

G

Yards— Llfe"Membershlp Match.

Charles, Bal S

fl

James

Wm

5 5 5 5 5 5
6 5 5 5 6 6

Hep C

Mile.-.

1

Fitch, H
Oliver DBXter, S S
li

Wm.l K-lneek,

Bal

6 5 5 4 5 5

S

6 5 5 5
5 5 5 5
3 5 5 S
3 4 5 4

5
6
5
5
4 4 5 5 2

Koyal LGreen, Bal S
G Webster, S M "3

J
,1

G

Kidd.eberger,
Leonard,

US

0506

......45

-

BalS

5
6
3
5

6

5—86
6-36
5—34
5—34
4-34
4-34
5—32
5^31

S— 80

"Allowance to military rifles. Seventeen duplicate entries were
made.
During the coming season several new matches will be added to
nv on the monthlj proeramme, and Increased Interest hjexpeuted during the winter, as the house will be made more comfortable and convenient than heretofore.
ie

:

1

CREEDMOOB, Oct. 22.— There was a fair attendance of riflemen at
Creedmoor to-day, and the weather was ravorahie for good shooting,
in the ail-comers, continuous match, 'Jnn yards, there were :n entries.
Following were Hie lilglie.,1 scores out of a possible of 75: C.A. Talnter,
W. Wright, 69; G. J, Jointer, 0s. Second competition for
the Kingstown cup, open to all members or the lush Kitio club, had
competitors, distances 2'iu and sou .yards, ten rounds at each
range. The highest scot es were General F. F. Mlllen, so Lieutenant
N, o'. onncll, 80. A very Interesting competition look
P. Farrelly,hi.i
place during the afternoon between members of the Amateur BlQe
lub in trie l.cti i.yard continuous match. The highest, scores out Of a
100 were N. D. Ward, 96; Dr. Dudley, 93; It. Eathbone, 89;

70; Dr. J.
so'.-ti

;

;

'

Homer

Fisher,

88.

BOSTON— Mammoth

Rifle and Pistol GaUery, Oct. 21.— Rifle range,
rifle as well as
the week. The
Gallery nas become a popular place of resort with riflemen, and a visit there will reveal at most any time the presence of
jel n Assosome well-kn wo shots, s veral members or the W ...
ciation regularly practicing at the gallery-

Practice yvlth the
150 feet; pistoi range, SO reel.
plstoi has oeen lively at. this favorite range during

Mammoth

ZETTLEK RIFLE CLUB— New York,
tltlon for the stiver cup match.
posstbte 60

October 18—Seventh compe

Creedmoor

targets, 10 shots per

Fenntng 49, C Judson 48, J O'Neill 48, D Callane
D Miller 48, M B Engel 46, U Doner 46, A T Oaks 43,
zettler 44, G Lober 44, J Levy 43.— N. D,

P

48,

H

W

man

Klein

Hoges

43,
44,

B

LEOMIN.i'TER, Mass.. Oct. 21.—Yesterday was the annual field
day, target shoot, and supper of Co. E, Sixth Regiment, M. v. M.
vi
were OUt in force, with a goodly number or honorarles.
-1

1

.-;

1

No record was lurnlshed of the scores at the target shoot The prizes
wire awarded as lollows: Honorarles— Charles Wheeler, a jewel
Lane, an album; Henry Orcutt, a card receiver.
V.
II.
Actives-Henry Joy, silver fruit basket Clessou Betty, a silver gob-

case;

;

let

;

Geo. L. Mice, a silver cup.

Mass., Oct. 20.—At the last shoot of the rlffe club at
lie Hackmatack Kang;e there was not as large an attendance as on
many oiler occasions. The Inch ring and creedmoor target comTin/ conditions were 2u0 yards oil-hand. Tne story
nine.i v. a
uc
h told by the following score:
Totals.
R.
C.
K.
C.
185—93.
46
98
47
92
Chester Hinds
1S3-92
S8
45
94
47
F K LS chOlS
ITS— 93
85
46
93
47
GFEPaworlh
150— sti
Ti
43
43
78
A Mathews
141—
41
Charles Merrltt
S9
47
68
141—8S
43
45
70
71
S Wilder
138—87
43
70
UCGOOdale
68
44
182—84}.
41
88
HCKnowlton
48
T4

GARDNER,

1

M

W

47
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:
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hallerY. irawovenieDi .ill round bdttiin
Mr. .1. Ames id-.- iln- lit-si score mi record Willi llii'
rillo.
Mr. Alien p Kb ley, of H
B ist >a
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n.?i, i honest iiKiiviiiu.il score on record.
sii-comeis rifle match
r Kfc
:.m
IVtll Dll
10
id
nj
H Barf,l< n
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govern,

,).
K. Tcel: Vleo-preshlenl
stetson; Treasurer, II. \\ lililngbin;

W. Webber,

W.

K.

Wlllilngtoh and C.
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F. H. L., Hock Hill.— Will you please tell me what, I can do for my
<-.-i
sloven-months old Llewellln setter? He has been
was tour months old. Can't get him to eat anything out raw meat
(he seems to prefer tilth to anything else)
1 have treated him for
worms but he does not Improve. Gave him dutl"g the last live
month Oil and turpentine, ground glass, worm oil end copperas.
Il» slobbers at, the moutlt a great drat, deal and his mourn s very
offensive. He seems to have plenty or life, but Is very ihln and poor.
— r-.-r mi
ii'..o
ills nose is In-goctd condition, cold and moipills three times i day for tht'tydays and eould see- no Improvement.
,Ads.
We rear that the powennl medi,dne on have given has, seriously Impaired his stomaeh. We should advise a generous diet wll h
plenty of exercise and not a panicle of medicine, see answer to W.
i

lie

j

.\

P. B. in last

weeks

issue.

NEW HAMPSHIRE'S MOUNTAINS.
his address before the New Hampshire Game and Fish
IN League
at
meeting. Rev. Henry Powers spoke
its last

as follows regarding the resources
in her mountains

which the State possessed

New

Hampshire, by nature and by 'position among the
States of the Union, is most uniquely and most admirably
fitted to become the summer sanitarium and the pleasure
>und of the nati in, for she holds within her borders, as
they cannot be found elsewhere, all the essential elements
and advantages that are required for the making of such a
She has for it, if not for general agriculture, the
smilariuui.
right soil and climate and scenery; lofty mountains and forest-covered hills, and beautiful lakes and rivers and valleys,
and clear running streams and brooks. She has all the institutions and appliances and products of the most advanced
civilization and she is in Ihe immmediate neighborhood of, or
in close connection with, by steamboat and railroad car, and
teltgraph and telephone, all the great centers of wealth and
That such a saniagriculture and population in the land.
tarium is needed lay the people of our country is more and
more apparent every year that New Hampshire is marked
out by a sort of natural fore-ordination to become such a
sanitarium is fast growing to be the opinion of every section
that the people of New Hampshire are able to
of the naiion
utilize their resources and their oppporlunies in this direction, and to an extent that they have scarcely dreamed as
yet, is the firm pei suasion of the best, the wisest and the
most enterprising of their number, and that the prosperity
of our rugged little Slate will depend very largely in all the
coming time upon all her people sharing in this persuasion
with them is the strong convic ion which possesses my own
soul, and whicu I would now impar. io your souls if it be not
lodged there already.
The summer sanitarium of America. What is that ? It is
a place to which all sons and kinds of men can go when they
are sick or tired, or hungry for a sight of the fields and
woods and mountains, or have a desire simply to change the
gr<

j

;

customary surroundings Hnd employments of their everyday
existence in order that they may find that rest and comfort
for the body, that peace and quiet for the spirit, and that

new zest for all the things of life which shall henceforth
have power to make them young and strong again. Such a
place as this cannot be made by man alone it must be
shaped of God originally, and made grand and beautiful as
well as useful to all His sentient creatures, through the mingling of all the primal elements of His visible creation.
;

[Ootobbb

All
But nature iB at her best here in New Hampshire.
that the Great Architect of the universe could do most graciously to render our Sta'e attractive to the dwellers in every
land He certainly has done. For scenes of simple beauty and
variegated loveliness, alternating with the wildest sublimity,
New Hampshire nmy well compare with the most celebrated
resorts of Europe
hence we believe the time is not very
remote, says Prof. Sanborn, 'when the tide of European
travel, like " the course of empire," westtcard shall take its
way, and the valleys and pinnacles of our familiar mountains
will echo with strange tongues, and become populous with
visitors from the old world.'
In my judgment, however, this
time will never come until the people of New Hampshire
shall have resolved to do their best for the development and
First, God
the improvement of all these wondrous gifts.
must work, and then man, and the true sanitarium of America will*be this bit of nature cullivated and transfigured until
it shall form a fitting part of that nobler Eden of the coming
'

;

'

lime.

Do you

how this transfiguration shall ever
process is simple, and very practicathe physical basis of life must be
the first thingthought of, build railroads and turnpikes around
the lonely mountains, and hotels and boarding-houses in all
the places where they are required cover the denuded bills
with forests plant shade-trees in the villages and by the roadside, and lay out parks and pleasure grounds in all the cities
and larger towns fill the woods with game, the rivers and
lakes and brooks with fieh, and the fields and gardens with
Let the Government of the
beautiful shruhs and flowers.
State assist in this great, work of upbuilding, and the people
of the State be urged to invest of their labor and their surplus earnings in private and public village and town improvements. Let the churches be repaired, the schools enlarged and multiplied, and all our people taucht that their
pecuniary as well as their other interests, are involved in
these and such like changes, and the thing is done.
But, do you ask again, is it certain that New Hampshire
can regain her lost prosperity in this way ? can increase her
population and wealth, and improve the quality of her citizenship by efforts of this sort ? Yes for it has been done
in the Republic of Switzerland, for example, in Europe.
Switzerland, some years ago, found herself in much the same
condition that New Hampshire was a generation since. She
was losing wealth and losing population, and her ruin seemed
So the leaders of her difinevitable at no very distant day.
ferent cantons came together in council and discussed the
The result was, they resolved unanimously that
situation.
the Government of Switzerland should be requested to enter
into partnership with the Alps, and that it should henceforth
try to make ihetu the foundation of the national prosperity.
The Republic of Switzerland listened to this request. The
government built roads and bridges and laid out many improvements. The people put up guest-houses, adorned their
villages, and made the whole country as agreeable to
strangers as they possibly could, and today there is no part
of Europe making more rapid advances than this little commonwealth among the mountains.
Will it pay, then, to develop in like fashion the nalural
resources of New Hampshire ? Why, gentlemen, it is payinquire, then,

be brought about

The

?

Remembering

ble.

that

'

'

;

;

;

—

;

ing already, and in dollars and cents, as no other business
among us is paying. During the first quarter of this century
the number of visitors to the White Mountains averaged
about twelve each year. In 1860, Starr King tells us that
'not less than 5,000 persons make the ascent of Mount Washington every summer by the bridle, paths.' It was estimated
at the Summit House last summer that about 12,000 persons
visited Mount Washington during the season, some 10,000 of
whom went up by the railroad, and ibis is the way the stream
of travel, now running toward our State, is rapidly swelling
from year to year. More than $4,000,000, it is thought,
were brought into New Hampshire by the people who came
here last season, a very much larger sum than was ever realized before.
If, then, it be remembered that the profits of
this traffic remain for the most part with us, and that by it a
home market is created for all our farm and garden products,
we shall not be surprised to learn that the number of abandoned homesteads is beginning to be diminished, and that our
farmers' sons and daughters are less inclined to emigrate
than formerly. And then, besides all this, there are men of
New Hampshire birth who have, made their fortunes in other
parts of the world, that are now returning in constantly increasing numbers to their childhood homes that they may
live in them the remainder of their days, and these men are
ready to spend their wealth most generously in beautifying
and adorning these homes, around which their earliest affec-

The change for the better, therefore, in
those parts of our State which have been reached and
watered by this Nile of travel, is quite marked already, and
there is no reason to suppose that its limits have been attainDoubtless this stream of travel will increase
ed as yet.
tions are clustered.
all

continually, and ihe benefits also which flow from it will increase as the years roll on.
But it is time to say a word or two concerning the part
which the members of this league should take in this effort
It is not too
to make New Hampshire a summer sanitarium.
much to affirm, perhaps, that if there were no game in our
woods and no fish in our streams, then the visiiors we are
the most desirous of securing, because they would help us
the most in this effort at upbuilding, would not be so ready
into our State. The fact is, that hunting and fishing
to
are peculiarly the sports of gentlemen, for the conditions of
heir pursuit are uniformly fresh air, fine scenery, the exer-

ome

l

Col.

and have no difficulty

received

in

Tuesday cannot be

inserted until the following

Same, without Full Metal Reel

issue.

Best six-section Black Bass

fitting occasion can take dog and gun and tramp all day
long through the autumn covers, or wade a trout-brook of a
Such are the English gentry who make laws
in Parliament such was Daniel Webs er, and such would have
been Horace Greeley, if he had not made the fatal mistake of
"waiting forty years to go fishing.' " The special duty, then,
of the members of this league is to do what thev can to make
these noble and delightful sports both universal and profitto create a popular opinion, if posable in New Hampshire
and also to
sible, that shall be favorable to their pursuit
secure the active and hearty co-operation with them of all
our people in the endeavor to stock our fields and woods and
lakes and rivers and brooks with the objects of the sports-

June motnii'g.
:

;

;

man's delight.

for their best

to length)
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BONDS AND SECURITIES,
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Warranted Free

from Drugs or Medication.
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THREE

VANITY
FAIR.
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8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.
KIMBALL, & CO., Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester 'N.
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Broadway.

etc.,
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BUTTER, EGGS,
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TEUD-

We send sales and check for net amount Immediately a
tree

ORDERS NOW PROMPTLY FILLED.
CAP\CITYof Factory GREATLY ENLARGED.

CREATLY IMPROVED.

THREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS: 1st, 8100;
*'i5; 3d, one trap and 1,000 pig-eons. For

I '2d

rules,
\ particulars,
I

score cards, etc., addresg the

on application.

Your correspondence and shipment
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NOT OVER 1 PEB CENT. OF BREAKAGE AT THE IBAP ClUAHAWEEB,
manu-

tacturers.

[Extract from Forest and stream, July 7, issi, p. 44S.]
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.
. .
This flight so nearly resembles the actual
motions of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford excellent
practice lor wing shooting. We commend all sportsmen
•
* •«
to test lta merits."

Etc.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO POULTRY AND CAME.

by the celebrated Ethiopian

comedian Charles White, 25 centa G.
HOPE, Sprlngboro, Crawford Co., Pi.

Y.

DUjNN & WILBUE,
Commission Merchants,

Kant,".;,

Kange, Sharps Military, Sharps Uunt.lng,
Pocket Rifle. Address Box Blffl, Boston, Mass.

t
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Eacta having Distinguishing merits.

Book, containing a full
CHAKLES WHITE'S Joke laughable
the following rifles will he sold at a
FORlowSALE,
jokes wittiexpose of all the most
.sharps Mldfigure: Sharps Umg

CLUBS DESIRING EXHIBIT ION
PLEASE NOTIFY COMPANY.

.

KINGS.

FAIR.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
8 WOKS,

Skunk, Red Fox, Raccoon,
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VANITY

Valparaiso. Tno.

$or gsh.
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outfit,

A
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di G race,
v to
in mathkw
\t »rnmv Reynolds,
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Apply
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Shooting Suits.
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$40

on application.
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Trout Rods,

getting their price."
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Bates promptly furnished

631, 633, 6 J5, 637
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AND STREAM:

Best six-section Trout Fly Rods,
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Theo. Lyman,
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later than

in mind and bodv, and loving com' None are
so able,' says
of nature.
to cope with great affairs, as those who

and energy
munion with the works

cise of skill

Extract from FOREST
Messrs. Abbey & Imbrie ask S40

NOTICE!
Advertisements

37, 1881

f ter sale.
solicited.

Stencils

and Price Current furnished

GREENWICH STREET, NEW YORK.

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD.
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES.

»

Composed of the IVERVE-GIVIIVG principles of the ox brain and wheat germ. It restores
both brain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses or
nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens a f ailing memory. It prevent, debility and con.
jtbUt^b.uuiio liitj oittUi, gives gouu sleep, aim itoupeiaies atier excesses, Wiysielans hurt
ouiupL.uu
prescribed 800,ouo packages.
r.
For sale by druggists or mall, $i.
666 Sixth Avenue, >. V.
663

cbosby,

and
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ALLEN'S NICKEL-PLATED DUCK CALLER.

he fennel.

The most natural toned and

easiest blowing

Puck

Caller In the world.

~ent post paid to any address on rweint of one doUar.

Second Annual Field Trials
OF THE

PENNSYLVANIA

STATE FIELD TRIALS
ASSOCIATION,
AT

»;it

YM> JUNCTION, TENNESSEE,

COMMENCING DECEMBER THE 10TH,
Or on the conclusion

1881,

or the Matlonal Tilals.

FOB SETTEES AND POINTERS-OPEN TO THE
WORLD.
Al,l. A(;i:il

STAKF.

Open to all Setters and Pointers: first prize, one
of Westley Ulchards & Co 's highest quality double
hammerless guns, to Be built to tbe order ot tbe
winner, it desired, $415
second, one ot Parker
Brothers' double guns, $225 third, cash *50. $lu
lortelt, $10 additional lor star era.
;

;

ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME

DEKBV STAKF.
Open to Setter and Pointer Puppies whelped on
•r alter January 1. isso : first prize, silver sei si"o;
second, douhif barrel tn---e,'ii-]o:irt1 tirr rliut-gun. t~r,:
third, cash $25.
i s rorl'elt, J& addl Hon s 1 tor s tai u .-r
,

Is

slmplv a device for holding a dead duck In a natural position In the water, on Ice or land, as a decoy. Sent to any address, C. O. D., or on receipt ol price,
No. foi mallards, etc.. No. 2 for widgeon, etc.. No. 8 for teal. For sale by the trade everywhere, or by F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, His.

U per dozen.

i

-

MARLIN REPEATING RIFLE.

MEMBERS' STAKF.
Open only

members

of the Association, and
each entry to be hardled by the owner, First prize,
a piece ot plate. *!f«'i seeenrt. silver nip, presenl e t
to

;

by Messrs. caUhvfll

Co., rhiladi'lphl;i,

,v

».:,n.

r'i

to be paid at line of nomination.
special prize of S50, or a silver eup of equal
value; at the option of |he winner, is mITpi ed for the

trance $

A

0,

i

petlngln the trials.
Dec. 5, issi.
O'NEIL.Pres't.
L R. station, Secretary,
67 Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Address alter Dec. ), Grand Junction, Tens,

best red ii;
All entries close
-

i

9 o'clock a. m.

PALMER

J.

Manufactured by IWarlin Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., makers of tbe celebrated
KIFI.F. Without question the best Magazine Rifle ever produced.

BALLARD

WORMS! WORMS!

BOX

P. 0.

.45

ES0S JAMES &

CO.'S

We now offer a

HARD-HITTDfCr GUN?.

put up

and

efficacious.

in patent,

Price 50 cents by snail. Postpaid.

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

We
Price SO cents per box by

nia.il.

street, Boston,

special rates.

JAMES &

This cut exactly represents

CO.'S

Every Triumph or Trap Gun

MenneL

Vie

of

33.

(Snip ex-Yulette) stock for sale.
delivery.

Sept22,tf

Imperial Kennels.
Wo will take a few setters and pointers to thoroughly Held break. Reference irn-.n: satisfaction
guaranteed.
Broken dogs for sale.
H. CLAY
GLOVER & a GROVER, Toms River, N.

J.

OcK,4t

Cameron Kennel.
Beagle Hounds bred for bench and Held purposes.

RALLY (Sam-Dally) stud fee, $25.
ROCKET (Rally-Rosy) stud fee, $10.

the purest strains, combining the blood of Toledo
Kennel Club, now Wlllard's, Grouse, Munn's Duke,
Goldsmith Kennel's Rupert, Stoddart's Duke, etc.
Mr. Malcolm's Malcolm, Col. Moo's Heine, Mr. Wlllard's Dream II.
Were all bred at these kennels.
Address GORDON KENNEL CLUB, Brevoort P. O.,
Brooklyn, New York.
Octl3,tf

;

BrlekervUle, Pa.

POINTERS, young

dogs partially broken; Just
right to put on game ; of Rush, Snapshot and
Sensation strains; very handsome and promising.
Also one brace of puppies.
Address E
Octl3,tf
ORGILL, 1096 Dean street, Brooklyn.

<;.iMr.;j

PORTRAITS

of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent postpaid for is cents each, or the five for |L FOREST

CO., 39

and

41

urnir

1

i.i.

,,,

is

-i r

TLiji

Deo30,tf

FOR

SALE, fine white and orange native English
setter pup, T mos. old, of first-class field stock
of good pedigree has been hunted one day, pointed
his first bird (woodcock) alive and dead.
Price

A

Address W. H. PIERCE, Peek-

bargain.
N. Y.

$16.
skill,

Ocf27,lt

X?>OR SALE, a beautiful litter of pointer puppies.
Jj lemon and white In color, and evenly e
and dam of this litter are first-class Held dogs. The
pups are 4 months old. well grown and healthy,
and are polntlnir chickens about the yard now.
Address A. E. HEY WARD, Rock Hill, S. C.
Sept29,tf

SETTERS FOR SALE.
born

1S7S;

very

handsome, blue Belton Kate and Clara, blue and
lemon Belton, is months old. by Eoscoe out of Ar;

mlda, sister to Yearsley 's countess. Just right for
trainer. For full pedigree and purl leulars address
V. A. DIFFENDERFFEK, 10 Shlppen st.„ Lancaster, Pa.

Oct. 8T-3t

RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES
a thorough

and

IL-

complete

guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, Kennebago, Cupsuptie, Parmachneee and Connecoout
Lakes and the head waters 01 the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers Illuminages, eOUlUBttatlona
ated covers, tinr.
and a large map, made mostly from accurate surTears. Price, post-paid by mail, oo cents. C H A R LEy
J. FARRAR. Jamaica Plain, Mass.

WARREN ST., NEW YORK

AND

ITS DEVELOPMENT,
WITH NOTES ON SHOOTING.
BY W. W. GREENER.

PRICE, $7.50.
'

!

SENT, PREPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & CO.,
739 and 741 Broadway New York.
OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

weak In forelegs.
Price $5.
Address
FRANK L. CLARK, 43 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N. J.

I

will take

and

setters or pointers to
References clven.
D. W. C.

St., i-'prfngfleld,

BOOK BINDING

BENCH-LEGGED BEAGLES FOR SALE.-Two

male puppies, seven months old and handsomely marked. Price $25, tor the pair. Address
& W., 109 Madison avenue, New York City.

H.

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

Oct2T,lt

SALE, highly bred pointer bitches; broke
FORvery
handsome;
pedigree; business com2

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.

full

me

to sell.

Price $a> each.

Address C.

c. R.,

Oct27,lt

bouderton, Pa.

If you

want good work,

save Agent's Commission

DOGS FOR SALE.—Ten broken or
BROKEN
partially roken setters and pointers at reasonI

.i

i

CLAY GLOVER &

shown
C.

River, N. J.

High

St.,

Boston, Mass.

sale;

WALKER,

figures,

and

direct to

14 Hey

W.

Oct27,lt

FLIRTATION CAMP;

few eight weeks old puppies for
from imported stock. Apply at once.

PERCIVAL,

low

St.-

A FILE OF N. Y HERALD, 1847, AND TIMES,
TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR SALE.

extra good

DBAS.

BEAGLES.—A
J.

E,

at

come

Oct27,2t

SALE, fine foxhound pups of
FOR
Address
sreck. ready to ship.
101

JAMES

Address H.
Imperial Kennel3,

In the field.

GLOVER,

.

Mass.
Oet27,2t

W.

END.

NEAT AND ELEGANT

two or three

PARKER, US Main

Toms

NO

Established 4836.

Oct2T,4t

AM GOING SOUTH FOR THE WINTER,

pels

IS

;

Palo, Mich.

UK

OctS0,2t

Rifle,

;

A

FOLSOM,

D.
30

,

NUTTING,

LUSTRATED,

&

4,309.

" The fullest description of Mre-amM and matters pertaining to their use and manufacture' which la
- Col
W'tnrrare, In t.lie r,-;:.^.
accessible to the general siifirr=:;nnn
" Will be found Interesting and valuable to the sportsman."— Country Gentleman.
" The book is well worth a most careful perusal, and we commend it to all Interested In' sporting
uns or rllles."— The Spirit of the Times.

Spaniel Ned, out of Imported Daisy by Mallard
(first prize winner at Baltimore and Philadelphia).
Price $20.
Also setter pup Doctor; brown and

and
outof Bess (King Phillip ex- Ada, she Bleafo
Pride) by Fowler (Signal and Brunette). Both sire

II.,

BOX

P. O.

"Modern Breech-Loaders/' "Choke-Sore Chtns," Etc.
One Vol., Extra Feap., 4to, 6SO Pages, 800 Illustrations, Cloth.Gilt.

;

1

Llvy

"TRAP"

ACTHOB OP

SALE; English setter dog Dash; liver colored
FORcost
$S5 to Import
price $25.
Also Field

thoroughly train.
setter dog, whelped 4th of
July, 1SS0, out of Maude by champion Grouse.
Price $100. SAMUEL G. DIXON, 715 Walnut St.,
Oct20,2t
Philadelphia.

TJTOR SALE, Gordon

FIELD TRIAL
PURE
Leah by Koybt-1 out of

famous Wehley

-.-plendKi

i

Park Row,

H. Y.

X

nil.

has no bad faults, Held work will soon
make him excellent on ruffed rouse. Price $25.
Address W. H. Pierce, Peeksklll, N. Y.
Oct271t

white

PUB.

Yorkifor the Colt

of the

Address

H.

THE GUN

SALE, a nice black setter pup, with white
FOR
&nd tan markings, one year old, field trial and
retriever,

;

:

AND STREAM

New

JOB LOT

Mass.

ehamplon Bragg and Champion Feather, Oracle

COLIN CAMERON,

GREAT GUN,

called the
is choke-bored and targeted.

•SOCKER SPANIEL KENNEL, GORDON KENNEL, Locust Valley, Long Island.
We have on sale young dogs and Ditches

Pups ready for

a small

of all sorts at about half price.
Also a few choice Parker guns of latest style>t

RIVERSIDE
Clarcmont, N. H., Box

CO'a

Gun3

1

Washington

YORK.

ENOS JAMES &

full line of

are sole agents at

We offer

Conroy, Bisset & Malleson,
65 Fulton street, N. Y.
HENRY C.
SQUIRES,
Cortlandt street, N. Y.
WRIGHT & DITSON,
530

405 grains of lead

Club Gun.

Rod ano

Both the above are recommended by
Gtra and Pokest akd Stbeam.

powder and

Superb Breech-Loaders. What Is the use of paying
an absurd price for a gun made by some old maker
when you can get a JAMES' GUN as good or better
for halt the money ? Or what Is the use of buying a
gun bearing either a fictitious name or no name
at all, when you can get one ot ENOS JAMES &
CO.'s guns with their name and guaranty for the
same price?

boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which greatly fai tlitates Its use. Simple
It is

oak, 70 grains of

84 and 86 CHAMBERS STREET

3,170.

POWDER Is guaranteed to kill fleas on
THIS
dogs or any other M.rsnrinls or money returned.

powder and 2S0 grains of lead.
Send for descriptive list to

SOHOVERLIN^, DALY & GALES,
NEW

FLEAS! FLEAS!

Steadmau's Flea Powder for Dogs
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.

grains of
cartridge).

.40 cal., so

(Government

— See Ki.nntl Advertiwmente next page.

Rod and Gun
BS TBE'iDORE

3.

For sale at this offlee.

VAN

in

California.

TiYKE.
Price $1.50
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Dr Gordon Stables, R,N.
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TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

SOUTHERN

Author of the

The Direct and Popular Boutes

Send for

13 to 21, Inclusive,

Gives addKsses of prin-

Cotton

PEDIGREE

October

HOUSE IN AMERICA,

urst-eiass work and guarantees satisfaction
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Byrnail, for S3.

Pin-Fire (Jims Altered to Central-Fire.

E. A-C. vrtrvcil.lN.

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.

Boa

'I'',

Delaware City, Hel.

GDNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

ace of orange
it
month!
evenly marked; partly broken; have been hunted
on quail and woodcock; full pedigree. They come
from the best strains or prize winning dogs in the
country. Owner's reason for belling them is no
time to won; them. Will sell very reasonable II
taken at. once. They are Just right lor this fall's
shooting. For further pariiculais aadress TlioS.
v.ery

Montgomery
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Cockers of ail aces and colors, dogs, bitches
and puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T WALKER,
2i-lf

THE MOST PRACTICAL CLEANER AND
OILER FOR BREECII-LOADING ARMS

IS

SALE, a finely bred Gordo setter bitch,
FOR
months old. broken to stop on her food; by
ex.

Kit

JOHNS, P.O. Box

F.

1
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B77,

EVER INVENTED.

1pm mm,

N.

H VAUGUAN,
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Sporting dogs
prletor, Mlddleboro, Mass.
broken and bandied, also a number of brokei
a as
for sale. Dogs and puppies boarded on re,
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Box

P. 0.

terms.

O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies for sale, by champion
Kory O'More out

Norah O'M ore.

oi

Address

Full pedigrees.
N. Y.

Pearl.

llsisi r.iieil

In ordering give calibre of gun.
inquiries to be addressed
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satisfaction guaranteed,
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Lukevllie.Mass.
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^ew Model, Top Snap,
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FORbroken
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|
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DER, Albany,
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Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.
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O'CONNEL,

PRACTICAL GDH ENGRAVER,
9 Chambers St., New York.
KINK U'OMK A BrKCULTY.
Established 1S69.
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berths, sections,

and

for tickets,

time tables, and for all Information, apply at 300
Washington street, Boston. 22.) Broadway, New
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Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and leading
Ticket Offices East,
Passenger
Agent.
A. POPE, GcnT
,
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SALT U'.iTEU Sl'OhT

FISHING

A

IT FIR FIN

AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Aass.
FRANK THOMSON, QenT Manager.

Chesapeake

&

Ohio

Agent,

R'y.

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Villa a
Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
_; Mountains, Oiv,. .brier and New Rivers.
ill-

i

,

Kana.v.aia Yale-'.
uvl Including in their varieties Of
a! fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck,
a.
trout,
pia.il, snipe, woodcock, mountain
Pass, pike, pickerel, etc.
Guns, ashing tackle and one dog for each sports-

man carried

free.

The Route

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
to the White Sulphur
famous summer resorts.
The C. & O. R'y Is reached by rail at Huntingdon,
W. Va., from the West, Northwest and Southwest;
aerial
lie, Va., from the. North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the peninsular Extension In
:i

.

i

the

i

summer

of 1SS1 affords

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE
"

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous raU line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean.
13. \T. FILLER,
G. P. &. T, A., Richmond, Va.

OLD D0M8NI0N LINE.
this Line reach some of the
TiHE STEAMERS ofand
upe.md shooting sections
finest watertow!

In the country. Connee: c '(.revet tor Chin oteiigue,
mini's isI.im.1 ami poin is on the Peninsula. City
Point, James River, Currituck, Florida and the
inriiin'alnaus country of Vi.- L ;lala, Tennessee, etc
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, red., Monday and Thursday
Full information given at olUcc, 10T GreenwtOB
iet, New Yort.

LINE."
House,

Bromfield

Boston.

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R.
THB ONLY ROHTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling & Black »a«» Fisheries,

,.

1.

BLACK

ii

MS

uun Dealers, Boston,
Illustrated Catalogue.

Twijt

Mm*.

CARFIEl.n.-Ag Hits wanted for Lift orpresi-

2 com-pleii', mil will history
dent Garfield.
from cradle to grave, t v the eminent biographer,
!",
'.,... a
r ..]•
Books al .,,.'..[.
Col. Conwell.
i-i rated voltn ae.
Endorsed edition. Llbrders for from -20 to 60
era
rke
V
.

i

i

I

Outsells auv other book ten to one.
copies dally.
Agents never made money so fast. The book sells
ii

a,

Experience

known.
free.

All

not

necessary.

make immense

profits.

GEORGE STINSON &

Failure unPrivate terms

CO., Portland. Maine.

cuns only to the Individual

of hlgh-clasi

.._.

+5-45

Portsmouth

i

Nov.

I.SUn-liim-i
Barrels, '101,
Harrels. lotions

.

of the

at.

m

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

and the North Maine Wilderness Dlustratod. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot St.
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numeronB
268 pages,
lakes and ponds connected with them
30 Illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, Illuminated covers. Price, by mall, post-paid, 50
H
AR,
PAR
Jamaica
CHARLES A. J.
Plato,
cents.
,

BASS, xiKE,

PICKEREL and MtTSCA-

also abound In large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies ot his sktll to his
friends or " club " at home, as Ice for packing fish

LONGE,

can be had

&

i

i

raih.i.yusri

m.

m. Augusta •:)-'! am. Savannah *3-15
Pullman
Jack wnville via Augusta 's-15 a
Connects at
Sleeping
irs Weldon to Charleston
Old Point, 'a.,l-00a.m.daito,cxi-i'pl Sunday, with
Xt*am Fori a Urns for VOHKTOVVIS.
• Dally.
Dally, Sundays excepted.

i,

:

J.

Arrives

Raleigh +7-35 p m.
Charleston *»-00 a m. Sa-

ti-50 p

pm.

al

nearly

all points.

The

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes la very
beautlfuL The air Is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate Is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering
witt-

Hay Fever and Asthma

Affections.

as ate excellent, and will
hotel aC
bo largely Increased In time for the season of 18S1

The

EUROPEAN PLAc.

MESSENGER,

Proprietor.

Wild FowTShooting.
SPRINGYILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE7^^; TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L I.
A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
bayman. Has always on hand the best oi

BY

boats, a terlea, etc, with the largest rig of trained
ii
coys on the coast. Tim best ground
li the vicinity of New Vorlr for Li n
of all varieties. Special attention given by himself
Address
rr, ills munis aral -ahra ..-.lor: ..run ran teed.
WM. N. LANE, Coral Ground, L. I. Refers by peri

.

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

i

PATENTEES

Weldon

The TROUT season begins M ay l and ends Sept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends

Septl6,U

$

Also to

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
" ana poin
?EM JERSEY coast
SOI

The waters of the

IfilSO SETTERS and cocker Spaniels
FORof RED
the most fashionable blood address CHAS.

Spnrtsmen

other well-kuown centres for

Trout Fishing, Wing: Shooting and StUl
Hunting,

Grand Traverse Region

Sept22,6t

Hartford, Ct

m.

and tie Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, fn the abundance and great variety of fish
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
famous AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only In

stamp,

p.'.,

SSL...

DENISON,

Line.
p m. Philadelphia

Leaves New York t3-in
Baltimore +8-45 pm.

+9-no a

EXCURSION

FORD, CRESsON, RAESTON, MlNNF.tHJA, and

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

BRRNARD pops for sale.— For pedigrees
ST.and
other particulars, address, with stamp, P.
O.

.

Jacksonville Ada Augusta *3-i5 a m. Pullman SleepNew York to Charleston.

pm.

Fishing-

Jersey.

QJJAfPJO]}

SepKS,tf

York.

New

tils

11.

Sept'2'2,tf

POINTERS. For very superior polDter pups, by
Champion Sensation out of Livingston's Rose
(2d New York, 18S0, and dam of Baronet), or for
Btud services of Baronet,

a

-,i

|

I

onerates on an entirely new principle, and It la
astonishing how quick and well It will clean and
Each cleaner Is packed in a neat box
oil a gun.
with full directions for use, and will be sent to any
address, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50.

Octtl.t t

WrEMASKETT KENNEL,

.-,

.,,

i,

'u-15 p in.
-30 n'n. Jacksonville ti-'-40p

THE CLIMAX
PATENT GUN CLEANER

OTJLEOTJT COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL&— For

Mass.

......

.,,.,,_.

Wllmlngro n

YORK.

SepP2'2,tf

Lock

i

.

-1

Bay

world famous king of the field, Champion Joe, Jr.
A rare chance, only a few choice ones to offer, and
Just right now for fall
sold under guarantee.
Shooting. Pointers and setters for sale. Address
NASHVILLE KENNEL CLL7B, Nashville, Tenn.

a

Pennsylvania and

IrTS are sold at the offices of the company In
all the principal cities to KANE. EENOVA, BED-

T

it

0. Leaves New York * i-so a m. Philadelphia *i-or, a m. Baltimore «9-JS a m. Arrives at
Wilmington "H-25 p m.
Richmond "2-55 p m.

Train

o!

July

m

-

Atlantic Coast Line.

ing Cars

Belle of NaslivUlc
SALE, seller pups out
FOR(property
or J. Louis Valentine, Esq.), by that

Franklin, Del. Co., H. Y.

and Atlanta

Orleans.

m

Octiyt,

Irish dog pup, 4 mos. old,
having one cross of Eleho and two of
3p 1
mos.
Plunket. $20 will buy a native setter bitch,
i

ffl

am. Pullman

Savannah '12-30 n'n. JackCharleston "S-00 a
Pullman Sleepers MUtord, Va.
sonvRle +3-10 p m.
to Charleston.
Train is. Leaves New York *10-00 p m. W.
Philadelphia '1-15 am. Baltimore "4-15 am. Arrives
Wilmington "9-45 p m.
at Richmond *il-3iiam.
Charleston "s-OO a m. savannah * 12-30 n'n. Jacksonville 13-40pm. Coltunbja *o-on am. Augusta

P.O.Box

JR.,

New

"4-51 a m.
Orleans *l0-02
Cars A'ew Vark to Atlanta rin Richmond

and white ticked, well broken.
Rdxey's Boy, by
Hash HI. out of Hoxey (Nellie. Leiceeter), two years
and two months old, broken, black and white.
Four pups by Dashing Tim, es. Llewellns Leda, by
Dash II. out of Armtda (Pocahontas- Leicester), very
One, ten weeks old. Any parties warn in.
stock can be accommodated. For prices and full
particulars address
14, Coatesvllle, Pa.

Gunning and

•'.

Leaves New York *l 0-00 pm. Philadelphia 1-15 am. Baltimore 1-45 am.
Arrives at
,-"n a in
Hiclimonri
Lynchburg 'J- 2a in. DanCharlotte * 2-30 n't Atlanta *12-20
ville *5-35 p m.
Montgomery 'i-ol> pm.
n'n. Macon *6-65 p m.

Mobne

tracks

without

Pennslvania Railroad Cornp'y

1

Train 4S.

SALE, Brant, by Leicester out of Sanborn's
FOR
Nellie, two year? nine months old, color black

steel

STOCK To HE TRANSPORTED

YORKTOWN

42. Loan's New York .1-40 p m. Philadelphia t5-45 p m. Baltimore 1 3-50 p in. Arrives at
Lynchburg M-39 a m. Danville '7 am. Charlotte
Atlanta "12-w n't,
*l-0(ipm.
Macon *6-30 am.
Montgomery "7-55 a m. New Orleans * 10-02 p m, 51
Pullman Care New York
hours from New York.
to Washington, Washington to Charlotte and Augusta. Arrives at olumbla *o-00p m, and Augusta
10-15 pm. Savannah *3-45pm. Jacksonville "3-15

Selected Standard

Address 1)1!. W. UUBBELL, Concord
Depot, Campbell county, Va,
Oct20,2t
Lamokln Stock Farm, Oct. 14, 1SS1.

$35 each.

the

1

.'.'

'

Train

TATHAM'

Price,

I

Atlanta "10-35 am. There makes same
connections as No. 4S below.
Pullman cars Richmond to Atlanta, and Atlanta to New Orleans.
Train 43. Leaves New Yorfct8-8f> am. Philadelphia 1 1-15 am. Baltimore +3-10 p m. Richmond
*10-uo p m. Danville "7-26 a in. There connects with
Iso. 42;below.
Pullman Cars from Richmond to
.'"'.

in

I,, a..,'.

a

also reach the best localities for

mond ami

(Moore'sl ex Mill's B< lie, 10 months old ; the other,
Oram.*!?, in tie native setter Prince out of victoria
:.

1, 1381.

Philadelphia »7-0s a m.
Baltimore *SM5 a m.
Arrives
Richmond '->-55pm. Danville *l-5?. p m. Charlotte

'

POINTS,

failure or Injury.

Richmond and Danville LineTrain 50. Leaves New York *i-30 a m.

from

SALE— Two handsome setter bitches, ono
FORwhile
and orange, by ehamplou Leicester
,

W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

,

and
s which run over the smooth

-

i

most of the

,--

.[,,

.

,

void the dlffldangers of reshlpment, while the excel-

enable

Southwest.

1

214

OCt20,2t

\\

811 a

si.

•12-53 nt.

Bend for niustrated catalogue.
A
liandsomi
FORandsale.—
white English setters,

December

5 to

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT OCTOBER

Breeeh- Loaders.

to

.

VON CULIN PATENT SPI E B COLLAR AND BOOK.

M. SMITH,

their lines for reaching

PARKS
and RACE COURSES
''...-

a-

Exposition, FROM ALL IMPORTANT

AND ALSO TO
Florida, the South, and

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT; AND DODBLB GRIP ACTIONS,
SIZES FROM 4 TO 20.
Muzzle-Loaders Altered

PRINTI7VC AND COMPILING,

P. O.

by

"

CHEAPER THAN CAN RE DONE BY AMY OTHER
which does

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
afforded

riaif/TING

Atlanta

R. R. Co.

Respectfully Invite attention to the

to the

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,
October

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOHLH-BE BUYERS."
Fries is cents, post free.
cipal English breeders.

uml^cHorMf'or ^porfsmm,

The Pennsylvania

exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any
breed.

1881.

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

27,

,

i

mission to J. B. Shepherd, 891 Broadway, and
Butcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

Wm,

'

"

111

10

i

.

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
«•,,.».'».
at home"
It Is our aim to make sportsmen feel
on this route. For Tourists' Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and further information, address

Tim Pond ^e Seven Ponds.
TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.
Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, via
Eustls and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,
guides, boats, camps, with board, in readiness, by

writing In advance to

KENNEDY

SMITH,

Eustls, Maine.

.

GARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.
SEND FOR

NEW

CATALOGUE.

vander nut Bros.,

S3 Fulton St., K. i.

LIFE IN THE
CAMP
edition now ready.

WILDERNESS

—8eoond

This story desirlbeR the
party ot Boston gentlemen io the Richard
aon-Kangeley lakes. It treats ot "campll re," Indoors
and out, la amcaslng, Instructive and interesting;
By
pages, .2 uustratlons. Price 26 cents.
trip ot a

m

malL nostpald, 30 cents.
Jamaica rTain,Masa.

CHARLES

A.J,

FABRAK,

SPORTSMEN

!

•ommodatlons to all
„^. enabled to one.
......inn
and pleasures
those seeking health,
immediate neighborhood for
Good gunujng
gunning In the lni
within naif a day's
deer
burning
and
smaU game,
Bass
ea
.1
lollagc,
,v.c
fataaa
v.
na:
i-ii.e
drive
Address I£. It HUFFthe Delaware.
rii-.hliiE- on
MAN, Box«, Marshall's Creek, Monroe Co., Pa. j.
"

:

INovbmbkb 3

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.1

MEAT

261

TT'S

E> A. 1? JES B&

"FIBRINE"

DOG CAKES.

T

-

"SPRATPS PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Snows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
"Flbrtne'' Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Janlln d'Acclirnatatlon, Paris, eta
receiving the highest award tor Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1873, Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1S7» ; Westminster Kennel Club, New York, bold Medal jrlsh Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., etc
;

;

;

STAMPED.

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE
OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and
Every Cake

PleaM

see that

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
O. de LUZE

S*acKed In Cases of 113 pounds each.

FRANCIS

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

18 South William Street,

&

a

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

STAMPED.

'X."

To be bad In smaller quantities
Grocers and tne Sporting Goods

of

Trade Generally.

^iscelhneott$
Any

MANN'S

&

HODGMAN

Trolling Spoons.

JK&Txr Yorb.,

the

COMPRISING

Light Weight Shooting Jackets,
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,

public.

Three sizes made— No. 20 for bass, pike, pi
or anv fish under five pounds weight; No. 21 for
large fish, arid he best spoon ever made for salmon
2
No. 22 excellent tor deep walet
trout
Beware of Imitations. None genuine except .JOHN
H. MANN'S name stamped on every spoon.
Sold wholesale and retail by the principal ealers
in Fishing Tackle.

RUBBER FISHING BOOTS,

i

;

JOHN

Outfits*
And Complete Rubber
for Catalogue,,
[ESTABLISHED

PATENT GUN CLEANER

HOUSE.

MOST PRACTICAL CLEANER AND

THE

IS

iss6).

OILEB BOB BRHSEGH-tOADINB ARMS
EVER INVENTED.
It operates on an entirely new principle, and It Is
astonishing how nulck and well It will clean and

at World's Fair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

Premium

a gun. Each ('leaner Is pocked in a neat box
with full directions for use, and will be sent to any
address, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50.
i

JOHN KRIDER,
Cor Second and Walnut

K'.

Sts.,

A. S.

Philadelphia.

Etc., Etc.

Made to Order.
Also "Haider's" Celebrated Center Enamel Spilt
and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Files,

Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties
Taxidermy in all its branches.

Spratt's Patent

Dog

Biscuit.

Repairing of

all kinds.

TO ANGLERS:
JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
fishing Rod & Tackle Makers
Keels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
agents. All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon In this locality, as also catalogues of our
greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,

had on

application.

COMMERCE

503

ST.,

CLIMAX

FaU

KRUC & GO'S

CHAMPAGNES!

River, Mass.

Three Westley Richards
PATENT HAMMERLESS GUNS.
SECOND

"
«

"
"

«

COD-LIVER

OH

A.

ROCHEREATJ &

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 and IS St. Louis St., New Orleans.

General
^j

Rheumatism
or Consumpiioi
is superior to any in d&-

licacy of taste

'

GOOD'S OIL

and smell,

TANNED

MOCCASINS.

medicinal virtues and purity.

best thing in the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc.

* London, European and New
York physicians pronounce t the
purest and best Sold by Druggista.

The

i

||W.H.Schle,ITellii&

easy to the

feet,

and very

durable. Made to order
In a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine ar-

Co.(^^^S) BroYMfe

Send for price list. MARTIN 8. HTJTCHINGS, P. O. Box 3i',5, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Frank Good). Bradpobd & Anthony, Boston

ttcU.

MAKEflENSLM
traveling' to this country, says that

and Out Re POT

le

,

bo

b

m

a

mluahlo.

most or the Horse

17>ARRAH'S POCKET MAP

'

ilesstrash.

J»

Powdera ore absplnteu
Nothinx on earth will

of

Moosehead Lake and

the North Maine wilderness, a valuable comfor the sportsman, hunter and lumberman,
corrected and revised, and now acknowl
map of this vast region
edged to he
1

£anion
aiely

1

1

1

Neatly bound

-

KanucMa

1 25

,.

I

I

tere,Svo., 2 vols.

Bun, Rod and Saddle
Hand Book for Riflemen
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland

"

2%

10-bore,

2% In. "

In.

Pistol stock, Choke-Bore, with all newest Improvements, and warranted the finest shooting
guns that can be made. For sale very low.

AND LlKS HISTORY,
MODK8 OF

BY JAMES

A.

HENSHALL, M.D.
Ready

J.

HENSHALL,

A.

33

Wesley Ave,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

in cloth covers. Price, postpaid, by
Jamaica
A. J.

CHARLES

FARRAR,

KNAPP & YAN NOSTEAND,
**» GAME,
POULTRY
WASHINGTON MARKET,
and

New
t**?els all others. Extra
specialty. Send stamp for

NEW

cot

circular. C. S.
n eld, Mass.

iui KB

SHATTUCK,

Manufacturer, Hat-

Consignments ot

game

BIRDS' EYES.
Birds' Skins, Taxidermists'
Supplies.

Send

for

New

&

Naturalists'

GARDEN AND FARM SEEDS.
NEW

CATALOGTJS.

O'CONNEL,

lRAuTHIiLUUS HJMGHAVER,
S Chambers si.. New York,
FINE WORK A SPECIALTY,
Established

i860.

mi SI

RIM
UUI1

with

many new

l't ice,

post-paid,

Farm Homes,
IN-U00KS AND OUT-DOOBS,
1 Uustrated.
This charming
book has met with universal favor from every
quarter. Mrs. Leland lias shown In this volume
that she Is unquestionably the most talented and
brilliant of l^dv writers on matters pertaining to
The work has
oi, garden and household.
met with most extraordinary sales. The enlarged

By

Mrs. E. H. Leland.

n

the work contains

ciub, St
a
Sportsm
VI 9-Presldeni
Lotus, Ho., who lefe tedBogjMns Trap
shootlm? ExI'l'inii
shooting.
.-.-..
posed. 'American Ft>
s ITlcld Bays; " I wrs man
"
Mailer! tor 26c,
that tuic« o '/"" slwuld h-iv- it
PRICE, St,
Stomps or currency, by U
Louis, Mo.
-

.

'

i

!

possible, more crisp, practical
than the others aiready published.
If

i,

i

a.
,

and interesting

We have Issued
no former work which has received the universal
encomiums of the pr, ss. as has Mrs. Leland'8
"

AND noWTOITSEir TO KILL EVERY
PAIR WING Sill IT. By Gwynne Price,

new chapters on "The
"Rules for

Rearing and Training of children,"
'.

Bros., 83 Fulton St., N. T.

gfublhations.

THE

localities, and is illustrated
ngs. 12 mo., timed paper,

Reduced Rates.

Price List.

SEND FOR

1

game

A new and Enlarged edition of

W. J. KNOWLTON'S Natural History Store,
168 Trcmunl St., Boston, Mass.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.

F.

Hunt and Trap,"

$1.50.

solicited.

We accept consignments. Allow market price
day of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday for
an invoices or previous week.

to

full instructions for hunting Buffalo, Elk,
Antelope, Bear, Fox, Grouse, Quail, Part:ks, Woodcock, Snipe, and all the other
Garne, waterlowl, etc. Also the Locality where
Game abounds. The new edition Is re-wtltten,
chapters on choke-boring and.
containing addition
\l'oo.,e,

VanderbUt
of

enlarged edition ol Batty's

How

Containg
1

YORK.

aU kinds

"

hard shooting

290

TH"*.
Mtteflold, Mass. Cuts Free.
^Full-Length COT,in this case.
#$10; LOCNGE, inline -ease, $8,
Trade.
ft Bold everywhere by U»

,

CO.

PUBLISH THIS DAY,

Rebounding Lock.

mi

Msy
$3 80

For Prospectus or Particulars Address

Choke-Bore Barrels

.

In

400 pages, price

(PUBLISHED BY 8CBSCBIFTION.)

ORANGE JUDD
close,

2 00
7 5U

IN AIL TITE

In Press.
Large l2mo.

DR.

\

60
3 00

ANGLINtt AND FLY FISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OP ALL
TACKLE!
TOOLS,
AND IMPLEMENTS,
Fully Illustrated.

SIMPLE AND

For

„

BOOK,! BLACK BASS

738

iir.r,

15a

„

1 00
Frost..... 1 50
12 00

Nlmrod

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

FRANCIS TOMES,
BROADWAY.
738
THE NEW AMERICAN
Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

00
30
50
00
25
25
60
25
00
25

i 00
1 00
69
1 50

—

How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
Hunter ana Trapper, T crasher
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations,

FULL INSTBDCTION
12-bore, 3-ln. bend.
12-bore,

Agents.

NOS. 289

mail, w> cents.
Plain, Mass.

in

Canoe Traveling, Powell
„. 8
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
2
Cassell's Book of Birds, 4 vols
12
Breaking by Holablrd.
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
1
Frank Forestei
leli
4
ports
Frank Fe
2
\A Fishing
Frank Fo
ft Line. pa.
Frank For
Young Sportsmen. 2
Frank Forester
leenes and Charaort

The Sportsman's Wine!!

FOE

75
2 50
50

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener

Cage and Singing Birds

DURABLE

OLLER S

Debility,
Scrofula,

:

Eggs and Nests, soc, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Seng Birds...

COMPLETK SCIENTLPIO

ONE HIGHEST GRADE,

STANDARD AUD DRY.

M

2.00
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long
Angling, a Book on, Eranels
7.60
Archer, Modern.
26
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
1.60
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam. .„.. 90.00
Art of Swimming
30
Athletic sports for Boys— boards, 76a; cloth... 1.00
--'."'':."
:' ,!.,.,.
.f;'
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
1 25
Balrd's Birds of Norm America
3 00
Bechsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 50
Boat Sailing, Practical.
1 00
Books for Sportsmen Angling, 60e.; Shooting,
60c.; Common Objects or the seashore, 60a;
Cage and singing Birds, 50c.; Bogs, 76a:

Alanton'3 Taxidermy Without a Teacher
Minors Land and Game Birds
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard.
The Gun and its Development, by Greener

M'F'G CO.,

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing, Trout, Baas and Salmon Files In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Keels, etc.
our Beihabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State
Fairs.
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order.
Price list of wood and rod mountings
Our 66-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
free.
Fishing Tackle sent, postpaid, on receipt of ten
cents in stamps.

Castle Couuell, near Limerick:, Ireland,

to be

ap-

SHIPLEY & SON,

Jlaniilaclnrcrs of Fine Fishing- Tackle
ot Every Description.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

Birds'

•

Life of a Sportsmen,

Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,

r»"Salmon. Bass and Trout

r
Sl.so
n,Murrays.
nuacvi
ramps in, Northrap. 1.25
Adlrondacks, Camp*
Adlrondacks, Guide to ,, ailaee's, 6th edition.. 2 00
-75
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's.
Amateur Trapper— paper, 50c.; bds.
75
American Angler's Book, Norrls
6 60
American Bird Fancier
30

;

oil

TJ.

Au

Canoeing

THE CLIMAX

Y.

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
(Established

8ena

1838.]

CO.,

^Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

•First

Books Sent on
Forest and

Birds'

Rubber Shooting Oacket.

MANN &

H.
SYRACUSE, N.

^"^e by

Pub, Co.

AB» OFFERING THE LAEGEST ASSORTMENT OF
J&L TJ IO 33 33 DEL

our Perfect Revolving Spoon is undoubt
best general spoon for taking fish ever offered to

„_1I owing-

of

ipt

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane,

Sixty varieties manufactured, suitable lor Trollng to> all kinds of flsh that will take an art.lileial
but, and adapted for any lake or river In the
States.

«—the

Farm

Home?.-' Price, post-paid,

OBANfiE JUDD

Publishers of

all

rural books

$1.60.

CO.,

and books for sportsmen

751 Broadway, JVew Vork.
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ORANGE SPORTING

NoYSMBEB

The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder
M-A_NTJFACTTJBER8

Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

Nos.
isters,

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos. 1 (tine) to 6 (coarse). Ittl lb. canisters and
kegs. Aflne grain, quick mid clean, for upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shotguns.

61-i lb.

Hazard's " Duck Shooting."
Nos.

and

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
Bhowlng SIZES of GRAINS of POWDER. Furnished

FREE.

Rand Powder

Co.,

New York.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition

Dupon.'s Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.

IN USE

DuroNT'ci
fcave maintained heir irrou.1. epul.at ion for st_v._-ni.yelght years. Manufacture the iollowUig celebrated
of

powdei

says : "At Melbourne they had a» excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside those, ot every cxlilbirm in the world, and they came off COUquerors over eveiyoth r maker. Their highest a«-atd cornea to them Horn a country whose reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
They hive been In the hands of shooters for the past, sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
havo won more laurels than any other gun wheu brought in competition in trie Held or at the trap. At
Coney Island this year, at. tin-: .sew Vorl. state on vent tun, the. PAKE El! won he Pierce ill ,mond Badge
and the " Forest and stream " Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for catalogue.

ROOMS
SHOW cbaini)erNSt.,N.
97

4Ss,

Clicking.—Nos. 1 (coarse)
3 (line); htirnss.owly, strong and very Clean;
great, penetration, villi a ela-e pan cm; adapted
for glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other shooting,
wli h either mu.....c or breech loaders. Packed la 1
lb. and 5 lb. caul ters t.nd c '.. and 1_X lb. kegs.

Duponl's Eagle

;'

<____«.___<_

More— Specially

adapted

and cans
: '

of

FFFG is also

of 6 lbs.

e.OT.'

le.tiii

!'.

.

i

.-

...

:

DEU; also, SPECIAL <;i_a_.bs FOR EXPORT OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents, in every prominent city, or whole-

88

.".

WAIL STREET, NEW YORK.

and 28

lb.

kegs.

Fg

coarse,

Dupont'3 Spotting, Mining, Snippraa and Blasting Powders of all sizes and descriptions. >jiec__U
tirades for Export Also Kill.; Carol Jen, .Musket, Cannon. Mortar, mammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and Pellet Powder, V. S. Government Standard.
Powder manufactured to Older of any required
p-aln or prool.
Agencies la oil 1ho cities and principal towns
throughout lie tilled .-.tales Represented by

M.lv,

.'

THEHUNTINGSIGHT

Co.,

roadway,
Street,

LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

and

r,

WILLIAM

tpraiAN,
M1DDLEFIELD, CONN.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK

For

Hillock

Ho'ttno

r.o.j.ket.

game

Inside,

INSIDE VIEW.
Hcnting Coat.— The game

Haixock

pocket extends the entire length of coat,

Every Uescripti

Coat.—

Six pockets outside and

87 Beaver

St.,

N.

List.

with capacity far surpassing any ordinary

Send /or Illustrated Catalogue,

FISH-

EAJYIFS,

Etc.,
Night Hunting and

lng, Canoeing. Yachting,
Driving at Night, and General
illuminating Purposes.
Lanterns, Darts
Bicycle
Lanterns, Musicians Band
Lamps, Pocket
Lanterns,
Hand Lanterns, etc. Send
stamp for Illustrated Price

proof.

RUBBER GOODS

FRONT VIEW.

DASH

ING LAHPS,

Fishing, Spearing Fls__,Camp-

game

Stream

bag.

Name Fobbst am>
-—*
,

ALBERT FERGUSON,
Office, 66

Fulton Street, N. Y.

(With Conroy, Blssett

1

KNEELAND,

IAJIPS,

All Guaranteed
Thoroughly Water-

FFFg.

fine.

la

it

Broome

Trouting Pants and Leggins a Specialty.

Du

0,^,1-';..

.M, 4tt-_
Cor.

HUNTING and FISHING.

limit's Eagle Ki0c.-A quick, strong and
clean ponder, o v._ry fine i.re; a n.r m.tol snooting.
Pack _r; iii 1 lb. canisters and 6% lb. kegs.
I)n_l>ont't_ Kiti.i l -at. "N. u-Shooting."—
FFg. and FFl'g. 'ihel-'g'. for long-range ri_l"sU80tJng, theFI-'g. andi-FFg. Mr general use, burning
strong arid moist. Packed In L _ lb., lib. and 5 lb.

t

6Jf lbs.

COMPLETE FOR

lb. canisters.

P. L.

and

The FPFG and FFG- are favorite brands for
ordinary spotting and the " Sea Shooting'' FG Is the
standard Itijle Powder of the country.
Superior Mining" and Blasting Powder.
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW-

moist

CO.,

cor. Fulton Street,

_

,

Meriden, Conn.

r

2. >, l'_dy'

MEW yoiiR CIVS.
RUBBER OUTFITS

lor " choke 1_ ore " (_. tins, and panieularly f..r prairie and upland shool in.;. P.uriis slowly, strong and
moist ; does not cako or bum on Hie barrels, gives
both agoodpenelrailon and a close pattern; will
be found well adapted lor glass-ball and pigeon
shooting. Made of two s./.es, only Ko. 7 and _so. 5,
Do. be.nt; i nc coarse,,, racked in c.._ lb. Legs and

canisters,

,

Goodyear* s India Rubber Glove JiPfg

(course)

1

;

to

1

very-

AND

unequalled in strength, quickness and
adapted for glass-hall and pigeon
hooting. Packed In lib canisters.

Dnpont's

PARKER BROS

v.

GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING

(line)

cleanliness

I

:

UnponiN Diamond «rain. -Nos.

to 4

and

i

t

brands

5 lb. canisters

s.'ow-.t.

sale at our office.
I

J|ii,i& established inls02,

LiL-_.r-o.vto.i_

and

-

Hazard'* "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG and " Sea Shooting " FG In kegs

MELBOUKSfE, AUSTBAEIA.

i

GUNPOWDERI
and
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

l

hums

:!.ly close and with great
mi
For neid, forest cr water shooting it
ranks any other brand and It Is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

TBS PHILADELPHIA JOUHXAL OF COMMERCE

Jffnrr ay Street,

In

to 5 (coarse).
lb. kegs,

and v-%

y.-.i.-. ..........

'

&

1 (fine)

t;^

clean, Shi

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

No. 29

Unsurpassed In polnC
Packed In square" can-

1 (fine, to 6 (coarse).

and cleanliness.
of one pound only.

of strength

Creedmoor.

Laflin

Co.,

OF

Gunpowder

Powder.
..

0c.

^mtt\miitiinf t

Jldveqfisemetits.

3, 1Q81.

Bird Dealers and

!_.

&

Malleson.)

Fanciers

N. B.—Use none but DLTONT'S Fg. or FFg.lor

I

jong-iunge rifle snouting.

will

tad

It

to their

advantage to

And a

assortment of Song and Fancy Birds, also

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

of rare animals adapted for zoological

Show

full

kinds

Gardens and

purposes.

88 Chatham
THE

ISEST

GUNS

for the

LEAST MONET.

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.

AecHcies at all Principal Point, in

B. F.
28

Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes,
Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Wild Turkeys,
Prairie Chickens, Quails, Woodducks,

NICHOLS & CO..

BEACH STREET, BOSTON,

ENGLISH

New York

WE WILL BUY

Y.

Catalogue sent free on application.

the West.

St,,

(Et.iabl_.lied 1847.)

W. W. GREENER'S and C. G. BONEHILL'S GUNS a specialty. General Agent for CARD'S STANDARD GLASS BALL TRAP. Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Sporting Goods. Send for circular..

ALSO ALL GRADES OF

all

Chas. Reiche& Bro.,

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

8P0BTI2TG FOWDFB.

Head-

call at

quarters, -where they constantly can

Etc., Etc.

MASS.

THREAD-WOLTND, LONG-RANGB

Manufacturers of the

SportingGunpowder. BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES
As was proved

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

DIAMOND GRAIN.

at the Fly-Casting

Tournament at Coney

Island,

June

23.

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical ana

First prize In Champion Class was won with one of our 10 ft. 9 oz. Bass Rods length of cast. TB feet
First prize In Amateur Class was won with one of our 11 ft. 8 oz. Fly Rods length of east, 67« ft. The
Sea World Special Prize was won with one of our 11 \i ft. 10 oz. General Rods length of cast, 75 ft. Our
J.da are CO
Send stamp for catalripei lor to all others by those who have seen or used them.
;

;

;

N08. 2. 3, 4, 6, 6, 7 and 8. Superior RltU
Mfle, and CoL Hawker's Ducking. W. ST1TT, 01
Cedar St,, N.Y. Agent for the U. b.

ogue, with Mass. Fish and

choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open _ ust short ot
60, 70 aim 90 yards, giving close pattern and gre*»
penetration. 10 and is gauge. Send for circular.

20 Sent, Font-paid, for » L.

Game Law.

sohlkbkh &

H. H.

Y

CO., Rochester, N.

aker Guns

The

OUR NEW MODEL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Cun made

TB.BEEBA BB1

foi

DURABILITY
— AND —

©TOT,

SHOOTING (JUALiTIES

PRICE, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
C_i_£ASCBS STEEL,
-

s

-

*40

PRICE,

455 to 8200
This gun

BEND BTAMP FOR DE80RIPTI7E OJROVLAS.

is light

and compact, from

L. C.

-

*75to«230

» to 10 lbs. weight.

The

rifle is

SMITH Maker,

.

perfectly accural*,"

Syracuse, K. Y_

—

;
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Rifle and Teap Shooting
Yachting and Canoeing
to cobbespondents

and Game.

who

has taken an active

whose

views we invited because we believed them to be representative, says that he does not consider game protection " a
matter of so much consequence that annual conventions are
necessary to

He

success."

its

admits that nine-tenths of the

members

of the association attend the meetings for the trap-

shooting

;

and he thinks

that " the cause of

game

protection

doeBnot receive much assistance from the annual meetings."
That is frank, free, honest. It undoubtedly correctly represents the views of very many of the society members
and the writer puts his feelings in a manly, open way, in
strong contrast with some of the letters we have published
in the past from other members of the association, holding

ents.

Subscriptions.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. The subscription price Is $4
per year ; $2 for six months. Remittances should be sent by registered letter, money order, or draft payable to the Forest and Stream
Publishing Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers
throughout the United Stales and Canadas and Is on sale In Europe
by The American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C, London, Eng.; and by
Em. Terquem, 15 Boulevard, St, Martin, Paris, France.
;

Advertisements*
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line.
Special rates for
Heading notices so cents per linethree, six and twelve months.
eight words to the line, and twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements
should be sent In by the Saturday of each week previous to the issue
In which they are to be inserted.

and Stream Publishing Co.,

Nos. 39 and 40 Park Row,

the same opinions, but lacking the courage to express them.

The

letter

signed E. R.

New York

New York City.

work

had

for

The other

letters on this subject show how those who
engaged in game protective efforts regard such

From the letter of E. R., and from other letters of like
by other members of the association, but
"not for publication," we are reluctantly compelled to believe
that the cause of game protection will, in the future, have
little or no attention from the society in question. This being
the case, one thing is certainly in order. A society which is
ostensibly organized for one thing, and does something else,
should be honest enough to have its true purpose appear in
its name.
This much at least is due to those who are in fact
doing the work it ignores. A civil service reform club,
which should spend all its energies in wire-pulling for public offices

for its

at

once lose the

work incalculable injury
reform. A game protective

to the cause of civil service

club,

which does nothing but annually shoot thousands

of

pigeons, not only destroys public confidence in the sincerity
of

but works great harm to the cause of

pretensions,

its

game

protection in general.

body of sportsmen throughout

mands

Simple justice to the great
country imperatively de-

this

that pigeon shooting societies call themselves pigeon

shooting societies; and that the
society be confined to
is

game

title

of

game

protective

protective societies.

surely the only manly, honest and just thing.

PISTOL SHOOTING.

years been

John Allen

Banks, the eldest son of Thaddeus C. Banks, Business Manager of this journal, died at his residence in Brooklyn, last

Saturday morning, October 29, aged thirty-one years.
ing his long connection with the Forest

members, would not only

confidence of the public, but would

practice of pistol shooting has received a wonderful

many

office.

and

of such importance that they need bother their heads about
it.

THEimpulse

here record the untimely

of this

of the

Game.
the conventions for pigeon shooting
only, and do not think the subject of game protection to be

3.

JOHN ALLEN BANKS.
is

members

State Association for the Protection of Fish

FOREST AND STREAM.

with deep sorrow that we
IT death
of a companion, who

be taken as representing the

They attend

This

Thursday, November

may

true feeling of the great majority of the

tenor, sent to us

will be published except with his consent.
Editors cannot be held responsible for the views of correspond-

associated with us in the

State Association for the Protec-

Its writer,

part in recent conventions of the association, and

societies.

name

Forest

New York

of ihe
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Instruction and Information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted
are Invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspond-

Address:

ject

which we print to-day on the subof State pigeon tournaments, is one from a
the letters,

tion of Fish

really are

The forest and Stream Is the recognized medium of entertainment,

The

-£*-
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ent's

MONG

;

;

;

American Waters

A

member

;

of the Northwest

;

3,

THE ONLY HONEST COURSE.

CONTENTS.

Resorts

in the Office of
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Editobiai, :—

Ways
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SPORTSMAN'S

by the Forest and Stream Publishing company,

18S1,

Dur-

and Stream,

as its

of late,

and

now

the works where the finer

grade of these firearms are turned out are crowded with
Accurate shooting with a pistol may be indulged in
orders.
range of 50 feet is readily gained and a
almost anywhere.
sheet of ordinary iron boiler plate, or even a backing of plank-

A

ing forms an admirable bulkhead into which to fire and on
which to nail up the target. These may be the cheap paper

may be varied by using any small object
and we know of no better use for a " tenthan to set it up as a target to pick out the spots in 10
consecutive shots. The sport may be indulged in by old
and young and by either sex. Ladies are often the best hitters, and while they make poor holders, as a general rule, they
excel in a knack of catching the sight and pulling the trigger
at ihe same instant, and in this way a very nervous person
will often do very fine scoring.

tie Librarian or Congress, at Washington.

1881.

{N

accustoms one to a quick fixing of the attention on a distant
object.
There, must be a perfect control of the muscles and
that ready relation between the eye, hand and brain which
will be found serviceable in a thousand ways.

Those who have once taken up pistol shooting, and gained
how to do it, rarely abandon the pastime.

a clear idea of

They become enthusiasts, and the sport is to them a hobby.
They love to look upon the handsome little weapon as the
synonym of exactness. They learn to know that, when
allowed to do it, the pistol will work with the accuracy of a
mathematical instrument, and

this begets a love for

it.

We

have stories of old hunters swearing by their long-toms, and
old duellists and those accustomed to the use of the smaller
arm become equally confident of its powers and precision.

In speaking of pistol shooting we do not wish to be understood as regarding those pesky little fomenters of lock-jaw,
cheap-made "revolvers." These little instruments of death
and devilment are whacked out at a single blow under the
trip-hammer, and their only specialty, in which thc-y are unexcelled, is the amount of noisa they will kick up.
A pistol
to shoot with accuracy must be made with special reference
to that point, and the ordinary cheap revolver is made with
the single idea of getting up the showiest looking device for
the least money. They are not weapons of offense or defense in any way, but merely dangerous devices, a constant
menace to every body in their vicinity, and if in any way
they could be stamped out of existence it would be a great
boon.
Fine work, or in fact work of any kind worth the
pursuit, cannot be done with these instruments, and they are
never seen in the resorts of the pistol-shooting experts. In
future articles

we

shall

give instructions in pistol shooting,

describe the weapons used, quote past doings in scores and
records, and try to measure the extent of this very popular

pastime.

THE ATALANTA.
THERE

is

considerable difference between a good boat

and a very good boat.

The former represents an average
The Atalanta is a good

production, the latter an exceptional.
boat, but in our

judgment nothing more.

It

would be most

agreeable to receive a stranger with open arms, and exclama-

and admiration, but a regard for reputation
as a good judge of yachts compels us to place the Atalanta
only in the class of good boats of which fair performance
may be expected, and which would certainly astonish us
with an exhibition of extraordinary speed. Tne Canadians
have shown a most commendable spirit of enterprise in senda sloop from Belleville to race boats of a particular type
which have been brought to greater perfection in New York
than anywhere else in the world. They have contended
bravely with many difficulties in so doing, but facts must be
looked squarely in the face. These are th>it the Atalanta is
more or less a chance production, the first large sloop ever
put in frame by Cuthbert, but the third of anything like her
tonnage. She has been built, rigged and fitted hastily. She
is still incomplete, has had no fair opportunity of obtaining
best trim, her sails are unstretched, gear all stiff and new,
and the crew unacquainted with each other and the course
they have to sail. On our side we have the pick of a
large fleet, slowly brought near perfection by numerous opportunities for comparison, and the consequent modifications
in successive attempts at modeling or alteration.
Our sloops
are in the best of condition, their crews have shaken down
tions of surprise

diagrams or the sport

to their billets, skippers are well posted, sails comparatively

cashier,

for a point of aim,

flat,

first

spot "

ative boat not to be decided until the

he made very many friends, who will here for the
time learn ihe sad tidings of his death.
"Words are cold to express in any fitting manner our
own grief at he loss of one who had become so endeared
to us by the kindly intercourse of business and social life.
I

His faithful discharge of duty, and his high character and
strict integrity commanded the respect of all men with
whom he came in contact while his quiet, unassuming disposition, and gentle and courteous bearing won the esteem
;

aud love of those who knew him more intimately.
If the possession of such a character by those who are
mourned can in aught temper the grief of bereaved friends,
surely this comfort is left to those
for the death of

The memory
hearts.

who

are to-day sorrowing

John Allen Banks.
of

our friend will hold a

The pastime

is

a comparatively cheap one, for the .22

now made so accurate and
they may be relied upon by

cal.

in our

gear in good working order and the choice of represent-

Even assuming

as the best

we can

morning of the

first

the model of Atalanta to be as perfect

produce, she has taken upon herself such

heavy odds in other respects, that her opportunities for victory seem to be of a most doubtful kind.
Atalanta is,
however, to our mind not the equal in model of either Grade
or Mischief, and we must confess we deem our friends

doomed

to

serious disappointment, for the chances of her

Cup

cartridges are

are so uniform in

taking the America

action that

the most fastidious

dent aud fluke. If in spite of these predictions, the Canadian should prove able to "squander" our best, we will
frankly acknowledge that we have more to learn about a

marksman. There is no sport so well calculated to develop
a number of excellent qualities. The least relapse into dissiits effect in irregular shooting, and the

pation at once works

warm place

race.

shooter in the best physical condition, other
equal,

must win.

It is

an excellent

test of the

things being

eyesight and

are practically hopeless, bar acci-

yacht than hitherto believed, and we shall be chary in the
future about an expression based, as this one of necessity is,
upon a casual inspection of form and fittings.

<
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IMPORTATION OF FOREIGN BIRDS.

variety of climate there, that a locality suited to the

V. S.

8.

Swataka, Shanghai, May

28.

M;; JM.ar 1'aidmn:

loves desert wastes can be turned

wander over the brown

out,

near the sea coast to

amusement when on shore duty.
Consul-Genera] Denny, here at .Shanghai, is very much interested
in the importation into America of gamo birds, and has already, at
his own expense, sent over nearly a hundred brace of the Asiatic
pheasant, which have boon turned adrift in Oregon (his own State)
and California. Ho is very anxious to continue thiB good work on
a larger scale, but lacks the means to do it properly.
loliove there are some twenty odd varieties of the pheasant in
China and most of them can be readily procured hero in Shanghai.

and money spent
fact well worthy

idea strikes wo, by which, perhaps,

erable service to the sportsmen at

we can render

homo and

also

add

to

consid-

our own

resources for

i

Of course the

prices vary, the cheapest being the

common

ring-

necked variety, costing perhaps one dollar per pair. Another
beautiful game bird is the so-called Chefoo partridge, red-legged
and red-billed, with black and white stripes on the sides. I have
killed the same thing, minus the stripes, in ABia Minor. There is
also the sand grouse, several varieties of snipe and woodcock,

plains

in liberating the birds.

cised

not done, the labor

If this is

A

forward the project will be wasted.
in connection with the
subject of importing such birds as arc above referred to, is
the immunity which tree-inhabiting game has from many
to

of consideration

matizing the different species of Japanese game, but

Mr. Denny says he can have birds shipped as far as San Franho has succeeded in doing so to this
and public-spirited
but I doubt if this will hold good for much future
work. Ho also says a good-natured gentleman in San Fraucisco,
connected with the U. S. Fish Commission, will undertake to havo
them forwarded East free of charge by the Pacific railways.
There remains then to be paid for the birds themselves, thoir
food and the cages for their long journey.
What I propose is, that the sporting community in general be informed of these facts through the Foeest an*x> Stbeaji, and some
plan be devised by which Consul-General Denny's gratuitouslyoffered services may be utilized. I may asauro you here that he is
a thorough sportsman himself and is only actuated by a desire to
increase our home production of sport.
The Forest and Stream is probably read in every gun club m
the country, aud I believe a subscription started under its auspices
for such a purpose would have a great success. Certainly all true
sportsmen would respond, for we have very few varieties of game
birds in America, comparatively speaking.
The Japanese game birds ace also within Mr. Denny's reach,
now that there is such constant intercourse with Nagasaki, aud
•we might add to my list the green aud copper pheasant, which, I
believe, aro only found thore, and the so-styled giant woodcock.
Of the latter I killed a specimen last fall uearTokio which weighed,
undressed, 11% ounces. I have also on board a stuffed copper
cock, which I killed near Kobe in February last, the two tail
feathers" of which measure thirty-six iuches. I assure you that
these buds, in rising, give one an emotion such as our little craai
or ruffed grouse utterly fail to produce, and it is merely a matter
of association to eeoure for all time sport such as the fraternity
;

jyot

As

The argument that these birds will not stand our climate is abThey are found in Japan from the Straits of Laferouse to
Kagoshima and in China from Tartary to Canton.
W. Y7. Folgee.
Very truly yours,
The above letter, addressed to Capt. L. A. Beardslee, was
hiui handed to us for publication.

We in America have never

taken any decided steps toward

the acelirnatation of animals foreign to our continent, although a few spasmodic efforts have been made in the right

and one or two societies have been organized.
Most of. the attempts that have been made have resulted in
nothing permanent. In fact, have almost fallen stillborn,
and this mainly because they have been the efforts merely of

The attempt

Europe has been one

survival of a

if

can

of individuals for at least a year, so
time to breed and to rear their young.

would only serve to
furnish a free lunch to the foxes, wildcats, hawks and owls
of the districts where the birds weie turned out, and
is
scarcely worth while to spend money and time for that purpose.
To make such importations as would be necessary to
insure success, to give the birds proper care and food for a
few weeks after their arrival, to protect them as far as may
be necessary from the ravages of winged, quadrupedal and
bipedal enemies will cost some money probably not less
than one or two thousand dollars. "With such an amount in
hand we believe that the enterprise might he undertaken with
of ten or twenty pairs

it,

fair

Can any

out.

it

We

prospects of success

periment tried and to

should be glad to see the exour power, to carry

assist, so far as in

of our readers

tell

us more about the birds

spoken of in Lieut. Folger's letter?

ENGLISH FLY-CASTING TOURNAMENT

THEadvertised
first

contest of this kind ever held in

to naturalize

of the

here

funds of the Anglers' Benevolent AssoThe grounds are Mr. Warner's Welsh Harp Fishery,

Gazette, in aid of
ciation.

ti,e

The charge for admission
to the grounds will be sixpence.
The judges are J. P.
Wheeldon, of Bdlh Life, and Alfred Jardine. The Fishing
Gazette of Oct. 15 says that the final arrangement of the

that has

these attempts have so far proved successful. The quail
bred beyond question, but whether they found in America
to which they were unaccustomed, and which
proved too powerful for them, or failed to discover here some
food which was essential to their well being, or were unablto withstand the climatic conditions so diff- rent from those
of Europe—whatever the cause they do not seem to have

A prize for the
ham

and are heard from far less frequently than should
As for the California
if they were doing well.
salmon, of which eo many niillionshave been introduced into
is now icirnMi wholly
far
as
our Eastern waters, they have so
be the case

They

are hardy, can support a high de-

gree of temperature, are easily reared

up

to the

time

when

they are turned out, but still of all those placed in streams
connecting with salt water not one has been c iptured.
This is not an encouraging prospect, but there is a brighter
Thus the California and eastern quiil
side to the picture.
transferred from the widely separated homes lo Suit Lake
City and its vicinity, both seem to have done well and to be
increasing in numbers. The English sparrow, introduced
here and protected, has multiplied beyond the wildest hopes
of its strongest friends and, in fact, has become an unmitigated nuisance. But with this sole exception, of all the
European species freed on this Bide of the water scarcely anything is known, if we except the few specimens that have
been brought nito the taxidermists for identification. Skylarks, starlings, blackbirds and finches have all disappeared.
A number of Asiatic birds have from time to time been imported to California, and are said to have done well, but unfortunately we lack any very definate information with reThat many species of the Chinese and
gard to them.
Japanese pheasants and partridges would do well on the
There is such a
Pacific coast seema extremely probable.

apt to

make

rash claims and insist on

Young

A prize
A

longest cast from the reel, in the Notting-

for the longest cast with the line coiled at the feet,

Thames

style.

prize for the longest cast with the forked stick, as prac-

ticed

by the Welsh Harp,

A prize

Elstrec,

and other bank anglers.

for the longest cast with

unweighted

line baited

with paste or cheese.

Other competitions will doubtless be arranged.

The judges
bait,

will

and accuracy,

consider style of delivery of the
as well as distance,

and for

Ibis

flies

or

purpose

the following scale of 100 points will be adopted

Distance across the wind

Brutus to deal out decisions, if not justice, after the act.
One of the most perplexing thiugs to the ordinary contestant is "class-shooting," as understood among those who participate in trap and target work.
It seems somewhat of a
paradox that a competitor who has done good work in a
match should go prizeless, while auother, who scored a lower

record, secures a reward.

Yr et

has a chance of winning, and
surely does not give

Ihe loser in a "shoot-off"

if

he miss that opportunity

Style of delivery of

who

took no part in the "

tie-

—The

interests of farmers

and

another possible prize winner

'

shooting."

Farmers and Sportsmen.

decent sportsmen are identical.

It is for the benefit of

both

armed with impudence and shot-guns,

that lawless ruffians,

should be suppressed.

Scores of shooters,

who

in the cities

and towns where they live are law-abiding because of their
go out every seaion, and between seasons,
trespassing on the farmers,' lands, breaking down his fences,
peppering his live stock with shot, shooting his pigeons aud
poultry, aud conducting themselves generally in a manner
that ought to land them in the State prison. This pestilential
horde is jearly increasing. The respectable portion of society may well ask if there is any remedy for this evil, and
what that remedy is ?
fear of the police,

Wjiat Quail are Worth.

—The

value of these birds

in the markets is often very slight, being from ten to twenty-

cents;

five

greater.

It

their value while aUve to the farmer is much
has been claimed by a practical farmer that every
from the time it is hatched until the

quail raised on his land,

is worth at least one dollar.
In other
words he believes that the insects which the bird destroys in

winter following,

this time would, if not interfered with, destroy crops to the
believe that this is an under estivalue of a dollar.
of the direct benefit derived from the birds, and, of

We

mate

the progeny of the insects destroyed were taken
into account, the value of the quail's services would be enhanced many fold. Let farmers protect the quail.
course,

if

11

20

es

and

30

bait

i

of this meeting.

— —
—In going into the country for a day's sport with
.

"Guides."

-•<

rod or gun, use

common

sense in employing a

Do

not pick

rip

needed.

guide— if one

the average grocery store loafer

These gentry are often most eager to
of ten, as "guides" they are
Give them a wide berth.

and station hanger-on.

serve, but in nine cases out

frauds.

Live Quail for Stooking Purposes.— We are informed
by Messrs. Byall and Ledbetter, of Shelbyviile, Term., that
they can supply live quail for $2 per dozen. Mr. W. WMcDowell, of Memphis, Tenn., also writes that he cau perhaps secure some birds. We have ordered a number of quail
for the Walla Walla, Washington Territory, sportsmen, who
will attempt to introduce Bob White to that country.
We
advise those desiring birds to speak quick.

in

Gun Babrels.— A number

this subject are

will be learned

Ortyx Virgisianus is Id aho.— Several years ago the
Virginia quail was introduced near Boice City, Idaho, and
since that time the birds have multiplied so rapidly that the
coveys

now

the East.

men of

are as large

The

and as numerous as arejoften seen

postponed until our

of communications

next, issue,

in

success of this effort has induced the sports-

this region to consider the project of introducing the

pinnated grouse, and

it is probable that if the birds can be
obtained the experiment will be tried with fair prospects of

success.

A
Bay

Michigan Deer Hunt.—Messrs. D. N. Fitzhugh, of
H. B. Boney, of East Saginaw, and other members

City;

Michigan Sportsmen's Association, are now in the
These affairs are always of the most
thoroughly enjoyable character the participants aiming to
make them social reunions. Our acknowledgments are due
for a kind invitation to participate in the present camp huut.
The stern call of duty bids us stay in this noisy, crowded,
smoke-begrimed, mud-paved, brick-walled, drizzle-drenched
of the

woods on a deer hunt.

metropolis.

The " Cruelty" of Pigeon Shooting.— We intended to be
very explicit in our statement that, in voicing the sentiments
of the great majority of sportsmen respecting the wholesale
pigeon tournaments of State societies, we were not discussing
the question of cruelty or non-cruelty of pigeon shooting in itThe point at issue is whether societies calling themselves
game protective have a right by their actions to injure the very

self.

Bust

As

from a correspondent's note elsewhere, quail may be lawf ully
trapped in some parts of Virginia. s^&
_

Accuracy
80
Competitors will be allowed t> use their own rods, reels
and lines, and, as sonic allowance will have to be made for
scale per foot will probably
length of rod, the America
The entrance fee tor competitors will be
be adop'ed.
fixed according lo the value of the prize to be cast for, but
Competiwill not exceed half-a-crown (about sixty cents).
tors will stand on a tarpaulin, a fixed time being allowed
n which to make the casls.
A number of valuable prizes are offered, Mr. Marston, of
the Fishing Gazette, and S. Allcock & Co., of Redditch,
heading Ihe list with valuable rods. We hope that this first
contest will be such a success that it will be repeated, for on
this side of the water we recognize it as one of the most
beautiful arts and a school for the youthful angler, who cau
there see the experts from all parts of the country and comWe will keep our eye out for the reports
pare thoir styles.

on

it

him any claim of precedence over

20

Distancewith the wind

is

wry

clubs would do

style.

in the

some enemy

flourished,

com-

petitions is not yet definitely settled, but the following may
be considered a general outline of the programme
A prize for the longest cast with a double-handed fly rod.
A prize for the longest cast with a single-handed fly rod,

the quail of

most important steps

is

well to take the hints for their match conditions from the
work of older organizations, or else fix upon some impartial

England was

to come off on Oct. 22, weather permitting.
has been gotten up by Mr. Marston, editor of the Fishing

It

i

1

;

we

failed to reappear.

accli-

little

number

may have

that they

The importation

except the introduction of Pacific Coast
Neither of
fishes into the waters flowing into the Atlantic.

been taken,

importing and successfully

be said at present. It is essential, however, that the species on
which it shall be thought best to experiment should be brought
over in numbers sufficient to insure, with reasonable care, the

direction,

individuals.

which are perchers.

to the probable cost of

Ilendon, on the Midland Bail way.

not of in America.

surd.

by

species

to procure

to act as arbiter

are again
and again unraveled, and yet riflemen aud trap-shooters,
yachtsmen and dog-owners go on drawing up slovenly conditions and preparing the way for future entanglements.
It would seem that all the possibilities of confusion have by
this time been discovered and mapped out, and all Ihe loop-'
holes of misunderstanding detected, but such is not the tact.
The American cup in yachting circles has been lost in a continual fog of interpretations, and the "Palma" among the
shooting men has been enveloped in a smoky atmosphere of
explanations and amendments. There is a loose use of
guage and a desire to sacrifice perspicuity and exactness for
the sake of brevity.
Donors of prizes fay one thing and
mean another, and with a prize dangling within reach a

readings of the plainest language.

are exempted. Other thiugs

would seem desirable

able acquisition, if only for his beautiful plumage.

time, the captains of trans-Pacific steamers beiug amiable

upon

The same knots

disputes over matches.

compeiitor

in trees
it

1881

CONDITIONS.

are called

which those which roost
being equal, therefore,

cisco free of charge, at least

EVERY

week we

predacious animals. Those birds which habitually pass the
night on the ground are exposed to a multitude of perils from

such as we never see at homo, and, perhaps, of loss importance,
large numbers of the waterfowl species. I think, though, the
mandarin duck, which you doubtless remember, would be a valu-

8,

that

aud the sand dunes; a forest
inhabiting bird can be taken to the lower slopes of the
mountains where the luunzanita. the chapparal and the pine
timber grow; another, accustomed to the cold and snows of
the North, cau have its liberty given it high up on the Sierras,
where the climate most nearly resembles that of its native
home. The habits of each species that is imported must be
investigated so that an intelligent discretion may be exer-

An

MATCH

wants

One

of each species could without difficulty be found.

[November

cause they profess to serve,

Novembbr

3,
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BYE-WAYS OF THE NORTHWEST.

Columbia, and send, as well a considerable quantity to San
Francisco and points on Paget Sound the Indians were
ordered to be on hand at daylight, next morning, and then
;

WE

3KVKNTH PAPER.
early one

left Victoria

bright Friday

mowing

for

Nanaimo. Our passengers might lnve been termed
a mixed lot, and the bum of conversation that rose from the
decks was emphatically polyglot. English, Iri-h, Scotch,
French and Americans gathered on the upper deck, and Siwashes and Chinamen, with a negro or two on the lower.
Steaming by the island, yellow with ripened grass, and dotted
with clumps of evergreens and patches of bare, gray rock,
we startle from their feeding grounds many a flock of the
pigeon guillemots, which with much noise and splashing take
Wing, or if they have delayed too long, and find the steamer
too close upon them seek safety beneath the water's surface,
whence they do not emerge until we are far beyond them,
Here and there, as we move swiftly along, the placid waters
are disturbed by the smooth, shining head of a seal, which
gazes curiously at the advancing boat, and then vanishes to

be seen no more.

Everywhere in the water we see floating the stalks of the
Of the North Pacific, the N&reoeyg& lulkmna.
This curious plant grows everywhere along this coast, among
the islands and in the inlets. Its roots are attached to any
small stone or even to the sand at the bottom, and the length
giant kelp

may be thirty or forty feet. At its base the stem
very slender, often scarcely as thick as a quill, but it increases by a very gradual taper, until near its superior exof the stalk

is

tremity

it

may be

nearly as thick as a man's wrist.

termination of the stem,

which

varies in size, but

ball.

From

ment

a globular swelling
a billiard
its

attach-

dozen or twenty long, ribbon-like leaves
each being from one to six inches wide,
and fluted or ruffled along its edge

to the stem, a

four to six feet long

for the whole length.
Out,

is

sometimes a? large as

a point on this enlargement opposite

are sent forth,

from

or stalk,
is

At the

The plant

and from the fact that

it

is

brown

in color through-

constantly responds to the mo-

tion of the water, has an uncanny, weird look, and almost

seems alive.
wilh its long
a drowned

1 could never see one of these round heads
clievelure of

woman,

waving leaves without thinking of

floating face

downward

in

the current,

her long hair streaming out before her, and rising and falling
with the waves. To another of our party the spherical
swelling aud the drifting leaves always suggested the octopus floating near the surface, with all bis tentacles drifting
ahead of him with the tide. The strength aud toughness of
I have seen a large cathis plant is something remarkable.
noe held at anchor by a single stalk of the kelp. It is neces-

oar preparations were completed.

For the benefit of those who may contemplate a similar
may be worth while to give some idea of what our

trip, it

consisted of; it being born in mind that our party
numbered seven individuals, and was provisioned for a thirty
days' cruise.
Our arms were two rifles, two shot guus and
four revolvers. Our kitchen utensils were one axe, with
spare helve, one hatchet, a file, two butcher knives, three
outfit

camp kettles, of different sizes so as to "nest," made of
block tin with riveted handles, coffee-pot, tea pot, bake-oven,
bread pan, broiler, plates, cups, knives, forks, spoons, a
small breaker, or keg, in which to carry fresh water. All
our mess kit except the breaker packed very conveniently in
a box of moderate size, which was covered so as to be protected from the water.

The cover was provided with

leather

hinges. For provisions we took bacon, flour (two sacks),
coffee (ground in 1 lb. tins), sugar (in a box), baking powder
in small tins, beans, canned tomatoes, peas, peaches and jellies, pepper aud salt, bottle of vinegar, pickles, a box of
hard bread and a sack of potatoes.
box similar to the one
mentioned above held all our eatableB that were liable to injury by water, and was always covered with a reed mat.

A

Besides the articles mentioned we had a fly 12 feet square
made of light drilling, some mosquito netting, 100 feet of

some flue copper wire, saddlers' silk awl and wax, a
quantity of plug tobacco, candles and, of course, ammunition,
flies, trolling spoons,
lines, a rod, soap, matches, and the
rope,

numerous small articles that so often prove useful in camp,
yet do not take up much room. Each of the party was provided with a suit of oil skins, which are better tknn rubber
because lighter, not so apt to

tear,

and permitting some

little

circulation of air.

By

four o'clock the next morning

we were

and an
hands on

astir,

hour and a half later, the canoe stowed and ail
board, we pushed off from Nanaims and were soon gliding
over the waters of Departure Bay. The morning was not
especially propitious for a start.
The wind blew from the
south-east in gusts, and the sun rose in a loose bank of clouds
which, as the day advanced, became more and more threatening.
Soon it began to rain, but as the wind was fair or
nearly so, we spread mats and rubber blankets over the
guns and blankets, and hoisting sail, moved along at a very
good rate of speed. The islands so numerous further to the
southward, had disappeared, and to windward of us the open
waters of the Gulf stretched away for twenty or thirty miles,
with nothing

sary that the strain should be applied gradually, since a sudden pull is likely either to free the stone to which the roots

break the force of the breeze. To the northeast Texada loomed up, showing its high peak above the fog,

from its holding at he bottom, or to forcibly
them from the object to which they are fastened. The
Cape Flattery Indians select the most slender stems of the
kelp, aud make from them fishing lines on which they catch

and as we advanced other smaller islands, Denman and
Hornby, became visible. The wind, which up to noon continually increased, kicked up quite a sea, and we Shipped
considerable water, for the canoe was heavily loaded and sat
rather low, but all propositions to reduce, sail were negatived.
About two o'clock the wind fell and soon after the sky
cleared, and for the rest of the day we worked at the paddles
under a broiling sun. The canoe, steered by Jimmy, the

are attached

I

tear

200-pound

halibut.

Some

of these lines arc in the Smithso-

nian Institution at Washington. This plant frequently grows
in thick beds, and the stems moving constantly in the current
after a time inextricably twisted and tangled, so that
sometimes very difficult to force a canoe through or over
them. Not infrequently they become wound about the screw
of a propeller, so that it becomes impossible for it to move.
The beds of the kelp form resting places for many birds of
different species, and it is not unusual to see gulls and sandFurther south, off the coast of
pipers standing on them.

become
it is

Southern California, I have often seen the great blue heron,
the snowy, egret and other large birds resting, or walking
about feeding on the beds of the kelp. There are two other
species of seaweed which arc valued by the natives of this
Both grow between
coast, being utilized by them as food.
high and low water mark, and are bright green in color, but
they differ markedly in the size of the leaf. One of these seaweeds is eaten while fresh, and the other is dried, pressed into bucks aud used during the winter as an ingredient of soups
and stewa. On occasions of great feasts a few years back it
was part of the duties of the young squaws to chew the dried
seaweed until the particles were fine enough to be added
constitute
the dish, and
to the differeut articles to
The same mode of
which were already boiling in the pot.
preparation still prevails in the villages at a distance from the

Near Victoria, however, the Siwashes have
been educated up to the point of cutting up the dried vege-

settlements.

with a pair of scissors, a tobacco cutter or a knife.
For hours we wound in and out among the islands, stopping occasionally at little settlements on the larger ones, and
now and then slowiug up to take on board a passenger,
brought off from some little house which stood upon one of
the green hillsides, half hidden among the trees. Some of
these islands make excellent sheep ranges, and settlers who
have gone into this business are said to have done very well
Deer, we were told, were abundant on almost all the
at it.
larger island which are not too thickly settled. At Gibriola
Island we stopped for a few moments to make a last effort to
secure a steam launch which was owned by a settler there,
but, owing to the fact that she had not been inspected within
the year, it was impossible to make any arrangement with
the owner, and we therefore returned to the steamer which
waited for us in mid-channel. Reaching Nanaimo about 4
o'clock in the afternoon, we hired a large canoe and two
Supplies
Indians, and made arrangements to start at ome.
nrchased an hour or two devoted to an inspection of
of
British
the
whole
for
supply
fuel
mines,
which
coal
the
table

;

to

youngest of our Indians, followed pretty closely the sinuosities of the shore, am} our progress was not as rapid as it
would have been had we cut across the bays an: inlets
which Vancouver Island is iudented. The Siwashes like to
keep close to land, partly, I presume, in order to avoid the
force of the tides, and also to be near a harbor in case of the
1

265
gale in the rigging of a ship as she goes about, than anything

could

I

think

of.

auks (Alle nigncatu)

Little

pigeon
and glancou-winged gulls
{Lara* glaucmcetu)—v/ere abundant. The little auks are almost invariably seen in pairs, and rarely attempt to escape
the approaching boat by flying. As it draws near them, they
call to each other with plaintive whistling notes, and swim
about with a curious air of indecision as if they were really

(Una

guillemots

coliimM)

perplexed as to what they had better do. Suddenly, however, an idea strikes one of them and it turns away, there is
a white flash on the water and the bird has disappeared, to
be followed in a few seconds by its companion.

The following day we made the usual early start, camping
Oyster Bay at the mouth of a considerable river,

at night in

which,

At

however,

is

tho

mouth

down on

not

by which we were

chart

sailing.

the British Admiralty

We

named

of this stream the salmon

it

Bird River.

were jumping in

most of them, however, being small ones not
more than a foot in length. The Professor and I tried very
some but without success. Deer are
plenty at this point, I concluded from the signs that I saw,
but although I traveled through the timber for two or three
hours I was unable to see any game or any tracks less than
two or three days old. The Sergeant with his shot gun killed
a few ducks. Just north of the mouth of the river are some
extensive meadows, half a mile wide, which separate the
forest from the bmch.
These meadows are intersected by
tidewater sloughs, such as in Virginia would be called
thoroughfares, there being a narrow break in the beach near
the western end of the meadow.
On these open places the
deer feed, and I found there numerous beds only a few days
old.
In the timber it is almost impossible to do any still
hunting, for the undergrowth is very thick, and noiseless
progress is almost impossible. The next day we were obliged
great numbers,

faithfully to catch

to cros3 a channel four or five miles wide in order to get
under the lee of Valdes Island. Both wind and tide were

and the pull was a hard one. There were long
when it did not seem as if we made a foot of progress.
about the point, as laid down in the charts, where the
opposing tides, one flowing from the north and the other from
against us

periods

This

is

we crossed some tide rips, which were
The water was broken up into short chopping
and whirlpools of considerable size and depth were

the south, meet, and

very violent.
seas,

encountered at short intervals. The Indians, however,
understood the eccentricities of the current, and although the
work was hard and slow we at last drew out of the current

aud turned north, following the shore.
About noon we stopped at a village of the Cape Mudgc Inwe purchased some dried salmon. Here, for the
first time since I had been in the Province, I saw Indians
clothed like Indians— that is, in a breech clout and blanket.
Near the rancherie is an extensive burial place. The bodies
dians where

of the dead areusually planed in small board houses, from eight
to ten feet square, although those of the poor are sometimes

deposited in an old canoe, which
boards,

in front or

is

then covered over with
houses stand a num-

at the side of these

ber of small poles, ten or twelve feet high, to indicate the

number

of potlatches, or great feasts, that the dead man has
given to his friends, each pole standing for a potlateh. Stouter
and longer poles bore small images of canoes carved out of

thin boards, and these show how many canoes the deceased
has given away during his life. Near many of the tombs
stood large crosses from eight to ten feet high, covered with
white cloth. The Indians of this coast are most of them sup-

piece of water without giving any warning, and a sea rises

posed to be Christianized, although it is exceedingly doubtful
if the teachings of the good missionaries exercise any very

almost as soon as the wind begins to blow.

•potent influence over the daily walk

sudden coming up of a storm.

Gales often arise on this

During Ihe afternoon I noticed a great many surf and
velvet ducks (Peliunetta perspicillata and Melanettu vdvetma)
and undoubtedly both these species breed in this neighborhood. The common seal was also extremely abundant here,
and we saw many fishing along the shore. About six o'clock
we reached the mouth of the Quahcum River and made
camp, having traveled about thirty-five miles in a direct line
from Nanaimo. This spot was evidently quite a favorite
landing-place for the Siwashes, and some had been there
within a few days, as their recent fires, lately cut tent poles
and fresh tracks clearly showed. Some little distance back
from the beach was an Indian house, in which were stored
After dinner the Sergeant and I, with
four canoes.
Hamset, the owner of the canoe, paddled quietly up the
river for a mile or two, and then, coming to a riffle which
we could not pass, left the craft and went on tii tough the
timber.
We saw no game whatever, and just before dark

On the way down the Sergeant succeeded in killing a female merganser (M. mergaiutr), a small
flock of mallards were seen and half a dozen young hooded
merganser (LoplwdyUs rAUMUatus.) Six o'clock next morning
returned to camp.

saw the canoe push off, and emerge from the mouth of the
Qualieum. The day was bright and pleasant, with light
winds which were at times fair and at others contrary. We
worked pretty steadily through the day, and made about
thirty nules by 4 o'clock, when we camped at Comox Spit
two or three miles from the town. There is good water here,
and a wide mud flat inside the spit, from which at low water
excellent clams and mussels can be gathered. Just before
reaching camp we ran through one of the largest rafts of
ducks that 1 have ever seen. There must have been tens of
thousands of individuals in it and when they rose from the
water the whistling of their wings aud the pattering of their
feet upon the water reminded me more of the sound of a

and conversation of the
Before several of the more pretentious
tombs were to be seen somewhat elaborately carved images,
and near many of them were large canoes, placed there, of
course, for the convenience of the departed, that he may
travel with comfort over the placid waters of the Spirit land
where the salmon and the hoolichans abound, and where the
deer are always standing on the rocks waiting to be shot. In
front of several of the houses in the village stood poles from
forty to sixty feet high and curiously carved.
One new one,
not yet erected, bore on its extremity a sort of dragon's head.
The custom of giving potlatches deserves a word or two
average Siwash.

of explanation.
The highest ambition of these Indians is to
accumulate property in order that they may give it away.
Wealth, in fact, seems to be the standard of rank among them.

The man who
and

gives

the

away most

is

the biggest

or chief,

ty/iee,

receives, as well, a material reward, for at subsequent

potlatches, given

amount

by

of his

has accumulated a

buy a

others, he receives a gift proportionate to

own

potlateh.

lot of

money, he

Therefore
is

when an Indian

very likely to go off aud

great quantity of crackers, tea, sugar, molasses, flour,

calico

and blankets, and then

to invite all his friends,

down

the coast, to a potlateh.

The feast consists

up and

of boiled deer

meat and salmon, with the edibles already mentioned, and hoolichanoil. Every guest has all the crackers he can cat there is
perhaps a small canoe full of molasses. To each one is given
;

many yards of calico part of the blankets are distributed
among the important visitors, and the remainder are scrambled
The ceremonies may last for a
for by the young bucks.
so

;

week, and when they are over the Indians go their several ways
leaving the giver of the feast a poor man.
When, however,
the next potlateh takes plsce he recovers a portion of his
wealth, and after a few more lie is better off than ever— until
he gives another one. Sometimes canoes are given away at
these feasts, at other times guns or ammunition, and the

"
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greater the gt't,

themselves

lb*-

more

clue the giver

&\k pvtlaichcs.

or to give; thus, P,»lU)tch

=

give

I

The

it is

the recipients

potlatch signifies a gift,

a gift; JSHka putlatih mika,

you.

to

it

The woid

=

when

Blxir s of

Valdes Island, at

its

southern end, slope

gently up fnmi the water and are grassy or dotted with
groves of Douglas !ir {Pwn&ttsuga Dougla si. Cirriere). but
soon after passing th's vi laje they become much more bold

and

rise

si a'

height. Iu

ply from the water in

ttie

cr mnies an

I

cliffs fifty

or sixty feet in

creviees of the rocks the pigeon

guillemot were breeding iu con- iderable numbers, and it was
a pretty s'ght to behold them, darting in and out among the

sometimes clinging swailow-like with fluttering wings
and wid^ spread tail to some little projection of the rock, or
again flyiug without a piuse int the little ho'es which
seemed much too small to receive them. They were continually passing to and fro from the feeding grounds to their
nests.
Those returning to the wa' er would fly horiKon'ally
out fifty or sixty yards from the shore, and would th-n drop
ver ically into the waves with a great splash and at ouce begin busily fishing again. Great numbers of Bonaparte gulls
were seen on and over the water and a few Eittiwakes.
Eagles and ravens w, re busy along the shore, so that the
bird life here though not rich in species was extremely so in
cliffs,

»

—

Passing on we ran Seymour Narrows a narrow channel
through which the tide boils at from 8 to 10 knots an hour,

There >s no doubt his mind is wrecked, and it is merely a
matter of time to develop the utter annihtl dion of his in-

Yar8 pass by. Most of the old party have gone to the
happy hunting grouud, while ihe writer, srickcu down, can
only take down his old fowling pieces, and while seeing that
they are in condi'i-m, dream of the old days, while his hoary
(id setter as if in sympathy walksover to him, and, thrusting
his nose into his hands, give-t a responsive groan, and then

t

tellect,

yet

;

we

believe that

it is

nm

irretrievable,

and that

if

he could, hy any means, be biought to take interest in chess,
aud kept from becoming exe'ued on th'i subject, only using
as a restorative means of relieving and resting his brain,
he might be returned to a comparatively uii fill life in some
sphere of action among ihe world's busy workers in the hive
it

human

With his
and dormant

brain, ru-ting in all of its
in its once best developed
to ever be anything else

industries.

channels and

cells,

making

hard to Fee

condition which

is

De.

life nor death
E. Nagle, Editor Planter's Jwrnal.

neither
I.

On our return to
that ths Sergeant and the Professor had been
ant had secured some rockc d," Sebattamus, curious
red or black fish with great starinir eyes, which are ouly caught
at gnat depibs— 100 fathoms, it is said -feeding on tue bottom. Wh n roiigid to ibe surface by the hook tlieair bladder
expands and is f reed up into the throat; and mouth of the
fish, which is then unable to siuk, and if taken from the
hook and brown back into the water struggles about and
can easily be- rec p ured.
Yo.
Camp on, Jemi* Inlet.
pected, a lyp cal Bttnasa umbelhis sabinei.
I

fishing

'

!

i

PAUL MORPHY, TUB CHESS FLAYER,
New Orleans, La., Oct. 15.
have taken place in this city latbetween the experts of the h cal club and
eminent plaieis of oihi r places, indicate a vast and increasing interest, as we 1 as improvement iu this classical and
Some of tue performances "ill forever reelegant game.
main on record as specimens of singular skill and remarkThere have not
able intelligence of mode-n day players.
been any of the phenomenal f atures that marked the play
ano character!^ cs of the old-'ime prodigies, like Morphy et
als
bit kill, study mid acuten ss of intellect and the cultiva'iou of memory are more used in making the combination
of plays that are' marvelous examples of that ma hematic 1,
ex iiruieeB and clear-headed tbnkig, which stands forth as
the most prominent features of present time chess playing.
This is iu s-ich dinct c mraat to the former m- thud, by
which merely intuitive performers became nOUd for their
crfurmances, that the mat er is worthy of record.
I
In this connection it is apropos to mention the c nditi n
and pecu iariti' s of Paul Morphy, in whose name and career
the woild of chess p ayers will alwavs take a lively and inDaring ibe d»ys of the toufuaraenb, Morphy
te. se interest.
occasionally passed under the gallery of the club, or on the
opposite side f the street, stavrng up toward the open windows the while talking rapidly to him elf soun t mes in a
quarrelsome way, and auon as if demonstrating some rare
problem in his mind, but usual'y smil ng and then walking
rapidly away, shaking his head as if desirous of evading

THE

series ofplays, that

terly,

•

,

|

i

—

temp'ation.
His habits are comparatively methodical, and his presence
has become daily one of the most familiar objects on Canal
He is small in stature, has a large head a notable
street.
face, wiih swarthy, bilious comp exion, heavy jiws, soft,
brown, restless eye', that never look ar anything morn thin
His frail body is nervously supported by 'he
a moment.
thinnest, attenuated legs tnat you could flint iu an hour's
travel, and as he wears the tightest of pants, their shape and
ethereal proportions are p dnfu ly apparent, not withstanding
He walks iu a si ewy
their a roost invisible materialism.
and re tk-ss, ta a uu a-like way, that shows wonderful vitality and much muscular strength. A f w years ago he dress d
With exq isite taste and skill, wearing: the nobbiest of coa's
and bate, the most fashionable trousers and bods, aod
always was inseparable from his little walking stick, that
1

was hearty.
Again, as we write, we are, in imagination, in Ihe little old
bar-room, surrounded by friends of by-gone days, sitting
round the o'd galley stove a prize from a forgo ten wreck.
There sit Thorn and Hackett, and Stuart and Gov. Gil
Davis, and Cornell and Post, and J
Clark and Lillie, and
Roosevelt and ihe re-t, while in the ou er c rcle a-e thsir
gunners— (barley Stout, John Gaunt, P te Supheu, John
Harbor and Jimmy Loveland, scarce discernible tbroiuih the
tobacco smoke; the three ga'e roaring wi hont, and the
heavy surf tumbling with deafening ro r up Ihe beach— the
picture is as well defined as if painted on yonder wainscotliug as they sit inspecting guns, clad like Norwegian pirates,
e-ch and all armed wi h glowing pipe and flanked with
smoking glass, while nestling attheir feet, or lovingly wedded
between their knees, are their faithful canine friend'-". Van
Dyk or Ru 'ens would have reveled in the lights and shades
thrown upon the scene by the uncertain glare of the old binnacle lamp or the fitful flame from the fire, as it roared up

—

m

;

th»-

great chimney.

stretches himself on his
nation.

mat

before the Are in christian resig-

New

sportsmen succeed the old, and increased facilities
hiing more gunners and less sport, and now tho desire once
more to look upon the old ground grows too strong to be resisted. Although the "reed is bent" it is not broken, aud Rip
Van vVinkle sets forth to visit the scene of by-gone sport, nor
*as the real Rip Van Winkle more astonish d than was f on
beh Iding the wond' rful changes 'hat a few years had made.
The Central Railroad, of New Jersey, carried me to Point
Pleasant in less than two uours. There found large and spacious hotels aud at the b"ad of the bay a large group of cottages intersected by streets aud avenues.
These houses are
exceedingly picturesque, and situated on what wa?, when I
last visited it, the most godforsaken sand barren I ever
waded through. Between the hay and ocean is a sand spit,
thirty miles 1 mg and not a thousand yards wide, yclept
Squan B ach, and this "Spit" is now traversed by the "Pennsylvania Railroad down to a point ten miles south of Point
Pleasant, and thence it crosses the bay and goes away across
country to Philadelphia, bringing it within less than two
hours of two great cities.
The engineer of the mad courteously invited me to ride
wilh htm on an open car, aud pointed out the marvellous
changes pr sent and contemplated. Next the "Bayhead
Co ," the Directors of the Jersey Central, hive purchased a
tract ot several miles, including Jakey Herbert's well-known
hostelry, and orders have goneforth lobuld it up.
Next we
whi-k by "Bill Chad wick's," so close, indeed, that we could
have shaKen hands almost with the "gude wife," as shestood
over the kitchen-flre, and all along the sea front we see
sprinkled a succession of p etty cottag- s. Nov we cme to
"Lavalette," a settlement of seaside cottages and of incipient
hotels, and thence to "Oitley's," conspicuous for its growth
of trees aud for its "Dry flat' on which millions of fowl feed,
recently also purchased for development, and thence to
"Bailey & Archer's" tract, these are the architects of Atlantic City's fame, aod they now a. ek here new worlds (of sand)
Next we see an army of men with teams and
to conquer.
scoops levelling a tract recently acquired by toe Pennsylvania Railroad, asa site for excursion houses, etc., for, strange
t
say, this is the nearest ocean beach to Philadelphia by
many miles, and here comes Seaside Park, where the railway
crosses the bay and lakes, the mainland to Philadelphia.
On ioquir'n g the cause of the unparalleled acivitv we are
informed that as a seaside resort it is looked upon as unequaled, havi g the ocean along its f tout, anil a great bay
from three to five miles wide in the rear, consequently every
bre ze must be a s a breeze, no sweltering west wind- such
as Long Brach is cursed with, and being midway between the
two great cities it is expected they will both avail of if.
But although on land all is changed, we find the great bay
I

1

camp we foun

1881.

the early morning shooting, and our welcome hy gunners and
epopsuien, women, childien and dogs was as boisterous as it,

features, we cannot expect him
than a flighty, wrecked angel, hovering on the confines of
eirth, and iu that mysterious sphere of partial insanity, a

eddies, whirlpools and tiderips, through which it was
how a small boat could live. Of course the tide
was with us; hid it been otherwise we should have been
obliged 10 land and wait its turning. We went through
without any trouble, and it was quite an exciting pull— the
meu all bare-he ided and working with all their might a the
paddles, each one pulling every pound that he was good for.
It was essential, of course, that we should keep steerage way
on the cauoe, for if she once got caught, in one of the whirlpools and begin to twist arouud the consequences might be
alarming if not disastrous. An occasional "Mamook" from
Hamset, the bowman, kept us up to our work, and we darted
by the shore at what seemed to me railro id speed. Oa the
other side of the Narrows we met opposing currents against
which we pulled for I think half an hour without, so far as
I could see, making the slighest progress, but at last we
overcame them and camped about two rui'es beyond the
Narrows in a 1 tile bight which we called Fatigue Bay.
Alter dinner tie Admiral and I climbed a thousand feet or
so up on to the hillside and enjoyed the lowly view which
lay before us up and down the channel.
Berries were
abundant here, and we saw some fresh bear trails. I noticed,
among the trees, Audu ons and the b'ack-tbroated green
warbler and the L uisiana tanager. Huffed grouse were
hea d drumming, and tue next morning one was brought
into camp by Hamset, and pr ved, as might have been ex-

8,

eternally kept in motion.
he is comparatively
shabby, often appears unshaved, and is rapidly taking on
those impressive signs of xge and quiescence of mental
work, which makes a nonentity of a person. He continues
his erratic perambulations daily on the streets, and seems
constamly defining a law or chess problem, the details if
which a e never uttered to any one but himself. His whole
mentality a- d life are enwrapped iu tbe idea hat he is the
grea est lawyer on earth, aud has iu charge the most important legal case that ever demanded the finest tient of the
age to solve.
So he goes about, defining to himself an
imaginary court and jury, and the various problems and
poiuts of the case.
His eccentricities have become familiar
to every one that knows him, and h> nee his foibles are not
noticed by them. But those who do know him. or those who
do not, dare not say a word to him on the Minjoct of chess.
The mere pr position to him to play sets him wild with
transports of anger.
He, however, retains the most wonderful ui-mory of great events and plays in the past, and, if
referred to for opinion or authontv, seeing to take pride and
pleasure in recounting the incidents and features of any
famous game that he or others have played.

of

individuals.
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A TRANSFORMATION SCENE ON BARNEGAT
ago— was going to say in
YEARS
Forhst and Stream never had
I

its

BAY.

infancy, but, the

any babyhood one
day it appeared and tbe nexi it « as a grown-up newspaper.
At any rate, in its early days I used to enlighten, or rather
try 'O do so, its leaders upon the subject of wild-fowl shooting in Barnegat Bay. having for a quarter of a century made
semi-annui pilgrimages to that locality in search of ducks,
geese and snipe. Indeed, a part of my school days having
been passed under the tutelage of "Frank Forre ter" of fragrant memory, I bed bee me so thoroughly imbued ( heorelically, I mean) with the love of sport from hearing him interpolate his lectures upon trie classics with his experiences
in the field, that as soon as I emerged from bis scholastic
rra'ning I became an enthusiast, if not au adept, in a'l that
pertained to sportsmanship, as Mr. Herbert in his Field
>ports (then, as now, an accep'ed autnoriu) devoted much
space to will-fowl shooting in Barnegat Bay, I naturally
selected that locality, to use an Irishism, as my hunting
ground.
By wayof ditression, let me here state that I have felt
greatly agrieved to noiice among recent sporting writers a
disno ition to cast obloquy upon the memory of "Frank
Forester," and rather to parade his shortcomings than to do
justic to his wonderful talents aud to the eleciic effect
which his writings have had in inspiring young me to seek
recreafon rather in tue field and by the river and the brookAud here let me
side than in the drawing- roun or the club.
;

i

aslhav- often before asseitid, that as a classical scholar
or as a cultured and accomplished gentleman, demy William
Herbert had few equals aid no superiors while as a sportsnss«rt,

;

man

or a sporting writer his reputation

is

too well esiabiishe

I

any "knight of the quill" to altacji him successfully or
«ith impuni y.
Mais rivenous, we started out to tell of th». changes in Barnegat Bay made during the past few years, so here goes, and
we promise that our garrulousness shall not again "shunt
Tor

us off tne track.
In the good old days there were but four or fiva hou-es
on Squan Beach from Point Pleasant to the Inlet, a distance

—

"JaUey Herbert's." "John Mason's,"
by his son-in-law, Bill Chad wick) "Ort"Band'n" anil "Grant'!"," and their occupants subsisted chiefly upon the products of se ne and gun or an occasional "wrck," supple uented by the money left by sportsmen who came down in the spring, autumn and summer to
shoot ducks, gee se and snipe. Of eduo .lion these people had
Of thirty mihs
(subs quentlv kept
ley'r,"

none; the nauie of the D. ity they simply profaned with in
attaching any significance to it; aud as lo the affairs of the
outer world, they were as profoundly ignorant as if they were
Apache Indians. Still they were manly, honest and truthful,
and full of courage and hospitality, as many a shipwrecked
crew C"uld testify.
The sh K)li< g in early d'ys was simply superb— sixty miles
of shoal water, with endbss acres ot feeding ground, harbored millions of geese, brant, ducks and sn'pe, and thirty
fowl to a "point" was a gunner's fair avera;e ay's shooting
in fall or spring; and the snipe shooing was uo^u' passed.
Of cause the number of sportsmen was small, for in those
d iys it took as long ro reach John Maxon's from New York
Three hours
as it would now take to go to Charleston, S C.
on a steamboat to Key Port, and a day and a half's drive
via Freehold— tbe Band hub deep— iu a Jersey wagon to Point
Pleasant, and thence down the beach seven miles, with mayhap a nor'-wester whistling about your ears, or, still worse, a
As years
south-easterly gale eating out your very vital-.
wore on, however, the bay became more accessible by means
of the Jersey 8 in hern, an old rattle trap railway, wh ch
brought us from New York, via Sandy Hook to Manchester,
and theuceten miles by sta^e to Tom'--* Riv r, doing the
whole thing in about six hours. From the River we had to
axon's
but in spiie of t>eir ledisa 1 seven miles to reach
ousness, these journeys were always a source of gr at plea-iSportsmen
ure, and are among my pleasant reminiscences.
art always socially inclined; indeed, "bnhommie"
and the " masonry "
part and parcel of their stock in trad
of their craft would render it impossible for two or three to
be thrown together for anytime without being mutually atconsequently, as we slowly creDt over those dreary
tracted
pine and >-and waste-*, or beat about the stormy waters of the
bay, we rapidly fraternized, and worlds of sportsm n's lore
were unfolded, aud many a song aud story beguiled and
generally so managed to
shortened our journcyliigs.
reach our gunning house in the evening, so aa to be ready for
i

M

;

Na

,

;

We

•

we

the shoal waters precluding the possibility of
larger than a sailboat,
(Jlouds of
full of game.
geese and docks rise and obscure the sun almost from the
dry flat. Responsive to our whi-tle as we whirl by "Ordey's,"
and from meadow and shoal, we hear the shrill whistle of the
b'g "yeliowl gs," and we sigh to thiuk that, as far as we go,
thev may cuack, hawk and whittle to all termty.
Asking .id Jimmy Loveland whit effect all these changes,
railwa\s aud improvements are going to have on theshooling,
the old fellow pipes out. " Why, Capen, be that you ?
I'll take apple, Capen,
I'd a knowed you among a thousand
Do you mind hat la t time we sh- 1 on
I a'lus s ick to that.
Nor'we-t pint, me and you aud Bill Hoffman? when we shot
iiown fourteen canvas backs with two guus, and as mat y
more on the s- cond round ; and how Billy Hoffman, he lay
thar a snorin' aDd never woke up till after it was all over t
Well now, Capen, abut the shooiin', my opinion is that
these here doiu's won't nia'ie no differe ce— thi towl will set

just as

left

it,

us ever being navigated by anything
it is

just as deserted-and just as

.

Why

I

little further off thore, perh.ps, but if it com s on to blow
.m the southa d and wes-ard they'd stool fast enough, and
with sixty miles of feeding ground the Pennsylvania Railroad haint got ingines enough to frighten them away, in
fact there's more fowl on the dry flat this minit than I ever
No, I won't take no more 'apple,' Cipen, I've
see atore.
got io steer the Blatchford up the bay, and it Is everlastiniy
"
Seskx.
a blowin' from the norwest

a

fr

Central Tnbiana. Gams Notes- CI overdale. Ind,, Oct. 20.
game was perhaps never better. It was
thought by many that the unusual severity of last winter
bad almost exterminated our quad, but happily such is not
Being favored by outstanding giain during tbe
the case.
winter and a remarkably loi g and dry summer, we nave now
at the c immencement of the open season plenty of fullfledued ad strong flying bird", which promise to give right
Indeed, I believe
royal sport to lovers of dog and gun.
quail to be more plentiful than for years past, and h >p-r to be
able ere long to give you accounts of tnw the fields were
fought and won. Squirrels are very numerous, ae easily
found and brought to bag. But such shooting does not
savor of sport with larg- bevies of quail iu adjoining fields.
1 he rabbit "crop "gives promise of an unusually tine one,
and will furnish an unto d amount of fun for the irresistible
small boy with his nondescript dog and single-barreled muz
zle-loader.—La. Bkllb.

— Our outlook for
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4 deer near c imp; 1 3th, aiw 5 deer: 14ih eaw4deer; 15 b,
saw 1 deer and 2 turkeys 16„h, sa v io deer; 17Lh, moved
;

camp

Fditor Forest and Stream:

The
and

appro iching when sportsmen, invalids
froin "blizzards" and seels, the genial

tiuie is rapidly

tourists will flee

climate of Florid i.
Daring the past summer the facilities for reaching Florida
have been improved. In the past, travelers leaving Savannah were forced to ttavel via Live Oak, and from Lake City
to Jacksonville over one of the roug nest roads in the United
Stales.
With the enterprise so characteris ic ot the S. F.
W. Railway, tnat company has constructed a new line of road
from Way Cross to Jackson vile. It is laid will heavy steel
rails, and the road bed bridges and tres les aro in excellent
The company have placed the ruad from Way
condition.
Cross to Savannah in superior runnini order. The cars and
engines are new, and the former are supplied with air
braiies, patent buffers and coup ers an- are luxmiously furnished and supplied ivith every convenience and comfort.
Time, at present, between this city and aavannah, seven
hourn and a half but as soon as winter travel commei ces the
running time will be reduced to six hours Irom Bavaunab
and teu from Charleston time from New York to JacksonThe other day the passenger agent
ville, about forty hours.
informed me that they would exert themselves to accommodate sportsmen, and would transpo t and care f r sporting
d gs from Charleston and Savar nan for one-fourth of passenger rate. Between this city and the St. Mary's River the
Way Cross road has been constructed through a sparsely setSportsmt-n can
tled section, and quail are very plentiful.
depart from this city after breaklast, and by leaving the
train from fifteen lo forty miles from this point they can enjoy a day's sh ot ng and reach this city by the evening train
I have no official author, ty for stating
in time for supper.
that special rales will be made for such trips, but feel assured that satisfactory arrangements will be made to accomdate sportsmen.
TheTran-it Railroad Company have constructed a direct
road from F< mandina to this city, and the trip from city to
city only occupies one hour and a h .If over an excellent road.
On this river,
It crosses Nassau River near Nassm Sound.
sound and tributary streams excellent duck shooting will
be found. Heretofore the region througa which the road
passes was inaccessible and in the neighborhood of the Nassau Kiver deer and turkey s visit in resp ctaile numbers.
number of my friends who reside near or have fished in the
streams empty inn in the sound h ve assured me that sea
trout are caught in great quantities during Jauuary and February, and the fly-fisher can indulge in capturing these spotted beauties. Sportsmen can leave this cty at 8;20 a. m.,
enjoy a day's shooting or fishing, and return at 8 p. m.
Tue Florida Southern Railway have cmpleed a road
leading fiom Palatka to Gainesville, and as a consequence
have opened up a region studded with beautiful lakes.
From the best information I can obtain I am warranted in
staling that these lakes are stocked with bass and pickerel,
and during the winter months ihey are visited by coun less
numbers of ducks.
Several years since, in one of my letters, I referred to a
sportsman's paradise existing in the Kissimm«'e and Ochechobee regiou. In a late issue of fciie Forest and Stream I
no ice that a party of sportsmen had acted on my suggestion
and descended the Kissimmee to Ochechobee, down the
Calevsahatchce to the Gulf and along the coast and ihr ugh
y We«t. Hitherto but few persons have
the islands to
ver, and to
ventured beyond Enterprise on the St. John'*
hut
nenrly all the country beyond has been a seal- d book
at )as the gates f ihis extensive region are about to be unlocked. The South Florida Railway will have a line of road
comple'ed from Sandfor to Lake I'ehopekaliga by the midtown has been laid off on the shore of
dle of November.
the lake and nameM Kissimmee. At this point a hotel is in
course of construction, and will be ready to receive guestB
by Dec. 15. At the southern end of Lake Kissimmee is an
island named Brihnia; on this another ho el will be erected
and opeued on Jan. 1 for the special accommodation of
sportsmen. This region " is said to be a veritable paradse
for hunters, and ihe adj iuing country teems with deer,
bears, wild turkey and ducks, with a few wolves and an ocOf course he waters
cafional pan' her by way of variety.
abound wilh fish, while the inevitable alligator is as yet too
unsophisticated to know how to dodge a rifle ball."
Two steamboats are in course of construction and will be
completed by he time the hotels are opeued, and will ply
on the river oetweeu Tehopekaliga and Ochechobee.
The Kissimmee River and its lakes and tributary streams
are stocked with btss, and during the winter months, ducks
frequent it in great numbers. I referred to Lake Istokpoga
eighteen miles north of Lake Och ch obee. It is ten miles
The country around the lake is
lon.it and seven miles wide
few
uninhabiied and has not been visited by sportsmen.
weeks since I interviewed one of the pioueers of this section J.
Lummerlin, Esq., who has visited this locality on a number
He assured me that the
of occasions in search of cattle.
region abounds wilh deers, bears, turkeys and an occasional
panther.
Owing the presence of vast quantities of prickly
pears (Ojmntia vulgaris) the Indians let this section "severely
alone," aud as a consequence, game is plentiful and easily approached. The thorns of the prickly pear cripple horses Uy
piercing the fetlock joints, and cow-hunters avoid this region.
If parties visit the section referred to, they should be proSportsmen could
vided wilh leather leggings or boots.
transport a boat to Sandford, by rail to Like Tohopekaliga,
and there secure a to*' behind a steamer to Istokpoga Creek.
Owing to the fact that the Kissimmee River is bordered by
maishes a sail can be utilized. From ihe Ktssimm e River
the boat c mid bo rowed up the Istokpoga I 'reek to the lake.
We predict for early visitors to this lake superior fishing and
exellent deer and turkey shooting.
My friend Col. H. was engaged by the Surveyor-Oeueral
to survey some unurveyed lauds to Ihe east of the Kissimmee and n^rth of Ocheouobee aud I requested him to keep
a daily record of game noticed. I may remark that the noise
produced by a wagon will stirile deer and cause them to disappear before thev are noticed, and when surveyors are running their lines ihey have but little opportunity to look for
game. But. I will uive you the figures furnished by C 1. H.
"Left Titusville on Indian River on March 2, 18"(l for
Fort Capron. 2d and 3d March saw no deer 4lh, saw no
deer up lonoon; afternoon sa*» 7 deer. Distance 50 miles
souih of Titusville; 5th, in travelling distance of 20 miles
saw 50 deer; 6th, sa v 30 deer; 7th, saw 18 d er and arrived
at Fort Capr w\ 9th, 10 miles west n' Fort Capron, Baw4.leer.
on 10 mile lidge. Al 4 30 r. m. saw Indian (John
Encamped
v
B II sent him lo kill a deer for camp and he soon returned
with two; lOih, in Township 84 a R. 38 E. saw 3 deer;
11th, saw 3 deer and I turkey. John Billy (Indian) killed
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Caught a number of large black
Indians in one week at this poini killed
oyer 100 deer, and caught over 1,000 lbs. of bass. One Indian with grains (spear) caught in 2 hours 140 black bass;
and k lied nine deer same day; 20th, saw 4 deer, 1 turkey, 1
wolf; 22d, saw 6 deer. 6 lurkevs; 23d, saw 9dier; 24ih,
saw 6 deer; 25th, saw 4 deer; 20th, saw 6 deer; 27ih, saw
4 deer; 28 b, saw 3 deer; 29th saw 3 deer, killed two with
rifle; 30ih, saw 8 deer and 4 turkeys (uear Ochechobea);
to

31st,

Mile Creek.

A parly of six

bass.

saw 12

deer.

3 deer; 2d, 9 deer; 3d. 7 deer and 3 turkeys;
5th, 18 deer
(Jth, 17 deer ; 7 h, 9 deer and 3
deer and 1 turkey;
8lh, 19 deer and 1 turkey ; 9th,
10th, ldeer; lib, 1 deer; 12th, 4 deer aud 3 turkeys; 13th,
6 di er and 1 turkey ; I4ih, 4de-r; loth, 1 turkey; 1'i.li, 1
deer and 1 turkey ; 17ih, 1 turkey. Caught large quantity
of black bass in Taylor's Creek.
Hoiked two alligators
hooks and lines ton small to land th. m. April 18th, 4 dter
10th, 5 deer and 1 turkey; May 2d, 3 deer; 3d, 15 deer.
No further record kept of game.

April

1st,

4th, 3 deer

turkeys

;

;

;

;

During the 'ime the party were out they traveled over 600
miles, and saw but one lattlesnake, aud this was a small
ground rattler with two rattles. To illusrate the quanti y of
dei r in the section adjoining the lower Ktssemmee and Ochechobee I need but state that the Indians kill them for their
hides, and with the proceeds supply themselves with comfortable clothing and ihe necessaries of life.
As an evidence
of how easily deer are ai proached, the Indians use a cheap
rifle with a nore of 90.
The rifles I saw in use by them
would c >st at wholesale about seven dollars, and were of inferior quality.
If sportsmen are provid'd with a light aud transportable
boat they can ascend Fish Eiting Creek from Lake Ochecholitary road
bee to New Fort Centre. At this point the old
leading io Fort Thompson will be noticed, and if this is followed for ten miles some settlers will be found from whom
a team can be obtained to 'ransport a boat and dunnage to
Fort Thompson on the Caloosahatchin River. By descending this stream Punta Rassa will be reached. At Ihis point
the wanderers can lake pnssaue on one of Miller and Henderson's steamers to Cedar Keys or work the coast to the north

m

Notwithstanding the fact that the birds of New
England have been more carefully studied tnan those of any
other sec ion of our couu'ry, no satisfactory hano-book has,
up to the present time, been publish d. This, of course, has
not been due to any lack of men well qualified to compile
such a volume, for indeed there are many by whom th s work
might have been undertaken with every prospect of having
it done in such a way that it would be a real help to the stuin birds.

dent.

The

different "lists" which have from time to time _ap
many of them, been most valuable contributions
knowledge of the birds of New EngUnd, and have reflected credit on iheir c anpiTws. Some of ihem, indeed, have
been mod Is of their kind, but they were only what they
professed to b-', that is lists, aud as such could never occupy
the place of a complete history such as was needed. Samuel's
Birds of New England is utterly without va'ue as an aid to
study, but in New England Biid Life we have a work which
bears the stamp of Dr. Coues' authority, and which is brought
up to date.
The preface of the work in hand states very clearly i'spurpose, and we cannot do better than quote frost it as follows:
"It is the object of the present volume to go carefully over ihe
whole ground, and to present in concise and convenient form

peared have,
to our

an epi'ome of the bird life of New England. The claims of
each species t ) be considered a member of the New England
Famia are critically examined, and not one is admitted upon
insufficient evidence f its occurrence within this aria; the
desgn being to give a th. rougly reliable list of the birds,
with an account ot the leading facts in the life-hist ry of each
>

The plan of the work includes bief descriptions of
the birds themselves, enabling one to identify any spximen
may have in hand the local d slribution, migration and
relative abundance of every species ; togi tter with as much
general information respectiugtheir habiisas csn conveniently be brought within the eompiss of a hand-book of New
England Ornithology." It carrot be taid that any portion of
the pan here laid down has been neglec ed.
The descriptions are so siu> pie and clear that even beginners cau comprehend them, while the lists of references to previous recrds give the work a value even to the most advanced stuvery valuable feaure of the work is its Introducdents.
tion, which includes General Definitions (of a bird and its
parts) Preparation of Specimens for Study, The Subject if
igland Ornit lology.
Fatmal Areas and the Literature of New
The volume before us is Fart I., and carries us through
Ostein's.
Parr, II., to complete the work, is promised "as
i-don a^ practicable," which remark, we must say, has not a
he

"ROUGHING

IT IN

RUBBER."

Yankton, Dakota,

Oct, 24.

Editor Forest and Stream:

Paul Boy ton, or world-wide fame, reached this city
Friday morning about 10 o clock, "padd ingh sown canoe,"
all the way from G lend ve on ihe Y'ellowstone River some
two thousand miles above this place. He left here at 1
o'clock this i>. m., a large concourse of people being assembled on the river bmk to see him off. Hetookth" water
like a duck, p (Idled out a short distance wilh " Baby Mine,"
a lilll- tin boat about thirty inches long, towing afler him,
threw himself into an upright position in the water, took
fr m "Baby Mine" a large detonating rocket, fired it with
the cigar he was smoking as a trood bye, and was off, cheered
uy ihe loud hurrahs of the p ople.
The Cq aain had many narrow escapes from death during
his voyage down ihe Yell .wstone and Missouri Rivers from
whirlpools, suck holes, snags and last but no' least from the
rifles of huuters, trappers, ranch men and Indians.
In one instance an Indian came down upon ih« bank and
covered him with hts rifle. The Captain rapidly hauled
" Baby Mine" between himself and the redskin, shouted and
blew his trumpet, but the fellow never dropped his gun until
the aptain whirled upright into the wacr, when with a
loud yell he scampered off as though the devil was after him.
Another time a trapper d ew a bea upon him, bat upon the
Captain's hallooing 1 him, "tumbled to the racket" an
bon voyage " He had lo bo c manually upon
wished him
the watch for fear some fellow would puncture his suit if not
his holy with a bullet, but happily he e caped nil Dangers
and reached here as b fore staud, Friday thoroughly tired,
He has about oue thousand
in the midst of a rain storm.
miles still lo navigate before he r aches St. L mis, his h me
We mo3t heartily wish him success, for he made many
port.
friends while here by his gentlemanly manners and deportment, and we shall look anx ously for his projected
book, "Roughing it in Rubber," in which he will detail his
Ca.pt.

'

I

I

1

'

'

adown

many

many

trips in his suit

in

voyaging some twenty thousand miles.

all

the

rivers of the world,

Capt. Boyt n is accompanied by Mr. James Creelman, of
Mr. Creelman has one of the cmvas
the New York Herald.
Co., of Battle Creek, Mich., I beboats made by Osgood
I
lieve, which he has rowed from Bismarck to this place.
am not interested in said tirm, but iu the interests of sportsmen generally, 1 can ssy that a boat that cm stand the treacherous currents and snags of the Missouri Kiver must be just
what the fraternity of duck hunters have long wished for, a
light, strong, safe portable boat.
It is easy enough to speak of the enterprise of the Herald,
but what shall I say of the pluck of Mr. Creelman in making
Buch a voyage "he's got smd," as our frontiersmen say, aud
I. E. West.
pk-nty of it, for he can't swim.
;

—

Game is the Property of the .statu Baltimore, Oct
friend and myself have
Editor Forest and Stream :
recently had a dispute as to the legal right of one to kill
Thus,
birds on his owu land, even though the law forbid.
the law of this State is that it shall be unlawful to shoo',
kill or have in your possession a partridge or partridges between December 25 and November 1- Now, my friend says
that this i3 done to protect a man's birds from outsiders, and
that at any time the man wished he would be at liberty to
I would
kill (on his own place) as many birds as he chose.
be ot'liged to you if you would not only give me your own
opinion on the subject, but also, if possible, refer me to
some rt corded case, either in this country or in England,
own opinion is that
which is applicable to the subject.
they are /me nMurm, and the Legislature has a rght to forbid him or any one else to kill them within certain monlhs.

—

A

My

— M.

[The common law relating to game, both

in

England and

America, is based upon ihe principle that the wild game is
the pioperty of the Slate, and not of the individuals upon
whose land il may be. The simple existence of the law is
If the partridges belong
sufficient evidence for you to cite.
to the individual landowner, then the State has no right to
say when they shall or shall not be killed.]

;
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very encouraging sound.

The basis of the work is the manu=cript of Mr. W. A.
and Dr. Coues appears only as its •' edbo ," but the
volume bears on almost every pige ihe impress •[ the editor's hand, and indeed Dr. Coues expressly states that he
lias freely altered, emended and rewritten, and that he holds
himself responsible for the aiauracy of ties work and for
Stearns,

Mr. Stea'ns is. we believe, a
the views expressed in it.
careful ob-erv'r and an enthusiastic Student of ornithol 'gy,
and whatever he has accumulated in his years of collecting
in i\la a saehus tis is to be found in these pages.
On th' whole, it may be said tnat ihe wo k is conceived
a' d carried out in a very clear aud haopy style, and is, s
Of course it is open
far as it goe^. eminently satisfactory.
to enteism in some respects, an one of the most n ticaable
of these is, under ihe circums ances, th: hars mess with
which Ihe late Dr. Brewer is attacked. It should b remembered, however, lhat the pir.agiaphs to whtca exception
might be taken were probably written before the death of
the gentleman against whom they were directed
England collectors and oruithol .gists will pro jably decline
to accept some of the statements, wih regard to the breeding
of certain species, which are given in the woik, but on the
whole we may accept it as a valuable con ti button io the
literature of the subject, and offer to the author and editor
ihanks for a useful book.
I

Nw

THE TAME MASSACHUSETTS PARTRIDGE.

&
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BIRD LIFE.

work is one which will prove very useful
to collectors and students of ornihology, and will
be convenient as a reference book to all who are interested

species.

Ax. FitESOo.

in their boats.
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 17.

NEW ENGLAND
rpu
IHE present

Oakham,

Mass., Oct. 36.

was about one year ago that an ar ode appeared in the
IT Fok-bt
and Stream about a tame partridge. The placu
where ihe bird was claimed to be was at Colebrook Sp ings
which are cated here. The story last year appeared io bo
well vouched for, and many were convinced that the part1

ridge could be tamed.
The bird has reappeared iu the

same

locality this year,

and

has become tamer than last. It proves to be a mile bird
has been watched parts of three open seasons, between August and January.
At
It was in D cember, 1879, that, it was first noticed.
that time it was noticed to be about and to like company, but
no familia.nies. Later on Mr. Parker, of Parker Vlills, in a
measure secured its confidence, and could call it to him.
It w old light on his shoulder and eat from his hand.
If he
made an effort to handle it it. would promptly fly away.
Things went on in this way, the bird becoming more and
more' intimate, until he was to pet of the summer bnarders
Among ihem wasa deaf mute who attr .cted
at the Springs.
The inthe bird by c'apping two pieces of bread together.
timacy increased between tbem until one day the mute succeeded in catching him, and plucked out some of its itia hers
Ibis uudue famllarity
probably as a souvenicr of the pet.
the partridge resented, and it was feared at one time that he
would desert Ihe locality, but it returned after a month's
After a while it again be-ume intiirate with tho-e
absence.
It was seen frequently
in the neighborhood of the Springs.
during last winter. When spring re' uroed it mated and asThey were
sisted in ihe raising of a good-sized brood.
waiched with interest uutil the wife and children deserted
The had of the flock,
the home during the close season.
however, remained, and still responds to calls even of
it

It

I

Sometimes it. will fly into thecarristrangers in the locality.
age of a visitor when it is called. The bird is healthy and
fidl-fledged differing from others only in Us domestic habits.

—
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SKULL OF BIG-HORN IMBEDDED
Tawroan

the courtesy of Mr. J.

W.Morse, Gen'l'Passenger

Agent of the Union PacifleR.R,, wc are enabled to present to
our readers a very remarkable natural curiosity. This is the
skull of a mountain ram imbedded in the trunk of
a larce
pine tree. A reference to the cut will show very clearly the
manner in which the skull was bound within the still growing wood. How the boue came to be so placed that it would
he inclosed in the tree trunk is and must ever be a matter of
conjecture.
We can only guess about that, but us the matter
stands it seems natural to conclude that the sheep's skull
was hung upon the horizontal branch when the tree was
a very small one, and that it is simply the natural iucrease in
the size of the trunk which 1ms buried the nose and face SO
completely.

On

so perfect, that

been exposed

the other hand the condition of the bone is
scarcely seems possible that it, could have
weather for so long a time as would be

it

to the

necessary for this to have taken place.

THE SONG OF THE MOCKING

BIRD.

Palestine, Texas, Oct

13, 1881.

Editor Forest and Stream
I note the discussion which has been going on in your
:

columns some time, as to whether the mocking bird is a
mere imitator of the songs of other birds, catching his notes
from them by repeated hearings, or whether the notes springup spontaneously in his throat without education from other
birds.
This bird has been my very intimate friend from the
cradle up to the present time. I have never lived in a country where he was not decidedly numerous, and he is more
numerous in Texas than any country I have yet seen. Our
whole State is vocal with him, except those portions which

Ho

are not yet inhabited by inao.
don't like to live too far
Whether this is because he likes to show
off his musical talent before men, or because he believes they
will keep the hawks away from him, I am not able to tell,
but it certainly is a fact, I believe he is controlled by both

IN

TJNovemebb

TRUNK OF PINE

take an operatic air and sing it through. There never has
been a mocking-bird that could ting the mmerere of Trovatore or the drinking song of Traviata, and there never will
be.
There never will be one that can sing "Sweet Home/"
or the "Last Hose of Summer."
N. A. T.

Vbkmim on Quail.— In

the early part of the

summer

I dis-

covered the nest of a quail, and never having seen the wee
Boh White before leaving the nest I paid frequent visits to it
in the hope of finding them hatching.
But one day upon
paying my visit I found nothing but a nest full of shells, and
i n
se covered with vermin such as are frequently found upoae domestic fowls. Have never seen any on old birds that
have been shot. Is the occurrence frequent ?
..;rdale, Jnd., Oct. 20.
La Belle.

[Almost all birds are infested with external parasites of
one kind or another, and there is no reason to suppose that
The insects are
the quail is exempt from the common lot.
usually to be fouud, after the bird is dead and cold, upon the
feathers of the head and neck, and are usually most abundant close about the bill. Every one who has ever collected
birds for preservation has probably had his attention called
to the presence of these parasites, of which there are a numThe insects as long as they are upon
ber of different kinds.
the body of a living bird do not apparently move about very
much, at all events hey do not show themselves often. But
when their protector is dead they crawl to the ends of the
feathers in order to be ready to escape to another living
In the case noticed above
creature at the first opportunity.
those seen on the eggshells were probably individuals which
had been hidden in the material of the nest, and when the
mother bird left it they began to move about in their efforts

-

Iu the ecstacy of song he can't hold
just let loose.
himself still a moment.
He will jump up and down, keep
time with his feet, and when he gels a grand burst upon him,
will rise up and soar arotmd till the burst is over.
In the
way of song he is tremendous, indeed, and no one is better
acquainted with that fact than ho is himself.
As to the point in dispute, I agree with both sides, but more
particularly with the side that believes he is an imitator.
Nature has stuffed him so full of the musical genius that I
believe he would sing anyhow— couldn't help singing something; but with all my extended knowledge of this bird I
never heard one of them sing a song or make a no 'e which
he had not previously heard, or at least had excellent chances
to hear.
I have sometimes listened to them half the night
singing within a few feet of my window, with that particular point in view, and heard from them no note which T had
not frequently heard from other bird9 in the. same locality or
district.
In order to sing a song they must first hear it aud
learn it, and in Ibis respect they do not differ from the AdIf Adelina Patti had
elina Patti or any of theprime donne.
never heard any one else sing I question much if she would
ever have sung at all. I would not say the same of the
mocking-bird. As I said above, I believe he would sing something anyhow, but his repertoire will be rather coufoundly
slim like that of all other birds in the world except himwill

—

self.

Here is a hint by which we can fettle this matter, I think.
In North Carolina where I was born aud ''raised" one of the
most common notes of the mocking-bird is the plaintive or
wailing note of the cat-bird. Now, the Cat-bird, according
to my observation, does not exist in Texas at all, and I have
never heard the moclring-bird on Texas soil repeat the note
Did any one ever htar the mocking-bird
of the cat-bird.
sing the notes of any bird which was not a native on the same
bailiwick with herself? I don't believe any one ever did.
What say ye who are interested in bird notes ?
As to the imitating faculty of the mocking-bird or his genius to learn songs by heating them I never heaid one who
hud learned to imitate the sound made by tiling a saw, or to
crow like a cock, or to cackle like a hen, as "Roy," of Detroit, has, but I was very well acquainted with one in Houston, Texas, who had learned to sung to perfection the little
Be had lieaid it from the
piece of music called "Scandal."
boys on the street it seemed to take, his enr, and he could
No one could Bing
sing it with a naivete that Was refreshing.
;

I also knew anor whistle "Stoandttt" half so well as he.
other that could sing ieveral notes of old familiar songs,
which he had often heard, but I never knew one that could

1881.

TREE.

We saw him rushing around in the ash-pit for a
lost eight of him.
Stooping down we saw
him prone on the ashes just giving his last kicks. Even then we
thought he was playing "possum," but on reaching hitu out
with the hoe we found him as dead as a nail. There was no evidence of a scorch or burn upon him, not a hair was singed, but
be was really dead. We believe it died from fright. There was
nothing under the grates to injure and the fires were not hot
enough to affect it, hence cannot assign any other cause. We
the ventilators.

moment and then

never believed

we have

shot

it

possible to seriously scare a rat before, for
of them when a boy.
No-RMAN.

many

—

"Yankee'' at the Smithsonian Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D. C, Oct. 27, 1881.— Editor Forest and
Stream: The tortoise with " Yankee, 802 " cut on its
plastron was received at the Institution on the 15th of October.
The tortoise is at present in the care of our artist, Mr.
Shindlcr, who has made a pet of it and reports that its condition is most flourishing. —Yours, very truly, Geo. S. Hobbs.
1

V

For

table

of game seasons

see issue
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1
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I

to find

warmth aud

shelter.]

away from man.

reasons— 1be fear of hawkB and the natural desire of all
gifted creatures to show off their giftsbefore au appreciative
public.
Let him perceive in his free, wild stroll, that he lias
an audience of good-looking ladies and gentlemen, and he
will almost burst himself with melody.
He will plant himself before them in the most conspicuous place he can find,
so that they can all see that it is he that is singing, and he

3,

CovPEKnBAos

22, Ifjjjl.—Editor

men now

New England— Hollister,

in

Forest

and Stream

:

I

Mass.,

have a

Oct.

fine speci-

my possession of

a little copperhead, eight inches
long, that 1 captured the 8th of September last, while gunning in the woods in Sherborn, an adjoining town situated
1 started an old
twenty miles southwest from Boston.
snake with a dozen or more little ones aud struck the one I
now have with my ramrod, stunning it so that I picked it
up and put it in a bottle, and now have it alive in a glassfriend of mine, who lives near a rocky
covered case.
woodland in this town, told rne recently that he has killed
in

A

two copperheads

this

summer, about two

feet long

;

and

my

father relates that they were quite common here twenty years
ago, and That at that time he had quite a lively fight one day
with two with a pitchfork, while making buy, they holding
their ground well and making him work lively to kill them.
We consider the copperhead allied to the rattlesnake and its

poisonous; but I am not certain, and would like to
if a snake as small as mine can bite or is poisonous,
can keep it over the winter without food, or if it
Hoping to
will eat anything except mice or toads alive?
bear from you through your interesting and valuable paper,
I remain, respectfully yours, W. N. Pond.
[The copperhead is undoubtedly venomous, but we doubt
if a suake as small as yours would he able to inflict any inIt will probably live through the winter without food,
jury.
but if yotl can induce it to eat its chances of living will be
improved. It will not be likely to eat anything but live
bite

know

and

if I

food.]

Pi rx.or, Conn., Oct. 28, 1881:—Editor Ferestmtl Stream:
Yesterday, as 1 was walking up town with Mr. G. Leonard,
Esq.. I saw a good-sized snake lying under the hedge iu front
I secured a good stick and
of Mrs. Leaven's residence.
drove him out. I was surprised to see it was a vicious copperhead. He Hatted his head and struck at me, but I soon
I was surprised to see a copperhead so far
Killed him.
North, but he was a real one and no mistake, fully two and a
Woodcock seem very large aud in fine conhalf feet long.
Mr.' Willir shot one the other day that tipped the
dition.
have a
Babbits are very plenty.
beftm at. nine ounces.
rascally fellow here who shoots quail out of season, and, too
lazy to work, is in the woods about all the time, and has
killed up nearly all the quail, aud done it outof season, which

We

can be proved.

— G. P.

W.

—

Dbatit
Chicago, October 26.— Editor
Foicst and Stremn: A singular Incident occurred in our
The fires had been started
boiler room a few mornings since.
under the bailers, and as the wood was burnim; down coal
w as put. iu making a bright clear fire. J ust at this time a rat
popped out from behind the steam pump dowu info the fireroom and ran under he first boiler. We were standing against
the room dour ami scared him— the bright light from the fire
frightened him more; he came rushing out and turned under
We jumped into the room, swung to the ashthe next boiler.
Catching up a broom we
pit doors and made him a prisoner.
were ready for an attack, for we expected him to try to get out of
;.;:n

lo

l

THE NORTH SHORE OP LONG ISLAND.
New York,

Oct. 28.

Editor For'.-<t arid Stream:
I have just arrived in the city after a journey, with horse
aud carriage, through Long Island, from Greenport to Astoria, and desire to furnish your readers with the information
which I gained concerning the game prospects in the region
through which I passed.
Ducks are coming into Gardiner's and Peconic Bays in
great numbers, and many are already reported in the vicinity
of Gardiner's Island, and also further up the bay around Robbins' Island.
Black ducks, coots and "old squaws" are about
the only kinds found here.
Plover have been shot on Gardiner's Island in fair numbers, but no extraordinary bags have
been made, so far as I have heard. Bay-bird shooting nt
and near Good Giounrl, on the south sidw-, has been good, aud
the prospects for ducking are better than at the same time
last year.
Occasional flocks of yellow-legs or ring- necks
make an appearance on the shores of Orient Bay or Pipe's
Cove.
As regards quail, the prospects for the Eastern field trials
The number of birds now on Bobbins'
are very promising.
Island is estimated at fifteen hundred, but nevertheless still
more are being turned out by the club. Bobbins' Island, of
468 acres, was sold under foreclosure sale recently, and was
purchased by the newly organized Bobbins' Island Club.
This will not interfere with the coming field trials in the
least degree, as the two clubs lire acting in perfect
in all that pertaius to this year's trials.

harm-

ony

A

moderate number of quail can be found around Greenport, with increasing quantities as we proceed further westward, to Southoid, Peconic. and so on. Near Mattifuck both
quail and ruffed grouse are found, and at. the quiet little hamlet,
of Wading River the eager sportsman is gratified to hear reports of woodcock, in addition lo the. two last named varieties of game.
As we approach Port Jefferson, we find that the quail have
been reduced in numbers, by the severity of last winter, to a
greater extent than in the more sheltered portion of the
island, but ruffed grouse shooting is better than usual.
At
Mattituck, the Mattituck House is a good hotel.
Wading
River has no hotel, and is six miles from Manor, the nearest
railway station. Rayuor's Hotel is the house to stop at iu
Port Jefferson, as the proprietor is a thorough sportsman and
At Smitha constant reader of the EoitiiST and Stream.
town, the Riverside Hotel of B. B. Newton, is a muchHere quail are few iu
frequented resort for sportsmen.
uumber, but woodcock arc found, a large flight of them
being expected soon. Mr. Newton also has a large boarding
and training kennel, among the numerous inmates of which
are Dr. Aten's Glen and Ned (winners of the brace stakes
at Bobbins' Island, 187'.)), Sepoy, formerly the property of
A. II. Mbore, and many other prominent field performers.
The scenery in this part of fhe island is very beautiful at this
ason of the year.
As we proceed to Centre-port, the prospect for quail grows
At this place is
belter, but ruffed grouse are less known.
and training kennel of
located the boarding) breeding
And rus L, Titus, one of the cleanest, best disciplined and
Among the
Bloat Favorably situa'ed kennels on the island.
dogs here are all those belonging to Mr.; Henry W. Liv.
inaston, including his Kay, Rose and Baronet (latter n jw r
for
pointer,
setter aud collie
the field trials,), his
handling
West of here the game decrease
puppies, besides others.
i

:

:

November

8,

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.]

we approach the city. The prospect for rabbits is good
over the island. AlmoBt any of the towns along the
north shore will furnish good duck shooting, notably Port

as

til

Jefferson, heard very little of violations of game laws,
and pot-hunting is chiefly done by one-day excursionists
from New York and Brooklyn, shooting on the west end of

Aucau,

the island.

THE DECREASE OP GAME

BIRDS.

PEHBisntraa, Vt., Oct. 23.

Editor Forest and Stream

lam parti cularlygrati fled to see pigeon slaughter at the
Irups being set in its proper light, and lam glad to have a
Brother Vcruionter, "Verde Monte," asking a question about
Hie ruffed grouse that has long puzzled me.
I asked, long
ago, why they were becoming so scarce, but no notice was
taken of my query. As "Verde Monte" says, the hawk, owl,
fox and skunk theory will not do, for all these were plentier
wenty years ago than now, and so were grouse. Four years
ago grouse were plentier here than they had been for years,
and so continued up to the breeding season of the next year,
but between June and September they disappeared, and have
continued sen ice ever since, and this year are scarcer than
ever.
Certainly this scapegoat of a fly or tick could not have
made away with them so quickly, and I know that there is no
snaring here, unless the snarers have an invisible method of
c nying on that practice.
I am a stay-at-home body and
know but little of game around about except in my own
neighborhood further than what I hear. When I hear, as I
often do, of grouse being plenty in the mountain towns, I
try to think the scarcity here is due to a partial migration,
though I can see uo reason for it, as there is food enough and
cover enough here for no end of grouse. Is this tick the
same livel}r winged rascal which is found on the great horned
I

Adirondacks, Oct.

20, 1SS1,

Editor Forest rind Stream:
The past week has been very favorable for the deer hunters.
I have figured up the number killed during the. past
week, ending Oct. 20, in this immediate vicinity, along the
Beaver River and adjacent ponds, and find it to be fortythree deer.
The country spoken ( f does not comprise onetenth of the Adirondack hunting grounds, which are equally
infested with hunters.
If they have been as successful as
hunters here, which wc have no reason to doubt, this will
make four hundred and thirty d< or killed in one week.
One thing is noticeable, that of all the deer that have been
kUled in the Beaver River region, at least two-thirds have

been does.
This is partially accounted for by the

fact, that for two or
three weeks before the Commencement of the rutting season
the bucks move about but very little, and are hid away in the
most unaccessablo thickets, and in mountainous regions of
the Adirondacks, in thick undergrowth of evergreens near
the summit of the mountains, and are mostly avoided by
those that put out the bounds.
It is safe to predict that the
remaining open season for hounding deer will be more disastrous from the fact that the later in the season the more
readily deer take to the water.
When the ground is frozen,
deer will run but a few minutes before the hound before taking to water.
Mrresrr.

STATE PIGEON TOURNAMENTS.

i

owl

?

glad that L. I. F., of New Brunswick, is so honest as
not to claim almost every grouse he shoots at on the wing.
I'd like to tug around with one of these three-out- of- five men
just for a day in our covers and see how they do it.
It would
be a trick worth seeing, though one might not learu to compass it.
Awahsoose.
I

am

28.— Editor Forest and Stream: While making a tour
through some of the Southern States last winter, 1 stopped
tit a small place in Georgia where quail were very abundant,
a'so many gunners from the North "not worthy of the name
Oct.

These individuals hunted every day for no
other purpose but lo see who could bring to bag the most
birds.
They destroyed quail by the hundreds, and certain
parties among them were so penurious that they would not
allow any of the birds to be served at the hotel, but threw
away all they could not Ihemselves eat a most outrageous
piece of business.
So much incensed were the people in the
neighborhood at such wanton destruction and waste of game
lhat most of the places were posted with notices prohibiting
shunting; and a law was framed allowing only twenty-five
Also while in Florida I found
birds to be shot with one gun.
that ducks had been and were being jacked on the St. Johns
River.
I also know that geese and ducks are treated likwise
on the Great South Bay, L. I., by the oystermen and employees of the Life SaviDg Stations.
In my opinion the desired notoriety for big bags is one cause for the decrease in
uphold game; and jack shooting aids very mater'ally in the
decrease of wild fowl.
S. P. G.
[We have heard before of this practice by the employees
ol the Life Saving Stations.
Will someoDe having the facts
please give them to us ?]

of sportsmen."

—

—

Sportsmen about Greenwich, Conn., aver that the increase
that vicinity has had a marked effect on the
Upon Mr. A. H. Lewis' farm, south of Naugatuek,
there were hatched two large broods of partridges early in
the season. Not one of the chicks or parent birds have been
shot or trapped, yet this fall not one of either remains.
There are, however, in the place a large number of foxes,
aud the presenc; of these animals is doubtless the cause of
of foxes in

game.

the disappearance of the birds.

THE TIME COME FOB A OlIANOK.
Following are

from representative sportsmen in
Their tenor shows that
in our strictures upon the pigeon shooting tournaments by
game protective societies wc have but voiced the sentiments
of the community.
AVe commend these expressions of
opinion to the consideration of all concerned. These letters

many

letters

different parts of the country.

show

that public opinion is very strongly against a continuance of these great pigeon shooting gatherings.

Omaha, Neb., Oct., 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I am glad to see you take the initiative sgainst this inordinate turning of the sportsmen's associations of this country
into machines for the slaughtering of pigeons at the trap.
I
hope every sporting paper and "Hit papers Witt with one
voice decry this fatal practice.
Unless a reform is effected
in short order our State associations will lose all power for
good, and become barren of fruit in the purposes for which
they have been organized. This reform should begin with
the New York State Association, the mother of all the other
associations in this country.
This slaughter or thousands of
pigeons that have been netted and cooped up for weeks or
perhaps months, and then put into a trap, and thrown out to
mentoshoot at, is unsportsmanlike. The question of cruelty
does not enter into the matter. It is no more cruel to shoot
a chicken or a bullock than to kill them any other way, or to
sroot one or one hundred.
The tendency of pigeon shooting is to deprave the moral
sensibilities of the sportsman, and weaken the influences and
usefulness af our gaine protective associations.
They are
beginning to be looked upon as mercenary institutions
through this species of gambling— for

it

comes

that in its present prodigious form.
As originally instituted its purposes

were

little

short of

to stimulate a

laudable emulation among sportsmen in the use of the shotguu in wing shooting. But it has outgrown those objects,
and has become debased and held in disrespect by a large ma
jority of honorable, high-minded sportsmen to say nothing of
that public sentiment that is beginning to show signs of disapprobation of the practice and distrust of the usefulness of
our protective associations.
It is time for a change of programme, and the sooner it is
effected the bettct it will be for the objects and purposes for
wh'ch game protective associations were instituted, and for
which only they should be continued.

B

E. B.

Kenned v.
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could give it without calling into play the cumbersome mi»
chine of a State convemi m.
From these views you may guess that your correspondent
does not think the cause of game protection receives much
much assistance from the annual meetings. I certainly do
not regard them as of material benefit toward that object, and
I do not think many who attend the annual meetings differ
with the view here expressed. I confess that my motive in
attending the several conventions 1 have been at was solely
for pleasure in which tho hope of winning something of
1 appreciate the fact
greater or less value had an influence.
that the chances are against any one receiving a tithe of his
expense in prizes, but the excitement of the contest is worth
something, and if one does not carry off a prize that he can.
look nt with tatisf action and transmit to posterity as tangible
proof of his "nerve" and skill, at least he can recall incidents of
the meeting with pleasure, and recount how many of the good
The
shots of the State he "shot out" before he fell back.
glory of the strife cannot be valued in money, but it is none
the less real, and I think has more to do in keeping the State
Association together than of its ostensible object, "the preservation of fish and game."
In this free expression of opinion I may be doing an injustice to many of my fellow sportsmen, but if I do I ask their
pardon.
I do not in this instance 'assume a virtue" which I
have not, and if any member of the jolly crowd I have met
at State shoots were there for the purpose of preserving game
I have wronged those honorable men, and shall do repent'

ance meet when informed of my error.
The State, convention at Niagara Falls iu 1832 might try
the experiment of ehooling at some lifeless thing in place of
pigeons, and thus get rid of the charge of cruelty, but if
competition with the gun is given up altogether it will astouish me if the interest in sportsmen's State conventions
E. R.
does not greatly abate.
"

—

SYO/.MOBE, 111., Oct. 24.
Editor Forest and Stream
I have long wished that pigeon shooting might be dispensed
with at such meetings. The entire interest often centres on
the pigeon match, and the'real objects of the association are
How often do we see thousands at the shootlost Bight of.
iug grounds from day to day, while scarcely a corporal's
I have
is at the business meeting in the evening.
As a class the men who are atscarcely known this to fail.
tracted to such meetings for pigeon shooting are not the
class of men who desire game protection, but are often there
for illegitimate gains, and in that respect savor very much of
the pot-hunter, whose motto is, "anything for money ;" and
while such men are very anxious that their neighbors shall
respect game laws do not respect them only while in danger
of being caught.
ideas are that if game protection ever succeeds it will
do so through the earnest endeavors of true sportsmen, who
love sporting for its pleasures, and we must not look for
much help from those who follow it for its gains in dollars
and cents, the same class who patronize sportsmen's asssociaJ. L. Pbatt.
tions for the pigeon match.

guard

My

Bbookxtn, Oct. 24.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I am most decidedly in favor of a change in programme at
the annual convention of our State Association for the ProThe principal business of such
tection of Fish and Game.
gatherings should be to devise the best means to protect our
game, and to take measures to have simple atid reasonable
laws enacted for that purpose. As far as my experience goes
it has been only a side issue, and so much to one side that it
barely came into the range of vision.
Personally I never shot at a pigeon from a trap, not from
any sentimentality on the ground of cruelty, but because of
the expense attending it, being only moderately endowed
but I must confess to a feeling of
with this world's goods
disgust, while viewing day after day the wholesale slaughter
of the poor half-dead pigeons at the last tournament, aud, for
the life of me, could see neither sport nor the exercise of
A great amount of time and treasure
particular skill in it.
have been expended to make the annual gatherings pleasurathat is well, but we ought not to lose sight
ble for the boys
of the objects sought after by the pioneers of the society, aud
a speedy return to first principles is most desirable.
All that can be done by a small body of sportsmen, to
which I have, the honor to belong, to aid you in your laudable undertaking I think I can pledge will be done.
;

;

Rochestbb, N. Y., Oct. 25, 1881.
Editor Forest, and Stream :
Your request for my opinion on the subject of giving up

ADIRONDACK'S DEER AND TROUT.
Edi'or Fore.-t and- Stream
'

:

Mussit's" article in your issue of October 20th inst. on

"Deer Slaughter in the Adirondacks" claims att< nt ou. Let
us now begin and stir the mUler uo, and once n ore call the
attention of our Legislators to what seems to them a herculean undertaking, preserving the trout and deer in the
Our laws regarding this subject are well
Adirondacks.
!

enough if only enforced.
The present laws on the statute book are, I think, due in a
very great measure to the late Dr. Ely and to Dr. Romeyn,
gentlemen of large experience in the Adirondacks and the
In regard to the law to preserve trout
oldest visitors there.
no change is virtually necessary, but as to deer-hunting it
gives too large a liberty, and if not curtailed in that liberty
we may as well at once bid farewell to deer in the North

Woods.
During August last one gentleman in one day killed five
de r on Hitching's Pond.
Let me suggest a remedy for this destruction namely,
under a very heavy penalty stop deer-hunting for only two
months, say September and October: stop hounding with

—

dogs under a heavier penalty at all times stop transportation under a still heavier penalty ; and, if necessary, check
crust-hunting by imprisonment and a heavy penalty als).
We need Game Commissioners through the Adirondacks
every fortnight from June to November, and when it is fully
understood that violators of the game law will be watched
and arrested, theu, and not until then, will the laws be reWe want no red tape in this
spected and game preserved.
matter, no fear and favor shown, but laws that will be enLet hotel- keepers understand this in the woods,
forced.
let guides understand this,
let sportsmen understand this,
and our tame will be preserved if we cau only have Game
Commissioners who will attend to their duty by paying them
The arrest of the guide at Lake Placid Gst
well for it.
winter for taking speckled trout was decidedly beneficial.
Let the same enthusiasm be exhibited again in behclf of
trout, and of venison also, at all times during the close season, and we can have no farther cause for complaint.
Why, venison was on the table at nearly every hotel during
Where were bus Game
the last of June and during July.
saioners to watch and arrest if thus found? I pause
UOB
Guess it may be arswered, " too much red tape
for a reply.
S, S, N.
and indifference, and no pay for the attempt."
;

pigeon shooting at meetings of the sportsmen's State convention somewhat tickles the vanity of the present, writer, who
would not venture to offer his opinion in the question unsolicited, and is far from supposing that his view one way or
the other is of any consequence.
From the expressions I have heard at recent conventions
I am led to
think that the country has seen a grealer
number of pigeons shot at a tournament than will ever again
be shot at a State convention. This probable result may be
due to various facts, and not solely to that sentiment against
killing pigeons which is the active motive that urges some
men to oppose pigeon shooting over traps. The difference in
cruelty between shooting a bird thrown from a trap or one
flushed in a marsh or woods has never been made so clearly
manifest to me as to carry conviction that one was tolerable
and the other without, excuse and deserving condemnation.
I can see without effort that there is a great difference in the
surrounding and pleasure derived by the shooter iu the respective acts, and that the field sportsman has very much of
an advantage over the trap man, but the killing is the same.
and a person who, from humane molives, opposes trapshooting acts inconsistently in my view if he shoots at anything more sensitive than a glass ball.
The increased price consequent on greater' scarcity cannot
fail to diminish the number of pigeons that will hereafter be
shot at meetings of sportsmen.
But I don't think that annual conventions, such as the New
York State Association has held for years, can be successfully
conducted unless something more exciting than discussion of
game laws shall be held forth as inducements for delegdes
to attend.
A. few o'f the clubs might defray the expenses of
delegates to a convention which would talk of game protection only, but I think nine-tenths of those who are met at
ordinary State conventions would be absent if there were no
trap-shooting.
As I look at it game preservation is nut a matter of so
much conseqtieuce that annual conventions
its success.
State law bused on the law of nature regarding
breeding seasons must be the ultimate law nn the subject,
and I scarcely think it necessary tO c ill a State convention
to tell a Legislature that game birds should not be shot when
hatching or fish when "ripe." The nauiml history student
ought to be the besl counselor in such a ca a, Bndif he required the support or backing of the sportsmen the latter

Waxton.

New

York, October,

1881.

Editor Forest and Stream :
Allow a subscriber to your paper from its initial number
to say that, in his opinion, it has never published any articles
more sensible than the recent ones in denunciation of the
annual pigeon butchery, which has grown to be apparently
the principal concern of the "New York State Association
for the Protection of Fish and Game," if that lie the title of
the association. It is no wonder that Air. Holberton considers

misnomer. The glaring perverpurposes of the organization is
simply monstrous, and I fail to see how the Forest and"
Stream can do otherwise than "cry aloud and spare nn
Your columns of five years ago gave room to my modest
protest against a departure, which no one then imagined
could culminate, iu a short period, in such a reprehensible
spectacle as that afforded by the Sportsmen's Association of
It seemed to
the Empire State at Coney Island last June.
me a heartless slaughter, nowise in the interests of true
sportsmanship, and rallied to the support of Henry BergU, iu
his efforts to suppress pigeon trap shooting altogether, scores
of men who needed that sort of exhibition to open their
H. H. Thompson-.
eyes.
this designation a palpable
sion of late years of the

Sedalia, Mo., October, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I do not think that I can do any better than simply indorse
your very excellent and timely article upon this subject in

your issue of 13th inst.
I wish only to emphasize, so far as I am concerned, my
distaste ami disapproval of any such procedure being classed
as sportsmanlike business or pastime.
Aside from such gatherings ever tending to the object and
purpose claimed for them they absolutely militate against
the preservation of either game or fish, and render the whole
import of constitutions and by-laws nugatory, and our pretensions before the public a mere farce.
bese tournaments on the ground that Ihey do
I object to
not do', or even attempt to do, what the object of their creai

tion implies.

—

;;
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-I object, ia the second place, because every thing connected
with thern, so far as I am informed, if contrary to and detrimental to the interest of any true sportsman in the lafld,
I object, to them in the third place because the tendency is
both morally and physically evil.
I like true sport, 'i am wedded to the woods and plains.
My best inspirations come when wooed from the primeval
forest, with nothing but the stillness of nature above ivk ami
the grand old archil rave of heaven above me.
I look upon
any man who would slaughter any of God's, creatures for the
mere pleasure of destruction as an enemy of mine and a blot

upon

the face of creation.

Ah yes, Mr. Editor, I like true sport. That pleasant and
necessary relaxation from toil and worry and care that will
enable us to think better, do better, live better. Speak again,
you have touched the tight chord. Next time speak a little
louder so that all may hear.
Oooidknt.
I

Danbville, N. Y., Oct. 25, 1881.
Editor For est and Stream:
Your editorial ia issue of October 13, relative to pigeon
shooting tournaments of State game protective associations,
was something for which 1 have been waiting for years. In
times past it has been my privilege through your columns to endeavor to agilate in a feeble way this subject, only to be bitterly opposed and frowned dowu by your correspondents
but now the thing has changed, and with Forkst and Stream
for us who can be against us?
It is decidedly laughable to look over the minutes of the
association with the paradoxical name and try to extract therefrom anything of good' to "the craft." So far the whole
might, mind and strength of the gentlemen assembled have
been concentrated on the daily shambles and he possibilities
of winning a chamber set or haby carriage. It is to be hoped
that your efforts may, by exciting the interest, of sportsmen,
bring about that tesult for which we so earnestly long— viz.,
a Stale association for the protection of fish and game,
whose acts shall tally with its name, and whose deliberations
shall tend toward perfecting our faulty game»laws, and alter
perfecting them, enforcing them!
The time has gone by
when n holesale pigeon shooting from the trap is looked upon
by gentlemen sportsmen as a pastime worthy their attention,
aside from the element of cruelty pervading it.
There is
somelhing debasing, something suggestive of butchery and
carnage that makes one feel that he is among an unfeeling
band, notwithstanding the fact, that some of the best fello .vs in
the world step up to the score.
The "spoils system " that has crept into ourState Association has heretofore made it a great source of revenue to the
club that was successful in getting ':the meet," all tbe surplus above expenses amounting oftentimes to thousands of
dollars, not going toward forwarding the the Crt ise of ginie
protection in our State, but into the private treasury of the
lucky club under whose auspices the meeting was held.
ho have been the delegates generally to our State Associa
tion? Those who were renowned for their interest in the
matter of game protection, or for their skill a- the trap?
I'll not engage to
tell, but time has proven beyond doubt
that game protective interests and pigeon slaughtering do not
go hand in hand and that those most interested in ihe former
will not attend to it under the present state of affairs, If the
knights of the eight-bore must meet and shoot at pigeons
let. there be a yearly field day when all who wish can take
l

W

their fill of their chosen sport.
But let the "New York
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game " get
together decently aud in order, feeling ihe weight of responsibility resting upon them, let them deliberate calmly and
dispassionately upon the momentous questions of restoring,
restocking and protecting our depleted covers mid strtams,
undisturbed by the booming of the breech-load -r and tbe
cheerful cry of "Last bird." If need be a day at glass balls
may be profitably indulged in after the questions iu convention have been solvi d
So shall oua good men and true be brought to the front
the game interests of the Stale be advanced- the pigeon b.;
SRVecj from annihilation, aud what is better than all, the honor
of the "New York State Association for the Protection of
Pish and Game" be fully vindicated.
H. W. D. L.

Whitewater, Wis., Oct, 20, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream:
attention has been called to your editorial regarding
"Pigeon Shooting Tournaments." It is no question whatever in my judgment that the time ha- come for a radical

My

change of programme on this subject, Your editorial states
the facts so fairly and so plainly that any "wayfaring man"
cannot err theiein. Associations, like individuals, must
practice what they preach if they in good faith seek to promote the cause. This practice of wholesale slaughtering
these helpless live pigeons is positively cruel from first to
last, and it disgraces the pretext, "Game Protective Association."

,

Hoping that through your nfforts these harmless birds may
have a proper heating, and that every club will soon come to
their rescue, I

am

yours for protection de

facto.

Georoe W. Estkrly, President Black Hawk

Club.

Houston, Texas, Oct. 22, 1881.
Editor forest and /Stream :
In your October number of the 18th inst. you invite expressions of views on state tournaments and their effects.
I
think if clubs throughout tbe States would pay more attention iu fmthering the objects of their association when they
meet, they could do a vast deal of good and then there would
not be so much complaint about scarcity of game. But as it
is now, the all absorbing theme is when to have our next
shoot, and they do not think of the bad influence it brings to
bear on the association. By many it is looked upon as
gambling projects and, as a general thing, they are no more
nor less. They encourage one to put up money and win or
open up the field to pool sellers who take
advantage and sell pools, and there are plenty to buy. Then
another bad feature is that money is freely bet on the grounds
the day the shoot comes off, and too often among those who
have entered in the shoot, These tournaments are, as a
general thing, individual money-making projects under the
guise of association tournaments, and so long as they continue thus there will be a lack of support from a great many
influential gentlemen, some of whom belong to the clubs and
others who would belong if they were conducted in a
different way.
There are men who will drop from the roll
because they are opposed to gambling in any way and they
do not like to belong to anything that will countenance it,
and when they go the club will decrease or stand still instead
of increasing, until they barely have enough members to meet
their expenses. If the men or clubs who get up these tournaments would only use their time and energy with one half
try to-

—

Then

the}'

this vim to have laws passed and enforced to protect the
game they then could feel proud of trying at least to further
the objects of the association. But that must be the last

and many others would bo glad to see
less show and more deeds in that direction, and when clubs
go to work in that channel they will see more interest taken,
and by some whom they little thought take any interest in
such things, and then, and not till then, will their memberroll swell, their treasury fill and themselves be in a prosperous condition. What is wanted to be seen is more work
and less show.
Wanderer.
[Our correspondent is partly in error. Betting and poolselling are prohibited at the N. Y. Association meetings, and
thing they think

at the

I

of.

meetings of some of the other State associations.]

Providence, R. I., October 20.
Editor Forest and Stream:
1 am glad to see that you are making an effort to stop the
shooting of wild pigeons at the meetings of the so-called
societies for the protection of

game and

fish.

These birds, as every one knows, are trapped at their nesting grounds, boxed up and shipped over a thousand miles, aj
a iarge percentage of loss, leaving their young to starve in
the nests.
And all for wha' ? That a" party of shooting
sharps and mug hunters may be allowed to disgust all decent
people with the mime of sportsman and game-protecting
association,
I believe the mee'ing the past summer, near
York,
was a financial failure. It was a grand success as far as
destruction of the birds they are. agreed to protect.
1 don't believe your labor will be difficult in this matter.

New

have no doubt those who were connected with this disgrace are heirtily ashamed of it, and will sin no more. Let
us use lame birds in limited numbers, if we must have trapshooting, and but few will find fault.
N. D.
I

[Novbmbjb

of equanimity tbe killing of deer and birds out of season,
and can admire the audacity of thoBe marketmen who not
only violate the law by selling game and fish during close
time, but. even have the delightful impudence to advertise for
trapped birds. After such an autumn as we have had such
Arctic coolness is indeed welcome.
As I have said, however, the matter does not directly interest me, but it does seem a pity that birds should be so
scarce along the Atlantic coast that most people caunot find
enough to make it worth while to go out shooting.
Among a body of men which includes so many individuals
of education and position as the Ehooiing and fishing class,
there must be no small number of brilliant intellects.
We
may assume that some of these acute minds have given considerable thought to
the subject which so nearly concerns them, but if they have doue so, it has apparently been
without any resu't— certainly without appreciably increasing the number of our birds or rendering the obtaining of a'
day's shooting in any of our more thickly settled districts any
easier than it used to be.
The innate selfishness of the human mind lies at the root
of this matter, and until you can make sportsmen feel the
respect for the abstract rights of others, which they would
have others feel for theirs, your labor is in vain. Not until
tbe millennial day will the golden Tule be practiced.
It is now eight years since you began preaching game protection, and I am bound to acknowledge that you have done
in a strong and honest fashion, which, while I do nU agree
with you, has compelled my admiration. You have, as I
happen to know, converted S'irne men who were accustomed
to shoot out of season, and have probably engendered in
the rising generation a laudable desire to see laws enforced
and birds protected but, after all, will you bo kind enough
to tell me what adequate results are there— material results I
mean to show for all that you have said and done ? Do not
it

;

—

numerous game protective associations
which have sprung up a'l over the land
I do not for a moment admit that they as a class can be spoken of with pride,
for most of them have degenerated into mere pigeon shooting
clubs and exert no influence in favor of the cause which you
desire to forward.
Can you show me that any real service
to game protection has been done by all Ihat you have said iu
the years that have passed.
Skeptic.
[Yes, we can show a great deal.
Our skeptical friend will
point, I beg, to

New

Jersey Game and Fish Protective Sooiktt,)
j"
Plainfield, N. J., Oct. 31.
Editor Forest and Stream :
Your editorial remarks, in issues of Forest and Stee&m of
October 13 and 20, regarding pigeon shooting tournaments

my

of Stale Game Protective Societies, agree with
opinion
itter.
From what I have seen of such tournaments
of the
they are to be condemned as a cruel slaughter of sick birds
and exhibitions of poor marksmanship. The money expended in providing " trophies" for such exhibitions would
be much more profitably ami wisely applied in stocking the
State with proper game birds, and in protecting them from
I hope the time is not far disthe raids of the pot hunter.
tant wh n all such tournaments will be discontinued.—
W. L. Force, Secretary N. J. G.
F. P. S.

m

&

WHAT DOES

IT

ALL AMOUNT TO ?

Edilm- Fitrest and Stream:
With all due respect for your superior wisdom and especially for your greater knowledge of the subject, I wish to
suggest that a great deal of time and money is being wasted
iu the agitation of this question of game protection.
1 say
wasted advisedly, for what is bi-ing accomplished by all that
is spoken and written on this su'oject, and how much better is
game protected now than it was leu years ago ? Perhaps you
can inform ifme 1 am mistaken it seems to me that each year
the birds are hecoming f-weriu number, or at all events more
Your readers ask for explanadifficult to find and secure.
tions of the scarcity of game in different localities, without
Where birds were once abundant
r ceiviug any response.
;

thi y no longer exist,
Let me tell you f aukly how I feel on this matter. I should
be very glad if our game could be protected and so increased
that one could have the opportunity of killing fifteen or
twenty birds in a day nrar his own house. I believe that I
would be willing to pledge myself never to shoot in one day
more than the number above mentioned. Should I be able
Of couise, at present I thiuk that 1
to keep my pledge?
should, but suppose that i were coming home in the afternoon
with my full number of birds, and my dog were to stop on a
bevy of quail would I remember to hold my hand and let them
go ? I hope so, but I am not sure. I think that I should be
more likely to shoot into them "just this once," promising
that on another occasion I would stop short of my limit by
The sanie would be true
as many birds as 1 killed now.
They would be unof many if not most men that shoot.
>

was past.
to accomplish any thing in game proyou have made human nature something diftection
The eause of the scarcity of game is
ferent from what it is.

able to slop until the opportunity for killing

IS

viduals.

Probably

after

thsy have done what they can to

further the cause and to strengthen the hands of the officers
of the law, they have neither time nor inclination to spill ink
on the subject.
I can write on this matter without passion, for it is really
one which affects me personally very little. I belong to one
or two shooting clubs, which own property, efficiently protected, where I shall always be able, so long as 1 retain my
membership, to kill all the birds I want. If 1 wish to kill
I, therefore,
large game, I know where to go and get it.
really do not care particularly, except on general principles,
whether good or bad game laws are passed, or whether
1
trust
the laws that are enacted are enforced or not.
that I am a sufficiently good citizen to desire to see the
laws obeyed, just as in a general way I would like to see all
men honest, general purity in politics, civil service reform
honestly carried out, or the accomplishment of any movement that it is believed would benefit the race. But as far
as my own shooting is concerned the thing does not touch
me at all, aud I can therefore view with a reasonable degree

HE A LUNATIC

J

?

Saratoga, N.

Y., Oct. 32.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Will you grant a corner in your valuable columns to the
"Universal Deer Protect ve Association," of which I am
President

?

The

object of the association

is

the strict en-

forcement of the game law relating to deer. We mean to see
that the deer laws in every S'a'e are carried out to Ihe very
We confidently expect to revolutionize the public
letter.
sentiment on this point, and to make our society a terror to
the violators of the deer laws.
With this object in view, which I am sure you and your
readers will heartily indorse, we propose to hold an annual
buffalo bull shooting tournament
Arrangements have been
made to secure as many buffalo bulls as possible on the
western range, and to ship th-ui Ea^t in cattle cars in the
If the rrquired number of bulls (say a thousand)
spring.
cannot be procured, or if the percentage of loss in transportation seriously diminishes the supply, we shall have on hand
a reserve of Texas steers to fill out the programme. The
ferocious brutes will be securely penned and driven, one a' a
time, into the ring, where each contestant will have sixteen
Should the beasts be too
shots at it with a repeating rifle.
much worn out by their long journey to stand up to be shot
at a number of slings, such as are used in blacksmiths' shops
for oxen, will be ready to h ist the game into position.
Further detailed conditions of the shoot will be sent to you
Tbe date of the convention will depend
in due season.
wholly upon the buffalo range, and we shall esteem it a favor
if your Western correspondents will keep U3 informed of the
movements of that game.
Everything promises well for the inaugural buffalo bull
tournament of the " Universal Deer Protective Association,"
and it is confidently believed by the society that we can then
be able to slaughter enough buil'alo and Texas steers to convince the public that we are in earnest in our determination
D. Ibondaok.
to enforce the deer laws.

A

DEER IN VERMONT.

iiutil

;

the

be partially enlightened in our next issue.

You cannot expect

over-shooting, aud until men learn to practice self-control in
this, as in other matters the birds will become more and
more sc nee. Of course long before this time shall have come
our game will be practically exterminated. The men who
will stop when they have a certain number of birds are very
few the men who, if they have an opportunity, will refuse to
to shoot at a deer or decline to take a trout, out of season,
are very few; but the men who will write columns about the
folly and wastefulness of killing more than one needs are
many, and, as for thOBe who would reprobate and hold up to
scorn any one who may violate the game laws, their name is
legion.
Ranting about protection and pothunters will never
save our birds, but it is somuch easier to rant than it is to make
a little effort to put down lawbriakers and to control one's
own desire to make a large bag that the ranters and writers
I suppose that there may
are in an overwhelming majority.
be a few people who are willing to contribute time and
money toward the enforcement of our laws, and who do so,
but certainly one docs not hear very much from such indi-

8, 1881.

WE
A

are indebted to our Vermont correspondent for the
following statement of the present Vermont deer law:
party of gentlemen in this county purchased and turned
out in the mountains, some three years ago, about twenty
deer, with the purpose of trying whether the forests could
be restocked. So far as we know they are breeding and
thriving.
It is not known that they have been in any way
molested, and it is known that they have bred and increased
It would be very unfortunate (for the culprit.)
in numbers.
if anyone, misled as to seasons, should kill one of our deer.

Vkrde Monte.

By an act of 1870 deer were protected until Sept. 1, 1880,
By an act of 1878 this law was amended by
all times.
extending the close time until "the 1st day of November,
1886." The penalty for killing or having in possession a
wdd deer or part, thereof is $50 This I find by examination
of the State laws in the town clerk's office.— A wausoosk.
We are also indebted to Fred. E. Smith, Esq., of the Washington County Association.
at

.

«—

.

Cookino Sea Diioks— Halifax, N. S Oct. 23.—May I ask
" Wad," in Forest and Stream for 20th inst., why coots
and sea ducks are not eaten " way down East?" I have shot
coot and sea ducks, and eaten them, too, and beg to make a
,

few suggestions regarding them preparatory

to their being
cooked. When I go after ducks I put a sharp little ax and a
block of wood in the boat and behead the birds as soon as I
This allows the blood to drain off, which
get hold of them.
If I want them baked,
naturally greatly improves the meat.
I have them soaked in salt and water the night previous and
a small lemon or onion put inside, which dismisses the strong
.Tosephus.
taste wondtrfully.

Stage Powder.— In a battle scene of the play of "Michael
New York theatre last week, one of the supernumeraries was wounded in the leg by three wads from a
musket. In a Bowery theatre an acrobat turns somersaults
over two chairs and a table, and while in the air shoots off a
great deal of gunpowder is burnt on theatre stages.
gum
Strogoff" in a

A

—

—
NoTBsmBB

POT METAL GUNS.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 15.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I write to pee if something could not be done to prevent
the selling of those miserable and dangerous we-ipons known
as "pot metal" guns.
These guns are not only dangerous,
on account, of their liability to burst at the first shot, hut
what is still more alarruiug is that they are for sale by
nearly every gunsmith in Brooklyn, where they can be
bought for a dollar or two.
Last week a young lad named Johnson, living in my vicinity, bought one of these guns for a dollar, and went out
shooting.
At the first discharge of tbeguu the barrel burst
Justin front of the trigger-gunnl, where the lad placed his
hand to steady the piece, blowing off his thumb and first
three fingers, and so shockingly mutilating his hand that it
was necessary to ampu'ate it.
Accidents like these are contiutHlly happening all over the
length and breadth of this great land, but still these guns are
offered for sale.

my

opinion that dealers Bhould be held as much responsible in keeping and selling these dangerous weapons as
a druggist would be in knowingly and willfully mixing a
poison in a medical recipe.
Habry Hunter.
It is

FARMERS AND SPORTSMEN.
New Yobk,

Oct. 28, 1881.

Editor Forest and Stream :
The other day, while out Bbooting— no, not shooting, but
looking in vain for woodc- ck to shoot I met a farmer who,
at first, was inclined to order me off in very short order, but
who thawed out alter a while, unburdened his mind to me
and poured out his wrongs in very much the following
''
words. Said he
We don't mind you fellers shooting so
much, if you didn't do any harm but some drive up, take
down the fences or open gates and leave them so, letting the
cattle out, and if we say anything, abuse and cuss us up hill
and down. Why, while my corn was standing last summer,
three fellers drove up, opened the bars and drove right into
the corn, and when 1 ordered them out, called me a blank
blank blank blank blank-. Then," continued he, "the rabbithunters come up here long before the law is up, kill everything, quail and all, and tear down our fences, and raise the
devil every way."
I tiied to explain to him that sp rtsmen did not do such
things, and that it was just that class of p aching loafers that
caused all the trouble, not only killing off the game out of
season, but causing continued' ill-feeling among the farmers
toward every one with a dog or gun. The true sportsman
does not act like a hog when out, eating down and destroying other people's property. They do more to increase and
protect game than any other class.
The farmers should
combine with them to put down those who disregard the
game laws and the tights of the landowners. I believe that
a combination between tanners and sponstnen, such as you
have advised, will be the only way in which we can restore
the shooting; that, with the prevention of spring and
summer shooting, may give us sport again.

—

:

;

t

to have a care in feeding the half starved birds until the
ground became bare and they were able to eira their own
livelihood.
Here in Providence, R. I., a few gentlemen

cover.
large elk, weighing 475 lbs. dressed, was shot about six
weeks since within 20 m'des of this city, right iu the midst of
a thickly settled farming country, and shot too by a Russian,
with a shot-gun. I had a steak of him— strong as bull beef.
But what could have brought this fellow away down here ?

say few, as but two or three interested themselves in the matter
furnished the editors of one of the daily papers that had
a InrKe country circulation one of the articles on the preserva-

A

I.

Springfield

Woodoook Shooting

E. West.

— After

I left Springfield, Mass., I learned from the sportsmen of that city that
the woodcock I refer to the flight birds— made their appearance the very day following my departure. The ground Dr.

—

Williams, Mr. Harrington and your correspondent worked
out could not have been better for migrating birds to stop
and tarry in. Yet, as I wrote you. we bagged but few.
The day after I left the same ground was hunted, and many
new woodcock were found and killed by Mr. Harrington.
Oh, that 1 h«d waited! I am now almost a pointer man.
Ta'k about the short-haired dog being unfit to work in a
rough and rugged country, or that he is knocked up by
briery thickets. Well, it may all be so, but the pointers of
Springfield do not come under that class; and then they are
so pronounced in their points.
No " inching in," but firm
as a boulder when the scent is satisfactory.— Homo.

Quail Destroying Crops— San Francisco,

Cal., Oct. 21.

Editor Forest and Stream : A curious state of affairs is re
veuled by extracts from a letter recently received by Mr, J,
P. Spooner, Secretary of the State Sportsmen's Association,
from Mr. G. F. Metriam, of Apex, San Diego county, this
Slate.
The writer says "The game law, as it now stands
on tiie statute, is one which cannot be obeyed in this end of
the S'ate without involving nearly a tot d destruction of crops.
The quails abound here in vast flocks, as many probably as
5,00i» at a time being seen together.
They begin on our
wheat and other grain as soon as it. shoots up, and keep at it
until it is put in the sacks.
Very few of us pass a year without paying a tax to them of from Ave to twenty acres. They
I have ten acres of Musalso destroy our garden vegetables.
cat grapes, which they took about all.
We must trap or
poison them, for shooting is of no avail. The law against
shooting must remain a dead letter here. My next neighbor
They ate
lost twenty-one acres of grape-vines by them.
every leaf and nearly all the vines more than a few weeks
Another has had to stand guard over his vineyard
ago.
every night for four months, shooting every little while to
Last year they utterly destroyed four acres of
scare them.
grape-vines for me. Now, what is to b done? We live so
far away that none of your sportsmen will come here to clear
:

•

out these nuisances. As it is now, we are obliged to use
por-on to get rid of the quail, which might as well be caught
and sent tresh to market, to be eaten by men instead of buzzards and vermin. As the law now'stands it works great injustice upon every farmer in this end of the State, and ought
Is your association willing to make a change,
to be changed
It is probable that the subject will come
and, if so, what ?"
up for consideration at the next meeting of the society.

Golden Gate.
Loading for Deer. Editor Forest and Stream : I have
many deer with a muzzle-loading rifle, and I have
found that by loading with two bullets, prepared as shown
in the cut, 1 could kill the game much quicker than
With these balls 1 hever
in any other way.
had a deer run over thirty ynrds, and
have dropped several in their tracks.
I
put in a good charge of powder; then I take
a bullet with the neck trimmed flat, and,
placing it in the muzzle, neck up, trim patch close jar the
gun to settle the powder and put the ball down on to the
powder. Next I put in a ball neck down. If the balls are
trimmed right they will not spread over two inches in fifty
yards.
A 10-lbs., 50-cal. gun, loaded with one hundred
grains of powder and two balls would be very destructive
under seventy-five yards. It is surprising how a deer will
go to grass with two balls shot through him, say one inch
and a half apart. John A. Gaylord.
killed

THE

sport of wild turkey hunting is enjoyed by no set of
men more than by the hunters in and around Columbus, Mississippi.
Ti e success attending their annual camp
turkey hnDt attests their skill in this branch of sport, and the
The
callers used by them as a general thing differ but little.
Take a piece
caller used by most of us is made as follows
of dog wood or maple, say six inches long by one and a half
inches in diameter, and with a small-sized bit bore a hole
through it lengthwise, then with a tapering or hollow bit
ream it out to 'he size of an inch and a quarter tapered to
size of small bit.
At the other end insert a piece made either
of wood, h jrn or caue, according to fancy, for a mouthpiece.
The tone of the caller depends largely on the size of
the mouth-piece, and great care should be bestowed on this
part of the caller.
When the turkey note is perfected to suit
caller
the individual, the shape and finish can be arranged.
adapted to one hunter cannot he used by another, unless he
Some hunters yelp by placing
is an adept in the business.
the caller in the centre of their mouth, while others yelp from
the side. There are same notes which c muot be made from
the side of the mouth, hence the importance of learning to
:

A

yelp from the centre of the mouth.
In hunting, different notes will have to be

made according
For instance, if
to the game which you are in pursuit of.
a flock of turkeys were flushed, and it were necessary to kill
the old hen, you wou'd yelp like a young turkey, if a young
one was desired, you would imitate the hen. And in pursuit
of the g ande-tt and most noble of all birds, the gobbler, you
would not yelp like either of them, but you would bring to
your aid patience, "turkey sense," and all the cunning possible to capture him.
If "Ke 'Uk" will read an article written
by Dr. Rawliogs Young, of Corinth, Miss., on hunting the
gobbler, he wilt get an insight of the troubles which beset
Lowndes.
even the best of our hunters.

DAKOTA GAME.
Yankton, Dakota, Oct. 26th.
are just in the time of our best water-fowl shooting.
Geese and ducks until you cannot rest. I was riding

out with some ladies a few days since, with my gun along to
keep off the wolves and buffaloes, which many Eastern people
suppose endauger life in this vicinity and when within one
hundred \ards of the ci'y limits 1 saw a flock of geese coming toward us. I sprang out, while the carriage drove on,
and shot one from the road. Within a half mile further on,
1 saw a flock of the "snowy geese" (the other was a
Canada goose) in a field. I crept up and, when within about

one hundred yards, some one fired into the flock and killed
As they rose, they came within about 80 yards, so that
Thus I got two fine
1 killed one with a wire cartridge
young geese within a half hour. Large numbers of geese
and mallard ducks are shot every day.
In spite of the snow and floods of last winter and spring,
the prairie chickens were never more plentiful than this fall,
and I am told ihat the quail are thicker than ever. This is
my information from gentlemen who know whereof they
speak.
1 am surprised, for I fully expected that the flooded
bottoms of the spting had about finished the few that the cold
and snow of last winter had left alive. I never saw a country
where so many covies of quails could be found in a day as

27

can along the bottoms of the Missouri River. These bottoms are covered near the river with dense growths of cottonwood, willow and brush, in which quail find a splendid

—

WILD TUKKEY CALLS.
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Sullivan County Game Eldred, Oct. 31. Editor Forest
and Stream : I notice in Forest and Stbkam of Oct. 29,
that another gentleman has been sold by coming to Eldred.
Now, 1 have no recollection of any man coming to my pi ice
by that name, but some have come who had bad luck.
A party hunted deer last week here, and did not even get a
shot, but I started several deer every day, and the last forenoon started four, and within twenty minutes' walk of my

The fact is that they are so thick here thai Dan
Hallock caught one by the tail and killed it, and Dr. Johu
102 East Twenty-second street., New York city,
was an eye-witness to the affair. I will guarantee to start a
deer any time next month (November) in less than two hours
out from my house, or else I will pay all the expenses of
any party coming here and staying one week. As for small
game, William Hammond, of Thirtieth street, N. Y., came
hVre and another gentleman from New Jersey, and in the
first two days bagged a half bushel of ducks, partridges,
Saturday Mr. Hamquail, woodcock and yellowleg snipe.
mond went home. He had one pair of black ducks, sevi ral
other ducks, four yellow eg snipe, four partridges and a lot
The man who can't find
of Equirrels; all ihotin two days.
partridges, woodcock and duck here either is not much of a
hunter or he gets the wrong kind of a guide. Partridges are
not as plentiful as they were five years ago, but a man who
can travel ten or twelve miles per day can g-t ten or
twelve birds. Deer are very plenty, more plentiful than for
I do not know this from one or two
the last five years.
weeks' hunting, but from thirty years' experience iu Pike
and Sullivan counties. I have given gentlemen forty shots
I beat partridges in one day, and only a few years ago.
Gentlemen who
lieve I could raise forty birds to-morrow.
come to Eldred through my advertising should call and see
me. Not all have luck. My dogs are not trained to catch

house.

Butler, of

birds.

—

J.

M. Bradley.

—

Sensible Providence Sportsmen Providence, R. I.,
26.— Editor Forest and Strewn: Much has been said
about the preservation of the quail in the columns of your
Sound advice haB ever been given by correspondjournal.
I must,
ents, but I fear in the main it has not been followed.
illustrate, however, what was done by a few sportsmen of
Oct.

and the success that resulted from their efforts.
we all know, was a very fatal one to quail, and
you remember those interested in field sports were solicited
this city

Last winter,

—

—

tion of game that appeared in Forkst and Stream, and from
this article another was penned and published in the daily
journal.
In it farmers were asked to take, a part in saving
what birds remained alive, and money was sent to several
Thus many became interested, aud the
to purchase feed.
consequence is that quite a respectable showing of coveys are

reported this autumn, and the return this sport-manlike few
now have is a special invitation from the farmers to enjoy
;ood quail shooting.
This is »n illustration of what may be
lone all over the Middle and Eastern States during a winter
The expense will be but trifling. Let
of snows and sleet.
us ail try it next time.— Homo.

Another Old Powder Hoen.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
a paragraph relating to a powder bom
an anecdote
I have a connection who lived
of somewhat similar import.
in Maysville, Ky. a few years ago, whose great, grandfather.
Major Bowman, was a cotemporary of Boone's, and who was
an Indian fighter and bear hunter in the pioneer days of Kentucky. This descendant of Major Bowman possessed an ancient powder horn, which bad been owned and nsed by his
ancestor, and had been handed down as an heirloom.
During the late war it was "lost, strayed or stolen," but was fortunately recovered a few years after the close of the war.
This gentleman was at that time editing a newspaper in
Maysvilie.andasthepowder horn had become nolorious among
his acquaintance he announced its recovery iu a local paragraph, stating further that if any wete curious to see it, they
might do so by al ing at his sanctum. He had at that time
two very ptecocious boys, one five and the other seven years
of age.
The elder one wis in the habit of casting his eye
over the local paragraphs of the paper, and had no iced that
one about his "great grandfather's powder hotn." While
playing about in the office, the younger boy found in some
cranny a large jaw tooth of a horse or some other animal,
and asked his brother what it was. The elder boy looked at
it gravely, and jerking
his thumb over his shoulder toward
his father, who sat at his desk, replied, "I guess it's his
Maroonur.
great grandfather's tooth.

Youi

last issue contains

made by Daniel Boone, which recalls to my mind
,

I

—

Woodyille Duck Shooting Mottville, N. Y., Oct. 28.
The two comm'inications in your columns regarding " Game
of my experience at another
hunting ground— Woodville, N. Y. Last year I heard great
duck and snipe shooting on the marshes at that place,
and went down last November. Stayed five days, got seven
ducks, ten snipe and one partridge about what 1 expected for
one day's hunting. But the weather was too fine for ducks and
it was too late for suipe, and my seeming failure was readily
excused. Last April I watched for good duck weather, and,
as it was near the first of May, dare not wait any longer, so I
loaded my ammunition train and started again for WoodStayed four days result, five ducks; " weather was
ville.
too nice," they said. No wind to drive the ducks off the big
Snipe began to arrive the day I went home. Well,
lake.
my faith in Woodville as a good shooting ground was not entirely gone, and, the weather signs being favorable, I went
there on the 12lh of the present mouth. Everything was
lovely and the ducks flew low, and by Saturday, the 151b, I
had shot thirty-four ducks, mostly red-heads, about forty
snipe and plover and one partridge, and it was not first. -cla'S
duck weather, either. So let our Eldred hunters tuke courage
and try again. My experience is (hit ducks are like the
colored preacher's white brudder, "very onsartain." I have
even if you get no game
this much to say for Woodville
you will have a good time stopping at " Woods'," a good,
home-like place, free from drunkenness and contusion
(usually found at such places ), a good table, kind and obliging people about you. Boats are provided with decays and
fishing taikle, and " George " or " Uncle Steve" to show you
around. It is your own fault if you don't have a good time.
Novice.
a

-

Eldred, N. Y.," reminds

me

stories of

—

;

—

—

Trapping Quail in Virginia. Iu your issue of October
13 " Frank " wants to know where to come to iu Virginia to
In your issue of October 20 " W. 0. W." reget quail.
sponds by saying "It is against law to trap quail in this
State at any time." I am sorry to say that " W. O. W." is
"
mistaken. It iB unlawful to trap wild turkeys at any time
but under the law as it now stands, contained in the acts of
the General Assembly of April 2, 1879. and March 9, 1880,
" partridges or quail " may be captured by means of net* or
traps of any kind between the fifteenth of October and the
except that in the fifty counfirst of Jan u -jy of each year
ties enumerated in the act of March 9, 1830, the open season
extends from the first of November to the first of February
So that "Frank" may get quail anywhere in
of each year.
Virginia from the first of November to the lirst of January.
:

;

M.

Blaok Hawk. Club— Whitewater, Wis.—At

the annual

meeting of the Black Hawk Club, of Lake Koshkonot g,
Wisconsin, October 21, 1»S1, the following officers were
George W. Esterly, President,
elected for the ensuing year
(ieorge W. Peck, Vice President, MilWhitewater, Wis.
waukee, Wis. W. S. Dalliba, Secretary, Chicago, III. J.
A. Partridge, Treasurer, Whitewater, Wis. This association
is now in fine running order, having a club house and other
buildings for the comfort and pleasure of its members, located on Black Hawk Island, where canvas back abound in
large numbers, owing to the fact that wild celery grows all
:

;

;

;

over this lake luxuriantly,
and about nine miles long.

the lake being four miles wide

—

Shinneoock: Bay Good Ground, L. I., October 31.
There are several targe bodies of duck in the Bay, but so far
have not afforded the usual shooting, owing to the unusually
warm weather. Birds feed nights during warm and calm

We

nights.
the weather

look for splendid sho .ting immediately after

comes cooler. The ihree day's law is repealed
and we can now shoot every day. Some geese have come
into the bay, but we do not look for a flight until after
November 8, when we shall have both brant and geese.
We have had bay snipe up to this time fairly plenty, and at
William N. Lane.
times in October very plenty.

How It May Be Done— New Y'ork City, Oct. 11.—
Editor Forest, and Stream : The restaurant at 5 Pine street
selling what are termed "high holders" on the bill of
fare.
If I mistake not, these birds come under the heading
is

J

;
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"woodpeckers," and are protected by the game laws.
Cannot the ball be started rolling in some way against these
>of

restaurants

?

The majority of them in this city arc continuupon the game laws, and openly at that.—

ally infringing

White Stone.

[The New York city society will be glad to have you give
them any information about violation of the game laws.
They employ detectives, and have regular counsel retained
for the prosecution of such cas«s. Communicate with them.

Westminster, Oct. 23.— The greatsquirrel hunt, an annual
event in this town, has come off and gone. The hunters
were thirteen on ft side. Tho collection which they brought
in was a bee one.
The game whs of various descriptions all
counting in the grand total.
II.
B. Howe's side counted
5,ti00, while E. B. Ly tide's side, his opponent, was 4,000.

Upon

the return to the village the losing side paid L.r the
oyster suppar at Puffers' Hotel.
The event was a pleasant

one to

all, squirrels,

perhaps, excepted.

—A

Tjivb GnovsE Wanted.
number of pinnated grouse
,ir>' wanted for shipment to Idaho Territory, where they are
to be turned Out.
Can any of our readers inform us where
fifty or a hundred of the birds cau be obtained nud what
their probable cost, would be ?

New

Jkuskt

Nov.

Game—New

Hampden, Hunterdon

Co., N.

—
—

Quail in abundance at least seventy per cent.,
of the usual quantity. Rabbits scarce. Wild ducks none.
Pheasants and grouse very scarce. G. C. A.
J.,

1.

strong hooks on each line and a spoon which would twirl
Everything was propitious.
With ease.
brisk breeze
the surface into short, broken breakers.
With a
light sea, the fishermen tell us, the best results are obtained
in trolling, and my own experience coincides with their
judgment. The main cause of apprehension and solicitude,
however, was the sudden changes in the direction of the
wind, which not infnquenily takes place, and which, if
sailors ate not particularly vigilant, axe apt to drift thera
from shore and to the not over-merciful and tender guardianship of this capricious lake.
No misfortune of this kind, I
am happy to say, afflicted us, and only an indisposition or
reluctance on the part of the fish to take the deceptive lure
could prevent us from being successful in our efforts. The
day was somewhat cloudy, which was also favorable conditionally, and the air, although neither "eager" nor "nipping," was bracing and sufficiently cool to keep down the
temperature of the blood during the animating exercise of
catching and drawing in the trout.
Our course lay among and around the islets and rocks,
which raised thin cragged heads above the water-line, and
also in the neighborhood of the many reefs and shoals which
abounded.
were not many rods from the east end of
Silver Islet when 1 felt a jerk on my line and, owing to the
indifferent manner in which I held it in my hand, it was
nearly twitched from me.
Uncertain for a moment whether
the mischief had been done by a fish or my hook had struck
a rock I waited an iustant, when all doubt was dispelled by
two short, quick jerks upon tho line. Immediately I arose
from my seat and drew the trout rapidly toward me. As
soon as he realized that he was captured he struggled vigorously for his liberty. At times he would dive fathoms deep
apparently again he would slacken the line and then with
almost lightning rapidity, dart at right angles to the direction
~
in which i was endeavoring to lead him.
Once or twice he
became apparently disheartened and permitted himself to be
drawn along without res s ance, his head visible above the
water, and his large red mouth distended to its utmost capacity, but as I drew him near the boat he determined again
to strike for freedom, and darted and struggled with all the
energy and spirit he possessed. His plucky exertions of
physical strength, however, were futile, and he soon lay secure in the bottom of the boat.
The above experience was repeated time and time again,
and at noon when we entered the cove of the island to lunch,
1 counted as my catch, twenty fine trout.
The others had
had equally as good luck and it would have been amusing for
one to observe how elated we were, and to hear us, as we sat
eating, reciting the many and enlivening incidents of the

A

whipped

We

[NnvKAjpRK

when he works upon " a whale. The
gun, enveloped in its canvas covering on the starboard
having inaugurated a more genteel and sportsmanlike
method of killing whales, is ready to send a whizzing bomb
lance on its aerial flight to a vital spot in ihe -a hale. The
whale lines or tow lines are coiled in their respective tubs,
which arc known as the large and Small tul is, the former
being round and the latter of the impn
vat
the
compass, with which a lost boat rnvy find its bearings, ships
under the- cuddy; the head and stern knives for cutting
afoul line are in their sheaths the drag, or drug, to retard
the motions of a wounded adult whale through the water, or
it may be attached to a baby-whale, in which case the dam,
with maternal instinct for the safety of her young, remaining
by its side, vainly trying to assist in its escape, may be killed;
tLe breaker, holding five gallons of fresh water, and the lantern-keg, slung under the cuddy, containing caudles, matches,
a lantern, hard bread, pipes and tobacco for the crew the
piggin for bailing the boat
the bucket for wetting a hot
line
the hatchet for cutting iron poles from a deceased
whaie, and the waif for locating its whereabouts. The mast,
sails, paddles, oars and steering oar brace occupy their appropriate places, while the rudder is triced up as is customary
when a whale has been struck, to prevent the fouling of the
line.
The loggerhead, around which the line swiftly glides,
the chocks through which the line runs, smoking, out in
in the wake of the running or sounding whale
the clumsy
cleat, against which the harpooner braces himself when
striking a whale, and the lion's tongue, so called by the
Nantucket whalemen, which braces the loggi rhead and stern
sheets, are to be found only in a whalcboat.
the officer of the boat
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recognized breeds.

and

will offer prizes to all

in a large entry

and
meet its

this,

shown by their action will
and ea'isfactory numbers of

trust that the enterpiisc

reward

list,

are pleased to announce

visitors.

The Reason Why.— Arespected correspondent is informed
why we "do not reply to the low slurs on the
Forest Aim Strram made by certain journals" is that we
that the reason

have something belter to do.

We

train to silence the snarling of curs
lis

we

as
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Black Bass, tliaropUn
and Jr. pailHue.
'Mascalonge, Ekox nobi

Yellow Perch, Perca ftuvtatilto.
Striped Bass, Roccns liiwatus.
White Bass, Ruccus cnry&opH.
Ambloplites.
(Two

Pickerel, K»ox rctn-ulai

Rock Bass,

Pike or Mile
Pike-perch
(wall-ej
StizoUXhium
amtri

species).

I

War-mouth,

Ch<eru>bryttut< .jtuomu,.

Crapple, Panuxeyn nigroma'culatuH.
Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis.

ffrietum, etc.

I

BAM
Pea Bass, CentropriMix atrarius.
Striped Bass or Roektlsh, Rocctut

-n:b,

.',

,.:.>

!,im

WATER.
Pollock, Poltaehiu* carbonarius.

Tautog

lineabtv.

or

BlackOsh,

TauKy*

onitin.

White Perch. Morons amaieana.
Bluensh or Taylor, Pamattmus

Weakflsh or Squetague, Cy-nosci/on
recjalis,

Channel Bass, Spot

aaltatrix.

Scup or

cannot stop our express
to bark at

which run out

pass.

Porgie. Stsnotonius arav-

or Bearish,

Sciwnojis ocellatus.

rope.

There

are,

however,

hook, c

many

of us

v.

many grades or hah ere who, irom using the
iftion of the term " angler," whom
care to fish within sight or hearing distance of,
ow who has a

notably the
shoots at eve

pistol, or gun, with which he
passes bis boat, or each squirrel that ckatnoxlously profane fellow whose Impatience at
a tangle In his line, o a snag that Ids hook has fouled, of the nnisqultocs, or In fact any of tie minor anaoyances of Ashing, rinds vent
in a continued string of blaspheming which dial urbs the current ot
your thoughts, and the enjoyment of silence. Almost anything is
preferable to a noisy, nrbaoptDg man lu the woods to one who enjoys
the ripple ot the stream, the sighing ol the winds through tic ire ?nips, and the voices of nature, both animate and Inanimate. -Freu

lat

him

Jens at

I

IMATBEIt.

:

morning.
In rowing among the islets and over the reefs, we could
not but mark the extreme transparency of the water, whereever the waves were not rippled by the breezy objects at a
great depth were plainly visible.
A bright tin-cup which
was inadvertently dropped, could be seen as much, we
judged, as twelve fathoms from the surface. When the lake
is at a dead calm, which souk times occurs, a boat appears
suspended almost in mid-air. -Not anly is it very clear, but

owing

tO its frigoritic coldness

and

purity,

We

A catch,

therefore, of 1,500 pounds of Salmo a-met/tystus, by
a party of four in the space of four hours cannot be conThese fish, when properly
sidered altogether luckless.
dressed and cooked, make delicious eating, and the residents
along the shore often salt a barrel of the same for
during
Boiled salt lake trout is not by
the long and dreary winter.
any means unpalatable as mauy a Lake Superiorite can

me

Balsam.

Pontim,

OFwhich many
one

the
kinds of field, forest and water sports in
can participate in the Lake Superior Region,
arc none which afford more enjoyment and interest
titan trolling for lake trout in the waters of the "big lake."
During the months of September and October this fish comes

immense schools to ihe islands and rocks adjacent to
the main laud.
Here they remain several weeks, at least
while the equinoctial lasts :"aud here they may be caught in
large numbers,
Wnile they are not generally captured with
trolls by fishermen for exportation and trade, as nets are
a saving of time and labor and are used principally for that
purpose, still many resort, to the line anil spoon for sport and
secure enough for family use during the approaching months
in in

of winter.
The writer had the pleasure not long since of accompanying a party of old sportsmen to the islands oil Grand Marais and
Agate Harbor, six miles in distance from Ihe village of Eagle
Harbor. Leaving the last-named place at. a seasonable hour
in the morning we were in due time at Silver Islet, and putting on shore everything we had brought with us in the shape
of eatables and drinkables, pushed off, and, with appropriate ceremonies, inaugurated the business of the day.
The
Silver Islet above named must not be mistaken for Silver
Islet on the north shore of Lake Superior, which contains the
famed silver mine, as the former lies near the south shore of
the lake off Keweenaw peninsula.
The nomenclature of the
early navigators and explorers of this lake and country was
evidently very limited, as the same name is of ten given to
several different objects.
There is quite a number of Silver
Islets,

Carp

Grand Maurais, Montreal

rivers,

carefully

its

rivers, Agate harbors and
and unless one has lived in this region or studied
geography, he is apt to be confused in ascertain-

ing the exact locality of a place or thing.

We were

provided with two boats, in each of which were
two of our party and a man who rowed. Our lines were
run out to the length of seven ty-five or cighly feet, with two

affords the

of the shore

testify.

TROLLING ON LAKE SUPERIOR.

it

drinking water in the world. Away from the influence
and about ten ur twelve feet from the surface,
the temperature is only seven or eight degrees above the
freezing point in the month of August. The~great length of
the winters and the formation of immense fields of ice refrigerate to such a degree this body of water that the short
season of warm weather in summer is iusuflricient to raise
Ihe temperature enough to admit of comfortable bathing.
fished an hour or two in the afternoon and then rowed
lo Eagle Harbor.
On our way we veered from our course
slightly to pass under " the arch." This rock is isolated a
half mile or so from any other object, and is something of a
natural curiosity. It is ten feet or more in height with a
passage-way of five or six feet so that a row-boat can easily
go through it. It is quite a resort for gulls and as we approached they appeared to resent our encroachment upon
their reservations by vigorously flapping their wings and
screaming hideously.
Although we had taken during the day, with trolls only,
about one hundred and fifty trout, some of them would
weigh as much as twenty pounds, while none would go less'
than four pounds. They averaged about ten pounds each.
finest

MicJi.

A MODEL WHALE-BOAT.

ONE

if the most interesting and valuable exhibits recently
added to the fisheries collection of the National Museum
is a full-sized American whale boat, complete in all its details, embracing all the numerous articles of outfit which are
known to the whalemen as boat gear and all the instruments
of captuie and death, commonly known as craft, as well as a
bomb gun, from which he explosive lance is discharged.
This boat, with its entire outfit, is the gift of Messrs. .T. H.
Sons, of New Bedford, Mass. The boat, as it now
B irtlett
lies in the museum, building, is fully equipped and ready to
" go on to a whale."
whaleman that could not kill a fish
with such an outfit had better join the "deck wollopers."
The boat is of that style technically known as a twcnly-eigtd
foot boat, and from "the markings, "L. B.," on the irons
and other articles of boat-gear, it has evidently seen active
service as a larboard boat ou a whaling vessel, while the instruments themselves show every indication of having been
used in lulling whali s. This boat, as is usual in this type,
is sharp at both ends, the most remarkable feature being the
acuteness of the angle of the stern, which is narrower than
ihe head, in order that the boat may be " sterned" when the
Whale has been struck, to avoid the bishiog of the ponderous
(hikes of the infuriated or frightened animal.
The most
prominent instruments are the harp ions or irous. which arc
employed solely to fasten the "mat to the whale when the
hind lances are to be used. The first and second irons are
"atrapp 0" and in their proper positions in the boat-crotch.
Notwithstanding the poi t has sung,
I

&

A

i

Like the hgliUilhe-llaine
i.
'-II [ a fiponf 'i
iteel
'i.

these instruments are not made of steel, but of the toughest
and most pliahle of soft iron, and can be bent into the most
fantastic shapes but, seldom broken.
The hand lances are to
be found resting in the glance hooks, ready to be rasped by

'

bomb

side,

'
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A CRUISE ON INDIAN

;

The Lowell Bench Show.— As will be seen by a letter,
published elsewhere, the managers of the Lowell bench show

%, 1881.
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Editor "Forest and Stream :
You printed iast week my letter giving glimpses at, the
fishing and shooting in Minnesota. *
Below is a diary,
received by me since from a nephew, who describes his recent trip down Indian River from Theresa, Jefferson County,
N. Y., in a boat which he made himself. The account interests me very much, as showing that our youngsters, with
sporting inclinations, need not go out of Ihe State to find delightful routes for pleasant excursions, win re plenty of game
is to be had for the seeking.
Indian River rises in the northernmost corner of Lewis County, and flows northeast into
Black Lake, which outlets at Ogdensburg into the Oswegatchie River, an affluent of the St. Lawrence. It has a fall
of about seventy-five feet at Theresa, arid a sluggish current
thence eighteen miles to Ropie Rapids. It was in this stretch
I made my debut years ago in quest of h'mi.r. nobilior, fitly
named, for a nobler fish th in the roaskanongc, in both garre
and table qualities, is not to be found in our inland waters.
The first one that struck the rude spoon (of my own making)
at the end of my 100 foot stern trolling line, elicited the
"Hold on, Beu, I'm hitched I" which my comrade, Dr.
James Davison, pelted me with for many a" year afterward.

my surpri-e to see ihe cq 'ive, when hallway to the
boat, pop straight out of the water about two-thirds his
length, stand on his tail and shake his head with great violence to get rid of the hook.
This is a fart, ;J' hough, for a
fish story, not up to the mark of Mr. Beman's statement in
your columns that " it is not unusual for this monarch of the
streams, when trying to free him
;•:.
to leap ten
Fi
or fifteen feet above the water and shake his head like a mad
bull."
The boys may be proud of their catch of seven maskaImagine

nonge.
11IARY OP

A. H. Thompson.
A TRIP DOWS INDIAN 1UVKR AND THROUGH BLAOK

LAKE.
W. A. Fisher and myse'f started for a trip down Indian
River Friday, September 9. We left Theresa at 7 a. m.,
with a slight breeze, enabling us to sail down to False Outlet.
Thence we rode to Ropie Rapids, reaching them at .2:30 v
Had some trouble iu running the rapids on account of
m.
low water, but passed over all right and made ready for our
first carry
no trouble but a little head work. At, live made
our last carry at Ropie, and went on into Black Lake at 6:30.
Until we are done with boats and boating we shall never
forget the sport we had lhat day.
We made Tea Island our
Camping ground, and soon had a tent pitched, a good fire
burning and supper cooking. You can imagine our appetites and enjoyment of a night's rest on the houghs after such
a day's work.
We took three maskcmotigi. and one bass on
our way down.
Saturday, 10ZA. Went out to hunt ruffed grouse after breakfast.
A stray hungry dog came to us, and provcil a good
help in hunting. Got back to camp at three r. m. with three
grouse, and had a royal supper of fish and fowl.
While we
sat in the open air afler the meal a flock of ducks settled
down in a bay across from our camp. We took after them
and got two.
Monday, 12i/<. Had an early breakfast, broke camp and
started for the foot of the lake with a slight wind.
Passed
Edwardsville, a small place with two hotels and one store,
at noon, aud reached our destination, twenty-eight miles
from Tea Island, at 4:30, killing three boss and three woodducks on the way. Pitched tent, and got supper before

—

—

—

dark.

Tuesday, VAth..— Started at 9 for Hcnvclron, on the Oswegatch'e Rivir, five miles from camp, where we got a supply
rowed back iu an hour and a half, taking
of provisions.
in out of the wet one pike.
Wfdnesdiy, lith.
Went out. hunting, and although it was
a very hot day and the ground new to both we returned to
camp at 5:30 p. m. with thirteen gray squirrels and one
grouse.
Thursday, lof/i.
Hunted most <>f the day, bringing in at
6 p. m. only fou grouse.
F'riday, 1GZA.
Went to Ogdensburg, seven miles from
camp, on the St. Lawrence River. It is forty miles below
Alexandria Bay, which is only twelve miles from Theresa,
rowed to Eel Weir Rapids, aud
our point of departure.
walked the rest of the way. We could easily have carried
around the rapids, rowed to Ogdensburg, sailed up the St.
Lawrence to the bay and had OU1 boat Wheeled to Til
But We preferred to return through the lakes and rivers.
Saturday, \lt/i.— Made a trip to Ilenveltoii, catching two
pike and three pickerel.
Monday, Vith.—Broke camp and started tip the lake with
a slrong north wind which fell at noon, and we rested until
4 p. tt,, when a south wind sprung up enabling us to tack
up to Tea Island
Tuesday, 20th.— Started out early for a call on another
camping parly, and on our return found twomen from Ther, sa
waiting for us as the dog would not let them laud on the

We

—

—
—

We

:

is!

and

— good dog that.

.-.

November

3,
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and bagged three

— Devoted the day to fishing and hunting,

bass, six pickerel, five squirrels

and three

grouse.

A

Thursday, 22d.—
severe thunder storm and high wind
kept us in camp at] duy. The rain was needed as fires were
ragiug all around us.
Fri'i/iy, 83(i.
Made au excursion to Pleasant Lake, three
miles from Black Lake, into which its outlet Mows.
Shot
It raiued in the afternoon.
six ducks and two squirrels.
Saturday, 24///,. Still raining, but we packed, and started
up Indian River, reaching Masealonge Lake before night,
and camped there bagging on the way four squirrels, eight
ducks, ten pickerel and four maskanonge.
Sunday, 25th -Rowed up the river to Red Lake, where

—

—
;

we

staid all night.

Monday, 20///.— Made an eaily start for home, break fafitcd
Stony Point, and reached Theresa at 11:30 a. m., killing
a couple of squirrels on the way. The whole trip of eighteen
days cost us ft'3.75 each. Our score was seven maskanonge,
nineteen pickerel, three pike, seven bass, eleven ruffed
grouse, nineteen ducks and twenty-six squirrels— ninetv-t wo
head in all.
.
C. A. Wali;a"dt.
at

Tmm,

>'.,

A'.

Oct.

22, 1881.

ROWING IN A
AN

WE

CIRCLE.

the day.

all,

I'll tell it

to you."

of course, assented.

"It was in October, about the middle of the month, and a

day for bass. I started up the creek in my big boat,
with Jack Thaw and Charlie Titus, Ned and Herb Titus having gone on ahead in the little skiff.
Well, we fished awhile
about the old wharf just up above Easttown, and not far from
the Buck pond, where I've taken many a fine pike and yellow perch, as late as the last week in November. We did
pretty well at the Wharf, Charlie Titus hooking a couple of
black bass of fair size, and the rest of us a sprinkling of yellow
It was getting toward noon, however, and the tide
perch.
was running out like a mill race, and coming pretty well on
toward the flood. Jack Thaw proposed that we should go up
above the old canal boat that drified against the bank" last
spring, you recollect, and take some lunch before we, started to
fish on the turn of the tide.
Of course, none of us were very
first-rate

loath to do that, for we knew that Jack had with him some
bottles of punch mixture, brewed by himself, and that it was
sure to be be forthcoming as soon as lunch was spread.
ptdled on up-stream pretty lively and made for an old pierhead just above the stranded boat, which was nice and
grassy on top, with a half-d'zcn maples growing about thirty
feet back from the water, just as shady and cosey a place for
dinner as you'll find anywhere.
"We'd hardly got to the shore before we were hailed by a
boat coming from the opposite direction, containing one man
whom we did not recognize at first, as his back was toward
us, and he was bending down, pulling in our direction with
all his might and main.
As he neared us, we saw that it was
Rod Lamont. He pulled alongside and got out and joined
us.
1 thought he looked a little flushed when he landed, and
he began to talk pretty freely, but I attributed this at the
moment to the fact that we had not met for some time, as
he'd passed several months in Europe since we'd last fished
together.
"
had a capital spread. I opened some bottles of that
Egg Harbor claret, the Martha and the other kind, and Jack
Thaw mixed a puuch that beat anything of the kind I ever
saw him get up. Besides this, we had lots of bread and butter, boxes of sardines, shrimps and 1 don't know wdiat all.
Rod took several glasses of wine and closed in pretty lively
on the punch, so that, by the time we'd got through and were
ready to resume fishing, he didn't seem to care whether he
1 laughed agood deal to see how he picked up
fished or not.
the punch bowl and carried it over to his boat, putting it
down on the bottom right in front of where he sat to row.
Of course by that time the punch wasn't nearly so strong as
it bad been, because the ice in it had melted considerably and
toned it down but still there was plenty of strength left in
it and a good deal more material than I'd like to absorb, even
if I hadn't taken anything beforehand.
"Well, we started off, Hod in his boat and the rest of us as
we had been in the morning. Pretty soon we found a place
to pull in a little from tie; current, and threw in our lines
where the water backed in from the creek and out of the
reach of the strong tide. Our boat fished on in this way for
about an hour, moving from side to side of the creek as the
fish got to biting slow, and we supposed that Rod had pulled
alongside the other boat and that they all were fishing
together.
But as we rounded a point we saw Herb and
Ned Titus in their skiff and Rod about a hundred yards
He wasn't fishing, that was certain, for we
off by himself.
could see him rowing to and fro along a distance of about
fifteen feet, apparently trying to get into an old narrow channel that connected tins part of the creek with that further
toward the mouth and made a short cut down stream. If
you noticed this morning, when yen get about a mile or so
above here the main stream makes a wide circuit of at least
a mile and corn's round to withiu less than five hundred feet
Just across this strip runs
pf where the bend commences.
the channel that 1 spoke of, and it's generally pretty full of
As 1 say, we were wonwater, especially on a rising tide.
dering what Rod was doing, rowing up and down, now pushing his boat into tin- ohmuel and then backing out again.
Every now and then, however, I noticed that he'd stop rowing, and we could see his hand go up to his mouth, so that
we were pretty well satisfied tlwt he was getting outside of
the balance of the punch.
We were interested in fishing,
and didn't pay particular attention to bis antics, until ftually
we saw him rowing right through the channel, and supposed
that lic'il concluded to go on to the boathouse and wait for
Where wc were we could only see for about half
us there.
the distance through, as after that his boat was hiddtnby
the reeds.
"We fished on for about hall' au hour after he left, and then
put Up tackle and started for home, Neil and Herb going
ahead and we following slowly after. We rowed through
the channel against a strong tide, and came into the main
tpiled on pretty
Stream without seeing anything of Rod.

We

We
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We

swift and the boats not

light.

"We were a little surprised not to have overtaken Hod on
the way down, and this was somewhat increased when we
passed the place where he'd hired his boat to find no indication that he had been there since morning.
then, of
course, took it for granted that he'd gone on t0 the boal
house, and pushed ahead.
When we fjut there Dickson told
us that he'd seen nothing of either Hod or the boal, and added
that very likely Rod was off his balance, as he had taken a
pretty stiff glass of grog at the boathouse before starting to
join us up-stream
Here was a quandary, and for some time
we couldn't make up our minds what course to pursue. Inquiry at the tavern across the creek satisfied us that Rod
must be still somewhere up-stream, and the only theory to
account for his non-appearance was suggested by Charlie
Titus, who expressed the belief that he had pulled through
the channel, and when he got beyond it and into the main
stream, that he'd forgotten to keep on against the tide, and
had allowed his boat to drift with the current, which was
then, of course, running in exact l3r the opposite direction
from where he wanted to go. As it was about a mile around
the bend to the point where he had first entered the channel,
he must have got clear round and pretty close, behind us,
though out of sight, just as we rowed into the channel on
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Rod's body lying on the bottom of the creek, and kept fancy-

"I never taste this punch," said Ford, "without being reminded of a curious experience which happened to a friend
of mine on this very stream, not many months since.
If
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way home.
"By this time it was pretty dark and showed signs of
storm. Jack Thaw began to get uneasy, and had visions

had gartered around the stove in the old boat house
after a few hours of fishing, and under the influence
of a well-brewed rum punch, were discussing the events of

you'd like to hear the story,

very

was unusually

our

TUB BIO TIMBER.

Ki'IBODK OF

slowly, as the current

all the time that he saw his boat floating upside down
and coming toward us on the falling tide. We talked the
thing over for about au hour, I suppose, and finally Jack and
I got out my big boat, and, fastening a lautern on the bow,
we gave Dickson the oars and all three of us started upstream. The way Jack Thaw peered around in the dim
light, looking as if he expected any minute to see Rod's face
staring up at him from the water, made me feel pretty uncomfortable, I can tell you; and whenever a bass would
jump out of the water he'd give a start that would almost
upset us.
"It must have been about eight o'clock by the time we got
to where the short cut entered the creek, where, if Charlie
Titus was right, Rod must have made hi3 first mistake and
turned the wrong way. We'd looked under every projecting
mass of roots, and poked the oars through every bunch of
reeds and alders along both banks, and had seen no indicaWe were getting pretty tired,
tions of Rod ot the boat.
and the wind about this time commenced to blow, while
dark clouds went scudding overhead, and the waters hissed
and splashed noisily against Hie boal.
"Suddenly Jcak ThawT called to Dickson to stop rowing, that
he thought he heard a voice. I'm a little dull of hearing,
and whatever sound of the kind there was didn't reach me.

ing

But Jack

we'd better pull

insisted that

in-shore, for there

was

evidently some one there needing assistance. Before doing
Who are you, and what's the
however, he sung out,
faint voice, which none of us recognized, came
matter?'
back, 'I'm a stranger and in trouble.' This decided us, and
we made for the bank, which here rose some six feet above
the water, and a corresponding height above the adjacent
land.
It was, in reality, a Bort, of levee to protect the fields
from the tide. As our boat grated against the shore, Dickson took the lantern, jumped out and clambered up the bank.
We could see bim poking the lantern about in front of him,
and presently he put it on the ground and, holding bis .sides
with both hands, his body shook ami quivered as if lie was
in a spasm.
" What's the matter, Dick,' I Bhonted,
Why don't you
go down into the meadow and see what the poor devil wants ?'
" Oh Lord, oh Lord !' he hallooed back
it's Rod.
Come here and look at him.'
" Rod !' I said, ' it can't be why, where's his boat?'
" I don't know,' he answered, but he's here, that's cerAud with that he picktd up the lantern and slid
tain;'
down the bank on the opposite side.
"For a few moments we could hear the murmur of voices,
mingled with laughter from Dickson, which he seemed enthen a struggle and the splashing
deavoring to repress
sound of mud aud water, and finally" two figures emerged
from the meadow and appeared on top of the bank. "By
the light of the lautern we of course at once custinguished
Dickson, but without the hitter's previous announcement we
would never have recognized in the torn and mud-covered
object at his side the county and elegant Lamont.
His face
and hair were begrimed with ditch waler and slime, his coat
huug about him in tatters, and long strips of dirty cloth were
all that remained of a pair of Poole's pantaloons.
Descending toward the boat, with the aid of Dickson's arm, he fell
rather than sat down upon the stem seat, and for some time
obstinate
silence,
refusing
maintained an
to tell where he
had been, or how he had reached the place we had found
him. Finally, as we were about returning, he said that we
we
had got his boat, that he was
had better not leave until
responsible for it, but he guessed, though, it was a good ways
off.
I asked him whether he'd tied it up anywhere, and he
said that he'd hitched the rope around one of the ribs of the
old canal boat, near where we'd lunched in the morning, and
he supposed it must be there yet. I then asked him how far
He said he guessed about six
off he thought the place was.
miles, because he'd been asleep in the boat, and when he
waked up it was after midnight, and he'd been walking
Of course we
across the fields for two or three hours since.
knew that it was only about eight o'clock then, but we said
nothing, and pulled for the boat.
" As I mentioned, the old hulk was only a short row from
where we were, and we reached tee phee in a little
Hod was greatly astonished that we
over ten minutes.
got there so soon, and insisted that, it was the wrong place,
and that we'd mistaken the boat. Jack Thaw, however,
speedily convinced him to the contrary by reaching for and
bringing out the punch bowl, which he held up before Rod,
'Why, it's perfectly dry!' To
significantly remarking:
this, however, Rod made no response, and we thereupon
fastened his boal to the stern of mine and started to row back
to the boat-house, heading, as wc did so, up stream, when he
Don't go that way
excitedly exclaimed:
Don't go that
I've been that way four limes already and never got
way
any farther than this. There's a kind o* "a whirlpool up
'
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there,

round

aud if you once get into it, you keep going round and
Jack explained that, we didn't intend going ifl the
he had indicated, but were merely heading up

I'

direction

stream
to

row

to get the boats clear of the shore before stalling to
down. This, seemed to pacify him, and we continued

our way quietly, the light from the lautern in the bow shining brightly over the water.
"We bad reached the place where the narrow channel 1 have

spoken of met the main stream, and were just crossing the
point of intersection when Rod called to Dickson, who Lad
the oars, to stop.
'Now, look here, boys,' he said, 'this is
a little too thin.
You can't play this on me any longer. I
came out of this channel into the creek by your instructions
four times, and struck it foul every time. Don't you see that
you've got to go through it from "this side or we'll never get
out? You gave me the wrong direction this afternoon and
kept mc fooling round here for the last six or seven hours.
Now I want to go home, and the way to go is right through
that cut—just the opposite way from what you made mo
take before.'
" We tried to make him see that such a course as he indicated would be merely reversing the circle that he had been
row! ng iu all the evening, and would bring us out always at the
same place from which we had started. He couldn't or
wouldn't see it, and began to get a little ugly. Fortunately
Dickson had bis pocket flask with him, and he passed it
across to Rod, with the remark that if he took a look through
that telescope he'd maybe see things in a different light.
As
you may imagine, this" had the desired effect, and hardly a
minute had elapsed before Rod was sound asleep in the bottom of the boat.
pulled back as fast as possible, and
reached Eastownin time to lake the 10:30 train.
roused
Hod at the boat-house, put some clothe? on him and got him
into the cars, where his somnolence continued until we

We

Wc

reached home.

Ever since that night, however, he has insisted that the only way we ever got back was by following
his advice at the channel, and persists in asserting that if
we'd gone on as we were when he stopped us, we'd bo
rowing the circle yet."
"Ford," said Vermillion, as the former ceased, "do you
say that story is true ?"
" I do, and can prove the same by the testimony of living
And what's more, the thing got out around Easttown and the neighborhood, so that Lamont never comes
down here but what half a dozen fellows hail him with a
"Hello, Rod, how about that circular row on the Big
Timber?"
.—*«»_
witnesses.

BASS IN THE POTOMAC RAPIDS.
Washington, D. C, Oct.

24.

Editor Forest and Stream :
Two friends and myself took a day among the bass in the
Tapids above Chain Bridge, on the Potomac, tl is week.' The
day was not good, beine cool and variable, with gusty winds
from the northwest.
found the water warm and"the fish
in the rapids and shoals.
They took the minnow well but
would not rise to the fly, and I have never been able to get
them to do so so late in the season. I used an eight-foot rod
made of red cedar and iron wood, cedar butt and middle
joint and tip of iron wood. Ihave used this rod for about six
years.
I made it myself, and this season cut down the middle piece and tip to the size of a very fine trout fly rod, j nd
it casls a fly remarkably well.
I used a patent enameled oil
silk tapered line, a single gut leader aui
Sproat
hook, casting the miBiiow just as if it were a fly: no float
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and no sinker.
Every man to his liking. I prefer this rig to all others,
and also this method of casting the minnow to all others.
I land the largest bass with great facility, and I find that
they take the minnow or crayfish as though tendered to them,
it seems to me, better than any other" way.
My tig is as
light and as easily handled as a huggy whip, aiid answers
perfectly well for bait or fly.
I have' often cast minnows
there for bass, and caught and landed heavy fish with a very
delicate ash and lancewood trout fly-rod.
1 have no doubt,
however, of the superiority (J f j ron ood to all other wood
in strength and durability, and capacity to spring back to its
place after playing a heavy fish.
This opinion is backed by
very large experience of rods and fish and fishing. I lauded
two small striped bass ; the other gentlemen did not get any
of them. Our party obtained a handsome siring of beautiful
fish, and returned to the duties of line wiser, happier, and
better men than if wc had refrained ourselves from that most
enjoyable and enjoyed day on the rapids.
had our guns
along, and one of the gentlemen stopped a mallard from a

W
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passing bunch, which put itself on shore and crept among
the rocks to be seen, of course, no move.
Before I stop let mc say what 1 know aboul putting a crayfish on a hook.
I pass the hook through the posterior
thoracic ring on the back bringing out the point on the
underside. I find a recently shed "crawfish the most killing
bait 1 have ever tried for bass when in rocky rapids, especially for large fish. If the crawfish has had his new ernsli on
long enough to become once more dark and leathery in ap-

pearance

The

by no means

it is

best

minnow by

so taking.

long odds

is

a small catfish, which

will live often a half a day on a hook.
The fish do not mind
the squirms of the bait the leasl in the world. From June to
December there is excellent fly-fishing i: the Potomac

rapids from Chain Bridge up to Great Fal
Hut few
striped bass are now caught above Little Fall
We found
the bass very gamey, and my two stripe
vonderfully so
M. G. E.
for their weight.

THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERY/ TROUBLES.

WHEN

the Toronto Globe, in its spite, spoke of the "notorious Batson,"it undoubtedly meant Mr. Kitz J.
Babson, Collector of the Port of Gloucester, Mass., and supposed that its article would effectually squelch that gentleman, both by the epithet and the misspelling of his name.
On the contrary, Mr. Babson still flourishes, and is collecting the figures which will prevent anothe) such treaty as
that of Washington being agreed to by the United States.
The facts are these The British Provinces feel sore because, for five and a half million dollars paid by the Cnited
States, they had to allow the American fishermen to fish in
their waters,
The Americans are dissatisfied because their
government has paid for privileges which they do not get,
aud which are worth nothing to them if they could get fh
The result of the Halifax conference was "thai, for
>'5,o()0,00t), the American fishermen were to have the privilege of fishing in the waters of British North America tor
twelve years, and that the Canadians should have the right
to send fish to the United Stales free of duty, either go*!
menl having he privilege of terminating the agreement by
When the fishermen from the
giving two years' notice.
•''Stales'' went into the bays for bait they were met by local
laws and armed resistance, and the " three mile limit" was
defined by lines running from headland lo headland, instead
of following the coast line.
Both parties to the agreement are dissatisfied, and no
:
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The Americans had no

doubt the treaty will be annulled.

to show what the value of their markets were to
the fishermen of the Proviices; but now, thanks to the labors
of Professors Baird and Goode, they can show how many
fish ate yearly consumed, where they come from, and what
'1 ho
their values are.
Toronto Globe may scold and call
names, but it will require more than these to convince the
people of the United States they were not cgregiously taken
in by the Halifax award, their flshermem having to fight to
obtain that which has been paid for.
What the Globe denounces as "taking advantage of a technicality," in the proportion to abrogate the treaty after two
years notice, is simply the plain followiiig of the terms of
It was provided that the treaty should lust
the agreement.
ten full years, and then afterward two years notice might be
given by either of the contracting pirties, and at the expiration of that time it should no longer exist, thus making it
actually last for twelve years.
The term was to be dated
from the time when the necessary legislation had been enacted by the Parliaments of Great Britain and the Dominions
of Canada, the Legislature of Prince Edwards Island and the
Congress of the United States. Although the treaty of
Washington was ratified in June, 1871, the different governments did not enact the "necessary legislation" until some
time after, the United States being last, the Act of Congress
not being approved until March 1, 1873, the proclamation of
thePiesident being dated July 1, 1873. Therefore, the only
Taiional construction to put upon this question is that the
"full ten years" are to date frum the President's proclamation, which gave effect to the treaty, and this will be on July
this can be construed into "taking advantage
1, 1888.
of a technicality" is not very plain, but the Globe so denounces it. Its claim that the Canadian Government allowed the American fishermen to enjoy the privileges of the
treaty after June 17, 1871, or as soon as it was ratified, seems
hardly possible, for they have not allowed them all the privileges to his day, and as the Canadian proclamation was not
made until June 7. 1873, it is liable to the suspicion that they
never were in a hurry to confer these favors which have been
so grudgingly bestowed since.
There is"no use in quarreling over the subject, Both sides
are dissatisfied with the treaty and the only sensible thing to
do is to live peaceably under it until the time comes when it
can be legally terminated, and then to make a new one.
But the Globe can rest assured that when the new one is made
it will be very different from the treaty of Washington, and
contain other provisions than those which ruled at the Halifax arbitration, where the benefits were all on one side.
hope that the Globe will cool off in the meantime, and stop
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calling names.

THAT MACKEREL BOUT.
M.

.1.

8.

EXPLAINS.

Camokn,;N. J., Oct. 25.
delight J. S. M.'s account of bluefishing at Cape May with Capt. Foster, alueit he is conspicuously inexact wi.en he says that I "snored so loud he
thought we were near the automatic buoy '." The fact is, it
was Douglas who caused the right to reverberate with the
ore rotunclo sound of the snoring nostrils.
Had these callow
youths, these youthful apostles of Coke upon Littleton, attempted, as alleged, to grease tbe Colonel's nose with lardJ. 8. M. and the Douglas
oil or any other kind of Oil, they
"tender and true"— would have found themselves overboard—for it was a calm, still night and tasting more water
than they had either indulged in during the summer festivi-

I

with

much

—

—

ties at

Cape May.

But, badinage aside, J. 8. M. dots not exaggerate the
glories of bluefishing. Twenty miles from land,'a stiff breeze,
and pulling in the fish as fast, as one's poor lacerated fingere

can hnul them in, is sport which the Norse Kings might have
drank in joyfully in Northern seas. I liave caught the
bounding salmon in the Bay oF Chaleur, but it does not beat
pulling in a game fish like a red drum weighing forty pounds.
But of this I will tell you next week. TUc richness of Cape
May as a fishing ground is only beginning to be appreciated.
J.

M

a.

P. 8.— That Druglas did bribe the lightship officer with a
pocketful of cigars to hook and haul in his mackerel is one
of the truths of history.

Cokreotioss— Columbus, O., Oct. 29, 1881.— Editor Forest
and Stream: In my letter in this week's Pokbst ajtd
Stream you make me say, " Rip ran out of the water," etc.
It

should have been " Rip, rare, out of the water,"

my letter of

the 13th, eighth

line

etc.

In

from commencement, the

word " to " is left out between "and all." In the middle of
the article the word " Lounir" should be " Lonnis. Further
down, the word " its " is left out between " that length "
" The only drawback is that its length is only," etc.; and
about three-fourths of the way through, "He we find,"
should have been " Here we find." These errors may
etc
be excusable, but they do seem to me to be a little thick.
For Heaven's sake fix the thing so that if " Rip ran out of
the water," he may have a chance to " Rip, rare," back
Fhank N. Bkebk,
again.
,

A

— We

have spen a new reel for bass fishing,
Nbw Rebl.
called the "O'Haver and OBannon reel." It multiplies ten
times, and is claimed to be as smoo'h in its running as any
made. It has a click and a break, both of which can be
thrown in and out of gear by small levers. It is made by
Waren O'Haver, Indianapolis, Ind but has not yet been put
on the market.
,

Rare Fisiibs.— Last week Mr. Blackford bad upon hi3
stand in Fulton Market a " moonfish," Purfphippux faber,
which was caustht in New York harbor near Governor's Island
This
in a seine which was hauled for bass aud other fish.
This week he
fish is seldom found in New York wa'ers.
had a Conned icut river shad which was taken at Sdybrook,
Conn., on Oct. 25, a rare fish at this time of year.
Mobile,
Editor Forest and Stream
When von good-naturedly censure Mr.

Ala., Sept. 29, 1881.

:

W. W. Wood

for hie ful-

some flights of "Forester" fancies, you are evidently unaware
I
that this gush may he a matter of business to that gentleman.
is interested in pushing the sale of "Forif bo, he is perfectly justified in trumpeting
He is doubtless making a handsome
hia devotion to that writer.
That Herbert's fame
But, alas poor Yoriek.
thing out of it.
his
should he thus employed to fill the purBe of a speculator
works is indeed a sad commentary on the mercenary spirit of the
age. Let me, at least, utter my protest against it.
30-xbabb' Aumiakr ov "Fokkbtbb."

understand that he
mer's" books, and
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[Continued from page 150.]

EPOCHS IN

TIIE

3, 1881.

Mr. Armistead lost most of his llsh tho second day out, as will be
8e-n by the fo lowing table, and thinks that they were injured by
the jar of tbe railway between the Aquarium at Southpuit, where
they had been confined lor some time iu order to accustom them
His record is
to coutinement, and Liverpool.
Oct. 14, isHl.— Teinper.i i.ure of water af. souiJiport Aquarium *8#

^ffisl{cttUttre.

statistics
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ilea,

fiibreniioir.

gravity,

sip^citl'

f.

aVfr.

Shipped seventy soles unu thirty-five turbot.
Temp. Water In Tanks.

By Pkok. G. Bnows Goode.

|

OVI. 1878— Captures of Planted Sttful. in California Rivers.—
In the year 1878 over a thousand shad were caught in the Sacramento River, CaL, being fish planted in 1871 by Seth Green for
the California Fish Commission, or of others seut in subsequent
years by tho TJ. 8. Fish Commission. [Report D. S. F. 0., VI. p.
,

CVli. 1878— Capture of Planted Shad in the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers anrl. the Rivers of Alabama.—In the spring of 1878
several hundred shad, doubtless from those planted Iu 1»72, were
taken iu Ohio River at Lowville. These were derived from a deposit of i0,000 made bv Seth Green in the Allegheny River, aud
bv Wm. (lift at Salamanca, N. Y., in 1872, in behalf of and at the
expense of the U. S Fish Com. Others taken at Madison, Ind.
Mt. Oarim-l. HI.; Htoubenville, Ohio Nashville, Teuu. Shad were
taken also in tho Coosa River, Ala. [Report TJ. g. F. 0,, VI., p.

Momlug. Atternoon.

1881.

BEO.
OCt.
OCt,
OCt.
Oct.
oer.
out.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

oca
Oct

10

n4i<j-

IT

56
61
t>6#
SO

IB
19.
.

21
22
2.1

24

w
26

.

|

|

MX
5SX
B74jj

•;«

^specific ynivity.
Morale:

M6
OS
5.25
6.25
5.25
6.25
0.55
5.25
5.26

,

59
55
51
sit

56

Died.

5.2S
6.25
6.25
5.25
5.26
B.*5
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25

5 SS

;

70
35
Total
On October 24 and 26 the tanks were not filled, owing to he high
temperature or the sea, 1l ranging trom 61 dig. to t;s deg.
It will be seen from this that the tin hot stood the journey better than the soles. Mr. Mather's experience in January, 1878, was
different.
This Is the fourth attempt to ''ring soles to America,
Mr. Mather's venture in 1879 be ng a complete failure hom Ihe
h/ng journey from Sotnhport via Liverpool and Loudon lo Southampton by rail proving fatal to all these bob, which, being flat, cling
[Rep. TJ. S. F. C,
to the bottom and are bruised by every jar.
In April, 1880, Capt. Johu H. Mortimer, of the
1878, p. xiiv.]
ship Hamilton Fish, brought ove soles, out of nine seut by Mr. f.
these Mr. Black,1. Moore, of the Derby Jluseum, Liverpool, and
ford deposited just outside Bandy Hook. See Foiiebt and SrnnAar
Sept. 9, 1880. Vol, XV,, p. 107.
Mr Annistead had his flsh in two oval wooden tankR five feet
x inches long, four feet Aide, aud two and one-half fuet deep.
These tanks were subdivided by cross-pieces into Join- spaces, to
keep the water from too violent motiou in a heavy sea. A cask
was set on top of each, aud while the water was only changed
once a day, it was oi ten circulated by lifting it iuto the casks on
top and allowing it to run back through a rubber lube.
The turbot {Rhombus maximus) is a soft-rayed flat fish, whoae
lert side is of a brownish color and under or right sido white.
Without the tail its body is almost rouud. The common size of
the fish varies from five pounds to ten pounds weight, allhough
occasionally it attains to twenty pouuds and sometimes thirty
pounds. It is one of the most prolific fish kuowu. One weighing
twenty-three pounds was once found to contain a roe weighing
The
five pounds nine ounces, which contained H..- 11,200 eggs.
rciijoritv of turbot are talc-n afoug the east coast of England and
the coast of Holland. It is caughl in trawl nets and also on lines,
the most taking bait being those fiohes of bright color, ihe sole
(Solea vulgaris) is also a s ift-rayed fiat fish, which, to the casual
Its length varies tiom ten
eye, somewhat resembles tbe flounder.
Its color is a uniform dark brown above aud a
to twenty inches.
white below, the pectoral being tippud with black. To the British
public soles are the most important of all bi a fishes, Littlo u
known of their habits. They are caught in great quantities off
tho coast of England iu the North Sea, where they weed. Both
The turbot is
fishes are considered great delicacies in England.
always a cuuiral figure at a Loudon aldermuuic feast, aud is a fat
fish, "inferior as a boiled Iish, in our estimation, to the American
sheepshead (Arctiosaryus prol/atoctph'ilus). The solo is one of
the daintiest fishes in thu world, allowing us to judge as before,
and as a breakfast dish lew things equal lu delicacy a fried sole.
At the dock Mr. Armistead was met by Mr. E. G. Blackford, of
the N. Y. F. C; Mr. Baruot Phillip*, of the American Fishcultural
ftBBOciatlon; Mr. John Foord, editor of tho N. Y. Times; Mr.
Franklin Satterthwaite, of the X. Y. Herald : Mr. E. R. Wilbur, of
representatives of the New York Him. TriI'uKi'-sr imi BtBraM
tium-, Express, World and Brooklyn Eagle, who accompanied the
Twenty onus hid been placed on
Iish to their place of deposit.
the Grant the day before, aud Capt. Pengar had tilled them with
clean sea-water from outt-ido Sandy Hook. These were not used,
owing to the small number of fish.
At 10:30 the Grant left the dock and procoeded down the bay.
the three gentlemen whom Prof. Baird had designated to select
the place of deposit wont below and Consulted tbe c.iptuiu's coast
charts in order to determine the exact spot. This they agreed
should be west of the inlet to Sheepshead Bay and between it, and
the Oriental Hotel, iu two fathoms of water. The day was a delightful ouo, aud the steamer arrived off tho ground selected about
v. a., and the water in the can was raised gradually to that of
tho sea, 57 degrees. Her draft of water prevented tne Grant from
getting in closer than three and one-half fathoms with safety,
and a boat was lowered, iuto which an officer, five men, Mr.
Mather aud Mr. Armistead took a small tin can in which the fiah
had boon brought from the ship without change, hnt with constant aeration of the water by a aearnan with a dipper. The party
rowed in for three-quarters of a mile, ouo mau heaving the lead
The can
until "Two fathoms" was called aud tho bout stopped.
was lifted overboard and the distinguished strangers were launched
into American waters in a place where saud-worms, shrimps aud
other delicacies which tickle the palates of the Pleuronectida!
abound. Returning to the steamer the party sat down to an elegant lunch which had been sent on hoard by Mr. Blackford, and
they steamed away to the city.
We have been favored with a eopy of the following letter from
Mr. Armistead to Mr. Jackson, which gives other details
Steamjjb PABieiA, Oct. 26, 1881.
C. L. JACKSON) E«q., Bolton, England
My Dear Sir—It ib with sorrow that I have now to iuform you
of the sad ending or nearly all the tish. However, I do not think
From what
it is by any means a lust journey for tho Auicricaus.
I have seen I feel satisfied tho "thing can be done. Inclosed you
will ttud au accouut I have kept showing changes of temperature,
iish began
You
will
uotice
the
losses, etc., which speaks for itself.
lined
to die very soon after leaving Liverpool, and when
them the" first thiug noticeable was their ickly appearance, and
s which
when examined more closely I could (race sc
iv confiwere not observed at tne bouthport Aquariu:
dent that the finhes must have bueu injured i r their jom uey down
au ihe jolting about,
to the landing stage from Liverpool btatk
•e, and iu any future atowing to the bad road, wai
that this abort part of
tempt that may be made I an
ir way.
When the largest
the journey must be made ii
had fixed the
tank was filled with Bea-water, after th'
.'

,

CVIII. 1*78— Tlw Successful Propagation, of Cod.— la the fall
of 1S78 an experiment of propagating codfish was carried on by
the TJ. S Fish Com. at Gloucester, under tho supervision of Mr.
About 9,250,000 eggB
3. W. Milner aud Capt. H. C. Chester.
were obtained, and about 1,5 0,000 were hatched out and turned
into the harbor, where iu the subsequent years young cod have
[Rep. U. S. F.C., VL, p. xviii., p.
beeu unusually numerous.
725,]

CIX. 1878—Establishment of Vie. Tennessee Fish Commission.—
la February, lc-78, Gov. Porter appointed three fish commissionThey were W. W. McDowell, of Memphis;
ers for the State.
Geo. F. Akers, of Nashville, and W. T. Turiey, of Kuoxville. No
money has been appropriated, aud the Commissioners have done
:

some "work at their own personal expense.
CX. 1878— Establishment of (he Utah Fish Commission.—The
Utah Fish Commission was created by Aet of the Legislature,
February 22, 1878. Albert P. Rockwood was appointed Commissioner. "No money had bean appropriated up to 1880.
CXI. 1879— Artificial, Propagation of the Haddock.—-In May,
1879, the eggs of tho haddock were successfully fertilized and
large numbers of youug were hatched by M r. 11. E Earll at the
U. S. FiBh Com. (station in Gloucester, [Rep, TJ, S. F. C, VI., p.
730]
CXII. 1879 Invention of the McDonald Fishway.—hx AuCol. M. McDonald, Fish Commissioner of Virginia.
devised a form of tishway different in principle from all previous,
by means of which the water from tho dam la delivered down a
straight incline sluiceway at au auglo of 30 deg. without practical
[Renort Va. Fi-b Com., 1879.]
acceleration of velocity.
GXIII. 1879— Establishment oj'tht'South Carolina Fish Commission.
A Fish Commission for South Carolina was created by Act of
On Dec. 23, 1»79, it
the Legislature, approved Dec. 23, 1878.
was continued under the direction of the Department of AgriculIn 1»79 $800 was appropriated
ture, A. P. Butler, Commissioner.
and $661. GO was expended. No special appropriation has eiuce
been made, the expenses being met by the Department of Agriculgust, 1878,

—

ture.

CX1V. 18VJ— Establishment of the Xehraskt Fish Commission.
CSV, 1879—Establishment of the Texas Fish Commission.
OXVI. \m-Esud,Hshme,,t of the Wyoming Fish GommUrsm.
—The Wyoming Fish Commission was established by au act
passed iu December, 1879, which provided for the appointment of
a Commissioner, with such depnties throughout the Territory as
he might choose to appoint, aud appropriated §1,600 for the purpose for the two years ending December, 1881. Henry B. Rumsey
waa appointed 'oininissioner, and he appointed Dr. M. C. BarckweU aud Otto Gramm as deputies.
OXYIl. 1879— Organization of the Central Fithcullural Society.
—This socetv held its first meeting at the Palmer House, Chicago,
Oct. I, 1879, iu pursuance to a call by B. F. Shaw and F. Mather.
OX VIII. 1880 — The Building 6/ the Fish It itching Steamer, Fish
Baick.—In 1880, tho steamer Fish Hawk, built ny the United
States Government for tho service of hatchmg fifth on a very extoiisive scale, was launched at Wilmington, Del.
CX1X IsSO— The Sarressful Propagation of the Spanish Mackerel.—la. June and July, 1880, tbe Spanish mackerel waa successfully propagated by Mr." R. E. Earll, at Crisfield, Md., at the same
time the King ero.
1880— The Propagation of the, Moonfish (Parephippusfaber.)—
At the same time and same place the mooulish was hatched.
CXX. 1880— Tli.e International Fishery Exhibition ai Ilei-lin.—
From March 20 to June 20, IH80, the International Fishery Exhibition was held in Berlin, Germany. The Exhibition, though general iu its scope, was intrinsically a fishcultural exhibition, the
chief interest being concentrated in those matters which relate to
the culture and preservation of fish.
The prizes in tishculture were distributed as foUows :
Gold Medal. Silvor Medal. Bronze Medal. Hon. Mention.
United States.. 6
i

i

Germauy

3

Russia,

1

Norway
Sweden
Austria

Switzerland

—
—
—
—

112
1
1

3

1

—

1

—
—

11

1

1

1

1

—
—
—

TURBOT AND SOLES FOR AMERICAN WATERS.

UNDER the head

of " Fishcultural Notes," last week, we noted
that the Cunard steamer Partbia, winch left Liverpool on Oct,
15, had some live tnrbot aud soles for Prof. Baird, United States
Fish Commissioner, aud was expected to arrive as we went to
mess. Prof. Baird has advised his assistant, Mr. Mather, of the
lutended shipment by Mr. C. L. Jackson, of Bolton, England, and
requested him to cousult with Mr. E. G. Blackford, of the New
York Fish Commission, and Mr. Baxnot Phillips, Secretary of the
American Fishcultural Association, aud get their advice and opinion as to the best place to deposit the iish, iu case they arrived
alive.
These gentlemen agreed that the western end of Long
Island, about Jamaica and Sheepshead bays, would bo the moot
suitable, especially near the latter bay, as there are no pound nets
there, and their greatest enemy would ho the codfish, which forage
It was agreed that if the New York Fishery
all along our coast.
Commission had decided upou their place of operations on Long
Island, theo it would bo better to make largo pens, or oars with
sandy bottoms, aud keep the fish for a mouth or more and feed
them before tnruing them loose. But the X. Y. F. O. had not
met, and consequently it was uncertain what would he done hi
the direction of establishing a hatchery and salt water station, BO
the fish were voted to be better off to ho turned out and take their
chances.
Prof. Baird had obtained from the Treasury Department an
order to use the revenue steamer Grant, if not otherwise engaged,
and when the Parth a made her dock at 9 a u. on Oct. 27, Capt.
Feugar, of the Grant, who had followed her up the bay, made fast
A hail to the Partbia brought the. doleful
at the end of the pier.
answer, "Only nine fish alive;" aud on boarding the ship we found
them in charge of Mr. A, W. Armlstead, brother of Mr. J. J. Armlstead, proprietor of the celebrated trout pouds, whose address is
Douglass Hall, near Dalbeattie, Scotland.
Mr. Armistead started with seventy soles and thirty-five tnrbot,
which were sent by Mr. Jackson, a large manufacturer of Bolton,
a friend of Prof. Baird, and at one time naturalist of the great
Aquarium at Souhport. Mr. Jackson has taken great Interest in
p ocunng such flsheB for America, and furnished those which Mr.
Mather attempted to bring in 1878, when out of th rty ho only
put out two in Massachusetts Bay, the rest being killed by the
the boaetswaiu by cold water. [Rep.U. B. F. C, 1877, pp. 867-873,]
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j-pieees, all

seemed righ t until the

folloi

buu'b rays falling upon tho surface of the water revealed what appeared to be small splinters, very minute, floating about, which
had to be got rid of, as they might he bad for the Iish by getting
lodged in their gills but I conld uot discover that auy fiah had
boon choked, with but one doubtful exception. This was a large
turbet and appealed as though it had beeu choked, but 1 could
not find anything in the gills or about the throat to satisfy me. As
to the voyage itself, we had both rough and fine weather. The
hole in the largest tank is rather too wide. The water overflowed
several times while wo had rouyh weather, and we coold only keep
I do not think tho Iish suifered
it filled up to thB cross-piooes.
much by the rolling about of the steamer, unless it be the fish
have presBtire put upon them when tho steamer is heaving upward.
I have thought about this a great deal, and have come to the conclusion that the tirh do ex erieuce a slight pressure, not so great
as to injure them, but which, if long continued, might make them
sickly.
The water was changed every morning, excepting when
tho temperature of the sea rose considerably when passing tho
Gulf Stream currents. You will see that on Monday morning,
Oct. 21, when the water in the tanks stood at 51 degrees, in the
day, it had risen as high
B' a it waB 61 degrees, aud at 2 i>. m., Bame
as 68 degrees, so I considered it wisest to keep to the water I hacL
;

t

.
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CULTURE
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-

IN TENNESSEE.

SditOI I'"" ~' and Stream
About 1,500 Gercnau carp were sent to West Tennessee laBt fall
by Prof. Baird, and diotriuuted through our Fi=b Oommissiouer
:

hore iu lots of teu or twenty to each applicant
One lot of twenty
d ed iu a few days after delivery by sumo inisniangeuiout. The
others lived, and are doiu^ remarkably ctell. They are growing
verv rapidly, and inane of them uoiv weigh about a pound each,
and I am iuf >rmed that straw weigh mure than that. The success
of this experiment, has so stimulated the spirit of fisbculture that
there are now inmost daily applications for young carp.
Three ye .rs ago ther-i were scarcely twenty-live fish ponds iu all
West Teuuesseo now there are t^ioo'that number in this county.
The prominence which the FoKEsr asu .Stuka.ii has given to the
subject of liohoulture has had much to do in causing our people
to appreciate the value of raising lish for family use and for the
market. The action of Prof Baud haB also done much in the
same direction. Aud it uow seems almost as certain that iu a
few years more nearly every farmer iu this section will hive his
ponds and stock the, n with fish, and watch after them with the
Bame care that is now giveu to stock raising.
Mack.
Me„ip!us, Tenn., Oct. 25.

FLSHCULTURAL NOTES.

Mr. A. H. Clark, of the United States Fishery Commission, is
preparing a map to illustrate the whaling grounds of ths world
It will show where the different species are taken, and will, undoubtedly, be an interesting and con ect map.

Unml
BENCH SHOWS.
(

thing to expel the

worms

many

that

times infest them.

It ia also

the best regulator of the bowels that wo have ever tried, as by a
little care in increasing or dimiiishing the quantity it will always

keep tbem just

right.

We frequently

boil

BOILED DOG.— Grant

Jones, a precocious lad of this plat
one of his numerous
out in the sage brush
i
.d his dog, becoming warm and
r by and made for it post haate.
thirsty, espied a pool of water
Benching the brink, he plunged i to cool off —and he "cooled,"
and left him a lifeless lump
but it took all the hair off
one of the numerous hot springs
of boiled dog. The pool
the loss of his purp, but he says it
above town. Grant
was "awful funny " to see him jump into a pool of boding water
to "cool off."— Exchange.
BOARDING DOGS.— We are often asked for the address of
parties in the city or immediate vicinity who will take dogs to
board. We know of no one, aud think that if responsible persona
who are accustomed to the care of dogs would undertake the business it would prove remunerative.
relates a rather interesting experience with

bauds of dogs a few day
north of town chasing rabbits,

m

'

i

LOUISIANA FIELD TBIALS— New

FIELD TRIALS.
at Gllroy, Cal. Field Trials of the Gllroy Rod and Gun
Koines close November l. £. Leversley, secretary.
Club
Noveliu.ei 25 Louisiana staie Field Trials. Entries close November
W»'iil o led, Seer-larv, New Orleans, La.
24.
NovembT—, I'lianksgivli - Dae. 1'iisieiu Fi.-ld Trials Club; third
annual lueotlne, at HublnV: Island, Peronie Ba.\ Lout; Island Euuies
closed Oct 1. ,1 cob I'eniz, beeretary, P. 0. Box Hi, New York city.
Deoeiuocr 5, n.i Grand Junction, Tenn., National American Kennel
7.

.

K'.'o 'Tl. ils. Jog. II, P'-h, Sforcl.are, Columbia, Tenn.
December in (or linni rtlme.e alter the close of the National Trials
Entries
at Grand Juneiion, Tenn.)— Ponnsylvant i Field Trials.
close Dee. 5 at.9 .\. m. .1.1: Siu.vinn, Scciciary, Pittsburgh, Pa. Address will be ur.md Junction, Tenn., after Dec. 1.

Eflllb'H

BEARING PUPPIES.

Orleans, Oct

Epwald Odell,

chairman, Ex-Com.

COL. POINTER'S HOUNDS— Nashville, Ootober 19.—Editor
Forest and, Stream Col. 8. A. Pointer's pack of fox hounds were
sold to-day in Williamson County. They are said to be the fastest
I could not attend the sale, and cannot give yon the
in the State.
particulars. Will write again soon.—J. D. H.
:

ALDRICH'S STOCK FOR SALE.—Any one wishing to purchase
now an opportunity. See

a puppy of this celebrated strain has
advertisement of Mr. Carpenter.

TOM III.— It is reported that Mr. M. C. Campbell, Spring Hill,
Tenn., has sold his setter Tom III. for a fabnlons sum.

making their mash, and if their condition is not just to suit
them an occasional meal of weU cooked meat, and when
we give them pie ty of large
bones, with a little meat on them, and never, under any circumstances for their ordinary ailments - do we give them a single
dose of mediciue, and, above all else, we never worry our mind

KENKBL NOTES.

give

their teeth begin to trouble them,

—

with thoughts or fears that they will not

We
would

among

invito

like to see the question fully discussed in

many

subject,

and

our columns,

for,

this

and drawbacks encountered by breeders,
none is more disheartening than to see the light fade from the
eyeB of their pi ts, as one by one they meet their untimely fate.
the

case the notice be

both owner

live.

an expression of opinion upon

Breeders and owners of dogs are invited to send memoranda
ofHarney claimed, bred, whelps, sales, etc., /or insertion in this column
We make no charge for the publication of such notes; but request in each
*.*

trials

made up in accordance with our form,

and dog

lost.

We

have often thought that perhaps the great mortality comis owing iu a groat measure to this constant care and
delicate nursing that anxious breeders bestow upon their pets.
Who ever heard of a litter of mongrels that no one cared for
meeting an untimely end ? This we believe to be the key note of
the whole matter, aud that iu order to be a successful breeder you
must banish all fear for tho lives and health of the youngsters,
and let them shirk fur themselves, and above all else give them no
drugs nor medicine of any description, for we are well satisfied
that ten puppies are killed by dosing where one i» benefited, and
that the surviver is often ruined for long continued work by tho

plained of

injury thus wrought.

he construed as meaningthat we are
opposed to giving medicine at all times, for we are well aware that

Now, we do not wish

this to

properly administered,

mueh

suffering

is

alleviated,

and many

but we do firmly believe that the ailments of puppy hood Bhonld be left entirely alone, and that
nature, if untrammelled, will effect ten times the cures that can
be accomplished by the use of drugs, especially as administered
by the breeders throughout the countiy who have no practical
knowledge of their deadly effects, nor of the proper time nor
remedy to apply in a very large majority el eases that come before
them, bat anxious to do everything in their power to Bavo their
darlings, and fearful that if somethiug is not done at once the
valuable lives are saved,

thiug will die, they, with the best intentions iu the world,
pour down his throat some powerful drug that but too often is
sure o cause the very result they fear, aud then, forsooth, they
wonder why it L that the good die so young, and can only account
little

I

for the Bncceas of thou- neighbor who raises every one of a mongrel litter by the fallacious reasoning that the blue bloods are of
a higher organization, and consequently more delicate and harder
to rear. That this is not true in most caseB can be easily demonstrated by following the advice here given, and giving your high-

and

be written legibly, or printed,

which the animal belongs be distinctly

that the

name of

that

strain to

tlie

stated.

NAMES OLArMED.
by Mr. Lawrence Tirnpson, Ked Hook, N. T., for
whelped July , lsSl, by splinter (isporter-Kathleen)
Niven's Norah (Spring-Nettle).
Sprite— Ciamied by Mr. F. H. AnUre >s, Charlotte, X. C, for lemon
and white pointer bitch puppy by Beanfoit (Bow-BeuUli) out of
Colleen— Claimed

Irish terrier bitch

out of Dr. J.

8.

,;Sens:o l

m-nueen II).
Hyde B. Bowie, San Francisco. Cal., for
* be ov uei \ inino i-r; G jivlcei -ett'.T
..

lirownie— Claimed by Mr.
setter clog whelped

WESTMINSTER KENNEL pLUB.

Sep'..

i,

Dash, out of Mr. McKerron s ed insh setter bitch Nellie.
liiacku - Claimed by Mr. llyae R. Bowie, San Francisco, Cal., for
Bflterdo,' whelrjed Sept. v, Iss], be owners impound eirediin setter
Dash out of Mr. MeKerron's red Irish setter bitch Nellie.
Tot—Claimed by Mr. Byde P.. Bowie, san Francisco, Cat, for bitch
puppy whelped Oct. 3, by imported Romeo out of Susie.
i

HPHE sixth annual

meeting of the Westminster Kennel Club was
*was held at Delmomco's on Thursday evening the 27th.
There was a very full attendance aud a very harmonious meeting,
General A. 8. Webb, the President, in the chair.

The Treasurer's report showed that the finances of the club are
in a prosperous condition. Elliot Smith, Esq., from the coutin llee
appointed to consider the purchase of the club ground at Babylon,
reported favorably, and Btepa were taken to
complete the
purchase at once. The following Board of Governors were
elected : General A. S Webb, C. Du B Wagstaff, Robert C.
Cornell, E. C. Stanton, H. Walter Webb, George de Forest
Grant, Lueius K. Wilmarding, Henry C.
Mortimer, F. 0.
de Lnze, L. B. Wright, EUiot Smith, J. 0. Donner, J. C.

President, General A. S. Webb ; Vice President, C. D. Wagetaff
Secretary, Robert C. Cornell Treasurer, Edmund C. Stanton.
Messrs. George S. Floyd Jones and J. Stewart Slossou were
elected members.
The Westminster Kennel Club has accomplished a$ much, perhaps, as any cognate association in this country, both iu the lmprevement of the sportsman's companion, and in popularizing
field Bports, and it is with sincere pleasure pleasure that we
chronicle the evidence of its prosperitv.
The membership of the club is limited to fifty, and for a long
time the number of applications have been largely in excess of the
vacancies, aud we fei 1 assured that this association has before it a
long career of usef uluess
;

;

LOWELL BENCH SHOW.
Lowell, Mass., Nov. 1.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I notice
a recent iBSue of your weekly journal considerable
criticism on the managers of the Middlesex Poultry Association in
rogprd to the Classifying of the dogs for the coming bench show,
which occurs at Lowell, Mass., December 14, 15 aud 16.
The Executive Committee held a meeting last night and the bench
show was talked over pretty freely by both members of the association and dog fanciers, and it was finally decided, that owing to
the encouragement which has been received, th« Executive Committee will enlarge the number of classes in the bench short", and
Hoping th s new arinclude all rt cognized breeds not, classified.
rangement will be both pleasing, and the result satisfactory to all
interested in our coming exhibition, is the w ish of the members of
the Executive Committee of the Middlesex Poultry Association.
Johs N. Nichois, Pres. Midddesex Ponl. Association.

Names Changed.
Virginia Trouble to Essence of Ok Virginfa-Xr, W. A. Costar, Flatbush, wishes to L-uuhh'e tie ii.-iue of his pointer bitch by Don Royal
out of Parker's Tabby from Virginia Trouble to Essence of Oie Virr

ginia.

BKED.

_

Lelia-QladMone—yir. F. H. Andrews, Charlotte, has bred the Llewelb.h eglngto CapL J. W.Foster
bitch Leila ilekv-e-r- K j

lln .-eller

to Mr.

P

:

,

i;rv-on'

If.

-.

:

',!r\d=tone.

yell-Turk— Mr. Win. H. Lee's (Boston, Mass.) mastiff bitch NeU to

same owner's Turk,

Oct. 16.
Oai.il/-Uolta— Dr. Al. Waits' (Boston, Mass.)
same owner's Rolla, Oct. 22.

—

WITCH—North Tarrytown, Oct. 22 Editor Forest and Stream:
In looking over your issue of Oct. 13 I find a notice of the death
by poison of Mr. Fred. H. Hoe's cocker dog Witch. Witch was
one of those dogs thateoald win friends wherever he was placed.
He was a very good dog, always ready for a ramble through the
woods, and his merry bark when on a scent would gladden the
heart of anv lover of "a good dog. Many a pleasant hour have I
spent in his" company. As a stud dog he was very valuable, being
a prize winner himself. He was also the sire of prize winners,
and Mr. Hoe has now a seven months' old dog pup out of his
Madge bv Witeh which looks very promising. As a family dog >t
Although distant
will be very hard for Mr. Hoe to replace him.
to strangers, he was a faithful companion and kind to those he
knew, especially to childreu. aud many iucideuts of his sagacity
when around children could I here relate, would space permit.
He will be kindly remembered by all who' knew him, and lean
sympathize with Mr. Hoe over his loss. If there is a heaven for
dogs, Witch was one that would deserve a prominent place therein.
GE
e Laick.

—

Anne.Boleyn—Mr. F. H. Andrews' (Charlotte, N. C.) LlewelUn setter
bitch Anne Boleyn (Lelcesirr-Klrby) whelped Sept. 19, six— two clogs
and four bitches, by Vlndex (Prince Roy d-Vle).
Elf— Mr. R. Lamb's pointer bitch Elf whelped Oct. T, sb: dogs and
Ave bitches, by champion Don, B. K C. S. B., No. 4,401.
PBE8KNTATI0NS.

Smite—.Vt. Geo. W. Hlckson, Leesburg, Va., has presented to Mr.
11. A ndrews, Charlotte, N C, the lemon and white pointer bitch
puppy hprKe (Beaufort-Fanny Turner).
Deaths.
Funnu.—Mt Fertla Aldrlch, Boston, Mass., has lost bis celebrated
F.

Kanny, widely known as one of the best clog's In New
•<.!. al
the wohderi ul age of 14 years. Althat generally ends the usefulness of dons,
iii-t.iudi
n
n
nt: the constant held work that, has been her
and noi
a
sly huuled last, season with all tho
(leend.-,
portion lur more lhau
ardor of her younger day3, and no day was too long ror her nor no
distance too far. she was own sister to Copeland Pete and Sam
Scranton's start. Mr. Aldrlch Is inconsolable at her less, well knowing that but once In a lifetime does one possess so good an animal.
seller
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i

In.

Oil i:h

sh« died Sepr.
'hiun.
oven lone past the age
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Hamilton, OnL, Oct.
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the V. R. ('. were held at their new rantres,
the Hamilton and Dandies Hallway, yeso'l-.-iav, when seine extraonllinin good snou'lm: was done, especially
with the snider, the Canadian milit iry rhle, while the small-bore
semes were above the aeorak-e In lnde. UluiU competitions. Tne 95 In
Snider rifle, made
it possible lufl, ranges sou, 500 and sou yards, with
by Mr. F. B. Ross (one of our youngest sho's, he being only m years
and l,i» yards, with
u'rii
and 10- in a pos-lMo 05, ranges Seo. 1
'he Remington Creeumoor rule, made by Mr. D. Mitchell, one of our
The shoo ing at
olil e< lLubledoh men. are worthy oi special mention.
a varda wltn the snider, and at 1,000 with the nmali- ore, was fully
equal to that usually seen al liege gai lire lugs or picked shots from a
Inns,
which
well
r
the
members of the
a-oeiai
speaks
f
great inane
'
K, C,
Mr. D. MHChell wins the rirst grand aggregate prize, P. l£.
R. A. badge, and rlrst prize In the si
medal, the flrst
and
u.
a.
K.
wins tne second grand aggregaie prize
prr/e In the Snider match aud the cluO Snider gold inedaL Mr.
Goodwin wins the third (fraud aggregate prize aud u. K. A. medal,
the smail-boie gold medal, f'nt- Mai geits medal for hlghe3. score In
in shot- at .coo yards
also the silver medal ror highest aggregate of
i:
ires in,io
i-i.-_-.il..n -- nn :n. ni.ee at e-e, 'joii and
in. ein-,
Mr. A. ivin wins the iinodwiu
l. nun vr.rds during the season ol
lssl.
gold medal for highest score In 10 shots at cue yards, Snider rtlle.
The following Is the score
ranges Jub, 500 and 600 yards 7 shots at each range
First m neh
rhle, Snider
„
—
boo yds. T'l
sooyds.
200 yds.
6'63545-80
B'J54Bii5— 31-95
6354665—34
F B ROSS
35-21131—24—90
65455511-31!
6555M5-S4
(1 UauCOCk
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Hornell Spaniel Club, of Homellsville, N. Y.. has purchased the whole of the spaniels owned by the
This purchase inlate Lachine Kennel Club, of i\ hitestoue, L. I.
cludes the stud dogs Benedict, black, imported, by Champion
Bachelor out of Negress, winner of first and special at New ork,
also, Bob HI., black, winner of four ttrBts in Ireland and
1881
Since his importation, last September, Bob III. has
Scotlandwon the special pr ze at Franklin, Pa,, and the following week
took first at London, Ont. Bob III. is the Bire of Doctor, the
ninniug puppy at i.oudon, for which Mr. Mason, who was judge,
The brood bitches include Beatrice,
offered S100 without avail
first puppy class. New York, 1881, Flirt, and a coming winner iu
Madge, by Benedict ont of Madcap. This deal will make Mr.
Fellows' kennel a hard one to beat.

AJSID

VICTORIA RIFLE CLUB.

Will UHcp

SALE OF SPANIELS.—The

King Charles spaniel

bitch Daisy to

m

receivo many letters from different sections of the country
complaining of want of success in raising puppies. Nearly
all of them state that the writers have taken great pains with the
animals aud given them the best of care, but in B'pita of their efforts they siokeu aud die and, iu many instances, entire litters are

"Vn"E

23.— Editor

Forest and Stream; At a meeting of our committee on Feild
Trials held this day it was agreed to extend the closing of ontriea
By Nov. 5 the judges will no
for the State Triala until Nov. 24.
doubt be selected, and their uameB foriwarded for publication.

for

we

—

meat and use the broth

:

at Lowell, Mass., Lowell Dog Show. Entries
:has. A. A ntlrew, West. Boxford. Mass., Supel lit

tfcudeul.

November

—

Louis C. Clark and Bradish JohnBon, Jr.
After
considerable discussion as to the weight of gun to be allowed
at club contests it was decided to leave the rule as it now stands,
viz. : 1% pounds.
The meeting then adjourned to a collation, and
after a moat enjoyable time the Board cf Governors held a meeting and organized as follows

December 14, 15 and 16.
ic .ember 6.

toned litter the same chanoe for life that your neighbor giveB his
mongrels.
We are writing only concerning mature and healthy animals, believing that all who are otherwise should be religiously
excluded from the breeding kennel. We have bred dogs for
many years, aud have been uniformly successful, at least bo far as
bringing our puppies safely through their early days is concerned,
and we have accomplished this -or rather it has been accomplished without any trouble or care upon our part by simply
leaving them alone and trusting to nature the eut re charge of
their welfare
True, we always gave the mother plenty of healthful food and exercise, aud as soou as the pups were a few days old
removed them freni their stall and mado their bed upon the bare
ground, and there they had to stay until they we»e weaned. We
were ofteu ashamed of their dirty appearance, but never of their
health. We never wash a puppy. We do not believe that it ia of
any benefit to them, except in looks, and we believe that it is
often a source of trouble in that it induces a cold which may
bring disease and death. Of course we keep them sheltered from
cold and inclement weather, but at all times give them plenty of
room on the ground, where they can dig in the dirt and get fresh
earth to eat when they wish. After weaning, we accustom them
b a diet of Indian or oatmeal, well coolted aud mixed with plenty
of thick sour milk. This we have found to bo the best possible

Drayton,

FIXTURES.
i

_

e

'

275

Fannv Turner

The carp eulturists of Tennessee are very enthusiastic over the
rapid growth of their favorite fish, aud relate wonderful stories
of their growth. Some of their carp will already weigh seven
pounds aud upward. Th s State has uo appropriation for fishe.Liliure, aud the fish commissioners have distributed the carp at
their 0\vn expense, it thiug which the Legislative of Tennessee
Should not allow, for their work is for the good of tho people at
large

close

:

FOEEST AND STREAM.

8, 1881.]

Wood, I Idat, U not good for the fish to He upon. I would reoomrneud Ch it the ts.uk be euher obarred all over inside, or a coating
of Portland eeuiout, wih about two or three parts sand, which,
wbeu well set, to be thoroughly sea ned by placing it iu the sea
for aay two or three months-, a very thin coat ng would do. As to
procuring the lish
In the first instance, I believe a good deal
hinge* upon this in malting the thing 4 success, If caught iu a
trawl net, I believe that the net Bhonld be hanlod up at short
interval*
this, I expect, would necessitate a trawlboat to tish expressly for live sole* or turbot, and would be more costly, but decidedly more sali-factory. Indeed, I bbonld not like myself to
make auother veutnre across the Atlantic uiiloB3 I could be auro
that the fishermen intrusted with the catching of the nsh could
hi: relied upju.
Tlia boa way would be to Bde them caught one'aBelf.
I do wish I had been in a position to give you a more satisfactory result. Under the ciroumotiiucos, all th'aUcould bo has
been done. Captain. McKay, John Atkins, chief officer, and Mr.
Field, the purser, »U connected with the steamer, have been very
1 am sure they are
sorry for the poor result
good to in.;,
and would like to have seen the experiment successful. I liked
Captain Mcliny very much, and bo did all the passengers; and if
ever another attempt is made with living fishes, whoever goes out
with them I trust ni.ty have the same captain. - Yours, respectfully,
A,
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Kasteniieln proved lobe (he be-i and receive.! 'the gold badges. A
number of the members had turned 0111 and were In good
humor at the lunch table when left me park.
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In" tenl oi eipiliy or rule- lies in apolviug lieni io l,o.,i .,[' (!;:. -,eiil
H partial to one or operating rot he detrtmenl "I ihe oilier,
they should be repudlalcd. We mar thank length measure;
our defcais by tin: Madge, for, stitiicd in Ule direction c' innitti <.„>
builders sought size and power in beam. How wretch
telllt,
especially in rough water, is now a
ter of hisimy. A lair '.».
snoii.d allow cutters and sloops or large ami small boats on a given
length to exist side by side without crushing out one sort, and forcing
us into Ihe other. It Is a blot upou the Intelligence ot American
yachtsmen that promluent clubs can still be lourul in open advocacy
ofsucha puerile folly as matching by length. Let them sail a40fu
gig against a loft, sloop and the result would laugh iheirrulo 10
scorn. Let them sail a -nit. gig against a inii, sloop and they would
soon discover the fallacy and ihe ilaiuieni ldiocv ,,| the cxpri s-|on
"length gives speed.'' Length does not give, speed nnlesl
pamed with a proportional Increase of sue. And in choosing greiter
length It does not always follow iiiat ru.- yachtsman wants also
greater size. He should riot therefore be eoiiiVeind in pay for what
lie has not gotor taken. He may wan! increased
u::th to -,uit his Id, as
ot model or for accotnmodaiiou.
lie may prefcriees Qoorand one
berth more by lopping off beam and ptillliig II Into Kn'-th
Then up'
steps your length rule and says, "Not much: it vou make your boat
;

i

type.

mm

:•

longer you must pay.'' "ljut," we reply, •' are we ool to beat llberiv
to model as we please 1 We don't like your Stumpy tubs we
stook lu them as sea boats, nor in ace miiiiodiitlo'n. I'.y'whal light
do you dictate In our choice of model 7 How can you mil us short on
length and allow others to spread themselves uihwartshlps as much
as they like, or down as deep as they like? U they reallyprefer
beam we really dislike it, and prefer length. There fa neither logic
nor justice in limiting us in length, we agree to make use of. no
more m'.-.- than our neighbor, but In comnion i'liul'v we must in-l-i
upon the right to mould that size as we please. It you place restrictions upon our propensities loranv sort or sua pi vou are clearly
taxing us for model. No rule taxing model basasound foundation
aiat for lids reason length is more, than a stupid i.illa, i
u is directly
detrimental to the healthy, unlettered development ot model."
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day would ere long come when this would be made plain to all, were
covered with ridicule and loaded with sarcasm. Halifax Chronicle.
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RIGHT MOVE.— Commodore Harrison, S. P. Y. C, proposes to give
his support, io small yuehison the Pacific, and intend:-, io naive In favor
or open races, he luhsnppi; lug lire pi ha s and the public the yachts.
This Is what yacht racing should have come to long ago.
i

like

the description of full-

I'oronto gentlemen contemplate obtaining abroad a thirty ton cutter on lines (torn Watson to
race for the America cup next y. ar, lc still in our possession.

to Correspondents,

a mallard?
speaking

Is

Correspondent* who sign their inquiries only with their initials will understand why their questions are not answered by reading the notice at the

i

Minn.—1. Can a female wild duck be correctly called
2. What Is a mallard? 3. A says that a mallard properly
the male, or drake. B says that the female is also a mal-

Always the

,

I

Worm

Gut.

6 for ts; easily

finished.

Keep's Perfect Fitting Custom Shirts, o for $9, to
measure.
Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

UNDERWEAR

THE GREAT REDUCTION in the quality of this article, and the increasing admixture of rough strands, has forced us to go into the
manufacture of it for our own account. Our Mr. Imbrie has recentlj' established in Murcia, Spain, whore all the high quality gut is made
the most extensive and perfect factory of this article in the world.
The grades named below will run at least 25 per cent, better than those
of any other manufacturers.

White and Scarlet Knit all Wool and Flannel, at
lowest cash prices, viz.
65c, T5c, 90c, $ .20, $1.30 and upwards.

Per Thotisand.
$1 00

Corta

Regular Ordinary

"

Padron

KEEP MANUFACTURING
New

Broadway,

631, 633, 035, 637

CO.

Regular Superior, ll£al2

York.

in

"

"

Padron 2d

DEW5UTH BROS., Manufacturers of

Per Thousand.
Padron

1st Superior, ll£al2 in

Per T/iommd.

7 50

Regular Superior, 16 inches

12 00
13 00

1 75

Marana 2d

"

"

12 00

Padron 2d

"

15

"

2 50

Maranalst

"

llall£ in

20 00

Padron

"

15

"

15 00

4 00

Imperial

"

40 00

Maranalst "

15

"

50 00

j^
We

keep constantly on

"

"

1st

5 00

3" A full

medium and fine drawn gut from 7 to 13 inches long at market rates,
English manufacturers please take notice that we can supply them from New York, Redditch or Murcia.
full supply of the short, and cheap sorts, such as are generally used in England.
Prices on application.
assortment of

hand a

Orders received froiu persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full lim
Eves for Taxidermists and Mnnuf'cturors.
all klnos of Glass Work done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge by Mall.

Artificial

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden

Also,

NEW YOHK

WALKER ST..

89

That stand unrlvaUed

Shooting Suits.

Skunk, Red Fox, Raccoon, &c.
Bought

for cash at highest prices.

with

lar
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BOTJG1ITON,

<J.

Howard

5

iaiso.

SALE, Bonehlll Gun, %U
FORrels,
19 bore. 28 Inches long,

Ink.

AND

SECURITIES,
MINING STOCKS.
(w Pine Rt_.

St.

New

York.

For parSouth.
TAYLOR, Erie Station,

to

go

Damascus barright cyllndor,

SALE, an A No. Remington, muzzle-loadFORing,
Creedmoor Rifle, but
used will sell

Nov3,3t

Newark, N.J.
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17I0R
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outfit,
saa-iec.

de crane,
Oct13,4l

little

;

traps: has false muzzle, under
trigger, weight, lulbs., also gun case, gun box, glass
vials for holding charge of powder, cleaning rods,
etc., etc., or win exchange tor drst-class shot-gun.
Address W. S. S., City ..surveyor's office, Rochester,
Nov3,lt
N. Y.

cheap, with

all tire

WM.

iu

West 35th

N.

st.,

Y

-Any person having a good strong
WANTED.
single barrel oiiohe-t" ae, s or io gauge, io to
pounds weight, long-barrel

IS

Ijie-odi-h.aoIuLsuits) by

gun can find a customer (R price
Lock Box 132, Hudson, N. Y.

a
WANTED
bore, 9V
for
.i

'

which

1

o

irjei

Lock

..

D aven

,

octl3.lmo

breech-loading shot-gun No. 10
it) pounds, new or second-hand,

t

>
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e
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NoY3.lt

T67,

Sor

gl
Is

SECOND HAND.

I

.

men,

sib. weight
a ..on

,

liiiouiidlr.c locks,

handsomely

Mle used. Price fflO,
W. W. GKEKNElt B L., single, s-gauge. 42Inch barrel, 1 Sib. weight, double grip action, pistol
10 Ice il5H.
grip, patent, lore end. entirely new.
one FOX B. L., 12-bore, 2s Inch, l.k.lb., pistol
grip, aim' st new. J45
lor
exam! a
D.
guns
will
be
sent
C.
0.
1 liese
on receipt of $n. to cover express chaiges, which
amount will be credited on bill.
a
i.ne

..,;.

.

,1

,.i,i

Ill lMi\ C.

SQUIRES,

1 <
+<-, a&

$51
_ J IO

Jp

> i

i

k

ZU

Portland, Maine.

ortlanrit st.

per day at Lome. Samples wo th
*5Dte. Address STINSON &CO.,

& WILBUB,

We send sales and check Cor net amount immediately after sale.
on application.

Your correspondence and shipment

344

Etc.

Stencils

and Price current furnished

solicited.

GREENWICH STREET, NEW YORK.

AND NERVE FOOD.
BRAIN
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES.

Composed of the :\TE«VE-GI vilVO principles of the ox brain and wheat germ. It restores to
ex
or
both brain and body the elements that have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork, excesses
nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens a tailing memoty. It prevents debility andceouave
ouuQieup, ami iccUpeiattn jULei exeesaes. '
F.

Nov3,2t.

TOR SALE.— An

ORDERS

'ii

PARKER

mi

finely bre I,
fairly broken:

was three years
RIPPERE, Glen

eltgant, large, Newfoundland
F dog, months old. Also a very beautiful
ItallaD grey hound (female). Its mother took the
•

BROS. 10-boie, 9«lb. Damascus
One
barrel, good as new and In pei ft of order, and a fine
shooter; oilgiual cost $sr>. Prlce$55.
One PARKER BROS. 12-bore. Fill, so, of the very
On si i.ifaliiy and made in order cipressly for a
trap gun to be, used in the best clubs in IT. 8.
nee firm. This gun Is perfect
Oi Initial nasi,, *:i(W.
in eveiy re'pecf and shows no Signs of use and la
""ii amei d as Ij.'-.l lunria
mil'.
One W. x c. scott & SON, top-lever, lo-bore,

Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester 'N. T.

CO.,

:

SALE OR EXCHANGE— A
FORnative
setter bitch.
She
white, with black markings, and
Address JOHN
old last April.
Cove, Queen's Co., N. Y.

£>ale.

A;

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO POULTRY AND CAME.

:

Nov3,lt

to

FAIR.

IN

tree

the following rllles will be sold at, a
low figure Sharps Long Range, Sharps MidRange, Sharps Minrarv. sharps Hunting, Stevens
Pocket Utile, Address Box 5153, Boston, Mass.

NEW

VANITY

BUTTER, EGGS,
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ipOR SALE,

r

from Wrugsi or Medication.

Commission merchants,

EX' iHANGE a SO footcat, jib and mainsail
WILL
gun.
boat for ahammerless ten bo.re bine
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8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALSKirwitA l.L

S.

DUNN
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Van ted.

at

IDacu having Distinguishing Merits.
HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND C A F T I V A T IN O.

choked, treble bolt extension rib through
lumps, English walnut stock, 14 Inches long, ti% In
drop, rebounding locks, pistol grip, patent lore,
end. Also auxiliary rule; barrel ,u cal.,wlth automatic extractor. Gun $35. lllflo $10.
Address
Lock Box 3159, Bridgeport, Conn.
Nov3,lt.
1
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New York.
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Write for circular to
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Best.

Keep's Patent Partly-Made Shirts,

FALL

I

Mm

i.i

Spanish Silk

1

i

Noosie, Madison, Wis.— We have at this hatchery a pond of go»J
llsh and many of them are of a most brilliant go d color, some a solid
silver color, others a bronze, and again oth ts partlyj turned— "old,
brown and silver— white all the very small ones are of a dead brown.
Please tell me at what age they usual y change color.
These are
very large it appears to me, some weighing nearly half a pound.

KEEP'S SHIRTS

1

i

I

i

l

head of this cclumn.

r

i

Y—

lard.
Which is rWht? Ans Yes. 2. Mallard is the English name
of a species of wild duck;thfl term does not have the signification
drake in America. A female, or a young bird, is just as much a mallard as the adult male. Iu ornithology the aim Is always used to denote the species. A consultation >t any work on birds will show that
he
i;i
Icn e w l.;e,,n, ;A \l ,• el her.
an
h e :-ii. < le -Je nd!e
e
or wlllet. 3. B wins.

WHtl NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

1881-

i

E. G., St. Paul.

Answers

8,

flsh are

No one has experimented far enough In this direct on to do e r m ie o:t one what is the
oause of early and late coloration at these fishes.
A. G., Mlddletown, N.
1. I have two bull terrier pups In England that I should like to have brought over here, shall I be liable
to customs duty It 1 do? I want them for breeding stock. 2. What
Is the usual irelght charges by steamer for such ?
Of course they
would be In charge of tnv brother. 3. Can you give me the address
of first, second and third prize winners in small-sized bin: nvr:*
class (1 mean under 28 pounds) at the last. Nee; Void; bench show.
4. Please Insert the address ol secretary of above show.
Ans. i.
Dogs that are lmpoi ted for breeding purpo-es are admitted free of
duty. 2. There is no regular d, u
is wh-n accompanied
by an attendant, but It is customary to fee the official who has the
matter in charge. 3. First, Pegasus, owned by or. L. F. Martin, P.
O. box 2,182, New York city, second, Grab, owned bv Dr. AL Watts,
Boston, Mass. Third, Puss, owned by Mr. L. F. Martin, see address
above. 4. Address Mr. Robt 0. Cornell, 216 Broadway, New York
city.
We have mailed the work to your address.
W. p., Quebec—I have a well-bred E iglish setter about fifteen
months old who runs away when he sees a gun. He Is so frightened
that he wtll Stan, lie minute he hears the clink of b locks. Da you
think he can be broken of it? lhave taken
oar, several times
wlhoutagun. He hunt? well and has a good nose.
have had him
about six months, and the first Intimation I got of his being frightened was from tne breaker I gave him to He sent him back and told
me he could do nothing with htm. Would you kindly let me know
what to do with him? Ans In the hands or an experienced trainer
your dog would probably come out all right. The outy question to
be considered Is will it pay, as Ir. will undoubtedly take a longtime
and require a large stock of patience to overcome the fault. We
have cured several do^s of gun-shyness bv coupling them to an old
and experienced dog, who loved the gun. and taking them Into the
open ttelis and sho itlng blackbirds ov r them, tasing care to comeon y on -.a. ioi.ee o .in al dan a
o.a
a! nline Irani a
.no
at e^ch kill to find ia
ess and evident measure ol
the old dog will oiten cure the youngster in a few trials.

to seo.

i

that some

All

and, perhaps, temperature of he water, or both.

o.— Is there anything

D. c, B., Toledo, Ohio, Oct. 29.—Please Inform me where seed of the
wild celery plant: can be had, now It Is sown, and the most favorable
time Of year to sow. We propose rring to in reduce this plant luio
some of our -'duck pasture " at this end of Lake Erie. Ans. We are
not aware that tin wild celery has ever been sown and artificially
cultivated. jM r. D. W. Cross, 4s:i Euclid avenue, Cleveland, O., volunteered last spring to supply the seed to the readers of the Forest
anb stream who might wish to try the experiment Write to him,
and inform us of the success of your trial.

;

NEW TU1KTY.— We hear

would

that will remove fleas
from dogs? Aus. Eternal vigilance Is the price of freedom from the
wicked Ilea, and only repeated applications of any of the various articles used will accomplish the end sought.
A thorough washing
once a week with whale oil or carbolic soap or frequent use of. Insect
powder we have found of equal value, but a sure preventive we

:-;<;

Lai ona

I

2,

B. T. K. J., Springfield,

seconds io >.-• -ivou m
rao.-s, the money value being
Which does not; .include the champion cup won at Klin :i a
comes e\t with 27 starts, 11 firsts and i seconds, or iue
i'Mli.
Th Yanfluara Is ninth, with :s starts, 2 firsts and no

flrsts run.! o

£\

The

-25

young gold

brown when hatched and some never
change In color. Individuals In a pond win on en show a great difference in time and depth of coloring. In some waters the young flsh
begin to color before they are a year old, and we know of a pond in
which finely colored flsh were placed and their progeny had not colored at three years old.
It seems to dei end on chemical properties

2.
Who is a goad partv to buy from where
Ans. l. For description of cockers consult
Address our advertisers and read the article In
our issue of Oct 20 on dog dealers.

90 Ions,

the riiM-class In

A.

back numbers.

—

oi

We

of first quality.

Ans.

other.

I

yacht,

J.— The brands of powder and shot are both
have no reason to recommend onoaur,c :,<

T. P., Elizabeth, N.

,\

1

business.— samcena,

[NOTEMBEE

prize at the late Pnltadelphla

abaut moving.

Address

p.

O.

dog show. Owner
11S3, N. Y.

CAPACITY

NOW PROMPTLY

Of Factory

FILLED.

GREATLY ENLARGED.

Box

i.

i
I

I
'

I

PEB CENT. OF BREAKNOX OVER
AGE AT THE TRAP GUARANTEED.
.1

[Extract from Forest and Stkeam, July

,

.0

CLUBS DESIRING EXHIBI 1MK CF
PLEASE NOTIFY COMPANY.

T,

manu-

1881, p. 448.]

" * * * This flight so nearly resembles the actual
motions of birds thai the clay Pigeons afford excellent
practice for wing shooting. We commend all sportsmen
*
•
to teat Its merits."

NOV3,2t

:-

.

Water! Water! Water!

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP OF THE RICHARD-

SON-RANGELEY LAK.KS REGION, including
the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous counhead waters of the Connecticut
River, Connecticut and Parmacbenee Lakes, etc.:
cloth bound. Price, post-pala by mall, so cents.
CUAitLKft A. J. FARKAR, Jamaica Plain Mass.
all

JOSEPH GILLOTTS
STEEL PENS
Sold Br ALLDEALERSThroughouv

and ClfKf Sixth A

particulars, rules, score cards, etc., addiesK the
facturers.

JP

II.

;

(ililt

GREATLY IMPROVED.

THREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS: 1st, 8100;
2d »25; 3d, one trap and 1,000 pis-eons. For

Nov3,lt>

li'OU SALE, a very handsome dark red Irish setter dog, 14 mos. old, by Rory O'More ex Mr. W.
Pierce's Gussle, winner of first prize at Pittsburg, Jan 1881 (-eecut and description in Fokest
and Stkeam, Feb. 24, 1881); is particularly handeouie in color and all her points, and has an excellent, disposition
Will make a grand dog for bench
stud or field has had distemper. For further particulars address J. B. 11UH1U1AN, 606 Cherry St.

CHOSHY,

ihe

WORLD

GO LP MEDAL PAR IS EXP0SITION-IB7B.

try, as well as the

„ week
«<»^
*? outfit, free.
In

Portland, Maine.

your own town. Terms and 16
Address H. HALLETT & CO.,

Dwellings, Factories

or

Towns

supplied with

water by Pipe Wells or Deep Rock wells.
cells thai have gone dry made to produce.

MANHATTAN A KTESIAN WELL
240

WEEK.
$7HA
L costly Outfit

J12 a

I

Augusta, Maine.

Dug

CO.,

Broadway.

day at home easily made.
Address TRUE & CO.,

fiee.

—
NoVKMllEH

;

JbOiiJibX

1881.]

3,

Ai\i>

27J

bi-jitiAii,

ALLEN'S NICKEL-PLATED DUCK CALLER.

the fennel,

The most natural toned and

easiest blowing

Duck Caller

in the world.

Sent post paid to any address on receipt of one dollar.

Second Annual Field Trials
OF THE

PENNSYLVANIA

STATE FIELD TRIALS
ASSOCIATION,
AT

(iRAJiB JVNCTinN, TENNESSEE,
COMMENCING UECKHBKK THE

10TU, 18S1,

Or on the conclusion of the National

Trials.

FOB pETTfiES AND POINTERS— OPEN TO THE
WORLD.
ALIi-AtiEU STAKF.
Open

lo all Setters and Pointers: first prize, one
westley Richards « co
highest rnwlfty double
hammerless guns, to be built to the order of the
winner, If desired, $410; second, one ol Parker
Brothers' double guns, |225 Uilxd, cash 160. $10
of

'

:

forfeit, $10 additional for star ers.

SEHBV

ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME

ST A K IF.

Open to Setter and Pointer Puppies whelped on
er after January 1, isso first prize, silver set, S100;
second, double bai rel breech-loading shot-gun, $75;
third, cash $86. } 5 forfeit, $5 additional for starters.
:

simply a device for holding a dead duck in a natural position In the water, on lea or land, as a decoy. Sent to any addrtas, C. •. D., or on receipt of price,
No. 1 for mallards, etc., No. 2 for widgeon, etc., No. 3 for teal. For sale by tho trade everywhere, or by F. A. AI.I.EN, Monmouth, nis.

Is

U per dozen

MEMBERS' STAKE.

EKOS JAMES &

Open only to members of the Association, and
each entry to be handled by the owner. First, prize,
a piece of plate, jieti second, silver cup, presented
by Messrs. Caldwell i Co., Philadelphia, Sr.o. Entrance $ 0, to be paid at time of nomination.
A special prize of $50, or a silver cup of equal

CO.'S

We now offer a full line of EN OS JAMES & CCb

HAHD-HllTING GUNS.

Superb Breech-Loaders, What Is the use of paying
an absurd price for a gun made by some old maker
when you can get a JAMES* GUN as good or better
for half the money? Or what Is the use of buying a
gun bearing either a fictitious name or'nojiame
at all, when you can get one of ENOS JAMES;*
CO.s guns with their name and guaranty .for the

:

value; at the option of the winnei,
i

:-

"
i

i

T

I

I

.

-

1

.

.

1

•!

o.

.

-:

;

1

,

11

1

,

,:

:

offered for the

is
h

i

All entries close 9 o'clock a m. Dec.

PALMER

J.

L

statton,

R.

ri!,!j

5, 1S91.

O'NETL,

Bam? price?

Pres't.

We

Secretary,

W

WORMS! WORMS!
Tl.ls ctl

Powder for Dogs
A BANK TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.

Steadiuan's Flea

It Is

box

JAMES &

exactly represents

CO.'S

Every Triumph or Trap Gun

is

GREAT GUN,

called the
choke-bored and targeted.

put up In patent boxes with sliding; peppertop, which greatly facilitates its use. .simple
efficacious.

imported, black;

III.,
'"..

''
;
•

I.

..."

First,

IVil.i

i

offer

P. O.

Box

H. & D. FOLSOM,
WARREN ST., NEW YORK

V

Price 50 cents i»er box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and
Stkeam.

Strabane,

TAXIDERMIST

.ij:I.

,,:

Stud fee, {!.".
Unpolled. Mae;.; first and special.
New York, iss.. oiil.i fine shown. $20
Puppies bv above alsn by Brag, first, and speclaL
New York, lssl, foi sa'e. Price from *10 upward.
UORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsvllle, N. Y.
Nov3,tf
;

HENRY

C.

street,

Near FRANKFORT, N.Y.

fc.

Particular Pains
taken in nionntinsr

S

L'..;

RIVERSIDE

i'.an

.in iirniin

.ii;

!

I

in.--.;

all.

:

-

Glass Casks.

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

:.

e

:.-.

Address

Labob Stock op Gboitps,
Birds, Deekhtsads, and

IV.

A TWO-YEAR OLD COCKER DOG FOR

Box<33.

It.,

Pups ready

Established

SALE,

broken on grouse and retrieves from land or
water; small and very handsome: color, a rich
dark Uver throughout fine house dog and fond of
BURR
children;
will be sold on approval.

HOLLIS,

for delivery.

tor

RALLY (Sam-Dolly)
ROCKET (Rally 80

BOOK BINDING

Duke ol Locust valley (Graee-impuiied Grouse), 13
months old has been shot over since August on
woodcock and ruffed grouse ;well broken, and sold
;

stud fee, $20.
stud fee, $10.

;

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

;

,;;

COLIN CAMERON,

for no fault.; price very low pedigree turnl^hed
Address C. F. WATERHOCSE, Merrimac, Wis.
;

lirlckerrlUe, Pa.

SPECIMENS OK EXHIBITION.

NOV3,2t

POINTERS, young

dogs partially broken;

just-

right to put on game ; of Rush, Snapshot and
Sensation strains; very handsome and promising
Address EDMUND
Also one brace of puppies.
Octls,tI
ORGILL, 1096 Dean street, Brooklyn.

PORTRAITS

of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent post
cents each, or the tlvc for $1. FOREST
AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park Row,
DecSO.tf
N. Y.

paid tor

.1836.

NEAT AND ELEGANT

SALE, Gordon setter bitch Nettle, out of
FOR
Tllley's wiiiu [Gypsy Stoddard's nick), by his

bench and Meld purposes.

12:1

Nov3.lt

Hornellsvllle, N. Y.

Sept22,tf

Cameron Kennel.
Beagle Hounds bred

END.

Eccl.

;

(Snip ex-Yulette) stock for sale.

NO

IS

BURR

Nov3,lc

COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,
Clarcniont,

and ani-

uial-,.

i

guaranteed. Full pedigrees to
I10LLIS, Hornellsvllle, N. Y.

Champion Bragg and Champion Feather, Oracle

pet birds

A

uuc (juii uuk iiuu ujuuij, auia.ii
*_/ ikis mi auie.
breed cockers, four months old, pure black, gro.
Ch.irlle, ™e small flat-coated
grain and black.
Uver dog, 4>; months old. Three solid black, three
solid liver Meld spjnteu out. of Rhea II. by Imp.
Benedict. One blue.].; eocker clop,, T months old, out
of Imp. Queen by imp, Baron. All this stock will

SQUIRES,

WILLIAM ST.

^
gf

N. Y.

Cortlandt street, N. Y.

1

199

^

Conroy & Bissett
Fulton

Fred.^Sauter,
KA TPBALIST r
— A.fD —

Special, Bradlord. Pa.

BENEDICT,

65

Colt

i

Si
^ v\\

h

Black SpanielsBOB

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

"TRAP"

IK\

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

Gun and Fokkst akd

New YorkTor the

a small JOB LOT of the famous Webley
Quui of all sons at about half price.
Also a few choice Parker guns of latesVstyle at
special rates. Address

FLEAS! FLEAS!

and

are sole agents at

Club Gun.

Fourth avenue Pittsburgh, Pa.
Address alter Dec. 1, Grand Junction, Tenn.
67

w

REAL

SCOTCH STAGHOUND3— The Reverend

.-.,..

...

:

If

._;,.-..
famous bitch

you want good work,

at

low

figures,

and

.

i

save Agent's Commission come direct

several valuable decrhounds from his
Headier and other winners for disposal. Admirers
itliis noble breed should communicate with the
above, If they are desirous of obtaining deerhounds,
old or young, from the recognized leading English

JAMES

WALKER,

E.

to

14 Dey

St.

octa,tf

kenneL

A FILE OF N. Y HERALD, 1847, AND TIME*,
TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR SALE.

SETTERS.— Any gentleman In want
a single dog or a brace of well-broken and
well-bred setters win And the article by addressing
2,«5(i,
New York city. These are not
I. W., Box

ENGLISH
of

FIELD TRIAL
PURE
Leah by Roybel out of

SETTERS FOR SALE.
Llvy

II.,

bom 1878; very

handsome, blue Belton Kate and Clara, blue and
lemon Helton, is months old, by Roscoe out of Ar
;

mlda, sister to Yeai-slev'j countess. Just right for
trainer. For lull pedigree and pal
F. A. DIFFENDERFFER, IS Shlppen st „ Lancaster, Pa.

_

Oct. 2T-3t

two

Box

months

of Plunket.

field,

Y°

$tie gentuL

worthless curs said to be broken, but are perfect In
the field, and a fair price Is therefore asked.
Nov3,tf

old,

erj-,s. of Elcho and
robbing, Wethers-

havlngont

Address, E.

.1.

Nov3,tf

Conn.

ported. Jet Is a beauty, good and handsome all
over; a splendid retriever from land and water
will retrieve a match; has a good nose; staunch
and very last, and great endurance no man has a
better dog on quail he is no tr uble to be kept In
house or with children.
Price $100. Llewellln
setter bitch from the best stock in the country
broken on aU game fast, staunch, good nose and
great endurance retrieves from land and water ;
price $100. Two full-blooded cord >n selters, color
black and tan, 18 months old. tine lookers and will
make good ones dog 830, bitch V>J>. Irish setter
bitch, had one litter or pups, only $15. Native
lemon and white setter bltcn; good on quail price
H.B.VONDKKSMITH, Lancaster, Pa.
$16.
;

;

33S,

New

Brunswick,

8TUD.— Imported Newfoundland dogs, Prince
INand
Hero, 21 months old, col r Jet black height,
:

I

For particulars address BLOODGOOD
BROS., 316 North Del. Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
28

BEAGLE.—FLUTE (Rattler-True);
STUD
pedigree white, black and tan U% high
;

;

spread 18 Inones. Stud
MORE. Granny. Conn.

fee, $io.

In.

Nov3,3t

fuU
;

ears

Address N. ELJune9,eot

nOK SALE, two pure bred Gordon setter puppies,
Address
F
V.

ST0NEHENGE ON THE DOG.

WEEKS,

BERNARD PL PS FOR SALE.— For pedigrees
ST.and
other particulars, address, with stamp, P.

Price «3 50.

O.

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Box

Lancaster, Mass.

NovB,6fc
all

1\, P. O.

Box

330,

New Brunswick,

N.

J.

IL-

LUSTRATED, a thorough and complete
guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, KenneCupsnptJc, Parmachneee and Connecticut
Lakes and the head waters of the Connecticut, Magftlloway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers Illuminated covers, tinted paper, 320 pages, 60 Illustrations
and a large map, made mostly from accurate surbago,

;

reys. Price, post-paid by mall, t>o cents.
A. J. FARRAIt, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

91,

SALE CHEAP.— A very large, handsome,
FORblack
Newfoundland Excellent watch dog.
H. T.

RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES

biteh, win-iped May 20, 1831.
Nov3,2t.
Locust, valley, L, I,

dog and

CHARLES

HOl or, Adventures at Rangeiej
EABTWAHD capital
story of sport and adventure

Lakes. A
toe wilds of Milne, mwresttng alike to old ana
rOD&g. HAs received the highest cooimend»tlOB»
arosa the metropolitan press, Han osomely Donna
to cloth, and contains sre pages, * UlustraBoaa
Seat by malL postpaid, on receipt of price, fLM.
CHAKLKS A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
a.

getmeL

£[he

,

SALE, black Gordon setter dog Jet dv Horace
KENNEL, Locust Valley, Long iBland.
FOR
Smiths Hal; Hal by Belmont's Ruben, Im- GORDON
We have on sale young dogs and Ditches of

;

the purest strains, combining the blood of Toledo
Kennel club, now Wlllarrl's, Grouse, Munn's Duke,
Goldsmith Kennel's Rupert, stoddart's Duke, etc.
Mr. Malcolm's Malcolm, col Moo's Seine, Mr. Wlllard's Dream II. Were all bred at these kennels.
Address GORDON KENNEL CLUB, Brevoort P. O.,
Brooklyn, New York.
Octl3,tr

;

;

;

j

N0V3,2t

SALE; English setter dog Dash; Uver colored
FORcost
Also Field
$85 to import; price
$25.

spaniel Ned,

CLARK,

S l,.
City, N. J.

ALDRICH'S STOCK FOR SAUC-ilr. T. M.
Aldrlch has gone South for the season and left
In my hands for sale six black and white ticked
puppies, whelped Oct.. s by Mr. Bradford's Pete
(Smut-Trim), out of Lotta (champion DrakeMollle). Also two. Biinie color, whelped viareh 8 bv
m r. Green's Sam (Don-Nettle) out of Smut II. (Trinisrauii. and a broken cocker.
Address for particulars, JoUK F. CARPENTER, Falls Village, AttleNov3,4t
boro, Mass.

of

out,

Imported Daisy by Mallard

prize winner at Baltimore and Philadelphia).
Price $20.
Also setter pup Doctor; brown and
Address
Price $5.
white: weak in forelegs.
(first,

I

AM

43

Montgomery

Jersey
Oct2.,«

St.,

GOING SOUTH FOR THE WINTER, and

will take lira

thoroughly

train.

or three setters or pointers to
References given.
D. W. C.
St., Springfield, Mass.
Oct27,2t

PARKER, M9 Main

BROKEN

DOGS FOR SALE.— Ten broken or
partlaly .Token setters and pointers at. reasonable price.- will lie shown in the Held. Address H.
CLAY GLOVER &C\ GLOVER, Imperial Kennels,
OcW.H
Toms River, N. J.
'

:

SALE, lemon and white setter, 13 months
FOR
old broken on partridge and quail. Reason
:

for selling,
$30.

to leave home. Price
Brookileld Centre, Conn.

owner obliged

AddreiS P. O. Bos

si,

Nov3,li

—See Kennel AdverttemenU jiextpage.

:

FOEEST AND STREAM.

280
\ht $$emtel.

Sportsman's §oods.

"§ottls

[Novjjmbi b

and pontes for Sportsmen

Dr Gordon Stables, R.N.
TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

SOUTHERN

Author of Oho

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

1381.

nml§cj> oris for §jjortemm,

totcjs

ASSOCIATED

3,

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

Richmond & Danville Atlantic Coast
Line.

Bay Line.

The Pennsylvania

Line.

R. R. Co.

exports champion and other pedigree doga of any

Send

need.

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BK BUYERS."
nice

Respectfully Invite attention to the

THE

tor

SUP£RIOR FACILITIES

Routes to Florida

Preferred

Gives addresses of prln

l» cents, post free.

afforded by their lines for reaching most of tho

ROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the
io.-.
'
est lines beiife continuous
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the diffi-

Hpal English breeders.

i
'.

.

PEDIGREE
COMPILING,

October

first-class

work and guarantees

faction.

Also,

TON CULIN PATENT 8P1 KE
e.

By

'i.LAR
mall, tor 18.

& c.

vi.iv cui.iiv.

o.

I'.

Box

22,

>

I

culties

31.

:

1,

oni ive > !;<> «., 50 tec", off-ban-*.
WILD HARRVjfLe Indian Scout, sass that with

5 I'nu'

In the Stud to approved bitches only.
BRAGG won 1st and special N. V., IS81.
CHAMPION CHARLIE, liver and white ticked,

a sieve

RIVERSIDE COCKER SPANIEL KflNNEL,

l.-tol,

I

at

f>"

c.

11.

PhilaBaltimore *!MS a
Arrives
Danville •; 53 p m. Charlotte

delphia 't-OB a m.
m
Kielimond *2-.Vi p in.
M2-oSnt. Atlanta '!i!-:r. am. There makes same
connections as No. 4S below.
Pullman ears Richmond to Atlanta, and Atlanta to New Orleans.
Train ti. Leaves Sew York ts-3 a m, Philadelphia ti 1-45 am. l!altlmoie*::-iopm. Richmond
*ln-M) pm. Danville ';->,; a m. There connects with
No .12 below. Pullman Cars from Richmond to
Danville. Thin train connttU dr.il>,. txeeot Sumlnu.

also reach the best localities for

;

i

t

unk nr bag. that everybody wants ihcui, and
a
the makers have had to enlarge the factory and
work nights to supply the demand, and even In tlio
dull season cannot get much stock ahead. Send
in

Bold under guarantea
Jusi rieul now for fail
shooting. Pointers and setters for sale. Address

Nashville,
iu, 'I cnn.
ciin.
Sepl2»,if

1

(HAS.

0LS0M, 10« Chambers

1

uly 'U-lt

N. H.
Mass.

number

prietor, Middleboro,

teims.

P. o.

Box

;i

V AUG HAH,

.J.

s

STKVKSS *

SINGLE GUNS:
RIFLES:

Septto,tf

.:'.'<,

In

eah, 24
"

SIS; 22

in.,

GALLERY PISTOLS

gust a.
10-15

l'mtii"

.

ill.,

*.;-n>

ai;:i:'.':

oa m.
char]
',-55
pi

Mobile
Cnr« Ne

a
York

n:

4-5'i

11.

(i

to

Jfl

•K

&

Ohio R'y>
Chesapeake
THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

".'

liiinore

vlile *5- '.. n in.
n'n. Macon

i)

i

'

p tn

New Yc

Leaves

delphla >.-. a
Biclimond*il-

I:

Nov.
Altai

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia Bute Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
.Miii h;:iie .Mo io;. Pas, ,s*n brier ami New Rivers.
Kanawha Valley, and liicliidinT :n. their varieties ot
me and Bsli, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck,
-rouse, quail, suipo, woodcock, mountain trout,

Atlantic Coast 8,i.
Leaves New Voi-k '4

Trai n 40.

'

In.,

I,

Guns, dshing acklc and one dog for each sports-

;

The Route

15 In., $15
:

.32 cal., 10 lr.,
is In., flG.50.

;

i-4(i

$12.25; 12

York, May

ii.

POINTERS. For very supeilor pointer pups, by
Champion Sensation out ot Livingston's Rose
(2d New York, I8S0, and dam of Baronet), or tor
stud services of Baronet, address, with stamp,
;Y W. LIVINGSTON, 133 W. I'M St., N. Y.
Sept22,u
City.

rn.
"s-15

*i>-iki a m.
Augusta
Savannah ".;-i5 p m.
a m. Pullman Sleep-

p
He via Augusta
lew York to Charleston.

Bay

19, 1880.

THE SNEIDER.

Columbia
M-J.5

Jew York
iraore

13-10

p

-ls-45

Line.
p

m.

Philadelphia io 45
Arrives at Portsmouth

rn.

Weldon

H.-5U p rn.
Raleigh tl-35 p m.
'0-15 p m.
ciiarleslfiii "S-flO a m.
Ka2-:.on'n. .iackviii-iii" '.'-ninm. Columni.
Augusta 9
9sa aimah "3-15

m

Bam

uia

:sonviiie via

Augusta

r

*s-:. i a

m. Pullman

Sleeping Cars Weldon to Charleston
* Dally.
1 Daily, Sundaj s excepted.
For reservation of Dei ths, sections, and for tickets,
time tables, and for all information, apply at 306
Washington street, Boston. 229 Broadway, New

Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and leading
Ticket Offices East.
A l'OPE, GenT Passenger Agent.

blood address CHAS.
Septis,u

most,

of

THE ONLY ALL BAIL ROUTE TO THE

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Rloh"
Pi., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
ai
Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean.
H. TV. FULLER,
G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, va.
ii

.

[

S3SChestnui street., l'lilladelphla. Corner
Y'ork.
of Calvert and Vies; Baltimore streets, Baltimore,
fill

and Cocker Spaniels

and picturesque scenery

beautiful
the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur
Springs and ol her ta trtetts summer resorta.
The C. & O. K'v Is reached by rail at Huntingdon,
w. Va., from the v.
at Charlottesville, Va., from the North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The comuletlon of the Peninsular Extension In
the summer of 1881 affords
lhi-nu r'ii t.iic

pm.

Macon

Light, $20; heavy, $22.

New

SepW2,tf

of the Tourist,

:

IMF] ES:. --"2 or

$13.25

pike, pickerel, etc.

is,,

man carried free.

S20; 861n $22: 2S In., $24.
2ii:
22.
21;
.22, .3-2, .38 or .44 cal , 18

I

Hartford, Ct

AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, GenT Aass. Agent
FRANK THOMSON, GenT Manager.

Laml-

avail of this occasion to Inform you that the
little pooket title that I bought from you six months
ago is a jKi-foi gem. On my last trip I had occasion to use it in the woods, and out ot 100 shots I
killed ST birds, the Inmost "i:e being a wild pigeon
at a di tance ranging from ion to 3"0 feet. For accuracy and perfection consider sfc-ens rifle unrlHoping this statement will give you pleasvalled.
ure, I remain, dear sir.
Yours, very respectfully,
J. A. P. Bonalde.

SALE, a number of well bred and well
FORbroken
pointers and setters, also dogs boarded

DENISON,

Sa

p n.

T'rai ills.

I

FORof tile most fashionable

Still

SALT WATER SPORT- AP-fEB FIN

•ouowned for

SID: 21 In., $21.

Nor.ih O'Moro, Magenta and
Full pedigrees. Address W. N. CALLENPearl.
Augll,tf
DER, Albany, N. Y.
of

RED IRISH SETTERS

other well-known centres tor

t

.22

88 or .44

POCKET

Address

EXCURSION

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting and
Huntiug.

1

was

io

CO.'S

Plain. H'2.50: Twist, $1 5.50;

T>ORY O'MOEE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
IX Irish .setter puppies tor sale, Py champion

ttlongt iwuitecd,
and Broken, sa
B. BIC'liMoND, Lakeville, Mass.

Jersey.

are soli at the offices of the c'ornoany In
the principal cities io KANE. BEN'OVA, BED-

FORD, CRES-ON, KAESl'ON, MINNEQUA, and

nalt d, JIT.

HUNTERS' PET RIFLES
Bory O'Mnre out

New

Pennsylvania and

all

Mutifgo

hoar-

Breech -Loading Arms.

pro-

Sporting dogs
Br. 'ken dn-s
hoarded on reasonable
ol

Si 6.

,ilV.

to Aeio Orleans.

Fire-arms, Ammunition, and all Articles connected with the same, and sole agent for

Miches

ID.ROBTWALKBK,

broken and handled, also
Hugs arid unapt,
Jor sale.

St., N. Y.

Dealer In

ULF.OUT COCKElt SPANIEL KENNELS.— For

NEMASKETT KENNEL,

Halt

l.i:

1

for Illustrated pi lee list to

i

"colors, dogs,

from

and Fishing;

Gunning,
'u

TICKETS

fee, "off-hand, he

numerous o:tier difficult and wonderful shots.
The only objei lor, to in se arms is that they shoot
so will, are so handy to t.-.ke apart and carry about

IT OR*

NASHVILLE KENNEL CLUB,

STOCK

'

,

o

Ullle or

s'

t

can knock Die tpots ut of a pla>li g cord In this
way all day long. r,e is obliged to use these arms
lofln the grear feats performed daily In Barnum's
Circus find elsewhere, hinging a bell every lime
through a qiinr/, ,-inrh hulls, /
cut ting the ashes
from a cigar held in another person's mouth
piercing a dine held between another's fiugeis, and

winner of two lists, one special, one 2d.
For terms, pedigrees, etc Inquire of the
N.

of reshipment, while the excelrun over the smooth steel tracks
TO be transported without

THE LINES OP

Train

City, Del.

Claromont,

ii

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

Richmond and Danville Line50. Leaves New York "4-soam.

satis-

BLACK COCKER BRAGG.

33,

and dangers

'.n a v.'iiieii

failure or Injury.

1SS1.

•

Lock-Box

'

i

Exposition,

December

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT NOVEMBER

AND BOOK.

Delaware

5 to

enable

PKIJITINU AiVD
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE HONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN AMERICA,
which does

Cotton

Atlanta

OLD DOMINION LINE.
of this Line reach some of ths
THE STEAMERS
towl md upland shooting sections
-g:"-

v atei

1

he country. Connecilngdlrect lor Cliincoteague,
and ponps on the Peninsula, city
James Elver, Currituck, Florida at.d tha
mo-aaiainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc
s.or, oil: -.centners sal! Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Dell., Monday and Thursday
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich
street, New York.
in

t

iPii'a's isiai.d.

roiio

"THE

Sportsmen's %ood&

&

J.

the

"PERFECTION" HAMMER-

LESS

PATENTEES

ll

the

Of

CI

UN.

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS.
SIZES FROM 1 XO 20.
Muzzle- Loaders Altered

GIANT-GRIP" ACTION.

Makers of high-class guns only to the Individual
gentlemen who, -annul cuntcul themselves
ruii.-iv
with a gun taken down from the shelf of a gun-store.
i-,!

Illustrated lists, photos and directions
urement sent on application.
W- XOtliEV,
J.

for

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.

Pioneer Works, Blrnlrighani, England.

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.
Send lor illustrated Catalogue.

VINCENT BISSIC,
Practical Gunsmith
CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW

New and Second-IIand Guns, Pistols, etc., constantly on hand. Repairing of every description
done tu the best manner and warranted, Guns
bored to shoot close aad Hard. Pistol grips tilled
Plif fires altered 10 central tire.
to stocks.

W. TRAIT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

TATHAM'

CA

RFI Ef. n.— Agents wanted for Life of President Garfield. A com-plete, faithful history

Selected Standard

from cradle to grave, by the eminent hlograpncr,
CoLConwell. Rooks all ready tnr delivery. AneleEndorsed edition. Libgantly iiluPi'apd volume
Agents lake rders tor from 20 to so
eral terms.
Outsells any other book ten to one.
copies daily.
Agents never made money sn last. The book sells
Failure unExperience not necessary.
Itself.
known. All make immense i.-rnnls. Private terms
free.
GEORGE stinson & CO., Portland. Maine.

wltr-

attractive train facilities offered to TouilBts

Trap Shot!

,

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
BYbayrnan.
Has always on hand the best of
t.ua

;

s, is'

.slid

r

re ries, etc.,

geese decoys

with the largest

on the coast

rig ot trained

The best ground

In iho vli'lmis. of New York for bay snipe shooting
of all varieties. Special attention given by himself
aii, .ills' a, a rslon guaranteed. Address
r
M. N. LANE, Good Ground, L. I. Refers by perto J. B. Shepherd, S91 Broadway, and
ml
Dulcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.
-

i

W

wm.

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner'B risk.
It Is our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home"
on this route. For Tourlste Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and further information, address

Tim Pond

™ Seven Ponds.

TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.

1

Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, via
Eustls and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,

KENNEDr SMITH,

EACLE HOTEL,

NUMBERS

WILD RICEffir&'uf
I

7, 8,
338
«%

No. of pellets to-oz.,
"
" "
"
345

495

TATHAM&
I

82

BEKIIMAN

ST.,

9

AND 10,

ess
710

1056 soft
1130 Chilled.

BRO'8.
NEW

(Altllude, 2,850 feet)

ASHEVILLF, WESTERN N.

L

L.

HASSELL,

X

-

Open the year round. Rooms with open nresome tew stoves. Finest scenery In the

Average winter temperature, 711.1 deg. No
better climate In the world. Send lor circular.
S.

Eustls, Maine.

SPORTSMEN

C.

PROPRIETOR.

Blac.es.
.

YORK.

by

writing In advance to

Soft or Chilled.

by mall, cost-paid, 6Q
FARi AH, Jamaica Plain,

TJf7TT Fk 1> in 17 &BBD $2 per Bushel,
T> IXjXJ \VV\jVj and no custom duties
to pay. VALENTINE iiii.UK., Jtmesvitie, Wis.

FowTS hooting.

guides, boats, camps, with board, in readiness,

Price,

Inspector. Port llopp, Ontario.

.Affections.

Wild

SPIUNGV1LLE HOUSE OR SFORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L

)

JlOSB

CHRIST, Fishery

The

ROUjND TRIP EXCURSION
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and

ii

J.

TAKE YOUH FAMILY WITH YOU.

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes ts very
beautlfuL The air is pure, dry and bracing. The
iei
lelal to those suffering
climate Is peculiar]

I

John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
lakes and ponds connected with them. 2Su pages,
50 illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, il-

CHARLES A.

also abound tn large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readilv send trophies of his skill to his
friends or " club " at home, as ice for packing nab.
can ho LjjA at nearly all points.

Hay Fever and Asthma

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

I.

During the season

She head waters ot the Kennebec, Penobscot, St.

cents.

l

The hotel accon iqdal o is are excellent, and will
be largely increased in time for the season of 1SS1

i

luminated covers.

BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
AMERICAN GRAYLING 1b found only In
.lor:;
The TROUT season begins May and ends Sept
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends
Nov.L
BLACK BASS, tiKE, PICKEREL and MUSCALONGE,

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDEP.

and the North Maine Wllderness Illustrated. The onpy complete and
to Northern Matne and
coniprel

the

contained.

YORK.

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

The waters of

Grand Traverse Region
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish
famous

214

House, Boston.

Bromfield

NOETHERN MICHIGAN.

Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Tire.

Patentees and JtJ:iiii»ia<turer»,

R. R.

.

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling: & BlacR Bass Fisheries,

to Breech-Loaders.

meas-

&

9

LINE."

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana

W. TOLLEY,

PATENTEES Ot

FISHING

I

am enabled to offer good

those

seeking health,

!

oaU
nccommo<
and measure.

recreation

borhood for
Good gunning In rlie ino) s
small game, and deer minting within naif a daya
Kosa
drive.
Flneaoei
Ac'dr-ss E. U. IIUFFUshlng on the Delaware.
M^VN, iloxis, M-irshaU's creek, Monroe Co., Pa.

'

INOVKMBRR

;

10

FOREST AND STREAM.

1SS1.T

TT'S I»A.T'ETVr

MEAT
p

281

DOG CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

PATENT"

r' s
are Purveyors by Appointment to all ttie principal snows ana Kennels In the United Kingdom ana abroad.
ThePatsnt
!f5-' r
" ™!!S
Flbrlne "Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Jardln d'Accltmatatlon, Parts, etc.
They have been awarded over so Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award for Dog Biscuits at the Parts Exhibition, ists. Kennel Club Special Medal; Grand Gold MedaL n
Hanover Dog Show,
"u " 1 1879:
"""^
'*' West
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal Irish Kennel Club, Sliver Medal, etc., etc.
,

;

^ ™'™ WK

;

STAMPED.

Pleas*

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS J3I1TATIONS.
see that Every Cake
Stamped 'SPRATT'S

BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

PATENT"

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

of 113 pound* each.

Packed In Cases

18 South William Street,

&

and a

To be bad la smaller quantities of
Grocer* and the Sporting Goods

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

STAMPER

'X."

Trade Generally.

$]\stt\hntou$

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.

Any

&

HODGMAN

(Established 1S36).
First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

425 BROADTYAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YOKE,
ABE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

ubber Fishing Outfits,
'

COMPRISING

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,
BLAINKETS,

JOHN KRIDER,
N. E. Cor Second and Walnut

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Fislilng Tackle, "Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, P'lles,
Leaders, snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,

Etc

,

TO ANGLERS:
fishing Rod

Black, White or

Light,

Tan Color Coats,

AND COMPLETE

RUBBER SPORTING
F.STAnLlsnEl)lS3S.]

Fishing l»ants.

OUTFITS.

Send

tor Catalogue.

THE NEW AMERICAN

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

Breech-Loading Shot

HOUSE.

& Tackle Makers

Heels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
AH inform ation respecting fisheries on the
Shannon In this locality, as also catalogues of our
greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,

S03

COMMERCE

ST.,

also tied to pattern.

A

full

assortment of
"i

Rheumatism

SHATTUCK,

Manufacturer,

Hat

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats.
Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and Salmon Files in stock, and

Debility.
Scrofula,
ir

circular. C. S.
held, Mass.

of livery Description.

General
)

Choke-Bore Barrels

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra
heavy gunsfor ducks a specialty. Send stamp ror

SHIPLEY & SON,

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle

COD-LIVER Oil

OurBethat"
and
boo Fly Bods received the

"

11

common

Rods and

Split

Bam-

Fairs.

any in di
licacy of taste and smell,
medicinal virtues and purity.
4 London, European and 1
York physicians prononnqe it
purest and best. Sold by Druggists.
is superior to

A NEW, IMPORTANT BOOK
ON FLORIDA.

.

first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin institute and Penna, state

Consuniptio

75
6 50
30

;

American Bird Fancier
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long.
Angling, a Book on, Francis
Archer, Modern.
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
Around the. World In the Yacht Sunbeam

2.00
7.60

26

,

1.60
30.00

Art of Swimming
30
Athletic Spoils for Boys— boards, 75c; cloth...- LOO
Athletic sports, Stonehenge
1.00
1 25
Balrd's Birds of North America
3 00
Jin's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 60
Boat Sailing, Practical
1 00
Books for Sportsmen : Angling, wc.; Shooting,
60c; Common Objects or the Seashore. 60c;
Cage and Singing Birds, BOO,] Dogs. 76c:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, soc, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Seng Birds... 75
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
2 60
Cage and Singing Birds
„.
50
Canoeing In Kanuckla
1 25
canoe Traveling, Powell
„, 3 00
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
80
Canoe, voyage of the Paper Bishop's
2 50
vols
IS 00
;

!

Fiy Fishing in Maine Lakes
Frank Fo
ports..
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
Frank Fore
"sJTtenlng
ift

1 25
4 50
2 25
00
Line. pa.

&
Frank Forester's Manual for Young sportsmen.
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

2 25

ters, Svo., 2 vols.

A. B.

FOE

Amateur Trapper— paper, soc. bds
American Angler's Book, Noma

the celebrated Bethabara Wood
A
for Fish Kods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue ot
free.
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten
centsln stamps.
specialty of

KRUC & GO'S

CHAMPAGNES!
STANDARD AWD DRY.

4 00
1 00
59
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
l 50
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
1 5n
Hunter ana Trapper, Tnrasher
1 00
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost..... 1 50
Lite of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
12 00
anion's Taxidermy Without a Teacher
so
Minors Land and Game Birds
3 00
Naturalists' Guide, Mavnard.
2 00
The Gun and its Development, by Greener .... 7 50

Gun, Rod and Saddle
Hand Book for Riflemen

Rebounding Lock.

application.

M OILERS

Adlrondacks, Camp Lire )n, Murrays.
*1.50
Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrup, 1.25
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallaces, 6th edition.. 2 00
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's
'IS

i.

DURABLE

agents.

had on

Gun.

SIMPLE AND

Castle Connell, near Limerick, Ireland.

to be

on

;

Etc.

tar-salmon. Bass and Trout Flies, Made to Order.
st
Also ••Krider's" Celebrai
Jnamel Split
and Glued Bamboo Kods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' skins in Great Varieties.
Taxidermy in all its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit.
Repairing of all kinds.

of the Following Books Sent
Receipt of Price br Forest and
tres/m Pub. Co.

CO.,

FLORIDA

M

For the Angler & the Naturalist.

BOOK™. BLACK BASS
CostrnKTK

in am,

AND FLY FISHING.
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ALL
TACELS
AND IMPLEMENT!,
Fully Illustrated.

ANGLING

AND

TOURISTS, INVALIDS

and Lifb Histobt,
the Modkb 07

Scientific

Full INSTRUCTION

SETTLERS:

POOLS,

Containing Practical Information Regading Climate
Soil, and Productions
Cities, Towns, and
People: Scenery and Resorts the Culture
of the Orange and other Tropical Fruits
Sports ;
Farming and Gardening
Routes of Travel, etc., etc.
;

;

;

BY GEORGE

M.

BY JAMES
In

Beady in Mbt

Large 12mo.
400 pages, price $3
(published by subbceittion.)

BARBOUR.

This Is the most comprehensive and authentic
book on Florida that has ecu published. Theiollowing testimonial is proof of its value and trustworthiness
" It Is known to the undersigned that the author,
Mr. George M. Barbour, h.'S traveled over almost
the whole of Florida, under ctrcumsi ances peeuHarlly advantageous, tor enabling him to acquaint
himself with the varied resources of the State, and
with the attractions it offers to the three classes

HENSHALL, M.D.

A.

Press.

<xi

For Prospectus or Particulars Address

DR.

J.

A.

HENSHALL,

i

The Sportsman's Wine!!

A.

JOHN

G.

BELL,

& Naturalist,
lillOABIVAV,

ROCHEREAU & CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 and 18 St. Louis St., New Orleans.

Taxidermist
><>.

335

TJP-STAIRS,
Bd
Birds and quad apei i] v
A huge assortment
manner.
i

NEW

in
ot
Ins

ana

Artificial

sale or exchange. Pet Birds, etc., pre}i
nonce. The highest price
pared b
paid for Birds, Bird SX ins, etc

MAKEHENSiM
Horse
havering in this country, Bays that mostof the

andOatEe Powders
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reports

dant than it has been for years. In the years when there
is plenty of food there are usually great numbers of fowl,
and- all the accounts which we have so far, up and down
the coast, unite in stating that the feed has never been better
it is

at present.

We

hear that along the Connecticut shore the coots were
plenty during October, and that the old squaws and broadIn Great South Bay, L. I.,
bills are on in some numbers.
the shooting has been fair say forty birds to a gun from a

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
Nos. 39 and 40 Park Row,

New York

Thursday, November
Specimen
to

copies

10.

of the Forest and Stream will

any address upon

be sent free

application,.

New York, as per advertisement of the
Associated Southern Railways in another column, reaching
Norfolk at 9 o'clock a. m. They should leave the train at
3:40 p. m. train at

Snowden, which place is reached at 10:50, and proceed
thence by private conveyance to Currituck Court House,
where they can take the steamer Cygnet for Van Slyke's and
other landings. If for any reason the steamer should be
detained, they can continue overland to the shore.
The
charge for conveying passengers from Snowden to Van
understand, be $2 each. The agent at Snowden will furnish all necessary information. There is no
hotel at Currituck Court House, but a good dinner can be
We uoderstand that by
obtained at Captain Walker's.
Slyke's will,

we

taking the

all-rail route,

can leave

New York

via

Richmond and Petersburgh, one

Hammond

Mr.

tor.

breaking.

calls his

system dog training versus dog
being a decided departure

It is aptly so styled,

from the beaten path trodden by other writers in their treatment of this subject. His own methods, as here described,
from the practice of the average dog-breaker,

differ

The

author's practical success in following the methods he advocates

is

of the

at once a source of pride to

m

rit

of his system.

through ten chapters.

We

The

him and a sufficient proof

series of papers will

invite for

tion of amateurs and veterans.

them the

extend

special atten-

South, and advantage should be taken of the present good
weather by all who can get a day or two off. The recent

have made the work of dogs and men easier tian it has
we shall expect within a couple of weeks to hear

been, and
of

some

fair bags.

THE MAINE GAME WARDENS.
correspondence
THEdeveloping
some
it

;

Maine game wardens

it is

well for the public to

we publish a letter upon this
comes from a highly respectable source and un;

statement

less the
is

which

In another column

know.
subject

relative to the

facts

is

made

conclusive that there

therein can be disproved, the proof

is

something very decidedly rotten

in

the present condition of affairs.
It

appears to be pretty clearly established that some of the

game officers are so covered with their own sins against the
game laws that they dare not prosecute others from fear of
being exposed themselves

or else they are deterred from
tier plain duty by the desire to shield their guilty relatives

and

;

friends.

This

is

just the state of affairs to be expected

where the
are appointed from the districts in which they
and from among the ranks of the guides.
The only way to secure a set of wardens who will not
shrink from a fearless discharge of their duty is to put in men
who are not hampered by their own misdeeds, nor by their
relations to neighbors
and such men must have been, pre-

game wardens
are to serve,

;

A

increasing appreciation of the sporting advantages of these
grounds, and now that they are brought within about

benefits

all

who

shoot.

They

protect a great extent of feeding ground, on which comparaThe fowl before long learn to

that they have a refuge on these grounds— a place
will not be persecuted— and so they become more
tame, and are not driven wholly away, as is often the case
when they are constantly harassed at every point. If we

know

—

time.

An adequate State appropriation should be made for the puipose.
The revenue
accruing from " visiting sportsmen" is sufficient to

tively little shooting is done.

We bsgin to-day the publication of an
Does Training.
important Berks of articles from the pen of our Kennel Edi-

we may judge from the reports received from all sections.
Woodcock are fairly plenty, and have only been on a short
The best shooting will probably be within the next
two weeks. We hear from Connecticut and Massachusetts
that there was a good flight last week.
Now is the time to
go. One real cold snap will send almost all the birds along
if

seems likely that the exodus of duck shooters to points
in North Carolina will be greater this year than ever before.
Besides the members of the various clubs, such as the Kittyhawk, the Currituck, the Palmer Island, and others, many
There is a constantlywill go who are not club members.

Florida Argonauts.— The story of the Florida expediin this journal.

Ruffed grouse are scarce everywhere,

vious to their appointment, non-residents of the district in
salary of eight dollars a mouth
which they are to serve.

p.

one very important thing which

Florida papers published

In the Southern and Western States they are

m. and reach

abont 9:30 o'clock

at 6:55 p. m. the next day.

Statb Pigeon Tournaments.— A number of communicaon this subject are deferred to next week.

tion told elsewhere is one of the most interesting of the

plenty.

reported as numerous.

Maine game wardens are guilty of a gross dereliction of duty,
which cannot be excused by attempts to shift the blame from
residents to visitors and back again.
It is clearly the duty
of the wardens to apprehend and bring to justice all offenders
alike, whether they live in Maine or have come from other
But our correspondent affirms that some of the
States.

twenty-four hours of New York, we may expect to see them
more frequently visited than ever.
The large clubs on the Sound, no matter how much they
are grumbled at by men who are not members, accomplish

tions

;

more

prompt notice of the fact to our readers. We published,
several weeks ago, a hint as to the best means of reaching
the grounds in North Carolina, and it may be well to repeat
Those who intend to visit Currituck can take the
it here.

It

FOREST AND STREAM.

they have been pretty well killed off. In New Jersey, our
correspondents report them scarce in Pennsylvania they are

rains

Snowden

City.

In Connecticut and Rhode Island quail are said to be fairly
plenty, and in Massachusetts much more sothan usual, owing
no doubt to the wise and liberal policy of the Springfield
Rod and Gun Club which turned out this spring about 300
birds.
These have spread up and down the river for thirty
miles and have bred and done well.
Quail have also been
rather abundant on Long Island, but except on preserves,

These mostly redheads, broadAt Havre de Grace, Md., the
bills, coots and old squaws.
opening day showed fair bags, although the weather was
From 3,000 to 3,500 ducks
and
misty.
very
still
being
bad,
appear to have been bagged. We need some sharp weather
to start the fowl along before any really large bags can be
hoped for. "Homo's" letter in another column gives a good
general idea of what is being done on the Maryland shore.
From Virginia and North Carolina we have as yet no satSprig- tails, black ducks, teal, and a few
isfactory reports.
widgeons have been on there for two or three weeks, but the
great body of the fowl have as yet failed to put in an apWe have made arrangements to have early
pearance.
advices of their advent to these grounds, and shall give
battery during the morning.

Fishing for

Notes
Training

which we have received from various sources
would seem to indicate that the season which has just
opened will be a very favorable one for fowl shooting. It
upon this point, for,
is perhaps too soon to pronounce
owing to the warmth of the weather up to this time, the
birds have not made their appearance in as great numbers
as usual, but we understand that on the Potomac, the Chesapeake and at Currituck the grass and celery is more abun-

than
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SPORTSMAN'S

by the Forest ana Stream Publishing Company,

where they

take the Kittyhawk Club as an example,

much good

it

will

do in

this

way.

It has,

we can see how
we are told, about

250 miles of water front, but there are only twenty-eight
members, and even if we suppose them to shoot the whole
season through, they could use but a very small portion of

and on the remainder the fowl

will be un-

Of the brush shooting we have, we regret to
not quite so favorable.

say, reports

their ground,

disturbed.

manifestly will not pay such men.

warrant

a proper provision for fostering it, by duly protecting the
game attractions which support it. Protection of game is
here not a matter of sentiment, but of business.

The rule applies to other States and counties which derive
a revenue from the sporting public. The sooner we look at
this thing in a common-sense light, the sooner will we have
efficient

systems of game protection.

Departing from our usual custom this week, we reproduce from one of the magazines a sketch of life in the woods.
"A Week in a Dug-out" is from the pen of a frequent and
valued contributor to our columns, and is reprinted by us
through the courtesy of both author and publishers. The
interest of the sketch as printed in Harper's is much enhanced by tbe capital illustrations for which that magazine
By the way, we venture to say that few readers
is famous.
of our illustrated monthlies appreciate the expense to which
their publishers are put in providing such

month after month.
zine illustrations

Such a

The average

cost of

alone for a single

work as they supply
he Harper's MagaI

number

is

said to be

and corresponding excellence could hardly have been dreamed of by the projectors
of that magazine when they printed the first numbers. The
magazine is now in its sixty-fourth volume.
$5,000.

scale of expenditure

—
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THE ATLANTA RIFLE TOURNAMENT.
from the Secretary of

n!

tii'

B3

.inn

will

ii

hold an attractive

seen Unit

In;

meeting

rifle

cruising on the Florida Gulf

possible for us to

it is

Gate City Of

at the

Florida Wathp.s.— Sir. N. II. Bishop, the
well-known author, is soon to underlake some extensive
-oast, and we hope to be able
to rejiort mubh definite and reliable news concerning that interesting and comparatively unknown portioned' the Flowery
Find. Mr. .Bishop's letters describing his " Voyage in a
Paper Cano a" down the Atlantic coast, which appeared in

National Rifle

(lie
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material
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the crtnfltiet
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Of a ridernatekis in

They have invited
become

accord with their plan.

and that

this feature of the general display

accepted.

would

national, there
it

is

managers of

trust has been

no trouble

lie

really a local organization of use only in being well

A wise

manage a

to

multifarious details.

all its

making
order that some

step haa been taken, though very tardily, in

a canvass of the riflemen of the country, in

made

previous estimate, can be

What

way

is

riflemen nf the South.

meeting,

ritle

aud

care to meet the invite

would be

well

if

promptly and

A prize of

a full statement from the
can do aud what they can

want

also to hear

ToLEm

many

other points

('i.t'ii.—

Wc

society should

make

it

have received
Fishing aud
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roll of

influential.
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The prizes should not be "in kind."
more than likely to become a white

^ai[tsimn ^omi§t.

FROM OKEECHOBEE TO THE GULF.

is

We do not take it
any idea of pecuniary advantage on the part of
those who would undertake the journey from a Northern city
to participate in the proposed tournament, but it is discourknow

aging to

THIS n.OKIDA EXPEDITION OF 1381,

is

FOR

be a collection of mis-

that the prizes are to

cellaneous goods, which, though valuable intrinsically, are
valueless

form

Trophies would
They would be at once artistic
shown and 'mementos of a
managers will make such an an-

the riflemen securing them.

to

excellent rewards.

vouchers of the superior
pleasant

the

If

visit.

nonneemsnt without

skill

delay,

we have no doubt

that not only

military teams will visit Atlanta, but private club teams as

good following of marksmen

well, with a

to participate iu

the individual matches.

The importance
There

,,f (he meeting if held will be very great.
need of just such a good exhibition of marksmana few teams from New York regiments,

is

ship as the visit of

and Eastern ride clubs

will afford to let the

men know how

they understand of

We hear

little

few good rifles going
are plenty of weapons sue a Bs they
type scat

of

I

a

among

about

erc-.l

Southern gentletarget,

practice.

into the South.

are

after the "

Many

the negroes.

There
Saxon"

of the old

swear by old tire irons, and actually shoot from
machines which ought long since have been laid away in the
There are a few good rifle clubs in the
cases of a museum.
Bouth. New Qrleaus is doing good work in military as in
settlers

ride" shooting. Mobile, loo, has a live organization, but

"any

any scores from Kentucky, the oldtime home of the rifleman, and the remainder of the country
carefully-drawn
does uot give a sign of any rilie interest.
match of the riflemen of the South vx. the riflemen of the

how rarely

do we bear

of

A

North would scud

this neglect to foster ahealthful interest in

many men of the Southern States.
would be stirred and improved.
should have a well-regulated
Union
Every State in the
militia establishmenti and until that is brought about aud
rifle practice given a proper place in the tactics of this body
of citizen soldiers, we are living on in neglect of an imhome

rifle-shooting

The

to

military interests, too,

element in our national safety. A well-attended
Atlanta would afford the text for every Southern
newspaper on this topic. Mauy of our Northern States are

portant

meeting

at

and afford comWhat they can do
mendable examples in this respect.
would be shown before the butts at this winter gathering,
and (lie contrast, we take it, would be so strong and the in-

neglectful enough, but others are attentive

efficiency of the representatives of

the careless States so ap-

shame something would be douc, and
grow out of the enterprise,

parent, that for very

good, thereby,

The time

in a brief period with our present

audit a prompt-and

roll

exposition managers,

v/e

much

short, but

for prcpara' ion is

means

can be done

of communication,

statement or rues at ones from the
doubt not that before the winter

holidays a. memorable meeting on the old Georgia
have been recorded.

soil will

Faumeh.-. &.SP SeoiiTSMus. -A Massachusetts farmers' soreport of what was
ciety took up this subject last week.

A

said

is

We

given elsewhere.

cussions Of the mailer.

The more

it

is

It is

welcome

all

such public

dis-

of vital interest to both parties.

talked about

the better.

The farmer has

which the sportsman must be made to respect. The
sportsmoi lee. rights which the farmer must be made to respect.
There are hoggish farmers; and there are lawless
gunners; the former can be conciliated by fair treatment:
hy rigorous measures.
the latter caa be Suppress

rights

:(]

Criiu Cosstiti:tima-s.—

We

arc in frequent receipt of re-

quests for OOustilutions and by-laws suitable for newly organized game protective clubs. Societies are invited to send
us printed coph-s of such forms that we may furnish them
to

new

clubs.

|

camp

life

in winter Florida

is

unsurpassed

in* our

country, so far as healthand comfort are concerned. In
the early winter rainy weather sometimes prevails in the
northerly portions of the Stale, but aEter the middle of JanuWho would
ary the climate of ihe peninsula is delightful.
not, then, if he could, leave the snow, slush aud mud of our
Middle Slates for a sky more blue and a sun more warm,
" where the flowers ever blossom and the beams ever shine."
Thcic it rarely rains, and when rains do come they Are but
thunder showers. The sun is warm— hut not too warm the
Here the invalid
air is pure from the ocean on either side.
may resl bis racking cough is stayed, sweet and unbroken
sleep comes to him onct more, and, if he goes there iu
lime, the fell destroyer, consumption, is robbed of his Victim.
I have a firm faith in the healing virtues of the climate, for
experience has been my teacher.
In the winter of WIS the writer descended the Kissimmee
River from its source to the groat and once mysterious Lake
Okeechobee. The old "Forest and Stream," the boat that
carried the explorers sent out by ibis paper some 3'ears before
to explore the -river aud lake, was then rotting at a wharf in
Lake" T'hopakliga. On this trip the idea not a new one
was conceived Of an expedition duwn the Kissimmee, through
the Like, and thence to the Gulf via the Caloosahatchie River.
This it was my good fortune to accomplish the past wiu'.er as
one of a party Of live who met at the Duval in Jacksonville
Our supplies were laid iu at this place, and
lust January.
some valuable
afler a visit to Al. Fresco, who kindly gave
in formation concerning our route, we took tha steamer for
the Upper St. Johns. Arrived at Sanford, on lake Monroe, the
South Florida Railroad (narrow gauge) carried us and our
effects to Orlando, where a learn was iu waiting to convey us
lingered
to lake Tohopakliga, eighteen miles distant.
among the beautiful oraugc groves aud lakes about Orlando
for two or three days, and reached the lake on the 15th of
January. Our guide had preceded us and we found our
boat in readiness. She was twenty feel, long and seven and
a half fe't beam, decked onlv about seven feet forward.
Bu4t of Florida rich pine, she "was, of course, heavy, a poor
model an<l an indifferent sailer, but sUnnck and strong.
Many a hard thump we gave her, aud site carried us where
no-boat had ever floated, exceptiug, of course, the canoe of
Mr. Lo, the Seminole. On the 16,h we sailed down the lake,
which is a beautiful sheet of water, some fifteen miles in
length anil thiee to live in widlh. A number of settlements

—

;

;

—

m

We

are ou its shores,

and game in

its

vicinity

is

The

scarce.

entrance to the river from the lake is narrow, the water is
Five or six miles
swift aud the channel as crooked as fate.
brought us to Lake Cypress, through which we passed in the
night, reaching Fort Gardner Island, on ihe shores of Lake
Kissimmee, after midnight. Here we spent several days
hunting with poor success, as the island is much frequented.
Lake Kissimmee is a lovely sheet of water, about twenty
miles long and five lo ten broad. After leaving the siand
we camped on the eastern shore of the lake, where we found
our first turkeys.
Here begins the Kissimmee Prairie, which extends to
Okechobec. In some places it is miles in width, ;n others
the pine timber comes close to the river, which winds about
in a vast, maisb.lrom two to ten miles wide, occasionally touching the bluffs, if such the low banks may be called. UjJ this
prairie and in the adjacent pine timber deer were plentiful
aud venison steaks were soou frying iu the pan. Procuring
a team aud wagen from the one settler near the lake, we
camped ten mites east, where ihe water Hows both to ihe St.
Johns and the Kissimmee. Our boat was lef 1 on the shore,
where we found her safe ou our return.
saw more deer in this neighborhood than at any other
I had here my first experience in tire
point on our route.
Our guide took a rich
hunting, in the most primitive style.
pine stump, four to ttve inches in diameter and seven lo eight
feet lone, and, splitting the larger end, inserted in the cracks
Lighting Ibis end at. the fire, aud placsplinters of fai pine.
ing a good pad on his snouhier, be would carry it for miles
through the woods, the blaze behind Ids hack and a huuter
In this way
or two carrying gun and hatchet at his heels.
:

We

alter several

failures

1

killed

my

first

deer, firing at

two

looked the size of a dime. At this point
Iverysparki
we esotrienced the dimculty of hunting in the lint woods, as
we could hardly go half a mile from camp aud find our way
back without a guide. There arc no landmarks, and to inexperienced eyes all portions of the forest seems alike.
Our next camp was ou B jamah Islaud, iu the southern end
Wild turkeys were abundant here and
of Lake Kissimmee.
we secured a number; they were in good condition and hue
eating,

away for miles to tke shore of the lake.
This course wc determined to ad opt, and when our boat had
ascended the crock lo a point within sight of Ihe prairie we
left the open water and took to the marsh.
Here our trials began, which for nearly three days taxed
our utmost endurance. One of our party was a middle aged
gentleman, a dentist from Ohio; two others were young and
robust Yankees from Massachusetts, full of the spirit of
adventure, hardy and cheerful, nothiDg daunted by any
May I always have such companions
fatigues or hardships.
The other two were West Virginia
for the wilderness.
farmers, one of whom lives lo regret having called himself a
"fool"— when in that marsh "for coming to iuch a country."
Well, he felt as proud of the achievement as any of us when
we finally sailed out of the Caloosahatchie into the Gulf; and
so did our Doctor, who had been in favor of turning hack
from Fort Bassinger, when told by Mr. Pearce of that place
that he had spenl six days and nights in goim: two miles
through the saw grassbel ween luke Okeechobee and lake Kick
pochea.
We had a guide who was man-of-all-work, a good
hunter and sailor also drunkard and ruffian when within
reach of liquor. There was also a"cullud geinmeu" for
cook, who was generally in mortal terror of wolves and tigers
by night, and " gators" by day. This individual professed,
iu common with bis race, a great love for "possum."
One
night a great rattling among the dry leaves was heard near
where some venison hung a rush was made for Ihe intruder
and a fat 'possum was captured. Charley roasted him in
most approved style, but he alone partook of the dish, aud,
notwithstanding his alleged love for it, I saw the next day a
Mexican buzzard dining off the larger half of thero:sten
'possum. After that no more were cooked, though we had
trouble lo keep them away from our fresh meat.
Well, we were in the marsh it was morniug, and our
spirits were high ; but at night, when a dejected and wornout crowd gathered around the camp stove which was set
up in the boat for want of dry land— il seemed to be the
opinion of soine-that we would never get out of that "mash,"
night's sleep, however, refreshed all
as our cook called it.
hands, though ihe bed was again of pine boards; and we resumed our march, as I may now call it, for the water was so
choked wilh vegetation that we were compelled most of ihe
time to wade, pushing the boat or propelling her by poles.
Fortunately our Yankees had brought an Osgood folding
canvas boat, 15 feet long. In her we placed a large part of
the baggage and our dentist (incapacitated by his office life
and some surplus flesh for hard work), who looked something
lilec Neptune, as with his long beard he sat enthroned iu the
little Osgood, amid a chaos of cracker boxes, venison hams
and blankets— only In place of the trident he carried a notebook aud pencil. This lightened our larger craft materially.
All day we toiled; and _at night, though our day's Iravel
was estimated at twelve miles, we could see but one ray of
hope that was the timber line in front, supposed to border
the Caloosahatchie. Him and blue it looked, but it was the
raiubow of promise to a forlorn and weary company.
To the east, as we advanced, was the marsh, stretching its
dense growth of saw-grass to the lake shore, aud beyond
the great Lake itself." To the west, as far as the eye could
reach, lay the Indian Prairie, dotted here and therewith palmetto hammocks. In front, rising slowly oa the horizon, as
grass that stretched

elephant in the bauds of the winner.
that there
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aud widely known and being thoroughly able
ride meeting in

cess.

Last Week- we printed a communication in which the
know what had baeu practically accomplished by all the talk about game protection.
We had
thought to devote some space in the present issue to showing
him, and other carpers like him, that much has been done.
But our columns are so filled with other timely matter, that
we must leave him for the present to indulge in his sneers.
Meanwhile, the world moves.

National Rille Association were indeed

this

It

the

-

Leaving our pleasant camp on the island, we once more
headed down the swifl and tortuous stream, camping at,
night on the shores, aud hunting morning aud evening with
varying success— most of the game being turkeys, ducks und
snipe.
At Fort Bassiuger, forty miles above Okeechobee, is
the lust and almost the only settlement on the river.
Here,
on the 10th of February, we had green corn fur dinuer from
the garden of Mr. John Pearce, who lives on the site of the
old station.
In this neighborhood wc spent several days
wailing for favorable winds, which came at last; and ou Ihe
evening of Ihe 12th wc reached the groat lake, too late to find
a camp on shore, so what sleep we got was on a pine board,
and a hard one, too.
The next day we sailed along the northern shore of the
lake, our objective point being the mouth of Fish Eatirg
Creek, bo often sought for but never entered by a boat from
the lake since the Seminole War.
Our camp that, night was
a narrow sandy beach, over which the wind breaks wnen the
winds blow from the South. The next morning, the 14th of
February, we were off bright and early, and by eight o'clock
sighted Al. Fresco's mark for the mouth of the creek a dead
cypress tree standing in the lake about a half mile north of
the creek. The latter was found without difficulty and, to our
joy, perfectly open and free from all obstructions.
It is
narrow, but deep and full of very fine bass. In a short time
wc had fifty pounds of fish in the boat, some of the bass
weighing ten pounds each.
If was our original plan to attempt to pa c s from the lake to
the Caloosahatchie, leaving the former at a point nearly east
of the head of the river; but we abandoned this On learning
the. terrors of the saw grass.
We then thought of ascending
Fish Eating Creek to New Fort Centre, there to hire 'a team
to convey our boat across the prairie to Fort Thompson. On
the Kissimmee, however, we met with an old cattle herder
who was familiar with the shores of the great niarah on the
west, side of the lake.
He thought it practicable to convey a
boat from Fish Eating Creek through the comparatively open
water lhal lay between the prairie and the vast field of saw-

I

his journal originally, were so well received by the public
and added so much that was novel and interesting to our
stock of knowledge of Southern sea board life, that his intended observations will bo eagerly read by the rapidlygrowing numbers proposing to make their home in Florida.

entire-

the Directors of

the National Ritle Association to

[November

Cruising is

m.
.Mh.
The intention is u good one,
and as tho managers of lie most successful display, now in
progress in Atlanta, have made it a general one, and artworking to make it an exposition of the South in all its

fluting

but

1

.

—

;

;

—

A
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we nea.-ed it, was the line of timber.
This night wc again slept in our boat. All hands dreaded
the morrow, for we feared that after all of our labor aud toil
we should And the way closed but as usual, when we had
eaten and slept, our spirits returned, and we all went to work
the next morning with a will, wading and pushing the boat.
After two or three hours' work we began to notice that the
spears of grass in the water seemed to lean in one direction,
which indicated a current and shortly afterward it could be
plainly seen. About ten o'clock we struck a little open
stream of clear water, no wider than a cow trail at first, but
Willi joy we hailed it.
Oar
deep and running swiftly.
Though we did not then know it, we were
labors were over.
at the very head of the Caloosahatchie, where the water first
forms a running stream as it leaves Lake Kickpochee, a good
sized lake separated from Okeechobee by from two to six
miles of dense saw grass. This lake is deeper than Okeechobee, and receives a part of the overflow from it.
now sailed smoothly on amid the mildest and most
Immense flocks of bright
tropical sccucry I had ever beheld.
plumaged birds were on either side. The clear water was
alive with the finest bass, which we landed until weary of
the sport. Alligators were plenty and large, rcceiviug a due
share of attention from the rifles. In places the current was
Sometimes
swift, and the river divided into many channels.
we seemed to be in a labyrinth out of wT hich there was no
Tall reeds formed a wall on either side.
Again, the
escape.
river wideued into beautiful lakes.
A fair wind bore us swiftly on, and at night we camped at
;

;

We

—
I

;
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Fort Thompson, on tli3 old military trail. We estimated
the distance from Okeechobee to this point at twenty mile?.
At Port Thompson we had our first and' last Bight fit the
toscUo ppoonbill, baling eight of these beautiful bird?. Ali
Sorts of water low,.-'. [Jin-:-.;" Liud snipe were plentiful, aud
our hunters for plumes laid in an ample supply.
The river was so high that there was no evidence of the
rapids which at low water obstruct the channel here, and
Which prevented " Al. Fresco" from ascending further with
On leaving this point we dismasted our
his boat in 1S74-.
vessel, as the overhanging live oaks obstructed the river for
many miles the banks were now well defined and high,
covered with a dense growth of palmetto and live oak.
We reached Fort Myers on Sunday, Feb. 20, where we saw
cocoa tree? in full bearing. We were most hospitably received by their owner, Major Evans, to whom we we had a
IcUerot introduction. At Fort Myers (eighteen miles from the
mouth of the river) we laid in a fresh supply of. provisions,
faded our water keg, and betook ourselves to salt water,
We spent several days
reaching Ptinta Kossa on the 21st.
around the harbor aud among the beautiful islands, fishing,
hunting aud enjoying the line oysters, and all of us, I think,
remember these days ni the most delightful of our trip. For
more than a month it had not rained on us we had warm
aud genial sunshine every day. What a contrast to the
plows and blizzards holding sway in the nortli
At tunta Rassa, after selling our boat, we took the steamer
We spent a day in Key West, where we saw
for Key West.
at the custom House two large living manatees, and then we
turned our faces once more to the northward, aud on March 1
landed at Cedar Keys. At Jacksonville we parted, some
going directly north, others staying to see something of the
;

;

1

civilized part of F.orhla.

One thing let me say to sportsmen going to Florida Carry
your ammunition and fishing tackle with you from the north.
Do not depend on buying these things at Jacksonviile, as we
You will be charged three prices for them and if all
did.
the dealers are like the one into whose clutches we fell, you
Wo bought several kegs of powder of
will be swindled.
him, and he agreed that if we returned any kegs unopened,
1 had one such,
in good condition, he would take them back.
hut out merchant did not know me now, and denied the
whole thing. If the keg had been at home, a thousand miles
away, all right; but it was an awkward thing to carry about,
That dealer lied to me, and if any sportsman wants his uauie
:

;

1 will give it to him,
The .South Florida Railway is now completed to Lake
Tohopkaliga, so the trip to the head waters of the Kissimmec

can be made by steamer and by rail. To go from Okeechobee
to the Caloosahatchie by water should only be attempted
during high water at other times it cannot be done. The
trip may be made a very enjoyable one, although it is not
without its hardships. The recollections of our expedition
wilt always be among the most pleasant of memories with me.
Okeechobee is a lovely shallow lake, with little life about
There are said to be very few fl3h in it, aud its waters
it.
There are but few spots on its borare hardly fit to drink.
ders where the navigator can- land, and only one over which
the water does not wash at times. Observation Island, in the
southerly end of the lake, is quite a resort for many birds
Black ducks, blue and
that arc valued for their plumage.
green winged teal, with many varieties of snipe, are found
both on the Kissimmee and the Caloosahatchie. We had no
success with the fly in fishing for bats; nearly all were taken
with the trolling spoon or spinner. These fish were very
fine, equal to any I have ever seen at the north for the table,
and greatly exceed in size any ever taken there.
Ko venomous snakes were seen by our party except the
water moccasin. Our treatment by the people that we met
along our route was hospitable and kind in the extreme. May
;

X live to see

them

again.

0.

THE SEVEN PONDS.
BV ANOTHER MAN WHO HAS BEEN THHKE.
i^ a late issue of the Fohest and Stream I noticed an
article by ,T. W. T. uuder the heading, " Tim Pond and
Seven Ponds." Now, if Mr. T. does not write for proprietors

I

why should he try to convey I he idea that it is such a long,
hard trip from Rangeley to Seven Ponds that only a few
hardy sportsmen, with brawny guides, have ever penetrated
Where did he imagine that the comfortable
these wilds?
camps and boats came from, thit he must have seen if he
looked around the different ponds any? It is true that our
Seven Ponds' travel has increased much in the last two or
three years, but for the past ten years the Seven Ponds have
been as familiar to the sportsman visiting Raugeley Lake region and to Rangeley Lake guides as Tim Pond has been to
the readers of the Fohhst aso Stkkam for the past year.
Mr. T. mentions that a Boston lady has had courage to make
the attempt; this year. He don't say whether she succeeded
lady from the vicinity of Boston made the trip
or not,
from this way rive years ago and spent some time at the
Ponds, and came back all right. And I don't think she
heard a bear scream while she was there.
I wUl tell you how to get to Seven Ponds via Rangeley.
I
don't ask you to believe me, but just take the map of Maine
aud compare the distances. Leaving Boston on the 8:30
train from the Boston and Maine or the Eastern Depot, you
change at Portland to the Maine Central, and at Farmingion
to the Sandy River Narrow Gauge, arriving at Phillips
An omnibus takes you to a first-class hotel,
at 6 p. m.
where you spend the night. Leaving Phillips next morning
at 7 a. m. on a good s:age coach, a twenty miles ride over a
guod road, where the scenery is fine, brings you to Rangeley
in time for dinner. After dinner, your baggage being
changed from the stage to a slrong wagon, you start for
Kennebago Lake, ten miles distant. The first three miles
is over a good road; after that, if you have not procured a
horse and saddle at Rangeley, you must walk.
The time
usually taken for walking it by sportsmen is two and a half
and three hours. This brings you to the Forest Retreat
House at the head of Kennebago Lake. Here you hud good
accommodations, and as good a table as is set before the
sportsman anywhere in the Rangeley region. Ed. Grant,
Corneal and Phinias Richardson are the owners. Phin plays
proprietor in a manner, that is satisfactory to all, while
Grant and Corneal guide. Better guides and better fellows
do not exist; and the stranger may rest assured that whatever they tell him about fish aud game is the truth, whether
the dollar goeB into their pockets or somebody else's.
To reach the Seven Ponds frojn the Forest Retreat House
you take a boat and row down the lake, which is five Utiles,
to a little way below the outlet, where you fiud a stream
corning in on the right. Going up this stream for a mile
and a half you come to Little Kennebago. Across this, onehalf mile and up the inlet two miles further, you reach the
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trail that leads to Seyep Ponds.
It is a good, hard-trodden
path, and is eight or nine .'miles to the poptfe.
Guides very
often g from the Ponds down to the boat landing andtake a
pack' of eighty ot ninety pounds and return the" same day.
Spoilsmen ihs past summer have walked from the Pouds
down to the boat landing, taking licit boats to the Forest
RetreaJ ETbu -. and then walked to Rangeley the same day.
»nii-weekly mail from Raugeley to the Forest Retreat House, iiud lloutoon's team makes the trip daily, over
iu the morning and back in the afternoon.
I have giveu you a little idea of this "long, hird trail"
from Rangeley to the Seven Ponds; and, dear invalid, if you
have not strength enough to walk these carries, don't, for the
sake of the loved ones that you leave behind, imagine that
you have strength enough to go another way where you have
to ride on a buckboard.
Reading about a buckboard ride
and taking that ride on a new road through our rough mountainous country are two different things; and when, with a
good spring, the buckboard comes down and strikes a stump
directly under you, and you imagine that your backbone is
sticking a good six inches above the top of your head, then
you will realize the difference.
The Seven Ponds country is a great place for fish and
game, whatever way you get there. Not many miles to the
west of the Ponds, on the first day of last December, I
brought down three caribouat three successive shots; and two
days later I saw my friend, John Danforlh, of Parmachenee
Lake, bring clown two more near the same place. As soon as
the snow gets deep enough for still-hunting John aud I will
be among them again.
'

i

i

was once guidiug a gentleman at Seven Pond3 in the
mouth of August, The flybook was lost, but we happened
to have two good sized bait hooks left; the ravelings from
my red flannel shirt made the body of one fly, and the feathers
I

of an unlucky dipper duck, wound with black linen thread
finished it.
The other fly had the same kind of a body, but
the rest of it was a mixture of dipper aud black duck, crow,
owl and anything that came handy that had feathers on it.
The first fly we christened the Dipper, the last one the Seven
_

Pond Killer—and

;

:

was a killer. They both took well, but
the Killer was the best.
With these we caught all the trout
we wanted, and they had some wear to them.
What I started to say iu a few words I have spun out into
quite a letter, and I trust it will be excused by your readers,
as it is from the forced pen of a woodsman, who is not a
scholar.
It is written at Camps Bemis, on the southeast
shore of the Mooselookmeguutic Lake, where a northwester
gets about an eight-mile sweep and it is showing us what it
can do this time. It has been one continual roar for two
days and nights. The wharf and rocks for twenty feet from
the water along the shore are one sheet of ice.
The steamit

a
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them.'' The gunners all said it was folly, but I knew better.
One man from Louisville said he onuid kill then) fh;re it I
could, but he soon gave it up, aud I had them all to m ." :lf;
aud I never had more satisfactory sport, for, at that 'time,
the more difficult the shooting the better 1 liked it.
That ground is all owned by a club now. bo! I've had
share of it. The above is private nonsense to try your pjltieuce.

my

I'll have time to call at the " Wood and Water"
before I leave. Iu the meantime I am not a tramp.
but your very respectable and obedient servant,
A.

1

hope

office

THE COMING OK WINTER.
rr HE

whirling dead leaves, Mown unnumbered times ur Bttnfl,
Lie heaped, or loosely scattered o'er the ground

A

;

The cawing Crows now dy from Held to fleld of stalk-ed corn
And Owls sound out their sweetest notes from eve till morn.
Look you swiftly to the north the wild Loon wlnga Its way,
While on the Eastern Shore, Plover and DUok jjllda down the hay
Tall marsh weeds are waving their heads In the breeze
!

Erewlille" Striped Wood Picas" vigorously tap, the trees,
to the northward look, and Ux your gaze
Se} the honking Wild Geese wend their tortuous ways.
Chill 13 the air, biting the Granger's nose with Irs freeze,
While Bears In their cavernous couches snore om.B.1 ias
But the Raccoon, where Oh where, Is he ?
Surely he doth not stay all winter up a tree
Woodehueks, Porcupines and Babbits, ton. He
Who snooze and gape, and lick smooth their hair
Lithe Osk-a-awah silently the tracks of deer pursues,
Muttering as he spies the big foot inafka ot Plpera shoes,
Nowthe feathery snowilakes In countless mill; oi
As 'Bunkum at his slletmrd sits, eating doughnuts and mine

Again
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plea,

and turkey bones,

Elkribs, bearsleak, roast coon

Anon drinking

so

X

V.

Vai&pUte,

Bunkum

J2.
vllle,

much elder thathe

fairly groaus.

Bock-J

a ",-,::.

Piper a noted hunter in PoagaUole Canyon, near Dans-

N. T.

[From Harper's Magazine lor November. J

m A DUG OUT.

A WEEK

BY W. W. THOMAS,
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anchored around in the cove, and the sides of that
are also covered with ice
and if it were not for keeping up
a fire in her to prevent the boiler and pipes from freezing up
aud bursting I should have been in bed long ago and you
would not have been bothered with this yarn. It is twelve
o'clock; I'll go out and fire her up once more and then turn
in.
I wish that the lumbermen and their supplies were safely
landed in their logging camps, the steamboat housed and I
myself at the Seven Ponds this minute. Good night.
Capt. F. C. Barker.
boat

is

;

Camp

TOBIOGRAPHICAL FRAGMENTS.— I.

UEINO EXTRACTS

FROM AN EDITOR'S PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your letter was received several days ago, but

—

I

have been

too busy to reply to it before. Imprimis I am not a tramp,
as you've had reason to suspect, but a respectable white citizen, as 1 mean to prove if I have time to call on you before I
leave for Washington, which will probably be
future

my

home.

from j'our mind— caused by
my sending you contributions from nearly every part of the
earth I'll' treat you to a bit of autobiography.
I was born
in Bucks county, Pa., (where the chickens come from) about
110 years ago, with a gun in my mouth iustead of a silver
spoon (which was a blunder on my part), which I have used
"between meals" from the first week after birth until the
present time. The first game I Bhot on the wing was a crow
and from that proud time I have increased and multiIn fact, my slaughtering
plied till I grew into a No. 1 shot.
ability was great enough to entitle me to a place in the State
game protective association but I killed birds to protect them
from hawks aud other sportsmen.
For some years past 1 have shed but little feathered blood,
and I would like to shoot a duck to revive old memories, but
"
alas whenever one is seen he is immediately "protected
by some club or State association.
By the way, is it the d—1, or some other fellow, that insti-

To

clear a little of the mist

—

;

!

gated
leges

members

of legislatures to take all the sporting privi-

from the mass of the people and give them to a few rich

men? Is that a touch of democracy
The above is not autobiography).

or aristocracy ? (P. S.

and in that capacity have
I am by profession a
traveled over all creation except the Garden of Eden and the
North Pole (both doubtful places.)
,

OUAPTEfi

XX
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was a dug-out.
But why a dug-out ?
Well, I take

Bemis, Jlangel^y La/ces, Oct. 26.

Ali

DIETJ, Moreaud," said I, and we pushed out upon the
lake in our dug-out.
"Au revoir, monsieur, et bonne chance." replied Moreaud
from the shore then lighting his pipe, he turned on his heel,
and disappeared in the forest.
We were in the backwoods of Canada. We had left the
last house of the pioneer habitant on the further bank of the
river, and were now fairly under way on our voyage or a
hundred miles, through a forest as yet un marred by man.
Our route lay along the great natural thoroughfares of all
wooded countries— the streams and iakes and our vehicle

A

it.

—

What i3 of more interest to " Forest and Streamers "
have had the reputation (over twenty years ago) of being one
of the best shots in the West, and many a time and oft have
they tried to inveigle mc into a match with the great shots of
the country; but thy servant was not of that stripe.
I once made a score of 18 out of 20 double birds, from a
I found my fame had
trap; and when I went to
preceded me, and I was as once hand and glove with the
hunting club. One of the members asked mc if I had ever
shot English snipe. 1 told him Iliad killed as many ai eight
or ten in a day on the Bordeutown meadows, at which they
" snickered right out."
They then arranged for me to go with them up the country about sixty miles, to their great sniping ground, and from
the fact that their best shot was along, I suspected that their
object was to show me that I was not much of a shot so I
determined to do as they all did at that time kill as many
as I could and go in for the laurels, at the risk of being
At the end of our day's
called "snipe hog" hy posterity.
shooting I had 130, and their best shot had about eighty so
That was the only time I
the matter of skill was settled.
ever shot English snipe in thick cover. Toward the close of
the day they got so frightened at the constant cannonade
of llu-m flew to the bit of woods and thick undertorn that time nearly every bird
brush near til
that was DO) killed followed him, till a great number had
stowed themselves'away there for safety, wheu I " went for

—

;

;

it

that

we

fellows of offices, professions

and

books go camping out for much the same reason that Ant.'cus
touched the earth, and that the closer we get to our common
mother, the stronger do we become. Our savauts have not
yet decided, I believe, iu what frail bark man first trusted
himself upon the wave; but surely, next to the log aw Tialurcl,
the dug-out log must have been the earliest means of transportation upon the water.
So, in selecting a boat for our trip, I had severely discarded the canoe and the bateau as too intricate, complex
and civilized, and joyfully accepted the dug-out as nearest
the bosom of nature. And now I floated away In my boll >w
log with all the zest of an old cave-dweller with his paddle

and flint-headed javelin.
Our dug-out, or pirogue,

as the habitants cill it, once stood
a noble pine of the forest. It was a single pine log, twentysix and a half feet long and two feet four inches wide, rudely
hollowed out, and the ends roughly hewed into bow and
stern, somewhat after the model of a bark canoe.
two guides and mysel f
The crew numbered three,
The guides were brothers, James and George Dall. George,
James,
the light and festive bachelor, paddled in the bow
the dignified, weightier father of a family, wielded his tnighy
paddle in the stem. I sat amidships on a buffalo-rube, witu
Our
fishing-rods and a light fowling-piece on cither side.

my

;

plunder was stowed close behind me, and

made

a most ac-

ceptable backing.
sailed across Beaver Lake— a forest-girt pool
touched bottom
dotted with lily-pads, and so shoal that
gain the outlet, and
with our paddles at every stroke.
Trunk* of
glide into the dead water of Beaver Brook.
fallen trees reach out toward us from either swamy shore,

Thus we

we

We

Then the.
their withered branches covered with long moss.
banks grow closer and higher, the current increases, and the
The guides change
stream changes into a rippliug brook.
Faster runs the brook and
their puddles for setting-poles.
shoalcr grows the water, till at last, with a gratimr jar—
sound I soon learn to hate— the dug-out grounds solidly on a
pebbly bar in mid-stream.
The guides jump overboard, and haul and shove the
pirogue ahead. This is hard work. 1 lighten it two hundred pounds by taking to the water myself, and abandon my
luxurious seat on the buffalo-robe for a chilling wade in
Beaver Brook.
We toil on, floating our wooden canoe through the. deep
I'll worse
pools, lifting and shoving her over the shoal bars.
than this is iu store for us. Round a turn in the brook we
come upon a mass of fallen cedars lying squarely across the
stream.
It would take too long to hew u way through them,
so, by putting out the last pound of muscle possessed by the
entire crew, we lift, shove, pull aud drag the pirogue over
the jam.
Our afternoon was spent in dragging across bars and hauling over windfalls, with now and then the breathings;
Tnis rou'e
a depp pool, over which we thankfully Homed.
would hog and destroy any other kind of boat. My respect
I

was contiuuilly increasing.
While shoving over a fallen cedar a foot above the wa'er,
As we draw breath for a
the pirogue sticks in the middle.
"A fine place for a camp
fresh shove, Jim observes, gently
on the bank up there to yer right, sir. Plenty O' good wood
I look at my watch- it ishulf-pist
for the fire too, sir."
"Mebby we mightn't find so good a chance for a camp
six.
further down stream, sir. ''
unI take the hint. Pirogue hangs where she stuck.
pack tent and needed stores, aud pitch our camp on the
for the dug-out

:

We

pretty bluff.

;
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Our tent, was in form like a shed a roof and two sides,
but emirely open in front.
1 was seven fe'twide, seven
deep, and seven high in front sloping down to he ground behind. M-de of the lighe-t duck, it weighed but a few
pounds, and when not in use wus rolled up and shoved into
a bag twenty-four by ten inches, It was pitched on two upl

right poles, and stretched tight hh a drum, aud held iu position by tide and front guys of rope.
This was our "house in the bush." Jim cuts wood for the
fire; George, spruce boughs for our bed.
Tent is pitched,
fragrant bed laid, fire crackling, and supper cooking before
eat by the light of the flames, the
darkne-8 comes on
forest gloom leigh'ened by the bright circle around.
The guides chat wiih each other in French, and with me
in the sime longue as long us I understand hem, only changing to Euglish when the expression of niy face shows that
they have got beyond my depth in French.
My compauionsfurnhh a go d illustration of the vigor and
tenscily of the Frein h language, and its power to hold its
o«n and increase ven when brought into contact with the
English. Jim and George Dal are of pure English stock.
Ttieir parents were the children of British soldiers and their
British wives, members of a military colony settled by England in this wilderness. The colony received many privileges, and its original members drew rations from the English Government as long as they lived.
But the Acadian French settled around this colony of
The two languages came into competition, and toBritons.
d <y the Fi ench is victorious, while the English has almost
disappeared. My gu des. the grandsons of Briiiatt soldiers,
abhou^h speaking English, prefer French, and always use it
when talk ng to each other; while the children ot Junes,
who married an Acadian, neither speak nor understand a
word of our language, but use Freneli exclusively.
Some fresh logs are thrown upon our birchen andirons
the great soggy back-log glows aotw, and ihe flames crackle
and leap on high. We he back on the fragrant boughs of
the spruce, our feet to the fire that flares the whole wi ith of
the open tent, and fa 1 asleep, watching the sparks course
upward past the tull dark tree-tops, and lose themselves
amid the siars of heaven.
The song of a bird awoke us. It was still dark a dismal
fog filled the forest. No sign of day was given to the eye,
but the wild bird's song told us surely the day has dawned.
It was a plaintive little twittering— a lone voice of the
lonely wood— that ushered in this August day. How different from the full chorus of a thousand songsters that heralds
the dawn of a day in spring
Soon adull gray light began to filter down through the dark
gr*y fog. Then the song ceased. Dawn had como to our

We

i
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dimmer eyes.
The cheerful fire had turned into a feathery mass of white
ashes, where one live coal glowed like a fiery eye.
Over
this George builds a- cob-house of chips, and is soon rewarded
with a blaze. I take a plunge into the stream, and before I
orge calls to breakfast buckwheat
am fairly dressed,
cakes smoking hot, fried salt pork, and a steaming cup of
sit on a log, or stump, or box, and, with tin
coffee.
plate in lap, make a royal meal.
"Will ybu have some map'e syrup on yer cakes, sir?"
"Of course I will; but where did yon get this luxury?"

—

G

We

'•

O

maple

, we reduces
-ugar.''

it, sir,

with water from our block

o'

Del ciou3 syrup it was, too and the buckwheats were no
fancy, fragile, hotel affaiiB. Each cake was just the bigness
light and palataof the frying-pan, and half an inch thick
ble they were, though, and in the woods, I am sure no one
could cherish any animosity toward them on account of their
;

;

size.

«e struck camp, packed our traps, pushed the pirogue
over the fallen tree, where it had hung all night, and po'efl
steam. It was but twenty minutes past seven. The
river f g broke in rifts over >e id, and tie warm blue sky
looked through. The brook grew ileeper; our dug-out s ill
prated on the ba>s, but We pushed her over without jumping
Soon a
into the water, aud poled on d y shod and thankful.
large brook pours iu on our right, and with its add^d volume
we g ide smoothly along.
Now tbe current becomes sluggish, the water dark and
We int r an alder s a amp, through which the stream
deep.
winds aud twists, like "Ihe sinuous Songo." The alder
bushes protrude into the water fiom either bank, their long
stems interlock, and ttieir branche- form a plaited leafy barrier across our pathway, the brook, which runs under the
thicket, aud vanishes as completely as if it ft iwed into ihe
down

bowels of the ejrth. Puddle and pole are useless: we lie
flat on our b cks, catch hold of the net-work of branches
oveihead, and pull the pirogue through ihe jungle that chokes
the livulel. We grope our way slowly. The boughs grate,
rub and scratch ver ihe ea>toe and ourselves, ih ir letves all
dripping wiih tbe morning mist.
L was tbe blindest sail 1
ever took. Better a ' dungeon o' log" on the upi n sea.
bo we crawl on for a mile, thieading the labyrmih of an
aid r swamp, then witti a cheer shoot out into a rippling
The broad current lapses
rivet thrice the s z of our brook.
between peb ily beaches, a stately forest rises troin either
bank, wooded moun ains tower athwart the vista of the
stieam, andoveb ad sm les the clear blue sky, into which
the last r >gg' d vestiges of ihe fog are dissolving.
We stand erect iu the canoe, stretch our n cks and arms,
devoutly thankiul for a clear sky aud an op n stream. Then
we run the pirogue ashore on a gravelly bar, cast overboard
a cargo of leave-, twigs and broken alder branches bail out,
dry ourselves in tie sun, and shove off down the Gateno
River, ditti uliies past and fair s.iliug ahead.
The water was cle.r as crystal, yet of a tawny color, like
dark anther, Ii ri| pled lighi yedow over pebbly bars, swirled
dark, deep and brown rouud the broad crescent of a curving
Our catioe slid a'ong on its
pool, then rippled on again.
The regular plash
glasBy current through a primeval forest.
of the setting-poles into the water and their sharp grate
agaii 8t the gravel bottom were the only soundB that broke
Soon Jim ch tuts a quaint French song, and
the resful calm.
the p les Bwing iu time to the tune. We glide through a
wide intervale, c >vered with rich tall grass and dotted with
stately elms, which rise like Corinthian columns from the
•

i

plain.
'W our river strikes a spur of the mountain, is d< fleeted
to the north, ripp es through a stretch cii forest, then opens
out. into a swampy lev. 1, overgrown with tall rank reeds and
grasses, through which the passing brCLze waves like a run-

N

ning

fire.

Jim ceases singing. The guides
away aud lake to the paddles.

noiselessly

stow the poles

"Art; you cady, sir ?" asks Jim.
" Kea'.y for what?"
" There might be a moose along here, sir, or a caribou,
perhaps." Out spiingB my gun. "They comes down to
t

[NOTBMBBB

pluces like this iu the summer, and wades out into the water
up to their necks, and browses round on the grass and lilies

and the

like o' that, sir

;

aud

if

you paddle along quet

mebbe

like,

you'll get on to 'em, but if they hears yer pule strlkfi
the bottom, never a one '11 you Mt whatever they'll be off
befote ever you comes in sight.
Hut we'll soon come to a
handy chmce for 'em now, sir, in a boga/t to yer right."
" And whit's a bogan ?"
" That's an Injun name, sir but mebbe you've heird it
called logan, or perhaps poke-logan.
They's all Injun names
for a place where the dead water backs up out of a river, and
makes a kind o' shall r pond like up into the grass and swamp.
But look out, sir," added Jim, dropping bis voice to a whis-

—

;

"we're right on to it,"
The pirogue drifted slowly past the mouth of a shallow
lagoon, covered with lily-pads, fringed with reeds, and
skirted by the forest.
intently watched every obp et as
it slid into view by the narrow mouth of the login.
Every
instant I expected to see a branching pair of antlers rise with
a splash as a moose bounded trom water into cover. But the
logan was passed without sight or sound.
Is ii merely a coincidence that the sheet of water the Indian calls logan we name lagoon, from the Ita'ian lagune?
As there are no moose, Jim and George take their poles
again, and our long hollow log is propelled steadily through
the still water of the broadening, currentless river.
Rounding a point, we come suddenly upon a bittern
pei died in an alder bush at the edge of the water, beak and
neck raised in a perpendicular, and Btifi* as a skewer. He
looked so oddly, standing bolt-upright, with his beak pointing to the zenith, that, although we passed within three feet,
we made no effort to catch him. I soon regret'ed that we
had not added him to our supplies for the pot, so we backed
the canoe to rectify our error.
"It's a young 'tin,' quoth Jim; "he can't fly; that's why
he was a-prayin' with his hill up. This pole is the boy for
him. Jest you look here and see me take him in."
But even as he spoke the bittern sprang out of the bush
and flew up stream. I at once shot him on the wing. Jim
had turned his back on Ihe bittern in disgust the instant he
flew, and looking at me as I raised my gun and fired, exclaimed, " Mou Dieu, monsieur, what kind of a gun is that
as goes off before you take aim?
Was it an accident, sir,
or did you fire at anything?"
per'

We

" Look ahead," I answered.
Jim turned around, and now saw

"Yes."
fired

then ?"

" Of course."

"And

the bird a-flyin' through the sir all the time! Well,
sir, I never saw that thing done before, and you're the
greatest hunter for a gentleman that ever came to these
Takes.''

Imagine, my sporting friend, you who can cut down a
dozen woodcock in cover without missing a shot, how remote
those lakes must he where shooting on the wing was never
heard of, and bringing down one lubherly bittern in the open
to establish one's reputation as a great humeri
soon saw a flock of shelldrake swimmiug on the river.
As we drew near, they scampered away over the gla-sy sur'ace at great speed, using their wings as paddh s, and spla-hing ihe water into spray. Each oue left a double wake behind him, and all together they looked like a fleet of miniatuie side, wheel sleameis racing down river, all steam on,
safety-valve tied down, and paddles whirling around in
sm king haBte.
They will not go far. It is "out of sight out of mind"
nilh a sheldrake. So we paddle cautiously down stream
close to the busby left bank, sme of finding our game whereever their fears left them. Reaching a bend in the stream we
The long dug-out swings
lie down level with the gunwale
round the point as idly as a drifting log. Th re are the
They eye our log susshelldrake swimming in mid-river.
piciously; 'bey doubt, they fear, they draw together for another caiiiper.
Tnis was the sportsman's opportunity lor a
raking shot. I stop three of ihem deal with a shot trom the
right barrel, and drop a fourth with the left as the flock scuds
away out of danger.
As we pick up our game, Jim remarks, "The gun is better
than the rod to-day, sir."
most tempting
True enough. For though I had cast
flies over many a goodly pool as we glided down stream, not
a from had yet risen to the lure.
As we pu-m on, the river-b inks grow lower, the woods
more open, glimmerings from a distance shoot betw> en the
tree trunks, little vistas penetrate the forest, rill at last,
rounding a turn, the broad expanse of Great Eatrie Lake
a broad sheet of silver wa'er nine
bursts upon our vie a
miles long, lying in the tap of wojded mountains, basking
beneath a summer's sun.
Looking at my watch I find it is but twenty minutis past
ten, only three hours since we pushed off from our camp,
yet we had run many miles of brook and river, and experiis sufficient

We

my
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enced enough of pleasure and adventure to fill an ordinary
week.
But one thing we had not seen on the whole route, a single
good camp ground— a fact to which Jim repeatedly called my
attention, and which he well knew showed the wisdom of he
We pulled ashore on the bank of this
last night's choice.
lake, stretched our limbs, took a lunch, bailed out, and soon
were en mute again. Selecting an attractive cast of large
far astern to entice, if might be, the
flies, I trolled them
monarch of the lake into our frying-pan.
I< was a breali less summer day us we paddled down the
Gt eat Eagle. The lake lay like a mirror among the virgin
could see nine miles over its glassy surface, to
hills
where a notch in the wooded hill crest betrayed the outlet.
Mountains clad and plumed with forest primeval rolled up
No civil zed habitain giant undulations on every hand.
It had ever been free
tion liad ever desecrated thissolitude.
from the sound of the hammer as the Temple of Solomon.
All around us, stretching away league on league, waB a vast
uuhrokeu wilderness. In its heart smiled the lake, brimmed by the eternal hills, filled with the hush and heat of a
summer noon.
George and Jim, bnw and stern, kept their paddles dipping in perfect time; the regular whish of the keen blades
through the water alone broke the noontide calm, and
seemed at last the monotonous lullaby of the l»zy day. I

We

h

ad dooped ag inst the pack bewas getting drowsy; my
Jim rolled up ho end of the bufl'alo-skin for a pilhind.
low, and I dozed to sleep.
"What's that black on the beach yonder?" It was
George's voice that spoke. I was wide-awake in a twinkling, and glancing in the direction of his raised paddle, saw
i

a black speck over a mile away on the narrow strip of beach
between woods and water.

—

—

Can it be ? yes, it moves a bear
Glorious
The black dot passes d >wn to the edge of the lake, pauses,
moves along the shore, runs out upon a low sand--pit, and
appear a silhouette against th br gtr water beyond. " See
the cub with her !' whispers Jim. But the cub stands mo,
!

!

-

tionless— a tuft of tall grass, while the bear vanishes over
the cape.
Tne guides dip their paddles deep and strong the pirogue
glides swifily, noiselessly over the mirror of water.
Not a
word is 8 iid. 1 proceed to get ready. My only fire-arm was
a 7^-pound 12-gauge double-bemlied shot-guu— a light,
hanay pi> cc for snipe and woodcock. I had brought it with
me hoping to make an agreeable diversion in the fish and
pork diet of camp life, in case we should fall in with duck
or partridge.
As I was loading cartridges with Nos. Sand 8 shot at home
a few days before, I thought,, What, if I should see a moose,
or bear, or caribou?—so 1 loaded eight shells with nine buckshot each.
The shot were as large as pistol bullets, three of
them exactly chambered in a No. 13 shell. I carefully
placed them in three layers of three shot each, with a thin
wad between each layer.
I drew my gun out of its case, slipped in a couple of the
buck-shot cartridges, and put four more in my pocket.
We were now close to the hither side of the cape. George
lies down in front Jim paddles silently in the stern
pirogue
moves ahead inch by inch toward the point of the cape; 1 sit
with gun full cock across my knees, my neck craned out,
scanning every object on the further shore as it comes into
view over the low sand-spit. 81owly we draw on round the
cape the whole further shore lies before us, but no bear.
;

;

;

;

was

All

as silent as the suushiue.
sit speechless the chattering of a squirrel sounds
forest.
Instantly the guides nod to each other, and
dip their paddles. Noiselessly the pirogue touches the
beach.
George picks up his axe and steps ashore; I follow
with my bird gun. The squirrel still chatters angrily from
the depths of the wood; George bieathsnot a whisper, hut
his face is wreathed in the pleasantest and most fantastic
grimances, and he points continually toward the chattering
with his axe.
few stealthy steps, and we gain the edge of the woods.
peer in— nothing bear-like to be seen. Cautiously we
press the branches aside, and silently creep on.
As we pass from the sunny lake into thedeep gloom of the
woods 1 recollect I am in
shirt sleeves, aud consider for
a moment the probable resistence a thin woolen hunting shirt
would offer to the claws of a bear.
The forest we had entered was a dense growth of cedars,
mixed with spruce and pine. The trees stood close together,
with low branches, and were plentifully interspersed with
windfalls, lying breast-high on rotton branches, and forming
an admirable natural abatis against our advancing column of
two armed with axe and shot-uun.
George moves on hke a shadow straight for the squirrel
that still chatters and scolds and swears from the depths' of
the cedar jungle.
I veer to the right.
worm ourselves
between the th ck trunks, anil under the ticker branches.

Ab we

from the

A

We

the bittern lying dead

ou the water close by.
He picked him up with a mystified expression, and looking at me, asked, " Did you kill him, sir?"

"When you
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low "Shi" catches

my

ear.

I

toward George.

turn

"Here he is!" is written all over his face. He points
directly ahead, then shakes his axe, aDd points and points
again.
1 look, stretch up and look, crouch down and look, but
see nothing save the tree trunks.

He

George grows impatient.
him.
" Le voici

Here he

thinks I do not understand

he hisses. But Bruin hears as
well as I.
"Non le voila There he goes I"
1 hear a whine and a grunt thaL remind me of a menagerie,
and ihrough the thick cedar trunks and the dead branches of
a fallen pine catch a flitting glimpse of shambling blackness.
1 fire a snap shot, as 1 would ata woodcock darting ihrough
the aider tops. Ttie smoke hangs under the thick bianches,
and shuts out all before me.
1

is!"
!

"He's down!

Nous

J'avons!" yel's George.

gun has broken the spell of the forest
Gtorge hangts fiom a serpent to a tiger.
" No," he cries "he's off again. Fire I"
of the

The

report

silence,

aud

t

;

1 fire my left barrel ihrough the smoke with " eye of faith,"
and cramming in a couple of fresh cartrdges, George and I
rush on, if any mode of progress through a tangled cedar
swamp can be called a rush. We kick aud wrest off the dry
dean branches, scramble over the fallen pi e but the bear ?
Nowhere a sign of him. Nothing but forest and silence.
George ke ps on I do my best to folio vv. He glides along
like a cat, in one hand an Uplifted axe, de-cending now and
then io sever an opposing bough. He geis over the ground
;

;

two

feet to

my

one.

" Le voila, qui B'en va! There he goes again!
Venez!
on!" cries George; and I perform the speedi st c linSioa' enough it is, though.
ing on of which I am capable.
Every few steps the tangled tiranch s of a tailed cedar must
be burst through, but on I press and scramble aud tumble
and crawl till George is reached. He stands on a prostrate
tree, axe upraised, head bent forward and to one side— an
admirable statue of alertness.
Ecoutez
Listen " he whispers,
moment's stillness. Then a crackling, loud and near,
up the hillside. George j-unps through the thicket, and

Come

'

!

'

!

A

springs up the slope like a

fl

ish.

Follow him ? 1 could as easily flit up to heaven without
So 1 scramble on through the level swamp. It is
said "blood will tell ;" 1 can swear that, weight will.
The
burden of my two hundred pounds handicapped me in this

wings.

swamp

race with a bear
Every tDicket I crawled through,
every windfall 1 scrambled over, told on me, till at laai I
was forced to halt. With perspiration bursting from every
pore, and breath only canght in gasps, I leaned against a tree
and imagined the feelings of the losing horse in a race. My
heart beat loudly as the drumming of a partridge, the whole
forest seemed to reverberate with its quick thud, thud, thud,
and the blood leaped to head and temples till my brain was
in a whirl.

While the trees were dancing before my reeling sight, I
thought, "What an unlucky wight am II After twenty
years of small game shooting, to at last actually meet a bear
in his haunts in the forest, get within thirty yards of him,
on the point of gratifying one of lie pet ambitions of my life,
and then to bang away a couple of shots like a fool with the
buck ague, while my noble quarry coolly makes off, and I
i

am

left

empty-handed

Worse than

that,

1"

the brute runs

George sees him again and »g»in

my

"

away

so slowly that

— keeps up with him, in fact.
Were I a light, nimble
shot a bear —yes, a half-

too, too solid flesh I"
fellow like George, I might have

Alas,

dozen times over.

And

then

my

gun.

What a

fool,

to

J
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bring a little snipe gun into 'he woods in quest of the king of
the forests, the beast before which tdl others quail, from the
Atlantic 'o the Mississippi, and then to lire away at this lordly
game as I would pull trigger ou a woodcocn
One bird
missed, up flip* another. But where shall I find another
bear, when I have been all my life getting up will this first
one? Then, if I liad only shot him, what yarns I would spin
to my sporting friends—
"Le voici encore! Herehe is again!" sounded George's
voice, loud and clear, through' the forest, and cut short my
I

reverie.

My

heart stilled and my brain steadied in an instant. Again
" I may get him yet I may retrieve my
sprang forward.
fortunes," thought I, as I dragged, crawled and pushed myself ahead through the underbrush.
George hears me crashing along, and shouts from the
mountain-side, " He's ruakin' down by the lake. Right
ahead o' yer. Look out for him."
I scramble ou, impelled by one single strong desire
to
get one good fair shot at that bear.
I keep on and on.
Not a word from George.
At
right, through the haves 1 catch bright glimpses of the lake
sleeping in the sunlight. I slacken my pace. All is silent,
as a sanctuary. " Well, the bear is off, and George with him.
I'll keep on slowly, cool off, and perhaps get my 'second
wind that we read about, whatever that may be." Sothinking, I sling myself up on a fallen cedar that lay breast-high
across my route, swing my legs over, sit and rest for a moment, then leisurely drop down on the other side.
" Knar-r-r-r-r /" And from under a cedar only seven
paces away a mass of blackness springs for me, sudden and
I

;

—

my

'

swift.

I have not time to take a step. Had time allowed, there
no opportunity. The fallen cedar is at my back I am
its branches.
But no th>>ught of retreat
my mind. There is time but for one single
impulse, and that is shoot.
gun is in my right baud,
both barrels full cock. Instantly I pit cti it to my shoulder,
yet in this instant the whole forest scene, with the on-dashing black brute in the centre, is accurately and indelibly
photographed on my Bight. I see the beast, h aping on all
fours, hind quarters high, fore-shoulders low, head down and
askew, snout turned to right, lip curled up like-a snarling
dog, teeth chattering, and black eyes gleaming with a devilish light.
On comes the monster with his vibrating, gruntlag gr >wl, Knarr-r-r-r ! As the gun swings up to my face,
I glance along the barrels, and see the snapping teeth of the
leaping brute within four feet of my gun muzzle.
I fire.
The beast falls forward with a heavy thud at my feet.
1 lower my gun and, with finger on the left trigger, press
the muzzle against the monster's head.
Ho moves not.
Every fibre of my being thrills with a wild, intense delight.
"Dead!" I yell, with savage glee.
And from up the mountain-side comes George's answering
shout, "Bravo, mon frerel"
And now comes George himself, crashing and bounding
down the steep, and swinging his axe aloft He jumps over
our fallen foe, embraces me, dances about like a true Frenchman, shorn Ing, "Bravo, mon frere! bravo, mon frere!
Nous avons vaincu noire ennemi. Sacre
You old black
devil, you!
Voici here you are, mort. Aha!" and grasping me with both hands, words fail us, and we give voice to
the wild joy of victory in one long " Halloo !" that wakes
the slumbering echoes of the summer lake. The veneer of a
thousand years of civilization dropped from us like a gar
ment, and the original savage, the fighting animal, the true
is

;

pinioned between
or dodging ente rs

—

My

!

—

man
not

laughed with a zest that civilization knows

within,

of.

Jim

hoars our shout from

down

the lake, catches its meaning, gleefully hallooes in reply, and paddles swiftly to us in
the pir >gue.

" Here he

Jim," quoth I. " Voici l'ours."
Jim peers over the shaggy brute, looks up, takes off his
hat, and bowin« toward me, says, with the air of a diplomate
offering a sentiment at a royal banquet, '• C'est bien bou,
monsieur, heaucoup de pouvoir a votre bras, et meme plus a
is,

votre fusil."

Taking Bruin by the paws, we

slid

her

down

the bank.

"She'll weigh about four hundred," said Jim, reflectively,
" But then they're dreadas we lifted her into tlje pirogue.
ful lean in summer. Late in the fall, now, she'd go another
hundred, sure."
Jim picked up his axe out of the pirogue, stepped ashore,
and hewed a smooth blaze on the trunk of a large cedar that
leaned furthest out over the lake.
"We're in no hurry now, sir," said he. "And'tisn't
every day as a gentleman kills a bear. So I thought that
mebbe you might like to write something about it here.
And if ever you comeB this way agin, you'll know jest where
her.
And if you never happen on the lake any
more, well, other gentleman and guides and trappers will be
along, and I'd like to have them know what we done here
this day.
Bo mebbe you'll put our names down with yours
on the tree, sir."
With a smile at Jim's naive request, I wrote with leadpencil on the smooth tablet of cedar this inscription

you shot

:

BEAR

POINT.

SHOT A REAR AUOUST21,

W. W. Thomas,

1S7D.

Jr.,

George Ball,

James

Ball.

He was delighted. Poor fellow, he had
to Jim.
never learned to read.
paddled to a shaded bit of pebbly beach, the bow of
the dug-out almost submerged by the added load. Here the
guides'laid Bruin across two logs and, whetting their hunting-knives, commenced to strip off her black jacket.
The skin was stripped off at. last, with claws, head, jaws
and teeth carefully left on. Then we salted it thoroughly on
the inside, rolled it up, bound it tightly together with alder
I read

it

We

The head,
it in the bows of the dug-out.
looked backward and faced us. From
cut steaks enough for the trip, and were soon
on our course once more, paddling down the lovely lake.
" Ye'll excuse me. sir," said Jim, "if I call to yer mind
that I was a-sayin' this mornin' as how the gun is better than
the rod today. Then we had only birds ; now look at la
beigneuresse grinning at you from the bows ;" and Jim relapsed into Bilence In the happy consciousness that he had
predicted the whole adventure.
The stmdowB lengthen, and the lake grows dark along the
western shore. The rounded wooded hills present a peculiar
The forest which covered
softness of outline and surface.
them seemed soft and yielding as tufted moss. One could
magine a giant hand squeezing theBe forest-clad mountains
withes and stowed

with ears

still

the carcass

we

erect,
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as easily as a sponge. This tufted softness is a marked
characteristic of our Northern woods.
It is
si noticeable
iu ridges of maple interspersed wbh beech and birch.
I troll a cast of flies.
Soon I am greeted with a rise, and

m

reel in a

half-pound irout. 1 take another, weighing a pound
and three-quarters, and as we padole past the mouth of a
r aring brook I hook a beauty that kives fine play, and brings

down

the scdes to two and one-quarter pounds.
reach the foot of the Great Eagle before nightfall and
a grassy plateau.
Lying in our t nt we could look
out upon the whole expanse of tne lake and hear the water
rippling away through the outlet close beside us.
After a hearty trout supper the guides soou fell asleep, the
stars looked down at themselves in the lake, the camp-fire
shot its sparks upward, and I lapsed into a dreamland where
bears of gigantic siz u and most grotesque shapes were jumping at me from behind every bush.
At earliest dawn Friday 1 was out with Jim in the pirogue,
casting the fly near where a clear mountain brook rolled over
gray stones into the bike. White wisps of mist flitted like
ghosts over the water and vanished up the mountain side.
The trout r.se briskly, and I caught two dozen before

We

camp on

George called to breakfast.
In the forenoon Jim and 1 paddled up the western shore on
a voy-ge of discovery. We f >und a large brook, but its outlet was too shoal for trout.
We caught but one. Returniug
to our trout hole of the morning, I took t*o beauties at the
first cast, one three-quarters of a pound, the other a pound
and a quarter. At the next cast I hook and basket, three
pretty half-pounders.
So >->n after a pound trout and two
ihubs, one a pound, the other two pounds and a half, fasten
at once to my three flie«, and sadly buckle and twist my little
ten-ounce rod before I can s-veep them into the landing-net,
Jim holding out of the other end of the pirogue to receive
them,
The inquisitive musquito and the investigating black-fly
began to trouble us for the first time on the trip.
" Would you like a smudge, sir?" quoth Jim.
" Yes we'll light one when we get to c .nip.
" But I'll alio v you a boat smudge sir," Jim continued,
shooting the pirogue ashore with one shove of his pole.
He pulls four long strips of bark from the nearest cedar.
The strips are about four inches wide and three fe t long.
Jim lays them one upon the oiher, binds them carefully together with three abler withes, strikes a match, lights one
end of the slender bark bundle, swings it a dozen times
through the air, then places it at my side in the stern. The
lighted end projects a few inches over the wa'er
there is no
flame; he hark slowly smolders; thin wreaths of fragrant
smoke rise as from a censer ihe flies depart and muEquiloes
sing disconsolate beyond the charmed cloud of incense float'

;

;

i

;

ing from the cedar.
" They smokes best

wheu the bark is green," said Jim, rehis pipe, " and one like that will last you ah day."
trout rose briskly, sometimes leaping into air to meet

suming

The

The fishing was excellem, but I could
The bear was springing at me through
it.
it all, and even when I was casting the fly most gingerly I
was shooting the bear over again. At every lull in the trouting Jim would commence, " Well, that was a narrer squeak
for you, sir," or I would start in with, "H.jw big a bear did
you ever see, Jim ?"
The inists of morning had not all vanished a few laggards
hung tangled in the tree-tops two-thirds way up the innunT he mists thickened
lain-side others came to their rescue.
the descending fly.
not get absorbed iu

;

;

they

fell like

a pall

down

the mountain and hid

it

from view.

A

fog
This was a natural barometer, and a falling one.
spread over the lake, obscured the sky, and before no m the
pattering rain drove us to camp, not, however, till thirty
ruody tiout lay gleaming in the bottom of the dug-out.
We brace up the guys of th-i tent aud lie down within,
tent and fire ket ping us warm and dry through a pouring
rain.

While discussing the broiled breast of a bittern at dinner,
hear a sudden rustling behind me, and discover two pretty
spruce partrb'ges tied by the legs to a tent stake.
"I saw'em on a tree," explained George, "while you was
off fistiin', and snared 'em."
"But how did you snare them ?"
" With this," he replied, taking up au alder pole eight ffet
I

end of wliici dangled a slip-noose of twine,
"They always sticks out their necks to look at you so you
can slip the noose over their heads and take 'em in very

long, at the

;

handily."
are indeed in the backwoods

We

;

even the game

use.

The clouds thicken with the darkness, and we fall asleep to
the music of the rain pattering on the tent just above our
noses.
Day dawned cold and gray. The rain had ceased, but
great masses of cloud hung black over the lake, and rested
low upon the mountains. I skillfully cast the fly, but no
great suspense fills the
trout rises to the glittering lure.
Suddenly far up the lake a line of foam leaps across
air.
the water from shore to shore. Then comes a roar like a
deluge
But there is neither wind or wave.
rising gale.
has burst over the lake, lashing the water into spay, and
with black edge of cloud above, and white edge of foam bebolt of lightning darts
low, the rain column advances.
through the gloom. The crash lets lor.se the gale, and we
scud back to the landing before a howling thunder-storm.
For four hours the rain fell in torrents. Lightning struck
the thunder crashed overhead,
the tall trees all around us
echoed from the mountains and reverberated along the dis-

A

A

A

;

tant shores.
three humans, huddled together in the tent, occupied
but a very insignificant position in this grand commotion of
But we heartily congratulated ourselves on our
nature.
tent, for it stood up bravely against the storm, and, save in
spot, where the corner of a box bad passed woof
little
one
and warp out of line, it never leaked a drop.
The storm drifts away to the east. The thunder dies to
distant mutleriugs ; the wind drops; lhe rain ceases.
strange silence pervades all nature ; a paddle dropped in the

We

A

pirogue sounds like the report of a cannon.
emerge from the tent, stand erect and stretch our-

We

discharge.
This sheet of water is three mi'es long, yet such is the
pleniiuide of lakes and paucity of names in his wilderness
that the only appellation yet granted to thi3 pretty lakelet is
"No. 3 "
l

A

mile down the right shore rises Sugar-loaf Mountain.
Fires have swept over it, and burned ff bo'h timber and
soil.
Its naked peak of rock, scarred md burned, lifts it-elf
abruptly from the lake, and lowers aloft like a giganric horn.
Down the mountain side tumbles a brook. Near its
mouth, when the lake 's low and the weather hot, the big
trout lie and drink iu the cool flood from the hills.
'W
the brook is a tawny torrent, yellow as Father Tiber, and
he rout are off in quest of clear water. At all events, they
are not here.
Ou a low plateau, in a grove of giant cedtirs, we pitched
our tent. Sugar-loaf rose behind us; the babble of its leaping brook ever sounded in our ears, mingling with the murmur of 'he lake along the pebbly shore. Toward evening
the clouds part, and the setting sun throws a bridge of gold
The moon Bhinea
Darkness gathers.
over the water.
I paddle nut alone on the silbright over the western hills.
Sugar-loaf towers dark and threatening in the
very lake
The smoke from our camp fire rises like a column
east.
above the cedars. Not a ripide stirs the water, not a sound
Sky, lake and mountain are asleeD in the
jars the air.
moonlight. I seemed poised in infinite silence. Then the
wild wail of the loon quivers thr ugh the air voice of lie
lonely lake.
I turn the prow of my canoe, and paddle back
<

N

i

i

—

human companionship.
Sunday dawned bright and fair.
us. we breakfasted off bear steak,

i

to

Sinr-e

trout

had

failed

then leisurely slam d on a
"Sabbath-diy's journey." Leaving Lake No. 3, we piddled
down a mile of currenlless river, iu whose tranquil flo d the
batiks reproduced themselves, on across the round basin of
Nn. 2, through a thoroughfare, and into Lake No. 1.
cross No. 1, and drift down stream to the Forks,
where the Gateno empties into the rapid Idallo. Here we
camp d, aud passed a quiet afrernoon.
Camping out mak« s great chanaee in one's taste and appeAfter this length
In a bouse, I abominate salt pork.
tite.
Nothing else seems s > g md and
of camp life, I crave it.
Roast duck,
satisfying; rothing else can supply its place.
broiled partridge!, bear steak and fried irout all become a
Fried salt
light, frivolous' diet, like cake, puffs and tarts.
pork, aDd but slightly fried at that, is the only solid, substantial, filling food— the only thiug that goes to the right
1 prefer it to all else, have even discs- ded butter,
place.
and placing a dripping cut of pork on an inch-thick slice of
dark Canada bread, make a meal fit for a king.
One other change. At home, I am a slave to coffee, and so
sure was 1 that I could not get along without it that I brought
an ample Btipply for the trip. My guides drank tea at every
meal black, poor-look ng tea, loo. Once I took a dippi r
with them. This led to a second trial. My liking for it
increased, and now I prefer tea to any other drink, in the

We

—

There were
larder now presented a goodly variety.
bear steaks, bittern, duck, par ridge, trout and chub. Verily,
oue with cud and gun need not starve iu the Canada woods.
At sunset the rain held up a bit, and I took a dozen more
trout, bringing my basket for the day up to sixty- six, weighing forty pounds. Sixty-four of them I captured from one
spot in the 1 >ke— at the mouth of lhe mountain brook. The
guides carefully salt all the fish not needed for immediate

Our

selves.

A

bird twitters from the thicket.
That means fair
r
weather. AV e strike tent, bid adieu to the Lake of the Bea*,
paddle into the swift, glassy current of the outlet, and rapidly
glide down stream under a lowering sky.
A spotted sandpiper skims over the water ahead, lights on
a rock in mid-river, teeters, tilts aud bobs his lithe little
b'idy, runs across the rock, tilts again, then flits away with
quickly vibrating wings.
The current is swift, and we shoot gayly along. Now and
then on a rocky bar, the pirogue jars against the b ittom.
Soon we come to a mile of foaming rapids. George kneels
in the bow, his projec ed paddle in the stream, cutting the water with its thin red blade like the oui reaching
submerged prow of a marine ram. Jim stands in the stern
ready with his setting-pole. George's eyes are intent upon
the river, boiling over sunken rocks, which lie in wait, like
foaming teeth, to devour us. Safely he pilots us onward,
his broad paddle moving through the water with the slow,
quiet morion of a trout's tail as he lazily sietns the current.
Suddenly George gives a broad qu ck stroke, like ibe flip of
atioul'atail when he darta away up stream. In the twinkling
of an eye, Jim follows up this motion with the setting-pole.
The canoe sheers aside like a frightened horse, and slides by
a submerged rock, only to plunge on t iward another; and bs
saved again by another sheer. It was quick work, bow and
stern, to safely snoot the rap ds.
At a turn in the river we come upon a solid jam of old
cedar trees, root and logs, extending from shorn to shore.
This ob-taele '^e cannot get over, or under, »r through.
Here we make the only carry on the trip. Landing on
the left bank, wo transport our ba.'gage through the woods
a short distance to where lhe Gateno flows free again, shove
across our dug-our, launch her, reload cargo, and are enroute
once more in less than half an hour.
The brooks that tumbled into the river were swollen and
muddy with the recent rains. The Gateno itself was inceasiutf in vol me, aud n me but the smal'est and most foolhardy trout rose to mv fly in the rising water.
Nine miles down stream another lake opens out before us.
A golden-eye duck comes flying swiftly in from the open
water.
As she speeds past us I drop the trout rod, pick up
my gun, shoot the dues, and salute the lake with the same

—

woods.

Next morning we found our pirogue leaking. The guides
turned her over on the beach, drb d ihe bottom with flaring
torches of birch bark, and carefully poured fnelti d pitch into
every crack. Our ship was tight and dry again, and on we
paddled down the broad and swift Idaho.
Of all modes of travel, from the cariole to the steam-ship,
I know of none more deligh'ful than paddling down a river
The winding
through our Northern American forest.
stream ever changes the scene before you. Now a mountain,
Expectation is ever on
then the blue sky, fills up the vista.
Around the next bend you may come upon a
the qui vwe.
moose, a duck may spring from the water, or a big trout leap
On you glide between green forest walls.
into the air.
Nature is at her best along the river-banks. Rivers are not
only thoroughfares for men, but for light and air, and toward the sun and the breeze presses every green thing. On
either side the woods come trooping to the river, dona
ferentes.
Here the forest offers its choicest gifts. Fallen
Pennants of moss
trees lie their length out into the water.
Bushes hang their
wave from their withered branches.
Above, the
brigtit leaves and flowers over the stream.
choke -cherry and mountain ash display their red fruit overtopp ng these rise the old forest giants throwing their
turiftie-t branches and brightest banners athwart the river.
You recline in the canoe, borne on the current, propelled
by swift paddles, and without dust, or jar, or noise, slide
through the bright heart of the "meme greenwood."
Thus for two days we dropped down stream, coasted along
;

:

;
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Hie shores of deep lnkes, shot turbulent rapids, and paddled
ou over the deep pools below.
-At noon of lUe seventh day
sailed out of the Idalto
upon. Grand Luke, the largest of the chain, twenty-seven
miles long. Qut of this lake Hows the river from whose

w

we

bad storied into the wilderness, with our pirogue
We had "swung
ftDoreiuid's lumber-skd.
round the Circle" of a hundred miles of forest, and were back
again close to dot Marling point. Ou Ihe hills across he
lake were ihe " habitations of bread-eating men," the first
we had seeu for a week. Among them glistened the tinned
steeple of the village church.
The hamlet seemed a cily to
our forest eyes.
Wu paddle across the lake. The prow of the dug-out
I lake a plunge Into
grates ou the beach for the last time.
Then we
the clear wilier, and wash the camp out of me.
each shoulder a pack, bid good-bye to our tough little ship of
the forest and, striking into a woodland path, climb the

banks

upon

lashed

I

Eteep slope of the lake basin.
As we emerge from the woods single file into a clearing,
whom should we Bee inowingin the stumpy field but Moreaud
the teamster? Since we left hiiu a week ago on the borders
He
of Beaver Pond we hsd not seen a human being.
swings Ilia scythe with eyes bent on ihe ground and does
not sec us.
Jim holds up the bear's bead and gives a growl.
Moreaud jumps, then laughs heartily. "Aha!" he ex-

claims; "voila la bonne chance!"

|KovjiMUEit 10, 1881.

little deeper to reach the pay dirt.
Had more time, been
our command we would have returned with a collection of
which we should have been really proud.

Coming from St. Louis to Chicago, several years ago, in
was as much astonished as a man could be, by walking through a pigeon roost. Every acre of prairie land between the two cities was literally Bwarming wilh plover and
curlew.
As far as I could see the ground was speckled with
millions upon millions of Ihem
and this must have been
the case all over the prairie, for there is no reason wby they
shoidd have, collected along the railroad. 1 have seen a continuous flight of pigeons in Ohio for weeks, but 1 never had
such a conception of limitless numbers as thatllight of plover
gave me.
They all seemed to bo resting quietly except
those that were flushed by the train.
On another cecasion, at Providence, R. T., during a furious northeaster, about the 1st of September— the night being
so dark that nothing could be seeu
Ihe air seemed to be
alive wilh plover and snipe.
I remained a long time outside
listening to their plaintive cads, but how long it was kept up
I cannot say.
They seemed to be flying very low, and,
judging from their incessant clatter, they must have been as
" multitudinous" as they were on the prairie.
I doubt whether their ranks are being decimated to Ihe extent that many suppose, but they are disturbed so much on
the feeding grounds along their route that I think most of
them take advantage of a northeaster when they can, and
pass by us in one night, only stopping at wild, uu frequented
marshes along tbe coast, where they are not molested. A
friend and myself killed over niuely yetlowlegs on the coast
of Maryland summer before last, in one day, and we could
have doubled that number but they will give that place,
also, the "cold shoulder" very soon.
Didymus.

a

April, I

at

BRAVE.

;

A FORMER

teacher of mine, then and now president of
a celebra'ed institute of learning, sought most earnestly
convince me, during recitation in mental philosophy, when
the subject was under consideration, that, animals have no
faculty at all similar to memory or reason in the human
to

species.

Once when there had been considerable discission

—

the

in

attempted to relate an occurrence tending to show
horse did have a memory, but the good Doctor exclaimed wilh more than his usual positiveness: "I tell you,
He then explained, not to
sir, an animal never remembers."
my satisfaction, however, that the reason why a horse would
take the road over which it had once traveled in preference
to a strange one, or manifest fear at a place where it had
previously been frightened, etc., was "animal instinct
class, I

my

that

awakened by the law

of association."

At another time when I related an incident which showed
something wonderfully like reason on the part of a dog. the
Doctor broadly intimated that if a puppy did reason it
was because nature had mada a mistake in the number of Ida
legs.
I

;

do not propose in

this article

to

argue

the

question

of

memory

or reason in animals, only by the relation, of a few
which have come under my personal observation, and
which may prove interesting to those who, like myself, have

facts

MIGRATION OF SHORE BIRDS.
Navy Yakd, Boston,
Edit"/- Fortjt find

FOOD OF THE CALIFORNIA INDIANS.

Mass., October 38.

Stream:

infer from Mr. llapgood's paper in your issue of October
he thinks that the Limieulf migrate as a body from
their northern breeding grounds to South America, stopping
uly at intervening grounds for for.d and rest for a few days.
That this is a mistake can be easily proven by passing a
winter on Hie coa-t of Florida or any of the other Gulf States.
The Coast Survey party to which I was attached, reached
Charlotte Harbor west coast of Florida, in January, 1880, and
remained there and im the coast until the latter part of May.
Lai lithe latter part of March great flocks of sand-pipers
could be seen ou every shoal and rial, and on the outer
beach on Ihe sand bars "exposed at low tide or during the
prevalence of an oJi'-s! ore wind.
On the mud flats were lii'ge numbers of sickle-bills, wilOn one flat, in a short
lets, dough-birds, godwits, etc..
sickle-bills,
some dough-birds, and
I killed 54
time,
In tbe early part of
some of the larger sand-pipers.
and a
one afternoon 115 dowitchers,
April I killed
few days afterward 123 dowitchers, 2 sickle-bills, 3
dough-birds, 1 calico-back and 2 oyster-catchers. In May,
at 'I am pa Bay, I saw a great many sand-pipers, found some
eggs, and found a few blue- winged teal and little black-head
I could not get near enough to the sand-pipers to
ducks.
identify them, but think they were either pusillus or minuAt Mosquito Inlet, on the east coast of Florida, I shot
tHhi.
a few willct ami gicy-backs, and saw large numbers in April.
TheKeys, or small islands hi low Key West, especially the
Mai quesas, afford fine feeding grounds and are frequented
by large ttocks of Lnnkohe, and a few roseate spoonbills In
1 have been told by officers that the
the winter mouths.
Texan, Mexican and Central American coasts are frequented
hy ao abundance of these birds in winter time. It seems
probable that large numbers of all of the Limiwla stop on
their southern flight and winter wherever they find, in warm
latitudes, good feeding grounds, which are not haunted by
man with the 1< cl mouthed and destructive shotgun. The
indward Islands do not afford such good feeding grounds,
and are more shot over than the vast plains and mud flats of
South America. The physical conformation of Patagonia and
the Southern portion of South America is not such as to
for feeding or breedmake it bo faVOi lea ground ei
h imps and level tracts of northern
ing 8B the vast Hal
Thai they do nflt breed during their southISorlh Ameiic i.
ern sojourn is supported by analogy, and by the absence of
"young of the year " when* they come back to us in the
Some varaeVes Of the LtrMeiks breed in the United
spring.
Slates quiLG freely, and they probably did so, more or less,
before tue large game was lulled off and mau turned his
I

20, that

c

W

I

I

i

for food and sport.
opinion that the small yellow-legs (Totanus
jhiciprs) andthe jack-snipe {Trenga macutatd) breed along
"the Mississippi In Louisiana; for in April, 1879, I killed a
rid was told that they were " papabotte,"
large
er and more delicious eating in July.
and were nwen
ght they stayed all summer and bred in
into mai
The yellow-legs, at the time I shot them,
br*
theneigi
were in small lb cks the jack-snipe solitary or mingled with
edges of the pools in the newly sowed
the others around tl
at leutii ai to

them

I urn of ihu

My

I

I

.

The

nisiana French call several birds of
ipabottp," I think, for the description
d only apply to a plover,
a ti
that I have only killed of the plover
I forgot
tiudiug a great number of them in a
the Common kill-del
flat, boggy piece of „_. nd with a hundred or more Wilson's
killed at Key West
1 know, however, of plover bein
snipe.
M. H. Simons.
and on tbe mainland during the winter.
[The term " papabotte " is usually, wo believe, applied to
the P.arlntmian sand-piper ( UaHravda longicanda.)]

rice

fields.

1

"
different varieties
thai, one gave me CO
!

New

Tobk, Nov.

1,

Editor For. it and Stream l
I think Mr. Hapgoud's article on tbe question of snipe
and plover migration carries it about as far as possible. I
found Ujciu in great numbers ou the southern coast of the
Caribbean Sea' very hue in winter, and it is probable that
they scatter over a vast, territory both north and south of
that to winter, but what motive' they could have for going
further 1 can't imagine. Wby should they cross the equator?
My belief ia that the birds seen in Patagonia go to that cold
regiQD 10 breed, and, when the propuga'ing business is over,
migrate toward l»C equator as our birds do, but; never cross
IcuqieraUiro is hot enough for them long before
it, as the
they 'each it.
They have good snipe r-hoo ing at lVrnatnbtteo and other
South American coast, but if those birds
eei along Lhe
want'.d to get b/u e .ulci' quarters bey would not be likely
touonie thousands of mile? noill: when hey could find the
same by going a few hundreds of miles south. I must bethat they Hy each win from the equator until we hive
proof to the contrary, which it will bo very difficult to gei.
As to the course of OUT birds in migrating I laiow but
I

I

little,

but from that

little

1

infer u great dt-al.

IN

November number

of the Caliprnian, Mr. B. B.
Redding has a very interesting article on the "California
Indians and Their Food," an extract from which we published a few weeks since.
His description of the manner in
which the Indians prepare their acorn meal will, no doubt,
be new to many of our readers, and we reprint it here :
"The second night after we left Long Bar, we camped on
the banks of a small brook, in a vauey on the mountains
near Foster's Bar. In the morning we fouud that we were
near an Indian camp.
Curious to learn their habits. I
watched the women preparing the morning meal. To ihe
bank of the brook they brought, in conical, water-tight
baskets,
about two pecks
of
dried
acorns.
These
baskets, as I subsequently learned, are made from a triangular grass, that grows in the water near the banks of mountain streams, and are frequently ornamented in dark brown
patterns, with the outer fiber taken from the stems of a fern,
adianium, found in great abundance at high elevations in
our mountains. The acorns were evidently of the growth
of a previous year, as they were thoroughly dry.
I have
since found that, when readily obtained, the California Indians preferred the acorns from (<). c/irt/sokpis and Q. lobala,
perhaps because large, and yielding a greater supply of food
than most of the other oaks.
"One of the women, sealing herself on a ledge of reck,
commenced shelling the acorns,- which she did with great rapidity.
An acorn was held with the point upward by the
thumb and first finger of the left baud.
slight blow"with
a small bowlder in tbe other hand readily freed the kernel
from the shell. The kernels .were thrown into a basket
when sufficient had been collected, they were carried to a
pot-hole in the ledge, which probably had originally been
made by the action of the water in whirling a bowlder. Here
they were powdered into fine meal, or flour, with one of the
stone pestles, which are so frequently turned up by the plow
Upon arriving at the ledge, which
in all parts of California.
wT as near our camping-place, the first thiug the women did
was to build a brisk fire, in which they placed small bowlWhen sufficient acorn-meal
ders gathered from the brook.
had been powdered for their breakfast, a conical hole was
made in tbe dry sand on the shore of the brook, into whicli
It was first thoroughly sat urate.
the acorn-meal was poured.
with cold water from the brook, then one of the bask its was
filled with water and set in a depression in the ground, the
hot rocks were raked out. of the fire and thrown into the basThis boiling water was carefully
ket until the water boiled.
poured over the meal in the sand, until all parts of the meal
were saturated.
I concluded that the co!d and scalding
water acted the double purpose of cooking the food and
leaching out the bitter tannin.
"When sufficiently cooked, it was eaten without being
removed from the sand; all squatted on the ground and
helped themselves, by stirring with the first two lingers, until
a mouthlnl was collected, when it was transferred. A few
years afterward, iron pots and kettles became so plentiful
"that this system of cooking was abandoned.
"Many of the tribes near the southern coast used pots
made of soapstone. The quarry from which this was obtained is found on one of the islands in the Santa Barbara
channel. Mr. Paul Schumacher, of the Smithsonian, has
given a description of this quarry, and of the mode in which
these pots were patiently quarried out with stouc knives and
scrapers.
At some remote period, there must have been
quite a trade or system of exchange between the coast and
interior tribes; for I have found broken pots made from this
soapstone in graves as far north as lhe islands in the southern
Some of these pots were made so
part of Tulare Lake.
large that they would contain three or four gallons of water.
Their shape was nearly that of an ordinary iron pot. A
broken fragment of one that I found at Atwell's Island, in
Tulare Lake, showed that it had been quarried so that tbe
mouth flared out, thus enabling it to hold a cover.
"One of these pots, uninjured and capable of holding
about two gallons, was recently taken from a urouud near
the town of Tulare."
few years since it was our fortune to spend a few months
in Southern California not far from Santa Barbara, and being fully aware of the ethnological value of the stone implements pxisting in the mounds which marked the ancient
burial places of the aborigines, we devoted some time and
money to searching for them.
The collection which we then made was, though not a large
It consisted of a. number of mortars of
one, very typical.
lapbasalt and smdstone, pestles, dllas or sandstone and
Stone, the only cooking pot with handles that we have ever
heard of, pipes and cups of serpentine, fish hooks of abelone
shell, small pestles and mortars for mixing paint, flint knives
and arrowheads, beads of various shapes and s zes, abelone
shells for holding paint and others used as dishes, with a number of bones of the former owners of these utensils.
Tbe search for these articles was most, hue;'.:.we sunk our prospect holes in one place ami anno ei
site of the ancient villages our feelings were akin to those of
the gold miner who has struck the color, and only has to go
lhe

A

1

A

:

a special fondness for the canine race.
When I was fourteen years old, and living near the 6ea
coast, in Maine, I became the happy owner of a dog.
He

was a

genial,

winsome

fellow,

a mongrel in breed, black,

wilh shades of buff over his eyes and on his breast, and
weighing, when he reached his full stature, about forty
pouuds, and courageous even to rashness. Iu consequence
of this last characteristic I named him Brave.

When Brave was ayear old I went to live in a wild, mouncountry town in New Hampshire, and of course my
dog went with me.
'Coons, foxes, hedgehogs, partridges
and squirrels' were plenty, while occasionally a hear or wildcat would make sad havoc in the sheep pen or poultry yard.
Brave and I soon developed a perfect passion for hunting,
and many days and nights we spent in the grand old woods.
I have said that hedgehogs were plenty, and as Brave
would unhesitatingly pounce upon any creature he came
across in the woods (there were two exceptions after a while),
I was not surprised when one evening he came to me with
his mouth and head bristling with hedgehog quills.
of them penetrated his head nearly half au inch, and it required all my strength, with a pair of pincors, to remove
them. Could you have seen how still he held himself during the operation, and how careful to place himself iu the
most advantageous position, and witnessed his demonstrations of thankfulness when at last he was free from their sting,
you would have thought his "instinct " something wondertain Sua

.

ful.

That he remembered this experience, and, in consequence,
exhibited something wonderfully like reason, the following
incident will show.

Some weeks

after the quill experience,

Brave and

I started

We had gone perhaps half a mile into the
woods, when, away to my right, I heard him give voice.
Ruuning a hundred rods or so, guided by his bark, I saw
him chasing an unusually large hedgehog. I halted when I
saw what he was after, and wailed for developments.
Brave made no direct attact upon the beast, but contented
himself with keeping about six feet in the rear and giving
vent to occasional yelps which seemed to express both hatred
out for a hunt.

and

disgust.

The hog was making, with its lumbering gait, for a large
hemlock tree, and reaching it, commenced Fo claw his way
upward.
Brave waited until the hog was some four feet from (be
ground, and then, making a spring, seized him by one hindleg (a hedgehog's legs to the kucc arc devoid ol quills; and
yanked him to the ground, but so dexterously that not a quill
touched him. Three times I witnessed tills operation, and
then, showing myself, bade the dog let the creature alone,
and, allowing it to climb high up the tree, brought il down
with

my

gun.

For two years we waged a war of extermination upon
these pests of the corn-fioid, but Brave's wonderful in-:
preserved him from quill torture.
That Brave understood more than the ordinary dog talk I
to assert and prove.
While liviug in New Hampshire I had a brother residing
four miles away, and when I wished to Communicate with
hiui, I would write a letter, call Brave and attach the letter
Off be would go
to his neck, and tell him to go to Jacob.
at railroad speed, and, reaching the house, bark for admission
or bound in through an open door or window, manage in
some way to call attention to bis trust, go to the pantry and
by the wag of his tail ask for payment in rations, and, upon
riceiving an answer to the letter, come directly back to me
Resting at my feet after such a trip his eyes would indicate
more intelligence than I have seeu in many human faces.
Obedient to my command he would go to any part of the
farm, and wee to the creature he found trespassing upon for(?)

am prepared

s

bidden ground.
I remember one incident which demonstrated that he had
a remarkable understanding of the English language, or
profited by the experience of a disagreeable odor, "lie came
sneaking to me once, acting as though he bad taken an emetic,
and fairly loaded down with the perfume of the skunk.
I scolded him sharply for getting into such a fix, and told
him, among other things, iliat if he couldn't kill skunks
without getting his clothing scented in that way to let them
few days after I was in the pasture with him, and
alone.
saw him crawling along with all the stcaltbiness of a cat, his
ears erect and bis lips parted exposing his teeth
at tl
moment I saw that the cause of ibis mameuvre was a skunk.
digging for mice, and totally unconscious of approaching
brave drew himself cautiously along until within a
danger.

A

;

few

feet of

the essence peddler,

and

giving a tremei

then,

-

dous spring, seized his Jkunksbip by the neck, andg
snip aad shake, dropped il and, springing quiekiy away,
came bounding back 60 me with yelps of satisfaction, leaving
..

skunk dead.
Me was nev.r known

tha

p, get -'rented lip afterward.
Wooilacta he con lidered bis especial prey, and would even visit
ig farms hunting for them.
If be got one into a
hole where; in consequence of rocks or mots, he could not
dig it out, be would hide himself a short distance away and
patiently wail, for Hie creature to come out
and will
''.

;

i
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bo, Brave would wait uatil it was a sufficient
distance from cover, and then speedily make it a victim of:
misplaced confidence. The only time 1 ever saw him frightened furnished the second exception I mentioned Of
On this occacreatures he would not immediately attack.
sion I had gone to the post-office, distant fonr miles, fur the
mail.
I started to return about nine o'clock in the evening
It was a clear moonlight night hut when I entered upon the
last half of my walk, which was through a dense, unbroken
forest, with only a winding and narrow path to follow, I
wis acd it was morning as devoutly as ever St. Paul did.
Having my gun and dog, 1 plunged into the woods whistling vigorously to keep my courage up. Nearly half the distance had heen passed without seeing or hearing anything
more formidable than an owl, with its solemn "to-bent,"
when suddenly a large creature started up from its bed o£
dried leaves, a few yards away, and came toward my path.
I could not plainly "distinguish it at first, hut knew at once
from the sounds made that it was a bear. 1 knew it was no
use to think of running, for, in the darkness, there was too
much danger of butting my head against a tree or falling over
some obstruction in my path it also occurred to me that if
running would
the bear really intended to lastc my flavor,
only precipitate that unwelcome event, for in the darkness
gun was
ho would be sure to strike a winning gait. As
only loaded with small shot, I decided that it would he folly
to fire except as a last resort, and the bear in close proximity.
So holding the gun in readiness, I cautiously moved forward,
not toward the bear, but toward home. I had taken but a
few steps when I stumbled over Brave, whom up to this time
There was au open space among the
1 had not thought of.
trectops overhead, at this point, and in the increased light I
could see both the dog and bear could see that the hairs on
Brave's back and neck were as erect as were ever hedgehog's quills, and that he was trembling as only a thoroughly
frightened animal can quiver.
He looked into ray face, gave a low gTowl which seemed
match, Master, but I won't
to say, "He is more than
leave you." Had I given the command, I have no doubt
but that the faithful fellow would have gone to his death
with a spring and ringing cry of defiance but sp great was
my attachment for the dog that I preferred keeping myself
between him and the bear. Slowly, side by side, we moved
forward, and tramp, tramp, just at our right went the bear,
crushing the dry underbrush under his large, fiat feet.
In this way we proceeded about a quarter of a mile, when
the bear, changing his mind, or at least changing his COJlrse,
made tracks for Racoon Mountain. Most willingly Brave
and I dispensed with his company and quickened our steps
few days later a large
when his could no longer be heard.
bear, perhaps our unwelcome escort, was seen in my father's
pasture not a quarter of a mile from the house.
year later he came home from a ramble
Poor Brave
The entire
suffering terribly, and evidently from poison.
family watched and nursed him, doing every thing that affecAfter two
tiou could suggest for his relief, but all in vain.
days of suflering, as 1 sat near him, he looked into my face
with the old intelligent look, staggered toward me, and I
held him in my arms until he died.
On a sunuy, grassy knoll, just back of the house, we dug
I made him a coffin, and the whole family folhis grave.
lowed as mourners, when in it we carried him to his last rest-

venture to do

;

my

my

:

my

;

A

!

A

ing place.
I have pronounced many funeral orations since, but never
one with a sadder heart than that uttered at the grave of my
dumb companion and friend.
As we turned away, my little sister asked, between her

"Do'oo

fink we'll 'ave dear
sobs,
answered, "Yes, dear."
Sometimes I think so now.
Piltebury, Minn.

Bave

in 'caven ?"

J.

and I

Fkank Locke.
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ducted and not allowed to interfere with the legitimate
business erf State Sportsmen's Associations and annual cyn
ventions, we shall have no fault to find with it.
The question of cruelty is an open one, and men differ widely upon it.
The better plan would be, in our opinion, to have no shooting at the annual business meetings of
Let
these be devoted to matters of more importance
to
dii
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STATE PIGEON TOURNAMENTS.

cussion of the

Ma.. on, Mo., Oct, 24,
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the consideration of subjects:
that belong to the higher and better ort
tship.
Let them be composed of the wisest and best-iofOTlned
members of the several clubs belonging to ibe association.
Any time in the year will do for a shooting loumanient, and
for this particular business the club might nnd should send
their best marksmen.
In short, separate trap-shooting from
Other and more legitimate affairs of the assooialions, and let
each he conducted by the persons best fitted thereto'. To
this extent, at least, our Eastern contemporary has our cooperation.
Here in California the State Association is not
yet a year old, but it has started out on the right, road by
prosecuting violators of the game laws without regard to their
Social Standing or "previous condition."
would like to
see it (and believe that it will) continue in this way, to the
end that the wild game of the Stale may be preserved for a
few years more and Ihe reckless greed of some creatures be
curbed somewhat. It has yet to put, in practice any particular plan lor the conduct of its annual business meetings
and shooting tournaments, and we therefore commend
officers thereof the above suggestions.
have other
reasons to advance in their support, but will defer them till
another occasion.

881.

.'

am much

pleased to see that you have taken a stand
against pigeon-shooting at the. annual meetings of Stale
sportsmen's associations, styling themselves Game Protective Associations.
I have always looked upon these
annual pigeon slaughters as a little, out Of place, and not in
keeping with the claims Of the gentlemen indulging in them.
It must, be said to the discredit of Srn'e associations that
they frequently meet and trai
inesa whatever, except to hold a "grand shooting tournament," elect new
officers and locate the plan for holding the next annual
meeting. If pigeon-shooting must be done, let it be dropped
from the State meeting, instead of being the principal
It is my humble opinion that in our own State asfeature.
sociation there are a large majority of the members against
It is
the practice of pigeon-shooting at our State meeting.
true we have held Slate BhootS in connection With our State
meetings, but unlike some other States we have transacted
much other business of greal importance. It is through the
influence and efforls of our local clubs that our State has a
first-class game and fish law, and it is Ike fear of being caught
by some of the members of these clubs that deters persons
from violating these laws. A. member of our State association at the last meeting offered a prize of $100 in gold to the
club procuring the greatest number of convictions for violations of the game and fish law, and at our next meeting wc
intend lo have a fine gold medal prepared to be contested for
by clubs in this maimer.
Look cut for Missouri to take the lead in abandoning
pigeon-shooting in connection with State meetings of the
Sportsmen's Association.
Keep the ball in motion, let the subject he discussed, pro
The time for a change has come, and the change
and.v'/o
I

game laws and
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MAINE WARDENS AND VISITING SPORTSMEN.
Editor Forest and Stream :
After my return from the Maine woods last week, on looking over toe copies of your journal, which had accumulated
during my absence, I read in your issue of the 10th inst. a
letter from the Commissioner of Fisheries in Maine, Hon.

R

M. Stilwell.
As I have had

the pleasure, for a number of years past, of
being one of the "visiting sportsmen from other States" alluded to, I cannot suffer to pass unnoticed the aspn
Boedek Ruffian.
is virtually made.
made by the honorable gentleman, without qualification, upon the character of all tourists and campers who may ehunce
yiOKSBCKJ, Mass., Oct, 25.
to take game outof season for use at their scanty tables, and
Editor Fared- ond Stream :
who conscientiously lake only what they can use. That the
I am gratified to notice the growing spirit of disapprobagentleman should term this a "very dirty path of atoueenj n
tion all over the country touching the tmsportsmau-like praccauses no little surprise to those of us" who have learned to
tice of slaughtering sick pigeons in large numbers from the
look upon and respect him as a fair-minded man. The
trap as a test of skill in shooting.
jective he uses in the absence of qualificaliou applies to many
The few pigeon shoots in which I have participated ap- persons, who inhigh-mindedness, conscientiousness ami honpeared to test. rati er the comparative toughness of the birds esty of purpose are certainly his peers, and who are SB much
and shooting qualities of Ihe guns lhau the skill of the interested as he can he in seeing the game laws fairly interThe poor creatures, being suddenly liberated after preted and impartially enforced. The gentleman couples
shooters.
g c mfinement, knew not which way to fly, or whether to with his denunciation the statement that wfr'Jbecomc poachers
fly at all, and in many cases did not fly, but remained
and tempt others to assist" us. I have had guides in the M line
perched on the trap, or were ihrown off, to tumble on the woods, both white and Indian, most of whom in Ihe winter
ground near it. Aside from the eruestiou of cruelly', about are, or have been, hunters and trappers, and among them
which a good deal may be said, pro and con, in the abstract, some of the most respectable and influential in their several
the spectacle of a useless slaughter of this kind on a large communities, and I never yet saw the time white camping
scale certainly is very repulsive to the sensibilities of a great
out, but that at sight of game my guides would be the first
many true sportsmen, as well as to the more respectable part to say, "Shoot it! Shoot it!" and would lake every means
of the public at large, whose views and feelings, when inin their power to effect its capture, be it in season or out of
vited to witness these contests, and expected generally to season.
They well know that the mantle of success covers
manifest some interest in sportsmen's affairs, demand some their shoulders emite as much as it does those ol the tourist
ration at the hands of the sporting fraternity.
with them that their reputation and future capacity to earn
arc
other
hand,
there
many
artificial
targets,
as
On the
the their daily bread as guides is enhanced or diminished
by
various sorts of glass halls, clay pigeons, etc., which afford
their ability or failure to lake their employers Within reach
much more artistic tests of the skill of marksmen, and arc of game. Nay, I have known instances where g tides would
free horn theobjections urged against murdering invalid birds,
be the first to jump for a rifle, and shoot a moose or caribou
besides being less costly.
before the sportsman knew what, they were doing, and these
Let us hope thai the lacerated feelings of philanthropists guides are by no means "drunken poachets" tiMakooseu.
will have a rest, as well a3 the invalids.
ers," but honest, bard working farmers, the hont
of the laud.
7-Vi'i. ''
Not many years ago in the month of August n guide in my
>,
1
Gal., Fee, Oct. 2
employment, who now is clad in the rig iteoi
heartily concur with our worthy contemporary, the
aCJarae
in
Fokkst a*d Stream, in the opinion, as expressed in its last Warden, carried one of the only two rifl
fly, and
number, that pigeon-shooting (or any kind of trap-shoeing, tried his best to shoot a caribou. That stone niaj
ereel with sins against the game laws committed pro
for that matter) should form no part of the bust
annual meeting of State Sportsmen's Associations. These an- his appointment, to office (hat he dare not prosecute parties
nual meetings arc he Id ostensibly for the; purpose of reviewing in his own town for flagrant breaches of the law for fear of
retribution in kind, and rumor says— and she speaks loudly
the work ol the year in upholding game protective laws,
bringing Ihe members of the several clubs into closer rela- and plainly that his own brother openly breaks the law
o,,l is allowed to ply his vocation undistm
tions, and cementing the bonds of friendship thai are supb
1 know of a case, and, unless I am gietoly :.,.
do-n, this
posed to Unite them in a common brotherhood. These conventions should be composed of the more intelligent members statement is not new to the honorable Commissioner, where.
within the past f our years, a then moose- war. leu acting OH
in each State, and delegates thereto
of the several clubs
guide to a party if campers helped them kill two moo8e
should, therefore, be gentlemen selected for theirappreciation
together, and in the close season.
It is true that this man
of field sports and their superior knowledge of the habits of
Vol
game birds and fishes, the protection of which is the alleged may not now be a warden, as the Commission
was one then. I have never heard of his dismU&s
first cousideiation of all, or nearly all, sportsmen's clubs.
nor
punishment
for the part he phiyeo
But the introduction of shooting contests at the annual office
Some few cases there are where inks
business meetings threatens to change their character and
been prosecuted for killing moose, the most notable one in
find nowadays that the first
destroy their usefulness.
the writer's knowledge being that of a prominent huntei
qualification of a member of a club, to entitle him to become
guide, who was charged with having unlawfully killed seva delegate to his State Sportsmen's Convention, k- thai he
The club which has the temerity eral in one season. The conduct of his case happ o
an expi rienced trap-shot.
uoiiiitted to a certain warden, who had in his hands the
ed members
tQ send a delegation c imposed ol r
soon Hods itself badly left beoind in the great "event" of the list of witnesses to he summoned, and oilier evidence of the
Now, what became of this case
offence.
Shortly after his
u g toun amcht— simply for the reason that,
year
thei
indictment this guide went to a third parly— a near relative
as a general thinir, this class of gentlemen are not experts at
What is the result i Sip. ply thai club delegations of the prosecuting warden and told him that if fh
the trap.
"i>'i largely from an
ire
one partloular class— the WetC pressed to trial ho, the relative, would in turn be prosecuted, as the guide knew several instances where lie had
shooters. No matter whether a man is able to read or write
no matter whether he is capable of forming an intelligent broken the law. Tnis relative, win. told me the above circumstances, ended his story by remarking, innoceutlv, that
opinion regarding ihe justice or injustice of any particular
" When the cuurt opened and Ihe o
/to be
clause of Ihe game law; DO mailer whether lie' is a
was busy down river, and could'nt go in court,
man or a " duffer if only he can shoot he is the man that is reached,
so
he gave the papers to so-and-so, ami asked him to attend
is
no
thing
it
lor
to
take
wanted. Indeed,
Blups
uncommon
to the matter.
I don't know how it came out, bul
into their ranks, lor these especial occasions, market-hunters
got off free." As this ease involved !
and other outsiders who may he good shots, in order that
nearly twenty moose (so 1 was informed), it is not hard to
their representative^ may make a good showing in the
Oft [delegations are largely composed of believe that some pressure had been brought to bear
tubus
somebody.
the vi ry classes of men who have the Utmost contempt for
From these, and many other "straws," it see
game -protective IttWB. The result of all this is thai these annual conventions of "sportsmen" mterly fail of the objects parent, and the words of the honorable Commission!
out the inference, that it is only "vi-.
for which they are called together, or which, at let
States" upon whom ihe wrath of the law is to be
inspire every true lover of the rod, the gun and Die dog.
Why do not lie: authorities put oo o
poured
The " business is hurried through with, and all hall
JO b
i

—

1

the same period of time which
ABOUT
above [1810], the small mill-pond in

:>'<

have referred
the village of
Woodstock was drawn off to repair a leaky dam, and in the
mud at the bottom of the pond were found great numbers of
twalluics, clinging with their bills to branchesof willows which
fringed the pond. This T did not see, myself, but I -heard it
testified to by agr'cat number of the people of the village.
You are therefore at liberty to believe, or disbelieve, as you
I

to

M.

please.

(The above note, extracted from a private

letter written

by

one of the oldest diplomats now in the service of the country
abroad, will be rcaei with interest, we are sure, by Dr. E.
Cones. The belief that swallows passed the cold weather
buried in the mud, just as the frogs and turtles do, is respectable chiefly on account of its great age, but is not believed
In fact almost
in by any scientific men at the present day.
every recent writer on ornithology has, when he felt himself
in a combative mood, relieved his feelings by striking a few
blows at this ancient and once wide-spread belief. In consequence of the unanimity of these attacks, the whole thingfast taking a p'ace by the side of the story that the rails
turn into frogs, and that the brant geese were engendered
from barnacles, when suddenly about three years ago it was
slightly galvanized by Dr. Coucs, who, in his " Birds of the

was

Colorado Valley," declared that the thing was not impossible,
and that the evidence which had accumulated on the subject
could not be ignored. The same author stated at the same
lime his belie! that the chimney swifts hibernate in hollow
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We have nothing

to say on this subject, for it is one about
which we know nothing, and it. would be a waste of time to
may hope, howrepeat the arguments against the belief.
ever, at some lime in the not very distant future, to hear
something more from Dr. Coues in regard to the matter.]
'
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Snowy Owls. —Specimens of Nyctra scandium- have begun
make their appearance along our Atlantic coast. During

the last week in October two were brought into a taxiderOne of these was said to have been
dermist's (Wallace).
killed in Connecticut, and the other in this city, north of
This dale is early for snowy owls, but many
Central Park.
collectors will remember that five or six years ago, when they
were so common all along the coast, they made their appearance very early— that is, about the lust of October anil Brat
have just received from Mr. Chas.
of November.
Linden, Buffalo, N. Y.. a note saying that "A large white
owl was shot near Buffalo on Nov. 1. The bird m
appearance in the lal ter end of < letobcr, whirl; ista*
instance on record in this vicinily."

We

Albino Quail.— Mr.
a white quail, which

we

P. Peterson, Little Rock, Ark., has
Understand he will dispose of.
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squabble and grab for all thernqnej
is if thai
[amel
part of the country, and that the sportsmen's clubs take little
bn
or no pains to firing the offenders to accounts
cassionly clubs fall almost entirely under the conn
who shoot for the market and for protlt. Fortunately eases
''. but they do exist, an
of tl
prove it. So long as pigeon or trap-shooting is properly conthe trap

to

What wonder

I

Why are. hounds
hounding decry
twenty^seven, as reported to me last weel
allowed to range lie woods, driving del
of
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a hundred miles from Bangor?
WTjyare respci
chants, who keep their hounds near the hunting grounds;
servants, almost the entire son
o
doer
why are [hey allowed to break the law
openly, while we, who bring our mom
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pay

out in higher wages than those commonly received
for the hardest winter forest work, are not only pounced
upon but loaded with abuse in addition? What right have
the Wardens to enforce one part of the game law and neglect another?
What right have they to see only one class
of persons and overlook their own townsmen ? Indeed, it
is not we from other States who set a bad example to their
and
farmers
their guides; it is the sons of their merchants,
their landowners and their judges who set us the example,
and we arc made the scapegoats. Is this the way to enforce
the game laws?
Luetics L. Hubbard.
Cambridge, Mass., JVbc. 1, 1881.
it,

We publish

in this connection an extract from a private
written to us by a Maine correspondent whose knowledge of the facts and whose motives in writing to us as he
does cannot be questioned. He says " The fact is, visiting
sportsmen (?) kill scores upon score* by jacking every sum"
mer. In this way they destroy deer, caribou and some
moose, and the powers that be wink at it
but let a poor
devil of a native go out for meat for his family, and there is
a fuss made over it. These men come in and tip a guide
a big greenback to float them off to the game. What
wonder, then, the guides go in for some on their own account? The trouble is, the leading men here are on the
make they wish to reap a harvest, of shekels, and so allow
it as all right for their patrons to break the law, and the
game and fish must be for them alone. Serve all alike before
the law."
letter,

:

:

;

GAME FOR PHILADELPHIA BPORTSMEN.
PniLADKLPHU, Nov.
Editor Forest and Stream

2,

1881.

:

Canvas-back ducks are this year showing themselves in
our river. Last week between thirty and forty were shot by
a police officer of Philadelphia by paddling on them. My
informant had not learned precisely where the ducks had
stopped, but thought somewhere near Bordentown or in the
neighborhood of Duck Island, up the Delaware.
This is
very unusual, and it has been the cause of much oomment in
Philadelphia.
More rail have been boated this season, so I
am informed at Krider's, than for many years. The crop of
seed was immense, which may in great measure account for

to step on or be bitten by a gopher.
His neck was
arched and his nose pointed earthward at. an angle of fortyfive degrees, so also his stern.
His eyes bunged out of his

head, actually starting from their sockets, in anticipation of
the all absorbing gopher.
Undoubtedly a eood dog and
staunch, but, although he flushed many chickens, I doubt if
he ever winded or siw or heard one of them. My sides shake
and the salt sea-brine stands in my eyes as I think of the
picture that dog cut.
We dubbed him "The Bloodhound,"
and I fear the name will adhere to him.
Of the boys there were four of us, and although the shooting was not extra, we killed all we wanted, fifteen to thirty
a day per gun and gave away birds at all the farm-houses.
had any amount of fun. I doubt if there was ever more
side-shaking by so small a party in so short a time.
lay
awake nights to laugh, which only ended when White commenced his cornet solo. It was very s(o)norous. Then we
all tried to sleep.
White was the heavy man of the party—
good fellow to hold the seats from blowing out of the
wagon— his constitution being in good running order, it was
singular that he rode so much, while the slim-jiras of the
party followed the hetrogeneous pack of dogs before mentioned.
Rob was the leader of the party, had been over the
grounds several seasons, biggest talker, headlaughtsman and
a crack shot.
Charley was the young blood of the party,
no doubt he regretted the lack of young ladies on the prairies,
but he fought nobly, and allowed no sentiment to stand between him and the cackling old cbick— it cackled its last
cack to the crack of Charlie's gun.
Cham was the " old man" of the party; nor blisters on his
heels nor blisters on his toes could confine him to the wagon
he hobbled and shot and kept up with the boys.
There were seven dogs, and there were, also, seven guns
and I doubt if a better shooting lot are often carralled together.
new Westley Richards' hammerless, and, probably,
the best Nichols
Lefever in America, did fine execution in
the hands of Rob, who took his time.
new Green, of
Rochester, and old Greener in the hands of White were
death dealers. Charlie's English piece— don't remember the
maker and Cham's pair of Parker's made up the lot.
Seventy to seventy-six paces were stepped off several times
to the dead prairie chick.
May we meet again with dogs better broken.

for the " left
are scarce in Maryland and
Delaware this autumn. The snows of last winter did destroy
numbers, notwithstanding reports of some to the contrary.
While some shooting may be expected in the Maryland and
Delaware sections that were protected from snow by tfra
thick growth of cedars, it is sure it would be best to let the
birds alone this year, even if we are to have an open winter.
From Lehigh Valley, Pa., I receive advice this a. m. that
ruffed grouse are likewise decimated in numbers, owing to
in fact, I have met but one gentleman
last winter's severity
since my return to Philadelphia who reports game of all
kind* plentiful. The one iu question has just returned from
Moorefield, West Va., where he had been deer hunting with
rifle, and says he came across numbers of "pheasants," woodcork and quail.
But, he was forty miles from a railroad
station, in a section where there were no shot guns nor bird
dogs.
1 do not wish to be considered a chronic growler, but we
are fast coming to the time when our guns will have to be
hung on the hook unless steps are taken to protect game of
The first to be made is to abolish all spring shootall kinds.
ing this will favor the migratory birds the next should be
attention paid to the quail which remain with us all winter.
The flight of woodcock has not come on with us. On my
reaching Philadelphia, having observed it had made its appearance in New England, I took special pains to inquire
from reliable sources, and am able to write you that longbills must have tarried on their way and the pleasant weather
has favored this tarrying. They may be expected what there
are left of them— the very next cold snap.
Joe ivrider has returned from his ornithological trip to the
far West with a varied collection of birds, but I am sorry to

Quail,

We
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say he is much broken in health.
Mr. Franklin Jones, ex-vice-president of the Philadelphia
Sportsmen's Club, has just presented to the Philadelphia Library two more complete volumes of the Forest and Stream.
The library now has every publication of your journal from

Homo.

its first, issue.

JOTTINGS OF A CHICKEN SHOOT.

Ogdensburg, N. Y., Oct. 26.— Editor Forest and Stream:
have been much interested in the discussion of late anent
gun barrels and the way to prevent it,
and I have
no doubt any one of the various methods are good and will
answer the purpose if properly applied. Is it not due in
most ca°es a want of "elbow-grease" and thorough cleaning,
which is the root of the whole trouble? Now, my own
method is this I make it a rule to clean my gun as soon after
I am done shooting as possible, first using kerosene, to remove the dirt, then the wire brush to take out any pa'ticles
of lead or dirt which may adhere to barrels, wiping out dry
with cotton waste. I then take a square of flannel dipped in
hot pure mutton fat, the flannel of sufficient size to til, barrels tight (I always keep a supply of these squares on hand),
and with it remove every speck of dirt, wiping dry and oiling lightly with Rangoon oil. I place the gun near the stove
all night after cleaning and oiling it outside aud the action.
I have never us«d water, no matter how dirty thegunmavbe. I
occasionally use jeweler's rouge, and have found it of excellent service in keeping barrels bright and smooth, far better
than emery. When I lay the gun up I giveit a good coating
of mutton fat and have never found a speck of rust, in the
spring.
I may add that when duck shooting I apply a light
coat of boiled oil over the outside of gun.
It forms a skin
when dry, will effectually prevent rust, no matter bow wet
the gun may get, and is easily removed.
I never bcerudge
an hour or two in cleaning my gun. and in consequence have
never been troubled with rust.— Ten Bore No. 2.
I

rust in

;

:
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Editor Fore.it and Stream : Allow me to
Corning, N.
suggest to those interested in the subject of "rust spots in
gun barrels" and how to prevent them, that, certain grades of
powder is the cause, and the manufacturer thereof could explain if he would.
So change your powder and never be so
shiftless or lazy as to let your gun stand over night without a
thorough cleaning with a dry cloth. Rub dry "with flannel,
and never put any water, hot or cold, into a gun barrel, and
use no lard nor sperm oil, nor any oil that requires water in
its manufacture, as it. will certainly leave a red rust if you
give it time,
Use instead vaseline, which is equally good
for fine steel cutlery and surgical instruments
and you can
put your fine guns in the cellar if you wish without any risk
;

;

of rust

appearing.— J.

H

W.

WHERE TO SHOOT

THE MISSISQUOI BAY MARSHES.

me
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everybody who has been looking out
tells

;
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overs" and their broods,
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Montreal, November

1.

Editor Forest arid Stream :
Since (he open season began the writer and his chums have
shot over a large portion of the St. Lawrence and Missisquoi
can report fair bags of duck and snipe,
Bay marshes.
but very few woodcock— in fact it is becoming quite a rarity
now to get a woodcock, where a few years ago we bagged
dozens.
Of the duck tribe, the black ducks have been the
most plentiful, though in some localities the green-winged
Sea ducks and geese have
teal have come in large numbers.
not yet appeared in their usual quantities, which means a
late open season.
Contrary to expectation the waters in our rivers and lakes
Early in the season the muskrat houses
are still very low.
were built both numerous and large, which was a sign of
early rains and high water, but as "all signs fail in a dry
Eeason," wc can excuse the "rats' the mistake that they

We

1

made.
In a few days we will turn our attention to ruffed grouse
shooting, and will then soon be able to report as to their
plentifulness or scarcity.
The "Malrien Gun Club" have leased a portion of the
Missisquoi marshes in Swanton and Ilighgate, Vt., but will,
methinks, have difficulty in protecting their grounds until
the members of the club themselves learn to respect the
friend of mine caught some
game laws of the State.
members of the club setting "mink traps" for black ducks,
and this outside of the limits of their grounds—both poaching and pot-hunting but perhaps those pot-hunters were not
Veractive members of the club, only honorary members.
mont bas game laws, and if its constables would do their
duty, those fellows would be taught to obey the laws of Hie

A

—

Stanstkab.

State.

;

Sept. SO,

Pataskala, Ohio, Oct. 31,
Editor Fore«t and Stream:
I notice in the last few numbers of Forkst and Strkam
that the care of gun barrels has received considerable attensome advocating
tion, and various are the opinions advanced
no care, others expressing strong faith in cleanliness. I
have heard old hunters here say they put their gun awayjust as they brought it home and did not clean it out, or oil
it— in fact gave it no attention till they wanted it again—
and they invariably siy it is as hriaht as a dollar.
It requires only a moment's reflection to see the absurdity
of Buch statements. Any one who bas observed the rcsidiuum
left in gun barrels knows that it quickly absorbs moisture.
A gun may stand in the house during warm, dry days, but
the first damp, wet, day that comes it will not fie found so.
Simply insert the finger in the muzzle on withdrawal, it
When moisture is brought
will be found moist, if not wet.
iu contact with iron or steel, oxide of iron, or rust, is
formed. What would the farmer say, if one were to tell
him that the best way to keep his plow in good condition is
to leave it in the fence corner, where he finished his work,
or to take it to the barn, with the dirt and mud on it, as he
turned the last foot of furrow? lie, would laugh at you for
such advice. He takes his implements to his barn, and cleans
When they are
them, aud either paints or varnishes them.
wanted, they are ready and as bright as when laid away.
Ody a little common sense and judgment is required to
keep a gun as nice and bright inside for twenty years as the
day it came from the factory, laying aside the chemical acI have
tion of some kinds of powder, if such there be.
used guns six years, and they are as bright as when they left
the factory.
I never allow a gun to stand over night without
cleaning and oiling, be I ever so tired. Even if I only take
a gun out to shoot a single shot this same rule is invariably
During the close season, if my gun is not used, I
observed.
take it from the case once a week and wipe off the old grease
and oil it again. I use fine sewing machine oil. I feel satisfied that if the above rale is strictly observed, and the barrels are of good material, nothing but most satisfactory reI have no further use for the wiresults will be obtained.
scratch brush the horse-hair brash I find sufficient to remove all dirt and lead, and it does no injury to the barrels.
A. O. A.

by George Boweu, of Mauricetown, who bagged

412 in a tide of about,

five hours.

what, I saw the day I was there that I
could have boated 500 birds, if 1 had had the ammunition.
Any of your readers who fancy this most laborious amusement would do well to make a note of this, and next year
write to William Royal, Mauricetown, or Heury D. Paullin,
Port, Elizabeth, Cumberland County, New Jersey, who are
the hotel keepers above referred to.
I

RUST SPOTS IN GUN BARRELS.

RAUL.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In looking over some numbers of your paper to-day I observe that you give some prominence to rail shooting by furnishing the scores made during September upon certain
grounds iu Pennsylvania aud Virgiuia. I have often wondered why those who like this form of amusement have not
had their attention called to the two rivers of Cumberland
County, New Jersey, the Cohansey and Maurice.
Near
Bridgeton. on the former, there is an excellent, meadow (the
only one on its twenty-mile course overflowed by the tide) of
about two hundred acres. A great many rail have been killed
The highest bug was, I believe, 189,
there the present year.
the average bag beimr from 75 to 100. The shooting would in
every season be called very good upon this meadow, notwithstanding its neighborhood to a town of 10,000 inhabitants,
but for the superior attractions of the Maurice River, which,
1 suppose, furnishes the best rail shooting in the world.
At Mauricetown the "gunner" who likes slaughter may
have his fill. The village is a pleasant one, inhabited by an
intelligent and cordial people, having a spacious and wellkept hotel, presided over by a landlord who is one of the
most unobtrusive of men as well as one of the most obliging.
He has the rare faculty of justly anticipating his guests'
wisheB, and at the same time without making any fuss or
asking any but a very moderate compensation. The village
the upper contains about
is situated between two meadows
250 acres and the lower about 800. Two hundred yards
from the wharf takes the shooter to either meadow.
There are good accommodations also at Port Elizabeth,, at
the upper end of the upper meiulo.v.
During the past season the individual scores ranged in the
neighborhood of 200 to the tide. The highest, was made

am satisfied from

—

been on a chicken shoot. Now 1 suppose all chicken
IV'E
shoots very nearly resemble each other. Two days and
cars to get to the grounds in Western Iowa.
Five or six days' shooting. The same trip home again,
tedious in the heat and dust of September first, and almost
unbearable but for the comforts of the dining cars, palace
cars and sleeping coaches.
There were four of us in the party, who, together with our
seven dogs, made quite a "mob." In our party there were dogs
and dogs. I will mention the dogs first as the best behaved,
temperate and quiet-o'-nights of the assemblage. First there
was "Duke." Duke is a red Irish setter, very fast, wide
ranger, an excellent nose and altogether a first-cluss dog, although some birds were flushed at his wild speed with the
wind^ and others omitted in the wide sweep of his quartering
scarcely ever trailing hunting for the body scent only.
Quite different was Bazil. Poor Bazil !— killed at the hand
of a miserable assassin immediately upon his return home.
Bazil was not so f ubI, but a wide ranger at times ; bis forte
seemed to be trailing. From Bazil we learned where birds

two nights on the

—

—

and the gun had always time to keep up with him
while reading out and locating the birds. He retrieved at
the command, but preferred to simply point dead. He would
repeatedly point a winged bird in the grass, causing more de"Star "was
lay than the "dog which rushed in at once.
another Irishman, very fast and wild— nwer on chickens bebut among
fore, and did not seem to get hold of them right
so many dog breaking is almost out of the question.
"Grouse," the black giant, was willfnl and headstrong.
working well at times and again breaking all the rules of dog
Next came "John" the
etiquette and his owner's patience.
wild, John the unruly. Whistle nor whip, nor brier nor
brake, norhill nor stream could stop his wild chase. " Frank,"
the steady old pointer, alow but sure and a perfect backer, his
"
age and flesh were against him. Last is the pointer " Sport
borrowed and, his owner said, "staunch as Hades." He
was staunch on gophers. Gophers seemed to be his Bpecial
game. He ran with a kind of hop, as if he feared every mohad been

;

;

—

—

:

;

NOTES FROM MISSOURI.
Jackson, Mo., Oct. 31, 1881.
Editor Forest avA Stream:
On last Saturday our sporting men had a target shooting
match, with shotguns, at a target one foot, in diameter, with
circles thereon, numbering from one to six— the centre or
smallest circle being six, and thus hack to one, the outer circle.
A shot in No counted six in the score, and so on in
each of the circles The shoot was at forty yards range, offOur hardware merchant, S. D. Williams, had gratuihand.
tously donated a silver cup as the prize, for which there were
twenty contestants, each man having two shots. The score
of the six best

was

as follows

.

:

Daniel Mildc, 214; R. P. Wilson (m), 231;
dreth, 420; J. II Jenkins, 203; S.
Ohrmiller (m), 19G.

D

H. HilF. A.

W. Brown, 212;

Both muzzle and breech loaders were used, and the breechmade the heBt score, although some expressed the
would be "left." In the score I designate
There were
the muzzle-loader by an (m) in parenthesis.
twelve who used breech-loaders, and eight who used muzzleThe average for breech-loaders was B1J, and for
loaders.
muzzle, 70 1-16.
The hunting season is now open here for all kinds of game.
Quail hunting is indulged in, but the birds are not very
numerous. We noticed a goodly number of robins in one
Squirrels woro plentiful a few weeks ago,
place last week.
but are scarce now. Our boys are getiiug ready for the
ducking season, and some of them are off for the lakes beWe had
low here this week, and others will soon followgood snipe and plover hunting here early lust spring, and
hope for the same again. For deer and turkey we go to the
swamp, fifteen or twenty miles south of here, aid although
our first two trips this fall were not very successful, we had
a jolly good time. Gamo will be more plentiful there later,
C. R. H.
though squirrels are always numerous.
loaders

belief that they

—

:
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"Chapter sne hundred and sixteen of the public acts, ap22, 1877, is hereby amended by adding thereto
the following section, to be known as section eight of said
B
act:
"Section 8. Any person found with a bird, dog or gun upon
lands where birds mentioned in section one of this act. are
known to exist, shall be deemed prima facie to be there fcr
the purpose of pursuing said birds with intent to kill, and
the owner of such lands, with such others as he may command to assist him, may arrest such person, while on said
land, if he refuses to leave the same at once, and forthwith
carry him before a justice of the peace, who, upon a written
complaint of such owner, shall proceed to try said person in
all respects as if he had been complained against by a grand
juror or other proper informing officer."

FOOD OP SQUIRRELS.

proved March

Worcester, Mass., Nov.

3.

Editor Forest and Stream:
At the annual meeting of the Worcester Central County
Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry, held in this city today, he afternoon was given up to the discussion of the foli

lowing:
VVnereas, tua sportsmen or Mils state nave caused a lswtu.be
nned
makes Hi:- m
Onset June by farmers on their own
at certain sen sonant ihe year a criminal offence, and
Whereas, r< nreneiunihe seorlsiuei, n, this vicinity have offered a
lewmvl for ike rtetectli n of offender--, therebv eotisiltuilrig them
-i'lM--:
eiiers of ga
to which theyiave not a particle ot claim,
and
i:ii

i

[•,:•..

lands

I

tenilty,

:.

ana

o tlie shooting (ranoi

r.bi

i

a

.'
Th.u the Bgrlei
pertinent interference wltt
acdon. especially the enfol
teie.st.s to Lie respected and
:

resen
d by unit

ni id

.

is

act,

tills

i

Im-

legal

HAVRE DE GRACE DUCK SHOOTING.

Its tn-

H r,

O. B. Wymau, of Shrewsbury, considered the matter
in the hands ot the farmers; a majority of them were
favor of protecting game in its season
There are sportsmen who are gentlemen— some are not all are too apt to
forget the interests of the farmer; they are careful to have
the law all on their side. The speaker waa in favor of a
fine of $20 for every bird shot on forbidden land
The
sportsmen frequently do much damage to farmers and pay
but little n'leiition to trespass signs.
Mr. t>. P. Perry, of Auburn, cited the law, and pointed
out that they made no discrimination between farmers and
sportsmen, always being on the side of the sportsman, and
show evidences of selfishness on their part. The game,
he claimed, belonged naturally to the owner of the land
where found, and sportsmen can only obtain it by violating
the trespass act. The farmer's redress, after posting or giving verbal notice, is a civil and criminal suit. The remedy
is for the. farmers to enforce the trespass act, thus giving the
sportsmen a taste of their own style.
Mr. Charles T. Pi ster, of Holden, did not agree with the
wholesale ariaignment of the sportsmen. lie claimed that
the farmer ha-i too much protection. The rights of the
sportsman were the natural rights of the public, which had
never been surrendered to the farmer. The birds belonged
no more to one than to the other; each were sent into the
world with equal rights.
Mr. E. S. Knowles, President of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club, first refered to the membership of the club
which he rep-esented they could be with credit placed side
by side with those of any other of equal number. He could
not see why the Grange should lake up arms against them.
The interes's of the two are iden ical. The game was protected lor a proper use by the farmer's b 'ys and gentlemen
sportsmen, The only bird positive to snare is the partridge,
and that is permitted. The by-laws of the club have provided
for the punishment of any one using improper or insulting
launm.ge lo a farmer. His own relations with tic- farmers
had been pleasant, and he hoped that no feeling of antagonism
would be raised between he sportsmen and the farmer.
Mr. S. A. Newton, of Auburn, was glad the subject had
beeti brought to the notice of the Grange.
While he had always found the members of the club to be gentlemen, they
would sec why ihe farmers feel aggrieved if they knew of the
actual damage done by men who call themselves sportsmen
Forest, fires are red with careless shooting; herds of cattle are
let out by Ihe tearing down of walls for a rabbit or woodchuck. What the la. mers complain of is the mischiefmaking parties who wander from place to place.
Many others joined in the discussion. J. H. Chickinny, of
Grafton, though! the wildgime belonged to the people; K. W.
Whi-eler, of this city, believed it was the property of the
man who fed it Mr. J. M. Alger, of Auburn, said the time
would c ime when the fanmr would be protected
even if they had to have a land league to do it Pliny
Moore, of Worees'cr, did not think the trespass law was of
any practical value; I). B. Hubbard, E q., a Grafton lawyer, claimed the game belonged to the farmer on whose land
it. was found, because
DO one else had a right to it when it
goes off of Ihe laud the claim ceases. If game is to be
taken to sustain human life let it be doDC in the same spirit
as the beef or niter a filial is slaughtered, and not as spurt;
J. H. Gleason, of Holden, believed the trespass law as it
now is should be enforced it had been unjus'ly criticised
Mr. James Draper, the Master of the Grange, in summing
up, sdd he hoped a united movement would yet be organized, in consequence of the discussion, which would result
in the framing of laws beneficial to both the farmer and the
gentleman sportsman.
E.

was
in

;

;

l

;

;

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Duck shooting on Havre de Grace Flats opened Nov. 1,
according to law. The day was a misty one, with no wind,
and consequently few fowl were on the wing. The first
ducks that make their appearance at, these shooting grounds
in the autumn are the blue wing teal, the next the widgeon
or baldpate, and the sprigtail or grav duck, then comes the
bald-head, the red-head, and last of all the canvas back.
By
the first of November the several varieties have reached the
feeding grounds, where shooting is allowed every other day
of the week until March 1 following.
Sink-box shooting is followed by "quite a number of sportsmen at Havre de Grace, who have outfits in the way of comfortably fitted scows which carry them and their decoys to
the eround and furnish snue sleeping quarters at nieht after
work is over. " The Reckless," the largest and best fitted
sporting craft at Havre de Grace, owned by a private parly,
is the property of Messrs. C. Osbourne and John Dumatt
Polheimus, of your city. She carries one double and one
single sink box and five hundred decoys.
The "Carrie," the
properly of a prominent stockbroker of Philadelphia, is admirably fitted up, and also carries a double and single battery.
The owner of the Reekie- s opened, Nov. 1 at Havre
de Grace, with a score of 250 duck. Those from the Carrie,
we hear, about 200. On the " Jno. Russell," we understand,
Judge Oildersleeve and other knightB of the trigger from
New York city were sailed to ihe lower end of the flats and
secured nearly 200.
Prom Philadelphia, the owner of the "Lillie," had capital
sport, but we failed to learn the score.
Among the other
craft that campaigned against the ducks the opening day,
were the Widgeon, owned by Messrs. Jos. Earl aud Flint, of
New York; the Mi^non, a steam yacht owned by Col.
Stickney, and a second propeller
the Mischief, belonging
;

to Hon. Disston, Esq., of Philadelphia.
The Mischief's
boxes were anchored near the mouth of North East River, and
their guns making much noise, we suppose, a g.od score was
counted up— we failed to get the number
Mr. J. G. Watmough, of Philadelphis, whose steam yacht,
it will be remembered,
burst her boiler while atBdtimore
last season, is now building, and has nearly completed, a
fine shooting and cruising yacht, but this year will hardly
see it on the grounds.
It is a gieat, wonder that, the continual every other day
shooting at Havre de Grace does not. decimate the ducks.
We learn, notwithstanding the terrible harassing they are
subjected to, tnal this year fowl have made Iheir appearance
in good numbers.
Other than the pleasure craft mentioned,
there ate on those waters river one. hundred professional sink
boxes, and perhaps twenty-five or thirty professionals who
follow paddling on ducks for a living.
Notwithstanding that the opening daj;, Nov. 1, was as un-

favorable as could be had for shooting, the following professional scores were made (I do not include those of private
parties), from which a faint idea can be gained of the im-

mense slaugdler that is made when everything is propitious
Wash. Barnes, 340; W. H. Dobson, 250: Perry Barnes,

Association. has made a successattempt to secure better eame presentations by enlisting
work the co-operation of farmers and land owners.
The system works well because it recognizes and provides
for the mutual interest of farmer and sportsman.
For a certain merely nominal payment, the owners of the
land agree to confine the privilege of shooting over it, and
fishing in its streams lo the members of the Association, of
which they are themselves by the terms fft the agreement
honorary members, bavintr the same shooting and fi6hing
Each individual belonging to the Associarights as the rest.
tion is furnished with a ticket, which serves as a permit to
enter the lam Is under its control if ot hers trespass, hey are
intercepted aud driven off. The advantages accruing fmrn its
Expenditure of funds are thus secured to the Association.
The game and fish replenished by them are protected from
the pot-hunter and net fisherman.
The Middletown plan appears well in theory, and we are
assured by its officers that it works web in practice. It preserves the game, aud involves no clashing of interest between
sporisman'and farmer. We printed in our issue irf May 20,

The Middletown. Conn.,

ful

in the

l

1881, the form of government of the club, and commend it
The society is incoras a model to be "adopted elsewhere.
porated and can bring suit through its attorney, without in-

volving any individual member in the thankless task of
prosecuting offenders.
The President of the society, D. J. W. Alsop, writes us
under date of November 4
In FoKEsr and STKB4M of November 3 I notice an article
headed "Farmers and Sp >rtsrnen." To meet just such cases,
at the request <jf farmers living near our large cities, the accompanying law was passed a' the,last session of our LegislaThe complaint was that th-y were overrun by "gunture.
and by
ners," who would not leave their land when ordered
the time a constable and writs were procurred the offenders were off lo parts unknown. By this act, as you see,
each landowner is made a special constable on his property
and can call for assistance, etc. I had a number of copies
of the law printed and distributed among the farmers of this
jgction.
The law reads as follows:

108; Thos. Kirby, 209 R. T Clayton, 107.
wild cellery crop is profuse this season.
;

We

learn the

Homo.

WILDFOWL NOTES.
Shelter Island,

L. I., Oct. 29.
to collect on these waters in
(chiefly), broadtails,
of mine here, Captain C,

beginning
wildfowl
THEconsiderable
numbers, such as coot
are

sheldrakes and loon.
A friend
killed eighty of the former fowl in

ihe battery this week.
are assembled in numbers, principally in the
lower Gardiner's Bay, but will soon be working their way
westward into Noyae, Great and Little Peconic bays. I
think the shooting-club at Robins' Island will have good
sport with them riff the southwest point of their island, as
the fowl fly past the- point. I hear the shooting is very
good now in Shinnecock Bay. The geese are just beginning
their flight, and several flocks passed over here yesterday.
So come on with your hreech-loaders and plenty of No. 3

The fowl now

shot,

which

is

my

favorite

number.

I think the fowlers are beginning to learn that numbers 3
and 4 are good numbers for fowl-shooting. The English
fowlers on their coast usedNo. 4 some years since wh»n I followed fowd-shooting for several months yearly. The old
gunners would use only No. 1 or BB shot, thinking anything smaller would be useless; but they have changed that
opinion now. In shooting at Currituck a few years since,
I called at one of the country stores there for a bag of No. 3
shot, but they had no such large number, saying that No. 6
was the right sort, and that I found to be the case on trial.
In your last number you speak of Mr. Cad well, of CurriHe was an old experienced gunner with whom I
tuck.
boarded for several months, and often joined him in his
fowling expeditions. He was then so disabled with rheumatism that we had to lift him in and out of the boat. He
was a good man and brother sportsman, now gone to the betIsaao MoLellan.
ter land beyond the river.

:

;

:

Squirrels are more abundant this fall in this part of Ihe
State, than for many years, and when shot in the vicinity of
walnut timber, their ebony-stained lips and paws tell only
too truly the kind of forage they have been subsisting upon.
Mast of all kinds is very abundant, and the birds aud nut-

cracking animals will fare well this winter.
The forests are resonant with the racket of the woodpeckers scolding and chattering with each other, as they
husily gather and store away, in safe retreat for the winter
Uie, he sweet and nutritious beech-nut.
The long continued cold, deep snows, and piratical hawks
during the past winter almost exterminated the quail. What
few pairs were left over raised fine broods this season, but
there will be no quail-shooting iu this vicinity this fall.
U. Bekke.
[So the woodpeckers lay up a winter store ?]
i

GAME IN DUTCHESS COUNTY.
Fishkill Landing, Nov.

4,

1881.

Editor Forest and Stream
As it, seems to be in order to discuss the decrease of game
birds. I would s*y that the Dutchess County law this year,
prohibiting the shooting for market, has done a vast amount
of good in this section not that there has been any notable
increase iu the birds, but there has not been any failing off
since last season. The poachers do not take the trouble of
trapping a lot of birds, as under the present law they have
Last fall onr markets were, full of
no right to sell them.
grouse and quail; this season there are none, and the game
is still in the fields and forests of this vicinity.
I am well
aware that there are fewer birds now than there* were five or
six years ago, but it is my belief (although I may be wrong)
that the main catiFe of the decrease has been the poaching.
There are more quail about here than last year, and full as
many grouse and woodcock. By this I do not msan to
convey the idea that they are plenty, for they are not, but
I do not hesitate to say that if all our pame laws were strictly
obeyed, both in regard to trapping and killing out of season,
we would soon have an increase of all our game birds. The
hawks and owls also destroy a large quantity of young
birds, and sportsmen, while out in the fields, should shoot
all such marauders as come within reach
it would save

—

;

enough game

to make it worth the while.
I very seldom go
out for a day's shooting about here that I do not get. a shot
The night hawk is an inoffensive
at a bawdt of some sort.
But whatever the cause may
bird, and is protected by law.
be for the decrease of game, I would like to see a law in
this State that would prohibit the shooting of any game bird
before October 1.
G. F. A.

—

:

:

;

Co., Ind.

I

erf

cause

—

Hoosier Hall, Rush

Editor Forest and Stream:
A special dispatch to the Cincinnati Commercial from Bed" For s-everal days past the
ford, Ind., October 30, reports
woods in this vicinity have been full of squirrels— more
numerous, in fact, than for a quarter of a century back.
They seem to he migrating from the southwest to Ihe northeast, no doubt in search of a section of the country where
mast abounds. As there is scarcely any mast in this part of
the State ihe little animal" depend upon the corn fields for
subsistence.
Farmers say that they even eat black walnuts,
something never known before."
The writer of this item seems to be profoundly ignorant
of the habits and tastes of squirrels, or else the squirrels hemselves which are overrunning that, section of country, are
very unlike their bushy-tailed relatives abounding in these
parts, which prefer the nut of the walnut tree to almost any
other nut.
Last winter, while the snow was lying upon the earth a
foot deep, I noticed where the squirrels had traveled down
through the frozen mass in search of the toothsome nut, and
their explorations were rarely in vain.

"Game Birds."—No. 11 Commonwealth aveEditor Forest and Stream : Every athave made to obtain R. B. Roosevelt's " Game Birds
"
has been completely floored.
I have tried at
of America
numerous book stores, both modern and antique, and also at
five or six publishers, with no success.
I have become stubH. W. Abbott.
born now and am determined to get it.
[Mr. Roosevelt, informs us that the edition of the book is
exhausted. Possibly you may hear of a copy through this
Roosevelt's

nue, Boston, Mass.

tempt

—

I

—

notice.]

Newfoundland Caribou Suooting— Halifax, N. S Nov.
^
Editor Forest and Stream : Being a frequent reader of
your interesting journal I have taken the liberty of sending
you the enclosed, clipped from one of our evening papers,
thinking perhaps that some of your readers in the United
States might like to know how a Captain in the Royal Navy
fei Is about being accused of unsportsmanlike behavior.
I
subjoin his letter to the Evening Chronicle of this city.
D.
.

,

—

—

'•H. M. S Druid, Halifax, 30th October, 1881— To the
Editor of the Citiun and Evening Chronicle : Sir I have observed with astonishment that according to several local
papers. Sir Ri:«e Price and myself had slaughtered thirty
caribou in Newfoundland lately. This statement is copied
from a Newfoundland paper, and is such a gross exaggeration, I shall be obliged to you to contradict it.
If Sir R.
Price and I had really been guilty of such butchery, we
should be the last persons to boast of it. but, as a matter of
did
nothing
fact, we
of the sort.
Sir R. Price killed four
deer, and I three, all good stags, and 1 do not think that too

—

much,

after

working hard

for

it

as

we

did.

I

have huntad

Newfoundland three years in succession, and always contented myself with three, or at most four stags.
On each or
all of these occas ons, I could have killed hinds by the dozen,
but 1 can honestly say that I never shot a hind in Newfoundland.
I wish all sportsmen could say as much.
As an old
deer-stalker, I have naturally been much annoyed at seeing
my name in connection with wholesale slaughter, and I know
that Sir Rose Price would be equally so.
In justice, therefore, to us, I beg you to do me the favor to contradict the obnoxious article, and to convey to the author of it that he has
been lying under a mistake. For my part I would sooner be
accused of forgery or manslaughter than of unsportsmanlike
behavior.
I am, Sir, your most obedient, humble servant,
W. R. Kennedy, Captain R. N."
in

!

Tennessee

Game Notes —Na=bville,

November

3.

Within the past week a number of large bags of quail have
been made about here. Felix Mitchell brought in fortyin
three, which he killed yesterday at Madison Station,
Humphrey's County birds are reported in quantities, aud
turkeys and deer quite plenty. Up in the mountains of East
Tennessee bear are said to be in large numbers. Quite a
number of snipe and woodcock have been shot about here
recently, though they are too scarce to be seen in market.
John Buckhofz leaves to-morrow for a day with quail.
Steinbauer goes along, and if they fail to find birds, (the latter
is a notorious rabbit and 'possum hunter.) they will cerFrom every section squirrels are
tainly bring home game.
represented as being abundant.
William Hobbs caught and
killed a raccoon the other night which he eays weighed
thirty-seven pounds (a pretty good 'coon story.)—J. D. H.

—

!

FOREST AND STREAM.

2r>2

A

Ferret TAv/m.u.— Editor Forest and Stream: I received a letter some time ago iruni a gentlcinan in Augusta.
Ga., saying you had rcturrcd him to me as to the proper
1 bave had a long and varied experience
muzzle, for a ferret.
in breeding; mid handling ferrets, aud have tried various devices fur muzzling them; but Imust admit 1 have never seen
anything in Lhfi way o£ a wire or screen muzzle that 1 fouud
either useful or ortiamental.
Tlie head of the ordinary fer.. Lo be hampered with anything of
lii
el is l". del',
Hub kird. 'i'li 10 may be exceptions to this rule, but if so f
Should be glad lo meet with them. The only muzzle that I
!':.
have !if«
v lm.ii he made and used with no expense
and with very little trouble, and 1 will herewith append the
modi'? opera. a if
and as it costs nothing, should it meet, tie
eye uT any wh> Ciller with my views, they have simply to
discard them and adopt another: Take a piece of coarse
waxed-end, about two feet long. Pass it through, the mouth
directly btick of the fangs.
Pas it down under the lower
jaw, and tie with a c,lo :e knot. Now carry it back up
through the mouth aud across; then up over the upper jaw in
form of figure 8. and tie firmly. Carry the two ends up the
forehead back of the ears and'tie again. .Next carry the ends
down the. two sides of the neck and tie again firmly. The
muzzle, is now complete. There is no cumbersome weight
to curry, nor uny pain aud when the animal is let loose, if
lie has-been kept properly, lie will go to work with a vim.
When the hunt is over remove the muzzle with a knife. I
have often seen the lies caught together with needle and
silk, but I don't believe in resortiug to cruelty in the animal
without it is very necessary.
JlorndUoiih; X. )'.
Biter Hoi.lib.
i

:i

i

i

!

i

j

Conxeitutt Notes— Southington, Conn., October
have noticed

Stream

in

the scores

two or three

last issues

ot rail shunters.

Now,

of
to

31.

Forest anb

my

idea, it is
or not, as the

to tell whether the scores were, good
of shots were not given.
1 had the pleasure of one
day's shooting this year, the first I ever had.
Iu forty-seven
shots I captured forty rail. 1 think that is the correct way
to give returns, then we can tell whether the shooting is good
or uot.
Cinue is EGauce ill this part of Connecticut this, 1
think, owing to being killed off rather close last year.
The
W. D. C.
local sportsmen report quail and grouse scarce.

difficult

number

;

—

CnioAOo Note*— Chicago, November
flurry of snow here Thursday, November

5.

— We

D,

had quite a
and the weather

his continued OOld ever since. The duck-shooting is A. 1
1 Digged forty-two ducks Friday on the Kankaat present.
kee River, Jerome Marble's shooting-car passed through
Chicago hist week on he way home. They left numerous
buffalo, Ck, antelope, eic, iu the hands of Mr. R. A. Turtle,
the Chicago taxidermist, to be tanned and mounted.— Tits
-

i

BoBE.
A. Kc-TJXBEBH Rssokt.— The mountain country of Western
North Carolina is annually attracting an increasing throng
The scenery is of a characu r
of health aud plea- urc- seekers.
to well repay the tourist, and the climate is mest beneficial
Ashcvillc is in the
for bronchial and pulmonary complaints.
Central pari, of this region, two days' journey from New
Slnrgcrs will find good aeeommnditions iu the
York.
Eagle Hotel, whose proprietor, Mr. L. L. Husscll, is among
the 'popular hosts of the South.

—

A

Pennsylvania Resort. I have had splendid shooting
during eight days in October, plenty <.f partridges, a great
many ducks, some woodcock, a great many snipe rabbits
and squirrels in abundance besides, pigeons were. commencing to anive in very large flocks. 1 stopped at Mr. E. D.
Huffman's hotel, where I had every comfort and, besides,
his company every day shooting. Mr. H. is au excellent shot.
Any gentleman going there will require a steady dog, such
as i had myself.
I never traveled over finer hunting ground.
If 1 was iii'eltued to go ten miles from Mr. Iluil'rnau's house
he, would show me a groiat many deer.
I prefer small game
shooting.
Mr. Huffman's hotel is at Marshall's Creek,
Monroe county, Penn. By dropping him a line he willmeet
any one at the depot.— Joseph A. Marque.
;

;

—

knOW
hood.
it will

that three COVi V8 0) iJUail rendezvous in the neighborThere are plenty of quail this year there, but just now
bike a search warrant aud several dogs to find any

them.— W. H. H.
Shootini! at Port J BEEBRflOH— Jersey City, November
from
week's
shooting at Port
returned
a
I
have
just
7.—
Jefferson, Long Island, and wish to inform my fellowshooting, unless one luckily blunders on

sportsmeu that if they want good duck aud rabbit-shooting,
There are some quail but not
that place cannot be beaten.
many. Ibiynor's Port Jefferson Hotel is the place to stop.
He is very modi-rate in bis charges, aud has permission from
most all the farmers to huut over their grounds.— H. P.

Sneak-Box Foe Dr/cKs— Canton, N. Y., Oct. 81—Editor
" Si vad" wishes plans of a sneak-box
Forest and Stream :
provided that would enable him to approach ducks in open
water. A year ago I built a sneak-box for Judge Longworth,
of Cincinnati, aud have been told by birn and his friends that
they had killed many ducks from it under sail where they
could approach theui in no other way. The sneak-boat is
J. H. Rtjshton.
the boat for duck-shooting in open water.

—

Illinois

Drokiko—Fulton,

111.— High water

brought the (iueks by thousands.
quarters.

The

here

Gunners here from

old Mississippi has been on a

boom

has
all

this fall,

Our fine snipe grouuds
nineteen feet above low-water mark.
have, for the. last six weeks, been navigable for the largest
steamers. -I). N. W.
Stontwam, Mass., Clou.— Boston, Nov. 3.— Thesportshave organized a club of
of Stouehaiu, Mass.,
twenty members. President, II. Home Vice-President, J.
D. Pearce; Treasurer, H. Home: Secretary, B. 11. Houghroen

;

ton.

The

principal object

is

to

prevent the violation of the

FIS1I IS SKA.SON »N A'OVEIttMER.
KBuan WATKK.
Black Bass, MiiTOptrry.* mtmoidc-s Yellow Perch,

and j;: pallidm.
MflSCatOnge, B«m nohilior.
Pickerel, iimx reli.-Htnlm.
Pike or Pickerel, /•>•* liiciui.
Pike-percb
(wall-eyed
pile)
americunum,

SttaiWWWwrt

We

have anod deer hunting in
Bowrajtd, Pa., Oct. SO.—
this section— two killed yesterday. I have the finest location
for a club house in the conn try— live lakes in a circle of
are 1113 miles from
two miles, well stocked with. fish.
W. R. R.
York, via N. Y. L. E.

We

New

species).

War-maul tl, Cha-nabryttungutoms.
CraBpte, PovwxyH nigromaeulatvu.
Bachelor, Ponutzys annularis.
Chub, Scmalilw corporatis.

S.

etc.

l/ri-ieuvi,

Perc.ajtuvial.ilii>.

Striped Bass, Roccug lineatun.
White Bass, Hoccuh cnrympn.
Bass, A-mbloplitcs.
(Two

Rock

Tramping

all

day through bush and

brier, lighting files

&

and mus-

and brunches that tangle the line, and snags that break the
hook, and returning home late and hungry, with wet Ret and a string
ol Bpeskled trout on a willow twig— this is pure happiness, the like
or which a boy wlu never have again.— C. Dudley Waiinkb.
cpiltoe3

FISHES OP

WE
lic

I

VERMONT

IN

1810.

publish with satisfaction the following letter written
by an eminent and veteran diplomat now in the pub-

service abroad:

now wish

cla-iji

vat ions

to

make

available, if possible,

on facts of

interest.

some of

my early

The Vermont

rivers,

White River and Water Queechce,

are nearly parallel in
their general courses, which are about ten miles distant from
each other. I had, iu my boyhood, a good fish-hook acquaintance with the piscatory population of both, the species being
most numerous iu White River, whose bed lies some hundreds of feet lower than that of the Water Queechee, and is
consequently less liable to severe frost. The Connecticut
River salmon in primitive times entered the mouths of both
rivers, but their ascent was checked at Hartford on the
Water Queechee by a natural darn of from seventy to eighty
Only a single salmon
feet of nearly perpendicular height.
was ever taken above this dam. One, however, weighing
six pounds was caught above this fall about the close of the
last ceutury.

Although this happened before my birth, this rare and important event was a frequent subject of conversation afterward among the elder brethren of the angle, of whom I,
like other truant boys, was a reverent follower.
Before this
" fish story " was verklungen, as the Germans say, another
marvel was announced which threw Jonah's whale into the
One of the genus loy, about 1810, was seen marchshade.
ing into town dragging, by a fish line, an eel weighing six or
seven pounds which he had caught in the Water Queechee,
at a point where it flowed through my father's grounds; andT,
of course, as one of the heirs of the lord of the manor, am
responsible for the truth of the story, and besides, so one
historical fact may be considered as firmly established.
So
much for Queechee River.
In the " comet-year" of 1811 I was sent to school at Royallon, on White River, and I proceeded at once to investigate the truth of the boys' report Hint Royalton was in a
different ichthyological province from that of Woodstock.
The very first day t caught several specimens of a fish unknown in the Water Queechee, which the boys called "dais,"
and I also secured several fresh water clams, a bivalve
equally unknown in my native waters. 1 was taken to a
rnill-pond in which, as I was credibly informed by a boy,
This last surprising fact was accounted for
eels were taken.
by the ancient fishermen of the region from the circumstance
that the banks of While River were more generally cleared
of woods than were those of the Water Queechee, it being a
law of nature, as those hoary sages affirmed, that eels were
never fouud in forest streams, but only in waters whose shores
were cleared and brought under cultivation. How far are
these observations in accordance with those of others, and
do they suggest any food for thought to your inquiring

M.

mind ?

A

A

ago.

must

I

slate for the information of the renders of

Fokkst

the London alderman's titelement, that in warm, sunny days, when
the sea is like a mirror, the turtle comes to the surface floating like a buoy. They evidently come up to bask in. the
suu, and fall asleep.
Hence their being so easily caught.
But a strange and remarkable fact connected with ibis aldermanic pet, and which I fully verified on Ihe occasion above
alluded to, i9 that each is accompanied by a small whiteygray fish, which sailors call the pilot fish, and which the
say awakens the turtle when any danger approaches. The
are about a foot long, and something like a young shark, bu
having a smaller head. How far this small fish is or is no
the safeguard of the turtle I am not prepared to agree to or
deny, but I certainly saw them under most, if not all, of the
ten I assisted in capturing.
Strange that I have never before caused this sporting feat
of mine to appear in print, and that it should have been reserved for the pages of Fobest and Stream. 'Tis strange
But I hope, if I am spared, to fill a
yea, passing strange
few more of those pages with memories of the past.
Apropos of memory, it just occurs to mc that some of the
members of the General Assembly of Virginia may, should
they chance to peruse this my reverie, ripped lo my superior
judgment aud well-known experience io he the umpire iu
lhat toughly-contested point— "Is the turtle fish or game V"
One liveYe shades of Demosthenes, of Cicero assist me
long night spent in debating what ? Is game flsh, or fish
deer or a partridge can't
game ? The first is impossible.
My turtle was game, cibe a fish, hut a fish can be game.
ne would never have reached the palace of the Cssar of all
the Russias
No amount of oratory or special pleading can
consequently, all turtle must be game.
controvert that
That is my decision, gentlemen let it bs recorded on your
statute book, and, in order to make-it publicly known' and
have it widely circulated throughout the State, let the Clerk
of the General Assembly be instructed to order and pay for
Cash, mind you.
1,000 copies of Forest and Sxukahi.
Pun. re Vihert.
No truck or trade.

and Stream, who have not seen
bit in his native

1

!

FISHING ON THE NEVA.

YOITR

A TDETLB WENT TO ST. rF.TKRSKTJJRO.
from the London Wield, on preserving
reminds me that I made a nolo

extract

fish in Russia,

live
last

year intending to bring that subject before your readers. In
Cronstadt, which is the great naval and commercial port,
having two distinct moles or artificial basins, one for the
imperial navy, the other for merchant vessels whose
draught of water prevents their crossing the bar which obstructs the channel to St. Petersburg, the fish are kept
alive in decked punts, with large hatchways, which are removed when purchasers wish lo see the fish. The puuts
being shallow every fish is plainly seen, and the man in attendance catches any you point out with a dip net. But the
most curious part of the business is the mode of fishing on
the Neva, which I believe is peculiar to Russia, at least I
have met with nothing similar in all my wanderings, and I
can only speak of one fishery which stood, if I remember
rightly, about midway between Cronstadt and St. Petersburg.
It was on the left-haud side (port, if you please) of
the channel as you ascend the river, and consisted of a triangular-shaped weir.
The sides are formed of timber, solidly driven into the
bed of the river, the ends being ten to fifteen feet above the
stream.
The logs are so close to each other that no fish of
any size can pass between them. Planks are nailed on the
top of the sides, thus forming a roadway to each extremity,
so that the men can safely run along each side, for the purpose of driving any fish seen near the ends, where they run
They have long poles
into a purse-net and are thus secured.
to frighten the fish.
1 can say nothing of the quantity of
fish caught during one summer, as I never had an opportunity
of visiting the fishery, having merely seen it from the
steamer which passes quite close, going up and down, between Cronstadt and St. Petersburg. Having described the
Russian mode of fishing, I shall now direct the attention of
the reader to one equally novel, no doubt to him as it was to
me. Not a scientific or truly sportsmanlike one I admit, but
savoring vastly of pot hunting. The result— that's the point
During a voyage from Nantes, in France, to Messina, in
Sicily, where we loaded with oranges and lemons for St. Petersburg, the captain died on the return voyage, and his remains were consigned to the deep between Cape 1 Patos and
Cape do Gat on the coast of Spain. We were becalmed the
whole day after his death, and about 10 a. m. 1 spied a turtle
at a short distance from the vessel, which I proposed to the
The boat
chief mate we should make an attempt to capture.
was soon lowered, and we had the good fortune to secure
this one, being the largest I have seen caught in this manner,
,

,

game laws.

turning the boat toward the vessel we spied two more,
also captured, aud finally we got alongside with
One of the sailors having gone up aloft to'.d us that ho
cou'dsee several on the other side. We therefore turned our
attention to these, returning in a short time with five more.
Several being yet in sight, and the crew anxious to capture
them, the mate audi agreed that, we had our share, and
others taking our places finally returned with four, making
fourteen in all, which, strange" lo say, was the number ol the
crew including the deceased captain. Having laid our prizes
on their backs in and under the launch we considered that
we had turtle for all hands for some days. I must explain
for the benefit of the uninitiated (hat turtle are always kepi
on their backs When landed to prevent their getting poor.
So say the knowing ones'. I have had but little experience
in turtle catching or keeping, never having caught another,
though I have seen many both in the Mediterranean, and outside from ihe Straitsof Gibraltar to Cape St. Vincent.
The
next morning I thought I would try the weight of No. 1 and
found it exceeded 85 pounds.
happy thought struck me,
that it would be a nice present for our agent in St. Petersburg, the celebrated Steiglitz, the Russian Rothschild. I submitted my idea to our- new captain, who objected at firet,
but finally gave his consent when 1 undertook to take sole
charge of our new acquaintance.
water puncheon was
cut in two, secured under the launch, filled with salt water
and the captive transferred thereto. Every morning, blow
high blow low, the turtle was placed on deck for a short
time, his eyes carefully washed and fresh water put in his
tub.
This continued until we were neaiing the entrance of
the Cattegate, when I considered it prudent to fill all our
empty water casks with salt water, as the water would become brackish as we progressed. After this the water was
only changed every third day fearing it might run short if
we had head winds. But we bad a fine run from Gibraltar
to Cronstadt, where I had the satisfaction of seeing the turtle arrive in good order, apparently as lively as the day he
came on board.
The arrival of this wonderful product, of the ocean caused
quite a stir among the notables who flocked lo see it. All
begged to be allowed the honor of claiming the new comer,
not one offering to buy it. The Russians being notorious
for their begging, the ready answer was, "It belongs to Mr.
Steiglitz," which settled the poiut.
Gladly, then, on the
second morning after our arrival iu port did we man the
jolly-boat and remove tub and turtle to the steamer, about to
leave for St. Petersburg, but in charge of two officers of
customs, who delivered it to Mr. Steiglitz. lie caused it to
be delivered to the Emperor Alexander, who, I presume,
ordered his chef de cuisine to convert it into soup. This must
have been in 1823 or 1826. I write front memory, some
honest man having purloined my journal, which at the present time would be to me a tower of strength, containing
many facts and anecdotes lost beyond redemption. Half a
century is a long time to look back to, but, thank God, my
memory can yet retrace people and occurrences seventy years

which were
five.

)10W

Ohio Qi>ail.— Wauseon, O, Nov. 5.—The quail season
opened here the 3d, with all the hoys in the field, but geneWhile the quail arc plenty, they
lally the bags were small.
seem to bo hard to find. The reason is, that they are not
on their usual feed ground?, the cornfields, but remain in
the woods where seed is plenty. I worked over a forty-acre
as can be fouud in
field, with-as good a setter- my own
North- Western Ohio, aid did not raise a feather, while I
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Game Fishes ''—Louis villa,

Ky., Oct, 2-0.- Editor For-

and Stream-. What is, strictly speaking, a "game"
and what are the principal fresh water game fish J
Heretofore I have had in my mind as such only salmon,
brook trout, black ba=s and grayling; but from a perusal of
the various books on angling, and noting the description of
est

fish,

the

many

would

so-called game fish, I
like to be set right.— C. W.

[This

Any

am

put quite at sea, aud

M.

a question which men answer to suit themselves.
which you catch for sport may be called "game."

is

fish

In fur and feather there are certain fixed rules, or rather an
arbitrary standard has been agreed upon, such as birds which
will lie to a dog, etc, or animals usually pursued for sport
aud meat. With the fishes there is no such standard, and
the term "game-fish" is subject to the construction which
any writer puts upon it. Therefore it is au indefinite term,
meaning fishes which take, Ihe hook aud are captured for
In Mr. Hallock's "Gazetleer" he includes the suckers
sport.
and other fresh-water fish, and we See no objection to including sharks in the term.]

TnE

diary of a trip on the Indian River, N. Y., printed
week, should have been credited lo our esteemed con...
Mr. H. H. Thompson, and not to "A." H. ThompOur correspondent also disson, as incorrectly printer}.
claims the spelling " maskanongc," which is not the us. ml
form iu the section of which he wrote. Printing 'II 'iivelton" for Heuvelton, "Ropie'for Posse, "lead work" for
hard work, etc., etc., it is just to Mr. Thompson, to explain,
was not at all the fault of his manuscript.
last

tributor,

:

FOREST AND STREAM,

10, 1881.]

FISHING FOE COUNT,
PiOlinHsiTKK, N. Y.

Editor Forest end Stream

Nov.l.

;

I am in receipt of a letter from a New York gentleman in
regard to restocking a trout stream, from which 1 quote a>
follows
"
party of six Now York men took out of the stream, in
less than a week, over eleven hundred trout, keeping d!
sv.e?, even liltlc fellows with the burs on their sides for
'count.'
From present indications, trout (ishinir in that
region will soon become extinct unless something is done to

A

it from 'counters,'"
Tins subject is one upon which too much CJinnot be su'd,
and the common sense of which every thinking angler cannot fail to see.
It is impnssibl
to have large, fish if the small ones tire not
given time to crow. If a party of gentlemen are out oil a
fishing excursion, and do not catch more trout than tbey
wish for their table, they are, perhaps, excusable if some of

pro.leot

•

my

the fhll arc a trifle undersized, but when a party, as
correspondent says, each them just fur '•count," t.hey are miswhen the name of ''sportsmen" is applied tr them.
It, is
a destruction which cannot be replaced, and every
angler that throws a tiugcrling into ins basket should feel a
sting of the conscience that would not alio v him to do it a
second time.
Grbkn.

called

Sam

Uses of Frsrr grass.— Formerly fish skins were of little
value and were thrown away from, the establishments which
cure fish. Now, says the Gape Ann Advertiaer, " they are
selling quickly at twelve dollars per ton,"
They are used for
many purposis, as glue and isinglass for fining- wines and
beer, but the last use we have heard for them is gloves. The

paper quoted above says ".Experiments have recently been
made with cask fish skins from this city [Gloucester, Mass,
which have been made into gloves, which proved very satisThey were soft and pliable, and presented a handfactory.
some appearance."
:

Git Loops on Trout Hooks— Washington, D. G., Nov.
1.— 1 have used the looped hook, meutioue by one of your
correspondents in a late another for about two years past:
and now use no other for black bass fishing in the Potomac
but I prefer the Harrison S. B. American trout 00 hook to
any others.— M. A. T.
t

;

it

A C.wnors Ckitio— New York, Nov. l—Kd'i-ir Fore$t
:
One of your correspondents says
"Judge

m' Stream

:

Lord caught a trout with ally that weighed nine pound-."
What was the weight of the trout ? "Lord how this world
is given to lying."— Shakespeare.— D.
I

fglislfcuJfnrc.

THE MOrOSED HATCHERY
MEETING

FOft

LONG ISLAND.

New York

Fishery Commission was held on
Tuesdav. November 1, at the rooms of Mr. Roosevelt, 7c,
York cit.v. Present— Hon. II. B. liooscvolt,
Chambers sin et,
Mr.'K. G. Blackford. Several maltuv
Gen. It. v. Bhern
were discussed,
Mr. Roosevelt called on Mr. Mather for his
for a fresh water hatchery and a salt water
report on a leciti
experimental stat
The following was then "offered
of the
i

Ml

:

:

BEFOItT ON TIIK

i

on

;

T

•

riiF.ru

;

V

H 1TOH1

jrurucII

V

nvos

-mm

Fisheries:
Gentlemen— 1 respectful!; submit the following report. In
accordance with instructions received from you at your last mooting, August i. I have made a careful survey of" many of the
streams of Long Island and the salt waters into which thoy
empty, and find that on moptof the stromas there is some clement
laiking to make them conform to the ideal sito for a fresh and salt
tf,

water hatchery and experimental station.

293

that tho summer residence of Mr. Roosevelt at Sayville would
enable him to form a batter judgment on these streams than I
could do iu the short time which I could devote to it.
At Bay Shore tho ponds of Mr. Phelps contain much iron iu
solution. This is. asymrare aware, very bad for hatohiug purs
Mr. True owns t small stream between Bay Shore and
nemos,

Babylon but

it

is

too

1L

i

,

:

near salt watn.

(ill
deg. At Mr. Johnsons, west of
fall, temperature, 62 deg., and quite
are overllown aud at very -high tides
comes up to the road which runs just below the large
pond. I do not think that the water below these large ponds is as
desirable aa that from springs or from smaller ponds.
AtBrcsIau the stream owned by Albert Strong is cool, being 56
at lacks fall aud is a inde from the bay.
A small stream at Amity vide, owued by Messrs. James Bennett
aud W. Murphy, With the same character as the above. Most of
the streams along this part of the. bay are the dividing lines of
farms, and therefore owned to the centre by differeut persons,
making it, diliicult to get control of them. Heurv Van Ostrand and
They have a pond often
J. E. Ireland own the next stream.
acres and a fall of seven or eight feet at the dam winch is threequarters or u mile from the bay.
At South Oyster Bay are Timothy Carmen's ponds, and
next to these' Mr. John D. Jones has a large pond one
and a half miles from the bay. The temperature of the stream below is (iU deg. This gentleman also owub springs on the north
shore at Cold Spring, and offers the Fish Commission the free use
of any of bis waters. Ma'. Seamau's ponds are abova Mr. Jones'
on the same Btream. Then comes the ponds of Mr. Geo. Floyd
Jones, followed by those of Mr. YVm. Floyd Joues, who owns the
large Mananequa pond. Mr .Moine.ll owns tho next one. These
ponds are all more or less warm, and some distance from the bay.
Near Freeport. is a flat stream in a cedar swamp which is cool,
but lacks fall near the bay.
At Flatlands is a good trout stream, probably the nearest one to
Brooklyn containing wild trout. It is owned by Mr. Conovor. I
am under obligations to Mr. Edmund Orgill, of Brooklyn, for
showing me this stream by driving down with his own horse and
buggy. The stream is a good one but rather inaccessible by rail,
aud is a long distance from Jamaica Bay to the head of tide
water.
TIIK NOBTIl SIDE.
At Sctauket, fifty-six miles from Long Island city, is a mill-pond
containing trout. .Martin Nevius also owns a trout pond. The
tor milling purposes, and in a dry time doos not al-

fjabj

Temperature,

good How and

i

-

near halt water, but the

;

[Diagram shown. J
At Biver Head, seventy-three miles from New York, is a Due
stream about two miles from the village. If is owned by Mr. J. II.
The volume
l'erkius, aud is used to flood a cranberry meadow.
was great, iu a dry time, and it is uow inhabited by trout, some of
which are large." fn winter the cranberry meadow is Hooded by
ten
feet.
water
is
raised
Below
closing the gate bilnw, and the
the dam there is still fall enough to get a head for hatching purposes and a Hat on which pond's could be made at small uxpeuse.
The stream Hows iu a winding manner iuto IVcomo Bay, perhaps
a mile awav. Tho water iu the bay is shallow here and not very
Mr. Perkins and Mr. Nat. YV. foster are very anxious to
salt.
have tho hatchery located there, and will, if uecessury, buy the
laud below the dam and let it to the Commission at a nominal
sum. They regard tho establishment of a hatchery on Long
Island as "a work which will be of great public benefit aud of
advantage to the place where it weitnated. Of the stream I oan
not so readily accessible
rePOrfvars favorably, bnl the
is doubtful if
It
nor so goon
It is shallow aud lacks density.
thfe plaOB.
Hldt wale: ii-l.es r| eivv !1 a- fai lip PeCOUlO BflV
At Qsipgne there ja a small stream owned byMnhloii Phillips
and leased to Messrs. L. Kke and Dr. Arnold— the latter gentleman I believe to bo a Now York man. It lacks fall aud in a dry
time is small. I report unfavorably on this.
At Atlanticville is a fair trout Stream which has no pond. It
empties into Shiuuecock Bav. It is owned by Hiram Carter and
runs through a s« amp with i.lile fall.
At Patchogne there are some good places for trout, and ponds
haye been madethera The stream wb
mall brook pike, ,..
salt water iahafi
or K. fafcio.tun, as it has been called. Mr. SWllci Bobinson lias
ponds at New Cauaan. uear Patchogue, but at a distance from salt
salt

water

is

M

did not examine eritieallv, for several reasons. Tlicy are, with lie exseplipu Of
"Ore. u l'.i
tl,
te owned by the South Side Club aud the
.
BayvUle, of the Bame general character as
streams, fiat and quite warm near the bay. J his to,,
not above tlie point ot which trout thrive, would, in my opinion
so if the streams were agaiu expanded in other ponds; and
.nuuiublu above Til deg, Another ua-oii was,

'The streams between Patehogue and Bay ahore

li

,

,

,

I

to dispose of, or of the introduction

and keep them tor distribution in such waters
may seem pr.per.
luthis view of the ease, I would recommend the places at Cold
Spring and Roslyu as the two best for the work, giving preference
to lhe former.
Riverhead and Oyster Bay as the next two, giving
;> ciiv aud
lhe latter preference on account of its pn,
mil',
the quality of its salt water.
Pbed. Matu'er.
'
offered the following
so n ,;, That the
Sherman
then
Mr.
thanks of this Commission are due to Mr. cud. Mather, rot the
careful examination he has made with re! at
fiou for a hatchery on Lo'-=g Island, and for lhe satiafaol ci y report
on the subject bebas submitted to this Board, and ihal the publishers of the Fouest asd SmEAM be requested to publish such
ol foreign sea fishes,
as in their judgment

flats

i

|,

1

Srnitbtown has a Hue stream called the Nissequoge River. A
lam ueai the railroad makes a pond some four or lisemdes from
do- bay.
Above this are the ponds of Mr. Aaron Vail, one of the
oldtst'of American trout culfurists. Mr. John M. Tyler is also engaged in trout culture hern us well as Mr. J. L.Smith. Mr.
Tyler is below tho dam and has small ponds beside the river.
Further down the veteran trout-breeder, Mr. Wm. H. Furman, forMa-petb. lias .just begun the building of ponds. He very
ce iriy
kindly showed mo the river and look me a mile or more up it in a
boat.
M r. 1'iirmau thinks it the best place on the islaud for trout.
It certainly is a liuo stream, winding down a valley iu a hod which
But these bottoms are overllown
.1
has cut iu the bottom lands.
a hotel up
:.t lhe Ordinary high tides and Mr. Newton, keeper of
near the railroad, says that spring tides have been known to raise,
iu conjunction with au east wind blowing up the sound, ton feet of
aud
that
seven
years
Formaii's
ponds
are,
ago bo
water where Mr.
This would
stepped from the porch of his hotel iuto a boat
render this location very hazardous.
Cold Spring, thirty-two mites from Long Island city, has a place
titled in all respects' for a trout farm, with facilities for ponds of
other fish, within three hundred vards or salt water at low tide. It
is owned by Mr. John D. Touts, 'President of the Atlantic Mutual
Insurance Company] the gentleman rererred to as having ponds at
South Oyster Bay.' Mr. Jones will not aell tho site, hut Offers the
commission the free use or his property for five years or more.
Mr. Jones and his brothers have three great ponds which are used
for milling purposes aud all contain trout, but below these, aud
entirely disconnected from them, are springs in tho hill side which
formerly turned a woolen mill now unused. These apringH, tho
mill for a hatchery and space for ponds on the Hat below to which
Salt water domes at high tide, are at the use of your commission.
It is a mile and a half
[ report most favorably upon this place.
II

from the railroad station, and a Stage meets most trains.
At Oyster Bav is the pond aud stream of Mr. Butler Coles. The
When I saw
is a largo one aud is used to turn a grist mill.
the pond had been drawn down for repairs, and no water was
running iu the raceway, but all went over the dam. It seemed a

,

,

/,'.

;

'

i

report in their paper."

Mr. Blackford made a motion to the effect that the President
appoint some one to wait on Mr. Joues and have the necessary
papers drawn, which were afterward to be submitted to the members of tlio Board. Carried; and the President appointed Mr.
Blackford to negotiate with Mr. Jones. The meeting then adjourned, to meet again early iu December.

FISHCULTCRAL NOTES.

PHE annual

r
-L

yearly shipment of 10,000,000 young salmon has
lately been made from the United States fish hatchery ou the
McClond Kiver, California, to the Fast in chargo of the Superintendent of the establishment, Livingston Stone. Mr. Ittchardsou,
who remains in charge of the place during the absence of Mr.
Stone, is engaged in hatching the 2,500,000 young salmon purchased each year by the State for distribution in California waters.
The State Fish Commissioners, who receive the young salniou
from the hatchery, make the regular distribution, which has been
the main cause of increasing the uumbers of the fish in the rivers
of California, aud increasing the number of canueries. It is believed that Oregon will also soon follow the example to iucroaso
the rish supply by artificial means.
The carp for the Eastern States wiU be soon shipped from the
National carp ponds at Washington dued to the applicants, byexpress, arrangements having been made with the express companies for low rates, which are to be pad bv those receiving them.
The cans are to be left with the express company, who will return
them to Washington, unless the leceiver wishes to retaiu them,
when he can paytlie company two dollars each for them. About
a thousand extra, fish will be seut to Mr. E. G. Blackford, of the New York Fish Commission, vvho will receive and
distribute them from his place of business, Fulton Market. Tho
The number
fi6h are larger this year than in previous years.
which each person will receive will depend on the number of fish
seut aud the number of applies

la May last, the Pacific Mail Steamer Colon took out thirty car])
for Ecuador, in charge of Mr. Aguirre. They were sent by Professor Baird through Mr. Blackford, of tho New York fish Commission, and as after their arrival iu Ecuador thoy still had a ten
days' journey to the plantation of Siguor Jijon, near tho city of
Quito, upou "the backs of Indian carriers, they required special cans
letter announces their safe arrival
for their transportation.
and this may fairly be considered the greatest feat of carp transportation vet attempted. The cans were made of strong tin, flattened ou one side to fit a man's back, with places for the strap,
which passed across the Indian's forehead, from which they de-

A

;

pended. They were covered with felt and had perforated wooden
covers to protect them from the tropical heat, and, when filled
with water, weighed one hundred pounds. The water waB not
changed from tho lime of leaving New York, but was ierated by
Mr. Aguirre accompanied them to the end of their
dippers.
journey, Messrs. Hoadloy & Co., the Hew York agents, having
given every facility on shipboard. Ten days' jonrney ou the back.men,
in"
a tropieal climate, seems enough to break down the
of
endurance of oven a carp.
Mr. Calvin Fletcher, Fish Commissioner of Indiana, recently lefl
Washington with ten cans of carp for distribution in his State.
Ho arrived at Spencer, Ind., without losing a fish and had not
chauged the water since loaving Washington, haviug merebj
a.rated it with a dipper.

FISHWAYS ON THE OSWEGO RIVER— Oswego, N

Y., Nov.

1.— Soundings are to bo made immediately as a preparatory step
to putting the ftshways iu the dams of the Oswego Biver between
If the weather continues favorable and highthis city and Fulton.
'

water delays for a short time it is believe! tho work will be com
plotcd this fall. I expect that the McDonald lishway will bo used
aurlhopo lo see themiu working order next season. Veteean.

Answers

pond

Bflginniug at the eastern end Of the island and coming down the
south side, the tirot stream is that occupied by Mr. Goorgo W.
Thompson at Novae, three miles west of Sag Harbor, which is jnn
miles from New York. Mr. Thompson has a fine stream and a
It is place
series of small ponds with plenty of fall to the water.
is situated about one-quarter of a mile above a large mill-pond,
and is about one mile from Become Bay, iuto winch the stream
enters.
A road runs beiow the mill, and then the stream meanders through a Hat to the bay. The mill is owned bv Mr. Henry
Chadwiek. of the New York Sun. The largo pond id about twenty
feet above tno level of the bay. Bonds for trout could be make
above the road, which is the extreme limit of the highest tides.
The use of the meadows can be obtained free of china c and .Mr.
Chadwiek says that ,; the land above the road can bo had on wry
low terms— almost to suit ourselves." The location is a fair one.
but far from Now York, aud is not as accessible as might be required.

may have

such fry as they

i

At Babylon. Mr. W rot-taif has a large pond cast of the village.
contain* trout, but the Btream below has iron in it. Mr. E. B.
snti n also bas a tergt pond by the road.
The strewn below was
in the village Mr. John M. Oakley has a pond with
SVUrrn, C7 deg.
i, iug on one side of
it, containing iron.
Temperature,
60 do:.
At Thayer's paper mill there is a great How and fall quite
El

(

A

—

.

November

to §arres^amleufs.

it

more tluui snllicieut for use in the mill. The salt
water is within a stone's throw of lhe dam at high tide, and probThere is not a great
a northeast storm.
ably comes up to it
deal of available space on lhe Hats tor ponds, but the location is a
vory fair one. Tho railroad station is Syosset, twenty-nine miles
is
live
miles from the staCiiy,
the
pond
and
from Long Island
tion.
A stage meets all trains ami lands passengers at the postoffice at Oyster Ba.v, which is about three-quarters of a mile from
Mr. Mr. Coles'. Mr. Benjamin D. Swan and other gentlemen feel
an interest in the proposed hatchery and would like to see it located th-rc if it is thought to be available. Mif. Swan drovo me
ov.r the ground aud showed me great attention. Unfortunately.
'The distance from the railroad station is
I did not see Mr. Coles.
[Diagram of the springs and ponds shoiwi.
inconcenient.
At Koslyu arc tho trout ponds of Mr. Tuoaias Claphani. There
Mr. Claphani was formerly paying much attenis no mill here.
tion to tront culture, but tor the. past few years has devoted bis
iioslyu is
attention to yacht building aud neglected his ponds,
tweuty-tbrco miles from Long Island City, aud tho ponds are
about a mile tiom the Btation. There are line springs and a stream
Which heads a short distance above. There is also a rudo hatching house which can be temporarily used, as well aa some small
ponds which need repairs. Salt water is within about three hundred vaids id low tide and half that distance at high tide. lean
While Lore with Mr.
also report most favorably on this place.
Blackford we were both thrown from a wagon and wore both so
badly bruised that it prevented conversation «db Mr Ciapbam on
tho subject of using bis waters, but I believe that Mr. Blackford
him i:,d perhaps knows his views. To obtain the
be necessary to pur,.11 laoiliKes which this place offers it would
chase a piece of property above. Mr. Claphain iu order to use the
stream.
while
tho
East End aud the
that
would
sav
In c inclusion I
Southaide mayhavo at preaentm n sea lishcs lit fo/ food, the
time has been hi u the- ti-lies now found ttiore were common to
^•^ living, uear Cola Spring, who
the North Side.

ta^NO NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS

iinu stream,
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iters

of tho

ion

there,

while the striped bass ttro Of
Old Field, uear Sctauket. has t

.

I

Smith, of

looked mainly for a good trout stream contiguous
ic trout, perch, blaekbass aud
caip might iV- propagated and the sea Behes at least observed.
It will he diiH suit to establish a hatchery for salt wati c
whore on Long Island, foi- the. reason that the Commission oannot, iu its present financial state, lish lor tho spawning lish, which
ore rare, and they do uot Buutu lo spawn freely in any one place
north oi Chesapeake Buy. But, with a rcudy access to salt water,
axon can be prepared to take advantage of the aaeidental capture ol spawning :i-h by the .isheruieu, or to act in
connection with lLn I nited stares Fish Commission, which is now
•;
dish nmckcrel and other fishes,
the
aud, bv a simple arnuuement ol live boxes bo pn pi red to receive
r

h
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C.

T.— Plan?
II.,

of

boat

Newport catboat

in

at

present
sails in

I

noxt Issue.

our Issue of Feb.

T, lfiis.

Texas.— Will write as soon as we And what yov

lloarne.

want
K.-h'or plans of ice boats see supplement* Scientific American

A.

No>.

and

i

F.

03.

Pa.— Apply

Bristol,

S.,

Patterson Bros., hardware dealers,

to

Kow, New York.

I'urK

sharpies write to Mr. CTapham, Koslyn, L.
Just the boat lor Florida waters,
W. H. F. and otters.—For prices, etc., of cutter Elvira write
John Galway, iu Broad St., New York.

P.— concerning

R.

]•". M. 13— Will publish something about: mildew nest, week.
lime satis unless fur last season ol their use.

E
ft.

—Madge's

T.

gaff, li »•

;

c

\v

;

boom

sails us follows

about

;

Hoist ol mainsail, 27
ft,

;

topmast

ft.

is aa it.

;

Do

I,

In

uot

boom,

Sr

above cap

over aU, hoist of mainsail about lis ft. on
ioi.i i:m,
it.
Topmast
ft. ou gatfli ft. aud jib on
See other answers.

-tl

'J

:

bowsprit euttioard, SI

- for sloop 20

jl

above cap

ft.

ft.

—Nothing new concerning the Be Bay

propeller has translute.
Third; (lie device good lor speed, hut, somewhat com.
plicated for general use in the merchant service. !Sec last year's hieLondon Engineering.
p.— President, makes ten appointments at large tor tho U. S. Naval
make any for lss3
,;e;,r.
I fo-ldent uarllcM did hot
jV .,,!,.[, |V
and Mil- 'privilege devolves upon Ills successor. You may apply dl-
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v.. V. B, Washington, D.
lion Of the llarnegat sneak box.
the address of the maker? Ans.

your is>sue of Oct.

61

saw a

a-

lie

Where are iliey made and what I?
Kushton makes them. See hi-; ad

verlisuncnL elsewhere.

W

I

;;,gi;-Ti and other vs
Sound, aud Spanish mackerel

I,.— Cannot furnish design for

I..

Batsai-.— Receipt lor mildew and cleaning

W.

p —Twin screw light draft launch illustrated In our Issue nl
You snerlti
l.ipham, IMsl.vu, I.
or wrhe n> Mr
livin -crew launch, except spued in rough water, owing til

i
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v
k m u-ii.-1'b N f —Win buckskin well tanned make as good
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Delphos, Ivan. — Will yOB I'.eise Inform me how to make
gauge i> Pis., and I use a dr-=. and
m v ihei.e li.-.r- aiuer V
Ans. Try Lhe aiue amount of powder with
-l,.,nis in. ci, os.. close.
less shot, say % oz. of No. to, or \ qa. ot No. B.

a N H

,

-

1 -'

;

'

you give me the full pedigree ot
.1.
a., Poughkeepsle.— Can
Kcnyou's Gorton Better, which was.bred to St. Klida In 1872? Ans.

1

FOREST AND STREAM.

294

jpr*»
C, B. v.— For cabin yacht 30 ft, waterllne, give 10 ft, beam and 4 ft.
Not cut away too much. HI*ai cutter with lived bow9 In. deep.
sprit and jib on stay, unless for open water, when bowsprit should
be made to run In and Jib set Hying.
Will publish something this
winter.

C. T. B., New Bedford,—Please Inform me in regard lo the pedigree of Frank Gat's Gordon hitch I'snsey and Marble's Gordon dog
Grouse, .Ans Pansey bv Mr. Howard Howes' Fin.' Kan e'er it -Fanny
II. out of Howes' Ulpse.v (Fritz-Nellie;.
Marble's Grouse bv Wakefield's Jock, out of Conslaud's Nell, Imported from Lord lmnmore's
Kennel.
1.
I want fishing and bunting torlarga
P. B. I., Prankford, Kan
have had some experience ivii h ileer and hear. Where can I
panic
find plenty of deer, elk", bear, etc., and how would Colorado do, also
what part? 2. Would a hunter be allowed to cut timber In or about
(.'oioiado,
lor (amp purposes':
Middle Park,
Ans. 1. You might try
Colorado and the adjoining country. 2, Yes.

BENCH SHOWS.
December 14, 16 and
close

iceem per

1

its. at Lowell, Mass., Lowell nog Show.
(mas. A. Andrew, West Boxford, Mass,, S

,;,

tendtnt.

FIELD

i

;

1

G. C. S., Guilford, Ills.— What size charge and what number of
shot would you advise for use In a 12-gauge gun at glass
yards rise, rotary trap, which throws a bail 36 raids
:,
i

.

i

with 3 drs. good powder, 7',' ozs. No. 8 shot. We have found Mils
charge effective In our guu. Yours may require a Utile dltTi rent
loading. Experiment ana determine.
T. C. 8„ White sulphur Spr ngs Mont.—1. What will be the effect
ota torn patch in a Sharps J4 rifle? 2. How can T make explosive
bullets? Can a rlile which lakes a Winchester 41, model of If:, be altered to take a Sharps 41 calibre, TI grain nottle-necli shell with good
results? Ans. 1. It will deli ct the bullet, a. They are more dangerous to make than to use boner use bullets split for " mushroom:

tng."

3.
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BREAKING.

—

TEN CHAPTERS OHAP. I.
-writers upon the subject of dog training apIN

NEARLY

Trials

Entries
Pa. Ad-

but one course to pursue.
not beaten into a dog is worthless
is

knowledge that is
purp >ses, and that the whip, check-cord and
with perhaps an occasional charge of shot or a

for all praciical
spike-collar,

vigorous dose of shoe leather, are absolutely necessary in
order to perfect his education.
It may appear presumptious for us to advocate a departure
from the beaten path, but as wehave had sorue little experience
the past thirty years, and as many sportsmen who should
be good authority have seen our dogs at work, and have
unanimously united in pnise of the manner iu which they
acquit themselves in the field, we have thought that perhaps a description of our method of training might prove inin

teresting.

It will

when iu your presence and enjoying your caresses.
After a few days you may begin to traiu him, hut do not
be in a hurry about it, as nothing is gained by haste. Be
very careful now, and do not ruin all by an undue haste go
very slow, carefully feel your way, and, above all things,
exercise an unwearied patience ; and if at any time you find
the strain upon your nerves growing a liltle too tense, leave
him at once and wait, uutil you are perfectly calm before re;

poat to think that there

C. B. S., Geneva, N. Y.— We have no knowledge of the firm you
mentton, nor have we seen the advertisement.
From the tone of
yonr letter we infer tint If Is another case of cheap-gun speculator.
We repeat, our caution
For our opinion of 45 guns see recent issues.
10 the tte.neral public, buy of onty reputable coin-dealers, and use lie
same common sense in the purchase of a gun that you would In buying a suit of clothes.
I note your definition of a " bye " in your
E. 0., New Orleans, La.
Issue of the lath Inst,, to A. C. L., Philadelphia. I wish to ask ir this
reply Is the proper definition of a "bye" as used In the rules of the
Eastern Field Trials club. Ans. The definition is correct, except, that
the Eastern Field Trials rules say that the dog entitle!! to a bye
shall run with the last dog In the previous series, Instead oi the llrst,
as has been the practice heretofore.
J. T. L.. Dover, Maine.— 1. Would it. be desirab'e touse a dog whose
sire was ball and dam Irish setter, on lush setter again':
i. Would
crossing the product with Irish setter ag ilu. and that product again,
etc., 1n time eliminate the bull blood and leave Irish setter with more
grit? Ans. 1. Most decidedly nol. 2. We could nor. sav, tun can .see
nothiug hut, evil in the course, as "grit" is cbsraoi.ertstlo ot Hie Irish
dog, and aboutthe only fault, that Is found with the breed.
J. W. L., Richmond. Maine.— My pup, eight months old. Is very
weak in his hind parts, a ud when he lies down his hlurt legs, twitch
and Jump lie cries in Ids sleep. Has had the distemper this tall.
Ans. Take espial parts of alcohol and water and apply tp natr and
hips with gentle friction Willi Hie hand, rubbing only with the hair,
give plenly of nourishing food and let h/m run loose in tin- j aril. We
do not like the inltrhlug ns ll Indicates chorea, bin. .should not lung
hut paralysis be the trouble he may recover.
A. E. C, Haynesvllle, Ala.— If convenient please give me process
for preparing a rlrled oner .-kin. Ans. Stretch the skin on a board:
and smear It with preparation of 3 oza. each salt and alum,:: gills
water, 1 dram sulphuric aeld then, being thickened with flower, allow this to dry on tne skin, and afterward scrape It. oil.
Then work
the skin until it is flexible by folding fur on Inside and rolling It.
If
ould be soaked tor a couple ot
you want to remove the fur i he skin
days In a mixture ot water, a gallons, slaked lime 4 quarts, wood
ashes 4 quarts.
S*Mri.K, Rochester.— 1. What bore and weight of a gun would you
i,, 'r,rv
duel; shooting inn partridge ami fox shooting?
sum:, n.
2. Would a boat be better to take to the. AdlrondacKs than a canoe.
for twopersens? Ans. 1. The weight or a gun Is much a matter 1
lie bin n using the gun.
For
taste, and depends upon the weight of
nolo
hkmii
ordinary build an 8 lbs., lO-gain."- i/'n
name liave an estab islied rcpuLaUon. We cannot, di -'criminate between different makers. 2. II. depends altogether upon what you
want It for, size of canoe, your skill as a canoeist, the rotuo, etc.
A. c. W„ Wbltestone, L. I .— 1. How can an old dog be broken of the
had habit, of " breaking shot? • My dog, a native English -etier about
eight years old and powerfully butli, has this bad irlckof which I
cannot seem to rldhun. He is a very good Held dog, flno nose, Al
retriever, etc., etc, but has the above fault. 2. My inciter spaniel
pup. three months old, has a son ot hiccoughs occasionally, and Is
continually yawning. What, are the onuses? lie keeps in good lieali
and eats voraciously. Ans 1. Try the check cord. i. Indigestion
may cause the trouble. We should not advise any treatment, as he
will probably soon ouigrow It.
G. P. L., smithvllle, SmlthvlUe, N. Y.— The query I made in regard
to a dog was lids, wiilcli is preferable lor a red and white F.ngllsh setliv deciding this you will confer a great
ter, a black or white nose,
r
favor. Ans. \ ou do nol s( ale the breeding ot vour.log plainly enough
torus to give a proper answer The end ot the nOSSOl tie English.
adter should be black or da-k liver while that of the Irish Better
should lie of a mahogany color and never black. There is a strain ot
English Belters ot an orange and while color that often lime spots of
pink or flesh-colored marlines ou the end ot nose; if your dog Is ot
this strain either color Is orthodox.
Decoy, Kingston, Ont.— can you trom the description below let me
know the name or a duck I slip' the other day: Size, small, about
that of a "butter-ball;' bill, rather wide, and of a bluelshgreen
belly, sliver grey, turning to a yelcolor, slightly ral-'-d ai ihe imw
low, striped wpn black bars on ibe breast, and throat; tall, black,
•
n ,
|,,d:or's; head, brown, having a
Mtbe.r wide, and si e
large while spot extending from eye t.o throat on each side; 'beak,
brown, and mottled dke tiiai id a partridge; neck, short and rather
thick; reel, same as bill. Ans. We presume from the description
that the bird was a muddy duck [Erinnutlvra. ruhida). Probably a,
male In nearly lull plumage,
1.
Pointer dog
months old has
M. A. T., Washington, D.
a slight twitching In hh Ion-legs, resuhiiig. 1 suppose, from distemPassages white and mushy
per, 01 which he. had a alight, attack.
looking. •>. I saw in one of voor numbers a remedy for mange, which
Wast nut
think, was Muriatic acid, a drams to a quart of water.
I
mlouhteili.v a s.ll.ht attack of chorea, which is genright? Alts. 1.
Change Ids
ernity Incurable, but, In young dogs often disappears.
diet and give plenty of nourishing food mixed aim cooked vege2. Yes.
This was retables, and see that he has plenty of exorcise.
commended by a correspondent and baa pioved suei aslul In several
instances where the disease was of a mild type.
J. I). H., Nashville, Tenn.— Are all llsh sent to market killed by the
fishermen, or simply allowed to die as the natural result of being
2. Is there any reason why a 1i--h so flying
talken rrom the water?
Ans.
1. No.
should not be eaten? 3. How should dsh be killed?
Many are drowned In nets (these car be toia.te tie dark purple or
i.i.e'i
gills:, but the mal'irltj da of suffocation In the air.
2. No, but
n-h keep i>>=trer for being bled and humanity causes many anglers in
lie knuckle of
3. Small fish may be killed by putting
kill their fish.
the llrst finger In the mouth and the thumb at the back or the neck
Larger fish by cutting the " throat latch."
and breaking the neck
or narrow p'aee below the head which connects the head with the
body. Or by cutting the gills loose from above, or by a longitudinal
sUp In the tall prop-r above the caudal fln.
E. G. <:., Reno, Kan.— i. can you fell me the correct charge for a 12
bore, 30 inch Barrel, 6 lbs., full choke, for duck shooting ? In England I used to use 3k; drs. and if, oz. chilled shot. The charge u-ed
about here. Is 4 drs. and only oz shot. What Is the correct charge?
e American?
,a a
Doi sonified
a. lathe English powder
shot Injure the barrels of a lull choke? Ans. I. We should prefer
the cluirg" or .4 drs. powder andl oz of shot. It gives bolter pe norm ion. Try different charges at a target and select that one which
fives the host penetration. A fair pattern with good p-netr,. he, a
Better Than agood pattern with fair penetratton. 2. There are so
many different grades ot English and American powder that your
quesiioncannot.be answered. We bice found that: the be.-d, grade
of American owder will compare favorably with tho same grades of
English. 8. No.
Think that rig
H. II. P.— You may idg your 24 ft. boat as a cutter.
the n ioop In all boats and In all winds from a zephyr
Is superior r,
up. Opinion eraduallv working around in favor of that rig. Handier
nod faster cam, ot furnish sail plans. Should say for boat 21 ft. 7
in. waier line, 7 ft. 5 in. beam, and 2 ft. 6 in. deep, a moderate rig
might be as follows: step mast s ft. rrom bow, hoist 17 ft, root (t
mainsail 21 it., bead 13 ft. Fore staysail down to stem bend, .lib
Topmast is ft, above cap. fitted to house. linwspi it
toot.
1 \y
s ft, on
Lay out ot these tiiniensions, modify to suit
outboard 11 V It.
your Ideas, 'f hen And geometrical centre or the centre of effort and
see that this falls about over the centre 01 longitudinal tmme
section, Including centre-board.
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Th'IALS.

•November ?, at Gllroy, Cal. Field Trials of the Gllroy Hod a
Glub
Km ries close November 1. F. l.c.vera.l.o ;.,,i,i o
Louisiana Slate Field Tilais.

10, 1851.

is entirely at variance with our system, and is sure to result
in the defeat of our plans.
Should he ju np upon you with
his dirty feet, or tear your clothes with his sharp teeth, do
not get angry aud cuff him, but genily jet firmly pi ce him
upon the ground or unclasp his jaws from your garments,
consoling yourself with the thought lhat in a short time jou
will have him so well in band that he will know better than
to commit these faults.
Be very geut'e with him at all times;
carefully siudy his disposition, and learn all of his ways that
you may the more readily understand just how to manage
bim. You should be in perfect sympathy with him and
humor all his whims and notions aud endeavor to tench him
that you truly love him.
In a short time you will find
that this love will be returned ten fold, aud that he is ever
anxiously watching for your coming, aud never so happy as

fennel

FIXTURES.
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be ao at least to Hie new beginner.

The

main object thet wehave in view is the ar^di inni-n of the
present condition of "man's best friend," and should the perusal of these lines cause even but one to follow the course
hero marked out, we shall feel amply r. paid for our labor.
have ever been possessed of a great, love deep down in
the heart for our canine pets, and this love is the main spring
that goveniB all our actions toward them.
do not wish
to be understood as meaning that we never use the whip for
»e bi Sieve with the wise king of old that the n d should not
be spared when it is needed.
What we-do mean is this
There is no dog worih Ihe raising— we are speaking of pointers and setters— that cannot and will not learn all that it is
necessary for him to know without a single blow being struck
or a single harsh word being spoken.
are very well
aware that this humane course will entail a little moreJabor
and that a vast deal more patience is required than when dependence is placed upon the whip and boot-heel to enforce
your commands, but the intelligent and cheerful manner in
which jour pet obeys your slightest word or motion will
much more than compensate you for tho extra time that you
nave devoted to his education. There is nothing that so
mars our enjoyment when iu the field as to see the cringing
form of a noble animal cowering in fear of a whipping'
which nine times out of ten he does not deserve half so much
as his master.
do not claim absolute perfection for our system nor that,
you can by adopting it invariably succeed iu turning out a
well trained, well behaved dog, for we know that with dogs
as well as with men we often Bud one who for lack of brains
will never amount to much, no mutter what pains we take

We

We

j

We

We

with him.
In selecting a puppy Ihere are

many things to be taken inIn the first place we must be sure that both
are first class field performers.
This
we consider of the utmost importauce. They must also
be possessed of endurance, and must, be reasonably intelligent.
The more ancestors ot this type that our pup can
boast the better will he suit us. He must also have life and
ambition; indeed we care not how high strung he is, for although he may not submit to restraint quite so readily as
his sleepy brother, yet when you once have him under subjection he will not only mind more quickly, but he will do
his work better and much more of it.
Of course he must be
well formed, and we should like him to be of good color and
coat, but these last are uot indispensible as we much prefer
good performance to good looks.
Having selected our pup, we will take him home when he
is six lo eight weeks old, and at once begin his education.
Many writers will tell you that your dog should be much
older before you begin to instil into bis mind even the rudiments of knowledge. If you are going to pursue their system of instruction, we should advise 3" >u by ill means to put
off the evil day as long as possible
b
it
y< 11 are to follow
our plan, begin at once not a momei
Iu the
first place you want to secure his ail'e
1011 a id entire conndence. This will be the first lesson, a d noth ing more should
be attempted until you have Coruple ly wo 1 his heart and
laught bitn to place the utmost coufid nee if 1 yon. At this
tender age his mind is easily impressed, and will long retain
the ideas now formed and it will take but a few days to
teach him to love you with all his heart. If possible, give
him a good roomy pen on the ground, with a warm, wellsheltertd hotiFe or box in which to lie.
Do not forget that
he will be very lonesome for a few days, and therefore glad
to see you often
and you cannot better employ your time
than in paying him a visit every half hour lor tne first day or
two. Always, when you go to see him, have a bit of something for him to eat that he will relish.
As you approach
the pen you should invariably blow upon your whistle the
note that you intend to use to call him in.
sound a long
note lor this purpose, beginning loud aud gradually dying
away. This:, with a short, ebarjt noie to attract attention, is
all ihe signal that, weever sound upon the whistle; the last we
do not use unlil bis education is further advanced. By associating this long note with something good to eat, it, will soon
become fixed iu his mind that when he hears it he must, run
to you as fast as he can. We much prefer to have two pups, for
it takes no more time to teach them both than it docs t.o' teach
one, as they will learn from each other; and if ope is inclined to be dilatory we withold hi- rowan!, ami he,
other one enjoying bis customary allowance while, he is himself deprived of his share, at once comprehends the true
reason aud will be on hand ihe next time.
Do not fail t.o abundantly ct.ress him and speak kindly
words, and never tinder any circumstances, no matter what
the provocation, allow yourself to scold or strike him, as this
to consideration.
sire
and dam

;

1.

:

;

;

We

suming the lesson.
There is one thing, of the utmost importance, that we wish
to particularly impress upon your mind before we go any
further.
Do uot allow yourself under any circumstances to
speak to your pupil in anything but your ordinary tone of
voice.
There is nothing that is more annoying when shooting than to have a companion continually yelhug at the top
of his voice to his dog, and generally without any effect.
Kow, such yelling is worse than useless, for if your dog is
properly traiued in the first place, he will readily mind your
For your own comfort, then, and for the
lightest word.
pleasure of whoever may accompany you upon your shooting
excursions, use nothing but gentle tones when youisaiieyour
commands. When this very disagreeable habit of shouiing
is once, commenced, you will soon find that a still louder tone
is demanded, and had you the lungs of a Stentor, it will not
be long before your resources will be exhausted, and you will
vainly sigh for thunder tones to voice your words of comnontrl.

The first thing that we endeavor to teach a pup, after wo
obtain bis love and confidence, is to stop at. the words To
ho.
This is a very important point, and comparatively
easy to teach him. He should be very hungry when you
commence these first lessons, as his eagerness for the food
and when he unwill cause him 10 pay you close attention
derstands that as soon as he performs his tisk his reward is
sure, and that he cannot have it hefore, he will anxiously
Tou should
strive to do whatever you ra iy require of him.
begin by giving him a taste of a piece of meat, then secure
a firm hold upon his collar, ami place a small piece upon Ihe
ground in front of him. He will si niggle with all his strength
10 get at it, but hold him steadily, and do not say a word
then move his nose a Utile
uniil he becomes partially quiet
dearer, and, in your ordinary toue of voice, say To lu>,
with a falling accent upon ihe last syllable. Do not repeat
the words just yet, and when yon do be very careful lhat
youf voice is not strained and unnatural; we always acc impatiy this word with the right hand raised waniingly, for
it may often happen that we wish our dog to come to a halt
at some distance from us, and by accustoming him to the
gesture he will soon learn to stop as far as he can see you.
Mosi sportsmen use this signal to mak: their dogs charge,
but us we shall show further on, when we come to it, the
After a few seconds the dog will
other plan is much better.
become more quiet, and you can r> peat the words Now
careluly watch him. and as soon as his aitenlion is fixed upon
tho meat, and he looks at it stead, ly for a second, release
your hold and cluck 10 him as a signal lhat. he can now have
it, and at once praise and pet him, and give him to understand that he has done something wo'detful, and that you
sib mid have tatcd before hat, from
are pleased with him.
the first, whenever you place his food before him you should
always cluck to him, as he will thus learn the meaning of
the sound, and understand when he hears it lhat all restraint
;

;

We

is

•

1

removed.

After the first trial do not try him again until Ihe next
lime that you feed him; for should you force him he may
grow weary and fail to respond with that cheerfulness and
Tou must be very carealacrity that is so pleasing to see.
ful that he does not get at the meat until you give him permission, for he must, understand that you mean business
fivery time, and that he cannot have it until he becomes perAfter a few lessons of
fectly quiet and hears your signal.
this kind, if you have managed right, you will be surprised
to see the improvement that he will make aud the zest with
which he will enter into the spirit of it. You can soon leave
him free, and he will readily point at the word; aud with
proper care he will soon barn to point when the meat is
thrown to quite a distance from him. Of course you will
understand that the distance must be increased very graduShould he
ally, and implicit obedience exacted every time.
move ;-o much as one step after you give him the word, you
must instantly place him as near a9 may be in his former
position, at the same time repeating the word aud this must
Too
be done, gently yet firmly until he becomes steadfast.
much importance cannot be attached to this; indeed, it is
Ihe groundwork of our whole system; and unless you
thoroughly instill iuto his mind the knowledge that you
mean just what you say, aud must be obeyed to the very
letter, aud that he cannot vary the fraction of an inch from
the rule lhat you have laid ilown, it will not be of any use to
continue further, for under our system or any other it will
be utterly impossible to turn out a. wetl trained animal unless
we strictly adhere to the above rule and exact implicit obciti: oee every time.
After he once nndertslauds that ho must mind, your task
the rest is comparatively easy, and
is half accomplished,
you wdl indeed find it a labor of love to perfect his educa;

—

—

tion.

In giving these first lessons do not reaiove him from hiB
pen, as new surroundings will serve to distract his attention
from the business on hand, and your task will be all the
Indeed it. is much better to avoid all training outharder.
side the pen uotil your pupil is well established in what you
have taught him. Should it uot be convenient to have a pen
for him, any good sized room or inclosure that he cannot get
out of, will answer for training purposes. Do not allow any
spectators in these first itssona, as you want his undivided
W e know lhat there isurent satisfaction in showattention.
ing off the little fellow's nrcoroplisbinentsto one's friends,
but unlil you are quite sure that be will obey when strangers
are near, it is much better to practice him alone than to have
him go back on you before folks where you might feel a
little delicacy about enforcing your commands.

—
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DOG TRANSPORTATION.
TNresponse to the article
ject, we have received

much

that

it is

oar readers.

in our issue of Ang. IS,

DOGS IN THE SOUTH.
upon

this sub-

—

a vast amount of correspondence so
impossible to give any considerable portion nf it to
in of great importance, as well as

That the matter

m a very unsatisfactory condition,

these letters abundantly attest.
We have received many plans and sketches or a crate for the railroad transportation of dogs. Some of them are admirable, but,
as Mr, W. F. Steele -very pertinently remarks, " Owing to the liability of a public urate to spread infections diseases, I would uot
use l.licin." This is a very serious objection, so serious that wo
fear it is impossible to overcome it. Many of the promiuent railroads express a. willingness to furnish the crates and try the experiment, but unless crates can be mado that shall be entirely free
from this danger we do not think it advisable.
The only feasible plan that we can suggest iB for every one to
furnish his own crate. This, of course, in many instances would
be impracticable, especially when npon au ordinary shooting trip,
but for any long distance it should he done, as dogs in a baggage
car—unless protected by a crate— are very liable to injury from
falling trunks or by being trodden upon by careless persons.
We do not receive so many complaints as formerly, although
they are yet far too frequent, of the rapacity and churlishness of
the baggage-master. That the strictures Upon their conduct in
the sporting press has much to do with their reform we are well
convinced, for no matt or how careless they may be of our criticism, they well know that sportsmen will uot tolerate auvthing of
cruelty nor carelessness in those to whom they confide the care of
their dogs, and that a public exposure of any act of negligence
or extortion that they may be guilty of will surely briug a merited
retribution in the loss of the patronage that pays them so well
for sportsmen will not, if they can possibly avoid it, travel over
roads whose employees are allowed not only to extort from

them

a price that is far iu excess of the value of the service

rendered,

but to greet with iusult and profanity any attempt
care for their pets.
That the managers

to securo proper

our railroads are responsible for this state of affaire
doeB not always follow, for we have ever found that a swift remedy
has at once been applied when the matter has been properly
brought before them. One or two instances have proved exceptions, notably iu one instance that occurred, we blush to say,
upon the hue of one of our largest corporations. We were not
only charged an exorbitant price for the transportion of our dog,
but tho brutal baggage-raeatei wantonly kicked him with his
heavy boots, laming him severely. The loss of the money we
should not have mentioned, but tho maltreatment we could uot
stand. We made complaint to the conductor requesting bun as
we had not time— to report the affair to headquarters. He denounced tho cruelty bnt offered in defense of the extortion the
very singular plea that the railroad did not pay the baggagemaster much of a salary, and that he was expected to make
this up out of his pei yuisn es from the patrons of the road, who
were so unlucky as to fall into his c!utche< through having a dog
or other extra baggage to transport over the road. As we hare
somewhere read, "comment is uuneccesary hero." We have not.
patronized this rnad since, as there arc competing linos; but we
understand that ihe same arrangements regarding the salary of
the baggage-master are yet in vogue although— thanks to the appeals of sportsmen for the kind treatment of their dumb friends
the employees are reasonably careful of the animals placed in
of

—

—

their charge.

ness,

Railroad

and only need

officials

to be

are

much

like other

men

Editor Forest and

informed of any abuse of that kind

to

Of course the matter should be placed
before them iu the proper manner, and perhaps, in some inand to Una end wu would couusel all
sportsmen to unite in an appeal to the managers of the lin^s of
raiiroadB patronized by them for a reasonable tariff of rates and
for the bestowal of that care upon our dumb companions that
their love aud faithful service to us entitles them to, and their
pecuniary value demands.
;
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Mollis, liornehsvlUe, N. Y\,iorblack
lsSl, bv Imported Baron out of Imported

s!u,

Queen.
Dickson— Claimed by

Air. Tbos. Campbell, Haverhill, Jlass., for
setter riot; six months olri by I.nei; out of Kenoza Kit.
Suiuij'jlrr -Claimed by Mr. F. IS. Tlrreil. Weymouth, Alass., for Irish
water spaniel dog by imported Alike out of Imported Bridget.
Viola— Claimed by .Mr. V. Al. Uucklcy, Niagara Falls, for liver and
lamplun Dick out of
white pointer bitch whelped Sept
SI, oj
Fan.
Thunderer*- Claimed by Air. R. At. Livingston, New York dry. for
bulldog whelped Aug. 19, ISSI, by Bonnie Bov (Slenderman-Kettle)

Gordon

i

The South,
years Mr.

too,

R.

A.

eau now boast of fine stock. For the past fewHey wood, of Rock Hill. S. 0., Mr. Gibbes, of

en

i-i"in
ii'isy (Young Gully-Rose).
I'atie.nar.— Claimed by Air. R. Af. Livingston, New York city, for bullbltch whelped Aug. i», 1881, by Bonnie Boy (Slenderman-Xettle) out
of Gipsy (Young Gully-Rose).

Columbia, S. 0., and Mr. Percy, of Tunica, La., Mr. May, of
Augusta, Ga and others have been gradually getting fine stock
keuuelled, and supply dogs at reasonable prices fully guaranteed
as to pedigree, etc.
Air. Heywood deserves particular mention for
his earnest efforts in the face of disappointments and pecuniary
He now lias pointers and
whose field qualities
hot be gainsaid
All good dogs. you. g and old ; no trash in
hiskoiin.1. Mr. Gibbes has recently old his Lady Beacouatield
to a gentleman iu Delaware.
Lady 'is by champion Leicester-Orphelia. I understand be is about to' pay somo long prices for good
stock from Northern keuuels. There s no better place thau the
South for breaking dogs, aud worki lg dogs generally.
Five
months' of shooting ought to satisfy a ly one. Gentlemen seudlug their animals South with or to ret,. _
tieB may rest
assm'ed that their dogs will have plenty of employment.
,

SAABS.

mke-liridmt whelp—Ml.

Belle of
Nashville, Term.

"

,/cnnie

i

NAM EH CLAIMED.
Mike Jr.— Claimed by Dr. C. E. Grldley, Manitowoc Wis., for Irish
water spaniel dog Whelped Aug. IS, lasi, by Mike, winner of 1st New
Toil:, I83t, out 01 Bridget.
Clare— Claimed by Air. Jauws T. Walker, Troy, N. Y., for dark red
by champion Berkley out of
IrlBh setter oltch win
;-/.
li
Mr. t\. A. Sampson's Nora E aha
... -.unreal
by Mr. Burr Holds, Iloriiellsvllle, N. Y., for
black spsnl-1 dog whelped (jet. ;a, list, by Impelled benedict out of
1.

i

..

:•

:

i

hlioa 11
ileihoiirne
i

—

New

lia-i

orange, N.

J.

whelp— White bullbltch whelped Aug.

19, tSSl,

by

Bonnie Boy-firpso icAWp-Whlte bulldog whelped Aug. is, 18=1, by
Bonnie I'.oy (Sleiiderman-Nelllei out of Gipsy (Young Gully-Rose) by
K, Al. LlVligBton to Air. C. J. MeadowcroiL

WBKLrS.
Dell—Wf. n. Stuart Cottmau's (Natchez, Aflss.)— formerly Dr. J. J.
Jemi, lie's— red Irish seller blleli Dell (Bob-Duck; wdelped Oct. 2, ten,
by Elclio II. (Elcho-Sulllvan's Rose).
Topeey- Air. urn. Lludslay's (Elizabeth, N. Y.) Scotch collie bitch
Top.srv w helped Oct. vs. eleven— eight dogs and three Ditches—by Air.
J. I.ludsaj 's

imported

Rc.x.

Rhea //—Air. Burr Ilollls (UornellsvUle, N. Y.) black spaniel bitch
11. whelped Oct. 19, six— three dogs and three bitches— by Imported Benedict.
Xymph— Mr. G. H. Nixson's (Lccsburg. Va.) lemon and wuite pointer
bitch Nymph (Viscount-Dolly) whelped Nov. 2, seven— torn- dogs and
three bitches, by owner's Beaiifort (champion Bow-Beulah).

Rhea

Ilea II.

lalmcd by Mr. Burr lloius, Hornellsvlllp, N. Y., forltver
spaniel dog whelped Oct. t», tssi. by Imported benedict out of owner's

:

-ii.

Bouulc Bui (Sleudcrman-Nettle) out of Gipsy— 1st Newport, 1881—
lYouug Gully- Rose) by Mr. Ft. Al. Livingston, New York city, to Mr.

which the animal belongs be distinctly stated.

i

Oct.

Gumming?,' (New York) Gordon setter
J. Bennett's (Trenton, N. J.) Don,

H

hueloiss- Diamond— Black, white and run Hckert setter bitch (Jersey
Yurk, to Mr. F. 11. Wetfluke Uaise.v) by Air. E. A. Spooner,

V

-Claimed bv Mr. burr Bonis, Iloriiellsvllle, N. Y.. forllver
ivhelpedOcr id, i?si, u.v imported Benedict out of owner's

Dell— Air. Sam Scranton has lost his black and white setter bitch
Dell (Old Man-AIeg) and ten puppies by Odd (Dash lll.-Chloe).
J'rince— Mr Fred. H. London, Rock Hill, s. C, 108 1 Oct. 28 his
Llewe'dln setter dog Prince (Gladstone- Frost).

II.

Air. burr Bollls, nornellsvllle, N. Y., for solid
i.ncli wln.-lped uct. is, lsit, by imported BenefflCI out or

Jnoui-Clahiuri bv
..

J. C.

Mass,

lionnie Dou-Ui/isii

Breeders and owners of dogs are invited to send memoranda
of names claimed, bred, whelps, sales, etc., for insertion in this column
ire make to- <_hnr,j._' fi.r the publication of such notes; Out request in each
case the notice t,c modi up in accordance icith our form, that the name, of
..
oi.oSVr/, or printed, and thai the strain to
i:
both owner a n< ... he

n

Lindsay's (Jersey City, N.J.) Scotch colUe

owners Rex,

III., Oct. IT.
FUrt Tl -General—Mr. J. Otis Fellows' liver cocker spaniel bitch
M oui real, 2d Toronto) to General, Oct. 89,
Irish water spaniel dotr wuelp Mike- Bridget) by
Hike- llridatt wh-t}
Air. J. H. 'Whitman, Chicago, Ilk, to Mr. F. B Terreu, Weymouth,

Flirt 11. (1st

more,

f:

-Air. J.

Brlsiow to Mr.

Bob

KJSMTEL NOTES.

11

lemon and white
1.) Duke(Trtm-

K

Leah-Dashimj Linn—Mr. F. A. Dlffenderffer's (Lancaster. Pi.) English setter bitch Leah (Koyal-I.ivy 11) 10 Mr Yearsly's Dashing Lion.
Heat rice- Hob ///.—Air. J. Oils Fellows illorn.-ibvtlie, .V V.) black
spaniel bitcu Beatrice (1st in puppy class New York 1SS1) to champion

Tuesday the Queens County
run over a very stiff country, aeten miles in about fifty minutes. Mr. Center

OFF FOR THE SOUTH.—Mr.

...

.v, (,•,,'--';,. 'e

Lavy RristaK-Uun-iiT.
bitch "Lady
Oct. 15.

Hitchcock secured the brush.

trailer's

I.)

John Howes (Providence,

Air.

bllch Jennie Nettles to

fast

.

1

Chas. N. Aiilier's (Woodbridge, N. J.) black and tan
foxhound blicn Belle (Dougherty's Dan- Leonaid's Judy) to the Essex
n,i'i../...i.(

minutes.

-

1

1

Fanuii-Duke—Vr. Gideon Brown's (Wlcktord, R.

Hotel, Furiiungihile, L. L Notwithstanding the nasty weather,
several ladies and a score of gentlemen were present. A most
exciting run was bad over a good country, except near the finish,
" rather stiff." The distance
it was, iu huuting parlance,
was nearly tifteeu miles, and was covered in an hour and twenty-

ii

1

senei' uitoh Fanny to Air.
.smul), Oct. 3D.

Noon's

when

If,

1

—

Forest

T. M. Aldrioh, of Providence, R.
I., started last week for the quail grounds of Tennessee, taking
with bun several of Mr. Org'ri's choicest dogs to complete their
education.

Cameron from

(/ueen of Xaslicitlr— Red setter bitch puppy by Campbell's Joe, Jr.,
Belle of Nashville by the Nashville Kennel Club to Mr. P. J.
Alagbl, Charleston, S.C.
Xashville Bcautv— Black, white nnd tan setter bitch puppy bv Campbell's Joe. Jr., out of Belle of Nashville by Ihe Nashville Kennel Club
to Air. R. C. K. Martin, Nashville, Tenn.
Ton Terrier whelp— Hilly Toots) by Mr. J. Otis Fellows, nornellsvllle, N. Y., to Mr. C. A. ltlce, Boston, Mass.
Spaniel do,i (iVitfyj_(Dan-Nellle1 bv iwr J. oils Fellows, nornellsvllle,
N. V'., to Mr. Chas. A. Rice, Boston, Mass.
Robin .•]. /air— cocker span id dog by Mr. J. Oils Fellows, Hornellsvllte, N. Y., to Mr. W. H. olbbons, Great Barring on, Mass.
Mack Cocker ichclo— <Br»gK-N>'llle) by Mr. J. Otis FeUows, Hornells
vllle, N. Y., to Air. P. E. Peuston, Aiiawan, 1IL
row Terrier whelp— (Billy-Toots) bv Mr. J. Oils Fellows, nornellsvllle, N. Y., to Air. J. W, Holmes, St Peter, Minn.
Toy Terrier whelp— (Billy-Toots) by Air. J. Otis Fedows, Hornellsvllle, N. v., to Air. J. Lloyd Burden, Norfolk, Vai
(; rdim whelp— Mr. 'ihomas Blyi.ii, Lanadon, Pa., baa sold a Gordon
setter di g puppy to Dr. John Flood, Kimfra, N. Y.
i\V/(i'e/3Vi(fri,(c*-Red Irish setter bilcli (Dirk Uattriack-Tyke) by
Air. Thus. Blytu, Langdon, Pa., 10 Mr. ii. T. sclnuie. canton. Pa.
fd'ic-I.i'ni'JiJ anil w Lire pointer dog puppy (Haskell's Ranse-Shaw's
Jubaj by Air. W. if. uncle to Mr. Cfias, h, tfarper, Lynn, ,.iass.
tipaitie.t -ion whelp— fnon-M'lUc) by Air. J. utts FeUows, nornellsvllle, N. Y., to Mr. J. s. L. Wharton, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lass 0/ tlordon— Gordon setter bitch (Lock-Kenoza Kit) by Mr. J.
F. Johus, Haverhill, Mass., to Mr. linuirfy. Cambridge, Alass.
Joel S'eilo' Uattrinek trhe'p-Hrd irlsli dog puppy oy Joel oui ot Nellie
Ilai.irlack, by Air. Thos. Blyth, Langdon, Pa., to air. A. s. Pomeroy,
Lancaster, Pa.
" .". puppy by Joel out of Alaud, by Mr.
ii.. .'
Rec
Thos. ttfy Hi, Langdon, Pa., to Air. Tuos. Henderson, Alclnlyrc, Pa.
tionloa vneips—MT. Thos. Blyth, Langriun, Pa., has sold iwo Gordon
setter bitch puppies to Air. W. G. Root, alclntyre, Pa.

ami Stream : 1 have just received a letter from Atlauta. Ga., saying they will give a bench show under my superintendence. No
date given nor any particulars, only Unit I have to go on at once
Chab.
to confer with the Director-General as to details, etc.
Lincoln.

full

Air.

oui, ot

A

cmplishing

1

—

:

and very

was repurchased by

for Mr. Fisher.

-.

'

paintings, water-colors, aud pictures iu black-and-white, chalks,
The pictures to be exhibited by the artists themselves, but
etc
owners, other than artists, to be allowed to exhibit, not for
competitiou.
letter was read .from the secretary of the Foxterrier Club,
asking whether the committee would allow the competition for
the Foxti rner Club's produce stake to take place at the Alexandra
Palace Dog Show. This was agreed to.— Live. Stock Journal.

-i| a .line

Jiqup,,— Mr. Colin CaniPion, Brlrki-rvllle, Pa., has
Fisher, l.earivllle, Col., the beagle flog Trim (Chandimported bca«le bitch Afusie, In whelp
imported beagle bitch Equity, In whelp

Dexier. Marion, Mass.
Arushire Laddic-Mcascu e.7.e,';i-Hc0ICh collie bitch by Mr. J. LlndSlay, Jersey City, N. J., to Air. Alexander Iliiiii.y ]', of same place.
Ifaini
Liver and while ticked pointer bitch by JDUIey's Ranger
out of Corcoran'.-, be-s, by Air. 8. T. Hammond, Springfield, Mass., to
Dr. Luke Corcoran, of sameplace.
CVnaef Campbell -Black and white setter dug puppy by Campbell's
Joe, Jr., out of Belle of N'ashvUie by Nashville Kennel Club to Air.
Hunter Rosa, Mobile, Ala.
Joe JL—Ked setter dog puppy by Campbell's Joe, Jr., out, of Belie
of Nashville by Nashville Kennel club to Mr. Frank Severance, Lincoln, Neb.

;

.,

Al.

F.

,

,,

E.

me 2.1, issi.byRlley out of Rloglet,
X&tey ii.— Beagle
by Mr. eolin Camel on, Brlckerviue, Pa., to Air. Chas. A. WllhB, nockvllle, Conn.
Lade— Beagle bitch whelpefl Sept. la, lssi. by imported Rambler out
1,11.1
h.-.bv Mr. coUu Cameron, Brlckerville. Pa. ,1.0 Mr. B.

;

at

soweu

Air.

\

meet on Tuesday was

Irish

.

nk-r's Spot-Baker's Mlllyi. Hie
to Rally, (sam-Dollyl ana the
lrlm
to imparled Rambler,

!

MEADOWBROOR HIJNT.—The

an

.Mr. C.

Mo sic and

Trim,

sold to Air. J.

,

13— Editor

sold

bv Alike out of Bridget to

puppy by Campbell's Joe, Jr., out of
Nushvlllt bv the Nashville Kennel Club to Al r. L. Ar Hart,

LONDON KENNEL CLUB.—A committee of the London,
England, Kennel Club was held on Tuesday, October 4. Present
Mr. Shirley, Mr. Beanfov, Mr. George Brewis, Oaptam Hatton,
F. Lovoll, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Mr. Leigh Pemberton, Mr.
Whittle
id 1)1
S Wii
lied alt
king of tho system of
judging at field trials of pointers and sette
known as the "beat,
system." and presented the following petit n on the. subject
'"To tho (Jommittee of the Kennel Club We, the undersigned,
to the heat system of judging at the
beg to siguii'v our ub
Keuuel Club Field Ti ids. And being anxious that the best dogs
iu on their respective merits first, second,
in the stake shoul.i
aud believing that this object can be atthird and f, urtb pris B
tained by intrusting nire to the discretion of the judges, desire
to bring tho matter before von, hoping thai the present svstein
Signed
be
R. J. Lloyd-Pnco, A. P. BT.rywood
y
Lonsdale, Barclay Field, George Pilkingtou, Henry Piatt, 0. S.
Fauiitlerov, T. Pilkingtou, S. Price, G. W. Brewis, T. Barrett Lonnard, P. R. Brewis."
Tho Chairman pointed out that as the present field trial rules
had been passed at a general meeting of the Club, any proposed
alteration would have to bo submitted iu a similar manner to a
ge end meeting. It was subsequently agreed to issue a circular
letter to the riucipal field trial competitors asking their opinion
ou the subject of the " heat system,"
sisting of Mr. George Brewis, Mr. S]
was appointed to report upon the ropl
The judges for the Alexandra Palac
wore selected their
names will be published as soon as th
mpleb
It was decid'id to give prizes at the Alexandra Palace Sb
pictures and models of dogs, also for specimens of cauine taxidermy. The pictures will, m all probability, be divided into oil-

Oct.

Whitmin, Chicago, has

Sashiutlc. <,-iel— Red setter bitch

Dick Swivelleb.

ATLANTA BENCH SHOW—Detroit,

M.

15. ISSI,

ii

i

-

i.

J.

so
If] dog u helpi d j'mg.
Grldley, Manitowoc, Wis.

i

;

i

I'.helpffl
'

QUEENS COUNTY HUNT.— On

Nov. 1.— Editor
At a meeting of the Directors of the Western
Foiest and Stre nn
last night it was deterPennsylvania Poultry Society hi d be
this
comin
mined to hold a bench show only
AprU 4 and closing on the 7th. Mr, Has Lincoln wi selected aa
Manager. Wo expect to have one of the largest am most interesting bench shows ever held iu this conutry. The p zes will be
The society is a stock company and
liberal as well as valuable.
in good condition financially, which makes success doubly sure.
Bseobtbh.

by Mr Burr

'niter— Claimed

spaniel dog whelped Apill

i

i

:

tl

cocker dog

broken.

I

Editor Forest and Stream ;
What should au honest man do when he gets swindled in buying
a dogV
The »ame as any honest man Would do with a bad bill or a base
coin— destroy it at once, and not pass it to some unsuspecting perBOU, who would, po baits innocently, pass it again, Until it was
detected in the hands of some oue who is less able to lose it than
your-elf. Aud the same should be done with a worthless dog. I
"have, owned enough good dogs to know what a good dog is. but it
has been my misfortune to own a number of wurthleaa dog«.
Which I paid a pretty good price for. Some one might say that
after being swindled once I should be careful the next time but
the letters were so nice, aud the dogs were such good dot,s, some
were from dog dealers, but some from other meu, busiuc
the envelopes bore the stamp of the firm of which they wore
members— gentlemen, uot dog traders, told for no fault, but
I have a letter
they had more dogs thau they could keep.
before mo now from a man whom i believe to bo honest, but
I have registered a solemn oath never to buy another dog
Others might say that
without a chauce to first t'jr him.
perhaps I did not know how to handle a dog, or perhaps
But
the dog did not have time to get acquainted with me.
them
out
aud tried them, in the
I took
this was not the case.
preseuce of men who are the owners of good dogs and are judges
of dogs, aud, alter keeping them marly a year, waiting for the
hunting season to otimmenc, have pronounced them not worth a
duse of Ilea poison. So I took them out to mv dog buryiuggrou id aud blew out their brains, without giving them a particle
of pain—for the poor fellows were all good-natured, the only good
quality they bad— shouldered my spade and gun and walked home,
a better if uot a wiser man.
I saw iu a late number of the Foiiest and Stufaji a dog advertised for sale, aud the owner had the nuuliuess to say the dog was
gun-shy. Iestend my hand to him, and also to the man down
East who advertised poor Tip for three cents, instead of trying to
make good his loss by lying abont bis dog.
I urn now about to offer quite a large reward to any one who will
swindle me in selling me a dog, or sell me a dog before giving me
Faiblv Uon kst.
a chance to trv him.

Colin Cameron, BrlckervUle, Pa., for beagle
by Riley (Hlngold-Dessie) out of Kinglet

2«, 1881,

(black, tan and white) Scotch coney pup whelped June 22. I88i,by
Caddie 2d out of Jessie, both owned by B. H. White, of Dedham,
Mass.

|

j

|

Air.

Trailer, Rile;/ Tl. and Ralph- claimed by Air. Colin Cameron, Brlckervllle. Pa., for beairle dogs whelped June -zs, is-d, by Klley (ltlngoldBessie) out of Kinglet (Warrlor-Rosey).
Qiiuier— Claimed by T. 0. Faxon, Boston, Alass., for trl-colored

'

PRTNCIPLK8.

PITTSBURGH BENCH SBOW-Pittsbuigh,

Carl— Claimed by

'.

rive
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bitch whelped June
(Wnrrlor-bOBey).

Si

Five, years baolt there were few if any really good dogs iu this
part Of the county.
What strides have been taken in that time
all over the land
Bench -bows, Held trials and the honest work
i.
ill our kennel,
KI>l , Je «u the means of produciug
stock so superior in fact that exportation has been tried to England
It has a?so been the means of placing good animals at a
reasonable price within the reach of the sportsman of moderate
means. Of course a dog thoroughly trained and finished is costly.
"
i
the business 1 should ask 81 U0 to break
The e who havi
in educatha
ing
little
lofleeption
1
of the time
ible aud pall
ended. St
t to purchase a
first-class animal at ab< lit $3g, and
lurprised when
Slot) is asked, and that
log thoroughly

of busi-

at once institute reform.

stances, persistently urged

—

:
|

1
.

1

t.-L

owner's lihea II.
Hunalind— Claimed bv

burr u oil is, UornellsvUle, N. Y., for black
spaniel bitch whelped Out, IS, is*i, by Imported Benedict out of
Air.

—

RfieallJ Claimed by Mr Burr Holds, nornellsvllle, N. \'., tor black
in, IBS
bv Imported Benedict out of
owner's Kinov .Mr burr Holds, nornellsvllle, X. Y.. Tor black
I-;,,-:- ri:om-l
icl
cocker dog whelped July 6, l°8i
.....
-cial ....' oj Mr BuirHoUfSi Oornellsvllle, N, Y., tor clack
v, helper] July ii, 1
harm- our of tiros Grain.
-i, toy black
Lade— claimed by .Mr. Colin Cameron, Brickervllie, Pa., for beagle
whelped
Sept. IS, 188a,. by Imported Rambler out of Claud's
hitch
spaniel biich whelped Oct,
1.

,

I

-

I

I

'

Sana/ and Walter— Claimed by
Bougie rings whelped .sept.

lor

Oiaud's

i.illie.

Cameron, Brickervllie, Pa.,
by imported RamDler out of

Air Colin
13, 1881,

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
irasburg, Vt.— Aly Irish setter has suffered for the last
It began In a
six or eight wi: ks from a swelling lu oue of his ears.
small b.isfi-r, :.kt in a silver dollar, on the Inside of the ear flap.
soon ,-.\umded ov-r lie entire, ear and oceanic lot: size of a large pi>ar.
ipeued It and 11 seemed to contain nothing but blood; next d <y It became a- large as heroic opening, on im- second lanclug the blood was
;-. in u wjierv substance.
It seems to pain him and he ciri,
ead on one side, corn inuallv shaking it. i-;.iis iili-lv well.
ear almost daily and It now discharges matter, ajis. Your
dog unuoiibtc by h is canker In the ear and the urn. ess was caused by
Uie lriltai ions consequent upon me constant shaking of his head or
irom scratching with his met. Wash out his ear thoroughly with
warm water and pour into each one- a day a mixture Of bromochlorHold his head and knead the
alliim. -d; laudanum, 2d; water, 3oz.
base of the ear a few mfnutes. Put on an ear cap ft he continues to
shake his head. The aDceas wbl heal when the cause la removea.
s.
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TIIE CLTDE.— Onr Scotch cx-ii ...nges are of course jubilant
over the Madge's dofngs and eagerly discuss the tiUftrices of one of
their big ones wlih us next year. The charm and roiniilice Solonhanging about the spc, of our yaohts lias suddenly been broken aud
the (lyde expects to carry all before it ere another twelve months
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I beHcie, change the iype of boat from Che flat bo-it to
thing betw.on. We have tpme a nuiuber or deep keel boats hen
andihelr lnunber will menus-, r.ipi. Mel onnick, former owner
of the sloop va'-lit "tiai'l." is building a boat thai. I lliluk will be
the coiiiin- i\ pe. She will be ?3 leot water line, annul 40 leot over
all, aud standing in-lghl in the cabin without a cuuiberou3 house or
Boston.
•deck; aU the bailast on keel.
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National Briar: Association' DP A.MKUiCA,)
NO. TSDausac St., Nkw Yokk, Nov. 5th, l-s-l.
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of the Cotton 1'xlubitlon now being held at
Ga., have requested the National ftllle Association or
to organize a idle tournament in thai eitv some time duilng
the rnonih 01 Deecmotr proximo, offering to provide a range and
sultibleprl7.es.

Before undertaking ii
desirous of forming som
riflemen of the country.
1 would, therefore, esteem if favor It vou will Immediately „. ..
your locality and advise me us to how much or a representation you
think would be ilia
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Itls also deslricd to know what part of the mouth of December will
best sun the convenience of your riaemen.
Should llie replies to thl3 l< tter tioiu different parts oi tuc country
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nineties San,.. -na and Yiinoi.iaaie out and mil ihe cracks, Lid formosa, Yol-an-Vent, Klrtnhllda, if put in racing trim, would eouslderlOUy astonish ihc N.-w- Yorkers, cspeeUUy the latter II she had a
Stromr bic-vc ,iii-l .- -ii-.-h.-w oil herspienold .pi.ilnies and le- ri vi!-, Ihe
ol er..ii turni
" fiushlonaba " !-. tin sup.-i I, Laiona, lmiioiis, i.-i|ii,-,-n b\ nn
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pre,.-ni is Neva, belonging to Mr. I-M.v .i, oi li.-nlcaux, e. h h deTeal, d large .iii.i ninall when .she raced in urn Mi waters previous
her depart u re ror Krance, wneic she ha- upin-iii n.-r high reputation;
and Zamp.i, also owned n. Fran.-e, Oni whl.-h, as Nepi ime, did con-
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Till-; London FinlJ summarl/ea the international races bMween
Aineiican and llrillsh yachts as ilfly-seveu, of wUlch number
twenty-lhiv.- siand in the civ, tit oi our cra.it and Ihlrt.y-four were
imiii by British yachts.
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wonderful sailing of the Uhode island
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following will explain itself
Ma. G. L. Haioht, Esq., Chairman of the Regatta Committee, N.
Y. Y. C.
Dear Sir— The America Cup Committee of tbe N Y. Y. C. hereby
notify von that tbcv have named tbe sloop-yacht Mischief to represent the New York Yacht Club in the races arranged to bo sailed
on the 8th, llllh and l'ilh inat. with the Canadian sloop-yacht Atalanta for tbe America Cup. The- committee wore unanimous iu
tbe «elcetion. llespectfullv, William Kiikhs, J. F.Tams, R,
Ckntku, (Jo;
Anie, ica Cup, K. Y, Y
This selection is an em
ntly proper one, and tho public may
congratulate itself that tin
imniittee has shown such excellent
jnd-inc.iit.
judgment. Knowing really lothing about the speed of the Canadiau Atalanta iu light winds, it would certainly have been doubtbother the big Oraeie eo lid hare- made her time off the chalid not choose to stand sponsor for
nay be a divisiou of opinion as to
is the faster Yacht, but we think it
ef is the fastest and best built and
equipped sloop of her
vet built in America, and therefore
the most rating reprei math e to match against a foreigner of
like tonnage.
much the best end of the roeord of
She alt
the matches sailed bett
her aud Gracie, and tho committee's
will meet with full indorsement from all who wae.l to gee
the best match for the Canadian appear at tho line. The lirt-t
race was postponed o.ving to tho prevailing fog,
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THE MISCHIEF
The

v were'a'i'iml"' a^lV'^vaieiOioiecrall tfii ftls
room! and comfortable as crulseR1 ,
ana sn, beam.
and wlih a ihorcug .i-.i M-iVa's nV and Hush decks, they were
'
ships.
1-ioin a dl-mterested source we learn
handsoiie
thai the new cutter Mga, bnlll by D. J. Law lor, of Chelsea, Mass.,
successful
for Mr. 0. A. I.ongi •How, has likewise proven a mn-i
one win, giving owner sal l.-.f aei Ion and repreboat and a
oiter.s wlih fall" beam, meeting the wants or
seining
b.eome
nave
an estaUuiiers.
now
seem
to
i
llihul in si n ui kii in \iiierican wains, and only Ime Is necessary for
them to multiply am be bi ought to perfection.
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LIFE AMI) WORK Ol- GARFIKLD.—We arc glad to seethe announcement that a wilier oi so much well-grounded reputation as Is
enjoyed by. Ichn Clark HMpath, LL. TY, has lit tee press of Jones
jirothers <t Co., Philadelphia, a biography of fiardold wlih above
llile.
Dr. Hldpalh will make a work ol standard value. The reputation he has acquired as an historian or bis country proves ill's, lie is
not in the habit of inking his facts from <pi-siioaablo sources, it
understood thai in ihe pieparallon of this hook he bus drawn ironi
the fountain head of kr
Ions divisions It coinprises, and that it will be
ih In Btyle and matter and admirable In
all Us app- t.i a -I- s of pr:
ng, blading and Illustration. In strlking contrast with such a
k are the many cheap " biographies
of Garrleld, which arc the
campaign lives with new title pages
hey are, not wanted by thos
now offered by vatlouspi slurs.
who desire a memorial vo: ie worthy at preservation. They are o
no more value now for tlv
:al purpose of Information than the oi
dlnary campaign literatui
TlIK DELAWAhl-: AWAKE.— The lollowlug from the ullrulelphln
Echo shows how ihc wind Is blowing. Ya'his are coml
Into favor
" siuall cabin boats are il the ra-e
and machines are losing hold
now.
Owners are changing Iheir open boats. They
vo become
fired oi hiking' and throwing sand bags."
MADGE IN EUJ80PE,—From the London Standard:
waters the tens had plenty or sport, the Neptune latterl
equal In the new Verve, and both bca'.lug the Madge &
that she tied to America iu despair.
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coinpetillon
prizes amoun

Cl -rTKiis.— Mr. osborn. formerly owner of the schooner
Nettie, Is to have a tlilny lonner, and Mr. Jas. Sllllman, of the
Wanderer, Is to build an eighty In lime lor next season.
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THE TRAP.
TORONTO GUN
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Gun dub can ihmer

good
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not better, than ;n
might go further and say

New York
at

a

thi-

city

(out of any o
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0000000
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Banks

prize in the tlrst class the
sliver nnd:i I, value f to, pi
gun-maker of this city, w.

llawkes....

Wino

.10000111000—2
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1001:

. b.
his straight 15 birds. The 11
In second class, a s-llver waicr
pitcher, value $2(1, and a diamond pin, value fir,, won by Mr. Win.
Taylor afo-r a very close contest. The fli'sl prize In third class was
won by Mr Waiter Musson, being a very handsome water pitcher,
value, $16. The lowesi score in second d .ss was a prize of a ion of
coal, presen ed by the Deacon of the club (presented formally in an
env, lnjie) to Mi. K, Morrison, he having oemg lucky enough 10 kill 6
omof a possible 15— not baa. On Saturday evening, the isili, the
members ot the club and heir trlen as met in the club nj sand the
President, after a few remarks, presented the •llffereat »lnii..rs wlih
their valuable prizes. Several speeches were made, and after spending a very p. e.isain evening e.ich winner went home with his prize,
with a hope that the club would have the shoots often with such

u
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prolonged high reading of the baromeler Is almost Invariably
followed by
prolonged low reading, and Wm .aonn. Hence the lormer
:.'
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Indtcaies a iirolouged spoil 01 wet aud perhaps woniy ..y-.of.,. r
ls goon
as lie cluing- takes place; while the latter coadii t'.n i- in licativ'e
or
a continuance Ol dry, calm Weather alter -be as tlcoh is a am va^e.
nhicp
" Long fair, long foul,' Is an ancient but trite saj Ing.
1

Kolled Gold Solid Ring only 75 cents. Greatest offer ever
made bv
a responsible firm. Read advertisement. G. W. PetUbone &
Co.

V.
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Manufacturers of
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Very small
Bees, Hard

20
20

I'.er-S,

1
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Body

lianolP

New

York.

USE.

f Beetles..

^
so

fish

Grasshoppers
Potato Bug

Lane,
FOB

BAITS, MOirjNXJED, ltEA»Y

f Shrimp, red, each
Shi Imp, natural color

COMPANY,

Broadway, M.
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Felix Mitchell, of

AKTWICIAE

SUIATJL
free.

jnAeJ«JFACTi;ieir»G
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48 Maiden

RTC, ETC.

631, 633. 6 15, 63?

high and steady state of the barometer indicates, Generally drv

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

KEEP'S SHIRTS
ETC.,

:

INDICATES.

,

be proud of

GLOTES, OMBRE LIAS, UNDEB^VEAR,
Samplea and circulars mailed

five feel high, for facility of reading
anient In a good Ught, particularly the scale

i

tl ti-

This might prove the initiative of a
tournament which could be made attractive.
Arrange a
series of clay pigeon and glass-ball matches, single, double
and team shoots, offering such prizes as would induce crack
shots to come among us.
The most fitting time to hold the

101111110011101—11
B.

1.

in

In winter.
rapid rise in the barometer to a considerable height is generally
I'odowed by as rapid a descent 01 tlir
;
u va( L
rapid variations Indicate chan. eable tv- atlier, such as one'dav wet
and windy, another d'y and calm.
The barometer usually sinks lowest and with greatest rapidity
liiat.ely previous to aud during the prevalence
yeri' i,vi
,,r
winds, and It continues to fall as long as the velocity or the wino
increasing
hut slionly bci n
,,a
,,,..
,,,.,
to Use with consideratile rapidity.
The reason or this rapid rislm- ot
the murcury Is .
•"-.leatmospherle CLitdUhrium being aoniewliat
restored by the 11
dr before the acquired velocity or the atmospherlc current is
slow and ste.
of the barometer is likely to be followed
by
a high and steady reading ror a length ot time; lienia: it iro.-nosii
catea a continuance or calm and dry weather.
There Is generally a rise In the bummeter when the wind chantres
from a warm to a. cold direction, and a tali when Hit ciiam-e is fro-a
a. com 10 a warm point.
For example: When lie sniir is irom s
,,,"',
-,
i.o N.
hi wini.-r
aiuiciiry im, ,ll;
,,
The former commonly Indicates dry weather ; the latH. w. It falls.

citizens of the State.

0-2

1
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aud another gentleman from Memphis.
It would be a good idea for those gentlemen to arrange a shoot between themselves for the ownership of the
medal, and Ihe winner to offer it as a prize to be shot for by

yards
1

;"•! H"-

and mildness

summer, arrived in Nashville yesterday- They & insisted
handsome gold medal, two dozen of Allen's decoy duck
frames and six nickel-plated callers. The team was com-

.
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Let the scale be about
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of a
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11 11 1U1..111 It — 11
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W Ulxou

By Henry G
& Co. 'New York-

18S1.

v. Stoddard

'aim, ciear weather, wli h hear in summer and hard frost in
loaning state m the iiistraaaien: ..iliaa-.'
A low and
a
or windy weather, with, as a general mle, cooler weather In :-in

last

iiommio— 11

1.1111011111111— 14
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WHAT THE BAROMETER

Nov.

1—

1

wind southeast:

ii'i.i

be hung in a position In which it will be exposed
as
ma nation ns possiole oi. leaivierat me a w,,.l aeaiial bv a to
flue
ami positions which expose the Installment to the heat of the
sun or
to that ot a tire, are very objectionable.

—

A

0—2 Perryman

1

1

ela-s shooto

Lo

I

1

- and curious book about the lore ol
cold
and sunshi " We welcome any almanac, no n
pops not on om
every
ay page aana at every date
swallow the puul sher's sugar-coated mils
yt from Vennor'a little book the following hints about the

i.
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Proposed Tennessee Tournament Nashville, Tenn.,
3.
Editor Forest and Stream: The prizes won by the
Tennessee team, at the shooting tournament held in Chicago

Ties at 31 yds

Webster

;

lssn

.;,

In

.

Hang

•:-

W

season of his shooting and he das every reason
his victory over the veterans.— Hammerless.

.,„,,...

Price, 25 cents.
of opinion
be held regarding Vennor'a
k ol weather wisdom, he has succeeded in

J,

1.,et,
4
111 tie II

CAZENOVIA, N. Y.— Final shoot for Wendell gold badge, Oct. 28.—
Thomas wins the badge to hold and keep for his own. This is the
first

1-

hanging a barometer the following points should be attended
tothe Instrument so that the murcurial column be quite
per-

'in

W

01111—
10111-4

Webster

J

loll—4 E Ferryman
tor second prize at 2Syds ;
1

licai
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W

H

Davev,

T. G.

lui, t'n

ter who get-, imp, winon
of the year beseech us to

1

f>

'ijer,-: 1-11

d,i;

.I'Jirl

corners,
doubles— D Klrkwood, 9; K
Law, 8;
Farrlngton and S C Fie.ding, 7; J F Wltherell, B:
J
Ray, 5.
Fifth match, all comers, 15 singles, both barrels allowed— Law,
Scbaeferand Fielding divided on tirst prize on a score of 13 each:
Klrkwood and W.rberoll d.vitie'l second prize on a score of 11 each:
Kay and Farringion divided third prize on a score of 10; E
Boyd
took fourth prize, score 9, filth prize won by C II Utebrouck, score 8.
all

n:-,l 11,1

may

0000010101—

Law, B.
Fourth match,

lonuioil 111111— 12
111000111001111—10

R Pearsall

l

1

W

(!

milllllllOon— 13

.. .101111111111111— 14
'ihos iaylor....noul noun 11— 12
Sstanelaud... .111011111. 11011-13
John Webster.. nlll 111 lllllll— 14
Chas Thorn.... 1011 11111011111-12
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WEATHER Record for

W

Tlrst class sbootets, 21 yds.

J Douglass

':

laflel

Cletyforthe Prevention Ol Cruelty to Animals, who expressed himself pleased with the sport, am
retry the flight or clay
pigeons in the little jale which prevailed, and which landed them
seventy-live reel from the trap. The programme, tor the d •}' was as
follows, with the prize winners in flieu order of standing:
Flrat match, all comers, 10 blrts-J F Wltherell, 9j H Ray, S; T C
Fielding and
F Synmes, 7; D Klrkwood, 6.
Second ma ch, all comers, 6 singles and 5 doubles— H Ray, 11: D
Klrkwood, 10; T C Fielding, a; E
Law, 8.
Third match, rut mber., only.
birds— Wltherell and Klrkwood divided on a score of 9 each; J
Farringion, s; r c Fielding, 7; E

records.

1

;o.

ausplclously. 11 he vy rain railing during the forenoon. Later In the
day better weather iO editions prevailed, and quite a large attendance
was present to participate In the several matches announced. The
participants lound a vei y strong w Ind to combat, also a chilly atmosphere which affected good holding on to doubles. The spectators
were numerous, among wuotn was Mr. Langley, appointed by the -o-

I

'

'

1

WELLINGTON, Mass., Nov. 4.— The Raymond Sportsman's Club
gave Its grand clay pigeon tournament to-day. The day opened in-

:

Chipmunk." London, Ontu

00000:1000-2
0011101001—5
01000100OI—

Field

L.

C.

'«

alin., -m i;,-.e ei.i

tooting or snipe, woodcock, rnff.,-1 grouse and quail.' •
Chip-'
hasiindouiibdl.\ in" mved Licepmr,..' oe -Vjject. and Ihu new
I '.yd! a.., v.
in
iraiyr „care, n
peruaul or tins
While we do not agree vri 11 the ant
li
some things, upon
"He we regai d the book as an addition to the sportl
ng literature
.1

1

of the

0001000001-2

Sabln
Oerhling

By

IhootiNg.

IKiOououOl—

I

llawkes

BOOKS.

ooiuouooo—

Lloyd

Banks

O—

Kenton
Match, same conditions:

i

W

—

NEW

SOME

1

with send you, and hope
a position to meet some ol
There being several ties lr
on Friday, the nth, and t
their guns in excellent tor

Dr

Field

1

The Inclosed "sec

all.

shoot would be immediately after the field trials to be held
December, by the N. A. K. C.
Prom the present prospects the attendance at those trials will be very large, ami as
many of the participants and spectators will come from a
long distance, a break in their journey and a day or two of
good sport might prove agreeable. J D. H.

sabln winning, but as he donated the revolver, he otToied It again
as a pti/e, he not shoo IU4. second match for the revolver, at5 balls:
n
llawkes
0-1 Field
1—3
banks
1
u 0—1
0—
00
L.oyd

the club

If

10, 1881-

in

1

i

If

.

[NOVBMBBB

BROOKLYN, Nov. H._ The Long Island Forester Ohm Held n fhoot
at guiss balls on election day for the club medal, a Smith & Wesson
revolver and a box of cigars. The scutes were very poor, owing to
ihMOg, It being very dlillcult to see the balls. Match for the club
medal, 10 bails, rotary trap, Is yards rise
Sabln
1101101010—« Lloyd
oonioioooo—
Field
oiuiimuo-il llankes
01111110-2
Renlon
Oiiioodoooo—1
001
Hanks
i—i
Sabln and Field tied on six each, SaOln winning on the shoot oil.
Match lor revolver, same romllilnns:

(I, Lit

shoot of the Toronto 01
Wednesday, the mil of Oi
for the dill' rent class pnz
eighteen second class, ti
business several of the oil
as all the shooters h;n \m
was very keen, there beln;
In each class did all they
first, and se.:ond class shoe

Of

B3231

:

FOKEST AND STREAM.

2u8

club,

»

.

|

I

soft

J

Grasshoppers, each
Frogs, large..
Frogs, small
Helgamlte, or Dobson, large,

60

medium

or smaii

I,,

2l

J
"'

Taa.1l

Crickets
LBeetles

Worms (Unmounted)..

£5
«•

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, MOUNTED, BEADY FPU USE.
:

81

NEW YORK

WALKER ST..

•ii

.

Fancy, Solid
"
Hollow
Plain Jointed
Fancy "
Caledonian
Caledonian, extra quality.

Artificial Eves for Taxidermists and Manufcturera.
Also, all kinds ot ulaas Work done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge, by Mall.

Protean,

HOLA8IRD

Phantom
Metal Eels

Leng th

Shooting Suits.

of

minnow

t'i

In Inches.

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which Hie dealers keep a

1

W

V

full line of

Hi

IX

our goods will not be

:!..

filled at

any

price.

Write for circular to

CIGARETTES

UFTHEGROVE & MOLELLAM,
VALPARAISO. IHD.

That stand unrlvaUed lor

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
STOCKS, BONDS

Eacb

steam yacht with crew, to charter to
For para party wishing to go South.
address J. S. TAYLOR, Erie Station,
Nov3,3t

WM.

Newark, N.J.

Wait ted.

WANTED—
Boston.

Fifteen dozen live quail delivered at

ONWARD

Address

Washington Avenue,

St. Louis,

Sor

Mo.

BATES,

816

Novl0,2t

KIJIBA1L

&.

CO.,

Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester 'N. T.

12, 28,

800,01)0

packages.

For sale by druggists or mall,

F.

$1.

CBOSBY,

Rifle as, 9>, lb-.,

the following
FORlowSALE,
figure.
Sharps

rifles

ORDERS NOW PROMPTLY FILLED.
of Factory GREATLY ENLARGED.

CAPACITY

TTVOR *ALK.— A

will be sold at a

-T

71b. 10 oz.

gain.
CO.,

122.

N. Y.

1

Bilker

14X11,

121111,

frill

wllhease and

ROBERT WALK UK,

A. barFranklin, Dei.
NOVlO.lt.

Dug

WILSON, 2-10 superior

and ««6 Sixtli Av

,

N. V.

CREATLY IMPROVED.

OF DKEAIvNOT OVEB 1 PBB CENT.
AGE AT THE TKAP til A 11 ANTE KD.

St..

Clefetand, o.

Nov 10,1k
I )

JJ

EAGLE HOUNDS— Best In America; sire Dodge's

•'Rattler," the noied ptize winner.
Are
small, long-eared, keen, thoroughbred, handsome
and best rabbll hounds. Can spare uooC ones a to
1-

moiilhs old.

riers
lion,

and

Have

ferieta.

also r.ne .saoroi,

Address

VV.

H.

Ohio.

and

hull ter-

Toon, VermilNovio.tf.

SALE. -A nearly all iirer cocker
FOR
years old, well bred, fully broken,

bitch, S

a No. Igionse

and » oodcock dog. Retrieves from land or water,
barter on scent or sight, clean and kind in
Fully warranted.
Price fro.
ROBERT
WALKER, Franklin, Del. co., N. Y.
Novl0,lt

free

house.

facturers.

grade No. 12x28,
i-liells.

603

THREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS: 1st, SlOO;
S<1 *ii5S 3d, one trap audi, OOO pigcoiiN. For
particulars, rules, score cards, etc., address the manu-

a
Ran a Sharps Mid
Range, Sharps Military, Sharps Hunting. Slovens
Pocket Rifle. Address liox 5ir,3, Boston, Mass.
:

ells.

WKI.L CO.,
240 Broadway.

17<QR SALE or exchange lor a fine Parker
gun, my Uvtr and wane licked English bitch
"Mayc," two years old and broken on all game.
Will retilve anywhere from land and water" For
intormalion and pedigree apulv to CLINT B

.

prescribed

Baker gun,

cost $125, good as new. Also
will be
one, very fine walnut gun case, cost jja.
sold cheap.
For pi fees address B. O. ARHISON,
Novli),2t.
Pataskttla, Ohio.

supplied with

o

FAIR.

AND NERVE FOOD.
BRAIN
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES.

o

Towns

liavliig Distingruisbjing Merita.

Composed of the NERVE-GIVING principles of the ox train and wheat germ.
It pre venu debUlty and conSe^ousnesa.It ^ornotea digestion and strengthens a taUlng memory. alter
excesses. Physicians nave
recuperates
Lliea^a- Ti.hT,i.o.„ o.n.a aic uiaiu, gives goousieep, ana

gale.

FORSALE.— Fine three bat rel

s.

or

MANHATTAN ARTESIAN

VANITY

HARMLESS, REFRESHING AND CAPTIVATING.
8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALS-

STAUNCH
ticulars,

Dwellings, Factories

water by Pipe Weils or Deep Rock w

NEW

KINGS.

FAIR.

Now York.

Water! Water! Water!

Drugs or Medication.

THREE

VANITY

SECURITIES,
MINING STOCKS.
at.

Warranted Free rroni

FRAGRANT

AND

b« Pine

FUBITV.

v
CLUBS DESIRING EXHIBITION OF SAME
PLEASE NOTIFY COJtP ANY.
,

[Extract from Forest anu Stream, July 7, 1881, p. 448.]
" * • « This flight so nearly resembles the actual
motions of birds thai the Clay Pigeons afford excellent
p ractll( e (or wing shooting. We commend all sportsmen
'
"
*
to test ltamerlta."
.,

SALE,—Imported English grey-hound
HOP'Sharper,''
two aud one-half years ol a, irom
"Magnolia" and "Stolen Momenta"

BEACON KENNEL,

ill

Myrtle

St,.

Address

Boston.
NOVl0.lt.

;

NOVBMBEB

OlIUWUXI,

AINU"

1*01*111,01

10, 1881.]

"

29.J

ALLEN'S NICKEL-PLATED DUCK CALLER.
The most natural toned and

easiest blowing

Duck

Caller in the world,

-enf, post

paid to any address on recelut of one dollar.

Second Annual Field Trials
OF TUB

PENNSYLVANIA

STATU FIELD TRIALS
ASSOCIATION,
AT tRAM)

TENNESSEE,

JUIN'CTIOrV,

COMMENCING PKCEMBEK THE 10TH,
•r on the conclusion of tlie National

1381,

Trials.

F«R SBTTERS AND POINTERS—OPEN TO THE
WORLD.

ALL-A(iEI) SXAKF.
•nentoall Setters a nil Pointers: first prize, one
•1 *Weslley Richards .v. Co 's highest quality double

iammerless guns,
winner.

If

to be built lo the order of the
desired, f4is;
second, one of Parker
cash $50. $10

Brothers' double ;,uns, st'iz third,
f*rfalt, $10 additional for star ers.
;

DEHBV STAKE.
•pen to Setter and Pointer Puppies whelped on
•r after January l. isso
first prize, silver set, $100;
secood, double-barrel breech-loading shot-gun, $75;
third, eash $25. ts forfeit, $5 additional for starters.
:

ALLEN'S DECOY DUCK FRAME
Is

simply a device for holdlne- a dead duck In a natural position in the water, on Ice or laud, as a decoy. Sent to any address, C. 0. D., or on receipt of price,
No. 1 lor mallards, etc., No. 2 for widgeon, etc., No. 3 for teal. For sale by the trade everywhere, or by F. A. ALLEN, Monmouth, Ills.

U per dozen.

TIIOTIISDIES STAKE.
Open only to members of the Association, and
each entry to he tuiwil* by the owner. First prize,
H piece of plate, sum; second, silver nip, presented
torMesara. Caldwell &
o.,
P
a aphfa, S50,
En-

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

§£etmd.

jfilui

NO

IS

END.

<J

i

trance $:o, lo be pnld at lime of Domination.

A special prize of
value; at, the option
test red Irish set' er
All entries close 9

competing

PALMER

J,

1-E.

STATTON,

the

In

trials

O'NEIL,

JACKSON HALL,
Entries close Dee.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.
fleas

on

Teturned.

put up in patent hoses with sliding pepperbox top, which greatly fa filiates Its use. Simple
It Is

and efficacious.

«.

NEAT AND ELEGANT

m

WILL BE HEI.U

Pres't,

Secretary,

Fourth avenue Pittsburgh, Pa.
Address after Dec. i, Grand Junction, Term.
6T

POWDER is guaranteed to kill
THIS
dogs or any other animals or money

^

THE FIIOT BENCH SHOW FOR DOGS

5, 18S1.

Established d836.

Bench Show.

Lowell, Mass.,

$sn, or a. sliver cup of equal
of the wlnnei, is offered for the

o'clock a. m. Dec.

Dec. 14, IS and 16.
Apply to CHARI-EK A.

BOOK BINDING

Black Spaniels

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles,

BOB III., Imported, black; First, Strabanf*
Portadowo, Kilmarnock, Belfast, and London. OntStud fee, Jt5.
Special, Bradford, Pa
BENEDICT, Imported, black first and special,
New York, iss), only time shown. }20
Puppies by above also by Brag, first and special,
New York, l'si, for sale. Price from *10 upward.

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.

;

110RNELL SPANIEL CLUB,

If you

NOv3,tf

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

JAMES

SALE. Gordon s«ter bitch Nettle, out of
FOR
Tllley's Whip iGypsY-Sfeddard'sDuke), by his

Areca Nut for Worms in Dolts.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

Conroy &
CS

HENRY

cortlandt street, N. T.

and

figures,

direct to

N.

Y HERALD,

««.

AND TIME*,

1847,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

SALE,

THE DAVIS GUN.

FOR

SQUIRES,

C.
l

low

:

SALE, a very handsome dark red Irish setter dog, 14 mos. old, by Rory O'More ex Mr. W.
Hi Pierce's GllBSle, winner of first prize at Pittsburg, Jan , ism r-ee our, ana description in Forest
txr Stream, Feb. 24, issi); is particularly hand-

Bissett,
Fulton street, N. Y.

at

come

WALKER, 14 Dey

B.
OF

A FILE

Duke of Locust \ siler it, race-imported Uroi'se), 13
months old: bus been shot over since August, on
woodcock ami ruffed crcu-e well broken, and sold
pedigree furnished.
for no fault; price verv low
Address C. F. WATERilolisE, Mernmao, Mass.
NOV3,3t
;

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Rod and
6dk and Fokkst A>.n Stkeam.

want good work,

save Agent's Commission

Ilornells\llle, N. Y.

i

In color and all his points, ard has an excelMill make a grand dog for bench
lent disposition

some

As Good as the

stud or Held ha- had di-temper. For further particulars address J. B. ROHKMAN,otjfl Cherry St
H0V3,St
Philadelphia.
;

RIVERSIDE

SALE OR
FORnative
COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL, white,
with black

EXCHANGE.—A

BEST.

bred,

finely

She is talrly broken:
markings, ami v.vs three years
Address JOHN RIITERE, Glen

setter bitch.

Clarcmoiit, W.

Ht.,

Box

for deliver}'.

Scptaa,tf

Cameron Kennel.
Beagle Hounds bred for bench and field purposes.
RALLY Sam-Dally); stud fee, $25.

ROCKET

(Rally-Rosy)

;

stud

fee, $10.

COLIN cameron,

Nov;i,iit.

cove, (.mean's, Co., N. Y.

{Snip ex-Yulette) stock for sale.

Pups ready

April

last

old

33.

ehamplon Bragg and Champion Feather, Grade

Brlekerville, Pa.

POINTERS, young

dogs partially broken; lust
right to put on game of Rush, Snapshot and
Sensation strains very handsome and promising.
Address EDMUND
Also one brace of puppies.
ORG1LL, 1090 Dean street, Brooklyn.
OctlS.tf
;

;

,

KALE, my black and tan Gordon setter bitch,
FOR
4 years old. Also one red Irish setter pup, G

months

These are

old.

very low. Address
ner, Mass.

brrj, very

It.

.J.

t

oe.

Price

dogs.

WILLIAMS, south GardNovlu.lt

SALE— Ferrets at ?7 per pair. singleFemale, ft male, J3. Any one sending 10 els.
In stamps will learn how to make a siring muzzle
worktoacharrc. Send post ofr.ee order. CHARLES

FOR

ime.

;

H VAN VECHTEN,

..

tli

NovlO

Scud fur

!

itisli

I

i

wist luirrels, wi'lioui. CliAekillg or engraving, $30.

;i

ie,l

N. R.

FOR SALE.— My Parker Gun,
DOG AND GUNlbs,
new and
used, and ray
ffi-bore,

limi

Guns ftent by express,

Victor. Ontario Co., N. Y.

Price

C.

l.isi

O.D.,

ami

and satisfaction guaranteed,

TcriiiN to the maiiui'iiciiirers,

DAVIS & CO., Assonet, Freetown, Mass

little

oy.

orange and white setter dog; will be sold cheap.
1s from blue binod (Lr-leesier-lioll:,. c.\-lil
lie Is a grand held due three ycai s old last August.

The dog

THE NEW EUTEBROUK HAMMER GUN.

;

Inquire ol
Conn.

REV. JOSEPH PULLMAN, W.WInsted,
Novio.it

of Eastern Held Trial Winners,
printed on tine tinted paper, will be sent postpaid for 2fi cents each, or the five for $1. FOREST
AND STREAM FOB. CO., an and Park Row,

«

Dec30,tf

N. T.

have recently tnvented a new hammer

1

PORTRAITS

and while
One red Dish setter
3 years old.
light, weight
dog 3 years old, carl English setter bitch, orange
and white, one year and a half. All the above are
all fine stock, thoroughly broken and good reI will show them on any kind of game
trievers
Will be sold reasonable. CHAS. F. KENT, lloutl-

FOR

bllch, liver

SALE, one pointer

gun, Doth fn single and double, which

1b ac-

;

knowledged to he the best

article in the

mar-

All sportsmen agree that the.;EutehrouK

ket.

;

SETTERS FOR SALE.
Llvy JI„ bora 1878; very
handsome, blue Belton Kate and Clara, blue and
lemon Belton, is months old. by Roscoe out of Ar
FIELD TRIAL
PURE
Leah by Roybel out of

cello,

guns for

Novio.tf

N. Y.

xolda, sister to Yearsley's Countess. Just right for
trainer. For full pedigree and pan lotilars address
T. A. DIFFKNDERFFER, 18 Klilppen st-„ LancasOct. 27- St
ter, Pa.

OEAOLE
r>

straight and bench-legged,
extrahuntlug strain whelped aus,

PUPPIES,

for sale; of

11

dogs, Prince

Malket,
Novlo,lt

Frederick Co., Maryland.

INand Uero, 21 months old, col r let Mac* height
For particulars address BLOODGOOD
28 m.
BROS., 346 North Del. Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
:

Nov3,3t

RED IRISH SETTERS and
FORolthemr
ii,,!ae„aliie blood
DENTON, Hartford, Ct
I=1

Cocker Spamela

,

address ciiAS.
Septi5,tf

_^^^^^^^^^^^^_^_^_^^_^_

SALE, a number of well bred and well
FORbroken
pointers and setters, also dogs boarded
and broken, satisfaction guaranteed.
B.

RICHMOND,

Lakcville, Mass.

Sept22,tt

dog and bitch, whelped
X WEEKS,
Locust Valley,

May

L. I.

Address
Nov3,2L

RANGBLEY LAKES ILRICHARDSON AND thorough
and complete
LUSTRATED,

a
book to the Rangeley Lake Region, Kenne6a«o. cupsuptle, Parmachne.ee and Connecticut
Lakes and the head waters of the Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; phmfnguide,

ated covers, tinted paper, SS9 pages, 60 Ulustratlons
and a large map, made mostly from accurate surreys. Price, post-paid by man, t.0 cents. CHARLES
A. J. FABKAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
i

EUTEBHOIK,

H.

C.

made to order.

*7

Dock Square, Boston, Mass.

from

black and white; natural hunters; good nose;
obedient will make valuable dogs. Address \ A LL
NovW.lt
BOX ii, BiughauHOn, N. i

[?«

;

MmneL

gpu

£&enneL

.

6 eiMs.
ifOR SALE.-A brace of blue blood
'.'•"'"•
r also a native s. tie. and
liable, well broken dogs. Address HOKACESJ 1 II,
N ov u, 1.
33 Park Row, N.Y.
'

(

JI

*

!

I

1

COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—For
ODLEODT
Cockers of all aces and colors, rices, ouches
and puppies,

arte ess
TS.
\

•

Franklin, Del. Co.,

irh stiimp,

Y.

ROB'T WALKER,
July

21-tt

of P.etie or Nashville
COR SALE, setter pups out
Valeiiilne, Esq.), by thrrt

T

(property

ivriridrnve-.il-*

IOR

SALE —Lemon

and white pointer dog Jack,

out
F..uisby Sen-alien,
Can be een

ol sci'lcfleleii -

Old.

.

at

-luno (Imp.),

New York Gun club
Novhyt.

rare
undi
'>•

i

J.

X

T EMASKETT KENNEL, N. D. VAUfinAN, proprleior, Mlddleboro, Masa
Sporting dogs
broken and handled, also a numbHr ot broken dogis
for sale. Dogs and puppies boarded on reasonable

li

or pointer puppies,
SALE, a beautiful
FORlemon
and white in color, and eienly marked
litter

"

nut or Hess (King Phillip ex. Ada, she Sleafordand
Both stre
unettel
Pride' bv^owler (Sigoal ai,d Bi
The
and dam ot this litter are first-class held dogs.
healthy,
pups are 4 months old, well grown and
now.
yard
the
Pout
a
chickens
Sncl are pointing

Address

I

R. BE* WARD, Rock

Hill, S.

particulars, address,
OB»xand other
Lancaster, Mass.
94,

Vj

Noy3,fit

hox

a, : s.

Septa/.u
in

want

a single dog or a hrace of well-broken and
well-bred setters will rind the article by addressing
vno, New York city. These are not
I. W.. Box
worthless curs said to be broken, but are perfect in
the

of

tleld,

and a

C

^T. BERNARD PUPS FOR SALE.-Korpedlgrees
P
wilhstampj
th stamp, P.
O.

P. u.

TTNRLISI1 SETTERS.—Any gentleman

fair price Is therefore asked.

N073,lf

—
two

of

fleld.

months old. barlngone cross ol Elcho and
Plunket Address, E. J. RODBLNS, Wethers-

Conn.

Nova.tt

ol
il

,1.

Loul-.

the held, champion Joe, Jr.

--'of

e oi lv-j tefl cha 06 Does to offer, and
Just right now tor fail
goarwitea
Pointer- end setters tur sale. Address
S'A.SHVILLE KKNNEL CLUB, N'uShvllle, enu.
i

jold

terms.
setter puppies,

20, 1881.

hi the market.

SALE, two young English setter dogs
FO'v
Is months old;
VI aedoLia's noted Ranger stock:

Grounds, Bergen Point, N.

T.^OR SALE, two pure bred Cordon
A.

Address H.

any

REBORLSG A SPECIALTY.

;

FOTTINUER DORSET, New

1681.

nnicrlcNN <.uns

STUD.—Imported Newfoundland

workmanship and ahooong

flulsh,

qualities are equal to

;

in

.

i

r

I

Sept23,tf

O'MORE kennel— Thoroughorea red
RORY
champion
lilsh seller puppies lor sale,
h.v

Rory O'More
pp.irt

out.

ot

Norah O'More
Address W. N. CALLENAUgll.U

Full pedigrees.

DER, Albany, N. Y.

(JOINTERS. For very superior pointer pups, by
r Chauplon Sensation out ot Livingston's Rose
(2d New Ynrk, 18E0, and dam of Baronet), or for
stud services of Baronet. itddreBB, with stamp,
HENRY W. LIVINGSTON, 133 W. 4*1 St., N. Y.
septas,a
City.

—See Ktnnel Advertisement* next page.

;

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

300

§00 (Is,

^•{/vrtsmm's

Dr Gordon

Stables, R.N.

and pontes for Sportsmen

fateJs

Pat. 1855
Heis.lSSO
"
18S8

Author of the

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

SOUTHERN

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

Richmond k Danvlllo Atlantic Coast
Llna
Lino.

Bay

Line.

The Pennsylvania

exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any

Send

ftreed.

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."

w

Prtoe

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

Routes to Florida

Preferred

afforded by their lines for reaching

Gives addresses of prln-

cents, post free.

PEDIGREE

October 5 to December

CHEAPER THAN CAN BE PONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN AMERICA,
first-class

work and guarantees

faction.

YON CULLS PATENT si
By

mall,

E.&C.

COLLAR AND BOOK.

F.

l'nr

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS.
SIXES FKOM 4 TO 20.
Muzzle-Loaders Altered
to Breeeh-Loaders.
Pin-TIre Gnns Altered to Central-Fire.

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.

City, Del.

TTTIORSA
J? emiti
ported,
over; a

bv Horace
Ruben, Inl-

liantl-oiii.'

YV.

aame

in ikes

"10-wopm.

vine "T-28

I'ai

from BolHmor !

PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

a

do-,

house or

delphla

setter bit

Lynchburg

is-i.i

1

m. PhllaAlTivesat
a

!»

Charlotte

I>an\

in.

m.

houra ir.m. Ni vYork.

Washington

io

hud one inter
lemon and wliii- si'Uir

bitch,
f

II.

ir>.

pups, only

I'liili

V0NDES8MITH,

Ii.

*ir..

Native

Tri'-ill is.

Selected Standard

delphla 18-aO a

puppies, whelped Oct.

to

8 oy Mr. Bradford's Pete
Loita (ch.unnlon Drako-

Mass

Nov3,4t

:

5 a fn.

Charlotte

•

a
.

>'.•/- n,

Trap Shot!

Atlanta via

(lelphll »T-0B 8

m.

GORDON

8

Wilmington " 1-25 p m.
Sava nnau '12-30 t 'n. Jackl'ullnla n Sleepers Mlirord, va.

English setter dog Dash; liver colored
FOR SALE;
Also Field
185 to import: ptlce
$25.

tiosl

.spaniel Ned. out or imponed Daisy by Mallard
Bl8t prl? • '-;: ,!,: .ii I'.alilinore and Philad: 1] ... I),

L.

CLARK,

4.3

Montgomery

st-,

City, N. J.

472
495

345

TATHAM&

Price f«0.
A1«0 setter pup Doctor: brown and
Price $5.
Address
white; weak In tovelegs.

FRANK

9

7, 8,

"

88

BEEKMAN

ST.,

AND 10,

6ss~

use

716

1130 Chilled.

sort.

BRO'8,
NEW

YORK.

am

2-50

Ball

York
imore

M-itn
'4-35 a

pm.

W.

Macon M-tSp

Savannah "3-15 p m.
Jacksonville via Augusta "--15am. Pullman Sleeping Cars New York to Charleston.

Bay

in.

Line.

Philadelphia 15-45
Leaves New York t3-io p m.
Baltimore ts-43 pm. Arrives ai Portsmouth
a m. Weldou n-50 p in. Ralelgli r-35 p m
Wilmington 'u-is p in. Charleston *.-i-no a m. Savammli :-j:'.e n'n Jacksonville 1 8^0 p m. ColumAugusta '.!-•» a in. Savannah »8-4S
bia M-ii'i a in
p m. Jacksonville via Augusta •--15 a in. Pullman
Sleeping Cars Weldon to Charleston
* Dailv.
Dally. Sundays excepted.
For reservation of berths, sections, and for tickets,
and for all Information, apply at 306
Washington street. Host on. 'ii'.i Broadway, New
hesinui sircei, Philadelphia. Corner
of Calvert mid West Baltimore streets, Baltimore.
611 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and leading

pm.

fo-no

I

.

i

Jersey

Oct2f,4t

^gmtstnen'n %ood&

Leaves N€i

is.

M-S(>am.

to oz., 3;is

Phlla-

Wilmington •u-45 pm.
at Kichin'iiid •11-80 a in.
niarle-Nlon'S-OI
sonvllle ls-10 p m. Columbia *ii-oo am. Augusta

Soft or Chilled.

NUMBERS

m

in.

m

sonvllle +3-10 p ni.

Philadelphia :

No. of pellets
" "
"

Atlanta

Arrlvesat

Balllmni
p

55
•--'

Charleston

Train

Locust Valley, Lon? Island.
We have on sale young dogs and Ditches of
the purest, si reins, combining the blood of Toledo
Kennel club, uow Wlllara'B, Grouse, Munti's Duke,
Goldsmith Kennel's Rupert, stoddan's Duke, etc.
Mr. Malcolm's Malcolm, Col. Moo's Heme, Mr. W'llWere all bred at these kennels.
lard's Dream II.
Address GORDON KENNED CLUB, Brevoort P. O.,
OctlS.tf
Brooklyn, New York.

nil
p in.
PitllmiUL

id

$0m Orleans.

to Charleston.

KKNNKL,

Phlla-

arrlvesat
ni.
Daninta '12-20

Macon

Atlantic Coast f.iuc.
Train III. Leaves New vink '1-80 a

I

boro,

i

Mobile '4-Boai

Can New

Without

also reach the best localities tor

Gunning and Fishing
FORD, CRESS.ON, RAESTON, MINNEQUA, and
weU-kuown c
Still

Also to

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
ais on me NEVS JERsl-JT tOAST
mi.
renowned for 8ALT WaTER SPORT AFTER PIS
AM) rEATHER.
L. p. farter, sen
iasa. Agent.
FRANK THOMSON, Gen't Manager.
'"

i

Aie.'ii.sla

m.

Leaves New
Baltlmc e

ni.

"H-:
vllle*o-S5p m.
n'n.

orfc

i

and auil

i..lle '-- 5

Richmond

>c

J8tnut-Ti1ni>, out Of
Also wo, sainec.ilnr. whelped March s luMolllc).
ll r. (iiei n's sam (Don-Netlie) out of smut II. (TrimSmut), and a broken cocker. Address for particulars. .loiLN p. CAUl'F.NTKR, Falls Village. Allle-

M-.i

Pi
hlngtni

Wa

sat

am.

go:d on quill; price
Lancaster, Pa.
N0V3,2t

;

i

si

pm.

10-15

Ii'- STO( K
FOR SAI.K.-Mr. T. M.
ALDR1
Aidrw-ii has [rone South for lie season and left
black and while ticked
sale
m mv hands
l'ir

AmVi

4USU

M

TRANSPORTED

Hunting.

p

"4

LIE

THE LTNES OP

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting and

At
Montgomery *

•1-00 p

enaiile STOCK TO
failure or Injury.

oilier

i

Pullman Ct
train eomua
at 4-00 p 7i

Line for llest Pc
with Trtxintm
Train 12.

;

of the

*n Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at The o.fi e-, o£ ill- company In
all the principal dries "o KANE. BEN'oVA, BED-

Richmond

TM

1

in.

1-11-45

42 below.
Danville.
21

'l

i

most

TS, avoid the difficulties and dangers of reshtpment, while the excellent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks
1 C'i:.

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

to Atlan
li.

No

and very
belter

i

PROM ALL IMPORTANT

Phila-

Arrives
charlotte

Train

.ill

land and water
ml unse staunch

B

will retri

am

delphla

for Hlustrated Catalogue.

cJojf .7cl

mt'S

and

1881.

1,

Richmond and Danville LineTrain so. Leaves New York '4-30 a m.
delphia "l-Oo a m.
Baltimore *9-45
Richmond 'i-M p m. Pamlilt- *."
p
'12-S3 nt.
Atl ai ••-..
i
here
connections as

mond

GINS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.
Send

31.

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT NOVEMBER

">;;

$,:-'..

V"NC'TJI,IIV.
Box 28, Delaware

P. 0.

satis-

Also.

K

'I

Exposition,

RACE COURSES in the
CONIINUOUS

-ihese lines being

fates,

Cotton

Atlanta

filch docs

r.KS and

-

Hjpal English breeders.

PR1KTINU AND COnPILING,

R. R. Co.

Respectfully Invite attention to the

THE

tor

10, 1881.

%}afch imd^esorlsfor ^gorfsmm,

ASSOCIATED

THE SNEIDEE.

TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

LNotembeb

&

Chesapeake

Ohio

R'y.

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,
Comprising those ot Central and Piedmont Vlrglma itiue Ridge Mountains. Valley of Virginia,
Allegh inv Moii.ata.ins. Greenbrier and New Rivera.
Kanawha Vallev, and Including in their varieties ot
gain" and fish, doer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck,
grouse, ouail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout,
bass, pike, pickerel, etc.
Guiis.ii

man carried

J one dog

for

each sports-

free.

The Route

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the viic a.'
..i

ii.

The C. &

tlountains

WhfteSuiphur

do

the

by

rail at

r.-i

i

O. R'y Is reached

Huntingdon,

Va., from the West, Northwest and Southwest;
at Charlottesville, Va., from the North and East,
andal Rlchmo'd, Va., rrnivi tae Souti.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension In
the summer of ISSI affords

w.

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THK

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Hlcnmoud, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
moutli of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific ocean.
B, W. FlTl-IaER,
G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, Va.

.

THE CLIMAX

PATENT GUN CLEANER
MOST PRACTICAL CLEANER AND
OILER FOR BREECH-LOADING ARMS
EVER INVENTED.

THE

IS

It operal es

astonishing

on an entirely new principle, and It Is
quick and well It will clean and

how

;-::
Is [;
can
:'h
I- ii"
;ed naneatbojc
full directions for u-e, a m:t will he sent to any
address, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50.

A

THE

I'ijpe, Geu'l

Passenger Agent.

FISHING

LINE.'

on ap-

Ilofclrafed Circular tent free

plication.

CLIMAX

of
ot this Line reach
;:!ie.-.r, \ Mtei'towl and upland =u««Mg sections
iu the country. Conneisiiiguu'ect tor Chin lOteague,
cobhs Island and points on the Peninsula, city
Point, James River, Currituck, Florida ai.d the
mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc.
f.orfnik -.reamers sail Tuesday, Thur.-oay and 8atin-.i
«1L, Monday and Thursday
Full information given at office, 191 GreenwicB
•;•

i

street,

hi'

with

OLD DOMINION LINE.
some
the

fpHF, STEAMERS
JL

Ticket Oftices East.

TAKE THE
Crand Rapids & Indiana R.

R.
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling A: J Hack Bass Fisheries,

-

I

New

:

York.

House, Boston.

Bromfield

M'F'G CO.,
fall River, TOaws.

J. &,

PATENTEES Of
PATENTEES

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

W. TOLLEY,
the

Of

The waters of the

"PERFECTION" HAMMER-

LESS GUN.
the

"GIANT-GRIP" ACTION.

guns only to the individual
mi aeu
o cannot con tent themselves
with a guu taken down Iran the shell of a gun-store.

Makers
,i

,

.

of high-class

i.i

;.

o

'..:

i

Grand Traverse Region
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 1f
equaled, in the abundance ami great variety of fish

com ai ued

BROOK TROUT abound In the si reams, and the
AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only In
The TROUT season begins May and ends Sept 1.
Season opens June 1 and ends
GRAYLING
The
Nov. 1.
BLACK BASS, nKE, PICKEREL and MUSCAfamous

these waters.

_,

I

Illustrated lists, photos and directions
urement sent on application.

S.

&

for

meas-

TOLLEY,

\V.

LONGE, also abound In large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
friends or '• cluh " at home, as Ice for packing Bsh

Patentees and Manufacturers,
Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.

_j.il

9 CHAMBERS

First-class sporting garments. Designs and price
sent bv post en receipt of letter of request, ad-

HENNING,

C.

One Price Clothier,
WASHINGTON

410

7tl» ST.,
For Sale by A. SAKS

&

Co., 1013

Main

CITY.
Street,

Richmond, va.

HOI

or.

Adventures at Rangeley

Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventure
the wilds of Maine. Interesting alike to old and
young. Has received the highest commendations
Jpom the metropolitan press, Han isomely bound
Mustrattona
Sn doth, and coutalns 8T6 pages,
8ejlS Dy mall, post paid or, receipt of price, P.M.
CHARLES A, .1. FaRRar, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

A

Hay Fever and Asthma

Wil-

and
Northern Maine and

comprehensive guide book to
the head waters Of lie Kennebec, Penobscot, St.
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
lakes and ponds connected with them. 266 pages,
so illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, Ilcents.

Price,
J.

CHARLES A.

The
very

with

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

derness

is

beautiful. [Chealrlsjiure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

YORK.

LAKE and the North Maine
MOOSEHEAD
niustrated. The only complete

luminated covers.

EABTWARD

NEW

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes

New and Second-Hand Guns, Pistols, etc., constantly on hand. Repairing of every description
done In the best manner and warranted. Guns
bored to shoot close and bard. Pistol grips fitted
to stocks. Pin flres altered to central fire.

aressedto

GEO.

ST.,

at nearly all points.

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

VINCENT BISSIC,
Practical Gunsmith

by mail, post-paid,

The

Affections.

hotel accommodations are excellent,

be largely increased!!

ti

lie

.,....

"During

D

til.

and will

rorthe sea.onof issi
.i;,.

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT

TRIP EXCURSION
LOW RATES, and

attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
ownersrlsk.
,
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home"
on this route. For Tourists' Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of 1 00 pages sent tree. Time Cards,
Folders and f tu-i her lntormatlon, address

db >) H
O LU ^ C\J

dhpr+rt
3b

P e) ,Jay at home. Samples
J6 free. Address STINSON
'

worth
& CO.,

Wild Fowl Shooting.
A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
BYbayman.
Has always on hand the best ot
.Trained
batteries, etc., with ft
The best ground
iys on the coast.
In the vicinity of New York for bay smpe shooting
of all varieties. Special attention given by himsefl
itlon guaranteed. Address
i

i

WM. N. LANE, Good Ground, L. I. Refers by permission to J. B. Shepherd, S91 Broadway, and Win.
Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

Tim Pond

^ Seven Ponds.

TROUT FISHTNG AND HtTNTING.
Parties vvlshlng to visit the Seven Ponds,

Eustls and

via

Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,

guides, boats, camps, with board, In readiness,

by

writing in advance to

KENNEDY SMITH,

EuStlS, Maine.

50

FARKAR, Jamaica Plain,

EACLE HOTEL.

Massf

(Altitude, 2,250 feet.)

ASUEYILLE, WESTERN N.

C.

•'.

Portland, Maine.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

L, L.

own town. Terms and $5
Address H. HALLETT & CO.,

rm /j /• a week In your

TfoV-l

outfit free.

Portland, Maine.

HA8SELL,

-

-

PROPRIETOR.

Open the year round. Rooms with open fireSome tew stoves. Finest scenery in the
U.S. Average winter temperature, J0.T deg. No
better climate in the world. Send tor circular.
places.

JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
STEEL PENS
SoldBv ALL DEALERSTHR0UGU0UT"ii« WORLD

GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXP0SITI0N-I87B.

J

,

[November 17

-

1

1881.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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TTS
PATENT
MEAT
DOG CAKES.

|

"FIBRINE"

"SPRATT'S PATElST" are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Snows and Kennels In the United Kingdom ana abroad. ThePaMnt
" Flbrlne " Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Jardin d'Acciliaatatlon, Parts, etc. They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award tor Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1S78 Kennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1819 Westminster Kennel Club, New YorE, sold Medal t rlsh Kennel Club, silver Medal, etc etc
;

j

;

.

;

STAMPED.

Pleau

BEWARE
OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS.
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and
Every Cake

see that

18 South William Street,

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
First

New Tort, and

& CO.,

TV&-W "Vox-lac,,

Lane,,

THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT 01"
IO. TJ
IO E3 3FL

Alt* OFFERIN G

JOHN KRIDER,
N. E. Cor Second and Walnut

GUNS, 'RIFLES, PISTOLS,

Mm

Outfits,

Light Weight Shooting Jackets*
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOOTSn

Lines, nooks. Piles,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,
Etc Etc.
"Salmon. Bass an ! Trout FLles, Made to Order.
Also-'Krider's" Celebm led Center Enamel Split
,

1

and Glued Bamboo Hods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.

DEl-XtT^toear

Taxidermy In all Its branches.
Dog Biscuit.

Blankets,

And Complete Rubber Outfits

Bpratt's Patent

all kinds.

[ESTABLISHED

Bobber Sbcoting Jacket.

of

Trade Generally,

Send

1838.1

Any

of tbe Following Books Sent on
Receipt Of Price by Forest and
* Its «m Pub. Co.

*1.W
Aulrondacks, Camp Life in, Murrays.
Adlrondauks. Camp, and 'Tramps In. Northnip, 1.2S
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition.. 2 00
"75
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's.

Amateur Trapper— paper, 50c; bds.
American Angler's Book, Norrts
i

COMPRISING

Wshing Tackle, Bods, Reels,

Repairing ol

B

and

Hunting

Philadelphia.

Sts.,

To be bad In smaller quantities
Grocers and tbe Spcrting Goods

(goods.

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden

Centennial Exhibition.

STAMP Ht

X."

CO.,
NEW YORK.

HODGMAN

lS'.tij).

1'romlum at Worlds Fair at

&

-

§port§men 's

Miscellaneous

(Established

a

Is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

Packed in Cases of 113 pounds

BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

;

,

for Catalogue.

18
S-60

30
.
Long..... 2.00

rider.

American Wild Fowl Shooting,
a Book cm, Francis

W.

J.

-.. T.50

-

25

Archer, Modern.
Archery, witchery of, Maurice Thompson
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam

LBO

30.00
30
Athletic Sports for Boys—hoards, 75c; cloth... 1.08
Art. ot

swimming

LOO

Athletic Sports, Stonehenge

1 2S
3 09
Baird's Birds of Norih America
1 BO
Beohsteln's -hamber and Cage Birds
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
1 00
Books tor sportsmen Angling, 50c; Shooting,
nre, 50c:
soc; common Obi
Cage and Singing Birds. 50c; Dogs, 760.:
Birds' Eggs ami Nests, 5oc. Fresh and Salt
7S
Water Aquarium, soc; Native S^ng Birds...
2 60
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
50
;:ngc ami Singing Birds
'

:

1

:

-

Canoeing

TO ANGLERS:

"Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

HOUSE.

Fishing Rod

THE SHEIDER.
Pat. 1S65

Reis.lSSO

& Tackle Makers

Pat. 1S&0

In

Kanuckla
fowell

.-,

,

1 25

„.

3 00

Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
Canoe, Vo
er: Bishop's
Hook

of Birds. 4 vols
" by Holablrd.
Fly Fishing In Maine Lakes

'Hsseli's

1

1

SO
2 50
.12 00

26
1 28

1

Castle Council, near Limerick, Ireland.

460
Frank Forester's Field Sports
Frank Forester':-, Fisii and.Flshlng
2 25
00
prank Forester's Fishing with Hook* Line. pa.
Frank Forester's Manual lor Young Sportsmen. 2 86
Prank Forester's sporting Scenes and Charac-

Heels and Lines to match balance ot rods. No
All information respecting fisheries on the
In tills locality, aa also catalogues ot our
greenheart rods and general assortment ot tackle,

Gun, Rod and Saddle
Hand Book for Riflemen

ters, Svo., n vols.

agents.

Shannon

& be had on

application.

A. B.

M

COD-LIVER Oil
FOE
General
Debility, ^
Scrofula,

PDBEST

Rhei

rCon umptio
"

IB superior to any In de-

licacy of taste

and

BEST.

smell,

medicinal virtues and purity.

• London, European and New
I

York physicians pronouncejt the
purest and beat. Sold by Druggists.
OT J.SchJeffelia

fe

SHIPLEY & SON,

Co.(

g^<SSj%wrI<i

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats.
Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and Salmon Piles In stock, and

Pin-Fire Gnns Altered to Central-Fire.

SOS

COMMERCE

ST.,

to

also tied to pattern. A full assortment ot common
and Quest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our Betbabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna, State
Fairs.
A specialty of the celebrated Bethaoara Wood
lor Flah Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings o£ all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list ot wood and rod mountings
tree.
Our 8&-page new Illustrated Catalogue ot
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt ot ten

cents in stamps.

KRUC & GO'S

Breech-Loaders.

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

STANDARD AND DRY.

A.
VINCENT
Practical Gunsmith
9 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YOSK.
||New and Second-Hand Guns, Pistols, etc,

constant! v on hand. K pairing ol every description
done in the Dest manner and warranted. Guns
Sored to shoot close and bard. Pistol grips fitted
to stocks, l'ln Urea altered to central fire.

SHELLS LOADED TO OKDEK.

MAKEflENSlM
traveling In this country, Bays Unit most ot the noreo
and Cuttle Powders Bold heic an... !.! ji= ubjiutr-ly
saysttiat Rheriilnn'a <
pnrennd iuiiuru;--' y vmmbLe. Nothuu; on earth will
:

V.

-

i

'owders. Dose,

Sake hens
gBKgBOOOD*
1!

soMoTCr^he^onsMit

ROCHEREATJ &

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 and IS St. LouU St., rVew Orleans.
GOON'S OIL

Birds' Skins, Taxidermists'
Supplies,
Send lor

New

Price List

&

Naturalists'

Reduced Hatea.

W.J. KNOWLTON'S Natural History Store,
108 Tremont St., Boston, Klass.

TANNED

MOCCASINS.
best thing in the market
tor hunting, Ashing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
IttSy to the feet, and verydurable. Made to order
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the letter which will be found in another column,
would seem to be aprospect that the shooting season

there

;

match between the volunteers of Great
and the United States; at any rate the subject is fairly launched now, and it remains to be seen whether all the
talk which has been had on the subject is mere talk, or
whether there is a real intention to have a match. Such a
contest if held would rouse the interest of the entire public on
of 1882 will witness a
Britain

both sides of the Atlantic.
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he goes on a pleasure tour, and is accompanied by his wife.
True to his instincts he bus taken a fishing rod along, and
we are promised an occasional line from his pen.
Tiik Buoolts QfflK Clib is one of the live organizations of
Long Island. It has been engaged in posting a digest of the
game laws in the stations and baggage cars of the Long
Island Railroad, and proposes to follow this up by other
measures to make these laws known and obeyed. The club
is raising a fund for the liberation on the Island of a large
number of live quail. The special committee having this in
charge are Messrs. Aten, Walter, Pi st and Creed. In this
practical endeavor to increase the game supply of Long

Gun Club is setting au
may well be followed.

Brooklyn

the results that

The

acimirable ex-

men by

permitting the use of superior arms.
Wimbledon are sustained almost en-

great gatherings at

by the effort of the British Volunteer force. The allcomers matches for the small-bore experts, and those competitions in which the regulars appear alone are insignificant
btside the mass of individual, company, battalion etc., eontests for members of the Volunteer body.
Against all this array of practice, experience and result,
the American militiaman can only point to a few records running back less than ten years. We have a glorious record
tirely

in small-bore work, but in military shooting we have very
York instituted a system
The State of
little to show.

New

of rifle practice, which, if clumsy and exacting in many respects, was at least of value in enabling us to know where
we might place the men in comparison with the soldiers of

other countries, and just as we were getting something to
show the effects of systematic training a sapient governor
and a complaisant Adjutant-General conclude that the citi-

zen soldier reaches his highest development when he serves
and the sysas a tailor's model for the display of gold lace,

In the other Stales endeavors, with variis broken up.
ous degrees of success, have been made. The majority of the
all.
In
States, however, have no systematic home guard at
others there is an organization on paper only, and the whole

tem

It is to
subject is in the worst pos=ible state of confusion.
the English Volunbe hoped that the proposed match with
fall
should
project
if
the
it
of
discussions
the
or
teers,

through, will direct public attention to this important subcivilians, a
ject of the cultivation of a great bjdy of armed
invasion
check: on internal dissension and a bulwark against

from abroad.
The mere fact, however,
of

Capt. L. A. Beahi)8Lee, whose letters in the Fokest and
Stream have made him pleasantly known to many of our
readers, sailed for Europe from this cily yesterday in the
steamer France. Capt. Beardslee will be abroad six months

Island, the

to

of rifle

stem possible. The arm today is an anand the movement has been to so widen the
conditions of practice in matches and competitions as to en-
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ample, which,

movement

upon the importance

but every company has either its special
range or range privileges, acd the men pursue their class
practice with remarkable assiduity. The force is not well
armed, but out of the Snider, such as it is, they have secured
tiquated one,
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instruction

that

the very s!art of the

ing duty, though there were such great annual concentrations
of the fo:ce and field movements as are witnessed at the
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sort in the world.

special stress has been placed

Easter displays,
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Black Bass in Pennsylvania Growth of
North Carolina
Carp in Tennessee Texas Edinburgh Exhibition
Training

its

men

that

we can show

against the half million or

only a handful

more belonging

to the

Volunteer force of Great Britain ought not to discourage at
recall distinctly how, without arms, men, or the first
all.
reciuisite of a successful match except pluck, the roving

We

challenge of the then triumphant Irish team was taken up
are not
in the fall of 1873 by the Amateur Rifle Club.
know a thing or two about rifle
quite so bad off now.

We

shooting in general.
tary shooting, and

we

We
We have much to learn

yet about mili-

we can

in time to give

think

learn

it

a lively struggle.

the English Volunteers in July, 1883,
Pitting the English years of experience and indisposition to
profit by them against the American determination and quick
subordination of circumstances to a purpose, we should consider the

match

as outlined a very

jaSVKS'JJw, IVewr

{« os 39

.

1

.

Yorfc.

In the matter of arms it would provoke a discuswhich would find expression in many improvements.
We take it that neither team would shoot with its official
arm. The English Volunteers would surely consider themselves handicapped if compelled to use the Snider, and the
American shots would hardly care to blaze away with the
We
large calibre Remington, Peabody or Springfield rifles.
would be enabled to see the best work wilh the best military
have
as
to
rifles of to-day, to note their excellencies as well
The match should be
their imperfections made manifest.
an exhaustive one, extending over all the ranges and made
of ways.

sion,

;

;
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1

even one.

There

is

such

difficult
a wide chance for flukes in such a contest that it is
to foretell, even with all the antecedents in one's knowledge,
of the
favor
certainly
be
in
would
probabilities
but the

American team if it be organized with anything like the
system whicn ought to govern it.
A match of this sort would work benefit in a great variety

comprehensive as the
care cannot be taken
steps have as yet
been taken, and with a clean slate before them it remains to
and restrictions
rules
of
how
schedule
be shown
satisfactory a

to be a test of the

men and

rifles as

Too much

limits of a range will permit.

No

in the drawing up of the conditions.

the directors of the

two National Associations may

They may assume from

devise.

the start that there will be a liberal

support from; the general public to both teams. National
pride will be aroused on both sides, and unless gross blundering shall forfeit popular countenance, the projectors of the

match may rely upon it.
At any rate it does seem that international small bore shooting has involved

itself in

such a skein of confusion that there

prospect of another civilian long range match in the
The foreign teams are pretty well satisfied that
the Americans are invulnerable on that point, but a military
matchis as yet an untried venture. It is on oneside au inviting

is little

near future.

new

field of

conquest for the American rifleman, and on the

other a diversion where the British rifleman

may wipe away

the stigma of small-bore defeat under the eclat of a popular
military victory.
One of the members of the committee

signing the letter published, put the situation very well in
the following words, which he wrote on the subject
National pride, patriotic feeling, and the rivalry which is seemingly inseparable from the rifle field would all be brought into
and to a greater degree similar
active play in such a match
notions would s w ay the popular mind, and draw about an International military match an enthusiasm beside which the excitement of the small-bore matches would appear tame. We here at
;

Creedmoor— speaking now

of

Creedinoor as a representative

American range—have bad enough of military shooting to carry
conviction fiat, pitted against an All-England tea.m, in match
work, we could hold our own, with a fair showing for first place.
Our marksmen are armed with American weapon?, and these have
before now proven a little better than the bout on more fields than
one. The average match shooting on American ranges, all things
considered,

is

equal to anything Bhowu elsewhere.

Even England,

in her twenty years' experience in rifle meeting management, and
her ranges innumerable, can show no better averages than

a dozen State shooting

those of

nations, has nothing to shrink

fields.

from

America, surely of all
an In-

in the undertaking of

ternational military match.

WILD FOWL ON LONG ISLAND.

ONE
is

of the

most foolish and short-sighted pieces of

legis-

lative action that has recently come to our knowledge
that of the Supervisors of Suffolk county in this State.

Some time ago

these officers passed a law that ducks should

only be shot on alternate days. This change was welcomed
by every one who had given the subject any thought for, of
course, its tendeny was to keep the birds from being harassed from morning until night, to make them more plenty

and

gentle,

and as a consequence

to

improve the shooting.

The greed of some of the baymen, however, has made a
change which cannot but work harm to all who derive either
pleasure or profit from the fowl-shooting on the South Shore.
A short time before the opening of the season the Supervisors

got together, and abrogated the provision of the local law
protecting the birds on three days of the week, so that at
present shooting is permitted every day, and all day. The
night before the opening day there were nineteen batteries in
Shinnecock Bay, all of them on the feeding
The birds not only are tormented all day, but are

position in

grounds.

disturbed at night on the

men who

flats,

where they go

ate gathering bait for their eel pots.

by the
They get no

to feed,

rest.

We have reason to believe that the recent chaDge of the
law was made at the request of certain baymen who depend
on the gunners who go from New York and vicinity to shoot at various well-known resorts along the South
for support
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30 i
We had supposed that these men had more
gence than to advocate any acti >n which meane such certain destruction to their business as this.
Can they not fee
thatby "ic turagingtbisc onsta >t himmeringof the birds they

Shore.

intelli-

are culling

own

tlv ir

driven

away where

We

are informed

When

throats?

the birds have been

We

saw the

craft at the establishment of Mr. Squires before
a as shipped, and it was a mode] of grace and beauty.

it

We

venture to say that after this no winter on the Kilo will he

complete without a Rushton b

at.

on

that the prospec 8 for fowl-shooting

ever belt'

i

the bulrushes of that famous Egyptian river.

[N»VEMBeB

heir occupation lie?

will

the South Shore were

among

r

than at the opening of the

Ety M#or tsmnn S£owi$L

season, but tsat the birds have since been so harassed thatth

L

We know of a number
BhOOt'ng Ins been uuusually poor.
of men who have been down to Shinnecock, and have come
They had the same old story told them of
week" or 'the day before yesterday, " but they g >t no bins themselves.
If the people along the South Sh re do not manifest more
r gard for ibeir own iniere-t they will make that coast so

LEAVES FROM A LOG BOOK.

back disgusted

unpopular that no one will go there to shoot, and they
have to amend 'he Lord's prayer so as to read "'give us
day our dai y stranger."

will
this

A WORD TO THE NEW YORK YACHT
CLUB.

WE

some

strongly thai

feel

the more than

q

notice ought to be taken of

by the

'eslionable course pursued

owners of the yacht Graeie in startng their boat as a racer in
the recent inei national matches between the Canadian jacht
and the champion of the New York Yacht Club, the Mischief.
It was a most uncalled for exhibition of ill-feeling
such as has never before been witnessed in this country, and
we trust never will be seen agin.
When the under aking to defeat the Canadian was delegated to Mr. Duck's yacht, it became the duty of every one
conn cted with the Nuw York Yacht Club to do all in their
power 10 aid and assist him, and while we know he is too
good a yachtsman and loo cl ar-headed lo allow any outside
issue to intern re with the task he had on hand, still the mere
inducement to diive his boat h<rder than there wis any necess ty for in an attempt to beat the Graeie, and thus incur the
ritk of a breakdown, was forced in a most indecent fashion.

We

much

were

pleased

Busk

day's race that Mr.

to

see.

however,

the

in

first

fully realized the nature of the

and, remembering that he bad a "play or
pa\" race before him the m-xt day, he put himself under easy
canvas in his run out to the lightship. As there was Ihe remains of »n old head sea on outside, and a« he had the Cana-

undertaking,

dian well beaten a' that period of the race, he took in his
b'C jib topsail at the point of the Elook, and went out under
in fact all through the race the Mischief was
plain sail only
Sailed against the Atalanta and against the Atalanta only. We
;

fully concur with the

i

pinion expressed in a letter to a daily

had the Misf hie F b en driven to try and
beat the Graeie, and had she broken down in the attempt, the
blame would have justly been laid upon Messrs. Flint and
Nor can we arquit the Regatta C anmi'tte of all
Earle.
resp onsib lily in the matter, as by agreeing to take the time
cie they, thoughtlessly, no doubt, gave their counthe
Gr
of
an inlerlop r, and are in a degree responsiule for
ti nance 1
the unseemly ehibi inn.

nporary

cont'

'bat

1

We do

not propose hereto enter iuto Ihe merits of iheat'ack

made by

on the America Cup Commi>iee

interested parties

owing to ihe selection they made of a representative yacht.
In such matters the selection must be left to some one, and it
is impossible for 'he Committee to please everybody, but this
faci fior.ls no excuse or palliation f r personal abu-e or the
suggestion of un vorthy

kind can

thi-i

m

Fortunately, n

'lives.

rupu ation of any

h the

toll

AmTici'a Cup Committee, composed

as

>

attacks ot

member

it is

of the

of gentlemen

noted r or their practical and theoretic 1 knowledge of yachting, as well an for ther upr ghtnesa aud d termination to do

what

without fear

just

is

>r

Tno wisdom

Tavor.

of their

euionslraled ny the result of the races, and

choice was

much mistaken

in

Ne« York

in

he

as

mav be

we

arc

our estimate of the gentlemen in authority
if Ihey fail to take s ich steps

Yach' Olub

ue^ossary to oliijially iudorse the action of their

Committee.

Hy

will s'rongly

so doing the Glu

mously o

i

in

l

currence of the

withdraw

and will prevent in future any rebad taste which we have now to
and Earle should be brought, to acYork Y. C. and made to substantiate

their

they have se n

tion of

I)

of ba

their charges

disapproval

made anony-

Flint

New

by the

cinirit

its

Viinmitiee,
exit

Messrs.

deplore.

mwk

attacks which have b -en

of the disreputable

l

against the Committee, or else

faith

ungemletnanly abuse in as public a manner as
fit.

t

i

give vent io their unjustifiable alt iclts.
much to itself and to its appointed com-

club owes tlr»

The

members who have gone beng geDtlemen, and who in their
spite ul comtnunica ioi:s to the daily press have stooped to
mi representation, will.be espeeia ly wholesome.

A

mittee.

proper disciplining of

limits observed am<

y«nd the

Interesting Account o' the Hcring Gull and the
Ring- Bill on G(
gi&JB Bay, from the pen of the Rev, J. H.
Liiiigiii. wi ich we publiBh in another column, will form
ihe
ch
uf a new work on ornithology soon to
of
pt*
rs
one

Tun

We

appear.
featuies

new

The Ame
boat
ter,

li

hat this

enlure of

Joan Fi.ah in

this*

work

will

contain some

Egypt

—An American

iMr.

up,
boys!
Daylight!"
called
Captain Noah, of the " Modern Ark," as he stood
_JL
hy the stove, raking out the ashes of tne last night's fire, his
teeth chatt' ring with the co d.
"Jimmy! No.ih, how's the thermometer?'' came f-om one
hunk, where a noise and a pur of eyes were visible for o. e
seconil above the thick blankets, and were hastily covered
up again as their owner felt the piercing cold.
" Watei's frozen in the tea-kett e, Suera but Brewerton
ain't in s'glit, and we've got to make Frenchman's Island by
noon. So tumble out."
"All right, old man," and in a few minutes ai three are
busy at work; so while Noah makes the fire, and Shem and
Japhet are putting up the bunks and stowing away the
bla keis. let us take a survey of ihe odd-looking craft that
serves as the r h JnlatLn.
The Modern Ark is a flat-b^at or scow, twenty feet Ion?
by eight feet wide, aud two feet deep, and decked over at
echend for four feet, the remainder being occupied by a
house built of light stuff, seven feet in height from the floor,
haviug a Doweit, wooden roof covered with painted canvas.
In each end of ihe house ae sliding doors and a wiudowone
foot square is set into ach side. The interior, which is lined
with thctt draughting paper for warmth, is titled with long,
low h ckers, d vided iuto compartments, and running ne--rly
the whole length on each side of the liou^e.
'these serve for
stowing provi-tons and plunder, aud are used as sweats and as
rests for the bunks which are hinged to the walls.
Near the
after-end is a small wood-burning cook stove, wi'h p its and
;

.

pan" hung around it, and from pegs and hooks in t >e walls
depend hunting garments, guns, rods & dog whip, a buck
t,an, ax. haicuei and other necessary utensils.
The iwo

Bmy,

a Ubtive English setter of smai] size, anil Bri-n,
an Irish water spaniel, occupy the space beneath ihe forward-deck at night, and beneath the after-deck are slowed
decoys. canvaB, rope. etc. The motive power of the craft is
a sail hung on a mast forward of the house, aud, when wind
fulls, a p>.ir of paddle wheels attachi d to a shaft running
across the boat, and woiked hy a lever within, hand-car
The builders of the craft are its occupants. Soon
fashion.
after its completion some friend dubbed it, "The Modern
Ark," and its captain came to be known as Noah, and the
" Hani" whs engaged
other owners as Shem and Japhet.
for one inp, but was Boon dispensed with, the owners
proving better cook* and smaller eaters (except Shem, who
was known as ' Squ>ire-me«l Shem.")
The pp sent trip had been begun in the afternoon of the
preceding day, and partly accomplished after dark. Tne
many windings of the Seueci and Oneida rivers had rendered the nail useless, and indeed the doubtful bottom of the
Gaskin and Caughdenoy 'riffs" had made it necessary to
send one man ahead into the da kness with a t-kiff. Prog-

A

thi< way was so slow that it was well al ong in the
night before the point was reached where we find the Ark

ress in

moored.
"Boys," called Japhet who had opened the door to let the
dogs out on the decks, "there's a foot of snow, and an jw"
ing yet
••So there is." said Shem, "but I guess we are near Brewerton, for I can hear a train crossing the bridge."
Soon a comfortable fire was built, and one of Shem's
"qusre meals," consisting of fried bacon, slaojacks and coffee was put away, then~tbe Modern Ark was loosed from
ah at the "pump" and Shem
shore, and with Japhet and
steering they were soon under wny, ihe paddles threshing
As the first b ml was rounded
the water at a great rate.
Shem shouted, "Brewcrion, ho!" and afier a half hour more
of pumping the Modern Ark floated under the two bridges,
and was lied to the breakwater at the river's m 'Ulh. Here.
Frenchman's Island,
a consul ation whs deemed neces-ary.
the ubj -r.t've point, wa a about five miles distant in plain
But to reach it the Modern Ark must be propelled
sight,
over the open waters of Oneida Lake, which was here from
again-t a s'r ng east wind and a
four to five miles widIt was evident that hy working the Ark with her
fierce sea.
regular gear would be extremely difficult on account of the
Btromr. head wind aud irre^ul r waves, which would no' give
a "hoi " for the paddle wheels. On the other hand this
same wind made it dangerous to try to make the island by
Af ersome consultation
>a 1 in sucn an unmnnageable craft.
the deciding vote to "make tne latter at empt was cast, by
Shem, who would raiher risk his life than overwork himself
at the "pumps," so the sail being rigged with the reefs tied
'he group of small boys on shore was ordered to "cast
in

N

—

off."

"Fasten the lee board!" shrieked Noah who was holding
the sheet with one hand and steering with the other, while
his hat, which he could n t hold on, went sailing away over
"Trim s ip, boys !" and the stove, anchor, guns,
the water.
dogs and all the movables were piled up to windward. Even
tiien the Ark careened So she sailed more on her side than on
her bottom, and 'he crew had ha;d work to keep the heavier
artic es from rolling over to leeward.
"i au't you ease her up, Noah?" yelled Japhet.
"No we've got to make Toad Hartior Point on this leg."
"But we're shippi' g barre's of water."
"Can't help it. Get the pails and hail her out."
How the old ark flew! The piercSba-lesof r»eptune!
ing wind and icy sleet beat bitte ly "gainst Noah's face, as
he held on valiantly to he sheet and idler, his uncovered
hair flying in the wind, while anon a crash from witlrn, or
the agonizing yelp from a dog, told of the struggles of the
crew to keep the ba last whe e it belonged, and to preserve
an equilibrium in spite of he lopsy-turw condition of the
But the old crafr hore the storm pretty well, considcabin.
eiing all ihings, and ploughed her way gallantly up 10 T ad
Harb r Point, where some riutk shooters left theft blind to
get a closer view of the orange, uncouth-looking vessel, and
stared open-mouthed as the Ark was put ahoir, and head d
away on the home Btretch. It was easier riding now, and
;

.

description.

pleasure

added 10 the rnoily craft on the Nile this winRushton has built for Mr. August Belmont, Jr.,
city, one of his famous boats, which will be launched

will he

of this

mufcrotftnd
to

T7'-A-PEI wake

dogs,

the crew "had time to think," as Shem expressed it; and in
a few minutes the Modern Ark was run inlo the narrow passage separating Fren3hmau's aud Dunham's Islands and
benched in a sheltered cove.
While Shem went ashore with the ax to cut some wood,
Japhel and Noah baled the waier out of the cabin, where it
was ai kle deep, and reconnected the stove with its pipe.
Then a rousing fire was built and the doors closed, and as
the genial warmth diffuses itself through ihe little cabin,
sending the steam un frjm the wet clothing of the crew, the
threat men huddled close around the s'ove, gave three cheers
for the staunch old "Mo lern Ark," accompanied hy such a
lustv " tiger!" that the dogs slunk away in the furthest corner of the boat, evidently thinking their masters had sud-

denly become crazy.

I.—THE MoDEkN ABZ,

excellent shooting "last

' <
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"It's worth all the wet and cold of the sail lo enjoy such
comfort as this after it," said Noah, as he sipped his coffee
hot from the fire.
" May be it is," replied Shem, " but a good deal of money
wouldn't hire me to try it over again.
Why, Noah, if the
Ark bad capsized I'd never got out of the cabin in the world
with that stove a top of me."
" We'd have all been drowned for the profani'y you fired
at ihe dogs," said Japhet slyly.
After a thorough thawing out the three took the duck boats
and proceeded to the north aide of ihe island, where bru-h
and tu-hes were cut and a bough house built, and the decoys
set out.
Ducks were flying in fair numbers, and soon a

bunch of blue-bills were enticed to the blind, a-d four
dropped out at. the report of the gun3. Then a pair of pintails escaped after s<x barrels had been emptied at them. Another bunch of blue-bills left three, of the r number, followed
by the killing of two single birds by Japhet Eight whistlers
out of a flock that huddled together over the decoys completed the bag for the day, and the sportsmen were "glad to
abandon the fre> zing atmosphere of the point for the comfort
of the warm cabin.
"One duck apiece," was the rule on
board the Modern Ark. and the crew being experts in preparing them for cooking, three ducks were soon picked,
cleaned, beheaded, well salted and peppered inside and put
whole into the oven in a pan. In twenty minutes they were
pronounced "done," and served up, one to each man, arcompanied by boiled potato, s and fragrant coffee, and even Slietu
could not complain that anything was lacking to make, the
repast what he continually prayed for, "a square meal."
"Boys," observed Shem an hour later, as he set akefle of
newly-made mush out on deck to cool for the dogs, "itsirikes

me that that ark they ti ll about in the Bible never struck
such a squall as we had to-day, or it would have taken more
cussin' than Noah and those three sons of his could do to keep
all them animals on the windward side of the flat-boat."
Sbseoa.

AMERICAN SPORTING LITERATURE.
SIXTY-FIVE

years ago, when the writer cauaht his first
trout in Massachusetts' streams, theie was no sporting

literature

A man

aud few sportsmen.
of business or of the professions whosh'-uld

have

taken his two weeks' in the woods with rod and gun would
have been considered unsafe to do bu-iness with.
There were indeed a few rersons who ventured openly
upon field sports. M>-n like Daniel Webster were able to
d- fy public opinion, and enjoy themselves in shooting and
tishing, but. it is probable that these innocent amusem-nts injured them more in ihe public mind man more serious indulgences would have done. In tbe town of Boston at that period one might count upon his fingers the names of all those
who fish' d and hunted for amusement.
As 10 books upon these subjects the few we had were English.
Walt 'n's Angler, Davy's Saltnonia. Kit N Tin's Recreations in Blackwood, Hawker ou Shooting, and the English Sporting Magazine are all that I remember, the lat er
mainly dev' ited to fox hunting and racing.
A volume of it I
use sometimes to get from a circulating library when my
BaanceS permitted, and I dared to face he severec ountenance
of Colonel P., the librarian, whom I looked upon as the happiest man on earth, owner of that treasure, a full set of ihe
Two young men of that d y, rich and
Sporting Magazine
independent, used, I remember, to make an annual visit to
Scotland in pursuit of grouse and s tlmon, but this eccentricity ahnost fitted them in public estima ion for tue lunalic
asylum.
The first sporUng periodical published in America was, I
think, edited by Johu S. Skinner, of Bal'inmre, and c lied the
It appeared
American Sp uting Mag -zine, about 18J0 30.
in octavo form, was well editid and printed and w.i-< tllustiated with coppei-plate engravings of race horses
It died
in a year or two for want of support, being in advance of its
r

I

time.

Dr. J. V. C. Smith, of Massachusetts, published a work on
fiShes of that State, with angling notes, perhaps about
Readable to hungry minds, though full of

ihe

1833 to 1810.
errors.

About 1841 Thos. Doughty, the painter, published a work
form in numbers upon American Natural History
and Field Spins, illustrated with excellent original drawings
It reached, I think, twelve numof animals and scenery.
I am uncerbers, and is an interesting and valuable work.
tain about the da'es of the ah .ve works, my copies of them
in quarto

having been destroyed in the Chicago fire of 1871.
We a gler« of the early pari of the century had to get our
knowl dge of the gentle art from p -rsoial experience, not
from that of others.
With the recluse of Arden Forest, we
found
"Books in the running brooks."
Sportsmen being few at that period, game and fish
were abundant. Iu Ne-vton, near Boston, where my boyhood was pis ed, quail, ruifed grouse and rabbits were constat residents iu th-; extensive woods. Woodcock, snipa
and clucks were always to be found iu their snaS'in by those
who knew where to lo k. and almost every brook in the
town contained trout well ed icated fish and not ea ily beThe last, brae- killed by me in that town, about
guiled.
1825, were taken in an almost inaccessible swamp with very
light tackle, and weighed two poun Is— very larje for that
region, where 1 have heard it doubted by an lers whether
any trout in the United States weighed hreepou 'ds. Maine
and Michigan waters wee then unknown, and Cape God

—

furnished the heaviest trout known to the eitv anglers.
In ihese days, half a d izen excellent sporting j mrnals, besid b a whole/library of volumes devoted to all branches of
American field sports and guide books to a'l hunting aud
fis'iiug grounds, rend T8 the pursuit of game easy, and should

make
man.

the

modern American a

linished naturalist

and

>>

sports-

$• G. C,

:
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ENGLISH RACKS AND AMERICAN
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The Chinese never

disturb them, so the birds are not at all
wild.
Jn fact, 1 have shot them in a Chinaman's back yard,
and just outaioe the walls of a large city. Once I saw a
pheas tut flying over the houses in the city of Nankin. The
hog-deer are about the size of a goat, and usually lie in the
tall grass.
brought them to bag with No. 4 shot, the
sane as we u-ed for pheasant.
Our daily bag was a goodly number of birds and deer, and
all sportsmen can easily imagine one's emotions in knocking
over a handsome cock pheasant.
saw a few hare, but
quite a number of very small quail.
I never met them in
coveys, but only by single birds, and when they got up they
looked very much like a chestnut burr. They flew straight
away, and were easy to kill, and sweet and delicious to eat.
When we returned to our boat at night the coolies would
track the boat a few miles further on. So when we started
out in Ihe morning we had entirely new ground to shcotover.
Of course we had many amusing incidents, aud the usual
jokes, which wete always taken in good part by the amiable
gentlemen of the party.
Thompson shot a deer one day and mortally wounded it
The deer fell into the canal and could not possibly get out of
his own strength.
Thompson was quietly surveying him,
wondering how he could get him out without getting wet,
when Sulbvan, who happened to be near and heard the shot,
came rushing up much excited. When he beheld the deer

'I'lill'M I'liS.

triumphs on the turf,
* ^ For victories o'er lie ocean suit
are to;
Far as the w
iSttn y& iio sail,
ourthafteiry)
3 ol the Kale,
nave dared riw
iWS and hall
The peltings ol
To anchor bv
our Sappho, Dauntless, and the brave,
Swift Fleet wing, on the stormy wave,
By Albion's cliffs and headlands hold,
Jlavo shown their matchless speed, while far
.Mori upon the topmast spar,
for

\

We

I

We

,

Streaui'd our, the starry fold
shores, one summer day,
How bright the white-wing'd fleet's display,
When England's yachtsmen dar'dthe world

Along those

To meet them with

the

s.ills

uufurl'd

In national sea race.
All) then, America,

Thy triumph
Taking the

how grand

In that foreign land

I

victor's place.

Now, a more brilliant crown we claim,

won In histoiie fields of fame;
Won on the English tut I renowned
Won where FrwJCU Steeds by king.-,

he commenced
won:

non

n\l

icpsom and Newmarket won
From the best steeds that ever run ;
Won wbere the Queen's cup wa3 the prize
Bine Klbbon, dear to English eyes
Dear o'er all English ground 1

A

i

For years untold the British steed.
Of choicest blood, of rarest breed,
Nuriur'd by ptlnce and peer,
At Ascot, Derby's

famous

Held,

Had

eaus'd all foreign rivals yield—
Yield in the race-career.

And now from realms beyond the sea
From hy vast plains, America
From prairies broad, from pastures green,
i

The steeds of Lorlllard and Keene
Meet on the British Held.
'The English nobles as they lead

Forth from the si all the prancing steed,
Fear never prize to yield.
little dream they that at last
Their miracles, so matchless fast,
Shall yield the palm when Iroquois
Shall lead the van In racing war,
And glorious Fosall and Parole
Shall foremost each the victor's goa I,
And win the prize and wear the crown
Of grand, Illustrious renown.

Ah
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your laurels ye that sweep
Willi stately yacht the ocean deep
Lest a new Madge shall bear away
The Conqueror's cup we bold to-day.
Isaac MoIiEtLAN.
SiW, l-
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hundred head of game.
Danbvry, Conn,

IN

Our crew consisted of two
in a cock-pit abaft the house.
lervants. and six Coolies to work the boat.
Going after game hi a house boat is the most luxurious
Sporting I know of. All of that part of China back of
Bhanghai is completely cut up win. canals. Soif you happen
to have a fair wind, you sail if not, the Coolies do the duties
of mules, and tow you along.
Our trip was about one hundred and twenty-five miles up
Toward evening, having suppbed ourselves
the country.
with everything we thought we would need, we shoved off,
[followed by the best wishes of our messmates left behind,
tt»d proce-ded up country.
In two days we wire getting into the heart of the game
[country, and as this was our first experience after pheasant in China we were all on the guivite.
Our expectations were gr tt'fled by seeing one pheasant on
Immediately four guns were in line on the
the canal bank.
The first bird we
forecastle rtady to give it to the next one.
had seen was a beautiful cock pheasant, and when he spread
his wings and displayed his handsome plumage in the bright
sunlight ynu can easily imagine that our sportsman's ardor
'

;

at its height.
I will say just h"re that the pheasants about, Shanghai
and up the Yang se River are, I believe, the same as those
commonly raised in England. The m>*le bird has a gorgeous, variegated plumage, with long, handsome tail feathers,
and the female bird is of a dull ash color. The copper pheasThere is a'so in Japan what
ant I have only t-een in Japan.
ifl called there a golden pheasant, but they are not common,
and difficult to get. The Chefoo partridge I have sh>t. and I
am under ihe. Impression thai they are the same as the Fn neb.
One of our Officers bagged a woodcock at Chefoo
partridge
that tipped the Males at fourteen ounces.
finally reached the ground which we wished to shoot
[over, and made fast alongside the canal bank and started out.
shot overagenerully level country with occasional ridges
and hummocks covered with thick bamboo. Between the
Iridgesttnd the thick, tall grass, and along the edg-s of the
are found.
haoii.iiii is where the pheasant and hog-deer
JBoih the pheasant and hog-deer were in great abundance,

We

We
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ANIMAL MYTHS OF THE IROQUOIS.

offered to take the lad to his den and give him plenty of raband other delicacies; but "No," said the Hear,
"you are too greedy. If at any time you should he hungry
you will eat up the boy. VVe cannot trust bun with you."
Then the Porcupine offered to share with the bov h«r cave
but the Bear replied
"Your quills would bun the child and
the roots you eat are too bitter and uuwholesome." Than
the Deer said, 'Twill take bim on
bck and carry him
wh^e he will find plenty of berries." "No," returned the
Bear, ' that will not do, you ruu too swiftly; the boy will be
hit by the branches of the trees and will be killed.
1 w 11
take him myself.
I have a comfortable place for him. and
he shall have plenty of fruits and honey." So as the Bear
was the strongest, and, in his own opinion, the most sensible,
the lad went with him.
He lived with him until he had
grown to be a large and strong youth. One day s me hunters came, who set upon the Bear, and, in spite of the youth's
attempt to defend him, slew the poor animal. The young
man then left the forest ami returned to live among men.
He became a noted warrior, and in memory of his early protector took the name of Bear, which he bequeathed to his
descendants, who have ever since composed tue Bear Clan.
The Turtle Clan originated in a simple, straightforward
fashion.
There wete in early times many tort ises, of the
kind familiarly known as mud-turtles, inhabi ing a small
lake or pool.
During a very hot summer this pool became
dry.
The turtles thereupon set otr on their travels over the
country to look for a new habitation. One of them, who was
uncommonly pussy, sufio red a great, deal from this unicustomed exercise. After a time his shoulders bee >tne blistered
under bis shell from the effect of his exertions in walking,
bits' flesh

;

my

finally, by an extraordinary effort, threw off his shell
The process of transformation and development
thus commenced went on with a rapidity which would have
delighted Mr. Darwin, for in a short time this fat ami 1 zy
turtle became a man, who was the progenitor of the Turtle
Clan.
Curious myths a'so exist regarding the transformations of
favored animals at.d birds into the stars.
pa' ty of hunters
were once in pursuit of a bear, when Ihev wer attacked by a
monstrous stone gian>,and all but three destroyed. The three,
together with the bear, were carried by invisible spirits up
into the sky, where the bear can still be seen pursued hy the
first hunter with his bow, the sec nd with the kettle, anil the
third, who, farther behitid, is gathering sticks.
Only in the
fall do the arrows of the hunter p'erce the bear when his
dripping blond tinges the autumn foliage. Then for a lime
he is invisible hut afterward reappears.
Tn place of the time honored man, 'lanthorn and bush, celebrated by Shakespeare and Mother Goose, the Indian can discover in the moon an old woman weaving a forehead si ap.
Once a month she stirs the boiling kettle of homiuy before
her, during which time the cat, ever by her side, unravels
her work, and so it will continue until the end of time.
The Iroquois fables are also numerous, and if found lacking in the "moral " element of ihose of j-Esop, they often
excel the latter in pi' h and ingenuity. The following \\-.\i
recounted lo me on ihe "Six Nations' Reserve," in Canada,
by Ka-an-eu-wah, one of the four suviving grand -co. Idron
of Brant the Mohawk, and might be termed a mode n Indian
story.
It accounts for the tailless condition of the Bear after
this fashion
cunning Fox saw a wag >n load of fish an. I
resorted to the following ruse to obtain some o< the c iveted
delicacy.
Feigning to be dead, he hid himself in the road
by which the fisherman must pass, who, thinking lint skin of
the Fox worth preserv'n.g, toss- d him over into It's wag m
and drove on. After browing out several fish, the Fox slylycrawled out himself, and securing his fish, sown met a Wolf,
who was soon informed of his good luck, and advised to try
The fisnerinan had, in the meantime,
the same experiment.
discovered ihe tr ck, and the Wolf received a good thrashing
instead of a fish dinner. The Fox next met a Bear, who was
" Well," rep ied the Fox,
also anxious to procure some fish.
"down at. the river you will Dud an air hole in ihe ice; just
put your tail down into it as 1 d d, and you can draw out the
The Bear followed the directions
fish as fast as you wish."
carefully, but the weather being so cold, instead of securing
the fish, his tail was frozen off." Poor bruin was very an^ry
and proposed to figot a duel with the Fox, who chose as his
seconds a Dog and Cat. The Bear chose a Hog and was
awaiting the Fox at the appointed hour. As Ihe latter was
late in appearing, the Bear clambered into a ir e to prospect,
and reported ihat the Fox was approaching with two men
armed with guns. Tuereupm the dog. greatly frightened,
begged to be covered up witu leaves. Having accouiobshed
The Fox soon
this, the Bear returned to his post in the tree.
made his appearance, but instead of men, his companions
proved to be a Dog and a lame Cat.
While awaiiins in their turn, the Oat perceiving th- Blight
motion of one of the uncovered ears of fie Hog, sprang upon
it, whereupon the squeals of the invisible Pig put the whole
company to flight and the Bear never had the satisfaction of
avenging the loss of his caudal appendage,

and he

altogether.
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A CHINESE HOUSE BOAT.

1 was attached to the II. 8. Ship "Kearsargo" lying 4 off
Shanghai, China, in the month of January, 1876; anda9tlie
chances were that the Admiral would let us remain there for
%wkile, I persuaded three of my messmates to join me in
an application to the Admiral for ten days' leave to go on
our trip.
Our application was granted and early the next morning
we had what is called in China a house boat alongside the
A house boat is very much
ship, and began fitting her out.
Our boat had four bunks, and a galley
like a slo-p yacht.

I

F.

BY ERAIINNIE

Wditor Feral and Strewn
An inquiry in your issue of the 3d inst., asking for
further information about the pheasant of China and
Japan, brought vividly to ruymiLd one of the p'easantest
fihootlng trips I ever took in my life after the same birds
spoken of.
I do not believe (hat I can now furnish you with the kind
of information you would like to have about the birds, but
1 will tell you about my trip after them if you care about

was

and would probably have kept on

We

4 '

I

firing,

firing to this day if Thompson hadn't brought him to his
senses by calling out, " For Heaven's sake, stop firing, Sullivan, or you will fill him so full of shot that he will sink I"
Sullivan suddenly realized that he was banging away at a
dead deer and ceased firing. The joke was too good, and
1 ngersoll, who had a happy
faculty of working up a good
story, and telling it well too, rehearsed it with great glee to
our messmates upon returning to the ship.
found the natives very civil, as would every one who
would be half-way decent to them.
had but one scare,
which was brought about by one of the Chinese servants
com'.ng into the cabin just at dusk and telling
that a
Chinaman had rapped three times on a colfla which was
placed on the bank of the canal, and he thought that was a
signal which meant that we would be attacked during the
night.
As the Irishman said, we thought we would guard
against all precautions, and loaded up our arsenal, which
consio'.ed of eight shot-guns, four Remington rifles, four navy
revolvtrs and besides four hunting knives, and turned in prepared for earnest work. When morning came, our arsenal
had not been disturbed and we were all alive.
At the end of t> n days we returned to our ship, and the
flattering accounts we gave about our trip so excited our
messmates that another party was at once organized and
started off.
If one had the time and means I cannot imagine a more
pleasurable trip than to go shooting up country from Shanghai
in a house boat. During the season parties frequently return
with the outside of the boat completely festooned with game
principally deer and pheasant often numbering several
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\TE whose hearts are fresh and simple
X Wno have ralth in God and Nature,
Who

believe, that in all ages

Every human heart is human,
That in even savage bosoms
There are longings, yearnings, strivings
no

That the

teebie

;

hands and helpless

m

the darkness
Groping b ludly
Toil h God's right hand in ihat darkness.
And are dtted up and strengthened,"
—Listen to these simple stories :

mummy

pits of ancient Egypt, the
The hieroglyphics and
mounds of our own country, the myths of all
countries and particularly those of the aborigines of this
continent, all point to the fact that between the human race
in its infancy and all animals there existed an undefined
closer communion than in this age of civilization when man
looks down with contempt on what he chooses, in his " right
of might," to term the "lower animals or brute creation." To
the untutored Indian mind, nature was the picture book
from which he read such of her secrets as served his simple
needs and only the rnyst* rious that which he could not
comprehend overawed him hence Thunder, Echo and the
Wind were his divinities. The idea of a " Great Spirit"
only came later with teachings.
From this close intimacy with wild animals, stories of
transformations of men into beasts and beast* into men are
numerous and interesting. In nearly all of these wherever
the bear is introduced he figures as a pattern of benevolence,
while many other animals, such its the porcupine, are always
One of these bear stories, as told me
presented as noxious.
on the Cattaraugus Reservation, by a grandson of a cornplanter, runs as follows:
party of hunters, encamped a long distance from home,
discovered as they were preparing to return that a young boy
After searching vainly for
of their company was missing.
several days they concluded he had been killed, and sadly
departed without him. They wore, however, no sooner
gone than the lost child, in an almost famishing condition,
was discovered by a very kind hearted Bear, who reanoned
''If I attempt to relieve the child in my present
thus:
I will,, thereform, he will surely be frightened to death.
fore, transform myself into a woman and take the bov
home with me to become a playmate for my little cubs."
The boy was accordingly rescued from starvation, and, living
in the same hollow tree wi'h the Bear family, fed with them
upon nuts, corn and berrh s. But wh-n fall came, and with
it tte return of the hunters, the good B"ar explained her de"
cubs must now take
vice to her protege, saying
care of themselves, and you can rej >in your friends;
but always feel kindly toward the Bear tribe," upon which
she resumed her proper shape and disappeared in the woods.
The boy never, even when grown was known to kill a bear,
until after his marriage, whea hia mother-in-'aw, who was
very fond of tender cub meat, to of tin grumbled and scolded
bim that at last, ungratefully forgetting his benefactress, he
but as he was carrying it home on his back he
killed a cub
fell over a sharp stick and died immediately.
In many of ihese myths speaking animals play a large
The
part and remind nne of the German household stories.
origin of the Bear Clan was of this claBS.
On one Decision a boy was lost in the forest, when some

animal

;

—

—
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compassionate animals came to his assistance. Among them
were a Wolf, a Deer, a Porcupine and a Bear, The Wolf

A

t
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Grben Mahay.— Last week

—

a

large specimen of tho

green maray, Uymnot7i»rax sp., came to New York alive
Tb so
iu a tank from Bermuda, but died the next day.
ferocious fishes are eel-like in geueril shape, but with

a

mouth and formidable teeth. The specimen which
we saw was about five feet long and had a diameter of ab rot

larger

There are a
six inches at the thickest portion of its body
great number of species of Mimrndw in different parts of
ihe world, and Prof. Goode. in Bulletin of the National Museum No. 5, Catalogue of the Fishes of the Bermudas, thus
mentions the speckled maray. GymnoUvmix moringp
The specie* oocnra through(Cuvier). Goode "Occasional.
My speciout the West Indies, at Balita and Saint Helena
men measures three feet, and has the vertical bus edged
with white. These fishes are sa d to ataiu a length of ft 'e
or s'x feet, and are considered excellent food bv the lower
classes.
I am told, however, that s°rioti3 ca*'S of po soning
have been occasioned by their use. The speekl d maray is
not rare, but by no means as coram n as the green maray.
Isaw a single specimen o r the lafer, but as I could not ohtain it for *tudy I was unable to determine its specific relau
tuuray
of Catesov (Nat.
tions.
It resemb'es closely t.h
:

'

Hist. Carolina,

Flonda

anil

Bahamas,

'

20,

pi

xx—Miirmnn.

maculati, nigra and ct'ndW) which I have reason to believe
black tuuray,' as is generally •upis not identical with his
posed." The great specimen attracted much attention by its
formidable appearance.
'

Specimen
to

eopm

of the

any addrea upon
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CHESTNUTS.
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W. EOBKRTB.
chestnut is undoubtedly one of the most neglected
of all our native fruits.
In Italy, Spain and France,
the chestnut has received great attention at the hands of

THE

ARE GROUSE DESTROYED BY SQUIRRELS ?
New Russia, N. Y., Nov 3, 1831.
Editor Forest and Stream t
of inquiries in your paper as
number
a
noticed
I have
what becomes of the ruffed grotiBe, and why they disappear
from certain localities that are not much hunted. Having
lived all my life in the edge of the Adirondack wilderness,
and being a lover of grouse-hunting, 1 luive studied tbo subject, and think I have found out what the trouble is.
I make the assertion that the common red squirrel or
chickaree destroys more ruffed grouse and quail than all
other ciuses put together, sportsmen, cats and birds of prey
I

included.

Somebody asks, "Why there are some years in which
there are fewer birds than in others r" It is true there are
summers that bring us but few birds, but they always follow
summers in wbichthe red squirrel is most abundant. That
impudent, omnipresent piece of mischief is omnivorous as we
all know, and when the birds of the forest and field are
hatching he goes bird-nesting. All the boys in Christendom
He is up the tree, has bitten the
couldn't beat him at it.
birds through the head, and dropped them on the ground beStones and sticks and shouts from
fore you can reach him.
below do not disturb birn, and When, in a tearing rage, you
shnut for somebody to bring your shot-gun you get it just in
time to hear a triumphant " Chrr.rr rr-r," from a tree rods
away, where the rascal is gaily combing bis whiskers, which
he has wet in a newly-laid robin's e >g from another nest.
If the squirrels are plentiful, precious few birds escape, for
they glean carefully even the shade tiees in large towns. It
naturally follows that in succeeding years biids are scarce,
and then, fortunately, squirrels begin to be scarce too. If
they did no', birds would come near being exterminated in
some

A.

horticulturists, so that many valuable varieties are now under cultivation. In Europe chestnuts are ground into flour
and meal, from which bread, pies, puddings and cakes are
made.
Largo quantities are consumed when roasted,
parched, boiled and desiccated. They are also burned and

jsed as a substitute for coffee. In the fall of the year the
smaller varieties of domestic cattle are turned loose into the
forests to feed and fatten on the " mast " or nut food, which
In Europe the
consists largely of chestnuts and acorns.
wood of the chestnut tree is highly valued, while in America
it is

thought but

little of.

I am of the opinion that our Italian and French adopted
citizens will some day take in hand our native varieties and,
by careful cultivation, judicious crossing and the grafting
of foreign varieties on our native stock will teach our farmers

rores'crs, not only the great value of the chestnut as a
food source, but also 10 more highly appreciate the beauty
tin.' chestnut wood for all artistic and useful manufactures
wherein our native woods are used.
The chestnut tree is of very sturdy and clear growth, harboring inn few parasites. In habit it is exceedingly graceful and picturesque, and when in full b'ooui with its thousands of drooping tessellated flowers it far exceeds in beauty
any other of our native forest trees.

and
of

regions.

ilniHtrate, I will state a few foots bearing upon the
Five years ago luffed grouse were very plenty in
sec ion. I went out a few times; shot sixty. The
woods were full of them. Unfoitunately we bad two successive years of beech mast, and the red squirrels increased
amazingly. The year following we had a plague of red squirrels.
The Utile peBts were everywhere; on the ground,

To

this

of red squirrels.
Yes, brother sportsmen, if we could devise some means
into do away with red squirrels we should see a wonderful
Bainbridgk Bibuop.
crease in game birds.
[The suggestion embodied in Mr. Bishop's letter is entirely
new to us, but it is not on that account less interesting and
worthy of investigation. It is a well-known fact that the
red squirrel is one of the most, persistent and destructive
enemies against which the nesting small birds have to contend, and the suggestion that this little wretch destroys the
young of grouse' is, to say the least, very plausible.
should be glad to hear whether any other of our readers
have made any observations on this point, and especially as
to whether, after years when squirrels have been numerous,
grouse have been found to be scarce.]
.

We

variety has been thrown on the market.
The prices paid for native chestnuts early this season
to ten dollars per bushel, of sixty pounds,
The prices being paid at the present
the State standard.
date range from five to six dollars per bushel.
In the latter part of the last century J fferson tried to
establish in Virginia the best varieties of the French chestnuts, but nothing seems to have resulted from the experiment. In Southern Europe the chestnut delights in deep
and warm sandy soils, and the sides of mountains, in cold
or swampy locations it proves a failure.
The chestnut was introduced into the Latin countries by
the Romans, who found it in Castanea, a town of Thessely,
The French,
and who prized it as an article of diet.
Spanish and Italian varieties have all sprung from this early
Roman slock. With the French the most highly prized
is

the marron.

the scorched look that, many of the Southern chestnuts have,
they bringing only two dollars a bushel delivered in New
city, and seventy-five cents per bushel to the negro
picker.
In England the chestnut is eaten raw, roasted, stewed with
cream, made into soups and gravies, b ewed with salt fish or
used as a stuffing for fowls and fish. E/elyu speaks of the
chestnut as being a "masculine and lusty fcod for rustics at
all times, and of better nourishment for farmer.} than hale or
rusty bacon, yea, or beans to boot."
In the south of France and the north of Italy chestnuts
serve in a great measure as a substitute for bread and potaThe nuts laid by for winter are those which fall off
toes.
the trees, while those which are beaten off the trees are sent

York

A

always rise at some distance from the place where theyenter.
There is no doubt that the domestic cat does catch some
woodcock and ruffed grouse, but very few comparatively,
and they only about balance the account by killing quantities

A

When iu Noith Carolina I was both amused and annoyed
by the negro method of gathering chestnuts, which was to
wait till the chestnuts had fallen to the ground and had become more or less hidden by the dead leaves, and then to
" bern dar libes to picky de chess nut," which accounts for

Under my studio windows a robin had a nest with four
young birds' n-arlv grown. Hearing an outcry from the old
birds I looked out ami saw a red squirrel in the act of killing
He
the young bird-, and throwing them fiom the nest.
killed three before I could drive him away, in spite of the determined resistance of the old birds and of two sparrows
who had nests in die same tree. I went for my guu immeI had
diately, and while I was gone he killed the fourth.

meet.
It has been suggested that ruffed grouse are sometimes
destroyed by being imprisoned under the snow by ice Btorms
forming a crust through which they caunot break. They
have a curious habit of diving into the soft snow, where they
pass the night. They dive from the air while flying. I have
frequently found the holes where they went in. It was very
amusing to stir them up and see them bteak through the
snow with a whirr. They strike the snow with the wings
Their exact
closed at about an angle of thirty degrees.
position can be determined by a slight saucer-hke depression,
caused by the melting of the snow by the warmth of their
This place is generally from four to six feet from
bodies.
1 have' tried to catch them in mv
where they went in.
I
hands by creeping up and making a sudden spring.
Zip, they would go from under me
succeeded.
quite
never
like a flash of gunpowder. When found in the snow they
give you a splendid rising shot.
I do not believe that many perish by being frozen under
the crust, for the simple reason that the hole by which they
entered is always open to them, though they almost

the fall by the squaws and are said to be kept in perfect condition during the winter by some system of storage or curing
to them only.
lesson might be learned from the chipmunk squirrels,
who peel the chestnuts before storing them up for winter
use.
From four to six chipmunks, constituting what might
be called a co-operative society, excavate a large hole or
chamber in which to store the nuts. This hole is large
enough to contain from a bushel to a bushel and a half of
nu's, according to the number of squirrels co-operating together.
The excavation is not only of sufficient size to
contain the winter's supply of food, but also to afford sufficient room as a sleeping apartment for the squirrels during
the long winter months.
Cold storage has been used for the preservation of cheatnuts, and to overcome their heating when in bulk, with only
partial success.
Many of the heaviest handlers of chestnuts
are pursuing various lineH of experiments with a view to discover some method to prevent the over-heating, shrinkage
and drying up of the cheslnut, and a'so the development of
worms. Whoever discovers a sure remedy against these
I have been shown
evils will undoubtedly be well rewa> ded.
by a dealer chestnuts which had become heated within six
hours after he had received them, and which were absolutely
unsaleable, the Italian venders detecting them at a glance.
I have lately seen a few chestnnts of very large size which
were grown by a gentleman in Pennsylvania, which, if I am not
?reatly mistaken, are the same variety from Spanish seed which
made a drawing of some twenty years ago, and yet during
this interim of time not a single bushel of this trans-Atlantic

known

variety

trei s.

the satisfaction of putting my foot on that squirrel, and was
only sorry that it was not the last red squirrel in existence.
short time after that my sister was sketching near a
While she was there
small tree in which was a robin's nest.
a red squirrel made au attack on the nest. The old birds,
with the help of her dog drove him away. He made several
attacks during the forenoon, but was driven away by the
dog. When she came back from dinner she found the old
robin dead under the tree bitten through the head. The
poor thing had given up its life in defending its nest.
At the same time there was a ph<ebo or fly catcher's nest
under the porch roof, and another in a shed near by, each
containing four eggs. Noticing something wrong with the
old birds" I made an examination, and found every egg in
each nest inanuled by squirrel's teeth.
The above facts account for the complete destruction of
the ruffed grouse by the squirrel, which could and would destroy every egg and chick.
The next autumn's shooting verified my fears. I succeeded
in bagging only thirteen birds. Nine of them were old ones.
Great scarcity of grouse was reported all through this region.
They have been scarce ever since, although they are coming
in slowly again, thanks to the destruction of red squirrels
by the hard winters following the two years of mast. Woodcock were so nearly annihilated as to be out cf the question
Of course woodcock and quail would suffer
in shooting.
~
with the ruffed grouse. ~_
If anybody can tell me of any good which the red squirrel
I would suggest that
does I shall be glad to hear of it.
sportsmen take along, when tbey go out, a few light cartridges of No. 10 for the benefit of the red squirrels they
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In this country we have three native varieties viz, the
Southern, the Northern and the Chinquapin chestnuts. The
Southern chestnut is a large, haudsonie nut, fully one-third
It is rich in flavor,
larger than a full sized Northern nut.
the" shell soon turns da'k, and the nut heats very quickly.
The tree of this variety is of very rapid and healthy growth,
and a heavy bearer. The Southern chestnut flourishes in
all the Stales south of the Potomac.
This Southern nut will heat in three days if not ventilated,

and becomes entirely unmarketable when in close packages
in six days' time.

Tie Northern chestnut flourishes in all the States north of
It is a hardy and vigorous grower, good
the Potomac.
In size it is but two-thirds
bearer and a valuable timber.
that of ihe Southern variety, and is inclined to be round in
shape when wili-grown. It is a bright-looking nut, comworms, don't heat and is a good keeper.
paratively free fr
It grows true to its seed, which is not [the case always
with the foreign varieties.
There is ncTdoubt but that the Southern and Northern
chestnuts are susceptible of very great improvement, and
who knows but that in future time to come, America will be
exporting vast quantities of Yankee chestnuts and chestnut
flour.
The Chinquapin chestnut is found growing in Ohio to
Southern Pennsylvania, and attains a height of from six to
twenty feet. In Georgia an individual tree of this variety
exists, the top of which is seventy feet in diameter.
The underside of the leaves of the Chinquapin are covered
with a white down, and each burr contains but a single nut,
which is ha'f as large us the common chestnut of the North.
In flavor it is veiy sweet and agreeable to eat.
The Northern and Southern chestnuts (Castanea vesca) are
considered by botanists to be the same variety of chestnut,
differing only in growth, according to clima'e and location.
The wholesale dealers in New York city handle from .un
to twelve thousand bushels of chestnuts a year, the entire
bulk of which pass into the hands of the small dealers who
retail them by the pint or quart, either roasted, boiled or
None, so far as I can learn, are converted into flour,
raw.
meal or desiccated.
The amount of Spanish, Italian and French chestnuts imported to this country is very small, as they are not a popular nut with the onsutueH, from the fact that by the time
the nuts reach this country their shells have taken on a dark
color, quite the reverse of the lively rich brown color of our
native nuts. Again they are apt to become very wormy
during the voyage over, a single nut often containing as

m

many

as twenty worms.
But the greater danger to which the foreign chestnuts are
exposed during the passage is that of heating and the development of fungus or mould. To partially overcome this
the French chestnuts reach here packed in barrels, which are
so constructed that the nuts are thoroughly ventilated during
the voyage. The Spanish nut is packed in hogsheads lined
with paper, thus cutting off all ventilation but to overcome
the heating of the nuts ihey are partially cured by some proEven with all the
cess which is not known to our dealers.
precautions taken by the French and Italian growers and
importers, the foreign nuts, though large in size, are far behind our sweet, crisp and clear looking Yankee nut. With
the North American Indian the chestnut, in winter time,
The nuts are gathered in
enters largely into his daily fare.
;

to the

lane cities

for

immediate

use.

As a means of depriving the nuts of their burrs, they are
trodden under foot hymen wearingwooden shoes or "sabots."
Chestnuts are dried in France and preserved for many
The methods of curing are by air, also sun dried,
years.
kiln dried, and by partial boiling, according to the uses
made of them.
The French make many dishes of them. Salette is a thick,
flat cake, made of chestnut meal, milks salt and butter and
eggs (about the same as our wheat or buckwheat cakes),
which is cooked on a hot stove or griddle. Palenta is a porridge, made by boiling the chestnut-meal in water or milk till
Chafmga
it forms a thick paste not unlike oat-meal gruel.
is made by boiling the nuts whole (without their husks or
shells) in water and a little salt, till they become Boft, after
which they are broken up the same as mashed potatoes.
Marrow-glaree is made by dipping the nuts in clarified sugar,
and then drying them. The nuts are also frequently cooked
by boiling them in water containing celery and sage.
On both sides of the Pyrinees Mountains signs are to be
seen at all taverns containing the words, "Vin a marron," in
other words, wine and chestnuts, where for three cents you
can have all the chestnuts you cau eat with good wine to
wash them down.
For much of the above information
of Washington Market.

I

am indebted

to

R. T.

Suflitt,

ELK AND THEIR HORNS.
question
TnEanddeer-horn
perhaps

has been debated a good deal,
all are satisfied except the fellow who
thought the "spike buck" a distinct breed. The generally
accepted belief is that deer and elk add a point upon each
horn for each successive year of their age. The theory is
probably erroneous, the horns depending largely for their development upon the condition and vigor of theaniuial and the
nature of his feeding ground. This note was suggested by
seeing a fewdays ago three tame elk with which I have been
somewhat familiar since they were a year old. They were
The first year
three years old last spring one is a male.
he had short spike horns, the second year longer spikes, the
These were shed
third year each horn had three points.
May 20, this year, when he was probably just about three
years old, possibly a month over. They have since been replaced by a magnificent pair of antlers four feet high, each
having seven points. He is now about three and a half years
These animals live and thrive in a pasture, where a
old.
like number of cattle would long since have starved to death.
Last winter was exceptionally Beverein the mountains where
they are, and they were fed hay, requiring during the winter
about 1,000 pounds. The bull will now weigh 700 to 800
pounds, the cows about 200 pounds less. The other day
they escaped from the pasture and ranged about the neighborhood until the next day, when they were driven back in
W. N. B.
company with some cattle.
Denver, Col., Oct. 81, 1881.
;

Nkw England Bird Life.—The publishers of "New
England Bird Life" are Lee & Sbepard, Boston, Mass
Charles T. Dillingham, Broadway, N. Y. The price is $3.50.
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AND THE RING-BILL ON

GTJLL

GEORGIAN BAT.
BY KEV.

THEringmost

among

II.

I.ANOITXE.

Bay

is

the her-

In Collingwood Harbor

the masts of schooners and the smoke-stacks

of steamers almost as fearlessly as

if

no one were present,

seeming

to understand that that city has a special

safety.

Every

bit.

of offal

is

law

for its

eagerly gobbled up, and even

the large quantities of refuse matter cast overboard
fishermen is devoured by these elegant scavengers.

,

;

;

Lant* argentatw.

gull,

it sails

J.

characteristic bird of Georgian

apical and subapical white spots.
Bill flesh olor, its terminal third black. Feet dull flesh color.
Younger—Entirely
a deep dull brownish, the throat litrhtly stieaked, and the
rump transversely barred with whitish ; the leathers of the
back with yellowish or grayisli-wbite edges ; wings and tail
black bill black legs and feet, dusky flesh color."

by the
As the

steamboat starts out numbers follow in her wake to take advantage of anything edible which is thrown into the water,
and until the distant port is reached there is scarcely a minute.
when they are out of sight. One may amuse himself by the
hour throwirg bits of cracker or meat overboard for them.
Though quite a distance away they will d- tect a mere ciumb
on the surface, and, screaming with delight, will pick it up
on the wing. If the cook should throw overboard a dish of
remnants, a considerable number will alight on the water and
take their repast at their leisure. If one discovers a particularly large Or desirable meirsel he will seize it and rise to leave,
generally being pursued by several of his eag. r, equalling
COnmdeB, All along on the rocks and shoals they stand like
snowy sentinels, here and there they float met gracefully on
the water, now they fly low over ih'! surface in search e>f
their favorite prey, or they soar most majestically against the
clear ether or the sombre cloud, the entire snow-white figure
of their under parts reminding you most forcibly of the purity
of the elements around you. Its length being two feet or upward and its spread of wings some four and one-half feet it
compares well in size with the larger birds of prey, and its
Strong, steady stroke of the wings as well as its spiral soaring
is very suggestive of ihe grand flight oF the larger buzzards.
Pure while in maturity, with yellow bill and red gonys, light
bluish-gray curtain over the back and wings, ends of the
primaries jet blsck tipped or spotted with white, feet a delicate flesh-color, his bird is an object of great beauty in whatever attitude one meets it.
On c ear sunny days of April I
have seen it floating leisurely northward overland, so high
up hat it appealed at first sight like a bit of stray down in
the atmosphere, and only as the eye adjusted itself to the distance could its outline be defined.
The Herring Gull breeds in communities in a number of
places ah ut Georgian Bay, f ometimes a dozen or fifty appropriating small rocky islands or shoals, sometimes very large
communities taking possession of larger rocky islands or even
groups of them. One of he most extensive breeding places
is ihe island called the Half-mcon, lying between Cape Hurd
and the east end of Great Manitoulin. Here the fishermen
sometimes obtain hundreds of dozens of the eggs at a time.
The nest, generally placed in the most exposed situation on
the bare rocks, sometimes under shelter of the bushes, is a
promiscuous pile of trash and dirt consisting largely of
moss and lichens ga hered from the recks, of small sticks and
dried grasses, of almost anything to be picked up in the vicinity
pretty well heaped up, and with a considerable dei

i

I

—

—

pression in the centre.
The eggs— the full complement of
whxh is three— are about 3.75— 2.83x1.80— 2 00. Tlie color
is grccn^h or brownish drab, the dark brown and light grayish-brown spots, blotches and scratches, extending more or
less over the entire surface, but frequently thicker at the
large end. The thick and elegant down cf the newly hatched
young is nearly the color of the egg. As these buds occupy
the same site for breeding from year to year, it becomes generally known in the vicinity, or if the spot be remote it is
viBited by fishermen and adventurers from a distance
and
the nests are robbed most unmercifully, often until la' e in
summer, the gulls continuing to lay in a very prolific manner.
The disastrous consequences of this cruel practice,
when kept up from year to year, must be very great, rapidly
reducing the numbers of these birds, so useful about many of
the towns and villages, and so highly ornamental to the landscape.
It is probable, in consequence of this continued disturbance, that whole colonies about the sea-shore have resorted to the tall trees for nidiflcation, ss reported by Audubon and others. Their breeding habitat on the Atlantic is
from New England to Labrador.
At their breeding places these gulls are quite noisy. They
have a loud, clear note, sounding like cbee-ah, every now
and then repeated, and a shorter nasal hunk, hunk. These
notes are uttered in a very spirited manner, as they describe
their grand circles high over head when their nests are being
disturbed.
Then it is also accompanied by a harsh rattling
;

— kuk-kuk-kuk-kuk-kuk-kuk.

sound

"How many kinds of Gulls breed on those shoals?" I inquired of an old gentleman, as the tug was nearing one of
"Two," was the answer;
the well known breeding places.
"white uus an' gray uns." So might any one think who is
not acquainted with the history of these birds; but the fact
U that the white ones and gray ones are all of the same kind,
the young birds in their gray plumage reqirring several years
Like the. Gull family in
t ) frach the mature colors.' ion.
general, this bird has two moults, one in the spring and one
in the fall, and during winter the mature bird has the
head and neck streaked with dusky.
From its name one might suppose that the bird subsists,
mainly at least, on herring, but it captures with equal readiness almost every fish of proper size, dashing at the surface,
or dropping onto Ihe water a few moments to secure it,
It also feeds
bnt rarely, if ever, plunging after it.
oi various kinds of mollusks, holding the shell in its
caw after the manner of a hawk, and breaking it with
Dr. Couea "once
its bill in order to secure the contents.
found remains of a marsh hare in the stomach of one of these
Gulls." I have Been it pick up ihe newly-skinned body of a
common tern thrown on the water, and gulp it down at a
mouthfid, scarcely retarding its flight. In fact, it will feed
on almost anything, and' in certain localities is an excellent
scavenger.
In the fall migration, theee gulls move southward through
the interior, and "spread aloug our whole Atlanlic c^ast,
but principally from New England to the Carolinas, where
many winter." Dr. Coues gives the following as ihe changes
" Immature The feathers of the
of plumage in the young.
back have gray margins, and the upper wing-co verts are
mottled with dusky gray. An imperfect subterminal bar of
Young of first winter— Head, neck
of dusky on the tad.
and whole underparts more or less thickly mottled with
dusky, aa are the wing-coverts, secondaries and tertials. The
gull-blue of the upper parts appears in irregular patches,
mixed with gray. Remigts and reetrices brownish-black,
with very narrow whitish tips, the former wanting both

—

TUB KING BILLED GULL.
In observing the Herring Gulls on Georgian Bay, one will
notice certain individuals very much smaller than the rest,
while their form and color, as well as their general habit, is
precisely he same.
On shooting one of these, however, il
will be discovered that, the bill is greenish-yellow at the base,
followed by a broad band of black encircling it at the gonys,
while its tip is bright chrome, the angle of the uiouih anel
part of the cutting edges of the bill beirg red
aoel that the
legs and feet are of a dusky green.
On measuring it, it is
found to be only 18 20 inches long and some 48
inches in extent, thus being much smaller than the Herring
Gull, while the colors of its bill and feet fully differentiate
if.
From the dark ring around i s bill, it is called the Ring,
billed Gull, scientific name, Larui lJclairatcnsis
It has
about the same diet and habitat as its near relative, which it
1

;

so closely resembles.

About forty-four miles northeast of Collingwood, and
somewhat north of the route from that city to Party Sound,
are the Western Islands.
They are in two thick groups,
the largest containing several acres each, the smallest being
mere rocky shoals. One of the largest has a few trees, most
of the rest contain a few shrubs, and more or less small
vegetable growth and grasses on some of the ledges of rock.
They are many miles from any human habitation, resting
quietly in the grand solitude of this waste of wa'ers.
On
one of the larger islands of these groups, the Rint'-bi.'h breed
in immense numbers.
As one nears the shores, they are

seen to svgarm with many hundreds, if not thousands,
of
these
elegant
birds.
The locks and the water
along the shore are literally white with them. Approaching
Btill nearer they take alarm, and rise like an immense living cloud. The very air rustling with the noise tif their
snowy .wings seems alive wilh them, and still they rise fc.rtn
the more distant parts of the island until heir numbers are
overwhelming. Rising highovtrbeidthe great mass spreads
out somewhat, and describing their graceful circles among
themselves form a most complicated and animated figure of
huge dimensions against the sunlit ether or the ihick veil of
dark clouds. Now tbey become very noisy, their voices being quite similar to that of the Herring Gull. Presently the
Several large
great excited mass separates into sections.
bodies dropping into the water nearby whiten its surface for
some distance, others continue their flight further away,
while not a few still linger near to watch the fate of their
treasures, and keep up an uneasy chattering immediately
overhead. The nests on the island are found to be almost
numberless, some of them being so close toge'her the sitting
birds must almost touch each other. In the style of the nest,
the shape, color and number of the eggs, and the color of the
newly hatched young there is the greatest resemblance to the
nidification of the Herring Gull; only, in accordance with the
diminished size of the birds both nests and eggs are much
smaller, the latter being2.07— 2.f)0xl.G3— 1.70. On the whnle
the marking of these eggs tends more to blotches than is the
case wilh the eggs of the near but larger relative. Passing by
many nests containing newly hatched young, and others
with eggs through the shells of which the peeping chicks
have thrust their bills, one may gather a sufficient supply of
egijs for study scarcely affecting the number on t e whole.
The full-grown young, on through its years of gradual
change into the maturity of coloration, bears a close resemblance to, in fact, is almost identical in shades and marking
with the Herring Gull of corresponding age. The lesrnblance
of these two species als'i holds good in respect to the mature
birds in their annual changes of plumage.
The almost exact likeness of these two gull*, the one being scarcely more than a smaller pattern of the other, finds its
counterpart in a number of other esses among American
bireis.
In comparing the Hairy and Downy Woodpeckers,
the King and Virginia Rails, Cooper's Hawk anel the .Sharpshinned, the Large and Small Yellow-Shanks, the Common
Crow and the Fish Crow, the Larger and Smaller Scaups or
Blue-bills, what is the latter in each but a minatmv of the
I

1

former

?

are a well-marked sub-division of the Gull
family in general, that family including Jeegers or Skua Gulls,
Gullsproper, Terns and Skimmers. Some of the differentiating
characters of the Gulls proper are the rather long, deep and
much compressed bill, well hookeel toward the point, with
peculiar enlargement at the gonys, and sharp cutting edges
tail even, generally; body thick and wings broad as compared
with the Terns for instance, while they are generally of larger
size; feet and legs stout for birds of their class ; the bouyancy with which they fi >at on the water on account of their
with the bulk erf their
small
bodies as compared
plumage. In form generally, the whole sub-family are so
similarly moulded that any eye of moderate discrimination
can recognize tbem. In size and coloration they are subject
to great variation in different localities.

The Gullsproper

:

HABITS OF REDHEADED WOODPECKERS.
BKADFonn, Pa., November 8, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Last Sunday, while walking in the woods, I came to a
small clearing. On one side of this clearing, among the
ri/throU.
trees, I noticed several redheaded wo dpi ckers
As I watched them I observed they appeared to
ccphalii*).
be gathering something from the outer branches or twigs.
(

flying up to these small branches, and,
poising with quivering wings in the manner of a kingfisher,

They would keep

would pick something from them, then fly back to s -me tree
woods. I walked slowly up, and watched them for
A wood-chopper said they were
about thirty minutes.
gatheriug beech nuts for next winter's use, although the
not say positively that they were
could
I
were
so
tall
trees
doing so, still it looked as though they were. I have never
friend of mini!, who lakes
seen it stated that they did this.
care of an oil Icaue near here, saw one perched in the top of
an iron smoke stack pounding away, but after a few trials
the bird concluded that was not the kind of "tree" be was
SUM \.
looking for, anel flow away.
[We have seen it stated that the woodpeckers are in the
habit of gathering nuts for winter onsumpt on, bat do not
remember that such statements have been confirmed by the
observations of ornithologists in the case of ourconirnon redin the

A

The carpintero (Melav\
heaeled species.
of the Pacific coast, has the curious habit of d illing small
holes in tree trunks, each hole being large enough to contain

307
After drilling a hole the woodpecker selects an
and by a few taps of his bill settles it so firmly
it ib in no danger of falling
out.
We have
seen trets in California studded with acorns, some of which
seemed to have been there for years. J ust what the bird's object is in doing all this work does not appear to be clearly
made out. The first thought to occur to one is that the nuta
are gathered and stored here as provisions for consumption
during the winter, but this is opposed by the fact thit the
woodpeckers, as a rule, are insect feeders, and that, with a few
exceptions, they tlo not eat vegetable food moreover, a large
proportion of the acorns thus treated seem never to be disturbedIt has been suggested that they store the nuts for
the sake of the grubs that may be in them, and even that
they select the nut iu which an insect h is deposited its egg,
and put the acorn away in is ho!e in the tree until such time
as the worm has grown to he large enough to be a savory
morsel, but thi3 is crediting the woodpecker with more foresight than we slioud be willing to atiribute to him without
pretty Btr rag evidence io support such ac'aim. Soiie interesting notes were recently7 read befoie the California Academy
of Sciences, the purport of which was that the California
woodpecker (M. fonnicivorus) was assis ed in his labors by
the ( alifornia jay (Apheloamiafiorida «a var California t) The
woodpecker seems to have made the holes, and the jay to
have collected the nuts and earned tbem up to the curpintero,
who adjusted them and drove ihetn home.
We should be glad to receive from any of our correspondents facts which may bpar on the subject of the habits of

au aeorn.
accru to

fit it,

in position that

j

this interesting

eroup of

bird'.

Cilice the. above remarks were put in type, the following
very timely nou; has been received, which establisjes the
fact that woodpeckers do eat nuts
Ea.oi.kh Nbst, Delaware County, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1881.—
Editor Forest and S'ream : When out shooting gray squirrels on a beach ridge the other day, I saw a very large redheaded woodpecker picking beach nuts on the lop of a beach
tree.
I had supposed, and the books say they live solely on
grubs and worms, taken from rotten or dry trees and limbs.
To satisfy myself that was not mis'aken, I shot the bird
and found its crop almost full of fine solid nuts. Mr. Warner
is setting up the bird for me, as it was in splendid plumage
and very pretty. Is it not a new thing to find these birds
Nkd Bunlise.
nutting I I ask for information.
:

I

DtGESTION OF THE ALLIGATOR.
A

HXOttlDA

MONSTEK

IN A RA.GB.

YOUR
gator

contributor, who gave us an article on the alliric.ntly, evidently has "been there."
statement that they carry in their stomachs "light'd knots,"
though p rhaps new to many, is truth.
I have beard inauy affirm it, and have been witness to it
myself. I have killed several in the lake in front of
house, ranging from six to eight feet in length, and one,
which I killed after toliug him up to shooting distance by
imitating the whine and howl of a dog, I opened in presence
of my neighbor M. to verify the light'd business, when
out crept a soft-shel'ed turtle, " leather-back," six or eight
iuehes in diameter, entirely uninjured, not a scratch upon
found the pine knots and bits of pine as we exbim.
expected, Dolished like rosewood, perhaps a half dtzen
idea was that the
pieces, froiii two io four inches long.
'gator used them for the same purpose that tha fowl does
The 'gator would use sloues probably if he could
gravel.
'Gators and chickens don't have the gravel down
find any.

Hm
my

'

We

My

here.
I ass'sted a six-foot 'gator to a lively scrimmage last
It runs somewhat this
spring, unwittingly on my part.
way : I saw the ftilow in ihe lake one monrng, and went
for my Miynard, crept through the grass and bushes, and
put a ball somewhere in his head, as I supposed from the
peculiar antics he cut, and which generally follow a mortal
wound. He came up once or twice, cut a flourish or two
boat and prodded around in eight or
sunk. I got
nine feet of water, but could hit him but once, and Anally
gave if. up, feeling sure he would float in a day c-r two.
Near where I Shot him the lake has an outlet, a small
stream which the road from Sauford crosses near the rear of
place.
Two nights afterward Dr. B. , a neighbor who
was returning belated
of miles west,
lives a couple

ad

my

my

about eleven o'clock from Sanford, in a sulky,
charge
to
ought
pondering in lis mind what he
per pound for blue mass and quinine, the staple article
among those who are so unfortunate as to get the "shakes."
It was something of the kind at least, probably, which was
wbiling away the hours for the Doctor on his loneseime trip.
The night was cloudless and moonless. The water splashed
from his horse's feet as he drove into the little creek, and the
wheel struck something hard that was not there when he
drove down. This something hard, dark and udefiued in
the dim starlight, rc-se into the air to marly the height of the
wheel, and grasped the spokes with its teeth in blind fury.
The Doctor's horse is quite agile on occasions, and this was
one of them. He left that locality on tha jump, the 'gator,
for such it was, lost his teeth hold, and the Doctor— well, he
never would tell just how he lit, but he didn't go along with
Upon resuming his normal position he saw the
the learn.
and
'gal or, with dander up, coming for him through the mud
A nice predicawater, in which the doctor was standing.
ment this, alone and afoot with a hungry 'gator at eleven *o
the night, and not a store or light'd knot around. The 'gawater
tor advanced, and the Doctor retreated, clawing the
behind him as he did so, hoping sincerely every second to
" nz" now, and
find a stick of some sort, for his dander had
he was going to hurt that 'gator. He had backed off but a
few steps when luckily his hand came in contact with a
road,
Water-soaked pine root that bad been cut out of the
heavy and just about the sizo and length for a good weapon.
He was bold as a lion now, anel awaiting the Oncoming oi the
head with
Savage saurian he brought down the root on lus
was only after
vigor, but it failed tostop the reptile, audit
set out
repeeied blOWS that he wilted. The doctor now
all right not far up
alter his team, which luckily he found
hitching
the
'gator
by
the
fastened
he
the Mad and returning
"twostrap to the sulky axle and towed him home at a
forty" gait, pulling him into a compost heap for the benefit

at

of his orange

tr'

es.

have no doubt at all that this was the same, 'gator that 1
two davs previous. Tlie ball crazed him he followed
struck
ihe outlet to the road. crossing and when the wheel
object
him that night he rose in blind rage seizing the first
niarks of
he touched. The Bulky wheel bears the Jagged
not to
teeth on two spokes as a reminder to the Doctor
I

shot,

travel after dark.

Twin Lakes, Fla.

j

8
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THE HOMING-

INSTINCT.

THAT

ninny anima1 B have sotue senses more aeu'-e and perfect 'bin men is web lmown, especial y thesersesof sight,
be ring and smell. Sumo of thpnl have still another power
of sense, -vvhieh I have never seen fully and clearly explained it al of returning home from a di-tance by a different n-ute from any (hey had previously (pine.
I was living i the town of Torrey, "Yates county, N. Y.,
snd had a cat which I did not, want and did not wish to kill.
I put her into a sack, placed her into a box beneath the
buggy seat, and started for Penm. Yan. the county seat, distant a' out six miles, going a futther and much traveled way,
across a large stream,
dill'e ent from the one 1 usually went
Over this Btream were three
the outlet of Lake Kenka.
•

;

bridges.

A\hen about six mil' s from home 1 took the cat from the
sack ano the dark place in which she had been confined,
and where it was imposs hie for her to see out I let her
loose into a small -wood and, not near any house, and then
drove fast to io«n, about one mile distant. I returned home
by a different route, distant from the one I went from one to
;

two mileB.
Next morning theeni teas borne, much to the surprise of all
the family.
The readers of Pokus-i and Stream are well
aware that simil.r thii-gs hnve bi'en done by dogs, horses,
cats and pigs.
< an any one tell how it is done ?
Austin, Ttxas.

S. B.

—•—

Bt/oklby.

Pa rEns. — Two

essays of impoTta ce li ve recently been published in the Bulletin of Dr.
Hajden's Survey on the os'eology of two interesting groups
The most valuable, as it is the most extended of
of birds.
these, rela'es to the oste' logy of the North American Tetraauirite, wbi'e the second, a snorter paper, treats of the osteoloey of Laniitx Imi'/vii'ltom r-xeubitoroideji. The study of
the osteology of our grou c e certanly deserves more attention th-n has ever been given to it, and we are glad to see
the work undertaken at hist by one who is evi ently thoroughly in love with bis subject, and who is besides furtuna' ely situated for the procuring those immature specimens
which are so necessary to an intelligent comprehension of the
bony framework of anv bird. Many perhaps most readers
wil decline to accept Dr. Shufeldt's view of some points of
the skeleton, s ince recent investigations have somewhat mod fied the old fashioned faith in the archetype skeleton.
Still
all will acknowledge the present piper to be of great value,
for too little has been done in this branch of North American
ornithology.
The papc-r on the osteology of the g ouse is
illustrated by eight, beautiful plates, aud "that on the shrink
notice hat the proofs have not been read with
by one.
care, and it is a pity that such exelleut papers should he
marred by rrors that couUl hnve been so easily avo'ded. Dr.
S mfel t's investigati ms of the osteology of Speotyto cuniml'iria bypo^en and of Sremophiln a prstris are fitly supplemented by the two papers just received, and we may all
I-Kik forward with pleasure to further contributions from Ma
pen on this most lascinating subject.
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A DAY WITH THE HUPPED GROUSE.
UFFEP

g"use are reported very scarce from nearly all
seciionsof the country; yet we venture to say that
Vj
the sportsman who has carefully studied their habits, and bv
long experience in their pursuit obtained a knowledge of
"the how, the where and the when" to seek these io»al birds,
can obtain a fair amount of sport even in the sections of
country width Ihe ordinary sponsmen pronounce to be entirely destitue of this best of all tame birds.
do not
wish to be understood as intimaing that even with the
best of success in ending, a«d with thestraightest of powder,
the bag will be uncomfortably heavy, but that the genuine
sp ottsinan, to whom "it is not all of sport lo kill," and to
whom the beauties of nature are a never ending source of
pleasuie, can abundantly enj >y himself and secure enough of
these most wily birds to well repay him for the time devoted

I)

We

to their pursuit.

was our good fortune list Saturday, in company with
the Hon. E. H. Lalhrop, of Springfield, Mass., and his celebrated sett< r Dick, to enjoy a day of rare sport. Well, knowing from reports of the sponsmen that Hide were no birds in
thelo* lying covers, we made a breatt for the mountains,
It

surmising" that the birds that were bred in their inaccessible
nooks would be found somewhere iu the highways, by which
they make their annual migrations from th- fastnesses of the
hills, to the better feeding giounds of the valleys.
That our
ideas were not entirely wrong, oursuccesi abundintly prov d,
for we ha'l followed the downward course of the first little
rivulet but a short distance when the welcome sound of
whirring wings greeted our ears, as an old cock grouse, a very
patriarch, suspicious of approaching foe, shot from the
tangled ihicket, a good hundred yards below us, and with
unseemly baste whirled down the narrow eorge, until near
its foot, when, with a crafty swing to the left, he disappeared
over a knoll. Thankful tha' our eyes had oautiht Ibat wicked
twist, we calmly followed on and soon bad the satisfaction of
tne sing the sudden departure oi three more in the same
Although they were a long distance out of reach,
direction.
we saluted them as an earnest of whal they might expect
rhould they age in endeavor to escape us in this unsportsmanlike manner, forit is one of the pet articles of our creed that
a game bird should lie to the dog, and we have ever found
the wi. riling voiee of the gun a most eloquent argument to
briuit He in to a sense of duty in this respect.
Our companion carefully marked one of the trio as he etiled in an a'der
thicket, fa- down be run, and we hud one down fine in a
pal eh of Iu » 1, toward which we at once proceeded.
W e have not mentioned Dick, or as he is appropriately
called, "The black whirlwind of the East," as up to this
moment there was nothing to chronicle, except that, with the
marvelous spc d for which he is 80 famous, he had thoroughly qu rlered ihc ground in front, ntld for a long distance
on each side of us, with baldly a break in his tireless btrldi
which, to all appearance, is a? far-searching and elastic as
when many years ago (for Dick is ton year* old) we first saw
him cut lo"se upon "the stubble among the quail. But now,
as the roir of Ihc swiftly beating wings siruck upon his ear.
he dropped upon his haunches and, will] quivering lip and
(•'listening eye, tinned his head in ihe direction of the sound,
then, with catlike, gtw-lfliy {,rc

W

i

I

[Novembbb

Should "Octo's" friend visit "Brunswick" we would be
pleated "to give him of our highland cheer," and hand him
over bat
when he does his work.
I agree with Mr. McKoon as to shooting grouse with cockers, and if he were here he would makegood bags when those
of seller anil pointer men who shoot on the wing would he
like that of the "Indian huuter with uus'rung bow" whom
Longfellow immortalizes, and if they did not, as he suggests,
"become a convert to our faith," unless they were fond of
pedestrian exercise, "the hunter wuld, like the aforesaid
Indian, be seen on the hills no more."
1 killed an old grayback on the 29th ult at Kingston, N. b!,
which weigh.-d twenty-four ounces, and had "Octo" witnessed his evolutions when sprung he would have considered
"the hurtling grouse" no misnomer.
L. I. P.

the thicket, occasionally challenging ti3 the grateful efluvia
was wafted to his eager nostrils, and ever wl'h head high in
air " reeling" for proof of the presemce of any straggler that
might seek to escape by lying close but, soon convinced
hat all had taken flight, he glances toward his master to
learn their course
then on again, but at subdued speed and
greatly circumscribed range, he carefully beats every inch of
ground in front, until we are near the patch of hazel, when,
obedient to a sign from bis master— for words aie unca'led
for here— he takes his place at heel, and silently ihey steal
around to get the wind, while we, with noiseless 'read, take
a commanding position upon the upper side. When all is
ready, a half wave of the hand sends the eager dog with a
flying leap across the little break, where he sirikes the bank
and scent at the same instant, and all doubled up as he is,
he staunchly remains until we, wishing to be in at the death,
have taken some twenty sieps toward him, when, with a roll
of his eye and gentle wave of his6tern, that pi ainy warns
us of a running bird, he takes a step or two right toward us.
At the same instant there was a confused tumult behind us
that needed no interpreter to explain that this crafty bird
had played us a scurvy trick. Keenly alive to ihe situation,

I

;

I

;

quickly whirled around with gun at shoulder and beheld
a sapling, the only one in sight, fleeing for bis
up the mountain. We did not fed highly honored at the
graceful dip with which Ihe sapling acknowledged our
salute, but thought it rather a source of sorrow.
Sure that
we had met with an inglorious defeat, we turned to explain
the cause, when a glance at old Dick turns our bitter grief to
serenest joy, for his speaking countenance aud rapidly
vibrating stern we knew of old as a sure token of successful
shot.
With a cheery "seek dead" he was off at speed, and
soon laid in his master's hand the noble bird with scarcely a
feather out of place.
The alder thicket was next in order, and as we neared it
Dick came to a point just at its edge. As we could not
hudge him an inch we walked in, and as the bird rose we
both of us gave bim a right-and-left, which so demoralized
him that he took a bee line for Long Island Sound, and we
here give notice that he is our property, aud that any vassel
picking him up must return him to our possession. Our next
move was for the old fellow, who so neatly turned the
corner.
Dick soon found his trail in a Utile run that came
down the mountain almost parallel with, the one that we had
hunted. Clambering up the side we had barely reached a
II tie opening, when we were greatly chagrined to hear this
beastly bird burst forth from the thicket a long way ahead,
and steer for the top of the mountain. As soon ai we caught
a glimpse of him we impulsively threw the gun in position,
and with a sense of the wrongs be had heaped upon us to
nerve our fincers we spitefully yanked the trigger.
were
half inclined to think, v.bh Mr. La'brop, that the bird flew
against a tree and killed himself, but we counted him all the
same.
There was still one more bird that we had not four,-d, and
we started for a likely looking eormr that was nearly in the
line of flight that he had taken.
When we reached the place
life

We

told to go on.
As an illustrious writer— we are
sure that he was a famous grouse hunter has wed said,
"silence is golden," so we found it in this instance; for no
sooner were the words spoken than out. from under the fence,
not more than thirty yards from Mr. L., came this bird with
a terrible racket, steering straight for his highland home.
'
There was a puff of smoke, a loud report, " and, although
we could not see the bird, the quick vibrating tail of old
Dick assured us that we could complete the quotation with
"a fleecy cloud of feathers floating in air.'
Although the
words that were spoken did not lose us the bird, they robbed
us of by far the greater part of the sportsman's pleasure— the
elecric thrill and heartfelt, sa'isf action that Alls us when the
bounding furm suddenly congeals and unerringly indicates
the near presence of the game we seek.
The rain which bad threatened all the morning now cime
down, and we started for ihe house. As we crossed a litde
run a brace of birds flushed below us and just before we
reached shelter, Dick pointed still another brace, winch rose
out of shot, making eight birds that we had found in less
than three hours' tramp over ground that neither of us had
ever hunted before. This experience was very satisfactory
to us, and we were more ban ever c mvinced that a fair
sprinkling of these magnificent birds yet remain, and that
the sportsman, who truly loves the glorious excitement that
the pursuit of this most gallant bird affords, can yet enjoy
Shadow.
many days of sweet, sport. ;

—
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THE HURTLING GROUSE.
B.,

Nov.

2.

Editor Forest and Stream, :
It did not occur to me when writing the article on grouse
shooting which appeared in your issue of the 20th ult. that I
minht get thrashed for airing my opinions too freely. Now
I do not wish "Octo" to think that I consider the shooting of
a flying grouse difficult because I have failed to do it, for I
do not pretend to be a first class shot, but ra' her because it
was never done by old sportsmen good shots who have

—

my

all their lives, and gave me
first lessons iu
the handling of firearms, ana who, therefore, bear the same
relation to some of us young fellows that the Alma Mater
does lo college graduates.

hunted game

A

grouse sometimes rises and skims along the ground with
the intention of alighting within thirty or forty feet of "the
place of beginning," as surveyors say, and I do not dispute
that he might easily be killed just as he is about to stop, but
when he once resolves "to get up and get" it is no easy matter to induce him to change his mind.
Our grouse frequent
dense timber, and when flushed have the art of doing just
what the shooter docs not expect. Sometimes he will make
his line of flight at an angle of forty-five degrees, or nearly
straight in the air, till he gets above the tree-tops, when he
will dart forward like a telegram.
At olher times his course
will he a parabola, the highest point of which does not reach
the tops of the trees, On n again it is he arc of a circle nearly
on a plane with the earth. Ofien when you think you have
"tin drop" oo an old grayback he will depr ss iiN
n
llightor dash to one side wi'hsuch celerity that the charge goes
wide of its mark. Now I still think that there are
i

I

who have

'•artist"

enough

in their composition to

:_

make

2.

Editor Forest and Stream :
I have insufficient time at present to properly discuss this
"treeing" business but I just want to ask those concerned
if it ever occurred to them that ihcre is a vast and c 'nsiantly
increasing multitude of youthful aspirants to shooting fame
and the pleasures obtained in the held, who are looking to
us veterans for advice and example? And a slight weight
may turn the balance to make or mar their whole future.
Our young and honorable minded men are naturally disposed, almost to a unit, to lake the only honorable course
and make shooting a matter of skill and recreation and a
health-giving diversion, instead of a matter of " meat " and
indolence and consequent flabby muscle and befogged brain.
However, this shooting business is such a new thing to the
average American that he naturally looks to the "vets" for
his cue.
So beware-Of giving evil counsel, for the "great
American sportsmen " is a power not to be trifled with, as
from all present indications not many years wil! elapse ere
the "treeing" man will be left solar behind that all the
powers that he cannot bring him up even in sight of the
rearmost man of the great army of self-respecting wingThis, to me, disgusting recital of coming up beshootfts.
hind the king of game birds (while ihe other dog takes his
attention) and murdering him while sitting on alimb a fewyards
;

him behind

McDonald's Coeneh, N.

Y

AenpiELD, Mass., Nov.

we

Dirk was

17, 1881.

a

successful flying-shot at a "grouse under the circumstances described above, especially if the, bird be "crossing their bows "
Por my part I would as soon try lo get a sight, through the
teeth of a comb, on an e'ectric current passing along ona wire
lying parallel to it.
The great trouble is the same as that
experienced by Josh Billings in killing a niusquiio,
'Yon
are too apt to hit tuepJnro Wllfe]
.iiz,'

may sell a few tree-ers" to the man whose belly is inthan his soul; but sure retribution will overtake the sinner against the public opinion of the belter class;
and the man who, a few years hence, can look his fellowmen squarely in the face aud honestly declare that he never
aided or abetted pot-hunting in auy form will be the " coming man," whether it be iu selling "cockers" or any other
business.
Cockers are well enough, when honorably used:
but I never will believe that they were designed as aids to
murderers.
I have shot grouse over pointing dogs all the way from the
Eastern seaboard to " beyond theMississippi ;' and the "impenetrable thickets" are all cobwebs of ihe slothful pothunter's brain.
It is the very skill and nerve required to
bag grouse in difficult places that afford the fascination of
the sport and build up the muscle and tone up the system.
Let us be men, and not a race of lollipops.
The cry of great scarcity of game comes up from all the
land, and still the pot-hunter continit s lo shoot over "treeers" and out of season, and while his victims are breeding
and drumming, and in any way lo get meat to fili his lazy
carcass, utterly regardless of the future.
To the youthful
sportsman I would say: On which side do you enlist ? Por
here is to be no half way about it. One side surely goes
down,
and
the
other
and
that
up
soon.
On one side stands
arrayed all respectable sportsmen's journals and a vast army
of respected sportsmen, possessed' of health, energy and
muscle to fight the battles of lif
and last, but not least,
On the other side, way down, down, down,
self respect.
drizzles along the. gang of self indulgent, meat hunting
stomach worshipers, sneaking along with their "tree-er*,"
snar. s and traps, seeking to murder our noble tame and
bolstering their waning strength with whisky.
Be then in
distant,

'

finitely bieger

,-

your choice.
Bcfesu Gbouse.
N. B. Though no personalities are intended iu the above

—

article, if

larly well

anyone is conscious that the
he is welcome to the use of it.
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BLUEWINGS.
QnjKOT,

III.,

Nov.

5.

Editor Forest and Stream :
Tee water is very high here, in some places the old
"Falnerof Waters"'is fifteen miles wide, covering Ihe bottom
lands, doing great damage to eveiything except the duck
shooting, which it has made grand.
A few days ago the subscriber, with two friends—Major N.
a noble-hearted fellow and thorough sportsman, wiio has
hunted over some of the finest grounds in the Sidles aud
Territories, and Frank B., culled ClieJudge lor short— si arted
our camp c-qi e
on a two-days' trip to duck-land
all
arranged at the boat house the night before, where we were
to meet the next morning at tUftiout of 3f30.
We all retired promptly at 10:30 r. M„ with visions of flying feathers
healing our already disordered imaginations-.
Promptly are
we on hand, with dogs, gun, ammunition, and are driven to
our boat, which lies two miles up the Bay on account <>f the
high water; Ihcn, stowing everything, wo proceed to row lo
out ground in Missouri, ten miles away, with a strong wind
and current to fight, until we leave the river proper aud enter
the bottoni-laijd of Missouii.
TheMajoi and I do duty at the oars, while the learned
Judge is seated in the stern, with his trusted breechloader,
ready for the first blood. Suddenly, in the early morning
air, we hear a great Muttering of wini;s, and Judge, imagining
himself in a myriad of fowl of all known varieties, lets drive.
There is a splash in the water, and calling to our aid the
Ferguson lamp, the property of the Major, we discover the
victim, a goose, floaiiug down stream, wilhin five feet of u^,
and it is gallantly retrieved by Ihe Judge We Ihen push
on to our desliuation, much to the disgust of the aforesaid,
wdio wants to stay and kill all the rest, if any there he
We
arrive at our stands about ten o'ubek, and this being late, we
Eeel Under dubious, hut we Anally set our hands in, and Ihe
morning shooiing sum-i up— for ihe Judge, seveulein bluewings, nine mallard, six Wilsun snipe., and three king rail;
lo: me, twelve hluewings, eight w-oil-dur-bs, six snipe, and
three brant, with the Major (who is a Solitary bird, preferring a Temote stand) yet to bear from.
Just as Use .Judge
and I are talking over old time*, up Domes the Major wifli
twenty-seven bluewings and other game m proportion.
There is a smile on his countenance flint is chtlolike and
bland, and argues bntliltlrt good to the man who (a not tond
of a joke, unless il be at "some other" man's expense-.
He
.on theJiidge with, "I 6;ty, Jud
;

tJratlilo'i:

——

—
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FOREST AND STREAM.

17, 1881.]

"Why,"fald

"I lift, him in hrt boat over
happened thai iD Iho hurry to get lo Hie
whs lift under tl>e Stern sluets,
where be Was thrown, when fl>st sWit, and 'he Major, in
coming from his Bland, bad examined it. B we Snarly
started iff i" the tio.it,. when the bird whs round to be a
tame one. We nought it odd, at he lime, that wild geese
could be shot so near ihe ciiy, in fact, right in it. Of course
there was a great laugh, and as the Judge, by way of buying
our silence, said, " Boys, say not bine auout this and I'll treat
to a good oyster supper; it won't do for the story to get
abroad, for it it dues, Hie whole town will be invaded by an
army of sponstnen." The worst of it is, Ihe Judge does not
know who is the owner of the goose, and some poor devd of
a poacher may have to bear the blame.
In order to give the ducks a chance we then moved over
to a piece of pin-oak timber, made camp, arid sat down to
utilize the lunch we hud brought along "in case of fire"
After that, white enjoying the fragrant weed, I proposed
to the Major to go over to a large stubble field and try my
dog Carl on quail. (Jarl is a thtee year old lemon and while
English setter, broken by myself, first on snipe, and then on
quail and chicken, and woiks splendidly.
We have some
good sport, bagging twenty -one quail, then we return to
duck shooting, and between 4r.si. aud dark, bagged eighteen
there." Now
shooliug, the

the Judge,

it

1

sn

stiid

g'Wiie

i

I

1

teal.

After supper, over our pipes and their accompaniments, the
Major regales us with a history of his deer hunting on the
Black liiver Of Aikansns, after which we retire to recuperate
for the next dny's battle of the ducks; and so we pass the
second day, with the exception that we bave better aud tnore
shooting.
Our total bag was, for Ihe second day, seventy-

four ducks, mostly

teal, thirty snipe,

besides three chicken

hawks. The latter we kill whenever we have a chaDce.
I have lived in this handsome little city over twelve years,
but never saw the shooting so good as it is now, We very
reluctantly returned home after two da} s of glorious sport,
tired out, but under the impression that we have renewed
our leases on life, whatever we may have done in rtgard to
those of the ducks.
J. A. B.

RUST SPOTS IN GUN BARRELS.
Twin Lake,
Editor Forest and Stream

in e'eaning, etc., and found out at once that it
injured my barrels. It vai not rust
but something in Ihe
composition of ihe powder eat into the barrels. I firmly
believe that if I had ttevi r used cheap powder my gun would
have been " well" to-day.— W. II. II.
;

Editor Forest and Stream : I own a
Buffalo, Nov. 6.
barreled gun, which is now ns free, from rust in
and outside as when I purchased it, six years ago
am unable to decide whether Ibis is due to the admirable finisi of
the barrols or my own special precautions, which are simple
and cause but little trouble. It is well known that salt
water is more detrimental to bright barrels than any other
agent, and as the gun has been accidentally much exposed to
it wi hout suff r ng thereby,
I will give your readers the
b neflt of the fact. It formed part of my outfit when I
s'arted lour years ago on a collecting journey to the coast of
Labrador, where I was unforn.na'e and suffered shipwreck,
which in its course damaged and deluged more or less all of
my baggage with floods rrf salt wa'er. Forover twenty-four
hours everything was afloat in the cabin of the schooner,
which had beeu stove in by ihe breakers, and more or less
damage was naturally ihe result of this occurrence. On
leaving Boston I had fortunately taken the precaution of pplying lo the gun a thick coat of mercural ointment inside
aud outside, and when this was removed, after saving ihe
gun from ihe greedy s^a, I was both pleased and surprised to
fiud that not a speck of rust had gathered on it.
Since then
1 simply give the inside of ihe barrels and other troublesome
places about the triggers and plungers a good coat of ointm< nt whenever I set it aside for any lentrht of time, and have
Ihe satisfaction of avoiding the rust difficulty without any of
the painstaking labor so many of my friends take with their
guns, which, notwithstanding, are always more or less
speckled.
Fi r cleaning the barrels in the busy season I use
ale hoi in preferenc to gasoline or petroleum
The corners
around the plungers I always leave fill d with a thick coating of the mercurial ointment.— Chas. Linden.

Fox double

1

Montreal, Canada.
Editor Forest and Streim : Ru=t
spots in gun barrels, my experience his led me to believe,
are caused more by the quality of oil used in cleaning the
gum ban anything else. Some imeagol was gnat ly troubled
to keep the inside of
gun barrets bright. I accidentally
left an ir.oi wire in the bottle of Rangoon oil that I was
u-ingon
guu, and ihis wire, in a week or so, becamp a
nu-s of rust. I was then satisfi d that I had discovered the
cause if Ihe rust spots, and on mentioning the fact to one of
our best gunsmiths, a descendant of the celebrated Manbelief was c nfirmed. and a receipt was given me
ton,
for preparing a gun oU that 1 have used wiih the best of sucIhe method ot preparing this oil is as follows:
cess since
Go to a glue nianiif ictory and get a botlle of pure neat's-foot
oil, put into this some thin s'rips of sheet lead, then set, unAfter a thick
corked, in n. light, place— in thesun if possible.
sediment has settled, leaving ihe oil above it clear and transparent, pour ff the Ciearoiland strain ihrouth several thicknesses of ch an linen, and you have a gun oil free from acids
or faity matters 'hat turn rancid when exposed to the air.
Stanton says you should keep kero-ene oil out of your gun
Let those who are
unless the gun is in constant use.
troubled with rust spots put a brLht iron wire into the oil
they are using and see how long it remains bright.

my

Florida.

:

The subject of rust spots attracts considerable attention.
I attributed mine to Dittmar powder, of wkicu I used some
(How you did squelch
uutil I became disgusted with it.
that thing ) 1 think much of the trouble arises from neglect
to thoroughly dry the gun after ceamng, aud then not
forciugtbe oil by great pressure into the pores of the metal.
The
I fiud nothi g so good for this as Brown's cleaner.
rubber cone and disk fit the bore lightly, aud so fill the
1 sprinkle a cotton rag with water, wipe out tt e
pores.
p wder, dry well, and lubricate well the " Brown" wiih
vaseline, which 1 find by far the best lubricant 1 have ever
guu stands this irying atmosphere betier than
used and
by any other p an 1 have tried. I have tried often the plan
It 'he
of laying the gun away alt. r use without cleaniuu.
weather is exceptionally dry, the powder cakes and gives
trouble
if moisi, all rkkt. Still it is much more satislactory
I used the Laflin
to me lo know how my barrels look.
Rand Ducking No. 4 for years and liked iis shooting

my

;

had before

:

&

my

my

•

Stanstbad.

much, but I think it burns less moist than Dupont
which is a point in favor of the latter.
B.

qualities

No.
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FOUR WILD-U

TIIOSE
Altoona, Pa. Editor Forest and Stream: I have be>n
both interested anil amused in reading letters of parties iegarding rust spots or fieck es in guu barrels.
The train of thought of ihe writers has not, in my opinion,
been in the light direction. It would take a whole page of
your piper lo explain fully the cause, as I see it, of th se
spots or streaks in barrels. But I will be as brief as possible.
They are due to chemh al action brourilt about in this way
The barrels are was cd out with wat'-r, with rag, etc.,
fastened to a cleaning rod lipped wi h brass or it may be
:

brass, nickel

or silver-plated

—

—

iio

m-dtei, the result

is

ihe

The rod is moved up and down more or less rapid y
for some minutes, or until on examina'ion it is S' en ihat the
barres are clean. They may look as clean and hright as it
is already done.
is possible to make them, but the mischie
same.

In using the rod its brass tip is rubbed against the inside of
the borel with sufficient friction to leave a very slight
coating ot brass in sireaks in the barrel, aud from the locking
motion given ihe rod when nearly out of the breee and
held up at arm's )eng>h these streaks are more likely to be al
the breech thau in the middle of the barrel.
No a, what have we that will start chemical action? Beginning at the outside we have either iron or steel the barrels
next, a very thin layer of moisture next, a very thin
Aud there
streak or layer of brass from the ch aning rod.
we have all the elements to start chemical action— a perfect
galvanic baitery on a small scale, whose lirsi and almost insiant action is to oxidize the clean, raw and finely finished

—

;

;

chamber.
The moisture between the chamber a' d thin film nf rra=s
not sufficient to keep up the action very long just long
enough, perhaps, to give a sbght dullness to the part affected";
and this would not be noticeable until the nexl cleaning is
through with. It is sufficient, however, for at every subsequeuf cleaning more brass and water is sure 10 be added to
that dull or roughened spot, 10 be again acted upon, un il
finally you notice a very pronounced case of gun freckle",
anywhere from iV itch to 12 inches in length, according as
the moisture and biasshave been in chemical action with the
chamber.
if sportsmen will call to memory the fact that any two dissimilar metals supplied with water will star chemical action
and thus oxida'ion of one of ihe metals— they will at once
see the foundation tor the theory here advanced.
As a remedy for treckles throw away brass-iipped c'eaning-

—

is

—

rods and use iron tipped or plain wooden ones, the L-ttier
prefeiable at all times.
He who cleans his gun the most with brac s-tipped rods is
the one who is most troubled with rust spots, streaks, tc.

MaBKH.

Wauseon, 0., Nov. B.—Mtlttor Eotc.it and Stream: I
have read with interest, your correspondence on the subject
of 'gun measles." I have had a Utile experience, and mat
inclines me very Strongly to the belief that pom powder is
generally responsible for ihe trouble. I have a line Clttbrough
that 1 shot for three years with good ductting po*-di
up to last spring it ever "broke out." In an evil hour I
listened lo the advice of a friend who insisted that a cheap
i

(40 cent) powder for sale by one fit out grocers was equal to
that
had been ahootfiig. I tried it-, used >'
J.

WITH ONE BULLET.

yTS

Fall Brook, San Diego
Editor Forest and Stream:

Co., Cal., Oct 24.

1 see by your last issue 'hit a paragraph h'is been going
the rounds of tne papers about my kiilini four wild-e is at
one shot. That article was put in the Ban Dieao Union bv
one of its regular corre pondents who saw ti e cats. There
was nnthm* remarkable ab ut ihe "flair, except the finding
of four cits iu just the right position, a thii g ihat might
not occur tain m my lifetime. Finding them si, the rest
wax ensy enough, as anyone who has experiment d with exThere w re, however, some
pansive b'dls well knows.
features ab ut it of considerable in'eres' and value perhaps
to t iosc using or intending to use expansive halls.
For the pa t y ar I have been using round balls in huntins,
and a* some of your readers kuow I am foolish enough to tie

800
ning half way through it about three-ten'hs of an inch wide
at the month, reducing the weig t from 480 t about 400
grains of lead, wiih about 200 tr'ainsnf he newt piwder,
coarse and fine mixed, behind it; a No. 16 r iss "h il-gun shell
filled fu I, and any one who kn ws anything nf Express rirles
aud expans ve balls can readt'y solve Ihe 'problem. At fht
report here was no getting off ihe rock no scramhli g off,
no tumbling off. The rock was swent cle n in a twinkling.
Nothing was visible but some fine fur floating awav trom it.
On the other side of the rock lay llv four, sione dead. The
ball struck the nearest one in the nick, expanding at once.
The two otte r kittens W' re struck in the bead, neck, breast
Hiid paws with splinters of the ball while the main portion
of ihe ball, the part behind Ihe hole, struck theold one amidships and passed downward toward the tail learing away half
the lower part of the body. There was nothing ex raordinary in the affair except the finding of the cats in that posiWildcats are rar ly 'ound
tion, and in having such a rifle.
elongating maternal dugs, snd such a killing shot could not
be made with a common rifle. Th>- cats once fourd and the
rifle at hand any blockhead could have done the re«t

T

•

VanDyks,

S.

^

NOVEL UUN1T.NU MEiauDS.
New York,

Nov.

9,

1881.

Editor Forest and Stream :
The lollowing paragraph is from the Albany Argus "A
Chautauqua hunter scooped the insid out of a lartje pumpkin, cut a c uple of holes through which he could se'-, and
slipping the shell over his head, waded out to where a flock
was swimming, unconscious of dang r. Grabbing a goo«e
by the legs he genly drew her under, and so proceeded until
Bone were leU to tell the ta'e."
This is somewhat after ihe manner in wh'ch the npgroeR in
Cuba capture wild ducksor, as they term them, Florida dicks.
Anumbei of large gourds re placed on 'he surface of a fresh
water pond, and are permitted to floit ab ut. food beinjj at
The ducks very soon
ihe same time scattered on ihe water.
settle among tt e gourds, for the purpose of procuring ihe
bait.
Whatever fear they may ut ffist have in consequence
of thennnSHalapppearance of the gourd* quickly vaui-hl-mg,
'hey finally regard the queer obj cis as a necessary accompa:

•

V\ hen the birds have beto the much desired f od.
sufficiently accustomed to their mr ouulii gs a negro
pmces upon h'S h al, like a ca o. half ag>urd, resenhln<
those float ingupon ihe pond, and, wading in among ht ducks
from a dis'ance, with merely his ey-s and nose out of ma
w ater, captures one or more in the manner above described.
As to proceeding until none are left to tell the tale, I have my
doubts, as it would probably take a mg time to dro vn t
duck, or even iu wring its neck under wa'er, a d wh 1^ it
lived it could, I Hunk, creale sucu a disturbance as would
frighten »way nny others in the mimed a e vi .'inky.
VVhile batum* list summer in the little bay call d Pipe's
Cove, neai Greenpct, Long Island. I noiked a cooi, -!o*ly
Swimming toward tne sho e, some three bund ed yiirds from
me. I knew that he was a wounded or nnm tog It rd, *>h ch
could not fly. Finally he reached the shore, r ^o d on 'lei
sand, about two feet from the w ter, and occupied hi" self iu
arraug ng bis le«thers. Remembering ihe Cuban s(. erne just
mentioned, I re-olv. d to make a effort to c-iptur.- ih. -ollta'y wa derer, although I was, f course; unprovid d wuh
any vegetable disguise. Ho L first went down the hay in the
wnti r, (as much of my head and hotly beiu^ hidden as possislowly advanced
ble) until nearly opposite 'he coot, wh n
v\ hen within ahout ten fee
of the bird,
toward ihe shore.

niment

come

1

,

i

i

,

I

ihe waier b ing then too shallow to further conceal my body,
I «rose, and made an tff a-t to "shoo " him back on ihe shore.
He quickly plunged mto
itVse ibis met wuh no success.
t e water in front oi bim, and, after scurrying aVui fr
side to side for a second, in signt, dar ed between my legs,

Of c

m

my

approach,
or while I remained motionless before him, observing Ins
pluuiaire aud actions, my head alone caused not ihe sbuii est
fear, although he certainly saw and particularly u |U»«1 if.

aud made

his escape

During the period of

Alkali.

i

NEBRASKA FLY^xY SHuOTING.

Limooln, Neb., Oct. 28.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Few notes have appeared in your valuab'e jomnd fr
out of the fashion in regard to calibre of my rifle, using our promising State oi the ga.ue q lestion. >uid a cks -ioiioa
one th r shoots an ounce round ball, No. 16 slut gun g-uge, of a lit le uut, occupying three days last week, uj>y head a
I h 'Ve beeu experinv ntimr with round
a''0Ut .65 ritle eauge
few oi the seeke'S after Sue shooting this way.
balls, wi h different sized holes bar d in the rronl, to see if I
To begin: N brasna is a prairie S ate, and the Platte
Can make a ball 'hat will expa d on the "paunch" of a River runs Ihe entire length of the State from West to East.
deer, yet pass behind the shoulder or other thin parts wiihiiher, hut scatters over a grea de.tl of
.Not exaetly runs
out expa* sion. Th& results have si far been very sat s fac- country, leaving numerous -aud bars iu is bed upon wnieh
diiiks bass
tory in g neral, but veiy unsdisfactory In some eases, the
uiring Ihe spring and fall milli us of geese a
whole result d< pending upon ibe depth and diameter of the during ihe day and roost a night, leaving the river iwice
h"le in ihe bullet (just as I said iu a letter 1 Forest and each day to fee in ibe fields.
Stream some time si ce), and n"t upon velocity. Tha'- a
A party ot five -por sm n—prohably no city CDUld furnish
round ball, wh n big enough, ca'i be in de into the most ter- an equa' number as eager for a hunt— started f on Lincoln
rific of expn>s halls 1 have, however, ful'y proved by experilist week via the B. & Al R. K- in Nelir sua for Ji ualii,
That, however, is a 105 miles west, and our railroa friends pm u- iu bar e of
ments outside f the wild-cat sffair.
The affair was as follows:
fair simple of what it wdl do.
Uou ttictor Hutc insou who. had he been a millioiwi e,
While going alter some deer I had the evening before would have le his train run itself and gone too, but wuh due
killed too lab- to tiring home, I saw at a distance a hum-h of
considei ation for his family and pocketb aik he kpt in ra iuWild-cds aie an in<iitniion hre, mand of his train, and every time he passed t nough the
wi'd-cats on a Ha' rock.
and I always when hunting let hem, as well as coyotes, tr-iu h- would announce to us that he "hoped we would tret
But wben not hunting. I often stir up any off at the next sta i n as it made him sick to think of us."
go unshot a
Tne chance to 'ry my cxpanthat happen along my way.
Juniata wi.8 reached in lime for supper, and next morning
e very comfortably saiid ourselves in a spring wagon
s ve roun.l ball wa-i too good to lose, so I started for a sure
Wearing mocfa-ins, it was an easy matter, hi aded for the Platte River, sixteen miles away.
shot at them.
The ride over was an unusually pleasant on", as "Lord"
baung ihe wind iu my f vor too, lo reach a bush witbin
There 1 conhi plainly see a motherly Hastings, the legal light nf our parly, Had an extremely aife
forty yaidsof iher ck.
old cat of some thirty p U"ds weigh', and three kittens aud varied assortment of stories o dra' from and he drew,
ioo, amazing y often on account of a number of [heni concern.
of about the sta of ihe ci y Thomas, 'hit Winds Ins mellow
horn rhus expressively what time the weary editor 'am ing persons who had come from the vicinity of "Ba;h, you
would sleep. The old one lay in the form nf a oescen-, kuow," where our 'purveyor" was non.
with the three kit ens lying in he centre li'<e r«di> of the arc
At the P atte we were qu irte e with friend Foote, a model
fi need
y the mother, all three vigorously engaged in matu- fanner, and husband and lather f as intere-iing a family S3
His home lead is on El.n
tinal imbibition.
one would meet with in our State
Had there been no spurs to Island, aud d ought is never known, cons q lently e lw a
1 weakened moat decidedly.
aud abundantly surrounded wih comforts f
prick ihe sides of my intent those blissful pussies might still
weullhv
be livintr, and the newspaper si issorer be. compelled to fall
life
His estimable wife sjon prepared us a dinner to which
back upon ihe wild man of ihe woods covered wiih hair, etc.,
we did ample justice.
The aften oun was 3pent in patroling the river and inciting
the child ea'en by the escaped bon, the s a serpent, or some
But there were the fly-w<y8" of the geese, as they went to and r^-in rued
othn- standard filling for a short column.
two spurs. The first was the far-off sound of a friend's flock from the fi Ids, roua inn up at nwht with twenty-tw'" geese,
The next day set in cold and damp, aud Ihe ge.-so lelt 'he
of sheep with whose tender lambs the feline dame was probably in the habit of n pairing the wear and tear of her fl shly river a' daybreak oql to return til late at night, as il was
tenement. The other was the fact that they lay in such a as comfortable for them in ihe rjelds as in the river.
Our blinds were all properly constructed on the. hos, and
position that the neck of ihe kitten nearest me formed the
the hcore for that day uiti not
guttllRK
centre of the bunch— that was too strong a temptation.
Now then, given a round ounce, hall w.kh a flaring hole run- Vious.
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Tho following day, however, promised to be a good "goose
day," and the party tallied ninety-two gocso a3 a result of
their prediction.

The next day we were to leave at noon, so we put in a litmore powder and aimed closer, thereby bringing our total
up to L'01 geese, all of which we left the river with.
Our friends at Lincoln were all remembered, and numerous paries immediately organised to follow in our wake,
none of which hive yet icported.
Quail are unusually abundant this fall, and a little later
tle

the sport will be grand.
Our ci'y would be a line location for a kennel of Gordons,
Laverocks and Irish Belters, also spaniels for ducking.
C. L. B.

THE LIFE SAVING STATION EMPLOYEES.
and Stream :
your last number

Editor Forest

I notice in
a correspondent mentions that
the decrease in wild fowl on Great South Bay, L, I., is due
to their being jacked by employees of the Life Saving Sta-

tions.

Now, while I never heard of this being done by the men
along Baruegat Bay, N. J., they have the reputation of shooting a great deal at them from their stations as the birds
Long Beach contains the
fly over, and from the vicinity.
best shooting grounds, and, many stations being on it, the
men patrolling carry guns and have excellent opportunities
to observe wlLre the most birds are, thus combining business aud pleasure, besides selling their game to the market.
That this continual fusillade scares away the birds is self
evident.
I have also been told that during a flight of fowl
the best points were occupied by Life Saving men in sneak
boxes, their close proximity to the places enabling them to
get there first.
To a city sportsman coming down here, after hiring a man
with boxe3 and decoys, it must be provoking to find a government employee ahead of him in the choicest spot, the report of his double eighteen-pound seven bore spoiling the

shooting

all

around.

Gentlemen that have been served this way once or twice
seldom come again, preferring to go to another place where
they can be sure of getting a good chance.
The law for shooting only three days a week is kept pretty
fairly, but it sometimes happens to parties that those three
days prohibiting shooting are the best time, while the other
three days scarcely anything can be seen.
If the government prohibited the Life Saving men from
shooting at all there would be more attention paid to wrecks
and warding off vessels from the shore. Ducks, geese aud
brant would increase where they are now scarce, and shooting
.

would be allowed every day. Lastly, more money would
ciiiie into the hands of the Daymen furnishing their services
to the New York and Philadelphia sportsmen who annually
shoot for wild fowl.

Colin.

A

be found, then let us try the glass ball or clay pigeon,
Sta'e convention held for the sole purpose of discussing the
(probable) best and judicious method of preserving game
and fish, would find few veterans to " .ally round the flag"
of (birds' and animals') freedom.
And as far as the term
cruelty may be applied, I really can see no mure in shooting
first-class birds from the trap than from tho open field.
Again let Us consider the humane appeals of Henry Bergh

and

bis followers,

aud carry them

to toe nesting places of the

poor abused and much slaughtered wild pigeon and let them
What is a little matter of
see what wholesale slaughter is.
twenty, fifty or one hundred thousand birds for State conventions compared with the hundreds of thousands shaken
from the nests, clubbed to death, packed in ice and sent to
tickle the palates of our fastidious game-preserving friends?
This custom has prevailed to such an extent that pigeons are
no more seen this side of the Mississippi. Their home within
the wilds of Pennsylvania last year was invaded by hundreds
of lawless beings I cannot say men—who harrassed them
from early spring to tho close of nesting. They left, probably never to return, and now look for homes where humanity and civilization is little known, and they may rear
their young in peace.
I do not wish to convey the idea hat
I fully indorse the convention's movements, but I say let us
have time for deliberation, let us have full and free discussions on all matters pertaining to the interests and welfare of
the noble State we represent. Spend less time at tho trap,
and give a full, clear and honest expression of sentiment to
all that will go forih to clubs and individuals throughout the
land, that public opinion may be aroused, that the laws
already made may be enforced, and that by full and free discussion and mature deliberation we shall be enabled once
more to listen to the warbling songster, when the partridge,
I

the quail, the snipe and the pigeons, the deer, the moose
and the elk shall once more roam among us unmolested over
hill and plain, and man, game's enemy, shah lay aside his
gun and shoot no more. And shall we all be happy ?

th'it

Newark Sunday

Gall, JVov. 6

a

number

"It is very evident that the annual meetings held by sporting associations will in future be held without the adjunct of
pigeon shooting tournaments. All such societies have, or
should have, for their primary object the preservation and
increase of gime; but heietofore pigeon slaughter has
seemed to ba the most important business at all their meetings, and but little else has been accomplished."

TRAPPING NESTING PIGEONS.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I am a trapper have followedjit for years, and have taken
a great deal of pains to study the habits of wild pigeons, esOne gunner will do
pecially when on heir nesting grounds.
more harm at a nesting place than one hundred netters, for
the pig. ons make but a very small nest, almost
this reason
flat on the top, and the egg (as they only lay one at a lime)
The hunter comes along and fires
is very easily rolled out.
into them, and every bird in hearing of bis gun gets off from
its nest as soon as it can, and awav goes the egg at the same
The trapper makes so littime, and the nest is abandoned.
tle noise that the birds pay but very little attention to hitu,
and do aot leave their nests.
Now, my theory is this: If the trappers aDd guuners are kept
out far enough so that the noise will not disturb the birds
they will not be driven from their nests nor can both of the
parent birds be captured, as they both have their part to do,
and they do it. If by any cause one goes out and does not
re' urn, the other one, be it male or female, stays in the nesting imtil the young is reared. Therefore you cannot get
both without going in to the nesting or on the nesting ground.
Now to their habits. When the time comes for them to
nest they pick a location where there is plenty of timber,
water and mast or shack, build their nests, lay one egg and
commence to sit. The female stays on the nest and the male
goes for feed in the morning. When it returns it takes the
She comes back and the
nest, and the female goes for feed.
male goes again, and returns the same day. This is kept up
cor twenty-eight days (if the birds are not .•hot), fourteen days
lo hatch and fourteen days to rear the young.
;

i

Boston, Mass., Oct. 31.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I was glad to see, in your editorial of Oct. 13, the subject
of trap-shooting opened for discussion. Every individual in
the community is in some way interested in the wild game
of this country, and none will deny their desire to have it
but how to check individual greed and avoid exprotected
termination is the puzzle of many years' standing. A large
class of the public are ignorant of the brei ding seasons, and
will so consume the bird at any time of year when it can be
procured for money. Then comes the huckster, who will
buy anything which be can sell at a profit to his own pocket,
and he calls to bis aid bis co-worker, who also cares only for
the profit of to-day and will shoot the bird any day when he
can sell her. Evidently these are men not to be chosen as a
committee to tell us how to perpetuate the game interests of
v\ e must have other men, men who
our beautiful country.
;

would spare the last two birds of the covey, or the mother of
the fawn, men who are humane, men who would study the
nature and habits of the game and give it protection in the
breeding season.
Doubtless all members of our clubs and protective associations will say they are of the latter class, and do exert all
their influence to obtain the passage and execution of jud'eious lawB for that professed purpose, but do we ever ask ourselves why we fail to get such stringent laws as we most desire ?
Why is it that we are so weak ? That our influence
is feeble no one can deny.
We approach the law-maker with
a carefully drawn document, and we find ourselves confronted
by the united forces of the market dealer, professional shooter aud the land owner.
We can make friends of neither of
them, nor bring influence to break theirranks and are forced
to a compromise or temporary surrender, and perhaps, as
here in Massachusetts, instead of giving us the law for which
we plead, our legislature shows its opinion of the "club
sportsman" by passing a law prohibiting trap slaughter of
imprisoned birds within the limits of the Commonwealth,
which act by them aud their constituency is looked upon as

the last day, the young btc filled up full of feed, and
There are althe body Of birds leave for anothei nesting.
ways a few old birds left, and in about two days they commence to whip and pull the young birds out, and take care
of them and feed them until they are ready for the journey,
Trapper.
when they follow the old ones.
Champaign Co.. O.

On

A

CHEAP GUNS.

;

cruel,

show

that it is the least
of these three, if it has detracted from the popularity and
efficiency of our game protective associations it is proved an
__—
evil and should be discontinued.
M.
to

Wood Haven,
Editor Forest emd Stream

Nov.

3.

:

First, let me say that I think State sportsmen's associations have been productive of much good in the calling together of men of sound minds, men who are well and favorably known, men who are not found in any scheme for the
purpose of pocketing the almighty dollar, but men who have
a deep interest in the protection of game; and who would
not countenance or uphold any measure unfair, unjust or in
any way or manner intentionally commit an act which could
cause offence to the most humane, moral or fastidious (male
or female) who perchance honors the association with their
presence at the busiuess meetings of conventions or at the
shooting grow ds,
I am well aware that a universal feeling of disgust was
manifested by visitors at the late tournament at Coney
Island
And not only Visitors, but I presume every member
(f theN. Y. 8. A. was heartily ashamed to be compelled to
staud at the trap and shoot at what were called birds, when
wings were indeed wanting to make a show of life. This,
vii', is 1 believe the first time the sporting world
has
ever been calkd to witness such an exhibition, and it is to
be hoped that it will be the last. If real live birds cannot

•

New

York,

Oct. 29.

Editor Forest and Stream :
The writer has, for some time, been on the lookout for a
long-range breech-loading single-barrel duck gun, with metal
enough in it to prevent its killing at both ends. Search
through tl.c principal New York guu stores failed to reveal
anything meeting the requirement, except some 4 or 8 bore
guns of English make and at high price (#100 and over),
but a really good and well-finished long-range ten-bore was
not found. Passing up Broadway, attracted by a placard in
the window of a presumably respectable firm, advertising a
gun, and stating that the gun was the "best single-barrel
gun in the world." On entering, the salesman confidently
asserted that such was the case, although the price was but
Upon examination, I found a gun of exceedingly
$15.
rough workmanship.
few minutes conversation induced
the salesman to withdraw his assertion of "best," etc.
Noticing that there was quite a gap between the barrel and
the breech, I passed the ticket bearing the price, etc., into
this gap, expecting thus to disconcert the salesman a little.
Not at all. He quickly informed me that when the cartridge
was in it would be all right.
Now, is it not time to make some effort to discourage apparently respectable firms from dealing in such trash, and by
false representations palming it off on the unwary?
Is it
not time that a proof-house, similar to the English ones,
were established in this country ? Is it not time that an

A

merican maker can be found who will offer a first-class
single ten-bore long-range gun, with the modern improvements found in double guns, at a price not to exceed, say
$50? Greener advertises a single eight-bore " full choked,
to kill at 140 yards," for from fifteen to twenty-five guineas.
Is it not possible, therefore, to make a ten-bore to kill at 100
yards, of sufficient, weight (nine to ten pounds) to stand

<\

heavy charges without heavy
not done?

recoil; and, if so,

why

is

Single Barrel,

it

.

the attention of dealers in

of parties called

stating facts.

Hulled grouse are not plentiful this season. It is thought
that the wet spring caused the young to die, if they were
we'd hatched.
H. N. P.

HIS FIRST MISS.
ViOKsnrr.ci, Miss., Nov.

Editor Fao'est and Stream

My

friend, Capt.

7.

:

Mike Hughes, a

railroad contractor, is
executing a contract on the "Vicksburg and Ship island Bailroad.
He established a construction camp a few miles below
here, and has a jolly Irishman named MeNamara, in charge.
When Mac first established his camp he had a fire made under
an oak tree on the road ide, and his cook suspended a dinner

pot over the same.

One day Mac

discover, d

a squirrel

on the

tree,

and de-

There was an old Queen Anne musket
it.
had been loaded from some period in the
remote past. Nobody knew what kind of load was in it
whether for bear, deer, snipe or Britishers; but MacNamara,
who is a brave Irishman, determined to use it on this occasion upon the venturesome squirrel, which was eating acorns
over his camp fire. So he manoeuvred for position, and at
termined to Bhoot

in the

camp

that

got a fair shot, when, with reckless temerity, he pulled
the trigger of the " Queen Anne."

last

The whole neighborhood was

:

188 1

guns and asked why single breach-loaders could not be sold
as cheaply by them.
I am glad you have told the plain
truth about these guns, for I had frequently seen them in the
country hardware stores for sale for f 3 or $4. 1 am glad we
have a paper that is ready to do justice to the public by

Observer.
the

17,

Bangor, Me., Oct. 39.
Editor Forest and Stream :
The advertisement of the "Saxon " gun I saw in Harper's
Toun$ People. It caused some considerable talk, and I know

—

From

;

[Notembbb

startled

— thought

he was

blasting rock. Mac had gotten up on a log to get a better
view of the tree, and he was laid flat upon his back, with a
bleeding nose, by the recoil, while the old musket jumped

over his head and landed in a pond, muzzle down. Later investigation developed the fact that a negro had loaded it for
a Christmas gun last winter and then was afraid to shoot
it:

off.

Mac, with commendable celerity, recovered the position
which is characteristic of man, and stood upright. He saw
with some surprise that he had killed the squirrel; which lay
sprawling in the ashes near the suspended pot. A countryman, who happened to be passing at the time, saw the wholeproceeding. Mac, with ready Irish wit, wiped the blood off
"Begorra, that's the fust
his nose, and coolly rematked
time I've missed yet."
The countryman replied "Why, you didn't miss him,
there he lays!"
" Yis," says Mac, " but I always dhrop 'em into the pot."
:

:

Marooner.

:

STATE PIGEON TOURNAMENTS.

wanton and senseless.
Without bringing up argument

—

,

;

FLUSHING A RATTLER.

SPEAKING of snakes reminds me of an adventure I had
with a good sized rattler about three years since. It
was late in the shooting season, being the first days in April,
and I was out working a young dog that I was anxious might
have as much expeiierce as possible before the close season
began on the 15th. I had found half a dozen quail iu a field,
and, after being flushed, they dropped in the swampy ground
near by. The foliage on the trees and bushes was far along
toward full development, making it hard to see and to penethe thick growth. Arriving at the edge of the
I sent the puppy in.
After making his way probably
thirty feet he pointed.
I immedia'ely advanced to flush the
birds, and when within a few feet of the dog was alarmed by
the vigorous rattle of that terrible reptile, the rattlesnake.
I stopped iustanter, and so did the rattler's music.
I examined the ground in front and each side, but could not discover
disagreeable neighbor. Peeling that he cou'd noi,
be very near, 1 stepped forward again, and again was warned
to stay proceedings.
With
eye I carefully went over the
ground ag^iiu, but failed to see the snake. By this time tho
dog was becoming uneasy, and I determined to get him out
of the way, fearful least 'be should be struck by the snake.
Being now within reaching distance of the dog 1 bent over

trate into

swamp

my

my

lifted him from the ground.
The movement alarmed the
snake, and he rattled, but this time behind me.
There I was, boxed and thoroughly frightened. 1 turned
about slowly and made one step forward, and again was
warned. I looked and looked, aud as I could not, see the
reptile immediately in my path I made a rush and jump and
got safely out.
I was now determined, if possible, to kill the ugly thine.
Cocking my gun, I advanced cautiously, and soon heard the
buzz-z-z.
It sounded some distance in front.
J
kepi, him
going by striking the low bushes with my foot, in order bat
1 might have less difficulty in locating him.
Suddenly I saw
something move with great rapidity some ten or tsveh

and

in front.
There he was coiled, head erect and nBS] nrjfi
his new spring suit.
I could not but admire him; he bad
been good enough to warn me he really did look beautiful
but the scriptural injunction must be fulfilled, aud although
it was not the heel of man that crushed his head, one ounce
of No. 8, backed by 3] dims. Hazard's No. 4 Duck, did it
most effectually. I pulled oil' his rattles, and counted eight,
.

i

I

;

and the button.
During the winter season no danger from snakes attends
a tramp through this country. It is only in the warm days
of early spring and early fall that the danger is real.
In
summer the danger is great, hence rambles in the woods aud
near water courses are not fashionable. Lovers don't take
much to sequestered nooks in the woods and Sunday
in the field*. The business of courting is conducted on the
front porch.
Dice; SwrvELLEK.
-»
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Fine Minnesota Season— Minneapolis, Minn., Nov.

—The

shooting iu this State has been unsurpassed fur
a number of years. Fine bags have been made in the vicinity
of the city, a friend and myself making a bag of forly
black duck in an evening and morning shooting on the bridge
pass at the Rice Lakes, The St. Paul sportsmen have medB
some very large bags from stands on their shooting grounds,
The last cold days anel snow storm seem to have sent the
ducks on South, as several parties who have been onl report,
no ducks around. One huuter bagged 100 gray squirrels, 3
'coons and 10 duck in a three days' tramp along the Crow
River.
Partridge are reported more plenty than for years
in the timber west of us.
Several parties left yesterday with
dogs, guns, etc., for a crack on the deer.— P. V. H,

8.

fall
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BLOOMING GROVE PAKE.

THE

club-house, built to replace the one destroyed
Wfl 9
cnt fl to members and Iheir guests ou
h, loth
b?k otf October. P
the
It ia unique as a specimen of a sportsmen's? club-house, being furnished
tLroitghout with a view to
the comfort and convenience of both
sportsmen and others
who seek a qmci country resort. The general plan
of the
former house has been followed. The design furnished
by
0. J>. Hatch, Esq., architect, is pleasing without
being
elaborate.
The exterior is rustic, and painted with taste and
in a variety of colors.
The main hall, fifteen feet wide, extends through the building and has an open
lire-place six
teet wide with solid oak mantel
eight feet high.
The other
rooms, parlor, dining and billiard rooms,
have open firelea, ses, than which, piled up with
blazing logs, nothing can be
more cheerful
cool weather.
There -were the following named gentlemen at the club'

'

,

m

Thos. E. 0. Curtis,
I resident; John Greenough
and John Avery, of the Building Committee; A. Da Prato,
Superintendent; besides a
Large party of the members and their
families and guests.
I he prospects for deer
hunting this season are good. The
park hounds have started several deer. Two were killed on
h< a aurl 0De near K lw"lian's.
A driven deer crossed
?
,
?£u
the
MiUvilJc road on Monday last, and a large buck was seen
Bwnrufiing Lake Giles.
A.
.-

,

OnviKB Out n— Cincinnati, Nov. 6 —The club has been
quite active of late years in its work toward the protection
of game and the development and passage of proper game
laws in the Slates of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Illinois.
In this respect it has shown itself to be vastly more than a
mere sporting club, and the thoroughness of its museums
shows that it is oue of the most instructive institutions in the
matter of natural history in the country. At the meetinsr
last night Colonel Len A. Harris presided, and in the absence
of Jules F. Blackburn, Mr. J. J. Fearoe acted as Secretary
pro

The following new members were admitted A.
Dyke, W. D. Henderson, E. Achert, Aug. Wessel,
Law ton, J. E. F. Donavan, Geo. H. Landy, W.H. Laws,

M.

tern.
Aran

II.

0.

Game is BuxilvAH County— Monticello, N. Y., Nov. 11—
Editor Forest and Stream :
have at present woodcock,
snipe, ducks and pigeons, with a fair number of
ruffed grouse and some quail.
Eleven fine deer have been
earned through here within the last two weeks. Tbcy were
captured in the vicinity of Black Lake, eight miles from
Monticello, by Orange county sportsmen. Foxes and rabbits
are very abundant and owners of tiained hare beagles, that
are so much talked about, have now an opportunity of trying
them in this section. I have no ax to grind, nor do I own a

We

new

house during October and November

:

August Becker, Lew Wcitzel, W. A. Taggart, D. Buchanan,
G. H. Wold, Henry Ellis, W. S. Ward, Jos. W. Smith, D.
L. Billighehner— seventeen in all. Mr. Russel reported progress on the building of the new club house, and indicated
the probability of its being completed by the end of the year.
The Finance Committee made a favorable report, but suggested that with ths addition of subscriptions to the amount
of about $3,000 iu membership fees the club would be able
to make a grand display on New Year's Day. It was reported
that of the membership of the club—ranging from six hundred to seven hundred about one hundred and fifty have responded to the call for subscriptions toward the building of
It. ispossible that because of absenteeism
the newclub house.
the Secretary has been unable to lay the matter before all the
members, but with a small donation from the balance the
club-house will undoubtedly prove a success. The amount
required would average but little for each remaining member,
and 1he probabilities are that such donations will be made by
others so far not reporting. Action was taken at the meeting in regard to the destruction of fish in the Big and Little
Mianiii by the use o£ dynamite and other explosives, and it
is expected that by the means adopted by the club the destructive process will be stopped before the end of the present week. li,

Wilson

hotel.

Cjia.ht.es F.

—

TiiXAs Game Notes— Heame, Texas, Oct. 28.— The quail,
as they are ctdled by the people here, partridges, are
this season than for a good many years
before and as for squirrels, their name is legion. The
ducks and geese are beginning to come in now, and everything promises a good seasou's shooting.
One gentleman
near town bagged thirty-six ducks one day last week,
and 1 have had two first-rate squirrel hunts within the past
week, oue day getting sixteen and another twelve.
The
wild pigeons arc. coming in by the thousands.
People
here arc just beginning to realize the advantage of the
breech-loading gun over the old style muzzle-loader, and
The gold-wing
the demand for them is increasing rapidly.
plover, usually very plenty here in the fall, have for some
unknown reason entirely slighted us this season. There are
some very good shooters in this "neck of the woods," and
some talk of organizing a glass ball club, but as such things
generally go the way of all good intentions in this community', I. don't think there is any probability of a corner on glass
balls ou their account.— B. C. IT.
or,

more numerous
;

New

York, Oct. 31.—
Paofosed Class Diso Taboets—
l-Ulituf Forest and Stream:
has not some one hit upon
flat
the simple device of glass cakes instead of balls?
glass about three inches in diameter, with rough surface, is
much more liable to be broken when hit, and, thrown either
to the right or left, would be fully as good as a ball, while a
ball thrown directly from the trap is very much like a dead
mark. Of course, it would not do for rotary shooting.
double spriug, hidden from the shooter, and, throwing either
way, would make it nearly as difficult as rotary shooting.
Yei v fine shot will not always break a glass ball unless close
by and squarely hit, while there would be no uncertainty in
In matters of cost and transportacase the flat glass is hit.
If
tion the advantage is immensely in favor of the latter.
made thick at the edge, and the surface thiu and rough,

A

A

—

even the finest shot would break it. D.
[The " clay pigeon " is such a disc sails like a clam shell;
much resembles bird's (light affords excellent practice, and
the fragments dissolve, thus being an improvement over
;

;

glass.]

Georgia Notes— Bainbridge,

Ga., Oct. 24.— The quail
The
season is open. Birds are in the greatest abundance.
weather just now is too warm for the sport, but it cannot last
much longer. Sportsmen report turkeys more plentiful than
Deer are taking to the fields to
iLnjy have been for years.
enjoy the farmer's peas. Almost daily reports reach me of
their having been seen in the fields within five miles of our
few. days ago a large buck was run into Spring
town.
Creek, and caught by the dogs in the middle of the stream
negro swam out to the
near to some men culling timber.
stnn: cling drer and dogs, cut its throat and swam ashore
with "the prey. It weighed when dressed 150 pounds. Owing to an unprecedented dry summer and fall large quantities
of fish have been and are now being taken. Never has fishing been more lucrative to those engaged in the sale of the
delicious finny tribe or more enjoyable to those who handle
the rod for pleasure,— O. G. G,

A

A

Kekt.

Wild Fowl

at Cckritccic— Advices from Currituck
Sound, under date of lOlh instant, report fowl as plenty,
though the weather has been so warm that few or none can
be shipped. Swans, geese and ducks are on the grounds.
short time since one man killed in one day sixty geese,
five of them at one shot.
Another man lulled forty pairs of
redheads November 10. Until the weather becomes colder,
we presume that few will care to visit these grounds as it is
a pity to lull birds that cannot be used.

A

is
all

protected from the sea by a long sand
weather.

The waters teem with

spit,

and

fish of all descriptions,

is

safe in

and the boys

keep themselves in spending money by contributing to the
cargos of schooners sailing]to New York or Boston, quohogs,
blue fish, smelt, mackerel and lobsters.
The village is scattered over a large tract of rolling ground
on which there are many unoccupied locations for a summer
residence fully equal to the Cliffs at Newport.
In their season, brant, beach birds, geese and ducks are
plentiful, and in the vicinity are trout, streams and fresh
ponds, which furnish good bass and pickerel fishing.
Prices are very low for everything, the climate healthy,
plenty of churches and, on the whole, I pronounce it a most
Piseoo.
desirable spot for a summer's visit.

RED DRUM, OR CHANNEL BASS„AT CAPE MAY.

Editor Forest and Stream :
I am never happier than when " Cap.'^Micapah Smith gets
bis sail up and tne bow of his yacht pointed toward Sewell's
Point, for thence we speed out into the briny deep at Cape
May in search of mackerel (blueflsh J. S. M. calls them;, or
the festive croaker and the toothsome "goodey."
|«r Htid $§iver Jj[ii$hittg.
And when the Preacher saw the suu set, dying in crimson
glory as he went down right beside the U. 8. lightship on a
"The boys are hooking
late September afternoon, he said
FISH IN SEASON II* SOVE3IBEH,
red drum off Denizol's Pier." "I never saw one," continued
my brother clericus, "but I would fain .catch a drum, for
Black Bass, Micropter\
Yellow Perch, Perca flumatiliA.
Spicer, one of our quaintest and most clever as well as
and M. pallidus.
Striped Bass, Roccm linealus.
Mascalonge, ESw* nobilior.
White Bass, Raeew enrysopa.
successful sportsmen, with gun, line, or rod, tells me of a
Pickerel, fi^ox reticulatiia.
Rock Bass, Ambloplitea. (Two
spot off Sewell's Point where they most do congregate."
Pike or rlokerel, Ksox luclua.
species).
I did not need a second invitation or suggestion, having
Pike-perch
(wall-eyed
pike) War-mouth, Chosnobryttua guwaub.
Slizotrthium
arwricanum, S. Grapple, Pomazya nigromocnlotue.
never caught but one drum fish, and that one (1 was a boy)
gri-i*um, etc.
Bachelor, Pomoxya annularis.
in the unhcroic method peculiar to Atlantic City, to wit
CflUD, SemoHUs corporate.
baiting with sand-fleas and throwing the line out into the
surf aud hauling the red drum up with the tide.
SALT WATER.
There is no flavor of salmon or trout catching in that soSea Bass, Centroprtitia atrarius.
Pollock, Poliachiue carbonarma.
I caught Baron Von Roden, who drives Mullener's Arab
Striped Bass or Kockflsh, Roccua Tautog
or
BlackQsh, Tauloga
team, and hied myself, before dark, to Schillinger's landing,
lineatns.
mrititt.
White Perch. Hforoii/i tmertewnka.
Weakflsli or Srraetague.CyMoscyon
to see Micifah Smith, a veteran fisherman who knew heaps,
regalia.
Blueflsh or Taylor, Pomatomus
about " Sheepshe'ddm," or about, catching the bounding
mltatrix.
Channel Bass. Spot or Bedflsh,
mackerel twenty miles at sea. " Really,'' slid Micipab, "I
Scicenops acellalua.
SCUp or Porgle, Slenotumm argydon't take no risks, and fishing off'n that bar and the tide a'
ropa.
coming in ain't no fun. Mind ye, my friend, old M:capdi>
:

;

|

\
1

I

I

no resks."
Butasight of three dollars brightened up ••Micapah'a'*
somewhat, and he briskly spoke up,
" Waal you and me be old friends any way down to Atlantic City, when Bob Matlaek was the Big Gun of that ar' bar,
and I reckon if its drummin' you want and the wind at nit,
nor east, drummin' we'll go."
The Treacher I had hooked or booked for the trip, but I
ain't takin'

For dally blessings most men forget to pay to their pratres; hut let
us not, because It Is a sacrifice so pleasing to Him that protects us,
and gives us flowers, and showers, and stomachs, and meat, and
tent, and leisure to go a-hshlng.— Izaak Walton.
i

A CAPE COD FISHING RESORT.
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THE LAKOE ELSH Of OHATHaM.
Editor Forest and Stream :
Any of your readers who have perused the various fish
stories which I have contributed to your columus, from time
to time, since in the first number of the first volume I started
on fishing in Africa to the last of my Alaska letters, in which
series there were several allusions to halibut, salmon, etc.,
calculated to test believing po-ver to the utmost, will admit
that at the least I claim to have seen some very pretty fish
and fishing while knocking about the world, and will therefore be able to appreciate the value of the statement that, five
weeks ago at Chatham, Cape Cod, I saw the handsomest
sight in the way of fish that 1 have ever seen.
You, in your issue of October 20, described a handsome
lot of even-striped bass, the aggregate weight of which was
175 pounds, and of another lot of seven, of which the
smallest weighed twenty-six and one-half ponnds and the
largest sixty pounds.
1 thought that about as high as could be expected, but soon
after, siw in a store window at Newport, R.L, a photograph
of ten, which had been captured in one day, at one of the
Rhode Island Club fisheries tl.e name I can't recall— and
this lot averaged frrly-nine and one-half pounds each, and,
judging by the picture, rau very uniformly.
Never expecting to see in real i'y such a sight I only admired Ihe photo and envied the fishermen.
few days
after though, at Chatham, I was describing, or rather speaking of this catch, to Mr. niraru Watts, a veteran angler aud
keeper of a summer boarding house for anglers, where, if
fresh sea breezes and splendid views count for anything,
they may be had, with the best of fishing thrown in, and I
am informed comfortable quaiters. I didn't enjoy the breeze
fresh east wind conveys impressions
much, I will admit.
that are veiy different when the mercury is at forty degrees
and seventy degrees. Captain Hiram said that was a " pretty
good catch, but wouldn't I lake a little walk down the beach
with him." I did so, in sand up to my ankles, and reaching
a fish bouse he showed me, side by side, ten striped bass that
had been caught the night before, which aggregated 650
pounds, the largest four feet five inches long, weighing
seventy-three pounds, and Ihfi smallest sixty-two.
Except as to size and beauty of the fish this lot did not,
from a sportsman's point of vh w, come up to those you
described, for they were caught in a net which had bagged a
school of them so large that, iu the effort to get them fn, the
net capsized and tore, and but ten fish were saved.
Many large ones are caught daily off this beacb, but not
many of the sizes 1 have gi'vt u. Such are undoubtedly
booked, on the eel-skin drails, which are used in heaving and
hauling, but as a general thing it is the drail that is captured,
not the fish. During my two days' stay several good ones
were, however, so taken, the largest, I believe, weighing

—

A

A

thirty pounds.
I had other evidences of the resources of Chatham as a
host, Captain Rockwell N.
fishing resort.
The son of
Strong, spent his Saturday forenoon holiday catching smelt
Blackfor our dinner, and such smelt I never saw but once.
ford once sent me a present of a lot from the Provinces,
which averaged a loot in length, and were deep and fat in
proportion.
The Chatham smelt equaled them in every respect, and, by the quantity he young gentleman brought in
after three hours' fishing, they are certainly abundant.
I never fully appreciated quchogs aud "sea fowl stew" until I partook of them prepared iu true Cape Cod fashion at

my

i

Rockwell's table.
Two things struck me on my visit. One was that the place
was comparatively little known by fishing tourists, and the
So
other was that it ought to be well known and sought.
1 picked up a few items about it. It is situated on the elbow
of Cape Coil, about eight miles from the nearest station, on
the Old Culony Road, llaiwick, from whence a stage con-

bethought me of a certain gay aud agreeable soldier named
McGralb, who ia fond of life in the Ocean Wave, and who
I found him in his sanctum, gazing
edits the Haiti/ Wave.
delightedly at a case of old Valtrnian wine (or, Franklin or
Johiink), sent him by the well-known Hinke, of the ctljbrated Eg.r Harbor Yinvaras.
When isaid "Drum," the sad eyed McGrath looked up
"Drumming on the surf? Not if the court
replied.
understands herself; I had four friends drowned that way
once." S i my well-beloved and spicy friend McGrath had

and

to be counted out.
But by 8 a. m. "Cafay" (is the boys called him) had a
dozen mullets, the best bait for drum, in a bucket, ready
for action, and we were soon down to Sewell's Point, and
Ihence battling witti the surf trying to get over the " Harbor-bar that went moaning."
I have been in tight places in swamps and on coon-hunts,
lost in Riney w >ods with only blueberries to eat for thirty
hour3, but I never felt my hair "rise" like it did when
Micspah's little skiff kept darling skyward between the
waves— along or over the crest of a breaker, the Preacher
occasionally getting a mouth full of salt water, and an unusually bounding billow slapped us fair in the face.
Just outside of the bar, where the waves were only six

we anchored.
Bight ahead we saw a ridge of moss bunkers, and
for in September
reason to think there was fun ahead
October, whenever you find a school of moss bunkers,
may count on the red drum and the snapping mackerel
being far away.
" Capay" got his lines out with some pride; but I
feet high,

;

respectfully,

is

a harbor for boats and light draft yachts, which

"old man. there

is

but one

line

had
and
you
n )t
aid

worth a darned

stocking in this boat."

" Waal, now. said Capay, " you younkers think you know
I've been a sheepshe'ddin' afore you wcreborned,
and I rather guess I know a strong line when I see 'em."
I was snubbed a little, but only waited future events to
aheap.

vindicate superior sagacity over the lone fishirmau'a ipse
Nor did I have to wait long.
The Preacher, whose recovery from "O! the Mys wes
rapid, after he had cast up his breakfast, and "Capay" had
cast down his anchor, began to feel as frisky as a Texai
He tested a line like an
rabbit (the one with big ears).
amateur, and the one striking bis fancy had a big horn spear
(a mackerel line) at the end of it.
"That will do, he said," and over it went into the djep
dixit.

1

'

sea.

Cpay

began to hum, when 8

ssid,

"Hist

I

What

is

that'!
I had an awful pull.
Maybe it's a 'shirk " He
slowly pulled up, to see if his animated mullet still livel
and moved.
Alas
horn, spoon, hook, mullet and all
The
had disappeared, and the line tore from the bait.
Preacher looked as sorrowful as a politician who had not been
called on to speak at the last " grand rally."
" Waal now," Baid old " Capay," " them's drum, sure, certain as death and taxis." He whipped on another hook and
a second mullet,
Cericus' eyes began to glisten as soon as the quarter pound
" Ah
dipsey touched bottom.
Ah! got him now," ejaculated the Preacher, as his line began to spin out at Ihe rate
Suddenly, the line caught around bis
of ten yards a second.
and the line
ministerial legs, and things grew very slack
felt and looked as limp as Buntborne's legs when " Patience"
1

!

!

;

sings,

" Willy,

Waly— Waly.

O."

"Gone again," he said, as the Preacher sadly hauled in
the line, to find the hook snapped nearly off above the
shank. By this time the Preachers patience out, more especially as I had asservated that there was but one drum lino
aboard, and I was fishing with that. The Preacher doubled
himself up and lay down to pleasant slumbers in the bottom
ol the boat.

When
was no

nects.

There

ideas

fish

|

'

youuger, there were just two thiu.es I thought I
dabster" at making a stump speech, and catching
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Sol persuaded "Opay" to seek a suauy spot just, outside
lie surf.
I put the hook in the. inullet'a mouth lenderly, as
though I loved hun, and wafcchtllg the moss bunkers on our
Quicker than I can think it, or
ee, 1 Ottsl over my line,
Wine it. BomeUfiug Upearlhly had started off with our stuff
and all, il seemed, before I could get my breath, and I ju>l
" Whizz'" she went over ihe sides of Hie
1 et ihe line sein.
skiff and across my bleeding fingers, while " CapayV
nephew, B>a Bill, (who up to' this time had been mostly
,fiegan to jump around, exclaiming, " Capay.'ashiik,
by golly.?'
I give my sea monster full play, for broken books and
swallowed horn-spoons bad taught me how to drum for
the wild joy I felt. No fourthere wa-u lull
drum,
pound bass in the Delaware above Trenton ; no five-pound
Adirondack trout iu Lake Sarauac, no jumping twenty-pound
salmon at Ha Ha Bay, above the Marguerite, ever made ray
gizzard leap lor joy #s did the ichale, as 1 thought it was,
tugging at my Hue out in the deep sea in front of Sewell's
Active warfare soon began again. 1 steadily hauled
Point.
in until 1 could see something shiny in the water. But what'

'

!

for like
ever it was, it was averse to the siijht of man
greased lightning, running down the 8witchback It. R., the
ired drum made a bold rush for the bottom of the deep, wishjng'to cry, '-Give me liberty or give me death."' I thought
old i'ellnw, if it is play you want, play you shall have; and
as good Izaak Walton s&ilh, I toyed wiih him as if I loved the
;

;

good as that handsome "Plunger," Thee
Wallon, wnen he cleaned out the "Bloods" of the English
turf and returned to the " St. James'' with a plethoric bank
fish,

feeling as

account.

By this time the Preacher wa9 aroused. I had waked him
up, irreverently saying, ''Old Boy, arise and witness a fl fa,
an execution on a drum."
The red drum began to be weary. I got his red sides his
"Gosh, 'said Bill,
eyes almost human— close to the boat.
"it is a drum, and a whopper 1" One more run like Bill
But I was lired of nonsense and
Keep's Wilt at a hurdle race.
" Go it,"
said, " £'!., we'll haul Has big thing in, or bust."
said the Preacher, and Big Bill leaned over our little shaky
craft and with one wild dive, as he saw the red s'tdea of
the drum glowing and p.mting, he grabbed a fifty pound
fish, and with a skillful whirl, lifted him and laid him in the
bottom of the boat.
The Preacher's eyes looked as big as a Monday morning's
bill at a Cape May Hotel.
" Now, Bra S ," I said, " if you will pronounce a benediction, we Will seek the shore.;'' for our patient spouses
were Waiting for Ufi, RUd the crab soup was getting cold and
the beefsteak;, a In chaUaubiiand, had been long overdone.
Wesailed. " Cspay" look one long look at the bigred drum
half tilling up the little boat and said: " Waal now, Bill, I
don't like to run no resks, no way, but to catch that ai' drum
I would'enl mind '8k< etili' through that surf three times a
day, and no mistake."
When the big drum got safely laid out on the green grass
of the parsonage. Eider Sates came in with a big hoe and
hoed off the scales, a eight I had never seen before.
Dinah Morris, the cook, wanted the head for soup, and
the neighborhood fed on drum sieaks for a week, for il is as
Kr'uier has now rigged me two
tender as a young chicken.
lines, with limerick hooks, attacked to copper wire a foot
So, Spicy, look out! and if the drum value their
long.
peajce of mind, they will absent themselves from Oape May

—

M.

S.

Bat,timodb, Md., Nov.

9.

next summer,

J.

FISHING IN THE SUSQUEHANNA.

COLONEL T

and your correspondent made a trip to
the Susquehanna Ittver, near the mouth of Deer Creek, to
left
fi-h for black '>ass about the midule of last mouth.
Baltimore at 2 f.m., and «ent to H.-,vre de Grace on the P.
W. Ss B It. It. Here we bin d a team and driver to take us
After conto Itapidan, where we were to slay all night.
siderable maiieeuvreing to pack three people, sundry va'ises,
bait buckets, r ds, etc., etc., into a carriage meant to carry
two, we started. The driver asked us which road we would
take the country road, or the tow-path at same time expatiating so hUhly on the beautiful scenery of the latter that we
very soon repented that we
concluded to go that way.
took that path, and think th--t we are fortunate to be here
now to relate our adventures. The canal runs alongside of
the r'ver and the tow-path is about, six feet wide, wilh the
canal five feet deep on one side, and a rocky, steep bank ten
found that the horse had a very
to fifteen feet on the other.
disagreeable way if traveling on one side of the road, and
we were in constant dread of being pitched either into t he
had not gone very far before we
"water or on the rocks.
could
met a young ran carrying two large ehromos.
not see the subj'CiB but our horse did, and evidently did not
like them, tor he commenced to back, and rear, and in a
moment had one hind wheel of the carriage in the canal.
calmly awaited the ducking we expected to get, as we
could not move we were s closely wedged into the little
Our good fortune saved us; the old horse stopped
carriage.
right There, and the driver getting out larruped the old ft How
Bo'h the Colonel
until he pulled us out on the tow path.
and myself vowed if we arrived at our destination alive, we
would not try a tow-path again.
soon arrived at Itapidan and put up at. the tavern
The accommodations were of the very plainest kind
there.
hut the man who keeps the place did the best he knew how
had written up several days hef-re for
for our c<nntort.
bait and boat, anil started bright and early to walk up the
river about a mile where we expected to find everything in
But alas! we were do mied to disappointreadiness for us.
ment. Nothing was ready; no bait and no man to go out in
the boat with us, and the boat could not be lent unless the
man was there to go in it. Spencer, the lock keeper, was
recommendi d to us as a man to be relied on to have at any time
were
all thiDgs ready if given a few days notice.
thoroughly disgusted and could see nothing left for us to
do buf to take the water and try them with the fly.
went to the bank to see how the river looked for wading,
when we Saw a colored individual fishing from a boat. lie
had a maple sapling for a rod strong enough to lift a whale,
but in a moment when he hooked a fish he threw the rod behailed
acid yanked the fish in with the line.
hind
him and he came to us and we soon concluded a bargain for
him to take us for the day.
had about fifty cra-v fish, which we thought would
last us for a good while, ami we soon had our lines baited

We

—

—

We

We

i

We

We

We

i

We

We

We

We

Mm

We

We

For about two hours we hud splendid spurt,
taking sixteen bas*, the largest weighing three and Ihreequarter pounds and the Smallest one pound and one ounce.
Our Nit then gave oui «<\<\ we sent Thorny, Pub....
and overboard.

aforesaid colored individual, ashore for

gone

Uo hours and

more

returned with nine craw

bait.
fi^h,

He was
and with

these nine we caught six more bass, making twenty-two for
made arrangements with Dulanoy for the
our first day.

We

next day to have one hundred craw fish and one hundred
minnows at one cent apiece. T. D. was on hand early and
we started full of expectation f. r a splendid hauL We
fished in the same places that we did the day before, and innumerable others, but when the day wa3 done could only
count five bass.
tried every fly we had in our books

We

they would not lake them.
The Susquehanna at this point— mouth of Deer Creek— is
very rocky, making navigation with a boat difficult. It
would be impossible to wade for there are innumerable holes
which are six or ten feet deep. In a year or two there will
be very fine fishing at and around this point. Parties would

without success

;

much better to go to Port Deposit than to Itapidan, which
It can be reached by P. W.
B.
just across the river.
or Columbia and Port Deposit branch of P. It. R. The
hotel accommodations are very much better than atRapidan.
The great difficulty is in getting bait. Boats are plenty, and
if some enterprising fisherman would Keep a supply of bait
E. A. B.
on hand he would do a good business.
de

&
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NOTES PROM KENTUCKY.
Owbnsboko, Ky., Nov.

7,

Gr

een, near this city.

course, don't care) we will briefly state that it iR a thriving,
hustling, rapidly growing little city of 10,000 inhabitants,
situated on the south bank of the Ohio, in Daviess county,
and has connection with the outside world by both river and
rail.
Her people are energetic and progressive.
Capt. Shinkle, of the elegant steamer Golden Crown, was
the guest last week of the Daviess County Hunting and Fishing Club, who are now on Green River enjoying a three
weeks' hunt. The party who are now at the camp grounds
on Green River are Geo. A. Williams, Boy Hathaway, Frank

Conway, Sam Waldron, Alex. Thompson, John Marks, Joe
Fugna, Lieut. Omway, Henry Th anpson, Dick Taylor,
Capt. John Woolfolk, Charles Wa'kles. Ztck Taylor, Phil.
Watkins, Whit Clarke, Bernard Kelley and Judge Alsop.
The parly have a dressing tent, three good cooks, two sleeping tents and a stable tent. Up to Thursday they had killed
one deer, six turkeys one hundred and uinety-eir;ht squirrels,
eight ducks, one 'possum, six quail and had, iu the language
ofCapt. Shinkle, "caught more fish than would load a goodsized steamhoit." At last accounts the boys were well and
hearty.
Roy Hathaway, Frank Conway, Jack and Dick Taylor are the musical men of the party, and nightly the silvery
tinkle of the guitar and a^ft strains of the violin b'end harmoniously with their merry voices, and sweep adown the
winding stream until they die away in famt echoes. Capt.
S. has enjoyed a royal time with the club, and extended them
an invitation to accompany him to Arkansas next spring on
a grand hunting and fishing excursion.

Sid Harbour," Beth Palmer and "Sonny" Gumberls caught
twenty-five large bass at the "Cut-off" last week. They reNo. 1^.
port the fishing at the "Cm-off" to be
Estie Smilhers killed two wild geese at one shot Tuesday
wi h a rifle at the distance of 103 yards.
Beth Palmer killed a wild turkey gobbler last week that
Tennbbsbb,
weighed thirty-two pounds.

A

TENNESSEE FISH NOTES.
conversation to-dav with Mr. Frank Furman, that genIN tleman
expedition to Caney
told me that on his
last

Fork, in company with Charles E. HiUman, they had some
Besides
rare sport, though the elements were against ihem.
forty fine black bass they captured a twelve-pound jack.
Mr. Furman is one of the most scientific among our anglers,
and has the most complete tackle to these two esentials,
when in the field or on the bank of a stream, he is a hard
worker, fighting every inch of the way, and as a consequence,
he never fails to brins home game.
Capt. Wm. Stocked, Chief of the Nashville Fire Department, is another most distinguished angler, his duties
His only source
keeping him closely confined to the City.
of recreation is the Cumberland River, from which he manages to catch black bass and jack when every one else fails.
The "boss" fisherman, however, is our indefatigable commissioner Col. Akers. It is a pleasure to watch him as he
easts his fly or minnow into a rap d, or lands it artistically
along side'of a log, shelving rook, or in a deep pool ; even
though they be many yards away, follow the fancies of some
three or four pound bass until he has enticed it to seize the
bait, and then nianoaivre it to his feet, when either "Bill
Tate " or " Burnham Johnson," his two faithful colored companions in all his expeditions, land if as dexterously with the
net as did the Col. with his eight ounce rod and No. 1
Meek, overcome and capture it.
Mr. Driver, a memticr of our legislature and an ardent
friend to fish protection, told me a day or two since that at
the extra session of that body he intends to off r on amendment to our fish laws with a view of stopping fly-fishing at
He says that at this soason of the year an expert at
night.
this class of fishing can catch more in one night than three
men could kill during daylight with "gigs. " These flies arc
made of two or three bright colors and ingeniously fastened
to a hook, the shank of which has been' passed through a
cork to make it float upon Iho surface. At these the fish
bite voraciously and are caught by the hundreds.
I do not see that tbere is any good ground for the gentle-
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ten pairs originally placed in it

there have been reproduced thousands of them. Tbo-e now
two years old would weigh from live to six pounds; the
year olds about two pounds. Unfortunately for the successful
propagation of the fish, the pond is very small and they are
If, however, the suggestions of
already too much crowded.
Dr. Hessel were carried out, both as to building and the
of ponds necessary, carp would be cultivated here to
an indefinite extent.
The Cumberland Angling Club, have a splendid pond about
four miles from town, which they have stocked with base
and white perch they have er ced a Swiss Ghalet on the
bank of the pond for a club house. The members of the
club are gentlemen of means, and they propose beautiflng
their grounds and increasing the dimensions of their pond
If these gentlemen would add a privale hatchery,
later on.

number

;

would pay them, by keeping up their own supply of fish
and selling to others desiring to stock por ch with game fish.
The F. A. C. Angling Club are at present enjoung their
annual fall sport on the beautiful Buffalo River. They have
a complete camp outfit, and always remain away two or
Our market is less well supplied with
three weeks at a tune.
fish and oysters than I remember to have known it for s >me
The usual
years, owing to the continued warm weather.
shipments from Reelfoot lake will begin to soon as the cold
J. D. H.
spell comes.
Nashville, Nov. 3.
it

1881.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Sunday, according t3 the almanac, gets around to this
section of Kentucky just about as often as any other portion
of the State, still a stranger, judging from the continual
crack of the sportsman's rifle, wouldn't hesitate to affirm
that it had the appearance of being anyihing else than Sunday.
The river and surrounding water courses abound with
wild fowl and fish, and it is not an unusual skht to see two
or three men at almost any hour on Sunday with an interrogation point in their eye and a gun or rod in their hand heading for the river.
For the especial information of those who do not know
that there is such a place in existence as Owensboro (and, of

;

[NoVEMBEB

TROUT IN
on
THE expedition now
the U.

SIBERIA.

way

to establish a meteorologS. Signal Service at Pomt Barrow,
ical station of
Alaska, was detained for several days at Plover Bay, a deep
harbor on the Siberian coast, near the entrance to Behring
Straits.
While there we were feas' ed to repletion with quantities of superb trout, which the Esquimaux brought off and
soid us for a small price paid in tobacco, needles and such
These fish were the Salmhnus ualma, the common
things.
red-spotted trout of the Pacific cast of North America, a
fish closely resembling in appearance and h.bi s the common
brook trout of the East. They varied in we ght from threequarters of a pound to three or four pounns, and were remarkably fat and fine flavored. The natives caught them
in nets, in a fresh water lake four or Ave miles long, separated from the sea only by a narrow sand beach, and distant
from our anchorage about tnree miles. Bid weather and
various duties prevented our visiting this lake, but we tried
a red ibis fly without success in several similar small lakes
Trout have been netted in
or ponds near our anch rage.
the-e ponds, but it is believed that these fish were washed in
from the bay during unusually high tides, which sometimes
The abundance of thW fish in the lake
flow into the ponds.
where the natives caught them may be judged from 'he statement of one of the nanves, who, on the suggestion that some
"Ljun
of our pa*ty 8h"iild try fishing in the lake, said:
man, small not, plenty; American man, big net, plenty."
OhHKRVjiR.
Point Barry®, Alaska, Aug. 23 1881.
its

SPORT IN KENTUCKY.

ON

the morning of October 10, 1881, you might have seen
a parly of sportsmen bu-ily engaged in loading all 'he
When all
needful fixtures for a camping trip in a wagon.
was in, the good-hy said, and the baby kissed, we started
up the lovely valley of Tygart, a stream which rises in the
mountains of Kentucky and flows north to the Ohio River.
This stream is justly ceebra'ed fur its fine fishing ;dl ovrr
southern Ohio and northern Kentucky, and its hanks arc annually adorned with the tents of visiting sportsmen.
man
B. was driver and W. was speaker of the house.
whose love of the beautiful would not be aroused during a
ride up this beautiful valley on such a lovely Ocober
must be a cynic indeed and not to be includ* d in the list of
ride of six een miles brought us to them utb.
sportsmen.
of Three Prong, where a few Lewis county friends w-re to
meet us, which they soon did. Aftir eatmg a lunch which
the good wife had put up for us, we again took the road, aid
a drive of seven miles to •k us to our destinat on, one and
one-balf mUes below Iron Hills Furnace. Carter county, Ky.

A

mom

A

We were met andcordiaUy receiv. d

by Mr. Fill z Walker, and
m had some t;auie whichwe
coming along— cooking for our first supper in
v\ e dethe woods, ai d then laid our plans for the morrow.
termined to CBtch what bait we needed first, aod while seining for bait some fine bass were taken and served for d nuer.
This day was taken up in getting ready For the next, one, and

—

tbere camped on hisfarm and so
killed while

before daylight we were on our way to the Falls of Tygart,
one mile from camp. In ten minutes D. was engaged tn a
1 fe and dea'h struggle with an old pike, and this being D 's
He
first pike you may imagine something of his condition.
was soon master of the situation, however, with the helo of
Inf., who got in the water and flirted the pike out on the
bank. Its length was four feet one inch, and its estimated
weight fourteen pounds.
W.'s luck somehow had deserted him, perhaps on account
of the irregularities of Monday, and he had not a nible yet.
D. soon had another rise, (his time from a black bass, which
Its leng h was t venty and one-half
he landed without aid.
inches.
Let some render of your paper estimate the weight
of this fine fish; ours was five pounds.
B. had taken his
tackle and gone tip stream, but soon the boom ul his gun was
heard to break the stillness, proclaiming death to the
squirrels.
D.'s fifh
At ten o'clock aU were in camp.
and B.'ssquirrelsmade a full larder he hail killed a dnz-n or
W.'s luck still remain d the same, and ihia
so of fine ones.
is about the way we put in au entire week out in the wilds of
We did not take any meat with u3 and we
Carter county.
did not eat a'meal without g one, ami p enly u! it. I am satisfied that inside of five miles from our camp tiiere were 30ft
wild turkeys, but as we did not know the lay of the laud
well enough we did not bag any of them.
In conclusion, let me say that if any One wants a earn pi tg
We were there from the lOxh
trip let him try Carter county.
to the 17th, and bad au abundance of game all the titU". The
people were kind, and all iried to make our vie.it enjoyable,
especially Mr. Walker, who ut us under many obiiga ions
for services rendered for which he would receive no remuion.
We killed about fifty squirrels, some grouse and
man's objection to this mode of angling, as fly-fishing is nera
caught about 40 lbs. of dressed fish. There were, only two
tolerated everywhere, and certainly it is more artistic and
guns in the camp. Should any one wish to go there and
sportsmanlike than with the hideous gig, seine or trap. I fear
will send his address to Forest and Sit.kam he will receive
that our protective laws are not being respected as they
all the information.
Our expenses were only *iAo each
should be, but as the commissioners have no fund from
D.
which to enforce it, nor even to prosecute infringers, noth.— ~» 4
and
inorganizations
through
local
except
fan
be
done
ing
GROWTH OF CARP IN NEW YORK, -Mr, .1, Ite.ynsl, of
dividuals who have courage to bring charges before the White Plains, Westchester county, N. Y., recently took some ''orp
proper authoritier,
from bu pond which were two years ok! last August, One of
A tew days ago 1 visited th?- carp pout! of Capt, F. W. them weighed seven

—

i
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GUT-ITS BR1TTLENESB
AGE.
Cod," from the pen of Mr. B. JIawca. The verses are faultless in metre and (he style is llyrotiie, and, were they more
the miseries the angler has to contend with, there
directly in bar line, we would gladly publish ihetn.
No
are few things more vexatious than one's tackle giving doubt the " Fisherman's Memorial,
about to be published
way when a good fish is hooked, or when the hook or hooks at Gloucester, Mass., w< uld gladly embalm them in its pages
have got wedded to a tree in or out of the water. The and the wriier of " The .Mammoth Cod " would go down to
whipping of the hook may have become slack, the barb may posterity alongside our most gifted poets.
break off, the line may break, or the rod itself may give way,
a knot in the cast may slip; but of all the breakages that I
Tue " Belgian Devil.'' The London Fix/ring QtxzetU
know of and that I dislike, it is a goodly piece of stout has nil illustrated article with this heading. The "devil"
salmon gut to part company, and leave one "alone is a heavy iron implement like four fish-hooks fastened back
lamenting."
to back.
It is three feet lrgh, and the inside part of the
I do not wish to have to lament on this count, and I desire
hooks are sharpeued. Ir U claimed that the Belgian fisherto lay the interest of all anglers before brother Francis and men in the North Sea, engaged in trawling, carry such an
and all lovers of the art, and see if we cannot doctor our gut, implement hanging from the bow, which cuts llrrough the
so that there will be no more lament ing.
English nets audleisthe fish into theJBelgian trawl. One was
In the first phce, as prevention is better than cure, Iahould recently lost from an Ostcnd trawler and captured in an Englike to know if there is auy way of preventing the disorder?
lish fishing net.
If this is practiced, brtaches of the peace
Is there anything iu the preparing of silkworm gut which
between the fishermen cf England and Belgium may be
causes this tendency ? It is a fact which I have observed looked for.
that all gut has not lie s:une amount of tendency to become
brittle, if [ may ao speak.
Have the disease* to which silkrecently published a letter from
Habits op Trott.
worms are subject anything to do with it ? Or is it the sub- Judce Caton on the habit of trout hiding in 60ft bottom, or
stance? used in the staining of it? I may be wrong, but I burrowing. He cited Capt. A. F. Young, of Escanaba, Mich.,
think I have observed the brittleneSB more frequently in the as having seen this strange habit.
We now learn that Mr.
light iron-blue stained gut, and much kss in unstained gut.
W. H. Ballou, an observant naturalist, of Illinois, has obBo much for the cause and prevention. What of the cure? served the same thing in the Stale of New York.
imare advised to steep it in cold water.
This summer I agine that some peculiar bottom is favorable for this habit,
steeped as fine a cast as any one could wish, for about fif- as it does not seem possible that trout would go in mud.
teen minutes. I fixed one end on a round Dail, and the other The bottom described by Capt. Young seemed like a whitish
otter I attached to a spring- balance.
It gave way in the
loam.
Who knows more about this ?
middle between two km is at three and a half pounds. This
same cast, which has never been used, and which is a perfect
Tris Memiadkn Fisheries.— Surveyor King, of Greenmodel to look at, was bought in London in 1879 at a Bret- port, L. f reports the number of menhaden rendered in the
class house.
"When tried in a similar way then it withstood district during the past season ss SO, 000, 000. This immense
a pull of ten pounds, without breaking. I expect my salmon quantity of fish yielded 425,000 gallons of oil and 8,500 tons
casts, single gut, to stand a dead 9train of ten pounds, and
of fertilizer. Long Island fishermen returned from the Chesamy trout casts three p ur.ds. If they do not stand this on peake report a good season. The Virginia season was a faileach hook, I do no' trust tkein with a fish of any kind. The ure owing
to the scarcity of fish.
cast which I have alluded to is made of picked talmon gut,
bluish tinted
every ihnad in it is as round as need be, and
tapering from end to cud. 1 have about a dozen of them
now perfectly useless.
«0isl(cuhure.
Can Mr. Francis or any one throw any light? Now is the
time, when our csis are lying idle and with a strong
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FISHCULTUEE IX SOUTH CAROLINA.

age.

my
I

cast in the way I always do, even with
should most certainly have lost my first

A S our readers are aware the State work of fisberdtnre in North
**- Carolinais a pub-department of the Department of Agriculture.
bulletin is issued, called "The Monthly Bulletin North
Carolina Department of Agriculture." It is published by Ash &
Gathng, State printers, lialeigh. Subscripts
c 25
cents.
We have just received
r, 188a,
In
...
which Mr. B. O.
Fisheries,
part
mtof
Fiah and Fisheries, lor the yeai
The propagation ol fieri by tirieial methods was undertaken
only a few daj aft
of Ihe Board of Agriculture by
Mr. Frank N. Clark, an expert
the Legislature of Marcl
1.
on the corps of the t Bited Btal 5 F.nb Commission was employed
by the Eoard. and operations ii shad batching were immediately
undertaken oh the Nouae. Hi h water and other difficulties set
at naught ah effort*, aud the result there and of fry obtained
f.om the- Government liutchu' a iu Massachusetts made a net
pla.d of only 410,000. A numb c of floating boxes were then used
(ol h itching, the eggs being mi ,-ed in Ihe process by the natural
river current, the box bottoniH
eiug wire. No hatchery existed
in the State, and these
part a loan from the United
Statea Commissioner. At that, time no one in our State knew
thing of the artificial batching of liah eggs, aud such pra tical
knowledge which has spread rapidly iu all directions is entirely
due to the agency of the Board and a" kindly disposed pros.
The second step taken whs the erection of a salmon hatchery In
September following it SwannanoaGap, Buncombe countv, making a plant of 234,000 fish with small loss,
A joint subscription of fund*, and the Unite States and Marylaud Commissioners sent their hatching fleet (of boats) intj tho
Albemarle Sound. They assumed the collecting aud hatching,
and when the fry were ready lor shipment th>»y were allotted ont
to the different commissioners for their respective States. The
means furnished me were used to best advantage in snipping
the fish, 'ihe result was 3,243,000. In the season oi 1879 (re
operated on the same plan, merely shipping as many fry as wo
could secure from the officials in charge.
In 1680 the appropriation for the United Stales Commission was
so delayed that no opera lions were undei taken by them on the
Albemarle. We assumed the undertaking of collecting, hutching
and distributing. Their apparatus heinjj on bouts had been transferred to the r hcBapeake Bay, and we had no nucleus to budd to.
Within forty-five days, however, an order was given and a hatchery near their old seat was perfected. It contains a four and onehalf horse boiler and engine, two powerful force pumps rut. by
steam, and twenty-eight hatching cones, with a weekly hatching
The building is of rough
capactty of four millions of eggs.
plank, twenty-five by thirty feet, single story. All meals are
served and eaten in thie building, and the corps sleep in hammocks and on cots iu simplest style, above the machinery. Tho
The engir
entire hatchery and fixtures cost "less than 81,500.
was steamed up on April H, and the pumps worked twenty-seve
days and nights without an hour's iiiterrnption. There waa
working f roe of sixteen men. The hauls occurring every si
hours at two fisheries, two miles distant, were attended, and the
hatching cones were filled to the utmost capacity, and were empty
only at the close. Ihe point at which this work is done is Avoca,
the home of Dr. W. It. Capehart. The watera of the Albemarle
are here fresh and six miles wide. The seines used for fishing are
one and one-quarter to one and one-half miles long, most of them
shot from two fifty-foot boats, manned by ten oarsmen to
''-'!'•
(Jim
then hauled ashore by horseeach.
With 1
are carried out by steamers
power and *
nginus ashore. The annual
and hauled

A monthly

fish.

Byway of cure 1 have thought of many things; and I am
about to institute a number of experiments, in order to
ascertain the best color and substance to use as a stain for
fishing gut— one or more substances which will have no
tendency to lead to this brittlenes?. As soon as my fishing
tackle returns from the North, and which will be. in about a
week, as it is coming by sea, I shall pace one of my brittle
salmon casts in strong vinegar for twelve or fourteen hours,
and I shall report with what effect.
The reason why I shall use vinegar by way of a cure is
because the silkworm gut manufacturers, before dividing the
worm and drawing it nut to form gut, steep the caterpillars
in strong vinegar for twelve or fourteen hours. The vinegar,
1 under land, has the property of converting the secretion in
the sericteria, or silk. vessels, into gut instead of silk.
Vinegar or acetic acid baa a similar action upon glue and colAnyhow, as my casts can hardly
loid substances in p neral.
be made worse, I shall try a fe w experiments with them for
Corthe benefit of the present and future race of anglers.
rebpoiidmce of London Field.
Game Protection

New York.— State Game

Protector
S. V. K. Bray ton, of Albany, lately returned irom making a
successful raid upon eel weirs in the Delaware, between Hancock and Callicoon. Between these points he had discovered
eight of these unlawful and destructive fish rap», some of
them partly destroyed and others in full working order.
He has requested District Attorney J. Curtis, Esq., of Callicoon, to institute proceedings against Leander Conklin and
Lewis Hill, of Damascus, Wayne county, Pa., two eel weir
owners, who come from the Pennsylvania border to catch
New York State fish by wholesale. He has a memorandum
in which are recorded the names of trespassers, and it is
hoped that he will secure a list of all the gaui; which has for
many years persisted in openly violating the game laws of
Mr. Brayton says, regarding the difficulties
that vicinity.
in detecting this class of criminals, that the effectual suppression of i'legal fishing and shooting is greatly in the hands
It beof the citizens where the outrages are perpertrated.
ing impossible to provide a patrol of constables sufficient to
thoroughly canvass the forests aud streams, it is the duty of
every right-minded and public spirited citizen to report to
the game constable and sportsmen's clubs any violation of
vigilance
the game law which comes under his notice.
of this kind, were it general, would soon abolish the pothunter, and secure good fishing and shooting in the proper
season throughout the Stale. During the past summer Mr.
Brayton bas been doing some sharp work about Oneida Lake
and other neighboring lakes of the chain in capturing nets
and indicting Hieir owners, someof whom are already under
is

i

A

the lash or the law.

Mud—

Putram, Conn., Oct. 22.—
Trout Hides in THE
Forty-five years ago trout were abundant in all the clear
spring brooks in Plymouth county, Mass., and for such as
would weigh one-half a pound and upward I usually got ten
cents a pound, and often caught so large a string ihat I would
prefer to return home Kir the wagon than to try to caTry them.
home with quite a
I recolleet that at one lime, on my return
nice string I thought it belter to go to the lower mill on
Trout Brook, as thefs were two or three pools below the mill
where I usually secured a nice trout. The water was low
and the mill had shutdown. With carefulness I soon struck
a big fellow, but in trying to lift him out the line broke. I
was determined to secure him, and waded iu as the pool was
only a foot del p 6) 90, and some twelve feet square. I carefully scanned every part if it, and could not.sec the trout.
and
It could not get out any way, and I waded up anddowr,
iust as 1 was about giving up 1 saw a piece of my line, and
carefully fecund the end ami followed it up, and soon found
the trout, which had bidden away in the only little spot of
it, and if I recollect, arijjht it
mud in the pool. 1 secured
" , --"
ighl.— G, F. W.
ol full twopoi'
„as
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mOrinpUB codfish are occanot a surprising fact. That One should e

Tun Mammoth Cod.-'i
sionally taken is
thioffu-ion of poem inav,
ioh

a

.•

!

however, eeem. a trifle Btrnnr e,
poem, iTititlftd " The Mam.. iuth

Worm

In 1880 I spawned a large roekfish* of fiftv-seven pounds »Dd
hatched 500,000 fry. I found milt for the, impregnation of 700,000 eggs Only, but the eggs remaining iu the ovaries which were
subsequently removed, wire to thoee taken about four to ono,
To,
'
making the yield abont 3,000,000 in
spawning and
spawned rock of like bize were taken in «l ad fishing that spring
within four mdeB of our station. Three of the same, I am inioinied, were taken last seasou at Wood's fishery opposite .na.
Their full period of spawning follows the close of shad-lishmg,
and we have been compelled from lack of means to close our work
without making a special work of rock. In 1816 Dr. Capehart
made a haul on May 6 (after he had finished hi- bhad- fishing) and
took 840 fish ; 350 averaged r-ixty-five pounds, and many weighed
eighty to ninety pounds. The 'total weight of the haul was 35,000 pounds.
Though an acute observer, he at that time was not
much attracted to the spanning of fish, and it is not known how
many may have been ripe, but the spawn of one weighed twentyeight pounds— over three and nearly four times as much as tbv
spawn contained in the ono handled by nieiu propagation in ln8D
,'

"The " striped bass,"

i

I

Jilhoi

c

, Fish Hawk, waa sent
nmissioners to hutch at Avoca.
ted Btates
released and the remaining eggs
Froi her cones 800,000 fry we
We
a oi her departure, May 1.
turned over to us ou the
.tching, the United States ofhad made no prepaid'
But on her
ficials having assured mo that they would do it all.
liv

t

tb

'

departure we began, and with no force except nine
men to distribute fry with, and with every disadvantage, we
rthi
ID, 000 fish released from the
The
iota up 6,545,000.
Fish Hawk the North Caro' in
.

work

,

really twice as
things that we are iu a
is

York, Button liivatm.

BLACK BASS IN PENNSYLVANIA.

:

:

inches iu length.
at Swedesboro is uot
this, as the writer in
his vouthiul davs used to catch white perch in this pond weighing
one'and two pounds, tho fish having originally been placed thera
from a tide water creek ( Raccoon) running into the Delaware River,

The large pond belonging to Mr. Black
mentioned as being stocked. We wonder at

and had become land locked.
The writer was once one of four who subscribed to a fund for
the purchase of bass for tho Swedesboro pond, but the fish
bought were nothing but falltish, a chub— the person doiug the
biivrng, being ignorant as to the appearauce of the black bass,
took what be thought were the fish wanted, as he saw them swimming at the bottom of the tub.
The result of this experiment i3 the presence by thousands of
the fallnsh in Swedesboro pond, where thoy were never known
Mr. Ore should not neglect this grand sheet of water.
before,
The white perch from tide water will Jive there and thrive. Whj
Hosio.
will not the bass ?

GROWTH OF CARP

IN VIRGINIA.

i

'

down

New

Philadelphia, Nov. 14.
JAS. W. OEE, Fish Warden of Caradeu county, N. J., has
MR.just
finished his report ending Oct. 1, 1881, which has been
forwarded to Fish Commissioner Howell, of Woodbury, Gloucester county, N. J.
Mr. Ore states that during the past year there
have been many black bass caught in many Camden county
ponds, the result of stocking these waters a few years ago. Some
of the fish weighed four pounds. The following are the pondi/
which have been supplied with this game fish, two hundred and
nches in
fifty being placed in each, measnring from four tt
Alberl Wood's, neai
length 0. S. Ifidwav's. at Brown's Mills
Blackwoodstonu; Russell's, near Twedesboro, and Warrington's,
rfed down on
near Swedesboro. The fiah for tie- !••.•
the Woodbury and Swedesboro Railroad J aterday oid liberated.
The superintendence of stocking all the ponds so ,th of M-rcei
county has been delegated to Fish Warden Ore. 'ihe ponds alluded' to were stocked with bass three years ago by Mr. Ore, aud
this yoar some of them were caught measuring tea and twelv»

I

i

shad vield
In i»3l

of

-

good as that of lis", showing above
hue of progression.

all

We

are lacking
No State is more favored in streams than ours.
in lake area, however, and in nearly all running waters above thb
shad Unfit, there is a very great scarcity of fish. While these
localities have engaged thoughtful attention, we have not been able
to organize any large work by winch wo could fully restock them.
have made attempts to overcome ten- scarcity of fish in the

We

headwaters of such streams by the introduction of tho Schoodic
salmon of Maine and the Galifprnia trout ol the Weel
Meanwhile I would earnestly reoonuneud pareons in theint run
-.
By la:
to cultivate the (tcrmn carp in ponds.
of the State is unfurnished with shad, and bvbo U we succeed in
thi
establishing successful tishnays ou all the flams IS tt B
The
will yet receive shad in only comparative small numbers.
carp grows quiaklj and slmo-t every farm n
inoro iRtotheawp
tions for m
-

Baltliiobe, Md., Nov. 5.
.Ed&or F.inst and Stream :
I clip the following item headed "Carp in North Carolina" from
the Baltimore Su>i of to-day: "The caip raisers iu North Carolina
are rejoicing over the success attouding the introduction of tbia
excellent fish in that State. One gentleman residing near Greenville dragged his pound a few days ago, and the re-ult astonished
him The carp that he deposited in January— ten months ago,
of infinitesimal size and an ounce in wtight— are now seventeen
inches long aud weigh four pounds apiece."
German carp are known lo bo of rapid growth in still ponds favocable to Eheii propagation, and I will give you an instance that
Whi e on a repent riait to W,nwill be additionally convincing.
chester, Va.. I was informed by Mr. Crump, the efficient maiugeiof the paper mills near that city, Ihat be sec ired a fe carp— v rj
small specimens ('such as tho U. S. Fish Commissioner dintril ates hou Aprd 15, placing them in a small pond at the mid. July 15,
exactly three months after puttiug thiui in, he had the watel
drawn off, and to his "amazement and surprise' found the carp
bad altained the remarkable length of ten and one half inches.
Any one acquainted with Mr. Crump vrill accept hia statemenl
N. P.
without question. He is not a disciple of Laak Walton.
i

1

FISHCULTURE IN TEXAS.
LAWS BELATCJCt TO EEOTEOTIOH OF FISH.
Offenses Relating to the Protection of FUh, etc.—Article

423.

any person shall drag or haul any fish net or seine, or set,
place or use any fish net, seine trap or other contrivance of any
teept tho
o !;
character whatsoever, for the purpus.
ordinary hook, line and pole), in any Stream, lake or pool of
water svithra this State above tide-water, between the fourteenth
day of February aud the fourteenth day ot Jnno of each year, he
Bhall be fined not exceeding fifty dollars.
Article 424. Each day that any net, seine, trap or other contrivance remains set or placed, shall constitute a separate offenos
under the preceding article.
Artiolo 425. If auy person shall catch or take, or attempt to
catch or take, any fish in this State by the use of any poiapaput
substance put intu tha water, he shall be oned not less thau

If

.

one hundred
XIH., Chap. 5.
for the Pre
Fiah-Ladders.— Be i
rraas.ThatitshftU

,

.-

>

dollars.

—Penal

Code,

Title

n of Fi-h and to Build Esli-Wavs and

An Act

,/,,'

the Stale

itf

ins, irnw or corporations,
ho may hereafter erect, anv mill-dam,
water-weirs, or other obstructions, ou rivers or streams within the
waters of this State, within ail tnontba after tho passage of this
n struct and keep in repair ftah-wayB or' n-hdadders at
Mich mill-dam, waters-wears, en ODBtructioinyso that ail aeaeons ol
tho year fi-h mac ascend above such dam, weirs, or obstructionn,
to deposit then SO iwu. Any person, firm, or corporation, owuittg
tol
such mill-dam or obstructions, «ho shall tailor rei
or keep in repair such fisb-wavs or fish-ladders, after having bean
notified and required by the Fish Commissioner to do ho, shall In
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
I

I

'

sbaU be punished by a tine uot exceeding ono hundred d illarn nor
The
less than twenty-five for every such neglect or refusal.
eruor is hereby authorised to appoint a fish ournniisBioiicr, who
.-bali serve mtiiorit compensation, whose duty it Bha.l bo to see
that the provisions of this act are complied
Section. 3. Ail prosecutions under this act shall be commenced
witliin two months from the time when such offense was committed, aud the same shall he upon eomplaiut under oath before
anv justice of the pence, recorder or mayor of auy city iu tha
county where the offense was committed or where the detemlaut
may reside or be found and all lines imposed aud collected uudol
this act. shall I." paid ouc-half to the complainant.
Section 3. Alltawsand parts of laws which conflict with the
8 of this act ha the same arc hereby repealed
'! take elf eel
and be in loreoon and afte
Section
;

the

day
roved April 17, 1878

first

14, ISil, the Legislature amend- I
the pay of the Co

OB March
e

also making an appropriation of ><5,i>00 per
lection and dist'ibution offish.

H

Dinkinsis the oulv

1

.-'.

the' law of 1871)
annntn,. aoa
c
tor the pro

annum

Bl

appotrM
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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XNTKBNATIONAL FISHERIES EXHIBITION, EDINBURGH.
APBIL,

yourself with the thought that he
steam and will all the sooner settle

fennel

1882.

(NOYBMBBB 17,

life

WE

FIXTURES.

have received circulars of the proponed Fishery Exhibition
in Scotland, next April. Tho President is H. B. II. Pi-moo
Alfred Ernest Albert. Bake lit Edinburgh. It is held under the
patronago of a loog line of titled gentlomen, and at tho tail (uid
of the list wo iind tho names of some men who have no claim to
bo called " Hie Grace," nor "Mist Noble," but who in tho fisher;
interests would in America bo considered of moro importance.
These aro James Leslie. ('.. E. T II. Gordon Cumming, and Archibald Young, Commistionere of Scotch Salmon Fisheries Prof. T.
H. Huxley find Spencer Walpole. Inspectors of Fisheries for Iuighuid and Wales Major Hayes. Thos. F. Brady and W. Johnston,
Inspectors of Irish Fialu rios Francis Day, late Inspector-General

December m, is and is. at. i.dwcU. Mass., Lowell Clog show. Entries
close December a.
Iinae. a. Andrew-, Vfiesi Boxtora, Muss., (superintendent.

FIELD TRIALS.
November

<;llrov,

I. fit

i

Field Tri.nn or the eitlrov

HI.

Rod and Quu

Club
Nov,

Nov

;

Tho Honorary Secretaries, to whom
communications must be addressed, are
Sir James liamsay Gibson Maitland, of Barnton, Bart.
William Skinner, Town Clerk of Edinburgh.
F. N. Mcnzies, Secretary to the Highland and Agricultural Society

of Fisheries in India, etc.

:

-e

Archibald Young, Commissioner of 8cotch Salmon Fisheries.
REOTJLATIONS.
1. The exhibition will include, all kinds of articles connected
with, or illustrative of, the fisheries of the world, and will be open
to exhibitors from all countries. (See Classification of Articles.)
2. Medals and money prizes for exhibits and essays will bo
awarded by competent jurors, whose names will he made known in

IS

3. Application for space must be made to the Hon. Secretaries,
3 George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, and should be restricted to the
minimum amount required for the due display of the articles sent
for exhibition. No charge will be made for articles or collections
Bent on loan, for books, essays, official reports or plans. Other
articles will be charged at the rate of nine shillings per square
yard or one shilling per square foot. No less space than ouo
squaie yard to be taken. Payment for Buch space must be made
on entiy. The height of cases not to exceed nine feet, but fishing
rods allowed to be put up.
4. Arrangements will be made by tho committee for the reception of exhibits from the 27th of March, 1832, to the 4th of April,
The carriage of nil articles sent for
ltSS. both days inclusive.
exhibition must be prepaid, and ruuBt have a label attached with
the exhibitor's name. Packages cannot be received in the Exhibition Building after the latter date, and space then unoccupied will
be forfeited or otherwise allotted.
5. Exhibitors requiring the uso of water or gaB for their exhibits must state 80 in their application, and the expense of all such

special requirements must be borne by exhibitors, together with
the costs incurred in the erection of special stands, cases, etc.
G. An official catalogue will be published by the committee, in
u Inch explanatory notices can, under: special arrangements, follow
the exhibitors' official class entries.
7. No photographs, copies, or other reproductions of any objects

exhibited will be permitted to be taken without the consent of the

eommiitio
8. Exhibitors must pay the expense of transit, delivery, tixing
and removing their exhibits, and they must either personally or by
their agtuts superintend the proper reception, installation and removal of their exhibits, in default whereof then- committee reserve the right of doing whatever may be considered necessary,
at the expense of the exhibitors.
9. The committee will not be liable for any loss or damage
which exhibits may sustain at the exhibition or in transit.
10. All objects "must be removed from the exhibition within a
week after its closo, unless time is specially extended by the committee.

reserve the right of excluding any proposed

exhibit.
12. All persons

admitted to the exhibition shall be snbject to the
rules and orders of the committee.
CLASSIFICATION.
all kinds of Bait water and fresh
water fish models, drawings, photographs and paintings of fish
illustrations of the diseases of fish,
and other marine animals
and specimens of aquatic birds of all kinds.
Class II. Boats and Implements Used in 1'trfimg-.— Models
Apparatm and gear complete, including steam machinery for all
kinds of fishing boats, and for vessels employed in tho conveyance
of fish to market apparatus employed in catching lobsters, crabs
and prawns; collections of nets used in sea or in fresh-Water: fishcollections of fresh water fishing tackle, including rods,
ing
hnes, reels, artificial Hies, baits, gaffs, landing nets, etc.; colleccollections of
tions of honks used in sea and fresh water fishing
tackle used in sea fishing models of whaleboats, knives, harpoons, lances and whale and seal fishing appliances of all kinds;
portable boats, ropes, cordage and canvas.
Class 1 II. riscimltvre.—Apparatus used for hatching, rearing
and transporting livo fish and ova; models or drawings of fishbreeding establishments; models and plans illustrative of the
various processes of oyster culture aquaria illustrations of tho
development and growth of fish.
Class IV. > ish Passes.— Models and drawings of hsh passes,
stairs and ladders; plans for enabling salmon and other migratory
obstruct thenfish to surmount the natural barriers that at present
ascent to the. valuable spawning grounds of tho rivers of the Uni-

Class

Fish.— Specimens of

I.

;

;

:

;

j

;

;

;

;

ted Kingdom.
,
.
,
,,
J'reserved Pish.— Specimens of dried, salted and
n,iss r.
fish of all kinds, and fish oils.
Class VI. Tinned Pish -Tinned fish of all kinds.
Class I'll. Fish. Manures, JStc. Fish manures and models of
.

,

smoked

—

r<

—

"'/S-'V"?/' ,<•;! d'condition of Fishermen. Modeli) of fishing
boat harbors, of life boats and of fishermen's clothing, waterprooi
garments, and waterproof articles of all descriptions; life saying
apparatus of all kinds molicine chests for fishermen systems
shing fleets and vessels at night, and plans of fish
oi signalling
',S'<

;

;

I

Class IX. History of Fishinr/.— Literature and
fishing implements;
to fisheries both ancient and modem ancient
reports and statistics of the Commissioners of Fisheries in the
various countries where such commissioners exist.
appliances for the
and
Plana
Himrs.—
Pollution
of
Class V.
prevention or remedy of the pollution of rivers aud waters ; statison fish.
tics with regard to the effect of pollution
statistics relating

;

amberClass \'I General.— Corals, pearls, shells, amber, jet,
shagreen, aquatic tlora and fauna, shell fiah of
every description, common objects of the sea-shore, rook works,
KT
glad to
°Ctass'xn. loan Collections.— The committee will be
preceding eleven
receive loan collections of objects included in the
same, and make no charge
classes, and will pay the eairiago of the

gris, spermaceti,

for space.

distribution of carp fry

Ssfcs sfrwttSs Vttaswsaw
which

to

fill

later applications.

Mr. A W.
CARP AND BLACK BASS FOB ENGLAND. -When
over the tnrbot
Armisteud the English fisbcultnrist who brought
^Tsoles'Hturns'he.ill take over both black bass and carp
.ei
v;n
the scaled
They have carp in England, but they are
has
MpBH
""',",;;
inferior to the German carp, which
.

...

I..:.

I

tho

and by transplanting to America. Since
out carp m the boy thia. on the
Mr ArmisleadhaH sailed. He took New
Hampshire being in tin ir
Owing to the black bass of
16th
his visit
"ntor quarters, he was unable to bring thera down, after
tion

to Mr. Stone.

ab..-. e

,.:,,.

.
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Of iui- Ni.ili.nal Trials

Field
irj:,

Trials.
Entries
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TEN OTIAVTKES

— CHAP.

1.

will take it for granted Ih.t. after a week or two of
daily practice, our pupil has so far advanced in his
education as to be reasonably proficient in his performance
at To ho, and wc will now take another step and try him
with something new, and endeavor to leaoh him ihe meaning
As his word is in constant uee among
of the word charge.
sportsmen the world over, we always teach our dogs its
I

use wc greatly prefer a low
breathed 8k! It is just as effective and far more quiet, especially when you take your dog into company, for instead
of attracting the attention of every one iu the room by
commanding him to charge, you can give him this signal,
and Ecarcely one even of those nearest you will notice ii.
have used this for more than twenty years, and can
heartily recommend it.
Most persons tiain their dogs to
do not quite like this, and
charge at the upraised hand.
have never adopted 'he custom, for il very seldom occurs
that you wish your dog to drop at any great distance from

meaning

;

but for our

own

Wo

We

jou, but should you from any cause wish your dog to remain
quiet when ho is at a distance, how much hotter it is to teach
him to come to a full stop at the raising of your hand, and
remain upon his feet wlicn he can see you and be ready to
obey your nest signal. Even at the discharge of the gun or
rise of the bird, we greatly prefer that tho dog, instead of
charging, should instantly stop aud stand up, where he can
There are many arguments in
readily see what U going on.
favor of this course that we will not mention until we get
further on.
will now take our pupil in hand and see if we can
teach him to "charge." Plac.ione hand upon his shoulders
and neck and the other upon his hips, and gently, yet
flrmiy, force him to a recumbent position, at the same time
Do not
repeat the word charge, prefaced with the low s/>—
forget to use only your natural tone, at tho same lime the
word must be spoken in a decided way that cannot be mistaken for entreaty instead Of command. This word must
not be spoken more than ones, and given with a falling inkeep him in po-ition until he ceases struggling and
flection
After a second or two, if he remains
his muscles relax.
By
quiet, remove your hands and allow him to get up.
using ihe words " hold up or " gel np " in this connection
he will soon learn their meaning; but do not, flo this until ho
appea-s to understaud what you want of him, and on no
account, noma' ter how long the struggle continues, should
you repeat the word, nor lot up on him one particle, for
everything depends on first impressions, and as soon as your
pupil finds that his struggles to escape avail him nothing, and
that relentless as fate you are bound to conquer and ftCC mi.
piish your purpose, he will at each successive lesson be more
To this persistent, painstaking and unwilling to yield.
wearied perseverance in sticking to our point until our object
is accomplished do we owe much of our success in training.
must, again repeat that all Ihis time you must, keep
perfectly coo], and must suffer no sign toeScape you of anger
for if you cannot control your temper you
Or impatience
are not the one to train a dog, and had better resort to the
breaking process at once.
Great care should be taken to place the pup in a natural

We

.

;

'

We

;

position.

When you

are squarely Under his

him down see that his hind legs
body and his fore-legs advanced well
between or upon them, and

farce

in front, with the head testing
always insist upon this position.

cot necessary to keep him in
or two, but he very careful thit
to be the judge of the proper
As he grows older the time can
be very gradually t -^tended, according to his disposition.
Should he be very nervous and excitable-, great care must be
lit

the

position

first tow lessons it
more than a second

is

he understands that von are
time when he may get up,

had that he does not get heart-btokon with unnecessary and
long continued restraint.
Do not expect that he will at once become perfect in anything that you may teach him, but possess yonr eoul iu patience and allow and encourage him to act out, his puppy
ways and to play and frolic to his hearffs content, always excepting, of ebbrfe, the few moments that you devote to his
Above all things, carefully refrain from anything
lessons.
that looks like restraint in your ordinary intercourse, with
him, ami endeavor to instill into his mind that you are his
loving friend, and that nothing suits vou better than to see
him thoroughly enjoy himself. Wc have found by experience that dogs are veiv much like men 'in some respects.
They both are possessed of a superabundance of steam that
must have vent somehow, und ir, is much better to got rid of
the surplus whde your pupil is of too lander an age to work
any serious harm, than to bottle it up for escape in the future,
fled years and knowledge ire rerj prone totumthe
How much better it is to
current into dangerous channels,
allow your boy To chase thu gaudy butterfly aud to encour.

fall

Ten

WE

.

riTSTBIBUTION OF CARP.— Tho

.function,

TRAINING VERSUS LREAKING.

due course.

The committee

Grand

at

close Dec. sail) a. ir. j.
dress will be Grand Junci

of S«otland.

11.

is

working

down

off his surplus
to the real duties of
in his mature

by wild escapades

There is one thing that we consider of paramount importance—our pup must staunchly point when he is from six lo
ten weeks old.
If he will not do this naturally and of his
own free will, quickly dispose of him to some one who is not
so particular, and try again. Although his breeding may be
of the best and the chances in favor of his pointing in the
future,

still

there are so

many

elements of chance in raising

that we should strive to eliminate at least all o£ the
doubtful ones.
have yet to see the dog that would make
a gamy point at ihis tender age who would not fulfill the
promise in his riper years; while "the woods are full of
them" that, having passed their youth without displaying
this "heaven born gift" still make no sign.
It is ni t
necessary that he should be tried on game birds— al
though this is desirable but any bird will answer the
purpose;
do first-rate, or
a fowl or chicken will
almost anything that will attract his attention so that
he makes a staunch point. Do not force this upon him, but
merely give him a chance to discover the bird or chicken
himself, and if he has this in3tiuct implanted within him you.
uiay depend upon his showing it. Many pups who will
staunchly point at this age may, perhaps, a few weeks or
mouths later, show no sign; give yourself no uneasiness on
this account, for you know that the instinct is there and, although it may be dormant for a while, you can rest secure
that it will return in proper season.
Do not forget during all your lessons, and while at play
with him, to pet and fondle him; but do not allow him to
jump upon you at any time. Whenever he does this you
should at once firmly remove him aud he will soon learn that
this will not do.
You thould also talk to him*-not baby
talk— but use intelligent, rational language, just such ns you
would use in talking to a ten year old boy, and you will be
surprised to see how soon he will understand your couversrtiou.
are well aware that many persons will ridicule
this, and will claim that a dog should be taught just aslitile ts
will answer to make him understand his duties while in the

up dogs

We

;

all

discredit

years.

BKNCH SHOWS.

;

and do you no

If 81.

...

i

age hito to renewed efforts and let him learn lor himself,
that even if he is successful in securing thfl object: of his de
that the chase is futile and will not pay for bruised
and tired limbs and uled and torn clothes—how much better this than to keep him unwilbng at your side, with his
young heart almost bursting to essay Ihe trial and s rwiflg
at the
the seed that iu 8 few years will ripen aud cause
to break, not for butterflies now,
first opportune moment
sire

.•

mm

but in a wild chase for forbidden pleasures that the restrain'
Do not, think that we
of his ohildho d make doubly dear.
Therefore, when
are moralizing.; we are only illustrating.
of youth," do not
I'llics
"bulb
the
chase
to
gives
pupil
your
check hiui, "but rather urge him on, that he may the sooner
In the meantime console
discover the fallacy of the pursuit.

—

We

and that what ihey term "fancy training

field,

"

is

a positive

We

Injury to his usefulness.
have no sympathy with these
views, for nearly all of the pleasure derived from our shooting trips is in witnessing the intelligent manner in which our
pets perform their duties, and well satisfied are we that the
more varied their accomplishments and the more developed
their reasoning faculties, the moreenjoyment will they afford.
That many writers of renown disagree with us upon this
point is true; and formerly, while perusing the finished productions of their able pens, we have been haunted by lingering doubts that after all perhaps they were right and that our
system was open to serious objections but after a tramp
over the stubble or through the covert with these same writers, and witnessing the delight with which they gazed upon
the performance of our dogs, and listening to the lavish encomiums which tbey bestowed upon their good behavior, we
have been confirmed in the faith that our system is not radiMany sportsmen whom we
cally wrong, to say the least.
have met in the field insist upon congratulating us upon the
wonderful good luck that we have had in obtaining such inThat they are intelligent is plain to be
telligent animals.
seen
that Ihey are naturally more so than thousands of
others we cannot believe, for we have had considerable experience with many strains of both pointers and setters. Of
pointers wc have owned the " gazelle-eyed," satin-coated,
light weight beauties, and many of the different strains and
crosses up to the lumbering Spaniard; and of setters we have
cultivated the "wild Irishman," as well as his more staid
English and Scotch brothers, together with many animals of
our grand old native stock, arid have ever found them all endowed with faculties that needed but proper training to
develop them into intelligent companions as well as first class
"killing" dogs.
We will now return to our pupil, whom we have given
quite a rest— and continue ourlessons, ever remembering that
we must "hasten slowly," and not over-burden his youthful
days with care and sorrow by too freciuent or long continued
Unless ho is very dull and stupid, or inclined to
restraint.
be refractory, or worse than all, sulky, a very short tirno is
sufficient to give him all the instruction and practice needed,
indeed the shorter the time occupied in his lessons at this
tender age the better, provided you succeed in obtaining an
intelligent obedience to your commantls.
You should be pretty well acquainted with his disposition
by Ihis lime, aud be able to form an opinion as to whether it
We are very loth to exwill pay to keep him or try again.
pend much time with a dull or stupid one, and a sour r
sulky disposition we abominate, and dispose of such as soon
We are best suited when a pup is full of life
as may be.
care not if he
and shows that he has a will of his own,
be headstrong, even willful, so that lie iB full of life and action, for wc have ever found that these high-strung animals
are not only possessed of greater intelligence than their less
sensitive companions, but as a rule they are in re kdling
dogs, to say nothing of the greater pleasure that they afford
by their superior style of going. Should his temperament
appear to be what you desire, thankfully proceed with your
pleasurable task.
You must be careful when you cimmence his lesson that
you do not cross him by beginning when he has something
of importance upon his mind that will distract his atteuiiou
if he is busy with a bone, or
from the business ou hand
at play or his mind appears to be preoccupied, leave
him quietly alone until he is disengaged, andthen go on with
the lesson; by pursuing this course you will secure his un
divided attention, and not only save time, but much wear
and tear of your stock of patience, it will be time enough
to teach him that he must leave his bone or cease his play at
your command when he is a little older and a liltle further
advanced in his education; at the same time should you unthinkingly order him to do anything while he is engagerJ,
you in list see to it that Ihe order is obeyed at all hazards, for
f,
will never do to play fast-and-loose wilh him, nor, to allow
him to get the idea into his head that he can ever have bis
own way, when you desire the contrary. After you have
taught him to charge readily without the aid of your hand to
force him down, you can gradually increase your distance
from him when you give the order; and if you are very
careful to make him instantly obeyyou, and do not allow him
to take even a single step after the command is given, he
will soon obey the order as far as he cau hear your voice
;

;
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RABIES.

TN

our issue of July 14 wo published au account of the biting by
-1
a supposed rabid dog of Mr. Waller H. Beetle's setter bitches
Mina and Blue Boll, promising to lay before our readers a full account of the ease, In accordance with that promise we give below
the report of the ease, for which we are indebted to the Journal
-

of Comparative mdi?ine 01$ Surgery.
"We are extremely loth to go upon record as dissenting from the
opinion of so eminent an authority as Dr. Porter is universally
conceded to be, and it affords us sincere satisfaction that we can
heartily indorse the conclusion drawn by the learned Doctor when
he Bays that. " tho question as to the case being one of rallies is
somewhat doubtful." We will gu even further and state that in
our opinion no reasonable proof has been offered that the animal
in question was alilicted with this disease, nor even bitten by a
Tabid dog. On the contrary, the only information we have of the
dog who attacked her is directly opposed to tho generally accepted
belief that "a mad dog does notmaugle, nor is his bite, simply considered, terrible," but. with a convulsive snap at his victim, be
passes on.
While admitting that many of the symptoms in Miua's case are
such as would be shown by a rabid animal, we fail to discover that
they are essentially different from those of other diseases, notably
in severe eases, as this appears to be, of congestion of the vital
organs, superinduced, perhaps, by her removal from her kennel to
a bed upon the damp ground.
Regarding asphyxia, is it to bo wondered at, that with Ja
tightened cord about her neck and an excited man at the other
end, the examination should reveal this result? We know Mr.
Beobe as a gentleman who has the appearance of being uuoxcitable and self-possessed under ordinary circumstances, but plane
the coolest man in the world beside a frail box that contained a
supposed mad dog and put in his hand a cord that was around the
aniaial'B neck, aud our word for it, the " frenzied struggles" of
the animal would have but one ending, ami that ending, asphyxia.
Undoubtedly Mina would have BUQOumbed to the disease in a short
time, but we very much doubt had there been no cord about, her
neck that the necropsy would have disclosed the slightest trace
of suffocation.
We have bo6n called to see many cases where the symptoms
were very similar to those of the case in question, where, with
hardly au exception, the animals were pronounced to bo rabid by
those who had them in charge. We have always insisted that this
was not the oase and the result has invariably proved that we were
right. "We have never yet se en a case of rabies aud so very rare
is this dread disease that we never expect to witness its horrors.
Wo have heard many of our most learned physicians and sui geons
testify under oath that they knew absolutely nothing of this disease, only so far as they have read of it in their books, never
having seen a siugle case, some of them even going so far as to
state their disbelief in anything of the kind. In proof of the extreme rarity of rabies wo (iud in the same number of the journal
from which' we quote this case that among the forty-seven thousand dogs that have beeu drowned at the dog pound in this city
within the past live years, only one has been pronounced rabid,
and wo fail to learn that this was determined except by the
animal's appearance. Since the above was written we have heard
from Blue Belle, and are pleased to learn that so far as appearances indicate she has before her a. long career of usefulness. The
following is a full report of the oase :
:

A ASE OF BABIES.
Meported by William Umry Porter, M. v., V. S.
and owned by Mr. Walter If. Beebe, of NewYork city, was a valuable English setter, aged four years and three
months. This animal was bitten by a common cur, which was
supposed to be mad, on June 30, 1SS1, at Morris riains, Mew
Jersey. Bluebelle, another Hue bitch, also owned by Mr. B., was
bitten the s iiue evening. It is an opcu question as to which dog
was first attacked, but both of them were severely bitten many
times about the mouth aud shoulders Mina, in one place, quite
through the upper lip. Aft-r this the cur disappeared, and what
become of him was never positively known. Bluobello was oxpected to have whelped the following day, but this she failed to
do, and has not since.
J uly 5th Mr. B. gaw both dogs, aud found them in fine condition, the injuries giving no trouble, and his impression was that
the wonuds were quite healed, and they appeared to be feeling
perfectly well Mills quiet aud not especially excitable. They
remained well, and the wounds gave no.trouble until July 18, when
Mina refused to eat, and continued to fust up to July 21, when the
owner was first notified of the fact.
Mr, B. talked of bringing the animal to the Columbia Veterinary
i

•

aepnyxia-which is considered m the-immediate cause of death in
rabies—I think even in absence of any further positive proof the
case should be regarded as one ot rubies, and the other dog bitten
closely watched for six mouthsol loifsi,

THE NATIONAL TRIALS.

;

College Hospital for treatment, and in case of death, for the
benefit to science from an early necropsy in a well-watched case.
On Saturday, July 23, the owner went to Morris Plains, with
the above stated purpose in view, his keeper, Mr. Parrot, having
thought the dog too excitable to handle alone. When Mr. B. arrived at the farm, however, the dog seerned quite manageable,
and anything but mad, aud jumped up to meet him as usual. The
wounds about the mouth aud chest were extensively iutlamed, but
the lips and tongue were swollen, tho latter being very red, and
covered with a thick coating the margins of the tongue, howover, were quite red, but free from sordies. The dog had often
beeu boxed for transportation, but never muzzled, to his knowledge. Just before attempting to muzzle her, she had a severe
attack of dry retching, but without expelling anything from tho
mouth. The attack finally terminated in a convulsive cough, after
which the coating on the "tongue was less marked. After this a
muzzle was carefully slipped over the nose and fastened, an operation which she bore quite well but when about to bo put into
the box the muzzle seemed te come in contact with the inllumed
lips, which almost immedately threw her into a frouzy, which was
frightful to behold. She was, however, got into the box, which
was bound together with strong cord, to prevent any possibility of
her breaking out. During this fronzyjier mouth became badly
cut from biting at the wire muzzle, and both blood and froth,
probably saliva, llew in all directions from her mouth, aud in considerable quantities. After about ten minutes of this violent
struggling she became apparently exhausted, a condition which
was thought in part, however, to be duo to the safety cord about
her nock, that partially strangled her. She fell down in the box,
and after a few gasps was dead, her teeth firmly clasping a part
of the muzzle.
It might bo well to mention in connection with the above history, that Mina was removed from her kennel among some other
dogs, and placed alone in a part of the barn where there was no
floor.
Some straw, however, was furnished her as a bed, but she
refused to he upon it, preferring to lie upon tho damp earth.
Unfortunately, was unable to make the necropsy until forty-eight
hours after death. Immediately after death the dog was boxed
and buried in a damp, shady place on tho farm, and not exhumed
Tho annual was wed supplied
until the time of the necropsy.
with adipose tissue. There was only a slight amount of decomposition at this tune. The lips aud cheek, were wry much swollen
and the surrounding areolar tissue filled with bloo ly serum, The
fact. Was swollen, and infiltrated m the same way.
whole neck,
.u-iVy.'— Tho pericardium contained a small amount Of
l»r/ioj-iieie
blood? serum. The right cavities were distended with Wood and
coagulum the left cavities nearly empty. Microscopically tho
heart fibres were found to be uormid. The lungs were very deeply
congested, very dark red iu color, but otherwise they appeared
normal.
Abdominal Cavity.— The portal vein, its branches, aud their
The spleen appeared nortributaries were distended with blood.
mal.
The kidneys were deeply congested, and microscopically
the epithelium was very granular, but this mav have beeu in part
due to the time which had elapsed between death and the user.
The liver was deeply congested,- in fact all the internal org
The cranial cavity and spini
were Intensely congested.
were laid ope.!. The meninges of the brain and cord were not conThe brain substance also
gested, but, on the contrary, ; mi-nnc.
was very pale. The brain was found too soft to remove with any
prospect of preserving. The upper portion of the spinal cord was
;
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Air. Ncsbit hand
a of the Harvard Kennels, aud him his dogs
near Milan, Tomi.
Mr. H. Laine, of Boston, aud
"friends will shoot some in
Tennessee bfifuvpll:-- tris
Mr. Waters, of the St Louis K. C.,is
l Aransas, and comes
through by land to Graud Junction.
Mr. Wallace has a string of eight belonging to Meraphians that
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run in the Slakes.
Capt. Henry, who has given such universal satisfaction as judge
at the previous meetings, will run some of his own dogs.
Mr. Mcintosh, of Pittsburgh, will soon be. in Tennessee doing
some shooting.
Maj. Murnan and friends, of Stanton, Term,, will boon hand.
Mr.' L. H. Smith, ol strat'.noy, Canada, will be represented at
CctiJ
the
ffierent secretary, will see that the Mont View
kennel is well represented.
Quite a delegation will be on hand from the far South.
Pennsylvania will ba well represented by many of her generous
sportsmen aud good array of line dogs.
Tho grounds will be drawn next week and the birds carefully
P. H. Bktsox.
noted.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS ENTRIES.-Tbe

Secretary of the

club, Mr. Jacob Pent?, w ill be at the officeof the Ditlmar Powder Co.,
on Tuesday and W ednesday next, to receive the balance of forfeit
money for eutiies from those who desire to pay it before going to
Robin's Island. M r. Pentz desires us to say that Ihe number of

box is

Ins P. O.

836.

ANTIDOTE FOR STRVCH NINE TOISONJNG-Brcokvine,
Ran., Nov. -L— Editor Forest and Stream : La'ely I have had a
number of valuable se tiers and greyhounds poisoned evidently
with strychnine. I have tried sweet oil, sweet milk, tannin acid,
emetics and hydrate of chloral, but all to no purpose. Have not
saved a dog. * Tho poor brutes never show themselves till quite
under the influence of the poison, aud that may be one of the
reasons for my non-success. If you can prescribe 'a remedy from
which I may expect Borne Buccess I will bo exceedingly obliged.—

LWe have saved several dogs which were poisoned with
strychnine by giviug them first a tableapoonful of salt dissolved iu
a small quantity of milk and as soon as they havo vomited freely
and ceased retching we have given them a large quantity of sweet
oil, half a pint or more.
In one instance where we could not obtain the oil we gave at least two pounds of lard with good results.
Sweet milk and raw eggs are also a- good antidote.
"I

PENNSYLVANIA FIELD TRTAL JUDGES—Pittsburgh, Nov.
S.— Editor Forest and St* mm: Tns following named gentlemen,
Joseph H. Dew, of Columbia, Teaa.; J. J. Suollonburg, of NewBrighton, Pa., and W. S. Ball, of Mansfield,. Pa., have been BeIected to serve as judges at tho Pe ansylviuia State Fiell Trials
Association Trials to be held at Grand Junction, Tenn., immediately after tho National Trials.—I. R. Stavton.
[We congratulate the association upon having secured so good
aud well known judges as the.se three gentlemen. We trust that
we shall see a very successful meeting both in the number of
have no doubt that
entries and the quality of the work done.
a large number of sportsmen from all parts of the country will be
present.]

We

wiJI

COMFORTABLE QUARTERS FOR SPORTING DOGS.
Editor forest and Stream
aint1 have frequently noticed that the o
ers in nur cities often do not keep them
as a reason that they can only exercise them a short tune "every
day, and, being obliged to chain them up all the rest of the time,
naturally suppose the dogs cannot stand it .long without getting

TRAINING FOR THE

NATIONAL-Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 12,
1881.— Have just come in from tho vicinity or Milan. Birds are
plentiful, but shall hive to have some frost before dogs can be
worked to advantage too much leaf aud weed at pre-ent. Nos;

with Mr Luther Adams' dogs, is near Milau, preparing for
trials.
Short is here, aud going a short distauce to
work his team, preparatory for the Grand Junction meet. Grand
duck shooting about sixty "miles from here. Ed-mcnd Oboiliv.
bit.

the coming

DOG

FOR ENGLAND.—At the request
AN AMERICAN STUD
of several prominent English breeders, among them some of ihe
most influential members of the Loudo.i Kennel Club, Mr. James
H. Goodsell, of this city, has sent to Euglaud for a short season in.
the stud his well-known Duke of Beaufort, who wdl bo limited to
ten approved bitches. Mr. H. F. Grant, Newport, Isle of Wight,
who has charge of him, has written for permission to exb bit him
at the coining shows at Alexandria Palace, aud Birmingham, whore
wo trust his merits will be recognized. The Duke will return to
Ml'. Goodsell's kennel iu the spring.
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that gives
them from
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ad, twenty
getting out of certain bound.ence posts,
to twenty-live feet wide, put
tie tightly,
two feet from the ground. I
an ordinary clothes-line, having first put over it a large ring with
As
the
ring
slips up khddown the i >pe easily,
a chain attached.
the dog can walk from one end to the other aud go foul feet to
either side, giving as much exercise as ,-i.nld be Obtained when
At one end of the rope
loose in a court eight by twenty-five feel.
Thin is not a" small, cramped affair, but stands
is the kennel.
Oil cloth is
thirty inches' high aud is Dearly Bve reel annare.
in
on:.
i:n,--i
.Mi
out dampucs and
lacked around the
Id, aud B
ilap is put over the door for the Borne purpose.
The beat bedding to keep off fleas is coarse red cedar sawdust,
which must also bo sprinkled plentifully nronud the outside of tho
kennel. Before tho sawdust is used a? a bed the dog should bo
well washed with a strong carbolic soap, which will instantly kill
all fleas on its body, aud is much better than the fancy soaps and
powders generally advertised.
I think if this method of kennel arrangement and of fastening
setters and
;>ro, gentlemen will be able to keep the
:un has more
If
pointers In a city with very iiltlo trot
ug one large
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them plenty

DEATH OF PONriAC—Mr. J. H. Goodsell has met wilh a
sad misfortune in the death or the Laverack setter Pontiac, who
was choked with a piece of meat October 21, just one day after he
came into his possession. Mr. Higguis, with tho pro.erbial liberality of the true sportsman, has presented to Mr. Goodsell the
dog Yonng Laverack, by Blue Priuce out of Fairy. Ho is the only
son of old Blue Priuce in this country, and we heartily congratulate
Mr. Goodsell upon the acquisition of so valuable an animal.

DOG

STOLEN.— Wo would call tho attention of our readers to
the advertisement of Mi'. Bryer, regarding his Gordon setter dog
Should auy one kuow of his
that was stolen about November 1.
whereabouts thov will confer a great favor, and receive a suitable
reward, by communicating with his owner.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS —At the request

of

many sportsmen

we give directions for reaching the grounds where the trials are
to be held on.
Take tho train at Hunter's Point at 8:05 a. m., or
3:33 e. Jr. for Cntohogue from there a stage meets every train that
To reach
will take you to MeNish's Hotel, which is headquarters.
Hunter's Point iu season you must take tho fefry-boftt from James
Slip thirty minutes sooner, and from Thirty-fourth street fifteen
miuutes sooner.

I

the keniie
Two or
the rope, i

OFF FOR TOE FIELD TRIALS.—Mr. J. J. Snellenburg, of
Pa., left yesterday for Tennessee with his May and
Prince Laverack to give them a little preparatory work before the
trials at Grand Junction.
New Brighton,

KENNEL NOTES.
(toga are invilr-d to vend memoranda
of names claimed, bred, vliel/nt, mien, ete.Jvt inMi-tio.t in /Aw column
We make no charge for the publication of such, notes; but request in each
cane the notice be made up in accordance with our form, that the name of
both owner and dog be written legibly, or printed, and that tin atrain to

\*

and owners of

Breeders

which the animal belongs be distinctly

ditiou and
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Black Baron, Sir Waller and Roderick I)hu— Claimed by Mr. J. F.
Kirk, Toronto, leumiiia, for black spaniel dogs whelped net. B, 1881, by
imported Toronto beau (KuluT-squaw) out of imported Toronto Jet,
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Haute J;i„ce and Bramble - Claimed by Mr. .1. V, Kirk, Toronto, Can--.Oct. S, 1-si, by
ada, tor bluet-: and blank and tan -ear
Imported Toronto Beau (Kaiilr-Squaw) out ot lmpoited Toronto Jet
'1
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(Nlirser-Belle).
tind dowmia— Claimed by Mr. J. F. Kirk, Toronto. Canada, tor
solid iiver and liver and tar. spaniel bitches whelped Oct. is, lsal, by
imported Toronto beau (Kalhr-Squaw) out ot Imported Toronto .let
iy ',..•«['
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[Should any ot our readers' discover (he whereabouts of this animal they will confer a favor by communicating with Mr Sea. We
suppress the animal's name for obvious reasons.]
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Editor Forest and. Stream ;
The meeting at Grand Junction promises to be tho largest held
by the N. A. K. C. There will be more Starters in each event than
y trials yot held by the a
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carefully removed, hut it was impossible to harden it sufficiently
to make auy satisfactory section therelroiu.
The question as to "the cose being one of rabbies is somewhat
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RA«a //.- • r. Burr llotlis' (HofnelUvillc, N. Y. ) black spaniel bitch
Rhea II. whelped Oct I'J live puppies, by Imported Benedict.
/•.,,,.. -Mr. M. I.. Norton's iGreunhush, N.
Y.) nil red Irish setter
ilr.-h l'.'cvl"

isatts count,

were

Mornltigslde Rldo Club, Plttsdeld, alass.
Massachusetts.
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3 10 11 11
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Whipple
Crandall

43
41

Phillips

Gorliam
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Wont, worth... 4a
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-Mr.
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Herabarg's Emperor Pre I, uct. bs.
irgut Dr. i. S. Nlven'a [Loudon, Ont:> Gordon setter bitch
Argus (Blossom-Moll) Nov. 14.
Prtdi of Deb
ire-DanJifng /.,..e-l)r. it. E. Tull's (Elkton, Md.) En/dish setter hitch Pride ot Delaware (Carlowd'.z-Ollle) to Mr. Isaac
l"earsly, Jr.'s Dashing I.lon. Nov. 8.
mien-R-l /'.it -Dr. It. Tull s (Elkton, Md.) red Irish setter bitch
Helen (Hughes' Dan-Fancy's Queen) to [''asset's Red Pat, Nov. 2.
IVI'OHTATIO.V.

Nlven. London, Out., has lust, Imported from Wales the
Hack cocker spaniel bitch Dally, purchased of Mr. W. Lort, Esq.
TRKSKNTATIONS.
Foibm itiivi'.i,i-5lr. J. C. Higelns, Dela-n are City. Del., has pre..
.
vented to -<r. J. H. Goodsell. New Yon;, the pure LYoung Laveraok, by Old Blue Prince out of Palry.
8.

-,-

Amtfep—Mr,

w York, has

pure Laverock

lost the
jider-Petrel).

n. Qoi
letter dog Pontile (Prld
Gta/atpi's's Miuni
Mr
Ind white pointer bitch
Pilot-Mr. Daniel J, D
log Pilot (St. Louis Ket
.i.

New Orleans,

dell.

]
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John Hodge Match— soo yard3.

E

8,

4438453334

M

to

Committee,
yards were ihe attractions
at '{ei.sseiaerwir-k in ilav, uhich drew out a number 01 nr.
The early part of thealternooo the weather and light was ad that
cov.iii have been dotlred.
The shooting was cimmenced In a aut)crlpiion ot five shots on a Creedmoor target. Thirty-seven eDtrles
aoo

...

mhltary rifles,

...*2 4 3 4 4 4 3 3
5 4
3 4 5 5 4 4 5 4
3
5 4 3 5 3 S 2 3 3 4
t Handicap.

600 Yards Lite Membership Match.
H R Sind.irs, Bill S
William E Fitch. Bal 3.4555555—3
1

O H

5541555—33
6555635— 3S

Charles, Bal S
L Gelger, R C

Peter hrnlth,
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s I Miles, Bal
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Jersey Sehuetzen Corps, Capt. A. B.
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Mass., Nov. 12.— A cloudy day with a perfect light greeted
the riflemen to-day at Walnut, Hill to participate In the regular
matches on the p-oin'amme. The atteudciice was good lor the conditions which prevsdlod. The wind came from the east *ld and not
strong 1n Its Velocity. Hardly had the shooting begun before the rain
came down, wgt ting the targets, causing theui to run, presenting a
The targets at, bos yards were ai.o in use, but were
piHir appearance.
abMidoued, owing to the *torm. In the handicap match Mr. Hiibbei.li
won the honors of the day with a good 4S, and Mr. K. A. Borel made
one of the beat 47s. Francis following but out ranked for ihe same
amount. There were miny entries In the target mutch; Rabbeth
again coming to the front for 105, Mr. Burleigh, a new devotee of the
The
rifle and his maiden attempt on this target, following tor 10.
detail in both matches are as follows:

BOSTON,

F..T.

"

Rabbeth

F. A. Horel
J. Francis.
B. Anson
,1.

5 4 s S S ij 1 B 5 --is
4 6 4 4 5.-, 6 1 5 5—41
5 r. 5 5 1 :> 6 4 4 s— 17
5 5 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 4 -40
4 4 6 4 4 5 15 4 4—13
4^13
i » 4
5 4 4 4
4 5 r, 4 5 4 4 4 4 4—13
4 4 4 5 4 5 4 6 5 S— 13
4 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 4—42
4 5 a 4 4 5 3 5 4
41
4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3—41
30
i 4 4 5 4 8 4 3 5 ;!
8—3S
4
4 8 3 8 4 4 3 4 5 4-S«

,

Borden

K. Burleigh
C. C. Foster

-!

A. Matterson

G.

Warren

B.

Carter

5—

C. V. Arlhur

W. Williams
B. A. Spooner

4

44444844
5B544440

3 2 8 2 3 3 2

MASSAOnttSKTTS
F..T.

Rabbeth

•.

E. Burleigh

3

—

4—37

3—21

TlliliET.

11 in

n

ll

n

3

s

11

H Williams
JAmes

9 10 10 12 10
s

9

9 10

it—Ms

s—

9

911

B3

Ailing well.

Following

ERF03ter
Bltlnd

67
59

RFSchaeler

SI

8=— 259

S7
SS

S4.
-

Is

Is

S6^-SM
the record

75— 212

70
63
75

70—1-32

Thepreis rifle match, open only 1.0 members of ihe Boston dally
papers, is drawing well, many availing Ijeiuselves of practice shoottog In hopes that, when they have tie n i-pi'ins 1n.ei.1if; they may be
able to cope wlih those who have carried off the prizes this faB.
42
45
43
GHRoberts.
IS
43
F W HCott
The Ballard ride and other cash prizes offered In the amateur ride
matchhave caused many to en or, and m.iiiy more nave exi.r--s.fi
Following are the
their intention to compete for the flrit prize.
I

to

10
is
ii
10
II

T
8

10
io
io

it
9
5
8

9
li

11—102

7—

an

12
10

11— as

8

8-95

8
8

12-86
10—85

10-
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faSnatlldmg

H

W

40

Mi'i.'iiinn

47
43
47
11

47
44

48
.14

49-23T
45-218
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:

K.
00
91

Ellsworth
SBIItldreth..

c.

fL

11

96
89
90

INDodife

S7

Chester Ulnds
B E Nichols
Pratt

SI
81

47
40
44
45

70
T7
78
77

44
44
43

WSWIIder

«•'

GCGoodale
A Matthews
cshuniway

SI
so
75
70
69
76
74

.13

ii

81

41

70

44
40

-is

73
59
01

5

4

5

5

FDOll

5

4

5
5

5

4

Ward
GFSprtng
At the
Doll, 76,

74,

5
5

5

5

5

5

5
5

5

4

4

5

5
5
4

4

4

5

4
4

4

4
5

5

4

S

4

1S0-94
177—90
164—90
162—90
156—89

ISO— 91

IfyJ-S9

US—Si
140— S4
111— -7
139—SS
139—81

12S— =6
103— S3

THE TRAP.
Clpclnnati Independent Shooting Club had
sweepstake shoot on their grounds near Camp Washington for four
sii-jrnlice at eliiv [ilc-eOLis ai 12 tarda rise, en Th irsday, Nov.
The following 13 the score:
J WTredway
1 1111 ll H— 10
Joh Bauer
00011 iinoo- 4
111111110'— 9 A Klemineler
11 A Hard
1100111110— 7
Capt
GluchowskyrllOlllllll— 9 1' Kessler
unUllll— 10
iiiuiio'ti— 7 P Jimfcert
George Krebs
oiiuinsi— 9
1111111111—10 Val Wolilnmnn
Itge
llUUUOl— 9
Joh Jflovecainp... .tuiiliioi— 9
Ties on ten for first prize
1 1 1—3 Peter Kessler
J WTredway
1
1 1—3
-.,,

10.

I

.1

FrHoeitge
.1
1
Second ties, miss and out

1—3

,1

1

WTredway

Peter Ke-sler

i

Fred Hoeltge
J

W Tredway won

with his

left

Mr.

first.

arm from

,T.

Bauer his no right arm, but shoots

his right, thnuder.

Ties on nine for second

prize:

H

AUtrd

1

Cspt J Gluchowsky

Second

ties, rnlss

1

1

JohS HoveLkamp

l

1

1—3 PJunl-eit
1—2 V cohlniann
1-3

1

0-2
1—2

1

0—1

....t

i

and out

H, Allard

l

John J llovekamp

.0

H Alloxfl, second. Ties on seven tor tnpd prize
Geo, Kreb3....
1-2 A. Kiel nieler
1
Geo. Krebs won third prize and John Bauer tourth-

WHITESTOKE til'N CLCB.-Whi
IB, L. I., Nov 14.— Thenrih
monthly contest of the whl'es'one G
a balls came off
on Election Day, Nov. Slh, wllh seven men at the trap. The prizes
consisted of the championship % Id m d
asjie Bret, and a
chain dog collar as second. The nr.-,t to be shot for once more lo
con: pie e ihe series of six matches, and to go to the member wliiiilmr
l

i

I

the greatest number of times the second is shol for Only once ami
goes to the man making the ni
best score to the winner of the
medal. Ten glass balls fifteen yards iLse; Hatch trap: Bogarrlus

It

:

.-.t

;

rules

A. C. Wllmerdlng.... 110111111 1-9

Frank Perry
C. n. Slmonds

I.

J. M'Trilt,

llOlllliU— 9

S,

A. Henry

;injllUU-9

D.

tt.

Jr

1001110IU—
0011101101—6

WHineidlng.

.

.

.uloOOlijOOl—

1110011111—8
Ties on nine decided at three, bulls
1—2 C. H. Slmonds.
l
A. A. Wllmerdlng
riewin. Kinlth

1—2
1
Frank Ferry
Second He
1—3 Frank Perry
l
1
A. C. Wllmerdlng
A. C. Wllmerdlng took the medal and Frank Perry the

B— 311

5—30
4 4-35

l

l

o—

l

o_2

dog-collar.

RAYMOND SPORTSMAN'S

CLUB, Mass—The regular meet took
Nov. 11. on their grounds at Wellington. The day
opened chilly, wlih a bright light and rather strong wtud, which,
however, whs easily controlled lie Ihe sli.it-i;iin drviitees. As the
(lav pre grossed the atmosphere was warmer, and the sport was enplace I'rldiiv

-.-rto the large number present, who lepr.-seured eii.i.s ii-em
Maiden, Lynn. (Julncy and Camondge. Mr. v v. a. Gonch crrled off
the honors of the day with 19 birds out of the 20 sprung from the
I, lOeach; and Juhusou
Iran; Bay scored is; Raymond and Klrkw
and Fanlngtoni5 andu, resp'-ciueiv. The coticniims celled for 20
birds, la yards' ris", which resulted as follows: vv. y>. Cooch. 19: H.
-Rev, is; S. S. smith, 17, D. Klrkwood, 10; F. II. Raymond, 16; F. A.
Johnson, 15; .1. W. Farrlngton, 14; J. F. Whliemi, i4; T. Curtis, 14;
J. P. Randall, 12 ; C. E. Robinson, 11 ; H. A. Farnham, 11.

THE POW-WOW SHOOTING CLUB, Mass.—The Pow-Wqws held
heir Inaugural shoot at May pigeons on Nov. 12, at their range. Dear
- "iinldorlng the disagreeable
Am
day, as the rain fell In rorreuts during the
The host shots of the club were not preseni
can do better work than those who partlt
shots must look to their laurels. Tie- com
;
10 yards rise, as follows: W. Hatch,
J SpoU'ord, 14; F. East man, 14; C. 'e Koch
The Paw
(J. Batche'der, 11; G. Weir, 11.
with Ihe straight and stemiy flight of the
is expected from ibis flourishing club.
i

e 10

,

it

eel

of thesiiouiing.

the absent, ones
yesterday, pigeon

It

us called for 20 birds,
Odsal, 19; E. Beal, 17;

i

nt,

I

t?;

E

Howell,

lis

w club are delighted
birds, and good wort

tft.icaterlmn, ,',-,-', >,.<r, averhemg. U .vwlc In mil In the
1/ the size of tht vn&ld be Uttcen -,-i ti'nun,/,.th<
atilft.
at a ienrth impiiiiny a fn'!i!iuvtt m.'-.. .,/ tkiitt'oi a/iu a
i// e tan u ameweti a

5—39
5—89
5—37

4
6
5 4
fee*., eight shots, Llnnchan scored SO;
out of a possible 90.

pistol range, fifty

and Gunter,

Totals.

47

CINCINNATI, O.-The

'

Harrison
Charles D Bacon

8 E

c.
47
40
43
45
40
45
43
42
44
4h
43
41
is

Sa

li!

M

(

principal scores at 150 feet

WH

4—30

4

5

5

1

GF

i

41

ThoMammnth gallery In Boston has held an unusuaBy large attendance during the week. Although no olCau scores have been made,
some excellent work has been dono with the rifle as well as pistol.
Worthy of especial meni Ion are Messrs W H Harrison and Charles D
Bacon, who scored 39 out of a possible 40. Following are some ot the

m FFGtmdy

4.—This morning the Albany riflemen went toPittsneld, Mass.,

40
42
42

-

Miller

U

4

1

1

:

J

The amateur pistol match

4

,

"

In fact,

lice.

f

hoi
et, where the
rifleman ger^ cre.ilt. for all his close shots. When the match was
-:.-i
r;:i
,! i- es] .v
DvtTOftstWItl heavy black elnu-.B, and the light
----i'ii.
nials or ti rty-thrre anil fort.v1....I.,
I.
lour points,
ie dmcof fount, which on the Massachusetts target
tr, io ,r.?.
he lijsi place was won by Mr. L Gelg- r.
count varied Ip
of HidsOD, with a total of 102 out of the possible 120, the record of
the match being as follows
,.

W

;

tt

...I

i-

4345255— SIS

2.

...4

Nov. 11— "tn Uteres' la the rule practice of
he CarJuer Rifle club continues good, At he recent practice there
were an unu.u dly large number or s i,vt, u.ori present. There were
two scores of ten shots each. The inch ring and Cieodmoor target
was Used distance, 2)0 yard?, olT-h ml. The work of each
man Is told by the following score

GARDNER, Mass

.IE Newton
H 8 Pierce
C Merrltt
Wllllam Austlu

;

m.'ETZEN PARK.— The

Membership Badge Match No.
Teel

nuke;,

;

(lied to participate.

R

11

:

:

1

W

J

.5553552—30

. .

454455444545

GR

York, Nov. s.—Tenth competition
for the stiver cup match, Creedmoor target s, 10 shots per man, possible 50, gallery distance: ,r n Brown, 49; r Fennlug, 49
Klein, 49;
O'Nell, -1,
.1 Butel, 4s
M B Engel, -IS D Miller, iB Zettler, 47
Dorler, 40 J Levy, 48 C Judson, 46 H Hoges, 45.

M

The attendance at Bellvue range this afternoon was slim, only six
rltlemeu facing the butts, who, In spite of the variable wind, made
the following scores
Sliver Hollar Mulch.
Russell
5
5 5—68
C Tin H well.
a 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 4—65
J K leel
4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4—65
H Wlthlngton
4 5 r, 4 5 4 4 4 15 4 44 4 4— S4
.1
Rliihardson
444 5 544 54 44 4 4 5-64
Henry
4 5 4 14 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 1 4—03

—S3

scores to date

I

better design- >d

Is

.

RC

5—74

5 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 6 5 5

—

3U
t'2— 34

When the competitors arrived at the 000 yards firing point to engage in a competition for the lite membership match, thj wtud had
Increased and the cold made it uncomfortable work. However, there
waa no delay and scores were soon btlog recorded. For one hour or
more the chances of the men were varying, and It was not until the
last score had been shut that the competition had an owner. In this
match, as In the previous match. Captain Fitch led by one polut, and
was awarded the competloji. The tlrst tlve scores were as follows:

.

C Andrews, Bal
K J Williams, Bal 8
Theo Wooater, Bal S

12— 37
12-30

4 3 4 4 5 4 3 4 4 4

.

MUKPHY,

ItOSKtS B. Fabk,

Ituel

since that time.

was

to-day

Hill

.-,

r,

CH

i'h
need
handicaps on winners, the matin
'

to

the Maznolia gallery, Boston, the tie with
the rplstol for first prize in the October pistol maich between.!, li.
w llllams and J Ames was shot oft the past work, ,1. Ames winning
with 74, with ,T. 11. WitUains oue point behind for 73. The following
are the remarkable Mores made by the same parties in the ailcomers' pistol march for November, J. If. Williams leading with the
best Individual target ever made

JosErn e. S'iorev,

Wn

87

87

9- S8— 75!)

Walnut

at

Pearson.

II.

SOO yards

THE GALLEtltBK.— At

\V. VVlN'lliTIC,

<IR0. D. SOOOT,

at,

11—
10-

11

80

5 4 4 5 S 5 5 3 5 5 4 5 5 5T>— 72
r,
5 S S 8 6
:,
s 5
5 5 g 5 _f S
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 4 5 5 5 4 6 5—71—218

M.

-

.

8.—Two matches

4
11

8

74

Hubbeth.

F. J.

i-ii'-.i--"-]

C. Pl'CSCOtt.
F. L. Hooker
J. BriggS, Jr

The

N. R. A. reel thai
in- E
v.-l.ldo ii.iirh lor

Sov.

ti

11
9

94

81

utto Gatuaoswlne

The wind proved very troublesome.

SOO yards

HI -105
12— 95
11— 95
8- 94

10

II

10

9

RMah<ir
scp-n-1'iIllidebiaut....

BOSTON, Nov. 9.—The attendance
small.

SO

9—83
8— 82—

competitors using military rlllei were allowed two points, and
winners were handicapped one point for each tlm-i won. Four
second winners wrreerodlted In t!e> rn e :li, conseipientlv when the
competition was called three of the. first winners were on the giound,
and unless all had some misfortune happ-n to them, It seemed certain that the match would bo finally closed out. When the pool
niie tl;.- si"-,:rs ,-,iir.u:--.',i-ej, tin/ IlL-lil was pier,
L:ir--:--i- w-"-e
and the strong wind was doln;s much io disconcert the men. It was
found to DO aiiiict impossible to hold on the liullseje, and In consequence the magpie was frequently brought up. At the conclusion
of the. match Captain Fitch had thirty-nine to his credit, which, with
the handicap deducted, gave hiui a toial or thirty -seven, and made
him n, winner for the third and last time, closing out tht) match.
The arstnve scores were as follows

Allowance

ioa
IQJ
94
as
9S

WW)

11

9 11

.1 uly, and ov
~~ the prograr

a Webster,

J P.ciTieiirs

900

40—340

nr ago last

the organ teaUon ot a team of this description
ting throughout the National unard of the
cenntry, butllaofllcersiieinii fee) Inclined loiakr upi he neuter unless
:m is » ii n rueh a eordhil co-'iperaHon from ihe National Ouard oi
tl
the vailmis siatts as to ensure that It will be truly representative
Please let us hear irom you ai your earlles conveulence.

(

ALBANY,

HI—

ii

11— 10T

n

Nov. in.— A cold, raw time
week this afternoon The
competition lu the John Hoi

The line us. d me- be within the rules Of the Iliitli-h N. V. A., f. e.
without wind gauge, and one which Is In the hands of troops. (But
tbjsls a matter td be uTscussed iiii"t the oilier ipirHilons are settled).
The men fhouid no practiced 'at the longer ranges as won a* at
short and mid ratiuen, and may use any position except at 'zuO yards.

Y\ K. II.

9—97
7—90

11

H9

.

..

.

J.

Very truly yours.
UFO.

10
8
9
9

7

9

m

and t-uffloi„nily smiled. The undersigned, having been appointed a
committee to consider th.' -eo;e- -t. d.-s re to submit for your opinion
and that ot leading National Gun d.-anen throughout the country the
og s.'h> me for the pur»ose, and would be obliged It you would
favor lis wiin your advice and views as to whether or not your suite
•natives for the team in case Its
iv.

II

10

11

;

Deau Shi: The National Kllle Association have under considi
tton the sending of a National Guard team tn vvimbledom next July,
provldedauiatchc.au be organized wph the British N. If. A., and
can be organized which will be properly representative
that ate

1

11

ZETTLER RIFLE CLUB-New

N. Y. city.

'

9
8

7

She- at,
Miller

at tli's gallery for members of
the German American Bund. Three badges I) be shot tor In three
competitions; live shots on ring target a'o yards.

11—700
11—103
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the At&lanta well In hand, made no effons to drive his boat, at the
risk or spars and gear.
It was honor enough 10 m—i piiblto cm
tatlonln hololnsr us the Cup without taking risks, lb, cons.
which would have itisily b-en en irg.-u iigiinsi him.
Even under
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tiip
i
ol gilt
und-r which the Amclean
is held, ..no there waa
no
,y out oC It utli.-.r thiin lo accepl and Sail and gel the business
OiT our bauds aa soon asfloasihle.
a reirospecl .it in- aelioca ol the
York Yacht Ciub r-latins' to tl,i- cUaileug-3 Ls m.Mtsailsractory
I
the rair name or the club and grulfyln,all woo \vbdi to a<k)
anlniernuilonal trophy hei
rltaol Mi.. coute.stan :.u r- main
Ugtl schemes liable
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from other cuium

ody ot the trophy
York Y C. through
nenis of fair play to

Ctieudia perm.tnehi luvlla
Itaappolnnsl dele
the Vlslior is allow n bv lu
manlike er. us ,-.;,. -mi .,

thoroughly aporlsonly Wore the imilted wlni la every
irough sheer court-.

i

perailve ailpulaltona or ill
respect, oui tu- ii.,, v .-•
sou had closed, mid
ey until long altar the recoj
two (hers were -sp-.'Iallv i.
at considerable expens- in aeciiiuuioilate a ch
to hang lire upon
hat ihe mieiaiiu wi me uiuu 13 iiuiy npprcevaever.ll oecisl.jli--.
aled by th.>se lu'eresled we havu reason to know and some oulelal
ani ion putting tbla on record mav bs looked tor rrotn tne Uay of
Ouluie Yacht club tins winter. Probably (he actions or the N. V.
™""" <«»«—
Y. c. Ill lliiac.v.,, will sen-- a. a pr-:-.n-'
II .ual matches nada u.or- praisewonnj
ic-edent could not have
t. len --I i-ii-:,- 1.
a taken occasion ro orno igh thcoommtttc
ing in me deed or girt
n.-lallyliiiiHin in- null in.,, ihry II,
epecineiillv deu,ai„li,.i; sailing a single .
for me tup, y-l ineir -lioce 01 a slug;- ve-a»l by prer-r-ucs le ids us
to believe that they did no! care to shoulder the odious task or ex pnxt
faclu criticism upon ih- rorimr aillms of lh- club, though ready to
concece by ih-ir pnullc-s the unfairness ot sailing a lleet against a
11 li very common to hear that the imerlca
Blngle turulgu coil- r
won her ui-la irom 11 he-tor lii.ii-:. ynohta, Inn- in ivturu
lorelgn craft should be mauc io do lhestme trom ua. They overlook
th,. [act thai the An,. 11-.1 had tor her opponents only a Inter little.
...-a tons
u .<. hi,..,, ni
some schooners Kquure-ilgged on the
r rt: mv.) bin wu m in.",!-!.-, i.n.i w I- -r- i iiCar her si7.f, boih or wblCb
ojine 10 g,l-r early in the race. 1'iaciically tie America sail-d only
agalnfit rlio.-.e two jnd h-d the greater pan or iho course alone to
hers-lf, as ne small rr.v was nr no ace iunt. Mhe waa sp touch superior
to others In h-rd-iy Unit sLi'.onld well artord to take aiino.il any
odds. Now 11111,-- are verj different. Yacht racing between dllTerem.O'.iliou.slsa rnu-li cioie aiT.nr. The New York Y. V. course is.
moreover, .in coiitliieo until outside the Honk, and rhe odds ol .'alllug .1 wbol- 11--1 air^lnsl.on,' v. s.ic! ovc such a course are so pnl:ii, wPh, that holding the cup by
pibiy ugaliist lb,
any such ni-ann auun' i- .1 n-.i •lb-i than J0:!:ylng or sharp
Whether in, end-d xs such or noM 11 isenrtain to be Interpractice.
pret r,l us sucli at> ., mi. and we do not ibmk our yachtsm-n are prepired lOBUhscilo- 10 anyiblug vi.in- nur iiouic can an undue ad;.n.may n-iv., won rhe cup In the
Tiintnge, no UMiierhow tie
Wo 1.1,1, k 10- las; a •:• won u.e Ataiantu will serve as a
first place.
Buuitliug precedent tor ail time. To retain me cup with the slightest
SuHi.lcion allaehlnu thai lr.s retention Is OOU'empl ,ted by fair meaus
Or loul would al ouce ron 111- iiniibv ol all lis vmu-, and lorelgnera
r-ver In uu llsiurbed possession.
woup. be quit
As the tru,, ot ih-, no winii-,-ii.-.i i..ih-Xew Turk Y. 0. wuli tno
Special object, tpromoilng no, •rnailnnal inaic.l,es, perf-cily lair play
of a faithful exelor ihe foreigner is so plainly 00(
cution <>f lhe hum, ihat aaiil'ig a 1I0-1 l.riiough ihe Narrows against
a future Challen er, a sc ire or more lo h irrav* him lu eve, y pn.islble
manner, within he isw and wll aoul p-n.aps. while 'in- other -rut
goeaiibiiu nor bus ness a oundtm course; »lthlargeorait-aVo takeadv nuage of tonnage in a b > and -.....; oneStoda tu- drtiUugehoald
theweath rmrn light, tsu proceeding so coiitraryto common fair play
-! -.1 in lie tuiure to deal Willi a
in.-:- bo
that Ihe New York 1
oballenge In the sain -pl'li, np-n and above board, lint the club
has displayed lu 111- -an- ol Hi- c,.;;..dl .hi. 'I'll- Hist attempt i,,
spring tochnlcillH-aiiuon a vl-iron>r 10 .surround lite Cop wiih the
hair aplliling i'-ili'-.rj-r\ nr a se.i-i.iwyer will be ihe grave 01 all ititb'nk the ieadlmr members of [he. New
ter,iail.uiiil ,:.-,!• -I-. 1i.1l
iPi-n-o in ravor or
York Y. C. may b-s r-ly iiu-,-,1 o'exerl Heir
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Upon beioie lo, g 10 -how It- hand lo a way leaving nnildng open hi
doubl 11 a match won a lintl-.li lamer is 10 be sue— ssfully negotiated
lor ucM sna-on.
Concerning fb,' n'.-- with ih» Atalnnta, llitle really need be said
Other ihuii liini Ihe s;oip Mischief e.isjlj beat her on all polnis and
l.e eummlfee, consisting or
Willi ease at ,1 ball an hour I" spare.
11,-ssrs. Kiel, s, (.vr,l-r aud lams, uminpi obsly decided In f.vor or
svleelliig Mr. Hints sloop Ml-, hl-l in pi-terr-iiee to the Oracle.
t„
.'.- beiwuen tirade
in- disparity lu
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In tin- iniill-r.
.-iMuiirtsor the rr— s -l-.liain.- (P.-ui rac a
not canout or to- lasi ten lu win b llieir ya-m lias mei lh« Mlscbiet. a story
which bus no r iindutlon lu fact. Theremay be honesi dlflemnces
sie-t, bm the tirade must do fir boner
as to which M.i-lu is Higalling beior- He "sin,- 01 her own- r.i will have any wHsht with
lii-i'ii'ni in\ rd is sun heavily In mis hlcTd laror.
tii- pui.iic.
hciwei 11 tne iwo, and witboui prejudloe
Alter wline-sli'g ni..ny
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good ons/.e, wh-n ,;,.,. 1- li'ieclil-'hy the better boat and pr. bab 1
itu-ra nol excepted.
A leach, howthe f,.st-ii aii'.ali.i li-, size,
o to windward ami
ever, Ii a veiy uW- do i.ot prooo-e to let up ihe cudeeis ror tue opiunittee'any
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perl-nee in e not likely 10 suircr by the
newly Hedged s'.illnis as lla-owiar- ,.1 lie «.ia. I-. li In tnucli Uiiiie
f -credit of Mr. Busk aud hi- aids that he r-fu-ediobe lead into a brush
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Ap|i ii'iatliig the responsibility placed
Oonduci may have been.
j|pon his yacht, he refused to lako notioe ot the tiroclo, and having
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Ni llhcr would they tu
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rrom many la because
rrom a recent visit to 1
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So groat was Has danger, appureiiiiy, lhat Hie jud-es'
steamer was ordered 10 keep close aboard ror tlfeexpocttacatas.
tiophe. Aa good ronu .,: bud It, however, our doughty challenger
sav-,1 his b icon by repe itedly "coming out." The Atalanta la nothing more than a huge Jib-ahd-malnsah ooat, and woul more properly
have been Balled with .-aim bags to windward than with fixed ballast
in her hold.
She ta in both model and rig a combination or be worst

"li-

my miud
or.,

modern

Its.

Porhst

sick as to be out of n
vould be to tak" mm
ater bath on board t

cut-

" The hair or the dog wlli cure the blie 13 an old saying and, perhaps, the L'i--t I'd'-oilv- iieitmc-nt.
In last week's Issue 01 K. ami s lie asks "ir he is not allowed to
model as he pleases," and we »ny yes. by all means.
Hefurthersays: " We do not like your stumpy luns; we take no sioekIn them ans-.i boats, nor dp wi, f,,r a, en. 1,11. „.i.:>.:.,n.
iiv what light
do j ou dictate lu our cholceof models?" We do nol cart I" me. 1,110
'

be must I:—;, h:- U infers on'

Willi his pie, bill

or otli'i.

in

irom off stapletoii ihe bon '• Yankee'' w
tty from the
s'u:iig-r, ami tor Hi- n.s! -r the day the race resolved itself 1, no a
procession simply, with a llrst-cluss chance of a capsize tor the Oan-
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features of thi? New York: lath! draft, and. aa a man-trap, outdoes ail
lb- home productions or that order. We r-irri t that our irl-nds
across Uie bolder should have sought to copy ull our ran ts and overlook the tendencies or the day toward deeper and abler boats; but
lie A.ilai.ia's keel wiih laid bcroie the advent or ihe. iadgo, aud the
light drafi heresies were Still al lhe pinnacle of popular favor. No
doubt cuthbett's i.exi venture will show modillcatlons according to
more recent ex perlencea. We cau seo nothlug to praise in the typo
represented by tne Atalanta, and tiu-itsuoh boots huvo auontlulr
day. One of her crew teuiarkea ro us In reteinuce 10 trie Madge's
victories: "Well, sir, abe is no boat; wo have got a real boat here,
you sc,!.- But we did noise-- It at all. Tue Atalanta is a machine,
and that ot the worst kind—dannerous, useless, and neither rast nor
close wlndeu, even in smooth water. .She is t.01 as much as a match
ror a secotd-ohiss cutter, and it la dtfltcult to nnd any reason for continuing to build such monstrosities in body and in rig. our sloops
are bad enough, but Ataianta is a HtlU more wretched mistake all
round— an unsuccessiui attempt to copy what la not woi th wldlo copying at ail
She certainly has not been Seen at her bit. and a Now
York rig with lead ballast wouin Improve her much. Hut the radical
taulta ot the sailing ma bine will ulw..ys cling to such a boat, no
man er how good her condlt.on lu respect to equipment. Too breeze
Uauled 10 W.S.W. outside Ibo Narrows, and at ll:3f llin Iran ship
hauled out her touiail, lbs Atalauta following »ult at ii:55. her top.
sad being sent up from deck and her greeu crew making » Sorry dl *
play lu tne oporaUon. Probably the backers of ihe stranger thou
learned lhe folly if pitting a purely "privm-lal- production against
a meiropolilaai turn-out, and they ahd utuers uie uot likely 10 Jorge:
the lesson Vv-ry soon. At i-2:iu Atulaula ess*ye.l a jib topsail aud
whole mainsail like the Mischief, 'lhe gufMop.iaU had 10 be stmt
down again to shirt tbe halliards ldgher ou lhe yard, aud much lime
was lost lu consequence. A short nuch to the westward und the
American went around the aoulhwest mam at i't:HH:ia, Alalama lollow lug at 1. ia:i7. our craft had already made more than her allowance undearller stait rrom Hi foreigner, and Hie race scarcely begun
lu earnest.
It was merely a ipiesiion or accl'ient and duke for the
Canadian, and Mischief wisely declined to bo drawn into a
brush with tirade, Ihe lalier g.)ln« over the coarse In company with the others, and with balloon lib, making a fair dlspl.y of speed. Out-dd* the nook ttiera was plenty "r wind and quite
ne
a litlie sea, and mulubuoms swung about al a icarrul rate.
Canadian brought along the best 01 tue wind and running almost
dead belore it being her strong point, lr she has any strong points,
managed to hold Mischl.r pretty well out to the llubtuhlp. something nas been made or this lu her favor, but we think her fair showing on the way out
matuiy due to carrying a bniler wind than
tbe leader. Doth luffed around as follows: Jllscblef at l:2':ro Atalanta al 1:88:1* Bock 10 tue Uojk was a single stretch for which tuo
irou sloop clewed dowu topsail. Tuo unfortunate Canadian missed
stays around the ship, unking a poor display of herself aud crew In
evury respect, llr lao lime ndsculer breasted the Hook, Atalanta
had only reached the oayotund lightship, an 1 no furilier Interest In
her sailing was manifested. A few short bo-irds took the American
around the soil mark at ai"MV the other yacht not being tuned,
With atart-d she u i Mischief ran for homo and reached the ilnlsn off
Buoy 18 with a long lead, the nrst match being orougut to a close as
1

1

1

wu

;

ail".
Ufol

ill
i.'li

boats ate tiauds, unless they sail on size rums
They w
compete with one another on llerresclioff's exce lent lanle or lengbil.
and have done so tlmo und lime aealn, until iwoot our clubs (ihlnkIng roieign rules or measurement bet ertbau they have ha tor years
back have adopted size as the relative value of spe^l.
p. aud 8. to
lliuilraie this asks, " would it be fair 10 pni. a n) or is n gig against
a 4n it. sloop-J" and 1 say yes. It that Is a man's particular clinic- ot
model, we do not Care how you build nor what you bu Id. mat must
bu your nwu look oot.
Th»re are times when a
ri, (r| s will pruvo
too much ror a 4a ft. sloop, with a good crew at. the oaiu
Bui the
eoinpirlsoii Is baitlly e.pinl, and lhe difference Of powers mi c ihe
iiii'iUialuv.
Put I will aak him cau he liud a rule, either sl/.e or
length, (hat will bring tbe gig on a par with rhe sloop 1
nave uu doubt that a construction on lie gig model, with sufficient
I
keelaud welitht. properly decked over for sea-going purposes, and
properly handled, would Klve the 3loo;i a pretty good ru' at certain
times. ft"d ihe mauidue would certaluly make a more pleasing object
io the eye than a racing cutter.
The same complaint applies to those that believe entirely In water
They take advantage or me runs lo get all ihe
line measurement.
length Ihey can, consequent ,y the boal with sh-r: overn.ius; Is "Hen
obliged to ullowa really larger boat irom lhe fatii'in-.-s -r me ml-.
1

m

1

or the same dlmenslous (cubical contents', weighi. etc'., and 1 will
cleany demonstrate for his beneut tin
If the cut'.er muit appear in our ra.im;
to compote she should conlorin to regatta rules, and not have lhe regatta
If the advocates id callosities arc 1101 wiilim; to acconform to her.
cept such terms, then let a sped
class be iu„d-\ wnere curtera,
sharpies, catamarans and all nondescripts can eomnete.
Tin n Heone that turna out best will prObably awaken nubile Interest, but it is
not fair, according to K. and S., to nue our whole-cme b, ais a- m-t
a raclug cutter ou her rules alone, became we have to give loo much
Odds to trunks, rails mid general wind resistance.
Our yachtsmen have been so over and above confident of Victory
that they hwc, thrown away lots of chances rur-iir:--s lu In•

1

and worn out rigging, 100 tiui-h hilarity the nlghl before the contest,
and uot enough sober, earnest thought of the Imporlnneo -r ib- uiiderr iiklng they would he panlclpanus in. A good Him Is w -11 eno i.-b,
and wo ought, to all enjoy oursei.ves as well as we can in Uie
spice or existence on our sphere, but 1 th m; whan we cOmeuown
real decided t:or tests ol nallenalltv. we mu-u go Hit" It as we go Into
business. Perhap', before th.- reach' stii- icrm-.i In vmir ,.'; uii.ns
another sen,.- or races will have taken place, and] sincerely lmpo
for urn greatest or American sports, that Bverythlifg on our yachts
will be snug below and alort, nnd that w- shall nut see In- Ami ric r.s
cup disappear to torcigu hands, through the parting ol halliards, lanynrdB or spars,
Kehob.
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panied with the proper
l-.lap-e.l

we

ak
PC!I

under

In

t'nder 'ail his dl
to a. gain In. speed,
time,' because, bull: ror bulk, she has
two 10 sail upon. As l.ho welglii ol t
builders, it Is Idle to elre Hi- 1:.!.' ba
lu An
luiiir io carry light weights Deonnsi
....-,
ml lo si
bellevi.l mat 1.0 b,1.
There is neither r!
logic In reterring to the dlirereneesluthls re-;.— 1-- .•.-..,, .....yaenis
matched in a race any more than to cue liner line.- or lanrer rig, nil
w ilch are under control "i
builder, and go 10 make up what
,.i
be incl ided lo the general term ••model" or "dewtgn."
•

1

The Mlschler allows Atalanta 2m.

making her the winner by

453.,

2sm. :ies.
Uracie went over the course, making it In 4:0a: 16, billing Mialhlet
JTs but t. b.'ioro moutloned, no effort was
made, on board (he Mlscluer to huld bur big rival, as sin wisely realized the responsibility routing upon her. it is noteworthy, ibough,
lhat In a tussle 10 windward alio proved mom mat! a match for
I, racle, the latter making her gtilu on the last reach home, and at
reaching Hie Oracle Utile lasteat boat or her lounago lu any waters.
SKun.t Hare, .Var. 10. -rtlxieeti natillcai Lilies to luow^rd an
lu-k.
There was a glorious working breeze from northwest, aud the d„y
perfectly clear. .Indies, aboard tbe Luckeubacb, were Messrs J. H.
Bird, Ktibt ceuter and .1. V. Tarns. The Interests of the Canadian
were looked alter by Hr. K. s. Hell, secretary of the bay <n 1-11 le V.
C, and aboard the Alalaula Mr. K.'C. laiwrer,,—, sloop Vixen, r.pi,<s>nled lhe N. Y. Y C. Alter much delay walling lor the Canadian.
she wus t ken in low to the Hook, wnere the Mischief was lound
Atalanta cam to the start
fully prepared fr the second procession.
much Uku an unwilling victim 10 h.r slaughter she had not the
ghost ot a show, and tuo second match wa. even more of a inroj than
luellrsu Course wa. given \C. by s., live mlnutea grace to croia
mark to leeward a raft wlitt ilag; llnlsh at Black Can No. 3 ofl the
Hook. Wloduorthwe.il, tide srrong ebb. Both

on corrected Uin-jtim.

,

I

I

;

Ml-

i-s«:4

nd had he
le-gnll.g
slcadllv
10I lowed
dr pped. Al l'<:2) the lrou ship Jibed o.-r ami her
j visitor s
At
Hint, bringing more wind wltu Uer all the lime.
spl nakerbooui snapped and a mess With lue sad »u.-, 1,..: inmu
Approaching the mark, the leader willed away tor a Single reel and
sent out a iiu.iu j,b, a »ntuni acknowledgment ot tue deucieuces or
the genuine sloop aud hair-way testimony 10 the necessity of ndupt,1-1.
A'aiuiia bout
Ing tue cutter rig for large single BtlakcTB ui
down topsail at same lime. They jioed around tho mark.MLschl
Siicls were hardene In lor Uie
,11 1:-iu::4, and Alalaula at l:4'-'Jv.
en
real work nr the day. and vis.diiefaioiiceoui-poiiiiedand we.,
on her opponent m the read leal roehiou, the. poor Canadian having to
A
luff to every puff and a-'ineumes spin her wind 10 save an uo-et.
Mi-.hier
beach
th-u
could
mid
couple or bourd* in toward the
nearly
lay ner course home. Atalanta hauled down a couple more •!'.
b-ai-n
long
ago
a
A
short
boat,
losing much time, though she waa
tark near the Hook and the lender shot rcioss wnu the second race
It
to her credit, and Ihe A me lea cup slid safely In our possession.
was dark when the lanuuinn got through with the work, os under
1.

1

I

rmw

1

no

1

is

•

is

No
Statun Island on bourd the tug I.uckenbach. and found mi-.-iu.
ready for hor work, wiih cub and working topsaHs s-t overwhOln
mainsail, while Ataiantu hauled down a reef during a sliort-lived
Rquall. thinking the weather was going to seine dowu a little dir v
Mischief then r.illow, ,1 suli, but shook out again after the signal io
prepare. Atahinta waa an ago in ge.nlng her anchor bv means of a
"deck tackle," 1n the nb.-eiiec of any windlass. With barely steerage
r she
puff
nd, v
,i

Bin give iheopinioii

edtoespresamy ldoa?cm thRcntterci
uch as limited time will allow me 10
uie vexed question -r tu- ,i
anunilruni 10 solve than me ah irptoor
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Mischief Therefore beats Atainnia ism. r.is. Qraeietrgaln went over
the course 10 show how much laster -be is than Mischief, and lor her
lemeiiti received a sound thrashing 01 -im. :-.-.-.. a \. 1.1 in - pvrrprmance ror ih- lion sloop such auay. cuusidi ring the difference in -1.-.
Unless there Is much ic.chiug over the course oracle li n
for Hip Mischl-t. Thelatiermnj lulrly lake rank as Uie
ceaaful stoop or largo tonnage yet mm. .1 out In America, and she la
as well built and soundly rigged as she is smartly skippered.
Tbe Atalanta has been laid up in Jeisey Ctty with Uie avowed Intention or challenging again next year, a mild bit ot brag not likely
tu be carried out.
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m-

Wh-u

may

the, value otaev-r.il dMlgns it i- eery manfresi that boats
uuiai rest th-ir cas- upon the combluatJona chosen. And. iimrover. to
obtain logical comparison, li Is equally manliest that no
or mens,
urement should h-t enforced which prejudices aitBe outset tue full
n a) iree choice of any proportions, balances or KlaUons In design.
A lengbt rule Is prejudicial to n long de ign and ravOrabln tO n sliort
fnd. r It
one. A slzeor bulk iiiea-urem-iu shows r.ivnr to no lorm
.,. ,.„
widen it
t
each boat is taxed tor th" miantitu of bulk only,
Is put, as well as every oilier rebilmn Hi Hip design, being P ft lo Hiose
responsible for 'he boat's production and as a r ice 1- instliutod .is a
r.„„i, with ltsa'tendeiit oalaniCsano r. hui-i, 1,1 -.,-u,euis, we
t. -1 ,.r
have no right to point to such differences aaaui ji cts fori s ulo-, tor
the bonis must in all these matters Bail on tlierr uierbs, me b'si (01 ro
and balances Into winch a given sizes -an b- put belmr lu c.onuion
equity the boi boat- Surely mis Is plain enough. Taxing all 1)13
various -leinent.scoutrltiU' lug to sp-ed.i vet it practicable, would bo
nothing elSH than a /i,iii'ii,-»/i,eiiil • lv, dg- will likely 11g.ee »1 h us
in.,1 ahandlcap is lhe very last Ililng 1,1 b. suo-i nil" ,| for time
aaowance, tuealra ol • handle ip being m an -ntirciy dirrennt nli-cperf—t handicap—and there can be no tstaa
'i iiiion.
tavoring
an imperfect one— will place a'l y,rhu at the finish al -- u,ul Uu
ins/la.' In theory, leuvlne races In practice to be met Or won splelj
rem vtng altogether m- test of
upon seatinnn
.ndtoapplug ...- -.1
model
legllliiiato
Uowe
n.v ciuii la.rls 11 Itkl lv to be
,1 m
allow, nee has
•on.
Yet pninilu.' to evt.-, :,, o[ D „i.
enterr dll-d b)
y one dim' neion ase ntriliuriii- 10
speed is iioibiim- l.--. ffian a step or twu Lowaf d Uie food lilueaol
handicapping. If one and all the differ n-e- rrom which areed 1obtalnt'd are iiroperly taxed, the lesult of a lace woaii be pisl Uihi of
a handicap match in which compcuiioii ol model Hr design Is wiped
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Lei cutt-is and sloops sal) upon tlidr lntr!usl-m-ri
..r. .
.-.-n.
il-ii or superior sped auu genet al detlrablllty win s, file
,v ol a partial tneaanr-n put rule and a
pap in ora: r-rin In lhe
.-..i-ua-ni
-nr i.v isti, naiural re u.i.
sp-cliil production ot
ei
wh.-n
a.
unl.eluiblc
he
I
ground
"Hedge"
Hdnks
WO
Our III -nd
It existing
itinuld all couiorm to esfellng rules tnCeislnclud-d.
rules were right we certainis ahnuld sing tne sum- tune: liuimost
Hence 111 plac
j.si-lng ua to
exlitlng rul-s eie radi-adv wro 1;
and
r.
lorm
we
In
the
11
n,,den
01 cminon
courorm lo lenglb lules,
bat th
u-i shall no
so
sense nnd r.iir plaj b) all
mimer oe oui-cla-setl by childish ptetereucu for the style we ha pen
to Bebrongbt up to, irrespective ot her real merlis and clubxs to
1

w

.

m

In conclusion,

we

assure

'•

Kedge" mat Passat: amd- SxbeaiI

lias

a

pretty level head and know- wh ,t It is arier. We n.iv- digested ibis
and inany aiiotlicr yauhilug quesUnn while most 01 our critics are
only beginning where weslarled yeaib ago. In the long ran Vi aasi
AJta stkbaji has come out ahead in the past and, by Uilercucc, we may
conclude it will In the future,
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WHAT

RICE LAKE CANOES MIGHT BE.

the out-haul and set It up taut Ne
the after leach was viec. then the luff
up snug, itesuli., as " Hit " a inalnsa:
When you want to tie down a re
acicle and settle away mi he hnlllari.-

and Stritm I
In your Issue of tho 3d lust. " Red Laker " invites the " commodore
Mid lUe cook " id express themselves regarding Klco Luke canoesTas
compared with modern and alleged Improved types. I regret to say
Him. neither in- " cin-rub" nor the " Iieckv Hlmrp " survives to vindicate their Individual characters.
Tlie former went up in the
•flames of an uiiiortumite boat house, and me all or was wrecked In a
terrible gale in He- Mastic .us us coast. For myself I shall proba1):y always h-beve that the •' Iiecky Sharp" was tho fastest eraft of
her luetics mutci sail thai ever floated, in her day she easily beat,
had her rigged with two
evcryliilng that she ever sailed with.
leg-o'- mutton shai pie sails (sprits, not boomsl, and I steered herwlth
a paddle, usli-n a leeliourd oi abiut. two square feet area hung a little
forward of amidships. With a free wind she would very nearly steer
do not pretend to assert that she could, had she survived,
herself.
wish I could see her try It,
outsail the Dot or he Wraith, but
vonr editorial ivmail.s as to model closely describe the under-water
lerboro or nice Lake boal. and think that if Canadian
line of
builder:
d tic p Tsuaded to alter (heir gunwale lines at stem and
at on such decks as are laid on canoes of the shadow
stem, a
i-ould produce a type of boat that would give a hard
class,
tussle
ly canoe ationt. ot course a keel or some equivalent
essary to prevent leeway. As a rule a keel Is supcrtluous
would I
l
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surveys and
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TV
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v CO
or for tourists generally.
Mr. Stoddard has ulv. ulioiographs of the
Canoe. Islands which will be certain fo charm those
no have never
been there with the beauty ot these little gems and make them vow
to put in an appearance at the meet next .year.
ni'il;
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MAP OF LAKE GEORGE.— Canoeists will
Glen's Falls, N. Y.
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CUTTERS.— We call

attention to ihe advertisement of Mr. 0, L.
Watson in another column. The success of Mr. Watson as a naval
architect and yacht, designer is known all the world oyer. His flyers
are not only the fastest, known, but also Ihe handsomest, to which
lie M adge now bears testimony
our own waters.
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be given at Marti

well suited for yach

in conclusion, liiern
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any weather, previa.

salt is not

.cen-l;

O. J. D. Vanderbill, E. P. Swe.nson, W. 6. Schuyler, .John Jewel', A.
T. KlotS, E. P. Meuougall, R. 0. Morse.
Regatta committee— A. E.
Colfax, Geo. W. Scott. The fourteenth anniversary el nb dinner will

i

.irivciiiiuvv

lit-

I
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Coxswain. Chas. E. Goodhue. Trustees— John H. Abeel, Jr., Charles
Badgley, Eusseil Murray, Henry P. Havens, E. D. Appleton. t'ommitteeon Admissions—H. S. Pratt, Percy wi-uer. H. 1{. Kretsclimar,
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A

a paddle when ll is
to
bui a puddle Is every way effective, and lr used li.ibttitiitly doc;
iy with an awkward addition to the paraphernalia ot a
"
as
pn^ihii!
cml.-e
llavim.' -is brleily
answered Red Laker's" questions, I subscribe mvself, sill, loyal to the Becky Sharp's memory,
THB COMMODOllE.
•iii

sail

\uUr v,

I

!

cause Itwlll not set well unless It I-. ui
lack. Not warning aii open boat I h
trunk ot my cabin coming fourteen lnc
covered that a loose-looted mainsail
beieni.se when cut to hang lair with tin
so 1 ilgged it like an ordinary mains
Forgot to mention thar In working the
shift tho tack over the boom ev« v u
sail shall always hang to leeward of th-

I

l

successful. The officers tor year ending November. iss», are!
President, William Brookfteld; Vice-President, Walter S. Wilson;

flush-deuked.

I
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k.

I..

has
easily handled

I

rive

v

in'cvler

I

1881.

17,

was

lards

I

i

I

November

were set up till
i hooked on and set
uug over any yacht,
le out-haul and luffen lire sail at once
comes home, and you mav sit down In
'jf.rVcri
... i or the boat and tie
in your reel at your leisure. Thisls i great advantage, as any one
who has wrestled with a 3s.fr. Doom In a chopped sea can vouch for.
If you happen to lie uui in a " regular
jfli'l
mly
Slllp the boom and stow P along't lie ra
mil
when close-reef' a is BO Still aud heavy

tBaHtor Ffrext

in

;

A. C. A.— Commodore Nicholas Lcmgworth, ot lnclnii. ,ri tool MS
i.i
,,":d on
he bench
.eve ci ihe "licim ...
V,
dc-.day, Nov. 9, to serve under appointment Dl Governor Foster unlll
February 9 next, when his elective term of live years commerces.
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SMALL YACHT.—A gentleman
ii.iinivii
ic- -i"

fin.
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on Lake George has a small coinbl-

icv bog beat., -mil is.;, long, weighing 176 lbs. Include
be I'd •!,: i-n it-, v ..e,,
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QUESTION OF TYFE.

THE AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION,
Editor Forest and Stream;
In answer to the query of Oraupe Frazer, in fohest and Stream of
Nov. 3. 1 can say that at the list annual meeting of the A. C. A.,
roiiiinoij. re Longwortli, on being informed of his election, and at the
same time of the appointment, of a. regatta committee, playfully announced that there should be no more committees, as he w as Commodore, and '• the i tonunodore was boss.'' This, however, was c.eany
the right and the duty ot the Commodore under the constitution.
c
ie rniuneeil the appointment of Messrs.
Accord nc
Litclen Wiillslu and (,eo. 11. Eilard, of the Cincinnati C. <.'., and Mr.
W. 1'. Stephens, of he New York c. C, as the ltejjatta Committee for
tenuous committee,
1SS2. This Is a comp'-tent and, 1 hwho will take all part? of Mr. Fr.izer's suggestions iuto consideration.
The Executive Committee, appomted at the last annual meeting,
held on Lorna Island, Lake George, on August 18, issl, were empowered to prepare a new constitution, by-laws, sailing directions, ciasslllcntinii -if canoes, etc., and submit, the same in print to each member of the A. ('. A. be-fore December next. Each member 10 be lnsiruete l to send in his vole upon the acceptance ot he new constiturules to Cue secretary. If a two-thirds vote of all the memting
bers he east In the affirmative, the new constitution, by-laws and
ules snali be adopted by the association.
By vote it. was decided to instruct the secretary of the pasi year,
Mr. N. II. Bishop, to publish In December next the association book,
Inserting the new constitution, It adopted, and the list of names ot
members and tle-ir canoes. The se> rotary was instructed by vole not
-'
-,i, to let such a pube-:i
i.v- .-ii- i,
: o-.ic...
io e '.',]
lication be undertaken by nil- ate individuals. It being too costly a
work for an association of limited Income to undertake.
i-iii.eeio
iii'vv
T-...
us.
red, by illness ot one of
e
its member.-. In the work assigned them, but I am Informed that they
now have their work about ready tor printing, so that we may reasonably expect to hear from them In a short time.
cms. A. Neide, see. A. c. A
Bltngerlandx, v r.
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BdiUPt Forest mid Stream:
I am greatly Interested In
especially in the tight you are it

;

Jhtstvers to §orrespondmts.

m

and double head rlsf. None Ouiera an:
10 cruise, in my c
some if your knowing opponents could makeone or two r
cruises to the eastward, rounding cap.id and skirling the
coast, I am afraid they would lind it necessary to revamp tl
theories not a little. I suppose, however, the American style
ularly the New York style) of yacht answers very will tin
majority ot yachtsmen, whose yachting Is restricted bv bun!
cruises of only a few hours' sail with occasionally a day off. ai
a. season time enough t
get as far as Newport and back. The
know but little or tne true pleasures Of yachting, and with II
customers it Is difficult for me to see how builders can knoi
It
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We cannot say what caused the deafness, but are
week's paper.
cllnedto think that the canker may hare something in do with
Write again after thorough trial of the remedy.
A. II. S., Ayer Junction, Mass.— A setter dog, about IS mom lis old
seems apparently
r le- till
hours he will
eyes look very
to three minute

i

,

i

I

I

ordertobeeveu In resp.-ci lo •• power" with his rivals. Itlsseen
that only one general type, the widest and deepest on a certain
length, will prevail In the long run, the onesided operation of the
in

-

length ruledebarrlngaii rormsnol etmally extravagant.
the charges we in ike against the length rule:
Fir .—It

MAINSAILS LOOSE ON THE FOOT.

waters, and for the benetlt ot any
I
will state a few of their advantages and dls idea-cage- a s found by owning and handling o ,c.
Two years ago I purchased Irom one of the fishermen a boat
Sue like all of the lish-boats about here, was cuttersix9 B-lta"
rigged and'i- lined a loose-footed mainsail. All our nsh- boats are cntlrelvopen with tile exception of a 12 or 14-inch "wash-board " Ini\s long as 1 sailed her as an open boat 1 touud the.
side of each rail.
loose-footed m dns-.UI lus' what was best suited for such a boat. The
-ii Hi it
le- tack set up eighteen inches below the jawsot
-all w-isen

I

have just such
.villi him?
An:
after feeding until his rood has become digested. He slit
loo.;e If possible.
Should tlie tits continue
treated for worms.
E. A. M., Toledo, O.—l. My pointer dog, l mom lis old
sores on bis bretist and forelegs. What slia:l I do for hii
toojouogto break? 3. A pointer owned hero has a "g
one eye is brown and Ihe other of a hluelsh color,
will
hl-i hunting?
4. Should a pointers lull be cut?
5. Shot
fed with meat, and what is the best food for a voting dot
oftc subject tc
ski
Puppies

uncommon In your
who may anticipate n-dug tiiem

allowed to run

1

Asa practical illtistraii.moi the second, ihe tact ih.it under a length
rule the victories of the Madge would have been siom of nearly all
the real Importance due them on the impartial comparison by size.

1

i

I

For this we had a sinali luiT-tackie made fast toaneyeo .in tiiion-li tin: not of the mast. The out-haul consisted
of an iron riu" surrounding the b-om, and was worked by a line that
passed around a -lu-ave Inserted in the end of the main-boom, and
set up to a cleat under the laws. To set the sail we bitt hooked on
the

biom
lit

giow

NASSAU BOAT CLUB-—The

Nassau Boat Club,

NOTICE!

FLY
"

Extra

.|

fine

(holding eight, dozen file affuilieiigtji)!!^!'";^.,;!"!!
extra quality (The " south-Side "

Always the

lined,

t>

4

inches long,

*X

SI.50.

6 for $5; easily

Shirts, 6 for $9, to

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

t

i

|

(ri

Cotton
Linen
Inches deep

.

00

ABBEY & JMBRIE,

the Leading Novelties and Latest Styles.

48 Maiden Lane,

or

Towns

supplied with

water by Pipe Wells or Deep Rock "Wells.
dice made to produce.
wells that have gone
-'
At Alvm att

CO.
KEEP MANUFACTURING
Broadway, New York.

Dug

OBDEES NOW PKOMPTLT FILLED.
Of Factory GREATLY ENLARGED
OR CIRCULAR OF

That stand unrivalled

THE
1

CLAYPI&E0N COMPANY

CLUBS DES1KINO EXDTBITION OF SAME
PLEASE NOTIFY COMPANY.

GREATLY IMPROVED.

NOT OVEK 1 FEB CENT. OF BREAKAGE AT THE TKAP UUAB.OTEED.

[Extract from Forest

Aim Stream, July
,

.1

•

•

OK

RodBY TllKODOKK
and Gun
VAN
S.

For sale at this offlee

7.ol)

6

B.tf

7

Vi

T

inches long,

S

~'H

SoUd

$2.

calr, jeaiiio 1

XETS.

—

.20
.25

.25

.30

.SO

.35

.35
AI)

,40
.45

.50

12

14

16

IS

20

24

88

15

,50

.55
an

:

35
45

.40

.45

.55

12

New York.

Warranted Free

from Drugs or medication.

NEW

VANITY

KINGS.

FAIR.

having: Distingrnisliiug- Merits.

HARMLESS, REF MESHING AND CAPTIVATING.
Witt. S.

8 FIRST PRIZE MEDALSKUIBALE A: CO., Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester

l

N. Y.

T, 1SS1, p. 4ds.]

a . . . This flight so nearly resembles the actual
v
motions of birds that the Cl
excellent
practice for wing shoot ing. We commend all sportsmen
to test its merits."

5.00
2.00
5.00

THREE
Each

THKF.E ANNUAL PHIZES TO CLLTBS: 1st, 8100;
id 8vi3; 3d, one trap and.1,000 pigeons. For
artlculara, rules, score cards, etc., address the manu-

FLIRTATION CAMP;
Rifle,

PEB1TY.

FAIR.

icturers.

UGOVySKY

for

FRAGRANT
VANITY

631, 633, U30, U37

CAPACITY

1.00
3.50
4.50
5.50

CIGARETTES

Water! Water! Water!
Dwellings, Factories

this

should

u persons residing in cities in wli ieh the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be Ailed at any price.

SOAKFS AND MKCKWEAR.
all

It

iti

2 50
On

|

Orders received

90
2.50

4.00

3. 15

5

Cotton
Linen
Inches deep.....

-i

Wll M.KI'.ONK, ALL COLLAPSING.
$m so Salmon
J» Black Bass

White and Scarlet Knit all Wool and Flannel, at
lowest cash prices, viz.
BBC, JaeVJOc!,* .20, $U8 aud upwards.

t

HAND-MADE MINNOW DIP NETS.

Collapsing, withs.-iew socket
Collapsing, extra line

FALL UNDERWEAR.

with oat-

ile In

3.00

HA^D-MADE LANDING

50
75

« 25

Complete with long handle and uet
STEEL.

Trout

t

NETS.
t

Complete, with short handle and net

Keep's l'alent Partly-Made Shirts,

"Keep's Perfect Fitting Custom

In

R0
2.0(1

Morocco, canvas lined,

$| 25

WOOD.

Best.

ho animal

1.50

BRASS.
Plain, with screw socket
Folding once, screw socket
Folding Twice, screw socket

KEEP'S SHIRTS

1

1.75
2.50
3.00

NET RINGS.

application.

'

1

::-EE3
I

3

Bates promptly furnished

on

85
2.00
2.50
3.25

1,25

Inches long

week's issue.

GO

1.T5

5D

Leather Strap..

PATENT CLIP
SAME,

1

thin add a little cod-llvci
training. 3. No. 4. Notuol
D. See article on rearing pu

f

BOOK.

P.EGULAK, with Elastic Band...
"
"
SHPBEIttK, "

BEST MOROCCO, with
RUSSIA

older.

his rood, giving blm cookctl

fourteenth annual meeting of the
of this city, was held at the St. cloud Hotel, on
Monday evening, I4th Inst. Muii interest was nianiiest-d In tin
election of officers, and, ailcr a close vote, the "Independent" ticket

it

received
Advertisements
later than Tuesday cannot be
inserted until the following

'

:

These are

fer that tucv are

tiolt

i

have tried: Spirts of turpentine, liquor of ammonia, laudnnu
half an ounce of each; to oe well mixed and thoroughly rubbei
II. J. S., Oconomowoc, Wis.— A friend has n waterspanlei tin
deaf aa a stone wall. He Is not old and Is as lively a> ever, n
are c instantly running and emit an offensive odor. Du vou know
anything that win cure his deafness? Aus.
he animal is sutTerli
with canker In the ear. For treatment see answer in s. w. ii. in la

TO LIONUTH.

IT

1

Dew, Columbia, Tenn.

Will you be kind enough to publish a
Ii rhcumatl sm v
Acs. It Is a difficult mi
terto prescrlbeln any case without fuller details than vou gh
Should an embrocation be necessary the following Is tin- 1 est thai

Is a common remark:
"Measure length and then beam and
depth regulate themselves." The,- win not. Beam -will regulate
deplh, and vice rrr*,t. depth will regulate beam, but neither will regulate itself In any precise way to lengln, except thai under he stunting rule of length measurement tin- maximum of both win bo chosen
Compatible wlih winning racs under ih.il rule, the builder finding
himself compelled to produce, the largest boat consistent with speed

1.

1

:

hi.

W. II. W., Ithaca, N.
celpt for treating a dog wit

i

]:

c, Rodman, N. Y.— See answer to A. H. P.
Pittsburg, Pa. -See answer to A. II. S. last wick.
c„ Pulaski, N. Y.— wears trying to Identity your seeds, bu

.1.
M., Baltimore.—!. Has the "American Kennel club Stu.
vol. i" been Issued? % What is the price and when- ,- ui
gei
sent my dog'3 name on fir registry about two yearsslne t.u; haheard nothing further of the ook.
'2.
Ans.
1.
No.
Write to A

give better satisfaction." if me victories of the Madge give t.l:
start in this direction that It should, our defeat win be a grea
ing to yachtsmen.
c.
HFI, ATI V

I„

h ivo not yet succeeded.

>

AND DEPTH

11.,

.1.

about either building or rigging a llrst-class cruising yachtVery many Fast erny. vat much havegoneovcr to your sale pa
the pa-t two years, but they seem very slow to learn how mticl
a «ft. boat with sit., beam would work In alt weather than o
wide. You are altogether too modest when vou say "<j ft. bean

JSFAM

a.

I-:,

"c.

AND NERVE FOOD.
BRAIN
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES.

Composed of the JVEKVE-GIVIIVG principles of the ox brain and wheat germ, it restorea to
and body tho elements tbM have been carried off by disease, worry, overwork:, excesses OT
a falling memory. It prevents debility and conand recuperates after excesses. Physician

fcoth brain

in

California.

DYKE.
Price

JLM,

nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens
hcni'ucei. j- ;-ir, u.vucnn ihe orain, gh-es goodsleep,
packages.
prescribed 800,0i
T.
For sale by drug;- usts or mall, $1.

CBOSBY,

663

and 666 Sixth Avenue,

N, Y.

;

KoTsaniKB

17,

3U

OlU^AM,

Al>i;

J^OJili.01

1881.]

THE COLT CLUB GUN.

^miscellaneous

It should be remembered that while we are the chief distributors of the regular O0K Gtutg, we «r»
New York tor the Colt Club Guns. The complete supremacy of these guns In pigeon tuid
glass ball trap shooting Is so well known that no word of commendation Is necessary.
Every genuine Colt Club Gun has the rubber heel plate, with the words,

Iroquois— Foxhall.

sole agents In

"We offer a llneof Leather Goods made In Vienna
oommemora t Inn m the victories or thefte horses
the past season. They have a One representation ot
kot.n horses and the jockey Arclier in Inlaid silver
Mul embossed work.

m

AN

nSlfflCra

»34

and

Co.,

Bioadway, opposite Post

286

within which appears th« rampant Colt beautifully embossed. We are also agents for Ot*
^celebrated guns of Enos James & Co., Birmingham, and Forehand & Wadsworth's Great Single BreecfcLoader. Besides these we offer a small Job Lot of Webley Guns and some choice Parker Guns on
special
terms.

HOLIDAY GIFT.

Van Kleeck, Clark &
X«.

THE CLUB GUN
| around a circle,

FOLSOM, 30 Warren

Address H. & D.

office

BOX

P. O.

DENIUTH BROS., Manufacturers

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

FLEAS! FLEAS!
Eyes

for

NEW YOBK

WALKER ST..

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS:

HOLABIRD

ind

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

Areca

Worms

Jfut for

Dogs.

in

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Stjlra.

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

Write lor circular to

UPTHEGR0YE & MOLKLLAN,

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION.

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Ron Ann

Valparaiso, Ind.

Gtm and Forest a>>d Stream.

Conroy &

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
New

If

HENRY

JAMES

A FILE OF N. V

address

J.

S.

TAYLOR,

Erie

Mas^BenchShow.

Lowell,

fatted.

WILL BE

JACKSON
Fifteen
WANTED—
Boston.

BB

AI

Entries close Dec.

.1.,

dozen live quail delivered at
Address ONWARD BATES, 215
St. Louis, Mo.
NovlO,st

centreboard cabin sloop
yacht or "skip-Jack," or next smack.
Somnfl and.as la l
possible for the money, Address DUCK HUNTER, care Fokest ano Stream.
Novl7,2t

WANTED

an S-gauge hammerless gun weight
not less than 12 lb,
reft preferred
eboke bore.
Address HENRY c. hoto
Cortlandt St New York.
NovlT it
;

C.

knowledged to be the best

guns

for flulsh,

C.

j

some In color and all his points, and has an excellent disposition
Will mate a grand dog for bench
stud or field has had distemper. For further particulars address J. B. RoHRMAN, 606 Cherry St.
Philadelphia.
Nov3,3t

firstI
customers good satisfaction, among them Colin Cameron, of Brlckervllle, Pa. P. S.— will exchange for
good breech-loodlng shot -gnu.
JOHN KMGliT,
Jermyn, Lackawanna Co., Pa.
Novi7,lt

PRIZE BRED SCOTCH COLLIE PC PS,
rOR SALE,

an undivided half-Interest In about
more or less (the one- half owned by a
•lub) price $609. Or will lease by the year for ?50.
Parties can sub-lease to those shoollng for maiket
and make money. Apply at this office or to owner,
*00 acres,
;

8.

H. W., 3 E. 45th

by champion Marcus (K. C. S. B. 7,5-26) and Nelson (a
winner at shows In England, Ireland, oeimany
and New York), out of the Imported bitches Isle
(istN. Y., lssi), uuisj rifi uelfust. Ireland, 1879, aud
2d N. Y., 1881), Jure
Flora, never exhibited.

Box

2S2,

New

BLACK

Ride

J?

:-s,

D%

Address NELSON,

York.

p. o.

Novi7,lt

St., city.

TfOR SALE.— Fine three barrel
lbs.,

cost

$iar>,

Baker gun, 12, 28,
good as new. 4Iso
cost $25.
Will be

One very tine walnut gun case,
Sold cheap.
For p Ices address
Pataskais, Ohio.

B. O.

SALE, a 12-gaugre Express
FOR
Lang & Suns. London, England;

rifle,

II.

by impor'ed Benedict,
strong.

Price
combines the

made by J.
new

SALE, dog and bitch Gordon setter puppies,
FOR
twelve weeks old, sired by Bailey's Tom. for-

perfectly

SALE AT A BARGAIN— One Sharps
I^OR
range i!U one Shari).-, mld-iange,one

long-

Hemlugton long-range, one Ltallaid. HF-lfw oir-hand; one
Ballard, w-mo all the latest models and complete.
,

;

DASH,

flue puppies,

19, lssi ; liealihy and
and litter. This litter

tue bitch
blood of the two best kennels In Eugland. BURR
HOLLI1, Hornetlsvllle, N. Y.
Novt7,n

and first class lu every re-pect. Fine Damascus
barrels and Engll-h walnut stock. Case- and nil
necessary lmpi ments, with two moulds for round
and conical bullets. Weight. 9 lbs. Apply to
BENRY C. SO.lJIK.ES, 1 C'oit.andt St, New York.
NovlT,lt

Address, tor particulars,

RHEA

FIELD SPANIEL BITCH

and five
whelped Oct.

Novio,2t

ARK

station A, Boston.
NoviT,2t

$75,

Hammer and Hammerless Guns made to order.

eggs.

Apply^o
Novl7,4t

merly Doaen's; dain by Marble's Grouse, ex Gay's
Pansy. For pi Ice and pedigree address CHARLES
H. SEE, Barrlngton Centre, K. I,
Novi7,lt

SALE— Three pointer dog pups, three
months old, out o: owner's Fly Shot; she by
Snap Shot and E'anuy II., sired by imported Bob
by Mason's champion Don, K. c. S. B No. 4,2tn,
and Alnsworth, beauty. Also one pointer pup.
nine months old, nutot C. H. Goodwau s Zip, by his
Rattier. Zip by Snap Shot aud Fanny n. Rattler
by Corcoran's Bess and Dllley's Kauger. C. N.
GABB, 121 Main St., Todd's Block, Northampton,

FOR

,

;

Novl7.lt

SALE CHEAP— Fine pair of young setter
FOR
dogs, 7 and 11 months old. Also bitch puppy,
months old, by champion Paris. These puppies
are first'Class stock and win be sold very low if disposed of soon. C. K. LEWIS, U S. Customs, Suspension Bridge, N. Y.
Novl7,St

4

§he

fennel.

will buy a pure dark red Irish bitch, 5
1
_ months old, having oue cross of Eleho and
two of Plunket. Address, E. J. ROBB1N Wethei s-

S12

Beld, Conn.

NovS.ti

PORTRAITS

or Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent post-

paid tor 26 cents each, or the nve for

&ND STREAM

PUB. CO.,

89

and

N. Y.

$1.

41

FOKES'l
Park Kow,
Decso.tr

..

.

<

;

i

;

;

F'OR sale, setter pups out of Bene of XashvuM
(property of J. Loui< ValPntlne, Bsq.), by that
world famous king of the field, Chan plon Joe, Jr.
A rare chance, only a few choice ones to offer, and
sold under guarantee.
Just right now for fall
shooting. Pointers and setters for sale. Address
NASHVILLE KENNEL CLUB, Nashville, Tenn.
Septaa.tf

;

and further particulars address A H.
1,711 spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.

prices

MOORE,

•I
I

HE GONB8T0GA KKNNKI.

lor Bale the
fol'OHlnghlghiv-br' d sB'ti'is: Cash, & fine upoffer

Btandlng, white and black ticked dog, years and
ttx monins od (LflcestPr-ex Nellie); Is a grand
goer aid been shot over up to date; was very
highly recorniuen'ied at tie- \uo Arbor BUow, ik=u;
w eiwinl. a promising
irial allowed
prices -,
joung dog, 9 month, old. lemon and white, weil
-i

O'MORK KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies for sale, by champion
Kory O'More out

of

Korah O'More, Magenta and
Address W. N. UALLEN-

Full pedigrees.
Y.

Pearl.

DER, Albany, N.

Augll.tf

OOlNTEP.a For very superior pointer pupa, t>>
Chauplon Sensation out of Livingston's Ross
(2d New York, is^o, and darn of Baronet), or for
'

Ktud services of Uar.mi't.

HENRY

r

\S

address,

LIVINGSTON,

.

W.

13a

City.

'.Royal Hi

11

.

\

I

>r,.|i

a)

:

01 Usi

a remarkably

t»

Reddle,

iiulek. Ilv iv, r- d In-n setter blteh
IS months old (Red rick ex Won );
price $-.25.
Puinter.i lies-,
t'l siz d b;aek and white pointer
bitch, young and fast, with kean nose; price $35
Belle, lemon with wu le mirkiu rs- verv staunch,
and Just the Ditch for oue gun 1x1 go out and make a
:

m

large bag with good n >-<• an 1 -tea Iv all roundprieefis. App;, ro PRANK UtiVAX, Manager and
Trainer, Lancaster, I'a.
Novi7,2t

TMPORTKD FOX TERRIER FOR
JL white aud black
lbs.; very game; wid

SALE.-Crlb,

an

1 ran, % ye irs old, about 14
tackle itiychlog; good house
dog and compjntou; will be sold cheap to make
room for puppies coming on. Come puppies, black

and tan. bred from bn lotted do,'< very handsome.
Spaniel p ipptes. live- and whlf, beauttTully
marked. The o=st d i^i for geuer il shooting; bred
n- p -ice, oedif re", etc., adfrom lrn lortcd rl i„'s
dress A. HiATU, orange ooui\ JJou-ie, Vlrnlnla.
!•'

N0V.7,2t

a

\vn slauneh

In Held

Prh;e$4v.

;

wM

teirleve lniin

address W.

J.

water

il

01

MOltTON, eon*
^uylT.lt

mouth, Va.

h setter
EXCHANGE, a Hrst-ClQES reJ
TO(been
hunied uu uo.dcock and grouse)
ir it.

r

L. rifle

LIUHT,

or beag.e bitch.
Shei onrne, M, r.

Address at

one

A. J.

m.111

11-.

In.
For p tlcul
BROS., 316 North Del

lis

1

n

HLUODGOOD

,r,
add re
A.'e., eu! ..idilpuia,

OTJLKOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—For
Cockers of nil ages and colors, dogs, bitches
and puppies, address « mi stamp, ROB'T WALKER,
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

July

NovlT,lt

red Irish setter Don II.; young, welt
and a good dog in the Held. Also Uoroou
bitches Mist and Zephyr at n bargain Full pedl£rees. Ad'lreas A. W. PEARsALL, Huntington,
I.
NovK.lt
bred,

.

81-tf.

;

N" prletor,

Mass.

Sporting dogs
broken and handled, also a number of brnken dogs
for sale Dogs and puppies boarded on reasonable
teims. P.O. Box a; 5.
SeptM.tt
.Mldtlleboro,

IfNGLISH SETTERS.—Any

gentleman

la

want

'j ot a single dog or a brace of well broken and
well-bred setters win and the article by addressing
I. W.. Box 2,'so,
New York city. These are not
worthless euis sild to be broken, but. are perfect la
the field, and a fair price Is therefore asked.

«

N078,tf

DENisoN,

Hartford, Ct

sepus,tt

SALE, a number of well bred and well
F'ORbroken
pointers end setters, also dogs boarded
ti

11 rl

K.

hrriieii.

-;ii I-

to-! inn

guaranteed.

Rliai.MOMi, Lakevllie.Mass.

Atlrre-s

II.

Bept82,U

I' 1.

RICHARDSO* AKD Hj»N«BLm

LAKK.N IL
a thorough and compiett
i:«tienio Lake Heguui, Keuue
bagu, ti.paujtl,..
iiiiio,, 1.1 oe ana 'onnecucu'
Lafceb anu the iiean Muirit-Oi tu»-< onneeilciit, MagallOway.ADdrofcttJt.Bir, ar.n neaa nvers; Uiumic
l.I'.-'lH^'l

guide

ptM-k.

v

KD.

tie-

w in

aieu covers, rintec \-mvi,
poges.ll"llluslJauon^
and a large n,ap. u.tue oiostlj
accurate gur
»eys. rrke, poai-pajo bj i„an WiteDUJ, LliAlti-K^
i. J. FARRAi., Jam&iua Plain, Aitst.

I

Trtl.sn SETTERS and Cocker Spaniels
FORoftRED
e mosl lashlonable blood addresg CHA8.

Nov:i,;u

1

F'OU SALE,

with stamps
St., N. Y.
SeptJSJI

«d

:

marked

verv fine setter bitch, eighteen
SALE,
STUD.— Imported Newfoundland digs, Prince
FOB
INand
months Old; bioken to Hush at comm„ud
Hero,
.1.1,0 rjet black; h -ighL

For sale *y Forest and Stream Ptrmishlng Oo

$g<

-

;

white. 5. Zulu, Gordon btieh, by champion Hob,
ex-champlon iMona, -a he p< d June, lssi), now breaking by Mr. E. S. Wanmaker, «. Lady Rapid, Imported Gordon bitch, tlyold R uben out of Rosa,
winner of prizes at dim rnt Mi >us (not broken);
whelped May, 1S75. 7. Jemmle, Imported Yoifcshlre terrier, by Mozart ex Nell, winner first Pittsburgh show; whelped November, 1-75. 8. Cream,
Italian greyhound, winner first Pittsburgh show;
about three yours of age and a beauty light fawn
In color. All the above-named spotting dogs have
passed through .Mr.
Wanmaker's hands For

Irl

Price 13 50.

.
^un Club Grounds, Bergen Point, about
Nov. 1, black and tan setter dog Fred
medium
one hlndleg a trifle sho rt from knocked down
hip; only perceptible v.hen tired or standing BtllL
The ibove reward paid for his return or for any Information oy which his recovery Is enforced. /.
BRYAR, 6i William Street, N. Y.
NOTlT.St

size

;

._ field dogs, riken on all game, retrieve horn
land or water (pub teis red Irish or liegilsh setter
dog or blicb), address CHAS F. KENT, Muntlcello,
N. Y. Come and see these dogs at work on game.
NovK.tt

land.

8TJKEHEXGE ON THE DOG.

Dock Square, Boston, Mem.

$lu fennel

1. Count Fred (imported), whelped July,
l878i
thoroughly broken, winner first at Patoka, I1L.
Puppy Stakes, and second lu braces wdh Lincoln
lni»79. a B
by Count Dick, ex
Phantom, whelped April. 1-77, full brother to Mr.
IJewellln's celebrated mint wind-em thoroughly
brokfn.
3. Banjo (Imported
pointer), liver and
white, whelped April, 1876 by Garth's Drake, ex
Grecian Bend; thoroughly broken; winner ot first
at Pittsburgh show. 1880.
4.
Rose, champion
thoroughly
Solnter bitch (fotnv rly Orglll's)
roken; whelped April, 1S7C; color, lemon and

;

800,0110

H. ElTEBKOIiK,
2T

FOR SALE.

Nov17,'2t

Mass.

SALE,
brook trout
FOR
T. W. EDDY, Randolph, N. Y.

In the maifcet

;

£gale

Currituck Shooting.

any

REBORING A SPECIAXTT.

,

rei

Ken-

workmanship and nfcooOng

qualities are equal to

,

Novl7,4t

mar-

All sportsmen agree that the Eutebront

H. Pierce's Gussle, winner of first prize at Pittsburg, Jan 1S81 <-ee cut and description In Fokest
and Stream, Feb. 24, lssi) is particularly hand-

SALE, well-broken setters, lemon and white
FOR
rleve from land and water. Also
1q color;
a few hundred live qualL Apply to
WASTED
class beagles.
have always given my
FRANK BEY AN, Manager of oonostoga
nel, Lancaster, Pa.

article in the

ket.

old,

1

4£or

ANO TIMES,
SALE.

gun, both In single and double, which is ac-

SALE, a very handsome dark red Irish setFOR
ter dog, 14 mos.
by Rojj O'More ex Mr. W-

Wanted

tf|
•>".

14t JDey St.

1847,

have recently Invented a new hammer

I

Hlil.U IN

Dec. 14, 15 and 16.
Apply to CHART ES A.

Washington Avenue,

I

and

THE NEW EUTEBROUK HAMMER GUN.

THE FIRST BENCH SlIOWFOR DOGS

SI

figures,

Station,

Novs.at

J.

HERALD,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

steam yacht, with crow, to charter to
a patty wlrldng lo go soul!'.
For par-

Newark, N.

low

WALKER,

E.

SQUIRES,

C.

at

1 Cortlandt street, N. Y.

York.

STAUNCH
ticulars,

you want good work,

save Agent's Commission come direct »•

Bissett,

65 Fulton street, N. Y.

STOCKS, BONDS AND SECURITIES,
MINING STOCKS.

Etffl.

BOOK BINDING

efficacious.

Shooting Suits.

NO

IS

NEAT AND ELEGANT

POWDER is guaranteed to km fleas on
dogs or any other animals or money returned.
put up 1n patent boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which greatly facilitates Its use. Simple
I^HIS

It Is

«« Pine St,

York,

Established 4836.

WORMS! WORMS!

Taxidermists ana Manurcturera
Alao, all Haas or Glass Work done lo order,
Catalogue Free or Charge by Mall.

S9

New

of

JPfs j^ennei.

Artificial

Street,

«,309.

I7> \RK.tn s POCK BT MAP of Moose head Lake ana
Je
Ihe North Maine Wilderness, a valuable companion ror ihe sportsman, hunter and lumberman.
Lately corniced and revised, and now acknowi
edged to be the only eorreot map or Mils yast region'

N.-atly

hound in clotn covers.

mali.sinfoiiWL
Plain, Mass.

—

cuaklesa.

.See J£i.nnti

j.

Price, postpaid,

faruak,

by

Fainaiea

Advertisement* next page.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

320
fennel

he

and Routes for Sportsmen.

l§otete

Dr Gordon Stables, RN.

SOUTHERN

tlie

Line.

Send

for

TIH.'UTING

Cotton

October 5 to December

'

'

Box

Delaware

22,

City,

delphia

'7-ti5

a

•9-46 a
*T-53 p

Baltimore
p in. Danville

in.

Richmond

'2-55

•12-53 nt.

Atl.mta'iii-ssiiia.

STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED

Pennslvania Railroad Comryy

PhilaArrives
m. Charlotte

m

There makes same

also reach the best localities for

Gunning and Fishing
are

New York

Leaves

am. Baltimore

fs-:.;

a m.

1

Phila-

pm. Richmond

+3-10

a in. There connects with
Pullman cars from Richmond to

'x

Custom Hons« and Forwarding Agent
it WAJUL STREET, NE W YORK,
RECEIVES ANI» FORWARDS Dogt.

e

21',

train c-jntirctn
at 4-00 p

Powig, eto., to any destination. Kenntv
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, Intending- to impor:
ilsjgs from Europe, should have their stock con
Information furnished in regard
signed tc him
to the 'oast motbo&e of importing, shipping, frtc

rxrepl

Ciu'.'y,

SAmma

lid

with Train* 50 and 4S.
Train 12. Leaves New
dolphin 5 -is pin. Ualtlmor
[..
Dau-v
rg ••( 39 a m.
Atlanta *l2-uoi
•mm p m.

Sunsinii,

ruxting

in

titer,

kt?-40pm. Phlla-

,

tj.

1

1

eiT'S- oner-,'

md

'

a

Pullr
hours from New York
10 Washington, Wa-hlrigt
.(i
la
S inves at ColumtjL

a

\i.n ".

1

.

1

EXCURSION

Jersey.

on

n

.
1

1
.

i-iini cities to KANE. RENOVA, BEDnn .lie
FORD, CRESSON, RAESTuN, MINNF.QTJA, and
other weU-known centres for
-ji'l

Trout Fishing, Wing Shouting and
Hunting.

Still

Also to

HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
new JERSEY COAST
SALT W-. TEH.sruM'AFiER FIN
AND FEATHER.
L, P. FARMER, i.enlAass. Agent.
FRANK THOMSON, Gen Manager,

TUCKERTON, BEABH
e-d

\ei

111.

.a.

miIJ \M, ami. prints on

.

.

New

Pennsylvania and

'n

iivllle -7-

without

failure or Injury.

THE LINKS OP

DeL

GOLDSMITH,

E, B.

1881.

Richmond and Danville LineTrain 50. Leaves New York *4-30 a m.

satis-

AND BOOK.

1

aivi in

t,

CONTINUOUS

tiring

lines

.

'
1

and dangers

31.

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT NOVEMBER

VON CUt IN.

A: C.
P. O.

These

\ avoid thedtmof resh.1pm.ent, while the excelrun over the smooth steel tracks
:

AJ,

enable

work and guarantees

faction. Also.
LIAR
9PII
By mall, for $3.

VONCULINPATE_

Exposition,

FROM
nniii.-.s

PEDIGREE
E.

their lures for reaching most af tie
"ARKS l nd RACE i_OtJK>ES in the

by

afforded

Middle States.

PRINTING AMD COMPII.INO,
CHEAPER THAN CAN BE DONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN AMERICA,

R. R. Co.

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

Routes to Florida

Preferred

I

Respectfully Invite attention to tho

Gives addresses of prin-

Atlanta

first-class

The Pennsylvania

THE

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."
Price i» cents, post tree.
cipal English breeders.

which does

Bay Line.

Line.

exports champion ana other pedigree dogs of any
Breed.

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

Richmond & Danville Atlantic Coast

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

17, 1881.

and ^qso^fs for ^ortntnen

~§atqls

ASSOCIATED

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,
Author of

[NOTBMBKR

i.lie.

for

-

1

.

in-15 p

Black Spaniels
BOB

black

Imported,

HI.,

Portadown, Kllm-'i-nnck, li-'last, and Loudon, Out
Stud tee.*l5.
Special. Bradmrd. IM
n'l:
ml snooiui,
ilm,'
IT, import
Sllfl
iw.
New York, 1881, Only
o brBratr. ilrst. and special,
Puppies
New York, IS81. for s ife Price from *10 upward.
HORNKLL SPANIEL 'LUB, Homollsvlllo, N. Y.
'

11

strabnne,

First,

;

'

.

I

*

Nova.U

dull .season earned gel much slock ahead.
tor Illustrated price list to

CHAS. FOLSOtt, 106 Chambers

II.,

33.

Pups ready

8opt22,tf

for delivery.

CO.'S

.'22

fill.,

24 In.,

Sail

;

20111. $22

purposes.

field

;

Duke of Locust valley (Grace-imported Grouse), 13
months old; has been shot, over since August on
woodcock and
ml

p.,

111

;

;

Address

ruffed grouse: -.well broken,
!,- in
,-.,'.
dig "
,-

C. P,

:

WATBRHOl

SALE— Ferrets
FOR
Female, f4 male,
;

CHARLES

H.

:i

.'.b-rrimac,

I

1880.

you that the

curacy and perfection

consider

I

unri-

.-'irr,-nn rijle

Hoping this statement will give you pleasvalled.
ure, t remain, dear sir.
J. A. P. Bonalbe.
Yours, very respectfully,

and sold
I

lars, Jon;,' r.

CO

Victor, Ontario

.->.
of Smut

,

:.-.".
i

,

Trap Shot!

i

.

NUMBERS

7, 8,

English setter dog Dash; liver colored
FOR SALE;
Also Field
$35 to Import; price $25.

No. of pellets to OZ., 838
"
« "
"
345

Spaniel Ned. out of imported

TATHAM&

cost,

Price

pri/.e

winner at

Ball

Daisy by Mallard

li

Also setter pup Doctor; brown and
In forelegs.
Price $5.
Address
L. CLARK, 43 Montgomery St., Jersey

:f.20.

white;

FRANK

weak

83

BEEKMAN

ST.,

9AHDifc
1056 Soft
1130 Chilled.

088
716

472
498

BRO'8,
NEW

YORK.

&

J.
^.fjovtumm's <$oo(fo

W. TOLLEY,

PATENTEES of

PATENTEES
Makers
re'i.av

JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
STEEL PENS
Sold By ALL DEALER5ThrouohoutThe

"PERFECTION" HAMMER-

the

LESS GUN.

"GIANT-GRIP" ACTION.

the

Of

guns only to the Individual

of high-class

nl

'..,,,.„.

,-,

Dlustrated

lists,

y . m,
from the shelf of a gun-store.

imi r.LIHli,.[

with a gun takeu down

i.'i.jii,

'

I

i-j

u,

photos and directions for meas-

&

Patentees and Manufacturers,

WORLD

Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE
Adventures at Rangeiey
Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventure
IBJhe wilds of Maine. Interesting alike to old ana
rotmg. Has received the lughe3t commendation*
from the metropolitan press. Han jsomely bound
Sn cloth,

m

Savannah '3-45 p m.
Puliman sleep-

Bay

Line.
.

1

-.

i

r.

;>-

316 pages,

'.

illustrations.

Sent oy mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, JEW,
CaAKLEW A. .1. FARRAR, Jamaica *>laln. Mass.
ElttsfljH, Mass.

and one dog

tackle

The Route
ni

The
w.

for

trout,

each sports-

of the Tourist,

C.

Va.,

summer

oiher tainous

resorts.

x 11. R"v is reached ny rail at Huntingdon,
from the West, Northwest, and southwest;

oharini.tesvllle, Va., rrom the North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., Eroia the South,
The completion of the Peninstuar Extension In
the summer of 1SS1 affords

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

,•

1

,

'

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean.
G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, Va.

Corner

S3S Chestnut street, Philadelphia.

FISHING

LINE."

OLD DOMINION

LINE.

rpilB STEAMERS
JL
,11

of llils Line reach some of the
sections
finest watei-iovv-1 and upland sho
tlie e.iuuirv. Conned h'g direct for Chlncoteague,
,

and points on the Peninsula. city
River, Currituck, Florida and the
n mi mi amicus country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc
ni, day and Sata
urday. Lewes, relL, Monday and Thursday
Full Information given at office, 187 GreenwtcH
.r.-ii.-.s

L.djoii

james

mi.

1

street,

1

1

New Y'ork.

R.

Bromfield

House, Boston.

AND THE

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME RESORTS AND LAKES OF

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of fish
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and the
ING l9 found only In
famous AME
'-

Cuts .Free

BLACK BASS, 1.1KE, PICKEREL and MUSCAalso abound Lu large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies ol his skill to his
home, as Ice for packing fish
friends or " c
B joints.
learl
can be had
LONGE,

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

The

scenery of the Nort.li Woods and Lakes is very
beautlfuL The air is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering
wlO>

Hay Fever and Asthma
The

Affections.

rations are excellent,

hotel

and will

be largely increased in time for the season of

1881

'-.:.,

During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION"
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW KATES, and
attractive train facilities offered to Touiiscs

jFull-LenjrthCOT.ln this case.
I $10; LOUNGE, in this case, S8.

I Sold everywhere by the Trade

ol

1

1

1

WM

RefersbyperN. lane. Good Ground, L. I.
tnlaslon to J. p.. Shepherd, B91 Broadway, and wm.
Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

Tim Pond

Seven Ponds.

the

TROUT FISHING AND HTJNTINQ.
Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, via
Eustls and Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,

KENNEDY

EAGLE HOTEL.
(Altitude, 2,250 feet.)

anu 90 yards, giving close pattern and great
penetration. 10 ana 12 gauge. Send for circular,
30 Sent, J'osl-pa.-.l, for SI.

Y

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
BYDayman.
Has always on hand the best

boats, batteries, etc., with he largest rig of trained
wild geese, decoys on the const. The best ground
11
In vicinity or New York for buy snipe shooting
Special aitention given by hlmaeB
of all varieties
'.<
anteed. Address
tctloj ru
to Ills guests

guides, boats, camps, with board. In readiness,
writing In advance to

60, 7u

CO., Rochester, N.

Wild FowX_S hooting.
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L, I.

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home"
on this route. For Tourists- Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and fur' her information, address

For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guns. Made to open Just short ol

SOHLEKER &

MESSENGER,

1.

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES

H. H.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

The TROUT season begins May l and ends Sept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June l and ends
Nov.

or,

ana contains

mountain

s.t

Philadelphia t5-i5
Leaves New York t3-40 p m.
Arrives at Portsmouth
Baltimore ts-45 p m
W-eOain. Weldon n-sn p 111. Raleigh tI-35 p m.
;j:
a.
,a
Wilmington *d-4.5 pm.
vannuh"*i2-30n'n. Jacksonville b-40 p.m. Columbia "6-oa a m. Augusta *9-s0 am. Savannah *3-45
A igusta "S-15 a m. Pullman
gm. Jacksonvl lie
leeplng Cars Weldon to Charleston
"Dally, tiiaiiv, Sundays excepted.
For reservation ei HkiiIis. sect ions, and for tickets,
time tables, and for all Information, apply at 306
220 Broadway, New
Washington street, Boston.

pm.

I

urement sent on application.
W- TOLLEY,
J.

GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION-IS78.
HO!

p

1

Oct2T,4t

City, N. J.

Eastward

(Son's, h-tiling

snipe, wiodcock,

Grand Traverse Region

Soft or Chilled.

BWddaifl/B Iiuke, etc.

Mr. Malcolm's Malcolm, Col. Moo's Relne, Mr. WllWere all bred at these kennels.
lard's Dream II.
Address GORDON KENNEL CLUB, Brevoort P. O.,
Octl3,tf
Brooklyn, New York.

(ilrst.

icall,

The waters of the

.

»

*0-i5

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling- & Black Bass Fisheries,

GORDON

Ru

aja-.

i

Nov3,4t

eanel

a;,':

w.

Jacksonville, via Augustj *.--'.5 a m.
ing Cars New York to Charleston.

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.

.

KENNEL, Locust Valley, Long Island.
We have on sale young dogs and bitches of
the purest strains, combining the blood of Toledo
aim's Duke,
Kennel Club, now Wlllarv V :
i

Macon

*n-;;0am.

"THE

Selected Standard

i.

out
IT. (Trima a
A do re.
Falls \'lilaye, Attle-

boro, Mass.

i,

p m.

*it-'«i

:

<

1

1

:

CARPENTER.

.

.

1

puppies, whelped Oct. S by Mr. Bradford's Pete
(Nmut-Trmn), out of Lotta (champion Drake-

,

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
..- tlivers.
j
r •
Allegh He M in- tai
Valley, ami inelmilng In '-heir varieties ei
.vll.,1 turkeys, wild duck,
I. air,
L'atne ntli' tan oe.
'

Fhlla-

and West Baltimore streets, Baltimore.
Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and leading
Ticket Offices East.
A POPE, Gen'l Passenger Agent.

TATHAM'

ALDRinH'S STOCK FOR SALE.— Mr. T. M.
Aldrich has %\ >ne South for the season and left
In my hands for sale six black and white ticked

Smut) and a broken cocker.

m

a

m

511

N0V17,2t

Sam (Don-Nettle)

<-30

of Calvert

Mass.
NOV3,3t

Singleat $7 per pair.
Send post office order.

N. Y.

Mr. Green's

New York

Leaves

R'y.

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
or the Vligiiiin. Mount on, to the Wnlte Suiphur

York.

nl.-.ijnl

tz.

VAN VECHTEN,

I avail of this occasion to Inform

bought, from you six months
little pocket, illie that,
last trip I had occaago Is a perfect gem.
sion to use it lu the woods, and out of 100 shots I
killed 8T birds, (/;« 'ni- jp.,j«2c being a wild pigeon
For acat, a distance rangi'ig from mo to 3«0 feet.
;

SALE, Gordon sitter bitch Kettle, out of
FOR
Tlllev's Whin cypsy-stoddard's Duke), by hl3

"

28 in., $24.

On my

:

York

:

I

RALLY (Sam-Dolly) stud fee, 325.
ROCKET (Rally-Rosy); stud fee, $10.
COLIN CAMERON, BrlckervlUe, Pa.

New

in.,

New Yobk, May 19,

Cameron Kennel.

Leaves

410.

'

.Isnr.M

;

Beagle Hounds bred for bench and

Train

s.'

*I8: 22

Uv

l

Atlantic Coast I.iue.

Lami-

22.
2(1;
21;
.22. .32, .38 Or .41 Cal , 18
nil: 21 In., $21.
POCKET RIFLES :. 22 or. ;;•> Cat, Hi In., $12.25; 12
In.. $13.25; 15 In., $15; IS In., $16.50.
GALLERY PISTOLS : Light, $30 heavy, $23.
.'2.

»4-60

Cutn Sew Yo
to Sew Orlm.

Ohio

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANQLEB
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

l.yru

1

Plain, j.12.50; Twist, $15.50;

HUNTERS PET RIFLES
In..

am.

&

Chesapeake

Leaves New
Baltlmc

m.

1-30

Macon

n'n.

$17.

RIFLKS:

(Snip ex-Yulette) stock for sale.

A-

1

Arrives at
delphla-'i-i isin. Baltimore "3-45 a
-2-55 p m.
Wilmington * 1-25 p m.
Rl'-niuo [i
'--iiaaVn
Sa.vaiinaii "i-2-sO n'n.
JackPllllm in Sleepers .Mlliord, Va.
j
p in.

Breech- Loading Arms.
SINGLE GUNS:
nated,

Champion Bragg and Champion Feather, Grade

STEVENS

a

".s-is

!

Villi!

Mobile

Dealer In

J.

Box

Send

St., N, Y.

Fire-arms, Ammunition, and all Articles connected with tho same, and sole agent for

COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,

4S.

i2-;-o

nd',

(lie n.

RIVERSIDE
Clareinnnc, N.

m. savannah

ASHEYILLE,
L. L.

HASSELL,

-

WESTERN
-

SMITH,

by

Euatis, Maine.

Moosehead lake

and the North Maine •WilThe only complete and
guidebook to Northern Maine and

derness Dlustrated.

N. C.

PROPRIETOR.

Open the year round. Rooms with open fireplaces, some few stoves. Finest scenery in the
IT. S.
Average winter temperature, "ti.T dog. No
better climate in the world. Send tor circular.

the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot , St.
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
lakes and ponds connected with them. 26« pages,
so illustrations and large niup. Tinted paper, n-

luminated covers.
cents.

Mass

Price,

CHARLES A.

J.

by mall, post-paid, 60
Jamaica PUdn,

FARH AR,

[Notbmbee

FOREST AND STREAM.

34, 1881.|

MEAT

DOG CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

«™£ne^Lpu^^^^^

BEWARE OF -WORTHLESS
Stamped

Pleaao see that Everv Cake

Packed

BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

IMITATIONS.

'SPRATT'S PATENT" and

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

pound, each,

In Caaea of 113

1

8 Seuth William

321

Street,

&

a

STAMPER,

X."

To be bad In smaller quantities or
Grocers and tbe Sporting Goods

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

Trade Generally.

4$iscelfatteoti$

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.

Any of

&

HODGMAN
BROADWAY

(Established 1836).
JHnrt Premium at Worlds Fair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

tbe Following Books Sent on
Receipt of Price by Forest and

CO.,

Stream Pub. Co,

AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

425

Rubber Fishing Outfits,
¥

COMPRISING

JOHN KRIDER,
S, B. cor Second and Walnut

Sts.,

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

BLANKETS,

fishing Tackle, Rods, Heels, Lines, Hooks, Files,
leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly nooks,

WBalmon.

Etc., Etc.

Bass and Trout

Files,

Black, White or

Light,

Made

to Order.
Celebrated Center Enamel Split

AlsCKrlder's"
and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.
Taxidermy In all Its branches.
Spruit's Patent Dog Biscuit.

Tan Color Coats,

AND COMPLETE

all kinds.

Fisnlng- Pants.

RUBBER
SPORTING OUTFITS
ESTABLISHED
Send for Catalogue.

1S3S.J

TO ANGLERS:
"Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
Fishing Rod

THE SNEIDEE.

HOUSE.

& Tackle Makers

Pat. 1SE0

S03

COD-LIVER Oil

|f

PUREST

Scrofula,

Rheumat
or Consumption,

§!

18 superior to any in de.

Ijlicacy of taste
1

1

medicinal

and smell,"
and purity.

vi rtuos

» London, European and Now
1 York physicians pronounce it the
lj

(fpirrestandbeet Bold by Druggists.
1
R,

ASchiefMa Un/JST"

COMMERCE

ST.,

PHILA.

KRUG & CO'S
STANDARD AWD DRY.
The Sportsman's Wine!!

A.

;

CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW

ROCHEREAU & CO.,

16 and 18

St.

Eouis

St.,

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

214

W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

TAISTTED

MOCCASINS.

New and Second-Hand Guns, Pistols, eta, constantly on hand. Repairing ol every description
done In the best manner and warranted. Guns
bored to 6hoot close and hard. Pistol grips fitted
to blocks. Pin fires altered to central tire.
SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

best thing In the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoelng, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
In a variety of styles, and
warranted the jobiw a rUclt.
Send for price list 1IARTLN S. HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box K6«, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Frank Good). Bradford & Anthony, Boston
Agents.

NEW

solicited.

WE CHARGE NQ COMMISSION.
We

accept consignments. Allow market price
day of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday lor
aU Invoices ot previous week.

MAKEHENSiM
travpltag In this country, bays that most of the Horse
andOuttic Powders sold beie are worthless tinsh. Its
:

irareSri hSmcnsaiy vaiimhle.
Eakohene lay lite Sberld

Nothing on earth will

owdew. Dose,
i.

ikvtciQ, llasa.,

a JOHNSON

formerly Bangor Me,

4 CO.,

Choke-Bore Barrels

384 paged, .2

llustr&oons.

Price 25

CHARLES

By
FABRAR,

cents.

A. J.

1 SO
13 00

SO
3 00
3 00
1 SO

Valuable Be oks fo- Sportsmen,
THE NEW EDITION OF BATTT'3

HOW

TO HUNT AND TBAP,

toge'her with Chapters upon Outfits, Guns, etc
Veryelega
ited. with new engravings,
Price, post-paid, si. 50.

COMPANION BOOK.
mi;

D

C iRATIOS

together with General Information tor Sportsmen.
rations. Adopted generally by Unlversttle.", Colleges and Museum*.
Price, postpaid, 3L50.
:

America and

Britain,

circular.
field,

C. S.

Price, post-paid, S3.

Long's American Wild Fowl Shooting.

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra
heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp lor

SHATTUCK,

Manufacturer, Hat-

Fully describes

and best Modes

all

of

Wild Fowl their Haunts, Habits
Decoying and Shooting them.
;

Price, post-paid, $2.

Mass.

Our Elegant Sportsmen's Companion
40 pages, loo engravings, mailed post-paid free
receipt of two 3-cent stamps.

THE CLIMAX

on

ora.\«;k jtjdd oo.,

PATENT GUN CLEANER
THE MOST PRACTICAL CLEANER AND
OILER FOR BREECH-LOADING ARMS
EVER INVENTED.

Publishers ot

r

CLIMAX

sent free

on ap-

M'F'G CO.,

a 11

rural books

and bookB for sportsmen

New lork.

751 Broadway,

THE
A
It
IV
1

It operates on an entirely new principle, and It is
astonishing how quick and well it win clean and
oil a gun.
Each Cleaner is packed n a neat box
with full directions for use, and will be sent to any
address, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50.

1 fc.1

AND HOW TO USE IT TO KILL EVERY
FAIR WISG SHOT- fi y Gwynne Price,

VI :e-Presiaent Sportsmen's Club, St.
Louis, Mo., who dereated Bogardtis. Trap
shooting.
Plunge-trap and Clasi snooting Exposed. 'American Field 'says: " [t j)oi««i**s genu1
***»•*
1

'Kennel & Find' say.^: " Koiry man
gun ghould have it." Mailed lor 26c,
nnriene.v. hv (iWVNJivu prick sr

ine merit."
that uses a

Eastward

HOI or. Adventures at Rangeier
Lakes. A capital story or sport and adventure
the wilds ot Maine. Interesting alike to old and
yoong. lias received the Highest curnmendaaona
from the metropolitan press. Han-soniely ootmd
In cloth, anu contains a;o pages, -. illustrations,
sent oy mall postpaid, or. receipt or price, ji_bo,
CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica x>latn, Mass.
in

Fall River,

ITIass.

J.

& W. TOLLEY,

PATENTEES of

PATENTEES

the

"PERFECTION" HAMMER-

LESS GUN.
Of

the

"GIANT-GRIP" ACTION.

Illustrated lists, photos and directions lor measurement sent on application.
J. & W. TOILET,

malL poetpald..30eents.
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Nat ins, Frost....

Other Countries.

This story describes the
aparryot Boston gentlemen to the Richardson-Rangeley lakes. It treats of "camp Ufe,"lndoorB
la amusing, Instructive ana ^interesting;
trip ot

1 00

rod

Their Breeding, Training, etc

Rebounding Lock.

WILDERNESS.— Second

and out,

1 5n

Price, post-paid, $2.

of high-class guns only to the Individual
orders ot gentlemen who cannot comentthemselves
with a gun taken down Irom the shell of u gun-Btore.

LIFE IN THE
CAMP
edition now ready.

SO
1 BO

:....,

1

The Dogs of Great

YORK.

Consignments of aU kinds of game

l 00

„„

Halloek's Sportsman's Gazetteer.

IS

The

ot all

Lite ot a S

4 00

k

„

I

Nos. 2S9 and 290

WORLD

GOLD MEDAL PAR IS EXP0SITI0N-I87B.

25

00
30
GO
00

.

II anton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher.
Minors Land and Game Birds
Naturalists Guide, Maynard.
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener

11

TBE XETY AMERICAS

KNAPP & TAN KOSTRAJO),
JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
*™ GAME,
POULTRY
STEEL PENS
WASHINGTON MARKET,
Sold By ALL DETALERSThrouchoutThe

SO

BATiY'S PRAC ICAL TAXIDERMY and

New Orleans.

GOOD'S OIL

YORK.

[

IB
8 50

Breeeh-Loaders.

to

Pin-Fire (Jims Altered to Central-Fire.

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.

9

1 00

„

•

Hunting and Hunters

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS.
SIZES FHOM 4 TO 20.
Muzzle-Loaders Altered

CHAMPAGNES!

VINCENT BISSIG,
Practical Gunsmith

M

1

2S
1 23
<50
! 25
& Line. pa. 00
Sportsmen. S 25

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
Eow to Hunt and Trap, Battrs
Hunter ana Trapper, Tnrasher

SHIPLEY & SON,

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Keels, etc.
Our Bethabara Fly and Bait Kods and Split Bamboo Fly Hods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State
Fairs.
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough ana elastic as steeL
Rod mountings ot all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
free. Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten
cents in stamps.

Debility,

aklng by Holablrd.
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
Frank I'd
arts
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook
ters, 8VO., 2 VOlS

manufacturers of Fine Fishing: Tackle
of Every Description.

FOR

3 00

Cage ana singing Birds
„
Canoeing in Kanuckla
1
Canoe Traveling, Powell
...»™ 3
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
3
Cassell's Book ot Birds, 4 vols
is

Gun, Rod and Saddle
Hand Book tor Klflemen

A. B.

General

L0»
LOO
1 91

Frank Forester's Manual lor Young
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

Reels and Lines to match balance ot rods. No
ftgenta All information respecting fisheries on the
-Shannon In thte locality, as also catalogues ot our
(rreenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,
to be had on application.

[j

Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, 75c.; cloth. ..
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
Bailey's Birds ot the United States.
Balrd's Birds of North America
Bechsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
„
Books for Sportsmen : Angling, 50c; Shooting,
50c; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50c;
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c; Dogs. 75c;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 60c, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds...
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener

;

Pat. 1S65
Reis.1880

Castle Council, near Limerick, Ireland.

M OUER'S

a

M

Art ot Swimming

Birds'

Repairing ol

Camp Lite in, Murravs.
tl.B0
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Northrnp. 1.2*
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's.6th edition.. 3 00
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's.
'H
Amateur Trapper— paper t 60c. ; bds.
.„ 70
American Angler's Book, Norrls
ISO
American Bird Fancier
30
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long
3 00
Angling, a Book on, Francis
„„ T.N
Archer, Modern.
Archery, Witchery ot, Maurice Thompson
1.60
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam
80.09
Adirondack's,

Makers

Patentees and Manufacturers,
Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.

WILD
RICE SPJSJSZESb
VALENTINE
to pay.

idvertising

BROS.,

«u ftwl/M.,

Mid pnotera.
Addreea

tOO

-

^jwipir.-

irffc v*2Sa

Janesvlile, Wis.

-

.

.

.

BSU&.. i^s

:«, ti:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Novbmbbe

J$Htmtinitiorf, J§tc,

j$iuelht{ton$ ^dve^isemetfts.

ORANGE SPORTING

The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder.**

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

Nos. 1

Nos.

1 (fine)

Nos.

1 (fine)

Co.,

New York.

GUN POWDER!
Dupont's
Sporting and

and 5

lb. canisters'

!

!

SHOW

Knows,

PARKER RROS

97 chambers St., w. v.

,

Meriden, Conn.

Blasting Powder.
THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING

1

Dtondaotpowdei

Goodi/ear's India
iss, 490, 492

lb canisters,

Dupont'* ICas'e Uu<.kiii|j>—Nos. 1 (coarse)
toa(lfne); burns s.tuvlj , strong and very ciea~
great penetration, with a rlo^e pattern; adani
tor glass-ball, pigeoa, duck and other BnooQj
Pncki (! u
•wl, b either muzzle or bn 'ti li loaoers.
lb. and 5 lb. canl lers e.nd o^' at.d li)i lb. ki gs.

1

m

Rifle

Powder of the country.

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CANNON
DER;

alto,

The above can

be.

had

Dupont's Spotting, Mining, SniEPINO and Blnst;md descnpi ions, special

<Wraulei J'«r Fa port Also Kifle, Cartridge, »: usket, Cannon, Mortar, Mauiinolh, Hexagonal, Cubical and Pellet 1 wder, u. S. Government Standard.
Powder manufactured to oider of any required

dress

MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK LAHPS, DASH

INC LAMPS,

lng, Canoeing. Yachting,
Driving at Night, andGeneraS
niurnlhatrng Purposes.
Lanterna, Darts
Bicycle
Lanterns, Musicians Band
Lanterns,
Lamps, Pocket
Hand Lanterns, etc Send'
stamp for Illustrated Price
LlsL
Name Forest am»

proof.

RUBBER GOODS

ITrrxTrNO

Coat.—

Every Description.

"

with capacity !r
Send Sot

Inside.

Stkkam.

pocket7extenris"tbe

Six pockets outside andgt
Illustrated Catalogue,

game

ALBERT FERGUSON,

bag.

Office, 65

CARD'S
STANDARD TRAP,

grata or prooL
Agencies In all tlio cities and principal towns
throughout the I'nliedsta eRepresented by
F. L. KXEELAND, 87 Heaver St., N. T.
N. 11.— Use none But DUPONT'S Fg, Or FFg. lor
long-range rifle snooting,

I.AHPS, FISH-

Etc.,
Night Hunting anO
Fishing. Spearing Fteh.CampFor

All Guaranteed
Thoroughly Water-

Hallock

Fulton Street, N. T.

(With Conroy, Blssett

Bird Dealers and
will find It to their

quarters,

FOR WING PRACTICE.

advantage

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Double,

Rotating,

Stationary.

Show

Fanciers
Head-

where they constantly can and a

fulS

all kinds,

Gardens ana*

purposes.

Chas. Reiche & Bro.,
83 Chatham

St.,

(Eatablshed

New York
1S-17.)

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, It lies, Pistols, and all hinds of Sporting Goods.
GREENER'S AND BONEHILL-8 GUNS A SPECIALTT.

WE WILL BUY

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y

lave Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelope*
Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Wild Turkeys,
Prairie Chickens, Quails, Woodducks,

i

ALSO ALL GRADES OV

Malleaon.)

assortment of Song and Fancy Birds, also

EVERY WAT (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). ANT DESIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP
AND ONLT ONE SPUING USED.

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

SPOUTING POWDER.

Single,

&

to call at

of rare animals adapted for Zoological

Oriental

(

WMuElAItt LYMAIT,

Trout in j» rants and Leggins a Specialty.

pocket

Send lor
Ad-

perfect.

circular containing full description.

HUNTING and FISHING.

FRONT VIEW.

of dealers, or of the Comprominent city, or whole*

STREET, NEWT YORK,

Makee a Sporting Rule

COMPLETE FOR

r

flue.

and

Fulton Street,

IOKK CITY.
RUBBER OUTFITS

:

OF

DR PROOF MANUFAC-

LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

BflBW

mo

MUSKET POW-

and

SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT

TURED TO ORDER.

THE HUNTING SIGHT

Co.,

Broadway,
cor.

1

1

Rubber Glove JiPfg

cor. Bjjooma street,

DiiimnlS ('hoko Bore.— Specially ai
tor " choice iiore " uuns, and particularly tor pi
and upland shooting, burns slowly, strong a
moist; does not cake or burn on the band.-, gi'
: -'ii :,.!
ibolli a goo,]
fee found well adapted lor glsss-baU and pigt
s.zex, only No. 7 andAo
Shooting. Made of
No. I being the coarsest, rucked la G.v lb. kegs a
1 lb. Daolswis.
I>u]«om% Easlo Klfle.— A quick, strong and
Clean po*' der, o vvvy nno gralu, for platoisuoutuig.
Pack ?fl la 1 lt>. canisters and blf lb. kegs.
l»U|>..nrs Kill.: tfg. "s.a-Sliootins."—
PFg. and FFFg. '1 he Fg. for long-range rlflH shooting, the Fig. audi el",', lor general use, burning
strong and moist. Packed in ;., lb., 1 lb. and s lb.
eanlatcra, i)V, Vi}i and 26 10. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg.
1,;

standard

88 WALIi

Broadway,

•mr,

rle

1

:

CO.,

AND

Dii|>»ni's lii.-unoiiil firain.- Nos. 1 (coarse)
«04(flne) unequalled in strength, quieicness and
cleanliness; adapted tor glass-ball and pigeon

...

Hazard's » Kentuchy Kifle.""
FFFG, FF«and"Sea Shooting" FG In kegs Ot
and Mj lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and a lb. canisters. Burns strong and
mot's*.
The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands tor
ordinary sporting and the " Sea Shooting" FG la the-

pany's Agents, in every
sale at our office.

IN DSB!

Dutont's ud.vpowt.kk Mic.i.k, established in 1502,
Bavo maintained hulr great reputation for seventyeight years. Manufacture iho folloftlog celebrated

all sizes

1

for muziile or breech-loaders.

MELBOl ItlVK, AVSTRAUA.

Rifle,

mg powders of

In

to S (coarse).

LtfU very
remarkably close and with great
For field, forest or water Bhooting It
otHerbrand
nually senrlceahio

:

11

and

ttion.

THE PE1LA DELPUTA JOUrxa I OF COMMERCE savs " At Melbourne, they had an excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off conquerors over eveiyothT maker. Their highest awau eonv s to them ii--:
use reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
Tbey hive been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any orher gnu when brougli :;i'h.ji
r
She trap. At
Coney Island this year, at the New York state Convention, the P
;mond Badge
and the " Forest and Stream " Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue.

11

canisters

clean, shooting

Rand Powder

1

lb.

1

ami clean, tor "upWell adapted to shot-guns.

grain, ijulek

Hazard's " Puck Shooting."

TREE.

in

In

(coarse).

land prairie shooting.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at

Packed

to

A tine

kegs.

«Js' lb.

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

booting.

one pound only.

Hazard's "American Sporting-."

Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLTl',
bowleg- SIZES of GRAINS of POWDER. Furnished

So. 29 Murray Street,

Unsurpassed In pain*
Packed in square ean-

(fine) to 6 (coarse).
"1
is. -.urn. ss.
B
;

lstera of

Creedmoor.

&

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Powder.

Laflin

24, 188t.

illustrated Catalogue Bent free

on application.

Etc.,

F. NICHOLS & CO.,
BEACH STKEET, BOSTON,

B.

gSTERBROOK'S

MASS.

38

THREAD-WOUND, LtmG-HANGJE

Eta

STEEL
PENS

Manufacturers of the

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical ana
choke-bore shor-guna. Made to open Just short of
BO, 70 nnu «o yards, giving elo?e pattern and great
penetration. io and i'2 gauge. Send for circular.
30 Sent, ro«i-|>a.a, for %U
H. a. SCtHLEBER

&

CO., fioohester, H.

AS

1

i

proved at the Fly-Casting Tournament at Coney Island, June

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161*

;

.

For Sale by

'

ogue, with Mass. Fish and

Y

23.

First prize In Champion Class was won with one of our 10 ft. 9 oz. Bass Rods length of oast, T5 feet
mret ,,ri m in vmateur Class was won with one of ourli ft.8oz. Fly Rods; length ot east, ST&ft, The
Our
Prize was won with one of our Uy, ft. 10 oz. General Rods; length of cast, 75 ft.
roas are considered superior to all others by those who have seen or used them. Send stamp tor cata

Game Law.

all Stationers.
CO.,
26 John St.. New Yorfc

THE ESTERBROOK. STEEL PEN
Works, Camden, N. J.

Baker Gruns

'TIxg

OUR NEW MODEL
THBFEBA RItEL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Cun made

fot

11UBABIL1TY

— AMD —

SHOOTING QUALITIES

PSICK. BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
Ci-ASCES STEEL,

.

«40
V55 to «200

PRICE,
This gun

BEND STAMP FOB DESCRIPTIVE OIBGULAS.

is light

and compact, from

L. C.

-

» to 10 lbs.

*7S to tSSO
weight The

rifle la

SMITH Maker,

perfectly

Mounts"

Syracuse. N. Y>

— —

—

y

-^

AMERICAN

THE

Entered According to Act of Congress, In the year

NEW

^ZtitZU^hi^oZKr'}

GAME

CONTENTS.
Fishoa
Eastern Field Trials A
Property Bye-Ways of the Northwest
;

;

Dog Is

"DEADERS

Personal
323

;

The Sportsman

:—

Totjhibt

the office of the Librarian of congress, at Washington.

in

YORK, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1881.

Editorial :—

Game

JOURNAL.

SPORTSMAN'S

by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company,

lssi,

The People of the Pines; Autobiographical Fragments— II.
A Night Hunt A Winter Walk Through Bermuda Tim
325
Pond aud the Seven Ponds

of

N„ 9

39

.

.^VSMw, *«„

ort .

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

FISHES.

Forest and Stream may have seen during

p^

-*-v

{

the
t wo y ears references to a publication by
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, of a work called "Game
Fishes of the United States," by S. A. Kilbourne and G.

third annual meeting
THE
Club begin on Bobbins'

of the

E istern

Field Trials

Island, this Thursday,

The

giving Day.

Thauks-

Island has been greatly improved since

year, large portions of the terrible brier thickets

last

have

;

;

;

Natural History:—
Changed In the Cradle
vs.

j

Strategy

328

Game Bag and Gun
The Game of Mineral Mountain
:

;"

Meat

their

;

"Some Old Gnus that I
Hunting Kabbits for
Squirrel Hunt
Substitutes for Pigeons in Trap Shooting
;

The

;

j

Successful Rochester Sportsmen ; Maine Wardens and
Visiting Sportsmen ; Bust Spots in Gun Barrels ; Game
Philadelphia Notes ; The Decrease of
in New Jersey
Game Birds ; State Pigeon Tournaments Dakota Terri329
tory Game ; Wild-fowl at Moutauk.
;

j

Sea and Biver Fishing

been cut down, and patches of grain sown in

it can truly be said that it is the most
sumptuous work ever offered to the lovers of angling, and
one which will take rank with Audubon's "Birds of North
America," Wolf's "Wild Animals," and Gould's "Humming
Birds," if it does not exceed them in many respects. The
book has never been advertised, but was sold by subscription,
and only one thousand copies were printed. The stones
have bten destroyed and the entire edition sold with the exception of about ten copies. Under these circumstances we

Island.

duty to our readers in distant parts, who cannot have been reached by the canvassing agents, to give
some description of this great work in older that they may
avail themselves of the opportunity to secure a copy before
the edition is exhausted. As we have said the workhasnot
been advertised, nor has any newspaper received a copy to
review, but the sales have been quietly made by exhibiting
the work to those likely to be interested, and have sold readily.

pleasure tug Calla, to transport the participants to and

fully carried out, until

Fish and Frog Showers

;

Strength

Have Shot

Brown Goode, but no extended notice has been made of it.
The work was conceived on a grand scale, and has been faith-

feel it to be a

:

338
The English Fly-Casting Tournament
Fishoultube :—
Carp Besiat Quick-Lime in the Pond New York Fish Com333
mission Land-looked Salmon in Connecticut
The Kennel
The Eastern Field Trials Entries The "Forest and Stream"
Cup Classification at Field Trials He Had a Hang Dog
334
Look Training vs. Breaking The. Flea
Bifle and Trap Shoomnq :—
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

The Creedmoor Season of 1881
Yachting and Canoeino
Answers to Correspondents
: .

. . .

—

„

;

It

was published

The

in ten parts, at five dollars each.

337

plates aretwenty in number, andare

337

reproductions by litLograph, in water-colors, of

333

the late S. A. Kilbourne,

22x28 inches, beingexact
y

who was acknowledged

to be the

best delineator of fishes in this, or aoy other, country.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
the recognized medium of entertainment,
instruction and Information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted
are Invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspondent's name will be published except with his consent.
The Editors cannot be held responsible for the views of correspond-

The Forest and Stream

Is

ents.

Subscriptions*.

may begin

at

;

;

Advertisement*.
Special rates for
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line.
and twelvemonths. Heading notices 50 cents per line-

three, six

eight words to the line, and twelve lines to one Inch. Advertisements
should be sent In by the Saturday of each week previous to the Issue
In which they are to be Inserted.

Address:

Forest

and Stream

Nos. 39 and 40

Publisliing- Co.,
Park Kow, New York City.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Thursday, November

24.

DO NOT FOBGET
That a year's subscription

to the

is

a niOBt

What Am Ton

Going To Do About It ?— In the season,
•which means from the end of November to the first of February, every steamer to Europe takes out from one hundred to
quail, grouse and partridgesfive hundred barrels of game
each barrel containing about 200 pounds of game, and stated
If aoy one wants to know
to be of an average value of $70.
what ib becoming of the game, the answer is here. We are
It is a big confeeding Europe with American game birds.

—

The supply

hardly be expected
it

if

of birds on this side of the water can
to

equal the annually growing market for

Another question of moment

abroad.

is,

what measures,

any, can be taken to stop this wholesale exportation of

any practical movement to abate the
American game ? Or, must American sportsmen see the annihilation of quail, grouse and partridge ?
"What can be done about it ?

game?

Is

there

destruction of

On

job Nobth Carolina.— " Jacobstaff," with

R. C. Johnson and Dr.

J. B. Burdett, Btarted last

for Currituck, via the Old

Dominion

the plates have ichthyological, as well as artistic value ; and
the form is perfect to the detail of every fin-ray, as truly as
the fish is represented in color.

The

text

which accompanies the plates was prepared by

Professor G. Brown Goode, well known to our readers as one
of our first ichthyologists, and is original throughout and so

which has ever appeared in ordinary
angling books that no comparison can be made. It includes
biographies of nearly all the important fishes of North America, comprising species not illustrated, and, where a fish is
not illustrated by a large plate and has a near relative which
resembles it, Prof. Goode gives an engraving of it. Thus,
while Kilbourne gives a picture of one of the black basses
Prof. Goode supplies engravings, eight inches loDg, of each
species, side by side.
The same is true of the pompano, and
and the striped bass and its cousin, the white bass, from the
Lskes. The text is in large type, on rich-toned, calendered
paper, the size of the plates.
There is also a map of North
America, colored after an original plan, showing the geographical distribution of each species, and a complete list of the
game fishes of the continent, nearly one hundred in number,
with a synonymy of common names and definitions of their
geographical distribution, which greatly add to the value of
tbe work, and will be found of great use for reference.

Capt,

Saturday

line of steamers.

will

more uniformly

distribute

many

places,

the birds over the

Other great improvements have been made, which
fully next week.
There is a large
birds on the grounds that were bred

we

shall notice more
number of well grown

h ive purchased and
One hundred of these will be kept in coop,
should there be any scarcity toward the close

there, besides those that the association

turned down.
to be let loose

of the meeting.

The club have made arrangements with
Springfield, Mass.,

Capt. Smith, of

to be at the meeting with the steam

from

the Island.

The hospitable inhabitants of New Suffolk have generously thrown open their houses, and there need be no fears
that all cannot

be accommodated.

McNish has

McNith's hotel

will

be

accommodate a large number. Mr.
and will devote all of his

headquarters, and can

lately taken a partner,

lime to the care of his guests.

That

this

meeting will be a memorab'e one, we have
We have received very many let-

every reason to believe.
ter

from

all

parts of the country from sportsmen,

who

will

be present and we can safely say that the attendance will
far exceed that of any previous event of the kind that has
;

taken place in this country.

The judges are all well-known as gentlemen of integrity
and probity, and, what is of far greater importance, they are
without exception sportsmen, whose experience in the field
particularly

flis

1

hem

for their responsible positions.

Hon.

E. H. Eathrop, of Springfield, Mass., is as well and favorably known throughout the country as any sportsman of
of

New

England.

He

has had a large and varied experience

in the field in all sections of the Eastern States, as well as in

many

portions of the

ments

is

West and both by nature and acquirethoroughly competent to intelligently discharge the
Mr. Justus Von Lengerke, of New
;

duties of the position.

York, who so acceptably performod his duties as judge at
the meeting last year, needs no introduction to our readers
as his indefatigable labors and display of " hunting sense "
was chronicled at the time. Mr. T. F. Taylor, of Richmond,
Va., is well-known as a thorough sportsman, and is well
Mr. J. M. Kinney, of Staunton,
qualified for the position.
Va.,

we have known

for years.

He has

long been a valuec

Forest and Stream; and
some of the best articles upon field sports that we have ever
published came from his pen. His long experience afield
abundantly qualifies him to acceptably perform his duties.
It is no more than we can expect that the disappointec
contributor to Ihe columns of the

contestants should feel chagrined at their defeat, but if the;
will only put themselves in the other fellow's place, or ever

Eastern red-speckled trout;

The Atlantic salmon; the
the large-mouth black bass;
the Spanish mackerel; the striped bass, or rockfish; the red

view the performances as disinterested spectators, we av
no fears that any serious "kicking " against the decisions
the judges will mar the harmony of the meeting; and

snapper; the blueflsh; the yellow perch; the mackerel; the
squeteague, or weakfish (Southern sea trout); the seabass,

defeated participants will carefully study the causes that
to defeat, and profit by the lesson learned, the great objec

The

Forest and Stream

appropriate holiday gift for a gentleman.

tract.

Kilbourne's drawings were criticised by ichthyologists of the
Smithsonian Institution before being finished, and therefore

far superior to anything

any time. The subscription price Is $4
per year $2 for six months. Remittances should be sent by registered letter, money order, or draft payable to the Forest and Stream
Publishing Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers
throughout the United States and Canadas and Is on sale In Europe
by The American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C. London, Eng.; and by
Em. Terquem, 15 Boulevard, St. Martin, Paris, France.
Subscriptions

Mr.

which

large colored plates are:

pompano; the sheepshead

or Souihern blackfish; the

;

the

or salmon trout; thebonito; the grayred drum, or channel bass; the quinnat, or California salmon, and the musquallonge.

of field trials will be accomplished.

kingfish; the lake,
ling; the

Mr. Kilbourne's work was ODly beginning to be recognized

and he had been asked
in the Smithsonian Institution, when
overcame him. He did not survive to see

as that of a truthful painter of flsbes,
to accept a position
his last sickness
all

of his

work

for

other paintingB of
ago.
to

know

He left a few
which we gave a short time

Scribner's reproduced.

a

fish,

We feel confident

list

that

the character of "

States," and also to be

of

many of our readers
The Game Fishes of

will be glad

the United

reminded that the edition

hausted, and the plates are destroyed.

We

is about exwrite this purely

work has not been advertised nor
has any attempt been made by the publishers to attract
attention through the press, and we have had many inquiries

The Atlanta Tournament.— The managers of the Atlant
Cotton Exposition have resolved to put the conduct of the rifl
tournament, to be held in connection with ihe Exposition
in the hands of Ihe officers of the Gate City Guard, a battal
ion of volunteers in the city of Atlanta.

This take3 the
matter out of the hands of the National Rifle Association
may prove to be apolitic move, for the Gite City Gu irds
men have shown energy and will in other directions. Thej
This

ought to be able to secure the attendance of a team of Nevi
if for nothing more than to rene'w

York City Guardsmen,

the friendly recollections of the Gate City Guard's visit tc
this city

some months

since.

in their interest, for the

concerning

it.

We

work ever presented

unhesitatingly pronounce
to the angling world, in

it

the finest

any land.

Early Rising.—The

early bird catches the

are other inducements to early rising in

8ome

worm.

New York

There
city.

of the tenement houses are so rotten that they

downearly in the raornimj.

It

fall

pays a niaa to get up aud out
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Dec,

ts

PERSONAL

recently rendered

Pi:i>1'ki:ty

.—

A

judgment

been

lias

Nat? Fork Court of Appeals, which

in the

of interest to owners of valuable dogs in ibis State, since
it establishes the principle that a dog comes within the definition of "personal property." in the Revised Statutes, and
is

may

mage

be

briefly reported in the
11,

was

thai,

The. ease, as

subject of larceny.

"New

we

find

it

York Weekly Digest," of Nov.

of Mullal.y, plain! If in

«W,

vs.

The

People,

decided Oct. U, 18B1. The plaintiff in
the
error was indicted for grand larceny for stealing a dog of
value of $90, and was convicted of petit larceny, the value
defendant* in rrr.,r

:

His counsel
of the dog being admitted to bo only $25.
claimed that stealing a dog is not larceny. Wm. F. KintzDaniel &,. Rollins, District Attoring, for plaintiff in error.

That while at common
ney, for defendants
law the crime of larceny could not be committed by feloniously taking and carrying away a dog, this nile has been
changed by ihe Revised Statutes. 2JI. B., 690, §1; id.,
10 Abb. K. S.,
1 Park. 0. P.. 593; 4 id., 380
-703, § S3
in error.

"

Jit Id,

;

;

The

132.

definition of

personal property

•

in section

'

chapter, as

2 Revised Statutes 703, as used in
chattels, effects, evidences of rights of action,'
that;

38 of

'goods,

and certain
include
written instruments, is comprehensive enough to
intended
dogs, it is to be taken literally, and the law makers

make it the crime of lareeuy to steal any chattel which
had value and was recognized by the law as property. A
system for the taxation of dogs having been at the same
supposed the
time enacted, 1 P. S., 704, it can scarcely he

to

legislature

meant

to reg-rd dogs as property for the purposes

protection from
of taxation and yet leave them without
The definition of personal property found in the
thieves.
statute

not to be ret'err. d to lire common law, but to the
understanding at the time when the statute was enJudgment of General Term, affirming judgment of

is

common
acted.

Opinion by

conviction, affirmed.

All concur, ex-

E,i.H, J.

cept Folger, Oh. J-, dissenting."

BYE-WAYS OF THE NORTHWEST.
EIGHTH 1\U'BK.
usual full day's paddling against both

THE

wind and

brought us to our camp at Struggle Cove about
looked better for hunting
four o'clock. The country here
open, the ground
than any 1 had yet seen. The woods were
carpeted, and the trees draped with a luxuriant growth of
tide

bright green moss, on which ihe foot fell as noiselessly as
upon a cushion. Higher up on Ihe mountain side there was
but the little valley
the usual tangled growth of underbrush,
that skirted
miral as a

base was comparatively open. With ihe Adcompanion I started out lo look for deer. We

its

took several fresh tracks, all of which, however, led sooner
or laterinto the ihic.k brush, where it seemed useless lo follow
them. The last one that we took kept up the valley, and, as
it

had been made but

that

we

a short

Bhonld see the deer.

time

before-, I

We

followed

had strong hopes
very curefully,

it.

and it grew more and more fresh, when, just as we were
about entering a low gtowth of hemlocks, where I confidently
expected to see the game, my companion, who was behind
me, caught his foot in a root and fell with a Pud crush into
a pile of dry sticks. As he did so heard a deer jump not
oil up the mountain side.
I
fifty yards away, and bound
I

turned and looked at the nautical hero with sad, reproachful
He, all uneyes, but did not dare lo rust myself to speak,
conscious of the mischief he hid if me, after disentangling
himself from ihe brandies among which he bad fallen,
seemed prepared to advance. Put 1 had no spirit left for
l

hunting, and, as

it

m arly

was

dusk, dejectedly led the

way

toward camp.
'Ihe next day was noteworthy, because during a part of it
we had a fair wind. We le.d paddled to the end of the westernmost, of the Thurlow Islands, and on reaching that point
made ail, ran through a part of
a fair wind sprang up, and sve
Cardero Channel, and up Loughborough Inlet to its head,
;

camping late in the afternoon in Fraser Pay. The scenery
was very beautiful, though not so bold as I had expected.
Most of the mountains were rounded or dome-shaped, and
timbered to their summits, though here and there would
be seen one which ran up lo a sharp granite peak and was
covered with snow. We saw none, however, that seemed permanently snow covered that is, none which might not be
expected to be bare before the summer was over. The hills
;

are from 1,200 to 5. 000 feet in height, and stand well back
from the shore, being thus much less imposing thaa if we
could look directly up to them. Like all those which we
have yet seen on the mainland, they are Of white granite, often
intersected by dykes of basalt, and often spotted and mottled
The rock, thus included in
with fragments of darker rock.

the granite,

which

perhaps taken up by a molten granite vein,
ihe sir ila through which it

is

in its ejection has crushed

and has carried With it fragments which, on the cooling andhardeniug of the granite, have become incorporated

passed,

with it. Instances of this kind, are not very uncommon, but
scale as among these
fgc
they a>e rarely seen on so
mountainSome of the rock slopes on these hills are so
ban ol regelation, but in most cases the
steep as to h
ascent is much mm* gentle, and Ihe Douglas fir, cedar and
1

.

.-

[i

We

had
spruce clothe the hijlsides almost to their summits.
Btasfaotory camp in Fraser Iky.
difficulty i

some

did not wish to spend the night on the meadow at the
river's mouth as tin; chances were that the mosquitoes would
be too abundant there for comfort, so we decided to camp on

We

Indeed, as 1
a little flat, barely above high-water mark.
looked it over before deciding to make camp on it, I saw a
few fragments of seaweed on the grass and shingle, but they
were old and dry, and the fresh meadow grass growing on

me

that it was seldom covered hy the tide.
supper over, the Sergeant with both the Siwashes started off to look for game. Not very long after
their departure, I observed that the water was rising higher

the Ant assured

Camp made and

than I had expected, and as 1 watched

apparent that

we

should have to

move

it

if

creep up,
it

it

became

rose four inches

advanced quite rapidly, and, at last, I was obliged
hands to help save our equipage from the
water. It took but a few minutes to roll up the bedding and
carry it to higher ground, the mess outfit was piled on the
drift-logs, and the fly hastily torn down.
In half an hour we
were all snug again in the woods, and our former camp was
six inches under water.
The next day we started down the Inlet following the opposite shore.
Part way down we came upon two deer
standing on the rocks— a buck and a doe paddled up to
within 150 yards of them, and might have got much
nearer had not one of the parly through a misunderstanding fired a shot at them. This was the signal for a
general fusillade, in which both animals were hit, but
neither was recovered.
It is too apt to he the case that,
when half a dozen men are firing at one object, it escapes.
There is always a little excitement, each man is anxious to
"get his work in," and is a little afraid that some one else
The hurry and conwill kill the game before he does.
fusion throws every one
little
off
his balance,
a
and ibe result is poor shooting. At the mouth of the Inlet
and between that point aud the entrance to Phillips Arm,
We had a fine sailing breeze
there is a very strong tide.
with us, and besides worked hard at the paddles, yet were
barely able to stem it. The appearance of the current
rushing through these narrow channels is very curious. We
are accustomed, in looking at any considerable sheet of
water, to assume that it is horizontal, since to the eye
its
suiface appears approximately a plane.
But, by
taking a position somewhat above the hurrying flood
of ono of these passages, ihrough which the tides ebb
and flow with such tremendous force, it is seen that in the
direction from which it comes the water is much higher than
in that toward which it is flowing. We had no appliance for
measuring the difference in level, but in some cases it seemed
The effect is very odd and unas if it must be several feet.
Just before
like anything that I have ever seen elsewhere.
reaching Phillips Arm the wind fell, and we landed and
tracked the canoe around the last point into the quiet water
After dinner we resumed the paddles, not
beyond it.
camping until after dark. To find a level spot on which to
spread one's blankets is not, in this country, always easy,
and when the search is continued after dark it becomes
We were lucky enough to find a place near the
difficult.
mouth of a little creek where the ground was moderately
smooth, and by the light of a fire, and with the axe and
hatchet plied by willing and energetic hands, brush, stumps,
and rocks were cleared away, and holes filled up, so that we
more.

It

to shout

to all

—

passed a comfortable night. In fact, as the Sergeant remark, "Anything better than that would have been scandalous."

From the mouth of Phillips Arm to Amor Point on Bute
We started on through Cardero
Inlet is twenty-two miles.
Channel in the morning with a gentle breeze, which encouraged us to drop the paddles and trust to the sail. But the
wind was not steady, aed sometimes failed us altogether.
There was a good deal of feeble, desultory paddling and some
The day was the
sailing, and our progress was not rapid.
most exciting we had passed up to this time, for we ran two
rapids, which were as swift as anything we had yet seen.
The shortest of the two was very narrow, less than a hundred yards wdde, and the water was white for its whole
length. The canoe darted through the channel at snch a
pace that it seemed impossible for one to work fast enough
We could do nothing
to feel the water with his paddle.
more than keep the craft straight and trust to luck. We had
scarcely time to think about the passage before
for I think

no express

it

was

over,

train evir flew along faster than our

canoe, and the channel was not more than half a mile in
In the still water and in the eddies at the end of the
length.
rapids,

we saw

a great

number

of fine

trout

from

ten to

fourteen inches long h'ing close to the bottom, perfectly motionless except when the shadow of the canoe fell upon
them. Then they would move slowly away from it into the
sunlight.

ThreadiDg our way along among the many islands
we passed a point where there had been a

of the channel,
fishery

for dogfish, and, turning north, entered the passage

between the mainland and Stuart Island. The shore here
wai strewn with the carcasses of dogfish captured by the
Indians, and the trees were in some places almost black with
the ravens and crows, which had collected here to feed on
So fame were the birds that tlioy
the odoriferous re:iqvM.
declined to move when we passed by them within a few
yards, and the Admiral, a second Ancient Mariner, drew his
trusty rifle from its case, and shot one of the respectable
might curry out the parallel to its legitimate
end aud show yen how by this thoughtless ar.d ill advised
in the shape of rainy weather, were
sorrow,
act misery and
brought upon our whole compmy for the remainder of Ihe
trip, but were I to do so I should perhaps add to the sufferings of our comrade, who has already been sufficiently punblack birds.

1

ished for his hasty deed

by the

stings of conscience.

[Novxmbkb 24
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we came to the rapids we stopped at a Siwash
where nearly a hundred years ago Vancouver passed
The village is at the head of a deep bay, into^

Just before
village,

a winter.

which flowed a beautiful stream of clear, cold water. A
method of Ashing which I had never before seen was prac-fl

A long,

ticed here-.

was anchored on

stout line, about the size of a clothes-line

the beach at one side of the bay,

ported at intervals of

fifty

yards hy log

and sup-

ran across to

floats,

the other, at an average depth of from three to six feet be-

At

neath the water's surface.

'

intervals of twenty feet along

the main line were tied smaller lines about six feet in length,
each of which carried a baited hook. As the line inclosed
nearly Ihe whole bay, no

fish

could enter or leave

it

without

passing close by some one of the hooks.

On

Stuart Island

is a

very noticeable though not very high

mountain, the northeastern face of which

is

almost vertical,

and on looking at the island from this direction, it appears as
a high wall were built entirely across it. We ran Arran
Rapids at high water, and meeting the ebb near the end we
had a hard struggle. At one time I thought that our efforts
would prove unavailing to carry us through, for the canoe
was going backward pretty fast, and all hands were working
about as hard as they could. This was evidently the opinion
He was doing splendid
of Hamset, our big Siwash, as well.
work in the bow, but at last he turned to us and shouted to
make for the shore, and at the same time reaching down, he
caught up a camp kettle, which he said we must give to the
water or else we would all be drowned. Happily for our
kitchen, a few strokes carried us to an eddy which drew us
into the shore, along which we managed to creep until we
reached the more quiet water at the mouth of Bute Inlet
Just after leaving the rapids we came upon a camp of a few
families of Siwashes, belonging to the Homalko tribe, whose
main village is at the head of Bute Inlet. They had some
fresh porpoise meat, a few herrings and one twenty-five
pound salmon, which we purchased for fifty cents. They
told us that th e whole tribe was absent from the village fishing, but described its location, as well as that of some of the
glaciers, to one of which they said a trail led from the vilPassing on we entered the Inlet, and by hard paddling
lage.
managed to reach Amor Point just before sundown.
An early start and a fair wind carried us the next day to a
point on the Homalko River about two miles above its mouth,
and we camped at the deserted Siwash village under the
shadow of Mt. Evans, and within hearing of the roaring torOf
rent, which thunders down its steep and rocky slope.
the wonderful beauties of the day's sail I can give no adeif

quate description. The ever-changing features of the scene
each moment presented fresh attractions, and held us spellbound and amazed as we viewed the marvellous glories of

Bute

Inlet.

The mountains

are surpassingly beautiful.

On

either side

from the water's edge. There
more gradual anl thus
dwarf the main peaks and make them seem less high. There
Scarcely
you.
anywhere in the
directly
above
they stand
world can just this state of things be found. Usually, a
mountain, whether it be high or low, is surrounded by others
rising to a considerable elevation, from one of which it must
be viewed. The height of the point where the beholder
stands makes the altitude of the mountain at which he is
looking seem less, and it is more or less dwarfed by its surroundings. On Bute Inlet, however, we stand on the sea
level and look directly up to mountains which rise from
5,000 to 8,000 feet above us. All the more gentle slopes me
thickly covered with the dark green Douglas firs, among
which the paler cedars are conspicuous, and in the little
gorges and valleys which run up their sides the brighter foli-

of the Inlet they rise at once

are no foothills to render the slope

age of deciduous shiubs is to be seen. Many of the cliff?,
however, rise sheer for one or two thousand feet, and frown

down upon

us,

black and hreatening, their smooth vertical
I

faces only occasionally relieved by some stunted fir, whose
roots have penetrated a crevice of the rock, and which seems
At many points, mountto cling painfully to the dark wall.

by the melting of the perpetual snows that lie
upon the hills, plunge over these precipices in beautiful waterLong before the water reaches the rocks
falls and cascades.
below it is broken up into the finest spray, and a white veil
of mist waves to and fro before the black rock in fantastic
ain streams fed

and everchang'mg shapes.
is

the

first

Just to the north of

glacier seen after leaving the

mouth

Fawn

Bluff

of the Inlet,

from the pure white snow that surrounds it by the sky-blue color of the ice. Every considerable height on the Inlet is snow covered, and all the higher
mountains showed one or more glaciers. Prom one point of
view as we sailed up the Inlet, I counted eleven, and from
readily distinguished

camp on the river I could see thirteen. Many of
these glaciers are of considerable size, and when examined
with a good glass they are seen to be extensively crevassed.

our

of the grandest mountains on the Inlet,
Just north
has three glaciers, one of which is very large.
of Superb, separated from it by alow saddle, is Mount
Helen, 8,040 feet, probably the highest mountain on the
the Inlet. Its rounded summit, pure and shining, stands

Mount Superb, one

The Needle Peaks, a
lovelier than all.
are not less impressive, though in a
granite, three in numof
wedges
thin
High,
'different way.
ber, the intervals between them filled with snow and ice,
and their cutting edges turned toward the north, and thus
out above

little

all

and

further north,

over 7,000 feet, and
which pierce the sky.
Black and weather beaten they stand, monuments of past

toward the water,

terminate

in

rise to a height of

delicate

pinnacles,

.
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cataclysms and upheavals': time has no appreciable effect on
them, they can resist its influence. Opposite the entrance
of Pigeon Elver is a point of land from whi?h a
wonderfully
majestic view is had up the course of its valley. It is narrow, thickly limbered, and walled in on both sides and to-

ward

by most impressive snow and ice-covered

head,

its

mountains.

The view

is,

in fact,

almost arctic in

its

char-

prcdominaing features being the snow-clad peaks
and the ice riveis which flow down their sides, while
there
is only enough of vegetation to set off the
whiteness of the
acter, the

wintry scene. Just before teaching this point wo pass the
wonderful cliffy of House Mountains, which rise vertically

from the water's edge to a heigut of 2,500 or 3,000 feet.
Running close to the shore their top3 cinnot be seen, and
the impression of their height

almost awe-inspiritig, for

is

they seem to reach up to the very sky. The great gorge of
mountain is a narrow canon, between it and the height

this

next south of it. The defile is so nearly straight that one
can look up it and see the glacier, from beneath which pours
the thundering torrent which

rushes

down with impetuous

haste to the level of the Inlet. From beneath the blue mountain ofice the tiny white tbrend lulus its way down the
slope,

constantly increasing in size as it draws nearer and nearer,
its volume swollen by a hundred lesser streams
which are

added

to it

on

way.

Always a

and always milky
White, it dashes on, sometimes running along an even
slope, at others leaping down precipices a hundred feet in
height; now undermining a thin crust of soil, green with
spruces,
again burrowing beneath an enormous snowdrift, which almost fills the gorge.
The roar of its falls may
be heard at a distance, and when passing its mouth we could
only communicate by signs. Just as the Homalko Hiver is entered we come in view of the strangely beautiful Hit Mountain, which is the most prominent object at the head of the Inlet.
It rises very steeply from the water's level
so much so
that only na (he lower fourth of its height can the trees find
its

,

torrent

;

and one of the former was secured. The country
was a nice one to hunt in, and was in striking contrast to
most of that which we had seen. It consisted of open ridges
with brushy ravines between, and a little tall timber on the
I was interested in seeing the great sizo of the
stones turned over by the bears in their search for worrm

heights.

bugs and ants' eggs. One cube of granite recently turned
its bed bjr a bear was not less than two feet through,
and so heavy that I could not stir it, a good indication of the
out of

enormous muscular power of these animals. They were evidently extremely numerous here. Next day we were again
wind bound, but happily not until the afternoon was half

we made some progress. Just before reaching
camp we passed some low rocks on which were feeding num-

spent, so that

bers of the blackhearted turnstones (Stnjmla.t melanocephatua% a large number of gulls; perhaps L. (canus, var.) brnchyihymhti.i,

rind a.pair

of black

oyster catchers (JKamatopun

day we saw many old squaws (IlareUa glacialk)
and a few spotted sandpipers (Trinffoides mandarins).
The rain of last, week bad made the brush so wet that hunting
the

was uncomfortable, so I sent the Siwashes out for a deer, the
Admiral lending Jimmy his rifle. Hamset returned without
anything, but Jimmy, somewhat later, came in with a piece
of meat.
He told us that, he had killed a big buck which he
had packed down to the beRch, but h>ul been unable to bring
any further. The boy— he was only about 17 years old—was
immensely proud of having killed the deer. He explained
to us by signs how he had seen the deer, how it had looked at
him, and he had fired twice, the last time breakiug its neck,
and ended up by shouting, with a loud laugh, " Hyass

me

He

tent

"the hearts of his friends were very good toward him,
because he had killed a deer that was big and fat."

a vertical wall of black granite, sharply outlined
and unrelieved by any touch of white.

all rises

Over the whole huug the roseate light of the settiug sun,
giving to the scene au indescribable beauty aud softness.
Viewed by the glare of noonday the picture would have been

one of stern— even of harsh— majesty. At the approach of
twilight its rugged outlines were blended, its frowning walls

The undefined but

softened.

ice

shadows

all

pervading pink of the after

by peaks, snowdrift and
mountains, presented a view which exceeded in loveliness

glow,

the curious

cast

anything I had ever c mceived of.
We found the Siwash villige two miles above the mouth
of the river, and pitched our fly close to the water's edge, expecting to spend a day or two in exploring the mountains in
the vicinity, and then to travel slowly down the Inlet,
climbing Mounts Helen and Superb, and examining some of
the larger glaciers.

When we awoke

next morning, how-

sound of. the rain pattering on the canvas
even before we looked out, that any
attempts at mountain climbing would be useless. The rain
fell through a thick, white mist, which hid the mountains
and even the opposite shore of tha river, with a steady, persistent drip, very depressing to our spirts.
All day long we
lounged about, eagerly scanning the clouds for signs of better we ither aud watching for a shift of the wind.
It was
amusing to not ; the changes of expression that manifested
themselves in the countenances of the different members of
Before breakfast they all
the party as the day advanced.
wore a look of disgust, which alt?red as the hours wore on,
and the clouds at one time partly broke away, to one more
hopeful, and then as the rain continued to fall with a steady,
unimermitting pour, settled down to a look of confirmed
gloom. For three days we remained at this camp, hoping
vainly for a change in the weather, and then, despairing of
ever, the dismal

told

us too surely,

anything

better,,

we

started

down

the inlet.

The rain

contin-

ued aud the clouds and fog hung low over the water, so that
our glimpses of the mountains were few. Occasionally, however, there would be a break in the clouds, or the mist would
partially clear away, so that we could see for a moment the

snowy top

would be visible through
Perhaps the
on the inlet is that em the mountain next
north of Gi anite Peak and just south of Bear Bay. It is apparently of very great extent and thickness, and ends abruptly
on the edge of a high precipice. It is broken and fluted en
its lower border, and extensively cracked and crevassed at
right angles to its course. All the glaciers would be much
larger were the sides of the mountains less steep.
The ice
rivers all terminate abruptly ou the edge of almost vertical
of a mountain, or a glacier

a rift in the clouds like a picture in its frame.

most superb

glacier

slopes and, breaking off as they advance,
heights.

Many

fall

of the deeper ravines contain

within a short distance of the water's edge.

over these

snow down

On

Mountain we saw banks of snow not more than 150 feet from
and on the west side of the inlet, somewhat
further north, snow was visible only about 00 feet above
high- water mark.
During the next two days the elements continued to work
against us, and our paddling was done through wind and
rain. Camps were made at Clipper Point, on Bute Inlet, and
Deceit Bay, on Redonda Island. An incident of the third
day after leaving Bute Met, and just after we had passed
Point Sarah, was our being wind bound near White Island by
the water

;

kill."

afterward told the Sergeant private-

ly that

Coasting along the shore next morning, we saw a blue
grouse standing upon a large rock on a small island, and
iandiDg found a brond of a dozen well grown birds, a number of which we secured.
Later in the day, while working
aloug close to the rocks to avoid the tide, two moving objects
were descried upon a low seaweed covered point.

We

paddled quietly along, and, as we approached, I made them
out to be black eagles (II kucwephalm).
When we were
about thirty feet from them, one flew away, but the other
waited until the bow of the canoe was within six feet of

He

him before he moved.

then hopped to a large log
where he sat surveying us in
Both birds were young,
and had probably never seen a man before.
Turning over
the fish upju which they were feeding— which proved to
be a dog-fish about three feet long I found that a great
hole had been toru in his side, from which the entrails
were protruding.
The fish was still alive. The young
eagle remained on his perch near the fish until Hamset
tried to shoot his head off, when he flew a couple of hunabout fifteen feet distant,

the most unconcerned manner.

—

Opposite Hardy Island, and
Hotkam Sound, are the beauTwin Falls, to be visited, we hope, on our return.
The scenery at the mouth of Jervis inlet is much finer than

dred yards to a large pine.

just within the entrance of
tiful

that at the entrance of Bute, the Inlet being narrower and
the hills bolder.
Marlborough Heights are very grand, ris-

ing over G,000 feet almost vertically, and terminating in sharp
pyramids of granite. They have, however, but little snow up-

Moorsam Bluffs rise in a series of steps to a height
of perhaps 3,000 feet. The faces of the cliffs are for the most
part bare of trees, and are scored by ravines, of no great
on them.

depth, but running up the whole height of the Bluffs and
casting, at certain hours of the morning and evening, beautitiful

shadows over the rocks.

There

is

just enough timber

to relieve the bareness of the rock-faces,

without giving the
heavy appearance which a tree-covered slope always has.
Just above these bluffs the conical peak of Mt. Churchill

comes into view,

patched with snow, and again,
above it, Mt. Spenser a long wall-like mountain, whose
northwestern face rises steeply from a deep amphitheatrelike valley lying inclosed between it and Churchill. This depression is a basin, which looks as though a part of the mountain had sunk out of sight, leaving here a great hole
with abruptly sleep sides.
As we move on up the
lieu .tifullv

we pass one snow-capped mountain after another, most of them of very great beauty.
Mount Albert,
near the head of the Inlet is grand, with lofty peaks and exInlet

tensive

snow

fields.

At Desert Bay

the view up the valley behind
whitened mountains.

it

—

is an Indian village and
opens up another series of

.
-•»—
IT PAYS TO ADYEilTI.HK
Forest and Stbeam. An Ontario correspondent

to

Superb

Kitty

HAVE

Hawk

Bat,

1ST.

O, Nov

15

just returned to what seems hke home
to me
here in the Bay, where I am lulled to steep at
ni^ht by
the roar of the sea beating on the shore hard by,
and where
I can get my fresh fish, venison and fowl
cooked in a
Christian style.
I board wiih Captain Willett Mott
who is
from Long Island, and knows tbe art of cooking from
to
L.
I am told a Mr. Davis, from Boston, keep? a
first-class
hotel at KittreU'a Staiion, on the R deign and Gaston
Bail
road, between Weldon and It deigh, where one
can tret eood
quail and turkey shooting, afi.sudass meal a- d go
aYsnrinebed and mattress to sleep on
Tbe River View House, at
Washington, N. C is also well kept. Those two places and
Moil's are probably ihe only ones
hereabouts where
tbe frying. pan do: s not reign supreme in ike
kitchen
I
have been on a tramp from Plymouth, on Roanoke

I

A

River
aS
»P lhe r
& r S Hamil ton 'ro«» <«»«« to Tarboro, at
ihe headJTo,
of Tar River, and down Tar River to
Washington
from there along the shore of Pamlico Sound to Crottean
Sound from there hi re I found game and fish in all direc
lions— deer, turkeys, quail, squirrel, coons, opossum antl
i

'

,

;

I'iffci).
Tin- julter acted much like the oyster catcher
of the Atlantic coast and >• cl the same sharp whistle. During

a foothold.

against the clear sky,

THE PEOPLE OF THE PINES.

plentiful,

mowilrJi,

Above this is a huge amphitheatre of great exand marvellous regularity, filled with snow and ice,
from which pour forth several glaciers. Behind and above
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a heavy gale, which lasted about half a day, aud against
which we were not only unable to advance, but even to hold
our own. As provisions were getting a little low, two or
three of us started out to hunt.
Deer and bear signs were

I« tut,
under date of October 21

:

Yo.

writes,

Inclosed please find eight dollars for a

two years' subscription to your paper. Although money is scarce
with mo I cannot do without F"Iu:stand Stueax. When your
paper first oaine here there was only one breech-loading gun in the
place, and wc now have more than seventeen breech-loudiug- gnus
and four or five rifles, all bought through the advertisements in
your paper. When your articles ou Iiittruar powder came out we
just about Bending Jor Some,- but in consequence of that exwe have not, and do not mtcud to risk our guns in trying the
compound. I for one cunuot speak too highly of your paper, and
it is

eagorly looked for every week.

some purls, the small commou black bear. The waters
team with chub, pickerel, robbin, white perch, catfish suck
ers, horse-fish and eels.
The country is very rough No
railroads.
Every tow,,, however, has a pet railroad scheme
by which all the people are to be made bloated bondholders
All they want is the railroad and a little help from Matt
Ran'
som in the way of river and harbor appropriations. Scuool
houses are few, and generally unoccupied. The churches
are
barn-hke structures— generally unpainted.
Tbe roads are
generally very good, as the only travel is by single
steer
"crceter,"or mule and cart, which does not cut up
v the
road.
in

The country is mostly a wilderness of pine forests and
cypress aud juniper swamps, with here and there a
'small
cb armg where the people have a few acres of com,
half an
acre
sweet potatoes, a few slocks of bees, a scuppernonjr
grapevine, a small garden, with a few stalks of collards
fa
species of cabbage), plenty of poultry, numerous elogs

m

and

en collars' worth of furniture— and there you have a'a inventory of their apparent wealth. But, perhaps, the familv
one, two or ihree thousand aces of land, which
gives
sustenance for numerous otttle, hogs and sheep, beside,?
game. They have at the head of the " run'' a small " pocosin "
where they can make cypress or juniper shinnies, which find
ready sale at the store "down to the landing," or they canmale
staves or tar.
In the fishing season he is in demand at the
fishery at good wages.
Wood don't cost him anything. The
old woman and the " gals" make the best of clothes out
of
homespun. The boys bring home at night au armful of

own

ligln'ood knots," which make a brgut light, aud the family
before the wide fire-place with the door wiile open
'-so
they can see any one passin'."
The wells are shallow
curbed with hollow cypress butts. The draioage from
house, hog-pen and stable contaminates the water,
and so
they have "chills," and the doctor is a frequent visitor.
They have droves of a razor-backed, alligator breed of
hogs running wild in the woods and now and then one is
caught, penned and fed a few weeks on corn and swill and
the bacon is lean but sweet and wholesome. Some of the
planters near the towns call these wild hogs " third row
breed," because they can reach through the fences with their
long noses and gather in the third row of corn from the
sit

;

•

fence.

The family have, perhaps, one hundred head of cattle
running wild in the woods, which "do right well except in
winter, when they fare badly." Very few people outside of
the towns have any milk or butter, for the cows don't come
When they have any cream they whip it in a platter
up.
with a spoon into a lard-like looking substance, which they
call butter.

of

These arc tough people, and can stand a wonderful amount
exposure. They will work from Monday morning to

Saturday night on a ration of four pounds of b-icon and a
peck of meal, with a quart of black molasses. Many of them

walk

five or six miles night

and morning

to

and from

their

work.

The

hard-shell Baptist Church is the prevailing religion
and next the Methodists. The women are virtuous. These
people are all bright and k<en, and can take care of themselves wonderfully well in a bargain.

The men and boys all chew, smoke and drink rifle whisky.
The women and girls all dip snuff. The young men go into
tbe woods, gather the tend, rlinibs of tbe sweet gum, peel the
outside bark from ihem, out them into five-inch lengths, split
one end into a smaU broom, tie them up in a neat bundle
containing twenty-seven sticks (why this mystic number no
one c in tell) with some ribbons off cigar bundles, nd present them to their sweethearts with their compliments.
This is considered a very genteel thing to do, and the fair maid
serenely sucks away on ibe dip-sticks, and thinks of her J >hn
Henry. When the snuff-sticks are worn out they are called
"frazzles," and hence ihe expression often heard, "I'll wear
you out to a "fiazzle." When they beat a person severely
they call it " lnomicking ;" and I thought I had discovered
a new word until I ran across it in Shakespeare the other
day.
in some parts of this country they measure distances by
"hollers,1 and a man told me one day it was " about a look
and a half to Robersonville." 1 found that it was customary in laying out new roads to blaze a conspicuous place,
or in a prominent tree, which one could see from some other
tree on the route; and this was a "look," or about five
huudred yards.
1 met some queer characters in my tramp.
One old lady
invited me to call again "when the days, and nights were
longer." Some of the old women are great doctors, and their
recipes were something wonderful
At one house 1 s*w a
"mad" or "snake stone." This is a porous slone, about one
i

'

and ahalf inch, diameter and twoiuches long. This belonged
to au old man named Gotzingeer, and it had been in his family
It will suck the poison from a snake or
for generations.
d g bite if applied within one hour. I heard accounts of
its virtues from so many sources that I must believe in it.
They are made, it is said, by Wm. Basnight, of Eist L ike,
for $25 each, and are said to be made from a certain
part of a bear.
I was too late to see many snakea, but I heard all kinds of
snake stories. One man told of a joint-snake, and of killing
one in the wood3, and carrying a piece, or joint, home in his
pocket.
He was sitting after dinner "in a kiud of a

a

;
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BDo"ze,"

lie

corn juice, and it was observed one spring that he had an unCuriusual Quantity of herring and was frequently drunk.
One d*y when he
osity led his master to have him watched.
wenl out to fish with his dip-net they found him about sundown in one of the prongs of Devil's Out, fast asleep in the
siern of a canoe, in a drunken stupor, with a jug of apple
jack between his legs, and a queer fi-hing machine hard at
work picking up the herring. He had taken his own canoe
and an old >b onioned dug-out and fastened tbem about six
feet apart in the current, and between the canoes had construct' d a dip- net, which was fastened to a shaft resting
acrobs the middle of the canoes, which had paddles on each
end of the shaft outside of the canoes. This was turned by
the current and ihe net. was constructed with a shelf or sliding board, so that the fish slipped down into the canoes as
the top of the net swung over the shaft. These machines
have been used successfully for thirty years in these waters
and Ihey have been known to catch 5.000 pounds of fish in
one day. I saw about a dozen on Devil's Gut, some of them
made with flats four feet wide and forty feet long instead of
If iron shafis and babbit boxes were used and the
canoes.
nets were increased so that one would be opposite ihe other,
1 have no doubt they would do good work in a two-mile

was awakened by something (Tawllng up

his lee, and, looking down, " thar wa«tbat jint snakeertiwling
Another iiihii tola
into his pocket arter its missing jiut."
me ahOUt a whip-snake which had three tails. Tnese it
would braid together and attack its enemy, usina itB braided
tail as a weapon, and could whip all other snakes but the

king snake.
I met one old fellow called "Moccasin Joe." He had
gained Ids name from his. immunity from snake bites, and
was supposed 10 p -saesa some secret wbi> h protected him.
1 got into bis confide ce, and he told me something of his
snake experience. He said old widow Coltrain had a cypress
swamp on " Devil's Hut," wh'Ch wasfull of first -class c> press,
which would split like an acorn hut it was also full of
Bnakea, «nd when the water got down, so it could be wot keri,
;

the "snakes wire, so thick that no one would goin thar."
Moccasin Joe " projected " ever the matter some time, and
one day went to the widow and made a bargain with her.
He wan to have the exclusive rigid, to shingle in the swamp,
and was to give the widow one-fourth of all the shingles he
made, and to deliver them on the bank. On the next Monday he went to the swamp, carrying with him two pet kingsnakes and an old sow. These pro'ecled his shingle camp
The moccasins were
until he had had a flat load made.
slaughtered by thousands, and the sow became, so fat that
she gre v lazy. When nc got ready to take out his shingles
to the fl it at the landing, he covered his legs and arms with
long gray moss, and ids hands with sheep-skin gloves with

current.

Tue first fish hatching done in North Carolina was tried
near ihe mouth of Devil's Out and was so successful that it
was carried on after wa>d near the mouth of the river on a
Dr. W. R. Capehart and Edward Wood were
large scale.
the pioneers of the enterprise, and they both own large fisheries on Albemarle Sound near the mouth of Roanoke.

the wooiy side out, like the breeches of Bryan O'Lynn.
This protected him from he snakes as they struck him, and
he got lilt his shingles and made a nood thing of it.
In the winter and spring the rains in the mountains in the
western part of the Slate melt the snow and ice, and cause
the Roanoke River to oveiflow its banks; and sometimes the
freshets use at the ra'e of one fool an hour aud cover the
I

I

The mill men
Bwauips on each side for miles.
take advantage of high water to float out timber for
sawing into lumber, and fr queutly float out logs that
make 3,000 feet f lumoer to the stock Cypress is the very
Most of the house*
best of building lumber, as it never rots.
in this country are covered with this lumber and it tasis for
Some of the tre 8 grow to be
generation* without pa nt.
twelve feet through, and keep iheT size for seventy-five
Cattle
feet with' lUt a limb. St ck do well in tn< se swamps.
feed on reeds and tender branches, and hogs on oak acorns,
swamp Wilnuts and hick try mis. When the freshet rises
the slock go to the islands in the swamps and remain there
and oft n gr. at numbers of deer
until the water goes down
j

It is said that the old sow will
killed on the islands.
take to a floating tree with her pigs, when he can't reach
high land and keep them there for many days floating about
Sometimes these freshets occur in the summer
in he water.
time and the suaki s are driven out ol the ground into the
trees, and c m be counted by thousands hanging in festoons
among the gray moss on the cypress.
The men who work in these swamps are very healthy,
They sle p on Bbavitigs, wiih their feet to
strange to say.
the camp ti e, antl drink the darn water that stands at the
foot ol tee trees. The people in the I, ,wns are oft-n cultivat-

are

educ ded people, and the professional men are
to those of any country; but the villages sadly
need improvement societi s, and a liberal supply of fresh
pdnt antl whitewash would be agreat improvement in most of
them. I did not speud much time in the towns, but stopped
with the country people, moatly to study their wavs and
They. Ike all 1 met, were h ^spitable and friendly—
habits.
almost as mucit so as the clever Irishman' who would give
you his last potato and thank you for taking it. I only met
one churlish lellow, aud he was not a native Tar-h-el, but from
Hi- l.ice was twisted so that he looked and spit
Tennessee.
over his shou'der. He said it came so because he went fp
sleep in the moonshine when a boy and the moon drew his
face that way. He began by asking me for a "fladget of
tobacco," meaning what I fund to be a very liberal chunk
from my plug, which he thrust mto his cheek. He then asked
me how mt.ch I was willing to pay to stay over night, and
down and in silver. 1 hnd walked all day
prefered to have
and was very hungry He bad some cold corned beef for
supper, Which happened to be very good, and 1 had ajar of
French mustard with me. The milk was good, and the hoecake had a uuttv flavor. I was making a very fair meal ami
was doiug justice to it. The man— his name was Jim Shanklaud— sat near me smoking his corncob pipe an spitting over
his right shoulder and looking at me with a fixed and steady
At leiieth 1 looked at him
glance that became enibarassing.
as picasantly as 1 knew how, and said " Y> u see, Mr. St aukHe
land, that 1 eat a good de.l of mustard with mv beef."
did not answer for some lime. At last, he took his pipe from
his month, spit over his shoulder at a dog on the hearth and
1 also see thnt you eat right Bmart of beef
said: •' Yes, sir.
witn yonr mustard."
All over eastern North Carolina the country pe Die drink
yeopou lea. This is the cured leaf of a shrub Ilia' grows in
all the gardens, and it sells for ab >ul thirty cents a bu-hel
It takes aboil two gallons of it to make a family drawing. It
is very black, at-d with sugar and cream makes a tolerable
i

it.

l

:

,

fair drink.
I Iieai 1
a story of a North Carolina captain of a West Indii
trading schooner, who was haded in the Gulf Stream by a New
England cupiaiu who had een blown trom his course and
wanted some stores. He bailed the Tar-heel and asked if he
could spare any stores. Tar-heel "reckoned he mought."
Yankee told him he wanted meat, flour and tea. Tar-heel
disappeared in his cabin a moment and presently came on
deck aud said he could spare a little bacon and some meal but
no tea, as be had only five bushels and he would use it before
he Yankee c iptaiu at once cussed
he eoud get any more.
the tar-heel from stem to stern and from truck to keel, and
went off before the wind to tell strange tales, no doubt, of
the stmgy captain who would not spare him a few pounds of
tea out of five bushels.
Almost every family na« ascuppernongvine, covering half
an acre and with main vine hi to ten inches in diameter near
the ground. All kinds of g apes do well in eastern North
1

i

I

and are generally free from blight or disease, and
I have drank some scupperuong
produce enormously.
champaign, made by Hunt & Co., of Kitlrell, which is sold
very low, and is equal, in my opinion, to some of the best
French brands. Peaches do not do w 11 here, nor apples,
except a native hard, sour fcpplr, called Malamuikeet, which
Carolina,

a fair winter apple.

BOmertling

new

to

Out
me.

a
It

fishing

or trap, which is
by an old negro

m. chine,

was invented

;

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FRAGMENTS—II.

BRING EXTRACTS FROM AN EDITOR'S PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE.
* * * "Who am I?"
Well, that is rather difficult to
1 mailed down Albemarle Sound from Scupparnong River
answer. To the common eye, I suppose I appear as a poor
with a queer old chap named Neddy Mann, who is seventy- school teacher or pedagogue, who occupiea ten months of the
He year in teaching the young idea how io sh >ot, and the other
five years old and blesBed wiih twenty-five children.
He
lives on Oroatean Sound and I went home with him.
two in wasting time and money in attemptirg to shoot, himlived in a small, low pitched house wiih a door taken from
self.
(The latter p irt of that sentence s unds ambteuous
some wreck on the ocean beach. He kept me aw ike until perhaps tf the reflexive pronoun immediately followed the
He is a pillar of the Methodist participle the sta'eraent would not sound quite so suicidal.)
2 .'clock with his yarns.
Church and a great man in revivals. He gave me a history
To myself I sometimes appear as a wdd Indian or an old
He was a "tough cuss" when Berserker,
of his religious experience.
masquerading under the d s oaise of a Nineteenth
young and his people were anxious for him to mend his Century American.
When the strait-jacket of civilizaways, and "jine" the church, and he was willing enough, tion becomes too oppressive I throw it off, betake myself to
butcould not "come througn." He had been attending a savagery, and there " loaf and refresh my soul."
camp meeting on the Lea Banks near Kinakut for ten days
Like
I suppose I might be called tolerably well educated.
aud "they had worked over him faithfully but still he
Shakespeare have " a little Latin and less Greek," knowsomec uldn't come through." At last he " wore them all out"
what of the mys'eries of the laboratory and the microscope,
and went ab >ard the sloop, on which he was a ha d, feeling while belles-lettres and literature are not totally unknown to
"onsatisfled" with himself. Soon after leaving anchorage a
me.
storm came on, and they ran behind Duck Island for shelter.
Have pedagogued in Ohio, " bullwhacked" across the
The captain ordered him to cast anchor, which Neddy pro p'ains, been a silver miner in Colorado, an editor m Missour 1,
ceedediodo. He took the anchor and threw it overboard,
have hob-nobb. d with the Century C ub in Koston, and
but the fluke caught in his knit shoulder braceBand he went
Indians in Arizona been a cowboy in Texas, and a
He was soon hauled with
along with the anchor to the bottom.
" web-foot" in Oregon in ah >rt, a kind of wandering Jew
up bv be captain and cook, but was down long enough to and peripatetic Jack-of-all-trades.
have" a " change of he .rt " and came up a Christian and went
I
I love a horse, a dog, a gun, a trout, and a pretty girl.
bickto the camp meeting in the morning and "cane hate a pot-hunter,
a trout-bar and a whisky-guzzling
through, " and has been a good church man ever since.
sportsman, and Dittmar powder. I smoke and take an
He fat with lis back to ihe fire, saying "sum lolk lriver occasional glass of wine, and never lie about my hunting and
their brea9ts and wear flannel and pad, but he alers left his
fishing exploits more than the occasion seems to demand.
bteast bare and protetted his bick," and 1 think there were
There! if you have managed io survive this dose of
'solid chunks of wisdom" in theold mans idea. Hehadbeen
egotism, please to remember that your question pulled the
been
saw1
had
a
back,
and
learning
that
time
ailing a short
Wi 1 promise
trigger which made the old fu«ee explode.
He said he
bones at one time, he began calling me doctor.
drop into your sanctum
not to offend in that line again, till
did not believe in doctors "they killed more men than they some bright day and asioniah you with a sight, of my A^ollohand,
and
when
always
kept
copperas
on
saved, and that he
like form, Jovian front and Hyperion grace * * * * .
;

ed, inlol igeut,

in Devil's

A No. 10 breech-loader
rifle to shooi bear, deer and swan.
It is well to have a
the best size for general shooting.
heavy and a light No. 10, or a No. 10 with adjustable rifle
bore is a good thing to have
A good shot will have no
trouble in paying his expenses from the sale of his game, as
it cau be slopped in good order by the steamers, and from
Fish and game can also be sold
Elizabeth City by rail.
The fare from
to the dealers in re aud on Roanoke Lland.
Norfolk to Elizabeth City is $2; by the "Harbinger" to
Landings on Powell's Point, the same. Brant shooting is
very good on Pamlico Sound already, and Currituck and
Dare are alive with the roar of the fowl as they feed on the
and the h >nk of the wild goose is heard in t .e
shoals
land.
There are more fowl in the waters this year than has
been known for years, and the season promises to bo a good
John Bronson.
one.
is

i

gene ally qunl

miw

;

—
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clothing, rubber-boots, and a'l kinds of hun'er's traps can be
bought here as low as at the North. Liquor is not allowed
to be sold in Done County, not even brandy peac ies.
There is not a doctor in Dare county so those who need
medicines must bring such as they require for their aduients,
It would be well for those contemplating a trip to write to
some of the above-named parties to meet them,
First-class quail shooting can be had near Elizibeth City,
and good dogs can be hired there. It is well to have a good

i

-
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Have b -one the war, who belonged to Col Morning, wh
lived on Koanoke Hi ver about five miles above Jamesviilc.
In the spring of the year old Jim was always detailed to fish
He was very fond of
for herring to supply the plantation.

/

I

;

ailing took a tablespoouful of it di-solvel in a quart of
apple brandy aud took a tod night and morning, ami that it
was the finest thing in the world, aud would bring out a
short
dirt-ealing boy and make a make a man of him."
time before I raw him, however, he got out of copperas, and
was " took bad off, " and his old Woman not "tcart" and
called in an old granny doctor who gave him some Tompsonian medicine "to make him sw.au." He tried to tell
me what it was but could not recollect it, and it seemed to
worry him. I went off to bed leaving him sm'kiug by the
fire aud still trying lo remember the name of that "sweating
medicine." I hnd~just gotten in a sound sleep when I was
a wakened by a stentorian voice shoutiug, "On, Doctor, oh,
Doctor!" I sprang out of bed and tried to open the door,
but it was a snip door, alidiug in a grove, and 1 could not
open it, not knowing the knack of it. Fearing the oldcapin trouble I raised the window, jumped out and
t .in was
went around to the front door and found the captain sitting
I asked
in front of the fire and still calling " Oh, D ictor 1"
him n har was the matter, and he said, "that medicine I
was tr ug to think of— that sweating medicine— I have just
thought 'if it, and reckoned you would like to know what it
was Doctor. It was ipdildoc, Doctor— opidil doc."
Tlltt WILD FOWL 8KA80N.
We have had sever,.l frosts, and fowl shooting has comman named Owen and partner killed 75 pairs of
menced.
redheads from a battery last Friday, and W. H. Walker
Mr. Sawyer,
killed 50 pairs the same day from a battery.
on Powell Point, killed 50 wild geese on Thursday; 24 of
The weather has been so
these were killed at three shots.
warm, however, that very few ducks have been shipped, as
they will nor keep. Not many of the clubmen have cume
down yet, but no doubt they wiU begin to come this week.
Arrang ments have been made by which sportsmen can
come via Elizabeth City R., and Snowdon, or Shaw's
Corner (two miles south of Snowdon), where teams can be
hired to go to Edward Midgett's, on Church Island, or to
On
Van Slyck's ltnding, distance about twenty raihs.
.Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, the best way to come
House,
is by team from Shaw's Corners to Currituck Court
where one cau take the steamer "Csgnet" at two o'clock
p.m., coming via Knott's Island and Midgett's Landing, reacho'clock p.m.
ing Van Slyck's about
Nonresidents can only shoot in Currituck county from
They are
points on land with permission of Ihe owner.
In Dare
prohlbiied from shooting afloat or from batteries.
county there are no tuck restrictions, and any one can
shoot from boais, batteries, or on laud not posted, or wade
Good accommodation can be found in Dare
on shoals.
county at Capiain Mott's in Kitty Hawk Bay, convenient to
or at
steamboat landing, and telegraph,
office,
post
Captain Edward Makin's, Wm. Brinkleys, Geo. B. Blivins
and Lewis Mann's, on Roanoke Lland. The Old Dominion
boats run from Elizabeth City through Croatean Souud twice
a week, and a sloop runs to and from Kitty Hawk Bay
The schooner
Elizabeth City three times a week.
" Onward" runs from Elizabeth Ci'y to Manteo on Roanoke
The steamer " Harbinger " leaves
Islaud twice a week.
Norfolk on Mondays >md Thursdays on arrival of Bay Line,
Hawk
f r laudingson I'oweLI's Point, which is near Kilty
Bay, Boats, stools, decoys and fishing-tackle can be hired
The
here, also guides and gunners at reasonable rales.
mails arrive three times a week. Ammunition, oil-cloth,
;
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A NIGHT HUNT.

L1GOURNEY sat in the bow.

He had wrapped

his legs

i

in a blanket and curled them up in the narrow space in
had buttoned his overcoat tightly
lront of the teat.
around him and pulled his large felt hat down around his
Against his old enemies, the mosquitoes, too, he had
face.
carefully guarded, and his face was black and shiny with a
doubly thick coat of the ever-present tar-oil. Every precaution for comfort he had taken for this was to bo his first
hunt, and he had sworn lo hunt till he got his deer if it took
him all night. He had refused the loan of the Professor's
beaver bat, on which that old deer-slayer was wont to Tasten
his jack to prevent it from rubbing against his head and givLigoumey declared that no true
ing him the headache.
hunter ever went out encased in such an apparatus as that,
and he was going to tie the jack to his felt hat as he had seen
In vain the Professor recounted his experithe guides di
ence, and t Id of many a night bunt passed with sore and

We

;

i,

aching head. It was no use. The jack had been taken lrom
Hank rested one knee
the beaver and now lay in the boat.
upon the stern of the cedar, and pushing upon the bank, sent
the light boat out into the sire mi. The i, with both hands
on the rail, he lifted himself lightly over into his seat in the
stern, aud they glided slowly down the river.
Just helow the camp Dead Creek ente a the Raquette. It
Its banks
is a brook wide enough for the boat to work easily.
are lined with alders, hut here and there the channel widens,
nat ural
the water spreads out in broad, still pools, and wide,
meadows, covered with ta.l grass, stretch away to the woods
beyond,
Here in these pug-holes, the crane stands dealing death
blows with his long, powerful beak, among the mult du le of
frogs and here, through the night, come the deer to feed
;

on the tender meadow grass and wallow in the muddy pools.
Into the mouth of this stream Hank turned the canoe. He
paddled it slowly up, for the current was very strong.
" We'll go up about a mile," said he, "ad lie around
until dark.
Then we'll hunt down and lie awhile at all the

pug-holes."
" Halloo! Here's something new since I was here last—
log square across the st' earn."
The boat would just about slide under, but (he current was
so strong that ihey had to get out on the log and lift it over.
Just about dusk they stopped in one of the pools.
" Keep pretty quiet an' p'raps > ou 11 get a dajligtu shot."
Just at dusk the deer often come out to feed. The midTh. y came that evening, Lig. kept pretty
gets always do.

.

quiet, but they didn't.
The midget is an insect

much smaller than a mosquito. It
has no tuneful note to warn you of its approach, but makes
aburnitB presence felt by its quick, sharp bite, which leaves
ing pain behind. It is superfluous, however, to describe their
habits to those who have visited the wood8.
Lig renewed the tar-oil. It was refreshing. He would
great promise as a hunter— but oh those
his
hot-looted little creature* were at work down th ba> k of
Then the
tar-oil down upon the spot
dashed
He
neck.

now show Hank

I

:

One bit through his glove. Others
too.
with
if unconscious that it was smeared
on fresh coats. Quern ad flnmrdaubed
vain
he
In

mosquitoes gathered
lit

upon

tar-oiL

his face as

—
—

;
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hit worse than ever.
He turned to
It became agony.
the hack loodsruan, who had U3 d ibe tar but once.
He was
tilting in he stern holding the paddle in one hand and brushing the other swiftly but silemly across bis lace.
"Hank, these flits are awful."
" Brush them," said Hank. "Tar-oil ain't of much use in
such a place as this."
Lig. brushed awhile in silence and tried to recall what
Murray said about going and coming when you please with a
small bottle of ''the compound."
He wished Murray in that spot.
"It's most dark, Hank."
"Yes; I guess we'll light up."
The jack was produced, lighted and tied to the felt hat.
try it on that clump of alders.
You want it over
the left eye so that your muzzle sight will show bright, and
whatever you aim at will be right in the middle of the big
circle of light."

They

I

"Now

were rous-d

All

moment.

in a

"Did you see one?"
"No."
" Then how do you know it's a panther ?"
"How do 1 know? Didn't I hear him and chise him into
the bush ? Don't I know that there isn't another beast in
the woods that can jump like that?"
The jack was lit and all advanced, armed wilh rifles.
"Hark there he is I" cried Lig., pointing to a brush heap.
The light was turned upon it, and out jumped a very innoI

cent looking rabbit.
'•
Sure enough," said Wren. " P'raps yu'd like to shoot
him an' carry home his skin to Bhow in the city. Let me
One rabtell yer now, so yer won't wake this camp again.
bit will make more noise than a dozen cats.
Does it with
his tail,
Pact.
So to bed."

WALK THROUGH

A

BERMUDA.
WINTER
After some adjusting the jack was made to suit.
"Now cap Uer."
visit to Bermuda was an involuntary one. In fact, I
Lig. pu the little leather cap over the bullseye and all was
had engaged passage for the West Indies, but condark. Down stream they went,
Hank just guiding the
boat as the current carr'u d it along. Suddenly they turned triry winds and Borne error3 of navigation on ihe part of the
Ciptain had thrown our ves»el upon Bermuda reefs. Fortua sharp corner.
low alder bush swept across Lig's face.
and carried him over backward. Off went jack and hat, nately for us the weather was not severe, or we should n- t
and lutni led into the brook. He plunged one arm into '.he have escaped as we did with merely a month's detention for
repairs.
It was the Bocond day afier the accident that a
cold water, caught the hat, and pulled it dripping into the
Tne jack was saved, but toe cap was carried down friend and myself managed to get on shore, and two weeks
boat.
stream.
Hauk ran the bow of the boat into the bank Rnd after lhat I walki d the island through.
Bermuda is the name given to a chain of islands, over 300
held it there, while they lit and adjusted the jack agam.
Hank's skull cap was substituted as a cover, and his head in number, lying in the Atlantic Ocean, 600 miles east of
rth Carolina.
They occupy mi an a of only
w\s tied up in a handkerchief. All was d-irk and still "gain the coast of
twenty three miles by three, but, fiom the barrier reefs lhat
for a time.
Lig was ju t losing himself in a doze when Hauk
surround them, present the most dreadedobataclcs to navigaWhispered "The log." They were right upon it. In an
tion in tho-e seas. They are of coial formation, but it would
instant a plan fla hed across Lig.'s mind.
He had studied the seem,
from souudings taken by the Engl sh, that beneath
laws of inertia. He knew that if he threw himself over the
this coral are the peaks of a mighty mountain, risisg up
log, the moti >ti that he had in common with ihe boat would
from the general level of the ocean floor to a height of 23,000
carry him onward, and he would drop into his seat again.
Happy thought
He would try it. Hank lay down, and feet!
There are but three or four large islands, the remainder
called to his companion to do the Fame.
But to the amazement of the guide Lig., instead of lyi»gdowu stood up. For being rocks and islets all, however, attractive, with beautiful beaches of sand, depp inlets, with grassy banks, great
an instant he balanced himself, and then, with a wild leap,
cliffs, the homes of sea birds, and coral ledges cover, d with
flung himself over the log.
infinite variety of shells of every shape and color, and
But alas his jump gave the boat an impetus which sent an
that wave their delicate leaves in the blue waters.
it flying from beneath him.
He griped the log convulsively plants
It was off a portion of the group called Somerset, eight
and hung there wilh his feet dangling in the water, while
miles from shore, that our vessel was stranded, and in a
the guide was swept far away from him down the stream.
passage to the beach we encountered many a
He crawled upon the log, and sst there until Hank could perilous
dangerous coral shoal, over which the boat grated harshly
turn the boat about and corne to the rescue.
ominously. These coral banks that surround the Islands
and
Once more all was still again. No, not exactly that. It
are as beautiful as they are dangerous, and later in my stay,
cannot be called st 11 when hundreds of muskrats are plungwhile the vessel was being repaired, I returned in a small
ing, diving and swimming in all directions.
Our hunters boat and examined ihese wondrous gardens of the sea that
•were now at the mouth of the creek. At first Lig took every
lay submerged in the coral caverns.
third souse of a muskrat for the step of a deer, and wan' id
The coral that reaches us of the north is deadaud bleached,
to start in that direction.
After repeated exhortations from
but as it is found in the sea, alive and growing, the appearHank to keep still he relapsed into a deep silence, and
it presents is so different thst you would not recognize
wend, red why lhat old fanatic, the Professor, could go into ance
In the water it is a brown object, branched like a hush,
it.
ecstasies after a night-hunt over the beautiful calm of a
but covered with a disagreeable slimy mass, to remove which
night in the woods.
Lig. couldn't see it. The trees wrestled
it must be buried, and then carefully cl> anscd, when it will
and shook themselves in the darkness, loons uttered their
form as beautiful an object as you can fin by the sea in any
weird infernal scream, two cranes equalled as they flew over
country. Among the corals, of which there are about a
the river, owls hooted in all directions, a fox barked in a
dozen varieties, myriads of bright-coloured tropic fishes play
neighboring ridge, and a bear finally aided in making night
hide-and-seek. Fish of all kinds are extremely abundant,
hideous with prolonged howling, at which Lig., who had
and are tsken alive in nets and fish-pots, and kept iu grated
thought each successive noise the scream of a panther, was
in the boats till wanted.
now sure of it, while all the time huge bull frogs, with Ihe wells
The great abundance of marine life, both animal and
voices of oxen, bellowed an accompaniment without restB,
vegetable, is doubtless owing to the proximity of the Gulf
and the muskrats kept up their plunging and scurrying
Stream, that great river of warm water flowing through the
through the water.
sea from ihe Gulf of Mexico ro the far-distaut North.
This
Bat hark! What was that louder splash just across the
cuirent, as you well know, exerts a great, influence upon the
creek ?
climate of the eastern coast of the United States, and
"A deer."* whispered the excited boy
brings to our shores nisny stray examples
tropic fishes
Hank turned the canoe. Lig. unwrapped the jack and and sea-weeds. It brndens as it goes norih,of and
weakens
raised Ihe rifle.
At first he saw nothing; then, just ahead, until it is finally merged in the other stre«ms hit help to form
something black in the water. He fiied. The black thing
the great system of oceau currents of the world.
Its course
started directly for the boat.
and its influence
is constantly changing further e istward,
"A bear!" screamed the boy. " He's wounded ;" and he up the climate ot the n rth diminishing. Eight hundred
made fi antic endeavois to load. Hauk, however, rab-ed the years ago it gave to Greenland the verdant valleys lhat
puddle and laid it smartly over the nose of the swimming suggesied the name of tint now d-solate country. Even
animal.
The creature rolled obedbnlly over, dead. Then now its warmth is so great that it dissolves those treat
the guide liftt d it over the rail.
Its weight lipped the boat.
masses of ice that float down from the Arctic region, and is
It fell heavily upon the bottom.
It was an immense hedgeaptly called ihe "grave of the icebergs." ThiH stream of
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hog.

"Never miud,

older hunters than you have taken the

quill-pigs lor bears before this.
Load her up."
ihe hunt went on rgain.
Slowly, silently the canoe
moved along the shores of the creek and ihen out into the
river.
An hour passed and no sound of a deer. Another
hour and the hoy was only kept from falling asleep by the
aches which were travirslng his muscles in all directions.
Very much of the p etry of night-hunting was gone for him
therest vanishing fast, when a quiver ran along the boat. That
is the guide's way of calling attention.
He listened and

No*

heard away on the the opposite shore a continuous splashing
All weariness and pain passed away on the
in the water.
insbnt. The poetry of the hunt rushed back again, as his
heart beat quicker and the warm blood ran faster through
So it is when long afterward we look back upon
his veins.
our hums in the weeds. The toil and care are no longer reruetn' ered then the exciiing pleasure of a morutnt, the fair
;

coloring of the picture alone temains.
The paddle swept swiftly, but noiselessly through the
water. The splashing grew louder, then stopped.
Another
quiver along the boat. The boy uncapped the jack and the
light flashed out upon ihe darkness.
It threw a round disk
on the shore. There, right in the centre, stood a noble
buck, looking straight at the canoe. The boy trembled.
The inevitable buck fever was raging. He raised the rifle.
The light gleamed lull upon the sight. Still ihe buck stood
there, immovable, head thrown back, nostrils dilated, and
branch ng antlers rising above him. The boy flrtd The deer
wheeled about, plained the bank at a bound, and disappeared
He had missed him!
in the bu-his.
moment both sat
The deer's shrill "whistle" as he went back into
silent.
the forest aroused them.
" Well, sir, that was about the biggest buck I ever saw."
"I am afraid, Hank, that I had the fever."
"I'm afraid you did."
About two o'clock they reached camp. Wren and the
Professor were both asleep. Lig. was caieful not to wake
them, as he declared that if the Professor saw that hedgehog, he would want to stuff it before morning.
Lig. was nervous and did not sleep well. In about an

A

hour-he was awakened. What was it. A heavy footfall
hack of the tent. He looked out— even ven' ured a few feet.
A Beriea of haps into tte brush followed. He rushed back.
"

Wren—Hank— wake

up,

quick—panthers I"

warm

then, flowing close to the Bermudas, gives to
delightful during the winter months from
that they are then
to
the resort of
thousands of invalids, who cinnot endure th- ugor of
The tempera'ure in those mon "us is mild
north' ru wiuters.
and equable, ranging from 60 1 70 degrees ; but in summer
the heat is very great and quite exhausing.
On that clear, bracing day, I started out from Mangrove
B .y, one of the mauy where snowy beaches are hemmed In
between blue watersand green mangroves
Not far from this
bay is Ireland Island, the refitting station of the Royal
Navy, famous for its great floating dock, said to be Ihe
largest in the world, and capable of taking in the largest
ship in the English navy. It was towed out from England
iu 1869 by two men-of-war, with another astern to steer it
by, tnd placed sifely in its present position, in an excavaOn the other side of
fou 54 feet below low- water mark.

water,

them a

cl

—
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1he bay is Wreck Hill, where the wreckers congregate to
wa'ch for wrecks, upon which they mainly depend for iheir
These wreckers are a ravenous set, even now,
provisions.
though instead of murdering crews and enticing vessels upon
the reefs as formerly was the practice, they extort from
shipwrecked mariners about as much through the courts as
they used to get from direct robbery, judges, lawyers, and
wreckers being in league to despoil poor jack of his last
dollar.
As I walked along over the smooth roads, between
hedges of oleander, and past little houses of shell-rock, 1
could hirdly beiieve that this peaceful island had ever been
the resort of pirates and buccaneers, and had given aid to the
enemies of our country in the last war. Yet it was at one
time a rendezvous for smugglers and blockade runneis, and
the people grew rich from ill-gotten gains.
The surface of
the country, though there are no hills above 250 feet, is
agreeably diversified with hill and dale, and the many little
islets dating the numerous bays dive all the needed variety
to make the entire walk one of delightful surprises and lovely
views. The principal trees are cedars (Juniperun oarbadeniis)
and the underbrush sage- bush (Lantana odorata) ; there aie
now and then marshy tracts filled with reeds and rushes,
with a palmetto here and there, while some of the hay a,
with muddy shores, are fringed with curious mangroves.
Many tropical trees have been introduced, among them being
the silk-cotton, india-rubber and cabbage palm. The lHtter
iB the most conspicuous, from its great height, even exceeding the royal palm of Cuba, for which it is sometimes mis-

327
taken. It is, however, a different species, being 'he Oreodoxa
ok acta of th- West Indian forests, where it sometimes
rehches a height of 50 feet. There are no springs or wells
these island<; yet. with now and then
if pure water in
drought, there are raised here those supplies of potatoes,
onions and toma oes lhat have made Bermuda famous
In
some portions arrow-root is raised, which firings a price
super! -r to any other in the world. Though cramped for
room and stinted in soil the Bermud ans contrive (with the
help of the products of the sea, wrecks cast up by the sea,
and visitors from over the sea) to secure a very comfortable
l

;

living.

natural history of Bermuda is so peculiar that I must
attention to the fact that there are hut, four native
(tluee ras and a mouse), and ten resident, liirds
not individuals, but specie-i.
You would, I think, recognize
the names of nearly all the hints, so I will nunnion them
the Hue bird, cat bird, chic k-of-the-village (>i>i;.<), ca dinal
bird, crow, ground dove, quail, heron and coot. But addudto
this list are 169 migra <>ry niros. which visit the islands in
There is one reptile, a lizard; no
the winter season.
snakes, but insects are numerous, corals and sponges in
great Dumber, and fish so abundant that above 120 species
are enumerated.
There is a lighthouse about midway the inland, with a
ight visible for many mi es, 360 leet above the sea.
The
erection of this light was stromdy o, posed by the wreckers,

The

call

mammal-

who foresaw it would diminish their profits by warnng vesProm the dome the view of the
sels a» ay from the reefs
iland is ve y f scinating, the whole chain being spread out
The to \ er is iu latitude north
before yon as upon a map.

mm. It is built of the white limestone used eniirely in the construction of the houses of Bermuda.
The
rock quarries, from which (his building material is obtained,
are worth a visit; there you will see men sawing out the
oh cks of stone, which is very soft when quarried, but
hardens on exposure.
The exclusive use of this white rock for building purposes,
and the white Btratum laid bare in constructing the roads,
produce a painful glare that is too strong for weak eyes to
bear without the intervention of colored glasses.
Great
spaces on the hillsides are also denuded of eanh and plastered
over for the catching of raiu water, upon which the inhabitants entirely depend. Th s glare is very offensive in Hamilton, the. principal town, at which the steamers stop, alfr r a
passage of three or four days from New York. The island
would be more beautiful without the town, though there is a
fine church, an expensive hotel and a puhlic building or two.
Leaving the towu behind us 1ft us trudge on toward our
Of lb* bits of rural
destination, sling the north shore
scenery, the most interesting are tuP country churchyards;
true church yards are these of Bermuda for around the place
of worship are Fcittered the graves of former worshipers,
with flowers above them and cedar trees shading them.
32 deg. 15

Conspicuous upon a hill is the signal station, whence vessels
are signa led a long time in advance of their arrival.
Upon
other hills may be seen barracks for the soldiers, for Bermuda
is a mi itary and naval station of much importance to England, being so near the American coast, and several regiments
of the line are quartered here, while the engineers are constantly building new fortifications and strengthening the old
one3.
The sand-hills of Bermuda, like those of other and larger
countries, are coutinually shifting and encroaching upon the
more fertile land. Some of them have buried houses and
trees tunny feet deep, leaving only protruding chimneys and

branches.

What changes that have taken plac? since these islands
were discovered! Though not playing an important part in
the hi -lory of nations, yet this disco very is closely connected
with 'hat of the Americ in continent. Th y were first seen
by Juan Herinudez, a Spanish navigator, while n a voyage
troiu Spain to Cuba, iu 1515, and next described by an
English priva eer, Henry May, whose ve-sel was wrecked
At that lime every part of the island was
here iu 1593.
covered with cedar, bu there wi re no vegetables fit for food.
They found " great store" of turtle, and lived upon th-m
while they cousructed a vessel of cedar, in which they
sailed for Nova Scotia, and thence to England,
Later on
another vessel was wreck, d, Containing 150 persons, among
had been appointed
th m Admiral Sir George Somers, wh
Governor of Virginia, and was 0:1 his way to that new colony
when wrecked. It is said that, the heart of Sir Oeorge was
buried in Bermuda St. Georg-'s he having died there on a
return voyage made for the purpose of supplying his colony
>

—

—

Virginia kith provisions.
Those who have read Shakespeare's 'Tempest" will recdl
his "still vex'tl lierinootiies," a d the advenmresof the King
of Naples in this, the abode of Piospero.
Leaving its later history, as not particularly interesting,
we shall find Bermuda celebrated in the songs of another
shall have c oar
poet, who ot ce resided here a while.
pleed, perhaps, wo-thirds our walk of 1:4 miles when we
reach the caverns in the limestone rock known as Walsingham Caves. They are deep and da k, and a little colored
boy comes out at your cab, provides you with candles and
You find the usual hollows, grottoes, and
lea is the way.
stalactites, and dark subterranean ponds that doubtless have
oonnection will the sea. Then you em rge into outer a'T,
covered wilh candle grease, and glad to escape from the
dark dungeons, and proceed to search for the localiies
celebrated in M.bore'8 verses. Near the cave are the remains
of a calabash tree, beneath wh ch the lazy poet lovrd to
recline, and from which he wrote some pleasant lines to a
friend in England:
in

1

We

In 1803 the poet waspre'ented with an office hereunder the
English Government, but after a short stay he gave it in
charge of a deputy and removed to E gland. This office ho
held for nearly forty years, but in the end he was righteously
rewarded for his negligence, of trust by being swindled by
the deputy in charge of his interests.
The vegetation iu this secluded spot partakes of the tropica', having among it, bananas, plantains, coffee-trees and
pawpaws. In one of the caves, called Chalk Cave, an old
neg'ess lived for several years, her only company a pig,
which occupied a sty in the c-ive's mouth.

There is a great cavern, not far distant, filled with salt
water, called the " Devil's Hole," where is a perfect aquarium
The
of the largest fish ever gal tiered logel her in captivity.
principal fish there, called "groupers." are very voracious,
and will try to swallow anything that touches the water;
there are also ground sharks and angel fish, these lust being
very beaut i ul, f porting colors of blue, pretn mid gild,
and moving through the water with a slow and gracelul
motion.
There remains how only the town of St. George's, named
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for the good Admiral Sir George Somcrs, which we reach
after passing a long and costly bridge, walking past some
beautiful laud-locked lakes of salt water.
The "town is old
and pioiuresque, with narrow streets and high walls, and
ruius overhung wiiii pll
with hWB and
3
IS
there a palmetto.
Above i: n
It is
irrisoned.
here that the wrecked vessels are brought for repairs, and
here I found my Bcbooner, perched upon the marine railway,
receiving a last coat of paiut. previous to being launched. Id
this quaint town I ended my winter walk just as the sun
went down, nor sorry, on the whole, that I had been stranded
here.
With the " Bard of Erin " I was ready to say—
"Alas that a vision so Happy should fade!"

%nturti

over

.

NEVER

nonsidered myself a first-class Bhot, hut I am surprised that, while aiming at other game, a stray shot from my
article iu your paper of September 18 bit Captain F. C. Barker.
Indeed, had it not boeu for the flutter, I should have been ignorant of the wound in all future time. In answer to two of his

conundrums— what I write for, and where I thought his camps
came from at the Ponds— allow me to say, if he had read with
coolness my entire article he wonld have found whv 1 write. And
did not "imagine" the camps were built at Itanyeley
aud brought to their place, on the shoulders of brawny guides,
till
this new intimation.
I do not now really think they wore.
understand
Aa I
the case, the captain and I, and all others as well,
agree that the so-called Seven Ponds as o a vary Mecca for Sportsmen that the troutiug and the hunting of small and large game
in the open season is splendid, aud the scenery is grand.
A" to
the matter of how to get there, and who shall go, is the question.
Do intimates that nono but the hardy sportsman should go, and
have them attended and served by man power. Shall 1 gay he
sneers at the idea that the invalid sportsman tnd worn business
man may go ? I want such to have the privilege, and the hardy
I eertaiuly

j

sportsman. We enjoyed the society of both hist' September. The
robust ones could find plenty excursions to distant streams, ponds
and mountains, and on their retnrn with sharpened appetites never
complained that our varied and abundant comforts and stores were
brought by horse-power. Well, let us look at the two routes to
the Seven Ponds. First, we take what the Captain has given us—
three miles on strong wagon, seven on foot or horseback, five
miles' pull iu a boat down the lake, a mile and one-half up the
stream to a little lake, a half mile across this lake, up the inlet
two miles further, then eight or nine miles' trail, and the Ponds are
reached. If we call the trail nine miles the aggregate is twentyeight miles. Now, if I take the aggregate of the same route as
given to me by old guides and by trappers and hunters that]
have before referred to, by guests just ariived. and by their
guides still resting from the burden of their "packs" of ei'ghly or
ninety pounds they have "toted" over the land and water the Captain has described. I must put it down at thirty-four or thirtyfive mdes, for this is what they gave us.
To be fair, we will lake
the average, for I do not question the estimate of one more than
"
that of another. Perhaps the shoulders of the " brawny guides
were still smarting, whUo the familiar distance seems short to the
Captain. I say estimate, for I do not know the distance has been
"chained." The average is thirty-one miles, as I take thirty-four

m

with them himself. The whole distance is good walking, aud
call it a fair road for a wagon.
One can walk the whole disbmee,
spending a few days at the Tim Pond cabins, or ho can ride the
whole distance, or he can walk a part and ride the rest of the way.
I like the bnckboard for a change, and to carry supplies, etc.. and
am sorry if our friend has had snch experience on bis road
with it that he "imagines " his spinal column has been pushed six
inches through liis caput. It must hurt, aud eanuot bo an ornaHe does not appear to like new " faugled
ment to a public man
notions," and therefore "ticks to his route because it is the oldest.
All right, I am quite willing he shall enjoy it (with the thirteen
miles extra), and with the amiable spirit he manifests, 1 trust he
will graciously allow me and my friends to use the now way.
We
1

!

believe in progress, and prefer the rail car to the stage coach, the
telegraph to tho post horse, the split bamboo rod to the alder pule.
breech-loader to tho old flint gun our grandfathers

and tho

usd
jj, the way, speaking of " split bamboo," reminds me of a correspondent of yours, who used, a few months since, these words
as his n<mi <le plume. His criticism on me was just, 'if his inference was correct. I heard him spoken of in Maine as a fine, wholesouled gentleman and a very nice, skillful sportsman. I havo not
the honor of his acquaintance. 1 did not think to mention it here,
but it may explain why the Captain's " travel to the Seven' Ponds
increases." Now that the coaxing, seductive words of my critic induce me to repeat it to you, I do so confidentially (?)! In substance. " Spbt Bamboo." speaking of the Hangelev Lake region,
said Steve Morse remarked "This fishing needs rest."
Guides
told mo he is " correct," and that the same is true of the Kenuebagoronds. One of the truest and hardiest sportsmen of Maine
told me tho same, and he had just re turned from a tramp to the
Seven Ponds, via Kennebago. He added, it is fortunate Kennedy
Smith has just at this time made this huutiug and iishing bonanza
60 easily accessible. So if wo have been too prodigal with our
former haunts, let us be grateful a supply is newly opened to us.
and we will try and learn a lesson by tho lamp of experience. 1
cannot decide to stay at homo next year, though not a hardy sportsman, notwithstanding the advice given. If the good Captain will
come to im cabin perhaps I will intr. duce him to some of •' the
loved ones'l left behind " this year, and I shall be bappy to serve
hini with the utmost hospitality and entertain him with Boston
brown bread aud baked perk and beans, trout fried, broiled,
grouse stewed, baked, broiled or fiica-sc.-d
baited or in chowder
venison iu any style his taste requires, a variety ol Vegetable!
We are iu constant communication with Kernel mail- .-is ,,:
world. If the lady cooks are there as at "Tim P.nd he shall have
salads, pastry, sweelmeats and cake, and while sipping our Java
and Mocha, we will talk of the exploits f good feaah Walton,
our own and those of Nlmrod of the magnificent teeueiv around
J. W. T.
and above us, and will ha friends all our days.
:

I,

I
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tame partridge

«— Oakbam, Mass .NVv.
Sent you an account, of He
car Parker's Mills. The fa

ICiu,

two weeks ago

'

,

at Colebrta k,
of this bird 1ms gone all over tb
try, but it i
rnifcrable wretch, I would send yoi
bis name if 1 had it,
recently visited the location, oiled Hi bird to him, picked it
up, and knocked its head against a free.
This he did in
spite of the protest of n man. who vva passing apd knew the
This pot hunter
habits ol the. bird.
he united bale of
grangers as well bs sportsmen of Worcester county, aud more
than ore would like to learn his mime,
|\
f Why if n't they kill the man
]
>

A

i

!

.

iu Iljorring

(Denmark)

last

summer

there

i

i

1

Hm Britain,

birds.
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-

If we go to these ponds via Smith's' Farm
either the Farmington or the North New Portland
stage will leave us at Smith's House inEustis. From the house
to Tim Pond it is called— I do not know that it has been measured
—six or seven miles, from Tim Pond to the Seven Ponds ten
eleven miles. Using the largest numbers, we have an aggregate
of eighteen miles, a difference bv the two routes of thirteen Miles
As the lawyers say, Iwill "rest my case" with these ligures,
only remarking that aa the Captain has described the mode of
transportation, via Rangeley. I will Pay there has been a bnckboard
road from the house to Tim Pond since lS7t). and it has been much
used. Tho road from Tim 1'ond to Seven Ponds was begun a little more than n year ago.
The first wagon. I think, went through
Smith had men at work on it when was there, and
in July last.
for the last feiy weeks he bus ten men at work on it, aud lias been

,

1

occurred a tragedy in connection Willi one of these twiggy
households which is here worthy of mention. It was one of
the many cases where connubial felicity is wrecked by a
malicious act of one unprincipled being. It was a case iu
evidence lhat a female's good character can, with a careless
stroke of a hand, be scattered to the winds, never lo be recovered .satisfactorily to the world, which thinks itself over
convinced of her guilt, and no one and nothing, save the vicIt was one of the cases
tim's heart, dates avow innocence.
where a true and loving life partner is, by an outsider to her
domestic circle, cruelly wronged, is convicted on circunislantial evidence, and sentenced to death for a Crime of
which she is not guilty. It was a case where love between
the couple is mutual, where it is strong to exactness, and a
cause for doubt leaves desperation in die heart of the betrayed.
It was a ca'e that would bring tears to the eyes of
a thinker audits termination to this family was ruin, heartThe story is this:
break, orphanage, misery aud death.
''
While the hen stork was laying, a mischievous neighbor
mounted the budding one day when she was out frogling,
robbed the nest, of one of its deposits, left in its place a duck
egg, and then descended to watch the effect.
The claimants
to "the nest took no appatent notice of the trick upon ihsir
return, aud the perpetrator of the deed had aimost forgotten
weeks
later,
his attention was atthe matter when, some
tracted to the nest and its quarreling occupants. The quarrel
continued, the male chattering to his mate in an excited and
angry manner for an hour or more, and then flaw away.
Two hours passed, and at length he returned with thirteen
other males. They all lit upon the house; surveyed the
nest's contents critically, and then huddled together for a
protracted council. The female was evidently are sed by
them of unfaithfulness to her lord and master. She was
having her trial, and the learned -sages, gathered to deal out
justice, each and all took part in the lively arguments on
gi yen sal is factory
the subject. Thcuufortuuate one fuih d
explanation to the hearers of her case, and he discussion
\
d'»tu sentence
grew wartnri until she was convict d
was pronounced and agreed upon b judged djuiy. ami
immediately the flock pounced upon » d peeked net Dnl
she lay dead on the. tiles. Then curb Hew away la Ms respective home, while the avenged litis iftttd and father went,
in search of food for his motherless •rt'spriuir."
I have experimented with the eggs of many different birds.
changing them from one nest to another of a different species, and, although the spurious eggs were hatched I never
knew any disturbance between the pair imposed upon.
While collecting eggs in the spring of lt-73, I noticed the
habits of some of- the smaller birds when their nests were invaded by the cow bunting. This bird, with seeming unconcern in regard to its young, deposits its eggs in the nests of
smaller birds and takes no further care of either.
I have
never been able to catch a cow bunting in the act of laying,
hough lhave often seen them iu the thickets aud woods
where such birds as they impose upon are likely to build.
In one instance 1 found a cow bird's egg in the nest of a
vireo, and not any of the lalter's, thus showing that the
busting can distinguish between an old nest that 1ms been
used and a new oue. Had I not removed Hie egg the vireos
would have laid and hatched, not their own eggs, but this
cow bird's first, then the young bunting would have turned
out the others aud monopolized the old birtl's care; !or iu
most casts the birds imposed lipon perform the task of rearThis fact led me
ing Hie intruder without any complaint.
into making a few experiments.
I look two eggs from the nest of a barn swallow and exchanged for two from the nest of a red-eyed vireo. 1 made
this choice as their eggs ate somewhat alike, and their food
being mostly dying insects is similar, so in case the eggs
were batched the young birds would receive their proper
It happened that the embryos In Hie swallow's m:gs
food.
were sofar advanced thai on the second day lh< re were two
young swallows in the vireo's nest. Elowever, the old birds
They be"were not at all disconcerted by ibis forwarduess
gan to care for the little swallows at oLce, aud must have
fed them with as much solicitude as any parents would.
Of this I am certain, for the birds grew rapidly and on the
third day after hatching were the sole occupants of the nest,
She
the two eggs having been removed by the parent bird.
must have thought, that they would not hatch. Where
she carried them i cannot Bay, and I never could find either
eggs or shells in any case where the birds had removed them
under similar circuiustauci s. This nest was in the fork of a
small, low limb near a cattle path, aud this low situation
proved its destruction, for when the little birds were nearly
large enough to leave it, some cow attacked the bush after
the manner of cattle, and with head ami horns destroyed a
Happy home and most interesting experiment. The tracks
on the ground about the bush proved the identity of the
vandal. Toe two vireo eggs which I placed in theswallow's
uest were not hatched, us the swallows— of which there were
three- came out first, and as in the former case the two remaining eggs were cast out.
I have observed that u most cases when several young
are hatched and one or more eggs remain, the old bird turns
them out in a few days, perhaps fearing they may break and
defile the nest.
II there are any exceptions to this rule they are in favor
of the yelleiw warbler, as I have occasionally found nests of
this species with Ibrte young ready to fly and one spoiled
egr.
Several such eggs are in my collection.
My next experiment was with sparrows. I changed the
t
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1'ucAssET, Mass., Nov. 3.
Editor Forest and St/ram :
1 inclose a clipping fnnn the Wor.crlqj Mar/aline, and if the
article be true 1 think stoiks Cjii claim superior knowledge

Obbb,
».

24, 1881.

Some birds leave their nest at once on finding that any
one has disturbed it in the slightest degree. One of Ihe
most par icular is the mocking bird. My brother and I
were collecting egL'S in Norilimi'iherlaPd county, Va.. in the
spring of 1877! Thefiral mocking bird's nest wltichwefnond
contained tUree cgg=.
This we examined suirieiendy m enter an accurate description of it in our note books.
Wishing to obtaiu the full complement of if our eggs "W6 left, the
nest as it was. and on returning the next day we found that
the birds bad removed all the eggs. On the same day, May
15, we found another uest with one egg, and although
nothing was disturbed at the time, on the following day the
nest was empty.
Msttons.
[The somewhat apocryphal stork story cpioted by our correspondent is not new, but it is of special intcresf as railing
forth the relation of 'his experiments, with the eggs of some
1

CHANGED

!

—

fiptorg.

[Noyembkh

i

eggs' from the nest of a grass finch to those of a Savannah
sp irrow, and vke wmi. " In this case there seemed no interruption of dcmiestic affairs. The addition of an egg of the
to the nest of a grass finch was followed by the
same, results.
In the above eases the different eggs were
fched af the same lime as those belonging to the nests ev-

song sparrow
,

i

ptrimentedupon.
1 on e placet! ihe egg of a grass finch in the nest of one of
the same species, which conoiined two ball-fledged young.
As the. egg was about In hatch when the change was made
Those
there soon appeared a liny bird woli the two larger.
lust left the nest first, but the small one was cared for by its
foster parents.

The character of these experiments is
of our small birds.
rpiite novel, and we could wish lhat they had been more extended.]

FISH

AND FROG

SIIOWERS.

Palestine, Texas, Nov. 3, 1881.
Editor Fared and stream :
Does it never rain frogs, fish and so forth? I see lhat "J.
0. 15. ," of Washington city, Elates it as hisopiuion, iu your
issue of Ont. 27, lhat it never does rain frogs, fish and so
forth.
"J. 0. B.," I believe, is a distinguished gentleman
connected with the Smithsonian Institution. Well, now if it
does not sometimes rain frogs, fish and so forth, nearly everybody in the World is laboring under a wrong impression, I
have heard all my life that it does rain such things occasionally.
It is cert'iinly a common belief all over the United
States aud, doubtless, also wherever the human race exists.
The question is, could there be a doctrine so universal, touching a matter which may be proved to the eye, unless there
were Foundation foritin fact? I don't believe there could
For one, I never saw it rain frogs, fish and so forth, but
be.
have been told by credible gentlemen that they had seen
gentleman in- North Carolina told me that he
such things.
returned lo hi3 borne one diy from a neighbor's just afti r a
heavy summer shower and found, as be opened Id's Rate, two
fine, fresh fish lying before him.
I do not recollect that he
stated the variety, but I do recollect that he stated that they
were large enough to be eaten, and that they were eaten. I
was told by another gentieman, since I read the note of "J.
C. B." in Fokkkt and Stbesm, that he once witnessed quite
a shower of frogs on Black Elver, in Michigan. It was raining at the time, and the frogs came down with the rain by
hundreds aud thousands. Most of them, he said, were dead
—apparently killed by the fall— and some had the appearance
of having been dead for some lime.
Many a time, just after
a summer shower, I have seen the ground literally alive with
little toads.
1 did not suppose that they had descended from
the clouds, but some of them may have so descended.
I see
nothing impossible in such a supposition. 1 ha ve seen volcanic ashes falling in Texas which must have come from
volcanoes many thousands of miles away. True, these ashes
were a little finer llian any frogs or fishes I ever saw, but if
these ashes could be transported in the aerial cuirents thousands and thousands of miles, (night not frogs and fi-h be
transported a few hundreds of miles at least ? It isknown that
hailstones of large size often ride in the upper legions an
indefinite time before falling, and why might not Irogsanel
fish so ride also if they should be taken up in a waterCyclones sometimes take up
spout, whirlwind or cyclone?
men, horses, oxen and even house-; and tranflpoit llicm aconIf they can do this why might, they not
siderable distance.
Ton may put me down
also take up frogs, fish and so forth.
as a strong believer iu it sometimes raining frogs, flhes and
so forth, notwithstanding the opinion of "J. C. B."
As for the fish which appear in ponds disconnected from
any other water, 1 think "J. C. B." accounts for them very
In most cases they are no doubt taken there in spawn
well.
Which becomes attached to the legs of aepiatic fowl that fly
from water to water. But they are transported by oiler

A

The ditch in front df my residence in lionston, Texas, becomes entirely dry several times during the
year; yet when it fills up with a tain it soou becomes filled
creatures also.

Willi little fish.

The spawn from which

these fish originate

was, no doubt, borne lrorn the neighboring bayous by Ihe
little black "willow bug" that we sec skimming so rapidly
over creeks and rivers in the day. In the night It flies away
from the larger waters and alights in any ponds or pools it may
discover, hastening back to the sit cams before daylight.
Thus these ponds and pools become peopled with fish." Wild
waterfowl wonlel hardly visit our very doors in the cities,
N. A. T.
[ Weourselvcs believe in the possibility of occasional showers
01 living tilings which have been taken up in waterspouts,
Whirlwinds or cyclones; but these showers take place much
less luquently than is supposed, and most of those reported
are to be explained on some other ground than this.
differ from our correspondent most decidedly, however, when
he says that the universality of the belief iu such showers is
auy argument in favor of Lhelr. occurrence. A luge number
of instances might be given of beliels which have a very wide
currency and yet are unconfirmed by any evidence, that is of
The hoopsuake story is a case iu point, and there are
value.
many others, some of which we might cite aud others of
which would scarcely bear printing,]

We

What Was It ?— Chattanooga, Pcnn., November 9, 1881.
—Ou looking over a recent number of Fonasr and Stkbaxi, I
attracted to an article signed by "G. F. W. who, in
speaking of a snake he killed, says
"I was surprised to
He flatted his head and
see it was a vicious copperhead.
struck at me, but I soon killed him." I wish to say to G. F.
W. lhat if he will consult the Kncjt-lopedia he will not find
any reptile by that name. There is only one species of
snake that will. flatten his heaei when disturbed, and that is
the spreading adder. There are twti kind- of these, the
black and the rattlesnake si riped.
The " spreading adder"
will not only spread his head, but blow when struck at.
They are not as poisonous as the- moccasin or rattlesnake.
The" snake O. F. W. must have meant is the " coppcrbelly"
or "high-land" moccasin.
It is copper-colored underneath,
and will quit the water and go on "high-land." I have frequently killed the " Copperbelly" in my stables, two or more
miles from water, and sometimes in company with the adder,
I write this to enthe two being, I think, good Mends.
II. 0. MlXTOS, M. D.
lighten G. P.
[spreading adder is, we believe, one of the many names of
th very harmless {[elerodon phdyrhlnox, a species which is
notorious for its habit of flattening its head and hissing or
blowing. ]
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sand-hornet
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buiden of his own body.
Practically the ants had won the victory, but what they
intended to do with the floundering elephant, in their hands
seemed a problem. But it was to them only ;t question ef
They had now pinned their victim securely, aud
patience.
held him to await assistance. It came. The entire neighborhood hud been apprised of the battle, and in les3 than five
minutes tie grouud swarmed with an army of re-enforcements. They came from all direclions they pitched upon
that hornet with terrible ferocity, and his complete destruction was now only a question of moments.
Willis m Hamilton Gibson, in Harper's Magazine for December.
;

—

Grotjbk Swallowing Snakes. Some two weeks ago
while camped on ihe Nicatonas stream, a half mile from the.
Junction with the Passidumkeag, in the State of Maine, 1
took from the intestines of a ruffed grouse, while dressing a
a pair of these birds for the roa-ting pan, a striped adder
seventeen inches in length.
The snake was whole and
perfect, except ils head which had entered the gizzard.
1
should have preserved the snake and gizzard had I had any
means at baud of doing so. Is it a common occurrence for
grouse to make use of such food when it happens to come in
their way. 1 have dressed hundreds of grouse and this is the
These
first instance of tho kind I ever saw or heard of.
splendid game birds in the State of Maine feed almost entirely
on beech-nuts this fall, at least this is the case in the
Passedumkeag region where we have been on a three-week's

The hard-wood

largely of birch and
beech, and the bountiful crop of nuts of the lalter having
fallen to the ground from the action of ihe heavy frests upon
the burrs, gives the grouse a rich fiast until freezing weather
Nearly
arrives, which will cut off this food supply eniirely.
every grouse dressed dining our trip had fed on these nuts
exclusively, no olher food having been found in the crop.
u e found only
Grouse arc very scarce here ihis season,
single birds, two being the largest number found together
learned from
with the exception of a tingle instance.
the settlers that the chicks were nearly all killed by the cold
rain storms in Ihe early summer.— 11. L. M.
Lynn, Nov. 5, 1881.
trip.

and %nn.
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tbe greatest villain that flies on insect
built for a professional murdett r.
He carries two keen cimtters besides a deadly poisoned
poniard, and is armed throughout With an invulnerable C ial
Of mail. He has things all his own way
he lives a life of
tyranny and feeds on blood. There tee few birds— none that
1 know of that care to swallow such a red-hot morsel.
It
is said that not even the huteher-hird hankers after lorn.
Tne toad will not touch him, seeming to know by instinct
what sort of chain lightning he oontatas. Among insects
this hi met is the harpy eagle, and nearly all of them are at
Hs mercy. Even the cicada, or drumming harvest- ily, an
Insect often larger and heavier than himself, is his very
Common victim. Considering these characteristics, it was
of especial interest to witness'such an incident as i have here
picured, where one of these huge tyrants -was actually captured and overpowered by the strategy of three black auts.
Jl bad left the meadow, and was ascending
a spur of the
mountain by the edge of a pine wood, when suddenly I espied the hornet in question almost at my feet.
He immediately took to wing, and as he flew on ahead of me I
Observed a long pendent object dangling from his body.
The incumbrance proved loo treat an obstacle for continuous
flight, aud he soon dropped again upon the path, a rod or so
in advance of me.
J overtook him, and on a close imp: ction discovered a plucky black ant clutching lightly with its
teeth u| on the hind-foot of its captive, w'hilevvith its two
biDd-legB it bu»g desperately to a long cluster of pine
nei dies which it carried as a dead -weight.
iNo sooner did
the hornet touch ihe ground than the ant began to lug aud
yell for help.
There were certainly evidences to warrant
such a belief for a second ant imuiediaely appeared upon
the scene, emerging hurriedly from a neighboring thicket of
pine-tree moss.
He was too late, however, for the hornet
again sought escape in flight. But- this attempt was even
more futile than the former, for that plucky little assailant
had now laid ho'd of an another impediment, and this time
not only the lomr pine needles, but a small branched slick
also, went swinging through the air.
Only a yard or so was
covered in this flight and as the ant still yelled for re-enforcementf, its companion again appeared, and rushed upon
the commi n foe with such furious zeal that 1 felt like patting him on the back.
The whole significance of the scene
he had taken in at a t lance, and in an instant he had taken a
vise-like grip upon the other hind-leg.
Now came the final
tug of war. The hornet tried to rise, but this second passenger was too much for him he could only buzz along the
ground, dragging his loadafier him, while Ids new assailant
clutched desperately at everything within its reach, now a
dried leaf, now a liny stone, aud even overturning an acomcup in its grasp. Finally, a srnall rough stick the size of a
Batch »»s secured, and this proved the "last straw." In
vain were ihe struggles of escape. The hornet could do no
more than lift his body from the ground. He rolled, and
kick<d and tumbled, but to no purpose, except to make il
very lively for his captors: and" tbe thiusts of that lively
dagger were wasted on the desert air, for whether or not
those ants knew its searching propensities, they certainly
managed to keep clear of ibis busy extremity.
How long this pell-mell battle would have lasted I know
not, for a ihiid ant now appeared, and it was astonishing lo
see him with every movement of the hornet, he in turn
would lay hold of a third stick, and at (he same time clulch
upon those pine needles lo acid their impediment to the
is

lie

THE GAME OF MINERAL MOLKTAIX.
Tl/pHERAIj MOUNTAIN
-"J.

TmiiTY Quail is Thirty Days.—Memphis, Tenn., Nov.
Editor Forest aint HLrcwiu : 1 have often heard il
if any one could eat thirty quail in thirty consecutive days, but my doubts on that point have betn dispelled, a lady in my house having UEed thirty-four in thlriy-

1881

doubted

—

i'.jur rj&3 s
a convalescent. They were difb rently and eiaintiaud she did not know they Wi re to be served, and
ofien ihey were for various meals. I think the idea of kacMany
i/iff lo eat them, Willy mliy, is the reason of failure,
boarders would like the experiment.
Speaking of Bob Whites 1 had a unique incident some
seasons ago while shooting wilb Judge S. P. W-, on thcQueuiKnowing 1 would the a salule at every other
Kfil estate.
bird, alu mating with him, he wagered me a fine chapeau my
Our game
score would exceed twenty-five buds by night.
carrier reported at dark I had won, as- twenty-four was my
"hetid," but near our wagon in the field Countess pointed
we fired in opposite directions both barrels in the twilight,
and her whisking in with a brace for u-e cost me a new hai.
Gnoo,
Couldn't stand ihe temptation,

ly prepared

;

in the

southwestern part of
the country in;

comprises the counties of

Washington and Crawford. The mountains here con
n
exhaustible stores of lead ore, while the surface of toegtound
covered by nutritious grasses, with abundance of mast,
a grazing range unbounded for hundreds Of miles.
The

and

valleys teem with fertility,

and the farms here are producThe hills produce a fine growth of timber, consisting
white and black oak, post oak, shellbark-hickory, black
hickory, honey-locust, white and sugar maple, white aud
black walnut, elm, baekberry, cherry and excellent pine for
building purposes and the manufacture of the finer kinds of

s

white man.
The wild turkey, this noble bird, the king of

tive.

game,

of

grouse in Illinois.
til the leaves begin

Beneath ihe surface of these

furniture.

limestone rock,

deposited a rich

is

below the
store of galena and lead
hills,

ores.

The numberless chains of gently swelling mountains, which
encompass the valleys on each

side, are in most parts checkered With cornfields, meadows and green {pastures, abounding with cattle and sheep
The valleys for the most part are
of a rich, loomy soil, producing the finest growth of corn,
wheat, flax, hay, oats and tOQHCCP. The lalter can be grown
as profitably as in either Kentucky or Virginia, and equal in
quality, producing the price of Sf'per pound.
One acie produces l,O0u pounds of eh'ice growth, so that ten acres, with
proper attention, will annually realize ftlO.OOO.
For stock this country cannot be surpassed. The great
mast yearly takes the place of corn in early fall, for fattening all kinds of stock, while the produce of the valleyscorn and hay— need not be used until December. The grazing throughout Ihis endless timbered region affords nutriment
tor all stock, on which they fatten.
This food is abundant
from April until December, aud thousands f sheep will subsist all winter on brush, etc., just as do the deer, which
abound numerously in every section of hill and dale.
There is great profit in stock raising in this country.
Throughout this region good milch cows are bought for from
$16 to $20 i-ach; yearling steers for from 85 to $G each;
two-yeax old steers, $8 to $10; eheep, $L7o to S3, being of
tbe very best breeds for mutton and wool, the latter annually producing the cost price of the sheep.
Dressed b.ef of tie finest quality is sold for from 6 cents
to 7 cents per pound
lhat is when a tanner kills a beast too
large for his own family use
but in seasonable weather
beeves are weekly' slaughtered and sold as above.
Now, take the prices"al St. Louis, a distance of sixty-one
miles from Poiosi, via the Iron Mountain R. R., by which
stock can be shipped, or oihewise driven on a good country
road, with good pasture all the way.
The St. Louis prices
are for good milch cows from $60 to $80 each: steers, three
year old, 1000 lbs. gross, $60, and so in proportion to their
age and size fal sheep from $0 to $6 each; dressed sheep
from fifteen cents to eighteen cents per p mnd. This shows
tbe great profit in raising stock in this great range of country,
audits facilmes to the best market in a couple "of days. In
addition to this, rich mineral deposits of lead are deposited
in the Mini ral Mountain, when can be prospected and
worked in conjunction with farming. In a year or two the
poor toiling farmer of the Eist here attains independence,
with peace and plenty around his cottage, and the beauties
of nature for his surrounding, in a climate unsurpassed for
health and loveliness. Mineral wafers eushing spontaneously
from never-failing springs in very direction, empty themselves in the various creeks, as pure as crystal, whose clear,
sparkling waters abound in fish, comprising buffalo, bass,
trout, perch, etc., with abundance of game, as deer, wild
turkey, grouse, squirrels, wild pigeons, quail, etc., in surprising quantities, affording in the seasons "dainties of
brook, of earth and air," for the table; and to the lover of
dog and gun pleasures exhilarating, healthful and roinaotie.
The Mineral Mountain and its surroundings presents a
scenery of magnificent beauty. On the weft Side' of the
mountain is a meadow of some len acres, gemly undulating,
at the top of which stands a good log cabin, with outbuildings.
This may be used as a sportsmen's lodge, while it
commands wild mountainous and woodland scenery for
miles in extent, and hills o'crlopping hills in their stately
grandeur. Storms in these mountains, and immense forest's
which covtr them, impart to the echoes a character of wild
grandeur ns the wind howls through the gnarled branches of
the old oak and dies away on the mountain tops, with i'
distant, plaintiff sound.
The king of the forest, the oak,
here stands forth conspicuously in all his rnajestyr with his
fifty arms so strong,
i

;

;

;

,

,

The brave
That h.ilh ruled

Ann

forests consist

We

wing." As dexterous, however, as the living shot may he,
these mountaineer are. equally good with their heavy rifles,
for they seldom fail of "plugging He squirrel in the eye."
It is a common and every day oeeurrenre as one rides
through ihe hills, to see the deer »n the hillside, valleys and
gl ns, while in every few miles 'hey c
as and re-ems your
path n thi com
rands th ougb the f reai»—and as these
mountains extend" for hundreds ol
Itty crowu with
heavy timber, the number of deer is immeiee. During the
war, however, 'he inhabitants bad no rifles or guns to disturb
them; E H nd her were allowed to be kept by either farmers
or miners, consequently ihe deer increased.
Beyond doubt
this is the finest hunting ground for deer in the United
States, at least that, portion of the land inhabited by the
i
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still

When

a

tu the

nourish

hundred

lie, a

ton?,

bale green tree,

years, aie gone.

Below are the valleys, relieved by rich pasture and corn
lands, while the sublimity of mountains aud forests fills the
contemplative
all

is

mind with awe and

changed

to

reverence. In spring time
serene loveliness.
The clear, sparkling-

waters of pure, limpid springs, tbe murmuring rill, and distant gushing sound of the cascade, impart a thrill of music
which dds its charms to the. lover of nature woile the variety of wild roses, the sweet briar, the honey-suckles Of various kinds, Ihe wild grape U SSOtn, (he fragr nee of the
morning, aud the rosy tints of the sun, give a new poetry to
these fair productions of ihe eanh, as the dew hung in pearls
of crys'al on all Ihe branches.
This country is. llie best game region of all the places
hitherto visited by the writer, during some thirty years of
handling the double gun and bagging game right aud left, in
various parts of England, Scotland and America, the half of
which (fifteen years each) having shot in the two hemispheres, and on the great prairies of Illinois having made
some large bags among the pinnated groijBe and quail. It
nM be difficult to imagine liner sport than lhat afforded i"
the mountains and foresrglms, which abound in deer, wild
turkey, ruffed.- grouse, squirrel, wild pigeon. The valley.- ate
e fully acalive with large bevies of quail, which may
counted for by the fact that they are not bunted, foryoumay
travel fifty miles and not see a shot-gun -merely the ten or
fifteen dollar rifle, carrying one. hundred and sixty or two
hundred balls to the pound; while the setter and pointer is
altogether unheard of.
As 1 nave frequently made my double tell at squirrels
;

l

ndslde fence, or
in'
they rise, my gun and self are
with indescribable surprise "shooting on the

looked upon

„

i

il.

feathered
the prairie

all

is

large "gangs" (so called here) of sometimes one" and two
hundred. They arc easily approached, and shot boih from
horseback and on foot "When the trees are leafleBs, and
winter approaches, they appear in ihe valleys ami fn qnently

may be seen flying across a valley from ridge to ridge to
their roosting-p'lace ; the outline of lb-m is discernible on a
Hear, moonligntnight against the horizon at a great, distance.
Here they attain a large growth, having such a feeding
rar«e

Tue dewberry,

white young.

huckle-

strawberry,

berry, blackberry, etc., which grow pro'usely, serve as food
in the early season, and when grown this mighty region of
mast fattens and fully develops them for the sportsman's gun

and

table.

The

ruffed grouse (pheasant frequently termed,) abound in
numbers; on the hillsides and "the bottoms you can
seldom go far without springing them, and most excellent
sport for the dog and gun can be here enjoyed.
In the
I' Qg time the. woods sound both far and near with their
drumming. This bird is probably the most gamy bird of
America, having more of the epicurean flavor resembling the
red grouse of Scotland
the flesh, however, is as white as
plentiful

:

that of the. quail.

Squirrels to the farmers in this region arc most destructive.

The gray and fox squirrel abound in thousands in many instances when the crop of mast fails, they destroy whole fields
of corn, and farmers employ boys, finding hem rifle and
I

ammunition and one cent per scalp

for

all

killed

around

their fields.

A

farmer told me that lust, spring during corn-planting
lime, squirrels were to be seen, from fifty to a hundred at, a
time, on the fences and around the field, scratching up the
ucwly-plai led grains of corn.
As many a-, twenty have
been treed and killed on one tree; this elm stood alone at
one end of the field. The farmers lose fully a fourth of all
the corn grown annually, by the squirrels, and a good shot
on a squirrel hunt may easily kill in one d iv from ri fly to a
hundred. They also grow very large. There are a. few
blank ones to be seen in the fall, "but ihe.se only occasionally.
Wild pigeons are mostly birds of passage, although they
have their pigeon-roosts sometimes in the mountains, where
thousands can beslaughtersd, and many are killed by. clubs
alone.
The wild pigeons aunnally appear in he fall about
the beginning of October and continue through the winter
I

and spring; they

large!
ugh all
parts of the mountains, flarti g through the air wiih immense
velocity
Frequentlj from twe ty tptbirty may bebmught
down by the double ihot; lie.: !'
lulu in nets in
in

fly

•

I

'

'

large numbers.

Quail abound chiefly in the valleys, being the more domtst cited game bird they are seldom shot at, and as before
remarked, aie never hunted by dog aud gun, therefore, in the
corn fields and meadows skirted with the hazel bush are very
plentiful.
The sportsmen with his pointers or setters and
double gun can enjoy a day's shooting, vary ing bis sport to
that in the mountains.
Rabbits are seldom seen, in fact I have only seen one rabbit during three mom lis in the mountains and valleys; this,
however, is accounted for through the number of f'xesaod
wolves.
The fox is here hunted by do^s alone, as it should
be, and some frequeut good runs occur, Reyn-ird being
generally brought to grief by a pack of half a dozen or so of
UOOd hounds. The wolf, both bl :Ck and gray species, are
"plugged" by the rifle at ad chances, ""as ihey prove
destructive
to
sheep,
of
which every farmer keeps
some, the wool affording Consumption
for
the spinning-wheel, which is seen at. every house, through hill
and dale. When a wolf bunt, is decided ou, in any vicinity, the
hunters join in, and take their stands in various parts of the
hills most likely to he visited by the wolf when hard run
Ihe hounds are well trained to their spurt and work well at
the trail.
Deer here are seldom hunted by dogs, being sO
plen'iful that, any hunter wanting a den will -park" his
rifle, and return in an hair or less" with a fine buck, wilh the
ball planted in the exact, mark behind the shoulder
to me,
however, still-hunting has not the pure charms lhat iB
afforded by the full cry of the dogs, while each hunter is
posted near some branch or range the deer is sure to take,
then with tbe double gun lay him m bis tacks while on the
bound. Others are abundant in the creeks, particularly in
the cotojs, which runs at the foot Of Mineral Mountain, the
water running deeper in this creek than in many others.
Otters here ai lain a larger growth, their skins are reruarkibry
fine and valuable, anil in my Opinion decidedly the richest
fur made up, of eft]
Miuksjalsoare
it) art in.
very abundant add of a dark rich color. 'Coons;
are too numerous to be considered valuable, although the
ooon skin in quantities would Wt il repay the rapper; but
they do not t dee the Iroub'e to catch ibeia.
So abundant
are 'he coons that as many as fourteen were taken one even;

;

ing from off one tree, in a 'coon hunt.
1 have given the sportsman hut a faint idea of actual realiwell
made in these primeval
re sti
bill
knowing th d. such pleasures aiv appreciated ten-fold when
tully enjoyed wilh tint keen mountain air and delicious
springs at the hunter's rump, wliere the sportsman ran recite
,,•.•
',i
mi,
p
C-lOltd rises
and vanishes, and the tang of the hunter reBdimdB through
hill and dale;
zations to be
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The woods abound with their broods unto fall, when they pack, or ga'her in
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old oalc,

greenwood

herein proportion,

as plentiful
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Lo;>o. 1m,!miFjoi,is.
It is repotm-rsin
county have com hi ed to suppress indiscriminate
bunting ever tu ir lands. They will ask the Legislature to
put a stop to the slaving rjf chicken- b$
UOteK aud to
-Hxe.
check the
',
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FOREST AND STREAM.

-

"SOME OLD GUNS THAT

; ;;

many waters,
On many a summer's day,
many a murmuring river,
By many a angled way

"I've angled In

HAVE SHOT."

In
articles in the Fobmt and Stbkam, St. Clair's
LIKEp^r inhisyour
is»ue of Sept. 29ih, headed " Some Old
all

Guns Tual

I

Bit the vjlce o> that brook has never
Lost Its patho- and charm tor me,
As It ripples and ran- forever
To its grave In the mighty sea."

Have Shot," was good

sion to the friends

and
and companions of
;

his touching alluhis

boyhood days

home to the hearts of many Southern readers.
You see so many of ok have la-en through the same experiences.

doubtless went

Like "

St. Clair," I was brought up with the other little
niggers, anti learned to call an old negro woman "Mammy,"
which 1 kept up nil I wasa "great big boy." And whin I
meet her uow (she is n servant iu our aunt's family) I take
off my hat, offer her my hand and call her "Aunt Lucy ;"
calls me Mars William, (for master,) as in the good
old antebellum days.
What a perfect picture "St. Clair" paints of the life of
the Southern sportsman before the war
It carries me back lo the good old ante bellum days of
long, long ago, and awakens many fond recollections of the

andobe

!

Long after the heart-throbs cease that send the blood
through the veins in the band that holds the pen that writes
these lines wilt thou conlinue to flow on and on to thy "grave
in ihe mighty boi." Like the stream described by Byron,

and nowhere as upon thy banks do the wild flowers grow
and blossom so beautifully nowhere do the sweet notes
of the mocking-birds— those sweet woodNud warblers of the
South— sound so sweet and musical as those that inhabit thy
Bibdo.
banks.
Port Bayed, Tenn., October, 1881.

—

and I feel like offering my hand to St. Clair.
As Robert Bnrna said of the many pleasant moments spent
with his " Highland Mary t"

past,

THE SQUIBREL HUNT.

WHEREsharpthey

scenes my memory wakos
And fondly nroodd with miser care
Tune bin the impression deeper makes
As streams their channels deeper wear.

Still o'er those*

are much hunted there is no game so wild,
in hiding and so hard to kill, even when
York. If
as the large grey squirrel of middle
struck to death, and anywhere near a hole in a hollow tree,
they will work their way to it in the death aeony and di>there untouched by the hunter's hand.
The following lines
are a bit of
experience

so

hard

I was alike imerested and amused with St. Clair's discription ot his cane-gun.
I have " been here," too
but perhaps
we had ihe advantage of St. Clair, as an older brother and
myself bad access to a set of tools that enabled us to give our
guns the finishiug touches.
would take a soft piece of
poplar timber and soon fashion it in the shape of a pistol.
Then we would take a gauge and cut a trench in it the whole
length of the barrel, and into this we would put one joint of
a ciine, which was fastened to the stock with leather strips
securely tacked.
The idea was not altogether original with
us.
In an evil hour, our falher, to satisfy our craving for a
"sure enough" pistol, made us one. Little did he dream of
the clandestine raids we would make on his powder canister
to keep our pistol booming!
Hide it? Xes; but it was
useless.
would search the house from cellar to garret
till we found it.
But we grew ambitious.
pistol that only
shot once would not do we must have one that would rattle
away five or Bis limes. The Colt revolver was just beiDg
introduced then, and we said we must have one too that
shot five times.
And we were not long in getting one up, as
the sequel wili show. Like "St. Clair," after first selecting
with great care the joint of a cane that we thought world
bear considerable strain and kick up a big racket, we made a
small hole at the bottom ol ihe joint for a touch-bole. Then
we put in a charge of powder, then wadding, and then shot
and wadding. We then made another touch-hole even with
the wadding on the shot, thtn another load as before, and so
;

New

hit,

my

We

load at the muzzle, apply a live coal to it, discharge
it, and so on all Ihe way down.
expected to fire all the
loads one by one, with great rapidity. The modern Winchester repeater is a toy compared to our weapon, and our
owu invention. It would not do to let aoy one see it.
might get a rjati nt on it.
knew ? We decided to lest
our weapon. It woula not do to practice wilh it publicly.
People might learn the secret of its mechauism. Then they
might warn to know where we got powder to load it from
breech to muzzle.
So we decided lo have a strictly private
trial behind a negro cabin.
I held and pointed it while my
brother burned the end of a small stick till a live coal glowed
on the end of ii, and then touched the priming with it. Dear
reader, many, ninny dajs days have passed since I was
Blartled by the booming of that newly invented weapon, but
the recollection of it is as vivid and distinct as if it were but
yesterday. It roared like a young cannon, and I did not
know whether I was struck by lightniog or a locomotive.
That was the lhst I saw of it. It flew to pieces. The loud
report startled the whole household, and brought our father
to the scene instantly.
"Whtre did you get the powder ?" was the first question
he asked.
And we forgot our little hatchets yes, we forgot 'em and,
forgetting our daily visits to hiB canister, replied; "Jim
Ivey gave it to us"—Jim being an apprentice in a cabinet
shop near by, and a chum of ours.
vVe found that pistols macie of wood would not do. So
between us and three companions we raised money enough
to buy us a "Btire enough" pistol a sicond-hand one.
The
" thumb" on the hammer was accidentally broken off, and it
was with great difficulty that we could pull the hammer back
to a full e. ck
were
we
rompe'led to go to a tree or fence
and prize the hammer back. When I look back now and
think of it, 1 wonder how a crowd of boys could load and
such
shoot
a mechanism without some of" them getting seriously, if not fatally, hurl.
We dubbed our newly acquired
weapon " Old Growler " And it would growl, too. With
the chare es we put in it you might hear it roar ten miles
away. Sunday was our favorite day to practice with '' Old

'tis

shitted,

I

oak-tree, widely spreading.

Casts lis arms grotesque abroad
Oily acorns freely shedding

On

the sere and frosty

Where the beeeh

sod-

tree lofty towers,

And seed maples taller grow,
There the Imp of Satan glowers
On flls weary dupe below.

From his nest-hMe,

Growler.'
But we w< uld take to the woods, away from
people and houses. We were good Masons, and each one
the other would not tall.
I remember one Sunday we
practiced with " Old Grower " at a poplar tree. It would
send a ball out of sight in the Boft bark of the poplar. We
were all greatly elated. We had been firing "Growler" at
hard, seasoned timber, and the balls would rebound and paSB
in cIobb proximity to our heads zip
Why did "Growler" perform so well at times—sink a ball
at times, and thru all oi a sudden fail to sink the ball, which
would come back among us wilh more force than "Growler"
sem it? We solved the problem eventually by observing
that when pa'cbing was used, and the ball forceddown.it
did not come back among us. Finally wea:pired to the possession of a belter weapon, and my brother, who had become
sole owner of '• Old Growler," sold him to a companion for
the enormous sum of ten cents. We then turned our attention to swim m og.
We must know how to swim, and then
we would all be men. Our hearts were as joyous and free
as the mocking-bird's that sils in yonder tree and sings so
sweetly this beautful October morning. His sweet carolings reminds me of the

knew

—

that cheered the soul and revived the drooping Bpirita of the
lonely Bonnivard.
1 could go now right to the spot where we would strip and
plunge into the waler. Ahl dear reader, the many, many
happy moments 1 have since spent upon the banks of that
clear, beautiful little rivulet with rod and reel, and dog and

gua.

slyly peeping,

Watches he the Hunter's eyeKeenest vigil he Is keeping.
For if seen he knows he'll die—
Patience have and seek good hiding,
Till he fancies you have flown,
Then, with nerve and skid abiding,

Who

;

Nashville, Term.

and bring the

Shuot,

EagU's Nest,
•

-Vou.

'I,

ratcal

down

looks like a flag of truce at times.

afternoon, Col. Houston Ruoker, Col. Geo. F.
Hollister,

Ralph Dodd and myself were

seated together, when suddenly the question of rabbit hunting was brought up by Houston Rucker, with ihe following
recollection of the first time he ever saw Col. Akers.
,f
George," slid Houston, "jou were sitting on the side of
the main ro.id leading from Appomatox 0. H. to Lynchburg,
the sourest looking Utile fellow I ever looked at.
The snow
lay a foot deep upon the ground, and a cold, piercing wind
was blowing, yet there you were, with a scanty amount of
Upon closer invesclothing on your back, and bareheaded.
tigation I noticed that your old wool hat was being utilized
by you as a foot warmer, shoes being a part of your toilet
couple of rabbits lay on oneapparently unprovided for.
side of you, and on the other your Uncle Archie Mjoi's
famous hound Monroe, and Daniel Whittaker' s old dog Bryan.
I felt sorry for you, and would willingly have assisted you,
but for the sharp answer you gave me upon the first senlence
of my commiserating speech, 'None of your denied business.
1 have just as much clothes and things as 1 want.'
Do vou remember the circumstance?"
" Yes," replied George, " hunting rabbits barefooted in tbe
snow is no fun; but then when you have no other meat at
home, it's a clear case, and it was many a time that I had to
do it. But now that you have recalled to my mind that day,
I'll try and tell you about the chase I had after those two

A

rabbits.

' Daniel Whittaker loaned me his dog, and a better one
never tracked puss when he opened his mouth, the sweetest
rolled out of it I ever heard, and it not only attracted
the people's attenl ion, but the attention, too, of every wellThis accounts for Monroe
bred hound within lis hearing.
being along, Uncle Archie only allowing me to hunt him once
Ihe morning of Ihe hunt Aunt Milly told me
in a while.
thar was no meat in de house, and dat Mass Bryan specled
sum company dat. day, sich as Mass Whittaker, Jish Davenport, Pardon Hammersly, Wash Hunter, and their wives, and
1 doan' kno how many'mo, so you must do de bes' you kin.
I ain't got no shoos to len' you, but here is a par' ov my thick
wool stockin's, deay'll hlep you mazin' in de snow.'
"I got into my clothes as soon as I could, pulled on the
gaod old cook's hose, and after drinking a bowl of corn meal
coffee, sweetened with maple sutar, sallied forth, followed by
Bryan. Hardly had we got into the road than fresh (racks
of rabbits Were seen everywhere iu the snow, and the old
dog, in his joy at the abundant sign, sat down on his
haunches, stretched forward his neck, with head high in the
air, began a solo that many opera singers might have envied.
I looked at him in admiration, and wondered what would be
Befoie getting through with the first part of
his next move.
bis chant, two or three half-breeds came up, and joined in the
chorus. Looking acrosB the field I saw coming, Monroe. 1
was then sure of good sport, for with those two dogs no
Bryan now began nosing
rabbit on earth could get away.
around, the other members of the pack simply waiting for
orders to come on. They did not have long to wait, as the
leader opened, and with heads down to the snow, the others
;

:

•

In the last few years owing to the way in which wild and
tame pigeons have been slaughteied from plunge trapa at
tournaments and club matches, on account of their scarcity
it has often been found necessary to use something else for
A few clubs indeed have stopped
targets in their stead.
shooting at pigeons alt >gH her, finding as much sport with
glass balls as they wish, besides the latter being cheaper and
allowing more mom y lo be spent in prizes.
On the Pacific coast and in "some parts of the South, the bat
has been used from the trap and seems to answer admirably,
its peculiar flight making many of the crack shots score
quite low at first. These bats are gathered from old barns,
caves and hollow trees by men who make a business of it,
their profit on the hundred being considerab'e.
Blackbirds and sparrows can he used by catching them on
Ab soon as
twigs and branches smeired with bird lime.

from the juice of the holly bark, extracted by
mixed with one-third part live oil.
The crow, which covers in countless flocks the

boiling,

i

I

HUNTING BABBITS FOR THEIR MEAT.
other
THE
Akers, Charley

'

.

caught they should be detatched, their feel cleaned with
sand, and put in large cages or p>'ns. This would be an excellent way to ibin out the number of the Eugbsh sparrows,
which at present fill our parks. The b.rd lime can be made

Ned Buntline,

18S1.

The long tall, white beneath,

melody

»

Editor Forest and Stream

tree to tree

Where the

We

—

;

As from

Quick as shadows, cloud-swept, playhl3 taunting laugh resounding,
While you search the forest o'er.
He from Drauch to branch is bounding,
Glances showing— then no more

We

—

;

SUBSTITUTES FOR PIGEONS IN TRAP SHOOTING.

first

—

'

;

See the banner white,* uplifted
O'er the solter tint of gray,

Hear

on until we put in five loads, by which lime our pistol was
Dhuck full irom breech to muzzle. Our idea was to prime
the

fell into line and the race began.
Before running five hundred yards they caught one rabbit.
" Oil how I wi-hed it had been big enough to do for dinner, as I was nearly half frozen, though as it was not, I
Now, ray lads, George wants
patted the dogs and said,
more meat let's go for it.' They seemed to understand me,
and began hunting in every direction. But game was scarce,
and it was only after scouting several fields that they found
«cent, and away they went, I hobbling along after them the
best I could, tbe stones and ice having alrrady worn the
bottoms out of Aunt Milly's Blockings. 1 was absolutely barefooled.
The chase by this time had grown more exciting,
and I, in my enthusiasm, became heedless of my bodily
The rabbit, tn
sufferings and pushed on as fast as I could.
old stager, proved as wily as reynard.
He would turn, run
At
into holes and evade Ihe dogs in every possible way.
last they pressed him so closely that he made directly toward Bill Bocock's schoolhouse and ihere for a while the
dogs lost him; but after diligent bunting found him in a
hollow log. They barked and kicked up such a rumpus
that the hoys in the school began tittering and squirming
about upon their seats, irritating old Bdl until he came lo
Just at this moment the rabbit
the door to order me away.
ran out of his hiding place (being forced out by a long pole
I had introduced into the lo^) and instinctively took retuge
inside the schoolhouse.
Th>m followed a scene better imagned than described. Bocoek did not tear his hair, as he wss
bald-headed but he cursed me first, then the boys and then tl e
dogs and lastly the rabbit, and was finally compelled to
I got the rabbit
give holiday for the remainder of the day.
number two aDd started for home; and it was going there
My feet having become benumbed with
that you saw me.
I hunied many times
cold I used my old hat as a warmer.
after under no'more favorable C'rcumslances, for when there
or, in other
tfajB meat in the house 1 had other things to do
words, when I went hunting rabbits it was alwayB for their
J. I>. H.
meat."

|

A

—

-.

Leaves are drifting wild In flurries,
Thro' the woodland dark and drear
Swltt the game bird Southward hurries.
Knowing well stern Winter near
But the squirrel staunch remalneih,
Tempting all the Hunter's skill
lie from swearing scarce abstalneth,
Shooting oft, but not to kill

We
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in
winter, has, to my certain knowledge, never been tried, but I
know of no particular re.ison why it shou d not be. Every
morning and evening the flight is seen going to and from
their roosting grounds in a long line that can almost be
measured by miles. Any one lhat has seen a crow's roost at
night knows how easily they could be caught then, no matWhen
ter how acute their senses may be in the nay time.
sprung from a trap, the well-known antipathy of the crow
to man's piesence would cause it lo flyaway from Ihe crowd
back of the shooter in a style that could only be chicked by
the best shots with a hard-hitting gun.
I have heard that quails are occasionally shot from traps, bul I
think Ihis as a practice should be d scouraged, because it w< uld
soon exiend to other game uutil iu time there would be
nothing left that ogs could point or men shoot in the field,
Most
all having been trapped for matches or tournaments.
of our Slates have forbidden trapping game birds, besides
the idea of shooling them from traps is something which
fields

<

every sportsman should condemn.
Of the list of inanimate objects used as a substitute for
pigeons, first in point of public favor is the glass ball. When
four years ago Bogardus utt oduced ithere the shooting fraternity regarded it as a big thing, audit immediately became popular until at present the numerous designs of traps and ba'ls that
Even in
aie sold attest how well it has aken a hold on us.
England they have used it considerably, the matches shot
by Dr. Carver giving many people a cianceto see what they
were like, who had uover heard of ihem before. It lias induced men who would not shoot at pigeons and had no time
to go out of the city for field shooting, to get guns and
take up the practice of breaking the balls, cften becoming
crack shots whpn otherwise they would hardly have known
the breech of their guns from the muzzles.
Among ihe different kinds of target balls manufactured, including the soluble, plaster, glass, rubber, smoking, featherfilled and sanded, 1 think for ordinary purposes the plain
i

I

good as any for special shooting, however,
the others are often vi ry useful.
In the way of traps, the rotary give a great varii ty of
shots, but sometimes throw balls back into the face of the
shooler, which is unlike any sort of game shooting. There ifl
a knack acquired by skillful shots to watch itas the arm revolves, and to call "pull" in time to give hem tlw ball in
any position they wish. The ordinary screened trap that can
be set to throw straight away and quartering shots, is a great
deal more like birds in the field, and ihe new style of using
five of them in imitation of English ground traps is a still
greater improvement
Before the glass ball came into use, only a stick with psper
wings known as tbe gyro pigeon could take the place of live
birds; a modification of this has lately been invented in
Philadelphia, that consists of a spring encased in a paper iepre en tation of pigeon, but which really looks somethiig
like a fish; the whole thing is thrown from a suitable trap.
Holland have brought out on tbe
In England, Holland
market an apparatus in the shape of a pigi on, made of a
inside of this is a glass ball which breaks
light iron frame
whenever the shot srikes it through the frame, the latter of
course being thick enough to remain uninjured. There were
also made solid sheet-iron pigeons to be dipped in whitewash after every shot striking them, in order to remove
the marks. To make these iron pigeons go, they axe at-

glass ball iB as

;

l

&

;

—
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tacbed to a machine consisting of an upstanding rod made
What has Mr. Hubbard to say of this ? It is perfectly imto revolve on its axis, at 1 he lop of which is fixed at right practicable to allow game to be killed out of season to supply
angles an iron croBs-bar which ho'ds a pigeon at each end;
the tables of camping parties. It is game protection we wish,
Turn the crank arranged on to the revolving rod and the and to have it the law must be obeyed/ to the letter. There
pigeons sail around slow or fast at will, uffording single and can be no such thing as a privileged class if we do have,
double shots. Rabbits made of felt for rifle practice, and of game protection is a dead letter, for we cannot enforce laws
iron for the shot-gun, arc hung on an endless cord between partially.
are asked questions I hope to see answered by some
two trees or posts, and made to run up and down by turning
" Why do not the authorities put
a wheel, the iron representations being whitewashed auto- one qualified to satisfy all.
are all trying to do it
matically by a brush every time they come to the end of their down hounding deer ?"
But
run.
why do " visiting sportsmen" persist in breaking our laws ?
Within the last few months the clay saucer, or pigeon as We do not thank you for bringing your money into our State
to tempt guides to break our laws, for we believe the reit is called, has been sold a good deal to clubs, it being a reproduction in another form of a clay bird m^de some time ceiver equally guilty with the thief.
"What right have
previous.
The principle of the clay saucer has been fre- wardens to enforce one part of the game law and neelect
quently mentioned in your paper, but to auy one v^ho has another ?" Is that proved ?
" What right have wardens to see only one class of persons
never seen it work the skimming of a clam shell gives an
and overlook their nwn townsmen?" I hope Mr. Stilwel
exact idea of its flii-ht.
In the above list, are substitutes for the pigeon at trap will answer this, for we know that an Indian, by the name
of Kutehum, has a camp at Mopang Lake and is accused of
shooting I hope some of our sportsmen will continue to use,
and others who have hitherto patronized tournaments will having hounds, or that he allows Bangor men to keep bounds
take up in place of the wild birds used there, if indeed they at bis camp for the purpose of runuing deer into Mopang
really mu-t have an annual State match.
Your editorial, Lake. I know Mr. Stilwell has had his eye upon these
We ate constantly watching our law breakera, and
published a few weeks ago, I think will convert the ideas of parties.
if Mr. H. will look over the Reports of the Commissioners
of many who have hitherto been its warmest advocates, and
of Fish and Game of Maine, he will find his assertions need
Sn another season or two no more will cause the name of
sportsmen to be held in suspicion by the press of the country, qualifications, to say the least.
sportsmen of Maine think we have a right to make
as our last tournament at Coney Island did.
Colin.
our own laws for game protection, and enforce them and,
more, we think we shall.
As "visiting sportsmen" are
SUCCESSFUL
SPORTSMEN.
bound to trample upon us with their hounds, I advocate
" no quarter for the dogs."
I hope to see a more efficient system for game protection,
Roohebtkk, N. T., Nov. 18.
'

;

We

We

We

;

ROCHESTER

and do not doubt we

Editor Forest and Stream:
So many of your correspondentsarethis year writing about
the scarcity of game that I thought something in another tone
would be acceptable to many of your readers as an antidote
to the gloomy state of mind caused by so many reports of ill
1q this vicinity the fall shooting of migratory birds
luck.
has been better in some respects than it had been for years.
Woodcosk shooting was about as good as could be desired.
Among several excellent bags the best I have heard of was
one of thirty-seven birds shot north of Brockport, in this
county, by One matt in a day. He hunted in aregion that
has long been famous for its fall woodcock shooting. The
birds, it is believed, cross Lake Ontario from Canada, and
stop in the first favorable cover they find after their long
Every year some lucky fellow has a
flight over the water.

have visited Canada and Michigan

parties
this fall.

from this
Of indi-

MAINE WARDENS AND VISITING SPORTSMEN.

AM glad

Mr. Hubbard has spoken, for it is an important
and one that interests us greatly in Eastern Maine.
labored for years to have our game protected and
now to have it the commodity of a class opposed to us,
and who have made us all the trouble they possibly could,
I have no sympathy for an officer who fails
is a bitter pill.
do his duty- I know our county wardens, as a class, are
1
a failure, anil am satisfied that the appointment of local
wardens is a mistake yet I am certain it is not so in all
cases.
That Mr. Hubbard should abuse our Commissioner
Stilvvell, in such an ungeutleinanly and unsponsmanly manI am satisfied
ner, is perfectly unjustifiable in a visitor.
Mr. Stilwell is a gentleman, and an honorable man and I
have no reason to fiud fault with him as an officer,
The animus of Mr. Hubbard's communication is apparent.
Mr. Hubbard clearly ignores Maine's sportsmen, and can
see none save "visiting sportsmen" and "gentlemanly
guides" east of the " Hub ;" and, more, they must be a privileged class, because they, the " visiting sportsmen," have the

I
We have

subject,

;

1

;

favor of enforcing our laws, can object to my old friend,
H> n. E. M. Stillwell'8 'vigorous 'etterfrom Maine," which
appeared in your paper a few weeks ago, unless it might be
some one who had killed a moose or d erin close time and pa d
;

too dear for the whistle.

—

some have whisky.
Let ua see how the thing stands to-day. Sportsmen of
Maine are doing their best to preserve the game, and have
done so for years. The sporUmen of Maine are composed
of as good material as can be found in auy Slate, and are

We have been for years obliged to contend with "gentlemanly guides," market hunters, middlemen, cheap landlords, whisky smugglers, deer hounders,
crust hunters, " visiting sportsmen" and various other nondescript specimens of the human raca
No this time we are sensitive, and feel that our " visiting
sportsmen" have insulted us. I do not know that Mr. Hubbard is one of the members who came from Massachusetts
Messrs. Howe,
The facts are as follows
last month.
Weymouth Bros, and others from Merrimack and vicinity,
numbering eight, with five dogs or hound*, came to Cherryfield; they were met by the Shopper Bros., guides, residents of Beddmat'iu, who conveyed them to Cranberry Lake,
where they found quarters in Isaac Albee's logging camp;
and there they were joined by a party from East .Machias.
A deputy warden appeared and found the hounds chained
and in the care of a keeper. Trie parly set at defiance the
law, but being watched, were somewhat troubled; but by
the aid of the Bast Machias party, the Shopper Bros, and a
Northfield man, who was camped at the Sabor, they eluded
the warden and got a few days' run with the dogs into Little
Sabor Lake. Report has it they killed bLs deer.
entitled to respect.

j

:

1

think the letter expresses the senhas had the honor to be Commis-

timents of every man who
sioner of Fish and Game in Maine.
They are certainly
mine. As to the honesty of the Wardens, if there are those
who can be hired to break the game laws would it not he
better (if not more honorable) to inform the Commissioner
so they could get them removed or dealt with as they deserve rather than attack them through the press?
As to the enforcement of the game laws, I do not pretend
they are enforced in every case, as there are some which I
presume we know nothing about. Maine forests are large
our means are small poachers, lam sorry to say, are too
numerous, though a goodly share come from outside of
Maine. But I assure ihe writer, and also gentlemen and
sportsmen interested in the protection of our fish and game
in Maine, that we shall do all in our power to convict any
person who kills our fish and game in clnse time, whether
he calls himself gentleman or plebeian. And I would earnestly request any gentleman who knows of any violation of
the game laws in Maine, to give us the information and name
of witnesses, and we will bring the offenders to conviction if
possible.
Several have been convicted this fall for killing
moose, deer and caribou. Cases are good for six years past,
of which we hope to prove in the near future.
1 am sorry to say the writer is correct about the hounds,
but am happy to inform him they have not all come out of
"the woods alive.
To the sportsmen who visit our State, we bid you welcome.
Her woods and waters are free and open to you.
are
happy to give you all the assistance and information in our
power, and we feel confident that no person entitled to the
name of gentleman will willingly catch our fish or kill our
game in close time.
Henry O. Stanley, Comr. of Fish and Game.
t

—
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weather having apparently brought out late litters. There
were no woodcock in the Middlesex swamps in October,
their feeding grounds being dry, but a few are found now in
the sprouts. English snipe have been plenty in some parts
of the State, and I fou'.d a few of 'hem last week al ng the
bottoms near Great Egg Harbor. Squirrels have not been so
thick in many years as this season, and, with no drawback,
they will furnish unusual sport next year. There are plenty
of ducks along shore, but on account of the mild weather
they do not "draw," and our gumiers come home light. The
pheasant and quail are the only game that need special atshould have a close season for a year or two,
tention.
and close attention to the law-breakers. In many sections
the hucksters and store-keepers buy up snared birds as openly
as they do poultry and eggs.
A.

We

PHILADELPHIA NOTES.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov.
at

of fowl appear to be redheads.
Few canvas backs have arrived on the flats, owing no dou't to the mild weather. I
made inquiry this week among the poulterers, to whom a
great part of the ducks shot at this point are sent, and
learned that a very large proportion reaching thun are redheads. Blsck heads, strange to say, ere in a minority
the
reverse is almost always the rule.
Quail are here selling- on
the streets, in the hands of "hawkers of the curbstone," at
$4 per dozen. I have yet to hear from a returning sportsman that good quail shooting has been enjoyed. One I met
this a. m, stated he had been gone a week, found four covers,

—

and bagged, after hard hunting, twenty birds.
The way your journal is talking against the immense
slaughter of pigeons at bippodroming tournaments is meetWhile gentlemen who wish to practice
ing with favor here.
between seasons at pigeons from the trap will still continue
to do so, they are, I think, unanimous in favoring the saving
of the large amounts of money expended at these shootings
by gun clubs and sportsmen's associations, and devoting it
to the preservation and increasing of our game birds.
Word was sent to Philadelphia last week from Lower
Delaware and Maryland, that a large flight of woodcock had
reached these points. A number had been killed by resident
sportsmen, but we have not heard of any of our Philadelphians making any bags.
Would you believe that a few rail birds can still be killed
on our flats? The weather has not been aevere enough, it
appears, to drive the lazy stragglers southward.

"Down the bay," duck shooters say, the yearly flock of
that appears in the Delaware, below Bombay
Hook, has not yet shown itself. For the past four years
these fowl have regularly presented themselves in our waters,
and are little troubled by our market shooters from the fact
Homo.
that there is no sale for them in Philadelphia.
snow geese

THE DECREASE OF GAME

many

inquiries

and

replies to the above,

and

until in your last issue (Oct. 20) your correspondent, from
Columbus, O., has the precise cure. He says he bad it from
an old Californian frend. I gave this to Dr. Fonda, then of
Lafayette, Ind., in 1858, who went to California about 1860
perhaps the same gentletnnn your Columbus friend alludes to.
I wrote to the old Spirit of the Times in 1850 or '57, stating
that 1 had tried all means to prevent rust inside the ban els, and
had f ound that in using Hazard's Electric Powder, and after
a day'sshootingi could wipe the gun outside dry and after rub
over with an oily rag ; put it in a dry place, and then not
touch the inside for so many days, weeks or mouths, as you
please.
Before using it again wipe out the barrel then of a
brownish powdered ash and they will be aa bright as any

—

—

with whitening.
A Mr. Baker, of Charleston, S. O, then ridiculed the
idea of a fine gun being put away without cleaning, but I
replied again to all sportsmen of these United States to try
my plan, and I would guarantee the perfect state of barrels,
even after any time.
My gun then being a muzzle-loader, this made it almost
impossible to often wash it out, and to adopt any kind of
oiling, to prevent rust; but with muzzle-loaders we had to
use water, driving it through the nipples. With the breechloader I would never use a drop of water. Put your gun
aways after a day's shooting " in a dry place." Wipe well
the outside,

might

rust.

aa the perspiration of the hands, or salt air,
After thoroughly wiping dry, add a little oil,
and then pass over the barrel a dry

BIRDS.

Wbstohestek, N. Y.
:

I have found that my experience in hunting for game
birds of all kinds about the city this fall is the same as expressed by Mr. Holberton, in his letter in your issue of
Oct. 27.
Tuesday, Nov. 1, I tramped through a good part
of Westchester county, and although 1 found excellent
cover and suitable feeding places for grouse, quail and woodcock, not a bird did I see in a whole day's tramp. I met
plenty of men from the city, however, who were having ine
"sport" shooting robins, blackbird' chipmunks, etc., and
tearing down fences and destroying things generally.
One
party of Italians, eleven strong, marched through the woods
blowing tin whistles "to charm the leetle birds," and shooting at every living: feathered creature, from a chippy-bird to
Skkec a.
a farmer's boss gobbler.
1

,

steel polished

either coal oil or sperm,

17.

Havre de Grace since the opening
shooting
THEdayduck
has been on the average good, but the main body

Editor Forest and Stream

probably not one out of twenty has been correct in their use,

King.

JERSEY,

HAVE

Oct. 27, 1881.

Editor Forest and Stream :
I have seen

NEW

IN

been at some psins to ascertain the truth in regard to the amount of game in the central and lower
parts of this State, and submit the result. The severe winter
told fearfully on the quail.
I have been out with good dogs
in Middlesex, Mercer, Monmouth am Atlantic counties, and
am convinced that the quail were decimated by the prolonged
snow fall. I mean by this that not one bevy can be found
this year where there were ten last year, but the open summer
has made the broods larger. Pheasants d d not suff. r from
the winter, and are plenty in their usual haunts, except that
in some sections they are rapidly being exterminated by trapping and snaring, which is openly and extensively carried on.
This is particularly tiue of the shore counties. In one day's
tramp in Atlantic county I found as many as twenty quail
traps, and this too in the jurisdiction of the famous West
Jersey Protective A-sociation.
By the way, I find that this
association is very unpopular, as the farmers seem to believe
that all the organization does is to sell licenses to PhiladclpDia pot-hunters
Rabbits are very abundant, but many of
them are hardly large enough to shoot, the prolonged open

I

RUST SPOTS IN GUN BARRELS.

;

money

Old Tug.

This for the outside. The inside is protected by the
cloth.
lining of powder, which becomrs in a day a fine ash powder.
to show you a test of this
ban els, of the finest
laminated steel, after baviDg been used twenty-five years,
were altered to a breech-loader by Messrs. Read
Sons, who
stated on examination (previous to al ering them) that they
were in perfect condition, aDd remarkably well preserved,
even if for ten years, much more than for twenty-five years.
Therefore 1 recommend all to try this simple but sure" cure
for rust spots in gun-barrels.
As to water, then oil, you can
never prevent rust, if you work at them for a week. Therefore, your correspondent of Columbus, O., is right.

is in

Neither the four-footed vermin nor the partridge fly, nor
the red squirrel, nor man, has killed off all the ruffed grouse

viduals John C Lighthouse was most successful, he having
E. R.
killed Beven deer and a wolf in Michigan.

all.

.-

viously.

they muBt have firedr
Three or lour successful deer huiting

—one and

Statb of Mains,
)
Department of Fisheries and Game,
Dixfield, Nov. 15.
)
Editor Forest and Stream :
I notice in your paper of Nov. 10 an article from Lucius
L, Hubbard entitled "Maine Wardens and Visiting Sportsmen," reflecting on the enforcement of the game laws, honesty of Maine Wardens, etc
I have had the honor of being one of the Commissioners
of Fish and Game, for Maine, since 1872, with the exception
of apart of the years of 1879 and 1880, and have never allowed my name to appear in print in any controversy pertaining to the fish and game, as generally it is no advantage
to the cause.
But when the hor esty of our guardians of the
fi-h and game is assailed, a word in defense I do not think
amiss.
I do not see how any gentleman and sportsman who

There was some very good snipe shoooting here this fall
also, and several bags ranging from fifteen to thirty are reported. One of my friends found them very abundant on
corn fields where he had not seen a snipe for years pre-

in this part of the State yet. Three of my friends came
back from a two days, search for ruffed grouse this week, and
brought with them forty fine grouBe.
The most extraordinary shooting of all was performed by
three men from the city a few days ago on the wide waters
It is an expansion of the
three miles from the Court House.
Erie Canal containing 30or 40 acres in whichducks sometimes
drop in. Scores of men are constantly firing on its banks and
no day passes that half a dozen shooters fail to make it a visit
The three men in question went out carrying twelve pounds
There chanced to be
of shot, with muzzle-loading guns.
three ducks on the water and the wild fowlers began to blaze
at them, and. as the birds seemed to be infatuated and would
not leave, the shooters discharged all their shot, finally killing two of the ducks. You can calculate how many shots

shall.

Let us protect the game
Machias, Nov. 15, 1881.

big shoot in that region.

citv

—
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Middletown. Codu., Nov. 18—-Editor Fertst and Sfr
have been very much interested in the discussion in recent

numbers of your paper in relation to the great decrease of
game birds. About here, by snaring and specially by the
i

<>f the " tick," the rufiVd gn.use had nearly but n exThe last severe win er cut off most of the quail,
terminated.
while many of the survivors are believed not to have bred,
remaining together in packs during the summer. One <.f

ravages

Yode

Sobboeibeeb.

Editor Forent and Stream: I've just returned Imm a twoweeks' sojourn with the ruffed grouse in Northern Pennsylvania.
Found the birds very scarce indeed. Almost all
of the birds killed were old cocks and " we" found quite a
large share of them by listening to their drumming, and then

—
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working them up.
kill

from

ten to

possible to

WILD FOWL AT MONT AUK.

In localities where usually I could easily
in B day— and all flying— it was imre 'him five 01 six in a hard day's work,

Grkenpout, L.

and count in one or Iwo "p •-shuns" at that. The farmers
say hat verj few young birds were batched this spring; and
they say that ihey bad the same trouble with domestic
fOWls.
B(.'S A SA.

I.,

Nov.

14.

Editor Fc7r.it and Stream :
I have just got information from a captain of one of the
fishing steamers that there is now good gr tss-feed in the Great
Pond at Montauk, and that some 300 geese were seen there
by h m some ten or twelve days since. If this is so, and I
have no reason to roubt it, there will again be first-rate
shooting at Montauk for ducks and geese.
A dozen years since, and long before that time, Moutauk
was the greatest resort for wild fowl in the Northern Coast.
The waters of the Great Pond (400 acres) were ihea fresh,
and the grass feed abundant, and I have been told by an old
gunner here that he always found the pond alive with wild
fowl, especially with geese.
He says there must have been
there some ten thousand geese at a look.
Since that time the pond has been leased to eelers, who
have opened an inlet admitting the entrance of the salt-tides
of the bay, which has killed out the fresh grass, and of
course furnished no feed for wild-fowl.
Moutauk has, within a couple of years, been purchased at
auction =ale by a Mr. Arthur Benson, of Brooklyn, for the
sum of $150 000, ami we presume the pond' has been closed
up against the salt-tides by his direction. If so. he merits
from all gunners a vote of thanks, provided he allows fowlers

i

—

HHjttt Forest and Stream
In your journal I never
have seen any intimation that the decrease was ever
owing to an epidemic disease, to which I think the
Rasorials are liable similar
speedy woik to
in
its
what is called on the Pacific Slope the "chicken
cholera," where whole roosts
are
sometimes
found
dead in Hie morning. The only sign evident to the
unscientific observer is a lack of blood" in the body, and a
small clot at or in the heart.
Having hud, within the fifty
years agone, many dogs, whose ruling passion was to retrieve,
they would bring me everything that was dead: and when
not too ardently engaged, I would examine to Bee if the birds
had been shot or killed by their natural enemies. I occasionally found that there were no marks of either, but that
the flesh was without blond, though I do not remember but
one instance where the blood was at the heart. 1 once saw
a gray eagle fall dead a few yards from me, after I had
Watched his circles some time." His body was also bloody,
but there was in his throat a long clot about the size of a
lead pencil.
As it is well-known that "hole broods of birds
suddenly disappear, and also all the birds from entire localities, I thought a word to show that, there may be other
causes than of injudicious hunting and natural enemies.
Yolumns could and should be written on the preservation of
game by the destruction of tu< ir natural foes, and why any
people calling themselvt s sane should toster and encourage
these foes puzzles a Vetkean Obskhvbk.
:

—

free use Of the shooting-ground.

a Mr. Arthur Benson in Boston, years ago, and
a college friend of his, but had lost sight of him for a
perhaps this is the same.
Isaac MoLellajj.

long period

;

Wisconsin

Notes— Menomonee,

Nov. 14.— Just
has never once let up since let's
Wis.,

—

think of a rain-storm that
see, since— well, that has hardly ever letup, since the chickenshooiing season opened, Aug. 15. Rain, rain, week in, week
n
snowing now, just think, I say. of that, and then
out,
expect sporting news if you can. The ducks have civen us
the most complete surprise party of the season.
The continual rain-fall swelled the slreams till the Chippewa "ran
over," inundating whole farms and chiving families from
home to seek safety on higher grounds. Slacks of hay and
sheaves of grain floated here and there, while bending and
nodding to the surging waters Blood fields of ripe corn, in
which mu'tiiudes of mallards floated and feasted.
Many
hundreds of mallards werekdled.'^One incident— Dr. Granuis
started merrily, singing cheerily, gazed at the thousands of
circling ducks wonderiiudy,
stalked through the water
bravely, stumbled fearfully, got, welted thoroughly, discharged his gun underwater accident ly, it bursted immediately, and was ruined completely.
The dog poisoner has
secured enough victims to satisfy the most exacting. Several
valuable dogs have recently been poisoned, of which three
have died. Sam McKahau's old pointer, Dxk, died lately
from the effects of a pistol wound, given by some smart
Aleck.
Dick hsd hunted faithfully during* ten seasons.
Rifles are now in great demand.
Deer and bear appear to he
plentiful enough to furnish our hunters much sport.
Venison is now arriving in market; and last week I saw the carcass of a bear, weighing about 300 pounds, that was killed
within a few miles of here.
Wolves are killing sheep in this
vicinity, foxes are barking and wild cats are Equalling. Plenty
of sport here for one who has time to seek it.
Id u.
'

STATE PIGEON 1 OURNAMENTS.
Editor

Forest,

Wateebury, Conn., Nov.
and Stream;

16, 1881.

The

practice of making the annual meetings of your State
Association for the Protection of Game the occasion of a
pigeon shooting lournamen seems to be so generally deprecated by aU true sportsmen that 1 am not surprised that the
better class of that association desire that its name be so
changed as to indicate its real purpose and business.
It would seem to be obvious that the association is directly
responsible for the cruel practices which result from the
offer, at high prices, to buy netted pigeons.
Such a market
for the birds induces hundreds of professional trappers to
follow them to their nesting places, Will re ihey ba'e and net
vast numbers of them while reating their young, which
young are of course left to starve. If this is not revolling
cruelty what, name will you give it ?
We should feel reluctant to call that man a sportsman who
"would deliberately shoot the mother of a brood of youngquail, or catch trout from their spawning beds, and, worse
still, leave such trout to decay on the ground: and it ought
to he regarded as unsportsmanlike, as well as cruel and barbarous, to kill purely for sport.
I had no intention of obtruding my criticism upon the
act of your Siaie Association when I commenced this
letter, but simply, as I now do, suggest that there is a short
way to au effectual remedy for the evil about which so many
complain viz., by enacting a law similar to one passed by
the Connecticut Legislature in 1875, which provides, among
other things, that '-No person shall let loose or suffer to escape from any trap, net or other place of confinement, or
from any method of restraint, or expose in any way any
bird or fowl of any kind, for the purpose of having such
bird or fowl shot, or shot at for sport, gain or trial of skill of
marksmen, or ether purpose, or to be shot or shot at, at
1

—

any shooting match."
[Such a law would include in

W.
its

prohibition also small

pigeon trap-shoots, which are very different affairs from the
immense tournament. There is no call to pass a law against
such matches.]

DAKOTA TERRITORY GAME.
Lowek Bkpxe, D.

T.,

Nov.

7.

M

Eli

BBUTX

An Eagle Cahi bbb a Pikb— Greenwich, Conn., Nov. 16.
—Last week Mr. Freeman, of Occuro, while standing by a
i

mill pond near that place, saw an eagle take a large pike, or
pickerel es they are called here.
The bird swooped and took
the fish with its claws, instead of diving for it.
The pike
squirmed ami twisted bo that the eagle, which had at onee

hsdtoletgo
bird at once flew after it,
again in its talons, shot

Then, undoubtedly from

up

its

grip.

The

fell and the
and, taking it

fish
it,

into the air to a lofty height,
accord, the osprey let the
long fall of course killed the

own

and followed it. The
and the eagle then picked

flsh fall
fish,

its

pounced upon

it

Pennsylvania Woodcock Score — Rush, Pa., Nov.
—1 break my own dogs and take pride and pleasure in the

A
10.

pastime.
Wednesday morning, Nov. 2, dawned, not bright
and clear, but with a " mist on the mountain" and a threafning sky. Nevertheless an hour's drive took me to an alder
coppice six miles away, in which I knew a brood of woodcock had been hatched and reared. With Snap, my sixmonths' old red Irish setter at my heels, who never saw a
game bird untd last July and who never was out with the
gun to exceed a half dozen times in all, 1 struck for the thicket,
in crossing a bridge, just before reaching the main ground, I
cut off my dog in a small patch of willows, and was gratifli
to see him on a dead point almost the instant he crossed the
fence.
1 quickly followed, and as I approached within a
couple of rods up sprang a magnificent cock with a defiant
whistle, but dropped to my shot and was handsomely retrieved
by my setter. I then struck the main ground, and in two
hours viz., from 8 o'clock a. m. to 10 a. m. bagged in nine
consecutive shots nine cock, shooting at every bird that rose,
six over points and three flushed by myself, all in thick
cover, which we here think remarkable shooting.
I am glad
to see the efforts of sportsmen's clubs andsporlsmen generally
in behalf of the introduction of foreign game birds, but think
in most instances the money and labor could be used to better advantage and with more satisfactory results toward the
distribution of our native birds, say the quail and pinnated
grouse for the Eastern and Middle States. The suggestions,
however, of a correspondent in a recent cumber to try the
different varieties of game birds of China and Japan would,
without doubt, prove successful as to some varieties, and
would, I think, meet with the approved and hearty support
W. W. MoO.
of sportsmen throughout the land.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Ducks, geese and sandhill, or whooping crane, have been
here in countless numbers this year. The farmers who live
in the vicinity Of Red Lake, who did not gather their com
early, have had if nearly destroyed by the cranes and geese.
As fine shooting (or them as can be found in this country can
be had at Red Lake, about six miles from Chamberlain, the
present terminus of the 0.
& St. Paul R. H., ou the Missouri River.
Yearly all kinds of ducks are found there, and
an E istern sea fowl is no more to be compared to the mallard
or the teal shot here than an old squaw is to their black or
dusky duck. I shot teal yesterday that were as fat as butter, and broiled over a good hot lire it is a tidbit for a king.
Pintail grouse, called bv the people here prairie chicken,
are rath'. r scarce just about here, though they are getting
down on the river in considerable quantities, and I think
will give the boys a chance to try their small-bore rifles
shooting them from the trees when winter sets in.
Deer must be very plenty, judging from the signs which
are all about on this side of the liver. They have been
hunted but very little this fall, and the snow las', winter being so deep kept the hunters from going out. I shot a splendid buck while duck limiting on a creek, and wounded a doe
with my shotgun. One of our chiefs has been out and
killed fourteen deer and a large number of beaver, which
are very plenty on the creeks and along the river hanks.
Chamberlain boasts of as good a hotel as can be found on
the river, the Brule House, kept by Mr. Austin, who will
treat the sportsman to the best that the country affords.
Lov,

I
'

up and flew away.— W,

24, 1881.

common use. Moreover, the boxes are so made as
one within another, so that the four, when on the

—

to nett
vessel,

take up, practically, no more room than me. The platforms,
instead of being one solid piece, or four pieces hooked together at the corners of the boxes, are made in t^o pieers
hinged together at the foot and head of IhG box, so that when
taken from the water mid on board they can be folded together, occupying but little room.
In order to keep the
platform firm, two stout iron bars are fastened to rings in
diagonally opposite corners of the platform, and these bars,
when it is in tuewater, swing.aeross the toot and head, and are
held in position by stout hook staples. Thus the p alforra is
held stiff enough and yet yields somewhat, to the motion of the
water. The box is held in position by Btout buttons attached
to the platform, and has a rim which projects an inch or two,
thus making the box much drier than it otherwise would he.
As at present intended to be used, the batteries are without
wings, but material for adding these appliances will be taken
South with the batteries.
are inclined to think that they
will be found necessary for much of the shooting at Kitty
Hawk, and especially for the brant shooting.
t

We

We

Arkansas Notes— Pine

Bluff, Ark., Nov. 14.—
have
this State, simply from the fact that game
so p'entil'ul that it is not necessary to restrict
the lovers of the rod and gun.
This is the season for deer to
run.
One day, last week, one of the boys went out, early in
the morning four or five miles from town
took a stand and
presently killed a doe.
Walking in the direction from
which she came, about a hundred yards, he took another
stand, and soon had the satisfaction of seeing a buck with
head down on a fast run on the trail of the doe. He killed
him, pursuing this course: Moving up the trail at the
shooting of each deer, he succeeded in killing sis bucks
within two hours. This is not au unusual occurrence. Day
before yesterday, W. O. Owens, with his Irish setter Fred,
killed forty-eight quail from 10 a. m. to 3.-30 i: u.
I see in
your paper that some Eastern clubs are desinous of securng
live quail for restocking their grounds.
1 sec every day or
two dozens and dozens of live quail brought in by ur
farmers, and I am sure if they were to apply to the prq er
party here, he could secure them any number, at a
->w
Brant, geese, ducks, snipe, plover and turkeys ire
rate.
plentiful, while deer and quail aTe too numerous to menti in.
packs
of
We have full
bear, deer and foxhounds, a g iod
supply of pointers and setters, rubber boots and dug-outs.

no game laws in
of

We knew
was

[Noyembkb

lighter, more easily handled, and less liable to he injured by
a blow or a jar, than the ordinary boxes of wood which are in

twenty

kill ni

—

all

kinds

is

;

Akkansaw.

—

—

New Hampshike Colebrook, N. II.. Nov. 7. We have
had a very successful season wi h all varieties of game, and
as far as non resident sportsmen are interested the season is
at an end.
Some few are annoying us with proposals to
come up and hunt with dogs, saying they prefer that mode.
I hope they will not be offended
if "liny
receive short
answers. Still hunti rs will always be welcome, but we do
not wish to have men drive away all they cannot kill of the
remaining moose and caribou, of which I have taken some
five heads at early twilight.
No sportsmen have killed game
in jack-light this year in New Hampshire, as far as I can
obtain information.
Ruffed and Canada grouse arc both
abundant, and tame enough. I have mid no difficulty in
getting five males, with dust shot, for spe liens.
One fine
buck has been killed since snow camera the Connecticut
Lakes. Snow buntings have arrived. Nei .Norton.

Wb

Abe Glad That

We Do

—

Not Live Among Them

Frankford, Pbila., Pa., Nov 6.— Editor FofeMtmd Stream:
lama good judge of "pot-shooters," as we have 1 ot
em
in my neighborhood.
We have people, who call th
yes
men, who shoot woodcock in May, June, July, August— in
fact, any time tbey can find them."
They kill quail in midsummer; and kill rabbits whenever they lind ihein. They
go gunning every Sunday. They have iio regard for game
laws, laws of man, or laws of God.
I suppose every locality
has this kind of people but I think my country can heat all
others.
We have not very much shooting this fall. Birds
are very scarce ; but I believe rabbits are pretty plentiful,
;

j

Dootor.

[We

extend our sympathy to the Doctor. If we were in
we should emigrate to some more favored clime.]

his place,

—

Tennessee Lite Fowl. I am surprised to see that live
have been offered for sale, as the law prohibits the
At this end of the State we have
worked hard to get some kind of protection, and I know it
quail

taking of live quail.

only necessary to intimate to your valuable paper that the
law prohibits the taking of live quail. The law is silent
upon the subject for stocking purposes, and possibly would
be construed as no violation. They frequently are sold in
this city, coming from Georgia (where, as I am infoimed,
there is no game law), and can be purchased from our
dealers— D. 3. D.
is

—

—

To Makk

a CnoKE-BoiiE Scatter Quebec, Can, Nov.
Forest ei/ul Stream: In your issue of the 10th
li.
inst. 1 notice in the column devoted to Answers to Correspondents that G. N. B., Delphos, Kan., asks how to make

—

Fit/ tor

his choke-bore gun scatter (I presume he means for near
shooting). Let him try this plan. Load with same quantity
of powder and shot as usual in fact, it he wishes he can
use 3 drains powder, 1} ounce shot, but divide the charge of
shot in two parts by a thin card wad between. In W. W.
Greener's new work, "The Gun and its Development,"
page 439, he recommends dividing the shot in three parts.
1 only divide my shot in two, and find it serves the purpose
excellently.
I am using a 10-bore
one barrel cylinder, the
other choked weighing only If pounds, built expressly for
me, and I am perfectly delighted with its performance. For
duck I use 4 drams powder and 1£ ounces of shot, loaded in
the ordinary way; but for woodcock and snipe, at reasonably
clo:e quarters, dividing the shot is a decided advantage.
I
was directed to do this bv Lefaucheau, of Paris, France,
from whom I purchased my first breech-loader 15 years ago.
It was a 16-bore pin-fit c gun, and did good work in its day,
but never equal to mv new Greener hammerless gun.— J. N.
;

—

—

Gregory.

TriE Liff, Station Employees— Lynn, Mass., Nov. 18th.—
Editor Fared arid Stream: I notice a communication signed
I do not know him, ami I do not. like the ileal he
gives the worthy men attached to the Life Saving Stations
along the New Jersey coast, for I doubt very greatly that
their duty is neglected by their attention to gunning.
They
are bandy, and should be allowed the same chance with the
rest of us, who can afford to indulge in the glorious, but in
these days expensive, sport.
I believe in the regular sportsman's game, every one for himself.
If you arc lazy and do
not turn out, don't blame the map that has been on the
grounds three or four hours before you woke up. So says
one who has beeu there, and stayed all night.

" Colin."

Sotmrb Dbal. \2
Shooting at Rangeley Lakes— Bethel, Me.,
David T. Haynes shot a large caribou on or
Nov.
bear the Cupsuptuc River a few days ago. The horns
measured some three feet apart, and branched out in many
points wonderfully.
The meat weighed near four hunThere, being a little snow now on the
dred pounds.
affords the hunters fine sport in following up
ground
bears, which are being shot or trapped in many pans of the
Caribou, deer and many specimens of smaller
lake country.
Cahiboi'
II.

it,

game
Something New in Battkhibs.—Four batteries recently
bu It for niem'ji rs of the Kitty Hawk Club, and to be used
s in North Carolina for duck and hraut shootat iheir grou
ing, have some new features which deserve mention.
The
mi st important improvement introduced is in the boxes,
which are made of galvanized iron, and are thus much

— Mr.

are also being taken.
Ruffed grouse are v t ry plentiful
aud afford fine- sport to all who desire it.

this season,
J. G.

R.

Texas Deep. Law.—The Texas

Legislature at its last
session amended the deer law, so that it now applies to
males, and not alone to females as former!

—

;

November

FOREST AND STREAM,

24, 1881.]

- Tits Fowl at Cubrituok.—
Thfre was a heavy frost at
Currituck on the night of Nov. 14, and gunners all did well
the folowing day. Pri Bpecs for getting the birds to market
in good order are better than ihey have been hitherto.
Oa'y
a few club members had started down up to that lime, but
the la?t of last week a numoer of geptlemen left for the
grounds.
We hope to hear repor' s before long of fair hags,

333

Mr. "Otter" Alfred, Mr. Arlington, and others undertook
the expedition.
The cause is undoubtedly a worthy one.
the very nai ure nf the Fport the brotherhood nf the
angle include a consuli rable proporti »n of poor men. Of the
ind certified members oi the angling clubs of the
metropolis probably more than a hall fi
»hal is, for the
sake of convenience, kn w» as ihe wage-earning class
They
"
populous city pent" during lie long Injurs of the
ore in
working week, and spend the little leisure Ihey have in a
pastime than Which none is more itfnoceht, none more refreshing to the overworked, none more associated with the
humanizing influences of all that is sweet and soothing in
nature. The Anglers' Benevolent Si cu-ty is int.
the needy in their distress, and the thanks of the club3 are
due to Mr U. B. Marston, the proprietor and editor of the
Cfaeette, for Ihe lime aud trouble he has unselfishly
devoted to its success.
The tournament of Saturday, by

From

I

MimnoAS

TrtAT

Dicer

Hunt— East

Saginaw, Mich.,
with great luck owing to
continued bad weather, too many likes for he deer to run
to, accidents to dogs, etc.. but as" we didn't go to hunt for
meat, but to have a good social time, we had it, and all returned, voting it a very pleasant fortnight in the pines.—
II. B. R.

Nov.

188i.— We did not me

12,

f

l

Lnu Quail—Brooklyn,

Nov. VI. —Editor Forest and
David Beck, Carey's Ferry, Indian Territory,
he lias live quail for sale. Should any ot your
correspondents desire to ..btain any, I cheerfully recommend
Mr. Btck to tbern, as 1 know him to be a most trustworthy
gentleman.
C. Frkdrioks.

Stream:

.Sir.

writes that

and §iver ^izhwQ.

FISH IN SEASON IN NOVEMBEK.
FRKSH WATBR.
Black Bass, MierapUrus salmoide*

and M,

Yellow Percli, Percq fluviatilix.
striped Bass, Roccuk lineatm.
White Bass, Roccus c.'irysops.
Hock Bass, Ambleplites. (Two

palliduu.

Mascalonge,

Emx

iwbilior.

Pickerel. /•;««

reheutatvu.
me
or Pickerel, Emx teems.
Pike-perch

(wail-eyed

species).

pU;e)

am*ricanum,

fihZfirthinrf.

a.

yri&sum, etc.

i

\

i

I

W

nr-mouth., Chctnobryttus gulomu>.
Grapple, Pciiimfs nigrm,,-.
Bachelor, Povw'xya annularis.

Chub, Semotilis

corporaiiH.

SALT WATER.
Sea Bass, CenlroprirtU airariu*.

Stuped Bass

]

j

saltalrix.

i

onit%8.

Weaknsh

r

Squetague, Cynoscyon

rcjatu.
I

Scup or Porgle, Stenotomua argy-

Pollock, Poliachius carbonariiut.
or
Blackflsli, Tautoga

Tautog

or EockUsli, Roccus

lineatuu.

While PercU. Sfcrane americana.
Bluensh or Taylor, Poniatomus

I

channel Bass, spot
Sciamops

or Kedflsh,

ocelttttus.

rops.

Who

hunts doth

ott In

danger

ride;

Who hawks lives oft both far and
Who uses game shall otteu prove
A

loser;

and who

wide;

My

weather prevented the sale of thousands, instead of hundreds,
sixpenny tickets by which admission to the ground

of the

was obtained.

THE ENGLISH FLY CASTING TOURNAMENT.
London, Nov.

1.

Editor Forest and Stream:
On Saturday, the 29ih uf October, I took a run down to
the Welsh Harp to see the casting tournament.
The day
was a most miserably wet one, tmd ibe wiud blew a gale;
consequently, every one except He enthusiastic anglers was
miserable and the attendance was not ODe tenth what it would
have been, had he day In en tine. No ladies were preseut
and (he prevalence of umbrellas and watet proofs among the
lookers on showed that only those who were bound to enjoy
themselves despite the b.-astly weather held their ground,
and would not be driven off in any event. This was a source
of regret, as this was the first attempt to hold a tournament
of this kind in England, and was, no doubt, stimulated by the
great success of the one held last spring on Coney Island by
tue New York State Sportsmen's Association, under the
supervision ol Mr. Mather.
The sapient wits who are fond, in a jaunty manner, of describing ihe science ot angling as a process io which there is
'•
a fool at one end and a worm al the otbei" would have been
astonished and perhaps uiaghtened had they been present at
i

tnc Welsh Harp in ihe gale of wind and pitiless downpour,
watching the competitions in ihe anglers' tournament. They
would have then learned that there can be angling without
either a worm or a fool.
They would also have found out
that there are other modes of angling beside sitting on a
grassy bank during a summer day, patiently waiting as the
hours go by for the disappearance of the gaily-painted float
as it travels down its allotted "swim." They might, have
learned that the exercises, of which specimens were given,
demand skill only to be acquired by long practice, and often
It said much for the devotion of the
not acquired by that.
fifty odd anglers who braved the weather that they ventured
afield on such a day, and were not to be daunted by the most

adverse circumstauces.

The tournament was originated by Mr. Marston, of the
Fishing Gazette, for the benelil of the Anglers' Benevolent
and while the latter cannot be said to have derived
Society
much pecuniary benefit from the tournament; there is no
doubt but it will be of benefit to it indirectly, in the way of
,

attracting attention to the existence of ihe society, and also
in popularizing such contests in the future. It was a grand
dBy for the employment of wading gear on land, and for invoking that spirit of heroic resignation which the angler,
more than spy other class of sportsman, has so often to put
Indeed, the spectacle of the
inside his waterproof garments.
crowd, ankle deep in mud, outside the streaming lent, rods
and coat-tails blown in one direction by the blast, all bluenosed and puckered in the cold, yet buoyed up by the interest they felt in the proceedings, was impressive and not a
Altogether it was a novel exemplification of
little touching.
how much angling is verily the contemplative man's recreation.

Your correspondent was an entire stranger, and simply
^looked on and got soaked. As a test of skill the tournament
was not a fair one, owing to Ibe gale, in which no line casting could be done, and as many had come from a distance
at an expenditure of time, and mouey.it would have been
unfair to have postponed it. About two o'clock the party
took the held aud showed that they were full of enthusiasm
which no amount of rain or storm could dampen. Tie object of the tournament -namely, the raisiug of funds for the
Anglers' Benevolent Society— could not fail to commend itSelf; and it was to support it that gentlemen like Mr.
Spreckley, the chairman of ihe Thames Angling Preservation
Society; Mr. Brougham, its secretary; Mr, Alfred Jardine,
Mr. Whitel'uor, Editor ol 'the Sportsman; Mr. R. B. .Marston,
Mr. A. Allison, Mr- Ranscome, Mr. S. Morgan, Mr. Wheeldon, of BeWs' Lifei; Mr. Green, Mr Clench, of Mortlake;

Jgislfcultnre.
CARP RESIST QUICK-LIME IN THE

TON"!

Saudis, Miss., Nov. 14.

Editor Forest, and Stream ;
A few weeks ago my father-in-law, while visiting Jackson, in.
among other places, " took iu " the Insane Asvlnm and;
was perfectly carried away with a fish tale related to him by Or.
Mitchell, the highest official of the asylni
It sounds
little!
"whaley" but as niv father-in-law in cpiite
gentleman andl
a strict member of the Methodist Charon,
a
r. Mitchell ia
man of unimpeachable veracity. I guess it i
Here it Is:
There is a email pond on the Asylum eto
made more for s,
stock water pond than for fish nevi •thelens n=h were put therein
and last December, or about that tii
also put
Since that nothing more was thought of
nier's severe and continued drought almost dried tbe pond— in
fact it got so low and the water became so heated by the ran that
it was thought that the fish must have died— at least so many of
them that two or three barrels of lime were thrown into it ; kill
the obnoxious odor from the dead fish. The water was not mors
than twelve OT fifteen inches deep. Now, it seems that Dr. Kt
owns and; aggy, sad the tires on the wheels of that
buggy became loose and the Doctor had them rolled in the pond
that the water might expand the rim of the wheels and ti
the tires. Tnev remained there several days, indeed, sediment
of flu- lime had Battled so thickly on them that they had a
whitened appearance. When the wheels were being drawn our,
He was
flat wars, something fluttered by the man drawing them.
astonished, for he thought tbe lime had certainly killed all the
But to -atisfv his curiosity
fish that the heat of the sun had not.
he waded around in the pond and with his hand.- caught two
carp, alive, iu good condition aud about fifteen inches long.
Remember, these hVh had not been in there a year, aud harl
withstood both the heat of the sun aud the strong lime waterEver since my father-in-law heard that wonderful story of the
"carp in the lime pond " he has been raving for a fit-h pond. Ha
contemplates supplying his family aud neighbors with fresh carp
from almost a "puddle hole." If carp oan stand sui h treatment
as that and do well yi hat would thev do in a nice pond fed by

this State,

A

small lent was provided for the judges and a large taryards in front of it for the
paulin was stretched
competitors to stand on, and a line was strcicUed from this
The line had parchment tags at
about, eighty yards to a flag.
every two and a half yards, for they reckon casting io y«Tds
here, instead of feel.
The line was guarded from intrusion
by hurdles which widened from the tarpaulin to allow latitude iu eastinsr, which was on the ground instead of on water.
A pistol was fired as a signal to begin, arid the first contest
was an "amateur one for casting iu the Thames style."
There were lour entries, aud Mr. Pcwell won at 4oi yards.
Mr. T. Uoole wa3 second at 40A yards, and Mr. Da Costa
third at 40 yards.
Next followed an amateur compel ilion in
the "Nottingham style, with an artificial bait weighing one
ounce, aud with a quarter-ounce lead on the trace, cast from
the reel similar to our 'Cuttvhuuk style." Twoentries were
made, Messrs. Martin and Little, and the latter won at 53J
yards.
This was called the best throw of the day and no
doubt would have been better under more favorable circumstances. Even the professionals conceded Mr. Little's excel'

lence.

Tbe "Nottingham style" is an handsome one, and far exThames style," with the line coiled at
Messrs Ned Andrews, Harry
the feet or held in the hand.
Wilder aid his son, cast in the latter style, Mr. Wilder winning at 50 yards, Andrews second at 45, and H. Wilder, Jr.,
third, at 42J yards; they held Ihe line coiled in the hand.

ceeds in beauty the "

Jr., at

feature of interest, and one entirely new to me, was the
next contest, which was tbe easting with tbe forked slick, a
style entirely unknown in America, by Messrs; Leland and
Sawyer. They used a manufactured fork with a jointed
handle about five feet long, instead of a natural crotched
They coiled the
stick cut by the. stream, as is usually done.
line at their feet and hung the "trace" over it, and swung
I failed to see the advanthe sinker out by a strong throw.
tage of this style of hsning over the Nottingham, or its
This forked stick
American equivalent, the Cultybunk.
style is, I believe, peculiar to ihe anglers of the Welsh Harp,
who fish in this manner for pike. The live baits, which are
generally heavier than thos': allowed for Saturday's trials,
are often hurled an immense distance by this contrivacce.
The line is coiled out on the ground aud the rod laid aside.
The angler, with a short stick ant a brass f 'irk at the end,
takes up the line just above the float, and so slings it out.
The forked stickers on Saturday were, however, aF a disadvantage. Mr. Leland making but 4GA yards, and Sawyer (the
keeper) 4-1 yards.
Some tly casting matches which were on the programme
were abandoned on account of the weather, but Mr. Marston
came forward and cast with Mr. Murphy more to fill up this
department lhan in the hope ot doing any long or artistic
work in the face of the storm. Mr. Murphy won at 24 yards,
The match excited
beating his competitor by one yard
much interest, and one couid see that both gentlemen were
experts who would do themselves credit on a better day.
Some promiscuous casting then followed by several gentlemen, all of whom seemed to be good ones, aud after an exhibit of a professional style of throwing a bait with the line
coiled iu the hand, by Sir. II. Wilder, the party adjourned
to dinner.
In the opinion of your correspondent, it was a great mistake to have the casting take place over grass instead of on
No man can recover a line from land as he can where
water.
he has the resistance of water it) pull against, and tbe recovTee
ering of the fly casters was very bad in consequence.
contest was not as well planned as the last American one,
but, no doubt,
nor were the arrangements so complete
great improvements will be made in future, and for a first
contest it was well done.
At the dinner several happy speeches were made, but that
of Mr. Marston was the only one which had a practical
He suggested that an organization should be formed
bearing.
for the cultivation of the coarse fish of the British rivers,
which would practically resolve itself into the establishment
of stud farms for carp, chub, perch, tench, barbel, bream,
Depopulated
roach, rudd, dace, gudgeon, aud perhaps pike.
rivers could ihus be restocked, if thought desirable, and a
wholesome and little appreciated source of food supply inThey manage such things better on tbe Continent,
craased.
aud Mr. Marston promised to get all the information it was

A

William Basse.

—A

monster octopus, or devil fi-h, has been captured
near one of the wharves at Bt. John's, Newfoundland, where
it ran ashore.
It is ihiny-three feet in length from its tail to
the termination of the long tentacles.

which it was hoped to raise a good sum of money for Ihe
was originated by him, and it is a pity that the

Another Nottingham contest was won by W. Bailey,

d In tond Cupid's snare
angle breeds roe no such care.

Is tetter

nished.

society,

45 yards.

lulls In love

Design for Rod Grips.— Mr. T. W. Chubb, of Post
maker of rods, has patented a device for the
Oct. 31st, 1881.
The grip is cover d with
colored linen thread, braided on, instead of being wound,
after the manner of some whips.
It is then heavily Vctf-

Mills, Vt., a
grip,
dated

i

;

!*a

.

;

The idea was taken at
possible to obtain from Germany.
once by the assembled anglers, before whom a definite
Mr. Marston offered
is to be laid at no distant date.
to give live guineas as his own subscription toward starling
Such an association, which was not to be a money making
affair, but to have for its object the good of the public, especiHe alluded to the fact that
ally the angling portion of it.

:

t

I

:

W. H.

O.

in spring water.
No water warded
too hot for carp. If you want to kill them with
The warmer
boil them, and bod "them hard.
the water the better the earn grow. No wonder that you reirard*
the lime story as a "little fishy."]

[The

fish

would not do well

only by the sun

is

water yon must

hilt

THE NEW TORE. FISH COMMISSION.
ROCHESTEB, NOV, Ifi.
Editor Forest and Stream :
At the New York State Hatchery we have completed during the
past summer eighteen new ponds, which were mnch needed to
accommodate onr increasing supply of brewing fish.
The ponds are each twenty-one feet long by twelve feet wide and.
five feet deep.
They are built entirely of lumber, both sides and!
bottom, as they can be kept cleaner and the supply of water can ba
rued to better" advantage. We have now a total of thirty-one
ponds, twelve of which contain California mountain trout, seven
brook trout, three McCloud River trout, two salmon trout one
containing hybrids (a cross between brook front and Californiasalmon), land-locked salmon and large McCloud River trout. They
agree perfectly together.
We have finished taking the spawn from the salmon trout, and
are now taking spawn from the brook trout and hybrids. All tha
fish at the hatchery are looking well, aud we shall have a large
supply of young fish for next spring's distribution. Sets GREEN
j

LAND-LOCKED SALMON IN CONNECTICUT— Salisbury,
Conn., Nov. 17.— A fine land-locked salmon was caugl.t in tha
Twin Lakes, about ten days ago, by Mr, William W. Stillman,
Chief Clerk in the Selectmen's Onico at the Hall of Records. The
fish weighed four and a quartet pounds, and tras very gatney,
fighting for twenty minutes and only yielding when completely
exhausted. This. I balieye, is the second of these fishes ever
4-locked
caught inthis State. The lakes wart stoc ad irit
salfnofi by our tish commissioners four years ago, and Sir. StUIman'a capture may be one of the original
sion referred to iLr. Stillman and Oapt. Henry Audrus were fishing tor black bass, and they captured twenty-four of them which

pounds— K.

weighed forty

NEW

YORK.—The assistants to the New
IN
State Fe-b Commission returned from Lake Huron Nov. 8
with one million five hundred thousand salmon trout spawn, which
will bo hatched and distributed this S[ ring.
EISHCULTDRE

l'oik

Jln&ivers to (Correspondents.
R7-NO NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMCNICATIO NK,

New York.— nave

M. N.,

S.

W.

N.

S.,

Philadelphia,

written (or the information.

Pa.—The

Colt or Smith

S w

Geo. F.. Edna. Minn.— The seed is wild rice, out appears to be poor
quality. Not too late to sow now.

scheme

J. B. E., Belle Vernon, Pa,— See answers to your queries In Natural
History columns, issue ol Oct. ST.

the continent of North America is now being stocked with
carp from Germany, while in England little had been done
His
in fish culture except to hatch a few salmon and trout.
remarks were well received, and after a jolly interchange of
thought and a renewal of old acquaintance, the meeting
Sat.vei.intts.
broke up.

very

yyell

Large Striped Bass.

—The run of

striped

ba c s about the

bred

;

I

Ta.— Ttianks for pedigrees.
Hike exceptionally so.

answer your purpose.
C.
i

W., Southport. L.
ion your ow n build.
I

tesi

tan do

,

-

Go

one

into

It

ol

the

New York gun

stores

ii

Brooklyn, N. Y.—l. Your cun

Clioke-Uood.

Is

2

VfOUl

They
In

much

you can.

better shape than

W., Uaokettslown, N.

,r.

-Where can

I

R6I

to 1'rul. Baird
Ana. Ai'i'O to Mr. E. B. Blackford, Fulton .Maiket,
i

i,ini

The dogs are

a Teacher' will probably
Price 5a cents; tor sale at this office.

K.— Manton's "Taxidermy Without

L. B.

E. L.,

This
eastern end of Long Wand has been good this fall.
week the Blackford Fish Co., of Montauk Point, took 4,200
pounds Of this fish, three-fourths of which were specimens
weighing from fifty to seventy-five pounds each. On openic g
one of these large fish a mackerel was found inside it which
had been split down the back with a knife for salting, aud
might have been salted for all that is known to the contrary.

C—Johnstown,

H. L.

i

New Yuri

city.

W. v. p., New York.— Where can
you not mean pointer iusreafi ol

setter? Ana. Do
set.'erV
There Is no recognized
breed ol setters Known as Spanish, but the old Spanish nuUiter
is one ol ilic oldest strains,
I

And a Spanish

u

-

:

.

FOEEST AND STREAM.
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E. F. P., Boston.—Tou will find about Aiken, S. C, quaU, wild turkeys and deer,
he quail hhooung It said to be very tine now in seayake intimites Hit the Old citing,'' a sportsmen's club, whose
members will ulreqt you to the game grounds.
'i

;

••

E. P. W., Dover, N. E.— Wher- ean I obtain copy of railroad guide
containing time tables, etc., ol ajl the railroads in the country; Ans.
Send for the • Tr avciei V I'.Tlrla! Guide," published by the National
Hallway Pub. Co., til Bond St., New York, price 50 cents.

Spbsckiber, Mlddletown, Conn.— We belleva that it Is no secret
'The Breech-loader," a hook published some years
Is Bon. Tiros. A. Logan, ot Cincinnati, o.
He Is an able lawyer

thai the author ot

ago,

aud a first-class sportsman— a combination by no means rare
day and land.
E.,

J,

In this

Wheatland, Pa.—Please Inform me 11 a Columbus, Ohio, dog
oi Dash look first prize at Philadelphia Ln is?9?
ins.

by the name

The small pointer Hash, entered by Mr. Thos. Dunbar, Jr of PhilaIf this Is the dog in question he may
delphia, wen Erst ln his class.
now be In Columbus.
C. H
Erie, Pa.—1. 1 have a setter dog a little over a year old that.

(Noyewbxe

will be of practical benefit in the future.
We look forward to
this meeting with sanguine hopes that great good will accrue, not
only in this respect, but by the powerful influence it will wield for
the elevation and popularizing of the invigorating sports of the
field.

The following goodly lot of youngsters
Derby and as this is their first appearance
;

are entered for the
in public, their per.

formances wfil be watched with eager interest, not only by their
but by many who are awaiting the result of this test in
order to decide the important question of the selection of the best
blood to introduce into their kennels. Wo publish the list as it
appeared in our issue of Oct. 6.
friends,

,

,

with worms, lie stretches a great deal. I have tried
cowltch with poor success, lie has had sor_. eves, but they are now
nearly or entirely well. AM. 1, see answer to "W. O. K." in our
Issue of Oct. M; also read article on rearing puppies in Nov. S. 9.
The guns are of equal grade.
afflicted

Is

-My

W. H., Coshocton. O.
cocker puppy, nine months old, has an enlargement ot the glands jf the throat about the size of a large lima
if in.
Aiis
Probably BO Incipient abscess, wblcti may be from the
effects of rteblllty or a cold and may pass off without suppurating
Should li Increase In size »,. should re.Dintucud a poultice of flaxseed
meal to draw It to a head. It should be opened when you can reel a
sofi place indicating that pus has formed
Should It remain as it Is It
should be painted onco a rtuywltb tincture of loumo until it disappears.
G.,

A month

'l

'I

I

E. T. I,.. Chicago.— l. 1 have a sabre that I prize very highly (having carried It th'oughthe war), but during my recent absence from
home it was ueglect-d and allowed te beeomo very badly rusted.
Can you give me any recipe that will remove the rust wlthoui intal and restore it to Its former bright, condition? Is It
lurlng the
best to leave the oil ln the barrel 01 a ride after cleaning It or to wipe
it out?
My custom h is been to wipe It out very dry and puts
chamois plug in each end Please pbII me which is t he best way?
Ans. l. You ean have the sabre restored by einory polishing. Take
It to any shop where such work in done and put it into the hands of a

m

sklUedman.

Wipe the

2.

oil out.

8. B P.— l. I have a double-barreled, 12-bore, breech-loallng shotan this be done so as io have It cat ry
gun, which 1 want Choked,
shot a given distance within a stated circumference? 2. Does
choking or reriorlng alter bore or gun or the appearance or barrels v
S. Would vou hesitate before having this done to a valuable gun ?
Ans. 1. Yes; give your Instructions to the gunsmith. 2. It dors not
alter bore, nor external appearance or barrels. S. No, provided It
were desirable to make It sh ot close, and n It were put into rehable
hands. Most any or the Arms advertising In this paper win do the
work for you in a sal lsfactory way.
i

New York.—1. Are

there any American gunmakers who
ohange breech-loaders to stocks with concealed hammers, or to what
are called " han.merle^s" guns ? i. 1 am surprised that so tew American makers are advertising '• haniurerless" guns. I think many
bdo- tsmen would be Inclined to buy uiern, Instead of the foreign, if
Aie there, any reliable Euciish makers who sell
thev were made.
the hammeness gun at about h" sitne price as the ordinary gun V
We know of no one who can do this, unless it be Clark 4
Ans.
1.
2. You will rind haromerless guns at the
Snelder, Baltimore, Md.
stores of ail the importers. The hamrnerless guns come .[. the same
price as others of same grade ; but they are an high grade guns.
K. P.,

dog I ever ownsd that I hate to think that I cannot get some more
good pups from her. 1 have several ft lends to whom I have promised
pups, and 1 would not like io injure my reputation, or hers lther. by
Ans.
We do not begiving a pup that was not up to the standard.
lieve that you have any occasion for any fears that the future pro MJ
of your bitch will partake ol the nature or the cut In any particular.
Although this is a mooted question, neatly all of the best authorities
agree that the evil which j on fear ensues only when the accident
happens the flrst time that a bitch conceives. We have ln many Instances carefully examtn'd cases of this kind and have never found a
Blngle animal that would lead us to believe that any male transmits
ted good or evil to any progeny not his own.
(

It L. N., Salem, Mass —It Is Impossible to Ox upon any one pattern
as a standard bv which to gauge the shooting qualities of Individual
guns, because of so wide a diversity ln the decree of choke. We
have, therefore, sel cled the wo extremes— a cylinder bore and a
very full chokenore— and give below such patterns as good gunsol
each eia-.B should make. Between the two limits of 1 in for cylinder
ano 240 lor extreme choke most of our readers will probably llud their
records io accord with the divergence of their uns from theB* two
bores. A cylinder bore gun loaded with \U oz. No. 1 shot should put
Hi) pellets Into a jij inch circle at ill yards. An extreme choke bore
gun, loaded with IJJ oz. of No. 7 shot should put 240 pellets into a 80lnch circle at 40 yards. A good choke oore, such as we preter for
genet al shooting, Should put between ISO and 20'J pellets Into the
There 1-, a golden mean ln
iamecln-i. :, .. ,.n
urn; conditions.
While a gun that drives US shut packed like a bullet repattern.
quires sure aim, and a big score with It counts more than with a
scattering chamber, the game is terribly mutUated and butchered.
1

.

FLEET SPIEE'S

ST.

ELMO

H.

old.

Prairie Rose,

unknown

to us.

SAME OWNEK's

ST.

ElnioHI.—Blue Bolton English

St.

His

sire,

known

St.

Elmo,

is

ELMO

III.

setter dog, fifteenmonths old.

noticed above.

His dam, Diana,

is

un-

to us.

Mare

— Lemon

His

sire is

SAME OWNER'S

ST.

MASS.

Belton English setter dog, eleven month*
the pure Laverack Aldershot and his dam
Jessie, both owned by Mr. E A. Herzberg. A'dershot is entered for the trials, and notice of him will
be found further on. These three are entered by Dr. S. Fleet
Spier, Brooklyn, N. Y.
DB. H. P. ATEN'S DON.
Don— Orange and white English setter dog, sixteen months
old, by Air. J. O. Bonner's Ranger II. (formerly Macdona's)
out of Mr. John White's Daisy. Don has wiuniug blood in his
veins, being a grandson of Macdona's famous Ranger, the winner of innumerable stakes and cups in England, while his sire,
Ranger II., has been quite success ul upon the bench. Entered
by Dr H. F. Aten, Brooklyn, N. Y.
3. 0. BIGGINS* PLANTAGENET.
Plantagenot Lemon Bolton English setter dog, whelped July
15, 1880, by Mr. J. 0. Higgins' Dashing Monarch— mentioned
below— out' of same owner's Petrel. We understand that Mr.
Higgins pronounces Pl&utaganet the best dog that he has ever
He is a very promising pet former in the field, and if he
bred
goes all right wUl make it interesting for the Derby. Entered by
Air. J. C. Higgins, Delaware Citv. Dei., who has ai'tice. sold tiim to
Mr. J. H. Goodsell, of this city. He is now in the hands of Martin, who who wiU run him in the trials.
A. E. OOBUFFBOV'S OtJYMABD.
Guymard— Red li ish setter dog, fifteen months old, by Rover
His dam is HaU'e Rose of BradII., who was bred by Maodona.
wardine. We hear that he is doing extremely well. Entered by
A. E. Godeffroy, Guymard, N. Y handled by Phil Thurtle.
old.
is

the

celebrated

—

;

A. A.

GODEFFBOV's BRUCE.

Bruce— Gordon setter dog, sixteen months old, by Moore's chamdion Bob out of owner's Buauty, first Boston, 1878. This youngpromises well, and, if he has had plenty of work, mil undoubtedly run a good race. Entered by A. E. Godeffroy, Guymard, N. Y.: handled bv Phil Thnrtle,
Bter

I

E. G., Baltimore.— I have a tine setter bitch that I have used
as a brood bitch, and hnvcjiow some very promising pups out ot her.
This summer I sent her to a mend of mine in the country to take
cateof for me. and while there, by some accident, she came Into
whelp by a cur clog. Will this Injure her for future use as a breeding
bitch J Of course I realize that it win to a certain extent, but what 1
want to know is will she be worthless ? She Is so far superior to any

S.

white and tan English setter dog, nine
His sire, St. Elmo, now dead, was no well known
that it 18 hardly necessary to repeat his performances here.
He achieved the highest honors upon the bench, and was
also a grand field dog, as his winnings nt Hampton, June,
1377, Robbins' Island, 1879, and Nebraska, 1*80, attest. Although
not placed at the trials on Robbins' Island last year, he beat Warwick in by far the best heat of the meeting. His dam la Sheldon's

St.

London, Ontario.— My Gordon bitch Is lame In near hind
ago I tied her up by a chain.
On my return I found
her vert lame, she must have sprained herself while chained. Her
'• stifle" joint la te
der io the touch and the back sinews of the Uiljh
are much shrunken and smalt r than those of the other hind leg.
Ans. We tear 'hat this win prove a permanent, injury. You shou.d
consult a competem veterinary at once.
The best, llnament that we
ever tried in such cases consist* of 1 pint of alcohol,
ozs. camphor.
After the. camphor Is dissolve add a beet gall.
his should be. weU
shaken and applied twice a day, mdng considerable friction.

w.

leg.

DIl.

Elmo II.— Black,

St.

months

—

Sensation, Jr Lemon and white pointer dog, about ten months
by the Westminster Kennel Ciub'B Sensation, who ran at the
year and divided third and fourth in the all-aged Btakts
with Dr. Ateu's Glen. He has won too many prizes on the bench
to be recapitulated here. We believe that he has never been beaten
when shown. He is the sire of Gregory's BeUe, wiuner of first in
nursery stakes and third in puppy stakes last year, although suffering with a broken toe, caused by a trunk falling upon it in the
ears. He is naturally one of the best of field dogs, and displays to perWhite'B Grace, the dam
fection the true pointer style and action.
of Jr., has won one second and one first at New Stork, and is the
dam of Gregory's Belle. Grace is also a capital fielder ; and Sensation, Jr. is expected to. do no discredit to his breeding. Entered and will bo handled by Luke White, Bridgeport, Oonn.
old,

trials last

,

JOHN O. HECKSHER'a FKBIDA.
Ferida— English setter bitch, sixteen months old, by Ranger IL
out of White's Daisy. She is litter sinter to Dr. Ateu's Don described alHive.
Foxhall— Pointer dog. Dead.
Both the above entered by John G. Hecksher, New York.
N. D. eOTNAil'S BEBKLEY II.
Berkley II.— Red Irish setter dog, whelped March 10, 1881, by
Mr. Max"Wenzel's Chief, whose performances will be found below,
out of Mr. W. H. Pierce's Gussie: winner of v.h.c, New York,
18811, flrst Pittsburgh, 1881, and champion London, Ont., 1881.
She is a capital field dog, and if Berkley II. docs not receive a
place it will not be for lack of good blood in bis veins. Entered
by N. D. Putnam, New York.
3. C. DO.S'NEU'S O.UEEN ELIZABETH.

Queen Elizabeth— Bed Dish setter bitch, whelped July 2, 1880,
by Macdona's Rover II. out of Hall's Rose of Bradwardinu. With
the blood of Rover, Plunket and Elcho in her veins, she should
make a good showing. Entered by J. 0. Donner, New York.
B. CASSAtib'S NOTHMAH.
Nothmah—Gordon setter dog, nine months old, by Mr. H Malcom's 51 aloom, who was matched by his owner against Joe, Jr.,
just after his celebrated defeat of Gladstone, but the match was
declared off at the request of Mr. Campbell. Malcom has never
been shown in public, but is pronounced by all who have seen him
at work to be a remarkably good one. Nutbtna's dam, Mr. H.
Maloom's Dream III., is a daughter of the Toledo Kennel Ciub'B—
now WiBard's Grouse. We ahaU expect to see tins young aspirant
for fame acquit himself as becomes bis high breeding. Entered
by H. Cassaud, Baltimore, Md.

M
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BENCH SHOWS.
December 14, is and to. at Lowell, Mass., Lowell Dog Show. Entries
December 6.
:has. A. Andrew, West Boxford, Mass., Superintended
tiber 13, ij, 1.5 and in, Atlanta, Ga., Dog Show. Home

close

<

1

Dec

(has le-,
Atlanta, Ga.
6.

I.

LuculLt,

superintendent.

Office at

Helm;

&

Berkele's,

FIELD TRIALS.
Field Trials ot the Gilroy Rod and Gun
I. at Gilroy, Cal.
EM nco close November 1. li. Leversley, secretary.
Novemi.ei as. Louisiana state field Trials. Entiles close November

November
Club.
24.

Edward

Udell, secretary.

New

Orleans, La.

November 24, Thanksgiving Day. Eastern Held Trials club; third
Entries
Pobin's l-iand, Peconlc Bay. Long Lsland
annual meeting
closed Oct.. 1. Jacob Pentz. secretary, p. O. Box -I'.i, New Yurk city.
December 5, at Grand .niiiciiuh, T.-nn., National American Kennel
Club's I'leio trials. Jos. II. Dew. Secretarv, Columbia, Tenn.
December 10 (or Immediately after the close of the National Trials
Entries
at Grand Junction, Tenn.)—Pennsylvania Field Trials.
close Dec. 6 at 9 i. M. J. R. stavion. Se.ci eiary, Pittsburgh, Pa. Adr, t

dress will be

Grand Junotton

1

ana., ftto

1

Deo.

1.

THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS ENTRIES,
give below a full description, with the pedigree and public
performances, of each dog entered for the Eastern Field

T*TE

and dam, bo far as known. Our readers,
attend the meeting, will find these notes of
great value, as by giving them careful attention and comparing
the performances of the different animals, they will be able to
Trials

;

also of

especially those

form
per

a

sire

who

correct estimate of their value as field performers, and
some insight into the mysteries of breeding that

haptj gain

J. H. GOODSELL's BEDD'H.
Reddie Red Irish setter bitch, seventeen months old. Winpuppy class, New York, 1881. Reddie is
of ess,
ner
a son of the woll kuown Elcho and Rose, owned by Dr. Jarvis.
They are too well known t,o need a description here. Entered by
Mr. J. H. Goodsell, New York handled by Martin.
D. 0. SASBOBN'S DASHING NOVICE,
Dashing Novice— Black white and tan English cotter bitch, fifteen months old. She ran in the English Derby laat May. She is
by the well known Dash IX, out of Novel, and' wa3 imported by
her owner, Mr. D. O Sanborn, who will handlo her.
J. BE F. ELACKSTONE'S BOXAX lULt.
Royal Dale Black white and tan English setter dog, seventeen
months old, by Harvard Kennel Club's Dash III. out of Daisy
Dale, both of whom will be found noticed farther on.
Glen Dale Black white and tan English setter dog, eleven
months old, by Waters' Grouse— also noticed below out of Daisy
Dale. These two debutantes should make a good showing, as
They are sa d to be doing first-rate.
their blood is of the best
Entered by J. De F. Blackstone, Norwich, Conn.

—

;

—

—

—

—

Dean Orange and white Better. Entered by F. H. Wetmore,
East Orange, N. J. Dead.
E A. SPOONEB'S DOUD ASU DAUNTLESS.
Doud and Danut loss— Belton setters, age unknown, by the wellknown Jersey Duko, winner of v.h.c, BjsIou, 1878, "third New
York, 1878 also special for best native, sama show, and winner of
;

Including first for best setter in the
champion New York, 1379. In addition to this Duke
has the reputation of being the beat suipe dog in New Jersey.
Their dam is Mr. E. A. Spooder'a Daisey, who divided third in
pappy stakes, Robbins' Island, lb79, aud was h.c. New York, 1880.
We understand that this pair are rattling good ones. Entered by
Mr. E. A. Spoooer, New York.
five prizes at 1'ittt.burgh, 1371),

show

;

atso

24, 1881-

e. sntder's beauty.
Beauty— Pointer, eleven months old, by Sport out of Flora,
which is all that we have been able to learn. Entered by Geo.
Snyder, Easton, Pa.
B. E. HAMILTON'S FOKTIAC II.
Pontiao
Black, white and tan English setter dog, seventeen
months old, by Pontiac (noticed below) out of Judith (Rob RoyBelle), whe, we believe, has never been shown.
Entered by R. E.
Hamilton, Troy, N. Y.
L. SOHUSTEB'B CLEMENTINE D.
Clementine D. Black, wbitu and tan blue Belton. Llewellin setter dog, whelped Mav7, 1830, by the Harvard Kennel Club's Dash
III., who won first with Adams' Drake in brace stakes at Nashville
Trials, 1878.
His bench sho.v winnings are first at Philadelphia,
also first for best imported setter dog of any bread, Brit Boston,
1879, and dividing with the red Irish setter Ban, Gordon setter
Grouse and pointer Faust the $000 prize for best setter or po nter;
also first with ountess II. for braces aud the Llewelliu special for
best field trial winners. Cornelia, the dam ol Clementine D., is a
Leicester-Dart, and was awarded a v.h.c. at Philadelphia, 1879,
and c, at New York, 1881. This youngster should chow good
work. Entered by L. Schuster, Jr.. "philedelphia, Pa.
3. W. OBTH'S OEBTRtJDE.
Gertrude— Llewellin sett-r bitch, seventeen months old is a
Gladstone-Nellie, which is all that need bo said of her. Entered
by J. W. Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa.
A, G. BLOO'S QLABY8.
Gladys Black and white and blue ticked Llewellin setter doe,
whelped June i, 1380. His sire, Gladstone, and dam, Nellie, will
be found mentioned below. We wtR juat whisper to Gladys' ear
that he will have to do some extraordinary good work if he intends to do full credit to his breeding. Entered by Albert G, Sioo,
Vinoennes, Ind.
E. E. HABIiY's POLLUX.
Pollux— Black and white ticked setter dog, whelped May, 1S80,
by the Harvard Kennel Club's Dash III., whose winnings are nottd
below, out of owner's Diana, who won secoud Boston, 1877, v.h.c;
Philadelphia, 1877, v.h.c. in imported class, and h.c. in native class,
Baltimore, 1878
He is in the hands of Capt. McMurdo, who will
endeavor lo pilot him to victory, both at Robbins' Island and at
Grand Junction. Entered by I'l.'E, Hardy, Boston, Mass.
The remaining entry in this stake, said to be made by Mr. G. B.
Reeder, we have been unable to obtain the slightest information
about, and shall therefore put him down as one of the "dark
horsea."
Pewnin Stake*.
We now come to the Peconic or all-aged Btakes. Judging from
the well-known reputation of many of the entries, and the consummate skill of the handlers, we can safely promise our readers
that this event will entirely eclipse anything of the kind that boa
ever taken place upon this continent, if not in the world, and
that those who are so fortunate as to witness the running will go
home with broader views ano an eulightoued knowledge as to the
qualifications aud capabUitiea of tho companions of our woodland

H—

—

'

;

—

sports.
A. E. GODEFFKOY S 0ROXTKTB.
Croxtcth—Dark liver aud white licked, large sized pointer dog.
whelped January, 1878. Winner of 2d prize, at International
Show, Hanover,"Eng., 1879 and 4th in English Field Trial D rby,
1879.
His winnings in this country are v.b.c, New York, 1380;
and 3d Now York, lt-81. He iB by Lowe's Young Bang out of
Macdona's Jane, and is of as good blood as there in in England, hia
ancestors being noted for their fine per formances both in the field
and on tho bench. He is a magnificent animal, every inch tt
pointer, ana although not placed at the trials laat year, he captivated every one by the grand style and intelligent manner m
which he ran his heats. En ered by A. E. Godeffroy, Guymard,
N. Y.; handled by Phil Thurtle
;

:

DR. ATEN'S GLEN.
Glen Black and tan Gordon setter dog, 7 years old. Winner,
with Ned, in brace stakes, Bobbins' Island, Ib79; divided 3d and 4th
with Sensa ion in all-aged slakes, Bobbins' Island, 1380; and v.h.c
New York, 1879. His sire Colburn's Dash was known far and
near as a grand field dog. His dam was the well known bitch
" Mullin's Belle." With his good breeding and experience he
should make a good record. Entered bv Dr. H. Y. Aten, Brooklyn,

—

—

—

N.Y.
Chief— Red Dish setter dog, whriped Aug. 20, 1879. Winner of
puppy stakes, Robbins Island, 18-0. His bench Bhow winnings are 2d in pnppv class, Now York, 1880, and 1st in open class,
New York, 1881. His sire is the well kuown champion Berkley,
who won 2d at the Hampton. Iowa, Field Trials in puppy stakes,
in 1877 and is the winuer of many prizes on the bench.
His
dam, Duck, is also a champion, and winner of many prizes
both in England and this country. Chief proved himself last
year a very steady, level-headed dog, and with the improvement
that age and experience should brin^, he will no doubt do no discredit "to his illustrious ancestors.
Entered by Max Wenzel, Hobokeu, N. J.
J. C. HIGGENB' PONTIAO, LINCOLN rr. AND LIST.
Pontiao Bine ticked Lavarack setter dog, four vearsold. Dead.
Lincoln II—Lemon and white Llewelleu setter do«, whelped
Aug., 1S79, and his litter sister, Li-t, a blue Belton. have never
appeared in public except that Lincoln was shown at New York last
spring and captured h.c. in. the native setter class. They are by
Lincoln out of Petrel II. Entered by Mr. J. O. Higgins, Delaware
City, Del.
J. C. HIGGINS' HASHING MONAKCH,
Dashing Monarch Black and white Llewellen setter dog,
whelped Aug. 25, 1878. Winner of Second in all aged stake at
Bobbins' Island, last year ; aud h.c at New York beuch show,
1881. Monarch will be remembered by those saw him run last
year as a level gatted, grand moving do'g, who only lacked experience to become a first-class fielder. Ho is under Martin's eye
in North Carolina, who will undoubtedly bring him out in good
form, and we mav expect to Bee some capital work from him.
Entered by_Mr. Higgins.
1st in

;

—

—

Emperor Fred— Orange and white Laverack setter dog, whelped
Winner of many prizes on the bench in England,
14, 1877.
and 1st New York last spring. Hia sire, Blue Prince, is well known
as the sire of field trial winners, while his dam, Blue Daisy, is
well-known.
We bear that he is going grandly, and will
equally
astonish some of the knowing ones.
E. A. HEBZBEBO'.H Al.tlEBSHOT.
Aldershot Lemon belton Laverack setter dog, whelped September 11, 1878. Has never been shown. His sire, amperor
Fred, is noticed above. His dam is Robinson's Blue Cora. Aidershot is said to be a fine field dog, and in good form ; and is expected to give a good account of himself. Both of those are
entered by E. A. Herzberg, Brooklyn, N. Y,
K. M. LI.NDSLEV'S JUNO.
Juno Lemon and white pointer b.tch, three years old.
"discount" the name of her sire as given, and venture to call him
Viscount, who won nearly thirty prizes aud cups before he came to
Vie, the dam of Juno, we do not know. Entered by
this country.
B, M, Lindaley, Scrantou, Pa.
Feb.

—

—

We

n. hall's glen.
Glen—Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped May 29, 1879, by
Snapshot, winuer of six chain ion prizes, &in at them in England.
We believe that he was never broken to the field, although full of
His dam, Gyp-y, «on h.c.
point, and of grand action and stylo.

an the open and ohampion classes, St. Taul, 1878. She is a daualitcr
of Munu's Psyche, aud a good fielder. Glen was trained by Mr, A,
Winter, of Cairo, Ga., and is said to bo a good one. Entered by
H. Hall, Marlboro, N. Y.
GEORGE T. LEACH'S BROCK AND OOITNTliSS.
Brock, dog, and Countess, bitch. Red Irish setters, by Bosco out
of
Dutchess.
have been nnable to hear from their owner.

We

My

They are entered by George T. Leach, Sew York.
antf white ticked getter hitch, whelped Jan. 1,
by Lathrop'a JJick, a weU known animal oijwouderful speed
tjualities. and a 6taud field dog, out q* Hiaxiiigtou's Gyp,

Jennie—Black
1875

;

and stayi ng

Notbmbbr
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also well known a* a good one. Entered by Wm. Tallman, Provideuce, H. I, Jeuuie will be remembered as winner of the first
prize in all aged stakes at Roblnus' Island in 1879. She has also
won on the bench as follows) First in puppy clasB, Providence,
Bound
native class, Boston, 1878; first at Worcester;
1878; second at Brockton, Mass., and second in native class, New
York, 1880. She is a grand field performer and we shall look for
BOine good work from bur.
:

m

•

WM. TALLMAN's JESSIE II.
Jennie II.— Black and white setter bitch, whelped March 3, 1880,
by Sorautou's Patch, who is by a brother of Copelaud's Pete, out
of Jeuoie, winner of all aged stakes the first meeting ou Bobbins'
Island. She won second in the nursery stakes last vear, when but
nine mouths old and ei.k with distemper. She only weighs twentyseven pounds, but in this eu.se size is uo indication of merit, as she
showed last year wonderful qualities lor so young an animal, and
if she fulfills the promise then made she will make it warm for her
competitors. Entered by Wm. Tallman, Providence, B. I.
VINXIE.

Vinnie— Liver and white pointer bitch, two and a half years old,
by Dilley's Ranger out of Corcorau's Bess. Entered by 8. T.
Hammond, Springfield, Mass, Withdrawn.
G.

11.

Tom—White,

WATK1S8' TOM.

with orange ears, setter dog. Whelped NovemWinner oi v.h.c. Now York, 1880, and e, 1881.
1878.
By Royal Duke, whose many winnings on the bench are too well
know to b recapitulated here. His dam, Bessie, we believe, waa
never shown. Entered by G. B. Watkius, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ber,

D. 6. SASBORs's NELLIE.
Nellie— Black and white English setter bitch,

five

years old.

Winner of pappy stakes, Hampton, Pa.. 1877, and the free-for-all
at same meeting. She divided third with Countess, at Nashville,
1877, and divided second with i'ow, at Patoka, 1879
also won in
brace stakes with Dan at same meeting. She is bv Belton, wumer
of first and special at Pittsburg, 1877, out of Dimple. Nellie comes
a long way to contest for the honors of victory, and will undoubtedly put her best foot foremost.
Entered by D. C. Sanboru, Dowlj

ing, Mich.

SANBORN'S COUNT NOBLE.
Count Noble— Black, SI lute ami tan English setter dog, two years
old winner of the Derby at Vinoemies, Ind.. last year. He waa
shown, but unplaced, at New York, 1881. His sire, Count Wind'em,
and dam, Nora, are too well known to need a description here.
That the Count is not unworthy his famous ancestors his performance at \ iiieennes attests and wo should not be surprised to
Bee his colors well to the frout in the coming contest. He will be
run by his owner, Mr. D. C. Sanborn, Dowiing, Mich.
F. BRUGCIEB's LEO.
Leo—Bed Irish setter dog, about four years old, pedigree unknown. He has never appeared in public is now suffering from
a severe cut on his foot which may prevent his putting in an appearance. Entered by Air. F. Briiguier, Newark, N. J,
J. W- WEIRS SANDSTONE.
Sandstone— Lemon and white native setter dog, whelped Feb.
He is by Mr. P. H. Brysou's Gladstone, whose many
19, 1880.
winnings, both on the bench and in the field, have given him a
world wide reputation, and are so well known to our readers that
it is useless to repeat them here.
His dam, Bertie Hoffman,
comes from a winning strain. Her sire is Seller's Dash, and dam.
Alice, is a litter Bister of Sanborn's Nellie, and if there is anything in breeding Sandstone should sho-v well to the front. He
will be handled by Mr. W. W. Titus,
Entered by S. W. Weir, New
Albany, lnd.
H. C. HAMILTON'S MACE.
D. C.

;

;

;

as sure to win, until he made an ill-advised and most
inoportune chase, which at once destroyed all chance. He is
going very niceb now, and Tallman, who'bas him in charge, will
do his level best to bring him to the score in good form. En-

W. A. Buckingham, Norwich, Ot.
goodsell b daisy laveback.
j. h
Daisy Laverack— Lemon Belton English setter bitch two years
old.
Winuerof second in Derby. National Trials. 1880;v.h.c,
at Pittsburg
and third New York, 1881. Her parents are the
well known Thunder, of Mr. A. H. Moore, and Mr. L. H. Smith's
Peeress. Daisy, although a little one, will take a deal of beating
before she surrenders. Entered by Jas. H. Goodsell, New York.
Handled by Martin.
tered by

-,

BACKET

— Black,

white and tan English setter dog, two and a half
yeara old, winner of thud New York, 1881. He is by Battler out
of Leeda, whose performances we have not at hand." Entered by
Mr. Goodsell. Handled by Martin.
3. h. goodsell's don jttan.
Don Juan -Blue Belton English setter dog, two years old, winner of o., New York, 1881. She is by Tarn O'Shariter out of La
Reiue, also entered by Mr. Goodsell. Handled by Martin.
H.V. LIVINGSTON'S BABO.VEr.
Earonet—Lemon and white pointer dog. whelped Nov. 24, 1879.
Winner of v h.c. and medal for best pointer dog with field trial
record, New York, 1881; and third in puppy stakes at Robbins'
Island last year. His sire is the well known Rush of Mr. Orgill,
whose many winnings on the bench are well known. His dam,
Livingston's Rose (champion S'japshot-Gipsev), non second New
York. 1SS0. Baronet is thought well of by his owner, and will undoubtedly show some good work. Entered by H. W. Livingston,
New York. Handled by A. L. Titus.
H. A. ROSENTHAL'S FLOBA, PRINCE SALM AND PILOT.
Flora, setter bitch, nine years old, by Sport out of Flora I.; Prince
Salrn, setter dog. three years old, by Nick out of Floral., and
Pilot, setter dog, two years and nine months old
are all unknown
Eutered by H. A. Rosenthal, New York.
to UB.
This completes the entries for the Peconic or all-aged stakes,
and a grand lot they are. Should we be blessed with good weather
we shall expect to see at le fit thirty starters out of the fortythree entries, and to witness some of" the grandest performances
that huve ever graced the field.
Jlemlers' Stake.
Open to members of the Club only, each entry to be owned and
handled by the nominator.
SPT. GLEN.
Spy, entered by S. D. Ripley, is mentioned above as is also
the Glen of Dr Aten.

Backet

'

;

;

;

some.
DR. S. F. SFTER's PKINCE HAL AND CHANCELLOR.
Prince Hal and Chancellor—BlaekandwhiteEnglish setter dogs,
St. Elmo out of Maida, both mentioned elsewhere.
Prince is
a little over two years old, and has been doing good work on quail.
Chancellor is twenty-one mouths old, and is thought exceedingly
well of by his owner. All four of the above are entered by Dr. 8.
Fleet Spier, Brooklyn, N. Y., who has entered no less than Bix.

WOBDEN'S CHATELAINE.

unknown, entered by Jacob

king's BOSS.

Boss Pointer. All the information that we can obtain of this
dog is, that Sensation is his sire and that he is said to be a chip of
the old block. Eutered by P. R. King, Sparkill, N. Y. Handled
by Mai tin.
8. D. RIPLEY'S SPY.
Irish setter clog, three years old, winner of second in
New York, 1879 ; and second open claSB, New York,
18SU." Spy ran in lire trials last year but waa not placed, winning one heat only. His sire, Duke, is a son of Hamilton Thompson's old Duke. His dam is Hurrrison's Belle, unknown to us.
Entered bv S, D. Ripley, New York.

Spy— Bed

puppv

class,

J

Princess

Aug.

1877.

H CLARK

S

PRINCESS DRACO.

Draco— Black and white English setter bitch, whelped
Hit sue, Rob Roy, won hist champion stakes at

Shrewsbury, and two firsts and two seconds in the English Field
Trials, nei dam. Livv, was bred In Mr. I.lewelliuaud is a daughter
of his celebrated Daii. Entered by J. H. Clark, Philadelphia, Pa.
b. c. Cornell's matob.
Match - Liver and white ticked pointer dog, neatly two years
His only winnings me v.h c. New York, 1881. His sire,
old.
Sensation, and dam, Grace, are noticed above. Mutch is now in
We learn that he is
Virginia, being handled by Mr. Luke White.
goiUK splendid, and displays much of the style of his sire. Entered by Root. O. Cornell, New York.

Don Juan — Lemon and

TO TDK

(Space for U'inwr'4 Savt*).

Eastern Field Trials.
i&si.

The prize was designed by Mr. C. B. Wilkinson, of Wilkinson &
Lennon, and can be Been for a few days in the window of E. S.
Harris' Sportsmen's Warehouse, 177 Broadway.
Mr. J. C. Donner, President of the Eastern Field Trials Club,
has presented to the association an elegant and valuable piece of
plate to be awarded to the breeder of the winning dog in the aU

aged atake.

New Yore, Nov. 22. -Editor Forest and Stream Messrs. Ta
turn Bros., shot manufacturers, of New York, have presented to
the Eastern Field Trial Club, through their Treasurer, Geo. T
Leach, Esq., SiO, to be used to help to defray the expenses of the
coming Eastern Field Trial, which commences on Bobbins' Island
on Thursday of the pretent week.
Jocob Pentz, Sec.
.
.-

— »

CLASSIFICATION AT FIELD TRLALS.
Lamar, Mo., Nov. 7,
Editor Forest and Stream ;
If the system of classifying dogs at field trials were changed,
it would, I think, add
greatly to the number of entries in the
National and State trials. In the nursery and puppy stakes the
ages are limited. After a pup is eighteen months "old it is not
eligible for the puppy stakes, and if wo do not wish to enter it in
the all-aged Btakes, it must be kept at home
and just for these
.reasons, the want of time, money, age and experienced men to
educate it, to compete with the champions. This education must
be first-class in every respect, as every sportsman knows. We occasionally find pupa that are very apt to training, but they are, like
hens' teeth, scarce and far apart. To accomplish that amount of
education at that age is, as a general rule, too severe on the
youngster.
Sportsmen well know that a pup should not have
hard field work, even at the age of twelve months and should he
not be whelped at the proper season, may at the age of thirteen
months be obliged, if entered, to compete against those who
might be only one day less than eighteen months old. There will
be found plenty of amateur spostsnien. who are lovers of the dog
and gun, who would quickly euter in field trial sports if there waa
a proper class for them. Look at our bench shows, and see the
different classes we have. We find them far better patronized
than our field trials. The brace stakes in our field trials could be
abandoned, and also the nursery stakes, as all dogs are run in
braces. This would leave room for two classes— a champion class
and a class for young dogs between the puppy and free-for-all
class.
At present the all-aged stakes are left open until the evening before the trial, aud who knows until he is there how many
of those champions hia pup will have to contend with? Jnst
think for a moment
A pup nineteen months old, with six or
seven mouths of moderate field work, must run with a dog of
three or four years' experience. Wonld any one think of taking
a two-year-old colt and enter in a free-for-all race, boBt three in
five ?
Oh, no
Why not ? Simply because its age, education
and experience are not sufficient.
If we wish pood, strong,
well-f earned and lasting field dogs, make room for them, so they
can be weaned before training them for field trials, and then we
shall have some reward for our labor.
The nursery stakes at
present is the most inhuman practice ever put upon "the canine
family.
Just think of taking a pup in its childhood and putting
it to field labor ind teaching it to point staunchly, dropping to
wing and ahot, backing and quartering hia ground, and to be
obedient, all of which must be done to fit him for a field trial.
If the puppy class was from sixteen to twenty mouths old it would
give far better results than from twelve to eighteen months. I
have had the pleasure of shooting over the dog upward of twentyfive years, and have attended four of our field trials.
I Bpeak
only from experience and what I have seen.
Old Fogy.

HE HAD A HANG-DOG LOOK.
THE

steineb's bell.

p. R.

—
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BEST AMATEUR HANDLES,

TIP.

Tip— Setter by Knapp's Cap out of Lambert's Peg. We can
learn nothing of this dog, or bitch, as the case may be. Entered by
C. Cashtuan, New York.
also

sat— if we may be allowed the expression. The artist by whom the
aocompaning cut wsb engraved has not done justice to this portrait, aB the dog is here represented as badly undershot, while in
the engraving on the cap his head is excellently drawn. On the
opposite side of the cup is the inscription:

!

Chatelaine— Black white and an English setter bitch, nearly two
Both of them have already
years old, by St. Elmo out of Maida
beeu descrioed. We learn that she has been doing very well, and
Entered by D. T.
will undoubtedly show us some good work.
Worden, New York.

Bell—EugliBh setter bitch,
Steiner, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The cnp which is to be competed for is of si eriing silver and
nine inches in height. On its face it bears an excellent portrait of
a well-bred setter dog, for which one cf the best known blue bloods

'.

Gus— Orange and white setter dog, two years and seven months
old by F. Forman Taylor's. One-eyed Saneho (now dead) whOBe
reputation as a grand field dog was world-wide. His dam is a
native of unknown pedigree. Entered by W. G. Parsons, Jr., New
Brunswick, N. J.

J.

that the offer of such a prize as this would have a tendency to induce
owners of well-bred animals to run them in the coming trial.

;

by

cashman's

months ago we offered the Eastern Field Trials Clnb a
cup to be competed for at the coming meeting by amateur
handlers, and the offer was aoceptcd by the association. The importance to his ewner of a knowledge of how a dog should be
worked is not likely to be overated, and we were inclined to think

;

;

c.

CUP.

SOME

ST. PATTI.

Patti— Black and white English setter bitch, five years old;
c. at New York, 1877, the only time shown.
Her sire," Pride of
the Border, is too well known to our readers to need description
here. Her dam, Herzberg's Jessie, won second at Springfield,
I87G and special for best hred bitch to be shown with one of her

LIZZIE LIJ.
Black and white ticked Engish setter bitch winner
Lizzie
of the Nebraska Trials, 1880, with a score of 98 out of a possible
100 points. She also ran at the trials last year, but was hardly
given a fair chance, being declared beaten before she realized that
she was hunting. We trust that she will at least have a chance to
show her quality, as we believe her to be as good as she is hand-

D. T.

THE FOREST AND STREAM

St.

Mace— Setter dog, two years old, by Frank out of Post's Rose.
This is all we have been able to learn of him. Entered by H. C.
Hamilton, New York.
DR. 8. F. SITEIi's MA1UA.
Maida- Black, white and tan Euglish setter bitch, four years
old, by owner's Dick out of Robert U. Gates' Clio.
Maida ran at
the trials last year, and worked exceedingly well until an ill-advised chase pnt, an end to her chances. We "shall expect to see her
retrieve her fortune this year.

Lu—

335

upon him

white pointer, two years old, by SensaWit hdrawu.
tion, out of Psyche II.
W. A. r.fi KlNuUA.-u's OBOTJSE DALE.
Grouse Dale— White with orange ears j three years old. His
winnings are first in puppy Btakes, Bobbins' Island, 1879: and
second with Aldrich'a Smut at same meeting. He has been
showji on the bench but once at New York, 18>0, getting v.h.c,
Hia dam,
his aire. Waters' Grouse, -eeuring first iu same class.
Daisy Dale, won second at Philadelphia, 1877, and is said to be a
good fielder. Three of her progeny are entered for the trials.
Grouse Dale ran a capital race at the meeting last fall, in fact so
well did he perform in his heat with Gladstone that tre looked

FOTLEST

AND STREAM

CUP.

field trial and bench show record. New
Patti is litter sifter to St. Elmo. She should
show good work, as her breeding is of the best. Entered by E.
A. Herzberg, Brooklyn, N. Y.
BLOCK, COUNTESS, CHIEF.
Brock and Countess, entered by G. T. Leach, New York, are
noticed above, as is Chief, of Max Wenzel.
J. O DONNEB's BESSIE.
Bessie— White, with lemon ear. setter bitch,' three years, by
owner's Ranger IT. (Champion Ranger- Wonder) out of Dr. MalThis bitch was second in puppy stakes, Bobbins'
lard's Belle.
Island, 1879, when less than ten mouths old. She did some excellent work at the trials last year, beating St. Elmo and Raleigh,
but was not placed. We think her a good one and if shown at her
best it will be no soft thing for her competitors. Entered by J.
O. Donner, New York.

progeny, having the best

York, 18>1.

St.

GROTJ8E DALE.
Wm. A. Buckingham, will he found

Grouse Dale, entered by
described above.

Ami — English

CHAS. H

RAYMOND'S ASH.

Winner
setter, two years old, by Morrord's Don.
Springfield, 1576 second St. Louis, 1878. aud was a capital
Ann's dam was the well known Fairy, whose
in the field.
history is familiar to all. Entered by Chas. H._Raymoud, Morria
Plains, N. J.
of

first

;

dog

MAX HARE AWAY.
Max Harkaway— English setter, three and a half years old, by
Guy Maunering, who won the Centennial prize at Philadelohia,
His dam,
1876, and special for best setter, New York, 1877.
Quinby's Bosie, we do not know. Also entered by Mr. Raymond.
TOM.
Tom, entered by Mr. Geo. W. Watkius, is mentioned above.
We had hoped that this stake would have brought out a larger
members of the club would have
aDd
the
entries,
that
of
number
come forward and made this the most interesting event of tue
meeting. We trust that next year we shall see such an improvement in this respect as will give this event the prominence that it
deserves. We shall give our readers next week full details of the
summing up to the latest possible moment.

Cleveland. O.
times I have bought dogs "sight aud unseen," as
the boys say when trading jack-knives, and each time, very
L bargained for— fully as good or better than I had
expected. Not so fortunate a friend of mine, who, a few weeks
siDce, sent sixty or sixty-five dollars to a Western town in answer
to an advertisement, and in due season received a very fair looking dog, except that he had a " hang-dog " look, neither lively nor
cheerful one of those sneakish brutes that are not at all prepo-

a

Ji

T different

luckily, got" all

—

sessing.
Of course, a " trial trip " was the first thing in order.
friend
put up his team at a farm-house, and induced the farmer to accompany him. Some ruffed grouse were flushed oyer a fair point,
one of which fell to the gun. The dog dropped to shot, and, at
the command, started to retrieve
Onr sportsman began to think
he had a prize, and blamed himself lor thinking meanly of the
dog at first sight but at this moment, and with the bird under his
nose, the brute discover, d a flock of sheep across a fence. AR
thoughts of retrieving " partridges" were dismissed. In an in-

My

:

stant the dog seemed transformed from a mild-eyed, subdued
sneak to a fierce wolf. His lips were drawn back, and his teeth
looked as mollifying as those of a hungry shark to the man overboard. He spraug over the fence, took the nearest sheep by the
also two more.
By this time
throat and killed it in a twinkling
the owner had him by the collar, and the excited owner of the
sheep was trying to take a hand iu the fray. But the bloodthirsty
creature twisted loose, suapped hia master s arm, and sprang on to
and killed the fourth sheep.
It was now high time for the shot-gun to take a hand in the
melee, which it promptly did. " trying for a double " on thia beast
Ir buzzards will feed on ao mean carrion, boues— and
infuriate.
the man who s.oldhim aro all there is left of this highly advertised
jty-dollar dog.
Eight dollars made peace with the farmer, and my friend again
Me-hit-arlh.
has hie eye out for a (non-sheep killing) setter.
;

—

ATLANTA BENCH SHOW.—

Everything points to a most successful show. Entries are coining in and the gentlemen having
the matter in charge are workmj like beavers to make this the
first 6how of the kind ever held in this State— something worthy
the name. May abundant sucoeBB crown their efiorte.

—

;
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TRAINING VERSUS BREAKING.

eat his supper.
say, but win n

—

TEN OH APT-BBS OJJ&P. III.
teaching our pup lo charge, his other lesson
must by no meaus be neglected, but plenty of practice must be sandwiched in until he appears to thoroughly
understand the meaning of To ho, and will readily stop at
When he is reasonably perfect
the word Or upraised band.
in this, you cau vary the lesson by placing the food upon
your knee, as you sit by him, and bringing his nose very
close to it, and after a while, as he improves, you can lay the
morsel upon his nose and he will soon learn to hold perfectly
As
still and retain any attitude that you may place him in.
he advances in knowledge, you should take a piece of meat
of good size, that he cannot swallow, and carefully open Ms
mouth— this yon cau do by clasping your hand arouud his
muzzle and gently forcing the thumb and fingers between
his jaws— and placing the piece therein, at the same time
commanding him to To h". Do not remove your hand from
IN

WHILE

liis

jaws, but hold

chances aie

and obeying
as

we

in

him

lightly yet firmly

:

for although

favor of his understanding what

readily,

still

it

are not through with

is

him

is

the

wanted,

necessary to retain the grasp
yet

;

and should

the taste of

the meat prove too tempting and he undertake to bolt it,
you, having a good hold of him, can at once open his mouih
and secure he meat. As soon as he oompr.tih.ends what you
require and remains perfectly quiet, gently force open his
mui.1 h at d take the meat from him, at the same time tclliug
him to " drop," and at once reward him with a pieceof some
other kind of meat, thus teaching him that he cannot eat the
first puce, nor even flout b it, but must deliver it safe into
We generally use a piece of tough, partly,,
your hard
cooked beef for the trial, and are very particular in our first
lessons of this kind 10 reward him with a bit of liver or
souicthii'u entirely different from the large piece. The utility
of this lesSon we will explain further on, only remarking
here that we consider il of vital importance that our pupil
should be thoroughly trained in this, for we think it to be
one of his nio.-i m. c ssiry lessons, and too much timecaunot
be expended in perfecting him in this branch of his educalie should become so perfect in this that he wilt take
tion,
the smallest hit of meat in Ins mouth ami hod it perfectly
still, without the slightest movement of his jaws, and deUver
l

hand without reluctance.
You should accustom him to the restraint of the chain
very carry in his career, f r the longer you wait the harder
he should be chained up two or three times
will he the task
it

readily into your

:

each day, t r a little while only at a time taking care that
he is perfectly quiet when you lose him. Should he be very
restless and uneasy, jou must soothe him with kind words
anil pet htm until he hi comes quiet, and on no account unfasten him until he ceases his struggles and remains calm for
a little while, thus teaching him that bowlings and stragBe. very careful lo see that he
glings will uoi. aet him free.
cannot, break his collar nor slip il over his head, nor break
his chain, for it is of me utmost importance that your lessons
should be thorough, and that at no time should he get the
idea into his head lb. it there is any possible course except
Great care must be taken
implicit ob thence to your wishes.
at all times, in all his lessons, that he is not kept under
restraint for ton ling a time, but the increase of time must
be none the IBS* sure, although very gradual and almost im-

Much will depend upon his disposition in Ibis.
perceptible.
which, if you h ive carefully studied, you will be able to
manage, bo thai he shall not become disgusted and be an unAt Lhe slightest indication that he is getting
willing pupil.
weary of instruction, you must let up a little and proceed slower, but with such care and good judgment that
he shall not mistrust the reason; and if you pursue the
proper course and manage him rightly, you will he amply repaid when he comes to maturity in witnessing the intelligent
and ehei rful manner in wllich he will obey your commands
and submit to long continued restraint without a murmur.
We accustom our pup from the first to the society of
fowls, and if possible procure a brood of chickens for him
We greatly prefer game fowls for this
toass'Ciate wiih.
purpose, for -we think they are possessed of stronger scent,
thus being more attractive to him, and making him all the
more eager to investigate them, while the mother being much
mote brave in their defense than a common dunghill will at
his first attempt to chase of worry them give him a lesson
thai he will never forget. Upon the occasion of his first introduction to them, <\i) not allow him to mistrust that you
have planned the interview, hut let him accidentally come
he may not phase, but the chances
noon ihem while at play
Do not stir, but
are thai ho will make i rush for them.
calmly say. To Sa, and leave the rest to the old hen.
Should lie hear you and stop, you must caress and praise
him. Should he "point" them, do not encourage, neither
must you prevent him, but take no notice of it, for
should he. Bad that il was pleasing to you he might form
habi'S that would not always prove satisfactory. On the
other hand, should you discourage him he would perhaps
think it was wrong to point, so that the best way is to
;

leave him alone, and let him point to his heart's content,
thankful that he has the instinct, and content to patiently
await lite proper time to so direct this wonderful gift that
its display shall minister to your pleasure and afford you
abtn rimi enjoyment.
There is hc other point to which we wish to call your
if you have
attention while we are upon the subject,
hunted much you have undoubtedly seen dogs that would
point rabbits and perhaps chase them. Now, that our pupil
may not be guilty of such indiscretion, when old enough
to take the Held, we will proceed to so train him that he will
always obtain,
never pay them the slightest attention.
if posdble, a pair or more of our common wild rabbits; if
these cannot be had the fame variety wil! answer. Then we
build them a butch alongside the puppy's pen, with a hole
communicating just large enough for them to pass through,
that they may visit him at their pleasure and readily escape
should he he too familiar, and our word for it you never
once purneed fe>.r that y ur dog is pointing a rabbit.
chased for 8 -song a niaguirjee.it dog, which was entirely
worthless from this cause. Although he had an excellent
would point every
D "*e, ami was perfectly staunch, he
(

We

We

that came in his way, and would "draw" on their
trail, and you could never 'make sure but he wan leading
you after one of these pests instead of a bird. Wo took
him home and placed him in a large yard, with several of
He pointed
his bob-tailed friend?, and left him to his fate.
them steadily all the afternoon, and refused to leave them to

rabbit

What

he did during the night

we

[NoVTSHtBBR 24, 1881.

cannot

we visited him in the morninlr. although lie
was lying down, he was still staunchly pointing, but apparently very tired,
lie did leave them long enough to eat his
breakfast, but as soon as it was down he immediate] resumed bis work.
his went on for nearly a week before he
:

'I

appeared to weaken, and before the eta e of the second
week he evidently had had enough of it. We Ihen took
him into the ri> Id, taking pains to go where rabbits were
plenty, but not once did be pay them the slightest attention,
nor was he ever known to notice them again. For the
same reason we like to have cats about the house that our
pup may become well acquainted with them before he com-

mences hunting.
We should have menlioned before that the pup should be
out of his pen for a good run, at least twice a day, and
if he will remain about the house and not stray away, we
should much prefer to let him run all the time, for the more

let

exercise that he gets the bolter will it be for his streneth
and endurance in the future, and the less he is confined the
better will it be for his courage and confidence.
While our pup is yet your.g he should be taught to love the
sound of the gun. This cau be easily accomplished if the
pn .per course is pursued. In the first place we take a couple
of old tin pans, and while his attention is attracted by
something that interests him we strike them together,, lightly
at first and if he appears to be afraid we are very careful not
to add to his fright by a repetition of the noise anywhere
near him, but take the pans to quite a distance from his pen
and leave Ihem, and wait awhile before trying again. When
it is time to feed him we go to the pans, and while sounding
our whist e, as before described, to let him know that we are
coming, we give a stroke jusi loud enough for him to bea*
plainly, and at once proceed to his pen and give him his
feed.
By pursuing this course for a few days, and gradually
going a little closer every time, he will become accustomed
to the sound, and learning that the noise is connected with
our coming, and also his dinner, he soon gets used to it, and
in a short lime will stand the racket without flnching.
When
he has become so accustomed to the noise that he shows no
signs of fear at quite a loud crash it is time to try him with
the gun. In order to do this understanding^ you will require an assistant. Let him take the gun loaded with a light
charge of powder and stand at some little distance -say forty
or fifty yards away and be ready at your signal to fire.
You will now enter his pen, and af.er he gets a little quiet
call him to you and put a piece of meat before him and bid
him Toho, at the same time raising your hand as a signal for
the gun.
Carefully watch him, and should he display any
sign of fear the experiment must be repeated as with the
pans.
There is no need of your presence only to notice how
tie behaves, and you can dispense wiih your assistant, unless,
as will probably be the case, he does not mind the report,
when the gun can be brought nearer, and you can mike
another trial. Great cue must be taken not to frighten him
with too loud a discharge, nor should it be too close to him,
until he gets used to it.
By prying close attention to him
when under fire, you can readily teil how far it will do to go,
;

—

and by properly conducting your experiment you can soon
teach him to love the sound of the gun, even when fired over
indeed we have cured in this way some of the
his bead
worst cases of gun-shyness that we ev. rsaw, Comparatively
few dogs are gun-shy, and it is with these only that those
precautions are necessary. After your pup has been carefully accustomed to the noise do not lay the gun aside as
soon as you have accomplished your object, but let him hear
the sound occasionally' until his education is complete, taking
good cue that the discharge of the gun is at once followed by
something pleasing to him his dinner, for instance or let it

Carbolic acid and tobacco juice, to which we may add corrosive
sublimate, are all fatal to flea life, but may destroy the dog as
.ell.

Why is it that people find it so diilir
d a dog of deas V
keep on poisoning the ileus aiu
g lhe dug, and a
i'ewdavs thereafter find he'i, .„,
lis is the reason
he gets a new stock of fleas from the p
are wonderfully prolific. The mam point then, is to gi e the dog
a perfectly clean kennel.
Change his bed from straw to pine
shavings, sprinkled with a little turps, and thoroughly clean out
and disinfect bis kennel. We may also dustalittle of the powdered
P.vrethruni Howe/ sin the place where he lies. You will thus get
to the very root of the eyil.
We mav

I

;:

:

I

I

NATIONAL TRIALS.— We have received a letter from Mr. T.
tl. A] .: •".
who is at Milan, Teun. Hc reports plenty of quail
but is mildly expoatulative against the cat briers and weeds, and
fen!;, eiuipn-i.r in ins denunciation of the burrs and teu-raU fences.
He only wishes that, he bad Burnt there, clipped and greased, so
that be could show them how it ought to be doue. He thinks that
pointers are the dogs for that country, and says that linsb is
doing some grand work. He promises'to write again soon, giving his views upon matters and things in general.

THE NATIONAL TRIALS.— Special

dispatch to the Forest
21, 1881 —Editor Fofesi and
spent about live hours tn-day drawing part of the
preserves at Grand Junction, and f.niiul twenty coveys of quail,
averaging eighteen birds each.
Another draw will be made
Thursday.
P. H. BeyBDh.
This confirms other advices received that the supply of birda
all that could be desirwd to insure a successful meeting.

and Stukam—Membhis, Term,. Nov.
Stream:

We

GONE SOUTH.— Mr. Ered A Tuft, or Dedham, Mass., has
gono to North Carolina with a Btnng of fine dogs for a three or
four months hunt.

KENNEL NOTES.
*,* Breeders and owners of dogs are invited to send memoranda
names claimed, bred, whelps, sales, etc., for insertion in this column
We make no charge for tht pubiwation of such notes; but request in each
ca*e the notice be made up in accordance with our form, that the name of
both owner and dog be written legibly, or printed, and that the strain lo

of

which the animal belongs be distinctly

stated.

NAMES aAIHEl).
rrieh yell— Claimed by Mr. A. A. Raymond, South Xorwalk, Conn.,
Tor red liKli setter hitch whelped Aug. r>, issi, by champion Kory
t
Mot
or cal cmlor's Hay .champion Kloliccliainpion Mrellv.
/,•!, i..;7
claimed ivy lien. Prank A. ISoncl. je.v,up„, ud for black,
wliii- and lan beagle dog whelped April 30, issi, oy Dodge's Rattler

(i

,

oiiLot Lulu.
Myrtle— i:\a\meil

hue

unit

Frank A. bond, Jessups, Md., for black,
tan beagle bitch whelped April au, issi, by Bodges Hauler

out c
in.-h.—

by

(-leu.

Mr.

i

M-i'Mey.

si.

Leonard,

Nash, Siew York,
me 4, issi by Mr.

while Khgllsl

lor

for

p. Q.,

lemon

anil

Charles'
Savage's ttadge Dlck-Qypstej.
sworili. New lork, tor liver and
iciped July*), tsst, by .Mr. F. F.

ltoyal dfovalOrie el 11.while lleked
I'iichc r\~ lea

D. T.

;

—

—

Dcncb legged beagle
and i»o hiiches, by Dyke

ressups, Md.l

i

birch Norali wl

torn flogs

(imported Sum
Little X«lt—T>
Nell (champlo

Alen's lemon and white pointer hitch Little
isnot-champlon Hose whelped Oct 18, ten—
tehes, all liver :., U while, by Mr. A.
(luiliTrof the dogs have since died,
organ's (n-nleniuwi,, ,\. j.) imported collie
No '.1, nine— by .Mr. J. l.liidsuj s yleisey t.'lty,

eight dogs and

I-:.

Judy— Mr.

be a prelude to giving him his liberty, thus giving Id rn to understand that the noise means something, and soon the noise,
or even the sight of the gun, will cause him pleasurable emotions that he will never forget.

.

:oieh'5(New York) cocker spaniel birch Lod
ye— Six dogs and six bllches-iwo dogs and six

THE PLEA.

BKT.OW

he found what the current number of Vero Shaw's
Illustrated Book of the Dog has to say about the flea. The
it paragraph is especially commended
to 'our readers. It conns the gist of the whole matter, and should bo piiuted in large
type and hung in & conspicuous place in every kennel
The Ilea, the Putex irri'anx, is by far the most common of hair
irasites,
although by no means the most dangerou
and
i, pe i-, however, and often
troublesome. They are most an'm
very difficult to get rid of for not only must those actuallv on the
animal himsulf be destroyed, hut the a eon.
•ything, in fact, on which the dog may hut
on for any length
of time, must hc thoroughly cleansed and dif
ected.
Iu long-haired dogs these insects are pr
ipally to be fouud
along the spine, in the neck, and behind tl
ins.
Hers, then,
eggs, and lead altothey exist in colonics, and lay moHt of thi
gether a very active life, They are generally found in pans, the
"ill

mo

:

K( anel Olnn'S pointer

hitch Lilly to Mr. E.

I

;

male and female, the latter being much the larger. The eggs, or
nits, black and hard and immer. us, will be found at no great dis-

E

MoCoiiom's pointer bitch Gertrude to Mr. E.
mJ-Bomp).
in— .Mr. Burr Mollis, HornellsvlUe, N. Y., has bred
cu Nellie (lay
Bubrtea Daisy) io tosipiaw) Nui, la
in.

Ilori/

O'Morr-Gvy Whelp—31

sold io Mr. A. A.

Albany, N. v., has

luymoud

whelped Aug,

tih-h

5,

ililel'O-Klreny).
r,:,,
lied Irish
by Mr. Ld.;;u ktWi

Si
ISSI,

,

a red Irish setter

ut or

eb whelped

owner's

Guy

issj (ftrouso-flrant),
Ir. (.'has. If
Price, New V.,ik.
Hero— Imported bulldog by Newton's Crib oul of Hague's Lizzie, by
Mr. Win. W. Bainersley, si. Leonard, P. l> .ro.Mr. It. M. Livingston,

Waim weather, a too hot, foul kennel,
tance, adhering to hairs.
filth in general, are all favorable to the multiplication of
these peBts.
Fleas on dogs, we believe, are more injurious than many people
suppose from the constant biting and irritation they render the
dog nervous and excitable, and this, combined with the loss of
sleep, often causes indigestion, loss of tone and emaciation, and
paves the way for the incoming of dangerous and, perhaps, fatal
diseases.

i;,,

and

W. Uadaiiilue, Washli.eio
onvlUe,0 black,
TO Mr. A in bony Llom,

).

,

bitch.

;

Mr. Jacob klru.' rieve'iaiei, v.]
:h.
To Mr. K. cowan. Warren,
.Ir.
John si. UodMvell, Paxton,
slped July io, issi, by owner's

By hiuug himself and acratebiug himself the poor dog oftKmes
so disdgures his skin that he is supposed to be suffering from
mange, is taken to some so-called " dog doctor," is dressed— salivated if thu dressing tic mercurial, because the broken skin abcured " by being aent to his long
sorbs it so quickly and bo

I'elton out, ot o

home.
There are many ways of getting rid of floaa in the dog, but we
shall only mention the most simple, and not the dangerous class

Orgill

—

'

'

of remedies.

We have

Pt;n/lu->i>n

ressum, Bome-

buy tbo powder

into the coat by
in bulk
idia-rubher puff-ball. Nc
rig the dog must
rid want repeatbe washed and have a good run, and the
ing. If a dug is much troubled with tl,
powder should be
more often
introduced out of doors, not in, as the insect:
off

than

wis, Apollo, Pa.

Soeh

e

potntel

buch puppy by Mr. E.

i

Vnrligirnnnd Liihj n.—Mr. E. htvei; 1'uiladelplila, has Imported
Bngla id fie biack and tan terrier flog Vortigern—K. C. 8. B.
Their weights ai eta and lo pounds.
Vortl-em ihat he Is one of the best
i

no. -,'j.ii-ana the bitch Lilly II.
Lice Muck Journal says of
stuct dogs living.

The

UEATHS.
Srnmtion-Gipsev Whelps— Mr. Win, P. Iluerr, Watsesslng. N. J., has
and one bltcli puppies whelped Nov. 5 by Sensation out

lost two dog
or oipsey.

I'-Mr.

Burr nollls. HornellsvlUe, X.

Y-,

has

lost his

black

killed.

Olive oil or Harm cast ir oU may be used. If so, we must thoronghlj Boat the animal's coat with the oil, and we. have to take
care be does not catch co'.d in tko meantime. If we soak the dog
at night we can wash him next morning. This process also will
want repeating.
Then there is a remedy which is better suited for long-haired
dugs.
Wo refer to the quassia wash. With this thu dog's body
must be thoroughly welted, and he may then be turned out to
shake himself and have a scamper.
There are many other remedies, but w-e think wo have named
Mr. Gam-;ee. recommends the oil of anise-Beed mixed
sufficient.

with commou
do good,

39,

roi

round powdered dowers of

The hair
tiraes called Keating'a insect powder, very effectual
must he lifted up, and the powder blown iu. Little uaira of bellows are sold for this purpose, but

driven

unknown, by Mr. burr
Mourn vernou, lowa.
g .snapshot-Kiihy) by Mr. u.

'dlgree

Oraill,

oil.

We have not Wed it,

but should think

it

would

CHOICE GORDONS FOE SALE.— Having too many dogs, I offer
for sale one Held and one house-broken Gordon, ined ex. flora.
Tbese dogs were eh-lce selections Irora 111 t-rs raised by iny-eK. Are
-old tor no taut, an
offer a rare opportunity to obtain an extra
For particulars address L. U. lillhngs, Anline strain at a bargain.
i

napoiis,

Md.—.-lde.

—

Ohio, Washingtonville, Nov. 19. Shooting is very good
I was out on the afternoon of 15th, with my dogs
Pel ton and Jesse Turner, Land killed twenty-three quails and,
one grouse,
0, W. B,
here.

a
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ALBANY— 'Match shot. Nov. 17.—The pleasant weather brought
(julte an assemblage of marksmen 10 Rensselaerwyck.
The wind
was having a frolic all byltseii, muchtothe (Us lomton 01 the m rrkB<! nc-i.t. a
men, and many ot the slips are attributed to ihc
subscription match of seven Shots a SOU and 300 varus was n,..- ..'.,-.
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ous conception of the objects of allowing time, if ipial hies and
"which give spier' in a licit were taxed at their true
value time allowance would be reduced to a mere handicap. As
there can be no sound reason In taxing only one or a few features
con [Touting to speed Instead of all,
follows lliai If all arc raied at
their jusr. value and taxed accordingly, the yachts of a ileet win be
placed at the ilnish at the same instant of lime, siibjeob only to sac])
differences as are due to the vacyiu; seamanship exhibited and the
llukcsof nature. Allowances deduced Iu this manner are handicaps,
and when per ret
ng ot ah test or torm or design ssexplained. Allowance
ed from a consideration ot only one or a
few of U10 spe i.il
boats are simply imperfect and ;'iu-.,iii^>/,7/» lui'idica/ifi, and
s misleading and
unfair In their appllcaHon, bislilcs having
rlgln In considerations wholly foreign to
those from which measurement for tlnu
pi'.g-.
This latter Is not intended to work as
leap—that is a load to
be borne as a penalty by the fast boat-b.itas a means df equalizing the advantages Inherent In Hie u>e of size or bulk apart altogether from what, disposition has been made 01 the bull; in other
words, a/,«r< from design, in order that, the value f form and design
may be fairly tested in boats differing lo bulk without permitting
such value to become reduced or obliterated by the greater "power'r
possessed by an excess of bulk. The real aim of time allowance Is,
so lo speak, to reduce the larger boat to the hulk of ihe smaller, so
that upon an equal footing in this respect a race will become a fair
teal between their shapes and all their features, one and all of which
should be left lo tue designer's free choice aud Judgment.
Allowances based Upon a u.uitlon or his choice and Judgment In
such manors arc clearly equivalent to a tax upon Ills model j the
M-ii Hung wi.i. !. should go scot-tree.
Ou the other hand, allowances based upon the omount of bulk of
his design call upon him rightfully for a concessl >n to the party not
enjoying on equal amount of " power " In the desig:ntug of a smaller
boat, and the tax imposed for
dUTe
nowise lnterteres with or affects the disposition of
disposai or ihe
two designers, they belug lcfi perfec
11
lis shaping,
free to adopt any relation or one pu
r part or their
model.
The most extreme of the sk!mmli:g-dlsh type can, under a bulk
measurement, meet the narrowest kind of a cutler In perfect cquiiy.
Bulk measurement acis without prejualce or favor to either, and the
bo it m hlch wins (bar secondary or accidental causes, or course) Is In
reality ilicifastest form aud combination of the elements entering lnInto the problem of design. Sue is so by virtues actually possessed,
and is not merely made to appear so by the back-acting Jugglery of
some rule prejudicial to her opponent's particular dtslgn.
L'lulor bulk measurement, all types may exist, aud the question of
the best will hi; settled by the survival ot the til test In the long run,
as it ought to be, and we will no longer be compelled to accept one
Special type, kept alive by the bolstering concession of some rule
taxing everything else out or existence.
features
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M.\(;N(H.i\ SALIEET.—All the matches at tela famous resort
arc lining weUi ana 8ome One scores are eiedlted to the several parliclpaotsln each match,

and gyap ^hooting.
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boat, aud was never upon any occasion asked to do anything ttun
was not eoDrtrLued by his own judgmei
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FOREST AND STREAM,
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What

the result of (his most generous Indulgence on the part ol
his emplojerav a yacht is producd which, instead of being built
ao. oi sung to in.' scl"utiue and unproved rules adopted and followed
I'.v intelligent m-signi-isoi the pit-cent day, is constructed by "rule of
uiinuii,
and uc are lolu hy your correspondent mat -'her water-line
was iinuuracd maoh lower than Mr. Klrby had i-xpreied.'
Builder., who construct in inw manner, ami do not calculate the
position oi their water lines In urawlugs, ui.iy place that most luruoriant factor In a boat's speed where thuy will or, in other woras,
hulnl Hie yacht Qrsi and men walk round u with a pleco of ohallc la
their hand and say, •• Won, 1 guess the water-line ought to he auour
here"— mark it accordingly, >"id iheu with mo pamt-pu: make It
wore plain and noil deiim-d preparatory to the launch. Ind.ed, we
iiiii>
>.,y ihui Urse wiioi lino.- cloo.-ly res- nib e In poslf.on the
Puinps.il iii.uk ii|ion ocean tramps, which Is piaccdon thcsi.- »eSS01S
at u point to suit lie owner's tancy. Need we then be surprised II
such ihi-Biuv either too high Oi tooiowv your corrcsponueni nexl

November

qTTESTION OF TITE.
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laid up, many for us much as six weeks, losing the
very best part of the year for silling. We slrnplv chronicle this as a
fact, and will not venture Ihe solution Hun a g,- inline love lor the sea
seems to go hand in band with a preference tor the cutter. A correspondent wilus about;sal, in t- single-handed yachts ol all descriptions
-se-stcd by " Bit " a fortnight ago.
Thlscfriaiuly ivoino make
an Interesting match, aud now would be a glorious time to sail It
b-ii id" loirs who dote upon the skbnmlng-fllr.li hav,- hot the heart for
'--s, s.-irl their craft rue stripped and lelc on the mud to
id- us hi, a ta a coming winter.
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We are
in o .in inei -to iii in. u Upon the yachl b>-iug delivered to her owners
that iney ai one- pronounced tuat " Hit Iron work aud rigging were
too dgui, and uu uauiUmAil jib slay, two bow-sprit stays and two
mast-hoad leaders oi three and one inch wire were substituted."
u uose lauit was this, 1 would ask 7 Is not the sparring, ballasting
an itgging a yacht props* ly as uiuoh a part of a boat deslgiier'e
business as .oiisiiumihg mo huh? Aud, finally, to quote from our
friend, ~u. u. u. :" " 1b it ran to enter a yncnt in her condition, whh
cverytuing now, against such cracks as the Mischief, Oracle ami
iiudegiiiio !" To this 1 would say, Why was the yacht built if not to
race agalu.-d.aiid v..ui|ul.-di me above-named boats'; And It was the
builder s business to see thai every thing was lu the best possible conOli ion for a si
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lor the "Cook."
He never has been beaten undersoil by a
canoe ot any other rig, although canoes wiih keels a.e faster under
p iridic. AS lor safety, he has tl equeutly ti ustcd a valuable ten-year

old boy, whom [none;, could not replace, to amuse himseir for half a
day at a lime w li h a Kice Lake boat carrying two sails, and the
or not. only escaped capsizing bnt did not even get wet For
racing spurts a man's canoe should be a racing machine, but in general cruising, the keel, ccnf.reooard and ballast-bag,
hleh the
Canadian model avoids, are nuisances, and "
ainocist's
spare lime Is devoted to cruising, the mr.de:
which Is
oryest, lightest, easiest, to handle when -jshoi
nder sail,
A surveyor general of Canada, who did inor
chc rotnblned numbers ot any Ameucan eanoe club,
Klce Lake
canoe, In which he carried not only himself but his instruments and
papers.
^
thb Cook.
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A FAIE PROPOSITION.

HUTCHING3

& PRY0E,

of City Point, South Boston, Mass., have
made a declaration to the effect that they w 111 build a boat ot
slug order
equal capacity to the .Madge and put, her In camp
for is,ni.m, with a guarantee that li she does tot, brat the Madge the
buyer need not take the boat, certainly this Is all any man can usk,
and as the comparison in performance Is to be based upon bulk
hieasurehiorii. no ess-no: Ion can be taken to the proposition, always
providing Uutchings.v pryor really turn out for the occasion a =eaworthy Blilo like the eui tor in alt respects, and not a skel. ion makeshift.
We arc especially glad to Unit these but ders willing to undertake the dldicuti prooleni "l "aiiili tide nnd not. insisi upon a handiif ihey succeed in
cap Irom aiong but, s
sthecutter in otner respects
bearing Che Madge won
ir.so! Boston. In building the
their fame will spread f
111 And it advisable to depart
new boat we think lluu
they will not attain the succonsiderably from the oi t
ces hoped lor.
We may audi hat the e.csl or the Madgu Is about
I

Editor Forest and Stream :
in the summer of 1819 my wife and I stood on the shore of the
Great South Bay, near Centic Moriches L. I .watching a number ot
eatboais start on tneli- trip aci osa the bay to the narrow Btrlp ot sand
that separates it fiom the ocean. As one after the other their little
yvhtte sails bellied to the wind they presented a very pretty appearance, as plunging on their course they dashed tin spray from their
bows. We stood (or some tune watching them, and as we turned to
" 1 wish you could sail a
scroll down the beach my wUe remarked'
b iat." As the water has always had a fascination lor me, this was
fuel to a desire that was already smouldering in my breast so,
made up my mind to learn to sail a boat or
yielding to Its inilueuee,
die lu the attempt. Next day I hired a sharpie (a rather sorry-looking arrab but the best to be had at, the Utnc), and getttug the owner

W. M.

FMltir Forest and Stream:
1 lie leu or noui your Michigan correspondent concerning mainsails
laced ana unlaced was one ot much lu'.eresl to tne. I cannot quite
wnen ho says that for yachts with cabin houses the
agree with
uoi.io-ai! should lis la ;ed, became me tack cannot he brought lower
than tue boom. One way would be simply to shift the gooseneck
band higher up on the mast to overcome his objection. Hut I think
The reasons are these The
all mainsails will sit beltoi It not laced.
otuhaiii exerts a diagonal pull actors the canvas to the Jaws of ihe
gaff, ana the r.a, k exer'.s up ol at right angLes across Ihe other to me
peal; ihnlis it the taen Is properly lean a little forward. In this
way ihe .viui sal! is si retched In every direction as taut, as a drum
head the sheet and peak keeping Che leech taut. Now it the sail is
laced me roping on the loot and on me head may be hauled out, ever
in- -.heel may bold the leech and the throat the luff, yet
so taut an.
there is no diagonal strain on me bag of the canvas in tne centre.
For these r asons I believe that we wid never have as hat canvas as
the English until we adopt their plan of hauling the sail out on the
boom and down on the uck. The way laced saJ.scame into poj) Mr
n v wlthoui good reason is this: When the America beat the Bng n
to badly, two things came under prominent notice at the time— her
sharp entraucc and flat sails. Now hese sails were natter than
But the
llr.tish canvas, because intentionally cut so as to sit flat.
mainsail was air,o laced to the boom, and the average observer
jumped lo tne conclusion that this was the main cause of Us being so
gtcat
with us
America's
so
ot
the
victory
was
The influence
Mat.
mat she impressed certain customs upon us which have been observed ever Bince without lnucu regard 10 their efficacy. Certainly
Madge,
jlatu-r
sails
than
those
oi
unthe
we can never nope to have
le-s we make ttioiu ol sheet Iron, and as her s-ai-.s were as Hat a-s It Is
po sibic 10 sail with, it la a proven ease that a mainsail loose on the
other
slue
foot can be. made lonll as Hat as there is any call for. Oh the
wit have out vet produced the equal with the sail laced to tue boom,
and the Inference that it canuoi be done seems to me a fair conolureadliy be seen that a laced loot and a
Ap.rt. in
ertlcal curve or belly 10 the sail which Is
t leeel
d to hang free. There will also be more
in the shape ol a bag coming to an apex
iriAOntal curvature ot the sail meet at the
ire not too obstinate or vain to learn, and
hoy anempt to leave the
,ce bad tits w.ieu
hat mainsails loose on ihe root will become
They ate
ih handler when cruising.
n be triced, up while fishing, or to
cef, and the tack
" --to give the man at the wheel a good lookout
qulckJJ red
Old Tab.
ded waters.
ben working In

1

:

mm

•

c
"
",li,,||
:.,-..,
,;,.":
0."
the r.iUUV prlCeo Of
tfl
"fashionable'' builders r.od de.-kcmi and a ceod deal to the highest
quality of materia Is a nd tlnlah. Built in our usual American way the
Madge will not cost, over $4,000.
.'

1

,

show me how to fix the spilt sail I started on my crulBe «oft<-». 1
had been out In a sailboat on sevoi ai occasions heroic, but never had
anything to do wlih the handling or one, but as I had noticed how to
tack ana Jloe it was my Impression I knew an about it. In this the

sequel proved I was aligln ly mistaken. When l started I let the sail
out arm ran before the wind lor about a mile. Thinking then I had
gone tar enough, I jibed, nearly pulling the must our ot the boat, and
commenced to beat back home. Having made several lacks successfully I commenced to reel considerably Inflated with my skill, but in
inn
.ne in.
list
"
close ''.' iled that when I came to "come
about " there was not suiiicioui headway on her to bring her round.
1 ducked to allow the boom to pass, but had hardly raised my head
wnen Che wind caught that sail ami flopped me Doom against my ear
with sueh torco that for a moment i thought Judgment Day had
come, and the angel uabrlel was rapplug rue on tire ear with his tin
trumpet I recovered my senses just in time to intercept a second
rap. My hat went overboard, and in my efforts to recover it I was
blown on a lot ot bulrushes that lined the shore. I tried to pole off,
but as 1 lay broadside ta the wind old Boreas blew me back as often.
I spent about twenty minutes in Hits agreeable manner, when I happened to Chink or Striking the sails and by that means get out of my
dilemma. 1 began to think now l had ha about as lqucIi boallng for
one. day as I wanted, and having recovered my hat I put tor home,
When I arrived within a hundred yards or so ot the duck I was in a
quandary as to how to stop that boat 1 felt sure that ltlranlmo
cue lauding place at the rale I was then coin;; mcr, would be a gen,, ,i
tic.
it, sec ihe dock and oahed to a fisherman who was
,i,,.-,si
mending bis nets on he bank and astted him how to atop her, but he,
" smiling a smole and winking a wunk," left me to my own resources,
evidently enjoying ihe. situation. I fooled around there some time,
and, desp .lrtng or getting any advice from the man who thus far had
remained as dumb as an oyster, I tried to run alongside, but came
nose on, and before I could do a thing she swung round and laid
nearly flat on the dock with a big stake through the middle of the
sail.
I scrambled ashore somehow and had my cup tilled to the brim
bv the gentle sarcasm of mv plucaioilal friend who lemarked: "1
guess you don't know much about boats." I felt as It I would like to
pay a tio fine ou his account, but as he was a son of oath 1 thought

i
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YACHTING NEWS.
NEW YACHT.—Mr.

A. Gary smith has Just, finished the plans for a
She win have :i
line for Phil idelphia owners.
dratt. with lead on the keen The drait. was kept
el water sailing,
she Is ol course
;:.
,s
rigged as a cutter and will be built this winter In New York.

eultf-r

.10 it.

it beirn

on water

andn

It.

es

,.

-,.,

i
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INTERNATIONAL RACES.— A

contemporary says, editorially:
As might have been expected America his a long load, the scoro
iw standing— United States, as races Great Britain, 19." This Item
as probably written before our contemporary had properly studdled
w Stream a week ago. or it would not have
the columns O) ?obi it
made such a blunder. The score stands, HB races lor American yachts
;

..

.

34 tor the British.

and

i

EFFECTS OF THE MADGE.— Captain

Plaff's schooner Adrlenne,
have her old shoe of 4,0(10 pounds removed and a now
scon pounds— about four tons— take its place. How does the
ai ike that 7
where are their pet iheones about, outside
ballast making a boat "loggy"? Boston experience Is all on the

ot Itostou. Is to

m

one

:

I,,

i

side of the cutter in this respect.

i

;

i

.

i

Messrs. Van Klf.eck, Ct.ark * Co., stationers, of Nos. 2?4 and 2SS
Broadway, have just, lnt.niduced a pleas mt reminder ol those two
American racers whose.explolts on the English and French turf In
1'81 have made them famous. Tnesc articles consist of portlolos,
n"-,, lee -i
meio'ir.indum bosks nnd p ids, eig tr ease
p ickei toilet
and card cases, ladles hand bugs, etc.— ill appropriaie in these 0ft
One speed tl mature
day-B, and of exquisite tast" and superior finish.
is a fine representation in inlaid sliver, embossed anil carved, ot Iroquois and Foxhall, and of their gallao 'ocltey, Archer.

m

TRYING TO RHYME 'TAHRAPIN."
>

Now my

shell-shield Is bullet-proof,
Tougher than horn oi horse's hoof,
Tough as an Iron narrow-pin,
Can stand a deal of larrupln

O. B. Hahtlby.

,

NEST SEASON, PERHAPS.— it Is a somewhat remarkable fact that
wnlle every cutier In New York is still in full commission, and most
them propose remaining in commission un.ll the Ice makes, all

1

;

,

was the bcin-r p. ,rt of valor. I wended my way homo a
sadder but a wiser man, but i had this knowledge to comfort me: "I
that solitary oruke than 1 did in all my previous
learned more
t, c ipg."

..:

...

1

dl-orellon

club

bi
n
led
also
book In summer, twenty-six new members
J
centreoo id cats, keei cat, * Centreboard nloops, 2 keei sloops ano
The tl :ct now comprises Tti vessels, and the roll
i keel schooner.
two
yacht
lor
every
about
one
or
lold,
Just
all
foots up ,.vj members
members not a bad showing.
i

THISKS.

Editor Forest ami Stream
In your paper of imth lust., M Red Laker," while asking some questions about canoeing, wanted to know if the " Commodore and the
cook,'" who v. rore "Canoeing In Kanuckea," still stick lo their Ked
(hie--, Lakers.
1 do not know what, the Commodore thinks about
newer models, but the round bottomed Canadian canoe is good

FIRST EXPERIENCES.

LOOSE-FO OTED M AINSAILS.

tin:

.

i

obft. on the line.
On deck she will be as handsome and smart as the
regular cutter, and will steer with a tiller, she Is Intended to be
rigged as a sloop, with very lolly, narrow sails. On this point we
differ, of course, with her owners' choice, thinking low, wide sails
much more effective and closer winded, she win, however, have a
very long topmast fltted to house, and which, lu seamanliKe style,
will come down for a bom: to windward, or when no light canvas is
wanted. Storm jibs, spinnaker of the real sort, and bailooners will
be supplied, as tne boat is to be sailed with the zest character, stie of
yachtsmen In the East The greater part ol her ballast win be carried on the keel, and wooden floors aro replaced with forged Iron
knees. If this yacht is in some respects not exactly what we should
choose ourselves, she is at all events a lon^ siep ahead of the old orthodox fair weaihet excnrslon affairs, and should She give a good
account of herself as a racer Is likely to mark a new depaiture n
the fashions among yachtsmen who lay stress upon having sate,
roomy ships in place or capslzable machines or fair-weather toys.

i

publication of

tell mo why the Oracle has been called a distinctively
"'icau typeot boat in contradistinction to the Mischief 7
X.
c certainly cannot, unless botching away ou a boat foi thlrle«n
make her as good as another was from the day she was
hiiuiCiied is to be corsidered particularly American.
This we are
not. prepared to allow.
The Mischief Is rather more distlnctlvelj.-.mei-ican In her thorough suee.e.-s p aeueally, and she I- still a full
.loop hi rig, while oracle flnda It, lo her advantage to meet
I"
ni or more than half way in her double head rig, an ai rangemen o, saU which no builder In America would ackno « ledge the
so ,i
lie
ingle Jlo until the idventof the Madge opened the eyes
leol them, as an example of what we know about yachts in
10
s the less said about the Oracle as a specimen ot genius the
\\

r

mm

D0RCI1ESTEH YACHT CLUB.— Since the

Cau you

years Co

i

aisodesigucil by the saniegentleman, won her maiden
race three days after bonding her s.uis, beating the Active, me
Kaiser Wilhtl. a, and all the nistesl boats lu our waters or her day.
Agulu, tue uesper, anoihcr of Mr. A. Carey smith's boats, was
louuoiicd irotu ne oulldersyaul at (ireenpoint, went loBosion without even a trial tilp, and uUlsalien all the yaoliis of her class In that
harbor, winning lour races la.-a summer. Think of sending a yacht
so far wiinuui. even trying her beforehand, and relying upon her
Will any
being propeily d-sigued rui hersufccipieni perforinances
unpr. ju deed yachtsman deny the superiority ol vessels constructed
in this manner over luose limit by " tule ot thumb?"
Pei.ple lose sight of lh» fact that the Ar/ovv, undoubtedly one of the
fastest sloops oi her day, had no such competitors to sail against us
Misin.icf, thepr&iMW Oracle and the uudegarde, and that, while
i.n
Mr. Klrby to-day builds lu ihc same manner mat he did when he
modeled ihc A row, there are others who, constructing upon more
saciiiuic principles than the "rule or Ibumb" admits of, pioduce
boats ol improved and more certain speed, of wlilch the .Mischief,
Madcap and Helper are most bcautllul examples.
lu coiu'iushm, i would add that twenty years ago In England building Irotn models was all the rage, while to- jay the fastest raciue
yachts in mat count y come from cue an-hit^-i's ..hawing bo^rd, and
from present appearances this will, I think, be the case In America

i

AN UNFOUNDED CLAIM.

'',

I

.

mixed races may again bs broached.

Editor Forest and Stream

necessity oi obtaining the largest boat posMble to sail under the
lengln rules still In vogue with some clubs, she has standing
height under flush deck lore ami an. Thl* gives accommodations of
a genuine sort troiu the sail locker aft to the knee of the stem in the
eyes, as a cockpit has been OJapeDSi
llB a
feature ot necessary
in such an able era it; more wld be a state room with large douole-berth
aud sola art, then the companion ladder spiral In suapc, with locker
room on each s de. Amidships Is he main saloon, ai.d a regular big
one it Is, with transoms e.icn side, and lour wide broths in the win 5 s.
Forward of this, buikheaded irom the rest of the ship, Is a
large galley and pantry, and the rest of the boat Is given up to a
long lorecasilt vvbh standing height the whole length thereof. In

e

as wed.

subject of sailing

'

more length could have have been adopted

her, In the i.r-i year taat she
four, ano would probably hav*
hi a drifting match. Nor did she
lower upon being launched Ulan
her owuur or himself in any
.

-
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1

n

way,

i

me, and I should be pleased If you will Inform me where 1 can And
him, and al.,o where 1 can see his boat,
Ipiopose to have a new boat the corning season, and I think the
one you mention as being nearer my tancy than any yet. J. O. B
in question is building by Captain MeC rrnlck and a
friend
'"iwn yachtsmen in Boston. She la from a
model got out by D. ,l.
wlor, of Chelsea, Mass.. under the direction
of her
„.. had the pleasure ot Inspecting both mode]
and lines, and mime that, on the dimensions or sift, load line and i-HL
beam, with over t,ft. depth, she is about as handsome and promising
In mouid as cotud be wished, while her interior accommodations
under flush deck aic simply astonish lug. Foi short cruising In New
York waters her oral l Is excessive, being a Utile over 7 It., or more
than linn of a cutier. Thlo might, be modified by adopting less drag,
" i",
old i.'-.cssitaie corresponding alterations In Other
respects. Her midship section is of tne " pear shape" variety, and
very near perfection. She rises
ipidlj foi sua, arm has much drug
to floors, dead.vood and keel aft Amldshlns the shoulder la eaav,
and the run alt Is the cleanest we nave over seen in an American
boat without undue sacrifice of load line area. The bow Is line and
yet cuoyant. with perhaps a trifle too much hollow above the load
due and the shoulder or bilge from amidships tapered away In a
swell about, the top tmbers forward, after Lawlor's usual style,
which we do not quite fancy. In general, however, the model Is
much tone commenuco, though so mow hat more moderate beam and

i

ller

Editor Forest and Stream :
In yoor Issue of Nov. 10 1 noticed that Captain Mccormick, former
owner of the sloop yacht, oaei, was building ft bout ssft. water line,
about 40fL over all and flush decks. Nov; that H the rural that suits

'
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slcps have been

Says

i

lie

amphibious Tarrapln.
ISAAC MeXKLLAN.

of

:

NOTICE!
'•

Genuine
The Inventors and Only Manufacturers ofthem
and
them

1/TTnrn f^fXT A"D "
0v_/JLJWJL\)
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of which
THE MOAT PKEFBOT

Leaders,

8ETH GREEN

I

says:

DOUBLE AND TREBLE AND TWISTED.

Black Bass
"

later

than Tuesday cannot be

$l bo
3 00

feet long

Trout

recei ved

"

4 SO
•I 00
4 00
6 0(1
2 2S
4 SO
6 76
2 TS
5 SO

3
I','.'."','.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.!)

Heavy Black Bass

3

inserted tintil the following
Salmon.

Heavy

week's issue.

>'

Rates promptly furnished

on application.

.'.'.'.

.'

Very Heavy Sal mo'n
Heaviest

BCEUlar Double
""
«
»
>'
"
'— Heavy
«
"
"
"
"
"
EX.
«
«
•'
«
»
<•
Regular treble or twisted
••
"
"

Heavy

6

Saiinoii

•

'0 bh

PRICES PER DOZEN. ALL HIGHEST QUALITY SELECTED.
ROUND GHT-SHSGLE.

A dvertisenients

founb

"I uavb tried

HAVE KVEB SEEN."

>'

"

«
o
9

.

"

"

2 leet long
"
3 •'

6
2
3

6

"
"
"

"
"

BOO
a 00
-150

"
"

a

BOO
T BO
13 00

"

B

"

2
s

"

"

•'

"

"

"

ass
4 38
'.'.'.'.'.

.'.'.'.!

Ex.

4 00
00
12 00
7 00
10 60
21 00

S 00

..12 00
..11 00
..10 BO

tK)

"

"
"

..«
3

.*.'.'.'.'.!

$s oo
3 00

"

"

9
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Orders received from persons residing In cities in which the dealers keep a full line ot our goods will not he filled at any price.
Our " Mist Color" has not the faintest tinge of blue or ereen. All imitations are either blue or green.

DxSOOUJfT to

THE TRADE ONLY,

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden

Lane,

New York.

"

NOTKMBEE

AJND OlHiiAJM,

^OKJ^&'l

1881.]

24,

ENOS JAMES &

J$$iscelliitwnt$

CO.'S

33l>
We now offer a full line of ENOS JAMES * CO*

HARD-HITTrXU GUNS.

Superb Breech-Loaders. What Is the use of paying
an absurd price for a gun made by some old maker
when you can get a JAMES' GUN as good or better
for ball the money ? Or what 13 the use of buying a
gun bearing either a fictitious name or no name
at all, when you can get one of ENOS JAMES &
CO.'s guns with their name and guaranty for Ui»

KEEP'S SHIRTS
GLOYES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR,

same

price 7

We

ETC., ETC., ETC.

Bamples and circulars mailed

are sole agents at

New

York for tla Gate

Club Gun.

free.

We offer

JtEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
631, 833, 635, 637 Broadway, N. V.

JOB LOT of the famous Wahtef

a small

Guns of

all sorts at about half price.
Also a few choice Parker guns of latest 8tyV» wt
Address

special rates.

Iroquois-Foxhall.
We offer

This cut exactly represents

line of Leather Goods made In Vienna
of ttie victories of these horses

a

commemoration

to

JAMES &

CO.'S

GREAT GUN,

called

the

Every Triumph or Trap Gun Is choke-bored and targeted.

P. O.

fsnM.

tte past season. They hare a line representation of
Archer in lniald silver

BOX

D. FOLSOM,
30 WARREN ST., NEW YOKB.

&

H.

"TRIUMPH."

1,114.

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

IS

»oth. horses and the jockey
and exn'&ossed work.

AN UNIQUE HOLIDAY

Van Kleeck, Clark &

Sound and

Co.,

H09. 434 and 285 Bioadway, opposite Post Office

F
R nA
iLUniUH
I

I

I
I

^miBBiKi

dress

Adile for the money.
care FOkest and Stream.
Novl7,2t

ai

DUCK HUNTER,

^ii

NEAT AND ELEGANT

lands of the

purchase.

"Jsis.ston

BOOK BINDING

nel, Lancaster, Pa.

ml Company.

Offices: Third and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia; 115 Broadway, N. Y., Koutns 111, 113.
Detailed prospectus with descriptive maps mailed

Complete or
WANTED.—
and Stream. Price

HALLE 1'T,

tit'ii

Established 4836.

Atlantic & Gulf
Coast Canal & Okeechobee

Issue of 50,000 ib/iares of $ 10 each at par.
With bonus 0/ 40 acres for each 10 shares, from choice

ENO.

E«i.

Wanted centreboard cabin sloop
CLfi
SIlOW.
""yacht or " skip-Jack," or nent smack.

GIFT.

NO

part of set of Forest
must be low. F. D.
Nov24,lt

Winsted, Conn.

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

SPECIMENS

to applicants.

9jY

EXHIBITION.

you want good work, at low figures, and
save Agent's Commission come direct to
If

DEN1UTH BROS., Manufacturers of
FLEAS! FLEAS!

JAMES

WORMS! WORMS!

WAEJOEB, Id Dey

E.

—

-

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs

Y HERALD, @4g, AND TIMES,
TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR SALE.

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.
Eyes for Taxidermists and ManuTcturers.
Also, all kinds of Glass Work done to order.
Catalogue Free of Charge by Mall.
ST.,
89

Arttflelal

NEW YORK

WALKER

It Is

put up

In

patent boxes with sliding

box top, which greatly
and efficacious.

iaiilitates Its use.

amipie

DAVIS GUN.

Price 50 cents by mail, Post paid.

HO LABI RD

Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

Areca Nut for

Shooting Suits.

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with full
directions for use.

As Good as the

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Write for circular to

Both the above are recommended by Ron and

UPTHBGBOYE & MoLKLLAN,

Gcn and Forest am>

HENRY
Water! Water! Water!
Towns

or

Dwellings, Factories

1

Fulton street, N. Y.

C.

SQUIRES,

cortlandt street, N. Y.

Dug

MANHATTAN ARTESIAN WELL CO.,
240

Broadway.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
AND

Bissett,

63

supplied with

water by Pipe Wells or Deep Hock Wells.
wells that have gone dry made to produce.

STOCKS, BONDS

SECURITIES,

MINING STOCKS.
86 Pine 8L,

New

York.

Skunk, Red Fox, Raccoon, &c.

SALE.— Gordon setter Jet; color, black;
very handsome; well leathered: one of the
finest noses; very fast and great endurance; one
of meanest dogs on quail and grouse; a splendid
retriever from land and water; doesnot bite his
birds; he is a kind of do;; that is seldom offered for
sale; from imported stick; price. $io>. One dog
and bitch, Gordon stock, front the best in the country; Just right to break; over ore year old; not
gun shy; very handsome: price, $30 apleee. A red
Irish bitch, 20 months old, sis. Llewellln bitch
irom best stock in the country hard to beat in
held; good retriever; broke on all game; price,
jioo. Address H. B. vojnDEKsmith, Lancaster,

FOR

5

Howard

st.

I'rice,

with due twist barrels, without checking or engraving,

Guns sent by express,

O.D.,

C.

N. R.

I

and satisfaction guaranteed.

Send for Illustrated Price List and Terms

;

to ttae

manufacturers,

DAVIS & CO., Assonet, Freetown, Mass

NovM.it

Pa.

BOTIGHTON,

E. C.

BEST,

Stkeasi.

Conroy &

VALPARAISO, IHK.

St*

..-»-~

A FILE OF N.

ELM

GROVE KKNNELS.— Send

your dogs to the

Elm h rove Kennels to board. They will get
the best of care and plenty of exereLse. Terms
easy. Can give best of references. For price, etc.,
1

address UORACK A. SAL.S'Dlitiri, South Norwalk,
Nov24,4t
Conn., P. O. Box 551.

Safe.

for

Currituck Shooting.
FOR SALE, an undivided
«W acres, more or leas (the

half-Interest in abcut
one- half owned by a
e»ub) ; price $.50:). Or will lea se by the year ror soo.
Parties can suo-lease to those shooi log for maiket
and make money. Apply at this office or to owner,
B.

H. W., 3

E.

45th St., city.

HOUND

PUPPIES for sale. Out of Ben (Goldsmith's Imp. stock) and my beagle bitch,
whelped May 23, 1S81. Perfect beauties. They run
now, and are as true as any old dog. JOI1N W.

PORTER, Ticonderoga,

Y

Nov24,lt

C. H.
This lever

is

a solid piece

EUTEBROUK,
of steel; gof s

Rodman

Nov24,2t

ORDERS
CAPACITY Of

pair of dachshunds six months
FhjR SALE.—A red:
the iinest In the country;
old; tallow
pedigree given, WM. H. GOETTINu, 406 Third av.

NOW PROMPTLY
Factory

^iJytjr.lA

SALE. —A
FORdence.
Pi
fruit.

il,000.

Apply

located country resi-

Pure air; Hue views;

to T. C. B.. this office,

to order.

OVER 1 PER CENT. OF BREAKAWE AT THE TRAP GUARANTEED.

LOCK Box

is,

CLUBS DESIRING EXHIBITION OF SAME
PLEASE NOTIFY COMPANY.

Rome, Ga.

B

beam lfuliy

Ice,

plenty of

01

Guns uiaue

THREE ANNUAL PRIZES TO CLUBS: 1st, *lOO;
3d 835; 3d, one trap and I, OOO pigeons. For
particulars, rules, score cards, etc., address the
facturers.
|

[Extract from Fokest aot> Stkbam, July
Tills flight so

Address,

Hue Parker gun, my
liver and whlie ticked -English bitch " Jiay c,"
twoyeirs old and bioken on all game. Will retrieve anywhere from land and water. For Information and pedigree apply to CLINT B.WILSON,
Nova4,lt
WO Superior St., Cleveland, O.
ft

BostoD, Mass.

GREATLY ENLARGED NOT

NOV17,4t

FORSALEorexcna'i

b'.t.,

GREATLY IMPROVED.

FILLED.

m^zm

Nos24,lt
3.

Dock

a Dash, l'entz'a imported Nellie

and Dr. At en's Laverocks. Price $0 each, as I wish
to seiL E. L. MILES, Sag Harbor, L. I., N. Y.

,

Ballard, ai- loo; all tin Iuk-si mode s and complete.
Address, lor particulars, DASH, station A, Boston.
HOvTT.St

27

through and through the body.

1

Includes

IpiOR SALE jAT A BARGAIN— One Sharps longrange itil one Sharps mid-range, one Hpmlugton long-ranue, one Ballaid, ss-iou off-hand; one

N.

SALE.— Four fine setter pups, 4 mos. old, 3
FOLdogs
and bitch. Bred for business. Pedtgiee

PORTRAITS of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
printed on nne tinted paper, will be sent postpaid tor 26 cents each, or the rive for Si. FOKRST
AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41 Park Row,
DecSO.tf
N. Y.

3

DOG.

f
,°„

™, rn 8

Q I

TiUKIkll,

PERIQUE—

tion of choice
In any other Cigarette.

tne
!,

.'

composed op
and a srnaU pora mixture not found

By WILLIAM

l J lia

g^^SS?.^00

CIGARETTES
KINGS
™WV
U\
VIRGINIA

NOV24.U

STOKEHOGE OS THE

J?°"?£!

nearly resembles the actual
l>{« eons a ff0 ra" excellent

<* sportsmen
,

Agreeable.
FIRST PRIZE J!l,D.\LS,

Particularly

KIMBALL &

Peerless Tobacco Works,

v

\??
* We comm0D(1

MILD, FRACRANT,
HIGH WROUGHT,
!>

S.

10

manu-

7, 1881, p. 448.]

CO.,
RoeiresTiiB, N. Y.

FILE BINDERS,
Price »3 50.
Size to suit

Fobbbt and Stkfajm,

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
...

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

outfit tree.

own town. Terms and

Address H.

f5

HALLETT & CO.,

Portland, Maine.

BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD.
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES.
NERVE-GIVING

•

principles of the ox cram and wheat germ.
Composed of the
It restores
both brain and body the elements that have been carried oft by disease, worry, overwork, excesaesS
nervousness. It promotes digestion and strengthens a railing memory. It prevents debility and ceoit sir .-ugmens the brain, gives eoodsitep, and recuperates after excesses, i hyilclans mtri
prescribed 3011,0
packasea
For sale by drug? <J3ts or mall, $1.
F.
663 and 666 Sixth Avenue, If. T.
ht.uipwuii.

Prlee SI, S3.

—See Ki.imel Advertisements next page.

CROSBY,

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

340

§mnel

lit*

glw §emuL

Gordon Stables, R.N.

Dr.

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

exports ohamplon and other pedigree dogs ot any

send for

breed,

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."
nice

if cents, post troo.
cipal English breeders.

P. O.

Box

'23,

Delaware

City, Del.

BENEDICT,

Imported, black; first, and special,
York, 18S1, Only time shown. J20.
Papples by above alto by Brag, first and special,
Hew York, lssl, for sale. Price from *10 upward.
E'JSXKLLSPANIKL ( IJ'll, IlornellsvlUe, N. Y.
NovS,tt

Hew

RIVERSIDE

"

lemon and

color,

Zulu, Gordon bitch, by champion Bob,
ex-champion Mona, whelped June, isso, now breaking by Sir. E. S. Wanmaker. 6. Lady Rapid, imported Gordon bitch, by old R:uben out of Rosa,
winner of prizes at different shows (not broken);
5.

whelped May,

1S75.

7.

Jemmle, imported York-

shire terrier, by Mozart, ex Nell, winner first Pitts-

burgh show; whelped November, 1STC. 8. Cream,
Italian greyhound, winner first Pittsburgh show
about three years of age and a beauty light fawn
In color. All tbe ."b'r, cs-n anied spot ting dogs have
passed through Mr.
Wanmaker's hands. For
prices and further particulars address A. H.
MOORE, 1,711 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
;

Novl7,2t

COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,
Box

II>,

33.

Champion Bragg and Champion Feather, Grade
(Satp ex-Yulette) stock lor sale.

Cameron Kennel.
RALLY (Sam-Dv/lly) stud fee, *25.
ROCKET (Kally-Kosy) stud fee, $10.
;

;

Brlckervllle, Pa.

'i-ss p m. Danville "7-53 p m. Charlotte
Atlanta "iO-36 a m. There makes same.
connections as No. 48 below.
Pullman cars Richmond to Atlanta, and Atlanta to New Orleans.
Train 42. Leaves New York IS-3.I a m. Philadelphia tl 1-45 am. Baltimore ts-io p m. Richmond
•10-uO p m. Danville •7-26 a m. There connects with
No 42 below. Pullman Cars from Richmond to
Danville. This train comtecta rlaUtt, except Sunday,
direct, via York Wiser
frmr. Baltimore at 4-00 p
Linefm-West Pnintand liirhmmw am: cnnneMng there
with Trains 50 and 48.
Train 43. Leaves New York 1 3-40 p m. Plllladelphla f5-46 p m. Baltimore t8-60 p m. Arrives at
Lynchburg *4-39 a m. Danville '7 a m. Charlotte
Atlanta "12-flo n't.
Macon *t>-30 am.
•1-O0pm.
Montgomery '1-55 a m. New Orleans '10-02 p m, 54
hours trom New York. Pullman Cars New York
to Washington, Washington to Charlotte and Au> ITC.a
mi
lacci.a
,ii, a
•II aa
10-15 pm. savannah '3-15 pm. jacksonviUe *8-i5
"12-b.h nt.

m

SALE—Ferrets
FOR
Pemale, ii male.

send post

TAS VKCUTEN, Victor.

li.

office order.

Ontario Co.,
Novl7,2t

I

IMPORTED FOX TERRIER FOR SALE.— Crib,

white and black and tan, 2 years old, about 14
lbs.; very game; will tackle anything; good house
dog and companion will be sold cheap to make
room tor puppies coming on. collie puppies, black
and tan, bred from imported dogs very handsome.
Spaniel puppies, liver and white, beautifully
marked, The nest dogs for general shooting bred
from imported dogs. For price, pedigree, etc., address A. HEATH, orange court House, Virginia,
;

ALDRICH'S STOCK FOR SALE.—Mr. T.
^^ Aldrlch has gone South for the season and

M.
le(f

un iny hands for sale six black and white ticked
puppies." whelped Oct. s by Mr. Bradford's Pete
ternut-Trlm), out of Lotta (chamnlon DrakeMolIleV Also two, same color, whelped w arch s by
Mr. Green's Sam (Don-Nettle) out or Smut 11. (TrimSmut), and a broken cocker. Address for particulars, JOHNF. CARPENTER, Falls Village, Attic-

Nov3,4t

t»ro,Mass.

the purest, strains, combining the blood of Toledo
Kennel Club, now wp, lard's, Grouse, M turn's Duke,
Goldsmith Kennel's Rupert, stodsiari.'s Dole, el.e.
Mr. Malcolm's Malcolm, Col. Moo's Heine, Mr. W1IlanTs Dream 11. Were all bled fit these kennels.

Address GORDON KENNEL CLUB, Brevoort, P. o..
oetl3,tf
Brooklyn, New York.

O'MOKE KENNEL.— Thoroughbred

RORY
Irish

by champion
Nurah O'More, Magenta and

setter puppies lor sale,

Rory O'Mere one

oi

Address

Full pedigrees.

PearL

red

DER, Albany,

W.N. CALLENAugll.tf

N. V.

POINTERS. Far very superior pointer pups, N>
Champion Sensation out ot Livingston's Ross
(2d New York, isso, and dam of Baronet), or for
with stamps
W. LIVINGSTON, 183 W. 42d St., N. Y.

stud services of Baronet,

HENRY

;

N6vi7,2t

K(\ REWARD.— Lost

or stolen from New York
t]P»_)v Gun Club Grounds, Bergen Point, about
Nov. 1, black and tan setter dog Fred; medium
size ; one hindlcg a trine shoi t from knocked down
hip; only perceptible when tired or standing still.
Tho above reward paid for his return or for any Information by which his recovery is enforc- d. .).
BBYAR, 63 VYiUia.nl Street, N. Y.
Novl7,3t

o
O

PORTSMEN In want of good, reliable, business,
Held flogs, Token on all game, retrieve trom
land or water'fpnli ters n d Irish or English setter
dug or Ijlifli;, address CHAS F. KENT, Monllcello,
N.~Y. Come and see these dogs at work on game.
NovJT.tf

sept'22,tf

COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—For
OULEOUT
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches

and poppies, address wl fli stamp, UOIPTWA LKKR,
July

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

YAUGRAN,
KENNEL, N.
NEMASKETT
Mlddleboro, Muss.
Sporting

the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable companion for the sportsman, hunter and lumberman.
Lately corrected and revised, and now aoknowl
edged to be the only correct map or this vast region
Neatly bound In cloth covers. Price, postpaid, by

dogs
broken and bandied, also a number of broken dogs
(or sale. Dogs and puppies boarded on re;
prietor,

terms.

P. O.

Box 3f>6.

CHARLES A.

J.

ni

:

^arhmnns

%ooAs.

Sept22,tt

SETTERS.— Any gentleman

in

via

Richmond and A tlanta

Train

Leaves

4S.

New York

"9-00

!

i

+s-40pm. Columbia '6-00 a m. Augusta
•;i-B0am. Macon "0-15 p in. Sa\aimah M-15 p m.
Jacksonville via A ugustii V-io a m. Pullman Sleeping Cars New York to Charleston.

Day

l.iiK'.

Philadelphia +fi-46
Leaves New York t3-i0 p m.
Baltimore ts-45 p m. Arrives at. Portsmouth

m.

am. Weldou 11-50 P in. Raleigh 17-35 pm.
f linrleston *i-uo am.
SaWilmington *0 15 p in
jnvllle t---io p m. Coiiiinvannah "P2-:.»
am. Savannah '3-45
--ir. am. Pullman
ill"
:a At gusta
t9-i

•

•

ii

-

\

Cuarlcsion
sections, and for tickets,
Information, apply at 306
2-29 Broadway, New
on.
ei. Philadelphia.
Corner
Baltimore,
Washington, and leading
s.

Washington

a
B

I38CH

'....:.

of Calvert

»r.

FORD, CRESSON, RAESTON, MINNEQTJA, and
other well-known centres tor

JI

Selected Standard

and best, rabbit, hounds. Can spare cood ones n to
months old. Have also fine Scotch and bull terriers and ferrets. Address W. H. TODD, vermU-

I

A POPE,

Qeu'l PasBcnger

Agent

Also to
,

,

RED IRISH SETTERS

TfiOR
_F

of tie

DENISON,

moat

—

woodcock, mountain

fashlou.a

if.

on

CHAS.

SepU5,tI

Soft or Chilled

IjU^IUAIBIJ, u. euuiuugu uuu cuuipiuLe
jgulde book io the Rangeley Lake Region, KenneDago, cupsuprlc, Parmachneee and Oorineottoul
Lakes and the head waters oi thu Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscuggln and Dead rivers; Uluxnln-

LINE."

A J. FARRAR. Jamaica Plain. Miahb.
k

1

A WEEK.

$12 i

day at home

Costly Outfit free.

Address

easily

1

Trom the North and Easa,
and at ltlchuiond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension In
the slimmer of issi affords
at Charlottesville, Va.,

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Paeiflo ocean.
IT, TV, ITLLEH,
G. P. «. T. A., Richmond, Va,

OLD DOMINION LINE.
T'lli: STEAMERS ot this Line reach some of the
and upland shootlug sections
1 rne-r waterfowl
,,
aecllngairecttorChlncoteague,
,i
olios- i-,nind and i.iuims on the Peninsula, city
'untuck, Florida and the
point, J«
eve, etc
aiaunfalTiouB country oi v -.
aimers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Sata
-'
"I
.,;.
..jr..
Full Information, given at office, 19? Greerrwica
street, New Yolk.
-

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana

-

DIVING DECOY

LUMBERS

7, 8,

NO. Of pellets to OZ., 338
" "
"
"
346

472
485

TATHAM&
82

BEEKMAN

CO.,
fit.

CO., Kocuuslur, N. V.

'

i.i

'

i

I

R. R.

THE ONLY" ROUTE TO THE
Trout, erar'ittg' *• Black Bass Fisheries,

House, Boston.

Bromfield

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
The waters of

the

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed. It
equaled,
the abundance and great variety of nsh
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
famous AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only in

m

1.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

i

iKE,

PICKEREL and M7JSCA-

MESSENGER,

also abound In large numbers in the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sports-

Wild Fowl_Shooting.

man can readily send trophies of his skul to his
Mends or club " at home, as Ice for packing fish
can be had at nearly all points.
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOH. The

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S REZ^Z TREAT, SHTNNECOCK BAY, L. I.

scenerv or the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beauHtpl. The air is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate Is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

Affections.

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
BY'barman.
Has always on hand the best ot
boats, butteries, etc., with the largest rig of trained
wild geese decoys on the coast. The best ground
in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe shooting
Special attention given by himself
of all varieties

an teed. Aadress
WM. N. LANE. Good Ground, LI. Refers by petmlsstOQtoJ. it Suepiiei'd, soi Broadway, and Wm.
Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N, Y.

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs. Guns and FLshlng Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home"
on this route. For Tourists' Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book ot 180 pages sent free. Time Cards,
FOldere and lur'her lutormauon, address

Tim Pond

the

Seven Ponds.

TROUT FISHING AND HUNTING.
Parties wishing to visit the Seven Ponds, via

Eustis and

Tim Pond, can have buck-board teams,

guides, boats, camps, with hoard, In readiness,

made.

TRUE &

Augusta, Maine.

of the Touris^

The Route

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
Mountains to tne White Sulphur
..... v. resorts.
Springs and other 1. a
The C. & O. R'y is reached by rail at Huntingdon,
and southwest;
W. Va,, trom the V

ot the Virginia

,

.*-»>

ated covers, tin tea paper, B!3 pages, 6U illustrations
and a large map, niuou mostly riom accurate surTeya. Price, post-paid by mad, oil cents. CHARLES

and one dog for each sports-

3

i

FISHING

attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

Sepl2?,tf

s

i

trout,

£!,:

,.

The hotel accommodations are excellent, and wlH
be largely Increased In time for the season of 1SS1
by new buildings and additions.
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and

and Cocker Spaniels

Hartford, Ct

Ohio R'y-

i'a
rams, Valley of Virginia,
Mlegliiny Mountains, Greenbrier and New Rivera,
1 1ncluding In their varieties of
sear, wild turkeys, wild duok,

l

"THE

Hay Fever and Asthma

SALE, a number of well bred and well
FORbroken
pointers and sellers, also dogs boarded
AnVress

&

Chesapeake

THE ROUTE Of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLES
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

i

wltl"

Novifi.tf,

Lakevllle, Mass.

Still

n ii ting.

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAT,
and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
-a for SALT WATER SPORT AF IBB PIN
AND FEATHER.
L P. FARMER, GenTAass. Agent.
FRANK THOMSON, GenT Manager.

.

l'eunswv.,!

llcket Offices

Fishing?

Tront Fishing, Wing Shooting and

.

time, tables,

and

n Pennsylvania and

TICE ETS

ii

bla'ti-oaam.
p in. Jacksom
Sleeping cars

'•

IS

sal L-fai lion miuiani.eed.

-

New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sold at the offices of the Company la
all the principal cities to KANE. BENOVA, BED-

!

m

Arrives
Plilladelphla"l2-aoam. Baltimore 'J-S5 a
Wilmington *9m> pm,
at Richmond •il-;iuam.
Charleston *s-u a in. savannah i'2-:io ten. ,Iaoksonvllle

BLACK BASS,

BEAGLE

RICHMOND,

i

also reach the best localities lor

Gunninar

pm. W.

LONGE,

HOUNDS— Best In America; slro Dodge's
"Rattler," Ihe noled prize winner.
Are
small, long-eared, keen, thoroughbred, hand some

B.

:

I

.

to Charleston.

Nov.

worthless curs said to be broken, but. are perfect In
the held, and a fair price is therefore asked.
No-8,tt

and broken,

i

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vlr-

Leaves

m

The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends sept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends

want

single,

Uon, Ohio.

r.

Grand Traverse Region

dog or a brace ot well-broken and
well-bred setters win tied the article by addressing
L W., Box 8,960, I^ew York city. These are not
a

of

..-..,

...

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

i.

ENGLISH

ca

a. :;-•

,

New York '4-30 a in PhilaRan Imorc "air, a m Arrives at
Wilmington "ll-M p m.
Richmond "2-55 p m.
Savannah 'iWlifii
JackCdiai lesion *s-iiii a m
Pullman Sleepers Mlliord, Va.
sonville +3-10 p m.

Train 40.

delphia "1-06 a

FARRAR, J amalca

pro-

IT.

l.cs

I

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of Moo'sohead Lake and

mall. Wl cents.
Plain, Mass.

2l-t.r

,,1

,,

i

"0-55 put
Montgomery *8-00 pm.
am. New Orleans '10-02 am. I'nUman

7

i months old, by champion Paris. These puppies
are first-class stock and will be sold very low if disposed of soon. C. E. LEWIS, U. S. Customs, SusNovn,2t,
pension Bridge, N. Y.

,

Atlantic Coast Line,

0M

SALE CHEAP— Fine pair of young setter
FOR
and 12 rsontbs old. Also bitch puppy,
dO£s,

address,

City.

"4-50

New York In A tlanta
Xew Orleans,

Cars

:

Qt

KENNEL, Locust Valley, Long Island.
GORDON
We have on sale young dogs and Ditches of

Macon

n'n.

old

;

i

1

a remarkably quick,

lively, nil iri-h setter bitch,
(Red Diek-cx Worra); price $26.
Pointers— Bess, small sized, black and white pointer
bitch, young and fast, with keen nose; price $35.
Belle, lemon with wude. markings; very staunch,
and Just the bitch for one gun to go out and make a
large bag with good nose and steady alt round;
price $'20. Apply o FRANK BEVAN, Manager and
Novl7,2t
Trainer, Lancaster, Pa.

I

Leaves New York *9-oo p m. Philadelphia 12-bo a m. Baltimore 4-35 a m. Arrives at
Richmond *u-30 am. LynCUburg '2 =»a p m. Danville *5-35 p m. Charlotte " 2-30 n't Atlanta "12-20

to

Single—

at $7 per pair.
$?.

;

CHARLES

their lines for reaching most ot
tie
and RACE COURSES in MM
These lines being CONTINUOUS
.:. avoid the dlfS,
(MFC

an .-. s '"in
run over the smooth steel tracks
enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without
faUure or Injury.
THE LINES OF

Train 48.

Mobile

months

1, 1881.

Richmond

young dog, 9 months old, lemon and white, well
marked (Royal Ben-ex orpliea) price S2S. Reddle,

1

.». Y.

by

FROM AS

"

Richmond and Danville LineTrain 50. Leaves New York *l-30 am. Philadelphia *7-05 a m.
Baltimore •9-4 s am.
Arrives

'

offer for sale the
following highly-bred setters : Cash, a fine upstanding, white and black ticked dog, 2 years and
Blx months o'd (Lelcester-ex Nellie); is a grand
goer, and been shot over up to date; was very
highly recommended at the Ann Arbor show, 18=0;
price $125. Whirlwind, a promising
trial allowed

IS

bench and Held purposes.

COLIN CAMERON,

81.

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT NOVEMBER

;

for

Exposition,

.

•

1-HE CONESTOOA KENNEL

;

Sept23,tf

for delivery.

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
slates.

Cotton

1

istii;

R. R. Co,

Respectfully invite attention to the

October 5 to December

1S7S,

•
to i.-7:t
Ho.ii ri.-;: imiHjrt.. c\ by Count Dlek.ex
April, -77, full brother to Mr.
Llewelltn's celebrated count, Wind em; Ihoroughly
3. Banjo (Imported
broken.
poln'er), liver and
white, whelped April, 1S7B. by Garth's Drake, ex
' "! l> .id; thon-iighly broken; winnerof first
at Pittsburgh show. 1880.
4.
Rose, champion
pointer bitch (formerly Orglll's);. thoroughly

broken; whelped April,

Black Spaniels-

rv.

The Pennsylvania

Routes to Florida

Preferred

Atlanta

first ut Patoka, I1L,
Stakes, ind .second Lu braces w,th Lincoln

Phantom, whelped

'

BOB HL, Imported, black; First, strabane,
Portsdcim. Kilmarnock', Belfast, and London, OnL
Special, Bradtord. Pa, stud fee, J 15.

Beagle Hounds bred

Line.

THE

TROUTINO PARKS

Count Fred (Imported), whelped Julr,

Fuppy

white.

Pnpa ready

Bay

Line.

16.

'II

VON CrJUN.

Clnremonl,

& Danville

Line.

and

15

afforded

1.

mall, lor 13.

C.

14,

thoroughly broken, winner

CHEAPER THAN CAN BE DONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN AMERICA,
wWch doeB first-class work and guarantees satisfaction. Also,
VON COXIN PATENT 8 PIKE COLLAR AND BOOK.
By

Dec.

Entries olose Dec. 6.
Apply to CHARLES A.
ANDREWS, West Boxford, Mass., for catalogue,
and entry blank.
Novio,«

FOR SALE.

PEDIGREE
A

WILL BE HELD IN

JACKSON HALL,

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,
Atlantic Coast

Gives addresses ot prin-

PRINTING AND COMPlMiyfi,

E.

Richmond

34, 1881.

l§otnl$ Hntl^satitsfor ^yorfamm.,

ASSOCIATED

SOUTHERN

THE FIRST BENCH SHOW BOB DORS

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

m& § antes fat ^artmnm.

§ahls

Bench Show.

Lowell, Mass.,

Author ot the

[Notbubeb

r

4--, qu ..

1

LU 3j iJh
Portland, Maine.

O

1

v

ST.,

9AHD101
CSS
718

NEW YORK.

per day at home, samples wurtii
$5 Dee, Address STLNSON <s CO.,

KENNEDY

EAGLE HOTEL.

1050 Soft
1130 Chilled.

BRO'S,

by

writing in advance to

L.L.HASSELL,

-

WESTERN
-

EufltlS,

Maine.

HEAD LAEE and the North Maine WUderness Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive gtude book to Northern Maine and
the uead waters or the Kenneoec, Penobscot, an,
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
takes and ponds connected with them. 25« pages,
so illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, Il-

MOOSE

(Altitude, 2,280 teet)

ASD.EYILLE,

SMITH,

N. C.

PROPRIETOR.

Open the year round. Rooms with open firesome few stoves. Finest scenery in the

places,

U. S. Average Winter temperature, 37.7 deg.
better cUinate in the world. Send tor circular.

No

luminated covers.
cents.

Mass,

Price,

CHARLES A.

J.

by mail, post-paid. 90
Jamaica Plain,

FAR* AR,

;

[15KOTMBBE

1,

•

FOREST AND STREAM.
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W
DOG CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

"SPBATTS PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Flbrlne " Calces are used at the Dogs' Home, London Jardln d'AeeUm
They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
B tc.
receiving the highest award lor Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1S7S Kennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1379; Westminster Kennel Club, New YorK, Gold Medal Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., etc.
;

,

;

;

STAMPED.

Pleasw

Packed In Cases of 113 pounds

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and
see that Every Cake

WHOLESALE ACENTS,
O. de LUZE

oacta.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

a

is

FRANCIS

&

CO.,
NEW YORK.

18 South William Street,

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.

& CO.,

HODGMAN

(Establish bd 1838).
STret Premium at Worlds Fair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

JOHN KRIDER,
E. Cor Second and

Walnut

Sts.,

COMPRISING

Light Weight Shooting Jackets?
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOGTSp

Pishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Files,
'al Bait, Fly Hooks,
Leaders, Snood
:

Etc., Etc.

Bass and Trout Files, Made to Order.
Al80"Krlder's" Celebrated Center Enamel Split
and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.

WSalmon,

Rutotoer Blanltets,
And Complete Rubber Outfits.

Taxidermy

Dog

Oils,

and Fishing

Hunting

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

Spratt's Patent

In all Its branches.
Biscuit.
Repairing of all kinds.

Rubber

[ESTABLISHED

Shsotlne; Jacket.

TO ANGLERS:

Send for Catalogue.

1838.]

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

IS

NO

Clastic

Established 4836.

& Tackle Makers

NEAT AND ELEGANT

Reels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
All information respecting fisheries on the
Shannon In this locality, as also catalogues of our
trreenheart rods and general assortment or tackle,
to be had on application.

Rooks Sent

ait

"l-M
Adirondaeks, Camp Life In, Murravs.
Adirondaeks, Camps and Tramps In, Northrup. LH
Adirondaeks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition.. 2
' J»
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the. Warner's.

N

W
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c; bds.
«•(•
American Angler's Book, Norrls
W
American Bird Fancier
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long... .. &00
Angling, a Book on, Francis
.™ T.»

»

Archer, Modern.
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson....- LSO
90.00
Around the World In the Yacht SunBeam
Art of Swimming
Athletic Sports for Boys—hoards, 75c.; cloth... Lot

»

Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
„.„
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
Balrd's Birds of North America
Bechsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds
Boat Sailing, Practical
Books for Sportsmen Angling, 60c; Shooting,
60c; Common Objects of the Seashore, 600.,
Cage and singing Birds, 50c; Dogs, TB&;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds...
Breech Loader, Modem, Greener

LOO

M
»

1
S DO
1
1 80

:

T»

in

W
M
M

M QLLERS

If

FOR

you want good work,

save Agent's Commission

General

JAMES

Debility,

PDBEST

or Consumptic

E.

BEST.

figures,

Y HERALD,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

(ft

„

1 Sn
1 00

1 80

60
00
(0
00
*0

60

and

Value We B oks for Sportsmen,
TUB NEW EDITION OF BATTY'S

HOW

St,

TO HUNT AND TBAP,

togeher with Chapters upon outfits, Guns, eta.
Very elegantly illustrated, with new engravtnga

AND TIMES,

1847,

„

Hunting and Hunters of all Narons, Frost.... 1
Life of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
13
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher. ......
Minors Land and Game Birds
8
1
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard.
T
The Gun and its Development, by Greener

direct to

WAL1SEB, 14 Bey

A FILE OF N.

is

low

at

come

4 00

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
Hunter ana Trapper, Tnrasher

SPECIMENS ON EXHIBITION

COD-LIVER Oil

™ 100

Gun, Rod and Saddle
Hand Book for Riflemen

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

superior to any in de*
lloacy of taste and smell,"
medicinal virtues and purity.

of the Following

Receipt of Price hy Forest and

ters, Svo., 2 vols

BOOK BINDING

agents.

Rheumatism

Any

;

Connell, near Limerick, Ireland.

Scrofula-,

Trade Generally.

*0
.Cage and Singing Birds
Canoeing In Kanuckla
„„ 1 2»
Canoe Traveling, Powell
,™_ 8
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on tho Water
»
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
.......IS 00
Cassell's Book of Birds, + vols
Dog Breaking by Holablrd.
„. Bf
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
„ 1 8J
460
Frank Forester's Field Sports
* 85
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
00
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook & Llne.pa.
Frank Forester's Manual tor Young Sportsmen, i X
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

END.

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
Fishing Rod

of

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane,
3STe>-*j»j7- "JTorli,
AR» OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF
JEZ. TLT H3 33 E3 OR.

]».

To be had til smaller quantities
Grocers and the Sporting Roods

goods.

^portgmqn'ti

<^,iscelUneoti$

8TAMPSR,

X."

Price, post-paid, Si. 60.

SALE,

COMPANION BOOK.

BAT

• London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best Bold by Druggists.

J

PRAC ICAL TAXIDERMY an«
ME D1C RATION,

Y'S

I

Hi

together wllh General Information for Sportsmeo.
1M Illustrations. Adopted generally by UnlversJlles, Colleges ana II useuras.
Price, postpaid, $1.60,

Halloik's Sportsman's Gazetteer.
Price, post-paid, $2.

1

I

Jf

V^X

>*'

M ssWss^M

1

i

lir

The Dogs of Great

Mirlli

Their Breeding, Training,

For One Dollar, ope Cleaner, Patches, Brush
and full directions sent free of Posfeg*^
nB

ridi«e«a

frYAROWf

C. H.
This lever

Is

ST.,

EUTEBROUK,

27

Dock

Guns made

and t. ,t Modes of
Price, postpaid, $2.

to order.

BROWN^p»'»««.

NEW

$4

Fully describes all Wild Fowl

Sq., Boston, Mass.

a solid piece of steel; goes through and through the body.

; their Haunts, Habits
Decoying and Shooting them

Our Elegant Sportsmen's Companion*,

DMOOR PARLOR

VINCENT BISSIC,
Practical Gunsmith
9 CHAMBERS

Price, post-paid,

etc.

Long's American Wild Fowl Shooting'.

|^l5gjM3 &§£$&$&*
|

America and

Rritiin,

Other Countries.

BROWN'S PATENT
3 CUN CLEANER.

v—^2^
rv

« pages, 100 engravings,

RIFLE.

receipt of

mulled post-paid free OB

two 3-cent stamps.

orance iinn
Publishers of

a 11

rural books

co.,

and books for sportsmen

751 flroadivay,

New

York.

YORK.

New and Second-tland Guns, Pistols, etc, constantly on hand. Repairing of every description
done In the best manner and warranted. Guns
bored to shoot close and hard. Pistol grips fitted
Pin fires altered to central Are.
•to stocks
SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

It, loads al, the breech with small percussion cartridge;
will shoot 200 feet
There Is scarcely any report, and no smell from this
lapafor iai
ilonlca and talra: full length, 8J
li.s.
Inches; weight about
handsomely polished stock and bhicd barrel price -6; cartridges, 60c. per
box of 250 per thousand. S'i.'/5. Ivon-face target, with numbers, ringing
e is hit,
$2.50, or rifle target and 1,000 cartilages, all boxed complete, $10.
Send for catalogue of .Skates,

^B

with accuracy and l'orce.
rllle, maklmrit veo appi
•

:,

;

1

;

Novelties

i

96 Fulton Street, N. Y.

THE NEW AMERICAN

WO RLD
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXP0SITION-IB7S.

DURABLE

SIMPLE AND

Choke-Bore Barrels

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra
heavy guns for ducks n specialty, send stamp tor

SUATTUCK,

outfit free."

Portland, Maine.

Box

3,207.

PATENT GUN CLEANER
IS

THE MOST PRACTICAL CLEANER AND
OILER FOR BREECH-LOADING ARMS
EVER INVENTED.

It operates on an entirely new principle, and It Is
astonishing how quick and well lr, will clean and
Each Cleaner Is parked in a neat BOX
oil a guu.
with full directions tor use, and will be sent to any
address, postage paid, on receipt of $1.60.

Rebounding Lock.

circular. C. S.
Held. Mass.

Address

Manulacturer, Hat-

li.

AND DOW TO USE IT TO KILL KVEBY
FAIR WING SHOT. By Gwynne Price,

Vlre- President Sportsmen's Club, S5.
Louis, iMo., who defeated Bogardua. Trap
shooting.
Plunge-trap and Class Shooting Exposed. 'American Field' says: " It ponn€S*ifS genu•*."
Kennel & Field says: "Everyman
Mailed for 26a,
that wet a gun should hatie it."
PKICB, St
stamps or currency, by
Louis, Mo.
l\l

HALLETT

'

GWYNNE

THE CLIMAX

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

Soto Br ALL DEALERSThroughoutThe

THE
*

/MIH

Inll

** **

'

SIMPSON,

JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
STEEL PENS

.

••

i

and Sperling Ooon*.

R.

MAKE HENS IE

•

;

it

CO.,

llt'-lmK'il Circular s.ent free

CLIMAX

commendations
roong. Has r'ceivedthe
from the metropolitan press. Hanisomely bound
ana contains 37o pages,
Illustrations,
sent oy mail, postpaid, on receipt or price, tLSft
CHAKLEs J. FAKKAH, Jamaica r-iatn Mass.
in cloth,

.

A

WILD RICE SKSra^fSE

CHRIST, Fishery

Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario.

on ap-

plication.
in ordering give calibre of gun.
Inquiries to be addressed

HO! or, Adventures at Rangeiaj
EASTWARD capital
story of sport and adventure
Lakes. A
alike to old and
m the wuds of Maine, interesting
highest

All orders

ana

M'F'G CO.,

YOUR NAWIES^lSSIOs;
in
| II
'i~m
8 W
Ltiwa^pfiawwOealMI
N«i»

t

-s

l

.

—

.

jv best Irttow

rinm«.4
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B

:-..,

.i

,,1

Fall Kiver, Ufa*'.

-
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The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder
Hazard's

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

Unsurpassed in polat
Packed in square oaa-

In

to 6 (coarse).

1 (fine)

l lb.

and

canisters

kegs. A fine gram, quick and clean, tor upland prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns.
lb.

Hazard's "Duck Snooting-."
Nos.
o

1

In

(Dne) to 5 (coarse).
''•>.
1"'-',
keg-,

mo

i

1

and

5 lb. canisters

,:,..•/'

'bo-,.-.:

---

a-'l

remarkably close and with great
h
no
ol
shoot lg
ranks any other brand and it is equally servlceabte
for muzzle or breech-loaders.
clean, shooting
I

,

WJECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,
Bend postal card tor ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
bowing SIZES of G RAINS of POWDER. Furnished

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition

TREE.

THE PHILA DELPHIA JOURSA L OP COMMERCE says "At Melbourne they had an excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside those or every exhibitor In the world, and they came off conquerors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
They have been in the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other gunwhel
in the field or at the trap. At
o
Coney Island this year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge
and the " Forest and Stream " Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue.

•

Rand Powder

Co.,

New York.

IN USE

their great reputation tor e
sSght years. Manufacture the following celebrated
fcrands ol powdet
-

1

:

I

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CAKNON and MUSKET POWalso, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OB"
OR PROOF MANUFACAST HE';'
TURED TO ORDER.

,

Meriden, Conn.

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents, In every prominent city, or wholesale at our office.

Rubber

88

Company

M'r'g

ma

Makes a Sportlm;

Glove M'fg Co.,
488, 490, 4»2 B'way, e»r. BrMaeit*

DnpontN

M BIlGuiDWA

MIDDLEFIELD, CONN.

AH»

rVLXOB

F, cor.

ST.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJb^l'ABLE

JACK LAMPS, DASH

ING EABEPS,

ing, Canoeing. Yachting.
Driving at Night, and General

OWN MAKB

:

Bicycle
Lanterns,

AND GUARANTEED.

>..

Juntas* Goose or

Lamps,

£vnrr DnecoB?-

Dupont's Spoiling, Mining, SHTTPrNg and Blasting Powders of all siz.es and descriptions, >>pec;:U
tirades lor Ex port Also Sille, Canrrlge, Jiusfeet. Cannon, Mortar, ilammoth, Hexagonal, Cubical and Pellet Powder, II. S. Gorernrnent Siandiud.
Powder manufactured to oider of any required
pain or proof. ©
Agencies in all the cities and principal towns
lain
lined :-!.!
o o.
ihiouyliouf. toe
F. L. K.VEIXAN'JJ. S7 Beaver St., N. T.
X. B.— Usa none but LHJFUNTS Fg. or FFg.lor
Aing-rajuge llfle shooting.

Dark

Lanterns,

Musicians Band
Lanterns,
Pocket

Hand

Lanterns, etc.

Sena

stamp

for Illustrated

Price

List.

TION.

fine.

EAilPS, FISH-

Etc.,
Night Hunting and
Fishing. SpearingFlsh,Camp-

For

ntOUTlNG PANTS AND LEGGIN8 A
SPECIALTY. OCR

t

WIEEIAJTI eyman,

FISHING AND HUNTING.

1

Send for
Ad-

Rifle perfect.

circular containing full description.
dress

IDBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE Fit

I>up.>nl's Itille I g-. "Sia-Sliooling,"—
FFg. andFlVg. 'IheFg. lor long-range iii 'Hn.-'itag, theFFg. and 1 fl g. lor general cc, burning
lb., 1 lb. and o lb.
strong and moist. Pamcea In
canisters, GjSj.12^ and 25 10. kegs. Fg. coarse, Fi-Tg.

YORK..

LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

Goodyear-'* India Rubber

:

i

WAEE STREET, NEW

THE HUNTING SIGHT

(coarse)

(fine) unequalled in strength, quickness and
cleanliness; adapted for glass-hall and pigeon
shooting. Packed In lib canisters.
Duponi's Eajrle I>uikiiig.— Nos J(
to 3 (fine) ; burns Slowly, strong and very clean
creat penetration, with a close pattern; ad
lor glass-ball, pigeoa, duck and other shooting,
Willi either muzztu or breech loaders. Packed In 1
Ih. and s lb. canl-ters and Shi and 1JM lb. kegs.
Clioke Bore.— Specially i.
for "Choke Bore "Guns, and ijurtienlmly for prairie and upland shorting, l'.urns slowly, s ions awl
moist ; does not, cake or burn on the ban 1 1-,
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will
be found weil adapted for gbs--ij:ol and pigeon
shooting. Wade of twoEizes, only Ko. 7 and iNo. 6,
No. 1 being the coarsest. Packed In 6% lb. kegs and
1 lb. canisters.
' Dispones Eaelc Biilo
rong a mi
A qnlel;,
clean po'-vder, o v, ryroie -rale, lor pi.-tolsuoofuig.
jPacU.Ti in 1 10. canisters and t>}4 lb. kegs.

to 4

:-

'-

1

DER;

COODYEAR'S

I

DnrONT's Gunpowder Mills, established In 1808,

Dnpnnt's Diamond Grain.-Xos.

l

i

'•
ai a
Burns strong and
tt>. canisters.
The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting and the " Sea Shooting" FG la tns
standard Rifie Powder of the country.

pacl ••'
moral.

Blasting Powder.

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

I

l

-

PARKER BROS

Sporting

Bave rnaintalned

oi n

35,

I

GUNPOWDER!
and

,

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
FFPG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG In kegs of
12& and 6X lbs, in c
of s lbs. FFFGisalsu

MELBOURNE, AUSTHALIA.

:

Rifle,

Powder."

Electric

Hazard's H American Sporting."
Nos.

t\

Creedmoor.

Duponi's

**

Nos. l (tine) to 6 (coarse).
of strength and cleanliness.
lsters of one pound only.

I

Ho. 29 Murray Street,

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Powder.

&

1881

^iscelhtiean^ ^ivt\ti%tmtt{t&.

ORANGE SPORTING

Laflin

1,

Name Fokbst akb

Stream.

ALBERT FERGUSON,

Send for X3tmtr*t*& Catalog**,

Office, 68

Fulton Street. N. T.

&

(With Conroy, Bissett

Malleson.)

Bird Dealers and Fanciers

!

will

.

And

quarters,

it

to their advantage to call at

where they constantly can

of rare animals adapted for Zoological

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

Show

Head-

find a lull

assortment of Song and Fancy Birds, also

all

kinds

Gardens ana

purposes.

Chas. Reichedc, Bro.,

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

SPOBTIXG FOWDFB.

68 Chatham

THE BEST GUNS

for the

LEAST MONET.

New

York

WE WILL BUY

W. W. GREENER'S and C. G. BONEHILL'S GUNS a specialty. General Agent for CARD'SSTANDARD GLASS BALL TRAP. Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Sporting Goods.

ALSO ALL GRADES OF

St.,

(Eatablshed JS47.)

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County,
Illustrated Catalogue sent free

B. F.
28

ENGLISH

on

N. Y.

Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelope*.
Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Wild Turkeys,
Prairie Chickens, Quails, Wooddueks,

application.

Etc, Etc.

NICHOLS & CO.,

BEACH STREET, BOSTON,

MASS.

E

Manufacturers of the

STERBMK'S*?&

SportingGunpowder. BEST HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
CURTIS & HARVEY'S

As was proved at the Fly-Casting Tournament

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Coney Island, June

23.

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

:

and s. Superior Rifle, Enfield
Bine, and Col. Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT, ci
Cedar St., H.Y. Agent for the U. ».
Hob.

at

first prize In Champion Class was won with one of our 10 It. 9 oz. Bass Rods length of east, T5 fae.,«
Irstprto
.ft.
The!
unateur Class was won with one of our 11 it. 8 oz. Fly R'
Sea World Special Prize was won with one of our llx ft. 10 oz. General Rods length of cast, T5 ft. Our
rods are considered superior to all others by those who have seen or used them. Send stamp for cata-

e, 3, 4, 5, 6, T

For Sale by all Stationers.
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,

:

ogue, with Mass. Fish and

Game Law.

Works, Camden, N. J.

The Baker

St..

New Ywfc.

G-uxis.
OUR NEW MODEL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Cun made

26 John

foi

TJOMEEBAUBML

DEUABIEITY
—AMDSHOOTING QUALITIES

PRICE. BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,
BASLS.SCUS STEEL,
_

PRICE,
Tils gon

SEND BTAMP FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

is

Ugnt ana compact, from 9 to 10

L. C.

*75 to 8230

lbs.

weight.

The nno

SMITH Maker,

is

perfectly accurate."

Syracuse. H. t

—

AMERICAN

THE

Knterea According to Act of Congress, in the year

NEW

issi,

ANGLING AS AN ART.
few there are outside of the brotherhood of the
-*
L angle who know of what the angler's art consists, or
have even a faint conception of the pleasure which it brings
its devotees.
To the outer world "fishing" is illustrated by
the lazy fellow holding a string off the corner of the dock and
sleeping between bites. Some have tried it, and becoming
disgusted, declare that they might angle if the fish would
only bite all tbe time, but they could not wait for them. Take
such a man to a pretty lake, put him in a boat with yourself,
and rig his tackle. Show him where the pike are apt to lie
among the lily-pads, and how to cast for them. Watch him
and see the feeble interest developed by the fresh air and
change of scene but not at all by any belief in your story

;

The Smbtbman Toueist :—
^Leaves from a Log-Book Care vs. Coot
Honor; The Wild Hog of Hampden
;

Natdbal Histobx:

;

A

Record of
244

—

Prepare Bird Skins Beeeh-nuts and Squirrels
Bod Elk Horns Imbedded in Wood
;

Diviui.ig

;

The
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;

Game Bag and Gun :—
Deer and Partridges
Lord Duuraven and Nova Scotia
Game Laws ; Wild Fowl Shjottug on Long Island Maine
Wardens and Visitiug Sportsmen; A New Jersey Party in
the South Hints on Handling a Gun Muzzle Loader vs.
Breech Loader Beelf oot Lake An Old Time Bifle
348
;

—

;

;

about a mythcal pike among the lilies. Keep your eye on
him until hegeis a strike, and see him turn pale and then flush
with excitement at the thought of the "monster" which he
lost by striking too soon.
lecture on the habits of the pike

;

;

;

Sea and Biveb Fishing :—
Pike Fishing on the Lehigh

;

A
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The Forest and Stream

Is

this fish seizes its prey

explain the pleasures of angling, with

hopes, fears and

its anticipations,

as

thrills,

it

is to

describe

how

a watermelon tastes. Those who have experienced
these emotions know, and the deeper they get into the mys-

more they

teries of angling the

and the greater
its claim to be an art appears.
What veteran angler but can
recall the taking of some wary old trout, which for seasons
bad lurked in a favorite pool and spurned the flies und
enj >y

it

worms
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and he learns that

;

It is as difficult to

Breeding

Answebs to Corbespondents

The

in order

to

;

;

now

and rushes to a secluded spot to gorge it; and must be allowed
" poach it" before striking. Verily, he thinks, there is
some art and sport in this, after all.

!

The Golden Orfe or Ide
How Missouri Carp Feed and
Grow Carp for Pennsylvania and New Jersey

Training

;

Publishing Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers
throughout the United States and Canadas and Is on sale In Europe
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of dozens of skilled fishers, until at last it fell a
viciim to a peculiar fly, presented so artistically that even

wary trout, educated in tbe wile3 of man by many a
sharp sting from his steel, was deceived into believing it to
be a living insect. Ask such a veteran if angliDg is an art,
this

if it is merely luck.
Chance enters into angling merely enough to give it zest.
The day may be stormy, the fish are not feeding, or many
other things may happen which have not been foreseen, but
the angler has become more or less of a naturalist, and
his perceptions have been quickened by failures until he is

or

able to reduce these chances to a

minimum.

He knows

the

;

;

.
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Whom The Gods Would Desteot they first make mad.
The modern reading is that the lawyers first make mad the
whom

Da. Cotjks.

they would not have hung.

—We

learn that Dr. Elliott Coues has resigned

his commission as Assistant Surgeon in the
intention of devoting himself to literary
suits, in

and

army with
scientific

and the probability of sucwhere the standard joke of
the country boy with his alder pole and string has its rise.
The boy is familiar with the stream and catches more fish

likely pools in the trout stream

cess at certain hours.

the

pur-

accordance with his life-long tastes and habits.

This

is

than the stranger with better

rig,

but the angler can soon

give the urchin long odds.

Angling
taste

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,

Address:

assassins

wih

is

the only sport which does

In

age.

not pall upon the

with it, and some of the
who have passed three score

fact, it increases

most enthusiastic fishers are men
and ten. It is a sport which leaves no taint upon its
devotees, but, on the contrary, brings themhealthand renewed
vigor.
It has changed somewhat since the days of Izaak
Walton, especially in America, and is not so "contemplative" as in his time.
In England still-fishing from punts, for
bream, barbel and dace, is followed yet, for want of gamier
fish
but the American angler, after graduating from the
perch and "sunnies" of the mill pond, aspires to the capture
of the pike, black bass, striped bass, trout, and such fish as
must be cist, or trolled for, and which fight hard. Let him
;

who

thinks

it idle

sport cast the

a day and note the

and then say

if

effect,

minnow

upon the

he has been

or the

fly for halt

tired muscles of his arm,

idle.

Let him wade a trout

stream, knee deep for the

The Elixir of Life.—Two

years ago there came in the

add Stream's mail one day a letter from a Pennsylvania town, in which the writer assured us that he had discovered a wonderful secret, which was nothing less than a
FoitBnT

way

to prolong

human

life indefinitely.

in short, claimed to be able to tell us

Our correspondent,

how we might

live for

ever.
The letter was written in a cramped, almost illegible,
hand, and was altogether quite a curiosity. We were too busy
at the time to bother with this man who had the secret of
living for ever; but to a second letter we replied.
We received no further word from him, but we kept his name and

address in mind. In looking over a stray copy of a Pennsylvania paper by the merest chance, the other day, we came
across a notice of this man's death.
Strange, was it not
1

And

with the best tackle gets more enjoyment out of a day's
who captures jre fish with coarser tackle.

his secret of

how

to live for ever died

with him.

same length of time, and then
judge if he has had more leisure than his system can bea r.
Give the boys fishing rods, and good ones at that. Never
mind the talk about catching as many fish with a sapling as
with a fishing rod. This comes from men with no appreciation of the niceties of the art and can be answered by saying that a net will take more than either. The angler loves

—

fine tackle, the finer the tackle the
is

as natural as that a

when an
in a

ox-cart

is

strength,

made

which

superior to a

The

;

and

a fish with

pole,

it

many

miles

pleasure that comes from holding

to the verge of lightness consistent

kills

stiff

more enjoyment

should like a handsome carriage

stronger, or he can travel as

lumber wagon.

a trusty rod,

man

its

elasticity,

which throws a

fish into

is

with

aa far

the tree-

tops before the angler feels the electric thrill of the struggle,
as the sun is superior to a farthing rushlight. The angler
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NEXT

fish-

m

ing than he

—

Angling as an Art; Pistol Shooting; The Oneida Lake
Poachers Christmas Gifts
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stories

to fish

seems so easy

It

talk.

may

be ranked pistol shooting

by

to claim all sotts of preposter-

ous performances with thi3 small

arm

that

many

give

way

and display their ignorance by their asserwho ought to know batter aod will discourse glibly of the parts and make up of the weapons, show
how cleverly they can be cocked and snapped, and describe all
the minutce as they would the details of a puzzle, when
questioned as to the work and the record of the arms are
to the temptation

Even

tions.

those

silent.

is
is

There>re so many tricks of marksmanship that the descent
readily made from what merely seems improbable to what
absolutely impossible.

If a skulking

emigrant robber

is

we are at once treated to most marvelous stories of his skill with the pistol, whereas in fact the
skill lies with the fabricator of the printed account.
airested in the West,

We

Western highwayone telegraph p ile from the next
one. At an average distance of fifty-five yards such hits are
barely possible, but to say that they are repeated agiio. and

have

it

men

is

again

that the favorite pastime of these

to take line shots at

is to

give the assertion the aspect of a fish story.

There are to-day in the city of New York as fine pistol
In a single show case are
shots as anywhere in the world.
targets and hits actually made over known distances and under match condii ions, with every detail accurately recorded,
which cannot be duplicated in any other city. Occasionally
one of tlnse paper shooters ventures into the company of
these record-makers and soon learns what may and what,
may not be done. There is room for great and varied
amusement in pistol shooting, but there seems room for far
more brag and assertion.

THE ONEIDA LAKE POACHERS.
GEORGE

A. CROWNHART, Cicero, N. Y., who has
been so active in assisting the Game Protectors of the

State of

New York in

the proiecution of the violators of the

laws on Oneida Lake, has recently been outrageously fined by
a local justice of the peice for his good work. About two
weeks ago he was going from his hotel at Sou h Bay on the
lake in the little steamer which has been used to destroy the
nets of the poachers.
He intended to return the steamer
through the canal to Syracuse, where it is owned. On the
way he saw some nets set in violation of the law, and took
them up and destroyed them. This happened to be done on
this he was complained of by the owners
and was fined $100 for Sabbath breaking by a justice of
Oswego county whose sympathies must have been on the
wrong side. Perhaps the nets belonged to his cousin, perhaps they were owned by his uncle, or may be his brother
had an interest in them.
We only wish we knew the name
of this legal luminary that we might embalm it in ink.
Another splendid specimen of a protector of poachers is
an agent of the Americm Express Co.
He has bailed the
villains who assaulted Lindsley while engaged in destroj ing
the nets in the lake.
He offered Mr. Cro wnhart money to
stop enforcing the law in this locality and to keep Lindsley
away from the lake.
His excuse, as written to one of his
superior officers, is that if he does not receive and ship the
fish, which are illegally taken, they will be loaded in wagons
and driven across to another Express Co., at Syracuse, and
so his office would lose the freight, on which he has a per-

Sunday, and for

centage.

"Haunls and
the article

—Under

this title five chapters have been
book of convenient firm. They are
and " Range and Migrations," being
by Mr. WiMiam Hapgood, "Range and Rotary

Shore Birds.
collected into a

Movements
Oct. 20, 1881

of
;

Roosevelt's "

little

:

Habits''

the Limrcolte,"

"

A

published

in

this journal

Morning Without the Birds," from Mr.

The Great Sou'h Bay,"

in our issue of Oct. 6,

1881; and the editorial articles which appeared last year
" B ly Sni e," and treating of "Nomencla'ure,"

entitled

"Localities" and

"Bands and Decoys."

these chapters in their present

sportsmen and naturalists.
for 15 cents.

form

The book

We

will be

believe that

welcomed by

will be_sent postpaid

.
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arm was

left

The

entirely clear of the body.

hip-rest, or the

bracing of the elbow of that arm against the body, was
The New York shooters were not prenot to be allowed.
pared for this.
Many do shoot in that way, but to have the
position enforced upon them as a condition thoy were not

prepared
holding

and

for,

to secure special attention to this style of

the object of the call

is

issued

by Mr.

is

it is

likely that

to

it

will lead to

will be placed to the usual credit.

unfortunate that

It is

anniversary of Mr. Conlin's entry into the gallery-shooting
business.

TOE LETTER OF OTTR CORRESPONDENT " JaCObStaff," to be
found in another column, and the accounts of the good
fowl shooting now to be had at Currituck, suggest, a word
of caution to gunners bound for that point.
It is said that
an impression has got about that the Kitty Hawk Club, having so much property, Will be somewhat lax in protecting it,
and that gunners can hope to have shooting from points
belonging to this club. This impression is wholly an erroneous one, and should be corrected at once. No one should
be allowed to go down to Kitty Hawk fancying that the

open now that they have been accustomed
years past. All the most desirable points in the
is

Comtsg

and

;

it is

Permit the Forest and Stream
of the suitable Christmas and

Ne w Year

which mothers, daughters, wives, sisters,
and aunts may select for their sons, fathers,
husbands, brothers, cousins, unclea, nephews— and for "the
nearer one still, and a dearer one :"
A Handsome Shot-Gun.
gifts,

Many

makers— comparisons

first-class

odious.

An Angling Rod.

A

See names of makers
Stabdabd Riflb.
For game or target.

A

Canoe.

elsewhere.

A double one means
A Shooting Suit.

"you

With a "housewife"

\

too."

camp.

for

A Target Pistol.

A

For winter evening
Book.
See

list

practice.

of those for sale

A Year's Subscription.
We need not specify
one that

by

us.

what

to

"fills the bill," as

A.

There

journal.

the bird said

Besides the appropriate gifts

is

only

of the grub.

named above

there are

THOU8AND AND ONE THINGS
That a sportsman.needs and will appreciate. We have
name them here, but they are mentioned in
our advertising columns, and may be seen at the establishments of the dealers in sportsmon's goods. Go and
see them, and select for yourselves.

not space to

In Another Column will be found a suggestive question
regarding the ethics of sportsmen.
correspondent asks
" Are sportsmen, as a rule, so nicely adjusted in their moral

A

when engaged

attributes,

i

in the pursuit of

bay

birds, as to

temptation to knock a black duck over, if he comes
within range ?" Now, without remarking that sportsmen
are probably as " nicely adjusted in their moral attributes
resist the

when engaged

in the pursuit of bay birds" as they are

when

any one who ventures

poachers, and shoot

Hawk

Slyke's are

Club, and

all

now

the property of the Kitty

the lands of this association are posted

to trench

on

money

spent such large sums of

its privileges.

that the gentlemen

It is scarcely to be expected

to

who have

secure theso

grounds

should now throw them open to the public, and their determination to preserve the shotting is in every way worthy of
commendation and imitation by other clubs.

of Dunbaykn in Nova Scotia.— The
Province of Nova Scotia are in the
the Gam* and Inland Fishery Protection Society
The
Scotia, having its headquarters at Halifax.

Tub Eabl

terests of the

game

in-

hands of
of

Nova

composed of gentlemen who really have at heart the enforcement of the laws. They have done good work, and sports-

men

of the Province, as well as those

from abroad, have reason

We

aims.

who

visit

the country

to respect the society's efforts and

are glad to see that the law in

Nova

Scotia

is

enforced without discriminations. So famous a hunter as
the Earl of Dunraven got into trouble there recently, because
he neglected to comply with the very just provision of the

game

laws,

to kill

which requires non-residents

to take out a license

Incorrect reports of this affair having been

game.

printed, we take great pleasure in publishing to-day, from a
responsible source, a true statement of the case.

—

The Maine Matter. In our remarks on the Maine Game
Warden system, the other day, we certainly intended no reflection

upon the Commissioners of Fisheries and Game of

that State.

We

believe, as

we

said in our issue of Oct. 13,

that they bave given abundant proof of their activity and de
termined purpose in their work, and should receive the
hearty support and co-operation of all true-minded sportsmen. We are also sure that Mr. Hubbard in his criticisms
of the system, intended nothing personal regarding Mr.
Stilwcll.

We

arc satisfied that Messrs.

—

game out

Hubbard and

Stil-

—

well both desire the same thing namely, the impartial and
thorough execution of the law, without respect to the
residence of the offending party.

Springfield.

—but

certainly not

The Story of the Wild Hog of Hampden is fast taking
its place among myths and legends, along with the story of
Apollo and the Python, St. George and the Dragon, and St.
Patrick and IheSnakes. It is fitting, then, that the authentic
history of that famous chase should be put

record in the

companying the
and its incidents

As

of this journal.

files

the narrative

"article,

of our Massa-

Next week we will give an account of one
famous hunts of pioneer days, the "Hinkley Hunt"

of 1835.

The Eastern Field Trials meeting now

being held at
proving a great success. As will be seen
in another column the attendance is
large, the birds plenty, and much of the work done by the
dogs is unusually good. The Derby was won by Mr. E. E.
Hardy's Pollux with Ferida second and Sensation, Jr.,
third. It is probable that the trials will last until to-morrow,
Robbing' Island

is

from the account given

aud the

two days must bo looked for in our

details of the last

issue of next week.

The Papers on Dog Training,

Mr. Hammond's system

Mass., encouraged by the success which attended their
efforts last year to restock the neighborhood with quail, are
They have purabout to repeat the work done a year ago.
chased 000 quail, of which the first crop of 00 have already
in
confinement
through
birds
will
be
kept
The
them.
reached
The sucthe winter and will be turned out in the spring.
cess of their experiments with the wild rice has proved so
great that they are now planting in the river and the ponds

who

the roots and seeds of the wild celery.

Bird Notss.

field,

substantially true,

chusetts readers.
of the

The

is

written by our Kennel

among dog owners

best test of the merits of

a practical

trial

of them.

Amateurs

own dogs by this method will find themamply repaid for the time and trouble expended by the
and pride in the result.

will train their

selves

satisfaction

A Book About

Birds.

— Mr.

has prepared a digest of
tained in the

first

all

H. B. Bailey, of

this

city,

the ornithological matter con-

twelve volumes of this journal.

shortly be printed under the

title

of

Further notice of the.

This will

Forest and 8tkbam
book and publication

will be given later.

Awoi\o the Souvenirs recovered from the ruins of the
Morrell storage warehouse, which was destroyed by fire in
this city last October, is a valuable gold medal, the inscription

W.

was presented

Mr. George
Smiley, as a prize for the mastiff "Nell," at the San

on which shows that

Francisco Bench

Show

it

of 1878.

Stjioi.'uiiLs

as Bled

Destroyers.—Further notes on

interesting topic are in type

and

will be printed next

this

week.

to

"The

Cruise

Nessmuk.

of the Nippeb."— In three parts.

Part First next week.

— THE FIRST

DAY

OUT.

had rained every day for more than two weeks, and the
Gypsy's announced time of departure had been postponed day by day, and still there were no signs of fair
weather. Every part of the cargo had been stowed for some
time to take advantage of the first favorable weather, and
every afternoon the Captain had waded through the mud to
the river's bank to inspect the little craft lying in the boat
house, mentally anathematizing October's showers as he

IT

thought of the fast flying autumn days that could be made
so agreeable if the clerk of the weather would only permit.
The Captain's impatience was shared by the crew, too, who
would sit on the boat house floor, looking wistfully out of
her brown eyes, while the water dripping off her liver-colored coat made her look like anything but the cleanly and
ladylike cocker she was.
"Poor Judy! Was ever anything so abominable?" would be answered by a low whine,
and a slight lap of the fail on the floor, indicating sympathy
as plainly as if expressed in the choicest English, and far
more satisfactory to the Captain than the "too bads"
and "hard lucks" of his bipedal acquaintances.
At last there came aa afternoon when the sun found a
small rent in the clouds and gave one peep through at the
earth below. But he must have been disappointed at the
dismal sight he saw, for he immediately withdrew his eyes
and all was as dark again as before. But that one glance, and
a puff of wind from the north accompanying it, made the
Captain's heart, leap joyously, and in a moment he and Judy
were speeding up street to the lodging house, where "store
clothes" were exchanged for blue flannels, toes back again
to the river where the Gypsy's maker, Mr. William Jarvis,
helped lower the boat imo the water. The Captain was soon
aboard; at the word "Come " the crew jumped lightly from
the dock to her accustomed place between the Captain's
feet, and the third cruise of the Gypsy was commenced.
At, the first stroke of the paddle the sun thot another
glance through the clouds, twinkled merrily for a moment,
solitary tortoise fell sidewise
and then withdrew again.
off a log into the muddy water, and, as the Gypsy passed,
scrambled quickly up the other side to try to catch another ray from the sun. But his haste was useless, for the
orb obstinately refused to show its face again. The high
water and rapid current carried the canoe on at a high rate
of speed, the captain's paddle being only useful to keep in
the middle of the stream iu rounding the curves. Past the
coal docks, then through acres of marsh grass burned over
by fire during the summer, and finally, between the breakwaters at the river's mouth, leaving the lighthouse to starboard, the canoe shot into the waters of the beautiful Cayuga.
Ten miles to the north was an unobstructed view of the lake,
showing white caps formed by the increasing puffs of wind.
On the east was the club house of the Forest City Shooting
Club, nestled in a clump of willows, and back of that the
last cascade of Fall Creek, roaring and boiling with its unwonted volume of water. Prudence bade the captain hug
the west shore, where the abrupt cliffs broke the force of the
wind and rendered paddling less laborious but he had
hardly turned the canoe in that direction before "spat!"
came a large drop of rain on the deck. This was followed
by another and then another, and the Captain was compelled
to hastily lift the cork seat, draw from beneath it a rubber
coat, which he donned, and then the canoe's apron, which
was buttoned on the deck around the well, and tucked in
"We won't turn back now, anytightly around his body.
how," thought the Captain, and wiih the rain dashing in
torrents against his face he plied the paddle vigorously, and
with a regular stroke, drove the canoe against the chopping
Some fishermen, sheltered by an upturned boat
waves.
on the beach, laughed heartily at the solitary figure iu the

A

;

and then invited him ashore to share thei
"Thanks, I am very comfortable," answered the retreating
voyager, leaving the honest fishermen to wonder what
" comfort' that crazy fool could find iu breasting such a
"Where bound ?" cried the skipper of a passing coal
storm.
"Canada!" shouted back the voyager. "Where'd
sloop.
he say?" asked the skipper's wife, peering through the cabin
window. "He said Canady," answered her husband, sententiously, "but I guess he lied."
Meanwhile the storm showed no signs of abating, and for
three-quarters of an hour the ruin poured down in sheets;
but at the end of that time there was a lull, and the Captain
deemed it best to seek quarters for the night. Bushy Point
jutted out into the lake close by, and the Captain made a
landing on the lee shore. The apron wT as first carefully removed so as not to spill any water into the well, and only a
few drops weTe found inside; then Judy sprang joyously
from her pent-up quarters, and received the customary cathe Captain pulled the cauoe up higher on the gravelly
ress
beach, lifted the large rubber bag of " plunder " from the
stern, and then began rigging the Gypsy's "house."
bundle of odd-looking rods, tied together with cord, was
produced from alongside thewell and untied; an upright waa
fastened in slots made to receive it at the aftermost part of
thewell then a stout cord was run from a ring in the top of
Along this cord, at reguthis upright to a ring in the mast.
lar intervals, were tied three crescent-shaped rods, bent toward the boat, the whole forming the frame for the tent.
The rubber apron was laid out on the bottom of the canoe,
dry side up, then the bag was opened and a summer carriage
lobe produced, which was laid ever the apron then a folded
woolen blanket upon that; then the tent (of drilling, waterproofed by the sugar of lead and powdered alum recipe
found in Fobebt anu Sieeam) was hung over the frame and
coffee-pot (of
buttoned down tight around the canoe.
two-cup capacity), a quart tin pail, a tin cup, spoon, knife
and fork, two tin plates one with edge3 turned up aud a
were then taken out of the depths of the
bail fastened on
bag, which was afterward closed up water-tight aud placed
on the deck against the inast. The pail and coffee-pot having been filled with water from the lake, the cooking utensils
were placed inside, and the Captain followed, feet foremost.
Then a zinc box containing the spirit stove was taken from
its place through the hatchway in the forward deck, filled
with alcohol from a tin canteen, lighted aud placed on its"
The coffee-pot, with some of Borden's oxzinc receptacle.
tract of coffee mixed with the water, was soon steaming over
rain,

1

is

Editor, are meeting a cordial reception

— The sportsmen of Spring-

on permanent

stated in the note ac-

by many

will be recollected

in every part of the country.

Mobs Quail fob

of season

from sportsmen of the better class. AVho that respects
himself would kill the half-grown ruffed grouse, while shooting woodcock iu those States, where summer shooting is
unhappily still permitted ? Who would, at the same season,
kill the mother quail, and leave the downy fledgelings to
perish ? The principle is the same in these examples as in
the case cited by our correspondent. We should be loth to
believe that there are manyot our readers whose moral
sense is so base as to make them approve such acts and we
conceive that thinking men, as a class, would, without exception, hold their hands in the face of such a temptation.
;

society is

II.

cousins, neices

and efficiently patrolled. The club has expressed the determination to protect its shooting most carefully, and prompt
arrest, followed by rigorous prosecution, may be expected by

Van

vicinity of

LEAVES FROM A LOG-BOOK.

some

engaged in the pursuit of birds of any other description, we
feel free to say that no man who looks at the question of
game preservation in the proper light would kill one species
of game in its close season while searching for another in
We expect this sort of thing from the soits open season.
called pot huntors that is, from men who are habitual

to enj jy in

1881.

time to d?cide what presents you will

to suggest to its readers

it

did not take place on the 24th as intended, for apart from
the fact that it was a national holiday here, it was the 18th

same shooting

Is

then give to your friends.

Conlln.

abandon the match. On the conan offer from the New
York shooters to a general shooting trial, in which pistol
shooting will form an important part. The old established
firm of Rigby ought not to shrink from a test of these neat
Conlittle arms so comforting in cases of wounded honor.
lin's gallery boasts of a fine lot of the old duelling pieces and
a match with this style of arm would bring up hosts of remiMeanwhile the off-hand match waits, and we
niscences.
doubt not that before many weeks the four American gentlemen who are chosen will cable " Ready" and another victory
no disposition

There

trary,

1,
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Thk Ikisii-Amkrioan Gallery Match. The proposed
match which was to have taken place
on the 24th ult. has been indefinitely postponed, and for the
very novel reason that au American team cannot be gotten
together.
The conditions called for an " off hand" match,
and then Mr. Rigby, on behalf of the Miniature Rifle Club of
Dublin, defined off-hand shooting to be that in which the
International gallery
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the lamp, while the Captain produced from the hatchway a
There we sat, and as the Are burned, sending its white
large, covered tin box, which, on being opened, disclosed wreaths of smoke into the keen frosty night air outside, we
several compartments, each wifth its own cover of tin, and in the warm glow within talked of seasons gone by and recontaining eggs (picked in salt), sugar, tea, etc. As soon as hearsed the story of successful bags or more frequent disapthe coffee was boiled the tin plate with the bail was "putover," pointment, and laid our plans for the days to come,
a piece of butter dropped in (from a water-tight earthen
The cooler weather, though unseasonably warm, and the
jar, which can bo lowered into cool water when in camp),
hoped for sou west wind, promised fair sport, if only the
and two eggs, one for tho Captain and one for the crew, were birds were in the bay. Many had been seen, and they
broken on the plate and soon fried,
loaf of bread, in a tin
were surely somewhere.
Uncle Ed talked vaguely of "a
box of its own, was brought out, and while the Captain ate big bunch o' broad-bills up in the No'th-east," but they had
Ms supper ihe lin pail of water.was heating, with which the been shy in coming to stool and bags yet had been small.
dishes were to be washed after the repast.
Meanwhile
Putting all arrangements into the hands of George and his
Judy, who had been waiting patiently without, was fed with father, than whom no better fowlers are to be found along
bread and egg cut up together, and served on the clean gravel Long Island waters, we promised to be aboard by five o'clock
by the boat's side.* Although the Captain evinced a certain next morning, said "good-night" all round, and, after one
Ignorance of the customs of the oiiisine in smoking his brier- more observation of wind and weather, went up to bed, if
toot while washing the dishes, that ceremony was neverthe- not to immediate sleep.
less well done, and each piece of tinware was put away aB
Crawling in betweeu the sheets, fancy found eyes which
gaining aud bright as a new silver dollar.
penetrated the darkness with which night had veiled the
familiar scenes outside.
It was now fairly dark, and a slow rain commenced failing;
could see the lofty beacon of
bo the two voyagers, after a race to the end of the point aud Shinnecock Light flashing its guiding rays far across the bar
back, crawled under the shelter of the little tent. Judy was to trusting ships outside.
We could see the Life-Saving
soon asleep in her accustomed place, and the Captain, after Stations, away to the east and west, with their sleepless
lighting a candle and writing up the log for the day, unrolled patrol pacing the sandy bench.
We could see "The Island"
the woolen blanket, straightened out the carriage robe for a within the bay, as well as "Hole in the Wall," "Goose
Point," "Bunker Bar" and tho scenes of many an earlier
mattress, and at seven o'clock at night, with the cork seat for
a pillow, and nothing over the bottom planks of the boat but day's exploit, while we thought we saw broadbill, coot and
tho thin lap robe, enjoyed as luxurious a bed as any darling redhead in unconscious security taking counsel as to the
The rain drops fell morning's flight.
of fortune on a couch of eider-down.
As our eyelids drooped we almost thought we could hear
in a "patter-patter" on the tent over head, the wind made
the branches of the trees creak and groan, and as the monot- the monotone of earnest preparation over at "Lane's" for
onous "chug-chug" of the paddles of the tow-boat became the morrow's start but a smile broke over our faces, for we
knew "oldYiah" must start early indeed to interfere with
fainter and fainter as she receded down the lake, the Cap! aln
of the Gypsy sank into a sweet slumber, not to awaken until our tried frieuds. And we slept. Slept, as not for a long,
long time at home.
All too early came the rousing knock in the morning, but
tumbling out of bed into ready and fitting habiliments, hot
coffee, hot breakfast, aud Mrs. Foster'* beaming face started
the day successfully, with guns well oiled with"" dead-shot,"
ammunition bags and cases filled, and all things needful for
a day's cainpaigD, we filed out into the dark, each following his leader, before day gave any sign of breaking. The
VERSUS COOT.
hoped-for wind was treacherous only southerly, not sou'west only moderate and not fresh. But those comforting souls
continued
application
regular
and
to
routine of busiat the front talked bravely of possible change for the better
ness, reinforced by unusual cares, having succeeded in
during the day, and Uncle Ed " threw in his heft" like a hero.
first parallel" against
our citadel of What an anchor is Hope
establishing their
Although we were off early we
good digestion and sound sleep, we determined that "dis- saw the dim outline of sails to the- westward, and we knew
cretion was the better part of valor," aud ran away.
It is
that Lane's folks were also early starters.
the story of this flight which is offered to other weary
Shall we tell of all the secret counsel and communings, the
workers, that they, too, may appreciate the fact in its best depth of profound skill and divination,
the subtle knowledge
senses, that
of birds and haunts, that a little later planted our double
battery in a certain place, and left us in our snug boxes surrounded by the most seductive of stools ? Crumble this pen
Having decided upon our "skedaddle," it did not take first.
long to determine upon the plan in general, and route in
Never were boxes tighter; never was a "rig" more
Something out of office, into open air, away deftly and skillfully set; never were two minds so determined
particular.
from care, to the full enjoyment of an absorbing pleasure
on doing their whole duty; never were guns so carefully
fancy
and
inclination,
free
rein
to
old
gave
scenes
As we
loaded and handled, as when we settled down, while the
come rushing hu.o view, the pulse quickened as wo lived first bird— a glorious forerunner of coming scores— sped
again in pleasant recollection the experience of days thus swiftly down the bay against the rosy sky of an awakening
mind.
called to
autumnal day.
After due preparation getting together the whole outfit and
Tho glory of sunrise
The beauty of early morn
With
paraphernalia, which is more precious than so much gold or
the ripple of clear water in one's ear, making melody while
elevcnvpound
clean
and
the trusty
ten-pores,
true
silver
all nature is as a resplendent temple, what wonder the heart
and close as their outside lines of " hammerless •" betoken, acknowledges Supreme Goodness, and pays its willing tribute
due ammunition, the snipe guns, rubber cloth boots and of recognition and gratitude
browsers, sou'westers, Cape Ann oilers, and the whole busiSo us it grows lighter the birds begin to fly; singles, in
ness of flannels, heavy coats, cleaning rods, oils, etc., etc.,
pairs, and fair bunches.
watch them on their swift
wo found ourselves toward noon on the 25th of October leav- course, and enjoy all things together, discoursing of the
ing the cars at Good Ground aud looking around for "Sy- chances, and waiting for the sun to rise, for we are lawreno " and his "U. 8. Mail" to lako our traps to Pond- abiding, and may not shoot until Old Sol's eye is fairly on
quogue, while we stretched our legs by walking the two us,
mileB of sandy road which intervened.
It is nearly sunrise, when we soo a bunch of six or seven
Of this mail wagon and its genial driver let us say naught wheeling round to drop to stool. Discussing whether yet to
but the soberest truth. Of modest look, appearing to have shoot it the chance offers, all doubt is dispelled by the double
"
early caudle light " of its usefulness, sugapproached the
" boom" of two guns from another battery away to the east,
gesting just a little skakiuess, you are surprised to know
and judging that the other fellows have caught sunrise in
that "thirteen men, all heavier than I be aud I weigh two saving time, we rise and bring three with our first barrel and
hundred and thirty— has been carried in this 'ere waggin to- one with our second.
good opening for our first day's
oncet."
ducking in '81
Any lurking doubt as to the strict accuracy of thiB stateThe ball has opened, and all daylong the chances are taken
ment is at once banished when the eye, leaving the vehicle with varying success.
brotherly rivalry between these two
In wonder, travels rapidly over "the team " and harnesses.
boxes lends additional zest to the sport, and individual scores
hundred minor and indescribable somethings at once are closely kept, while shouts to the " tender," as she sails
convince you that "Syreno" only told the truth." Tho dis- by to secure the prizes drifting to the leeward, urge George
couraged aud resigned flop of the ears, the subdued switch or Uncle Ed to an unfailing effort to secure the sum total.
of the tails, the sleepy drag of the eyelids, the pokey gait,
The speeding hours fly too quickly. No time can be lost,
tho protesting harnesses, with their bent buckles and substi- so lunch is sent for and eaten in battery, while comparison of
tutes and honorable scars in fine, the speaking tout ensemble shots and scores is made, and the Wonderful kills, which every
fact.
all proclaim the
gunner knows are always made, are discussed with gusto.
Curbing our desire to ride in even such a distinguished
bunch of geese, high up, sailed over, and the first brant of
If you do as we
official van, we walked for the exorcise.
the season were also noted during the "nooning." After
did, however, you lose an enviable chat with an enviable and
lunch history simply repeated herself, and when toward night
solid old friend, Syreno Wells, stage driver and TJ. 8. mail
we called in the tender, took up rigs and sailed homeward with
carrier.
a goodly pile of birds, we counted (we'll never tell exactly
"May he die fat I"
how many) broadbills, redhead, coot, one venturesome
swinging gait and heavy roads brought pedestrian and sprigtail
and each hammerless was credited with the same
coach to our old friend Foster's together. And for comfort- score of dead.
But of all batteries in the bay for that day— it came out
able house, pleasant rooms and good kitchen, and, best of
later we had the leading scores.
all, for hearty, hospitable. welcome to old friends, commend
In succeeding days the
us to his good wife. While Currituck demands him at stated writer's brother outshot him, and even brought to "bay a
seasons, she maintains the good standard of th i ngs at home solitary canvas-back.
And so was spent an entire week. On gunning 'days,
with graceful ease of true hostess.
As we stretched ourselves before the roaring wood fire in always in battery, fair weather or foul, and one day proved a
the evening, having unpacked guns, and donned the flannels pouring rain— all day long— " off-days," bagging snipe and
and garb of the hour, we chatted with her of all changes different bay birds, or taking long tramps back on to the hills
flushing an occasional bevy of quail.
since last wo talked, of the chances of birds, of the weather,
Then we wished for
were surrouuded with an atmosphere of comfort and "Ray" and "Pete," the faithful partners of our upland
sport.
How we slept How we eatl
rest and pleasure, which promised sound sleep, good digeshad found a
May her life be long, panacea— better than bolus or draught,
tion and full health without measure.
All things temporal have their end, however, and the unweland her avoirdupois never less!
could
group
come
that
our
pen
picture
eye
the
hour
came
round
to
leave
to
each
this
Would
haven of enjoyment and
active quiet, for further scenes of sport which claimed our
of old friends who dropped in later. Uncle Ed, George, Joe,
renewing acquaintance.
and the philosopher, Oil).
"
We
had
ordered
the
hero
of
many
toEd,
a
season's
gunning,
and
Capt.
Bill"
Uncle
to have the yacht waiting
day as active and keen in his enjoyment of sport as he ever at Sag Harbor, with full supplies for a week's cruise, and the
was, and always full of hopeful prognostications or consol- time had come to go down and board her. So we again shook
hands
all
round
arid
left
Pondquogue for another year.
ing uncertainties.
Nothing Cassius-like here— no
Quiet, peaceful spot
May your eels never fail, may your
George, his little boy.
"lean and hungry look" about him. Fat as ho is Jolly, and fowl always fly in due season and in good numbers, and "may
"George" and "Uncle Ed" secure' the lion's share till pot
true to friend as- needle to the pole.
Joe, whom everybody knows and everybody wants, whom and battery know them no more
Later, if this long story does not bring sleep to some
the "children civ 'or."
And Gill, the, philosopher and orator, and whose tongue waiting watcher for Fokkbt asd Stream, we may spin a
"lubricates by Its unctuosity rather than irritates by its yarn of our week's cruise through Gardner's Bay and around
Moutnuk, which may not fail in this, if it does not excite
asperity," who cau talk more to the square inch than— well.
appetite and good digestion.
pen fails—words are inadequate.
B.
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TIIEr! Victim of Hydrophobia'" heads a paragraph
in a
* »- daily paper, detailing the sufferings oi a child
recently
bitten by a rabid ,1, eg.
And tili is coupled with

such calumnious
tta tbatpne would supposi
Us
dubo'icu iutentious packed away iu his uruoc,-;.,
coveted noddle, needing only Jit opportunity for then- f
uliUlmeut.
-

carries

The evil that rnoo no lives an or them
Ike good is oft Interred with their bones
wrote Shakespeare.
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As the editor approves this Suggestion, IwUi commence
the
Record by mentioning one dog who will always
hold a Kreen

m

place
ihc memory of the little circle who know hira
best
1. Jaek, who rendered several years of faithfn
,'.„
„„ „
watch dog in mj father's family. A combination of
aud tho spaniel, he was extromelv sagacious and decile-the 'mastiS
Th ne-)
occasionally showing high temper, he was very
atfeettonata 2na
gentle to all who treated him kindly. A oIi.m
the family made a change of homes" for Jack at
greatly to Ore regret of those wh
~
served so well. Soon after this ihangehi aacrifl
I life life tn fch
sense of duty
Uity ; fortothob
hero
He. was m kt keeper oi
,
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tal a child about two
years old
do = H -°- retriever and a terrier.
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dog, who went to waul the pond, ber,, a!,- found nie' terrier holding the child above the water.
3. An Irish setter. Jack by name, a noble animal, the property
of a Romish priest in Newburyport, Mass., early last mirine
bv
the aaorihce of his own lito, was tho means of Barfing others
His
master was absent from the city, and
i-vantii lmd
the oaro of the parsonage. Late in the ry,, u , f; a,, p,-!-.,,;' rl T
tired, leaving thodogm the dining rot
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dragging
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m his shriUost tones.
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Poor J aca went down

who
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and pulling the bedclothes and barking

mil

-i

The

"i"'"

-

fre.m tho walls.

aud soon

resting-place

ceased barking. When the fire was subdued his remains were
found uninj ored. He had probably suffocated almost immediatelv
J
after giving the alarm.
i A frolicsome St. Barnard, who bears the proud title, Dom
Pedro, was lor a long lime the pet of a friend and neighbor of
mine. He has iv,,
:ll bb a
trampet, He, however, is very discreet in the use of it; and, though sometimes, by
way of joke, sending Ub notes ringing; and echoing all around the
neighborhood, no one ever bad reason to complain of the quantity
or the quality of the music he ha* mm\c. !>,.
fectiouate, he was a great favorite with the children. But once
in fun, iu sheer make-believe, apparently, having returned their
love pats with a pretenaeoi biting, ,, U e timid psn-ntniadeeuch complaint that he was banished from city life. And en Hem Pedro
tr-ok up his abode wi'.h a worthy muler, and i< an to develop a
fondness for bucolic pursuits, enjoying, to all "appearance the
company of his master's cows and oxen as much as he had that of
the city children, uot only preferring their society by day but
sharing their quarters through the night—asalf-conafitnted guard
audkseper. One night the miller was awakened from
ful slumbers by a great uproar hi the barn, tramping and bellowing of tho cattle, but, high above nil, Horn's voice ,-s if in expostulation and entreaty. He quickly dressed and hastened to
the scene of action. His valuable oxen had broken from their
stalls, and were gorging themselves at thenioal-ckest.
Horn, as if
awaro of the danger, was using his utmost exertions of voice,
teeth and feet, to diSBUade the culprits from their suicidal feast.
Had heuotoruuaod their master, who. with no little trouble
stalled thorn as soon
poilble, there •would have been a fearful
sacrifice of tat cattle the next morning.
5. On the 24th of last May a house and barn at Andover. Maea.,
occupied by Be bed 8. Hayes, were burned. Probably the tire was
About two o clock in tne morning the family were
cendiary
awakened by the outories of the dog, to v>bo!ie sagacity and
bravery they undoubtedly owe then- lives, for everything in the
bouse, even all the clothing, wos burned, aud, with the barn,
nearly all the animals aud farming utensils v, ere lost.
6. A friend of mine is the owner of
nier, who I
must confess enjoys startling the pcsse-rs-by with a swim,
of barks, ily friend baa been sadly tried by this trick of her pet.
But he is so affectionate in his dispo-,
bunch, of goodnature.
te might easily

M

.:_

specimen of 1indicted my
friend for keeping a trot bles
Bo bfs rollicking greetings
are heard no more. At certain portlol
Mj« ij t1ie
Prince must be gagged, and iti
how readily at his
mietress' word tho nnoonoioug rugue takes the di-,
crash towel Lightly rolled serves lor the gap.
TUs bundle he
oarrieB between his white teeth, holding -i pafientb llU ordered to
lay it aaide, which at length he doe« in grateful suenoe,
Though
to his mistress ha is so obadient in this matter, he pay« no heed
to such orders from any one eiue, and I am not sure but tho
churl « ho stigmatized him an a " troublesome dog" gets a good
ahare of growls and howl* whoa he leai
With these brief notieos, the Record of Honor being now fairly
opened, let us have enrolled thereon the names and deeds of
hundreds of worthy dogs. Let them have their full meatrare of
merit, and that with promptuesa
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THE WILD HOG OF HAMPDEN.
BY

B.

Longmeadow

divided into east and west
tract of pine barren a mile or more in breadth,
reaching from Pecowsic Brook, near Springfield, to the

FOEBST AHO STREAM.]

of

Shaker Village,

in Enfield.

is

Conn.

their headquarters in Wallace's saloon, a basement opposite
C" urt square in Springfield, Mass.
Here they often met to
drink health to the community, compare notes and experiences, relate exploits, and nut unfrequeully to all unite at
once in discussion, when ihe weight of argument would be
truly overwhelming.
As these four persons figure largely in
the story, a word of personal history seems necessary.
One,
a man of blood, a butcher, often sacrificed time instead of
hogs when suckers, rout and pigeons were plenty; still his
visible
trade was a
means of support. Another caught pigeons
in early spring, shad in summer, and pigeons again after the
Glorious Fourth; minks and muskrats in the all; in the
•winter, nothing. Another did he did
, well, we give it
The last of the quartette was the puny husband of a
up.
dashing milliner, and, of course, he was left to help the
others.
On the whole, they were an easy, vagabond set, a
Springfield necessity under the circumstances, and, as is often
the case in great events, doubtless raised to meet the emeri

I

—

gency.

man—

sometimes
Somewhere in the lofts above lived a
called
Doctor" broken in health and ambition, eking out
an existence, if possible, nvre mysterious than either of the
otherB. Sympathy drew him near, and sympathy find fellowfeeling opened the circle and he was admitted. But a strange
depression was at once apparent, Rufus haned his chin on
the back of his chair; Sol bit off the stem of his pipe trying
to smok'1 Ruel often brought his fist down upon the table
with terrible force, but said nothing. By judicious questions
and great caution the Doctor at last reached their confidence and the reason why they were 8 ) cast down. They
had spent a whole sunmnr in futile attempts to capture a hog.
Traps, nets, pitfalls, twitchups, stockades, alike availed
nothing against the extreme caution of the creature. And
to think a hog had done it
Had not Sol slain bis thousands,
?
But we forbear Here they were obliged
and Buel his
to acknowledge defeat with aggravations, and no wonder
they felt bad. "Damit," said Ruel, "she escaped in that
general stamoede down hill we read of, and the same devil
possesses her still and helps her on." "
friends," said the
Doctor, "the case is truly discouraging, but not hopeless.
There is not a creature on the earth that must not fall before
human int. llect and human skill united. You have here the
to decide it, and Ihe hardest if
nicest of all jobs if cunning
You have before you a creature
left to ph) sical strength.
whose caution and endurance has no equal on this continent.
Take renewed courage, for you will certainly fetch ber at
last."
The meeting broke up, as it bad so often done before,
after a unanimous vote that " Thai Hog must be caught!"
As we can make but little headway without the principal
figure, we will go back and bring her up.
"Some two years previous to this time Captain
, of the
go> d ship Medusa, was "up the Straits," "beyond the Dardanelles." While atsome port in Asis Minor anntive brought
along a litter of five wild pigs for sale. Now, to see ft esh
pork appreciated, go to a
general in war time or to a
sea-eupta'n on a long voyOnly think of itage.
roast pig and homeward
bound I Without loss of
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and
d"That Hog
must be caught.
ught."
About this
tii
is time
a wail
,tn the
thp Ktinlters
came up from
Shakers
of spoliations not to be
endured. "Yea and Nay"
had heard that a "schoolmistress was abroad," and
further,

A

i

F^n\

y)*p
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ing a space for entrance, they began a stockade, right and
left, of hard pines three to six inches in diameter around this
depression, adding to it daily, and setting them over two feet
deep in the earth. The plan captivated the Doctor in the

who said, "There
routset,
is science in it and

you

will certainly catch her,

because

§
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toes through the day but
to find them dug up at
night by a creature of
voracious appetite, while

W ith proverbial

'

eating are full forty-five
degrees higher than her
head
consequently she
must bring her hind feet
down to her no=e, then

certainly a little late to
reach the opening. And
another thing, when you
close the stockade on the
other side she won't go
in"— as it proved. The
opposite side opened, she
again went, in to feed.

pota-

corn, beans and other
1
deposits " were removed unceremoniously.

hips while

;

~>

now they had positiveevidcnce of her proximity.
They would plant

her

philosophy they replanted again and again with the same
results.
Nothing was said aloud, but there were indications
that pent-up feelings caused expressions the canons did not
allow.

The first plan submitted was Hubbard's. He sunk two
sugar "hogsheads" (no pun was intended) in his pigeon-bed,
one below the other, making a large well some ten feet- deep,
covering it with a trap to let her fall in while eating the bait
placed in the centre, the whole covered with two inches of
earth.
The Hog came on to the bed, walked around the
charmed circle night after night eating the wheat, but not
one foot would sh 3 place on the trap or over the well, although
smoothly covered with earth. At last this was voted "no
go " and abandoned.
The next plan was Ruel's and Hubbard's together.

They

made a net of small cord, attaching it slightly to four poles
like quilting frames, and suspended it by ropes to fall squarely
upon the Hog's back, when, by a jump, she would carry the
whole net with her and roll upon the ground, enveloped like
a Sioux baby, and just as helpless. The thing was all figured
out and the result certain. The net was set and the Hog
went under it and, while eating in the centre, sprung the
The net had three feet to fall, while she had more
trap.

closed the Blockade some six feet high, and the
entrance in the same manner, then hooped the whole and
spiked all together. The Hog entered fearlessly so long as
The trap was so made that
the way seemed clear beyond.
moving a little stick in the pile of wheat while eating would
let fall both gates at once. A gun was lashed to the stockade

They then

which the fall
Having cot

of the gates

would

fire off

things fixed, the friends took their station
night.
But she
would be hungry, and the next night would surely bring her.
This sprung the Doctor, and the second uight he lay in the
woods with them, but no signal nor sign was heard.
The third night proved that she knew all the time "somebody was round," so the fourth night they all stayed at home.
Between nine and ten the next morning, the friends having
over-slept from hroken rest, approached the palisades, and
seeing the gates down sprang forward with a shout, aud
mounting the pa'isades looked in, aud then at each other.
Ruel looked at Rufus and Rufus at Ruel. To say that they
were astonished is a failure blank amazement is a failure,
and we doubt whether any language short of Feejee could

half a mile

all

away and waited — waited— all

;

than six feet to jump: but she cleared it in time, striking
some ten feet outside. But this was only a slight mistake in
figures. The net was raised higher, aud, after a lit le coaxing,
she again ventured under
it; then they lowered it, a
little more and
repeated
the opera ion till it almost
touched her back. The
t

trap was again set, and the
net fell squarely upon her.
As though sh"t from a

morlar she went through
the net, making a large
hole, but without breaking
the slender attachments to
the poles.

What was

said

on viewing the premises

after another gi?en to the
sharks as they died, till, on
reaching the port of Boston,
one sole survivor remained.
The idea of pork iu that
direction bad entirely faded out, 'and skin and bones were
consigned to the first friend willing to accept them. Soon
exhaust! ne both pit ence and perseverance, ihe pig was sent
to Mr. Edward Cordis, of Longmeadow, a gentleman of
leiure and means, that he might develop whatever might
be bidden beneath that rough hide and surely the chauce
grounds for improvement were most strikingly apparent.
The creature was placed in a pen, or bieb box, and showed
Not one
just as fast as she grew her wild, untamable nature.
mouthful of food would she take while a human countenance
was in s ght, but would plunge into a hole she dug into the
earth, with the vain hope of hiding from a human eye.
There was a plank eighteen inches high running across the
pen to separate eaiing and sleeping apartments. She would
mount on the edge of this plank and walk for hours back and
forth without stepping off ever re.-tless, ever moving, searching for a hole to escape or hide.
After she was one year old a domestic male hog was placed
she brooked no such insinuation, and flew at him
in the pen
with all the lerocity of her nature, and he was withdrawn
Another trial was made with a regular old
to save his life.
bruder, and hey fought continually till he was taken out
sadly d> moralized.
After this ad hope of domestication or improvement was
abandoned. The creature was kept and fed because well,
they didn't, know what else to do with her. She had grown
to the height of uearly three fee! long, lean, gaunt not
eight nches through the shoulders or hips and such a snout
Look at the illustration.
And so the year went by. People would call, look awhile
At last a neighbor, having
at the creature and go away.
She
filled his pockets with acorns, threw them into the pen.
eagerly devoured them— the first food taken openly while; in
confinement.
The nrj-ln folio win? she went out of a window eight feet
from the floor, by either a standing leap or climbing the wall
a question never sett ted, as two years afterward she went
out where 'here was no hole before or afterward, demons! rating the presumption that she might or could have left through
the key-hole or a crack iu the boards just as well as by the
window. At any rate, out she went and Bcooted for the

—

;

—

j

I

;

nearest woods.

m.
The next effort to capture the Hog was the third summer
after her escape. This plan was to stockade around a depression in the ground made by digging out rabbits.
She was
decoyed to the place by scattering buckwheat from a pigeonbed close by to a small heap in the hole at the bottom. Leav-

i?'t

time a bargain was struck
and the pigs carried on
board. But hopes are often
raised to be brok' n, and
disappointment lurks where
we ean expect it. The little wretches would neither
eat nor sleep, and the Captain saw with regret one

—

This tract of abandoned

land is covered with sand-blows, sloughs, swamps and underbrush chaparal. Here the Hog took up her abode here she
lived three years, and here the Pigeoners first made her
acquan'ance. She would visit the pigeon stands at night, eat
the wheat, disturb things generally, heave the smooth beds
into heaps, so that a visit from the owners was necessary in
the morning to put things right for the pigeons. This caused
great unpleasantness— on one sideat least— and had the maledictions been half as effective as Ihey were energetic, the
Hog had been annihilated at once. Be that as it may, at the
regular meeting the case assumed definite proportions, for
they had each the same story to tell. The discussions were
animated, the arguments
conclusive, and the vote
l"|
unanimous that this waste
«"
^y
v v STih 'X
of wheat must
ust proceed no
4^fffl<* irv
'S

believe this the "only view of the Hog obtained in the
Ihree years of constant warfare in which she lived. Invisible
human eyes she would make tracks just as long as men or
dogs chose to follow. She would leave the fleetest with
laps of twelve to sixteen feet by actual measurement ; she
would double on her tracks, and then by a tremendous leap
sidexcays default the surest hound.
to

;

must have been between '48 and '50 —particular dates
IT not
being necessary— that a httle circle of friends made

i

1881.

We

The town
sections by a

nORSFOHB.

[The incidents narrated In this paper are substantially true. The
story has been told In print before, and has been rewritten tor the

'

1,

—

—
—

the next morning is not
Hubbard was
recorded.
too thoroughly bred at home
to express on all occasions
what he felt, and Ruel got
relief somehow, for he came
into the next meeting cool and collected.

The following winter an attempt was made to run the
down with dogs and either capture or kill her; at

creature

rate, to rid the farmers of an outlaw and relieve the
ingfield baud of disgrace accumulated until the camel's
back was dreadfully warped. True, parties from Hartford,
Worcester and intermediate places had hunted the Hog till
and
fully satisfied.
But then, they didn't know much
how should they? "None of 'em ever seen a wild hog."
Notes from a journal kept at the saloon will best describe
the hunt with dog-t and the result
Monday night— at Wallace's. The Hog started early and
ran well, but the dogs pressed her so closely that she had hard
work to keep ahead.
Tuesday night.— She kept clear of the dogs by doubling on

any

Sp

5£Kn

;

—

her ti ack, bui, evidently showed great fatigue.
Wednesday night. She held out wonderfully, but was left
near Pecowsic Brook, a mile from Springfield, all beat out.
Thursday night. Found her len miles from where they
left her the night before.
The Doctor said she was getting
stiff in the joints from lacfc of exercise, and had merely taken

—
—

an evening walk
Friday night.

to keep in trim.
"She runs like the devil," was about all
that could be got out of them.
Saturday night
Danj.it," said Ruel, " I measured jumps
to-rlay of sixteen to eighteen feet, and the brute runs better
than she did Monday."
All hope of running dowu the Hog with dogs was given
up; all plans thus far had proved abortive, and the depredaWhen corn was green she would enter the
tions continued.
fields and "eat like a hog."
When the corn was cut, not one
She would come out of the
ear would she eat in the fields
woods only in the night, walk straight to a shook of corn,
seize a bundle and retrace her tracks to the woods, and there,
She would mount a fence and walk
in a dark cover, eat it.
Once only was h< r track seen around the
like a cat upon it.
pen of a domestic hog. One day a pack peddler crossing the
woods was horrifl' d to see a large black creature bound into
Dropping his pack he " went for his
the road behind him.
Looking over his
life," and the Hog went for "hern."
shoulder the pack was mistaken for the Hog in pursuit. At

—

—

any rate he

'

told a terrible story of his escape.

express their looks— Were was no Hog there! Language failed
entirely, wrath refused to explode,
Not "so thought the Hog a few hours before. She was undoubtedly surprised to see a gate shut in her face just as she
was going through it, and more surprised to find one shut
behind her at the same time. She probable took in the whole
Bcope of the question at once. Caught at last ; now to get
out, and that immediately.
Palisades fifteen feet high no
hope in that direction. The gates locked like Saurian teeth
no hope there. She went round the pen with a ditch two
feet deep, throwing the earth to the centre and laying bare
the stockades nearly to the bottom; then taking the weakest
Bud only possible spot, drove her nose between the posts and
literally "following her nose" forced her body out, the
stockade closing entirely behind her.
The next meeting at Wallace's was "solemn as a court of
justice." Little was said, no speeches were made, and the
usual vote was brought out only by peremptory demand of
ayes and noes aud feeble at that. The truth was, a general
demoralization had fallen upon them all. They even doubted
the Doctor's philosophy, because he only said Ihey woidd
catch her, implying doubt of their ability to keep her when
caught. They doubled everything. But sorrow and disappointment wear off in time, and the cause remaining still
" That
fresh and vigorous courage and hope again revived.
Hog must be caught."
In the southern part of the Hog country toward the Shaker
On its eastern
village was what was called the Big Swamp.
borders there was a tavern or public house where the comforts
of life were always obtainable and where foreign parties
made their headquarters and recruited strength after the
fatigues of a chase.

—

—

—
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As tie hunt continued year in and year out, the unbelieving and profane began to point in derision at the place with
the remark that a "striped pig" in the barn was the only
Hog in the neighborhood, and that the hunt was never off
the premises a vile slander as every one testified who hunted
the Hog.
But through evil as well as good report the Springfield band held to their first love and first resolution.
The
Hog still lived, and, dead or alive, "we shall fetch her at
last;" the Doctor said si— and if he don't know, who does?
And, besides, there was a terrible weight of responsibility
resting on them their reputation as hunters was at stake.
j

;

And

then the " championship of America" rested entirely on
their shoulders, and as men of principle, having a good hold

of the plow handles, looking back wasn't there.
There was in all this time occasionally a man to be found
"fighting on his own hook," and slyly endeavoring to bear
off the honor
capturing or killing the Hog while the regulars were beating the bush.
One hunter found himself in
front of a twitch-up Which would have slung Hog or dog
" higher'n a kite" had a foot been put in it.
There was also
exhibition 3f three, bristles and a piece which Erskine carried
in hiB wall'.t and often displayed to the leBS fortunate, and
which he said he cut from her side at less than forty yards.
Much of this credit, however, was due to the gun. Wasn't
it a-rusher?
"I saw him put into that iron a handful of
powder, then a ping or wad, then sixteen buckshot, then
another plug, then sixteen more buckshot, then another plug,
making thirty-two fine rifle balls." Now if "unhitching"
that earthquake in the direction of the Hog brought only the
trophies mentioned, it was nothing to brag of much.
If any
man doubts the truth of this last assertion, we give him the
full benefit of the doubts.
simply state what was stated
to us; we would add, however, that it was and is considered
derogatory to doubt each other's word. Isn't the man's
word who "saw it done," more reliable than any number of
men who didn't " saw" it ? In thi.s connection we must not
pass liahtly over an important part carried by a man in the
edge of Souiers in Connecticut. He was a thorough sportsman, drove a good horse, kept the best hounds iu the State,
and if his purse had a bottom, we think he never saw it. It
was fitting, therefore, that Sol should be elected general-inchief, and as the "puss'" aforesaid was the only one iu the
company, the election virtually made him quarter-master,
sutler, surgeon-general and head of the sanitary commission.
The last plan was mat tired with deliberation. They met
on it; they "sot" on it; they slept on it, so that when unfolded to the public it was such an exhibition of generalship,
human skill, and human endurance combined, as is only met
in a century.
When the plans were all matured, "the standard of the prophet" was raised, and a hundred stalwart men
raised their arms.
do not me in guns, for a three-years'
war had prttty conclusively shown that in hunting this Hog
fire-arms were an incumbrance.
True, a good many shots
had been tired into the swamps where the Hog might or
might not have been, iu the early years of the hunt; but now
it had come to be believed that a man on a smart horse might
traverse the Hog country with tolerable safety.
It was about thiB time that a member of a party from
Hartford, 1 think, seeing the bushes move, "let drive," and
had the. Hog been where his dog was, she might have been
hurt.
As it resulted, he told at. night how his dog seized the
Hog and was quickly disemboweled in the contest.
But this is a digression. The hotel on the confines of the
big swamp was turned into a camp and rilled with men eagt r
to do or die, as might be necessary.
Two men were to start
the Hog from her lair and pursue with "expedition," stamping out every track as ihey went. Parallel roads cro«8-d the
Hog country from east to west, and in these roads sleighs
Were plying back and forth with fresh men. Where the
tracks crossed the road two fresh men were let loose and
wheu the pursuers came up they were taken up to be dropped
again or umbulanced up to camp for repairs or exchange.
You will see that by this method she was driven as no dogs
could do it, and soon found there was trouble behind. She
would shoot from pursuers hut to find them close at her heels.
She would double, twist, and repeat on her tracks but lost every
time, while the call for tracks was incessant.
At dark,
lanterns, which each carried, were lighred, and gleaming
through the trees, with an occasional toot for each carried
a horn added terror to the fiiibt. Tuesday and Tuesday
night, Wednesday and Wednesday night, and Thursday,
passed in this way and Thursday, j ust at night, the pursuers caught a fair view of the nog. the first, witb one or
two exceptions, in the three years preceding.
That niglit she made the most desperate efforts to confuse
her pursu rs and she lost every time. Friday morning
opened wih the nog in full view, and the pursuit grew intense.
If hid from view a moment she would fall as if shot,
and then bound foi ward as the pursuers came up. Friday
afternoon the final struggle came on and also off. Sol with
a fellow craft took two heavy Newfoundland dogs into a
sleigh, and they were driven to the woods for the death
struggle.
The Hog went reeling across the road just in front
Gf the horse; tbe men, coats and hats off, sprang from the
sleigh
the dogs fastened one on her hind quarter, the other
on her opposite foreleg. She dragged theni into the woods
with the seeming power of a locomotive. Tbe men came up,
and Sol, plunging iu between the dogs, seized one hind leg.
which tie look to the other side of a tree in passing; this
brought all up Banding; tbe assistant seized the other, hind
•hg on the opposite side, and the Hog was thus resting on her
forefeet, her hindfeet high up, and astride of a tree, iu the
hands of two men not likely to let, go. Then, not a yell but
a " holler," went through the woods for miles.
The irruption of a volcato would not have told more surely where to
run ; the men in sleighs, " put their cattle to't," by highways
rjjf.

We

We

—

—

—

—
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and by-ways, C* ss-ways and no-ways. In a few minutes all
were there. A noose was first thrown over that pair of jaws,
then the feet securely tied, then the Hog was hoisted into a
twenty-five teams, slightly demonsleigh, and the cavalcade
strative started for Springfield.
There was " music on the

—

—

breeze" a mile in advance of the line the shouts, not abating,
soon degenerated into sounds hoarse and unearthly, which
brought every household out of doors, in fear and wonder as
;

Some said a powder mill was blowing up
Uproar.
and then didn't knowArrived in Spriugtield and remembering the stockade, a
stall in a horse stable was boarded up and the Hog placed in
a modest insinuation that
it, with a double guard omside
to the

some thought and thought

—

;

—

you

dv,

ipptllg again.

The poor Hog had now no

place to hide.
She squatted on
a little pile of straw in the middle of the stall, and, shivering
with fear, seemed only striving to sink from human sight!
The Di eteir came in, and looking through a crevice not half
an inch wide noticed that she shut the eye on that side the
i nstant that his own was fastened upon it ; he went to the

opposite side, and she closed that in the same manner. This
was several times repeated, to substantiate a rare phenomenon
in natural history
the effect of hopeless terror. The dogs
did not b ar her flesh badly, in no case touching the functions
of life
the exhausting chase could not have done so, but to
these add fear, the most powerful emotion known to organic
life, and you have an intelligent solu'ion of the "why" she
thus squatted on a handful of straw, closed her eyes and in
a few hours was dead, She was really scared to death.
Thus perished the Wild Hog of Hampden. The wrath of
the Springfield band was assuaged.
The skin of the Hog was set up by the writer, and the
stuffed effigy, grim, savage and threatening, was preserved
Afterward it
in a glass case in Springfield for many years.
was taken to Boston, where it graced a private museum,
until the great fbe came
and it was destroyed in the flames.
There is a truth, broad and deep, underlying this story of
life, which the doctor wishes may never be separated from
it.
Here is the progenitor of our domestic hog at, first, the
most untamable creature on tbe earth, just as the Creator
blocked it out and left us to finish up. An article Of food
suited to men as wild and savage as itself, they seem to have
followed down the course of time and progress of humanity,
merging at last into the creature we now possess just as we
have passed from savage to civilized life. Six thousand
years, more or less, was required in either case.
The type is
not lost, but we have made substantially a new creature.
The rule holds good in all our domestic animals and fowls.
By domestication we enlarge, ennoble, beautify and increase
capacity of usefulness the orders of life below us. It is our
part of tbe work of creation, just as active and efficient today as in the beginning, and successful just in proportion as
we study and follow the immutable laws which in every
case govern and regulate organic life.

—
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HOW TO PREPARE

A
Ihey

BIRD SHOTS.

TEXAS correspondent writes:

"Can you direct me
how to remove and preserve the skins of birds so that
may be mounted by a taxidermist ?" We can certainly

give directions which will enable our correspondent,

patience and perseverance, to

mist can mount, but

we

make

skin making will not be satisfactory.

if

he has

skins which a taxider-

venture to say that his

first

essays at

To unpracticed

fingers

is a very delicate thing to handle, but use will
soon give the requisite dexterity. Our method of making

a bird skin
skins

is

as follows

Fill the bird's throat with cotton, and
plug nostrils and
any large shot holes with the same. Place the specimen on
its back on a table with the tail toward you.
Break both
wings close to the body. Separa f e feathers along the median
line of lower breast and belly, and make an incision from
the posterior extremity of the sternum to a little beyond the
vent, taking care not to cut through the walls of the abdomen.
Push the skin aside and raise it on one aide until the knee joint,
is visible, using the handle of your knife and your fingers,
and avoiding cutting as much as possible. Do the same on
the other side.
Cut off the legs at the knee, skin down carefully as near to the tail as possible, and then divide the verlebne, taking great care not to cut through tbe skin.
Stand
the bird on the point of its breast, and push the skin down
toward the shoulders, working it down evenly and using the
knife little or not at all.
Cut off wings at break, and continue
to work the skin down until it has passed over the head, and

thus turned inside out. Pull out the delicate ear membrane with the finger nails and cut that behind the eye, taking care not to injure the eyeUd. Remove the eyes, taking
care not to puncture them ; and having cut off the head, ciit
away the tongue and all the flesh from the skull. Break
away tbe base of skull and remove brain. Cut away the
broken end of the humerus, and the flesh lying between the
radius and ulna, loosening with the thumb nail the quill
feathers from tbe latter, akin legs down t0 tibio-tarsal joint,
and remove the flesh. Powder the inside of the skin everywhere with white arsenic. Use plenty. Place a pellet of
cotton latge enough to fill it in each orbit, and with large
birds wrap a little cotton around the legs.
Turn the skin
right side out again and draw out legs and wings into proper
their position.
Give the skin a few shakings and the feathers
will fall into their proper places.
Take a long wad of cotton
about as thick as the bird's neck and carefully introduce it
into the neck, making sure that it passes up into the skull
and does not catch the skin and push that iuto the brain
cavity.
See that the neck is short and thick rather than
long and slender. Introduce another little bit of cotton into
the throat from below, to give that the requisite fullness. Fill
the body with cotton until it is about the size of the bird in life.
Do not get if too large. Close the opening in the belly by
two or three stitches, or by a pin or two. Open the eyelids
and pull the skin about tbe head up or down, as may be
necessiry to give the head and neck a natural appearance.
Tei fix the wings in position is the most .lirfleull part of the
whole process. They must be placed close to the s des of
the body, as the bird holds them when alive, and to get them
in just the right position will take considerable practice. The
wing must be pulled upward and backward, that is, toward
the head and back of the bird, and the scapular feathers be
brought forward over it. It should then be bent and placed
close to the side, the feathers of the breast covering its
border.
If its position is right there will be no feathers
standing on end near it if wrong, the feathers will point
It must be made right, cr as nearly sei
half a dozen ways.
for as it is left so it will dry, and then, after the
as possible
other wing has been arranged, and any stray feathers that are
out of place have been lifted into their proper position, the
specimen should be placed on its back in a half cylinder of
paper, pistcboard or tin, in such a way that its back will be
properly rounded, and left to dry. Before leaving it, however, the feet should be crossed and tied together, the bill
prevented from opening by a pin or a thread run through one
A label giving age, sex, lonostril and the throat and tied.
cality, date of capture, collector's name, and any other items
of interest, should be tied to the feet. Some collectors place
the birds to dry in paper cones, others put a wide band Of
paper about the shoulders, and others still merely support the
little attention
shoulders and wings by wads of cotton.
paid to the skin while drying will pay for the trouble attending it.
is
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BEECHNUTS AND WOODPECKERS.
Locust Gbove, Lewis
Editor For^t and Stream :

Co., N.Y.,

Nov.

20, 1881.

In the issue of your paper, dated Nov. 17, 1881 (p. 307),
is
a brief note, headed "Habits of Red-headed Woodpeckers." Its author, "Sialia,"* writingfrom Bradford, Pa.,
speaks with surr rise of finding the red-headed woodpecker
{ilelanei-pe.1 (rythrocfplmlux) engaged in picking beechnuts,
and says that he was told by a wood-chopper that they were
gathering winter's supplies. After some remarks upon the
habits of a Western congener yon append a note from Ned
BuntUne to the effect that be shot one of these birds in the
Now, I am not
act of picking beechnuts from the tree.
aware that our species lays up provisions for winter's use,
but I have long known that it fed extensively upon nuts, and
published the fact some years ago. In my " Review of ihe
Birds of Connecticut" (p. 66) you will find the following:
In Northern New York (Lewis Co.) during certain seasons,
"they subsist almost exclusively on beechnuts, of which
they evidently are extremely fond, eating them apparently
with equal relish, whether green or fully matured. It is
truly a beautiful sight to watch these magnificent birds,
together with their equally-abundant cousins, the yellowbellied woodpeckers (JSpkyrwpictus nanus), creeping about
after the manner of the warblers among the small branches
and twigs, which bend low wi'h Iheir weight, while picking
6,nd husking the tender nuts, the bright crimson of the head,
neck and breast, the glossy blue-black back and creamywhite belly, together with the scarcely less Btriking colors of
their yellow-bellied companions, contrasting handsomely
with the deep-green foliage."
My field notes during the past ten years prove beyond
question that the presence or absence of the red-headed
irk in winter is governed
woodpecker in Northern New
wholly by the beechnut crop of the preceding season, and is
in no way dependent upon the severity of the winter. There
is not a large yield of inast every year, but with us a full
crop " happens round" pretty uniformly every other fall,
at least such has been the case during the period (10 years)
covered by my notes. It is also a fact that mild winters are
apt to follow good beech-nut years.
According to notes kept by Dr. C. L Bagg and myself,
the species under consideration was abundant here during the
winters of 1871-72, 1873-74, 1875-76, 1877-78. 1879 80, and
now, at the beginning of the winter of 188t-82, they are
still here iu numbers, and will doubtless remain throughout
the winter. Each of these winters followed a bountiful suoplv of nuts. During the alternate winters— 1872-73, 1S74-75,
1876-77, 1878-79 and 1880-81— they were either rare or did not
occur at, all. Hence with us a good squirrel year is synonymous with a good year for Melanerpes, and vice versa. Of
course by far the greater portion of the beechnut crop falls
to the ground and is buried beneath the. snow, where it is inaccessible to the woodpeckers; yet enough nuts hang to the
trees to furnish abundant subsistence to those specie.s that
feed upon them. Besides the red-headed and yellow-bellied,
the hairy woodpecker (Pious viliosus) and the downy (P.
pubtxeenx) eat largely of mast and are most numerous during
beechnut years.
C. Habt Meeeiam, il. D.

Y

~~

and Stream:
Since I wrote you last about the redheaded woodpecker
eating nuts, an old woodchopper of this county has told me
that he has often found the holes and nests of these birds,
which winter here, full of beechnuts and seeds. He says the
extreme cold so freezes rotten wood, grubs and all, that the
woodpecker, like the squirrel, would starve but for the stores
thev lay up. They do not bud, as the ruffed grouse will,
in cold wea'her, keeping in good conditl >n on birch buds, etc.
In renard to the damage the ri d squirrel does to birds, etc.,
your other correspondent is right. The little cusses are regular pirates. Tln-y kill and destroy everything in their way,
and where they are plenty will drive griy squirrels away,
though ihe latter are thrice their size. The gray is no fighter.
Yours truly,
The red is all for fight.
Nkd. Btjntline.
Eagle's Nest, Nov. 19, 1881.
Edi'tur Fi/rext
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THE DIVINING ROD.
Editor Forest and Stream :
The Polytechnic Association, a branch of the American
Institute, meets Thursday evenings, from September to J una,
room 24, Cooper Union Bidding, N^w York City, at the regular meeting, held Thursday evening, November 17, an
excerpt was read from a Western newspaper, to the effect
that so practical business men as the engineers of a large railroad were using a divining rod, presumably the ancient
forked twig of wi'ch haz-l, to aid in determining whereto
dig for water along the line of the road.
The President thought it within the province of the association to compare notes on this mai ter.
He did not know
of any candid efforts to determine the efficiency or the fraud
of that semi fabulous mode of finding running water.
It
was nut easy to subject the matter to rigorous experiment.
It was alleged that only certain persons, perhaps morbidly
sensitive persons, could make the stick perform, and that
only the witch hazel, EamamelU virginica, or the Ulmus

montana, would serve.
Dr. P. H. Vanderweyde had seen experiments made with
wire bent and twisted together to form a corresponding fork,
which had been alleged, and probably correctly, to produce
the same effect as witch hazel. The magical diviner failed
completely in attempting with his limber spring to find water
pipes in a house.
By its aid he located them confidently in
the wrong place.
It was a mere guess.
Two gentlemen said they had known instances where
what was called a divining rod had been used, and abundant
underground currents found. They could not give particulars.
The general result appeared to sustain the ancient notion.

Professor Keith had seen experiments

iu Colorado -with a
Ihey were not parcondition as to dryness.
skillful operator could make it point downward or upward
at will, without any apparent change of his muscles.
Mr. Sutherland believed, with the last, speaker, bat all the
magic about the alleged finding of water by the divining rod
lay simply iu the fact that some men, otherwise ignorant,
had. by intuition or by practice, acquired excellent judgment
in locating wells.
They used the forked hazel simply as a

split stick of the n-qiiired slundLiness.
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what wood was used, or
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Mr. J. W. Sutton had known an expert in this line in the
Bfineca Mver valley in tbis State, an ignorant, mtempetato
man, whoso success was remarkable. The wells in that district were from fifteen to thirty feet deep, with great differences in the depth and productiveness. It was particularly
important to strike one of the strong underground streams.
In some formations it is of little consequence where we dig.
We would get water from sand on Long Island or Cape Ood,
•with about the same liberality in all situations.
That man had a great local fame. He used a Blender
crotched twig of green wood, alleged to be witch hazel, about
ihreefeel o
butt about one foot and the arms about
two feet each. He held it by the small ends, one in each
hand. It was sufficiently flexible to describe about a quarter circle by its weight. He walked solemnly aisd as teadily
as his condition would allow, holding the simple twig before
him with one fork in each hand, the butt end depending by
its weight so as to bob around, say six inches lower than his
hands. It was not easy to be certain that there was any
marked increase in the descents or plunges of the free end
at the place he would light on, but the operator seemed to
feel or believe there was a difference, and he usually, and he
remarkbelieved universally, selected favorable places.
ably copious well near the public square in Waterloo, N. Y.,
was located by that man, using the forked twig and professing to be aided thereby,
I

A
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ELK HORNS IMBEDDED IN WOOD.

Piney Falls, Nov. 19.
Editor Forest and, Stream :
The skull of a bighorn imbedded in the trunk of a tree,
as illustrated iu your issue of November 3, reminds me of a
similar circumstance, which was related to me in
younger days by an old Indian chief, who was one of
the few wise counsellors of the Seneca Nation. Although an
Indian, he was a man of rare abilities, and great perceptive
faculties, and I may say possessed all the virtues of an
Indian, with but few vices of the white man.
He stood six
feet in his moccasins, and was considered the best shot and
one of the best hunters in all that region. When in his
communicative moods I have listened with eager attention
to his graphic and matter of fact descriptions of many exciting incidents which occurred during the eventful life of
this old veteran of the forest.
1 shall not attempt to note
down the particulars of a very interesting elk hunt, as related by the Indian, except so much as relates to a pair of
horns, the substance of which was about as follows He, with
several other Indians, had killed a large elk with uncommonly large antlers, and bavins packed the meat, which they
had to carry a long distance, each one having a heavy load, they
were compelled to leave the horns, which were taken off with
theupper part of the head, and placed or wedged in the forks of
a stout sapling, four or five feet frum the ground. Here they
remained fourteen years, as he ascertained when passing that
way again for the first time since they had left them. The
tree had grown to more than double its former size, and still
larger where the forks joined. The wood had grown entirely
over the skull and had closed up around the butts of the
horns, which gave them the appearance of having grown out
of the solid timber.
They were apparently sound, but were
bleached out neatly to the whiteness of chalk.
Antler.
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Editor Forest and, Stream
It is only a short time since

I

returned from

my

will get the 3,000

23, 1881.

Adrion Ondaok.

THE HURTLING GROUSE AGAIN.

yearly trip

South-woods, as we call the Adirondacks here, where
have been since the first of August, most of the time in
the Bixteen-mile Level, above Blue Mountain, in the
St. Regis district.

to the
I

camp on

Owing

to tho

uncertainty of getting

my

mail,

I did not

Forest and Stream to be forwarded to
me. 1 was nearly repaid for the loss, however, by having
such a large quantity of good reading on hand at one time.
I have been greatly interested in reading the reminiscences of
hunting and fishing trips that have appeared in the late
numbers. Nearly all in some part of them remind one of
like experiences they themselves have gone through at one
time or another in times gone by. I have been interested on
the subject of rust spots in gun barrels.
There seems to be
leave orders for the

a great variety of opinion as to the cause as well as to the
best preventive.
I think, as you first suggested, to be careful
and get the barrels perfectly clean, and then use nothing but
the best of oils is as good a preventive as any re'eommeuded.
Deer were plenty all over the St. Regisdistrict when I came
away. Any one wishing for a locality to still-huut could not
find, I think, within the Adirondacks, a better place to go
the remainder of the season than to Blue Mt., and hunt in
the tract of country south and west of there. There is a
great tract of unbroken wilderness there which has been but
very little hunted. It is the home of deer and «thor large
animals found within the Adirondack region, and is a sort of
reservoir of game, from which the districts on its borders,
which are easy of access, keep up their supply. It is also a
place of refuge for the game when hunted to excess with
dogs in those localities.
Those who may wish to go there to hunt will find as good
and cheap accommodations at the Blue Mt. House as cau be
found anywhere at any establishment of the kind within the
Adirondacks. The house is just on the northern border of
the above tract of wilderness and one could hunt over the
northern part of it and lodge nights at the house. There is
also a splendid tract of couutry for still hunting several miles
in extent, bordering on the river to the east of the Blue Mt.
House, beginning only about three-quarters of a mile away,
aud reaching to Meacham Lake, some eight or ten miles
across it. Partridges and squirrels are plenty near the house
in any direction one may choose to go.
I was intending to say something about the fishing on the
Level in August and also about the slaughter of deer there,
through the early part of the bummer, hut I shall reservethat
«
for another time.
Here in Northern New York, in Franklin county, at least,
for the last two years, partridges have been unusually plenty.
And we have all these agencies that have been mentioned as
destructive the pot-hunters, foxes, squirrels, hawks, owls,
breech-loadiDg shot-guns, etc., all except the "snare."
During the forty years I have resided and hunted in Northern
New York I have never yet seen a snare set for bird or anihave as cold winters as they do almost anywhere
mal.
within the United States, and plenty of vermin that prey upon
the ruffed grouse, with-tbe average number of pot-huniing
men aud boys also yet partridges are plenty, as the followThere is a man here in Franklin
ing figures will show
county, who has been buying partridges for market ever
He tells me he has bought and
since the seaBon opened,
shipped already this season 2,000 partridges, and expects
before Ihe seasouis over to get as many more.
He had bought
on the day I saw him (last Friday) thirty-two. He has
promised to let me know how many he has received when
man living near this village has shot
he is done buying.
at odd spells now and then upward of seventy 'this season
with the help of a little cur dog he has.
During the pas':
month several partridges have been seen in the yards and
gardens within the village. I scared one up myself the other
morning out of a yard in front of the school house here, as I
was passing by. About a week ago, as a young man living
in the village was dressing himself one morning, he saw a
partTidge silling in an apple tree near his bedroom window.
There happened to be a gun in Ihe room already loaded, and
taking it and carefully raising the window, he shot the bird
and had it cooked for his breakfast.
The 2,000 pari ridges bought up by the person referred to
above were nearly all killed in the northwest portion of the
county, over a territory about twenty by eight miles in extent.
_
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Notes on Ftjxioa Americana—Vicksburg,

Miss.,

Nov.

"mud
New

hen" at the north "pull
17, 1881.— The bird called
Orleans, must be very
cloo" here, and " Indian hen" at
prolific, or else their wonderful increase must be attributed
to the fact that, being nearly worthless as an article of food,

by hunters. Webster describes them
"a bluish-black wading bird (FuUca Americana), com-

they are not killed
as

mon

off

States— the Mallus crepitans of the
south." Just, before leaving Lincoln, Nebraska, in the latter
part of October, in a small lake or marsh near Ashland, I
think 1 saw at least ten thousand of those birds. They were
so numerous and restless that they interfered materially with
the shooting by onr party at ducks. I came down here by
river from St. Louis about the 1st of November, and found
great flocks of them in the water the entire distance.
Ffere
the darkeys find them an easy prey to their old muzzleloaders, and take them in out of the wet on all occasions as a
sweet morsel. Last week a commission merchant here received a mud-hen in a coop of chickens that had been
shipped him by Mr. Goforth from Pelahatchie, a little town
out in the pine woods on the railroad east of here. It beir.g
quite a curiosity several called to see the stranger.
It seemed
to be quite gentle, but had a warlike disposition, and delighted in pecking at any one who came near it,
I wrote
Mr. Goforth asking him to give me its history. He replied
paying that it had beer, picked Up ou the roadside by a little
boy, that it made no effort to get out of the way, that his
son kept: it in a coop three or four days, and then, as nobody
out there would eat it, he thought it would make a nice dish
for Vicksburg, winding urj by saying that as I seemed to like
He said they
the bird he would try to send me some more.
were known out there by the name of " thumb-pinchen
the name no doubt originating from the habit of the bird of
pecking at every finger pointed near its sharp white beak.
What was this bird-doing out among the pines on dry land,
away from its wateiy element ? Btirb H. Polk.
In

the

United

\

Notes— Cadillac,

Mictitoan

Michigan,

November

17,

Deer hunting in this
1881.
Editor
part of the Slate cannot he called a success so far this season
on account of too much rain. A party of three of us spent
three days in the woods, and succeeded iu getting three the
last day, two noes and a buck. One of the does was a crotch
horn and weighed about tOO pounds. 1 should judge about
four years old and had apparently been dry for the last
son.
The first snow fell November 8, and. was all gone by
the 17th. A i-insH flqclt of snow buntings was observed October 15;

afineBnowyowl

EGeured.

October

28.

The

red-

on the morningof the
poll linnets came No
3d the first English sparrows rrncbed Cadillac, if the rain
would only hold up line spoil, could be bad here, foe there is
plenty ot '<!ur, ruffed grouse, gi ese. and duck shooting. The
"'!' is a resident
black-bai Se
woodpa
Hgl tornuspikaiitt
l»
here, bb ie ale
mi oimi a of the
L have
1

I

(

is

He

now

fcai

very

u

(Zowtri
consideration
sportsman,

i

1

He has boys and young men shooting 'for him all over this
par) of the county, and goes round once in so often andpicks
up.
Out of the 2,000 bought, I don't tbink twenty-five

them

were shot on the wing. We have shooters here who can cut
head of a partridge four times out of five shots, hut
I know of none that cau drop one on the wing twice out of

off the

five shots.
No one abemt here thinks it is unsportsman-like
to shoot a partridge when sitting or in any position they can
get the chance. And I find all sportsmen that come here
from abroad think the same after they get here.
I shall not attempt to account for the scarcity of partridges
in many localities where they formerly have been plenty.
But here I have always noticed, that if we had a cold and
lainy season during the hatching time of the partridge, that
On the other
they would always be scarce the following fall.
band, if the weather is warm and dry, they are always plenty,
Ah hough
as has been the case here the last two seasons.
Ihe partridge, like the goose, when grown is a hardy bird,
there is no bird more tender when first hatched, except the

Of course many partridges are rlestroycdeveiy year as wed
of prey.
But no uu
»fl Other birds by animals and birds
so of late years than formerly, when the country was
settled.
So I elon't think the liouhlecant e charged to them.
It may be, as you suggesb d, Ihe partridge fly that iioubles
some localities. I have examined a numb
them
ridges hi re, and have only found one that had the fly n

linnet

(ChrywmUrh

ihink ibis a fine

field tor

the oiniihiiogist or

A. B. Cvvbut

open

shot.

When

I first began to shoot them, it was in company with
who averaged one ruffed grouse to every two
day in and day out, and he fired at every grouse that
he saw, too, no matter whether the bird was just dodging
behind a tree, or describing a corkscrew around a bunch of

an old shooter,

shots,

alders, or

m

I

i
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LORD -DUNRAVEN AND NOVA SCOTIA GAME LAWS.
Halijtax, Nova Scotia, Nov. 21.
Editor Forest and Stream:
My attention has been called to an article in the New York
World on the above subject, purporting to give the result of
an interview with Earl Dunraven, which contains so many
gross misstatements of facts, and misrepresentations as to the
nature of the game laws of this Province as to demand a
Lord Dunraven is reported to have stated that he
reply
was arrested for hunting without a license " under a law of
one of the counties of Nova Scotia, and on the ground that
he had failed to take out a county license, though be had applied for a general license for shootingint.be provli
This is not correct. There are no game laws in ibis Province
applicable to one county more than another, and Uteri are no
" count-!/ licenses,'' as Lord Dunraven well knows; for he is
perfectly well posted in our game laws, and on a former occaOur system of gamesion had to pay a fine for their breach.
laws is a very simple one, and easily understood by those
who wish to do so. Game licenses are granted lo persons not
having their domicile in Nova Scotia who may wish to hunt
d for one
therein, for which a fee of thirty dollars is
This is a general Ifcanse/er the v>n
ad
year.
they are issued in Halifax, but, for tho conve
at
men, who may enter the Province for spoil
of
licenses
are
d
ho
outlying districts, a number
game
clerk of the peace of different counties in
Under these
districts lie, who are authorized to issue them.
licenses a sportsman can kill two moose and four caribou in
any one year, and if he shall not have killed the prescribed
number in any one district he cau do so in any oilier, upon
making affidavit before the game commissi oner
ber he had previously shot. You will observe that Lord
Dunraven says that he had "applied" for a general iici D86,
but he does not pretend to say that he had reeriiv-i
he commenced to hunt; and his Lordship as ai
ought lo know, that, he bad no more right to hunt without
having a license in his possession than a liquor dealer has to
sell, alter he has applied lor, but before a license has been
granted lo him. The truth is that Earl Dunraven hod no
license to hunt whatever, until after he had left the county
and gone to another, and was consequently liable lo the penalty.
Now, as regards the mode, of the collection of the fine,
there was a blunder made it is true, by the game warden of
the district who had his lordship arrested under a eap&u,
instead of following the very simple provisions of the lav; and
Bui
suing him as for an ordinary debt.
1

i

I

official

doesn't alter the

fact;

was

that his lordship

guilty of a

breach of the game laws, for which he was, and still in, liable
to a penalty. The story about his having initiated pri
in Halifax for false imprisonment is all bosh,
ear! gave Halifax a wide berth on his return, and if he h, ul
come here he would have found the propei'legal papers awaiting him.
Now, a word to the New York Work/, whose orb tor (withis
out probably ever haying seen them), undertakes
" that the Nova Scotia game laws" (a copy of which 1 send
you) "seem to be made less for the purpose Of protecting the
game of that interesting region than with an eye to making it
impossible, for the stranger and the wayfaring spoilsman to
every turn
shoot anywhere in Nova Scotia wil
for the privilege." I would beg to inform the erudite individual, whose head appears to have been turned by ihe unwonted honor ot interviewing "a Ihe hrd," Ihat Ihe Nova
Scotia game laws were framed by a body of gentlemen who
are true sportsmen, whose sole desire was to devise means to
preserve our game from threatened destruction, and not to
make money gut of strangers or anybody else, and I think,
Mr. Editor, that upon reading them, yon will agree with me
that they will compare favorably Willi those Of any pi your
'

As there is now no grant from the Legislature for tho
protection of game, the license system wb
purpose of raising a fund lo recompense in pan Uiii
,

aud

defray I he ex-

to

n sure no
pense of protecting the garnegii.
ct to paying- the small fee imposed,
ruesportsn
when lie knows the purposes to which it is applied,
ig you for the space- you have given me, I am,
i

A Member of toe
Nova Scotiv Game Protection

it-.

.

;

1 found the bones and leathers last season
of several near
camp that had been killed by minks, as I
suppi s;d.
The mink tracks were plentiful around some I
But I. cannot Ikhik the mink destroyed
f an u! on soft ground.

some manner.

my

>

i

va n leas for their services,

I

I

My

exhausting Euclid in geometrical curves.

were to "always shoot at a bird on sight, no matwhere he was, or whether there was any chance of my hitting him or not." These instructions I carefully fallowed,
and now a good many years having elapsed, and a good many
ruffed grouse having come to grief, it is a positive pleasure
to me to have a grouse do his worst when he bursts forth from
A good many Bhooters have seen your humble
the brush.
servant in the brush, and although they have often seen much
better shots, they an nevertheless tell you that something ia
liable to happen to a grouse when he gets up within gunshot
structions

li

in

The pine

New Yt ouk, Nov. 25.
Editor Forest and Stream
If your correspondent "L. I. F.," who writes from McDonald's Corner, N. B., will practice on ruffed grouse in the
way that all of us who can hit thern have done, he will soon
learn to kill birds in such a style that his tutors in shooting
will open their eyes to a new revelation of possibilities.
Let
me suggest to L. L F. that the way to kill ruffed grouse iR to
shoot at them on sight and not to wait for a straightaway

States.
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Last
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summer I found the
white) hroated sparrow
breeding here. Tat ing everything in
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i
ad squirrels were very plenty here last season and are
BO ibis year.
Then is one thing I don't understand, which
found on the Bixl eei -mile Level more spruce
is, ihat last year
partridges than any other kind, but this year 1 have OOtSi en
the first one.
What has become of them all I don't know
but they have either left for other parts, or have been destroyed
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1881.

and when flushed fly a long distance before alighting. And
I doubt very much that the man who is buying them hero
more he expects to this season.

AND PARTRIDGE.

Neak toe Adibondaoks, Nov.

1,

them all. Good partridge hunting can be found now iu the
woods south of here, where they have not been hunted, so
much. Those near the settlements have become very wild,
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CALtFOKKiA. Gilroy, Cal., Nov. 16. Game is booming in
ur country at the present time, arid it is a very common
occurrence for an amateur io bag from four to ; s dozen quaijs
per day. Soipe are also very plentiful at the present time,
and 1 have heard of bags ranging from one to five dften per
day near here. Aa for myself I have not had a turn at the
snipe yet, but expect to within the next week.— H. M. B.
(
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WILD FOWL SHOOTING ON LONG ISLAND.
New Yobk,

Not.

may

to give

I

reference to tins subject it. will be necessary to state the condition of tilings existing in August last, when snipe shooting
was in order on the " meadows." These meadows jut out
into the bay from the sand-hilled beach that protects the
shoal waters of the south coast of Long Island from old
ocean's inroads. These shallow waters remain the same as
they have existed for centuries, though Rakish, their shallowness affords an excellent bed for the growth of grass— chickit is called, upon which, as is well known to every
shooter, the ducks in their spring and fall flights feed so
greedily.
This grass has a more luxuriant growth this year
than is usual, ergo, the ducks are unusually aumero
became evident to those experienced gunners living adjacent
to this body of water, that there would be good shooting
this fall, so, when August was ushered in, flocks of black
and sprig-tailed ducks were arriving, also large bunches of
teal; and while sniping parlies were ostensibly shooting
snipe, they did not disdain a shot at any duck that ventured
viithin the range of their'guns; and long before the duck law
was "off" many a flagrant act of violating the game law
was committed, and many a day witnessed a bunch of black
ducks, teal or gray clucks as the result of the day's "snipe
alwotintj."
This shooting of wild fowl, before the season
opens, I surmise, is indulged in wherever the ducks congregate, be it Long Island,
Jersey, Virginia or North
Carolina, and the question is: Are sportsmen, as a rule, so
nicely adjusted iu their moral attributes when engaged in
-the pursuit of bay birds, as to resist the temptation to knock
a black duck over, if he comes within range ? I do not offer
this as an excuse for violating the law, but isn't it characteristic of a follower of he gun, when arrayed in his panoply of
war, so to speak, to blaze away at anything that comes to
his"blind?" The fact iB, that so far as the waters confined
in the shallow bays along the coast of Long Island are concerned, there will always be shooting; there will be "off
years" as there are in crops, but so long as there is good
"feed" in these hays, you cannot drive the ducks away.
Shooting uninterruptedly will make them wild, which is a
wise provision of nature, for if these birds were to remain
gentle, and obligingly offer to come within easy gun-shot
range, fly slowly, balance themselves in the air, or stand on
their tails, while the sportsman takes aim, all the resorts of
Wild fowl would be thronged with ardent shooters, and the
wild duck would soon be a dreamy reminiscence a hallowed

grass— as

New

l

—

memory.
a mistaken idea to make the breech-load ex responsible for the scarcity of game. As well charge the
multiplying reel with the destruction of trout or black bass.
It is true one can get more shots with one breech-loader
than with one muzzle-loader, but the bayman I am in the
habit of engaging, when going duck-shooting (aud he is not
an exception in this respect) uses always two muzzle-loaders,
and not infrequently three, and I know he gets as many shots
I think

it

do with my one breech-loader.
And now, in summing up, 1 beg to present to you for your
consideration, the following facts
Within a few hours
journey from this city is a spot I have been in the habit of
visiting regularly every spring and fall for some years.
Last fall the bayman referred to did not use five pounds
of shot, and thought somewhat, of selling his surplus stock
of guns
this fall he has used nearly 100 pounds of shot, and
is bound to have a breech-loader.
Last spring 1 went two days with a fi lend, aud we brought
back but six birds apiece this fall 1 have seen more birds
and got more, and I haven't been hoggish either.
On the 27th of October a gentleman got fifty- nine broad
billBj on the 14.t,h of -November two gentlemen "got seventyone black ducks on the 1st of November a party of eight
gunners at Smith's Point shot 108 dead. They made no effort
to get a fifth of the wounded, mostly old squaws, 'broad bills,
whistlers, etc.
I went down the 31 st of October for a couple of days' sport
and got about forty good birds. 1 went again November
16 and t'T, and brought back about sixty ducks,
15,
mostly black ducks, widgeons, etc., among them being three
canvas-backs, two redheads, and four teal.
I missed the big day's score mentioned above, in the one
instance by nearly a week, and in the other, I was a day
" behind the fair :" but I had royal sporl, a healthful recreation, and returned both limes rejuvenated, and while firmly
believing in the wisdom of making close seasons for all kinds
of game 1 maintain thai legislation protects the wild fowl
very little as the law now stands.
The true and only sensible legislation would be to enact
laws abolishing, "spring shooting," and the beneficial results
would amply repay the temporary disappointment, so that,
when the wild ducks and geese take their annual flight 80Uih
iu the fall of the year, the prospects for sport would certainly
be increased, some forty fold, and some a hundreii fold.
as I

:

;

MoUSosr, Mc, Nov. 23. 1881.
Editor Eons!, and Stream :
1 read with s great, deal of interest, both of the recent letters from two different gentlemen upon these subjects.
As I have he honor of an acquaintance with both writers,
I can testify to the honor and integrity of each of them.
And although to some there may appear to be n conflict in
regard to the facts which both have borne witness of, yet I
believe the two statements are substantially true.
There are many visiting sportsmen who are not as conscientious and honorable as is our esteemed friend, L. L.
Hubbard, Esq.
There is a class of these men who are flagrant violators of
all our game and fish laws.
Their influence is bad. Their
operations are often no more nor less than outright poaching.
And yet they help swell the vast amount of revenue which
so many of our interior towns and villages annually receive
by virtue of " sporting " in general.
But this should not be considered a mitigation of thcir
bold infractions of the law, nor as a reason why their acts
I

should be tolerated.

There are

,

Van.
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ambush and decoying.
seem

the
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fall
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right aim

that our own citizens are.
They claim that there is an unfair discrimination made
between these genflemeu and the Maine " yeomanry," which
smells a little of the ancient "Forest Laws" of Old England.
I do not now, and never have, espoused the cause of these
complainants. Every line that I have, in my humble way,
written, and every word that I have ever uttered upon this
subject has been such as in my judgment would aid in promoting a healthy public sentiment in favor of the enforcement of the laws with equal and exact justice to all and I
only refer to these facts now to show the reason why wardens
aud other officers of our State labor under difficulties.
Public, soutiment is not yet up to the proper standard, and
this demoralization is partly owing to the very facts set out
in Hon. E. M. Stilwell's letter.

same extent

;

On the other hand,- there are many disgraceful cases of
willful negligence on the part of wardens and other public
officers, just exactly as stated by Mr. Hubbard.
1 rejoice that some of the able correspondents of your valuable, journal have commenced a discussion of this question
which is of such vital importance to the " Pine Tree State,"
as well as to the sporting world.
These evils exist. They are glaring. The doers of them
seem to defy and scorn law and justice, and taunt and sneer
who have the courage to advocate sentiments and
opinions adverse to poaching.
The fact is that any poacher of game and fish who infringes upon the law of the State or who, in the words of
one of the Foebst and Stream's editorials, " takes trout, or
venison out of season, except to supply his necessities when
beyond civilization, is a thief." This is true whether he
comes from a far city with all of the rich paraphernalia of a
"lord of the manor" or whether he be the most humble
"native." who, with his cheap "set lines," catches his
"pung load" of trout and hauls them to the village market
to swap with the merchant for the barter and truck of the
at those

country store.
Neither class is above the law. Both should be so severely punished for the commission of these sins that future
generations shall find out that poaching in Maine is a crime.

But what is the remedy most needed to-flaj
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Sinepu.venl r„
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beach as a hid
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I

readers

this question
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live

to

?

be answered by others of your
J. P. 8pbag.uk.

more able than myself.

Bakuoe, Me., Nov, 37, 1881.
Editor Fortst and Shram :
I departed from my usual custom when I replied to what
I deemed a wholesale aspersion of the wardens of Maine, several of whom I have had in my employ, and whose friendship
and respect 1 am proud of. My departure from my habit
has met with that result which my experience had taught
me to expect— personalities and uusustained assertions. lam
again impelled to break away from my resolve, but my statement shall be short, and will be the last from me in response
any

to

attack.

Two

years since the Commissioners of Fisheries, with
wardens, had their duties extended by legislative act
to include the game of the State, but no provision was made
to enable them to execute the laws of their increased duties.
The wardens are appointed by the Governor and Council,
the lawnot even requiring a reference to us of their qnalifiThe law directs that their pay shall be fixed by the
catli m,s.
Governor and Oounoil, and adds "provided that the whole
sum paid to all the wardens shall not exceed $1,600." My
list
of wardens from the Secretary of State's office at
v.-ar shifo. contained fifty-three names.
Many
have since been added, whose names even we are ignorant
of.
I have referred above to fish wardens, whose powers
have now- bi en extended to came. The game wardens s
such have no salary by statute, their pay being one-half of
thci

i

i

.'

tbe penalties when a party is convicted.
It is almost-impossible to make out a case of hunting deer
with di igs. The dogs can be, and are, killed to great exten
but whence is to come the pay of the faithful warden for that
duty? Men go into our forests with packs of hounds; we
know tbey intend to hunt our deer, but what then? Men
go into^ur forests, during the close time of our game, armed
with both shot-gun and rifle. The "luiimiis" is thercthe
same as in the ease of the hounds, aud yet, we are powerless
in both cases.
Occasionally one of our "wardens is fortunate
enough to obtain evid nee upon which a conviction ink's
place, but never, we sincerely believe, with any discrirnina,

or citizens.

i

in

.,

i

D

movements, and thus defeat them, to protect ourselves from
charges of partiality emanating from those whom out wardens have convicted ? We do" not think our Bangor c
referred to credit us with much forbearance toward them.
We know no personality in arrests made. They are made
entirely by the wardens, who are only accountable to us
when charges are made and substantiated against them.
There is no law by which we can compel a warden to do
work when there is no provision made for his payment. Our
instructions by statute arc "tq examine into the working of
the law." We have no power of arrest.
The wardens have.

They are expected, without

to leave their occupa-

a salary,

home, and go into the forest at their own expense,
and make out a case of hunting deer with dogs, in
anticipation of the rich reward of one-half the penalty Id case
of conviction, and the very remunerative privilege of killing
at sight any dogs found running deer.
We cannot admit the right of persons traveling strictly for
their own amusement armed with shot-gun and rifle during
tbe close time for our game, "to eke out the scant fare of
camp table," by killing either our birds or our venison. For
what other purpose do sportsmen ever take down their shotguns or rifles? Surely not to shoot for market. We do
tions at

and

try

hold all persons responsible for the acts of their guides and
employees. Every one, however exalted his position, owes
to society the moral tax rt a worthy example for all those
that look up to him
and there are none in this world so
low down that they are not guides to some one humbler or
weaker.
The Provinces jf Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have
found it not only necessary to protect their game from the
utter extermination by stringent laws, but, also by requiring
a license fee of $80 in the former, and $35 in the latter
Province, for the right f any visitor to hunt, trap or shoot.
The result has been to precipitate upon us all those who formerly sought their amusement or profit there. We require
increased mcaDS to employ and pay efficient officers. This
will all come in time.
We are steadily progressing to a better
system of fish and game laws. Are we expecting too much
in looking to sportsmen, without distinction of residence, for
aid and sympathy ?
We shall ever believe that with every
true sportsman the law of noblesse oblige will prove the only
true and reliable guide wherever he may go.
E. M. STrtWBii.
;

<

A NEW JERSEY PARTY

THE SOUTH.

IN

Nye's, Van Slyke's Landing, Nov. 33.
here we are and ye gods how it does rain The
fountains of -the great deep are broken up, and it verily
pours down in sheets. The gunners, and there are some
eighteen here including our party from Jersey, are disconsolate.
With lugubrious countenances they severally and
often scau the sombre heavens and pray for a let up.
Several have donned their rubbers and oil-skins and essayed an
attempt to cross the bay. But it is too moist, and the fowl
will not fly well in a dead rain and no wind.
There seems
to be plenty of fowl here ; and for several days the bay has
echoed to the boom of the breech-loaders in every direction.
There are a goodly number of geese and many canvas-backs.
All are waiting for a cold snap they say. Two members of
the Currituck Club on Friday last bagged to their two guns
109 geese.
Seventy red-heads and canvas-back ducks to a
boat is about the thing (they say) for the Currituck Club.
They certainly have done shooting enough, or did yesterday.

WELL,

;

!

!

We left Gotham on Saturday last, Al Heritage, Dr. BurCapt. Johnson, Ben Payne, Thos. Hall and your
bumble servant, on the "Old Dominion " of the Old Dominion Line, where we were joined by Mr. Laucake, an old
pigeon shot, of Long Island. We had a delightful trip,
though we had some rough water and considerable wind,
especially crossing the Delaware— the good ship was aa
steady as a clock.
The Old Dominion is the largest wc
bdievi; in the line, a side-wheeler and rolls very little. Cnpt.
Geo: M. Walker, commodore of the line, is too well known
to be complimented by us.
An old sea-dog from his boy-

den,

hood, every inch a sailor and for niue years master of the SS.
Fulton plying with the Aragon between New York and
Havre, he made many friends. He has been captain of the
Old Dominion since she was launched, some ten years ago,
Courteous and attentive to his passengers, they all feci safe
when he is in command. Jas. M. Gal higher (also a commodore,;, purser, has been with the line since its organization,
fifteen years ago.
found him a gentleman and well
posted in the duties pertaining to his position.
How from
sinail things great ones grow.
The Old Dominion Line now
has nine steamships running to Lewes, West Point, Norfolk
and Richmond, besides five steamboats plying between Fortress Monroe, east and west shores of Virginia, Albemarle aud
Pamlico Sounds of North Caroliua. In M. O'Brien (another
commodore, commodore steward), we found that personage
80 necessary to the comfort, good feeling of passengers
right man for the place, and all were more than satisfied
wiih the good things he provided aud in the way it was
done.
The Old Dominion has an electric light on her bow, which
is used when entering or leaving harbor or running up the
James lliver to Richmond. It is of 5,000 candle power, and
takes a six-horse power engine to run. They say thi
the Old Dominion first came into Norfolk with the light on

We

t

in full force, there

was somewhat of

commotion, especially
among the darkeys. They thought they millennium had come,
and they fell on their knees, mauy in the bottom of their
boaLs, calling on the Lord to save them and take them to
a

glory

We reached Norfolk about 8 P. m. Sunday eve. Had a
splendid trip throughout Sunday.
We found George, the
bOSg " porter, awaiting us at the landing, and were so, mat the
I'lin-i;!) House,
Of course we had u good Lime there-, Mr.
R. T. James knows how to run a hotel
Always
come a second time if travelins that way. Six a. m. found
Hi on the Cygnet.
With all the freight to carry, anrl at tins
lime of the year the huge mnnbei ot passenger
ishing to us tti-it. they don't pUI On a larger h
kind Of aCOOmtnOdatiOn. The Cygnet, is a dirty hoi.
about the size of one of our New York tug-boats, no
'

1

They
such

cold weather by pot

the

wil

Illinois— (Ihark-sio, N iv. 32. -Rabbit shooting
C- Calhoun and George Thrall bagged 18 theother day'— J.Li.

Our mv

hunters.
At
ie.ally taking salmon, spearing or netting trout in spawning lime,
,

now yOur

Correspondent thinks he could,
Coffin, of Berlin, ~Md. j find mid fool
Just

important mat-

But we have a strong local public sentiment in nearly every
county (so far as my knowledge extends) which is directly
opposed to our laws, aud the one great argument which they
continually present is that in their enforcement the "sportsmen" are not prosecuted with the same ardor and to the

lo

to

lurch, for great, bodies have passed
the air, not even

Maine who entertain an honest

kill only when they can market their game.
not kill for trophies unless hribed to do so for sale,
being no novelty to them. If any of
sre caught they do not ru h into print.
Most ot

best island

far

of

i

to the

great scarcity of upland game this autumn many of the
Philadelphia sportsmen are devoting their entire leisure time
to duck shooting aud we find at the leading gun stores the
demand for large cal it.,,
shot very materially
c]
increased.
At, Havre do Grace canvas-back ducks, which
had not put in their appearance in very great numbers, have
shown themselves in larger bodies since the
and 24th ins'... and during the following cold clear up.
Braut, black ducks, blue bills, aud a sprinkling of the other
varieties of wild fowl are increasing iu numbers in the bavs
along the New Jersey coast, but the continued south-easterly
and easterly wind's of last week made sbootfng h
waters poor, as it influenced the flight of all travelin
at great distances

many men

desire that all of our laws relating to these
ters should be impartially enforced^

;

-
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not be uninteresting in view of your article of
Wild PiVwl on Long Maud,"
yon ;
ightfi prompted
article, and of my experience in search of sport near ilie
locality mentioned.
I spent a few days duck-shooting at a
place between Great South Lay ami Shiuneeock Bay.
In

IT

\

.

rooms and

hut. little, r

As there were some twenty-fivi
believes, down below,
sengers, among them several ladies, and it
day, j ou can imagine what a
through the canal and clown tbesoiihi
We
Norfolk by Mr. E. E. Pray, of the Killy Hawk ('lob.
U>,
With bis friend lim-l, look thr Mine do
both aver the next time they come hey will come by cars and
-or Harbinger at Norfolk aud get off at Cain
1

.

"Mapong Lake," "Lead Mououin," "Citizens of Bangor," etc., have been auswi
and again in our local papers by complaint- of li
wardens
have bean sent 'o these
Faithful
and our work is being done. Must we adveniss all ocr

1

Dock, and then

six miles across,

So say we

all

of us.

—

:
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FOREST AND STREAM.

350.
Monday eve at 7 o'clock found us here at Mr3. Nye's ; and
she a team] Full of business every inch of her, and
there are several inches (weighs about 180), with au eye like
a hawk, and a tomtue— well, Heaven help the man she "objects ai," when she is aronsed.
The Kitty Hawk Club found
that out.
And she says she is not through with them yet.
But she does keep a good hoBtelry sets a good table, and is
attentive personally to the wants of her guests.
Looks after
everything herself and is empirically "boss of theranche."
made a short
at the Kitty Hawk Club.
They are
very pleasintly situated temporarily, some 400 yard3 from
here. They expect to build a club house further south.
found Major Bailey in charge, backed up by Ed. Pray, who
came down with us and made those wonderful shots with his
new Scott eun.
saw him kill a eoose that we thought
was fully 130 yards, and two crows at 80 and 100 yards. He
used the thread cartridges. He is one of the enthuBiaBts in
the shooting line, as good shot and food company as all true
sportsmen should he. Bailey, the Major Dowd of the club,
is a fine, soldier looking gentlemen of education, and evidently erj y8 the situation of which he is master.
were
most courteously entertained and invited to eo down with
them on Saturday over the grounds of the club, which extend some 250 miles south, embracing some of the best
shooting points in the United States. More of this anon.

irn'l

;
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?
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Jaoobstaff.

HINTS ON HANDLING A GUN.

SHOOTING

on the wing is a mechanical art like billiard
playing, boxing or fencing.
There will, of course, be
degrees of excellence, hut any one with the full use of his
faculties and the ambition necessary to success in anything
can acquire it.
The secret lies in the hand becoming subservient to the
The two must be connected as by electricity. The
eye.
eye is never at fault; if it were there would be little hope of
improvement, but any one may improve the quickness of
the muscles of the arm. Look at the expertness of professional card players and conjurers in the art of manipulation.
The Banie practice applied to the gun will make the brilliant
Bbot.

One often hears it said "to be a good shot requires a quick
eye.''
It matters not how quick the eye is unless the
muscles are educated to act iu unison with it. Every one
can see quick en ugh. Let one bird out of a trap before five
hundred people and they will all see it at the same time, but
only the practiced shot can throw up a gun to his shoulder
with accurate aim and simultaneously pull trigger before
the bird has flown ten feet. Take the adroit fencer or boxer;
he sees en opening and his practiced muscles obey the eye
and send the thrust or blow home quicker than the unpracticed tye can follow.
Of what use then is ike sight on a eun ? Very little, as is
Been by the successful way gunners kill ducks when it is too
dark to see the sight or scarcely to see the barrels.
A sportsman should shoot game the same as an Indian
shoots his arrow, by looking at the object with both eyeopen. It may be doue by closing one eye, but there is nothing gained by this,
There are two ways of shooting on the wing. One to
throw up the eun to the shoulder and pull the trigger at the
same time. This is termed " map shooting." The ether,
equally g od and better to begin with, and more certain
upon the whole, particularly in open shooting, is to follow
the bird and when covered fire while the gun is in moiion.
When you pull the trigger the other hand has a tendency to
stop. That misses the bird, but education will leach it not to
stop, the same as we leach both hands a different action
E. B.
while playing on the piano.

MUZZLE LOADER

VS.

8.

Editor Forest and Stream :
I would like to hear from some one who can give me a
of information through the columns of your much
esteemed paper, if it is not asking too much. I will try to

little bit

state the case so as to

make

it

as plain as possible.

When

a boy I had a small muzzle loading rifle with which,
1 learned to pick a squirrel's head for a
In loading, I always used a round hall and a
greased linen patch. Whenever I pulled the trigger I knew
(whether I looked at the target or not) where the bullet had
gone. This I mean for distances short of fifty yardB.
Well, about a year ago I purchased a new thirty-two calibre
breech-loading rifle, thirty-inch barrel and about eight
pounds weight, and as I think a well-made arm. It was
rim lire at the time that I bought it, chambered for the
Well, I commenced
regular thirty-two long cartridge.
practice with it, and found that I could not depend upon it
for dose-ebootinr, as it would, perhaps, pick out three spots
of a playing-card and then a ball would go three inches wide
of the mark, or over or under. I wbb told that rim-flre cartridges were uncertain, so 1 sent to the factory Where the
gun was made and obtained a central-fire brcech-bh ck for it.
1 then bought some central-fire thirty-two cartridges and
went to shooting with them, with the s-ime result. Both
kinds of cailridges were made by the Union Metallic Co.,
of Bridgeport, Conn.
Then 1 gave up for a while, and thought that the fault was
in myself, and that close-shooting was one of the lost arts
with me. But remembi ring that when I used to shoot well,
I need a muzzle-loader and a round ball, I went to William
Bead & Sons, and obtained acme No. 1 buckshot (which just
fit a Ihirty-two calibre for muzzle-loading, with a linen patch)
and went at it again. After getting my sights " tuned,"
1 found that by first putting in a central-fire sbell and loading Irom the muzzle 1 could cut a spot on a card almost
every time, and it I did "pull the gun off the mark," I knew
after

REELFOOT LAKE.
to

this

Bowling Grpen, and other parts

some practice,

dead certainty.

when 1 pulled.
I arranged a
1 determine d to test the matter thoroughly.
vise so that I could turn it on a pivot, and then clamped the
rifle between the jaws in such a mariner that I could load it
from either the muzzle or breech, andproeeedtd to make
testB.
The following is the result of ten shots each, rim-fire
it

my

and central-fire, bretch-loading, andloading from the muzzle
with round ball and patch, distance, twenty five yards
Breech-loading.— Rim-fire. Seven balls inside inch ring*
one three inches away to the left, and two about two inches
Central-fire.— Six balls cut each other
high, close together.
out, one one inch below thu others, one two inches above,
and the other two about half an inch to the right and close
tog ther.
MuKle-loading, with round ball and patch, the ten shots
cut out a hole about as large as my thumb-nail.

of

Tennessee,

exceeds

anv ever known before.
Hermann Buckholz and
Nashville
<

00k and

Tom Waterman led the van from
followed Messrs. Burt Bray, T. Morris, I.
Winans, from Bowling Green. On Saturday,

then

;

Bill

the 19tb. the aristocratic club of this city started, consisting
of Col. V. L. Kirkman, Clarke Piitchett, Geo. W. Dar-'en,
J. P. Dronellard and John Thompson, Jr.
Maj. Bun, Felix
Mitchell, J. Palmer and John Nicholson leave on Saturday next. From Columbia and Franklin the list has been
augmented by Alf. Hersely, Tom Perkins, Mr Cliffe, Ed.
Wheat, and several others. These gentlemen go fully
equipped for both shooting and fishing.
Col. Kirkman's party go to his shooting box on the Lake,

where every comfort and luxury that good taste and money
can procure is provided. The other gentlemen have their
boats, private stores and servants, though they stop at Carpenter's, where they can be cared for in better than ordinary
country style. The weather is now favorable for sport, and
doubtless large bags and creels will reward them for the
hard work thev will have to perform.
Partridges (quail) are now plentiful in market, though
the price, fifteen cents each, is high for this market.
General Smedes has opened a restaurant in this city at
which woodcock, snipe, ducks, choice fish, frog legs, venison and "possum" appear on the bill of fare daily. The
woodcock come from Cincinnati, and command one dollar
each.

Q' ese in the Cumberland River are more numerous than
usual at this season, but they are so wild as to evade the most
sKillfnl hunter.
Squirrels have almost entirely disappeared from the State
like the darkeys, they have exodusted for a more genial
J. D. H.
clime.
A'uslmille, Tenn., Nov. 17, 1881.
;

—

Value of Field Si'oktb. The will of the late Inslee A.
Hopper, of Newark, N. J., who, for many years, was
President of the Singer Manufacturing Company, gives all
his property to his wife excepting his fishing-tackle, guns
and other sporting implements. These he bequeathed 10 his
sons, expressing his desire that they will cultivate a love for
Of the intrinsic value of the outfit
fishing and fielo sports.
we are no' told but the advice we know to he worth
thousands of dollars to young men. There are hosts of graytia'red veterans to-day who would not exchange pleasures
found in field sports for a very valuable money cousideration.
;

—FoKhsi and Stream.
"
And those old
men in the world.

gray-haired veterans" are the healthiest
Some people have very curiouH ideas
owns a gun and a
ah at field sports. Theythiukif a
dog, he is of no account. It he goes fishing once in a while,
he is "neLdecting his business," and "will never amount to
can remember when, in this city, it was
anything-"
considered by some of the old fogies almost a crime to own
believe in hunting and fishing, and a breath of
a dog.
believe that the Lord
the glorious fresh country air.
never made nv n to spend their whole lives cooped up in
close, musty stores, and dingy little offices, so ab-o'bed in
the business of money making, that they absolutely shrivel
Their sons come on they keep them in school till their
up.
poor hf ads are literally stuffed with knowledge, then put
them at some confining work, and then wonder why they
If the youth asks for a gun, and says that
are not healthy.
he would like to go out sometimes and shoot a little, his
father holds up his hands in horror, and tells him that he
will never make a business man, and, referring him to some
old, yellow, dried-up business man, who knows no God but
money, and whose soul is so small that it would rattle around
"Look at
in a gnat's ear like a pea in a filled balloon, says:
Mr. Skinflint, he never hunted a day in his life " If ever we
have a boy, we intend lo get him a gun as soon as he is old
enough to know how to load it properly, and a dog loo if he
warns it, and if he don't die and leave a vast estate for his
children to wrangle over, he will have the satisfaction of
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BREECH LOADER.

Somerville, Mass., Nov.

•

number of gentlemen sportsmen who have gone
THEReelfoot
year from Nashville, Columbia, Franklin,

We

;

We

know of some men who
real pleasure.
actually are afraid to let it be known that they hunt. " for
fear that the business men will think less of them." Let the
If a man supports
business men think what they please.
his family and pays bis honest debts, whose business is it ?
If he wants to hunt, lei him hunt, and the same in regard to
love both, and we don't care who knows it, and
fishing.
if we go shooting every day for the next seventeen years,
There are a lot of
it's nobody's business but our own.
wooden-headed young squirts running around this town
every night, who couldn't hit the court-house with a snot gun
unless somebody aimed it and put it in a vice for thoin, and
yet they play billiards, pool, cards and even throw dice in an
Get one, when he is loquacious
airy and graceful manner.
loaded up with beer, and ask him if he ever hunts or
i.
e
fishes, an3 he will tell you "Oh no, pa says a man who hunts
If some of the "pa's" around town would
is no account."
instil a little more love of honest manly sport, and of exercise
in the good country air into the minds of their boys, they
having had some

We

,

wouldn't wake up so often at midnight, and go down and
" wondtr where Johnny
find the night-key still set, and then
Evansville Argus.
is."

Crows tob the Trap.—Camden, Nov. 26 —I notice in
week's paper an article by "Colin" in which he suggests
crows as a substitute for pigeons for trap shooting, and savs
I have a friend
to his knowledge it haB never been tried.
last

a crack shot by shooting them from a trap. He
on a farm where crows were plenty in winter, and
caught them in a pigeon net, baited with offal. When he
comme ced shooting he would tie the bird to the trap by a
long coid, and if he scored a 0, would pull him in and try
Sometimes he would have as many as 150 or 200
again.
crows confined in an old chicken-kouse, where they were fed
A, A. B.
and taken out as wanted.

who became
lived

hungry, tired and thirsty, stopped at the door of
a small tana-house, which was beautifully painted by m«ny a
fler.o winter snow and Wow, tempered and blended on the pallette
ot time. We walk In, and while we are sipping the elder something
Is said nt old guns, when our host at once Joined In the conversation
lth spirit. He "hadarlue—not oi.e ot your new-fangled things,
open at each end or broken In the mlddl to let In a charge, hut a
good sensible gun one could load to suit themselves, and could tell at
which end the charge would come out." Hed isuppears In an adjoining room, and we await Ids return. At. the drst sound of approaching footsteps the end of a small round wooden rod appears at the
door at which our old friend had disappeared Following the same
along with our staring eyes, we discover a black octagon b oTel into
which the rod runs. As the sound of steps draw nearer the end ot
the rod and barrel flr.-t discovered disappear somewhere m the opposite direction, and soon our worthy farmer appears grasping this line
it octagon pipe as If to steady himself a.s he walks.
A hasty examination of the gun convinced us that It had been made by some of the
past generations f'r a rifle. It was in a wonderfully good state of
reservation, nnfl seemed to be all Irtgond working order, which led
us to Inquire it it could be fired now. Well, he " guessed It culd,
,nd It they had had such rifles In the war, there would have been
more killed. Tfc had been ruled out ot such and such shooting
matches," owing to Its never-missing qualities. In fact, we were led
to suppose nwas one ot the mysterious piece described In Niels
Whirfles' yellow-covered novels. The writer was seized with a great
desire to see It work, and, procuring some loose powder and removing 1he gun to a safe place, a few grains of powder werepiaced In the
>pan" and the flint drawn back. A pult at, the trigger gave a snap
spark, then a flash, much to our surprise as well as amusement
But tills only fanned the spark of curiosity into a flame, and nothing
would now do but a match with this ancient rifle After much
searching in old and dust-covered boxes, a quantity of bullets werefound securely tied up In a time-worn, musty bag, and, guided by a
the owner of the rifle, we proceeded to an open, level IP Id backed by
thick woods, against which he proposed to shoot. We agreed to
shoot once each and to be governed Dy the farmer's rules, lie pro
ceeded to step oft one hundred yard-i or paces, we following with
boards and timber for a target, which was quickly put, up so as 10
present a face of about three feet wide by Ave feet high, with a white
chalk mark in the centre. Our instructor loads the gun after bis
own fashion, which Is accomplished after some delay, such aa fixing
the flint, making a priming pin, etc. Then the rifle was pronounced
ready to shoot, and one. of our number quickly faced the butts and
prepared to shoot from a pile of limber, according to Instructions
from our leader, who wished us to shoot first. All ready— snap,
dash, bang and away sped the ball to some unknown, and, we hope,
shot, and so on
unlnhabltable quarter of the globe; dttt
until all ot our party had shot, and it came the o-.v ter's tutu. He
took a long, dellberale aim, but an examination of t iC target failed
he " knowed
to reveal any trace of Where the ball had gone. The
by the sound of that gun that something was wrong llh It " A;i mi
one had yei hit the whole face of the target, and evi ry oneoiaittied
tohave sent the ball the nearest to it, n second r 'ttnd had to be
nt nt all likely
called, when some very lucky hits were made. It is
that any more shooting can be done In this vicinity, t ivlngtotheenraged farmers In the surrounding towns, who were badly trighiemd
by bullets whistling over their beads, and until tiiey heard of the
mulch they thought that the Washington assassin had escaped from
prison and gone up In a balloon and was being shot at by the whole

^

the U. M. C. Co. ? If the fault is in
accurate with round balls loaded from the
I refer to the naked canelured bullet in
breech-loading, and not to the patched ones such as are used
in long-range rifle matches.
Ieon Ramrod.

muzzle

1881.

/""iTJR little party,

:

the cartridges
the rtfle, why

1,

AN OLD TIME BULB.

I would add that the gun wa9 not removed from he vise
and was swabbed clean after each discharge.
Now, what I would like to ask is this
Is muzzle-loading
with a round ball more accurate in its shooting than breechloading with a slug or conical bullet ? Or is it the fault of

We

We
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nation.

Xorth A wlover.

"Gouge and Swindle"—University
nue,

New

Stream

:

visit to

Club, 370 Fifth AveYork, November 23. 18&1.—Editor Forest and
Should aDy of my fellow-sporismen contemplate a

High

Point, N.

O,

for

quail

shooting ibis season,

perhaps the experience of myself and friend might lie useful.
We decided to v. sit that locality a short time since upon the
wif's-representations of a New Jersey man, who is now keepWe were assured by
ing the Bedevue Hotel at that Point.
this person that he had arranged to secure us the shooting
over a large extent of country, whereas, ou tl c contrary, we
found nearly every farm "posted," and in nearly every instance we were "warned off" by the laud owner in the most
rude and insullinii manner. Had il not been lor the courtesy
of one or two residents of the village we would have had no
shooting at all. As a specimen of ihe innkcepetb' rapacity,
permit me toquote a few items from our bill Board, 4£ days
board for 3 dogs, .f-t 60 fires in mom, $2
for two. $22 60
cork3 lunches (when we did not d me at the hotel). $4 50
Btrc on wine, which we sent down from New York city and
opened ourselves, 75 cents per bottle, etc, etc. Comment is
W. E. O. M.
unnecessary.
;

;

;

;

;

—

GrNKiNG Accident at SPBBtm* Island.— Dr.

Jos.

W. A.

sportsman, met with quite
Glai -kson, a prominent Baltimore
fishing
a serious accident, while duck shooting at Simmon's
grounds, Spesu'ia Island, Harford county, Md., on the 23d
He and Mr. Adam, of Adarns Bros., Baltimore, were
inst.
companions on the shooting trip. Dr. Clarksou was in a
blind a'one about fifty or sixty yards from the shore. Mr.

on a point about 300 yards disC. discharged the first
redheads that darted at his decoys, and laying
for a second shot when it fell
it down took up the larger one
from h'S hand and exploded, both barrels going off. Part of

Adams was

tant

in another blind

Having two guns with him Dr.

at a flock of

was torn off, bis ribs scratched and his right arm
badly wounded. The blind was set on fire by the discharge,
It is believed
attention and brought relief.
attracted
thus
and
was
that Dr. Clarkson's arm can be saved, though at flrat it
Strange to relate,
feared amputation would be accessary.
was
the
very
occurred
wheretheaccide.it
blind
arm
this Bame
by
one in which Mr. R. Q Taylor, of Baltimore, lost an arm
years ago.— Homo.
the premature discharge of his gun some

his clothing

" Trie

Oregon Trail."— Did you ever read a
The Oregon Trail?" My boy gut it

little

book

out of cur
contained an interesting and iustruc'ive
funnels, of
his
and
author
the
by
killing,
the.
account of
numerous buffalo for their tongues. It is very instructive
and valuable reading for our boj s, a good thing for our school
train up a genlibraries, and, if properly recommended, may
W. H. II.
eration of pot hunters.
["The Oregon Trail," if we mistake not, is by a distindoubtless
be
who
would
Parkman,
Francis
historian,
guished
amazed at the criticism offered by cur correspondent.]
entitled "

school library.

It

Chesapeake Bat Docks— Mr. Pierre Lorillard is on a
in the Chesapeake Bay with a select
are in
party of friends in his slearn yacht Radba. Fowl
abundance in the Chesapeake Bay and adj aceut waters.-HoMo

duck shouting excursion

—

A

Dbobmbsb

1,

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.]

—

Dekr and
many

Beatis
Homellsville, N. Y., Nov. 27.—
deer luve bePn killed near here this season.
in one day at Cedar ljuo.
Five were waiting
at depot yesterday to be shipped.
Geo. Humphrey and Will
Harris killed two in one hour, both fine specimens, only a
few miles from here. One d -or was killed last week inside
the corporation limits.
Hugh Jordan recently killed a
monster bear which weighed 500 pounds. It ie said this
makes the twenty-ninth bear killed by him in this section.
Mr. Jordan is a noted hunter and trapper.— J. Otis Fellows
great

Eleven killed

CofiDnr.oY Fim Shooting Purr.— Northbridge, Mass. Nov.
Editor Forest and Stream : Can you tell me where I can
get Ihe genuine Irish corduroy of d«ad grass color. My
tailor says he has looked over Boston and New York and
cannot find it. I want to have a suit made by my own
tailor after my own ideas
H. T. W.
[We have been unable to find the goods.]

At three o'clock, exactly, we arrived at Chain Dam, havng stopped to dine on " Turkey Island," a beautiful spot in
the river midway between the two last named places.
From
3 to 5 p. m. we rolled with good results: and as we glided
swiftly by the scenes of our troubles, in the smoking car of
the 6:1 5 train, we had no reason to complain of our " luck,"
the eight-pound siring of pike more than compensating us
for our work in getting them; for it tms work— not funin paddling a heavy flat boat nine mileB through rapids
and over long stretches of still water, in a driving Tain
storm, on a cold day, wilh the section of a broken oar for a
paddle.
Dick.

—

Adirondaoks. The deer shooting at Upper Chateaugay
Lake, Ra'ph's Hotel, has been very fine, it is reported. We
understand that Ralph's house is to be enlarged for next season.

Live QrAiL— Ad Hall, Milum County, Texas.— Editor
Forest and Stream, : I can supply live quail to those desiring
them for stocking purposes. My address is as above. (J. A.

—

YWOENT.

and

i&t

Erivtr

FISH IN SEASON IV DMEHIIEK,
FKESB WATBB.
Black Bass, Mieropterm

and M.

aalmoide-si

pallidue.

Mascalonge, Ehox nobilwr.
Pickerel, kaux rehcwtalwi.
Pike or Pickerel, mux tucius.
Pike-perch
(wall-eyed
pike)

Yellow Peren, Perca fiuvialUU.
Striped Bass, Roccu* lineatus.

White Bass, Raccun chryuopa.
Hock Bass, Avtbtoplites. (Two
species).

War-inouth, Chornobryttuagtitv/ru..
Grapple, i'omoxys nigrornaculatus.
Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis.

Stizote.th.ium
griaeum, etc.

Chut), Senwtilu corporalis.

SALT WATBB.
Smelt, Omierau mcirdax.

Pollock, PoltaehiuH carbonarius.
or Blacklist!, Tautiwa

Tautog

oett uittw, tstuu uyriHLi* ulrarius.

Striped Bass or Koekllsh, Roceus

cmitis.

Weakusli or Squetague.Cj/ntwcj/im

lineatuH.

White Perch. Mormie americana.

With very tew exceptions, the gau

are those which do not
conllne themselves either to salt, oi tresh water, throughout the
3'ejr, hut visit, oue or the other, as lh< r habits and taste, out prlncipally the propagation of their species, llrect them. These migratory
b fish

fishes are, without any e* epi ion, the tiongest, theholdest, and, as
such, afford the b'st, .sport of their tribe nor are they, for the most
part, to be surpassed by any In excellence, nrmness, and flavor, when
In their best condition. Those llsb which never visit tvse salt water
at all, are unquestionably so much Inferior to others of their own
family which run periodically to be sea, that they are with difficulty
recognised as belonging to the harne order with their roving brethren
while of those, nons of which aie known to leave the fresh water,
but two or three kinds, are worth taking at all and even these are
not to be compared with the migratory, or the pure sea flsh.— Uenky
:

t

;

William Hekbekt,

PIKE FISHING ON THE LEHIGH.
Lehigh River
THEsport
the

at Bethlehem, Pa., affords excellent
tor
lovers of bass fishing, and quite a number of nice bass have been taken at this place during the
present season, the largest weighing, I think, four pounds
But for a good day "r sport and a tail" string of fish (pike),
Chain Dam, a station on the L. V. K. K nine miles below
Bethlehem, is no doubt the fishing plate, par excellence, of
Oo thai river we spent a day with the pike,
the Lehigh.
the result (8 lbs.) is considered gojd for this part of the
country.
At 9:45 a. M. we embarked at B. and started on our ninemile trip, " Jim"- seated in the bow and m> self wielding
the paddle. All went smoothly until we came to what is
known as '-Jones' Island," where we prepared to meet our
fir t difficulty in the shape of a quarter of
a mile of rapids,
and iitfly ones at that, the water being very shallow, and
running like a mi 11 race but, norhing fearing, we pushed
bravely on.
When half-way through and while congratulating ourselves on our good luck in not getting stuck, we saw
Just in front of us an immense rock, partly submerged.
In
vain I ttied to pass it, the current proved too strong, and
with a bump and a scratch we were high and dry. After
half au hour's work we were once more afloat and speeding
onward. Having covered myself with glory in delaying the
expedition half au hour, 1 resigned the paddle and changed
places with '-Jim," in the bow, and once more we glided on.
In nearing Freeniansburg, we struck what we thought
would prove a fishy place, so, casting the troll and letting
out. about twenty-five yards of line, we paddled silently past.
Suddenly we felt
the place, waiting patiently for a rise.
one, and with a quick twisl we hooked, as we supposed, a
pike.
Our supposition proved correct, for on landing hint,
he proved lo be a splendid specimen of this gamey fish and
measured seventeen inches. We fished this spot for half an
hour, catching two smaller pike, and left it, well satisfied
a
we depended mainly on " filling our creel " at Chain am
,

;

,

D

our destination.
Passing Freemansburg we reached our second rap ds,
which, although worse than the first, we passed without a
scratch, owing, no doubt, lo the skillful manipulation ot the
paddle in "Jim's" bands. From this place lo our third and
last rapids, it was plain sailing, and the j urney was passed
in Bilence, excepting, now and then, certain uncomplimentary
remarks concerning the rain, which had begun falling on
our entering Fretmansbmg, antl which was still falling
had never rained before," as Jim remarked.
"as though
it,

obstruction consisted of a dam about ibree leet
high, through the center of which was an opening eight
Through this the water rushed
feet wide.
one large
volume, curving up at the bottom into a wave two feet
Through this chute we passed in great style, and as
high.
our old tub would not ride over the aforesaid wave, we took
the next best course and went through it. shipping, in the
After a mile of shalpassage through, considerable water.
low water and aggravating ripples, we struck smooth water,
and, passing Reddinglon as the 13:30 mill whistle blew, we
had before us one long steady pull of three miles over the
placid surfare of the Lehigh at its finest point, from Red-

The

last

m

dington to Chain

Dam.

JUisffculttm.

I

.«,

7

—
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PiXOT-KSH. 1 was very anxious to obtain a specimen of
the pilot-fish (Naucrate* duct or.) Dr. Gilnther quotes with
approval Dr. Meyen's opinion that the pilot, feeds on the
shark's excrements, but adds also that it obtains a great part
of its food directly from the shark, in feeding on tbe parasitic crustaceans with which sharks and other large fish are
infested, and on the sma'ler pieces of flesh which are left unnoticed by the shark when it tears its prey. On seeing a
solitary pilot-fish near the vessel one day 1 attached a small
gtvt-hook to a trout-fly line, and tried various baits, such as
dried cod, herring and beef, without success.
I, however,
succeeded in hooking him with a snra.ll piece of pork fat, but
unfortunately the point of the hook afterward gave way.
"
Mr. Moscley, in his interesting book,
Notes by a Naturalist
on the Challenger," says: "The pilot-fish often mistakes
a ship for a large shark, and swims for days just before the
bows, which it takes for the shark's snout." This, however,
is not. I think, always the explanation of the pilot's appearance without its messmate. Sharks are often known to
accompany a vessel for days together, swimmine- unobserved
beneath when the vessel is in motion, and only appearing
during a calm. This I have been assured is the case by
many sea-faring men and competent observers, and it may
often account for the pilot's apparently solitary appearance.
The London Field.

—

Destroying
Nov. 21. The

—

New

-wholesale

— Beabright,

N. J.,
destruction of moss-bunkers by the

Jersrt Fisheries

crews of steam fishing-boats sent out along the northern New
Jersey sea-coast by the. owners of fish-oil and fertilizer
factories caused a heavy loss to Monmouth county this year.
It has been claimed by eminent lawyers that the Stale authorities had no right to enact laws prohibiting fishing in
New Jersey waters by boats owned in other States, even if
they did destroy fish that attract bass, cod and bluefish to the
shore of New Jersey.
In answei to a letter upon this subject, Spencer F. Baird, United States Fish Commissioner,
says:
"It is generally believed that the United States has
the right to regulate the sea fisheries off its coast within
three miles, but the said right has not been acted upon by
the generd government, and it is probably within the power
of New .lersev to enact reasonable legislation on the subject.
The Slate of Maine has assumed this right by limiting purseseining for menhaden, etc., within a two-mile line." At the
coming session of the State Lesislature the question will be
brought up for action.
bill prohibiting fishing for menhaden by the crews of steam vessels within two miles of the
beach is being drafted for presentation to the Legislature. R.

A

—

Thr Angler's Note Book.— A

publication but

little

known

thiB side of the water is the "Angler's Note Book and
Naturalist's Record " and yet it is of the hiahest order of
merit.
The book is a quarto issued monthly until twelve
numbers are given, and then it is stopped until convenient
The " Green Series," so called from
to begin another series.
its cover, ceased with 1880, and we now see that another will
be begun. The prospectus fays "The distinctive feature
of this series will be the reproduction of the angling matter,
ungarbled, from old, scarce and valuable books, and more
especially from such as onlv deal incidentally with fishing,
and which, though necessarily included in the libraries of
grfeat collectors, are forbidden, by consideration of space and
expense, to those who content themselves with a modest
gathering.
Of the more important reprints copies will be
taken separately on Dutch hand-made paper." The .price is
not given, but that of the last was six shillings, post free. It
is published by W. Satchell
Co., 12 Tavistock St., Covent

on

:

&

Garden, London,

W.

C.

Maine Fishing Notes.—Portland

packed about

has

100,006 bbls of mackerel this season, an increase of twentyper cent, over last year
Six large vessels recently
loaded at Eastport within ten days, with sardines and other
fish
The Eastport Sardine factories are busy one week
recently the workmen's pay-roll amounted to between
812,000 and $15,000; one boy earned over $14 cutting fish,
and several others $s to $10. Smelt fishing is lively at
Damariscotta
$3,300 has been paid this season at Bangor
as duties on cans containing lobsters from the provinces
the
fish come in free, and the cans only pay a small duty
Persons are now employed in Rockland harbor trapping
flounders for the New York market the fish are worth from
Some of the Maine fisher$3 to $4 a barrel in New York
men are employed in the waters of Virginia.
five

;

;

;

— We

A New

have recently seen a new reel
Reel Seat.
seat which we think is an improvement on the old-fashioned
The reel is held in place by a flat, stiff brass
sliding ring.
double spring, which is bedded in Ihe butt and held in place
by a screw in the centre. Each end of this spring bears
against a ring which is fast in its place- at either end ot the
reel seal, and to put the reel in position it is slipped under
the forwaid one first and then moved baelt under the other.
The spring is stiff enough to keep the reel in place at all
times, and will aUow reel-plates of different thicknesses to be
used.

It is

patented by Mr.

Vermont, who will add

it

C. F. Orvis, of Manchester,
to all his rods in future.

Where the Trout Hid.—I

notice in

my

letter to

Judge

Caton, published by you Oct. 20, in one place where I said,
sediment is softer and not so white an the more solid
You had it, not so white and the more solid part.
Again, where I wrote I took an eight-pound whitefish near
There was but
the ore dock, you have it near the one deck.
one dock at that time there are three now. I think you were
right about the irout hiding in the sediment as there is
nothing else for cover in Trout Lake. A. F. Young.
this
part.

:

—

That Nine-Pottxd Fi.y— Escanaba,
Editor

Fore.-t and.

Mich.,

Stream: That, captious
10, must be

Forest and Stream, Nov.

Nov 15.—

critic,

off

"D.,"in

his feed.

I

think the rule of telling fish stories is not to fa'l below the
mark. I had rather make the fly weigh nine pounds than to
get nine hundred miles from tbe truth. He says, "one of
your corespondents Bays, etc." I say it was not one of your
correspondents.— A. F. Y.

THE GOLDEN ORFE OK

IDE.

RE

a large scale near Cincinnati, O., received twelve
live golden orfe from his father, who is a prominent carp eulturist
Germany. This we believe to be tbe second importation
of this fish into America, the former lot having been received by
ProfesBor Baird and sent to the nonda of the Maryland Fish
Commission, at Druid Hill Park, Baltimore.
This fish is a purely ornamental one. It surpasses (he gold
fish in the depth of its golden redness, which shades off to white
on the abdomen.
It has been afflicted with almost as many
names as it has scales. It is a cypriuoid fish related to the tench
of England and to the "ahiner'' of New York, l.eiwixaus. To
begin with its systematic nomenclature, the, Germans usually follow Heckel and call it, Mun melanotic. It in (lie J.rnai.wiis' Idas
of Gueuther; ('yprinim idu.i and O. orfn.i of LinuieUK, etc. For
common namesit has in different parts of Germany the following
Gold-orfe, nerfling, rotlling, ure, urf, elft. find erfel. fu France it
is 1'orfe and in England golden tench, as the
Tinea vulgaris resembles the fish in question somewhat. In America it has been
called '• golden ide" and "gold orfe."
The. former name has
mislead by its sound until it has been thought to be gnlden-eved,
therefore the name of orfe would seem to be preferable. Thegolden orfe is an active fish, and from what we have seen of
them in tbe aquaria of Germany, a smarter, handsomer fish than
the gold fish for all purposes of ornament. It, is said to bear
close confinement in a small amount of water better than the gold

m

•

fish, which is much abused in that rer-pect.
Looking down upon
a school of golden orfe in a fountain they present a gorgeous
sight.
We were also informed that the orfe obtains its golden
color soon after leaving the egg, which makes it more valuable to
those who know bow dilatory the gold fish ia in the matter of coloring, few obtaining a golden hue before the second vcar, many
not until the third, and some never assnmingit.
We have no doubt of the complete success of this hardy fish in
our country, and in fact those in Baltimore have thriveu in the
large ponds in the ark, and see no reason whv it should not become a general favorite. Wo think that. Mr. Eckardt is associated
in business with Mr. Hugo Mulertt, the dealer in aquaria, etc.. of
Cincinnati, who lately contributed a valuable article to our columns on the Chinese' "Paradise Fish," Marrnnmhix, which be
bred last year from an imported pair. Tnilv this is au age when
no country can keep all its good things within its borders, especially if it be a fish which a fisbeultnrist of another land has considered a desirable acquisition to the. fauna of his own.
|

HOW
HE

MISSOURI CARP FEED AND GROW.

is & specii
Fish Commission
written by a gentleman in
publication, we do not give
enough to make his whole
done. We give it as it was
I

'

following

S.

s

of many letters received by the U.
ince the distribution of carp.
It was
iien

Misson

"i

and, not being intended for

name. He is evidently enthusiastic
farm into a carp pond, if it could be

his

written

:

August

24, 1881.

Sir— After many months of hope and fear I am ready now
Tbe carp which I received from you a year
to r
and explain.
ago last June showed no sign until late this spring, when I "(.....
one of them that appeared to be about, sixteen inchea lung. I supposed that the rest of them had "gone up the spout :" bo a friend
went to the station to get ten younu ones for himself and also as
many for me. These latter were about fenr inches long and in
good condition, and hope revived again.
They were cast like
bread upon tbe water, hoping to see them again after manv days.
That was about the first of Juue. On the 15th of June, while taking my usual walk around the pond, the water seemed to be moved
in Borne myst-rious way and, on looking. I saw a groat multitudo
of little fishes, so great that no man could number them the surr

j

;

face of the wRter was literally black with them.
O ! Mr. Baird no pen can write, no tongue express the joy and
happincBs 1 felt.
Like the little negro, in telling bis experience,
he said bo " felt as happy as if de angels were pouring 'laases on
his head."
Well, I saw them throe days in succession and then
knew it was no idle dream, so I told the neighbors the pleasing
story, and they came to see the fish and rejoice a while with me,
but nary fish we saw
Day after day and night after night f
looked, but nothing saw.
Where were the fish, and where was tbe
happiness I had enjoyed 'I Was it all a delusion, a fraud, a Biiaro?
I got the ague (you have done had 'em. haint you ?) and after
going through 1 ose beautiful, healthy, life-restoring gymnastics
of shaking, etc., I walked one day. pensive and alone, around
;

!

1,

the pond.

no more.

The bank seemed to tremble beneath mv feet
The placid water became like n huge boding

—

;

—

I

doubt

caldron.

lashed into foam by shall I say it
by the fisil
They were floating so high that their heads, tails and fins were
visible chasing one another around like lambs at play. I believe
the least of them to be t-r-n inches long, and think that the first
twelve are all alive and fnlly two feet long. Three of them swam
at my feet.
I could have reached them with my hand, the head
of one at the tail of another. They looked like some great seaserpent. Yesterday I took some dry bread and seeing the tail of
one of the big ones flapping out from the bank, where he waa
rooting, I dropped some crumbs.
He came out and began to eat,
and in less than ten minutes (I guess, because f could not count)
I could have reached forty of them with a two-foot stick.
There
The neighbors have seen them float and
ia no deception in this
play and are more astonished at them than I.
The oarp have rooted out the flags, or cat-tail, as thick as your
'.'

I

wrist,

and

flags bis feet tall are

chawed

off

as

though a

calf

had

Some of the ueighbc rs say that tbe fish splash in the
it.
water so at night that they san't lead their mules up to the
trough, aud I would nut bo su prised to find the carp out in the
cornfield some morning.
redid they come from V Are u.,1,
of last year's hatch? One-foni -th
those ten and twelve inch
of my pond is covered with grasses, on which they feed like cattle on a thousand hills.
I will add six or eight nci cs to the pond
this fall.
What more can I do ? Advise me, lest they eat me up,
as'they have the mosB.
done

'

Wb

CARP FOR EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA AND SOUTHERN

NEW

JERSEY.
Wenonah,

Editor Forest and Stream
I havo established a
Pa., from which I am

N. J.

.-

rendezvous

at 607

Arch

street, Philadelphia,

now distributing the Government Carp in
Ea-teru Pennsylvania aud Southern New Jersey. I am personally
at the rendezvous on Wednesdays and Saturdays
of each ,voek. The demands for carp are nuinerous, but the ,,upA large percentage of those receiving
ly will be equal to it.
carp, however, might as well dump them into a " fiery furunce "
as into the places where they place them— d.ep ravine ponds, millponds, etc., devoid of suitable vegetation and already stocked with
catfiBh, pike, bass and other predatory Varieties,
Commendable preparations are being made throughout South
JerBey for engaging in carp culture, and numerous ponds havo been
constructed according to scientific principles and embodying ull
the latest improvements. In carp culture, as in an.y other business, perfect system is necessary in order to insure success. Without system failure will be the ride.
Mini ox P. Peibck.
[While we agree with our correspondent so far as to believe that
mul-ponds may not be the best places for carp, we must say that
they usually contain vegelatiou, and we find that gold-fish not
only live in them, but that the latter abound in lakes where all
the flBh he namoa abide. We argue that where the gold-fiiJi Uvea
the carp will also, even though many of the young are devout ed.]
in attendance
1
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NEW IEBBEY WATEIiS.-H

STOCKING

PUhinst, ynur KlreBOnndent
stocking water*
superintendence
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vout isnue of Not.
fog JU the subject of
,

with black bass, says; "Tho
stocking ml tbc ponds Bonth of Marcel' eonnty
rim, is an error,
All
-

,

ol

hMbeoudeleg.m
stockiu.

•'

.

i.i

Lous

,

',

authority

erf

the

done undei tho airoction and superintendence of the statu
Fish Commissioners, and fclioy have uot delegated Hieir p',v. arsto
anybody.
A.
State

IS

HOLLAND riSEEKlKS.—We have received from Mr. 0. J. Bottcmannu, Suft, of Fisheries of Holland, Li report for 1680. From
it we loam t.Uat the turbot fishery was poor a* compared with tho
previous your, and algo
ie
ere not of as good quality.
Xheoatohot othoi
iTftt, herring and anchovy
was not large, fhe shrimp lisherv. which depends upon (lie
English demand, was also poor; the shrimps were small and
OirU-r- were fair iu number aud quality, owing ia a
prices low.
great measure to culture. Tho report also iubludes one on the
Intefpational.Fi8b.ery Exhibition at Berlin last year, where the
Netherlands excelled in the display of oyster culture.
i
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BENCH SHOWS.
December H,
rlosr December
tend, ul.
r.;,

and

15

•.

at Lowell, Mass., Lowell

lfl.

('has, A.

s.

1,

IS

and

la,

Andrew. West
.ulanta, Ga.,

Dec, fi. Charles Lincoln. Superintendent.
Atlanta, Ga.

Dog Show.

finxi'ord,

Entries
Mass., Superin-

Pog Show.

Entries close

Office at Uelnz

&

LVrkele's,

FlRl.n TRIALS.
December B, at Grand Junction, Tenn., Rational American Kennel
Club's KieW Trials. .Ins. T1. Dew, Secretary, Columbia, Trim.
10
December
(or immediately utter the close 01
he National Trials
Ke.m
at Grand junction, Tenn.)—Pennsylvania Field Trials.
close Dec. a at « a. m. J. t;. sta.vton, secretary, Pittsburgh, Pa. Address will be Grand Junction Tenn., after Dee. 1.
1

TRAINING VERSUS BREAKING.
XS TEN 01IAPTBBS

WHEN
knowledge

— CHAP.

IT.

become so well established iu the
what is required of him that he will,
from you, instantly stop at the
Signal of the upraised hand and retain Ms position until given
permissiou to move, we will advance him another step, and
teach him.the meaning of thai other sound of the whistle,
our pupil

when

lias

of

at quite a distance

we have meutioned

as being used to attract his attention.
always use for this purpose two very short, quick
As
toots, with the second oue following the first instantly.
the meaning of thi; signal is entirely ditl'crent from the one that
eld he sound be also so
he has become accuatOi
si
different that lie
listate theewte from the other,
nor for an instant be in doubt as to what is required of him
when he bears the sound of ihe whistle.
As much depends upon first impressions, we will takegood
care that we start right, and that we let him hear the first
sound Of this signal at an opportune moment, and as we
wish to teach him that this sound is only to attract his attention, we will be very careful that he is not looking toward us, but w ait; until be is at some little distance from us,
and looking the other way.
At the same time care must be
taken that he is not particularly engaged about anything
At just the right
Uutt would tend to distract his mind.
time you should sound the signal in a short, sharp, quick wav,

that

We

1

7

but only loud enough for him to hear distinctly, and he Brill
At the inat once look around to learn what this means.
stant he casts his eye In your direction, raise your head as a
signal for him to To ho. Be very sure that; your hand is raised
at the proper time, for, as we have remarked before, first impresssions are very importune, particularly iu this lesson, and
he should instantly see and obey your signal, thus learning
that the two short blasts
if this course is always pursued
mean nothing in themselves, and are oidy a warning to call
his attention to something of Importance that you wish him

—

to do.

You will find it necessary to vary this or he will come to
associate this signal with your command at To ho, and at
we wish to train him 80
once stop when he hears if.
thoroughly iu this that, when we come, a little later, to
teach him to quarter his ground, he will not slacken his
speed at the sound, but merely turn his head in your direction, and quick as a flash obey whatever signal you may
give him; therefore, when you repeat this lesson, instead of
raising your hand for him to stop, command him to charge.
Of course you will see that be is near enough to hear you
Perhaps it vull be as well at the next trial to sound
plainly.
the long note as soon as he looks around, and call him in,
not Forgetting to abundantly caress and praise him when lie
We think it a very
performs his task iu a pleasing manner
good plan to always have in our pocket something good for
him to eat, and when he mind? Una Ions note and comes in
quietly, we reward him with a bit of something substantial
This system of rewards must
as well as with fine words.
pot he carried too far nor practiced too often, but need occasionally when he performs his duties in a satisfactory
manner ; especially when he comes in at the Bound of the
whistle quickly and cheerfully, a little piece of meat will at

Nuw

have no tendency to slacken his speed when next he
This instantaneous, almost electric obedience and cheerful a'aerity is most pleasing to witness, especially when bunting in company with others whose dogs
may'iiut be quite up to the standard in this respect. Therefore no pains should be spared tq so perfect our pupil in

least

hears this signal.

this, so that when w e come to practical work in the field his
actions shall cause us no disquiet nor reflect discredit upon
r

our

skill as his teacher.

There isonc word more that our pupil should early become
accustomed to, and it will bo well to introduce its use almost
is
atthe beginning. This is the word On. Yot

you can .say (loon Or
Bitter or all are well enough, and youi pup will learn tho
meaning just as quickly eveu should you indiscriminately

word alone

or, as

many

prefer,

I

and even if
is the wad "ii every time,
use all three, as
you should paraphrase it, as a well known sportsmau is in
habit, of tloing, and order you dog to Sit on, it will make
mo differ dog,
Q ore to be sure and issue all your
a
Lfit us charge
;i manner, and always in your ordinary
eomme tone of voice; and do not fail to deliver each one with a
falling inflection, for we never yet saw tho man who issued
his orders frith a rising inflection but was sadly bothered to
have them obey; d. By USillg tins word, or any of the above
varistitms, when you cluck to him to take, his food, he will
soon understand its meaning if the word instantly follows
the cluck, Probably he will get the two mixed at first, but
it.

the

j

,

[December

as you practice him at To hi, be will soon learn what it, means
for as he improves in this and becomes steady, he should be
taught to point at gradually increased distances, and the
word /« should be used to move him up; aud in a short
time, if this is properly managed, he will carefully and
steadily "draw" on a piece of meat for a long distance.
Great care must be had that you do not confuse lorn by
seemingly contradictory orders, for he- now thinks that your
cluck and On mean one and the same thing, aud in order to
teach him the difference you must, omit the cluck when you
wish turn to advance, and omit the On when you wish him to
This can be readily accomplished
eat the morsel before him.
by placing the meat four or five feet from him, and after he
has pointed it a short time tell him to Go on, and when he
and then cluck to
is close to it make him To ho once more
always partially
him as a signal that he may have it.
omit the On after the duck, as soon as he appears to under;

We

its meaning, only using it enough tokeep him from forgetting it, aud as soon as we begin to teach him the difference
we are very careful not to use either one in place of the
other, until he has the lesson well learned and appears to

stand

thoroughly understand both signals, when we can safely mix
them again; for oftentimes when shooting we may wish to
move him on, especially when trailing ruffed grouse when
the capture of the bird depends upon our absolute silence,

FIXTURES.

December

:

at least so far as words are concerned; therefore he should
bo taught to advance at the sound of the cluck as well as
word On.
When well accustomed to the restraint of the chain, he
should be taught to come to heel and quietly walk by your
side.
We greatly prefer that our dog should keep this position with his head j ust opposite our legs, where we can see him
behind us.
without turning around, instead of having
teach bim this.quickly and well, you should procure
In order
a stick, about two feet long and an inch in diameter, and
This you can easily accomfasten a snap at one end of it.
Now spring the snap
plish with the aid of a bit of leather.
into the ring in his collar and take a little walk with him.
We generally manage a few of these first lessons at his usual
meal time b\ placing his dish of food at the proper distance
before we take him in hand. He should know nothing of
When all is ready take
his dinner until you lead him to it.
a firm hold of your end of the stick and walk along at your
usual gait, coaxing him to follow. Be sure and have the
stick at the right angle to keep him just where you intend
After one or two steps, and when you have
to have him go.
got him well under way, you must say lied to him. and reYou canpeat the word once or twice sis you walk along.
not expect that his behavior will be entirely faultlesss upon
the first trial, but no matter how he takes it, lead him
straight to his dinner and at once unfasten him and let
him eat.
After a few lessons of this kind, he. will
become perfectly reconciled, and you can gradually extend your walk and occasionally omit giving his food
and he will soon learn to keep his place
at the end,
Theu you can extend
without the aid of the stick.
your wa'ks, taking care to be very gradual in the increase
of time, and to be very sure that he implicitly obeys you and
does not leave his place for eveu so much as a second's time,
now do
If this lesson is thoroughly
until you|bid him go on.
not smile at my frequent repetition of this word, for it is a
word that we are very fond of, and one that we wish to
thoroughly impress upon your mind as being of he greatest
importance in perfecting our pupil in his education if this
lesson is thoroughly learned, you wil' be spared much trouble
and worry in the future. Should you have occasion to walk
the streets, you will not be obliged to whistle at every turn,
and perliaps to wait and search for your dog, but you will
know just where he is and what he is doing. Then how

the

Mm
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—
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it, when you come to the practical application
of the knowledge, which you have been to so much trouble
to impart, aud take your dog into the field, to have him
quietly retain his position by your side instead of rushing
wildly around at his owu sweet will, and compelling you to
shout yourself hoarse and to unstring your nerves in a continual struggle to keep him within bounds, thus placing you
at a double disadvantage, for the continual noiso not only
frightens the birds, causing them to rise out of shot, but the
constant worry of mind aud strain upon the nerves i3 a very
prolific source of unsteadiness in shooting.
Do not neglect giving your pupil plenty of practice at all
not wearyhis lessons, as well as the one just commenced
ing nor long continued practice, hut, just enough to keep
him well up to his work. If you have a spare moment give
him a little turn at To ho, ever aiming at perfection and be
sure to see that he does his work well, and never allow him
You
to perform his task in a careless or slovenly manner.
should also practice him at Charge, until he will not only
obey the order readily, but retain his position in a perfectly
quiet manner until you shall bid him Hold up.
lie should be made to Charge when you are out walking

much 'better is

;

;

with him and taught to remain quiet, while you walk
around and in a short time you can go quite a distance,
even out of his sight, and he will patiently await your return.
Your end' rs should be given at unexpected limes, when he
By this course you will teach him
is not looking for them.
to be always '"ready to obey, no matter when uor where he
may hear the signal. He should also be taught to hold his
position at To ho, while you walk around and away from
;

;

him

;

for

it

frequently happens,

when

trailing birds, that

you

wish to go round to avoid a mud hole or brier patch, and if
your dog has been well trained in this, by witnessing one intelligent performance of this pleasing accomplishment, you
will' be mure than repaid for all labor expended in teaching
to him.
Many dogs will pay no attention to strangers, and appear
Should your pup
to care for no one except their masters.
be inclined to notice others, and give you any trouble in this
respect, you can very easily teach him better, by having some
one call "the dog to him, and give him a few light cuts with a
SWllchj nnd by changiug your assistant every time, and administeriog two or three doBes of this, he will give you no
If your assistants will fondle him a little
further trouble.
before administering" the switch, the pup wiH all the sooner
find out that it is better to have nothing to" do with otheis
than yourself, and will uot bother you later by running to
every one who may notice him.

it

DOG RECOVERED.— We

take great pleasure in announcing
has recovered mgEugliSh si fcter bitch pnppy,
we noticed two weeks since. The story told by
plausible
She is -aid to have
had
her
is
who
the parson
come to the bouse about ten days ago and tried togetiu, aud after
chiving her awtiv several times, they look pity ou her starving

that Mr.

whose

Wm. A Baa

loss

eandiliou and kept her. She- may have escaped from her oaptor
Pollux, who carried off the
and have been trying to get home.
honors at the Eastern Field Trial Dorby taut week, is out of tho
mother of Mr. liae'a bitch.

3881.
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.
Pollux Win's the Deubv.
Ferida Second.
Sensation Jr.
!'..

1

1

'I'm

Decided as we on

m.jis >.or vet

:>

Pkess.

third annual meeting of the Eastern Weld Trials Olub
THEcommenced
Bobbins' Island on Thanksgiving Day. There
at

we, had hoped to see, although a
goodly number of Bpbrtatnerj from" all parts of the country were in
attendance. The weather had much to do with tho uon attendance oi many Who put in an appearance later. Wednesday
was a cold, raw .lav, with a chining northeast wind that cooled the
ardor of many who did not care to leave their comfortable firesides for the bleak shores of tho island, especially as the nest day
was our national holiday, and the national bird had charniB f or
them that far outweighed the delights of a twenty-mile tramp
after the dogs with no chance for a crack at the hirdB.
At a meeting of the Executive Committee Wednesday evening,
Mr. W. A. Costar was unanimously chosen to fill the place of
Judge in place of Mr. ,f. M. liinncv, who was unable through
sickness to attend. It, was voted to allow the owners of competing
dogs the privilege of accompanying the stewards while their dogs
were running. This is a very satisfactory arrangement, as it gives
gentlemen a chance to obtain an excellent view of the different
phases of the heats in which they are interested. After
the committee" rose, the members of tho association joined
in a discussion of the prospects of the publication of the
Becond volume of tho National American Kennel Club Stud Book
Tho meeting then adjourned and tho President, Mr. Donner,
appointed Mr. Stokes, of Philadelphia, to draw the numbers for
the running of the Derby, and nine of the twenty-seven nomina-

were not so many present as

tors qualified as follows
Dr. 8. Fleet Spier's black, white and tan English setter dog, St.
Same owner's Lemon Bfclton English
II., nine mouths old.
setter dog, St. Mars, eleven mouths old.
Mr. .1. 0. Higgles' (now Mr. ,T. H. CioodseU'e) lemon Belton
sixteen months old.
Plantagauet,
English setter dog'
Mr. A. E. Godoffroy'a red Irish setter dog, Guymard, fifteen

Elmo

months

'

old.

Mr. L. White's lemon and white pointer dog Sensation
ton

months

Jr.,

old.

Mr. John Heckahor's lemon and white English
Ferida. sixteen

months

setter bitch,

old.

Mr. .1. lie T. Blaokstone's lemon and while English setter dog,
Koyal Dale, seventeen months old.
Same owner's black and white English setter, Glen Dale, eleven

months

old.

Mr. E. E. Hardy's black and white English setter dog, Pollux,
eighteen months old.
They were drawn to run in tho following order :
Sensation, Jr.. and St. Elmo II.
St. Mars aud Glen Dale.

Pollux and Guymard.
l'lantagenet aiid Royal Dale.

Ferida a bye.
Plantagenet appeared to bo the favorite with the boys, as whispers of lightning speed, immaculate style and wonderful nose were
floating in the "air, and this, coupled with the thoroughbred look
of tho animal, completely captivated a majority of those who examined him.
Among the mauv prominent sportsmen present, we noticed Dr.
S. Fleet Spier, Mr. G. P.. Watkius and Mr. E. A. Hera berg, of
Brooklvn. Mi' James H. Goodsell, Mr. George T. Leach, Mr.
Sidney 'Dillon Ripley, Mr. John G Hecksher. Mr. A. E. GodefTroy,
Mr. D. T. Worden.'Mr. J. O. Donner and Mr. A. Tavlor, of New
York, Mr. E. E. Hard',', of Uostou, Mr. F. Perkins, of Providence,
and many other gentlemen (Those names do not occur to us.
Toward evening the ram commenced falling, and came down in
torrents until iioarlv morning, while Die northeast wind blew as it
only can on the coast. Notwithstanding the war of the elements,
there was manv a jolly gathering of sportsmen in the hospitable
homes of tho well to do citizens of New Suffolk, while McNish's
hotel was fairly crowded with a merry set that made things lively
long after all good sportsmen should have been sleeping the sleep
of the just.

Thursday morning b )ke dull and cheerless, except that a light
freak iu the west gave lokeu that there was hope of a good day.
i'he start was to have I sen made at eight o'clock, but the weather
ho- ires Belayed until ten, when
uri
vas so threatening
sroodly number of Sportsmen embarked on the sailboat
in, Captain Smith having telegraphed
ded for the
at tho last moment that the steamer Calla which had bee»
engaged could not possibly he here. The wind was fail aud
Eresh, and "with a wet sheet aud a. (lowing sea," we were BOOO
The club who have recently purchased tho Island
at the Island.
have made a wonderful transformation in the appearance of the
northern .'lid, the unsighllv sheds of the. brick yard have been
removed, as well as the large barn, while the dwelling house, a
short distance from the laudiug, has been remodeled into a very
stylish and convenient club house, with a wide piio-./.a extending
along the front and two sides of tho building. The ground has
been nicolv graded in front, which adds much to tho beauty and
attractive appearance Of the Island as we approach the landing.
Not much time was lost after we arrived, but as soon as overcoats and tho dogs that were not wanted were safely deposited in
the large am that stands nearly in the centre of the Island the
president Mr. Donner annouueed that everything was ready,
and tho judges at ouoo ordered tho first brace of dogs cast off
t

'

l

—

—

at 10.45.

SENSATION,

,TR.,

AND

ST. ECitO

II.

Sensation, Jr., handled bv hiH owner, Mr. Luke White, of
Bridgeport, Ct., and T)r. S. Fleet Spier's St. Elmo II., handled
bv Hun Haight, were started in the large corn-field east of the
Seusatum, Jr., started off at a fair rate of speed, disbarn.
.!
and hunted throughout tho heat in a
playing ver,
very cheerM and rntolngant manner, (Then we take into consideration that, he is but ten months old, and has had but fifteen birds
shot over him. Manv of hi^ motions remind lis of his sire, partieularlv the wav he has of " fa( ling" for the birds when he strikes
the scent. St. Elmo II. started out in good form and beathia
ground in fine style, but soon commenced to lag. and before the
We examined his
finish plainlv showed that he was all wrong.
d fo'und it dry and hot, and should not be surprised if ho
Beating the north side of the
[ring down with distemper.
cornfield Jr. challenged near north oast corner, but soon passed
on; thou over the fence through a corner of oak sprouts to the
large open field, south of the cmb house, toward the north shore,
occasionally tiudmg a little scent which was evidently old. This
whs where we found so manv birds i.i-t vear. but with the exception of a skeleton nearly Btrrppedof flesh by a hawk that we interrupted in bis unholy repast) nothing was found. Swinging again
,1
dl.e.-cd when near thu
to the south along the I'enee, boll
roi
lli|
thefeuce, and again
sprout h. but nothing was found,
,.„:;,!,„
ranged ftt good
swinging toward the nor,
speed over the buck wins! stubble until near the beach, when he
upon
hi=
body,
soon moved on. A
dropped
but
struck scent and
sparrow started under his nose, Mid he took one or two jumps
it. but a word from, his
handler steadied him, and a light
Jdow or two set the matter all rig! t.
[he spectators flushed a few birds from the hedge. Jr. pointed
where
to
they were started,
fie again
and
up
roaded
nicely,
,,i.e.
Just
.!
pointed iu hedge, but the bird t'ustied' wli.e
bad been
,vo found some tbirtj
or more oe.el birds 11.
A lev, yet alive wpre
chilled by the cold rain of the night b L iore.
ml when
picked up by thi
ieabeautirevivedbvthewarn.ti.
!-.
Mr White flashed the bird to order, but
Rll
.Jid h,,;
,ot oiiite Bteady, but instantly dropped
04 he bad no lire, and
,
del
,1
get him onto the last bird they wore
after a tilth,.
ordered up, and the heat given to tho Jr. Down just an hour.
-
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ST. MAHS ANO 0L15X BALE.
Bt. Mam, owned by Dr. Skier and handled by Haicht, ami Gleu
"
Dul-, owned bv Mr. J. DoT. Blacks!
ct.~, and handled
by F. W, Barber, wore oast oil at 12 in the same Hold. Both dogs
Bhowed fair speed aud atvlo. Glen o»mes hia tail a litM
when at speed, and St. Maw carrica !ii,i a trifle low. Glen caino
to point uoar the beaoh, and was hold a, long (imo iff .all
Mara a change to back, but tho spectators crowded too close, and
th© St., not quite Idling the lopkol things, became tcarcd, and
•was vrise.lv withdrawn by Haight, who preferred to lose the heat
rather than run thci risk of injuring the dog. Glen was not qfdte
inru, and moved a stop or two and was charged by Barber, who
failed to llimh bird, and was penalized for false point, which we
think, considering the long time that had olapBed, Bhould uot
'
have been
done.
Down ten minutes.
bet
,

FOliLUX AHP OtJTMARD.
Pollux, owned by Mr. IL. K. Hardy, of Boston, and handled by
Oapt. MeAlurdo, and Guymard, owned by Mr. A. E. Godclfroy,
New York, and handled" by Phil Thnrtle, were immediate^ piit
down in same tleld, and given a spin over the stubble. Both of
showed the most speed yet seen. Guvmard has a longer
stride than Pollux, and OlOVes very gracefully.
They beat lbs
open lot from the woods to the beach, where Pollux challenged,
but soon moved ou. They wero then taken back over the same
ground through the sprouts, where both behaved very well— into
the cornfield, where Guvmard caught a little scent on the east
side and struck a beautiful atiitodo, but soon moved on then
into the sprouts beyond, where Pollux made an elegant point,
whioh beheld Without stirring a bah, while Guymard was brought
np to back, which he refused to do, and was penalized therefor.
He went in front and both dogs roaded for sorno distance, when
;

353

wore put down
oltk sprouts.

a t

-!

SO

run

cf to

in
latter
delay, they

The

....

:

a sharp
to the
me uarn. Soon after crossing the
bote dogs dropped simultaneously on a beautiful point, fron which
three birds were flushed wild. Glen Dale soon fonud again, and Jr.
called up to back, when both dogs commenced reading,
It was
r night, and although one bird was flushed by Mr. Taylor, tlio
rest of them, which had been feeding, had evidently gone 'to roost,
we heard them calling in the sprouts near by. Jr. picked up a
doad bird that was undoubtedly chilled by the cold storm. The
dogs were now taken up, to be put down again in the morning.
Down thirty-five minutes.
Jr. chall,

kins

ked through

turn to the west, they

routs

tin

large cornneio, east oi

i

FRIDAY.
The morning broke

fair, but a gale was blowing from the
rrtband a start was not made uutil ten o'clock. This was i
B the Derby oould have been finished to-day juet as well
iqt,
nd tune is precious to those who wish to reach Grand Junction
ime.
The island was soon reached, and there was no delay hi

rest

getting to work. A bevy of splendid biids were seen to cross'the
road in front, and Sensation, Jr., and Glen Dale were cast off at
10:26 in the osk sprouts northeast of the barn. The birds crossed
into the stnbble, north of the barn. As soon as the doge crossed
the road, they bath pointed nicely. Glon commenced reading but
Jr. never stirred, as ho knew just where they wore.
The birds
flushed wild but flew only a Bhort distance to the woods west.
Both dogs challenged almost as soon as over the fence, but the
birds again flushed wild, when both dogs very cleverly dropped
to wing.
Swinging out into the open, both "dogs ranged very
Glen ran into the sprouts and flushed a bird, which he
nioely.
chased a short distance. Jr. challenged at edge, whore the birds
struck, but it was in an exposed place, and the wind scattered the
sceut, making it a very difficult matter to follow. Jr. Bwung ahead
over the fence, and came to a beautiful point. The bird flushed
in an instant, and he dropped to wing, and as another bird flatteringly rose, and lit on a limb over hiBhead, he retained his position

Pollux again pointed and Guymard backed.
Ci
L MoMJird"
flushed to order, but failed to kill. * The judges (rightly under the
rules) penalized Pollux for a false point when "ho first found.
Hub, we think, was most unjust, for the birds were evidently the
same that wore pointed soon after, aud W6 considered the work
meritorious throughout. A little further on Guymard made a
beautiful point, but as a rabbit to which ho paid no attention
started near him, Thnrtle called him off; when the spectators
came along a single quail started at tho same place, which showed
that the dog know what he was about. Pollux jumped over the
and staunchly pointed it. This was u grand performance, and
fenoe, and struck a beautiful crouching point. Guymard, brought
conclusively showed that he was a dog that could bo depended
up to back, refused and went by him. and picked up a wounded upon. The dogs were ordered up, and Sensation, Jr., awarded
of
Polltnc,
who
rebird which was running away m plain sight
the heat. Glen Dale exhibited good style, and with careful
mained in his position staunch as a rock, while Guymard brought handling will mako a good one.
the bird carefully to his handler. This display of staunchness,
AND POLLUX.
was well deserving the lavish praise bestowed by all who witnessed
At 10:45 Ferida, (owned by Mr, J. G. Hecksher and handled by
the performance. A little further on Guymard stopped a moment
and Pollux backed nicely. Swinging round to edge of brush, Martin,) and Pollux, wero cast off in a largo pasture, southwest of
club
Both
showed
the
house.
a fair amount of speed and style
Guvmard came to point on a single bird, but as his tail was moving
Pollux did uot back. The bird rose as ho went in real Of Guymard They were worked south as far as the brier swamp, when "the
and was neatly killed by Thurtle aud fell in a brush heap. Pollux, judges ordered them to beat east to the cornfield. This was
againat our jndgment, aa juBt below the ground lookod vory
ordered to retrieve, failed to find, but Guymard, who no doubt
had marked it, went into the brush heap and brought it out. favorable, and three bevieB were reported in the vicinity. Working
While looking for this bird, three more were flushed. Working through the sprouts across the rood, and down tho pasture until
down to corner, the dogs were taken back to find the three birds the dogs had the wind, they then beat the cornfield, and as they
worked np tho north edge, Ferida challenged and after reading a
that had flown north. Both challenged once or twice, but nothing
The birds
came of it. Guymard pointed at a brush heap, but earned a flnsh short distance, orouohed on a magnificent point.
by taking a step too many. Be soon pointed again, and Pollux flushed wild out in ths field, and flew nearly over her. but sbo rewas called up to hack. He pointed where bird had been running, mained steady. Pollux, coming up, pointed, as did Ferida, at
the
instant.
This
nearly
same
looked
to
us
like
backing
each
but aa he moved ou he caught sight of Guymard aud backed
beautifully.
Guymard roaded on and flushed again, when they other, but they were both given false points, although Mr. Donner
were ordered np and the beat awarded to Pollux. These are both saw a bird rise but a little distance ahead. They then beat
through the sprouts to the oorner of an open lot, vfhere Ferida
capital dogs, and if nothing befalls theni will behoardfrom again.
wisted into a beautiful rainbow point. Pollux brought up to
Dowu au hour and ten minutes.
back, went round her as she had in the meantime crouched fiat—
It was now nearly half-past one and a break was made for lunch,
and passing a little ahead he also pointed. The handlers wero
which was provided by Gapt. Tuthill, and keenly relished.
ordered to kill, hut as considerable time had elapBed no birds
PLANTAOENKT A5U riOVAL DALE.
were flushed, as they had run into the sprout*, and tho doga could
At 2:10 Plantagenet, owned bv Mr. James II. Goodsell, and not readily rond them. Working through into the road Pollux
handled bv Martin, and Royal Polo, owned by Mr. J. De. T. Blackpointed just as the bird rogo, and was penalized with a flush,
stono, of Norwich, Ct., and handled by Mr. Berber, were cast off
which wo thought undeserved, as he should have had the benefit
in the oak scrub west of the barn. Passing through the scrub and
of the doubt as to whether the bird rose before he pointed or after.
around the brier patch into the open, Plantagenet was cut loose, Ferida swung to the right andmade a beautiful point, but nothing
and gave us an exhibition of his wonderful speed, nis stylo is wan found and she was given a false point, which was at once realso grand, and as ho quartered the ground in front, with head
versed as a bird was flushed close by. Working down the road,
high in air, his long, level, far reaching stride and graceful turus, Pollux pointed to the left, and was handsomely backed by the
brought oxolamationB*of wonder and praise from the lips of the gamy little bitch as we stood admixing her she turned her head
a
delighted spectators, Boyal Dale, although a very good dog, as
trifle and we saw the electric change betokening a point, pass over
far as we could judge, had not much chance to display his quality,
her as ahe caught the hot scent, although ehe only got credit for a
for Plantagenet cut out all the work, and committed all the faults,
back. Pollux again pointed near the edge, and the captain was
In fact, ho beat himself, lie is a very high strung dog, aud has ordered to kill, but missed. Both were very steady to gun and
had but three weeks' work, aud his carnal desires occasionally
wing. Working over fence down wind, Ferida wheeled around
the better of hid training and then there was fun, for hia ol
and dropped on point. Pollux brought up to back, and apparently
means something and, as once or twice he broke away, he gave did so, but after Martin had flushed and killed, the doga both reus au exhibition that « ill be long remembered by those who saw
mained steady, and as the handlers walked up they Hushed a bird
him. Of com
u inces cannot be permitted at Field
Pollux. This was grand work for both of them.
.••.,, >«ory brought fresh to the point of retrieve
but, as wc witnessed the
Trials
failed to find the bird, although ho went
Pollux sent to
before us fond reoolli otiona of two ur three dearly loved compannearly over it. Ferida, sent on, followed in his footsteps down
ions af our earlier days afield, whoBe youthful days were full of
wind, but as soon as she passed the bird she turned her head over
these wild escapades and as we thought of the many days of her shoulder, and located the bird readily. This was also very
rarest spurt that their ri] Br -ars afforded us, from our heart we
line.
She has not yet learned to retrieve, hut Martin placed the
condoned the faults, and were only sad that wo could not call the birdin her mouth when she brought it along, and she sat up and demugnifioentereattu-eallour own. When near the south sho
livered it vory nicely. Now commenced a wild goose chase which
lfovnl Dale challenged und roaded a short distance and mad,
was
all wrong and very trying to the dogs as well aa men, for the
flush,
Plantagenet now took a baud, and as both roaded up the course was laid squarely down wind and close lying birds that
gully, he made a flush.
Both moved on and Dale printed he would have given na points were flushed by the dogs and handlers,
Boon started, bul Was charged by Barber, who appeared to be look- while the spectators started some that were left behind. Pollux
ing lor the trail, as lie kept well ahead of his dog. The birds
flushed hut instantly pointed, we thought to wing, but as a bird
Were Widely scattered, aud were evidently running fast, as the
was raised in front Of him, he scored a point. Ferida backed him
soent was very poor even when close to the birds. Dale reading
nicely and the captain again missed. The dogs were called in and
on for quite a distance, lost the trail, hnt soon found another in each pointed a bird. Mai tin kicked up the one before Ferida, and
dogs
worked
well
for
Both
wild.
briers,
bird
flushed
tho
but the
Mr. Taylor flushed and killed the one iu front of Pollux, but as
so bad cover, until Plantagenet, going at speed down wind flushed- the dogs were not under judgment this did uot count. Ordered
a bird, for which he was not to blame; but his
on, still down wind to the brier thicket, both were, scored a false
under the intes, vei v reprehensible, and he was pr,
point. Koadiug on, a cotton tail was flushed, and the dogs were
Working north, a bird was flushed by Barber,
taken out of the thicket, which was, perhaps, the best thing to
ahead. The >i i,es wore then worked south to the
do, as these briers are terrible, although we felt sure that they
given a drink, then up the shore, when
were roadiug birds instead of the rabbit. Wo worked on still
Martin, who was ahead this time. The handle:
south, until we reached tho gully, where Boyal Dale had flushed
tinned by the judges, and reminded that the dogs should be althe day before. Hore Pollux scored a flush, going down wind.
lowed to do the hunting. This caution was given none too booi
Two
or three birds got up close to him, and the spectators soon
and was greatly needed. The dogs were worked down to tb
after started the balance of the bevy, which had hunting sense
both challenged once or twice, but nothing was
south point
enough to fly up wind, in order to give the dogs a show, but by
Plantagenet
made
a
very
found. As thev swung to the north,
working too far to the right, this opportunity was lost, aud the
Dale, called up to
stylish point at a buueh of b.iyberry bushes.
logs were worked back ou to them down wind. Wo followed and
back, was penalized for not doing so. Martin was ordered to kill,
scored an unfortunate flnsh, but as we had just shot off DUr Fabeoc
and tho pnppv was scored a false point. A No. 2, we failed to kill. Tho Captain also fluehed and soon had three
but they fail
little further on, Plsutugeuot came to a point, but soon moved Op
more going, one of these he killed to order. A bird also flushed
point
in
the
magnificent
open.
a little further, and came to a
before ferida but down wind, and Pollux pointed false at edge of
Dale was brought up-nnd backed in grand style. Martin flushed gully. Then a long tramp was taken to find the bu'ds, and one
four of the birds almost
to order and made a el( X
'was flushed at the extreme south end. but could uot be found
assed,. which was more than
brushed Plants
ngaiu. Two more were flushed near- Ferida, but she was not
'•'
ful il " :l!1 • l
his ardent lei,.
a>
penalized, The dogs were then ordered up and Pollux declared
'fore he had fairly caught
he.idloseo M ,eed.
Jlsrt
winner of tho heat. Down two hours and forty-five minutes,
'.:. o-,, o-v^-1 the dead bird (he
up with "the birds. Bringing int.
oerv fatiguing bout, both for men and dogs, and as the
—
very nieelv. Moving on op the Odgl Of tin- blufT, Martin was
finish was a good mile away from lunch—which was now ready
ttime, the specwith cramps, butwai,«r.„n all light
tsk
fpeotatoro were disposed to grumble at the long walk,
A but most of them nobly responded to the call of duty, and with
tators flushed a brarn of birds, which Bow along the cog,,.
'sn,lp„iut,
Dale,
on PlnutRgonol no il, a]
little turthei
eatables.
unfaltering steps, did terrible execution on the
brought up to beck, got credit for it, but wc thought that
SmMMABY SE<;OKD SERIEB OP MATS.
pouitln
her w*s ordered to shoot, which he did, and
missed; both dogs were steady. Grossing thogully, Due,
Sensation Jr beat Glen Dale.
and Plantagenet backed. Both moved on, and roaded seine disPollux beat Ferida.
A little farther on, Dale accidenttance, but no bird wad found.
Royal Dale a bye.
ally flashed, ami Plantagenet immediately followed suit, and
SEKSATtON, .t»., AX» JtCYAL BALE.
Dogs ordered up
lost all chance by a very ill-advised ohaae.
Sensation, Jr.,
Down one hour and
It was nearlv three o'clock when the next biaofl
at i, and Royal Dale was awarded the hoat.
and Royal Dale— wer* cast oft in the Htnbble field, north of the
fifty minutes.
u
scimAr.y tiubt
barn. Both at once challenged, when at'ont a dozen birds llnahed,
beside the road, where Jr. pointed, but
the
hedgi
in
alighted
aud
Ciitfli
Sensation, Jr bai
Dale neither pomtod nor ba ked, as he should have done, but was
Glendale heat St. Mars.
unsteady and was cautioned by bis handler, notwithstanding
Pollux beat Guvmard.
oaded ahead, and the birds took wing for the scrubs
Boyal Dale beat Plantagenet.
acioss the road, whore jr. scored a good point and dropped to
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as Bevoral birds started.
Swinging round into tho wind Ir.
took a good point for an instant, then, reading a little distance
out into the open, he caught scent again very nicely. A sparrow
flushed out of the weeds at hia right, and he made one Jump
They then
toward it, but White stopped him with a word.
crossed the road into the scrub juat south of the club houBe,
whore Jr. ended his heat with Gleu Dale, bat nothing was found.
A bird had been marked dowu in the open, aud the dogs were
ordered to beat the ground, bnt/Barber, aa usual, was ahead,,
and flushed, for which he was reprimanded by tic- judges. Across
the road east Jr. flushed a single bird whi.e going down wind.
Swinging down the edge of the scrub into brier lot, and thou baok
seconds
into the buokwheat stubble, Jr. struck scent, and e
later Dale joined him, and both roaded a short distance,
Dale turned and Jr. got iu some magnificent work, roading ths
bird nearly three hundred yards in grand style. Just as Date
joined huii, the bird Hushed close to them, when Jr. oleverly
dropped to wing, Dale remaining 1'airlv steady. Turning baok
over the same ground, both challenged, and Jr. picked up ft
crippled bird. Turning north, Dale pointed at brush near the
shore, and the bird flushed wild. Moving south, where a bird
had beeu marked in a hollow, Dale flushed it, and Sensation,
Jr., was awarded the heat after being down one hour aud fifteen
minutes. Although the last flush was largely a matter of luck we
consider that the pointer had done the best work a!L through the
heat, and that the judges placed them properly.
POLLUX AMD SEKSATIOK, ,TB.
At quarter past four Pollux was brought up and he and SensaThis was tho most important heat of tho
tion, Jr., were cast off.
series, as it was to docido which of the two should achieve the
honor of having his name recorded as winner of the Derby. Sensation, Jr's., chances had a rosy tinge, as he was going grandly
while Pollux was dead lame from the effect of two thorns that had
got into his right hind-foot in his last best, He started off on
three legs but soon warmed up, and although he w^ent lame until
taken up, he gamely raD a good race. Starting at good speed
both dogs beat across the open lot, then through tho sprouts
across the road. Here Jr. got scent and reading down wiua
scored a flush. Meantime Pollux took a trail in the corner of the
scrubs and roaded out in the open. Jr. forged ahead and struck
tho same trad but roaded past tho birds, and had just discovered!
the error when White walked them up. The edge of tho scrub
was followed and Jr. made a good display of hunting souse b7
swinging out to a buneh of brush in the pasture, where he made a
magnificent point, then very carefully ho alternately roaded and
pointed for a short distance. Then 'the birds who were running
Ho marked them down
to their rooBting-gTounda flushed wild.
and wont straight for them (topping ou a beautiful point, but the
birds again flushed. Pollux also got a grand point on a single
bird which Jr. roaded a little ton fast, and scored a flush on.
Both dogs challenged at the upper end of the brier swamp, hnt
the birds bad made a sharp turn, and tho judges flushed them.
turn was now taken around the briers, hut nothing was found,
and the doga were ordered up at five o'clock to be put down again
This was a very hard day's work, as the hunting
in the morning.
had been mostly in tho scrub oaks or through the briers where
the traveling is' of tho worst, and all wore glad to get home and
get rid of boots that had grown bo heivy that the wearers oould
scarcely lift them off the ground.

wing
This ended the first e
the second series wore
was at the barn, and al

A

SATURDAY.
Saturday morning promised a lovely day, and, with the excepThe
stiff breeze, it was all that oould be desired.
Island was reached at nine o'clock, and at 9.20 Tollux and Sensation Jr. wore cast off just east of the club house. Pollux was in
splendid condition, aud did not show a particle of lameness, but
went better than he had at any time. Jr. was also feeling good,
and they started off at a rattling pace down tho north (bore to
the fence, when they sw ung south, and were worked back toward the
club house to find some birds that had just boon turned loose. A
number of larks flushed before the dogs, and Jr., although he
committed no fault, became somewhat excited, and wan rather
unsteady for the rest of the heat. Pollux half pointed, and Jr.
backed. " White waB ordered to flush and kill, whioh he did, and
both does were Bteady. Jr. waB ordered to retrieve, which he did
fairly, except that he mouthed the bird considerably, although »ia
did not bite it. One of the birds that had been flushed flew oyer
the crowd, and, as it settled a short distance in the rear, Grouse
Dale and Jenny, who were coupled together, broke tor it. They
made excellent time, and Grouse Dale, with a Spring that tooa
Jenny from her feet, seized the bird, and brought it unbanned to
Mb master, amid the plaudits ol the spectators. These birds were
weak on the wing, as they had been confined for some time, and
were unfit to test the qualities of the dogs, as their soent and
tion of a rather

actions are different from those of the wild ones. A little further
ou Pollux scored another print, which Jr. failed to back, andwsfl
unsteady to wing. This ended the beat, and Pollux was declared
winner of the 1st prize. The dogs were down twenty miuutea.
altogether one hour and ten minutes.
ROTUMABV TTTIKD KHRIES OF HEATS.

Sensatien, Jr., beat Royal Dale.
Pollux beat Sensation, Jr.
Pollux wins the Derby.

For Seeeud and Third Places.
Guymard and Ferida were at once cast off to decide 'which
should have tho honor of competing with Sensation Jr. for second
Both dogs started off well, and soon challenged and begun
place.
Guy pointed just as the bird stinted, :,ud a moment
to road.
Guvmard soon made a capital point,
later Ferida scored a flush.
and Thnrtle was ordered to bill, which he did. This, we think,
Was a very unwise thing to do, as Guy had started full tilt after
the bird, which hu seized almost as Boon as it toadied the ground.
This was, of course, fun for him, but he soon showed that the
lesson was not lost, for Ferida, after scoring another flnsh, came
to a point, which Guy totally ignore,!, and flushed the bird, and,
with the delight of "his last successful chase fresh in his mind,
broke for it, and ran right away from a sure victory, for
backed her tho heat would surely have been his. Feinia »un
declared the winner, after being down only ten imuutes, and
i

Sensation, Jr., was called up to try conclusions with the little lady
Jr. verv soon dropped on point, which
for second place.
backed. Both roading on", Ferida came to point, hut Jr. flushed.
On again, Jr. flushed once more, this time badly. Swinging into
the stubble, Jr. made a game point on a crippled bird, and Ferida
backed. Jr. picked up the bird. They now took a spin over the
The point wus false, and
lot, and Ferida eaiue to point ut hedge.
a little further she scored a flush. Jr. pointed another cripple
nieelv, but was not steady, and White fdroed him to charge.
Ferida brought tro. found She bird, but blinked it. and we thought
ees gone, but Martin dropped bexcli verry, and she turned
Upon inquiry we found that she
her bead and' pointed the bird.
lirds, bul waB supposed to
had been
iiaid Snd afraid oi
be all over it. Moving on through the sprouts a bird flushed close
to the dogs, but as Jr.'was a trifle the nearest he was penalised.
Tho doge were now taken up to be put down again, and two beats
of the All Aged Stakes. Mere run when they were put down again,
Ferida again pointed, and a little further on Jr backed, and -be
und Ferida awarded second, aud Beueation,
G taken up
Duwu 13 minutes, altogether one Iwur uud LfcU
Jr., third.
!

I.

,

i

minutes.
nEsr/LT.

Ferida beat Guymard.
Ferida beat Sensation, Jr.
Ferida second, Sensation, Jr., third.
Pollux, winner of firBt, is a capital dog, awd has had aoosiderabio work. Ferida, winner of second, is a aweei little thing, and
Sensation, Jr
.1
i:,
hed
will make a grand one.
ds killed over him, aud, ho doubt, it given plenty Of work,
will make it hot I'm' his competitors
,
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YKC-OXIC, OB AI.L-AOEn BTAlfES.
There were twenty-one startars for thi6 event, utiiofc were

to run in the following order:

dmra

FOREST AND STREAM.

354
Chief and Jenny

II.

Emperor Frerl and Chatelaine.
Maida and Grouse Dale,
Brook and Jenny.
rrinco Hal and Countess.
Hashing Monarch and Tom.
Daisy Laverock and Tip.
Belle and Chancelor.
Lizzie Lee a bye.
'1 he pointers were
drawn separately as follows
Croxteth and Bob.
Baronet and Match.
Chief,
first,
brnce.
owned bv Mr. Max. Wenzel and handled
The
hv Miller, and .Jenny II., owned and handled by Mr. Wni. Tallnian. of Providence, It. I., were cast off in the stubble north of
the barn at 1045. Chief started off fairly, but was clearly outpaced by the little Jenny, who went, like a rocket, working through
the woods to the large, west pasture, and sailing over the hills to
the brier patch. Chief pointed and Jenny backed nicely. Koadiug on, the birds flushed wild. Swinging iouud the a wain p and uu
into the weeds. Chief scored five straight flushes, but as these did
not comcl. the dogs were ordered up and Jenny If. awarded the
Although the wind blew a gale over' the dry losves, the
heat.
dogs should have done better than this. Down one hour.

that he had won, but we do not see how the decision 'could have
been otherwise than that given, as Monarch had certainly done the
best work. Tom was a little the fastest and, so far as we could
judge, had a trifle the best nose, but he lacked the steadiness and
hunting sense displayed by Monarch, who is very level headed.
Tom also lacks proper preparation, as he has had but few birdB
shot, over him.
He is a grand dog, nevertheless, and with proper
handling would make it exceedingly warm for the best of them.
Down altogether two hours.

DAISY LAVKBACH AND TIP.

:

EMPEBOR VBED AND CHATELAISJ!.
Emperor Fred, owned and handled by Mr. E. A. Herzberg, of
Brooklyn, and Chatelaine, owned by Mr, D. J. Martin, of New
York, and handled by Waitc, wore cast off at the edge of the oaks
near the brier swamp, at 11:50. Emperor Fred at once pointed
very nicely, but after reading a few steps gave it np working
alone the open and through the oaks across the road around to
the east end of the cornfield, where Chatelaine challenged and
Fred, swinging inside, flushed a bird. JuBt then the spectators
flushed a nice bevy, and the dogs were brought round, when a
brace of hirds rose ont in the field and flew over the crowd, and
Fred catching sight, of thcru, gave chase, but came back to order
and was sent into the field, whore he flushed the remainder of the
bevy and gave chase in a grand style. We need not say that this
was' heart-breaking to Mr. nerz'berg, who had hoped for better
things but the dog evidently had not been worked enough to
steady him. The dogs were taken up and the heat given to
Chatelaine, who had absolutely done nothing good or bad, but
won simply because she was less faulty thau he. Down half an
hour. Sensation, Jr., and Ferida were now put down to finish
;

:

their heat.

JIAIDA AND OBOCSE DALE.
Maida, owned by Dr. S. Fleet Spier and handled by Haight, and
Grouse Dale, owned by Mr. Wm. A. Buckingham, of Norwich, Ct.,
and handled by Tallman, were cast off at 12:35 in the edge of the
scrub south-east of the Club House. It is singular that these two
dogs wore drawn to run together last year, and although Maida
ran a much better race than then, the result waa the same. The
docs started off in grand stylo and at fair speed. Maida was the
firBt to find, aud came to point on a Sue bevy, Grouse Dale backing
very nicely. Haight. was ordered to flush and kill, which he did,
bringing down two at one shot. Maida retrieved one of them
nicely, and Grouse was sent, for the other, but not finding it,
Maida picked it up and brought it in, but stpieezed it badly. This
and twn or throe flushes— which were excusable when we take into
consideration that they were made while going down wind over
the dry leaves— were all the faults that were committed during the
heat, which will be long remembered by the .dmiring spectators,
who were so fortunate as to witness it, as an event well worth a
long journey to see. Both dogs worked splendidly, pointing in
grand stylo,' aud backing superbly. It is very rare that one sees
such good work as this. Wo were nearly fagged with the hard
tramping that had been done, but from the time that Maida had
opened the ball until they were taken up, " we were a boy again,"
and although lunch intervened, we felt no fatigue, and even now
our pulse quickens and the very ends of onr fingers tingle as we
review the scenes and incidents of this well contested struggle for
supremacy. Wo shall long remember the graceful evolutions and
intelligent performance of this wonderful brace of dogs. It was
no easy task for the judges to decide between them, so evenly
matched were they but we think that the superior style and pace
of Grouse Dale fairly entitles him to the place of honor which they
awarded bun after nearly two hours of most excellent work.
;

BROCK AND JENNY.
Brock, owned by Mr. Geo. T. Leach, of New York, and handled
by John N. Lewisj and Jenny, owned and handled by Mr. Tallman.
were cast off at 3:05. This was a short heat, as it waB soon evident that. Jenny was far anperior to Brock, who showed a lack of
work, although at times he showed that there was good stuff in
him. .fenny finished the beat with a splendid point, which Brock
backed nicely. Jenny awarded tho heat. Down half an hour.
PRINCE HAL ANT) COUNTESS.
Prince Hal, owned by Dr. S Fleet Spier, and handled by J. M,
Walte, and Countess, owned by Mr. George T. Leach, of New York,
and handled by J. N. Lewis, were put down at 3:15. This was also
a short- rpiu. as Countess was alHO not up to the mark, while Hal
did splendid work, finishing, like Jenny, with a capital point.
Prince Hal won the heat. Down 25 minutes.
DASHING MONAItCH AND TOM.
Dashing Monarch, owned bv Mr. J. C. Higgins, and handled by
Martin, and Tom, owned by Major Watkius and handled by Mr.
Avers, were now cast off. Monarch won 2d last year, and we expected to pee him go in good form. Tom we had heard of as a
wonder, and were quite anxious to see these two together. They
started well, Monarch at B long level stride that took him over a
lot of ground in a sbort time, while Tom went like a ghost and had
the liBBtr of it as far as speed was concerned. They both roaded
a little, and the birds flushed wild. Swinging over the hill, Tom
jumped into a bunch of brush on a staunch point. Thin waa firstto order— walked up to Uu«h, Tom
class work, but when AyerB
Monarch
was unsteady and came very noar scoring a flush.
backed in grand style, going through the sprouts to the
cornfield.
Both did' some elegant work, ranging wide and
quartering fairly at great speed. Turning back into the sprouts,
one of the judges flushed a bird, which Tom chopped nicely. Mon-

—

arch pointed, but moved on in season to escape penalty for false
point. Tom challenged, and birds flushed, when ho took two or
three jumps for them, but was cleverly dropped to charge by
Ayera. As it was nearly 5 o'clock, they were taken up to be put

down again Monday morning.

MONDAY.
Monday morning was clear and cold, with a fresh breeze blowand the day passed very pleasantly just such weather as the
sportsman best enjoys. We arrived at the Island at nine o'clock,
aud Monarch and Tom were at once cast off in the cornfield east
This was a favorite spot, as it was drawn several
of the barn,
times each day, aud seldom without finding birds. The dogs
started at a slashing gait. Tom challenged in the middle of the

—

ing,

A moment later the judges
field, but Ayers whistled him on.
flushed a fine bevy at the spot. Tom should have pointed these,
At the east end Tom
as he had the wind and was close to them.
pointed, and Monarch backed but the scent was evidently old,
although a few birds flushed over the fence 40 yards away. Then
on to the east shore. Tom pointed nicely and Monarch backed in
grand stylo. Tom was unsteady wbou the birds were flushed, aud
waB charged. A little further on he flushed and waa again
charged, Monarch dropping to wing nicely. When ordered on,
Monarch came to a magnificent point, which Tom backed. Martin
shot to order, but missed. Turning south. Tom false poiutod and
Monarch backed in fine stvlo. Then Monarch pointed and Tom
lacked birds were Hushed" and after taking one or two jumps
Tom pointed and Monarch backed This work was simply perfec-1
tion, and very pleasing to (be spectators, who had an excellent
view.
Turning back into tho brier lot, some capital work was done
bv both dogs, and each scored several points. After being down
nearly an hour and a half, they were ordered up and the heat
awarded to Monarch. This was a capital heat and fairly rivaled
that of Grouse Dale and Maida. The handler of Tom thought
;

;

;

Daisy Lavarack, owned by Mr. J. H, Goodsell, and handled by
Martin, and Tip owned by Mr. 0. Cashman, New York, and
handled by Predmore, were" turned down at 10:80 in the cornfield.
Daisy is rightly named, for " she is a Daisy, and uo mistake,"
She goes at a good gait and has a gamy way of getting around
that IB very taking. Although she flushed a' large bevy that she
should have pointed, her work was very well done and her beautiful dropping or crouching points wore much admired, especially
her last one, which was beautiful. Tip also pointed once or twice
Very nicely, but was plainly no match for the little beauty. Neither
of them hacked very well, but both ranged and quartered fairly.
They were ordered up at 12:05, and the heat awarded to Dahry,
Down an hour and a half.
:

BELLE AND CHANCELOB.
Belle, owned by Mr. J. Sterner, of Brooklyn, and handled by
Mr. A. J. Titus, and Chancellor, owned by Dr. S. Fleet Spier and
handled by Waits, were at ouce cast off in the cornfield. This
heat was not very pleasing, as both dogs flushed badly. Belle,
who had done a little the best, was given the heat. Down about an
hour. It was now time for lnuch.
CUiOXTETH AND BOB.
At half-past two the pointers were called for, and Croxteth,
owned bv Mr. A. E. Godeffrov and bandied bv Mr. Phil Thurtle,
and Bob, owned by Mr. P. IS. King, of Sparkill, N. Y., and haudled
by Martin, were turned down in the stubble north of the barn.
Both started off well, but ran through some weak birds in tho middle of tho field that they should have pointed through tho oaks to
tho large pasture. Croxteth pointed, and then flushed he then
settled to business and showed us some magnificent work. His
;

is faultless, and his style on point, is superb. He made some
grand points and did some excellent reading. Bob is a very stylish
dog and did some good work, but he was plainly overmatched.
After being down an hour Croxteth was awarded the heat. This
heat was mostly nut in the open aud afforded a Tare treat to the
spectators who, one and all, were delighted with tho display.
BARONET AND MATCH.
Baronet, owned by Mr. H. W. Livingston and handled by Mr.
Titus, and Match, owned by Mr. Robert C. Cornell and handled bv
Mr. Luke White, were cast 'off in the oaks at half-past three. This
waa a very unsatisfactory heat, as Match, who was suffering from
canker in the ear and being all off, did not do anything and Baronet, although he pointed very staunchly and in good style, was
very rank and unsteady, breaking shot and chasing twice. Baronet waa awarded the heat. Down fifteen minutes. The friends of
Match were dissatisfied, and wished the heat prolonged, but we
fail to see that this would have changed the result, as he was in
no condition to run, and evidently had no nose, althongh he is a
good one and has been doing first-rate work until now. This

action

;

closed the

first seriea

of heats,

SUMMARY FIRST SERIES

Oi'

HEATS.

Jonny heat Chief.
Chatelaine beat Emperor Fred.
Grouse Dale beat Maida.
Jenny beat Brock.
Prince Hal beat Countess.
Dashing Monarch boat Tom,

[Deobmbbe

Baronet heat Match.
OnATELAINE AND JENNY.
Chatelaine aud Jenny II. were cast off at 3 o'clock. Jenny made
two very good points and Chatelaine one but both scored a
number of flushes. Jenny all at once unaccountably disappeared
and could not be found, but turned up all right at the barn, and
Chatelaine was given the heat, after being down a little less than
an hour. Jenny was afraid of the crowd aud became frightened
at the waving of the flags, which was the cause of her running

down

a ditch, JeDnie flushed and chased a short distance.
(Yuen
coming back she flushed two more at the same place, although
she had the wind aud should have pointed, but the fast-running
birds urmtendied her.
Monarch behaved very well, bnt Jennie
bad the lead, and would have had the best of it if she bad kept
hi r head level.
Wo here met, the cockers, who reported a glorious
time, but only a few birds. The wind now came from the south
west, and the dogs « ere taken north up the edge or the woods,
and then worked east through to the pasture south of the » ore
field,
Monarch hero gave a display of hunting sense that deserved
better fate than It reeei ved.
Catchin g a little
of the sprouts hi
air soon located
sign— but as the

The dogs were

nto tbei

tie

vi.i,

here the birds had been— as we noticed their
not there he was scored a false point.
worked toward the cornfield, when Jenny

fore

n

challenged, and was handsomely backed by Monarch, but
no birds
found.
A start was then made for the east
ihore, where Monarch made a bad flush on
a nice bevy
that he should have pointed. They went but a short distance, aud
Jenny soon pointed, Monarch following suit a second after.
Tallman killed, and Jenny dropped to wing, and retrieved very
Monarch bad aK> dropped to wing, and as he was ordered
well.
on the bird that he had been pointing rose just ahead of him.
Jennv moved on and scored a fluah when she should havo pointed.
Monarch roaded a single bird in grand style, but also scored a
flush. He dropped to wing. He appeared to Jiavelost bis nose, and,
sensible of

it,

did not dure to

move except

in a very cautious

way

when encouraged by Martin.

Jenny was now going better, and
bad she done as good work as she is capable of, she must have
won, as Monarch was all off, and conld do nothing. Ho pointed,
but, waa very close to tho bird, which Martin flushed aud lulled.
When sent to retrieve he eoufQ not smell the bird until taken close
to it.
Jenny then flushed a bird very carelessly, and they were
ordered up and Monarch awarded the heat. Down an hour and
twenty minutes.
LIZZIE LEE AND DAISY LAVERACK.
Lizzie Lr-e, owned by Dr. S. Fleet Spier and handled by Haight,
and Daisy Laverack wore at once east off. This was Lizzie's first
She soon commenced roading mpoly, hut
heat, as she bad a bye.
the bird flushed wild. Daisy soon pointed a large bevy of strong
birds very well.
Martin flushed to order, but did not shoot.
Going on a few yards Daisy dropped on a good point, which Lizzie backed in gritud style, but nothing was fouud and Daisy scored
a false point. It was now Lizzie's turn, and she pointed nicely,
and Daisy was called to back, but tho bud was flushed before alia
came, and Lizzie dropped to wing. Daisy then dropped on a false
point, which Lizzie backed, but soon moved on to the edge, where
she flushed a single bird, bnt the judges did not see it, and it was
Daisy now pointed splendidly, and Lizzie
unfit her.
backed. Martin shot to order, but failed to kill. Daisy moved on
and scored a flush, and Lizzie immediately followed suit, when
Daisy jumped for the bird, but dropped to order. She then
pointed, and a bird was flushed behind her, but we were inclined
to think that this was not her bird, as she roaded the oilier nay.
Lizzie, at the same time, pointed aud roaded very finely a long
way, but the bird flushed wild. Turning north. Daisy got a false
They were
point then Lizzie pointed, and Daisy failed to back.
Down fifty-five
ordered np and Lizzie Leo givon "the heat.
i

.!

i

.

:

;

minutes.

OHOXTFTH AMD BARONET,
Croxteth and Baronet were now cast off, and, after a Bhort spin
in Hie pasture, were taken into the sprouts, where Baronet scored
a flush. They were then worked toward the east shore, and Iroxteth challenged two or three times, and Baronet scored another
Both dogs pointed
flush, aud Brail another a little further north.
in the grass, on the south shore, aud a large bevy was flushed.
Baronet then pointed false. Croxteth half pointed, but the bird
A few moments later the perflushed, which was scored to him.
formance was repeated, aud Baronet followed suit in the weeds
near tho buckwheat stubble. Croxteth now made up his mind
that there had been fooling enough, ami dropped on a point in his
inimitable style; while Baronet, seeing teat his chance was desperate, became unsteady and worked ahead. The bird was flushed
to order and Croxteth awarded the heat, and all hands made a
grand rash for lunch. Down one hour.

;

;

away.

SUMMARY SECOND SERIES OF HEATS.
Chatelaine beat Jenny II.
Grouse Dale beat Prince HaL

Dashing Monarch beat, Jennie.
Lizzie Lee beat Daisy Laverack.
Croxteth beat Baronet,

AND PRINCE HAL.
Grouse Dale and Prince Hal were next put down; and we had
another exhibition of splendid work. Grouse Dale getting in some
GROIJSE DALE

very fine points and wonderful reading. He displayed his intelligence by turning toward a quail that wiib calling and going at
speed straight to the bird and pointing it in grand style. Prince
Hal also did some good work for a young dog. He will undoubtedly make a Hue oue. They were taken up at 4:15, to bo put down
again in the morning.

TUESDAY.
truly a sportruan's day.
The morning waB calm,
balmy, and every one appeared to be in the best of spirits.

Tuesday was
air

1881

I

Daisy Laverack heat Tip.
Belle heat Chancelor.
Croxteth beat Bob.

the

1,

so light that we were three-quarters of an hour on
the briny deep before we reached the island, where we found
everything in readiness for a start. As the quail had bothered the
dogs' by taking refuge in the thick brier patches on the west side,
Mr. Godoffroy had telegraphed for his cockers, and two brace were

The breeze was

on hand to be used

if

found necessary.

GBOTJSE DALE AND PRINOE HAL.
Grouse Dale and Prince Hal were cast off at ten o'elock, just
south of the club house, and worked west to the large pasture,
where both dogs raced over the hills in grand style. Prince Hal
let out. a link, and wont in much better form than in his heat with
Countess. It appeared to us that he realized that he had met a
contestant worthy of his best efforts, and consequently every
nerve was strained to its utmost, tenison. Both challenged at the
head of the brier swamp, but soon moved on around the west side
of tho swamp. Grouse found a dead bird, and brought it in.
Swinging around the swamp, Hal came to a point near the north
end, and Grouse soon did the same, Hal took a few steps, and
very nicely located a single bird, which was flushed to order, and
he remained steady. This was a good performance, as the cockers
had been let loose'in the swamp, and their merry music with the
racket of their handlers was almost deafening, and only a short
distance in front of him. Grouse soon pointed a nice bevy, which was
seen running just ahead of him. Both dogs saw them and remained steady. Just now a quail that had been driven from the
swamp bv the cockers lien- over the heads of the crowd, when Mr.
G. DeF."Grant jumped for him and scored a beautiful catch on
the fly. Mr. von Lengerke flushed the birds, and the dogs were
J"
worked in their direction. Grouse soon pointed, but the h"~
.lied
been flushed by the spectators, and ho moved on. Tfal wa
to come aud back, but he showed great good
he had just struck a hot trail out in the open. which* he roaded to
a grand point. The birds were flushed to order, but cont
.
order they were missed bv the handler. They flew a short distance
east, where Grouse made" a grand point, aud Hal scored two flushes
to which Grouse dropped nicely.
It looked to us as if the handler
was more to blame than Hal, as he went into the bunch of brush
with him, instead of i emaiumg outside as he should have done.
Hal worked very carefully, but had the hard luck to score, another
flush.
Grouse soon pointed, and Hal backed splendidly. Grouse
roaded nicely along the fence, and Tallman flushed and shut to
order, but failed to kill. The dogs were now ordered up, and
Grouse Dale awarded the heat at 10:35.
.ND JENNIE.
at once put down, a little
brace finished. Monarch made a
beautiful point, which Jenny refused to honor, but roaded past
him, aDd was steadied by Tallman. as she was going a little too
fast.
She soon came to a point, and Monarch backed. Going

Dashing Monarch and Jennie were

south from where the

last

CHATELAINE AND GROUSE DALE.
After lunch Chatelaine and Grouse Dale were cast off south of
the Club House to commence the third scries of heats. This heat
Chatelaine, although she had two heats to her
compared to
credit, had done uothing, and
j to be
Grouse Dale. Working south, unateiaui b scored a flush in tho
spi outs, and Grouse did the same, after drawing to a beautiful
point on a small hew that was hi the open Chatelaine found first,
but only half pointed, yet sIib remained steady aud dropped to
wing, and was deserving of praise. She ilso challenged near the
south shore, and Grouse followed suit, w :ieii a line bevy flushed
Grouse going on, made a beaut ful crouching point in
wild.
tho grass by the water, when Chatelar ic flushed a single bird
close by, and the one in front of Grouse r( iso, aud was neatly stopped by'Tallman. Chatelaine was unsteai y, but Grouse dropped
He also retrieved the bird
ry well, bringing it ahve
to wiug.
.

:

taken up and

and unharmed,
awarded the heat.

iC

Grouse Dale

hour.

AECn AND LIZZIE LEE.
Monarch
«ie Lee were then cast, Off;
DaBhing Monarch and Lizzi
Although there
a
far from well.
appeared a little better, but atill
were lots of birds olosi by, aa break was made for tho north end.
o
f.:zziocb..l!e:iK-o "
Monarch scored a false point, which
This w
Lizzie backed nicely.
ted at the head of the gully
'.

:

!•:-• ting the
cornfield,
While t Ic- :,:;..
east of the cornfield.
a single bird was flushed by the fence bv the spectators. The
aie struck the trail
doga were then taken to the b
cud both dogs did
bi
that
of soi
magnificent point.
elegant,roading,
itLroading, and Monarch made
'
hich JuiV
.ted the bird
lg again he si
id then redropped very neatly. Monarch dropped b
i

,

.

-i

r

'

)

i

tri.-ved very 'well.
At the same time the bevy flushed wild, rue
doga behaved very well, althongh Lizzie refused to honor a point
by Monarch. Both roaded nicely, and two or three birds were
They were then taken up to go down

flushed by the spectators.
again in tho morning.

[Spocial Dispatch to

Forest and Stream.]

WEDNESDAY.
DABBING .MONARCH AND LIZZIE LEE.
The unfinished heat of last, evening win to be decided this morning, and accordingly Dashing Monarch and Lizzie Lee wore oast
As was to be expected from the previous peroff at ten o'clock,
formances of the two, Borne grand work was done. LizzieLee
bad the best of the heat aud at the expiration of twenty minutes
ordered
and the bitch declared the winner.
up,
they were
CROXTETH AND l'.ELT.E.
Croxteth and Belle were now put down and are running yet—
(eleven o'clock.)

Mr. E. E. Hardy, of Boston, Mass., and Mr. E. J. Martin, Ox
Wilmington, Del., have made a match for *VU0 to run Mr. Hardy's
Better dog Pollux, winner of first in the Puppy Stakes, against
Mr. J, G. Hecksher's setter bitch Furida, wiuuer of second, for
three days on quad in Jforth Carolina, about. Jan. 6. Mr. Martin
will handle Ferida, nud Captain McMurdo will bio die Pollux. Each
one names judge and they are to name tho third. The judges
Mr. Donuoris staketo decide upon the rules that shall be used.
holder. Mr. F, E. Perkins, of Pi evidence, B. I., will judge for Mr.
Martin the others have not been selected vet.
r.

;

—
Dkokmbkb
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look after the sporting dogs.]

IMPORTATION.—We

understand that the Riverside Cocker
Spaniel Kennel is importing from the kennels of Mr. Arthur
Jfiastou, Hull, Englan i. a matched brace of black spaniels.
Mr.
Easton considers the dog Beau the best show dog he ever owned,
and besides being a prise winner himself of twenty prizes and
cups, he is the sire of a number of dogs who have done him credit
on the bench. Blackie, the bitch, has won seventeen prizes and
cups. She is now in whelp to a noted dog. We shall take care to
see these animals on their arrival in this country.

KENNEL NOTES.
wish to Impress upon the minds of those, who send us Items
for our Kennel Notes, that to avoid mistakes all names should he
printed in prist I/BTTBK8, as we find it. very easy to make mistakes
where this Is not done.
v\ i also would like to be informed whether
the anlmjl Is male or feniale. end toknow the date of birth ami the
breed to widen tlicv belong, whether pointer, setter, or bulldog,
A
careful study of the notes In this number ot the paper will show just.
ivii.ii Is wanted.
Our aim IS to have gverytWHK Correct; hut until
contributors will take the necessary trouble to conform to the above
request we cannot answer tor the ml takes tb'it, may occur.

HAMES CLAIMED.
Cute— Claimed by Mr. TJL E. Bronsdon Boston Highlands, for black
and tan bull t-'i-rter dog.
Sambo Ulalmed by Mr. T. P. carver, Winnipeg, Manitoba, for ltnpiricd (ox ieirl-r. K K. c. s. II -,:<-, whe.pen ,luly ;,;, ;-;s, by Bar(Twig— Myrtle).

(l.'ttt) out. oi LIU
.Vie //•!•/.. e,:.,,i-<,'i,u,|,,

rett

lor black,

Mr. vvm. Tallman, Providence, It. I.,
lour w'niic legs. English settee dog, whelped March,

wnh

i"'. b.
Utcli (Ki.hard-.ou-s
/(.!.•.•,

.'c

i

i),

ffiv-iiueen Bean) outof Kulgbfs

.p-loi.ts,

Trim— Howard's Fly).
—rimmed by II D. Baitlet.t, 01

Oah,

red Irish
fern) out of Ruby

'illroy,

for

Kace (champion Bioho Fanny
Jane (Tyke Dlrck Hatteral ik), whelped vtg. b, s-i.
Dan- Claimed bj II. I). Hurl led, oi Cllrov. Cal .for I.lewellln setter,
black, white and blue belton. bv V. A. Cook'a snipe out o( hello II.
(Knox s la-ue be ton;., whelped N' -•
n. 0. Baxtlett, of (illroy, CaL, for Llewellln
Roh /;..,/-( hitmen
Bettor dog pup out ol (jueen (Belle— liclion) by Sain (ilelle-Bellon),
•

-

'log

hi

ini|)|>.%

M

r.i„

,

Conn., for

stor—tuoy)

/v.

.

1'euu., for

Jtto— 0, W.

SUO'

Cumpoeii

a

kio-s
II

,

Jlea

1

pi

RaKe— Juno)
Moo'e's Mos-)
flash,

dim

Kutus— Jaa.

(champion

Claimed by the Borstal] Kennels,
Lemon ami while jiomtei bitch puppies,
by Horstall Kennels' Don .man (Psyche 11.—

owners

i. learn (Oypsey—Snapshot).
ter—Claimed by the lior-iall ' einiel-, \lorrl-ulte pointer dug puppies, whelped
K
senauiiun)
Kennels' pun ,luan (Psyche 11
-
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lor three It-mc

Oct.
oui. of

Ruby

tour

toorrtstowu,

,).,

i".

TownBdale's

whi iped Oct
Sensatlou) on
town, N.

Mr.

Q, Abell, of Portland, Oregon, for red
ar Bister Go Foxhall. by Boyd's Ben (champion

/}<ws-C

seller bitch

a

•
.
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iratall

'.team .i.ypsey-sn

npu—claimed

also ;•/.,,-, tor white, biaj
Hnn!.-r, [or white, blicli ai
ioi wiuie, ui, ek and tan h

ue huer;
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so UrtQht. or white,
/../., lor whne, black
vblte. blue

Ho, black 'ii!!!' In!
luck and t iii beagle

utter

beagle Ditch. BameUltar;
hltcn, Bameiitier,

md

liryie—i nalnii'd bv N. Kl

whelped oou

Win— Millie);

a

laO I'm:,

Hart, tor

white, uUcK and tttn be ig
black and fan baagle bile
and fan
o.-li.
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Uedeman, Brooklyn,

II.

-:p

•

''
'

iil-i'

Uedeman

ft.

''.

I

E.

1).,
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''

for liver

i'-..

'
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and white pointer

lor liver

tac bet gle bitch

by owne

die ,liar-

also Fai/y,tD

!
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......
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and

WaiU— Claimed by Mr. ,T. B. Atwater,
wh nrd August

white, pou.ier !._.

if,,

•

Silver Lake, Pa., tor liver

by champion Bush

ts^i,

out of Mr. H. Hedeman's lmporied dip.
Pete— Claimed by Mr. P. McCiP, Brooklyn, B. 0., tor liver and white
pointer dog, w helped August 16. lssi, by champion Rush out of Mr.
H. Hedeman's Imported Gip.
Jielle- Claimed by Mr. Henry Krey, Brooklyn. E. I)„ for liver and
white pointer bitch, whelp. -I august tsj 1881, by champlou Hush out
of Mr. II. lli-demau s lmnerled Glp.
'Fitly (/on»trl,i Hn'.al-Ma-in Benjamin Hay. Of Hudson, N. Y.,
wishes to change the name oi Ids red Irish setter bitch puppy (Tilly
-Chief) from Daisy tc Tilly.

.,

ie

inter

i

n.i

.-

;

'"

in

.'
i
i

i

I'.'i ;i

'!

Li'll"'; '.vhriis.fi (icr. -,s, is- Ktntr I'.'lciiji' -Lucy \ el-rbl— four each
white, black and tan. None to sell.
belle—H. Elmore's beagle bitch Belle (Darwin—Millie), Bret at Boston and Philadelphia, istu, whelped Oct. -23, by owner s King, liveone male and four females-all white, black aud tan.
CemetU—N. Klrnore's beagle blicli Cosseue (imp. Chanter—Beauty)
whelped Nov. is, by owner King, seven—Sre dogs and two bitches
—all while, black and tan.
Flora -Mr. J. W.Burgess' (Orange, New Jersey), Imported Scotch
collie bitch Flora whelped Nov. 13, six, by J. Lindsay's Imported Rex

d on

sex— all

'.-,

OKEO.

Twilight— Dick Laverack— Mr. H. Bailey Harrison, ot Tllsonbllrgn,
Out.. Canada, on Nov. 19 bred his blue, black ana tan bitch Twilight
(Gladstone—Mersey) to his bme Beltou dog Dick Laverack (ThunderPeeress).
Leiyh Vuave— Chief— Mr. J. H. Roberts, of Philadelphia, Pa., has
bred his red Irish setter bitch Leigh Doanc (BlOho—Rose) to Mr. Max
Wen/el's chief (Berkley — Duck).
Countens-Jtinji'nood—S. Elmoies beaule bitch imported Countess
to owner's Imported Kingwood Kan ter—Beauty),

(Bismarck— Gay less)
Oct. 20.

Fanny-Victor— Martin Esheltnan's bsagle bitch Fanny (Fannylo Geo. Pownall's Victor (Imported Rattler— Imported Bluebell),
Nov. 1.
Nellie—Ayrexhi re Lcdr/iV-Mr. F. A. Hives', Jr. (New Hamburgh, N.
T.) black and tan Scotch col he bit eh Nettle to J. Lindsay's Imported
Ayreshire Laddie, Nov. 14.

Dan)

SAf.KS.

Peny's Pete-KnliM's hitch uihelp— Black, with four ;whlte legs,
English setter dog whelped March, is-ji, by Mr. D. S. Jackson, Worcester, Mass., to Mr. Wm. Tallmau, Prnvldenue, R. L
Doctor—By Mr. W. H. Berde to Mr. Wm. Beltleld, both of Lynn,
Mass., lemon and white pointer dog Doctor (Beede's Jennie— Goodale's Spot).

Connies* Lady—'E. W. Jester, Esq., St. George's Del., has purchased
the handsome pointer hlroii ountess l.aily o; c. Rem, sanderr.on. 1'a.
tSuncho— Mr. Ai.hey, Marteifa, O., has sold to Mr. F. L. Chamberlain,
Cleveland, o the red Irish setter dog aaucho (J. C. Cooper's Joe—
Maggie).
Raee—Rubii Jan.- u h'lp— By Ttlr. Leonard Ryan, Medora, 11L, to Mr.
a red Irish setter dog puppy by Race
D. Baitlett. of GUtoy, Cal
(champion Elcho— Fanny Fern) out of Ruby Jane (Tyke— Dlrck Hat,

,

teralck).

Don Zooler Mo'iic Phmket tchelp— By Mr. Leonard Ryan. Meddra,
III., a red Irish setter bitch puppy oy Don Zooler (champion Rutus
James Moore's Moss) out of Moilie l'luuKet (ch impion Elcho— Bridget
Plunkei).
Don Zooler— ilollie Plunkcl vhelp-'Rv Mr. 11. D. Barlleil to Mr. n. M.
Brlggs, bolh ot GlUoy, Cal., a red Irish setter bitch puppy by Don
Zooler (champion Rufns-Jamea Moore's Moss) out of Mo.tie Plunkcl
(champion Elcho— Bridget I'lunket).
lied Ua-.li— By Mr. Max Wcnzel, of Doboken, N. J., the red Irish
seitet dog Red Dash to Mr. .1. Fmhs. of Brooklyn, I*, v.
tivmtoa— By Mr. Chester U. t.'orbln, of Westford House, to Mr. J.
alone the celebrated black md tan cocker dog Nlrnrod.
A.
Flutc-yuern uhlj^-S. Elmore. Gr.uihv. nun., has sold to
Blanchard, Tynsb"io. Mass., lira while, black and tan ta-.n'e- dog
pups out oi (iticen (Victor— Lucy) bv Klme (Battler—True), whelped
\ng. 27. lssi and io Mr. I). S. Sno.t, Boston, Mass do^ pup of same
-l

Wm

.

first

writing after bis assassination

writing,

the

—his name and

litter

and markings.
- Sold bv Mr. Elmore to Irwin T. Murphy.
conn., beagle bitch pup out of Ilunnie (Ranger—
wlielped Aug. 20, 1--1: also wlilie, black and tan

Flute.— Ilunnie. whelp*
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significant,
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eloquent,

What

to publish.

and truthful than thiB—
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correspondent of the Journal of Commerce, whom
to be Sir. W. C. Prime, the author of " FGo aFishing," has been driving through Vermont. He writes
"It matters little which way y. u drive in Vermont to seek
beautiful scenery.
Every road furnishes it. The question
each morning, which way we snail go, is not a very serious
one.
Ordinarily we ask about the roads in all directions,
but not for the sake of getting information. That is hopeless,
No one now has any knowledge of a road to any place
except the nearest railway station. At the station no one
knows a road more than two or three miles away. This is
not exaggeration. It is simply the result of the abandonment of carriage travel and the universal use of the rail.
Iutereommunication between outlying farms and villages is
nearly at an end. The old social iniercourse and mutual
dependence of the country folk is g me. The fathers aud
mothers knew every family within a circuit of ten or twenty
There are not so many families in the circuit now,
miles.
but they have ceased in this generation to be eveu acquaintances, one with another."
You would not believe, were I to relate, the evidence we
got from day to day of local ignorance of neighborhood ge" What village is this ?" I asked a twelve-year old
ography.
boy as we drove through a bamlet. " The city," he replied.

we presume

:

'•
What city ?" "Don't know." "What town is it in?'
"Don't know." " What State 13 this in?"
"Vermont."
The boy was doubtlesss well instructed at school in geography, but his piaclical life, like that of the community in
1

which he lived, was full of the outer world, the railway
towns and great cities. Home and home surroundings have
lost much of their interest in these days of railroads.
Night
alter night, sitting by the fire in the tavern public room,
with ten or fifteen of the neighbors gathered for the evening
talk, we have inquired about adjoining towns and roads
thither, whether there are inns, whe'her the roads cross
mountains, whether there are streams, pmd>, lakes which
way and whither the water courses run, but all in vain.
And at the same time these men discuss with ample intelligence the Irish land questiou, the position ot the French in
Africa, the last news from Ethiopian explorers, and the polides of the United States. We don't hear any home politics
talked about. All interest seems to he directed toward
Washing' on.
From all this you may infer that a ride through Vermont
and New Hampshire is a journey of discovery. We go by
inquiring almost from mile to mile. A good map, already
marked over and over with ihe lines of our old routes, lies
on the carriage seat. We start like a ship and lay our course
by compass, or rather by the sun, for some place which on
the scale seems to be at a reasonable distance, and ask from
time to time whether we are on the rigbt roaij. Occasionally
we go wrong. It is of no account. We keep on and arrive
somewhere.
;

,

;
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A ',.,- N.' Klmore has sold to colln I'am'eion, HrlckjoSifi
Vietrek
(inih. Pa., two beanie bitch pups out of Victress (Victor— Lucyi by
Flme, wheiped Aug. S3, 1881 also to J. P. Dean, Taunton, Mass.. a
white, black and tan dog pup, same litter.
Brag—XeUyH.uhe.lps—ny Mr. J. oils Fellows, nf Hornellsvlile, N.
Y., one pair cocker spaniel whelps (Brag— Nelly 11
to Mr. Thomas D.
,

)

Adams, Franklin, Pa.
Ward,

of Boston, Mass.. to Mr. T. U.
bilch countess Bess by A. W.
Flti
i-ltampinu Rock— Starlight).
Coin—Flirt whelpt—By Mr. a. a. Ward of Boston, MaBB., to Mr. J.
E. Kveletili, o( de same
Itry. a BetreT
bttcb puppy by Mr. f. B. Fay's
champion Com out of 1'll.a (champion Hock— starllghl) also two of
the same litter to F. B. Fay, ol
By Mr. ii o. Pownall, Christiana, Pa., to Mr. Wm. o. Harrison, of James island, s. c. bis beagle whelp Nickel.
Bettha—Ky Mr. Geo. Pownall, Christiana, Pa., to Mr. Wm. G. narrtson, of James Island, s. (;., me beagle bib h wh-ip iscrilu,
Piute -Cassette whelp—TX. Elmore has sold to F. D, Hallett, Wtnsted,
Conn., white, blatdc and tan bt;agle DlU'h Dure Bell try Flute (Rattler
—True) out of Cassette (Imp. Chanter— Dr. Rcliwlnkels Beauty),

Mr. A.

Glbbes. Columbia,
Got. s Fred out 01

-.

.».

t

l

i

whelped May 7. issi.
jock, Jr.— Polly whelp— 'S. Elmore has sold to Selden church, Barkhamstead, Conn., black and tau setter bitch pup by Jock, Jr., out of
Polly, about 3 months ola.
Gay— Grace whelps— Ii. Elmore, Granny, Conn., has sold to Atwood
Collins, ll o'tford. conn., lemon and white pointer bilch Bird by Gay
(imp. Sfl ipshot— Fanny ll.i out of Grace (lmp.sensatlou-lmp. Juno),
whelped Sept. a,lS81; also to Alfred E. Moore, winsted. Conn., a
liver and white dog pup. same Utter; also to Grove Thomson, WlusUM.I "ioi ,a liver and white dog pup, same Utter; also to Dr. A.
M Pierce, New Bedtord, Mass., a lemon and white bitch pup, same
JlitKh—Gip u-lielps— Mr. II. Uedeman, Brooklyn, K. D., has recently
disposed of three or his champion Rush— lmporied Glp puppies to
Messrs. Mcciil ana Krey, Brooklyn, E. D., and Mr. J. B. Atwater,
Silver Lake, ie,.
The I.atk Dk. Maddux's Doos— Baltimore, Md.. Nov. 21— Editor
Forest and stream : The sale of pointers antl setters belonging to the
lux trn.il; place mi Saturday morning lasL The prices

A large company was present,
re unaccountably low.
but me bidding was very spiritless, owing, doubtless, to the scarcity
oi birds In this section.
The black and tan Gordon setter Champ
brought Onlj lU, Two pointer puppies by sensation sold for ill and
$is respectively one pointer bitch puppy 15
one setter dog pnppj
by Marquis of Lome, f4, aud one setter bitch puppy, J2.50.-c. A. P.
:

.

;

for

Valley, t

7'..jjsy -Claimed bv N. t:i
wk, -ii
0/io»£-Cialmed by N.
wlielped s. pi. !., 18B1, r»> o

old uy Sedgwick's

President's

—

The daily change in a p rsou's height, says the Tiines,
is greater in some persons than it is in others, and while on
the average it is not far from half an inch, there are those
whose height, in twenty-four hours varies more than one inch.
As might be supposed, a man is tallest in the morning, while
the contraction in height is at its extreme at bed-time. The
cause for this difference is very simple
During the night
there is little direct pressure on the joints or vertebi x that
go to make up the spinal column, in consequence of this,
these gradually expand to their limits, raising or extending
the body with' them.
But when the body Sb placed in an upright position a pressure is instantly put upou the vertebras,
under which they begin to contract, and in so doing they let
down the b >dy. The most marked changes are usually
found in those who are compelled by their daily duties to
spend most of their waking hours standing or walking.

—

A. monkey witness, it is reported in an English paper,
is shortly to appear in a murder trial in an Indian Oourt at
traveling sbowmaD, whose living depended on
Sattara.
five monkeyB and a goat, was recently murdered near a village, bis troupe being killed with the exception of one monkey, ivhich ran up a tree, and watched the assassins bury his
master and his companions.
When all was quiet the monkey ran off to the "patel " of the nearest village, and made

A

sitrnB that something was
the monkey, wtich ltd him
where his master was buried, aud the murder was

him understand by screeches and
wrong.

The "patel" followed

to the place

duly discovered. The monkey is now kept for the ideniification of the assassins, apian which recalls the time- honored
history of the dog of Montargis.

—

Insanitt. A Philadelphia music, publisher writes to the
offering us an adv< rtisement. which he
wishes inserttd in ihis journal tor three months. The notice,
He warns io paj
at our usual rates, would cost him §32.1
We are unable
for it by sending us $18 worth of his inusic
but
to accommodate our Philadelphia friend on bis terms
we have filed his letter and if he is ever tried for murder,
as he may be some day, he will lie at perfect liberty to subpoena us. We will produce this letter in court, and by it
convincingly prove to ihe jury that the man is insane.

Forest aud Stream

;

;

beag
(Rait ler— True) out of Bui

Murphy, Canaan

Cbntatey, for December, contains several memorial

another a facsimile of an affecting piece of

his

WHELPS.
Jivnibet 77.— Mr. Wm. Tallman's (Providence, R. I.) Kngllsh setter
bitch lionlbel 11. (Dau— Boulbel) Whelped Oct. 20, seven— one dog and
six bitches— by Grouse Dale.
Uah H.—Mr, 11. 1). Harriett's Leah II. (Leah— Royal Duke) whelped
November];', six- four dotrs ami tworjltches-by U. M. Brlggs' Count
Warwick (Belle— Warwick'!; color, hlack. white and tan.
Lucu— N. Elmore's beagle bitch Lucy (< aosson's Juno— Old Bess)
whelped Oct. is, ten— five pecb sex— all while, black and tan, by
trwner'B l-'iute (Hauler—True),

also A''"-.. lor •

Jam—claimed

The

papers of Garfield, one of them being a simple and touching
account of his illness and death, written by Dr. Bliss; and

the words Slrangulatu.i pro Jltipublica (" Slaughtered for the

inter.

u> n. Kin

by .lute (Katiler-Truc)

.

by Mr.

'''',

''

imported Glp.

a

;

M. BrlggS, of tairov, OaL, tor red Irish seller
bitch pupp. nv n in Ziolei, vMu-s-chanipIo" KUtUS) QUI of Moble
Plunk- uiutdg.-i Plunkec— champion Bicho), whelped July 20, issi.
Foxhall— Claimed by Mr. K. fc. Hyh-e, m Portland, Oregon, for red
seller dog puppy, whelped Jan. »3, ISSl, by Boyd's Hen (champion
Rake— Juno) oui of xownsdale'B Ruby (champion Kufus— Jas. Moore's

by

i

,

<

We

h* -

".:

.'Ii

ran— claimed by Mr.

I

,-

and
i

,_.

i

Pet,

.'
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IMPORTANT PTJfiOHASE OF BEAGLES— Granby, Conn.,
'•';.
Nov. 21. i>yi.— /•.".'
.'iid Stream:
I hare recently purehased of .1. Q Morrison his kennel of English beag is, inclndii
the two-year-old beagle dog Riugwood, which I consider the best
imported beagle I have ever seen. He was imported Nov.. 1880,
from the kennel of J. B. Kenyon, Farnsborongh, Kugland, and is
by Lord De Frcvuu's Hauler out of Earl of Lowe,' Beauty. He is
White, black and tan ticked, 13W,' inches high; ears, spread, 15
inches.
A livelv bitch is M usic. tshe is imported, and is by Sir E.
Honeywood's Uookwood out of Kenyon'e Faithful. She ft white,
black and tan, 11 inches high
ears, spread. 13 inches
weighs
10 lbs., and was very highly commended at New York last spring.
8bo has a bitch pup by Bingwood. Countess, another imported
bitch, is white, black and tan mottled, and is bv Kenvon's Bisjpaarelf out of Gayleea;
she is in whelp to Riugwood." Hoxy, a
two-year-old bitch, by Dodge's Battler out of his True; is also very
fine. The purchase also included some younger stock.
N.Elmohk.
ATLANrA DOG SHOW.— The prospects for this Bhow are very
encouraging and the attendance, especially from the immediate
*
neighbbring Stati
promwea-to he largo. Amplications for prize
lists and entry blanks are daily reo fcvi d from different parts of the
country, and T trust we shall have a good show. You will oblige
the committee I, y landing your influence in securing entries for
the show. The express companies are generously agreed to return the dogs free upon pre-payment of their usual rates to the
BhOW, and have expressed their hope that the show mav be a success.
The exposition here is well worth a visit, and I trust as
ninny sportsmen will attend as possible. Director-General Kimball will in the course of a few days issue a general invitation, and
will probably designate the Bench Show Week, the American
Sportsmen's Week; The entries close on the oth of December.
If any one desirous of entering should not have received a prize
list, all be need do is to send me the full particulars and it will be
duly entered.
Yours respectfully,
Ouas. Lincoln, Supt.
[We undet stand that Capt. Haywood, of Atlanta, Ga., will judge
the non-sporting classes, and that Major Taylor is expected to

r,.

vi(**t— Clauned by Mr. A. J. Ward, of Boston, Mass., for his pure
THCkblue Beiton setter dog' puppy bv Poinlae out of Fairy 11.,
lp-d Juno m, IB81, Purchased ol sir. J. C. Higglna, Delaware

i

•,].
value $45; English decorated dining -i. -.-'i
(eight day) $8; gold lined cake bfl ::.--.
r, 96; Saratoga
trank, 815; napkin rings, $S. I have -ngpi-i-il o. tbe Lowell
dog fanciers that it would be a good time to form a kenn&l association at our corning Bench Show.
John H. Nicnon, PreB. M. P. A.

out of

city, for liver

,i

.:

is

Hoyd'tEen—Tn'r-nxdaWa fi«5» irhelpn—Nr. R. E. Bybee, of Portland,
Oreuou, has lost, by couiresilon of lie lungs a liner brother and sister
oi Foxhall (Boyd's Ben—Townsdale's Ruby)
and Air. F. G. Abell has
also lost another ot the same litter.
;

H. c. PlUard, New York
cocker spaniel bitch puppy n'lieli...

.c

DEATHS.

by navemeyer's Joe

J I —The Ot
outot Mr.

Is

w«— Claimed by Br.

do;

pup to the exhibitor mailing Hie largest number of entries. Chip
A. Andrew contributes a collev pup, to be offered to the best pal
of beagles (dog and bitch). A friend, who does not wish to hav
hie name mentioned, offers a champion breecrj-loadtng ghoi gu
for the best kennel of dogs, to consist of at least four, male o
female, and owned by one person. Our tickets are selling in ac
vauce this year, as we offer seven very nice presents A bHVW aei
vice,

1S81,

it,

(lalnln's Pint'

ll

i''kct

-.

puppy whelped July

setter bitch

i

meeting with guod kuc
Dr. F. C

fine i-pedai- n-.r. r. d.
ailvar medal.-", out- for the

355

•'

i

.-..nun-

e for black setter
ii of
Holly.

if lor

owa

i

(Imp. '.'hanier— riehwinkel's Beauty).
D. P. Bosworth,
gHo—Claimed by

W,

months

PHESENTATI0N8.

.

nnu.it— chLimed ov x. Kiinoie lur white, black

Whelped Nov. 16 by

bitch about 3

lemon and white pointer btteh
mp. Snapshot— Fanny II ) out

Mr. T. P. Carver, Winnipeg, Manitoba, has Imported from Yorkshire, Eng.. the celebrated rox teirler Sambo (K K. c. s. a. S.S28),
winner of many ptlzes. Sambo is a large-sized, exceedingly wellformed animal, aud his services win undoubtedly be In great request
irom breeders of this gatuey Utile dog.

and tan beagle bitch

or—buoy) out

New York cl

of Cosaette

y, lor hlB

red

Through Forest akd Stuham I wish to acknowledge the present of
a line brace of black setter pups, about three months old (by Jock,
Jr., out or Polly), presented to me by Dr. F, Rehwinkel (Chill lcothe,
O),— N. elmobb, Granby, Conn.

—

Florida. The shooting around Sangford is good; quail
more ihan plenty and Ihe town is a good point to nibke excursions in search of deei; and other game. Hotel accomomodations very good and better than the average hotel
North.— C. W. R.
;
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Sev. roil Bchuetzen Corps, under theCapialncvof Mr. (teo. Aerv, Is
of he most successful and flourishing of our German rifle shbov
ing associations, and we congratulate it. on Ita well dewrved sucomJs.
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baked with mushroom catsup
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New York team was 403, and

1

;

INTERNATIONAL GA] LERY .MATCH. -No.

l,i!56

Broadway,

N. Y., Nov. 82— Editor forest uwl Stream : Mr. .lohn lilgby, of Dublin,
Ireland, the famous long range rlileman, has evinced, in correspondence with me, a desire io bring aboul an International Gallery Match
It gave me ureal pleasure lo respond favorably, and Hie prellmlnai u-i
tor the proposed contest were commenced. Mr. lilgby placed the
mailer before the Miniature Utile Club oi Dublin, ami he terms of
the contest, as proposed by that organization were to lue effect that
each team consist of rour gentlemen, who shall use ,22 vi rifles
with 3 lb. trigger, each man to shoot. 25 consecutive shots at the wi
yds. Wlmbletdn Target of IsfiS, reduced proportlonaielv for tie- distance ot 75 feet. The position of the shooter Is expressly stipulated
to be off-hand, with the under, or " barrel arm'' clear from li. bo.lv
I suggested that the condition governing Uieposi i6n simply' require
thai ilu- ride- he held "'oil-band," but the Commit Hv of the Miniature
Kllle Club who have tills matter In charge would not consent to lids.
Although a purely American position, there is not a rifle, organization
in this city or vicinity which can produce a team and reserve of gentlemen who shoot using the stipulated position, and who are qualitled
to shnoi against the expert riflemen whieli the Irish earn would probably be composed of. I therefore propose that a ride club he organized by gentlemen who use the ofi-nand post! ion, holding the under
arm free trOm the body. I would suggest that there be ho initiation
fees nor dues (as no expense would be necessary for the maintenance
of he organization), and that the club inert on Call whenever the
Executive committee should deem a meeting necessary. The object
ot the organization would be to foster and promote the use ot the onlytrue off-band position used 111 rliie shooting. The position is distinctively Amorlcau, and Is the only style of oil-hand shooting brought
lino use by lie hunter or soldier while at, " practical work."
(
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OrnO NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.
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Charleston, III.— We never heard of a paper called the

frfe/i Sptart&itWi.

uam.akii.— The bird which you so well describe
prohably itracvlui ..,.}.,..
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A
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llro.. a iiiui-.il

dealers,
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t'i the one held
urns to beagles; and the ncih.ii we are unable to ilnd
s they received.
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James

Nov. 22, 1SS1.

y, rk,

BOSTON, Nov. 20.—There was a good attendance of riflemen to-day
at Walnut Hill when the regular matches now ou were shot. The

weather conditions were good, except that Mm snow on lie ground
caused a dazzling light, which somewhat bothered the marksmen.
In the handicap match Mr. Kabbeih carried off the honors with a
score of 48, Mr. Grey following with a good 41. In Hie Massachusetts
taiget match Sir. K.ibht-th agalu headed Hie li-t with r.O, Mr. Frye
coming next with ioo, and tor. Archer following with a score of loo
Following are the details In both matches:
Handicap Match— 200 yards.
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ered farsuperlor to either the old or new American models, as lr. seems
thai nearly all Hi" small Hretcan Deal lie newly Imported Yankee.
Among the besi centreboards are the cruising cutter Amazone, ten
ion .1 in. ay i:<.
ru. built isTH by Texier. and ihe racing sloop
lues, ten tons, ati.i ft. by lu.i it. by i.(, ft., considered the fastest centreboard of her size In Europe; ihe Albaim.-.-, sloop, s-ven ion-, on.
by '.'.a f(.. bv !.'< «., by Trxler, ls-n, a racer; Tuniuols-, ten ton sloop,
37.4 ft. by 10.4 it. by 3.t; n., i»si', by Texier
and ttie Condor, four and
one-hall Wilis, sloop, 30.s ft. by s.l ft. by 'i ft., built isso— perhaps the
la-n st ot in? wnoie tleet. Owes her success to her Ingenious owner,
M. Cal'.botte, who had silken sails made on purpos for her at Lyons,
and who by means of that light m. aerial has been enabled to show
an extraordinary amount or canvas. The ouly defect seems to be
the extraordinary exp- use and the great care necessary to preserve
the "canvas."— London Yachting Record.
8AN FRANCISCO YACHT CLUB.—A very successful season was
brought to a close with a dance aud luuch at the clubhouse, Sanoellto, Nov, :>, and a cruise to Yallejo with the guests.
Owing to the
want of wind, only the Annie, Frollo and Aggie got under way for
the cruise. As the winter months, with long calms and tickle airs,
have settled In upon the Pacific coast, most, craft have been laid up
and stripped. Pour new schooners, about 60 ft., are building, and
will be slipped In time for next season. Yachting has become the
leading spurt in San Francisco, and Is gl owing apace every year. In
proportion to population the fleet of the Pacific is more numerous
than that of any port ot the country New York and Boston excepted.
There is Chicago, with half a million Inhabitants, and scarce half a
dozen craft lit to lie termed yachts ; there
Philadelphia and Baltimore with no more, than a score between them, and a dozen lesser
cities where a yacht, has never been seen, one and all as advantageously located for the sport, yet none ot them showing the life and
love for the sea exhibited by the people on the California coast. Dr.
Merrltt, ot the schooner Casco, has recently spent some time in the
East, and, wirh his fondness tor the sea. did not lose the chance to
ipspeet some of the best of our metropolitan yachts. He Is slrongly
l.e:
rul
"
our email i-r.-if! too ruoeli o( lit; liutt'Tl'ly
order. When he first put a lew tons of lead on the Casco's keel the
project, was derided.
Now, experience baa Caught htm that the only
mistake made was In not putting on just twice as much. The Casco
has made a cruise of more than iii,rru miles flown the Mexican coast
and among the South Sen Islands, during which ho schooner behaved
.: no llje'roorj o IILoi
HOI.'
numoer el young ladles v.'llO
had taken passage with the Doctor

1881.

1,

time soils are scrubbed the race or the canvas Is worn down. It la
better to use a soft brush and take time to the work than apply hard
bristles and quickly ruin ihe sails, our own plan Is to have a row of
gunboats, made of canvas with lubber soles, assorted sizes, leady In
the gangway tor the guests on acrulse, who are requested to ship the
nearest tit ann tumnle their 'longshore rr<ight cats down below upon
coming over the side. Blackened shoes can generally be charged
wlih' mote Injury and dirt to sails, paint-work and mouldings than
all other causes combined.
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lomrnodore" and the " Cook" have written
vlng more or less praise to the Klcc Lake
canoes. Allow me to s.iy t hat in Canada lhese canoes are consider d
to bo great ly Inferior to Ihi
ison open canoes* and that at the
Lake George meeting las'
here were twenty-one Ulcc Lakes
among the vlxly e.anoes
•csenL
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" Shadow," and will never
thing else. No higher testimony
lo the superiority ot the Sh
all other canoes could be given.
The Rice Lake canoe lapru
obsolete.
Tub statesman.
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HAPPY BOSTON.
cutters would not become popular In America
uphill are discovering hew poorly hey lodged
Jting community. Lawley ft son, ot South B0Sular out-and-out Madge. 40 it. on load line, 8 ft.
lht. The air is full of new cutters, and we hear
nty such crafts In contemplation for next sealit
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YACHT1NG NEWS.
AMERICAN MODELS IN FRANCE.— Among

the best yachts at
are: Miss Helen, rive

Argenieuil, ni
'Paris, belonging to ihe
V. P.,
tons yawl, by i
y b.4 if oy .V.i It., all lead ballast, built
iy d K.tolle; Etoupl lo, six tons schooner,
1879, belonging
ft. by 3.Si ft., belonging to M
de Salnvine. Besides
i-h bulli keel boats are thetwoEng.

by Le M antrum

i

lish

bum

and Tine/,

tjuttei

os,

the Jersey bul

Sea

There are nunii
leans— vi,., the

lullt

centreboards, besides two Amerflve tous, recently Imported and con<6w York, a Una, or cat boat, Imported
its ago. The Paris boats are now consid-

sidered a i.dlur

by M.

More,

L.

Wraith,

iwc Inez, ten tons, also
thirty-five tons schooner.
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Always the Best.
Keep's Patent Partly-Made Shirts, 6 for $5; easily
Keep's Perfect Fitting Custom Shirts, a for

$9,

o the great help the good cause of honest boats has received
'.he medium ol
Luc /f«ru,'.i".i article, which will do much
toward making the general public familiar with a style of boat
tabooed trom our waters far too long through the narrow-minded
in iui ires of the old school which cannot see beyond Itsown little
front yard gate.
i

'

liu

W. Tompkins and Paul Tuckerman.
The Commodore reported the yacht anchorage scheme a Una iclal

ruecess, as seventeen yachts already aval, themselves of the moorings Inside the club breakwater. The following very able committee
was appointed to consider the measurement question: Dr. H. G.
I'm u il, lohn Hyslop, M. R. Schuyler, A. Cary Smith aud W. E. Iselln.
Notice was also given that, la view ol the rapid incu-ase in cutters,
Section 2 ot Chapter s be stilck-n from the regulations. The section
relers to keeping bowsprits and jib t.icks last.

OS HKOSH YACHT CLUB.— The fourth annual hop Ot the club was
held Thanksgiving Nlgnt. at Turner Hall, and proved a brilliant sucThe arrangements were perfect, and the gathering Included
all the prominent citizens of the neighborhood and their ladles.
After the dancing an elegant supper served to trlng lo a close a very
en toyat de evening, which has resulted In material benefit and moral
support to the yacht cluo. 'the commlti.ee having the anaugements
In charge em com dosed of Commodore G. W. Huraell, Vice Com. G.
F. Stroud, Capt. A. H. Woodworth and Messrs. Frank Heilig, Charles
Emery, W. B. Felker and Adolph Von Kaas.

i

cess.

PRESERVING SAILS.— Several Inquirers are informed that there
Is no royal road to the preservation of sails.
They require careful
attention all the year tound, plenty of airlug, and should never be
furled nor stowe. »,e. hi]-? damp. There Is noi lung wnich will effectually remove mildew, but the cam as may be protected to some extent,
by steeping In the n ell-known mixture of one pound sugar ot lead
dissolved in one gallon of soft water, then al.owing the canvas to
drain and again steeping in a so.ution of one pound of finely powdeied alum dissolved In one gallon ot soft water. For large areas use
more in like proportions. Tents, bags and canvas coats may be
madefai'ly water-proof by the same process. The articles should
not he rinsed, but allowed e drs to expoBl tg to the atmosphere. All
oii'i lied-., oi:
-niis sliei'ji!
o Si-oiusgrsi. 'id e Si jst iniri in
is a light scrubbing with soft brush, fresh water and castlle soap,
theu sprinkling with dilute lime water and drying In the sun. Every
i

i

:.

1

SEAWANHAKA YACHT CLUB.— At the general meeting, held at
Imorilro's Nov. 23, the following members were elected: Leopold
K Brown, K. s. Latrobe, E. F. Post,

Iddiliz. Jr., Win. Hall, Thos
Philip Little, W'm. Whltlock, W.

:,

MIXED.— Our French

who have been tumbling so head-

cousins,

long Into the adoption of American models ot late, now find themselves suddenly brought up with a round turn, since the Madge
took down our va uity a trine our French admirers are decidedly mixed,
and their cherished belief that by copying our light drafts they
were slyly getting the weather gauge ot the British has given away
Ung of doubt, and they are now upon the ragged edge awaiting further developments and .oou.dng themselves with a side showIn sharpies in the meantime
i

i

,

,
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ABBEY & IMBRIE,
"Highest Quality"
on Selected Spanish silk Worm Cut (the Cut and Hooks
make), or Best White Siik Wired Cimp.
Prices given are per dozen. To be had of all first-class dealers in Fishing Tackle. "Wholesale
Depot, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the
dealers keep a full line of ohir goods will not be filled at any price.

Hooks

Finest Spring Steel

finished.

when our provincial prejudice would wear away against a type
much sup -rior to the eratt ot home waters. We therefore

rig
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later than Tuesday cannot be
inserted until the following
week's issue.

Rates promptly furnished
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"l TKHS.-No better evidence of the Increasing popularity ot cut(
ters could be asked than that the New York Herald deems it advisable
to give lis readers a column and one-half on the subject. The article
which appeared In the Herald Taursday last was fairly well written,
and as a •• lesson In cutters, ' what they are and why they are superior
to sloops, deserves a word of praise.
Forest and Stkeam has for
years been aware that cutters were destined to become as popular In
America as they are in Europe, and that it was only a question ol

tied

own

our

to

measure.
Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

FALL UNDERWEAR.
White and Scarier Knit all Wool and Flannel, at
lowest cash prices, viz.
esc, loc, 90c * -so, $1.35 and upwards.

SPROAT, FORGED O'SHAUGHNESSY, CARLISLE, ABEHDEBN AMERICAN TROUT
1.0
lam
IX
Numbers
,

On

single gut
or twisted gut
treble grit, loops or best wired

On

KEEP MANUFACTURING
631, 633, 635, 037

Broadway,

New

gimp

ENOS JAMES &

CO.

.60
.15
.70

.50
.70
.65

On double

CO.'S

AND SNECK KENDALL— ALL SAME

PRICES.

2.0

3.0

4.0

6.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

.75
.95
.80

.90
1.00
.85

i!io
.90

i'.ih

1.25

l'.io

LTS

.95

1. Hi)

1.10

1.25

.63
.66
.75

We now offer a full hue of ENOS JAMES « CO's
Superb Breech-Loaders. What Is the use oi paying
an absurd price for a gun made by some old maker
•when you can get a JAMBS' GUN as good or better
tor half the money? Or what Is the use of buying a
gun hearing either a llctlfiou3 name or no name
at all, when you can get one ot ENOS JAMES £
CO. s guns with their name and guaranty for the

HARD-HITTING GUNS.

York.

THE SNEIDER.
Pat. 1S65
BelB.1880
Pat, ISSO

same

We

price

1

New York

are sole agents at

tor the Colt

Club Gun.

We offer

a small JOB LOT ot the famous Webley
Guns ot all sorts at about halt price.
Also a tew choice Parker guns of latest style at

Address

special rates.

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLK GK1P ACTIONS.
SIZES FROU 4 TO 20.
Muzzle-Loaders Altered
to

Breech-Loaders.

This cut exactly represents JAMES & CO.'S GREAT GUN, called the "
Every Triumph or Trap Gun is choke-bored and targeted.

and

GAME,

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.
Send lor Illustrated Catalogue,

214

J.

W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

&

the

Consignments of

lists,

&

and Manufacturer*,

TANNED

ticle.

Send

INGS,

P. O.

for price

Box

Frank Good).

3i:s,

list.

MARTIN

Si

WILDERNESS.— Second

This story describes the
trip of a party oi Boston gentlemen to the RichardBon-Rangelej' lakes, it treats of "camp life," Indoors
and out, Is amusing. Instructive ana .interesting;
By
SS4 pages, lS uustratlons. Price 25 cents
mail, postpaRL.SO cents. CHARLES A. J. FAHRAR,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
STOCKS, BONDS

AND

SECURITIES,

MINING 8TOCK&
«6

Pine St.

New York.

JBbaukoed

« ANTHoyr,

Boston

Agents.

Water! Water! Water!
Dwellings, Factories

or

Towns

Mass. Cute Jnree
-^"iBin'Full-Leninb COT, In this case,

CPTHEGROVE & MCLKLLAM,

3

CIGARETTES
KINGS
VIUG1NIA
.'UKKl'.H,

tion of

and a small porchoice .PEKIQUK— a mixture not found

in airv

other Cigarette.

By

WILLIAM

LOUNGE,

in this case, 88.

ffljSold evervwher* bv tb» Trade-

VALFABAI80. Ihd.

MILD, FRAGRANT,

HIGH WROUGHT,

Particularly
»

S.

Agreeable.

MUST PUIZE HKD.tls,

KIMBALL &

CO.,
HCCTTESTEB, N. Y.

Peerless Tobacco Works,

HCTCH-

Dover, N. H. 'Successor to

Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.

LIFE IN THE
CAMP
edition now ready.

WARREN ST., NEW YORK.

;

The best thing in the market
for hunting, rlshlng, canoeing,
snow-shoeing, etc. They are
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
n a variety of styles, and
warranted the t^uuin/ ar-

"GIANT-GRIP" ACTION.

photos and directions for meas-

PalciiteeN

solicited.

MOCCASINS.

guns only to the Individual

urement sent on application.
W. TOIiEEY,
J.

game

kinds ot

GOOD'S OIL

orders of gentlemen who cannot content themselves
with a gun taken down from the shelf o[ a gun-store.
Illustrated

all

We accept consignments. Allow market price
day of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday for
all invoices ot previous week.

"PERFECTION" HAMMER-

the

Of

of high-class

FOLSOM,

D.
30

PlttsflJld,

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.

LESS GUN.

PATENTEES
Makers

&

1,114.

Write tor circular to

W. TOLLEY,

PATENTEES of

BOX

Shooting Suits.

Pin-Fire Gnns Altered to Central-Fire.

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

P. O.

HOLABIRD

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND,

POULTRY

H.

TRIUMPH,

supplied with

water by Pipe Wells or Deep Rock Wells.
wells that have gone dry made to produce.

MANHATTAN ARTESIAN WELL CO.,

Dug

M0 Broadway.

AND NERVE FOOD.
BRAIN
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES.
OotnS^&^eZe^

prevent* fleW/lEy and oso"rvousneis. It promotes digestion and strengthens a tailing memory. It
„p, and recuperates after exoesscs. Physicians nave
ir KLrciig. .nuns the brain, gives goad
prescribed sofl.ooo packages.
666 Sixtb Avenue, rv. V. J
663
sale by 'drug? tste or mall, $i.

8umpn

sw

F

BDSBY,

and

f

.

Dbobmbeb

FOREST AND STREAM.

1,1831.]

353
§iwvtenim $ 0aadiL

FOR FIELD, CAMP AND HOME!

1882.

(882.
Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

HOUSE.

SHIPLEY & SON,

A. B.

in an n fac t urers of

Fine Fishing- Tackle

Every Description.

of

COMMERCE

BOS

ST.,

PHILA,

Shipley's Looped ana Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shlpley s Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing. Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and
:

THE WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN.

A full assortment

also tied to pattern.

»BT»*£D TO THE INTERESTS OF SPORTSMEN, ANB THE INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OP A WHOLESOME INTEREST IN
^

OUTDOOE KECKEATION AND STUDY.

common

of

and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our Bethabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at VM
Centennial, Franklin Institute and PemuL State
Fairs.
specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
lor Flsli Rods and Archery Bow a Stronger

A

Qua

bamboo and
Rod mountings

as tough and elastic aa steeL
of all descriptions on band and
Price list of wood and rod mountings
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue ot
free.
Planing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten
centsln stamps.
split

to order.

The eonduc ors of tbe Pobkit and Stbeam point witb much pride and satisfaction to the past and the present of the paper, and
pledge their readers that tbe s .m? high standard of excellence will be maintained in the future. The Foeest and Stream will preserve
ttw-reputation it has earned for being:

I.~ ENTERTAINING

III.—ADAPTED TO

AND INSTRUCTIVE.

Among

The " Sportsman Tourist," " Game B<jg and Gun,"
and " Sea and River FisMng" departments will contain sketches of travel, camp life and adventure; accounts of shooting and angling excursions hints, helps,
and experiences
poetry, stories, humor ; impartially
written reports of all meetings, etc., etc., etc.

THE TASTES OF

and Stream

are Business

Clergymen,

Army and Navy

Pioneers,

Trappers,

Tourists,

Civil

Foeebt

Men, Lawyers, Physicians,

CHAMPAGNES!

Naturalists,

Officers,

College

Prospectors,

KRUC & GO'S

ALL.

the hundreds of correspondents of the

STANDARD AHD DRY.

Professors,

;

Engineers,

Editors

Artists,

of

other

;

young men who have not yet struck out for
themselves, and old men who have retired in short,
members of every trade, profession, and occupation.
papers

" Natural History" will be so conducted as to stimu-

who

Institution,

is

known

so well

as the

first

Farmers and Fanners' Boys constitute a large class of
our readers. They will find the Fokest and Stream
ever dispos?.d to reconcile the seemingly conflicting but

authority
;

;

it

will

Its attitude

U

S.

Fish Commission at

for profit or pleasure.

criticise

to the

"Kennel"

will be filled

with matter of interest and practical worth to sportsmen
fanciers.
"Rifle and Trap Shooting" will
furnish reports of all important events in the shooting
'
Yachting and Canoeing "will remain in charge of
world.
a specialist, its editor being a graduate of the U. S.

Naval Academy

at Annapolis, and a practical naval
thoroughly informed in every branch of his
profession.
Due attention will be given to canoeing,

architect,

B.—HIGH IN TONE.

it is

its

tion."

State, Territory

many

Primarily intended

also a paper for the family centre-

list

of those

who

write for

for,

and

strive to

foreign countries beyond, are represented in our

and

at.

NovlT,4t

nel, Lancaster, Pa.

Sa/«

tor

Currituck Shooting.
FOR SALE, an

undivided ball-Interest to about
a, more or less (the one- halt owned by a
price $500. Or will lea se by the year lor $80.
can sub-lease to those shooting lor market
and make monev. Apply at this office or to owner,

club)

S.

;

H. W.,

3 E.

45th St., city.

F°j
SALE. —A beautifully located country resiFORdence.
Price,
Pure air; fine vtewB;
S7,ooo.

Apply

to T. C.

B

.

this

office?.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP, near Gennancown,flna

ituber), 2sets
sstnul
ISO acre farm (u he.
stone buildings excellent sprin? water. ADAMS
& BAKER, T07 Walnut St., Philadelphia. Decl.St
i

I

.

;

SALE, a new Colt breech-loader, li!-bore,'8
FOR
lb3.,30-tn. barrels, rebnmdin/lojks. iilitolgrlp,
patent tore-end, all the latest improvements; a very
strong made and vtrv superior shoo:- ;•; co3t$55;
CH-LOADEK, Verplank'a
Deel,lt
Point, New York.
i

The very wide

subscribers.

geographical distribution of the friends and correspondents of the Forest and Stream is a sufficient guarantee

family, old and young,

entire

ask

is, and will be, American, in the
and best meaning of that term. Every
and Province on the Continent, with

of contributors

Howard

a few hundred live quail. Apply to
WANTED
FRANK bevan, Manager of conestoga Ken-

plenty of fruit.
Nov24,tl

The paper

broadest, highest

contents will be redolent of the

and one which the

its

;

read with pleasure and profit. The best guarantee of
its thoroughly high character is afforded by a reference
list

its

win, the continued support of readers in every part of
the country. It never has been narrow in spirit nor
has it ever held itself up as the organ of any one " sec-

Foeest and Stream is exceptionally
high.
It is edited for men of healthy minds in healthy
Its reading and advertising columns will be
bodies.
Its pages will sparkle like the mountain stream
clean.
of the

exhilarating fragrance of the forest.

have no room in

will

VI.—BROAD IN SYMPATHY.
The Foeest and Stbeam will

as its growing importance demands.

5

§xi\hd.

everything inimical

columns for personalities and bickerings. Its editors
have neither taste nor time for "mud throwing." They
do not share the opinion, held by some other journals,
that blackguardisms and indecencies are essential characteristics of a sportsman's paper.
Readers who want
that sort of thing must look for it somewhere else than
in the Forest and Stream.
Verbum sap.

'

BOUGHTON,

and manliest sportsman-

important questions within

The Forest and Stream

and dog

for gentlemen,

E. C.

V.— COURTEOUS.

The columns devoted

in the sunlight, and

all

well understood. For the benefit of advertisers
and readers alike, it will also, as in the past, expose
and denounce all dangerous irauds. Advertisements of
doubtful character will not be admitted to its columns on
any terms.

This department will prove indispensable to every
farmer and couutry gentleman who can own a fish pond

The tone

on

field is

from
Washington

will receive frequent contributions

the officers of the

to a

be perfectly free to

to the interests of the highest

" Fisheultwre," edited by a practical and well-known
fishculturisl,

table,

Skunk, Red Fox, Raccoon, &o.

list.

ship.

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 and IS St. Louis St., New Orleans.

/ V.— INDEPENDENT.
The position of influence now occupied by the Foeest
and Stream imposes upon the paper responsibilities
which it has no wish to shirk. The organ of no clique,

;

ROCHEREATJ &

A.

of respectable sportsmen and

reasonable land-owners.

;

PP

interests

really identical

Dr.
on ornithology and flshcultute
Elliott Coucs, U. S. A.., and Prof. J. A. Allen, of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology, the distinguished
writers on birds and mammals
Professors Jordan and
Gill, eminent -in icthyology
Dr. Yarrow, the authority
on reptiles
Prof Marsh, of Yale College, the writer on
fossils,
and Prof. Eaton, tbe botanist. Hundreds of
other names, scarcely less well-known, might be added
to the

The Sportsman's Wine!!

;

;

and research. Among its
contributors may be mentioned Prof. Spencer F. Baird,
of Washington, D. C, the Secretary of the Smithsonian

late observation, investigation

in the country

^

and excellence of its contents.
and figuratively is it true that

of the variety

Literally

it.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM.

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs
A BANE TO PLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.
Its editors

aim

among sportsmen.

to

make

the

Sketches of

a medium for tbe interchange of information, entertainment and amusement
excursions, shooting and angling trip*, original observations in natural history, and other like con.

Foeest and Steeam
field

Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us reports of their transactions.
teibutions are respectfully solicited.
given place in our columns.
at opinion upon any subject within the scope of the paper are invited and will be

We beg to suggest to
tastes

and sympathies are

the friends of the Forest
in

accord with

its spirit

and Stream

and aims.

that they bring the paper and

Expressions

merits to the attention of others
Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application.
its

whose

Per year, $4

;

$2

for sis months.

Address FOREST

Remit by

post-office

MAY
money

BEGIN AT

tei>

powders, with

ma

roll

11.

Qcn and Fouest asd

ANY

Conroy &

Bissett,

65 Fultoi street, N. r.

HENRY

C.
l

SQUIRES,

Conlandt

street,

n. t.

TIME.

order, draft or registered letter.

AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up In boxes containing
directions for use.

Both the above are recommended by Eon axd
Stkeam.

BOUND VOLUMES.
issues of the

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Price SO cents by mail, Postpaid.

Price 30 cents per box by

Foeest and Stream form two volumes each year, of twenty-six numbers, or 500 pages each. Seventeen such
volumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders (price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers. Each volume
when completed may be returned to us for binding, the cost per volume being $1.50. At this slight additional expense each reader may
preserve an unique library of substantial and permanent value.

The weekly

POWDER Is guaranteed to kill fleas on
THIS
dogs or any other animals or money returned.
put up In patent boxes with sliding pepperbox top, w hlch greatly facilitates Its use. Simple
and efficacious.
It Is

Give name, town, county and

,39 Park Row, N.

Y. City.

State.

—See Ktnrusl Adverti*ement* next page.

-

;

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

360
ghc gmnel,

Dr Gordons tables, RN.
Author

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

Dec. 14,

The Pennsylvania

and

1.5

Respectfully invite attention to the

ANn

SALE— Brood bitch Nellie Keen, $15 Nellie
FOR
Day, Imported, $25 Jennie, $15. 'these bitches Atlanta
are nicely broken and guaranteed, must sell to

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

Routes to Florida

Preferred

Gives addresses of prin-

afforded by their lines ror reaching most ot

tM

In

the

TROUTING PARKS and.--RACE COURSES
-see

:

PEDIGREE

which does

make room

PATERSON VARIETY PET KENNEL.—I

VON CULIN PATENT 8 PIE E COLLAR AND BOOK.
By
e.

i'"' sal..

vi in crrniv.
Box 88, Delaware.

A: c.
P. O.

'.',

L

choicest stock, and of

mall, for $3.

-l,i.

.I'M

i

.-

Black Spaniels-

K

WATER

SPANIELS.— Two

'!.,'.'

bob

m., imported, Muck;

straDane,

'

for sale cheap.

finely bred;

:i

pups, four months
"

'
.

tint,

,

-.

-

.-.

-.

PIERCE,

20

FOR

1.1'U, Hornclisvllle,

N. V.
NOVS,tl

I

Dec! It
For Sale— Having too many
dogs, I oaer tor sale one fleld and. one house.,..,, ion, Pred ex.
Flora. These dogs were
Mi:!
choice selections from utters raised by myself.
Are sold for no fault., and oiler a rare opportunity
to obtain an extra Hue strain at a bargain. For
particulars address L. G. BILLINGS, Annapolis,
Decl.it
Md.

CHOICE GORDONS

RIVERSIDE
Clarcmonl, N.

Box

II.,

i.

i

33.

Champion Bragg and Champion Feather, Oracle

''7:/

few hounds; well broken
HOUNDS. -For sale ora rabbit.
Address HARRY

SeptM.tf

for delivery.

to ran either fox

HOWARD,

Decl.lt

Montclalr, N. J.

SALE, a very tine beagle bitch, well broken
FOR
on rabbits
ndcoons. Price, taken
if

Is

at once, $10. F. L.
Baltimore, Md.

BALLY (Sam-D-nlly) stud tee, $'25.
ROCKET (Rally- Rosy) sl.tld rco, $10.
COLIN CAMERON, Brlekervllle, Pa.
;

;

BROOKS,

W. Baltimore St,

340

Decl.lt

DOG FOR
KENT,
CHAS.
A GOOD RABBIT

SALE,

price $10.

RENNET., Locust Valley, Long Island,
on sale young dogs and Ditches of

the pures' atr.-lns, combining the blood ot Toledo
Kennel ciuh, now wuiaru's, Grouse, Munn's Duke,
Rupert, Stoddan's Duke, eic,
•ii'.ni Kennel's
Mr. Malcolm'.-, Malcolm, Oil. Moo's Kcloe, Mr. Willard's Dream II. Were nil bred at these l-.erihels..
Address lei; don k EN N EL CLUB, Brevoort P. O.,
OetlB.tt
Brooklvn, New York.

F.

SALE CHEAP, two setter dog pups
FORnative
uncommonly strong
stock

good
and
health v natural retrievers, and not a bit gun-shy
whelped June 10, lSsi $30 for the pair. Address
;

stolen
__ _

.1

i

i

O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies for sale, by champion
Rory O'Mere out

DER, Albany,

Augll.tt

For very superior pointer pups, b<*
POINTERS.
• nSe ration out of Livingston's Ross
(gg New York, ISS0, and dam of Baronet), or for

;

stud services of Baronet,

HENRY

,

native,

Decl,2t

this office.

SALE, a number of weU bred and well
IpORbroken
pointers and setters, also dog3 boarded
tnd broken,

iranteed.

RICHMOND,

B.

Lakevllle, Mass.

Address H.

with

address,

W. LIVINGSTON,

183

st.a.m; s
St., N. Y.

W. 42d

sept22,ti

City.

SPANIEL KENNELS.-For
OULEOUT COCKER
of all ages and colors, fires,
Cockers

bitches

and puppies, address with stump,

Id

U'.'TWALKKK,

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

Sept22,tf

buy a pure dark red Irish bitch, 5
monllis old, having one cross of Elcho and
twoofPlunket Address, E. J BOBBINS, Wetherswill

July

21- tf

RED IP.TSH SETTERS and Cocker Spaniels
FORoftue
most fashionable blood address CHAS.
DENISON,

KENNEL,

1

and reliable;

Address,

7

LOCK BOX

SPORTSMEN

in

dogs, 2 bitches;

to,

want

Rome, Ga.

all

;

fast

young.

Box

"4-39

1

VAUG11AN,

N. H.

Si6.

of good, reliable, buslne&s,

l

"(i-55

pm.

Mont-vac

Xew

Orleans.

Atlantic ('nasi Line,

Train 40.

Leaves New York "4-30 a m. PhilaBaltimore *MB 4 in, AiTlvesat
Wilmington "11-25 p m.
Richmond *2-55 p m.
Savannah "12-30 n'n. JackCharleston 's-Oii a m
Pullman Sleepers Milford, Va.
sonville +S-40 p m.

Also to

CAPE MAY.
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, :."."
".
d for SALT WATER SPORT AF PER VVK
1.

,

1

.

AND PEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Aass.
FRANK THOMSON, Gent Manager.

Chesapeake

&

Ohio

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vto.
e
''me Rldgo Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
anbrler and New Rivers.
,'.''..'

Bay

Line.

Philadelphia 15^15
Leaves New York t3-40 p rn.
Arrives at Portsmouth
Baltimore ts-45 p m
t9-uoam. Weldou M-511 pm. Raleigh t7-35 p m.
Charleston *s-oo a m. SaWilmington "9-15 p m
vannah "12-30 n'n. Jacksonville. t-"-io p in. Columbia *li-ou a m. Augusta *9-:jo am. Savannah "3-45

pm.

.

Sara
Sleeping Cars
:

..

.

,

01

"I

I

weldon

to Charleston.
• Dallv.
Pally, Sort'Lii s excepted.
For reservation 01 Lien lis, sections, and tor tickets,
time tables, and for all information, apply at 305
Washington street, Boston. 229 Broadway,
York. S3S Chestnut, street, Philadelphia. Corner
of Calvert and West Baltimore streets, Baltimore.

a

r, bear, wild turkeys, wild dmeft,
grouse, quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout,
bass, pike, pickerel, etc.
Guns, Ashing tackle and one dog for each sportsman carried free.

The Route

,

1

R'y.

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

delphia *7-06 a in.

Train 4K. Leaves New York "9-00 p m. W.
PhUadelphla*i2-30am. Baltimore "4-35 a m Arrives
Wilmington *9-f5 pm.
at Richmond 'ii-:wam.
Savannah 2-30 n'n. JackCharleston "S-00 a m
sonvlUe ts-40 p m. Columbia *o-oo a m. Augusta
•9-30 a m. Macon "0-45 p m.
Savannah "3-45 p m.
Jacksonville via Aus-usta >-ir,a m. Pullman Sleeping Cars New York to Charleston.

1.

Agent.

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
Mountains to the White Sulphur

of the Virginia,

Springs ana other famous

summer

resorts.

a ft by rail at Huntingdon,
Tin 3
Va., from the West, Northwest and Southwest;
at CharlottesvlUe, Va., from the North and East,
from
the South.
Va.,
Richmond,
and at
The completion of the peninsular Extension In
the summer of is.il affords
,1

1.

W.

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THH

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, va., and Huntington, W. Va., between tUe
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean.

W. FULLER,

BT.
O. P. &. T. A., Richmond, v»>

New

511 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington,
Ticket omces East,

A

POPE,

OLD DOMINION LINE.
some ot the

and leading

ri>HK STEAMERS

1

Gen'l Passenger Agent.

THE

FISHING

LINE."

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana

of tips Line reach
En,.. wuterlowl&nd upland shoot* .:>ect.lcns
i.ontrv Cormcraa. aja'e. ffiji't-L.i. oteague,
...
j
....
points eas (he a'ea.as'ila , city
and
.a,'
1

point James River, Currituck, Florida ai-i th«
(.unity of Virginia, Tennessee, etc
Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Bate
urday. Lewes, Pell., Monday and Thursday .
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwio*
street, New York.
,

11

,

R. R.

Bromfield

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE

House, Boston.

Trout, <;ra)liiis A Black Haws Fisheries,

STOKEHENGE ON THE DOG.

pro-

Sept22,tf

Macon

Mobile "4-50 am. New Orleans '10-02 am. Pullman
CarsNeto York to Atlaniu via Richmond and Atlanta

Nov24,«

Held dogs, roken on all game, retrieve from
land or water (pointers red Irish or English setter
dog or bllch), address CHAS F, KENT, Mom.tcelio,
N. Y. Come and see these dogs at work on game.

a.

P. o.

42.

pm.

Train 48. Leaves New York "9-00 p in. Philadelphia 12-so a m. Baltimore 4-35 a m. Arrives at
Richmond * 1-30 a m. Lynchburg -2-25 p m. Danp m. Charlotte '12-30 n't. Atlanta "12-20

n'n.

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting and StUI
Hunting.

,

JTtOR SALE.— Nine well-trained foxhounds

prietor, Mlddleboro, Mass.
Sporting dogs
number or broken dogs
broken and handled, ;ii;.o
Dogs and puppies boarded ou rrasnuulno
tor sale-

teims.

I

,:l,

SepUS.tt

Hartford, Ct

Novli.tf

NEMASKETT

Sirwhl/,

•c.rr.pf.

direct via York River
tuu
iineeting there

and Fishina:

Ponnsvlvanla and New Jersey. EXCB"KSK>N
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company la
a;-'?;
all SO .1,,: a)
KA3 B RKt aVA.BEDFORD, CRESSON, RAESTON, MINNEQUA, and
other weU-known centres for
'n

-I

o
SiI L

without

also reach the best localities lor

Gunning:

.

Norah Q'More, Mage
Address W. N. OALLEN-

of

Full pedlerees.
N. Y.

PearL

•

Leaves New York L3-40 p m. PhilaBaltimore 18-SO p m. Arrives at
a m. Danville '7 a m.
Charlotte
Atlanta "12-00 n'L Macon "6-30 a m.
Montgomery "7-55 a m. New Orleans "10-02 p m, 54
Pullman Cars New York
hours from New York.
to Washington, Wa-idneaon to charlotte and Augusta. Arrives ai Columbia "0-00 pm, and Augusta
10-15 p m. savannah '3-45 p m. JacksonvlBe *s-i5

Train

Lynchburg

;

;

from New York
9pOv Pun Club Grounds, Bergen Point, about
Nov. 1, black and tan setter flog Fred; medium
'
down
ft am tni.
Size; one ulndleg a Irl le alio
hip:' only perceptible w Leu tlnd or sMt.-ilng still.
The above reward paid for his el urn or for any information by which Lis reoovoiy is enforced. J.
NovlT,3t
BRYAR, 02 William Street, N..Y.

REWARD.—Lost

K(\

,

to Charleston.

'?

Montlcello, N. Y.
Deci.it

.

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

48.

.

i

Cfe

m

p

h

cl

>

.,:-.',

:,....

S'

<

delphia 15-15 p m.

to

Cameron Kennel.
Beagle Hounds bred for bench and Held purposes.

GORDON

I

with Trains 50 and

ville *5-35

(Snip ex-Yulette) stock for sale-

Pups ready

Atlanta -lasi.'i a ra. There makes same
connections as No. 4S below.
Pullman cars Richmond to Atlanta, and Atlanta to New Orleans.
Train 12. Leaves New York ts-;ta a m. Philadelphia tn-45 am. p.aioni e
10pm, Richmond
* 0-00
p m. Danville 7-2C. a m. There connects with
No 42 below. Pullman Cars from Richmond to

"1-00

COCKER SPANIEL KENNEL,

p m. Charlotte

*; 53

"12-58 nt.

LineforWett

part ot a litter of dog
pups: liver and white; price $lo. Apply to
J. T. MOONEV, R'i Lowell St., Boston, Mass

,

HORNELLSPAMKL

Richmond and Danviiie Line50. Leaves New York *4-30 am. Philain.
Arrives
Baltimore 9-45 am.

Train

Richmond *2-55 p m. Danville

frtym Baltimore at 4-00

SALE.—Pointers,

:

failure or Injury.

delphia '7-05 a

Decl,lt

:

avoid the fflfB.
apnent, while the exceloultlesan
lent cars which run over the smooth steel tracks
S,

I

1, 1SS1.

1

.

C. T.

Tiffany Plaee, Brooklyn.

-

t

THE LINES OP

:

N.J.

d Loudon, Out.
Portadown, Kilmarnock, Pi-d'asl.
Stud Tee, f 15.
Special, Brad lord. Pa
BENEDICT, Imported, tjl.uk Orst and special,
New Tort, I8S1, oi 1: time Bhown. fSQ
Puppies by above also by Brag, or! and special,
New York, iss; for sale. Price dom Jin upward.

.

!.:::

.

STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED

have

lov terriei.s us the
ges and weights, ouar.'.,-,--!.
|.j
Srraialn St., Paterson,
Dec!,3t

o:

.

PROM ALL EMPOR
i

si.

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT NOVEMBER

t

all a
yn-.,

l-.l'.

GEO. n. WICKS,

pale.

City, Del.

,J

-

Exposition,

October 5 to December

orders booked for puppies

for puppies,

by Lady Beacnnsneld (Leicesier-orphlna), lit whelp
to He ugh. Send stamp. Address C. BjUFJT, Sonderton, Pa.
Dec i, it

•uarantees satls-

first

Cotton

;

PKINTllVO AMI* COMPILING,
CHEAPER THAN CAB BE DOS BBY AK"S OTHER

R. R. Co,

16.

Enlrles close Dec. 6.
Apply to CHARLES A.
ANDREWS. West Boxlord, Mass., for catalogue,
and entry blank.
Novio,4t.

"PLAIN HTJSTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."

188t»

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

hum K

BE

wili.

JACKSOY HALL,

exports champion ana other psdlgree dogs ot any
treed. Send for
Price 19 cents, post tree.
cipal English breeders.

SOUTHERN

THE FIRST BENCH SHOW FOR DOGS

of the

1,

Zjiirfs ntul §e.f;ortsfor ^porfsmctt,

ASSOCIATED

Mass^Bench Show.

Lowell,

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

§otels and pontes for ^j/ertsmen

fennel.

rite

[Dkotmbeb

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

Price S3 30.
For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

The waters of the

Grand Traverse Region
well-bred

sei r

Sportsman s $Qotln.

>

•

W., Box 2,1150, New Yc
worthless cms said to be L
the field, and a fair price ii

1.

famous AaMERlCAN

lion,

L

'

TATHAM'

f

Ohio.

the best

Novioytt

and plenty

of care

Can give

Leal,
A.
551.

address HORACE
Conn., P. O. Box

m

ol

references.

Norwallc,
Nov24,4t

PORTRAITS

of Eastern Field Trial Winners,
_ printed on fine tinted paper, will be sentposV
iald for 25 cents each, or the five for $1. FOREST
paldl__

p—

AND STREAM

PUB.

1.

BASS, r iKK, PICKEREL and MUSCALONGE, also abound in large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportstiles of his skill to his
man can real

Soft or Chillei

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

'lent, and will
hotel accommoua Bonsai e
be largely increased in time (or the sea.on of 1881
and additions.

No. of peUets to

OZ., 338

845

412
495

.

During the season

mall, so cents.
Plain, Mass.

82

FARRAR,

Janiilcu

WU

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION
LOW
and

RATES,
L BE SOLD AT
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

TICKETS

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Pishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home"
on this route. For Tourists-' Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book ot 180 pages sent tree. Time Cards,
ilders arid further Information, address

EACLE HOTEL,

CS8

TIB

BEEKMAN

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

vast, roeloi,

postpaid, By

:

OTMBERS^^SAHDWt

for the f
Lately correclc

a fids

,

Affections.

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
BYbayman.
Has always on hand the best ol
boats, batteries, etc., with the lai jest rig of trained
wild a-ess decoys on the coast. The best ground
In 111. vicinity of New York for bay snipe shooting
:i
Special attention given by himself
varieties.
to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address
11)1. sr. lane. Good Ground, L, L Refers by per-

mission to J. R. Shepherd, 891 Broadway,
Duteher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

D. B.

NYE,

VAN SLTCK'S LANDING, CURRITUCK
Sportsmen furnished with board,
ducks.

andwnfc

skiffs

CO.,N.

and

O.

stool
i

Duck, Goose, Partridge and Snipe Shooting.
Ammunition always on hand.
Steamer Cygnet leaves Norfolk every Monday
and Thursday at 6;S0 a. a. for Van Slyck's Landing.
'

panlon

i'rii-e

The

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautliuL The ah- is pure, dry aud bracing. The
climate Is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

(Altitude, 2,250 feet.)

TATHAM&BRO'S,
edged to be the
Neatly bound I

Wild Fowl Shooting.

friends or "club' at home, as ice for packing fish
can be had at nearly all points.

The

Trap Shot!

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

BLACK

Hay Fever and Asthma

CO.,

or fine setter puna, i mos. old, 3
Hob. Bred lor business. Pedigree
includes Rodman s Dash, Benin's imported Nellie
and Dr. Ateri's Laveraeks. Price JC each, as I wish
to selL E. L. MILES, Sag Uaibor, L. I., N. V.
Nov24,2t

Nov.

wltl-

exercise. Terms
For price, etc.,

SAUNDERS, South

found onlyln

is

The TROUT season begins May l and ends Sept 1.
The GRAY'LING Season opens June 1 and ends

1

Selected Standard

KENNELS;— Sena your dogs to the
ELMElmGROVE
Grove Kennels to board. They will get
easy,

grayling

sal era

cv

small, long-eared, keen, thoroughbred, handsc
!..-Lo.iinl-,
oi
a.
an :,,i;
cad oses a rn
IS months old. Have also fine Scotch and Lull terriers and ferrets.
Address W. H. TOUT), Vermilr..-

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of flah
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the

Qt

r

3r)t)

+,-.

LU

clh .)

5>

L

/v per day at home. Samples worth
\J j.5 free. AfldreSB STINSON a CO.,

Portland, Maine.

ASIlEVILLli,
L. L. 11

ASSELL,

-

WESTERN
-

N. C.

PROPRIETOR.

open iho year round. Rooms wlih open tireSome few stoves. Finest scenery in the

places.

U.S. Average winter temperature, 37.7 deg.
better climate In the world. Send tor circular.

No

the North Maine WilMOOSEHEAD LAKH andThe
only complete and
derness Illustrated.
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and
Kennehec,
Penobscot, St,
ut
the
water's
the head
and
the numerous
rivers,
Aroostook
John's aud
S60 pages,
lat.es and ponds connected with them.
Tinted
paper, IIlarge
map.
:;e illustrations and
lumLoated covers, price, by malt, post-paid, 60
Plain,
FAK'r
AK,
Jamaica
CHARLES A. J.
cents.
Mat-F-.

LDbombkk

8, 1881.
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DOG CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

"SPBAJTS PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Snows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Fibrlne " Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Jardln d'Accllmatatlon, Paris, etc They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award for Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, ists Kennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 18T8 Westmlnflterkennel Club, New Tors, Gold
lold Medal; Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., etc
;

;

.

;

;

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE
OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and
Every Cake

STAMPED.

see that

i

a

Is

Fmched In Case*

of 119

pounds eacb*

FRANCIS

LUZE &

O. de

South William Street,
WESTERN AGENTS— B. KITTKEGE A

BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

£yort$men's

Miscellaneous

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.

CO.,
NEW YORK.

CO.,

Swam

AS!) 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

COMPRISING

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Etc., Etc.

WSalmoD. Bass and

SPORTING OUTFITS
RUBBER
ESTABLISHED

Taxidermy In all its branches.
Dog Biscuit.
Repairing of

Color Coats,

AND COMPLETE

Spratt's Patent

all kinds.

Fisblng Pants.

Send for Catalog u

1S3S.]

e.

TO ANCLERS:
JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
Fishing Rod
Castle Conmcll,

& Tackle Makers
.1

,

No

All mtormatlon respecting fisheries on the
In this locality, as also catalogues of our
ereenheart rods and general assortment 01 tackle,

M

Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
for Sportsmen Angling, soc.; Shooting,
soc.; Common Objects of the Seashore, soc.;
Cage and singing Birds, 50c; Dogs, TBc;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, SOC, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c.; Native Song Birds...
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
Cage and Singing Birds
Camps In the Carlbbees, by Fred Ober.
Canoeing in Kanuckla
Canoe Traveling, Powell
......
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Bishop's

Books

:

TB
S 88
SO
2 50
1 2f
8

M

3a
3 SO

ters. 8 vo., 2 vols.

be had on application.

C. H.
This leyer

OLLER S

a

Is

EUTEBROUK,

solid piece of steel

;

27

Dock

goes through and through the hotly.

4 08

Gun, Rod and Saddle
tor Riflemen
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher

Sq., Boston, Mass.

CREEDMOOR PARLOR

COD-LIVER

1 28
J 00
1
1 09

„„

;

Shannon

M

.„ LOO

Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
Balrd's Birds of North America
Becnsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds

Book of Birds. 4 vols.
IS 00
Dog Breaking by Holablrd
„ at
Ply Fishing in Maine Lakes
1 21
Frank Forester's Field Sports
«80
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
* 28
Prank Forester's Fishing with Hook* Line. pa.
00
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. 2 28
Prank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

agents.

to

...fLM
Adlrondacks, Camp Life in, Murravs.
Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps In, Northrop, l.»
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace'&^jith edition., s 08
'!•
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's
. .
Amateur Trapper— paper, 60c. bds
18
...
8-88
American Angler's Book, Norrls
American Bird Fancier.
30
4 rnerican Wild Fowl Shootlig, J. W. Long. .... 8.00
Angling, a Book on, Francis
„- T.S8
Archer, Modern.
28
Archery, witchery of, Maurice Thompson
LSO
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam
30.0f
Art of Swimming
30
Athletic Sports for Boys— boards, TBc; cloth.... L00

Cassell's

near 1 inorW k Ireland.

Reels and Lines to match balance or rods.

Pub. Co.

;

Back, White or Tan

Light,

Trout Files, Made to Order.
Also"K!ider's" Celebrated Center Enamel Split
and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.

«

Books Sent

of the Following

Receipt of Price by Forest and

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,
BLAJNKETS,

Fishing Tackle, Eods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,

Trade Generally*

Any

&

Rubber Fishing Outfits,
H. E. Cor Second and Walnut

<

CO., Cincinnati, O.

BROADWAY

425

JOHN KR1DER,

To bo had in smaller quantities
Grocers and tho Sporting Goods

<$oods.

HODGMAN

(ESTABLISHED 1S36).
First Premium at World's Pair at New York, and
centennial Exhibition.

BTAMPBS,

X.

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

1 00

Hand Book

Guns made

SO
1 80
1 So
_ 1 00
Hunting and Hunters or all Natuns, Frost..... 1 80
Life of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
oo
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher
88
Minot's Land arid Game Birds
S 00
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard.
2 88
lrl«
is
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener .... I 80

to order.

n

RIFLE.

OH

FOE
General
Debility, ^
Sorofulo,

It loads at the breech with small percussion cartridge ; will shoot 500 leet
force. There Is scarcely any report and no smell froat tnls
making It very appropriate for parlor use, picnics and fairs; full length, 3T
Inches; weight ahout 5 10s. handsomely polished stock and blued barrel; price tS; Cartridges, 60c. per
box of 850; per thousand. $8.25. In
target
ri
nui
zongi
rlnglnj
$2.50, or rifle target and 1,000 cartridges, all boxed complete. $10.
Send for catalogue of Skates,

with accuracy and

Rheumatism

rifle,

or Consamptio;
le superior to

any in Ac*

licacy of taste

and

;

'

i

smell,

medicinal virtues and purity.

Novelties

and

Sporting- Goods.

• London, European and New

R.

York physicians ptonounqett the
purest and best. Bold by Druggists,
,

WJ.ScMeffi)llHtCo.(^Si iSjawTl»g

/T

njuiijyjiiiliuutiUjyji

BROWN'S PATENT
GUN CLEANER.

SIMPSON,

96 Fulton Street, N. Y.

Box

Valuable Broks for Sportsmen,
THE NEW EDITION OF BATTY'S

HOW

Price, post-paid, £1.50.

3 307.

COMPANION BOOK.

BATIT'S PRACTICAL TAXIDERMY and
HOME DECORATION,

"SHORE BIRDS."
A REPKINT OF PAPERS ON THE SUBJECT WHICH HAVE APPEARED IN THE "FOREST

together with General Information for Sportsmen.
-rations. Adopted generally by Universities, Colleges and Museums.
Price, postpaid, *LS0.

AND STREAM."

Halloik's Sportsman's Gazetteer.

HA CXTS AXD HA BITS.
RANGE AXD MIGRATIOXS.
A MORXIXG WITBOUT THE BIRDS.

I.

II.

III.

TO HUNT AND TRAP,

together with Chapters upon Outfits, Guns, e*o.
Very elegantly Illustrated, with new engravings.

TV.
V.
VI.

Price, post-paid, $2.

XOMKXCLATUR.E.

The Dogs of Great Britain, America and

LOCALITIES.

Other Couutries.

BLIXDS AXD DECOYS.

Their Breeding, Training,

Sent

<

i

receipt of price, 15 cents,

by

etc.

Price, post-pitfd, $2.

tlie

FOREST AND &TREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Long's American Wild Fowl Shooting.
Fully describes all wild Fowl their Haunts, HaMta
and best Modes of Decoying and Shooting them.
;

publications.

J^J-iscelkneouf

VINCENT

BISSIC,

Practical Cunsmith
9

CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

New and Second-Hand Guns, Pistols, etc., constantly on baud. Repairing ot every description
•lone In the best manner and warranted. Guns
bored to shoot close and hard. Pistol grips fltted
to stocks. Pin nres altered to central Are.
SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

KKAPP & VAN N0STRAND,

POULTRY

GAME,

and

Consignments of

kinds of

all

game

solicited.

We

Allow market price
every Tuesday for

accept consignments.

day

JOSEPH GILLOTTS
STEEL PENS

of arrival, and send checks
all Invoices of previous week.

FLIRTATION CAMP, or
Rod and Gun in California.
;

It if le,

WO RLD
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXP0SITI0N-IB78.

Solo By ALL DEALERSThroucmoutThe

BY THEODORE
Tor Bale at this

CAMP

LIFE IN

8.

ROCHESTER,

MAKE HENS
<

LAY.

fiiiyt} that timstuf the Horse
(mo aro worthless tuish. Ho
Hon l'--w !era am absolutely
Nothmg on earth will
tbte.

I'UMnhtion Powders. Dose.
txxL tjoIUu^-ryivhere, orsent
up*. L S, JOUXSOX fc 00.,

N. T.

Publishers of

Is

seldom so much valuable material

Is

Offered at so low a price," says the Gardeners'
Monthly. "It Is full of Interesting and valuable
matter," says J. J. Thomas, editor of Country Gentleman. "It Is del ug a good work; I predict success," says President Marshall P. Wilder. "It is

the only journal in America worthy ot the name,"
says J. T. Lovett •' It will fill a gap I wish It
success," says Charles Downing.

M4

pages, .s llustratlons. Price S5 "cents.
By
mall, postpald.,30 cents. CHARLES A. J. EARRAR,

Price, 25 CcntH

SAMPLE

Per Vear.

COP!' FREE.

rural books and books for sportsmen

New

l'ork,

THE
C
U
v IMM
8.1

AND HOW TO USE IT TO KILL EVERY
FAIR WIHG SHOT. By Gwynne Price,

Vice-President Sportsmen's Club, St
LoulB, Mo. who defeated Bogardus. Trap
Plunge-trap and Class Shooting Exshooting.
American Field says: " /( pmsemstm genuposed.
ine merit." 'Kennel & Field' says; " Every man
that uses a gun should have it."
Mailed tor 260..
or currency, by
PKICE, St

\1
**

'

,

'

'

GWY3NE

Louis, MO.

EA8TWAKD

HO! or, Adventures at Hangeier
Lakes. A capital story of sport and adventure
the wilds of Maine. Interesting alike to old ana
Has r celvedthe highest commendaOona
from the metropolitan press. Han isomely bound
,n

rating.

and contains 376 pages, . lilustraaont
3ent oy mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, ilso
A. J. PAHRAR, Jamaica Plain, Maaa.

in oloth,

APPLEION'S

CHAKLEs

Handbook of WinterResorts
For Tourists and Invalids. With maps and IllusNew edition. Revised for season ot 1881-

trations.

Just ready,
li'ino, paper.
Price fit) cents.
Kent post-paid on receipt of price.
D. APFLETON A CO., Publishers,
Nos. l, 3 and 5 Bond Street;, New York.
'88.

a week In your own town. Terms and $5
. outfit free. Address H. HALLETT & CO.,
Portland, Maine,

11

;

THE WILDEKNES8.-Second

Jamaica Plain, Mass.

a

ok

JTTJDD CO.,

»51 Broadway,

I I

"It

trip of

rtiiysi.tKit, Sh.'ri.hiii-H

ORANCJE

Orchard, Carden & Nursery.

Price $1.50.

edition now ready. This story describes the
a parryot Boston gentlemen to the Richardson-Rangeley lakes. It treats of "camp life," indoors
and out, is amusing, Instructive ana -Interesting;

40 pages, loo t-ngraviDgs. mailed post-paid free
receipt of two 3-cent stamps.

Illustrated Quarterly Journal, devoted to the

VAN DYKE.

office.

t%

Our Elegant Sportsmen's Companion

Green's Fruit Grower,
An

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.

traveling in this cuui
andOiiitte Powilrrw t*

Price, post-paid,

nf\
3 I B
fi

"

IB

YOUR NAME&robaKs
Nbw

otylM. oy best

.

«•

'i

"''

Clromot.lMndJKapa, Ha(.5r&**w.;i(c.-O«,t*0*.lls>»
Agent'aC<nnpli)t»Saiup:»8o<ik,-.>3s.

idverliinnt/

44dMe»

and H

<

i

VE$ge Cants,

Ijuwes'i

GWt mo<rf>

orn^s rxi de-awrs

8tfiV«KSaaGa»BtaS2,Hc«Morit£

:
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^mmtttiitiatf, J§tc.

j$isnlUt[eon$ Jldvevtisemetits.

ORANGE SPORTING

The Parker Gun.

jgmtqtwiturq, j§tt.

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder.'*

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In polnS
ol strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canisters ot one pound mly.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos. l (fine) to 6 (coarse). In l lb. canisters ana
flni- grain, iv.iiek and clean, for tip6ii lb. kegs.
land prairie snooting. Well adapted to shot-guns.

A

Hazard's "Tlnck Shooting:."
to 5 (coarse). In l and o lb. canisters
o "-4 and P2y lb. keg.Burns uluwhi and very
clean, shoot. eg remarkably close and' with great
lor field, forest or water shooting it
ranks any other brand and it is equally serviceable
lor muzzle or breech-loaders.

Nos.

Creedmoor.
8emd postal card tor ILLUSTRATED PAMPDX/iT,
bowleg SIZES of GRAINS 01POWDER. Furnished

TREE.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition
i

(

Co.,

York.

a

:

I

PARKER BROS

Sporting

Rifle,

Meriden, Conn.

,

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

IX USE!

DCPONT'S GlINVOWBER MILLS, established in 1802,
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insect in

abode is said to die
Riley says that all the Orthoptera (grasshoppers, crickets,
etc.) which came under his observation which contained a
Gordius, nine in all, were females.
Prof. Leidy, in speaking of the variable Gordius, says; "I
observed one nine inches in length by two-fifths of a line in
thickness, commence laying eggs and continue the process
very slowly and gradually during two weeks. They were
extended in a delicate cylindrical cord, resembling a thread

At first it broke off, as extruded, in pieces
about a foot in length, but toward the end of the process the
cord appeared to be less tenacious, and broke off in pieces a
few

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

inches,

and even a few

lines in length.

the aggregate measured ninety-one inches
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pieces in

as to be
In a transverse section of the cord I counted
about seventy eggs, and in the length of one-fortieth of an
inch twenty-six eggs, which, by calculation, gives 6,634,800
as the whole number of eggs in the cord.
The eggs, when
isolated, assume an oval shape, and measure about the l-750th
of an inch long by the l-l,000lh of an inch broad.
The development of the young from the egg is readily observed from
day to day, and it takes about a month before the process is

polyhedral.

*

completed.

*

*

In

about four weeks the Gordius
reaches maturity, and escapes from the egg totally different
in appearance from the parent."

Undoubtedly many of the young perish and fail to find a
" host," but an animal which lays over six million eggs does
not seem liable to become extinct soon. The eggs which
laid by our specimen have failed to hatch, and now,
they are covered with a fungoid growth, re1,
sembling that which comes upon a dead fish egg. According
to Dr. Meissner, the young Gordii enter their hosts at the

were

near Dec.

joints of their legs

City.

The

the thickness of
The eggs are very

;

was about one-tenth of a line.
minute, and in the cord were compressed together so
the cord

l

they are ex-

which they take up their
without increasing its species and Prof.

and the

prolific,

of sewing-cotton.

Hdhtino and Canoeing :—
aent
Association

ceedingly

;

Worm

:

*l!&rp Distribution

^ar

insects, for

;

367

•ttTLE

by its small size. Trout culnumbers of them knotted together on the screens
ponds at the close of summer.
No doubt these

turists find

;

;

ii

This is the worm which is believed by many to come from
a horse's or other hair, but in reality is a parasite of grasshoppers, crickets and water beetles. This worm is quite
plentiful but escapes observation

;

;

'ho

Bute)

brought us a hair-snake, (rordius aquatimis, which he
found in a New Jersey brook. The animal was placed in a
jar of water on our desk and began laying its eggs on the
19th, finishing on the 24th. The " snake" was seven inches in
length and the knot which its eggs were tied in would if
straightened out appear like a fine thread four or five yards
in length.

Enemies of Game Birds Death of the Tame Partridge
sh and Frog Showers Suggestions about Acclimatation 867
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and abdomens and become encysted

in

the muscular system instead of being intestinal parasites.

They have

also been found in the muscular portions of fishes,
where they have probably obtained entrance through the
some insect by the fish.
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destruction of

8.
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.

The Michigan Nos-Expobt Law, which, provides

that

shipped out of the State, is said to be a
letter.
It is reported that the law is systematically
aded by parties who take the venison to small towns near
tison

line

shall not bo

and carry

e re-ship

it.

one

lirable

e a like

;

it

thence in wagons out of the State, and

The law, if it cart only be enforced, is an
we hope to see it carried out. There ought

provision against exporting gauie from this couq-

Europe.

to

i'ortrmen have always been legitimale

for the pun-

Joe Miller (England, 1684-1738,) had bis crack at

s.

n

game

"A gentleman who had been a-shootirig brought home

:

and hiving an Irish servant, he asked
lithe had shot that little bird? 'Yes,' he told him.

mall bird with him,

rah,

by

b t'ie
.

my

iu the fail.'

'he

faith,'

powder aud

Attention of Sportsmen

nor pains

*
it was not
thing would have

the Irishman,

to

is

just

now

We

largely directed

have spared no espresent to our readers accurate and in-

e field trials of
i

replied

shot, for this little

"

sporting doge.

gible reports of these meetings.

THE ANGLER

THElowNorthern

IN

WINTER.

whose business and whose purse alit, practically knows no winter.
He goes b'outh.
The Southern angler keeps it up all winter, in fact that is his
best season, for the combined effect of heat and insects renders his summer fishing a most questionable enjoyment.
With these two classes our present article has naught to do.
We write of the angler of the North whose lakes and streams
are frozen aud who, for various reasons, cannot spend two or
three months in Florida.
What can he do? Many of the
angler,

through the ice for the ever-hungry pike.
are built and the angler, well swathed in
woolens, keeps liis blood in brisk circulation by running
from one hole to another to take out the fish which has notified him of its readiness to be so taken by hoisting the flag
attached to the "toggle" at the upper end of the line; or he
goes to see that the hole has not frozen over and that the line
will run free.
If the ice be free from snow he does this on
skates and, although many affect to despise it as " handhardier sort

fish

Holes are cut,

fires

with no chance to play a fish," it is a good and
a hardy sport, and we have enjoyed it many a time and oft,
from Minnesota to New York. The cold ah' is exhilarating,
line fishing

congress, at Washington.

in the office of the Librarian of

HAIR-SNAKES AND THEIR EGGS.
TN the middle of September last Mr. F. W. H. Hahn
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[he

1

1881.
and the appetite

is

After a week of such fishing,
a man returns " like a giant

enormous.

w eather,

in ordinary fair winter

T

refreshed with wine."

This and smelt angling near the sea coast are about

all

that

the Northern angler gets, unless he takes the lake trout in

much

same manner but the lake trout is not often found
in the smaller lakes and is usually taken by professionals, in
winter. The black bass in the North hibernates and so do
most Northern anglers.
Winter is the time that the tackle
is overhauled, rods varnished, reels repaired and lines tested.
The tackle maker receives orders for new rods, made to a
specified length and weight, not to exceed a hair's breadth in
the former nor a feather's avoirdupois in the latter, and the
old lines are examined foot by foot for flaws that might lose
the largest fish of the coming season.
Flies are inspected
and laid away in camphor or, better yet, in tightly corked
bottles, to keep the moths away.
The gut is looked at with
a critical eye, and the frayed parts cut out or rubbed smooth
the

;

with India rubber.

What

anticipations of glorious sport, the care of fine tackle

What memories

of past achievements its contemplation conjures up
The cleaning and oiling of the smoothrunning reel is a pleasure. Its sharp click recalls the struggle
with a two-pound trout in the pool under the roots of the old
sycamore or the silent whirl of the multiplier suggests the
fierce fight with the great bass, which was the envy of the
local fishermen and the talk of the town for days after, and
which was finally recorded in the pages of Fokebt and

brings

!

!

;

The Northern

angler in bis hibernation has these enjoy-

He now looks back over theprinted

ments, and others besides.
record of angling in
referred to,

all

parts of the country in the pages above

which he only had time

to hurriedly scan in

He

reads the angling books which he has bought
during the summer, especially to be read during these long

summer.

for your enthusiastic angler loves fishing
books next to fishing, and always has a corner in his library
where a goodly collection of them is to be found. With his
slippers on, before a cheerful fire, pipe in mouth, the hibernating angler of the .North takes in a world of quiet pleasure
and learning from his books and his Fobest akd Stkkam
pleasures which those who can fish all the year rounu know

winter evenings

;

—

little of.

—

Stupidity, A Boston correspondent sends
some thirteen aceidenU with
and our friend suggests that few people are aware
of the numerous exhibitions of carelessness in the handling

The Cost of

us a newspaper slip recounting

fire-arms

;

of firearms, or the result of the injuries resulting therefrom.

The

cases mentioned in the newspaper cutting lncludb tit

bursting of guns, the shooting of companions in the

field,

and fatal accidents caused by pulling the guns out of boats
and over fences, with muzzles pointed toward the unfortunate victims. As we have pointed out before, these casualties are in almost every instance due simply to the sheerest
stupidity and criminal carelessness of the handlers of guns.
Every fall the diligent exchange editors of our esteemed
daily contemporaries collect a long string of such accidents
under the heading of "Sportsmen's Perils." This fall and
winter will prove more than usually productive of such items,
owing to the flooding of the country with cheap guns, which
find their way into the hands of men and boys who an
as fit to handle guns as a two-year-old baby is to play with

We may always

a can of nitro-glycerine.
will

kill

themselves by their

manage

own

expect that Lien

stupidity wi>.h guns, just

run over by
blown up
by kerosene fire-kindling or contrive to fall off from
and down into wells; or are kicked by mules, cm have
their hands taken off by buzz-saws an
bines.
When the millennium comes, and the lion lies dowu with the
lamb, perhaps the shot-gun and the didh't-know-it-wliBloaded idiot can lie down in safety together, too; and both
get up again. But it must be remembered, as we have
said before, that the number of persons who are injured by
gunning accidents compared with the whole number
as they

to be

railroad trains,

;

pices,

;

1

sons

who

use firearms

is

exceedingly small.

accidents which do not result
less

from sheer

The

list

carelessness

of these

u

important.

The Best Holiday Gift
scription to this journal.

for a gentleman

is

a year's sub-

n

;

,
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THEODATUS GARLICK.

ist

the Forest

of Theodatus Garlick, physician, surgeon, artscientist, is

and Stream.

most readers of

familiar one to

a.

It affords

us

much

pleasure to pre-

sent this week a portrait of the Doctor.
It has been engraved from an am.broty.pe, taken when he was fifty-one
years of age, and allows him as he appeared when at the busBefore adverting to Dr.
iest period of a well-occupied life.
Garlick's work in fishculture, the following brief mention of
will
be
welcomed.
life
his
Tbeodatus Garlick was born March 30, 1805, in MiddleHis father was Daniel
bury, Addison County, Vermont.
Garlick, a

who married Sabra Starkweather Kirby,
Abraham Kirby, of Litchfield, Connecticut, and
Hon. Ephraim Kirby, who in 1804 was appoint-

farmer,

daughter of
sister of the

ed by President Jefferson United States Judge for the Territorial District of Louisiana.

In 1810. young Garlick, then but a mere boy, eleven years
home for the West, trudging on foot and carryAt Elk Creek, now Girard, in Erie County,

undertake

His deep affection for Professor Kirtlaud enabled him to persevere in it until its completion. Dr Garlick made the first daguerreotype picture (a landscape) taken
in the United States, and himself constructed the instrument
and apparatus to take it in December, 1839 besides making
in 1840 the first daguerreotype likeness ever taken anywhere
without requiring the rays of the sun to fall directly upon
the sitter's face

two years, and then weut on to
Cleveland, Ohio, where he had a brother who was by trade a
Here he spent some years and became prostone-cutter.
ficient in the art of carving and lettering on stone, afterward
going back to his Vermont home to finish his education,
whicb had been irregularly received at the common
schools and under private tutors. In 1823 he again
returned to Ohio, accompanied by his father and
tarried

— in other words, in the shade.

many

valuable pathological models, which represented rare
forms of disease. -These models were duplicated, and arc to
be found in the medical colleges of Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Buffalo, Charleston, Toronto and elsewhere.
They are considered to be superior to the works of the celebrated Auzoux
of Paris.

THE

1-IONEER IN

It is as the pioneer in

name

much

In 1839, when

no way scant

AMERICAN FISHOITLTURE.
American fishculture that Dr. Gar-

money.

way of

to enter into the

push

breeding of

breed

fish

have the most enduring fame. Attracted by
the reports of the experiments of Gehen and Remy in France,
he at once recognized the practicability of artificially increas-

start that it did not acquire until fifteen years Inter.

ing some of our more valuable species

tions that he has been spared to see

lick's

will

;

and, being an angler,

naturally selected the brook trout to begin with.

Associ

Although he saw in the artificial breeding
and important industry he had no conception
it

I

.'

superior branch of the

art, plastic

formed numerous and most
this

class,

surgery.

useful

nj

fffif.

of

interested in the culture of carp, of

pond and hopes

tied suc-

valuable im-

of operation for harelip,

and for

ano; introduced new splints and dressings for fractures, and applied the principle of anatomical models to
animals and parts of animals, and especially to fishes.
Dr. Garlick had early developed a taste for art, and posfistula in

He

began his work in this
while in college, and subsequently made most creditable adWhile at the Maryditions to this branch of American art.
land Medical University he produced bas-reliefs in wax of
five of the professors of the college, which were pronounced

much

excellent

talent,

for sculpture.

likenesses.

The

statuettes in basso-relievo of

and Henry Clay, both of whom
gave him sittings, Were soon after completed. A life-size
bust of Judge George Tod, of Ohio, was another of his productions, admired for accuracy and artistic meritHis last work of art is probably his masterpiece, and has
a peculiar interest because of the circumstances under
General

Jackson

a life-size bust of Professor J.
disease of the
Kirtland at the age of sixty, made in 1874.
inspinal nerves of more than ten years duration, and which

whicb

it.

was

coj Deleted.

He was*
kindle

It is

A

capacitated him from standing without the aid of crutches,
kept him closely confined to a lounge, and in a recumbent
positiorj, and while suffering acute pain, he modelled this ad-

ti

its specific

large mouth, a

its

as

has to give way
priority and be passed into the realms
ating himself in this enterprise with Prof. H. A. Aekley, Dr.

Garlick started for the Saut Sle. Marie to obtain adult fish
month of August, 1853, while Prof.

for this purpose, in the

by making a dam
Aekley prepared a pond
below a spring on his farm, which was some two miles from
Cleveland. The first attempt at transporting fish from the
Saut Ste. Marie, nearly 500 miles, was a failure; but three
for their reception

subsequent attempts resulted in placing 150 trout in the
pond. In September he made atrip to Port Stanley, Canada,
and brought more. It was supposed that the journey would

with their spawning the same year, but in this the
experimenters were agreeably mistaken. On the 30th of November the fish had so far progressed in nest making as to be
ready to occupjr the beds scooped in the gravel and on the
following day the Doctor caught and stripped the first pair
All
of fishes so treated on the continent of North America.
the details of development, which are now so familiar to fishWere the little
cult mists, were then veiled and unknown.
eggs impregnated ? Would they hatch?

interfere

:

It

was

forty- eight days, or not until Jan. 9, 1854,

when

at

embryo

trout before the

three different meetings, and sh

structure of the

embryo

wed

same Academy

the changes in the

at different ages.

In 1857 he published a book entitled "Fish Culture,"
for years the standard authority on the subject
a second edition, revised and enlarged, appeared last year,

which was

it

that

it is

to the law

M

,

in health Dr. Garlick stood six feet two iactaUi

his bare feet, and weighed 325 pounds.
His magnificent
physique and even, genial temperament enabled him to perform an unusual amount of work requiring endurance anil

patience.

The

of his life given

brief outline

record of a busy, well-spent career, well rounded

achievements in different spheres of work; it is tbe
of a remarkable man.
Dr. Garlick has been married three times. Hi

sketch

second wives were sisters and daughters of
Flower, his medical preceptor. He had two child
second wife, one son, Dr. Wilmot H. Garlick, and om
daughter. In 1846 he married Mary M. Cbltteodeu, Tul
third wife, by whom he had one daughter.

:

I

We

are indebted

Alfred

to the courtesy of Prof.

Mayer, of Stevens' Institute, for the data respecting
relative velocities of a rifle bullet and of sou
subject

was brought up by the reported

attending a target marker's death, it being asserted
marker heard the sound of the rifle when fired, and

stepped out and was killed by the
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the

eitcumstancc*
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the

Doctor placed one of the eggs under the microscope and saw
Thirteen days later a fish
an unmistakable embryo.
emerged from the egg, and the triumph was complete.
On the 14th of February Dr. Garlick described these experiments and their success in a paper read before the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Cleveland, O., which was
published in its proceedings, and from which the above
In December, 1850, he exhibited microfacts are taken.
scopic views of the

When

<

name being his own am
name so appropriate

loma,
of

at tlierage of fUty-one.

unfortunate that

;

sessed

v.

increase.

mouthed black bass of Ohio wales

THEODATUS GARLICK.
From an ambrotype taken

lithotomy with unusual skill and success, iu one case fracturing first and then extracting a stone which measured
three and a half by four and a half inches in shape like a
cocoanut. He successfully removed the half of the under

methods

them

.<.

Kirtland was
only preceptor in natural history, and was his in
limate friend and associate for mem
In 1857 the Doctor described the largeyears.

successful case of plastic surgery on record, and placed its
value in money at $10,(100. He performed the operation of

in the

see

sciences. Professor J. P.

The whole side of the face was restored and
the deformity removed by the perfect fitting of flaps which
were cut up to supply the lost parts. Professor Johu Delemater declared that thero was not a more difficult or a more

provements

to

diligent student of natural history and otbei

per-

and twice

a

Iiii

&

parts.

He made some

fiskeull

file.

During the past j ears of phys
which Dr. Garlick has been prostrated.
been clear; and now in his se\eaty-t.i:
watches the Forest and Stream for iu„
ments in fishculture. He has teen an
contributor to iis columns and has lately been mud

nearly all of one side of her face and two-thirds of
the upper and lower lips by " sloughing " of the

artery.

,

«ii

a

a glorious record with which to close

skillful operations of

twice, disarticulating in each case,

'.,

I

n<

Truly

spect for the pioneer in American

both in the Cleveland and Medical Col-

cessfully the carotid

has

that the cod and the Spanish mackera

One of the most important of
lege and elsewhere.
these was in the case of a young lady who had lost

jaw

e

California

He

creased by artificial means.

mo;t

He

firmly

that the sea-fishes also have been pr

Natural Sciences.
As a surgeon Dr. Garlick soon look high rank
among the profession in that city, and of Ihe country.

West

until the trout of

perfectly acclimated there.

formed a partnership with Professor Horace A.
Aekley. Here he was elected a member of the

tint

i

I

his fame as a skillful surgeon growing all this while,
and then removed to Cleveland, Ohio, where he

in

m

fish «

LI

spent eighteen years here,

He probably had no superior

of
of

assume,

partment in the internal economy of neaily ov^r?
State in the Union by the appointmei
Commissioners with State and National appife]
priations more or less ample for the
of food fishes.
He has watched Ihe inti
of fish egss with foreign countries ami
raent of ova to the antipodes.
He
salmon restored to the Connecticut River; e,
successfully planted and grown on the
where they were unknown, until fresh shad
novelty in the markets of San Francis
the East,

Academy

it

pass from the stage of scientific experiment to an
pursuit, and from that to become an imports

he graduated at the

Censors of the Cleveland

,,,

;

seen the fishes of the

of

as

;

work in both

For many months thereafter lie bad the
close social and professional relations
with Professor N. R. Smith, who at that date occupied the chair of Surgery in tire Mary land UniverDeclining flattering inducements to remain in
sity.
Baltimore, Dr. Garlick returned to Ohio and settled
in what became the city of Youngstown, where he
engaged in the practice of medicine and surgery;
and [.mowing bis tnsies and talents he made of the

Board

no

v. :.

it.

his neighbors;

that of

benefit of

He

fell

and proved it his own satisfaction,
he had published the
scientific and popular
papers) am
matter rested. Had he been a poor man his nati
siasm, added to his native energy, which in
showed his great powers of pushing things to the
limits, would, even in that early day, have e,
interest in the culture of fish which would haveto

1834.

a specialty.

his time
m\

fish as a business vec

He had demonstrated the fact that

it.

of medical mho
University of Maryland, in the city of Baltimore, in

latter

rs

spending

Unfortunately for trout culture the Doc

after attending full courses

clinical lectures,

I
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Indeed they were

in his State.

experiments, and as a harmless

age of 24, he entered the
Glezen as a medical student,
afterward continuing these studies under the direction of Dr. Elijah Flower, then a prominent physician and surgeon at Brookfield. After some years

and

dii

circle of

as a curious recreation of a gentlemen addicted

W.

of assiduous study,

of 8

fishculture

at that time

own

attention outside of his

at the

Dr. Ezra

Forest and Stream

Farmer and

nor did his experiments and successes striRp the
pnbtio"
having any practical bearing upon the every-day conco
life in the way of increasing the food supply,
whi

family.

office of

in

Dr. Garlick's early experiments in
lished in the Ohio

sesssed of an ample income and therefore

This talent as a sculptor was applied in a most useful way
the construction of anatomical models.
He also made-

to

old, left his

lie

it.

;

ing a knapsack.
Pennsylvania,

and was reviewed

relievo

TEE FATHER OF AMERICAN FISHOULTURB.

THE name
and

The bust was modelled partly from an altowhich he produced in 1850, and partly from sittings
by the Professor. It was most truly a labor of love. No
pecuniary recompense would have induced Dr. Garlick to

mirable bust.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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Captain knew the hermit would not show himself, trusting
to the dogs to keep intruders away, so he was compelled to
li'illoo io

IN

THE "MASH."

LEAVES t'ROM

A.

LOO-BOOK

make

his identity

known.

Instantly the glimmer
of the light re-appeared, and in a moment the door of the
cabin was opened and the bronzed face and grizzled leeks of
the old man were illuminated by the lantern he held aloft in

—

lit.

his

CAYUGA LAKE gives

a straight course for the canoeist
On both skies, for nearly Lis
wnole
and wauled hills, with numerous
cascades and tumbling streams dividing them by ravines
and gorges of a hundred or more feet in depth. The only
winds experienced are either due north or south, and are
seldom fierce enough to endanger the voyager in the most
diminutive craft. The hunter can bag a reasonable number
of ruffed grouse or quail on its shores in season
ducks are
quite plentiful, and fly-fishing fur black bass or trolling for
thirty-eight miles.
length, are high cliffs

01

;

lake-trout is excellent.
At the foot of the lake, where its waters are emptied into
Seueca River, begin the Montezuma Marshes, extending along
the river for ten miles, and varying in width irom one-hall
mile to two or three miles. Myriads of wild-fowl made
these marshes their spring and fall resting-place a few years
ago, and blftck and summer ducks found it a safe breedingground; but railroads and cdy sportsmen, sink boxes and
batteries, and the native, whose wa'tr-spaniels are trained to
catch the youug ducks before they are able to fly, have so
decimated tha numbers of birds that a whole day's work now
will scarcely bring a score of ducks to bag.
The inhabitants of the marshes are a peculiar class of
people— illiterate, poor, shiftless and lazy and are as isolated
from the rest of the world as if dwelling on an island afar out
in the ocean. Their employments consists in "fykiug"fish
in summer, and shooting ducks and cutting " flag" iu fall,
with perhaps the cultivation of a small garden to supply them
with enough 'taters and " turnicks" to last through the
winter.
Pew of them possess horses, the greater part of
their going and comiug being done by water; but on this
element they are at home, and none can surpass them in the
pursuits they are accustomed to.
It was nearly dark on the cool, October night when the
canoe Gypsy, with Captain aud Judy aboard, crossed the
bay from Cayuga village to Mud Lock, and entered the sluggish current of the Seneca.
The thirty odd miles that hail
been traversed from Busny Point had been accomplished
without fatigue, a friendly south wind having borne the
little boat along at a good rate; but now the sad had to be
lowered and siowed, and the feet and back braced for a
steady paddle for two or three hours. There is a sort of
free-and-easy delight in traveling thus along, nut knowing
where fate will call a halt for the night's rest, a delight only
experienced by two of the human kind the canoeist and the
tramp. The former has rather the better lot of the two, for
he has a comfortable shelter to rest in, no matter where darkness overtakes him, while the tramp must needs make the best
of it as he can, now in a barn, next under a haystack, or,
perhaps, beneath the blue vault of heaven, with no shelter
but the lee-side of a stump fence.
While the Captain is moralizing aB above, the sun has withdrawn its large, red disk below the horizon, and the noisy
cackle of the mud-hens betokens with an infallible certainly
the speedy approach of darkness.
Boon, the outlines of the
grassy shores become blurred and indistinct, and the siars
and the new moon show brightly against the dark blue of the
nocturnal sky. There are rnauy cuts and channels through
the morass, divieling it in every direction, but the Captain
has hunted the marsh through many times and knows the
channel wT ell, so, whistling a gay tune in time wiih the paddle's stroke, he threads the winding passages, turning here to
avoid a shoal and there to escape the three poles of a fisherman's fyke as he skims along. .No trees break the monotony
of ihe dim vista, only here and there a tall stake— driven into the mud to indicate the whereabouts of some "fish-car"—
rises grim and ghost-like, nodding its head with the surge of
the current.
By and by the roar of falling water and a steersman's
long-drawn ''Go-o o-on, Johnny," tell the Captain that he is
nearing the Aqueduct, where the Erie Canal is taken across
the river by a massive structure of stone masonry. The
river flows beneath this structure through a number of arches,
passable for a skiff except at high water, but unpleasant on
account of the continual leakage and overflow from the canal
above. For a moment the Captain pauses to don his Waterproof coat and button the apron around the well, and then
strikes out boldly for the most easterly arch, where there is
less overflow than at any of, the others.
The water gurgles
and whirls as it dashes through the passage, which looms up
black and uncanny ahead. The Captain hesitates to trust
himself in the inky gulf; but it is too late now, and with
one stroke of the paddle to direct the canoe aright, he bows
his head and shoots into the dismal cavern.
The paddle is
of no use here, and he can only direct the canoe by pushing
with his hands on the slimy wall above.
sheet of falling
water seems as if it would burst, through the light deck of the
boat, and indeed nearly takes the Captain's breath with its
force, but after what seems an age, but is really only a
minute, the canoe dashes through on the other side, and the
Aqneduct is passed.
a dim light, like a will-o'-the-wisp, is seen to glimmer
faintly ahead, right in the centre of the marsh, and toward
If his surmise be true, this
this the Captain makes his way.
light comes from the shanty boat of old John, the Hermit of
the Marsh, who lives alone the year around in his old ark,
fishing, hunting, trapping and battling with the mosquitoes
and the " fever-'n'-ager." To all mankind this old recluse is

—

—

A

Now

a surly, uncommuuicative soul, allowing no one to set footwithin his strange domicile, and his tw« dogs are effective
but Ihe Captain knows him
aids in keeping intruders at bay
better than does the rest of the world, and recognizes under his
rough and repelling exterior the instincts of a true lover and
worshiper of nature, and a heart as noble and kind as ever
throbbed in human breast. There must have been a bond of
union felt, between this old hermit and theyouug Captain, in that
each loved the solitudeof nature Ihe one partaking of it in his
canoe, paddling whither he would through lake aud stream,
the other floating here and there in his awkward craft, back
and forth through the great, bleak marsh. At any rate, the
Captain's was the only foot known to have crossed the old
man's threshold, and even to him ihe hermit was rarely communicative, aud never demonsirative. Perhaps he had some
secret romance in his strange choice of life, but the Captain
never invaded the sanctity of his inner self, aud his secret,
if secret he had, died with him when he was buried in the
Potters' Field, with none to mourn him but his two faithful
;

—

dogs.

As

;

the canoe approached the light, one of the dogs oegau
bark a warning, and the light suddenly disappeared. The

hand.

Down, Jim downl
"Ay, ay, John."
'

'

Is that you, Cap'n

"

?

" Pull up alongside the little boat and hitch to the stake to
your left. Don't gel tangled in the fykes."
Not a word of greeting nor a shake of the hand did he
Captain receive as he stepped into the low-roofed cabin, hut
the hermit quietly placed a shining tin tea-pot on the little
round stove, the while intently scanning his visitor from
head to foot. At last the Captain spoke
" 1 see, John, you have hauled your house out on land."
" Yes, I've hauled her out. She leaks at every seam, and
all the pitchin' and patchin' I can do won't make her float
agin, so Pve jest laid her up here, and here I guess she'll
I

:

stay."

" But next spring's freshet will lift her off."
" She'll stay as long as I do, Cap'n, and we won't neither
on us last till the ice breaks up."
The lantern, hanging from a hook in the roof of the Cabin,
gave light enough to show the scrupulous neatness that pervaded the hermit's quarters. Everything, from the mattresses of dried marsh grass in the one end of the cahin to
the old-fashioned wood stove in the other, showed the painslaking care of the old man. Th°. finished stock of a ten-

pound muzzle-loader, made by William Greener, reflected the
light of the lantern with dazzuug brilliancy, as il hung on its
wooden pegs. The simple articles of tin and earthenware
necessary for the hermiL's cookery shone on their shelf as if
just from the shop, aud bottles of root extracts and oils of
his own collecting were ranged neatly in order on another
shelf.
pair of flat-irons on the stove and some damp
underclothing on the table showed that the old man was
just about to do his woek's ironing.
" Cap'n, you can get your own supper, for the irons is hot
and the clo'es sprinkled, and I must 'tend to 'em. There's
bread, grease and pickles in the chist, and pork in the bar'l
outside, so you can help yourself,"
"All right, John," and the Captain proceeded to prepare
the meal. While searching outside for the pork barrel he
saw that the hermit had a number of wild ducks winged or
wounded birds that he had carefully nursed to recovery
penned in an inclosure. He also discovered a fat pig on the
farthest point of the grassy island, whose obesity whs due to a
liberal diet of fish, which he devoured with the greatest

A

—

avidity.

"John,"

said the Captain, returning with his pork, and
noticiog a pair of mallards hanging near the door, "are many

"

ducks about yet ?
"Not many," answered the hermit; "there's too many
sportsmen for an honest man to bag any."
" What do you call a sportsman, John ? "
sportsman is a city feller, Cap'n, who lives all his life
in a brick house and knows nothin' about a wild duck and
less about a gun; who calls every mau that shoots a muzzleloader and don't wear corduroys with braS3 buttons a pothunter,' and who fires at a bird forty rods away, not to kill it,
but jest to hear his britch-loader bang: a man who wants a
stove put up in his bough-house to keep his dainty feet warm,
aud who ends up his trip by gittiu' drunk, rippin' up a fisherman's fyke nets and settin' lire to the masu with his Havany

"A

'

cigar."

" Your idea of him is partly correct, John, I've no doubt."
"Correct? 1 know it's correct, Cap'n. Before them felbegun comiu' here there was ducks and geese in plenty,
and now they fly two miles high to pass over the mash. I've

lers

seen 'em, Cap'n.

"Then there's no use putting my gun together?"
" Well, I've baited 'cm pretty well just below in the cove,
and mebbe we can get one or two in the morniu'."
The supper over, preparations were made for an early start
for- the ducks next morning, and at a late hour the two men
retired to rest on the marsh-grass mattresses.
Sknkoa.
(to bb continued).

CRUISE OF "THE NIPPER."
IS THEBE PABTS

—PAUT

pressing doubts a? to her strength, and giving pen and ink
diagrams of the way she might be strengthened by bracing,
Ihwarts, etc.)
"But," said the Skipper, growing enthusiastic, "she
don't need strengthening.
The "two nairs of strips nearest
the keel are of full thickness— 3-16 of an inch. The third
pair taper a little toward the gunwale, and the three upper
pairs run light, very light.
Her weight is sixteen pom
length, ten feet, six inches
beam, twenty-eight inches
rise at centre, eight inches:
at stem, thirteen incli
ribs, forty five inches.
Gentlemen, if any of you are
canoeists you know that you have no busiuess to put
weight on the upper strips or the gunwale. All weight
in a light canoe must come on the keelson, and the first, two,
possibly three, pairs of strips.
The Nipper is strong enough
for me.
As to throwing a line fiom her, she is the very best
possible craft for fly fishing.
You can make a ten-ounce
trout tow you in any direction you please, until he floats
helpless.
I have done it in the Nessmuk.
;

"As to rough water and squalls, I expect to stay as long as
the average guide boat of ihe Adirondacks, aud ride more
steadily in a short, sharp sea "
With expressions of sympathy and hopes that they might
see the light canoe and her Skipper on the lakes, the tourists
went off on the inevitable buckboards. and the Skipper began
to organize for a cruise.

r

met me, by appointment, at Booneville.
With
SHE
-praiseworthy punctuality — considering her sex— she

Northern road brought

its quota of seekers for pleasure, recreation or health.
The Nipper was interviewed remorselessly.
Well dressed ladies, neat young girls, and even children approached her irreverently. They examined her graceful lines.
They made comments on her unknown owner, and in variably
ended with lifting her gently by the nose, with exclamations
quite irrelevant.
No gentleman tourist passed her by without critical examination and comments. As they raised her

they were worldlings—

carefully, they said— if
Holy Moses
who's going to paddle that eggshell?" Clergymen said : "I
cfodeciare!
Is that intended' to go on the" lakes?"
The
"
ladies remarked, "Oh, my!"
Did, you ever?"
"Dear
me I" " What a beauty I" etc.
None noticed the little gray-haired fellow, who, dressed in
coarse blue flannels, smoking a clay pipe, dangliug his short
legs off the platform, and reading the last number of Forbst
and Stkbam, was quietly taking in the thing— until the
agent pointed him out as the Skipper of the light craft they
'

'

were admiring. He was immediately interviewed, and
questions were frequent and fast.
" Do ysu expect to live in her on Raquette Lake?"
" Can you stand rough water ?"
" Can you throw a line from her, and handle a good-sized
fish ?"

"Isn't she too frail?"
" And what is that little green canoe iu the corner?
looks still smaller."
The Skipper answered the last question first. The

She
little

green canoe is the Ncssuiuk that was paddled last summer
over 550 miles, came out tight and staunch, was taken 230
miles to northern Pennsylvania by rail, paddled on the rocky
affluents of the upper Susquehanna, and is going back to the
v\ ilderness, still tight aud seaworthy.
The second question.
Yes she is frail. She is intended, both by her owner and
builder, to be the lightest canoe of her dimensions ever built
of oakj elm and cedar, with light spruce gunwale. (Here
the Skipper showed a letter from her maker, Rushton, ex.

was necessary

It

to

make

the

first

it overland, and
the route was not pleasant.
sand up to the hub, boulders, and six miles of
corduroy road. Such was the first twelve miles as every
man knows who has made the route from Booneville to

twelve miles of

Hills, hollows,

—

Moose River.
The trip was made

in and on a lumber wagon, with the
canoes packed in straw and guyed with heavy twine, the
Skipper kneeling on the port side and keeping a death-grip
on the gunwale of the of The Nipper, unmindful of the
hemlock lee-board that was steadily abrading his spinal
column. The charge for the tow was four dollars, with a
stipulation that the' horses should walk all the way.
When
the latter clause of the contract was enforced by the Skipper
the disgusted driver relieved his feelings by a twelve-mile
string of oaths that would have struck a Missouri bullwhacker
with paralysis.
It is a weary trip that road from Booneville to the " Tannery." But it has an end and both driver and canoeist
fell better when the two canoes made a landing on Tom
Nightingale's porch, without crack or scratch.
double nip
of whisky quieted the driver, while the hearty greeting of
Jolly Tom, ei. Holliday, Charley Phelps, Colonel Claskiu,
and a dozen others, made Hie Skipper feel as though he had
;

A

got home.

Moose River is not by any means a bad place to stop at.
The hotel is well kept, family very pleasant, and charges
reasonable, let alone that pretty fair trout fishing may
be had in several spring brooks, easily reached in an hour's
walk. It took four days to work these brooks and a few
spring-holes in the river, the result being a reasonable supply
of fine brook trout, saving none under six inches.
The road from the "Tannery" to foot of the Fulton
Chain is so rough that no prudent tourist will send a light
canoe in by the buck-boards, and boats are usually sent iu
from the west side, via Jones' Camp, on. the shoulders Of
guides. And even in this way hey do not always get through
safe.
There was a fine new boat sent in that way last
in which the guide contrived to knock an ugly hole.
So the
Skipper decided to send his duflle by buck-board to ihe
Forge House, make the nine- mile carry through the woods
to Jones', and paddle the twelve-mile Stillwater to the lakes,
l

I

which he did. In fact, he overdid il by taking the no
hand trail when within three miles of Jones', and carrying
The Nipper over to Little Gull Lake. This lengthened the

carry to twelve rules, but the visit to this lonely, beautiful
lake almost compensated for the extra labor.
It was late in
the afternoon when Jones' Camp was finally readied and the
Skipper learned that the Camp was bare of trout. Pork,
potatoes and tea were indulged in to a moderate extent, and
the night's rest which followed was of the soundest. The
next day was spent in a faithful but vain attempt to inveigle
a mess of speckled trout from their old haunts in the Moose
;

it was remembered with regret ihat these same hauuTs
gave a dady supply of trout on the previous season. Everywhere, so far, trout had been found less plenty than in the

and

summer
I.

had arrived several hours before me. The express agent assured me that her conduct had been most exemplary.
The tourists, male and female, were just then thronging
into the Wilderness from either side.
Everything on the

;

365

of '80.

A second night of sound sleep at Jones' Camp, and The
Nipper was put afloat for the first time, her owner boarding her
rather cautiously for a canoeist who had faith in himself and
his craft.
She proved marvelously steady, however, and a
paddle up-stream of three and a half miles in one hour
brought her to the carry around the flood-raft, and gave the
Skipper confidence in her steadiness. The Forge House
landing was easily made inside of four hours, and, once in
the boat-house at Barrett's, the cruise of the Fulton Chain
was fairly commenced.
And here let us drop the third person singular, aud pick
up the eternal Ego, that 1 am as sadly weary of as my readers possibly can be.
At the Forge 1 met very rnauy whom I knew last senson
also, many who were visiting Brown's Tract for the first
Among the latter were invalids of the Lung Disorder
time.
type, who did not seem very favorably affected by the clamp.
chilly weather, which prevailed during July and well into
August of the past summer. As to the brigade of consumptives who came to the Northern Wilderness last summer in search of health, which they wore destined do
Many were
find, 1 shall have something to say further on.
induced to come through reading a magazine article emit led
"Camp Lou," and the disappointment felt by most of them
was sad aud bitter.
It was 4 p. m. on the lGth of July when I paddled out from
the Forge House for a ratucr exended cruise through the
Fulton Chain, Raquette Lake, Forked and Long Lakes, the
Raquette River, Tupper Lakes, and, by a circuitous route,
back to the Fulton Cham. It was a very pretty programme,
;

destined to be carried out only in part.
The afternoon was gusty and stormy. Black, windladen clouds went whirling across the sky with ominous
speed, and I heard a guide remark, " L'ncle Nessmuk ain't
auxious to take this in." So I made my gum coat into a
cushion and struck out. For a mile and a half up the channel the canoe flew along smoothly with the wind dead aft.
Then came the open water of First Lake, white and spumy,
with short, sharp seas, that I must fake fairly abeam to the
inlet, where I could see the waves dashing white over the
I hesitated for a minute about
large boulder at its mouth.
trying for the inlet. But it was the trial trip of The Nipper.
If she would swamp in a blow, better do ir on one of the
When fairly out of the
smaller lakes, aud 1 pulled out.
roughest water her behavior surprised and delighted me ex-
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ceedingly. She rose and settled on an even kee] with a
steadiness I should have scarcely looked for in a boat of
twice her size, and ihrew oil the steep, sharp seas like u
duck. I ill ought then, and still think, that for a light,
comfortable cruising canoe, under paddle, her model cannot be improved.
When about half way across the lake a low, ugly looking
black cloud came up from the soul Invest, and When just, over
the lake let go a torrent, of water that drenched me to the
skin in three minutes.
for strugIt. was no time nor place
gling into a gum coat, and I wanted both hands 00 the paddle, so I took it as philosophically as possible.
It erased as
I rounded the rock at the inlet, and 1 went Hying up daeoufl
Lake with the wind astern, only dipping the paddle for
steerage way and again tin-re came a i.hund:
gust, with a
down-pour of rain. But, as I could he no welter, I rather
;

enjoyed

i

it.

Rounding the Eagle's Nest, I ran under the lee of the
forest-crowned point and sponged put the canoe, for she was
getting logy with the water 'hat had fallen into her, and
then paddled across to Third Lake camp.
Ferric, with several old acquaintances, met me at the landing and gyve me a
woodland welcome, besides lending me dry clothes that I
greatly needed.
1 foundtliecainp enlarged to thrice its former capacity,
and filled to overflowing with boarders and tourists. Four
of the inmates were suffering from pulmonary troubles, and
did not seem to be getting much benefit from ''balsamic
breezes," or " ozone." Each one had his or her peculiar
coiigh; the season had been wet and cold, and the bright,
open air tire, that should be inseparable from a camp in the
wilderness, was, fur the most part, lacking.
On the night
of my arrival the wind shifted to northeast with a cold,
drizzling rain, and in less than forty-eight hours after landing I had joined the little band of coughers, coughing
oftener and louder than any of them. As 1 hud made the
trip to the wo. dsfor health mainly, this was most provoking.
I thought ii was only a surface cough, so to speak, but it
was constant, hard aud irritating. There were plenty of
cough remedies in the house, and I tried them all, with little
or no effect until I resorted to balsam, taken directly from
the little blisters on the balsam firs, soaked into sugar and
allowed tfi percolate slowly down the throat. This gave relief, and I mention it for ihe benefit of any future tourist
who may get landed upon a cruise by a cough and cold.
By the 2*31 I was sufficiently recovered to assist at a dinner given at Dunakin's Camp, on Fomth Lake, by Messrs.
F. J. Nott, S. F. Fish and U. M. Crowell.
The dinner was
intrusted to Sam Dunakin as cook and purveyor, aud it was
a neat affair. The suests, estimated at six, turned out
thirteen strong ai, the table, State Game Constable Dodge
being one of the number, and 1 thought he looked a little
glum as he tasted the "mutton," which had a rather gamy
flavor, as though it " had lain in the roses, and fed on the
lilies of life"
or of the lakes. J Whatever he thought, he
said nothing, and the dinner was one of the pleasant, episodes
one never forgets. Our hosts were capable of good red wine,
with a bottle of Martel at the finish. The trout were excellent and well cooked, and all three of our hosts sang glees
in capital voice and good taste, aided by the game constable, who, by the way, struck me as lieiug the right man
in the right place.
Just at dark I paddled leisurely down to
Third Lake with an impression that the 22d of July, 1881,
would be agood d ly to mark with a white' stone.
Next day I tried salmon trout at the buoys, and brook
trout at all the spring holes, with no success.
In fact, the
fishing on Third Lake, after the first of July, was not worth
the trouble, of putting a rod together or wetting a buoy-line,
i,

Nbbsmuk.

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FRAGMENTS.—III.
"NESBIHTK."
*

*

*

And

remain yours sincerely, Nkssmotc, which
means in the Narragansctt tongue, or did mean, as long as
tongue, Wood-duck, or
there were any Narragani
>gi
rather, Wood-drake.
Also, it was the name of the aihletic young brave, who
I

was wont to steal me away from home before I was five
years old, and carry me around Nepmug and Junkamaug
lakes, day after day, until I imbibed much of his woodcraft,
all his love for forest life, and alas, much of his goodnatured
shiftlessness.

Even now my blood

flows faster as T think of the rides I
had on his well-formed shoulders, a little leg on either side
of his neck, and a death-grip on his strong, black mane
"
belly-bumps," on his back across old Junkamaug,
Or rode,
hugging him tightly around the neck, like the S' lfish little
Eg nist that 1 was. He tire? He drown ? I would ai
have thougnt to tire a wolf or drown a while. At first,
these excursions were not fairly concluded without a final
Settlement at home s:iid settlement consisting of a headrakingwittiB line-toothed comb mat left my scalp raw, and
a S'ih eqnent interview, of a private nature, with "Par,"
behind the barn, at which a yearling apple tree sprout was
(My blood tingles a tittle at thai
always a leading fecU.

—

.

recollection too.j

Gradually ihey came to understand that I was incorrigible, or, as a maiden aunt of the old school put, if, "given
over; " and, so that I did not run away from school, I was
allowed to " run with them dirty Injuns," as the aunt aforesaid expressed it.
But I did tun away from school, and books of the dry
Did I lose by it ?
sort, to study the great hook of nature.
I cannot teli, even now.
As ihe world goes, perhaps yes.
No man can transcend his possibilities.
I am no befeventi the supernatural mesmerism, spiritualBut,
ism, and a dozen other 'isms ate, to me, but as fetish.
imes ask myself, did the strong, healthy, magnetic
nature of that Ltd an paSB into my boyish life, as I rode on
his powerful shou tiers, or slept in Irs strong arms beneath
the soft whispering pines of "Douglas Woods."
Poor Nesamukl Poor Li! Fit y years ago the remnant
;

of that tribe numbered thirty-six, housed, fed and clothed
by the State. The same number of Dutchmen, under the
same c mdilions, would have overrun the Btate ere this.
The Indians have passed away forever; and, when I tried
to find the resting place of my old friend, with the view of
putting a plain stone above his grave, no one could point out
Ihe spot.
And this ib how I happen to write over the name by which
he was known among his people, and the reason why a
favorite dog or canoe is quite likely to be called

Nkssmuk.
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THE ENEMIES OF GAME

BIRDS.

Cadillac, Mich., Nov.

21.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In reference to your inquiry as to whether the nests of the
ruff d grouse are destroyed by the red squirrel, 1 offer the
In the spring of 1868 1 found the nest Of
marks
-.-',;..
nd as I wished to
a ruffed grouse, conlainuu:
obtain a set for my ocflogical cabinet, 7 left tbe nest, uhdisturbed for the mother bird to complete her laving.
I used
io visit this nisi quite cegularly, Bometvraes finding the
mother bird absent, but frequently Hushing her from the
in st.
Sue would allow me to approach within a few feet of
iri
the best, and in
some way generally manage to coyer her ggs with the fallen
leaves. I never came to a sure conclusion as to how this was
done, hut think it was accomplished by Hie use of both
Ings and feet.
On vi-i itjg the nest one d',y, I found it. deserted, and the
ven in number, snowed plainly that they had been
bitten into by some animal, not one egg had escaped being
i

.

t

i

t

maugl

d.

- ime f >ur weeks after, aod within a short distance
of the
former nest, I discovered
ecoui
belonged to the Bame bird. Thisnest contained seventeen
eggs, and from their weight I knew foil inc'u
io
was
somewhat kdvanced, and It
them undisturbed.
caught a red
In visiting this nest about a Week after,
On my near apsquirrel in the act of destroying the eggs.
proach the "imp " took refuge in a tree close by, and with a
vMrv and a chamfer s. emtd to defy toe to -top his di structive
mirk; but wdii a cUatge of Kb. 6 shot I broughl him to the
gound and put an end to his mischief. On examining the
n st I found that but four eggs had been bjoken. These I
removed, and found that, the yuunj! birds were nearly ready
My next visit a few days uftfcr, found the
to leave the shell.
young hatched and gone. The red squirrel has also, for
reason, a decided dislike to the nests of ihe humming
(TrocMlus caluhrm ami the blue-gray gnatcatchei (PoAt my old home, at, Ann Arbor, ileguutliopUla c&rulert).
catcher is one of the most common birds of the woodlands,
and 1 gi nerally found from a dozen to tweuty nests every
s-asom and often as soon a< the mst was completed, 1 would
After a day or two the birds would
find it destroyed.
again be 4t work, generally on the same tree; perhaps this
ne-t would again he destroyed and then a hew tree would be
I have known a single pair
selected and a third nest built.
of birds In keep on this way until seven nests had been
At first I referred this to various causes, thinking
i.uilt.
that perhaps the site chosen had not proved satisfactory, or
that it was the work of the cowbird (Molofftrus pecorU), but
at last, in the case of the seven nests, I discovered the cause
'

i

fi

i

i

I

,-

i

to

it,

It

was the red

squirrel.

In conclusion I would Bay with Mr. Bishop,
good done by the red squirrel let us hear of it.

ADOLrmj

if

there

is

any

B. Covert.

Ferrisburgh, Vt., Nov. 23 —Editor forest and Stream:—
Mr. Bishop's theory of tbe scarcity of ruffed grouse is novel

and ingenious, but it seems tome that the same objection
which "Verde Mont" makes to the hawk, fox arid owl
theory squelches this. There, have always been red squirrels
since any of us were born, and they were plentier twenty
years ago than now, and so were grouse.
Hav the squirrels
all at once turned their attention to the destruction of young
grouse? Almost every one knows now how destructive red
squirrels are to the young of srusl! tree nesting birds, but has
any one ever seen them killing ground nesting birds? If
they would kill young grouse, why not young chickens ?
They have been plenty about our house ever since I can remember, but we never lost a chicken by them that we knew
of, though they have destroyed the young robins and black-

satisfactorily identified and its habits desSince many
cribed in the columns of FoBBBX AOT Stick;, m.
of our present readers may not have seen the information
then printed, we give a brief abstract of it. Any further observations which may have been made on this pest should
be reported at once. There is no doubt that it is the most
destructive enemy, except man, against which the ruffed
grouse has to contend.
The so-called ticks are the larvse of a fly, which we have
called the partridge fly.
It has no other English name but
its scientific appellation is Olfemia (Feronia) Americana,
leach.
u group of
It belongs to the family Hip)" .'.'"',v.v/,
flies usually found in or near forests and woods, of which
the common small brown horse fly is one of the most familiar examples.
The species included in this group are most
of them very troublesome to horses and cattle, and feed on
blood.
The young of this insect are. produced alive, and in
their general appearance resemble ticks, but any one who
closely examines one will see thatnt has but six legs instead
of eight, which the ticks, as belonging to the AraChiiidd, all
These larvae are provider] with a very fine delicate
proboscis, through which they suck the blood of their unfortunate victims. They are produced alive, and it. seems
probable that the adult fly deposits the young on the neck or
the newly hatched grouse.
ids
Instances where young
too weak to fly, have been caught with many of
In Fouf.bt
these parasites clinging to them are on record
and Stream, vol. XII, p. 25, Mr Charles Baylieseays:
':
" : g started
" Some time in the fore part of on
a flock of young partridges, perhaps one-third grown, one of
which seemed to lag as though it were wounded. Tbe dog
caught it and brought it to me. I noticed several ticks (.w'c)
n the side of its head, about as large as a No. 4 shot and
about the same color."
We have ourselves seen one young grouse which had no
These
is than thirty of the parasites on its head and nock.
ried iu size from a pin's head to a No. 2 shot, aud were
plump, round and full of blood. It can readily be seen tbat
pouhg bird could long survive such a drain as this. The
just referred to was picked up from before the dog's
the bird was then freed.
?, the vermin removed, and
Several times afterward we saw him, for he was readily to
be distinguished from his brethren by his small size, and the
last time he came under our eye he seemed, though small,
as strong and well as any of the family.
Allied species of flies, which resemble Americana quite
closely, have been taken on many hawks, owls and herons.
ihe red-tailed hawk (Butco boreaHs) i- infested with a similar fly belonging to the genus Oi-nitlwmya, and we have
ound some resembling the. partridge fly ontheosprey, barred
iwl, long eared owl, marsh hawk, night heron and great
blue heron. It does not seem probable that this parasite
destroys the adult grouse, and if not, the damage that it does
must be confined to tbe summer months when the young
That, it destroys considerable
birds are its especial prey.
numbers of birds can scarcely he doubted, but at the same
time it. must be remembered that it is no new thing and that
When,
the birds have always been subject to its attacks.
however, the old birds, from this or any other cause, fail to"
rear their broods during summer, and are then killed off in
fall, the prospects for much grouse shooting in that locality in the future cannot be said to be encouraging.
The adult form of the same or a similar fly we have often
found on quail, although wc have never seen the young
birds with the larva; attached to them. It is scarcely necessary
to say tint the death of the bird is caused by loss of blood,
and not by the insect boring into the brain, as is stated in
the newspaper clipping quoted by J. N- T).
Those of our readers who desire to look up this subject
more fully will find frequent references to it. in Foksbt a no
to the present time.
Stbuam from Volume
f!j
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DEATH OF THE TAME PARTRIDGE.

Wokoestbr, Mass., Dec. 1, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The item which appeared in your last number dated Oakbirds, at a great rate.
ham, Mass., and signed "E.," concerning the tame partridge
I am glad that the Fokbst and Stream
has drawn the at Coldbrook Springs gives a very wrong impression. One
,f sportsmen to this matter of the increasing scarcity
would get the idea that" the party who did the killing knew
rouse, and I do not doubt that some one will get
the bird and wantonly slaughtered it, notwithstanding he was
at the true cause, but I do doubt that any one has hit it yet.
urged not to do so by a "passer by." I was one of the first,
Meanwhile, 1 will stick to my theory of partial migration, a if not the very first, to learn of the sad death of this remarktheory which is strengthened by the stories I hear Of the able bird, and I give the facts as they were told me by one of
plentiness of grouse among the hick hills.
the party who did the mischief, and who then did not know
R. E. It.
real
thai such a thing as a tame partridge ever existed.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 20, 1881.
estate broker, whose office is in Worcester, took two men,
Editor Forest and Stream :
who are residents of the adjoining town of Shrewsbury, to
The inquiries in yawr paper regarding the gradual dis- Coldbrook Springs to look at the wood-lot at Parker's mills
appearance of the ruffed grouse, make any light thrown which has for the past three years been the home of this wonupon the subject of general interest to sportsmen and thers. derful bird, when not in the immediate companionship of Mr.
The inclosed item, copied from the Concord (N.H) Monitor, Parker in or about his mill.
may account for the scarcity in some localities. It is as
The three men were looking over the lot when the bird
follows:
appeared to them running about their feet. One of the party
" To sportsmen ami ornithologists there have been several knock, d th bird over with a stick, but, probably, it was not
strange circumstances of late in regard to that favorite fatally injured. Just then it occurred to the broker that it
A large decrease might be the mother of a late bn tod of young who was trying
target for the hunter's aim— the partridge.
in their numbers has been manifest, this season, but very few
to attract their attention while the chicks could hide, aud for
being shot, and those thai have been secured have" been that reason begged him to try to save the bird alive, but no
scarcely more than skin and bones, and far from being the young ones could be found, and fearing the bird was injured
commonly delicious article of food.
large number have
pas;, recovery, he rapped its head on the trunk of a tree.
been found dead which have not suffered from the hunter's
ibis broker has beeu a personal acquaintance for many years,
greed, something very unusual, and especially at this lime of and on meeting me after their return to Worcester, and,
gentlemen of this city, a few days since, care- knowiug me to be a sportsman, told me of their adventure
the year.
fully examining one which was found dead, found an explawith tue bird with much eagerness, and then asked me if 1
nation in the shape of three small ulcers upon the sides and had ever known anything like it or could give any explanation
Before the story was through it was
top of the head, iu each one of which was a small tick,
of the bird's actions
which had made its way through the skull into the brain, all plain to me, and I told him of the mischief they had done
causing death. An explanation of this singular pest by and' wbat a sad loss it would be to Mr. Parker. And here
scientific gentlemen will be awaited witli interest."
let me say that I no more believe any one of that parly would
Being myself in Oxford and Androscoggin Counties, in have killed Mr. Parker's pet, knowing it. to be such, than thai
Main, the past, summer and fall, 1 heard of: young grouse they would have gone to bis stable and killed his best horse.
their heads upon examination disclosing There is, however, this much for which T think them worthy
id dead,
One old resident and burner had found quite a num- of censure. Several days afterward these men asked Mr.
ticks.
ber, and attributed the diminution in numbers entirely to
Parker to show them the bounds of this wood-lot, aud while
Last year . was the same, he said, and he, out with them he spoke of lis pet, and desired to show it to
that cause.
being a very observing man, and something of a naturalist,
them and tried to call it for that purpose, and failing to do so
Under such
observations in that direction of some value.
expres-ed fears that something had befallen it.
Mr. Bishop's letter in Ihe last, number of your pap'-r circumstances not every one would have come out. with the
mentions what is to me a new enemy of tbe grouse. Squir- story. Still, to ray mind, that would have been an honorable
lli
oealities mentioned
thing to have done, and all hands wou'd have bit much betrels, however, are very scai
Mr. Parker feels the loss of his pet
above, and I do not think they destroy the birds, though
ter than they now do.
very keenly, and, also, that the men treated him very nnhandprobably cats destroy more or less.— .1. N. D
son'u ly in not telling him frankly of the mistake they had
The ravages of the so called wood-tick have beenknown to made. So much has been said of this bird in Die papersand,
observing sportsmen for many years, although it was not until so remarkable seemed the case that a great many people have
the early part of the year 187!) that, the insect which causes so visited it, especially the past year, many going a great dis•
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While Mr. Parker made no charge for showing the
bird, hardly any one would allow him to leave his work
without compensation, and in some cases parties paid him
liberally.
I am told that ho has taken as high as nine dollars
in a single day, so that his loss is not, only that of a highly
prized pet but a peeuuiary one as well. Mr. Parker has the
Sympathy of sportsmen, and I might say of everybody. It
has, however, been a com in >n remark that it was a wonder
It had become
that the bird liad never met with any mishap.
so tame thai it would Bit on the shoulder and take bits of food
from the mouth of a stranger, and sometimes he was almost
an annoyance to Mr. Parker when about his work.
Subject
as he was to fall a victim to some stranger at any time it
seems really wonderful that he should have existed so long.
K.
[We are glad to receive the above letter. It seemed hard
to believe in tne existence of any miscreant, wlio, knowing
the facts, would have Wantonly killed Mr. Parker's bird. All
that has been published since the bird's death has, however,
conveyed the impression that advantage was taken of his
We are glad that it was not
lameness to kill the partridge.
tance.

—

birds, when accidentally killed, are full of eggs, so
the point appears to he to place them in a climate where the
young birds can grow to maturity, or to winter over a lot of
quaiiandturn loose, in the spring. This experiment Mr.
La Moine is now followbig, and we must hope he will succeed
loi
Rhodes is under the impression about 15,000 Messina quail In,
led loose in the North, and that no
person has caught or tailed one of these birds in the spring.

The hoe

%a\m Ins xnd

„^_^

so*]

FISH

I

birds again, so he coucludes that they perished in the wet
weather which followed. The Colonel is of opinion unless
Messina quail can be turned out to hatch about the same
time as the Canadian grouse
—viz., the first week
in June— they will not raise a brood iu Canada; and unle-s
young birds can be raised, migration into the country in the
spring need uot be expected.
There is no doubt that these quail migrate in the autumn,
as they remain about the farm until the first of September.

INDORSE

AND PROG SHOWERS.

fully

your

What "people say"

scientific reasoning.

It

A NEW JERSEY PARTY

editorial note relative to the above.
or believe has but little weight in

is

generally "believed" that a hair

from he tail of a horse, put in water, though merely an
empty tube, can become endowed with life and intve conveyed to it, in some mysterious way, all the organs necesBut
sary to the life and existence of an animal of its cDss.
who has yet met with ihe man who can state that he has
with his own hands accomplished or brought about this

Tha has
h

himself plucked the
hair, and watched it as it lay inanimate on the bottom of the
vessel for days: thai baa seen its first wriggle, its subsequent
No
general motion or locomotion, and its first meal J No
story; and how firmly
It is only another '' Barnacle Goose
Ibis la1 ter WaS believed in by '-the people " at, the time
There is, however, more truth in the matter of " Fish and
Frog Showers," but here, likewise, "the people" have added
If a
their proportion of the mysterious and ridiculous.
whirlwind has been known to catch up and carry heavy
objects for considerable distances, we can readily believe
that smaller and less weighty objects might in bke manner
be carried to very much greater distances. The red ashes of
volcanic districts havfi been known to have been carried off
many miles from their original location; so also the pollen
inner small frogs and fishes have been
In like
of plants.
ao snatched up bj a circling wind, and distributed along the
But such events are rare and local and
track of the storm
hardly worth discussing. They are not "showers," for they
do not, come from the clouds but are railiei drafts, similar to
saud and dust drifts. Small toads come up out of the ground
thickly during showers, SO do earth-worms, but these creatures com out to meet the rain and do not come down with
In fine, sir, I am every day experiencing the little
it.
dependence that is to be placed in "popular belief," which is
an argument as unsound as it is unscientific.
Hknky G. Venjuob.
Montreal, Nov. 28th, 1881.
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shooting was done.
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THE SOUTH.

SUGGESTION ABOUT ACCLIMATATION.

p. m.,

and some

fair

Mr. Fray, of the Kitty Uawk, on

Island, bagged 71 red-heads to his own gun, but
he was largely helped by a double battery lying to
west about three-quarters of a mile, and the red-heads were
rard him in large numbers.
Capt. Bill Henrv
Walker and nis partner Doxie in the battery gathered 102
brace red-heads, and 4 brae- of wigdeons.
The undersigned and partner on ihe same day killed a couple of geese,
They style everything
besides a score of c nnrnou ducks.
here' common, with the exception of canvas-back ami redheal.
Widgeon, B]
Hard, blank-duck ami teal
with us are considered lair ducks, but here they are of little
account, Some of the market men eveu refuting to shoot
at them, especially when the o her two are around.
To Lell
the truth we ( h u is the subscriber) were glad to bag any of
i

the above variety.
We had out live of Nye'swild geese decoys, but as they hall
not betn used for a year tney -a ere very fractious,
and pulling at ihetr straps continually, and when geese were
in toe a'., ui.-.uju.i of hoakiug and edting their teltow bipeds
down, like the trained geese of Bill Laue at Shin, e
they shut up as ught as the festive clam and were as muteAfter a while we took the old gander, and staked him dOWE
around a point out, ot sight f his fe lows, and immediately
we had noise enough, and had it been as good a day as the
day before (they always say that, you know), we would have
made a big bag.
Previous to this little arrangement of the big gander Dr.
EJurdetthad killed a widgeon flying over our stoolB, and it had
droppe.l behind uj about fifteen yards and lodged in the
apSome seventeen or eighteen geese won.
grass.
proaching to the westward when our lnv decoys Setup a
honking and flopping of wings that almost deafened us.
i

Historical

Quebec:

Dear Sra— As President of a Society owning an extensive
collection of birds as well as oa account of the efforts you
have made to increase and protect the game of Canada and
to popularize the study of Natural History, I beg to draw
your attention to the splendid specimen of the English
pheasant, black-cock and capercailzie, which I now send to
your rooms for exhibition. You are no doubt aware that thi
capercailzie is a northern species, a denizen of Norway, living
on the top of pines and spruces as lofty as our owu you are
no doubt also coggizmt of this fact that the Duke of Sutherland and the Earl of Fyfe have succeeded in adding to the
Scotch fauna these magnificent birds, which are now re;

introduced and breed abundantly in Scotland. Will no
sportsman take the lead in a movement to introduce this
bird and naturalize hirn in Canada? Awaiting for an expression of your views,
I remain, dear sir, yours respectfully,

A. Wattkks.
Quebec, teh November, 1881.

To Mb. A. Waiters. Quebec
Deab Sib—J have pleasure in acknowledging the reclpt
of your letter of this date, advising me that you have sent on
exhibition to our rooms sotno remarkably handsome English
pheasants, black-cock and capercailzie, as specimens of the
the.
art of Scotch taxidermists, and asking my opinion as to
practicability of adding to our fauna, the splendid game
:

bird known as the capercailzie. It is now some time since
I pressed this very subject on the attention of some of my
sporting friends. The efforts of Col. Rhodes to introduce
here the European house sparrow, show what energy and
hard cash can do, and I trust the same success will attend the
Golonel's praiseworthy efforts and expenditure to add the
Messina quail to our Canadian moor3 and forests.
I have a dozen of the Colonel'B Sicilian quail at present in
my aviary, the breeding season being over when I got,
them, and" am awaiting for April to let them loose, in order
to test Col. Rhodes' theory about this migratory species.
The capercailzie, without being as delicate a bird to eat as
our ruffed grouse, from its size, would be a very welcome
addition to our fanua. In Canada he would find a climate,
haunts, food and protection similar to what he meets with
It is worth
in the pine forests of the north—in Denmark.
I hope yet to
while trying, if he can be naturalized here.
undertake the
learn that some public-spirited sportsman will
introduction bf this noble bird, the capercailzie, and succeed here, as has happened iu Scotland.
I remain, dear sir, yours most obediently,
J.

The
that is th thing, they'll fetch thmi this time.
jug line Of distended necks stretched out, and seemed to
he lowering to us. Now they are dropping. We'll get a shot,
Bute.
Just then theineredsed furor among our decoys cans, d
mo to turn my eyes toward them, and 1 saw that they were
indeed in a terrible siate, their necks stretched out even with
the water, cackling and thrashing a xiut ic
moment mote a rush of wings
an extremity of terror.
and a dark cloud seemed passing over onr heads. Upon
looking up a monstrous grey eagle was seen scon
our decoys. It was but. the work of a moment for the doctor
couple of
and your subscriber to raise, and
barrels (No. 5), and anpther one No. 2, with no perceptible
effect, as be only went off screaming, but as he let we
noticed something drop and strike the water just, outside our
"The scoundrel has dropped a duck," I -aid.
decoys.
" Yes," replied the doctor, as he glanced backward, "the
The thief had come in beblarsted pirate bad my duck."
hind us close to our backs and Scooped lip the bird. It we
had only seen him at it, a seven- foot bird from lip to tip
would, ere long, have graced the table of the Jersey City
Heights Gun Club.
Saturday found the wind still in the north-east, the bay
low and the weather warm. Great rafts 01 wild-fowl, geese,
swan and ducks of various varieties lay out on the bars,
south wind would fill up the b ty and drive these birds for
ad and along the points onshore. Sly
gunners had arrived at Nye's, making some 30 iu ail (18
more arrived, we learned, on Monday evening), showing the
effect :.f a short "ad" of Mi 8. N., in the Forest and Stkk.m,
and there- was a scrabble every morning for the best p ants.
Nye missed it largely nrhen he allowed the Kitty Hawk Club
to gel pussession of Long Point and Riit.tie.nake Island.
Tney are really good points, and the best the Kitty Hawk
have here, but Nye has yet several points equally as good,
and better, perhaps, when colder weather comes; buthe
ought to have held them also.
We heard tub rosa that some of the clubs in New York
were very much exercised lest some of the J C. H. boys
should shoot over some of theic points. Lai. them rest their
souls in peace, the J. C. H. don't propose to intrude themselves on any one's premises, and while your correspondent
was there, Major B., with E. P.. the secretary of the cub, to
back him, were too well posted in their duties to the club to
extend any invitations to foreigners, no matter what^ the
previous promises or indebtedness may have been. The Kitty
Hawk Club have laid out a large amount of money in this
section and further down, and they are entitled to all it is

Ah!

:

,

Society,

M. LeMoisjs.

'Rooms of the Literary and Historical Society,
Quebec, 'Uh November, 1881.

With respect to the above, Colonel Rhodes, of Quebec,
writes to the Forest and Stekam that the importation of
Messina quail has not been an entire success. lie has turned
them It ose at Quebec and at Tadousac, and they have been
freed at Sherbrooke and at Montreal.
Colonel Rhodes has seen two nests of quad, with nine
eggs each, and one nest hatched eight young birds, which he
saw just as they were born, but he never saw the young

I

iu the centre, with old fashioned wood fire-place
four
bedrooms at the four eeTnere. Only four persons are ever
allowed at ihe club at one time.
If one member is sick or
cauuot come, he telegraphs or lets the others know somehow
and they cast lots who shall take a friend. They have ample
out-buildings, dining-room, kitchen, cellars, etc., eic., and
the best points for canvas-backs in the whole bay.
And don't
they take comfort, those four jolly souls
lie club keep a
record of all their day's shooting during the season or year,
and it is a paying institution financially it seems.
We were
kindly allowed to look over their last year's work.
We do
nut lemember the number of swans, geese and canvas. backs
they brought to bag, but each man's count, for each day was
faithfully kept
and besides the large number they sent
North to their friends, the number they allowed their steward' to send to market '.fought them $651, while their expenses in all were but $430, having a net gain of $221
and
they Jive well too
'hey are gentlemen who, wo hope, may
live long to enjoy their well-deserved good Ikincs.
We reached White's in due time, found the water here
away do.vn «nd very poor snooting. Several gunners were
on hand waiting foi a south «ind and a cold snap o fill up
Mr Sanders, Collector of
the bay and set the Fowl flying.
the Port Of Albany, with his friend, ex-Distnct Attorney for
AH any County, Mr. llotaliug. had been there several days,
but with the exception of one day, when they bagged 130
ducks, they had poor shooting, getting only some fifteen or
twenty birds each day, which is called there poor business.
We tried the sni]
Looked
al f uind it. h. rd work.
over the several fine pom's Mr. White has when there is
shooting, and six o'clock Tuesday morning found
us
bowling across the bay for Nott's Island, where we took the
duty tulle •'Cygnet" again for Norfolk, at which place, after
that tedious ride through the canal, we arrived in lime to
steamer Virginia, of the Bay Line, for Baltimore.
Weiegetled vety much there was no Old Dominion Line
boat until ihe evening of the next day, Wednesday.
We
had half a mind to stay over in Norfolk but a-> the weather
was yet warm, and we had a box of ducks, bes.des some
resent to our friends, we
geese and swan, that We fl -ut
b
were fain to go home as soon as po
There are tfiree desirable routes to the shooling grounds of
Currituck: 1. Old Dominion Line to .Norlolk, then little
"i ygnet" through canal and bay to Nott's Island, where if
nuw rd in advance John White will meet you and
or go in Cygnet ten
carry you across four miles to bis place
miles farther to Tan Slyke's. 2. After arriving in Norfolk
by steamer you can take cars to Elizabeth City, then steamer
Harbinger, "a nice boat and very pleasant trip to coin dock
(Hall keeps a go d hostelry here) then across c run try six
mile's to Nye's.
3. Or you can go by ears to Baltimore and
then by Bay Line to Norfolk, or continue on ibrough the
State by cars to Snowden Station ana then across country
seventeen miles to Nye's. This trip can be math', they say,
from New York to Nye's in twenty-four hours, but I reckon
thing across the sand seventeen miles.
it a rather hard
Many of the Currituck Club take this route. Our next venture shall be the Old Dominion to Norfolk, cars to Elizabeth,
then steamer Harbinger io Coin dock, or Canal Bridge, as it
then for a dollar across country six
is sometimes called,
.o Nye's.
The Harbinger is a pleasant boat; the living
mi]
and the Captain is said to be "one of them." May
Jacobstaff.
we meet him next year.
;

I

Friday was abetter day.

i

The following letters explain themselves
To J. M. LeMoine, Esq President Literary and

—

room

moist iu the forenoon,
1

Being Sunday they had come visitttig, also, I believo, to get
a little corn for baiting their canvas-back grounds. As wo
wished to see what of the country we could and we learned
that Monkey Inland was only about four miles from Jasper
White's, another famous shooting resort like unto Nye's, we
ma ie a bargain with the boatman, with the very courteous
consent of Messrs. Tufts en i Kecier, to take. us over with
them. So at ter dinner we bade good-bye to Mrs. Nye (bless
her dear heart " there are far worse nor she. " if you
cross her) nndThos. Hall and your humbleservaut embarked.
We left big-hearted, as well as big-bodied, Ben Payne, Capt.
Johnson, Dr. Burdett aud that practical joker, Al Heritage,
waving their hats on the wh iff us we sped across the bay.
We found Messrs, Tufts and Eeeler mo«t pleasant fellow
Upon reaching Monkey Island we were corvoyagers.
dially invited to land and visit their club house, while the
boatman changed our things to a lighter craft. We entered
the club house. Ah
what a sportsman's home was here.
We were introduced io the other two members of theclub, Mr.
Bicker and Mr. R. B. Bishop, of New York. The club has
but tour members, all bachelors, we believe, and men of.
ample means. They have an ample club h use, large gun-
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miraculous transformation?
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worth.
In the neighborhood of Van Slyke's are other clubskuown
The well-known Currituck ("tub
more or less to fame.
(Gdn.Hanc.ick, who was a guest here, had some good shooting
" The Lighthouse Club,"
at a point opposite us last week),
"The Crow Island Club." " Tne Palmer Island Cub" and
"The Monkey Island Club," all were binning powder in
larger or smaller quantities, and Ihe bay ee. iced and re-echoed
to the 10,000 reports horn sun to sun.
Sunday we were down at th a landing (no gunhii
this day) listening to Cipt. 1LII H. Walkers' Btories—rhe
said— when a
is the big shot and best gunner in the bay, so
It
large canoe was discovered coming across the -sound.
and Mr.
Judee.TuflS
the
besides
boatman,
contain,
to
proved
Keeler, of Boston, members of the Monkey Island Club.

;

;

;
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THE MELLOW HORN.
nothing
THERE
the notes of a

so sweet, soft and graceful to me, as
fine fox-horn, when sounded by one who
about.
There is as much individuality in
the notes given by different h >rns as there is in the human
voice.
This is very much the case, also, with the report of
shot-guns and rifles. I can tell the report in an instant of
any gun I ever owned. This I have done upon a wager.
The horns purchased from the shops are generally an
abomination from their inception. The best horns are homemade. Procure a fine taper horn, as straight as you can get
do not have it scraped too much and do not
it naturally
have the mouth-piece too sharp, nor the hole in it too large.
The best horns are not over ten or eleven inches long. They
can be heard further when squealed; are mellower and
sweeter every way\ 1 have found that the skin off the foreleg of a deer with the hair removed and drawn over the
mouth-piece, down one-third of the horn and neatly fitted,
keeps the horn from jarring, and is a good thing, and need
not ire unsightly.
Hunting-dogs and horses, either of them,
can have a beautiful ttloss put upon their coats very quickly,
when not in work, and otherwise in fine condition (when fttthe bench or prize ring) if mixed with generous feed
quantity (combined with accurate grooming)
a small quantity of tiax-seerl, or better, flax-seed meal be
is

knows what he

is

;

;

The

given.

latter

must not be musty.

R. M. Coswat.

One-Akmeo Gunners.—Several one-armed gunners have
made themselves famous. Some time ago we recorded a
match between two single-armed men.
ni a eon -shooting
Visitors to Havre de Grace are familiar with the exploits of
Wm. E. Moore, who has but one arm, and is among the
-finest duck shots of that locality.

Texas.— Houston, Nov. 23.— Ducks and

snipe are plentiin this locality, but water
unpleasant sporting. Out of twenty-three
his month about nineteen of tbemhave been rainy.

and chicken* very scarce

ful,

quail

and

mud make
t

Wasdekee.

it,
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VISITING SPORTSMEN."

of aggressive protection.
But Mr. Stanley must pardon those
of us who do not think it quite honorable to play the role of
informers.
Efficient wardens would render such an appeal

letter seems to have lind the effect desired, that
directing attention of the sportsmen ofc Maine lo the
current among at least U part of their own cornmuuit>es, that aside from the inefficiency of the game laws to
protect game and fish, and a lequatcly to punish poachers,
there is a laxity in the system pursued aud a want of aggressiveness which go far to encourage the professional "pothnuter," aud do not deter the summer tourist from helping
But. first of all and right
himseif to game (Then be can get it.
here, 1 wish to disclaim any intention Of abusing the Hon.
iMr. Stilwcll, or of saying anything nngenlleinauly or unsportsmanlike. I know that that gentleman is very much in
earnest In the enforcement of the game laws, and I have no
was careful in my
1
reason to d rabt that he is impartial.
letter to lay most of the failures of prosecution distinctly to
the game wardens, and if the facts which have come under
personal observation during the past few years in Maine
have .-el pointed to one conclusion to wit. that the native
aud professional poacher was seldom or ever molested, while
a "visiting sportsman " would be handled without gloves
have I committed a breach of propriety in making some of
these facts public? They are, in part, at least, corroborated
by your correspondents none are denied. From them I
made general deductions, applicable of course to that part
of Maine with which lam most, familiar, and in which most of
Is it unreasonable to
the occurrences mentioned look place.
judge the whole by that partof it which one Bees? That the
impartially enforced in some parts of Maine may be
inferences
true. ii<> doubt, aud 1 am willing to modify
accordingly but if there is an important section of that i^tate.
where the law is to all appearances vat imparl hilly enforced,
heed a statement of the facts by the observer of them be construed as personally abusive, or ungentlemauly, or as a slur
upon Ll?e sportsmen of Maine, or as an attempt to override
1 think it must be apparent to even the most
the law*?
letter, tha f fu from claiming privileges
easua. tender of
lor any particular class of "outsiders," I demanded that
It
justice be meted OUt to all alike— natives and visitors.
tourists, whether from ouiside the State or Irom ituioui; its
citizens, take game out of season, they nra-t be ready to sufLcr the penalty of the law, and this notwithstanding the f ict
nat they may conscientiously thmk their act justifiable and
moral.
At some otber_tinie it may be of interest to discuss the
i.oiestion whether, asid- from its being a malum jirojubitam,
is morally a greater Bin to kill on The BOfh day of Septeraenly pounds of trout for which one has no use, than
it is tor a hungry camper to kill and cat two or three trout
1st day of UO'lrr; whether ii is worse for one man
and his guide to kill two eiribou or moose on the 1st day of
October and leave four-fifths of the meat to spoil, thau it is
lor a party of four to take one deer on the 80th day of September, and use all of its meat ? This is a question of ethics
Which Will doubtless find advocates pro and cm.
The question now in hand is simply one of efficient game
protection, and if a more widespread interest in its promotion should chance to lesult from my letter I shall consider
the imputations on my sincerity of purpose as but a small
The destruction of a great deal of
offi ring in a good c mse.
game is encouraged indirectly by a failure to punish partiesirresponsible in many cases— who make a business of hunting
The answer often made to an inquiry why
season.
the parties are not prosecuted is either that "they couldn't
pay the fine," or "we can't get evidence strong enough
Another reason why game is destroyed
to" convict."
is because nf the want of aggressiveness on the part of the
Last August the writ' -r found afresh deer-hide
wardens.Lobster Lake, and Inter, in September, saw
t ear the shore of
floating in Eagle Lake almost an entire quarter of moose moat,
left to "spoil. Now, an enterprising warden, ranging over these
waters during August and September could doubtless prevent
the unlawful killing of game, although thenunberof moose,
deer and caribou taken in this sect ion annually by tourists probably would not equal the destruction committed by one active
hunter in a week, during the months of February and March.
1 am satisfied there Can be no a [equate protection until the

almost unnecessary,
I have not the pleasure of knowing the personality of
"Old Tug j" but. if 1 ever should make his acquaintance,
perhaps hie can be convinced hat the writer has a high respect
for the real sportsmen of Maine.
That, 1 am interested in
the protection of game perhaps he-may be already convinced.
All honor to the sportsmen of Maine, and all success to their
efforts!
Let them not stem with the mere enforcement of
the laws.
Let them teach all people, of high or low degree,
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entire game country is divided up into sections, and each
section" allotted to one or two trusty wardens, whose duty
Protection canit shall be to patrol it, summer and winter.

not be accomplished by having the wardens hang around
hotels aud wait for evidence to drop into their hands of
tourists who arc guilty, or by having them say when hunters
come back in the spring fresh from the chase. " Wehave no
evidence." They must be men whose so'e duly it is to look
after the safety of the game in the forests where the game is.
The sooner this fact is appreciated by the up rumen of Maine
and the sooner their legislature makes ample provision to
carry out some such system, the better it. will be. Moose are
almost extinct. A vear ago they were lo be found to some
extent about the headwaters of Musqnac.ook aud Mooselenk
Last spring two Indians from New Brunswick are
streams.
reported to have killed thirty in that vicinity. One thing is
i

certain, there are not many there now.
in this connection one more word about the indiscriminate
Many sections
Slaughter of game, under the forms of law.
of the State, the guides, tradesmen, hotels anil railroads, all
derive a handsome income from visitors from other parts of

are attracted thither by the inducements of
If these denizens of the woods and waters
are allowed to be killed off by the ton, by market hunters or
tourists, in season or out of season, it does not require much
foresight, to see that in a fewyears the summer travel to these
communities will languish, and he inhabitants, besides the
loss of income from this source, will soon bo unable to provide their own tables with fish and game, even in the smallest
This is a serious matter.
ies.
and one
very wide field is here opened for proa
State,

who

"ace and

fish.

i

lie

I

A

Toin•e
in which I conceive lies the true sportsman's
eulca- emeicy in the mode, of oaptureof game and moderation
amount taken ; to disseminate a respect tor the law
accufllqmed to regard
is objects among a tmmuui ies long
winch
the wild game of he woods as their own property
I

hey may take at will— these are conditions precede;' t.
measure
Without which protecUon will never meet withafull

I

The market-man, the fur-dealer and the logaer*
of Fncce~B
As to the
in their winter camps can nil lend a helping h-md
' visi'ing sportsman" 1 have HO doubt the ravages committed
Legislature should
y him would be much less llagrant if the
the Cominisifioptthe recommendation made last year by
mesiouers of Fish and Game, and make the open season for
1

name extend from Bcpt. 1 to Die. l.
have read with interest the admirable fetter of Ron. Mr.
trankStanley,
It has the ringof the true sportsman, and its
uess and dignity will go far to enlist many a one on the side

laijre
1

I

dumb creatures of the forests and streams, and
not in wantonness to kill more than they can use.
r
Cambridge,
»v. 28, 1881.
Luteins L. Hubbakd.
to spare the

A

Editor Foreai and Sir earn, I
I notice in your issue of the 24th inst. a communication
"Old Tug." I wish to reply to such parts of it as
to us, the Howe, Waytnouth Bros, party.
Tug
"The sportsmen of Maine are composed of as good
material as can be found in any State, and are entitled to
He then says, " Our visiting
respect." I agree with him.
sportsmen have insulted us." This, in allusion to the Howe,
Waymoulh Bros, party. He then goes on to state that "this
party came to Cranberry Lake with five dogs, and were
joined there by a party from East Machias, the Shopper
Bros, of Beddington, and aNorthtield man who was camping
at the Saboo Lake."
This is a mistake, as 1 will endeavor
•'
further on to show. Tug then says
The party set at defiance the law, but being watched [by the deputy warden],
were troubled but by the aid of the East Machias party, the
Shopper Bros, and the Northfield man they eluded the
warden and killed six deer." This also is a mistake; the
small party of friends and old acfacts are briefly these
quaintances, residing in Massachuset's, started October 1
tor a hunting trip in Eastern Maine, taking with them their
guns, fishing tackle, cedar boats and dogs; one water-

signed
relate
says,

;

;

:

A

spaniel, one fox-hound, one setter
They arrived at
Irish deer hound.

and one thoroughbred
Mr. Albee's camp, and
took possession. After a day or two they formed the acquaintance of the East Machias party. They had never met
the gentleman before, but found him to be a very good fellow, and, like themselves, looking for sport. They also met
are
two other gentlemen from Machias, who said,
deputy deer wardens, sent here to watch you and to prevent
you from dogging deer;" to which we made reply, "Gentlemen, we respect your authority, and shall respect you. If
you see us dog deer, you may proceed to execute the law."
They stayed with us several days, camped with us, messed
with us we found them to be gentlemen. After they went
home, another deputy warden came a sailor man who told
us, before the ceremony of self-introduction had been hardly
gone through with, that he "always carried a pistol," and
that he "was not afraid to use it; that he had been through
didn't take this man
some hard battles on land and sea."
he did not impress us favorably' he camped
into our mess
alone. We finally sent the dogs away— had no use for them,
and did not care to have them poisoned. We went to Saboo
Lake several times, killed quite a number of deer up there,
As George said one morning, " We kept.
still-hunted them.
as still as mice until they came near, and then shot them."
That is what George calls it --still hunting— and I presume
he is correct.
Now, my frieuris aud myself feel that ''Tug" is too severe
upon us. We did not go down there to slaughter deer. We
found that the law was such that we could not dog the game,
and we cheerfully obeyed the requests of Mr. Parker and
Mr. Smith. In conclusion, I wish to exonerate the Last MaWe found the former
chias party and the Northfield man.
a pleasant companion, and a man who would not Bhoot a
deer unless he first asked if if was right and the latter a
person who was so deeply impressed with the majesty of the
deer-warden's law-book and blank warrants of arrest, that he
would not eat venison steak when cooked in mo-t approved
style by our truthful friend and guide, "Old Bob."

—
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bound

told that this shot had taken effect.
The remaining
three did not run away until I had taken t'vo more shots,
neither of which, however, took effect.
One always gets
great relief when he finds a plausible excuse for bad shooting, and so it is in this case.
I had just put a new style of
Bight on my rifle, and had shot it but, a few times.
To this,
together with the distance, I attribute rny ill-luck. I fount,
on examination, that I had slightly wounded by the first shot,
the one which stood beyond the one I shot at, and the third
shot I fractured one hind leg, so that I soon obtained another
shot and secured it. The other one I did not get,
It was
now nearly dark, and I was five miles from home, three of
which I had to travel through the woods after dark.

"S. S. M. " suggests an excellent game law for the preservation of deer in the Adirondacks.
Could such a law be enforced for five years deer would be
as plenty in the Adirondack wilderness as they were twentyfive years ago.
The ca'e he cites of a person killing live
deer in one day must be an exceptional one, lor after July
parties find it difficult to procure more venison than is
ueeded for their consumption in camp. The greatest slaughter of deer by jack hunting occurs in the latter part of June
and July, in defiance of law. 1 think the present game law
in reference to deer is very good, with the exception of

No one here feels much like making au effort to
enforce the law while the poachers and pot-hunters are permitted to come on in the fall with their hounds and drive
the deer into the water and slaughter them by hundreds.
Last winter I employed a man at my own expense to patrol
the woods in this section to prevent the killing of deer by
crusting, and brought four poachers to jail and justice.
But
I do not see much inducement to repeat it, when the same
ponchers are permitted by law to come on the same ground
I have tried to protect, and with their hounds kill a dozen
deer in two days and drive away as many more, aud that too
in a much more ignoble way than crusting
for to catch a
deer in the deep snow implies some ambition and considerBut any lazy drone can sit on the bank of the
able muscle.
lake and, when the dog has driven the deer into tho water,
row up to him and blow out his brains with a live dollar
fowling piece, or kill him with a club, whichever way he
can do it with the least work,
Mttsaitr
hounding.

;

"We

;
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THE GREAT HINKLEY HUNT OF

1818.

Cleveland, O.
Editor Forest and Stream

:

I inclose to you a scrap that will undoubtedly interest
1 can fissure
of the readers of Forest and Stkkam.
you that this is a faithful story of the great " Biuklcy
Hunt," as it was always spoken of by those who participated
When a boy I have heard many of them recount the
in it.
The country over which this b.iltue took place is now
story.
all highly cultivated, save in some of the ravines of Rocky
River and on the hill sides, where a few sickly forests remain that harbor the ruffed grouse and squirrel in limited
numbers. The large game of the "Hinkley Hunt" days
Even the wild turkey is.
have long since passed away.
goneand'he hardly holds a nesting place in the St de of Ohio.
One item omitted in making up the bag of the llinkley
hunters, as given below, was the wild turkey, of which they
captured over fifty, and some of these birds furnished a portion of the game feast after the great battue.
Du. E. Stlblinis.

many

Of all the fantastic and legendary tales of the wild hunt
in the folklore of all nations, none
will surpass the great llinkley Hunt undertaken by the settlers and farmers of the Western Reserve in the early years
The bunt
of this century in its vivid and realistic charms.

and chase which abound

occurred in the fall of 1818. Hinkley, which now forms the
extreme northeastern township of Medina county, bordering
on Cuyah-'ga and Summit counties, was then an unbroken,
dense wilderness. There was not a single settler in all s
territory, though nearly all of the townships on its four sides
were already well colonized, and were entering on an era of
t

advanced cultivation.

DEER LN TOE ADIRONDACK^.

lu the distribution of the lands of the Western Reserve,
the original land speculators who bouirhf it of the
Stale of Connecticut, Hinkley fell to the lot of Judge Samuel
Hinkley, of Northampton, Massachusetts. He also was the
owner of numerous other tracts in the different counties of

among
Adlbondacks, Nov,

9,

1881.

Editor Forest and Stream :
The close season for hunting deer with dogs has brought
all of the parties out of the woods, although a few
remain to continue their work ff extermination. There is
work for the game constable this way. It has b.-en a very
successful season for the hunters, but hard on the deer.
Parties have killed from five to twenty-five deer each, which

nearly

in this vicinity,

under

my immediate

observation,

amounts

to

about two hundred deer.
The first snow of the season fell on the 4th inst. to the
depth of three inches. The snow storm occurred about
noon, and two o'clock found me in the woods in pursuit of
But as doer do nut move much during a
the wary deer.
a storm, I did not succeed in finding any until the shades of
night warned me to return, and when too late to pursue I
came upon the spoor of two largo bucks, which apparently
had been made but. a few minutes. I succeeded, however,

bagging one marten or sable, and one ruffed grouse.
I was again in the woods at an early hour.
found plenty of tracks made during the night, but before I
could overtake the deer it began to thaw, aud the snow and
water fell from the trees so fast that it completely obliterated
the tracks; and in despair I went tearing through the woods
hop-hazard, in hopes that I might be fortunate enough to
nor was 1 disfind a deer without following the trackB
appointed. After travelling many miles, carefully looking
over the ground, I at last espied four deer busily engaged
1 had travelled hard all day, for it was
in eating beechnuts.
now about three o'clock, p.m., and was thoroughly drenched
with water from the melting snow. But now 1 felt amply
repaid by the sight of the splendid game before me. which
caused everv nerve to throb with excitement. Selecting a
large one, and, with as steady nerve as I could command
under the circumstances, I fired. But to my surprise the
in

The following day
I

;

deer only raised

its

head,

while a smaller one, which stood

beyond, leaped high in the air, and made a small
around the one I fired at and came to a stand. I
quickly fired again, but with no better success, for the deer
Here now was -an opportunity for
still stood motionless.
the buck fever, and I felt the strongest symptoms. My rifle
was now empty, for I used atwo-barrel muzzle-loader, and
hat all was not right, as they
the deer began to suspect
evinced by first jumping one way and then the oiler tfOl
knowing which way the danger came from. I loaded one
A quick
barrel with all possible diligence and fired again,
in a line

circle

I

the Reserve. This township being broken and ragged in its
physicial configuration, he had made no effort to have it sold,
The settlements aud clearings that were
anil settled up.
rapidly being made in the adjoining townships, drove the
wild animalB and beasts, in which the country at that time
abounde, into the dark shades and cavernous recesses of
Hinkley township. The broad valley of the Ricky River,
which flows through the township from south to north, was
during these years considered the paradise of hunters, among
the settlers for

many

miles around.

The Wyandotte and

Seneca tribes of Indians, made this a favorite hunting resort,
while the country east, north and south had already been
In the year 1808 a squaw was hung by the
well settled.
Wyandott.es near the' big bend of the river in the smth.
eastern part of the township for prophesying that darknfss
would come over the earth during the year. She was accused of witchcraft and strung to the limb of a tree fallen
against a ledge across the river amid the howls and demonaical incantations of the red devils. This was in May,
18UG; in June following there was an eclipse of the sun.
The body of the prophetess was left swinging to the tree as a
warning uot to invoke the powers of the evil ono, and a carrion for the vultures to feed upon until it, finally dropped into the river bottom, and its bleached bones were dragged
about bv wild animals.
The depredations and annoyances by the wolves and bears,
whose baunts were in llinkley, Caused the farmers and settlers of Medina, Summit and Cuyahoga counties it. resolve on
a war of extermination against these beasts. A meeting

was

called in Strongsville in the

fall

of

1818

to

make

arrangements for the great hunt, and enlist everybody
the slaughter
to
help
in
within available distance
chase.
A committee to conduct the hunt was selected,
and they soon issued a proclamation J o the farmers of
the three counties. The day fixed upon was the 24th day of
D ce.mber. The order was that the farmers gather by ar'y
eak armed with rifles, guns, pitchforks, flails, chilis,
and everv available implement of war; from a continuous
line on the four sides of the township, and at a given signal
toward its center, killing, shooting and slaughter<

A half mile. BOjjarfl
all game that came within reach.
was marked out by blazed trees in the centre of the townluI on this line they were all to stop, aud take posL
ing

i

:

:
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[from tbere ahoot and kill the game within reach.
g ami Rovallon were to form on the
Brccksville and Richfield on thfl east line, Bath
flger on the BOUtll, and Medina, Brunswick and
On the west.
Preparations on an extensive
a commenced throughout tie entire region and
it for the impending chase began
to fun
;b
day of December came. It was a clear, brisk
A slight crust of snow covered the ground and the
and the ground were frozen hard.
Before the
alight had commenced to steal through the. leaf'

16,

I

i

i

'

day.

!

id shivering trees, the noise and laugh' er of meu adeVery direction toward the line, the hark of
Hi the sharp ring of rifleshots re-echoed through the
from far and near. Startled and alarmed, the deer
:i
in
their hur and bounded" in long strides for
ie iu the wild confines of the central township.
Many
•ese animals are overhauled in their flight by the swift
before the fun of the day has really commenced.
The
jit and hears just returning from their
night's raids in
Bttlemeiits sneak off in precipitous flight before the unand hide in the thick swamps and cavernous re-

patched to the settlement of Richfield, several miles on the
Bastj tjiere to procure what they could find, and return with
it to the scene of the day's action.
Wiihin a lew hours the
men returned, bringing a barrel of whisky, drawn in a sled
by a yoke of oxen- In the meantime the other game had
been ;alhered, and il was found that there were over 300
di er and twenty-one heart.
A routing big (ire was built,
and the Scene which bad recently been a vast slaughter pen
had now turned fnto one of boisterous jubilation and merriment A roll call was mad'., and it was found that here
were four hundred and fifty-four men on the croued. Aad
then, as " liiley Urn Rover", " of Cleveland, the bard of the
occasion, describes it in his lines on this hunt, composed some
i

years after

i

" They set the turret on one end,

Ami novo (la- cillnTtn
They us.'.l lor tapper to attend
A ladle made 01 'to.

i

;

'Sorm the large hunting host is in line on the four sides of
flfcbatile'ground.
The men take their positions and form
inline, the companies touching at the four corners, and soon

1 equate

The north line, composed of the setCuyahoga county, numbers about 180 men, many

1

is

perfect.

|m from the then

infant,

settlement of Cleveland.

It is

of T, N. Ferris, of Hoyalton. The west line
men, and is under charge of Judge Wei ton, of
eld, and Carry- Oaks, of Brecksville.
The south hue,
command of Zanes Hamilton, numbers about 100 men,
e west line, under Abrara Freeze, of Brunswick, numxmt 120 men. These five captains form the Board of
[era and the whole affair is under their immediate conil

id direction.
re hunters stand a'ert and anxiously wait for the signal
lieu a long-drawn blast from a horn comes from
high hills iu the uorth and echoes down the valley.
It
swered on the Ki est and down it passes along its line,
it comes east and up back it goes to the north.
As the
fagle sound dies away the word "all ready" passes
mouth to mouth, and with it the advance begins.
Steadily the columns press on, silently at first
then comes a
wild shout and soon the echoing roll of musketry as the wild
:s through the
woods and the thick underbrush
|B the advancing host. The north column is the first
se in the hi|u ire on the center; then follows east and
md south. It was now almost a solid phalanx of men
ling close to one another.
i'i madness and utter despair
by the terrible conand slaughter, the deer, led by the stags, dash in
Jain st the lines; many are shot, others are forked
Ibed, ami some, the larger and fleeter, escape—
over the heads of the hunters. The frightened
quivering and foaming, with their large eyeballs
.led, rush back and forth,
from side to side, and the
massacre continues.
The orders are strict that all firing
must he done low and towards the centre, to prevent injury
in t'ae men.
f n one of the rushes made bv the deer against
irtl
column, Lathrop Seymour accidentally receives a
Hfeliot in his shoulder and one in his left leg.
He is disband is conveyed back to the rear to have his wounds
It is now past noon, and the carcasses of several
deer lie strewn on the ground through the woods,
two bears and several wolves had been killed up to
ne.
It soon became apparent to the captains that it
he impossible to kill all the game closed in the squarespecially the bears and wolves, the extermination of
was really the purpose of the hunt without another
ce being made from the four sides.
This could not be
without endangering the life and limbs of the hunters,
mcil of war was called, and it was decided that the
should hold their positions, and that no further long
". tiring be dune,
and the killing of deer and small same
shibited.
William Coggswell, of Bath, Me., the prince
jiintsmon in his day in Ohio, and " Riley the Hover,"
auother famoushunter, who was located at Cleveland, and
whose proper name has slipped the memory of the old
Millers, were then ordered, with eight more meu. to advance
»;. I
centre, and "stir" up the wolves and bears and
them come out. The men on the lines were to keep
ah, and kill the animals as they came out from their
its.
The men entered the. arena, and their experience
t told in
the words of Coggswell, who started in in
ace of the little squad.
soon came iu contact with plenty of wolves and bears,
slid several of them, when I saw near the centre
tonstrous hear— I think the largest I ever saw of
fcpecieB.
We wounded him twice, so that he dropped
1 time, when he retreated toward the south line, and
((lowed
in
hot
pursuit.
About this time the
line advanced about forty rods; they had become so
slasticin the hunt that they could be restrained no
jtt, and this brought them within a short distance of the
anil myself.
dog, whom 1 had left in the rear,
me after the bear, broke away from the young man
J
imd him in charge, and came running to my assistance.
et the bear just as he was crossing a little creek on the
ran up the bank within twenty-five or thirty feet of
ir, and stood several feet above him.
About this time
ieu on the south line commenced shooting at the bear,
-• dly regardless
of me and my dog.
There were probn guns fired within a very Bhort space of
time, and
jts sounded to me very much like a hail storm.
As
old Bruin got his head still so T dare shoot I laid him
bile (hey were tiring so many guns, a great many peroed in me to come out or I would be shot. but, as it
neither myself nor dog was hurt.
The bear soon
imbed to the hot lead that was being poured into his
When the monster had been killed the south line
regardless of all orders, and they were soon joined by
ree other lines."
a general search commenced in the centrennd through
cjuts and caves r<n the sides of the hills.
Several more
and wolves were found killed, the last one being a
led wolf which had secreted itself in the top of a fallen
Firing now closed: darkness was coming on. The
mjre called together by a trumpet call near the spot
re the big bear had been killed.
They were ordered to
large their guns and then stack them.
Then the laborof
ig the game commenced.
First the wulves were drawn
nteen.
M'as then decided that the bounty money— then paid by
°'a'.e for wolf sca'ps
should be expended in refreshfov the hunting host.
Accordingly two men were di&»
the

;
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Was drink bv men

VELOCITIES OF RIFLE BULLET AND OF SOUND.
Stevens Institute of TEOHNOtOGt,
Ilobokcn, New Jersey, Dec. 2, 1881.
f
Editor Forest and Btrea/m
You have desired me to state the facts relating to the relative velocities of ri lie balls and of sound They areas follows:
The velocity of sound in air of the temperature of S3"
Fahrenheit is 1090 feetper second. To:
ncreaeea
exactly one foot foreadi degree Fahr.a'iove tl2
iCi
ffles
by the same amount for each degree hi low 33o Fahr. Thus,
at 05° Fahr., which is G3° above 33° the velocity Of Sound
equals 1153 feet per second; while if the air has the temperature of 0° F., the velocity falls to 1058 feet, per second.
Taking the above range of temperature (05^) as that of the
air in this latitude, we have for the corresponding ranae of
velocity of sound the difference between 1153 and 1058,
;

.

And none would deem
To drink

eii

U

hurtful

men

such anight.
eho-e,

But nor a fighting wrangle mse.

And not a man got drunk.

;

feet.

The

uprltrht,

"Then every rami drank what tie
And rdl wre men of spunk;
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men,

i
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Toe word was now passed that the whole squad camp here
for thenight. A half dozen men soon had hod of the big bear
and, drawing htm up by the hind legs, jerked off the skin
and the fat. The greasy carcass wass. on Masting and spitting
before the large camp fire.
But few of the hunters had
brought a little "Johnny cake," and a slice of bacon or
venison, and theyr all evirced a sharp appetite for something
to eat. * When the roasting had been completed au onslaught
was made with bowie knives on the body. But as there was
no salt in the camp the food served became nauseating.
From this it went to song, then speeches, and finally tbe
night wound up with anecdotes of adventure, and pioneer
life.
As morning came a division of the game was made.
committee consisting of Henry Eoyt, of Liverpool John
Bigelow, of Richfield, and William Coggswell, of Bath, was
elected to make the di vi -ion.
After the proportionate shari s
had been allotted to the different companies, the journey
homeward was commenced, some of the hunters living
twenty and thirty miles away.
Many of the men who had congregated here on fhe wonderful occasion had been entire s'tangers to one another, but
after the night's strange and mutual festivities they had
grown on terms of brotherly friendship. It had been a joy
and pleasure to all of these sturdy pioneers who were the first
to unfold the beauties of the beautiful "Reserve." to meet so
many of their kind here, isolated and alone as their da;, shad
to be spent then in battling with the foiest and clearing their
farms
The game was tied on slicks, and then away the
hunter* wandered up the hills and down the valley, north,
east, west and south in twos, wilh the end of a slick on their
shoulders, the trusty rifle under their arms and a (Iter, wolf
or bear banging between, its bloody head dragging over the
frozen snowy ground.
Then this "valley of death," with s quiet little si team.
which had many centuries ago been a powerful torrent, and
for many, many years had filled this broad expanse with a
mass of rushing and seething waters, grew still ajain and remained so for several years, until in 1822 the settler came
with his axe and plow, and it is now a land of fruitful fields
and pleasant homes and fine houses.
O. N.

A

;

,

i

various velocities of rifle balls, depending as they do
on the calibre of the piece, and on the relative weights of
[lowder and ball, extend through a considerable range. Without much error the range of velocities may be put down at
from 1000 to about 3000 feet tier second.
Thus, the United States Government cartridge is of ,45
calibre, and contains a ball weighing TO grains, with 405
grains of powder. The writer has made a series of careful
experiments on the velocity of this ball when projected with
tbe above charge of 405 grains of powder from a double-barrel Express rifle made by the Colt's Anns Manufacturing Company. The determinations were made with the same ehronoscope which the writer used in his experiments on the velocity of fowling-piece shot which were published in Fouest
and Stream of Oct. 28, 1880.
Five measures were made, with the following results
:

No. ot Expt.

Velocity of Ball.

1

i

-

a w. it.

2
3

_.1.'ir,s

*
5

„. . .1968

per second

v:,c,:\

ISM

Average velocity

tstiu

If this ball be fired at a target on a 500 yard range it will
take 1 1-10 seconds for if to go from the rifle to the target.
Sound will go over the same distance in 1 3-10 seconds if the
temperature of the air is at 62 Fahr. Thus wo see that tbe
marker at the target will receive the sound of the discbarge
of the rifle 2-10 of a second after the impact of the ball on the
target,

The highest velocity given of a rifle ball, is that found in
Greener's recent work on " The Gun." He slates 1928 feet
per second as the velocity given bv a .45 cal. Express rifle
carrying a-htollow ball weighing 270 grains, and driven by
150 grains of powder. If we supposn this ball fired at a
target on a 1,000 yard range, it will fake it 1J seconds to go
over the range. Sound at the temp, of 62° Fahr. has a velocity of only 1120 feet per second, hence it will take 2 0-10
seconds for the sound of the discharge of the rifle to reach
the marker at the target.
He will, therefore, hear the impact of tbe hall on the target, one and a half seconds before
the sound of the discharge of the rifle reaches him.
From the above you will see that, it is impossible for a
marker to be apprised, by the sound, of the discharge of fhe
rifle, theu go out and he struck by the ball.
Indeed, if death
should be instantaneous be would die without hearing the
discharge of the piece which killed him.
Axpbed M. Maver.

HOW HE GOT

HIS DUCKS.

BAi/mionE, Md., Nov.

EIGHT RULES FOR "TREEING GROUSE
28, 1881.

Editor Forest and Stn
There is, and has been for some time, good shooting on the
Gunpowder Bridge, about nineteen miles from this 'ei'v. on
Fair accommodations may be had at
the P. W. & B. R. R.
I have been out twice, but, being
the bridge for fit per day.
only a tolerable shot at. ducks, I did not briug tuany to bag.
At a low estimate, I should say from seventy-five to one hundred men were on the bridge this morning, armed with every
description of fireann, from an old armyf musket to a Mo. 4
breech-loader.
I left at noon with six in bag and double that number
which fell to my gun in the possession of other gunners.
There are a lot of fellows who make a practice of claiming
every duck that falls iu their neighborhood. Some, of these
fellows claim to be gentlemen. There was oue of this de-

arm d with a W. & C.
Scott & Sons' No. 10 and au 8-bore by Green, who actually
claimed every duck that he tired at f although I saw Him
scription on the bridge this forenoon,

make

countless palpable misses), and his

man was

rapidly

picking up ducks enough to half fill his boal when I left. I
suppose he had about sixty to his credit (?). He was so polite
when he claimed his bird that no one seemed to dispute the
point.

On my return home I casually related my experiences of
the forenoon and happened to mention this fellow's name to
gentleman who knows him well. "Why," said he, "that
is one of tbe poorest shots I ever know, but lie 'always
manages to get more ducks than any one else. He was so
notorious for claiming ducks that did not belong to him that
no one would shoot with him when he was a member of the
Carroll Island Club, some years ago."
If this should meet
a

man

the eye of the pariy in question he will learn that at least
one of his victims knew he was being duped at the time.
Tou will, perhaps, wonder why some oue did not "kick."
Wbat good would it have done ? His man picked up all the
duck= he claimed and remained out in the stream in his boat.
I shall organize a Clique that can outclaim him when next
I
go ducking.
Cues. A. Peaks.

Virgima— Abingdon. Nov. SO, 1881.— Our quail shooting
began NOV. 1, but birds are not abundant anywhere near
town. Some five or six miles east Of us Ibey are reported
numi roils and but little disturbed. Squirrels have been unusually plentiful this fall, and have beenhawked about the
streets for 5 cents each.
Ruffed grouse, in local parlance
pheasants, are said to he found in fairly laree numbers on the
" knobs," from two to three miles to ini t wn.
The rugged
character of the country they frequent prevents their being
hunted to any extent. Two 'bears were killed on the mountain twelve miles south of town, two weeks ago.
Mast,
while scarce in most localities this season; is abundant here,'
hence the prevalence of squirrels and 01 her such game. Some
deer and turkeys are reported on the mountain, but there are
very few within easy reach of town. I am planning a short
excursion in a day or two, and will report results.— Will.

TREEING

VS.

WING SHOOTING

"

AGAI,V.

Montreal, Nov. 26, 1881.

Kditm- Forest and Stream '
At this late date I will redeem the promise made over
twelve months ago, and give a few facts regarding
treeing"
ruffed grouse that maybe of service to young sportsmen
who have not advanced far enough into the science of " wing
shooting" to be able to bring down this most difficult of game
'

birds to shoot, when bouncing away at full flight.
I expect that this letter will be condemned by many old
sportsmen, but when we consider the difficulty in hitting
this bird while on the wing, and that but a portion of the
birds that are struck are brought to bag, we must allow our
younger brothers the liberty of shooting at this game whereever they can see it. Everfwe " crack shots" (so called by
our friends) on our "oil" days would come home with but
scant bags if we did not occasionally "pot hunt," thsse
birds after they had "treed," and on our "on" days we
all make many misses, notwithstanding that certain correspondents claim to kill every bird flushed. Wonderful shots
"on paper" are those fellows. When a bird gets up they, in
a cool, calm manner, simply pitch their sun toward their
game and bring it down, and sometimes also cut down a
large tree that happened to be iu line, winning the admiration and anexp'essive wag-of-the-tail from their intelligent
dog, who is pleased to thus he provided with a stump, as
he passes by to retrieve the quarry that lies riddled with
Bhot some distance further on.
The habits of ruffed grouse vary greatly according to
locality and season
for instance, inourCanadim wilderness
where the timber is mostly hemlock and spruce, with an
ordinary dog they can be readily "treed." while in the
settled districts, if flushed in second growth bant wood
timber, hey hut seldom " tree," "miles'
laeaBOD,
when the leaves are thick on the bushes, where the til o
of larger growth and a mixture of hardwood and evergreen.
They "tree" more readily.in September
oninthe
Benson, and also "tree" better when beechnuts are plentiful,
which fatten them, than wheniood is scarce ami (her are.
poor in flesh, fn sections of the country wdiere their natural
enemies— foxes— are plentiful they become accustomed to
"tree" for safety, and will, when flushed with a dog, usually
take to the nearest hemlock.
There is a great difference in dogs that are used for thl
sports.
A light-footed foxy-colored dotr, who understands
his business, will steal close on the birds, and make tbejn
take to the nearest trees, where a heavy, clumsy
spaniel would flush them before he cane near, which would
cause them to fly some distance before stopping,
The following rules in seetii
o-y where the
timber is of large growth, and a mixture of hardwood
evergreen, will be found by those who observe the habits of
the ruffed grouse, to be iu tbe main correct;
When this bird is flushed on level ground, shouldhe
1.
fly swift and low out of 'sight, he will usually swuilleftjmd alight on the ground.
;

i

i

I

i

—

—
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Should the bird, when flushed, gradually rise and suddenly dart upward, look for him on the nearest evergreen
re you saw him hist
hut if he at once rises to the top
of the tree and then shoots off like an arrow, don't waste
poking after hiin, for he is a strong flyer and is away
;

distant covert.

Should tho bird

H.

fly

up

to a steep hillside

will alight

it

4 But if from a hill to the level below, then look for
your game wi
|]p in some tall hemlock or spruce, standing
ttt and immovable, on a limb near
he body of the tree.
If the bird flies from one hill or knoll across a ravine
tier hill, it will alight on the ground.
When Hushed on a side hill and it flies off to the left,
6
it will alight on
the ground; hut if
dies away to the
ill, when near the end of its flight, either turn to
it
111
up into a tree-top, or to the right into a low everI]

I

it,

covert,
Tf it flies

J

down

a ravine

and you observe

look fi>r it in a low thicket on the bank
to the right, look for it in a low evergreen.

left,

;

it

turn to the
if it turns

but

h> 5 l\v

!

'>

i

i

:,

;

I
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Allen's, Pocusset, Mass., Nov. 30.
open season for deer hunting closes with us to-day,
and for the last three days little rest has been given to
eitner dogs or game.
As yet I have heard no estimate of
the number killed, but I think it falls below the amount of
last season.
One man last year bought two hundred fresh
hides, and he could not have got near all of the deer killed,
as many are sent, off whole.
great many have been shot this season that could hardly
have seen a snow storm in their lives, they were so small.
It seems to me that a law which prohibited the killing of
fawns, might tend to preserve the deer. Among the deer
stalkers of Scotland the aim was not for hinds and fawns,
but for stags.
Killing these did not lessen the number of
fawns in a season, and deer did not decrease as fast as where
all are shot that are within range.
Of the large number
killed this fall very few are found with more than two or
three points on their horns.
large number have no bonis
whatever for does, and fawns too small to have any, are
killed oftener than bucks.
Pawns are often killed with lhe
mothers, and one was shot near this village, the live weight
of which was twenty pounds no larger than a turkey cock.
SporLsmen, while quailing, lower their gun without firing
when the old bird rises from the cover followed by a halffledged brood of young, the product of a second or third
nesting.
Why not spare the fawns as well ? The hunter
whose first deer weighs but twenty pounds has little to be
proud of in the way of game.
The deei in this State are found mostly in the towns of
Sandwich, Falmouth and Marshpee a few may be found in

THE

A

A

—

;

Plymouth and Barnstable. Should the OapeCodOanalbebuilt,
Plymouth would be isolated from those on the Cape.
They used to be plenty in Plymouth woods till the fires
burned over so much territory that neither food nor cover was
those iu

left.
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down

he will gain confidence and become
and as he grows older wU quite likely
h ay shooting ruffed grouse otherwise than when on the wing.
ni'.i

shot

it

SHOOTING GROUSE ON THE WING.
Somf.kviij.k, Mass., Dec. 7, 1881.

,our issue of Dec. 1, is as "sound as a
of shooting grouse on the wing, and I
hem on sight; let theru have it, hit or
at
imaaBif this noble bird was possessed of someln fcinct, foi if it is a possible thing for him
surely put something between you and himself when
elect deal trip through the brush.
bunch
ol a pine, hemlock, spruce, or a large rock,
u the butt of a largo tree will auswer bis purpose; for
Be he thinks that if he is out of sight he is out of
Now, my experience has taught me that it is almost
to attempt to follow him with a " bead," for long betiie I can take sight on him he has landed in Canada or some
lace; ami especially if it is a quartering shot to the
When a partridge starts, I look to see which way he
ag, and as they generally rise from the ground I throw
mi up to my face ("instead of dropping it to the line of
nun! and keeping both eyes open, shoot in ahead of where I
w him. I am governed by the distance that he is from
ahead I shoot
fi
but perhaps two or three
to 1
reel, it a quartering shot, and he has just started. His going
tree top or bunch of hushes is just what suits me,
for when 1 see hiin going I know just what to shoot at. Now,
although this manner may not be the best for open field
shooting, I have faith to believe that there is none better for
What kept me back in the dark a
Ifiges in thick cover.
I used to shoot No. 8
long tune was the use of fine shot.
10 at them, and in a while I would kill one when an
open, straight-away shot offered but how many, many times
I have fired at them just as they were going behind a tree-top,
and would seethe leaves and twigs fall. The shot struck just
where 1 intended to have it, but the grouse would go on as
Unconcerned as though there had been no shot in the gun
that is, apparently, but I have sometimes found them dead
afterwara tt is a self-evident fact that to cut down fifteen
or twenty feet of bushes or tree-top, yon must use heavy
In the nestplace.it
3hot and plenty of powder besides.
wants shot heavy enough to smash any bone in the bird
after going Through the brush, so as to drop them then and
ananot let them go away and die after long suffering,
or to be caught by vermin. After using fine shot a long
The result was, that the
time, I commenced using No. 4.
first day 1 used it 1 Id lied four single birds dead in succession,' arid winged the sixth bird so that I soon got him,
making five out of six. That converted me from fine Bhot
now use a nine-pound, ten-gauge
fo,- covert shooting.
1
breech-loader, with 4£ drams charge Lightning powder, and
!£ oz. No. 5 chilled shot, and thegrouse, to use the current
slang, often literally "tumble to the racket" of Iron Ramrod.
b/ject
i

Chas. H. Haswet.l.

A Still-Hunter's Adventure— Moire, Franklin county,
Editor Forest and Stream: A report has
N. Y., Nov. 29
reached here that a man by the na.ne of William Merrick, of
the town of Brandon of this county, was, while still hunting
deer, on the 17th. in the vicinity of Deer River, shot at by
some person and slightly wounded. Merrick's account of
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Havre Db Graob Ducking— Christiana, Pa., Nov. 28.—
Since the 1st. of November I have made many strolls for
scarce.
Not one bird have I seen.
days of ducking at Havre de Grace
We bagged over seven
witli Broomtield
and Collary.
hundred ducks, most all were of the red-head species.
Black-heads were not shot. That is why "Homo" found
them so scarce in market. They do not bring the price that
the good variety bring, and gunners do not shoot them.
They were, then, in goodly numbers, so were bald-pate and
blue wings. Black ducks were also very plenty. Canvasbacks would not dart to the boxes. The bushwhackers got
some, and stole lots of red-heads from the box-shooters.
They should have a law passed to prevent its occurrence
another season- G. P.
rabbits.
J

21.

A

,

Find them very

spent four of the

—

first

forgotten,

and he

is as alert,

as his oldest

and most seaiuml

JUH

companion, but as soon as the excitement is over he reJ
again and shudders at the thought of the next fence.-rJH

ark

Call.

Rangrlkv Notes— Rangeley, Nov. 25.— Still-huhttofl
thus far has not been satisfactory, the light, falls
wholly disappearing or forming a crust, making it
Soon after the firat Bnow, some four weeks ago, D. T. Haines
and Rufus Crosby, noted guides and hunters, who had been
trapping near Arnold's Bog, started a cariboo which the first,
named hunter wounded, but failed to get, owing to meijifi
of snow.
Since then they have shot a large buck with tin*
usually fine antlers.
Haines got in the first shot wijHS
Winchester rather high in the shoulder. The buck ranjflraS
Crosby who gave him a charge of buckshot, one of. wgfflfl
entered the eye and brain, bringing him down.
J15(
Tuesday Elmer Snowman, while hunting in company vjjth
the above named parties near the same place, shot a IwoJWB
old cariboo, shooting twice with a light sporting eightffiS,
inch .82 calibre rifle, hitting at each shot, grassing him
while on the run. As I write the air is redolent of brolllu*
steaks of said cariboo. Thanks to the generous hunter vrtio
also brought me a share of the one shot by Messrs. Hai
and Crosby. Last Wednesday was enjoyed by the lt,„„,
gunners in a grand hunt with seven on each side, captained
by A. J. Haley and Charles Neal, Haley's side wirmiiaWi
thirty points in a total count of nearly five thousand. Sharp
practice was charged by the defeated party, neverthehjjrafl
enjoyed a capital supper at the expense of the latter at Vile
Oqtiossoc House. On the day preceding the grand uthffij
party of a dozen, or more with several dogs
hi
footed bear till dark unsuccessfully. Brain, Shone
handicaped, could take care of himself on a iong chaseJBfl
had been hunted the two preceding days by a partjffli
three and a dog.— Warftrld.
I

|
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Philadelphia Notes— Nov. 30. The season thus fat ft*
upland shooting has been a total failure, as was prophesied
All our sportsmen going out from Philadelphia and (uHH
ing their grounds in New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland,
report quail scarce.
Those who happened to strikJH*
Bight, of woodcock had sport, but this was bu
duration.
We hear of not. a few gentlemen to startyjnl
December for North Carolina, where birds suffered lessIaSt.
winter.
Duck shooting at; Havre de Grace is moderately
good. The fowl are fast, learning the difference between
body of their own kind and a flock of stools or decoys, and
do not give the Shooting they did earlier in the mouth,
Ten brant were killed at Barnegat and Tuckertoa Bays
1

York, Nov.

Editor Forest and Stream :
I not only agree with you fully in your views as to the
pigeon tournaments of State Game Protective Societies, but
I foresee the disruption of the association in this State if the
present programme at its convention is continued. The idea
of an association for the prevention of game setting the example of slaughtering game for wagers iB an absurdity that
will disgust, legislators, and thus destroy the very instrument by which it is prepared to attain their ends.
I was one of the dozen men who instituted the association, and was its president, but I retitt d in consequence of
the abandonment of its purpose of organized m.

1

i

;

i

New

I

Stanstead.

188H

8,

shoes are cut through at the toes and the bottoms
l
trousers worn to fringe in the. contact with the briers
and I
twigs in his early rushes his hands are bleedintr, and
tie I
hack parts of his knees feel very much like giving in; hutlei I
a rabbit start or a quail flush, and all the troubles are instflHI

,

The question of hunting with hounds has been ably discussed in the Forest and Stream. Here hounding seems to
be the only method. I have never heard of any jacking or
Still-hunting is out of the question on account of
torching.
the dense thickets of shrub oak. The way with us is to surround one of these thickets and send in the dogs. I have
known as many as nineteen men in one party, whose shares in
a twenty pounrl deer would be a mouthful apiece.
MXBGttS.
[We heartily second the suggestions of our correspondent
that the killing of these fawns should be stopped. Such
business is simply disgraceful.]

—
'

(Dbokmbkb,
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DEER IN MASSACHUSETTS.

;

the point of a knoll it will usually double
the left, will seek some covert under the
but should the point be to the right, it will alight in
not high up.
Remember, the shorter the distance the hird flies before
alighting the more ready he is again to take to flight.
If "he
immediately after being flushed he will take the most
prominent limb in view, and, unless your dog holds his atwill be away when he perceives you approaching;
but should he fly some distance and be well followed up by
v.Hir dog at keen jump and cry, he will select; some lame
eft c
spruce tuid alight on" a limb near the body of the
trots, hug hia feathers Close and stand as motionless as a knot.
as it is surer than afrontor back
r-nc.
When approaching, if possible get a tree between
1
your bird. If there is no cover, walk along in a
ler as though you did not see him and intended
id w hen within
range shoot the instant you
Stop or he will he off like a bullet, unless your dog is keepit'ertion fixed on him by incessant barking.
I do not claim the above rules to he infallible, but have
ioun
generally correct in the settled districts
that T have shot over in Northern Vermont and the Cauadas.
The gun used should he close shooting and a hard hitter, for
grouse are, late in the season, very tenacious of life,
Hi, after they are shot through and through, will fly
."•distance before dropping.
As to the breed of dogs
lis sport,
I would recommend the red collie; they
rery intelligent, with good voice and fair nose, with
hght, foxy movements, which make them well adapted for
-o'-k treeing grouse.
The young sportsman should
try all fair wing shots, and as he occasionally is successful in
I

S,

the affair

is

that he

was following the track

of a deer

wnen a

on the same trail he was following, which he
he heard a noise in the woods to a
He went to find
little one side from where he was standing.
out the cause, and came to a ledge of rocks having a cliff-like
face on one side, and leaning forward to peer over he had
hardly put his face where it could he seen from the base of
the cliff, when a gun was discharged from that point, the ball
passing along his cheek and through the rim of his hat, without doing any more serious injury than a slight scratch of
skin on his cheek. The muzzle of the gun was so near his
face that the powder blackened and burned it considerably.
The discharge came so sudden Merrick was dazed or st unn ed
by it, so that before he could recover to pursue or even observe his assailant the latter bad disappeared and eluded detection. It is reported that the owner of the dog isknown and

hound struck
shot.

I

week.— Homo

Northern Michigan— Washington, D. C.,Dec. 1.— Have
from a month's

just returned

trip to Northern Michigan.;
in neighborhood of Reed City and to the
only one slight tracking snow up to
22, which lasted two days and was duly improved, abOlit'
The new Michigan,
thirty deer being killed in that, vicinity.
law in regard to not shipping game out of the State is a dead
letter, as venison is shipped "to the little towns near the
Sttde line and taken across the line iu 'wagons and re-shipped
to all parts of the country,
T. F. E.

Found game plenty

Had

northward.

'

<.

t

1

—

|

—
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Massachusetts Linn, December ?>, 1881. Birds are
quite plenty along all the shores of Massachu
mostly coot and old wives, some widgeon, and now and then
a broad-bill. One of our gunners shot fifteen last, Wednesday
in au hour.
An unknown man shot a white-whip
the marshes a few days since.
I uever saw one, but take tie
word of older gunners than myself. The geese are flying!
this week quite plenty, but. fly too high.
S. M. 8,
I

—

in

A moment after

made as to the man who tired the shot. But
as nothing that is reliable is known as yet, the name is withSonic of Merrick's neighbors, it, is reported, think that
held.
the story was fabricated by Merrick himself, and that he was
accidentally wounded hy the discharge of his own gun, and
I am
that he made up the above story to create a sensation.
not personally acquainted with Merrick ; therefore, will not
express an opinion as to the truth of his story. I have only
beard of him as being one of a number of still-hunters that
hunt deer in that vicinity and make a practice of shooting
conjectures are

all

i

last

dogs that they find chasing deer.— Adrian Ondaok.

The Shenandoah Valley. —Deer, "pheasants"

while on the seventh, crawls under the top rail of the
eighth, the middle rail of the ninth, the bottom rad of the
tenth, hunts for an opening in the eleventh, and positively
refuses to take the next until he has rested his gun against it
and stretched himself full length on the ground for a while.
little

His hunting, which commenced with a bold dash through
fields,
all the rose-brier patches aDd thickets in the first few
is
is now confined to the cow-paths and open places, and he
willing to let his companions start all the game, or even to
shame
roads,
to
the
take
up
and
give
motion
to
second any
alone preventing him from making the proposition. His

,

Homo.

Woodcock Near Hartford — Hartford,

Conn., Nov.fl

— On Tuesday, Nov. 22, a friend and my sell killed seven
woodcock, all within ten miles of Hartford. They were
large, fat birds, and in better condition th-m any 1 have seen
While I have occasional ly shot, a ragglor later
this season.
than this, I have never in twenty years' e
Wit. M. Hudson..
so many woodcock so late as Nov. 22.
s"t

—

A Correction- -New York, Dec. 5, 188 —JSditor f'wA
and Stream: In issues of Dec. 3 and 7 I advertised Greener
Hammerless, 2-2,603, as winner of Anybody Cup at the Westminster Kennel Club reception. I am informed I was mistaken as to the gun, and that it was a gun of another maker.
Henry C. Squires. JM
I desire the correction to be made.
1 .

Missouri.

Getting OVBB tuu Fences.— The movements of a young
city sportsman never fail to furnish amusement for his older
and more sedate companions. His freshness and vigor in
the morning create a laugh, and when he crawls along and
wants to lie down after a few hours' hunting, smiles are exchanged at his expense. His manner in taking fences is
characteristic. The first is vaulted. with one hand on the lop
The second fence
rail, while the gun is held high in the air.
The
ca))8 0uta leap' which shows considerable less spring.
The next is
third is taken with one foot on the lower rail.
climbed over with a lively sort of a scramble. He sedately
climbs the fifth, lies upon the next and rolls over it, sits a

(ruffed

grouse) and turkeys are more abundant this year in thfe
Shenandoah Valley than for a lone; time. It will really nay
those of your readers who are lovers of deer and turkey
hunting to seek their ground somewhere in this valley.
Your correspondent saw a letter from Wilcox M
to-day, in which it is stated that quail were comparatively
plenty there, notwithstanding the snows of last winter.—

tiful, i.e.,

— Columbia,

the

Dec.

2.

smaller varieties

quails, grouse, etc.,

and

— Our

game

— turkeys,

to be prevented

is usually plenprairie chickens,
from k

same in season or out of season, our sportsmen (?) would
look upon as a restriction of their rights, and in
with the freedom of an American citizen. 0. B. B.

—

A

—

White Deer. — Number

Four, Nov. 23,
A
was brought out of the woods anve a few days ago. It 1^1
It Wto
all white but the head, which was the ordinary color.
caught in the water after being driven by hounds, Mnssrv.

—

New

Brunswiok

—

—

Martins, Nov. 23. Gat m
Ruffed grouse nearly all gone
Cs
scarce here.
Ducks have been plenty, but are now
scarce.

south.— H. V.

St.

all

gone

8.

Nov, !).—
more plentiful than 1 expected U»
them, and fair bags have been made. C. Bbnddjb.

Washington Territory --Fort Walla-Walla,
Sharp-tailed grouse are
find

New

Jersey

— Wenonah,

—

Nov.

21.

— As

I repoi

the destruction of quails was almost universal
in this region.— Milton P. Pbibob.
last spring,

——
DrcoEMRBB

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881. J

8,

I
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I have other evidence of the presence of salmon in that stream,
cluded that a passing stick bad struck my hook. Another
as they were taken and eaten last year.
Major Wilson, however,
cast of the line, and bete was no room for doubt, a heavy fish
was pulling violently. It was long before the strength of is better acquainted with tho eahnon hi a fresh state than
most
of our citizens, and his statement is more conclusive.
the current allowed me to land my prize, indeed it was only
Whether
this
specimen
had
ever
left
the
headwaters
to seek the
FISH IN SEASON IN DECEMBER.
by the lightning's flash that: 1 could judge where or how to gulf of Mexico is a question.
S. G. Worth. Snpt. Fisheries.
FBE8H
do Ibis. 1 fished the stream steadily downward for about a
Yellow
llnmalilii.
Perch, Perea
imoiSes
hundred yards, the lightning showed roe where to throw
Striped Bass, Jtooous tinmtvs.
CARP IN TENNESSEE^Nuahville, Nov. 24.— Within the limited
iii
Ml un mild was inky blackness.
I cast and rarely
White Bass, Hoanm r-hrysops.
Bgoa nubUioT.
r Wants.
The strength of the cur- confines of a double bath-room your humble correspondent is
Rock Buss, Amblopliun, (Two failed either to hook or lake a fish.
confined, watching tho faithful delivery of 1,500 German carp.
•-\vx (UCtllS.
species).
rent: .enabled nnmy a fish to break away, but "at the end of
received
here this morning by Col. Geo.F.Akcrs, from the National
(wall-eyed
pike) War-mouttt, ChcenobryttusguUtms.
Prke-perch
half an hour my basket held eight fish, and when these were ponds nt, Washington, D. C. The fish were brought here
Slizotetkmm
amcrioamiin,
S.
Grapple, romoxys nigra
by Mr,
tabled at the hotel they proved to be three trout, three gray- F. L. Donnelly, and as an evidence of his careful watching not
Bachelor, Pomoxya annularis.
Chub, SemntilU corporalis.
The least was three- ono died while en route. That the fish are eminently adapted to
ling, and two fish resembling chub.
quarters of a p "ind in weight, and the largest a pound and this clhnate the immense increase in those already brought here
Last week one was caught in the
B.U.T WATEK.
a half altoget a a beautiful dish, and the fish by far the is incontrovertible proof.
Asyhnnk pond, which weighed, after being killed, six pounds.
Smelt, (J.
Pollock, Pollachius carbonarius.
largest in size that I bad captured during my week's angling.
Taulog or Blaclctlsh, Tmttma * * * What speculations these two experiments force Captain Frank Green has assured mo ho knows of one in his pond
[raring.
Ktrtpcil IV:,,:. ov ROClttish, Kiwiv-s
that in even larger. Col. Akers, Willi his usual enthusiasm. ired
OlMitiS.
a German to pmnt the fish, and I was invited as well as both
Weakilsh or Squetague,C«/nos^on upon the angler's mind, as to the feeding of fish on dark
rmalis.
nights, when they are commonly supposed to be at rest
rorojiewiwricaoo,
I
of gentlemen ol the press, to partake of the delicious morsel the
Channel Bass, Spot or Redflsh, am compelled to the conclusion that iu these night banquets
Qg day, but a much-abused "Jew" gotinhis woik em, and
Sricsnop occllatus.
devoured the 'dainty, but, through tho mistake of a eaielesa boy,
is frequently to be found the true answer to the fisherman's
w-ithwhoniit had been left in charge during the night. Dr.
too common question, "Why do not the fish take? The
Lliee uiiliottored In lay discourse, O
Thymallus water is in good order, the wind is right, and everything be- Calleuder, however, promises to repair the damage, bv sending in
a couple of "whoppers" next week.— ,T. D. H.
given the.prjy a tlower: whether the waters
ling)
speaks a good day's sport, but they won't take." The reof the TletnO fchee, or tboae of the pleasant Artesls a Dowertimu art.
CARP TOR MASSACHUSETTS.—The result of the experiment
sponse should he: "Dined already, and require time for
'
,i tie common saying attests It, for
of the Rod and Gnu Club of Webster to stock the ponds i u that town
Is pleasantly said of one
digestion,''
with caip will be watched with interest. The rive, cans received
WllO gives
?eame sweetness.
from the United States Fish Commission arrived safely, and the
rranc* of the fish is asserted to be the same as
Angling Literature. Should any one be inclined to young carp will be kept in private ponds nntil they' are large
III
eai Is more pleasing than thy form? moreclewonder at the fascination which this literature exercises over enough not to be eaten by the pickerel and bass, when they" will
fragrant ban thy emeU? The
be transferred to " Chaubunagungamouy," or " Big Pond."
its votaries we would have him reflect, thai, in the plain, al•xlinles, trom thy hoiy —St. AunitoSB, Bishop of
most rustic simplicity of the best hoiks on the subject those
IMPORTATION OF TENCH.— On the 2d of this mouth Capt.
hi -the «?'( Days' Wort- ,?/ the Creation.
charms of woodland and river scenery which are so dear to Augusts briand, of the French steamship St. Germain, presented
the wandering fly-fisher are faithfully reflected.
The songs to Mr. W. A. Conklin, Superintendent of tho Menagerie at Central
Park,
New York city, twenty tench— Tinea Vulgaris. The fish had
ANGLING IN CALIFORNIA.
of the birds to which he listens, and the flowers which he
been twenty-live days from the ponds in Franco
tho passage
marks as he passes down the brook, remind him of their had been stormy, yet they were in good couditiou. and
This
is a
8 an Francisco, Nov. 15.™ seems and echoes, as preserved in many a quaint little oyprinoid, and, like the carp, loves warm, still waters. It fish
has very
volume of the seventeenth century by some angler whose small scales, is of a dark olive color, and seldom exceeds two pound's
K-Utor Fomt and Street .
his
own.
The
directions
were
similar
to
such
manuals
in
weight.
In
tastes
Europe
is
qmtoa
favorite
food
fish,
especially on the
Angling as an art is fast increasing on this coast, and where
oiitmeiit. but in England it is not ranked very high. The 'flesh of
give lor making the angler's " harness" or the flies they preIne tackle, aad practiced legitimate
those which we have eaten was rather muddy in flavor and not
angling
Uere are twenty now. There is less scribe for trout may long since have become, antiquated,* but equal
to the carp.
Captain Briand has brought over many fish, as
"one
touch
nature"
which
is
sure
show
itself
of
to
amid well
'em anyhow'' feeling, which always pervades the
ol' the. ''geias taken some of our catfish and other species to France, and
the dullest disquisitions on rods and lines redeems the book takes great interest in the interchange
the settlers in a new country;, and more attention [mid to the
of valuable species.
delicacies Of scientific angling.
Of this class of anglers of fr.iui oblivion. Hence the difficulty which the would-be
MORE
CARP FOR NEW YORK.— Commissioner Blackford has
finds.
Black-letter volumes on
curse Sun Francisco is the centre, and your old correspond- collector Of angling books
received
from
Washington
the
second
thousand
carp fry for disents— B. B. Redding and E. J, Hooper— did much to bring, angling he may as well at once despair of procuring, save tribution in the vie nity of New York, the former lot having been
g life-time to the search. The early
both by

and Miver Jf*
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about,
precept in Forest and Stream and
example at home.
There is excellent angling in our bay for smelts, perch,
ul, etc., and it is a favorite amusement of clerks and
who cannot go to the salmon rivers of the north, nor
These latter have been greally
to .he nearer trout streams.
depleted, owing to dlegal and wasteful modes of Ashing,
liere are lew good trout streams to he found within less
iiiuiisxoi eight hours' ride from the city.
Our Fish Commissioners are doing nobly in stocking our streams, and in

this

ii

i

,

Living to educate the people to appreciate their labors, ami
More enthusiasm is
to protect the fish which they furnish.
among our angling clubs, and more pubbc spirit in
extenrjing protective laws to waieTS not controlled by them.
The fact tHxat the clubs so far have been instrumental in proit:,,
only the waters where they fl-h causes our protective
be looked upon as of a somewhat selfish production.
[rout Butting iu San Mateo County, in the Pescaderu and
PuriBsiina creeks has not been good for some years, and the
j
in the Lagouitas, in Mann county, is almost a thing
hi the past, and we must go further north for fishing of the
..Id kind.
Bouncer.
:

:

WORM AMD

FLY-FISHING BY NIGHT.

WE

My

take the two following stories from "
Life as an
Angler," by William Henderson, a book published
8atchell
Co., London, which we noticed in our issue

&

by W.

y5:
June, when seated by the fireside of the inn
Lrlon Bridge, Charlie and I fell into a discussion on
ashing, with worm for trout in warm weather, and we
that it would be well to give it a trial and ascertain
our views were correct. " Well, then," said I, "no
time like the present:" but Charlie was too comfortable and
So, preparing my tod
sleepy to respond to my summons.
and line, I started to a stream half a mile down the river. The
ight. was very daik, and I found my way with difficulty.
Arriving at the intended spot I waded across a somewhat
deep stream to reach one still deeper near to the further
bank, Standing in the Water, I placed a lively lob on the
hook and cast my line up stream the worm scarcely touched
the water when I felt a tug and succeeded in drawing a large
Having basketed this I threw again with
trout toward me.
In. same result
and now astonishment awaited me. There
was not a breath of wind— the water was flowing gently and
caused but little sound— when all at once my ears were assailed by such a tumult of fish spattering and splashing as I
never before heard; the river seemed alive with large fish.
(

evening

"ij._

in

,

i

i

I

;

;
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after devotit

a

—

manuals

—

say those of the seventeenth century are now rare. Facsimiles—at least, so-called facsimiles— have been published
of many, and these are in most instances as unattainable as
Any good modern book on angling speedily goes
originals.
out of print. Thus Ephemera's " Book of the Salmon" and
Mr. We»twood*a "Bibliotheca Piscatoria," of the respective
dates 1850 andlRKi, have long been rare, owing to no
new editions being published
One or two well-known
collectors possess unrivalled libraries of angling literature,
but every anuler with the least tincture of scholarship or love
for his art has a shelf full of favorite authors, whom he
vines equally with the implements used by him at the

The Athentmm.

water-side.

Whitkfish Take the

Fit—Moira,

N. Y., Nov,

30—

noticed an article some lime ago in the Forest and Stream
in regard to whitefjsh taking the fly or bait.
have a fish
in the lakes in the Adirondacks that is called whitefish. I

We

a few weeks ago. The S' ciety is largely interested in fish culture
in both France and Belgium and has a capital of 21)0,(10(1 francs.
It was to this society that Prof. Baud sent 100,000 eggs of the
California salmon last October; former shipments of these eggs
having been received by the well-known Societe d'Aeolirnar.ation.
Mr, Colombo is succeeded by Mr. Osiris Mendes. France, who will
now rill the office of Director. The Pans office is 17 Kne Chateau
d'un.

fennel

FIXTURES.
BENCH SHOWS.

—

December 14, 15 and 16. at Lowell, Mass., Lowell Dog Show. Entries
December 12. chas. A. Andrew, West, Boxford, Mass., Superin-

close

The Carp

as a

Food Fish— Philadelphia.—Mr. Richard

Hoiiioay, of Queene Co., Md., has presented to Col. HughState Fish Commissioner, thirty-two German carp,

lett,

by him for distribution in ihe Pocomoke and Wicomico
rivers.
The carp were shipped last week in care of an agent
of Col. Hughlett, and were turned out at Snow Hill and
Salisbury sixteen at each place. They weigh from 2£ to
Mr. Holliday lias
3 pounds, and arc about two years old.
been a very successful propagator of these fish, and he
thinks them delicate, and as finely flavored a fish as any he

tendent.
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Rocuestei:, N. Y., Nuv. 25.
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CALIFORNIA SALMON IN NOItTIT CAROLINA.
Mokoanton. N. C, Nov. 28.
Editor Fare 4, at d Stream :
It would appeal- that a California salmon, arrived at maturity,
has been taken in this State. Major J. W. Wilson, Turiner Preaii

:,

:

'

i

i

he Western N. C. Railroad, informs

he enjoyed one on Thanksgiving
Liay, winch was over twenty inches long, and weigh
pounds. The fish was taken near Marshall, west ol the Bine
Ridge, Iron, the French Broad Ilivor, on a trap. Other smaller
specimens have been taken. The hEh contained a roe, so nearly
ripe that it was not eaten.
A tew land-locked salmon and California trout were sent to
tributaries of thin btream in the spring of lsSO, hut they could not
have grown so' large in so short a time, and we are" obliged to
credit the specimen to a plant of twenty -seven thousand California
salmon madethere in Deo. 1877.
•
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December 10 (or Immediately after the close ol ihe National Trials
at Grand Junction, Tenn.)— J'eniisylvanl i Field Trials.
Enirles
r-lose

.v. a.
J. 1: i-nyo-n, s.i-eri:i,iry. Pittsburgh,
be Grand Junction Tenn., after Dec. 1.
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THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.—II.
TIB rept rt of the Trials last week contained a summary f the
'running up to Tuesday night and the result of the first
Wednesday morning. We now commence with this heat, giving a
more detailed account of the running on

of Nov.

id5

I

WEDNESDAY.
When

the morning broke everything was enshrouded in dense
but as we left the dock, the sun broke through, and just before we reached the island, a nice breeze sprang up from tho
southwest, cheering us with prospects of a nne day.
LIZZIE I.1SE AXD HASHING MOWAHCH.
Wo landed at 9:45, and Monarch and Lizzie weie at em
i,
off in the lot just east of the Club Hoir.e.
Hoi ISC
en very
sick the night before, but appeared to bo better, although hi:- work
showed that he was far from being huu-olf. Working
pointed just in the edge of the cover, then loading and feeling the
birds out. he located tuem nicely, although he did Dot .<;
be perfectly sure. Lizzie had been beating in the ntubl
swung into the cover, and almost simultaneously froze on th..rn a
lew yards to his left. Tins was von- good, and scored a point for
both. Martin (lushed and frilled to 'order, and both were steady.
Monarch retrieved very well. Working through the scrub tc.uthe
edge of the cornfield, Lizzie pointed .," ;n ,,:. I.
hi Mou rah
backed.
Haight flushed and killed to order, and Lizzie retrieved
fairly.
Beating the cornfield to the west, Lizzie half pointed, and
Monarch backed grandly. The bird was flushed, and Lizzie dropped to order. Moving on, Lizzie again half pointed arid Monarch
backed, but the former discovered her error and moved on.
Monarch swung into the cover at the northwest corner, pointed,
and Lizzie backed. He moved on to order and again pointed, but
soon moved on. Nothing was found and lie scored a. false point,
Lizzie, swinging round, picked up the same bird undoubtedly, and
They were ordered up and Lizzie Lee
pointed very nicelv.
awarded the' heat at 10:10. Down altogether nearly two hi.nu,-.
This was a good heat, and well won by Lizzie, who demonstrated
that she was a good one for Monarch, although uot in good
form, ran gamely and gave her a good race.
fog,

i

be no doubt.

dent,

<

i

A

KnBorrBNit—In the window of the pubS.
lishing house of Charles Scribner's Sons, on Broadway, we
have noticed a fine crayon portrait of the late Mr. 8. A.
Kilbourne, the celebrated artist, whose delineations of our
game fishes have so often been noticed in our columns. The
likeness is a most perfect one, and to those who had the
pleasure of knowing Mr. Kilbourne it wili be a satisfaction
to see this most perfect counterfeit.

;

nt.

FIELD TRIALS.

(

Tub Late

and

Dec. 5. Ciiaiies Lincoln, Supeilutenileut.
Atlanta, Ga.

r-dsed

more

One night when at Gersnach, in the Black Forest, a strange
fancy took BUch Btrongpi asesaion of me that I felt constrained
bow to it. The night was pitch dark, and distant thunder
gave the proverbial warning that all fishing was out of the
question still, mad as the idea seemed, I determined to
make one essay in front of the hotel. So black was the night
that a lighted lantern was necessary to guide rue in arranging
ray rod and inckle at the door. This done, I sought the edge
of the lawn, by the side of which rushed a rough, rapid
from a-inill immediately above. Scarcely
stream
had I taken my position near the top of the stream when the
led forth, illuminating the pine-clad hills and
making a Midden glare far exceeding that of the brightest
sunshine,
Bach tree of the forest might be distinguished
while the lightning quivered in the sky, and then followed a
i.at I could not seethe rod, and could
darkness
The dark intervals bel ween
scarcely distinguish my hand.
the flashes might be five minutes, and it was during these
that I cast my dies straight across the ru-hing mill-stream.
The instant the flies fell on the water I felt a tug, then a
I was amazed, but at length conrush, and all was quiet.

DEATH OF A FRENCH FISH CULTTJRIST.-Mr. A. Colombo,
Administrateur-Directeur of the Societe Anonyrae Francaise, died

have never seen ours and the whitefish of the Great
Lakes together, but, as far as I can see, they look alike. I
have caught them in Chauteaugay Lake many a time with a
fly hook,~and have frequently caught them with angle- worms
when fishing for trout there. About Ihe last of August, I
think it was, they used to take the fly which we called
the "shad fly," and we could take large numbers of them in
Ansion Ondaok.
this way.

My

heart beat, for there seemed something uncanny in the
BtiU 1 persevered, and succeeded in securing four
Suddenly all was still; not a fish was heard to
fish.
move, and not another bite was to be had. I could neither
see nor hear anything to account for the sudden change, so 1
started, proud ot my prize of six fish, considerably larger than
any we had taken in the river by daylight. The unpleasantness of angling with worms in the dark is so great thai Ihave
ever tried the experiment again, but of its success therecan

nearly exhausted. Mr. Wni. L. Allen, of Newark, N. J., has
received from Mr. Blackford several lots for ponds in Morris
county, N. J., which he has forwarded to those owning tberri. ExMayor Cooper, of New York, will stock his ponds at Great Neok,
L. I., with them, and Mr. Blackford expresses the opinion that
within t.vo years there will begin to be a moderate sunply of
Herman carp in the market. This will no doubt increase, as w'hen
the Herman residents find that they can obtain the real article, in
place of the "buffalo-fish," " red-horse," and other things that
they now buy for carp, the demand will grow with the supply.

;

CKOXTETH AND BELLE.

that

Croxtcth and Belle were at once put down in the sprouts, and
round to get at the wind, when they were worked
without a find, although there were buds iii there, as one was
flushed by the steward. The cornfield was then drawn blank, and
the dogs put into tho sprouts again, where tU judges earned a
Croxteth challenged once, but nothing was found, and a
flush.
break was made for the brier lot on the east shore. This was vrefl
worked, but nothing was found. Then passing through the Club
House lot to the sprouts, wc again turned east to the gully at the
south end of the brier lot, where Croxteth going down wind scored,
circled

!

FOREST AND STREAM.

372
a flush, but dropped to wiug. Going up the hill he made anothc.
final) -ft bad one this time— as he rau into a bevy that bo shouli
bnv pointed. The birds were followed into tile sprouts, when
Belle also Beored a flush, and thou pointed, but quickly moved on
Working west to the edge of the cornfield, both dogs ohaUettged
Croxteth, who was ahead, roaded a short distance, and came to 8
grand point, which Belle refused to honor, but roaded ahead and
flushed. This unsteadied him, and he made three at four jumper,
but stopp-e,] to order. Tliev were now ordered up and Croxteth
awarded the heat at 11:10. Dowu oue hour.

DALE AND LIZZIE LEE.
Groyne Bale and Lizzie Lee were now started. Lizzie pointed,
where the birds Hushed, but was called off. She was right, howover, as when the spectators came along, a winged bird rau from
the place. Working south in the sprouts, both dogs challenged,
but moved on a little, and then each pointed at the same instant.
Grouse scored a false point, but Lizzie was not so sure, and roaded
very finely up to a good point, and Haight flushed to order and
she dropped io wing. It was now Grouse's turn, and he did some

[Deoembjck

ing, but the club very properly decided not to award it. It seemed
to be the general sentiment that the offering or such a prize would
bo an rnsidl to the handlers, and at a gathering of tho club hold
after the running was over, the president, Mr, Donuer, was
Buthorized to appoint a committee to ascertain the probable expense of medals or whistles to be presented to the trainers as

mementos

of the very pleasant relations existing between tl
and the club. Mr. George T. Leach was appointed to act as this

committee.

MEMBEBS' STAKES.

OltOUSF,

of the best roadiug yet seen, and soon established a capital point.
The birds flushed wild, and ho at once located another one, and
was handsomely backed by Lizzie. Tallmau in going to his dog
flushed the bird, and Lizzie 'moving on flushed another, but Grouse
was steady as a oloek and dropped to wing. A little further on
Grouse commenced roading, and Lizzie joined him, but between
them the bird was Hushed and scored to each alike. A little further
on Grouse made a magnificent point, and Tallmau flushed to order
and klUod. This decided thoheat in favor of Grouse Dale at 11:30.

Down

twenty minutes.

OBOUSE DALE AND CROXTETH.
of 15 minutes was taken, and Grouse Dale and Croxteth
were cut loose to run the most important heat of the meeting, as
was
to
decide
"it
which should be the winner of the first prize.
Both dogs came to the scratch in capital form, and appeared to
realize the importance of doing their level best.
Croxteth came
to a point before the chain had been unfastened, and was backed
by Grouse Dale. Although one of the judges had ordered the
dogs down a second before, this was countermanded, as all were
not ready. This fact was lucky for the pointer, as otherwise he
would have scored a false point, and his opponent would have been
credited with a hack. They were finally started at 12:05, and
worked round to the north. Croxteth found first and pointed a
moment, then roading very well a short distance, the birds flushed
wild bofbre he had fairly located them. He was a little unsteady
to wing, but dropped to order. Grouse Dale swung ahead and
comraewied roading, but the scent not quite suiting butt, he again
awning and made a magnificent point, which was ;to the full as
magnificently honored by Croxteth. Indeed, we know not which
to admire most— the graceful pose of tjie silken haired setter, or
the elegant back of the majestic pointer. Even the reporter.-:
ceased In Ir labors, aud stood in silent admiration intently gazing
at the beautiful picture. Grouse soon moved on and roaded to
Urand stylo for a short distance, but the birds had undoubtedly
been flushed, as nothing was found. Many thought that Grouse
should have been penalized for a false point, but we thought it a
grand piece of work, when we take into consideration the nature
of the ground, as e moved on of his own accord. Advancing up
theroad a short distance, we turned to tho west, through the pasture
south of the barn, into the sprouts at the west end, and then
through to the head of the brier swamp, which was circled and the
edge of the woods worked to the northwest corner, when Croxteth
pointed and Grouse Dale backed. Neither dog was quite steady,
and the handlers went toward them aud flushed the bird. A little
to the east of this GrouBe pointed where some birds had been
started a momeut before, and Croxteth backed. Croxteth then
pointed, aud as Grouse Dale carua up, commenced roading, and
both dogs scored a flush, the birds getting up all around them,
Grouse dropping to wing. Croxteth went on to the edge of
the sprouts and flushed a single bird,
tie then pointed a second
out in the open and moved on into the aprouta, whore he again
oointed, but roading on a little too fast, scored another flush,
dropping to order. Grouse Dale, who was a little to the west of
turn, also did the same thing once, if not twice, although we
thought Tallmau to blame for one of them. We then beat through
the cornfield into the sprouts, and turned south. A rabbit flushed
before Grouse and he took one jump, but stopped at once. A
little further both dogs flushed, Grouse dropping to wing.
Near
the east shore he made a magnificent point, which Croxteth
backed indifferently. Tallmau flushed to orderand winged nicely.
little
A
further south, Grouse challenged, but the bn-d flushed a
little wild, although we thought that ho should have pointed.
A
little further on he suddenly struck one of his beautiful attitudes, which Croxteth acknowledged in grand stylo.
Grouse
roaded on, and finding nothing, scored a false" point.
He

A rest

I

i

challenged again i little further on, but could make nothing of it.
A short rest was taken and tho dogs watered, when we made a
break for the large pasture south of the barn. Just before we
reached it, both dogs challenged, aud Croxteth turned up misting,
but was soon found a little to the south on a grand point.
Tburtlo, ordered to kill, flushed a cripple, but Croxteth remained
steady, and as the judges came up, three or four birds flushed
from under their feet, a few yards in front of his noso. This was
capital work.
We now went to lunch, after which tho dogs were
again put down in the sprouts east of the barn, and worked north
to the open. Then swinging round into the sprouts south, Grouse
half pointed, but one of the spectators coming up, Hushed the
bird.
On a little further he again challenged and Croxteth ha* lied.
Grouse now did some grand roading. but Croxteth forged ahead
and flushed. They were ordered up at 2:30 and Grouse Dale declared to be the winner of the first prize, and also of the American
Field Cup for the best dog or bitch competing at the Trials. Croxteth was withdrawn, and Maida was declared second by default,
and Lizzie Lee selected by the judges as third.
We very much regretted Mr. Gndeffroy's hasty action, and feel
sure that he also will take a different view after he has calmly
reviewed the matter. We requested of tho judges a copy of the
sooro of this heat, which will he found below
and wo fail to find
that their conclusions are not conect.
Wo have carefully reviewed the heat and must say that, in our opinion, Mr. Godeffroy
had no just cause for withdrawing his dog.
;

OPTICAL
8TAKDABD.

SCOitE.
GBOUSE DALE.

Pointing, nose and staunchness
Quartering and style

Backing
Obedience aud disposition
Ketrieving

.

.

35
30
10
10

40

30
10
10

—

10

ETH,
40

CJJSOil

25
7

—7

The judges

stated that as both dogs had been thoroughly tested
in previous heats, aud Grand Dale was known to be one of the
best retrievers on the ground, no score of this wuh made.

UE3HIF.

AND MAX IIAltKAWAY.

At 3:5 Bessie, owned by Mr. J. O. Donuer, aud Max
owned by Mr. Charles H. Raymond, were cast off in the sprout",
just north of the cornfield.
A uurnberof birds were soon flushed,
but it was so thick that it was impossible to see how it happened.
Swinging into the open, both dogs challenged, and as the gentlemen moved toward their dogs, each one walked up a bird some
distance ahead of tho dogs. Turning into the cornfield Bessie
flushed twice, dropping to wing each time. Both dogs ranged
very well. Bessie carries her head a trifle low, but goes like a
witch. She is very quick in her motions, and it is worth a long
tramp just to see her drop when she strikes scent. Max is a
larger dog, and we believe him to have a level hoad. Ho goes at
an easy, far reaching stride, and is without doubt a capital dog.
Swiugiug into the open lot, .just off the club house, both dogs
showed to good advantage, ranging wide and well. Both of them
challenged near the south oast corner of the lot, aud followed
north along the fence on the trail of running birds, and some fine
roading was done. When near the shore, Max thought that they
had turned east iutn tho brier lot, and roaded that way, but was
called back to BesBie, who was doing some good work where they
had been feeding. They soon worked it out, and then BeBsie took
np the trail from which Max had been called, and slipped through
After roading
the thick briers, where Max soon joined her.
awhile he forged ahead and made a beautiful point, but soon
moved on, and Bessie took tho lead and soon poiuted. Moving
carefully
on
Mr. Donner walked
she
again pointed.
in to her and she moved on, and a largo bevy flushed.
Bessie scored a point, and both were highly praised for

Harkaway,

good roadiug. This was first-rate, but had Mr. Raymond allowed
Max his head when he first turned toward them, we are confident
that he would have scored the point instead of Bessie. Working
south to where the birds had been marked down, Max challenged
on the bank, while Bessie was below him out of sight, but the
bird flushed wild.
Crossing the gully, Max poiuted grandly
where" the birds alighted, but soon moved on, and backed Bessie,
point. She moved on a little, and dropped
again. The birds wore flushed to order, and Mr. Dormer missed a
grand right aud left very nicely. We heard whispers of drawn
On a little further Bessie
shot, but oould not trace the report.
poiuted and Max backed. Two birds were Hushed by Mr. Donuer,
who had his eye wiped very cleverly by Mr. Raymond, who
winged his bird, which Max retrieved very nboly. On down
along the edge of tho bank, Bessie challenged aud was joined by
Max, who soou went back, while the little lady roaded very nicely
up to the bird, which Unshed, and was scored to her. Turning
up the gully Bessie cut out tho work, and soou came to a point
Max at once followed suit, and roaded a short distance verv nicely,
Meantime. JLr.
but, a rabbit starting near him, he was called off.
Donner to order flushed two birds to Bessie's point, aud killed
one of them very neatly, which Bessie retrieved very well. They
were now ordered up, aud Bessie awarded the hoat.

who had dropped on

con
cons
Chief and Countess wore at once cast off below the gully, and
worked south. Chief flushed and jumped for tho bird which Mr,
Wouzel killed, and Chief retrieved. Countess was steady with
but a word of caution. There were birds flushed from the same
Mr. Weuzel aud Chief
place before the dogs were fairly started.
went into the briers, where a bird flushed, and was snapped up
by Mr. Wenzel almost before it had fairly started. Swinging round
the head of tho gully aud back to the shore, Mr. Leach flushed,
but did not shoot. Then Mr. Wenzel flushed, and scored another
Chief retrieved the wing-broken bud very well.
very quick kill.
Chief soon flushed again, but as Mr. Wenzel deprecatingly remarked, down wind.
then
found
and pointed nicely. Mr. Leach flushed to
Countess
Countess was very steady and dropped
'jder, but missed the bird.
wiug. The briers were worked to the north shore, but nothing
Turning south in the stubble to the wind, Chief
..aB found.
scored a flush and a chase, and an instant later another bird got
up close by. They were then ordered up, aud Countess awarded
the neat at 4 :50, down 35 minutes. This ended the running for
the day.

THURSDAY.
Thursday was'cloudy and damp, just the day for the hounds,
but decidedly moist for a tramp through the covers. The wind
blew strong from the south-west, driving before it the dcuso fog
which penetrated through the thickest clothing. So gloomy was
the prospect that only about a dozen plucky sportsmen witnessed
the grand closing heat of the meeting. Mr. Taylor was called
home on business, aud Mr. E. A. Spooner, of New York, was
r
e reached the island at nine o'clock
chosen to fill his place.
amid a sprinkle of rain, but, nothing daunted, a start waB made,
and Mr. Dormer's Bessie and Mr Leach's Brock were cut loose
Club
House,
of
the
for what proved to be the last as well
just east
aB one of the beat heats of the whole meeting.
BESsrE A>D BROCK.
Both dogs ranged in good form through the open lot to the
south-east corner, where Bessie chalb nged by the fence aud Brock
He had the best of it, and soon made a
a little further west.
beautiful point with his nose close to the ground, just in the edge
of a brush heap, and hiB tail high in the air, Bessie backing handsomely. Mr. Leach flushed to order, and got in a very neat right
aud left, killing both birds in an artistic manner, aud winning the
only honors of the kind during the meeting. This was a grand
performance all round, and was not excelled by any incident that
we witnessed. Brock scored a good retrieve for the" first bird, but
was looking for the balance of the bevy, and did not find the
seoond one. Moving on into the sprouts, Bessie challenged, but
Brock again struck them first, aud came to a point, and Bessie
again backed. The birds were flushed, hut not shot at. Bessie
then roaded out to the north-east corner of the cornfield, where
she made a beautiful point, but the birds had gone. Some very
fine ranging aud quartering was done by both dogs over the field.
Bessie swung iuto the hollow, and came to a very nice point on a
small bevy. Mr. Donner flushed and missed, Bessie dropping to
wing, and Brock, who had come tip, remained steady. Just then
a wing-broken bird ran out of tho weeds in plain sight of tho dogs,
and Mr. Donner shot the bird to put it out of misery. Both dogB
remained remarkably steady through this very Irving ordeal
Brock to order, aud Bessio without a word. This wns very fine.
Bessie to order retrieved nicely
Working soutb through the
pasture, both dogs came to a point at nearly the sumo instant
Brock just at the top of the rise where he showed grandly, and
Bessie a little to the east in the edge of the brush. Judge Costar
borrowed a gnu, and flushing the bird, let drive. The poor little
thing happened to fly in tho direction of the shot, and was iu-tantlv
Bessie retrieved it, and then swung round toward Brock",
killed.
who had remained staunch, but now roaded a short distance, and
again pointed in the edge of the woods, and was very handsomely
backed by the bitch. Mr. Leach flushed the bird and missed it
both dogs were verv steady to wmg and gun. This
verv nicely,
was grand work and keenly enjoyed by thpsaVho witnessed it.
Soon after tins a bird was flushed between the dogs, but, although
Brock was a little the nearest, the bird was so wild that we did net
think it any fault of the dog.
A little further south Brock challenged, and roaded up to the bird, and located him in arat-olMB
Mr. Leach flushed and killed Io
style, Bessie backing faultlessly.
order. Bessie was ordored to retrieve, but had the misfortune to
run over another bird, which she made a few jump6 for, bat at

W

;

This ended the Peconic or All-aged stakes, and the open running
of the meeting. It* has been remarkable for two things both of
which have rendered it notable above other field trial meetings
held in this country. The first point to be Observed was the grand
character of the work performed by the dogs, which was uot
limited to isolated cases. There were very few duffors and it
might almost be said that all the clogs were good ones and well
broken, while most of them were extra good. Of course all cannot bo Grouse Dales, but the average of the performances was far
higher than in any American field trials hitherto held. Tho puppies were an especially grand lot.
The second point worthy of mention, was the way in which the
handlers carried thomselvos. With one exception, all acted in
aucb a way that no possible fault could be found with the manner
in which they handled their dogs. The animals were worked in a
" sportsmanlike manner," and as on an ordinary day's shooting.
There was no attempt at trickery or jockeying "nothing was attempted iu the way of handling that was not legitimate. A prize
of twenty-five dollars had been offered to the handler who conducted himself jn the most gentlemanly manner during the meet,
;

;
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shores of Bobbins' Island disappeared in the mist, aud the thud
annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club was a matter of
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DEBET.
MUST SEKIKS.
Sensation, Jr., beat St. Elmo II.
Glen Dale beat St. MarB.
Pollux beat Guymard.
Boyal Dale beat Plantaganet.
Ferida a Bye.

SECOND BEIUEB.
Sensation, Jr., beat Glen Dale.
Pollux beat Ferida.
Royal Dale a bye.

THIBD SERIES.
Sensation, Jr., beat Boyal Dale.

PoUux a bye.
FIFTH 8EB1ES.
Pollux beat Sensation, Jr.
FIBST SERIES FOB SECOND ntlZE.

Ferida beat Guymard.

SECOND BEBIEB.
Ferida beat Sensation, Jr.
Pollux won first.
Ferida second.
Sensation, Jr., third.

PECONIC OB ALL-AGED STAKES.
Flltsr HEKIES.

Jenny

bent Chief.
Chatelaine beat Kuipcrur Fred.
Grouse Dale beat Maida.
II.

mat Tom.
t

Belle beat

Tip.

C

Croxteth beat Bob.
Baronet beat Match.
SERIFS.

Chatelaine beat Jonny II.
Grouse Dalo beat Prince Hal.
Dashing Monarch beat Jennie.
Lizzie Lee beat Daisy Layorack.
Croxteth beat Barouet.

IHIBO SEK115S,
Grouse Dalo beat Chatelaine.
Lizzie Lee beat Dashing Monarch.
Croxteth beat Belle.

MOUTH

HEMES.

Grouse Dale beat Lizzie Lee.
Croxteth a Bye.

FIFTH HElllFS.
Grouse Dale heat Croxteth and wins first prize Croxteth withMaida wins second prize, aud lizzie Leu third.
;

drawn.

MEMBERS' STAKES.
Bessie beat Max Harkaway.
Countess bent Chief.
Brock beat Bessie.
Brock wins first prize and Fuhest

and BTbBAM

cup.

LOUISIANA STATE FIELD TRIALS—FIRST MEETING.
1">

HE Louisiana State Field
of the

New

Orleans

were run under the SUBpici
Club, near Amite, Louisiana, Sera*

Trials

Gun

mtneing Nov. 25. Amite is a flourishing village on the NOW
Orleans aud JaoknOn railroad, seventy miles north of Now Orleans. It is surrounded by wide stretches of undulating piuo
and
lauds, alternating with clearings,
ally of small extent
ami along the mUrg us of
situated mainly contiguous to era.
stlv sedge-grass, and n the
bayous. The cover in tho woods
start was made at
fields crab-grass, weeds and brier
A. M.
of vehicles, horsemei i and
The cavalcade was u mixed procesi
footmen. It was a bright, cool day, and tho breath of Boreas
stirred softly through the branches of the towering pines, and
awoke them to murmurous music. Mr. C. B. Whitford, Dr.
towed"
Young and a juvenile Young were in a very large buggy,
by an exceedingly diminutive specimen ed' the equine race, and of
the mare species." She loosed like a small aut dragging a gri
i

l

'

'

ml s (?ai
peacock. When the
Butsti
Biv
head of the proces
.ched a havi
the Tangaphc
1 running like a
nill-ra
bottom, it was brii
id, the water reachplunged in and
The foremost ht
Thtm 01
le big buggy towed
»tail.
ing the roots of h
" etc.
The pony
by the small boree.
Iu they plunged
was quickly out of her depth," but she struck out swimming. Tho
stream
and lauded them
down
sll
swiftly
horse
aud
current carried
hard and fast against a drift in swimming water. The uceupauts
sat on the high back of tho buggy— au inch or so above water.
All manner "I direc.iions were veiled from the shore. ''Stop her !"
" Pull to the right I"
" Pull to the left !"
" Go ahead on her !"
("Pull for the shore" would have, been appropriate.) " Hold her
head up !" " Give her her head !"
Presently, with a mighty Inugo forward, the mare gained foolhold on the bottom and dragged ashore buggy and oecupanls.
Standing still in a foot or two of water, the pony suddenly made a
plunge forward, when Whitford, who was standiug on the bu
seat, executed an exceedingly neat backward sommersault and
landed in the edge of the bayou,
As no one else could cross, tho,e w ho were already over had to
return. The small boy was ferried over hehiud the horseman.
The pony strnck hard and fast against a log in swimming water,
and a horseman had to come out and take Whitford ashore Then
the small horse gallantly swam to laud with the buggy find Dr.
Young. A move was then made for a point two miles north of
town, where, after discussing a splendid lunch, the work com(

menced.

'KOEMBKB

Hon.

E

8,

THE JOT
Thompson,

Jas. 51.

totoc, Miss.
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Col. Jar,.

•

Marion Bankston, Amite,

;

Gordon,

I^ii.
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Gordon immediately flushed and dropped to wing. The dogs
were then sent over the fence after the scattered birds. Inside the
field Gordon pointed, and then moved on.
Then, in a dense
thicket. Gordon pointed a fresh covey from a log, and Maik
backed. Titns flushed and fired both barrels, but failed to kill.
bird,
and
Gordon backed.
i,,
dropped
on
a
single
Mark
Jackson flushed »nd snapped, having failed to put shell in his
gnu. Mark then pointed Single bird, which was flushed, but not
shot.
Then Gordon dropped on a point, and, Mark coining up,
refused to back, but went ahead, and came to point on same bird.
Titns flushed and killed, and both dogs broke shot, but dropped
1

•.

Ir.

;,.
Ir.

George Smith, of

Orleans, enters red Irish Bettor

uketl-hu
Chas. B. MoGino
m"— fltupcrt-n
Jno. K, iicyusu

.

J.

W!

iii'iH

.

er

,1.

Llewellyn Bettor

La., enters

Ted lijuh setter dog

enters pointer bitch, Dot of
[eyward's Adii;MS years old.
0,1 i.. rulers pointer dog,

I

yin,

better

did,

bi.it, 0, Pi
£i tj
:, solid liver—
Ir. J. 8. Douglas, of
EOlld

Jr.;;

(Raltc-Dii
,!;„..

_i— (Tborate

A,

Gordon

enters

Qri< ins,

'.

h Flossy
-.

New

lemon, sire

1

H. Reynand, o

i'ii...T.:

and white-(Rangt

Mr, Edniond Odell,
d white-.

old,

,

61

,

pointer bitch, Vie,

tutor bitch, Queer/,

lemon

I

s-ore

drawn

:he following order

:

and Queen,
„jrdon and Vick.
Dick and Branch.
Flossy and Dot of Dixio.
"iirli

THE RUNNING.
(do

e first br:

Queen

.iid

dogs
a-ond

bj

bulb

<
:

ente ed a

>„

[hen drawn without
Next drew through a woodbind covered with
lerbrush and sedge grass and thence into a cornfield and stubfield and still no birds.
In the woods outside, yueen came to
ich point, Mark refused to back and went in ahead. Ordered
_ 3 the handler failed to find anything in front of her. In a
field beyond, Mark dropped on a point, coming suddenly down
Queen brought up, backed in good form. The birds were
1.
lued by Jackson, and two ki'led by Odell. At the report of. the
Qne'en broke shot and retrieved one bird. On being ordered
pace.

ling

A. cott'.tj'i.

!

.

,,,-,

i„],i

,,,,,,-

a bird.

at command.
Mark retrieved the bud very badly, refusing to
deliver to handler.
The bird was then tiuown and gun fired, and
Gordon to order retrieved it secundtm artem. Going on, Mark
flushed single bud. The brace orderedup at 1:30, Gordon winning
the heat.

BBASCH AND FI.OHBV.
Branch and Flossy, each winner in a preceding heat, were
down at 1:35. Branch at once came to point. Tho bird
was flushed and shot, when Branch broke shot, but dropped at
command. Ordered 1o letrieve he did so fairly well. Flossy then
pointed "stink bud." and Branch hacked to order. Recess of
halt-hour was then taken for luncheon. Dogs were thrown off in
pine woods at 2 :±5.
Here Flossy ranged splendidly, showing fine
style and pace. She soon made a grand point on a covey, and
held it for a long time m bile Branch was brought up to back. He
Reynand Hhot and killed,
refused, came alongside and pointed.
and Flossy bioke shot, but dropped to order. Ordered to fetch
she retrieved the bird in a creditable manner. Going on, she
pointed on a single bird, at which Watsou shot, but missed. Both
dogs dropped to shot. Branch then pointed single bird, which
flushed after he had established his point. Soon after FloBsy
pointed single bird, and Branch backed her. Ordered to flush,
Watson Rnot and killed the bird. Both dogs were unsteady, and
showed disposition to break shot. Branch retrieved bird hi bad
shape. The brace was then ordered up, and the heat given to
ordered

Flossy.

Dowu

'Mark retrieved the pth'
style, railing to
G
eliver to handler's hand.
navmg been Hushed
^ab gross and dropped to wing.
e sedge oovei
>y spectators, the dugs were taken back, and di
Mthont a find. Two birds wero flu ed in
er by Judges.
(l cottoufield, with crab gross cover, was now drawn
igi
(ottered and seemed unwilling (o work. Mark can le to a point, but
lothing could be fonuu in front of turn. Going back both dogs
mt light over two bird-, widen were Hushed behind them. Going
ceU.uecn flushed two birds in thick cover, and several
»i
kedup by the handlers or flushed by the dogs,
it of scrub oak Mark found and pointed a single bird,
ihed Some time after the dog had established h s point.
te brace were then ordered up and Mark declared tho winner of
heat. Down 3 hours and 15 minutes.
i

i

i

i

!

SUMMARY SECOND SERIES OF

H7EAIS.

OOKDON AND

VIC.

^Gordon, handled by W. W. Titus, and Vie by Jno. B. Watson,
Both dogs'showed fair style
'ere then put down in a eottontield,
In briers on tho edge of the field Gordon drew to a
nd paeu.
-°nt on a covey in gi and style. The birds Hushed before handler
le up within gunshot, and Gordon dropped to wing.
Going on,
made ll point on a single bird. Titus flushed, shot, and miss.ed,
anion dropped to shot, Vic remained steady. Coming una
speed,
Vio
dropped
suddenly
on
full
a
beautiful point on
at
fresh covey. Gordon coming up, backed Vic a moment and
lien moved up and passed her, but failed to locate the birds,
vhieh wore, in front of Vic and lav very closely. The birds were
Balked up by the handlers, but not shot at. Going on, Titus'
Shot and killed single bird Hushed bv spectators. Vic broke shot
Hod retrieved the bird, biting it badly. A bud was then thrown
up and a gun fired. Gordon sent to retrieve, did so in the most
approved style, sitting on his haunches and delivering bird into
Handler's hand.
Kl)og8 ordered up, judges declared Gordon winner of the heat.
Down one hour.
It being now 5 o'clock, the trials ended for the day.
i

"

I,

SECOND DAY.
Branch, handled by F. V Wi ion,
'ere put down in pine woods at 9:45.
Bitted, but when ordered on failed to find buds.
ished some distance away, ami the dogs put dawn on Scattered
nted a single bird. Dick brought up to
F. P, Wfttsbn
ick, refused, went ahead and pmnted tl ,.me bird.
ished, shot, bird fell some distance awav. Dick broke shot, but
-auch remained firm. Ordered on, both dogs pointed a wounded
Dick ordered to
•d, which was picked up by Dick's handler.
rievc, did so in bad Style. Branch thou pointed a single bird.
Dick then
[Inch Hushed before hilt., the dog dropping to wing.
o a staunch point, but moved up of his own accord. Neither dog
(bowed much style or speed during the running, At 10:50, dogs
Judges reserved decision until Branch was allowed
Itdered up.
ipportunity to back and retrieve.
FLOSSY AKD OOT.
I

and Dot by Percy, were thrown off
It o'clock.
Flossy immediately found and
i Same cover at
oiuted single bird, and Dot backed in good Shape, Branch,
brought up to back, refused. Kenand flushed and killed the bird.
if
the gun. Elofti
)ke shot, but Dot dropped,
uendidly,
edb Btrieve, Mossy did
rich to retrieve, which ho did
3 was then thrown for
hed way, mouthing it fea fully.
Flossy dropped m a splendid point, the bird flushimied topoi it, and Dot backed but no bird
gray fox, (lushed bytha judges,
found. Going along,
ay through the wi
lit
for a pack of hounds.
Ho
Wo were
and if there had been a pack of
mnnted except the handle
Field Trials would probably hi
a hand, tho Louisiai

Flossy, handled by Reynand,
f

i

,

i,

i

i,

,

lto

reBoived,

a fox -uui

I

an

i:i,

,n-i
!

h the pine woods, Flossy fonnd ttl
hieh flushed before the judges can
she again pointed, and Dot, backed. Flos
fence
and located the birds. Bevnai
crossed a
shot.
Dl
flushed, and killed, both do;
K>i
Btrieve, did so in very good Btvle,
Dot found and pointed a single bird on the
mable tramp th
Ordered

on.*

Bossy called up

to baok, did so in
Dot, and catching sight of bi in the bushes,
«cked with her tail toward the other bitch. Pen
Both dogs remained firm. A little fiu-th
id not shoot.
^wssy dropped on a point, but the judges ordered her to be called
Brace
JF the. point, which was done, without Hushing the covey.
rdered up, and Flossy given the hflftt. Down one hour and five
uiuutes.

The Judges declared Branch winner

of heat between

him and

lick

ETTMMABY FIRST SERIES OF HEATS.

Maik

beat Queen
iurdou beat Vic.
Branch beat Dick.
[flossy beat Dot of Dixie.

<

mark Aim
.

C.OBD0K.

Mark, winner of first, an! Gordon, of second heat, wore put
own at 12:55, and worked up to the covey from which Flossy had

-u

called on.

UOUDON AND FI.OB8Y.
Gordon and Flossy were then put down to run for first place
Tho cover was tho same thin sedge grass, in pine woods. Both
started at a rattling pace, showing good style and action. After a

—

go-as-you-please tramp for half an hour,"l'lossy pointed a single
bird, and, Gordon coining up, backed her in grand style.
The bird
was flashed by Reynand, but not shot at. Ordered on, Flossy came
to another point on a single bird, and Gordon backed.
The bird
was killed by Reynand, and retrieved by Flossy. Gordon then
pointed a single bird, dropping on his belly in the grass, and
Flossy coming up pointed bird over his head. Titus flushed and
killed, both dogs being somewhat unsteady under the gun.
To
order Gordon retrieved the bird in the very* best style. He then
pointed, but moved on, and roaded the bird some' distance, but
could not locate it. The .fudges, following, flushed the bird to
one side. Flossy then pointed, Reynand flushed the bird, but his
failed to

fire.

;

.,

LOIIN AND BI"OT.
Fay was then taken up and Spot put down.

He

soon pointed a

single bird. Lorn brought up to baok. went ahead of the other
dog and flushed. Watson shot, and killed, and Spot sent to reOrdered on, Lorn flushed a single bird.
trieve did so badly.
Spot theu pointed. " Loin called up to back again, went ahead and
flushed. Watson shot and missed. The dogs wore sent ahead
Spot soon found, and
again, both showing good style, and pace,
pointed a single bird; which' was Unshed and killed by Dr. Young.
Sent to retrieve. Spot did so in good style. The dogs were then
ordered up, and Spot declared winner of the heat. Down thirtyfive

minutes.

HEC AND LORN.
Heo and Lorn wore then thrown off.

A large covey got up,
whether flushed by the dogs or uot could not bo ascertained.
Following the bird's, Hoc made a flush, and Lorn two flushes in
rapid succession. The handlers then agreed to divide honors,
Fontaine won first
to draw for the first and second prizes.

The dogs were down

Jackson second prize.

and
and

fifteen minutes.

SUMMARY.
Spot beat Hec.
Spot beat Lorn.
Hec and Lorn drew for places, Hec takingjseoond, and Lorn
third.

PUTTY STAKES.

owing to the scarcity of

The puppy Btakes were run near Areola
birds on the gronnda near Amite.

Mr. John K. Reynand enters Spot, liver and white pointer,
whelped December 20, 1880. (Dick-Vie.)
Mr. G. S. Watson enters Dash, black Bettor, whelped May, 1881.

Gordon beat Mark.
Flossy beat Branch,

gun

i

ENTRIES.

35 minutes.

.

_,

alive.
"You should
lowed the bird whole, but he brought him
1
teach your dog to charge, Mr. Bank,' rem iked one of the judges
" Charge thunder !" said he. "Yon just, si ot off a gnn mid" you'll
see how he charges he will git to a bird t the time it strikes the
ground, every time." Ordered on, Fay ...me to a point. Tho
birds flushed and shot at, and Fay " charged' again over tho hulB
and far away.

The dogs

were' then

Flossy declared winner of the heat and

ordered up at

±:30,

and

first place,

GORDON AM> DOT.
After consultation tho Judges selected Dot of Dixie to run with
Gordon for second place. Tho dogs were thrown off at i:40 on
same bevy of scattered birds. Gordon pointed a single bird,
which Titus flushed and killed, the bird being retrieved by Gordon,
and Dot then pointed "stink bird." Ordered on she pointed a
covey in grand form. Another bird was flushed, but not shot at.
Sent after the scattered covey, the dogs came to a point simultaneously, fifty yards apart. The birds were flushed, but not shot
at.
Both again pointed in sedge-grass ten yards apart. Three
birds were flushed, but not shot.
Working back over same
ground, Gordon found and pointed a single bird, which was
flushed but uot shot at. Gordon then flushed a single bird, and
Dot, uot to be out-done, followed suit. Night coming on the
dogs were ordered np, after being down 35 minutes.

THIRD DAY.

STAKE.

ENTRIES.

Mr. John K. Reynand, of New Orleans, enters Spot, liver and
white pointer— (Douglas' Dick -Vic.) 1 year old.
Mr. Chas. H. Fontaine, of Areola, La., enters lemon and white
pointer Hec (Tasso-Di)— 1 year and 5 months old.
Mr. .1. W. Jackson, Opelousas, La., entora liver and white pointer
Lorn (Faust-June)- 2 years old.
The dogs were drawn to run in the following order
Spot and Hec.
Lorn a bye.

—

—

—

:

THE RUNNING.

.

m

;

20, 1880.

(Dick-Vick).
to run as follows

They were drawn
Dash and Hec.

:

Spot and Cliff.
Tip a bve.

DASH AND HEO.
Dash, handled by G. 8. Watson, and Hec, by Henry Fontaine,
wero cast off in open pine woods at 10:45, on a covey of scattered
Dash soon flushed a.
birds that had been flushed bv spectators.
single bird. A field was then drawn blank. In a field beyond, the.
dogs wero put down on a covey of scattered birds. Dash soon
found and pointed a single bird, and Hee backed in good style.
The bird was flushed and shot by Watson. Dash ordered on again
pointed a single bird. Tho brace wero then ordered up and decision reserved.

SPOT AND CXITF.
Spot, handled by John G. Watson, and Cliff, by Fontaine, were
then put down on same birds. Spot flushed twice in rapid succesAfter drawing seyerul fields
sion, and then made a false point.
aud a long stretch of pine woodland. Cliff flushed a covey. Them
Spot found aud pointed a single bird, and soon after drew, and,
came to a point ou a largo covev. The',birds were flushed by WatSent on, Cliff flushed a
soil, and shot at. when Spot broke shot.
single bird. The brace was now ordered up and Spot declared
the winner of the heat. It was also decided that Dash had won
first

heat.

SWUMABY FTBST
Dash beat Hec.

BEltlES

OF HEATS.

Cliff.

DASH AND TIP.
Tip was then cast off with Dash in sedgo grass cover, in an unfield.
Tip soon found and pointed a covey in good
John Watson Hushed the birds, shot and killed, but Tip
style.
broke shot. Ordered to retrieve, he pointed dead bird, and tben
retrieved in good style. In the woods beyond, Dash came to a
point on another covey. The buds were flushed but not shot at.
Dash then flushed three single birds in rapid sucoession, and
chased. A bird was then thrown, and a gnu fired, and to order
Dash retrieved the bird in splendid Btyle. The dogs were then
ordered up, and the Judges gave Dash the heat.
culuvated

BI'OT

AND DASH.

Spot and Dash were then put down on a covey of scattered
Spot soon pointed single bud, and Dash brought up to back
refused. Stop then pointed auother bird. The bird was flushed
and killed by Dr. Young, and Spot retrieved in fair style. Dash
then pointed' a single bird, and was handsomely backed by Spot. The
bird was shot by Watson and Dr. Young and killed, aud Dash to
order retrieved it. Ordered on, Spot pointed again and bird WW
flushed and killed. Then Dash pointed. The bird was killed by
Watsou and retrieved hy Dash. The dogs were then ordered up
and Spot declared winner of heat and first prize. After conBultation the Judges gave Dash second and Tip third prizeSUMMARY.

birds.

Dash beat

Tip.

Spot beat Dash.
Spot wins first, Dash second and Tip third.

—

Personal. Among the many good men and true we met at
H. M. Paine, Geo. Smith, Jno.
the Field Trials wo will mention
N. Revnand, Edward Odell, Chas. B. McGinms and Geo. WhcelaNew Orleans J. G. Watson, F. P. Watson, Henry FonHoward
taine, Grandison Watson and John C. Curry, of Areola
Williams and Marion Bankston, of Amite W. 0. Percy, of Tunica,
and J. W. Jackson, of Opelouses, and last though not least
"Arch" Watson, the mighty tuikey hunter of Greeusburg.
In conclusion I would say that the gentlemen composing tho
New Orleans Gun Club deserve great, credit for the maimer in
which they have, in the face of so many difficulties, gotten up those
trials.
Success is sure to crown their efforts when such men as
Odell, Reynaud and Fontaine are at the fore. My thanks are dne
and I hereby tender them, to all those true sportsmen whom I was
G toon.
fortunate enough to meet at Amite.
:

han, of

;

;

;

Spot, handled by Watson, and Hec, by Fontaine, were put down
on covey of scattered birds at 11 -.30. Spot immediately drew to
a firm point, but his handler failed to find bird in frout of h im
A cornfield was then drawn, andHee flushed a covey some briars
on tho edge of a bayou. Crossing over, both dogs pointed the
The birds were flushed, but
same cqvov iu a blackberry patch
could uot be seen by the handlers. Spot then found and pointed
a single bird and Hee backed to order. The bird was flushed by
Watsou, but. uot shot, and both dogs charged to order. Working
on, Spot pointed another single bird, which Watson flushed and
shot at, but failed to kill. Both dogs were steady under tho guu.
A dead bird was then thrown by hand, and a gnn fired. Hee sent
The same performance, with a
tb retrieve, did so indifferently.
fresh bird, was gone through with for Spot's benefit, when he retrieved the bird fairly well for a youngster.
The dogs were then ordered up, and Spot declared winner of the
Down one hour and 45 minutes.
heat.
Hearing tome rapid firing near by, the jndges, tbiiiking it was
some of our party, went over with the dogs and handlers. Here
w e met a native out for a day's shooting. He knew most of the
crowd and hailed us with, " What the thuuder are vou fellows
"Goiu' to kill
doin' out with all them switch-tail pointers?"
every bird in the country?" "Old Fay here can just knock the
though he is like his master, and
rock's off the whole lot o'f 'em
always acts the tariial fool when he gits in company."
Fay was a superannuated specimen of a setter, His eyes were
dim with age : his front knees sprung, and judging from certain
"land marks" on him, he was a dog of remarkably sedentary
habitB, yet Fay was like a singed cat— a good deal better than he
looked. Lorn was put down with Fay to work some of the wire
ed^e off. before running with Spot. Fay immediately pointed a
d.
Mr. Bank flushed, shot and winged the bird. Fay
broke ehot and retrieved in gallant style. I thought be had swal.

cember

Spot beat

Gordon and Dot were thrown off at, 10:30, in open pine woods,
with sedge-grass cover. Both dogs showed good stylo and fair
paces. Dot found and pointed covey within ten minutes and
Gordon, coming up, backed her point in good Btyle. Percy Bhot
and lulled one bird. At the report of the gnn, Dot broke in, but
dropped at the word of command. Gordon dropped to shot. Sent
on Dot who fonnd and retrieved tho bird. Working through somo
scrub oak underbrush, Dot found and pointed a single bird, but
when Titus sounded bis whistle to call Gordon in, the bird flushed.
Going on, Dot flushed two single birds in rapid succession.
Then Gordon going down wind, passed a bird, and getting a
scent after he had gone clear by, whirled entirely around, and
dropped on a sudden and deadly point. This was the very best
piece of work we had seen during the whole running. The bird
was flushed and kiiled by Titus, and retrieved by the dog in the
very best Btyle.
The brace was then ordered up, Gordon winning the heat and
second place. Down forty-fivo minutes. After consultation tho
judges deolared Dot entitled to third place.
roil SECOND AND THIRD PLACES.
Gordon beat Dot. Dot wins third.

NEW ORLEANS GUN CLUB

(Pash-Di.)
Mr. J. S. Harris enters Hoc, lemon and white pointer, whelped
Julv 14, 1880. (Tasso-Di.)
Mr. Edward Fontaine, Jr., enters Cliff, lemon and white aettar,
whelped May, 1830. (Bob, dam unknown.)
Mr. J. G". Watson enters tip, solid liver pointer, whelped De-

DAM OF

ST.

ELMO n.— In

our issue of Nov.

24,

we spoke

of the breeding of Prairie Rose as unknown to ns. We have Bince
learned that she is bv Bnrgenthal's Rake out of Whitman's Pearl.
Prairie Rose won second in the nursery stakes at Nash ville ui 1878.
Rose is black and white in color, and is said to be highly intelligent as well as an excellent field dog. She is tho prop erty of Mr.
F. L. Sheldon, of Bahway, N. J.

CANINE FIELD TRIAL VISITORS.—We had the pleasure
last Friday of looking over a number of canines just back from
Bobbins' Island on their way to Grand Junction. Among those
who competed at the Eastern Field Trials, and who called at this
office, were Grouse Dale, Dashing Monarch, Plautaganet, Daisy
Laverack, Ferida, Jennie and Jennie 1L With these there were
Mr. Donner's Victory, by Ranger II., out of Star and St. John by
Ranger out of a native bitch.

LOWELL

SHOW.—We learn that theU. S. Cartridge ComTITE
pany have offered to the Lowell Bench Show a 6 lb. Smith & Wesson
revolving rifle, .32 calibre, with an automatic ejector, as a Bpeoia!
Prospects for
prize for the best pointer in the show, open to all.
the siieeoBB of the show are said to be excellent.

:
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THE NATIONAL FIELD

We

THE DERBY.
Of the forty-eight entries for the second annual Derby of
ih National American Kennel Olub, which closed April 1st,
fifteen qualifiedThese were as follows
Captain Pat Henry's Adair, black and white setter bitch,
whelped July 1, 188fj, by Pride uf the South out of Cammie.
Mr. P. li. Brysou's London, blue Belton setter dog,
whelped July 22, 1880. by Gladstone out of CXip.
Mr. D, Brys m's Bessie T., black, white and tan setter
bitch, whelped April 7, 1880, by Gladstone out of Floy.
Mr. J. II. Dew's Glida, blue Belton setter bitch, whelped
April 7, 1880 by Gladstone out of Floy.
Sinboru's Gertrude, white, black and tan setter
Mr. D
bitch, whelped June 4, 1880, hy Gladstone out of Nellie.
Mr. David McK- Lloyd's Mack Lavcrack, lemon Belton
setter dog, whelped April 2, 1880, by Thunder out of Peeress.
Mr Jos. J Bnellenbnrg's Lu Laverack, lemon Belton setter bitch, whelped April 2, 1880, by Thunder out of Peeress.
Mr. Jos. J. Snellenburg's Pet Laverack, black and white
setter bitch, whelped April 2, 1880, by Thunder out of

.

of the first series of heats had proved so interesting that, great things were expected when the winners
of the previous heats should come together.

DASHING NOVICE AND POLLUX.
two cracks, it was thought, would
be a grand struggle.
Dashing Novice had already shown
on this ground what stuff he was made of, while behind Pollux was his record just made as winner at the Eastern Field

The

1880.

Mr. E. F. Stoddard's Lady Friend, red Irish setter bitch,
whelped May 7, 1880, hy Bob out of Friend.
Harvard Kennel Club's Bess, black and white setter bitch,
whelped May 84, 1880, by Dash III. out, of Countess II.
Mr. W. 15. Gates' Tom Paine, white, black and ticked setter dog, whelped June 4, 1880, by Gladstone out of Sanborn's
Nellie'.

Ed J. Carr's Shadow, black, white and tan setter
whelped Sept. 11, 1880, by Lincoln out of Daisy Dean.
These are a fine lot of dogs and promise to make the Derby
of 1881 an extremely interesting event.
The drawing for the running resulted in the placiog of the
dogs in the order given below
Mr. Clarence K. Drane's Dashing Novice against Mr.
Jos. J. Snellenburg's Pet Laverack.
Mr. E. D. Stoddard's Lady Friend agaimt Mr. R, H.
B yson's Loudon.
The Howard Kenuel Club's Bess against Mr. J. H. Daw's
Mr.

bitch,

:

Glida.

Mr. Ed. J. Carr's Shadow agaimt Mr. Jos. J. Snellenburg's
Laverack.
Mr. Edward E. Hardy's Clair agaimt Captain Patrick
Henry's Adair.
Mr. David McK. Lloyd's Mack Laverack agamst Ed. D.
Bryson's Bessie
Mr. D. C. Sanborn's Gertrude against Mr. W. B. Gates'

Lu

Paine.

Mr. Edward E. Hardy's Pollux a bye.
FIRST SEBIBS.

The attendance on Monday, the first day of the trials,
was swelled by the addition of a large number of late arrivals,
so that the number of spectators on the ground when the
first brace was put down was large.
DASHING NOVIOB AND PET LAVERACK.
The contest between Dashing Novice, sixteen months old,
and Pet Laverack, twenty months old, was very interesting,
and beautiful work was done by both dogs. Dashing Novice,
however, had the best of it, and was finally declared the
winner of the heat.
I/ONDON ASD LADY JEIBND.
The next brace put down were London, about eighteen
old, and Lady Friend, sixteen months old, London

months

being declared the winner.

BBSS AND GLIDA.

The

contest between Bess and Glida was a superb piece of
work, and excited a fervor of enthusiasn in the hearts of all
present. The two bitches were very evenly matched, and the
contest was a close one, resulting finally in a well-earned
victory for Bess.

SHADOW AND LU LAVKRAOK,
yet fifteen months old, and Lu Laverack twenty
were now put down. This heat was not particularly noteworthy, though fair work was done, Shadow

Shadow not

months

old,

winning.

ADAIE AND OLAIB.
Adair, seventeen months old, met Clair, eighteen
we were given another exhibition of most excellent work.
The contest was a cIobc one, but the victory
at the last remained with Adair.

When

Months

race between these

Trial Derby.
disappointed,

seemed

The expectations of those present were not
for the heat was a good one.
Both dogs
much was expected of them, and their

feel that

to

work was worth taking a long journey to see. Both showed
good speed aud style, but Dashing Novice won, though his
victory was by no means an easy nnc.
HESS AND LONDON
were now cast off, and after a short heat, the former won.
SHADOW AND ADAIR
were then put down, the former winning.
SUMMARY OF SHOOND SBItlBS OF HEATS.
Dashing Novice beat Pollux.
Bess beat London.

Shadow

beat Adair.
Gertrude.

THIRD SERIES
The list had now narrowed down to four and the beats
were run with the following result:
SUMMARY f H1RD SERIES OF HEATS.
Dashing Novice beat Bess.

Shadow beat Gertrude.
FOURTH SERIES.
Dashing Novice beat Shadow without much difficulty,
and therefore won first prize. After some consultation thjudges concluded to let Bess and Pollux run in order to de
cide which should compete with Shadow for second place.
Bess won.
ALL-AGED STAKES.
The following are the contestants in the All-Aged Stakes
Harvard Kennel Club, Bessie by Dash III,, out of Countess II.

Mr. C. B. McGinnis' Gordon, by Rupert, out of Whip
Harvard Kennel Club's Dash IU.
Mr. J. J, Snellenburg's May Laverack, by Thunder, out

Spot
M. L. L. Martin's Maxwell, by Luke, out, of Rena.
Harvard Kennel Club's Countess May.

of

Capt. Patrick Henry's Breckeuridge.

Mr

George Kru iwles,

Jr.

's

Kinnikiunick, by Reed's Druid,

out of Bessie Lee.
Mr. J C. Higgins's Dashing Monarch..
Mr. Geo. G. "Ward's Maud W., by Gladstone, out of Juno.
Mr. A. M. Waddell's Lad, by Linciln, out of Daisy Dean
Capt. C. E. MeMurdo's Pindee, by Dash III, out of Doll It
Mr Win. G ites' Leta.
Mr. E. A. Givens' Miuerva.by Lincoln, out of Nellie.
Mr. J.
Stayton'a Belton III., by Belton, out of Floss.
Mr. D. C. Sanborn's Nellie, by Belton, out of Dimple.
Mr. Mcintosh's Biz, by Dash," out of Florence.

R

Mr. D. C. Sanborn's Count Noble, by Count
out;

Windeem,

of Nora.

R, Hendrick's King Dash, by Belton, out of Floss
E, Orgill's Rush, by Flake, out of Lilly.
Wm. A. Buckingham's Grouse Da'e.
R. T. Vandervoort's Don by Bang out of Peg.
D. Bryson's Peep o'Day, by Gladstone, out of Clip.
T. F. Taylor's Dashing Rover by Dash II, out of

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

J.

Noma,

Mr. J. O. Green's Trix, by Birkley, out of Ruby.
These were drawn so run in the following order
DRAWN TO RUN.
Bessie against Gordon.

:

Grouse Dale against Don.
Peep o'Day against Dashing Rover.
Trix a bye.

BRACE STAKES DRAWING.
drawing for the Brace Stakes was as

:

Count Noble and Nellie.
King Dash and Belton III,
Dashing Monarch and Grouse Dale.
Countess May and Dash IH.
There is a very large attendance of sportsmen, representing different parts of the country.

work done

is fair.

Birds are scarce, but the

The weather is raw to-day, with a rain
The Pennsylvania Field Trials Stakes

arc filling well.

At a meeting of the National American Kennel Club in
the evening, Capt. Patrick Henry was chosen President, with
Messrs. Luther Adams and J J. Snellenhurg, Vice-Presidents Mr. D. Bryson, Secretary and Treasurer. Executive
Committee, Messrs. Theodore Morford, D. C. Burgenthall, E.
C. Nichols, M. C. Campbell, and Major J. M. Taylor
Board
of Appeals, Messrs. C. H. Raymond, Anthony Higgins, T. C.
Martin and Dr. Jno. Fottler, Jr. Committee on Rules,
Messrs. J. J. Snellenhurg, 0. B. VVbitfOrd, and PatrickHenry.
It was voted to hold the trials of the Club here next year
if the birds are then plenty.
.

;

:

old,

GERTKTJDB AND TOM PAINE.
Gertrude, eighteen months old, and Mr. W. B. Gates' Tom
Paine, her litter brother, were next cast off. The heat resulted in favor of the bitch, who won without much trouble.

SUMMARY FIRST SERIES OF HEAT8.
Dashing Novice beat Pet Laverack.
London beat Lady Friend.
Bess beat Glida.
Shadow beat Lu Laverack.
Adair beat Clair.
Gertrude beat Tom Paine.
Pollux a bye.

GOOD DOG STOKY.—The following
Journal of Nov.

V.

ntH

!

;

:

I

;

;

;

.

throw

it

in the direction that

you wish him

to go, which

should be at an angle from the meat upon the stick thus, ifi
the stick is northwest from you, make the motion toward
the north, which will take him across the wind and also bringl
him ntarenough tothe meat to smell it when he gets opposite it.:
Carefully watch him and the very instant that he strikes the
scent you must make him To ho; then walk up to him and
praise and pat him, but make him hold his position while
you advance and pick up the stick and take the meat there-"
from and put it in your pocket, taking good care that he has
a good view of the whole performance. Now abundantly
reward him with praise and give him a piece of the other
kind of meat to eat.
After a few moments' rest you can proceed to give him
the next piece in the same manner, and if he shows no signj
of weariness you can continue to the third.
Beyond this II
do not think it advisable to go at the first lesson, nor even so*
far if he shows the least sign of having had enough of it.
J
Indeed, in all his lessons and practice it is much better to stop
far short of satiety than to weary and perhaps disgust him«
with too long continued application. Your own good jud^-,
;

1

storm threatening.

is

;

Belton"! 1, against Nellie.
Biz against Count Noble.
King Dish against Rush.

result of the

TEN OH A ITERS— CHAP.

more

pleasing to the eye of the soorts
the evolutions of a well-trained dou as hsj
systematically quarters his ground ? With what satisfaction
and pleasure we gaze upon his graceful motions as with heaM
high in air he gallops across the wind, ever turning at Im|
signal or the promptings of his own good judgment, annl
crossing just in front covers the whole ground
Fardounfl I
indeed, is the pride of the sportsman who possesses such jjH
animal, for well we know how rare it is to see this per. I
formance in perfection.
Many clogs seem to possess a sort of instinct for this, unit I
without any special training will quarter their ground verjl
fairly
while others appear to have no inherent sense of thai
matter, but will beat straight ahead in whatever directitafcl
they are started, and neither turn to the right nor left, nob
stop until they find scent, or are recalled by the whistlS
Should your pup prove to be of the former class, thank vouri
lucky stars for the kindly fortune but relax not your eff orS
to so train him that his performance shall be faultless.
Oa
the other hand, should ho display no aptitude for this, do not
despair, for with proper training he can be taught to acqullJ
himself very fairly, so well, in fact, that his performances wiffl
compare favorably with those of a large majority of othea
do.as that he may meet in the field.
Before commencing his lessons in quartering our pupM
should fully understand (he meaning of the word " On," and?
readily move forward on hearing it.
He will also have acquired some knowledge of the meaning of the motion of youtj
baud as indicating the direction that you wish him to take
from the practice tha'. you have given him at '' To ho." Fot'
when you have thrown tne piece of meat for him to poinM
he has noticed that this motion is invariably in the direction
that he saw the meat thrown, and as ho is possessed of
reasoning faculties of no mean order, he has figured it allniS
and'has arrived at correct conclusions in the matter, and von
will find upon trial that he will readily start iu the direction
you wish him to take at the first wave of your hand.
While instructing him in this b anch of hs education we
may as well improve the opportunity to get his head in tha
air where it belongs, for when we get in the field withhu3
we shall find this accomplishment to be very desirable indeed, 1 always adopt this plan from the first in hi
at " To ho" unless he is naturally high-headed and even then
it can do no harm.
You must be' sure that he is well ad-,
vanced in the lessons already taught before you attempt to
teich him this. Then when he is very hungry take him iutoa large yard, or still batte: into some" open field where yodl
will be free from interruption by any one, and having pro-J
vided yourself with two kinds of meat (as mentioned in hist
first lesson at " To ho") and also with two or three sticks^
about, two feet long and as thick as your finger and sharpeued
at each end, you are ready to commence operations.
You.
should always enter the field from the leeward side as in
actual hunting; and after making your pupil charge, youAl
will
walk away from him about twenty yards. Do*
not go directly up wind but diagonally across ;
thus,*
if the wind is west you will go to the northwest or south-l
west, as you may prefer; and after impaling a piece
of meat upon the end of one of the sticks, set the other S
end in the ground just firm enough to remain in position!)
1 think that it is better to set it in a bunch of grass or 1oWj>
bushes, that it may be hid from his sight, as It is time toi
teach him that he must depend upon his nose.
If there are
no bushes handy you can easily carry with you a few leafyJ
twigs, or if in winter a few pine boughs, and stick downJ
one or two in Iront to hide it from view. In this way place
one or two more pieces at some little distance from the firsia
one aud also from each other, taking care to put them so
that you can work up wind toward them, and be sure that
you do not forget their location.
return io your pupil and praise and pet him for histl

lieve

against Pindee.

Leta against Minerva.

The

IN

WfJAT
than

Now

Breckenridge against Kiauikiunick.
Dashing Monarch against Maud W.

follows

1881

good behavior in remaining quiet, and reward him with a bit of
the same kind of meat that is on the stick. After he has eatengl
it, and is intently watching for more, take another piece of
the same kind and let him smell of it and then make be-jl

Dash III. against May Laverack.
Maxwell against Countess May.

Lad

8,

TRAINING VERSUS BREAKING.

The running

Peeress.

Mr. Edward E Hardy's Clair, black and white setter dog
whelped May 15, 1880, by Dash III. out of Diana.
Mr. Edward E Hardy'-S Pollux, black and whit: setter
dog, whelped May 15, 1880, by Dash III. out of Diana.
Mr Clarence K. Druse's Dashing Novice, white, black and
tan setter bitch by Dash II. out of Novel, whelped July,

[Dkobmbkk

SECOND SERIES.

TRIALS.

Telegram to 1'orhbt and Stkkam.j
Gka.ni> Junction, Term., Dec. 6, 1881.
The meeting of the National American Kennel Club now
being held here promises to be a great success. Large numbers of sportsmen, representing almost every section of the
country, have assembled hie, and the greatest interest in the
corning contests is manifested on all sides.
The place is admirably chosen for the running of the trials, and there seems
no likelihood that, as was the case last year, the elements will
interfere with the successful carrying out of the programme
of the meeting.
At present the weather is delightful, and
from all that we can learn birds are to be found in great
abundance on grounds chosen as the scene of the contests.
Many leading dog lovers are here, and all those assembled here look forward with high hopes to an agreeable
meeting.
have examined many of the dogs which are to compete, and certainly a finer-looking lot it was never our good
fortune to inspect.
Marry of the cracks have made records
for themselves in one place or another, and it is expected
that when they meet, some marvelously fine work will be
done.
[Special

Tom

J .

:

dippingis from the Boston

If true, the story is moat remarkable
SO.
"Air.
O, D. Daggett, of this oity, is the owner of a little Scotch terrier
about ten years old, which has given proof of the possession of
!

:

something greater than instinct. On Monday morning the dog
disappeared and nothing was heard of it until yesterday morning,
when Mr. Daggett received a postal card from" the Hom.eoathic
Hospital on West Concord street informing turn that on the previous evening the dog, which wore a collar bearing the owner's
name, had presented itself at the dispenMin with a broken kg.
Ou calling for his dog Mr. Daggett learned that the little creature
got to the hospital at about lire o'clock and barked at the door
nntil admitted.
Whan it was found that he had a broken limb the
matter was taken in charge and proper surgical attention was given,
the dog auietly snhmittiug.
The question arises as to how
the dog. which is not known to have been at the hospital at any
previous time, happened to go there on this particular occasion."

ment will generally tell you when to stop, and you will' rind
that five minutes', or even one minute's practice, that leaves"!
your pupil iu a happy frame of mind induced by the bestowal.!
of your well merited praise is much better than an hour's
that finds you both fagged out and disheartened by the failure to accomplish satisfactory results.
have learned by
experience that the shorter the time devoted to his lessons^
the belter, provided that he is practise* eTery day, several!
times if you like, and a satisfactory performance of his task''
obtained.
After a few lessons of this kind, if he goes through the performance iu n satisfactory manner, you can venture a little
further and try him with a turn by making the motion in the

We

wr >ng direction. Be very easy and go careful now, for much
depends upon starting right. When all is ready wave your
hand in just the opposite direction from the one that you
have been accustomed to, and when he has taken two or 1
three strides, sound the two short notes with your whistle,
and a' the instant he turns his head toward you, wave your
hand in the other direction and proceed as in former lessons.
Should he be loth to turn, you must use good judgment and
get him used to it without getting him discouraged
perhaps by making him To ho when he refuses to turn, and then
sending him in the new direction you will get safely over the
difficulty.
But it is seldom that you will have any trouble
if you have puisued a proper course in his earlier lessons and
thoroughly instilled into his mind that he must obey. We
have been often surprised to see how readily our pup would
•

Dkoemdbb

3l the

8,

first trial

FOEEST AND STREAM.
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turn and take the direction radicated, thus

Bwing that our efforts to mate

him feci confidence in us
he could implicitly trust, us, were crowned with
and that instinctively as it were lie obeyed the motion

land that
•Success,

Hour

hand, although thinking that the meat was in the

375

The dog, Sontag, is black and tan with white on brisket, and
weighs about IB lbs., while the bitch, Ginx Baby, is black and tan
and weighs 12 lbs. The dogs are full of bunt, and it wUl be interesting to see. whether they are two Bmall for work. We shall
uope to hear from their owner on this point.

Ayrshire Laddie—Woo
Dmant, Est

J., to T. j? .

out of Mooiey. by
Leila— By Capt. J.

old,

,

1

,

'.

toM

once get

turn accomplished the rest is
comparatively easy, but do not hurry him as nothing is
u
much may he lost by undue haste and you Will
find that if yon drill him in this until he is reasonably perfect before going any further, that when you come to try
with the second turn, he will all the more rapidly comHjjjeilfj and ohey.
If at the successive Bteps in these lessons
you are through with each one before attempting the next,
you are Bure to find your reward for ynur patient labor in the
i

;

mm

great satisfaction that,

you

will experience

when you

cast,

him

among the birds and witness the practical illustration
ttyour wisdom and success as a teacher that he will he sure
lrx>:e

afford you.
is better to confine his beat to quitenarrowlimita at first,
keep him near you and make it easier for you to
Cheek him at once, should his performance 'ie faulty
Three
S four strides will generally be found sufficient, and in some
even less will be found enough, and occasionally we
have a pupil whose natural apiitude for this may be in,Bd from the first and a s' ill wider Tango allowed him
in either case the range should be Circumscribed until be

r's
1,1

Mass.

•-

:

;

_

t

;

ale,

it

,

what

Our aim

wanted.

is

number at the paper win show just,
have everything correct but until

his

i

i

to

is

;

•

i

Geo.

H. Wicks, of

MB. FABNUM'S SHOT.— We have

reBeived from Mr. Clarence
Sno photograph of his pointer dog Shot. Shot is by
Bfnkney's Diamond oul 0] same owner's Juno (both now dead), is
liver and white in color, and was trftml d by his owner.
Mr. Furthat he has a long nose, is staunch, retrieves nicely and

ramus

^ATLANTA Don SHOW

Deo. 3.--MitorMrest esuf Stream have concluded to keep the entries

this show
the 12th iuataut, the day before the opening of the
are as follows For English. Irish and Gordon
for pointers, Major J, W. Taylor, of Lexington, Ky.
'GBorgia State bred setters, Col. E. F. Hoge. of Atlanta, and
jor Taylor ; for spaniels, fox hounds, beacles, greyhounds and

(file

committee of
until

>w.
tors

itch
plot-

The judges

:

and

;

deer-hounds, Uapt. W. J. Heyvrard, ofAtlanfa.' and Major
for fox terriers and all non-sporting dogs, 'Capt, W. J.

j

rwu-d— Cuis. Liycons, Superintendent.
A CHALLENGE.—Charleatowu, Mass, Nov. 29.— Editor
mid Stream
t

.-

Forest

As there are several gentlemen, whoso names

,

NAMES 0HAN6ED,
Kale Dair«"a to /a,'..'... ;. .".a— i;y the Conestoga Kennel, LancasFa., Change the ime Kate Dawson, o( o bltoh pup, lemon and

ter.

'

:

\

Zacdone,
-By Mr. J. 11. Winataw for liver and while
neld spaniel bitch puppy by Norfolk Jack out of Hazel Klrke also
Blaine ioi liver and white bitch puppy, same parentage; also Linda
for llvtr and whin- luteli puppy, seine pj rent age.
p,-;,r .„., ;•'.<„
i;-,
Mr.
t, Baltimore, tor reel Irish
MoHendn
seller bach puppi b\ -I. U. snombeig's iiela (Elcho— Lady FalmerFan was
ston) out of Reckless (Klhott's flwc- Talfor's Flirt).
.

;

.i

,

whelped May
Grovjse—Claimed hyltr.

Dawson, of Mesboppen. Fa., for Lis
March IB, issi, hy Aten's Glen out o£ S.

BIS

by Mr, Henry Grafton, Bos
whelped July
ci-1, by f
ivi Eoyal tst
Louis Eehnel
Bow-DUley's Conntess Boy
Don- Claimed DjG. T. «
ter dog, whelped June s
Ihir

Bowing

proposition to induce them to try thou- dogs on quad
Btefore the season is dosed
I will hunt,
black setter bitch
ie " (Oopeland's Fete ex Queon Bess), against either of then:

my

tetters ar pointers, for from three to six consecutive day.-' ,,;
Cape, u n quail, for from one hnndred to two hundred 'and fii'tv
dollars aside.
Man, money and dog ready at any time.
I,

N. LEoWABD,
No. 110 Modford St., OharleBtown, Mass.

Ha

PROLIFIC

CANINE—Mr.

Nelson E. Angus, Amherst,
proud owner of a bitch which has beaten all pruvioun
cords by bringing forth 18 puppies, aliva and healthy, at one
tor.
The mother is black, a cross between a Newfoundland sod
St. Bernard, weighs 50 pounds, and is but ten months old, this
ling tier tiret litter, of corn-Be.
The father in an English bullog, yellow, with white breast, is three years old, and Weighs
^nout 851bs. The litter consisted of 11 dogs and 7 bitches-,
^Itthe latter were killed by the owner after they had Jived 24
The eleven remaining are all smart and active and are
JUTS.
lans.,

-1,

lal

The

dog men,

inothei has excited considerable curiosity among
none of whom ever heard of ho large' a litter

(ore.— B.
[This is a very large litter, but our correspondent is mistaken in
the largest on record, as some few years ago Mr. Frank
'Rimer's red Irish bitch
Dove, we think—"gave birth to forty
ppies at twice whelping, lit the first and 21 the next.
We have
BO recorded in those columns other instances where the number
m&hs or exceeds the litter of Mr. Angus' bitch.]
tfling it

—

.IMPORTATION OF SMALL COCKERS.— We understand

that

r. J
JT, Wmslow. of Baltimore.basre.jentlyreeeivedfrom England
brace of small black and tan cocker spaniels.
They are said to be
the old-fashioned breed, and are very pretty and attractive.

•' Fratricides" the
Oentrevlllef sportsthree of them be

tame geoso."

to be

records this

:

"Are

the

asked a New York man of a
" Well, yes," said he, reflectively "the

squirrels very thick this year?"

returned hunter.
one 1 got was."

.

;

i

THE NONPAREIL SPORTING CLUB yvtll hold a club shoot a t
Hiram Howe's Balf-Mlle Track, on Saturday the 10th day of December,

ssi

t

,

a r. m.

aimed by Mr. Geo. lif Woodbury, Newport, N. II., for liver
dog pup out of Champion Peathei by Bragg.
Hoy—By Wm. E liooton. Headina-, .Ma.-s., tor Lis Gordon setter dog
HM.by Mr. W. 11. Long's Billy (Reed's Duke
puppy, wheiped Oei.
—Show's Sadie; out of Air. M. Lahev's Minnie. (Barry's Captain—
u.ud white cooker

'.:;,

Marlon).

'i-

8i

,

i

Oitmm— By Mr. "W.-L, Jarvls, Jamaica, L. l, N. Y., for black and
white Gordon setier 6.os, wtielned J .01. G, list, By Edward Jobnson's
Il.lSil, Uil!

r.:

I-

i

;

j

I

L

;;

II

iil-

^Kf—Claimed by Mr.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

|.ir,..

".

H.

MILITARY GALLERY SHOOTING.

Cbauncey, Midland Park, N. J., for
black and white ticked setter dog pup. whelped July 24, 1381, ov
•.-.irk-, nvned by Mr. It. li.
on" of Dr. .Alen's prize wlnnine;
Rogers, BHdge Hampton, L. L, out otytr. e.'l. Miles' Topsy (RodL>.

,;.

mau'.s -Basil and J. 1
Sport M.—Bl Mr. W.

.

NelUestralns).
eity, tor ins liver and
r.y mi. k<1. (.. Limit's
uneh.out of Mr. W.
,.
Abort's li,..
Puck— Clalmeii bv Mr. A, ,l. Midolvbiooi.:, Bridgeport, Connecticut,
for brown arid while pointer dog, v, Inlped June, 1SS0.
Rny— Claimed by .Mr. l. Heyiial, New v/ork city, tor black, wblte
and tan setter Bitch, by Mr. Charles II. Raymond's Guy Mannerlng,
outlet same owners Lemonade.
''•--

Sew York

'•

white pointer dog pup,

S.

i

i

1SKB1).
l

l.uov,

as \iiin:v:ir

i.

eclober

ni.a-on, iv;e; bri'd

la,

lsr.l,

to SI,

Kennel Club's Bow.

ouls

BmiUy—Coin—On Nov. n
lin.niplMii
,,

i

.
,

Grei nough'a (Boston) black and tan
to F. B. Fay's

Dr.

Beauty (Mason's Dora— copeland's Shot)

setter bitch
,;;

.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 object when you say that a team o
gallery match cannot be gotten togethei

am

1

member

a

of

company

R,

In "both F aaa
shot oir-haud in both. Now, I do
off-hand shot, and 1 can bring six
just as good as 1 ciiii- tla
aan :s

have participated

rah h
,;
-,

'f

...

l,wi,.,. a It

profess to be a duffer, but a fanbetter) who can shoot
nil Snoot off-hand.
1
points in l,0nu, maybe

They are used to the globe nd peep ai d stx-pound pulL 1
forward conditions of a match nov being shot
The range is toll, ft. from the f; get tO the •ing point; the target,
reduced from 200 creedmoor to
bull. The rifles used
are both Ballard's. .32caL, .22 cal
:>th wlthglo
ep sights and
5St, the scores otirom
6>i lb. pull. Considering the light
so to 33, nride regularly out of a po
lot bad. The nialorlty
more.

1

Queen—Mr. Edward Odell's (New Orleau's, La, pointer bitch Queen,
orinerl;,

"In fl.OHi.'
Leiccst.-i'i.
-Nor/oik Jiuk—Ott (.'el. 22, Mr.

Witfllow's (Baltimore)

il.

J.

ii

r>

company snoot off-hand.
fho National Guard, with the Gall
I.otl cry

y

of the

To be shot every Friday evening
Jktio—JVeZaon— By .Mr. A. s. Aj.gar, of New York, on Nov. 4, bis
oolito Ditch .lutio, Imported J uly as, tssi, to his Imported Nelson (E.
K. c. S. B. sw:i i).
Rai>p—Fartuy—Nr. \V. B. Welsh's (tirange, N. .l.j Imported pointer
bitch Fanny, to \V. II. HobarrV, champion Hupp Don— Blossom).
..:,t.— yucti\— On Dec.
l, Mr. J.
F. Kirk's (Toronto) imported black eocKtr bitch Queen, to his Imported Toronto Beau
(

Ms .'-' a. T
all active members of company

n'l

ii

(Kaltii— bqiniw).
Litu—Mock, Jr.— Mr. can Kloehe's (Plttshurg, Pa.) setter bitch Llta
(Mark I'llt) to Mr. I. JI. Humor's lfo>'k, Jr. (Oarlowltz— Queen Bess)
on Nov. as.
;*',>,
ty^Chitf— On Friday, Nov. as,
N. y.) champion roil H.sh -vtter bltcll
pion Chief.
l;iih— Rocket -The Baltimore Kennel club's pototer hitch Lilly to
Mr. Edmund orgiirs (Brooklyn, N. T.) Rocket.
Ftorcn.ce U.— Vem— The Baltimore Kennel Club's red Irish setter
bhch Florence II. to their champion red Irish setter dog Berg.
Coimte&i Xe.Uie—riMliiwt Lm1—T'i\c Baltimore. Kennel Club's setter
bitch Countess Nellie, to heir setter dog Dashing Lad.

i

("0,

"-'il

ire;

a a

ah;

;

i
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-: to:

a.

,

a

1:

lain

drill

by

n. y., commencing
distributed at
the match open
Int., woo were present

make

1

;

f

'

r,

company

or

Tai':',

7 shots at KM yari
o-''-.i :-C"i','
am aaa,

count, but 5 best, scores of

any company

s.

conditions

e

ol

to
at roll call.

for

of

1

members of Company B, lath net
Oct. 21, 1SS1, close firinl drill in
monthly meeting

,

position, standing; re-entries
for any nfeht to
m a.a
a"." a to pin handicap

any eoinpe titor
a

.-.

1

.

.

All who have since the arat day of Oct., 1S81, made the following
score
35 In 7 shots Is handicapped 5 points.
ai In 7 shots or 25 in 6 shots is handicapped 4 points.
33 in 7 shots or ii in a shots is handleapp -d ? Points.
32 In 7 shots or 23 In 6 shots is handicapped 9 points.
30 or 31 In 7 shots or 28 in a B -j Ots
IS
lleappedl point.
2S or 29 In 7 shots or 20 or si' in 6 shots is ltd wltaa la aal nothing.
20 or 27 In 7 shots or ts or 'd In 6 shots Is allowed
point,
shots Is allowed
points.
24 0i'2S in 7 shots or 1 s or 1 7 In
22 or 2:1 In 7 shots or 1+ or It, in 5 shots is allowed » points.
20 or 21 in 7 shots or 12 or 13 in 5 shots Is allowed
points
In
1
or
less
shots
Less than 20
7 shots or
in B
1
is allowed 5 points.
1

I

.'

r,

-'

P.
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FKKSEKTATIONS.

Trte—By Mr.

Winslow, Baltimore, Md., to Hon. Ossian Ray,
Lancaster, N. II., the Uver andwhhe keli ;-r;uidei uo'< impny Trlx
(Norfolk Jack—Hazel Klrke).
Elaine—By Mr. J. H. WttffllOW to Mr. John Lytic, Waverly, Md., the
lleid soanlel bmli puppy Khtine (Norfolk Jack— Hazel Klrke).

ZoHone— By

wtiislow to .Mr. Win. Price, Baltimore, the
Usui soanlel bitcli puppy Zordone (Norfolk Jack— Hazel Klrke).
Jjinda—By Mr. J. 11. Wlnslow to Mr. Carlos Fox, Baltimore, the
field spamel puppy Linda (Norfolk Jack— Hazel Klrke).
ytr. J. 11.

WHELPS.

i

:.

k"i.l jn

-

Mr. .s. B. Dllley's (Rosendalc, Wis.), Uver, white and
L'e-.. i:'\up.o;i ,."'.'.'mI .';.u leiiiLiupioii hanger— Dolly)

Whelped nine— lour does anu rue tuvcnes— one dog w helped dead (all
are liver and white) by A. E. (iorlol'troy's liver, white and ticked Imhn;..:— .law
I.'.xm.v.c/O'-Oalvim.. nail's (sind'«t''i',
held, by Leicester, out o£ tilphina, whelped Nov.

ported pointer dog Cros jeth
I.

i,

<„>>.

and

six

Editor Forest and Stream:

At last we have an outspoken protest iron, competent fudges
against the bastard off-hand, which has obtained so largely In Amer-1 be respected.
ica.
Apiotest, too, comlnglna
thai
Our British cousin's reputation lor manly conduct in aU games,
sports or meetings for trial of rival powers is 01 the best. Fair play
and may the best man win is a living prile ipie Willi them, and 1, for
one, am glad they have the courag of their convictions. They have
ie-,-.-a,
.air boasters n ua-.w, we'it'i
la.na'iit
dttlng by sending
uver ihe Madge to whip us into tnana t:ia a. air, aaa .11,1 have, fairly
tinned the tables upon us. We must either build cutters or ships of
that lyin- or consent to tali" -./a,,:
hlch the proud bird would
a
hud exceedingly mortifying.
Doubtless many 01 the best men in most, rlitc clubs are opposed to
hip or oliest rest In so-ealletl off- hand matches, ,u,u wot hi "la.dly see
" iaai." 11 I-, ,-ala, ":-.:,
.a a,,',.
oi here use It that
It would be difficult to pur, it down. "
Might i- net laalti. and II seems
10 me that il r. Kigby's protest will direct attention to the manner 01
manifest)} unfair one In competition with real off-hand
shooting, ytr. contln's letter in same issaelsverv w- iiaa .awl la
.,-,,', ii
iaawa
a.--,
door his endeavor to raise theetaod.nl
ing in opposition to the Objectionable mode. There are clubs shunting
matches every year, one of said clubs using, almost to a man, hip or
chest rest, while the others shoot off-hand; and, so far as known to
the writer, not a word of protest Is made, nor, indeed, is any dlscrira•: u, making up ihe matches.
,,,,,,,:
One club h.,s. to my knowledge, recorded Its vote against its being eat. eel oil hand in any
report of matches shot on their grounds, and expressly provides
"that It shall be entered as hip or chest rest ag:iln=t, ine name of the
man using It- ' What, we needed Is lust what has happened, ajidaU
1
nist nwii v.'i.i he ewsaiwed (a cieicc
ior a reformation, which
Ben Tf.wuto.
tlrno Is sure to bring about,
,

i,

Daisy—Nx. J. Page Stlnson's pointer bitch Daisy, by Flash, whelped
November 22 nine puppies— five bitches and four dogs— by Fop—
by St. Louts Kerne ! luh'8 l-Vust— all liver and white, one dog and
i.,

OFF-HAND VERSUS HIP REST.

J. U.

I'a.j

27,

lady llea.oon,nine— three dogs

bitches— by Rough

>

1

i,

:

,

..

-

:

.

•

;

,

Daisy -Mr. A. S. Ape. tr S'(Ni W York) Imported conic bitch Daisy,
K. C. 8. B. 9452) whelped Oct. I—three dogs and four bitches— by
owners Import oil Nelson (II K. c. s. 15. '.i.isa.)
;,',,,- Mr. A s. Apg.ir's (New York) collie bitch Flora, Imported
July as, 1881, Whelped Aug. It, tlve— totu- dogs and one bitch— to the
.English champion Marcus (E. E. C. S. B. 7526.)
(E.

SALES.

i-ithc

'ing well.

them

The New York Evening Express

E. a.

leipefl

B

SomkOld Jokes.—Under the capttarj
Baltimore Sun records that "A parly of
men surrounded a flock of geese ami shot
fore they discovered

1,

1

I

Will not mention, residing in Boston and vicinity who are constantly talking of their wonderful pointers and setters, and asserting that they can heat everything and anything, 1 now make the

-

i

DEATnS.

it.

THE HOUNKLLSVILLE KENNEL.—Mr.

i| -"'

same litter.

tafil,

Son-tan— By Mr. ,J. H.
tor small Imported
black ahd tan cocker dog by Brier oui
ffiM Bate/— By Mr. .1. H. Wtnslow, Baltimore, (Md., for small im'"'' by Nip out or Whisky.
!>>•!
m"
".',/;:
v,
Jack— ity Mr. .). H. Wluslow tor Imported liver and white
:,,, i.nk ;-|.. .ji.
a dlgree unknown.
True— By Mr. J. n. window for liver and wldte tleld spaniel dog
'

'

.

Bitty— Dr. I. S. Ncvin's Imported black cocker spaniel Billy. Cause,
ntsailer distemper. Autopsy proved no lesion, nothing abnormal
In any of the vLscera or brain.

3UME8 CLAIMED.
Wmsthw, Baltimore. Md

i.

•

"

',.

COntrtbutQra BUI take the necessary rouble to eontorm to the above
request we cannot answer for the mistakes that may occur.

;

Patersou. N. ,)., has reeentlv paid a visit to the kernels of Burr
Boil is, and .1. Otis Fellows, Hornollsville, N. Y., breeders of cocker
jBpauiels, and speaks very highly of their stock, which he says
Books finely. The dogs are in fact a grand lot.

oul of

:

ihe Holes In

careful

Mm

begin to take
out for a
Walk with you, you should visit with him some small stream
or shallow pond and sit down on the bank and give him time
If he shows no inclination to wet
to get acquainted with it.
his feet yon will find it a very good plan to hold a piece of
meat over the water where it, is but an inch or two deep, and
Where he cannot get it without putting his feet in it. By
«arefully working him in this way he will soon learn that
will not hurt him
and in a short time he will fearlessly
H36 across the shallow stream with you and soon, if the
Bight course is pursued, he will venture anywhere.
You
should never throw him in no matter how much you may feel
ffisposed to do so, but rather let him find out for himself that
Biter will not hurt him, and he will soon lose all fear.

bitch puppy,
Fannie (Dlrck iiat-

eettei

trisii
-

t—Bridgel

.--., r,-,i
Plunket); also to Mr. O. P. Weils. i;.--i,,
«< Mr.
irisii getter Dlteh, wheli e
June
e
George B, Walker, Chicago, IB., red [rtsn setter d a
a, red
25.1881, same Ulter: also to Mr. \v. II. Jane-. Vla,ni.l,l, ?.i
I
lit r;
Mr. H.
Irish setier flog, whel] d ,Iun
imoraga, ClUtondale, .Mass., red D-lsh setter bitch, whelped June ss,

breed to

;

feme little knowledge and you

red

a

•

.:

to

understand what is required, and to readily and
irfulty obey your signals and the different motions of
This very important accomplishment cannot, be
ir hand.
it in a Week or a month, indeed you will do very well if
succeed in obtaining fair work out of him in n year not
trag before thia time he will beat hisground ma manner
will cause even old sportsmen to pronounce him a prodbut as we are strivmg for perfection, we will not. be
led with h mediocre performance, but continue perseverly to practice our pupil until he will not only regularly
garter his ground in front of us and instantly obey each
^EDal, hut will wheel of his own accord when he reaches a
l proper dial, mee or comes to fence, hedge, or stream that h
Should not cross.
This knowledge that he must not cross a
edge without orders is of great importance and
easily imparted by working him along a fence after he has
learned to beat his ground and turn at the signal,
lie will,
BJter a few lessons, Understand what you desire and readily
keep within bounds.
Should he at any time transgress and
go through or over the fence, care must be taken that he re
lurns at once, and at the precise spot where he went through.
This is of great importance, for if he is allowed to return at
Eiy other point the chances are that he will fail to realize hat
he has dme wrong; hut, if you insist on his returning at the
ratact place, he will at once understand that something is
wrong and will be more careful in the future.
I While our pup is yet young he should become accustomed
most young dogs will take to it readily bui
to Ihe water
-Should he appear to have any fear of it he must be handled
pith Care and gradually made acquainted with it in such a
manner as shall not frighten him. When he has acquired

Md.,
,,lri'h

-

,,

_

m. Boutwell, Shell

melped law'
,,

b this will

to

Ban

'

I

\v.

Tit

.re

a

I.

the same .Ity, a
(Hela Elcho—
".ma
K aa,l

Q, Taylor's F1L.,.
black, white
Sport— Mr. W. H. Boede, or i.ynn, Mass.
and tail beat'le uo;: Sport to M v. 'Urea oa^'ariaud, ot ihe oune city:

minds; of those, who send us items
Kennel Notes, that to avoid mistakes all names should bfe
printed In print i.kttkhs, as we And It very easy to make mlslalrea
whore this Is not done. We also would like to be informed whether

Wewlsiito impress upon tue

for our

iiheanitt

ullverJL

r.i

KENKEL NOTES.

this first

ciadai

,.-laiui|!lou

Beta -RtA

opposite direo' ion
-•

W

Charlotte. N. C the
iLelce-T-r-M.i.:-,. a

Champion— Ui
htto—W. T. uogan, of Baltows Falls, Vt.hag
'I..
purchased of It
tonnel, Claremont, S. H., a live!
and white tick 3d bitch pup, whelped July 23, out of Champion
I

,

,

,

1

•'

Feather, by Ch

Leak—By Mr

ft A. Dlffemiorffer, Lancaster, Pa., to the Conestoga
Kennels of the (a a a: place, an
and white ticked setter bitch
Leah (U.iybel- Llvy li.) air.-d i years and 9 months.
-By Mr. L. U. Smith, of Siratliroy, Ontario, to the
a,., -ie
aa.a, ea-I a Ilia- Setter bltcll
COnestoga Kennels, anc ;-i.'a a,..
o .,, a, iri „ 30,MS1,
a
,
piipuy Kate Dawson {Fart
Cooin
tot
'

1

1

.

I

.

.

I

The

Sun— UyMr,

I,

—

11. Si..

;

.

.

'
.

i

,

,,,.:,,
law ind

i

;
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IBS1.— Editor Forest mid
pistol shooting in yesteri,

conUctlon that to

i

lilt a tele.at, la.|,csslbtllly.
ting Into prim, and espeel
feci 1 owe It to you to tin-

,

any appearance

i

i

.

i

of boanil
ire from actual experiments
deceive you on this score. 1 am
es in six snots, and probably
that It can be done ti an aaa
oftener. The first time I ever
,i.t
-iiti
a stick about tour
o
with a Colt's navy plstoL
the dan end st nek It up for a
feet niirli and placing a large chip
target, and, retii Ing WO yards, tired six shots. The llr-t shot out the
nt one toot under ihe chip and hree ot hers Btnicl lie chip.
tin that occasion 1 was alone, hut in 1-77, In the presence of two gentlemen now living, Hired repeatedly wtth a Colts p'stol, e,a
central Are. at, aji iron raigei liree reel In diameter, from 100 yards

ally

.."
togs Kennels, Lanes tier,
..
to a
Ditch puppy
'I'm- Nun. (Parts—Dawn) whelped i
i.
a
ii—Dr, li. T. Aion. Brooklyn, N. y., to Mr. Kalbrietsch, 01
the same city, his black and tan s?i ter bhch Lady Glen (A ten's Glen
Ira wis Flirt.)
.,•-;
"- -Bj Ur. J. Lindsay, Jersey citv, N. J., the. folfini
tt-Toneey Scotcl
pair ot dog pups,
in, to T. F. liurani. Eso., New York: one bltcll pup, blade
i
tan
blaclc, la a and white, ton. Sutl
pup. mack and tan, to win. Lint
black and tan, to George Ccnvpe
black, white and tan, to Mr. An
one dog pup, black anil tan, to II
ord, Mass.
i

PISTOL SHOOTING, Jes3Up,
Stream : 1 have just read your I
day's issue, in Which a c p:
graph pole at a distance oj ma,
Although I have a great reluct a
c

f

I

1

i

i

.

,,

w

pi
m

I

I

distance, end I am sure none ol the bullets missed the target and a
Parse majority of them were eli'net ladle.-.,, ,-s or whhin afewtoches.
Did 1 not feel confident or being able to duplicate this in any time,
QCiBTDS.
I should not have sent you this coinniunleation,

:

:

:

:

THE ATLANTA TOURNAMicNT.-The

Gate City Guar* officers
fire working villi a win at the preparations lor Hie tournament,
"
will open on Dec. Ki and continue for five days.
The
The
iroin 200 i'i i,0"0 y mis, ;uid all matches will be sbol,
rami
undt
5 ot the National
The Atlanta ronRifle Association.
itng of
lie tournament, say a
"Tho range, wlilch is
i-

:

i

:ill

i

lie

requisites that are

demanded

for long distance

some and valuable

Iropliv to be
have also offered a liberal prize.
lew York, offer a prize of $500 In
Messrs. Tiffany x Co., jewelers,
tie trophy valued ai is o.
The
.

Wh'.l ti

RAYMOND SPORTSMAN'S CLUB-Dec.
Its

stiimi have already contributed, and u is probable that nearly an the
exhib tors will offer prizes to be contested for by Hi.- »c- iiiiii.i--i- »
American riflemen who win assemble here next mouth. Persons
to contribute pikes tor this tournament are requested to
communicate al once \\ nh Mr. John S. Holllduy, secretary oato City
Striking a bullseye on a target nearly three-quarters of
Guard.
this part ot the country,
a mlli' off will tie a revolution to the people
andtho approaching contest will awaken a wide-spread Interest.
I

wishing

m

NEWPORT,

K- I.— Turkey shoot at Paradise

and heav
exposed at a distance
tiers were W m a. B
Wette-rell, Win. II. K
live prizes for genera
offered!)} Dr.

s shot at.
the shooting

!,

Range. Cold weather
The beads simply were

was off-hand. The

twenty birds, ten yards rise, and In all b-tween sen and una
shot at, both traps being kept In operation during the
Messrs. O. F. Wltithrop and 11 Kay divided the honors, en
eighteen birds out of the twenty tired at. Mr. D Art
Ihlrd place with seventeen blids, ami Messrs W. 11 withe
W. Fottler were tied, each with sixteen birds 10 his ci
complete record or Ihe day Is us loll jws <>. F. Wlntlirop
I).
.. -i
13;
Kirkwood,17; W. II. Wnheieil, :.; 1; w
Thomas, 14; J. W. Farrlngton, i4: F.
Johnson 11 si S
W. K. Purrlngton, '.4 c. k. cove, 11 T. I urns ':: ' y
J. S. Sawyer, 12; A. E. Koblimdn, 12; K. 11 Brown, l!
J B
:

I

.'..

•

1

•

\.

;

'

\

;

•

Donovan, in; R. C. Buiiallelii, 10; II io.i.-.ei •
ZI'll'l'LKR. HIFI.Ii t 1,111 2'i, B.iwerj
N.'w' York -'
competition for the silver cup malili; ten sic
60; creedmoor target; gallery distance: c. jiuIhoii 40, y
48, P. G. Fennlng4>, M. Dorter 48, J. DUtei48, Q scUunr
Hoges40, J. Levy 40, D. Miller 45, w. Klein ;.>, A. I one, it

Sk o yards, off hand.
The foltaking the pilzes In the order
Win. n. Knight, r>t, 52—102.
umuior, -11, 45-03; Dr. Moi'lollan,'
Win. 8. liner. 19, S3
hot. at giass balls and broke 22 out of
48,45—88. W. II. Kai
Dillon Of
ot fancy shooting, shooting poDr. Mociellan gave an exhibition
25.
id, and Uieu pi
pipes and cigars irom
taloesheld in a w.e,' mans hand,
lr. W. M. lrarhis month. The as.-ocl ,i.ou voted hearty than
row for his enterprise In getting up the shoot.

target,

"es,
-

"i

.

:

BOSTON, Dec. 3.— A goodly number of riflemen assembled to-day
atWalnni. IliM '.: luiti.'li::-"--- in the recvi'.ai mulches now on the
programme. The weaih-r was admirably adapted to rifle shooting,
the day being cloudy and the light steady and clear. The wind, not.
strong In lis velocity, blew steadily trom the north during moat of
the day, shilling slightly to the. eastward In the aiternoon. In the
handicap match entiles were numerous and some good work was
L. llubbard leading the list, with an excellent 43, and Mr.
A C Adams following with a 4S almo.-a as good. Worthy ot special
ment on also are Me-sra. c c Foster, F J Rahbeth and J N Frye, who
come next, each with a record of 40. In the sharpshooters' match
the marksmen were bothered during a portion ot the lime by clouds
of smoiie blowing soman the range, which at times almost obscured
Notwithstanding this tact some excellent
the targets from view.
scores were made, some of lie records running up to loo and more.
Mr. L. L. Hubbard gained Brat honors in this match also, with a
score or 110. Mr. V.. I. Kabbeth took second place with 1U8 to his
credit, and Messrs. ,1. N. Frye and G. Warren Hollowed, each with a
score of 101. The details of both matches are appended
Match.
.vbtllter
9 (14 15515—14
55448
L L Hubbard

done, Mr.L.

I

i)

1

S5114:

Kabbeth

Frye.
S Harris

V BOrOl
lurlelg h

ISSSttl

C O Fost-r

445 i.v

445S541544—14

—

.445444-15 15

.hn Borden

.

SW65I
544 1555544—45

-

43

44I5454S44^-13
4514144446 12

—

B C French

Sharpshooter's Match.

LL Hubbard
FJ Kabbeth
N Frye
Warren.
K Davis

J

(4

IIS Harris

1

.-.

ABArcher

9
10
12
3
»

12

11

11

10

12

11

12

11
11

11
10

11

11

9

10

io
12

12
11

u

12
9

11

11

11

11

12
io
10
ll

10
9
10
10
11

12
19
12
11
11
10

111

10
11

12

II

11

11

10

11

11
11

12
12
12
10

II

8

32—110
10—108

10—10T
10— io?
11—10C
10—104
8—100

GALLERY MATCHES.—At the

Magnolia Klfle and Pistol Gallery,
Boston, the fallowing are the prl/.e winners In the November ritie
matches
Amateur Rifle Match.
Mr. W. II. Noreross wins flrst prize, a Ballard rltle, with the score
:

kind. Laigc folio lithographs In water color.,; published
Scribner S sons, New York, price tin j- dollars. See review
urns of Nov. 24.

total scores are compared.

THE TRAP.

•

;

:

AC Adams

NEWARK, N. J.— The rifle tournament of the associated
gan Monday evening, Dec. s, at t.ne Frellnglmysen ran".'
Market street. The Freiinghuyseua lead off. By the new
ment each club shoots alone, and at Hie end of the tournan

.

weOn

'.

1

ison

a peat 1 handled revo
shots each at Hie Ma;
lowing were the w
named ceo. 11. ffur

8, 1881,1

regular meet for elay pigeon sweepstake shooiiiie on tic
at Wellington today. The attendance was good, some I
racing tbe traps. 'I lie day was somewhat windy bur me
good, the atmosphere 1101 mo ciulir, and the weather on
was deoliadly favorable for Ihe sport. The conditions

vvlu-

Howard, Philip IVCkham, .1. H.
s. liryer, and Dr. Mociellan.
The
iv, -re i French clock, a $i> gold piece
oUcrt rltle, a jointed tlshlng rod, and
comlliloiLS were two scores of Qve

IDeoembbb

3.-TIU3 organl:

II.

guns,

II

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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FJ
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MARLBORO'
"'"

'"

l!

"

VS.

MIDDl.KSJiX.-Dec.

''--'

'

'
'

'

Club match at

2.

ub,u

•

clafei balls

.imict.lue, Mass.,

and

Ihe Marlboro' Sportsman's i-lub. of this place.
Team- of eleven men
under the following conditions Eighteen yards rise, 10 balls from
Card rotary tarp, reinforced spring, 5 balls from 3 liiigardusi.ra.ps aei~
5 yards apart and throwing to a common eemm
The match was
shot at Wateftowu, Mass., on the grounds of the Middlesex club
Middlesex Team.
Rotary
Trap.
Three Traps.
„ .,
„,
„ Martin
H
1
l-io 1 l 1 1 i-Vs
FAJohnson
1
1—10 1
1 1 1— is
:

:

MllllH
lllUH'l

Wm
RV

Schaefer

1

Ira Taylor

1

AP JOlL

WH

-1

Harrison

1

C F Morse
IH Lamprey
Geo Lane

KCUove

1

1 1

1

1
1 1

1 l

1
(I

1

l

1

llllllli
11111 111

IJ.11 1-14

9
6

1

7

1

FA

Marshall

P L

Collins

1

0— 10

t

1

1—13

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

j

1

11

J Hanna,

1

11

yards

Dr urlawold, 24 yards
Dr Wilson, 18 yards

11

1

1

1

(i

1

,1

Casebeer, 13 yards.

1

1

lax "what

i/rVca «
;..

,
:

.

..,

14

1

]_,.,

ti

1

1

1

l
1

to

,/.,-...

1— pi

t

1

{^anoemg.

Il'c

1111 1_,4
1111 l_14
U 11 i-ls
1111 1-15-193

1

1

yards
.1 Corcoran, IB yards
J H 11111,21 yards
Montgomery, 21 yards
21

he,

t

md

must mil swi ;n mmmtmncnt nil.:;
rantUor Jbaslunt bout, tmt' iffftal give*

57?"

.j

lllllllloillllii
1
1
1 1 1
1 1 u 1
1 lllOOlOlOllliiooil
0111 101 Hi 01 1 11 111
0101111111111 tioioio

3 Damselth, 27 yard3

ffzehting

Ju

1—15

1 1

1

An'otli

g hi/ length are these:

only,

aaing

urtt

A

prM

semi-monthly contest at "
trltr-B

lsst

1,

t

1

1

) :

!

1111 n—14

1

ALGONQUIN GUN CLUB.—Regular

'

1-lfi

I

1 t

11

1

W 11 Lelghlon, Jr
J Beautify
HS Fay
T

'

I—is

Hu
LIT]

lf>

I

1

—

11—15-146

1 I

)

1

27

1

The man wlio can see sermons in running brooks ia
nio
apt to go and look for ihein on Sundays when irout
a
biting.
Exchange.
Under the will of the late Lord Leconfleld, the prea
lord is obliged to hunt his pack of foxhounds three
day
week. If the present lord has as much trouble Ininling
hounds as we had in our youthful days "hunting'' a con
of cows, he will almost wish the late lord had
u<
.N~on'i*tutr,n Herald.
Echo AusWBSs.-BJiort-8fgh.ted Swell (to Gamekeeper „
has been told off to see that he
"
makes a. bag"

Three Traps.

11111111 i_io
lllllill —
10 1111111—8
1 lllllill 1—
1110 11111—9
1
1—10
11111111 1— in
1110 11111-0
1
1 1
1 0—
11111111 i_io
1 lllllill i_io

D FHowe
U B BrUSh

baUs, Dec.

l
1

Lit

l-iu
l-UI

I

AD Johnson

W

1

1

hi our

jut, Wiggins!
By Ihe way— rum thing—always seem
hear a shot somewhere behind me just after I fire!''
gins (stolidly):
•' Yes, sir, 'zaclly'to,
sir.
Wimnerfle
for echoes this 'ere, sir "— Punch.

t

111101101-8 lilt

1

Gleason

G Howe

J Male,

l

1—
1—
0-

Marlboro' Team.
Rotary Trap.

WH
Eager
F B
.1

1

11

1

l

1

EW Law

l

1

1
1

...i

nn

11111111 1— 10
1— 15
111010111—8
1—12
110 111110—7 1110
HI

b" t'.ha

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

11111

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

n_ ii
1—14

i_15

1

1—14
0-10

1

0—17

10

11-ii

t

1

1

1

1

i

i

1 1

1

1

1

1

a

1

IOIOIOII11110101

1—19

!_

6

yards
X 49 1
1 1 1
Oil 1.0 1
1 1 1-fl 11—
In a maU'.h at pigeons Male, Wilson, Damsel'h, inn Ferrall,
Landle, Keller, Grtswold and Auld killed their ten birds straight 21
yar.is rise. The rest of the members made a very (air average- 'sbc
out of ten birds. Number of members shooting— an.

K JSauer,

21

as follows

W M NOrCTOBB..49

Geo Walters. ..43
El

40 49 43 40—245
43 43 40 50— 243

u U Later

IS 43 40 40
47 41 47 48

S Fogg

49—243
48—237

gnawers

All comer's Klfle Match.
48 48 40 49—242 11 Hind
43 43 43 43 43— '210
NOrcl'OSS. .48 43 43 49 49—242 R. Sl!haeter....4T 47 43 43 43—2113

WM
FJ

Rabbetb

J II

Williams

All Comer's Pistol Match.
so mi im— 2'i5 J Ames
so BM 33—201

Amateur

WM NorcrOSS...... 81

84

84-240

84

85

SB— 255

7(1

T7

80—233

Match.

I'lsl.ol

BHlnd

Mamhotu GinnEKr.— Boston, Mass., Dec. 2.-The attendance at
the .Mammoth Gallery hn3 greatly Increased during the past week.
Some very large scores have b-en made .Ma u f ate cnlcrlnc heir
names for the prize shooting lor the month ot December. No clean
cores have yet been made this t\ eek.

r»"NO NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.
Boston Cobresi'oniiknt.— See answer In another column to vour
Inquiry about relative velocl ties of sound and rifle ball.

C

A.
S.,Worthingtoii, Mass.— We send you copy of our pamphlet on
the so-caUed Dittmar sporting powder. Read It carefully.

CARD

shoot of the Rifle Club at
en tried their h inrl with the
if ten shots each, Creedmoor
;e 200 yards, off hand.
Toe
it

f

rifle,

and

in

score

'

in

jry

GF

Ellsworth

A Mathews
B Newton

83
85

,i

G C Goodale

79
s2

C Hinds

81
5T
TS
so

Merrltt

(,'

F Plitiowltou
Jim Jlnkens
George Graves

R.
90
S3

C.
44
41
40
44
48

is.

70
74
71
62
84
68

•16

41

43
47

C.
48
45
42
45
43

Totals.

179—90
166—88
164—88
153—49
153—89
143—90
141—86
141—65
133—83

44
45
42
41

FALL RIVER, Dec. 2. 1881.—The Fall River (Mass.) Gun Club held
a practice shoot this afternoon, but, It not being the regular shooting
day, but few members were present. The following Is the score
First

Bufflnton
EWHall

Match— 10

T8

M

balls.

Wood

9

J

8

J Borden, Jr

6

4

second Match— 5 bans.
5

Bufflnton

4

Hall

Borden

Valentine

i

wood

1

4

Ties on

l—l

Hall

4.

Third Mateh-5

Wood

4
4

Valentine

4

Bufflnton

f—

Berden
balls.

Hall

3

Borden

2

Ties on

4.

1—3 Wood
0—2
l
o 1
Fourth Match— 10 halls.

o

Bufflnton
Valentine

l

withdrew

l

Valentine
l' u til tit on

B
s

Hall

6

Borden

2

Fifth Matchs

4

Borden
Bulflntoo

Stalls.

4

Wood

o

.4

,....!

l

l

l

1

1

1

0—4

The Fall River Gun club would like to shoot a friendly match with
a team of six or eight trom any club in the State,— % s. II

ACFannlng
K J mil
G A Gregory
Match shot Nov

44 1543244 j— «T
34445-14444

—

In

4132434541—30
80

J 11
1-

8

28.

Regular weekly match

Baldwin

.Oca
T White

4343414333—35
a.

a

4224)40344— 30

:

Baldwin
White
Fanning

45553441 II—42
B44S434243—34

Hill
Mcc'allUlll

4444441643—40

4545:151444

Gregory

4-134444386-^SS

WUUanM

3604353633—30

—

12

Iowa— Where
Ulm hound?

can
Ana.

45403434:14— S4

LESCTU .MEASUREMENT XOT SOUND.
ryiw. equliyof length

Write

Al Watts

to Dr.

'

opment
1

A. C. L., Madison, Ind. -Please state who It was that used to adverwild rice for sale, and oblige, yours very respectfully. \w
Valentine Bros., Janesvllle, Wis.; Chas. Gilchrist, Port .Hope, Ont.
GL483 Balls.— Please answer Ihe following: A, B, c, D and E engaged in a sweepstake mulch art. lulls each. prr."-s, class snootier
A breaks 5, h, c and l) breaks 4 each and E nils:-,.:.-' hem all Whofs
entitled to 3d prize ? Ans. E.
tise

rules rests upon the assumption tl ..
boats of equal length have inherently equal cap achy torthal
of speed undei
hey fall to discern an;

*

obtain a pure blood-

I

it.

long, 6

ft.

wine and

for their accidental or Irrelevant

correspondence

In.'one partlcullf

in current numbers.

luing n
an assumed equity, the sonudnesaof which is so flatly
dieted tn eyery-flBy experience that we do not. transgress pre
lu eharacte.'l/in- h-ncih inies as lallacles, and In demanding!
repeal in view 01 iiteir clu'e-.i mmtneBS 'or the m
matching tt
productions of builders starting with different Initial opportunity
as In Ihe case cited by way ot Illustration.

G. W. B., Houston, Texas.—" The Roman Traitor » Is a novel written by William Henry Herbert (Frank Forester) and published by
T. B. Peterson & Bros., who also publish Herbert's other works
The mistake of giving the credit oj Heroext'B works itb that other
dlattngolsbed American author, "Will Wlldwood," was, under the
circumstances, natnraL

rpHE

:-;

1

G. W. A., Oneonta.—I have a setter dog 16 mouths old. He will
fetch a glove or a piece of paper, but when I am out shooting with
him and kill a bird he will llnd it, but will not (etch It.
w haf will I
do with him? Ans. See articles on training In our kennel columns

H. J. K., Elizabeth.— My dog, an English setter, Is about 7 years
For quite a while he has been troubled with a cough and and a
desire to vomit alter he takes any exercise.
Alter coughing a while
hetrles to vomit, but never raises anything
tieli
ttevery other
way and keeps In good condition. 11 Is cough sounds like the cough
of a dog with distemper, but he shows no signs of that disease
\nExamine throat for inflammation or some obstruction, or the trouble
old.

may be worms.

J. A. S., Jk., Tlvoll, N. Y.— 1. will you please tell me the difference
between the Thames style of lly-tishinc and He SbttLngham and
Cuttyhimk style? 2. Can I get a good double barreled breech-loading shot-gun lor $15 1 Ana. 1. None ot the styles mentioned arc used

In fly casting, but all are bait casts. The •• Thames style" Is
line colled In the hand, or on the ground at the reet

a oast

The
"Nottingham" and the "Cuttyhunk" at.yi. s aretheeame; the former
la the English and the latter the American name tor casting with a
stiff iod from the reel. The bolt is reeled close to the tin oTa seven
or elgbt foot rod and is cast by a strong effort wit h both bands from
a free running reel, which must be watched thai
does aoj overrun
See reports of Coney Island and English tournaments. 2. Yes.
Setter

3,

New York.—I have a

setter puppy, eight

was afflicted with mange. A week or so ago
him seemingly with good results. About two

1

1

1--6

TEOV R1FLU CLUB.—Troy, Pa. Nov.
at Creedmoor target, 40 rods, off hand:

T. H.l>., Sioux City,
bound bitch or a New
Beaton, Mass.

1

Kv"

Ties on 4.
o-o Hail

Borden

is

with the

Wood
Valentine
Bufflnton

>;. J.— We would not recommend the amputation
unless the tall
decidedly loo long, but If properly performed it will not injure him.

A.

i

("1

to ^arres^ondmts.

F KlChardSOntS

usee
or

I

months old who

i

his

1-

-.1

MEASUREMENT REDUCED TO HARD

slons.

The varying disposition and use made ot the bulk a
model and plu
jrlta of which eonstitntOT
problem to be sou ab; ,.cii
c not legitimate sutiJSW
.

for taxation, since a tax lnipc

removes the possibility ot an
'The length, the beam, the

ud

Its loc.

.all

i.

:

,.1

I,

,'•..,

1

I

i

!

I.

here.

I

eat tires 01

have washed

e times. After drying 1 poured In a
•elleve him some. yd. he slid shakes.
Internal canker, or simply of an ins not very BOIt or watery, hut 11 has
i
ler the discharge the bloodier it is.
n-drons. Nose cold and damp,
urlast week, yet mis
did not seem to make things auy better oi'worse. Ans. 1.' It it
teraal canker. Try the following: Take equal parts of laudanum
and bromo-chloralum diluted wnh six times their weight or water
andpour a little into each ear daily, holding them still and kneading the base of the ear for a minute or two. 2. This may result from

design at

n: ctltton In

ooct

lhatregMd

ilaeernent, draft, baliO
character 01 m.i s. freeboard, overhang,
1

.

ileal

v.

first noticed that, be shook his head quite frequently
He also
scratches considerably In the region o| the sacs, nailed" to see any
signs of mange, therefore made up my mind that 11, was lnr.ern.il vet

with lukewarm water four
mile olive oil. This seemed
1. Arc these symptom-; ihai
flammatlon? 2. Hlsdischai
The
a bloody appearance
It often has the appe
Appetite good. I ha'

tilt

H

boat over another at the oulaet, In order that a true estimate of Hull
relative speeds may be obtained, uncolored by an Initial advafflH
having no connection with model—that Is, with form 01
This primary advantage Is the bulk luclosi 6 by Lhe outside sulfl
of the boat, considered as a quantity only, without reference to lb
disposition in the structure or Its assignment In affording 8ti
and other qualities either by weights, volumes, areas or lineal dlaior

i

liter-

FAN.

legitimate purpose ot time allowance is not to weight
-*•
points of a dnishedlioat found contributing to her
neutralize, superior opportunities for their display enjoyed by

tied i.e. the builder a
Influence are by huu derived In
n :.:, .vinchls the ultimate store
•-

'

ti*

iB

All
ich
mid absolutely exempt from tax wltttjltf
?gard to heir effrct or iiclency— because of them each partltwW
model is made up as awn
But the elementary o] .I
nty .aording Indulgen
points is always U
mpldyed lu tiielr fashioning,
1

t

1

Differences In thl

atni

qualities lu the Initial
:c:i

1

•:,-

111

tnt of buli: impressed constitute the tt*
porttiullles of aevci ..1 builders, and we Ml

the only leg tlmate and log!

il

differences

tune must be granted f
a
nbbi sec
mparlson
the points selected in the lodel3 we wish to test by ractag,

:

:

DKomvrBKK

1881

8,

The reader, anxious
=i]iO"-.

FOREST AND STREAM.

")

requested to rea

la

a clear,

lo possess

net appreciation ot nils
oviy and wiiu care, air

i

I

with a moaning to
tolly grasped in all its beai
are advancing as the only a
equitable schemes or measurement -:i co
cut rule sufficiently approxlmale In Its n
cd as a sub-unit...

Tu KAI

lltiVV

Bitter Wqrtrt and Stteani

bo.

rstajullng or

bulk or a short-

tiy

ag of

Ion lor all

ii

;

Ison

bum

to be acoept-

:»< -'-t

W

MAMCIK FAIRLY.

K

:

i

I

iio ilnuli

.

you will glvemn
At least s-ioiinj

..,r,

I

trus'

below her water line,
wiuie [ally 5-iniii- ..[ !,.•,- eonuetltoro' tonnage la above their water
line, and in in.- shadow
witter Hue, and
.-•J tor Lhe full amount. Then taking to consideration the
lengtnot the Madge, which Is about ten Let longer than the Shadow's,
yachtsmen inmaicai ping themselve*, anu
ill
being be
lie ibrewflni ss of the canny Scot iheulu any
other way and having II adieu:al defeat wuen. In
b.iv- a yuhi. which
reality, w< bavebi
duped.
propose to sail
nf

,.. is

1.

1

sociation.

An. a.— lis object Is to unite all am
small craft ior purpeses of pleasure, hoal
oi meetings toi ousl
ii to log logs Ot voyages, records ot
tails, di. livings and dimensions oi boa

•

i

I

ion;

cruise in

means

i,.i

maps,

'ii.ets of

Charts and books.
Ari. :.. -A boat to be entered on the books of this ass elation, ami
to confer a vote on her owner, shall noi exceed two tons lotal dlspai'-i-meiii, and may he propelled In any mauner, provided She is
capable of being handled efholenily by one m.io; oul to enter the
races ot this ass ci itlon sue must coiiform to the rules laid down in
is may become a member of this association who
.led by a majority vote oi the Executive Committee,
orary members may be elided by a unanimous vote of

I

against the Madge aiioiijer -'-ason If she vi-ils our waters, ui, 1 want
Hi- tonnage ot my a ift and the Hodge figured only on what is below
the water line or on the actual water line length, «nn oDe-fourtU the
beam added und one-third the after overhang added, it that cannot
he accepted, Messrs. liui. hins S Prior, boat builders ot long standing
at illy Point, Offer to hullo a Oratt tor f. :.:,. 0. agreelne ih ii she snail
beat the Madge in two racea out of brae or consider ii no sale oi their
eraffi, and wi
bind themselves to that agreement provided the purchaser will agree to buy her it she RooompilBhea her purpose.

who

-.

at

iUU racing; and

i

|

your paper.

la

i

:

i

reeding your paper regului ly on account or the Interest
l
take in yachting, and h&ve taken a great interest in tbe yacht
U idge's performance gn-ailv, ami
on account ol her
inuuge b log less than her competitors slit; is
allowed to be doing womleis la your way or seeing It, una as you are,
uftVil

i
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canoes entered last season, all ot one model and size, with keels of one
Inch, was one wltu a plate or iron some »'
keel, giving a great advantage in WlnQWi
COllipeleol lo sav ivhal aliow.il..'.- she
lour or live were really ham:i.u|.ped instead ol the One
our cai.o-.s vary iO great. > thai tnen-wii I,- uhiiv Ui.il are wlthoin
tiie rule, but us tair an allowance as possible will be o
to allow ihem to compete, while ir all new cauocs hunt will conform,
•. Lope to have each
as ih y easily may. tu lhe ru
mass well idled with boats 01 nearly m- sun.- .-./-. out of a vain
or models ami rigs. We may hope In the future to see new classes
added in the way ol larger craft, for allot which races will he arranged as soon as enough
a klna me pi esem io i,,ai:e an uii.-fsilng contest.
CONSTITUTION Of TUB AMBRICAN 0AN0B AsSOeuriON.
Article l.—This association will be called the American Canoe As-

.

i

ii

Arc o.— Tne ouicers of this association shall
vice-Commodore, Hear commodore, with a Seerel
hey shall bo elected by null a al the oil
urcr.
shall hold ofllcc, until ihu udjouronmcni or the i

Commodore,
and a Treas-

i

i

1

<

ongress and

Which

al

le.-s

;

Rule 5. Flags of three patterns shall bo given lor lirsc, sejond and
no other pi i/— shall be gtv.-u, out
or competitions may be ascepoed, al
the discretion ol the regatta committee. No pri/.e or money shall
Idiil prizes in these races, and
pi tees donated rur special races

I

Kuieo. A "Novice 11 shall he. any member who has never won a
or second prize In any club or as- i itlon ra
KdIbT. The emus.', mod" or turning atnkeboats, and alldln
ill be posted by tbe regatta committee on a bulletin
board one hour heroic thei
and any couipetitor not
knowing the course, or mistaking It, or not follow in- these rules,
does so at his own risk. Stakehoats aud buoys win be left on port

llrsi

t

'kuI-s. No pilotage or direction from any boat or from the shore
shall be allowed, and any one receiving such assistance may be
disqualified.
hule 9. Any canoe fouling another shall be disqualified. 11 shall
be considered a mui ir niter lhe race has commenced, and a competitor by his canoe, p.uldie or pitson, Shall come in contact with tho
canoi'. paddle or pcrsviu or any otner compel dot, unless in the opinion ol
judge such contact is so slight as tot, to lntluenee the ace,

me

i

i,
..

m

it

t'ua that the MUge displaces more

is

M on1r»o?«

wate than the. sloops 3he
ne allowance were
.

I

he sa

body.

the performance of

Hut baslu

placemen!

i, illogical,

the dlsplaoeuienl
Clonal with the
springing

In this light
ore brilliant Hi.in in
ipon dls-

i

other.

any

o

sh.ui,,ift..-r hearing such evidence
decide the protest ; and such decision
it no' unanimous, an appeal may be

lmii tee
,

but

whose dei Isl m shall be nnal. No
shall lak- pari In the decision Of any
--ted.
in all cases where a protest is
illng or paddlln;, evidences of a etna
lttee,

-

disqualify

any canoe which

a

mod

selected large dlsplact

Art. s.— it shall be me utuy ot tin- Commodore to take command of
preside at ihe meetings and to enforce all
the squadron und camp,
laws and regulations. Wtihin nurty davs oi his election ue shall ap-

w

point a Regatta committee of three.
Art. 9. Tne Vice and Hear commodores shall assist the Commodore
In theolscbarge ot his duties. In his absence the vice commodore, If
present,
ommodore, shall ollli into In his stead.
All. III.— It
i.d T
surer to
keep a reoor
this ass IBlajrroci roll of all mam
,ii mambi rot
io forward to him twi
for reporting
turn of same to tile tl
year the asrid forward one copynd to receive
he association, to pa
iy the totcuand io make a repot
li lhe
i.-il

siders tho stai t unfair hn may recall the boats, and auy canoe refusing to start og In shall be distanced.
Kulo Ik. A canoe's own water Is the straight course from he station
assigned It. at starting: any canoe leaving Us own water shall do so a
its peril
bul If the stern ol one canoe Is clearly ahead ot ihe bow o
anoiher, ihe toruief mav lake the water of llin latter, which then
becomes Its own water, and It shall only leave it at Us p?nl.
l

;

Rule is. The paddle shall not be. used In sailing races, except tor
steenng when no rudder is used, or when the rudder Is disabled, ror
backstrokes, to leeward lutucklug, or tor ihovlug olf when aground,
be given, and
given io.-i. n i.
u ting line mioi
keep.
pmidleif necesside of the line

I

r

ii

l

urge displacement is
'

our own boats;

m

holct)

i

Aiu ii.— This Con3tltullon can be amended at any meeting during
the annual Congress, provided the am mdmunt be recommend- d by
ihe Executive committee and also receives a two-third vote ot the
membete present at, ihe ineeitng.
BY-LAWS OF THK AMKUI0AN CANOK ASSOCIATION.
Article i.— Each member on his election shall pay lo the Treasurer
the sum oi $1.00 entrance fee and $i.w as dues tor the ensuing year.
Each subsequent annual payment shall hef ..no and snail be payable
If not paid within iwo momhs thereafter
at the aunual congress.
the Secretary shad notify the members, and ir at the end ot om
month more it. Is still unpaid, the m mbershlp shall he forfeited and
name,
stricken
from ihe roil. No assessment shall be
member's
the
levied lor any purpose whatever.
Art. 8.— A intetlug for business, bivouac and racing shall be held in
August ol each year, the date to be tlxed by tne Executive Commll-
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further vou go down
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ought noi only not lo demand time from tin Madge but. In consowi ill then- theories ought to concede her a tew hours over a
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he sustained, i he regatta col
as they may deem lie, ..so;.
If unanimous, shall oe nnal,
made to the executive cotnu
member or either committee

test,

UP.
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orr.er to claim the race. Evei y canoe must stand bv Its „
l.ients.
Kiih- io, Should tho owner of any canoe duly entered tor
consider thai he has fair gru mil ror complaint against another canoe
he must give notice ot the si me before leaving hi- hint on the flnlsh
or the race, to ihe Judge or r. gatta committee, aud must present the
same In willing to the leg: tta committee within one hour of his
arrival al Ihe tiuish. The si
of one dollar shall be deposited wit h
each protest, to be forfeited
itlon shoal the protest no

i
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nparlson ol
ratter ami her opponents was rightfully
based upn Che bulk ol the whole oody ot tne boats, as such a measurement take- no cognizance ol Uher weights or balances, all ot
mlei ,i hulk ....
remain
which
untaxed, and are left entirely to the predilection ot each individual.
upar.ii Ive r.e-es hei«c-en their productions ina\
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by the niei lias and demerits of the proportions and form chosen, the
u-eighis pm into nei ami in-- balance n: volumes and areas glvi n lhe
Is taxing a inerlt or demeilt.
ii-i.it.
To lax
l'o in\ displacement

Arr. ::.— The association signal shall bo a pointed burgee, the
breadth being livo-lhlrds lhe leiiglh, the si/.e lor canoes being nix '.a
Inches the held or red with a longitudinal white siripe one-ririh ihe
:

Width, hearing lhe letters A. C. A. in red.
An. -i.-ihc oiiin.od. re will carry a swallow tailed pendant 10x16
inches, blue Ueld with white square ot i inches on each side in ihe
upper corner. The Vlce-Commodoie win carry a similar pendant
with a reri Held, and lhe Hear commodore one with a red square on a
i

.11
.-
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bo the

crosses to the coursa side (
il must return above the 11

second sign

.

sigmii'iill eaiio.-s'e
sary. but after Hie !-'
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Cauoes may take any poslilon for starting, and prior to the second
signal mav be sailed and worked in any manner—outside aid not
mire it, the regatta committee
allowed. Should
•

.',',. i

huh' !\ ah shlftaole ballast except centreboards shall be curled
within the canoe, and no flxed balla-t shall be c
keel baud. Ballast may !• shitted, but no bailast shall !•• taken in
om during
Rule is. A canoe overtaking another shall keep out of the wav or
the latter, hut when rounding any buoy or vessel u-ed to mark out
the course, ir twe canoes .r- not clear of each other when the
and aclually louncilng Hie mark, lhe out:-i.J- canoe must give the other room to pass char of il
whether II ho
to the lee or weather canoe Which is Lndangerol railing the mark.
-o much ahead
No canoe shall he considered ell w
give choice io lhe other, on which side she will pass. An nvertakirige.ii.oe-:.a:ii«..t, how. •vcr.no ju-auied in attempllug to
an ovorlap, and thus lorce a paasa~e between the leading canoe and
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on the port tack compelling a canoe on the starboard tack
thus to give wav rot ens all claim lo the prize.
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uniform of this association shall consist of a blue shirt

and trowaers, while bell ami slr.iw n.n. The Commodore shall wear
three rows oi gold lace on each sleeve, the vice commodore two, and
Hi,, ii- .: loinniodoieon
Art. 9. Each m.inher s hall send In io the SccreLary by (.ictobur
is of each year a recon 1 of such cruises as he may have made,
noi ing especially the sot dlilon or such water as he may have cruised
on, rapids, dams, shoals, good and bad cutnp ground and all items or
value

to

Art.

vard shall, on being req
oom is allowed for ne v
Hule 81. A canoe may

These by-laws may he amended by the vole of a majority
I, which shall only be

i

iched to, or weighed and on board the

.

canoe

here

i

o

eio

be considered
her maiiihoom.
s.ie has drawn

-e.l-.lil

-ii. These niles may be amended by the Executive Committee,
reeomnicr-dailon of lhe regalia comniiitee.
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SAILINU 11ROCLAT10N3 Of TUK AMERICAN CANOE A880CUT10N.
In the races ot this association must
1. Cannes io compete
limits oi one or the following classes and must be
slim p al both ends, « u h no counter stern of transom
lass] Paddling Canoes,— Single, A, decked canoes, length nor
beam not under 21 inches; B, birch bark and similar
canoes, no limit.
noun -, burn bark and similar canoes, no limit
Class . -Satiable and Paddling Canoes.— A, Single, keel as in class
a. is. length not over lft feet, beam nor over 21 inches;
H, •• Heterboro" canoes, length not over 15 feet, beam not over 2}

ither

1
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I,.

Norton,

i

O. L. MfiK.-e,

Rule

.

do so

lanos io clear >he ohstnieiiou.

i

other canoeists.

10.

of the Executive Committee, excepting Art.
altered by a vote of the association.

io

approaching a weather shore
and be so close io each oilier,
r away clear or the one to leei!d be in danger ot running
.hen the canoe limits to leeicebeui away umii sufficient

\V.

!'.

.-

sit-eiiKs-

Comtiillli-e.

J

come within the

KICK

l.AKi:

OANOBS.

.

ie, ln-isi lug upon being paid tor dinerru er, .vhii.., ui rje.-am
cm-. -K in the remaining portions oi the yacht. The scoichuian will be
round too level-headed io taU into such a trap, and small blame to
i

hi n.

our last issue the types made " Tho Statesman" say in his letter
tN thai
there were twenty-one Rice Lake canoes present ax tin- inai
.nke ','otge meet, and l&tei on 1.1m: the same cano,- l.s oh.-olete
for
tweiiiv-'.ne " read •exactly one," anil Justice will be done to Hie
enHmeiiis "The Statesman" wished io convey. TbeKlce i.akeeanou
the birch barker tiieAhoeems to ub only « ball
igmes and the improved cano or modern civiii/.niiou. They are he,
ol a by-gone age, ana with ihem ihe redskin's slngleladea paddle Hoth have been shown r.y competitive rials inferior
ieu waters
We believe most
now put in ihslr
owners ot these canoes hive
ce. Tin Old Klce Lakers were
work with the double blade by
allr.vaiishlpsall.l thBOUtSlde
hum ot double skins, the intude
.-.ivy on
ufil ot much taslongitudinally arranged. 1 hey
ere liable lo decay.
lenlng, became soggy by leaku
;

.

OlassS, Sailing and Pad ItLl
nor exceed i- teet in length
inches, which beam niav be
to every root, of lenqtii deoiea
well from uuder side of deel
next the keel shall nolexcec
The keel outside ot garboa

I

•->,

ot with on refuted super-

AMEliliAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

il

iches in di'pih

Including a metal band ol
weight of allceniieh.aid:. -:.
up they must noi project ,bel
drop more than is inches be

t:

following is a copy or the constitution and by-laws submitted
T7IE
to the Executive liimiuliici' .1 the Amorl. an t'anoe As- iiii-n
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,
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ilghi.
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lhe BS80C1UH t.. It
in.sirlcilv canoes, thai II has b'en ihoughl desirable to so
limit as to take In all who are annulled by ih.it love ot outdoor iire
ithoutregard totbeexuci
mil idveiiiiifihutiiiai
A! lhe tine mi- it must be unclorsiood that
m.i.ieis ot lie if craft,
m:in win ue culled on to race oifl canoe agalnsl a boat, or that he
uilglnal Idea ot encouraging what, Is generally known as «' canoeing,"
win oe in in. if-t io.-i alghl or. fn dl'awlny up the classification in
Hole l. (Sailing Beg ii Hlons) U •- attempl ban been madeto ti-paratc
irked
in use Ifito several .!! i.net and well.
Hie canoe?
jibleor rajclng with each
Bjiboni
oihflr with tolerable fairness, and in fixing dimensions to limit only
tne SIM andtanowaj model. As the mala object, o: tlie races is to
en.-.iuiM' e crui-in-' bo .is. :ind as m-i canoes eulering have firsi
ndeu to di-i.-oaiiteuinc- uvep-r.xea
tiigiug t'ull.i.st on, and all conirlvaiices thai
t ho leslre lo build outsidi ol the
.....

leneil.'slr.'.l
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iU not helag allowed

to race.

AS an

lnsiance,

among

1'el

Siephen-"
r double canoes luc
Note 3. No limit has bepn Used
4, but Hew as well as larger cano
are present In suflifient tiiimbers
Note 4. Canoes not conionnlug
be adass on a time allow;;
tee, or If suillcleni or one kind are pre-eni.. -:,'ia r.iees"ui,l he added.
.

.

Will a. None tail members oi the American cauoe ASSOOlat.lon
?hall be eligible, to enter its races, and i,o boat Shall enter r:,
enrolled on thesecrei ,.> is bw i.- with Its dimensions, etc., and no
,

memb'T who

I- In at

mall compete In any

i paid.
race or cl.iim any prl;
Hule :;. All entries must be In wirlting on tne blanks provided, and
must be- handed lu io the regatta cmiiiai Ll-e within such lime aa

they

may

DRY AND WET BOATS.

.

!|

by m locheson a stair Tonvaifi wiicu p clilll'ig
.lusall when saihng, and no other B il
1

:

a race,

and StfM m

:

recentlv prlntwl In your paper about cutter
'I'm- letter or •' Nop
uy a week ago I
being "tiller" than .sloe,.
had an excellent opportunity for making a comparison, naif ihe day
beams
bur length; t ne o: her half l
I was3alllngiii a culler of four
spent on boa-.d a si top. The contrast was inosi muiked, and very
much In favor ot the cutter. She was comparatively dry. and always
very easy. Only once in a while did 8hu take water over forward
but she threw no spray worth speaking of. in Hailing in the slough
found things exceedingly disagreeable, she would spank every little
er her. It cume over forward lu regular green sheets, which
were I. ikon hold of by the wind and carrl'-d aft In. rapid 9UI
man in the cockpit was arenched to me skin, aim the mnn
at the helm threatened to leave his post as he received slap afb
in the face. The sloop was twenty-eight fcet long and considered a
boat of her kind, she was noi beiug driven, bul was under
Wat* Live.
reefed malusallai.il small jib.
The experience which our correspondent relates coincides
with our own in many similar Instances. We have no hesitation lfl
iuh, popular Impression to .the contra! } notwithstanding,

m

l

-.

:

I

drier boat ihati the sloop; at ah events,
we nave teen drei
many a
smooth water, w
v, mild
not havi
"is driven In heavy weather jumping bowspilt under and.
is

-

eanled during

TCdir.ir h'orent

is

cilreat.

a private signal

he [---hjii
live or six

mo

:

shall be taken between perafter side or sum;,
eluding oe.adlng.
ii, title includes the Can idlan
boro; Rice Lake, Herald, English,
ill

x.oi-.
Asamie
" .Mi».iu --if. it, .v r.
ihesub-rommlitoe, i..
tmportani alterations and auuii mus time net n muae a lew woius. •[
explanation may noi he out of place. As to Articles II acd 1IL ol
the constitution, it haj been found to dlfflcull to d

oi

•:

racing

es.— Limit of

!

u

ml

a

much

-

concerned,

I

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

378
taking plenty of water over the tows yet the crew, perched to windward, remained perfectly dry. In such V> eat her a flqop iff)
only drown every one out, hut she could not begin to sail with her
easier sister, and would soon give up an attempt to ttiaKe a
In disgust or from sheer inability to earn anything to windward.

winded string needs paper and pencil or a lightning

calculator's head
to perform the divisions leading to the same end.
With tons as the
standard a ele
lie merits of a race will force Itself
Intuitively upon the eiirroiioler and the soee.r.a tor, who now too often
lose sight of difference in size because tna figures in which It is put

|

MAKE

[Dboembbb

convey no distinct loctnoeg without more effort of the brain than
they care to Institute. From a seutimenval point, also, preference
should he given to the ton. It is a nautical unit, sanctified by the
halo of ages, while cubical com ems smacks of he landsman's labora-

IT TONS.
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CANOEISTS WILL BE INTERESTED— In

ioe

Another great mlvteutige, which cannot but, be appreciated, is
1ce.
the convenience tor mailing repairs and fitting up In the spring. All

a
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ity,

"
with click
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may have

of these reels

either

mbrie pattern)
of common reels always

(the celebrated

A complete line

.90
1.15

—
—

Yards

—

1.00

—

2.75
9.00

10.00

11.00

—
—

—
—

3.50
8.00

4.50
1. 00
2.00

5.00
1.80
2.25

—

1.40
1.80

4.00
1.50
1.90

—

1.30
1.70

2.50

—

2.2b

2.40

2.60

2.75

3.25

4.00

—

4.50

5.00

5.75

G.50

7.25

9.00

—
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-

—

—
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in slock.

Orders received from persons residing in

full

—

11.00

on application.

FASHION KENNELS.-Wishlng to reduce
at halt value lit eenel eeeiig

liver and white
out o£ Fin. Sire

cities In

which the

dealers,

keep

our goods will not be

a full line of

HARD-HITTING

We now

GUN!?.

JAMES &

CO.'S

Every Triumph or Trap Gun

THE SNEIDER.

GREAT GUN,
is

called the
choke-bored and targeted.

filled at

any price.

Kew
offer

a

3 KINGS

P

Box

O.

biter

full line of

^^F

tion of
in

&

D,
30

1,114.

CIGARETTES

ENOS JAMES &

CO's

FOLSOM,

KIMBALL &

PRIZE

Piii-Fire

Gnus Altered to Central- Fire.

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

snow-shoeing, etc. They arceasy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
In a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine ar-

Send for price list. MARTIN S. HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 8G5, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Prank Good). BBADFonn & Anthony, Boston
ticle.

Agents.

J.

&

W. TOLLEY,
the " PERFECTION " HAMMEltLESe- GUN
Of the "GIANT-GRIP'' ACTION.

PATENTEES Of

8end for Illustrated Catalogue.

PATENTEES

of high-class guns only to Ul8. Individual
orders of gentlemen who i-anuol con cut themselves
with a gun taken down from (lie .-belt ol a gun-store.

W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

KEEP'S SHIRTS
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR,

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
8TOCK8, BONDS

AND

SECURITIES,
MINING STOCKS.
6* Pine St.,

New York.

lists,

urement sent on
J.

photos and directions for meas-
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Bridge, N. y.

lo

.

W

ANTED.— A good foxhound one to run alone
A
to gun, from 3 to i years old
A good
stayer; do not want a dog that, win rim a (ew
hours and leave the trail.
Address, siting um
description and price, C. F. WATEKButSK, Alernmac, Jlass.
:

|

WANTED.—In exel

c

2V4 years oio an
breech-loading shot-gt
ALLEN, P. O. IM

•c-,it

E.H.U.,

dOg,

good
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stoio

M astiff PUP UOH
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,
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0..i,

.

I
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,

i

$25.

..,,

,.i

J.

.

I-'orts-

sale, my liver and white dog, two peara
FOR
old, very staunch on any game and as good

W.

J.

MORTON,

Samples and circulars mailed

a

Price fso.

dress

11.

uiolTto

Portsmouth, Va.

Price

,

ack setter dog
at ot use.

it

C. C.,thisol

Ad-

Dt)08,lt

llARt'.AINS.—A
GREAT
cost of training. A
business.

V

lie,

CHAS.

tine, choice
fleld trial

F.

KENT,

held dog at

Jlontlcetlo, N.

Y.

free.

KEEP MANUFACTUBUVC COMPANY
631, «33, 635, 63?

Wimjiaker.

mean

ETC., ETC., ETC.

Broadway,

IV.

Y.

POINTER

PUPS, two mouths

and feme!,.
on application.
Conn.

lyS]
J H.
.

old, for sale;
r

Water! Water! Water!

24(1

male

pedigree
Hadilam,
Uee.^ti

Og pHee; ""',,,'
strong
and
'ibltBim-shy

Dwellings, Factories or Towns supplied with
1'lpe Wells or Deep Itock Wells.
Dug
W611S that have gone dry made to produce.

MANHATTAN ARTESIAN WELL

Wing,

8TEWA I{T, Jliddie

water by

;

pair.

Address
lieel.SI.

CO.,

Broadway.

I

Illustrated

',

cocker

sin-

old.

,

,

(,-OR SALE, thoro
r liver and whltr

Makers
214

,

I.

retriever as is in the country.

TANNED
,,..hi!

to Breech-Loaders.

IttEJDAXS.

CO.,
Rccsaarss, n. y.

best thing In the market

li-iiie

Agreeable.

Peerless Tobacco Works,

The

months

spaniel bitch, six

ecu
be
eg
—color
t and beautiful long ears,

<-•>'

;

9 FlltST

MOCCASINS.

SALE CHEAP.— Very handsome

,^OE

lbs.

WARREN ST., NEW YORK.

.

any other Cigarette.

GOOD'S OIL

-

fleld.

and a small porunu
choice PKKKIU IS— a mixture not
choicePKu.i<iujs-a
not, found

S.

1

u

COMI'OSED OP

By WILLIAM

old, by sum.
at Montreal
out of condllow cocker

i

pr

;

MILD, FRAGRANT,
HIGH WROUGHT. FORoldSALE.— A fine red Irish setter dog, months
in the
Price,
W.
MOKTON,
—
_
mouth, va.
peos.lt
Particularly

nin.i»iji
i'ikhiau, VIKOitviA
^L^l IWKKIsh,

GUNB WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS.
SIZES FHODI 4 XO 20.
Muzzle-Loaders Altered

,

York.

Address

H.

"TRIUMPH."

tie!.

and dam w
Shots a grand brood bl

tion

special rates.

exactly represents

,,,

;

14.00

12.00

Superb Breech-Loaders. What is the use ot paying
an absurd price for a gun made by some old makei
when you can get a J AM EH' GUN as good or better
tor half the money ? Or what is the use of buying a
gun bearing either a fictitious name or no name
at all, when you can get one of ends james &
CO. s guns with their name and guaranty for the
same price?
we are sole agents at New York for the Colt
Club Gun.
We offer a small JOB LOT of the famous Weoley
Guns ot all sorts at about half price.
Also a few choice Parker guns of latest style at

This cut

stock

,„.',

,

tan cocker >\-ju •••_-.
.,;
i.
,,,.,,,
Holds' Belie
price. S2». Sontag, small imported
hlack and tan cocker dog, c i'e ;l rs old. about in ihs
.,..i
l-«££'
by Brier out ot Gyp

assortment of Extra Quality Cuttyhuuk and Salmi in Keels.

IMBRIEi, 48 Maiden Lane,
CO.'S

following

tiie

Rates promptly furnished

—

DISCOUNT TO THE TADE ONLY.

ENOS JAMES &

inserted until

I

I

ABBEY &

received

than Tuesday cannot be

later

week's issue.

—

.90
1.10

2.25
8.00

—
—

qual-

80 Yards. 100 Yards. 150

1.00

.75
.85

90

—

..

,

IffOTIGE!

:

20 Yards. 25 Yards. 30 Yards. 40 Yards. CO Yards.
GO
.65
.70
.75
.85

,,

,

,

Advertisements
Any

necessary.

if

worth

article h

ihe "chapters Horn a

Fokbst ANn Stream.

of the

FINE HAND-MADE REELS.
AH these reels are made with best quality screws, so that they can bo taken apart
clicks or drags added, or bo nickeled at 50 cents for each addition

pro-

rticle
.

•

times of
i

i
.

fair match
or
CU ITERS.— The New York Herald has follot
on cutters by another excellent one last. More.
impartial review of ire- question of type the il. „
a study by all Its contemporaries.

-.

i

el,-,, ,.,. ,e

I

ducing a feeling abroad that a

water in the entrance has enabled
water to enter with safety. Once
ivo nide- imig ire tor r u
a
holding bottom, free from rocks and

thai '.e-sel-;

-jj

,

I

I

\

of
of

.,-..!!'

1

•

n

i

PERSONAL.— Mr. John

.,

inside,

Issue

res

land, has arrlv, tl In this city on a visit for sh
Mr. Prior, will attend to affairs during Sir. H-.o
Mr. Harvey thinks Englishmen nui: i,,r, tie,
cup to rl-k
inch no rour rules. In this wt

oi

of this class of vessels Is

i

I

.1

known. The Inert.. icd depth
yachts drawing fou teen feet

The

.•

•

i

i

|ee id.

I

'

"

-

I

interest comes in, as in the ease
Certainly two-thirds of the canoes present at a
tolerably fair showing for an " obsolete " type.

10,

lllul, 10,

-..

sister clubs
[Uya
a trlts really warrant
To make the results of the measurer's work more clearly defined— to
give quicker Identity to the sizes obtained -the "ton" should be
c
adopted as the unit. This can be eai
dividing the number
of cubic feet by 100, and counting friction- m. nmrteis only. Asan
Illustration, consider erode, Mischief, Fanny, Hlldegarde and the
Atalanta. In cubic feet they rate -goos, .'ease, 4, sue, 3. ;e;tf and s.5l,s
respectively. In tons they would come to the stun as slmuly 47, stir,
is, s.v a and 35 Jf.
Mot only nreihe latter easily committed 1" eet„n,
but their relative magnil tide Is seen at a glance, while the first long.

Polished brass, crank handle, with drag
"
'•
"
balance "
"
"
'•
"
extra quality,
(if with drag an extra charge)
extra
Polished G. silver, balance handle,
quality, (if with drag an extra charge)....
Polished hard rubber handle, extra quality,

.

,

where personal

Lockwood; sloop

W. Darling; sloop
tailing; sloop Wenona,
c.

1c,

;

i

Capacity of reel in yards
Polished brass, crank handle, with, stop
"
"
"
no
balance
"
"
"
-witbclick
crank
"
hard rubber, crank handle, "
"
(Abbey pattern)

i

,

i

t

h
lee
-.
g
Kinre,
cutter \ Index, :-;., A it be
S. H. Davis; cutter Jim led a. E. D. Moi
sloop Alice, 83. Thos. &. Appleion,
-,n. V. and
Orion. SB, Edward Dot
Truant, sn, ig c. Fleming, harchmont,
25, Jerome Stivers, Atlantic, 0. P. Darl
Smith, bareliuioei., en.,
Rogers; s
Rogers
sloop Syren, s, T. U. llawklr
Johnson, no eluiJ, John Hulse. It, will
this harbor as a place for winter qu:
lib.

f

Jas. Ilorton;

by

,

...

i

of Rice Lake canoes are very glad
1 that flie distinguished canoeist,"
public data whereby the popularity of caul
If, out of sixty canoes, twenty-one were
llgure demoosf m.tes that he- type Is " prac
like to know how many " Shadows " were
so that I may learn what percentage r
ularltyfor a canoe type. Probably a

Humphreys, N. Y.

.

It is next to Impossible for any but the most studious to remember
the cubical contents of a fleet when the figures run op Into Rrarpl&ces
and thousands, htutdreds, tens, etc., form an avalanche of numerals
enough to make the casual observer quail at, the attempt of ever obtaining the run of the sizes of yachts (mraeecl in the matches or
cruises.
Most owners cannot swear to the contents of their own
boats, and otten consult the club pamphlet for tntoriuarion about
eee e.
mg Hy e rS tucy have -.ailed u score of races with. As the rule
now stands, the results lack sufficient tangibility to commend It

for adoption

argu-

,.

ARK Rich LAKERS OBSOITETEI-JKflo
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d; e,

,

for Dec.

ichr.
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owners

.--,,:
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We now

:

BULK MEASUREMENT AND SKIMMING DISHES.—One

the yachts

.

eerie
desire to call the club's attention to the advisability of
adopting the ton as the unit instead. Theoretical!;, It Is the sal
thing; ho sound basis Is not touched by the alteration con
but much simplicity of expression Is attained, serving to
rule nior,, penejer r, Us script:, nnd
fieru'er.
a aeee
Ill
ill

bulk

In

,;/../

jiiein, against oel c
iei„. .,
o
inoduee Hat skiniinlng dishes, the assumiu, lou ire,
o, bulk
for bulk, such forms had been demon J rat eel a c
..,•_.
.-,
a than
any other. This assumption arose from the current
ri
o
•
mi: WiOe an, scosl _,
r !,.--:
,g ,,-,.,
,u ieu.il
|h
t
|;|!|
cut narrow boats of British origin.
This presumption has
ended in smoke, however, for the Madge has given us living proof
fine ,,'
n
Ml
;.-;
f .-U
r..e ,o. ,,,
bold, resides being pret ecu hie. p., o, her ways.
Bulk measurement need not be feared on this score. Deep, safe
..

them tmf ilrlv a.Tivii-,,! in- allev.ancee grouted re differences oi milk.
As is geuerallv known, the club measures the actual size of Its
aelil -,e

at,

;...•,

'

YACHTING NEWS.

:,.-;

',

had

i

gives

great sutlel'aeiioti. and Is i,nc .i.eee.i,,:
tlio bes,
yet put into praollce even bv these who were inclln,
of lis lasting qualities. We Hear no complaints am

tills

Classes of ai tenuis iieeesuarv to il.i the work are here, to be
reasonable prices, so that the vaehis may genu ,
:
e,cjir,iete order tor tiie use of Hum ocgetg..-Leader.

i

be taken to lis

exec)',' inr

sound from a sclent lne noim

1881.

8,

STONEUENGE ON THE DOG.

IT^OR SALE, a number of well bred and well
broken pointers and sellers, aisu dogs boarded
and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Address H.
B.

RICHMOND,

Lakeville, Mass.

Sepigc.ti'

application.

& W. TOUEV,

Patentees and

Price S3 50.

IflaiiuCacluurorB,

Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.

Por sale by forest and Stream Publishing Co.

RED LRISH SETTERS and Cocker Spaniels
FORoithe
most tashlonahle blood address CHAS.
DENISON,

Hartford, Ct

Septl6,tl

Dbcbmbkb

18

8,

FOREST AND STREAM.

)l.]

37j

FOR FIELD, DAMP AND HOME!

1882.

1882

%mM.
An experienced
WANTED.—
tboioughly posted in
is

business man who
vim,, fishing tackle

and sporting go-ds to take a responsible position In
'!.
.,'nil. :'!-.
,.iii
,.vtl :n
f

.

'

.

:

-

t,

i.

.

experience, sain v iccjiiml, etc., HENKT
care Norwalk Lock Co., New York
Dec8.lt

in

i

WILLIAMS,

J.
city.

a few hundred live qualL Apply to
WANTED
FRANK BEVAN, Manager of Conestoga Ken-

NovtT,«

nel, Lancaster, Pa.

Szh

for

IMPORTED

breech-loadlDg duck gun, No.

4,

ot

finest laminated steel, rebounding lock, etc..
absolute^ without blemish; cost 35 gulneasioLondon; In every respect as good as new. Will sell or
exchange for a lfi-bore don .n
ediofapproved make, Addict C1IAS. F. BANCROFT, 129
DecS,lt
W. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

THE WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN.
MVOTED

TO THE

Ir-.iii.KSIK

FOR

WOMEN OF A WHOLESOME INTEREST

OK SPORTSMEN, AND THE INCULCATION IN MEN AND

IN

SALE.— D. B. L. gun, I0x2sx9, In good order
with loading tools: price, $40. Also D. B. L.
gun, 12x30x8, in good order price, $85. Both good
guns. Sell as have no time to use them. Can be
Address G, this office.
seen in New York
DecS.lt
;

.

AND

OTJTDOOB EEOEEATION

STUDY.

The conductors of tbe Fokem and Stkeam point with much pride and satisfaction to the past and the present of the paper, and
pledge their readers that the same high standard of excellence will be maintained in the future. The Fokest and Stream will preserve
the reputation it has earned for being

l-

O PERTAINING AND INSTRUCTIVE.

Ill

;

counts of shooting and

and experiences;

excursions

a Dgling

poetry, stories,

written reports of

all

meetings,

" Natural History"

hints, helps,

;

humor;

impartially

who

is

known

Museum

of

fishculture

;

Dr.

Trappers,
Civil

dence. Price, $7,000.
plenty o£ trait. Apply to T. C.
Nov24,tf

i;

Naturalists,

Officers,

College

Prospectois,

Engineers,

Professors,

Editors

Artists,

of

other

;

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TCTDOGS.

POWDER is guaranteed to kill fleas on
THIS
dogs or any other animals or money returned.
It Is put up in patent boxes with
box top, which greatly facilitates
and efficacious.

be perfectly free to

It will

criticise

"Fishculture," edited by a practical and well-known
fishculturist, will receive frequent contributions from

field is

on

all

everything inimical

well understood.

important questions within

For the

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommonded by Rod akb

Gun and Fokest and

the officers of the U S. Fish Commission at Washington.
This department will prove indispensable to every
farmer and country gentleman who can own a fish pond

HENRY

in the past, expose

with matter of interest and practical

w«th

will be filled

to

sportsmen

Advertisements of
its columns on

PEDIGREE

'

Due

profession.

attention will be given

to canoeing,

The tone

of the

Fokest and Stream

is

exceptionally

aad

its

it is

also

and

strive to

;

has

it

tion."

contents will be redolent of the
Primarily intended

many

exhilarating fragrance of the forest.
for gentlemen,

will ask for,

up as the organ of any one " secand will be, American, in the
broadest, highest and best meaning of that term. Every
State, Territory and Province on the Continent, with

men of healthy minds in healthy
reading and advertising columns will be
Its pages will sparkle like the mountain stream
Its

in the sunlight,

CHEAPER THAN CAN BE DONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN AMERICA,
which does

VON

work and guarantees

flrst-ciass

CTJLIN

faction.

Also,

By mall,

for $3.

satis-

PATENT SPIKE COLLAR AND BOOK.
E.

A

C.

P. O.

VON CUI.IN.
Box

22,

Delaware

DeL

City,

Black SpanielsBOB III., Imported, black; First, Strabane,
iun.Ont.
Portadown, Kilmarnock, Be
Special, Franklin, Pa. Stud tee, $15.

a paper for the family centre-

11st

ever held

HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB,

of contributors and subscribers.

The very wide

Forest and Stream

is

a sufficient guarantee

Nov3,tI

Beagle Hounds
RALLY (Sam-Dally)

bred tor

ROCKET

and

figuratively is

it

;

bench and Held purposes.

stud

fee, $25.
$10.

el fee.

(1.

COLIN CAMERON,

BrlckerTllle, Pa.

KENNEL, Locust Valley, Long Island.
GORDON
We have on sale young dogs and Ditches of
the pure:

Toledo

f

i

Kennel Club, now Wlilard's, Grouse, Munn's Duke,
pert Stoddarfs Duke, etc.
Gdldsmie

Ma

DoL Moo's Relne, Mr. WliWere all bred at these kennels.
lard's Dream II.
Address GORDON KENNEL CLUB, Brevoort P. O.,
Octl3,tt
Brooklyn, New York.

of the variety and excellence of its contents.
Literally

llornellsvllle, H. Y.

Cameron Kennel.

is,

foreign countries beyond, are represented in our

ents of the

special,

.irk, 1851, only time shown. $20.
Puppies by above also by luee, iir.-t and soeclal,
New York, 1SS1, for sale. Price Irom Si upward.
..

itself

The paper

geographical distribution of the friends and correspond-

table, and one which the entire family, old and young,
read with pleasure and profit. The best guarantee of
its thoroughly high character is afforded by a reference
to a list of those who write for it.

and

rjSDICT, imported, black; first

win, the continued support of readers in every part of
the country.
It never has been narrow in spirit
nor

It is edited for

clean.

in its

-BROAD IN SYMPATHY.
The Forest and Stream

JI.—E1GH IN TONE.
high.

have no room

,

VT.

growing importance demands.

bodies.

will

columns for personalities and bickerings. Its editors
have neither taste nor time for "mud throwing." They
do not share the opinion, held by some other journals,
that blackguardisms and indecencies are essential characteristics of a sportsman's paper.
Readers who want
that sort of thing must look for it somewhere else than
Verbum sap.
in the Forest and Stream.

all

'

as its

Cortlandt street, N. Y.

PRINTING AND COMPILING,

The Forest and Stream

"Rifle and Trap Shooting" will
important events in the shooting
world.
Yachting and Canoeing " will remain in charge of
a specialist, its editor being a graduate of the P. S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, and a practical naval
architect, thoroughly informed in every branch of his
furnish reports of

N. Y.

SQUIRES,

doubtful character will not be admitted to

any terms.

and dog fanciers.

p'

C.
1

Y.— COURTEOUS.
"Kennel"

Bissett,

65 Fultoi street,

for profit or pleasure.
to the

Stream.

Conroy &

its

benefit of advertisers

and readers alike, it will also, as
and denounce all dangerous irauds.

boxes containing ten powders, with. lull

in

directions for use.

and manliest sportsman-

to the interests of the highest

Its attitude

Simpls

Areea Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put np

list.

ship.

sliding pepperIts use.

Price 50 cents by mail. Postpaid.

The position of influence now occupied by the Forest
and Stream imposes upon the paper responsibilities
which it has no wish to shirk. The organ of no clique,

;

The columns devoted

I

Men, Lawyers, Physicians,

IV.—INDEPENDENT.

;

;

B.. this office.

ISO acre farm (u heavy chestnut, timber), 2 seta
prlag water. ADAM8
stone bun. igs;
jeilei
& BAKER, 107 Walnut St.. Philadelphia. Decl,3t

reasonable land-owners.

mammals Professors Jordan and
eminent in icthyology
Dr. Yarrow, the authority
on reptiles
Prof Marsh, of Yale College, the writer on
fossils,
and Prof. Eaton, the botanist. Hundreds of
ether names, scarcely less well-known, might be added
to the

Army and Navy

Pioneers,

Forest

(

U. S. A., and Prof. J. A. Allen, of the
Comparative Zoology, the distinguished

writers on birds and

Clergymen,
Tourists,

NovlT,4t

located country resiPure air; fine views;

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP, near Germantown.Ans

ALL.

Farmers and Farmers' Boys constitute a large class of
our readers. They will find the Forest and Stream
ever disposed to reconcile he seemingly conflicting but
really identical interests of respectable sportsmen and

Elliott Ooues,

Gill,

are Business

FOR

Apply to

eggs.

SALE.— A beau tilully

;

as the first authority

on ornithology and

in the country

TEE TASTES OF

young men who have not yet struck out for
themselves, and old men who have retired in short,
members of every trade, profession, and occupation.

will be so

so well

TO

the hundreds of correspondents of the

and Stream

papers

etc., etc., etc.

conducted as to stimulate observation, investigation and research.
Among its
contributors may be mentioned Prof. Spencer F. Baird,
of WHshiugion, P. C, the Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution,

-ADAPTED
Among

The " Sportsman Tourist," " Game Bag and Gun,"
and " Sea and River Fhidng" departments will contain sketches of travel, camp life and adventure
ac-

SALE, 300,000 brook trout
FOE
F. W. EDDY, Randolph, N. Y.

Mr.

true that

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM.

I

gentleman In want
of a single dog or a brace of well- broken and
well-bred setters will find the article by addressing
These are not
I. W., Box 8,950. New York city.
il to be broken, but are perfect in
the field, and a fair price is therefore asked.
N073,tr

ENGLISH SETTERS.— Any

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.

i

aim to make the Forest and Stream a medium for the interchange of information, entertainment and amusement
among sportBmen. Sketches of field excursions, shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like conExpressions
Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us reports of their transactions.
tributions are respectfully solicited.
of opinion upon any subject within the scope of the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns.
We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest and Stream that they bring the paper and its merits to the attention of others whose
Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application.
tastes and sympathies are in accord with its spirit and aims.
Its editors

BOUND VOLUMES.

To

;

$3

for six months.

Remit by

post-office

MAY
money

BEGIN AT

ANY

AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO

SAUNDERS,

e

.;

.,

i

South Norwalk,
Nov24,4t

ITiOR SALE.—Nine well-trained foxhounds: fast
and reliable; 1 dogs, 2 bitches; all young
Novii.it
LOCK BOX 16, Rome, Ga.

PORTRAITS

of Eastern Field Trial Winners
18S0, printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent
post-paid for 26 cents each, or the five tor $1
CO., 39 and 4.1
Dec30,tr.
Park Row, N. Y.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.

TIME.

order, draft or registered letter.

Give name, town, county and

clubs of three or more, $3 each.

Address FOREST

,

4.
551.

1

issues of the

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Per year, $4

i

HORACE
Conn., P. O. Box

Address,

Forest amd Stream form two volumes each year, of twenty-six numbers, or 500 pages each. Seventeen such
volume* have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders (price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers. Each volume
when •ompleted may be returned to us for binding, the cost per volume being $1.50. At this slight additional expense each reader may
preserve an unique library of substantial and permanent value.

The weekly

GROVE KENNELS.— Send your dogs to the
\l
Elm Grove Kennels to board. Tney will get
the best of care and plenty of exercise. Terms

I71L.M

,39 Park Row, N.

Y. City.

State.

—See

Kennel Adotr&ementt next page.

a

FOREST AND STREAMS

380
fye fennel.

md pontes for gportsmen

jgotels

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

SOUTHERN

Author of the

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

Luae.

Line.

exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any

Cotton

Atlanta

October

Exposition,

December

5 to

si.

of Norali O'More, Magenta and
Full pedigrees. Address W. N. CALLENAug1l,tt
Y.

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT DECEMBER

4, 1831.

SPANIEL KENNELS.— For

NEMASKETT

KENNEL,

VAUGHAN,

N. H.

pro-

p. o.

box

delphia
"12-sil

Leaves

New York tMO

p m.

PhilaArrives at
Charlotte

pm.

'•!

i

hours from

•

...

a

New York.

*6-30

IB ''10-02

i
I

am.

p m, 54

New York

Pullman Cars

to Washington, Washington to Charlotte and Augusta. Arrived at olHiubia *i',-i,a p rn, and Augusta
10-20 p m. Savannah '3-45 p m.
Jacksonvlllo *8-00

have

Btrst-elas? sporting garments. Destgns and prtoe s
sent by post on receipt, of letter ot request, addressed to

my

Doc1,3t

GEO.
410

also reach the best localities for

HENN.NG

C.

?lli VX.,

WASHINGTON CITY.

SAKS &

Co., 1013

p m. Atlanta m-oo am. Macon '6-55
Montgomery "9-00 p m. Mobile "3-14 am.
p m.
New Orleans "10-22 p m. Pullman Cars New York to
Atlanta via Lynchburg and Danville and Atlanta to
New Orleans.

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

HOUSE.

Train 40. Loaves New York *t-30 am Phila*7-i 5am.
Baltimore 'u-ib a m Arrives at

OUNCKLEE'S PATENT

Camping and Mining Stove.
1 TTST the thing for

people camping out
;

.

sonville to-30 p
to Charleston.

Train

m

a

•t;-45

Wilmington *10-80 p m.,
Savannah "le-SO m. JackPullman Sleepers Washington

p m.

*2-55

Charleston

£J for a short or king time. FOUR SIZES prints REASONABLE
Send for descriptive oirouara, with prices and terms.

m.

it

Leaves

4S.

New York

Philadelphia * 12-30 a in Baltimore
.

»9-00
*4-S5 a

p m.

m

W.

Arrives

"11-30 am.
Wilmington *9-55 p m.
Savannah '10-30 a m. Jackin
Columbia »e-20 am. Augusta
pm
•10-43am. Macon "0-1.5 p in Savannah "7-20 a m.
Jacksonville via Augusta *j-."0 p m. Pullman Sleeping Cars New York to Savannah.

at

FORD, CKESSON, RAESTON, MTNNEQUA, and
other well-known centres for

Trout

Still

Also to

BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY.
points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
tor SALT WATER SPORT AITER FDS
AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'I Aass. Agent.
FRANK THOMSON, GenT Manager.
TUCKERTON,
SQUAN, and
renowned

&

Chesapeake
Ohio R'y,
THE ROUTE Of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLES
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHTNG
GROUNDS OF VIRGINLA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

.

.

Line.

Philadelphia 15-45
Leaves New York i3-40 p m.
pm. Baltimore s- 15 pm. Arrives at Portsmouth
ts-ooam. Weldou ;:-:o pm. Raleigh t7-36 p m.
Ch arleston *6~i5 am. SaWtlmlngton '0-55 p m
vannah '10-30 a m Jacksonville t.5-sop m. Columbia *6-20 a m. Augusta 10-43 am. Savannah *7-20
am. Jacksonville via Augusta *5-3o p m. Pullman
Sleeping Cars Weldon to Savannah
•Daily. 1 Dalit-, Sundays excepted.
For reservation of tua ins seatlon- and tor tickets,
time tables, and for all information, apply at 306
229 Broadway, New
Washington street, Boston
Ycrk.; 1848 and f 38 Chestnut s'reet, l'hllo.. Corner
of Calvert and Wost Baltimore streets, Baltimore,
oil Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and leading

a

i
i

game and
use

.i

SHIPLEY & SON,

of Ever)' Description.

i

bass, pi're.

i.

i

'
:

'

i'

hear, wild turkeys, wild duck,

vilpe,

[jla'.a;r

i'

and Including in their varieties 81

fish, deer,

ul

n.a-l.l

I

.

r,

-1.

woodcock, mountain

trout,

ate

Guns, Ashing tackle and one dog lor each sports-

man carried

free.

The Route

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur
Springs and other famous summer resorts.
The C. ft O. R'y is reached Oy rail at Huntingdon,
W. Va., from the va
[01 til
BSt and Southwest;
at Charlottesville, Va., from the North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
the
Peninsular
Extension In
comDletlon
ot
The
I

the

summer

I

of issi affords

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

.

manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle

Central and Piedmont Vir-

of

ginia Bute Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

.

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeako Bay and the Pacific Ocean.

B. W, FULLER,

,

PHILA.

G. P:

St..

T.

A, Richmond,

Va.

.

and Plain Mist Color Leaders.

Shipley's Looped

Wing Shooting and

Fishing:,

Hunting.

Richmond

Charleston '0-45 a

sonville t5-30

Bay

ST.,

Fishing*

*n Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at tiiu offlqes of the Company In
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED-

Comprising those

Atlantic Coast Line.

Main Sfreet,
Richmond, Va.

Richmond

H. L.

COMMERCE

and

Gunninar

delphia

BOS

while the excelsteel track!
without

failure or Injury.

am.

Train 50. Leaves :s"ew York "Si-00 p m. Philadelphia 12-30 a m. Baltimore 4-35 a m. Arrives at
Danville *i-30 p m. Char*L-35 p m.

Lynchburg
lotte »io-45

One Price Clothier,
For Sale by A.

sportsmen's $oad».

A. B.

ien.tr,

which run over the smooth

(

for sale black and tar, and toy terriers of the
choicest stock, and of all ages anJ weights. Guarcustomers or no
antee" perfect satisfaction to
pale., GEO. 11. W IOKS, 93 Straight St., I-'.n r-n.

N.J.

52.

ts-ts p m. Baltimore ts-so p m.
•4-44 a in.
Danville "7 a m.
Ai.la.nla '12-05 u't.
Macon

Lynchburg

Deel,at

PATERSON VARIETY PET KENNFL.-I

m

Train

sale— Having loo many
CHOICE GORDONS For one
field and one housedogs, I offer for sale
broken Gordon, Fred ex. Flora. These, dogs were
by myself.
liol.-e- -.'•li'i iiw-i from litters raised
Are soldior no fault, and offer a ran- opportunity
For
to obtain an extra, line si ruin at a. bargain.
particulars address ).. G. BILLINGS, Annapolis,

Md.

Danville •7-25 a m. There connects with

Pullman Cars from Richmond to
Thii train .-ounce's Mtjiiriann, Wednesday*
ami Fridays from Baltimore at 4-00 p
direct
via York Jliver Lint for We*t Point and Richmond
and connrctimi there iri.th Train 50.

septiw.tf

sss:

pm.

•li-25

No. 52 below.
Danville.

of the

STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED

Phila-

*7-or, a m.
Baltimore "9-45 a m.
Arrives
Lynchburg 4-55 p m. Danville *7-05 p m. Charlotte
Atlanta '1l-t in am. There makes same
connections as No. 50 telow.
Pullman cars Danville to Atlanta, ami Ulanta to New Orleans.
Train 52. Leaves New York tS-3'i a m. Philadelphia tri-15 am. Ball nr.ore +3-10 p m. Richmond

•12-25 nt,

Sporting dogs
prietor, Mlddleboro, Mass.
broken and bandied, also a number ot broken dogs
for sala Dogs and puppies boarded on re;
terms,

and dan

delphia

21-tf

most

THE LINES OF

.

i

their lines for reaching

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

Richmond and Danvilie LineTrain 54 Leaves New York •+-30 am.

Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches
and puppies, addrets with stamp, ROB'T WALKER,
July

cultles

lent cars

DER, Albany, N.

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

'

by

TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES In the
Middle States, 'these lines being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dtfflenable

Rory O'More out

OULKOUT COCKER

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
afforded

Gives addresses of prin-

O'MORK KKNNEL.— Thoroughbred red
RORT
Irish setter puppies for sale, Dy champion

R. R. Co.

Respectfully invite attention to the

Routes to Florida

Preferred

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."

Pearl.

The Pennsylvania

THE

send for

Price 18 cents, post free.
cipal English breeders.

Bay Line.

1881.

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

Richmond & Danville Atlantic Coast

8,

and imports for ^porfsmettii

Wot<{ls

ASSOCIATED

Dr Gordon Stables, R.N.

breed,

[December

Shipley s Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
»1ng, Trout, Haas and Salmon Files In slock, and
alto tleo to pattern. A full assortment of common
Etneai Hods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our BeiliabaraFlyand Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly luds received the first premiums at the
Centennial. Franklin Institute and Penna. State
Fairs.
A specialty ot the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as ateeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
Our fA-rmge new illustrated Catalogue of
free.
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten

Ticket Offices East.

centsin stamps.

Trout, Grayling A Black Bass Fisheries,

A POPE, GenT

and

Pa= senger Agent.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
STEAMERS ot this Line reach some ot
THEfinest
waterfowl and upland shooting sections

tbfl

j-r'i'M'i 'ii",
direct f or Chtneoteagtie,
Co
Cobb's Island and points on the Peninsula, CityPoint, James River, Cnrrliuck, Florida attt the
mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc
a
m;
,
...
ana a'!,
aa:r
urday. Lewes, reiL, Monday and Thursday
Full information given at office, i»7 Greenwtc*
street. New York.
:•:

"THE

FISHING

LINE.'*

.

,i

TAKE THE
Crand Rapids & Indiana R. R.

I

,

'

,

,.

i

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE

Bromfield

House, Boston.

AND THE

THE .NEW AMERICAN

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

NO. 1-CAMP PACKED.
Made and sold by TAUNTON IRONWORKS
'SO., 87

Blackstone street, Boston, Mass-

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME RESORTS AND LAKES OF

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

SIMPLE AND

The watersof the

Grand Traverse Region

DURABLE

TATHAM'S

Reboundlug Lock.
Choke-Boro Barrels

Selected Standard

also abound In large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
friends or " club " at home, as Ice for packing flab,
can be had at nearly all points.

neld, Mass.

Mil cj«*uu «ct^.

UC

<st

CO'S

TAKE YOU

CHAMPAGNES!

Trap Shot!

ROCHEREAXJ &

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
IB and IS St. LouU St., Sew Orleans.
ITiARRiR'S took bt

NUMBERS

S2

_T

t

A
&
K+It)
3TO

<&

(JHAKLE8A.

> 1

1

D Pr

lla .v

J.

FARUAR, Jamaica

at borne.

Samples worth

5> :\J ,,-,nv. Address STI.NSON
Portland, Maine.

i;

co

.

472
495

BEEKMAN

ST.,

9 AMD
B83
716

TATHAM&

map of Moosehead Lake and

the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable companion for the sportsman, hunter and lumberman.
Lately corrected and revised, and now acknowl
edged to be tie only correct map of this vast region
NeaUy bouud In cloth covers. Price, postpaid, by

7, 8,

No. of neUetS to Oi,, 338
" "
"
"
346

hotel accommodations are excellent,

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and

10.

1050 Soft
U30 Chilled.

Matp.

Price,

CHARLES A,

J,

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
It Is our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home"
on this route. For Tourists' Guide a handsomely
illustrated book ot loo pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and further information, address

BRO'8,

b7

mail, post-paid, so

FARRAR, Jamaica Plain,

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
BYbayman.
Has always on hand the best

of

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of trained
wild geese decoys on the coast. The best ground
In the vlclnltv of New York for bay snipe shooting
of all varieties. Special attention given by himself
to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address
WM. N. lane. Good Ground, L. I. Rofera by permission to J. B. Shepherd, 691 Broadway, and Win.
Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

D. B.

NYE,

VAN SLYCK'S

LANDINXJ, CTIRBITUCK CO..N.C.
Sportsmen furnished with board, skiffs and stool

ducks.

NEW YORK.

and the North Maine Wilderness Illustrated. The only oomplete and
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, Bt
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
lakes and ponds connected wltb. them. 266 pages,
SO illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, Illuminated covers.

and will

attractive train facilities offered to Tout late

Wild Fowl Shooting.

The

Hay Fever and Asthma i Sections.

Duck, Goose, 1'artridge and Snipe Shooting. *n
Ammunition always an hand.
Steamer Cygnet leaves Norfolk every Monday
and Thursday at 6:S0 a. m. for Van Slyck's Landing.

EAGLE HOTEL.

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

cents.

FAMILY WITH YOU.

be largely Increased In time for the season of 1881
bv new buildings and additions.
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

Soft or Chilled

II

It

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautlfuL The air Is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering
with

The

§TANDAKO Aim DRY,
The Sportsman Wine

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

LONGE,

.

mail. 60 cents.
Plain, Mass.

BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only in
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June l and ends
Nov. 1.
BLACK BASS, i iKE. PICKEREL and MUSCAfamous

these waters.

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra
heavy gnu:- for dm
Send stamp tor
laity
circular, c. S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat-

A.

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
and great variety of Bah

equaled, In the abundance
contained.

(Altitude, 2,250 feet)

ASHEVTLLK, WESTERN N.
L. L.

HASSELL,

C.

Open the year round. Rooms with open firesome few stoves. Finest scenery in the
U. S. Average winter temperature, 37.7 deg. No
better climate in the world. Send tor circular.
places,

New

Smyrna, Florida.
OCEAN HOUSE.

PROPRIETOR.

Open from December
ashing in the State.
the ocean.
C.

May. Best hunting and
One and a half mllfe from

until

WESTALL,

iVojrrietor.

.

{Deormbee

FOREST

15, 1881.1

STREAM.

AJNi)

PATENT
DOG

TMVS
MEAT

381

CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Snows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Flbrlne " Cakes are used at the Do°^' Home, London Jardln d'Acellmatatlon, Parts, etc.
They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest, award for Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1S7S Kennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879 ; West
mlnsterkennel Club, New York, Gold Medal lrtali Kennel Club, Sliver Medal, etc, etc.

"SPKATT'S PATE1VT"

;

;

;

;

IMITATIONS.
OF WORTHLESS
BEWARE Cake
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and

STAMPED.

Packed

Pleas* see that Everv

In Cases of 113

pounds

eacta.

18 South William Street,
WESTERN AGENTS—B. KITTRIDGE &

BEND FOR CIRCULAR

a

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

&

BTAMPtB,

X."

CO.,
NEW YORK.

To be bad In mnaUer quantities
Grocers and the Sporting; Goods

<

Trade Generally.

CO., Cincinnati, O.

^iscelhneoug

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
(Established

& CO.,

HODSMAN

1886).

at world's Fair at. New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

PUWi Premium

Any

ot tbe Following

Hooks Sent »n

Receipt of Price by Forest and

Slnam

,425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane,

Pub. Co.

AK* OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF
tj 33 :o :e :o.

m

Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps In, Northrup. l.H
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's,6th edition.. 8 00
'IS
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's.

JOHN KRIDER,
N. E. Cor Second and Walnut

Sts., Philadelphia.

COMPRISING

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

Light Weight Shooting Jackets s
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS,

Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,
Etc., Etc.

r*"Salmon. Bass and Trout

Files.

Made

to Order.

Also " Kvlder's " Celebrated Center Enamel SpUt
Biros'

and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.
Taxidermy In all its branches.

Spratt's Patent

Xlulaber 3BlAxa.lx.e>ts,
Outfits.
And Complete Rubber
Send for Catalogue,

Dog Biscuit.
Repairing of

all kinds.

[ESTABLISHED

Bobber Shooting Jacket.

1838.]

TO ANGLERS:

75
6-BO

88

-™

Art of

L68

i

'

.. ..

„„
by Fred Ober.

'

Canoe Traveling, Poweu

„„,

,,

Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Bishop's

No

All inf ormatlon respecting fisheries on the
in this locality, as also catalogues of our
srreenneart rods and general assortment of tackle,
to be ha? on application.

C. H.
This lever

S

a

Is

EUTEBROUK,

solid piece ot steel; goes

27

Dock

Sq., Boston, Mass.

through and through the body.

Debility,
Scrofula,

•

CREEDMOOR PARLOR

OH

mm

-

Rheumatism

|

or Consumption,

RIFLE.

Come

& Co.(

**»«*

and

FOR

Sporting- Good*.

SIMPSON,

Box

96 Fulton Street, N. Y.

3,207.

HOLIDAY GIFTS

"SHORE BIRDS."

FOR YOTJB

Country Friends
AND FOR YOURSELVES.

II.

III.

one Cleaner, Patches. Brush
directions sent free of post?;?"'

Sent

DoTiar.

The American Agriculturist

RAUXTS ADD HABITS.
RAXOE AXD MIGRATIONS.
A HORXIXO WITHOUT THE BIRDS.

1.

receipt of price, 15 cone,

on

LOCALITIES.

V.
!

Is forty years old, has an immense circulation, and
every Issue Is composed wholly ot original matter,
Including a thouss u
rated engr rings during
the year. On receipt of f 1.60 we will forward the
paper, post-paid, ai.d receipt for 1882 to any one of
vour friends in tbe country. It makes a moat appropriate and valuable gilt for them.

XOMEXCLATURE.

IV.

>i

BLIXDS AXD DECOYS.

VI.

by »«e

Bnral Books.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Our list embraces over MO separate volumes
Artisans,

Architects,

Fruit

Florists,

r.'i:

'
'

We will mail you the list,

publications

VINCENT BISSIC,
Practical Cunsmith
9 CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

POULTRY

GAME,

a*b

ot

kinds ot

all

game

solicited.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.
all

accept

consignment Allow market price
and send checks every Tuesday lor

arrival,

Invoices ot previous week.

FLIRTATION CAMP, oe;
Rifle, Rod and Gun in California.

WO R LD

BY THEODORE

GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION- B 7B.

Por sale at this

1

S.

office.

Price

The

JOHNSON

Send

for price

best thing In the market

list,

MARTIN

8.

says

J.

T.

Lovett.

''It will

flu a

gap;

I

wish

It

success," says Charles Downlrjg.

Per Year.

SAMPLE COPY FREE.

friends.

Over 100 different volumes on Outdoor Sports and
Winter Pastimes, Sent, post-paid, on receipt ot
price.

Handsome

girts lor sporting friends.

Bird Decorations.
Domestic birds ot every variety and plumage.
Prepared and mounted tor us by Batty, Yeomans,
and other noted Taxidermists. Make beautiful holiday gifts for home decorations.
Crandall's Blocks and Toys.
Last year we sold over llfty thousand dollars
worth o( these Instructive Gaines tor Children.
Call and ste the new patterns tor this year. Fine
stationery, Chlstmas Cards, Bronzes, Fancy Goods
or every description

ORANGE JUDD

trip

WILDERNESS.-Second

This story describes the
ol a partyor Boston gentlemen to the Rlohard-

oon-ltangeley lakes. It treats of "camp life," Indoors
utdlout. Is amusing, Instructive ano ;lnteresttng;
By
*u page*, .8 llustratlons. Price as cents.
ttalL postpald.,30 cents. CHARLES A. J. FABRAR,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

outfit tree.

Pertlaad, Maine.

town. Terms and *5
Address H. HA1LETT a CO.,

CO.,
"
',

THE
tl
N
w•

/»
ll
**

1 1

N. Y.

AND HOW TO USE IT TOKLLLETEBT
PAIR wing SHOT. By Gwynne Price,

Vice-President Sportsmen's Club, St
Louis, Mo., who defeated Bogardua. Trap
Plunge-trap and Class Shooting Exshooting.
posed. 'American Field' says: " It poxtesse* genuKennel & Field says: "Everyman
ine merit."
that uMei a gun should have it"
Mailed tor 26c,
Btamps or currency, by
PRICE, St
1

1

'

LIFE IN THE
CAMP
edition now ready.

HTJTCH-

INGS, P. O. Box 366, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Frank Good). Bbadfow) & Axthokt, Boston
Agents.

"It Is seldom so much valuable material Is
offered at go low a price," says the Gardeners'
Monthly. "It Is full of Interesting and valuable
matter," says J. J. Thomas, edl'or ot Country Gentleman. "It ladotug a good work; I predict success," says President Marshall P. Wilder. "It is
the only journal In America worthy ot the name,"

$1.50.

They are
snow-ahoelng, etc
easy to the feet, and very
durahle. Made to order
In a variety ot styles, and
warranted the genuine artteU.

Illustrated Quarterly Journal, devoted to the

TANNED

for hunting. Ashing, canoeing,

LAY:

N. Y.

Orchard, Garden & Nursery.

Price, 25 Cents

MOCCASINS.
Sniveling In this country, eaya that most of tho Horse
and Cuttle Powders sold bete are worthless trash. He
says that Sherldmi'a OuDdittcm Powders are absolutely
sure and nnincDSoiy valuable. Nothuur on earth wil.
bake hens lay like Sheridan's Condition Powders. Dose,
ooetesflpoonful tooueplDtfood- Sold everywhere, orsent
* CO..
by mailYor eight letter stamps. I. S.
Button, Mass., formerly Bangor Me.

ROCHESTER,

VAN DYKE.

GOOD'S OIL

MAKE HENS

Green's Fruit Grower,
An

We

Sold By ALL DEALERSThrouohoutThe

your

for

Growers,
.

and send, postany books you may select
post-free,

Sportsmen's Books.

day ot

JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
STEEL PENS

paid, on receipt Of price,
for

KNAPP & TAN NOSTBAND,

Consignments

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

,

,-.i:

R.

and Second-Hand Guns, Pistols, etc, con| INew
stantly on hand. Repairing of every description
done In the best manner and warranted, Guns
bored to shoot close and hard. Pistol grips fitted
to stocks. Pin fires altered to central fire.

i 00
l OS
6*

(Opposite Astor Place.)

A HKPKINT OF PAPERS ON THE SUBJECT WHICH HAVE APPEARED IV THE "I

id full

_

7S1 Broadway,

AND STREAM."

For One

„

Send Directly Here to

or

;

I

WJ-Schieffelln

jm

W

maklntr It very appropriate for parlor use, p
rs; full length, 37
inches; weight about 5 lbs. handsomely polished stock and blued barrel price M: cartridges, 80c. per
ot 260; per thousand. $2.25.
Iron-face target, with numbers, ringing gong when bullae!
-r rifle target and 1,000 cartridges, all ix>\eu complete, -;.io.
send for catalogue of Skate*.

box

Novelties

• London, European and New
York physicians pronounceit the
Urarest and best Bold by Druggists.

to

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
1 60
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
1 Sg
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher.
„ 108
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost..... 1 CO
Life of a Sportsmen, Nimrod
.it 00
M an ton's Taxidermy lthout a Teacher.
00
Mlnot's Land and Game Birds
8 00
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard.
a 00
Shore Blrd«.
15
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener .... T to

It loads at the breech with small percussion cartridge; will shoot 200 feet
with accuracy and force. There Is scarcely any report and no smell from tola
;

BEST.

»
8t

nun, Rod and Saddle
Hand Book for Riflemen

to order.

rifle,

superior to any in delicacy of taste and smell,'
medicinal virtues and purity.

Bis

s

go
a so

S 50

ters, Svo., 2 vols.

Guns made

FOB
General

M

Book of Birds, 4 vols
is oo
Dog Breaking by Holablrd.
St
Ply Fishing in Maine Lakes
_ 1 21
Frank Forester's Field Sports
460
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
S 25
Prank Forester's Fishing with Hook <£ Line. pa.
00
Prank Forester's Manual tor Young Sportsmen. II 85
Prank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

Shannon

COD-LIVER

1

Cassell's

agents.

M OLLER

« 00
1 80

:

;

Reels ana lines to match balance of rods.

LOO
LOO

-™ 1 M

Camps

Llmer iclt, Ireland.

7.68

..80.00
80

Swimming

Athletic Sports tor Boys—boards, 76c.; cloth. ,.
_..
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
Balrd's Birds ot North America
„..
aechstetn's Chamber and Cage Birds
Boat Sailing, Practical
Books tor Sportsmen Angling, 60c.; Shooting,
60e.; common Objects of the Seashore, 50c.:
Cage and Singing Birds, soc; Dogs, 76c.:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c., Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c.: Native Song Blrda..,

Cage and Singing Birds

& Tackle Makers

Castle Council, near

*00
SB

Archer, Modern.
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam

Breecn Loader, Modern, Greener

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
fishing Rod

Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c; oda.
American Angler's Book, Norrls
American Bird Fancier
American Wild Fowl shooting, J. W. Bong
Angling, a Book on, Francis
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ORANGE SPORTING

Duokwbkr

The Parker Gun.

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Hazard's " A merican Sporting:."
Nos.
'•',

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at
MELBOUH1VE, AUSTRALIA.
TBS Philadelphia JOURNAL OF COMMERCE

says : " At Melbourne, they had an excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside those of everv exhibitor In lie world, and they came Off conquerors over every other maker. Their highest award comes Co them from a country whose reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
They have been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen rears and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other gun when brought In competition in the field or at the trap. At
coney Island this yen r, at the Noa i oik si o convention, the PAltKKK won the Pierce Diamond Badge
and the " Forest and stream " Badge for the best average over nearly lOOl ompel itors. Send for Catalogue.
I

Co.,

York.

i.i

GUNPOWDER!
and

PARKER BROS

Dupont's

Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

IN TJSEI

,

Meriden, Conn.

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

Dupont's Gunpowder Mills, established in istra,
flave maintained their great reputation for seventy-

IS

NO

Dupont's Diamond Grain.-Nos. 1

is:

lb.

l
'

canisters
.,

,.:

i

,

,

an*

j_

and 5 lb. catil-ters and G and l'-'X lb. kegs.
Specially -adapted
Dupont's Clioko
for " choke Bore" Guns, and particularly lor prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and
moist; doca not cake or burn on the barn
both a good penetration and a close pattern will
tic found well adapted lor gl£.ss-ba'l and pigeon
shooting. Made or two sizes, only So. 7 and Jso.
nc. lit. tens ami
Mo. 1 being the cus -.',,

Bore—

and

5 lb. canisters

also,

TURED TO

MUSKET POWPROOF MANUFAC-

and

SPECIAL CKAOlvS FOR EXPORT OF"
"-•-!")

OKA1N

Oi;

ORDEli.

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents, in every nromlnent city, or whole~
Bale at our office.

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

THEHUNTINGSIGHT
LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

WILLIAM LYMAN,
MIDDLE-FIELD, CONN.

FERGUSON'S PATENT A DJ UStfABLB

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles,

;

1

1

GOVERNMENT CANNON
DER;

BOOK BINDING

,

In

to 5 (coarse).

I

SS

NEAT AND ELEGANT

Dnnunl's Eagle Uuukiiig-.—Nos. 1 (coarse)
toSffrnci; buMs'siowly, strong and very etean:
treat penetration, with a close pattern; adapted
He
tor glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other si
with either muzzle or breech loaders. Packed in 1

1 (fine)

I

Established d836.

(coarse)

(fine) unequalled In strength, quickness ainl
cleanliness; adapted for glass- ball and pigeon
ahootlng. Packed In lib canisters.

to 4

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, FISHING LAMPS, Etc,

.->,

:

in
r;ni

Well adapted to shot-guns.

Hazard's *« Kentucky Rifle,"
FFFG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG in kegs ol
Lbs. and cans of 5 lbs,
FFFGisalso
aokei b
Burns strong and
Ija lb. canisters.
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting and the " Sea Shooting" FG Is thestandard Rifle Powder of the country.
Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

END.

Eccl.

.owing celebrated

•lghtyears. Hani
brands of powder

to 6 (coarse),
:..;.;,,;,
e

Clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
Hon. For held, forest or water shooting It
my other brand and it is equally serviceable.
for muzzle or breech-loaders.

ILECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
Ifcowlng SIZES of GRAINS ot POWDER. Furnished

lb.

So.

Hazard's " Duck, snooting."

1

New

(fine)

l

lb.

land prairie shooting.
Nos.

Ho. 29 Murray Street,

Unsurpassed In poln*
Packed in square can-

Nos. t (fine) to 6 (coarse).
of strength ami .-leantiness.
isters of one pound only.

/Creedmoor.

Rand Powder

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

&

it.

The Hazard Powder

Powder.

Laflin

£

J?WWfW*7«»f,

Jtdvt^Hscmetits.

13, 1861-

SPECIMENS

J

1 lb. canisters.

OjY

aSm

Duponl'8 Biflo Vg. "Sea-Sliootinir."—

-

A^aS^.

'--

'I

JAMES

E.

f>

WALKEB, 14 Bey

Fib

Night Hunting anS
'3h,Camp-

i

:.,.,..,..

'-

BBk~-r*f 'vGr
H)

you want good work, at low figures, and
save Agent's Commission come direct to
If

In' n'g. tor lrmg-ra nge rliis shooi..FFg. and FFFg.
Jng.the FFg. andl 1'Fg. ior general tine, burning
lb.
strong and moist. Pactted In >-; lb., 1 lb. and
canisters, ex, Vi% mid 20 lb. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg.

U

.(**&,-

DupoiU's Baffle Rifle.— A

quick, strong and
clean powder, o viry tine grain, lor pistol snooting.
Packet; in 1 lb. canisters and b%( 11). kegs.

For

jm,

EXHIBITION.

St.

i?hl,andGenerai
Illuminating Purposes.
Lanterns, Darfe
Bicycle
Lanterns, Musicians BandY
Lanterns,
Lamps, Pocket
Hand Lanterns, eta Send
stamp for Illustrated Price

Name Fobsst and

List.

fine.

Dupont's Spoi ting, Mining, Smnrreo and Blasting Powders ot all sl/.es and descriptions, special

A FILE

OF

N.

Y HERALD,

1847,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

«radesforFxport. AlsoXlfle, Cartridge n
lammoth, Hexagonal, cubitet, Cannon, J on
cal and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government SI and an
Powder manufactured to order of any required
grain or proof.
Agencies In all the cities and principal towns
throughout the United stales Represented by
F. L. KNEELANI), 87 Beaver St., N. Y.
N.B.— Use none but' DUPONT'S Fg. or FFg. in
Song-range rifle shooting.
I

Stekah.

AND TIMES,

ALBERT FERGUSON,

SALE.

Office, 65 Fulton Street. N. T.
(With Conroy, Blssett & MaUeson.)'

i

I.

Bird Dealers and
will

And

quarters,

it

Fanciers

to their advantage to call at

of rare animals adapted tor Zoological

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

Show

SPOMTI2TG FOWBER.

THE HEST GUNS

for the

Illustrated Catalogue sent tree

B, F.
ENGLISH

St.,

New

LEAST MONET.

WE WILL BUY

on application.

NICHOLS &

Etc. Etc

}Q

CO.,

REMOVED TO

Superior Rifle, Enfield
Bine, and CoL Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT, 61
CedarSt,, N.Y. Agent for the U. b.
8.

STEEL
PENS

Manufacturers of

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

DIAMOND GRAIN.

York

Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes,
Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Wild Turkeys,
Prairie Chickens, Quails, Woodducis,

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,

SportingGunpowder.
and

Gardens an©

(Establslicd 1847.)

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y

T

full

kinds

purposes.

66 Chatham

W. W. GREENER'S and C. G. BONEHLLL'S GUNS a specialty. General Agent for CARD'S STANDARD GLASS BALL TRAP. Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Sporting Goods.

ALSO ALL GRADES OP

2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

all

Chas. ReicheA, Bro.,

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

Nob.

Head-

where they constantly can And a

assortment ot Song and Fancy Birds, also
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Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

MILK STREET,

For Sale by

We are

obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our eoods
, ;,-,,
s
;,,e
:Li
o
n... e
Charitable Mechanics' Association Fair for our superior goods. SEND FOR CATALOGUE
:_-:

.

eel

e,

•

.

.

i

all Stationers*
CO.,
26 John St. New Yorli.

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN

,

;

Works, Camden, N. J.

The Baiker Guus.
OUR NEW MODEL
THREESA RREL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
Best Gun made for
DURABILITY
— AND —

^^

PRICB, BEST ENGLISH TWI8T BASREL8

GUN.

SHOOTING QUALITIES

»40

DAMASCUS STEEL,

This gun

BEND STAMP FOR DES0RIPTI7B OIEOVLAS.

la light

ud.'conipact, from « to 10

L. C.

lbs.

weight.

The rifle is perfectly aooante."

SMITH Maker, Syracuse,

N. V,
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—

;
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sippi Camp Hunt

with the prcfoundest sorrow and a sense of personal

It is

ciate;

To

announcement.

this

much more

Mr. Banks was

all in

;

he was an intimate personal friend, for whom, during

we had come

the years of our business connection with him,

;

Sea and Biveb Fishing :—
;

;

deepened and intensified by our solicitude for him duriDg the
weeks, after

had become only too evident

it

that his.

death could not be long averted.

;

Bainbow Tront

j

;

Bice Lakers

396

;

at the

time of his death

al-

Like so many other successful

profession a dentist, and for more than twenty

man through

self so closely that his

will be published except with his consent.
Editors cannot be held responsible for the views of correspond-

his work,

With the unremitting devotion to
characteristic of the

name

Subscriptions.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. The subscription price is $4
|>er year
$2 tor six months. To clubs of three or more annual
Eemittances should be sent by registered
subscribers, $3 each.

over-taxed constitution gave way, and

his failing health obliged

tinction

which he had

him

to surrender the place

and

attained,

He removed to

work.

his office

which was

he applied him-

all his life,

of dis-

abandon for the time

to

Wallingford, Conn., where

he soon won the respect of his fellow-citizens by the public
spirit

which he displayed

j

and he was twice sent as repre-

In 1871

money-order, or draft payable to the Forest and Stream
Publishing Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers
throughout the United States and Canadas ; and Is on sale to Europe
by The American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C. London, Eng.; and by
Bm. Terquem, 15 Boulevard, St. Martin, Parts, France.
letter,

he undertook the business management of the

American Sportsman, and began

Meriden, Conn., the editor being the late Wilbur F. Parker.

Special rates for
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 26 cents per line.
Heading notices 50 cents per linethree, six and twelve months.
eight words to the line, and twelve lines to one Inch. Advertisements
Should be sent to by the Saturday of each week previous to the Issue
in which they are to be inserted.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
Nos. 39 and 40 Park How,

New York

City.

the

it

was published

Rod and Gun and

has proved so satisfactory that we propose to continue it.
We are impelled to make a single exception to it now by our
all

who know

the facts share with us, at

the nature of certain articles, published as leading editorials,

New York sporting paper. These articles have been
onslaughts upon the character of one individual— he a sick
man, on his dying bed. We make this simple statement,
that the facts may be understood by the friends of the
There is no need of comassailed man and by the public.
ment. If their own consciences have not already told them,
we shall not attempt the unwelcome task of showing the
in a

authors of these gross attacks that their impotent attempts
to blacken the reputation of a dyitig man have been outrageously indecent, as brutal as indecent, and as cowardly as
brutal a diegrace at once to journalism and to mankind.

—

An Added

Interest

attaches to the story of the "

Hinkley

of 1818," given last week, from the fact that Garfield's
birthplace was just eighteen miles east of the hunting

1877

its

Fobest and Stream were

his death.

exacting demands of newspaper

to the

He brought

great business

life

energy, with an unwavering devotion and enthusiasm, which

compelled success in whatever he undertook.

is

A Disgrace to Journalism.— We have never felt called
upon to notice the malicious attacks, which certain journals
have from time to time made upon the Forest and Stbeam,
This course
or upon individuals connected with the paper.
which

the

During the

unfitted for any work,
office,

of the

last

is

very

Forest and Stream

His whole thought was given

due.

It

and the business ability of T. C.

Banks that the present position

15.

New

and held the position up to the time of

welfare.

indignation,

as the

combined, he continued in business control of the paper;

largely to the untiring labors

FOREST AND STREAM.

removal to

Rod and Gon. In

Mr. Banks remained with the paper after

York, where

when

Advertisements.

West

publication at

its

months

to the

of his

life,

paper and

its

although wholly

he came daily to the Forest and Stream

overcoming by his determined will-power the weak-

ness of his condition, and through his interest in the paper

keeping up his strength and courage.
silent,

gentle bearing

among

His patient face and

touched the hearts of

us,

all

saw him, and prompted, almost unconsciously on our

;

still

work shown would in many instances compare favorably
The judges were particularly fitted for the position, and more competent and fair
minded gentlemen it has never been our good fortune to
meet. Upon the whole, the meeting was a very successful
one, and we congratulate the Eastern Field Trials Club upon
with that of any previous meeting.

the abundant success that has

and was widely known

among

public men.

friends

who

will

He had

mourn

in

We

efforts.

Next week we

progress.

shall give

details of

the

heats

throughout.

Real Off-hand Shootisg. — The letter from

a Worcester

published last week, represents very fairly the

opinion on this whole question of short cuts to high scores.

Mr. Banks had traveled extensively over
;

their

—

rifleman,

feeling of tenderness for our friend.

abroad

crowned

were not a little disappointed that the Members Stake which
should have been the prominent feature of the meeting— did
not bring out a larger number of competitors, and after wit*
nessing the magnificent heat between Brock and Bessie, we
were more than ever convinced that this event— if properly
supported would do more to popularize these Trials than all
the other stakes combined, and we trust that the next meeting will show at least twenty-five starters to compete for the
honor of winning the Members Stake.
Of the Louisiana Field Trials not so much can be said. It
was the first meeting and the entries were but few in number, aud the character of the work was as a whole by no
means remarkable. With two or three notable exception?,
the dogs run failed to distinguish themselves. Gordon, how
ever, owned by Mr. MtGinnis, has since made for himself
an honorable record as the National Trials, and there were
other good dogs shown at Amite and Areola.
The National Trials have brought out what we may call
the very best canine talent in the country, and the work done
at Grand Junction appears to have been in all respects worthy
of praise.
Dashing Novice, Bess and Shadow in the Derby,
Peep o' Day, Nellie, Breckenridge and Lad in the All-Aged
Stakes are all good ones. KiDg Dash has not now to make
The
his reputation as a field dog, nor has Belton III.
Pennsylvania Trials opened on Monday, and with every
We refer our readers to our
prospect of being successful.
Kennel columns for details of the running, which is still in

who

part, a

this

newspaper

hundreds of

country and
circles,

warm

and

personal

his death.

There is too great an ambition to see high figures, and not
enough care to see that these stand for excellent personal
endeavor. The Englishman who shoots at 200 yards lying on
the ground has no right to compare his score with those made
on our rifle ranges, where the men stand erect and so, in
only a smaller degree, the score of a man who shoots with the
;

The

funeral will be held from his late residence, 453 Lafa-

yette avenue, Brooklyn, next Sunday, Dec. 17, at 2 p. m.

The Children's Aid Society (George J. Coe, treasurer,
No. 128 Broadway) has issued its annual appeal for Christmas-time contributions. The appeal deserves, and we trust
may

receive, a hearty response.

Bunt

ground and at the time of his birth the country was
* howling wilderness.

this country,

—

sentative of his district to the State Legislature.

;

Thursday, December

lost the

of the

1829

ents.

Address:

who

He was by

The Fobest and Stbeam la the reoognlzed medium of entertainment,
Instruction and Information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted
Me Invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No eorrespondThe

instances the one

to indorse the decision of the judges.

years held a very high place in his profession in this city.

872

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

fent's

many

395

fifty-three years of age.

:

;

first

395

5,

most

newspaper men, he had, before entering the publishing world,

Daisy

Bifub and Tbap Shooting
Answebs to Oobeespondents
Xachting and Canoeino

Type

In very

heat would be the

already achieved a decided success in other fields of labor.

and was therefore

uary

:

;

their dogs in an artistic, as well as sportsmanlike manner ;
they were ideal sportsmen, who appeared to be not only conscious of the faults as well as the
merits of their own dogs, but who could also see, and were
quick to acknowledge, superior merits when shown by their

The Derby brought out a rare lot, and never 'before, in
were so many young dogs shown whose performances would show so high an average. The All-Aged
Stakes had many starters who had before appeared in public,
as well as a number of new aspirantsforfame, and the quality

of Cali-

371

Pennsylvania Field ^Trials
National Field Trials
Care of Field and Hnnting Dogs

Measurement

instances, superior to anything of the

in fact, to our eyes,

competitors.

Thaddeus Crane Banks was born at Danbury, Conn., Jan-

:—

Distributing Carp in Tennessee
fornia....

The Kennel

This feeling had become

affection.

many

kind that has ever been witnessed at Field Trials in this
The handlers, with one or two exceptions, worked

country.

.

;

;

warmest

feel the

past

Angling Quotations Fresh Water Fisheries at Berlin An
Night Fishing. 391
Angler's Guide Tennessee Fish Notes
-PlSHOUXTtTBE

to

most sanguine dared to hope for. The atwe had expected, was very
fair, and composed of well known sportsmen from all parts
The character of the work performed by
of the country.
the dogs was, in

than a business asso-

The Valley

;

Robbins' Island, from Wednesday morning to the
all that could be desired, and much

The weather was

better than the

tendance, while not so large as

this office,

367

LAST week we gave our readers a synopsis of the running
finish.

bereavement that we make

;

consumption

Wednesday morning, December

;

NatubAL Histobi:—
The Babbit Nuisance in New Zealand
Coloring of Buffed Grouse
ers
Delaware

Thaddeus Crane Banks, Busi-

of this journal, died of

his residence in Brooklyn,

a Western Trip in
Autobiographical Fragments
385

;
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A

Vicious Military

;

andVl^Mw, w «w v«».

THE FIELD TRIALS.

:

Christinas

{*„». 39

THADDEUS CRANE BANKS.

Editobial
Thaddeus Orane Banks The Field Trials
Practice Bye-Ways of the Northwest

Our

1881.

Congress, at Washington.

Doo Training.—The
on this subject now running in our Kennel department is unavoidably deferred until next week.

sixth chapter of the regular series of

articles

left arm free of the body should take precedence over a
record made with the hip-rest. We want a test of men in
rifle shooting, and not a gauge of how far clever trickery has

been

made

available.

The Earl of Du.mraven

in

Nova

Scotia.

—We

have

re-

ceived from the Eirl of Dunraven a communication in reference to his experience with the Nova Scotia game laws.
The letter reaches us too late for insertion this week ; It wil 1

be published in our next

issue.

.

"

M
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VICIOUS MILITARY PRACTICE.

TN his work of securing
J-

to compete with the English volunteers at Wimbledon,
General Wingfitc is meeting 1
Hculty. It does

not seem to be one of men nor Of means, but of rifles. Tnder
the delusion that big scores in matches meant good marksmanship, those- who shoot military rifles have been gradually
turning them into mere shooting machines. Chambers have
been lengthened to admit cartridges with heavier charges of
powder, special ammunition and special bullets have come
into play; trigger pulls have been toned down to nearly the
hair trigger point, and then to meet the trials of a bathing
wind, there have been fine foresights and wind gauges added,
until the rough and ready military rifle has become admirably adapted to the production of big scores and as
thoroughly nuadapted to the wear and tear of a camping
The men have found that the use of a wind gauge on a
life.
rifle was a ready way of receiving; high scores, and now
when they are brought face to face with the English regulations, which require an untampered military sight, there is a
disposition to shuffle out of a match with the English Volunteers.

This

is

not a desirable position fnr an American rifleman

to find himself in, for the proposed

men

entirely out of the question, it

match with the Englishshows that our system of

Such practice as we have been having
of next to no value in giving our men the drill necessary to

practice is defective.
is

make them efficient

in the varied circumstances of a soldier's

Of what use

life.

is it to stop at the mere permission to
Why not permit more weight in the gun ?
extend
the
license of tampering into the fixing of
not

alter the sights ?

Why

would help the piece, if
the making of good target records were all that was to be required of it. In short, the weapon may be made such an excellent machine for manufacturing bullseycs as to be useless
for any purpose in practical warfare.
In how many cases
would a soldier find himself so circumstanced as to be able to
bring his wind gauge into use? The enemy is not a fixed
telescopic sights?

iron slab at a

Pistol-grip, too,

and sighting shots cannot be

distance,
is

required, and unless the practice on

the range leads to excellence in that style of marksmanship,

more than a

very entertaining
very healthful, but very aimless.
The British rifleman has been failing into short cuts to high
scores, and the sight of a soldier standing and shooting from
the shoulder is something of a rarity ou Wimbledon Common;

it is little

for those engaged in

sort of useless sport,

it,

still there is more reason in this innovation on range practice
than in our American failing of turning out big scores at the
sacrifico of the very foundation purp jse of all work before

the butts

forbidding.

Still further

down

the

Blopflj

nourished timber grew in scattering
trees, reaching to the verge of the she

level

were the
aud

p

.
:

the water's edge. To the south and to the east th
rose sh&rply and continuously, there being no opening be-'

snow level was reached, but bo-.
had been broken down, and a wide, but

until the

north-east this wall

bed of a tremendous glacier,
toward the snowy heights of the
Down this valley, among, over and under
enormous rock masses, whose harshand rugged outlines were
softened by no appearance of verdure, poured, in a scries of
foaming falls, a large river, the course of whicu
traced far back toward the heights. Here it became no more
than a delicate white thread, and at length it was impossible
to distinguish it from the snow drifts whic
in every ravine. Still further toward the north, ttie mountains again become precipitous— overhanging precipices rise
from the water's edge, and the rocky slopes which surmount them bear a few trees. Above, extensive snowfields
stretch away toward Mount Albert, showing here and there
through their whiteness the sky-blue color of some ice river
slowly plowing its way down the slope. The rugged and
massive peaks of Albert stand clearly out against the blue
background of sky, and are flanked by others, hot so high but
precipitous, valley, the ancient

stretched

away

for miles

interior.

.1

equally impressive.

A bare needle of granite rises to the east

main peaks nearly to the same height which they atand still further to the east a towerlike mass, its turrets

of the
tain,

ornamented with dark green spruces, attains an almost equal
altitude.

— the making
and

range,

to

do

it

of

men

on

call too.

able to hit anything at

any

BYE-WAYS OF THE NORTHWEST,
KIHTH

NEAR

the

head

I

of Jervis

mountains, which on

all

Inlet

and hidden by lofty

sides wall

in, lies

it

Princess

Louise Met, the gem of all tire beautiful inlet country. Bute
is grand and majestic, Loughborough is picturesque and
charming, and Jervis combines the beauties of both, but the
scenery of Princess Louise surpasses that of any of the
others.

Its

entrance

is

but a few yards in width, and, extide rushes along between

cept at high and low water, the

the stern walls of grauite in a rapid of great swiftness.

The

entrance passed, we caught a glimpse, on either side, of
towering hills, and then plunged at once into a twilight,
rendered more obscure by a thick white mist which hung
low over the water. Out in the main inlet the sun had been
shining bright aud warm, but here we were in a gloom almost

Although we were passing along close
under one of the bauks of the inlet we could not seethe
trees, whose branches stretched Out over the water above our

like that of night.

heads,

but

moved blindly along almost, within oar's-length
The sun does not penetrate this narrow gorge

of the shore.

until it is high in the heavens, and there was something very
solemn in the darkness aud utter silence of the place. The
men seemed awed by the strangeness of the situation, and
only occasionally spoke, ami tUen in, suppressed tones. No
sound was to be heard except the regular dip of the paddles.
For perhaps an hour we moved on through this mist, and
at the end of this time a sudden brightening of the sky
ginning to dissiabove us showed that the sun
pate the gloom. The mist rose slowly, and there appeared,
beach,
then,
on
the
isckof them,
hum
trees
first, the
the piled up rocks which formed the talus at the fool of the
precipice, and at last, as the clouds of vapor rolled higher
i

I

aud higher, like a gigantic curtain, the black
and the snow-clad peaks of the mountains.

vertical

Smooth

cliffs

as a

t:

The enormous

cliffs, under whose shadow the canoe passes,
with lichens of various colors, so that sometimes
One of a vivid
if it had been painted.
canary yellow,seen on the lower side of the overhanging rocks,
catches the reflection of the sun from the water, and
brightens the rock to a likeness of hammered gold. Trickling
from narrow crevices, the water has carried out iron
so.
lution, and given to the granite beautifully shaded tints of
yellow, red and brown.
Here and there a pale green fern
has tlirust its roots into a seam in the rock and has spread
out its feathery frondage before the cold gray background,
Mosses of rich brown, gold color, and velvety green grow
wherever they can gain a foothold; the brilliantly-colored
rock cress clasps with its tiny rootlets the cold, hard stone,
and the delicate Campanula, undismayed by its arctic surroundings, waves its bells cheerily in the passing breeze.
Just here at least there was no want of color. But as a
whole the scene was one of forbidding harshness. The absence of any considerable masses of vegetal
of the mountains, the presence everywhere of ice at
snow,
give to the whole an unspeakable sombreness ami gravity.
Everything is cold, hard and repelling. There is no warmth,
no brightness, and but little life— and yet I thiak Princess
Louise Inlet the most beautiful spot in the world, in its own
peculiar way.
The inlet is about four and one-half miles in length, by less

when

along the fractures,

their sides are in contact,

remnants of the ancient

glaciers of to-day ere the

ice thee

that once covered the northern portions of both continenr

They are simply rivers of

ice of varying thickness

and exle

having their origin above the level of the perpetual snort
by which they are fed. The grandest glaciers of the t
perate zone are those of Switzerland, but one must travi
to arctic climes to behold the most stupendous exhibitions C
these ice rivers.
glacier, in its origin, consists merel

A

compacted snow, but as it advances down the mountain s
it is gradually changed by pressure into an ice-like muss,
as it reaches a point where there is alternate melting and f:
ing it becomes truly ice. Now, as we know that thegla
'(.ends

constantly to

and as the

move

momentum of

in the direction of least resistai

such an enormous lnassissomett

almost inconceivably great,

we can

see that its course

A glacier is an eni

be in a bed not unlike that of a river.

cuts a furrow both wide and deep. InJ
I
once scrapes away all the surfs
the loose stones, reaching down to the bed roe
which it continually grinds, and wears itself away. Theglacier, in its course, takes up and carries with it gravel P

mous plow, which
its

course

it at

pebbles and boulders of different sizes

;

and

these,

whethn
he

are patched

torn

the granite looks as

from overhanging cliffs, soon sink through the ice to tlfl
bottom.
Here they are rolled along, crushed beneath thff
weight of the superincumbent mass, against or into LI e recur
over which it is passing. In this underlying rock long

i

rifle

Di Kane speaks of a
and twenty wide
which in two months became so dee
its centre was depressed five feet, and this while the t
It i
perature was constantly below the freezing point
also l>e made to take the shape of a long cylinder, by t
ing it through a round hole. In such cases, even if the
is broken by pressure, it unites into a clear mass by frei
or mould, like wax.

ight feet thick

hung

twecn them

1851

has been clearly established that ice has a certain des
1'
Thus, it can be made by simple pressui
leal

;

i

IB

rock, dark

the BCsn

)

known

Snap shooting

had.

south and east. Nearer the water's
sombre grays or browns of the mountain
north,

A tnerican military shots

ateftn

December K,

;

tfeat near its
than one-half in average width, being
mouth and widest at its head. In general terms it maybe
some
said to resemble more nearly in its essenti

Norwegian fiords than do any of the other inlets of the
northwest coast which I have visited yet it flifreri
of
Norway in that from it you have constantly in sight
fiords
snow and ice-covered mountains.
of the

;

Like all the others, this inlet was formed by glacial action,
and the traces of the ice river which cut this deep channel
in the solid rock of the mountains are still plainly visible.
During the ages whicli immediately followed the close of the
Tertiary period the whole of northern North Am ei
covered with an enormous ice sheet thousands o:' feet in
The whole of British &
c .usiderable
thickness.
portion of the Rocky mountain;, all New England and a
very large portion of the middle States were E01 ag< b tried
beneath this frozen mass. In the White mountains the upper
surfacs of this stupendous glacier wa3 at least 0,000 feet
above the sea level, wmile still further to the northward, it is
estimated that it was not less than 13,000 feet in thickness.
This enormous mass had a general slow, but more or less
constant, motion southward a motion permitted by the now
weli-known plasticity of ice, and due to the constant pressure
The movement wo to the
of the miss behind.
because there the ice was constantly melting and
it tended constantly to increase in
the
north
ig, while to
To the north there was no escape, for its movethickness.
;

—

ment in this direction was blocked by an tiflyi
mass which became more and more thick aud immovable
the Pole was approached. Urged on byihi
pressure, the ice sheet

moved

as

sleadily southward, creeping

away from

the sides of the bed, or dropping: on to

t

ictf

H

and scorings are thus made, its irregularities f
smoothed and planed off, and sometimes its snrfgjS
highly polished. In glacier regions such surfaces are frcquentM
scratches

face

seen, as well as the

smoothly rounded knolls of rock

atonnees, or sheep-backs.

The

called

,

debris carried alonfl

and beneath the glacier is constantly being ground ojj
wheat between two mill-stones, and the water of
the stream formed by the melting ice, is charged with the
pulverized rock. Such streams are, therefore, usually more
or less milky in color, and can be recognized by this ckarac*
The water of Bute Inlerjj
ter far away from their source.
in

like the

down to and beyond its mouth, has this peculiar characffl
and thus warned us of the glaciers near its head long befoi
within sight of them. At the lower exl rcmity c
the glacier are vast heaps of earth and stone
Such heaps are called term
there" by the melting ice.

we came

moraines.

.

Some

of the stones in these moraines are of s

and very many of them bear the scars and scratcl
which tell plainly the story of the hard knocks to whicli the
have been subjected since they were first torn from their bet"
Efi rywhere along the cliffs of the inlets the marks of the
erosive force of the old glaciers had been visible, bul tliey
size,

were nowhere better seen than on Princess Louise
High upon the rocks the deep scorings
Inlets.
long continuous scratches, which told of the Blow
mass of rook, held by the ice close to tier
enormous
some
wall-like side of the channel, aud pressed against it with *
torce, of the magnitude of which we canform no ci
smooth rounded depressions showing where a mass
had been held, and slowly turned over and over until it had]
1

excavated a hemispherical cavity eight or ten feet wide,
and nearly as deep ; and down near the water's edj ;e
rounded surfaces, smoothed and polished by the prolonged;
At &Ee mouth of Princess Louise 3sg
the iee.
low rock, rising ten or twelve feet above the water, on whim

dozen parallel horizontal grooves, two feet or morj
and extending along its whole length. The cliff 4,
on the north-west bank of Jervis Inlet, above the mouth ofi
Princess Louise, are everywhere smoothed and gr
by the action of the ice. The scorings, which ally seen, are often of great length, and from four to sua
Many of them curve very gradi
feet in height.
are half a

in depth,

they

and terminate

are often scimetar-shaped,

depression.

Opposite

Moorsam

Bluffs

is

a rounded

in

along, Ion

Which the ice markings are admirably shown. The rocS
rises from the water at rather a steep incline in
feantic
steps, showing the fo
The granite is blackened with a growth of hole. 11, and from
the crevices in it, spring mosses undergrowth and BQ
pine timber. The enormous masses of rock look like the.
1

1

backs of so many sleeping elephants.
At the head of Jervis Inlet is a small camp of i
The only man at the villi
or Hanehtsin, Indians.
old fellow whom we found mending his canoe on
:

polished mirror, and, like a mirror reflecting with unvarying
fidelity the towering heights about it, tha inlet was suddenly
spread out before us, and its wonderful beauties, heightened

by

contrast

with the

recent obscurity, were unfolded to

our appreciative eyes. No word was spoken for some little
The Indians stolidly continued the movements of
time.
Immetheir paddlss, but those of the white men were idle.
diately before us

was a wide

basin,

which we were entering

from a channel less than a quarter of a mile in width. An
unbroken line of snow, here close at hand and thers^miles
away from us, patched toward its lower border with occasional masses of dark green or gray, surrounded us to the

and then, when their summits were
reached, overtopping them, and pushing ir.sway down on the
other side. No better illustration of the movetueo
a body can be given than the one employed by Professor
"If stiff pitch be gradually dropped over
Dana, who says

up high mountain

slopes,

:

a horizontal surface

it

'to do, so

will spread and

with a stone hammer of most primitive type, and
speak neither Chinook nor any other language at the command of the members of our party. We held animated dialogues with him, in which the burden of our speei
inquiry as to whether he had either potatoes or salmon
1

long as the supply

is

kept up

f

and

angle in one direction, and there

if

that surface

is

will first fill the space to the level of
drop over and continue onward its flow.
accumulation is adequate, may go
it

elevated ridges."

Bay other,
the edge, and then
So glaciers, if the
and over
1

:

What he replied will ever remain a mystery
who was the orator of the day on our side, would
after hearing the old man through: " H
sell.

reply,

.'

waftwofc;" (I don't

understand your

I

to

:

hwRUBSR
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tttupa potato and threw
a',

the old fellow, aud

it

ai beautiful to

<

They are freto any particular depth.
quently seen clinging to the rooks where they ha v
bare by the tide, and when a great cluster of the large red or
no means confined

i

Bee his

the light of

i

i

.;,.;,.

tettigeuc

toft

mt

\o$h

ii

luutenance.
at
at

.-.pear,

which

He

bouses,

the

pe&Ms

iti-

the Canoe.
I

1

thought

were now running up
into tin
reams in considerable numbers. We
camped a mile or two down the iulet, and as we were about
risit from the Shvashes,
to start next mol
oes ml a lot, of salmon just taken
from the water. They aiao brought a paOaie/i of berries,
presumably in return for a piece of tobacco that 1 had given
the old fellow the evening before. From here two days run
brought us to Twin Fallu on Hothatn Sound, near the foot
of which we camped.
These falls arc by measurement of
might prove useful

later,

as the fish

fi

the

Professor's aneroid barometer

much more

1,510 feet in height.

when viewed from the
two than when seen from a
The enormous timber obscures the
point nearer at hand
viewwhen the falls are approached too closely, and although
you are deafened by their roar only an occasional glimpsi
The river which supplies them
of the water is to- be had.
ton.0 the top Of the tncunlain, and just
flows from a depr
as it leaps over the cliff is divided into two streams by a
They

are

impressife

water at a distance of a

Utile or

i

A great body

large island.

of water passes oyer the

river being a very considerable
first

leap of the water at 500 feet clear,

being

less nigh,

perhaps from 300

The next morning we made a
an

nir

I]

We

stream.

the

down

fall,

the

estimated the

succeeding ones

to 150 feet.

late start,

and before moving

over the side of the canoe

or two leaning

and watching the occupations of the different marine animals
which were moving about at the bottom of the shoal water
near the shore, There were hundreds of little crabs, the
largest about the size of a silver half dollar, clambering
about like so many gnats over the rocks, and apparently feeding on the vegetable matter that grew upon them. They
walked slowly about plucking the food with their curiously
swollen white claws, using the right and left alternately, so
thefood to the mouth, the other
told
that while one w
They seemed wholly absorbed
n b supply.

what they were doing,
and altogether U

The

i

business-like

and methodical

were of a deep purple
color, whilethe smaller Ones seemed to be almost always of
a dull grayish green, which corresponded very closely with.
the hue Of the rocks on which they fed, and is no doubt in a
measure protective. They seemed to get along Very peaceably together, though, once in awhile, if a small crab came
aspect.

the shining black mussels
is

very pretty.

largest of these animals

in

and

an angle of the rock against

brown seaweed,
we saw in

the

In Princess Louise Inlet

the early

morning great numbers of the smaller starfishes clinging by
one or at most two arms to the rocks, it being then low
water, and these, whether- from cold, or whatever other
cause, appeared to be half dead and were shrivelled up and

When

stiff.

placed

in

water, however, they Soon revived

and became apparently as well as ever.

From

at Twin Falls our course for a few miles
and passing between Captain and -Nelson
Agamemnon Channel, and earl,- in the
A fresh breeze
afternoon came out into Malaspina Straits.
was blowing and, as it was fair, we made sail and bowled
swiftly along, camping at evening on the mainland a little
beyond Merry Island. Our next camp was on 13owen Island,
where we were nearly burned out.
We had been looking
vainly for a good spot to camp and, at last, in default of anything better, had pitched upon a little bay, full of driftwood,
but. where we could at least be certain of water.
The recks
rose steeply from the water's edge and we were obliged to
make up our beds on the beach, not feeling at all sure that
the rising tide would not disturb us before morning.
We
found a little level spot where there was barely room enough
for four to sleep, and spread our beds here, the camp fire being made against a large drift log near at hand, and as we
were all pretty tired after our longday'a pull we went to
sleep soon after supper.
How long afterward it was that I
was awakened by the sound of dashing water I do not know,
but when I looked out from under my blankets I saw the
great log glowing like a furnace, and Charley, very lightly
clad, dashing water over it at a great rate.
It was soon extinguished and our only loss was some of the kitchen utenburned
longer
sils, but had it
a little
our blankets would have
been scorched and we ourselves would have been thoroughly
Yo.
warmed.

was

camp

our

southeast,

Islands,

jaws moved continuously,

their

in

purple ones are seen collected

we

entered

IN

THE

"

MASH "-CONCLUDED.

at his neighbor,

which would

would make
at

a threatening dash

once retreat with

many

de-

Then there were the
fensive demonstrations of its claws.
curved white tubes Of the marine worms, fixed to the sides
of

many of
om

the stones;

some

of

them deserted and empty,

mouths of others protruded a cluster of deep,
crimson tentacles, the whole looking like some beautiful
White-stemmed flower. If the red cluster was cautiously
approached and touched, it was instantly withdrawn, and
1

1

the

the tube appeared emp y. Five minutes later, perhaps, a
small spot of red would slowly be noticed far down in the

arms would giadually appear, and resume their
The barnacles which covered the
rocks above a certain line were not the least interesting of
the living creatures which were to be seen here. At those
stages of the tide when the water did not reach them, the
but as
shells remained closed and showed no signs of life
soon as they were fairly covered, each little pair of valves
opened and the tiny arms were extended and swept through
the water with a regular motion, which ceased only when
they had grasped some morsel of food which was floating
When this took place, the arms were quickly
by.
drawn inio the shell, the valves closed and the animal reIt was interesting,
mained quiescent for some little time.
too, to watch the sea urchins or, as they are sometimes called,
sea eggs, and the star-fi?hes as they moved about Over the
bottom. Both progress very slowly, the sea urchins, perhaps, the more so of the two. The latter advance by a continuous moti m of llieirlong ambulacra! spines, and can make
tube, the

flower-Hke appearance.

;

journe;

i

length, though

ible

apparently so

ill-

provided with organs of locomolion. If one be turned over
on its back on a flat rock, it can readily right itself by means
of the Bame gradual but continuous movement of the spines.
If removed from the water they have a continuous motion of
the mouth and soft under parts as though striving to obtain
These sea urchil
air.
y the crows and ravens,

low water, and, carrying them
which find fhei
up into the trees, remove the soft body by breaking away
ratal aperture.
These shells I have
the flu
thus broken nn the ground in the forest, half a mile
from the water's edge, and often covered with the long
white Spanish moss, The starfishes move much more rapThey progress mainly by means
idly than the Bea urchins.
of the suckers with, which tbeh
ovided, bat also
to some extent bj hooking their aims around the angles of
i

the locks and thus pulling tHeiJXBelveS forward for short disThese, animals arc found along this Coast in great

tances.

dance end variety.

I

sawthem

black, brown, yellow,

and ranging in size from the
diameter of a five-cent piece up to ten inches. They seemed
to be most abundant just about low water mark, though by
red

and purple,

tain looked back,

aud sawr tbe Hermit of the Mann wielding
wood to prepare his noonday meal. The

an axe as be Cut the

gs sat on their haunches in silence near him, lie wonderful
pig lay in the mud near the shore and the ducks gabbled as
they fought among themselves for a few kernels of corn.
This was the last time the Captain was ever to look upon the
old man, for before the ice left the river in the following
spring he succumbed to the combined efforts of ague, rheumatism and old age, and was laid beneath the ground.
K Lndhearted, simple old John
May his spirit live forever in the
happier land, where the dull vestments of an outer garb are
not suffered to conceal the purity aud goodness of the heart
within.
The canoe now travelled through what was at one time the
great hunting ground of the Senecas and Cayugas, situated
on eaoh side of the river known to them as Thiohero, "Kiver
of the flushes."
Many remains of Indian villages and forts
are still to be seen, and the whole country around is rich in
such relics as arrow-heads and spear-heads, stone tomahawks,
pottery, etc.
The branches of the Five Nations
dwelling in this region were far advanced, comparatively, in
agriculture and domestic arts, before the white man invaded
their country.
They cultivated maize in abundance, beans
aud some sort of peas, and their implements for hunting,
fishing and cooking were of a superior kind to any used by
other tribes.
few miles east of Rowland's Island, near
what are known as "Hickory Island Riffs," the remains of a
well-built stone eel-weir could be seen a few years ago, before
the steam-dredge was put at work to en'arge the channel.
This eel-weir was built so carefully and thoroughly that it
had withstood the annual spring floods for ages, and its plan
of construction was not at all behind that used by fishermen
to-day.
Cross Lake (Indian Tt-ungk-too), which the Seneca River
crosses near its southern end, has many circumstances of
d(

t

!

A

interest connected with it.
Here have been found stone
implements for turning up the grouud, carved pottery and
pipes, curious spear-heads and other relics in abundance. It
was here, acenrdiug to tradition, that the Indian deity who

presided over fish and streams (Ti-oun-ya-wat-ha) settled
after he had relinquished his title of deity, and assumed the
name of ITi-a-wat-ha, or Wise Mac.
It was he who cleared
the streams so that conoes could, pass through them, and he
who taught the Iroquois to cultivate corn and beans. It was
he, too, who advised the union of the original five tribes into
that powerful confederacy of the Five Nations, which the
whites found so difficult to subdue.
The tradition of the
formation of this confederation, as told by the Onondagas, is one of the most beautiful legends of history.
Although never in print, to the writer's knowledge,
it is well worth embalming in verse, and is a poem even as
told in the rough gutturals of the Indian's broken English.
Longfellow has taken the wise man of the Sentcas for the
hero of his well-known poem, "Hiawatha" (which is pro-

nounced

WHEN Hermit

the Captain, awoke it was not yet daybreak, but
of the Marsh was already astir, and the
the
fumes of hot coffee and bacon were borne to the Captain's
After a hurried wash at the river the breakfast
olfactories.
was dispatched, and preparations were made for a try at the
ducks. The captured fowl in the pen were shod with a
"boot," to which was attached to a cord for anchoring them,
aud then placed in the bow of the duck-boat the two men
with the guns, accompanied by a single dog, embarked, and
the light, shallow craft was pushed off.
"Here we are," said John, after they had poled through
the marsh a short distance.
But where is your blind ?"
"I will show you when the stools are out. Put the big
he-one on the outside, so— anchor first. Now t'other, not
too near, or they'll get tangled. Put the mallard drake in
Inow for the
the corner and string the others well out.
blind."
The blind was a marvel of architecture, built of marsh
flag and large enough for the boat to be drawn within it.
The opening at which the entrance was made was closed up
by an ingeniously constructed mat of flag, plaited together,
so that the shooters were wholly concealed, while from without it presented a similar appearance to the surrounding
;

too near a large one, the latter

385

'

'

morass.

"There comes a bunch
first

of ducks," said the Captain, as the
gray streaks in the east made the surrounding region

JTee-a-iMtthti not, as elocutionists have it, Hy-awatfi-a), but the poet's account of this character differs
widely from thai of the Indians' tradition, and the writer
hopes in some future number of this paper to give the version
of the latter as it was told to him.
All this has little to do with the voyage of the canoe,
Gypsy, although the Capiain's thoughts, as he paddltd
through this historic region, were all upon the traditions aud
lore of this ancient people, tire Romans of the Western
Hemisphere. With every dip of the varnished blade a new
idea was brought to the mind.
On that round hill was a
Seneca or Cayuga village. On this eastern shore of Cross
Lake, near the cold spring, is where the great Hi-a-wat-ha
had his lodge, with his beautiful daughter aud his white
canoe.
At this shallow "riff'' the warriors of the confederacy forded the river to confront their enemies from the
north, and perhaps even here waB fought one of the bloodiest
f

battles of their conflict.

Passing Cross Lake

to the St.

"A

How

I

try."

Just then a solitary blue-bill skimmed by at a good sixty
yard-,' distance, and the Captain, drawing a quick sight,
pulled trigger, and, as if to disprove his companion's words,
the duck fell to the water, stone dead.
" Humph I" growled the hermit "accidents don't prove
nothin'.
I can drop 'em twice that length by puttin' my
But "l
shot into a linen rag and ponndin' it home tight.
can't do it everv time, and the man don't live nigh Mosquito
P'int that can."
Several more difficult shots were accomplished by the
lighter gun, however, and the old man finally admitted that
At length,
it was " a powerf id good gun for a pop-gun."
with two dozen birds in the boat and several lying wounded
among the grass, the latter being afti tward brought to bag
by the sagacity of the retriever, the Captain declared himself satisfied with the sport, and the boat was poled back to
the shanty.
d before a villagccouid be
As several miles had fob)
reached where the C
tuednoksl Ids friend,
the Gypsy was soon made ready for the
:

II

|

home,
John was supplied with sufficient tobacco tolast him through
the winter, a hasty good-bye was said and the canoe resumed
As he rounded a turn in the channel, the Capits voyage.
at

CRUISE OF

won't stool
ducks do in

the mornin',"
Soon a large flock of black-duck came working up the
The stool ducks instantly set up a loud calling, and
river.
the flock in the air swerved from their course and swooped
down to join their supposed friends. As they wheeled up
wind to alight two reports came from thfl blind, and then
two more, and seven fine birds floated helplessly in the
water, while a cloud of feathers sailed off with the wind
over the marsh.
lucky shot," said the Captain.
"Humph ort te> got more out o' that bunch.
much
lead you shootin":"
"An ounce and a quarter."
"Hatter put in half an ounce more. Them on your side
carried oil all you give 'em."
"But half an ounce more would kick me out of the boat."
"No business to have such a pop-gun, then. Tou can't
shoot ducks with less than ten pound of iron, and no use to

shoot

down

Lawrence River and C

visible.

"Them's blue-bills," said the hermit; "they
They alius fly before the other
to live decoys.

we

the'rapids of "Jack's

Riffs," aud eight milea further reach the village of BaldHere the voyage of the Gypsy is interrupted for
Winsvflfe.
while the Captain pays a visit to some hunting
a few days
;
friends residing near by, and here we will leave the little
craft for the present, reserving for another time the chronicle
of her renewed voyage down the Seneca and Oswego rivers
to the Great Lake, and close around the shore of old Ontario
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THBEK PAHTS— PART

NIPPER was up
THE
July
Iquote

It.

for a rather extended cruise, tostart
3.
a brief entry from
journal, under date
33: " Slept later than usual, and on rising found
knapsack missing. The loss is irreparable. Spent the day
paddling around the lakes, trying to trace it. It has gone, to
Bine Mountain in the duffel of Mr. Durant and his guide

my

my

Moody— taken

by mistake." The guides assured me it would
the first boat coming from Blue Mountain, or,
perhaps, the Raquette. The mistake was a most natural one.
The knapsack was of oiled ducking, black, not heavy, and
easily taken as a part of the oilcloth goods that hung on the
same large nail. I was fain to wait with what patience I
could.
Bays passed, and the knapsack did not come back. I put
the time in by climbing the hills— Bald Mountain especially;
paddling, botanizing, di gu
blti
off the fir trees for the
few drops of balsam contained in ihein, aud fishing for lake
and brook trout with little success. I interviewed guides
and tourists, studied maps of the Wilderness, aud strove— in
vain— to keep dry. To give an idea of just what the weather
wasjlike at this lime, I will give a few brief quotations from
a journal kept faithfully on the spot
July 10. h.
Gale and heavy raiu. Frequent showers
wind mainly from the north.
17th.
Heavy wind and cold rain from the North, every
one shivering with cold. Five people in the house with hard,
Bark, bark, all night.
chronic coughs.
Rain, rain; blow, blow, from the north, as usual.
I8;h.
Cough, cough. Five of us keep it up. Two will most likely
never be better.
Like the I8;h. cold and rainy. Rained all night.
I'.Ch.
Put on a gum coat, to k my little hatchet, and went
20th.
v Wi 'Old roast an ox, and got
raining;
Rains nearly all the
'Tisn't the moat favorable weather for lung diseases;
time.
not the healthiest region, I should say. Parties who come for
health are every day going out, disgusted and sick.
Still the

come back by

:

I

—

camp

is ft

ill.

Johu D. Fraser visited us. ilehaa been taking views
21st.
of the scenery in Brown's Tract, and taking them well. But

;

—

;
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what American pays

for American ske'ches ?
Let him go to
Switzerland Or the. Rhine. He painted, artistically, a name
on my canoe for I hurried her maker so that he did not have
time to do it, and I would as soon have a wife or daughter
without a name as an unnamed canoe. Still it ruins, and BtiU
we inhera/jUa cough night and day. Is it cheery ? Dowe
feel exhilarated?
"Like the Grand Tuik?" as Mr. Quilp
remarks. .Not to any great cxieut, 1 should say.
Weather a little better. Better myself. Dinner at
22d.
Sam Lunakin's. Warmer. Winds. v\., and showers during
the night.
;

[Dkoembbe

almost incessant, and the thunder was highly credilable for
a country with so few advantages.
I unjoiutcd the paddle, and, using the single blade, got
free of that execrable log.
Then 1 worked free of the old
tree-top, and, aided by the flashes that lighted the whole
forest momentarily, got out into clear water, but quite
idiotic as to the points of the compass.
So, as there seemed
lothing better to do, 1 sat still and watched the strange,
wild scenery, as shown in different colors by electricity.
There were, white flashes that appeared to dash all over the
forest in a broad, white glare of light, with no distinctive
point of stroke.
Pale-blue, zig-zag chains, that gave a peculiar ghastly light among trunks and limbs, and orange colored
bolts that seemed to
eye like round globes of fire. These
once, a
last struck twice within a short distance of the canoe
tree that, stood in the water, and once on dry land.
I could
tell by the sound of the shattered tops, as theyplashed into the
Water, or clattered to the ground.
Comfortless its the situation was. it was a grand display, also
a little unearthly and
a trifle scary. It was some satisfaction to reflect that I was
Sirred in two companies, and a random bolt or a tumbling
ep might be worth three thousand dollars to the widow.
The storm lasted an unconscionable time, but was followed
by a bright, clear night, and when I had made out the north
star, I slowly wot kid down the channel, got into the lake, and
made the cmip again just as the eastern sky began to show
streaks of .light. "There was plenty of dry kindling wood in
the damp, and a rousing fire was in order, with a pint of
strong, hot tea, broiled pork, bread and potatoes.
Thanks
to Ihe waterproof shelter-tent, I was capable of a dry blanket,
shirt and drawers, so, hanging
wet clothes to dry by the
fire, 1 swathed myself snugly in blanket and tent, lay down
i fragrant browse, and slept the sleep of the just man.

23d. Already noted.
24th.
Paddled to Forge house. Wet again.
wet all
my
the time. The whole Wilderness water-soaked,
Just a repetilion of 24'h for rain and wind. Tried
25th.
the spring holes joat, before and after sundown— with the
Guides, boats and parties coming and going all
usual luck.
the time.
More parties and more rain. Many going out dis20th.
gusted.
Tried liy-n-btng again— with no luck.
27th.
Weather fietti r.
making up a blanket-roll, aud
getting ready for a good stait to-morrow, if it iB fair.
Rained in the IV re part cf the day, but cleared off
28ih.
in the afternoon, and I started for a cruise at 6 p. ju.— rather
late, as I fi und
for, what with stopping at Ed. A mold's for
a visit, and loitering on the wav, night overtook me long before I reached the head of Fourth Lake.
Hi re I found
a roaring torrent coming down the inlet from Fifth Lake,
which after an hour of hard w. rk I was unable to stern, and
SO drifted back into Fourth Lake, where
paddled around
my
until midnight, finally landing ou an island where Fieri Hesa
baa a good house aud camp.
Here he lives, with his family
but happening to be absent just then, could not welcome me,
so I maile myself welcome to his open camp, found a lamp
It is not to be supposed that a man, far on the wrong side
and a good bed, lighted the one and took possession of the
other, managing to put in a few hours of solid sl^ep before of fifty years, can take an all-night soaking in a wicked storm,
sunrise.
Started early, and tried the inlet by delight but seated in a 16-lb. canoe, where, to rise, or even turn round,
the current was too stiff, and 1 was forced to back down may mean drowning can turn out, after needed sleep, with
and take the carry to Fifth Lake. Found lha tislting camp a general disposition to throw hand-springs, or perform
feats of muscular agility.
I awoke at about 10 a. k. on the
at the foot of the lake partially subu.erged and untenable.
Last year it was a fine camp to stop at; hut the State has morning of July 30, lame and sore, unwound mystlffrom
seen fit to back up 'he water in Sixth and Seventh Lakes with blanket and oiled shelter-tent, look a wash, built a huge fire,
beat to make a cheery
a dam tenfeet high the gate hid just been raised by order," made some strong coffee, arid tried
and the pent-up waters were rushing downward to the Black thing of it. It wouldn't do. The miserable dead-line of timber
River, to turn mill-wheels and swell the profit sof some manu- was about the only cheerful outlook it was a long distance
either way to human habitation or to human sympathy, and
facturer or corpora ion having influence at Albany.
Making the threc-quar er mile carry from Fifth to Sixth, I was just mad. I limped down to the soddened beach, sat
down on a soaked log, and "nursed my wrath to keep it
I landed at the dam, and rested for a time to take in the
warm." I cursed the weak, selfish policy (if it deserves the
desolate scene.
The water at aud above the dam was clogged with rotting name) that is turning the finest sylvan region on the face of
the earth into a disgusting malarial nuisance. I cursed the
vegetation, siuiy tree-tops, and decayed, half-sunken logs.
The shore line of trees stood dead and dying, while the miserable, illogical hoodlums, who, from high positions, sing
smell of decaying vegetable mutter was sickening. Last the praises of the Adirondacks, as a finer, more romantic
season Sixth Lake, though small (fifty-three acr.s), was a land than the Swiss Alps; begging that it be kept as a
"Slate Park an inheritance for our children's children,"
wild, gamy place, and the best of the chain for floating.
Its
glory ha'a departed. None care to stop there longer thali is while, from the other corners of their mouths, they explain
Seventh Lake, containing 1,01)9 acres, is the how the waters that, by nature, seek the St. Lawrence, may
necessary.
second largest lake of the chain, and lies but a trifle higher be dammed, backed up and turned, to flow into the Hudson.
than Sixth. There is no rapid water and no carry-between (See Vei planck Colviu's reports, which I have before me.)
the two. and a dam that raises the water eight or nine feet Now, let any man, with as much brains as a hen-turkey,
in the Sixth will rais-i it almost as high in the Seventh.
The look over Oolvin's reports, and say what, (he result will be,
channel up to Seventh was as plain a- a highway last year, it his sugg-s'ions are ever practically carried to their consumand pleasant withal. The present season finds the channel mation. * * * * But, enough lor the present. " An' if
wiped out, the forest of balsam, spruce and hemlock, con- the beast an' brauka be spared " 1 will ventilate this subject
r
verted into a lUsrnal swamp of dying trees, foul, discolored by another y ear, quite to the satisfaction of all those who
wateis, and fouler smells; while the channel has puzzled advocate the damming of lakes and rivers, regardless of
more than one. guide v, ho had been used to the route for health, recreation and the preservation of a region the like
years. However, by the help of a few blazed trees and of which does not exist on the surface of this globed earth.
More anon.
Nkssm ir k
lallen timber, with short sections cut out of the trunks for
the passage of boats, I contrived to keep the channel and
debouched into the once pleasant Seventh, only to find it a
TRIP IN
CAR.
All along the shores
scene of desolation and decay.
the timber was dead or dying; and the odor of rotting
many of your readers are more or less familiar
vegetation was not suggestive of '"ozone," or balsam laden
with the plan tor an annual hunt of certain members
breezes.
or the Worcester Excursion Car Company, and have heard
As you enter the Seventh by the ou'let, turn to port, fol- or read of their success in the Great Northwest for five or
low the shore for 100 rods, and you will find an open, free- six years.
At the risk, then, of repeating some things
It has been there for many years, and
for-all bark camp.
which you may have already published, 1 will ask you to
many are the names and dates carved on the squared logs of allow a little space lo what 1 opine may a tleast be a rarity in
which the sides are built. I expected to find Sam Dumtkin, your columns a lady correspondent that I may record some
with Doctor Noli and parly here, but they had left, though particulars of this fall's bunt. It was
good fortune to
So I stopped for a rest and Joi- be a member of the bunting party which left Worcester on
their Are was still burning.
ner.
Aero s the lake, looking by the high rocky point, you the T7th of September last in the new and beautiful ear, the
"Jerome .Marble." I can readily sec the look of surprise on
could see, last season, a white, long strip of clean sand-beach.
Just back of the beach was a hedge-like row of green sbrub- the faces of some who wonder who could have been so
be>y, same fifty yardslong, and just here cone in the stream
foolish as to take ladies on a shooting trip.
And why not,
the inlet of Seventh.
This, too, is ail pi ay?
enjoyed it, our husbands approved it, and alof Eighth Lake
Beach, hedge and inlet are all drowned out. and though we could not shoulder a nine-pound gun all day, day
changer).
the dense for'st, for a Ions; distance, is under water on in and day out. as the gentlemen did, we frequently carried
This is bad for the open spaces among the our lighter breech-loaders, and climbed the hills aud scaled
either side.
trees are easily mistaken for the inlet by a stranger, while the
the n cks, and crossed the plain, and tried to make the car
tortuous channel is hard to follow and tie; landing still a plcasantcr and happier home for the gentlemen than it
would have been bad we been left at our own homes. We.
more difficult to find. And thereby I came to grief
for,
taking an after-dinner nap, I must have slept gained iiifonmuiMii, pleasure and health. Our husbands say
too long. The afternoon was clou ly, aud ray watch, that
they enjoyed our company, and we are already agreed to one
very useful companion of the lone tourist, had got wet, aud,
thing if we are fortunate enough to have the opportunity,
though keeping up a feeble semblance of life, had become we are going again.
Two ne.v cars were completed by the Jackson
utterly reckless ns to any proper division of hours and
Sharp
minutes. The hands pointed to half-past two. The hands Company for the W. B. O, Co. on Sept. 15, the "Jerome
Marble" and ihe "Charles B.Pratt." As you have heretolied.
"
Probably it was nearer half-past five when I paddled leis- fore printed a description of the
City of Worcester," the
urely across Seventh Lake, and, after losing half an hour original car of this company, I will not burden you now
looking for the inlet,, started up the chanuel all right. I with details, but will refer to the great improvements made
ought to have found the landing in less tliau one and a half
The main saloon
as the result of three years' experience.
rni.es
but I went on and on, until the roar of the rapids which is parlor, dining room and dormitory in one is large,
admonished that 1 had gone too far up stream. Also, 1 had airy and even luxurious. By a new arrangement of berths,
the room in daytime bears no signs of them.
lost the marked trees which the guides have blazed to indiBeds, frameSol turned and paddled back, looting care- work, mattresses, pillows and curtains are all stowed away
cate the route.
None was to be seen. 1 elsewhere in lockers.
fully for some sign of a landing.
large private stateroom, containing
a cabinet bed, may be used in cases of sickness
skirted along the north sin re, as near it as I could get, aud
but, forgot into a fearful rofifs of dead logs, submerged free-tops and tunately, it is not often in demand for that purpose. Of the
sunken brush, but no lauding. All at once darkness shut reading room, the ample wardrobes, lockers and dressing
down on that miserable, dismal forest, like a wet blanket. rooms, the complete kitchen, pantry aud refrigerators, the
heavy black cloud showed in the southwest, and thunder roomy lockers beneath the car for provisions, fuel and ice,
and of the three attendants porter, cook and waiter accombegan to growl ominously. And now for the open channel
panying each ear, you have heard before. Every one of
for any place, where dry ground may be found, with a
chance to put, up the shelter tent. Too late. One cud of the these beautiful cars is indeed a home on wheels.
Both the " Marble" and "Pratt" were chartered to huntcanoe was last on a lloating log, and the first attempt to back
ing parties long before their completion, the former to start
off resulted in sticking the other end in a scraggy tree top,
from Worcester, the latter from Philadelphia. The "Pratt"
i0
while the log stuck tighter than a brother. Il began t<
The canoe was hung up, stem pariy was composed of gentlemen alone, and as the wives
like an uncomfortable scrape.
and stern, and the furious gust that usually precedes a thun- of some of its members were given places on the " Marble"
der storm was roaring through the forest, tipping a balsam the two parties seemed closely related, and after deciding on
the same route met frequently, first at Chicago and afteror spruce over here and there, making one feel uneasy o.s they
plashed into the mud ly water, their loosened roots making ward at the hunting grounds. As I have said, we left Worthem an easy prey to the wind. Ou the heel of the wind cester on Sept. 17, going to Chicago direct by way of Hoosac
came the rain, and how it did pour ; while the lightning was Tunnel. Here we tarried long enough to learn the more re-
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cent reports from the prairie chicken country, and decided
to go on the Minnesota Division of the Northwestern R. R.
At Redwood Falls we remained a week, aDd were very
successful, as well as at Canby, considering the moist condiThe unusually severe rain storms of the
tion of the prairie,
summer and early fall made chicken shooting more like work
and less like sport than ui der ordinary circumstances.
Chickens were plenty, and notwithstanding the' discomforts
of getting them on account of the water, we had more than
our fifteen ravenous appetites required, from the day the

one was killed until we left them for larger game.
Somewhat earlier than we originally intended we left the
Northwestern Railroad for the Northern Pacific, starting
from ils eastern terminus, St. Paul, on Oct. 3. We found
geese and ducks in great quantity and variety wherever we
stopped. At Troy Farm, D. T., graygeese were very abundOne of our party, its youngest member, shot sixteen
ant.
in an afternoon within less than a quarter of a mile from the
He did not bring them all in at one carry, but brought
car.
Our baggage car was
all he could and returned for the rest.
by this lime so overcrowded with game that we decided to
cross the Missouri and spend a. few days in sight seeing.
The biidge between Bismarck aud Maudan is not completed, and we were ferried across the river on the N. P.
Transfer boat. Staiting from Mandan early iu the morning,
we went directlyr to Liitle Missouri Crossing in the heart of
the wonderful i(ad Lands.
I would gladly attempt a full description of this curious
country if I felt that I could do the subject even meagre
justice, without, encroaching too much upon your space The
strata of black and red and gray, the scorice capped butles,
the weird, desolate appearance of a city ruined by fire, the
yawning canyons, varied in their colors by ihe green cedars,
the red scoriae, ihe neutral tinted clay and rockB, and the
brown and black cinders and liguite, and, stranger than all,
tie hissing, burning pits, themselves the cause of all this
devastation, are things which once seen will never be
forgotten.
By the courlesy of the officers at. Cantonment, "Bad Lands," we were enabled to ride nearly ten
miles from the track, over the rou^h country to a group
of burning pits.
And as if to make our surroundings
an even greater picture of ruin, we were shown, as we
crossed it, the trail made by Custer when he went to his
The largest of the pits which we visited was
death.
full orty feet deep, and wide enough lo enable us, while
sianding on its brink and looking into the white-heated mass
of burning lignite aud baking clay below us, to feel that we
were indeed looking into "a raging furnace, whose fire
could not be quenched." I u reply" to our inquiry, "How
long have they been burning?" we are told to imagine for
ourselves, for the space already burned over is twenty-five
miles wide by a hundred and sixty-five miles in length, and
we instantly conclude that the fire was not lighted by one Of
our race. Pieces of scor as taken from the pits while hot
and fragments of petrified wood from the neighboring plum
were among the relics gathered and preserved by those of
first

I

our pai ty who cared for them.
Great was our surprise lo find the ground covered with
snow when we reached Glendive, Montana, ou the evening
It was only a scare, however, for the warm sun
of Oct. 11.
of the next two days lelt Ihe ground bare and dry again. At
Glendive wo had our first view of the now famous Yellowstone, aid through the kindness of the Norlhern Pacific
Construction Company our cars were taken to the then extreme end of the track at O'Fallon, giving us a Tide of nearly
O'Fallon
forty miles along the beautiful bank or the river.
is distant from New York over two thousand miles, and was
Returning
the extreme western point reached by onr party.
Ihe same day to Glendive, onr gentlemen decided to accept
an offer of wagons and escort from the Commandant of the
We ladies could not well
military Post fur a buffalo hunt.
share in this sport, and willingly agreed to remain at he car.
A three-days' camping outfit was soon ready, and early Thursday morning, under the guidance of five mounted soldiers,
all but one of the gentlemen started for a point thirty-five
I

miles northwest.
Just at the appointed time and while we were looking for
them on Saturday afternoon they came iu sight, loaded down
with all the beef they could carry, and with the hides and
some of the heads of the eight buffalos killed on Friday.
This was indeed success, even beyond our most sanguine
hopes, and we will not soon forget the kindness of the officers of the Post, to whom we are so greatly indebted.
After leaving Glendive, on our return trip, we halted at
Keith aud Sou'h Heart, at this season the best points on the
road for antelope. 1 could almost say we saw thousands of
them on our way from Mandan to Little Missouri. We certainly saw many herds of over fifty in each and some of over
One of our party was fortunate enough to kill
a hundred.
one from the baggage-car while we were going at full speed.
An accommodating engineer checked his train and gave ub
time to bring it in. Before we recrossed the Missouri on our
return we had secured ten antelope and two deer, which,
with the eight buffalos, made our stay on tins division of "the

Northern Pacific remarkably successful.
After stopping at Steele and Crystal Springs, where ducks
and geese were so plenty that it. seemed almost like murder
special engine
to kill them, we came back to Minneapolis.
took our cars to Fort Suelling, giving us time to enjoy the
magnificent view from Ihe Fort tower up and down the
Mississippi, and up the Minnesota, and a charming visit to
One. of our party having become so
the Falls of Minnehaha.
infatuated with the country that he declared he was not
ready to return home, bade ns good-bye at St. Paul, with the

A

intention of returning to the buffalo country.
After our return home we found our expenses for the entire
including everything, were about five dollars per day.
Can you imagine a more delnzh'ful vacation ?— IIicnuihtta.

avowed
trip,

Ospiiev or Eagle— Stevens Plains, Me., Nov. 28—
Editor Forest and Strewn! 1 notice a, communic ition in the
your paper, signed " W," giving an account of
"VV" first calls the
an eagle taking a pike from a mill-pond.
Now. I
bird an eagle, then osprey, and then eagle again.
never saw an eagle, neither A, canadefttfs nor IT. leueaa
lux take fish in that manner, but have repeatedly seen the
osprey, P. earolinensin, do go! I suppose "W." meant osprey
when he said eagle. If not, I would like to ask if it is a
com inon habit of the eagle to procure his food in 'hat manner?
The shooting in this p-rl of the Stale has been very poor this
fall; no ruffed grouse to mention, squirrels fairly plentiful,
and a few Tail about make up the list: Have seen but one
J Acre.
flock of geese, and that a small one.
[The bird referred to w.ia probably Fandion caroliiunm,
the fish hawk, but it may have been Ha imtm leueoeephalus,
the white-headed eagle. On the Pacific coast we have seen
the latter seize fish in tire water, though we believe it to be
unusual for them to do bo.~\
last issue of
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FRAGMENTS.—IV.
BEING EXTRACTS BROM AN BDlTOK'3 OOBRESPONDENOE.
* * * I flrst saw the light in the ancient county of King
George, lying bet ween the Potomac and Rappahannock rivers,
Maryland. In this country is a variety of game, nourished
by a good supply of food and protected by a splendid cover.
My"! others before me were lovers of the chase, and I pre-

sume

from them

Had

I inherited

I ihe lime

I

might

tell

How

knew noihing about

greenhorn, in fact,

found

there, just

where

lie

had said

it

but the fox was

it,

would

be.

my

father performed many notable
feats of 'marksmanship was an old flint-lock.
It kicked so
hard that it one day knocked out two of his front teeth. Of
this untoward event I always had a lively recollection when
charging the old piece, aud how my heart would flutter when
I was about to pull the trigger! Many amiss was due to
the snapping of that clumsy Hint-lock; and I will remember
the wonder excited by my "first sight of a percussion-lock.
Were I not admonished by these twinges of-pain (for you
know how I suffer irom insomnia) I should love to relate
for theFoKKBT and Stream some of the bright and dark days
I could tell you how a companof my life as a sportsman.
ion once killed an elk at Mare's Island Navy Yard, Cal., with
buttons torn from his vest at the moment. There used to be
acres of geese and ducks in that same country : and once, at
Mare's Island, I killed thirty-four sand-snipe at a shot. * *

The gun with which

%<ituml

]§i?tor%.

THE RABBIT NUISANCE IN NEW ZEALAND.
English rabbit (Lepus cunieulm) has for
THEthecommon
seven or eight years incteased so alarmingly
last
in certain parts of these islands, as to make the question of
their future effect a serious one f"r the whole colony.
Orig-

inally introduced by private individual, and turned out
here and there in small numbers, ihey now promise, unless
effectually suppressed within a short time, to work something approaching ruin to the pastoral interest in localities
where they have taken hold, if not over the whole country.
The question was taken in hand by the Legislature in 1876,
aud since that tini" four statutes have been passed, each
giving more extended powers to the officers appointed, enabling hem to compel property owners to take steps to clear
Until this year, however, no protheir land of the pest.
vision was made for the clearance of the vast areas of unoccupied Crown lands and native reserves, which formed perfect hot beds for the propagation of rabbits, and rendered
the efforts of adjacent owners and occupiers almost futile.
The Rabbit Inspectors have now power to take such steps as
they may deem necessary in respect of such laud, and the
expense is to be met by an annual vote of Parliament. In
the case of all other lands, the Government is empowered to
levy an annual rate of not more than a tarthingan acre within all districts proclaimed under the provisions of the
statute, which rates are recoverable in a court of law, and
are to be expended in payiug the officers appointed under
i

Owners and
the statute, and other necessary expenses.
occupiers of land are compelled, under a penalty, to take
efficient steps to clear their property of rabbits on receiving notice to that effect from the Inspector of their disand continued neglect of such notice gives the Intrict
spector a right to take whatever steps he may deem necessary
for the destruction of the rabbits, aud to tecover the cost
summarily from the defaulting owner, in addition to the
penalty.
The statute, moreover, exempts from taxation all dogs certified to by an Inspector as kept solely for the purpose of
destroying rabbits and imposes a penalty for the destruction
or capture of ferrets, weasels or such other animals as may
be officially proclaimed to be Ihe natural enemies of the
rabbit.
With such a trenchant measureat his heels, we may
fairly hepe that the hitherto overwhelming progress of this
enterprising little rodent will receive a salutary check.
;

;

Various methods have from lime to time been adopted for
destroying rabbits wholesale. Small armies of men are still
employed on many sheep-runs for no other purpose than this.
Dogs, guns, and wheat or oats steeped in oil of rhodium, and
phosphorus, are the most effective means employed the
latter with but little injury to sheep, though a few are occa{

sionally poisoned.
Some idea of the serious aspect, which the rabbit question
hasassumed here may be gained from the following particulars, which are taken from ihe evidence given before a select
committee of the House of Representatives appointed for the

purpose

Three sheep runs in the middle island, of 50,000, 40,000
and 19,400 acres respectively, have been totally abandoned.

Ten

other runs, with an aggregate area of about 400,000
have been within the last year or two abandoned and
whereas
since re-let at a gross rental of £019 per annum
Some of theje
their original real, reached close on £3,390.
are re-let to rabbiters at a mere nominal rental, and not a sheep
The effect on the sheep-growing
is to be found on them.
capacity of the colony may h« gathered from the statement
in the official returns for 1878 and 1879, which show that in
the latter year the colony possessed only 1 .405,3.89 sheep, as

acres,

;

1

against 13,009.838 for the previous year, being a deficit of
The departmental returns for 1880 and 1881 are
1,658,949.
not yet compiled but it is estimated on good authority that
the deficiency in numbers will have now reached 3,000.000,
and that the loss to the 'exports of the colony may be calcuThe same official return shows
lated at £500,0. )0 pi r annum.
the number of -abb-it skins exported from the colony li ring
1878, J879, 1880 and ihe first qmirlcr of 1881, to be is.C'bO L'70i
of the value of £159,110 aud, us the evidence given before
the committee seems to fear out the conclusion that not more
than one rabbit is found for every ten killed, some idea may
;

;

Dunedin,

Nov.

Jf. Z.,

S,

L.

1881.

M.

HABITS OF WOODPECKERS.

my

predilections in that
you how my greatgrandfather, while struggling in the water, into which he had
been drawn by an immense sturgson which he had just
hooked, opened a knife with his teeth, cut the line, and saved
his life.
I could tell how rny father killed wild ducks with a stone,
when he was deprived of a gun by his father, who considered him too fond of hunting.
I could tell you how this same parent of mine bagged forty
foxes in one. season with his faithful hounds, Sportsman,
he quizzed a greenTrue Boy, Storiner and Countess.
horn who undertook to point out to a disappointed hunting
party the exact spot where a fox was to be found. The
that
direction.

be formed of the swarms of the little pest with which the
colony is infested.
That New Zealand should, notwithstanding this heavy
handicap on one of its main industries, continue to flourish
and progress, is a striking proof of its natural advantages and
resources, aud of the energy and enterprise of its population.

Hoosiek Hail, Ind., Dec. 1, 1881,
Editor Forest and Stream:
In a communication touching upon the food, etc., etc., of
squirrels, which appeared in the Forest am> Streaai of

November 10, I stated that the woodpeckers were busily
laying up their winter's store of beech-nuts, to which statement you put an interrogation point.
That woodpeckers the red-headed kind in particular do
not depend exclusively upon insect food tori heir subsistence,
end that they do lay up stores of nuts in autumn for use in

—

—

winter's bleak days, is a fact with which I have been familiar
for many years, and considered it an accepted fact by all
observers of the habits of these birds.
In the early summer time, when the cherries aud various
kinds of berries are ripe, no bird is found a more persistent
frequenter of the trees and vines than the red-head woodpecker. In the summer and fall, when the apples hang ripe
and tempting in the orchards, the woodpecker allows the tat
wood-woim to gnaw away beneath the tree-bark in peace
and safety, while perched on an apple hanging to some
slender bough, swinging in the mellow bteezes, he gouges
out mouthfuls of the juicy fruit.
Then in autumn, when the acorns, beech nuts and chestnuts ripen, this red capped forager goes to work with a will,
and from rosy morn till dusky eve busily gathers and hides
away in holes and crevices in the trees generous stores of
nuts, on which he feasts during the dreary winter days.
few days since I examined an old beech-snag or stump
some forly feet long, wilh the sip-wood soft with decay unci
full of burrows and tunnels made by the wood-worm, which
had recently been prostrated to the earth, and found pints of
beech nuts stowed away in the holes and cracks. From one
hole, originally made by a wood-worm, but enlarged by the
woodpecker so that at the surface the hole barely admitted a
nut, but deeper in widened out sufficiently large to chamber
two or three, I extracted six plump nuts, and the circumference of the tree was perforated with hundreds of just such
store-houses,
hi some of the holes I noticed the hull of the
nut remaining, the bird having pecked away the seed aud
removed ihe sweet kernel. The treasures secreted in this old
tree evidently belonged to one bird, for, so far as
observations go, each bird selects a tree for its operations, and
defends it bravely against all comers.
The cunning squirrel, who loves nuts better than the birds
do worms, frequently while in search of provender discovers1
the hidden treasures of the woodpecker, and in attempting
to secure the booty he soon discovers that he has a first-class
fight on hand, and after the ferocious bird has rained down
on his unprotected pelt a shower of fiercely-delivered blows
with its ivory-pointed beak, the squirrel suddenly remembers
that he has important business elsewhere, aud departs on the
double quick. This very day I witnessed a fight between a
red-headed and a golden-winged woodpecker, caused by the
latter bird trying to steal some of his red-headed brother's
treasures, and he was compelled to abandon his pillaging
opera' ions, aud beat a hasty retreat, although much the larger
bird of the two.
An inch auger-hole in a gate-p03t, standing near
house,
wasselected by an ambitious red- headed woodpecker as a likely
place for storing away a few nuts for future reference, and
after cramming the hole full of nuts the bird plugged it up
with a piece of bark. Wishing to test his watchfulness I removed the bark and the nuts. On the following day the bi:d
discovered his loss, and alter considerable fussing and scolding, went to work again, and refilled the hole and scaled it
up with a piece of tough bark.
When the beech-nut crop fails, few, if any, red-headed
woodpeckers winter over in these parts, but when Ihe crop
is abundant, as it is this season, hundreds remain the winter
through and brighten aad cheer the desolateness of the forests with their presence aud vpicp.*.
U. Beekk.

A

my

my

Fkebisbobo.

am

surprised to learn that the red headed woodpecker
is a winter resident as far nor. h as Lewis Co., N. Y.
In
all my winter tramps in the woods for the past thirty years I
have never once seen him nor any woodpecker hut, the hairy
and dowuy, which are common, and the pileated, which is
not common. One day since the first of this month
thought I heard the peculiar tree- toad-like note of a Ted
headed, and I never before heard it so late in Ihe season.
Thompson, in his " Vermont," puts this bird down as a
migrant, and, as concerns this State, he certainly is not a
winter resident.
R. E. R.

I

—

—

VlCKSOTRG, Mis3.
Information is asked for by your correspondent, "Ned
Buutline," as to the habits of Ihe red headed woodpecker.
This bird is migratory in its habits makes its appearance in
this section early in the spring, stays the summer and fall
months, and disappears in cold weather. Some, however,
spend the winter with us, but are soldom seen, as they repair
Their apto the dense forest for protection from the cold.
pearance in the spring needs no herald to introduce them to
your notice. The first intimation of their coming will be
;

signal ized

by a grand hammering on

the top of

some dead

and

if the male bird can find a shivered piece of timber
hammering, he is in the height of his glory.
the season for mating, and there can be witnessed a
pantomime of love-making not surpassed on the stage.
Should the male bird be successful in winning a Companion,
they busily engage themselves in building a house for their
future abode.
In this they never make a mistake no architect is consulted, no plan is agreed On. no alteration is made
in any building they undertake, each being by nature a perfect architect.
They raise two to ihree Broods of young a
year aud generally about, five young iu each brood. They
are great insect feeders, but, have a wonderful appetite for
fruits, nuts and corn.
The first fruit that ripens is the native black mulberry, of which they are exceedingly fond.
Then they feed on raspberries, grapes, peaches and apples.
As soon as the Indian corn is in roasting ear, they take to
the fields aud feed m that. In the fall months they eat bhekgum berries, hackberries, beechnuts and acorns. The beechnuts and acorns they gal her and store away for future consumption. Faithfully do they apply themselves to r.he lask
of packing every nook, crack and hole with these fruits, and

tree,

to vibrate to his

This

is

;

I
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when driven from their homes
a warmer land, they know by

to seek a temporary shelter in
instinct that they will still be

them on heir return. But he blue- j ay stays Deb ind,
and when the woodpecker is far off in his sunny home, steals
from the larder of a more provident bird. The woodpecker,
the provider
the poacher, the jay. And often have 1, when

in store for

i

t

;

listening to the receding notes of a pack in full cry, or whan
listening to the faint strut of a distant gobbler, been vexed
by the incessant hammering of these little birds. But yet,
' Ned," T love them still. I love them because they are so
affectionate to their mates.
I love them because they are so
kind to their young. I love them because they rid my premises of insect pests.
I love them because their incessant noise
Lowndes.
relieves the monotony of a bachelor's life.

Stanley,

New

Jersey, Dec.

0,

1881.

When returning from school the other day, I noticed a
young redheaded woodpecker (Mebinerpen crythrwephaliis)
He allowed me to
on a post, busily pecking at something.
approach quite close to him without flying. When I went
up to the post I found that he had been eating acorns. He
had excavated a small hole in the top of the post, in which
he placed the acorns, so they would not slip when he cracked
them. There was a crack in the post, in which he had put
unoth-r acorn. It must have been his habit to eat his food
there daily, for the ground was strewn with shells.
Harrt Page.

THE COLORING OF RUFFED GROUSE.
New

York, Deo.

9.

Editor Forest and Stream :
Iu your issue of Dec. 8, " Stanstead" gives "Eight
Kules for Treeing Grouse." It seems to me that if a person
who had hunted grouse in any part of Ihe country, except
Northern Vermont and Canada, should try to make a bag of
birds according to the eight rules, he would meet with very
poor success. I have hunted grouse more than anv other
bird, anrl, a3 a naturalist, have studied their habits very
iosely, but should not dare to give any set of rules, because
each individual bird is liable to change his mind after he
s arts, and only a thorough knowledge of the ground, and of
the habits of the grouse, will enable one to find birds successfully.

Although " Stanstead's" rules are undoubtedly very good
for his locality, they would not answer for Connecticut, where
nor iu parts
it is a rare thing for a grouse to alight in a tree
of Maine where I have hunted, and where it was the excepshootMost of
tion for a bird to alight on the ground.
ing has been in New York and Pennsylvania, in localities
here grouse were so plentiful that it was not worth while
following one up, nor trying to find him if he went into a
tree; but ''Stanstead's" rule 1st is exactly revers<d in these
"When this bird has been flushed on
two Stales.
level ground, should he fly swift and low out of sight, he will
usually swing to the left, and alight on the ground." Now,
experience, abird tliattlies low always alights
according to
in a tree at the end of his flight, but a bird that flies high
alights on the ground.
;

my

Hews

my

Every hunter who has enjoyed a thorough experience with

knows how the habits of the bird vary in
different localities. But; now let us bring up a new subject in
regard to local variations, and that is the variation in color
of ruffed grouse from different sections of the country.
This is a subject that I tried to have discussed in the Forest
and Stream several years ago, but no one seemed disposod
to answer.
the ruffed grouse

In Ne i England I have found tlw prevailing color of the
grouse to be of an ashy gray. In Pennsylvania the color is
lawny, almost approaching a ied in some specimens. In
eastern New York both red and grav birds are found, but
gray is the principal color. In western New York this is
If we draw a
reversed, und a gray biid Is the. exception
line on the map, then, from Boston to Pittsburgh, we shall
find the Tiiffed grouse at the Boston end to be of a decided
gray. As the line passes through New York the gray will
merge into the tawny type, and at the Pittsburgh end of the
line we shall not find any grouss that are not red.
I have not had an opportunity to examine Urge quantities
of gr use front other States than those mentioned, but have

examined hundreds of specimens from the States in question.
Neither age nor sex seems to have any influence in this color
distinction, anymore than they have in determining the color
If correspondents wish to
of Ihe mottled owl [Scops wrio).
t.ake up this matter of color in the ruffed grouse, they will
And that the tail of the bird displays the type better than
any of the other fealhers: and if they will carefully notice

the hirds in their respective, sections of the country, and not
speak from memory, we shall have contributions on the subject that will be valuable to the naturalist and iuteres iug to
West.
ihe rest of hunting mankind.

—.».

Maek

.

An

E*ole's Fight wvrn Geese.

— Our

correspondent,

Week related an experience with an eagle,
which we supplement herewith an extract from the Little
Bock, Ark., correspondence of the St. Louis Globe- Demoorat
ne says: "A gentleman from Stone county
of Nov. 28.
gives the particulars of a remirkable incident which ho witnessed while crossing White River on the ferry just above
When nearly half way across
tbe mouth of Sycamore Creek.
the stream an en ainnus eagle swooped down on a ilock of
geese which were swimming in the river tome eighty rods
below ihe boat. The fowls upon observing the eagle approaching instinctively dived under the water just as the bird

Jacobstaff, last

Baffled in the first assault, the eagle flew
struck lie waves.
slowly upward, and when Ihe geese came to $ha surface
darted dowuwatd again, and burying its talon* in one of
The goose struggled
them attempted to bear it away.
violently, while its companions Bwarn around it uttering
shrill cries, and the persons on the ferryboat watched the
strange scene with keen interest. Once the eagle lifted its
prey clear out of the water, ami seemed on the point of
conveying it to Ihe mountain cliff that rose grandiy in the
air on ihe Other side Of the stream, but, the struggles of the
downward. When water was again
reached the goose made a supreme effort and plunged below
Ihe surface, dragging the eagle alter it, and causing the
latter to loosen its hold and rise upward wilh a fierce scream.
The eagle next attacked another goose, but with the same
result, being compelled to relinquish its hold when its inThis strange
tended victim plunged beneath the waves.
contest lasted fully thirty minu'es. at the end of which time
the eagle gave up the fight, and. rising, soared away to the
-warn further
nlOTintftina westward, while the B
down the stream. None of the flock were k lied, hut ihe
water in the vicinity was dyed with blood, and the furface
of the stream was covered with feathers for a considerable
i

i

distance."

i

—
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SNOW GEESE

THE DELAWARE.

IN

§$mii?
Editor Forest and Stream :
Win, Dtileher, of
I have lately received a letter from Mr
in
your city, making inquiry relative to the yearly pr s
great numbers of the snow goose in the nei
Bombay Hook, Delaware Bay. Iu my commit, n ca

[Dbobmbbb

a few steps and flushed a bird (the one he had
poiuied)at leastlenyards in front
bun. this was worth
unci so 1 confined
cartload ol
wonld
my attention ihe rest of Ihe afteTUi OH
ground was moist
bich must have increased the birds'
scent, as Ihe do;
Iri
ts within a
w irds ol
couple of hours, thf re being two or three coveys of quails on
the place.
In one il
i
e he center]
been near;distant unci thirty feet from the

I

§ag mid g«m

il -<y
or so since 1 stated that "duos Bhool
lock of snow geese that appears in the Delaware,
tli a yearly
below Bombay Hook, ha? cot yet shown itself." 'I
lead persona to think the floek makes a regular autumnal appearance there, I Ekould have stated the yearly Hoc
snow geese that makes its appearance every spring in the

THE VALLEY QUAIL AS A GAME
THBEATEKED "

I

;

1

I

were, or of lheir delicacy when served for the table.
Ah n
four or five years ago two of our most expert professional
shooters.

John McCullum and John Brown, were down

the Delaware, below Bombay Hook, and finding ducks very
scarce came across immense flocks Df snow geese.
Not
being acquainted with the fowl, but knowing they belonged
to the goose family, they paddled on them, got several shots,
and filled their skiff. Tins was in the spring of the year,
The birds "were
either the last of March or 1st of April.
sent to Philadelphia, but could not be sold, hardly given
away. Mr. John Krider and Mr. Abbott got a number of
skins; at least your correspondent saw litem at Iv rider's
store.
The flock has yearly made its appearance since then,
are not molested.
so I am told by these g
Last
Philadelphia, one ot out best
spring, Gapt. A. II. Clay,
amateur duck shooters, fou A them in the same neighbor•esorted to the burned meadows
hood, and, not'c'mi
to feed ou the young grass i st shooting up, cut out from an
inch and a half board sevi al profile decoys, and painted
them white. From an imp. unpin blind he got several shots,
lie staled to the writer that
and killed some of the tow
whete the geese started f an the bay (where they were
or their feeding grounds, Lite
sitting in immense flocks)
noise their gabbling male as they flaw in almost deafened
him, and instead of com ihg to him in small parties, in
which case he could have ad bettor shotting, the great body
two divisions, and thus became
seemed to take its flight
alarmed together when shooting began.
Oapt Clay told your correspondent, for a long distauce
along the shore the grass had been so pulled up by the fowl
in then: feeding as to resemble the Footings of swine.
If 1 am not mistaken, the writer sa v among the skins of
rat lenthe snow geese which were killed in
Of the informaders, those also of the white-fronted goose.
I know of no local
tion I give of the former I am positive.
gunner at Bombay Hook, but Mr. Hatcher can get all
additional information he may desire by addressing "Capt.
A. H. Clay, cave John Krider, Second aod Walnut streets,
Philadelphia; or of John McCullum and Joha Brown at
Siine store," either of whom, or both, would be glad, 1
i

1

j

t.

to procure

'link

goad specimens for Mr. Hatcher next

Homo.

spring.

The

Tajik Quail

"Bob"—Editor

D. Elting, of Huntington,

W

r
.

Forest and Stream : N.
Va., has a quail domesticated,

tame juaeed thai he can be carried through the streets upon
an umbrella. Mr. E. will take him into the middle of the
street and let him roll in the dust.
A crowd will gather
and vehicles pass, but " Cob" goes on with great gusto and
so

nonchalance, taking his dust ba'h with a chuckle of perfect
satisfaction.
He was taken to the woods one day, and he
called up another bird that was piping in the fence, and
The conflict was "sharp, but Mr. E.
offered him battle.
parted them before victory was decided. In lighting, the
quail strikes as the barnyard cock does while holding on with
tic Dill. Mr. E. has bad several quails, but couid not tame
them as thoroughly as he has " Bob."*

A

Bk:\xt R-sAtM la Tamed —Mr. Franklin Satterthwatte,
in a private letter, of
fu'a, write
at present shooting iaVi
the 5th inst., to run u of Ihe editors of Fottsts'l' asd Stkuam
who has had a littl b experience
domesticating wild fowl,
and wishes to try i t again: "I have two crippled brant, for
you. Both ere we tig-tipped and one of them took food from
my band on the se a rad day of his incarceration fh an old pigpen, where they at e kept. They are beauties and I have hecome much attach* al to them. They will Vie shipped to you
They eat cc iru, cabbage, grass, etc. The weather has
soon.
been too warm for the geese to come, but ducks and brant
i

I

are plentiful."

A New

Lu.vcii

of

Sob-Spkoiks

i.v.- -In

the

cm rent

volume of the Proceedings of the United 8tntes NattOBal
Museum, Mr. Geo. S. Lawrence has descril led a in."., wii
of Loxigilla portoriceniis, collected in the i-' and of St. Chris-

W.

This bird, to whl h tbi
poclfli
qrandi's has been given, was taken by Mr.
her iii May 1880.
ft resembles L. )mrto?keasi^ but is larger, (h e bill, as a rule,
markedly so. Mr. Lawrence's investtgatioi is of the birds of
the West Indies Islands ha eebeen most va.lun .blecontril
il
to our knowledge of American omil
topher,

I.

ij

I

A

Duck's

Appetite

—Toms

—A

River,

Ocean

Co.,

New

friend of your correspondent at
Manakawken, in this county, owned a Muscovy duck two
years old, which had never had a Fl square" meal" Desiiiug
to ascertain the storage capacity of the duck my friend
quantity of corn. The duck succeeded in
it, an unlimited
consuming two quarts of the whole amount, and then lay
down and died.—N. II. L,
Jersey,

Dec.

1,

1831.

—

A

Editor Forest and Stream: Prime
Quail's Momentum.
idea of the solidity of the quail and his velocity in flight
may be conceived from the fact that B man riding on the
cars was struck in the face b.
e birds, and was
of Lb
Jelled as if by a stone.
He
know who had knocked bim clown, lie Was shown the
quail that had fallen at his feet, which he picked up, and in
passion hurled it. to the ground.
,

!

Bii

Editor Forest and

BIUD.

QUAII.-OASNEl: Y."

ramesto,

Beading iu your interesting journal of last week an ediparagraph concerning regular shipments of vast quantiof American, game to Europe, reminds me of the fact

that strong legislation will be necessary one of these (lays to
prevent the extermination of Ihe quails of this State. That
these birds are yet numerous in some places, is due ouly to
the fact that ours is but a young State as yet, and spareely
settled.
The thirst for slaughter is rapidly growing, bowever, and go where one will in CalifOl nia to day, he will find
that the pot-hunter and representatives of that class of shooters, whose sole idea of sportsmanship is to kill the greatest
number of birds in the shortest possible time, have been

there before him.
When the writer came to California, twenty-seven years
game of all kinds was abundant— quails particularly so

ago,

—everywhere. To-day one must go at least twenty miles
from this city, to the nearest foot-hills of the Sierras or Coast
Range Mountains, in order to find enough of these birds to
make even a reasonable bag in a day. Formerly the birds
could be found any where, even in the valleys, where they
frequented the bushes along the watercourses, and mornings
and evenings could be seen running in the public highways
in flocks.
But, like the deer, they are yearly being driven
into the leas frequented places, and even when found in any
considerable numbers, it is generally where the cover is so
thick; lhat it is difficult to hunt them successfully.
This is
the case in central and northern California, while in some of
the southern counties they are said to be still very numerous.
But even there the plunderers have commenced their nefari
ous work by netting the birds by wholesale and sending
them to the San Francisco market. Here they are offered
for sale at from 75 cents to 81.25 per dozen as long as they
Will keep.

and when they begin

they are disposed of
to itinerant peddlers, who hawk them about the streets for
about 50 cents per dozen. This fall the newly organized
State Sportsmen's Association took this matter in hand, and
causer! the arrest of several parties engaged in the business of
trapping, who were prosecuted, convicted and severely punished for their disregard of the law.
Still it will be difficult
to prevent the wholesale trapping of quail for the market, as
the trappers can pursue their illegal callingin such out-of-theway places that it will be next to impossible to hear anything
against them.
The result, will be that in a few years wo will
hear no more of flocks of quails numbering from 500 or 1,030
in the comities of Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, San Di'-go,
San Bernardino and elsewhere in the southern parts of the
;

to spoil

Slate.

This brings me to the matter suggested by the paragraph
in the Foeest asd Stbbam, above alluded to. It is said that
there are persons who have actually in contemplation the
starting of a quail cannery in this State.
Think of it— an
establishment for canning quails!
Of course, in order to
keep such an institution running during the season, every
locality frequented by the birds would be scoured by the pothunters and trappers; the conscienceless emissaries of the,
creatures who would enrich themselves at the expense of
robbing the people of the State of their choicest game birds.
From quail-canning they would come in a short time lo
shipping the b.rds out of the State by rati, aud I can see no
way in which to prevent a result of this kind except by the
Legislature awakening to the importance of the occasion,
and making it a penal oU'ence for any person to do either—
to engage in quail cunning or quad exportation.
With
proper care the quails in California can be so protected as to
furnish excellent sport— even a reasonable market, supph
for at least another generation, and at least in some parts of
the State.- and it behooves the sportsmen of California to
take an active interest iu the, matter.
The California quail it not a stranger to some of our
res
in ihe Eastern States, as many of them have visited
oar State and enjoyed the rare sport of hunting them. I
refer, of course, to the "valley" quail, the olher species
known as the "mountain" quail being rarely met wil 6 ce]
in the higher moutains, close to the snow bell. Th Eorn iri
a, very game
bird; lha U, he is wary and cunning.
II
baa
been asserted that he will not, i'e well to he dog, audi his is rue
to some extent, but is not the tule.
"great deal depends
upon circumstances. If you can get the birds on favorable
ground, where the foliage of the trees and bushes is not too
thick, and the undergrowth sparse, tbey will— after the first,
flushing lie so clote that a staunch dog might, point one of
'.hem for half a day, and often the hunter has to kick them
OUt of tneir hiding places.
One day last fall, while enjoying an afternoon's hunt in a
l'tile wood, on the ranch of a friend a few miles down the
rtver from here, my .log, running very fast, came suddonh
Upon B quail crouched by a little sprout of oak, in the grass.
was running so fast and came so suddenly upon the
bird (ihe day was warm and the ground was dry, so that the
scent was very slight), lhat. when he drew up his nose
was probably not mere than feix inches from it. Whether
unduly excited by the proximity of ihe bud, or whether the
latlei made a movement of some kind, I know not, but the
dog eo far forgot himself as to make a spring and catch it,
to me unhurt.
This I proved by giving it. wing
until it had reached twenty or thirty yards, when (of course)
[i

i

'
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diversity of opinion prevails

the correct loading for different

a subject upon which wc should like
of gunners.

to

game.
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hear
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down.

That the birds give out a strong scent there can be no
doubt. About three years ago I was out duck shooting about
three miles from town, when a storm came up aud I was
forced to seek a vacant shanty in a neighboring pasture, in
which there were fifreeu or twenty acres of trees, wild-rose,
thickets aud cockle-burra.
While waiting for the shower to
I heard some quails calling near by, and changing
in; No. B'S for 8's soon made Off toward where the "no-you"
notes were coming from. 1 had not gone far through
don't
and wet e.rass before my setter, which had ranged
oil to my right and was then coming toward me (against the
wind), came to a beautiful point,
He had been worked
bl
tei
on quails atid 1 was not a little stirwalked toward him, aud
whi
within abj u 6f e, n yards flushed a quail altiaosl from
under my feet aud in a direct line with bis point. The bird
As
llew on over the dog and I killed it, the dog retrieving.
soon as he reachi d the same spot, however, with the turd in
his mo'Ulh, he stopped., sniffed the air a second or two as if to
make sure, and then came to another staunch point as before.
:

i

Loading FOB Game.— Much
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Sire..

ties

il

as

I

i

TITR

I

neighborhood of Bombay Hook has not shown ill
hi
fall.
Further inquiry Leads me to believe it Is only seen in
great bodies in the spring, and for the benefit of those interwould state that, to
ested in Ihe nioi
ate
my knowledge, ten years ago an ccasi inal bract; or two of
8now geese, shot in our bay, could be found at the
1 generally purchased them whendealers of Philadelphia.
ever I found them, and no one seemed to know what tbey

advanced

first

il

you a week

1881.

IS,

more than a

i

duck

—

This o

Itions, there
ae that, Ui
is no bird lhat affords belt,: r sp >rl, for the gunner,
r prel
tier work for the dog, than the blue valley qu
cift
M

ini

'

;

i

i

Of course we cannot hunt them

slope.

iut

nfiel

1

friends east of the Rockies

and prairie chickens, and we have

somen

stubbleS

in

to find

do

ioi

..

their quails

o,

then

they are

i

found they will give the best of shots :.. ugb lo do to bag
ope to see them introduced in the Middle and
Southern States some dav, and then you can try hem yourself.
N. E W,
I

OLD TIMES AT MONTAUK.
':

a recent issue of your
IN front
Isaac McLel'lnn,

speaks of Great Pond, a once
ated

a communication
in which he

:

nei,

'lay situIsland,

I

Hontauk, the extreme

D

i

iELPHIA, Dec. 3.

pa]

of

Long

of

1

some twenty years since I visited thei e, but at that time
was a paradise for sportster, n, and one of the very best

It is
it

points for wild fowi si
i the c
Montauk lire per contains boi
000 acres, if I remember
correctly, and When I knew it
as one vast grazing ground,
Or at, least so much of it a3 w
known as the Indian Fi d.
The land was owned principally by farmer!
I

towns of East Hampton, Amagansett and Bridg
and at stated intervals the cattle were driven on and

and

off,

wore the great events of the season in that
The ride from Sag Harbor to East Hampton was
delightful, and from there to imagaosetl tolerably so, bui
across M apt-ague Beach and on to the light-house it w is
lerror, as many an upset would fully prove,
kept by Pat Gould, and he "entertained
ins
table manner. Judge Abraham T. Kose, of Bridge Qani]
was
regular visiior there, and Hubbard Fordhain, Henry
Phelps, Henry Huuttmg and Daniel Z. Bellows c uiltt be
depended on to respondal short notice when Gould suit a
these drivings
locality.

a,

\

a,

cast-

pmewasal

to them at&as. Harl
bn
told of Judge Rose, thai Ik
when For'' am si n| v.-, ird'i

message

was

i

undant.

.It,

was trying an important
eose

Montauk

in great num. rs, wh<
suddenly discovered that important papers were missing and the ease
must lie over for one week; and it was positively asserted
that in a half hour's time he was seen cleaning out. his gun in
the back-yard.
ThfiBfi gent]
enl
portsmen of the old school, end w6M a eredit Lo the sporting
fraternity in their day add generation; but they have pjssed
.

it

away.

One of the institutions in those days on Montauk was old
Putnam, a, negro, who lived with Gould; aud to hear him
describe the acres of geese and duck he had seen and the
swarti! he cut, through them with, bis Oh
8 really
a in
ag, for he had told the sti
them himself.
Beferring to the pond again, I was net aware the salt
.

'

water had hectt let into it, -and if the present owner, wh
he may be, will put an end to it he wilt be al
and I wamld really like to sec the experimont tried of sowing
'",
it, or at least a portion of it, With Wild sice.
1 doubt
ll

ever, if there is ever a return of the old Bight, for it is this
incessant hammering,
dropping, that wears
away the stone, and the fowl nal
laces of greater
Bafety and away from the centres ol c vilization.
The breech-loader may not be directly responsible, hut, ttS
advent among sportsmen has increase
their number by
thousands; aud who would think of
wiih a muzzle gun, or how ma ay city sportsmen especially
would goto Bill Lane's, few instance, and go through the
old pr, cess of loa'ling with froz;n
Ivertng
The game would not. be worth he eand le a for using
bodii s.
a breech- loader for on
sason, and in fact is hardly worth
the candle now in many local ties mi Long Island
ati
[01 a
ni sure for
the .N( w Jersey coast,
f .see
pt to
abandon all shooting until the fowl ,i
inled hick again,
and then pi .-s laws suitably pjQtectiBg tl.ein, unil another
I

I

.

:

t

t'iniig, enfon e the 1 iw.
The business of some would no
doubt an Iter, and Ihe pleasure rtf many ithers wouli bi
tailed, bul CI
resulti obtained would, 1 think, most amply
lemporary restriction,
fears ago the
shooting abo
s now Atlantic City was mosl escelteut
nt, noW, Wl
ares to. alight
IcS IB
in or oui of l
hi
berei
rfLer them from
all points of
/
ass. and if they succeed in tunning the
i

I

,.i

,-

I

I

gauntlet they
v,

Snmi'

eo hi in fleptji or

mth
ami
3h

smokii

t

hoi

i

ig

ic

!

Sear

I

nii'i-i

.

b td

',

bi

by

tail,

of gunners.
I havevisited every
ffontaulc Point to Cobb's Island, Va.,
old stoi'i of what used to be before

same

Ihe

.

in

til

I

irn

,

i.

wood embraced,

r Isiai

Laijjil

and one that cannot be reached

e na<

sue!

isslii

ie,

and

before;
.oil'

We

become so common,
shall tdon have no s

must go

slow;,

ooti

in

gentlemen, or

eat

had

we

all.

iby
Id-tltae
correspoudepts "Engineer,"
Forty-five," "Straight Bi re,"
" Glenn : " etc., etc.' They were tiasy and graceful Writers;
and their letters were read With much
i nk it
high time they were stirred up and given to understand that
they must come to the front Or be .end out of r lunch,
Pink Edge.
I will

,''i

'

i

-

i

—

('AKimuj KJELBD WITH A 33-CAiIBBB RkVOLVEB
Buffalo,
Dec. & Editor Forest anil Stream; The Quebi/j iJ.u'ly
under date of Novemb
Telegraph,
tmns
a
sworn affidavit by Franci. Kenned; tad
'lefiae,
if
of Douglasstown, Province
ihoy
of
Qua
ercin
certify to the killing by a Smith & Wesson SS-Cftlibra
reviver, at, a distance of ton y-twoyards, of a caribou
of 175 pounds weight oft
be caribou was
shot through
of
buntc's. wl
ower of
oba ly neverdi

—

I

I

t

calibre
a

ing grounds
i

e.

Ll.NIVBN.

I'm

'.

re, ai,

and almost

tesce
Basin, OUS

as thecounii

inpenelrable

.,

of

ilie

heel

lem-e
htmtis an

wilderness.— Chablss

J
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REDUCING EXPANDED SHELLS.

BfOME

lime since I had an English breech-"
Being desire gun, in which I used paper shells.
ous of using iira^s ones I got 45 niekel-platud ones, and
after firing them in the gun they came out with difficulty
and after closely examining them I found they were nut in
pe, and anon looking at the chambers of ihe gun
noti< ed for
to first time that they were not bored true.
thi
Jim and kept the shells; and shortly
lade " American .mm. of which the.
probers were bored true; but I found these she]
igUD, although I fried in many ways, by dressing down will) emery, and subjecting thorn lo the action of
vi
1 had a
ingth T fixed them in this way.
thick, put iu the ftice-chuck of a
Jathfc, aud .
y tapered and polished hole put
tun aid: [lie bar of such size that a new shell which had
been fired, would, after being oiled, enter the larger
:>!!'
an inch if introduced with con-ce and with a boring motion.
Then, taking the
jjtoells and sm< aring them with oil and driving them in at
nd of the. hole (with a mallet of wood; up to the
tractl d them with a wooden plug (of slightly less
Siameter than the inside of the shell), in which was bored a
so that it would not strike the anvil seat.
I put
this in the shell and drive the shell out, using the wooden

Baldwin.
atiei s in the State of
He finally
alluded to a game man who was with them, all game, and
wanted to hear from Mr. 1). H. Lay, who gave another
en tures of their party and what was done
on that memorable occasion. And then allusions were made

man and what he

iph

i

;

1

1

:

i

.

i

.

per

1

i

:

i

Shells which are treated iu this way are re
mallet.
their original dimensions.
It often happens that a person
-hells iu his gun has allowed them to be fired

gun, and upon attempting to.use them again has
to be expanded so as to be useless
to all such
iimioation may have some little value.
state that the charge made for making ibis
Id
"swage" was twenty-five cents; and as labor i3 cheaper
your side it could probably be done for less.
;

'

Cot otb.

THE MOBILE GUN CLUB DINNER.

did,

and

this

brought up

an outline of their trip after

1

game

banks down there,
e shot who was fool enough to try
He expressed, confidently, a belief that he
to live there.
would not, go in that direction at the next annual hunt,
Capt. Wm. H. Williamson was the next speaker, and he
spoke of the predicament of the hunters getting where there
Of game, only to bo stopped because there was a

down toward Fort Morgan,

of the sand

in four miles.
Aud then that march in the
sight of a bird, the first shot for twenty-three
years and the safe escape of the would-be victim.
Under the inspiring influence of the Roederer the talk
become more general, and -Mr. E. Carre, Captain Williamson,
n Vass shot his doer), H. P. Vass,
Dr. Scales (wh
Judge Semmes, T. T. Dorman, L. H. Kennerly and Dorman
it. The entertaining description of Mr. Fontaine's
fox hunt, by that gentleman, was one of the most entertaining things of the whole evening, and brought out enthusiastic
He certainly deserved to score 500 points
roars of applause.
I

for that.

The three hours' session was then adjourned over sincere
wishes for man v happy returns of the annual hunt of the
Gulf City Gun Club.
MENU.
Otm Olab Gumbo.
Tenderloin of Flounders, en Cartouche.
Vol an Vent, a la Muscovite.
Boast Wild Turkey, with Water Cresses Mallard Ducks, stuffed
with OliveB .Saddle of Venison, Currant Jelly Sauce.
Broiled Squirrel, a La Maitre d'llotol Gray Ducks, Poivrade Sauce.
Mashed Potatoes, Baked, a, la Villurs Tiuibide of Macaroni,
iRoi
jack Ducks, a la Chevratino.
auxfroid, a la Vert Pres.
crloin of Black Dnck.
:

i

;

Iluuter Style.
Venison, en Soliel.
ison, a, la Polonnaise.
uck, a la Colbert
Loin Sausage.

1881.

1,

Editor Forest, and Stream :
annual side-hunt of the Mobile Gun Club, Nos.
Baud'23, resulted in a tie, each side scoring 476 points.
The dinner was, therefore, a joint affair. The editor of the
ed it so well that I will let him tell the
isdesc
,

i

Celei

Lady Fingers.

me".—J. P, S.
report inclosed is as follows
Last Wednesday night
and elegant dining-room at the Battle House
a memorable aud not soon-to-be forgotten appearance. On each side and across the head of the room, firming three sides of a hollow square, were long Hues of tables
every variety of game in profusion and served and
gastronomy. There were
'a in the art of
Bats for one hundred and twenty participants, the Gulf City
Gim Club aud invited guests.
At :i o'clock sharp, the doors were opened and the seats
Attention was first paid to the tempting dislied.
uehire r.hem ami the manner in which the edibles
showed both persistence aud due apprecj
The wants of the inner man having been Satisfied, the
was commenced by Mr. II. P. Vass, whose remarks were
jiotieeable for their exceeding brevity.
Judge Semmes
now next and roused the first hearty laugh of the evening.
apt. W. J. Brainard was the next brief speaker, after which
1!
Owen
spoke
on.
B,
in deserved praise of the elnb
and its object in furthering that most important coi
in a sound body."
W. B. Holt was next
ailed on, but not being ready, gave place to Dr. T. P.
earnest aud congratulatory words upon the
iicccjs, the gratifying success, of the scheme of a gun club,
if which he was one of the originators, who had believed
in
ts ultimate sucesss from the start.
He was proud or the
Club, and now that its success was "an assured
act, ho hoped its future would continue as bright and
irosperous.
He concluded by calling on one of the
nvited guests, General James Gordon, of Pontotoc, Mississippi.
General Gordon responded in eulogistic terms of the
uernbers of the Gun Club and the magnificent spread that
signalized their first annual hunt. After indulging
ceirriuisceeces be called on anolhir invited guest, Mr. Pontine, of the New Orleans Gun Club.
This speaker
the time when s ime of the members of his club met those
if the
iulf City Gun Club, and handsomely acknowledged
'

^un

i

i

they found their foemen worthy of their steel. Oue cf
is gentleman's allusions brought up
J. Semmes, who
.made a very neat point, and then called on one of the members of the Club, General .1. W. Burke, who gave a very in...
erecting description
hi:' first hunt after wild gee-e and bis
iat

C

Some

nee

i

allusion

was made

to that

modern

Nimrod, Mr. Joseph

Stein, but he bore his blushing honors
and could not he persuaded to talk. Captain
Biily Brainard took the witness stand, andin glowing Words
described the adventure of his party on the Spray, hoi
embarked at (1.-20 on Saturday nigh', bound for Hickory
iidge, mid how every hour after that so m thing happened.
Sear half the night had gone before they reached the bridge,
ailed.
Next morning, a little liefore daylight,
hied a :vd light, and ordered all hands aloft to
>m the coming steamboat. To their great
delight (?) they were at the railroad bridge,
laving suied up the river, turned around and coin
again, without knowing it.
Then they burst their water
gouge, run the Spray full head on a big Band ba ik, 8nd
hey had not reached that promised laud, Hickory Ridge.
This was a very sensational narrative and it was greatly uperne e
id.
Brainard's moving' allusions
tin
POU
tup CJaplai i Rauchenstein, sometimes known as Old
who askc
on some incident
Information
trip.
Captain
if.
called
VaSS
npflu
P.
i'

tl

I

.

of the

'

/.'•

curing Hi':
foi
Dr. Scales, who,
:
_,H: .. calle
"M Mr. DreSsbaeb
a
his trip after game and his pai'ty, and the Iron! le Ll
iad with a ui
igbt conductor.
Mr. fir.
lariated their troubles aud showed that ihev had
<
'u.tlier. limited
liai
fore, all for the glory of their side.
June
JOIUO questions to n-k, and then Dure Levi :,ailed for.
Not heeding the suggestion to "get up on a
IMS

.:

;

i

1

mm

Of

r

del he

.

i

-.lit

down the house and suee:
smoke of the explosion. Thea

of the

Coffee.

Carte Blanche.

Willis, Texas, Nov. 18, 1881.

I am in.

camp now in the woods, have a good staunch
"by the take," probably for the winter. We feast

Cabin
daily on venison,

ducks, squirrels and fish. So far I am
your correspondent " Ixeouk " is not,
lo help him call his turkey.
In the first place he must make a "caller," or "call,"
such as I will describe presently
then he must go to school
(a turkey school) with the young turkeys, as I did, and grow
id learn their language, otherwise he will
not succeed.
If he has a flock of tame turkeys about his
house let htm get np at daybreak and go and sit down a
short distance from their roost and watch them.
Let him
notice everything they do, and he will be much interested,
if not edified, with their performances.
Wild ones act in

happy,
a

see that

lint i

.

me

on

iis

'

'

:

fall arid

.

..

i

'

i

,

on

him up.

tiling

The turkey

think, the best turkey call that
was ever made. I am, in part, the inventor of the instrument myself, and if you will practice it right aud take notice
with it, you can soon become expert in the art.
lallei bone, of the second joint of the wing of
oil square aud smoothly at each
end, f use n file in cutting off and in squaring aud smoothing
the ends.
Glean out the inside and outside nicely. Then
get a seasoned or di v cane or reed joint, that the round end
o
euter.
Push the hone into the
will just
reed prim ttb
irtera of an inch aud wedge it. in
oil not tight enough to split
pi' ce of reed be about two inches loner,
another piece of reed just
Tien begin back from the
to enter.
joint tlirie
down s'nping to-

uae

call I

I

is,

'

some

of

the!

to yelp

t^

o'ee.rt,
Bone.
Reed.
gives the design, and it seems that any one could make it.
Iu order to "cluck," place the tip of the tongue on the end
of the bone mou'.h-piece, and by a quick suck and jerk of the
tongue you em learn the cluck. I make any note that the
turkey does wil the
his instrument.
I call like old
hen or young hen, young gobbler or old; cluck like either
as a call note, or "put" like either as an alarm note.
I
have used every contrivance that I ever heard of, but I
have yet to find anything but the real turkey that can equal
this call, and I hive yet I.
find en old gobbler that I cannot
bring with it. I will put myself on one side of an old
gobbler aud let another man with all the " fixens" he ever
saw, put himself on the other side, with a live turkey hen to
boot, and if the old chap is an hour or two in makiug up his
mind which to go to, I will give my gun if f don't get him.
I made one of these things for a friend in Mississippi once
and taught him how to use it, aud have been sorry ever Bince.
The first spring after I made it he killed nine old gobblers
i

I

»

with it, and has been malting havoc among them ever since.
broke up my "rootin' around," so I left the country;
but I did the same service for ray brother out- there, and he
is now a stand-off for the other man, and even beats him a
little, for my brother can gobble just like a turkey, and
Smith, the other fellow, can't that's all.
C. L. Jordan.

He

—

A MISSISSIPPI CAMP HUNT.
Editor Forest and Stream

many readers might
the country, I shall try aud
fall in a fertile spot or laud
in the waste.
party of some eight or nine of us left on the
13lh for our annual camp hunt, and only one who has participated in these jaunts can appreciate the pleasure that each
one anticipates, except the commissary, who is the draughthorse of the trip
and unluckily this has fallen to the writer's
lot twice in succession.
merrier or happier party never entered a forest than ours
as into the sombre woods we defile, and with blowing of
horns and the deep baying of hounds we plod our weary way
along, till, near night, we draw up to a deep bayou, where
we select a camp groi nd. After a refreshing night's rest, ere
the golden orb of day his begun to tinge the eastern horizon,
we are up, and after a cup cf pure Rio and a few crackers,
we are saddled and off. An er a Bhort ide through pome cane
we enter the. hunting grounds. Scarce had we debouched ere
the thrilling notes of our noble hounds reached far through
the stilly aisles, and the heart of many a timid deer beat refrom

this section of

may

A

i

sponsive to its sweet and stirring sounds. Only afew minutes
after three' or four shots are tired, and we have a beautiful
doe stranded on the brown and sere grass. But we have no
lime to tarry. On we go to a, regular fusillade, to find two
boys with the bnek- ague, worse frightened than the noble
monarch that they had endeavored to bring down. With the
dogs all gone, we try it breasting; and afier a little while
o :o run fast, aud our bear
we see a
hunter on horse-back tc hot pursuit. After a ipirited run of
fifteen minutes and after several shots the bear finally succumbs to the inevitable, and lies prostrate and lifeless. He
Weighed six hundred pounds gross aud cut four inches of
fat.
8ome of ihe boys return to camp with him, while the
rest go on.
After a ride of an hour we are satisfied toreturn to camp having bagged three large bucks, which were
killed like rabbits, jumping from their beds, in just twenty
minutes after the fun began. Not a bad Monday's work.
Tuesday morning breaks upon u->, beautiful, calm and cold
and after a hasty breakfast we are oil again, and during a
iaost enjoyable day we bag three large bucks and one fine
gobbler.
On our return at 4 P. M. we find our chief cook,
Stephen, "a cullud gemman," ready with dinner. It was
undoubtedly, under the circumstances, the best dinner that
Our menu was as follows
I ever sat down to.
ii

,

;

:

r

.

br a
the addition of fried an

key.

were just about the same, with
broiled squirrels and fricasseed turdiv and Friday passed in much the
ad aft-r a most pleasant week we
iber of thirteen deer, two bears,
kept
.nd forty-seven squirrels.
we saw. There were seen fiftyrim teen drives of wild turkeys,
arrived home safe and
anted.
Saturday, the 10th.
J. R. W.
asts

Wednesday. Tim

same way

as the above,

had bagged the small

in

We

turkeys, one ottet
an account of game ilia
three deer, five bears an
with smaller game not
sound, tired and dirty o
Come., Mm., Won, 23
thri e

We

i

—.»—

i
.

^
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Tknnks3EK Go\M3 N'otks— Nashville, Dee. 4.—Now is the
time that the Forest and Stream should have chosen to
ventilate, ihe 'possum question, as there never were more of
them than this winter and of a finer quality. William
Hobbs, thechao
op hunter of this section, gave
one to Co). Geo. B\ Akersl si week which weifihed eight
and three-qiiMi;.-; pounds dressed. To-morrow he Will be
Charley
served to a select few of our] eal pencil drivers.
HoikPiei's noted '".. "-fineltsMubens," has been entrusted
with the parbilin', pepperin1 taUerin and baking of it. The
i, a? been fasting for two days
chief rep
on bread and wat-.r in preparation of the savory dish. The
'

':

'

". 7

,

1

1

.

.

vi

istle "

:

oi

il

.J

ie

vi'h n view of making a dog.
Clarke or Jack Bendy, whichever suc-

ceeds in killini
wards].
nessee inqjl

;

..'I-

.

,

,

,

-

:

alike,

and wrap nicely with a

ami a half
the joined
essential to making

section of reed be one
wrapping will lender
;

lr-ib. hi,

which
Ihe

is

Mow
at

i

it

"

!''

nee and

le1
.

" d es

instrument should be

not understand, then wriie to me
h'm give me his name and address and I will

OUR
'

i

'

one.

...

i

llmi ever

known

;

Ool.

'.lo

R M. Ed-

9 "t East 'l encolonel say s that
UI my reports
and geese are more
hi ndredfl of them are shipped
have seen a number of fine,
J
ne from a genii.'.

o'-'o

i

The

..other.

i

i

t'fled.

ion nriiiusiiled.
eoiree.
Dal is.

Biscuit

Our dinners and

|

,

liver

n Chops breaded,

.

-

i

arrated

method, try

never forget it. The following is a rough penciling of the
"call" as best I cab draw it in the woods where 1 am. It

.

ne way.
winter, when turkeys are in flocks, they
usually roost in the same tree, or in several trees close by.
At the dawn of day you will hear them begin by occasional
"clucks;"
thee,
shortly afterward,
frequent yelpings
before they fly down.
Sometimes the old hen<first, and at
other times a youDg oue or two, will begin first. This you
for the notes from either are not always
'-oii'
u, experience will teach you. But if you
will learn the. "cluck" note, and begin when they do, it will
attract their attention to you, and if kept up more frequently
than they do, they will be more apt to pitch down near you.
when they come down off the roost. You must "cluck"
and yelp, too, at intervals, and at the same time.
The "cluck," when well made, is an excellent call note,
accompanied with the "yelp,"and if you make both well (as I
do), and use proper judgment at same time, you cannot fail
to meet with success in getting all the turkey roasts you
wish.
Some will tell you to yelp once or twice or thrice, but I
oat cluck as often as you please, or as loud
or low aa you like, it makes no difference as to number of
01 do it, well, not almost like a turkey, but just
limes so
like a turkey.
ring of the year, in gobbling season, then
If it be in tiii
use the best turkey lore.
You must put in your
best skill, aud if you use good yelping, clucking and plenty
of patience, yen will out-general the cunningest old gobbler
tb.it over came from an egg.
Use a rifle to shoot him with, a 38cal, Wesson or RemingDon't shoot an old gobbler with a
ton or Ballard— all good.
>ht yon would I would not tell you a

In the

I

had some i|uestions to ask the tux
tirade*
brought Major Sheftield
iw:>u

after this

!

A

NufB.

and Stream:

Kfiiior Forest

pun

ioi

made

;

U

;

i
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Thinking, perhaps, that some of your

ABOUT TURKEY CALLING.

HIE

i

I

the call

drop you a few lines which

:

i

'

Fruits.
Chat. Lcoville.

ies.

;

!

Now, when

and cluck with il. Place the bone end in your lips and
"pucker" and goodness I dou't kuow how to tell you to do
wilh the rest, but goto
sip o
Practice as you
that's all.
would a flute or fiddlo until you have learned, then you will

like to hear

Olivi

nd Cake.

i

The
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lirrel,

Mobile, Ala., Dec.
i

.

deer u
rday inth< mark"!
preserve a tew mil
From
house was a fine display of quail, iquinels, rabbits, 'pi
e"iet lo say that the ma1
nd a few wild to:'!-.,'
if the quail brought here for sile have been tiapped or
fal

i

i

netted,

-
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MORE ABOUT THOSE RUST SPOTS.
Western Reserve.
Editor Forest and Stream:
That these rust spots do occur in very many gnus is a well
I
fuel, but what occasions them is the question.
have always attributed it to lack of proper care, but possibly
it is not wholly owing to that.
I only know they do not
occur in my guns. 1 never hesitate to use water in cleaning
the barrels after a day's shooting.
In fact, that has been my
practice for something like thirty years, and for the last
twenty years I hay^ used a jointed wiper, both points nnd
armory now contains two
head of which are of brass.
Parker's of highest grade, one Greener hammerless of first
quality, and one ltemington rifle.
One of the Parker's I
have had for about five years, and it has seen "a sight" of
The other guns are later purchases, though they
service.
have seen a good deal of service. All are in prime condition
and still retain the original high polish through the entire
length so pleasing to the eye of the sportsman. My mode
of cleaning gun barrels is to set the muzzle in a bucket
partly filled with warm water and wash thoroughly, usiug
patches of Canton flannel, say two and a half inches square,
which, when forced into the barrels by the head of the
few
wiper, fold over the head and so are held in place.
seconds churning in each barrel will do the business, 1
then remove the wiper and pour a clipper of hot water
through the barrels to rinse and warm them up well. Then
I wipe the wiper and the barrels outside, after which 1 force
dry patches of Canton flannel through the barrels till
OwrmyMj/ dried, using scratch brush to remove lead in case
Lastly, I run a patch slightly oiled
baStels are at all leaded.
witnBelrnontyle oil or rust preventive up and down a few
times through each barrel, using outside chamois skin,
slightly oiled with same also on slock except over the wood.
I then slide the. gun into sack and hang up in dry place,
away from all steam of pots and kettles. I make a practice
of examining my guns every week or so whether in use or
not to see that they are all right. 1 have no lasting faith in
any rust preventive dining damp weather. I use very little
oil on my guns, not enough to soil a kid glove, but all that 1
deem necessary. I use Hazards duck shooting powder No.
3 and 4, latter size in ten-bore, and have for five years past.

known

'

My

A

—

—

Fair SnoT.
Editor Forest and Stream: This plague
has, ever since the introduction of the breech-loader, been
the source of much annoyance to almost every owner of a fine
For
1st. I claim that the spots are common iron rust.
gun.
proof I will ask those who doubt it to fasten a perfectly
clean piece of white cloth to the cleaning rod and wipe out
the barrels after the gun has been put away a few days.
2d. I claim that in ninety-nine
then examine the cloth.
times out of one hundred the gun is not ''cleaned perfectly
For proof I will again ask for an ap.
clean," as is claimed.
plication of the clean white cloth, always using enough
cloth to fill the bore of the gun and make the rod draw pretty
hard, when the gun has been "cleaned pcrlectly clean " with
the gun oil, etc., and " not a drop of water," then moisten
the cloth with warm water (it will not hurt any gun), put it
on the rod and try this familiar old push and pull a few times,
when, if your swab does not show any dirt, you certainly
Any one can
must be the one out of the hundred.
convince themselves of the truth of the above by trial and
seeing a thing once is better than all the argument about it
Try it. If the gun is not clean the question
in the world.
And if it is rust that makes the
is, How can it be made so ?
If a gun rusts there must
spots, How can it be prevented?
be a cause for it, and that cause must he removed before we
can effect a permanent cure. Now, in my opinion the principal cause is to be found in (he gun not being properly
cleaned, and the moisture, usually called "cold sweat," which
To reis sure to collect on cold metal, glass, crockery, etc.
move this cause is much easier said than done. If we use
water to clean with, sonn moistute is liable to remain about
the workings of the extractor, etc., where it is next to impos
sible to wipe dry, and to clean after a few days hard shooting, and to clean without water is also no easy matter, and
requires a large quantity of clean wiping stock of whatever
kind it may bo. I have tried about every way of cleaning,
and I think that water will do the business better than anything else, and by putting the muzzles in a dish of water and
usin^ the swab carefully from the breech-end, the water can
be drawn up to the chamber without wetting about the
extractor at all. The gun should always be immediately
wiped dry and oiled with good oil. Our good old muzzleloaders were almost always cleaned with water and carefully
wiped out afterward, and knives, razors, etc., are now
Why should it
cleaned with water without any injury.
harm the modern breech-loader? This "cold sweat" or
moisture is not so easy to cope with. The best thing I have
found to keep it away is to cover two wooden rods with
flannel so they null slide inside the barrels and fit closely the

Andover, Mass.

;

all, and l<ecp them inside the
alter cleaning thoroughly with water and wiping
In regard to the " brass trimperfectly dry and oiling.
mings" on the cleaning rods, and the various makes of gunpowder, I use a rod made from a piece of hickory, without

whole length, chamber and
barrels,

any metal joints, trimmings or fastenings whatever, and my
gun would show rust in forty-eight hours if put away without being plugged as described. And although I have used
about, every brand of powder, including the ones named by
some of your correspondents aa not rusting the gun, I have
not found any that would not rust my gun, E.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have a
Worlhinglon, Mass.
double-barreled gun, of which one barrel is ru6t-spotted
very badly, while the other is as bright as when it came from
Now, I have shot a rifle for years, and it never
the shop.
had a spot, so I think it was not in the cleaning. I shot this
gun over one year with Hazard's powder and no spots came
until 1 was induced to change my powder, and I used Orange
F. F. G. in one and Hazard's duck No. 4 in the other, as
before and the one I used the Orange powder in began to
Was it the
rust, While the cleaning was the same in both.
;

powder ?— Fox.
Newark, N. J.— Editor Forest and Stream: In your issue
Nov. 24 I notice an article on rust in gun barrels, from
King, of New York. Let me have the pleasure of telling him that his rule works tip-top in the case of my gun.
I have a tolerably good breech-loader, that is used by two or
It hangs exposed to the air in all
three of us at the store.
seasons, and never needs a mouthful of water to keep it
We let the old powder stick in, until the gun
right inside.
Then we whip out the inside with dry
is needed again.
rags on a good stout rod. For the outside of a gun I can
of

We

:

[Dscbmmb,

think of nothing better than castor oil. This sticks closer
than a brother, even unto the going down of the sun, when it
can be renewed again at small expense and with some muss.
I have often thought country boys' muzzle-loaders would rot
out in a few years, if burned powder left in the barrels would
do it.— H. E. W.

Houston, Texas, Nov. 23.— Editor Forest and Sti'eam
I have been experimenting for the past year with two guns,
treating each in a different way, and my experience leads
me to think the best way for this climate is to put them
away uncleaned (the inside I mean) till you wish to use
them, and then to clean them ; and you have bright barrels
free from spots.
In paper of 17th inst. Marks says water
and brass-tipped cleaning rods are the cause. I have never
used one drop of water, nor any rod, but a plain hickory,
one with notches cut in one end to tie rags on, and the gun
I cleaned every time after using had the rust spots still ; but
the gun that was laid away uncleaned till wanted, and then
cleaned, looked like a new one. and by looking through it
you could not tell whether it had ever been shot or not.
This climate is bad on all kinds of steel or iron tools. In
summer it is hot and causes them to sweat, and in winter to
be cool and damp, and powder never becomes dry and caked
that is left in a gun.
Spots are a nuisance to any man who
prides himself on a clean gun, but I do not find them to mar
the shooting quality in the least. If we could have seen the
iuside of our old muzzle-loaders we would have been tempted
to throw them away.
Wanderer.

A

Kditor Forest and Stream :
sportsman, living on Chesapeake Bay, tells me he always allows the burned powder to
remain in his gun from season to season, and he is never
troubled with rust.— Ting.

TnE High Point Hotel.—Editor Forest and Stream : In
your columns of Dec. 1 appeared a letter bearing the signature "W. E. C. M.," bitterly complaining of my rapacity,
and giving what appears to be a statement of my hotel
charges but as truth and fair play have always characterized
your efforts in giving information, I venture to hand you all
;

my

particulars in relation to the persons who visited
hotel
tor the purpose of shooting quail.
First birds are very
plentiful, and farmers and land-owners pleased to see those
who are courteous toward them; but birds require sportsmen
to kill them, and gentlemen who arc really sportsmen may be
assured that should they visit High Point they will find
game in abundance.
publicly announced rates of
charges are $2 to $3 per day, according to location of rooms.
My clerk assigned these gentlemen a room at $2.50 per day,
thinking this price would ba in keeping with their appearance.
They remained
days, making nine days for the

—

My

U

two, which at $2.50 per "day gives $22.50, which amount
they were charged, plus 4A days board for three dogs at 83$
cents per day each— $4.50.
These dogs, by particular reclean
quest, were fed on oatmeal at 8 cents per pound
straw and good kennels also were furnished, and a man supThe charge of
olied for washing them with carbolic soap.
4^ days' firing, $2 about 45 cents per day iscorrectly stated.
And now about the lunches. They ordered a special
breakfast to be cooked for them at daylight, and an extrastrong luncheon to be cooked each day for three, which included their driver. As they went out three days this made
nine lunches at 50 cents per head— total, $4.50. The
dinner hour in my hotel is from one to three o'clock. They
ordered a special dinner cooked for them at six o'clock, and
neitherfor their special dinner nor breakfast were they charged
;

—

—

Before paying their bill they expressed themmuch pleased with the appointments and service of
this hotel.
They were charged 50 cents per bottle^corkage,
not 75 cents. I have yet to learn this to be an unsual charge
I beg to say I am not a New
for corkage on champagne.
Jersey man, but an Englishman. For the information of
those who arc good sportsmen, and who may desire cheap
hotel accommodation, I may say there are other hotels in
this town at which board can be obtained at $1 per day, hut
I do not seek such patronage, and as I am neither ashamed
of my name nor country I beg to subscribe myself in full,
yours truly, B. Barnard, proprietor of the Bellevue Hotel,
iligh Point, N. C.

one cent.
selves

A

Squirrel Shooting Score.— Port Royal, Tenn.— Not

and Stkkam suggested that
fired in the field and send
I have had
for publication.
royal sport this fall squirrel shooting, and I carried along
score, book and kept a correct account of every shot fired.
This is the score 1 made yesterday squirrel shooting 1 1 1
The eighth shot waB fired at a
rutted grouse that rose before me in a dense forest, and
scored a cleau miss ; but I followed rapidly in its wake, and
long since a writer in the Forest

sportsmen keep a record of shots

them

to

Fokest and Stream

my

:

00110101001010.

it rose I cut it down in fine style, and it was a magThe above, I know, is a very poor score but
remember I was shooting in a dense forest and tall timber.
I find by reference to my score book 46 kills out of 70 shots
I still hunt them and use a 7 pound 13 gauge double
fired.
of an ounce
gun. Yesterday I used 2{ drams powder and
No. 4 shot. I can make a better score with smaller shot—
even 7's. I used to book on large shot—
5's,
6's. or
Let me
l's and 2'a for squirrels, and 7's and 8'a for quail.
put it down in Forest and Stream that large shot and
heavy charges of powder and shot, for small game, are a
humbug. To me squirrel hunting is very fascinating sport1
fishing.
it beats anything except quail shooting and trout

when

nificent bird.

;

'i

did not hunt near

all

day—can

bag 18 or 20 in a whole day's

hunt.— Birdo.
Velocities of Rifle Bullet and Sound— Stevens InstiEditor Forest and Stream. :
tute, Hoboken, N. L, Dec. 10.
In the article on " Velocities of Rifle Bullet and of Sound,"
is an error which, though evident to the reader, may as well
be corrected. The number of grains of the weights of bullet
and powder in the TJ. 8. Government cartridge were transSo, instead of " a ball weighing 70 grains, with 405
posed.
grains of powder," read, a ball weighing 405 grains, with
70 grains of powder. Altso, for "the above charge of
405 grains," read "the above charge of 70 grains." In the
article referred to above we took as the velocities of the rifle

—

The average velocities of the
bulls their initial velocities.
balls over the ranges of 500 and 1,000 yards will be less than
and thus bring near to equality the
But even with these
velocities of the balls and of sound.
corrections we do not think thai the differences in velocities
can ever be so great as to allow of a marker time to hear the
discharge of the rifle, and then expose himself to its shot.—
those

we have

given,

A. M. Maybe.

15, 1881.

The Illinois Woodcock Baffles a Novtoe.—Some time
ago, while after squirrels, a friend, who was near me,
flushed a woodcock close by the side of the creek.
I heard
the twitter and saw the bird just as he settled within fair
shooting distance and in good view. I failed to shoot, as it
required several seconds for me to realize that the bird was a
woodcock, I having scon only three before this one. Being a
close reader of your paper I had well mastered the art of shoot
ing these birds therefore
gun was in position for action
on short notice, and I moving cautiously forward. Twitter,
wit-ter, wit-ter, he went away behind a tree, without giving
me the ghost of a chance to shoot. I looked sharp to see
him pitch, in which act I again got sight of him some thirty
yards ahead. I moved from the place, where I watched him,
with teeth set and the determination to shoot the next time,
even should he start off behind that five foot standing sycamore, which was not very plainly visible on account of intervening brush, limbs and weeds. Up starts the bird, and I am
positive that I shot, but where the charge went is a thing about
which I am in uncertainly.
friend again sees him settle
on the edge of a clearing, and after I am on the track I begin
to force my way through the thicket once more. Suddenly I
hear a fresh start the cock is taking, and catch a glimpse of
him the moment he passes behind a standing tree. This time
I purposely keep from shooting, because he has taken
a
direct ion which will bring him across an opening in the thicket
where I think I can get at him. That woodcock must have
taken a different course after getting behind the tree, as he
never crossed the opening on which I relied.— Sucker.

my

;

My

—

Tennessee notes Port Royal, Tenn, Dec. 7, 1881.
are having lovely weather in this part of the South, and we
anglers and shooters are having a glorious time. Yesterday
the boys were out among the quail, and the booming of their
guns could be heard often. Myself and a party bagged forty
quail recently in a day's bunt.
We had royal sport, 1 tell
you.
I arranged to-day with a friend to give the squirrels a
round to-morrow, and arranged to give the quail a trial Satur-

We

.

I

i

A hunting party from Nashville is expected here next

day.
Friday.

Several

visit this fall.

fishing,

I

and have

fishing- parties

I

from Kentucky paid us a

'

have had

fine sport this fall trout and jack
reeled some of the finest specimens of the

jack family I ever saw. I recently learned of the whereabouts of two coveys of ruffed grouse.
darkey proposes
to guide me to them.
He has killed three of them, lie
savs: " I tells you whar da is but I don't want de white
folks to know whar da is." I make a point to treat all'classes
courteously, and I am repaid by learning where the game is.
Birdo.

A

;

—

Quail in Virginia— Washington, D. O, Dec. 10.—In
J
order to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion regarding the
quail in Virginia this autumn, I called on Mr. A. J, Bidler,
of this city, who is in the commission business, and lias correspondents from all parts of the State, who are in the habit
of consigning to him their market produce, etc.
I learn that
in Gage, Warren, Berkley, Fredrick, Shennadoah, Rockingham, Rappahannock and other counties, the local sportsmen
are not shooting quail at all owing to their scarcity, prefering
to leave unmolested what few birds remain for the purpose of
furnishing a stock for next year's supply.
This is very commendable when it is known there is a greatjdemand in Washington for game just now, when the city iscrowed and hotels

i

who are fond of quail on toast.
Mr. Biillcr has many calls for them, and ban written to his
correspondents, asking for birds. As I have stated, he can
C. S. Westcott.
get but very few.
are thronged with officials

—

—

to Kill Wounded Wildfowl. Editor Forest and
Stream : In the experience of those who have done much
waterfowl gunning, it is iuite often that a bird struck in the
head will lie gasping and struggiug with death for many
minutes after being shot. When shot in the body they may
be quickly put out of misery by a sharp blow on the head;
but when wounded in the head Ihey will stand anv amount
It is suggeste! that a knifeof knocking, and still struggle.

How

,

.

blade thrust in at the base of the skull will answer, and
many advise twisting or biting the neck. I have seen all of
the above tried, but with very indifferent .success.
Will
some of your many readers advise how to put a quick end to
the sufferings of the poor things without spoiling their appearauce or unduly mutilating ^hem?— Bay Riugr.

A

New Air Gun has been invented by Mr. W. T. ChamNorwich, Conn. The gun is described as "of
very Bimplc construction. It has no air chamber, pump, or
any valves, cocks or plugs. Any amount of pressure, from
one pound to one thousand pounds, can be used instantly.
The peculiar construction of tne guu is such that there can
be no leakage or loss of the air pressure. The invention can
be attached to all kinds of firearms, such as shot-guns, rifles,
Ii can also be used
pistols, revolvers and naval ordinance.
as a repealing gun, firing any number of desired shots."
berlain, of

Masssohusetts Fox

Hunting— Worcester.—Foxes

are

unusually plentiful in this vicinity the present season. The
sport, by agreement, begins Oct. 1, and closes with the last
day of February. The local huuters are boasting of the
Nathan S. Harfollowing record John A. Slocum, 11
rington and William S. Perry, each G; Leonard Rand, E. P.
Baic.om and H. Lork, each 2; John R. Thayer, E, H. Smith
and A. B. F. Kenney, each tell of securing one.
;

:

—

Ruffed Grouse. Anent shooting these birds, a corre" Tell me in confidence whether these oneout-of-two ruffed grouse chaps tell the truth ? I have always
on sight, as 'Mark West' directB, but
them
at
drive
let
honesty compels me to confess that most of them keep going
spondent says

:

And I can't tell why I
just as if nothing had happened.
miss, whether by shooting ahead (which is not a common
fault), or behind, or above, or below."

—

Texas, Devil's River, Dec. 3, Game is abundant here,
such as bear, Virginia and black-tail deer, turkey, Messina,
Fine black bass fishing in
scaly and Bob While Quail,
This country will be open to sportsmen from
Devil's River.
Ban Antonia and the East uext spring, by the competition of
the Galveston, Harrisburg, and San Antonio R. R.— G. W.

Polk.
Quail for Europe— Boston, Dec. 9.—A small lot of liva
Western quail was shipped from Boston to-day for Liverpool
for acclimatization in Yorkshire, England.

Tub Michigan Forest Fires are said to have d
many deer over the river St. Clair into Western Ontario.
Kansas—Manhattan, Nov. 25. — Gome abundant aroundJ
here.—A. B.

J.

There is a wild pigeon roost in Benton Co, Tenn,
miles square.
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Kieropterita
M. pollidui.

mlmoides

Masealonge, Knox tmbilior.
Pickerel, Knox rettcutatva.
Pike or Pickerel, Kmx lunus.
Pike-perch
(wall-eyed
pike)

SUzouthium

jgishinfr
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Blaok Bass,

and
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War-moutn,

&

(imericotmm,

GhiBTiobryttuBgu&oifttg.

Crapple. Pnvwxyi nitjrmnacirfatu*.

griuumi, etc.

U-.i'

'helnr,

P,i,iim.i/.",7ii«i/,''i,-7'.

Chub, Semotilis

.

ettrparalis.

SALT WATER.
Smelt, Outturns mordax.
rfea.

Bush,
',,.

:-i

(.'.!iiU..

i:.i.

.

7

i/'i:,tif'

-,!

Pollock, PuUachiuH carbonarius.
Tautog or Biacfcnsh. Tautono

a(rart««.

i;.-,

',„..-,.

i

onilix.

Weakfish or Squrtague,Cyn(7«c;/M>

iineofow.

While Perch,

Jfortrne

anxrieona.

retjaiiit.

Channel Bass, Spot
Bciautop

or Redflsh,

vcellalu*.

The fisherman has a harmless, preoccupied look he 1b a kind of
vagrant whom nothing tears. All his approaches ace gentle and InHe tunes himself to the msandeilng, soliloquizing stream?
he addresses himself to It as a lover to ills mistress he woes ii and
stays with till he knows Its hidden secrets.
Where it deepens his
purpose deepens where It Is shallow he Is Indifferent.
He knows
how to Interpret Its every glance and dimple; Us beauty haunts him
for days.—John Bukkocohs.
;

direct.

;

;

ANGLING QUOTATIONS.

AS

:

;

long ago as our issue of October 13

wc

published an

"Are They of Any Use ?" la it
editorial article beaded
we referred to the choice extracts from brothers of the angle
which had then headed our columns of "Sea and River
Fishing" for six months previous. It was, in sort, a wail of
despair at the fact that during that time none of our readers
had ever acknowledged their existence in any way whatever,
and was intended to find out if they had read tbem, and if it
was really of use to continue thumbing volumes of forgotten
or unforg itten 1 re in order to pick out the plums.
have had several responses to that article, some of
which have been published, and one, on a postal card, which
" Quotations well selected.
>st laconic manner
said in the
Keep on. Head 'em first thing." That was enFirst rate.
couraging and to the poiat. It was written by a man who
never writes a word for publication and who will read his
first printed words now with surprise.
The most comforting and valuable one, on this subject, we
have just received from our longtime correspondent, Mr. S.

391

inland fisheries, there being no less than nine thousand salmon
fisheries, whose catch amounts in the aggregate to $500,000.
The saibling is found in the north, where Ihey are of interest
by their habit of migrating like the salmon, from the rivers
to the sea.
The southern limit of this habit is the Sjonen in
Northern Helzeland (Nordland), south of this they are only
known as a fresh-water fish, never visiiing the sea. The
grayling is found in great numbers soul h of the Dovre, in
the streams of the Oesterdalen and Gudbrandsdalen, north of
the Dovre, it occurs in the streams of Finmarken.
The fresh water fisheries of Denmark and Holland are not
very important.
Great Britain showed some salmon traps (salmon putchers),
of wicker-work, of which, in 1874, 255 were licensed at 2s.
Cd. each.
At the mouth of the Severn, and in the Bristol
canal, millions of small eels (elvers) are taken in spring, as
they are ascending from the sea, on their montee, and are
sold from one to two-pence per pound or offered boiled and
pressed into cakes in the neighborhood of the traps.
Very interesting plates (figs 12, 13., pp. 80, 81), are given
" Weisslachs," Ooregonus leiusichtlvys, in
of taking the
Russia, through the ice.
The fish, which comes from the
Caspian Sea, is only found in the Volga during December
aDd January.
tripod is erected, and a pole with one end
weighted is swung on it like a well-sweep.
toggle is
erected near the hole and the light end of the polo, with its
line and hook, is bent down and caught under the toggle.
fish biles, and, on the principle of a rabbit snare, he loosens
the toggle, and is swung up in the air by the weight at the
other end of the pole.
The gill-nets, pounds, and seines of the United States are
described and illustrated, but no mention of the angling
exhibit is made.
The illustrations and typographical work
;

A

A

A

are

most

excellent.

:

We

m

:

;

my

WE

famous "Alexandria" and rninnon flies, whose work has
been so deadly in some waters of England as to call forth
protests against their use, are illustrated.
This reminds us
that it may not be out of the place here to say that a prominent dealer in fishing tackle, who is also a skillful angler,
told us that he did not consider the " Alexandria" particularly killing, in American water.
The illustrations of tackle are very fair, but those of the
fishes we cannot speak highly of
the salmon and the grayling are particularly and remarkably bad.
table of the
" fence months," or close seasons the weights under which
the different fishes must not be taken tbe power of riverkeepers and the different fishing stations, with names of
of fishermen, railway fares, etc., are given.
Also the tollage
on boats; annual tolls ordinary times of high water at the
different stations, and much other information.

A

;

;

;

;
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quotations

show

r.jl,l,,a

tackle. By «. Llltle.
IB Fotter Lane, K C.
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la

f

ool-a',-:.

me mine

I will

that fly-fishing

was known

angle we'll to the river, there
betray fawny-liiined fishes.
AST. AND CI.EOP., ACt. II.

SO.

5.

pleasant'st angling Is to see the llsh
Cut, with their g, ikieu oars, he silver stream,
treacherous bait
And greedily devour

me

Nothing,

Act, III. Sc.

1.

to refer to fly-fishing.

[Other quotations sent by Mr. Clarke are reserved for
head of the column.]
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FRESH WATER FISHERIES AT THE BERLIN EXHIBITION.

WE
A

have received Part III. of the Official Report of the
International Fishery Exhibition at Berlin, 18S0, by
Metzger.*

We have already reviewed Part

II.,

The Sea

Fisheries,

and

and Part
two parts

Fishculture,
have yet to notice
I.,

more, Fishery Products and Water Animals, and the scienIn the report now under
tific portion of fie exhibition.
consideration, as in all the other official reports, the exhibit
of Germany occupies lire largest part of the book, making
forty -eight "octavo pages in the fresh-water fisheries, while
the remaining thirty, nine are devoted to the exhibits of
Switzerland, Italy, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Holland,
Great Britain, Russia and ihe United States, averaging less
than five pages each.
Among the singular methods of taking river fish in nets is
the " Stockergarn!" used on the upper part of the river We; er.
It has long pouches, much like the fingers of a glove (fig. I,
The latter is like a
p. 9), and the "Loak" (tig. 2, p. 12).
one side is opened
three-cornered dip-net with a long handle
and provided with leads and is pursed by a line ruuning up
the handle; it is only used for small bottom fish, called
barben, or barbel in English. Traps for salmon, eels and
lampreys are figured. In the Italian Department, a " frog
rod" was shown, being a simple rod and short line (hook ?')
with a piece of frog skin, or parchment, on the end.
In Sweden the salmon fisheries are the most important,
twenty-four streams yielding about $175,000 yearly.
In Norway are only thirty species of fish,; namely. 8
salmouoids, 12 cyprinoids, 3 percoids, 2 sticklebacks, and a
cottoid, a piki eel-pout, eel, and the small river lamprey.
Of the saluionidffl, the salmon, lake-trout and brook-trout
are g> iteially distributed, and from the principal part of the
;
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Washington, D. C, Dec. 12, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I saw in your paper of the 8tb an article on night fishing
for trout in England, in which I am much interested, although not a trout fisher myself, as there are none of these
his vicinity.
I will give you what I know of fishing
at night for " rock," or striped bass.
This experience is entirely confined to fishing off the Anaeostia or Navy yard

fish in

I

bridge, spanning the Eastern Branch of the Potomac on tide
water.'
Rock fishing commences here in the monlh of July and
ends with cold weather, generally in November. The rock
caught, in the early part of the season are of small size, say
from five to eight inches long, but in the latter part, of the
season they increase to fifteen and sixteen inches.
Of coursp,
I change hooks, commencing in July with a No. 2 Aberdeen,

a charming

little hook for small fish.
The best bait is a
smelt, about time inches long, but as the rock always
head of the bait, I have caught small ones with
were too large to be swallowed. As to the best
I have found a half-full flood tide to half-down
time as the rock likes the swift water most.
I have found that in very clear water, and particularly
after a bright moonlight night, the fish would very seldom
take ihe hojk in the daytime, and, therefore, have tried

young

goes for the
smelt which
time to fish,
ebb tide the

;

night fishing, which,

on account of the gas lamps on the

bridge, is not a very unpleasant task.
I would place myself
directly under one of the lamps for two reasons
first, to be
able to bait
hooks well ; and, second, to fish iu the water
illuminated by the light, and in this manner have been very
successful on dark, but never on moonlight night?, the moonlight enables the fish to feed over the whole "river, while at
dark nights they seem to come to the lights of the bridge to
sou and find their food.
One morning I went to the bridge at four A. m., just, in
time to see the lamps extinguished, and leaving me in total
darkness.
I commenced fishing, but could get no strike until daylight appeared over the hills in the East, after which
time they bit lively, enabling me to carry a fine lot of fish
home for
breaklast,
From what I have scm I don't think rookfish can see, or
will feed in the dark.
I hope this argument may be kept up,
as fishing is
greatest pleasure, aDd requires a small
amount of exertion, and is very interesting if treated as a
science.
C. A. K.

my

my

—

Voracity op Pike. The following story, which we take
from the London Sporting Times, illustrates not only the
rapacity of the pike, but also the entire truthfulness of one
writer for the English sporting press,
it can, no doubt, be
re-lied upon.
He says "A curious incident happened at
Warner's Welsh Harp last week. Mr. George Sothnm, the
popular lessee of Croydon racecourse, who has been staying
at Warner's, was out early wilh his gun and shot one of the
bobtail blue rocks which had escaped the battue of the
previous day.
The rock fell in the water, and, on approaching the spot, the well-known shot was surprised to see an
enormous jack of some 20 pounds draw the bird under water
and disappear but this was not all, for on the edge of Ihe
water were a sow and pigs looking out for their matutinal
meal in the shape of dead bait left by the fishermen. One
of the youthful porkers, anxious to secure a fish floating at
a little distance from the edge of the water, stepped in,
when he was seized by an enormous pike, who dragged him
out of his depth, where he was joined by another member
of the finny species.
Then came the tug of war; and the
pig being fat, and one of Warner's own breeding, was
wedged so tight into the mouths of both pike, that, unable
to breathe, they were choked, and in this state were both
dragged ashore by the worthy Oxfordshire farmer.
:

;

TENNESSEE FISH NOTES.
9.

;

were supplied.
whose name I could not learn, received here
a few days since five hundred salmon-trout for his ponds.
They were in flue condition, measuring from four to six
inches long. I understand that the ponds are splendidly
built, and fed by two or three of the coldest springs in the
of fifty persons

A gentleman,

This is a move in the right direction.
Mr. William McConnell and son received the right from
the Fish Commissioner of Middle Tennessee, Col. Geo. F.
Akers, to seine Red River for a number of bass to stock a
series of ponds they have built near here, and which they
propose to exploit as a business. The same parties say that
they inteud constructing a hatchery, and do things on a
grand scale. Nous verrons.
Our fish market on Saturday was very handsomely supplied.
On the stall of Andy Meadus were at least twenty
varieties of fish, from the diminutive "sun perch" to the
superb "salmon." Oysters of excellent quality are being
brought here from Mobile and Biloxi, in addition to the
enormous quantities from Baltimore. If some of our female
ancestors, who a century or less past wore oyster shells as
jewelry, could wake up and see the cart loads of the iheu
great curiosities, they would want no better evidence of our
progressive state.

The Cumberland Angling Club are determined to have a
They have a very large
nice place to amuse themselves.
pond, well stocked with game fish, within four miles of
town, on the banks of which they have erected a handsome
club house, and where every comfort will be provided the
members. A. carp pond has also been dug, and is now
stocked with the little fish sent out here lately.
Another association is being formed with a view of imitating the above, and from what, I hear their ponds will be
something grander than any yet built here. The season is
now over for angling in our streams, and the Waltonians
have gone into winter quarters, there to spin yarns and make
plans for the next spring's campaign.
J. D. H.

—

Flying-fish and Cokohs. Perhaps the most toothsome
denizen of ihe sea for air) is the flying-fish. Barbados is
the place to get them even the bumboat women bring off
ready-cooked flying-fish alongside newly arrived ships among
their stock in trade of bananas, shells, guava paste and
pepper-punch.
The Barbadian fishermen catch them at
night by means of a net spread after the fashion of a sail in
their boats, and it is no uncommon occurrence for one or
more to fly in through the open ports of a vessel at. sea when
she is low ill the water or rolling gently.
Every one knows
the big conch shells some as large as a man's hat which
are brought home from abroad, and stuck about in all sorts
of inappropriate places, from grates to greenhouses; and
every one has heard that in many lands they are blown like
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flies?

Around the hook the chosen

NIGHT FISHING.

my

GUIDE.

find on our table a small "Angler's Guide" published
* The book appears to be very
in England
largely an advertisement of the fishing tackle house of G.
Little & Co., whose price list forms an appendix
It is a
handsome little work, and the twelve pages of colored lithographs of flies are finely executed on heavy paper. The

—

Lecoyed and caught, by fraudfui

;

of those shells serve to make.
Sea, as well as land, slugs are
used for this purpose, loo.— Chambers' Journal

:

AN ANGLER'S

;

C. Clarke, the veteran angler whose frequent valuable Contributions to our columns would, if collected, make a most instructive and readable book on fishing in Southern waters.
Mr. Clarke not only writes encouraging words to us, but, what,
is of greater value, sends some quotations for use some of
which are new to us. He writes : You complain of the
want of recognition of your itigenious collection of matter
To show that I apfor the fishing column of your paper.
preciate the industry therein displayed, I send a few extracts
from a note-book in which I put down all that I find relating
reading.
Perhaps you may
to angling in the course of
find something among them fit for your purpose.
In Plato I find this on angling
Then you and I have come to an understanding, not only about the
name of the. augier's on, tint atiout the definition or the thing. One
hall ot all art was acquisition.. One half of Mor being the hind which
utt ikes with a hook inward, is the kind which Is denoted angling
aspaueutike. (I'ht Sophist, vol 3, p. 4S0. Jowett's translation.
Who has not seen the scarus rise,

summon catlle or used as war trumpets but everybody does not know what delicious soup the original imnaes
a horn to

—

—

—

Whitefish Take the Ho^k. Niagara, Canada. In regard to whitefish taking bait I will say that some three years
ago several were caught off the steamboat wharf here, I
think it was in May.
The small boys who caught, them were
fishing for herring, using

minnows

for bait.

— \Y.

B.

L.

—

the Name Salmo. Scaliger has tbe following
line, which shows the origin of Ihe name of the^eam Sal?no :
Et salmo pictus aureis freguens guUis, "And painted Salmo
OKiGtjr of

with his

goldm

spots."

—C.

Jfisf(Cttltttre.
DISTBIBTJT1NG CARP IN TENNESSEE.

'THE trials

of a Fish Commissioner, who not only serves with.
out pay, but also without a dollar of money from the State to
with,
is
set forth in the following correspondence, which)
work"
with the preliminary remarks, we tako from the Nashville Amer-

icon

Within the last few days, Col. George F. Akers, State Finn
Commissioner, ban distributed between eleven and twelve hundred Gorman carp to at least fifty differenl parsons, n ho, owning suitable ponds, propose engaging in the
lit
aribnof this
most excellent variety of food flab.. The instructions received
g,
from the United States Fish Commission 1„ jn(
number of fish to be given to each applicant, and the. char a ai ol
ponds into which thev were to be placed, only a comparatively
small number of persons could La si.;,
were the prime causes for the v.jxationr, to which the goodnatured Colonel was subjected. (Scarcely a single applicant railed
to want more fish than his quota, and bnt few who were not disThen the question of aei gave rise
satisfied at, not getting them.
to much discussion, to say nothing of the thousand and one explanations demanded us to the mode of breeding, feeding and the
general management of them. These vexations, however, were
more than counterbalanced by the many ludicrous remarks, opinions and incidents connected with the taekof dibtribulloii. One
party complained that " the mong man (fas notified lhai tl
were here, and ihat ids ten pair roust behellcni
fur 'em that ho can't quit his family till
:!1 jrits
over the mumps." Another wrote: ''J have « pond in which
tbore are several varieties of fish—white perch, ininner perch mid
buffalo. The latter kind is immense.
1 caught wOn weighing
twenty-four pounds. Hearing as the carp grows bigger than that
I wanted to try a few of em on."
" Obey instruciions from Washington with regard to my fish,"
-.

|

|

;

writes another.
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-li, lSSu. by GladBrvson. of Mem obis, Teun.. and
bitch whelped IkTaj 7, 1880, by Bob

If.
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MACK LAVERACK AND KHSSIE T.
After lunch Mack Laverack and Bessie T. were put down at 1 sS0,
Both dogs moved very nicely. We liked the motion of Bessie the

stereotyped rule of compelling.
or send an authorized agent for the
as follows

best, but she soon chased a' hare in great style clear out of sight,
s nd shortly after she chased a quail and the heat was given to Mask
Laverack at 2:15.
45 minutes.

Lady

.
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r
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GEETKUDK AND Urn nil.

Cooke Co.
" Dl'ER Kv.xnito.
thar ar no yooB forking i muss hev a Phew ov them Plryne carpp.
hut mi pon is a Darlin el' thai: is a richo
i am outer ov ntunuey
inter her i never seed it this rytiu will be giv ter yoo by 'aze dunkin' » hat lean tell you what sort ov a hair pin i iz.
S am Stox iu.
A* a matter of eoivrse, the bucket waa'purchascd, the fish jmt in
it. and •' Aze" started- for
Be,
ai i soon as the fish got
vnte to the American to mi
!
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Dili

bare received can- since the last distribuhave applied and would have been supplied,
not send the fish, buy buc] eta and take the
nee he only gave to tie tec w ho called iuperiled to get their fish need not, hov

tion.
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of them in several
wkieii the Commissioner can dispose of
r'isover, then every one can get a stock. Il
ues on the 7th pros., will on!
ii
large
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Shadow, black, white and tan setter bitch whelped Sept. 11, 1880,
by Lincoln out of Daisy Dean, owned by Mr. Ed. 3. Oair and Lll
Lavcrack, lemon Beltou setter bitch whelped April 2, 1880,

the

-

1.

module the
expected of them

i

by Mr. Jos.

led

J. .Snellenbui't

died

.

::..m
"-help-id Mav 15. 1880, by Dash
mt of Diana, .owned by Mr. Edward J . HTardy and Waii
and while patter hitch whelped July 1. 1S80, by I'rido of the South
out of Cammio, owned by Captain Patrick Heurv.
Mack Laverack, lemon Beltou setter Sog whelped April 2. 1880,
..i. owued hv Mr. David WtoK.
..
r
Lloyd and
by Thunder
BesBis 'J'-, black, white and tan setter bitch whelped April 7, isso,
by Gladstone out of Eloy, ownud by Ma-. I). Bryson, Memphis,
t

i

I'l.i.i,.
el-., v. bite and tan setter bitch whelped Time 4, 1880,
out of Nellie, owned hv Mr. D. 0. Sanborn, Dowling,
fi.rni.irlyTom Paine, white, black and ticked

Hi tliuili-. hi
.1-

-

:.ii-

,..

.

.

.

,

.-.

dog whebped June 4, 1880, by Gladstone out at Sanborn's
Nellie, owned by Mr. W. B. Gates,
Pollux, black and white setter dog whelped May
Dash HI. out of Diana, owned by Mr. E. E. Hardy, a. bye.
ill

i
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toe year 1875

Y.,
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I

Biteoeeded iu obtaining from

a

Mr. Newell, of

Han Francisco, about live hundred eggs of the California mountain
i had been trying for some time previous to procure a
quantity of the eggs of this species, but was not successful until

trout,

the yeur above mentioned.
spawn thus obtained, we succeeded iu raising 275
the age of tin
are, at which tiuio they commented to
disBpawn,
iu
1 1878 tve obtained GijOOO eggs and
17.000 young fry. which we retained as lire- ter
ii

fiah to

first series

of heats.

SECOND SEKIES.

1

Monday was a beautiful day— clear and calm.
heavy white
frost— the first of the serison— covered the ground thi
peitred to be vrrv good after the frost disappear! b attd WB en joved
-.
...'clock the slogs were- drawn, soil at
a day of roie for tho grounds marked out [ortheO&y

Sail no iridea.
Editor For,

ended the

'

i

MONDAY.

THE RAINBOW TKOUT OF CALIFORNIA,

Gertrude and Hector (formerly Tom Paine) were at on. e cast
Gertrude went very well. Doctor moved rather hizy. and
Off,
after three-quarters of an hour he was withdrawn, and Gerli u.le
...
awarded tho heat with a flush and a point as her score. This

-

aa there are thousand-;

plea

'lb until

l..v

ville,

the!

AND ah* tn.

Clair and Adair were at once east off, and w ,'ked in tho weeds
aloug the timber. The spectators started a bev and while
H.
lied by tl
were wbrbing back, another large be
n a
Adair swung to the south and challenged, and
when called, and after working clear around tue crown, sue wont
and
back
ranged verv f ast and wide trving to yiork then
Capt. Henry went after her and. stt ting her toward the birds,
fired off his gnu to steady her.
She flushed a, bird in the briers,
ami soon after another one got up near her. She then pointed,
but soon roaded on and two more flushed close by, Clair hen
pointed and roaded nicely, but nothing Has found and he
core.
a false point. On further, Adair pointed iu thick briers, and birds
wereflushed beyond her, but she remained
anoh tmtil
Henry flushed another one in front of her. She again pointed
under a tree top, and two or throe birds flushed all around her.
,li.
'II
were soon aftei taken up and Adair awarded tho heat.
Down nearly an hour. Adair, if properly handled, will make a
good one, as she is very speedy and has a good nose,
i

aue do git on

in' -i

i

.

!

i
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SHOWS.
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Ihem reinar-ked
•Til he dog-goned

1881,

15,

further Shadow dropped on point and
liu dropped to order, but catching nghl ol Shadowj imcked.
Shadow jumped once or twice when the bird was Hushed, but at
once dropped to order. On, again, two binds Hashed near Lu,
who pointed tit the same instant, whether to scent or wing we could
not tell. Both dogs steady to wing. A little further on T.u dropped on a false point, and Shadow was dropped to order, g n
round Shadow made a nice point on a hare. The dogs were now
ordered up, and Shadow awarded the heat at 12 o'clock. Down
one hour.

a

.

•.

Chermnn gsip

inr znil, ;-;o bles-o but run
!"':
u. n pi-'
in ^ei
(ombanio,
uml J v. 11 bay fle brico un id., 1
One applioaul demanded, as a citizen of the State, a supply of
fish to stock big pond, Covering thirty acres, with an average
d'epthoi twelve, feet u, said the woter was cold and clear, tbe
with sides at flint and gravel, and il not
supplied at mil* wonid, at tlia reassembling of Congress, report
fctie Commissioner through his representative to Col. Baird, of the
Blah Department.
Two countrymen came to tin: Colonel's, and, finding that there
went Bomo trifl
b
gei
pay before getting the nsh, one of

On

Walking up the railroad about n
Laverack were cast off at Si55 in a cotto
railroad a
toward thi --.nth ash
swung round and beat toward the north-wi
ranged very well un to the fenoe, when Noi

-nice and Pet
lie east of the
•e,

when

thev

ill
ibevy of well grown lards that she e
she had the wind. Some of them went oi
i

DASHING NOVICE AND

ed
oil.
No
Sanborn shot to order and missed. Tin-s. Inr.
as the.y were iu dry leaves that made c.onsidi

im.

I,

'

a wild,

.

the open, both dogs quartered well, but we thought Pollux moved
They were ordered up at 4:05, and the jnd
a little tho best.
did not render their decision until evening, wh n :. y j,.,i.;,
Dashing Novice the winner. Down One hour and fire 0>i
We thought Pollux a little off and not going quits so well as whi n
at Robins' Island.

BESS

-,--.,'

PODT.TJN.

who had

the benefit of a bye, and Dashing Novice were
cast, off at 3 o'clock.
Pollux challenged iu the cornfield, where
some larks had been. Then swinging iuto the cornerof the Woods,
Novice challenged and roaded up to a bevy of birds in some briers,
and pointed nicely. , Two or three of them flushed wild, but sho
held the rest handsomely. Pollux also pointed on the trail of the
same birds, some distance behind. The birds were llm-hcd to
cider, but not shot at. Swinging round to get the wind, Pollux
got a little scent, and crossing a gully llushed a bird, an.!, se 6ral
more starting, he dropped nicely to wing. Working on in tho
sedge both challenged, and Pollux and his handler scored another
flush.
We then moved on into the woods and up the hollow.
Novice did some very fine work iu the sprouts, quartering in
Pollux got lost and was found on point, leu moved when
stylo.
Ho In. It a few
heard
the whistle, and the bird flushed.
he
Captain McMnrdo
steps and made another haudaonio point.
flushed tho bird to order, but did not shoot. A little further on.
Novice made a good point, and Polli
lushed
"
.1, and
a bird before he s
Pollux,

AND LONDON.

B-ss and Loudon were now put down in a cotton Held, and
worked south. Both went well, but Bess was a Ettle inclined to
follow the other dog. Moving ou through altermit
and corn, Bess challenged, and London dropped to order.
both loaded a short distance, hut nothing was found: Boa
some distance, apparently catching :-:. ii, '.-n -m!.. , '-a,, found.
They were then sent, north to where a larg< bevy had been
down. Bosh dropped on point, hut nothing wa< found, as
a,
the birds were running to roost. Moctoj
i

we commenced to raise in
remained or them about 16,-

tiich

itributing in the waters of

New

•u

fields

lljiii

birds

hi.:

IM

and cotton

'

10 lent-

.

or five

ed to a hand-

ie

mudrctb thousand vonng fry.
old, and the supply will unaioit

were the

first

red up and tho heat awarded

did in grand style. Moving on. Bess d opped t
'a ditch
ami London backed. Nesbitt killed to c
a, nli,,i
flushed a bird, which dropped just beyond til
went close to it, and should' have pouted, but did not,
brought up, soon located it in good style, and Loudon backed
rather poorly. Nesbitt flushed to order, a Qd the bird proved to be
a cripple. A little further ou aud they were ordered up, as it was
Tho judges compared notes,
5. o'clock, and we started for home.
aud after supper announced Bess as the winner.

London was

Tuesday morning the dogs in the All-Aged States were drawn
and a start was made from the hotel at 8:30.

to introduce
'

Me:

Some

leed.
._.

Novice worked very carefully.
I a little further on both dogs
cr than Pet.
The birds were
shot, killing one bird, which

1

m

our pure water
opinion Hint they will thrive
live small spriug streams flowing iuto
of the most encouraging reports from the waters
They scorn to become easily
re been deposited.
waters and the percentage that have lived is
acclimated to o
lat the food and water in this section is wholly
large, showing

put down.

e

rried

i

i

,

his tail a liltle low.

and did not appear to ho

They commence spawning about March 1, and
The eggs are about thirty to
continue until about May 15.
thirty-five days a hatching and the fish grow to weigh from two
to four pounds.
Taking into ct isideration (he small number of eggs with which
we started, 1 eoi sider this one of the greatest successes in artiSeth Green.
Ijci.-d fishculture

Bl BS

gnld-iish living

in

Im

•thee

i"

caediati

•

i.l.lOA.

TDESDAY.

ISO ADAM!.
After a ride of about a mile, to the north-east, Shadow and
Adair were put down in a obrunuiJ, and worked through to a largo
m-i.
n •••i ', which Sba owbaekodlu
field of weeds, where Adair
nd style. Capt. Henry flushed the bovy to order, but did not
Tnii w..
shoot. Adair dropped to order, Shadow to \
d, but
work. Following tbo birds into a swale, Athn
and A
moved on and flushed the bird. Shadow thenpo
up
and several more
the b
tie jealous, moved past her and put
Lime, but.
rose all around them. Adair was on point pi
ie judges .:• oi...
was not quite steady. Shadow coming tower
ou point, just iu season to escape scoring a tl
a wide swing to the south and ran inj
stvle.
The dogs were now ordered no. aud
.

'

and Cilida were cast off at 10:10. Glida at once ran into a
which skurried away m plain sight, but she remained perBess soon found a good bevy, which she pointed
steady.
Glida. with her bead high in the air. backed in grand
licelv.
and
with her head well

s

CARP IN MILL-PONDS. -Wenoxah, N.
comments upou my communication in your
refer to

ANO

i

.T.— In your editorial
issue of Dec. 1, you
lakes, inili-ponds, etc., and say that
nastily written) imiu tmraicatum
furnace," 1 should have added he

i

,

.

,

.1.

I

Down twentv-ii
heal.
two. hut her trainii

tite

I

I3BBTBUPE AND MACK MVAHAI'K.
Mack Lavarack were cast off in a larco field of
Gertrude ranged and quartered in eapiinl stvle
ten down n
silv. but not verv fast until he had
I

instances which
might

!

:

Vi'ouM-he etirp

ceive them.
--

however, the young carp
which rein' such waters as to places
cidturifts who do not engagl
p

tice,

hvnteiuatically, will not attain success, but will

.n.l

bring tho

2— The

VVmi cesl er. Mass., Dec.
vicinity ia at a standstill ; tue

sporting

rows

in

this

supposed interest awakened
by the consolidation of lie two clubs has not brought forth
much frui
Individuals bave oci asionally come to the front,
practice has not been
with » StriDg of birds,
il
union!!.
he Bportsmen in this vle'uyty have
'"'- south and south-east
made n raid on the fOJ
of the city, John M. Him... oi Millbury, ceports ten, while
m Grafton man tells ni d|iially as good luck.
At WeBtbonragli the Bportsroen's Club had their annual
.

then,

lid killed,

promising new industry (here) into disrepute.— Mn.ros P, Piehce.

.ed,

ed

llushed to order, and the d

i

-isod

and sho
style, but Bess has

h6wed
a

gamy way

'

n

littk

the

birdsthfttii

pi

i

g...i

lire,

vie.

Th

'!'»

THIKI-

tgiiin

and

iidcr.

but

d.

en flushed ouo or two bil
strude awarded the heat. Down

I

lifly

when
Mack
and

up,

m

i

:

The two squailfl were commanded
shnii Ti'iiok-i-'iviii.'.' Day.
by Capts. Jacks m and Winslow. The result was a game
supper at which some fifty were present. The veteran foxE.
hunter, Mr. A. Davenport, was present as a guest,

—

,

Shadow and

i.ii

Also

i.i

i.avi:i;ack.

Laverack were put down

.

when th •

n

si

nf

tin
;

OUUd
bevy.
Botli
boj Den ctdleal her

Shadow dropping on
-

.

Bt,

and the bird

poirri

Which ahad w

lunles started a bevy,

tvll^

in

til

:'

d ou of her own accord.
Unshed a nice bevy, and

.;

-." ki

_:

I

I

and ShadQW dropped on point

1

round and pointed wh

t

they got up, and

a

DftOEMBBK

15,

FOREST AND STREAM,

1881.]

bAcked

nicely.
Following tbo bird*, Novice pointed, and the bir.l
was Hushed by handler, when the ireat got. in all aroui
Ncabitl and Novice then flushed another, Novici
The bird dew clone to Bens' head, and sho remain
Novice lien pointed a hare and Bess back. A. Next-, Beee pointed,
oiid lb.- bird wasfhiahed, we thought by handler.
It
Novice's turn, and she soon pointed, bat moved on.
I:
DdNovIcaaoou pointed again, and Bess again bucked.
Novice moved on, and appeared!
but Bess, taking
I

393

SHADOW AND 8JCJBA.
Shadow and Glida were now ordered up
tion of third

tho same

and fourth

man

do,

fl

we

will

i

good

.

The

following

is

a

field

summary

dogs.
if the

KUSS

I

inning

at 1:10 in a

beat I.u Laverock,
at Clair.

d

i<

id in the

ound

i

i,

a

felt" for
further, came
in good form.
air.

little

backed
Shadow was not quite
trudeHwiingronnd to the

e

to order, but

at

did not at

;.

bould have been.
edge of the woods, and made a be
backed nicely. Sanborn
flogs dropped to wing.
Gertrado reti
moving on together a. bird was flush*

iful

riled

point, which Shadow
to order, and botli

ed very well. Both doga
G irtrade was a trifle the
1 have pointed.
Another
bird v.:
flushed, but 'the dogs aud
id handle
handlers were so mixed
iil> that il was difficult to determine who waB
was to b
blame. Gertrude
Boon acoie another flush, and a little further on ™.
open, pointed a long distance, iln d the birds were duelled
Working uorlb Shadow again pointed; and, Gertrude Doming up.
scored another slush. They were then ordered up and Shadow
awarded the heat Down 15 minutes. This was quite a
party, aa Gertrude was looked upon as a sure winner.
Shadow
bad not shown very brilliant work iu her previous heats, hut she
came out very strong in this one, and completely won tbo hearts
oi all who witnessed her grand performance.
:,

01' UTlATfi,

I

Shadow heat Gertrude.
FOURTH 6F.EIES OF IIKATS.
Dashing 'Novice bent Shadow and wins first prla
shadow beat I'ollun.
l!<.ss heat Shadow and wins Rc.iond prize.
Shadow and Ghda divide, thud aud fourth prizes.

FOURTH

SERIES.

Thin was the last beat of the third series, and Shadow was immediately put down with Dashing Novice at 2 o'clock to decide
which of them should have Brst place. E
bed the
last be.it with absorbing interest, and, judging by bis looks
bo
(lid ii.it like Shadow as well as the rest of the crowd did.

good style, both quartered nicelv. Novice pointed
spronts, and Shadow backed. Then ii|i the
way. Novice again pointed, this time on a nice bevy,
and Shi
iuely, tbo whole being very good work.
A
little ft
ice challenged, aud Shadow, who was a little
to the
tinted just as the birds fliuhed.
Dew claimed
that Bhi
ire they rose, but it was so thick that it waa
impoeai
Ve thought that there was reason for doubt.
Shadow
but the bird Hushed wild. Coming down
wind,
flushed, but we could not see which dog
was nearest. A quail now flushed close
had got scared, aud were bouud to go, a
Moving a, ross the open. Shadow pointed
flnsbedthe birds, and shadow jumped once,
dropped to order. Novice then pointed where
started.
A little further on, both pointed two
hushed to order. Shadow was a little ahead v
judges compared notes and found (heir scores a
the dogs on.
Dew and Sanborn agreed to divid
matter which won, and we thought it a pity that
divide the honor, as well as the money, but the j
coiis.nl.
Working in through the timber to a
pointed, and both loaded up to a point. Movie
both were unsteady, and flushed aud chased,
little abend, but both dropped to order.
Moving
di-oi'pc d ..n point and Shadow backed.
Sanborn
nig on, dropped again, ju»t as the bn
arting off in
hi

e

the

tin.-,;

little

i

.

i

A.GED st.\ki:s.

AT.l.

BESS AND GOHDON.

Tuesday morning
first

at 9 15'Bess

heat'of the All-Aged stakes.

and Gordon were cast off for the
They were let go in a large field

came to a point, and Bess baeked him in good style. Both roaded
on, and one of the handlers Ilushed a single bird. Both now
pointed, with Bess a little in advance. The birds were ordered
Hushed, and two rose in front of the doge, and tho rest of the

bevy— who were feeding— got up all over the field. This was verv
fair work.
Sent on again, Bess commenced roading and Gordon
backed awhile, and then both roaded very well some birds that
were feeding.' Bess displayed rare hunting sense in so youne:
dog by getting the trail straight and slipping along tbo bed]
fast and roading up to the birds, when she dropped on point,
{lord. m also dropped a f. w feet from her, and a bird-to order—
was flushed between th<
further ou both again droi. pe-d on point, and two birds'we're ilushed
der just he.
.m. Swinging round, Gord*
laited by the spectators, and followed,
flush.
A lar bev
u Best
;ot
uoiut. and a little further ou
anoihei, which Gordon hacked,
o birds were ilushed to order
v ordered up and Bess
and* missed by handler's. The;
awarded the heat. Down 45 minutes.
DASH III. AND MAV
by Ncsbitt,
•i
May Lavarack, handled by
Dash 111, inili
Mr. Snellenburg, were now putd. n in a large field of sedge and
Hush, dropping to wing very
weeds. Mav verv soon scored
i

i

I

i

K

i

:

to D:i-

Down

piize.

c

nd a half

bon

The judges ordered Pollux and Bess to run to decido which
should compete with Shadow for second place, and they were
started at 3:45 in a cornfield, and worked toward the south." B'bbb
a hare, aud a little further on both challenged, and
birds, which were flushed by Pollux, who was right
in the middle of the bevy. Swinging to the Bontheast, Pollux
pointed and Bess followed suit, although soiuo claimed

soon pointed

roadedbv the

wan only backing. This was on another bevy which was Unshed
to order right between them.
>
iesoorefl
she then eh
flush and dropped to wing,
and pointed false, and Pollux refused to back, hut moved .:; and
;

which flashed wiid. Jle roaded on, 1".;
painted two
loo close, be again ilushed. Bess uow pointed, and Pollux, brought
up, also established a good point.
This was a line exhibition. The bird wan flushed to order, but
net shot at. Pollux then pointed, and Bess backed, but the 'point
was false. Then Bess pointed, and Pollux refused to back, but
soon swung round and backed uiooly. Those birds were running
to roost, and Bess roaded them in a very excellent manner, that
would have done credit to a much older dog. Pollux also roaded
«. 11, but not so truo as Bess, who stuck close to them.
When the
birds turned into tbo cover Bess pointed grandly, and Pollux also
located them very well. They were ordered up and Bessie awarded
birds,

Down "one

the heat.

flushed two birds and dropped to wing. Dash, coming np, backed
her, aud the handlers going up Hushed several birds all around
May soon scored another
Jbilt shot and winged a bird.

to order an.:

Wednesday morning

The wiud was

7:50.

At 8:10 Bcsb and Shai
pele for second pri/.e.
speed. wiO

in a cotton field to

If

;

i

;

Thev were now ordered up and Brcckcn ridge

awarded the heat. Down one hour and twenty minutes. Kinnikinnick is a young dog of much promise, but has not had experience enough to competo with so good a dog as Breck.
DASIIINO MON.Mil

II

AVI) M«:|l W.

order a
io bird got up close
herj
then turned a...l backed Shadow, who had dropped
A little further on Shadow dropped on point t > a flue bevy. Bess.

attention last year by tho excellent manner in « hich
his work, but, although Some of his work this year »;:- brilliant,
upon the whole he did nm do near as well as lasf year. His severe
ist summer, and the constant demand for bis services in
the stud mav have something to do with this. At any rate he is
not the dog now that be was a year ago.
Maud V
stylish bitch, and mauy of her motions remind us of !•
stone, particularly the way iu which she jumps into her points. If
she goes all light she will he a hard one to beat when Bhe :-.- n
year or two more of work. Monarch commenced by pointing false
once or twice, and Maud backed very nicely. On :i little further,
.Monarch wheeled round to the light, and made one of hisinagmfieent poiu a. Mar,.: instantly backed when she saw him, but
catching the scout ahe changed her hack into a pout.
Dr. Ware
Hushed to order, and, killed, and Hand retrieved very well. She
then half-pointed a bare, and Monarch backed. She then went on
and again pointed, and Mouarch dr...,
The bird was hushed to order,. 1
wind ran into a bevy of birds, and t
teady to wing, and Maud to order. Maud thenuoi

i

i

sin-

:

order.

de

-!.:'.
the corntield. both dQga
Mov
to order between them,
backed, when the spectators i'u
dogs, aud Dew claiim d thatthia
inn, but we thonght Shadow wi
id .am- it lip. WOI
again point
]

bird,

finely, but

Working east into
which was llu-hcd
rated aud Base

bird point'' d

and

lehind the
thai it had

she
.

B

ion

shadow

the Fence,

g on
roaded very

i

Shadow

got

ini

too cloae

and

flushed.

Bess

awthig to the left and pointed, and Shadow backed. They Boon
on to the edge of the woods, when both dropped on point
:

i

:

I'lii
tant, and a largo bevyroof the spectators thought tt
ice was to these birds, but thij was a inlstaki
whore they had roosted. Following liie birds iul

imeic

wind.
i

'

down

Some

,i

Shadow pointed

a

;.

!

i

ished to
se pointed and Shadow bl
order but not shot at. Taking s step or two, Bra
opj
bird rose in front of hi
and dropped the instant she saw
pc>t.-.l"i-s umr-h
led th
silvery nic am
rim dogs v. ere now ordered up. and lions awarded the
pleasure,
uuer of second prize. Down one hour.
heat, an:

-

,i

i

':.

'

.

jiici.ton

ir.

i

ash

Nhi.i.n:.

FIBST SEi!li:S— AI 1,-Alli.ll siAias.
Bessie beat Gordon.
May Lavarack heat Dash 111.
Maxwell beat Countess May. withdrawn).
Breckcnridge beat Kinikinnick.
,'

Maud W.

Monarch.

beat Dashing

Biz beat Count Noble.
King Dash beat Hush.
Don beat Grouse Dale.

Peepo' Day eat Dashing Hover,
MaMweil be'at Trix.
I

TELEGRAM TO

A>D

loi.EsT

.STREAM.

SECOND

were the Harvard
former won, as sho
speed and quartet ing.
Maud W. and Bieckeini.igo wire next put down. Maud fcKro
having the wind, made a ilu-li. Breckeuridge had the most spaed

Tho

bracts put d >wn on Friday luo.ning
The
i.lnb's Bessie and May Laveradk.

first

Kennel

.

;

,i

I

1, ad, who made, rather a close race of if, the
Nellie and Biz were now cast oil', and after
the bitch was declared the winner of the heat.
heat was won by li.ai over King Dash.
Maxwell.
ties opened with Pei
The laThe running was fairly even, hut Peep was eventually declared the

Next came Lita ami

iatter finally winning.
est,

:

.

SE(

lB\

08D StmiEg OF

UEA'JS;

May Laverack,
b- at Maud W.

Bessie beat

Breckeuridge

Lad

beat Lela.
eat Biz.
beat King Da-h.
Peep o' Day beat Maxwell.

Don

TBTBD SERIES.
Tho

opened with Bessie and Breckenridgo,

third series of beats
a: id

Lad were next put down together,

the former carry-

n to conclude the series, ran a fine race,

.

but Peep was the winner.
Ulilio SERIES ol' KEATS.

midge bea

Brecki
.

l'eep a'

at Lad.

Day beat Don.

KOUKTH

SEBIE8.

m

Breckeuridge and Nellie were now cast off. The heat result d
an easy victory for tho latter, who decidedly cmt-pae dhea
tui
This closed the running for thi lay.
On Saturday morning Nellie aud Peep were put down to rim for
ut neither
Thei
first in tho All-Aged Stakes.
dog did as well as had been expected. Tho judges at length gave
tho heat to Peep, who thus won liist. Ncilie took second, and
Breckeuridge and Lad divided third.
I.IIIV i-orKTH SKKIES Ol' HEATS.
.

Breokenridge.

.1

:..

S

at Nellie.

Nellie second,

•.

and Brcekenridge and

r.ad

divide third,

BRACE STAKES.
The entries for tho National Brace Stakes were
Count Noble and Nellie.
King Dashand Belton.ni.
H rouse Dale.

.]

,

....'

Die h

V.lli:

III

.

as follows

by King Dash and Belton
and t h ini by Grouse Dall

and

1

1

1,

:

second by

.'
<

.

Then Monarch
by Martin. Walking up, Maud
.

SKULLS.

excelled:

I

'

,

,

I

'

|

1

1

bird

was flushed,

'

I

outdone, pul

i
i

moved

too carefully,

kennel

;

it will

drive ever,

was Vi-vv nice to look at,
Bordered up, and Maud W.
three-quarters of an hour.
I

it
was not busin
awarded the heat. Down

but

I

bis

Bei

n

ily pointer

for

thn

ered, and Persia
carboUc soap, etc
and thoroughly applied, and in a few days the dog would be
but the odor of the shavings is too much for the
" 5he
fleas.
i

i

i

.

i

•

<

.

Aniustuut

'.ed.

-

iho dogs
lunch, which was
of quite a hill, where we
the fox hunt, which will ho

Bolton ill., handled bv Short, and Nellie, handled bv Sanborn,
were at once cast off in a swale, aud worked throu:b into a large
cornfield, where we had an importunity to seo them show their
paces,
Belton goes ai a slashing gait and shows considerable
Nellie hunts with her head rather lower than we like to
see, but her head is very level, as she showed conclusively before
the race was decided. As it was ten minutes past five and almost
dark, thi
tp, to be put down again in the morning.
Just after this Helton staunchly pointed a largo bevy, but, as they
were not under judgment, it did not couut.

:

Dashing Monarch, handled by Martin, and Maud W., handled by
Dr. Ware, wen; now put down. Monarch is well-known to our
readers as the winner of second prize at Bobbins' Jslaud last year,
and as one of tho en itestauts there this year. He attracted much

here the tirst morning,
pointed nicely, and Sh

aud

rigid,

.

[SS£OlAi

and was off at
Working through into a
me be> j that were fonud
ilroad, Bess round ;;.-! au

:

J.ita

became

;d:i

.

I

com-

•::>.

greatly admired.

scent,

'..'':

i.MIV

was made at

start

u

raa
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trieve, did so fairlv.

north-west, ami there was every indication of a good day.

cornfield,

rfted
ohtauii

hour.

WEDNESDAY

!

Slit

l.AD AND tt&BEB.
Lad, handled by Dew, aud Piudee. bandied by Capt. McMurdo,
were now put down in n cotton-field'. Moth dogs went well, but
Lad was
tossing the railroad into a large, open
Held, and working through to a gully. Lad pointed partlv uudor
the hank, and Piudee mint to a point behind him, ou the trail of
the same bud. Tbo hitter roaded up to where he could see Lad,
and backed him nicely. The birds were Unshed to order and
winged. A little further on Lad scored a false point, and soon
after found a trail, which ho roaded a little too fast, and flushed
a bevy. Following these, he pointed one under a fallen tree,
which Dew flushed to ordci. Then Piudeo pointed and Lad
backed, but moved up when Pindee went ou. and located tbo bird
just back of where Pindee pointed. Dow'tlushed to order and
killed.
Lad broke shot, and retrieved the bird in spite of his
handler. Some distance below bore the dogs worked ahead, and
both came to a point ou a large bevy. Dew killed one as they
rose, which Pindi.o pointed; he" thou limbed a bird, which ho
chased a short distance. Lad now dropped on a point, which
Piudee backed handsomoiv. This was very well done. Captain
Henry ilu.-lied and missed— both dogs steady to wing aud shot.
They weie now ordered up and Lad awarded the heat. Down an
hour and twenty minutes.

Shesoon]

tance.

:

she retrieved very" well. They were now ordered up and the heat
awarded to Mav Laverack. Down 40 minutes.
Countess May was sick mid withdrawn, aud .Maxwell, under tbo
to run with Trix— who had a bye— in the last
heat of the series.
tvINMHINNICH AMI I!I(Ki:i;KMlI»OE.
Kinnikiiiuiek. handled by Stafford, and Breckenridgo, handled
by Capt. Pat. Henry, were put down at 10:35. Both ranged fairly,
but neither quartered well. Breckenridgo scored the first point,
which Kiiinikinnick backed in magnificent style, with his head
high in the air. The birds were flushed by ('apt. Henry, who
mused with the first barrel, but ho scored a double all the same,
as he killed two with the second.
Breck retrieved ono of the
birds very well.
Kin pointed the other, which whs only wingbrought it iu very nicely. Then on into the Hoods
Breck pointed a squirrel, and Kin backed then Kin pointed tho
same aud Breck hacked. A little further on Breck flushed a bird
from under a tree-lop, and dropped to wing. Kiu pointed nicely
where the bird went down, but failed to locate it. Breck then made
Kin then drew ou a bird, but
a falsi
tot, which Kin backed.
got loo close and scored a ilusb. lio dropped nicelv and remained
on point. We thonght Break hacked him/but no mon
found, although Beveral had been marked down here,
flushed a bird down wind, for which he was not to blame. Working through a Urge field of weeds, both moved Very well Breck a
est, hut neither quartered .eiv well.
A little further
lid better, aud appeared to be under good command,
quartering to motion of the baud very well he pointi
•

e

which

cornfield, Lita
Minerva,
point.

dropped Hat right

Nellie beat Belton'ni.

!

awarded

—

'!:

;

.

.

tii

md

1

boat Adair,

Gertrude beat Mack Laverack,
TUlBt) SEEIES
lashing Novico boat Bess.

1

bevy, but they

killed a bird,

il

bohiii

!

.

li.'ss

swung round

rather preferred
the beat all

trifle

a

on

at 2:30, Lita cut out the
scored one or two Hushes,
work, and
ts, and soi
while Minerva— who was kept hack by her handler, instead of
being allowed to week freely—didnothing
ing either good or bad, and
had noohance to win.
8:80, and Lita
awarded the heat.
Down altogetherr ai
an hour and thirty-livo
minutes..

Dashing Novice beat Pollux,
Loudon.

••

la back,

and

foUll.l

BE00XD SBBIKS OF HEATS.

Shadow Hopped

vas a

ill

.

beat Bessie T.
Gertrude beat Tom Paine.

field

in,

We

:.

well

was a splendid piece of work, aud
soon half pointed, but, catching t
Minerva backed. Wallace flushed to
were now taken up, to be put down
spread close bv a cotton gin on the
enjoyed a capital

beatOhda.

Shadow

d up

order,

:

BEATS

London heat Lady Friend.
Boas.

ealli

.

r

01?

Dashing Novioebeal Pet i.averaek.

Mack Laverack
Alter lunch Gertrude and Shadow
of weeds. T. ev looked so nei
matte r to keep track of them.
Bl
woods, and out into (be Baffle field
bunch of brush, and. throwing her

Both ranged audq;
earned her h-ad

p or two

an indication of iho breeding

,

•

maud.

lto

two, pointed grandly,

i

lOttl

Lita, as she

i

flesbitt flushed to order.
A littlo
furtber on Sanborn Hushed, and Bess dropped t wing across a log
little rurther on. Novice pointed in a ditch, where
bud bad just been Bushed. The dogs were then taken dp, and
J
awarded the beat. Down two hours and a half.
Thift]
•....,: ,;.:,.i much BWtr
class work.
The birds bad not moved much, as the day was Hour
and cold, and the scent appeared to be very poor.

nd Lita. handled bv
were eaal off at 12,25

to decido the disposiwore both handled bv
Tina ended the Derbv Stake-. a,:d if

prizes, but as they

they divided.

I

them in grand Style and
ton magnificent

j

.

fully

,

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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a moment or so, mount withont haste the lap end of the tree,
his brush, as he walks tho stump, several quick whisks, and

1'ENXSTLVANIA FIELD TRIALS.
SPECIAL TliLLGIUM TO FOREST AND STREAM.
Gbakd JrrxcTios Depot. Dec. 14.
The Pennsylvania, field trials commenced on Monday morning,
Dec. 12.

:

I

which only

for

six

com-

SEEIES OF HEATS.

iH.IMtv I'lltaT

May L&veraok

beat Ultip.
Bolton 11T. bent l'et Laverack.
Biz beat King Dafllf.
The heat between Biz and King
lasted three hours.

Dash was hotly

contested,

and

In the second eeriea May Laverack and Belton III. -were put down
together, but as Mr. Stayiou had not handled Belton, and could
not control him. the dog was withdrawn, thus giving the heat to
May.
May Laverack and Biz divided first, and King Dash took
second.

A f .1. -AGED STAKES.
In the All-Aged Stakes, which were begun
thirteen dogs wero drawn to run, as follows
Dashing Monarch against Gordon.

on Tuesday morning,
:

Offie, against Dash.
Maxwell against Count Noble.
Grouse Dale ogaUtoi Ned.

1

King Dash a bye.

MoNAUCH AND

OOTIDOS.

Tie first brace cast off on Tuesday morning were Dashing Monarch and Gordon, who were put down at 8:15. Monarch had the
best of it all through, and was declared the winner at 9:20, aftflt
being down an hour and live minutes.
OT.I.1K

AND DABH.

Ollie and Dash were next put down, and after running an hour
and a half, during which some very fair work was dano, the former was declared the winner.
COUNT NOBLE ANU MAXWELL.
At 11 :15 Count Noble and Maxwell were cast off. Tho heat was
a long one, lasting two hours, Count Noble winning.

The next brace to run wero Grouse Dale and Ned, who were put
down after Innch. After half an hour's running Grouse Dale won,
having performed some excellent work.

NELUE AND BELTON
Tho beat between
liant one.

HI.

and Belton III was by no means a
Dowu two hours.

Nellie

Nellie won.

bril-

Nellie beat Belton III.

Warwick beat Mack Laverack.
King Dash, a bye.

SECOND SERIES.
In the second series Dashing Monarch and King Dash were put
dowu, but aftei running half an hour, were ordered up, to go down
agaiu Wednesday morning.

HINTS ON THE CARE OP FIELD AND FOX DOGS.
Editor forest and Stream :
The following observations the writer has found of use

AMJ

:

POL'LTltv.

UOUS TUAT WILL NOT FOLLOW.
It often happens that young timid, bird dogs wish to follow their
owners when they are not going shooting and are not wautod.
They aro, consequently, chided and driven back often at the end
of a lash. I have known, after such treatment, when the sportsman did wish to hunt his dog would start off merrily, and after
going some fifty or a hundred yards stop and sit up on his end as
though he had grown right there, and no entreaty or threat eould
induce him to follow another step.
To leinedy this trouble, call the young dog to you before you
start, and feed him lightly, mount your horse and bid him in a
cheery voice, "Highboy." After you have seen him start with
you, " Remember Lot's wife," and never look back to see if he is
following vou if vou do, you will atop bim as surelv as though
you had used your gun upon him. The solicitude the sportsman f eela causes him to look and see if tho dog is following, the
dog, seeing bis master look hack at him, remembers former
eludings and is afraid to follow further, and so sport is spoiled.
HOW TO REMOVE LICE.
Lice upon dogs are very hard to get rid of. I think black setters far more liable to them than any other dogs. A dog has not
always to be poor or scratch much to cause one to suspect these
vermin. There is, however, a very fluffy, feathery shake the
animal gives himself (when once seen is never forgotten) which is
;

very suggestive of this trouble. A strong solution ot quassia,
from the ehips by steeping a day and boiling, applied with a
brush every other day for four days, is a dead shot.

made
atiff

MANGE.

The red mange is theourseof all dog owners. 1 have never failed
to effectually and speedily eradicate it by immersing the affleotfld
auimals in a blacksmith's slack-tub frequently.
When bird dogs or fox dogs get their feet tender, (which is often
the ease when first put to full work) wash their foot' every chance
yon get in pot liquor or stale buttermilk. It is very comforting
and curative, especially if you let the poor devil lap "his foot bath
after the operation is completed.

FOLLOWING BEYNARD.

And now, with regard

If one hunts them reguto fox hounds.
and observes them closely, many things may be learned
million!. It is often the case when hounds are trailing hnrriedlv and gathering their trails rapidly, one may he seen to
mount the stump of a felled tree, and then tho "butt cut" of the
tree, and proceed its entire length toward the laps.
When this is
observed, get yourself ready to ride, for it is lust dollars to cents
you will bounce your fox in lens than two minutes by the watch.
larly
al,

i

Upon

T~\ AJ8Y had not a long pedigree, but she had that which is better
A-^in both man and dog, meritorious qualities of her own. She
would net have taken a prize at a bench show, her size would have
prevented that, but in the field she easily outdid those dogs which
for more display would have tanked her.
And yet I have never
seen a prettier or more trim little dog. "She is a" delicate, dainty
little creature," said a gentleman one evening as I lifted her into
the wagon after a day's shooting— and she was.
She was not one of those dogs that "novor make a mistake"
(I have yet to Bee one), but I know from actual comparison that
she would find more birds in a day than these same infallibles.
Not a very rapid worker, she was careful in the extreme, and when
she had gone over a field one eould feel pretty sure that all the
birds in it had been found- Possessed of a remarkably acute nose,
I haTe seen her come to a stiff point long before her "companions
were aware of the presence of game. She was unusually staunch.
One day I tested her by not going in to flush tho bird, but remaining behind fur some ten minutes. Without turning even so much
aB an eye io see where I was, she kept her point, standing till the
strain on her nervous system became too great
then she quietly
dropped upon her haunches, and in this position kept her point
till bidden to rise.
As a retriever she had few equals if she saw a bird fall or evon
supposed it to be wounded, she would find it no matter how long
it required.
I have seen her point a live bird with a dead one in
her mouth. To shoot over such a dog is a high pleasure to any
one who appreciates such qualities and that pleasure was mine
;

;

last winter.

The extreme cold of the past winter forced me to seek the more
genial climate of Southern Georgia. I never in any of my trips in
search of sunshine had bo enjoyable a time as I did during three
there.
Every one seemed to try to do something to
promote my happiness, and they succeeded. To no one am I bo
much indebted as to my friend W. He was a friend in need, in
deed and always. And while I know that I should offend him did
I mention his name, 1 feel bound to put on record my appreciation
of his goodness to me. It was this kind friend who loaned Daisy
to me. For throe months she was my constant companion, and to
her sterling qualities as a field dog I am indebted for many a days'
sport and much added health. To her intelligence and" kindly,
affectionate, 1 might say sympathizing disposition, I am indebted
for the pleasauteat brute companionship I ever knew.
The other day tbere came to me a letter, which, I am not
months spent

ashamed to say, made a choking in my throat. It ran ** I know
tbatyou, more than any one else, will sympathize with me over the
death of dear little Daisy ;" and I did and do. I feel a sense of
personal loss, aud I cannot help the wish that death may not be
the end of so much intelligence and affection as were combined in
that little dog. There comes back to me very vividly many incidents connected with her stay with me. At first her new, compulsory residence was not a happy one, but kindness soon did its
work, and while not losing her love for her master and mistressshe was the special pet of the latter she soon learned to know me
as one of her best friends. At night she was chained to her kennel, but tho man who made my fire was instructed to loose her as
soon as he rose. She would then come to the door of my room and
patiently wait for admission. When the door was opened, with a
single bound she would land upon my bed, put her nose under my
side, and give one long, intensely human sigh of relief and satisfaction.
Remarkably obedient at other times, no words were then
sufficient to dislodge her from the bed.
She wonld nestle as close
as poaaible, and then actually hold her breath as though to make
me think she was not there.
At first Daisy utterly refused to make the acquaintance of the
village dogs, but when her timidity wore away, she greatly enjoyed
a frolic with them. At audi times" she was apt to lose" sight of
me, but she seemed to know that I waa certain to be found sooner
or later at the post office
and I have known her to sit quietly on
the steps half an horn- waiting for me. Wheu at last she saw me
she wonld como with a rush, her every look and motion indicating
the joy she felt at seeing me again. When sho learned that I was
willing to romp with her she would often come with a challenge in
her eye and posture, aud great waa her eujoyment when the play
began.
As innocent of evil as any little child, she often attempted to
play with the pigs wo found during a ramble. Now, the pig of tho
South has not the fear of dogs before his eyos, nor yet the love of
them in his heart, and Daisy's kindly overtures were not taken in
the spirit in which they were made the pig, much to her disgust,
:

It IB often the case that pointer and setter puppies aro very destructive to young poultry. I have never seen a pointer or setter
which turned out to bo anything, which did not, when a pup,
" It is thoir nature to." Such whelps are a
kill young chickens.
terror to all good house-wives who raise poultry. To break all
such, place around the neck of the offender a collar made of a soft
cotton rag:. Pass through this collar a bit of whip-cord ; hold one
end of the cord in yonr hand and attach the other to the log of an
old lieu which has a clutch of newly-hatched chickens. Draw the
old hen (game hen prefered) up to the pup. Stop up both of your
ears and look. Repeat next day if necessary.

IUSD

KEEPING HOUNDS.
of our sporting j ournal s speak of keeping hounds as though
there was a world of expense attending it
This may be tho case
to some extent about cities.
There attaches, of necessity, no such
expense in the country, and such articles have a tendency, with
regard to young country fellows, to throw a damper upon this
sport, which all men love— a sport which gives a youngster a sure
seat in the saddle, and imparts endurance, health and manliness.
K. M. Co SWAY.
(Nov. 30.— Since mailing you on the 2Cth iust. tho notes on Care
of Dogs, etc., in your issue of'.tho 24th, oame to hand, containing
recommendation of a decoction of quassia to lie used upon dogs
for fleas.
I observe also in chapter III. (same issue) on dog
" Training versus Breaking," an application of game hen to pup
is commended to euro the latter of too great a fondness for young
chickens. Now. for fear persons should think I have been stealing the thunder of others, I write this note, knowing if mv article
is used I will be set right.
With regard to the use of "quassia
for lice, 1 will also state there is nothing better when used as an
injection upon your hunting horse, if he is ever troubled with the
little white internal worms which cause thorn so much annoyance,
and make them to spoil their tails by rubbing.
R. M." C.)

;

At 4:15 Warwick and Mack Laverack were put down. Maok was
sick, and at theeud of twenty-five minutes' running, he was withdrawn, leaving Warwick winnor of the heat.
SC31MAUV MUST SEBIEB OF HEATS.
Dashing Monarch beat Gordon.
Ollie beat Dash.
Count Noble beat Maxwell.
Gi'oumb Dale beat Ned.

l'Cl'WES

i

is " gone away."
They delight in an elevated start, e
shotdd they seek at the eud of the chase a duty hole, or be 0'
taken by a draggled, sloshy death.

DAIS*.

Belton III. a./ain-l Nellie.
Mack averaok against Warwick.
DASHINfl

6

moment

Many

MEMBERS' STAKES.
The Members' Stakes wero first run,
peted, with the following result

|Dkokmbbb

the other baud, should tho dog get on tho lap' end of the
tree and trail toward the stump, there is no immediate chance 6f
Jumping him. When an old red mounts the " butt cut'' of a tree,
lie walks toward the lap end, looking for a place to lie down.
At
daylight, however, or an hour before, upon the first sound of
hound or horae, the old fellow will get up, stretch himself, listen

—

;

;

would charge upon her. She never seemed to understand why
the pig would not play with her.
It was a delightful thing to see her manifestations of delight
when I took my gun and went out of tho garden gate, or even
wheu I went for a walk only. Putting all her feet together like a
bucking horse, sho threw her whole body three or four feet into
the air, while her eyes seemed to bo made of light.
When I took her away from home she absolutely refused to
leave the room in which I was, and generally insisted" upon climbing into my lap, and (bough much less comfortable in thatpoBition
than on the mat by the fire, tbere sho would remain. While consenting to be fastened to the kennel at home, she would cry
piteously if thiK were done when away, and was alwayB unhappy
when disposed of for the night unless' she was allowed "to lie at my
u -~:ber

Only

door.

oui

penitence
after coud
stances we

she downright disobedient, but she showed her
amends by hei
The cirtum-

plainly, and tried so hard to make
i, thai
I
was glad she had disobeyed.
as follows
While snipe shooting by
:

some ponds

I
sent in

found soi
ducks, of which I killed three. Daisy was
after thei
She picked up one and immediately dropped it nothing could induce her to touch it again, flailing her out, I pun:hed ber and sent bet back. She deliberately sat down in the
shallow water by the duck.
d at me as if to say, "What
are you going to do about
Ided, threw little sticks, but
Daisy never moved. Wkxi
r come to me she roae, aud
slowly walked to the oppot
the pond, and on reaching
land trotted off and awsv
half
11, aud was not seen for
At the expiration of that time she came to the top of
the hill s
1 paid no attention to her.
In a few
minutes
pond. I still pretended not to see ber.
Bhe tbi-ii
d, and coming near to me, began to work
in the n
still I gavq no heed to her; she came
I then spoke to her in a kind tone, when she ran to me
closer-.
;

i

and looked and acted her penitence and affection as plainly and
completely as did evei a man. For the remainder of the day she
was better than the best.
One day on coining to an unusually high fence, I grasped her
from that lime on she made me help
collar and helped her over
her over if it was but a four-rail fence.
Aud now this bright, affectionate, intelligent and most useful
little dog is gone.
She will never agaiu fondle upon those who
Bared for her. She wdl never again delight us by her performances
in the field, or by her affection at home.
We miss hei miss her
sadly.
"Nothing," wrote her mistress, " oan take Daisy's place."
In my own heart there is an ache near akin to that which is felt
at the loss of a human friend, for Daisy was to me uioro than a
mere adjunct to my field sport and recreation silent though aha
waa, her companionship waa a perpetual delight, and I feel, as I
close, that my imperfect sketch has not done half justice to the
best littlo dog I ever knew.
C, B.
;

,

;

GERMAN HUNTING DOGS.
r

pHE

sportsmen of Germany have a great many different desorlp
tions of dogs for their hunting, which are altogether unknown
in this country. The Schweiaa bund is a most useful aid to the
forester, for he is gifted with a marvelously keen nose, and oan
take the track of a deer two or three daya old, and work it out
with unfailing certainty. These dogs are much like the English
bloodhound in appearance, but do not staud quite so high. They
have very musical voices, and are trained to give tongue when
they rind the wounded animal, whether it be dead or alive. Sometimes they are trained to seize and pin it, or only to keep it at bay.
They will follow the wounded animal either by the warm blood,
or the day following will take tho trail and follow the cold blood
until the quarry is either found dead, or started again. Those
dogs are sometimes so trained that they will distinguish the track
of the stag from that of the hind ; but to train them to this

A

:

point is not an easy matter, and requires more patience and caro
than most men have. Tho Leicht bund was, however, formerly
used in Germany for this purpose, and was thus a valuable assistant to the forester, enabling him, by passing around the outside
of a forest, to learn just bow many stags hud gone into it, and
how many had come out, the dog standing or chopping at each
stag's track crossed.

"Perhaps the most conrngeuua of all dogs," said a German
to us recently, "is the dachshund"— a tiny animal,
scarcely bigger than a toy terrier, will not infrequently tackle a
badger several times his own weight. These little dogs are sometimes very useful adjuncts to a boar-hunt. Ihey will chase the
animal until he is tired, aud will then remain by him, making an
unceasing noise. The boar having no fear of his tiny persecute!,
gentleman

down, merely threatening the

sits

littlo

dog wheu

it comes too
is enabled to
discovered by the

near, and the hunter, led to the spot by the noise,

get within shot and

before his presence

fire,

is

game.

Tho

best packs of dogs for hunting tke boar consist of a lot of
those which have been used by the swineherds being
;
At the close of the season they are separated and are
boarded at the different farms on the estate. One farmer employs
the one loft with him in watching his hogB ; another uses his as a
cattle dog, aud a third makes a house dog of the one in his charge.
When the season opens they aro collected for use. These dogs
are not bold enough to seize the boar, a proceeding which would
result in immediate death, but they follow and worry him, and at
the same time make noise enough to keep tho hunters informed
of their whereabouts.

mongrels

preferred.

KEKNEL NOTES.
Impress upon the minds of those, who send us Hems
>r our Kennel Notes, that to avoid mistakes all naineB should be
primed in tbint letters, as we and It very easy to make mistakes
here this Is not done. We also would like to he Informed whether
the animal Ls male or female, and to know the date of blrtli and tho
breed to which they belong, whether pointer, setter, or bulldog. A
careful study of the notes In this number of the paper will show Just
what Is wanted. Our aim Is to have everything correct; hut. until
contributors will take the necessary trouble to conform to the above
request we cannot answer lor the mistakes that, may occur.

We wish

to

NAMES CLAIMED.
Fie— Claimed hy W. H. Todd, Vermilion, Ohio, for black, white
and tan beagle bitch, whelped July 7, ISTS. by Darwin (bred by Gen.
out or Lady, she by uen. Rowett's dog Rock out ot Bakers
champion old Fan.
J?ens— Claimed hv W. B. Todd for a Black, While and tan beagle
M1 on, whelped Anrll 27, 1880. hy champion Lee (Warrior— Kosey) out
of Kinglet (Warrior—Hosey).
Sara— Claimed by w. H. Todd for a black, white ami tan beauie
bitch, wbelped August us, isso, hy Rattler (Warrior— Kosey) out of
Baker's Fan (Trump-Mlllle).
Daisy— Claimed by W. II. Todd tor u white, black and Ian beagle
bitch, wbelped July Its, lst.0, by champion Lea (War rlor— Kosey) out
l;ov. Lit:

or

Maud [Spot— Millie).
Panc(/—0laimed by \V. n. Todd for a mack, white and tan beagle
;. isst, by champion Rattler (Warrlor-Uosey) out

bum, whelped May
ot Vie

(Darwin— Lady).

.SW- claimed hy W. H. Todd for a white, Black and tan beagle
wbelped July IS, 1880, by Lee (Warrior— Kosey) out ot .Maud
(Spot— Millie).
Dally— Claimed by W. H. Todd for a while. Mack and tan beagle
bitch, whelped July 7, 1878, by Darwin (bred by ._,..-noiai Kuweit, out
of lady Kork. Biker's eh.iiiti.ion winner, (tltl fan.
fvi/iu— Claimed bv W. II. Todd lor a white, h.ack and tan beagln
dog, w Helped May T, issi, by Kattlor (Warrior— Kosey) out of Vic
iojf,

Darwin— Lady).

hmibdil- bv Mr. Win. B. Mf.rshon, East Saginaw, Michigan, for bis
iii. hi
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ll; Uf sister to the above.
F-mmrii—Uy Mr. John lvlmurids, Wheatland, l'a., tor Ills red
I-.-.I,
;:; or dog puppy, formerly I-vrl'eeitou, whelped August
by champion Kory O 'More out of cullender's (Jay (champion Eicon—
champion Firefly).
bis
white
and
for
V(,i— fly Mr. U. S. Reynolds, Poughkeepsle. N. \.,
tan lox terrier dog pup, tour months old, by Mr. Thos, OrgUi's im-
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Tuck— By Mr. H. S. Reynolds. PoughkeepslB. F, T., tor bis blaek,
nm 01
while and tan (ox terrier dog pup by orgllis Unpolled
tme owner's Imported Nettle.
Clirk— By Mr. Charles dray MoKcnzlo. of Hudson. N. St., foi bis
oui
of
cocker spaniel dog, dark liver, with, white ruffle on breast,
« , t-v.
McKoon's Ulossy by same owners sain, whelped ....
./mho— By Mr..F..\. t 'aiiiion, New litivoii. mm.,.'or black and white
licked setter bitch pup, v. helped July $4, Isst.by one or in-. Aii-n's
lirldgeharappi I/,-, winning I.averacks, owned by H. n. ltngeis. or
bash and J. Peni/.e'a
ton, L. I., out of K. L. Miles' Sopor (Ko

Mp

t

<.

imported Nellie strains.
Glmeoro—By Dr. William

.larvls for a

[•iter

py whelped June 1, issi, by champion
Lonaime—liy Dr. Win. Jarvia for an E
whelped June 1, lssi. oy champion Bid
Ilvmainr-By Dr. Wm. .larvls tor an a
immpion hit
'>:;. b\
whelped June

dog pup-

1

/Vr/'rcriViii-Uy

tor

M.John

Kdii.iiiuU \\
of t

/,',.''/-'—

Belle tor

St.

puppy

i

bitch

puppy

.

(Kan-mount Kennel) Hyde Talk, Mass.,
Bernard blub, bred by L. Z, Collins, liaq, Lancaster,

Bj Mr.'.'v W.
lila

bitch

l

dog puppy Dy Kory O More out

'

r

t

i.">,

lit-inicti,

(Cambreau -Rousseau).
/;»,.(;

JIu-.i-Hy Sir. A. J. Mlddlebrook, of Bridgeport, Conn., or
dog, wrongly called Rich In last week s

brown and white pointer
Issue.

i

;

1881

15,

WHELPS.
la.; bitch J pan (filenmare—
seven dogs and three blteht ^ byimpoiu.o
>,,„„,,,
„„i„„
'•'" •'>
Blanclu Hu{.ec/!—Mr. Geo. II, \\
spaniel bitch Blanche Bubbell w helped Deo. .1, eight— tluvo dags una
five hitches-all mack, by Keel'.

Jean—Jtr.

Geo. E. Poyner's (Dayton,

whelped October
Hans (isang— Lima).
Ctrl;

21

.

i.

-

.:

'"'

:

'

Deckmbsb

pion

Win. Jarvis' (Claremont, N. H.) red Irish
Hit-. 1 three bitch puppies by cham-

I'cm-El.-hn—Tir.

F.innij

set to- bitch

FOREST AND STREAM.

15, 1881.]

Fanny Fern whelped

lilclio.

r.iWr )W-5Ir. E. F. Mereluiotrs English

pug bitch Little Pet baa
doss and two Ditches— by Mr. John Harper's Imported

>'i-i
1

''

'I

I'

'!,'.

I

I'

Irfta -Mr. L. U.Andrews' (Charlotte, N. C) Llewelllu setter bitch
Leila (Letepster-Klrby) whelped Dec. l, nine—6 bitches and 4 dogs— bv

champion Gladstone.

Fly— Mr, A. P. Kltchlng's nallve English setter bitch Fly -whelped
2', s—o dogs and 2 bitches -by Mr. W. A. Rea's English setter

Nov.

dog Beitram. Two bliches black and white, three dogs white with
lemon spots, two dogs lion wlih white feet and one lemon with soma
Two dogs since dead.

white.

SALES.

Racer— By Mr. J. X. Bodge, Detroit, Mich. , to Mr. W. H. Todd, of
Vermilion, Ohio, the celebrated stud dog Kacer by Rally (Sain—
Dolly) out of Mil (Warrior— Rosey). Racer Is two years old past,
past, was bred by Gen. Kowett, and Is line In beagle points and an
excellent stock dog. Mr. T. proposes to use him In his stud for a
While.
Nelly B-Bj the CeutrevlUe Kennel to Messrs. liurlch and Colevlll,
Mllilnir.v, Mass
tue black, white and tan beasle bitch Nelly B, three
years old, said to be by Dan out o( Katie
she is thorOu ftih brokei
Fanny -By Mr. Isaac Phelps, ol Sew York, to Mr. E. F. Mercllllott
the one year old red, wbtl
i ticked
Better tat eh puppy Fanny.
. has sold the Gordon setter bite
'nip (Gypey-stod dajd'9 Uukejby Dukeof
locust
ei to Mr. c. U. Thomas, Duxbury, Mass.
Collins, Lancaster, Mass., to Mr A. W.
Rousu
,

i

.

the imported

Bennett

St.

Bernard dog Rousseau

(Mtm.-u'i.
Belli -

Todd to Mr. 0. E. White, Cleveland, Ohio, the
Belie, by champion Rattler, (Warrior— Rosey,) Sis out of
.Darwin l.ady)-i;elie was white, black and tan,
W. LI. Todd, to Joel Miller, Kldgeway, Penn., the -white,
black and tan beagle dog, Storm, by champion Rattler, out ot Sis
Mr. W.

11.

'i

(Darwin La
Faith— W. il. Todd, to Garrett Sharroek, Uueyrus, Ohio, the white,
black and tan beadle bitch, Filth, out of Vic (Darwin Lady,) by
champion Fattier. (\\ amor Kosev)
Lulu-- W. H. Todd, to S. B. Smith, St Paris, O., the white, black
and tan beagle bitch. Lulu, out of Sis by champion Rattler.
U.Todd. (0 L. O. Bird, North Fusion, Mass., the white,
A'aro—
black and tan beagle dog, Sam. by champion Lee out ol Maud
'

W

Upot— Mllie)
Punir.—R? Mr. \V. IL Todd to <"apt. D. M. Morris, Peoria, 111., the
white, blue and tan. calk
fed, ie ".lie dog Panic out of Bessie
(Singer— Ring) by Klngold (Warrior— Rosey) litter brother to champIon Rattler and Lee.
c
-i:y Mr. W, 11. Todd to A. K. Barnes, Wakeman, O., the white,
a
a.l-Pi -h Sis out. ot Lady (Rock— Fau) by Darwin.
black am;
"•.-' -Ik'. Dr. Win. Jarvis, Claremont. N. H to Mr
E :< • • John (hi ild. Ww, Leoanon, N. H., a red Irish setter dog puppy by
,1

I:
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.
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,

Klchoout
Ji7i'/h>

01

N
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l.v Dr.

The Streams

New England

of

Farweil, and, ot the same
champion Elcho out ol' Rose.

W.

"many mills which have depended upon
water for their motive power have been obliged to stop
during dry seasons, and most of them arc now putting in

and coal companies, and also to anglers. What with
dams, sawdust and the cutting down of forests, and unseasonable fishing and netting, the fish have been pretty well

Now

depleted already.
less the fish will

go

tive Association

The counsel

the water supply

that

The Monthly Meeting
was held

of the

growing

PAPER CHALLENGES.

curious catalogue
THE
which
given

the

Our Advertisers.—We

invite attention to the notices of

leading firms in our advertising columns.
houses of the trade are there represented.

The

principal

We rigidly

dis-

criminate against unreliable dealers in firearms, and thereby
the respectability of all who use the advertising
columns of the Forest and Stream relied upon by readers

make

the representative of the Indian boy,
reach the very top notch of absurdity in the way of
these paper pronunciamentos. They are gradually growing into an interesting department of the literature of
rifle shooting, and each one is more bombastic than the

preceding one3.

Why it

with marksmanship

we

is

fail to

necessary to combine flip-flap
see

;

but since

th^e

thing has

become epidemic, we think it only fair to give notice lo
young Otto and others of his ilk that we have a champion
carefully laid away on paper, who, while riding at full speed
on the wild horse of Tartary, catches a loaded

him from
of

fire,

a 15 -inch

Rodman

rifle

%

We Repeat It because
:

A year's

the truth, and will bear repe-

it is

subscription to this purnal is the best possi-

and prove for yourself

if

our advice

rifle,

making the

is

it

to

your

not right.

this winter

a California "quail

may

is

got up,

guns and

of recreation than shoot-

next Thursday, Dec. 22. We have
prepared for our readers upon that occasion a rich fund of
entertainment; and we hope that the Forest and Stream
may add to their holiday pleasures. Among other contents
of that number we may mention the followiug;

Tub Bin Bear of Hermosa.

A

—

A

Southern Game Grounds.

—Very

localities,

sportsmen are

account of the

Hall. Syracuse.— 1. The man 1s a second-hand book dealer. Try
-'
"
.:i
Florida" published by Appletons. 2. Take a shot-gun to
ir.'s
Florida with rifle auxiliary barrel.
E. I>. W., Dover, N. H.—Dealer in foreign stamps Is Jno. W. Scott,
Dealers In scroll-saw patterns, Adams *
140 Fulton st., New York.
Bishop, 46 Beekraan St., New York.

K rick's Guide.—Mr. H. 0. Crlckmore, of the World, 31 Park Row,
New York, announces that bis well known "Guide to the Turf" lor
the year 1SS2 will be on a much larger scale, than the previous editions
J. N. W., Frederick. Md.— Ot the " cheap John" gnns you mention
one may be rate and another not. If you want a gun to shoot, hawks
about cbe farm write to some of the respectable dealers ror a secondhand arm.

L., Rochelle, 111.— Does choke-boring a

gun enlarge the gauge

'.'

For Instance, if I get a No. 10 choke-bored will It shoot a No. 10 shell
same as betore, or will It take a No. -9 ? Ans. It takes the same size
o< shell as before.
F. N. w, New York.— what are the charges at Havre de Grace for
duck shooting? Ana The charges for whole equipment, with boats,
sink-boxes, artendan ?,
Sin topper day. The shooting there at
the end of this month will depend upon the weather.
Is.

ol

New York

one

agents ot the gun say that
laminated steel or twist bar-

ot their

guns bursting. The guns, they say, are made or the best maand are all proved with more than the usual care.
W. E. P West Lebanon, Ind.— 1. The American guns will not
get more shaky than the others without ex enslon ribs. 2. The
names you mention as put on guns have no n easing- They are not
names ol the manufacturers. Tne guns are of interior grade.
PHti.ADKLriiiA C0KKKSPOMDENT.— The revolver which Is advertised
as a free newspaper premium by the Now York firm Is a cheap and
undesirable affair. The "Ivory handle" appears only m the adverrel

terial,

"Jerome Marble"

l:i«ill(T;l,

i

IV a

illl'.a

I'.-;:',

lieir.j nl

,
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i.">u
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'

"

'

:
'

:
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"

'•'

'

;

'

a sham from the word go. Beware of It.
A. P, Mllford, Mass.— Joseph Manton was a famous English gunmakrr who lived 1T66-1836. His business was afterward carried on
bv John Manton.
The Manton guns are now rare, and much prized
by their possessors. We saw one the other day, a muzzle-loader,
which had been nought by a friend at an auction In this city.
Cnir.MUNk, Hudson, N. Y.—The arm you Inquire about is sold at
the " extraordinary low price I" because it could not be sold at a legitin iteprlce by Its manufacturers and has been in eonspqm-nce turned
over to the " cheap Johns" ror them to get ricl of to gullible purchasers.
he claims made for the arm are about as sensible as tlr se
in nted on fihn opposite page of the circular setting forth the wonders
It Is

C.

is

given by a

TRYING TO RHYME "TAERAPIN.'

i

'1

of clairvoyance.

Pa.—1. Are the Creedmoor rul^s and those of the Nat tonal
R. A. the same ? 2. Is it tne rule to add 2 to the score of open sights
:i.
How do they count the
in shooting with globe and peen sights?
There is no general
2. No.
score In case or a tie ? Ans. 1. Yes.
hand ipplng. 3. In single distance by the fewest number
of misses, then by tin- fewest outers and so on. If still a tie, then by
the Inverse order of shots. If an absolute tie, by shooting off.
C. F. IL, Buffalo, N. Y.— Can you Inform me of any publication on
:s by Dr. R. Hestlie culture of ihe uennan cam
An- '"",.
nilatendsnt National Carp Ponds, Washington, D. C. This
lot ins a purr, or the neport of the U. S. Fish commission, Pan IV.,
1S75. '76, pp. S6n-»tl0. It was also separately pi lilted in pamphlet,
published enform at the Government Printing OiHce, istlre. wllh the original cuis, In Foiiest and Stbkam, vol. XVE.pp.
!«'.!. 2.-i2, 271. 2i)n. of the following
dates: April 21,23; M ay 5 and 12,
K., Troy,

i

'

'.'

.

ILL
question grave disturbed the land,
To know It the beauteous Tarrapln
" Was llsh or game." Some took the stand
That It was game, although no hai i-y skin

A

1SS1.

That

It Is

I, for one, contend
a llsh with nere' a fin.

And It these lines
Just send

It

along,

the prize should win
sir, to

CLAEA Fi.y

I

A DOMESTICATED WILD TUBKET.—Devil's

Eiver, Tex.,
—Visiting a contractor's camp a few days Bineo, my attencalled to a domesticated wild turkey hen, which was captured when a cluck a day or two old. It was caught last June on
the Muces River, and for a few days, was very timid. Being allowed
to run about the camp, it very soon becamc'accnatomed to i'a surroundings, and is now thoroughly domesticated- It was very much
attached to a young man in the oamp
would follow him about,
feed from his hand, jumping into his lap, and showing the greatest,
affection for him.
Since Ihe departure of the young man the turkey seems quite lost and disconsolate! running about the camp
calling for its loet friend in its most plaintive notes. It will make
en excellent decoy to bring some old gobbler to bay. This ia the
first instance under my observation of a wild turkey being domesticated.
I have known of the eggs being hatched under a hen and
of all the brood running off as soon as they were old enough.

Dec.

3.

tion

was

C. N. P., Newark. N. J.—1. A party of three wish to go South about
January i.for ducks, quail and turkey. Can we find any shootir-- ground at Currituck or Kitty Hawk, or are the grounds all bought
2. How would the duck and water fowl shooting be at New
Berne, S. c? Ans. 1. At Currituck you will llnd open shooting
m
.is at Mrs. Nye's and at W'ulte's.
See last week's p iper. article
:..:-.
rersi
Party In the South," for Information, about thl& 2.
At New Berr.e the shoot Inn has Inen reported good for marsh birds,
See Issue ot July 2?, issi. At
etc., with quail, turkeys, deer, etc
New Berne stop at boarding-house kept by Miss Sarah D vis. f1-00
per day, is per week, $25 per month. You will be all right so far as
open season goes.
J. W., Foxboro, Mass.— Last winter I sent on to Washington for
German 'nip. re. eiv -d the blanks lilled them out, an 1 s-nt them to
nur ren.--'-:'.:ai ,-.--. but liaye heard nothing since from ihem. Now,
are to try that way again, bul are there not some or those
idon
fortunate ones, whose carp are mul ipKIna; n
would be willing to pan, with a few it them fr
Ans. No doubt there are members of (
applications for carp. There are nonl tor sale.
have ilea inil.-ll ned lie let "ia

up?

Had It But

;

somethiug unusual?— Geo. W. Polk.

i

'

-

,_

M arket, New

1

;•.."
a
V ork c
lb
carp and we have anno ini
Write to him and you win get some. Y
from New York and rei urn the can, o
l

r

;

,

,

.
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•

i

.

oi

The

fish are safely shipped,

JJ/#*

md

wlmout

a i

aitendan

§[t[ag

Shavting.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
A. J. M., Bridgeport.— now can I brown my gun-barrels? They
rust very easily In their present condlii n. .\ns. We should advise
yon to send your barrels to a competent gunsmith. Like most other
things In which practice makes peilect, bluing of gun-barrels is best
done by those who make it a part ot their business. If you want to
try it yourself, you may follow nils (oi inula
Make a preparation ot
tincture of muriate of Iron, one ouuuc; mine ether, one ounce: sulphate of copper, four scrtipls; rain water, one pint. Securely plug
up the barrels, leaving the plugs or sufficient length Co boused as
handles. Thoroughly clean the barrels with soap and water covel
with a thick coat or slacked lime, and when dry remove with an Iron
:

wlresoratoh brush

The New Zsaland rabbit plagued farmers, whose woes are
told a by our Dunedin correspondent, would doubtless welCannot the California quail
come "cannery" down there.

;

this

Is

to

,nd a

lo'

ll.HI

four applications.

When

main

time to neutralize any acid which may
Do not touch the barrels themselves during the

the process

is

completed,

let

the barrels

re

in lline w.-uer.for a short

have pane rated.

7

"Mills." -Will a Western correspondent, who some months ago
sent us an article on game protective methods, please send address
to this office ?

to Florida

—

oblige by supplying us with data for publica-

?

canners be induced to emigrate

arm you

'mentor

GYMNASTIC MARKSMANSIM P.
San Francisco A Hi
THEfollowing
response to Dr.

Ca!:'-.>rn '«,

of

December 2, contained the
iiresto

I

Dk, Cakver:
sir: In n-spoDse to \ our swe-'plng ehaller.ge emanating rrom
Loudon, Otto (aged tin.— n years), inr.i'.igii his r- pic.-.m [alive, the

;

many

seeking information about the resorts for sport at the
South. Will Southern sportsmen, who are familiar with

now

tion

go

An

—

Isn't it

Riverside Romanob.
Cetti8e of toe Nipper III.
Tale of Wacoamaw Lake.
Sport as Brain-food— I.
Besides these there will be the usual compliment of good
things in the several departments of the paper.

The

such

of the

trip

will

The Spider's Poison—Boston, Sept. 10. A short time
ago I saw a grasshopper minus a hind leg struggling in the
web of a large spider in a fence corner. The spider rushed
from his silken tube, but on seeing the size of his guest stopI
ped, and for about ten minutes remained at a standstill.
was cilled away for a short time, but when I returned I
found a smaller spider biting the grasshopper, while the owner of the nest stood by awaiting the result, and apparently
urgiDg the other on. A friend suggests that perhaps the
large spider had not the means of poisoning his victims, and
called in the other as one would a policeman to lake care of
the intruder.
V.

rom on a soap-bubble floating a thousand feet high. The
bullet then enters through the chimney of a factory hard by,

OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER

-in

recusal tor the Interest or our

,

as well sell their

some other form

with a party of excursionists.

Western

last

bullet car-

Will Be Published

i

we thought such

they never have" known
is

such an engine of bird destruction

If

dogs, and look for

shot at

carroms again on a revolving fly-wheel and knocks the eye
oat of the Goddess of Liberty on a three cent piece in the
If Otto cares to enter such a trial we
engineer's pocket.
shall expect him to supply the engineer, the chimney, the
Rodman gun and the wild horse of Tartary. We will furnish ihe soap-bubble and the three-cent piece.
Dr. Carver just now is engaged in an animated quarrel
with the members of the London Gun Club, and has been
We hope he
firing some pretty spicy paper bullets at them.
may find time to pen an acceptance to the Otto effort.

Ik

readers.

Gunner, Bangor, Me —The

The Latest Threatened Outrage
cannery."

Send

man, old or young.

cannon, springs through a ring

pulls the trigger of the

W. H.— We

O.

mention, because

J.

and purchaser.

rifle,

Carver from
seems to
Ot'.o,

Dr.

Ark—The address of the Arm Is Birming-

Rock,

]-:

beyond our native species. At 11 p.m. a supper was served,
at which fish and game predominated.

correspondent to-day.
of performances with

in the challenge to

is

Jr., Little

reported

were no cases of violation of the law now in his
Secretary, Mr. Cuthbert, read letters and comComplaints were
plaints from many parts of the State.
made against some of the State game protectors, but they
we
cannot reprothat
shape
indefinite
were in such an
duce them. Mr. Roosevelt, the president, spoke in the
highest terms of the rainbow trout of California, extolling it

The

One of the Worcester Hunting Cars

IN

T. W. S.,
ham, Eng.

Protec-

ing.

EVOLUTION

office.

Tuesday evening.
Wagstaff,

the Association, Mi'.

of

is

New York Game

at Pinard's last

the sportsmen of that state
to his

J.

that there

hands.

friend

champion Rose

Pi.— The gun Is a full choke.
Deooy.—We never heard of India-rubber decoys.
W. T., Danbury, Conn.— The address asked for Is care this

C. H., Harrlsburg,

too.

DEATHS.
Jle.no III .—Kttqene, Hale HtUr-Vlx, E. Mercilllott's black pointer
Ditch Reno III. has lost by death her litter ol pups— eight In allseven dogs and one bitch— by same owner's liver and white stud dog

.Tarvls'

to Correspondents.

lines

ble holiday gift for a

n*ED.
-On November 25 Dr. Wm.

Answers

OrnO NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

other machinery, and will in the future rely upon coal as
their motive power." This is of interest to transportation

W. n. Pierce's (Cortlandt Kennel, Peek-skill, N. T.) red Irish setter
bitch champion oussie, dc: to whelp Nov. 13, has missed to Larry.

Eugene Dale.

:

in Massachusetts

tition

MISSED.

Proof

are drying up.

the fact, noted by President Wilson at a recent meeting of
the New York and New England Railroad Companies, that

Wm.

Jarvis, Clarernont, N. D., to Mr. Geo.
place, a red Irish setter dog puppy by

395

operation.

HOLIDAT PRESENTS. -Skates, Flneu Quality Cutlery, Fine
Opera Glosses, Parlor UlfUs, Air Rifles, Air i-lstols, Spoilsmen's
Outfits, etc., at Rltzman's, V4i Broadway, above 22d st. All goods by
the best makers, with latest improvements at lowest prices.— Aav,

manshlp

for tin-

sum

of $5,000.

the

..riair

to caJa place in

London at

such time and place us may be luuiuully agreed upon, and the
match to be governed solely upon scientniu principles, otto accepting your line ol shooting wllh his own, and yourself adopting IPs
such shoodng as with mirror-, and other frivolous
i-.Kti pours;
methods w be wholly Ignored as u. worthy of lecogultloii fnuii a
As llils Is to be simply a trial ot skill, the
Scientific standpoint.
a. comprising your own and Otto's convarious
lolntly, must becouflDed to twenty shots each, as no lunl.ei- number
..ry to demonstrate skill in marksmanship, anything over
that being merely lnolcailve of physical torce.
tn a match of the nature now contemplated—viz., or simple skill
In markmanship-the tiresome feat of breaking IO.UO0 t'l.iis balls
would be out ot place and noc legitimately compatible with ihe purpott oi Hie occasion, also unworthy ot the enormous prolongation of
rime consumed In It's essayal. As you have Introduced the horse as
.
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NEW nonpareil.— Mr. Clapham IB to send a 80
to England, probably I or experimental purposes.
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New York. She is St ft. on deck, 21 ft. beam
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best yachts, and lie BUdegarde Is one of his notably fast ones. His
boats are characterized by more depth and body than customary,
which we consider a good point Yachts from his yard are well put
together anfl built In a stronger fashion than about be city waterfront, where the art of both modeling and building was never at a
for Col. Joslah Porter, of

yacht club —Has nowlBO members and Bs yachts, and last
-

[Deoxhbbs 15,

NEW SCHOONER.— Alonzo Smith Is under way with a fine schooner

nonpareil boat
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ALL THE GO.— The

nearly dearL
The Boston yachts
Bosetta and Tltanla will m
Ins nnd come out with deep backbones and low weights. Webber will do the Job. Flo>sie and Herald
are to receive long overhangs by Smith, of south Boston, schooner
Llllle Thorn is to have the benefit of an iron keel, and win masthead
llie yellow and black diagonal cross of the Hull Y. ('. next season
having become the property of Mr. Thr-o. Philips. Commodore Mansfield, Washington Village i. C, Is to have a new 22 it. cat, with a
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nil
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THAT CUTTER.—Tn the words of

the immortal hero, whose name
Just at this Juncture I fall to recall, '• Wo have met the enemy and
we are hls'n." The blarsted B IHahers have sent one of their nonsensical lead-mines over to New '1 ork— and beaten us. Their sending
the cutter Madge over was bad enough, but their beating lis was adding insult to injury. I am metaphorically clad In sackcloth, and
dlamonri-diisted with ashes; bin, like Beau la.rintosli, who consoled
himself with the relied ton that his wife had at least paid him the
compliment in deserting him to do so for the hands; mest man in
Loudon, so r console myself with the thought that they sent us over
the best they had, at any rate.— Correspondence Han Francisco Olympian.

OBITUARY.— In

has also a nice little two-sticker of 42 ft. length well along. She is
built ''on spec," but Is pretty ela-laln o find a purchaser." San Franre In being loo far away to purchase discarded
cisco Is ton
York rattletraps for the sake ot the low figures at which they are
offered. Commodore Harrison proposes to keep his yawl Frolic In
I

mm

commission

New

the year round.
CANOE PHOTOS.—Mr. S. B. Stoddard, of Glens Falls, N. Y., sends
us a fine collection of canoe photos. They are noteworthy as handsome specimens of the art ana as conserving some Important events
In canoeing history.
in rum broadside view of the
Oneoi He"real original Shadow," with her oile.lmi.lor. Commodore W. L. Afden
il.n nn lue; toe her side.
The Shadow is now the most popular model In
America, and in a tew short years lias been spread ail over the country, strictly on her merits,
commodore a Men win receive the gratitude or future generations lor the fortunate way in which the most
desirable points wanted In a canoe for general service have been incorporalcd 1n the now universal Shadow pattern. There. Is also an
mi photo of the veneer canoe Kittywake, showing her hauled
out on the beach, tent erected, and her owner, to!. Norton, snugly
reclining irm, Of, Inditing a pleasant canoeing letter to Forest and
Stkkam. Another photb of the camp and shore, with innumerable
canoes of all styles and sorts, some with their ngs ready for a
bree-.'p, gives an excellent, idea to si rangers of the great meet on Lake
Blast year, and the free and easy fun the canoeist may partake
10 the benefit of mind and body.
all

,

II

NEW YACHTS.— They are not slow in San Francisco to apprecla'e
good depth, deaoriso and an easy bilge. Successive vaehts laid down
by i.'alliornlj. bonders ie injiiro, ,m,.m_ns eqvm ttv-ir predecessors
In 1 his respect.
Geo. Farmer, of Oakland, has a nobby 10 rr» schooner
;J

o.H rj.
-.'
ii.
l.m
Ii.'ii
..;
1|
IV
n ,;.,
n nni. r.-lfi hi en
lie
Pacific coast than in New York. This new schooner hasabentoak
frame and plenty of through fastening, making the hull ll^htand
.
em' i.e.
-In
;.,
in, none,
.iin.m. ,,i,o
,,,..,
,'f h Will InSUre
good rough water qualities. Wm. stone, " Ogdcn's favorite builder, >>
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TKt.EGiiA.PH Poles and Wild Animals.—
interesting facta are brought out in a
paper by M. C. Nielsen, of Chnstiarji3, 011
the imprcssiou produced upon animals by the
resonance of the vibration of telegraph

(HiTTKRS.— The Olympian belloves In progress, and it is really glad
lo see that, the New York skimmers have been beaten by a deeper
type of boat. The New York skimmer Is utterly worthless in any
place where there are rugged seas and sironc ii-cco s. The.vhiive
!!''. IT h' Oil !-,l.ee: e in 0, n
„n p;
r .
Fen e o J,,,,.,.
build deeper and abler boats. On every occasion where the lights
'mo
s been pitted against a California built
boat, ina bm:e, the New Y'ork type ha--, gone 10 the wall, Wehere
do not believe in the New York type. We need all seaworthy boats.
All of our boats are given some considerable deadrlse and good
Iran rut. Boats are nor, wanted here which have to douse everything
and let go the pot hook when a 25 mile breefcfe Comes on. We have to
stand worse winds than that eight days out ot fen in summer in the
channel. We are glad to sec our worth v and e-femed contemporary,
Forest ami Stream, come out plainly and admit ihat Madge is not
a. type which should be built here.
Forest and Stream has made a
on liunt for cutter rig and model, and when this extreme proved
Its assertions, which were doubted by Its contemporaries It has seen
at reason to " roiO'Ce wit h exceeding sr"al: iov." Manv ot Its yachting readers no doubt thought the yachting editor " slopped over," to
mm- an expressive phrase, but now he h s confessed the Madge an undesirable type, we are disposed to forgive extravagant expressions
and attribute them to excess ot zeal. For we know said edlto-to
have practical knowledge of the subjects on which he writes, whloh
Is more than can be said of all who have given their views on tbe
subject
We think, moreover, thai he Is laboring simply to improve
a tvpe of boat which all builders or people of experience thick should
be Improved, ne Is working to raise the standard of both yachrsand
v a el
.men to something more worth v of the gteat upon. We cannot
fall to admire his persistency ami hope his efforts toward " hont st
boats" will bear fruit.— Son Francisco Olympian.
:

I

the death of Col. H. G. Stebblns, which took place
- one of its loremost men, and
Dec. 10, the 3 achtlng comrrj
wean old family friend. Col. Stebblns was born In 1811, and after
launching Into business for himself at an eajly age, assumed a leading position aim mc; New York's b-st citizens. Horn IstiG to ISTOhe
was Commodore of the New Y'ork Y. C, an office which he filled with
refill to Miami. 11 nnd ihe club.
Atrer experience in a number of
small craft, he hoisted his ag aboard George Steer's famous Sylvia,
and rigged her as a.schooner, after her return from British waters,
where she had been badly beaten by Knglish cutlera while yet rigged
as a sloop. In 1 sua lie t.ranstenad his colors to the new schooner
Phantom, one of Joe Van Uonseti e. best, and in her won a number Of
prominent races. In later years he retired from active sailing, but
maintained a lively Interest in the sport.

i

W. A. W. Stewart. 8 Y. C, will hoist his
ehooner Nonomis, Which be lias purchased

1881'
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Trout, Bass and Salmon Flies.

It is found that the black and green
woodpeckers, for example, which hunt for
insects in the bark and in the heart of decaying irees, often peck inside, the circular
hole made transversely through telegraph
The pheposts, gemrally near the top.
nomenon is attributed to the resonance produced in the post by the vibration of the wire,
which the bird mistakes as the result of the

Small and medium trout
Same, extra fine
Large trout

wires.

PRICES PER DOZEN.

Same, extra
Small Bass

Any

operations of worms and insects in the inEvery one knows the
terior of the post.
It has been
fondness of bears for honey.
noticed that in mountainous districts they
seem to mistake the vibratory sound of the
telegraph wires for the grateful humming of
bees, and, rushing to the post, look about for
the hive. Not finding it on the post, they
scatter the stones at its base which htlp to
support it, and, disappointed in their search,
give the post a parting pal with their paw,
thus showing their determination at least to
Indiskill any bees that might be about it.
putable traces of bearg about prostrate posts
and scattered stones prove that this really
With regard to wolves, again,
happens.
M. Nielsen states that when a vote was asked
at the time for the first great telegraph lines,
a member of Ihe Storlhingsaid that although
the
his district had no direct interest in
line proposed, he would give his vote in
lis favor, because he knew the lines would
drive the wolves front the districts through
which they passed. It is well known that
to keep off tne ravages of hungry wolves in
winter the farmers in Norway set up poles
connected together by a line or rope, under
which the wolves would not dare to pass.
"Audit is a fact," M. Nielsen states, "that
when, twenty or more years ago, telegraph
lines were carried over the mountains and
along the valleys, the wolves totally disappeared, and a specimen is now a rarity."
Whether the two circumstances are casually
connected, M. Nielsen does not venture to

§2.00

extra fine

Double gut trolling
Same, extra fine
Salmon, all extra fine, price varies according
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five hundred patterns in stock, and can tie any pattern to order.
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of high-class guns only to the individual
orders ot gentlemen who cannot content themselves
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Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.
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York.

We now offer a full line of ENOS JAMES * con
Superb Breech-Loaders. What Is the use of paying
an absurd price lor a gun made by some old maker
when you can get a JAKES' GUS as good or better
for half the money ? Or what Is the use ot buying a
gun bearing either a fictitious name or no name
at all, whon you can get one ot ENOS JAMES St
CO. s guns with their name and guaranty for the
same
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FOR FIELD, DAMP AND HOME!

1882.

1882.

WANTED, a 12
'..','.'.

ana

in;

pound single barrel breech.
sun. Address, with. description
St., Syra-

to 14

i:

price, joii

J

STEW \RT, us Cedar

cuse, N. Y.

Decl5,1t.

WANTED

Live wild rabbits.
State price and number. H. W. HuntingDecl5,lt- J
ton, 77 Division av., Brooklyn.

Immediately.

SALE.— Game
FOEpme
or money

cocks and hens, warranted
refunded. Apply to W. J.
Va.
Decl5,lt.

MORTON, Portsmouth,

T7AOE SALE.-My stock and trade or a taxidermist's and naturalist's store. This Is the
JP
most central and desirable locations In Boston,
to 111 health I am obliged to give up mr
mess. Write lor particulars. F. W. ALDIUCH,
•109 Washington St., Boston.
Decl5,2t.
.:.
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THE WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN.
BBTO'SED 1TO .THE INTERESTS OP SPORTSMEN, AND THE INCULCATION IN

MEN AND WOMEN OP A WHOLESOME INTEREST

IN

OUTDOOE RECREATION AND STUDY.

FORmiles from New
SALE.— A

I.-EM FRTAINING AND INSTRUCTIVE.
The " Sportsman Tourist," " Game Bag and Gun"
and " Sea and River Fishing" departments will contain sketches of travel, camp life and adventure; accounts of shooting and angling excursions hints, helps,

/ II.— ADAPTED TO THE TASTES OF ALL.
Among the hundreds of correspondents of the Forest
and Stream

are Business Men,

Lawyers, Physicians,

Clergymen,

Army and Navy

Officers,

Pioneer?,

Trappers,

Tourists,

Civil

College

Prospectors,

;

Partridge, quail, rabbit and duck shooting, also
tor bass and pickerel. For particulars address N. E. jr., at this office.
Decl5,2moa.

good fishing

—A

FOR

The conductors of the Forest and Stream point with much pride and satisfaction to the past and the present of the paper, and
pledge their readers that the same high standard of excellence will be maintained in the future. The Forest and Stream will preserve
the reputation it has earned for being

country residence, about 30
York 46 acres Improved land.

line

beautifully located country ree»SALE.
dence. Price, $7,000. Pure air ; fine vlewB
plenty of fruit. Apply to T. C. B.. this office.

Nov24,tf

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP, near Germantown,flM

130 acre farm (14 heavy chestnut timber), 2 seta
stone buildings ; excellent spring water. ADAM8
& BAKER, 707 Walnut St., Philadelphia. Decl,3t

Naturalists,

Professors,

;

and experiences

poetry, stories,

;

written reports of

all

meetings,

"Natural History"

humor

;

impartially

conducted as to stimuAmong its
and study.
contributors may be mentioned Prof. Spencer F. Baird,
of Washington, D. C, the Secretary of the Smithsonian

late

habits

who

Institution,

will be so

observation

of

is

known

so well

as the first authority

and fishculture
Dr.
U. S. A., and Prof. J. A. Allen, of the
Comparative Zoology, the distinguished
writers on birds and mammals Professors Jordan and
Gill, eminent in icthyology
Dr. Yarrow, the authority
on reptiles
Prof Marsh, of Yale College, the writer on
fossils,
and Prof. Eaton, the botanist. Hundreds of
other names, scarcely less well-known, might be added
in the country on ornithology

;

Elliott Coues,

Museum

of

j

;

;

to Che

will

from
Washington

receive frequent contributions

the officers of the U. S. Fish Commission at

This department will prove
farmer and country gentleman

indispensable

who can own

to

every

a fiBh

pond

for profit or pleasure.

FLEAS! FLEAS!

Farmers and Farmers' Boys constitute a large class of
our readers. They will find the Forest and Stream

A BANS TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.
THIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill fleas

'

'

Due

attention will be given to canoeing,

as its growing importance demands.

ever disposed to reconcile the seemingly conflicting but
really identical interests

of respectable sportsmen

IN TONE.

The tone
high.

of the

Forrst and Strbam is exceptionally
men of healthy minds in healthy

It is edited for

bodies.

Its

reading and advertising columns will be

pages will sparkle like the mountain stream
In the sunlight, and its contents will be redolent of the
exhilarating fragrance of the forest. Primarily intended
for gentlemen, it is also a paper for the family centretable, and one which the entire family, old and young,
read with pleasure and profit. The best guarantee of

clean.

its

list

of those

who

on
dogs or any other animals or money returned.
put up In patent boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which greatly facilitates its use. SfmpW
and efficacious.
It is

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

reasonable land-owners.

The position of influence now occupied by the Forest
ahj> Stream imposes upon the paper responsibilities
which it has no wish to shirk. The organ of no clique,
it will

be perfectly free to
on

Its attitude

all

everything inimical

criticise

to the interests of the highest

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
In boxes containing ten powders, wtttl hill
directions for use.

Put up

Pr^ce 50 cents per box by mail,
Both the above are recommended by Rod ahb

Gun and Forest akd

and manliest sportsman-

important questions within

is

write for

afforded

Bissett,

05 Fultoi

well understood. For the benefit of advertisers
and readers alike, it will also, as in the past, expose
and denounce all dangerous lrauds. Advertisements of
doubtful character will not be admitted to its columns on
any terms.

HENRY

C.
1

N. Y.

Cortlandt street, N. Y.

WRIGHT A:
680

street,

SQUIRES,

Washington

DITSOTV,

street, Boston,

Mass.

DOCS.

The Forest and Strbam will have no room in its
columns for personalities and bickerings. Its editors
have neither taste nor time for "mud throwing." They
do not share the opinion, held by some other journals,
that blackguardisms and indecencies are essential characteristics of a sportsman's paper.
Readers who want
must look for it somewhere
Forbst and Stream. Verbwm sap.

that sort of thing
in the

Stream.

Conroy &

its

field is

else than

will ask for,

and

MANGE,
Little's

Fi.EAS,

WORMS.

Soluble Phenyle

a sure remedy. Does not discolor but noa rlshes
the hair and makes the coat glossy. Is also a perfect deodorizer. Testimonials from prominent and
well-known dog c
MOD by
T. W. LA WF0RD, General Agent,
296 E. Chase St., Baltimore, Md.
Is

i

Decl5.lt,

VI—BROAD IN SYMPATHY.

FOR

strive to

win, the continued support of readers in every part of
the country. It never has been narrow in spirit nor
has it ever held itself up as the organ of any one " sec-

SALE.— A well bred cocker spaniel dog,
three years old, Al, partridge and woodcock
dog, retrieves from land or water, sold for no fault,
price $15, or will exchange for a Beagle. N.
WENT WORTH, Hudson Centre, N. II. Deel5,lt.

;

and will be, American, in the
broadest, highest and best meaning of that term. Every
State, Territory and Province on the Continent, with

SALE.-Flne black, white and tan Englls
FORsetter
pup Royal Pomp, two months old, dam

many

N. Y.

tion."

Its

thoroughly high character

to a

and

I V. —INDEPENDENT.

The Forest and Stream
II.— HIGH

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs.

V.— COURTEOUS.

The columns devoted to the "Kennel" will be filled
with matter of interest and practical worth to sportsmen
and dog fanciers. "Rifle and Trap Shooting" will
furnish reports of all important events in the shooting
Taehting and Canoeing " will remain in charge of
world.
a specialist, its editor being a graduate of the TJ. S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, and a practical naval
architect, thoroughly informed in every branch of his
profession.

other

;

ship.

" Fiihculture," edited by a practical and well-known

of

;

list.

flshculturist,

Editors

Artists,

young men who have not yet struck out for
themselves, and old men who have retired in short,
members of every trade, profession, and occupation.
papers

etc., etc., etc.

Engineers,

The paper

foreign countries beyond, are represented in our

of contributors

list

is,

and subscribers.

Forest and Stream

of the variety

by a reference

and excellence of

Literally and figuratively

it.

is

is it

a sufficient guarantee

its

brated

sire Younti Belton, a grandson or the celefield trial setter Beiton.
Full pedigree.

CORTLANDT KENNELS,

Peeksklll,
Decis.lt.

The very wide

geographical distribution of the friends and correspondents of the

Fancy,

Price $10.

contents.

true that

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM.

—The Llewellyn setter dog "Cash,'
FOR•2%SALE.
years old, out of Champion Leicester and
champion Nellie. Cash is broken on
as, and is a first-class field dog.
Ann Arbor Show, 1SS0. Black and
Price $125. Will send him on tTtal
to responsible persons.
The lemon and white
pointer bitch Belle, a beauty and a good Held bitch.
Price ?25, very cheap. She is sold for no faults.

the

Held

He was

v.h.c. at

white ticked.

Decis,3t

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.
aim to make the Forest and Stream a medium for the interchange of information, entertainment and amusement
among sportsmen. Sketches of field excursions, shooting and angling trip?, original observations in natural history, and other like conSecretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us reports of their transactions.
solicited.
respectfully
Expressions
are
tributions
of opinion upon any subject within the scope of the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns.
We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest and Stream that they bring the paper and its merits to the attention of others whose
Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application.
tastes and sympathies are in accord with its spirit and aims.
Its editors

A LIBRARY OF PERMANENT WORTH,
The weekly issues of the Forest and Stream form two volumes each year, of twenty-six numbers, or 500 pages each. Seventeen such
tolumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders (price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers. Each volume
when completed may be returned to us for binding, the cost per volume being«$1.50. At this slight additional expense each reader may
preserve an unique library of substantial and permanent value.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

MAY

BEGIN

AT ANY

Per year, $4 $2 for six months. To club3 of three or more, $3 per year each.
dive name, town, county and State.
fetter,
;

Address FOREST

AND STREAM PUBLISHING

CO.,

post-office

for sale, winner second
prize Westminster Bench Show, 1879. Bred
Price $30. Address ESSEX
Montclalr, N. J.
Deel5.lt.

by General Rowett

COUNTY HUNT,

OR SALE, at a bargain. Irish setter dog Phil,
F' i% years old, fine retriever and fairly broken
on game. Also pointer bitch Ruby, 1 year old, very
handsome and from choice

prize-winning- stock.
)gs are in fine health and condition and
for sale very low. Lock box 237, SUB, Bridge, N. Y.
Decl5,lt.
•

T?iOR SALE, a number of well bred and well
broken pointers and setters, also dogs boarded
uruKcn, saiisiBcuun guaranty ri.
and broken,
anu
Address H.
B. RICHMOND, Lakevllle, alaas.
SeptM.U
.T

IRISH SETTERS and Cocker SpanlelH
FORof RED
tne most fashionable blood address CHAS.

TIME.

Remit by

BEAGLE CHARLEY

money

39 Park Row,

order, draft or registered

N. Y. City.

DENISON,

Hartford, Ct

SepU6,tf

—See Kennel AdverUtemtnU next page.

"

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

400
ghc genml.

Dr Gordon

$pottmnen°8 @ood&

and §aates fjor

MjoteJs
I

Author of the

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

SOUTHERN

TATHAM'

The Pennsylvania

Selected Standard

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."

Dogs.

Trap Shot!

PEDIGREE

0HBAFER THAN CAN BE DONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN AMERICA,
wMch does first-class work and guarantees satisfaction. Also,
VON COLIN PATENT SPIB E COLtiAB AND BOOK.
mall, for $s.

Soft or Chilled.

472
495

BEEKMAN

low

688
710

TATHAM&

DeL

City,

9 AUDIO.

7, 8,

No. of pellets to OZ., 33S
"
" "
"
345

82

Delaware

Imported,

HI.,

black

Slrabune,

First,

;

BRO'S,
NEW YORK.

ST.,

imported,

Blacj

11

'

HOUSE.

1
:

Ua

,''.',

aa

'
•

.,.,0;

at

n.rinertiaa there with

Train

m

',

,>

1

.

delphia '7-U5 a

;

'.!

year.-, old,

price,

jar,.

about if. lbs.,
Hazel Klrke,

a.ahoul 2 years Old, by Shot
and dam won prizes hi .Mich nail
She is a grand brood bitch, but out of condi1878.
price, $15. Bonrautl, long and low cocker
tion
bitch, white, wllh even marked liver head and
patch at set on of tail. She Is due (o whelp to my
Norfolk Jaok the 2ith of this monlh. Her llti
will more than pay for her; price, $40. Will sell
liver Bind »
out of Fin. Sire
i

I

;

ihe

lot.

for $75.
;

H.

,J.

il full pedigrees
tsalllinore, P. O. box 472.

1

WINSLOW,

Dec8,2t

GORDON

KENNEL, Locust Valley, Long Island.
We have on sale young dogs and Ditches of
combining tl
old mi of Toledo
fie purest strains, wiiaira'a,
c. rouse, Munn's Duke,
ennel Club, now
Goldsmith Kennel's Rupert, Stoddart's D'U.
Mr. Malcolm's Malcolm, Col. Moo's Heine, Mr. Wlllard's Dream II. Were all bred at these kennels.
Address GORDON KENNEL CLUB, Brevoort P. O.,
Octl3,tI
Brooklyn, New York.

to

COMMERCE

803

ST.,

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc
Our Bethabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin institute and Penna. State
Fairs.
specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood

A

for Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
spUt bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
tree.
Our 65-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten

centsln 8tamps.

SETTERS.—Any gentleman

THE NEW AMERICAN

a Blngle dog or a brace

I.

W., Box

2,950,

ttie Held,

and a

ua tie

N07S,tl

to

circular,

2

of Eastern Field Trial Winners of
I hup, printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent
postrDaid for 26 cents each, or the five tor $1
FOREST
PUB. CO., 39 and 41
Park How, N. Y.
Dec30,tf.

setter puppies for sale, Dy
O'More out of Norah OTHoi

Rory

red

champion
a

.

.

a m. Jacksonville ts-anpm. Columbia '5-2') am. Augusta v-tsam. Savannah 'T-aO
am. Jacksonville via .aaausta "5-30 p m. Pullman
Sleeping Cars Weldon to Savannah
" Dally,
t Dally, Sundays excepted.
For reservation of berths, sections, and for tickets,
time tables, and for all information, apply at 306
Washington street, Boston. 229 Broadway, New
'10-30

1848 aivl his
',.\

chestnut

s'.reet,,

,.-..

and leading

Gen'l Passenger

FISHING

Agent

LINE.
R. R.

FAMOUS SUMMER, HEALTH AND GAME RESORTS AND LAKES OF

aaaaaa

of ail

;

iaao

„

a

-,

as,

.,

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

and 18

St.

Louis

St.,

July 21-tt

N. H.
Mass.

YAUGHAN,

St.,

New Orleans,

PATERSON VARIETY PET KENNEL.—I

have

for sale black and tan and toy terriers of tho
choicest stock, and of alt ages and weights. Guarantee pt>
a to my customers or no
Bale. lGEO. H. WICKS, 33 Straight St., Paterson,
H.J.
Decl.at

Dwellings, Factories

or

Towns

YOU.

The

scenery or the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautlfuL The air ts pure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

The

hotel

for

and wUl

the season of 18S1

additions.

attractive train facilities offered to Touilata

Dug

Broadway.

the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable comfor the sportsman, hunter and lumberman.
corrected and revised, and now acknowl
edged to be the only correct map of this vast region

Eanion
ately

Neatly bound In cloth covers.

Price, postpaid,

maU. 50

FAKRAU, Jamaica

cents.

CHARLES A.

Price «3 50.

J.

by

Plain, Mass.

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, GunB and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
"
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home
on this route. For Tourists' Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and turi her Information, address

NOTICE TO SPORTSMEN.
SHOOTING IN CURRITUCK SOUND,

NORTH COROLINA.

MAH. Snowden between snowden Station, Elizabeth City and Norfolk Railroad and Currltuok
dally line of conveyances

per day at home.
O-V
A *5free.

06
3P
'ortland, Maine.

WILD RICE

CHRIST, Fishery

Samples worth

Address STLN SON

STOKEHENGE ON THE DOG.
For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

STEAMERS of this Line reach some
-1

,-,
:

,i,-ra.,..

il

;

1

of tho

Bromfield

House, Boston.

&

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

CO.,

a &«
,or

Inspector. Port Hope, Ontario.

Wild Fowl Shooting.

Is

established by Mr.

Court House on the Sound, leaving Snowden on
arrival of Norfolk train connecting with Baltimore

sfamers and returning In time to connect with,
some train for aft rnoon Baltimore steamer. Time
between New York and Currituck Court House,
south-bound, twenty hours north-bound, twentyM. K. KING,
four hours.
Gen. Manager EUzabeth City & Norfolk R. R. Co.
;

BY

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD

bayman. Has always on hand the best ot
ti an
5, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of trained
wild geese rlecovs on the coast. The best ground
In the vicinity of New York for bay snipe shooting
ol all varieties. Special attention given by himself
to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed. Address
WM. N. LANE. Good Ground, L, I. Refers by_permlssiou to J. B. Shepherd, S91 Broadway, and Wm.
Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.
1

D. B. NYE,
VAN SLTCK'S LANDING, CURRITUCK CO..N. C.
Sportsmen furnished with board,

skiffs

and stool

ducks.

Duck, Goose, Partridge and Snipe shooting.
Ammunition always on hand.
Steamer Cygnet leaves Norfolk every Monday
and Thursday at 6:30 a. jt. for Van Slyok's Landing.

New

Smyrna, Florida.
OCEAN HOUSE.

Open from December untUMay. Best hunting an»
fishing In the state. One and a half miles erom
the ocean.
O.

WESTALL,

:

ig sections

in the country. Connect lug direct, for Chlncoteague,
Cobb's Island and points on the Peninsula. Uty
Point, James River, Currituck, Florida aLd the
nous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc.
Norfolk steamers sail Tu-esda; Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, Pell., Monday and Thursday
Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich
street, Nuw York.

Affections.

are excellent,

a.

.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
THE

wlri*

Farrar'S pocket map of Moosehead Lake and

K+n
LU
BO

Richmond, vs.

at nearly all points.

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and

supplied with

water by Pipe Wells or Deep Rock Wells.
wells that have gone dry made to produce.

ft

g. P. &. T. A.,

The GRAYLING Season opens June l and ends
1.
BLACK BASS, riKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA-

be largely increased In rime

:

M, W. rOIXEH,

BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only in
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept 1,

Hay Fever and Asthma

1

YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

,

also abound In large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsreadily Bend trophies of his skill to his
friends or " club " at home, as Ice for packing fish

pro-

prietor, Mlddlehoro,
Sporting dogs
broken and handled, also a number of broken dogs
lor sale. Dogs and puppies boarded on reasonable
terms. P. o. Box 335.
Sept22,tf

"

and establishes a continuous raU line, via Rlch;a
and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean.

these waters

WITH.

,

1881 affords

famous

TAKE YOUR FAMILY

,

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

man can

New York.

240

KENNEL,

summer of

LONGE,

MANHATTAN ARTESIAN WELL CO.,

NEMASKETT

the

Nov.

Water! Water! Water!

SPANIEL KENNELS.— For

re

of the Tourist,

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

During the season

and puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T WALKER,

The Route

through the most, beautiful and picturesque scenery
or the Viialiiia Mountains to the Wh fte Sulphur
Springs and other ramous summer resorts.
The C. & (». K'y Is reached by rail at Huntingdon,
W. Va., from the West, Northwest and Southwest;
lie,, Va., rrom the North and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension in

contained.

R0CHEREAU & CO.,

,

Guns, fishing tackle and one dog for each sports-

man carried free.

,

by new buildings and

OULEOUT COCKER

Central and Piedmont Vir-

a.

,;!::,

,,:

of

ginia Bute Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
,, us, Greenbrier and New Rivers,
Kanawha Valley, and Including In tholr varieties of
game and n-.ii, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck,
quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout,

Corner

phlla..

,

&

Ohio R'y.
Chesapeake
THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLES
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

The watersof the

8 South "Willliam
16

AND KEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Aass. Agent
FRANK THOMSON, Gen'l Manager.

:,,

THE

can be had

>
,

BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,

TUCKEKTON,

SQUAN, mid points on the, NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPOKT AFTER FIN

Grand Traverse Region

The Sportsman's Wine!!

A.

Still

AlSO to

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of llsh

SOLE AGENTS,

O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred

Irish,

Hat

Manufacturer,

STANDARD AUD DRY.

will buy
$19
dp I ^ months

RORY

SHATTUCK,

CHAMPAGNES!

AND STREAM

a pure dark rod Irish bitch
old, havlngone cross of Elcho and
two of PlunkeL Address, E. J ROBBINS, Wethetsfleld. Conn.
Nov3,tf

c. S.

KRUG & GO'S

all

PORTRAITS

m

.

Bay Line

Mass.

field,

fast-

;

dears,

m

AN n THE

™a

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra
heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp for

Nine well-trained foxhounds
FORandSALE.—
reliable;
bitches;
young.
7

W.

p m.

'0-00

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Choke-Bore Barrels

the best of care and plenty of exercise. Terms
referi ices.
For price, etc.,
easy. Can give be;
address HORACE A. 8ATJNDBB8, Sg Lth 1
Conn., P. O. Box 551.
Nov2+,4t

New York

,

Philadelphia ts-46
Leaves New York 13-40 p m.
m. Baltimore ts-46 p m. Arrives at Portsmouth
mo a in. Weldon tl-50 p m. Raleigh t7-35 p m.
Charleston *fl-if> am. SaWilmington "9-55 p m

York."

FORD, GRBSSON, RAESTON, M1NNEQUA, and
other well-known centres lor

Trout, Grayling & Black Mass Fisheries,

R abounding Lock.

KENNELS.-Send your dogs to the
ELMElmGROVE
Grove Kennels
board. They will get

m

Crand Rapids & Indiana

by addressing
city.
These are not
broken, but are perfect to

fair price Is therefore asked.

PhilaArrives at

DURABLE

in

New York

worthless en: a said

Leaves

A POPE,

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

of
well-bred setters will rind the article

of

4M.

.

vannah

Fishinsr

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting and
Bunting.

comprising those

m,

11

m

in.

Baltimore "4-35 a m. Arrives
Philadelphia 12-30 a
Wilmington "9-55 p m.
at Richmond "11-30 a m.
Charleston "6-45 am. Savannah ' io-no am. JackAugusta
Columbia *«-20 a
ionvllle ts-30 p m.
10-13 a m
Savannah '7-20 am.
Macon '6-46 p
Jacksonville via Augusta "-3-30 p m. Pullman Sleeping Cars New York to Savannah.

1

want
well-broken and

p

.,1n ;-:,,!
aal
511 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington,
Ticket offices East

SIMPLE A5D

ENGLISH

"4-30
'9-45 a

Baltimore

,

'2-55

Charleston.

Train

manufacturers of Fine Fishing- Tackle
of Every Description,

:

black and tan cocker dog,
by Brier out of (Ivpsy;

SHIPLEY * SON,

A. B.

sontag, small Imported

price, $2u.

;

m

Wilmington * 10-50 p m.
Savannah "m-80 am. JackCharleston '('.-45 a m
Pullman Sleepers Washington
sonville t5-3t)p m.

;

Wishing to reduce stock,
FASHION KENNELS.—
I offer for sale the following dogs and bitches
at half value If taken at once Gilroy, chestnut and
tan cocker spaniel dog, 1 year, by Wildalr out, of

l.iiie.

40. Leaves New York

Richmond

RALLY (Sam-Dally) stud fee, $25.
ROCKET (Rally-Rosy) stud fee, $10.
COLIN CAMERON, Brlckervllle, Pa.

Hollls' Belle

..-

1

r

Train

field

and

New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sold at the offices of the Company In
all the principal cities toKAl
\, BEDPennsylvania and

TICKETS

.

am.
Train 50. Leaves New York 'o-oo p m. Philadelphia 12-30 am. Baltimore 4-35 am. Arrives at

Atlantic Coast
bench and

m

i

1

Cameron Kennel.
for

also reach the best localities for

Grunnmsr

.

direct

purposes.

York, 18S1, ouly time shown. $20.
Puppies bv above also by Brag, first and special,
Hew York, 1581, for sale. Price front se o u
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, llorueilsvllle, N. Y.

Hounds bred

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

-

m

Line for West Point and P.iclnnond
Train 50.
52. Leaven New York ,-aJi p m. Phlla
delphla t5-45 p m. Baltimore ts-sti p m. Arrives at
Lynchburg '4-41 a m. Danville "7 a in. Charlotte
•12-50 pm.
Minion "tl-3U am.
Allauta '12-05 n't.
Montgomery "7-55 a m. New Orleans "10-llvi 111, 5!
hours from New York.
Pullman Cars New York
to Washington, Washington to Charlotte and Aua
a
,.,.•, ;
\n
a
a a.a;
10-20 p
Savannah '3-45 pm, J acksonvllle *s-oo

and

without

1

p

i'-m

Nov3,tf

Hew

a

a

a,,;,

-

from Baltimore

Lynchburg *i-3B p m. Danville "4-30 p m. Charlotte '10-45 p m, Atlanta "ll-CO am.
Macon *6-5B
pm. Montgomery '9-00 pm. .Mobile v.-; am.
New Orleans "10-22 p m. Pullman Cam Xem York to
Atlanta via Lynchburg and Danville ami Atlanta to
A ew Or lean*.

special,

id

I

ana.

\i

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

Portadown, KQmaraock, Belfast, and London, Out,
Special, Franklin, Pa. Slud lee, Sis.

BENEDICT,

Phila-

a m.
Baltimore '9-45 a ra.
Arrives
4-55 p m. Danville *7-os p m. Charlotte
Atlanta *u-no a m. There makes same
511
as
No.
connections
below.
Pullman cars Danville to Atlanta, and Atlanta to New Orleans.
'train 52. Leaves New York rS-30 a m. Philadelphia tll-45 am. Baltimore t3-lo p m. Richmond
•11-2S p m. Danville n-35 a m. There connects with
No. 52 below.
Pullman Cars from Richmond to
*7-ii5

via York hirer

Soft.

1130 Chilled.

Black Spaniels
BOB

STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED

enable

failure or Injury.

THE UHBS OF

Richmond and Danviiie LineTrain 54. Leaves New York "4-30 a m.
•12-25 nt.

E.&C. VONCIJI.1N.
22,'

4, 1881.

Lynchburg

NUMBERS

PRINTING AND COMPILING,

Box

culties

31.

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT- DECEMBER

delphia

p,

By

I

Exposition, FROM ALL IMPORTANT

December

1

Fowls, eto., to any destination. Kenne!
Clnbs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import
Bhould have their stock conformation furnished in regard
ifloff importing, shipping, etc

P. O.

5 to

These lines being CONTINUOUS
POINTS, avoid the diffiand dangers of reshiptnent, while the excelwhich run over the smooth steel tracks

Middle States.

Cotton

October

Cwtora Hons* and Forwarding Agent,
H fTUZJ, STREET, NEW YORK.

RECEIVES AND FORWARDS

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
afforded by their lines ror reaching most of the
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES In the

AND

Atlanta

R. R. Co.

Respectfully invite attention to the

Routes to Florida

Preferred

Gives addresses of prin-

GOLDSMITH,

E. B.

TO SPORTSMEN:

THE

Bend for

Creed.

15. 1881.

J)atels riiul§esarfsfar gpottumea

RAILWAYS,

exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any

Price 10 cents, post free.
cipal English breeders.

gjjgarismat.

ASSOCIATED

Stables, R.N.

TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

[Dkobmbke

Proprietor.

•

.

.

[Dkobmbkb 23

1881.

FOREST AMD STREAM.

|

401

PiLTENT
MEAT "FIBRINE" DOG CAKES.
TT'S

"SPRATT'S PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Flbrtne " Oakea are used at the Dogs' Home, London
They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals ;
311m tation. Pails, etc.
rd ror Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 18TS Kennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1819 ; Westreceiving Hi
New York, Gold Medal Irish Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc, etc.
i.

:

,

;

i

minster Kennel Club,

;

IMITATIONS.
BEWAKM
OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and
that Everv Cake

STAMPED.

Pleas* see

Packed in Cases of

11 3

pounds

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

eaten.

18 South William Street,

SEND FOB CIRCULAR.

£port$m$ns

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
(ESTABLISHED

at Worlds Pair at New York, and
centennial Exhibition.

<Sor

Second and Walnut

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Also "

Bi

!

Dog

F.ISHING
COMPRISING

BLANKETS,

Fishing: Pants.

RUBBER
SPORTING OUTFITS
ESTABLISHED
Send for Catalogue.

1838.]

TO ANGLERS:

& Tackle Makers

Castle Connell, near Limerick:, Ireland.
Reels
agents.

to match balance ot rods. No
All imormatlon respecting fisheries on the
in this locality, as also catalogues of our

and Lines

Shannon

greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,
to be bad on application.

C. H.

M

This lever

OLLER'S

EUTEBROUK,

Dock

27

Sq., Boston, Mass.

a solid piece of steel; goes through and through the body.

1b

CREEDMOOR PARLOR

COD-LIVER Oil

Guns made

to order.

Debility, ^
Scrofula,

of all

IR

NaKJns, Frost.....

Nimrod

Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher.

.

1 60
is 00
so
8 00
s 00
is
.... T SO

. . .

Minors Land and Game Birds
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard.
ShoreElr&t
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener

loads at the breech with small percussion cartridge ; will shoot 200 feet
force. There is scarcely any report and no smell from this
rifle, making it very appropriate for parlor use, picnics and fairs
full length 3T
""if
inches; weight about 5 IDs. handsomely pall
r
i e$6- cartridges 60c tier
owe Ot 260 pel
ind
2.S
n-face target, with numbers ringing gono-When bullseve is fit
efe. * W
cSSlorue
It

'

with accuracy and

IsBnperiortoaayinde.

KS

}

Ilcacy of taate and smell,""
medicinal virtues and purity.

• London, European and New
York physicians prononncejt the
purest and best. SoldbyEttiggiBta.

^™

;

i

;

[i

SgSP^figjSSES ^
R

-

SIMPSON,

&**!?

Sates,'

96 Fulton Street, N. Y.

Box &207.

"SHORE BIRDS."
nit!,

A REPEINT OF PAPERS ON THE SUBJECT WHICH HAVE APPEARED
AND STREAM."

nil

BROWN'S PATENT
GUN CLEANER.

HAUNTS AND HABITS.
BANGS AND MIGRATIONS,
A MORNING WITHOUT THE BIRDS.

I.

II.

in.
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches. Brush
" and full directions sent free of pests ;-,

T,

„„
„„

„

SECOND EDITION JUST READY.

Rheumatism

or Consumptioz

Address

m

„„

Angling, aBook on, Francis
T.SO
Archer, Modern.
SI
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
LSO
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. „^ao.09
Art of Swimming
„
Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, 76c.; olotn._ LOO
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
l.0»
Bailey's Birds of the United States.
1 24
Balrd's Birds of Norm America
3 Ot
Beehsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 so
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
1 00
Books for Sportsmen : Angling, soc.; Shooting,
60c.; Common Objects of the Seashore. 500.;
Cage and Singing Birds, 60c; Dogs, Tec.;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, soc, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds... 75
Breecn Loader, Modern, Greener
Cage and Singing Birds
CO
Camps In the Carlbbees, by Fred Ober.
„ 2 60
Canoe Traveling, Powell
„^, 8 00
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
30
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper ; Bishop's
S 60
Cassell's Book ot Birds, 4 vols
™.1S 00
Dog Breaking by HolAblrd.
ss
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
„ 1 si
Frank Forester's Field Sports
460
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
* as
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook* Line. p». 00
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. S SB
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Characters, Svo., 2 V018
„„. i 00
Gun, Rod and Saddle
l oo
Hand Book for Riflemen
_ st
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
1 SO
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's.....
1 Eg
,
Hunter ana Trapper, Thrasher
„ l oo
Life 04 a Sportsmen,

FOR

I

;

Hunting and Hunters

RIFLE.

General

|

m

„

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
Fishing Rod

Stream Pub. Co.

M

AND COMPLETE

all kinds.

Books Sent on

of the Following

Receipt of Price by Forest ana

Back, White or Tan Color Coats,

Light,

Biscuit.

Repairing ot

CO.,

Amateur Trapper— paper, 50c. bds.
~~. T»
American Angler's Book, Norrls
5-M
American Bird Fancier
3*
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long..... 8.00

Made

and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.
Taxidermy In all Its branches.
Spratt's Patent

Any

&

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,

to Order.
ated Center Enamel Split
Files,

§nblicjttioti$,

Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps in. Northrop, l.»
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's^eth edition.. S 00
Adirondack, Wilderness,
the, Warner's.
"TS

Etc., Etc.

Trout

Trade Generally.

lUTFITS,

Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,

WSalmon, Bass and

of

CO., Cincinnati, O.

27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

Ru BBER
H. E.

CO.,
NEW YORK.

To be bad in smaller quantities
Grocers and the Sporting Goods

BROADWAY AND

425

JOHN KRIDER,

<te

STAMPKB,

X."

$oo&&.

HODGMAN

1836).

Premium

Slrst

-

WESTERN AOENTS-B. KITTRIIMJE

^iacelhneoug

&

a

on

Sent

ST.,

i

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

POULTRY

The most comprehensive and authentic book on
Florida that has been published.

LOCALITIES.

VI.

BLINDS AND DECOYS.

For

sale by all

NEW

Consignments

of

GAME,

YORK.

all

kinds ot

game

KRUG & GO'S

CHAMPAGNES!
STANDARD AHD DRY.

solicited.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.
accept consignments.
and send cheel
of previous week.

The Sportsman's Wine

.

II

of arrival,

Nos.

l,

3

and

5

Bond

Publishers,
St.,

New York,

ROCHESTER,
An

N. Y.

Illustrated Quarterly Journal, devoted to the

Orchard, Carden & Nursery.
seldom so much valuable material Is
low a price," says the Gardeners'
"It Is Cull of Interesting and valuable
J. .1. Thomas, editor of Country Gen'•
Ueman.
It Is doing a good work; I predict sucsays President Marshall P. wilder, "it Is
the only Journal
by ot the name,"
says J. T. Lovett. " It will flu a gap I wish It
success," says Charles Downing.
"It

Is

offered at SO

A.

FLIRTATION CAMP, ob;
Rod and Gun in California.

Rifle,

BY THEODORE

S.

VAN DYKE.

For sale at this office.

Price $1.60.

GOOD'S OIL

TANNED

MOCCASINS.
best thing In the market
for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
anow-shoelng, etc
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
in a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine ar-

The

MAKE HENS LAl
i

I

i

ticle
Send for pnoe list MARTIN S. HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 365, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Frank Good). Bbadfobd &, anthosv, Boston

ROCHEREAU & CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 and IS St. Louis St., New Orleans.

CAMP

LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS.-Second

edition now ready. This stor? describes the
trip of a party ot Boston irenrteman to the Richadson-Ringeley lakes. ItTTeatsof "cami' life." mdotrs
and out, Is amuslrw. Instructive and 'Interesting;
424 pages, i2 UustraUons. Price is 'cents.
By
mall, postpald,,30 cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Per Vear.
SAMPLE COPY FREE.

Price, 25 Cents

THE

AND HOW TO USE IT TO KILL EVERY
FAIR W1NG sn0T B ? Gwynne Price,
1 1 II
II
IM Vice-President Sportsmen's Club, st
v« 1v»1 i»
Louis, Mo., who defeated Bogardus. Trap
Plunge-trap and Class Shooting Exsnooting.
posed. 'American Field' says; " It pnxxensee genuKennel £ Field says: " Every man
ine merit."
hat uses a gun should have it."
Mailed for 86a,
tamps or currency, by GWYNNF. PKICE, St
LOUlS, MO.

n

-

'

'

styles, oy best but
vmrvfit of- LandmeapeBi TV u*BT£>aev*e*ig«v.

.

Agents.

I

;

all Invoices

SoidBy ALL DEALERSTHBouoHourTHe WORLD
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITION- 1878.

pa that most of the Horse
!":" "™ wortulcss bash. He
are absolutely
says Uwt Sticrirtan's c
pure and immensely valuable Nothing on earth will
'.vders. Dose,
mike hem.:'
uneteaspmnfnl toonepiutfood. Soldererywtiere,ore»'ut

or sent by mail, post

appleton * CO.,

D.

says

We

JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
STEEL PENS

book-sellers,

paio, on receipt of price.

Green's Fruit Grower,

**>
WASHINGTON MARKET,

NOS. 289 and 290

aay

i

By George M. Barbour.

NOMENCLA TURK

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND,

New and second-Hand Guns, Pistols, etc, con|
stantly on hand. Repairing of every descrlj
done In the best manner and warranted. Guns
bored to shoot close and tiard. Pistol gilps ill led
to stocks. Pin fires altered to central Are.

traveling tn ii"
unilO.it;.- Pmvdor.f ».i

ing; Sports; Routes of
Travel, fie., ffip.

THE "FOREST

BISSIG,
YORK.

Orange and other Tropical
Farming and Garden-

Fruits;

^iscelhneon$

NEW

the>

FOREST AND &TREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Practical Gunsmith
9 CHAMBERS

V.

I

Containing Practical Information Regarding Climate, Sou and Productions; cities, Towns and
People; Scenery and Resorts; the Culture
of

receipt of price, 15 cents, by the

YARDLEY BROWN,

VINCENT

IV.

IN

FLORIDA
TOURISTS, I.WALins & SETTLERS.

a week In your own town. Terms and $5
Address H. HA1LETT&CO.,
Portland, Maine.
_

outfit free.

iUS

A#arit'8 0omp*feteSaBJ»i»Sc»tric,3^^.

—r*v mro *uts

Qrw* «***»

:

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

402

ORANGE SPORTING

Dbobmreb

The Parker Gun.

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos.

to

1 (line)

(coarse).

ami Bieanllness.
one pound unit/.
i

isters of

Hazard's "American Sporting-."
Nos.

to 6 (coarse).

1 (fine)

Nos.

(coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
lb. k'----.
Bums tslvK'u and veryremarkably close and with great
st or water shooting It
other b.-and and it
on ually serviceable

uiiil

Rand Powder

Co.,

New York.

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURS A L OF commerce says : " At Melbourne theT had an excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside those of every exhibitor In the world, and thev came off conquerors over every oth"r maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
They have been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other gun when brought. In competition in the field or at the trap. At
Coney Island this year, at the New York iiuu.i i uiiv.-.n ion, the PARKER won Hie Pierce Diamond Badge
and the " Forest and Stream " Badge for the best average over nearly mo competitors. Send for Catalogue.

IX USE!

Merioeii, Comi.

,

pnwder

Diamond Grain.-Nos. 1 (coarse)

Bboollng.

No.
1

?

I'll

'

Made

-i

:

of

.:

>

'.'"-

J

u.i

-

sizes,

only No.

being the coarsest racked in

I'

7

!-'.

!

lb.

eij,

Uuiiuni's Eagle Rifle.—A

clean ponder,

nnu

vi ry

o

in.

|

-

,

e ruin
n.i

:,'.

,

:

standard

Ilijle

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CANNON

HSk;

also, sr-Ei'IAf. GK.-'i

SPECIMENS

OJY

The above can be had

:.->.

.

.

If

you want good work,

at

E.

low

come

WALKEBj

figures,

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK LAMPS, DASH LAMPS, FISH-

A FILE

grain or proof.
Agencies in

N.

V HERALD,

1847,

TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR

and

St.

the cities and principal towns
Represented by
St., N. I.
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S Fg. or EFg. lor
long-range rifle shooting.
all

KNEELAN1), S7 Beaver

ALBERT FERGUSON,

SALE.

Office, 65 Fulton Street, N. Y.
(With Oonroy, Blssett & Malleson.>

Bird Dealers and Fanciers
will

nnd

it

Show

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon DucMng,

SPOSTI2TG FOWDFR.

Rotating,

Single,

Stationary.

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT 8HOOTEB). ANY DESIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP
AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED.
Watcncs, Clocks, Jewelry, KifJcs, Pistols, and all kinds of Sporting Goods.
QREENERb, AND BONEHTLLS GUNS A SPECIALTY.

ALSO ALL GRADES OF

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N. Y
Illustrated Catalogue Bent free

B. F.
HOLABIRD

Head-

nnd a

roll

Song and Fancy BlrdB, also all kinds
ot rare animals adapted for Zoological Gardens ana

Oriental

Double,

to their advantage to call at

quarters, where they constantly can

assortment

FOR WING PRACTICE.

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Name Fokbbt amp

Stbham.

AND TIMES,

CARD'S
standard' trap,

..

Shioughout the United States;

F. L.

OF

Etc.,

For Night Hunting- and
Fishing, Spearing Flsh,Camplng, Canoeing, yachting,
Driving at Night, and General
Illuminating Purposes
Lanterns, Dark
Bicycle
Lanterns, Musicians Band
Lanterns,
Lamps, Pocket
Hand Lanterns, etc Sena
stamp for Illustrated Price

direct to

14 Dey

i

MTDDLEPTELD, CONN.

List

Dupont's Spotting, Mining, Shipping and Blast/'
ons, .special
Also Rifle, cartridge, Musket, Cannon, Mortar, Mammoih, Hexagonal, Cubical and Pellet Powder, U. S. Government Standard.
Powder manufactured to Older of any required

Com-

WILLIAM LYMAN,

ua

mg Powders of all si
Grades for Export.

.in

.-J

of dealers, or of the

Rifle perfect. Send for
circular containing full description. Address

...

JAMES

.'MIITOF-

i

Makes a Sporting

EXHIBITION.

save Agent's Commission

'

i.

THE HUNTING SIGHT

fine.

I

''

,\

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

quick, strong and
lor pistolsnootlng.

lg". "Sta-Sliooting;."—
7Fg. and FFFg. 'i he Fg. lor long-range rifle shooting, the FFg. and FFFg. for general use, burning
strong and moist. Packed In >j lb., lib. and 6 lb.
and as lb. kegs. Fg. coarse, FFFg.
canisters, u>4',

llupiiutN Rit'le

MUSKET POW-

and
ii,i

TURED TO ORDER.

ING LAMPS,

5,

kegs and

lb. canisters.

ot

FlTGIsalso
ong and

lb

i

are favorite brands for
and t lie Sea .Shooting" FU lsth9
Powder of the country.
Ll

LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

'.-.
;

andiNo.

til

i«

The FFFG and FFG

88

and pigeon

for glass-ball

two

END.

BOOK BINDING

;

wen adapted

NO

NEAT AND ELEGANT

Durioiit's Cluilie Bore.- Specially adapted
ibr " choke Bore " li uns, and particularly tor prairie and upland shooting. Hums slowly, strong and
moist does not cake or burn on the barrels, gives
.'!.!

IS

Established d836.

(i

•

25, 12H.

moist.

pany's Agents, In every prominent city, or wholesale at our office.

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

t04(nrie) unequalled In suengrh, quickness and
cleanliness; adapted lor glass-ball and pigeon
Snooting. Packed In 1 lb canisters.
Oupuni's Eagle limiting. Nos. 1 (coarse)
to 3 (tine); burns s.owly, strong and very ciean:
era; adapted
great penetration, Willi
lor glass-ball, pigeon, duck ana; other shooting,
-with either luuzzio or bniGih loaders. Packed in 1
lb. and 5 lb. caul ters ami >i aud vt.% lb. kegs.

i

i

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG and " Sea Shooting " FG In kegs

•

PARKER BROS

Sporting

THE MOST POPTLAR POWDER

i

lor muzzle or breech-loaders.

MELBOUB1VE, AUSTRALIA.

Duro.NT's Gi:ni'u\vuek Mills, esur Oltshed in 1802,
navernaintauii-ii their great r< pur atlou for seventyeight years. ManuiucLuro ihe following celebrated

_

;-..-

it,

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at

Blasting Powder.

be found

i

i

GUNPOWDER!
and
of

and

1 (line) to 5

I-.',

kii-:i

BendpostalcardforlLLDSTRATED PAMPHLET,
bowing SIZES or GKA1N8 of POWDER. Furnished
TUBE.

VuiiiHH'a

canisters

lb.

clean, shooting

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

brands

1

Hazard's "Duck. Shooting-."

'

Rifle,

In

.'!•

1

DuporU's

Unsurpassed in point
Packed in:.', mare can-

.n.
gram, q'i irk and clean, for upA
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shotrguns.

.Orange Rifle.
/Creed moor.

&

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.

No. 29 Murray Street,

1881-

The Hazard Powder

Powder.

Laflin

22.

of

purposes.

Chas. Reiche & Bro.,
58 Chatham

St.,

New York

(EstablsUed 1847.)

WE WILL BUY
Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes,
Cranes, Wild Turkeys,
Prairie Chickens, Quails, Woodducks,

" Wolverines, Whooping

on application.

Etc., Etc.

NICHOLS & CO.,

E

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,

STERBROOK'S'VSi

Manufacturers of

Shooting Suits.

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
R EITIO VEB TO

Write for circular to

TJPTHEQROVH & MoLELLAN,

153

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

MILK STREET,

We are

obliged to have more room In our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods
to meet the Increasing demand. We have received the higheBt award and silver medal at (he Mats.
Charitable Mechanics' Association Fair for our superior goods. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

VALPARAISO, TKD.

For Sale by all Statlonera
THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO.,
Works, Camden, N.J.

26

John St.

New York.

Baker

.'lie

OUR NEW MODEL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Cun made

IBFtFEBA BBFL
CUN.

for

DURABILITY
— AND —
SHOOTING QUALITIES

...

PRICK, BBST ENG LISH TWIST BARRELS,
DAMASCUS STEEL,
-

»55 to «2v0

BEND STAMP FOB DESCRIPTIVE OIROVLAB.

This gun

Is light

and;eompnct, from 9 to 10 Ids. weight

L. c.

The rifle Is perfectly accurate "

SMITH Maker, Syracuse,

N. Y.

—

AMERICAN

THE

Entered According to Act of congress. In the year

NEW

MERRY CHRISTMAS!

A

Magazine

;

Bifles

Army

for the

A Merry

;

403

The Big Bear

A

of fi ermoea
Biverside
of ttaecamaw; Sport as Brain Food
;

Boniance

:

A

Tale
404

,

A December Day

;

407

Game Birds The Snow Goose The Sparrow
Curse of New Zealand.'.
Gajle Bag and Gdn :—
Two Cold Days at the Club House Indian Methods of
Catching Muskrats A True Tale of a Duck Pass The
Enemies of

;

407

;

;

Dunraven in Nova Scotia A Nebraska Deer
Hunt Deer in the Adirondacks The Dock Biot at Gunpowder Long Island Wildfowl News from Bichmond
Earl of

;

;

j

;

;

I

not compiled from the decisions of the judges, nor from
that
we
carefully
but
watched
the

mountain spruce boughs greets us.
hand
The Forest akd Stebam

at

1

A

;

;

The Kennel :—
Field Trials

;

The Pennsylvania Field

Trials

;
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It is the season

when

charity scatters

its gifts

with

most lavish hand, when kindly sentiments move every heart,
enmities are forgotten, and good feeling is universal. At this
time does the message of peace and good-will, first breathed
nearly two thousand years ago, beneath the quiet starlight
force,

are

which

is

shown the

hills of Belhlehem, seem to have a real
binding on each one of us. At this time we

tenderest, the

most loving aspect of human
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now,

we remember, though
perhaps unconsciously, that our forefathers were dwellers in
the forest. Their lives were spent beneath the green woods
and the open sky, and their camps were pitched by the running brooks or the peaceful lakes. To-day we recall that
time by going forth into the woodland and bringing
it

is

at Christmas, that

thence sweet-smelling branches, green leaves and bright
adorn our homes at this, our greatest festival.
Fragrant are these evergreen boughs, with tender memories
of the past. Their woodland perfume pervades the house
and brings fast-rushing recollections of the Christmas circles

berries to

Again, in the early morning light do we see
the dear familiar faces from which we parted long ago, and
hear again the well loved voices now stilled for ever. Be-

neath the outward merriment of the day these deeper influences prevail
happy is he who yielding to them finds
new courage and a manlier heart for the struggles of the
year to come.
To each one of our readers this Christmas will bring the
;

memories of happy anniversaries past and others hoped for
and to each one we offer our heartiest good wishes and a

Merry
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Yon Havb a Fbiend who sometimes

shooting, or

"would go

if

goes fishing or
he only had the time," show

arim a specimen copy of the Forest and Stub am. Any
.issue of the paper will do for this.
Some publishers make
tremendous exertions to get up specially attractive numbers
at this season, and then spread them broadcast over the land
4a "specimens'' of the regular all-the-year-around issues,
That is not our plan. We try to turn out a tip-top paper just
Jifty-two times every year. That is the fair, honest way, and
i'it payB.
If you file your papers, and do not wish to break
the file, send us the name of your friend and we will furnish
him with a copy.
i

The Earl

of Dtoeavkn,

in a

communication published

in another column, explains that his recent misadventure in
Nova .Scotia was due wholly to a natural misconception by

him

of the requirements of the statute, and

that instead of

^having intentionally disregarded the law, he bad, as he
thought, fully complied with it.

Wk
Orgill,

had a pleasant call last Tuesday from Mr. Edmund
who had just returned from a shooting trip in the

'South.

Thb Thibd Chaptkb

of the "Cruise of

unavoidably postponed until next week.

THE

TRIALS.

our report of the National Trials at Grand
Junction, as well as a complete description of the
Pennsylvania State Trials, will be found in our Kennel department this week.
The National Trials were he most successful that have ever
been run in this country, and will compare favorably with
last of

I

anything that the world has ever seen. We heartily congratulate the members of the National American Kennel
Club upon the abundant success that has crowned their efforts.
Much of this success is due to the indefatigable labor

The Nipper"

is

both before and during the meeting. There was no lack of
and the grounds are extremely well adapted for the
holding of the Trials. Many prominent sportsmen from
all

birds,

parts of the country were present,

ing

and the utmost good

feel-

was manifest throughout

to thoroughly enjoy

with their

there,

would have been

While not in the

shown.
of the

had they but been

Sport, quite a different record

many
we

country,

tained the

least disparaging the good qualities
Dash's and Sport's scattered throughout the

are free to confess that, although

same

we have

belief,

we once

enter-

seen reasons to change

it,

good dogs that we have seen
one that we should deem it
safe to
back as a winner at a Field Trial.
Not
perhaps that in an ordinary day's shooting Dash and Sport
might not acquit themselves as well or better than the first
prize winner, but this is not a Field Trial by any means, and
afield

we

fail

to

when we take

really

racall

into

consideration the accessories that are
trials, we can only wonder that
In reading our report and criticising

inseparable from these public
the record reads so

fair.

the work therein described, there are many things that should
be taken into consideration. Perhaps the most prominent of
these, and for which great allowance should be made, is the

high strung, nervous temperament of our canine

pets,

which

subjected to a far greater strain than when they are
quietly taken out for an ordinary day's shooting; for the

is

noise of the crowd, and the presence of

many

exercises anything but a steadying influence

other dogs

upon

their

The tramping and talking of the spi ctamaking them wild and less likely

excitable nerves.

tors also scares the birds,
to lie to the dogs.

points,

This will account for

many

which are undoubtedly often made

frightened bird,

who

has just taken

of the false

to the scent of

flight unseen.
it

Many

a

of

not for the noise

which puts the birds upon the alert, and causes them to rise bedog has a chance to locate them. Then again thehandlers are not always quite so cool and collected as they should
be, and we have ever found that there is nothing more conducive to unsteadine.-s in a dog than to have his master go
to pieces.
Let us then give due credit to the dogs which
pass through this very trying ordeal and acquit themselves
fairly well
for the chances are that away from the excitement attending a public trial, they would prove themselves
As we have before mentioned not
to be excellent animals.
the least of the benefits derived from the Trials is the greatly
improved manner in which the dogs are handled, and the
consequent lesson that the spectators are quick to learn and
apply, to the manifest improvement of their own style.
This, in itself, were nothing else accomplished, would stamp
the Trials as a wonderful success. But a still greater good
has been wrought in the vast improvement of the quality of
the companions of our sports.
Gentlemen who attended tbe
Trials go home with more exalted ideas and broader views of
matters pertaining to the sports of the field, and are no
fore the

of the President of the association, Mr. P. H. Bryson, who
has expended much time and labor in arranging the details,

2-2.

to think that

own Dash or

the flushes would not be scored, were

Chbistmas.
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haps be led

and among the many

nature.

of other days.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The forbst and Stbeam

heat,
and
noted
at
the
each dog just as we saw it,

To those of our readers who
as a sportsman prompted.
have never attended a Field Trial the many false points and
flushes will perhaps seem to indicate that the quality of the
work done was not of a very high order; and they may per-

Christmas to you

;

:

each

of

the performance of

This is the festival lhat has the strongest hold on the
hearts of civilized men, and the widest acceptance among

;

;

phases

different

time

seeking to chronicle the history of the running simply as
history, extenuating nor criticising aught save as our instinct

over the sleeping

;
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The Field Trials
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;
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the meeting, and all appeared
tbe occasion.
large number of the

A

most noted dogs in the country competed for the very
valuable prizes offered, aud the laurels there won were
well earned
and we warrant will be proudly worn.
The Pennsylvania Trials were very successful so far as the

number

of entries and quality of the dogs were
concerned,
but coming as they did immediately after the National
Trials
there was not so large an attendance as there
would have
been had more time intervened. Great praise is

;

longer satisfied with the mediocre performances of the animals who have heretofore shared their outings, but at once

changes and rest not until they achieve something approaching Field Trial form. Thm our Field Trials
institute radical

are accomplishing their mission, and the whole-souled sports-

men who

so generously support and sustain them are reaping
with a pardonable pride they rejoice at the
abundant success aud brilliant future of our American Field
their reward, as

Trials.

due tbe en-

ergetic

members of the Association

for planning

and so suc-

cessfully carrying through this important meeting.

judges, without exception, were well qualified
to perform their duties, and, although we could not quite
agree
with one or two of their decisions, we believe tbein
to be
thoroughly honest and to have impartially awarded
the honors
without fear or favor. The wide-awake proprietors
of the
Stonewall House, Messrs. Peeples and Branum,
were equal
to the occasion, and the hungry crowd were
provided with
well cooked and well served food.

We should,

perhaps, state that our report of the Trials

jB

—

A most timely book for the holiMr. T. LedgwickSteele's "Canoe and Camera,"
come from the press. This
is the most artistically and elaborately illustrated volume of
the kind published in this country.
The present edition contains a large map of the Northern Main regions, including
the canoeing routes of the Main, St. John's, the Aroostook,
and the East and West Branches of the Penobscot. Mr.
Steele has been engaged several years in the preparation of
this map, and sportsmen tourists owe.him a debt of igratitude for his thorough work.
Canob and Cambba.

day season

The

is

the third edition of which has just

,

!
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yards, and he dropped as if struck by a flash of lightning.
They are bad for deer or elk, as hey spoil so much of the
meat, but for I rsns they are just the thing.
Early dawn sees us toning up the rocky trail which leads
to the head of Hermosa.
Nomad though I have been for the
greater part of my life, I cannot: leave a place where i have
comfortably settled down for even a day, without feeling a
slight touch of regret.
The camp-fire becomes a sacred hearth, and one does not
take away with him in the morning all that he brought the
night before. Somewhat he leaves behind— invisible, intangible, but none the less real.
part of his true self, of
the " inner me," as Emerson would term it, is caught and
retained by the branches of the tree under which his bed has
been made, by the boughs on which he has lain, by the air
which he has breathed, and by the sky which has arched
about, him.
As we rode along, there came into my mind
some verses which the Rhymer bad read me a few days before, and which expressed so well my present mildly regretful feelings, that I offer no further apology for presenting
I

AN now

THE BIG BEAR OF HERMOSA.

important duty devolves upon the Board and
in session at Governors' Island, who nave been

officers

charged by Gen. Sherman with the recommendation ol a magazine gun lor the use of the U. S. Army. It is not intended to
make any sweeping change in the armament of our soldiers
until the whole subject of repealing weapons has been more

any change or step
thoroughly worked up by our inventors
in the arming of the troop must be of a tentative character.
That the magazine gun is the coming piece for the ordinary
;

soldier is regarded as a foregone conclusion

military authorities of every

armed

A

force.

by the leading

Commonwealth

dozen commissions are

with the problem of selection.

possessing an

now

face to

face

It is a sort of eornpetiiion

between the nations as well as between the arms, and the
verdict of the representatives of one nation is eagerly looked
Especially
to by the examining boards of other nations.
will this be the case with the report of the Board now in
America has gained the front rank in the
session here.
making of small arms, and the rifle championship, now
resting with the American team,', shows that she can shoot
Nations desiring to buy a supply of these
as well as invent.
weapons come to America as the readiest and best market.
The "rain of lead" at Plevna was fired from rifles made in
Connecticut, aad from the same State hundreds of thousands
of stands of arms have gone to other nations of Europe, to
the States of South America, and even to far away Japan.
The leading magazine model, pushed for adoption before the
German authorities to supplant the breech-loading Manser, is
a pirated copy of a gun invented by a Lieutenant of the U. S.
Army. It was displayed at the Centennial Exhibition, and

and our late dinner was over. Pipes, and
full of mild grog soothed the fatigues of a ten
The
hours' hunt, and steeped our souls in blissful bairn.
day's sport had been good -two elk and five deer the net result— and we felt that we had a right "to loaf and refresh
our souls." The diy was dying a peaceful death, and behind us the gray cliffs of Waluta were slowly darkening in
Ont of the valley below we heard the voice
the failing light,
of the Hermosa, as it babbled to the spruces which leaned
above it, or chafed at the cold rocks which barred its passage.
It was one of those hours when the hunter, if he be
anything more than a purveyor of meat, or a killer of deer,
feels as if he stood within the very presence of the great
Mother herself, and knows the radiance of "that light which
never was on sea nor land." Half unconscious])', I repeated
the drowsy words of the Lotos-Eaters:
evening,
IT awas
tin-cup

"

The

i-hannei] sunset- lingers

low aciown

H

i

Who

;

;

And leave revealed his

-

there a

and

German Jew

has had a marked effect

rifle

The

the art of war.

it,

home.

stole the idea for reproduction at

The modern

mind saw

of a mechanical turn of

modifying

in

skirmish line has taken the place of

movement in force, and the necessity for accuracy of
marksmanship on the part of every soldier is every day becoming more imperative. The rising problem, too, is one
The breech-loader gave the men an opportunity
of supply.
of rapid firing, and this they improved to such an extent as
to make the supply of ammunition to the fighting line an
important question. With magazine guns the consumption
of ammunition runs up to alarming proportions, and to
meet this difficulty the German Army authorities are adopt-

the old

ing the "firing discipline." In this the fighting unit is
represented by a skirmish line of a dozen men under an
Instead of random

officer.

ment, the

The

men

intention

error of

firing,

as

now under

an engage-

shoot only on special orders of their

is

men from falling into the
The same object as this

to prevent the

an excited

officer.

fusillade.

novely in discipline is aimed at in the requirement that all
arms shall be adapted to use as single breech-loaders as well
Iu that way the use of the reservoir for
as magazine guns.
thots can be delayed until the supreme moment, when a dozen
shots in as many seconds is an element of victory.

—

Plvikg Bquikbels. English misconceptions of American
geography are proverbially gross and frequent. We are always pleased, then, when an English paper really tlocs display familiarity with the subject, as is the ease with an
esteemed London contemporary. Speaking of the animal
plagues of Winnipeg, which our readers will remember is up
in Manitoba, Land and Water tells us that in the autumn,
" the time when the [Winnipeg] cotton and corn reeds were
ripening and maturing, myriads of squirrels left the woods
and attacked the cotton and cornfields they tore open the
balls of the cotton plants, ate all the seed, and scattered the
cotton on the ground they devoureel the kernels of the
corn and then scampered off to Mississippi and Tennessee,
where they met with a warm reception, and were shot down
by hundreds." Now, from Winnipeg to Mississippi, the
elistnuce is, as the crow flies and the scpiirrel scampers, only
a trifle over 1,300 miles, and to an American squirrel, as any
inau who has ever hunted them knows, a little "scamper" of
1,21)0 miles is the merest play. He can go very fast and very
far, when he once makes up his mind to travel away from a
man with a rifle. Indeed, we have seen squiirels
going from Manitoba to Mississippi would take in Mount
Washington and Pike's Peak on the way, and then not get
up faction enough to set the Michigan woods on fire.
;

;

I

Death of a FrsnouLTUBAi, Pioneer.— We
chronicle the death of Mr.

Aaron

:

regret

to

Smitbtown,
Long Island. Mr. Vail owned a fine trout-stream and he
entertained many prominent men in days past.
Dame
Webster and Henry Clay fished in his stream and partook of
the hospitalities of bistable. Mr. Vail engaged iu troutbreeding when he first heard of it, about I860, and his ponds
are mentioned in Horns' " American Fish Culture," pubS. Vail, of

;

lished in 1878, as

among those

of the early trout culturists.

And liere are cool mosses deep,
And thro the moss the ivies creep,
And In the stream the long-leaved flowers weep,
And from tlie craggy ledge the poppy hangs In sleep.''

Roused by the murmur of the words, Ignotus took his pipe
from between his teeth long enough to languidly remark,
" Somebody coming down the trail."
"How do you know?''

"Hear 'em."
"Foot or horseback?"

"White

an-

nual session of the Michigan Sportsmen's Association, for
the protection of Fish,

Game and

Birds,

will be held at

East Saginaw, commencing Tuesday, January

and in

localities

is

earnestly requested to send five delegates,

where no club has been formed sportsmen

are cordially invited to attend.
last session

17, 1882, at

Every sportsmen's and game protection

10 o'clock A. m.

club in the State

One

was the present game

of

law..

the results of

the

all

Oapuan

feasts

wit

Ii

;

w aft of spicy air,

LucuUus dare uv oneh.

Baehhaser thought

From crowded cities brought
Upon these breezy heights doth

pale and die.
and puzzled brain grows clear and strong again
purblind soul sees Truth with clearer eye.

The

ailing,

Ah

blessed school

!

;

Where Wisdom plays

the fool,
grants perpetual holiday J
is none, save tree and brook, and stone,
he doth win the highest prize, who spends Ma time In play
!

Where volumed lore

And

Each charmed spot
Where It hath been my lot
To pitch white tent, and take noniadK
Some tender memory hath, some bourf to tied aftorm at

to them.

"How?"
"How?"

Of sweetly fragrant thoughts that bios

"Which way?"
to Trippe's with meat.
fair.
And you ?"

u

i

m my

breast.

balanced good —
Here in the piny wood

A

What luck ?"

"Pretty
"So so. Deer gettiu' scarce. Cussed Utes burniu' off the
woods. Say, you boys want some fun ?"
"Depends. What kind?"
" Well, Slippery Dick's back, up here at the head of Her-

New thoughts, new

hope, and

newer

life

I

And:

And yet, O fickle heart when comes the time to part,
Somewhat of thought, of hope, of life, Is left behind.
'.

A paradox
Crossed his trail just this side of Batterses Spring.
mosa.
At which the dullard mocks
There's a chance for ye, Tenderfoot, if you want sport. Reckis wise;
Who reads my riddle,
f]
on he'll give ye enough of it. So long. Got to be goin'.
That which I spend, I ha e, and what I talte, I leave
Give ye a dollar fur his skin, when ye get it. Vamosl
if mine the Sybil's tongue. be yours the Seer's eyes
!"
and they clattered down the trail.
Pia-a-a
"Slippery Dick ? Who the mischief's be, Igootus ?"'
At the very head of the canyon was a little circular park
"He's a she."
of perhaps ten acres, where bubbled up the spring which fed
the bead waters of the Hermosa, and here we pitched our
"A she ? What kind of a she?"
"A she-bear, and a she-devil loo, if all accounts are true," tent. m \j
The remainder of the day was devoted to reconnoitering,
and be went on to tell me, how, for several years, hunters
had reported that they had found, now and then, the trail of and after supper we developed our plan of battle. Half a
a bear, so large as to be phenomenal how she would be mile below us was an extensive patch of wild parsnip, and
found one day on El Conquistador, and the next on Dos here our friend Richard had left his sign manual in profusion,
Hermanos, fifty miles away how she seemed to bear a the night before. We felt certain he would return to-night,
charmed life, minding a .44 bullet no more than a flea-bite- as the wild parsnip is lo a bear, what Cherrystones or Sadhow, at uncertain intervals, some unlucky prospector, pale- dle-rocks are to a New Y'ork Alderman. From this ursine
faced and knock-kneed, would stumble into camp with in- supper-room there were but three passes leading to the rocky
fastnesses, where, we felt assured, he had bis lair.
coherent jabber of "the durndest biggest bear y' ever see
j( these,
bigger 'n all out doors, and savager 'n h 11" and how Pat one was the canyon itself, and that was blocked by our tent
O'Brien, who had killed more bears in Nevada than ever and camp-fire; the others led respectively, to the crests of
Grizzly Adams himself, swore, after being treed by her for a Waluta on our right, and El Conquistador on the left.
that the hid of her was 88 big as a flour would each occupy one of these, and it would go hard, if one
day and a night,
or the other did not succeed in intercepting the prey, as he
barrel, and the claws of her like raping hooks, an' whin she
rached fur me, as I clim the tray, be jabers, she made the wended his way homeward in the morning twilight.'
The jewels that sparkle in the sword-belt of Orion had not
bark tly, fifteen fut from the ground, sor."
Making all due allowance' for exaggeration, Ignotus was yet lost their lustre, when 1 was snugly ensconced in my
inclined to believe that there was a monstrous bear which chosen ambush. Joseph Cook would' have pronounced the
had its haunt in that section of country that she was an position "proudly selected, and haughtily strategic." Backed
exceedingly cunning old beast, as well us fierce and danger- by a cliff a hundred feet in height— my flanks defended by
ous that to kill ber would be a feather in the cap of any perpendicular escarpments of rocks in front, the vertical
hunter— and finally, warming with the subject, that, if I banks of the gulch which was the only outlet on that side,
said so, we'd move camp up to the head of Hermosa, and from the canyon below I was equtdly well situated for atFrom my eyrie, I had a clean sweep of the
see if we might not "be lucky enough to get a crack at tack or defense.
gulch for a thousand yards below, while screened from obber."
As I would have gone to the mouth of the pit, or even servation by the boulders which left convenient peep-holes
between. The only access to my mountain fot'talice was by
further, with Ignotus, and as, besides, I " thought no small
beer of myself" as a bear-hunter, having actually slaugh- a narrow path from above, so steep, that, having with difficulty descended, 1 had serious doubts as lo whether I should
tered two or three small cubs by my own unassisted prowess,
Strong in the possession of explosive
ever be able to return.
I gladly agreed to the proposal.
"Ever see any of those explosive bullets?" asked Ignotus bullets and an impregnable position, i felt that. I was equal
to twenty bears, even should they all attack meat once.
I
after a pause.
" Yes, why?"
hoped that Slippery Dick, like myself, loved the sterner side
"Wish we had some of them; they'd come in mighty of Nature, and would therefore choose the path to Conquishandy, if we should happen to have a see-ancc with the old tador with all its gloom and grandeur, rather than the softer
approaches to Waluta, where Ignotus had posted himself.
lady."
After cogitating awhile " Got your loading outfit with Besides, the death of one bear, though he were the largest in
all the San Juan, would add but little to his fame, while to
you ?"
me it would furnish a blast, with which "to fill the sound"Yes."
" Let me see your bullet moulds."
ing trump of fame," for many a year. (In justice to Ignotus,
I must say, that when he found that all the signs pointed to
TheBe produced and inspected,
" Got any of those .33 cartridges you use in your grouse our enemy's having bis den on Conquistador, he insisted on
my taking that stand for my own.)
rifle ?"
Wrapped in my blanket, and propped comfortably against
Why ? What do you want with them ?"
the rock, I prepared myself for the due observance of a
Make our own bum-shells, by thunder!"
The air was keen and frosty, with just
hunter's vigil.
"How?"
sting enough in it to slir the sluggish blood, and redolent
"Get 'em out, and I'll show you."
And show me he did, in a way I will endeavor to explain. with those woodsy odors that only the trackers of the wilMy moulds were of the Sharps pattern, .44 calibre, conical derness know. There was the balsamic odor of the spruce,
bullet, lead poured iu from small end.
Covering butt of giving a tingling fillip to every vibrating nerve— the arobullet, a plate which unscrews.
So much explanatory now matic fragrance, of the wild celery, like a faint aroma from
for detail.
Taking a .fcl2 rim-fire cartridge, he cut off the the Spice Islands, and the far off Celebes—the quiet, domestic smell of the. lavender grass, recalling tender memories of
bullet, flush with the shell, then, finding a nail, he filed it
down, leaving on the head, till it was just the size and length Eastern homes, aud the opening of ancient bureau drawers,
Inserting this into the lead-hole front which are brought, by loving bands, the old-fashioned
of bis prepared cartridge.
garments of those who now wear the shining robes of Liaht
in the moulds he unscrewed be butt- plate, poured in his
melted lead, shook out the bullet, extracted the nail, inserted —and, reinforcing and at times overpowering all, wafts oi
an explosive bullet. Trial proved the cloying sweetness of the wild buck-wheat, stirred by
his 82 cartridge, and lo
them to be a grand success. If a bone were struck, they wing of early bumble-bee. Far down in the valley, a thounever failed to explode, and a second shot was seldom need- sand feet helow, phantom curves of mist marked the line of
By a lucky chance, I once dropped one into the shoul- the hurrying brook, and, faintly audible from those lower
eel.
der of a large cinnamon bear, at three hundred and fifteen depths, camo, like the stir of a mighty congregation, that in
:
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Michigan Sportsmen's Association.— The seventh

divinely fair

And Nature

Camp over on the Larriweep.
Hunting. Taking meat down to the ranches."
As he spoke, a horse's head came around the shoulder of
the bluff, a quarter of a mile above, and iu a few miuutcs,
three horsemen stopped on the trail, while we sauntered

"Down

sett,

?"

;

down

And simple hunter's fare,
Excels

Tlie dull

horses shod."
" Know who they are ?"
"The May boys, I reckon.

slowly

better

Green forest houghs,
Under a fir-tree house,
Bring sweeter sleep than Sybaritic couch

5

"Horseback."
" White or red

here.

happy he
'neatli the green wood tree,
Doth loose hts mind from every carklnjr care !
Dull gross exuviie, which from him tall away,

1

tie

them

All!

red West thro mountain clefts, the dale
Wo see far Inland and the winding valo
And meadow, set with slender gallngale.
r
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I
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iable Busurrus

stars

—

!

which precedes

were losing

the thrill of

their fiery lustre,

awaking

and now shone

with a pale glow, like the "brightening" on thflBurfaee oi
molten silvei
Slowlj thej laded, (me by one, slipping
out quietly, like leaser beauties from, a hall xOOUi, til) only
in
Venus, Mars and Sirius were left. These BfcfU shone

M

they, too, yielding to r power greater
than their own, scornfully yet gracefully Withdrew from the
ii
contest, overpowered but sot subdued— as tin
haughty Maria Theresa burned her back upon the Magyar
Diet.
Over beyond Waluta. the olive of the sky changed
steely gray— then to e. faint, pink, such aa tints the petals
to

splendor,

regal

till

1

ii

of the wild sweet-brier, and then to a roseate blush which
climbed higher and higher, till the whole Eastern firmament
glowed with Tyrian splendor.
"

over grass came

Anueai

i

tuai Strange HuStt,

tcJondlet

Tom ttomtheti
On the rock-slide

dawn— a yellow

the

i

ft

andovBr

crossing, ChUtea like a scarlet feather

tag lot cl aid

.

t

ilo

e

11ib<

a

i

tow

a.

opposite, the conies came out to greet
butterfly floated past on noiseless wing-

woods below, a. Canada jay pitched the note for
a raucous chorus which split the silence of the hills— and
the night, with its sweet silence, was gone, and " jocund
Day stood tiptoe on the misty mouataiu-tops.
Taking my glasses from their cise, I swept the hill-side
in the spruce

1

'

—
—

opposite— distant a mile as the crow flies three, for the
prowling lux. No sign of life among the rocks, unless the
circling glass is arrested for a moment, and yes, that brown
spot in the lee of yonder porphyry boulder, proves to be IgBut what Las become of our
notus, keeping faithful watch.
expected prey ? He surely must have quit his banquet of
Bucculont roots ere this, for the Sun god's chariot has fairly
left the galcsof Aurora, and his couriers are, stretching away,
in the full burst of their speed, toward tLeir Hesperian

—

goal.

He's fooled us, as
Confound Slippery Dick, anyway
usual, and when the flutter of a white handkerchief from
across the canyon, signa's that the watch is over, I rise from
my rocky lair, and, stiff, cold, hungry and cross, join Ig1

notus in the valley below. By mutual consent, we turn our
steps toward the parsnip bed, to see if Dick has breakfasted.
Yes the trampled stems, the debris of rejected tubers, and
the freshly turned soil, steaming in the morning sun, proclaim his recent presence. Gone, but where? AVe give it
up, as an uuguessable eonuudrum, and start to camp, for
breakfast and a nap.
brisk walk of ten minutes brings us in sight of the
clump of trees where camp is pitched, but where is the
;

A

tent

A hundred

yards further, and from Ignotus' lips breathes
"Who's been here, since
forth softly, the half sung question
I've been gone V"
The.teor is down and torn to ribbons the
flour sacks rent from" top to bottom and their contents
strewed "upon the ground the mesa-chest overturned— sugar
and bacon missing aud a wild conglomerate of canned
goods, plates, cups, knives and forks, blankets, spare socks
and shirts, coffee pots and frying pans, and a huudred odds
and ends of camp impedimenta scattered about in every diHas a. nitro-glycerine factory exploded here, or an
rection.
East Indian typhoon dropped down upon us?
single word breaks from my comrade, but it is as expressive as all of Garcilasso's seven hundred and twentyIt is simply the name of that place which
nine volumes.
Bob Ingersoll and the Revised Version both ignore, but the
Anathema Maranatha of Holy Church conveys not more
weight of objurgation with it, than that one monosyllable.
Turning, I see him gazing intently at something on the
border of the stream, and, joining him, I recoguize, at a
glance, the cause of his outburst. There it lies, in Ihe marshy
ground before us a track, huge, uncouth, groteseptely human, broad as the two hands, and as long as from the ulnar
condyle to the metacarpus. A glance telegraphs from brain
" Slippery Diekl" Another telegram aud answer
to brain

—

—

—

—

A

ling steer— now, as a log school-house, aud now, as he comes
abreast of the designated rock, he looms up as large as the
Tribune" building.
" Ron!;/ P' whispers Ignotus, and the rifle barrels drop to

an "aim."
it

J''irc,/ "

and the reports arc simultaneous.

There hardly conn

i

ble"thud!"

us hut the bul lets have si ruck flesh, before the bear
rears to his full height, stands one moment clear cut against
a blue background Of sky, then crashes prone upon the
long-drawn yell the Dakota warringing rocks.
whoop peals from the" throat of Ignotus, and the deathsong of the "Big Bear of Hertnosa" shrills from peak to
peak, and startles the shiw-wiiigcd eagle hovering above our

which

tells

i

—

A

—

heads.

There if lies, a huge, uncouth, inert mass of gray fur,
gleaming teeth, and savage brawn and muscle. Over the
from the cavernous
fiery eye creeps the gray film of death
mouth lolls supine the red tongue, flaked with foam while
the white slaver dripping from the massive jaws, relieves the
scarlet of the bleed that splashes slowly down upon the
From the gaping wound in the centre of the low forerocks.
head, a thin stream of blue snake tells that the explosive
The fierce man- slayer,
bullets have done their-deadly work.
the terror of the minim.' camps, the incarnation of brute
ferocity and savage hale, lias succumbed to the superior
knowledge aud deadlier skill of his biped cousins, and an-

—

ami heather,

ling
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—

'

other victory is scored iu the never-ending warfare of Mind
Animal cunning against human skill—the invs. Force.
stinct of ihe beast agairut the rcasOii of man-thews and
Binews arrayed against explosive bullets— fangs and claws
opposed to breecn-loading rifles what chance has Ursus as
against Homo ? It is the old slory of the oaken cudgel and the
the green turban ami Cceur de Lion's battle-axe
steel rapier
of Montezuma against Cortez, and ol Caliban against Prospero.
The contest is too unequal, and after the first burst of triumph is over, there comes the shime-faced feeling of having,
in the expressive words of my whilom acquaintance, Monte
Jim, " stocked the keerds on the cuss, and dealt him four
aces agin a royal flush."
what was
I shall not say how much our victim weighed
the girth of his mighty fore-arm, or the length of the ivory
scimetars that armed his huge splay feet. Enough, that
Ignotus, who had killed more than one bear since '49, after
looking upon the vast proportions spread out before him, expressed himself in the words of Holy Writ, "Lord! now
lettest thou thy servant depart in peace."
Some envious souls there were iu Argentum, "lewd fellows of the baser sort," who declared that it was not Slip-

—

—

—

pery Dick at all, though they magnanimously admitted "he
wur a pretty far-sized bar, fur a tenderfoot to holp to kill."
Be that as it may, that night we slept the sleep of the just,
having avenged our ravaged camp, and wiped out the slain
upon our honor and thenceforth Slippery Dick has been
misssing from his accustomed haunts, aud no more does the
picturesque prospector start in dread as the harmless rabbi t
bops across his path, taking each rustle in the leaves for
H. P. U.
the tread of " The Big Bear of Hermosa."
;

A RIVERSIDE ROMANCE.
LEAVES FBOM A LOS-BOOK— VI.

A

KINGFISHER

darted from the limb of a dead tree
with a downward swoop, chattering noisily as it flew.
rolled lazily off the bank into the river, and made
And Barry Newtou
a hundred bubbles rise where it sank.
sat upright in his canoe with a start, recovering from the
dreamy reverie that the warm, still summer day had cast
over him, aud plied the double-bladod paddle with more
muscular, well-knit pair of arms they were, too,
vigor.
feathered the spruce blades with such a neat turn, and the
whole figure was not one whit behind them in development;
while the ruddy skill and clear, blue eye told of the out-ofdoor exercise that this young man had alwajs enjoyed.
"It can't be many miles further to John's," mused he, as
flash to aud fro
be turned a bend in the river aud peered anxiously ahead.
1 shall follow him 1"
"John wrote that after I reached Pleasautville I
"And I lead on I"
would pass under four bridges, and would
then
A few biscuit are gathered from the wreck which strews be abreast of bis domain, with the mansion to the west
Ignotus' blood of the river. And now, I have passed under four no, three
the ground, and we press on up the canyon
bis tendeiest feelis up— the old Berserker stirs within him
and it's getting late,
bridges, mid Ihe other's not in sight
mgs have been outraged, and heart's blood alone will wash and I'll soon have to look out for an inn to spend the night.
" Wrath in his port, aud I wonder what sort of a place John has got. Old and somout the stain upon his honor.
vengeance in his eye," he leads the way, sure-fooled as the bre, probably, like himself. And he married
I'd sooner
Cimarron, untiring as the giay wolf and as siern and fatal thought of old Proxy's marble bust marrying than John
Woe to the dastard who bath Sanders. Such a staid, awkward old dig' he was when he
as the wool-shod Nemesis.
By the used to preach to me about my sophomoric escapades. I
heaped such foul scorn upon a freeman's head
thunderbolts or. Jove, dearly shall he pay for his morning's don't thiuk I shall fancy his wife. Some sedate, blue-stockWas it not enough, O Elusive Richard that ing, with eye-glasses and a dismal countenance, knowing
pastime
pierced by the spears of the wind we shivered for three long more about the differential ion of the exponents of variable
hours, in futile ambush for thee, but that thou must needs quantities than she does about
Hello! what's that.
" flutter the dove-cotes u£ Corioli," when the Volscians were Something iu the water. It's a dog—no, by Jove, it's a girl,
absent ? " Better that a mill-stone were tied around thy neck,
and she can't get out," and the paddle tlew like lightning, as
and thou wert cast into the uttermost depths of the sea," the canoe was turned toward the struggling object. With a
than to have violated the sanctity of <>ur tabernacle.
few quick strokes be was brought alongside, and the light
Up, still up, till the head of the gulch is reached, and we drapery was grasped by one strong baud, while with the
stand among the splintered crags and wind-swept tors that other the canoe was pushed ashore. Stepping out upon
mark the crest of Hermosa pass. Here it behooves us to the bunk Barry Newton laid his burden, now insensible,
move cautiously, for, fierce with vengeance though we are, upon the grass.
" Well ibis U a go. Nice looking girl, half drowned no
we do not care, upon this broken ground, to come too close
Silently we work our way over and
to a savage grizzly.
house in sight getting towards dusk. Wonder what I'd
between the shattered rock-masses, until we look down into better do. If she's drowned I ought to let's see— roll her on
the Canon del Christo upon the other side. Ha.' what is a barrel, I think. But the water there surely isn't deep
that brown mass, a thousand feel below? By the spear of enough to drown any one. She must have been walking close
the great Ninirod, we have him at last
More scared than hurt,
to the river, and the bank caved iu.
"Try him," whispered Ignotus, unselfish, even at this I gueBS."
supreme moment.
Just then the girl opened a pair of large brown eyes and
lixed them on the young man.
For a moment she hesitated,
It is a long shot, but I rest my heavy Sharps upon a jutA jet of white dust, as if collecting her thoughts, and then, trying to rise, she
ting point, elevate the sights, and fire.
twenty yards the other side, tells me I have overshot. At the said, with a blush and a half smile, " 1 was awfuily frightened
crack of the gun, he turns, catches sight of the smoke, and,
in the water, aud -you must have fished me out."
with a "woof I" of snarling rage, charges straight for us.
"I did that service for you, miss; and now, if you will
Another cartridge is slip;.ed in, the rifle pitched to the tell me in which direction we cauBoonest find a house, I will
Shoulder, when Ignotus knocks up the barrel.
wrap you up in a blanket fruni my boat and carry you
" Hold on
Wail till he gels abreast of that rock there"— there."
" My own house is just across the field, and can be seen
about twenty yards away " ami ihen aim steady, and we'll
both take him between ihe eyes. Steady, I tell you—if we after passing the grove of cellars-, but I am quire able to
don't fetch him, first pop, one of us will have to go home walk if you will aid me with your arm, and I would not ask
alone."
that if the fall had not quite taken away my breath, aud I
His coolness is contagious, and I drop my gun to the holstill tremble from the fright,
I am not a bit brave, as 3r ou
low of my arm, and watch our enemy Bfl he comes shambling see."
up the pass. His red eyes gleam with savage hate, as lie
"Your trembling is from cold more than fright, I imagine.
plunges onward, his sickle-like claws ringing against the But you must let me get you a wrap from my boat," with
porphyry rocks, every hair bristling with rage, and that which Barry Newtou made a hasty trip to the canoe, took a
vengeful ''woof! woof;" tearing the air at every step.
warm blanket from its recesses, and hastened back to wrap
Every second he grows in size. Now he's as largtfas a year- it around the young girl's shoulders,

Amuskrat
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There, now, I fancy you will be a little more comfortable^
let us hasten, for stauding in wet garments is not conducive to health."
"Dear me, 1 don't know what my mother will say at my
latest adventure," laughingly said his companion, an they
hurried across the field, "and 1 know I deserve a sound
Bur I was so wrapt in watching
rating for being so careless.
your pretty boat that 1 did not notice how frail a support
was beneath me. My absurd fright was utterly inexcusable,
considering that the water was not deep enough to drown
me. It must have afforded you great amusement."
The eyes that glanced up fit the young man, as he emphatically repudiated the idea of being amused at her misfortune,
were certainly the most bewitching eyes he had ever seen.
And he noted, too, that his companion was not the immature
girl he had at first thought her to be, but a young woman of
at least eighteen, of short stature, but of a rounded figure,
beautiful in its symmetry, that lost none of its charm by
being so faithfully depicted in the damp aud clinging
garments.
" Here we are at last," said the little lady, as they approached a neat stone mansion, nestled among some shady
oaks, " and there is mamma watching for me."
A middle-aged lady, with a pleasant face surrounded by
waving hair slightly tinged with gray, stood on the porch,
looking with some astonishment at the approaching couple,
evidently at a loss to comprehend the meaning of the Indian
blanket of the one, and the blue flannel costume of the other.
" For mercy's sake, Fanny, what has happened ?"
Only another of my ridiculous adventures, dear mamma.
You see, my love for the water led me too close to the
And this genriver, and the bank geve way and in I went.
tleman was good enough to fish me out."
" Bless me, child, you arc in a frightful state. Run to
your room at once. Aud you, sir, I dare say my daughter
hasn't so much as thanked you for your kindness,— she is
such a thoughtless girl. Pray come in and let me offer you
'

But

'

'

some refreshment Are you from Pleasani ville ?"
"My name is Newton, madam," replied Barry, "and I
am traveling atone upon the river in a canoe. I hoped to
to-night, but fear I shall not,
am grateful for your kind invitation, but beg of you to excuse me, as I must hasten on to find an inn before dark where
can lodge to-night."
I beg you not to think of such a thing, Mr-. Newton, Our
home is at your service for a lodging to-night, the inn at the
next village is a shabby place, and not to be thought of, and
Fanny would never forgive me if I let you go without giving her a chance to thank you for 'fishing her out,' as she

reach the house of a friend
I

calls it."

But—."
'

But

me no

buls, sir," pleasantly said the lady,

sist."

"

I in-

my

canoe be given

The stable will do for it."
a place also.
" Tour canoe shall be sheltered, of course.
Mr. Newton to carry his boat from the river.

Michsol, help
I shall expect

" Well, I agree, on one condition

:

that

you

directly, sir."
Half an hour later

found Barry Newton in a room in the
mansion gazing ruefully at the reflection of his sunburnt
After performing a
face aud rough costume in the glass.
hasiy toilet and giving himself as presentable an appearance
as he was able, he descended to the drawing room, where he
was so kindly greeted by Mrs. Gardinier and her daughter
that he was soon at his case, and forgot his boating toggery
in the free, informal and home-like hospitality accorded him.
By the time tea was over Barry Newton felt himself
completely at home, and thanked his lucky star that he had
been led to the pleasant country house.

The daughter played

and sang divinely, and Barry's old college songs, sung in a
clear baritone, were very agreeably appreciated so that the
evening passed very quickly, and it was quite late when bedtime was announced. Barry found it emite impossible to
;

address the daughter as

" Miss Gardinier," for her small

merry laughter, and naive, child-like manners made
sound too stilted. In introducing her Mrs.
Gardinier had merely called her "Fanny," so Barry easily
dropped into " Miss Fanny," and as it did not seem disagreeable he continued thus to address her.
"Not at all a common girl." thought the young man, as
he lay that night, on the soft couch in his room, listening to
the rain that had begun falling in a measured "rat-tat" on
figure,

that appellation

"In fact, quite an uncommon girl. She's just
the roof.
like a child in her ways, but she's a clever, pretty little thing,
something, I dou' t know what, that's just
and she's got
deucedly captivating. I wonder if she knows many men.
Of course she don't, though, in this out-of-the-way place.
The .mother spoke of 'my son,' who seeme to be away at
present, aud Miss Fanny said she wished 'John' were at
home. This John' must be her brother.''
Next moruiug the rain had not ceased, but came down in

a—

'

showed no sign of abating. The Gardiwould not listen to Barry's proposal to depart in the
storm, and insisted so strongly on his remaining that he could
It must be confessed, too, that the prospect of
not refuse.
spending a day iu the delightful society of Miss Fanny was
very agreeable to contemplate. During )the morning, while
Mrs. Gardinier was busy directing the" household affairs,
Barry and Miss Fanny were discussing the canoe trip, aud
the farmer was relating some amusiug incidents that had oca steady pour, that
niers

curred to him.
" And who is this friend that you are on your way to visit,
?"
if it be not impertinent to ask
"His name is John Sanders," said Barry; and then he
continued, without noticing the start which the mention of
the name had caused Miss Fanny, "he is an old college
chum, and the best fellow in the world, but he's an odd sort
of stick, so ^old-fashioned and precise in his ways, and as uninteresting a specimen of humanity to those who do not know
him well, as could be met in a week's journey. At college
he was always the butt for our practical jokes, being ready
He has lately beeu
to credit our most extravagant tales.
married, and to some slaid creature like himself, f imagine,
—probably some old maid lhat no one else would think of
choosing."
The little lady's face was now blood-red, and her eyes
But she coughed a litt e, and replied
sparkled sirangely.
composedly, " I believe I have heard of him and, if I am
not mistaken, his residence is not a great way from here."
Then, with an excuse, she rose and hastily quitted the room.
The day passed very pleasani ly, notwithstanding the storm
without, and at its close Barry was still more enchanted than
before with the vivacious Fanny. When, therefore, the next
morning showed the storm Btillat its height, it was without
great difficulty that he was persuaded to remain yet another
;

" But to-morrow will be Sunday," said he, and I must
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my friend before then. I can perhaps get a
my canoe overland to h.s house, and
waterproofs I can walk the distance without inconvenience."
" I beg you will not leave during such weather," said Mrs.
Gardinier.
"It may be further than you think to your
friend's house, and this steady pour has doubtless caused a
flood that may have carried away bridges and inundated
roads, as is olten the case in this low country.
Believe me,
Btirely

join

wagon

to transport

with

my

you had better stay."
Barry wondered not a little at such urging to him, and an
ti r si ranger up
to a day or two before.
Had he noticed
the suppressed smile of ttie mother, aud the mischief dancing
in the eyes of the daughter, 1t might have set him thinking,'
perhaps. But our young gentleman had quite an allowance
of vanity in his composiiion, and wilh the simple thought
ut

that any one ought to be pleased with the company of so
agreeable a person as Mr. Barry Newton, he dismissed all
further consideration of the matter.
Toward night the wind changtd and the storm subsided
and the next day (Sunday) the sun shone pleasantly. The

country parson was at

service in the

A

|

Is it

Iji

coming

a-ked she.

P"

"It is lovely," answered the young man, looking, not at
the garland, but stiaight at. the eyes beneath, and with an
ardent expression that could not be mistaken.
" It is late, and mamma will expect us," said Miss Fanny,
Buddenly rising. And the two wended their way toward the
atone mansion.
"One thing is plain," soliloquized Barry that night, "I
must either leave to morrow, or else—" the young man
pulled his blonde whiskers without completing his sentence.
"1 think the little creature loves
perhaps without knowing it, she is so innocent and child-like— and I ought not to
remain here to entrap her young heart. She is a dear little
body, though, and I might look a deal further and not—
Hang it! I don't believe I know my own feeling3. Tomorrow well, we will see."
The morrow dawned pleasantly, and promised a glorious
day.
Barry said nothing of leaving until alone with Fanny
after breakfast, when he ..nnounced his intention of taking
steps for an immediate departure.
"But you surely won't chsat me of
promised canoe

me—

—

my

ride?"
" Are you

in earnest about wishiDg to try my canoe?''
''Of course."
" It is late," thought Barry, as he assented to the lady's

wishes.

The little canoe had never been intended for more than
one passenger, but by a little manceuvering Miss Fanny was
found a place in the " well," facing her instructor, and the
lesson in paddling was begun. After much splashing aud
sprinkling of sva-er, and a good deal of laughter, the fair
pupil declared herself proficient in the art, and to prove it
essayed to guide the canoe alone. Success did not attei d her
efforts, however, for she drove the boat in such a zigzag
c jurse that it finally ran under an arch formed by the overhanging boughs of a large willow growing on the bank, and
its tiny flag-pole became entangled in the branches.
" Tou h.ive made yourself a prisoner," laughed Barry.
" And a willing oiie for a lime," said the lady; "for the
sun cannot look through this leafy shelter, let him try ever
so hard."
" 1 trust, he will restrain his wrath to-morrow, when I am
on my journey."
"Are you quite surp you will resume your journey to-

morrow, Mr. Newton

?" ask> ri Fanny, with just the faintest
twinkle of mischief in the brown eyes.
"I surely ought to," answered the unsuspecting Barry.
" You must be very anxious to see your old-fashioned
friend and his old-mat' ush wife, that nobody else would have
ever thought of inan-ying."
" I fear I shall find their company very dull after the delightful days I have spent here."
"I opine that your visit to them will prove just as delightful as your short stay with us," said Fanny, with an incredulous smile.
" That would be impossible," said Barry, earnestly. "Miss
Fanny, relieve me when I tell ynu that these few dayslhat I
have passed in yourcompauy have been the happiest, the sweetest of my whole life.
In this short time I have learned to
appreciate one little, simple, innocent heart at its full worth.
FanDy," continued the young man, not noting the look of
" I have
utter amazement depicted in his companion's face.
learned what it is to love. And, dear Fanny, my heart tells
.

"
that you
At that moment a sudden step was heard on the bank over
their heads, and Miss Fanny, looking up, cried out joyously,

me

"John

oh John!"
"Hello! here you are at last," and a tall figure came
bounding down the slope, and wading knee-deep into the
water, lifted the little woman out of the canoe, and administered one, two, th ee hearty kisses ou the rosy mouth. "And
you Barry, my boy, Mother Gar jini-r told me I would find
you and my wife sailing on the river somewhere. How do
you like my country-place, old chum ?"
" My wife !" John Sanders' wife
Barry was too dumbfounded to reply.
" What's the matter, my boy? Haven't lost your voice,
have you ? I told you smoking cigarettes would ruin your
!

i

!

lungs."
I

'

John," said the

ful trick on Mr. Newton.
But, really, I couldn't help it
when he told me how often he had made yon the subject of
practical jokes at college.
And he had the effrontery, John,
tosay that your wife must be an old maid, that no one but you
would ever have thought of choosing,' " and the little lady
broke out in a peal of silvery laushter.
'

Explanations followed, and Barry gradually recovered
from the shock the unexpected denouement had caused him.
His hearty gcod nature enabled him to take kindly a practical joke played on himself, and he appeared to laugh and
chat wdih his old college chum as if the occurrence were an
everyday affair, already forgotten. One thing only concerned
him the fear that Fanny would tell her husband of his confession of love for herself. That would make him appear ridiculous in John Sanders' eyes. That night Barry met her
;

alone in the hall.
" Mrs. Sanders," said he, " can you keep a secret ?"
" I can, a=d will," said the little woman. And that ended

Sknboa.

it.

A TALE OF WACOAMAW

ON

the line of the railroad leading from Wilmington, N.
0., to Columbia, and just thirty-four miles from the
former, there is a lake covering about twenty-five square miles,
which is a favorite resort of the anglers of that section of
country. It is nowhere more than fifteen feet deep, and
geueraily its waters are as placid as the features of a sleeping
beauty.
Black bass, chinquepin-perch, warmouth, white
perch, bream, grindles and other fish common to tha'. latitude, abound in the lake and its tributary.
The writer has often had rare sport taking most of these
varieties, and in enjoying them upon the sh ire after they had
had the culinary attention of his old friend Kinchen K.
one of the salt of the earth whose art in fishing was only
excelled by his capacity for preparing the fruits of his line
for the delectation of his palate.
Artificial flies and joiuted rods and reels, were, in my time,
unknown to the simple people who lived near the lake, and
the common red worm, the grub, a hair line and a long light
rod of native reed answered fully all their wants. Of course
a "dug-out" or canoe made of cypress, was a necessary addition to the equipment.
In the open water among the bonnets and grass, which crew upou the margin, and in ihe little
creeks which discharge their waters into the lovely lake, the
disciples of " the gentle art" whiled away many a pleasant
hour drawing the fish from the dark water, and looking forward to the lime when they should return home.
" The expectant, wee tilings todrllln' stacher thro'
To meet their dad In flltclierln' noise and glee."

—

The name of this beautiful sheet o' water is Lake Waccamaw, pronounced Walk-a-maw, and at Flemington, a station
about five hundred yards from its northern bank, is a wellkept hotel presided over by Mrs. Nick Carroll, who succeeded
her mother, Mrs. Brothers, well-known to the traveling
public as the keeper of one of the best eating-houses in the
South. Here ample accommodations can be had, and Nick
himself is often willing to pilot his friends around and show

them the best places in which to fish.
A few miles northeast of the Lake there lived, several
a fisherman named John Aways, who had the
hanpy laoulty of narrating his piscatorial exploits by giving
full flow to a vivid imagination, and who sometimes indulged
in such extravagant tales, that the falsity of them was
patent on the face of the statement.
He had a brother
named George who was his equal in these peculiarities, and
when the two set their heads, they could invent stories of
their sport in Waccamaw Lake which required the most
thorough credulity to believe them. That man was indeed

woman, " we have played a shame-

[Dbobmbke

unfortunate who al tempted to describe his remarkable success with the fishing tribe when either was present, for he
clerical friend
soon had to hang his head in very shame.
of the writer was on one occasion, several years ago, the unhappy victim who was immo.ated upon the sharp racks of
John Away's satire, when, in sincere joy, he was telling of
the great number of fish he had taken a few days before in
the dark but clear waters of Lake Waccamaw and its feeders.

A

lo our tale.

But

The clergyman, whose, name was Duffrey, lived about
eighty miles from the Lake, and being fond of fishing (and
what good man is not ? Old Iziak Walton said that the Lord
had never made a bi tter or more innocent diversion) had
visited it, and indulged in the quiet and contemplative
pastime. He had been quite successful, and loved to tell of
He may have followed, somethe joyful sport he had found.
times, the angler's Liberty, and given a roseate hue to his performances but he was full of the pleasures he had had, and
loved to sing his joys aloud. On his way home he had to
travel a fewmiles by steamer on the Cape Fear River, and
while sitting in the cabin dilating on the glories of Waccamaw, the aforesaid John Aways happened to be one of his
Old Kinchen K. was present also, and being a
auditors.
man of much humor, and desiring to see what Jobn could
say, he quietly whispered to him and told him who our hero
was, requesting that as soon as there was a hiatus, he would
tell the preacher something that he bad seen and done at the
Lake. The idea "jumped with the humor" of John, and he
watched for an opportunity to enter into the conversation.
Our clerical friend had to stop momentarily to get rid of an
accumulation of tobacco juice, and John lost no time in
avading himself of the chance. With a drawling voice he
;

"I have seen him but have little acquaintance with him."
" Wall, I saved his life onest,"
"You did. How did that happen ?"
"Has ye ever been at the Big Creek, just about where it
runs in the Lake?"
"Yes, I was there yesterday."
" Wall, it happened this way. Brother George and me,
we heered that there was some famous big blackfish in thar,
that was a breaking folk's hooks and lines; so we was in
Wilmington and got the blacksmith Polley to make us a
hook 'bout Ihe size of your finger, and we bought from Dawson some plow lines and a bar or two of lead for a sinker.
We g' it some dry tupelo-gum roots for corks, and, as we
had just killed a mutton, we took some of that for bait.
A'ter we got thar, we cut a black-gum saplin' for a pole, and
cut some forks to hold it up. About a hundred yards from
the mouth we flung the hook in and I staid thar' a watch in'
while brother George went f urder up to McGethan's house.
A'ter a little while I begun to see a nibble, and 'twan't long
before the cork went under.
I just let him have it long
enough to git it full in his mouth, when I got hold of the
pole and fotch a fillup when the hook stuck.
I tugged and
tugged, but couldn't budge it.
I hollered to brother George
to come to me, for I had ketched the great.-grand-riaddy Of
all the blackfish.
When he come and cotch hold wi' me, it
began to give a little, and ater a while as we backed out on
the shore, hit come to the top of the water wilh- its mouth
open. And I swar, I seed two big toes sticking out, aud by
'em I knowed it was Sam McGethan. We drug the fish out
as quick as we could, and I told brother George to git out
his knife, for old Sam was in a bad fix.
He ripped the fish
open, and shore enough out come old Sam a-smilin', and sayin g he was much obleeged to us, for he was pretty near gone.
He told us he slipped off a log about a hour before, and
something swallowed him. bays I,
Brother George, old
Sam's mighty good bait, spose we try him again?' So we
hooked him on, and in an hour or so we had ketched two
cart loads of the biggest blackfish and trout you ever seed.
Now, stranger, didn't I save his life?"
By this time the audience was in a yell and our poor
preacher found a man who could beat him at the game of
big talk and give him a long start. He has never been known
since to volunteer any stories in regard to Waccamaw Lake
in the section of country where John Aways' yam has been
heard.
The news of his discomfiture reached Stoningham a few
days after the arrival of our hero, and just as he had finished
a glowing account of his trip, a gentleman who was listening
turned to another and said: "Aud do you know Sam
McGethan ?" When our hero heard that fatal inquiry, he
dropped his head, and timidly asked, " Where did you hear
that big lie ?" At this a shout of laughter went up from all
who had heard of the steamboat disaster, and our friend had
business in another locality.
Bobb
And so endeth this chapter.
'

SPORT AS BRAIN FOOD—I.
and
those who turn
NONE but
from the monotonous cares of
to forest

me

until the civil strife of 1861 called
to the defence of the
flag and Union, under which and in the service of which, I

gained

my

education, such as

The nearest house

—

Large

trout,

in

did you say

?

Why,

stranger,whar do you

Pond, in

And do you know Sam McGethan?"

(Old

Bam once

me was

happy

I lived there

as a

Wood's, on the Kaquette—

New

York, entitled

MT HOMK.
Where the

silvery gleam or the rushing stream
Is so brightly seen o'er the rocks' dark green,

Where the white pink grows by the wild red rose,

And

the bluebird alngs

There

Is

till

the welkin rings,

my home— my

wild-wood home.

leaps and the panther creeps
And the eagles scream over lake and stream,
Where the lilies bow their crests ot suow,

Where the red-deer

And

the hemlocks

There

Is

tall

throw

my home— my

n. shade o'er allwild-wood home.

Where the rolling surf laves the emerald turf,
Where the trout leaps high for the hovering fly,
Where the sportive fawn crops the soft green lawn,
Where the crow's shrill cry boles a tempest nigh,
There

Is

my home— my wild-wood home.

Where no step Intrudes In the dense, dark woods,
Where no sound Is heard but ot breeze and birds,
Where the world'B foul scum will not ever come,
Where fi lends are so few time all are true.
There

Is

my home—my wl'd-wood

home.

I do not offer this as much of a specimen of brain work
was only one of many such ebullitions boiling over, iff. rvescing all the time. If this paper should be considered
readable, in another yet more descriptive of sport there, and
embodying a panther hunt, I will give the onlv link of verses
from my pen that I ever felt really proud of— a short poem
Maple."
called
In the years I have named I had salt licks close around

it

"My

Stoniogham."

to

nine miles off the nearest settlement worth the name,
twenty-eight miles, and my stores were hauled in eightyfour miles from Glens Falls, then not more than one- third
its present size.
Game and fish, speckled and salmon trout so abounded
that one man could have fed a hundred, if skilled in the art
of hunting and fishing, for a good hunter and a good
handler of the pliant rod, is an artist in that line.
When I went into that wilderness I felt that my brain was
giving way. To write had become a distasteful labor. Before I had spent three months there, living almost solely on
the proceeds of my rod and gun, I felt physically and
mentally like a new man.
Sweet rest at night, a constant
appetite for three square, hearty meals a day, showed that
As to the brain,
physically I was a gainer in the life I led.
my very soul
it was never before more fresh and strong,
seemed steeped in the poetry of the grand panorama of
Nature about me.
It was then I wrote the words, set to music by my frien d
and guest Wm. H. Dutton, and published by Col. Win. A.

my

'

it is,

forest king.

And you'se been to the Lake, stranger, has ye?"
" Was there yesterday," said the preacher.
" And did ye kelch many?" said John.

'

re-

the brail BBS

hausted, weary brain.
In 1858, '59 and '60, weary of city life, work, temptation
and the dissipation a man with many friends must face in
the great metropolis of our nation, I bought a tract of wild
land in the Adirondaeks, built me a rude hunter's home and

"

live ?"

stream for

life in

lief

world can fully realize not only the physical strength to be
renewed by sports afield, but the reinvigoration of an ex-

said.

This started the preacher again, and he had proceeded for
several minutes in his descriptions of the charms of the lake
when he ventured to ask John if he had ever been there.
" Me been thar ?" says John; " why, stranger, I helped
make that Lake, and there ain't narry square foot in it that
line in."
I bavn't wet
This whopper somewhat took our preacher off his high
horse, and he thereafter became only a questioner, John having the right to the floor.
' What fish do you like the best, Mr. Aways ?"
'
Wall, for frying, when they are a leetle corned, give me
the blackfish (grindle), but for biling I'd ruther have the
trout."
" What do you think of the white perch ?"
" Wall, they'se tolebule good, if you could just get 'em to
the pun soon enough, but they'se rotten before you can get
'em off the hook."
" Are there any large trout in the Lake, Mr. Aways."

83, 1881

lived on the banks of the Lake, where'he was well known.
He had removed years before it to the vicinity of Stoninghatn.)

years ago,

'Hive
little

LAKE.

"camp meeting"

that week, and
little church, so toward noontime
into a quiet doze in the great armchair, and Miss Fanny and Barry went out for a walk by the
river.
The more Barry saw of the little ludy the stronger
grew his attachment for her, and he suspected, too, that he
was not by any mtans disagreeable to her. Sundry»little
actions aud half -suppressed advances, while of little moment
in themselves, »eer±je<t to indicate a growing tenderness for
him that was highly flattering.
sudden sparkle of mischief in 'he speaking brown eyes, however, often confused
him in his attemps to guess the feelings that agitated the
heart of the young woman, and he became more and more
entangled in the meshee of her unfathomable ways.
They walked a long way that delightful Sunday by the
river, and through the cedar grove ; and at last sat down to
rest on a grassy hillock, beneath a huge oak, whose branches
were festooned with the twining shoots of a wild grape-vine.
Barry had fashioned a rude chaplet of wild roses and oak
leaves, bound with tendrils from the vine above them, with
Which ie insist.'; d upon crowning the jet locks of the pretty
round head beside him. Very charming was the blush that
diffused itself over the little lady's face as the young man
leant over her, his li s almost touching her forehead as he
bent to cole the conirast between the green of the leaves
and the hue black of the splet.did hair.

Here was no

Mamma Gardicier dropped

"

—

—

;

;

[DBOBMBBB

;

;

;

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.

23,

my clearing which I never allowed to be disturbed, because
1 loved myself lo see and to show visiting friends, sometimes
as many as eighteen and twenty deer in sight from my porch
Ttiey seemed to know they would not be harmed
at once.
near the house, for I never shot any within a mile, in any
direction, from the house.
I had six men engaged to trap fur for me in the winter of
1859.
And iti he month of October alone of that year, with
my double-barreled rifle, made by Lewis, of Troy, I shot
sixty-three deer, hanging the venison up fruzen in my meat
house to use as we wanted, smoking and drying many hams,
to use on the trapping lines, several of which were over forty
miles long, the men carrying provisions lo last out and back
as they ran over their route.
When I wanted grouse, all I had to do was to walk to a
dozen or
birch or beech ridge and find them in flocks.
I

A

tree at once, and by keeping up a jolly whistling,
have held their attention until a half dozen Leads had been
decapitated with my title. I never used a shot gun while
in ihat region, yet scarce a day passed, when I felt like it,
that I did not Imve pheasant or duck on the table.
The old guides and hunters in that section si ill talk of my
rifle-shooting, which, with my well-known modesty, I acknowledge, was not bad, considering my almost daily practice, year in and year out.
Nbd Buktlinb.
But this paper is long enough.

more would
I

»

A

A

»
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CRITICAL EVENT.

JEWELED young Imp came down from

the North

On a sleepy autumn day
His =andals shod with a silver woof,
His nllagree shield was sunbeam proof,
While high -at his back he carried a sack
rushes and tints ot the morning.
He grasped a brush

ot

a

fiery

sere

;

am

growing

to believe that that

is

the real secret of

the trouble, although the authorities are not agreed. An old
Adirondack friend, a guide of long experience, writes me
that he has never seen a tick on a grouse, although he has
found ihem on owls, hawks and eagles. Others tell me that
they have often observed them on old birds, but never found
the young de d birds under such circumstances as to warrant
an indictment against the tick. One gentleman told me
that he shot a bird only this season that was so emaciated
that he made examination for the cause and found the sides
of the head and neck infested with burrowing insects, which
Others
I suppose must have been the insects in question.
have told me that they had often observed them, but never
before suspected them of being destructive to either old or

The

hue

!"

and old

|

his pencil turned

various theories that have been advanced seem to me
sustained.
Hawks, owls, skunks', weasles

well nigh exterminated, in this country at least.
The theory of your Ferrisburg correspondent that they
were, to some extent, migratory in their habits, and have
gone to the back-lying towns and to the mountains, is not, I
tear, tenable.
They are not, I think, migratory birds in any
sense, andsofaras their beingsbundaut in the mountain towns
is concerned, you will recollect that my fitst letter on this subject Tvas brought out by the fact that an expedition to a
mountain town where they were said to be in great numbers,
and where they are certainly not hunted to any extent, was
entirely barren of results.
It is easy to hear of a place where
they are plenty, but let your correspondent verify the reports
and tell us about it on his return.
fact of great interest to us here has just transpired.
large bevy of quail is known to exist in the town of Sunderland some fifty miles south of this place. Whether the bird3
came naturally to that place and bred there, or whether they
were brought there, is not certainly known as yet. I suspect
the latter, however. Still, we hope that it may prove that
they are working their way northward, and that they may
become naturalized among us.
By the way, is it difficult to keep quail in confinement
over winter ? 1 have a place for importing some hundred or
two, and liberating them in the spring not with any great
Idea that they will winter here, but in the hope that they
will breed here and give us a little shooting in the autumn,
after the woodcocks are gone.
I wish some of youi correspondents who have had experience in keeping them in confinement would give us the benefit of their experience and
some hints how to treat them.
Verde Montb.

A

A

;

difficult trees

Blow straight through the " shlver-de-freeze"

Of their carping eyes, and to Paradise
He carried their ruDes with the dawning.
J. P. T.

A DECEiLBEK DAT.

now the bleak December day
ANDFrowns
grimly on the landscape gray
'1

BIRDS.

Rutland, Vt, Dec. 10, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I have been greatly entertained by reading the various
communications brought out in your columns in response to
my inquiry some weeks since, as to what had become of the
ruffed giouse.
Your suggestion of licks seemed to me, on
the whole, the most rational, and I have been investigating it as I have had opportunity.
Not having bagged a
bird since November 4, 1 have had no opportunity for a
and
personal
examination
but
from conversation
correspondence with sportsmen in various paits of the
country 1

—

;

he rosy clouds that tiush'd erewhile

The vaulted air-fields with their smile,
And east their soit rehected shade
O'er upland height and bowery glade,
Have faded, and a sombre vail
Shrouds the horizon, cold and pale.
The woods that

late I lov'd to tread
wueo spring-time blooms were o'er them shed;
When earliest leaves would clap their hand
Responsive to the wind's command

When, waten'd from their drowsy
The first wood-violets would peep,

Ambsburt, Mass., Dec. 1881.— Editor Forest and Stream:
Present indications this season so far point favorably for a
mild and open winler; snow buntings and shrikes have not
put in their appearance yet.
Within a week I have seen a
1

sleep.

numbering sixty or seveaty, and to-day I saw
two. Several flocks of quail have been started here this fall,
but very few have been shot. The disappearing of the ruffed grouse within the last three ) ears so rapidly, without any
appareut cause more thst of past years, is something that
should interest every sportsman and 1 have been pleased
very much to see the notes bearing on it in your journal.
Five years ago ruffed grouse were plenty compared to what
they are now and a crack shot could bag fifty in a season's
shooting.
This season the number can be counted on the
fingers.
During my rambles the past three seasons I discovered three nesls of the ruffed grouse, containing resp-.ctively,eight, ten and eleven eggs, within five hundred yards of
my home and I had the pleasure of seeing that they all
hatched and left a nest of shells. Now the question to me
is, where did all of these young grouse disappear too ?
Did
they die before, they matured, or were they captured by some
auimal or bird of prey ? In my opinion two animals most
destructive to the feathered trioe are the mink and the weasel.
Their work is so silent, their racge of territory so large, and
their eagerness of seatch so complete, that I believe that
they destroy more game around those parts than all the
hawks, owls and foxes put together. Jno. O'L.
flock of robins

a laiut, tremulous tint of green.
Would quiver o'er the vernal scene;
And later, when the summer woods

And

Were dense through

all their solitudes,

a cheimer'd ray might tall
Athwart the forest's leafy wall—
Those grand old woods, now brown and
Stand shivering in the bitter air,
DespolVd of all their garlands brown,

And scarce

;

bare,

;

OE flowing robe, of royal crown,

grandeur fled,
Like kings dethroned, like monarch's dead
Each knotty bole of oak and elm
Wears cuirass bright and ley helm,
Eusheath'd in armor, steely bright,
Like plated mall on harness'd knight;
And on each crystal sprig and spray,
They, jewels of the frost display.
Dlsvob'd, uTscrown'd, all

;

The brook that late In laughter stray 'd
With dhnpH d pool or full cascade,
Where late the anglei's footstep trod,
The rlower-enauiel'd, mossy sod,
Now pallid, lifeless, mute and cold,

Rangblby,

The river, border'd by
That lean'd

fair trees,

to catch their Images,

Lies solid ice Horn shore to shore,
Where fly the wild- fowl flocks no more.

Yet merry is the winter day
With jingling bells and joyous sleigh;
with skater's laughter, and the bright
Gay carols of the Christmas night.
SltcUrr Island, Dec.

A

L

ISAAC McLBLLAN.

aLiiiKo Club has been organized in the Nassau Boat
Club, for the purpose of making pedestrian excursions into
the suburbs on stated days, weather permitting.
The second
autumn walk took place on Sunday, 11th inst., from the renV\

dezvous at One Hundred and Thtrty-fiist street and Fourth
avenue, the followiug named gentli men taking part (.'. E.
Goodhue (aetirg as scout in the absence of Capt. W. A.
Lentillon), A. P. Gould, Charles Badgley, John Jewitt, Seymour Hall and G. W. Scott. The course led them to New
Rocbelle, where a hearty dinner was partaken of at the
Huguenot House, and ihei.ee to West Farms station, from
which place a liain conveyed them to this city. A bowling
class has also been formed, limited to twenty-five members,
fourteen gentlemen having thus far joined. Alleys have
been secured at 74 Third avenue. It is the intention of the
club to engage the use of a gymnasium for the winter
months. H. W. Livingston.
:

—

M.—Editor

Forest and Stream:
Of the
grouse brought in here fully ninety per cent are old cocks.
If the red squirrel theory is correct, this preponderance can
be accounted for, as the female while nesting would be most
subject to attack.
While hunting last spring in York
county, New Brunswick, the woods fairly swarmed with
red squirrels. Lately I have received letters from there
mentioning great scarcity of ruffed grouse.
Warfield.

Lies corpse-like in the ley told.

Thb Coloring of Ruffed Grouse— Willimantic,

Ct.,

Dec. 18.— In your issue of the 15th 1 noticed an article by
" Mark West" referring to the different c loring of theruffed
grouse in different localities. My observations are that it
is owing entirely to the absence or prevalence of sun-light.
In the spruce and hemlock forests of Maine you will find
this bird of a very dark grayish color when seen at a distance,
but on examination you will find its color to be the richest
blending of brown, gray aud black, shaded and tinted iu a
most exquisite manner, the colors being remarkably bright
and clear; but in the hard- wood districts, where the bird is
more exposed to the sun, you will find its color faded and
bleached.
This is true particularly of Pennsylvania and
Virginia, where the the bird has but little close cover and
much more sunlight. The bird is bleached and faded in
color to such an extent as to destroy all the delicate shades

and

above referred to.
In Virginia, where I have shot many a one, they are so
nearly the color of oak leaves as to make it almost impossible
to see them when sitting among the leaves.— Clifpobd.
tints

SNOW GROUSE.

New

to be not well

So he started, alack on a different tack.
Their acres ot wisdom scornlog.
pori ills sack disappeared, and
To a lance of polished ice
And he smote each leaf of the
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INQUIRIES ABOUT THE

W¥°rU-

and squirrels were all much more abundant a year Bgo than
now. If they, or any of them, are the destroyers, the grouse
ought to be more plenty now, for their natural enemies are

Nothing daunted he seized a different tint,
W Hh an artist's eye to his work
But tne trees complained that 'twas all dun gold,

And made them yellow,

Batumi

young birds.

And swept it along the vales
But the critical trees all quivered and said,
With a breeze of contempt, " It Is red, brick red
As he gave to his wrist a singular twist,
Tne broad leaves much adorning.

A death

—

—

!

Yobs, Dec. 17, 1831.
Editor Forest and Stream :
Permit me to thank " Homo" through the columns of your
valued paper for his detailed answer in this week's Forbst
and Stream to a note of inquiry I recently sent him relative
to snow geese (Anser hyperboreus) on the Delaware.
In the early part of October I received from Wm. Lane-,
Good Ground, L. L, a very fine specimen of thesnowgo i=e,
aud immediately became interested in the species, owing to
the diversity of opinion regarding it.

The older authorities generally, I think, make the snow
{A. hyperboreus) and the blue goose (A. mrtikscens) one
species, while the later authorities seem inclined to separate them.
I should like to enquire whether any of the

readers of the Forest and Stream have ever had a blue
goose in captivity until it changed its plumage to that of a
snow goose. I have one such record from a very responsible source.
tribution.

I she

like also to get its Atlantic coast dis-

We hear it in great numbers at Chincoteague
and Curritick, but on Long Island it is extremely rare.
Any facts on either of the above punts will be appreciated, whether received through the columns of the Forest
a;nd Stream, or direct.
William Ddtohsr,
Member Linnean Society of New York.
320 Broadway, If. T.
....

«.

.

.

—

Horse Hair Snakes. I would not bother you with this
note but to help disabuse the " popular mind" certainly no
scientific mind ever entertained it
as to the theory that
horse hairs turn into snakes, as referred to by Mr. Vennor
in your issue of Dec. 8.
He asks if any one ever saw the
miraculous transformation, and. of course, he will never get
an affirmative answer. In the fall of 1S75, S. L. WilkinsoD,
Esq, postmaster here, put two so-callerl hair snakes in a fruit
jar, and placed them in a window exposed to the sun.
He
thought nothing of them for several days, but, on examining
them again, found the jar literally alive with little "sarpents" about three-quarlers of an inch long, no larger than
a fine human hair, and pure white in color. There whs
literally thousands of them present, and there were several
knots of them in the bottom of the jar. As hundreds saw
the parents and baby snakes, it would be difficult to make
the old story go down in this plare.— J. J. Sthanahan.

—

—

Ctoffrin Falls, 0., Dec. 10, 1881.

[The supposed "little sarpents" seen by Mr. Wilkinson
were probably broken fragments of the egg chain, and not
young at all. The individual eggs are very minute, and the
newly hatched young would scarcely be visible to the naked

On

eye.

the other hand, the chain of eggs exactly resembles
describes above/]

what our correspondent

How to Catoh a Tarantula.— Three years ago as I was
starting off on a camping trip to Mt. Diablo, CaL, I met a
Mr. Perkins, who was deeply interested in natural history,
and especially in .spiders. Knowing that tarantulas were
numerous in that locality, he, in a halt- joking way, asked me
to bring him back one.
As luck would have it, the very
next day I saw a large larantula sunning himself on the hot
sand of the road. How to catch him puzzled me for some
time.
I cut a long twig and poked him with it.
He clawed
and bit at it furiously. This gave me an idea, and tying a
piece of twine to the twig and making a noose at the other
end, I managed to slip it over Mr. Tarantula, gave it a jerk,
and had him fast. The way ho doubled himself up and
kicked was very ludicrous but knowing that his bite was as
deadly as a rattlesnake's, I took good care to keep him at
arm's length. On reaching camp, I put him in a box, twine
and all, and a few days later delivered him to my friend alive
and in perfect condition. He had managed, however, to free
himself from the twine. He was a monster in size, and with
legs extended would cover a dessert|piate.
1 heard from him
a year ago he was still alive and seemingly contented in captivity.— Juris P.
;

;

Boston, Dec. 11, 1881.

THE SPARROW CURSE

IN AUSTRALIA.

so very long since the question of the usefulness
IT or not
injuriousness of the English sparrow was discussed at
is

length in the columns of Forest and Stream. The importance .-f the question fully warranted the ample space that
was given loit, and the testimony offered on theopposing
side was very full, and came from men of all classes and
professions.
Agriculturists and ornithologists alike gave
their views, and many of our leading scientific men presented
the results of their observations on the habits of the bird in

America.
The evidence presented made it quite clear that on this
continent the sparrow, which was imparted for a certain
specific purpose, has not fulfilled the expectations that were
indulged in about him when he was fh>t broutht to these
shores.
It had been supposed that he would be of the
greatest service to us, as a destroyer of insects. It was shown
that he lives almcst entirely on grain, seeds, buds and fruit.
Dissections of many individuals, made during the late
summer and early autumn, failed to show any considerable
amount of insect food in the birds' crops. Moreover, from the
testimony of farmers and fruit-erowers, it appears that the
sparrows do a great amount of damage to fruit-trees, as well
by feeding on the buds iu early spring as by eating the
ripening fruit later in the season. Ornithologists anil observer generally, with but few exceptions, agreed in stating
that the sparrow is quarrelsome to the last degree, and that
by its pugnacity and its numbers it drives away from the
localities, where it abounds, our native birds which are more
beautiful, sweeter- voiced, more useful, and in all respects
more desirable than the sparrow. North America is not the
only foreign country into which this bird has been introduced.
Imported into Austialia, they have so increased and nultiplied, and have proved such a curse to the farmtrs, ihat the
Government has been obliged to take active measures for their
destruction.
To this end, a commission was appointed in
August last by His Excellency Sir William Jervois, "to inquire into and report upon the alleged injuries caused to
fruit-growers, gardeners, farmers and others by sparrows,
and to consider the desirability of taking steps for their destruction, and to report upon the best means to be employed
therefor."
The Commission was also instructed
"Without delay to report to me (the Governor) the result of your
(their) investigations in the matters aforesaid."
The progress report of tbis commission, issued in September last, shows a terrible state of affairs brought about by
these wretched litlle birds. An analysis of the testimony taken
is as follows, and shows :
:
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comprising Adelaide and it « suburbs rrom the sea-comta
well up into the bills
southwards to Happy Valley, Coromandel
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finite, cereals and vegetables. Its fecundity
few to-day, are thousands next season. Its

damages or consumes
is

A

aatoniabing.

work is done on a magnitude despairing to the cultivator, aud
under conditions he cannot control for the seed is taken out of
;

the ground, the fruit-bud off the tree, the sprouting vegetable as
fast as it grows, and tbe f nil ere it is ripe, aud, therefore, before
it oau bo boused mid saved.
IV. That the cultivations attacked by Bp&rrows, are as follows
Of FnnU— Apricots, cherries, tigs, apple-., grapes, peaches, plums.
<

:

pears, nectarines, Loquata and olives.
Of 'Vrrafe- Wheat and
barley.
Of Vegetables— Peas, cabbages, cauliflowers, and garden
seeds' generally.
depredaof defeu
V. That the
tions bave beei
>raiu, bread.
phosphorus, arsenic, and stry
and bran with sugar. The re
e to the lOdei of administration
been insufficient, which may 1;
Q pl 0;
rather than to defect- in the
VI. To the above expedients the following are suggested by
correspondents, namely :— The tender of rewards for Bparrowa
licenses
for the season, and
beads,
the
removal
of
gun
eggs and
poisoned water in summer. Il is further declared that the united
motion of all pro) erty holders, iiwiuding the Government, in infested
i
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Sparrows have established
ears, and the district is now
oh th-m. Be has a fruil garden of four and a half
ati
acres, the produce of which was nearly all eaten by sparrows.
From one and a half acres ines be did nol have more than 150 lbs.
of grapes. Cherries, apric.c
;. iigs and plum
were also destroyed by these birds. Had a paddock of seva
acres, surrounded by a piiclllj hedge, which proved a good harbor
for sparrows, and for ten feet from the hedgi U
taken by the sparrows, tv. n young wheat plant- being
and the seed taken from them. The only means taken to flestroy
them has been shooting byhimsi
s
gbbors; but this has
.., UE d
He hil-o.-I- o. o
little effect,
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accessible.

The testimony of

the individuals

the Commission is unanimous
most destructive to vegetation.

in

habits, but

t

who were examined by
condemning the bird as

One man speaks of them as
"fifty times worse than rabbits." No good word is said for the
birds.
To give some, id: a Of its character we append some
extracts front the testimony:
"Great
Joseph Kernes say?
grapes, figs and plums."

damage done

;

to fruits— apricots,

Mr. John Chambers, South Richmond, testifies Sparrows have
igerj aud orchard.
thoroughly established th.
half tons of grapes,
Calculates that Tie grows annually one aud
but last, season the sparrows took them all vayin about tcu days.
Ave trees, and nearly all
They also took nearly all the fij
ler the plum trees which
thephims. Had oaob'ages growing under
ows never went near them.
were, infected with aphis, but the sparrow.
rifta
with lucerne,
sowed
paddock
of
u
In November be
'They
but the sparrows kept that fed down during the
bave also destroyed a bed of peas as soon as they appeared abl
ground, and is unite sure that if tbey are not. destroyed it
:

%<m\t j§a$

g/m.

unci

'
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wheat, barley,

Has

;row anything.

and

ed.

tried pojaoi
Jc prepa

-p.-.

smell
fiom Mai
rrced to destroy thi
powder. L'ur
states that having heard that
Mr. O, J. C<
jeets, be had made a carefu
.
the sparrows destroye
examination of the crops of these birds. Had killed sparrows in
every mouth in the year, but their crops bad never showu any insects they were generally filled with fruit or grain,
were covered with aphis, other shrubs with tho mealy
his rot
bug. and his pear trees with plq/loiihi* pure but be never saw a
sparrow attemi.l to touch these. Has laid wheat poisoned with
phosphorus and strychnia, but the birds have refused to take it
Suggests the levying of a sparrow tax to pay for sparrow heads
and eggs.
August Davies, Beaumont Sparrows are in thousands in his
apricots, figs, American plums,
locality, and destioj cherries,
so eat small patches of grain which
olives, pears, grap. -, :
have been left to ripen. As to destroying grubs, etc, he saj th«
yearinhia garden was greater than
damage done by grill)
were all around. Has tried wheat
ever before, and
also poisoned water, but
poisouedwith arsenic and e
T:- pi and scarecrows
Id ...
the birds soon get knowing
sb,
have been trii
Sngi seta poisoning, aud also a
like
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allowed to
become a regular curse, aud the
Is cert; in if thev are

License
repeal of the
increase unchecked, tlcv wi 1
crops will suffer m B
C. L. Hubois, Linden
aj arrows are iu his neighborhood by
tens of thousands. Thevdest oved balf his grape crop Bay two tons
per aero - and other fruit in jioportion. Thev fight shy of poisonagar of lead in water in suined wheat, aud tu put
ing
mer time. Hi- neighbor inl .rras him that thev have destroyed
all his cauliflowers and cabt ages— attacking the little shoots as
;- aphis, for he had some
thfivsiniia up.
H
the sparrows never touched.
eolzaplanti
-; ..'.-hawk sb nld be introduced, and the small
i.Lpredatory birds should bepr
..Osmond: Strongly urges immediate action to
The injuries
destroy sparrows during the resent
taring season.
have been- to farmers.
caused bv sparrows in his ne igl
by eating grain at a
d harvest time, it being estimated
one-third
has
been
to
vignerous.
bv
eating
fully
grapes
that
lost
erectly they appear
wholesale; to gardeners, by
above ground and to the community, by driving or fright,
away the insectivorous birds. Thinks poisoned grain is the tiuickcst and most effective method of destroying them.
S. A. Milne, Drummuner : Year by year sparrow* are becoming
.....
livein hedges,
more numerous, and are ....
and make a raid on ripe com. Tact year he lost two acres of wheat
which hu had suwn for seed. The sparrows took the corn; he
,
;,,;
damage in the
only bad the straw. Thuy bave
more especially
garden, destroying the -tone irn
grapes. They have driven asray smaller insectivorous birds which
Bthe
used to be of great service. Thinks poisoned wheat wi
mo-t effectivi
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the ground with
id,
Obey pull lip young plants" and eat. the
heads uff young aud tender shoots. Al pi
about the
farms in thousands, living principally on grain, and most reduce
the yield of crops. No systematj
iodestroy
Ig

them,
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rhieb was effective
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INDIAN METHOD OP CATCHING MUSKUATS.

Nkw "WK.s-niixsTKK, British Columbia, Nov. 1881.
ingenious and successful method of catching
muskrats (Fiber Ub.thicus) is practiced bv the Indians
the interior of British Columbia; and as I believe this
particular mode is one that is peculiar to them alone, I
thought it worthy of being communicated to your paper so
that a more extended knowledge of it might be obtained.
When the lakes are frozen up, the Indians repair to one
that contains muskrat houses.
They go with as large numbers as they can muster
the more, "people the larger the
catch, as the necessary operations cauiiol be successfully carried on by a few.
The boys and girls, as well as the squaws,
play an important part in these hunts.
Say a lake contains
a hundred houses and the number of hunters and
huntresses'-!are fifty. About forty of the houses are hrokeu open, which
is a comparatively easy matter.
The muskrats leave these
houses, and, taking to the water under the ice, swim away
to the other houses, which, of course for the time being, are
tenanted by neary double the usual number of muskrats. The
Indians being provided with sufficient of the downy substance that envef ps the seed vessels of the flag, known as
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MOST

'

and we turned out of our snug beds to find the thermometer showing about eighteen above, and the wind half a
from the
ward.
Six members gathered at the
breakfast, table,
iter some discussion decided to carry

gale

1!

Thanksgiving dinner after the
for turkey

a long day's

—think of six
work in

men

rJay'B

sitting

the cold.)

d, there was bustling and bundling, ears
Brt
must be covered, cardigan jackets under be heavy shooting
I

gum coats of dried grass color, Mackinaw overcoats,
skin jackets, etc., transform us into an odd looking set, who,
together with the variously costumed punters, make a parly
that would astonish our uninitiated city friends. Boals laden
with decoys, blinds, ammunition pails, guns and other needfuls, complete the picture
six boals on)}' from the hundred that fill the capacious boat house.
Nearly an inch of ice covered the shallow waters of the
marsh and buy, so our shooting must be confined to the
open waters of the river, down which we pull some three
This is an easy ta-.lt as the i! wintry blast "is full in
miles.
our favor. We indulged a hope that it would lull or change
did nol envy those who took punters; for
before night.
the exercise being a complete countercheck to the piercing
winds. Some of the party were stationed under the lee of
the high grass alonir the shoie, avoiding the wind. Not BO
fortunate we ; our blind was iu an open space, with water on
one side and ice on the other, where the wind had full sweep,
but by pulling out often to retrieve we managed to keep
comfortable, except the feet, which although covered with
two pairs of woolen socks and hip boots, ached with the

—

We

cold.

Only twenty decoys were used, and these became nearly
useless on account of the ice which accumulated ou the
heads, and the gieat wings of ice on the sides, causing some
to turn wrong side up and all to have anything but a natural
appearance. If you have never handled decoys in such
weather il wiH he useless to try to convey an idea of the
work it is, in the almost irresistible wind and with icy
fingers, notwithstanding rubber gloves, the long anchor lines
1 would say to the beginner don't stop to wind
to wind up.
up each line, but drop several of the decoys into the boat
quickly, leaving the anchors to hang over tbe gunwale until
you have pulled into shallow water, where you can hang on
to an oar stuck into the mud or to your blind, wind the cords
at your leisure and warm your bauds far a new start.
Bhooting was not aB good as we had hoped, several holes
being still open (unfrozen) in places inaccessible to beings
without wings. The blind had been shot out of for many
The bjg to one gun
days, and tbe ducks were shy of it.
was only forty-four in two days, composed of red-heads,
mallards, dusky ducks, piutails, sborelers, widgeons, blueThese were got by
bills, butler-balls and ruddy ducks.
"sky-scraping" and some water scraping, shooting probably
one hundred aud

fifty shells.

Many

chances were

lost

by

pulling out after ducks rather than letting them drift away
down iigainsl the edge of the ice, where the wind had kicked
up a little sea, making it unpleasant and not wholly safe to
work a small skiff, for the water won d swash in, freezing to

everything and sometimes binding the oars in the lucks.
This is one of the objections to fancy rigging.
good
plain oar that: can be feathered and pulled quickly inboard,

A

belugas good as anything. Outriggers are also unhandy
when pulling in and out of a blind often.
During part of the first day we took pains to drop ducks
on the ice; this was a mistake, tbe ice being heavier than we
had thonght, taking nearly an hour to break a channel around
the dead bird.
'We took occasion to Iry coarse shot, 2's, 3'aanu some B's;
but. were only confirmed in our long habit and opinion that
o's are, day in and day out, (after September.) the shot for
ducks. When a duck is crippled and within forty yards, we
prefer 7's or b's, which are very likely to puncture the head.
Mem. Two charges of 3's were Bred at a winged duck, at,

—

perhaps, forty yards

;

both lifted him

head down to a charge of

A

swung

oil'

the ice

;

he laid his

7's.

within twenty-five feet of the blind;
the thought was, while pressing the trigger, "he will be
blown all to pieces, so aim at the lip of his bill, and catch
his head."
Not so. He turned tail at the first barrel, and a
clean miss was scored with both,
Speaking again of shot— if
one eoulu always Lell what, bis next chance would be, or had
..bi change shells, be 1 b or I.".- would tfdd materially to the bug, but taken all in all but few of
should be carried, and used as the exception rather than the
rule.
No. 4'sare, to me, an abomination. I bave no confidence in them, and find that several of rny friends have the
blue-bill

in

I

s

as sooo as planted,

a discussion upon the subject of euns.

'

TWO COLD DAYS AT THE CLUB HOUSE.
THANKSGIVING DAY bloomed at the usual hour;

s

be no

we had

j

coat,

ms

lseetivo

the way,

i

:

water are very mud
by sparrows, which build In the spout- an. gutters.
The extracts from the testimony of the forty-two witnesses
examined by the Commission during the first four weeks of
its existence, will give our readers "a very fair idea of the
way in which practical horticulturists look upon the sparrow
in Australia.
The testimony given wns unanimous that the
sparrows did not destroy insects when other food was

te

should be Gd. per dozen for sparrows'
fid. per 100 for spanow.; eggs, deliver*
Third. We have sought proof of his
yet with little result,
Signed by the Commissioners.

By

of American make— of long Standing—received ihe
very highest praise foi
qualities!
One genilemaD,
who has an extended shooting acquaintance, affirmed that
nine-tenths of tbe gucs used by clubs in this eoutry were of
this make, and although be was Ihen shooting his line English cttn, ho
nicrican gun by long oddg, except
in the matter of plungers
"If it only had solid bead
plungers,'' be would ask for no eft or gun." In confirmation
of this idea, plungers were broken in two of these guns that
day.
Mk-iiit-abpe.

also the destruction of their

manv peTBOUB who»re dependent- on
inconyemei
dby the poilution of the water

states that

ud heads

I

ever.

A gun

I

before the fruit seasoi

i

1

accumulated business is worked oil; cold and fatigue are
forgotten and the desire to go again is as strong upon us as

-_

shot.

22, 1881.

|

same

feeling.

The second day was even

colder and more windy than the
and pulling up the. river each night wasa terror. Shooting half a dozen ipuails, over BanchO, in the morning, and the
journey home consumed the third day.
day or two, and
first,

A

the cat-tail (Typha laiifoUd), which resembles in a high
degree the pulce Of commerce, strew it on top of the water
the bottom of the broken houses.
Then a person is
stationed at each broken bouse, armed with a stick or spear
as the case maybe, ami the remaining ten Indians proceed
to break open the other sixty houses as rapidly as they can
and with as much noise as possib'e. The poor rats, by this
time thoroughly frightened at this new invasion, desert
their new quarters and, accompanied with those with whom
they took refuge, repair to their former houses. The down
of the cat-tail on the surface of the water prevents them fn
seeing the Indiau stationed there, and tbey pop up into the
openings in the ice that lead to their former homes and,
blinded for the moment by the down which.adheres to them,
they are completely at the mercy (?) of Mr., Mrs., Master or
Miss Lo, who either spears them or knocks them on the
head, throws them out on the ice and gets ready for the
in

m

;

lext.

If the colony is not too large almost all the animals will in
manner be secured, the only individuals escaping lining
those that take refuge in the underground burrows" in he
banks of the lake.
this

i

Thus

the plant [the root's, leaves and stalks of
the cat's tail firm the greater part of the materials of which
the muskrat houses are built] that affords the muskrat, the
material for shelter from the rigor and inclemency of the
weai her, at Ihe same time supplies the medium to the genus
Itomo to insure its destruction.
Often through life the thing that we have supposed aud
believed to be our best friend proves to be om greatest
it is

that

euemy.

Mowitoh.

A TRUE TALE
"TTTINTE11

01'

A DUCK

PASS.

St. P.ipl. Minn., Dec.
has again settled down upon US,

10,

1881.

aud we can

YY

but gossip of the happy days and bright evenin
Sometimes I think it is even bell
the Bhooting season.
for our enforced confinement sends ns out when the season
again opens, with bright hopes aud new determination to enjoy more fully the gallant sport we so delight in. A iid after
all, is uol, Ihe retrospect one of tin- pfj al -;
vments of
All the dangers,
mqj
fatigues
the sportsman.
Ihe lucky
are forgotten, and there only remains the metnoi y
Ihe rosy
find, the happy shot, the well-filled creel, seen
of those
and then the sav
light of anticipated repetition
merry nights, just tired enough to enjoy a rest, the sparkling
story, and the jolly laugh re-echoed round the circle.
Ah!
briber sportsmen" could not each of you fill a volume aud
yet leave the half untold?
But to the gossip. Here in our fair city are to be found
a baud of sportsmen, than whom none more enjoy and appreciate the forest, stream and prairie, «nd who, in kindly,
As in the late fall months
In arty feeling, cannot be excelled.
our principal and best sport is duck and goose Shooting, their
attention is largely directed to that class of game, and I think
i a -'pa=s" with any like
mid iairly staud c
Notable among those
number of duck shots
j.
Club, who include some
Cuuiunerd':
of our best men and
iyh0 o»n a most " happy
.

i

j

1

I

i

;

hunting ground"

al

Bit

ducking ground,

i-

par

A comfortable and commoexcellence," nearest to our city.
dious house, with excellent attendance, is not the least attraction of the Island Pass Club; and most of the member!
have been constant visitors to it, for the last, fifteen years,
some for more. Ah! the memories of this and 'other days."
Ohl for a collection of the "talcs of the duck pass" "told
Within those walls on those merry nights; they are worths
But tbisisnot gossip,
of ihe pen and genius of Mirk Twain.
and so for a true tdo of a duck \nii-i.
Among the most recent, yet kindliest and brightest, members of the club i3 the Rev. R. W. Matthews, called by the
members, aside, " Pious Bob," a retired clergyman, who is
He, therefore, gives
passionately devoted to field sports.
his well-earned leisure to the bunting field, finding, no doubt,
" sermons iu stones and books in running brooks." Now,
unfortunately, oui dominie's practice on the pass hail not
equalled his precepts, nor indeed bis own opinion of bis
shooting abilities, nod, as a result, while his theory was
perfect Jjis gi
bag
light, and hie elegant imported rej
triever was rapidly forgelli ig ho w a dead duck looked: indeed, our friend had become somewhat disheario
self, and hinted at an affection of ihe eyes from Over study,
and (bat be would give up shooting and retire from theelub.
Bir this wou'rl n. ver do, he was too much of a &Qi GOritm
i
he could not bring down his bird; so
some of Ihe oil <;o spirits of the club got together and it was

t

:

;

December
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arranged that. Mr. H. E. Thompson, rjno-o'f the best shots,
should invite our friend to a quiet afternoon on the pass.
Now '''Bob'' shoots a light '2-Lruugc with 4 dra. oi powder
mruliei 8 with 7 tirs. fiiiand 1 oz. of shot. Tli"
more enjoyable. The reader tan now see tow easy it was to put
the scheme in execution. T. Btationed himself quite close to the
Rev. "B-.h," and as duck after duck appeared would manage
to shoot almost, if not
tsame time, and would
rei
minie ihathe, "Bob,"
ravely inform the astonfs
Killed tfla bird, which almost invariably fell upon the
ba<
discharge,
PUld 01 course, once in a while, shoot a
bird in an opposite direction, or make a double, in which
: would claim one of the birds.
The sport went- on,
until the flight ceased, when a count was had.
Rev. MatA more
thews' pile counted thirty-nine, Thonypaon's eleven.
astonished and delighted clergyman never existed. The
secret would have been well kept but that, night, in arguing that the capacity to hit a bird on the wing was intuitive
and not ac mired, our friend cited his large bag of that day,
and admitted that whenever he fired he closed' his eyes, saying, however, that, " before closing them, he carefully determined the exact locality of the bird." Respect for the
cloth saved him from the wine supper penalty but not from
the laughter which followed the discovery.
lie now devotes himself to a pet deer, kept at the lodge, to whom he
has taught many tricks, their joint gambols being a source of
North.
much amusement to the members.
i

i

i

have been obtained against inhabitants

for killing lafge

i

ah

moose out of season by illegal means; but as a rule
the law is a dead letter as far as he natives of the province
are concerned.
More especially is this the case in respect of
the number of moose and caribou that may be killed.
The
It is considered only
rule is openly broken in all directions.
to refer to strangers, and is absolutely and avowedly inoperative against natives.
Iu such oases s rangers and residents
ought to be on an equal footing; as regards licenses the C kSe
lities of

I

1

is different".

1 have heard Nova Seotians call in question the wisdom of
a policy of taxing the importation of foreign capital by de-

manding license fees from strangers, who spend a good deal
(if money
among the poorer classes at a lime of year when
labor is difficult to obtain,
They think that it tends to defer
sportsmen from visiting the country. But it is not likely
that any men who could afford to come to luis country from
Europe or the States to spend an autumn holiday would object to paying for the privilege of shooting, and as money
is required for the purposes of Ihe game societies. I think a
system of licenses affords a legitimate means of doing so.
Whether it should be restricted to strangersjonly is a matter
for consideration.
Should you or any of

your acquaintances be going into the

woods you would do well to take with you a copy of
game laws, the problems contained therein would beguile

the
the
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far, Shepherd headed the mules that way, and soon all
ham's were gazing in admiration on a magnificent buck and
doe, both having succumbed to the call of the 12 lb. Scott
breech-loader. If au editor was ever proud it was this one, and
don't you forget it. We load our shells for deer hunting with
CiV drams of powder, and 12 buck-shot encased in a porThis will carry 100 yards betion of a No. 12 paper shell.
fore breaking and with the accuracy of a rifle ball.
During the afternoon Merritt got a shot at a doe and broke

not

After considerable chasing he was
one e>f its forelegs.
again shot aud brought down.
That night we camped by one of the several lakes about
twenty miles southwest of Plum Creek. The next forenoon
Shepard got another fawT n and a doe. The rest of us had
no luck. "Ranch's five, it seemed, was his allotment. Although we hunted here two days we failed to make another
We had
scored ami time being up we started homeward.
got about half way when the keen eye of the lawyer detected a bunch of deer feeding on the side of a hill about a
mile distant. Hurriedly unhitching the mules we proceeded
Three of us made a
to surprise the unsuspicious enemy.
circle so as to get on the side favorable to the wind, and one
struck out straight toward them. The sequel we are all

ashamed of, and will make it brief. There were eight deer
and although we all had fair shots, not one was successful.
The writer fired two shots at
fever raged badly.

The buck

Mam

long horns of the winter's nights. For instance, a man must a fine doe not thirty yards distant, and never raised a hair.
take out his license in the county or municipal district in which
Ho had eyes for the game, not for the sights of his gun. We
he proposes to pursue moose; but, if he pursues his moose all returned to the wagon— disgusted, each one cursing his
SCOTIA.
THE EARL OF
JN
into another county or district he is liable to a fine if he neighbor for his own ill luck.
does not get his lincense indorsed. The county lines are not
We now pulled straight for the Plum, where we arrived
Halifax, N. S., Dec. S, 1881.
very clearly defined in the primeval forest; it would not in due time, from there returned to Long Pine aud took the
Editor Foregt and Stream :
much mend matters, however, if they were. A man might cars for home. Everything considered, it was an enjoyable
trip and we are determined to repeat it in the near future.
I see in the Halifax Morning Craniate of this date an pursue a moose and wound him in one district and be com"Lord Dunraveu pelled to follow it into another to kill it. The proper course,
W. D. Matukws.
extract containing a letter headed,
and Nova Scotia Game Laws," and signed, "A Member of I presume, for him to adopt on arriving at the county Hue
P. 8.—Hallock, in the Gazetteer, says that black-tail deer
would be to go back to camp, pack up his trap !, and go out are only found in the thick brush on the Pacific coast, and
the Nova Scotia Game Protective Society," together with
some editorial remarks thereon. I should have preferred to to settlement-, w hich might take a couple days or so. He that they are not good eating. We differ with him. Here
leave such a letter unnoticed, but, as it may mislead some of should then proceed lo Ihe residence of the Clerk of the peace,
we find black-tail in the sand-hills, far away from timber,
my brother sportsmen in the States, I think it better to make which would take a day, and having got. his indorsement on aud hey are, if anything, superior to the white-tail as an arthe license should return to look for the moose, which would
ticle of food.
one or two remarks concerning it.
T air correspondent asserts that I am perfectly well-posted occupy several days more. But by this time the moose
[This is not the true black tail, but the mule-deer, which
in the Nova Scotian Game Laws, and on a former occasion would be dead and the meat spoiled, and for allowing is one of the most delicious of the Cervidm.~]
had to pay a fine for their breach. The s,,juili/r that because it to spoil the hunter is liable to a heavy fine. It may be
a man is fined for the breach of a law, he must, therefore, be said that such a case would involve a mere technical breach
DEER IN THE ADIRONDACKS.
well acquainted with it, ia somewhat peculiar. The letter of the letter of the law. That is true, but it would not be" Our system of game laws is a very simple one, and more technical than in my case. It appears, moreover, by
says
In proof of the act that if a game warden, who would get half the fine, Ed.ilvr Forest and Stream
easily understood by those, who wish to do so."
In the " Cruise of the Nipper," published in your last
the simplicity of the system, and of the ease with which it should chose to take action in such a case, the magistrates
issue, mention is made of a dinner given at Dunakin's Camp,
can be understood, " A Member of the Nova Scotia Game would have no option.
on Fourth Lake, Fulton Chain, in July last, and that State
Protection Society" immediately falls into a serious en or,
I leave it to you, sir, to judge whether the game laws are
" glum
and, strangely enough, makes precisely the same mistake that remarkable for the extreme simplicity claimed for them, and Game Protector Dodge was one of the guests. The
He says: " Game licenses are granted to persons whether you are quite correct iu stating, that, in the letter of looks" of the officer, as he tasted the gamy flavor of the
I did.
not having their domiciles in Nova Scotia, who may wish to " A Member of the Game Protection Society," you were "mutton" (?) mentioned by " Nessmuk," must have meant
hunt therein, for which a fee of thirty dollars is charged for "publishing from a responsible source a true statement of something, for suit was brought against Dtmakin for having
venison in possession during the close season. Others, who
Duxravbn.
one year this is a general license for the whole province (the the case."
thought it a good joke on Dodge to invite him to eat
italics are the writer's) and they are issued in Halifax
"
"crooked meat," Ija've also had an opportunity to tell what
NEBRASKA DEER HUNT.
This statement is entirely incorrect. On the
they know about eating venison in July. The gentlemen
back of my license, I find the following-: "Extract from
mentioned by "Nessmuk" are royal good fellows, and enterNo person not having his domiO'Neill City, Neb., Dec. 1, 1881.
Chap, 24, Statutes of 1870
tained their company grandly on the c.ccasion spoken of
Editor Forest and Stream :
cile in the province of Nova Scotia shall be allowed to kill,
or pursue with intent to kill any of the animals or birds inNebraska sportsmen evidently do not appreciate your but they were setting a bad example by putting venison on
cluded in the term game as defined in this act without having valuable journal as they ought ; at least, they do not make their bill of fare at that lime, and had the State officer
first obtained a license for the purpose signed by the prouse of your columns to tell of one of the best game countries allowed it to pass unnoticed, it would have established a bad
vincial Secretary and chief Game Commissioner from the
in the west.
One of the most interesting and popular fea- precedent, for no matter how flagranta violation might have
strict when ihexme tures of any paper is the correspondence. This is particu- occurred, after that he would have been powerless to enforce
ny county h
Clerk of Uu
The majority of the guides on the Fulton Chain
the. law.
r in if,, em of incorporated
is to in
larly the case with Forest and Stream, not meaning to
are anxious to have the laws for the protection of fish aud
counties, jrom any Clerk of ,,,unici]mlitie*vM>n«u&
cast reflections on the ability of its corps of editorial writers,
but simply because the lover of true sport likes to read of the game enforced. They realize that to perpetuate tbeir occupation the close season must be respected, and that class of
exploits of bis brethren, even though he himself is hundreds
it is necessary that a license should be taken out in the disIn consequence of my of miles from the scene of action. This being the case I guides were glad to see the case mentioned above prosecuted.
trict in which it is to be used.
Protectors may be feasted and flattered into shutting their
ignorance of this peculiarity of the law, an ignorance shared, will tell of a week's hunt just made in the sand hills of
Northern Nebraska by Mr. Ed. S. Kinch, an old hunler, re- eyes to open violations, but that is not the record of the
I am consoled to see, by a member of the Game Society ot
Nova Scotia, I got into difficulties. In common with him, cently of Edinburgh, Pa., Mr. Charles Shepard, a jolly rail- officer referred to in this article. Wherever he has found a
case he has prosecuted it, no matter whether it hit a fiiend
I entertained the belief that a general license for the whole road contractor on the S. C. <fc P. R. R., Mr. Merritt, a
province could be obtained in Halifax, and ae'eel on that be- disciple of Biackstone, located at Penisbury, this State, and or foe, but, always, too, with the best of feeling, with no illwill or malice on his part, but simply a performance of his
lief.
I entered Nova Scotia from St. John, New Brunswick,
the writer, who, being a Frontier newspaper man, knows
During the last year he has brought, or caused to be
duty.
byway of Annapolis. I telegraphed from St. John to Mr. how lo fully enjoy a good hunting trip.
James Scott, of this city, to send stores to Caledonia, and to
Well, the party left O'Neill, which is the county seat of brought, between twenty -five and thirty cases for violations
obtain and send with them licenses for myself, and my Holt county, on the night of Thanksgiving, going by rail to of the different sections of the game laws, and his work is
friend, Mr. Jennings.
Long Pine, the present terminus of the 8. C. it P. Long having quite a visible effect. Although the violations proI received a reply from him to the efPine is 75 miles west of O'Neill in the unorganized territory, bably' can never be wholly stopped, any more than violation
fect that the stores would he sent next morning by express,
and that the licenses would follow by mail. Acting on this is Only about two months' old, and is au ideal frontier town, of all other laws, yet it is already evident that there begins
advice, J went into the woods in the full belief that my where saloons, railroad men, and the festive and much-licd- to be a general feeling that, the laws are going to be enforced,
license had been obtained.
On former occasions, on which I about cow-boy take the prominent parts in the theatre of life. and the open high-handed disregard of the law we have been
had adopted this course, had received my license from Hali- It is, indeed, a red-hot place, and getting hotter every day. accustomed to in the Adirondacks already begins to be a
fax, and I was unaware that any alteration had been made in
There is a large herd of antelope near Long Pine, and thing of the past. I hope that the good work may continue,
the law, and the license applied for in Halifax, a fact which several times they have visited the town, and at each visit and that the State force may be reorganized, so it will be
Zaoit.
the authorities must have known, for the warden who took several have been killed, the citizens grabbing their guns still more efficient.
out the warrant against me told mo he was aware of it. The and revolvers, and banging away with great recklessness and
Nbw York, Dec. 13.
money was tendered, but it could not be issued for the indiscrimination.
reasons mentioned in the above quotation from the act of
From Long Pine we took a livery, and a twenty-mile ride Editor Forest and Stream:
The suggestions made by your correspondent "Mussit " in
Of this fact I received no notification whatever.
1870.
over the beautiful rolling prairie brought us to Plum Creek,
Your correspondent is also in error in stating that if the a flue stream of pure, soft water, running in a very deep regard to the laws for protecting deer are most excellent. I
judge him to be a man of great experience and thoroughly
bearer of a license shall not kill the prescribed number of
gulf,
either bauk
being lined with pine, cedar, oak,
animals in any one district he can do so in any other, upon and Cottonwood, and a favorite resort for both white and acquainted with the habits of deer.
We want laws for hetter protection of deer in the Adironmaking affidavit before the Game Commissioner of the num- black-tailed deer. Just now, however, they arc very scarce
dacks, adjacent territory, and other regions of wilderness of
ber he previously shot. The affidavit must be made before a along the creek, the railroad graders and settlers having
Clerk of the peace.
"A Member of the Nova Scotia Game driven them back into the sand-hills. It was necessary to this State,' and laws that will provide for an increase of the
deer supply instead of otherwise. Considerable correspondSociety" credits me with superhuman attributes, and declares get back into the hills, and so Shepard rigged up his wagon
How a man with cover, and loading an ample supply of grub, blankets, ence was elicited through the publications of 'communicathat on my return 1 gave Halifax a wide berth.
can return to a place, and at the same time give it a wide cooking utensils, etc., the party pulled ou'.
Reaching the tions to your valuable paper last year and good information
Sufficient, however, has been the experience of
berth, is difficult to understand.
At any rate, I did not per- head waters of the Plum, the boys took a tramp in the adja- obtained.
form that complicated manoeuvre, for" I went straight to cent hills, and when night came and all hud returned, it was th'i best hunters of this State and the regions referred to
Halifax from Queen's county, where the arrest took place. found that Shepard had bagged a due black-tailed buekfawn.
above to make their suggestions for framing laws on this
Your correspondent thinks very lightly of an illegal arrest
This was encouraging, and we turned iufor the night, dream- subject of practical value. I do not claim the enviable pohe looks upon it as B mere pardonable blunder. He would ing of deer innumerable. The coyotes made a terrible sition as one of them, but, without egotism, freely say I
probably consider it merely a blunder on the part of a sheriff racket, but we managed to get a good night's sleep just the recognize he necessities of limiting still further the hounding
to bang a man without waiting for the ordinary formalities same.
Bright and early all hands turned out, and, after of deer. Go to Long Island aud Pennsylvania for examples
of trial, conviction and sentence.
Such loose views as to bracing up with coffee and bread, the boys struck out full of of necessity for protecting deer that they may increase. The
individual liberty are not accj pied by EngliBhrnenin general.
hope.
At noon all had returned. Kinch was the only one scarcity arose from hounding; it is undeniable. Although
" Boys, fetch up the mull s I have some work
I do not know how far familiarity with the process ot being that smiled.
to me there is "music" in the method of hunting
arrest* d might breed contempt for it, but as far as I am con-.
About two miles from camp he had hounds, I would cheerfully forego all pleasure of the kind
for you." And he did.
cerned, the ei
.vs andadoe,
for the sake of having deer better protected or preserved.
rieni
uovej and disagreeable I enter- struck a buflch of five deer, $wo h
tain thi
being arrested fi r a fine before and be had d me
i record.
He Perhaps we do not require so much attention given to the
ioi
ts
iheir preservation
Thora fine is imposed W hatever peculiar views your correspond- killed every one of the five firing
from his
HI ion id' deer us we do for
ent
oiighlv attend to the latter and the former will take care of
may entertain as
due from man to, man,
Tbi9 was the total for the day, but it was
1 think he must all IW that even '•a live lord" has a right to
enough to make us all hippy, though perhaps a trifle envious itself." The records of results of hounding deer during lb*
expect to lie treated in a legal mf|
'ei'eviv niiaii.
The afternoon and evenii
past two years, if published, would sadden the most obdurate
of the in J.
hunter.
The explanation wh
devoted to dressing the game. It wag estimated one of the
res-ponrlfint gives of the
motives of the
:u k-.,-ui
I see "S. S. N " comes to the front, with anxiety, in a letration Society is totally uncalled
lbs
Pi
10(1
won
Perhaps he would be too exacting;
lor.
No one supposes that their object is to make money
ter published Nov. 3.
The next morning early we pulled stakes and hi
some changes should be made is very evident o all
Out of strangers. No one Dan regret more than I do that southwest to the Sand Hill Lakes.
ick out
I
prolonging
sport.
interest
in
their efforts to preserve the game of JSbva Scotia from
a
a
hours
report
foot.
In
couple
of
the
of
on
a double-barlike to know if the sale of venison is to be perthreatened destruction have not met with greater
1 should
reled shot-gun was heard, snel in a few moments the figure
The law, as it stands, is inadequate for the purpose, and is of a man appeared on the point of a high hill gesticulating mitted this winter in our markets, as it was last, in open vioinadequately administered. I believe one or two convictions in a frantic manner. It was the newspaper man. As it was lation of the law. If so, ihere will be a necessity f t
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such patroling, as "Mussit" speaks of, than the private
purses of individuals will be able to care for or the State
protectors possibly attend to. Although the illegal killing
of deer can better be prevented by thenTthan it is now or has
been ar leaded to in ihe pat by anybody. Duties of our
fi>h and game protectors in attending to fish protection must
become Fess important at a season when deer need ihe most
looking after, owing lo the lateness of the season and a great
deal of fish-intr wiih nets being stopped by fresh water freezing over. Should our laws receive attention this win'er, it
is "to be hoped that provisions will be made for the State protectors to have more adequate means for thoroughly attend-

There have been several sportsmen par excellence on the
bridge this season. The leading one was formerly a member
of the Carroll's Island Ducking Club, where he was considered one of the best overhead shots on the Island.
He
generally shoots a No. 12 or No. 10 at coots, and a No. 8 gun
at larger fowl.
He is now a member of a cub composed of
gentlemen who formerly shot with liim at Carroll's Island.
Ches. A. Peake's vision is evidently bad, and his information worse.
I advise him, as he does not understand duckshooting, not to take the part of a bad-tempered critic, but to
possess his soul in patience until experience may come to his

aid.— J.

8.

ee

protection of game, and especially of deer.
The
of officers is too small, Dot enough money is provided fori heir use, and not severe enough punishment meted

LONG ISLAND WILDFOWL.

number

oat to violators.

connected with

In

my opinion

imprisonment should be

fining.

Withdraw the

hounding certainly during

privilege of

August and October,

if it cannot be stopped entirely, that
some rest. A deer driven in August, even
without doubt, very much injured, for there
seems then to be almost no limit to his powers for going.
Consequently great heat is induced, to be followed bya
shock upon plunging into water, which in itself is very ineer.

if

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
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may

not killed,

get

is,

No sensible man would
his horse to plunge into cold water after a
fifteen-mile fast drive, and then allow him to lie down, without expecting permanent injury. It is quite as bad for deer
they will always go to water and plunge in, their instinct
telling them there is no other way to get rid of the hound
after which they seek some secluded spot and lie down.
guide told me last summer, he found in the middle of a lake
a dead deer, without a wound anywhere. No doubt death
was consequent upon taking to water before hounds.
comparison might be made in the hounding of deer in warm
weather to driving a beef creature a longdistance just before
killing it, the meat in either instance ia very poor food.
It is getting to be a recognized fact that the chances are
very much against capturing deer by their " taking to water"
before hounds during warm weather at specially good runways, and sportsmen are more inclined to stay out of the
woods with hounds until cold weather sets in, "and the deer
are fat enough to give a short race, then the destruction
that lakes place is enormous.
Some men get ashamed of
killing deer, and others never d j, but pursue them as long
as their time holds out.
Consequently, as a matter of
benefit to the preservation of deer, I hope the warm- weather
driving will be stopped, and the time for driving in cold

jurious to the health of any animal.

compel or allow

A
A

much shortened.
It is my opinion thit those who are strong advocates of
driving will admit that hounding tends more to deplete our
stock of deer than any other legal method of killing them
and I believe they will heartily uphold a law that will, without doubt, tend to the preserving, and the increase of our
mcBt noble game.
Wollat,
weather be very

;

.

«.

.

;

is the report here.
As the fowling, fishing, and snipe and
grouse shooting have been always so excellent there, it will
be a great resort for gunners, who have neglected the place

for the last

few years.

Isaao MoLellan.

NEWS PROM RICHMOND.

Baltimore, Mi, Dec. 8, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream
On yesterday I visited Gunpowder Bridge on the line of the
P. W. & B. R. R., for coot shooting. I took the 7:15 a. m.
train and reached the Bridge about 8 o'clock.
As I got on
the Bridge and saw. to my surprise, about sixty or seventy
gunners, I picked out a position about 200 yards west of
the draw. A pair of coots came np, and without exaggeration, about twenty shots were fired at Ihe two birds, one of
wbich I think is a happy coot yet, and ihe other one, not so
fortuua te, was killed. About a dozen different men claimed
it.
The language and wrangling of ihe parties concerned
would, to my notion, become- anybf dy bul brother sportsmen. I patiently sat u half-hour or so before I goi a shot.
Finally, there came along a single black mallard, when taking
out one of the shells loaded with No. 6 and putting in No.
4 shot I put it on him, and it was, I think, a pretty long shot
Dawn he came as de ad as a stone. Soon
for a No 10 gun.
I bad another shot at a coot, which I killed with both barrels.
I had good shooting for awhile, my ducks being gathered
for me by a man in a batteau, whom I had engaged for the
purpose.
By the time I had been there about one or two hours—
noticed five, or six gunners inching up to me, and at last
they were close to me. There was one man, who belonged
to a ducking shore in the Hollow below, sat himself down
about thirty feet from me. He had a man by the name of
John in a skiff waiting on him. Presently a coot came over
to me to the right, when I killed him
and on looking for
my duck this man yelled out at the top of his voice
That's
my duck ; get him, John !" This thing happened regularly
five or six limes in succession.
I finally made up my mind
Lut I tell you, sir, everywhere one would go
to move away
the words of '• My duck" would ring out above all others.
I noticed three men from Baltimore.
They had ninety-two
cools, and I was told by them that they had shot away 550
shells and had killed ninety-two coots.
I think that there is
about one duck killed for every twenty shots fired; and if
the thing is not stopped the shooting on Gunpowder will be
one of the things passed by.
I got eleven coots and one mallard, and the man with his
man John oncoming in had seventy-seven coots, about twothirds of which had been killed by other pariies, but claimed
and gathered hy him. I tell you, a good claimer is better
than a good thot on this Bridge and the shooting on the
Bridge is afair representation of a battle field. There areagreat
many good ducks in the river canvas-backs, red-heads and
black beads
also a great many marsb-ducks at the head of
the river.
I think that when 1 go down again to get ducks
at the Bridge I will have a man John, and do more claiming
and less shooting.
Cites. A. Psake.
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Baltimore, Md., Dec.

12, 1881.

Editor Forest tmd Stream
Do not let yourselves be deluded by Ches. A. Peake's
letler in a late issue about duck-shooting on the Gunpowder
Bridge,
The danger attending the sport is great, and the
il gunner
is ihe object of envy on the part of
those who, although they do not,' know bow to shoot ducks,
nevertheless take their Btand in close proximity to a firstclass shot, and 'hen put in their modest demands every time
a duck falls. The pa-sing trains of cars, the slippery timbers
of the bridge, forty or fitly guns, many of them in very inexperiencea hands, the constant claiming and wrangling of
the gunners all these strike me as very decided impediments
Some time since a man was caught between
to amusement.
two trains on the bridge and so jammed and battered that be
may be an invalid for life. Another one had a shot put
through his hat.

,

22, 1881.

ON THE CHOICE OF A GUN.
a great mistake to believe that, in buying from a firstclass maker you are paying a fancy price for mere name.
You are really not doing so. The money represents the
actual vnlue of the gun, the prime cost of which leaves, at
the low prices of the present time, compared with those of
fifty or sixty years ago, a very unremunerative return. . . One
reason why some sportsmen fancy that fine guns aTe inordinately dear, is the supposition that they are, or can be, made
in unlimited numbers.
high-class gun maker can no more
turn out an unlimited number of guns, than an artist can of
pictures,
The moment he tries to increase his business by
undue means, down goes the quality. For a year or two he
flourishes and makes iarge profits; but Nemesis is at his heels.
His former reputation goes down with accelerating speed.
I write from fac's occurring from year to yesr, and am not
drawing a fanciful picture. Guns are simple things to look
at, but are far from being so in reality.
Give ten men the
same materials and they will produce ten different guns in
quality, style, mount, apparent weight (!), and shooting
powers. I quote from a remarkably talented monograph on
breech-loaders by " Gloan." "it is no economy to buy a lowpriced gun, because it will soon become, useless. ... On the
question of price I hive some very decided opinions.
To
mind, there should be something higher to a sportsman
in his gun than a mere tool, wherewith he works.
fine
gun is the work of an artist.
I advise the sportsman as to
the purchase of his gun
'Let it be as ccstly as thy purse can

IT

is

A

my

.

—

.

.

A

.

buy.'"
Sportsmen art apt to fancy that gun-making is a free and
easy " sporting" kind of affair. It is, on the contrary, one
of the most exhausting and responsible of professions, many
gunsmiths breaking down in health in middle life in consequence.
From Dongall's " Shooting : TU Appliances, Practice, and Purpose."

A Ministbbial Game Dealer.— The Rev. Halsey W.
Knapp, of the Laight Street Baptist Church, has resigned his
The members are anxiouB that he should conhave not yet accepted his resignation. Mr. Knapp
a very remarkable man. Like Paul, "he labors with his
own bands, but his occupation is not like that of the apostle.
Mr. Knapp is a butcher and is to be found every morning
at his stand in Washington Market
No better purveyor of
meats is there. What he does not know about turkeys and
beef is not worth knowing. In the afternoon he is doing
pastoral work or studying in his large and handsome library
at home. He is a good speaker and magnifies both callings.—
2feu York Observer.
pastorate.
tinue, and

is

Richmond, Va., Dec. 3, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream:
We are now in the midst of the open season for hunting
quail and most of the other kinds of game in this State, and
the season will continue in the Eastern counties, embraced in
the tide- water seciion, till the first of February
but the
past month, open in law and open in wealher, may be con;

From

sidered the height of the season.

this city

many

parhave gone out on little excursions for a day, or for
several diys, in all directions in the coun'ry around, seeking
recreation and pleasure— not to speak of the profit— in the
most manly, noble and agreeable of sports that a gentleman
can engage in, viz shooting quail, or partridges as tbey are
commonly called in this Stale. Ou one train one bright
morning we saw three separate parties, numbering two or
three persons in each, and the sight of their equipment,
bright English twists, and highly bred aud highly trained
setters and pointers, made the writer regret that a different
mission was taking him from the city. These parties all
got off at different stations short of thirty miles from the
city, and each of them, doubtless, had a fine day's sport, for,
on inquiry as to their luck on our return, we found that one
gentleman bagged twenty partridges that day, but he was an
exceptionally fine shot.
Although there was a dry summer, and thus the conditions
favorable for breeding and raising, from all the information
we gather from several quarters, and from our own experience in the field, we find that birds are scarce. This is the
greatest obstacle to tile huntsman's sport; and while it affords
delight, not offered by any pastime or diversion that can be
named, to drop a partridge as it goes with " winged swiftness," following the likeness of lightning through the air,
when that pleasure is to be attained at the exp nse of weariness of the flesh, hunger and seven leagues of booted land,
the amateur is much disposed to answer his friend who
presses him to go on such a pastime as did the Frenchman
his English bos', who thought to entertain him by proposing
a fox hunt, "Ah, Monsieur," said he "I have been."
Whether an iuerease of this feathered tribe will be promoted by stricter man-protective laws, or by traps and
snares set to catch the hawks, foxes and such enemies as
they have ever present with them or by both means, are
questions for discussion.
Our own opinion is that nine
months out of twelve gives them sufficient "protection,"
with a law as willingly obeyed as it ia here: but we think
that premiums should be placed upon hawks, bids and foxes'
ties

,

THE DUCK RIOT AT GUNPOWDER BRIDGE.

—

Geeenpoht, L. I., Dec. 11.
Editor ForeH and Stream
There are plenty of coots and old equaws in Peconic and
Gardiner's bay, and off Montauk aud Napeague Bay, and on
Ram Island shoals. Captain Bill Ross, the experienced skipper
of the best yacht out of Greenport, has just called in at my
room, after a recent cruise with a party of gunners from
New York and Massachusetts, and says they^ killed a good
many fowl by sailing on them, but that the water and
weather were too rough to set batteries or use decoys. The
better sort of fowl, such as black-duck, whistlers, widgeon
and broad bills are more plentiful in these waters, especially
round Gardiner's Island, than they have been for years.
This is owing, it is thought, to the fact of the Great Pond at
Montauk being now filled with grass, the chosen feed of
duck and geese. When the fowl find plenty of good feed in
that once favorite pond they are numerous in all this region,
or such seems to be the case now.
A large house for the
accommodation of sportsmen and others is about lo be erected at Montauk, near the Great Pond, and the building of
several cottages is to take place in early spring
at least such

—
[Deokxbsb

;

A Small Gun—Bergen

Point, N. J., Dec. 15. —This piece
a double-barreled breech-loading pin-fire shot-gun, SO bore.
barrels, which are 24 inches long, are of the finest laminated steel. The stock is of rosewood, rather short, and
very handsomely carved. The locks are also very finely engraved, as is the action, which is the original Lefaucbeux
This gun formerly belonged to Prince Murat, of Bordentown,
who gave it to Dr. Coleman, of Trenton. It. is now in the
possession of Mr. B. T. Kissam, who claims that it is one of
the oldest breech-loaders in America.
C. N. D.
is

The

—

A

Pbactioal Suggestion— Perth Amboy, N. J., Dec.,
Editor Forest and Stream: In the interests of game
1881.
preservation in this State allow me to suggest, through your
columns, that if those who have occasion to drive over
country roads at this season would carry a gun, they might
kill the large bawks, which are the quail's worst enemies.
Hawks do not seem to fetr a horse and wagon, and may be
easily approached and shot from a vehicleThe death 01

one hawk means the

life

of several coveys.

—A

Sportsman.

—

Velooitirs of Rifle Bullet and of Sound Bethlehem, Pa., Dec. 10- Editor Potest and Scream: I notice in
your last edition a letter from Prof. A. M. Mayer, concerning
the velocities of rifle bullets. Allow me to add my experiIn 1878 I did some marking at long ranges, and
ence.
noticed that the bullet got to the target a trifle ahead of tha
sound, at 800 yards, just wiih it at 900 yards and at 1,000
there was less ihan one-half second difference between them,
J. S. D.
the sound being ahead.

—

How to

Kill Wounded Wildfowl.— In answer to the
inquiry of your correspondent " Bay Ridge," the best way
to kill wildfowl wounded in the head is to take the bird in
the left hand, placing the thumb and fore-finger under the
wings, just back of where they join the body, and bringing a
strong, steady pressure on the body.
This will c tuse death
in a very short time, without ruffling a feather.
Earlybled.

scalps.

There are many devotees of the gun and dog here, and
they are of a character for geutility and sterling business
qualifications that makes it thoroughly respectable; aud as
to dogs, great interest has been manifested within the past
few years, and, with the requisite training, many are owned
that would doubtless make their mirk at national benches or
trials.
By the way, we dropped ia to see Mr. T. F. Taylor
He wa3 just back from the Eastern Field Trials at
to-day.
Robbins' Island, where he had spent a delightful, though
We are glad
laborious, week, acting as one of the judges.
to observe the high commendation so universally bestowed
upon the decisions of the judges at this Trial, and it is very
gratifying to Mr. Taylor's friends, considering how difficult
a matter it is to give anything like satisfaction to all but
we who know bim— how high-minded and conscienciousheis,
and how intimately ver«ed he ia in dog-lore f eel that it must
Ctolops.
needs have been so.
;

—

.

.».

Kansas Large Game— Cimarron House. Cimarron, Gray
Co., Kan., Dec. 13.— This place is on the Atchison, Topeka
and Bunte Fe R. R., nineteen miles west of Dodge City, on
With a field glass
the north bank of the Arkansas River.
almost every day anl.el'ipe can be seen from the hotel porch
coming in to water on the south side of the river. They are
bo plenty that I can buy carcasses at two dollars a piece, and
can kill one or more any day at the cost only of getting tired.
I saw forty in a day's hunt within ten miles of town last
week. I killed only one. I use a Winchester rifle model
of '76— calibre .45, 60 grains of powder, straight Bhell.
It
is the best antelope gun I ever owned.
Twelve buffalo were

—

seen within the forty-miles limit on Dec. 2, but the aggra
vai ing things will get a little outside at times.
They can be
found, however. Settlers on the Pawnee, 26 miles north,
kill mustangs occasionally to feed their dogs.
There are
more than 1,000 wild horses within seventy-five miles of
Hunting buffalo is hard work and involves
Cimarron.
camping out several nights on bare prairie, but you can hunt
antelope and camp at the hoteL—W. J. D.

Bblnglng Down the Grizzlies.— Bozeman, Montana,
Have just come in from my annual hunt. I spent
Dec. 7.
Killed twenty-four
a very enjoyable summer and fall.
grizzles, nineteen of them in a little over one month.
I
killed what mountain bison, elk hnd mountain sheep were
required for meat and baits, I always pre er to tackle bear
alone, as one man is as much as I care taking care of and
the above does not include any killed by my men.
P.

—

f

—

Malden Gun Club— Maiden,

Dec. 11, 1881.— At
the annual meeting of the Maiden Gun Club, Dee. 5, 1881,
the following officers were elected for the ensuing year.
President, F. T. Noble; vice-president, J. Bnffum
secretreasurer, A. H. Jones.
tary, C. H. Lanergan
The club
Mass.,

;

;

numbers Borne
condition.

— C.

forty-five

members, and

is

in a flourishing

H. L.

said a little girl to her eldest sister's young man
at the supper-table, "that you will join our society for the
says you are very
protection of little birds, because
fond of larks." Then there was a silence, and the Liinburger
cheese might have been heard scrambling around in its tinbox on the cupboard-shelf.—Norristown Heraid.

"I Know,"

mamma

In Issue Deo. 8th in article "Shooting Grouse on the
in a while I would kill one when an open
straightaway shot offered," was incorrectly printed "and in
a while;" "4£ drams Orange Lightning powder," was incorrectly put " charge Lightning."

Wing," "once

—

—

Cubbittok Warrenton, Va., Dec. 19. Have returned
from Currituck with nineteen other disgusted sportsmen.
Kxpenses $5 a day.
Didn't average one duck a day apiece.
Query, does duck shooting pay ? Chasseob.

—

Fixjbida Paktt. Companions for a Florida trip are deby a Philadelphia gentlemen, whose advertisement appears elsewhere.
Th* Fob Maskbt Quotations are given on page 416.

sired

—

"
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The
lucky

FISH IN SEASON IN DECEitlBEK.
FHBSE WATHR.
Yellow Perch,

Black Bass, ilicropterus mlmcides

and

.V.

pallidum.

Mascalonge, Esox nobilior.
Pickerel, Bsox TtUeulatvs.
Pike or Pickerel, Esox lueius.
Pike-perch
(wall-eyed
pike)
Stizotethium
americanum, S.
griseum, etc

Peroajtuviatilti.

species).

War-mouth, Chcencbryttus gulasus.
Crapple, Pmnoxys nigromaeulotu*.
Bachelor, Pomoxye annularis.
corporalis.

of large

teeth

fish

THE MANUFACTURE AND CARE OF GUT.

should be burnt, in order to be

in fishing.

no one when one goes out to fish, and not
mention whether one has caught many or few.
Nor should any stranger see how many fish one has taken.
When one rows out from land to fish, one must not turn

One ought

Striped Bass, Roams lineatus.
White Bass, Roams chrysops.
Rock Bass, Ambhplites, (Two

Ohub, Semotilis

411

SWEDISH POPULAR BELIEFS.

and Qivtt fishing.

J>u#

to tell

the boat against the sun.
Pins found in a church and
best.
If a

made

into fish

—

—

:

hooks catch the

woman

passes over the rod, no fish will bite.
Stolen fishing tackle is lucky, but the person robbed loses
Thorpe?* Northern Mythology.
his luck.

SALT WATER.

Redditoh, England.
Editor Forest and Stream
In your issue of Nov. 17 I notice the correspondence respecting silkworm gut. I have for the last thirty rive years
purchased and sold large quantities, and always have at our
works an extensive stock, which has had my personal supervision, my firm having in Murcia. Spain, a maaufacto
silkworm gut. I have been in Murcia superintending he
manufacturing and have discovered two causes which make
gut brittle, and have instructed our manager in Murcia to see
all the producers of the gut and impress upon them the importance of keeping the gut out of the sun.
The great evil is this After the worm has been drawn out
it is put in the sun to dry, and the great heat of the sun tukes
the moisture out of the gut and makes it brittle.
I also discovered another danger in the manufacture of it. In bleaching
it, if the bleaching-oven is too hot, and the gut is too long in
the oven, it makes the gut brittle.
If gut is m/tde without
an excess of heat it will be more pliable consequently, more
strong.
I have never found gut get brittle by keeping.
The
best way to keep it is in wash-leather.
If large stocks, in
drawers or rooms which are not over-heated. Some tackle
dealers will expose gut, gut leaders, etc., in their windows.
The sun gets on it and consequently tato s the nature out of it
and it becomes hard and brittle.
The cause of flat gut is disease in the worms. Healthy
worms produce round gut. The manufacture of gut is very
simple.
The gut from the worms is bought from the small
country people who breed the worms in their bouses. The
first process in making is to put the gut in a furnace with
water, a little soda and soap.
After boiling a short time the
outer skin comes off it. It is put in yellow and comes out
Then girls mb
white, filter it is put in the bleaching ovens.
it straight with wash-leather, holding one end in their teeth.
The next process is to sort out the different strengths. It is
then rubbed again; counted into bunches of one hundred,
then a man puts in the red jute on each bunch, and then ties
it in bundles of one thousand.
This may interest your readers and prevent gut being spoiled
by exposure to the sun.
S. Axlcook.
i

;

Smelt, Osmems mordax.
Sea Bass, Vcniropnst.u airarius.
Striped Bass or RockflBh, Roams

Pollock, PollacMtis carbonarius.
Tatttog or
Blackfish, Tautoga

Weakflsh or Sq\iela.gue,Cynoacyon

linealvs.

White Perch, Morone amuriatna.

TegalU.

Channel Bass, Spot
Scicenop

or Redflsh,

dies, several sleights, etc)., will say that It deserves like commendation, requires like study and perspicacity as the rest, and is to he
preferred before many of them.—Br/RTOX, Anatomy of Melancholy.

ANGLING LN IDAHO.
Wood

River, Idaho Territory.

your late lists of fish in season in September, you Bhould
LN have
had, to make it complete, what are called trout in
this region, which are now in their prime.
I am told that
they have been successfully crossed with ihe speckled trout
of the Adirondack^, which they resemble in all but the bright
colored spots. There seems to be three distinct varieties,
differing in form and color of meat.
The largest variety weighing from one to five pounds,
sometimessix. I now mind of one this season, murdered
with giant powder, that weighed nearly eight. It looks in
every respect, except the bright colored spots, like those
caught in the dead waters of the Adirondacka, very short in
proportion to its weight very dark in the back changing
to reddish-brown on the sides.
The flesh when cooked is a
deep flesh color.
;

;

The second, which are called silver trout here, do not, in
this river at least, seem to grow to weigh over one-half to threefourths of a pound, the most of them less than six ounces.
They are long and slim, with hardly any spots on their sides ;
dark on the back, with bright silvery sides flesh as white as
the purest snow, and when first caught are of the most
delicate flavor imaginable.
They take a fly readily, and
when hooked spring clear from the water and try to shake
themselves loose, as I often have seen bass when trolling in
Eastern waters.
The last variety, called here "mountain trout," and found
in the spring brooks, are from four to six inches long
dark
in the back with yellowish sides, and having, in addition to
the dark spots, a dark band about one-fourth of an inch wide
and half to three-fourths of an inch apart, runningabout twothirds the way up their sides, and are equal to the regular
speckled beauties of the East.
None of these trout have the white tips to pectoral fins,
and all have very fine scales. The first two-named species
spawn in the spring. I am inclined to think that the latter
do also, as in those caught now there are no signs of eggs.
This, the Wood River country, was the Eden of the Banocks.
Its rivers swimming with trout
elk, deer and antelope were
abundant ; be-irs more than plenty, mostly cinnamon and
bald face, with occasionally a grizzly to make it interesting
and otter, beaver and u.ink are found on all the streams. In
another season the scream of the "iron-horse" will waken
the echoes of these valleys and send the game into the impenetrable mountains, to be secure for a while from the everonw.ird march of the white man.
Notwithstanding the stringent game laws enacted by the
Territorial Government, the use of giant powder early in the
season has, in one season, cut off more than half the supply
of the trwut in this valley, and another such slaughter next
spring will destroy the fishing almost entirely.I found accidentally this last week that there are plenty of
the small fish in this river which were mentioned in a late
paper, "Do Garter Snakes Eat Pish?"
article in your
They are perfectly identical with those of mountain streams
in New England and your own State, and I have often used
them very successfully two or three times since. G. B. F.
;

;

;

:

8HAKESPEARE AND THE CARP.
Sohbkbotadv, N. Y., Dec, 19.
and Stream
was much interes'ed in the quotations from Shakespeare
on fly-fishing, from Mr. S. C. Clarke, in your last issue. I
now send you the following from the Antiquary :
Among fresh-water fishes the carp was held in high esteem in Shakespeare's time as a fish easy to rear and keep in
preserved fish-ponds, and so readily available for the table.
Editor Forest

•

I

He

mentions

it

Here
a muskpleasun
earn as
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rwice:
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oi'fortunes. Sir,

fallen Into the
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or of fortune's cat (but nor
unclean Ash-pond of her dls-

muddled withal. Prav you, Sir, use the
Ends Well, Act t\, Seen* t.

Well thai

ftrf
1

takes the carp of truth.—JIamlet, Act

II..

Samel.
is a peculiar Alness in Polonious's comparison of his
worldly-wise deceit to the craft required for catching a
carp for the carp was proverbially the most cunning of
" The carp is a deyntous fysshe, but there bee few
fishes.
in Englande, and therefore I wryte the lasse of hym.
He is
an euyll fysshe to take." " The carp is the queen of rivers,"
says Walton; "a stately, a good, and a very subtle fish."
And it is the fact that the brain of the carp is six times as
large as the average brain of other fishes.

There

own

—

—

Sacked Fish. In Northcote's "Account of the Roman
Catacombs," it is stated that " In the Catacombs at Rome the
fish is the most sacred symbol, the most important perhaps of
all, and certainly as ancient as any.
Origen speaks of our Lord
;

'We

as figuratively called 'The Fish.'
little fishes,' says
Tenullian, ' are born in water, after the example of Jesus
Christ, our fish,'
The fish was the recognized conventional
sign for Christ.
Hence we find a multitude of little fishes in
crystal, ivory, mother-of-pearl, in the graves of the Cata-

combs— some
to be

of them with
worn round the neck.

holes drilled

letter from Mr. H. Haack, the celebrated fish
in charge of the Government hatchery at Huninus that he has had poor success in obtaining impregnated spawn from the fonlinalis this year, for the reason
'* Salthat among all his fish he had not one male. He says
no fontinalis is not an American trout, but an American
char.
I have found that out by making hybrids with our
German trout, Salmo fario, using a female of the former and
a male of the latter species. The result was nearly nothing.
Thefontinalu is a river char, and not a sea char, more beautiful than our trout."
Mr. Haack is right in calling our fish a char, although the
popular name is too well fixed and endeared to Americans to
ever be changed. The dentition separates it from the true
trouts.
It is for this reason that in the revision of the Salmonidffl by Gill and Jordan new genera were made for both
our Eastern brook and lake trout. The genus is changed from
Salmo to Salvelinus for the brook trout, and to Crittiwmer for
Therefore, if the new nomenclature is accepted
the lakers.
they become Salvelinnsfontinalis and Cruti-pomer namayeush.
The common brook trout of Europe is Salmo fario.

a recent
IN culturist

gen, he

ocellaVits.

But he that shall consider the variety of baits lor all seasons, and
pretty devices which our anglers have Invented (peculiar lines, false

Bellevtb,

AMERICAN BROOK TROUT IN GERMANY.

onitis.

through the head,

tells

:

THE ANGLE

IN MISSOURI.

St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 13.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Tears ago there was excellent fishing, for such fish as our
State was~blest with, but now the sport is almost a forgotten

one with many who formerly enjoyed it. The nets" have
skinned our streams, in season and out of season, and either a
lack of law, or of its enforcement is the main cause of the
present barrenness of our waters. True, there have been
fishing-clubs, but they have lacked influence because they
have contented themselves with their owu enjoyment, and
lacked the public spirit necessary to carry on a fight with the
violators of the law.
It was hoped that the appointment of Fish Commissioners
would either remedy or at least alleviate the evil, but it has

not done
protect.

The Fish Commission propagate, but do not
They do good enough work in their way, but are
so.

powerless to stop the wholesale depletion of the waters which
bas been going on for years, until those who do it look upon
it as intetfering with their vested rights to forbid them to
use nets at all times and in all places where fish may be
found.
Murdock Lake, about thirty miles south of this city, is a
splendid sheet of water, and fishing is tolerably fair there.
The same may be said of King's Lake. Both these lakes
have their fishiDg-clubs, and their waters are protected partly
by the clubs and partly by the stumps, logs, etc., which
make it impossible to haul a net in some parts of them.
Murdock Lake is probably the best of the two. These clubs
do little or nothing in the way of propagating, or of enlisting
the Fish Commission in the work, but simply fish.
It contains black bafis which are as gamy as those of any waters,
dogfi-h, catfish and croppy.
This last is a fine little fellowj
and well worth cultivating.
E. B.
„

—

Angling fok Albatross. In January, 1879, when off
Cape Horn, on the ship Twilight, we were becalmed for some
hours. A great many albatross had been following and circling round the ship, and "The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner" having no effect on our non-superstitious minds,
we determined to secure one of them. " Chips" immediately
rigged up a hook and line, baited it with a piece of pork,
attached a float about a foot from the hook, and threw it
over.
After fishing (would you call it fishing?) for some
time without success, the hook being very large and pulling
out of the birds' mouths, we gave it up as a bad job and went
to dinner, leaving the line hanging over the stern.
Hardly
were we seated at the table when we heard a shout from the
man at the wheel. We rushed on deck and found that an
albatross had taken the bait and was securely hooked.
He
was as gamy as a twenty-pound salmon, but we finally got
him aboard and releasing him from the hook, allowed him to
waddle about the main deck, he being unable to fly over the
bulwarks. After examining him fully, he was killed, preserved and mounted by "Chips," who, like most ship-carpenters, was a regular jack-of-all-trades.
I brought him to
Boston with me, and he makes a pretty little ornament for a
small room, as he measures 7 feet 8 inches or 8 feet 7 inches
(I cannot remember which) from tip to tip.
In color he is
pure white on the body, with the exception of some pink
markings on the throat. There are also some gray streaks on
the wings. That night a heavy gale began, which lasted until the next afternoon.
Killing an albatross and storms have
always been associated, regardless of Ihe fact that the albatross is only found in stormy latitudes.
In the " Encyclo-

—subject, Albatross)

paedia Britaonica," (9th edition

it is

said

that these birds sometimes measure 17 feet from tip to tip.
This hardly appears possible, and I think it must be a mistake, as mine is only half that size and is as large as any I
have seen.—Jums P. Boston, Dee. 13.

The Coming Trottt.— At the recent meeting of the New
York Association for the Protection of Game, President R.
B. Roosevelt said of the rainbow trout of California (Salmo
iridea) that they are twice as strong as our Eastern brook
trout, and twice as rapid growers, often reaching a weight of
eight to ten pounds in California, while in our waters they
grow to four and five, while the S. fontinalis i6 growing to
less than half that weight.
The complaint against them,
said Mr. Roosevelt, is that they are too gamey they smash
light tackle with their tremendous rushes, and the angler
must be especially prepared for them. They can be easily
introduced into our trout streams, will live where our trout
will, and in some places where they will not.
"They ate

—

the

coming

trout

1

They

are perfection!"
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A Card

feom Me. Mubphy

Editor Foi est and Stream

I

:

— Newark,
wish

to

N. J., Dec, 16.
use your columns to

correct some errors and exaggerations which have appeared
in the newspapers as having come from me, knowing that in
this way the sportsmen of America will see the retraction
and that they will not hold me guilty of such absurd exaggeration, or of attempting to cast a slur upon a brother
sportsman who has long been dead. It is now some six
weeks ago since a reporter from the Newark .S
,,

visited me and held a long conversation on shooting and
fishing in the olden time.
He took no notes, but relied on
his memory for facts concerning the old anglers and fisherconversation
men; and his memory must have distorted
wonderfully. I gave him merely a plain statement of facts,
showing how much more plentiful fish and game were in the
and as for Mr. Herbert Frank
early day than at present
Forester) I merely said that I knew him well.
I was stirprised at the way "the interview appeared in the Call under
the heading of '• Reminiscences of an Old Sportsman." Perhaps 1 would not have thought it wortb while to refute the
York Times, of Sunday, December
article, had not the
11, published substantially the same article with a few additions and omissions, under the head of "Fish poles and
Fishing." I now wish to say that all the statements in the
Call in regard to the quantity of game and fish formerly
taken in and around what is now the city of Newark were
grossly exaggerated, and those in the Times were still more
exploits with the rod and
so.
Also that the account of
gun in company with Mr. Herbert, or "Frank Forester," as
he was called, were an entire fabrication. I never hunted
life, nor did I ever tell any person
nor fished with him in
The remarks concerning the character
that I had done so.
and habits of Mr. Herbert, which followed in"the account of
the interview, were pure fabrications. I hope that I would
be the last man to attempt to traduce a man so well known as
"Frank Forester," especially after his death. C'uaelkb F.

my

:

i

New

my

my

Mttbphy.
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Let the Iohthtophagoi Look to Theie Laurels. The
famous Ichthyophagus Club, of this city, has a rival across
" If ever a small but heroic
the sea. Food and Health says
federation of philanthropic enthusiasts was fairly entitled to
the gratitude of civilized mankind that body is the Z »
cal Committee of the Westphuliau Provincial Association.
From its recently published report upon Measures taken by
the committee during the past year for the development of
humanity's comestible resources,' we gather that t be associates have carried out a series of experiments in the eating
line which are probably unprecedented in the annals of investigation.
They have partaken of stewed bear and badger,
both roasted and hashed, with sweet sauce, and fouud them
delicious.
Baked crane, stuffed with chestnuts aud plums
they pronounce to be superior to any stubble goose that ever
waddled o'er the lea. In their opinion frog-spawn, which
they recommended to epicures by the tempting designation of
'batrachian caviare,' is an absolutely first-class delicacy, infinitely superior in flavor to the roe of the sturgeon. The con;

'

cluding paragraph of thisamazingreportisus.follows 'During
the Munster Exhibition of tortoises, snakes, alligators etc, a
venerable crocodile, aged about one hundred and fifty,
breathed its last. Two days after its scaly hide had been removed the meat round the root of its tail presented so appetizing an appearance that the chairman and secretary of
the committee determined to prepare a piece of it.
four pounds, in the manner of turtle soup. After simmering
for three hours or so, a soup was served to them of such
vigorous aspect and seductive power that all their g
called loudly for plates, and in a few seconds the tureen was
emptied.' " If any of the members of the American club with
the horrible name go to Florida this winter let them act
on this and try the alligator.
:

m

—

The Fishlesb Passaio. The Passaic River, New Jersey,
formerly contained many valuable fish, It was especially
famous for shad, smelt, striped bass and white perch, since
it has been used as a sewer for all kinds of chemicals the fish
have left it, and now a dam is to be built, which a Newark
newspaper thinks may improve the

fishing.
The Call says
years ago the project of building a dam acrora the
would have met with the stoutest reefctancx
from all Newark anglers and Ashmen. Now scarcely a word
will be heard in remonstrance.
Gas-tar, lime and various
chemicals flowing from our sewers have been thorough in the

A score of

river at Bellevilla

:

—

.
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work of destroying

the bass and shad Ashing in the Passaic,
and it is scarcely -worth while for net-owners or anglers to
speak against the project of building the dam. On the other
hand, the fishing above the dam may be greatly improved.
Black bass and other strictly fresh-water fish will thrive in the
clear water and afford even"better sport than the striped bass
did in their best days, and the shad will still have a chance
of pas iog up if they will consent to hang around the gates
until low tide.

—

Ik formation on Salmon Fishing. I want some information about the salmon fishing of Newfoundand and Labrador.
with these sections I
II' you have a render who is familiar
Should be greatly obliged to him if he would inform me
whether there are salmon in the rivers of those countries,
and if So, whether they rise to the fly, and if so how to
reach the ground and all about it. 1 have been so unfortunate as not to secure any fishing in tbe Canadian waters, and
he good streams have all been taken up, so I am informed.

Vkkdb Monte.
MonsD-BuiLpiSra Fishes.— In our issue of June 23, 1881,
we published a communic ttion from our valued correspondlie
ent, D. II. B., Syracuse, N. Y., ou stone-lugging fish.
give an account of a large cyprinoid fish of ten or twelve
inches in length, which was seen to carry stones in its mouth
and heap them up. This, no doubt, had some connection
with an increase of its species, and could hardly have been
for the purpose of a monument to its ancestors, nor to erect
a mound to preserve the archives of the great family Oi/pri[n our remarks we hinted that the fish might be either
"v S. bullarU.
SemotiiA specimen was sent,
ami we inclined to consider it the latter species. It was sent
to Prof. (j. Brown Goode for further identification and he
buUarU.
The fish is a truly game fish
decides that it is 8.
and is the largest of our Eastern cyprinoids, often reaching
It rises to the fly, as does
fifteen orei jlileen inehesin length.
"
corporal,"
the
but does not occur in sufflits congener the
cien t numbers tobe angled for especially. It is popularly known
as '• fall-fish," "chub," "dace," and sometimes "roach."
It is a beautiful fish, with large shining scales, and, in the
breeding season, has bright red fins, lis habit of stone-toting
was new to nS, and on looking up its written history, we find
no mention of it.

—

Gbaaling Fishisg. Jesse, in his '^Anglei's Rambles,"
in speaking of graylinsi fishing, says
Ion will always see
any person who is a stranger to grayling fishing, and, I may
add, many who have fished for tliem all their lives, when the
stream is low and very clear, betake themselves to the streams
and curls, from the idea that their fish will see their line in
the water. Let them do so they will, perhaps, catch a few
trout and some shut, grayling.
But go yourself to a deep,
dead part of the river never mind if there is no wind and
and the sun is hot use the finest gut you can procure (even
if you have to give a guinea a knot for it), aud two flies,
and, when you have thrown your line as light as a gossamer,
You will not see a rise, but a
let it sink eight or ten inches.
slight curl in the water, which, by a little practice, yon will
understand ituite as well and, when you strike, you will
have the pleasure of finding a pounder, or more, tugging
away at the end of your line.
-.

;

—

Killing Fish

When Caught— Caledonia,

N. Y., Dec. 1G.
.Much has been said upon the subject of killing fish when
caught, but only a few anglers practice it.
Of all the
persons who visit my trout ponds aud fish in the creek here,
not one in ten do it, although most of them will admit that
fish are better for the table, and keep better, by being killed
instead of suffocating in the air. There are differences of
opinion as to the best method of killing fish when on the
I think the best and quickest is to take the fish in
Stream.
the right hand and strike the back of the head a quick,
sharp blow on the but of your rod. If wading the stream,
strike the head before removing the fly or hook from its
mouth. When you break the trout's neck, it spoils the fish
for a nice show on the table, as the head will in some cases
come off when you dress them, but will always do so when
cooking.— J. Annin, Je.

first

Night Fishing.— Baltimore, Md.—A friend and myself
have on several occasions, during the past summer, chosen
dark nights and taken the late train to Bush River, Harford
county, this State. Our preparations consisted of lowering
an ordinary railroad canteen from the bridge to a height of
one foot above the water. Our lines contained a spreader,
two hooks, and a cork about ten inches above the hooks.
Our bait was shrimp. We cast our lines in eight feet of
water, the corks floating on the edge of the canteen's light

The fish, attracted by the light, came around,
kept busy from 10 until 4 o'clock in the mornwhen by actual count we had bagged 359 fine white
some measuring between 10 and 15 inches. I have

reflection.

aud
ing,

we were

found in night fishing for perch the luck is as good,
soni- times better, than fishing by day.
Jai\

THE BAIXBOW THOUT.—We

and

are permitted to publish the

Dansville, N. Y., Dec. 12— To Beth Green, Eaq.,SupennDuring the past season we have
teudent Fishery Commission
taken special paiu» to protect the California Mountain trout,
panted by our club during the past throe years. Tbe youngtrout
were received from the State Hatching House at Caledonia. It
hah been understood that none should he killed by members of
the fish are doing splendidly and are taken three miles
above where they were planted, weighing oyer one pound each. A
friend took one in Cauasseraga Creek, last July, that weighed, after

following

'

GKOWTH OF TEOUT

IN WISCONSIN.
Kii'on, Wis., Dee. 9.

Editor Forest and Str.-om
I send you the following history ol
pose of demouRtratiug tin
depleted streams mav be stocked with

Geesteuiiinde.

:

About
Springs,

fou

mile

1

1

bo

c%

Q1TXNAT SALMON IN GERMANY.—Iu

experiment for the pur,! barren or

a private letter Mr.
President of the DeutsObeFisdl 11-reiVerem, writes that, the
,
, c;sseut by Truf. 1'aird thisyear, ajodoing
capitally.
He says that Mr. Schuster knows not how to deal with
all the 'fry with which his tanks are b Harming until he deposits
them in the Danube.
;

Bilv

and, niter supplyi

reek.

The stream runs

power

to

mills,

Beveral

empties into Green Lake, about foil
es west of the city, runin tbe spring of i860 I
ning, by the stream, about tifiei
proposed to stork the stream with brook trout, but mi
diBConragenient from the wise ones of this locality. One said that
the water was bard and trout would not live there. Another
claimed that the drain of the basins into the stream would kill
them in twenty-four hours. Other*, again, were certain that the
dace and chub would devour every one of the fiy. aud that I was
fooling away time and money in putting trout
Notwithstanding all this,' in April, j'-mj. 1 procured from the
State hatcherv. at Madison.' 20,000 brook trout fry. aud planted
them in the springs and left them to live or die. to tight the battle
of life and forage for themselves. In the summer of 1881 1 in:d of those living on the stream about the trout.
Nobody had
them. Some said there was not a trout in the stream others
slowly shook their wooden noddles and said, "We told you so
sorry for yon, but you should have taken our advice." I tell you
things looked rather bine. 1 felt worse than a bucking calf that
had lost its mother. What was to be done? To give up now involved not only a loss or time, money and wind in procuring the
fry, but also a pretty good share of self-esteem, and shattered mv
faith in Prof. Baird and other 6 hi
.mi it -.
That would never
do so I resolved to brace up aud keep a Stiff upper lip. I told the
doubting Thomases to keep their shirts on and wail until Novem-

John Hyland.

—AEditor

—

Ohai lunge Acobi'TBI) Marlboro', Mass., Dec. 19, 1881.
Forest and Stream : At a meeting of theM&rlboxo1
Sportsmen's Club held the 15th inst., it was voted to accept
the offer of the Fall Kiver Gun Club, published in a late

issue of Ihe Forest asd Stukam, to shoot a team match at
glass balls.
Iu accordance with that vote I have to transmit
that oiler.
I o yon our acceptance of
Teams to consist of
from eight to fifteen men. each, ai the option of the Fall
Rivet Club, and match to be shot upon our grounds in this
place, at such time as they may designate. JVe also voted
to accept the challenge of the Worcester Sportsman's Club
hot at thjfr place, Jan. 13tb next,— Human S. Fat,

Secretary Marlboro' Sportsman's Club.

,

FOOD OF CART.— Those of
carp culture

will

11111 readers who are interested in
read with interest the report" on feeding them in

Germany, Under the head of " the German Fishery Association"
we give a translation of Mr. von dem Borne's report of the management of this fish in different parts of that country.

gunnel
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Wednesday

,

and

Nellie were put down, just
III,
east of the old fortification, near the totvn, to
out their
finished heat.
Beltou did uot commence vorv well, as he soon ran
into a small bevy and (lushed til
ug them into some
sprouts, Nellie made a point, w
sacked indifferently.
The bird was Hushed to order, a
iellie soon found another bird, which she pointed n:
igam backing poorly.
Sh rt, to order, winged B bird tl
Si ort, bo
pointed, and Beltou backed, a
ids time.
order, killed, and Nellie retrieve
t in the open, Belton
" a bird, and the rest of tl
IB
Belton pointed, and Nellie, coming up in the tall grass, also came
Short Hushed to order, aud his gun missed fire. Belto a point.
ton again Hushed, aud the dogs were ordered up and Nellie awarded the heat. Down altogether one hour.
r

II

>

HELTON m. AND NELLIE.
ig a start 1
made at half-past

minutes later Beltou

fifteen

;

ber and we would see what we would Bee.
On the 28th of November, ISfil, 1 made a visit to the spring
where the frv were placed in April, WHO. f f ever a man was astonI expected to find some, trout there about eight
ished Iwas.
inches long, and (here, within four feet of me. were great, magnificent fellows fourteen inches long that would' weigh over a pound
each. The spring contained hundreds of them from ten to twelve
inches long, decked in their brilliant costume, got up regardless of
coat all husily engaged in preparing their gpati n
ed
ed abont me, almost expecting to see the ghost of old Izak Walton
cavorting around me and offering his kingdom for a lish vole. Had
the Governor been there and offered to change places
should have asked him boot, T had cast mv bread upon the waters
and it had returned to me after niauv days. The most surprising
he ease is their rapid growth. Hiey wers barely twenty
months old, aud many of them would weigh a pound each, They
have not been fed, but catered for themselves.
It demonstrates beyond question that our waters are admirably
adapted to the trout, and if our too ardent lishermeu can be
restrained for another year Silver Creek will he fully stocked with
A. Oooi.uv.'
those beautiful aud delicious fish.

1

I

'

1

Washington, D. C, Dec.
fjtreaffi

8,

1881.

:

to this city on a business trip a few davs since and found
Dr. Hansel, sup. rintendent of the carp ponds near Kipp's Island,
west of Baboookiake, was draining off the water by direction of
Prof. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institute, It was found that the
I

came

increase of fish had been very great during ti.
estimated that fellv as many have hatched as were discovered in
Babeock Lake when it was drawn off, and the number in estimated
to be upward of loo.OOO.
Prof. Baird is sending these yonug fish Off daily to all parts of
the country, very many going to the Southern States, where the
they
temperature of the water is higher and Baore uniform, an
consequently grow faster. Dr. Carey, State Fish Couimissoner of
Georgia, was present at the drawing off of the pond. He takes
ding of rlieciirp in his Stale, aud says it
has
intendent Hassel
s work Prof. Baird will he
and about Kipp's Isli id
jauy old fish will be added
able to distribute inA 1;
for stocs purposes.
last spring, owing to b fr«
Potomac- Itiver.
Capt. Ii
river, was present and stated that carp are now frequently caught
and that they are delicious
about the river flat* u
fish for the table.
Two car loads of carp were shipped last Monday night for New
York aud New Jersey t'<' r slocking the ponds of numerous gentlemen of those States.
He is
I met while here Mr. If. J. Feuton, of Windsor, Conn.
the superintendent, of the Connecttont State Fi-h Hatcheries, and
was on his way homeward with carp for his State. He has already
distributed 1,000 and gets altogether 1,500. Distribution was mudo
in lota of 30 to applicants nil o\ ev r nn.
In the autumn of 1880
he distributed 800 about 3 inches long. Some of these fish are
now 10 inches.
At the Conn. Hatchery, at Fenton, there are now
eggs, 300,000 Penobscot salmon eggs, aud of laud-locked salmon
Mr. Fenton
fully 275,000 ready for Stale purposes at Twin lakes.
tells me a land-locked salmon was lately taken*- of the planting of
187.S— that weighed 4 lbs. i ozs.
Mr. F. and myself attended the Guiteau trial together, but [ assure you the fish question interested us much more tl,
Wing of the eranky assassin.
;
Why do not the Pennsylvania men who wish to try 11
meiit of growing the carp make application for a few fish before
Homo.
they are gone?
;

'
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THE GERMAN FISHEM
No, 6of theDentsohe

!

I

have

AS!
V

tii

we take the followi tg ootei
23,000 eggs from four four-year

.

it

Great interest waa felt by all in
lanborn, were at once cast off.
he result ol thiB-1 sat, as Biz is considered one of the crack dogs
f Pennsylvania, aud the Count in well known as a good one. In
act, many who bad seen his work confidently expected him to
o-ie to the front. Both dogs went at a good Tate of speed, hut
Biz
Both ranged very wide, and quartered fairly.
B the fastest.
1
that Hushed almost as soon as
id the first point
he stopped. He rcmaine
and Carefully feeling the wind,
1 pointed and held the birds a
be drew on a few steps.
long time, "while Haubor
led up Count, who finally came
and backed in good style. A large bevy wis Hushed, which was
-ere put up by the spectators,
followed, and two or three of the
but the dogs failed to find any ol ;L tn. A spin was now taken in
tlie open, where all could seo the d< s, and compare their merits
as to ranging.
Biz kept ou iucreasi 5 his speed, and clearly had
the legs of Count. He also ranged oily as wide, aud quartered
first found, and
irei
as well.
Turning back to where th(
east,
Biz
pointed, and then I ided very carefully. Count
going
took up the same scent a little to hi, eft. Both reading on, Count
ho had been doing some very
first established bis point, and Biz,
simtle bird rose.
fine work, dropped to point just
Sanborn,
killed
This work was
to order, Hushed a large bevy, I
cored a"fli ish. Both then
simply perfection. Moving on,
id
style,
doing
excelquartered a large field of sedge
down to the bottom,
lent work.
Passing over a kno.
1

CAEP.
Editor Forest ami.

BIZ AND COUNT NOBLE.
handled by Mr. Mcintosh, aud Count Noble, handled by

Biz,

1

,

circula:

1881. Fron
tving take:

where he pointed in good style,
behind him, aud pointed just ai
Both were steady to wing.

ling round
vhichv
Count was Hat and Biz
Going up the gully Count dropped oaa nice
Sanborn Hushed a single bird
point, which Bin refused to buck.
which be hit hard, but, did not stop. Count again pointed, just as
two birds rose. A little further on,. he Hushed a single bird, aud
a few yards further he ran into, and Hushed, a bevy, dropping to
wing nicely. Biz now loaded a little too close, and blushed and
dropped at once. The rest of the bevy then got up wild. These
fmshes were all dowuwind. The dogs were then ordered up, and
the judges, after comparing notes, awarded the koat to Biz. Down

ing— rose.

dropped nicely.

just one hour.

This heat, was greatly admired, as it is not every day that one
has a chance to see so good a dog as Count Noble beaten.
ad King Dash, handled by Short,
18 the well-known champion small
inn we. over en him. He ran last
S so grobslv fat and full-fed that he

Hush, handled bv Aldrich.
were put down at La
B
pointer, and was drawn finer
1

1.

1

year at Bobbins' Island, but
did not show to very good
falling in with King Dash,

1

,.-1

1

nu fortunate

ill

> is arattler.
They started off very
Dash at a
g gait, and Bush a little slower, but
had
warmed to hie worit tie showed
snow* amnch faster gait than
beautiful one,
supposed him eaoable of. I
but only a lark was found 111
ush, when going at
speed through aoornfleld, »i
p all standing on a

well,

la and again pointed
very stylish point, but movei
staunchlv, but as nothing ws
a false point.
Fol.-. both dogs got tco
lowing a bevv that had been 11
near a bud, and it Hushed, I
he bird got' up, and
Dash roaded a
Eush was fairly steady, but 1
IK.
He
bird very well, but getting t
flush.
drew to a good point, but the bird Hushed wild. A little further on, both pointed single birds. Short killed to order, and
Dash retrieved. He then Bushed a bevy, aud Rush pointed on
On a little
trail and roaded very well up to where they got up.
further. Dash dropped in a gamy point on a fresh killed rabbit,
which Bush commenced to eat but was called off. Theu ha

left, and made a beautiful point, which was backed
bv Dash both roaded. Rash ahead, aud the bird Hushed, both
now pointed false. Both pointed again, but the buds flushed
Dash drew on and the birds gol Up all around him. A bird
wild.
was thrOwn, aud the grm fired, to test their retrieving, which both
,

(

;

Mr. von d

lishme'nt at Freiburg.

being out of the water eight hours, eighteen aud one-half ounces.
He did not know what it waa until 1 told him. There in no doubt
» bunt their being tlie trout to take the place of our old natives.

HATCHERY,—

.

1

.

At the hatchery of Mr. Frank N.
CLARK'S
Clark, assistant to the U. S. Fish Commission, at NorthvlBe,
Michigan, there are 22,500,000 whiten ah eggs, 125,000 brook trout
iid 50,000 eggs of the lake-trout.
He will soon make, some
shipments to Germany.

,

California

beautiful fish,
of Ripon are two largo

•e

the

of

itb-i aBl

which meet and form

through the

•

:

On the 24th the Oder, of the same line, will take out 300,000
-, trom Prof. Baud, to the name
eggs of white fish,
destination, also from Mr. Oil
The Oder will alsj take 20,000 eggs of brook trout, 8
",'t.,. from Mr. Livingston stone, Cbarlostown, N, H., for the
Deutsche Fiseherei Yerem, aud an equal number fur Mr. Ebrieht,

$i&]\inltnn.

—

;

23, 1881.

athei
j good

-•lie

did very well,
to King Dash.
1

met

id

others from Mr. Stone arrived safclv. Tin nee of sawdust as a.
packing material for eggs is not approved. When it is fresh it is
inclined to heat, and thereby was considerable lossiu sending eggs
;.

1

1

Balmon from Geestenmnde,

Carp

frv.

1

chen, were fed with blood at first and then with bread,
12th of July were from five to six ceiiUmeters Jong. At Summersin they were fed with bran- atKahmen with ground u>
inch!) aud no t
Berneui en will
Damn , linReed oilcake and With '' water-pest,'' (a water]
kmdj
U
Desaan the old oarp
arley, potai

-

,

.

toes, blood
|,i,'
are particularly fond of the oil-cako, and large
'I. !
ha
-lo! .'ii'-.
'"
'11
"
i".
iii carp in
r:r,i U..
where there is 10.m,! plenty of food.
:
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11
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pieces
i.'ipid

-

can

be
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growth

f. ill v

but the birds von

,
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North Germs u Llo.
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;
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aird to the
Ihey came from the hatchery of
Mich., and were re-packed by Mr.
'.

.

Frank N. Ol
Mather, of Fohesi and

Siiieaii.

U

itlil

1

the

.-

spectators— anxious

crowded up and. the noise made them wild.
to see the work
Working Out into the open, the dogs were taken up at 1:1?.
.,
" .md worked
After Inueh tbev were i>ul, il'iv
,,,,,,'
-use coming
1,

.

,

1

.

1

,i

,

1

:

.1

ind both

|

-

aud the heat awarded

dogs took

Moving <n
two jumps toward it, bul atopp
through the woods, both challenged in some sedge ant)
Then on
bird was started some little distance behind them.
across an open let aud into another piece (>t woods, which were

onejjor

,

,
,

up,

two hours.

,

,

-

Down

HON ANI. OBOUSB OALl'.
Don, another pointer. handleS by Mr. Vandervort, aud Grouse
Dale, the winner of first prize at Bobbins' Island, Mere now put
down in some sprouts. Going but a ahorl distance, both dogB
pointed at the same time about fifty yards apart, but 110 bird was
found in front of Don. GrouaeDale bad a bird, which gol up
Hi a.- he stopped.
Fhen out near the edge Don
pointed, aud his bird did the same. Theu Grouse scored a fliiRh.
A little further ou Don came to a good point, and G 10 use bucket
him grandly. Don moved on and roaded up to a bevy, which the
Handlers flushed and Iked at, but misted. Don worked very eme-

r.--

EOG

They were now ordered

drawn blank, we crossed a valley into some sprouts. When near
the top of the opposite Ride, Grouse made one ol his magDon came up, but did not
nificent points on a large bevy.

a

Dhiobmbbr

22,

1881

1

FOREST AND STREAM.
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But swnnjj for the scent and also pointed in good Btyle.
Xnllm&n, to order, Bushed tL« birds, and killed one. Both dogs
remained steady. Don. ordered to retrieve, did bo fairlv with
some help from big handler. Following these IlirSa, Grouse
foim.l first and made anothor grand point, while Don either
backed or pointed, we could not toll which, bnt were inclined to
think that he pointed. Tallman. to order, killed very neatly, and
GrpuBB retrieved nicely. Tin- was most excellent work, laming
baVA through the sprouts tiotb challenged, l-itt mow
on to sopie
timber, when mdio birds noshed wild. Turning down wind
Grouse did o very fine piece of work. He roaded a -hoit diBtauoe,
and located a bird in grand style, displaying good judgment.
Tallman. moving n]>. flushed the bird. Swinging round
wind, and working hack Don scored a good point, al-o down wind
The birds were Unshed to order hv the handler and missed.
GrouBe soon painted again, but the bird flushed almost at the
same instant. He soon pointed again, but this \«n false point.
The birds bad evidently ran. as he roaded on them. A littlo further on Don pointed, and Grouse moved up to him and also
pointed. Some very line reading was now done by both dogs, bnt
the pointer had the good luck to locate the bird's. By swinging
to tbo left, begot wind of a largo bevy, and drew to a staunch
point just over a ditch. Grouse meantime roading them out, but
before he got up to them they had gone, and with them his
oliance of victory, as they were now ordered up and Don declared
the winner. Down altogether two hours and five minutes. This
was a grand beat, and from start to finish the performances of the
dogs wero watched with aborbing interest.
bafik,

a very handsome crouching point, which he held some timo for
Nellie to cume up, bnt as she did not come Mr. Mcintosh flushed
to order and killed. Biz dropping nicely to wine.
'Pirn bird was

413
awarded the heat at 5 o'clock. Down half an hour, This lef '
Nellie and Peep o' Day the only ones in to compete for tho fiiBt
prize.

NELLIE AND PEEP o' 1>VY.
Saturday morning they were put down at 8 o'clock in a field of
weeds east of the old fort. Both soon challenged where birds had
evidently been feeding, but the scent was not good en< ugh to
left and half pointed, bnt no bird was round before him while one
was flushed to order before Nellie. Biz now pointed in a patch of work out. A little further east they again struck what we thought
plum trees, and Nellie to his left pointed at Hie end of (be. same the trail of the same bevy. Nellie, a bttleahead, roaded on, ahl
swung around her and dropped flat, Nellie fr< zings lift at the same
patch. Sanborn flushed to order and killed, and the bird fell
instant. Bulb then loaded in grand style, andif thev bad been left
close to Liz who retrieved if nicely. Both then roaded running
alone wonld undoubtedly have located the birds, bnt the handlers
birds, one of which got up wild before B:z, while Nellio passed bv
crowded ahead, and a flush was the resnlt. Swinging to the left
a bird that was flushed behind her. She roaded grandly on into
Nellie was lost, but soon found, flat on her belly. Peep can
the woods, and established a point, bat the dry leaves were too
much for Biz, who roaded too close and flushed two or three times, and backed nicelv, aud Ibrce or lour birds were, to order, Hushed,
and very cleverly missed by Sanborn with both barrels. Crossing
while Nellie remained staunch, tie was at last brought up to her.
a hollow Nellio ran up a single bird.
Nothing more was found
but failed to back or wind the bird, which was Hushed to order a
here, and the dogs wero worked east through a large field of
few yards in front of her. Tho heat was then awarded to Nellio.
weeds and sedge, which was drawn blank. Then turning north
Down forty-five minutes.
both dogs challenged, aud Nellie turning to the whistle, ran into
KING DASH AND OON.
a large bevy and flushed them. This was a little to tho right and
King Dash and Don were put down at 10:40. Across the gully partly behind tho judges, who bad the sun in their eves, aud as
both challenged, but nothing came of it. After a long time, Don larks had been getting up all around, they did not notice that
again challenged in some sedge and roaded a shod distance, when these were quail. We had only a glimpse of them, and also
he swung to the left and caught it again in grand style, but the thought them larks, but jnst then wo obtained a view of Sanground was bare, and Short coming up, the birds flushed before born's face, and all was as plain as day, and we at once scored her
he had fairly located them. This was a good piece or work, as he aflusb. ami the mdgesas being on a lark. Following these to the
stuck to them and found very well indeed. Dash crossed the trail
east, across a guile, Nellie went up the bank and a single bird
EBEE o' DAY AND DASHING HOVER.
in front of him two or three times, but paid no attention to it.
in shed in front of her. She at once stopped aud remained steady,
Peep o' Day, handled by Wallace, and Dashing Rover, handled Following on into the woods, Don pointed,
but the bird flushed wild Peep came up and hacked her, and two more birds were put up
by A. Winter, were put down in a cornfield in a- valley at B;80. before Dash came up. Don soon
behind
her. She undoubtedly thought that more birds wero close
got another good point, which
Peep started off at a slashing gait, ranging well and moving very
Dash backed nicely. Mr. Taudevoort flushed to order and missed. by when the first one got up, and showed good judgment by reRover is also a very good moving dog, but was clearly Swinging round by the railroad
gracefully.
and up a swale, both challenged. maiug quiet. Down the gully Nellie challenged at what proved
over- matched. Peep dropped to a point some distance from a
aud Don roaded in fine style up to a bevy and was backed by Dash! to be the trail of a large bevy. While roading them out one bird
large bevy, and Rover brought up to back, refused and moved on
The birds were flushed to order, and Short, killed. This was good jumped aud flew a few feet ahead, and soon after a straggler
ahead for several yards, and came to a beautiful point, -which he
work, as tho birds were down wind, and Don showed excellent flushed and flew back over the crowd, but she stuck to them, and
soon broke, and going on scored a bad flush. Winter shot and judgment in handling them. Going od,
Don scored a flush, but. finally established a grand point, which Peep backed nicely. Sanmissed and Rover broke shot, but stopped after a few jnrnps Folsoon came 10 a point, and Dash dropped very nicely to back. The born flushed the bevy, to order, which settled in some weeds and
birds,
Peep
dropped
on
the
point,
and
Rover
lowing
brought up
bud was flushed to order, and Short winged it. Dou, sent to re- sedge beside a gnliy. Peep here made a bad flush, putting np
to back, backed out and went away a few steps, where be Btood
trieve, failed to find readily as it had run. but when we started on,
several birds, and a few step3 further a siugle bird got up before
Wallace winged a bird, but, a6 it he ran into the bird, aud
still, but his tail was moving.
her and flew a short distance across the gully. She did not chase,
retrieved it unharmed. Across tie gully.
could fly a little, Peep was not allowed to retrieve it. Rover was Lash made a splendid point at the
but followed the bird, and as she went up the bank the bird again
edge of
brush, and Don
now withdrawn and Peep declared the winner at 3:55. Down backed him, but as Short moved up.'Dash some
flushed. Working on up the gully. Peepmade a magnificent point,
upset his chances by
twenty-live minutes.
making a willful Hush. They were now ordered up. and the bea't which she held for along time, while Nellie was called up to back,
MAXWELL AND MUX.
awarded to Don. Down a little more than an hour. We now went which she refused to do, but went in and stole tho point. Tho
lunch
which
was
birds
were flushed, to order, aud both dogs were steady to wing.
to
awaiting
ns
tho
Short,
at
cotton
handled
by
had
gin,
not run, as his competitor,
Maxwell,
They were now ordered np and the heat awarded to Poeii o' Day,
Countess Slav, had been withdrawn, and he was cast off with irix,
PEEP o'DAY AND MAXWELL.
who was declared the winner of the first prize, at 9:10. Down one
who had a bye. She was handled by Winter. At the word MaxAt. 1 :05 Peep o' Day and Maxwell were put down at the head of
hour and forty minutes. Both handlers had hedged in tho early
well was off like a rocket straight away and soon lost to sight. He
the gully to the east. When near the fence, Peep pointed false.
part of the heat by agreeing to divide the stakes, no matter
was found after a while and brought back, and started again when The spectators (lushed a bevy on top of the hill,
which flew into which won.
he ran over a knoll out of the sight of the judges, and flushed u the woods. Working toward them, Peep
pointed
under
a
tree-top,
bow. He thou settled down and went much' better. On the hill- and one bird flushed v\ild. She then went around
DON AND MAXWELL.
to the otbtr
side be made a false point which Trix refused to back. Then a
side, and made a beautiful point, aud Max backed in good style.
Dashing Dover having been withdrawn, Don and Maxwell were
turn was made and we started toward home, but nothing was
Wallace flushed to order and missed, both dogs remaining si Bady,
the only ones remaining who bad been beaten by Peep, and they
found and tho dogs wore ordered up at 5. After reaching the Then over tho hills and through the fields,
Peep showed the best were at" once cast off to decide which one should compete with
hotel, Trix was withdrawn and Maxwell declared the winner of
pace and much the best style. Across the railroad, Peep drew to Nellio for second place. A wide circle was made to the north bethe heat.
fore anything was found, when in tho largo cotton and cornfield,
a nice point on a large bevy. M ax backed and then tveut in ahead.
This ended the first series of heals with the following result, as He was a little unsteady, but finally pointed.
Tho birds were wdn'eh had never failed us, Don swung to the right, aud would not
published last week.
flushed to order, and one was killed. Following on, Max made a
bo called off as he had struck scent, which he stuck to and loWEST 8EIIIKS—ALL-AOE1) STAKI S.
good point at a tree-top. when a bird flushed wild, but. he re- cated a bevy very well indeed. They were flushed, to order, and
mained staunch until his bird was flushed to order, This was one bud flew but a short distance, and dropped down again while
Bessie beat Gordon.
the rest went on. Don then drew to a niflo point on the single bird,
very good. Peep flushed a bird soon after at the same place
S
May I.averack beat Dash HI.
bird was thrown up and shot at for Peep to retrieve, which she
which Mr. Tandervoort flushed, to order, and missed. This was
Maxwell beat Countess May (withdrawn.)
did well. They were then ordered up, aud the beat awarded to
all first class work.
Then a wearisome tramp was taken without
Breekonridge beat Kiunikinnick.
Peep o' Day. Down nearly an hour.
result, except that Max dropped on point to a hare.
After a long
Maud W. beat Dashing Monarch.
time we crossed the railroad and the spectators flushed a bevy,
St'MMAHY SECOND SEBIKS 01- BEATS.
Lad beat Pindee.
which flew into the woods along the gully. Beating through the
Lite beat Miner va.
Bessie beat May Laverack.
woods nothing' was done except that Don pointed a hare.
WorkNellie bo-'t Bel ton III.
Breckenndge heat Maud W.
ing along near the gully Max pointed a single bird, which Dou
Biz beat Count Noble.
Lad beat Leta.
banked Indifferently. Short flushed to order and missed. The
King Dash beat Rush.
Nellie beat Biz.
judges now held a long consultation and awarded the heat to
Don beat Grouse Dale.
Don beat King Dash.
M axwell. We could not reconcile this decision with the performPeep o' Dav beat Dashing Rover.
Peep o' Day beat Maxwell.
ances as we beheld them. Down two hours and a half.
Maxwell boat Trix (withdrawn.)
1
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THIRD SERIES.

SECOND SERIES ALL-AGED STAKES.
Friday morning the same route was taken as on tho first dav,
an! Bess and May Laverack wero cast off at8:05 in the cutton field.
Both went very well, but Bess appeared to be in the best form and
ran an excellent heat. Had she done as well in her beat with
Dashing Novice on Tuesday ne cannot but think that tb
would have been different. Working through the cotton and cornfield, in search of the bevy previously fouud here, the dogs did
not. swing quite far enough to the north, and the birds were started by the spectators. Three or four of them went down in the
sprouts, and the rest flew east into the woods. Swinging round into
the edge of the sprouts, both dogs pointed just as tho birds (lushed, May being a little ahead.
Moving on May challenged, and
Bess backed, then both roaded a short distance, and May established a point, which Bess backed nicely, and two birds were
flushed, but not shot at.

A

littlo

further on,

May

pointed

false,

and Bess backed. Working east, Bess made a beautiful point,
May called up, went round her, and, we thought, pointed instead
of backed. Moving on into the woods. May pointed, and Bess
backed, Roading on, May scored a flush. Tinning south, Bess
made a grand poiut, while May was stopped to order, but moving
on she scored another flush, two or three birds getting up all
around her. Bess remained steady. They were now ordered up.
and the heat awarded to Bess. Down forty minntes.
BEECEENEIDUF. AND MAUD W.
Brcckenridge aud Maud W. were
sedge and corn, aud, working to the

at. Once put down in a field of
east, Maud dropped on a beauBreck, called up to back, passed by without seeing her,
but as he turned back, he caught sight of her. and backed
and
Maud
retrieved fairly. This was'
Dr. Ware killed to order,
very pretty performance. A little farther aud Breck dropped, and
Maiid backed very gracefully. Capt. Henry Hushed the bird but
missed. Maud came to a point soon after, and Breck came up and
half pointed, but both handlers moved close to the dogs. au d
Maud became a little unsteady and (lushed four or five pirns. yf e
thought the handlers to blame for this. Maud then swung out
into some weeds and made a capital point on a fresh Lev.
came around behind, and dropped also on point. This wfia
good work, Capt- Henry flushed to order aud missed with both
barrels.
A little further on, Breck pointed a running bird, and
then leaving the trad ho swung ahead and located it ui.
Maud backed the first point, but went on to order, when liroek
moved, and passed by the b rd, which was flushed to order in front
of Breck. Maud, now ranging at speed, flushed a bird
slumld have pointed, and the judges, slier comparing notes,
awarded the heat to Breck. Don u tub ty-live minutes.

tiful point.

.

i

,

'

i

liia

a:--'d

LAD.

Lita and Lad were now cast off in tho sedge and woods, and
after a short spin, v, ere tent into the corn, where Lad, going at
speed, struck ho scent, ol a large hew and dropped, as ii -but", on
a point, which he held until Lita was brought tip to back, which
6 '-H ly.
to order, and onekilled\
which Lad retrieved very well. Following the buds. I*
challenged, and moved an, ubon Lita math agood point which
Lad backed. The bird « as killed, ami L,| a ,-:.; --,.,,:.:.
b,
not finding it readily. Lad moved up and came ;•
p., in
the dead bird, and
a bird got up.
Bol
Then Lite p.,i
,1
it. V, In nth. eo more flushed.
hi
d
Hushed, and a moment later Lad did the sane
Lita now n.aded
nicely a slci distance, and dropped an a. point,
Lad bael
nothing was found, and they (vera ordered up, and Lad awarded
the heal
Down I wonty-fivc minutes.
I

.

I

.1

.

.

AND

J'.lilXKKNIllDGE

BESS AND MAT LAVEKACK.

This ended the second sei
put down at 2 o'clock to run
some weeds. Running along
the dogs flushed a "bevy. Be,

s.

NELLIE AND MAiWEIi.

UBSS,

and Brcckenridge aud Bess were

e lb si

heat of the third series in

l£ fence, with Breck a little ahead,
hopped to wing nicely, aud Breck
and to get the wind, Bess challenged
at a tree-top, while Breck tumbled off a log on a staunch point.
the scene being a very pretty one.
Capt. Henry flushed to order
and killed very neatly, aud Breck retrieved well. Then across the
railroad Breck dropped on a point, which Bess backed. Roading
a short distance, ho dropped again.
The bird then got up.
Moving back info tho woods both pointed false, and then out into
the open, where a bird had been marked down, both dogs pointed
the bird, which was seen to run ahead. Bess, ordered on, scored a
Hush, aud botll d gs dropped to wing. They were then taken up
and Breckenridgo awarded the boat. Down an hour and a half.
LAD AND NELLIE.
Lad and Nellie wero at once put down and worked across the
open lot. Lad pointed at a bunch of brush, where Nellie took a
sniff and went on, and Lad, discovering his error moved on also
Nellie quartered very wide across the wind to the left, and pointed
a nice bevy, which oho held until we came up, when
Sanborn
flushed the birds to order. Meantime Lad found and pointed
another bevy, which was flushed by Dew, who killed one, when
Lad broke shot, but at once, dropped to order. Swinging round,
Nellie drew to a splendid poiut on a bevy.
Lad, called up to back
did not see her, and crossed in front and dropped on point as if
shot. Dew fluBhed to order, and made a vxrvnofit doubK
Nellie
retrieved a winged bird very nicely, but Lad failed to find the
Going on
other.
tho thick briers Nellie flushed a single bird
then swinging back the judges compared ttOtOB and awarded
Nellie the heat. Down one hour.
TEES o' DAY AH]
Peep o' Day and Don were put down at 3t30. Working through
the woods into a large field of weeds, Don oliaJlanged and roaded
Peep swung round aud pointed ahead of him. We
to a point.
could not see which pointed fiist, but thought that J
best of it.
Tho birds were flushed to-order by W.dlaee v. ho
killed, and Peep retrieved nicely.
Moving on south, both challenged and Don D -cad,
towaid a bevy that flushed wild. He appeared to ba all off; fw he soon flushed a bird thai Peep had
dropped to and on which he should have backed
Then Peep
flushed one in the briers. Dun now made a blunder oy
roading
a trail f hu wrong way in a cornfield.
The judges llnste d the bevv
behind him. Peep pointed in the brim-, and held her birds for
Donto be called up to back, which ... dii
cell.
A little
further on Peep flushed. Don then scored a false point, which
Peep backed. Ho then pointed a hare, aud Peep again backed.
They were now ordered up, aud the heat scurried to Peep o' Dav'
Down one hour.

fairly steady.

ug.t

m

.
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SUMMARY

.

SEMES 06 HEATS.

Nellie second,

and Brcckenridge and Lad

BRACE STAKES.
NELLIE AND COUNT NOBLE.
This ended tho All
Brace stakes wereco
ble, who were Oast o(
brace was to tun a s!

after lunch the

and Count Ndat

Each

:1S,

1

lrguntball,

i\Lmi

mark on the range, quartering, style and speed of each brace which could be put down
again if found necessary to complete their score on birds. Count
and Nellie were worked through the swale into a cornfield, where
some elegant work was done. Both were nearly perfect in quartering, taming to the whistle and obeying signal'* f band very well.
Loth showed fair speed. Across the road. Nellio flushed a single
bird and stopped. Count, coming down the
Boca, dropped to
hack when near her. but she moved" on and flushed the rest of tho
bevy, w-bich she should have pen.; ;
Then
obliged to

lei

the

i

t

.,

but nothing was found Nellie now poh
ice or twice and
Count backed, but they moved on each time.
_
one or
two jumps for a bare, bin, stopped to order. Count then made a
capital point, which Nellie backed.
The bird was flushed to Order,
but the gun lissed Bl a Count was not quite steady, but dropped
to order.
He boou n.ad.' another poiut, but nothing was found,
though wl en the spectators arrived where Count had pointed a
single bud was ibi-L.-d, and they were ordered up.

ing,

.

i

GROUSE DALE AND I1ASKINO MONAIICU.
Dale and Dashing Monarch were at once put down.
Working through the weeds into the open field both showed good
speed aud ranged and quartered fairly. Then in a swale Grouse
Challenged and Monarch backed in grand Btyle, and on a little further Grouse made a magnifieeat poml. which Monarch backed y, ry
Then Monarch pointed and Grouse becked, Jtuit heretho
fairly.
handlers and judges waited over the ground
trail, wl, i.e.
louBt, they wouia have tracked qut, as the
^pectat. .is. coming up. tin-bed a large 1c
uto the .....L ahead, where Grousi loon found them and made
i.-ii
points, which Monarch backed in e.d.ial style.
Chab
in (i b.i.rdci- by Tollman
then fit tied a bird down wind and dropped to wi
auothei gol np close by. Monarch pi inted close to the itnee. and
giiiici.
banked him fairly, 'lain
tshed to order and killed.
They were then taken up an
Kini
and Bolton III. at once
put down and ivorked through to the large Hi Id to the north, Both
dropped flat almost as soon as they were started, In
to
Out in the open both showed up very speedy,
Idi
u; well,
Nothing me fount!
when Dash going d..,wu wind, ran into a hew sod Hushed
L.iib.wiug tho buds into lb
lb. in.
,..|
be-

-

,

.:

.

AND

1:1ieci;eni1!1)oe.

i

Tbisi concluded the third
-.at 4:30 for the
toll
i

.

I'.IZ.

first,

i-

same

4* false

point,

and Nellie and Brfieki irifl
heat ol lie- fourth series. Breck
Nellie, a lew minutes later, did the

series,
first

and

and Breck backed. Neliietueii
s
large bevv, while Breck. a lit tie to her left,
single bird, w bleb (.• Ibi-dc-C
and .-1, -.-.-.' d-.-••..ii'm

a

w

Nellie

and her

Henry

killed one, which Nellie
which Breck backed, ani

point,

-i

-

birds, wb.il -I:

:.

u

au ,i cupt

-,

,,

Waved
[hen
the bird
Hushed, a single bird in the swale, and
-J

•

I

—

it

:.

i

adea grand

ii

,

,

-

i

.---.

thing,

pointed grandly

ended

,

NELLIE AMD

Nellie.

bird

i

I

NEi.lie

i

Nellie and Biz were at once put down.
Both ranged aud
quartered in grand style. Biz soon swung to the left, and made

Peepo Day beat
Day wins

.,

FOrilTII SEIM

,

i.

Nellie beat. Breckenridge.
Pi cp tv

diwh

"

THH'.D

Breckenridge beat Bessie.
Nellie beot Lad.
Peep o' Day beat Don.

::

I

and Maxwell were put down at 12:15 to compete for second
running ten minutes Maxwell was withdrawn and
Nellie given the heat and declared winner of the second prize. We
now went to lunch, aud Lad and Breckenndge, who were the last
two dogs beaten by Nellie, divided the third prize.
SUMMARY FOCBTH SB1SIES OV HEATS.
Nellie

prize, hut after

-

...

-

,

|

liming

bushy corner and King b»oUed. Shorl flushed to
They were (hej, order
were placed first, Nellie and Count Nobb second aniGrouse
Dale aud Dashing Monarch third, Dash III. aud Countess May
been withdrawn. This ended the N. A, K. C. F T. o'f
1881
i

.

s

order and killed.
-

:

-.
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FDREST AND STREAM.

414
The following
National Trials:

a complete

is

list

SUMMARY DERBY
1st,

Dashing Novice.

2,1,

Bess.

The H

of the

winners in the

VflNNBKS.

Dashing Monarch, Llewellia's Dash PL-Countess Moll, entered
by Mr. J. C, Biggins.
Grouse Dale, Waters' Grouse-Daisy Dale, entered by Mr. Tall-

FIKBT SERIES ALL-AQED
Dashing Monarch beat Gordon.

niaij.

Count Noble beat Maxwell.
Grouse Dale beat Ned.

Plash, light red setter,
years (unknown), entered by Mr. 8. 8.
Browu, Pittsburg, Pa.
Warwick, orange and white setter dog, 3 vears old (LeieeBterPetrel), entered by Messrs. Tallmau and Martin.
Ollie, black, white and tan setter bitch, 5 years (Dan-Petrel),
entered by Messrs. Tallman aud Martin.
't

was a very handsome silver cup presented
by Mr, Geo. H. Wild, of Red Bank, N. J., as a Consolation
h

prize

Cup.

TUESDAY.
Peep

1st,

SUA1MABY ALL-AGED STAKE WINNERS.
o' Day.

2d, Nellie.
'

'^ kenridge

-

\

Divided.

BHAOE STASH.
1st,

2d,
3d,

King Dash and Belton 111.
Count Noble and Nellie.
Dashing Monarch and Grouse Dale.

TEXN-SfLVA-NIA STATE ASSOCIATION FIELD
TRIALS.

GBAND

JUNCTION.'.TENN.

The petmaylyama State Association Field Trials oorurnenoed on
Monday, Dec. 12, at Grand Junction, Teno., on the grounds where
the National Trials had been so successfully itlu the week before.
The Members' Stake was the first event on the card and closed
with seven entries, of which six put In appearance to coutest for
the valuable prizes offered by the Association:
Capt. A. E. Woodson, Mr. Jas. H. Dow and Mr. Wm. Tollmanacted as judges.
May Laverack (Thunder-Spot), lemon Belton setter bitch,
whelped May 11, 1879. Owned by Mr. J. J. Snellenburg, New
Brighton, Pa".
Pet Laverock (Thunder-Peeress). l)lue Belton setter bitch,

whelped \pril

2,

Same owner.

1880.

King Da*h, ("Beltou-Stavtou's -Floss), liver and white setter
Owned by Mr. J. B, Hendricks,
dog, whelped June 5, 1878.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Belton III. (Belton -Stayton's Floss), black, white and tan
Owned by Mr. J. B. Stayton,
setter dog, whelped Juuo 5, 1878.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Da*h-Elora), red Irish setter dog, whelped June 12,
Idx
Owned by Mr. J. S. Mcintosh, Pittsburg, Pa.
IS7S.
Skip (Dog Whip-Daisy Deau), black" white and tan setter
dbg. Owned by Mr. J. B.' Henrioks, Pittsburg, Pa.
They were drawn to run in the following order May Laveraok
(

:

aud Skip, Pet Laverack and Beltou

III.,

King Dash and Biz.

MAY LAV-EKACK AND SKIP
were put down for the first heat at 9:15. May is a awoet moving
She
little bitch and catches her points in a very taking way.
swung ahead in the sprouts and got the first point, which Skip
Both dropped to order. A
backed, but was a little unsteady.
little further on Skip made a false point, wbi ch May backed rather

Skip was then withdrawn and May declared the
winner of the heat after being down only fifteen minutes.
TET LAVLKAOK AMD BELTON HI.
were then cast off. Pet very soon dropped on a point and was
handsomely backed by Helton, but nothing was found and Pet
Booted a false point, It was half an hour before anything else was
done, when Belttm found a bevy aud pointed them in good style,
Pet dropping flat to back as soou as eho saw him. The birds were
Unshed to order, aud ouo was killed by Mr. Snellenburg, while Mr.
Stay ton missed. Pet retrieved the bird fairly. Beltou was soon
Mr. Stayton
paintiuR. again and Pet backing flat on her belly.
Hushed to older and killed neatly with his second barrel. This
was very pretty although Beltou was not quite steady to wing, but
When
ordered
to
to
order.
retrieve
he failed
quiet
at ouce 'tiecarne
to find aud flushed a bird while searching for it and when the
handlers, moving up, put up a bird and killed it, Belton retrieved
They were then ordered up and the
it. but not in Brst-olass style.
heat awarded to Beltou. Down one hour and a half.
indifferently.

;

BIZ

AND

ICING

DASH

and DaBh after a few jumps dropped on
nothing was found and ho scored false point. Moving
on be again pointed and Biz joined him, when both moved on.
to a beautiful point on a
Hi,-: swung around to the right and came
bev> juntas a single bird started. Dash was close by and both
remained steadv while the bevy flushed a little wild. Going on,
Biz challenged "on trail of a single bird but got it the wrong way,
and roaded to the end but uof satisfied he swung back aud ran
into the bird and scored a flush. They were then taken up for
luueli, and again put down; but the soont was very poor, as the
dry wind was very unfavorable, especially in the middle of the
day. and it was a long time between birds. Dash was the first to find,
but it was not a lucky find, as he flushed the bevy. Mr. Mcintosh tried one ol them but missed him as neatly as any of the
Erol'essionals could have done. Biz now scored a good point, which
Mr. Mcintosh flushed it to order and
iaah backed in graud style.
capital form. The dogs were then ordered up aud
grassed it
the heat awarded to Biz. Down three and one-half hours. This
were

IDbobmbbk

now put down

;

point, but

;

m

ended the

first series

of heats.

rntST SERIES OF HEATS.

May Laverack beat Skip.
Bolton 111. beat Pet Laveraok.
Biz beat King Dash.

Tuesday morning the All-Aged stakes were commenced

at 8:15

by

casting off

DASHINd MONARCH AND OOBDON
just east of the old fort, near the pines. Monarch was handled
by Martin and Gordon by Titus. Both dogs appeared to be feeling
well, Monarch especially, showing by his more animated movements that he was feeling better aud that he was more himself
thau he had previously shown either here or at Bobbins' Island.
Gordon was also going well, and was the first to find. Swinging
into the thick scrub oaks be dropped on a capital point to a bevy.
Monarch at once backed him in his own graud style. The birds
flushed wild and were at ouce followed. One wa-s seen to flush
wild, and Monarch pointed where it got up, but soon moved on
and located a half dozen birds, which lie pointed magnificently
and Gordon backed him very gracefully. Martin Hushed the birds
to order but did not shoot.
Swiuging into the pines, Monarch
again pointed, but the birds flnshed wild, when he dropped to wing
nicely. Titns then put up a single bird and Gordon dropped to wing as
though he had been shot. Working down into a ravine, Gordon
dropped suddenly on point to a single bird and remained steady
as a clock, although the bird ran away down wind between the corn
rows in plain sight of him. This was 'rather a trying sitnatiou, and
speaks well for his training, as just then Monarch swung round
below him and, catching the scent, made one of his magnificent
points, which Gordon honored by partly rising aud backing him
handsomely. This was grand work, but a little too exciti g for
both handlers, who (lushed the bird toordor and missed him clean.
They were now ordered up and the heat awarded to Dashing Monarch at 0:20. Down ono hour and five minutes.

Ollio beat
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Dash.

Nellie beat Belton III.

Warwick beat Mack Lavoiack,
King Dash a bye.
KINO DASH AND DASHTNQ MONARCH.
King Dash who had a bye, handled by short, and Dashing
Monarch were put down at 4:45 to run the first heat of the second
series.
Both started off in grand style, Dash getting oyer the
ground at good speed, while Monarch' ranged very wide with his
head well up, more natural than we have seen him this aeaaon.
Except a slight challenge by King nothing was done; and they
were taken up at

five o'clock to

go down again in the morning.

WEDNESDAY.
Wednesday morning was
indication of rain.

In

cold, damp and oheerlet
fact the dense mist was quite

vith cvei

would have been, bnt a start was made, and at :S0 Dashing
Monarch and King Dash were again put dowu ini a
oorntVld to
t
" a coming"
complete then unfinished heat. Mont
ill
and let himself out with that abandon
iptivatud all who
saw him at Bobbins' Island last year,
v
« ell and
some flue ranging aud quartering wi:
the ope: Held
Working on through some woods, I
ung round and
straightened out on one of his magnif
Lash passing
between him and the birds, caught tii
id dropped on a
beautiful point; flushing the birds too ..,_
ith handlers grassed
their birds very neatly. Both dogs dropped to shot, and both r
trieved in good style. This performance was truly a gem and not
i

I.

excelled by anything that transpired dnnug the meeting.
•ked that he was almost sorry that he had
ted this performance, as his future sports
to afford the pleasure that he had heretofore

Working on over the hill and through som& woods
flnshed a little wild just ahead of Monarch, who at o
and then pointed another, while Dash backed him ii
Martin put np the bird to order and scored a lull.

III.

were put down at U:A5 to run tho first heat of the second series.
Beltou at once flushed a single bird. Be then dropped to point on
another, aud May backed him nicely. The bird was flushed to
order and shot at, when Belton broko shot. May then scered a
flush aud Bolton again made a magnificent point, which May backed
to order. Mr. Staytou flushed he bird to order and missed; he
soon put up another, which ho killed, when Belton again broke
shot aud retrieved it. Beltou, a little further on, made another
May now pointed nicely and dropped to shot, aud Belton
flush.
remained Steady. They were then ordered up and the heat awarded to May Laverack. Down one hour. Mr. Stayton then withdrew
Belton. as tie had never haudled him before aud could not control
him. Mr. Snellenburg and Mr. Melutosh theu divided first, and
second was awarded to King Dash. This was perhaps the best way,
as it was uearlv dark, aud if run out in the morning it would prolong the meeting beyond the time that the judges oould devote
I

ALL-AGED STAKES.
ENTRIES rS ALL-AOED STAKES.
Bub. red setter dog, 8 years old (Champion Bob-Gregg'B Nellie), entered bv Edward Gregg, Pittsburg, Pa.
May Laverack, Tbuuder-Spot, entered by Mr. J. J. Snellenburg.
Pet Laverack, blank and white setter bitch, whelped April 2,
1S80. Thunder-Peeress, entered by Mr. Jas. J. Snellenburg.
Count Hoble, Count Wind'em-Norah, entered by Mr. D. 0. Banborn.

King Dash. Beltou- Moss, entered by Mr. J. E. Hendricks.
Mack Laverack, lemon Beltou setter dog, whelped April 2, 1880,
Thuuder-PeoresB, entered by Mr. David McK. Lloyd.
Beltou III.. Belton-Eloss, entered by Mr. I. E. Stayton.
Biz, Daub-Florence, entered by Mr. Mcintosh.
Don, Bang-Peg, entered by Mr. B. T. Vandervoort.
Peep o' Day, Gladstone-dip, entered by Mr. D. Bryson.
Maxwell, Luke-Beua, entered by Mr. L. L. Martin.
Gordon, Rupert- Whip, entered by Mr. C. B. MoGinnis.
o .
Einnikihnick, Beeds Druid-Besse Lee, entered by Mr
Knowlea.

"

\

mid

"single bird

clenched
good style.

•e

Both dDgfl
and Monarch retrieved beautifully. Both then
pointed, but DaBh drew a trifle too close and got a Hush.
Swinging to the north, Monarch forged ahead into a swale and
Ollie, a litter sister to the celebrated Gladstone, handled by
Martin, and Mr. Brown's Dash, handled by Short, were at once made a grand point to a large bevy which was flushed to order,
but not Bhot at. The dogs were then ordered up, aud the heat
cast off close to the pinos aud worked east.
Ollie is said to bo a
awarded
Dowu one hour, altogether one
to Monarch at 10:30.
capital field dog, and Dash is well-known about Pittsburg as a
rattler.
Be has a very gamy look and carries himself in a jaunty hour and fifteen miuuteB.
lar perfection as
This heat from start to finish was about ai
way that is very taking. Short trained him, but has not handled
vith glory, and
him for a long time. The honors were equally divided on the first possible, aud both dogs coveied themsolv
find, as both dogs pointed a bevy at nearly the same instant.
The achieved honors worthy Monarchs aud KingB.
birds were flushed to order and' Mai tin killed one, while Short
COCNT NOBLE AND OLLIE
missed with both barrels. Both d' gs were steady. Ollie ordered were now ordered down and cast off at 10:50. They worked over
to retrieve, did so very well iudeed.
Following 'the birds, Dash the hill, where some birds had been marked dowu
Count found
made a capital point, but running on was steadied by Short, when first and dropped to a single bird, Ollie backing him very gracehe again stopped and Ollie backed him. Nothing was found, how- fully. Sanborn flushed to order and missed. Count straightened
ever, aud he was scored a falBe point.
Soon after, Ollie going up and instantly dropped on another point. When this bird got
down wind flushed a single bird, and instantly dropped on a beau- np he made a jump or two, but at once dropped to order. Worktiful point to the rest of the bevy, who lay until flushed to order,
ing ou to a swale Count, while going at speed, carelessly flushed
when both handlers killed. Dash retrieved very well. They were a bird, and soon after scored a false poiut, which Ollie backed.
then ordered up and the heat awarded to Ollie at 11 o'clock. Down Swiuging to the east some fine ranging was done by both dogs,
le hour and forty minntes.
Count showing the most>peed and ranging the widest. Entering
some woods, Mr. Dew saw a hawk sitting on a tree and requested
COUNT NOBLE AND MAXWELL.
Martin to shoot it. At the report of the gnu a bevy of birds
Count Noble, handled by D. C. Sanborn, aud Maxwell, handled were heard to fly. Upon looking iu their direction both dogs
by Short, were then put down among the scattered bevy and be- were seen pointing. Soon after they were taken up aud the heat
tween the dogs, handlers, judges aud reporters, the buds were awarded to Count Noble at 11 :50. Down ono hour.
put up all around. At each rise the dogs would drop to wing, but
OEODSE DALE AND NELLIE
they failed to locate any of the birds, for which they could not be
blamed. Crossing the gully, Max flnshed a single bird. Both were at once cast off in the same woods. Nellie led off by flushthen pointed a bird, which ran away, to the manifest discomfiture ing a single bird, and shortly after Grouse Dale, swinging into a
swale, followed suit, working np the swale and crossing the railof Max, who was uneasy, but steadied down to order and backed
Count very handsomely, who remained steadfast. In fact, the road into a cotton-field, Nellie pointed and Grouse, twenty yards
Count was so sure of his bird that it was with great difficulty that away, backed her in grand Btyle. Nellie drew on and a couple of
larks got up iu frout of her, which misled her, wo thought, as she
Sanborn could coax him on. Finally he was persuaded to move
moved on aud flushed the bevy, which Tallman shot at but missed.
bnt, alas the bird had moved before bim aud he failed to find it
and scored a false point. Both dogs were evidently demoralized Then turning toward lunch, they were taken up at 12:15 and an
from their wretched start, aud for some time no good work waB horn- devoted to the lunch, when they wore again put down aud
done by either. Both soon dropped ou a false point. Working on, worked toward the birds that Nellie had flnshed. Swinging into
Count again false points and Max backs; then Max points false the swale Nellie found first and pointed nicely, Grouse backing
and Count backs. A little further Max again drops on point and grandly. Sanborn flushed to order and missed, aud Tallman
Count backs. This time a bud was Hushed to order and the Count wiped his eye very neatly. The bird was retrieved by Nellie iu
took two or three noble jumps after it, but at ouce dropped to good style. " Grouse then pointed and Nellie backed him. Tailman, to order, flushed and winged the bird, which Grouse roaded
order. Max soon after dropped very nicely to a bevy and Count
backed him in a very gamy niannor. Tho birds were flushed to out in fine stylo and retrieved alive in first-class style. Nellie
then found a" bevy, which she pointed very nicely, and Grouse,
order and one was killed, which Max retrieved in good style.
bird,
single
bnt
moved
on
past
aud
it
was
it.
who was more thau fifty yards distant, backed her superbly. The
Count then pointed a
put up a moment afterward by the spectators. Both then pointed birds were flushed to order and both dogs dropped to wing.
and roaded alternately, and Max scored a flush. They were then Meantime the spectators had flushed a bew, which were folWorking through some woods into
taken up and Count Noble awarded the heat at 1 :05. Down two lowed, but not found.
a large field, Grouse, goiug down wind, flushud a single bird.
hours. A move was then made for lunch.
They were soon ordered up and the heat waB given to Nellie.
half.
Down an hour and a
At 2:10 Ned, handled by Morgan, and Grouse ^Dale, handled
SECOND' BEKIES OF HEATS.
by Tallman, were turned loose and worked west. Ned showed
Dashing Monarch beat King Dash.
good speed and ranged very well, but was quite uusteady
Count Noble beat Ollie.
and no match for Grouse Dale, who appeared to be feeling
Nellie beat Grouse Dale.
better than in his pevious heats. Morgan was the first to find but
Warwick a bye.
he walked into the bevy and scored a flush. Both handlers
COUNT NOBLE AND WAUW1CK
shot and a bird was killed, whnh Ned retrieved fairly. Working
which
Ned
backed
mdifferfalse
scored
a
point
Grouse Dale
were then put down in the open. They started off at a rattling
Swinging east into the woods Grouse pointed a single pace and kept it up all through the heat, which was remarkable
„itly.
bird in grand style, which Tallmau flushed to order, but failed to
only for the number of flushes aud false points made by each.
kilL In the meantime Nod pointed a bevy very nicely at a long
Count led off by pointing a running bird, which he roaded very
distance, but he drew on too close and scored a flush. Morgan
well indeed for a hundred yards, wheu several larks got up just
dogs
were
now
shot.
The
sent
dropped
to
Ned
missed
shot and
ahead of him, and with them a single qnail. It was now Wardown.
GrouBe
caught
to where a single bird had been marked
wick's turn, and he ran into a bevy in the swale aud sent them flythe scent and made a magnificent point, which Ned refused to
ing in all directions. He dropped nicelv to wing. The judges
honor, but went on and put up the bird. Working south Grouse
now took a hand and scored a very neat nn»h on a single Mid,
again pointed aud Ned again went in and flushed. They were
which was marked down, aud both dogs swung round toward it,
then ordered up and Grouse Dale was awarded the heat at 2:50.
but they did not succeed in Btarting it. Working hem hack
M -:1a the scent
Down forty minutes.
again, Count turned his head to the whi.-te, u
Warwick was called up aud
NELLIE AND BELTON UI.
of a bird, which he pointed nicely.
The bird wa
him
iu good style.
backed
handled
III.,
by
Short,
Belton
Sanborn,
and
by
Nellie, handled
oad, the
missed by Martin. Turning to the right a
were at once cast off in the woods. Bolton challenged, but soon
u viisodB
flushed a bevy, which were marl
moved on. Working through into a cotton field, Nellie dropped spectators followed.
[ch WarCount then made a f
and soon
very nicely to a Bingle bird, and Belton dropped to older. Sanwick backed then, for a change. Count flushed a single bird.
born walked in and put up the bird, which flew straight for Short,
now came to the front with a grand false point, which
who instantly dropped to wiug and escaped unhurt, as also did Warwick
the Count backed in good style. Ho then scored another flush,
the bird. Nellie again pointed, aud Belton, refusing to back, drew
and
a moment later another false point, which Warwick backed.
ahead of her. She then roaded on and scored a flush. Sanborn
This was getting monotonous, and the Count, o show what ho
again Beored a miss and both dogs dropped to shot. Working
•,:, -•_
do, flushed two birds at once, and as be moved:
down wind by the fence Nellie flushed a single bird. Turning could
steadied him, and he pointed aud was handsomely backed by Warinto the woods and passing through to a large cornfield both
Moving on,
bird was put up and missed by Martin.
The
wick.
Then
crossing
ranging
and
quartering.
nice
very
dogs did some
Count again flushed and then fal-e pointed, aud Warwick backed.
Finally Nellie
the railroad along turn was taken without result.
now ordered np, and the heat was given to Count Noble
found a bevy and made a grand point, which was handsomely Thev were
a little over an hour,
backed by Belton. Banborn flashed to order and killed a bird, at 8:30. Down
DASHTNQ MONARCH AND NELK1E
both dogs dropping to shot. The bird was retrieved by Nollie but
not iu first class style. Following the birds Nellie pointed, but
at
3 40. Working through a plum thicket, a turn
were put down
Belton drew bv her and both then roaded a running bird and
was made toward home. Both challenged iu a swale, but notl ing
Belton
then
their
heels.
passed by it aud flushed the bird close to
found. Moving on, Monarch dropped
worked over a knoll out of sight and several birds were seen to had evidently been running.
Then on into some woods, the
get up in bis vicinity. They were then taken up and the heat award- judges flushed a bevy, which were folloi red, but it was se
ed to Nellie at 1:15! Down an hour aud twenty-live minutes.
night that the birds would not lie, but r iu before the dogtwo
or tht se times without r ult,
alternately pointed aud backed
ahead of Monarch
Warwic.k handled by Martin, aud Mack Laverack handled by except that one flushed
Warwick was quite lame, owing to up to go down again in the morning. Arriving
Short, were at once put down.
until
grand council of war was held, but no re
a trunk having fallen upon his toot in the ears, yet notwithstandthe next morning, when the following arr'aipee-ei.t was made by
ing this drawback, ho went very well. Mack started off at a ratthe mutual consent of tho Association, the judges and the
tliug pace, and went like a ghost for a whils, but something went
divided
between
equally
place were
wrong and he " wouldn't play," but quit and laid down. Short handlers The honors of first
Monarch and Nellie, Mr. Sanborn taking
then withdrew him, aud tne heat was given to Warwick at 4:40. Count Noble, Dashing
the gun and paying his quota, of cash into the pool. Tho honors
ended tho first series of heats.
dropped to

shot,

;

j

!

i

;

K4S LAVKHACa AND BELTON

Out-.

fail

I

i

;

I

,

-.

Down twenty-five minutes. fcThis

)

Dkobmbbe

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
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nf second plane were equally divided between Grouse Dale and
Warwick. Martin and Tollman taking the Parker. The third waa
divided by King Dash and Belton. This division was, perhaps,
as equitable as could have been made, but we would have preferred to see it run out., as the dav was a capital shooting day and
undoubtedly we should have seen some excellent work but the
handlers had got tired and wanted to see the end of it aud go
;

home.

7T1K DERBY.
GSrrKIBH IS

THE DEBBV.

Pet Laverack,

but did not shoot. Beating through the sprouts, Kin pointed a
single bird in the open just at the edge.
Wheu the judges rode
up a bird got up out in the field, and Stafford, thinking that it
was the bud that his dog was pointing; moved up and flushed a
bird right under the dogs nose, when several others got up all
around. This was an exhibition of first-class work, both animals
showing off to great advantage. The judges decided thatDashiug
Novice was fairly entitled to the first prize aud Kinnikinnick to the
second, and ordered Mack Laverack and Pet Laverack as the next
beet two to run for third place, but Short, who handled (hem both,
divided the honors equally between thorn at 2:40 ami, thus ended
the Field Trials of 1881.
The following is a list of
State Trials.

n l.avoracli,
Dashing Novice.
J

Mack Laverack,
BessioT.. London,
Hector f formerly Tom Paine),
Gertrude,

Biz and

1st,

Riuuikiuuick.
pedigrees and owners of these have already been given.
Christmas Bill, lemon and white pointer dog, whelped June
1880 {'Luck of Edeuhall -Ready Money), entered by Mr. B. T.
Vandervoot, Pittsburg, Pa.
Ned. Bod Setter, -a helped April H, 1830 (Con-Nan \ entered by
MJ'. r: H. Ridley, Canton, Ohio.
Notlimah. Gordon setter dog, 11 months' old, Malcolm-Dream
III., entered bv H. Gossaud, Bait., Md.
Foreman, black, white and tan setter, whelped July 2fi, 1S80
(piUhiug Monarch-Fairy III.), entered by Mr. H. B. Harrison,

Tilsouburi

well.

FOBEMAX AND MACK LAVEBACK.
Foreman, handled hy Stafford, and Mack Laverack, handled by
Short, were then put down. Both are very stylish, good moving
dogs, and are possessed of a flue turn Of speed, and will, undoubtWorking
edly, if nothing befalls them, be heard from again.
through a large field of weeds, Foreman started a hare, which at
once gave chase to Mack, who was ahead and going at speed, but
legs
Both
of
him
and
soon
passed
him.
the
dogs
had
hare
the
were perfectly steady through this very trying ordeal. A little
further ou both dogs challenged where birds had been feeding.
Mack swung the rig t way, and catching the scent instantly
Stopped on a grand point with his head high in the air. Foreman,
brought round to back caught sight of him and crouched, but at
that- instant he winded the. birds aud slightly turning his head in
their direction also pointed in capital form. This was splendid
and the beautiful attitudes of the dogs were greatly admired.
Flushing the birds to order, Stafford scored a killed and Short a
miss. Foreman retrieving the bird fairly. Moving on, Short made
one or two flushes, one of which he killed, but it fell a long distance away aud was not found. Working through some thick
woods, Foreman put up a bevy which flew' into a gully where they
were followed, but not much was done and the dogs were ordered
up alter being down an hour, and a bird thrown for Mack to retrieve, which he did fairly.
XOTLIMAH AND PET LAVEBACK.
Notlimah, handled byTitUB, and PetLaverack, handled by Short,
were now put down among the scattered birds. Both moved very
careful, and Pet challenged once or twice, and then dropped on a
beautiful point. Short flushed to order aud missed. Moving on
very carefully, Pet again dropped almost on top of a bird, which
Hushed, A long lime was spent working the gully but without reIn going through a bare field Nottimah put up a single bird,
sult.
and soon after another one rose. Both dogs wert steady to wing.
A bird was then thrown for each dog, and both retrieved very
They were then orderod up after being down forty minutes,
wbII.
and the next brace called.
kjnnikinxick and bed ned.
Kiuuikiuuick, handled by Stafford, and Red Ned, bandied by
Morgan, were cast off at 11:35, and worked north. Both showed
good speed, but Nod, we thought, a little the fastest. Kin soon
challenged and roaded a short distance, but the spectators flushed
the birds which were followed, and Ned scored a flush, while Kin
pointed very nicely. Ned refused to back and the bird was flushed
Ned again flushed and soon repeated
to order, but not shot, at,
the offense. Working down the ravine, Kin got a grand point on
a nice bevy. Ned dropped to order, aud the birds were then
flushed to order and missed. Capt Woodson deserves the credit
for finding this bevy, as the dogs had been over the ground, but
be insisted upon closer work and sent them in again, when the
birds ware found. A bird was now thrown, and both retrieved
They were now orderod up after being
well, Kin very well indeed.
down thirty "five minutes, aud the last brace were put down at
12:15.

DASHING MONARCH AND XMAB BELL.
handled by Sanborn, and Mr. R. T. Yanderlemon aud white pointer dog, Xmas Bill,
eighteen months old, by Lack of Edeuhall out of Ready
Money, handled by Morgan. Novice commenced with a very
ablfi flush of a single bird in a ploughed field, and a little
further on in the same field, she redeemed herself by nicely
pointing another one on the bare ground; Bill backed her and
Sanborn put up the bird to order and winged it. Some time
was spent trying to find the bud, and the dogs were ordered
a beautiful point, whieh
on, wheu Novice swung rouud on
Novice then moved on, and picking
Bill backed verv nicely.
We then went to
np the loft bird, retrieved it unharmed.
lunch, after which they were again put down and worked through
some woods into a cntioii-ileld where both challenged, and Novice
fence,
dropping to a
struck
the
scent
and
taking a cast along the
Sitting-posture, pointed a bevy that were in the next field, Bill
backing her. Morgan flnfhed to order and killed a bird, which
They were now ordered up, and the judges
Bill retrieved fairly;
I-ia^hing Novice,

yjort's

imported

decided that

DASHING NOVICK AND KJNNUUNNIOK
wore the host two, aud ordered them down to run for first and
second places. They were at once cast oft and worked toward
who, i a bird bad been marked down, but they passed by it and it
was put up by Mr. Dew then turning east into some sprouts whore
the hew went, Kin found first and made a good point on a single
Novice then
bird, which was flushed to order but not shot at.
pointed and Kin backed nicely. Sanborn put up the bird to order
;

winners in the Pennsylvania

1st,

ALL- AG ED STAKE.
Count Noble, Dashing Monarch and Nellie divided.

DEKBY.

Dashing Novice.

2d, KJnnikinnick.

Mack Laverack and Pet Laverack

3d,

divided,

ATLANTA DOG SHOW.
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 16, 1881.
reaching here it was most difficult to find accommodation, the "Kimball House" being full to overflowing,
and cots in requisition every night. This, of course, was
owing to the vast multitudes from all parts of the States
visiting the Exposition, which, as the time draws near for
closing, appears to attract more and more interest.
The dog show was given up by the managers of the Exposition, but at the eleventh hour taken hold of by a few
energetic gentlemen, lovers of field sports, who, with the
aid of .Mr. Lincoln, knew no such word as fail, and through

ON

downright energy and pluck they succeeded in drawing together, for their numbers, a most creditable collection
Mr.
Berkele, Capt. Heyward, Col, Hoge and others were indefatigable in their exertions to make it a success, and Major
Taylor being secured to occupy the position of J udge, with
associates from the immediate vicinity, gave the utmost confidence to exhibitors that the best dog would win.
Among
prominent admirers we noticed Prolessor Leg^re, of Walballa, S. C.
.Mr. Orgill, of your city; Mr. Vandervort, of
Pittsburg, Pa.
Mr. Vance, of Chattanooga, Penn. (-the last
three gentlemen having been at the Grand Junction Field
Trials)
Judge Hopkins, of Thomasvllle, Ga. the Messrs.
Foster, of Madison, Ga. Dr. Holmes, of Home, Ga.
Mr.
Willard, of Jouesborough, 111., and many others.
Class 1— English Setier Dogs. Brought out five entries,
Mr. Taylor's, of Richmond, Va., taking first, with his recent
importation, Dashing Rover. This dog, under the care of
Mr. Winter, was directly from the Grand Junction Field
Trials, aud was thus out of show form
still his good points
brought him to the front. The second prize went to Ben,
Jr., owned by Mr. Woodward, and he was closely pressed
by Mr. Veal's Mountain Dew, etc.
Class 2 English Setter Bitches. Brought the same
;

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

number

of entries into the riug, a very nice class, too.
Mr.
L. Legare's entry, Vic, a beautiful little bitch, of splendid black, white and tan markings, or it might be called
motiled, and of nigh on to perfect form, took the judges'
eye for first. She is of the Llewellin Strain.
The second
was awarded to Dr. T. B. Legate for his Videau, who was
also a beautiful animal, Kate Claxton and Duchess of
Devonshire, each gaining a v h c, well merited the mention,
as did also Opal, gaining ah c.
Classes 3, 4— English setter dog and bitch puppies contained but two entries in the former and none in the latter.
Class 5— Irish Setter Dogs.—The only entry Captain,

W.

owned by Mr.
is

J. C.

Vance, was awarded

first prize.

Captain

a good specimen of the Irish setter.

—

—

heard from. The Messrs. Williard captured second prize
with a young Grouse dog named Lang, and a v h c was given
Gordon Kennel Club, of Locust Valley, N. Y., for
Rake.
Class 10— Gordon Setter Bitches.— But two entries. The
fiist prize was a warded Messrs. Willard Bros. forToot, a nice
specimen. Second money to Gordon Kennel Club for Mab
to the

—

;

bitch.

Class 20— Point r Puppy Dogs.— This was a walkover tor
Mr. C. B. Hargrove's Seney.
Class 21— Pointer Puppy Bitches.— Prof. \V. W. Legare's
brace were the only ones to compete.
Class 22 Water Spaniels. No entries.
Class 23 -Field Spaniels (dogs or bilches).— The.Hornellsville Kennel Club had no competitor againBt Benedict, who
took the premium.
Col. Frank E. Howe, of Boston, showed (not for compe-

—

proud of him.
Class 24, 25— Small Cockers and Puppies.— No entries.
Class 20— Foxhounds.— Seven entries, and among them
some grand dogs. The first priza was given to Mr. A. W.
Foster's Jim Skioner, a splend.d specimen, showing more
poiuts for speed than any hound we have seen. Iu conversation with Mr. Foster he remarked that he kept an imp ined
" greyhound " to cross in with his houuds occasionally, as
they would not give a pin for dogs that had not plenty of go
in them.
2d prize was awarded to Forrester, owned by Mr.
Siniih, of Atlanta; he to Lead, owned by Mr. Perkerson,
and c to Hop. owued by Mr. Echols, of Rome, Ga.
Class 27 Foxhound Puppies —No entries.
Clasb 28— Beagles, Dogs.— Two entries; both very fine;
belonging to judge Hopkius. First prize was awarded to
Ned.
Class 29—Beagles, Bitches.— Crook, owned by Judge
Hopkins, was the only entry and was well worthy of 1he

—

prize.

first

9
30—Foxterriers, Dogs— One enlry. Prize awarded
owned by Mr. W. Graham, of Rome.
Class 31.—Foxterriers, Bitches.— No entries.
Class 32— Greyhounds— Prize awarded lo Mr. L. H. Foster's Jim, a fine clog and only enlry.
Class 33— Scotch Deerhounds.— None.
Class 34— Collies.
Dogs and Bitches. Five entries.
First awarded to Mr. Wm. Jones' Tobe. Second going to
Mr. Wm. C. Parks' Fritz.
Class 35 Mastiffs. Two entries. The first prize given
to Turk, owned by W. R. Smith, of Atlanta, aud it is
seldom that a finer specimen of this noble breed is put on
exhibition anywhere.
Lady, owned by same party, scoring
Class

to Nipper,

—

—

—

Classes 11, 12 For Gordon Setter Puppies. No eniriea.
This class was for the beBt
Class 13 Georgia Setters
dog bred and owned in the otatn. Two entries. Prize
awarded to Capt. Heyward for his Sport, a very strong, use-

—

setter

—

second.

—

Spboial Phizes. Professor Legate took the premium for
the best setter in show witb his beautiful Llewellin Vic.
For the best pointer, it was divided between Rush and
Rue, both owned by Edmund Orgill, who also look the
special for the best brace of dogs in the show with Rush and

Random.
SUMMARY.

The prizes were principally $25 for the first and $10 tor the second.
Below are lie swards:
Class l —English setter flogs.— First, Dashing .Hover, T J? Taylor;
second. Ben, Jr., Butler Woodward, owner, Kefl Clay, Ga.j commendI

Mountain Dew, J Sam Veal, Rorne, Ga.
Legare, WalClass !.— English setter bitches -First, Vic,
Co second, videau, T B Legem, owner, jarmien, 8. C; com-

ed,
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ot Devonshire, A U foster, .Madison, Ga.
Class 5— Irish setter dog?.— First, captain, .) C Vance, Chattanooga.
:.m-.
is
Class 6— liish setter titches.— Flrsl, G.vpsj Qnfeo. J c

Rome, Ga; Dutchess

\

tanoogo

;

id.

old

i
i

lettei

flog

pufipies.—First, Comanche, J

C Vance,

OM.VOI.

Ill,

.,:

i

,

P Chapman; TUx, J O Green, owner,

second, Pink, John

Boston.

Class 8—Irish setter hitch pups.— First, Daisy, \V L Edrniindson,
\\ ftshmgton, Ga.
f

—

loss el Cordon
Ha.; second,

ville,

—

Class 6— Irish Setter Bitches. Three entries; all good.
We thought at first that Tris, owned by Mr. Green, of Bobtou, would carry off the blue ribbon, and were surprised to
see Major Taylor give her a v h c only, and award first to
Gypsy Queen, belonging to Mr. Vance, of Chattanooga, and
the second to Mr. Chapman's Pink.
On close examination
we could but indorse the judges' decision, finding Trix bolh
long ;md weak in quarters.
Class 7— Irish Setter Dog Puppies. Two entries, the
prize being awarded to Mr. Vance's Comanche.
Class 8— Irish Setter Bitch Puppies. Three entries, and
prize awarded to a promising youngster belonging to Mr.
EdiHUtidsou, of Washingion, Ga., named Daisy.
QiABB 9— Gordon Setter Dogs.— Five entries, aud all
dogs of considerable merit.
The first was awarded to
Judge Hopkins, of Thomasvllle, Ga., for his Scott, a dog of
unusual quality and power, having such a back and loin as
we have not seen in many a day. As Judge Hopkins proposes to send Scott to the next N. Y. Show, he will beagaiu

—

h c to Mr. Fambro's, of Atlanta, Chance, and Judge H. W,
Hopkins for Nip. Mr. Berkle's Ralph was commi-nded.
Class 19— Pointer Bitches under 50 lbs.— Four entries and
The first prize was awarded to Mr. Orgill's
all good ones.
Rue for second place it was a squeeze between Judge Hopkins' Leggy aud Mr. Vandervort's Luck, the former, howLuck
ever, secured second honors, and Luck took v b c.
although beaten for second money, is a very handsome little

Jet, is a
tition) his beautiful large sized black spaniel Jet
rare specimen, whose satin coat showed the best of care, and
one cannot be surprised at the Colonel being so fond and

2d, Grouse Dale and Warwick divided.
3d, King Dash and Belton III. divided.

1st,
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—

MEMHEKS' STAKB.
Laverack divided.

King Dash.

—

whelped May, 1880 (Shafto
J, ora Laverack, black and white setter (Young Laveraek-Petrel
IT.), entered by Mr. J. R. Honrieks, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bv mutual agreement of the handlers, the rules were waived and
the 'judges— Capt. E A. Woodson and Mr. Jas. H. Dew— were requested" to select the winners after seeing the dogs down long
enough to decide upon their merits. Starting from the hotel at
K:is. the dogs were put down at 9 o'clock, Lu Laverack having
been withdrawn.
OEBTBCDE AND LUO.
Gertrude, handled by Sanborn, and Lug, handled by
Were the fits! brace to run. They were east off in a patch of scrub
aud worked through there and the pines, and a field of weeds east
to the old orchard, where they turned south, when Lug pointed
and roaded a little way, and then swung south. Gertrude then
made a point, but soon moved, and was steadied bv Sanborn, who
saw the birds in front of her. She then held her point in fine
A large bevy was
pi vie, while Lug backed rather indifferently.
flushed to order, and both handlers brought down their birds,
neither of which was found, although a long time was expended
Then the bevy was followed. Lug poiuted
in looking for them.
a hare, aud a little further on Gertrude ran into a portion of the
bevy aud Boshed them, although she had the wind aod was close
Lug was not so much to blame, as she waa a little beto them.
hind.
Swinging into the sprouts Log pointed, but Gertie moved
up a little loo close and put up the bird, and soon after flushed
Later in the day
another one. Th-»y were then taken up at 9:50.
a bird was thrown'in the ah, and a gun flred for them to show
Both aoquitted themselves very
their quality as retrievers.
setter,

May

the,

2d,

The

H,

Lug, black, white and tan

1

;.;.
Setter tKHS. ddf:...SPH, it'dlr
Lang, Williard Bros., Jonesboro, Ga.; Bake, G< rdon
1

1

I

i

,
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Kennel Cluh, owners.
Classic— Gordon setter hitches.— First, Toot, Williard Bros,, Jonesooro, Ga.; second, Men. Gordon Kennel Club, owners.
Heyward, AtI
class 13— Georgia raised setters.— First, Sport,

W

lanta, Ga.

H—

Class
Georglaralsed setter pitches.— First, Sadie, c F Fairbanks.
Atlanta.
Class 15— Georgia setter pups —First, T.ee, Annie Dixon, Atlanta.
First, liab,
w Legare, WalClass 16— Pointers over 55 pounds
o
,;,..
:,;,,
m
halia, 8. C; second, Dan, K T Vand-ivorl. ro
New York; St. George, H'B MdComo, Memphis.
LeClass 17— pointer hitches over so pounds.— First, Bellona,
gare.
Class lS-Pointer dogs over 55 pounds—First, Rush, idfuiurd Orsecond, Random, same owner: Bravo, G N Appold,
gill, Brooklyn
Hopkins,
Baltimore; Chance, L WFambro, Atlanta; and Nip, H
Thomasvllle; Kolph, J Berkle, owner, Atlanta.
Class lit— Toinier bitches.— First, Hue, E Oigtll second, Peggy, H
Iloiddns, Thomasvllle: Luck, 1; T Vandervort.
Class 2ii— Pointer dog pups— First, -Seney, c B Hargrove, Home.
Held T reds. -First, Benedict, Hornell Spaniel ClUh,
td.tes so
Hornellsvllle, N. Y.
Foster, Madison,
Class 26— Foxhounds—First, Jim Skinner, A
Ga.; second, Forrester. Dock Smith, Atlanta: Lead. A M Perkei'son,
Atlanta; Hop, Walter Echols, Rome.
Hopkins, Thomasvllle, On.
Class '25— Beagle dogs.— First, Ned, H
Hopkins, Thomasvllle.
Class 59— Beagle bitches.— First, crook. 11
Class 32—Greyhounds.— First, Jim, L II Foster. Madison, Ga.
Class 34— collies. -First, Tobe, William Jones, Atlanta; second,
Fritz,
c Sparks, Atlanta,
Class 35— Mastiffs.— First, Turk and Lady, both owned by R
Smith, Atlanta.
Class 3J— Newfoundlands.— H c Edmund's dog.
C. Sparks' bitch Lucy, and J
Class 4T-Mlscellaneous.—
Elliott's
Siberian bloodhound.
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PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION.—At the' annual meeting of
the Pennsylvania State Field Trial Association, hold at the
Stonewall House, Grand Junction, Tenn., Dee. 12, the following
gentlemen of Pittsburg were elected officers for (he ensuing year
President, J. Palmer O'Neil fir<st Vice-president, Wm, A. McinTreasurer, P. MeK.
tosh second Vice-president, J. B. Honrioka
Llovd Secretary, I. R. Stavlon. Executive committee P. F
Wilson. Edward Gregg, P. T. Yandervert. Howard Hartley, J. W.
:

ful dog.

Class 14— Georgia Setter Bitches. —Three entries aud prize
awarded to Mr. C. Fairbanks' Sadie.
Class 15 Georgia Setter Puppies. Prize was awarded to
Lee, owned by ML-s Anne Dixon.
Class 10 Pointer Dogs over 65 lbs. Five entries, and
probably the best and most closely contested class of the
show. The first premium was finally awarded to Prof. W.
W. Legare's lemon and white Rab the second to Mr. Vandervort's liver and white Don (who recently distinguished
himself at the Grand Junction Trials) vhcloMr. Orgill's
lemon and white Kiot; v h c to Mr. H. B. McComb's St.
George, who was afterward claimed at catalogue price.
Class 17— Pointer Bitches over GO lbs.— One entry. Belloun, u beautiful lemon and white bitch belouging to Prof.
W. VV. Legare, was awarded the premium.
Class 18— Pointer Dogs under 55 lbs - Eight entries,
among which were some of note. The first and second
honors were awarded Mr. Edmund Orgill's Rush and Random v h c to Mr. AppoldB, of Baltimore, Md., for Bravo

—

—
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—
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j
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Orth,

W.

O. Beringer.

BENCH SHOW.—

There will be a bench show at
PITTSBURG
Pittsburg, Pa., commencing March 7, 1882. Chas. Lincoln will
superintend, and liberal premiums will be given. We hops to be
able to give full particulars next week.

KENNEL NOTES

crowded out to next week.

;

;

HOLIDAY PRBSBNT8.— Bkatea

Finest

Quality

Cutlery,

Fine

miOpera Glasses, Tailor Hints, All > hies, Air Plsiols, Sp~rlsmei
All goods by the
nt.?, en;., at itlizman's, ws Broadway, above Sid si
best makers, with latest Improvements, at lowest prices.—Ado.
'is

i

Masses. Bohche Pus & Co., of 37 Beaver street, this city,
are importing some very choice champagnes, suitable for the
holidays. The firm's wines have earned a high reputation, and
thenr brands are favorites.

y

:
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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G r nth mi's Sons.

tbey come to hand.

SHOOTING— Hnadtiuartora Department of the Colum-

bia Vaie'iuvcr ll.uiackn, W. T., Nov. 30, 1831.— Ac Hm) Shot /mil
M
ZeadMiTi-irm:iiin:'i '<-.. .Voi- YorkC-Uy, A. I".- -Hear Sum
party used votir shot during its two years and a halt sojourn 111
the Arctic, and found it to be especially suited for that .Locality.
Tim dense feather covering of the birdn, especially the aquatic
vari.lv. unikuH the Arctic the best practical field for testing of
Bpol'ting ainmuuition thai exists, and during all the mentioned
time the LeRoy shot never failed ha.—Very respectfully your
Obedient servant, FrtEDK. Si iiw.vika. Lieutenant r. s. Army, late
Commander of toe franklin Search Party of Is7s, 79, and 'jIO.
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Wee. 10,— The members of the Hoymond
Sportsman's Club turned out in large numbers to-day to enjoy their
customary clay pigeon slinoi on their grounds at Wellington. Represenialives in. in the Trcmout, .-oinerset. (^uluey and Mai, lei, dubs
he day was admlr-ibly adapted to Ihe sport, and
were 11U. present.
the opportunity was thorough!) Improved by Ihe shot-gun '.
The only cm-i.i ..f the daj wasiheelay pigeon match, lu which the
conditions v ese twenty birds, ten yards rise. Some particularly flDe
wo of he comesianis bringing down eighteen hires
out or ihe twenty, while four otheis missed only three blrdE
Messrs. Geo ge, of me Somerset, and D. Klrkwood, of the Kaimomi
1
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competition

M. n-ane'r i-,.l. i.wy 1;', ,1.' iniiei
SI. B. I.iu-ie";.'. W. Kinii in.
Hoges4ii, J. liluiiitierg n;, N. I). Ward 45, I). Patterson 45.
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MR, JAMES s. I'NI.IN will start a rule tournament at his galBroadway and sist street, early in January.
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NOTICE TAKEN OF ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATIONS.
Jr.— Colfax, Iowa.—Yes, decidedly Injurious.
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The mulch was
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A. s, Toledo, o.— You do not dcilne symptoms with, sufficient
may he suffering from a blow, may have rheumatism
erhaps lnllaiainatlon of Ihe bowels. Write again.
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N. <f., Dec. 17.— The rule loiirnament opened on Monwlih the Fiellngiiuysen team at ihe score. Weiemann
Wake made la. Kii-ii 1:, N-iin u.n 1-;. Zlmmer

II.

A. P., Pord.-niown, N. V -Currl.-r ,v !m-,
graph called " A Hl-!ng Family"— a pair
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obtain a lull and accurate
II. W., Trenton, N. J.— Where can I
notion 01 a perfect "pug "—the weiglu, best color, measuremarking, etc.— in laiT. all the points of a dog thai is m-i
An3. " Points for Judging Dogs" Is Ihe best work we can
nimend. For sale a this office; puce so cents.
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IN'l)i:i'i:Nn!:\T SHOOTING CLUB have
•IT1K (TMINSVn
letvd Iheold I1.1s.tmll grounds rrom lh- Clmlnnail Il.is.'liall
tlon.and ihe members shoot. 10 tlnir lieaii- eomeni ai clay pigeons
on Thursdays every week, the weal her being lavoralile.- J. ,1. n.
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UAl.l.lN(iKoRl), Bee. 1 a. -There was a very exciting glass ball
Tuesday aiternoon Del ween Mr. .lames p. lirogd. n,or Wailing.
lord, ami Mr. E. L. post, ot New York; 100 balls a side from icard
Feathered balls were u-e,|. Following Is
ioiai'% trap for f 25 a Blda
\\ III 1'nleoif, referee; .lohn Houglas, ;i|.|g, i„r p„.,i
A. I,.
Hi e -core
Goodrich, iudge mr inogiien; a. B. Plxley, scorer: Post ye, Brogden
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In ordering give calibre of gun.
Inquiries to be addresse.t
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Particularly Agreeable.
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GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
AND BOLT AND DOUBLE GRIP AOTION8.
SIZES FliOIU 4 TO 20.
;

of the "

PERFECTION " HAMMER-

LESS GUN.

PATENTEES

the

of

"GIANT-GRIP" ACTION.

4or £*h

TO breech-loading
maker) with case,

On receipt of S6.00 we will forward to any address,
free ot charge, sue delicious cigarettes, ea h beautifully decorated with monogram or name, manufactured from Vanity Fair tobacco. Also, a small
size, with or without mouthpiece, expressly for
ladles. Please be careful In glvlug shipping direcAddress
216

and

218

West Seventh

st, Cincinnati, O.

RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES

Howard

EABTWAHD

St.

HO! or. Adventures at Hangeiej
Lakes. A capital Btory of sport and adventure
the wilds of Maine, interesting alike to old ana
young. Has received the highest commendation*
from the metropolitan press. Hanjsomely oouno
lllustraaoiu.
In cloth, aim contains iU, pages,
Sbm oy mall, postpaid, on receipt ol price, *L«'
J. Farrar, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
OHAitLEs
in

.

A

LU8TRATED,

a thorough

IL-

and

complete
guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, Kennebago, cupsuptic, Parmacnneee and Connecticut
Lakes and the head waters of the Connecticut, Magalioway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; Ulumto,

5

free.

ated covers, tinted paper, 320 pages, 60 illustrations
and a large map, made mostly from accurate surveys. Price, post-paid by mall, Mi cents. CHARLiCe
*. J. FAKHAR. Jamaica Plain. Mass.
<D»

Jft

K +/-i
I-O
O

Qk
jfc

•)

day at home. Samples worth
A P erree.
Address STINSON & CO.,

LU

Portland, Maine.

v>

f

Send

$1

,

|S, $3,

Broadway, W. V.
or Hi for a retail box

by

1/3.110 V dX P resa 0I tlie Dest candies In America,
J put up elegantly and strictly pure,

YOUR MONCRAM.

tions.

BOUGHTON,

A~ _ J

Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.

Skunk, Red Fox, Raccoon, &c.
E. C.

Samples and circulars mailed

631, 633, 635, 637

TOIiliEY,

Patentees and Manufacturers,

GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MB.

& W.

JT.

splendid English
double-barreled rifle (Daw
complete. Just the

tools, etc.,

gun

for deer or alligators. Cost f800. For sale
cheap, or exchange for first class breech -loading
Inquire of
10 or 12 gauge shot-gun.
C
SQUIRES, No. 1 uortlandt street
Dee-22 2t

stock and trade

a taxiderand naturalist's store. This Is the
desli (Me locations in Boston.

most central and
Owing to 111 health

am

I

up my
W. ALDRICH.

obliged to give

business. Write for particulars. P.
409 Washington st, , Boston.

SALE.— A
ITtOR
1

of

Deci B,ats

country residence, about 30
York 45 acres Improved land.

fine

miles from New
Partridge, quail, rabbit and duck shooting, also
good ashing for bass and pickerel. For particuaddress
N. E. J., at this office.
lars
Deci5,2mos.
;

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.

'214

umbrellas, underwear,

of high-class guns only to the Individual
:u themselves
orders of gentl

with a gun taken down from the shelf of a gun-store.

Pin-Eire Guns Altered to Central-Fire.

Send for Illustrated catalogue.

KEEP'S SHIRTS

Makers

Muzzle-Loaders Altered
to Breech-Loaders.

on Ap-

orders and

FLORIDA TOURISTS —A

FORmist's

glottis,

All

henry

Rcchbstkb, N. Y.

W. TOLLEY,

It Ls

Fall Hirer, 11a««.

SALE.— My

&

and

M'F'G CO.,

WARREN ST., NEW YORK.

Peerless Tobacco Works,

J.

principle,

lull

FOLSOM,

D.
30

1,114.

B _ .._

ana a sman porttonoi choieePEKMUJB—a mixture not round
in any other Cigarette.

^LJl

new

a gun.

MILD, FRAGRANT,
HIGH WROUGHT,

CIGARETTES
KINGS
kkish, vinuniA

3

operates on an entirely

u 1 11 u
lean anii
Each cleaner is paeke l in a neat boi
directions for use, and will be. sent to any
address, postage paid, on receipt of $i,ao
oil

wlrh

H.

"TRIUMPH."

THE MOST PRACTICAL CLEANER AND
OILER FOR BREECH-LOADING ARMS
EVER INVENTED.

IS

i"

New York

We offer a small JOB LOT of the famous Webley
all sorts at about half price.
Also a few choice Parker guns of latest style at
special rates. Address

GREAT GUN,

THE CLIMAX

PATENT GUN CLEANER
It

are sole agents at

Guns of

CO.'S

Y.

Orders by mall, or Information desired, will receive special and prompt attention.

We now offer a full line of ENOS JAMBS & CO's
Superb Breech-Loaders. What is the use of paying
an absurd price for a gun made by some old makei
when you can get a JAMES' GUN as good or better
for half the money 1 Or what is the use of buying a
gun bearing either a fictitious name or no name
at all, whan you can get one of ENOS JAMES &
CO.s guns with their name and guaranty for the
We

JAMES &

N.

at any price.

filled

New

48 Maiden Lane,

HARD-HITTING GUNS.

Every Triumph or Trap nun

Muffs and Collars.

4, 7c.

Club Gun.

epres»nts

Fur Trimmings,

300

150
8, 8e.;

Fur-Lined Garments

5.00
4.20
3 40

2.50
3.10
1.70

2.00
1.70
1.35

105

10c. per yard

1,

68c; No.

8,

1.75
1.50
1.20

same price?

This cut exactly

i

•

GGGUNTHERSSONS

AND FULL LENGTH.

SIZES

which the dealers keep a full

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

No.

;

1.25
1.05
.85
75

$1.00
85
70
60

Polished tapered braided fly lines

orders received from persons residing in

m

t

"

Trisli

Enamel waterproof braided

li-

so wanted.

if

" Silk
"
"
Braided lone staple cotton, 5
"

,

I

Seal-Skin
"

M

i

Best Quality Braided Fishing Lines.
The Cotton Lines

|j

,

1

We

are In receipt of an alarming array of
concerning measurement. A number have been published
already
Several more appear this week, and others will be printed

a

h

i

i

traffic.

h

a

,

i.

:

MBASUKEMBN'i'.—We

.

ti.-;

i

i,

letters

la

,

NO DANGER.—It Is an axiom with practical designers that a
really good boa
can carry the tax on her bulk much sooner than
risk her qualifies hi; seeking to evade
spei pay) tent,
Theeffect
of a bulk rule Is to prevent an excess tn the use thereof— there Is
such a thing as having too much bulk even In a cruiser for her good—
on the one hand, and on the other offers no inducement to cut down
below the best allotment, for then the oat loses faster In qualities
than the saving in tax would make up.
have designed many
boats of all types and know this to be true, for we would never venture to spoil an effective design for the sake of a trivial saving In
tonnage. Under a bulk rule the best racer is also the best cruiser.

MOTOHS -A

-,

,i-ia

1

-

'

delphia Echo.

boat with electric motive power is In
ELECTRIC
cotirteoi const) uctlon at one of the yards on the banks oi the Heine.
Jt Is to be elthteen feet long and five feet wide. The proprietor, M r.
Teller, proposes to cross the Channel in it— namely, from Boulogne
to Folkestone. If he is successful he will be able to claim the distinction oi having Inaugurated the application oi electricity to mari-

time

1;

result- possible."

water without board.

ft.

-

i

draughtsman who has spent, years of toll In scientific research,
whose lines and figures " do not, lie," It faithfully carried out, is eternally crippled by false Ideas and rules of time allowance and measurement. Give two men a pound of putty apiece, and let each mold
his boat to suit himself, no matter now iota.', wide or deep their designs may be. "Either extreme" will then be found faulty.—Phila-

This schooner has been bought by Mr. Henry C. Ward
J. w. Chandler of Boston,
she was built by .1.
of this city from
•r.Mf.isli, Pnuixi nt liner. Md., In 1SJ4, tor General Sandford of
p.'tltlmerc
Over all. f,5 ft.: water line, r,s ft.; beam, 1S>; ft.; hold,6><
ft.

-,

,

:

t

;

NEW SCHOONERS.—oapt

a

'•'.'a

'

;

passed

wet'"-

the deed of girt under which the New York Yacht Club acquired the
'unm lea's Cup are inadequate and not sufficiently defined to meet
the intentions of the donors, therefore be It,
ItMilvcd. That lie cr.ie return tin; said cup to Mr. George L. Schuyler, the surviving donor thereof.
Rr«oi.wd, That the secretary, when communicating the foregoing
to Mr. Schuyler, he rjoccted n express to hi in the unabated
r.
interest telt by the members of the club in this natlm.al troohy, and
to state to him that should he decide again to offer it as a challenge
cup, under sin a m- - condition:- as in
i
,e
,i
out the
'f,
a.
of roe donors, th« New York Yacht club would esteem It
e
1
I.:a- Malum, and ihatno
a. a
effort on their part would be spared to retai
nets otto regain it If lost.
Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed by the Chair to
hand Mr. Schuyler the communication of the secretary, and to eonih him as to the terms deemed necessary to accomplish the
original designs a the donors in the event of his deciding to again
present the cup to this club.
The ciei
ex-Commodore s. Nicholson Kane. Commodore J. R. Waller, J. Frederic Tarns, J. II. Illrd and ex-Commodore
W. H. Thomas us lie comujitree to wait, on Mr. Schuyler.
Ylce-Com. Smith offered the following, which was unanimously
pas=ed:
Whereas the members of the New Yr ork Yacht Club have heard
with deep regret the death of ex-Commodore eenry c. stebblns and
desire as a blub to make an expression of rhelr loss—
Resolved. That through his death they have been deprived of a
kind friend and of one whose former services to the club will always
be gratefully remembered.

'

>

CLUB.— At a meeting last Thursday the
the. America Cup races was received and adopted.
Resoluthanks were returned to the own 61 s of the Mischief and
Commodore Kane offered the following resolutions, which

report of

;

STILL AKOTflER

33, 1881.

A

in our next Issue. A great many, however, must remain unpublished,
as they are in the main repetitions or variations of ideas brought
While we appreciate the ready answers from
foi ward by others.
every one, we must ask these whose letters do not appear to bear
with the apparent wan ot consideration, a., -pace is so limited, and
answers to their communications can be gathered Irom the remarks
appended in review of those published.
MEASUREMENT.— ft would seem as though this subject had been
worn threadbare not so, however, it should be kept continually
hetore the yachtsman's eyes, until soineplsn m measurement shall
be adopted and framed In a common-sehse form. We refer our readers to some of that kind of talk from the indomitable tighter, Kunliardl, ol I'okcst ami stream.
He says:
" We must no! seek me isuremcnt rules to tax what gives speed
In the result or finished boat, but what gives speed' before the shape
and elements tf the boat, have been determined upon and this is
the amount of bulk given the builder to handle, thereby leaving him
a free choice In every respect, as to dimensions, local ion of bulk, and
.'..->- r. '
Hue am hi
a
he ala can
0,
Uness, etc. Only in this way Is an absolutely logical comparison of

YACHTING NEWS.

10

;

:

.

suitable for presents.

Refers to

all

Cincinnati.

SALE—A Greener trap gun, 12 ga., 80 Inch
F'ORbbls.,
stock l-u-„\:s inches, so pounds. Has
never been used. uu-SL ?-m>. Will sell for ics cashOwner has no use lor It. LOCK BOX 63, Huflson,
Dec ii,\t.
N. Y.
lXiRSALE.— A

P

dence.

plenty of

beautifully located country resl-

Price, $1,000. Pure air; Hue views:
Apply to T. C. B., this office.

fruit.

Nov24,tf
L.

216

and

21S

LUCERNE &

West Seventh

CO.,
st, Cincinnati, O.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH.

INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SECURITIES, UNLISTED MINING STOCKS.
66 Pine 8t. New York.

MOOSEHEAB LAKE

and the North Maine Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and
the head waters ot the Kennebec, Penobscot , St
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
takes and ponds connected with them. sen pages,
30 illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, Illuminated covers.
cents.

Haas.

Price, by raalL post-paid, bo
J. FARTMR, Jamaica Plain,

CHARLES A

.

Reference exchanged.

THOS. UOLT,

W
A

818

Green

street, Philadelphia.
Uec22,1t,

A

GENTLEMAN, who is about to take an ex._ tended business and pleasure trip through
Texas, Mexico and Lower California, leaving here
about Jan. 15, would like the company ot some one
whose taste for neld sports would render him an
agreeable companion. Any one wishing to take
Buch a Journey can receive further Information by
Doc42,st
applying at this office.

.

Dbobmbkb

FOREST AIND STREAM.

23, 1831.]

Aid

FOR FIELD, CAMP AND HOME!

1882.

1882.
FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs
A BANK TO FLEAS—A BOON TO BOGS.

POWDER Is guaranteed to klU
THIS
dogs or any other animals or money
box
and

neaa on
eturned.

i

put up in patent Boxes with sliding peppertop, -which greatly facilitates Its use. Simple
efficacious.

It is

Price 50 cents by mail, PostpaiO.

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up In boxes containing ten powders, wtti full
directions for use.

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Rod ak»

Qdn and Forest akd Stream.

Conroy &
.THE interests

pfaraavJiTO

of sportsmen, and the inculcation in men and

women

Bissett,

65 Fultoi street,

THE WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND CUN.

HENRY

op a wholesome interest in

OUTDOOB RECREATION AND STUDY.

N. Y.

SQUIRES,

C.

Cortlandt street, N. Y.

1

SALE.— Black Gordon setter dog Jet, by Hal,
Hal by Belmont's Reuben, Imported. He is a
v. good size, well feathered, goo* retriever
3 and water, does n .t bite his birds and
quarters his ground second to none in the U. S.;
But few ofis very fast and best of nose there are.
kenim, Broke on quail and snip*
- (16.
Maty Elgin, Llewellin setter, lemon and
white, whelped Oct. 7, 1880. Hunted this fall;
will make a good one. Sire Zan by Champion
17*011
1

Beaut

The conductors

Forest and Stream point with much pride and satisfaction to the past and the present of the paper, and
the same high standard of excellence will be maintained in the future. The Forest and Stbbam will preserve

of the

ptedge their readers that
the reputation it has earned for being:

1

i

II.— ADAPTED TO

I.-IMIRTAININO AND INSTRUCTIVE.

Among

The " Sportsman Tourist," " Game Bag and Gun,"
" Sea and River Fishing" departments will concamp life and adventure ac-

TEE IASTES OF

the hundreds of correspondents of the Forest

and

and Stream

are Business

tain sketches of travel,

Clergymen,

Army and Navy

;

Pioneers, Trappers,

counts of shooting and angling excursions hints, helps,
and experiences; poetry, stories, humor; impartially

Tourists,

written reports of

papers

;

all

meetings,

habits

of

etc., etc., etc.

and study.

observation

Among

its

is

known

so well

as the

in the country

first

of respectable

sportsmen and

reasonable land-owners.

it

will be perfectly free to criticise everything inimical

to the interests of the highest and manliest sportsmanIts attitude od all important questions within its

ship.

well understood. For the benefit of advertisers
and readers alike, it will also, as in the past, expose
and denounce all dangerous irauds. Advertisements of
doubtful character will not be admitted to its columns on
any terms.
field is

from

the officers of the U. S. Fish Commission at Washington

This department will prove indispensable to every
farmer and country gentleman who can own a fish pond
for profit or pleasure.

V— COURTEOUS.

The columns devoted to the "Kennel" will be filled
with matter of interest and practical worth to sportsmen
and dog fanciers. "Rifle and Trap Shooting" will
furnish reports of all important events in the shooting
Yachting and Canoeing " will remain in charge of
world.
a specialist, its editor being a graduate of the U. S.

The Forest and Stream will have no room in its
columns for personalities and bickerings. Its editors
have neither taste nor time for "mud throwing." They
do not share the opinion, held by some other journals,
that blackguardisms and indecencies are essential characteristics of a sportsman's paper.
Readers who want
that sort of thing must look for it somewhere else than
in the Forest and Stream.
Verbum sap.

'

'

Annapolis, and a practical naval
architect, thoroughly informed in every branch of his
at

Due attention will be given to canoeing,
growing importance demands.

profession.

men of healthy minds in healthy
and advertising columns will be
clean.
Its pages will sparkle like the mountain stream
in the sunlight, and its contents will be redolent of the

up as the organ of any one " secand will be, American, in the
broadest, highest and best meaning of that term. Every
State, Territory and Province on the Continent, with

exhilarating fragrance of the forest.

many

high.

IN TONE.

tone of the Fobbst

and Stream

is

has

It is edited for

for gentlemen,

it is

also

Primarily intended

a paper for the family centre-

thoroughly high character

to a list of those

who

is

write for

afforded

by a reference

ever held

DeclB.at

SALE— Druid and Nlllson pup, cheap
FORtaken
Immediately, The well bred Lewellen
18 aonthsold, has been In
trainer since July. He is staunch, Is
a careful worker, has a ;ood nose and has been
worked on woodcock and yuan this season. Now
11"
your chance for a go od Held dog. Price $50.

dog pups, three
old,
owner's Ply Shot she by
Snap Shot out of Fanny II., sired by Imported Bob
by Mason's champion Don, K. C. S. B., No. 4,201,
and Alnsworth, beauty. Also one pointer pup nine
months old, out of C. H. Goodman's Zip, by hla
Rattler. Zip. by Snap Shot and Fanny II.; Rattler,
by Corcoran's Bess and Dllley's Ranger. C. N.
u abb, 121 Main St., Todd's Block, NorthamptOB,
Dec82,it

been broken on and hunted all game, excellent
worker, good nose and perfectly staunch Is hard
"-•''

Is well bred,

and aims.

is it

contents.

I

K. C,

n

n; ,,-,,,;.

I

say.

HALSTED.

will guar-

Dec22,u

CLUB'S Sensation,
w.

in the stud, for $so. Address, Secretary
206 Broadway, New York city.

Room n,

DeC22,4t

SALE.— Two pure bred Gordon setter pupFOR
pies, dog and bitch, whelped May 26,
Ad-

WEEKS,

that they bring the paper

Free specimen copies

MAY

and

its

CHESAPEAKE BAT DUCK DOG

AND STREAM PUBLISHING

wanted.

Must

FOXHOUND puppies
sale,

and young foxhounds for
fr.m imported stock. Address E?SEI

COUNTY HUNT,

PORTRAITS

Remit by

post-office

Montclalr, N. J.

Dec22,lt.

of Eastern Field Trial

Winners of

I860, printed on nne tinted paper, will be sent
post-paid tor 26 cents each, or the five for *i
CO., 89 and 41

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.

Deeso.tf.

buy a pure dark red Irish bitch,"
months old, havlngone cross of Elcho and

e\ will

of

Address, E. J

ROBBINS, Wethers-

Conn.

Novs.tf

O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred
RORY
Irish setter puppies for sale, by
DKR,

of

whose

red

champion
Norah O'More, Magenta and

Full pedigrees.
Albany, N. Y.

OULEOUT COCKER

Address W. N.

CALLEN-

Augll.tt

SPANIEL KENNELS— For

Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches
and puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T WALKKR,
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
July 21-tf

friOH SALE.— Cocker pups, out of Lou (Sd N. Y.,
1S81) by Guess (2d pup. isso).
Color, liver and
while; very handsome; whelped Julv 9, l&si. Apply to C. V. SEWKLL, 63 W. 45th St., N. Y.
Dec22,1t

upon application.

two months old. for sale; male
and female, by speck nut of Wing. Pedigree
on application. J. H. STEWART, Middle Haddam,

POINTER PL PS,

BEGIN AT ANY TIME.

;

Dec22,n

I.

be well broken. No fancy price. Give full
Must be a perfect retriever. S. A. M.,
nova Foeest
DnnlWM, and
. »in Cmun . u
care
Stkeam.
TjeC22 1T

field,

merits to the attention of others

will be cheerfully furnished

Per year, $4 $2 for six months. To clubs of three or more, $3 per year each.
fcttei.
Give name, town, county and State.

Locust Valley, L.

particulars.

two

true that

The weekly issues of the Forest and Stream form two volumes each year, of twenty-six numbers, or 500 pages each. Seventeen such
Wlumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders (price $1.25.) which hold twenty-six numbers. Each volume
When completed may be returned to us for binding, the cost per volume being $1.50. At this slight additional expense each reader may
Jtteerve an unique library of substantial and permanent value.

Address FOREST

."

'

buy him, and
Address, J. B.

$16 will

WESTMINSTER KENNEL

i

A LIBRARY OF PERMANENT WORTH,

SUBSCRIPTIONS

:.:

i'i

and

him as

antee

Peekskill, N. Y.

^1aPlunket

and figuratively

its

for the interchange of information, entertainment and amusement
Its editors aim to
Bnong sportsmen. Sketches of field excursions, shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like conSecretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us reports of their transactions.
tributions are respectfully solicited.
Expressions
(lopinion upon any subject within the scope of the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns.
in accord with its spirit

;

Red and white setter dog, o yeara
FORold,SALE.—
strong, and a quick, untiring hunter: has

of the variety and excellence of

make the Forest and Stream a medium

and sympathies are

pointer

Mass.

Park Row, N. Y.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.

lutes

Dee22,2t

SALE.— Three
FORmonths
out of

Pearl.

Forest and Stream

WILL DAVIDSON, BothweU,

Sold for no fault
Ont.

Rory O'More out

to suggest to the friends of the

It

pup Don Pedro,

geographical distribution of the friends and correspondents of the Forest and Stream is a sufficient guarantee
Literally

it.

is,

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM.

We beg

,

itself

The paper

foreign countries beyond, are represented in our
of contributors and subscribers.
The very wide

list

and one which the entire family, old and young,
read with pleasure and profit. The best guarantee of
table,

its

it

tion."

Its reading

bodies.

;

Conestoga Kennel, Lancaster, Pa.

dress, A.

The Forest and Stream will ask for, and strive to
win, the continued support of readers in every part of
the country. It never has been narrow in spirit ; nor

The

ohickens,

i

v.b.c. at

issi.

7L—BROAD IN SYMPATHY.

exceptionally

IT.—HIGH

champion Nellie. Cash Is broken on
and Is a first-class Held dog.
A nn Arbor Show, 1880. Black and'
Price $125. Will send him on trial
to responsible persons.
The lemon and whits
pointer bitch Belle, a beauty and a goodfleld bitctu
Price $25, very cheap, she is sold for no faults.
,
Manager and Trainer ot
!il

white ticked.

|

The position of influence now occupied by the Forest
and Stream imposes upon the paper responsibilities
which it has no wish to shirk. The organ of no clique,

list.

Naval Academy

'iy.

th

He was

my hands as

IY— INDEPENDENT.

"Fishculture," edited by a practical and well-known
will receive frequent contributions

The Llewellyn setter dog " Cash,"
FOR SALE.—
years old, out of Champion Leicester and

setter

;

its

other

.

;

as

of

;

really identical interests

;

;

flshculturist,

'

ever disposed to reconcile the seemingly conflicting but

authority

on ornithology and fishculture
Dr.
Elliott Coues, U. S. A., acdProf. J. A. Allen, of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology, the distinguished
writers on birds and mammals
Professors Jordan and
Gill, eminent in icthyology
Dr. Yarrow, the authority
on reptiles
Prof Marsh, of Yale College, the writer on
fossils,
and Prof. Eaton, the botanist. Hundreds of
other names, scarcely less well-known, might be added
to the

Professors,

Editors

Farmers and Farmers' Boys constitute a large class of
our readers. They will find the Forest and Stream

may be mentioned Prof. Spencer F. Baird,
of Washington, P. C, the Secretary of the Smithsonian
who

College

Artists,

Gladstone, one of the ix:H. Liewciien setters in the
U. S. Dam. Lady Elgin by Oarlowitz Queen Bess.
T.'.B SMITH, Lancaster, Pa.
Tii
Q
Dce22,lt

Naturalists,

;

contributors

Institution,

Officers,

Prospectors,

Engineers,

Civil

Men, Lawyers, Physicians,

young men who have not yet struck out for
themselves, and old men who have retired in short,
members of every trade, profession, and occupation.

" Natural History" will be so conducted as to stimulate

ALL.

money

order, draft or registered

CO., 39 Park Row, N. Y. City.

Conn.

Decs,tf

SALE, a number of well bred and well
FORbroken
pointers and setters, also dogs boarded
and broken,
B.

sail

-motion guaranteed.

RICHMOND, Lakevilte, Mass.

Address H.
Septa«,tf

RED IP.ISH SETTERS and Cocker Spaniels
FORoftne
most fashionable blood address CHA3.
DBNISON,

Hartford, Ct

SepU6,tf

— Sit Kennel Advertisements next page.

;

i

FOREST AND STREAM.

[20

ghe gmneL

Dr Gordon

md Routes for ^ortsmen

§otek

gptwt.wim's $ood&

Author of the

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.

TATHAM'S SOUTHERN

Send

treed.

The Pennsylvania

Selected Standard

for

Gives addresses of prin-

PEDIGREE
AND

6HBAPER TnAN CAN BE DONE BY ANY OTHER
HOUSK

Which docs

llrst-class

AMERICA,

IN

work and guarantees

f action.

Also,

By mall,

for $s.

of Pellets to the nz.

on Each Bag.

satis-

Box

22,

Delaware

City,

Black Spaniels

First Atlanta, 18S1. $20.
and special,
Puppies by above also i>. Brag
York, irsi, for sale. Price from *10 upward.
HOBKELL. s'l'ANlEIi CI.UB, Hornellsvlllo, N. Y.
Nov?.,tf

York,

1

Soft or Chilled.

DeL

BOB 111., imported, black; First, strabane,
Portadown, Kilmarnock. Belfast, and London, Out
SI ud fee, $15.
Special, Franklin, Pa
BENEDICT. Imported, clack; flrsl, and special,
New

ssi.

I

New

NUMBERS

9AHDS&

7, 8,

No. of peuets to 02., 33s
" "
"
"
346

472
495

TATHAM&
S2

BEE KM AN

ST.,

loss soft
1130 Chilled.

6S8
716

BRO'8,

NEW

YORK.

Cameron Kennel.
e

Hounds bred

for

RALLY (Sam-Deity)
ROCKET (Hal

;

J

eulttes

31.

,

,.„,i..,

Train

.„..,

.

.;.

..;..

.

,

i'

,-,

Phila-

Savannah

*s-45

p m.

Atlantic Coast lino.
Leaves New York "4-30 a m. PhilaBaltimore -*9-45 a m. Arrives at
m.
Wilmington '10-50 p m.

Train -10.

delphia "7-05 a m.

Richmond

'2-55 p
Charleston '6-45 a
sonville +5-30 p m.

m

Savannah *10-30 am. JackPullman Sleepers Washington

i

Box

VATTGHAN,

Train

pro-

brace of very superior
one pointer, thoroughly
broken, good rou leers atal staunch on all game.
Y.
Address HORACE 81IITH, IG9 William St.,

six

Bernard bitch, eight months

KINNEL, Hyde

Park, Mass.,

old.
box 602.

coated

Price

Sportsman's

22,2t.

Yrrk.:

134S

.i

Still

Also to

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAT,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN

AND HEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Aass. Agent
FRANK THOMSON, Gen'l Manager.

.

.

;

&

Chesapeake

Ohio

R'y.

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANQLBB
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,
Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,

Alleghany Mouj alns GreenbrlaranaNewBlvers.
Kanawha Vallc r, and including in their varieties el
game and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck,
grouse, quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout,
bass, pike, pickerel, etc.
Guns, Ashing tackle and
man carried free.

The Route

one dog

tor

each sports-

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur
ii

a a

summer

resorts.

iv rail at Huntingdon,
TheC.&O. a
W. Va, from the West, Northwest and Southwest
at Charlottesville, Va., from tbe North and Bast,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension In
the summer of isst affords

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Hay and the Pacific Ocean.
H. XV. FIJf.I.EIL,
G. P. &. T. A, Richmond, Va.

Ihestnut street, Phlla.. Corner

West Baltimore streets, Baltimore.
Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and loading
Ticket Oillces East.
A POPE, Gen'l Passenger Agent.
Of Calvert and

Office.

fflrst-elass sporting garments. Designs and prices
sent by post on receipt of letter of request, addressed to

0oads.

Camping and Mining Stove.
tiling for

Wing Shooting and

511

GEO.

"lUSTthe

m

.

Sleeping Cars Weldon to Savannah
•Dally. 1 Dally, Sundays excepted.
For reservation of berths, sections, and for tickets,
time tables, and for all Information, apply at 30(5
Washington street, Boston. 220 Broadway, New

A HUTCHISON.

DUNCKLEE'S PATENT

H. L.

Fishing',

Hunting,

.

$3.00.

For Sale at this

m

m

St.

also a flue

THE DOC,
By DINKS, itlAYMEYV

W.

Leaves New York t3-40 p m. Philadelphia 15-45
p m. Baltimore ts-t5 p m. Arrives at Portsmouth
Raleigh 17-35 p m.
t9-no a m. Weldon 11-60 p m.
SaWilmington '9-55 pm. Charleston *tf-45 a
vannah "10-30 am. Jacksonville 15-30 p m. Columbia •6-20 am. Augusta "10-43 a m Savannah "7-20
am. Jacksonville via Augusta "5-30 pm. Pullman

FAIHMOUNT
Dec

p m.

"9-00

JUay Line

%
Dee22.it,

St.

New York

Augusta
Columbia "0-20 a
p
•10-43 a m.
Macon "0-15 p m. Savannah "7-20 a m.
Jacksonville via Augusta "5-30 pm. Pullman Sleeping Cars New York to Savannah.
sonville t5-30

SALE.— One or a
FORdogs,
one setter and

sale— Thoroughbred rough
FORBernard
pupple,
weeks old;

Leaves

4S.

Philadelphia "12-30 am. Baltimore M-.-iSam. Arrives
Wilmington "9-56 p m.
at Richmond 'n-30 am.
Charleston '0-15 am. Savannah *io-30 am. Jack-

septiK.tt

336.

FORD, CRESSON. KAESTON, MINNEQUA, and
other weU-known centres for

Tront

am.

Jfew Orleans.

Sporting dogs
prletor, Mlddleboro, Mass.
Broken and handled, also a number of broken dogs
for sale. Dogs and puppies boarded on reasonable
P. O.

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS

Jacksonville *s-00

Leaves New l'ork "9-oo p m. PhilaBaltimore 4-35 a m. Arrives at
p m. Danville "4-30 p m. CharMacon '6-55
Atlanta '11-00 am.
pm. Montgomery "9-00 pm. Mobile '5-14 am.
New Orleans '10-22 p m. Pullman Cars Sew York to
Atlanta via Lynchburg and Danville and Atlanta to
delphia 12-30

JN

terms.

and Fishine

New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sou at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED-

'n

i

Lynchburg "1-35
lotte *10-45 pin.

Hie purest strains, combining The blood of Toledo
Eennei oinb. now '.Mil aril's. Grouse, Munn's Duke,
Gdldsmlth Kennel's Rupert, Stoddart's Duke, etc.
Mr. Malcolm's Malcolm, Col. Moo's Heine, Mr. WlilanTs Dreatn 11. Were all bred at these kennels.
Address GORDON KENNEL CLUB, Brevoort P. O.,
OctlS,tf
Brooklyn, New York.
N- H,

also reach the best locautles for

Gunning-

Train 50.

$25.
$10.

e.

Brlekervllle, Pa.

without

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

.

53.

p m.

STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED

failure or Injury.

4-65

Leaves New York 3-40 p m. Philadelphia 16-45 p m. Baltimore ts-so p in. Arrives at
Lynchburg "4-44 a m. Danville "7 a m. Charlotte
•12-50 p m.
Atlanta '12-05 n't. Macon "0-30 a m.
Montgomery *7-55 a m. New Orleans "10-02 p m, 64
hours from New York.
Pullman Cars New York
to Washington, Washington to Charlotte and Augusta. Arrives afrColunfl)]
B-e
in, and Augusta
10-20

KENNEL, Locust valley, Long Island.
GORDON
We have on sale young dogs a ud Ditches of

XTEMASKETT KENNEL,

enable

THB LIKES OP

Baltimore "9-I5 a in.
Arrives
p m. Dauvllle "7-06 p m. Charlotte
"ia-25nt. Atlanta "ll-iio a m. There makes same
connections as No. 60 below.
Pullman cars Danville to Atlanta, and A blanta to New Orleans.
Train 5*. Leaves New York +8-3H am. Philadelphia tn -45 am. Baltimore t3-io p m. Richmond
•11-25 p m. Danville '7-25 a m. There connects with
Pullman Cars from Richmond to
So. 62 below.
Danville. Tlti-< train emmets Mondavi*, Wednesdays
and Fridays from Baltimore at 4^)0 p m direct
via York /liver Line for West Point and Richmond
5U.;

and dangers of reshtpment, while the excelwhich run over the smooth steel track!

lent cars
4, 1881.

Richmond and Danville LineTrain 5 J. Leaves New York '4-30 a ra.

bench and Held purposes.

stud fee,

COLIN CAMERON,

Exposition,

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT" DECEMBER

Lynchburg

A C. VON CI' I. IN.
P. O.

Cotton

TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES In the
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid thedUft.

delphia T-0S a m.

VON CULIN PATilNT SPIILE COLLAR AND BOOK.
E.

afforded by their lines for reaching most of th»

Atlanta

Trap Shot!

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

Routes to Florida

Preferred

Printed
October s to December

COMPir,!**;,

PRIHTTIlVCi

Number

R. R. Co.

Respectfully Invite attention to the

THE

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."
Price 19 cents, post tree.
cipal English breeders.

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

exports champion and ottier pedigree dogs of any

1881.

UlioMs andgtqsorisfor §#orfsntettl

ASSOCIATED

Stables, R.N.

TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

[December 23

C.

HENNING

;

.

pHE STEAM LKS of this Line reach

VI'.,

"THE

FISHING

LINE."

TAKE THE
Crand Rapids & Indiana

of tb*

i

James

•id a

River, ci

R. R.

in-day.

Leva,

jvll.,

M

rt

I

ho

ursday

Fulllnioi-matlouglv
New York.

»7

creenwicm

street.

Bromfield

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

ai

ennessee, etc
;day andSat-

mountainous country c
Norfolk steamers sail Ti

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling A BlackBaim Fisberles,

HOUSE.

some

f.ne.-t waterfowl and upland shooting sections
lu the country. Connccllngtiirect for Chlncoteague,
'eninsula, city
do a [siand and po

_L

Point,

One
Price Clothier,
410 7tU
WASHINGTON CIXV.

people camping out

a short or long time. FOUR SIZES priSemi foi descriptive circuse* REASONABLE
fan, with prices ami terms.
ftP for

OLD DOMINION LINE.
i

House, Boston.

NORTHERN MIQHIG-AN.
The waters of the

Grand Traverse Region
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, In the abundance and great variety of llsh
contained.
BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
famous AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only in
these waters.
The TROUT season begins May l and ends Sept l.

The GRAYLING Season open3 June

Nov.

A. B.

SHIPLEY & SON,

manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle
of livery Description*

0O3

COMMERCE

PHILA.

ST.,

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjust
Reversed
16.
Wing. Trout, Bass and Salmon Files In stock, and
alBO tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
;

.

.

i

Our Bethabara Fly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State

soli by TAUNTON I ROM
Blackstone street, Boston, Mass-

Made and
©0.,

ST

NO. t— CAMP PACKED.

WORKS

Water! Water! Water!
DweUtngs, Factories or Towns supplied with
water by Pipe Wrils or Deep Rock Wells. Dug
wells that have gone dry made to produce.

Fairs.
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bowa Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Rod mountings of nil descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
free.
Our 66-page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten

centslu stamps.

THE

JiEW

240

SIMPLE AJJD

f

of Moosehead Lake and
the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable companion lor the sportsman, hunter and lumberman.
Lately corrected and revised, and now aeknowl
edged to be tue only correct map of this vast region
Neatly bound in cloth covers. Plica poal

malL so

cents.

Plain, Mass.

CHARLES A.

J.

DURABLE

Broadway.

FARRAS'S pocket map

FARRAR, Jamaica

R eboundlng Lock.
Choke-Bore Barrels

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Estra
heavy guns lor ducks a specialty, Send stamp for
S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Eat-

circular. C.
held, Mass.

and ends

BASS, irKB, PICKEREL and MU8CA-

also abound tn large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
Mends or " club " at home, as ice for packing Hah

can be had

it

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

nearly all pointa

TAKE YOUK FAMILY WITH YOU.

The

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautiful The air Is pure dry and bracing. The
climate Is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering
wltl>

Hay Fever and Asthma A flections.
The hotel acco mm odations are excellent, and wUl
be largely Increased in rime for the season of 1SS1
iiilcimtrs and additions.
During the season ROUND TRIP

EXCURSION

TICKETS WILL BK SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
attractive train facilities offered to Touilsts

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
It Is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home"
on this route. For Tourlsts Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of lflo pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and further Information, address
:

AMEBICAN

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

MANHATTAN ARTESIAN WELL CO.,

1

1.

BLACK

LONGE,

NOTICE TO SPORTSMEN.
SHOOTING IN CURRITUCK SOUND,
NOIITH COROLINA.

A dally lino of conveyances is established by Mr.
M, H. Snowflen Del eea Snowden station, Elizabeth City and Norfolk Railroad and Currituck
Court House, on the Sound, leaving Snowdcn od
arrival of Norfolk train connecting with Baltimore
steamers and returning In time to connect with
same train tor aft rnoon Baltimore steamer. Time
between New York and Currituck Court, House,
south-bound, twenty hours; north-bound, twentyM. K. KING,
four hours.
Gen. Manager Elizabeth City & Norfolk R. R. Co.

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SPEINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RETREAT, SHINN3C0CK BAY, L. I.

BY

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD

bayman. Has always on hand the best ot
etc., with the largest rig of trained
wild geese decoys on the coast. The best ground
In the vicinity of New York for bay snipe shooting
boats, batteries,

of all varieties. Special attention given by hlmaefl
Address
to his guests, and satisfaction guaranteed.

WM. 5. LANK, Good Ground', L. I. Refers by permission to J. B. Shepherd, »9l Broadway, and wm.
Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

D. B. NYE,
VAN SLYCK'S LANDING, CURRITUCK CO„N. O.
Sportsmen furnished with board,

skiffs

and

stool

ducks.

Duck, Goose, Partridge and Snipe Shooting.
Ammunition always on hand.
Steamer Cygnet leaves Norfolk every Monday
and Thursday at 6:S>0 a. m. for Van Slyck's Landing.

New

Smyrna, Florida.
OCEAN HOUSE,

open from December
fishing In the state.
the ocean.
O.

May. Best hunting and
One and a half mllea from

until

WESTALL,

Proprietor.

;

\Dkobmber

29,

1881.

|

FOREST AMD STREAM,

421

SPRATT'S
PATENT
MEAT "FIBRINE" DOG CAKES.
PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. ThoPatsnt
"SPRATT'S
" Flbrlne " Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London J ardln d'Acellrnatatlon, Parts, etc. They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Sliver and Bronze Medals
receiving the highest award tor Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition ,167S Kennel Club apeclal Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1S7» West
minister Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal irian Kennel club, Silver Medal, etc., etc
;

;

;

,

j

BTAMPED.

Pleaw

Packed In Caaea

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
Stamped "SPRATT'S PATENT" and
see that Every Cake
is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

pound* each.

of 112

8 South William

SEND FOR CmCULAB.

Street,

&

&.

BTAMPEE-

X."

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

WESTERN AGENTS— B. K.ITTRIDGE

a

To be had in amaller qnantitlea
Grocers and the Sporting Good*

ol

Trade Generally.

CO., Cincinnati, O.

tQlisceUaneoup

anr

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
(Established
-'?lrst

Following Books Sent om

of the

Receipt of Price by Forest and

1836).

at Worlds Fair 8t Row York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

Premium

Pub. Co.

stre .mi

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden

Lane,,

!N"e>-«*7- "STaarXs:,,

RUBBER

AR£ OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

Adlrondacks, CampB and Tramps In, Northrop. 1.28
Adlrondaeks, Guide to Wallace's, cth edition., s oo
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, Warner's.
'78

„„

i

JOHN KRIDER,
a.

E. cor Second

and Walnut

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

COMPRISING

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
STsMng Tackle. Rods,

Light Weight Shooting Jackets s
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOOT8 c

Reels, Lines, Hooks. Files,

Leaders, Snoods, Artlttelai Bait, Fly Hooks,
Etc., Etc.

eysalmon. Bass and Trout

Made

to Order.
Also "Krlder's" Celebrated Center Knamel Split
Files.

and Glued Bamboo Hods.
Slrds' Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.
Taxidermy In all Its branches.
Dog Biscuit.

Swimming
30
Athletic Sports tor Boys— boards, 750.; oloth._ 1.0i
Athletic Sports, Stcnehenge
1.00
Bailey's Birds of the United states.
„. 1 88
Baud's Birds or North America
3 Ot
Bechstetn'B Chamber and Cage Birds
1 60
Boat Sailing, Practical.
1 00
Books for Sportsmen Angling, 50c; Shooting,
60c.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 50c.;
Cage and Singing Birds, 60c; Dogs, 750.:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 50c, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, &oc; Native Song Birds... 78
B reech Loader, Modem, Greener
2

Art of

m

™

:

OutfitSu
And Complete Rubber
for Catalogues

Spratt's Patent

Repairing of

78

American Angler's Book, N orris
5.50
American Bird Fancier
„ 34
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long..... 2.00
Angling, a Boos on, Francis
_„. 7.69
Archer, Modern
at
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
1.6*
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam. ™„30.00

all kinds.

[ESTABLISH ED

Bobber Shooting Jacket.

Send

1838.1

M

TO ANGLERS:

Cage and Singing Birds
so
Camps in the Carlbbees, by Fred Ober.
2 50
Canoe Traveling, Powell
s 00
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water
38
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
8 SS
Cassell's Book of Birds, 4 vols
is 00
Dog Breaking by Holablrd.
26
„„
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
_ l 2t
Frank Forester's Field Sports
450
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
s 26
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook & Line. pa.
00
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. 2 26
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charao-

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

;

Fishing Rod

& Tackle Makers

Oaatle Council, near Limerick Ireland.
,

Reels and Lines to match balance or rods, no
agents. All uarormatlon respecting flBherles on the
Shannon In this locality, as also catalogues of our
greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,
to be had on application.

terSjSvo., 2 vols.....

.,

Gun, Rod and Saddle
Hand Book for Riflemen

C. H.
This lever

EUTEBROUK,

Dock

27

a solid piece ol steel; goes through and through the body.

Is

Guns made

-

_

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty'B
Hunier ana Trapper, Tnrasner.

Sq., Boston, Mass.
to order.

CREEDMOOR PARLOR

. . . .

RIFLE.

Naturalists' Guide, Maynard..

|

Iicacy of taete

;

handsomely polished stock and blued barrel price *fi cartridges, 60c. per
box 01 250; per thousand. $&26
[con-iaoe target, with numbers, ringing: gong when bullae
J2.au, or rifle target and 1,000 cartridges, all boxed complete, $10.
Send for catalogue of Skates '
".

;

and smell,

medioinal virtues and purity.

* London, European and

i..«
IVoveltic:

New

York physicians pronoonoG -It the
purest and best. Sola by Druggists.
'

J.SchleffellB & Co.(

S^iS3 Bwflgft

;

;

^

i

and Sporting Uood*.

R.

SIMPSON,

96 Fulton Street, N. Y.

Box

Development, by Greener

The

3,207.

"SHORE BIRDS."
"

II.

III.

Sent

i

<

IV.
V.

j

VI.

9 CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW YORK.

|INew and Second-Hand Guns,

Pistols, etc, con-

stantly on hand. Repairing of every description
-done In the best manner and warranted. Guns
*ored to shoot close and hard. Pistol grips fitted
to stocks. Pin 11 res altered to central fire.

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

and Household EconoFlowers, with many

another

In this respect
like Journals, and is

It

surpasses

wanted by

1

Taking into account. Its size, Ha
ii emloms, etc;
beauty, lis real value, It Is the
Cheapest Journal in the World!
The -list Annual Volume begins January 1,1832
Terms $1.50 a year
Four copies $5.
Sln.le Numbers, 15 cents each.
(One Specimen Number lor io cents.)
01

reliability, its

KNAPP & TAN KOSTRAND,

^

POULTRY
NEW

Consignments

all

of

YORE.
kinds of

game

solicited.

accept consignments. Allow market price
day of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday tor
all Invoices of previous week.

FLIRTATION CAMP,

os;

BiUe, Rod aud «un in California.
BY THEODORE S. VAN DYKE.
For sale at

this office.

TANNED

MOCCASINS.
best thing In the market
for hunting, Ashing, 01
snow-shoeing, etc They are
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
In a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine ar-

The

MAKE1ENSK
•raveling in this country, Bays Unit uwstortho Horse
are worthies tiusu. Ho
ticle.

Send for pnoe

Box

INGS,
Prank Good).
P. O.

Agents.

list.

MARTIN

S.

UUTCH-

Dover, N. U. (Successor to
Bkadfohd & Anthony, Boston
365,

HOCnESIEIt,
An

N.

ST.

:

Illustrated

"It

Is

seldom so

much

valuable material

Price, 25 Cents

SAMPLE

Per Year.
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trip of
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success," says Charles Downing.
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offered at so low a price," savs the Gardener*
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matter," says J. J. Thomas, editor of Country Gen
llcman. u lt Is doing a good work; I predict success," says PiT\-Mc-nt Marshall P. Wilder,
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The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (nne) tod (coarse). Unsurpassed in pom*
of strength and cleanliness. Packed In square canisters of

SM lh.

SendpostalcardfurllXrSTRATET) PAMPnTJJT,

TREE.

Rand Powder
?

New

trcet,

keg«.

A

line

Co.,

York.

GUNPOWDER!
and

Hazard's

melboijiiive, Australia.

THE PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL OF COMMERCE says: " At, Melbourne they had an excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside those of every exhibitor In the world, and they came oft conquerors over eveiy otlvr maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation
for this class of gcods has for many years been above all others."
They have been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other gun when brought In competition In the field or at the trap. At
Coney Island this year, at. the New York state Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge
and the " Forest and Stream " Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue,

PARKER BROS

Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.

Meriden, Conn.
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ANY REQITIKKD UKAIN 1>R PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be hnd of dealers, or of the Company's Agents, in every prominent city, or wholesale at our oflice.

WAIX STREET, NEW YORK.
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Ing, the FFg. and Fig.
strong and molsi. Packed In >, lb., 1 lb. and 5 lb.
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-
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ordinary sporting a ml the •' Pea Shooting"
standard Eijle Powder of the country.
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BOOK BINDING

Dupont'K Eagle BiSlc— A quick, strong and
slean ponder, o vt ry tine grain, for pistol snouting,
packet; In 1 in. canisters and b>f lb. kegs.
l'

canisters

lb.

THEHUNTINGSIGHT

NEAT AND ELEGANT

1 lb. canisters.

i-

l

FFFG, FFO and "Sea Shooting" FG In kegs ot
So, 1214 and <il{ lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG Is also
packed In 1 and y, lb. Canisters. Burns strong and
moist. The FFFU and FFG are favorite brands for

END.

Established d836.

Duyom's

Tlisiiiioiid Grain. -Nos. 1 (coarse)
(fine) unequalled Ui strength, quickness and
cleanliness; adapted ror glass-ball and pigeon
snooting. Packeulut lb canisters.
Dupont'v Kag'c Du< king.—Noa. 1 (coarse)
SO 3 (tine); burns bioivly, strong and very ciean :
jreat penetration, with a close pattern; adapted
for glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other Bhooung,
wiih either uiu/y.So or breech loaders. Packed lu 1
•-b. and s lb. eanl ters p.nd ov audliji lb. kegs.
Dupont'ti Choke Bore.— specially adapted
lor " Choke bora " Guns, and particularly lor prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong and
BOlst; does not, cake or burn on the barrels, gives
both a good penetration and a clo;e pattern; will
be found well adapted tor gl?ss-ba'l and pigeon
shooting. Made of. twoBUtes, only Ko. 7 and Ao. s,
So. 1 being tho coarsest Packed lu 6,VX lb. kegs and

to 4

1

In

gram. au:fk at clean, for upWell adapted to shot-guns*

Nbs. 1 (fine) to o (coarse). In l and 5 lb. canistersandej^and 12'.; lb. keg-. Burns bw/j and veryclean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetralinn, For bold, iorr-L or water shooting It
ranks any other brand and It Is equally serviceablefor muzzle or breech-loaders.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at

Pupom's

THE MOST POrULAR POWDER

to 6 (coarse).

Hazard's •* Dntk Shooting;."

mowing SIZES or GRAINS of POWDER. Furnished

&

imly.

1 (fine)

land prair.eBtaooUug.
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20, 1861-
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Stream.
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Stationers.
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The forest and Stream

is

;

a fair year for the angler.
In the matter of Natural History events the year has
not been without interest. Ornithologists have to thank

Ridge way for his new check list of North
American birds, which is the most important contribution

Mr.

Robert
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FOREST AND STREAM.
Thursday, December

29.

THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR.

WITH

the first day of January comes the close game
season in most of the Northern and Western States.
cessation of sport by those
It need not mean, however, a
circumstances will permit them to follow the birds to

whose

Our game columns from time

to time describe

Southern sky. The Amerrare hunting gtounds beneath the
sportsman
ican hunting territory is so wide and varied that a
birds, follow the
nesting
the
shooting
without
and
may,
pleasures of the field all the year through.
Bhooting during 1881 has not been of the best. Several

The

supply the unusual
causes transpired to lessen the game
the birds in sevseverity of the winter of 1880-81 decimated
affected
by the summer's
eral States other localities were
of the present
weather
open
extraordinary
the
drought ; and
The year
ducks.
season has precluded fine sport with the
which in
tournament,
has witnessed a great pigeon shooling
the future.
in
equaled
never
be
probably
will
magnitude
;

;

sentiment
There has also been wrought a notable change of
slaughters
regarding the propriety of such wholesale pigeon
respect
this
in
and
societies
game-protective
by ostensible
1881 the cause of true manly sportsit may be said that in
;

manship has made a decided advance.

To the angler the past year has, in most parts of the
coast angler
country, been an average one. The Southern sei
of fishes to
always has a good season, and a great variety
more depend-

choose from. The Northern salt water fisher
and some of
ent upon the migration of his f avorities,
is

them

many musty

old fogyism and

The

and low

misapprehensions have

peculiar antipathy to
as well as

ballast,

handy

wholesome depth,
rigs, which has so

now

long characterized our yacht builders,

way

Vorte

bids fair to give

more intelligent understanding of the whole probIn the future safe, seaworthy boats, with sailor-like
rigs, seem destined to displace the dang erous oversparred
light draughts of earlier days. In congratulating the sailing
to a

lem.

public upon the turn of the tide,

now

fairly set in, favoring

Fokest and
in no mean

1he able ship in preference to the machine,

Stbbam may

justly claim to

have contributed

share toward bringing about the healthy reform.

This is not a season for review only. Anticipation paints
pleasant pictures of pleasures to be realized in the months of
the coming year.
May the fields and streams of 1882 be of
pleasantness and peace.

FORUM, FIELD AND FLOOD.
YITE

find in the last number of the Hour an appreciative
sketch of Hon. John E. Develin, of this city, a gentleman who has won distinction at the bar and in legislative
* '

He is also

halls.

known

well

to

members

expert and enthusiastic follower of

of the craft as an

field sports.

"While

leading a busy professional and political life," says the
sketch, " Mr. Develin has found time to indulge the love of

recently

made to the subject. A number of additions have
made to the North American avifauna. The first
volume of New England Bird Life has made its appearauce.

field sports inherited

his father.

been

man, ready

to shoulder

Among

thing remarkable about the rapidity and facility with which

the papers published in these columns Mr. Hap-

good's essay on the Migration and

Range

of the Limicolee

is

especially noteworthy, as

the intricate problem.

being a suggestive discussion of
The march of science duriDg the

year 1881 has not been retarded by any lack of earnest work-

Subscriptions.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. The subscription price Is $4
per year; $2 tor six months. To clubs of three or more annual
Eemittances should be sent by registered
subscribers, $3 each,
payable to the Forest and Stream
letter, money-order, or draft
Publishing Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers

the South.

and fishculture has spread
and some fish commissions have been
created in States which heretofore have not had such useful
officers.
In the States where fishculture is older, the ravages of the poacher have been partly compensated for
by an increase of fish for this free American to kill out of
season.
But for the work of the flshculturist he would
long ago have poached the last one. Altogether it has been
terrritory,

much

New

and 40

|Nos. 39

passed away.
keels

Vol. 17-No. 22.
ParJi How,

/

ers,

nor by any lack of diligence and enthusiasm on their

part.

at

from
any moment

He

is

a true sports-

gun or rod and

for the woods, the prairies or the streams.

There

he merges from musty law books and complicated authorities to plunge into the midst of his favorite sports ; or chains
his setter and throws aside his birds to resume the study

up

legal problems with which he is soon to
of intricate
Mr. Develin has also
rendered valuable service to the cause of game pro'ection

puzzle a court or astonish a jury."

several of the wisest provisions of the law were originated

by him and carried through the Legislature largely by his
personal influence and exertions. For his labors in this field
credit and honor are due him from the great body of sportsmen who have been benefited thereby.
Our esteemed and evidently well-meaning but mistaken
contemporary thinks to add to its praises of Mr. Develin by
depreciating the present standard of Americansportsmanship,

by the contrast his may appear the more creditable.
"Between gamblers, cockney huntsmen, glass ball breakers,

that

and gentlemen riders," says the Hour, " American sportsmanship has reached a low ebb, at least in this part of the
All of which is simple nonsense. The truth is,
that never before in the history of this country, or of any

country."

other country for that matter, has the standard of sportsman-

Never have the
and gun be»n accorded greater

ship been so high as at the present time.
legitimate field sports of rod

dignity than now, nor has the ideal sportsman's character

ever been nobler and worthier.
blind

who

fails to

That

man must

be willfully

recognize the vast and radical difference

which to-day distinguishes the great host of American sportsthe "gambling fraternity." The sportsman who

men from

some instances beating the record in the standing
matches. In small-arm shooting the pistol tournament of
the past winter in this city was a great success but some-

seeks his recreation in the field and along the stream

what of a rebuff was met when the off-hand shooters found

swindles, and has as

themselves unable to meet the challenge of John Rigby, of
Dublin, on his own terms. The year closes with a good
prospect of a military shooting by our American Guardsmen

bler

scores in

;

Wimbledon next

start

some-

;

There have been an unusual number of important events
kennel world. The bench shows and field trials have
been more numerous than In any previous year, and also
more decidedly successful. The performances of the competing dogs have been of a high character, and the meetings
have been noticeably free from the trickery and jockeying
which has in former years marred some such occasions.
The year in rifle shooting circles has been a busy one,
though we have had no great international match to dazzle
The year
the general public with its show and hubbub.
opened with Creedmoor, the parent range of the country,
free of debt, and the Association in possession of an establishment and plant that it would require $60,000 to replace.
In the country at large there has been an abundance of
target practice. Our files will show records of shooting from
Albany, San Francisco, Milwaukee, Boston, New Orleans,
New Bedford, Newport, Washington, Chicago, Baltimore,
Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and many other points.
Several of the State Rifle Associations have done gopd work in
The fall meeting at Creedcarrying out annual meetings.
moor brought together a good company of contestants, with
in the

at

is

year.

There

is

no good reason

why

a

strong team should not go over next July, and add another
The year
to the series of American triumphs with the rifle.
1881 has not shown any retrogression. The score list of the

year will show that the riflemen of the country have not lost
their cunniDg.
The year has been especially fruitful in yachting. Not
only have we had an international match for the old honored
trophy won by the schooner "America" in 1851 from a
British fleet, but, through the visit of the cutter Madge, we

have been taught some most valuable lessons in the science
These lessons, it is true,
of building aud the art of sailing.
Tet their
will bear fruit in the future rather than at once.
import is none the less worth chronicling now as belonging
Great strides have been made in
to the season just closed.
the knowledge of the principles governing naval design, and

knows

and sawdust walking-match
sympathy for them, as the gam-

aslitt'e of pool-rooms, faro-dens

knows and

brook.

And

feels for sunshine, forest aisles

the public

than newspaper

The

public

is

little

and purling

— which in some things wiser even
— fast coming to find this out.
is

editors

is

ready to accord the manly sportsmanship of the

due indeed, it has already done so. Instead of being
at a low ebb, the tide of sportsmanship is at that flood which is
leading on to fortune.* The Hour could have turned a neate
compliment for the subject of its remark, had it said, as with
propriety it might have done, that the tone of sportsmanship
is at present exceptionally high, and that among the worthiest
exponents of its spirit and practice, Mr. Develin holds a disday

its

;

tinguished rank.

By the

way,

now

"true sportsman,"

will

stands the expression to

Hour

has employed Ihe term
and explain what it undermean ? Meanwhile, we refer our

that the
it

rise

contemporary and our readers to the admirable picture of
" The Ideal Sportsman" given elsewhere.
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BYE-WAYS OF THE NORTHWEST.

Amateurs and Exprrts.— It

is but a narrow mind which
would estitnae the value of a day's field shooting by the
number of birds brought to bag, or or a day's fishing by the
quantity of trout or bass in the basket by sundown and so
itlis but poor judgment which rates a man's standing as a
" whole-souled, genial sportsman" by the number of times
out of a hundred shots that he can kill his bird, or by the
number of flngerling trout he can land, as against his neighkor'g count.
As long as a man commits no oSensea against
the written and unwritten laws of the field, and earnestly
trios to enjoy and appreciate the health-giving and purifying
influences surrounding him, while a' tho same time promot-

TENTH PAPER.

;

ing the enjoyment of his companions, so long is the merest
beginner as fully entitled to fellowship in the guild of sports-

men, as the greatest expert of the day. Not that we would
have him always a b| ginner, in point of skill. What is
'worth doing, is worth doing well, fully as much in field
but the disposition of some sofrown upon a would-be shooter bi
w*s
he
no? born a crack shot, cannot be commended. The
•coffers forget that they overwore beginners themselves, as
some grumbling and gouty old gentlomea forget that t! ey
ever were boys, when tho young people annoy them.
Sk
in field sports is gained by enthusiasm and practice, but enthusiasm in some cases grows up with the youth, and in Boms
iports as in anything else

;

called sportsmen to

rpHE next morning we passed Point Atkinson and into Bur-*- rard Inlet, and by noon were at the little town of GranWe made a brief stop here to purchase some supplies,
and then passed on, reaching Hastings an hour or two later.
Here we were cordially welcomed by Mr. Fannin, who
agreed to accompany us to the head of the North Arm.
Our
arrangements were soon made, and the canoe started off
again, while I remained behind, to follow in a single canoe
with Fannin and the Siwash Seammux, whom wo intended
to get as guide.
When we went to the rancherie, however,
we found that onr worthy friend, and all his brother Indians,
were hopelessly drunk, as a klootchman had died the day
before, and iiiey bad been mourning forber.
They would reville.

main drunk as long as

v,

I

man

with the sudden discovery that he
of sport which he would have
fcm bad known anything about it.
man a chance, and in these days
of Improved guns and tacblo, neat and well balanced, he
will, urged oa by enthusiasm and encouraged by practice, in
all probability become as oxpert as any amateur could wish,
and a thoroughly ''good fellow" in a'l appearance, as well as
at heart.
We wish to see more, every season, of the officepenned, desk-bound, care-worn men of this busy age, taking
a few days of recreation, from time to time, among the
brooks and by the ocean, in the fields and the mountains,
cases c 'mes to the

lomewhat enjoys a branch

pqually enjoyed before, if
In tha latter case, give the

ar.d returning to their labors

and

with minds and bodies renewed
in their increased power, to

fully able,

eiigtherjecl;

more than make up

few days passed away from business.
If a man's senses and bodily health are unimpaired,
and lie is Inclined in that direction, he can scarcely be too
old to become a sportsman, iu deed as well as in thought. It
for the

ihould, therefore, be a matter of pride, with those

already members, to welcome

than to repel him by

A

him

criticisms

to

who

are

the fraternity, rather

upon

his inexperionce.

Great Sportsman's Rotttb.— Hon. Hinton Rowan

Helper, of St. Louis, ox-Minister from the United States to the
Argentine Republic, author of that once famous book, "The

Impending

Crisis of the South,"

now

on business
connected with the projected "Three Americas Railway,"
planned and promoted by him, intended to ran from Manitoba through the North, Central and South Americas, longiWhat a glorious "sportsman's
tudinally to Patagonia.

on a large

route,"

scale,

is

in this city

this line will

be

when

finished

1

Think

of the varieties of game, large r>nd small, to be met
with throughout the entire length of the route, and the untold possibilities of " stopping off " to fish in tho Amazon
1

with spare time and a long
could furnish more varied attractions or
greater changes of scene and action. " Do^s, guns and fishing
Certainly, for a

puree,

no one

sportsman

trip

We can imagine 'he 'enthu"thorough sportsman" leavingthe Northern terminus

tackle carried free," of course.
siastic

with a baggage Cir filled with the entire sporting department
of a bench show, all kinds of tackle from a split bamboo flyrod to a set of explosive harpoons, and everytVingin firearms, from a twenty gauge hainmerlsss to a Catling battery.
"Going to Buffalo to shoot buffaloes, ah, y'know," would be
nothing to

it

whisky

lasted, so it

was

useless

th salmon,

and

gaffs in

bead.

One

which the SiwasheB had caught with spears
the river which emptios into the inlet at its
had a four pound trout, which

of the canoes

had been speared. Here, too, I noticed, for the first time, a
numb® of groat holothuriana, or sea-cucumbers, lying on
the bottom.
Oiie of these being brought to the surface with
the spear, proved to be ten or twelve inches long an unat
tractive cr°atuTe, brown in color and studded with great
warts. Tho Indians eat them, as they do also the octopus,
and pronounce them excellent but none of our party seemed
inclined to try them. We paddled up Salmon River nearly
to the first jam of logs and camped on a sand bar.
A little
later, in the light canoe, we started up the river on an exploring tour, wh'ch, however, did not carry us beyond the
jam. As we were passing through this our attention was
drawn to the immense school of salmon slowly swimming
round and round in the deep pool under the logs. In this
v.a.% perhaps, twenty feet wide and forty long,
were shimming slowly atout or lying quietly near the botifrn four -or five, hundred salmon, each of which weighed
from eight to tec pounds. As tho canoe passed over them
they would nm&e a rush to one side or up stream, but
would ilaiost immediately return to thoir former position.
The water was clear as crystal, and looked about six or seven
feet deep, but, iu reality, wa3 over eighteen, and our sixteen
foot salmon spear was not nearly long enough to reach the
The sight of these splendid salmon
fish upon the bottom.
excited the members of onr party not a little, and the spear
was in great demand. It was an irslructive and amusing
right to see the learned, scientific light of our number, a
mathemai iciau of high attainments, a man who is supposed to
to take pleasure only in measuring the angles which tho various
faces of a crystal make with oneanother.and to whom tbe mys;

;

It

,

teries of differential calculus are rather more simple

than a chap,

—

words weuld be to the average man it
was an instructive and entertaining sight, I say, to see the Professor stretched out at full length on his face on this jam of
logs, his eyes glued to a crev ce through which he watched
the fish below, while his right hand grasped eagerly, at 'he
a'r above him, and his lips repeated these words: "Oh,
plmw let me have the spear for ju>t a minute; they are so
thickbere that I know 1 can't help catching one if I only
ter in one-syllabled

ihrust

it

at

them."

But although the Professor made many

a thrust, as did all the others, the total result of tho afternoon's work was one single salmon. Afterward, however,
when the depth of the water had been measured and a longer

handle rigged to spear and

gaff,

we

caught

all

the fish

we

1

reqdired.

Tbb Wimbledon CeaIxkkgb. As we go to press a commauoicMion has arrived from the Secretary of the Na'ioual
R fie Association of Great Britain, informing Gen. Hancock,
the P'esident. of our National Rifle Association, tl
Oouncil of the British organization will welcome a team of
A
American Guardsmen at Wimbledon next summer.

been appointed, and ihe.v are now
busy arranging a scheme for the competition, which will be
submitted to us in a short time. In our next issue we will
special sub-committee has

publish the letter in

Tbe

their

to wait for Seammux.
We, therefore, took our things
aboard Mr. Fannin's light canoe, and started for the head of
the Inlat, which we reached the next day.
On our way up the Arm, we met several canoes loaded

RtTLTss

full,

Pashon.— A

came to the
was written by

curious letter

Purest and Stream office the other day. It
a deaf mute, who had seen an advertisement of this paper
and wrote " I want to know if you have pictures of lions,
tigers, elephants, and any animals or beasts in that illustrated
weekly journal ," and in the letter to us was inclosed another
one to a gun dealer, asking for an illustrated catalogue, that
;

he might look

at the pictures of guns.

There

is

the ruling

passion.

Does thb College Amatkhr Press represent tho student
the day? Baseball, cricket, foot-ball, lawn-tennie

life of

have had a day or two of hunting on the
Burrard Inlet, but during the three days of

We had hoped to
North

Arm of

onr stay there it rained constantly. The woods were so wet
that travel through them was extremely uncomfortable,
while the mountains were shrouded in a dense white mist.
0„'ce we climbed part way up one of them during a lull in
the storm, but it was impossible to see fifty yards ahead of
So one morning,
one, and hunting was out of the question.
we ruefully broke camp, and paddling down to Hastings,

unloaded our baggage, and paid off and dismissed the
Siwasbes. The next day we bado farewell to the beautiful
Inlet, and took our departure for New Westminster.
There is something wonderfully impressive in the forests
of

Columbia.

British

The

gigantic

trees,

straight

and symmetrical, like the pillars of some great cathedral
whose dark green roof spreads out far above us, and whose
height cannot he measured in feet, awe the travoler by their
size

and

their regularity.

The

stillness

is

unbroken.

No

voice of bird or beast is heard to disturb the solemn quiet of
the scene, only sometimes tho sad moaning of the winds
among the lofty branches, or the whispered echo of the salt

waveB breaking unceasingly against tbe iron bound
though scarcely heard. Occasionally,

and boating appear to be the most prolific topics of discusgrowlings at tbe faculty, slangy
These, with
sion.
" grinds," and downy love poems make up the average
Are athletic Bports and flirtations the abeellege paper.
sorbing occupations of American college students'?

fell

" Don't Htjlloa Before Yoo're Out oy thb Wood," says
the wise oltl saw, and there are still two more momentous
daysleft in 1881, but— who will care for Mother Bhipton

surroundings,

powt

let*

templative

mood you

and give yourself

up

it is

cliffs is

true, as in con-

yield to the influences of the silence,
to

the melancholy reveries to which

tho surroundings incline you, the intense quiet is broken by
the harsh chatter of the red squirrel, or the hoarse, ill-

omened

voice of the raven, far more in keeping with your
may be heard. But as a rule these woods are

cedars, the firs and the cypresses are swathed
which hangs iu long, motionfrom
tha branches. To And bits of aolor we
f estwns

voiceless.

The

in a funereal drapery of moss,

Dbokmbbb

29,
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have to look carefully among the undergrowth, where we
can detect bright berries and particolored lichens, while the
ground is covered with the brown and withered foliage of
the evergreens, the accumulations of many a long year.
The sawmills and logging camps of Burrard Inlet and of

Washington Territory are too important to be passed over
without some mention. One may see among the gigantic
red woods of California individual trees which are much
larger than those

of this northern country, but, so far as I

know, there are on

this continent no forests where the timber will average so large as it does here on the North-west

The two most important

coast.

Douglas

largest, are the

fir

cedar (Thuya gigantea.)

species, as they are the

(Pseudostuga Douglas&Q and the

was informed

I

that the largest

named species, which had been cut for the
on Burrard Inlet measured 318 feet when felled, and
was 9 feet in diameter at the base iDside the bark, and a stick
of timber sawed at Hanson & Atkinson's mills, at Tacoma,
Washington Territory, measured 96 feet in length by
14x22 inches. Tbe cedar grow3 quite as large as the
Douglass fir, but not as tall. The largest tree that I saw
measured eleven feet in diameter, six feet from the ground,
and in the hollow in its butt, three or four men could have
slept very comfortably.
These trees are usually felled by
cutting through them some distance above the ground. This
is done because the bole of the tree at its base is knotty and
unfit for timber, and is thus much harder and more difficult
to chop through than it is a few feet farther up the stem.
The chopper begins operations by cutting a notch six or
eight inches deep in the tree trunk, three or four feet from
the ground. Into this he drives a "paddle," a piece of
timber four or five feet long, four inches wide and strong
enough to support a man's weight. Standing on this "paddle"
he then cuts another notch, a few feet higher up, into which
he inserts a second "paddle," and mounting to this
one, draws out, if necessary, the one below, and drives
Almost all tho stumps that
it in again still higher up.
one sees in these forests] bear the marks of the position
of two "paddles." I am informed, however, that of late
tree of the first

mills

method of felling these trees has been adopted,
by which the chopper is saved much of his labor, Four
years another

holes, opposite

one another, are bored with a large auger in

the bole of the tree, and in each of these a

which burns,
the tree

is

man can

so

it is

said,

weakened that

fell

fire is

kindled,

without any further attention, until
it

trees in this

falls of its

own

way much more

weight.

A

expeditiously

than with the axe, and two or three hundred trees can be
It would seem that this
fired before they begin to fall,

however, open to serious objection on the score
Aside from tbe danger that the fires thus
and may burn over a considerable extent of country, much of the timber felled in this
way must be lost. An expert chopper, with an axe, can lay the

method

is,

of wastefulness.

started aTe likely to spread,

two of where he wishes to, but
down they will of course be as likely
one way as another, and there would thus be more dan-

top of a tree within a yard or

when
to fall

the trees are burned

ger of their being broken, or jf their falling in places where
The timber when
it might be impossible to get them out.

and dragged to the water,
and from time to time a steamer calls at the different camps
makes up booms of logs, and tows them to the mills.
These mills are curiosities to one who has been accustomed
to the sawmills of the Batt, where nothing but small timber
Starting with the ordinary sawmill machinery,
is f awed.
with which a'l are familiar, a process of evolution his gone
on, which has developed the appliances by which these enormous sticks can conveniently be handled and sawn, so that
felled is stripped of its branches

present the sawmills of the Pacific coast are unlike any
thing to be seen el«ewhere on this continent. One mill at
Port Ludlow, W. T., which, when we passed it, wss only

at

just being completed

and not yet in

operation, isfivehundred

feet in length.

and their general accessibility
water has made lumbering on this coast extremely profit-

The
to

vast extent of the forests

able iu the past, but already

timber lands are

ail

we

hear complaints that tho

taken up, and that the loggers have to

go farther and farther back to find sticks that are worth
These complaints, however, are heard mainly
cuttiDg.
south of the boundary line. The vast forests of British Columbia are as yet almost untouched, and with reasonable
care in cutting the timber, should yield lumber enough to

supply the west coast of America for many years to come.
The mills at Moedyville in Burrard Inlet can saw sticks 120
feet long by 1 in diameter, but at the time of our visit they
were handling what they called "small logs," which

were only about four or five feet in diameter.
It was pleasant on reaching New Westminster once more
to meet our friend Mowitch and his charming family and receive his cordial welcome. Once more we sat on his piazzi
aud watched the mountains of Pitt River glow, pale, and
then grow black as the sun went down again beheld the
glories of Baker as its pure white peak first glistened and
faded, and then again grew rosy in the afterglow and once
more became blue, hazy and indistinct, until at last, as the
clear stars one by one appeared and the constellations took
shape in the heavens, and night resumed her sway, the grand
mountain stood for a while like a spectre and then was gone
from our sight. So keen a sportsman as Mowitch cou'd not
let us depart from New Westminster without suggesting a
hunt, and I was by no means loth to listen once more to the
music of the hounds. So by four o'clock next morning the
Professor, who had never killed a deer, Mowitch and! wore
;

—

Deojsmbbr

"
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A

rauiping briskly along toward Mirror Lake.
thick mist
curtained the landscape, and we missed the wonderful sun-

l

had hoped for even the treetops were not visible.
Arrived at the lake, Mowitch siartr d off to put out
the flogs, while I cut an armful of hemlock boughs for the
canoe, and before long, with the ProfesBor amidships, firmly
grasping his trusty rifle, and Mowitch and I wielding respectively the Bteering and bow paddles, we passed out on to
the surface of the lake. The fog still hung low over the
water, and though the upper air was rosy, the rays of the sun
had not yet pierced through the white vapor which hid the
surrounding forest on all sides except that from which we
had just pushed off. From out of the still whiteness which
surrounded us came from time to time the bell-like voices of
rise that I

;

The tiumpet-like notes

the hounds.

of Captain, the shriller

tones of Diaca, the short, sharp bay of Wallace and the ex-

and softened by the disformed a quartet whose melody was most sweet. And
as 1 knelt in the bow of the canoe, and bent my ear to catch
their ''musical discord," it seemed to me that indeed
" A err more tuneable

cited ravings of Dolores, blended
tance,

Was never

lioUa'd to, nor cheered

wlt-li

horn."

we waited, and as we sat there, the sky
and gradually the mist disappeared, and the
dark green of the woods was once more seen. The clamor of
the hounds had died away, and now the voices of forest and
So

for a while

grew

brighter

The

lake began to be heard.

shrill

425

now

took the trail, and in a short time, we had a beautiful
view of the deer advancing over the meadow with long, graceful leaps.
Once more it plunged into the clear waters of the
lake,

and now for the last

time.

It

;

struck out boldly for the

opposite thore, but the light craft propelled by sinewy arms

touched the bottom we
were not a dozen yards away. When clear of the water a
auother rep->rt
shot was fired, but did not check its speed
rang out on the still air, a small red dot appeared in the blue
coat behind the shoulder, and the animal, after half a dozen
bounds, fell dead on the meadow. We leaped sshore and
while two stepped up to the spot where it lay the third man
lifted the canoe well up on the bank and then joined his

gained rapidly upon

it.

As

its feet

;

comrades.

We carefully

looked over our quarry, but there

were only two holes iu the glossy skin, one where the ball
had entered and one at the point of exit.
While gralloching the game the good dogs came up one by
one, and were gratified with a hearty meal of the warm
meat. Then with our deer we sped swiltly back to the landing place. To pack the animal out to the road did not take
long, aud soon Mowitch and meat were put on the stage for
town, while the Professor and I started with the hounds to
Yo.
do the four miles afoot.

CRUISE OF "THE NIPPER"—HI.
80th of
THEChain,

last

clear

July was a bright day along the Fulton
and cloudless.
The shelter tent and

blanket were made into a snug roll, the canoe lay hidden from
the heat in the shade of a thicket, and everything was ready
for a trip over to Raquette Lake, when two sharp-stemmed
Long-lakers darted from the outlet into the placid Seventh,
andlrecoguized " Slim Jim" and Fred Rivett, with parties,

bound

Seeing

the eastern side.

to

me on

the shore they

came to a bait, and Jim sang out, "Come on, Uncle Nessgo through with us to Raquette.
came a series of mysterious sounds, a splashing in the muk,
" You'll ou trow me. I'll get left."
water and a breaking of small twigs, which made us suspect
"No, we'll keep company come along," said Jim.
that a boaver was hard at work behind a fringe of low wil"Can you wait five minutes," I asked.
"Yes, fifteen of them," answered Fred.
lows. Further on in a little bay was a tiny grebe dallying
" These gentlemen would like to see your canoe work;
with his breakfast. He evidently believed that file was
come oh," said Jim.
made for enjoyment, and dawdled over his meal like a man
It struck me tbat the guides had got the idea.
They had
of unlimited leisure.
When he had satisfied his appetite be been at it all the season, and knew just where to strike the
went through an elaborate series of evolutions connected landing that had eluded me tho evening before. So I
launched out and soon laid them alongside. The gentleman
with his toilet, and then, deliberately clambering upon a bunch
who headed the party was much interested and pleased with
of floating vegetation, turned his breast to the sun and in medthe canoe. He-asked many questions and was a little scepitative mood closed his eyes. I was wondering whether he was
tical about her weight, and the three youngsters who com-

like

;

merely ruminating, and really thought best with his eyes shut,

when I
saw Mowitch

or whether as a matter of fact he had gone to sleep,

felt the canne shake and, turning my head,
dipping his paddle in the water, as he motioned toward the
bird that I had been watching. Without the slightest sound

the little vessel moved toward the grebe, but when we were
within twenty yards of him, I hear-i ouce more the faint cry
of the hounds and turned to listen for them, and when I again

looked for my feathered friend he had vanished. Silently,
and without making a ripple in the waler, he bad disappeared
beneath its surface. We moved slowly on, and reached the
end of the lake, and, just as wc were about to turn, a low
groan from the stern caused me to lookrouud, and there, two
hundred yards distant, was a deer swimming away from us,
Alparallel with the shore, and not twenty yards from it.
though the chances of our getting a shot were inflnitesitnally
small, we turned the canoe and started in pursuit, but before
we had made half the distance, the animal turned in toward
the bank.
Mowitch, for the sake of the hounds, most anxious
that the deer should not escape, called out "Try him, To."

The canoe was
and

still

darting along as I raised the heavy rifle,
head that was cleaving the lake's sur-

fired at the delicate

face,

now within a few

As I lowered

feet of the shore.

the

from about the mark, the
deer reared nearly half its length out of the water and then
I could
for a few seconds lay floundering on the surface.
scarcely believe that I had killed, but for a moment it
looked so. Then the animal recovered and crawled slowly
out of sight into the long grass. In a few seconds we were
as the canoe shot by a little passage
at the spot, and
gun, I

way

saw

the water splash high

that led through the

meadow toward

tho shore, both the

Professor and I saw the deer lying in the water. The channel
was but a foot or two wide, so that we had but a glimpse of
our game, but it was enough. I shouted exultantly to Mowitch, " There he lies dead." If I had omitted the last word of
this sentence I should have done better. Better still, however,

I had quietly backed the canoe and fired another shot, for
ashore with drawn knife to cut the
animal's throat, it sprang up, almost under his hand, and
if

when Mowitch stepped

off into the forest.

danced derisively through the high grass
I

think

we

a little foolish. I
deer should quietly

all felt

the idea that a

felt particularly so,
lie

down

less

but

than ten

yards from the spot where it had been shot at, had never
crossed my mind. I was confident that it had been hard hit,
and proposed going to the lower end of the lake, where
Diaua was now to be seen, and getting her, to put her on the
trail again.

But

at this

moment

old Captain

made

his ap-

pearance on the shore and Btarted to swim out toward the
paid no attention to him, however, so he went
canoe.
hack, and started along the bank after us, and presently his

We

sonorous tones told us that he had crossed the trail, and was
off again after the deer. It was not long before I saw behind
a

little

the

had

point, a ripple that

water,

but

ones mora

before

sought

showed

we
the

that the deer

could
shore,

get

was again

sight

Dolores,

of

it,

in

posed the balance of the party were enthusiastic. Their
questions "little meaning, little relevancy bore," but the
guides made some queries with meaning in them. For instance, Fred asked, as he leisurely picked up his oars, "Did
the storm keep you awake last night?" And I, remembering
that my little hatchet had gone on to the Raquette, answered
stoutly, "Not a bit ; never slept better in my life."
As the guides took up the easy, effective stroke that sends
the Long-lakers through the water so speedily, 1 crept under
Fred's counter, took the draw of his wake, and made the
inlet without parting company.
Then I said, " Boys, your
boats can and ought to beat any paddle on open water, but
when you come to these crooked channels, outlets and inlets
in the form of the letter " S," where you have to look over
your shoulders right and left to see the course, and pull first
the
to starboard, then to port, why you see the paddle
double blade has rather got the bulge on you." We had
stopped under a huge cedar for a modest nip, for which the
leader of that party has my thanks, and, as Jim and Fred
very quietly resumed their oars, a meaning glance passed
between them. They said nothing but I thought it as well
to lay aside extia clothing, spit on my hands and settle down
For the first half-mile the odds were rather in my
to work.
The water was deep, channel crooked and the
favor.
chances for cutting off bends and "going as you look,"
rather made an easy thing of it. Then the course grew
The swift Long-lakers drew
straighter and less distinct.
rapidly away, and I saw them turn a bend forty rods ahead.
I tried to cut off the bend and ran on to a sunken log.
Backed off, took the channel and put on all the steam I had
I paddled up the
I was left.
at command, but in vain.
stream until I lost the blazed trees which mark the course,
stopped, listened a moment, and then used my spare wind
An answer came from the
in a long, loud la-whoop.
swampy forest far to the left, where I found the party landed
up on a shaky sort of corduroy platform, which is the landing now. They were waiting for me, they said. And Fred
remarked, "A double blade docs take tho skates on these
crooked channels. Notice how he cut the corners and went
the way he looked ?" Boys, I hope that wasn't 'sarkasm.' I
have faith to think ycu wouldn't make fun of grayhairs
I like to see the guides organize for a " carry," and I
watched Jim and Fred as they prepared for the trip over to
Eighth Lake. First, the " party " was loaded up with fishing
rods, guns, pack-baskets, gum blaukets, and the usual impedimenta of tho average tourist, and started over the carry looking like a crew of pack-peddlers. When they were out of
sight, Jim remarked cooly, "We can take it easy; they
Then he and Fred tied in oars, seats,
ain't going to hurry."
etc., snugly and neatly, made the neck-yokes fast at the
balancing point, and then, inverting the lightest boat, Jim
held the stern high in the air while Fred crept under and
adjusted the neck-yoke nicely to his muscular shoulders,

it

however,
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saying, "All right; let go," which Jim did ; and the inevitable blue boat, with the pair of sturdy legs beneath, disappeared rapidly up the trail. Jim raised his own boat, and
I thought I could,
said, "Think you can hold her up?"

and did though, balancing on a point at the stern, and
weighing over 901bs., she was a lift. And then Jim quietly
seized my blanket roll and hung it on his broad shoulders without comment, before shouldering his boat. It was a kindly
but 1 was
thing to do, and like his generous nature
ashamed, and raised a feeble remonstrance he went away
with a long, quick stride, paying no heed, and I thought of
honest old Jack Falstaff, that Prince of Deadbeats "Hal,
an thou seest me down in the fight and bestride me, why so
;

;

;

—

;

an act of friendship." Was I a beat ?
I organized my own canoe for the carry, and tried to overI found them at
take the party, but the guides walk fast.

'tiB

j
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—
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behind the guides.
Goiug down the

interested by the movements
of the fish that lay basking near the surface among the lily,
pods, and darted off with u plash and sn irl tu
man with oars would hardly have seen this.
neared them.
But, paddling silently down stream, looking the way 1 went,
I probably started nibre than a score of good-sized fish, without being able to decide on the species. I inteude
and try them, both wi'h fly and bait, but faded to do so
though I certainly shall, if I find myself fchete in the summer of '82. I thought they might be pickerel; but the
guides assured me there were no pickerel in Raquette Lake.
I found Bennett's hotel crowded with tourists and spirtsmcn. and was uuable to get a room, or even a bed. But the
bark-roofed guide camp, "For guides only," had a bright tiro
in front, with balsam browse for bedding, and wa9 preferable,
quarters there while on tho
I took up
to a close room.
Raquette, and had no cause to regret it. As to the fare,
whoever has stayed with Ed. Bennett knows that his table
would rank as first-Glass any where. And lucre is no pleasanter lake than Raquette in tho North Woods. It is tho
largest
the water is clear, and the shores, while being wellwooded, are mainly rocky. Large as the lake is, I should
nore than a miie from the
iddle to
not know where to
ys, capes, indentations and
The numbe
nearest land.
and even the
d on paper
islands, make it difficult I
ect idea of it.
best maps fail to give just
popuinvest
I do not know a better r.
In "the summer of '80 the' smalllar bass question
strong fin-hold, and was
pretty
mouth had
few were being taken
evidently making his' way.
His increase for the next
bait.
with spoon and
Starting from
twelve months was to me marvelous.
Bennett's landing with an hour's sun, and paddling to the
mouth of the Marion 1 could got nil the sport I wanted, and
more fish than I needed before dark, 1 used an Bob. rod and
best.
But athe scarlet ibis fly, with silver body, as
is is
brown backle was also killing. And the gc
rare
about as good. The three, taken a3 a cast, and no t
est,
needed. Father Gavan, an intelligent young
rod
was an enthusiastic bass fisherman, .and used a powi
ml
with minnow or spoon. His favorite ground was tl
Hewus nearly always
Of South Inlet and adjacent shores.
successful.
I liked the mouth of the Marion and the rocky
shores below, with the islands in front of the hotel. There
was not much to choose. His fish averaged about, twice tho
On the
size of mine, and I could take about two to Ells one.
whole, I should say the bait fisherman butt the best of it. The
guide'scomplamt, tbaUhebass h u deBtroyedal] Ike lake trout,
would have nioie point had there been any lake trout worth
mention to destrov.
I took a lively interest in ihe tourists, or boarders, who
had worked their way into the wilderness for health, and not
There were many of them on Hie waters of the
for sport.
Raquette, and more on the Saranaes. News travels fast in
the woods. Every day that I was on these waters 1 saw
guides and tourists from almost every route you can mention.
I heard that more than a dozen consumptives hud already
Others were dying, and many
died on the Satanac waters.
exhausted, to die at home
more had crept away, heatefi
among friends and relatives.
Paul Smith had «aid he would, by five huudred dollars,
rather th3 article entitled "Camp" Lou" had sever been
I saw for myself that, parties who badsuught the
written.
Adirondacks for health, were sick, disgusted, and only anxious to get away anywhere that-dryness, wavinth, and test tvete
inlet I

was

A

piping of a cross-bill

sounded from a tree-top and was replied to by the grating
notes of a rollicking company of atelier's jays that were
foraging among the branches of an enormous fir. Faintly
from the direction of Lake Burnaby was borne to ear the
mournful quavering cry of a loon, and a great whiteheaded
eagle, who from his perch on the summit of a blasted fir
overlooked the scene, threw back his head and laughed a
shrill answering ecream. and then unfolded his enormous
wings and floated out of sight. From the other hide of the

the clean, sandy landing and u was a relief to see Hie fresh,
green shores, wholesome waters and healthy tries of Eighth
Lake, after an experience of Fifth, Sixth and (Seventh. At
He
the Eighth the leader of the party began to feel huri ted.
wished to reach Bennett's Landing on Raquetio i:; time for
the little steamer to Blue Mouutain, and guides always follow the wishes of employers so far as tuey can. I saw I
was likeiy to get left but, meaning to keep up as far as
possible, I paddled out with the parly, and rathe
on the double blade. The guides went in for an ash breeze.
miles, and: they led me to the
The distance is less than
landing just about 100 rods. Yes the Lang-lakers are fast
but crankv and uncomfortable to ride in.
As you strike the lauding at the head of Eighth Lake,
there is a path, leading along the shore to the right, which
Here the guides, having seen the
leads you to a cool spring.
party off, stopped a few minutes for a lunch. Let me commend that spring, with its bright, cold water and resiful surroundings, to any lone canoeist who may happen to strike
the lauding at the head of Eighth Lake, Again 1
fcBl
canoe were shouldered. Jim, as before, tdUi
he
roll.
Again the guides boat me over the carry
stopped for a rest and I did not— and when 1 Braved at
Brown's Tract Inlet, guides and boats had disappeared. I
was in no hurry. The carries were all made, and six rind ahalf miles of paddling lay between me and Ed, Ben
The day was flue. The wind just brisk enough to be lively,
and I reached Bennett's about three-quarters of an hour

,

my

;

;
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easily attainable. 1 was interviewed and questioned time and
again as to the healthfulnes3 of the mountainous region about
the headwaters of tbe Susquehanna, and truth compelled
perience led to the
me to say that all my obsei
conclusion that the high lands about the he&dffal
d more hope of healiog to
Delaware and BUS [n
Ihe sufferer from pulmonary disease than the damp, cold
high lands of the Northern Wilderufss. That BOtoe unexpected and surprising cures have happened in both regions is

certainly true.

And it is equally true that the Northern Wildet
rivalled for boating and c
re, audit is
be excelled for scenery. All this is
not to be wondered at that [lie average
Harries, lie can travel
a wild region, where, by making;Bho
hundreds of miles by water.
But, as regards the single question of health, I can namo
dozen localities, easily reached in one day from New
York, where I would rather lake my chances as
tive patient, thSn iu the Adirondack Mgion,
and little known,
One spot in p
within twenty-two wiles of when
half a

often as the healthiest resort I know of
I -allud
for weak or diseased lungs,

between

Little

Pine and

Bu

Pine

iu

i

CSreckB.

section of country, dry, sterile, breezy, at
with living springs of the purest and ebldi
No
too, so far as hares, grouse and deer oar- .make it so.
boating; but Little Fine and Ottei Run a:There is a modest village on tho hill, with post office,
and a neat little hotel, where permanent board mi
for four or five dollars per week, with plenty of freak eggB,
and best of butter and milk, But it is out of reach of mar.

—

—

;
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kets to a great extent. If this short notice should lead any invalid to seek "Oregon Ilill," Pa., as the hamlet is called, I feel
bound to add, as an inducement that may have weight with
naturalists, that you may secure a fine specimen of the raltleenake on almost any hot summer day.
At Raquette Lake I met Mr. Durant, in whose boat my
knapsack had gone off. I accosted him and before I could
make any inquiries, he smiled and said, " I guess I know what
you are going to say. Your knapsack is over at rny camp.
You can get it in two minutes." I found the camp a wellfurnished summer residence, and the genial proprietor quite
capable of keeping not only guides and boats, but a neat little
steam yacht. Money is a good thing when one knows how
to use it.
I found the knapsack alright, to the last fishhook, and was more than glad to get it. When I had it
well-packed with blanket, shelter-tent, hatchet, tinware, etc.,
1 felt at home again, and went over to Leavitt's on Forked
Lake, bouud down the Raquette River, and just where the
notion might take me. At Leavitt's I found some guides
whom 1 knew the previous season, aud got some useful notes
and polDts on routes, carries, etc. Also met the Justice of
the Peace who issued the warrant for Charles Parker, the
man who caused such a scandal in the Long Lake region last
summer.
I gave a summary of that unhappy affuir in
Fobest and SifiEAii la9t August, and it is pretty well understood now that it throws no stigma on the " guide class."
Forked Lake is one of the most beautiful sheets of water
in the wilderness, and a healthy, delightful region for a summer camp, of which there are several on eligible points
well-furnished summer residences, owned by men of taste,
wealth and leisure, who have the good sense to take their
families to the forest for three mouths or more, rather than
to such resorts as Long Branch, Newport, etc.
It is possibly
quite as expensive ; but, I should say, worth the cost.
It was a most delightful morning in August.
I got an
early breakfast and launched out for Long Lake, intending
to stop awhile with Mitchell Sabattis and investigate the fish
question, of which I had heard a good deal in connection
with this fine sheet of water. It is said that two guides who
had been prosecuted for crusting de-er, stocked the lake with
pickerel out of revenge, and that the pickerel have exterminated the salmon trout. And now there are black bass in the
lake, which, in turn, are demolishing the pickerel.
Such is
the tale as it was told to me.
I do not believe that any fresh water fish can
I doubt it.
exterminate the agile, shark-nosed pickerel. Though it is
fair to add the testimony of Mr. E. Rose-, who has a fine
summer resort on Silver Lake, Susquehanna county, Pa.,
and is a life-long sportsman. Pickerel were certainly plenty
in that lake twelve years ago. The lake was stocked with
small-mouthed bass and now he assures me the pickerel are
gone. The bass has cleaned them out.
Maybe. I dunno
1 dunno.
I cannot believe that the small-mouth whips the
pickerel in fight. But he may starve him out.
From Leavitt's to the outlet of Forked Lake are four miles
If
of as pretty water and scenery as a tourist could a9k.
you are a canoeist don't swing over to port for the sake of
an opeu channel. Keep near the right shore, and when you
open the course to the outlet you may have a mile or so of
heavy paddling among the lily-pod3, but you will cut off
considerable distance, and the double-blade works in lilypads, while oars tangle up. You will be interested, too, in
seeing at every open space fair-sized fish drop away from the
canoe, leaving a funnel-shaped swirl on the surface, and you
I am sorry I
will be puzzled, hb I was, to name the fish.
did not put the rod together and try them with the fly but
When you
I promised myself to do that when I came back.
reach the landing at the outlet take the double-blade aport,
turn the stems to the ends of the canoe, tie them fast, organize your duffle for the carry, and then spend an hour following along the bank and taking in the rapids, with the scenery
on either side. If you have an eye for nature the time will
not be lost. The carry is one and a half miles, and a man
who lives there will drag your canoe across for a dollar and
a half. As you can carry it in thirty minutes more safely,
you had better trust your own shoulders.
As you reach the foot of the carry you launch again for
an easy trip of one and a half miles another and a shorter
carry, then a half-mile by water, then a carry of 100 rods,
and you strike the head of Long Lake. It is four miles to the
lauding at Kellog's, aud a little less to Mitchell Sabattis'
landing.
To make the latter you turn to the tight on
sighting the bridge at Kellog's, and steer to tne right end of
the sandy beach before you. Take the steep path that leads
up from the landing, and Auntie SabattiB will take care of
you. She has been doing that sort of thing for a good many
What the famous Indian guide, Mitchell Sabattis, is
years.
in the woods, his wife can supplement liim as campkeeper.
I found no tourists at the Sabattis house, but it was not
Two married daughters, a son and his wife, with
lonely.
eight grandchildren pretty nearly of one size, made it quite
She managed the household
lively for Grandma Sabattis.
well, and kept the unruly youngsters in order to a degree
I was glad to meet the son, Ike
that won my admiration.
Sabbattis, whose acquaintance 1 had made in the summer al
I should
'80, and was sorry that Mitchell was away guiding,
have been pleased to meet Ike's suggestion that we go down
Long-lake floating but, alas, we were both on the sick list.
Ike was suffering from a severe attack of cholera morbus,
and I bad been growing weaker every day since leaving the
Forge House. 1 coughed almost incessantly, and had sweating spells every night. 1 lost appetite. My knees jackknifed going over the shortest carries, and I began to realize
that I might get laid by the heels in the middle of the wilderI have little
ness, hundreds of miles away from home.
feeling for myself or any other man, as a sick patient. But
no man can transcend possibilities, and, as it happens, sickThe muscular young
ness does come to us all, soon or late.
Two other y< >ung
guide, Ike Sabattis, was r.n bis back.
guides. Hall aud Staunton, were far gone with consumption,
the latter in a dying condition, at the LoDg Lake settlement,.
All the same I was ashamed of the physical weakness that
steadily headed me off from day to day, and did my level
I kept my feet, however;
best to beat it, but iu vain.
fished, excursed in the woods, paddled down to Kellog's
every day, and picked up all the information possible.
Not a daypaaaed that I did not hear Of a death in the
Saranac region, from consumption. Landlords and guides
looked serious at these reports, but did uot dispute them.
They said, '* These people were past help when they came
:

—

—

;

;

;

;

They should have staid at home." Perhaps; but it
in.
does not go to prove that a reaidence in the North Woods is a
cure for lung diseases.
It was on the sand-beach, in front of Kellog's, that I met a
young invalid of the feminine persuasion, who interested me

Deobmshb

more deeply than any human being had ever done on

so
short an acquaintance.
It was a perf ct morning.
The lake was like a mirror. I
had paddled down without particular aim or object, and was
drawing the canoe up the beach, when I noticed a little girl,
walking with cat-like tread up and down the shore, and
humming an opera catch softly to herself.
Suddenly she stepped up to the cau^e, raised it by the
stem, turned it to port and starboard, read the name, and
said sharply, " Humph
'Susan Nipper.' Dickens. 'Master
Dombey is a permanency Miss Edith is temporary.'
don't you name her Miss Edith ? She looks sufficiently temporary ? "
i.

!

Why

:

She was about the first one who had recognized the name,
and I looked her over with more interest. ~ Why, she was a
woman
Hair and eyes like an Indian princess weight and

—

!

A

a girl of ten years.
thin, attenuated form, a
bright glow in either cheek, and a sharp, intellectual expression, with the worn, womanly outlines, told the story.
She
pushed the canoe afloat, drew it back and forth, hauled it up
on the beach, and said in low, sad voice, "Oh, I should so
"
like a ride in it
would you dare let me?
" Dare ? my dear young lady, can you trust yourself ?"
" 1 am used to boats aud water we have a guide an d a
gpod boat," she answered, " but I would like to ride in this."
So I took the old handkerchief with its stuffing of hemlock browse and ferns that serves me for a seat, placed it
well forward made the shelter-tent and blanket into a comfortable lean-back in the bow, and seated her as I would an
infant.
Got in carefully myself, with the old grass eott between the keelson and the terminus of my spinal column,
and paddled cautiously up and down the shore iu three feet
of water to test her sea-going qualities.
She waa steady and
immovable as a sand -bag.
Then she said: "You see I am safe?
cross the
lake, aud laud mo in the woods."
I did.
When we were more than half way across there
came a loud "lialloo,'' from the landing. She opened her
large black eyes, waved her sailor hut, and settled back,
" It's my father. He will understand.''
saying:
I landed her on the beach just where the firs and spruce
were thickest, spread tent and blanket, on a dry sunny spot,
and left her to herself. For an hour she reclined on the im
provised couch, or gathered the trifling ferns and lichens of
which young ladies are so fond, and then she said, quite as
" Now take me back to my
though I had been her guide
father.
I am tired
so tired." So I lauded her on the clean,
white beach, where paterfamilias was impatiently poking the
sand with his gold-headed cane, and resigned my position as
amateur guide. She held out her thin little hand at parting,
"1 trust you will understand me? I am a dying
saying
girl.
They let me do as I please, now. I have left conventional fetters and forms behind, with a good deal more
that 1 valued once but no matter.
Good-bye." Was there
a little romance connected with her case, I wonder?
As the old gentleman seemed nervous, I th< mght it a good
time to leave, aud went up to the village to call on Ike SabFound him much better and disposed to go down the
attis.
lake floating.
Thought he coidd "put. me on to a deer."
But the man who is liable to a hard coughing spell at a
minute's notice is more likely to scare three deer than to get
a shit at one, so 1 declined, and paddled around the point to
the grove near Sabattis' landing, where lispent bouts, sitting
on aiog a style of amusement in which I was fast becoming
size like

—

;

;

Now
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of muscle came heaviest on "Rolanu." Here, the Roland
was a cranky, Darrow Long-laker, und the muscle was of
men. Would they wiu ? I walked the room, smoked and
listened.
A stroke of that bell would have made me stagger
like a drunken man.
But it came not.
At midnight I turned in for a few hours of drowsy,

feverish unrest, and at 3 a. m. I
dressed and walked down
to the lauding
where I made a fire against the rock used as
a washing station by the House of Sabattis, lighted a pipe,
and resumed
favorite exercise of sitting on a log.
The
fog still hung over the lake, thick and dark.
Then came faint, dull streaks of light, gray and brown,
from the east. It grew lighter, gray and brown turned to
" Owl's Head" began'to be visible. The fog
dull yellow.
grew denser, brighter, and began to rise in well-defined line
from off the water, like the lifting of a blanket, and from
under that blanket darted a sharp stemmed regulation Longlaker, the same oars and paddle playing with unabated vim,
but with three men instead of two. Sbecame to the landing
with a swift, silent rush, and, before she was fairly still, an
athletic young man sprang to the beach and took his way
through the grove toward the settlement at a Beven-knot gait.
I had no need to ask if it were George Staunton.
It, was less
than a half mile from the landing to where his brother lay
dying. Now, suppose, just as he came in sight of the house
where his brother lay that the bell should give his nerves a
trial with its first, fearful death-announcing clang!
Would
he stage er some ? Would he sort o' swerve off to port, and
sit down on a log, faint, and white, and sick ?
It might be.
It was painful.
I took out my watch, as he disappeared in
I said, " He will be there in five minutes."
the grove.
The
minutes passed.
One guide Baid,
long?" "Six
,

my

"How

minutes," I answered.
"Six minutes is enough to get
there,", he said.
I still held the watch.
Teu minutes passed.
' He is there," I suid
" has been there five minutes." Then
;

the guides tied in oars, paddle and seats, took up lantern
and boat and started for the little hamlet, called on the maps
"L.ng Lake P. O."
I never did and never shall like the Long-lakers.
They
are swift, but frail, weak, cranky and tiresome to ride in.

Nevertheless, as the fagged guides brushed passed me I instinctively raised my old felt hat to the craft lhat h«d run
an all-night race against death and won.
Nessmoe.

—

GROUSE SHOOTING IN NEWFOUNDLAND.
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— bidding fair

an adept

was getting

to be

And here

while

my

Indeed, it
to rival "Old Phelps."
"beet hold."
watching the calm, Clearwater, I

listlessly

witnessed one of the little incidents th it the lone tourist who
knows the value of silence may often pick up. It was only
a couple of little fish a bull-head four or li ve inches long, and
a bass much smaller. The former was working his way
laboriously along the beach, his nose at the surface aud his
rudder gone, while the bass was spitefully nipping him at the
counter.
It was evidently a hopeless case for the bull-head J
and such a piece of uncalled for cussedness on the part of
the bass that, unthinkingly, I seized a stick of flood trash
and made a vicious clip at, him. As often happens in this
world, the innocent suffered while the guilty rascal " lit out"
May he grow to a four-puunder, to be worfor deep water.
ried and tormented along that same beach, with a sharp hook
Nessmtjk.
in his gills.
[The continuation or " Nessmuk's" narrative, detailing he fun her
Ineluenta oi ul.ssl.ory at Mitchell Sabattis', lonns a stilling story ol
;
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campaign of fishing and grouse shooting over
THIS year'sended.
It has been a very wet and cold

summer,

di 'gs is

with a stormy autumn, and at present (November) there is
every appearance of a hard winter. The fishing during the
summer has been much affected by the weather.
From all quarters I have heard bad accounts of the seatrout fishing, as compared with former years.
Captain Ken-

("Manner" of the London Field"), had some
and one clergyman, quite a novice at the gen lie
hooked thirty salmon iu the Salmonier River, landing,
The falling off in the fishing in St.
alasi but six or seven
Mary's and Placentia Bays was attributable, no doubt, in a
great decree to the exceptional weather this season.
Partially, however, it is due iu some places to the barbarous
practice of barring the rivers with ne;s.
Several persons
have been fined and their nets confiscated. This doubtless
The thanks of all sportsmen are
will have a good effect.
due to the learned, active and assiduous Stipendiary Magisnedy, R. N.,

good

fishing

;

craft,

trate of St. Mary's for his exertions in punishing violators of
the law. May Mr. James Harney's praises be sounded
through the whole American continent.
Caribou shooting in October was splendid sport.
"Mariner" aud his part}'" killed seven stags in Hall's Bay. Two
young sportsmen killed three deer in one day within about
thirty-five miles from St. Johns.
Two other sportsmen at
the head of La Poile Bay, on the southern coast, had fine
Sir Rose Price and several othtr
sport with the caribou.
deer hum era have been shooting in the interior, and ad, I
believe, have been very successful.
I think the broods of grouse weie larger than usual this
year, and that there were more than the average number of
coveys in most localities but owing to wet, cold and stormy
weather, aud the prevalence of cold winds
October, shoot
ing was not good, and heavy bags the exception. The willow grouse is par excellence the game bird of Newfoundland,
;

m

delicious to eat, and still more delightful to shoot.
In the
and especially on the southern and western purls of
the island, ptarmigan abound on the dry, barebills. They are
so abundant, and so tame, that they afford very litle sport.
Not so the willow grouse they stand well to the dogs • and
when flushed the covey rises with a whirr and rapid flight
Grouse shooting is my
that tries the nerves considerably.
favorite sport.
I love the wild, wind-swept barrens,
he
hard exercise ; and I delight to watch the sagacious working of good setters.
Grouse shooting in the old country is the pastime of
princes and potentates, and though only a small brown bird
Tt-truo lagopm is a political power in the land.
Parliament rises in his honor, and he rises for the pleasure of
sporting M. P's. Any one who has witnessed the stirring
about
the
Scotch
lines
10th
and
scenes on the
11th of August
will never forget the tennis of splendid pointers and setters,
the endless gun cases, and the eager sportsman, all bound
bouuie
heather.
Punch has a cominorth for the land of the
cal picture of an irate Station MaBter at a small Scotch
over-driven porter, who is vainly
si ttion, addressing au
striving to hold half a dozen eager setters: ".Now then,
look alive with they dougsl where arc you?"
Porter—
"Hoots, they've a' "eatin' 'their tuckets, an' dinna ken fa
the 're a gaen tac." Far different from the Scutch grouse
shooting with the gaitered and well wot-up sportsmen, the
garbs of old Gael, the gillies, and all that, is the NewfoundHere there are no limits or restrictions to the
land sport.
the whole unbounded barrens
shooting, no beats, no fences
arc your own; the fisherman, who is your guide, gillie and
gamekeeper, may not look so picturesque in his old canvas
clothes as his Highland compeer, but forfincphysicalhealth,
for endurance, for quickness of eye and skill iu marking, I
countryman, on his native heath, against the
will back
bravest Saundie that ever scratched himself in the early
dawn, or drank raw whisky. In the matter of drinks my
stalwart fisherman, too, could fairly hold his o%vn wilh tho
MacTavishes ; but his choice is quite distinct ; his taste iu
He sends the
liquor is tropical ; it is caused by commerce.
rugger lish, and his colored brother returns the southern
interior,

A NIGHT RACE AGAINST DEATH.

AFTER
gate,

dark, as I was smoking by Auntie Sabattis'
two brisk-steppping young guides came hurriedly

by through the yard and made for the landing below the hill.
They carried a sharp-stemmed Long-laker and a lantern.
They were bound on a night trip to Raquette Lake and refor young Staunton, the
turn, to be buck before sunrise
sick guide, lay dying, and his one wish was to see and know
;

Aud the
a favorite brother before crossing the Dark Carry.
doctor had said that, if the brothers were to know each other
again on earth, the meeting must take place before another
sunrise.

was rather a manly, plucky thing to make a night cruise
thirty and forty miles, mostly in a fog, aud with
two stretches of rocky, torturous current and
two lakes, all to be "doubled" in the darkness. The lantern
On water the course
would only be available on the carrie.
It

of

between

four carries,

I followed the guides to the
is better seen without it.
landing, and watched them with interest as, bending to oar
and paddle, they disappeared swiftly into the darkness.
Tuen 1 went up to the house, consumed the time cutting
up plug aud smukiug it, tried to feel at ease but the dyins
guide and absent brother somehow got in on my nerves. 1
mentioned that I would like to know just how the sick man
was getting on if he was likely to pull through the night.
"You'll know," said Auntie Sabattis, "when any one
dies here, the bell is tolled as soon as a man can get to it,
night or day."
The night was very warm, and I
I went to my room,
was unwell and weak. I am not nervous. I have no
sympathy or pity" for nerves— my own or others'- But how
1 pictured to myself
tue dread of that bell did worry me.
the guides racing over the course in the foggy maimer night,
going quickly over the slippery carries, one carrying the
boat, the other lighting the path wilh glimmering lantern;
rowing swiftly across long stretches of water by the shimmer
and glitter of starlight reaching the camp on an island in
Raquette Lake, only to find George Staunton gone off,
floating with his "party." I thought of the "tide from
Ghent to Aix," but that race was on horseback. The strain
;

;

;

;

l

;

my

rum, mellow Jamaica, or fiery St. Jago. With the youDger
but the
general ion temperance has made great progress
older fishermen commonly regard the teetotaler a3 a harm;

;;
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;

;
;

;

;
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They like a still born "on time," and they
belief in its power to cure " all the ills that flesh
heir to."
The best grouse shooting that I know of in IN ewf oundland is found along the southern coast, the more distant and
inaccessible the locality, the better are the prospects of sport.
Generally speaking, the barrens or moors are not far distant
from the fisherman's house, where you will have to put up.
He will probably tell you that the " partridges," as he calls
them, are numerous Mike, his boy, "saw a power of them
the other day as he was after the cows." You will perhaps
" Oh, not far at all
ask him, "Are the barrens far off
you have only to go through a few scattered trees, and you
are ou the grounds at once." Now you must take this statement with a large grain of salt. You will find that the word
"scattered" has a very peculiar meaning in this colony.
When you are fishing, for instauce, my friend Pat McGrath
will casually observe that " there are a few scattered flies
about." In that event, prepare yourself to be eaten alive by
And when he tells about scattered trees, expect
rnusquitos.
a stiff climb of a mile or so through thick bush and fallen
Generally speaking, however, there is a path from
timber.
the little settlement to the barrens, perhaps a road.
As a
rule, the Newfoundland fishermen are the most hospitable
people in the world to strangers. They live very isolated
All who
lives and they are always pleased to see new faces.
visit this country are struck with their old-fashioned politeness and civility. Their very isolation, which produces
their primitiveness and simplicity, also develops their remarkable ingenuity. They build their own houses and their
schooners aud boats. Of course the stranger sportsman, in
return for hospitality and civility, will make himself generally agreeable, tell his best stories, exhibit any ingenious
instruments he may have about him, sing without much
pressing, and, if he can, p:ay the flute or the fiddle, I will
promise him not only that the whole population turn out en
masse in the morning to assist him in his sport, but that all
He
possible political power and prestige will be at his feet.
may fiddle himself into the local Parliament and become
problematically a Premier, possibly the Chairman of the
Board of Works!
After all this roundabout talk, perhaps, my gentle reader,
you are getting just a trifle impatient you want to get on
the barrens and have a shot at the birds. But bide a
I
you go a step further.
before I let
wee bit
must ask you a few questions. Can you shoot fairly on
I mean, can you, as
the wing? Can you walk well?
Paddy says, " hould out ?" Are you the happy owner of a
good setter or pointer, and will he "hould out?" Answer
me all these queries satisfactorily and honestly, and 1 will
promise you, not a big bag, probably only ten to twelve
brace of grouse for a long day's tramp and very straight
shooting powder, but in that long clay you will have had as
genuine wild sport as you ever had in your life. And now,
my friend, let us climb the hill together, keepins the dogs
The ascent is what English sportsmen call a
well to heel.
stay a moment to draw breath at tb.3 top.
"pumper."
The view is worth looking at. Below us lies the bay with
its fleet of fishing boats aud the purple islands, and through
the clear, pure air, twenty miles way, we catch the gleam of
white houses; and on the opposite shore, the dark, fir-clad
hills and the wild barrens and marshes, clothed in their summer verdure. Before us is a vast, gently-undulating plain,
rising here and there into low, rounded hills, sometimes
spreading out into long, level, dry marshes, which, in the
distance, look as bright and green as a newly mown meadow.
Clothe this moorland here and there with arctic mosses and
with clumps of low, stunted spruce intersperse it everywhere with wild flowers and low berry-bearing shrubs, with
purling streams and pools and endless lakes, and you will
have a" good general idea of a Newfoundland barren, stern,
wild and bare, but not without beauty. And
less lunatic.

have firm
is

;

V

hill, Grouse sets, and it is Bang's turn to back.
You get
your two barrels well in, and Mike marks down the remaining ten birds, in what he calls a "big tuck." This is a low
clump of stunted spruces not more than two or three feet
high. You keep the obedient dogs into heel and make
straight, for it.
The birds in this dense cover rise by twos
and threes, and if your shooting is straight you will probably
bag half a dozen birds, and Mike's keen eye will mark down
the stragglers that- escape your deadly breech-loader. After
meeting a few more birds it will probably be time for lunch.
Of course you have a camp kettle to make the tea which all
Newfoundland fishermen are immoderately fond of. Mike
ill probably tell you about some
"Mulligan-Tawney ' the
Doctor had here, 'onst wid him, the most illigant soup he
ever tasted." You will find your trusty follower a good
trencher man ; but you must help him, and press him to eat.
It, will always be, "After you, Captain, sure I have lashin's;"
whilst all the time he would eat the whole concern, and then
beg in again. In manners, he is one of nature's gentlemen
but with a far more robust appetite than falls to the lot of
of most so-called gentlemen in tbis dyspeptic age.
Now follow my advice and take two good hours' rest. The
birds are not on the move, and both you and your dogs will
be the better for the spell. Except in the hours of the very
early morning, between five and six in the evening is the
most killing time of the day. By that time you will find all
coveys you started iu the morning, or rather what is left of
them, back to their old haunts and you will be sure to get
some good chances. Probably you will feel tired and make a
clean miss or two, but Mike will duly swear on all such occasions either that "he seed a whole fistful of feathers come
out of the bird," or else that "you shot his tail away entirely." By sundown you will be back to your comfortable
quarters with a good bag of birds, and, bye and bye, in easy
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the tips of many branches
Wear a gold and scarlet sheen.

Till

a golden crown of glory
given,
resteth from his labor
In the quiet hour ol even.
Looks the yellow crown of Autumn
I.Ike

To a faithful servant

When he

On my favorite maple tree,
And of all the season's changes
This

;

Chkistmas,

I ask you, friend, henceforth to wear,
In memory of this Christmas night.
The dainty foot thy hand will clasp,
A timid, antlered deer once graced,
Whose anguished look and dying gasp,
.

I still

Neiofoundland, November, 1881.

We

;

now—

Away

go with a rushing gal Suddenly Bang's lashing
and rigid body,
outstretched
head
with
tail becomes stiff, and
he slowly creeps up wind until at last he stands, as motionGrouse is hid behind o. low hill
less as if carved in stone.
instantly, as he mounts the ridge and catches sight of Bang,
you see him transformed into another statuesque canine, backing his companion. And now keep cool. Don't mind Mike's
Bang have 'em."
ejaculation, "Come on, Captain, begor!
Walk; saunter up slowly, if you have any regard for ihe
steadiness of your dogs if they see you exciled they will
When you get up to Bang,
assuredly copy your example.
he begins slowly and cautiously to move ahead ; while you
have been walking up, the birds have moved away from

they
Hie out, good dogs !
lop, right and left across the wind.

;

far.

but stillfurther

off

than he thinks the correct

Keep
thing, so he cautiously crawls a few yards forward.
Suddenly he stands again, with his body stiff
close to him.
aud rigid, while, if you look at his eyes, you will notice them
almost out of his head with wils excitement, Just as you are
wondering where on earth the birds can be hid in the bare
ground before you, suddenly there is a whirr of wings, and
Down goes
a dozen brown'birds are in the air about you.
the old cock with your right ; shot right through the back
belies with wings outstretched, while two yards further to
great shot, Captain,"
the left lies another noble bird
"I never see the like you're as quick as lightsays Mike
"Well, Mike, it was not a bad shot ; but did you
enin.'"

"A

;

;

" Mark em
?"
They're gone sevenWell,
down into the green woods beyond there."
never mind, pick up the birds " So, slowly, Bang goes forward and points the old cock whose head Mike carefully
smooths out, and puts into the loops of the game-bag, while
the dog is now at a dead point on the other rooster. You
fondle the good dogs a bit, and let them smell the birds; then
the union you go, as proud and happy a man as there is
Probably, notwithstanding honest Michael's flattery,
verse.
but the
the shots were as easy ones as ever were fired

mark down the covey

!

'

teen mile

m

and riding through the
my well-trained Indian pony, I still
engagements, writing with an ease and

fishing, hunting, boating

And through

the lonely forest way,
'Neath rising, guiding stars he went
(FleeMooted phantom of the wood I)
To where the arching grapevines bent

General Spinuer, then a Congressman Seth Green, always
a knight of the pliant rod, and many, many more of the old
Walton Club made Eagle's Nest regular visits every summer.
Alfred B. Street, the poet ; Church, the artist, and other
noted men made me annual calls when they went to the
;

Above

Held dewy

my

—

Talking of panthers, I was out one spring morning, having
with me a large white bulldog, imported from England and
kept as a watchdog. It was between my house and Blue
Mountain Lake, and though I never knew him to do it before, the dog took a fresh trail and ran off as if Satan had
kicked him on end.
A minute afterward I beard him barking furiously.
I had my double-barreled rifle with me and made lively
There, up a scrubby beech, about
tracks to where he was.
twenty feet from the ground, was an old she panther and
two half-grown ones. They glared at the dog, whose hair
fairly stood on end, he was so anxious to get at them.
Taking careful aim, I drew a bead between the eyes of the
old panther, and in a second a ball, 32 to the pound, conical,
went through her head and she came down all in a heap.
The dog pitched for her throat and got a couple of ugly
scratches from her claws in the death throe, but he didn't
mind that. He opened a gap as wide as a New York Alderman's mouth in her throat in a hurry.
Reloading the empty barrel, I proceeded to lay one of the
cubs beside the mother in the same way. Reloading again,
so as to have a spare shot on hand in case of a miss, number
three was added to the list.
As this was before breakfast, I thought it a fair morning's
work and went back to the house, whence some of my men
soon went to skin the beasts and take their scalps, worth ten
dollars apiece at the county seat, Lake Pleasant.
But I promised you that poem, if rhyme such as mine is
It was published
entitled to be called poetry, which I doubt.
in the Weekly Mercury, then edited by Caldwell, Southworth
aud Whitney.

But when the autumn's changing hues
Tinted the wood and hill and vale,

And earlier fall the evening dews.
And song birds went and snow birds came,
The hunters, merry, lithe of limb,
Eoatned

On the next

rounded, dry

The dainty trace

of timid feet

And broken twigs and

trampled grass,
His eager, searching eyes did greet.
And one salt-whitened rock, worn deep,
Told where the deer did often pass.

The low breeze whispered through the wood

A distant, grouse called
Then

in the coppice

to his

mate,

where he stood

A deer gave voice. A moment more
A

noble buck sprang

hill In

view.

A rifle shot^-and wounded sore
The red deer leaped, alas too late—
The grass was stained with crimson dew.
!

Time bring back those Joyous days
The bracing, keen, autumnal air.
The mossy, leal-strewn forest ways,
The blushing, frost-kissed golden rods,
The grapes like ripened opals falling,
The chestnuts dropping from their pods,
Maple and birch in raiment rare,
O,

MAPLE.

!

And shy quails from

•

their coverts calling.

Bring back my dear four-footed friend,
The brown-eyed dog whose love for me
e'er could end
Truer than half the Mends I've known,
That kind, mute favorite 'neath the ground,
whose faithful dust is still my own.

No chiding coldness

Were all laden down with sleet,
And the tempest, without mercy,
'Gainst Its rugged hosom beat.

Ah!

And when the kindling sunshine
Came to melt the ice away.
And the breath of Spring so genial
Camo with many a welcome rayWhen the " snow-drop's " head was lifted

cruel,

j

mocking Memory,

Bring back

my

old Siberian

I'd give the dross the

hound

I

world calls wealth

a moment I

could stand,
II for
Young and aglow with ruddy health,
Again upon that steep hill slope.
Drinking " the wine of mountain air,"
While skies from gray to hues of hope,
Change 'neath empyrean splendors grand,

TJp In beauty at Its toot,
to brighten

And the grass began

O'er Its halt-uncovered root.

Waiting with dog and gun for deer.
Swr.m/mto, Cal. XMft, 1SS1.
,

EtSM WABN15K.

Dame Nature went

her route
Saw them weave their woof o£ shadows
Twtxt the sun and ground below
Saw them spread their web of shadows
;

On the wavelet's glassy floss.
1 watched It till Us fulness
nid.the naked trunk and limbs;
hid the feathered songsters,

fes,

Tfll It

WhUe they sung their matin hymns.
have watched It In Its beauty,
lta waving sea of green,

m

the land in search of game,

Then, seeking far, a huntsman found
A fountain on a rocky steep,
And round about upon the ground

have watched It since last winter,
That grand maple near the door.
Standing Just beyond the cabin,
By the lake's white-sanded shore—
Watched it whue Its qulVnng tranches

1

Well, to pursue our day's sport.

all

And shyer grew the tutted quail,
And mute the pheasant's vesper hymn.

I

.As

flight.

Around the scented zone of earth,
He wandered safe through ail the land.

chorus.

And 1 watched It In Its budding.
Saw the little leaves come out
Saw chem day by day expanding,

Horn

clover cups at morn
gems of priceless worth,

When snowy blossoms of the thorn
Grew rosy with the flush of dawnWhen summer, with a loving hand,
A flow'ry girdle close had drawn

my

;

shooter dearly loves to be praised; and for tbis pari
kind of encomiums commend me to a Munster man. To hear
Tramore when I had made a villainous miss at a bird rising
within ten yards of me on the open, or Ned Molloy telling
Bat Malone as he made some wonderful chance shots in thejr
presence at very wild birds, killing two with the right barrel
as they crossed, and my companion and I bringing down two
more at awful long distances, all three quite random shots.
With cool and deliberate mendacity Ned says: "That's the
way the're doin' it all day, Bat." "Begob, then, Ned, it's
time we went home ;" and off they go with half a dozen
grouse slung on their long gun harrels, each with a raw and
bloody head, showing that Bat had killed them all on the

his resting place

Within the greenwood's solitude.

When perfumed

forest for fresh brain inspiration.
trappers, my library and a
But when I wintered there,
only
mail brought in on snow shoes once a week, were
company. Of music I had plenty. The scream of the
panther," the howling wolves and the hoot of the great white
owl, made the weird portion the winter gales sung a loud

MY

traced,

Fly from the kisses of the night,

My

home was freI had not known for years.
quently visited in the summer time by the leading sportsmen of the day. George Dawson, of the Albany Journal
freedom

can hear.

see, I yet

He saw the deeply blushing day

on

literary

can

He oft the mazy forest

Through bosky dingles often fled,
Or from the hill-crest, sunset dyed,
Marked where the winding river led.
By Uchened rocks and woodland glades,
Through sunlit vales and scented meads.
And the halt-latticed canyon shades,
Where loitering south winds gently Blghed
Among the river's margin reeds.

SPORT AS BBAIN-FOOD— II.

my

1881,

THIS keen-edged dagger, gleaming bright,

foundland.

kept up

I

WITH A HUNTING KNIFE.

costume and slippers, when "you have judicious drink, and
greatly daring, dined," you will, with your after-dinner pipe,
agree with me that there is no finer sport in America or Europe or anywhere else than your day's shooting in New-

WHILE
wilderness

me

brightest far, to

Hoping this is proof to the readers of Fokkst and Stream
that wild life and sport is brain-food, I close with the best
Ned BrrHTLTNB.
wishes of the season,

;

St. John's,

Is

So a Christian who has battled
With the tempest In his youth,
So a Christian who has conquered
By the mighty power of Truth,
Who has seen his Spring and Summer,
For the Winter hath no dread.
For he knows ChrLst's Spring will bring him
Resurrection from the dead.

r

;

him, not

;

The Temgraph Brings

rs the Stoet of a Newfoundland

night
dog, which accompanied its master and mistress every
and waited for
to the door of the Ring Theatre iu Vienna,
of
the
burning
of
the
night
the
On
out.
their coming
theatre he
is still

accompanied them as usual

to the entrance.

stationed there waiting so patiently for those

will never

more come

to

He
who

meet him, and cannot be induced

leave the spot or even to take food or water.

to
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THE SEVEN PONDS AGAIN.
!;

'

to

iffef

,i

from what I left a
deigning from Phillip

v l.oro

,.

weekag
,,r
twenty
, ,.,,« T.i-mon-o iv I start for PartoEahg
.,.
maoheene Lake to join my friend Danforth oa onr annual stillhtmt The condition or the enow and weather is strongly against
success,
lam going just the
and an John has
about aped; of mail thai tias been coming along for the last two
»

|

'

[ shall lake to him, Uo no doubt will be glad to see
me.
In looking over my PoBEST AND StbSAMS that haye collected
during mv absence. I lind mv letter about Seven Ponds, also
" J. W. T.V: "
;Jv to it,
Burelv, it is not the meat affeetionste
ed from a iottar; and, lest Mr, T. should
think he had finish
o
Hub timo. I v, ill •• Hotter" again, though
i

-

I

bn
his fuzi
ut i
ion with a little lighter
,ps it would be for his
in the Seven
that the Seven Pond
1

i

Myron

my

lemeguntio

camp's ito CainpsBer

one ought to say a word or
lei Bportsmon know that
there at least used to be a Way to get to Seven Ponds from there.
As Mr. T. prefers the rail ear 'to the stage coach, suppose we start
from tvliere the
loaves us,
allowed me
He
en Ponds to Bangeley, and the twenty
miles to the iron borae at Phillips make the whole distance fifty,
one miles. By the other routo ho has given ns eighteen miles
Mr. Smith's house." Now, adding the fifty
nth'
si
the rail car at Farmington, we have
iUM in Favor of the. Raugeley route of
only remarking that the
t my -case,"
miles from Tim Pond to Seven Ponds will probably
hold c
rdiug to the time it took Mr. T. to walk it last summer. If I remember right he was until well into the afternoon
doing it. He probably is not a great walker,
Mineo we have been so confidentially reminded that our Ranfoley fishing " needs rest," I will sav that the fish have been
aving a rest for the last four years. DurinE this time the Union

two in favor of the Bangaley route,

to

m

be found those of last year. The leaf has a smooth
and somewhat shiny texture, aud curves downward from tbo
midrib. To many people the slightest contact with the
leaves of the ivy will produce poisoning.
I have known of
instances where persons in passing masses of ivy vine, particularly when the wind was blowing from the viae toward
the passer-by, became severely poisoned.
One of our most
ally to

Mi! Bekis, Me., Dec. 12.
the old Ecngelevu once more after a month's cruise,
-»-»
aud not in the woods as usual at this time of year, bnt on a
twenty-two ton steam yacht, all tlM wuv from Augusta, Mo., to

"RACK

—

—

;

-

.

,

i

beautiful native vines, the so-called Virginia creeper, which
frequently grows side by side with the ivy, is often mistaken
for it and blamed for the evil doings of its neighbor, and yet
is an innocent, and beautiful vine.
The Virginia creeper has
a leaf consisting of five lobes, which are distinctly notched,
and which curve upward from the midrib. Instead of aerial
rootlets like the ivy, it has stout tendrils more or less twisted
and curled, often assuming the form of a spiral spring.
These tendrils are provided with a disk, by means of which
an attachment is made to any object within reach. The
stem has the appearance of being jointed. The berries are
large, and grapelike in the form of the cluster, and when
ripe are of a deep blue color, with heavy bloom.
In the fall
of the year the leaves turn to a deep red and brownish red
color.

" The poison-sumac, swamp sumac, or dogwood, is ten
times more Bevere in its poisoning qualities than the poison
ivy.
It grows from six to ten feet in height in low, marshy
grounds. The berries are smooth, white or dun-colored, and
in form and size closely resemble those of the ivy.
" This sumac is terrible in its effects, often causing temporary blindness."
The poison oak, or poison dogwood, as the Rhus venenata
is indifferently called, sometimes grows to a height of not
less than twenty feet, and becomes as thick as the calf of u
man's leg. It does not always grow in swampy ground,
being often found on knolls and moderately elevated ridges.
It is a plant which once known will always be recognized,
as its foliage and its mode of growth are very characteristic.

Water Power Co., of Lewistoii, who control these lakes, have
kept them a little higher than nature intended them to be and
the treat have been making a change in their location since then

-

i

mv way I "

ty call, and I should bo glad
om md to his friends and
see the entire circle at Camps
miublo spirit," aud thev
r
would tell them ail
Horded,
p
think of, and, as business is bnaiwoold be two dollars per day apiece. I am an
beBtof friends.
Cai-t. F, C. Barkek.
i

The most effective and speedy treatment that
ever seen tried is the following: As soon as the
''blisters" appear, paint them and the surrounding
parts with
tincture of iodine as strong as can be borne
then puncture
lar medicine.

we have

;

dry up the moisture with a clot h, and dust freely
powder, sometimes called shaving or baby powder.
Of course, different remedies may be used with varying
effects, according to the susceptibility
of the system of the
patient to the poison, but we have found this very
efficacious.
The poisonous sumachs are not without a certain econoi

lie 'vesicles,

with

rice

mic value. From the leaves of Rhus toxicodendron a strong
indelible ink is made, and from the juice of
a poisonous
sumach which grows in Japan a beautiful lacquer varnish is
manuiactured. The fumes of this juice are said to be
so

potent that Europeans psissiDg the factory are poisoned
bvit.
and it is even stated that those who handle the varnished

good are likely

to suffer.

.».-.

.

A QUEER FOX.
Clinton, Ct., Dec. 15, 1881.
„,*
t,
Editor Forest
and Stream:
Very recently Mr. George Buell, a gentleman living
in
our neighborhood, killed a peculiar looking animal
that has
bothered us to classify. At the first glance no one
would
hesitate to say it was a fox; and, doubtless, that
is just
what it is but a closer examination would incline one almost to believe, if such were possible, that it is no very distant relation to a woodchuck. Let me give a
careful description of the animal, as I saw it, after Dr. A. IT.
Btevens
who is a skillful taxidermist, had set it up. The comparison
is made with a specimen of the common red fox
The general shape was that of a fox the body was round
and fat, and the size about two thirds of that of a full-grown
fox; legs rather short eare more rounded than those of
a
fox, and the tips blunter.
The whole back, sides, shouldcs
and thighs are rich mottled gray, caused by the hairs being
each black and white above the fur, beginning white and
ending blsck— the hairs of the red fox beginning white
above the fur and ending yellow. Down the tail, the upper
side was' a jet black, running to the very end, and instead
of being round and bushy, like a fox's tail, was like that of
a setter dog in fact the tail looked more like that of a setter
dog than it did that of a fox. Back of the ears the color
was a continuous red down to the shoulders on either side.
The fur was not so soft nor so line as that of a fox, and reminded one of the hair of a woodchuck. The gray color of
the body extended down to the feet.
In short, as in the red
fox, the reddish yellow is the predominant tint, and shades
off into the other colors
in this animal the woodchuck
gray predominates, and there is but little of reddish yellow
color, except the under side of the tail.
should like to know if you or any of your readers can
tell what kind of a fox the above-described animal is, as
we
have never seen one like it before in this country ?
Mr. George Buell, mentioned above, has quite a record as
a fox killer. Borne years ago a fox jumped on a fence in
front of him as he was about to water his horse.
The fox
hesitated a moment on the fence, when Mr. Buell hurled a
brickbat at him, and struck him just back of the head, and
killed him.
That, perhaps, was the first fox ever killed in
exactly that way and Mr. Buell's friends thought to equip
him with a sling and leather bag, but we believe that his
modesty made him decline the honor.
C. W. R.
;
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ye" has not found just the place, siuce the
change, whore he is sure of one everv time he "chucks a bug."
onnmissioner Bays that the fiah lire increasing. Guides
generally Bay they arc increasing, and from what I have seen by
taking notice of the differed.
nd the spawning
seasons for the last nine years I should surely sav thev were intakes are wide "and" deep, and the
that trout live on tre plentiful enough to warraut
Lakes for year's to come, in spite of
the increase of travel. There are many "ponds woven in with our
lake, and in some of them I have seen as good fishing as I ever
yaw bi Sere
aft. T. for
o kindly inviting me to his cabin.

to he introdnaed to
I would also be E el
Semis, i would again "ma
should have the best the ca
the interesting stories 1
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[May

the specimen not have been a gray fox CUroiuon
if bo, how about the tail ?]

cinerco-anjentdius), but

THE ENEMIES OF GAME
THE FOTSON

IVY.

TREKE

is one danger to which people who spend much of
their Wmo in the fields and woods are exposed, which
not generally appreciated. There are a few native plants
that are si poisonous that contact with them is to many
people productive of severe and long continued suffering.
The best known, as they are the most injurious of these

is

:

of the-

'

,

genus Rhus, and very

many in-

tbtir baneful influences.

"We have known men •who believed themselves unable
approach

.._'_

:

to

ol either the poison ivy or

sumach, without being very painfully affected,
is
quite common (:> find, among farmers and farm
handr-,
10 have been severely poisoned from
the stoofea of the burning brush. As a natural
Btahding
consequence of the different depeea of susceptibility to the
in different individuals, it follows that, while to some
Hants brings intense and long continued
Buffering, to othc
ultfl only a trifling and temporary
Borai people are not at all affected by it.
Spr>.
pacinll;
©seel tc dangei from this
source, for ic traveling through the brush they are extremely
liable to come iu contact with these plants, and that at a
thej are not so readily
the poison
[

i

m

i

recognized a3
In a recent

Ho be

when

in lull

felt

Ptntnff P-Mpfo,. Mr. A. "W.
interesting information on the

,
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oak and mercury vine are the coin-

li

raon n •
trunks of

same vine, found climbing up the
trees, on rnil, board and stone fences, over rocks
e lands mid meadows; in fact, everywhere and anywhere it can secure a foot of ground, no matthe

idsedtothe Bcorching rays of
tie suu, this wretched vine prospers, luippy and contented
©nous arms hidden' beneath its glossy

and gra<
iLclron.

more abundant

of the two poisongreat profusion on the
ivy has a chance to climb up
a tree or bush, up it goes, throwing out its aerial rootlets in
all dire
ay J ejn any support,
in the sand which is being constantly displaced by the strong
\l
gro = stout, erect and bush like.
Under these peculiar circumstances of growth it has received
s supposed by niany botanists
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jo stem of the
from the wound.
i

ine,

bum

black

nearly smooth in texture: the
rootlets, which start from all pans of the stem, are of
massestif berries
gr ten c doi
when ripe, of an
Below the mssa of this year's berries are gener(LSbea gray.
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New RussrA, Doc. 17th, 1881.
EdiioT Forest and Stream:
Your Ferrisburg correspondent R, E. R. says."If
squirrels kill young grouse, why not chickens ?"
One of my
neighbors who lives near a grove, informs me that hearing
one day an outcry in a coop of young chickens, he went out
aDd found a red squirrel attacking them. It had already
killed one or two.
He drove it away three times that day,
but each time it succeeded in killing some of them. A
shooting friend also infoims me that he found a grouse's
nest of a dozen eggs, each egg bitten into by what he
thought was squirrel's teeth.
Now, it is nonsense to think that they destroy
tree-nesting birds and would not do the same for those
that nest on the ground.
When red squirrels are about as thick as we generally see
them, the harm they do to the grouse may be classed with
hawks and foxes but when they get to be as thick as house
flies, one to every square rod of woodland, as they do sometimes, and take it upon them to move through the country in
May and June in a half-starved condition, then look out for
your grouse crop. It will not take a very shrewd guesser to
foretell what the next autumn's shooting will be.
I should think the ticli might destroy some grouse whore
the soil is hard, clay for instance, because they have no soft
dust to wallow in. Grouse wallow in the dust as persistently
They do it to free themselves from
as barn-yard fowls.
vermin. I have never observed any ticks on the grouse in
this part of the country, but It
; region may
have something to do with it.
Bainbmdgb Bisaoi\

The leaves are 7 to 10 pinnate, and bear, in shape, a general
resemblance to those of the hickory, but are smaller. The
bark is smooth. Some persons are so easily affected by this
plant that a leaf drawn across the hand will leave a red
streak, resembling a scratch, on which blisters will almost at
once appear.
This variety is not a vine but a shrub or small tree, and
early in the fall the leaves of this plant assume very
beautiful tints of red and yellow, and from their attractive
colors they are often plucked to adorn country houses.
Wo
have known of a number of terrible cases of poisoning
which resulted from this carelessness. In one instance,
which came under our immediate observation, three ladies,
who in September had gathered branches of these brightly
colored leaves, held them, during their walk back to the
house, close by then faces, as a protection from the afternoon sun. As a result of this, all three were so severely
poisoned as to be confined to their beds for six weeks. The
berries, too, arc sometimf s gathered for the purpose of home
adornment, and give rise to similar poisoning. Instances
are on record where people have been poisoned by sleeping
in a room in which a cluster of these berries hung.
We
give a figure of the berries of ihis species.
Many remedies have been suggested for this poisoning, but
most of them are either ineffectual or so slow in their action
as to be practically worthless.
solution of (10 grains of
sulphate of zinc in 8 ounces of water was recommended some
years ago in the Forest axd Stekam as very effective, but
we have had nopersonal experience with it. Another remedy
is said to be to eat the leaves aud berries, but this is an experiment that we fancy most people would hesitate to try. An
infusion of the bark of the tamarach (Lnrix) is another popu-

A
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The Decrease of Ruffed Grouse— Sherbrooke,

Canada.

—The

decrease of ruffed grouse is also a mutter of interest
I don't know but we can kill as many in a day now
to us.
as we could five years ago, but we certainly have to go furOut of twenty- one grouse picked up last month,
ther.

only one was a female. Do you or any of your readers attach any significance to that fact ? Canada.

—

Restaiieast Nattjbai. Histobt. In front of a popular
New York city there hung a young cariboo one
day last week. An explanatory placard contained the fol
lowing truthful legend, which we give verbatim, capitals and
" Cariboo. Native of Greenland. Captured in the
all:
Neighborhood of the wreck of the Jeanetie. Procured for
These Animals the cariboo are not -d for
this Hotel Direct.
their Peculiarity as Relative to Iheir Mode of living, having
nothing but Water Ice & Snow visible to the human Being
For their Sustenance."
retaurant in

Tame Quail.— Chicago,

20.— I have a tame
111., Dec,
last Juno just after being
runs at liberty through the house and will respond to a whistle readily. Tun Bona.

quail at

hatched.

home, which was caught

He

"English ano'Ameiuoan Song Bmos are the subj«c of an
by John Burroughs in the January Ventwy.

rticle

—

—
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THE WEIGHT OF GRAY SQUIRRELS.
Abiagdon, Va., Deo.

sooner or later be o lied by your friends a " crack sh- t." I
have uot tried to writs up "orae fancy theory on wing shootlug, and could no' ii 1 should t y, but the above bints are
taken from my own practical tap r enccof tweuty-nveyfars
in what I cdl my specialty huuting partridges. My first
bird was kided in exactly the Eame manner as I h<ve deIkos Rajheod.
scribed.

%ag and %ntu

17, 1881.

Editor Forest and Stream :
While out walking one afternoon last week I shot two
squirrels.
One of them struck me as being unusually
large, and when I returned home I weighed them both.
One, which I considered a little above the average in size
and condition, weighed sixteen ounces, the other drew down
the scales to twenty-four ounces. This was gross weight.
Ic seems to me that twenty-lour ounces is an unusual weight
for a eray squirrel, and I would like to hear something; of
the experience of your correspondents on this point.
Both

THE

A. B, C.

—

OF WING-BHOOTING.

the squirrels had tawny markings on the sides, and the larger
had also ra'her a broad yellow stripe extending from a little
below the shoulders to the root of the tail. Do gray squirIf so, this rnight
rels and fox squirrels ever cross breed?
account for the increased size. In all other respects the
squirrel resembled the common gray squirrel.
Will.
[May not the heavier animal been a fox-squiirel? They
vary much in size.]

About Wild Tfukevs—Harrisburg, Pa., Dec, 17.— Editor
Forest and Stream :
"Keouk" has sent bis name and address to Mr. C. L. Jordan, who has so kindly given his views
to the readers of your paper on the 15th inst. on " Callers
and Turkey Calling." 1 should like to have some more information about wild turkeys. Are they in plumage and
markings the same as the tame turkey? Tho wild turkeys
that I have shot all had reddish legs and chestnut brown in
the extreme end of their tail feathers. Those that I see
hanging in front of restaurants have black legs and whito in
the extreme end of the tail feathers. Do wild turkeys have
black legs and white tails ?
is a person to distinguish ?
Will some one tell us through the columns of the Fobkstakd
Stkeam. I am told that wild turkeys carry their tails nearer
the ground than tame turkeys do, and that is why a wild one
can be distinguished while among tame ones. How is this,

How

and who will tell ?— "J£eocte"
[Wild turkeys have reddish

legs and chest nut- tipped tnil
describes.
The black legs and
white tipped tails appertain to the domesticated bird,]

Keouk"

SoMBsvitxE. Mass., Dec.

NOTICE in

the last issue of

16.

-«

Fokebt and Stream

not
a correspondent wsks why he
I
on the wing.
give
few m
d.ies

that
ruffed grouse
hints on grouse

gun

will answer, if not, probably the stock is
not crooked enougb. I do not recommend too much crook
or drop of stock. Another important point ia to ascertain
tha right length of stock.
will suppose that tha gun is selected and our fliat lesson commences.
will now direct our conversation to

the

We

We

the boy in question.
Go out by yourself where yuu can
put up some object about the size of your hat, say coma
twenty yards away. Then tatie your position and cummence to throw up your gun to your shoul er, and, keeping
your eyes open, see how near you can bring the beat) iii line
with your eye and the object at the instant that the buttplate touches your shoulder. Try this a few limes and
then rest a few minutes. Then try again, out do oof fatigue
yourself.
After you can throw the giia en to the mark with
your eyes open, shut up both eyes and throw the gun to your
shoulder in the same manner as Before, and the instant that
you feel the butt touch your shoulder open both eyes and
Keep up this practice until
see where your gun is pointed.
you can throw your gun into line with any object that you
may select, whetherIt is above, below or on the same level
with your eyes. One thing 1 wish to impress upon you:
mind in particular as the greatest help in shooting giouie
in cover, always bring the muzzle of your gun up on your
bird from below if risiug shots and they almost all are.
Don't ry to shoot on the "drop " as it is termed, for then
the gun is falling and the biro £h rising, and you have

—

I

Black Sqtjiebbls— Kingston,

Ont

—

1881
friend of mine has had a
Editor Forest and Stream:
pair of black squirrels in his possession for three years, a
very handsome pair they are too, and very tame. Have you,
or any of the readers of Forest and Stream, ever known of
The owner alluded to is
their breeding in captivity?
anxious to have the opinion of those who have kept them
caged.
I have, I think, something of a lunus naturae in the
way of a black chipmunk, which is exceedingly rare. I kept
him alive for a time, when he died. I mounted him and
have him now in my collection of stuffed birds aud animals.
Some years ago a friend of mine here had a white one.—
,

Dec.

19,

A

James Colwbll.

—~»^—
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THE IDEAL SPORTSMAN.
You ask "What is the American sportsman?' 1 Verily, a hard
I think I know what he ought 'to be, and
question to answer.
what,

if

I mistake not,

Fokestand Stkeam is endeavoring to make

him.
This ideal sportsman is, first, a thorough-going business man—
whether Ma business be banker, merchant, teacher or author— and
not a loafer, dead-heat, nor bummer. He is honest to the core his
word ia as good as his bond, and ho hates lying, dishonesty and
Next, ho is cheerful and
fraud, bb the Devil hates holy water.
good-tompered, being the happy possossor of a Bound mind in a
sound body sunny-dinpoeitioned, careful to avoid giving needless
offense, and not prone to take it, where none is meant.
Ho is a votary of art and science—not a more dilettante— having a genuine love and admiration for the true and beautiful,
wherever found. Ho is kindly and merciful, and abhors giving
needless pain, impaling even " a worm as though he loves him ;"
and kills, when kill he does, without useless torture, and in a way
which would make oven his victims grateful, could they but know
it.
He is not a two-legged hog, keeping selfishly to lumself any
chance-discovered trout-stream, but rejoicing to share such bonanzas with kindred spirits not a son of the horse-leeob, crying
for "more, mors," but ready to stop when he has;had a fair day's
sport not a sneaking pot-hunter, slaughtering coveys of cowering
victims upon tho ground, nor a professional shot, mangling hnifstarved pigeonB, dizzy from long confinement, as th* y are hurled
;

—

;

;

into the ah from a rotary catapult but a lover of fan- play, willing to match his keenness of sight, his coolness of nerve, his endurance of fatigue and his subtleness of wood-craft against the
llpeed of tho hurtling grouse, the wariness of the trout, or the saHe is a gentleman, not a butcher, and
gaoity of the red-d«er.
;

of hunting and Ashing a noble pastime, and not a moneyHe takes to tiro field, not because he loves to kill,
gljttmg trade.
but because of tho houlthful influences with which a hunter's life
urn-rounds him. He is, emphatically and above all, a lover of Nature, and rejoices more in the study of her subtle woods than in
the blood of slaughtered victims.
Moreover, though he has never touched brnsh to palette, yet the

makes

glory of the scarlet leaf, the tapering lines of the fir-tree shaft,
the Bwaying ulenderness of the ground pine, the silvery mealineSB
of the birchen bark, and the tender green of the budding larch,

ana delight his artist's eye.
Though he never sang a note in hus Ufa, yet he has a musician's
of the
ear, and the sighing of the wind in the tree-tops, the babble
watMfall, the tinkle of the rain-drops on the leaves, the plunge
enrough
wind
tho
of
shrilling
shore
and
the
tho
upon
surf
the
of
the rigging or his yacht, are to him the gamut of a higher melody

all satisfy

than Donizetti or Beethoven ever knew.
Guiltless of over having attempted to rhymo one word with another, yet the tender beauty of the dawn, the lusty radiance of
mid-noon, and the solemn glory of the starry night, the sober
splendors of the russet uplands, the ineffable majesty of tho heaving ocean, aud the stem lousiness of wind-swept mountain crags,
rouse within his soul tbrilln of true poetic rapture.
Such, then, is our ideal American sportsman— keen, alert and

wide-awake— manly, tender and
in

fine,

" God's

last,

true— artist,

mutieian and poet

best work, a gentleman."

number were greater—
Fohest aSo Htiu3A.ii endeavors to

Some few suchl know—would that

their

and of audi, 1 am glad to feel,
be tho true mouth-piece and exponent.

H. P.

fJ.

to miss where you have one to kill.
After you are perfected to a satisfactory decree in the
practice of throwing your gun up to some object, take a
piece of paper about two feet scrub e, and with som- tacks
fasten it up on an old shed, barn or old building, where you
will do no damage, aid then step back twenty or thirty
steps aud load your gnu. cock it and hold it in position vi.h
tbe muzzle toward he ground at an angle of about forty five
degrees. Fix your eyes on the target, shut both eyes and
instantly throw up your gun aud fire, keeping your eyes
closed until after tne discharge. If your practice has been
faithfully performed before this you will probably And the
paper riddled with shot, and if you do not you will readily
see where tie charge did strike, which will help you to
remedy it at the next fire. When you can hit that paper
(with a moderate degree of certainty) with your eyes closed
you have more than " half the battle," for youhave mastered
the "hang" of the gun, and the rest is comparatively easy
after a little practice.
Supposing now that you can throw your gun up in line
with any object that you wish to, we are about ready to
start for the woods, but before we go it is necessary to give
some attention to our ammunition, for aB much depends upon
good ammunition and having the gun properly loaded a3 it
does upon having a good gun. Much has beeneaidand written
upon tho subject of loading guns, and hardly any two think
alike.
But this much I will say, uBe tho best powder that
you can get, if it does cost a little more. The difference in
the shooting will more than repay you ; besideB, poor powder
injurcB the barrels of your gun, causing them to rust and
spot.
Use good powder and plenty of it use the best pinkedge wads, two or three of them over the powder, and one
over the shot. Don't use p-isteboard wads anyway. If you
wish to cut your own wads, cut them from 6oft, spongy,
clean leather, and lubrieate them well with tallow and plumIn the early part of the season No. 6 shot (chilled) is
bago.
food for grouse later, say in November, you will want No.
for grouse will cany away a big load of fine Bhot, and
seemingly mind nothing about it If you use a muzzle-loader,
use nothing but the best water-proof caps. Having our ammunition all right, we will now see if we can find a grouse
to try your hand at, so will walk along down to the woods.
Now, remember, when a grouse starts, nine times out of ten
he will start from the ground. If he is going straight away
trom you, throw up your gun so as to shoot a litt'e over
where you see him, and by the tune your gun gets uo and
discharged, he will have flown right into the shower of shot.
If he starts toward the right or 1- ft, throw up your gun so
as to shoot a Utile high and in advance of him, say from one
you must UEe your judgment about that, and
to three feet
be govern.' d by tbe speed of the bird and the surroundings,
Follow the bird with your eyes and your hands will
etc.
unconsciously follow your eyes with the gun. I have to
Drake more allowance for speed when a bird is flying '0 the
I know not
right limn I do when it is going to the left.
wny, I only know that I do. Well, now, here we are in the
You go ahead with your gun and I will follow and
brush.
What ? " Shall not get any ?" That will
p-ck up the birds.
You must have confidence in y uirself. JIuke up
aeverdo
your mind that you will get tbe first bird that starts and
when 3ne does start, if you can see him, let him have it, if
Now we
there :s even a ghost of a chance of killing him.
mu stop talking, lor be sound of the human voice will
any thing that I know of, and
,-e as dilicb as
W/ur-r-r-r-r, ba»g. bang ! Welldooo, my
Qui t, guit, quit.
boy excellently done; but you did not need to fire the second
barrel, for the first barrel flx"d him so that he will never
drum anymore old logs. Fortunately for you, your first
shot was a straight sway. I am not surprised that you look
pale, fee] faint, and tremble all over like a leaf, for such joy
as is felt by a boy when he knocks over his first ruffed
grouse (this king of gmae birds and one of the niOBt difficult
to kill oil 'he wing), is probably never felt again tha side of
tfwae " happy hunting grounds" ifi the unfa honied rmure.
liny, jrmi »r ; not Ruing bo bill cv< ry bi tj
Husk; but this wing c ho ting is like Bwimmlng; after you
have once taken rfaw strokes, you will never h drowned, no
matter how deep the wat. -r is, if you have a fan chance and
after you have ones killed e ruffed gtonae On the wing, v
will be astonished to see what confidence yon r
brlUj
yourself to kill the next. And if you dp n
you wi 1 still live in hope, and with patience p
and practice as often as it can be made convenient, y ou will

twenty chances

I

;

;
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McDonald's Cobsse, New Brunswick, Dog. 16.
Editor Forest and Stream
Where shall we draw the line between sport and murder?
This question was suggisted by a communication in a recent number of your paper, signed "Ruffed Grouse," in
which the writi r denounces, in language which seems to mo

"murdering" grouse
epithetic, the practice of
while they are in trees. After drawing a picture of the
poor whisky-puniehing tree-shooter, which must hava
strained his imagination considerably, he assures us that
"it any one is conscious that the coat fits him well, be ia
welcome to the ubc of it." All of your readers, 1 think,
trike tfie latt' r phrase t>t its fsee vidua and recognize it as a
foster-parent for slurs, which, in my opinion, are lees manly
than peraoualities, and also as an .•rer-convenient parapet
1 always suf-pect the manuto shield from "returu fire."
- from
facturer of a garment of tbe sort of tak
a reversible article that wa3 originally made from hid c*wn
measure.
Are tree-shooting and "whisky-guzzling" necessarily associates? Nb( much.
It is abBurd to try to fasten the
vice of intemperance on any particular class of hunters, and
an argument that needs bolstering with such incongruities

rather

Of tho grouse-shootiL'g leaders
to me a lit'k hine.
of Foeist axd Btkbait, I will venture to fay that fully onethird will openly declare that they "pull Irigge " en a ruffed
grouse (in the ooeD season) wherever they & e him; and
among them you will hud as little whisky drinking, fj-tfib
muscle" and "befogped brain" as amoug the stnne number
of self-respecting wlrg-shooters.
no orator, as Brutus is," but I would like to s.'o
this subject thoroughly ventilated, even though I be curved
up in the process by some abler knight of the. quill.
If, after three davs' p-Uieut manoeuvring, 1 have the s-ighta
antiquated Snider full ou a carib u standing one hunof
dred yards away, on a barren, must I jump the animal and
seems

'

"lam

my

try to shoot him on the run? Would it be "murder" if I
Beffl tlwtballto his heart (if I cou!u\ or would it be more
and alloWiag
spot,-: manlike to run the risk of woundii g hi
If tho
',im to suffer for days, or of missing him a-Uogethei ?
iter is 'he proper method, I would likfl to know the name
if
ih' person who practices it: yet any one win has tried
both will admit that you can hit a loaning caribou in tha
open as easily as you can a flying gr.iuse in thick c ver.
don't slill-huut grouae your com pailBom a may say, "
are not discussing the question of
sou is inconsistent."
difficulty of approach, but that of "sport m. murder."
Which 13 the "murderer," ttie man who shootB the head off
in a tree, or the wiug-shoottr who mangles bins,
leaving him to end his sufferings some hmr* or days later?
I do not with to be Understood as writing ogainst wingshoo'ing, for I usuaUy try anything that rides within range
nor do 1 accuse those who advocate the shooting of grous*
Bole)y in this way, of writing in ilia interest of mimunition
The questions I wish to see answered are, simply
factories.
these:
should we bepardal to the grouse? (What is
sauce for one gend> r of a certain bird is usually considered
good f 'T he other.) Secondly, is every mati a "murderer"
who shoots at game which is not in motion ? If so. it is time
Let the editors of sporting pathere was a radical change.
pers gpeak out. Let tee sportsmen of Amer ca i e aud
make a ciusad6 against raking shotB at ducks i;i the water,
the shooting of any biid when not on the wing, and shottrange rlfie-sh'Miting at any animal not in motion. "Let
him that is witho.t sin cast the first stone;" and then, instead of applying a seven-by-nin.- practice to sever 1 suuara
miles uf theory, let us. stand up for " iho right," mid pracAgain I say, give the sporismen of
tice what we preach.
America light on this subject, and let us know just what is
i

We

;

We

—

:

Why
i

i

1

,

;
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THE HURTLING GROUSE.

kill

ire
a
I will try t
shooting. Let us commence at the beginning and suppose that
we are about to initiate a boy in the art of wing shooting.
In the first place he wants a gun that he can dandle easily
and not too heavy. Great care should be taken that the gun
"fits "him.
This he will ascertain by graBping it with
both bauds and throwing it up to his shoulder, as if to Are
it.
If the eye catches the centre of the rib Bnd the " b ad "
all right,
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gray

feathers such as "

;

Ot US.

I was interested in the letter of "Stans'ead" which sppeir rjd in a recent issue. He has evidently "been there"
" Try all fair wiuc-s .ots,
often, and his advice is "s lid."
and uerhaps q the c mrse of time you will Rhoot th ui in no
oth-r way." An old sportsman whom 1 onci knew used to
tay thit "a chance shot would kill ina Devil" I don't
vouch for the truth of the aasertion. neither do I teiteva in
a material JJavll upon whom the sinht of a gun cou'd ba
"nut I think that just that »ort of a shot
brought to beat
often kills a flying gfouse, arid he letters of some who kill
them (that of "Iron Harordd," for example) serves to
I Lave bVen to th- w in In t>v-icB
s rengthen tins theoiy.
sincel r<-sd tine anvioe of "Til rk West" "to idioot on sight."
On the first day I hit one, but he dropped in a bop. and, as
we bad no dog, we roofed 0- Oi the second occasion w«
My brother
took our dog aud made him work near us.
scored one oo a " pot Bboti" an 1 can BBBureyou that a big
T
fir behind which an old fellow took a b iomerani "sa'd" was
Oar s-ntimenis as we
fdarfully mangled by the sUbscfuVr.
wemtcd our way home might be embodied in the following
!

:

f

I

parody:

;

i

.

-

-

;

i|

"

U

plain,

Thai
-ir slinta taut mi; vain,
Tbe'tiui'iitui grouss' is pecunarj
WiUall S"."n l am ire.; 1 1 maintain.

i

Had T not already written too mnch, 1 would tell you a
what Dele i one of our crack shots while ittempting io sconp in a fiyisg par' ridge, but as it ia, I will
subside by wiehng all Forest and Streamers a merry C'hriatL. I. F.
mas and a happy New Tear.
true tale of

Fkahkliv,

New York.

Editor Forest and Stream:
'ft is
I agree wi h "Ruff d Grouse,'' w' ere he says
yakil and nerve required to bog B*0u
td up
that afford the fascination of the
ate! a
tod tones uo t '.e system,
Be]
erned I c m]& convinc him inat I am uo "slouch
shot" in caver or open field, and can snspB-hot as many in
unber or thicket, without the gun to the shoulder, as
me \..-t of them I hcve. ever met. But in the Eastern /mi!
:

i

'

:

of the Middle States and Canada, where abundance
k timber and brush preclude the possibility of wary

—
;
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Bhoot jug and grouse are abundant, and die of old age and
natural caust s, and are certainly "good for man to eat,"

then cockers are a plea.' ant Bid in preventing a few from
going to waste. Stop the snaring and trapping of grouse,
and the clearing of timber, and grouse will always hold their
own in spile of the gun or treeing cocker. I have watched
this insectioDS where cockers and guns were out. almost continually during the open season, and even some few years I
have known them to grow more and more plenty each year.
We cm readily perceive that "Ruffed Grouse" is an advocate
of Betters or pointers, but we hope be will not show the dispodog in the manger," and wish us not to use the
sition of the
legitimate cocker because he does not choose to.
He tiies lo impress upon you that we are " pothunters."
'Tis true, that we put ourbirds in the " pot" and do not send
them to market, or willfully destroy or let them go to waste
by spoiling on our hands. But are we to suppose that
" Ruffed Grouse '' has never put any in the pot, or is doing
the opposite from what we are with our birds? We certainly hope not.
The very best of our honored present and
old time sportsmen that have had extensive experience with
ruffed grouse all acknowledge that shooting this bundle of
witchcraft and feathers upon the wing, or over skillful treeing spaniels is as sportsmanlike, legitimate and exciting as
any sport with the gun known, and is not "pot hunting" in
'

'

any form of

M.

its definition.

MoKeon.

P.

LOADING FOR GAME.
Loading fob Game.—Much diversity of opinion prevails as to the
correct loading for different kinds of game. It Is ft subject upon
which we would like to hear the experience of gunners.— Fokkst and
Stream, Dec. 15, 1SS1.
No two gunners will agree, probably, as to just what constitutes the most killing ch irge for any given kind ef game.
in a 16, 13, 10 or 6 gauge gun.
Of course all will agree that different gauges require differed charges of powder, because what would be but a
" squib " in a 6-eauee would be an over-load for a 20 gauge.
3£ drachms of No. 1 (fine; powder in a 20 gauge gun would,
with a corresponding quantity of No. 8 shot, increase the
recoil without increasing the penetration besides, the powder would not all burn before leaving the gun (which will
accouut f or the decreased penetration), while 3£ drachms of
No. 3 (coarse) in a 6-gauee gun, with a corresponding charge
of No. 8 shot, would be little more lhan a "squib," producing but slight recoil and poor penetration. It is also clear
that different gauges require different charges of shot as well
as of powder.
And to some extent the charges of both powder and shot should vary in the same gauge as the sizes vary
;

from

fine to coarse.
Powder and shot should be weighed, not measured, if
great accuracy be aimed at; for, bnlk per bulk by measure,
the coarse grained powder (No. 3) will weigh about 1-9 more
than fine (No. 1), and it will be found about the same between coarse aud fine shot (No. 1 and No.8)
In order lo answer your inquiry correctly, or rather with
an approximation toward wha*. might be fairly considered
the correct loading for different kin its of game, it will be
found necessary to take into the account: 1st, gauge of the
gun and Its weight; 21, size of the powder and shot 3d,
weight of the powder and shot, and 4ih, the size and toucbuess of the aaaie and the distance off (assuming that to be
from 35 to 80 yards according to the size of the shot used).
Keeping these, points in mind, and omitting to particularize each kind of garni-, but grouping them according to their
size and toughness. I give the result Of over forty years' experience, trusting it may do Eome good aud lead to further
-

;

and more

scientific invest iga ion.
1

B. B.'h inclusive, with one Baldwin wad over the shot, the
wads in metallic shclis) to be two sizes larger than the gauge
of the pun in piper shells one size larger if metallic moulds
are used in loading, to prevent the bulging and enlargement
of the paper shell."
2. For medium-sized game, such as canvas-backs, mallard, red-head, dusky-ducks, widgeon, gadwall, piutail, and
birds of that class, when in full plumage 4 to 4£ drachms
of tine and coarse mixed powder, as in No. 1, and same kind
of wads; with 1£ to l x oz. shot, from No. 5 lo No. 2 inclusive, using your judgment in choosing about the proper size
of shot for the kind of shooting, whether canvas-back, etc.,
on points, or mallard, etc over decoys.
3. For small game and birds that usually lie close, such as
galinulc (rail), pinna'ed and
snipe, woodcock, plover,
roughed grouse, teal, summer ducks, etc., etc.: A{ to 4£
drachms mixed powder, as in No. 1, wads the same, with lj
to 1| oz. of shot, from No. 9 to No. 6 inclusive, judging always which 18 the proper sized shot for the work in hand,
say 9's and 8's for snipe, woodcock, etc., and 7 s and 6's for
;

:

,

grouse, etc.
From a great number of trials it is found that in a 10gauge gun, 3| drachms of mixed powder (1 and 3), with 1£
oz. shot, will produce the maximum initial velocity and penetration of which the gun is capable, and probably will give
the best average pattern.
FOR 12-GATJGE GUN.
1. For shooting large game
2J to 3 drachms of mixed
powder, Nos. 1 and 2 (Oriental, for instance ), one pinkedged or felt wad over the powder and one Baldwin over Ihe
shot (in all small gauges two wads over the powder increases
the recoil and adds but a trifle, if any, to the penetration and
pattern), with 1 oz. of shot, from No. 1 toB's inclusive.
3 to 3J drachms powder
2. For medium-sized gun
(mixed 1 and 2), with 1 oz. of shot from No. 6 to No. 2 in:

-

:

clusive.
3. For small game and close-lying birds: 8? to 4 drachm.*.
mixed powder (Nos. 1 and 2) and 1 oz. shot from No. 9 to
No. 6 inclusive, Si best.
FOE 14, 16 AND 20-GATJGE GUNS,
and for medium and small game, load with 2| to 3fj
drachms No. 1 (fine) powder, and 1 oz. shot for 14 gauge
gauge;
2J to 3 drachms No. 1 powder and 1 oz. shot for 10
and 2\ to 3J drachms No. 1 powder and £ oz. to 1 oz. shot
;

for 20gauge.

FOR 6-OATJGB GUNS.
For large game: 4J to 5 drachms No, 3 (coarse) powJ to 1J oz, shot from No. 1 to treble 8 G, using
1
two pink-edged wads or one felt wad over powder aud one
wad over shot, two sizes larger than gauge of gun.
5 to 6 drachms of No. 8 (coarse)
8. For medium game
1.

:

powder and 1£ to 2 oz. shot, from No. 8 to No. 2 inclusive,
wad the same as in No. 1.
These charges may not always produce the greatest initial

velocity and penetration, but

it

is

confidently believed
and pattern,

that, taking into the account the penetration
Ihey will be found, in the long run, the best

and moht killThe impact of three or four shot with less vebe more likely to kill than one or two shot with
greater velocity.
It should he borne in mind that there is
found to be a difference of from 15 to 25 per cent, in favor
of metallic Ehells over paper, in penetiation aud pattern
combined.
Heavier charges have been aud may continue to be used,
but the chief result will be more noise, greater recoil and
blaek-and-blue shoulders, without any increase of pleasure
ing charges.
locity will

or bag.
Cleveland,

D.

W. Cross.

AN ARKANSAS GAME COUNTRY.
looking over notices of the many game resorts of our
INcountry
I Bee nothing from this region, which
I think,
is,

the best of all for general spoil.
By this region 1 mean tho
lower White River country, or Arkansas ami Prairie counties,

Arkansas.

The Memphis and

Little

Rock Railroad

tra-

verses Prairie county from east to west, making it easily accessible to the Memphis and Little Rock sportsmen, therefore it ia becoming somewhat overdone.
Bui. yet immense
quantities of deer, bear, turkey, chickens and quail have
been brought to bag there this season.
But the region for sport par eoxeUence is Arkansas county,
immediately south of Prairie county, and lying between the
junction of the White and Arkansas rivers. This is a region
se dom reached by outside sportsmen, and game of all kinds
abounds. The county is about half prairie and half timber,
and abounds in nearly all the game found iu any of the
older Slates, except ruffed grouse.
Here we have bear,
deer, panthers, beaver, wildcats, opossums, 'conns, rabbits
two kinds turkey.", geese, ducks, prairie chickens, quail,
squirrels and miuks in great abundance.
In December,
January and February ducks and geese swarm on the prairies
and iu the great bays, lakes and lagoons of the White and
Arkansas river bottoms, in countless mdlions also sandhill
cranes on the prairies in February all these making a variety
of sport great enough to please all
The large bays and lakes (old river channels) in the White
River bottoms, deep, clear pools, abound in black bass and
other game fishes, and the beautiful White River, the finest
stream on the continent, navigable for 700 miles, contains
both these and great blue or channel catfish. The patient
follower of " old Izaak" can satiate himself with his favorite

—

;

—

sport.

The winter

climate of this region is the finest on the contipeople are hospitable, glad to Bee and kind to visi
This town of Crockett's Bluff, founded by the descendants of the ancient and renowned Col. Davy Crockett,
centre of this fine game region. The old town has
i - the
gone to seed and dried up since the war. but still good accommodations can be h«d here at reasonable prices. The
old Crockett family is worthily represented by Col. " Bob"
Crockett, a "chip off of iheofd block," a pleasant, genial,
hospitable gentleman.
He has in his possession the old
Crockett rifle, presented to his grandfather, Col. Davy, by
five hundred young men of Philadelphia, while he was member of Congress from Tennessee, and oiher mementoes.
This old rifle is yet one of the finest deer guns in the nation.
The best hunting season here is from December until
March, and we are sorry to say that they kill deer here as
But he deer are so
late as April, and then again in June.

nent

;

29, 1881.

a charming view of the St. Johns is obtained. Nearly every
room is supplied with an open fire-place, and the entire
house is heated by steam. Filtered rain water will be used
for domes' ic purposes.
The building is substantially constructed of brick, and iov the safety of patrons every modern
appliance has been secured aud introduced, embracing fire
hose on every floor and Babcock fire extinguishers. The
hydraulic elevator was built by Moore & Wyman, of Boston,
and it is supplied with safety appliances which lender accidents impossible
The Everett has b en leased by Mr.
Everett Webster, of Gloucester, Mass., and Mr. William P.
Davis, late of the Carle'on Hotel, of this city.
Mr. Davis,
Sr., will give his personal attention to the business, which
will be a sufficient guarantee that quests will not be disappointed. The names of ihe parlies connected with Ihe hotel
are:

Day

clerk, J.

W.

Potter, late of Highland

W

Home

Hotel,

Martha's Vineyard ninht clerk,
S. Bigelow. late of Sea
Foam House, New Haven. Conn.; cashier, W. F. Young,
Fitchburgh, Mass.; $3 to $5 per day. From what we know
of the proprietors and the superior n Kings w.. can confidently
recommend the Everett to the favorable, notice of the readers
;

of Forest and Stkeajm.
On several occasions we have referred to the advantages
of the Southwest. Coast, of Florida as a winter resort for
canoeists.
Two weeks since Mr. Monroe, editor of Harper's
Young Folks, called, and I furnished him with necessary information.
He launched his canoe, Psyche, at Ellaville,
and descended the Suwanee River. At last accounts he was
at Cedar Keys, en route for Charlotte Harbor, Ihe Caloosah»tchie River, Lake Ochechobee, Kissimee River, Indian
River, and St. Johns River to this city.
Ai. Fresco.

Sanrord, Fla Dec. 15.— Quail are fairly plenty in this
There are, to my knowledge, at least four coveys
within half a mile from our place, four miles out from the
,

vicinity.

town

itself.

Ducks and snipe are reported as plenty on the river, and
yesterday several deer were brought into lown from the surrounding country.
The heavy rains of the past week or so have kept me from
taking any trips. 1 have, however, mauaged to get some
quail around the place.
By Ihe way, I had quite In interMy dog stopped at a
esting experience the other day.
clump of palmetto, and I gave it a kick, expecting lhere was
Immediately the dog made a jump
a bunch of quail there.
and hauled out a large skunk. The skunk caught the dog by
the mouth and held on.
I whistled ff the dog and killed
the skunk. I Ihink there is no danger from rabies iu the dog,
as I have had several dogs bitten by skunks with no bad results.
Tkctmr.
i

LORD DTJNRAVEN AND THE NOVA SCOTIA GAME
LAWS.

its

tors.

l

FOH 10-GAUGE GUN.
For large game, such as deer, turkey, geese, etc., use
to4|
drachms
of
No.
1 (fine) and No. 8 (coarse) powder,
8}
mixed half and half, with two pink-edged wads or one felt
wad over the powder, and 1£ to 1| oz. shot, from No. 1 to
1.

der and

[Deoimbbk

plenty that the people are forced to

kill

them in

self defense.

(Don't mistake my mi aning, please: deer don't "bite," but
they eat up their field peas and watermelons.) But this
kind of deer murder should be stopped. Arkansas needs,
and needs very badly, sttingent game laws.
This county is at this time the best stock country on the
They neither of
contiuenl lliafc is, for cattle and hogs.
them now need any feeding or care, whatever, and generally
Cattle have the prairies
remain fat the year around.
in the summer and the immense canebrakes to wint-r
Hogs have the immense mast of nuts, acorns, persimin.

—

mons and berries, and even this season, when all of these
were almost an entire failure, the hogs (great herds of them)
are in fine condition many of them fat enough for good
The climate is as
pork. Land is vi ry, very cheap here
healthy as in aDy of the Western States where the soil is
very rich. Crockett's Bluff can be reached by the White
River steamboats from Memphis— a very pleasant trip
boats first-class— or by railroad to De Wall's Bluff and
thence to CrockeUs's Bluff by White River boats.
One firm made one shipment of 183 deer from this region
Byrnb.
by one boat, besides other game.
Crockett's Bluff, Arkansas county, Ark., December, 1881.

—

FLORIDA WINTER NOTES.
Jacksonville, Dec.

20.

three months the weather has been out
FORcloudy
and anything
during the day, foggy
of joint

at

night,

It has now cleared off, and it is probable
that in the future we shall have a dry atmosphere, a bountiful supply of sunshine, and the glorious winter weather for

but seasonable.

which Florida is famous.
Ducks have appeared in great numbers on the

St.

Johns

As usual, quail are very plentiful in
river, below this city.
every portion of the State.
Last week I enjoyed several pleasant visits from the great
He is accomcanoeist, Mr. Bishop, of Lake George, N. T.
panied by his estimable lady, aud they intend indulging in a
On
boat trip of some weeks' duration on the Indian River.
Tuesday last, too, Dr. Henshall, the great authority on black
bass, called on me.
He, in company with his wife, started
on Saturday for Titusville. On arriving at that point they
will take possession of a small schooner, and will devote
over Ihree months to a cruise around the coast from Indian
River to Cedar Keys. The Doctor promised that he would
write up for your columns certain portions of the Southwest
Coast that I have not described.
This city has long been famous for Us superior hotels, and
it affords me pleasure to slate that the National Hotel, in
Bay street, has been purchased hy Mr. Nathaniel Webster, of
Gloucester, Mass., and has been named the Everett. It has
been repaired, extended and refurnished, at an expenditure
of over $90,000, The house, containing 120 large bedrooms,
The ladies' parlor has
is supplied with luxurious furniture.
been supplied with gorgeous fittings and a grand piano.
The house fronts the south, and from its spacious -veranda

Halifax, Nova
Editor Forest and Stream :
Sir—In your issue of the 22d

Scolia, Dec. 24, 1881.

you publish a letter
written by Lord Dunraven, which is intended as a reply to
of mine, also published in your paper on the
subject of his lordship's arrest in Queens county some time
since for a breach of the game laws, which requires some
inst.

some remarks

comments from me.
paper, the Herald,
I observe that a Halifax morning
characterizes his lordship's letter as a "very clever one,"
and laments that "a gentleman of such distinguished literary
ability, and one whose influence in England ia very great,
should have been subjected to such an unpleasantness as being arrested for a breach of our game law«, and hopes that
*
*
*
*
*
he will not give our people a bad name. " *
Now. I have no wish to cast any reflections upon the noble
Earl's ability, both us a mighty hunter and a writer of several
very interesting works, which I have read with much
pleasure, but in this letter I submit that his cleverness is
only exhibited by bis aptitude for special pleading, mid his
attempts to evade the real points at issue between ub, as T
shall

endeavor to show.

His lordship charges me with falling into the same error
as be did, in supposing that the game licenses are good for
ihe whole Province and are issued in Halifax.
I did say so,
and I now repeat it, and will prove that I am correct. It
will be remembered that I was comb ding the assertion
made by his apologist, the New York World, that the only
mistake his lordship made was in not taking out a cmnty license, and I stated that no such licenses were issued under
our laws. The assertion that the game licensee are issued in
Halifax is proved by the fact that they must be signed by
the Provincial Secretary and Chief Game Commissioner,
who bulb reside in Halifax It is true, as I stated in a former letter, that for the convenience of sportsmen enlering
the Province, iu remote districts, a certain number are deposited with the Clerks of the Peace, or municipalities, from
whom they can be procured without reference o headquarto
hunt "over the
That a license is good
tersThe
whole Province," as I asserted, is easily proved.
Province is divided, for the purpose of the act, into six game
districts, each comprising several counties, over which are
hunter
appointed a Commissioner and several Wardens.
is allowed to kill in any one season two moose aud one caribou
fix animals in all— so thai it, might/ happen that ho could
kill one in each district of the Province under the. same license, taking the precaution to make affidavit before the
Clerk of the Peace in the district, to which he removes of (be
number of animals he is yet entitled to kill. And here it
appears that not having the Act by me when I wrote mv first
letter I committed the error of elating that ihe affidavit
should be made before the " Game Commissioner,'' a not
very material point. Having thus, I think, clearly shown
view of the law upon these two
that 1 was correct in
points, I pass on to the real question in this case, which his
lordship very conveniently winks out of sight viz., was he,
or was he not, guilty of a breaeh of tho game laws of this
Province by hunting without a license of any sort ?
He says that
Out of his own mouth I will convict him
he "telegraphed to his aeeut in this city (Mr. James Scott)
to senu his stores to Caledonia aud obtain his licenses, and
he received a reply lhat the licenses would be sent hy mail,
and that, acting on tin's adaioe, he /cent into the woods {to hunt)
in the full belief that 1m liemxe had been obtained." Suppose
that ho had killed moose the next day. and that Bomt thing
had happened to prevent Mr. Scott from getting or sending
the license (which was really the case), would be not have
been liable to a fine for a breach of the Game Laws ? Surely
his lordship, as a magistrate, ought to know that he was not
justified in hunting under a prospective, and in this case
purely imaginary, license. And his excuse that he was ignor-

A

—

my

—

—
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ant of the fact that tie ought to have procured liis license, in
'in', district
is a very lame one, indeed.
Tgrwrantia tegfs
neminem excusat is a maxim that his lordship ought to be
familiar with.
Ho could easily have rectified hiserrorby
inquiry of the Ulerk of the Peace or Game Commissioner
(who resides at or near Caledonia) or any Warden.
Now, bavin-, 1 thiok, shown by his own evidence that his
lordship was clearly liable to a fine for hunting without a
licence,
?Ord
the way he was dealt with? lie complains that he had not all the formalities of " trial, conviction and sentence," and asks if it is right to hang a man
without th se preliminaries. Certainly not. But this is a
very different case, aud his lordship having been caught in
flagrante delicto, I do not think there was anything to try.
clause iu the Game Laws (Sec. 29) reads that "every
holder of a license must produce the same when required so
to do by any Justice of the Peace, Game Oonmri sioner, or
Warden, or officer of the Game Protection Society ;" so that
being a non-resident, was found hunting,
if his lordship,
and could not produce his license when called upon, I am
inclined to thiok he could be fined on view, as is done under
the Fishery Act.
However this may lie (and I am only expressing my own opinion), I believe, upon reflection, that
his arrest under a capias was not illegal.
The section (21)
relatiug to the collection of penalties, reads
"Any penalty imposed by this Act may be recovered in a
summary manner, in the same manner as a private debt, in
the name oi any person who may sue for the same."
Now, in the case of a private, debt, any person can take
out a capias against a debtor by swearing thai he is about to
leave the county, eta
That could have been easily and
properly douein 'his case and then his Lordship cauldhave
given bail, and bad hn trial if he wanted one. And this
right to arrest by capias i3 a very necessary one in order to
carry out the law—for what would be the 'use of issuinu a
summons to a transient person "ho, before the day of trial,
would be out of the county -so that anyway I fail to see
where the -'harsh treatment" comes in. There are several
other points in his Lordship's letter which I would like to
remark upon, hut this letter lias already grown too long
one let me briefly allude to. He says that *' no one supposes
that the objec of the Game Society is to make money out of
strangers."
He forgets that his champion, tbe New York
World (inspired no doubt by its interview with him), very insolently remarks that " the object of the game laws of this
interesting region (Nova Scotia) seems to be more to extort
money from the wayfaring sportsmen than the preservation
of the game, and compares the officials of ihe law to the
harpies who infest Niagara Falls demanding money from
visitors at every turn," and one of the objects of my first
letter to the Forest and Stream was to correct this misstatements, so calculated to injure the character of our game
officials among sporismen abroad.
I am sorry that his lordship holds the opinion that our
Game Laws '•are inadequate for the purpose and inadequately administered." The statement that the law is
a dead letter as far as the natives (under which term, I
suppose, he includes Indians and other Nova Scotians) are
concerned is not correct. I know of many prosecutions and
convictions of residents— so much so that the poor back:.

;
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When he finds wherea covey of quail "use," he takes his
gun, and goes out early in the" morning or late in the evening
and watches for them. As soon as he gets them, as nearly
in a hunch a* possible, he "turns loose" his old cannon.
When he "cunts tori" and finds his gun han't" busted," hi
lakes what he has killed, never getting what have only been
crippkd and hobbled off to die, and goes to town to seli his
h„,ty.
He is one of the evils with which this country has been afflicted ever since the war.
Yon can't get rid" of him, nor
away from him. He is in every clump of bushes in the
county. If you ask information of him about game, he
tells yon willingly all he knows to be a lie.
But he can't
shoot on the wine and be never owns any ddg but a mangy
cur.
Pointers and setters and their workings are a mystery
to him, and I hope they will remain so.
I wish some of our Texas sportsmen would look into this
netting and trapping business, and see it it cannol be
remedied by our law-makers. Please bring it before them
iu your valuable paper, aud stir them up.
When

I

wrote you

last,

we had promise

of a fine season,

but since then it has turned warm and no wild fowl are
stopping here at all. Quail and deer are plenty; but no
snipe.

B, C.

EC.

:

woodsmen

whom

(for
ther^ might be some excuse if they
killed niore'tlum the prescribed number of animals for food
for their families) complain i hut they are punished, while,
too often, the getuicinen sporismen, who kill for pleasure,
escape.
But no Iranian laws are perfect, and I am free to

admit that there may be imperfections and discrepancies in
our Game Laws. All that I can say is that a great deal of
care and attention Wefe bestowed upon iheir preparation by
the gentlemen who framed them, and that their sole desire
was to endeavor to put upon the statute book a law suitable
In conclusion, I would
to the requirements of the country.
invite his lordship to join our society.
contribution of ten
dollars will make him an honorary member, and he will thus
be assisting the funds of a very useful society, and at the
same time be able to give us the benefit of his varied experience as a. sportsmen in amending and removing whatever
incongruities may cxi.-t in the present Game Laws of ihis

A

Province.

A Memukr

of tub Nova Sootia

Gamk Protection So-

ciety.
r
Halifax, A S., Dec. 10, 1881.

THE POT-HUNTING SON OF HAM.
Hbaens, Texas, Dec. S, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream :
One day
I am indignant. The cause of my wrath is Ihis
this week, two fellows came into town, each with a covered
wagon or "prairie, sch oner;" aud they were peddling live
quail, which they claimed to have trapped, to the number of
thirteen hundred iu four days.
Now, at one time I was a
boy an I that boy dearly loved to set traps and catch quail,
and I think 1 kuow enough about it to know that this exploit of matching thirteen hundred in four days is manifestly
Tbey must have used nets aud driven the quail
impossible.
into them. 1= there no way in which this wholesale destruction of game birds can he stopped? Is there no law to protect them from these wretched pot-hunters ?
Why don't our
Legislature
do something to protect the game while
there is plenty here to protect and not as some of our
sister Scales have dune— wait until the game is all destroyed,
and then make laws to protect birds that are extinct or very
nearly so? "An ounce of prevention is better than a
pound of cure." If laws were made aud enforced now,
while game is plenty, Ihcre would still be plenty for generations to come.
Another thing that is driving the game away, though destroying comparatively little, is the negro with his old army
musket. He is very numerous in Texas, and especially so
He's one of the kind
in the vicinity of the Brazos River.
who is not afraid of work, no sir
He'd lie down and go to
sleep by it.
He carries his old relic of war-limes wherever
he goes, and no malter whether in season or out of it, he
bangs away at everything in the shape of a bird that is so
unfortunate as to fall in bis way. You have some nice pond or
some place on thy river where you have been preparing to go
for a week, and know perfectly well that you will find duck
there, and are " dead sure" no one knows of the existence of
You go there
this particular " duck-hole" except yourself.
and there you find one of these
at the first peep of day
animated black walnut statues, who has been there for two
hours,
if any ducks have been there, and be managed to
get pretty close to them, and his old fifty-pounder didn't
hang fire, he probably got one, seldom more. He watches
that place all winter, after he has killed one duck there.
:

;

;

I

—

—

Washington, Dec. 18. Having an office near the river,
and being compelled by business to remain there after dark,
I have noticed something which is contrary til all law
the
gunning of ducks at night by the aid of a light filed in tbe
bow of the boat. The ducks being attracted by tbe light,
swim upquite close to the boat, and are then easily killed

—

with an ordinary gun. This practice is one which, 1 believe,
is quite new in this vicinity, but which ha? existed and be-n
stopped in Chesapeake Bay.
Up W inquiry I have found
this shooting is done by two negroes, who use sail-boats.
H.

—

NEW TEAR

THE WOODS,

IN

jN
s

the First of the Year every Ash, hlrd ana beast,
Protected ty law, sat down to a feast
T'was a Thanksgiving Dinner, hence alt of them came,
As the time li ad expired for taking of game.
First came Mr. Buck, and Ills wife Mrs. Deer,
Mr. wobbler, and Mrs. Wild Turkey were there
Then came Mr. Huffed Grouse, and pretty Miss Quail,
Willi Mr. Buck Babbit, and Miss Cotton Tall.
Mr. Fox Squirrel, MISS. Orey Squirrel aodBlack Squirrel, nexteanie,
With Woodcock and Snipe, too numerous to name,
Mr. Pickerel and Lady, and beauteous Miss Trout,
And old Mr. Black Baas brought Widow Pike out.
When all had arrived and the cloth bad been spread,
And the guests were all seated, Mr. Buck rose and sotfl,
' It affords me much pleasure to see you all
here,
At our annual reunion this first of the year,
Yet many old friends, It gi ieyes me to say,
I miss at our Thanksgiving dinner to-day.
Let us all return thanks that our Uvea have been sparer].
Cotton Tall said, ".Arnen! for I nearly was snared
M And l," said Wild Turkey, " came near to
toy end,
And am thankful that T have escaped being penned."
Mr. Woodcock, Miss Quail and Miss Snipe ail sail that
They were thankful to have escaped Ihe Hawk aud the Cai.
Mr. Ruffed Grouse was thankful tbe Fox and the Mink
Had left him alive, for he Teally old think
Several times through the summer and rail of the year
That he never would live to meet with them here.
Buck Rabbit declared the Owl was his loe,
And would waichhlm at night wherever he'd go.
He was glad be was living to give thanks to-day,
And now wished to hear what the squirrels might say.
Mr. Fox Squirrel, Mrs. Black Squirrel, and also .Miss Gray,
Declared they had nothing before them tola
Except that through vigilance strictly applied,
They had managed thus tar to keep their own hide.
The Pickerel, the Bass, the Pike and inHad various things to be thankful
They'd escaped the nsh basket, the n. i and the seine,
The Fish nawk, the Heron; Kingfisher and On
In addition to these they'd escaped an along,
The angler who caught ftsh not four' Inches long.
When all had given thanks then Mr. Buck sain,
Tbe Pot-hunter was always his greatest dread.
That while to the spoilsman he'd lay down his life.
And so would his daughter, his son or his wife,
He trusted that Pan, the god oi the chase,
Would sparejdl his kindred the shame and disgrace
Of being killed by a hunter to n:i up his purse,
For certainly nothing on earth_eould be worse.
When the repast was dulshrd a motion was made.
That " a premium on scalps of destroyers be hud,
Whether Pot-hunters, Foxes, cats, Weasels or Mink
or on Owls or on Hawks, for we realty do think.
That U ten dollars per scalp were laid upon these.
All sportsmen conld find game wl
ruse."
A motion to amend was Indignantly spurned,
The first motion passed and the meeting adjourned.
Sakcho Panza, No. i.
,

I

n
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I

:
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Tennessee Game Notes—Nashville, December 21.—
John Nicholson has just returned from Keelfoot Luke. Be
reports ducts and geese abundant, aud a large number of
sportsmen to shoot them.

Many

of these gentlemen are
from Indianapolis, Springfield and Cincinnati. The hotel
at Idlewild is admirably kept, and the shooting close In is
This p ant is most easily reached from
the best on the lake.
Union City, where Messrs. Card well or Williams will only
be too happy to give visitors all tbe facilities wilhiu their

power. Our market is now overstocked with gan
are do wn to a dollar per dozen 'possums aud race ions fioru
twenty-five to fifty cents, according to size.
Venison only
;

v
brings teu cents per pound.
Vild turkey the same. Two
novices in field sports went out last week, ami although they
emptied one hundred and seventy-five shells, on
home a highland turtle and two woodpeckers, the other killing shot taking effect in their dog. John Burkholz said very
justly, "Temvools petter sthay in ze haus, abee de next
dime dey pin gilliu zuui veller, imtl den ley pin gettin in
m :
Fox hunting has been r, ..'
tor benedenliary."
i

ii

i

game plentiful, and weather as if made to order.
William Hobbs still keeps up his nocturnal chases after
fall;

'possums.

—

J.

—

D. H.

Texas Abilene, Taylor Co. Antelope, wild turkey and
W. 8. H.
quail are quite plentiful in this vicinity.

—

STATE PIGEON TOURNAMENTS.
Editor Fared
d, Strea » :
indorse your views in relation to the slayI most heard
ing of pigeons at the meetings of the "Gam Protective SoWith you, I think these societies at
tou ocranlry.
their annual meetings can find enough to engage their time
hytal ng active measures for the protection if our game,
lint if not, then let them be consistent in tbe eyes of Ihe
world anil haul down the flag of game protection, and raise in
its Stead th- flag of game destruction.
It has long ago b« en
written that we cannot serve two masters, and tbis jsTas true
t

'

•

3 it was then.
1 hud in my travels, wherever I go, that the public sentiment is emphatic against these pigeon slaughters, and yet
more decided against netting pigeons under any circumstances
whatever. They speak the tuth when they fay these birds
are becoming v..ry scarce under this awful netting system,
and that the time has now arrived svhen it should lie stopped
ng at iaws in every. State and 'territory of the Union.
i heartily indorse these sentiments.
Game societies shou'd never forget that nearly all the
sporting grounds of our States are the private domains of the
people, and that it is to them we are indebted for all the
sporting amusements we enjoy.
Hence, we should not be
blind to the privileges we receive at their hands, nor deaf to
their righteous judgment.
For myseli, I beJievein the kindness of the people, m a- would I treat them with ingratitude
by ignoring their wishes.
Besides, these shooting matches are cruel and barbarous.
I allude more particularly to the one held last vear, where,
under the banners of " fame protection," over 40,000 pigeous
ai'. lo have been killed.
These were specially netted for
this occasion, aud nearly 2,000 miles away, in the deep and
secluded forests of the Indian Territory, bordering on Texas,
where they had collected in great numbers to build their nests.
to la y ami hatch their eggs and to feed and raise their young.'
Here, among the Indian' tribes, they would have been safe
from the barbarism of the treacherous net, had not Ihe greedy
white man followed them there to gobble them up by thousands while they were upon their feeding grounds and seeking
food for iheir young.
Here the unsuspecting parent birds
wete caught and huddled into coops and carried away in
wagon loads for over 100 miles, through the rough forests,
and oyer the yet rougher roads, to the nearest railroad, and
from thence they were carried as prisoners of war to Coney
Island, there o await, in debility and sickness their coming
•

.

l

fate.

It is to i e presumed that the young of these birds numbered
at least 2,000.
These were left to perish with hunger in
their nests. Day after day, in their lonely ncais, with mouths

wide

open,

they

anxiously await

the

usual

return

of

them food. But they wait and
The parent birds do not return. So, "the. young
birds pine away from the stress of hunger and thirst' until
death finally comes to their relief. Now, all this is no fancy
1

lohful parents to give

fast in vain.

sketch of mine, but is a sad and half untold reality and
il be received and treasured up 83 a lesson, pointing to
that humanity of feeling aud action which we should all observe aud follow as the rule of our lives. Especially should
this be the case with all who profess to be true sportsmen.
Our motto of " game protection " is cood, and let us labor
"
to build it up.
H.'W. Mekku.i..
;

may

Jyem Bochelle, A. T.

Indiana—Angola, Dec. 27, 1881.— The first thing in last
issue that struck me was "Real Off- Hand Bhot .ting." Now,
1 have attended some of these rifle shitches heiein
the country- and find they all shoot from" rc-i I.
That does
not shi>w any ability or nerve on the marks] tan's part, but
Only the quality of the gun. I like to see thee Bland up like
men and hold their arms free from tie il
ind shoot at a
good distance and come as near the rem re oi the mark as
they can. That shows both the nerve of the man and the
qualities of the gun.
I should like to b
through your
columns from some of the 'coon-hunters.
ere is plenty of
'coon here, and a few hints from some of the " older heads"
may add some improvement on
way Of ualcl ing them.
Quail and squirrels are scarce here; b fe v rabbits and
turkeys in the swamps. I killed one of the 1 itter on Salurday last hat weighed 8 lb*, with a 14 bore muzzle-loader,
i

Tb

my

I

lining double B.'s, which I think
well in that size gun.—E. E.

is

a

little tor

heavy

to shoot

An Echo of the

dinar- Guns— Sherbrooke, Quebec, Dec.
15, 1881.— Editor Forest and Stream:
God speed you in
your war against cheap guns. One thing you do not mention, that is, that the "oaxon" gun is being sold under
several different names. The " Zulu" and the "Ranger" arc
identical with the "Saxon."
We have them here"' in the
hardware stores. They are awful. But what
most is that such high-class public;,:;
the
ntury
Magazine w HI advertise them. They may not burst for some
time; but they will kill, there is no doubt of that. And
what a swindle lo say they are well-made and finely finished.
They arc the roughest, awkwardest, homeliest, meanest looking earthquake-handles ever made.
One advertisement says
flroy were made for the French army, another, for the
Zulus. Strange that even the Zulus wouldn't have them,—
'

'.

Canada.

Adirondack Winter Notes—Moira, Dec. 26.— We have
had no snow here yet. Weather warm as October. It is favorable for deer, and if we don't have a late spring they will
be likely to erne out in better condition than commonly,
The open weather
also
prevents crusting, which is
Beechnuts are very plentiful also/and all kinds
better Slill,
of aniuuils and birds that feed on them cannot, fail to have
plenty of food. Partridge are quite plenty about here yet,
and a go d stock will be left over to breed next season. I
do not hear Ihey are hunted to any amount since tbe open
season closed. The fact is, they that would hunt them do
nol care lo unless they can sell them for market, and llicy
dare not do that. Besides, they could not. find buyers now.
A. C.
'

Ontario

Deer—Belleville,

Ont., Dec. 3, 1881.— Deer
hunters have been very successful this season, despite the
destruction of large tracts of woodland by the bush fires.
One party of four from this city got five A or, and another
party of three got a like number, in ten days' shooting.
party of two from Henders> .n, N. l
shot seven deer in as
many days, and fifteen deer were got by a patly from
The method of hunting pursued here is chasing
bellford.
into lakes with hounds, and the game do not seem to finish in numbers.—K. 8. B.

A

.

,

I

—

—U

A

Elks foe Gebhant,

—

Canada hunters have been for
non'ha engaged in collecting for Mr. Hermann
Chuilm.u street denier in birds and beasts, elks
for exportation, to Europe.
A shipment ot twenty-three
Canadian elks, intended fur agological surd ns and private
purchasers in Germany, arrived by railroad last Monday.
and will be forwarded to Bremen In the steamer Gen.
Werder. The arrivals are mostly good-sized, though young
specimens, without antlers.
Si vend of the old ones had
antlers two inches in diameter near the base.
But for convenience of transportation the Mitlers had been sawed off.
The elks have evidently suffered from confinement and their
ong journey, Each one is encased in a narrow wooden
cage, which permits him to stand upright or to lie down in a

$ex

.he

.
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ANGLING NOTES FROM CANADA.

nnd Ewer

FISH IN .SEASON IN JANUARY.
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Grapple, Ptmbfyye nigromaaulaUts.
Bachelor, Pomoxya annularis.
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Pollock, PoUachius carbong.rivs.
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cramped

position.
They are still easily frightened, and
start restlessly when approached. Their large,, lustrous eyes
shine like polished agate, and Beem to cast appealing and reproachful looks upon their attendants. Two men are kept
busy looking after the c r
to the animals.

The Mains Hounding

Case.

sen

I

Ulm

east,

mat as a roseleaf tails as soft,
A flash a whirl he lias him fust
We tyros, now that struggle lost
!

in receipt of a let-

I

:

New Jeksey Notes—Hackettstown, N. J., Dec.
1881.— Quail arc very scarce. The notes from your

16,

correspondent printed last spring are about correct, as I
think there is not one covey now where there were five last
season. Buffed grouse are almost exterminated.
I have
seen but five individuals this season.
I should like to ask if
it is usual to find the partridge fly on the birds at this reason
of the year ? The three birds that I have killed have
from one to three on there, being the first I ever saw. Rabbits are not as plentiful as usual this season.
Woodcock
gave us no summer shooting worth speaking of. There
were a few flight birds this fall in November, but the writer
was not fortunate enough to find any. Poxss are very
numerous. Quite a number have been killed, and tracks can
be found within ten minutes walk of town in the snow. My
ctters have started several.—Daxt.

In a Quicksand— Perth,

Oat., Dec., 1881.— When out
shooting this fall, and after a noble buck, the canoe upset,
and I was plunged into a species of quicksand, through
which I could not swim far, and the remit was that I remained in the ice-cold water for three hours and nearly lost
life.
When I first upset 1 fired
repeater three times
at the deer while I was in the water, but the slimy matter
fettiug into the barrel burst it, so that in getting a new one
chose a Winchester Express, which, in my humble opinion,
r hunting.
is the best repeater made for
Rifle.

my

my

'i

<

We

OhioMso Notes—Chicago,

BJ., Dee. 20.—
are having
here now, although there is no snow on
md
1
was out yesterday and bagged seven rabbits,
three fox-squirrels and four ruffed grouse.
Quail are scarce.
Duck-shooting is over. There is a half an inch of ice on the
marsLr.Several good bags of Canada geese
were nsade last week. One man shot eight, and another five
last Saturday afternoon within fifteen miles of the city.

fine rabbit-shooting
'

.

Ten Boek.

—

Killing Wounded Wildfowl. St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 18,
1881.— In your issue of 15th inst., your correspondent " Bay
Ridge" asks how wildfowl wounded in the head may be

sty-

Looks on our tragi comedies,
This way and that he lets him Ry
A sunbeam shuttle, then to die
Lands him, with cool aplomb at ease.''

I

death.
Many years ago the writer shot
Maryland and experienced the same difficulty in
ducks so wounded, but found an easy way out. Hold
the duck's head under the surface of the water and it will
8oon cease to breathe— Talbott.

J. -R.

LOWELL.

THE SOUTH SIDE SPORTSMEN'S CLUB.

WE

recently had the pleasure of visiting the grounds of
the celebrated South Side Sportsmen's Club, of
Island, and of inspecting their lakes, streams and fish
hatcheries.
Although the Club has extensive grounds and
pays some attention to stocking them with birds and animals, it is mainly interested in fishing, and especially in
trout fishing.
The Club was formed in 1866. Mr. Jones
Rogers was elected President and served one year. From
1807 Hon. J. K. Hackett presided, until his death, in 1879.

Since then Mr. James Beukard has been its presiding officer.
There are 879 acres now belonging to the Association, and
it is favorably situated, being surrounded by neighbors who
hold large lots of laud and are equally interested in this
question, Mr. W. H. Vanderbilt, one of the members of
the Club, owns 700 acres adjoining the grounds, and on other
sides are Mr. Lorillard with 1,000 acres and Mr. C, R.
Robert with 1,400 acres. The Club is now in treaty for
1,400 acres more, which, if obtained, will extend their line
to the raiiroad, and thus make a tract of 5,379 acres, including that of their neighbors, which is effectually protected
from promiscuous shooting and fishing. Ox the land now
owned by the Club, fifty acres is water, "mainly in two lakes,
and they have four streams which make four and a half
mi'es of trout brooks.
Fishculture was begun on a small scale in 1877. Its success has been so marked that it has gradually increased, and
is now largely carried on under President Beakard, assisted
by the Secretary, Mr. R. Redmond. Those who are familiar
with the grounds will remember the old ponds and hatchery
below the club bouse. They will find them well filled, and
ten or a dozen new ones above the large lake, a new hatchery
and ponds farther up the brook where ihe fisheulturist, Mr.
Riley, lives. Both hatcheries are filled with eggs, about
four hundred thousand being at present on the screenB, and
the season is not yet over.
Some fish are already hatched,
and spawn was taken during our visit.
The Club numbers 100 members, and no more can join
until vacancies occur.
The capture of trout was limited to
twelve per day to each person, without regard to weight of
the fish, until the past season, when the number was inThis rule is adhered to, notwithstandto eighteen.
ing that the lakes are full and the surplus is sent to market.
Last year $2,000 worth were sent to market, and IhiB year
Mr. Blackford, of Fulton Market, has ordered 3 000 pounds
for the first day of the coming season. At the trout openings South Side trout are preferred by buyers, and many
New Yorkers believe that no trout in the country equal those
of

ducks

We were allowed to examine the records of the Club,
where, opposite the name of a member or guest, is entered
the number of his capture, their weight, temperature of the
air, and weather record. Up to 1876 the record was not well
kept but a glance at the following list will show how the fishing
has improved each year under a system of fishculture. This
record does not show the amounts of fish sold. It is
1870
869 fish
weight not given.
1877
weighing 350 lbs.
1,156 "
1878
weighing 1,087 Iba.
1,834 "
1879
ling 1,583 lba.
3,140 «
1880
weighing 1,567 lbs.
3,002 "
1881
weighing 1,809 lbs.
4,028 "
Among the trout in tho breeding ponds near the house is a
rainbow trout, one year and a half old, which will weigh a
pound and a half. It was taken up in a nt-L for our inspection.
Also a quinnat salmon of about two pounds weight,
uud now five years old, which we ourselves hatched in the

in

A Bia Duok Sooee— Cleveland, 0.,Dec. 1881.— Our club
grounds in Sandusky Bay yielded grand sport this season.
game ducks were registered up to Dec, 8. Of that,
number I had the good luck to bag 1,415, a large number of
which were canvas-backs and red-heads. 0.
8,609

Off For Virginia.—Mr. G. W. Bassford and Messrs. H.
B. Hall and Albert Hall, visit Virginia next week on a grand
shooting trip. They take with them the noted dogs Chris
and Iron Duke, and expect to have a good time.

We

ark Requested by the inventor of the new air gun,
mentioned in these columns the other day, to say that helms
in Bona qnenee of that notice been overwhelmed with more
letters than he can possibly a' tend to.
When the gun is
Mr. Chamberlin will announce that fact in oureolnmns.

A

North op Bake St. Johh.— correspondent wishes information about the country north of Lake St. John, Province
of Quebec, Canada.
Can any of our readers give some parLame, etc, ?
ticulars about

Long

Island.

i

New York Aquarium

in

November, 1876.

A fine

lot

of

out occupy one of the breeding ponds above the
lake.

The grounds are well kept, and quail are fed in
severe
weather, many hiving
lolled by the
been
severity of the past few winters. Attempts have been
made to breed der-.c, and this work will be continued.
spent a most enjoyable day. ami hope again to visit the
beautiful and interesting grounds of the South Side Club.

We

M.—Good attendance q
sere fairlj good, wind noiiim -

rein, Dec.
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New Law tn Steuben CoWSTT, Nkw Yo«k. The County
Supervisors of Steuben county, N. Y., at their last session,
passed a law prohibiting all fishing in the Canisteo River and
its branches above the village of Canisteo for a period of
three years.
Thirty thousand California or rainbow trout
were planted last year (1881) this year (1882) we are to
have 60,000 more California and brook trout planted.
Four years ago I was instrumental in having our beautiful
is what, Canisteo means in Indian dialect; stocked
with black
eathen would not give them a
ohance to increase, and actually speared hem in their spawning beds, when
made a complaint to our game constable;
he would not prosecute, as he was afraid it would hurt his
trade.
I shall ran f./rgame constable myself this year (1882).
—J Otis Fellows,
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Ahultno NoTKti will be found in the letters of "Nesamuk"
to classify
It is not always convenient
matter strictly, and anglers will often find in other columns
matters of special interest to the craft.
and "Byrne."

We

We

skin off

What can you recommend ?

I

Long

speedily put to

killing

the inlet to spawn.
caught some fine trout from among
these schoois of suckers, that had been feeding on sueker
Do the suckers eat Ihe trout spawn ?
are now living in anticipati'm of next fly time.
June
will see us fighting mosquitoes and black llies, and eD joying
ourselves generally, for there will be the big trout to throw
all other ilia into the shade.
What if wc can't open our eyes
half way
What if our necks are so raw that we can't turn
from north to northeast without lifting our feet ? Trout
fishing makes it all Heaven, and a fried half-pounder served
on a chip is a sure cure for fly sickness.
What do you or' your readers use as a culetif uge ?
use oil of tar and olive oil.
have used coal tar and olive
oil, but don't anticipate using it, any more.
Almost anything will do for a day's fishing, but tho Canadian trout
fisher in June wants something that he can keep on night
and day for a week at a time without having it taking the

We

I

:

SoiiB

We

spawn.

oft.

u unaltered he calm as the

from "Old Tug," reasserting and confirming by the testiof the game wardens his charges made in a former
letter,
that the Howe parties, from Merrimack, Mass.,
hounded deer in Maine last summer. "We have also a letter
from Mr. Howe, of which the only important, point is this
'•'Old Tug' charges the Shoppen brothers with acting as
ter

mony

guides and assisting ti3 in violating the laws of the State.
This certainly is unjust and untrue. I have no knowledge
that Ihese men have ever acted in the capacity of guides to
any party, certainly not to ours. They merely met us with
their teams and took us to c.mp and returned borne immediately." The matter has already been given Sufficient prominence in our columns, and we must, therefore, decline to
devote further space to it.

We

We

1 he unerring fly

Contuses and appals us

— We are

Shiikbkooke, Quebec, Dec, 15, 1881.
iCdUvr Fore?'- and stream
Whitefish will certainly take the fly iu Lake Mackinimack.
saw then caught so last June. Bui, what do you say to
suckers taking the fly ?
did not see that, but had it on
good authoritj that two had beeu caught at the outlet of the
lake with the fly.
In this lake is a species of sueker of which I would like to
know the name. It is about the same shape as the common
sucker, but marked with irregular pntches of bright red.
saw them in small groups of half a dozen or so among
schools of thousands of common suckers on their way up

We

'•''-'',

:

89, 1891.

Canada.

TENNESSEE FISH NOTES.
the demand
FROM
for German

Nashville, Dec.

made ou

being

Capt, F.

21,

W. Oreen

carp, raised in his pond, it would appear
that the mania for cultivating these fish is still on the increase. I look forward to grand results from this class of
pisiculturisls, satisfied as 1 am that they would not pay one
dollar per pair for the fish, unless their ponds were properly
prepared and free of other varieties.
As to those distributed by Col. Akers, although that gentleman took all the precautions possible, many have found
their way in unsuitable ponds, to say notbiug of the ones
which died from. inattention.
great many fine bass have been taken lately from Reelfoot Lake, one gentleman having caught twenty-one a few

A

days ago within an hour.
I fear the pot hunters in

this Stale have begun their depredations again.
large number of "jack" have been sold
in our market recently, and i am confident they were caught

A

in nets.

White perch seem to thrive remarkably well in the ponds
where any have been placed. They form exceland are quite game. Squire W. A. Knight proposes stocking several ponds next spring with game fish, and

of this State
lent food

Ihear of several other gentlemen who contemplate doing the
same. Any live man could come to ilii.t
ioi of country,
and in a few years make a fortune out of the fish oultute
business.
Land is cheap, water sbiiuu.iiJL nnd transportation
.-<

i

unsurpassed.

facilities

Wm.

Mr.
Woods, of Maine county, told me on Saturday
that the increase of fish in Duck River within tho last two
years wa3 astonishing. Almost any day he could take as
many as would supply his table in a couple of hours.
J.

D. H.

.

FISHERY PRODUCTS AND ANIMALS AT BERLIN.
IV. of the
PART
Fishery Exhibition

Official

Report of the International
by Dr. ii. Dohrn,

at Berlin, 1880,

before us.* This report, which is accompanied by an
appendix containing an account ;>!' ihe pearls, by Mr. B.
Friedlander and Dr. H. Nitscne, is uniform in size and appearance with its predecessors, and comprises ninety-five
pages.
It gives an account of the sponges, corals, medusa,
hydroid, polyps, anemones, echinoderms, worms, crustaceans, insects, mollusks, fishes and their products, birds and
mammals. Those which are useful to man naturally receive
more attention in the report, but most products are noted.
The elegant display of amber (wbich formed an interesting
feature; and its production constitutes an important industry
in parts of Germany,) receives little attention.
The leeches
also are neglected or, at least, dismissed with the notice that
anatomical specimens were shown by Pr< fessor S. Ricbiardi,
of PUa. The report shows that Dr, Dohrn hits viewed the
collection with the eye of a mere naturaliBt, and has little
regard for the uses to which on anuria! may be put to benefit
man. This, in our opinion, is the wrong view to take of a
c-ollection gathered to illustrate the fishery resource* of tho
different countries in this report.
In the next one, No. V,
the scientific divUion, tlus course is to be expected, but from
the report on " Fishery Products and Water Animals," we
espicted a treatment from the standpoint of a political
economist, and not from a na'ural history point.
We expected to learn how leeches were reared ami sent to market,

is

how

Bponges were prepared and amber fished

for,

with

of the value of the fisheries, etc., and in this we ate
disappointed.
Under the head of "Fish of all Kinds and from all Z->nes,"
Dr. Dohrn enters more into the commercial aspect of the
case, and under the title of "Fish-oils and Other Fat," he
gives the statistics of Norway. Among the mammals we find
merely a list without regard to their commercial value or of
the processes of preparation of their products, and the report is a very unsatisfactory erne.
The appendix is much better and the report on the pearls
by S. Friedlander and Dr. H. Nitsche, it; 'much more comThe color of pearls, we it am, is very variable and is
plete.
affected by locality. They are white, blue, yellowish, brown
and deep black, with brilliant reflections in the sea pearls,
while the fresh-water pearls are mainly len.'1-eolored with but
Pearls vary ia
small brilliancy.
fri
1 their shape as
well as color, and the round ones are most, highly piized,
and, next to these, the pear-slipped. The river pearls have
small value, and do not approach the beauty of tho oriental
statistics

i

ones.

The exhibit of pearls at Berlin was a most extraordinary
and beautiful one. Of the thred rarest strings of pearls in
•AmUlehfl BericlUe uber die Inlomai.lnnul
BlBOnartft—AUStelluDg zu Uerltn isso. iBealof tho society
PUohorel prui ute
IV.
ran Dr. H. Dohrn. (tm aaliaDKO
peri,
you s.
ni, .i.
;!.
I'tiMhinler ixud Dr. 11. Nlteehe
fu liolzed
von
Paul
Berlin. verlajf
schnltten.
Parey.
•
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SO,
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of

beauty, there

;

petecldalis, Tapei semidecUisata, Haliolis gigantea
snail.
There are statistics and chemical analyses of

(J'HhtrfJ!

and a

waters where pearls are found, and much valuable and interesting information in the appendix.

MAINE WH1TEF1SH TAKE

TIIE

HOOK FREELY.

Editor Forest and Stream :
I note from time to time, in letters from your correspondents, the taking of white fish with baited hook mentioned as
specks of the whiteflsh is fouud in many
a rare incident.
of the lakes of Maine, in the St. John, New Brunswick, and

A

up to the Arctic regions. Your Western whiteflsh i3
larger than with us, weighing from two and one-ha'f
to an occasional six pounds with us it seldom exceeds one
and one-half pounds, the average being one pound. In
Mooseuead Lake it is taken with a baited hook alone, in fact
summer seldom
no other mode of taking it is permitted.
passes without some of these beautiful fish being taken ou
the fly by anglers who are fishing for trout. It spawns in
the autumn, about the same time as the trout. It is in good
eating condition for the table in March, having had time to
recuperate from casting its ova, and is then taken in considerable numbers through the ice, with hook and line.
colleague and myself have taken as many as seventyThey are a very delicious fish,
five in five hours' fishing.
The same foregone conpreferable, I think, even to trout.
clusion exists in regard to this fish not taking bait as with
the famous blucback trout, Salmo oquatsa, of the Rangeley
lakes, when the real fact is that they may both be readily taken by this mode of angling, in their proper seasons, if fished
for.
In Grand or Sohoodiu Lake they are only netted, iudeed, no other way of taking them is known or believed in
the result is that they are only brought to market when full
of spawn and least fit for the table. In Maine it is a rarely
beautiful fish, more delicate in its outline and coloring than
the fish of the Western lakes, a very dainty biter, and to be
fiBhed for with a small book and minute bait, owing to the
Thebaitis kept in constant motion by
size of its mouth.
slowly lifting and falling the band about, a foot, and when a
slight obstruction is felt, as if hooked into a small limb of a
As
bush, or grass, strike quickly and you have your fish.
we have said, it has a very small mouth, and hence its peculiar mode of biting.

far

much

;

A

My

custom with our Moosohtad Like fishermen to
roast a cusk in the ashes, the flesh of which is very white
when cooked, and then rub it between the hands into the
Others anchor a bullock's
hole in the ice, to attract: the fish.
lights or liver on the body of a large cask, well slashed with
the knife, a3 an attractive ground bait. That coarse, vile
It is the

the toque, or "laker," feeds largely on the whiteflsh,
apt to "visit our favorite fishing grounds in pursuit.
then assume a heavier line and coarser hook with a
larger bait, alive chub it possible, and soon capture and send
him where we hope the assassin Guiteau will soon be consigned on a hempen line. We think the Western whiteflsh
We promay be taken if fished for, as easily as our own.
pose to introduce ourEistern whiteflsh into all our lakes so
Boon as we can afford the proper apparatus for hatching the
Unlike our trout; the young fry are too delicate, as is
ova.
They must be
rIbo the parent fish, to be transported.
hatched where they cau be allowed to swim directly out into
the waters they are intended to stock as soon as hatched.
E. M. StLLWEM,.
fish,

and

is

We

A FISH IN AN OYSTER SHELL.
Zanesvii.le, Ohio, December, 1881.

Editor Forest and Stream
edification of your readers and to satisfy my
send you herewith a cut or drawing of a small
From this and the
species unknown to the writer.
meagre description I am able to give I hope you will explain
to your readers to what species it belongs, and how you
account for the peculiar and extraordinary position in which

why was

the shell

been devoured,

wa3

so hard to

open

after the oyster

433

had

if it all?

In the year 1553 Geflsuer wrote, in his "Natural History," that

''

"orfe" enjoyed a high reputation as '..u
h ,,, ,, ,,,:. e.-'pecially
fried, particularly in the months of April and May.
tion to Bell the "orfe" was onlv given when it hud reach
size, as they were considered "an excelle-.f
.-kand,
oonseouenily, it was desirable not to let the specie* die out. 'Ibis
fish was also considered a wholesome and etrengthening food for
ti.e

-

fish,

it

was found.
The drawing was made by laying the
and with a

pe"ncil I

on the snclosed
to take the out-

make it life-size. The dorsal fin, you will
notice, is continuous to the caudal fin, and the anal fin the
The pectoral fin appears to be larger and longer than
There is a full row of fine teeth on the
in fish of its size.
upper jaw, and on the lower jaw about one half the number
The head is of a dark preen color, with black
of teeth less,
spots or dots, as you will notice in the cut. The pectoral
The
fin is also covered with black dots nearest the head.
body is of a darker hue, nearly black on the back, and gradu.Seven
ally running into a darkish yellow toward the belly.
or eight lines or streaks of white run on each side of the
body, parallel with the spinal column, from head to tail.
It carae into my possession in a very extraordinary manDuring the first week in November last I called at one
ner.
of our oyster dealers for shell oysters, aud noticed it lying
surprise at it
in a half shell on the counter. Expressing
as a curiosity ruy friend C, the dealer, presented me with
the same, and had his son, a fine lad of about seventeen
Hues, so as to

same.

Cincinnati, O.

EGGS FOK GERMANY.—The

Plymouth, Mass.

CARP FOB PENNSYLVANIA— Pkilai ','<„',, . Deo.2i - fuashow
window on Arch street; near Sixth, Philadelphia, au.u-i-.t-ut u. the
Fish Commission has in an aquarium a number of carp on ex-

FISH.

Key West, Fla., Dec. U.
Editor Forest and Stream :
Some time since I mentioned the belief prevalent here that
moonlight spoiled fish, and you suggested that experiments
be made to determine the question." I have acted upon the
idea, and can positively say, from the result of experiments
that moonlight does not aMem spoil fish.
That, it never
does, I can not say.
I purchased five small fish, called here
"grunts," freshly caught, and, preparing them all in the
same manner as is always done to keep them over night, I
kept some of them in the house, hung some out of doors
where there was no shade or protection, and the moon could
shine on them all night long, and hung the rest up out of
doors where they would bo subject to the influence of the
night air, but out of the influence of the moon.
The next mormng all were equally good, and could not
be told apart, either before or after cooking. This was
about two nights after full moon. Some say that it should
have been tried while the moon was on the increase but, as
I have already said, I am satisfied that moonlight does not
j

spoil fish always.

from the testimony of many old fishermen with
I have conversed, I am fully convinced that fish do
times spoil when left on deck or hung up in the moonlight, while those below, out of the moonshine, keep well.
What the cause of this is remains i,o be found out. Whether
it is the night air, the heavy dew, or some other atmospheric
influence can not be positively said. The fishermen naturally
say it is the moon, that being the most prominent phenomenon. Whether it is a factor or not, and what the other
factors are, 1 intend to find out if it can be done by any exL.
perimenting witbin my power.
Still,

whom
many

NIGHT FISHING.
20,

1881,

:

Touching the above subject I beg to add that 1 have had,
and seen others have, very good success in night fishing for
trout in California streams notably in the Merced River by
candle or lantern light, better, perhaps, than in the same places
The process there was to set a good lamp at
in day time.
the edge of the water and use worms for bait. The California trout, as a rule, are not educated up to the point Cf rising
to the fly; at least, so far as my experience and observation

—

—

—

never
I have also tried night fishing for trout with ihe fly
with worms or other live bait in the Maine Lakes, but
K.
always without success in those waters.

—

Food of the Anglbk Fish—New York, Dec. 19, 1881.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Last we«-k a strange fish was
seen struggling on the water off New Rochelle, and was shot.
It was a large Single fi*h, and on being opened a coot and a

—

were iouud in it, in their natural condition. F. O. be
Lpzs.
[We assisted on one occasion at New Haven, Conn., at the
autopsy of a large specimen of the angler fish (Lophiui),
Which contained no less thsn seven large coots. He was, as
they say out West, " plumb full."]
Caxifobnia Mountain Trout Logs -Rochester, N. Y.,
The New York
19, 1881— Editor Forest and Stream :
-i
es wishing to exState Fish Commission will periment in fishculture from 300 to 000 eggs of the California
to pay for the
its
mountain trout on receipt
package. This species is very hardy and a valuable game and
food fish. Applications must be made before March 1, 1882.
Dec.

:

i.

summers, relate to me how it was found. The boy was engaged that morning in unpacking a barrel of fresh shell
oysters, which had arrived from Baltimore, and in handling
His
attention by a hollow sound.
used he and a colored help proceeded to

way with a shucking kuife. Failing in
succeeded by the use of a hammer and
vigorous pounding, aud in the shell found enclosed this fish.
but in an excellent suite of preservation,

and doming in
anything

The

t

Is;

ly-iookiug fluid like water.
the shell:

No

Oyster or

I

oyster bUbIj

nothing different from that of a common
It has the dark
ei is taken out.
inside to which the oyster is usually attached.
is

d both.

been a reader. Of Rod and Gun, and then of
for many years, and do not remember
having read of anything similar. No doubt many of
your reaofcrSj like myself, are anxious to know several things
connected with this matter. First, to what species does the
Second, how came it in the shell? Third,
fish belong?
I

lu've

Forest and BtSRaM

of

They are attracting great att n
many more are
demanded than can be supplied. The great trouble in the neighborhood of Philadelphia will be to prevent gentlemen from introduchibition.

.

ing this fish into ponds where there are gold fish ; the two varieties
will cross aud the result of the cross will be an inferior food fish to
the oarp. Ponds should be laid out for breeding of the carp alone

— C.

8.

Westcott.

J|7/g

TRAINING
IN

^mnel
BREAKING.

VS.

TEN CHAPTEES— OHUM'.

VI.

EETRIBVING is an accomplishment that nearly all sports-

men place ahigh value upoD, and even its opponents genbecome quick converts to the practice as s ion as they are
fortunate enough to own a dog that is well-trained in this
almost indispensable branch of canine eduction.
We have
often been amused at the sudden change
the mi-ad of
some of these out-spoken adversaries of the practice upon
their acquisition of a really good retriever." Bow qUicfcly heir
fears that it will make him unsteady vn-l.-v.i
ow 5. on heir
belief that it will ruin his nose takes flight, and henceforth
the system has no stronger ad vecnte until they gi
worthless animal.
do not propose to argu
here as to whether retrieving is detrimental to ihe dog Qt
not, but will, instead, state that it is our firm belief that
our dog is properly trained ic the first place, and kept up to
his work as he should be, no possible Inirm cau accrue either
to his nose or steadiness; and that in no sinirle ir.
where evil results have ensued wa:. it the fault
stlce
or the dog, but entirely the fault of the man;
,1:
the
certainly not to blame for breaking shot and chasing the
tIt g broken bird when his master sets the example.
Neither
should he be blamed for repeating the indiscretion. Here we
can see that the check cord and spiked collar could be used
to very great advantage, but we should by no means test its
efficacy upon the neck of the dumb animal.
will now resume our lessons, reserving further remarks
upon this very important subject until we come to actual
work in the field. We do not think it advisable to commence
teaching our pup to retrieve until he has shed bis puppy
teeth, and his permanent set are pretty weil grown ; for until
this lime his mouth is generally more or less inflamed, and
his first teeth are sharp as needles
and we may not hope to
succeed in achieving that dainty, delicate month— that is so
indispensable to the good retriever— as certainly as we shall
if we wait until his gums are hardened and he bus become
erally

I

:

We

1

I

!

_

We

;

somewhat

accust

omed

to his

new

He

teeth.

will

have

also

acquired all the more experience with the added days, and
will all the more readily understand what, you require.
We
shall now derive no little benefit from our so-called " fancy
training." In fact, Bhould our pupil possess no natural taste
for retrieving, we shall find it almost indispensable
and
should he prove never so hard-headed and never so hardmouthed, we may rest assured that witn the help of this
same fancy training we shall be able to bring him safely
through, and that no doubting fears will disturb our mind
when we send him for his first bird.
Our pupil should be well up in all his lessons by this time,
and 30 perfect at To ho that he willjnot only " draw " on a
piece of meat one step at a time, but he must be also so well
trained that when you cluck to him as a signal that he may
eat it, he will, after taking it in his mouth instantly,
command of To ho, hold it perfectly still and deliver it into
--•
your hand without any hesitantuuuzhly
taught him. one-half your task in teaching hit
bo
is accomplished, and you will find it an oa-7\plele his education for you will have
rouble ir Inducing
him to take, a single step toward you when 'he: has the piece
of meat in his mouth ; and by using
not tax his patience too much by an n
i.ari'ect
him too soon, he will, in a short; time, readily take
three steps, and with proper care and good judgment ou your
part he will soon learn to readily bring
tllestbit
of meat from across the yard, and to deliver it into your hand
;
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THE "GOLD-OKPE."
(Hiw) melauoius utiralns.)

-'-a

t

boan-

its

ioh glittor
i

,'s.v

ts all

.
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the demands

inem

....

i

u

made

of

it

shape,

it

a* the Ithts roetanorua

i

leap in winter like the carp aud
I
surface of the water. II doea
tench, and never makes the ivatarmndrly. Error restless; the '"orfe"
constantly swims near the swfac
to food, and even when
ice tbiekly covers the poud red spots indicate that this at
-

.

shell

j

dii

~.

V.

inn.

my

North German Llovd steamer

Oder, which sailed on Saturday, the 21th. inst.. took out" the following lots of eggs:
300.000 whiteflsh eggs for von Eehr, Berlin.
12,000 whiteflsh eggs for F. Busse Go-steffiunde.
20,000 brook trout eggs for E. Busse, O.-esOjiimnua.
12,000 brook trout eggs for G. Ebrocht, Geestemunae.
The whiteflsh eggs were sent hv Prof. B&ird from the ponds of
Frank N. Clark, Northville, Mich". The brook trout eggs were sent
by Mr. Livingston Stone from the ponds of Mr. W. L. Gilbert.

cdatus, p. 17,0) he say b: "This little fish, which I have
never known to exceed the above dimensions (1 in.), is
usually found on muddy bottoms.
It has frequently been
brought to me between the two valves of an oyster." The
fish must have entered when small and found it a good hiding place.
When an oyster dies its shells often remain fixed
in position ]

Seth Grubs, Rochester 8

I

in confinement.
The "gold-orfe" is a native of Germany, and sought after by
keepers of aquaria on account of their beauty. We have imported
a few specimens of this new fish to America, from which we intend
to propagate.
Hugh JIolghtt.

B

— Address,

1

women

Ifipgln,
Skin without scale?, • * * lateral line obsolete.
The eyes large, lateral, but with an
almost vertical aspect, and nearly covered with a fleshy
membrane. Operele with three concealed spines. Numerous cirri about the head and mouth, and a scries of from five
*
* *
to seven cirri on each side of the lower jaw."
DeL ay described what he supposed to be another and
smaller species, but which is now known to be identical with
the former, and inhis description("Two-spined Toad Fish,"

Facial outline sloping.

gull
fish

proceeded

1

:

:

Washington, Dec.

>

when

!

Editor Forest and Stream

•

color.

Batraehmtau, a Ksateless fish common to the muddy bottoms of the
Ian
c « st.
The following is a partial description from
hes of New York," by DeKay
" Boil}' thick and rounded before, attenuated and compressed
behind. Head broad, depressed: its width equalling its

_ .«.- —
EFFECT OF MOONLIGHT ON

its

able to the gold

figure is imperfect, having

.-.

which immediately on leaving the egg
purpose as an ornamental fish
anpa
preferfish, which does not ao soon ft'g'sume a brilliant

It is certain that a fish

answers

Aixiphbon.
no ventral fins, and your
description docs not fay whether trie li h has sciles or not.
We think we recognize the "toad fish or "oyster fish,"

[Your

For the

curiosity, I

slip of paper,

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

1881.]'

was noted; One string of white
Panama pearls, worth $25 r"D0D one yellowish or strawcolored string of oriental pearls, worth $20,000, and one
black string, worth $80,000. Single pearls of rare Bizes,
.,..
ad colOrswere aeon, and their value Was great.
In Japan pearls arc found in several species of mo'lusks
which do not yield them in otberwaters. They occur in a
species of scallop, PecUn yessoensin, in Area mbcrcnaUt,
point

1

i

I

.

.

.

We

must again caution you to go very slow, and to be
In this lesson est
satisfied with a very little progress.
care must be had that eoch succu'slvc step IB well and
thoroughly learned bef< re proceeding any further. Thus, when
you have succeeded in getting birn to take a step or two
toward you, do not try him at a longer distance until be has
harj considerable practice at this, aud will readily come ihe
step or two at the word "bring;" or yours.
" fvUh " if you prefer, but Ao pot use mo ai
them,
Of a
at least until your pupil is further advanced.
you will have taught him to t! ime to pou b p called, long
before this, and by prefacing your call with the Word tiring,
or fitch, it will not be long before he v.bl i'"
meaning; but until be doea in,
at the word you should not increase the distance.
There is a great difference in dogs in
of them will give you scarcely any trout.;
appear to know just what you want
Ijgbl in
1

is alive.

gold tench aud carp only occasionally use to the surface of the water, while thev seek their food at the bottem and thus
make the. water muddy.
The raising of the orl'e as an ornamental fish has a peculiar advantage over thai, of the gold fish, their young Seating about in
large schools, even when leaving the egg's present a remarkably
Having a thickness of about two linos
beautiful appearance.
and a length of one-half to one centimeter, thou- color being a
bright red with a black head, the easily (frightened school swim
with lightning-uko rapidity from one place to the o

Gold

intact.

lish,

,

1

i

o

;;

:
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bringing anything you may throw for them while, others
seem to be stupid and will never bring anything of their own
accord.
Tho first is a natural retriever and will be easily
taught, and also easily spoiled.
The lust, although harder to
teach, will make neatly as good a retriever as thy former if
the proper course is pursued.
We very much dislike that a
pup should retrieve before his moil lb is all right and his permanent teelh well grown
lor this propensity, if indulged
before, this time is very apt to give you a hard-mouthed dog.
Hence, for this reason, we never encourage a pup to bring
anything while at play.
In fact he should never for a
moment, be allowed to think that be is at play while uuder
instruction in any of bis lessons, for tin re is nothing that is
so conducive to bad behavior and disobedience as this.
Therefore, punke inn, realize Chat when yon require
to do
,ou mean work and not play.
Do riot forget, that he must never be allowed to eat, the
piece of meat that he has held io his mouth or brought
you, but that he must he rewarded with something different.
This is a very important point, and you will find it, very useful in perfecting the delicate mouth that we all admire
much. You must also insist, upon instant obedience to your
command to drop. rfhjg can. be Obtained at the outset by
practice with your hand, clasping his muzzle as we have before described, and this must, be resorted to should he show
the slightest inclination to hesitate or roll the morsel around
in his mouth for we are aiming at perfection and must be
satisfied with nothing short.
When our pupil has become so proficient in this that he
will pick up a piece of meat and bring it a few steps and deliver it. sale into your hand, you should take a piece of cloth
;

;
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I
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;

and

loosely wrap up the meat inside of it, and commence as
in the first place by putting it in his mouth and proceeding as
in your first lesson at this.
He will probab'y understand
what is required and very soon perform as well with this as
be did with the bare meat; but should he not like this, you
must proceed with the same painstaking perseverance that
we have endeavored to impress upon your mind as being of
the utmOfit importance, until your end is attained.
You will
find that a p ece of old cotton cloth that is clean and about as
large as your two hands will answer admirably. You should
let him see you wrap it around the meat, that he may the
more readily understand your object, and if he gives you any
trouble you must be very careful' that you do not try to force
him too fast. Perhaps you will find it expedient, to leave the
meat partially exposed until he understands what is wanted.
Or you can merely tie a shred of the cloth to it for a while,
and very gradually increase the amount until you have it entirely covered.
Your knowledge of his disposition will aid
your judgment in so timing his lessons and in so conducting
Any new experiments that he shall not become disgusted nor
sulky, thus giving you no end of trouble.
Your aim should
lie to so handle him that his lessons shall prove a source of
enjoyment, and he be ever anxious to receive your instrucThis you can easily accomplish by a proper system of
tions.
rewards when he does well, aud by lavishing upon him unstinted caresses and praise when giving his lessons.
To

bring about this result, yon may find it advantageous to be
charry of your Caresses at other times and to reserve your
words of praise for your hours of practice but this will he
necessary only iu extreme cases.
When our don brings in his birds iu the faultless manner
that we have been at so much trouble to teach him, we shall
want to see him deliver them into our hand in the same faultless style. And to secure that, end we will teach him to come
with his captive directly in front of us and to sit on his
haunches with his head well up and quietly await our
Proceed to do this by calling him up in front of
pleasure.
you, and placing one hand upon his hip and the other under
his chin, geutiy, yet firmly, force bis hind parts down while
you hold up his head, at the same time telling him to " sit."
This will be enough for the first, lesson, and by continuing
in ihis manuci he will soon sit at the word, and then you
can give him the order every time that he brings the piece of
meat, taking care thai he sits direc'ly in front of you every
lime and remains quiet for a second or two before delivering
it
and ina short time he will become so accustomed to this
We prefer that our
that he wil: do it of his own accord.
dog should bring his 'nrds in the good old-fashioned way, by
i:; them well into his mouth.'
This becomes a necessity
when tie bird is Only wing-broken, and to our mind it is far
more preter-ible at all times. Especially is it so when among
close lying birds for with the blrdin his mouth, back away
from his tiose, he will not be nearly so apt to flush game that
may be in his path. Still we have trained dogs to fetch the
bird hy one wiug, which is easily done by taking half a
dozen of the stiff wiug feathers of any game bird, or if those
cannot be had. those of a fowl will answer. These should
be bradod together and then sewed in place with stout pack
i his braiding and
sewing is to give him a held
thread,
with his teeth so that he will not be obliged to grip them, thus
giving him a hard mouth. Thi3 should be regularly used
Perhaps it
after he has learned to bring his piece of meat.
would be well to tie a oil of meat to it at first, and, when he
will bring it, readily, a small stone that will weigh two or
three punces should be attached to it, and as he improves
you can gradually add to the weight until it approaches the
weight of the bird, say nearly half pound. Care should be
taken to make the feathers fast to the stone so that they will
We do not recommend this style, but as
not come apart
many think thatrif, is quite an accomplishment, we give our
method, which has proved successful. Should you wish to
adopt this course you should conflue your practice entirely
to this bunch of feathers, and when he brings it readily you
should vary the performance by attaching different articles instead of the stone— yourknife, for instance, or a
bunch of keys or a bit of wood, and by always making him
bring by taking the feathers in his mouth, he will readily
learn to bring his birds in the same manner if you show him
how with a few of his first ones by placing the wing in his
mouth, or perhaps the mere showing him the wing will be
;

;

T
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pick it up readily, you must instantly go to him and place it
in his mouth, and be content, to let liim bring it this way for
this time, and wait until he is very hungry, aud then try
him by Ijiug a piece of meat to the ball, and he will soon
learn what is required and give no further trouble when he
brings his ball readily.
You should procure some feathers—
from the body of a game bird if possible, but those of ft
fowl will do very well and commence by sewing two or
three of them on the ball; and as he becomes accustomed to
ihent you should add more until the surface is entirely
covered.
This will accustom him to feathers, and he will
not refuse to take a bird in his mouth as we have known
some doge to do that were really good retrievers.
should
not: advise you to require your pupil to bring anything
except bits of meat and this ball until he does this in good
form and appears to fully understand what you require.
Then you should gradually accustom )iim to bring other
arlicles
a half sheet of newspaper crumpled into a ball
the s ze of your fist is a good thing to practice him on,
always remembering to commence with am thing new, by

—

We

;

—

carefully placing it in iris mouth aud requiring him to
bring it but a step or two the first time. This may seem
needless io you, but you will find it necessary with some
dogs, and wo have ever found that the bi st results have been
obtained by strictly following this course, no matter how intelligent our pupil may be, nor how willing to bring anything
that you may wish him to.

THE CLUMBER SPANIEL.

Should you decide for the old-fashioned way, you should
We have found a ball of lampwicking
hall.
to be the best, possible thing that could be devised— it is soft
and just, about the right size. This should be stitched
through and through, so that it will not unravel, and after
he brings his bit of meat iu good shape you can try him with
You will find that, the best plan to pursue is to comthis.
mence at the beginning, and place, it in his mouth as you did
the first piece of meat, and to pursue the same course by
asking only one. or two steps, until he. gets accustomed to it
And tie sure and do not try to accomplish too much at once,
but go no faster than your pupil's progress will warrant.
When you think that it will answer to order him to pick it
up and bring it to you, watch him very closely, and if there
is going to Be any trouble, and he does not seem inclined to

procure a soft

for the

Halifax. Nova Scotia.
Editor Forest and Stream
In looking over the prize lists of bench shows held in different
parts of the United States, I notice an entire absence of a class for
clumber spaniels. For tho Western States, where a large proportion of the hunting is done on clear ground, I can well understand
that tho setter and pointer would be the favorite, and perhaps the
more useful animal: but iu the Eastern and Middle States I should
suppose that ere this the clumber would have made a name.
Whether it be that they are not used on account of the scarcity of
good specimens of the breed, or that they are not suitable for'the
grounds shot over, I am at a loss to determine. It certainly cannot
be for any want of true hunting qualities for where the'breed is
known no other dogs take precedence of them for intelligence,
docility, keenness of scent and general usefulness
the field. It
can hardly be that the covers are not suitable, for many of the
hunting localities of the Northern States must he similar in character to those in Nova Scotia so I presume the cause of their not
being to the front is the want of good specimens of the class to
make the breed known, aud for it to take the place it, should in the
front rank of sporting dogs.
In Nova Scotia, for cock and snipe shooting, they are the most
valned, and long experience has taught the sportsmen here to prefer thorn to any others.
A. clumber can be used where a setter or
pointer would be almost useless and iu a country where a dog
has to endure the extremes of heat and cold and to beat uu swamps
and wet covers in the early spring and late autu
shooting the
clumber stands ahoad for strength and endurar
For putting
up a cock from a close thicket of alders iu August
equally at
a duck from a half frozen pond in November,
:

;

m

;

;
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homo.
For training there are no dogs known to me m
their work or more tenacious of what they have oi
in comparison to a setter or pointer, or even then
alone
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and rivals
child's play. This
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accommodation
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gunners hail
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most pleasantly situated in 'he State.
The dogs are
.n now, partionlnily Champion Sensation.
The
club is composed of seventy members, to which Dumber ir is at
present limited,
On Monday, January 9, the next meeting of
the Board of Managers will be held.
finest a"' 1

finoenndbi

nil iu

" Hello, Smith

!

Fine dog vou'vo got there.

show?"
"No, but be won a! n lrin.1."
"At a trial
Indeed! Von

a

Ever got a prize n«

?
I s'i ose he bit some
man, and you didn't have to pay any damages. Must hive had a
miolity smart lawyer
Who was he ?"
We are happy to state lh.it Mr. Smith is now rapidly recovering
1

don't say so

1

mm

thin terrible
to see bim on tho

blnW

to io- 6 Blings.

and

Mends

that his

expect,

again within a few days.
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THE LOWELL BENCH SHOW.

THE exhibition of

a great advantage, for a sporh

ite

time and

money

to the training of a valuable dog to find, t
much* of the labor has to ho gono over again, or tl
into the country to bo kept up to his work. Forres

or where the want of a good run would soon ruin a s
the chamber would bo quite at home and thrive wl
othei
would languish.
An idea was at one time held that this breed was delicate and
more liable to disease than most sporting dogs. Such is not now
the case. If it was ever so, some cause, such as in- breeding, has
boon the trouble. In particular strains, kept for generations in ono
kennel, and without the introduction of new blood, such results
but since tho breed has been more generally
would be natural
distributed no such evil has shown itself. I have been induced to
write these fe* lines in hope that some of your readers may have
had some experience with clumbers, and may be able to inform
me, through the columus of your valuable paper, how thoy have
suited in the United States, and why, so far, they have not been
shown at any of the groat bench shows or, if shown, they have
taken an inferior position to other spaniels.
Any information tending to improve the sporting facilities or
make" known any now feature in the breeding or introduction, of
good sporting dbgs, will, I know, be acceptable to you and to the
E.
readers of your paper.
i

;

;

dogs at Jackson Hall, Lowell, Mass., on the
* 14th, loth and lGth inst. waB largely attended) the visitors and
-11 pleased with Ik"
mana.goexhibitors expiessiug themselves
rnent and arrangements. It is considered by all to have been one
of the ij,st, local shows which have taken place. About one hundred and fifty dogs were on exhibition, under the superintendence of Mr. 0. A. Andrew, of West Boxford, and", the j augment
of Mr. George Walton, of Boston. Tho following is the prize

w

list

English Setters :— 1st. Grouse, D. P. Waters. Salem, Mass. This
the sire of Buckingham's well known Grousedale 2d, Leah,
H. McLaughlin, Boston, Mass.
Irish Setters :— 1st and special prize (silver medal, presented by
Dr. F. C. Plunkett), for the best setter' iu the show, Lash. Thos.
Wilson, Lowell 2d, Dan, W. H. Bagshaw, Lowell.
Gordon Setters :— 1st, Tom, 0. T. Bailey, Drdhuni, Mass.; 2d,
Buby, Beacon Kennel. .Boston, MaBS.
Setter Puppies, under one year :— 1st, Lady Jessica, William E.
QuiggL, Dedhtun. Mass., 2d," Syren II., A. S. Guild, Lowell.
Pointers :— 1st and specia prize (Smith & Wesson revolving
rifle, offered by the Unhid States Cartridge Company), for tho
2d,
lest pointer in the show. Snipe, Or. F. 0. Plnnkett, Lowell
Pote, E. C. Aid en, Dedham, Mans.
Pointer Puppies :— 1st, Zauetta, W. F. Todd, Portland, Maiue
Viass.
Toniiey,
Haverhill,
Dash,
Irving
2d,
is

;

;

1

;

Spaniels

:— 1st and

special prize for the best spaniel in the

NOTES AND NEWS.
A gentleman residing in 135th street, in this city, has in the yard
of his residence, an admirably arranged kennel for city use. The
building is of wood, substantially jointed and roofed, and occupies
the full width of the yard at the rear ("about twenty feet), being
some six feet from front to back. The door is in the centre of the
On the left hand is a
front, opening into a plain, square room.
door or Blats, leading into the sleeping apartment, which is furnished with a bunk or bench raised from the door, and built
against the rear wall. Opposite the bench is a window, with iron
bars and a saBh. On the right hand side of tho uiatu room is a
closet for the storage of kennel traps, dog biscuits, brooms, feeding dishes, etc., and in the rear is a doer opening into the vacant
lots.
The entire structure is paiuled tastefully in brown, reduces
o --.- i,;
the Bize of the yard but little, aud furnishes excelled
a small number of dogs. Of course, portable benches could be
It oceo ;. ,,. roups, be betplaced iu the centre room if ueceSBary.
tor to have all benches portable, so that, they could be moved into
tho open air, be scrubbed and carbolized. Ventilation through
the roof would also be an improvement, in fact, many alterations
and improvements would be suggested to the miud of any dogkeeper erecting another such building, hut the general idea of the
structure, as it stands, is good, and we would be much pleased to
hear of many more exactly like it, rather than to find our city-kept
sporting dogs in the parlor, fed with cakes by the children, in
tho man-servant's bedroom, in the cellar, iu the usual bow-leg
causing barrel, or in tho flea-breeding and never-cleaned "dogi

house."
of the English Kennel Club Bench Show this
at Alexandra Palace, contained more than t reive hundred
entries, fox-terriers alone numbering one hundred aud eighty.
An exhibition at paintings, drawings and prints of dogs and
sporting Bubjects was given iu connection with the dog show,

The catalogue

month,

The annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Olub, for tho
election of officers, will occur on Thursday, January 12. The
place of meeting is not yet announced.
Mr. George T. Loach, winner of the Foxiest asp Stream and
Members' Cups, at, the Eastern Field Trials, is shooting in North
sister,
litter
Carolina, over the winning dog, Brock, aud
Countess.

Tbe managers of the Westminster Kennel Olub propose to purchase, in February' next, at the expiration of their present lease,
the property now occupied by them, comprising BBvepty aefoa,
The
with club-house, kennels, etc., at Babylon, Long Island.
olub has bIbo the exclusive right of shooting over several farma
adjoining the club property, extending about one mile to the

show

presented by Dr. F. C Plunkett), Judy, Thomas
Egan, Halifax, N. S. 2d, Lome, same owner.
Cocker Spaniels :— 1st, Phil, J. P. Barnard, Jr., Boston, Mass.;
2d, ('barley, Charles Allen, Worcester, Mass.
Field Spaniels :— 1st, Fonto, J. H. Maguhmeas. Lowell; 2d,
Brandy, ,1. ft. Sbrpard. Lowell.
(silver medal,

J.

;

Foxhounds ;- -1st and special prize for the best, foxhound in the
show ('canvas shootina coat andean, presented bv 0. A. Kiohardson, Lowell),

H. Hope, Lowell

Rough,

;

Michael

2d, Joker,

Stanton, Lowell.

Beagles :— 1st. HOT

Musio,
irded the ipeciaj prize fa
,s all
Audrey,-, West
presented by t
Boxford), for the best braco of bougies.
Fox Terriers :— 1st, Gipp, Fred W. Flooh, New York; 2d,
Prince, same owner.
Mastiffs :— 1st. Knap, Albert G. Porter, Draout.
St. Bernards :— 1st, Jack, E. N. Wood, Lowell.
Newfoundlands :— 1st, Rover, D. 0. ilalloriiu, Lowell 2d entry
of John McKenzie. Lowell.
Shepherd Dogs as ColUos —1st, Box, J. Lindsay,' Jersey City,
N. J.; 2d, Punch, Charles Morgan, Bordeutown, N.
i, Mass.; 2d,
Collie Pupa:—1st, Maidie, Benj. F. White, Ded
Lassie, same owner.
2d, Souib,
Biul Terriers :— 1st, Silk, James Mortimer, New Yi
George B. Inches. Boston.
Bull Dogs :— 1st, Blister, James Mortimer, New York 2d, Bonnie Buy, Beacon Kennel, Boston, Muss.
Black and Tan Terriers:— 1st, Billy, Charles A. Andrew, West
Boxford, Mass.
2d, Schneider, J. F. Arlin,
Skve Terriers :—1st, withheld
Lowell.
Yorkshire Terriers :—1st, Tatters, Beacon Kennel, Boston, Mass.
Scotch Terriers :— 1st, Pack, C. A. Andrew, West Boxford, Mass.
2d, same owner's entry.
.'!,
Dalmatian or Coach Dogs
let, Spot, F. W. Worthc.i,
ford. Mh«s.
Greyhounds :— 1st, Sharper, Beacon Kennel, Bostr i, Masa.
Spitz -.-1st, withhold 2d. Prince, Mrs. William Ho land, Lowell.
Dachshunds :— 1st, Fritz, Beacon Kennel, its-ton,
Pugs :— 1st, bitch entered by Mrs. R. W. Sargent, 1 ittery, Maine.
Miscellaneous— Setter ana Spaniel Cross .—1st, en rv of Chailes
A. R. Dimou, Lowell. Trick Dog— 1st, Spauce, F. E. Bobbins,
Italian Greyhound— 1st, Gvpsie. Mrs. Kate Moore,
Lowell.
Lowell; 2d. eutr.- of ('hitrlos H. Whitehead, br. nil. English
Peg Peps— 1st, entries of Mi's. R. \V. Sargent, Kittoi
A special prize for the person malum; Urn largest,
tries cieufe: pup yoereuied by I. K. Fetch, Naticl
awarded to J. P. Barnard, Jr., Boston, Mass.
|ic- red
a, pair ,
f colli
A sue
io
ws^ ati „,. ,1
1*618, Lo
BhswlflJOM
Blvi
89oil Mai lie.
Dedham, Mass..
M 88.,
wore awarded to 1
Mi me,
Portlani
rouse; to William
Hitliff x. N
l.
uitta ; and to Thoi

handsome

Elm

N.

ciraiibv

Oc: en.: 2d,

collie pup,

;

;

;

;

:
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sufficient.

northward, and enjoys a five years' lease of a fine trout pond of
twenty-five aoros, to the eastward.
Important additions
to the buildings are in progress, and will be completed bv Januaiy 1.
The (teunols have been enlarged and ai e Io inemde a
canine hospital, properly drained and paved with concrete. The
entire kennel buildings will form three s.des of a square, the
fourth side facing southward, and admitting the sun, thus furIi'[.,l,i,l.r n l,,,.,l,f L.il ..lw.Or.,.^..l ,<M .1 tt> ,1,B ilnac
A i..,r.ll 0.a...,„
it shelf
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first
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tot- .%'.

'.warded

Bailey. Dediis

th two hundred
jxhibited by one
shells, for the
person, was awarded to J. P. Barnard, jr., Boston, Mass.
The Irish setter Elcho III. was on exhibition, u.t competing.

The "Ohtti

RRTRIEVTNG— Boston.— Mtiar Forest owl Btreatnt 1 have a
thoroughbred Irish setter, well broken for the held, except that
he will not retrieve bird. In fact, be will net, hold anything in
1 liaVt
exhausted all my knowledge and
his month fM "'"
it

'

do,
ythil
that I have ever heard of to teach him this, aud cannot do it. I
purchased him as ho is now two and a half years old.
of roni eoi'tspondeiits who have had experience with these dogs
',,
tell me what to do with this one, or. at least,, g.,
a dog's peiverseuebs in this, when he is guioif 6a icon and read; to
do afinosi anything else that he is told? If --.o, they will confer a
B
la voi n pon one of the constant, readers of FqheET Mi
NOIvFOOK.
[Many dogs are spoiled for retrieving by whipping them for biting their birds. Mr. H. I. Terry, of Palmer, Mass., eau teach him
to retrieve, and we would advise yon to eormntimcate with him.]
patil

i

.,,

I

I
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CORRESPONDENTS. -Our time has b >en so taken up with tbe
Field Trials for the last fewweek-, that wo have Mund it impossimta >\ ho have fiimrep.
ras]
ble to properly attend to the :
this department, with their communications, and we beg their
kind indulgenoe for yet a little season, until we get things
straightened out.

1

Deobjtbbb

FOEEST AND STREAM.

39, 1881.]

(From n Special Correspondent.!

BIRMINGHAM DOG HlfOW.
London, Nov.
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and were a sad falling off from many preceding Bhowa. The Rev.
F. W. De Castro judged them by the point system, taking infinite
pains, and the result of bis labors was most, c. editable to his judgment. His worn, all through, the most satisfaetoiy decisions of any
judge at the show.
enuei ted once a friend, who has devoted much time aud
attention to breeding St. Bernards, for notes on this breed, as so
many were entered -no less than 72 .Birmingham rules precluded
him seeing them judged, and that is the only chance of seeing the
dogs oir their haunches, so his n port is a short one, and iu these
" My dear tVllow, I l.avo tried ray level best to see these
words
l:-,s
'.is
U-.
to Sue them
I know quite half of them well, aud
they bum a grand crJicctiun uo brociilias been so much in favor
during the last dozen years, and here most of the dogs are good
in front, but I want to see them behind, too, and how the
can a fellow judge a St. Bernard in a kennel six feet bv five?
Wait till Alex ndi a, where we can see them walked round, and
then we will go over them together." I could not denv the truth
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and by those mnnerouH elf-styled "national" Bpeietiea and
luB|;neri, of which we hav a plethora. each declaring itself essenconstitution, and of which
Hal to the preservation of
societies and leagues I dar
enture to say any one might wade
mated stream of wisdom that (lows from them
through tire ai
into
running
the
mouth
of your shoe.
fear
i
wituout
Birminghat
g Show is, nevertheless, unique, in the sense of
:.ho hundreds of British bench shows it is the
the first public dog show held ill
oldest. Newt
cham foil...
lllhs
ftei
Euglaud. Bi
No,!.-,1859. and the one t basing to-ii
total of 22 held in the
a few years alter its establishmidland metropoli
Gurzon Hall, built by the Cur/on
njent, found a local habitat
are in some way, closely linked
Hall Company, who are ale.
ti

1,

whon

in '•National" show.
The hall,
bibitions, would occupy a small
corner 01 Madison sqna.re ixarden, so that it will not surprise
your readers to leai u that there is scant space for near upon 1,000
dogs, and that, the judges have to do the beat they can in estimating the relative merits of the dogs between the benches, where
the poor brutes are seen by the press reporters, who are graciously
granted a Bird'B-eye view of about half the farce, to be wriggling
in and out between and around the legs of judges and keepers.
The public ore Sxehjdefl dining the day of judging, there being
evidently no room for visitors when there is not even room for
judging. The motto of the great town of Birmingham is " For-

with the committee

which

off tor varioi

let

is

The Birmingham Dog Show Committee shout "Hold-

ward."

we

Secrecy has paid well in
that 1.6 our guiding prinjudges kept in a strong bos
triple."
until their duties are peril trued. But what of that if the judges
a t-tii ug box? -'Why, then," say the Comare not locked up
mittee, " we .-.hail guard a; sin-t lutuv.iu and collusion, and those
dreadful fellows represei ting such' papers as Tlvu Field, Tlte
1
Keeper and Fobjcst and
HHmev, iftnd ['''»-' Waiei
Stbeam shall be forbiddei to speak to the judges until awards
are made and, lest these gentlemen we have appointed to judge
exhibitors
with
some
some secret sign by
arranged
have
rnay
which they may recognize i dog, we order that all dogs shall wear
all of which is highly
a plan, chain and a brown leathor collar"
oumphmentary to the judges and others
In this we merely stato facts ; and, after all, what does it matter.
The Birmingham Committee, at least, make no pretensions that
they exist first, of all for the improvement of dogs, as, for instance, onr Kennel Club does, and the "National" show is the
excuse for a most pleasant meeting of hundreds of sportsmen
and dog [oyers, who, despairing of reform in this centre of
radicalism, make the host of things as they are.
There were three varieties of dogs thi3 year at Birmingham
tbat stand out very boldly by the general excellence of the eh
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La
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res'ented at Birmingham, and of all the lot wc should choose the
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P. Barkes. Borra has yet to develop, being ouly 10 months old ;
hut he will beat Balmoral aud Boy, the two winners, in future,
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Bernards together. Of the other classes sheep dogs w"ero a good
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eollien, was
iustly successful.
Bull dogs numbered 40, and
scarcely a bad one among them
but bull terriers, with the exception of already » ell known dogs, were very indifferent as a lot,
although the easy, good-natured judges belauded them more than
enough.
Hugh Dalziel.
re not well represented, aud of other dogs Blenheims
spaniels, Kiug Charles spaniels, and Italian greyhounds were
good.
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Foster, Prince: ad,

Booth, Dukfl of Edinburgh; 3d,

»

wuiiom
Class IIS
Swiuourii".

th haired), dogs and
leorge Fitter, reset,

Tom

2d, Mr Mired Anseil,
•unclassirleld torelgn

ClasK EftUtHon,
i

w

!

.,

ihn

,i

•y)

(imported Fritz—

Mr

.

dogs— 1st, Mr.

i'i

NATilKS, --Biickcrvilie, Pa., Dcc.22— Editor Jo
do not
.;.-.
honorable gentloi
itb |idrpq
afowtfcqnght, apun
tho propertv of
««.-„uj, * »„m, wu, uui
any spirit, ui roorlmtnatiou, but
?
only
in the Uo|>o lout it may lend to tho taking of more care on

Kir

:

m

I

Club have bred their red

In the first place, let me announce myself a
no fondness ot skimming dishes Influences m,
the load water-line Is the fairest slanjard fo
Of nil systems, except, perhaps, a dtsplacemen
i

Konnel Club have bred

ore

•ccombar 15, 1881, my friond, Mr. William H.
Ohio, has been especially uufortnnate in the
names tor animals both kopt and sold, Certain
names become— ami of right— vrivate propertv.
No ono should
think. if nil i, "Boss" without permission from Messrs. Pownall
"is lie upeoial propertv of Messrs. Chandler
lame ;i- we
Btbe
old dog.
••
BsUb," (Hinder of II
at PittBburg'fl laat (.how, shonld
surely remain nrj
,i
there in the same impropriel- lucla.it
mother prize winner at the some

whit* pointer

:

biicli

l,li:

s sensation.

are

Todd would

.

I

.

fall

bo

M known oilher

,.

corroct all

many

reach tho

confounded" by usiug, for

rOrie

tlii.ii- pi]

\.) red

and white

Borifanti—3Jr. J. B. Wlnslow's (Haltlnjore Md.) cocker Rpanlel
bitch Honfiintl (Ned— Daisy) whelped Dee.!-, seven— all dogs
s (one
Rtnnn ildd fiv owner Wnrli
,

as pt&ze-wint.)

pure Laveraek

ingly select names for his puppies that of right
animals of the Eaino breed.
Breeders cannot
thia respect, ea| ec ally when the name approprin anii. .>al who ha* a weil-earned repntation, and
;

breedors of beagles, but
uaiuoB for their youngsters

llio
c.l ••

ii.--r

it

oonodogforauothor.J
err

oport of

Ibe rcnr.sv'nam-i field Tiialn. wh ell demands prompt correction.
Iu this report, Warwick and Ollio were spoken of as being entered
01' tho Trials by Till
nnd Marl in. This is incorrcel,.
wiokand Ollio-aro tl
i"i erty of Mr. H. W. Gaimo, of WiliningIon, Delaware, and \
by bim loaned to I'., J. Marlin, by whom
limy w>.:e run nl the
mi-yiva nia Trials.
1

THE

HOKNF.I.L

OKEB

!,i:>;.\T.L.— Mr. J. Otis Fellows, of
lie-In in to say that he is the sole proprietor
Kennel, and that no other peraon is iu any

Horuell--

oftheHornell Caek

way

and while, by Westfntnsl
iilttic—The Borstall k
Daisy) whelped Dec. IT,
lemon and white, all be
Match (Sensation— White
1

lene (Sensation—
« bllehes, one dog
Wr. It. C. Cornell's

i

folic -Vee it. at Allan
Grace), live dogs, two bib
and wnlie. ot the above

W.

Ai.i.i.,-.).

•

bitch

The special prize at tho Atlanta
best brace of dogs .-xhiliitod. which was won
bj Mr. !'., Orgill w.tii his pointers, Bush and Random, was an elegant lemons, ic tot. suitably ongraved, presented bv Mr. Geo. O.
Sterling, of Saw York.

SAI. !:'.

(lie

PEDIGREES.—We are indebted to a largo number of our readers i,i pedigrees of their dogs, for which they will accept our
thanks. Wo .!'! ii ftnd them -cry useful, and should he pleased to
receive others that wo may. place them on II lo for future reference.
•

BYRON FOX i'OI'NbS.— The

address of owner of Byron strain

Gilroy—Mr.

J.

II.

Ilh',

Md has sold to Mr. Burr
and Inn field spaniel (iilrov
,

1

Gyp—Beagle bitch by Panic (Itlngold— Bessie) outot Fly (PrinceLady) by Mr. W. 11. Todd, Vermilion, u, to Mr. v.. It. McConuell, Klttannlng, V.
.i/w„i--Heagle blteh (Dan— fanny) by Mr. M. M. Nlssly, Kil/.abelhtown, Pa., to.Mr. S. II, lloffman, McKflesport, Pa
Fannie— Beagle bllcb (Victor-MuMc) bv Mr. M. M. Nlsslv, EUzabethid Blsseil, suiD'nr,
lown, Pa., to Mr.
S™(— EngUsh pointer dog in
i!/ iieihrown
Pa,
to Mr. st.uiii.i. Marl

Dm

i

KENNEL NOTES.
Wo

wish to Impress ujiou tho minds o£ those, who send us Items
tor onr Kennel Notes,.tnnt lo avoid mistakes all names should be
piloted in piust i.KTri-:i<-, as wi i:i..: ll very easy to make mistakes
,:is u i„.,t dona
We also would like to be Informed whether
the unlm J Is m:i!c or female, nnd to know the date of birth and the
breed to whiou they belongs wn itnei pointer, setter, or bulldog,
a
Uo notos In this number ot the paper will show just
what is wanted. Our aim 13 to have everything correct; bat until
ton trtbu tore -Will hUcethe necessary rouble to conform to the above
lerjiiest we cniitiot answer for the mistakes that may occur.
i

i

sold "to Mr. 1. Ii! strong, 'wiri'stJ-il, 'conn.' a 'poinF-r'tkigDUPpV by
Speck oti! of Wing.
.s7,..a -Mr. .1. ll. stewiirt, Middle
Saddam, conn., has sold to Win!(red Slnll h, of snme place, he pointer dog puppy slue by Speck oul

NAIIES HAIL'Ell.
by Mr. Philip \v. Schuyler, ot

Fi..— claimed

t

Tivimj)— Clidmed

It.

M. Livingston,

G.

to

Ii.

I'.osiwi,

-HniDette) out oi Hess (King Philip— Ada).
v.'m. ,::ir\!s. Claremont, n. ii., tor an all red Irish
i, is-,1, by ciuunploii lilelioout "f Nrreen.
,-.,-.
,ie_B5 f>r. Wm. jarvls. Claremont, N. n., for an all red Irish
setter dog, wht-ip-u .tun- :. -.-.:. by irhamplou Kl.dio out or Moreen.
;;,„„.„„.— i:v i, r Win. .Inrvls, claremont, N. II.. for an all red Irish
welter in
ien i:icho ou'.of Rose.

whelped June

i

.

:,

.,

Mr. t'l.ironie A. I'ainnni. U'elis'.llle, N. v., tor bis liver
anu white pointer dog by Bunuey's Dl imond [\\ adlow's Katc-Cava,
iiiinghs I'liink) inn or .nine (Leonard's saricho-lltdding-s'Kate).
;,'„/./ Cora P.— By Mr. \v. A. Cosier, ot Klntbush, I.. I., for his
pointer bitch puppy by Croxteth out ol Mr. nillev', itovai tan.
v Mr. a. M. Bi
... for
lemon and
white pointer WU b bj Mr. E, Leavltt's Ned ,'Ti-ump-Bess) out of Mr.

KI,ot—

V.y

-

i

i

Sam. Thoi
>-

-

:i:ilmed bv Dr. Edward J. l,"oroter, Boston, Mass.,
•tree puppies whelped i-cpi. -J?, lwl, by Claud

:

vol
it nl

Zou (Driike-Dalsvi.
ilmed bv tlt.W. I
by Sport out or PaltlifttL

edbyMr.

\v.

I.

Palo.,

white

•(

ported
(Snaps!

i

.

Mich has sold to
two beagle pupplcs-dog and

I'erelval,

I.

v.,

Palo.

,

ailhiul.

Green,

Carado,

Jr.,

Oal.viiin, <>nt.,

has sold

to Prof.

Eaetsaifln

.

bloodhound Carado

lish

or MaytJic

•f

!,

l/oo

f,

ne of ownei printed E. A. Dawson should

!•'

.\.

l

Rattler

W.

,',i,>-1lr.

Eunttngton, Brooklyn, for
reyhDund bitch pup (owner's Imported Leo—
•

\v.

it.

winner

ley,

11.

Todd

DIBey's (Rosendale, Wis.)
Bow— couutess Royal) to his

Mr.

n

!•:.

A. Iierzberg's Jessie n.,

dam

of St,

esentedtoMr. Fred,
pointer bitch,
ll— Bru unite) out 01
'hlte

:

.

1

whelp— Ur.

Win'.. la

QtiiK—Mr, W. L I'eri-lv.ii, I'.ily, .Mlcli.. has presented to Mr. Jainos
C. I'erelval, Stanton, Mich., ibe beagle dog puppy uinx by Spcrl out
or Faithful.

i

ownar'Bdog

1

out of
to Schrelbsr Bros.,'Phlladelphin, Pa,

".

.

I'l

;i t-,1,
on Nov. iu nn.l :.,,
Klclio— champion Upsc).
:

."•. r in. ot. 'Ii Kennel, Peeksklll, N. V.,
letusr biich Red Bess to Larty (champion

/-w.

aud «) red

"
.

Chief
iii
ruaillll
Y.,on D"c. Rand
-

bitch Dalscy to owners dog Ben

'

•

li.

u

(Darwin-Lady) to

ter

II.

bitch

Loo

champion Jersey Duke out

of Mr. Ed. A. Spoonci's Daisy

(Dash—

Flirt).

-Dr.

.1
.

S.

Nlven,

01

London, Ont., has

losi

by distemper his

.—The

fort

1

Borstall Kennels have had the misihe inter whelped Dec. 10 by Scih.i
Minnie.
ip/ieO'— The Bovstall Kennels havo lost by death a

jy death
r pointer

nil or
b:i ;.

Post, Middle flndd-un. Conn.,

and white pointer dog puppy

.lolu.

ha-

lost his liver

'>,ing.

din.vc-Mr. Edward Udell's Queen (formirl-,
tunately failed to whelp lo chatopldn Bev

Klclm— ::\-e.n rm
SttiU— Loi'li—M
H. Thomas, Duxbtiry, MnBs., has bred his GorUoa setter bltoh Nettle (Duke of Locust Valley— TUley's Whip) to Mr.

building and sailing a Hie long profession.

All

11

lotual time
dent thai had Tidal vj;,n
lunger, wider and deei
race would result wi
equally big, Ihetc-rmlu:
as to the comparatives
much smaller than the
the start an advantage
planning. For this adv
mutter what relai ion h
This being the main t
erbig bulk rules, we v.
illustration. Supposed
lines, say only one-quai
If

we

taluly be worthless unh
allowance because sht
let

the Tidal

ich larger.
:rvlng tho
aimer will

W.

Mursnn's'

lias

unfor-

gradually de

Hnally.T

ie,

with

it.

:.

Palm' rou the load
the length rule her alio
conditions still hold as
SheU sthl smaller th;
entitled to an allowai
principle still holds, th.
lowance, though the lo
much as ihe aifferenco
of

between the two

e,|ii ,1 to tuat of tne Palmer.
At that point amatol
models gives an aoouxatc comparison without favor
Tidal Wave continues to gr,v.
boat,
for
toe
other
Tidal wave has beet
ot
the
side
What the length of tne two yachts mo
the two.
any stage of the foreuoing is a wholly irreiew
constitute
model,
lengths
they are the outcome
hjressaJ upo

If the
on the
the bigger ot
to be at
matter. Their
of the form lm-

to either.

mo
•

happen

1

.

n Indulglo!
ehas

in

on equal tei ins with an other forms
calving an allowance from forms ot a larger
turn to those of smaller bulk, let their dlmenslo
That 18, to our mind, unassailable equity, while
equally ascleSrty a tax upon the builder's -„
devoid ot equity, but, ns a natural consequt
effects upon future productions.
sailing

ll.i.

l-ien-e> •coniiiu.'li Kennel, Peeksklll, N.
lsh setter bitch Quail 111. to Larry (champion
II

standard.

.

nercCB (Cortlatidt Kennel, on Nov.
champion 1'lreily to.M:i\ (vEhzel'8

—ex-champion

men who had made

Xow.

i<en (l.ee— Klui
s

(I.ee— Kin

bitch Dolly

lie

our contemporaries, without an exception, thought our sloops would
Bull around her as though the \\, :
proved themselves altocetncr Ignorant of the subject thry pretend
Now, "most people" may consider Tidal Wave
to have mastered.
the largest schooner or those nam< a in Mr. bur.,.,
tter, yei actual
measurement shows her to be the smallest, and proves once more
how little store can be set coon ibe vague impressions of "most
people." If the builder of T'dal Wave pr-.ftr-to make a long small
boat and Ihe builder of Palmer puts his faith In a big short bout, we

bait the length.

-Beagle bitch, whelped Nov. 5, 1^1, by Rally (Sam— Doily)
Bessie (Singer-King) by Mi. colln Cameron, Brlckerville, Pa.,

/-Viiifm.

John—Mr. Robert
Bo

I

The examples of yachts In lie N. Y. Y. 0. Instanced do not, to our
mlud, prove the case of our correspondent, iu the nrni place, what
'•most people "deem the largest boat is not of any weight. ".Musi
people" were found exactly wrong in lhelr prophesies concerning
Ihe speed 01 the Madge, and among u mu.si people" were round many

the Derbj

of

fogs-Fun l.r •'..'. -Mr. A. ;;. 1
11.
Loudon, Rook Hill, S. c.,
whelped May o. issi, oy Fowiei
biiip -Ada

Madge
Dandl

IIREl).

I A'e;/n(-Mr. S. B.
(.nnel Club's

Bowabd Burhess.

forth.

v

Tiuchm /'.''-M.iior.i. f.vi, as Coogtin, Charleston, S. C, has lost by
dcaih his beiton setter bitch Duchesa Dill, (vheipefl Jan, 48, issi, by
Mr.

and so

01 sin (bv imooited
r,
7_yir. \\. ;i. Todi
white, black and ton bt
champion I.ee (WarrioiClihu—Uy Mr. S. L.
Johns, ol Haverhill..M,c
biulii. hi, atltoyal Blue

DEATHS.
bj

tons,

out

i/.-Cmnw

tor mouse-coloivn

i

-.-.

Newburgh. .\.' y \^< D p
out of Ringlet by Lee (v

i

In issue Dee.

However, u

1

W

-Mr.

puppy

-''.
ii. I.. Ur.idford, Springfield,
Mass.. for
:, by i w ner's Pete
wi
Aldrlclrs l.olta (champion Drake— Mollle.)
c.
Collins, Uuriford, Conn., for liver and
\.
whelped Aug. i, is-i, by Dr. Loyman's imoul ol Mr. c. n. Gabb'aFly

In

management.

1

favor of length as

IJItoh,

out
lined
Ucki d polr

Frit:

o(

.

.

1
(Trim- Smut)

crew and cost

1

lotis; ino.tr., i!'«

Frank

:

I'erelval,

1'erciv.U, Palo, Mich., for pointer

the, size of

Is 10 be laxnl, (1 must be but very lightly, otherwise the narrowest boats are sure to win.
Now, If we come to a simple water-line measurement, the chief objection Is thal"R may produce such mon-.trous craft 11s Kanlta or
Elephant; but I believe, for my part, that well designed, narrower
and deeper boats can beat either of them. At any rate, we need no
longer fear the production of skimming dishes— on a length rule— for
builders have lound the advantage ef plenty of weight
Jectlon that length does not tainy represent Blze, lnaBtnucl
gig must race on equal terms with a 40 f c sloop,
en only say that
n»codv wants to build a gig mr such purposes or would think of doing
so, unless under a cubic contents rule, when
would not prove the winning boat. What yacht racing should aim ar
Is the discovery of best propoi tlous for sail Intr craft of length, breadth
and depth, and by il\ir..r the lrmrtli this can best fie ai-v
Even should we be driven to Fanltas lor racing It win be no worse
than to be rorced Into Madges or Into craft both shallow und narrow,
like old Evelyn or M r. Cfaphiun's sharpies.
How this genUcmau
must smile at the hope pi a universal cubic conleuis
in fact, womuM.iemeiubcrth.il, whatever 'y-tem of measurement

Although tho objections urged by Mr. Burgess have In a grout
measure been met in reviewing other letters on this subiect, we win
answer his comuiuntca' Ion categorically, since tho points ho raises
are the very ones regularly put forward against bull: rules aud In

—

setter dog,

therefore to

Muss., a black SpanlSl bitch

BUE

New

l

'

i

Mr. W. 8, Klckerson,
whelped ,l""« 1T 1
Capital*

sold

M.ij

Voile dry, for liver
UMfed polutor, whelped Sept 18, 16SI, by Dash out of oro.ee u.
/>•i-.ini) .-. c.inn., Dec, ill— I wish to cequesl Mr. \v. H. Todd, of
llton, O., to sclfiCI some other name ban Hess for his beagle
birch pup, hb have B prlz i-wlnnlng beagle iiit,'ii or snme name, :<nd
If bni.li :ite bred irom p win erftato confusion.— Sesp'tty, N. Ef.Monc.
Fni.ii.v ;v,i,-CI ilmeil l>y Mr. I'n',1. II. I.oudon, leu!: Bill, H. ('., for
lernou ^ind wlilti- pointer bitch, whelp-d Mn.v B, ISS1, by Foivler (I'erD.V -Mr.

t

:

I

'

1

Saratoga

aim tan setter bitch, whelped
iriinpioii Drake -Lima).

wlilie

!,

fearlul penalty shown by the Pa
Would you not wish, If you owned the
inches more freeboard for general purpoi
her speed somewhat -Capt. Duncan told
and yet It would Increase her cubic com
avoid this objccilon, we measure only tlv
wo come, of course, simply to the dtsplac
set aside as illogical.
Moreover, there are very serious ob
depth. If we measure, the depth to the i
penalty by uslug an enormously broad
cop ; Indeed, if It were much of an obj
man, In the case of a small boat at le
almost any height by making he k,-el .1
torn.
In the case ot the noude^crlptt ei
evolution ii" rabbet lino is at
only halt th 1 draught ol ihe boat, Ag
Again, if we measure 10 the undersldo of the keel, contrebo.v
s escape penalty for a fair share
or depth.
And apart from
isons aud others which might be
.-iveu, "
depth, however measured, as a
facte
g the most Important element of
salet
find less fault with any rule taxing beam, because it cannot bo
I
dodged and because beam doos not. add necessarily to a boat's good
all-found qualities, while it does add to t he size of sails required, and

sold to Mr. Bagg, East Hampton, Conn., the pointer l'ltcii nunoJ
Pride of the Kleld by Speck out ot v.
-,..
Mr. .i. ii. si,'w;m. Middle Haddam, Conn., has
sold io Mr. Charles Arnold, IlaUd.im >,'•• ::,
onn., n pointer doe
puppy by speck out of Wing.
,- Mr. J. oils Fellows, Uoriiellsvllle, N. Y.. has
/-i
Bray-iWl.il II.
1

/,'riM-.\

Graft
Sprlogh.

pay the

beam

Wlnslow, llairlmore.

N. \., the chestnut
(Wlldalr—HfjUia belle).

nollis, llorneils.

W

Surely! most people would call Tidal
mentioned, and yet, by this rulo, Bhe Is
1:1 ions smaller than Intrepid aud 4<i tons
absurd results comecnlofly from roeasur
water, so ilial Uayaanl ,Aner wishes t
freeboard for cruising, as was done In th

!

r

and four black
u bitches—
by owner s reu insu sener uog ,wk ( llion
touiws-J. W. Jackson's (Opelousas, La.)
lite pointer
bitch Louise (Bow-Jaunty) whelped N,iv.
and white
bitch puppies, by owner's liver and whlis d
it-June).
/
.1. \v
Jackson's (Opel
r bitch Dee
(Erin II.— Biddy) whelped Nov. i9, eight—1
dOgH
e bitches
-all red, by owner's red Irish seller dog .Mark .Thorsieln—Duck).
'

SHOW.—

IT. NCI!

wateFllue measurement, rot ioadd the
put in the London Fiehl, about a
length or the bowsprit): beam, as; dept
The Vesta, of only ;i-. n
Ot 10,6 10! or, using the tou formula ye
Tidal Wave Is 91 wmiand V'eata 105
water-line, 2-f.is beam, io.'25 depth, with
tons. Intrepid, hm.'J wawr-llne, 74.4 b
contents, or 124 tons, othei

1

(ad.

(Opelousas,

'3

Dash—Judge

Nlggi
eight p

it

conuect, J with

ATLANTA

Bench Show lor

;.

t,v

i

Colts Casieuox.
t
Frowit h ourselves, and canuot blame onr coruomplaSoing of this. Wo aio conBdent that no

WABWIGK AND OLLIE.— An

l

Wave? Her length la u

'<;..

Bttoh.

tWoknu

Tidal

won

.

i

I

by

who

est,

Sn:

,

man than

i

this,

the

plain this.

\ m;i, ikon,

.

$anoeitig.

A~ Hie most important subject In the minds
pre-, m, is the question of measurement, I he

,

ol

1881

Sditor Fonii.nml SI

•

Todd,

20,

MEASUREMENT.

U

Tuilt.iM—Di,'k
black, blue and tun
Dick Civeti

Alienblack, blue and tai
I

and

ffachtitig

bitches—1st, Mr

dogs and bitches -1st,

.

Hbode-

Mr

[Dboembhe

I

Owib Wanted.— Mr. E. S. Douglas, 84 S. Clark street,
Chicago, III., wants snowy and gieut-horned owls that are
not too badly t.rn by shot. He offers a dollar upiece for
them and will pay express charges.

,

stunting in

itn

u

v

Dbokmbee

FOREST AND STREAM.

29, 1881,1

To pm the question

in a plain t

between two boats

:

is

weather. But, and pretty often,

I

boata— too muoh above and

enough under

conditions of wind und

" quantity

ot size"— that Is, tie volume of each— wit bout any regard
to iho particular shape that volume has assumed. Manifestly raring upon such ttrins brings about rational and fair comare, then, not asking the
parative results in the te6f of form,
builder 'i pay ror the fonn solected (his brains, his model), hut only
lor the opoorl unit leu Inherent In the certain umount of hulk he has
blade use or, for the good re*«on that an excess In this amount over

whatever

we

i

that employed by another carries with it proportionately greater opportunities
So uiut'h for a theoretic consideration of the underlying raiionalcol
the question.
We win now turn our at en Hon to Uie much less Important points
of actual practice Mr, Burgess cites. The Tidal Wave certainly Is he
But ukto need ho no fear of such
last vegan a sailor would choose.
i

i

an.

a

ir-.

very largo fleet ol

attempt has been made
Evelyn order, because the
Klo

undera victim to the delusion that a
oil

stood nowadays for any o ir to fall
narrow, shoal boat can ho
Water. On llu> contrary', tin
etc.— are, one and
Mischiefs, \Y-ns.
.

all,

large, hulk}' boats!

and have shown themaelve
utar wlnnors under the bo k rule to a greater extent than anything
of the skimming dish order. We believe the fear that bulk rules will
produce consumptive era flq Jlto unfounded In Uie llgbr of experience,
and 11 no rule saves us fro u apoplecilc bowls on the other hand, it.
will be something devouHy to be wished. Though not generally underslood by yaohtgmen ant builders, r ucre IS quite as much loit by
having too much bulk as too Urtlc. Though the cos tank style of build
i

1

may no: be liable to capsize
to adopt for knocking about
and the most wretched ot se

with yellow centre and white
t

boat. Matches arc sailed over
Iphla, to Uelanco wharf and

watei

inches hoaie, and
torn of keel, with lion or lead ballast outside.
it'-r-i

i

ivo

•

bit ion 01

under

Wi

booml

is ihi abOul ;h
Sometlines It n
and ortim it wo
lug on opposite

ANOTHER CTTTKK OOMINO,
ntteen-tonner, Maggie, the crack of her
has been sold to a Liverpool gentleman,
next year for a series ur matches. MagD.er own
cer and aflyerof first quality,
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lion straps, Uie heels of the timbers, hutting against Ihe keel and
resting on a four-Inch stepping channel, the gurboards being bolted
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nile :- Us tendency to cut ck excess fully as much as too little. A
boat which Is small to a fan t cannot, in the light of the past, hope to
save In tax what she loses Ir
As for freeboard being c ut down to save bulk, we do not believe
there Is either the slightest evidence otsnch being the case In actual
experience, nor the least Lo bo gained. Even In vtry moderate
weather, In summer topaal 1 breezes, the average craft Is Drought
down to Iter rail when
g, and with less freeboard the loss In even
ordinary weal her would be i nueh more serious than the saving In tax.
The schooners mentioned ny Mr. Burgess as suffering heavily on
accouot of great freeboard >uirer to advantage, since they are excesslve in thut respect and woi ld be all the better for a tnne less. The
next of the kind will pmbat ly have less, and he abler bo\ts fur M.
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two singles of 4X In-i bead sheets havo sin. blocks; topsail sheet
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those of the runner pendant si being 4X In.
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and a 000k.
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Experts' Pistol Match.

K. F. L Albany, N. v.-i. He probably has v,
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Portland, Me.— The adaresaea are: J. B
V.; Henry A. Ward, Keohester, N. Y
and Miss
Fifteenth si net. New York city. The lust, two
ones desired.
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ids ilrsl place, wall a tor ,1 of -230. and. is followed by
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and 224, respectlyely.
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ABBEY & IMBRIE'S

GGUNTHERSSONS

C

"Highest Quality"

Spring Steel English Hand-Made
FISH HOOKS.
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28.8

24.5

22.3

20.9

18.7

16.6

14.4

13.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

1.3,011

1.3.S

12. C

11.1

9.7

9.0

S.6

s

11,8

10. 6
10.

8

10.5

9.0

10,0
7.2

8.0

9.7

8.6
8.6
7.2

S.2
8.6
8,6
7.2

American Trout, marked.

IS.

S.2
8.8
S.G
7.2

8.2

14.4
14.4

8.6
10

S.2

16.5

8.6
10.0

8.2

IS.

10.8
13.3
18.8
11.5

S.O
7.2

Carlisle, marked.
Aberdeen, marked.
Sneck Kendall, marked.

t;

« t veil fro in

received
J dvertisements
than Tuesday cannot be

later

inserted until the following
week's issue.

n

10.0
7.5

7.9

'

7.2

3

tiikki-H,
e,

in

ol

any other

OOMPCSEU OF
and a small poi.HHil'F.- a mixture not found

S.

KIMBALL &

THE

StfEIBER.

I

Keep's Perfect
measure.

YOUR MONCRAM.
On receipt of *5.on we will forward to any address,
tes,i .. b befiMlifree of charge, BOoaelleloui Dig u
lullv fleeinnieii with monogram or name, manuAlso, a sinill
','einl
1 .ill- eieseeo.
;-,e; snsl e el
expressly ior
er,
moi-i
sl/e with or without
Please Be careful In giving shipping du-ecladles
',,

!

St.,

& BO

,

Cincinnati, O.

HO! or, Adventures at Kangeiej
EASTWARD capital
story of sport and advenuin

Lakes. A
o old ana
in tlie wilds or Maine. intH
young. Has received the highest commendatlom
from the metropolitan press, as
ulnstrationi
pages.
Sin
contains
la cloth, ana
fi.6n
isdqi oy mall, postpaid, en reeelpi of prtce,
C^AitLR-N A. .1. I'AKKAU, Jamaica r-laln. Kaas.

Skunk, Red Fox, Raccoon, &c.
Bought

for cash at highest prices.

Send for circular

full particulars.

With

E. C.

BOUGHTON,

PALL UNDERWEAR.

Howard

St.

Mooskhkaii LAKK

and the North Maine Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book to nortnern Maine and
Kennehec, Penobscot , St.
the
waters
or
the fieiul
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
lakes and ponds connected with is
so illustrations and large map. Tintfld pi
lumluaten covers. Price, by mall, Dost-paid, 50
CHARLES A. i. FAR " ar, Jamaica Plain.
cents.

Maw.

GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP
4KB BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS.

SIXES FKOM 4 XO SO.
Muzzle-Loaders Altered
to Breeeh-Loaders.
Central-Fire.

Phi-Fire (Jnus Altered to

Stocks Bent to Any Crook.
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

KEEP MANUFACTURING
031, 633, 035, 03T

n

j

send

Broadway,

fl, $2, ss,

<pi
L»3nflV'
w **' '"Jput
up

ill

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

J.

W

PKATT STREET,

&

PATENTEES

i-.i

PATENTEES

01

i,

[

nviORE,

216

MD.

"PERFECTION" HAMMER-

the

or S5 for a retail box by
^ in America,
in
i

i

i

"'

'

llec29,4t.

SALE-A beautiful

Brazilian monkey. Perkind to children.
Price

tcCtly gentle and
Also a beautiful black Newfoundland dog
good ducking dog and good playfellow for
'

$12.

A

children. Piiee.si.i. Loves Hie waaer better than
to eat. Address w. J. MOK'l ON, Portsmouth, Va.
Dec20,lt.

"GIANT-GRIP" ACTION.

and

2ls

LUCERNE &

west Seventn st.,

AUDUBON'S

AND QUAUHUPEDS FOR

BIHDS

SALE.— A copy of A n:i non s Viniiiiins OuadrupedsotAmeilea.supeiiily il nisi rated with coii led
plates; 3 volumes, large sou, bionn morocco a little
rubbed. Also audubon-s i-Uuls ol America in 7
volumes, octavo, the first volume wanilmr 'with
Beautiful colored plates, same size and binding
as the Quadrupeds. For price apply t o this office
i

i

FLORIDA TOURISTS —A splendid
TO breech-loading
douhle-iiarre,ed

English

rifle

maker) with case,

tools,

(Daw

complete. Just the
Cost J300. For sale
cheap, or exchange for rirst eijs, ineech-loadlng
to or vi gauge shot-gun.
Inquire or HENRY G,

gun

etc.,

for deer or alligators.

SQUIKEi, No.

1 L-orilandt street.

Dec22,2t»

i

Address

W. TOLLEY,
of Ihe

CO.

York.

elegantly and strictly pure,
Refers to all Cincinnati.

L.
ail

New

suitable for presents.

LESS GUN.
5

arts, 6for$9, to

on

White and Scarlet Knit all Wool and Flannel, at
lowest cash prices, viz.:
55c, roc, O0c, $ .'jo, $1.36 and upwards.

Valparaiso. Inp.

Seu-nth

Fee

}7<OR

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

opthbgrove & mcleljlan,

21s West,

Prairie Chlcliens

stocking a preserve
in coops of twenty

I

finished.

Shooting Suits.

and

Live Prairie Chickens.

WANTED—
A number of Live
(pinnated grouse) for

birds each, at a railroad station, with rood and
water o carry them to this city. Address, stating
price per hundred and all other particulars, S. S. C7

Always the Best.
Keep's Patent Partly Made. Shirts, e for $5; easily

Write lor circular to

210

CO.,

KEEP'S SHIRTS

Pat. 1855

wiu n

pr Sah.

this office.

Pat. 1830

V CKKNK

Orders by mall, or information desired,
celve special and prompt attention.

Y.

Must be delivered safely boxed,
Rcczei

Reis.lSSO

I,.

a

Agreeable.
FIRST I'KIKE MEDALS.

Peerless Tobacco Works,

HOLABIRD

Arl.ni -s

at

Particularly
9

WILLIAM

filled

W.

ano

Cigarette.

By

not be

184 FIFTH AVE.,

MILD, FRAGRANT,
HIGH WROUGHT,

CIGARETTES
KINGS
ViKGINIA

Rates promptly furnished
»)> appli cation.
^^^

'

Muffs and Collars.

,

FOE SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE.
DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY.
persons residing- in cities in « Hi lit tke dealers keep a, full line ol our goods will
48 Maiden Lane, New York.

MOTIGE!

tions.-

Fur Trimmings,

'•
Knobbed.
Bass Needle Eye.

21

,

Fur-Lined Garments

Sproat, Tapered.
"
Knobbed.
o'Shiuiojmrw,, Tapered Fgd.

8.6

35.0
55, t)

68.0

100.

Seal-Skin Sacquesdt Cloaks

CO.,
Cincinnati, O.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SECURITIES, UNLISTED MJN1NU STOCKS.
66 Pine St. New York.

170R SALE.—A fine conni residence, about 30
miles from New York jo acres improved land.
f.v

1

;

Partridge, quail, rabbit and cue;- shouting, also
for bass and pickerel.
For particulars address S. E. J., at this office.
Deci5,-Jmos.

good fishing

r^OR SALE.— A beautifully located country resldence. Price, $T,ooo. Pure air; fine views;
JP
plenty of fruit. Apply to T. C. B.. this office.
N0V24,tT
fa,,ted.

Makers of high-class guns only

to the Individual
orders ol gentlemen who cannot content themselves
with a gun taken downlrorn the shelt of agun-store.

J. it TV.

TOLLEY,

Patentees and Manufacturers,
Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.

GENTLEMAN, who is about, to take an exteiiii'd business and pleasure trip through
Texas, Mexico and Loivei California, leaving here
about Jan. 15, would like the company of some one
whose taste lor field sports wouid render him an
agreeable companion. Any one wlsblng to take
such a journey can receive further lniormation by
Dec2«,2t
applying at this office.

A

provements

;

cheap for cash.

Box 1 36, Findley s Lake,

W

A

N. Y.

Address

\v., P. o.
Dec-20,2t

Dbokmbkr
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FOR FIELD, CAMP AND HOME!

1982.

1882.
FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!
Powder

Steaduian's Flea

for Dogs.

A BANK TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS.
POWDER Is guaranteed to kill fleas on
THIS
dogs or any other animals or money returned.
It is

box
and

put up In patent noses with sliding pepper*
top, which greaily facilitates Its use. Sfmpl*
efficacious.

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Ron aK»

Quk and Forest and Stream.

Conroy &

THE WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN.
»evoted;:to .the interests

or SPORTSMEN, and the inculcation in men and

women of a wholesome; interest

in

Forest and Stream point with much pride and satisfaction to the past and the present of the paper, and
the same high standard of excellence will be maintained in the future. The Forest and Stream will preserve

of the

pledge their readers that
the reputation it has earned for being:

I-EMERTAINING AND

II.—ADAPTED TO

INSTRUCTIVE!.

The " Sportsman Tourist," " Game Bag and Gun,"
'*
Sea and River Fishing" departments will contain sketches of travel, camp life and adventure; ac-

and

counts of shooting and angling excursions

and experiences

hints, helps,

;

poetry, stories, humor impartially
written reports of aU meetings, etc., etc., etc.
;

;

" Natural History" will be so conducted as to stimu-

and study.
Among its
contributors msy be mentioned Prof. Sptncer F. Baird,
habits

of

observation

of Washington, L\

C,

the Secretary of ihe Smithsonian

Institution, who is so well known as the first authority
in the country on ornithology and flsbculture
Dr.
;

Elliott Cones,

U. S. A., ardProf. J. A. Allen, of the
Comparative Zoology, the distinguished
writers on birds and mammals
Professors Jordan and
Gill, eminent in icthyology
Dr. Yarrow, the authority
on reptiles Prof Marsh, of Yale College, the writer on
fossils,
and Prof. Eaton, the botanist. Hundreds of
other names, scarcely less well-known, might be added

Museum

of

;

;

;

to the

Among

TEE TASTES OF

the hundreds

(

are Business

Clergymen,

Army and Navy

Pioneer?,

Trappers,

Tourists,

Civil

papers

;

Men, Lawyers, Physicians,
Nataralif-ts,

Officers,

College

Prospectors,

Engineers,

Professors,

Editors

Artists,

of

other

young men who have not yet struck out

men who have

themselves, and old

members

ALL.

correspordf nts of the Forest

f

and Stream

of every trade, profession,

retired

;

for

in short,

and occupation.

flshculturist, will receive frequent contributions from
the officers of the U. 8. Fish Commission at Washington.

This department will prove indispensable to every
farmer and country gentleman who can own a fish pond

reasonable land-owners.

will be perfectly free to criticise everything inimical

and manliest sportsman-

to the interests of the highest

Its attitude

on

all

well understood.

The columns devoted

important questions within

For the

furnish reports of all important events in the shooting
world. "Yachting and Canoeing " will remain in charge of
specialist,

editor being a graduate

its

of

the

IT.

S.

Naval Academy

at Annapolis, and a practical naval
thoroughly informed in every branch of his
profession.
Due attention will be given to canoeing,
as its growing importance demands,
architect,

The Forest and Stream

of the

Primarily intended
for gentlemen, it is also a paper for the family centretable, and one which the entire family, old and young,
read with pleasure and profit. The best guarantee of
its thoroughly high character is afforded by a reference
exhilarating fragrance of the forest.

list of

those

who

have no room

write for

it.

The Llewellyn setter dog "Cash,"
FOR2xSALE.—
years old, out ot Champion Leicester and

the Held champion Nellie.
Cash Is broken on
quail and chickens, and Is a first-class field dog.
He was v.h.e. at Ann Arbor Show, isso. Blaek and
white ticked. Price $iss. Will send
on trial
to responsible persons.
The lemon and white
pointer bitch Belle, a beauty and a good field bitch.
Price $25, very cheap, she Is fold for no Xaulta

Address FRANK BKVAN, Manager and Trainer
Conestoga Kennel, Lancaster, Pa.

that blackguardisms

and indecencies

pup Don Pedro,

my hands

months

is

Readers who want
must look for it somewhere else than
Forest and Stream. Verbam sap.

among sportsmen.

make

the

Sketches of

OPPORTUNITY— I
sale,

l,heby

have one pointer pup for
whelped August 5, out of my Snapshot
Chan
Hot and ltnoorted

my

Fannie) and Mattle May (by Don-Glpsey). Pup Is
white and orange, nearly all pure white. Will
make a large, strong dog (sire weighs 70 lbs.) Has
good disposition, and with proper handling would
prize

i

SINCLAIR,

F. A.

better stock
Mottvllle, N. Y.

price

In

No.

i,

and aims.

VL.—BROAD

LN SYMPATHY.
will ask for,

and

strive to

never has been narrow in spirit nor
has it ever held itself up as the organ of any one " section." The paper is, and will be, American, in the
the country.

It

State,

and best meaning of that term. Every
Territory and Province on the Continent, with

many

foreign countries beyond, are represented in our

broadest, highest

list

of contributors

and

subscribers.

The very wide

geographical distribution of the friends and correspond-

Forest and Stream is a sufficient guarantee
the variety and excellence of its contents.
Literally and figuratively is it true that

of

trainers.

..tonal

ife

1

K. &. C.

Per
letter.

year,

$4

;

$2

To

VON CUL1N,

Delaware City, Del.

jy(Pedigree

Printers.)

on

II.

J.

rats.

Mail de-

BAILEY,

Pitts-

Dec29,lt

O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies for sale, by Champion
Rory
Tilly)

O'More out of Norah O'More (Berkleyand Gav (Elclio-FIre Fly).
Full pedli
Albany, N.Y.
Dee20,tt

W.N. CALLENDER,

1/OR SALE— At a
JT

reasonable price, an Irish setter bitch and pair of pups 6 months old; one
Full pedigree. M. A. DINSMOKE, Saugus,

or all
Mass.

Dec29,st

SALE—A tine healthy red fox female, tame
FORand
gentle, kind and playful with dogs, will
lead on chain, a little over a year old. Price *10.
Address ROBT. WALKER, Franklin, Del. co , N. Y.
Dec29,lt.

SALE CHEAP.— Finely bred pointer
FORRuby,
In whelp to a grand goo
dog.
1

BEGIN AT

clubs of three or more, $3 per year each.

ANY

post-office

K. C,

order, draft or registered

CLUB'S Sensation,
W.

New

Dee22,«

Two pure bred Cordon setter pupFORpies,SALE.—
dog and bitch, whelped May 26, issi. Address, A.

WEEKS,

Locust Valley,

L.

I.

Dec22,vt

of Eastern Field Trial Winners OX
lfcso, printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent
post-oaid for 25 cents each, or the five for
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 39 and 41
Decso.tf.
Park Row, N. Y.

PORTRAITS

H

COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—For

Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches
and puppies, nrtdrc-.-HWlt.h slump, KOB'T WALKER,
July 21-tf
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

sale, a number of well bred and well
Forbroken
pointers and setters, also dogs boarded
and broken,
B.

V

sail

RICHMOND,

Hi'

nor,

r.i,iiaiiteed.

_

Lakevlllc, Mass.

Address H.
Sept2*,tl

IRISH SETTERS and Cocker Spaniels
of tbe most fashlonahle blood address OHA8.

TT'OR

money

Also

Address, Secretary
in the stud, for $50.
York city.
Room 11 , 206 Broadway,

OULEOUT

TIME.

Remit by

hitch

cocker spaniel bitch Jun-, 7 months old. She Is
solid liver color a nd ha-, n.it coat with tine long
ears. CHAS. E. LEWIS, Suspension Bridge, N. Y.
Dec2!»,lt-

A LIBRARY OF PERMANENT WORTH,

for six months.

No.

ents of the

Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application.

MAY

Culln's

J2.00.

;

issues of the

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Von

of

sewed,

Book of Instructions Free with
collar, by mall.
Beware of worthless lmltai Ions.
Ours the only patented one. Indorsed by
t ho sporting pves3 and used by all the
prominent-'

burg, Pa.

Forest and Stream form two volumes each year, of twenty-nx numbers, or 500 pages each. Seventeen such
volnmes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders (price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers. Each volume
when completed may be returned to us for binding, the cost per volume being SI. 50. At this slight additional expense each reader may
preserve an unique library of substantial and permanent value.

The weekly

AmericaDec29,tt

riveted, $1.2^.

Terrier—Broke
WANTED—
scription and price to

Forest akd Stream a medium for the interchange of information, entertainment and amusement
field excursions, shooting and angling trip?, original observations in natural history, and other like con-

in accord. with its spirit

in

each

that sort of thing

We

and sympathies are

Both-well,

Dec22,M.

acteristics of a sportsman's paper.

Expressions
Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us reports of their transactions.
tributions aTC respectfully solicited.
place in our columns.
of opinion upon any subject within the scope of the paper are invited and will be given
attention
merits
the
of
others
to
whose
beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest and Stream that they bring the paper and its
tastes

staunch, Ja

Is

WILL DAVIDSON,

in the

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.
to

He

a careful worker, has a good nose and has been
worked on woodcock ard quail this season. Now
If your chance for a gocd
field dog. Price J5(i.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL

aim

has been In

old,

as trainer since .ruly.

Sold for no fault
Ont.

are essential char-

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM.

Its editors

RED

DEN1SON,

llarUord, Ct

SepU6,tf

Give name, town, county and State.

Address FOREST

ol

Decl5,3ti

2,

in Its

win, the continued support of readers in every part of

Forest and Stream is exceptionally
high. It is edited for men of healthy minds in healthy
Its reading and advertising columns will be
bodies.
Its pages will sparkle like the mountain stream
clean.
in the sunlight, and its contents will be redolent of the

to a

will

columns for personalities and bickerings. Its editors
have neither taste nor time for "mud throwing." They
do not share the opinion, held by some other journals,

The Forest and Stream

H.—SIGH IN TONS.

t-i
Henshall's Duchess. Winner ot 1st,
tbe only
1-S1 ; 1st, Lowell, 1891;
times ever exhibited. Thlslsone of the grandest
bulldogs In ibis or any couutrv, and is a sure winner la good company. For price address J. MORTIMER, 3 Morris Street, New Tork.
Dec29,3t,

REDUCTION
GREAT
Pat. Spike Collar.

V.— COURTEOUS.

"Kennel" will be filled
with matter of interest and practical worth to sportsmen
and dog fanciers. "Rifle and Trap Shooting" will

;

London, Ont.,

its

benefit of advertisers

and readers alike, it will also, as in the past, expose
and denounce all dangerous Irauds. Advertisements of
doubtful character will not be admitted to its columns on
any terms.

to the

(Imp ), by Silk, e»Weight, 30 lbs. win2d, New York, 1861;

;

ex- si iter

S.

field is

II.

months.

Pittsbuigli, 1SS1

1st,

London, Ont., Vtt 1st, Lowell. 1SSJ. He Is a
pure white, and one ol ihe best young dogs eyer
imported, combining the best bull terrier blood to
England.
BULL DOG, BLISTER (tap.), by Sir Anthony,

It

The position of influence now occupied by the Forest
and Stream imposes upon the paper responsibilities
The organ of no clique,
it has no wish to shirk.

ship.

ol

in

2d,

setter

which
it

ner

year

l

SALE— Druid and Nlllson pup, cheap
FORtaken
Immediately. The well bred Lewellen

IV. —INDEP ENDENT.

for profit or pleasure.

The tone

For Sale.
russ, age

Mm

Farmers and Farmers' Boys constitute a large class of
our readers. They will find the Fobest and Stream
ever disposed to reconcile ! he seemingly conflicting but
really identical interests of respectable sportsmen and

list.

" Fvtliculture," edited
by a practical and well-known

ft

Cortlandt street, N. Y.

BULL TERRIER, SILK

The conductors

N. Y.

SQUIRES,

C.
1

OUTDOOR RECREATION AND STUDY.

late

Bissett,

65 Fultoi street,

HENRY

AND STREAM PUBLISHING

CO.,

39 Park Row, N. Y.CIty.

—See Ktnnel AdnertitemenU aaslpagt.

:

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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fennel.

lie

mi §ontes far Sportsmen.

§ateh

JUgoiitsmcn's ^aotJg,

[Dbcibmbeb

28, 1881.

aml<Qqri ortsfor ggorfswm.

l)a(cls

i

Portraits of Celebrated Dogs
SOW HEADY.
A

A

IBoor.-EHPEKOB FKED.

ttrftuse

ASSOCIATED

NEW.

SOUTHERN

Dog

Splendid

The Pennsylvania

Whistle,
THE

Snipe Shooting in t lie Mississippi Valley,

-THCUDKH.

—AND—

Tliese pictures are large Album Cards. Photorep oductlons or oil paintings- by Tracy.
'i: !>•) by tin;
\notype Profess. They will not
fado Uk« ordinary photographs, and arc equal In
: ] engravi-.g.
effoei and finish io Mi-:- na-.<

AND

Compass,

October 6 to December

COMBINE II.

rrapUa

-

by SCHUYLER* WU an K,

ISO

Broadway,

i

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any

BOB III., Imported. black; First, Strabane,
Portadown, Kilmarnock, Belfast, and London, Oat.
Pa Stud fee,
Imported, black;
York, ISsl. First Atlanta,

*I5.
first
issl.

New

Puppies by above also by

New

York, 1S81, for

of

It

rag,

lirst,

Song and Fancy

animals adapted

of rare

t

a

find

-..

•

...

New

stud

WE WILL BUY
Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

HOUSE.

P. o.

Box

i

i

:

C-lum'jia, 5 X'

Augusta, 9 -5i

m.;

.'i

Richmond

MAYHEW A

Bee 22,2L

m

m

New York

Leaves

4*<.

m

.

"3-00

Baltimore "4-35 a

pm. W.

m

Arrives

"11-30

m

a m.

.

.i

.'.

:;

ir.

i

Bay

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle
of Every Description.

COMMERCE

S03

I/iiie

Philadelphia t6-4B
Leaves New York 13-40 p in.
Baltimore IS- is pm. Arrives at Portsmouth
t9-n0am. Weldon tl-50 p m. Raleigh 17-35 p m.
Charleston *o-45 am. SaWilmington *9-5.< p m
vannah "10-30 am. Jacksonville to-sop m. Columbia *«-2o am. Augusta "le-i; am. Savannah »7-20
Jai'leseuvi'lf'
Miguita '5-3" i) m. I'al.n;an
a Hi
Sleeping Cars Weldon to Savannah
Daiiv, Sundays excepted.
•Daily,
a
iei £hs, sections, and fortlcketa,
time tables, nnd for all information, apply at 308
Washington street, Boston. 229 Broadway, New

pm.

SHIPLEY & SON,

.

'.i:i

PHILA.

ST.,

l

HUTCHISON.

Pidce $8.00.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
Wing, Trout, Bass and Salmon Flies In stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Rods, Lines, Reels, etc.
Our BeUiabaraFly and Bait Rods and Split Bamboo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Fenna. State
Fairs.

A

For Sale at

Sava<.-

tn.

*2-05

"ij-45

Richmond
.t:.

THE DOC,
DlMiS,

By

am;

Wilmington "9-55 p in.
Savannah "10-30 am. Jackibla *s-20 a m.
Augusta
-jj
Munai
p q. savannaa T-Waa,
Jacksonville via Augusta "5-30 p m. Pullman SleepSavannah.
York
to
ing Cars New

l

602.

Jacteoa

Leaves New York *i-30 a
PhilaBaltimore *'J-w a m Arrives at
Wilmington "10-60 p m.
p ra.
Savannan *ie-80 a m. Jacka
sonville ts-sopm.
Pullman Sleepers Washington
delphia *I-06 a

at

8epl22,tf

llyue Park, Mass., box

p m.

Train 50. Leaves New York *9-00 p in. Philadelphia 12-so a. m. Baltimore 4-35 a m. Arrives at
Lynchburg *.i-60 p m. Richmond, U-80 a in. Darvtile '5-5 f p m.
Charlotte "12-55 a in
Atlanta
•12-30 pm.
Macon "d-55 p m. Montgomery "a 00
pm. Mobile "5-14 am. New Orleans 'in-n p m.
/'(..'.'(."in
Car* Xew York to Atlanta t:ia r.y.iehbur,/
aihl Danville and Atlanta to Xew Orleans.
Arrives

Charleston "li-tr, a
.".0'iv
r-sopj
i"

coated St
also a fine

six

.

KENN EL,

*a-io

specialty of the celebrated Bethabara

i

York.,- I3isand

k

3S

Chestnut

street. Phiia..

THE ]SEW AMERICAN

• II operates on an entirely new principle, and It Is
astonishing how quick and w<l> it will clean and
Each cleaner is packe 1 in a neat box
oil a gun.
with full directions for use. and will be sent to any
address, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50

All

on Ap-

THE

orders and

FISHING

LINE."

DURABLE
R abounding Lock.

C. S.

SHATTLCK,

Manufacturer,

Hat

Mass.

Why

pay eight or ten dollorB

Sent, for

50 reins.

T

DweUlngs, Factories or Towns supplied with
water by Pipe Wells or Deep Rock wells. Dug
weUs that have gone dry made to produce.

MANHATTAN ARTESIAN WELL CO.,
240

iiiu,

Ktri
tU
O

ii

hah ;,i;>

Broadway.

-

Une.

aud lumberman,
and now acknowl

ily corrected and revlEed,
edged to be the only correct map of tula vast region
Neatly bound lu cloth covers. Price, postpaid, by
mall. BO cento. CHARLES A. J. FARRAR, Jamaica

tend establishes a

continuous

rail line,

via Rich-

mond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean.

mouth

H. W. FT7IXEK,
G. P. &. T.

A, Rlchmona, Vs.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
rpHE STEAMERS of this Line reach

A

finest

some Of the
waterfowl and upland shooting sections

in the country. Connect ing direct lor Chi n joteagtie,
obb's idttnd and points on the Peninsula, city
Point, James River, Currituck, Florida and the
mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc.

Norfolk SLL-arnei sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, relL, Monday and Thursday
Full information given at office, I9r Greenwlci:
New York.

Bromfield

(

'

House, Boston.

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
BROOK TROUT abound In the. streams, and the
AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only in
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June l and ends
Nov. 1.
BLACK BASS, , i ICE PICKEREL and MUSCAthese waters.

also abound in large numbers In the manyand lakelets of this territory. The Sportsreadfly Bond trophies of his Bkul to his
friends or " club " at home, aa Ice for packing llsh
can be had at nearly all points.

TAKE

Mass. Cute Pre*
ll-Leugth COT, in this case

Plttafijld,
"'jr'ccj.piO;
\

LOUNGE, la

this case, $8.

Sold everywhere bv ths Tsute

Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario.

FAMILY WITH YOU.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

MESSENGER,

Proprietor.

The

bv new buildings and additions.
During the
tD trip excursion
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner'Brisk.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home "
on this route. For Tourists Gulden handsomely
Illustrated book of ltw pages sent free. Ttine Cards,
:

Wild Fowl Shooting.
A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD

BY

Dayman. Has always on nind the best ot
boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of trained
wild geese decoys on the coast. The best ground
In the vicinity of New York for bay snipe shooting
of aU varieties. Special attention given by himself
to his

WM.

£'.;••

N.

LANE, Good Ground,

J. B.
Lt. Dnepne.iu,
Shepherd, 891
mission to
untSiluu
lu .!.
9V1
Dutcher, 3M Broadway, N. Y.

iiteed.
Address
L. I.
Refers by 'perBroadway, and Win.

Folders and further uuoruiatton, address

D. B. NYE,
VAN SLYCK'S LANDING, CURRITUCK CO.,N,C.

NOTICE TO SPORTSMEN.
SHOOTING IN CURRITUCK SOUND,

NORTH COROLIXA.
A dally line of conveyances Is established by Mr.
M. H. Snowden between Snowden station, Elizabeth City and Norfolk Railroad and Currltuok
Court House on the Sound, leaving Snowden on
arrival of Norfolk train connecting with Baltimore
steamers and returning in time to conuect with
same

WILD RICE WF3&T&

CHRIST, Fishery

T

Y OUR

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautiful. The air Is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering
witr
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections.
The hotel accommodations are esceUent, and wlU
be largely Increased In time for the sea.on of lssi

Flatn, Mass.

HJ

per day at il0me Samples worth
<Jt ')(\
qh I \J fiiree. Address STINSON a. n
Vi

UMMER, UEALTH AND
SORTS AND LAKES OF

man can

Water! Water! Water!

Sde

3r>

of tssi affords

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

lakes

for cartridge load-

JA^. H. DUDLEY", PoconrcEEPsru, N.

u uiuiuuyii una complete
book to the Rangeley Lake Region, Kennecupsuplic, Parmaehneee and Connecticut
o,
ea and the head waters of the Connecticut, Magalioway, Androscoggin and Beau rivers; illuminated covers, tinted paper, 890 pages, SO fllustraaons
and a large map, mude mostly from accurate sur-

<$£.

summer

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

famous

Con

Portlasd,

the

contained.

Choke-Bore Barrels

6 South WiUliam St.,NewYork. FarraR'S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake and
the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable com10 and IS St. Louis St., New Orleans.
lor the sportsman, hunter

veys. Price, post-paid by mail, mi eents.
A. J. FARRAR. Jamaica Plain, JMasa.

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
Mountains to the White Sulphur
Springs and other fane, us summer resorts.
The C. * o. R'y Is reaehod by rail at Uuntlngdon,
W. Va., from the West, Northwest and Southwest;
at Ch.irluMesvllle, \'a., from the North and East,
andat Richmond, \a„ from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension In
of the Virginia

The waters of the

SOLE AGENTS,

i

pUe. ulekerel, etc.
Guns, flailing tackle and one dog for each sports-

oi.ss,

man carried free.
Trie Route of the Tourist,

Grand Traverse Region

ing tools when you can tret a hand3ome combined
pocket implement Col $£ teat will do the work of
six ordinary tools? Sent by mall on receipt of
prie.— s, io, 12 or l-l-gauge. Best recapperln us;.

ROCHEREAU & CO.,

j\rt

?ame and fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wUd duofe,
grouse, quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout,

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed. If
equaled, In the abundance and great variety of Hah

To Sportsmen

The Sportsman's Winell

iaioi

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia. Bute Rldgo Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
a brier and New Rivers.
tianawha Valley, and including in their varieties ol

LONGE,

If iter, 71a**.

STANDARD AMD DRY.

*»>

Ohio R'y.

street,

AND THE

field,

CHAMPAGNES!
A.

&

Trout, Grayling A. Ilia ck Bass Fisheries,

SIMPLE AM)

circular.

M'F'G CO.,

KRUG & CO'S

^

FIN

Gen'l Aass. Agent.
Gen'l Manager.

I

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra
heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp for

I

Fall

CAPE MAY,
COAST

f'.l;-KY

,

THE MOST PRACTICAL CLEANER AND
OILER FOR BREECH-LOADING ARMS
EVER INVENTED.

CLIMAX

Chesapeake

Corner

or Calvert and Wesi Baltimore streets, Baltimore.
oil PeunBylvaula avenue, Washington, and leading
Ticket Offices East.
A POPE, Gen'l Passenger Agent.

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE

PATENT GUN CLEANER

In orderfng give calibre of gua.
nqulrles to be addresso

.1

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLES
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VTRGINIA,

i

Crand Rapids & Indiana R. R.

THE CLIMAX

Illustrated Circular Sent Free
plication.

N HU'

i.he

WiTER SPORT AFTER

FARMEK,

1

%yorimwn's Qoo&z.

IS

Still

i

1

Wood

for Fish Hods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as steel.
Rod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
to order. Price list of wood and rod mountings

this Office.

LIAVEN.

].!E\C!1

for SALT
i'tVA'l'UER.
L. P.

FRANK THOMSON,

am.

Train

Brlekervllle, Pa.

335.

Fishinsr

FORD, CKBBSOS, RAE8TON, MINNEQUA, and

AND

p m. Savannah

10-20

Philadelphia *ta-30 a

fee, $«5.

SALE—Thoroughbred rough
FORBernaid
puppie,
weeks old:

and

New Jersey. EXCURSION
are suii at the offices of the company In
cities u> l;a:\K. BEXjVA, BED-

n Pennsylvania and

Also to

Charleston

,

terms.

J

ten. twin, 1

Etc., Etc.

A. B.

also reach the best localities tor

Grunninar

S(,dJAN.aml points on

vine v,-nn

NE
.

...

nit.;

\V:

Augusta

18-17.)

Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes,
Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, wild TurkeyB,
Prairie Chickens, Quails, Woodducks,

prletor, Mlddleboro, Mass.
Sporting dogs
broken and handled, also a number or broken aoga
lor sale. Dogs and puppies boarded on reasonable

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

TUCKERTON,

York.

Beagle Hounds bred for bench and fleld purposes.
RALLY (Sam-Dally); stud fee, $25.
;

-.

i

.

Train 40.

special,

without

Trout Fishing, Wing Shunting and
Hunting.

to Charleston.

COLIN CAMERON,

-

Chas. Reiche & Bro.,

Cameron Kennel.
(Rally-Louise)

"...

Atlantic tloast Line.

HORNKLL SPANIEL CLUB,

RACKET

".

Us

Gardens ana

$20.

and

,-.

...

full

steel tracks

THE LINES OF

Birds, also all kinds

for Zoological

St.,

dlffl-

allthe principal

purposes.

63 Chatham

which run over the smooth

?

STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED

TICKETS

Head-

and

Price from sio upward.
UornellsvlUe, N. Y.
Nova.tf

sale.

call at

where they constantly can

Gives addresses of prtn-

BENEDICT,

advantage to

quarters,

assortment

to their

Fanciers

it

(Establshed

Black Spaniels-

N. T, P. O.

will find

Send tor

Special, Franklin,

2,833,

Bird Dealers and

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."
Price IB cents, post tree.
ffipal TtngiiBii breeders.

Box

,

m

.'

i

i

Show

Author or. the

teeett

CO.

the

tn

failure or injury.

Phlla'iri
it :'
in.
ire "J-15 a
Arrives
''". i'l.
Lynchburg 5-53 p m. Danville 'i-lipm. Charlotte
*12-4'i nt.
Atlanta *ll-(io a m. There makes same
connections as No. SOtJelow.
Pullman cars Danto .New Orleans.
ville to Atlanta, and Afh.ni
Train 5J. Loaves New v irk .--;. a m. Philadelphia tll-45 am. Baltimore '3-10pta. Rlchmona
i

i

Gordon Stables, R.N.

Dr.

IS, 1881.

enable

WILBUR &

RACE COURSES

and

T POINTS, avoid the

Richmond and Danville LineTrain 51. Leaves New York '4-30 a in.
'

sale

their lines for reaching most, of the

81.

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT~ DECEMBER

-:i

For

by

ad dangers of reshtpment, while the excel-

Price 75c. eaeh.
York, or J. PALMER O'NEIL, i',8 Fifth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Will be sent by mall on receipt ol price by FOREST AND STRE \M PL I'.LlSlil S'G CO.
Large plates suitable for framing are novy being
prlntel of these pictures, and will In' .trivia
n
the next Issue Ql this paper.

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
afforded

Exposition, TROUTING PARKS

Cotton

Atlanta

R. R. Co.

Respectfully Invite attention to the

Routes to Florida

Preferred

Water-Tight Match-Box
Reliable

New

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

train for aft rmon Baltimore steamer. Time
New Y'ork and Currituck court House,

between

south-bound, twenty hours north-bound, twenty;

four hours.
M. K. KING,
Gen. Manager Elizabeth City & Norfolk R. R. Co.

Sportsmen furnished with board,

skiffs

and stool

ducks.

Duck, Goose, Pari rltlgc and Snipe ShootLng.
Ammtiuition alwayB on hand.
steamer cygnet leaves Nnrtolk everj' Monday
and Thursday at 6:30 a. n. for Van Slyck's Landing.

New

Smyrna, Florida.
OCEAN HOUSE.

Open from December
fishing in the State.

until

May.

Best hunting and

One and a half miles trom

the ocean.
O,

WES

LL, Proprietor.

,

J.JAKT3AET 5. 18J2.

FOREST AMD STREAM.

|

-HI

e
j^tt
MEAT "FIBRINE" DOG CAKES.
-^ t

TT'S

"SWUTTS PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Shows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Ftbrtne " cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Jardlu d'Accllmi .>' on,
They have been awarded over 30 Gold, SUver and Bronze Medals
tns etc,
receiving the highest award tor Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, 1S7S Kennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879; Westminster Kennel Club, New XorK, liold Medal ; Irish Kennel Club, silver Medal, etc., etc.
.:

;

I

;

;

BEWARE
OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS.
Every Cake
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and

Ploast see that

Packed in Cases

of 113 pounds each.

18 South William Street,
WESTERN AGENTS— B. K1XTRIDCE

SEND FOR CIRCULAB.

&.

&

BTAMP»&

X."

a

is

WHOLESALE ACENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

To be bad in smaller quantities
Grocers and the Sporting; Good*

CO.,
NEW YORK

of

Trade Generally.

CO., Cincinnati, O.

e
I

^isrclhneavp
Any

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.
(Established

Receipt of Price by Forest and

at Worlds Fair at New York, and
Centennial ExhiblQon.

Premium

Blrst

27 MAIDEX LAXE, NEW TOKK,
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

and
Birds'

1

rout Files,

" Krider'B" Celebrated

Egg

tt<]

Bird

White op Tan Color Coats,

Light, Black,

to Order.

Center Knauiel split

omed Bamboo

Taxidermy

Made

BOOTS,

FISHEftC

BLANKETS,

Etc., El«.

Also

7

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Fishing Tackle, Hods. Reels, Lines, nooks. Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,

SWSalmon. Bass and

riSHIfMC
UUTFITS,
COMPRISING

FISHING PANTS,

JOHN KR1DER,
Sts.,

Stream Pub. Co*

KROADWAY ASD

425

UBBER
S. B. Cor second and Walnut

AND COMPLETE

Hods.

-Kins In creat Varieties.
In all Its branches.
.Repairing o£ all kinds.

Fishing- Pants.

RUBBER
SPORT [NG OUTFITS
ES'OBI.ISHEIt
Send for Cataloarn

183S.J

i

TO ANCLERS:

Keels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
All information respecting fisheries on the
In This locality. a» also catalogues or our
jrreenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,
to be had on application.

C. H.
This lever

a

13

EUTEBROUK,

solid piece ol steel; goes

Dock

27

Sq., Boston, Mass.

through and through the body.

Guns made

A REPRINT OF PAPERS ON THE SUBJECT WHICH HAVE APPEARED
AND STREAM."

1

IN THE

HA UNTS A ND HA BITS.

/.

is superior to any tn de-

RANGE AND MIGRATIONS.

II.

smell,

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce It the
purest and Best. Sola oy Druggists.

Sent

t

V.

A MORNING WITHOUT THE BIRDS.

III.

medicinal virtues and purity.

IV.

siot of ivrirc. 15 cents,

i

VI,

I

by

1842

1882

E-ery person who owns a HORSR, or intends to
a horse, i-'V-rv person who owns a BARN, or
Intends to build a barn, or any U'asr BUILDING,
should have the

NOMENCLATURE.

own

LOCALITIES.

BLINDS AND DECOYS.

American Agriculturist.

tlie

It abounds In ENGRAVINGS and DKS UN'S from
agreat variety ot Architect", and is filled with

FORE3T AND iTRE4WI PUBLISHING CO.

ints
Yuluftblo
from the first wri'ers

v^^flwffagift

VjLSehieli-.

„„

"FORE

'

itbenmattsm " ^
or ConHUDiDtioa,
and

and Suggestions,
ALL

/

MATTER is tHlslnal

KNAPP & TAN KOSTRAKD,
!

POULTRY
nos. 2S9 and

GAME,

a»,

all

kinds ol

game

of the cr^untry.
every number.'

th3

ORANGE

Publsbers.
751

HOUSE.

Broadway,

New Y'ork.

LATEST EDITION
—OF7HE—
HURLINGHAM AND LONDON

solicited.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.

YARDLEY BROWN,

In

Price, Pest p .id, per Year, $1.50. .
Single Copies, 15 cent".
Specimen (,'epv n. reins. Sendforone.
JUUD CO.,

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

»o Washington market,
NEW YORK.

Consignments of
T.

'.'

:.

_

to order.

"SHORE BIRDS."

FOE
General

liicacy ol taste

I

Field sports
450
Fish and Fishing
S '25
Pishing with Hook £ Line. pa.
00
M a u ual tor Young Sportsmen. 8 St
Sporting Scenes and Characters, svo., 2 vols.
4 Ot
Oun, Kod ami Saddle
1 00
Haud Book tor Riflemen
St
Hints to Rltlemen, Cleveland
1 so
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
1 6q
Hunter ana Trapper, Thrasher.
1 00
Hunting and Hunters or alt Natjns, Frost..... l so
Ufa of a Sport
'lmrod
.1100
Manton b Tax;fienii> Without a Teacher.
60
MUiot's Land and t-iame Birds
8 00
N an. ra lists' umde, Maynard.
s to
Shore Bird*
15
The tiun and Its Development, by Oreener .... 7 60

Forester's
Forester's
Forester's
Forester's
Frank Forester's

Shannon

j

:

Frank
Frank
Frank
Frank

agents.

J

Art of swimming
30
Athletic sports for Boys—hoards, 75c; cloth. _. 1.M
Athletic spoils, stouehenge
LOO
Bailey's Birds or the Unllert statea
„ 1 !W
Baird's Birds of Norfh Amertca
3 00
, Chamber and cage
Birds
1 60
Boat Sailing, Practical
100
Books for sportsmen Angling, 50c.; Shooting,
6oc; common objects or the seashore, roc,:
Cage and .Singing Birds, 50c.; Dogs, 76a;
Birds' Eggs and Nests, r.nc. FresH and Salt
Water Aquarium. 50c: Native Seng Birds... 78
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
a
Cace ana singing Birds
_„ so
Camps In the Carlhhees, by Fred Oher.
2 60
Canoe Traveling, Powell
3 00
canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
30
Cui oe, voyage oi the Paper: Bishop's
» 60
<:s.~seil's Hook of Birds. 4 vols
...18 00
Dog Breaking 'ov liuiab'.rd
85
'.

Castle Council, near J.imerlck, Ireland.

1

Amaieur Trapper— paper, &"<;.; bds.
7»
American Angler's Itook, Norrla
SM
American Bird Fancier
„. 34
American Wild Fowl shooting, J. w. Long,.... j2.m
Angling, a Hook on, Francis
.„. T.tU
sreher. Modern.
It
Archery, witchery of, Maurice Thompson
1.6#
Around the \vorld hi the Yacht Sunbeam. ._.. 30. HI

M

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

Debility,
Scrofula,

idlrondacks. Camps and Tramps in, Northrup. l.W
Adlrondaeks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition... HBO
Adirondack, wilderness. Id the, Warner's.
'J*

i

Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit.

|

Books Sent oa

of the Following

I

r~

1886).

GUN

We

accept consignments. Allow market prlc
of arrival, and send checks every Tuesday lor
Invoices ot pi evlous week.

CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING RULES.

For sale at

tills

Pi ice twenty-lire cents.

0DI03.

day
all

VINCENT

FLIRTATION CAMP,

B1SSIC,

KRUC & CD'S

Practical Gunsmith
9

CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW YORK.

New and second-Uand Guns, Pistols, etc. conBtanilyon hand. K pairing ol every desel Sol
done in the best manner and warranted. Guns
bored to shoot close and liard. I-woi gilps tlLted
I

|

to stocks.

Ptu

11

CHAMPAGNES!

SHELLS LOADED TO OHDER.

The Sportsman's Wine

JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
STEEL PENS
Solo By ALL DEALERSTmbolchqutThe

WORLD

GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXP0SITI0N-I87S.

A.

ROCHEREATJ &

II

CO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16

and IS

St.

Eoui*

St.,

Itille, 15-td

Manufacturers of EiJie Fishing Tackle
ot Every Description.

S03

COMMERCE

ST.,

Men Orleans.

A

specialty of the celeDrated Betbabara Wood
and Archery Bow a .stronger than
bamboo and as tough ami elastic as steeL

Rod mounting:, of all dest.ilnt.lons on hand and
to ordet.
Pile.e list, ot wood and rod mountings
free, our <is.page new Illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten
uenLsln stamps.

uooi»s oil

tinned

MOCCASINS.
m

'i

Hie teer. and very
1iir:ithe.
Marie to nrrten h rartftynf styles, and
jrarrani'-'d t In- ir„u„ u „r-

amy

S.

VAN

DYliE.

Price $1.50.

ofllce.

derness IllnstTated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book to .Northern .Mutne and
the head water* or the Kennebec, Penobscot, St,
JohnN and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
lanes and ponds connected with them. »>« pages,
so -.lustrations and large map.
Tinted paper, Illuminated covers. Price, by man, post-paid, 50
CHARLES A. J. Farkak, Jamaica Plain,
cents.
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ORANGE SPORTING

J\KrAi?Y 5 18fS-

^miifunUiatj, J§te,

^dve^tisemetfts.

The Parker Gun,

The Hazard Powder

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Gunpowder

Powder.

Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Unsurpassed in point
Packed In square can-

Nos. 1 (lino) tort (coarse).
of st.n mo ii and cp ai ill nets.
isters of one pound wify.

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

Hazard's
Nos.

l

A mcrscan Sporting."

**

(fine) to s (coarse),

in

l

lb.

and

canisters

He keg-. A line gram, qtin-k and clean, for upland prairie Shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns,
Hazard's " flu elk Snooting,"
Noa. 1 (tine) to (coarse). In 1 and 5 lh. canisters
an. ne and l.'v; lb. kegs. BtifiB simh/ji and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
ptiwiraihii. For nolo, lorest cr water snooting It
routes any other brand and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.
t\\

r.

Creedmoor.

j

1

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPAEATUS,
Bend postal card for II.LFSTR ATED PAMPHLET,
fihowlng SIZES of GRAINS of POWDER. Furnished

'

fREE.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at
MEEISOCKNE,

Hazard's «« Kcnmclty Rifle."
FFFO, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG In kegs or

AIJ.STKAl.IA.

TUB PJ1TLA DELPHIA JOURNA h OF COMMERCE

says

" At Melbourne they had an excellent op-

:

portunity of testing their powers beside those of every exhibitor In the world, and they

&

Lafiin

Rand Powder

off conTheir highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
They have been In the hands of shooters for the past, sixteen yearsand stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other gun when brought In comprtit ion in the Held or at the trap. Ar
Conev Island this year, at the Not.- York stare convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Idamond Badge
and the " Forest and Stream " Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue.

querors over every other maker.

Co.,

New York.

Xo. 29 Murray Street,

GUNPOWDER!

PARKER BROS

Supon'.'s Rifle, Sporting and

,

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

IN TSUI

Dero.vr's Guni-owhi-.i; Mill", est lull -lied in 1S«'2,
(Save main tallied their great reputation for seven: v«!ghi ye u's. Manutnoisno the following eUcbrutcd
ferands of powdei :

lbs.

and cans of

1

T.) OHIIEII.

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents, incveiy prominent city, or whole--

IS

SS

NO END.

WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

REMINGTON

Established d836.

(coarse)

tt>4(nne) unequalioo in huengilt, quicKness and
eleanllnes3; adapted for pais- ball and pigeon
ehootlng. Paoi.odi.il lb canisters.
Unp'mt'a Eagle Wtti king Nos. 1 (coarse)
toSinuej; barns s.owly, strong and very ciean ;
grreat penetration, wild a clo-te pattern; adapt"!
lor glass-ball, pigeon, (lack and ulher ehontinA
with either inuzzie or bretxh loudens. Packed in 1
lb. and 5 lb. caul tors i.nd t v ai.d Viy, lb. Ugs.

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT
S5

adapted
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JACK

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.
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WALKER,
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Musicians Band
rocket
LanternB,
Lanterns, etc.
Sendstamp lor illustrated Price

Bicycle
Lanterns,

and

Agent's Commission come direct to

lb.

FFg. and FFFg. a 'ie Fg. "lor long-range rill" e.koo:
Ing.tlioFFg. and i Fig. lor general use, burning
ttriiuguud jaii'sf-. Pnei-.ed In ;, lb., lib. and 6 lb.
eanlstero, u>4 ,u>j and ;!6 lb. kegs. jfg. coarse, FFTg.
ing powders of

I^niPS, FISH-

Etc.,
For Night Hunting
Fhhlng. l-penilngFlfh.C»mping, ( anoelng Yaolmnp,
Tb lving at > lgln ard General

1 lb. eanloteis.

"S

CO.

m&

SPECIMENS

U

Dunoiii'sRitlc *g.

ft

Street, N. Y.

FERGUSON'S PATENT A L>.I VOCABLE

"Lhoke note "Guns, and particularly for pralrJeandupis as booting, Uurnsslowly, strong and
aol^tj does not, cnkn it bum ou lm ban el.-, gi'.ss
both u good penetration and a clo.-e pattern; will
belound weil adapted lor gbs^-bn'l and pigeon
Sbooung. Marin of two s zCs, only No. 1 and No. 5,
0;., lb. Legs and
Ho. 1 being the coarsest, i ticked

Jor

Dupont's EasTe Rifle.— A

&C

Astt for Piioes.

BOOK BINDING

it

Dupont's Cuoito Bore.- Specially

RIFLES, SHOT GUNS, PISTOLS

NEAT AND ELEGANT

—

clean ponder, o v. ry line grain,
pnckertln 1 lb. canisters and oi,

FFFG Is also.

5 lbs.

Superior Mining r.nti Blasting Powder.
GO\-ERNMFNT CANNON and M IP\KF.T POWBEU; Ida, SPECIAL UKAIllls Km tx POUT OP
ANY Hl'eirirttl) t.uAl.M UICI'UoOF.MAaUFAC-

i

Dupont'* Diamond Grain. -Nos.

(.If

;.,

TUHED

Meriden, Conn.

,

and

'

a 1 and
lb. canisters,
burns strong and
TheFFPG and FFG are ianoriio brands for
ordinary sporting and the "ireaMio uing'TGlstlio.
standard Jiijle Powder of the country.

nurint

salo at our office.

Blasting Powder.

TUB MOST POPULAR POWDER

came

Mammoth, Hexagonal,

Cubifeet,
cal and Pellet 1'on o. r, V. 8. Government Standard.
1'owderinanuiaotuii.U to oidor of any required
grain or proof.
Agencies in all the cities and principal towns
Suiou-jhout the United Mates Represented by
F. L. KSEELA&T), 8 7 Beaver St., X. T.
N, B.— Use tioi.o luiHUPONT'SFg. or FFg. lur
-ViUg-rauge rldo itiuOulLng.

aI.BERT FERGPSON,
Office, 68

Fulton Street, N. X.

(With Conroy, Blssett

&

Malle800.>

CARD'S
STANDARD TEAP,

,

FOR WING PRACTICE.

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

Donble,

Rotating,

Single,

Stationary.

EVERY WAY (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). ANY DESIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP
AND ONLY ONE SPRING USED.

Western Sporting,
Wild Eoivl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

Jewelry, Rifles, Pistols, and all Kind* of Sporting Goods.
GREENER'S AND BONEHILL 8 GUNS A SPECIALTY.
Uonchill's New II* nimcrlcss Guns.

SPORTING POWDER.

Orel rs lalcen for

ALSO ALL GRADES OF

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.

Y.

B. F.

NICHOLS & CO..
Manufacturers

PSTERBROOK'S

8

REMOVED TO

Makes & Bportlne
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Leading Numbers! 14, 048, 130, 333, 161.

MILK STREET,

We are

obliged to have more room In our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our poods
to meet the Increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver rr.edal at the Muss.
Charitable Mechanics' Association Fair for our Buperior goods. fcEND FOR CATALOGUE.
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.
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OUR NEW MODEL
THREE TtA UREL

for

CUN.

DURABILITY

«60 to 8200
this gun

BEND STAMP FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

all Stationers.
CO.,

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN
Works, Camden, N. J.

Baker

OUR DOUBLE GUN.

PRICE REST ENOLRHI TWIST BAHBEXS,
BAilASCVS STEEL,

?/^

of

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,

LYMAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT
dre8B

ar.-

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,

THE HUNTING SIGHT
Rifle perfect. Send for
circular containing full description. Ad-

(tic nobility of KiiMia. ivho
luiimii l«1)eeimnui<«enraef cliam-

kuiucd by

pagnc.
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do in order to win, and are not rushing blindly forward to
stumble upon good luck. Whatever we get in the way of
to
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WITHCommittee

of the Council of the National Rifle As-
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;
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of Great Britain, given in our
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The Fobbbt and Stream

Is

this date,

a match.

The

desire

is

enough on both

British rifleman

is

just

—

out,

the recognized medium of entertainment,

now

under a cloud. He had for years been vaunting his superiority with the rifle, and then somehow seemed to stumble
and make a bad break of it when he met the American
marksman on his own range, and had no better fortune when
the Yankee crossed the sea to meet him. He had, extending
over a period of four years, a series of matches in which the
picked shots of the British Empire first pitted against us in
teams made up from the separate nationalities, and later in a
magnificent team sent out by the National Rifle Association
itself
were all defeated after full, fair trials before the butts
but all these contests were! at long-range. They were fought
with special rifles by a set of civilian shooters, and were, in
a certain degree, artificial tests. They simply showed how
proficient men could become in a certain art, but that art had
The
its sole aim and purpose in accomplishing good scores.
long-range shooters are but a drop in the bucket to the great
sea of marksmen.
If rifle-shooting had no other purpose in
being than score-making at the target, then it would soon die

—

Alexan-

;

columns of

everything seems to promise well for a good conteBt at Wimbledon during the coming summer. Where there is a will

NATUBAI, HlSTOBV :—

but

;

if

the scores thus

the real use of the

rifle

made
for

are tests of a proficiency in

war

or sporting purposes, the

The

and Information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted
are Invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspondent's name will be published except with his consent
The Editors cannot be held responsible for the views of correspond-

practice at the butts takes rank as an important pointer.

ents.

doubt will be, a corresponding popular interest in the
match. It will be fought out with military rifles, and the
result will be taken as a verdict upon the weapons which
have been put into the hands of our troops. These weapons
have been selected by boards of public officers, and have been
provided at public expence by the outlay of large sums.
While it is, of course, possible to have bench tests and

instruction

Subscriptions.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. The
To a club
per year; $2 for six months.

subscription price is $4
of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; five copies for $16. Remittances
should be sent by registered letter, money-order, or draft payable

to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper may
be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and
Canadas and Is on sale In Europe by The American Exchange, 449
Strand, W. C, London, Bng.; and by Km. Tcrquem, 15 Botilevard, St.
Martin, Paris, France.

Inside pages, nonpareil typo, 28 cents per
three, six

Special rates for
Heading notices so cents per line-

and twelvemonths.

line.

eight words to the line, and twelve lines to one Inch. Advertisements
Bhould be sent In by the Saturday of each week previous to the issue
in which they are to be inserted.
Address: Forest and Stream Publishing- Co.,
Nos. 39 and 40 Park Row, New York City.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Thursday, January
Florida. Toubists.
this winter.

—Many sportsmen

The game along

been so depleted that there

is

5.

are visiting Florida

recently constructed railroad lines and new routes to
the southern and western parts of the State have opened up
new game countries, where abundant reward awaits the

But the

Our issue of December 3 contained a description
Kissimmee Biver country, which is now among the

which the great majority will be interested as possible contestants and there ought to be, and no
;

private trials of the competing

rifles,

the general public will,

very naturally and rightfully, view a public test in a set trial
by marksmen as far more satisfactory. It is the man and the
gun that become one acting whole, and it is to try that unit
that matches on the range are organized.
The entire detail of the match has not yet been settled, but
within a few days or weeks at most the conditions of the
proposed contest will have become known. They should be
severe and stringent enough to make the .test a thorough one,
and if the match could be extended over several days it would
seem that enough variations in weather conditions would be

duck-shooting performances, gone through with by gunners on
the Gunpowder Creek Bridge near Baltimore, should, it

seems to us, have a teudeDcy to make self respecting sportsmen forswear t he locality. If a man cannot get the birds
without fighting for them, he had better give
up using the gun where such annoying squabbles are likely

which he

kills

to take place.

make

be very loath to

any distance

the concession of

"any

of position

to the British

may

much more

readily than the matter of rifles

its

course.

There

in this city last week, with the usual dismal ending financial ly.

may.

Our

Association have been too lax in the matter of the manipularifles.
The files of the Forest and Stream will

tion of

bear testimony to our protests against tbe turning of the
especially of militiary weapons,

into mere shooting
The Board of Management of the British Assohave all along insisted on treating a military weapon as
such, and would no more allow each man to exercise his own
individual judgment in changing it than they would allow
tion

each soldier to interpret the tactics according to his own
wind gauge on a military gun is an anomaly. It
has no business there, and its only raison d'etre is that it may,
in the hands of one accustomed to it, and under the quiet

A

ideas.

work

of the range, after, perhaps, the requisite sighting shots,

marksmen to show a good string of bull's
but then to assume from this that he is any the better
soldier is so manifestly absurd that no one will for a moment
enable the

etc.,

eyes

;

We

have the same charge that the test was a
fought out with these mongrel rifles,
as we had against the old long-range weapons, and it will be
much better founded, toj. That good scores may be made
without the use of this " lubber hole" -to high aspirations is

press

it.

will

purely

artificial one, if

shown

in the fact that

two of the best military marksmen

at

Creedmoor, Messrs. Dolan and VanHeusen. have resisted the
temptation to employ

any

it.

they fired to overcome

It is possible

difficulty of strong winds,

by "holding

off."

They have

instead of relying on a

reduced their function

somewhat from the rules under which we have been accustomed to shoot. There will be an abundance of time if it be
not wasted to bring together a strong team of American
National Guardsmen armed with an American made rifle to
contest with good prospect of success with any team that
pitted

against them.

To be

sure,

our National

and having in the most favored indrill, will have to meet the
pick of over 500,000 men who have been assiduously trained
We have somewhat
in rifle shooting for twenty years past.
of a record with which to compare our ability with theirs,
and that will not discourage us. We have every reason to
believe that our rifles are just a good trifle better than the
best that have been turned out of the English armories, and
as for familiarity with perplexing conditions of the weather
elements our riflemen have little to learn. At any rate, be
than 50,000 men,

stances about half a dozen years'

to that of merely holding

ment would be

on the bullseye.

Our own judg-

in favor of the off-hand holding

the chances ever so

much

against us, the courteous challenge

must be accepted, and promptly, and the match fought over to
whatever conclusion fate may bring. We have a plucky
example in the acceptance of the challenge of the Irish
team in 1873 by the American Rifle Club. At that time we
had neither rifles nor men, Now we know just what we are

and the use

of a practical rnilitao' rifle as such.

The

proposition for the match has

met with

the heartiest

approval from the press of the two countries. Thtreisa
disposition to help on the contest in every possible way.

The fact

that this is to be a

with small-bore

rifles,

gives

match with military

much

their batteries

freedom, and

and are

rather, than

The scribmen have opened

satisfaction.

bling contingent of the British shooting

firing suggestions

with the utmost

curious conditions are urged for
the simpler the rules are
adoption. None such are needed
made the better, so that every non-shooting citizen may
all

sorts of

;

know and

readily understand just

what

the champions of his

country are trying to do. In its issue of Dec.
Telegraph, speaking of the match, says

1,

the

London

We have become

accustomed to the presence anions us, from
to time, ot American riflemen, and our own p
reason, more than once, to entertain tot their Transatlantic rival
Hl<
a
the highest possible respect,
^petition he
tween the marksmen of the United Kingdom, and the United States
has been limited to the match rifle, a delicate and veiy complicated
weapon ot very little practical value except In so tar as the improvements to which it is continually subject tend to lurther the better
construction ot flre-arms generally.
Efforts are now being made
across the water to send to Wimbledon from America next years,
strictly military team, composed of members of the National Guard.
.

has run

position"

marksmen. But the question
be agreeably arranged, giving to the Britishers plenty of lime to become proficient in off-band work,
at

.

The Walking Match Mania

are spasmodic rag-tag-and-bob-tail attempts to revive the
neat scheme of wheedling the public money into "the
management's" pocket. One such sorry attempt was made

some-

device which, under a good coach,

less

published of

is

trained their individual judgments,

Guardsmen, numbering, perhaps, through the whole couniry,

districts of the State.

shooting

In any case there ought
to be no hesitation on the part of our American shots in accepting any fair set of conditions, though they may differ

may be

game

think, very wisely,

rifle

secured to give the shooters equal chance of striking their

of the

The Remabkabt.e Accounts which we have

we

more than the making of a certain score, and is rather
the preparation for some real work in another field. An
overwhelming percentage of the shooting in war and hunting
is necessarily done from the shoulder, and so many arguments cm be brought to sustain the desirability of retaining
this style of marksmanship that our American directors will
thing

machines.

tourist.

best

has been strictly insisted upon, and,
keeping in view our distinction that

rifles,

favorite wind, or sky, or light, etc.

the beaten paths of travel has
very little sport now to he had.

Britain were adopted entirely.
With the opening of practice
on the range in 1873 these rules were put in operation, and
from that time on there has been a constant changing and
tinkering of the regulations, until now it seems that it will
require concessions on both sides to bring about anything
like a fair regulated match.
The British riflemen have
abandoned position in shooting, as we knew it ten years
ago, and shoulder shooting has become obsolete.
Here it

coming match, in place of being a struggle between men who
habitues, will be one in

hard, systematic work.

The attempt of the directors of our Association to secure
a team has developed some curious facts about the tendency
of our rifle practice.
When the Creedmoor Association was
started on paper in 1871 the rules of the N. R. A. of Great

represent less than ten per cent, of the entire body of range-

;

Fob Sams by NewsdeaijKKS Evebywhebe,
Advertisements.

won by

honors must be won, and
the receipt of the courteous note from the Sub-
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armed Willi a military weapon. The expense will be considerable,
andtbe difficulty ot selection great but these are obstacles which
the energy and patriotism of our Transatlantic kinsmen are sure to
overcome. The Volunteers or this country may reckon, therefore,
upon a floughlyfoe next July, and have need to do tlielr best, lest
the laurels ot the ride rangfr follow those or the race course. Whatever the result, the representatives ot the American National Guard
are certain to receive a cordial welcome and all the admiration
their skill may deserve. The contest will do good service by giving
additional distinction to the military rifle, as compared with the
small bore, and will tend to Increase the practical character ot the
doings at Wimbledon. In this respect here Is much room and urgent
need for reform. Fancy shooting is all very well In Us way, and no
one wishes to discourage It, but Wimbledon should be first and foremost a tournament of military marksmen, competing as fur aa possi-

[January

was what they term the " hot" season. From the great
surface of rock exposed to the rays of a powerful sun
during the day in Yucatan, and the extremely rapid radiation at night, a degree of cold is sometimes reached that
produces nocturnal freezing. During the hoi, dry season the
this
flat

:

THE HUNTER

These requirements will be
American soldiers.

ble under military conditions.
or

Another Swindle Exposed.

who has been

the arrest of a swindler

newspapers

the

in

tensively

—The daily

hunter roam'rt far tn the broad A trio land,
*Where he pallahs and gnus are gathered In band,
And the oryx and (springboks and sable hartebeest
Over green boundless pastures collect to the least;
Where the herds of wild elephants crash thro' the woods.
And the black rhinoceros wallows lu floods,
t

Where the lion and leopard devastate the plain,
And hyenas and jackals feed on their slain
Where the stately giraffe and swift antelope
.Sweep the vales at the base of the grand mountain-slope.

distinctly

Where the

lnlerlac'd boughs weave an emerald screen,
So deep In their gloom that scarce may the light
Pierce the roof of the grove with pencllltngs bright.
There boundless the Iron- wood forests extend
And the lofty acacias gracefully bend,
And mimosas and willows and fragrant white-thorn,
Whose rich yellow blossoms the woodlands adorn,
Where gay blooming flowers embroider the grass,
And birds of rare plumes and sweet melodies pass.

papers announce
advertising

ex-

what these watches are we do not, of course,
know, but we remember a few weeks since, when the
advertisement was offered to us, wondering whether it
was possible that this man could find any people foolish
enough to respond to his advertisement, and smiling In
admiration at the impudence of the fellow in bringing
Another amusing incident in connection with
it to us.
advertising, is the wonderful unanimity with which our
contemporaries, esteemed and otherwise, have, all on a
Just

wild boar and buffalos sweeping the plain,
Their measureless pastures, then- endless domain.

The hunter takes rule, then summons his men,
Bechuanas and Bushmen, from mountain and glen
Tall, stalwart and lithe as leopards In flght,
Some true as the steel, some trembling with fright,
lie bids them take knlle and sharp assagai

brought to us in due course, but like hundreds of similar
One reason
things, it failed to find n place in our columns.
for the high estimate put on the advertising space of the
its

patrons

the fact that

is

it is

I

The

sudden, dropped the flaming notice of apatent preservative,
which has, up to within a short time, occupied a large porTbis advertisement was
tion of their advertising space.

Forest and Stream by

—

In the belt of the woods, with their green colonnades,
The fern and lie passion-flower brlghten'd the glades.
noble the game of this African land—
The lion, the leopard, the elephant grand,

O

ings, which were all built of stone from its ruins.
It was
visited by Stephens and carelessly examined by him, a
somewhat fanciful sketch of it being given in his second
volume on Yucatan. He attached great importance to it as

When

the herd of wild elephants threaten the way.
Bull elephants, arm'd with tushes so strong,
That trample and crush as they thunder along,
So majestic In stature, colossal In height,
It Is peril and death to meet them In flght.

so

all possible care is exercised to prevent the
appearance of anything that can be questioned. That we
take especial pains to keep our advertising pages clean is not
at all to our credit. We are only performing our plain duty

well-known that

lu these vales and ravines and forests of green

The foot-paths ot elephants thickly are seen,
Where for ages untold these monsters have irod,
And whose white, bleaching bones still sprinkle the

;

but that this action is appreciated by advertisers is shown by
the eagerness of Chichester rifle companies, Saxon, Zulu, and
Champion gun men and other preyers upon the unwary, to

sod.

Illd Jungles of speckboom then- relies are fonnd,

Where mimosa thickets o'ershadow the ground
Where the yellow-wood, cedar and Iron-wood grow,

That they will not succeed in
find a corner in the paper.
our readers may feel sure. These men know the ad-

;

Beware when

it

was

How

hear htm at night when all nature is still
And darkness and silence hold forest ana hill

Ah

it

—

above, but with another

majestic In death !—the eyeballs of Are,

In beauty so perfect in every line
And you feel that the noblest ot prizes is won
When he lies grim In death, the spoil of your gun.

called,

belonged to the same class with those mentioned
name and found it a marvel of
clumsiness, rude work, and last, but most important, of inMen may safely enough buy cheap fishing-rod?,
security.
solargraph watches, or even send a three-cent stamp for a
superb steel engraving of Washington, Jackson or Lincoln,
but we warn our readers against cheap guns. To be swindled
out of one's money by some cunning device only hurts one's
feelings, but to have one's hand or head blown off, is a more
but

.'

the forests beware
at night he stalks forth from his lair.

The great, rounded head, once frightful In Ire,
The vast, massive arms, the black shaggy mane,
The sharp crooked claws, blood-red with the slain
The powerful jaws, the symmetry fine,

do not pretend to be infallible, and once in a while we
get caught, but we venture to say tbat there is no newspaper
in the world which has a cleaner record in this respect than
the Forest and Stream. We examined, the other day, a

what

monarch of all
the Bushmen appal

terrific

When you meet him alone In

We

truly curious breech-loader— we forget

Tts .Tao, the lion, is

Whose roarings

!

Hear

his low, growling

Now

muffled,

Hear the roar

now

of

moan,

Ws full, solemn roar,

hoarse, like the surge on the shore

two troops that meet at the blink

Of the forest-shut fountain

Its

crystal to drink.

Hear the roar of defiance, so fierce, so intense
That it deafens and daunts the terrified sense,
Then say If the thunder that rolls In the sky
Hath a tone so sublime as this menacing cry
f,Y,

IsaAC McLellan.

eryinri, Dec. IT.

serious matter.

Mr. A. Alford, who has been with E. [Remington

title is

i'or

filly,

Ward

Alford,

&

Davenport, their establishment being

Chambers street. Mr. Alford is widely known among
sportsmen, whose best wishes will go with him in his new
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work.

Indiana.— We are indebted to an
Indianapolis, Ind., correspondent, for memoranda of an imHowk, of the Supreme Court,
Judge
portant ruling by
of Indiana, declaring that "dogs are property of value.'
Following close npon similar action by courts of other

Doos abb Property

States, the decision

ik

is full

of promise for the future protec-

and safety of " man's

tion

of the decision

is

unselfish friend."

The

abstract

as follows:

Kinsinau, versus the State.

9 780. Henry
Howk, J.— Apellaut was prosecuted

Lagrange, C. C.

for maliciously killing a

dog.

The affidavit charged that said killing was "to the damage of the
property in the stun of twelve dollars." It is elauned that a dog
of nine, and that the affidavit was bad
is not necessarily au animal
because it did not charge the dog to be of some value to the
owner, Under the law of this State dogs are taxed as property,
-s

and any
au

article

(60 Iud., 203

article of value.

sufficient.

On

prima facie
362.) The affidavit was

which the law subjects to taxation
the

trial

;

62 id.,

is

the court permitted the State to ask a wit-

and compelled the witness to answer, whether the latter was
not on bad terms with the prosecuting witness. This was not erness,

ror.

Own, Kv., 8 ed., §447 1 Greenl. Ev., §480-455;
One of tin.- instructions given by the Court was as

(See Whart,

64 Iud., 400.)

:

"It is not sufficient for the State to prove that the defollows
fondant lulled or injured the dog merely, but the eviduuoc must
show beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant maliciously
injured it." This instruction was eror mischioviously killed or
roneous. The charge against appellant was that he killed the dog
in effect, that if he injured it, that
told
the
jury
charge
and this
i

wrb

sufficient,

Judgment reversed.
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nearly fourteen years, has severed his
connection with thit firm to assume the management of (he
Greenfield Tool Co., of which he is the President. The linn
Sons, of this

any ad-

THE FORESTS OF YUOATAN-I,

scene
THEYucatan,

of this mild adventure is laid in the interior of
which the writer visited last March. After
a great deal of rough ridiug in strange vehicles we reached
a town in which resided an American, a naturalist-and colHe had invited
lector, who was practicing as a physician.
us to go ou a grand turkey bunt, but we were detained on
the road at every town we passed by the hospitality of the
inhabitants, and especially by the General of the district,
who gave a ball every night in our honor. It was at the end
of the third performance of this kind that I fled my party
and the story opens.
After the last ball the good General insisted upen remaining and ascertaining the quality of the balance of the Docand at 3 a. m., seeing that it was
tor's three dozen of beer
likely to be an all night session, I crept into the kitchen and
took possession of one of the hammocks. This kitchen was
the usual structure devoted to that use in Yucatan, of loose
poles driven into the ground, forming a square peu, topped
by a roof of thatch. Lorenzo Acosta, who owned the house
j

ihe Doctor hired, and who piloted me to this retreat, had a
" rancho" in the logwood district, which he invited me to
promising plenty of flatniugoes and wild turkeys.
were to start early in the morning;, before the Consul and
John would be stirring, and as the ride was to be a long one,
had made good our escape from the General in order to gain
Two old women and a boy occupied this
a few hours' sleep.
apartment, but the latter was unceremoniously ejected from
one of the hammocks, which Lorenzo and I appropriated.
Perhaps the reader is not acquainted with the Yucatan way
of sleeping, two in a hammock, and I will proceed to enlighten
him. A 8 the first one lies down in the hammock, he carefully takes up only one-half, measured longitudinally, leaving the remainder for his Irieml. This the latter occupies,
with his feet toward and parallel with the oiher's head,
so that the two are packed " heads and points," like sardines.
This leaves a kind of partition between the sleepers which
effectually separates them
though if one is inclined to kick
in his sleep the other must guard well his nose.
In any
event, a person at all fastidious might object to this style of
sleeping, and prefer sleeping family fashion, crosswise the
hammock. But when one abandons himself to the guidance
of a stranger, upon whose hospitality he is dependent, he
must promptly check any qualms of his sensitive soul, and
be didy grateful for what he can get.
It was so cold that I awoke several times during the brief
space we occupied the hammock and tried to remember that

We

visit,

;

being the centre of a population at the time of the first visit
of the Spaniards, quoting Hen-era in confirmation that it
was then "a fine Town, the Lord whereof was a youth pi
the Race of the Cbeles. then a Christian, and a great Friend
to Captain Francis de Montejo, who received and entertained
them."
From the summit of this mound the country for leagues
around can be seen, and the eye ranges over a vast extent of
scrub, with no village in sight but the one about its base.
second mound lies north of tbis one, running east and
west, while this larger and contiguous one has its longer
axis north and south. The limits of these great tumuli once
greatly exceeded their present area, as dressed stones can be
seen in the streets, in position, a long ways distant, and
made of great rocks rim out into the scrub.
Under
guidance of Don Juan we climbed the smaller mound, and
some little boys commenced to throw out the dirt and stones
from a small hole in the top. They soon brought out fragments of pottery and plaster, the former finely glazed and
tinted, the plaster colored bright red, drab and green, and
all the tints fresh as if put on yesterday.'
After the adult
Indians arrived, more plaster was exhumed and a room
disclosed, filled with debris from above.
It proved to be
"
arched, in a way similar to the
Akabna," at Alto. They
opened it sufficiently to show its shape, but did not find any
more pottery or plaster, which was evidently above arid outside the building. So I caused the earth to be removed
from the top, and soon revealed great pieces of stucco, showing bright colors and elaborate ornamentation and design;
not enough to satisfy me, though I was obliged to desist
digging before finding much, as the sun was setting. Its
last rays shone directly into the chamber we had opened.
Half the men and boys of the village were gathered by this
time, and ail assisted eagerly at the work, even the Presidente and schoolmaster. 1 paid the Indians a '' real" apiece,
and the boys a " medio," atid all were delighted. The ruins
of a building upon this mound would seem to indicate the
use of these vast accumulations of earth as foundations for
palaces or temples.
In a flat country, like Yucatan, it
would be necessary to elevate the public buildings in this
manner in order that Ihey could be seen from a distance.
Though the ruin of the structure was so complete thai no
satisfactory outline could be obtained, its stones, covering
all sides of the mound, and large trees and agaves growing
upon the sumuiil, yet it seemed to have been con-posed of
successive platforms, each one covered with a thick layer of
cement or plaster. Stephens did not visit it. but slates that

A

Crown'd with vine wreaths perennial, a wonderful show.

this,

vantage of being seen in good company, and thi3, added to
the advantage of the paper's circulation and iafluence, makes
them most anxious to advertise their spurious wares with us.
We can afford to let the business of these men go by, and to
steer very wide of anything tbat has a doubtful appearance.

cool nights are in most refreshing contrast to the healed
atmosphere of day, and induce sweet slumber if one is
properly guarded from extremes of temperature.
At about seven in the morning we were off for the logwood
camp, by the way of the town of Q\\am. This inverted C
with which Qi lam is spelled, is a necessity arising from the
retention of the ancient Maya panics, and has the power of
"Ts," the word, consequently, being pronounc- d Tsilam.
Don Alonzo could speak excellent Spanish, but what, availed
tbat to me when 1 was but in my first lessons iu that language? He could not speak English, but he had a new

"Ollendorf," and with this and my "conversation book" in
our hands, we rode through the cool woods, startling the
birds with our blunders and laughing at our mutual mistakes.
After an easy ride of four short leagues wc arrived at
Oilarn, entering its principal street between low, whitewalled houses. Going to a house near the great square we
lied our horses and I paid the man who brought my luggage
two " reals "—twenty-five cents for his services" and 'four
"reals" for ihe horse, and he returned to Tirnax. We arc
provided with breakfast in a " tieuda"— a shop— and while
we are eating the proprietor plays on a guitar. After a
siesta in a hammock, drowsily watching a girl wilh graceful
figure, clad only in a snowy "uipil," combing for an hour
her abundant Iresses, I am taken out and introduced to the
Presidente, as the learned naturalist, author and discoverer,
el Senor Don Federico.
By him I am promised seven
Indians with whom to make an excavation in the sreat
mound. I should explain here, that: Qilam is celebrated for
its great aboriginal mound, four hundred feet in length and
fifty in height.
This occupies one side the great plaza of
the town, and towers above the church and principal build-

How fair are those woodlands, those pastures of green,

Solargraph watches.
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the padre, a* young man of thirty (when he was here,
forty years ago,) remembered when a building still stood
here, '• with open doorways, pillars in them, and a corridor
all around," and was called "el Castillo"— the castle.
Fragments of the stucco, some of the ornaments and shard/i
of pottery I collected and sent to Merida, intending them
for Professor Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution
but the
best ot them were ground to powder in transit, and this opportunity lost of ascertaining their analogy, or dissimilarity,
to the decoration of the ruins.
Alonzo and I occupied a hammock in a large empty building belonging to Don Juan, and slept again in the Yucateran
mode, the feet of each in close proximity to the oiher's head,
which is almost as compact a style as that denominated
were to start at four Ihe next merit"spoon-fashion."
ing, but didn't arise till five, and though I expected to get on
our journey by sunrise, it was nine o'clock before we left the
town. This might have been expected, for the day before it
wsa to have been " muy temprano" very early and we
No one was stirring in
left Timar three hours behind time.
the plaza, but a baker's shop was open, wilh the usual knot of
men in cotton pants, sbivering in their " sarapes," and here
we got a cup of chocolate. While waiting for my horse, we
visited the old churchyard, a walled-off corner with orange
It must have been formerly used as a cemetery,
trees in it.
for there were heaps of boxes wine cases, brandy and soap
boxes— lull of dead men's bones, and in a recess in the church
wall were arm and leg boDCs, and grinningskulls that seemed
Don J uan took us to see an
inclined to dispute our entrance.
old stone with a strange inscription on it- probably, as he
said, the work of Indians, under Spanish direction—and he
helsl up a wooden cross while we removed from it the boxes
Having thus been cheerfully fortified for the jourof bones.
ney, I thought AIodzo would start, but he liugered here and
there, buying meat and bread, till eight o'clock, then we
mounted our horses, bade our friends "adits,'' and rode
down the street to a hut, where he asked for breakfast. This
consumed another hour, though the " Mesiiza" girl worked
hard to prepare it for us, being hindered by the admiring and
;
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amorous Alonzo, -who haunted the kitchen, teasing he pretty
cook for a caress. Her mother, a wrinkled old lady, learnI

ing that I could not speak Spanish, pulled a dolorous countenance and called mc " pohrecito''— poor little fellow and
wanted to know where in the world I lived, that the people
finally got fairly astride
couldn't speak "Castillano."
our steeds at the cross of San Jose, near a big ceybo tree,
and turned into a narrow trail that was, its whole length,
very stony, or "niny piedragozo." This led into the forest,
forming part of the belt that lines the eastern and northern
coasts of Yucatan, the trees gradually increasing in size and
becoming more open as we advanced. Birds grew more numerous, especially the queer bird called the road-runner
" el core-camino" u species of cuckoo, or the chapparel
cock. Wc had to walk our horse?, the road was so slippery,
very little soil covered the coral rock, which was full of
holes, caves and "senotes," nearly all leading to water.
At
noon wc halted at a small "senote," where there was an
opening in the rock about three reel long and two feet wide,
down which our Indian went and got a calabash full of pure
team of pack mules came up just then and their
water.
owner sat down with us and joined ina "Yucateco refresco."
Into the calabash of water Alonzo put a big ball of corn
mixture, procured of the Mestiza in the morning, and stirred
'When of proper consistency it was
it up with his fingers.
passed to me, and drinking of it I found it sweet and reThis is prepared by the women, of maize, spiced
freshing.
and sweetened, and isin universal use in Yucatan and Southern
Mexico, forming, with water, a pleasant and strengthening
drank all around from the same calabash, then
drink.

—

We

—

A

We

agaiu.
The great woods were open
at times, sweet, clean and inviting, and the leaves lay on the
ground as in autumn in the North but 1 had no stomach for
them, desiring to reach the end of a ride that promised to be
Late in the afternoon wo reached a change in
interminable.
the dry, hot road, au "aguada," or small pond, and here, at
horse and crept
a sign from Alonzo, i got off

mounted and went on

;

my

toward the water with
saw a
galliuule,
I
shot,
and immediately

my

Through the bushes
beautiful
bird,
which T
another
that flew up
after
gun,

a

These Alonzo secured by
at the report of the gun.
into the dark pool, though he had sore feet, and
our Indian, though bare-legged, refused to. The " aguada"
was deep, its surface well covered with lilies and water
plantB, and fringed with an abundance of dead snail shells.
My friend had hitherto ridden perched upon two packs of
luggage, while 1 had used his horse, while the Indian
carried a great load on his back, supported by a band passing
We both dismounted here
across the front of his forehead.
and pursued the rest of our way on foot, and I shot a ehachalacci," a kind of pheasant, and from a little gem of an
"aguada "we put up three large ducks. The gallinules,
Alonzo tells me, are " pacharos prcciosas," or very precious
birds, and they are, indeed, a rare species and valuable adThe whole character of the forest
dition to my collection.
changed af.er this— the " aguadas" were more frequent, and
the entire country appeared as though at times submerged.
Of this, in fact, my friend assured me, adding that when he
came here last June, where he had his camp—now dry land

Wading

'

'

—was entirely

under water.

I was very weary when we at last reached a meadow, in
which some horses were feeding, and was told that we were

the "rancho." To my great surprise my friend's
"raneho" from the name of which I was led to expect a
small farm— proved to be nothing more than a collection of
four huts of palmetto leaves, merely a roof to shed the rain,
with open ends and sides. They were on the southern rim
of a lovely " aguada," surrounded by palmetto and decidupile of logwood, thatched with leaves, a bath
ous trees.
house of palm leaves, and a leaf roof over some hollow logs
that served as bee-hives, completed the establishment.
dozen horses, with loads of wood, had evidently just come
in from the forest.
On the road we kad'met a train of mules, each with a great
plank, fifteen feet long and two wide, lathed on each side,
one end projecting beyond his ears, the other dragging on
the around. This is the only way in which Western Yucatan can get its timber, all the west and central portion being
covered with scrub or second growth.
About twenty Indians and Mestizos, with bare bodies and
legs, sandals and great cutlasses, were lounging about as we
rode in. Three Indian women and a comely Mestiza were
busy about their household duties. Upon a large plauk,
three feet wide, supported on four legs, were two "metates"
with rollers used for grinding corn for tortillas, and in addition to this there were a few tubs, a giind-stone, and all
the things nccessiry to a camp in the forest. From pole to
pole, under the thatched roofs of the open huts, were
stretched hammocks of Sisal hemp, and two great mosquito
bars told their own tale of insects at night.
rode into this logwood camp, and I was iuvited to a
hammock while they talked over news and business, for
Alonzo had been gone some time. I noticed one man, a

near

,

—

A

A

We

"Mestizo," who had an uneasy look, and one woman, a
"Mestiza," who was comely and had an anxious look,
though a very sympathetic one, as they say here "muy
sympatica." Of the other women one was fat and restless
aud the other old and honest. They all worked well, not
intermiiling their labors for a minute.
Supper was soon ready. After the fashion of the country
our hands in a calabash, and five minutes
later that same calabash was brought in full of water to
drink.
Poor Alonzo had but two bowls besides calabashes, for he
was only camping, and no knife, fork or spoon, so I took
my jack-knife while they ate with fingers and "tortillas."
Our' companion was a Spaniard, lately from Europe, a
pleasant, black-eyed young man, who was sent by a firm
there to look after their interests in the logwood. There
were no chairs, of course, and wc sat in hammocks while the
food was placed ou a box on a clean cloth. As we ate, more
tortillas were brought, hot from the fire, handed to us on a
cloth by the cook, and taken by us and clapped down on the
Quite a pile was heaped up before we left, and these
table.
were taken and warmed over for the men. After eating, a
calabash was passed round full of water for rinsing the
mouth. The proper way is to fill the month with water,
and, after inserting the finger and scrubbing the teeth, to

we firBt washed

'

This custom prevails throughout Mexico, even
spit it out.
in the houses of the rich. Coffee and cigarettes then followed;
the latter, in fact, were going all thetime. By this time darkness had settled down and some of the men retired to their
hammocks. Though surrounded by strangers and some with
not very pleasant faces, I left all my arths outside the mosquito bar, as I retired, conscious that they as well as myself
were safe. Later in the season, in the Highlands of Mexico,
than without
l would have sooner slept without my blanket
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my

revolver, for the people of Yucatan are as honest aud
After a
irueasthe Aztecs are treacherous and faithless.
second coffee we all sought our hammocks, where Alonzo
and I reclined smoking and chatting. I was anxious to go
on to the coast for flamingoes, but my host told me I could

I
was at his disposition, which remark
a smile,
with
irritated me,
until he added,
am at yours, also." I had got accustomed to this,
polite insincerity, however.
On the way, I asked him if the
horse he rode was his and he replied, "Si senor, y de usted,

not,

that

rather

"and

I

"—

tainbien
" Yes sir, and yours as well." After that I ventured but one more question of the kind, and that was when
in the house of the young lady who had prepared our breakThe customary refast, I asked if she was his sweetheart.
ply came readily to his lips: "Si, amigo mio," and yours
also."
I had fallen asleep, as soon as the insects feasting on

—

me—

and chinches would permit, but soon
awoke suddenly, conscious that Alonzo had darted out from
under the bar and was in angry expostulation with the man
with the evil eyes. This man, early in the evening, had gone
raving to his hammock, and after crying there awuile he had
come tearing out and seized his woman, she with the pretty
face, dragging her away from her work. She had submitted,
though expecting a beating, merely glancing at her torn
"uipil," but one of the men jumped at him as he drew her
along, and quieted him for a while. Now he had broken
out afresh, threatening to kill Alonzo if he didn't immediately pay him his wages, and brandishing a great ''machete''
furiously.
Alonzo was in nowise frightened, but sprang at
him like a jaguar, promising him a beating thai, would answer for his wages. And I have no doubt the Indian would
have got it, though my friend is a little man, for in Qilam
he had flown at a man who talked Insolently lo him, slapped
his face and pounded him well, until he ceased from talking.
So they had it out in talk and piled fresh fuel on the fire as
though they intended to be at it all night, making my hut as
light as day.
The fight ended, Alonzo quietly entered the
mosquito bar, which was made large enough for two hamWbeu he
mocks, and ordered coffee and cigarettes for two.
asked me to enter he said in Maya, " Kom in," which is the
equivalent in that language for come in. There are also
other words similar in sound and signification to CairB.
In the morning, after coffee and cigarettes, we all
went into the woods to inspect the logwood the "palo
tinla" or "palo
de Carnpeche"— which the men had
cut during Acosta's absence. It was theu very hot, though the
night had been fret zing cold, as w e eni ered the logwood forest.
The logwood tree, "hematoxyloncampeacheanum," grows to
a height of 20 or more feet, is rough and gnarled, with one
trunk that divides soon from the ground, with t ob-ovate
ticks, sand-files, fleas

—

T

leaves.

The wood they had cut lay in little heaps where they, had
it,
It was trimmed of all the outer bark and white outer
wood and was in color from light red to dark purple. One
of the men had a steel yard wi'h him, and this was hung
from a tree and the wood piled on a suspended platform and
weighed, four " arrobas" or 25 pounds, at a time. This was
noted down, with the name of the man who cut it, and we

cut

passed on to the next, being engaged in this way several
The horses were then led up aud a load of four "arrobas" packed on each and carried to the camp.
The. sun was blazing hot, butterflies played about us, birds
sang in the thin-foliaged trees, and a native quail, or "f'aisaw one deer, " venado," and
san," got up at intervals.
one turkey, " pavo del monte," but not near enough for
a fair shot. There were many caves and depressions in the
limestone surface, with water in them looking cool and inviting for a bath, but numerous adders swimming across them
rendered them less attractive. Thousands of dead snails lay
in windrows, but not a live one was to be found, though
The logI searched diligently under dead logs and leaves.
wood was brought into camp and stacked, whence it will be
There seems to be
carried to the port of oilam and shipped.
vast quantities of it, but it is in remote sections where it is
difficult and expensive to gel it out. As we returned to camp,
my friend was taken with cratfip in the stomach, and howled
and cried, and the man with whom he had quarrelled in
the morning was the first to hasten to his aid. I suspected
then it was but a ruse to bring about a change of sentiment
through sympathy. In the evening Alonzo brought out a
big bag of silver which he had brought to pay the men wiih,
aud proceeded to devote it to that purpose. I admired the
pluck of my little friend that would not let him be browbeaten into paying it out before he was ready, though in apparent danger from the Indian with the bad-looking eyes.
We walked out in the cool of the evening toward the
"aguadas," or ponds; the birds were still and a quiet
brooded over the lovely place, except for the cries of the gallinules in the marsh.
One of these birds Alonzo shot, and
waded into the water waist-deep to secure it. Sometimes
the simplest thing will awaken thoughts of home when in a
strange country where the scenery is different, and mine
were carried back to the North by the sight of a group of
hours.

We

growing as In Northern meadows.
The industry of the Indian women of Yucatan is a matter
of wonder.
From long before daylight till late at night,
after we had retired to our rest, they were toiling at the
"metates," grinding corn for the morrow. It is the most
laborious of occupations to work the stone roller over a
smooth slab of stone all day long. I saw two girls in Timas:
who worked twelve hours a day at the "metates," grinding
castor beans, for which they received eighteen- cents per day.
Our women were kept employed unusually late that night in

cat-tail flags,

cooking up a store of tortillas for our journey next day, for
Obek.
we were to go to the coast for flamingos. -

Wild

CitLitirr.—

A very valuable

celery is given elsewhere.

We

description of the wild
understand that several at-

tempts have been made to transplant the seed, Mr. Cross
having very kindly furnished the seed. The results of these
trials will be awaited with interest.

(Tho following' extracts from a private letter written to our correspondent, " Yo," and by htm tarnished to us for publication, will
be read with Interest by our readers. The scene of the hunt is in a
locality which, though not very tar distant irorn the settlements, Is
yet seldom penetrated by the white man, and where, as will be seen
the game Is abundant and tame.]

Bubkard's Iklbt, British Columbia, Nov.

25, 1881.

since your departure from Burrard's
have
EVER
£0 annoyed
my
furnish you a day's sport
Inlet I

at

felt

failure to

with the goats that I could not settle myself down to work
until I had got some sort of satisfaction.
While I was considering whether it was best to make the trip alone with
Seaoimux, the door opened, and in walked a fellow in a red
hat on the back of his head, and a Ballard rifle
slung over his shoulder and as he reached out his hand I
recognized Dick G., au old companion who had been for the
last year trapping up the coast.
So, with Seammux and a
younger Indian, Sillicum by name, the party was made up,
and leaving the hotel at daylight one morning, we took
our way up the North Arm. We went as far as a point on
our left, at the foot of the big island, which, if you remember, is near the head of the inlet.
At the time of your first
visit up the Arm I think I pointed out to you, from the deck
of the steamer, a bare peak on which a considerable bank of
snow was lyiug. It. was at the foot of this peak that we
landed, and dividing our blankets and grub into two packs
for the Indians to carry, we commenced Ihe ascent at halfpast twelve, noon, and after five and a half hours' traveling,
pitched our camp within the timber, a few hundred yards
below the bare summit. The Indians advised this, lest by
camping in the opening our camp fire might warn the game
of our presence.
The next morning by daylight we had devoured our breakfast of bacon, crackers and coffee, and leaving the timber
behind, we passed up a beautiful grassy lane to the summit.
We had scarcely reached this, when a dense fog^encireled us
in every direction.
It was so thick that objects two hundred
yards distant were totally obscured. This was aggravating,
the more so as appearances indicated a continuation of this
state of things all day.
The air was chilly, and as we had left our coats below, we
were obliged to unpack our blankets and wrap them around
And in this state, grumbling at our luck, we moped
us.
like delate BeUalicumx (true spirits) moving in the fog.
Presently tnephatter of aflook of ifefl crossbills (Ourvirostra
nmericana) come up from the tops of the pines just below
us, and 1 looked at the old Indian, thinking this might be an
indication of clear weather. But the stoical savage gave no
sign, and I was about to ask Dick's opinion on the subject,
when out of the murky darkness flitted two birds, which I
identified as Bohemian wax wings (Ampeiis garrulus).
This
was a chance I could not let slip; so, picking up my
shot-gun, I was about starting in pursuit when the old Indian caught me by the arm, telling me if I fired a shot I
would forfeit the chance of seeing a goat that day. So I let
them go; but had 1 known as much "about mountain goats
then as I learned a few hours later, I would have secured the
birds if I had been obliged to fire a dozen shots to do it.
At half-past eleven, a slight breeze sprang up, a few faint
shafts of light penetrated the darkness, and then, as if by
magic, the great bank of fog rolled away, the sun burst forth
in all the splendor of noon, and daylight was with us.
were now enabled to determine our position, and found we
were on the summit of the divide between the Norih Arm
and Searnour Creek, a broken and uneven back bone, made
up of sharp ridges, deep ravines and level stretches as smooth
as if graded by human bands, and everywhere, except on
the very tops of the rocky ridges, was heather—" beautiful,
sweet scenting heather" over which we moved as noiselessly
as if treading on carpet.
now picked out a place for a
permanent camp, leaving our grub and blankets there, and
then started out on our hunt. At every step we came upon
fresh signs of the game, but for a while "the Indians appeared
puzzled as to which way to steer
for, although the country
was quite open and the eye could reach for mUee iu any direction, yet the broken state of the ground was such that
goats might be within a few hundred yards of us, and still oiiti
shirt, his

;

We

—

We

;

of sight.

At length Seammux left us and started down the side of
the ridge but he had hardly got two hundred yards away
when he turned and signalled us to approach. Supposing
the game to be at least three or four hundred yards away,
we hastily scrambled down after him, but what was our surprise upon reaching him and peeping over the clump of
cypress, behind which he was standing, to discover four goats
within thirty yards of us.
There was a clear open field for a running shot, did they
attempt to escape, and feeling confident that my Winchester
was good for two of them before they got beyond its range,
But there
I stood out in open view to watch their actions.
was none of that startled look about them which we always
notice with deer and animals of that kind at the approach
was
no throwing up the head for a moment,
danger. There
and then a bound as if a whirlwind had undertaken to pack
them out of your sight. On the contrary, these silly brutes
appeared to look at us from under their eyebrows— trotted
off about a dozen yards to the right, then wheeled and reI felt almost ashamed to shoot, but heartraced their steps.
ing the lever of Dlck'8 Ballard falling back to its place, I
opened fire, and with four shots we dropped the four within
fifty feet of where wc first discovered them.
Just here a rather laughable incident occurred. I bad laid
down my rifle and was instructing the Indians how t< take
the skin off, when, as Dick ook hold of one of his goats by
the horns to drag it to a level place to skin, the animal suddenly sprang to its feet and started down the hill. I turned
to pick up my rifle, but before I reached it Dick had grappled
with the animal, and they both, falling on the slippery
heather, rolled down the hill at least fifty feet.
When they reached the bottom the life was out of the goat,
and Dick so bespattered with blood, that he looked as if he
had just escaped from some of the disturbed districts iu Ire;

I

I

land.

Quail

m

Confinement.— Many

in the report published

club3 will be interested

elsewhere of the Springfield

Gun

Club experience in keeping live quail for stocking purposes.
We hope that other persons who have tried keeping quail
will add what information they may.

A

Book containing much information about guns is
We
Greener's new work on the Gun and its Development.
can

still

furnish copies to those desiring them.

Price, S7.50,

It was past one when we had the pelts off, and feeling
somewhat hungry we decided on making our noonday meal

of

mountain goat. So, building a fire, we soon bad choice
mountain kid broiling Indian fashion before it.

slices of

—

The meal finished, I gave my
come without a gun) and taking

—

rifle to

my

Seammux (who had

shotgun started toward

the top of one of the ridges, on the lookout for ptarmigan,
while Dick and the two Indians moved along the bottom to
a gap which cut through this Bame ridge, about a quarter of
a mile from the point at which I was ascending.
Before reaching the top I turned to get a look of the
country behind me, and just here I picked up a little expert-

Forest and stream.

446
ence concerning at least one mountain goat, which I wanted,
when rhe Siwash stopped m,- froin shooting the waxwings,
On the tup of a ridge winch ran at right angles with the one
I was on the two hi rug separated by the gap before nu?utioned I discovered a large buck goat poking along on the

—

—

very edge.
1 he side of (his ridge appeared to me to be almost vertical,
and its height about seven or eight hundred feet. About half
waybetweeu it and the one I was on, the. smoke of our camp
fire curled up and drifted off in the direction of Searnour
Creek.

who

("Janttaby

moment, after share the fate of
their mother.
This was murder in the, first degree.
We had now been hunting just seven hours and a half,
and had bagged seven goats, four bears and eight, ptarmigan,
the mo3l successful day's sperrt I ever was engaged in.
That night, as we fat round the camp, 1 took out my notebook, and by the light of our fire wrote down your name as
the one by which this camp should be known. The Indians,
who were watching me, anil, Indian like, having a curiosity
for everything in the shape of paper and writing, asked what
I had put down
anil when 1 told them, the old fellow's face
lighted up, no doubt with kind remembrance of his trip with
you up Salmon Creek, aud your killing of the bear, and he
replied " Klosh kuqua" (Very good).
John Fannin.
feet of her three cubs,

a

;

But this goat didn't care anything about camp fires, he was
going to come down the side of that ridge if he broke his
neck iu the attempt and bo 1 sat down to watch him. His
distance from me was not over five hundred yards, and with
my glass I could watch every move he made. About thirty
yards below kirn, growing out of the side of the cliff, was a
bunch o£ broad leaf plants, which the Indians had told me
were a favorite food of the mountain goat. This spot appeared to be the objective point in his operations, and carelully he worked his way dowu, till he reached it, when he
;

commenced

feeding.

Just then I was I startled by a kak kak-kak just above me,
and lockhg up, discovered a flock of ptarmigan not twenty
There were light of them, and I shot them all,
yards off
firing seven shots, and yet that goat stood there the whole
time, as unconcerned as if he was a thousand miles away.
And still he must have heard the shooting, because Dick,
who was double the distance off and nearly in the same
.

direct on, heard every shot.

I felt

somewhat, disappointed

on picking up my birds and finding they were the black tail
instead of Lagopus lewurus. They were also in the last stage
of summer plumage, and scarcely fit for specimens to rnouot.
Hauging my game on the limb of a cypress, I reached the
top of the ridge, and found 1 commanded a view of the
opening into which my companions had gone through the
gap, and I at once began to look round for them. Presently I discovered two dark objects beneath the shadow of a
speading pine, which, witii the aid of my glass, I made out
to be Dick and the younger Siwash, while further on, near
the foot of the opposite ridge, was Seammux, creeping
along as if on the Lookout for some animal ahead. The
younger Indian got up and started back toward the gap,
and just then I heard a shot in the direction of Seammux,
but before I could bring my glass to bear on the spot, a dense
fog rolled up the opening and enveloped the whole scene in
darkness.
Then came another shot, and another umil I
counted nine shots in quick succession. I became alarmed,
thinking probably that my companions had stumbled on to a
cinnamon bear, and I was on the point of starting down (He
ridge and through the gap to join them, when the voice of
Dick came up through the thick fog, " Catch 'iin alive," and
then a hearty " haw-haw-haw " from the same individual,
satisfied me that nothing very serious was wrong.
So I resumed my seat and waited for the fog to lift. It rolled
away, however, almost as suddenly as it came, aud I then
bending
discovered Dick and Seammux
over some animal,
which, wi'h the aid of my elass, 1 made out to be a goat. I
turned to look for my friend on the side of the cliff. He was
still iu thesame place feedingaway, butanotheractor had come
upon the stage. 4 dark object was creeping toward the
white one. It was the young Siwash. Stealthily he picked
his way along the side of the ridge, until begot within what
appeared to me fifty yards of his prey. Then he halted, a
puff of smoke shot, ou', in front of him, the goat sprang backward, in fact turned completely over, aud fell, a distance, of
full live hundred feet, to the bottom.
In a short time the young Indian joined me, bringing,
with him t,he mutilated skin of the unfortunate goat. fiver
since the start iliero had been quite a jealous feeling between
the two Indians, more noticeable on the part of Seammux,
1 had engaged ihe young Indian as guide, and alt
points as to routes aud the chances for game 'were referred
I did this out of spite, simply to punish the old
to him.
fellow for the way he acted during the time ol your visit
Ho, how.ver, missed no opponuuity to sneer ai any
here.
proposi i>n the young fellow made, and now it was Siliienm's turn, and, as he stated himself beside me, he asked if
1 replied
1 had heard the shooing in the valley below us.
that I had, and asked what it was all about. With a sort, of
comical grin ofl his gfeasy face he answered, " Ktimew
gogMW" (Perhaps it was soldiers). It turned out that Seammux had tired the nine sir ts at, one goat, and the young
Indian had stood by an laughed at him. In the meantime
Dick had bi ought down and her goat, which marie
more than we could manuke. Sol gave the order to shoot
no more, to pick up our skins and head for camp.
It was five o'clock whim we reached a spot about three
hundred feel above our camp, and looking down aud seeing
that every thing was just as we left it, we sat down 1o rest
We had scarcely seated ourbefore going dowu the slope.
selves, when Seammux, pointing across the valley in the
direction of Searnour Creek, exclaimed, "iWta lum-lnm
«p«e" (I think that's a hear.) All eyes were turned in the
direction, and, sure enough, a dark object was discovered,
which, with my glass, I made out to lie a large, black bear,
and With it, three pretty mod s zed cubs. They were in the
bottom of a ravine, lln; mmiii of which entered the valley
directly opposite wh re we were sittiDg, and was about
The hi Is on each side were
three-quarters of a mile away.
that, to the left timbered, the one on
at least fifty teet high
Ihe right, with ihe excel tiou of one solitary tree, bate.
But
that, tree proved afterward to be in a very favorable position, for the -wind earning from the left, the approach had
to be made up the slope on which it stcoji.
After all there is a good deal Of murder in Ihe shooting
dowu of a wild animal. At least so it ha3 seemed to me iu
very many cases of my own experience. This one I am
about to relate in particular: Here is an animal enjoying
the freedom of a wilderness almost unknown to man. There
no thought of danger because there is
is no cautiousness
no animal of her surroundings that she dreads. She strolls
leisurely along, slopping now and then to pick up some
Choice root or caress a favorite cub. The sun is sinking
lower and lower behind the hills. The shadows of approaching night are creeping higher and higher up the opposite
slope." She stretches her great, length on the Leather covered
ground, and placing her head between her paws, quietly
watches the playful frolics of her three cubs. Hark! What
Only a Whistle but it Corn s from the lips of a
is that?
human being, and, as if seized with the dread of some terrible danger, she raises her head and, turning it, in the direction of the sound, the object for which that whistle was
giyen is attained and the next instant a bullet from
She springs
a Winchester rille crashes through her skull.
to her feet, and uttering the most piteous wail I ever
heard from the lips of human or beast, drops dead at the
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DOWN WITH THE
Now
And

the -casnm returned

FLOOD.

when the nights grow colder and longer,

retreating sun the sign ol

Scorpion enters.
rilrcis or passage sailed through trie leaden air from the lee hound,
Desolate nortUera bays to the shores ot tropical Islands.
trie

trie

SAM

aud 1 were waiting for this. It was the fall and Up
to the first week iu November the weather had been so
mild as to offer no inducements to make the big, long-talked
of trip for ducks down the Savannah River.
Wc had everything ready. Two large boats had been built under Sam's
special direction and skill, made strong to undergo hard
usage one built to shoot from, the second to dairy all the
plunder, comprising food for ourselves and two darkies,
cooking utensils, extra clothing and ammunition. Wc went
in comfortable style, had plenty of time, and anticipated
sport in every sense of the word.
An added pleasure was
;

-5,

1888.

the boys, and they made a rush for the boats, Ihrough water
hat came up to lire waist. Each one seized a rope, cut it
from the slake anil dragged the boats up until
Collecting our traps, we dumped everything promiscuously
into Ihe boats.
Sam brought the last ha 1, his gun cas null
the frying pan.
But he forgot the pot-hook.-.
wis
only when the water was four feet deep over our recent
camp that those venerable hooks were remembered and
those relics of bygone days rest in peace at Hie bottom of
the Savannah.
A mi serai ile crew wc were. It was two in the morning
the rain came down and the river came up.
AH through
those dreary hours we were shoving the crate toward the
high ground of the cornfield. As the water crime up, it was
colli,
a black,
wretched night. At dawn wc struck the cornfield bank, and after some trouble got a tire started.
All was
then changed. Gloomy faces aud i'ears departed, .be soon
had breakfast, underway. The aroma of coffee was wafted
to our nostrils, and soon we were cheered by a hot breakfast
and then we cast oft' and away we sped booming down the
river with lire flood.
It was magnificent.
Alex, withstrong
and steady hand, guided my bo.it as it rushed c.n. jiiy post
1

i.

i

.

.

•

tj

—

of observalion was the top of the mess-chest.
Saui'* colossal
figure loomed up ahead in the other boat.
Swiftly we went
on past bending willows, likelyplaces for ducks— past fori sis,
grand and beautiful trees, whose tops were slxh
,

,

feet in the air, stretching out their giant

arms for yards; creat
the impenetrable canehrake, anil far reachswamp— on, on, we rushed, with the rapid flow of the
t, the water now clear out of its banks and the flood
spreading out into lakes where it encountered the low lands.
At about nine o'clock Silver Bluff was sighted aud soon thereafter we maele a landing.
conversed a short time with
the possession of two new 10-bore Scotts, fresh from the some of the natives who had come down anticipating the
Heads we had tried these guns and found nothing lacking little steamer from Savannah, aud from what we could glean,
in pattern aod penetration.
We just knew that any mallard, coupled with Sam's experience, found it about useless to go
or any individual of the duck species that would get up further, as what elucks there were on the river would
most
within twohun one hund well, call it eighty yards, wasjust probably be away back in the woods, and consequently imso surely dead, if Ihese guns were held right on it. Even our possible to get at.
two Fifteenth Amendments appn ciated those heavy 10's,
Dropping a half-mile further down the stream we found a
and as they gazed on their soft Damascus barrels and fine splendid camp ground, with plenty of wood and water. All
proportions they grinned with delight in anticipation of this lime it had been raining intermittineJy, but as
night
future duck feasts. Alex said, " If dem guns fails to brung closed in it looked a little like clearing.
what dey's aimed at, dey'll brung sumfin else, su." Joe reSunday morning broke bright, with only a few clouds,
marked that " We's gwan jes'to scoop all de ducks iu de and by noon old Sol camo right out and stayed there. Camp
Sawanah."
was immediately turned inside out to dry. During the day
The boats must be hauled six miles before launching, and we received visits from the gentleman on whose land wc
so an early start must be made.
At 4 a. m we were under way. were encamped and others of the neighbor hood, and accepted
two wagon loads of plunder, boats, shooters aud niegeis. an invitation from a planter living some two aed a half
The town was asleep as we passed silently out and beyond. miles distant to join him in a quail shoot on the morrow.
At 8 a. m. we were eating breakfast on the banks of Horse The next morning Mr. U. sent us mules to ride up to his
Creek, four miles from where it empties in the Savannah. house. Arriving, we were most, cordially welcomed.
wood-pile was close to the bank. With the rope in my started out with four negroes, three dogs," five shooters all
hand I was hunting for a place to tie the boat which I was lo mule-back but the canines. Striking ihe field back of the
take charge of. I stepped between that infernal wood-pile house, we found a covey at once, and when the dogs pointed
and the terink, and slightly lost my balance. Grasping an each shooter dismounted, leaving his mule with his attendant'.
innocent and deceptive stick on top "to regain my lost equilib- At the rise five birds fell. We had the covey well scattered and
rium, it slid so did I we both slid, and
were just in for good sport when the rairr began pouring again,
In 1 plunged boldly,
and we were forced to retreat to the house, where theTrest of
No matter how coldly.
the day was spent with our host.
The sitting. room was
Ten feet of water. I swam. The boat was surely pulling filled with neighbors and friends of Air. H. and friends of
me down stream. I grasped a root. Then came Sam to the Bam, most all being planters. Great, loss were piled in the
rescue.
I felt myself in his strong hand, and 1 was lifted
wide lire-place, anti as the flames leaped up the chimney, we
clear of the water and lauded high, if not dry
but I bravely sat in a circle around the pleasant warmth, and stories of the
hung to that rope.
field and river were in order. Every man there was a Sjpi itaIt was a most excitiug run down the rapid Horse Creek.
mau, and each had J' the best dog iu the country," and such
Alex had taken several nips from a mysterious flat bottle. yarns as were told. Veracity was pretty well adhered to
This was unfortunate, because Alex steeied
boat.
He until we sat down to dinner, eight, of us, and each individual
ran the dangerous points scientifically and successlully for a enlarged upon his personal recollections aud irmui'maiion
While. Finally we rounded one very had place and came amid roars of laughter.
Some ot the participants in that
whirling down on another. He turned the boat's prow loo day's festivities have "passed beyond," but their memory
far to the right, and the next instant we were heading for a
lingers with us still.
large twe top bending over tho water some two f- et from
Thursday morning we break camp, the river being at a
the surface.
I seized a paddle, but loo late. 1 had only fair stage for the shooting. Sam sits iu the forward teat. 1
time to dodge. Looking back I beheld a sight. Alex had immediately behind, Alex at the stern with the paddle, and Joe
stood up and cauiiht the limbs, thinking to arrest Ihe spet d in command of the provision ship. Onwego. Theboat glides
of the boat, if not to stop it altogether.
But he had calcu- by the finding wil ows with Scarcely a rip: In. Mark! seven
he might as well have tried to mallards spring from Under a thick bunch of willows twenty
lated beyond Irs strength
slop a freight car going ten miles au hour. He hung desper- yards in auvance. I rise to c iver my bird.
The boom of
ately to ihe tree wrtn his arms, and kept as much of bis Sam's 10 bore awakes the echoes, followed by mine right
weight in the boat as possible. The boat pressed him up and left.
Four down. Sam's second sprawls au old drake
against the tree and then slid from under him, the last in the water sixty yards away.
Mark again. Six black
impulse being to cause the thoroughly frightened darkey to ducks flying up siream. Alex's strong arm sends the boat
turn a complete somersault over the limbs. For one awful close io the willows. The fowl fly wi'hin ea-y range, and as
moment be hung suspended, head down and eyes as large as the guns are brought up they climb, but only three go on.
trade dollai s, and then, wiib a yell of fear, he dropped Joe retrieyi s the fallen.
into the ice-cold wa'er fifteen feet deep, with a current ten
made camp at 4 P. m. and struugj. n a log thirty-seven
miles an hour. What must have b-. en his thoughts, when ducks, mostly mallards and teal, a few' blacks mahrug up
hung between sky and water, he himself only knows. He the total. Dinner was served at about G o'clock, the
could not swim death stared him in the face. The boat camp fire heaped up, the pipes filled, and we lay 'on our
had struck the shore aud was wedged iu the hank. 1 was blankets and listened to Joe's amusing imitations of a colincapable of doing anything if it had been my last hour I
ored preacher. The time wore on to nearly 'J o'clock. Sudmust have had that laugh out. I stood up aud laughed, I denly a 10W moan is borne to ns from up the river. All of us
lay flat and laughed, 1 kneeled and laughed, I hung over the are hushed to silence. It grows louder, louder, louder,
I'lnmess-chest, and roared.
Alex came up a sober nigger. woods echo and re-echo the sound. The steamer from SaFortunately, his first grab was at the side of the boat and he
pile on the logs aud make our camp
vannah is coming.
scrambled in. I could not do anything, for I was rendered fire blaze.
will let them know thu' wc are here.
She
helpless by his rueful look, as he sat there soaked and rounds the pout above with many a light, pouring great
shaking.
clouds of smoke and sparks from her slacks, anel sweeping
soon reached the Savannah, and that night made
swiftly anil gracefully onward is soon abreast of us. The
camp just below Sandbar Ferry. The river was low.
passengers see the great fire and cheer.
yell in reply.
pitched the tent on the sanel quite near a cornfield, which Soon the little steamer is lost to sight. Presently all sounds
was on higher grouud. This was Wednesday night. As cease, and we turn in for the night.
supper was announced it began to rain. All night it poured,
Onward we go, 178 miles down the river, with good sport
It came dowu in buoketsfull all day Thursday and Thursday
and fine cold weather all the way.
beach our boats at
night.
Friday opened gloomy. It was rainy most of tho Burton's Landing and take steamer for Augusta. The trip
That lasted three weeks. 1 gained seven aud ihree quarter p
time, but not that steady, discouraging downpour.
afternoon Sam shot some nice birds, the fir-it game to the Sam was so frightened at, what people said of ins im-o
About five o'clock Sam remarked that the river was adipose that he would not go near the scales. We both felt
pot.
had deter- better. The business of Hie did not drag, and outside of
rising, but "reckoned it could not reach us.''
mined to stay in that camp until it cleared up. In the business we had something pleasant aud profitable to think
peculiar maimer ducks are shot on Ihe Savannah, no shooting of.
Dick Swivellm.
could be had until it stopped raining. It is the practice here
to sit, in the boat, g quietly tlovm with the current, skirting
the points on either shore that arc thickly fringed with wilOne of Mr. Van Dyke's most charming works is his
This
lows, and shooting as the wild fowl rise from under.
is fine sport, and ft almost all wing shooting.
One hardly " Flirtation Camp," a story of shooting in Southern
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sees the birds until they are in the air.
About 8t80 Friday night we turned in, and soon all was
I woke up once at 12:30 o'clock, and heard, or
quiet.
thought I heard, the rushing ot water
i remember the bed
i
felt mighty comfortable, aud then went; to sleep again,
was aroused by a tramping of feet outside, aud exclamations
of amazement and almost of fright, "Dick, Dick, get up:
will have
Kick Joe and Alex out. The river is rising.
The
to work for our property and perhaps for our lives.
water is within ten feet of ua." Up in an instant, I roused

We

where game is abundant and out-door life
a delight throughout the whole shooting seasan. There is a
ithread of romance running through the tale, which renders it
very attractive. Wc have a few copies left, which we can
California,
s

furnish at $1,50 each.

Fbitz has named his dog

Nou

not follow.— Detroit Free Pretm.
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gUztural

not positive aa to accuracy of memory in associating the introduction of water-witching with the time that spiritualistic
phenomena were so intensel. absorbing a theme in our community, but remember we'l that about the time the Foxes

W¥°rU>

SOMETHING- ABOUT WOLVES.
camping out among the bears and wolves,"
was the rejnaik of ray yourg friend and sportsS^kea, who hud just returned from a two weeks'
enuse in the mountain range.
Ah, glad to see you again, if you have had a tussle with
the critters and come off with a whole skin and
" Hold on, there, you know as well as 1 that I never saw
a wolf, nor more than one bear, which was chained to a post
aud kept walking back and forth, and came as near perpetual motion as any thing 1 ever saw. Come, now.you old antediluvian, sit clown and tell me something of the nature and
habits of wolves, not Ihose little nasty prairie wolves, them
I have seen.
But; it is of the big gray wolf that I wish to
know. N'ow, if 1 bad lived in the days of my great-grandfather Sykes 1 should—
Yes, yes, if you had lived in the days of your greatgrandfather yon wouhfhave known more about wolves than
you do now. I knew old Sykes right well when 1 was a
boy.
He caught wolves when ttie scalps brought $60 bounty
each, and he accumulated more money than 1 ever knew
any other Sykes to do since, and paid the whole amount for
a large tract of land which in after years became very valuYet after living twenty years, as I might say, among
able.
the wolves, I was hardly able to learn the habits of
the animal. They breed but.once in a year and from four
to six puppies lire produced at a birth.
The young are born
about the first of April. The whelps when six or eight
weeks eld have a thick coat of woolly hair of a dark brownand their looks and actions are much like
ish or dun color
'

\>

Hill

;

dull, lazy puppies, while the full-grown wolf does not very
closely resemble the dog either in appeajauce or actions.
I
knew an old she wolf to litter in one hollow log three years
in success! oft.
She was robbed other cubs about the first
days of June in each year, the old wolf generally keeping
out of gunshot distance, even while being robbed of her
young. There are comparatively few wolves killed by gunshots.
Instinct seems to have
taught them the potency
When they are shot, as sometimes happens,
of firearm:?.
they arc almost sure to escape unless broken down or struck
in some vital pan.
I once followed a wounded wolf for
days when it seemed to me that every drop of blood had run
out .of him; and the second day of the chase I thought he
ran all the better for tbe bleeding.

The wolf

rather cowardly, and would generally prefer
to run from a dog rather than fight;.
But he is a powerful
fighter when he does fight.
Notwithstanding some reports
to the contrary, I believe that there never was a dog that
could master a full-grown wolf. There are few dogs that
will attempt to fight a wolf, and when they do they are
badly cut up if not killed outright. The bite of a wolf is
not; like the bulldog grip, but is a succession of snaps, which
are about as quick as lightning. The wolf leaps back and
forth over the dog, his jfl vs snapping like a steeltrap, and
the dog is cut upas with knives in less time than it takes to
write it. Wolves will occasionally run down a deer, but it
is a rare thing that they hunt that way.
They have a more
easy method, which'is to get on the windward side of the
deer while lying in his bed and creep up cat-like and pounce
on him before he fairly makes the first bound, as bus been
i\!|'ieu'ly ascertained by the tracks in the snow.
Wolves
Were more often caught in steel traps than any other way
but it requires great skill and patience to succeed in trapping
them, as they are shy aud wary. The wolf is not going to
run into any pens or deadfalls, nor slip his neck into any noose
is

i

;

or snare.
1 have seen two animals, the progeny of a cross between
the dog and the wolf. They were ill-looking nondescripts,

Which were neither wolves nor dogs; and were the must
'vicious, surly, ill-natured brnteB I ever saw.
It became
necessary to keep them chained before they were fully
grown: and they proved a decided failure toward improving the bret d of either wolf or dog.
The dismal howl of the wolf is what we often sec written and
often hear quoted; but 1 contend that there is nothing dismal about; it. I would be willing to travel some distance to
hear a concert gotten up by a half-dozen wolves.
Not that
1 claim any very
swi et melody for tbe sounds except that
they would bring back to my memory pleasant reminiscences
of other days.
The wolf, like the Indian, is fast disappearing before the

march

of civilization,

very remote

and we may

safely predict that at no
period they will be counted among the extinct

races.

Antlek.

J'iiuy Falls, Term., Dec. 37.

THE DIVINING BOD.
MAINTAINS OF SOUTHEHN KlSNTUORi, Dt'C. 10, 1831.
was by a curious eohufidence that not a week before
reading ray FSebLst WSD Sthkam of Dec. 1, in same col-

IT

umn

of which 1 lound allusions to divining rods and si ippoSed relations bet ween beechnut crops and winters tbe only
instances uf those identical items which came under my immediate Cognizance— bad been discussed. A night spent
with an old friend took me off my accustomed route to our
county town and pa«t the spot where I bad seen the waterwizard's manipulations of his rod,
This was so vividly impressed upon raj boyfeh memory that after a lapse of thirty
years I located the well (now 'tilled), though the house had
Oeen removed and tluj road changed. Arrived at town t met
my old schoolmate and boy confidant, now living n,
it-niueky. who, while an a visit to me in July, 1880, di
ici td
my attention to tbe rcmarkablj heavy beech crop, and
after informing me lhaH ccrtaio native of the mountains
bad
few days before t .id him that suob a crop always forebodes a "bard winter." added; "N.w, let's remember and
watch that " The winter of '$Qr'81 finds no counterpart in

—

I

.i

.

Dr.

oi

the

Mcminn

memory

of the oldest observer,
observes that mild winters are apt to follow

good beechnut years

iu

New

Yoik.

J

he

reverse obtains

hero,

JJoip-'llA retain an abiding faith iu Ihe approximate infallibility of the divining rod iu locating the meaftdwrings of suboi an
streams, Bud no belfevet doubts that volume,
cans.', depth, confluence and divergence can be accurately
let. o tied i.y tbe aid of the rod in peculiarly gifted hands.
L
it is averred that the bark has heeit wrenched from the divining rod, jo particularly gifted bands, wjien croMng the
course of subterranean torrents, and sudden ami viob in dips
of the switch have piocltomtd underground riyeie.
lam

would indicate them. He found every stream and traced
them to the water's edge, lie could not have been guid-d
by surface indications, for there were none for at the time
was flooded, and the streams flowed beneath the
;

the creek
surface.

were so interestingly notorious, developments of mediumistic gifts with tne rod were scarcely a secondary amazement
la this famously spring'watered country, wells and cisterns
are few, and he is thought rash who essays a well without

U-TYEEN

man,

447

father is now a bel ever in the rod. Some
years ago a certain journal in our State discussed the rod
question quite elabora'ely^'o and (ton
Correspondents had
it up and down.
The rod men offered to bet large sums of
money nn the rod. The anti-rod men would cry "fraud,"
•'humbug" and "delusion," but did not dare come to the
Then Ihe editor came out and said the
scratch with money.
"who e thing was a fraud and a delusion." But, remember,
he editor was a pompous, conceited individual, with A. M.,
Ph. D. stuck to his name, and had learned and forgotten
more, than the balance of mankind knows
Because tbey do
not know the whys and wherefores iu regard lo the workings
of the rod, many people are ready to cry "humbug." Does
any one know why the needle points unerringly toward the
North Pole and guides the mariner across the trackless
ocean? There must be a cause, and when we see the effect
must we vote it a humbug because we do not know the
cause? Effects are more obvious than causes. Ignorant
people contend that the science of astronomy is a humbug
and a delusion. Can it not be easily demonstrated? It can.

appeal to the water-wizard's Tod. Professional well-diggers
wielded the wand in my boyhood, but principally amateurs
cultivate the art now.
A peach-tree twig, three to four feet
long, and straight, used in one hand by some, forked and a
prong held in each hand by others, was the popular wood
when the practice was in its glory a score and a half of years
ago,
1 suppose I was ten years of age when I visiled the farmer,
for whom a water-wizard was at the time digging a well on
contract ho water no pay, but board whether or no.
The
peach-tree twig, forked and held in both hands, had located
the confluence of two strong streams, at a certain depth, in
the most, convenient hollow, so far below which the old gentleman bad tediously blasted his way through exasperating
strata of limestone that he made daily appeals to the rod in
hope of new revelations, or detection of some miscalculation.
After showing me the persistent hut deceptive movements of the rod, ho placed it in
hands for trial, lly
recollection is that I was led in his courses, and that I
agreed that his interpretations of indications were in perfect
accord with mine.
A. gentleman who has lived on an adjoining farm for more than forty years told me that the hole
was abandoned, filled, and a spring half a mile away is still
the dependence of that farm house, no owner having had the
enterprise to dig a cistern.
observation has been that topography is a prime motor with all operators left to their
dfectution— a natural fallacy, in view of the illiteracy of the

I

—

So can rhabdomancy.

my

My

average wizard.
Some years ago a charlatan gravitated into our neighborhood, in whose hands the divining rod perfoimed such wonders in tbe detection of coins concealed within prescribed
bounds that many believed him gifted as were Pharaoh's
magicians and he had a soft time sponging his board and a
few dollars, till a skeptical old fanner, in discussing his abilities, led him to a climax from which he could not decline a
proposed wager without virtually confessing himself an impostor. The old gentleman was to conceal a half-dollar In a
field of growing corn, within agreed limits, which, by aid of
the divining rod, the wizard was to find on first trial.
He
was accurately led iu the old man's very distinct foststeps
till a sudden deflection of the treacherous rod— where the
keen eyes of the rascal discovered a very slight disturbance
of thesurface led the unsuspecting to exclaim: " Here it is."
But it was not there nor could repeated efforts locate it, so
skillfully had the old man concealed the coin and "set his
traps."
That was the last performance of that magiciau iu
;

—

;

that locality.

A

neighbor began building a new house last spring, near a
point where one of our popular amateurs had located a strong,
superficial stream, in the bottom, and so sttong was his faith
that he sold off that portion of his farm on which was the
house and surroundings and pushed the new house up much
faster than he did the well down.
Results After digging
much below the indicated depth aud drilling four feet deeper,
without sign of anything to drink, be availed himself of a
lucky chance to sell out, and invested in a perpetual spring,
of which he had some knowledge.
I know of no statistics by which conclusions can be reached
as to the comparative materials and modes adopted by the
water-wizards, and comparisons made of successes and failures, but there is a preponderance of failures in this limestone region. Some persevering individuals, confident of
water at insignificant depths, in their disappointments have
obstinately pushed on till artesian depths, coupled with pecuniary stress and insufficiency of human power to run the
hofstjng apparatus, constrained suspension of operations.
Allusions to water-witchery is all-sufficient in most such instances to earn a cordial " cussiu' " or thrashing.
In the
more favored part of Kentucky faith in the divining rod is
extinct, and the party who decides upon a well selects a point
m si convenient to the cook-room, and puts a well-borer to
work, though tbe nearest alluvium is ten thousand feet below

Kentixkian.

bis site.

Pout Royal, Tenn.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the Fobbst aud Btbeam of Dec.

1, I

notice an article,

headed " The Divining Rod."

Evidently the writer of the
rod a delusion and a humbug.
Rhabdomancy is no more a humbug thau the science of
mathematics, aud can be as clearly and satisfactorily demonstrated.
I can show you several men down hi re who can
convince the most skeptical that the rod is not a fraud. I
can show you a man who can not only locate underground
stream- with the rod, but will manipulate the rod in such a
way that it will point as unerringly and indicate the direction that underground streams flow as the mariner's compass
The divining rod is no more of a
points toward the north.
riner's compass. "All risers oid creeks
humbug than the
aiefed by small underground sire ms, but there are no surface indicatioi s of their existence. Now, 1 know a man
who, with a rod, can find every underground stream that

article thinks the divining

m

You might set him down
flows into a surface stream.
California, or any strange place, might lose him in the
" continuous woods where rolls ihe Oregon, and hears no
odd find every
sound save its wave dashit.gs," and he
underground stream in the neighborhood and trace ib
from source to mouth. I have seen hiui do that very thinghave seen him put to the severest test by skeptics, and he
never failed in a single instance to demonstrate clearly and
unmistakably that the rod is nut a fraud. Carry hirn to a
well, and in an instant he will show you the direction the
stream flows that sustains the well, and the side on which it
Carry him within, say, a quarter of a
the well.
spring that "be knows not of,"and with the rod he
Where his rod indicates that, there is water, dig
will find it.
aud you will find it. 1 sit now within a few bundled > arris
of two never railing wells that his unerring rod lot ted
When people want w iter iielow the surface they scud for
him.
He never fails to find it. My father once put a rod
man toa severe test. Tic claimed that with his rod he could
My
locate deposits. if precious metals as well as water.
He th audit he
father thought him aud his rod a fraud.
WOU d lest him. lie said to htm, " Phase walk with me to
1

1

_,

i

'

._

;
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Philadelphia, Pa,
Editor Forest and Stream
I have read Mr. Dutcher's communication to you in reference to the snow goose (A a.vrr hyperboreus) and the blue
goose (A nsep emnilencens) in last number of your journal. I
am quite sure an examination of adult and young eprcimens
of both will convince one that they are an entirely different
species.
I have to-day visited our Academy of Natural
.'

Sciences in Philadelphia, and last week the Smithsonian
collection at Washington, and find the full plumaged adult
bird of A. hyperboreus is no larger than specimens of the
young of the same species, yet the latter is of entirely different
color, being of a dull bluish or pale lead color, while the
oaru'cticens is mnch smaller, and has the bill
young of
shorter and tbe laminae les3 prominent.
In color I find the
latter darker and of a more solid shade than the young of
A. hyperborem—gr&dusXly, as it grows older, assuming the

A

brown hue and a'taining the white head and rusty markings
of the parent bird
while the youag of A. liyperhortm
changes from its bluish or pale-lead colored markings as it
grows older to the lighter hue, and at last dons the snowy

—

plumage

of the full feathered fowl.
Prof. Elliot Coues informs me he deems the species undistinct.
Prof. Baud likewise inclines to the
friend, Mr. Spencer Trotter, writes me
same belief, and
" Cmrulemem is certainly a distinct species from Tlyperborem,
From specimens 1 have examined in the collection of the
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, the blue goose
was apparently smaller and very differently marked than the
young of the snow goose." It has struck the writer, in his
examination of specimens of the Anser family of this continent, tint very possibly some of the varieties which now

doubtedly

my

exist

:

and have become numerous, and bear marked pecu-

liarities of

maybe

plumage,

prolific crosses of older

known

Without venturing an opinion, it struck me that a
plumaged blue goose would tie just what the result of
a cross between Artscralbifrons and Anser hyperfmreitssliO'OlA

species.
full

be.

I will take this opportunity of stating to Sir. Dutcher that
the bodies of snow geese that yearly appear in Delaware
their appearance in tbe spring, and not in autumn,
although occasionally a stray bird is killed In the fall and
winter,
Another variety of the snow goose exists which should not
be confounded with A. hyperborevs. It is named hy Cassin
Anser albaius. and is much smaller and more delicitely
Tbey are plumaged alike in
outlined than the first named.
every respect, save that in the smaller variety the rusty head
markings are seldom as distinct as in the larger; in fact,
adult birds are often found without it.
Since writing the above I would mention that I met John
McCullum, one of the market shooters who has posted himself as to the habits of the snow g lose, and he told me that
winter before last (it was a remarkably open one, it will be
remembered) the bodies of snow g*-ese remained in Delaware
Bay, below Bombay (look, until sp ing, and that they are
there n w.
Daniel Weds, a professional gunner, well and
favorably known lo all Philade phians, is at Bombay Hook
at this writing, in charge of Mr. Ghas. Matthews' yacht, and
so reports the news of the presence of the snow geese.
McCullum is about going down the river, and could readily
procure for Mr. Dutcher all the specimens desired.
Using
Mc'Jml urn's words, "The geese nre not all of one color.
Some arc pure white, with red bills and feet, and black tips
and some are of a
to their wings, and russet colored beads
light gray, with black bills and feet." Doubtless there are
many grades of plumage in these fl cks at Bombay Hook,
an ipportuuity now pres nts itself for collectors who
letter addressed to John McCullum,
w u specimens.

Bay make,

;

i

A

John Krider, Second and Walnut

1

streets, Philadel-

phia, will reach him.
I whs not aware that the snow goose appeared on our bay
excepting with spring, and have so wri"en it, but the infor-

mation received to-day assures me tf e fowl is now a regular
Spring and autumn resident, and that in mild and op. n winLey rera.do wi'h us until breeding season, when they
The attraction seems to he
to more northern r. gions.
immense meadows which border the lower Delaware
River and Upper H y, in which they fe. d; and from the fact
that Ihey have not been molested owing to an ignorance reters

i

move
the

garding their merit as

:

my business house and work your rod, and see if y m can
d water;" Now. the road leading lo my father's house
ran parallel with a creek for some distance, and he knew pf
dergrpund streams that crossed the
Esevera
the existena
road aud ran into the creek, and he wanted to see if the iod

Biboo.

THE SNOW GOOSE AND BLUE GOOSE.
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a food,

and a consequent slow

se

the poulterer's, it is safe, to supp se their numbers
gradually increased. It may be that among them the
is and possibly the.), albifronx ran be fmind.
/

C. S.

Westooit.

Zoological Society of Pnir adei.piua.— Editor Forest
ream: I was under the impression that tbewaiitof
between the bhif-

identity
and the

suow goose (A.
but.

settled,
.

t

,s
-

mm

hyp.) bore"*) bad

been

clearly

agajij raised in your oorof tuSt week.
Pi rn si me ro Bay that in

1375, the Zoological S cicty procured
tens of the former Species in itdui plumage.
Bevenof
geese are stid living, and have sii >wn no changes

ptember,
-

fii.

•

H,

oe col

iese

teept

possibly

..ignily intensified.

the dark coloring
lies
become
cannot 6peak from personal obaerva-

that
I

—

:

but authorities seem to agree that the young of the
species, and probably also"^. alMfrons resemble each
other to a greater or less extent.
As all ornithologists know
how difficult it is to identify immature members of many
closely allied species without a long series of specimens for
comparison, any single statement' of the supposed change
from one of these forms into the other should be accepted
with much caution, particularly when it can be shown that
a considerable number of individuals, at least seven years
lion,

above

nave

nut.

gone through the transition.

Aexhtjb Erwin

Brown.

[Jaotaet

UNDER THE SHADOW OF WHITE

enemy) as they must walk to their resting place for the night
and leave a trail easily followed, instead of making a flight
it,

as is their custom.

not fail to open the eyes of the most skeptical to the dest.ructAs you
iveness of this importation from old England.
have already given much valuable space to this subject, I
I have three
will make my remarks as brier as possible.
large bird houses on my place, each house containing seventy
or seventy-five compartments, making 825 nesting places.
They were formerly occupied by bluebirds and other birds.
The sparrows have driven all these entirely off my place.
Fpr six months in the year every compartment in these
houses is occupied by them in breeding, and the backs of
nearly all signs over the stores in the town are used by them
for that purpose, causing much annoyance to the ownerB.
To say that the sparrows are very prolific is simply drawing
"Within a few years they have iucn ased to an alarmit mild.
ing extent, and if not checked will become more numerous
general war of exterminathan the leaves on the trees.
The past two
tion should be waged on them by every one.
years they have destroyed every grape on my arbor, picking
each berry on a bunch as fast as it ripened. 1 have a friend

A

destroyed by them, they
all
not leaving one on a tree. They commence nesting in the
houses as early as February, and I shall shoot them off
as fast as they go to them. In he fall and at this season of the
year they collect in large flocks and offer good opportunities
to make "pot shots." Tour humble servant has made some
heavy ones by scattering cracked corn and oats near the
thick shrubbery, where tliey come to roost at sundown in
large flocks.
I have an 8-bore gun, and with 2 oz. No. 10
shot, backed by six drachms of powder, one barrel directed
on them while feeding, the other just on the hop, this
arm will do more to exterminate them than anything else I
know of. They are very cunning, and after one or two pot
shots of this kind will not alight on the ground to feed
within a long distance of wbcre the shots have been made.
Poisoned grain and water will not work to nny great extent,
Shooting them, breaking up
as Iheysoon take the hint.
their nests, and offering a bounty for their scalps aud eggs
will be the only way to get the upper hand of this most destructive of birds.— F. B.

whose peach buds were

I

The White-headed Eagle as a Fisherman — Sioux
Oily, la., Dec. 1'J, 1881.—Sditor Forest and Stream: To
corroborate your reply to " Jack." in your paper of the 15 h,
with reference to the fishing propensities of the bald eagle,
I have to advise that during" the past fall, when on a hunting
and bird observing tour on Lake of the Woods, B. A., my

companion, Mr. George Mitchell, informed me that many
times he had watched the eagle of that section catch fish.
Oftentimes the fish would be so large -his estimate of six to
eight pounds aB to be almost too heavy for the eagle to
carry off. In 1874 on the Muskig, a tributary to the Lake
of the Woods, Mr. Mitchell killed a very large eagle whose
head was just turning gray, and which was shot while in the
act of lulling a fish it had" just caught, my informant having
witnessed the catching. Mr. M. has, for a number of years,
been a resident of this lake country, and who lives at
Rat Portage, on the north end of the lake, and he is well
acquainted with the habits of the osprey and other birds of
that section, and having confidence in his statements, and
from the description given me, I am convinced that the
fishers this gentleman has so many times noticed are none
other than 'our " Bird of Washington," emblem of the
Nation—vfla&fflito Uucoeephalus.—'D. H. Talbot.

—
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QUAIL.

Si'rtngfikld, Mass., December, 1881,

Editor Forest and Stream
I have lately received from gentlemen in different locaHand though
ties many letters making inquiries about quail
I would be glad to answer each one in detail, it would take
more time than I have to spare and the fact that I have
been for over a year under treatment for my eyes, aud am
" little
still under strict orders from physicians to use them
as possible, and for only necessary work," compels me to ask,
through courtesy cf Forkist aud Stream, the privilege of
answering some of the many questions, and giving such information as a little expeiience has taught me, and she is
said to be a wise teacher.
correspondent asks "Will they breed in confinement ?"
1 have never tried the experiment, and do not think it would
succeed with birds taken wild. Birds hatched under chickens
are said to be easily tamed, and I learn upon good authority
that a farmer, only a few miles from here, now bus quite a
brood that live and feed with bis chickens and arc equally
tame. I am told that his mowing machine killed the old bird
He caught the young, took them home and
last summer.
put them with his chickens. I shall drive out, my first opthink it will prove that
portunity, and learn the truth of it
he took the eggs and hatched them under a domestic fowl,
aB the young, even when very young, are hard to catch.
ItfceeiM reasonable to believe that these birds will mate in
;

;

A

:

:

the season.
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Forest and Stream,

In most localities west of the Blue Ridge quails have been
numerous than usual, no doubt chiefly owing to the cruel
cold of last winter, as the past hatching season was exceptionally favourable.
Here and there, however, iu well
sheltered valleys it has been possible to make a good bag.
few days ago, four gentlemen of this neighborhood, all square
and honest shooters, bagged fifty-one quail and five hares
before 12 o'clock, when the weather grew so stormy as to
drive them from the field, and all four confessed to having
shot badly, and to having done great injustice to their opportunities.
Ruffed grouse (called here pheasants) are very
abundant, but it is no child's play to beat the ground where
they "do mostly congregate." He is lucky or skillful indeed
who brings back half a dozen from a day's tramp. Ducks
are unusually scarce on the mill ponds and on the various
branches of the Holston River, perhaps because, so far, we
One swan " rarissima avis in hU
have had no winter.
lerris," a straggler from some passing battalion, lost,nodoubt,
and perplexed in the extreme, has been shot on a neighborThere
ing mill pond, the "first seen here for many years."
are a few wild pigeons, and the woods are fairly alive with
gray squirrels, that time-honored delight of the ancient
countryman with a gun taller than himself, or a mountain
rifle carrying a bullet of a hundred and forty to the pound,
wild turkeys and bears are scarce, but are to be had by the
persevering. Two bears were killed ten days ago on the slopes
less

as

A

cannot well be estimated. Shippers usually charge $2
per dozen. Not more than half will live, which makes the
cost 84.
Add, perhaps, $1 transportation charges, and you
have something near first cost. The best success we ever had
was to save forty out of a shipment of fifty birds. Of the
last lot received forty-five were sent
sixteen were dead
when received, and at the end of four days only nine were
alive.
None die after the first week; they then grow fat
and strong.
this mortality at first I cannot explain
The cages indicate rather rough handling by transportation
companies. Possibly a little water put in for them to drink
during the four or five days' journey would help them, but
perhaps it is too much to ask, as the companies are only paid
for carrying.
The fact is that the cage this last lot of birds
came in was the same one sent us from Messina with 200
birds in. They were over two months on the way, and not
one in the whole lot died, or was in any way disabled. It
looks as if the native birds were very weak or the expressj

Why

men

very strong.
One correspondent says he would prefer not to buy the
birds before March or April, even if they cost more, as he
has no suitable place to keep them. Last year we could not
get any after February, as the season was such they could
One must recollect that the spring is earlier
not be taken.
few hours' work
in Tennessee than in Massachusetts.
will make cages to keep them in, and the barn, if no cats or
The
rats are around, is as good as any place to keep them.
boxes I have used are about five feet square, and seveu
inches deep, with holes bored in side and ends, and covered
with lath, leaving spaces of about an inch, with feed trough
These boxes will keep
at one end extending whole length.
Give them fresh water every
fifty birds each comfortably.

of old

A

,

;

White Top.

The last deer hunt of the local club would have been most
enjoyable, even without the trophies which marked its success.
Those who only see the mountains in the glow of
summer know less than nothing of what their beanty is; and
on this occasion, landscape, weather, noble dogs, the presence
of charming and gracious ladies, all combined to make a perThe meet was on
fect scene, long, long to be remembered.
a height, crowned with grand old oaks and overlooking the
lovely valley of the Holston. Our leader
" Blew an Inspiring air, that dale and thicket rurg,
The limner's cull In 1'ium and lintel known,
TUe oak-crowned sisters and their eiaawteaw ed queen,
Satyra and sylvan boys were seen
Peeping forth (roin their alleys green;"

nultivated, grain of different kinds.

and away, away flew the hunt, the "notes of the mellow horn
by distance made more sweet " mingling with the. ringing
Twas enough to quicken a
echoes of hoof and hound.
graven image into life.
The trophies of the day were two
bucks, one to the gun of W., the other to thai of R., both
of them crack shots and good sportsmen aud if any of the
readers of Forest and Stream think it nothing to knock
over a deer from the saddle at 50 to 80 yards, while both
hunter and hunted are going at racing speed, and every
muscle is quivering with the excitement of the chase, why,
But I might say of
all I have to say is " Let them try it."
such sport as good old Walton said of sometning el.,.:
" This is too good save for very honest men."
Later I will send you notes of our late sojourn on one of
the great sora marshes of the coast, with its mixture of all

Do

sorts of sport.

not cut it. See that it
and good birch or alder cover.

When

is

Enough will come up.
sown near running water

;

Demhgh.
i
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STATE PIGEON TOURNAMENTS.

birds sec that they are well disDon't put many in a place two pairs is better
tributed.
have attained best results in this way, and
than more.
liberating

the

;

We

put them about a mile

Wm. M.

apart.

Marietta, Ohio, Dec. 26, 1881.
Editor Forest and Stream
In your issue of Dec. 22, your correspondent "Verde
Monte" asks if it is difficult to keep quails in confinement.
I am a lover of birds and have had some experience in just
this thing.

Two years ago I bought

ten quails and put them in a cage
for them, 24 feet long, 7 feet high and 6
part of it was tight or inclosed— the
front and open part shut in simply with laths 7 feet long and
The quail were very wild and would By from
1 inch apart.
end to end in a full rush against, the laths but they soon
learned that it bruised and hurt them, and in a few days
quit it. I kept them all the winter and until midsummer,
when I opened the door and let, them out.
The}' became in a measure tame or at least quiet and I encall of " Bob While."
joyed very much their answer to
When I came home at noon I would rap upon the windowthey
cage
would
upon
their
jump upon the
out
looking
;
sill
perches and answer me back as I softly whistled their beaulif ulnotes— and very beautiful creatures they were.
I fed them screenings, corn, wheat, and kept a cake of
cracklings or residue from the lard kettle all the time in the
cage.
I remember with what avidity they ate the seventeenyear locusts we gathered for them during the summer.
box filled with straw or some covert place is necessary
I have had a new cage, half
for them to hide and rest in.
tight and half open and a very much better one made this
fall, in which I have at present twelve beautiful qnailB, and
I have also a wire
I expect in a few days twelve more.
cage (woven wire) about 10 feet square and Yd feet high
in which 1 have kept ten red birds for several months. During the fall I sent to Bhelbyville, Tenn., for live quail, and
I hope soon to get more from the
the birds came all right.
also expectIndian Territory and iilsa from Texas, aud
fl. B. S.
ing four or five praiiie hens from Kansas.
I had
feet wide.

made

which

A small

my

A

am

A Game Christmas Tree.— Buffalo Farm, Forest County,

—A

wide spreading apple tree in front of the
old farm house. Suspended from the limbs are eight deer
four fawns, one yearling spike, one three-prong and a fourprong buck, and one large doe five large white hare, or rabnumerous black and gray squirbit, as they are called here
This
rels aud ruffed grouse; also the skin of a porcupine.
Pa., Dec. 24.

;

I will say to the many
fully describes our Christmas tree.
readers of your valuable paper that we cooked and eat the
porcupine, and found the meat nicely flavored, and 1 think
wholesome. I have never known of the "porky," as we
call it, being used as an article of food, and would like to

Deer are quite numerous and
others have thud it.
Fawns nil very small, the cause being the very dry
There have been about, sixty deer killed within a
1
radius of ten miles, by different partita, all still hunters.
have heard of no dugs as yet, and think it would not he
section.
Our party, of tn'ee, use
In -nl'liy for any in this
Laijubiah Owl
Saarn'g, Winchester aud auxiliary rifje$.

know
very

if

fat.

Bummer.

—

BS GT.OAN.

Wh.t.iamr.

;

No not
er keeping a while i"
they become tame
On the
of handling i have ever practiced.
contrary, those that we liberated last April had been kept,
most of them, through the wilder, aud though tea and
watered every day. grew more wild the longer kept. Same
is the case so far this year.
"Can I keep them in a barnr" Should advise not, for
unlets their wings are trimmed they will soon batter their
but if
Better not to mutilate them in any way
brains out.
It may have
Si
pull out the Hying feathers from one wing.
to he dime mmc than ODCfl m a reason, as they soon grow
If l.licy are cut they will not, grow until after the
out.
moulting season and if the birds are liberated in this eon
litiou
hey will BOOB be prey for the ekuuk (their worst
Do

by any method

TOP.

AB

;

THE CARE OF LIVE

1882.

Washington County, Va., Dec. 24. )
our open season for game is drawing rapidly to its end,
along with the closing year, perhaps a few notes from
this remote corner, overshadowed by the mighty White Top,
king of all the \T irginia mountains, may not be unwelcome

it

day and feed mixed seeds, rye, oats, wheat, buckwheat,
cracked corn, etc. Put in clean sand occasionally, aud hayseed sweepings from barn floor are excellent for them. Be
careful when making box that it does not exceed seven
inches in depth, for it is in flying up that they do themselves
the greatest injury, and they are liable to be panic stricken
any hour of the night. What causes the alarm I do not
know, but have frequently, on hearing the commotion, gone
into the room and turned on the gas, when all would quiet
down, but dirt and feathers would be found flying from
every cage, and a good many sore heads in the morning.
A "correspondent from a hill town of Hampshire county,
this State, asks if they would probably eat seeds from the
weeds and support themselves. They probably would, unless something else was provided, but only uutil they could
They are great
find some locality furnishing grain stubble.
travelers, and will go until they find feeding grounds to suit.
The thing for him to do is to sow broadcast on ground, not

5,

Under tub Greenwood True,

speak of skunks as their worst
enemy. These vermin are constantly ruunicg about, night
and day, and if they cannot take the old bird on her nest,
they will suck the eggs. Hawks are also very destructive in
winter. I have Eeen,' when fox hunting, one" or two bawks
in the neighborhood of a nice bevy of quail, which would
dwindle day by day until only a few feathers were left to tell
the story. The birds arc a shining mark on the snow while
feeding, and getting terrified, become aii easy prey for the
to

hawk.

The Sparrow Pjist.— South Norwalk, Dec. 23, 1881.—
Your article on the sparrow curse in Australia should be
read by every farmer and fruit grower in America. It can-

"

.
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indorsements you have already received of your
views in condemnation of wholesale pigeon shooting
have been so numerous and strong that probably any other
is superfluous, but yet I would like to add my concurrence,
which has been unavoidably delayed.
I never could understand how such a practice came to be
tolerated at the meetings of sportsmen's conventions.
I
never could understand how any competition for gain, bringing with it the usual concomitants of gambling for money,
could be considered a brauch of sportsmanship or an adjunct of fiefd sports.
It has been a task arduous enough, in all conscience, to
educate the American public up to the point ttey have now
reached as to sportsmen and game preservation. And even
yet, outside of a few large cities, I fear that by the majority
of the people, the name sportsman is held to meau a sporting man— i. e., a gambler, and that having gone that !ar in
nomenclature, they generally go a little farther, and associate the name with criminal practices.
It has been the effort of your puper aud of j-our co-laborers to remove this prejudice and ignorance, and to endeavor
to inculcate a knowledge of the benefits to be gained to the
individual from out-door life, and the good to be derived by
the masses by the supply of cheap and nourishing food.
But how fataliy are these efforts counteracted by the annual meetings of some of the clubs. There are gathered together ostensibly the very pick and Sower of "sportsmen,
presumably the best representatives of the game and fish
preserving sentiment, and the highest attraction offered in
the contest at the traps, with cither money or money's
worth at stake, to be contended for with all the eagerness of
gladiators.
Heart-burnings, jealousies aud disappointments
are not, in some instances, the only results Of this si rife.
Charges of foul play have been too frequently mad e, ami, if
not proved, have nevertheless been believed and constantly
reiterated,

This is not the way to promote high sportsmanship in tbiB
country.
may talk as we please of the open air, the
beautiful sky, the green fields and the sparkling brooks,
which bring bloom to the cheek and vigor to the frame, but
these will be of no avail if it is supposed that to be a sportsman is to run a risk of a perversion of the moral tone, worse
may be. than physical disease.
We should draw the line here as it drawn is in England.
There they have no such difficulties as we have as to game preConsequently there do not exist at all any assoservation.
ciations similar to ours, formed for such purposes.
There
is no need of them.
There are many gun clubs existing,
however, of high and low degree, all devoted to pr ze pigeon
shooting, and men of title and men known to be fine field
shots and keen sportsmen belong to them.
And it is distinctly understood and accepted, that when
they gp to the gun clubs l,o shoot, they go there, Dot as
sportsmen or as garni: preservers, but solely and simply to
win mouey by their skill with the gun, precisely as they
would go to a card club to win money by their skill with
cards, and they are estimated accordingly

We

—
January

It must not be supposed, either, because some of them
titles, thai their respectability or that of the club, is
thereby enhanced.
Ou the contrary, it is well known that
who are professional ''gun-sharps," and derive

have

'

income solely from that source.
I am fully H\yare of all the supposed advantages claimed
bytheadvocal.es of the traps on such occasions. I have
heard them for years and 1 am sadly aware of the fact that
because of the abolition of finch contests, one State associatheir

:

practically disbanded.
And I would like it to be known unmistakably that
opposition does not arise from any canting, hide-bound, mock
sentimentality, or narrow puritauism. Not at all.
It arises only because I consider that prize-shooting is no
part of the great purpose of game preservation, and game
tion, at least,

is

my

and

fish preservation should be the only purpose of the associations which profess to be organized in that interest.
Let those who want to shoot in public upon any incentive
whatever, whether of money, ambition or reputation, organize their clul)3 and do so.
But let it be done so that the gen-

eral public may understand jt, and then each class can stand
before the public upon its own merits.

WINTER QUAIL GROUNDS.
GrtKKNSBOEO, N. 0., Dec. 26, 1881.
Editor Forest ami Stream :
1 Bee in the last issue of the Fokkst and Stream au inquiry as to the location of good quail shooting grounds in
the South.
1 would say to my Northern friends that they
can find excellent shooting here. I have been at the McAdoo
House three weeks, part of the time on a camp hunt, and I
have had no trouble in finding all the quail I could shoot at.
Mr. McAdoo has all kand of camping outfits, for which he
makes no charge other than his regular board rates, and with
each party he sends an excellent conk and waiter. 'Our cook,
"Josh," is the finest cook I ever saw. He gave us a bill of
fare in the camp that few first class hotels can equal.
The
climate is pleasant and delightful for hunting all winter.
The game law here allows shooting until April 1. There are
plenty of snipe, woodcock, hares, squirrels, etc., hut quail
are mostly hunted.
Some of the most prominent sportsmen
in the couulry have been here Ihis season and express themselves as having had a "good time."
There are three Northern parties of us now camping out, and we are very much
pleased.
Tell your friends who want to find good shooting,
to come ahead, and they will be sure to find it.
I suppose
Mr. McAdoo, the proprietor of the McAdoo House, would
take pleasure in giving any information.
H. J. Boyojs.

^.».-_
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WILD CELERY.

Tape Grass— Valisneria Spiralis.
New Yohk,
£!(litor Fovent,

j

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Dec. 30, 1881.

and Stream :

a year ago you put me in the way of finding out all
about wild rice from Mr. Charles Gilchrist, Port Hope,
Canada, and the result is the sowing of ten bushels last fall,

Over

"where it will do the most good "—for the Bisby Club.
Under an attack of wild celery on the brain, I applied to you,
a few clays ago, for light on that subject and herewith is
the very gratifying result in an exhaustive paper from Mr.
I). W. Cross, of Cleveland, which you will be glad to pubH. H. Thompson.
lish.
;

Mr. Cross writes to Mr. Thompson as follows
Mr. Robt. O. Morris, of Springfield, Mass., to whom I
sent, seeds and roots, Oct. (5, 1881, sent me an extract from
Prof. H. D. Butler's history of the wild celery, as follows
"Tape Grass, which may be had in the Hudson River, especially near Newburgh, or on the Delaware and Raritan
Canal, where it becomes seriously abundant occasionally,
about Princeton, N. J. [Add In the Chesapeake, Delaware and Sandusky bays; in several of the interior lakes of
Wisconsin, and in portions of Lake St. Clair.] The Valisnsria s/iiivUx came originally from Italy, and is named
after Yalisner, an Italian naturalist, who wrote on insects
aid plaut6 in the last century. As the male and female
flowers of the plant grow from different roots, care must be
taken to secure both for propagation. They may be distinguished without difficulty. Tile female flowers are found
oa long, spiral foot-stalks, the male ones on straight,
;

:

:

The female flower ascends by the assistshort flower-stalks.
ance of a coil, and floats on the surface of the water. The
male flowers, when matured, gallantly detach themselves
from the plant stalk and follow their "feminine relatives to
the surface. Here they expand, float among their favorites,
aad impart to them the pollen with which they are ladem
The female plant then descends to the bottom, and the process of reproduction goes on agreeably to the order of
The wild celery is also propagated by offshoots.
nature.
lateral bIiqo! (a rhizonia) branches from the mother plant and
Dashes forward until it discovers some suitable spot in which
Here it fixes itself at once, and in its
it may strike root.
turn assumes all the characteristics of the parent plant, and
devotes itself to the same functional peiformances."
While the above is undoubtedly substantially correct in a
scientific and botanical sense, yet, by careful observation of
the growing plant, 1 have been unable to discover the "straight
short flower-stalk" of the male plant.

A

IX0WEU5, SEED- POOS, BOOTS ASD BULBS.

What

1 have observed is this:
There are a great many of
plants that bear no seed.
In fact, in deep water there
may be found acres of such, while iu water from three to five
feet deep, lane patches are found, nearly all bearing seedpods.
this is so I cannot tell. It may be that they are
all male plants, but as that would appear Unreasonable,
conclude that it is owing to the depth of the water affecting
its temperature and the influence which the sun would have
in deep water, while
in shnaier wa'er it would a,id in
warming and maturing the spiral flower stem, the flower and
the seed.
The growth of the narrow green blades, time or
four from each coot, is very rapid
They reach the Burface
early in August, where the water is from six to eight feet
deep. The spiral flower steins, eight to twelve, feet long
when the numerous coils are stretched out, also come to the
surface in Augusfi, bearing a little three-leafed flower, not
bigger than a field-pea.
Behind the flower the spiral stem (which, at the roo's, is
not as large as a common knitting-needle, mid grows slight!
larger up to the end) enlarges into a seed-pod," which grows
to the length of from three to rive inches, and to about the
diameter of a clay-pipe stem. Tins seed pod, if undlsinrbi d,
flouts ni the Surface until tlie seeds are fully ripe, when it
sinks to the bottom, aad as the stem is very brittle is easily
the.

Why

I
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This seed-pod is also very brittle, and is easily
broken into fragments a wise provision of nature, as each
pod contains numerous little black seeds. The seeds are
surrounded with a tenacious pulp, transparent and glutinous,
extending the whole length of the pod and by averaging ten
pods, it was found that each pod contained about 412 seeds.
The roots are similar to those of common lawn grass. On
the upper sides of the roots the spiral stem shoots up, and
beneath the roots a lateral stem (a rhizoma) shoots out
similar to that from the roots of a potatoe on the end of
which grows a bulb about the size and shape of a small toponion. This bulb is the principal food of the canvas-back
duck. If undisturbed, no doubt a new plant is produced
from it.
To find and secure these bulbs In water from three to eight
feet deep appears to he easy enough for the ducks; but so exceedingly brittleare the stems connecting them with the roots
that I have found it very difficult to gather them in quantidetached.

;

—

for planting.
Whether the roots themselves
die out every year or are perennial I am not now prepared
to say, but I have experiments in progress, which I trust will
enable me to determine the fact next fall.
ties

LOADING FOR GAME.

—

sufficient

WHEN TO GATHBB AND HOW TO PLANT.
The canvas-back ducks and the innumerable mud-hens
begin to dive for th* bulbs and to pull up the roots of the
wild celery about the 10th or loth of October, in Sandusky
Bay, Ohio, but generally the bulbs are not all then fully
matured. They grow on until the heavy frosts come. The
seed-pods generally complete their growth about the 1st of
October, and continue to float on the surface, or near it,
until fully ripe, and until severe cold frosts set in.
Then
thev sink to the bottom, and to gather them then is a very
difficult task.
It is almost necessary then to gather the seedpods during the month of October, and generally in the early
part of that month.
If the proper means could be contrived I have no doubt that both seed-pods and bulbs could
be gathered from the bottom at any time before ice comes, if
the water could be found clear enough to see the bottom.
Wilh us at our club grounds (bays) the water is seldom clear
after the fall storms set in and the tops of the celery have
fallen to the bottom.
As long as the tops stand up there is
little or no sea in our bays, and the water does not get roiled.
To plant the seeds, the pods, I think, should be broken
into sn.all sections and planted where the water is never less
than six inches nor more than eight feet deep. It is believed (it is so in our bay) that generally it thrives and goes
to seed the best when the water is pretty still and about 3£
to 4i feet deep.
It does not matter much how hard the bottom may be,
whether of clay, gravel or solid rock, provided there be, undisturbed by currents or waves, a deposit of mud from two
inches to two feet deep. I do not think the plant will thrive
in sand. It may do so, but, as yet, I have never seen it. The
common mud of the marshes, mostly formed from decayed
vegetable matter deposited on hard clay deep enough for the
plant to take root, and in water so still that the deposit of
mud will not be removed, is probably the best place to plant,
the wild celery.
I think warm water is best, and should the
lakes or ponds or marshes selected for the experiment be
very deep and cold, or supplied from cold brooks and springs,
it might be found best to look for some shallow bayous where
the wild rice and the lily-pods will grow, and where the
warm sun will have the most influence on the water, away
If there be any set and
from shade trees and cold springs.

swift currents or swift tides avoid them if possible.
If currents are moderate plant up stream.
The current will then
help you scatter and extend your growth.
The wild celery is exceedingly prolific and will crowd out
nearly all other water vegetation, although its leaves are
brittle and tender and the roots easily pulled up.
It is difficult for me lo give the best mode of planting the
seeds, roots or bulbs, whenlhave no experience myself in
the business. But I would suggest that several ways be
Drop some of the
tried, and among them the following
seed-pods in the water and let them sink and bury themselves
in the mud, as nearly as they would naturally be deposited
Be sure that they sink tc the muddy bottom.
as possible.
Break the seed pods up into small sections and scatter them
broadcast over the grounds selected. I think they will sink.
But what I think is the surest and best way to plant both
seeds and roots is as follows Prepare a tin tube a foot longer
than fhe depth of the water; prepare a plunger a foot longer
than the tube. Make the tube 14. to 2 inches in diameter.
Place the seeds, or bulbs, or roots in one end of the tube ;
run the plunger down close to them plunge the tube in the
water, and the pressure will hold the seeds against the
plunger until the tube reaches the bottom. Then gently
press the seeds into the mud with the plunger, and your
plant is safely deposited just where you want it.
little
mud or clay might be put into the mouth of the tube to prevent the seed from falling out before reaching the bottom, if
thought best.
If I have omitted anything material please call my affec-

El
Editor Fore-it

and Stream

Paso,

111.

:

la your issue of December 15 I notice you invite discussion upon the subject of loading for different kinds of
game. I think " Birrio" does not put in enough shot for
squirrels. I use two and a half drachms powder, and one and
one half ounce of No. 4 shot with the best results. It does
not take so much powder to throw coarse shot as it does to
throw fine. This is a score I made down in "Egypt" last

October— I

1
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Perhaps
I could not bit the grouse to any great extent.
I did not load right (three drachms of powder, one and one
quarter ounce of No. 7 shot). If so, will some one set me"
1.

In shooting ducks and geese I sometimes use this
method when the birds fly high four and one-half drachms
Put the
of powder, one and one-quarter ounce shot, No. 2.
shot in the shells, then pour a small teaspoonful of melted
tallow over each load of shot shake gently, in order to make
it penetrate the shot thoroughly; let cool before putting wad
over shot. I have loaded in this way for some time when
shooting large game. I do not think it is generally known.
It does not wear a gun as wire cartridges do, and gives as
good a pattern at the target. The gun I use is a No. 12, and
you would not know whether it had been shot by the inside.
I took the breech-pins out of an old favorite double-barrel
muzzle-loader of mine recently, and after I had wiped it out
There were no freckles in
it was as bright almost as new.
the barrels at all, and the breech was only slightly burned.
aright?

—

;

How

do you explain

" Wanderer?"

this,

More anon.
No. 12-Boeb.

Editor Forest and Stream :
As this is a question involving a long series of trials and,
indeed, thoughtful considera'ion, it i3 with reluctance that I
give my own views and experience. Nor would I now do
so, were it not that you had invited an expression of opinion
from your correspondents on a novel subject. Novel, because I venture the assertion that not one in a hundred men
who use the breech-loader, full choked, dreams of its possibilities when loaded exactly right.
The muzzle-loader, with its smooth cylinder, certainly
offers a tube for the transmission of shot, which, at first sight,
fills all the requirements of the most exacting sportsman.
But given a breech loading gun, the conditions of the problem are entirely reversed. The, loss of gas, and, indeed, the
general loss of power made the first breech-loading shot guns
They scatdetestable in the eyes of every lover of the gun.
tered abominably, and, worse than all, there was a want of
range, which term I shall use as synonymous with the word
penetration. For a long time the croakers and sneerers had
everything their own way and as an " open confession is
good for the soul," let this writer acknowledge that, while he
looked at his costlv gun with rueful glances, he had to sing
very low when a Westly Richards or a Manton took the
"Punkin slinger," "scatter gun," "old
field against him.
rattle box"— such were the unsavory, not to say unkind epithets that were showered upon my unfortunate first breech;

loader.

Mais nous awns change tmtt cela. By a modification of
the bore, the breech-loader no longer scatters ; it no longer
hits a duck at fifty yards, which, stunned for a moment, deliberately gets up and flies away through the ether blue,
quacking his triumph over all new fangled notions, breechNo; the trouble is now that the game is
loaders especially.
mauled. If I shoot a quail with No. 7's by mistake at 25
yards, it is not eatable— every bone in the body broken, and
,

the feathers driven through "and through. Even with No.
them to get at least 40 yards before firing.
I have mutilated quail in swamp shooting, which is entirely
snap shooting, with No. 10 shot, so that I had to throw them
muzzle-loader is far better in swamp shooting, for
away.
10's I often allow

A

your game

is then fit to eat.
I got my first breech loader, printed instructions for
"From 2 J- drams to 3
loading accompanied the gun.
drams of powder and one ounce shot, No. 8." I laugh
I know that my
as I recall my first trials with my gun.
garden fence, if vet standing, has had a pound of shot iu
each plank. 1 shot ducks, quails, rabbits, snipe, and, on
two occasions, turkeys with that load. That most of them
flew off unharmed, 'if I except an occasional feather, or a
bunch of fur, can well be believed. Yet, I banged away
persevering! y, and though failing to make large bags, I was,
on the whole, well satisfied. In the meantime, an inventive
American genius, Roper, I believe, conceived the brilliant
idea of choke-boring guns. Now, the powder could be increased to make up for the loss in power, and the hard biting, close shooting American gun soon came into general use.
" How do you load for
Well, all this is preliminary.
game ?" The following table is the result of years or careful
practice and observation
For quail, snipe, rabbits or woodcock o] drams coarse
powder, l| oz. No. 10 shot in first barrel same load, No. 7,
tion to it and I will freely impart all 1 know.
in second.
If you will come to our club house in October next, or adF.ir ducks, squirrels or pigeons— 4 drams coarse powder,
vise me to whom and where to ship them, 1 will endeavor to
I z. No. (i shot in first barrel
same load, No. 4, in secsee that you have such a supply as will enable you to try the ond.
experiment of raising wild celery in the "North- Woods."
If the same game rises wild use No. 8 in first barrel and
D. W. Caoss.
Remember that chilled shot, in all cases, will
6's in second.
kill cleaner and give a much closer pattern and much greater
States Island. The Richmond County (Staten Island) range. Use a No. 11 wad on powder (pink edge) it the gun
Game aud Fish Association held its annual meeting last is 12 gauge. If a 10 bore use a No. 8 wad. This will give a
Monday. The following officers were elected
Francis much" better penetration thau if you use two wads of same
Use a mallet and
Endicott, President; Thomas E Gill, Eirst Vice-President
size as the bore of your gun on powder.
give the wad on powder two or three bard blows. See that
J. H. Tanderbilt, dr.. Second Vice President; Robert W.
Hopkins, Secretary and Treasun r. Directors: SoUthfield,
the wads are sent, home square and straight, for remember
James H. Clark; Norlhfield, Thomas J. ConcCy; Middletal a poor grin will Shoot belter than a good one if the latter
town, Harry C. Jones: Castleton, Jeremiah E. Sullivan:
Try your gun with these loads, and if
is badlv loaded.
your second barrel will put from 160 to '-TO No. 7's in a
Westfield, George R. Weir. The association received one
hundred live quail Monday from Tennessee, which are to be three-foot circle at 40 yards you have a choice field gun.
turned loose on the Island for breeding purposes. This is Pay no attention to the wonderful targets of 275 to 315, for
the first installment of five hundred birds ordered.
The such gunfl are practically worthless lit you fi rgamc shooting.
Supervisors of Richmond county have passed a law pro- Tull are not glass ball hunting; you are shotting swift flying
birds, and you need a gun that will disclose some amiability
hibiting the killing of rabbits after January 1.
in shooting, not exacting a central aim through bushes,
The great trouble with most sportsmen is a
Virginia Shooting -Mr. E. L. Mills, of the Treasury
briers or tree?.
Department, Washington, D. 0., who has just returned from disire to use too orach shot. For a long time I used 1 ozshot.
an extended shooting trip through Virginia and North CaroH "is plenty. Certainly the penetration is better, but.
oz. is far better, as giving a
reports game, especially partridges very scarce in
for snap shooting of all kinds
lina,
Ano' her worse thing is using shot that are
greater spread.
Virginia where they seem to have been nearly exterminated
too larsre.
Any good bum will fill a ihree foot Circle at from
by the extreme cold and deep snows of last winter, [n A
b
:!5 to 50 yard* fullof No
10 shot.
IE.JOU cannot aim true
Carolina, along the Coast, they are very numerous
In seven
en aigli to cover that space, certainly the addition of h oz. of
days Mr. Mills bagged three hundred and four partridges,
youi a
lq
b coarser kind will not enable you to k
average of forty-three per day, and in one day's
A iu, if vour eun will not kill clean with No. 10'8 at a disChurch's Island, Currituck Sound, he bagged fifty pairs of
tance wider 00 yards, write to me and I wUl give you my
oanvas-back and red-head duck. Homo,
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450
will make you a gun that will do
every time, guaranteed. Above, all, bo sure that your
is good; not necessarily expensive.
In concluding this brief paper 1 should slate that the
charges named above are lor guns weighing from 7A to 8^
pouuds. But I am sure that 1 have given the maximum of
shot for any gun that a gentleman ought to use. Pot hunters
have their peculiar guns and they load them to mil them-

gun maker's name, and he

tJASTFAEY

FOUR QUAIL AT ONE WING-SHOT.

selves.

have found several very surprising things in my experiments, " things which," as Lord
Dundreary says,

But

I

" are past a fellow's finding

out.''

With S drams of powder and I oz. of shot I obtained
Dearly or quite as good penetration at a target as I did from
3j drams of powder and If oz. shot. But when I tried the
same loads on game there was no comparison. Can it be
that the feathers and the wind would make this difference?
"Who will rise to explain? In the old muzzle-loading days
a man who would use 4 drams of powder was considered as a
mere pot hunter, and, indeed, the jar, smoke and general disc jmfort precluded, as a general thing, the use of more than
2> drams. Now, the modification in bore, the pistol grip,
which takes more than half the recoil, and a better idea of
making guns, have improved the. modernbreech-loadersothat
but little improvement can be asked by the most exacting.
If sportsmen will try the above named charges, now that
most good guns arc bored alike, I think that they will be
satisfied that they have obtained the true charge for game
shooting.
St. Olatk.

i

Editor Fwett and Stream :
In your last issue (which, by the way, let me say in your
correspondent's judgment, is the best number he ever read)
is an article on "Loading."
I was very glad to see it, and
hope the subject mny now be fully discussed as you invite.
In years gone by I had an associate," with whom I spent many
days hunting. He used an 81b. muzzle-loader, 13 or 14gauge.
Once I asked him, How do you load? "I always
load the same I would put, in the same charge to shoot a
robin as I would to shoot a bear." was his reply. This friend
had the most uniform success in killing of anv hunter I ever
knew. He was very careful about his gun, arid equally so in
the selection of his ammunition, and never varied the amount
of powder nor the quantity of shot, but would use different
sized shot as others do.
His theory was, that when the capacity of a gun was found as to the quantity of powder it
would use to best advantage, to never vary from it. I have
had the opportunity of late to test a No. 12,S)!b. breech-loader
with different charges, and as I experiment, lean to the belief that ray friend above alluded to was right.
I have followed in many instances suggestions made in yovir journal—
to use " plenty of powder"— using from three and one-half
to four and one-half dr ales to one ounce and one and oneeighth shot. I expected to gel greater penetration from four
and four and one-half drams and one ounce than from
three and three quarters and one and one eighth, but as yet I
have failed to discover it, The recoil coming from the larger
charges was not at all unpleasant, but somehow both at
game three and three-quarter and OEe and oneeighth'
work even at sixty yards. Why
there should not be a decided difference in penetration with
drama and one-ounce, over three and
and
three-quarlers and one and one-eighth, is something I cannot
accuunt for- Your valued correspondent speaks' of "impact" in his article that he considers a number of shot
driven with even less velocity more valuable than two or
three sent at higher speed. Peihaps he is right, but much of
our game must be shot for at long-range, and penetration
seems the great essential. So tar as my experience has gone,
I think guns of the game weight, bore and make, differ very
much as to the kind of loading each needs to bring out its
very best qualities. (Why this is so, let the gun-makers
What that load shall be is no easy thing to detell ub.)
termine, both as to how much powder, how much shot, and
the size, how coarse the powder shall be, how many wads to
use on the powder, how hard to press them down, etc etc.,
but. I leave this subject to abler hands, and trust to see the
*
whole matter thoroughly ventilated.
;

Editor Forest and Stream:

Perhaps you may consider these two incidents of a recent
dsy's sport of sufficient merit for publication in your " valuable paper." Tuesday, Dec. 20, was a beautiful day for
out-door sport, and I took advantage of the opportunity and
enjoyed a fine day's shooting. Although late in the season,
the day was as pleasant, as in October, and all that remained
to make it equal to an October day waB the bright-hued
foliage on rough winds lately cast.
1 had been informed
where I could probably start a bevy of quail, and upon reach-

my setter,

Scout, made a fine point in
a stubble, and then commenced tracking, finding the birds
in the centre of a low swale adjoining.
It was a large bevy,
and we raised them twice with goad success, they then scattering in the edge of a wood.
dog worked wT ell, finding
two or three single birds and then made a staunch point in a
little opening.
I stepped in ahead of him and flushed four
birds, which flew between bunches of brush.
And here
comes the almost incredible part of my story but a young
man that was with me at the time will corroborate the following As the four birds gathered in (heir flight, between
the brush, I fired, and with the contents of oue barrel killed
every bird.
Two birds fell where they were when I shot,
about three rods distant, and the other two fell further on,
but perfectly dead. The gun 1 used is modified choke, and,
considering the short distance, I think the shooting was re-

ing the desired locality

My

;

:

markable.
The other incident which I mentioned above was not as
disastrous to quail as the the foregoing one, but was quite
laughable.
My dog made a good point, after the birdB were
well scattered in the edge of the wood. The bird lay close,
rising almost under the dog's nose it flew right into his
mouth. Scout held the bird until, in my excitement, I commanded him to " loose." He obeyed, and the imprisoned
quail made good his escape, notwithstanding the volley of
shot we sent after him.
I wonder if any of your readers ever did better than to
raise four birds and kill every one with a single shot, at
short range ?
Nlmrod.
Moodm, Conn., Dec. 26, 1881.
;

Killing

Wounded Wild Fowl,— Deeriug,

— Editor Forest and Stream

Me., Dec. 26.

: To kill
wild fowl that have
been wounded in the head, I have found the following to
answer as well, if not better than any other way, and I have
tried them all.
Take a long and rather slim-bladcd knife,
open the birds bill and run the blade up through the roof of

A

the mouth into the brain.
little practice will enable you
to touch the right spot without trouble.
Or if " Bay Ridge"
does not wish to practice on a living specimen, let him take
Split the head open from the top down
a dead bird.
then
open the bill and introduce the knife, and he will see at
once where to put the steel. I should hardly want to try to
press the life out of an old drake with
thumb and foreJack.
finger as "Early Bird'' suggests.
:

my
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Answers

to Correspondents.

•'

i

L.—Rabbit season in Stew York State will closs Feb. l,
IUr.— The 'possum story was published in this paper long ago.
E.

—

,

vy.

N.

T.,

Belatre, Jtlch.— Wild

way

rice,

be procured of Mr. chas.

W. B., Portage La Prairie, Manitoba.— The gentleman you refer
the regular act ledlred American agent, for the guns, and has
wide reputation tor square dealing.
Is

to
a

J. B. T., London, Ont.—l. We should Infer from the pattern that
the gun was a choke-bore. >. See our game columns 01 last week and
to-duy lor hints on loading for different, game.

G. H. B., Watertown, N. Y.— Where can I purchase cartridges for
a Snyder sporting rifle of Kngllsh manufacture V Ans. Made by IT,
M. Cartridge Co., and ror sale by New York dealers.

Toovo Naturalist, Greenville —Manton's Taxidermy without a
Teacher win help you to learn to make up ornithological specimens.
For Lui'oruiatlon as to where to get Dr. Coue.s' works sea onr Natural
History columns.

Quinoy, Ky.
Editor Forest mid Streams
All the varieties of game we have here are geese, ducks,
grouse, quail, squirrels, and in the spring plenty of snipe and
a few woodcock. For all but the last two my favorite charge is
3 dm Hazard sea-shooting and 1 oz shot. In my gun, which
is a modified choke, I have no use for any shot larger than
No. 6. I once, while after geese, loaded some shells with
dra. powder, and li oz. No. 1 shot. I found my old 3 drs.
charge much more effective. My gun is a
and 1 oz. No.
Parker, and on the card was this target "8| drs. powder,
No, S, 10 yi ids, 24 in. circle, 140 pellets in circle."
I Cannot get that pattern, but the gun is eniirely satisfactory.
Now my experience after trial is that the 3 drams and 1 oz.
With 3i drs. and I oz. I do not get as
is the best charge.
much penetration ae with S are. In this part of the country
we can never tell what will be next to shoot at, whether a
grouse with his rapid whiz, a squirrel with his tough skin,
or a quail or woodcock, and we have to load to meet the
wants of litem all. I have owned and shot No. 10, No. 13
and No. 14 guns, and in none of them would ihe big load of
powder and Bhot fill my bag as well as the lighter ones. In
the same in 13 bore,
Ihe 10-tore I only used 3 drs. and 1 oz.
and 2., drs. and | oz. in the 14-bore. The game is wild and
4.',-

;

W. A. F., Lcnnoxvllle.— See hints on loading in our game columns
Kst week and to-day. Buck-shot should be chambered to tit the
choke of the gun, This may be. done by pressing a wad down Into
the choke and laying tho shot on to It.
Denbigh, Abingdon, Va.— The rifle fell flat on the market, and the
company manufacturing It wen; itimpclkvt to close out for what thev
could get The breech-action Is clumsy. Should. advise you, If you
want a rifle, to get one of the approved patterns. The cost Is immaterial compared with the superiority.
.

Subscriber.—I have a half-setter half-shepherd puppy, both parWill he make a squirrel dog, bird dog, or can he be
lull blood
Aim. tour dog in iy— If properly taught—

ents

made to lollow rabbits?
make a good squirrel or
fer

a pure bred animal.

rabbit dog, although we should greatly preHe should inako an excellent farm dog.

1

i

;

much "shot

at in these parts,

and

it

requires a nice shot to get

my game.

D.

w., rcimtra, N, Y.— In a rllle shoot tie on third prize n
that In shooting off the winner has third and his competitor fourth?
Or docs the winner of the fourth prize remain undlsun bed ? This ap>.
plies to match with lour cash pilzes. Ans. Sec answer to •• w. t;
In our last Issue. Draw up your conditions bciore shooting, then there
can be do dispute.
•

i

What, can I do to make my dog go Into brier
E. P. T., Norfolk. Ya
patches? lie Is a highly bred black pointer and Is thoroughly broken
Bnt I cannot coax or make him go into The
In all other respects.
briers.
Ans. we bavo ever found— if our dog was possessed of life
and courage— that ho would soon take to the briers if we but set him
the example and showed him the way. Instead of remaining outside
and trying to send htm In. You will probably And this course successful, especially If you take him to blids.

w. U. 11., Wauseon, O.—1. Will it hurt the shooting qualities of B.
shotgun, :«-!n. barrel, to cut. off two inches from the muzzle?
What will It cost? 3. Would It be well to choke after rutHDg
6. in choking are tho barrels rebored or
4. What expense ?
want
contracted at the muzzle? My gun Is muzzle heavy ami
!..

2.

off?

I

Middlktown, Conn., December

F

/'JUi/",'

• '"'

'

'

"'on

lepalred.

24,

Ans.

l.

No,

If

It

Is

a cylinder-bore.
yes. 4. $3 or $4.

If yoo want It to shoot, closer,
and Gnu " columns next week.

1881.

:

s.
5.

II

From 12 to $3. 3.
See
Game Bag

15th inst., you invite the relation cf
experiences of sportsmen in loading for game.
oope that bqz» of your correspondents will give their
the proper proportion of powder to different sizes
i
_

I

i

i

of Shot.

.,

,

I

the generally-received idea, but its supporters urge that the
greater momentum of large shot will give them sufficient
penetration, even at long distances with small charges of
while large charges will scatter the shot too much to
rtive at loug-iangc, and the argument seems reason1-.

I

method of keeping
no water and a little

find that (he best
•one,

for use

on sewing machines— SuBScniBflB

a
oil,

gun clean
such as

is

is

to

sold

FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY.
FRESH WATER,
Yellow Perch, Perca flucicauu.

Pickerel, Esox retictctotua.
Pike or Pickerel, Euox lucim.
Pike-perch
(wait-eyed
pike)

Sliznifthium

americanum,

War-moiu.n, Vha
'

notryttutiiii"
"

'

...

'•

',.. 'IV

"
.

Bachelor, Pcmwxys annvlaria.

H.

l/riseum, etc.

SALT WATEB.
Smelt, Osmerus nontax.
Striped Bass or Itocktlsh, Rectus

I

\

While Perch. Murone. americano.
Pollock, Pollachvm carhtmartwi.

linealun.

A riCTiBK

of the past visiting the present, as time, glides od,

making more perceptible the cruel changes which come to mortal
strength. now now do his feet touch he heather? Not as of old,
i

with a bound, but with slow and unsteady step, supported on the
oue hand by his slick, while the other carries his rod. The breeze
gently moves his locks, no longer glittering with the light of life,
but dimmed by Its decay. Yet are his shoulders broad and unbent
The lion-like presence Is somewhat BOftcned down, but not gone.
lie surely will not venture Into the deeps of the water, for only one
hand Is free for a cast, and those large stones, now slippery with
moss, are dangerous stumbling blocks In the way. Besides, he promised 1.1s daughters he would not, wade, but on the contrary walk

them by the river's, edge, there gliding at Its own sweet.
wllh Silvery bands of pebbled shore, leading to loamy-colored pools,
dark as the glow of, a Southern eye, how could he resist the
temptation of near approach? In he goes, up to ihe ankles, then to
the knees, tottering every other step, but never railing. Trout after
trout he catches, small ones certainly, bur. plenty of them. Into his
pocket with them, all this time maneuvering In the most skillful
manner both stick and rod until weary ho is obliged to rest
on the bank, sitting with his feet in the water, laughing at his
daughters' horror, and obstinately continuing thu Bport In spite or
all remonstrance. At last ho gives In and retires.
Wonderful to
say, he did not seem to suffer from these Imprudent liberties.— The
bast Cast of^Cliristovlier .\n/(/i,' hi Memoir of John WiUon.
quietly with

;

!

GAME

FISHES.

our isaie of November 24 we noticed the work entitled
" Game Fishes of the United States,''* basing our remurks mainly up in an inspection of the truthful and elegant
The character and importance of
plates by Mr. Rilbourne.
this work demand
hat the text accompanying tho plates
should receive more than a passing notice, for, instead of being a mere compilation of what others have written, as is too
often the case in fishing books, Prof. Goode has given us

IN

I

much new

material from his studies of fish

life

and

habits.

The fact that the text was prepared by him is a sufficient
guarantee that this portion of the work is of a high order.

The descriptions of the fishes and their habits were originally
intended to be subordinate to the plates, and, with this in
view, they are limited to two pages for each fish pictured,
which Prof. Goode has filled with matter mainly new.
Wisely omitting discussions of tackle and other questions
over which anglers dispute, and which can be found in, externa in any angling w7 ork, he has taken higher ground and
given au array of facts and observations on the life history
of the fishes of Which be treats that places this hook far
above any popular work on Ihe subject ever published.
He
has kept it as free from technical nrais as possible, iu order
to make it truly a vvoik for the people, and yet he has not
impaired its value for scientific readers.
In the introduction we are told that a definition of the
term " game fishes " is particularly difficult, and that Izaak
Walton's carps and bleaks, upon which he discoiuses so lovingly, would offer few enticements to the anglers of our day
and nation. The meaning of the term varies from year to
year, and few would be likely to share the enthusiasm, of
Capt. John Smith, perhaps tlie Bret patron of this art ou this
side of the Atlantic, who wrote iu 1816:
"And is it not
pretty sport to pull up two pence, six pence, and twelve
pence, as fast as you can halo and veare a line f"
study

A

of Ihe Ameiican authorities shows opinions much atvariance
iu their choice of fishes to be considered "game," and after
formulating their views Prof. Goode proposes this definition
" Game fishes are those which, by reason of their cunning,
courage, strength, beauty, and the sapidity of their flesh, are
sought for by those who angle for sport with delicate fishing
tackle." It. was the design in preparing this book that twenty
species only should be illustrated, and after consultation
with several prominent anglers the selection was made. The
fishes chosen belong to both salt and fresh water and to several families.
No technical descriplions are needed with the
admirable pictures of Mr. Kilbourne, but the habits and geo:

graphical distributions are the prominent points in the esAcknowledgment is made of assistance from Prof.
says.
Baird, Mr. Charles G. Atkins. Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, Mr,
Eugene (r. Black foid, Mr. J. Matthew Jones, Prof. David
S. Jordan, Mr. Fred. Mather, Mr. James W. Miluer and
Mr. Barnet Phillips. Other acknowledgements appear in the
body of the work.
THK EASTERN SALMON AND KED-SPEOKLKD TBOTJT.
Part I. contains plates of the salmon and brook tTout. The
plates of all the fishes are of uniform size, 92x28 inches, and
we have before spoken of them as being the best illustrations
of fishes yet made. The salmon (,?. salary inhabits iheNorlh
Atlantic and its tributary waters far beyond the Arctic Circle
One hundred years ago the salmon fisheries were one of the
most important resources Of Southern Hew England, but in
1819 the Rev. David Dudley Field stated that they had
scarcely been seen in Ihe Connecticut river fur fifteen or
twenty years. In 1878 five hundred large salmon were taken
in that river, the direct result of the labors of the State Fish
A curious fact is noted by Mr. AtCommissioners in 1874
kins, who calls attention to the absence of great runB of
grilse in the rivers of the United States, which aie so frequent
in the streems of Canada and Europe, our own fish not returning froipt) he sea until they have become- adults ; also that
with us the male grilse only is sexually mature, while in Europe the male parr and female grilse are found in that condiMr. Kilbourne's paiuiiug represents a dead fish of 30
tion.
lbs. weight, drawu on a scale of three incl.es to a font, lying
on a bank near a stream; and the artist has perfectly delinI

,
J
have known the theory advanced and plausibly sup".of powder should tie less with large
ported
I think, contrary to
is,
theory
1Mb
with
Email.
than
shot
,

and Eiver

§£*

it

powder

1883.

5,

l

1,

a turkey hunting expeditt

eated this noble species.
The Eastern brook trout/or, as often called in localities.
•-peekted trout," "mountain trout," etc., is now called Salteltnus fontinallt by Gill and Jordan
the former nomencla-

In:

;

I have been using Orange Fg. and llupont's Kg, and
with the shooting qualities of either. An-, t. Your
gun can be righted Uy a competent gunsmith without Injuring it in
the least 2. Try Orange ducking No. s, or Duponfs ducking No. 2.

breech -loader?
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ture having been Salmofo-iUinaliso! Mitchell, a name -which
hue become so popular that it will be regretfully laid aside.
Our crimson-spoiif-M trout belong to that group of the salmon
family known in England as " chars," characterized bylhe
minute sizeef their Scales, and by the arrangement of the
teeth on. the vomer, a small bone in the roof of the mouth.
The name of the genus (8a
formed by Willouehby, in J646, from Salblmg, the German name of the
ombre chevuUa-, a European species
like our blue-backed
trout, and has since been used as the specific title of this fish,
the Hiiim-i .vo,:,';,, us of Linnaeus. The exact range ana
boundary of the Habitat of this trout has not been well defined, No man has had better facilities for determining this
than Prof. Goode, from his connection with the United
Slates Pish Commission and his position as curator of the
national museum.
It is. however, a boundary that has been
extended, and will be further widened by the efforts of fiskcnlturists.
Prof. Goode gives its range as between the latitudes BSJ and 55 degrees, in the lakes and streams of the Atlantic water-shed in the mountain sources of a few rivers
flowing into the Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico and in
some of the southern affluents of Hudson's Bay.
Its range
is limited by the western foot-hills of the Alleghanies, and
nowhere exl ends more than three hundred miles from the
coast, except aboul the great lakes, in the northern tributaries or which trout abound.
At the South they inhabit the
head-waters <Jf the Chaltaboochie, in the southern spurs of
the Georgia Alleghanics and tributaries of the Catawba in
North Carolina. They also occur in the great islands in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, Anticosti, Prince Edward's, Cape
Breton and Newfoundland, temperature being the chief
factor in determining their range.
Prof. Goode regards the

wy

question of the identity of the brook trout and the Canadian
sea trout a3 settled in the affirmative by competent authorities, and we are*lnclined to believe that no oue who has followed the discussions of this subject in Forest and Stream
and other more scientific papers will dispute him.
The author gives much valuable information on the temperature at
which trout thrive, their coloration, etc, and drawn from
sources which show that he has attentively studied the literature of the foidinalia as well as the fish itself.
The picture
is one of the gems of the wort?, and one that despite the copyright has been followed by many who wished to illustrate"
leaping trout when fast hooked.
No words can express its
beauty.

THE SPANISH MACKEREL AND THE BLAOK BASSES,
Part two opens with the Spanish mackerel, Uybium maculaturn, snd its congeners.
Up to a few years ago this was
considered a most mysterious fish, and at the time when
Prof. Cloode wrote in this work," No one has yet discovered
their breeding grounds," it was true.
During the past year.
however, Messrs. Earl! and McDonald have not only made
this discovery, but have hutched the young.
When Mitchell
described the fish, sixty-live years ago, he summed up all
" Comes in July."
that, was known of it in these words:
" The, Spanish mackerel visit the North only as marauders,"
writes Prof. Goode, but he would probably qualify that
statement now ju the light of the investigations of the past
year, for now that we know hat they breed in the Chesapeake we may suspect them of doing so as far north as Montauk.
Mr. Goode has dissected them in the waters of Martha's Vineyard Sound, in July aud August, only to find that
the spawning season was past. This fully accords with the
I

fact that Earil found ripe fish in Chesapeake Bay in Juuc and
July, 1880. In addition to Kilbourne's fine plate Mr. Goode
gives a drawing in the text, and also of two allied form?.
The black basses were written of when their scientific nomenclature was in dispute, if indeed if can be said to be settled now, and we are given Microptervs pallidum (Raf.), Gill
and Jordan, for the big month and M, w.higan, (Raf.) Gill,
for the small mouth. The different local names of these fishes
are given in full, together with their distribution. According
to Prof. Goode both species are widely distributed over the
Atlantic slope of the continent, and dwell together in the
great lakes and in the upper part of the St, Lawrence and
Mississippi basins.
The small-mouth is found as far north
;

as lalitude 47, and west to the Wisconsin ; while southward
it ranges to latitude U'd, where it is found in the head-waters
of the Ghaltahoochie and Ocmulgee rivers, the latter being
the only instance of its presence in a stream emptying east
of the Alleghauies, into which it is not known to have been
The large-mouth ranges further to the West
introduced.
and North, occurring in the Red River of the North, in latitude 50. It abounds in all the rivers of the South from the
James to the St. Johns, aud in the lower reaches of he
streams and bayous of Texas in latitude 27. The small-mouth
found its way into the Hudson in 1825, or soon after, through
the newly opened Erie canal, and has since been introduced
Their habits of
by man into hundreds of lakes and rivers.
spawning are described ; and it is stated that a large-mouth
was caught in a lake at Gainesville, Fla., which weighed
nineteen "and one-half pounds. Mr. Kllhourne's picture is of
the latter species, but ni turned on its side so that the distinguishing character of its dorsal fins is not readily seen, and
the printer has brought out stripes on the side which were
Two correct figures, drawn by Mr. H.
not in the original.
L, Todd, of the SuiithsouLun institution, which are approved
by Prof. Gill, show the specific characters of each fish.
I

THE STRIPED BASS AND THE BED SNAPPER,
Part three opens with the fish called striped bass in the
North and rocklish in the South, Poae.ua lineat.us, Itwould
be difficult to give anylhing new with regard to this well
known and familiar fish, but ils kindred of the great lakes,
ten.* cry nop*, and of ihe Lower Mississippi Raver, Morons
intermpta, are illustrated. Kilbourne's plate
taken from a small specimen, but is truthful.

The red snapper, Luljani/s
Northern angle-is, whose range,

is

evidently

bbxekfordii, is a new fish to
as now understood, is limited

of Georgia, East and West Florida and AlaThey bite at a white rag, and according to Norris
take a silver or pearl sq,uid. It has long been a favorite fish
in the South, and Dr. C. J. Kenworthy is quoted as furnishing valuable memoranda of a trip on which many were
caught. Strangely enough this fish bad no scientific designation until 1876, when it was found by Goode and Bean to
belong to a well known genus, and was described by tdem
and given its specific name •' in compliment to Mr. Eugene
G, Blackford, of New York oily, whose enthusiastic labors
have greatly aided all stndeutsof American ichthyology, and
who has added at least ten species to ihe fauna of the United
The red snapper frequents coral reefs and feeds on
States."
corals, prawns, squids, and the shoals of small fisheB, such as
Kilbourne's plate shows this highly-colored
mullets, etc
ig a baited hook.
fish 'O the life, in
Part four gives these well known fishes. The bluefisb,
Pomatomus saiUxrix, is the "Taylor" of Southern waters.
to the coasts

bama.

I
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THE BI/UEFI8H AND THE YELLOW PERCH.

men from

It is found all along our coast, when the temperature permits, but strangely it docs not occur in the Bermudas. Their
history, as first appearance on our coast some fifty years
ago ; and subsequent increase to their present numbers, is a
curious one and is given in detail, as well as instances of
(he rapacity of this ravenous fish which may be said to be
shark like in its destructiveness. Kilbourne has a life-like
portrait.
The yellow perch, Per ox Jluvialitis, is too well known in
all our Eastern ponds to need description.
It is the comperch of England.
would here call Prof. Goode's
attention to his statement
"Three species of fresh water—
the pike the perch and the turbot— are common to North
America and Europe,"
have not the slightest doubt
that he wrote burbot [Lota], which would be correct, and
this is of course a printer's error.
The yellow perch is one
of the first trophies of the juvenile angler, and the fish here
is represented by Kilbourne as taking a " red ibis," cast by
an unseen fisherman.
|

mon

We
:

We

THE MACKEREL AND THE WBAKl'lSU.
Part five is devoted to these fishes. The history and commercial value of the mackerel form an interesting chapter,
while Kilbourne's superb pictureof a freshly-caught fLh is
one of the finest bits of painting in the work. The iridescent
tints arc strikingly beautiful.
The weak fish" is called sea trout in tne South, and squeteague, or shortened into " squit," in the East.
There are
two species, Cynoscyon regalis and G. mroUnenm, which are
common, and another, ft nothui, which has been observed at
Charleston and about Florida. The range of the first is
from Cape Ann to the mouth of the St. John's River, and
possibly to the Guff of Mexico that of the second from the
Chesapeake to the Gulf and Lake Ponchartrain, Like many
other fishes it is known by many local names, among which
is that of the "bluefish" from Southern New Jersey to Virginia, while the Indian names of chickwit, squcteague and
snc.coteague prevail in New Eogland.
Its natural history is
not well understood. Kilbourne's plate is of its Northern
form, and is excellent.
;

THE POMPANO AND THE SEA BASS.
Part six gives a description of the Pompano, a

fish

but

known in the North ; and of the sea-bass or Southern
blackfish.
The pompano, Trachynotus carolinw, has gradually acquired favor among
York epicures within a few
years.
It has been a deserved favorite at
Orleans for a
long time, where it is usually called " pompeynose." It is a
lover of warm waters, and only visits Northern shores in
mid-summer, appearing on the southern coast of Massachusetts in June and July, and departing in September.
Prof.
Baird, in a report on the fishes of
Jersey, records their
capture by thousands in the sandy coves of the outer beach
near Beesely's Point. Mr. S. C. Clarke states that that they
spawn in March, in the open sea, near the inlet to Indian
River, Florida.
Kilbourne's bright golden pompano makes
a handsome plate.
The sea-bass, UeniroprMis atrarius, is called "blackfish "
in Southern waters and is a very common species.
In the
North they sometimes grow to six pounds' weight, but in
vbe South seldom exceed one pound. It does not make a
handsome picture, but Kilbourne has given a good one of
an extraordinarily large specimen.
little

New

New

New

THE KtNGl'ISH AND THE SHEEPSHBAD.
Part seven opens with the kiugfish, or barb, Mentiarruh
nebulouus, and its relative, the whiting.
The kingfish is
found about oyster beds, where it feeds upon the worms and
crustaceans which lodge among the shells. It has a barbel
on its lower jaw which is very sensitive, and which assists it
to find its food on the bottom.
It bites readily at a bait of
shrimp or soft clam. The Southern limit of the kingfish and
the Northern limit of the whiting are not yet defined, but
T
both species w ere collected by Dr. Yarrow and Prof. Jordan
at G <po Hatteras.
Kilbourne has caught their peculiar expression, as well as the color of freshly-caught fish.
Those
who have ouly seen this fish ou the market slabs might consider Kilbourne's color too light.
The sbeepshead, Arohosargus probatoce.phalux, must not be
confounded by our inland friends with their worthless fish of
the same popular name in the grea' lakes.
It is one of the
finest of marine table fishes, and is often sought by the
angler.
Its common name is appropriately given on account
of its sheep-like dentition. It is common to the coast in summer, south of Cape Cod. " It feeds with a grazing motion
upon barnacles aud shells, particularly young oysters, as they
grow, attached to stones and the piles of wharves. With its
incisoral teeth, reinforced by heavy jaws
and strong
muscles, it can easily nip off thick clusters of mollusks, anil
the process of grinding them is little more troublesome than
that of gathering." Kilbourne's sheepshead is contemplating
a group of mussels, and the broken shells below show how
they are crushed.

THE LAKE TROUT AND THE BONITO.
Part eight begins with the great lake trout, C'ristiwmer
namaycush, a fish that sometimes reaches a weight of one hundred and twenty pounds. They are usually found in the
same lakes with one or more kinds of whitefish, whose slow,
helpless movements render them an easy prey.
Prof. Goode
considers it probable that Ibis fish may have been developed
from the brook trout, as its affinities are with the latter
more than with the salmons. Its dentition is similar, and its
being peculiarto the lakes of North America which were surrounded by streams inhabited by trout make it appear possible. The lake trout, like the brook trout, showB a tendency
to variations in form and color, bo much so that each lake
has ils fish with distinctive marks, and which the local angler
stoutly maintains to be a distinct species. The late James W.
Milnn- was inclined to combat the theory that this fish fed
largely upon young whitefish, and Prof. Goode quotes him
at length.
Kilbourne presents to our view a line specimen
lying upon a bank.
The boBito, Stirda pdannys, and the tunnies, form the accompanying chapter. We do not know why Mr. Goode selected this fish, which is as uninteresting as a fish can be,
unless it was because Kilbourne had made a good picture
of

it.

THE RED FISU AND THE GRAYLING.

Number

nine is full of interest to both the salt and fresh
water angler, containing accounts of noble fish in both sea
The redfish, branded drum, red drum or
and stream
bass of the South Seimnops ocdhiiiu, is an important gameand
food fish from the Che-speak e to the Mexican boundary.
The fish is sadly in need of a characteristic name of its own,
for although ii lias one for each locality they are generally preoccupied.
In the Chesapeake and south to below Hatteras
it is called " drum " and is not distinguished by the fisher-

the large fish called by that name over a wider
In the Carolinas and Florida we meet the name
"bass" and its variations, "spotted bass," "red bass,"
"sea bass," "reef bass" and " channel bass."
The latter

range.

name only

refers to large specimens taken in the channels,
to distinguish from small "school bass" in shallower waters,
and has been mistaken for a distinctive name.
The redfish
grows to forty pounds or more, and their food and habits are
much like those of the striped bass. Kilbourne shows a
freshly-caught specimen in all ils beauty.
The grayling of Michigan, Tftymallw 1/rkolm, is a fruitful
theme on account of the few years since this fish was discovered in the United States.
Dr. Parker, of Grand Rapids,
Mich., described them as Thymallus rnichiganenus, at an
early day, but neglected to properly publish the name, and
so it has been supplanted by one given later by Cope.
We
do not quote the date given, knowing it to be an error of the
printer.
There are two other species; one in Montana,
named T.montanuz, byMilner, and Richardson's 1\ xignifer,
of the Arctic region, about Mackenzie's River.
A pen drawing of the latter is given and its enormous dorsal fin flares out
like a comet and is eyed like a peacock's tail.
Of the Michigan species Prof. Goode writes: "There has been much

discussion over the claims of the grayling as a game fish, and
It has many admirers and dewith which it was greeted ten
years ago has somewhat subsided, and it seems doubtful
whether a vote of the guild of American anglers would now
place it in the first rank of noble fishes."
very much
dislike to believe this, and are disposed to attribute the subsidence of the enthusiasm to the scarcity of the fish, now
nearly extinct, and the distance to i's habitat.
We certainly
have not abated in our worship (that's the word for it in our
case) of this graceful fish.
As for Kilbourne's picture we
think it fully equals his trout in beauty nnd truthfulness.
We expected to be'disappoioted in this picture, and were prepared to be severely critical, but we do not know where to
begin to find fault with it.
also its excellence for food.
tractors.
The enthusiasm

We

THE CALIFORNIA SALMON AND THB MFSKEt.r.UKGK.
Part ten, and last, opens with an essay on the quinnat salmon, by Livingston Stone. Mr. Stone's long experience in
gathering the eggs of this
fish entitles
him to be
considered
very
high
upon
authority
its
habits.
Stone
tells
us
the
fish
that
is
restricted
its
distribution to
the North
Pacific,
and its
range extends fromtheBay of Monterey to the Arctic Ocean,
and the coasts of Northeastern Siberia. It is taken in the
largest quantities in the Sacramento and the Columbia,
being the largest rivers on the coast, but is also found in the
smaller streams from California to British Columbia.
The
largest known specimen was taken in Ihe Columbia River,
and weighed eighty-three pounds. It readily takes a hook
in fresh water, but does not so readily take the fly.
Nothing
is known of its ocean history
it goes to sea at cer'tafn tinj< -s
and returns, but where they go, how they fare, or what motives guide their course no one can tell.
When they first
appear in the rivers they have deep-sea fish in their stomachs, and often have tooth marks of seals nnd sea lions upon
them. Mr. Stone gives a most interesting account of the life
history of this salmon in fresh water, which is unfortunately
too long for our space. He has qualified his former statement, that they all died after spawning, which was so severely
" Under
criticised some years ago when made, by saying
this head I will only say that it is probably true that those
nvn near the ocean return to the ocean and recover
tneir vitality but. those that pass the United Stales stalion
on the McCloud River in the summer never do." In investigating this subject Mr. Stone took testimony of all the white
Mr.
in

;

:

;

men who have

lived or worked on the river, aud all the Indians he could reach.
Kilbourne's picture is a fair one, representing a salmon with a hook in his jaw, and head and tail
out of water. The tail is somewhat foreshortened.
The muskellunge (as Prof. Goode chooses to spell it),
Msoz-hobilior, and its relatives the pike and pickerel form a
short chapter.
These fishes have been generally decried in
America, although the maskinonge (as we prefer to spell it)
has some friends and supporters. In Europe the common
pike, which is identical with our lake pike, or " great northern pickerel," E. lucius, is thought to be game of the highest character.
We do not like Kilbourne's picture; the BsB
was evidently a small, slim one, and he has exaggerated ils
snaky character by curving it in a singular manner.
" Catalogue of the Game Fishes of North America " follows.
In this are placed the fishes which are usually angled
lor, in the order of their relationships.
This is followed by
a "Provisional Map, showing the Geographical Distribution
of the Game Fishes of Eastern North America" In this
Prof. Goode, by a system of differently colored lines, shows
on the map the distribution of each fish treated of in the
work, according to the latest authorities. This map exhibits
at a glance the limits occupied by each fish, and one gets a
comprehensive view of the ranges of each epecies.
have before spoken of the " Game Fishes of the United
States "as a great work which will take rank in future with
Audubon's " Birds of North America," Wolfe's " Wild Animals," and Gould's "Humming Birds," in point of artistic
and scientific value, and will add that it is one that will in
crease in value with time.
As only a limited number were
printed and the stones destroyed, the present edition will be
the only one. It is not only an article of luxury but a necessity to the angler who hopes to keep up with the intelligence of the age.

A
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The Route to Newfoundland.- The following informais kindly furnished by a gentleman who has recently returned from Newfoundland: Steamers of the Allan line run
fortnightly from Baltimore to Halifax, N. B., and to St.
Johns, N. F. FromHalifax, steamers go frequently through
the Bras d'Or lakes to Sydney, C. B., and from Sydney the
tourist can reach St. Pierre de Miquelon in the Geerge Shaltuck, which leaves Halifax once a month for that port. The
steamer Curlew makes fortnightly trips between St. Pierre
and St. Johns, and once a month she calls at Sydney, C. B,
From St. Johns the northern ports of Newfoundland can be
Teached fortnightly by the Plover, Which during the months
of July, August and "September goes as far as Battle Haibor,
Labrador, connecting with another steamer •(this year the
Kite) which touches at very many of the fishing p'orts of
small st< atner,
Labrador, as far north as Cape Harrigan.
the Neptune, makes irregular trips during the summer
months between St. Johns aud Ihe northern ports of Newfoundland. Information should be obiained early in spring
from the agents of the various lines to enable the tourist to
tion

A

make

his plans.

Queen Victoria's birthday present to the Crown
Germany was a marble statuette of the do- of
Prince Waldemar, by Mr. Bohm.

of

PrincesB
the late

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
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SALT WATER

FKESII

VS.

WATER

FISHES.

B issue Of Fo-rkst ato Stream for Dec. 1 contains as a
motto Jor its rialiing columns an extract from the writings of H. W. Herbert, V. Iiicli affirms that, " with very few
BsceffliOus, tbe gaffl'e fisli are thofe which do n'o| confine
themselves eilLerto sail or fresh water, but visit one or the

Tl

I

other as their babll

r tfi

lirect them.''

•

This seoms l;o be one of the generalisations' of that great
writer, who, however, was familiar only with the fishes of
New England ami the Middle States, as known in his time.
Recent investigations show the incorrectness of these statements.
Professor Jordan iu a late work describes of bass, 7 spe4 species; pike, 3 species. Total, fourteen species
of game fish found east of the Mississippi and north of Norlh
Besides
Carolina, which inhabit fresh water exclusively.
these there are several species of Balmfonida, which live
wholly in freshwater; the lake trouts of Northern New
York and New England, as well as two species in the great

cies; perch,

,

lakes.

West of the Mississippi, in the waters of the great plains
and the Pacific slope, are other game fish which never visit
the sea.

Mr. Herbert

also affirms " that those

fisheB

which never

visit the salt water at all are unquestionably so much inferior to others, of the same family which run periodically to

the sea, that they are with difficulty recognized as belonging
while of those
to the same order with their roving brethren
cone ol winch are known to leave fresh water, but two or
three kinds are worth taking at all, and even these are not to
be compared with the migratory fish."
Either Mr. Herbert had never tasted the brook trout of
Wisconsin and Michigan, lire siscorett, the black bass, the
mnscsflonge, the great Northern pike, the pike-perch, and
white-fish "IT the great lakes, (considered by many to be the
best of fresh water fishes), nunc of which visit, the sea— or he
might have brought with him his British prejudices.
Another of Mr. Herbert's theories was that there were no
large trout in America, and that trout in this country were
crjnflned to small slre-ons, and never occurred in rivers of
any size. He had never fished the Maine lakes, the Penobthe Rjsligouchc or the Novelle in
scot, or the M-igallaway
Canada or the big rivers of Lake Superior. His experience
was confined to the trout brooks of New Sfork and New England. As fat as that went his writings and descriptions are
valuable, and as one of the earliest of our sporting writers,
especially so, but he did not live to know the works of the
new School of American observers and wiifeis upon natural
history and field sports. Perhaps they also will appear obsoS. C. C.
lete in 1930.
;

—

—
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fish of 111b. swiftly shoot upward from behind the
stone where she lay, and, regardless of the white, stringylooking gut wabbling over her nose, take down the quiet
commonplace teal-drake wing.
" As regards trout fishing, the matter is a much more diffidoubt.
cult one lo settle, if it ever will be settled, which
Mr. Brander prelers opaque gut, while Cornubian' argues
in favor of tne unstained material, because it "is far less
observable in the water than the stained," having tested it on
theUsk; and, iu Thi Field of the llHh, Mr. Francis lends
the weight of his wide experience in upholding this clear gut
theory.
I cannot, in the limits of a letter, enter fully into
the discussion here opened up. I trust others will give the
results of their experience
allow me lo state mine."
" Your correspondents, in their strictures against the use of
stained gut, fall into the common error of trying to prove
too much. Granting, for a moment, that unstained gut, as
a general ride, is superior to the dyed material, I would ask
Are there no exceptional cases in which the bitter is not only
preferable but absolutely necessary if you want to kill? 1
hold there are.
And these instances are so numerous and
critical that 1 am constrained, in the absence of further
proof, toreducctheni all to one broad, general rule, universal
in its application and true in all circumstances.
In every
condition of water, weather and sky, whether clear or discolored, Still or broken; calm, wet or windy; bright or dull,
stained gut is an essential. This rule, however is constantly
violated by indiscreet anglers.
Some stain their gut overstrenglh; others, the great majority, use colors which, when
the gut is drawn through the water, must convince the astute
trout that the deception is too 'thin.' The great thing to
be aimed at is to get a dye which will harmonize with that
dull grayish-blue fight which floats between sky and water
when seen from the trout's point of view. Opaque gut cannot give you this, still less can clear gut. Accordingly, we
must resort to staining. Logwood, copperas, coffee and tea,
however skillfully combined, produce too strong a dye.
After long experience 1 have come lo the conclusion ihst,
to obtain that light gray slate shade, a mixture of walnut and
ink, well diluted, is about the nearest approach one can make
Mr. Francis' test of stained
in the present state of matters.
gut, by placing it in a large glass globe filled with water,
The conditions here are not the same as
is not to the point.
in a river, with its rapid current, its swirls and eddies, its
combination of shade, sunshine, and shadow which trees
and hills and passing clouds help to deepen or soften these
and many other circumstances of river life render the comparison one sided and the test fallacious.
" In fishing a stretch of not over-deep fly water, you observe
an exceptionally heavy trout leisurely feeding in mid-channel.
The sun is not over bright, the current is not too swift, but
nicely broken an odd fly is only coming down now and
again, just serving to whet his appetite and disarm his suspicion the cast is not a long one, and you are eager to draw
The case is now on its trial stained vs. unstained
blood.
gut.
What will the verdict be?"
We will continue this subject from The, Field and other
papers, and would invite our correspondents to give their
views.
It will be seen that there are two questions at issue
the best color, and the dye which does not impair the strength
of the gut.

WORM

GUT.

I

'

:

:

—

—

;

THE

color and quality of gut is a most important topic
He may have the best
of consideration lo the angler.
Of rods and the strongest of lines, but if the gut tint composes his leader, or "casting line," as it is called in England,
be of poor quality, or contain one poor strand, his whole
In gut the first requisites are
outfit is rendered worthless.
strength and pliancy, and it is not easy to judge of these.
The color is important, and there are many receipts for rendering the gut invisible to the fish, which SM it from below
Some of the coloriug
against a cloud, a tree, or a clear sky.
processes employed render the gut brittle. There have been
lengthened discussions ou this subject in the London Field,
which tire still being carried on, and we propose to quote
from them foi our readers, without expressing any opinion
on them at present.
Mr. Francis Francis says "I quite agree with your correspondent as lo staiue.l gut— viz., that a deep slain makes it
brittle and more easily to be seen in the water than gut which
If you want to prove this, get some strands of
is unstained.
gut stained of various shades, take a glass shade such as you
tmt, over ferns, etc, half fill it with water, lay the strands on
the surface of the water, and then look at them from below
with only the sky for a background, and I doubt if you will
ever staiu cut again. The color which is affected by many
anglers, particularly some of our Winchester friends, is perand as
I have seen it often almost black
fectly absurd.
they use very iiue-drawn gut, it is almost impossible to tie it
in a knot if kept ao}r time, and when on calm water you can
if it must be colored at all, the
see It any disiance off.
If you can only dim the
palest smoke color is sufficient.
exceeding brightness of new gut, it would be far better than
any stain. 1 have heard of waxing the gut slightly, but
though that would dim i! and waterproof it slightly, would
it not materially add to the weight?''
Another correspondent, Mr. John L. Moinlaws, of Scotland, writes '-Fine fishing, go where you may, is a necessity

PIKE FISHING THROUGH THE

IQB:

!

:

;

.

our day, more especially on open public rivers. I have
been charged with having underrated the light, delicate
casting powers of English" anglers, but most unjustly so.
On lie contrary, 1 have had occasion frequently to admire
in

t

skill and deftness which several of these fisherexhibit! d on reaches of water difficult to approach and
dour to kill in. But then I said to myself, Matters are pretty
here iu Scotland we have little or no private water on
even
any river of importance; our best fly reaches are daily waded
over by hundreds of anglers. The same
li and fished
thing is repeated during the long summer nights; and although our streams present more "rough broken water than
the English rivers, where the current' is more sluggish and
canal-like, still we on the Tweedside have to deal with trout
as wary and wide-awake, as well fed and willful, as any down

and envy the

men

'

;

.

south.'

"Such being the case, two questions naturally present themOf what color and quality should my gut consist?
selves
These two points deal with the whole subject raised by your
correspondents. A third one might be suggested— the length
I would briefly refer to the first—viz.,
of eacii casting line.
:

color,

" This

a much disputed point. For salmon fishing I consider stained gut quite superfluous, though its use is perfectly
What does a salmon iu its sober senses take a
harmless.
gaudy parson or a glittering Jo ck Scott for, and why? Let
this matter be settled before, wc become ov. r-finical in
our notions of dyeing. I have seen a Galashiels weaver,
lie' after it hsd b; en carefully
COHltng down over a salmon
fished some half dozen times, hook and kill the capricious
brute which had obstinately rejected the most templing
looking Hies noosed on to one of Fallow's finest stained gill
There
lines
that wcavci 'S tackle was a caution to behold.
watno disguise about the gut fl was double twisted, old,
worn, frayed and unstained. Vet I saw from the high bank,
With the forenoon sun glaring upon the water, the dainty
is

'
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Lhwiston, Me., Jan.
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Editor Forest and iSlrmm:
Among the winter sports of the people of our State there
is none more vigorous nor exciting than that of taking the
It is one of
pike, or pickerel as we call if, through the ice.
those sports which have an exhilarating effect upon the human system, and instead of faiigue one feels refreshed the
day after.
Pickerel bite well after the ponds have just frozen over,
and the fishermen like to get on the ice about as soon as it
Talk with an incorrigible angler for
will bear their weight.
half an hour and you will generally find him full of old
chimney corner superstitious and traditions of the forest aud
One of the current beliefs is that the first time a
stream.
green hand goes out he is hound to have good luck. Another
tradition is that pickerel sometimes swim or scoot on a down
grade, and that when they have their nostn pointed toward
the bottom, you can't catch one, if your piikerd biit were
peaches and cream.

The piscatorial belief in Ihe influence of Ihe signr of the
almanac is profound. And your sly old fisherman generally
" When the
consults his almauac before he catches his bait.
1 don't
signs are in the belly they'll bite well every time.
know what the meaning of it is, but I s'posti they're hungry,"
said a yeteran whom we consulted on the zodiaud question.
Fish will not bite well when they are spawning. Tbeirtnauy
"Fish are die tdfill contraits afford a wide range of study.
trary critters," is the way ihe aforesaid veteran bums up his
philosophy.
When tne pickerel fisher finds the signs and the weather
he takes his dip-net. and goes down to the river
ight,
These foolish little fish are atafter live minnows for bail.
tracted into the tine meshes by meal liberally fed to ihera.
The pickerel doesn't relish dead food, and must be caught
with live bait. The fun of pickerel fishing h in your ability
Twenty-five is a
to have so many strings a-going at once.
number, although two men can fish with 40.
Cutting ihe holes through the ice 5b fuc, if you have, u
but
sharp chisel and the ice isu't over lour inches thick
when you have two feet of solid freeze under you, and all
old axe with which to penetrate it, it's more like business.
Two men generally go together, and one Bats the sticks and
The man
awanges the lines while the Other mite the holes.
gels the bottom and adjusts his bait
ffhrj sets the lines first
about two feet above it more or less, perhaps, according to
fair

;

—

The lines are attached to
idea of the correct thing.
poles set in the ice at au angle of about 15 degrees, over the
Each line is also loop. d over a bob screwed loosely
boles.
on the pole, so that when a pickerel bites and darts oil', the
bob is turned and forms across with the longer stick, thus
signaling to the fisherman.
One of the ways of Ihe pickerel is to chew bis bait a little
When ihe pickwhile, and this is in favor or his catcher.
erel begin to bite before the lires are all set, as they frequently do, the excitement is at its pitch. " There goes
one 1" shouts one man. " There's another 1" suouts his chum,
his

own

dropping his axe and running to pull him up; and when the
25 or 40 lines are all in aud are pulling sharp, who then
Lew is.
wouldn't be a pickerel fisher f

to

:

seas navigation."

TROUT AND SALMON

Hei
that almost everj body wants.

'i'. .to.

NORTH CAROLINA.
0.,

Dec.

22, 1881.

:

September I captured two specimens of saloionidiv.
in Mill Creek, McDowell county, differing from the brook trout,
Saihio fonlinaUs. I recently forwarded them to Prof. Baird, and
" WashI have received from him to-day the following letter:
Dear Sir— Dr. Bean reports that of
ington, D. C, Dec. 21, 1S81:
the two specimens sent bv vou on this 24th of November, tha
the
salmon,
and
one of
tlie
land-locked
inches is
small one of T
Yours truly, Spen8 iuchee is the California front. Satruo iridia.
During

last

A
l

cer P. Baird."

The above specimens are ot the planting of 1880, and it affords
meg-rest pleasure to record the fact that tbeyaie flourishing in
North Carolina. Mill Creek contains but few brook trout, but is
of the same pore character of moat of the head streams of 'Western Carolina. Over two hundred land-locked salmon were taken
iu John's River, Burke county, the past spring, but most all were
returned to the water alive from the traps, and the latter (18 in
number) torn out aud destroyed by influential citizens by authority
S. G. Won™, Sun't Fisheries.
of law.

STICLKEBACK BEEEDPNG.-Cineiimati, O.— To articles which
1 am able to add tho
following A water temperature of 60 to 70 degrees P. seems to be
the most favorable during breeding time. After the female has
deposited the eggs and left Ihe nest the male chases her away from
the nest and enters it himself, remaining in it from two to three
minutes. After this he closes tho hole out of which he aud the
female left the nest and takes his position before tho entrance,
fanning the eggs day and night, only leaving thein to take a little
food, lie lakes the eggs out of the nest from time to time to assort
them, carrying away the bad ones aud placing the good ones hack
iuthonestl This is done some days four times. The number of
eggs in oue deposit of a female is from 3u to 40, and about live
-tooi deposits are made into different nests iu intervals of about a
week. Only two-thirds of them, however, become young fish.
Considering that one male takes the eggs of four to five females in
one nest, and after these are hatched goes to housekeeping agaiu
until the hot weather approaches, he can get up a pretty numerous
family in one season. Sticklebacks are :. intelligent fish. The
first s'ticklebaoK that eugaged iu nest building in one of our aquaria had, having the rirst pick, used np idl the best building material,
and when he had completed building hardly any was left, A second
one. which had also commenced building, had no other chance to
ill,!;, rial than bv stealing it from tho nest of the other.
To
that effect he made himself appear too busy to notice anything
elhc than his own affairs.
But as soon as the other stickleback
left his nest to "make improvements on it" or to "go comtiug"
to the other end of the tank, he sneaked through the cavity of the
rockery— taking advantage of every stone or plant to bide behind
and keeping close to the bottom— to the other one's neat. Hero no
time was lost with a good mouthful of building -material he returned just as carefully over the same road to his own nest, which
was one-third time as fur as if he had used the straight road. Once
he was caught iu the act of stealing and a fearful tight followed,
which lasted about five inhiutcs,".uud was finally decided by the
females, who took part for the thief and drove the other back to
his asHte. The twelfth day after the eggs are deposited tho young
The old ones should now be taken
fish make their appearance.
auother
iiwny from them, as tlicv will eat them, and placed
aquariam, well stocked "with plants. About half an hour after introduction
then- new home they commence to build a new nest
Perhaps
in
constructing
it.
but no* not so much pains are taken
that iu higher temperature the eggs would need less protection.
-.nuts given by other authors we find stated " that sticklebacks always place their nests where the sun can strike them."
We have just found the contrary. Our experiments Bxtend over
three seasons during that time we have raised hundreds of young
sticklebacks, ot which some are yet alive, now being one year old.

have been published ou the stickleback
:

;

m

m

;

;

— Hl.iiO MimEKTT.

SCOTLAND.—

CARP

Douglas Gall, near DalIN
AllEVUCAN
You will
beattie, Scotland, Deo. Mi.-Fddor Forest and Stream
he pleased to hear that the leather carp which Professor Baird so
kindly sent to the care of Mr. E. G. Blackford, New York, for mo,
oe safely lauded iu this country and are now swimming about in a
.-

:

large tank inside the hatching-house of the Solwaj Fishery, where
they will haure of the water here
made for them nntnd
varies from 3S to on dog
mystery nbtHit carrying
too cold for them. I fea
,

.;

.l:iv,

''ScytbiS

NOV,

23,

to ''heave-to

"

a
On

i

'.Mi

ho

for 33

of the boats carried a\
ehituuev-staek of tha d

ght through thus- e fearful gale.-., Wedueablew with hnr •icane force and we had
rs: the wh« '-In ise was stove-iu, and one
-r
roi - iii" d ,-rk, knocking down the
...

lraeamBn were, disabled.

illy cut about the head,
one ba.ing two ribs bro
let white all thia was going oil the
and tlie other two lamas
carp behaved extremely well I gave tliei some fresh water four
water twice daily; also
times during the voyage aud aerated rh
gave them a little oatmt s.l and boiled pot
A. W, AciusrEAO.
.

i

-

,

" Vanitt FoJU," the well-known smoking tobaceo rnamid by Messrs. Win. S. Kimball & Co., Rochester, N.
maintains its superiority over all other brands. It is of
uniform excellence, and the smoker can always count on
.

1*.,

finding his

"Vanity Fair"

just right.

There are several

different brands, giving grades of strength, to suit the

has
In

netebo

IN

Raletoh, N.
Editor Forest and Stream

ing tastes of those

;

CI.XT1 1BB.

Mr. E. M. Stilwell. one of the Maine Commissioners of Fisheries and Game, Professor Spencer E. Baird Rays
"There iu a Very great promise of success in cultivating lobsterson a largo scale by inclosing them in small salt water bays, where
there is a free circulation of water, and the egress of tho lobsters
can bo prevented by grating or netting. They can ho fed, as I understand, very largely upon clams, aud will not only grow very
rapidly under such circumstances, but carry on the propagation
of the young. The young can either be kept iutbe inoiosure or
go out to sea and increase the supply in the vicinity. This ir, by
fai. t lie most feasible way of solving the problem iu regard to the
depletion of lobsters along the coast of Maine and the Provinces,
la there any provision iu the fishery lawB of Maine by which an individual undertaking this work can prevent unauthorized persons
from going in aud reaping the benefit when tho individual cultiOf course no
vator actually owns or leases the adjacent shore?
man will ho willing to go into the business unless he can bo protected, and if there is uo provision in Maine; as there is in Massachusetts, by which the Fish Commissioners can tease a pond to
particular 'individuals for the purpose of propagating fish and seenre to them thereby exclusive rights in the waters, it would be
well to have such a provision, with tho understanding that it is to
apply to salt waters as well as to fresh. If the experiment proves
as successful as I confidently anticipate and believe it will be, it
will add enormously to the resources of tho State, as there are
hundreds of localities where such pondscouldbe established to tho
best advantage. Of course I suggest no interference with high

;
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January

won
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more.

lots of

who
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vary-

The "Vanity Fair"
and deserves many
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FIXTURES.
1882.
BENCH SHOWS.

January

Terre Haute, lud., Fifth Annual Bench Sliow.

J.

B. Harris

7.

rotuj,
I'll

Second Annual Bench Show. H.

N. B,

tsnmgj Pa.

ion Show.

Chas. Lincoln Superlnten-

dent.

;

FIELD TRIALS.
September.

,

This trait is especially lo be cultivated when trying to
You should
a careful, tender-mouthed retriever.
always handle with the greatest care any article that you are
teaching him to bring. There appears to be something in
the careful manner in which you handle the object lhat is
potent to impress upon his mind a corresponding carefulness
in taking hold of it that is KOt apparent when l>.e object is
training.
roughly thrown upon the ground aud we have frequently
The careful reader will readily understand that our so- taken psins to go, and with ostentatious care lay the article
"
called
fancy training" is in reality not so useless as Bome down instead of throwing it, aud have in this way succeeded
would-be critics would have us believe but is a part of our in obtaining the best of results, especially when our dog was
system whereby we not only bring out our pupil a "killing" a little inclined to be rough or hard-mouthed.
dog but we make of him an intelligent companion andelevate
There is one rule that we have carefully observed for many
him to our own sphere, as it were, and by the wonderful de- years, and we can assure you that it is well worthy your convelopment of his reasoning faculties we not only greatly in- sideration. We never allow a pup to retrieve a bird his first
crease his capacity for intelligently entering into the enjoy- season, until we bave first handled it, and found that it was
ment of the ever changing phases of our woodland sports, but stone dead. Yeu should allow him to point it for a short
we greatly add to our own pleasure in witnessing the mar- time and then daintily pick it up ; and, after smoothing out
velous manifestations of reason and intelligence that he will Ihe feathers very carefully, lay it down in front of him,
display in his encounters with some wary patriarch of the taking care that he can see your every motion.
Now retreat
forest, whose tricks and subterfuges will outvie the wily
By
a few steps and very quietly bid him "bring dead."
8trategems of a Tallyrand.
pursuing this course you will improve, not only his mouth,
There are many things that you can readily teach your but his steadiness as well and also give. him a chance to bepupil after you once get him fairly started on the road, for come acquainted with the difference in the scent between a
the more you teach him and Ihe inore pains you take with live and a dead bird; and so render him less liable to make a
him the more readily will he understand what you wish. mistake by pouncing upon a close-lying bird that chances to
You must use great caution when you begin teaching him to be near where he has marked the dead bird down.
bring anything that is new to him and be very sure that he
Having intimated in the first chapter that we are in favor
will understand your orders before you issue them.
This of using the whip when it is nealtd, we will briefly explain.
point is worthy your careful consideration and you should As we have before stated we never use the whip until our
strive to make yourself perfectly understood at oil times.
pupil's education is complete, and there is no occasion to reThis you can easily do by closely watching his disposition sort to it even then, unless our orders are willfully disobeyed.
and the workings of his mind as he performs bis tasks, bome When we find that our pupil is willful, aud deliberately redogs are possessed of remarkable reasoning faculties and ap- fuses to perform his task, we seek occasion to give him a
pear intuitively to understand just what you wish, while others lesson that he will never forget. We are very careful to
are slow to learn and require more time to develop their select an occasion for punishment when the order disobeyed
latent powers.
From personal experience we are well satis- is of a passive character, like To ho or Charge, as better refied that the former requires to the full as much painstaking,
sults are obtained than when the command is of an active
careful handling as the latter in order to perfect his educaProvided with a heavy whip, we lake the oppornature.
tion, and make of him a steady, reliable dog. Therefore, untunity when our pupil is very much engaged about, something
see
exemplified
less you wish to
the truth of the old saying lhat will be pretty sure to cause him to disobey, and give
" quick learned, quick forgotten," go slow, and be very sure him the order to Charge. If we are positive lhat he plainly
that every step in each lesson is well learned before yon understands and willfully refuses to obey, we instantly lake
advance any further. You should never ask your dog to him by the collar in such a manner that he cannot bite nor
bring anything that will tax his powers tooseverely, especially break away, and repeating the order, strike him once with
should this rule be observed until his education is complete.
Retaining our hold, we calmly wait without
all our force.
Your judgment will tell you better than to bid him bring speaking, long enough to slowly count ten. We then repeat
you should likewise the order and blow simultaneously. This we continue until
the crossbar or a piece of custard pie
refrain from asking him to bring you anything that is hard our judgment tells us that he has had enough.
You may
or bulky, at least until he has arrived at maturity and is well depend upon it that a dozen blows thus administered will acestablished in all his lessons. Many good retrievers are complish more in the way of reform lhan a hundred
ruined by allowing them to bring articles that they are thrashings as generally indicted, for your pupil not only
obliged to grasp hard in order to hold on to. For this reason
knows why he is punished but he has plenty of time between
we never allow our dog to bring our knife nor anything of the the strokes to reason it all out, and he will surely conic to the
kind, for just so sure as this is allowed just so sure will the conclusion that you really want him to charge when you give
dog acquire the habit of pinching his birds.
the order; and that Ihe best thing that he can do is to inWe once owned one of the best retrievers that we ever stantly obey. Unless he is uncommon)}' stubborn, you will
saw. In an evil hour we bade him carry into the house find that one or two such whippings will last him hislifetime.
the earthen plate from which he had eaten his dinner.
You must be ver}' careful to issue your c mmands in your
After this it became the regular thing for him to do at every
ordinary tone of voice ; and on no account must you display
meal, but also that dainty, delicate mouth, which had been the least sign of anger or impatience and as soon as you are
our pride and boast, was gone forever, and after this every bird through with the punishment you must speak a few kindly
that he brought that was not stone dead, would show the words to him in order to let him understand that you are
marks of his teeth. We are well aware that there is a great still his lovicg friend. As soon as he recovers a little, you
difference in dogs in this respect, and that we occasionally
~h' u?d repeat your order, which he will at once obey, when
see one that will bring anything that he can drag along and
you must pet and praise him without stint, thus indellibly
at the same time he will hardly ruffle a feather of a strugimpressing upon his mind that the way of the canine transgling bird ; but for fear that you may not possess such a para- gressor is hard aud that obedience will bring a sure reward.
gon we advise you to be very careful about trying any ex- We very much dislike to punish a dog but if this has lo be
periments that may ruin your dog, especially when there is done, we greatly prefer that the lesson should be given before
no practical benefit, to be derived lhat is at all commensurate we take him into the field, as the knowledge thus imparted
with the risk that you run. Your hat and gloves and slip- may prevent the necessity of resorting to this extreme when
pers, you can safely allow him to bring you, and it will take
among the birds.
but little time to teach him this if you carefully follow the
You can even teach him
instructions that we have given.
GEKJIAN HUNTING DOGS.
by constant practice to distinguish between them so that
when you send him for either one he will make no mistake,
New Yonit. Dec. 22, 1881.
but, understanding your order, bring Ihe ariicle you wish.
Editor Forest and Ulrearn :
In order to teach him this you should first accustom him to
I saw in your paper of the 10th Dec. a short description or the
bring each article and at the same time to take pains to teach German dachshund, the schwelsshund, and Iheir use. Thinking
him its name. Take, for instance, your hat, and after plac- it of interest to some of your many readers I will give a abort
ing it in his mouth, bid him " bring the hat," and be sure description of the dogs used iu Germany for sporting pm poses.
The English setter and pointer are used as well as iu the United
to use the same language every lime lhat you practice him
There are in GerStates, but you will find very few retrievers.
'Ihe same course should be pursued with the gloves
at this.
many two similar breeds of dogs used for partridge, pheasant,
or any other article that you may wish.
After he has had snipe, woodcock and other shooting, called kurz hanrigi >•,', uituher
practice enough to bring readily the article desired you can
\aMti md (smooth-haired) and fang haarigBr (teutxeher jagdhund
place several articles close together. Put your hat and gloves (Ions-haired). The former is very like the English pointer, with
with his ball aud other light articles, then order him to bring which ho shares the derivation from the old Spanish pointer, but
the hat, should he pick it up at the first trial, as he is very much stronger in his whole make up. The English heavy pointers,
which are much in fashion now, are, however, almost as strong as
likely to do, yon must praise and pet him, and as you talk
they are, and the well known champiou Wagg, winner of many
to him you should speak the word "hut "in order to imprizes at English and German dog shows, who was considered in
press upon his memory the meaning of the word.
This England a typical dog of his race, looked Vjtt'yrnuoh like a German
should be done iu an intelligent manner, perhaps by saying smooth-haired tagdhund. The color of these sinoolli-haired dogs
he " is a good dog to bring the hat," just as you would talk is liver, white and liver, or whito aud black. Of the long-haired
Should he pick up his ball, or any other article, dogs, liver, white and liver, red, cr black and whito. They have
to a boy.
coarser hair than the English setters. Both kindE are Used for
at once tell him to "drop," and repeat the order for the hat,
and do not allow him to bring you anything else- After he the same purposes. They will, if of a good breed, point as well
as any English pointer or setter, and range as speedy as they do,
brings the hat readily every time, you can change to somebnt are very obedient to their handler. Ibis id of Speeia
Evan
thing else, your gloves for instance; but until he has learned tage when in Bearch of pheasant or woodcock iu a thick cover,
the meaning of the words and brings the articles readily, do
where, to order, they will only range a short dutance from their
not place the hat ucar tliem, nor where he can see it, as it handler. Both kinds are extremely good retrievers. Thej are
may confuse him. When he has become accustomed lo the very hardy, and can do their work in very warm weathei needing
gloves you can place the hat with them and be will soon un- very little water in comparison to the English setters ann pointers;
derstand which to bring. This course should be pursued The long-haired tadghuud will also do the worl; of the water
spaniel, for be is very fond of going into the wain
with each article, and in a short time he will understand the tremely good swimmer, and cares little for bitter cold weather,
or
meaning of the words; and when you send him for any ar- even the ice covering the surface, but will go into the water
ticle that you have thus taught him the name of, he will
where you send hiru to stir up some wild ducks hidden iu the
seldom make a mistake. While teaching your pupil to re- reeds, or to retrieve a wounded or dead bud. Both kinds Kill sit
during a battue motionlesB at your feet, without attenq.'.j
trive, you should never allow yourself to become careless,
nor let him do this work in a slovenly manner. Always in- follow the passing game, but when ordered will retrieve anything
they can carry, or kill a wounded fox. I have seen BOme of the
sist upou a perfect performance of his task, for if he is once
m ;i
smooth-haired kind, which are a little stroi
k.ins, realio wed to depart from the accustomed manner that you have
trieve largo old hares, carrving thcni at nil J
t or h ha mile.
taught bini he is sure to get the impression that this is right Thoy will follow you when stalking on deer, going iu the meet
and pleasiug to you, and you will have a harder task to set cautious manner, avoiding any noiso which would frighten away
him right than you would to have kept him straight the deer, and, if properly broken, wdl not run aftoi
Mi er
this,
he will be you have shot. I saw some of these dogb long employed iu the
in the first place and worse than
be very liable to become confused and fail to understand forests doing also the work nf the. eehweisahnnd, following the coM
blood of a deer. But this quality isftmnd]
ddoni, and only
just what you want; therefore, firmly insist upou implicit
dogs are used for a long time in the forests, They are exobedience'to your ordosr, and uever allow yourself to deviate if the
tremely courageous, and will defend their master against uuy
one iota from Ihe course that you have marked out.
assault), be it by men or boasts, wild boars or any other animal".
We have ever found that all intelligent dogs are very prone Notwithstanding this they are of a very gentle nature, when nqt
to look to their masters for guidance andinstinctively to
provoked, ami are gotid playmates for children. During the last
fifteen years the German breeds have been much nfixad with
take their cue from them as to their behavior. You should
English blood, hut for the last live years liii.rl,
u
done to
take every advautage of this trait, and by cod and collected
the old German races pure.' One club at Hauuovoi
behavior, underfill circumstances, striv: to impart to your keep

make

;

.i-jnu irj

Maich

plishment should you ever get in a " hot corner " on a duck
pass, and not only Bave yourself much worry, but also spare
your dog much labor, by bidding him drop his dead bird and
first secure the wounded one, which may make good its escape unless attended to at once. The same thing often occurs in quail shooting, and many birds are lost that might be
brought to bag, did your d >g hut understand this fancy
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National American liennel flub Field Trials on Prairie
II. Dew, coimnbla, Temi., Secretary.
December. National American Kennel Club Field Trials on Quail,
Grand Junction, Tenn. D. Brysou, Memphis, Tenn., Secretary.

Chlekeus.

Jos.

YANKEE.
BY JEROME BUKNKTT.

r\ ONCERN 1NG dogs— you ought
^
The
Yankee
we

to

know

pointer
call
;
He's smart and sharp and full ot " go,"
And never dull nor cranky.

Bring forlh the gun, ho leaps to
In all his proud elation
He's eager tor the joyous strife,
The soul ot animation.

;

lite

;

;

Say but the word, he's right with you,
Whate'cr the wind or weather,
He'll take the. Held and work It through,

And never miss a teather.

And when he strikes the subtle trail,
You'll watch him every minute,
His action shows he cannot fall,
Because his soul

Is In It*

Then when the steady point Is made,
The climax he intended,
NO workmen better knows his trade—
'Tls art

and nature blended.

'the rigid form, the foot upraised,
The breast that's gently swelling,

The beaming eye

so often praised,

of rarest sport are

telling.

A picture tls, here rudely done,
(j[

A

;

wondrous combination,

pose of grace, that e'er has
Our greatest admiration.

won

one that's true and tried,
we hive no clearer;
may come, whate'er betide,
love can be slncercr.

It tells of

As

friend

WUate'er

No

He's taught us much thai, men receive
Their doubt with faith to leaven,
For knowing him we can believe
That good dogs go to heaven.

;

TRAINING
IN

VS.

BREAKING.

TEN PUBIS— OH AP. TI.— CONTINUED.

desire that your dog become proficient in
SHOULD you
no
department of this accomplishment, there

the fancy

is

end to the tricks that you may teach him but until he is
fairly proficient in bringing his bit of meat and ball, you
should confine your practice strict ly to these; for although
he may understand you and readily bring anything that you
may ask him to, you will find it the better way to go slow
and sure, ever bearing in mind that anything that is worth
your while to teach him, should be taught in a thorough
manner, that he may not forget it should it happen lhat he
should go a few days without beiog called upon to perform
;

We

like our dog to carry, as well a9 to fetch, and deliver
and we wish him
his bird to our companion who has shot it
so well trained thai he will carry any article and lay it down
at the word " drop'' in any place lhat we may designate.
This he may be taught to do understandingly if you pursue
the proper course with him. To teach him this, you will require an assistant, who should be one of your own family, or
;

some one that the dog is well acquainted with. When you
give the first lesson, your assistant should be a few feet from
you. Calling your pupil to you, give him his ball and bid
him " carry" it, at the same time motioning with your hand
Your a'-sistant should not
in ihe direction that he is to go.
say a word, but should merely hold out his hand for the ball,
and when the dog delivers it, e should praise and pet him a
little, while you should make make much of him, and if he
has performed the task in a pleasing manner, reward him
with a bit of meat. After a few lessons of this kind, the distance can be gradually increased and he will soon carry as
If Ihere is any difficulty in
far as he can see your assistant.
getting him started right, let your assistant take the ball and
stud him to you, until he understands what is wanted, which
he will do after a few lessons. Of course, you have told him
to "drop" every time that be delivers anything to you, and as
he knows the meaning of the word, it will be an easy task to
teach him to lay down his ball or bit of meat in any place
In order that he may learn to
that vou really wish him to.
do this in a. proper manner and readily drop his burden at
the word, and instantly leave it without regret and come to
you, we will commence at the beginning and give him th.order for tlie first time when he is close to us, and with our
hand extended as if to take it. As soon as he opens his
mouth the hand should be instantly removed and the article
allowed to drop on the ground. At once praise and pet him
I

and give him to understand that this is all right. On no account must you pick up the article or he may be led to think
that he should have delivered it into your hand as usual, nor
should you allow him to pick it up, but at once call him
away and interest him with something else. This will be
enough for the first lesson. This should be repeated until
he appears lo understand what is required, before you attempt to increase Ihe distance. Your pupil must be made
to understand that when he hears the order to drop he must
instantly lose his hold, and leaving the article, at once obey
whatever signal you may give him. You should so teach
him that when coining in with anything that you have ordered him to bring lie will at the word drop it and wheel at
the motion of the hand iu any direction that you may indiYou will derive no little benefit from this accomcate.
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pupil a steadiness that will ever be to

you a source

of pride.
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has done a groat deal for our dogs, through giving good
dog shiiwn and field trials and fey founding a stud-

pfl£.QS for
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sufficiently described iu your
oliweiarfmnd
of the 18th Den, I need only add that they are especially
the •' Debtor, " the mountains in the south of the
Kingdom of Hanover. au<l in the " Ifarz." the liuibcreovered mountains to the centre of Gcrmanv, whore plentv
of deer are found. The foresters in those two contries are
renowned as good trainers or these dogs, which become very wild
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improperly treated.

The dachshund is employed to hunt, the fox and tho badger. A
the noble Tray of hunting the fox with hounds is an impossibility
in Germany, excapt in tome verv small sections, the fox is not
spared for this purpose, but is killed whenever found to preserve
the other gamo, to which cunning Reynard does much damage.
Insprim;. » hen a lux hole is found with u litter of young Ones,
you send the dachshund in at one of the entrances, lifter closing
the other ones vrith stones, earth or nets, if the bitch it in the
bole the dachshund will attack bur and drive her to the central
chamber of the hole, where she will defend her puppies. The dog
Mill either lull her, drag her to daylight and afterward the young
ones, or he will make such a noise by constantly giving tongue
that you will be enabled to dig through the earth just to the point
Where the to* in lying iu order to kill trim and take the puppies
Tf several old foxes are in one hole you will generally need
out.
several doga, for a single one becomes too tired. I have seen them
como tumbling back to daylight, wounded, covered with blood and
half suffocated, and, after recovering for half a minute, again
enter the bole, more eager than evur to attack their natural enemy.
lies Hie fox retires and tries to go to daylight, where he is
either shot or caught in the nets. Badgers are hunted iu the
dame manner, but you roust only use the most Courageous dogs
for this purpose, because the badger is much stronger than tho
fox and would kill tho dog immediately if he is not very skillful
and bold and, in tho second placa the badger will, if not constantly occupied by the as-anlts of tho dog, turn round, dig further iuto tho earth "and. in a short time, pntso much earth between
him and the dog that the latter, though also digging, cannot follow
him. In some mountainous parts of Germany the dachshund is
also used to do the work of the schweL-shund, for he is gifted with
a very keen nose in some other parts, also, to drive wild boars
out of thick covers. The dachshund is a very odd looking fellow
with his long head, body and tail and bis short, crooked forelegs,
which enable him to dig ao wall, On account, of then' queer looks
they are much iu fashion nin in England, but only as toys. They
are of liver color or black and tan. The breeding of the daohs*ihlind of good qualifies is much encouraged by a club iu Berlin,
which gives valuable prizes for dachshund trials.
Greyhounds— the English breed— are much in uso in some parts
of Germany for limiting the ham and the fox. There are only
very few picks of foxhounds, harriers or boagles to bo found. The
strongest pack is a royal pack of foxhounds kept near Berlin for
tho purpose of bunting wild boars, which very often give a good
run and a good right at, the kill. Various smaller packs are kopt,
especially by the officers of some cavalry regiments, to follow tho
drag.
Various other kinds of homo and foreign bred dogs, as, for example, the French gwfff>n and other French breods, are used in
Germany, but they are found vary seldom. I may, therefore,
omit them in this short account of the sporting dogs nsed in my
country.
H. E.
;
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comment concerning
who was awarded merely

furtlief

Mr. Mark Beaufoy's Nestor,

v.h.c. at Birmingham, was well placed here, receiving first prize
in open dog class.
Ho has good head and body, with excellent
legs and feet, and bids fair to win many prizes at future exhibitions.
Mi-. E. Nichols' Vampyre, \ iins
;.
it p litter

brother to Nestor, byBoilc
Qjaua, aud I
as many o
good points. Ill the bitch class, Mr. L. G MorreM'B Belladonna
and Malviua wero well placed first and second. Brevity, winner
of first card, last June, being given an extra third,
Norna
and Regency wero the. remaining exhibits, of an excellent class,
and were very deserving of the h.c. which they received. Puppies were a very ordinary lot, not deserving of any individual
•

criticism.

In champion Mastiffs, the prize went to Dr. L. S. F. Winslow's
Crown Prince, a famous winner for l.ii; j:-r two years— he having already carried off eight first prizes and six silver cups, In
the open class forbrindle dogs (a color 1 think, almost uukuown
iu Mastiffs, on your side of the Atlantic.) the aged Vulcan was an
easy first, his only opponent, lianquo, on the contrary, wanting
age and del elopment.
The class for brindle bitches, embracing six, was a remarkably
even lot, iu size, color and conformation, and the awards were
rightly placed, throughout, the exhibit being a tine one. In -the
open dog class, (other than brindle) Pontiff was correctly placed
first
for although be is rather small, he is Well built, anil has an
excellent head, and muzzle of the proper type. The award of
second to Nero was very generally aud justly disapproved of, as.
with the exception of a broad skull, he is good in neither beadi
body nor legs. Cedrie the Saxon should have been placed second,
with Chief Justice third. Othello, Lord Daruley, and. Hohco It.,
merited their v.h.c. In bitches, other than brindle, another very
even and admirable lot was shown, most of the exhibits being full
of "quality." Hford Baroness gained fired honors, correctly, on
the whole, although it may be considered that her body, legs,' and
feet are much superior to her head, which, although furnished
with a good, broad skull, and the. proper sort of ears, (small and
laying well,) is coupled with a face somewhat dished and a very
much undershot jaw. Duchess of Conuaughfc was in her proper
position, as second.
Hecla, winner of third, I did not like, as the
added want of size to many faults in head. I should have preferred either Lena, The Lady Rowena, or Sybil, for the last mentioned honor. The two puppy classes were good, the first prize
winners in both, a son and daughter of champion' Crown Prince,
deserving then- places.
St. Bernards showed tho winner iu the champion dog class to be
Mr.H. C. Joplin's Cadwallader, whorightly won, although wo have
seen him in better coat than on this occasion. Cyrus, a smoothcoated dog, iB also a grand animal. In champion bitcheB, Mr. J.
YaleutuWs Ida was properly given the card. The open
rough-coated dogs was reallv splendid, evident eiipoi ioriiy being
visible in nearly all the animals shown.
Trojan, the winner. Is
better in bead than Tho Duke, (second prize) but the latter isuperior in body qualities and bone. Bave received third prize,
for which ho was hard pressed by two or three of the v.h.c. dogs,
of which there wero twenty-one out of tho outiro class of twentysix and this is but one instance, among
honors wero distributed ho freely that tbo;
oasuro lost their
value. Messrs. Towsloy and Can's Bellin;
>ught them first
prize in the rough-coated bitch class. Shi
rand bilch, but
light bo a trifle bettei
well civen, ho
latter going to a bitch almost wl
,h-coated
dogs, Duustan deserved the first
received, althoi
he has no dew claws, and seconi
awarded to Bruce.
Smooth-coated bitohes were hi
one,
:, a very good
ml.
but a trifle light in jaw, with Ire
The class, as a
whole, was very good. In tho
3, the awards wore
it, of great quality,
well placed, tho dogs being a vo
aud the bitches very fair.
of no groat
Of Deerhounds a small lot W!
Stephens' Bcvis i, being tho only entry i the vhampior
Tbo judging in the ope
awarded tho pr
;

;
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[From a Special Correspondent.]

ALESA.NDBA TALAOE DOG SHOW.
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don winter show
for men and dogs

we »ere glad

to turn

storms
ugry protost against such
no less constant
deep (what you
diflputatii
imtors and forming a surging
.n. some "of which shall overflow iu frothy
mBof onr newspapers. That there always
to get out of the

so the
aid aud

long and
srgcHc
i

i.

argmnc:

dividual estimate.-, of the actual and relative
e stock is a state of things arranged for by
Providence and for w ich all those who run dog Bhows or in anyway
make money or glory ml of them ought to be especially thankful
bm I luusi say, the ire I soo of dog shows, tho more convinced I
rd of excellence for each breed accepted aud
am thai
dogs judged by it oi the poiut system, instead of as now by rule
ge having his own standard, and some of
of thnu:.
them as many tiillereut standards as the expediency of the ocoainld find loss that is inexplicable in awards of
fter-discnsSion of Mich awards would then rest on an
intelligible basis, and on that verv a. .tint such arcuuionts would
.•.n,nv which too often distinguishes them—
a con ummalion ruoal devoutly to be wished."
Aaat mauy of the Kennel Club's previous shows, tho exhibition
suffered somewhat from very unfavorable weather— rain, fog aud
snow being with us during the entire tune. Tho central hall of
tho Alexandra Palace was Used, as you may have judged from my
last—ft much bettor place in which to bold a dog show than CurIn fael, nothing much better could be
s-am Hall, at Bimiiiigham.
desired, for this time of vear, than the accommodations furnished at tbo I'alaco. Besides the dogs, an interesting exhibit
was made of paintings of our eanino friends, which formed an
Tbo conveniences for judging
atti active ornament to the ball.
wero very satisfactory, four rings having been provided (one more
than formerly) in which all of theclasses were judged on Friday,
the :'tb inst,,-e*cept two— Dandio Diumonls and collios which
wont over to Saturday.
The rings iii which Bassets aud dachshundH wero judged wero
fnrniHhed with plutiorms, designed to enable the judges to properly examine the peculiar formation or "crook" of the dogs' legs
aud foot Of the tweivo hundred or more entries, eleven hundred and ninety-five put in an appearance, some of these, however, being entered in more than ouo class. The feeding of the
dogs was in charge of Messrs. Spratt, who provided the entire
show with their new patent biscuits, which differ from tho old
front, designed to prevent the attacks
Htvle in the a.hliti n of
,,,......
ui -.-, to which dogs in confinement, a* at shows, arc so
They beeiu to have been very successful iu accomplishing
liable.
tho desired result, as the dogs remained, in almost all cases, in a
normal state of health, in so far as it could be controlled by their
i

'

—

i

j-.-,

|

food.

The management was in charge of Mr. John Douglas, who
gave thorough satisfaction, in the capacity in which he acted, as
SidalsoMr

•

"-e'retary.
The judges were Rev. * v J- Melior for Bloodhounds, Mastiffs,
St, Bernards, Newfoundland*, Jioarhouuds. extra. classes and Bkyfl
Terriers: Rev. S. T, Mosse and Rev. W. .1. Melior for Dandio
•

II

-

Dm-

mints; Mr. W. P. Aikwnght for Pointers, Clumber Spaniels and
Sheepdogs! Mr. A Pitzroy for Fox Terriers (smooth and wirehaired) aud Uedhngtous; Mr. S. E. Shirley for JJlack-aud-ta:-, CarrierB, English Setters, Dalmatians, Pomeranians. Poodles, Bull
Terriers, Smooth-haired Terriers and Hard-haired Scotch Terriers.
Mr. H. Manplobcek for lilack-aud-tan Sellers and Yorkshire Terriers, Pugl, Maltese, Blenheim Spaniels, King Charles Spaniels,
other Toy Soaim-ls. Italian Greyhounds and Toy Terrier-: Gol.
Mr.
Cooper for Irhh Setturs; Itov. W. Sergeantsou for Retrieval
A. Byron for Dachshunds: Kev. A. L. Wille.ttand Major Willed for
black aud other field
Irish" Wain- Spaniel-, Sussex Spaniels,
Mr.
Greyhounds;
Musters
Deerbounda
aud
it.
for
0.
Spaniels; Mr.
G, Krehl far Bassethomida and Irish Terriers; aud Mr. W. Ulivor
;

fir Bulldogs.

Blood hound champion class, Napier, being the only coureceived the card. My opinion of this dog 1 wrote you
tho occasion of nis recent uppeannoe at Birmingham.

In the
testanfci

upon

[Jaitoaet

1882-

8,

boiug too high up on bra- head, aud.
should have been in the black, tan and w
Jewess, v.h.c. In the puppies, a yet}

e.hesl

she

,

lould also

only fair

In the Black, tan and white class, Marquis IL won. although
curly in coat and having ton much length of tail,
Gypsy Girl, a
pretty bitch, should have bi i fii
Kuport, second prize, is
p
I

-tn (he champion dog or bitch

Irish Setters

class, (three enthe awards were sati-faotorv, but as the class was a very
some persons would have preferred Io sou Count iu first
place. Tu the open dog class, the awards were not good. Bir
Shot, who should have been merely mentioned, being bad in
color, was given first prize.
First and' second should have gone, ill
the order named, to Gauvmcde aud Young ralmerstou, both
v.h.c.
Eunis was correctly placed third, but Bogar.iu-.
ml
prizo, might well have beep left out of the money, as be is curly
in coat, not good enough in color, and his ears are set on high.
Vise-Mint Palmerntou, an unnoticed one, is a dog of excellent quality.
Iu the bitch class. Polly, the fium
good color and
:n
Shape, but was hard pressed for her place bv Shech..
prize winner, and Hebe, third prize, the conteat being very even.
In the puppy class, Handy Andy, first prize, and EnuiB, who too*
third prize in the open dog class and second in this, were very
nearly matched, next best being Derrv, h.c, from the same
kennel.
In the champion olaSB for black Spaniels, the beanlilid bitch
,,
Squaw, shOM n by Mr. T. Jacobs, gained the prize, ;,..-..
,
tries,)

»:'ii one,

,

|

She

considered "the b-'st. black Spaniel evur shown,
and is but one of Mr. Jacobs' vary fmc lot, as hii also bred Zulu,
winner in the open large dog class, and owned the sire of Solus,
second prize winner. Beverley Bob, v.h.c, is poorly feathered,
has white on his chest, and is somewhat short hi body am) high on
In the open bitch class, first went
his legs.
ndotii'todly the best, although furnished with a topknot, which iB
quite against tier, Leah, second prize, was poor in head. She
v, a- heavy in
whelp, and 1 am sorrv to hear that she died, at the
show, on Tuesday morning. Sukev, v.h.c, I preferred to Leah,
for second place, as she is a good one. with the exception of a
slight curt in her coat.
Sally, a good little black, won in the class
lor Spaniels Li any color, under twenty pounds.
In the Fox-terrier classes, sopje fault was found with the decisions of Mr. A. Fitzroy, but considering the extreme difficulty of
his task, and the fact that infallibility "cannot be expected, at a
bench show, I think that his judgment may be r. .,,,i..,i ,ut.li duo
confidence. He certainly spared no pains in the performance of
the task allotted to him.
The special eupe offered bvthe Fox-terrier Club were awarded as
follows: Grand Challenge Cup (Smooth): Brokenhurst balls-.
Wire-haired Challenge Cup: Terror. The medal, for tbo best of
tho winners of the two challenge OUpB, w a- also won bv this dog.
Challenge Cup f,. beW Puppy owned b; a member of the Foxthe breed'or'

is

i

i.'iiib
i- r::ci
Coercion Bill. Cup for best D,,g owned by a member oi the Fox-terrier Club: Rally. Cup for best Bitch owned by a
member of the Fox-terner Club: Diamond Dust.
The Third Ooen Produce Stakes: Fu-st, il8; second, £15: third,
tin Ms. pud fourth, C" Ills. There was a class for each sex.
Same pilzes iucneb class.
In tbo Dog class, Twilcbor won; Coercion Bill, second; Diamond
Jack, third, aud ltutland. fourth.
lu the Bitch class, Render won first; Olivette, second; Hatchment, third; and (Ioih, fourth.
Daudie Dminont Terriers numbered fifty-nine, one of the largest
aud best exhibits ever mado in London. 'J bis breed has been
given a champion class now. Tho judging of .Messrs. Mosbb and
Melior was generally liked throughout
Below is tin; prize list:
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u-riedort tlio
In champion Pointer Dogs M
prizo with his grand old dog Vt'agg, who is well advanced in years,
and, as many think, should have given place to Bang II, the

Birmingham winner.
Iu Champion BitchcB Mr. G. I'ilkington won with I.ilac. who
was v.h.c. at Birmingham iu the champion class, lor bitches
under fifty pounds, but on this later occasion beat Mag
at Birmingham of the champion prize for bitohes over fifty
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pounds, which is accounted for by tho fact that Mac.,
ning to show her age. Tbo open classes hero were divided by
color instead of by weight, being "liver aud white" aud "other
ban liver aud white." the former making a fine, showing. For
Bonic uuacoountablo reason Don of Devon, winner in the liverund
White at Birmingham in the largo dog class, waa given merely
h.b. hero, a wonderful decision regarding a dog so good in nearly
He was the best
the class, and so should have been
all points.
second.
-,lh Lord Rockingham, the winner,
nd, not shai ng th
at all.
It
ed
the liver and white bitches, tho
second should have gone to Daphne, who Wat
was good enough to win a first prize at Birn
Bona, v.h.c, is a good looking bitch. Tin
Only one dog other than liver and whil
class.
1:
the prize was withhold for waul of merit.
She also took
nificeut Beryl won, with ease.
Puppies (any color) showed a good class, r>1
and wero rightly placed the winner, l.ass of D.
tions that she will probably develop into a re: jarkably fine sho\
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Black aud Tan Setters, lu tbo dog claBS, Mr.
scored his sixth Palace victory. Ho is a fine, n
perhaps somewbst badlv eolored. Second given
in head, of the heavy type, and poor io coat.
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place as was the second prize winner to herworthv of her v.h.c. In English Seller Puppies, the winner,
Ervx.'is a very grand dog, with perfect head, good leg n and fter.
and wonderful bone— his apparent faults betog, perhaps, a slight
slackness of loin and want of spung iu his life. A brace from
Ml. l.l.wellin's kenuel, Pet Bondhu and Pearl BOndhu, second
and v.h.c, were veiy beautiful animals, aud well deserved their
honors.
In J.iivcrack Setters, first prize, went to Mr. T. B, Bowers'
Comet, a judgment I cannot coincide in, as besides suffering from
borea iu the head, he has a slack loin, also bad himlq
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THE SCOTCH COLLIE

TJEX

is a pure-bred Sefltah collie dog, the property of Mr. J.
*-V LiudBay, Jersey City, N. 7.
He is of excellent strain, being
by Champion Cailvlo iE". K. C. 8. E., 851)3) by Tertbahire Bob—

I
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Old

455

" ttEX."
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and cup

|

Trefoil

Rug— 01

^aMsjre-'s Bob of
Kirkbv, Lonsdale);

Lassie,
at

bv E.

.

K. 0; B, B.), the sire of i
eollio in England
I
5433), grandsire's Twig- Bess
ited on the bench.
He took

(EI

other

dam Elcbo

idio,

(1st

champion

Shirloy'a

winners than any

ore.

K.

.ssu-t'K.

C.

8.

B.,

Box bag been exhib-

it prizo in bis class at
" irk, I860
the Wont iniiif tor Kennel Club
n», 1&81,
also the second
ze at the Londou, Out.
His marking.- art Dlack, tan and white, with a white
breast, partly wl
legs, tag on tail and a liltlu ou
Me i* -j.
nose.
ith grand carriage, along,
intelligent head,
id a niagiiibceut long heavy coat
ana inn, ine cut was taken from a photograph. It
shows more white on nose than he has, his tongue
being out anil showing white, which makes bis nose
look longer than it is. Ilex was whelped March 1,
i
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breeds and with not a few mongrels, and we aro so satisfied that a
black roof to tho mouth is no proof of good breeding, that we
would as soon think of counting a dog's eyelashes to make suro ho
was of pure bio.. d. W.edonol however, ask readers to take our
opinion as settling this question for them
Let owners of pure
bred and mongrel alike satisfy themselves bv the easviiroeosa

Look

month.— Lowion

at hia

JSc,z«a>:

MASSACHUSETTS KENNEL CIA'B.-At a meeting of the
Massachusetts Kennol Club held last week Ihe following officers'
•a. re elected for the ensuing V f.-ar
President. J. I'.ittler. Jr.; \ sv
Presidents, E. E. Hajdey, C.'E. Fuller; Treasurer, I T. Sawyer,
Jr.; Secretary, E. J. Forster.
Tho members present discussed the
possibilities -of a bench show iu the spring, and the club will undoubtedly hold one. of which due notice will be given. We aro
glad to learn that there is a prospect tb.it tho club will have a
show, as they have in the past hold very successful ones— at Least
so far as tho number and qualityof the dogs arc concerned— and wu
feel assured that, with the greatly increased number of sportsmen
and lovers of the dog, there is no doubt about it proving a success
:

financially.

CANINE WAIFS AND STRAYS.— Col. Oscar Thompwas going home with a big and choice
met Mr. Gemuond, who had a lino
Thompson remarked that such a dog

CHALLENGE.—Nashville,

Tenn., Dec. 27. 1881— fflitor Fi>re$t
this city is willing to back Rolla and
any two dogs in America to 'run tbroo days ou

son, of Tohia,
beefsteak. He

and Stream

largo

quail, either in Alabama, Georgia or Tennessee, between now and
Feb. 1, for a purse of from -TioOD to yl.UiJO.
If you publish the
above challenge, any one prepared to put up half the aiuouu
forfeit has only to address "J. L, Valentine, Nashville, Tenn."

dog.
eat a great deal.

must

Gomueud

said that breed of

dogs never ate meat. Thompson said that was very
extraordinary and he offered the dog his steak, just tb
see him refuse it but the dog promptly took the steak
and struck a 2:40 gait with it for under a building,
where ho could eat it in peace. Kalamazoo (la-
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Thomson's Beryl,
Poodles— Black—1, E Hart's Satanella; equal 2, A J C Wrench's
Sbo Devil, J Angell's Peter the Great. (Uber than black: Mrs It
Gorton's Duchess.
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Colonel II C I.egh
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Bulldogs-Champion— Dogs: A Benjamin's Champion Smasher.
Bitches: A Benjamin's Champion Nell. Over 60 lbs-Does: \v v ti.derdown and S Nlcholls' Caliban, Over.M lbs— Bitches: J H Ellis' llelllsslraa.
45 lbs and m t exceeding CO lbs— Dogs: I, U Laylon's Bend
Or; 2, A Benjamin's Berrle; 3, J II Ellis' Tlppo
Over as lbs and not
exceedidg so lbs— Bitches: 1, J W Gurne.y's Dinah; 2. A Benjamin's
II Ellis' ld«u
Not exceeding 45 lbs -Dogs: i, S Q Parker's
l)r W Bourne's Sir Biivls.
Baby II:
Not exceeding .15 lbs— Bitches:
F Mills' Rush J.1I; •>, A Benjamins Boisterous. Puppies— l, F H
Dawkins- Moth.
Bull Terriers— Champion— Large size— J R Pratt's Maggie May.
Open class— Large size— t, G Humphrey's victor chief; 2, A George's

Bliss; 3. i

•-',

l,

Prlneo Imperial.
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size— l,
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Bi dltngtOnS— Champion— J A Bary's Champion Piper.
Dogs: l, A
Brown's Border Lad; 2, R E James' Tatnar Lad; 3, CF Henry'.-,
fonng Tear 'em. Bitches: 1, G A Koch's Orrl; 2 and 3, J A Daly's

\
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ii'Ki T'-n i.-'Vs-'-' iitiir,r,,o-— 'ups and 1, J 1-7 R Pirn's Erin.
OpenDogs: I, KB and T S Carey's Blarney; 2, G Nadiu's .SI;eon^li; S, C
Eamb'S Paddy 11. Bbches: 1, R B and T
Carey's Collevn Dhas; 2,
H Waterhouse's Bluers;
e Lamb's SiiorU-reen. rneiopped Eats—
Cup and 1, R B and T 8 caiey's Whlsli; 2, It Waterbouse's rain.
Puppies—Cups and 1, C Lamb's Grlpper; 2, R E Nlcholls' Kllllney
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Black and tan Terriers— Champion— C Wbitohouse's Wheel of ForI.-iige size— Open-1, J Wood's W.illaue. 2, vV .Vevlns' I'lold.-.:. T B Swinburne's Smoke.
Small size— 1, T B Swlnburnfs
Switch; 2, H II Siaiii. Sport
Skye Terrlers-Drop-eared—1. 2 ami s, J Prates Janet, Coi-rle na.i
D'liald. Prick-eared— 1, J Sloihart's Clyde; 2, R Uastle's Rob Roy
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Murcblson'S

NAMES CLAIMED.
Daisy 7--_cialmed by E. S. FItcb, Rid/ewooii, Xtv.- Jersey, for red
and white setter bitch pup. whelped Oct. 15, issi, by Po.-t's a
a,
same owner's Nellie.
Bruth— Claimed by Mr. H. T). Chaur.ee.y, Vlldlvrai Park, N. J., for
.-

of

setter tnie'n p-j...
same owner's Nellie.

Oct,
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L-. J. O'Connor, Merrimae, Mass., claims the
name
jr.r cot don
setter Mich, whelped Aug, in, iss;, our, m i;
Edwi-rds' Gipsv (Bess-Two by Mr. Bi.-.y- Imperii d Rowland.
Or— claimed by Mr. Will (J. Poet, Me] aire, Pa., lor red Irish
doe- puppy ay Ilobblus' Fan out of Mr. Blvth's .Toe.
Thor— Claimed by Mr. W. E.
tawny St. Bernard dog, whelped
Club's Buff out of Fan ll.
F/frS- Claimed by Air. George Ayres, Warwick, E. I„ for black and
white setter bitch, witelped /. pril e, ls-.l, bv liaieonFH Shot out of
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Mr. L. w. Holman's Gypsy.
Royal Pom ,o— claimed by Mr. W,
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a'nooih-lialiefi, imt exeeeiiiLieIPs—],
Fancy; 2, Mis Ji jl Monck's Silk.
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t

Mr. wra. N. Callender, Albany, N. Y., writes us that his red Trisn
irliiju.i was bred i.o his cbumpion liorv o'M'ire lu^t
IT days after whelping her last litter,
if am one nan beat this
should be pleased
lU,r„ If it..,; -<
,.,
Kennel's
(Albany, N. Y.) red i
s'ew Ar ork,.
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Embry* luti-h—J:,'. Jr.— Air. Wiley Etnbry's black and while bitch
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to Joe, jr., Dee.

>::,
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Kale ciaxton-aiadtb»u>—VT- E- J. Hampton's setter bitch Kate
Claston (Guy Mannering—Flush) tochamjji
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Belts—Mr. Chas,N. Miller's (Woodbrkige, N. J.) black and tan foxDee. »
dogs and five
bltchcs-by the Essex Couiuv Hunt - m.i.
-.-',
r,-..nveV— -Mr. (i. w. Ciim|.t.e':'.-I. ii.
seller bitch
Fannie whelped Dec. 2a, iS3l, seven— five dogs and two bitches— bv

bound bitch Belle whelped
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Dona—Bed

Irish setter bitch

{champion RorvO'More— pearl) by Mr.

Km.

Win. N. CaUender, Albany, N. Y., to
bimh, K. Y.

li. IS.

LOOK AT HIS MOUTH.— We often wonder

how arose the very
opinion that a dog cannot be pure bred unless tho roof of
is black.
The test is, by those who place credence in
it, appliedindiscnminately to all varietios, and often have we seen
an ardent fancier pull the jaws of his mongrel open and invito inspection of the BDony arch that canopies the tongue, and is cut
off by the ivoi its below it.
"Look at his month-black as my hat,
sir
that -shows he's well bred." The opinion is not confined to
the ignorant fancier well educated and experienced breeders we
have known adopt it, and it seems to be accepted by a great
number of intelligent people and repeated, and thereby propagated
by them as so much caUt of a more serious character
from waul of thought, and becanse it i'b so much easier to use a lie
ready made to our hands than to take trouble to find out the truth.
We have had considerable experience with dogs of many distinct
mouth
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inadvertently omitted from our
last issue the names of the judges at the late Birmingham bench
show, and of Mr. James Fletcher aa winner of the special silver
OOP, \alne .LiO, presented by It. Ll. l'nrcell Llewellin, Esq.,
M. A., as a breeders' prize, for the best team exhibited of pointers,
greyhounds or retrievers, of either sex, not less than three dogs'
to form a team, which prize Mr. Fletcher wou with his young
Ponto. Ruby .and Jos,. The judges were— Bloodhounds Edgar
Hanbuiy, Esq, and Rev. G. F. Lovell. Deerhounds and greyOtterhounds, harriers, beagle*,
hounds Samuel Mallaby, Esq.
dachshunds, dalmatians' and foreign uou-sporfing dogs: Rev. Ci.
Fox terriers F. Redmond, E.-.q., and E. M. SouthF. Lovell.
well, Esq.
Pointers
Tom Ll. Brewer. Esq., and James H.
Whiteliouae, Esq. Setters, retrievers and foreign sporting dogs
William Lort. Esq. Spamols Major Willelt ami tho Rev. A. L.
Tha Rev. F. W. Do Castro.
Willett. Mastiffs and St. Bernards
Edgar Ilanburv, Esq.
BullNewfoundlands and sheep dogs
doss J. W. Reriie. Esq and .Tames Taylor, Esq. Bull terriers,
black and tan terriers, Pomeranians, Yorkshire terriers, smoothhnired and toy terriers
John 1'ercivall, Esq., and James Taylor,
Esq. Skve. Dandle Dinmont, Bedlington, Airedale, Aberdeen
and Scotch 'terrier* William Lort, Esq. Irish and wire-haired
Pugs, Maltese, Italian greyhounds,
terriers
J. J, Pirn. Esq.
Blenheim and King Charles spaniels J, W. Ret -ric. Esq. The
Llewellin prize Samuel Mallaby, Esq., William Lort, Esq., ttnd
J. II. Whitehpuse, Esq.
The prize of ilo for tho best, package for
tho conveyance of dogs, was awarded to Messrs, Thomas Christy
:
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Thomaston, Conn., for
young Bel ton out of

odell.
lss;,

2,

by Mr. Fred, H. Hoe, New , ork. n- liver and white
eoener spaniel dog, whelped Oct. is, ;stl, by owner's Witch outof
Madge.
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CORRECTION.—Mr. Washington
that the

Dandle Dlnmon't'Terrleis- champion-G O Sharpies' BuDs. Dogs:
and 2 special Ortzfs, "W E Turners Davie HI; 2, Major HAsfitOn'S

Tweed

(irauviilc's like

Oilier

animal in each of the seven largest classes in tho show. Entries
close on January 9, and should be addressed to tho Secretary,
E. W. Wilson, Esq., 16 Waterloo street, St. John, N. B.
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received a eppy of the
and premium list of the second annual bench
bn held under the auspices of the New Brunswick Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at St. John, N. B., on
January 17, 18, 19 and 20, open to tho competition of the
Maritime Provinces oi Jfcitish America only. There are to ho
forty-one classes, with diplomas to rirst and second in each class,
besides which a special prizo of ten dollars is offered for the best
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Bern la Biifii—Mr, w. it. Todd, IVermilUon, Ohio, trlsnes to
the name of his beagle bllch Bess (claimed Dee.
tO Bultt.

change

.

j

LOST.
-.
ill*. Burr Hollis.
Y., has lost his b
Queenle C. .she strayed or was stolen from His yard Nov.
confer <i favor and recelvo
a suitable reward by notifying her owner.
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Any one knowing of her whereabouts will
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the front sight, leaving botu sights
Place yourself In position, and. If

and §t[ap ghoating.

giffe

mt

the following letter was received by Gen. W.
ur he N, 1L A, of America :
in in v. National Ku i.k Association.)
','
lit
Pall Mall East, ncv. m. i„i.
t'oonell
nv
or Hie National Uhlo Associadirected
the
Sin -I urn
tion of Great tuitaln io lorwuid to you the copy or resolutions
this
ot'tiee
meeting
held
at
on
the
Tih
lnsi
passed hi, their
I'haU.he Secretary write to the National Rifle Asto the
sOrdatldii of America '.i siy iii:ii H win givo much pleas
on or Great Britain to welcome a team rrota
Stat<BS at Wimbledon In 1388, to
lie >'::!
U 10 doll
,ji, io
i,.L.
lagarnsl the volunteer* or <;rent
i;rii..ii-L, o „m icd
actorj arrangement can be come to as to
23th

Hancock. Hie President
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:

can see the target plainly

with right eye while lie.: title I-.
the opposite shoulder. If
you cannot see the) largct the eard.1
east br trimmed a little on
mi irotn until .son can see.
the side opposite the shoulder j
Now, lr you shoot rrom the right
the leu eve until
you can got your right, cyo In a line wun
and Up of from sight. Now open Hie letl eve and look at the target
with It, and it will look as if the cardboard la tra sparent and tuat
you can see directly through it with the eye thai s looking through
he Bights. Von can now teiuove
title and .-'ioji r.n-hand It you
wish, and It will be very easy for von to know when the rifle is polniing directly at rhe larger,
you will get one eye In line with he
ihe
oilier nnd look at 'he target,
sights and then open
A Mule practice will enable a person to do accurate -hooting wlih the muzzle or
the ripe covered In this manner.
II \ou tlnd that your eyes are not alike (as some contGnl), nnd that
you shoot a little, to one side, you can soou learn to make calcula1

tions so as to

lilt

i

1

the mark.

Poiitsr Piki.d.

"That a sub-committee be forme), consisting Ol Ear]
Waidagrave, Sit Henry intoni, Major Young and Mr. a. "r. liumrtlih

lie

|iiliey,l

Hie National

Line Association ot

America.'
.

wvinr, •r :i- ..,.,, I'll in, mid that, a communication on the subwin siiou.n I.-.- niad" to you by 1 hem. I nave the Honor to be,

your obedient servant,

»
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:o Hie match should he one of men, eoi rifles,
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We
id hat he llrst day It Is very quiet and still,
l, imd each team Is shooting their own arm.
,he Americans come out a lew points ahead
n windy. The British team, having to shoot
hout which they know comparatively nothing
mused), should the Americans still De ahead,
Hrltlsii Irani would care to acknowledge liiev
ir minis?
The conditions of the weather, as
a great deal to do with the scores,
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BOSTON, Dec. 3L—To-day was an off day at Walnud Hall, the
place of the regular matches which were completed last Monday
not havlirg been tilled by any new ones as yet. In consequence the
attendance of riflemen at the range was somewhat smaller than
usual. The weather conditions were fair lor shoaling, and those
who did face the targets did not lire away their ammunition for
uotblng, as the records will show. To make the practice shooting
more Interesting to the participants a temporary march was improvised, In which the new Massachusel t.s argot was used. On this
and the highest possible
target a centre buils'ey scount
Four cash prizes were offered for
n ten rounds Is, of course, loo.
competition, to be divided by lot among seven men making the best
scores. The novelty or this match proved quite attractive, and
therowere numerous cnnles. Mr, 4. ('.Adams, whose 32 entitled
him to the llrst chance, drew a blank, and lie nisi pi t/c wear, to Mr.
Messrs. liabbeth and Pellows took
A. L. Burt, whose total was =1.
second andthhd prl/.es, with 01 and 90 respectively. The two badge
matches were well paironl/ed and some very good scores weie
made. In match No. Mr. J. N. Pryetook Brst place with a capital
49, Messrs. B. G. Harris and J. B. Peliows following, each with 4S.
In match No. 7 Mr. A. L. Hun. lead with a I Hal 01 45, Messrs. E.
Connor and A. C. notild taking second and rhlrd place, each w lth n
against tuelr names. The detailed record ot the day follows :
Temporary Match.
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S
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I'ds. oti'-hand, Mr.
I u this
in blsnrst euiry,put up lis out or the possible 120, the <
siring of bulls-yes being spoiled by an unfortunate breik in the
fourth shot. Por this shot he was maiKed nine, the ilr-i three and
the last six shon orthe round all bemg marked eleven or twelve,
his next entry Mr. nuey succeeded In placing ml el the ten bullets
v.lihln the eight-Inch ring, ihus ruiiutng u|i a not her total or 1:5, and
•cu'lngthe splendid record of sixteen consecutive biili'eyes, an

_iasday.
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The closing week of the mon'.h has
FINE GALLERY WO
proved one ot the busiest at ihe Magnolia galicry, Boston, mid good
work has been done In all the current marches with both rifle and
pistol. The detailed record or the several matches is appended
Experts' l'lstol Match, r,n it.
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n
s;— aei
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F.lllabhelb
S5
83
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W
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much good a return match would do Creedbeaten. Never mind how
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us, let tlicm come here and try to
vounteeis ililnk they cm,
Hsure.y vurih winning; and If wego there,
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Hla the
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N y sedam
Sedam
Butterfleld

and Lower divide

tlrst money,
tic eventually,

wllh the other tours and
money.
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sedam and

1

1

1— 5

1

Sllsby shoot

and then divide second

_

linn 19—7

Sllsby

W

1

third match was the team shoot between the Cook and Lower
twenty-one yards rise, right birds each man:
UlOllll-7 J S Sedam
liuoill— 7

The
sides,

B Davis

lllilllO-7

Total out ot fhlny

N Y Sedam

lllUOlO-6

P Lower

.1

t>

10000—1

(lark
Huiterheld

01111—4

J S

28

HI 11 111

—s

01111111-7

Joe Lower, Jr
3 M Anderson

OOlllIU— 6
Total out of Ihirty
27
PEAKE'S ISLAND.-The Peake's Island (Maine) Shooting Club essayed a trial at me smoke target Calls for their cnrlstmas shoot,
held Monday, Dec. 26, and found them admirable 10 shoot at though
Inconvenient to recover. The shoot was at do balls v< single from a
card rotating trap, and 5 pairs double, 1:1 and 15 yards rise. W. S.
Jones secured the line, total of no straight, and proudly wear.-, the
\ to, the badge match
Olub Championship badge In conseipience.
was concluded four members "chipped in" for a lime Sweep, same
:

Appended

conditions.

AG
II

Is

the score:

singles— 21 yards.
iiiiiuiiiiuiiiiiii-20
iiiiinii'iiiiiiiin— 29
llliilililliioiniil— 19

B Jones
CSStevens

J

loublos—1 s yards.
in 11 11
9-29
ui 11
11 11—
29
11 11 11 11 11—10-29
11 11 10 10 11— 8—28

1

n

lmuiimmiiiiii— 20

sterling

made "Clint "grind his
It was a pity.

— aud

when he

teeth

n n—

9—

lost that fourteenth bail

RAYMOND CLUR.— \ good number of the members Ol the liin-mond Club visited their grounds at Wellington Dec. a", and participated In their favorite sport of trap-shooting. In addition to tho
members of the Raymond Club. repp. -, m •;•.,.- of the Maiden, SomThe weather was bad, a
erset and Qulncy (.uubs weie also piesent.
high wind which prevailed all the aitcni"0ii causing considerable
inconvenlonce lo the marksmen. The comforts ol the ncwty-enlarged
shooilng-house. were fully appreciated by ail who were present.
In
the only event or the day, the cla.v pigeon match, twenty birds, ten
yards rise, '.some very good scores were made. Mr. O. P. M. sunk
brought down all of the twenty birds shot al J, K. WetherUl broke
19, 1). Klrkwood 19, G. Monk 17, W. K. Purrlngton 17, B. A. Thomas
smith 13, H. Donovau 13,
in, K. W. Fottlcr 15, E. McGeorgc
1, J. H.
E. Emory lb, J. W. Crosby 11, E. Williams 10 and I. W. Crosby 7.
MUSKEGON, Mich., Dec. 26. —s non
He M-iskegou r; U n club.
suction
cry Kdeu, and our gun
li
fishing
this
a
shooting
and
For
olub watches Ihe close season, our fall nnd winter shooting and
fishing is good. The following Is the score made in to-day's shoot
2">
bails
sweepstakes;
each
tor cup: c: Newell «;:,
for club cup and
crystal 5a. 1) lleweit. :s, !; u tight 20. F CrelghDixon 23,
lon 17, L Languo 20, A Ann/ 1.', J New ;;, t. Scott 12. Tie not shot
;
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1

1
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79—234

shooting." I'leasoiell me what sense or practicability Is there In a
man's hllllnga glass ball ihronn In the air with a rule, he riding a
ni of legerdemain performgalloping horce 7 Tt 1
111
or a good shot.
auco unworthy to be
a horse, breaking balls with
Carver can klok up all t
etc., but what practical use
a rifle, shooting by the
.
same man carver, •• paper
Ls there lu such a pet
•ap3 and hold his own ground with Boshootlest," can't face the
gardus and other line shots, and I believe 1 could beat, him al plgeo:
snooting myself. What we want. Is a practical man— one wno can
kill Ids blriis In style from snap shooting to open Held work.
,r., i-eaa't beat Bogardiisal a lair open pigeon shoot, 30 yards
Ii
rise, his fancy slelght-ot-liand performances are worth very little. Be
Is trying now to imitate Bogaidus lu England, but 1 think he will
fall far short. I have a man "on paper," who now challeiges Dr,
1
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The second match, twenty-six yards rise, resulted as follows
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coL, Dec. 26- A Christmas bird shoot took plaeo at t.hj
Olympic Gardens to-day. Mr. Horace silsbv, or sem ca Kalis, and
Mr. W. I!. Davis, formerly from Bradford, I'a., both unit-class shots,
took part. The Interest was very grca t during all the matches, and
finally resulted lu a team match, a Mr. Moore challenging any live
shooters to shoot for $100 against the two Lowers, w. ^.seaamand
Tr.e proposition was accepted by a shooter, and
Mr. Anderson.
Cook, Sllsby, Davis and,). S. Sedam were named as the other conlesUng team, cook's side got away with the baggage, as win bo
seen by the team score, by killing twenty-eight our of thirty-two
birds shot at, while the Lower side kli led twenty-seven mil 01 thirtytwo. The Lower side have ehnlleng- d again for anol her match Io
take place New Year's Day at the same place, and the much is
looked forward to wllh consldornbi? Interest. The birds all Hew well.
The first match shot was at twenty-"!* vards, and resulted as follows. Cook winning llrst and Sllsby and Swetn dividing second. DIstance, 26 yards
i 1111-5
Peterson
Cook
0—3
1 ] 1
1
n 1-3
1
1 1—t
Butretlield
Joe P Lower
1
1—1
u
1
si
1! Davis
-1
J P Lower

W 8 Jones
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44

THE TRAP.

Yesterday two new matches were opened, tla? llrst a "silverware
match,' with ten prizes, aggregating ni value r.i.s. Coudltlons: mo
yards, teu rounds, Oreedtnoor count 'lhe oilier match will be a
»8harp3 rifle match," thfi pilzeanile valued at {;r>. conditions: vOO
yards, ten rounds.

,1

47
45

DENVER,

4—68

£

1

Totals.
95
iss
175
S9
90
1(!B
SS
1B9

YORK, Dee. 30 -Eagle shoot tournament ar Zetter's Gallery,
Dec. 29. The following is the result: crown, t. Kiiesrath; left
head, L. .ludson, Jr.
right head, D. Ellis; left wing. A. Lobor ;
right wing, I. Levy left leg, C. Judson;; right leg, O'Xcli: tall, M.
Dorrler; body, c. Shilling.
j. a. L.
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the projected International .Military KlUe
cursory observer that the committee apot America arc willing to concede too much
ients on the other side or the Atlantic.
We
a i.-i the Inception or Creedmoor as a range,
ic, 1 believe, tnree thousand dollars ($3,uou)—
qual In art, workmanship and value to the
a\ er n hush such a spirited contest takes place
i.
Now, the Hilton trophy is open to compeT army- or mllltla, either here or from Great
icwhcre.
The British N. H. A. have never
while io send a team to contest II; and yet
in edly be. worth taking away from ns.
The
be virtually the champion military team ol
lie poslilon of having held out all the lnduceitch between the two countries, and have not
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llap only. The sliding bar
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Inch ring and Crcedmoor target combined were used.
or tcnshoisenc.il per (nan, distance 200 yards, orr-hand.
Is told by the following score
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Club have had their Christmas practice

J.Newton

N. H. A.

fcec.

ilford, "ce 01 Che I'.rniali Committee, writing to Maior
ne American C mimliloe, In an unolliclal letter, says:
ii
mi lined to think it would lie wise to allow any military
breccli-lo alcr coming under Hie rules or our N. R. A., which aro
vpryalmpUi. We win send a copy over, The malo points are :

or

Please let me know if accepted
Coi.t.
GARDSER.Mass., Dee. 29. -The members

end.

hand

i

EiiMt'Nh 1st. Joiis-.Mn.iiAY,
President. N. B. a. 01 America.

To
Pur.

1

I.

tuvtUQV directed to state that the Committee are considering

|.-'.-t

sir,

tl»«-

1883.
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Carver and the boy " Otto " for $50,000, syioo of Which will be deposited with the Clipper editor at any time, to shoot tUe following
five years: 800 glass balls, to be thrown
in the air at one time from a " howitzer," two shots only allowed,
and tho entire three hundred bails to be broKes In mla-ali al the two
shots; Winchester ride only allowed. Next slioi will be to shoot at
a glass ball hitched to the end or a "streaJ
lightning,"
ot gi in
breaking the bail, mid the bullet, glancing therefrom, rut res on the
top of the North 1'ole, and there coming in contact « lib an unknown
chemical substance, starts an eiieiric ught wiitch m to give light
and safety to the Jeannette and also guide thoRogera to Its journey's

G. T. EllBWOTth

„•

a
12
l

:

match at any time within

I
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THE BRITISH CHALLENGE.
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en you and the cardboard.
ot from rhe right shoulder,
the target plainly, and if

\

open your left eye and
you snoot, from left shoulder, see

RANGE AND GALLERY.
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On
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F Creighlon

Sweepstakes, 10 balls:

D Ueweu

9, J

Wm

u Fay

5,

—

SacyuesG,

It

crystal (i, P Maxwells, t:
7, C Newell in,
practice since August.
Scokbu.
Iboro Sportsman's (Hub
MARLBORO VS. FALL H1VER.— The
has voted to accept the challenge of tic i-.ni River Gun Olub to
shoot a team match at glass bans, teams to consist of from eight tie
rltieen men each, al the option ot the Fall River inib, ami match 10
be shot in Marlboro at such time as they may designate. Tho mat.cn
with the Worcester Spornsmau's Club win be shot at Marlboro, Jan7.

7,

No

Mm

uary

13,

To Many Correspondents. — Dr. Couea' delightful books
on the birds and mammals of North America have made for
themselyes a wide reputation outside the scieulilic circles in
which they are most highly valued. Wu feel convinced
that no sportsman who gels hold of Uiesc most attractively
written zoological biographies will willingly lay tlicm down
are receiving constant inuntil ho has finished them.
quiries about these works, and in answer to tiiesc questions
would say that we can furnish " Birds of the Northwest,"
price $4...'50; "Field Ornithology," priceS2.50; " Fur-J3earing
Animals," price $3.

Wo

Golden Eaolb.
second

—A

street, in this

miulccton Broadway, near Thiity
has on exhibition a live golden
which was captured in a net, iu

city,

eagle (A'/uila chrytaelus),
the Indian Territory.

"Av

Old SnuscrtiBsr?," who wrole us 11 noto concernIf
ing " Magazine Rifles for the Army," will scud us his address, we will explain the matter to his entire satisfaction
and relieve him of a serious miscoucep lion.

:

i
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being well riveted togcibi rwiih copper,
a soil, of murine glue, being laid on between. Tn this manner a very
light, lough unii tight; structure IB obtained, which never leaks and is
very long lived. Llirht steamed frames run from keel to covering
board, which, with tie- deck, aid in keeping the boat In shape. She
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cruising una racing lu small cabin yachts, In, which no y.iclit over
thirty feel vrator line length can be enrolled thai, all yachts enrolled
lnusf be cabin bonis mid musi curry nxed weight only: that the
fees must be nxed and moderate, iku to exceed $10 lor initiation and
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COLORS.— Should

"In the winter sloops are almost, useless lor our fishing business,
and schootieis, as they are coinmonlj ilgged and modelled, are not,
much belter so we want to to* the yawl to see lr a boat 80 rigged
will be alii.- lo stay out. longer and to work over the grounds move
easily lu bad woather."

new club

Of small yachts be formed accord1'rankiiii Bennies, laid before the
It do to call It the (Ooilnthlan Yacht
gee a blue field with yellow (gold) wreath

the

;

held

YACHTING NEWS.

mark

'

NEW SCHOONERS.—Mr. A.

VISITING CUTTERS.—The London Un„J and llnf-rls In doubts
c.
M c cas.Oao lu ias.c a
.'riling cullers shipped OUt for
..,..;,,
raclnghere. we can assure on ,,,, .
o,
out by steamer will be entered here use ol elutr, rhe To- i.-ur*-ba.ving
decided that yachts Imported for racing and not to be sold in our
waters will not. be classed as '-v, ood inaiiuiaoi a es," subject to a duty
1 33 per cent
The Madge was detained only to await a formal decij

m

at

immediate

•

vicinity.
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colored portion of

10-0

9-0

Two wbkkb ago

6.50

8.50
5.00

Delaware Game Association, at Wilmington,
Del. They came from Danville, Va., and

i

NEW

NONPAREILS.—Mr. clapham, of R03lyn, L I., Is getting out
two 56 ft. nonpareils. He has also ,ust shipped one of
France to race with the shifting ballast boats. She has a 2»
5 in. at partners and a So ft. boom.

the frames ror
23

ft,

ft.

to

mast,

SAN FRANCISCO YACHT CLUB.— Commodore Ashbury has returned his thanks to the club lor the trlendlj
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American Trout, marked.
marked.
Aberdeen, marked.
Sneek Kendall, marked.
Carlisle,

FOR SALE BY AIL FIRST-CLASS DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE.
DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY.
Orders received
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48 Maiden Lane, New York.
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MILD, FRAGRANT,
HIGH WROUGHT,

CIGARETTES

KINGS

and a small por-

PEK I <IUF.— a mixture not found

Agreeable.
PKIZB MEDAtS,

Particularly
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Cameron Kennel.
Beagle Hounds bred for bench and field purposes.
RALLY (Sam.-D0Jly) stud fee, $25.
:

By WILLIAM

S.

KIMBALL &

KAUKE'I

CO.,

KEEP'S SHIRTS

..:
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,,

.

Biickervllle, Pa.

TfiOR SALE- From the Rory u'More Kennel, a
cC °' remarkably m.o thoroughbred red
T;™o -H'
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Shooting Suits.

late
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of

Pearl.

Pearl

Is

Pennsylvania and Ten,||, L ,|,

-,

,,,,.;

,

W. N. CALLENDEE, Albany, N.

Y.

Jan5,lmo.

GLOTES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR,

Write for circular

ETC., ETC., ETC.

to

UPTHEGROYE & McLELLAN,

full SALE—Dog

Ben, Irish and blue Beltoru
thoroughly broken on partridge, woodcock and
'.,,,'... ..._C -.1.1
clO
III
mi-

tree.

:

.

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
631, 633, 635, 637

.a

COLIN CAMERON,

HOLABIRD

Samples and circulars mailed

(Hull;.

EcrSESTKR, N, Y.

;

Muffs and Collars.

i

i

ATLANTIC YACHT CLUB.— The Atlantic Yacht Club have finished
new anchorage basin at Bay Ridge. The club's new steam
launch Atlantic is about finished, and next, season will run dally
between the club house at Bay Ridge and the dod; of Ike Sea Beach
Coney Island passenger boats, near by.

2.T3
3,50
3.S8

Peerless Tobacco Works,

Fur Trimmings,

'a

•

their

8-0

Seal-Skin Sacques&Cloaks
Fur-Lined Garments

'

g.

O.

B.S6
4.00

2.16
2.16

will he distributed in lots of twelve, six
males and six females, among the Delaware
farmers. Another lot of 1,000 arrived subsequently and will be similarly distributed.
It will be some years until the bird again becomes numerous in Pennsylvania if like
efforts are not made to propagate it.

CGGUNTHERSSONS

,'.

Spring Steel English Hand-Made
FISH HOOKS.

the congregation was greatly excited, and
wben it became evident by the barking of
the dog that the coon was in a tight place
there was a general exit from the church,
and on the following day one of the colored
brethren was smacking his lips over "roast
coon and plenty of graby."

600 partridges were received by Mr. Churchman, Secretary of the

.

"Highest Quality"

a coon by a dog in the

The

'.
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ABBEY & IMBRIE'S

the
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learn that it is contemplated to buy one of
the narrowest tlvc-tormcr.s of recent English build and Import her to
this city fnvexpcibiienLi
o m. \i-,, .Lai a -Ln.u-of half-a-ton
like the Dodge will likely grace our waters next star ami disgust the
flatlrons In a blow.
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FIYE-TONNER.— we
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evening,

busy getting out the
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Y. King, well known as one of the leading
canoeists of the Clyde and as a writer over the cognomen of " Wren,"
has arrived In this city and may remain with us permanently. In
that case his Clyde canoe will be shipped to him and a welcome addition made to our deet, bringing about, very interesting rials between
the most advanced style of Clyde canoe and our native productions.

vori.h
nd that l.h
appreciated at tr lr tru
m
mi u
a
a
passing away. One v
ilight summer work and, theretore, only IX ft. draft on S5 ft. water-line and 'izy, ft. beam. She
has 3 ft, 3 In. freeboard. Ihe other is for a... agoing cruiser and Is so
ft. water-line, 19 ft. 5 In. beam, 10 ft. 6 In. draft with 3 ft. 8 in. freeboard, she Is to cruise to the West. Indies in winter. All the latest
wrinkles will be combined In these yachts.

•

in the church were greatly disturbed

Cary Smith

two new schooners, besides Le.1i a .losou other yachts. The
demand tor designs exceeds anything yet known and promises lots
new boats, besides proving thai capable men arc "beginning to be

of
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CLUB.— The following officers have been
commodore, C. Bowver Vaux Vice Commodore,
Chas. P. Oudln; Secretary and Treasurer, W. p. Stephens, Rayoune,
N. 0.; Executive commit lee, William Whltlock and to. L. Norton; Re'"'ll
:.''.'
am e
urn me,
."a...
a t'.ci
and W. P. Stephens; House Committee, Dr. E. B. Bronson and Wm.
Wlutlock.
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elected for 1SS2

Intended soon to

indon. The show is
id sailing.
This sugirivo.aOooy ra:
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-xhibltlon of yachting
'
appliances here, could not son
matter In hand? A
collection of models, drawings
re craft, all kinds of
articles In use— such as Mr-- les,
logs, nixing!
ltg
boats, canoes, prizes, photos, bi-.ton o, renves tic -grouped together
in a hall would tie pretty certain to attract^ paying number of visi1,.
toi-s.
voted n the furtherance
a am |i as ii aila taiiai, oj moo
of the sport In soma public my. liy this moans, ii properly managed,
Ilia gcacra.l public miglu. have Irs in* eyes;
or:.-, 'a uojniioeni iv ro ihe
a sl
- a nat'.Lig. Instructive, useful and manly of all sporLs.
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known as the best, lo get to his
island fairy nuui the Battery to third
m t Sims Harbor. Post office address:
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hold an exhibition of articles
to Include everything appertain
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repetition of variegated patches and bars of three
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a moie convenient point at West Brighton, Staten island, where he has
secured ample shops and will devote attention to building small
yachts as well rn canoes ami boaus. v.'ein.ivac
:':
a..
rm

bad pluv

i

-

to this Transatlantic suggestion, as a similar proposal has been made
In this country: bin, at anv rale, there will bo no bairn In showing
hat here Is no more reason tor Including the rounicr in a length
measurement than there Is the length or bowsprit. Each is used to
extend asail; i>ui the counter, whilst forming a sort of outrigger for
tie malnsheet, also provides some extra deck room.
The Idea, howaetlmes prevails thai Hie counter, when ihe boat, is seeled,
helps to snpporl the boom, or gives additional power In some way by
silliness of the boat.
It is almost needless to say that
nddli>g to
a counter could not help to support the boom any more than a life
buoy on deck could and If the counter Is made so full and heavy that
ii
Immersed as the boat Is heeled, and thereby adds to the
b
volume ol the '• wedge of Immersion, the boat had much better be
Without Hie co inter at all, as the counter would tend to aggravate
of trim, cheek her speed,
ami m
ict Is, in designing a boat
•en to provide against Its
which
the boat heels;
nd the supposition that
becornl
*•
iinter Involves the absurthe
by immersing
•
ade greater in the heeled
of the bo
This would Be an entirely unknown
is
slmplv
an Impossibility. There
hydrostatics,
and
.In
-i
doubt thai ii length lsto be Included Inanyexn tor the rating of bouts or yachts In competitive sailing, It
as
that length cannot be
be length on the load watc-r-llne,
ed by anv conceivable means so as to impart additional power
boat. For many years length from stem to sternpost In a line
jo gunwale was used on Southampton water and other places
ere was no objection to this, as, owing to the upright stem and
so taken was the same as length on the load waterNow, however, tor the sake ol small additional comfort, and for
r convenience lu working the sheets all, a counter has been
iced on man. ol the boats lu the South; but to put. a penalty
v on':.;! of almost up absurd as taxing a man for hauog a.
i, .oil
his berth Instead of two inches of hair and a deal
.[0 1LIU mattress,
l

STEPHENS' CANOES.— Mr. Stephens has removed from Railway tfl

"irluthi

1

r,

Bring on your cutters.

1

t

upon
and

\sr i:i;m BUT.—Mean length, however, Is received with derision
bj many in America; and one writer, bolder than the rest, pronounc li "idiot •<:.•• We need not apply any Indigestible adjectives

M
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would
Club,
of lau

1832.

5,

sion of this kind, as no
dent existed upon which the local collector could act, The decision -will hold!
as
s of ihe kind.

.modore

;
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VALPABA180,

.

Cost $100 lor ills urenkiog. No fault. Will sell
cheap or exchange for biveeb -loading gun. Address J. S. U., Forest and Stream Officer

IWJ>.

Broadway, N. \Y.

Jans.lt.

184 FIFTH AVE.,

N.

Y.

4or $ah.

Water! Water! Water!
Dwellings, Factories

or

Towns

Dug

MANHATTAN AKTESIAN WELL CO.,
240

Broadway.

INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SECURITIES, UNLISTED MINING STOCKS.
66 Pine St, New York.

THE DOC,

By DINK.S,

MAYHEW A;

HUTCHISON.

Price $8.00.

For Sale at this

Advertisements

WANTED—

A number of Live Prairie Chickens
(pinnated grouse) for stocking a preserve.
delivered safely boxed, in coops of twenty
btrds each, at a railroad station, with food and
water to carry them to this city. Address, stating
price per hundred and all other particulars, S. S. C,
this office.
Dec29,4t.

Office.

received

AUDUBON'S BIRDS AND QUADRUPEDS FOR
SALE.—A copy of Audubon's Viviparous Quadrupeds of America, superbly illustrated with colored
plates; 3 volumes, large Svo, brown morocco, a little
rubbed. Also Audubon's Birds of America, In 7
volumes, octavo, the first volume warning. With
beautiful colored plates, same size and binding
as the Quadrupeds. For price apply to this office.

IT^OR SALE.— A

fine country residence, about SO
miles from New York 46 a ores Improved land.
Partridge, quail, rabbit and duck shooting, also
•

later

second-hand D.
WANTED,Damascus;
close,
30x9;

week's issue.

;

good lishlug for bass and pickerel. For particulars address N. E. J., at this office.
DeclB,2moa.

than Tuesday cannot be

inserted until the following

always run alone and Is a .slayer; medium size,'
good voice.
Price $30.
Reaon for selling, am

Live Prairie Chickens.
Must be

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,

NOTICE!

yellow-

supplied with

water by Pipe Wells or Deep Rock Wells.
wells that have gone dry made to produce.
Orders by mall, or Information desired, will ren.
ceive special and

SA LE, a foxhound dog, three years old, comFOR
ing tour; color, black, white and

provements; cheap for cash.
Box 136, Flndleys Lake, N. Y.

B. L. gun, 10 or 12x

hard shooter; ImAddress W., P. O.
Dec29,2t

on Chesapeake Bay shore, or some
WANTED
liver near, a small house for a shooting box,
with from ten to fifty acres of ground. Send description and cash price to P. O. Box 1,828, Phlla.
Jans,

it

FOR

TTAtTTABLB OLD RELICS

for sale.

Two

Old

V

fashioned tall clocks, wood movements, cases
Seven feet high. In good
all right.
inning order and good for a hundred years more.

ROBERT WENTWuRTH, Hudson

West

centre, N. H.

Vans

it

WANTED, one or two well-bred and well-broken

bl/d dogs (setters preferred); must retrieve
from land and water. Address, with full particu-

name

CHARLES BRADY.

lars,
and lowest price,
!ST AKTlJ RtHVIU
office Fores'!
Stkeam.

NEMASKETT KENNEL,

l.nir if
.Ian6.lt

N.

II.

VAUGUAN,

pro-

prietor, Middleboro, Mafia.
Sporting dogs
broken and handled, also a number of broken dogs
forsale. Dogs and puppies boarded on reasonable

terms.

Box

P. O.

BLACK

ate.

Sept22,tt

SPANIEL dog and

bitch for sale, three

mouths old. Also c'nesinut, and tan doc
fourteen months old. Will be suld very low Address BURR HOLLLs, HOI 'uellsvil le, N. Y

^

if

Jans.it.

OR SALE,

JP

115.
street,

pointer puppy, born Sept. IS. Price
LIVINGSTON, If. West TIllrty-Mxth
York city.
Jans,]

R. M.

New

—A

beautifully located country resiSALE.
dence- Price, $7,000. rare air: Que views;
plenty of fruit. Apply to T, C. Ii.. this office.
Nov24,tf

t,

T?OR RED IRISH SETTERS and
J?

ofttie

DENISON,

Cocker Spaniels

most fashionable blood address CHAS.
Hartford, Ct

Septl5,tt

SALE.— Two pure bred Gordon
FOR
pies, dog and bitch, whelped .May

WEEKS,

dress, A.

Locust Valley,

setter

pup-

20, 1881. AdL. I.
,lario,2t

sound and

,,

,.a Ol

\V

sel'IY'k'

M PV

.TooV

A very nnejpolnter bitch also A No.
FOR1 BALE.—
breech-loading gun at hall ccst 'i'HEO.
:

MEYER,

Bates promptly furnished

313

Eighth

street,

Jersey City, N.

J.

Iana,lt.

Must

on application.

going

gin

t
a.

TROUT—Eggs
BROOK
trout lor table use,

„

TACKLE, Forest amd Stream

office,

Jans.at,

Kandoiph.N. Y,

and

fry for sale, also
Address F, w. eduv,
Jans.tf,

FOXHOUND
sale,

PUPPIES and young foxhounds

from Unporterl stock.

COUNTY HUNT,

.Montclalr, N. J,

Address

for

ESSEX

Jan8,8t.

;

JurnAKT

FOREST AND STREAM.

18?r;i

5,

45i)

FOR FIELD, OAMP AND HOME!

1882.

1832.
Dogs

Portraits of Celebrated
NOW KKADV.

A Grouse Moor.-E31PEK(IR FRED.
Snipe Shooting- in the M svissippi Valley,
i

-TUUSDEU.

These pictures are. large Album Cards. PhOWrep oduutloits of oil pointings by Tracy.
Executed by the <.rt,ot*pe Pro- ess. 'I hey will not
fade like ordinary ptioiog-aDhs, and are equal ia
(.fleet and flnisli to the be-t steel engraving.
grapiil.;

Price 75c. each,
Tor sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 1S9 Broadway,
York, or J. PALMER O'NEJL, 68 Fifth Ave.,

New

Piiisburgh, Pa.
Will be sent by mall on receipt of price

THE WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND CUN.
DBVOTEDJITO .THE INTERESTS

WOMEN

OF SPORTSMEN, AND THE INCULCATION IN HEN AND

OUTDOOE EECEEATION_AND STUDY.
The

conductors of the Foeest and Stream point with

much

pride

and

pledge their readers that the same high standard of excellence will be maintained in the future.
it has earned for beiDg:

The Forest and Stream

by FOR-

1'UBLISIliNG CO.

;|

:o piai s suitable tor framing are nowtrtna
printed of b e-e pic ures. and will be advertised ifi
the next Issue ol this paper.
I

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadmnn's FIpu Powder for Dogs.
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO T)(Jf!S.

to the past and the present of (he paper, and

satisfaction

AMI STUB 1*1

EST

OF A WHOLESOME INTEREST IN

will preserve

the reputation

I.—ENTERTAINING

II.-ADAPTED TO THE TASTES OF AIL.

AND INSTRUCTIVE.

Among

The " Sportsman Tourist," " Game Bag and Gun,"
and " Sea and River FisMng" departments will contain sketches of travel, camp life and adventure
ac;

the hundruls

Clergymen,

Army and Navy

Trappers,

and

efficacious.

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid

Forest
Men, Lawyers, Physicians,

f correspondents of the

are Business

Pioneers,

counts of shootirg and angling excursions hints, helps,
and experiences; poetry, stories, humor; impartially
written reports of all meetings, etc., etc., etc.

i

and Stkeam

College

Prospectors,

Areca Xtit for Worms in Hogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

Naturalists,

Officers,

Professors,

;

papers;

habits

of

contributors

and

observation

may

study.

Among

members

its

who is so well known as the first authority
the country on ornithology and flshculture
Dr.

Institution,

it

for profit or pleasure.

"Kennel"

to the

will

be perfectly free

Due

Its attitude

field is

Conroy &

to criticise everything inimical

on

all

and manliest sportsman-

well understood.

important questions within

For the

Its

Its

:

thoroughly high character
list of

those

who

is

write for

afforded by a reference

Mass.

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,
Author of the

'PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any

Send for

=reed.

"

PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUTEBB."

benefit of advertisers
JTrtoe

aives addresses of prtn-

cents, post tree,

i<>

apal English breeders.

Black SpanielsBOB

Imported, black; Fl'st, Strabane.
Kilmarnock, Bmfast. and London, OnlJ
Pa Slud tee, *I5.

in.,

Special, Franklin.

-BROAD IN SYMPATHY.
will ask for,

and

strive to

win, the continued support of readers in every part of

never has been narrow in spirit; nor
has it ever held itself up as the organ of any one "section." The paper is, and will be, American, in the
the country.

BENEDICT, Imported, black; first and
New York, issi. first Atlanta, 18S1 }20

special,

Puppies bv above al-o by Brag, first and special,
York, 1-si, for sale. Pnee from *io upward.
UOKNELL SPANIEL CLUB, IlorneUsvlile, N. Y.

New

Kov3,U

For Sale.
BULL TERRIER, SILK IX (Imp), by Silk, exPuss, age 1 year 10 nvmtiiu. Weight, 2u 153. Winnet of lit, P.usbu p'a, in:-. •;.!, v-w York, i-;:l
He la a
id. London, out., i SI
1st, Lowell. 1SS1.
pure white, and one of the best young dogs ever
Impiirti a, combining the best bull terrier blood In
.

It

meaning of that term. Every
and Province on the Continent, with

England.

BULL DOG, BLISTER (Imp.), by Sir Anthony,
(X sister t> HenshulPs. Duchess. Wlnn> r of 1st,
issi
London, Onr., i-si
iht, I.owel
the only
•
.: .Hjl-ed.
in,
This is one of the grandest
in.iiiiU.grf In t li
or any country, and U a sure wlaner la good company. Knrni'ct. address J. MORTiHEH, a Morris Street, New York.
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broadest, highest and best
State, Territory

many
list

foreign countries beyond, are represented in our

of contributors and subscribers.

The very wide

geographical distribution of the friends and correspondents of the

Fobkst and Stream

of the variety and
Literally

it.

imtsoiv,

street, Boston,

;

VI.

reading and advertising cjlumas will be
pages will sparkle like the mountain stream
in the sunlight, and its contents will be redolent of the
exhilarating fragrance of the forest. Primarily intended
for gentlemen, it is also a paper for the family centretable, and one wh ch the entire family, old and young,
read with pleasure and profit. The beat guarantee of
bodies.

Washington

:,,i.,

The Forest and Stbeam

clean.

Cortlandt street, K. Y.

wxir.nr &
680

N. Y.

SQUIRES,

C.
l

its

The Forbst and Stream will have no room in its
columns for personalities and bickerings. Its editors
have neither taste nor time for "mud throwing." They
do not share the opinion, held by some other journals,
that blackguardisms and indecencies are essential charReaders who want
acteristics of a gportsman's paper.
tbat sort of thing must look for it somewhere else than
ia the Forest and Stream.
Verbum, sap.

attention will be given to canoeing,

jr.—high IN TONE.
The tone of the Fobkst and Strbam is exceptionally
high.
It is edited for men of healthy minds in healthy

Bissett,

65 Fultoi street,

HENRY

»r Gordon Stables, R.N.

and readers alike, it will also, as in the past, expose
and denounce all dangerous lrauds. Advertisements of
doubtful character will not be admitted to its columns on
any terms.

will be filled

growing importance demands.

Both the above are recommended by Hod jM>

GtW and Fokest an d Stkeam.

and occupation.

of every trade, profession,

to the interests of the highest

ship.

with matter of interest and practical worth to sportsmen
and dog fanciers. "Rifle and Trap Shooting" will
furnish reports of all important events in the shooting
world. "Yachting and Canoeing " will remain in charge of
a specialist, its editor being a graduate of the U. 8.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, and a practical naval
architect, thoroughly informed in every branch of his
profession.

Price 50 cents per ho* by mail.

for

in short,

V.— COURTEOUS.

The columns devoted

to a

;

list.

" Fvihculture," edited by a practical and well-known
flshculturist, will receive frequent contributions from
the officers of the U 8. Fish Commission at Washington.
This department will prove indispensable to every
farmer and country gentleman who can own a fish pond

its

retired

The position of influence now occupied by the Foeest
and Stbeam imposes upon the paper responsibilities
which it has no wish to shirk. The organ of no clique,

;

its

men who have

IV.— INDEPENDENT.

;

as

other

reasonable land-owners.

;

to the

of

i

;

Elliott Coues,

U. 8. A., acdProf. J. A. Allen, of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology, the distinguished
writers on birds and mammals Professors Jordan and
Gill, eminent in icthyology
Dr. Yarrow, the authority
on reptiles
Prof Marsh, of Yale College, the writer on
fossils,
and Prof. Eaton, the botanist. Hundreds of
other names, scarcely less well-known, might be added

Editors

Artists,

Farmers and Farmers' Boys constitute a large class of
our readers. They will find the Fokest and Stream
ever dispos d to reconcile he seemingly conflicting but
really identical interest-; of respectable sportsmen and

be mentioned Prof. Spencer F. Baird,
C, the Secretary of the Smithsonian

of Wtihington, D.
in

Engineers,

young men who have not yet struck out

themselves, and old

"N'atural History" will be so conducted as to stimulate

Civil

Tourists,

is

excellence of

and figuratively

is it

REDUCTION
GREAT
Pat. Spike Collar.

In pilee of Von CuUn'S
No. i, sewed, *2.00. >0Book of Instructions Free with
oy mal'. Beware of worrbl as Imitations ours me only pat.-nu lone. Indorsed by
Ihe sporting pr.SH and mod oy all the prominent
5,

rlvetei,

each

*i.2'..

collar,

professional trainers.

a sufficient guarantee
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true that

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM.

ft.

VON CULIN,

C.

Delaware

contents.
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City,
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Printer?.)

O'MORE KENNEL.— Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies lor sale, oy Champion,
O'More out

Rory

of

Koran

o'.Wore (BerkleyFull pedigrees.
Y.
Dec29,tf

Tim) and (lay (Elcho-Plrc Fly).
W.N. OALLESDiiR, Albany, N.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.
for the interchange of information, entertainment and amusement
angling trips original observations in natural history, and other like conamong sportsmen.
Expressions
Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us repoits of their transactions.
tributions are respectfully solicited.
scope of the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns.
of opinion upon sny subject within the
merits
the
attention
paper
its
to
of
the
and
others
bring
and
Stream
that
they
whose
the
Forest
friends
of
to
the
suggest
>Ve beg to
Its editors

aim

to

make

the

Sketches of

tastes

and sympathies are

Forest and Stream a medium
excursions, shooting and

field

in accord with its spirit

aud aims.

Fi ee specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished

Issues of the

SUBSCRIPTIONS

MAY

BEGIN AT ANY TIME.

Per year, $4 $3 frr six months. To r!ub3 of three or more, $3 per year each.
Give name, town, county and State.
letter.

Remit by

post-office

money

AND STREAM PUBLISHING

CO.,

39 Park Row,

an IrlsU

set.

Decw^it.

Westminster KENNEL

CLUli's sensation,

Address, secn-nry W.
Broadway, New York city.
Dec22,«

in the stad. for *m>.

K. C,

Koom

11,

id

fi

PORTRAITS of Eastern Field Trial
1SS0. pruned on rtne Unir-a paper.
aid for is cents each, or me
,.\n STKEA-YI PUB. CO.,
PYJRESn
Park Bow, N. Y.
post-

Winners of

»m oe<*ent
nve for O
3» and a
Dec3u.tr.

TTLEOUT COCKER SPANTFX KENNELS —For
Cockers or

all

aires
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iiolnrs. d, .gs.

ind pupp'es. addre.-s Willi sfamo,
Franklin. Uel. co , N. Y.

nltuhea

ROET WALKER,
July

v!l-li

order, draft or registered

;

Address FOREST

SALE— At a reasonable price,

Mass.

upon application.

WORTH,
A LIBRARY OF PERMANENT
iweniy-Mx numbers,

or 500 piges eaeh. Seventeen such
Forest and Stkbam form two volumes each year, of
which hold twenty-six numbers. Each volume
volumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders (price $123)
slight
additional
expense each reader may
this
At
being
$1.50.
volume
to
cost
per
us for binding, the
When completed may be returned
preserve an unique library of substantial and permanent value.

The weekly

FOR

ter bitch and pair or pups 6 jnooihs old; one
or alL Full pedigree. M. A. DI.SSMOUE. Mugua,

N. Y. City.

SALE, a number of wi-ll brvd and well
Fp«jHbroken
pointers Hnd =ecrers. aisodo_r-i boarded
andbniken, sntl-faeiton guaranteed. Artireis a
B. KICUjlO.ND.Lakevilie.ilass.
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EUROPEAN PLAN.
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.1. KARKA it. •nuiiaica Plain, .viiuuv
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.
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U
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"FIBRINE"

CAKES.

"SPRATT'S PATENT"

" Flbrlne " cakes are used at the Dogs'
receiving tlie Highest award lor Dog Biscuits at the
n, isT8, k
minster Kennel Club, New York, Gold Medal ; irlsh Kennel Club, Silver Medal, etc., etc.
]

:

BEWARE
OF WORTHLESS I3I1TATIONS.
that Every Cake
Stamped 'SPRATT'S

STAMPED.

Packed

Pleas* see

PATENT"

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

ponuda each.

In Cases of 112

18 South William Street,

BEND FOR CIRCTJLAR.

^gort$tn$n's

SPORTiWEN'S DEPOT.

Trade Generally.

(goods.

& CO.,

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane

Any

Books Sent on

of tne Following-

Receipt of Price by Forest and

Stream Pub. Co.

;

ARS OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OP
jFL TLT 33 33 33 H=L

Camps and Tramps

Adlrondacks,
.'tLuiuiiutiL-ii,

n uucmcaa, in

In.

Northrop.

uie, wiuiieia.

Amateur Trapper— paper, 50c. bds.
American Angler's Book, Norris
American Bird Fancier.
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long
Angling, a Book on. Francis
;

JOHN KRIDER,
Cor Second and Walnut

E.

XT,

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

COMPRISING

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

Light Weight Shooting Jackets^
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOQT8
Rubber Blanls.ets, E
And Complete Rubber Outfits,

Fishing Tackle, Hods, Keels, Lines, Hooks. Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Arr.inoin] j.vut. Flv Hooks,
Etc., Etc.

fysalmon, Bass and Trout

Made to Order.
tenter Enamel Split
and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Files,

Also " Krlder's'

Bl As
Eggs sua
Taxidermy in

Birds'

m

kin
all Its

Great Varieties.
branches.

".''

;.

Repairing of aU kinds.

[ESTABLISHED

Bobber Shooting Jacket.

of

CO., Cincinnati, O.

HODGMAN

(Established 1836).
First Premium at World's Fair at New York, and
Centennial .Exhibition.

To bo bad In smaller quantities
Grocers and the Sporting Goods

CO.,
NEW YORK.

-

WESTERN AGENTS-B. K1TTRIBGE &
4}]isrelfaneoup

&

BTAMFSEij

and

Send

1838.1

for Catalogue,

—

to

T8
5.69
se
2.00
7.69

Archer, Modern.
SI
Archery, witchery of, Maurice Thompson
1.69
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. „-.,30.00

ArtofSwimmlng

30

Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, T5c; cloth.
Athlei
_
Bau-us Birds of Norrh America

„

1.0»
1.09
3 99

Bin's Chamber and Cage Birds
1 60
Boat Sailing, PractlcaL
1 09
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c; Shooting,

Common

50c;

Ob] ec

lore, 500.;

Cage and smglng Birds, 60c; Dogs, 76c;
Eggs and Nests, 50c, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds...

Birds'

Ti

M

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
a
Cage ana Singing Birds
-.._„ 60
aribbees, by Fred Ober.
2 60
Canoe Traveling, Powell
3 09
Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the water
39
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
a 50

TO ANGLERS:
JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,

;

Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers

Book

cassell's

„.18 00

of Birds, 4 vols

:ji-r-?!,v:.:c;n:: ov i.o
-d
Ply Fishing in Maine Lakes
Frank Forester's Field Sports

Castle Council, near Limerick., Ireland.

Prank Forester's PI
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook & Line. pa.
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen.
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac;

Reels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
All information respecting fisheries on the
In this locality, as also catalogues of our
greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,

agents.

ters, Svo., 2 vols

Shannon
to be

had on

C. H.
This lever

a

Is

EUTEBROUK,

solid pleca of steel; goes

27

Dock

Sq., Boston, Mass.

through and through the body.

Guns made

to order.

"SHORE BIRDS."

FOE
General

A REPRINT OF PAPERS ON THE SUBJECT WHICH HAVE APPEARED IN THE "FOREST
AND STREAM."

Debility, ^
Scrofula,
ttbei

HA UST8 AND HABITS.
RANGE AND MIGRATIONS.

I.

or Consumptio
Is Buperior to any In

&

II.

taste and smell,'
medicinal virtues and purity.

Money of

• London, European and

A MORNING WITHOUT THE

III.

3

Sent on receipt of

York physicians pronounce It the
purest and best. Sold by Druggists.

IV.
V.

BIRDS.

rjftace,

I

15 cents, by

VI.

LOCALITIES.

BLINDS AND DECOYS.

l 09
1 00

1842

5*
59
So
00
50
00
50
00
99
is

(0

1882

American Agriculturist.

tlie

It abounds in ENGRAVINGS and DESIGNS from
a great variety of A rchltects, and Is filled with

Valuable Hints and Suggestions,
first writers of the country.
ALL the
Is Original In every number.
Price, Post-paid, per Year, $1.50.
Single Copies, 15 cents.
Copy
10
cents.
Specimen
Send for one.
JUDD CO.,

from the

MATTER

^nbUcations.

ORANGE

KNAPP & YAN NOSTBAND,
BROWN'S PATENT
GUNCLEANER.

„

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
1
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's
1
,
Hunter ana Trapper, Tnrasner
„ 1
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost. .... 1
Life of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
l*
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher
„
Mlnot's Land and Game Birds
8
Naturalists' Guide, Maynard.
a
"
Shore in rds.
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener .... T

Every person who owns a HORSE, or intends to
own a horse, every rjcison who owns a BARN, or
intends to build a barn, or any other BUILDING,
should have the

NOMENCLATURE.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

W J.ScUeffelia fc Co.(gSyo!££? i>wItii

_„„

_,

Gun, Rod and Saddle
Hand Book for Riflemen

application.

25
1 2S
<50
s 28
00
% SB

POULTRY

^

GAME,

Publishers,

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

75

HOUSE.

1

Broadway,

New York.

LATEST EDITION

Cleaner and Oiler

—OF THE—
-ush

T.

YARDLEY BROWN,

Consignments

ot

all

kinds of

We

accept consignments,

abow market

of arrival, and send checks every
invoices of previous week.

day
n.11

9 CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

1"

DRY.

'The .Spoilsman's Wine

!!

A. B.

SHIPLEY & SON,

SqldBy ALLDEALERSThrouohoutThe"
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXPOSITIC

A.

EOGHEEEAU & GO.,

SOLE AGENTS,
6 South Willliam St., New York.
16 and 18 St. IiOnis St., New Orleans.
GOOD'S OIL TANNED

MOCCASINS.

tmasBBsm

of the Horse
dnvcllnit In
Ha
I.- Powders sol.l heie ore worthless tosh.
I ('iti
absolutely
2?vYtii,l Sl.cri.lm's O.n.hlUm Powders are
wlL
•irein'l iiiiiniiwiv v.i:n:iiil.t. Nothing on earth
;,
Dose,
Powders.
s
condition
-:
i..i:
'•ritMiVni iv 'i
...

m

I

-

•

wi£S*

->

*

sumps

AiJiiu, M.ua., formerly D.uijor

I.

S.

Me.

I'JHNSON 4 00.,

The best thing In the market
for hunting, Ashing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
in a variety of Btyles, and
arwarranted the ne
Hele.
Send for price list. MARTIN S. HTJTCHINGS, P. O. Box 365, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Prank Good).
Beadfobd & Anthony, Boston
Agents.

Rifle,

Manufacturers ot Fine Fishing Tackle
of Every Description.

503

COMMERCE

at this

TRAP SHOOTING RULES,
Price twenty-five cents.

office.

:

i

OUrBethaba

i

and Split Bampremiums at the
and Penna. State

liods

first

Centennial, Franklin institute
Pairs.
specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Fish Rods and Archery Bows. Stronger than
split bamboo and as tough and elastic as BteeL

A

Rod mountings

on hand and
wood and rod mountlnga

of all descriptions

to order. Price list of
Our 65-page new Hlustrated Catalogue of
free.
Fishing Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten
centsln stomps.

CAMP

LIEE IN THE WILDERNESS.—Second

edition now ready. This story describes the
trip of a partyor Boston gentlemen to the Rlchardson-Rangeley lakes. It treats of "camp life," Indoors
and out, Is amusing, Instructive ana interesting
«i pages, iS llustratlons. Price 25 cents. By
mall, postpald.,30 cents. CHARLES A. J. PAHRAR,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

nmw

Rod and Gun

BY THEODORE

PHILA.

ST.,

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shlpley B Impi
,.
Reversed
Wing. Trout, Bass and Salmon Files in stock, ana
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
and finest Hods, Lines, Reels, etc.

boo Fly Rods received the

JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
STEEL PENS

CLUB'S

sale,

FLIRTATION CAMP,

CHAMPAGNES!
STANDARD AW

GEN
For

price

Tuesday for

KRUC & GO'S

YORK.

and Second-Hand Guns, Pistols, etc, con| iNew
stantly on hand. Repairing of every description
done In the best manner and warranted. Guns
Sored to shoot close and hard. Pistol grips fitted
to stocks. Pin fires altered to central fire.

HURLINGHAM AND LONDON

solicited.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.

f

VINCENT BISSIC,
Practical Gunsmith

game

For sale

S.

oe;

in California.

VAN DYKE.

at this office.

Price $1.50.

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

and the North Maine WUderness Hlustrated. The only complete and
naive guide book to Northern Maine and
waters of the Kennehec, Penobscot , St.
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
lakes and ponds connected with them. 256 pages,
30 Illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, Illuminated covers. Price, by mail, postpaid, 50
f

:

cents.

CHARLES

A.

J.

FARBAR, Jamaica Plato,

Mass.

TO USE IT TO KILL EVERY
THE AND HOW
WING SHOT. By Gwynne Price,
nil 9,1 PAIR
vice-President Sportsmen's

N
WWII

Club, St
If 1 1
Louis, Mo., who i,
lug, Trap
Flange-trap and Class Shooting Exshooting.
posed. 'American Field' se-n: " It powejui&i </snu&H m<srtfc" 'Kennel & Held' says: "Everyman
Milled for 2Sc,
thai nw-f a <ihh «/i»nH have, it."
stamps or currency, by
PRICE, St
Louis, Mo.

GWYNNE

-

!:,,

a week In your own town. Terras and $5
outfit tree. Address H. HALLETT & CO.,
Portland, Maine.

„-..,

.ring on J Bfr.rhEiigc
uid priDt«a

-

Carxli.

Icweet pneea toOaoMtt

"'"^aoSJiiSaBV

:
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ORANGE SPORTING

JANUARY

^ivt\tiutntt{ts.

The Parker Gun.

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder
Hazard's " Electric Bowder.'»
Unsurpassed In point
Packed insquarecan-

e (coarse).
Nos. 1 (llnel
of strength and cleanliness.
isters of one pound only.
(

Orange Lightning.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

Hazard's " American Sporting."
Nos.

«H

1 (fine)

to 6 (coarse).

tegs.

A

Rand Powder

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at
MELBOI3INE, AKSTIIALIA.
THE PBILADELI'HIA JOVRSAL OF COMMERCE says:

New

" At Melbourne they had an excellent opportunity of testing their powers beside those of every exhibitor In the world, and they came off conquerors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation
for this class of goods has for many years been above all others."
They have been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition In the Held or at the trap. At
Coney Island this year, at the New York state convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge
and the " Forest and stream " Badge for the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue.

Co.,

York.

GUNPOWDER!
and

PARKER BROS

Meriden, Conn.

,

OF MAKING MANY 800KS THERE

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE!
Dutont's gunfowdkb Mills, established In 180S,
Save maintained their great reputation tor soventy«lght years. Manufacture the following celebrated
•jrands of powder

(fine) to 5 (coarse).
12;^ lb. kegs.

IS

NO

The above can be had

END.

Established d836.

Diamond

Ask

85

uli

ami

t,i

i

_.

i

;

<

lb.

-

1

SPECIMENS

strong and
.

:
»

t

-

..-i

1
.

If

u-

OjY

JAMES

?Fg. and FPFg. I he Fg. for long-range rill* shooting, the FFg. and ^' ITg. Mr general use, hurriii.g
strong and moist. Packed In y, lb., 1 lb. and 5 lb.
Banisters, o,v, 12>S and 25 lb. kegs. Eg, coarse, FFFg.

jOEELaNB,

N.B.—Use none

87

and principal
'

oo

-

Beaver

E.

at

low

come

WALKER,

figures,

DASH L.4JD7S, FISHJACK LAMPS, JLAMES,
Etc.,
ING

For

Night Hunting and

Fishing, Spearing Flsh,CampIng, canoeing. Yachting,
Iii lvlng at Night, and General
Illuminating Purposes.
Lanterns, Dark
Bicycle
Lanterns, Musicians Band
Lanterns,
Lamps, Pocket
Hand Lanterns, etc. Send
stamp for Illustrated Price

and

direct to

14 Hey

Street, N. Y.

Name Fobbst akd

List.

St.

Si-beam.

ALBERT FERGUSON,
Office, 66

A FILE OF N. Y HERALD, 1847, AND TIMES,
TO DATE, AND ODD NUMBERS, FOR SALE.

toe.
Dupont's Spotting, Mining, SHir-prea and Blasts
jng Powders oi allBlzesand lescrlptlona .special
tirades ior Fxport Also Rifle, Cartridge, Musket, Cannon. MorLir, Mammal h, Hexagonal, cubical and Pellet Powder, U. 8. Government Standard,
Powder manufactured to order of any required

F. L.

you want good work,

for 1'iices.

Chamoeis

EXHIBITION.

save Agent's Commission

kegs.

Bupont's Rifle Fg. "S«a-S!iooting."—

izraln or proof. &
Agencies in all the cities
throughout the United bin .

Com-

whole-

FERGUSON'S PATENT AUJUiWABLE

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

n

.'

i

city, or

NEW YORK.

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & CO.

BOOK BINDING

1 lb. canisters,

.

prominent

RIFLES, SHOT GTJNS, PISTOLS &0.

1

Dupont's Eagle Rifle.—A quick,

ot dealer?, or ot the

STREET,

Remington

NEAT AND ELEGANT

i

.

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWDER; aho, SPECIAL CHAdE-i FOR EXPORT OP
ANY REQUIHKT1 i.-iUAI.V (Hi PKuOF MAMJFACTURED TO ORDEK.

Eccl. 12:1

fi rain.— Nos. 1 (coarse)
Dupont's
4 (One) unequalled In streiigili, quickness and
cleanliness; adapted tot glass-ball and pigeon
canisters.
In
l
lb
shooting. Packed
Bupont's Eaple UucKingf.—SOS. 1 (coarse)
to 3 (tine); burns slowly, strong and very clean:
great penetration, Willi a close pattern; adapted
tor glass-ball, pigeon, duck: and other shooting
Willi either muzzle or breechloaders. Packed In I
ib. and 5 lb. cani-tcrs tnd 6if andiajtf lb. kegs.
Specially ; ul t
for " choke Bore" Guns, and particularly for praiBurns slowly, strong and
rie and upland shouting.
moist; does not cake or bum on the barrels, gr.es
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will
tie found well adapted for glass-ball and pigeon
--ii-.
>u. a
.v..
Shooting. Made
No. 1 being the coarsest. Packed in 6& lb. kegs and

Duponfs Choke Bore—

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG and "Sea Shooting" FG in kegs Ot
:insof51bs. FFFGisalso
in 1 and % lb. canisters. Burns strong and
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting and the "Sea Shooting" FG is the
standard Rijie Powder of the country.
Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.
packed

SS WAI.E

(SO

n

and

ration.

pany's Agents, In every
sale atourofllce.

Rifle, Sporting
Blasting Powder.

Oupont's

lb. canisteriJ

canisters

In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and veryremarkably close and with great
For field forest or water shooting It
ranks any other brand and It Is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.
Nos. 1

priii-i

Ko. 29 Murray Street,

po'-'-cler, c

lb.

clean, shooting

JPREE.

i'nek-nilhl

1
',

and 6% and

ILECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

slean

In

una clean, for upWell adapted to shot-guns.

fine grain, q-.i

Hazard's "Dnck Shooting-."

Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHL.1T,
Showing SIZES Of GRAINS of POWDER. Furnished

(

lb.

land prairie shooting.

Creedmoor.

&

Co.,

MAMJFACTTOLEES OP

Powder.

Laflin

12, 18?0_.

Fulton Street, N. Y.

(With Conroy. Blssett

& Malleson.)

tot

i--.'.-..

St., i\. Y.

but UL'POXT'S Eg. or FFg. tor

ong-range rllle shooting.

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,
SJPOMTIJSTG

THE BEST GUNS

POWDER.

for the

ALSO ALL GRADES OF

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.Y.
Illustrated Catalogue sent free on application.

Amende, at

all Principal

Points In

B. F.

tbe Wont.

REMOVED TO

^Lr6 rkix 4-^& ^^x

to

T

N.Y.

Agent forthe U.

o.

153

MILK STREET,

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater
meet the Increasing demand. We have received the h.

Charitable Mechanics' Association Fair tor our superior goods.

r

St.,

E

STERBR00K"S

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Cedar

i

the nobility of Russia, who
are known to be connoisseurs ot cham-

sumed by

NICHOLS & CO..
Manufacturers of

SportingGunpowder.

acknowledged by judge to be the
best curie now in existence. «. »= selected by the Czar and is largely conIs

pagne.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,

ENCLISH

CHAMPAGNE.
THIS WINE

LEAST MONEY.

W. W. GREENER'S and C. G. BONEHTLL'S GTJNS a specialty. General Agent for CARD'S STANDARD GLASS BALL TRAP. Watches, clocks, Jewelry and Sporting Goods.

Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 16T.

facilities tor

For Sale by all Stationery
THE ESTERBROOK. STEEL PEN CO.,

manufacturing our goods
medal at the Mas'.

a silver

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

The Baker

Works. Camden, N.J.

— AHD —

New York.

OUR NEW MODEL
THREE BA RREL

for

CUN.

IltlllABU.ITV

SHOOTING QUALITIES

John St..

GrUllS

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Cun made

26

jj

J^

PRICE, BEST ENGLISH TWIST BARRELS,

DAMASCHS STEEL,

-

-

.

*60 to

S'iOO

gun

SEND STAMT FOR DESCRIPTIVE OIROVLAR.

is

light

and compact, from9

C.

to 10 lbs. weight.

The rifle is perfectly accurate."

SMITH Maker.

Syracuse. N. Y.

—

——

;

-*^ THE

AMERICAN

Entered According to Act of Congress, In the year

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

The Menhaden Question The
vasion of the German Carp
The Sportsman Tourist
:

T710LL0WING

In'163

:

In the Forests of Yucatan

;

My .First Kogue
;

Elephant

The Red

"164

Squirrel

Tho Enemies of Game Birds
Game Bao and Gun :—

-106

A Virginia Pheasant Hunt The
Notes from Worcester
Rille of the Future
Treeing VS. Wing-Shooting CaperDeer Hunting in Arkansas ; Cartcailzie for America
Florida
Rust Spots in Gun Barrels
ridge Carriers
407
Shooting and Fishing
Sea and Biver Fishing :
Night Fishing Another Tale of an Albatross Game Fish
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the Berlin Exhibition

""f at

A,-ii

Needed
FlSHOULTUBB :
Canadian Fishculture
Maine
The Kennel :—

;

More Game Protection

;

470

;

Colorado

;

Salmon

Culture in
471

Canine Ailments
Essex County
Training us. Breaking
Cockers and FoxHunt;- The 'Yithdrawal of Croxtoth
473
hounds Protect the Dogs Was it Instinct ?
;

;

;

Rifle and Trap Shooting :—
National American Rifle Association
Yachting and Canoeing :—
Taxing Outside Ballast ; Yacht Stoves
Answers to Correspondents

474

..

477

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
recognized medium ot entertainment,
Instruction and information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted
are Invited iroin every part ot the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspondent's name will be published except with his consent
The Editors cannot be held responsible tor the views ot correspond-

The forest and Strbam is the

ents.

Subscriptions.

;

and

Is

on sale In Europe by The American Exchange,

Strand, W. C, London, Eng.; and by Em. Terquem,
Martin, Paris, France,

15

Boulevard,

449
St.

hawks and

small

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per Une.
and twelve months. Reading notices

m

Special rates tor
cents per line-

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
Nos. 39 and 40 Park Row,

and would do good service if they
were encouraged during the winter months. The sparrowhawk and the sharp -shin and the mottled owl are too small
to do any serious injury to our game birds, while the shrike,
although sometimes killing our smaller song birds, is in reality one of the farmer's best friends.
Its food, and the same
may be said of the sparrow-hawk and the screech-owl, consists very largely of insects injurious to vegetation, and of
field

New York City.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Thnreday, January

12.

—

Bostok Bemob Show. The energetic sportsmen of the
Massachusetts Kennel Club have decided to hold a bench
show at Boston next May, commencing on Tuesday the Dth
and continuing four days. Wed knowing that the gentlemen
the matter in charge will be content with nothing

implies— we
upon this
opportunity to see and compare the most prominent dogs
from all sections, as well as many new aspirants for fame
and for the privilege of enjoying the generous hospitality of
the whole-souled sportsmen of the old Bay State.
all

that this

heartily congratulate the sportsmen of the country

certainly have no pity for the sickly sentimenwhich expresses sympathy with the sparrow grasped

As well shed tears over
taken in the trap set in your

Sparrows are vermin just as rats and mice are,
and should be destroyed whenever it is possible. It is to be
that
the
energetic measures put forth by the Australhoped
ian government may succeed in ridding this flourishing
colony of the plague of sparrows, and although we can imagine that the bounties paid out on this account will at first be
heavy, we cannot doubt that they will prove to have been
well expended.

A

of

men and

a proper care is taken in pushing the matter of
is no doubt but that the visit will be made

.Let

it

the Asscciation obtain concur-

rent legislation in all the States, on the coasts of

menhaden

which the

are captured, forbidding the taking of the fish for

any purpose whatever before the middle of July or the

Then

of August.

first

will the fish fulfill their destiny in increas-

and consequently their numbers; and waxing fat, they will furnish food for our valuable fishes and
Such a
also oil in increased quantities for the factories.
law, and this only, will restore the menhaden to its former
abundance and remove all complaints against the use of the

ing

their species,

purse-net.

THE INVASION OF THE GERMAN
CARP.

THE introduction

from Germany has been a
two years, and it promises
There are several
to be more so in the next two years.
reasons for this. The fish grow fast and they are new. The
same may be said of the rainbow trout of California and
yet they have not made the stir that the carp have and
of the carp

fruitful topic for the past

;

;

those persons who only look at the surface of things suppose
that the reason lies in the fact that the carp is a fish for the
farmer to grow in his duck-pond, while the trout is a fancy

and demands a spring brook.

fish for the epicure,

The

fact that the carp

is

a monarchial emissary in

dis-

guise is not perceived.

and

publicly throw off the

show how

will

of

American

the disguise,

institutions,

and how

not immediately expelled from our land our Re-

in danger.

is

mask from

foreign-born fish threatens the

this

and permanency

liberty

The

object of the introduction of the

German carp is to furnish cheap food for the coming swarm
of Chinamen who are spawned along the coast of Asia and,
having almost rendered California uninhabitable, are now
preparing to overrun the Middle and Eastern States. It is
well-known that the carp can be cheaply grown in great
quantities in water that is now useless, and which will support nothing else.
levity intended) at

Carp can be grown on a large scale (no
two cents a pound. The Chinese bred

it is alleged, before the Germans did.
A Chinacan live on carp and rice and work for so near nothing,

the carp,

man

LITTLE
at all

fish is the menhaden, and
commensurate with its size.

ment

to thousands of

in the oil

and

men and

its

importance

It

is,

is

not

indeed, one of

It not only gives

fishes.

employ-

steam and sail vessels,
but indirectly it is one of the

fleets of

fertilizer interest,

it feeds many of our best
has also entered into politics in the State of New

greatest sources of fish food, as
It

where the fishermen near the coast favor a law prohibiting the capture of the menhaden by steam vessels, on
the plea that the fishes which formerly fed upon them are
forsaking the New Jersey shores on account of the present
scarcity of this favorite food, which has been nearly destroyed
by the purse-nets.
There exists also a Menhaden Association, which is composed of the owners of steamers and other vessels engaged
in the capture of the fish, and the proprietors of the " factories," as the oil works are termed.
This society meets
Jersey,

yearly in

New York

city, usually in the

month

of February,

and discusses questions of interest to the business and often
listens to essays from men of science.
This society is also
troubled about the decrease of the menhaden, and at the
coming meeting will probably consider plans of remedy.
:

The capture

of the menhaden, for

gins with the appearance of the

first

manure

only, be-

Ssh in the 'jays of

Long

Island and elsewhere.

Society

if

way

know

remedy?

my in-

that a low grade of decimal approaching the infiniteBsimal,

our most valuable coast

facts

although I

the

is

public

and an interesting contest ensue.

money, and

the

What

if this fish is

is

the match, there

of assistance in

else will,

to be destructive to

terest."

the capture of the rat that

The fish then contain little or no oil,
and would not yield enough to pity for their capture but
they are carted off and plowed under the soil for manure.
This continues all through the spawning season, and, in fact,
as long as the fish remain upon our coast.
Any fishculturist
could preach a sermon with this for a text. Any farmer
could tell what the result would be to his poultry yard if he
killed every fowl on sight, all the season.
The Menhaden

ward with promises

;

in the strong claws of these birds.

We would respectfully call their attention to the following

—

Tub International Match. No new steps have been
taken in the matter of the visit of a band of American
On this
National Guardsmen to Wimbledon in July next.
side the water there is a willingness to have the match, but
there is a desire to wait until the conditions under which the
Englishmen would like to have the match fought have been
received and examined. The Eastern States are coming for-

one

We now

mice.

We
tality

fishes.

show—with

the shrikes, which are the natural enemies

of the sparrow, kill a few,

THE MENHADEN QUESTION.

three, six

short of a first-class

effect in reducing their

—»e~^.
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some
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Canadas

upon

we

numbers, and thus relieving the farmers of the burden with
which they are now saddled. The testimony printed in the
article above referred to gave a very alarming idea of the
amount of damage that these wretched birds may do, but it
is to be hoped that they may never so increase in this country
as they have in the Australian colonics.
Traps, nets and
poison seem ineffectual to check their increase or their depredations, and to destroy them in any large quantities by shooting is scarcely practicable. Here, in North America, they
have severe winters to contend against, which, of course,

;

;

closely

the report, which

for the eggs, ought to have

;

But the society is composed of individuals each,
individual says to himself-. " If I don't catch the fish some

farmer.

of the injury

Natural Histoki :—
Birds Observed in Central Dakota

1882.

12,

recommendations of
week or two since,
done to the agriculturist by the English
sparrow in Australia, comes the news that the government has offered a bounty for these birds. A premium of
sixpence a dozen for the heads, and of 2s. 6d. per hundred

-L

congress, at Washington.

in the Office of the Librarian or

BOUNTY FOR SPARROWS.
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by the Forest and stream PtibUstilng Company,

issi,

;

know

this as well

as either (he fishculturist or the

will represent his day's wages.

It is

most

significant that

this introduction of carp did not take place until

some years

United States. It is also
worthy of note that the carp thrives best in the most Southern
States where labor has formerly been cheap.
But the carp
can be cultivated veryVcheaply even in Vermont, and will
furnish a cheap food to a frugal Chinaman in every State.
after the abolition of slavery in the

At

first

the introduction of this fish

a great boon

;

ulterior object

and enthusiastic
in

its

was regarded by all as
who saw no

fishculturists,

introduction, regarded

it

as of great

economic value to our people in the way of cheap food, and
we must admit that we thought the same, so carefully was
the Chinese project covered up. This imported imperialist
may drive our native gars from their bayous and the catfish
from the sloughs by quietly devouring the vegetation on
which these native species indirectly depend. Every true
American must feel his blood tingle at the thought. True,
the gars are worthless, but they are American.

the gross catfish are eaten in

all their

Certainly

oleaginous rankness

by the native American of African descent and are despised
by the epicure, yet they were hatched beneath the banner of
freedom and should not be crowded from the enjoyments of

by a fresh importation, even though that imported fish
comes under the disguise of an edible fish which has the
life

merit of cheapness.

We

admit that this view of the subject is new even to
and cao>.e as a sort of inspiration when we learned
Commission had proposed to invade the Trans-Mississippi with the carp and that Colonel
McDonald left Washington on the night of January 3 with a
car-load of them, and that thousands more are to follow by
express to stock one thousand ponds and lakes in the great
will

ourselves,

that the United States Fish

:

interior

of the continent the fertile fields of

tined to support a dense population.

It

which, are des-

theu flashed upon

^

"
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and

us that tbis was but a preparatory slop to a fl06d of Chinese
cheap labor, and that it was a step -which threatened the very
existence of our people by making food to cheap that the
Mongol would set up a " washce' on every quarter section.
Oh, for the lungs of a stump orator to exclaim iu stentorian
tones over the laud where the buffalo

and the wolf howls iu
cheap food which
cheaper people

this

now

but a proludj

!

sixty

Obsbtbe has reached (he green old age of
having entered upon its sixtieth volume last
with dignity and strength and
the most able journal of its kind iu the world. The

years,

It carries its years

to-day

is

j

Irenrous Letter in the current

number recounts some

interest-

"Very fewT arc now
subscribed for the Observer in 1823. Many who
as children read it then, are its constant readers.
few of
ing facts in the history of the paper.

living

who

A

Four families are now

the original subscribers survive.
siding in

37th

si

reel, iu

this

city, to

whom

re-

the paper has

been going ia the same name from ils first number. R ev
Calvin Yale paid his sixtieth subscription last week, and,
more remarkable still, he began with the Boston
six years before the Observer was begun,
Mr. Cunningham,
now our Superintendent of printing, was a bny in the otficc
in 1820, and he has been iu it ever since.
He remembers the
first line he set up at the desk."
The life of a good paper is
not measured by the span which limits the career of the men
who make it. Men may come, and men may go, but the
paper goes on forever. The Observer has the wisdom and
.

experience of old age

has also the vigor of young blood

it

;

and time will be when these first sixty years
its

will be

;

accounted

youth.

PsECDONTMS

IN

NATURAL HlSTOKY NOTES.— The

point

advanced some time ago in our natural history columns by
Dr. Merriam, and again referred to this week by Dr. Fisher,
is, undoubtedly, well taken,
aud deserves the serious con-

The value

sideration of our contributors.

any published
authenticity, and this
of

note on natural history depends on its
cannot be determined unless the name of the author is given.
should much prefer to have all our contributors on this

We

subject sign their articles with their full names, for there are

numerous observations recorded each year in the columns of
Foekst and Stkeam which are of great value, and might
prove of much importance to

.

were it possible for
them to learn more of the topics recorded aud the individual
by whom the record is made. The matter, of course, is one
which each writer must decide for himself, but iu the interests of science we hope to see the plan advocated by Drs.
.Merriam and Fisher, generally adopted by our natural history
contributors.
There is no reason whyarticles outside of this
special department should not be signed by pseudonyms,
and we have no desire that any change in the manner of
Bigning should be made.
naturalists,

Baeom Ihnsst Lagrange,

known

France, well

of

to

readers of our Paris contemporary La CViasse TUuslre, and a
prominent sportsman in his country, has come to America
to visit some of the famous game
country, of which he has heard so much.
J. U. Gregory, Esq., Naval Agent at Quebec,

for a two-years' stay,

grounds of

this

Accompanied by
Canada, Baron Lagrange called at this office last week on his
way to Florida. They propose going into the Kissimee
game country, the charms of which we may believe will, in
due time, be eloquently described in La I'/m^e.

i

pre-

—

we used

our fingers aud tortillas, each
and gravy. Fortunately, we
hand, and were not obliged to
drink the nasty cuff ee they boiled for us, but had, instead,
the refreshing water of the cocos.
man came along as we
finished our cigarettes and we engaged him to take us iu his
boat to a point up the lagoon where
according to
him, "muchos" flamingoes. The o: rro" is at a point where
the lagoon meets the sea, called "Boca de oilam" and
"Punta Arenas''— or point of sand. There are here long
sand-bars and shoals, and naturally the fish congregate here
by millions aud the sea birds by thousands.
wall of mangroves comes down to the border of the lagoon, and beyond
the sand point is the open ocean. Flocks of pelicans, se.i
gulls, terns, cormorants, "peeps," plover, snipe, herons,
at the fish

at

A

.

A

egrets and sponbill.s were flying, wading aud swimming in
and above the water. Here it, is said the flamingoes come by
hundreds on the bar, about a gunshot, from the huts among
the palms but they were not there then, they would come
that night or "mafiana."
The man poled the boat up the
lagoon, disturbing hundreds of snipe and sandpipers, to a
point where the stream narrowed and where the mangroves
came down to the water's edge forming solidgreen walls with
These trees were dotted
the placid water between them.
with wT hlte herons and cormorants, and at a place where there
was a spring a spring of fresh water* bubbling up in this
salt water lagoon
we put up a hundred ducks and two dozen
spoonbills— "platalea ajaja" which were roosting on the
;

—

Bunch Snow.— Mr. Edward Gregg,

the Presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania Poultry Society, under whose
show at Pittsburg will be held,
writes us that the prospects for a large show are very flatauspices the coming bench

They have

tering.

many

already received

applications

from

prominent sportsmen for a place iu the hall for their dogs.
Mr. Charles Lincoln is there, and the premium list and entry
blanks will soon be ready and may be had by addressing the
Secretary, Mr. C. B. El ben.

Nsw Yoek Bench Show.—The

Westminster Kennel
Club will hold their sixth annual bench show iu April. The
date will be determined at a meeting of the club this week.
Full particulars will be found in our next issue.

Florida.— Dr.

C.

J.

Ken worthy's " Climatology of
man

Flor-

ida," contains just the information that very

are seeking now.

residence

is at

It

may

be had from the author, whose

Jacksonville, Fla.

—

Kill The Owls kill the hawks kill the foxes kill the
skunks kill ihe red squirrel*. Remember that this destruction of vermin means something toward the preservation of
;

;

;

;

the

game

supply.

MezzLE-LoAi)reaKii--Les are discussed
to-day.

fit

r.

Van Dyke

will find

mauy

in

our game columns

to agree

with him' as

Having shot some of these birds we tried to land.fout the
mud was so soft and we sank so deep that it was impossible,
and we had to leave them there. Leaving the main channel
we entered a narrow water lane, where many egrets and
night herons, with broad boat -bills, flapped across our bows.
The mangroves were in bloom, ihe small concealed flower
being hardly perceptible. At last we reached the p mil
where the flami (lgoes ought to have been, but where they were
not, a broad mud flat, wltere they always have fed till to-day.
Disappointed, w-e turned the boat about, after causing it to
be pushed over the mud as far as possible, and returned.
The sun was down then aud the water Smoother, and all the
little, water birds aud the greater ibis and herons were going
ome on the sand Bars, others on the trees. Our
dinner, when wT e reached the hut, was the same as our breakfast— a large broiled fish laid out on a palmetto fai
we ate by the light of an attenuated Candle stuck near by on
a " nictate " table. The interior of the hut. was black with
smoke, dried fish were stuck up all about, nets and other
paraphernalia of a fisher'shut hung iu the corners, and one
end was filled by a great pile of eocoanuts. Into the six

hammocks, hung

side

bF

side

in

Ihe

centre,

leu people

stowed themselves as night came on, though Alonzo and 1,
1 slepl unin virtue of our silver, had a single one each.
easily because they told me the flamingoes would
the night and we must get up at moourise aud hunt, them.
Insects of some kind I could not te'l what nor h
save that, I knew they were numerous and sanguinary were
crawling over me all night. The hammock next me was
occupied by an old woman with two babies, and she, with
the men and boys on either she
&g and spitIt was very dark, aud the wind -v.
ting all night.
;,
through the spices of the hut all tl.
tho
hours,

—

—

i

to the muzzle-loader's accuracy at short range.
•

The Floeida Cattle Gbowbbs.
of the
life

—Can any

Perhaps

cremil

of

1'iesli

llio

reader

may

uaierspllng

recall tire accounts
in tile .Hlaiille, on* St.

given
.-',

.i„iisi

:,

ol

m

,.

im

en

,

the readers

?
-

Seoketaeihs of Ga?.ib Associations will confer a favor by
notifying us of the coming meetings of iheir societies.

•

:

'

sM
V

besides their bows and arrows, lances, shiei.
also wore ornaments of feathers on their heads.
* "*
«
Near the place of this ambuscade were three' buildines jP
lime and stone, wherein were idols of clay, with
diabofflH
countenances, and several wooden chests,' which
contaH
similar idols bnt smaller; some vessels, three di,,i,
„;,
one imitations of bo ..a aod tishes in alloyed
imldmgs of liuie aud stone, and the gold, gave us a aTfiB
ilea ol ihe country we had discovered.
On our ,etum tfl
hoi
we had the satisfaction to find, that while
,

40

fighting, our chaplain, GonEales, had taken care
of the
and their contents, which he had, with the assistance
brought off safely 10 our
,,f two Indians of Cuba,
-hitis
Having re-embarked, we proceeded as before, coasting j5

were

chests

the westward." The island of Cozurnei wast
overed th'a
next-year, 1518, on the voyage of Grijalav o and for
it
Cortez set sail in 1516* "There Was," says Bormd
Oidft.
"on ihe island of Cozumel a temple, and
idols, to which all the Indians of Ihe nelghtl "'ing
districts
medio go frequently in solemn procession." .,
-

'

These

',
,

I

;

i

i

m

Cortez and his companions east down, and
,,,',.
o
crucifix in their place, which the Indians finally
consenfifl
Here they heard of two Spaniards 'in captivity
to accept.
one
Indians,
whom
of
among the
they rescued aud who
proved of great service afterward as an interpreter
Nfflfh
of the great island of Cozumel is Isla Mug,
miles from the
coast,
six
five
or
six' miles
in
length by half a mile wide.
Here some of the sailorswent on shore "aud found in 11
of Cortez
hard by, four temples, the idols in which represented Jrttiman I'cma'c figures of large size, for which reason we
'

,

this place

Puntas de

las

Mugeres. "

,.. point, and calle
Stephens in 1842 did lot

ummd

They thought 'the irfiM
3

superficial manner, theleai
lalso done more thorn"
_
muuication to 8tephe_ Salisbury,

Females.
What!
a
-nd Cozumel, in a

gist.TJr.

i,

In a comWorcester, infirst;
of the Isia.
'•orily.

Jr., of

'•'"!
1878,* he gives a complete survey (the
Mugeres, locating the ancient buildi
temple formerly containing the idols Bpolten ol by*BeJH
Diaz, and the "altar." A valuable discovery by the Doctor
was made there of a terra cotla female tiiiurc, which Mil
formed the front ofa "brasero,"or incense burner. It wasof'
excellent workmanship, and valuable, not oniy'fiorn this
fact, but owing to the extreme rarity of works of
ccranffc
art iu and near the peninsula of Yucatan.
The Doctor's de-

scription of Mugeres is so delightful that I cannot
quoting it, especially as the book in which it is o
not accessible to the general reader. "The village >] k,\„m
is built on the beach of ihe pretty little bay-, where
n
B
Of fishing smacks from Havana, as the pirates of old, finds
Hire shelter from the violence of tho stormy northei
itdffib
the wavesagamst the iron-bound shores of Ihe ,. ,
,,],
„

rM9

,

I

il

,

i

<

,

.o aueiie a terrific and deafening noise. Thehouscs
the ink
are uug y ensconced in a thick grove ol cocoa
as them from the scorching rays (if
evergri j tc
three streets run north and south ' Tintl etropioal sun.
i

i

principal street, the middle one, half a mile iu len
ered with deep sand, as are all the others, leads in
rhe dwellings, with bin
to the necropolis,
,,
exceptions, are mere thatched huts.
The
of palisades of trunks if palmetto trees.
They an
inside and out and then whitewashed
Among the fire
hundred houses of which the village is composed, a ajfflB
lay have their walls of stone and monoo
i

Hue

.

with

lalmetl o

th

from

rees.

t

Each hut

is

seuaJH

'.yard
tin
n some the on n
try to cultivate iu the sandy soil a
great pa
u- flowering shrubs of sickly
few rose _ _
they „ - very proud. The interior
of which
mice, ui
nne.c,
nu^iiuvj
houses is the same for the rich as for the poor, consisti^H
a large, single room, which serves during the dn
and reception room. It is converted at night iul
mon Bleeping apartment by hanging hammocks from the
ratters which support, the roof.
Oftentimes an
hung across the room, divides it into two apartments, aW
The articles of furniture are feff.
serves ia lieu of a cm-fain.
and old fashioned— some wooden chairs and tables, support,,, d on trestles to isola'e them
from the dump floors -of
belun' (Maya foi tuncre
the shrine of the 'Pen
tatuctte of the patron saint oi
ate,' containing th
the family, before which is constantly burning a small lamp.
hammock: or two, together with fi-hing nets, oar-V
1

,

apaH

oM®

'

Fokest and Stkeam furnish information about the

of the stock gro (vers of South Florida

seulcd itself almost as attractively as that of exploraS
B
ruined cities."
COZITMICI. AND THE ISLA MTTGERE8.
Stephens was theu on his way back from an
extend*)
exploration of the ruins of the island of Cozitntel
and
the east coast of Yucatan, and perhaps, as this is the
neaiffl
-ooi.ion, it will be
point we shall reae;< ,.,
,
J
icrpolate a short description ol that portion of
rucatffi
The first point at which the Spaniards under Cordova landed
upon the then unknown kingdom of Mexico wa» at if*
northeastern extremity, now called Cape Catoche.
An In
diau chief invited them ashore, saying Con-EscotoaE
which signifies come to our town, and it was from trffl
that he gave it the name of Pumas de Cotoche
It
whs determined by us to accept the invitation savs the
old chronicler, observing the proper precaution of
all
in a body, and by one embarkation, a s tve
ceived the shore to be lined with Indians."
They wctp
attacked by these, the first acquaintances of the
new
country, and fifteen or the company wounded
"TflH
warriors were armed with thick coats'of cotton,
'

We

—

!

but
ingle hut.
I perfectly agree with the disli
traveler that, "for mere sporting, such a ground is
seen, and the idea of a shooting lodge, or rather hut
on the
shores of Puntas Arenas for a few months iu the season

eries for hours.
The woods were full of birds of certain
species, sueh as orioles, flycatchers, blackbirds, doves, and a
host of others.
I shot a very beautiful trogon with a yellow
breast, and parrots were crying out all the lime.
"Temprano" meant ten o'clock, when the sun nearly blistered our
backs, yet even then Alonzo wanted to know if I would not
like to wait till later.
The. trees that composed the wood we first entered, many
of them, supported great nests of the white acts,' which
looked at a little distance like black bears.
passed
through a broad area covered with wild "henequc
hemp— showing where the plants come from whence the
plantations are stocked.
Near some lovely " aguadas" was
a new " rancho" with anice-looking girl preparing tortillas,
and some hundred rods beyond we saw an Indian mound of
shells.
An hour later I saw a man-o'-war bird i',:,,, ,',
aejuila) and felt that, from this sign, the sea could not be far
off; nor was 1 mistaken, for we soon struck a sandy plain
with small salt ponds and espied the great lagoon that connects with the sea.
Mangroves and stunted trees had been features of the landscape thus far, but a mound of green cocoa palms now rot o
up ano relieved the monotony. This was the " cerr," or
hill— we were looking for, a shell-heap made by ihe ancient
Indians, covered aud surrounded with a few hundred coco
palms. Here were two small thatched and wattled huts,
dilapidated and dirty, within which were two Indian women
CJoking some fish. They had but little corn and nothing
else but fish, but they brought a great fish called "lisa,"
which had been broiled on the coals in its own fat, and this
was delicious. It was, as it lay split, open, nearly two inches
thick, aud we ate and relished exceedingly great" flakes of it.
These women had never seen a spoon, knife or fork, and as

,

the ease was

i

" marinero"— or sailor— that uttered a succession of harsh

-

knew

I

;

us,

I

i

my

one taking his turn

this last

by the stories told them of the abundance of ibis and flinfflS
goes, and ho..: g returned empty-handed.
Then, as now
Puntas Arenas was simply a station for fishermen

always " mafiana"— to-morrow— in this country; "many-ami temprano"— early to-morrow
but is ever "mafiana"
and never "temprano." The people lose the best hours of
morning ami work in the heat, of the day.
Across the " aguada" there was a strange bird called the

had hundreds of coco nuts

heard

1

and prepared to depart. The only si,!
;,,"
mingoes we obtained was early in the morning, when
two
long lines flapped over the water far at s.
li'stinguish ffl
ayt .. their bright, color. Forty years ago Mfc,
Stephens and D
iftbol
hart similar fortm e to mi
™, u v. j^aia,. Having 1)0011 hired hero fr.1,,1 Hie pm1
|

livened us, while the birds commenced their erics.
Idressed
and, weni, out.
Coffee was ready and cigarettes and alter
Inking breakfast we were ready to start fur the coast.
We
were to have started "muy temprano''— very early— but the
sun climbed higher aud ihigher and still the horses were
Chi
[their corn and
friend still unprepared.
is
It,

we had none with

When

hopeless,

trees.

Pittsbtjeg

I

»

"aguada," soon after dawn,
reflected
of the sky, and the sun crept,
slowly up, dissipating the coolness of the night, and before
seven it was very hot. The sand-fl.ii s came out and en;'

The Mew Tosb
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I

invasion by a
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surface of the
THE glassythe
rosy hues

grazes iu quietude

to

Jahuaky

iu bo morning there was a perfect "norther"
and the
long leaves of the cocoa palms were lashing
their trunks
ib fur;
£-1 sunset the Indians told us the flaming
come at
dnight, then at dawn, and when dv
they-wa
two leagues off, and would appear
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masts, sails, and divers other tackle, complete the list, not
forgetting a few cheap colored lithographs of the Virgin
Mary, and some saint or other.
"The inhabitants:, re, as a general thing, a fine set of people.
The men, mostly of Indian race, speaking among themselves
the Mava language, are sinewy and athletic.
The women,
of medium heigtit, are handsome, graceful, not over shy and
rather slovenly."
He carefully surveyed the ruins and made photographs of the "temple," which shows that it has suffered from the hand of time since the visit of Stephens. He,
however, locates it at the south end of the island, while
Stephens erroneously places it at the north. The building is
twenty-eight feet long and fifteen deep, of stone. The interior is divided into two corridors, the ceiling has the
triangular arch, and according (o both Le Plon'geon and
Stephens, it gives evidence of being the work of th a builders
of the main land.
Portions of the structure have been used
for building purposes, but to-day, says the doctor, the people
obtain stone from a large ruined city on the main land opposite Mugeres, where they go with fear and trembling, lost,
.

they should meet with Indians from Tuluni and be

made

prisoners

"A very happy confirmation of the statement

of: Diaz that
" Desiring to
these people burned incense was made here.
varnish the negatives, in order to carry them safely home, 1
put som" live coals in the bottom of the incense burner, and
entered the shrine to bo protected from the wind
wheu lo
a slight vapor arose from among the coals, and a sweet,
delicious perfume filled again the antique shrine as in the
days of its splendor, when the devotees and pilgrims from
afar used to make their offerings and burn the mixture, carefully prepared, of styrax, copal, and other aromatic rosins
on the altar of the goddess." The northern and eastern
shores, especially the latter, are doited with ruins, a cordon
of ruined villages, cities, temples and palaces is drawn along
!

;

the coast. None more interesiing has been described thin
the City of Tuluin, which Stephens identifies, with much
show of reason in his support, with the great cities of lime
and stone seen by the first Spanish visitors. Here he found
a grand "castle" and extensive buildings, some with
of beams still supporting a crust of mortar.
Buried in a
dense forest he found sculptured stones, altars, watch-towers,
paintings, stucco work and a beautiful style of architecture.
The whole northeastern portion of Yucatan is a wilderness,
a section of country that was once teeming with people and
full of populous cities.
It is almost unknown, and it is today not impossible, as Stephens says, "that within this
secluded region may exist, unknown to white men, a living,
aboriginal city, occupied by relics of the original race, who
siill worship in the temples of their fathers."
I
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this long detour to the north,

let

us return once

more to Puntas Arenas, where I left my friend Alonzu ready
to renew the search for flamingoes.
lie was determined lo
find some and to put me within gunshot of them, even if we
had to go to the Rio Lagartes, fifteen leagues away, for he
had promised the Consul he would.
But I was determined to leave for Qdam and civilization, as by another day's
delay I might miss the steamer down the coast and be hindered another week in my journey to Mexico. Finding uic
obdurate, he yielded gracefully, and to his already numerous
favors added the crowning one that I should take his horse
to ride, while be relumed to the rancho.
Then he embraced
me and patted me on the back, commended me to the old
Indian who had been our guide, and started on his walk of
three leagues to the rancho, while I turned his horse's head
westward and we purled to meet no more. My guide, a
withered and wrinkled old man, mounted astride a little stallion, between two packs, and his legs hanging down by the
horse's nick, led the way.
I thought my misfortunes ended,
but this was an ill-starred trip, for we had not been ten
minutes on the trail before my horse got stuck in soft mud
of the shore and rearing up fell over on me, pinning one leg
How 1 escaped from the wildly flounderin the soft ooze.
ing animal is something I do not understand to this day, but
I remember scrambling over the mud like a crab, on hands
and knees, and afterward picking up cartridges, silver and
a broken watch chain, while my guide captured the horse.
After being scraped, I again mounted, experiencing much
trouble after this, for the horse, made fearful by his fall,
snorted and fell to trembling at every soft place in the sand.
At the frequent sloughs I was obliged to dismount and pound
the horse with the branch of a tree from behind, while the old

Indian dragged him ahead from in front. There were two
long leagues of this kind of traveling and we were much rejoiced when some straggling huts announced the approach to
the seaport of Qilam. A large portion of the way was
through a mangrove forest, where I had good opportunities
for studying this peculiar tree, noticing how it sent out and
down its aerial shoots for a foothold in the water and at the
border of the sea, and the entire absence of such shoot:? and
lateral supports back a little distance on firm land.
At the
Puerta a collection of thatched houses and a half-completed
church we sought for breakfast, and seeing a nice-looking
girl in a doorway I asked if we could get it there.
She
said, yes, and gave me some tortillas and frijoles. but the

during my absence, and had only two in
One man, who had been expected to

a critical condition.

die of a protracted
drunk, the Doctor had physicked in vain, and this rooming
he had mixed ii,) some powerful calomel pills, quietly remarking, "If these don't do the business that Indian will
hand in his checks before noon." They did not kill bint,
and my friend thereby added another laurel to his wreath
aud had ano'. her convalescent to extend his fame as a medico.
I could not help reciting those classic lines of the poet

The last day of: my stay the Doctor naturalist arranged for
a grand "poo" or turkey hunt, and early in the morning,
after giving his patients some quieting medicines, we galloped out to a rancho, ten leagues distant. It was almost
entirely abandoned, being solely in charge of Indians.
The
mayoral or head man had ou, like all the rest, simply a
breech-cloth, hat and sandals, aud carried a machete or yreat
knife.
Ilia skin was hard,
brown and polished. These
poor people had nothing to eat except roots from the woods
and what they could kill, The corn crop of this year had
failed, and half the population of Eastern Yucatan were subsisting on roots, small game, lizards aud saakes.
Speculators
had got control of American corn, though every steamer was
bringing vast quantities to Progreso, and many people were
starving in consequence.
wait an hour under a big ceibo
tree— a siik cotton— while an Indian knocks down some
cocoauuts, and brings us paw-paw fruits as large as pumpkins, which taste like musk melons.
Then we are taken
across a large milpa or field, in the blazing sun, and posted in
a wood, wlide our Indians range about to beat up the game.
In the dry dead woods, which in this dry season much resemble our Northern woods in autumn, we wailed for hours.
My only visitors were a brown aud golden humming-bird, a
ehachalka and some inquisitive blue jays; but the Doctor
got a shot at a llying gobbler, which escaped, and that ended
walked back to the rancho in the heat, covered
the huut.
with gairapatas or ticks, that are so small as to he hardly
visible, yet bite like red ants.
In the eveniug we si rolled
through ihe town, seeing many pretty faces, as at thai lime
the ladies appear and sit in their doorways and chat and

We

We

smoke.
ihe next morning the Indians brought in three turkeys,
the result of our inciting them to hunt for them, and among
them was one line old gobbler, whose plumage was resplendent with sheen of polished eopper and gold, who had two
buckshot through the lungs. This was undoubtedly the one
the Doctor shot, aud which the wily Indians had traced out
after our departure.
This magnificent bird, representing
the finest of his race, the Doctor presented to me as a souvenir of the occasion, aud his assistant aided me in skinning
aud preserving him.* My friend had a " corner " on these
ocellated turkeys, having killed and bought over one hundred.
All were shipped to Paris, to a large dealer in bird
skins, wtio supplied the museums of Europe.
Never before
had so many been sent to the museums, and even now there
are not a dozen in the United States.
Since my departure
the Doctor has returned to his home in the North.
If he
can be prevailed upon to prepare his adventures for publication, the record of his three years' sojourn in the solitary
forests of Yucatan, the world will be delighted with the
richest mine of fore.it and aboriginal lore ever opened to the

public.

The

or mail coach, left at

correct,

two in the afternoon for

Merida, with myself aud two Yucatecos as passengers. In
learning that they were Yucatecos we naturally inferred that
they were gentlemen, as they were, and that they would
linger at every possible point on the road, which they did,
first at "fiesta," where there had been
a bull-fight
" toro" aud then at a dance.
reached the town-house
of the General just in time for dinner, stayed with him an
hour or two, and parted with him with an affectionate embrace, and arrived at Motul at dark.
Here my companions
ordered supper, refusing lo let me pay for it or share in the
expense, saying that I was a stranger and their companion,
and that it was their duty to see me through. It is the
custom here, before eating or drinking, to offer what you
have before you to the people about and they thank you, but

—

—

We

don't accept.

We changed

mules at Motul and galloped nearly the whole
distance to Merida, stopping now and then to stretch our
limb3 aud smoke. As there were four of us, including the
"
driver, the
volan" was full. There was no room for reclining, and we were cramped in unnatural positions throughout the long twenty leagues. It was one o'clock in the
morning, by the dim light, of a waning moon, that we entered the suburbs of the capital, aud waked the echoes of

the silent streets

by

driving furiously to the plaza.

^^~
»

MY

>

Obbr.

»

.

FIRST ROGUE ELEPHANT,

—

—

table was guiltless of plate, knife or spoon, though it was
After breakfast I reclined in a hammock in an
clean.

m

inner room, while the young girl swung
another
a few feet distant, with a plump babe of a year or an.
She was hardly fourteen, large and finely formed, wilh
lovely oval face and large dark eyes.
She looked so young
aud childlike, despite her maturity and maternity, that I
could hardly believe her the mother of such a bouncing
child, and asked if it were really hers.
"Si, senor," she
answered, slowly raising the lashes from her beautiful eyes,
''esmio" it is mine— and, she added with a charming
fraukness that astonished me, " and yours too." I had intended saying something neat in compliment, before I got
thiB answer, but such an excess of politeness as au offer of
joint paternity in a child I had never seen before that hour,
fairly overwhelmed me, and I silently withdrew, settled my
bill, mounted and rode away.
The two leagues between ihe
port and o'tlam proper were soon gone over, and I slept that
night in the "casa" of Don Juan "el yiej'o of Mr. John,
" Manyana temprauo," was' the order 1 gave
the old man.
my Indian for the morrow, and for a wonder he appeared at.
daylight. "We were delayed for chocolate at the " tienda"
of Don Juan, the younger, who, while 1 sipped the drink
aud ate my " pan dulce," or sweet bread, played for me on
the guitar.

—

—

It rained at intervals as we rode toward Timax, but the
air was pure and sweet with the odors of flowers, and the
many birds in the thickets enlivened our journey, so that we
arrived at our destination without fatigue. I was in season
to go the rounds with the doctor among his patients of the

Village,

and was pleased

to find, that ho

had

lost

but three

DniBui-i), Ceylon, 16th Nov.. 1881.
that long since you have given me' up and
have Cully made up your mind that
oft repealed
promises to write to you aud give you a full, true and particular account of men, an.fm.-ils and things in general in
this far away isle was never going to be fulfilled.
Well. 1
plead guilty of delay, but hotter late than never, and I'll
promise faithfully to make up for lost time and tell you ex
s,ctly how we live aud "how it's done."
"One touch of
nature rn-ikes the whole world kin." So from the East 1

I

SUPPOSE

my

will touch you up in something I know is common to us both
viz., the love of true sport, and try and relate briefly and
succinctly (for postage rates are high from here and the
price of coffee is low) how 1 had that never-to-be-forgotten
joy of shooting my first elephant.
early morning.
The pale light just beginning
It is
to show itself eager to throw off the dark mantle iron
the land and expose all its loveliness. Brighter and brighter
it- grows.
The delicious cool breeze is wafted through the
jungle and over the small strip of patna (or open ground),
on which we were encamped laden with all the "spicy
aroma" of Ceylon's Isle, as Bishop Heber sings, but where
he carefully adds, " only man is vile" and as the morning
grows still brighter, that faint "shimmer" of the atmosphere
which betokens, however cool the morning, a day of intense
heat, warns us all that it is time to be on the track of that old
rogue that we have been following up so assiduously for the
last two days.
The jungle cocks have done crowing. The tent is struck
and safely packed in the bullock cart and Appuhami, our
Cingalese servant— a man tall and gaunt, but, singular to say,
not cadaverous looking on the other hand, like all Cingalese,

—

—
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;

This turkey is now in the
On, Massachusetts.

museum

ot

Wheaton seminary, Nor-
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he has the appearance " as to" a certam part of his body of a
well fed aldermau has received his last orders "to be sure
and be ready by ten at latest, at that strip of patna behind
the village and that if he is not there he will get the sack.'
" Suah, sah certain I
as sure as his name is Appuhami."
be there: master hungry: master want bre ikfast
f
not be there ?'' All the same it is odds on Appuhami not
being there by mid-day. But then, if we come on Mr.
Rogue it is equal odds on our uot being there.
"Now, Jack, have you got that rifle all right to-day?
You know it was all that beastly cartridge that made us play
the fool yesterday
and, if we don't get him to-day, I'll be
hanged if I'm going to tramp afier him any more, but go in
for small game.
Much better fun."
"All right," replied Jack, " there is no fault with the old
gun to-day but as you couldn't hit a haystack at a yard, I
don't exactly see what it matters to you."
All the same, mon ami Jack, as I happen to be the one
that is to have the honor of carrying, and I hope firing with
the said gun, and as elephants, and especially this old boy,
are rather apt to charge sometimes, and, moreover, as 1
happen to be at the present moment in the p; ssession of good
health and very full of life, 1 don't see why I should not be
a " leetle partikler" about this 'ere shot-gun, Do you ?
"Oh
dry up, and let's get along," was the rude remark to my very
natural appeal.
"Now, Mootisami, lead on. Strike right over there and
hit that bit of jungle at the corner, and I'll go over here,
while you, Jack, take the centre and meet at the big rock,
and coo-ee if you hit the trail."
Off we started, each to our several points, with the gun
bearers bringing up the rear, eacli bearer with a spare gun
and ammunition, we going like human sleuth hounds, eagerly
lookirtg out for tracks.
Soon we were in the jungle. Dense
masses of undergrowth and creepers, thick as a man's wrist
on either side— undergrowth so thick that if you went off the
narrow trail, it would take a sharp axe to cut through it, and
even with a knife one would hardly make more progress in a
day than the crew of an abandoned ship are said to make in
the Arctic regions. The jungle is teeming with life.
"Twitter, twitter, twitter," right and left, above, and, I
was going to say, below, and I don't think I would be exaggerating if I did add it. No matter, however, tempting
though no matter if the graceful "cock" comes with a
" whirrrr I" over your head and yon get a chance of a shot
that makes your fingers itch to pull the trigger you musn't
fire if you are after big game,
no! Monsieur Rogue
Elephant is just as eute as you can make him. It is really
marvellous how such an enormous beast as his Lordship is
can keep himself so quiet and be so hard to find. I have
known au elephant to come right down through a coffee
plantation where the trees arc planted about five by four,
and he being so minded has hardly broken a single branch.
But, let my gentleman be in a different mood and woe-betide
the place he has set his elephantine mind on destroying.
There won't be much of that crop to assess on.
Presently a long oto-ee was sounded to my right, and pressing on I soon found myself at the edge of the jungle we had
been passing through a strip of patna before me, and Jack
just beginning to give auother vigorous coo-ee.'— oa my right.
" Don't make such an infernal row, you idiot. You would
frighten any elephant within ten miles."
"He's there
He's there 1" said .Tack, jumping like a maniac, and indicating a small island of jungle just in front and surrounded on
all sides by patna; " I saw him just "going in.
Here are his
tracks," pointing to the deep impression of a heavy foot on
the ground— no doubt of it now. There they were with the
ground hardly yet recovered from the pressure of the huge
carcass.
In fact, as we looked, one liltlesprig of grass slowly
raised itself and once more renewed its life.
"Now, Jack, he's there suic enough, and it is your turn
for first shot.
He won't turn on his tracks, so you whip
round to the other side with your gun bearer, and I and the
rest will beat through here.
But, mind you, coo-ee loud, if
you miss him, for then he is sure to turn, aud I must look
out."
Here let rue explain that the great difficulty and danger in
shooting a rogue elephant, or, in fact, any elephant, lies iu
this
that there is only one really vital spot in the body of
the Ceylon elephant, and that is just above the trunk, ft is
about seven inches in circumference, and I believe you might
discharge a mitrailleuse into other parts of his body without
doing any further harm than perhaps giving him an attack of
When an elephant charges, he raises his trunk
indigestion.
just above this vital spot and " trumpets," aud then when he
is about fifteen to twenty yards off, ho lowers his trunk and
head simultaneously and comes straight at you. This is your
time and woe betide you if you mi3s and are not quick on
your legs. If you have a quick and steady bearer, you may
have a chance of a second shot, but it is only a chance, aud
it is odds on the bearer having bolted before you have fired

—
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your

firet

shot.

But to resume. Jack had hardly got round to the other
and I had not yet begun to beat when I heard a shot.
A loud coo-ee, followed by something that sounded like,
"Look out for yourself," proclaimed that Master Jack had
missed and that the man "that couldn't hit a haystack at a
yard" ran a prelty good chance of killing his first elephant,
or his first elephant killing him, a case of paying your
money, etc.
Soon I heard a crash a little to the left of me, and I quickly
retreated further from the jungle, and placed myself,
with my bearer behind me, opposite to where I heard the
side,

:

—

A

crunching of the boughs.
deathly silence followed not a
white man, standing like a statue, with the butt
sound.
of a heavy elephant rifle at his hip ready to present, and a
bronze statue behind with a rifle in his hands, eagerly bending toward the white statue— patna around— the brilliantly
green jungle in front and, above, the clear blue sky. I
remember thinking this at the time, and what a good photograph it would make and all the time I was, to tell the
Not that I thought of "bolting,"
truth, in a mortal "funk."
for my nerves were so braced up that I don't tbink I could
have run if I had tried, but I had a sort of feeling that I
would not be angry with M. Le Rogue if he went another
way. In less time than I have taken to write this there was
another crunch crunch crash of the jungle, this time on
the right, followed by a trumpet loud enough to wake the
dead, and out came the huge brute and made right at me,
his trunk waving iu the air, and a hoogh, hoogh! coming
out of his open month. Ou he came, and just as he was
about, seventeen yards off, down went the trunk and up went

A

—
;
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my rifle to Ihe "present." One glance along the shining barrel,
a strong pull on the trigger, and what was two seconds before
an infuriated " rogue," by whose side, in point of heighrk
Capt. Bates would have looked a pigmy, now came with a,
run to the ground, and lay a huge inanimate mass at my
'

feet,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Alas for Cassar 1 am not ashatued to say that -when I did
him tumble the high-strung nerves of the bold hunter
fave Way, and that it was not until Jack came round and we
ad toasted him in some good "Scotch," that I had the
power to join Jack in his war dance round the slain.
After that all went to work with a will to cut off his head
in order to preserve his skull and his tail, which went to me
as tin: trophy, and his feet to be made into footstools, with
!

seo

polished ivory toes or liqueur stands. I home eaten elephants'
feet, but take warning by my experience, and -when you
inve the chance, don't.
Dreams! Why, sir— but I can't
detail them all, only this, if you want to know what it is to
fall over a precipice, to be murdered yourself, or be hung
for murdering some oiif else, trial, judge, black cap and all
thrown in, then eat elephants' feet well-baked and with
some native pudding to f
It may appear cruel to shoot such a noble animal as the
elephant, so docile and sagacious as he is in captivity, but
one must remember that Only "rogues" are liable to be shot,
and that all others are strictly preserved by the Ceylon
Government, who capture and tame them, and then utilize
them in the Department of Public Works, where their
sagacity in moving and placing in position huge blocks of
simply marvellous, and must, be seen to be believed.
" rogue," I may here explain, is an elephant which, from
some cause or other, has been ostracised by the rest of the
herd and wanders about by himself. He is the terror of a
native village and does an incredible amount of damage to
their crops, so his removal is as much to be desired as is

—
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that of the man-eating tiger.

And now

The sun is beginstrength on our devoted
heads.
send a boy up a cocoanivtTtree to send down a
fresh, cool nut full of delicious milk, and, after one more
toast, we return to camp to breakfast, and in the after
"snooze" I dream of again shooting my first elephant.
ning

our operations are ended.

all

to beat

down with

its

full
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19. Mdospiza faseiata -Song sparrow.
Common in tho
bushes by the Dak' ta River and near the Missouri.
20. Passerina ainoena
Lazuli finchmale taken near
Swan Lake, Missouri Kiver.
31. tipiza americana
Black-throated bunting. Common
wherever a few tall weeds were to be found on the prairie.
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—

—

22. Oalaroosplza btcolor
Lark bunting.
V nry
The males had nearly all lost their bl
ing plumage by the first week in August.
They were shy
near Huron for some cause, but we found them nearly always
quite tame in Other places.

everywhere.

Dulichonyx d^eivorus—Bobolink.

23.

dant.
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Common in many places along our route.
Agekms phmnicefus - Red-ahouldered blackbird.

bird
26.

THE

a
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list

We

miles south of Grand Kiver Agency. Thence we kent
southward along the Missouri, past Fort Sully to Siding No.
Then, following the
8, on the Dakota Central Railroad.
railroad line back, we reached Huron, August 9. The whole
journey occupied sixteen days, much of it through country
about as fertile as the desert of Sahara. We saw a few
traces of deer and antelope, but none very fresh, and did
not see a mammal larger than a prairie dog on our whole
Back from the Missouri and north of the railroad
trip.
(Dakota Central) water was scarce, and the country generally
very barren. In some places there was nothing to be seen
for miles except bare, gravelly hills, without a blade of grass.
In the absence of larger game we lived mostly upon upland
plover and sandpipers, the first of which were generally
very abundant.
few met with
1. Barporliynchus rufus— Thrasher.
near the Missouri, above Fort Sully.
noticed a
2. Sitta- canadensis— Red-bellied nuthatch.
single individual of this species fifteen miles west of Huron,
many miles from timber it was running- up and down the
railroad cut, apparently perfectly at home.
Troglodytes aedon paf&reorai—Westerp house wren.
3.
Common' in the Wessington Hills, twenty-five miles southwest of Huron.
Taken
Ci«l'->Bt'>r<iK sitilarh— Short-billed marsh wren.
4

A

We

;

•i

at

Huron and

Hand

in

county..

Generally com5. Nevwys upraguei— Missouri sky lark.
mon, but hard to find when on the ground, so that we look
very few specimens. Their song could be heard inalmost any
place, however barren, especially in the mornings, the bird
The
itself being scarcely visible as a tiny speck in the sky.
song does not seem to me to be inferior to that of the Euroky lark, the only objection to it being its briefness.
Common in
6. OiHilnn-a (estiva— Summer yellow bird.

the Wessington Hills.
7. /jiriMiiud'.'oiriit.^uf)r.-KitbitMvid«.<i

Quite

common

Dakota

-White-rumped shrike.
on the railroad

near Turtle Creek Siding,

Central).

Petivchdidon lunifrons—'Eiiye swallow. There was a
large colony under the eaves of the round-house at Huron,
and we found them throughout our route, often in places
that were many miles from cliffs or anything else that could
8.

them nesting

places.
Barn Bwallow. Common along
9. Jlirundn crytlirogastra
the Missouri.
number met with
10. Ootite riparian-Hank swallow.

afford

—

A

about twenty miles southeast of Grand Kiver Agency.
serripenms Rough-winged swallow.
11. Btdgidopt/sryx
A few noticed at same place with last.

—

12.

of the

Ocnlroplianesurniitus

— Chestnut-oollaredbuhttng.

One

and abundant in the most barren lothe specimens were in extremely worn and

commonest

mon.

—

27. titv.rnella

i

.

north of Fort Sully.
male seen at
17. Zonotriclda guerula— Harris finch.
Turtle Creek.
18. Spiaella pallida— Clay-colored sparrow.I.Coinmon near
the railroad.

A

meadow

negkota— Western

Very

lark.

abundant.
Icterus xpiirius-

28.

Orchard

A

oriole.

few seen

in

the

bushes by the Dakota River.
29 tic lUcophngiiH cyavocepfadus— Brewer's blackbird. Common about Fort Sully, and near the line of railn,

with vast flocks of blackbirds of which
the majority.

formed

this species

—

—

T.

everywhere.

Q

38. Melauerpc.t /ryl/irocephahis

Common along

—Red-headed

woodpecker.

the M issourt, near Swan Lake.
Flicker.
Not very numerous ; ob39. Oolapies ej era
tained a male at Swan Lake that had the. red cheek pa, ches
of 0. mexicanvs. Other specimens, some from Northern
Iowa, show red feathers in greater or less amount in their
cheek patches.
•10. Ceryle alcyon
female shot on Turtle
Kingfisher.

to—

1

—

A

Creek.

Speotyto cuniculirin hypngata

43

Met

cuckoo.

— Burrowing

met with a small colony near the mouth of

We

owl

the Little Cheyenne,

lari

i

Medicine Creek,

They were
43.

-Mallard.
d'scors

i

Generally common,

— Blue-winged

Common.

teal.

%tm—Hooded merganser. Two young

Zopi

77.

to—White pelican. Three
seen in a slough in Wallworth count3 r.
79. J.artix (n\\ ?)—
saw a flock of gulls on a sand bar in
the Missouri River, but were unable to determine the spe-

We

1

ll.
Sterna foriteH .(f)—Fowler's tern. A tern that was
probably tbis species was seen flying over Medicine Creek.
81. Podilymhis pndiceps— Carolina grebe.
Rather com-

mon.

THE RED SQUIRREL.

A

WELL-KNOWN

inhabitant of onr " forest primeval"
is the red squirrel or chickaree (BciUrw ftwfsoftft/*).
In those parts where the spruce and pine clothe the country
for miles around, ii is especially numerous, and may be seen
jumping from bough to bough, stopping meanwhile to nibble
ires and scatter their parts over the ground beneath.
Anierrj
is, too, loving to come pear
the farmer's house, and
tew ry door now running
with a sort of mimic canter along the wall: then, suddenly
nrrying off to the nearsurprised by the open i. .
est tree and quickly appearing at'
ttnmil
Let the frost be ever so severe, and the snow storm rage
in all its fury, our little friend takes his daily rounds in
It
search of something wherewith to please his appetite.
maybe a nut, or tasty fungus,
cone il
o In Borne cozy nook—
little which, be quietly tak ,
is
generally in
he angle formed by the junction of a hough
Here, with bis back pushed up against the
e trunk.
sheltering tree, and tail held like an umbrella above his
head, the red squirrel munches away, heedless of the gale
which roars through the fores'. He is a fearless and confident creature, for often and often have I tried to get as
close as possible to one when thus occupied, and sometimes
have succeeded in getting my face within two or three feet
of his, and as long as I remained quiet he would continue
his repast, as if aware that the eye of one who would not
willingly injure was upon him.
In summer time the red squirrel makes a nest in some conthe hollow of a tree, Or outside on the bench.
venient spot
In the latter situation it is made of a rounded form of sticks,
with a small hole for entrance at the side. I have also known
one to rear its family of six young ones in an old nail box,
left on a beam in a barn a little distance from the house.
This squirrel will sometimes change its usual color to
black, and skins of this color are sometimes sent from Lab1

i

;

;

rj

'

I

!

rador.
1 find

it ranch more numerous some years than others, and
people account for this by stating that it occasionally miDuring sunny days in
rlc
grates fee oi
O anothe
iv inclined, chase each
oth.e'r ii
o tree, uttering a peculiar screaming noise
while in pursuit.
A more cleanly little creature could scarce be found, and
well would it be if the dirty, swarthy Indian who traverses
these never-ending forest wilds would take a lesson of neatness from this humble denizen of our northern cliinc
J. Matthew Jonbs.
i

41. Coccys<i>s crylhrophlhahnm— Black-billed
ith in the Wessington Hills.

and a

geeae that Beemed to be or this species were seen forty miles

west of Huron.

i

next.

common

1882.

12,

'

80. Corow eorax earnivorus
American raven. One seen
near Huron.
31. Corvu-sfrugivoms—Gvoyi. We sawn few at the mouth
of the Okaboja Creek, Missouri River.
•32. Eremophila alpestrk lew
Shore lark. Generally common,
I think all the shore larks we n
longed to this pale colored form.
33. Tyrannus caroline/tsis
Kingbird. Not so common as

Hiert

numerous

irie

Very

falcon.

a

-44 Tvm

M

near the

Udsonius -Marsh hawk. The commonest hawk.
reaUi—Red-tailed hawk. Common.
calurm— Western red-tail. Several hawks
variety met with about fifty miles southeast of Grand

45.

Cirm

4(5.

Putt

THE ENEMIES OF GAME

J5. borealis

of this
48.

P

Swainwnt— Swainson's Buzzard.

A

female taken

on Medicine Creek.
49. Arcliibuteo

lagopus Mmctfcjohawrie—American ronghMedicine Creek.
buzzard.
Several

A female shot on

legged hawk.
50. Cathartes

warn—Turkey

Huron.

One seen in the
51. EotopUtos migratoria— Wild pigeon.
Wessington Hills.
Numerous
52. Zenaedura carolinensis—OmAina. dove.
along the Missouri and near Medicine Creek, and in places
many miles from timber,
c.olumbianus— Sharp-tailed
53 Pedioecetes
phasianellus
grouse. Said to be common along the Missouri and at Huron,
but we only met: with one specimen.
54 Potdurus lenMgiiwsm— Bittern. One seen at Huron.
Several seen
55, Nyctiardea grista nanna -Night heron.
ue ir Huron.
Common.
Oxyeriius vodferus
Killdeer.
5(5
Several met
57. Gallinogo media Wfrevii— Wilson's snipe.
with thirty miles west of Huron.
58. Mw-rorltamphiiK grtmis—Bay-breasted snipe. Common
near the railroad.
59. Micrvpalama hinumt&ints-Milt sandpiper. Oae speci-

—

men

taken.

Editor Purest and
Mr. Bishop's novel theory of the disappearance of ruffed
grouse Will certainly not hold for this region, for red squirrels
They
ier here than they were thirty years ago.
are not "as thick as house flies," nor is there "fine to every
square rod of woodland," yet, for some cause, our grouse
i

seem doomed

to destruction.

The decrease in their numbers is very noticeable this year,
many times since the 1st of October 1 have tanged. through
hinj more
miles of woodland while foxhunting with ul

for

I

th h u two or three n a day's tramp, w
not have thought it remarkable to h-ive tin.
years ago, after several seasons of scare
became quite plenty, and this greatly strengthened my belief
Out now it seems as if I must
in their partial migration.
give this up which I am exceedingly loth to do, as it is like
giving up the grouse for '••Verde Monte" tells us that he
has been to the back towns where they were reputed plenty
and found them even scarcer than about Rutland. It looks
f the tick must be the villain who is murdering our grouse,
i

t

Common.

On

AugttBl
vast flocks of 8and-

All
species, this being the most numerous.
y fat and unfit for specimens.
a Marlin Several taken forty milessoutheast of Grai [Ri
KHW— Greater yellow let's. Common.
68. Totav
Very common.
64. T.fia ipes—Lesser yellow legs.
Less common than
Willet.
etnta ienUpalmata
pipers of

i'

kinds were
02 Lima*

,

—

—

—

—

—

6,

circumvented f
and hawks, may

that infest owls

he

If

ie

OW

it

is

the

last

11

Uky,

two

rphilus

species.

soUtarius— Solitary

sandpiper.

Rather

ty-one

"Canada" finds only one female (D a BCOre
"
The nesting bird is, ot
in November.
likely to fall a victim to the prowling fox, th
and very likely the lick
bird, but thiB will not account fo
killed

everywhere.

Will
year's broods.
were more old

"Canada"

please

.-,

In this

us

teil

most
the
quiet

•i.l
-i

I

r

there

[

Tins

lat our
question is a puzzling one
theories will not hold when discussed we iusl give them up.
Mr. Bishop dislikes to give up his— as I do mine. I would
like to believe that either was correct, for the squirrels might
be exterminated and the grouse might come back to the old
haunts, whore cover and food in plenty await their return
end alas, if it is the tick. I do not see the now
i

I

;

common.
67. Parlra,

same

not be that the

ediiveu him to getting his living
Not an unpleasant change for him, one
off the grouse!
would think, but very bad for the grouse and for ub.

>

either of

i

<-

60. Actodrninns macula
61.
minHtftya—Least sandpiper.
mi'es west of Huron, we fell in with

A

BTRDS.

FiJiiKisnuiaui, Vt., Dec. 31, 1881.
i

River Agency.

birds,

most of
calities
bad plumage.
Very common
lb. Ctnlronyx bavrdi—Baird's bunting.
everywhere, excepting in the neighborhood of the Missouri.
this
We did not see 'any within twenty or thirty miles of pluThe specimens were mostly in fresh and good
river.
mage.
graminew confinis— Western bay winged
1.4. Pooecetes
bunting.
Common at Huron.
sparrow.
pas«criniis— Yellow-winged
15. ('uiurnie'dus
Very common at. Huron and along the railroad line.
A flock met with
16. Okmd&tesgrammiea—Lark finch.
fifty miles

Com-

A

ABBOTT.

1396 Chestnut Street,
is

ater— Cowbird.

vertical's— Arkansas flycatcher.
Very common.
Wherever there were a few trees or bushes to be found, this
species was sure to be present. At Huron they were not so
common as the kingbird.
35. Empidonax pusxilw trailli (?)— Traill's flycatcher.
A flycatcher which apparently belonged to this species was
seen in the Wessington Hiils.
36. B. flwivrntris— yellow-bellied flycatcher.
single
specimen taken thirty miles southeast of Grand Kiver Agency.
37. OhordeiUs popebue h nryi— Western night he

Philadelphia, Dec. 29, 1881.)
of birds taken on a trip through
central Dakota, during the past summer, by Jos. C.
arrived at Huron, on the Dakota
Binder and the writer.
Kiver, July 15, and remaining there about a week, started
out with a team on a trip to the Missouri River, through the
region known as the Coieau d.u Missouri. First stopping at
the Wessington Hills, twenty-five miles'West of Huron, we
traveled north and west for about one hundred and twenty
miles to the Bourbeuse River. Prom there we went westward until we reached the Missouri, at a point about ten

following

Everywhere abun-

Common

and extremely
tame, coming about the camp within a few feet of us to
forage for crumbs and scraps.
./25. XanthmphaluH (cterocephaita—Yellow-leaded black-

34

BIRDS OBSERVED IN CENTRAL

A

[January

longlc&Uda—Upland

plover.

Abundant

—

We

met
Buff-breastrd sandpiper.
68. Tryngitex rufescens
with one flock near the mouth of the Little Cheyenne.
naeuiari/iis— Spotted sandpiper. Not com69. Ttingoid
mon.

/,'///-. «(ra— Siokle-billed curlew.
We met
with large numbers about thirty miles southeast
they
River, in company with flocks Of marlin and willet
were mostly young birds, and extremidy tame and unsus-

sting birds

Which

are the most cocspic u
eep, on the trees or on
of robins' nests, blackbirds', vireos', hairbirda'and other common tree-nesting bird§'
pou have found with those of the bobolink and the
ies.

umber

ie

open

fields,

i

,

;

el

with nothing but
docs not stand so

ground nest a much
of finding and getting at a nest built in a tree.
K, E. Robinson.
i

,

picious.

Met with
Stegdnopiu loilsoni—Wilson's phalarope.
slough in Walworth county.
Common in all the
Bora rail.
Porec
sloughs about Huron.
73'. P.
One met with in
nmlebonoens-is— yellow rail.
T
al worth county.
flock of
74. Pernicla cunadensis {/)— Canada goose.

much mpro

i

i

"1.

Once

in u

Nkw VOEK,

3.

W

A

The decrease

of our

uame birds seems

Dec. 29, 1881.

to be

meeting with

considerable attention in your columns, and it is well that it
This matter cannot be discussed too much. Allow me

is so.

a

-

January

'"
quote a few lines from a letter just, received in c
self
the foot, necessitating amputation at the instep, and
drill, N. Y., andi
to lie by about a year, but. "blood will tell," and
with this- SuMeet. The letter
dated Dec. aYi "SoinethingJs playing the mischief with
lis foot was well enough to allow it he w^as at it
again, w'uli all the old relish, aud can now put in a good
game birds about here. Early in the fall th n
day's wort: at either bird or foxhunting.
De has proved
many quail and grouse mprB, in fact, than ';- ton
number himself " no slouch" this season, having alreadv killed 8, J.
years oufore— but~ all at once
M. White and partner 1!) John A. Slocomb 18, W. B. Perry
were found dead in the fields and forests, but I have 3
\lams 7, E. T. Baleom 3, Henry Locke 3, A. B.
my mark
able to account for it, us I bavi
ou it, and that looked as if a weasel had killed it.
1, J. R. Thayer 1, E. D. Smith 1, L. Rand 2—
Li was a
total of B5.
grous. ai
the
tickec-i flies on i\"
at the bird shooting season is over it begins to be
My friend goes on to say that hewka are unusually numerclub house on Friday afternoons.
The team is
ous and this, I think, is there
the disappearance of
birds.
When we think of the many enemies our gams now in practice for the match which is pending with the
Marlborough Club, and Which is to jome
On our grounds
birds have, as enumerated in > our runny letters, it is B wonThe two clubs have already shot Ave matches,
der that any live over. In the first place, there are the hawks on Jan. 18.
and owls, always OU the Watch From one year's end to the three of which have been won by the Worcester (Hub. The
other,
a pair of hawks will stick to a bevy of quail day new rifle dub is in a flourishing condition and hold their
weekly shoots at the new range at Lovell's Grounds, where
after day, aud ii opt disturbed, Will use up a bevy, sometimes,
to the last bird.
Then there are the weasels, mink-, skunks, they have recently erected a cozy club house. They number
K.
cats, crows, foxes, etc., etc..,
on the alert for about inirty members.
quail md grot
through— to say nothing Of the
itly-increafling number Of sportsmen arrued. with the
A VIRGINIA PHEASANT HUNT.
deadly choke-bored breech-loader, and all this destruction is
assisted by pot-hunters, nets, traps and severe winters. File3
South Wkst, Virginia, Jan. 2.
i E-,
and disease I have left out of the question.
GROUSE" seems to have raised the "inEL1FFED
Now, when you think of all the poor birds have to contend
jur " in some of your coi respondents iu his denunagainst, no wonder they constantly diminish
8 Of what, he calls ihe " murder" Of the king of game
mies constantly increase. If every sportsman would do his birds aud some of the goodnatured fellows ate coming
share toward protecting, restocking and fei
back at
with a friendly vim. Now, this ought not to
killing vermin this might be remedies
heap and be because a moment's reflection will demonstrate that
Will not help the birds much.
''Ruffed Grouse" sees the inefficiency of game protection
I have just returned from a shooting trip to Virginia and laws, and wishes to iucidcate the practice of shooting
quail are scarce there also.
immense jlii asants (as we call them iu the South.) on the wing for
A bard
number of hawks are the Da
daily we found
their protection
aud if he succeeds they will be eff>. dually
thehawks at work on a bevy of quail.
Holbbbton.
protected.
But suppose a person does not just want to have
his gun crack in a crazy manner all the time, but wants to
PhOVidbkCE, R. I. During my annual vacation for a short broil (or stew if he likes better, ; this delicious bird, how
time in Vermont, in October, I found ruffed grouse in-places then? I'm going to tell you, in confidence, how I proceeded
to hunt the other day, and if it should leak out, pray let
where tJjere were non< las
squirrel
"Huffed Grouse" restrain his wrath.
question came up it b:i
aav
During the week of holidays, some beautiful days came
wore very plenty and the grouse very si
....
year, bore
for bunting pheasants j and 1 conceived a happy thought to
grouse and less reds. SportemeU can draw thedro
elusions.
On Monday, Octobel
la raffed grouse excuse myself from my partner. Entering our office one
mi.rning, I said, "Henry, don't you think it a shame to have
that had iu its CrOp Lweuty-sev
(Querent
an old father as near as I have, and not spend a day or two
rrapeS and one of the red partridge berduring Christinas with him. I'll go anil see the old gentleries.
as not that rather a large meal ? All the bin
man, ii 1 can be spared.
"Certainly, I'd go," said he."
I found, if they were ii
lied
Soon gun and traps were ready. Horse saddled, and my
ably found in a tree at the end r first
ter wards.
little
iron-works red setter whining, barking, tumbling and
I think this a fashion with Vermont grouse,
join
i
the Cidl
springing around uiy horse's head. Into the saddle I go, and a
for a law to prevent the export of game.- J. H.
miles, through a muddy road, brought metothe
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opening at the branch,
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Pbbudomyms—Sing Sing, N.V., Dee. 31, 1881. -Editor
Forest and .Vi
tirpriaedm* thai so many
of your correspondent's still persist in using a pseudonym
nom de plume, initials and the like, especially in mailers
relating to natural history'.
A.
ay be tolerated
;>.i

which are of no scientific value, but in natural
where all facts should be indorsed by their writer, it

in articles

many

uufortunate that so

still

adhere

the use of an

to

assumed name. Many notes which would he of great value
and interest, even to professional naturalists, have to be
a aside as worthless, on account
ottOUB or
The only reason thai, )
they are ubi
eithei from modesty Or tear of ridicule
nn the part of the- author. lean only say thai
truth no one should be ashamed or fear ridicule, for the
simplest thought or original (Jbsorvation is aaadditio)
knowledge, and hence thankfully received. I was
see that, Dr. 0. Dart Merrlam, in a footnote to one Of Ills
articles, condemned their use.— A. K. Finnan, M. D.
i

,

pseudonymous character.

why

.

I

WaiunT ok Gkax Squtkbbls. — Henderson, N.

T., Jan. 3.
noticed in your issue of Dec.
20 " Will," your \ g afi a rreapi defit, aska for informa1 shot one this
tion concerning the weight of gray squirrels.
It wasa conimon graysquirtej,
fall that weighed 88 ounces.
We often kill t'n
but extra large for this section.
"Will" describes and call them a cross between the. black
and gray; they are generally quite large.— Gbay Squtkebx.

— Editor Forest and Strain,

:

I

I

%nn\& Jfag mid @#»,

old gentleman's.
"Hello, boy!" said he, "tell the truth,
did you come to see me or to hunt?"
"Truth? well,
both."
After dinner the old gentleman says-, "lip the
branch yonder, iti the hollows, in the laurel, mountain tea
and green briars, they say there is a gang of pheasauts, but,
've grown too old now to hunt and walk with you in
the rough. 1 will go up the path and get a tenant living near
the, grounds to show you."
Up the path we go.
walk of
a quarter mile brought, us to the gap iu the ridge aud down
to this gap along the ridge came a ravine, fenced on each
side high by inil sandstone cliffs— on which grows the rough,
barked birch, the fragrant and lithe hemlock and the dwarf
ivy.
Down the ravine comes the mountain branch, gurgling
under Occasional windows, of ice, trickling over tiny falls;
p ied ferns touching the current and dancing to the
little riffles— all inclosed with frequent groups of rank laurel,
bay, you've seen all this kind; do you remember how your
bloi id shol through your veins ?
you could hardly suppress a yell ?
I c-vnnot wait until my father sends my guide, but up the

A

—

How

Jan.

start.

i

i

ni

_.

•i ii. ittsant like a streak of lightJust one lock has time to c.dok. Bang!
vheel.
crack, round and round swings the bird and to

I

3,

1883.

Editor Fute;,t and Stream:

December the ground

remained bare and Lhe weather exceedingly mild and
ing to the sportsmen
ic
all over the country,
id lamenting the scarcity
of partridges, at the same time relentlessly pursuing the
few remaining ones, even up to the last, hour Of the last da3r
iu which shootiug was legal, more partridges having been
killed in December than in any other two mouths of the
shooting season, and during the last few weeks a much
larger proportion of hen birds have been killed than
I

W

e shall settle for this nonsense
early part of the season.
next y< ar and it will hardly be becoming to li
irrel
However, there are a
partridge fly, ticks red ai
few binds left,and it the ' pest," whoever or whatever he be,
hem alone we shall hav
The woodcock flight commenced about Sept. 20th and
continued much later than usird, a few
December STot 80 large ba B
kifled in this vicinity
.
cold
made = :.;.'.: m
and the birds come With a rush, but tbi

safe or not, so out of

and puts his pawupon it. Now, under all the circumstances
tiiis was a fair wing shot.
After taking, iu due modesty, a shower of flattery from
nion, off we go again.
Three hundred yards
tramp, dog still at heel.
"Look yonder! see that pheasant
says my man.
sitting by that tiee,
There it was, sure
enough, booking precisely like the leaves, tail tucked, neck
hed
My gun comes up, and belay " murdered" on
the ground.
We turn for home, aud aa we neared the old
ii
farm, my companion told me that a brood of
pheasants had, in the last year, been raised in a thicket near
by.
A motion from my band and off the glib little dog goes
See how cautious. He gallops up to a log, puts
around. Maybe he'll be laughed
his eyes as well as his nose.
Presently he gets
of the thicket and proceeds, nol
go Where Ms experience (or reason, perhaps, ) has taught him
1 '

:

I

to believe

_.i

m

!

.

record of our Bhi
mai
quail lived over
are fully upto
last wintur, and during the summer seemed to benesting well,
but when the time for shooting arrived not many were to be.
found. A few good bags have been made, bi
cannot be said to hav. been ]
Worcester cot
I

.

iod quail

ground anyway, and when

Iks- of quail Minuting
Connecticut.

The
ii,

any

we

mil

'

Eo

been

w

-

Rover don't understand whether it is
abundance of caution he runs up

mdit Domes.

down

iti

My

headstrong little dog is brought to heel.
No listless sneaking behind with him, but he takes an even
chance by my side, half crouching, his feet hardly tipping
the ground, tail straight, mouth half open, eyes only displayment. Say he don't know as well as I do what I
iked and at a position for quick
work. Up the hollow we continue stealthily, when a stick
snaps behind aud I turn to greet my evening's companion.
I wait till he comes up, and as he reaches out his hand for a
The
hearty shake, he hugs to his shoulder his squirrel rifle.
hammers of my gun are down. Just as we grasp hands,
ravine 1

NOTES FROM WORCESTER, MASS.

Durii.

pheasant

a
1

watch

We kneel upon the
apt to be.
movements by keeping under the
There he stands, his body half-curved.
is

his

boughs Of the brush.
"WhaUa that dog

Stopped that way for," said John.
reply, and down we creep, but before
whirr.' whirr!
wliirrl
in a tall birch sapling, another two hundred
in a tall oik. among the still hanging dead leaves,
Sharp, foxy bark
two fly up the knolls on the branch.
iu the bush looks down at him.
troniKovi
any way he holds
Now for the one
attention until I "mind- r" it.
the brush and he
lien." This
nurdered," too. Off we go after the two on the
' You'll see,"
get near,

was the

We

'

I

1

A

I

.

i

Rover. 1

kil

p
list

where you can drive him across as

flush." He was accordingly flushed, and through the
brush just the wrong way he went, and he wasn't murdered
worth a cent.
Now for our last bird. Its hiding place is approached,
and Rover gallops off to come back to us against the wind,
which he does in a careful pace. His hind feet fly off a slick

you

he stands pointing straight toward me. I stoop, peep under the thick brush and see the
bird sitting on a fallen limb, two feet off the ground, right
in thunder can
between me and the staunch little dog.
kill that bird on the wdng when you can't raise the gun to
your shoulder, much less turn it ? Should I flush it idly
and make my business canine believe I am joking with his
stands ? Not much. I crawled till I got out of range of the
excited comsetter statue and " murdered" this fellow.
rade, the executioner of many a deer, turkey aud pheasant,
could contain himself no longer, and a hearty whoop rolled
from his broad lungs, breaking the dusky stillnesB of the
closing day and as I followed the reverberations up the
rugged steeps, I raised my hat to the forest wilds in reverential thanks, and a whispered "good evening."
So, to be honest, 1 kill those birds on the wing and conI kill them
sider it a feat highly honorable iu myself
from the tree and consider the feat nighty honorable in my
dog I kill them on the ground for fear I won't kill any at
all
aud in neither of these ways do I ever have time enough
to kill more than myself and a genial friend or two can eat.
This is the honest truih— if it hangs me. It maybe untutored
sport
but if it. be treason, make the most I beg pardon.
log, but. just in that position
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"Muzzle-Loader vs. Breech- Loader," asks the following
questions; "Is muzzle-loading with a round ball more accurate in its shooting than breech-loading with a slug or
conical bullet? Or is it the fault of the factory-made cartridges? If the fault is in the rifle, why is it more accurate
with round balls loaded from the muzzle ?"
These questions are based upon experiment with a .32
cal. rifle, which, when loaded from the muzzle with round
ball aud patch, far excelled its best shooting with either rim
fire or central Are cartridges.
I have myself tried the same
experiment with different rifles and always with the same
results, and the answer seems to me easy enough.

During the many years that breech-loading rifles of the
best quality have been upon the market, and at low prices,
too, a large class of hunters have persisted in adhering to the
It has been the custom among those who
old muzzle-loader.
deem themselves advanced, to denounce this class as fools or
old fogies, and lavish unqualified praise upon the breechUnfortunately, however, for this theory of thtir
loader.
action, that class consists largely of men who have thoroughly tried the best breech-loaders, and men like Mnjor
Merrill, who know just exactly what they are talking about.
And it, is useless to deny that this class is ou the increase. I
know several who belong to it. And one of the most sucacquaintances this very
cessful and skillful hunters of
year laid aside the most popular of repeating rifles, bought
an old single-barreled muzzle-loader, and has killed more
deer with it than he has killed in any year before, and has
done it with one-fourth of the shots formerly required to get
He says no one
the same number with the breech-loader.
can ever again talk breech-loader to him.
Although myself a firm friend of speed of fire, I cannot
eyes to the fact that in all the breech-loaders 1 have
shut

my

my

—

—

and I have tried many this advantage is attained
expense of some accuracy. Those who have never
shot a muzzle-loader may talk of the breech-loader's accuracy.
But he who has never shot a muzzle-loader, knows not what
accuracy is. The man who has grown up with the breechloader is only a callow youth, who knows nothing of what a
ever tried

at the

rifle can do.
For very long range the breech-loader may be ahead, because the extremely long ball necessary for a long flight can
not be loaded from the muzzle by the best system of patching.
The patch will wrinkle too much if put on in the ordinary way aud, if patched as for the long range breech-loader,
But I
it cannot be fitted tightly enough to the grooves.
believe it impossible to make a breech-loader rhat at short
range will excel the muzzle-loader and 1 believe there is now
nothing that will equal it. You may talk about the "unerr;

"never failing" that; the makers may baptize it
"Old Surepop" or "Old Centre Splitter," or whatever they
like, but there is no maker or any one else who dare match a
rifle loaded at the breech against one loaded from the muzzle
to be fired 100 times with dead rest and telescope sights at a
ing"

this or

hole the diameter of the bullet at 50 yards distance. I admit
that some breech-loaders shoot splendidly: that they will
throw few wild balls, and those but slightly out of the way
but for every time one will hit a silver dollar at 50 yards the
muzzle-loader will hit a silver dime by its side; for every one
that will cut in to the edge of thesame bullet hole you ma
a muzzle-loader that will shoot into the hole without cutting
;

edge at all.
muzzle-loader I here mean a rifle loaded from the muzwith grease patch in the old style, with the bullet left
>v thu bottom.
It maybe an old-fashioned
muzzle-loader or a modern breech-loader. There will be no
its

By

m

zle

difference in the results, provided, of course, that 'lie breechas many
is well made and is not choked at the muzzle
very needlessly are made. It must also be bevelled a little at
the muzzle, so as not to cut the patch.
The difference between the two modes of loading might
almost be predicted without experiment. In loading from
the muzzle the ball is swedged gently to its place in the barrel
all parts of the. bullet yield about alike ; the patch prevents any scraping off of the lead or cutting by the edges of
It is pushed gently to its place at the bottom,
the grooves.
and— mark now an important point it is left in the exact
it in tn start.
It goes out exactly as it w&ni
iu, Without a bruise, jam or smash upon any -ide, and, being
patched, without any leading of the barrel.
When loaded from the breech the ball lies below the place
where it is to be fully aud firmly adjusted to the grooves.
Instead of being pushed gently into that place it is dashed
into it with tremendous force, and itiathj
an intermediate space in which it rarely if ever fits
to prevent a slight wabble; even in case the ball should leave
the cartridge on a line true with the axis of the
Several results may follow. The ball may be unduly
low of the powdet
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have an edge doubled over by collision with
the shoulder of the chamber or the place where the barrel
first tightens upon ihc ball, which even if bevelled would,
under such violent speed, have nearly the effect of a square
shoulder.
It is also nearly impossible for the ball to adjust
itself so evenly to the grooves as where it is done slowly and
gently.
Thrown iu at such a speed, if its point be turned a
hair's breadth from the centre line of the barrel, one side
will strike the grooves hist.
That side is sure to be bruised,
and the opposite side of the butt of the ball shares the same
fate.
It may go out of the barrel in this way, with its point
deflected from the line of flight or it may be bounced and
jammed nearly into place by bounding against the other side
of the barrel.
But two things are certain. First That
when the ball is left in the grooves this cannot happen.
Second When left below the grooves and passing over an
open space that is wider than the ball in order to reach them
this must occasionally happen.
There are other causes of the superiority of the muzzleloading rifle to the common breech-loader as generally
treated by its owner. But space allows consideration only of
this one which is, by far, the most important, and is, in fact,
the only fundamental difference between the two. The
problem for the rifle maker of the future is th'S: How to
adjust the ball fully, firmly and gently to the grooves before
firing, and do it quickly enough to retain the gn at advantage
of rapidity of fire. The accuracy of the breech-loader keeps
even pace with the approach to this. The long-range rifle
owes its accuracy mainly to Us hall being pushed iu so far
before firing, and the 22-cal. owes its accuracy to the extreme lightness and lack of momentum in its bullet. It cannot jam so badly as a heavy one.
Until such an invention comes to the front, there is one
sure way to accomplish the same result, viz : Load from the
muzzle whenever you have plenty of time. This plan 1 now
follow with my double rifle. By care in loading shells can
make it shoot as well as any sporting breech-loader 1 ever
saw. But its very best performance when loaded from the
breech is nothing compared with its work when loaded from
the muzzle, than it is the old muzzle-loader in every respect,
and with all its advantages. I keep it loaded with two round
balls patched from the muzzle in the ordinary way.
I carry
a rod in a long pouch like a quiver over my shoulder, and a
few bullets and patches. Iu my belt I carry some shells
loaded in the ordinary way for quick loading, and a few
blank ones for muzzle-loading. These blank ones are loaded
When there is no need
to the end with powder and wads.
of haste in loading, I take out; the rod, wipe out the gun and,
loading from the muzzle, push a ball nearly to the shoulder.
Then putting a wad in the breech, I put in the blank cartridges, close the gun and then push the bullet gently home.
If one of those balls fails to hit, I know positively that the
fault is solely and exclusively my own, for, fired f r«ni a rout,
they will all enter the same hole, at forty yards.
The wad, 1 speak of putting in ahead of the blank enrtridge, is to insure, the stoppage of the ball before it comes
So
to the slightest looseness in the barrel at the shoulder.
necessary is this that if the bsiJl drops a trifle too low, or
whore there is the slightest widening or bevelling at the
shoulder, its accuracy will be at once affected.
In this way the round ball and the old fashioned cone, two
of the best balls iu the world for lhO and 250 yards, respectively, can be shot as well as from a muzzle-loader.
These balls, as well as a cylindrical one with very short
bearing, it is nearly impossible to shoot well from a breechloader without great care in loading. And the cone the
truest and swiftest ball ever known for from 200 to 800
yards— cannot be shot at all. It is impossible to get a ball
with so short a bsaring delivered true into the grooves with
a violent jam.
Any breech-loading rifle, if cut straight, bevelled a trifle at
the muzzle, and furnished with a ramrod can thus be given
all the advantages of the muzzle-loader without losing any of
ramrod should be
the advantages of the breech-loader.
carried anyhow for wiping, if for nothing else.
jointed
rod is good enough, and cau be eirried iu a pouch hung to
the cartridge-be It behind. The first section may be used as
a "starter," a countersunk ferule being put on the end of the
handle. If I were a rifle-maker I should quickly have on the
market a muzzlr-Uiad'mn brecah-hadtr of this sort. Any rifle
and any action will do. Then the hunter can put in a handful of powder behind an express or light conical ball, and
have Ihe highest velocity attainable. He can have one shot
or two shots if he has a double gun that will forever and
eternally go where the gun is pointed, and not occasionally
cut, frayed, or

;

—

—

—
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—
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somewhere
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about the relative merits of the breech-loading and muzzle*
loading rifles for Short range hunting and target practice.
The lru.g range theory has In en clearly demonstrated by the
wonderful success of our national teams, against the crack
shots of other nations armed with muzzle-loaders— the breechloaders invariably winning, and making a better score when
both kinds were shot by one person.
For short range— from fifty to one hundred yards or even
under -the champions of the muzzle-loader claim much finer
shooting than can be done with any breech-loader. If we
carefully cousider the conditions to which the average breechloader is subjected, we have no cause to wonder that il does
not go quite as well. In the first place it has a much greater
charge of powder than is necessary for one hundred yards,
the conical or cylinder-conical bullet gives a greater recoil,
disturbing the aim for getting a fine bead on any thing, anel
the high block on which the foTe sight is set, cannot be
caught as easily by the eye for snap-shooting.
The muzzle-loader, on the other hand, had low sights,
the front one being the broad knife-blade style, made of silver
or uickle, and in the rear was one of the Rocky Mountain
pattern in he shape of a buck horn.
The muzzle-loader also
could ha.ve the powder e;harge regulated in a second for the
distance fired at, and the round patched bullets gave ro recoil, enabling a person with a rest to make a dozen cut in the
same hole at twenty yards. The advantages of round balls
are so apparent at short range in shooting small game and
in fancy markmanship that I have often wondered "why cartridge companies do not make their shells of the regulation
sizes, filled with half the ordinary loadof powder and around
ball, of course I refer to rim-fire, as those who shoot cential
fire rifles can re-load them in any desired way.
Many do not
do so though, because they imagine nothing is better than
conical and cylinder shaped bullets, often saying that only
muzzle-loaders are good for round balls and the patch must
be used invariably with them.
Some years ago I had a small muzzle-loading rifle, taking
one hundred balls to the pound, and which, when loaded
carefully, was very accurate at close distances.
This I tried
against a Ballard and Maynard rifle with their conical bullets,
and il beat them badly, but as soon as the cartridges of the
latter were loaded with round balls there was no apparent
difference between them all in accuracy.
Lately, I have
tried round balls with extremely light charges of powder, in
a regular .45 calibre Government cartridge shell, giving excelUsing a
lent results at the distances where they were fired.
paper wad over the powder, and bullets fifty to the pound
slightly greased, I loaded, for fifty or under, with five grains
of powder, at one hundred feet ten grains, and at fifty yards
;

fifteen grains.

These loads made no perceptible report, the charge of five
grains, in fact, could be fired in the house, as il was not any
louder thau a Flobert

balls and small charges of powder will prevent
from rebounding as much as they do now, besides allowing persons to aim directly at an object instead of a foot
or two below it, which is now necessary, as any one knows
who has shot with a revolver of modern limes. I loaded the
shells of a Smith & Wesson improved .44 calibre with half
the usual load of powder, and a round ball, fifly-five to the
pound. There was no kick to the weapon then it shot up
to fifty yards nearly twice as well as before, and could be
aimed directly at the mark. With these cartridges on one
;

occasion it struck an ordinary^ telegraph polo off-hind three
limes in succession at fifty yards, whereas with the factory
made ammunition it woidd not hit more than tlitee out of
Pistols more than rifles would be benefited by shorter
five.
size cartridges, insleael of the long ones now in use, which
have more powder than is necessary to kill a man when held
straight, besides giving so much recoil that it has to be aimed
almost at persons' toes at fifty feet to hit him in the head.
There is a special short size .33 eilibrc cartrhlge made, which
Ihave fired inarifleaud pistol with favorable results, bul the
bullets seem to be too small for the barrels of other than the
particular pistol il is intended for, and, of course, will not
carry as far as it might.
In conclusion, 1 wish to say that if more persons favoring
muzzle-leiading rifles would load with round halls and slight
charges in their breech-loaders, letting us know what are the
resulls, there would be a change of opinion in those who admit the convenience of the breech-loader, but doubt its accuCons.
racy at short ranges.
>

TREEING

"Iron Ramrod" will try a few more

rifles in

the

same

way he will find that the. fault is not in the rifles, all of which
are now cut well enough, not in the factory ammunition,
which is now made as nearly perfect as possible, not in the
bullets, all of which will always go well when loaded from
the muzzle, and often badly 'enough when loaded from the
breech. .Everything else being equal, of course the difficulty
This
lies in the ball being violently smashed into place.
may be partly, Ihough not entirely, remedied by excessive
hardening. 1 have fried as high as" forty per cent, of tin with
steady increase in accuracy, but still there was a tendency to
occasional wildness of (light.
The repeater has advantages that will always commend it
But there is
to many, and it will always be a popular rifle.
a large class of hunters who demand absolute precision.
Probably, no repeater will ever shoot well enough to suit
them. For such I believe the rifle of the future will be the
combined breech and muzzle-loaders. And many of this
class will rest satisfied with nothing short of a double hammerless breech-loader, built just like a, shot gun, neat, light
and well balanced, having a ramrod beneath the barrels.
Use shells with moveable anvils, so that nothing but a bit of
stick is needed to de-cap and re-cap them, and such a rille is
good anywhere where powder and lead can be obtained. It
will cut a squirrel's head as neatly as the old Kentucky rille,
and will be, if recoil be made even, a short range, express

your pleasure, and still can be fired as
This is my lea/u ideal 61 shutting rifle
fast as a repeater.
I can hardly conclude without saying to that numerous
personage who owns a choice breech-loader (one of those
that, " shoots exactly where you hold it;" 1 have seen lots
of them and owned them myself,) teat if he wants a little
conceit taken out of him, let him try il against itself, loaded
both ways and fired fifty times at a hole of its own calibre at
But see that it is not
fifty yards, with telescopic sights.
choke-bored too much, that the muzzle is not sharp enough
to cut the patch, and that the ball does not get into the
shoulder in the

rifle at

least.
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Editor Forest and Stream :
Now that the grouse have become so scarce that one can
got. three shots in a ten hours' tramp, it is late in the
day to learn how to shoot them, but 1 like. " iron RamWheu one
rod's" idea of sin oting with both eyes shut.
gets the hang of doing this successfully he may reasonably
expect to become a fair wing shut, on ruffed grouse even in
such cover as they are often found in here, that is among
low evergreens and thick white birch and poplar sprouts,
where half the time the only evidence one has of having
flushed a bird is the whir and clatter of its flight through
If one could learn to shoot straight
the maze of branches.
at the r ickct, and had a gun that would drive its charge of
shot through fifteen or twenty yards of brush, he might deBut for
light to have a grouse do its most in such places.
my part, with my lack of skill, I would rather have the
grouse make il as easy for me as possible, and would not
think him running what a life insurance agent would count

hardly

any great risk at that.
Our wise legislators have made it unlawful to use dpfgs in.
the hunting of grouse, making no diseriminat on between
curs and cookers or setters and pointers, so in Vermont the
law-abiding sportsman must find and flush his own birds,
and the law-abiding pot-hunter must still-hunt his. Yes,
most gentlemanly sportsmen, if shooting ruffed grouse sitting makes one a pothunter, such an auomaly as a lawWithout shame 1 conabiding pot-hunter docs exist.
I
shoot ruffed grouse wherever I
fess myself such a one.
find them, on trees or on the ground, and blaze away at them
:mi [in
wing every time they give men chance, sometimes"
But though 1 had carried a gun
getting them, of tener not.
more years before there was any law for their protection in
Vermont than I shall again this siele the happy hunting
grounds, 1 never yet shot one out of season, nor did I ever
any tune or in any
kill any name bird, animal or fish at
manner prohibited by the laws of the hind. But for all that
Il is lime some one arose
I suppose I am a pot-hunter,
;

to

explain the inconsistencies of sporting rules,- to tell us.
is more sportsmanlike to shoot into a huddle of
it
sitting on the water than a single grouse on a tree.
deer ot a hare before
i'gitiuiato sport to shoot

why
Oamdwt, N.

There

Fee., 1881.
bftB been, coosideralilo discussion from time to lime,
.1.,

decks

!

ti.
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hounds, and an outrageous act to kill a fox under like circumslanees.
Why ducks and snipe may be shot in spring
and other game not, just because some of the ducks and snipe
do not happen to breed among us. Why it is a manly and
noble spirit to crust-hunt a moose, and not, as it certainly is
not, to crust-hunt a deer, and why it is fair to call a moose
and not fair to call a wild turkey, or fair to fool a fish with a
feathery semblence of a fly, and unfair to fool him with a
bit of metal that to him seems a minnow, and so on and so
on, almost without end.
As L. I. F. says, "give us niOTe
light."
I like his anel M. P. MeKoon's manly 'letters in the
last FoEBflT asd Si'fiEAM".
in my opinion all the difference
in practices of those writers and those who kill their ten-outoS-SIX grouse ou the wing, and like to have 1hem go in the
worst, places, is that the first, tell just what they do, and the
others— well, if Ihey ever do forget themselves and "murder" a treed grouse^ he can't tell of it, and they won't.

R. E. Robikson.

CAPERCAILZIE FOli AMERICA.

New

York, Dec. 28, 1881.
Foiext and Stream :
Several years ago I suggested, through the columns of
FohbsT and Stream, the experiment of introducing the
Capercailzie into our Michigan and Maine pineries, where I
believe it would thrive and multiply largely, as it is a much
hardier bird than our native wild turkey and much shyer.
Our Canadian cousins are likely to take the initiative in so
laudable an effort, as the following extract from the Quebec
Chronicle shows
"An application was made at the last monthly meeting of
the Literary and Historical Society, by Mr. Adam Wntters,
on behalf of a Scotch taxidermist," to exchange the duplicate
bird skins belonging to the Society for fine specimens of the
Scotch game, such as Scotch grouse and ptarmigan, black
cock, pheasants, capercailzie, etc.
The Society had much
pleasure in giving its fullest concurrence to a movement calculated to still enlarge the collections in its rooms. Though
the museum of the Society was twice destroyed by fire, it
has at tained such dimensions as to render it very valuable
It is to be hoped
for the study and identification of species.
measures will soon be taken to increase its locale so as to be
In a position to exhibit the large denizens of Canadian
forests.
The moose, caribou, wapite, red deer, long-tailed
Mr. Watlers
deer, etc., woulel make a splendid group.
made a further n quest on the Society to obtain its countenance in an attempt, likely to he made next spring, to introduce the capercailzie in our Northern pine forests. The
capercailzie is a large and beautiful game brd of thn size of a
turkey. It is found in the Northern portions of the European
Continent, flourishes even in the intense cold of Siberia,
where Mr. Walters staled it was observed and noted by our
It existed of yore in
respected fellow-cUi/cn, Dr, Rowan.
Scotland, and was, some years back, re-introduced by the
Marquis of Breadsdbane and Earl of Fife. It lives on spruce
boughs, etc., in winter— ants anel other insects in summer,
and roosts em the summit of the loftiest forest trees. If the
capercailzie anel Messina quail csm be added to our fauna, it
will indeed be a great achievement. Mr. Watters thought $50
or $60 would suffice to bring over a large number of capcrcadzie eggs in April next, to he hatched under the domestic,
turkey or placed in the nest of the Canadian grouse. Tbe
Society was appealed to as being interested in Natural Bistoiy pursuits and asked to allow a subscription list to be
deposited on its tables in order to raise the necessary funds
commend the Subject to our veteran
for an experiment.
sportsmen, Col. Rhodes, Charles Temple, Mr. Gregory,
Messrs. Dobell, Becket, W. Jeffery, Col. D'Orsonnens and
rh-ii.-l

-.

We

others."

Why

not join forces with them and thus Insure the success
of the undertaking beyond a peradventuro of doubt ?
G. M. Faikchiu), Jh.

DEER HUNTING IN ARKANSAS.

T

AST evening I shot a " spike" buck, at about seventy
I
1
yards, with my 5-bore, 13 pound gun, charged with
This gun is
8 drs. of powder and 8 oz. of No. 3 buckshot.
choked especially for buckshot, and shoots them closer than
any gun 1 have ever seen. I can put an average of twentytwo No. S buckshot in a foot square at 40 yat els. She shoots
larger sizes in the same proportion, and when loaded as she
was hist night, she makes the hair fly. But seventy yarels is
a good way to kill a deer dead in his tracks, so he rattled off
through the brush at a lively gait.
I saw he was hit very
hard, but as it was getting dusk, and the White River bottom is not by any means a pleasant place to get lost in, and
as the ground was strange to me, and I was a long way from
camp, I concluded to let him go until morning. This an >m-

I took his trail autl founel him about two hundred yards
I shot him, hung him up, aud concluded to
" blaze" a trail to a hike two miles away. I traveled along,
marking the trees with my hatchet, and when within about
four hundred yards of the lake, while going along without
auy care whatever, I saw three deer raise up in a patch of
green briars to my left, about eighty yards away, and moved
I sprang forward
diagonally to my right behind a tree top.
quickly aud softly a few steps, expecting them to "lope" off
in the direction they started, but I saw nothing of them.
Stepping a few paces further, 1 saw four deer gazing at me.
Two of them were near breast to breast— a large doe aud a
yearling about sixly yarda away. I brought the old gun to
bear oii ihcin so as to give each about equal amount of lead.
The young buck dropped in his tracks with a broken neck,
and struck with several other shot. The doe started off with
the others, but soon fell behind, and I knew she could not go
I took her trail, and so m
far, but still went out of sight.
found her dead, not over one hundred yards from Where she
:;'She had one shot square through the butt of her
heart, a shot through her back just behind the shoulder, her
left fore leg broken in three places aud a. shot through her
neck. She was very fat, and the heaviest doe Ihave ever seen,
weighing l4f! pounds after disemboweling.
This proves thai the right kind of a sliot-guu is deadly to
deer, and that a deer can get over a good deal of ground
carrying a big load of lead." The buck shot last evening had
a thigh broken and four shot through the body one of them
through the lungs. He had lived quite a time after lying

iug

from where

—

1,

-it

—

down.
These incidents prove also how tame the deer are here, in
The buck, last eventhese immense White River bottoms.
ing,
Iree,

a glimpse of just as he stepped behind a large
bout eighty yards away.
[ moved up diagonally about
its to bring him in Bight.
Wheu 1 shot, another

caught

1

i

ten steps, so

.

—

:

Jantjart

deer,
iii

uot have been tony yards away, bounced ofE
the gun.
Jo both these instances I was
the wind.
J think neither of the deer last
mything of me until the report Of the gun.
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for he had bis head down eathave uhseivcd, the deer in the
from Arkansas
rd to approach as the wild domestic
ground. There are large tracts of
md the best of deer ground over there that,
being dues not pass over once a year.
•to th< very mild winter so far, ducks and geese
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very plentifully yet, but they
January and February are

lg with a rush.
hs for sport here.
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CARTRIDGE CARRIERS.

CARTRIDGE

belts, vests and bags are the usual appliances employed in the held for the conveyance of cartridges, to say nothing of the ordinary pockets.
Bairs and
pockets are, I think, the least satisfactory. Belts and vests
with attachments for shells should be light, and, when empty,
should take up the least possible amount of space. Having
>st of the contrivances ill the market,
the writer has abandoned them iu favor of a simple
rd
expensive appliance that any one may make forhims
est, procure two or three
make
tdge
t a cost of five cents a dozen and, with
to the front of an old vest,.
These
SW
a 12 gauge paper shell, being large eric ugh to
dy of the shells to pass through, but. not the
te, wheu the cartridge is removed for use, the
Of (
lg falls flat against the vest and occupies a minimum of
Thirty of these rings weigh abuut three-quarters of
Space.

mem

ah ounce.

To make a cartridge belt, mike or obtain a plain belt of
suitable material and sew the rings to it, or perfectly attach
them with shoe button fasteners. This arrangement fulfills
the requirements of lightness, cheapness and minimum space
when not in use, and to me has proved very satisfactory in
the field. I inclose sample of ring and fastener used.
H. G. P.

RUST SPOTS IN GUN BARRELS.
CINCINNATI, O.

I

wish

one more turn

to take

at the

wheel which has been

work

of late tryiug to giind the rust spots out of guu
barrels, and give the crank a gentle turn, fori respect the
various experiences and opinions as presented in your columns. I have noticed very plainly that, while one sportsman could find nothing but coal oil that would keep his run
in desired condition, another was positive it. would not do.
Others have tried peculiar remedies and have met with success, while there undoubtedly still remain a few whose experienee would be directly to the conirar}-. Often have
gone to
tent after dark, tired and hungry, and, before I
appetite, woubl
would give any attention to satisfy ing
get out. my wiping rod, low, rags, ?perm oil and vaseline,
and go to work would rub aid scrub and clean inygun and
lay it away carefully, and then in, the morning take a peep
through the barrels and find a spot here and there, which 1
gave credit to not quite enough diligence the night before.
way is to wipe off the outside and oil properly;
Now,
break the guu ami oil breech piece, plungers, and, in fact,
clean ihe outside, but do not touch the inside cf the barrels,
and I am positive that inygun is in as good condition today as it was when 1 first tried the experiment.
The information that I obtained from an old California!!
(as per Forest and Stekam, Oct. 20, 1881) was from Col.
Horace Park, a resident gunsmith of Ibis city, with whom I
am well acquainted and kuow to be a man with great experience and a superior mechanic.
1 send to you herewith a very interesting letter, which he
Tequest, and I hope it may be of
has kindly written at
Frank K. Dkeiui.
henefit to brother sportsmen.
at

1

my

my

;

my

I believe, in all business, results are

what men

Editor Forest and Stream

Can barrels made of clean, refined, homogeneous iron will
theory, from observation, is
get the "measles."
that the finer the grade of barrels, as "our manufacturers
grade them, the more liable they arc to "scab," as I call it.
Take the fine Damascus barrels (so-called), that is, the barIn the nrmufaerels with the fine, beautiful, curly figure.
ture of such barrel the maker must use great care in welding
fully with the hammer so as to prethat is, nurse it
serve the curt regular. As a result, the iron is not so close
grained as it would be if Spaflked down right hard with the
hammer, without reference to the shape of the figur< s, as in

My

not,

—

em

Of course
and colors in guu

understand that the difthe
barrels are made by a mixferent figures
In case of
ture of stetl and iron, or different kinds of iron.
steel and iron being used, the iron— being softer— will rust

comnun

barrels.

leaving the steel

easier,

all

brighter, clearly

showing the

figure

nursed too much in welding, the
If
of the barrels.
lerfectj but in ease of s'cel f i:
figures will not
any irregular twist made of small scrap iron and steel, such
as 'needles, fish-hooks, nails and screws, the fagots are put
i

Ihorougbly incorporated as to
Guu barthreat
texture;
J
spot under ordinary cure.
discover from ihe various Correspondents that the finer the
gun and the more the care, the more they spot. L be]
that conclusion is almost anaSiom; but some of y oar correspondents, on their dignity, appeal to "common sense" to
prove such is not the ease. If a farmer would daubllhj
plows with a roixtUVC of common blasting powder am:
he could leave his plows in the fence e hut with no fear of
Tho real causes of. spots in guu barrels are
their rusting.

undera heavy hammer, and
almost
rels

make the iron
in this way

made

ol

s

one

i

c

will not

-

are after.

I

have used, in comparison, the very best grades Of powder,
from Q. & II. down, and have found by actual imj' ri' oi;
that just as g ')d results are obtained from the lower grades
of our be.- 1 powder waiters.
I am the
Oalifortfian " referred to by Mr. Beebe, and llic
d 10, hat leaving your gun after shooting Without
cleaning until the gun is to be used again would preserve
the inside in good condition, was first brought to my attention in California M Lawson's Meadow, on the head waters
of the North Fork of Feather River, where I was prospecting.
In going to the meadows I found the slough and
bayous literally covered with ducks of all kinds. With my
rifle I ci u!d make poor headway with the ducks.
I went to
Mr. Knight (who was running a ferry and the only man
living in the meadows at the time) and asked it he had a
shot gun.
He had not; but thought there was in bis woodshed an old army musket that some '49er liad left there.
He did not know what condition it was in, as he had not
This was in 1856, We went in
seen it for several years.
search of it, and finally found the old musket buried in chips
and dirt. 1, being a mechanic and iron-worker, took oil
the lock and with a Utile repairs found that it would wcrk,
but it. was badly eaten with rust. The outside of the barI
rels was coated Willi rust, and the stock nearly rotted off.
took oil the barrel and with a hatchet and an iron wedge
succeeded in getting the breechpin out, it took but a
moment, to wash out the jmn, and, to my astonishment, with
the exception of two or three inches of Ihe muzzle-end, the
polish was as perfect, as on the day the gun left the U. S.
Arsenal.
The gun had been banged about, without cleanThe^perfect condition of the
ing, for four or five years.
i

:

'

i

inside of this musket led me to the conclusion that the
proper thing to do was to leave a gun, after shooting, without cleaning— a practice which I have followed ever since
and never have had any trouble with rust nor do my barrels
ever lead.
Another sure test that a gun will not rust if left after
shooting, was furnished at the Licking Cornpany reservoir
"Johnnie Webb" as he is familiarly
near here, last winter.
known, an old and expert hunter who lives at the reservoir,
was ojji shooting, a year ago last, fall and by some mishap
he capsized bis boat and lost, his gun, a Parker fine twist.
He did not find the guu until late this summer after the
water was very low. The gun lay in the water and mud
over six months. The outside of the barrels was rusty and
eaten away until it resembled an old rusty file, but the inSide after being wiped out was bright as the day it was lost
in the water.
I overhauled this gun myself, so 1 know.
There is no prepiration that f know of that would have
as well prcseived the gun as the burnt powder did, and it
confirmed my experience that it is safe to put away your
gun without cleaning the inside; the outside must be looked
after,
(hie of the best ways to prevent rust on the outside,
is to take a piece of heavy chamois skin and rub into it well
some mercurial ointment ; wipe off your gun properly and
;

and you will have no trouble with the outside.
\ou," i. f tee benefit of tho-e very nice men who say to
leave your emu without (leaning after shooting, ia a very
shiftless, slovenly way of doing things, I will say that if
eni'oua man would get up a preparation of the
residue oi burnt powder, put U up in very small bottles, and
labeled in gilt letters, some outlandish name, ending with
"nisi preventive,1 these men would buy it at the rate of
liTly cents per bottle, and go to Ihe trouble of wiping out
their guns with it, and swear it was perfection.
No man, using a medium grade of powder, will ever have
any regret for putting his gun away without cleaning the
inside if he will try the experiment.
Will some one, familiar wbh the manufacture of powder,
give some items through ihe columns of Forest and Sjkeam,
as lo whether the best grades are strictly nitre, saltpetre
and charcoal and whether the. lower grades contain E da in
any form ; if by using soda gym barrels wJll be better protected from "scabbing," I think it would be well to know
it.
These discussions are valuable let the good work go on.
csrefully,

'

.

;

Calipornun.

my
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Flatbusd:, L.

I.

Editor Forest and Stream :
During the last twenty odd years I have handled a number
It is with pride aed
of muzzle-loaders and breech-loaders.
pleasure that I can claim that I have yet to record my first
But I always give first-class care to
trouble with the rust.
my guns. During the niuzzle-losding regime, often after a
light day's work, when I bad fired my gun only four or five
times and intended shooting Ihe next day, I have laid the gun
aside afti r carefully wiping off the outside, and inside as far
as the load, With moderately greased rags, and hav
dry mountain air—
this for a week at a time— but this was
ami never experienced any trad results. The reason I write
so positively is that, even against the gunsmith's instructions,
I would insist on having him once a year, in my presence,
remove the breech pins, and the barrels were given a careful
examination by myself and gunsmith. Since the ad ip tion of
the breech-loader, iu consequence of its manifest and vast
I
superiority, I can at my pleasure look through the tubes.
-

m

i

have made the following rule: Immediately on my return
from a shootmsr trip I feed my dog before he becomes stiff

-|. .
;ht after his I e'eau my gun, for in the case
•:, where it is so easiiy cleaned, there is no
excuse for delay. My method is this: I take a ra
with common kerosene, pump out the barrels well,
n,,
,;i
ill
in the barrels I can; J put something down to protect the floor and stand my gun muzzle downward until after
supper, wle u I take up my gun again and swab it out with a
rough the Lubes at a strong
Then
i£
dry, clean rag,
light and, if rn.rfeeiiy clean, put iuarag greased with the
best Wintei'-BtrBioeq sperm oil. Then 1 rub the gun carefully
all over with a. greased clath and scrub lie iron Eurniture, tsin i is engraved, -with a stiff toothbrush soaked
h&l
ly
peoi
oil ihe stock well and place away in [he driest
in sperm oil
the house—alongside the kitchen chimney is a firstas it is always warm and dry summer uud winter".
If this plan is closely followed I don't, think you will have
outs from this plague than the writer.
}

[j

,

.

i

I

i

Black Ned.

:

s

Med

we hive. Any Machinist who haB ever need a
of sal-soda for drilling, or as a drop on the tool
turning shafting, knOWS the same will not rust even if
find
1
allowed to lie about 'the shop Ol yard for months.
one of your correspondents cliauger] from the higher to the
Ifi oud a cure for the rust tm
lowergradeof powrl
preventives
solution

when

-o

:

i

:

;

FLORIDA SHOOTING AND FISHING.
Paxatka, Florida, Jan. 4, 1882.
Editor Forest and Stream :
I have not written you for a long time have just located
here for the winter. Palatka is a very pretty place, almost
an orange grove, sixty miles above Jacksonville, i. e. south,
good hotels, no better in the State, and good boarding
new railroad, called Florida Southern, has just
houses.
been opened nearly a hundred miles, and all through a new
country full of game and fish, making it a real sportman's
The road now runs down nearly -to Ocala and
paradise.
I have been over the road twice.
across to Gainsville.
The
country is full of ponds and lakes filled with ducks, waders
and fish. The birds rise in clouds as the cars go along.
Just ihe place for collectors and naturalists as well as sportsmen. One place we pass called Pain's Prairie, only a few
years ago was a nice, dry farming land, covered with cattle
and crops. It was drained by what is called a sink- hole.
That filled up and the prairie turned into a lake nearly
twenty miles long, and six miles wide, water now over the
telegraph poles, now a great feeding-place for water birds of
Orange Lake near the road was swarming with
all kinds.
birds, and no end to the fish, and if I should write you the
size of the black bass the colored men has to sell, you would
say it was a fish story.
I have bought, a season-ticket to go out on the road at any
time or place, good until May 1, for only fifteen dollars.
Cars run twice a day to Gainsville, once down toward
Ucala. Take the morning-tram out, and back on the evening
No good
train gives a good day's shooting and fishing.
stopping-places on the road, unless you go to Gainsville or
A small light-boat or canoe for the ponds would be
Orcala.
Quail are very plenty, but a good dog would be reuseful.
;

A

Geoegk A. Boardman.

quired.

—

The Game asd Trespass Laws Sutton, Mass., Dec. 28.
The Auburn Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, of Auburn, and
the Millbury and Sutton Farmer's Clubs, of Millbury and
Hon. H. L.
Sutton, held a union meeting here to-day.
Bancroft,

(,f

Millbury, presided.

"The Game and

Trespass

One

subject discussed

Laws— Are They

was

All That the

Interests of the Farmers Requires?" Mr. S. Payson Perry,
of Auburn, in a paper which he read, took the ground that
the present law was enacted through the influence of sportsmen. At, certain times of the year Ihe farmer cannot kill
game on his own land without being liable to a fine of $20
and Gosts; He claimed that the object of the game laws was
not for the protection of the society but the selfish interests
Hon. James Stockwell, of Sutton, a member
of sportsmen.
He
of the Senate in 1879, did not agree with Mr. Perry.
was in favor of a law which prevented the killing of game at
the lime of breeding, and even farmers should not have the
He
risihl to kill them at that time, even on their own laud.
took the ground that the present law was as much for the
Rev. Hiram A.
interest of the farmer as for the sportsman.
Tracy, of Sutton, referred to the laws of England, where
the farmer in many instances 'received damages from the
sportsman who rode over their farms. He was in favor of
the farmers standing up for their rights; make the law for
Mr.
the sportsman weaker and the trespass law stronger.
John McClellon. of Grafton, denounced the present law it
was all wrong. Sportsmen, as they were called, had been on
They
his land, torn down a rod of stone wall for a rabbit.
had also cut down valuable trees to get sqirrrels. Down in
his town, it looked, he said, as though tho sportsman did not
care what they did, to secure the game. The discussion
ended at the noon recess."— 0.
;

Marshall's Cheek, Monroe county, Pa.— Our prospects
are very good in regard to the Marshall's Creek Spot tsmen's
and Shooting Clubt Several gentlemen from different parts
of the county have showed their willingness to become

members by Bending their names. The members purpose
organizing early in January to make arrangements for a
gupply of quail to liberate on our preserve, as quail are the
only game that has been scarce this season on our club
grounds. I would take charge of the first consignment of
quail and care for them.—E. D. Huffman.

—

Mrthna, N. Y., Die. 30, 1891. A pirty of four from this
vicinity have just returned from Chesapeake Bay duck hunting; they report moderate success. A white owl was brought
into our taxidermist lo be mounted, a week ago. It was a
beautiful female specimen, shot fourteen rnile3 northwest of
Grouse and woodcock shootthis place, near Lake Ontario.
Black and
ing has been very poor in this locality this fad.
gray Squirrels have been moderately plenty. The writer and
a friend went to the swamp, hunting pigeons last October.
Thirty were bagged in a few hours, more wild pigeons than
have, been brought into

town

in several years.

Sai.

Niteh,

:

,

various.
I believe, with one of your correspondents, that the grades
cf powder that a'!- called the be>t bave ffibrew 1ee3 to do
with it. The cl ipe gl ides ol powder, in
adulteration, hav ino p ated in tharo moirt
Log thj
insome shape. In blasting pi iwdcr, soda is
and soda is known to be one of the be
stead of nitre

and give the bat rels a heavy coating' inside. In a week or
Your gun will i ow
so, remove the coating and put in fresh.
keep without rusting indefinitely.
I have tried putting away my gun with the dirt in the barrels, and it works well, sometimes
but since I nearly ruined
my new Colt, in that way, I have quit. In my opinion, the
rust is largely induced by the powder dirt, apart from the
moisture, and there is undoubtedly a great difference in
powder in this respect. I have used several brands since
adopting this method and now have no irouble.
Although the above looks rather foimidable, itrarely takes
over ten minutes to clean my gun. The object is to get the
guu perfectly clean and to mix no dirt with the oil left in the
barrels.
I am assured by a friend who has used the above
method for many rust except years, that he never had a gun
from neglect.— 0. E.

.oroN, N. Y.

....

—
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'

J

n 'W

,o., and have no trouble.
First with a
dampened, loosen the dirl and v.
After the pieces ol rag no longer show dirt, wipe with a
piece of dry cloth. Now« wipe out thoroughly with one of
the ordinary wool swabs, tilled with either pure sperm oil or
.

,

..

i

,I:o,ijel,

.

wdiat is perhaps better, petroleum butter, or eOsaiollnr
Finally, put some mercurial ointment on another wool swab

Shooting Grounds in Scotland .— I learn
that. Mr. W- L. Winans of that city his
the extensive farm of Kockfin, on the Chisholm
estate, and almost the whole estate of Kintail belonging to
These
Mr. J. T. Mackenzie, of Glenmuick. Scotland.
grounds are all now under sin ep, but Mr. Winans will
hem into a deer forest. Mr. Winau'8 shooting
convert
grounds now extend from the enst to the west coat
Scotland, from the beautiful Firth to the Atlantic, and in a
He is having plans
straight line. Tue length is sixty miles.
prepared for sn extensive shooting lodge, which, it is said,
wilt be one of the largest and most handsome in Scotland.
,,
o c:imtrymeu cannot be outdone when abroad.
.ml,,

An American

from Baltimore
taken

l

Homo.

——

—

—

«
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The Lbuigh Vaaujy.—A Meml writes of his last shoot

of

the season in the Lehigh Valley, Pa.: "We closed the season
yesterday -will) a nice bag of birds, five pheasants and about
twice the number of quail. There are some birds left; over
where we were, and if there are bo deep aod continued snows
we may look for good shooting next year. If the snows
come we have made arrangements to have the quail trapped
and housed. The pheasant's can take care of themselves, and
there are lots of them.
The -winter has been so open they
have just come down off the mountains into their winter
quarters since the late rain and cold simp of last week. We
never followed coveys when they went into the woods, and
that they invariably did on first flight,
Vixen is looking
well, and, I think, will come out all right." 1 have taken to
pointers lately, and "Vixen" is a jewel, Nobody shall hear
a word more of her until she is ready for the field, and then
I wish to show her work. Homo.

|«*

Pike-perch
Stizolethium
grixeum, etc.

-
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A Wholesome Fibe-akhLaw—Philadelphia,

Miss., Dec.
1881.
Our State has a law to prevent the careless handling of fire-arms, which 1 tMuk is a step in the right direction.
According to this law any person who shall intentionally
point or aim any gun, pistol or fire-arm, at or toward
another, except in se.f-defence, or in the lawful discharge of
official duty, shall be punished by a fine of not more' than
five hundred dollars or imprisonment in the county jail not
longer than six months, or by both. If the gun should be
discharged while pointing it in this manner the fine and imprisonment is doubled, and if the person aimed at shall be
maimed, killed or injured, the person pointing or aiming the
fire-arm shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitenThis law reaches the
tiary not exceeding five years.
" tbought-it-wasn't-loaded" class. Forest Field.

—

-

,

I

carbmiarius.

I

|

and tables pick thy purse,
iniukiiiganuurabhmg bring a curse

earns, dice

Uawking and hunting spend thy

;

is

anglers' recreation

;

Health, profit, pleasure mlx't together,
A II sports to this not worth a leather.

Napour Xotfole,

Massachusetts Coast
1881. No gunning here

—

Shooting. — Lynn, Mass., Dec.

27,

just now to amount to anything.
of Swamksol.t, has shot 425 coots this
season, and is not done yet. The best day's work was put in
by Harry Proctor, he getting thirty- eight coots in thirty
J. Porter Thomas, one of the most successful gunshots.
ners alongshore, has not been out but twice this season
" too much shot in the air to be perfectly comfortable" is his
reason and on a good morning when the birds are here there
I should think they would drop dead from
is a f usilade
fright. The most of us have set aside our guns, waiting for
summer and the shore birds, and in the meantime to rearfand
enjoy our numbers of Forest and Stream,— T. M. S.

Thomas

Stanley,

,•

:

1

Cazbnovians in Florida.— Cazenovia, N. Y., Dec. 31.—
Will Thomas, George Atwell, Seymour Brown and George
Brown arc camped a quarter of a mile from Titusville,
Florida, awaiting the arrival of Mr. M. L\ Card, who leaves
They intend
this place next Thursday to join them there.
Mr.
to build a boat and to do the Indian River country.
Card has been there before, and the boys are anticipating fine
sport with him for guide. They write home even now some
good-sized stories about fishing and hunting. It makes ouc
a little uneasy to think about the fun they will have. HamMBELB8S.

habits and species.

in Barkers' Delight, 1655.

The albatross, squatting on the deck like a great goose
took no notice of the cock at first— perhaps did not undsr'stand what he was after but when it received two or
three
digs with the spur it slowly raised itself to its feet, darted'
out its long neck, and seizing its antagonist with

—

Chas. A. Pboitk.— The
our issue of Dec.
letter

'

l

Cbas. A- Peoke"

who wrote

the

Gunpowder Bridge duck shooting, in
1881, was not the "Chas. A. Peoke"

letter referring to the
8,

on the same topic appeared in our issue of

The pseudonym belongs

to the first writer

by

E>ee.

virtue of

pre-emption, and his claim to it cannot be out-claimed by
another, as the ducks at Gunpowder appear to have been.

The Remington Arms are among the most approved patThe firm manufacterns and grades of rifles and shot-guns.
ture a great variety of leng range target and game rifles, and
shot-guns toauit varied tastes. The name of Remington is one
which has gained a highand honorable place among American
manufacturers and their goods are first-class.
;

Toronto, Canada, Dec. 31.— Several gentlemen iti the
Bay of Quinte interested in sporting matters have formed a
club to be known as the " Bay of Quinte Sportsman's Club."
Messrs. Q. M. King, P. J. M. Anderson, R. J. Bell and D.
R. Leavens were appointed to prepare a constitution and
by-laws.

Illinois— Savanna, Dec, 1881.— Duck shooting has been
unusually good this fall, bags of twenty and sixty to one
gun have been the usual average as high as 150 to one gun
have been made for one day. Snipe have been scarce, owing to
Winter mild.
the high water overflowing the low ground.
;

ice in the river.

— 8.

California.— The Sportsmen's Club of California offers a
reward of $50 for the arrest and conviction of any person
engaged in violating those portions of the game laws of the
State of California applying to game tish and game birds.
reward shall be paid unless the fine imposed shall be at
least $50, or the imprisonment at least thirty days.

No

Illinois— Charleston, Dec. 29, 1881.— On the 27th inst. five
business me of this city and one farmer left for Bay Bridge,
Arkansas, for one or two months' hunt. They were C.
Swarts, B. llazelton, A. N. Bain, James Slddmore, Daniel
H. Calvert and Jacob Linder.— J. B. D.

—

Sherbuookk, Canada. We have read the articles on " Gun
Measles" with some interest, but what we are looking for is
something that will keep a gun in good condition in camp,
where it may He all night in the rain. Blue ointment is
our favorite protector. Canada.

Tub New Jersey Sohtetzbn

Coups, Capt A. B. Hardekopf, will have their nineteenth annual ball on Jan, 18. 1882,
Fellows'

flail,

Hoboken,

Forest and Stream to me is
the conversation which runs through its columns upon topics which do nut relate to the rapacity of landlords, or
the knavery of guides, or the rejoinders and counter-charges
attractive feature of

proceeded to devour it, which it would have done had
not John come to the rescue. As it was, the gamecock.
retreated, with his comb cut, and quite crestfallen.
Th?
next day the Captain ordered the albatross to bo made into
sea-pie it was rather tough and fishy, but served as a change
from salt beef, and the crew, not being familiar with Cole?
ridge, enjoyed the dish.
also caught in the same way a small species of gall
called the Cape pigeon, and the stormy petrel, or Mother
Carey's chicken. At that time canned provisions had not
been added to sea stores, the pigs and poultry were soon exhausted, and we were glad to eat anything unsalted. People

of the partieB attacked. One of these topics is night fishing,
By some of the writers, the taking of fish
lately discussed.
after dark with hook and line seems to be thought a discovery. Assuming that others of your readers besides myself like these secular "experience meetings," I will tell a
part of what 1 know of night. fishiDg.
When a boy of ten— iJnu pig<i<y* now a quarter of a

:

We

.'

gone—my summer days were spent at a farm iu
Cape May county, New Jersey. In front of the house, and
across the main road which formed the dam, lay a lanre
mill pond. The country is nearly flat, and the ponds in that
region are formed by making a low dam across a cedar
swamp. The water is thus backed over a large tract, and
makes a broad, shallow pond, furnishing water power
century

:

?" b
a]

bird,:

it made game of our gamecock— nor can
be 9
among the game fishes, though fishy— and taken
with hook and line.
S. 0. C.

though
eluded

i

—-»,—
GAME FISH.

the issue of Forest asd Stream for October
INI was
pleased to
under the caption of
Sea and

27, I88fj|

see,

•'

iiver

1

Fishing," a quotation from the writings of Air. Hnllock on
the above subject, and considered them very timely.
The fish there described should belong "solely to the potfishers who so wontonly use the sportsman's pri rogative and
privilege to kill good fish and bad indiscriminately, and sadly
deplete the waters that have, been stocked by the State or
private enterprise, and who db not deserve the name of anglers.

—

It wotdd be well If such fishermen
if men they can be
called— could be confined to the dark and sluggish waters
catfish and other ignoble fishes abide, and there, and

it.

where

operation was to call the fish. This we accomplished (or thought we did) by throwing high in air pebbles which, falling vertically, would " chug" into the water
with a noise similar to the rise of a cutfish. We would
then throw in our lines, and when a pull was felt, by a
dexterous jerk throw the fish upon the bank, the bait leaving his mouth as he passed through the air. I tried, at the
first, usiug a book, but found that the greater part of my
time was passed in very unpleasant surgery upon the slimy
vermin. That summer ended "cattin'," and with it my
experience o£ uighi-fishing.
There is another and
first
more profitable kind which furnishes the best sport piscatorial to be found in this region during the month of June.
Any one who has passed over Delaware Bay will recollect
Ship John Lighthouse, which rises like a gigantic black
rocket-head, or lop of a campanile, sheer out of the centre
of the bay. about midway between Bombay Hook, in DelaUpon the
ware, and Ben Davis' Beach, in New Jersey.
latter beach is a Comfortable hotel, or excursion house,
called "Sea Breeze," distant an horn- and a quarter's drive
from Bridgeton. In early June, and a month before the
weak fish, or sea trout, begin to take bait on the oyster beds
in the lower bay, they bite ravenously at, times, during the
day time, at Kbip John Light, but the night fishing Is almost invariably good during pleasant weather. At that
season I sometimes drive down to Sea Breeze toward
evening, and after summer, with a party of friends, pass
over, in the comfortable sail boat belonging to the hotel, the
five miles' sail to Ship John, tie to the iron cylinder, and
fish until midnight.
At this part of the Delaware the tide runs with great
speed and power, and Ihe eddy formed by the lighthouse
furnishes a harbor and resting place for the trout, and, it
may be, a refuge from the porpoises which abound in the
channels on either side. At all events, the eddy is at times
swarming with these beautiful lilac-sided trout, which are of
much larger size than those caught later in the season. The
fishing is good only during 'lie months of June and SeptemDuring favorable weather the fish bile
ber at Ship John.
Upon some nights small trout are taken, but
very rapidly.
usually they run not less than two nor more than four
;ems to make little differpound:
Mo
rse, is more agreeable to
ence. although
for size and numbers, is
the fisher. The
the surface and the bait is
when the schools
first

there only, made to disport themselves at will, leaving tuej
clear streams and bright waters for the true brothers of the
angler.
There is no denying the fact that the preservation -of good
fishing waters and the re-stocking of others will henceforth
receive the close attention of legislative bodies and of angling
clubs, and all interested in the "gentle art" should he alive
to their interests, now that the law-makers
and, in too many"
cases, law-marrers
of several States are about to convene;
Fine fish and fine tackle make fine sport, and how best tOi
secure all three should be the present problem of all sportsmen. Although shooting and fishing are so unlike, they havw
much in common, and their devotees should be close allicsi
and ever ready to help each other in the preservatii >n of game
and in the keeping of their several crafts above reproach.
Every true sportsman is, in a curtain sense, a Chevalier
Bayard, and should eschew all ignoble ways and means as
well aB all abuses of their rights and privileges.
Every angler, shooter and huntsman, 1 am sure, will beglari that they have such a helper as the Forhst and Stream,
and to make the paper of wide interest and benefit all should
Personal incidents and adventures in field and by
Strive.
water should be sent to its columns, that all and
share a pleasure once enjoyed by the takers of an " outing."
Wishing all sportsmen a happy New Tear, I may follow

—

—

i

the abovo suggestions and write more anon.

O.

YV.

R.

SCIENCE AT THE BERLIN FISHERY EXHIBITION,

FIVE of the
NUMBER
Fishery Exhibition

official

in

last of the series,

1880

report on the International
is before us.»
This is the
will form an attractive

which when bound

and instructive volume.
The report opens with a consideration

of instruments for
investigating the waters, those of the P.oyal German Admirality coming first. Plummets for shallow and deep-sea
sounding of various patterns and most complicated forms]
which would puzzle a landsman to even guess what such intricate machinery might he used for
thermometers for deep
sea, surface, hot springs, etc.; apparatus for bringing up"
water or specimens of the bottom ground nets stream.
surface
and
bottom, appear in great variety.
gauges for
These are followed by implements from the scientific observation station at Kiel, where devices for obtaining the specific gravity of waters and more deep-sea thermometers are
shown. Carl Bamberg, of Berlin, showed Beveral imple;
ments; and the hanging for a compass is illustrated. P.
Dotfl'el, Berlin, showed an araometer for specific gravity and
a plummet.
:

;

j

i

allowed to float

The huge sombre lighthouse, with its crimson eye glowing
angrily above; the great, shadowy forms of the ships' steaming or sailing in the channel close by, and the sounds, too,
weird and merry both the rush of the tide around the imthe immense cylinder to which our boat is moored
patient sigh of the porpoise; the steady grating bur-r-r of
and last and. pleasanter, the
the tish beneath the surface
joyful screams of the ladies of our party, as fish after fish,
led struggling Into the boat,
and simultaueou
make an experience which shows that night fishing, if it
rigg to the dignity of sport, is truly an amusement.
F, 8. J. C,

catch "fish

a desert barren of

is

anywhere off soundings few fish are to be found.
i);<nittd<a exwlam can
hardly he called a game

that

After the newly-made pond has reached a head, the best of
the cedar and swamp timber is cut off four or five feet above
the water, leaving the stumps standing high and thickly
over the whole surface. Here and there are clumps of cedar
bushes growing greenly out of the water, and shadowing
dark pools where lean and hungry pike lurk to snatch
fiercely the chunk of pork skimmed over the surface by the
urchin who has secured the saw-mill scow, the only boat.
Pike and catfish are the only fish abundant.
The daylight was not long enough for me in those days..
Every evening after supper, and at the end of a long day's
pursuit of pike, 1, equipped with a short line with a cedar
pole tied to ouc end, and a square piece of pork to the other,
would meet the village boys on the dam, and, standing close
together, we would begin an hour's "cattin'," as they

The

"Why not

on shore may inquire
ant that in mid-ocean there

sufficient to drive a small saw-mill three-fourths of the year.

called

i'

i

chink,

Bowluig and shooting end in drink.
The flgluhig-eoek and the horse race
Will sin!; a good estate apace.
Angling dot h bodyes exerclce,
And wakel b soules holy and wise
By blessed thoughts and meditation.
Tins, nils

1

In July, 1836, while off the Cape of Good Hope, returning
from China, these birds being abundant about the ship
f
captured one with hook and line which measured 10 it.
n
from tip to tip of the wings, and I Saw many of larger size.
perhaps from 12 to 15 feet.
To haul in a bird as huge as a swan, with ten feel
of wings—it stoutly resisting— was too much for me,
and
finding I was more likely to go overboard than the
birHH
come inboard, I called for help, and we turned th
loose on deck.
On account of its great Btretch of wing this
bird cannot rise from a plain surface, and when
flight has to start from the top of a wave.
So it was safe otfi
deck, where it remained, sullen and savage, snapping witls,
its strong hooked bill at all who came near.
Our colored steward had brought with him from Batavia
two of the large Javanese game cocks, which stand two feet
high and are very pugnacious. One of them had killed
toother a tew days before, and there was nothing on board
for
the survivor to fight with. So John turned it out. of its coon
and it attacked the albatross on sight— perhaps the firstM
stance of a battle between birds of such different climes
it

uneatua.

AN

ft.

Cape Horn.

NIGHT FISHING ONCE MORE.

8,

Stkeam is an account of
line, of an albatross, of
which
8 in., or 8 ft. 7 in., from tip
to.
which the WTiter thinks of average size. Thia was off
dimensions were 7

i

War-mourh, Chmnobryttmijuloitm.
Crappla, Pomoxps nigrmnaculatus.
Bachelor, Pomoxye annularis.

8 m
!ax
wwl e p ereh. Mormu amerieana.
ISPiy
i
hipped S""™
Bass or ;r
Koeknsu, -Shock* Pollock, Poliachms

dress.

Odd

the

Yellow Perch, Perca JltwiatilU.

(wall-eyed
pike)
emuxricamem,
£).

,

at

.TANIJAB.V.

I IV

FBBSH WATEB.
Pickerel, TSsox retuMiatua.
Pike or Pickerel, jsnot luciun.

sixty-one days of first-class traveling, including palace cars,
hotels, carriage rides, fees for passports, etc. for $4-50.
An
interesting pamphlet containing full particulars of the trip
may be obtained by mailing a postal card to the above ad-

No

number of Fohest and
IN the capture,
with hook and

FISH IN SEASON

t

whose

ANOTHER TALE OF AN ALBATROSS.

§iver ^gishmg.

a late

A Soutiibhn Excursion.—Messrs. Leve and Alden, 207
Broadway, New York, announce a personally conducted
Southern tour, from January 33 to March 25, 1882, visiting most of the prominent Southern cities and winter resorts, Nassau, N. P., Ma' anza9, Cuba, Caves of Bellamar
and Yuruuri Valley, Havana and surrounding country, Vera
Cruz, Mexico City, New Orleans, the Mississippi River,
Vicksburg, Memphis, St. Louis, and many other places of
interest, returning thence by rail to New York, comprising

22.

md

[Jastjaby 12,

;

;
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A stream gauge from M. J. Arrvidsou, Stockholm, and
implements for deep sea-sounding and searching
r
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FOREST AND STREAM.

12, 1882.]

together with similar exhibits by Eiserner David, completed
the Swedish exhibit. In the xietherland exhibits were nets
for the capture of small life near the Burface or beneath it
ground drags aud oyster catchers.
In tbe display of the United States we noiiee that the
Coast Survey made a creditable exhibition. Sigsbee'S apparatus for deep-sea sounding is figured and described as one
that saves time and labor. It appears to he a complicated
machine to Ihe uninitiated and two lull-page views of it are
given.
Sigsbee's apparatus for bringing up specimens of
water is figured.
Dredges, oyster-swabs and "tangles,"
and Bimilar implements^ together with Prof. Hillgard's apparatus for determining the specific gravity of the water, receive

commendation.
Under the head of Meteorological and 8ignal Apparatus
appear implements from the lighthouse at Hamburg: John
Holmes, Regent's Park, London; the Meteorological Council,
London: and Otto Boline, Berlin. Reflecting instruments,
COmpas
am s. ships' glasses, etc., were represented by
E. Springer, Berlin; G. Heckclman, Hamburg; A. Oerthing,
H. Haecke, Berlin
Berlin
Wauechaff, Berlin
J.
L.
ReiiiiHiiM, Berlin, Voigtlander & Son, Vienna and Braunsveig; Picbt, Bros., RathenOW
A. Meissner, Berlin; and
T. Wegener, Berlin.
Many useful and curious implements
appeared in this collection. The display of microscopes was
also interesting and the report, on them is well made up.
;

;

;

;
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The latter v.its stomach.
inches in length.
fishermen about there think that a pickerel

471
The

ought, to be finely flavored.

;

Britain Conn.—
There is another good route which I have before spoken of.
Leave the railroad at. North Anson and proceed by stage or
private team through North Newportlauo and Dead River
and Flagstaff to the Smith farm. The scenery
"there are good pickerel ponds near North Newportland and
Flagstaff, and good trout ponds not far from Parson's ill.
BigelOw House al Dead River. Parson's told me last August
that he. was about K>
la] ry Pond," not far
from his hotel. I have not my notes by me, and cannot
state the number of miles.
The guests at the hotel told us
the trouting would be good. There is an excellent, place for
a few hours' trouting on this road, jus! Pel ore going
so-called "horseback," and all along the read from here 10
the Mt. Big
tiffed grouse are very plenty.
As
i;g the banks of Dead River we found ducks on
the water.
There appears to be everything along this route
sporl
a Smith's, six miles
and
en
takes him to the. Tim Pond cabins, and ten or eleven more to
the Seven Ponds, by a forest road cut out wide enough for a
buckboard wagon with a span of horses.— J. W. T.
.
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How Can

tub Oystkr Sutpct bb Maintained

made.

A

Dec.
Editor Forest mid Stream:
As our Legislature will soon convene

it is

24, 1881.

not improbable

number

of changes and amendments to our game
laws will be presented for consideration and, therefore, it
seems a suitable time now to protest against any such action,
except possibly to make penalties larger and punishment
more certain for infringement.
The laws are now sufficiently plain and guarded to accomplish their designs, if they be enforced, but by whom they
wi&beea Eon
the unsolved problem, and the one thing
lacking to preserve aud protect game and fish, not for amateurs alone, hut for the many, the laboring class, who have
neither time to spare, nor money to spend, in going from
their homes for recreation or pleasure.
To accomplish this and to make the laws something more
than dead letters, I would suggest, instead of using the annual appropriation made for the propagation and distribution
of fish, that this sum be used in seeming the services of
thirty State Game Protectors, at a salary of $500 each, to
be located in such counties as naturally would most need
their servic
selection of these men be made by
local protective clubs, and the appointments made by the

the usual

attributed by tin
l,

i
I

the Detroit' Kiver.

tto do

of the oyster is constantly increasing, and as
the demand increases so will the disposition to fish" the beds,
and, should there be any failure of the supply, the increased
price consequent upon that failure will induce
exhaustive fishery and it will become so great, if it has not
already, that only strict, protective laws, rigidly enforced,
will be sufficient to protect the beds, aud prevent the destruction of the industry. Thereis, however, another means of maintaining the fecundity of the beds which merits consideration.
During the summer of 1870, Professor
K. Brooks was
successful in securing, by artificial means, the fertilization of
the ::. j,
and in protecting the offspring for
sometime. Though, owint; to vs
tforseen combinations of natural causes, and to the accidents incidental to all
tentative work, he has not been successful in maintaining
the embryos until such a time as they could be deposited upon
the beds with a certainty of survival, yet he has accomplished
sufficient, to show that the
f
tbe female cell.!
can be easily and certainly achieved I
very simple proiiest ios
the young is due
to the failure of the ova to meet
w
raid a1 tbe proper
time, any method which will in
mtact aud protect
the eybryos, for even a limited period,
great value, and
1
well worthy of the attention of those
rested in the preaervation of the
-fishery.
Any protection afforded the
young qyste
the maturity of a great number, and,
as the beds are
g from a want of reproduction, due to
the absence Of i
any method which will insure
the maturity of
tmormal number should be brought, if

W

:'

,

i

I

possible, to a
tyiNsnow in

p
Pi

,:1

..

Lieutenant Fkakois
December.

benefit,

for

./

—

New England

FiSHBRiBs.
We have received the seventh
anuual report of the Boston Fish Bureau from its. Secretary,
Mr. \V. A. Wilcox. It opens with au interesting history of
New England fisheries and is followed by the report proper,
with nine, pages of statistics which give " large catches and
'stocks' by the mackerel fleet in New England"Waters
season
" New England fleet, catch of codfish, ae reported
if 1881 ;"
to the Bosion Fish Burean;" ''Ne
England catch of mackerel
amount of inspected barreh
at home ports, as
reported to the Boston Fish Bur, au
-ceipts of fish by
Boston dealers from
stic ports,"
and
" Massachusetts catch of mackerel
tars."
The record
for the past year has been the most
f ul one for years.
The loss of lire and property has been great, as usual, nearly
all falling on the Gloucester bankers.

—

1

—

.

Judge
100,000,000 of hving ishes in
Potter,:-'
r Fisheries in OLi,
t report Of
that State inasle in 1875, speaking of theworl s c mpli be
"
Canada and Miohigan, says
Lake Erie may be so replenished
with the whitefish aa to bring its consumption wil
all, and instead of ten cents, it will ultimate
-

i

.

annual report, rejoices thus

' iheiv

:

is

A Handsome Gift— Winstead, Conn., Dec. 17, 1881.—
Editor Forest and Stream : I wish to acknowledge through
Fokkst and Stream: a present of about four volumes of
your valuable journal from Mr. V. W, Bostwick, of Hudson,
K. ¥., which completes my set from the start. Fkank D.

COLOEADO.
Denver,

Hallktt.

is no chance for an argument about this.
depletion of waters in many portions of the Stale,

the appropriation fur the thirty

game

protectors.

Pik-e

Food,— A

pickerel (Et/OB)

was recently

taken in Lake Auburn, Maine, which haa several salmon in

31, 1881.

I

m

,

,

1

too cold for them in summer.
Between the bluff and the

wood
plum and other

;v< s,

:

shrubs.

pond is a natural grove of cottonaud tbe hillside is covered with wild
About one hundred

springs omn issioner Siatv has erected a frame building about 25
by 35 feet, in which are arranged sixteen hoteh.nc troughs of the
latest and mosr approved plan.
Earlv in the present week be laid
down the first trout spawn (100,000) from New England, and will
add a liko number weekly for the next three weeks.
Ho has
placed in charge a practical fishculturist— a Mr. Bogarl from an
fife-tern hatchery.
So we will soon
le toward
i

restockmg our sadly depleted trout streams. A pleanaut office is
provided in the front part of the batehmg-house, and Mr. Sisty
saya he can get through comfortably with his present plans upon
the money provided him until the' next meeting of the Legislature, January,

1

883.

Some of the German carp sent here and distributed to private
parties are reported as doing remarkably well, but the public
stock, I am sorry to say. have not grown
shot.
First, they were i, ptfo
lol
J
of the mountain, in water that, was very cold and densely shaded.
Next, they wore transferred to a new!
it ad
pOnd in which
there was no vegetation, and no
them. Of course,
they had to
rustle " for a bar e living.
Now. at last, they are in
better ipiarters, but yet not good, and thev go for the water cress
-with a vim.
W.N. B.
i

I

;
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SALMON CULTURE IN MAINE— 1881.
published extracts from the forthcoming report of the State
INFish
Commissioners for 1881, furnished by lion. E. M. Stillwell,
find facts of interest, relating to the fish hatching operation

Mr. Atkins at Grand Lake Stream.
successful and profitable business

Grand Lake Stream fund were as

It.

apj*

form a

r

tl

The contributions

to the
o.idend,

t

60,000 eggs. New Hampshire, 5250 div.
Mas;gs,
sachusetts, $500; dividend, loo. iieo eggs.
Connecticut, 8800;
dividend, 100,000 eggs. United,-':.
ifl
dividend, 200,000
eggs. Total money 33,000 total eggs, $60,000 (net).
;

I

I

906,000
100.000

is

800,000

There is an old lady, named Sara Finn.
She's trying to rhyme he word tarrapin

25 per cent, reserved for hatching for benefit ot Grand

Lake Stream

I

And tr she makes out,
She'll stag, dance »><< *<i,.i
Andlt not, I'm sui

200,000

•

Net dividend
800,000
With regard to tho salmon culture on the Penobscot we gather
from State papers the following For this year's work, the DOntti
bution of Maine to the Bucksport aud Orland works was ?2,000;
dividend of salmon eggs, 1,080,000. all ofwhioh
tributod and hatched in the rivers mention
:

^is]\cultnve.

buttons to the Orland works were as follows io
dividend of eggs. 1.080,000
By Massachusetts,
of eggs, 270,000. By Connecticut, igSOOj dividend of eggs, 163,000.
llv the Dnited States, W.757
dividend of eggs, 950,000. Totalmoney. 51,557 eggs, 2,402,000 (au advance having been already
:

CANADIAN FISnCULTL'fiE.
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facilities for
tng three- millions of eggs.
At Bnokspt
lid they have built a cement aqueduct 1,600
oh bore, and have now at command copious
supplies of both brook and spring water.
e many
millions of eggs. The new aqueduct brings a supply of cold

Deeem-

d to be done with s Large number of them Last season.
now to begin shipments in January and finish
March.
There baa been most extraordinary weather up to the end of
December— warm, with rain. It is thought that its result
spawn at Grand Lake Stream will be to retard the hate!
anything,
There has been a great deal of snow and ice water
mingling with the ordiuary supply, which is largely
in

.

I

t

I

'", districts of Ontario
ions year of
-

" Tl10

r.

water, a

,

}

.

they have built a hatching house covering
-.
ihelakv,
Of ground, on
bet between the upper and lower
nsnre well watered water, and then

tot

Mr. Atkins expects

ggs

To

Grand Lake
about 1.450 R
with facilitie
troughs, wbi

.

There were hutch

,

-

show
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to

steady mere...
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STEAOnSE,

Salmon as

Dec.

Total number of eggs taken at Grand Lake Stream
Losses estimated at

TKYIXli TO RHYJIK TAHKAPLN.— IV.

timing

There

The

Col.,

Editor Fared and Stream :
Our last legislative assembly made an appropriation of 35,000
from the .State Treasury for the establishment of a fish hatchery
and to begin the business. That was in
vend
months passed before a location was made, but that was finally accomplished in the latter part of tho summer by the donation of
It is near
ten Bores of ground eight miles north of this city.
Platte Ttiver, but far enough away to be safe from freshets, and
embraces about two-thirds bottom land and one-third beach, or
second bottom, about thirty feet above tin bottom, sihout ten
feet above the foot,
the side of the bluff a great number of
springs break out. supplying an abundance f water, at, least for
the present. The temperature is steady at 51 deg.
A few rods from the foot of the bluff is a long, narrow pond,
..ry, but, unforfilled with vegetation and admit;
tunately, it is nov
pike and other
sdwith catfish,
native fishes, and it will be pretty hard- to get, them out. The
little plant of carp furnished us by Pro
d some months ago
has been removed to the ground aud placed for the present in a
very small pool near the springs, but it is too small aud will be

;

1850 wa

aud the disappearance or scarcity Of game, are incontrovertible evidence that laws arc of no consequence in tl
pi
toners and marketmeu.
1 hey must be made
peer, and obey these laws.
Therefore, let us this year have

ar the

abl

-

:

stringently enforced.

no uncertainty

toed to a
whitefish, their multiplication bj artificial
re
certainty, whitefish for the last season have been sold at the
fisheries at tin average of three cent* per pound, a little more than
the cost of handling."
TheBe and other facts in the increased catch of whitefish in

1

It seems to me, with such a number of men distributed
over the State, and acting under the advice and sum
01
local clubs, having a direct interest in protection of game
and fish in their immediate vicinity, there would be an
effective work done that has never heretofore been accomplished, and a result attained that would meet with general
Tt is simply absurd to make annual appropriations for
hatening and distributing fish, only to have them, in fact,
when grown to maturity, illegally caught, as they now are,
and wfll continue to be, unless laws protecting thern be

of Mi

1

inch mote than we

consumption

;

satisfaction and approval.

_.

made by Canada a&aMicbigi
ry statement made December a. 188
au

tween thirty and forty of the principal fishermen and dealers on

we

MORE GAME PROTECTORS NEEDED.

is

?— The

;

Chemical and physical experiments follow, and include
analyses of water, the flesh (of fish of fat and lean kinds),
salt fish, dried and smoked fish.
The biological investigations continue the above analyses in comparison with beef,
the development of the herring, by A. W. Malm, Director
of the Museum of Nat. Hist., Gothenburg; the eel, by Dr.
Hermes, model of the zoological station at Naples. Notice
of the large chart by Professor Goode, of the U. S. Fish
Commission, showing the distribution of the important coast
fishes of the United States.
Statistics then precede au
article on the injury to fish from infected sewers, with analysis of specimens.
The transportation of live fish is, in Germany, not entirely
a ttshcuUural question, as in America. Fish of fresh waters
are taken to market and sold alive, hence the separation of
the question of their transportation from the fishcultural
department, The firm of Busae & Co., Berlin, have a
steamer with a well in it to bring live fishes from the coast
of Sweden and Denmark
to Stettin.
Mr. Schuster,
Freiburg, showed a cask with air-pump for transporting fry.
Dr. Hermes, of the Berlin Aquarium, exhibited a large
apparatus, consisting of one great tank, which overflowed
into a small one in the rear, from which the water was
pumped into a third tank standing on the two lower ones,
from whence it flowed again into the first.
Botany of the waters is followed by an account of the
amber fisheries, which we missed from" former reports.
good description of the amber industry and the elegant display at Berlin will be found in Fohest and Stebam of June
3, 1880, from our staff correspondent at the Exhibition.
The
literature of the fisheries of the different nations is referred
to by the titles and dates of the works and includes general
zoology, the lower animals, fishes, aquatic mammals, fishery
products, packing, etc., the in-land fisheries and pond building, sea fishes in general, descriptions of implements, oyster
and lobster fisheries, angling and flyfishing, culture of water
animals and the literature of scientific explorations relating
10 tbe waters, history of fisheries, biography and catalogues.
So extensive was this literature that the mere titles cover
forty pages with double columns.
The history of the Berlin
Fishery Exhibition is a history of the fisheries of the world
from pre-historic man down to the year 1880.

taken, which
to the plants

enters planted, encourage our Commission to continue the enterprise to the full extent of our financial capacity.

and includes
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Anothkh Route To Tim Pom>—New

The History

of the Fisheries occupies considerable space
that of many nations.
It. glances at the ages of
stone, bronze and iron, those of Germany receiving much
attention.
The ancient honks of Switzeiland are illustrated
aud their history is the most interesting of all. No mention
of the fine collection of EsQUimq and Alaskan wooden aud
bone hooks, which appeared in the Smithsonian collection,

weather taken every one by surprise, and interfer d with the fishermen's operations."
The Canadian catch of whitefish in the Detroit iiivet division of
fisheries in 1878 was 16,800 in number
in 1879, 77.700
in
Bab
IDS, 500; showing a remarkable increase in

in atabirting this happy result to thSandwich hat. _o
year are the fry put in the D<
into maturity, Tim yield would have

•
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FEHCl'LTURE IN SCOTLAND.— The extracts from a
written by the gentlemen who brought the nirbot and
America and took out carp in return will be read n-ithiuferi
in tbe

;,
,,

,

le!,.

dated Douglass Hall, Dalbeattie,
aud reads as folloi
". Baird; Sou will be pleased
,

been gre
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—
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twenty-five leather-carp have been safely lauded, after a very
stormy VOyagft. The gale was a very Revere one, and on Wednesday, November 23, the mm! blew with hurricane force, and we
weie Obliged to -'heave to" for twenty-two hours. The Beat, were
very large indeed. We shipped ono during the night which disabled the four seamen on watch one had two nba broken and
another his head badly out; the other two were lamed, The
wheoltmuso was " Btove in " and th« galli-.
i'i.
One boat
was carried away on deck, breaking down the chimney stack uf ihe
donkey engine, Through all thia storm the carp did well, The
temperatuie of the water was 5(i degrees P. at New York, aud
during the voyage vaiied from 51 to l 1 ^ degrees. I also
with a little oatmeal and potatoes four tunes
The temperature of
the water here at this time Of year is about 44 to 50 degrees, which,
1 suppose, will be rather too cold lor the osrp, I give them a little
oatmeal hut think they don't touch it. Jly brother is much pleased
-with the carp, and would wish me to thank you for all your kindITe -will value these fish very much, remembering how he
ness.
came to get them. We have gut our fish-hatching house up now
and a few hstchiug troughs with
isis ova in, but the
ponds outside will be laborious w oik. 'the hatching house is Hil
feet long bv 30 feet, and built of granite. The first frvpond ia juat
The bottom is inad'e of concrete
fitriBhed, and ia 60 feet by 4 feet.
and the walls built up with granite and Portland cement (three of
aand and cne part cement}. This makes a capital pond.— A. Wil;
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afterward, sooner or later according to temperature. If the frosts
were early they spawned sooner, but if the weather continued
mild the spawning covered a long time. Those which spawned
first wore the brighter colored ones with reddish tints, while the
later ones were darker and had the white parts dulled with black.
"Now we find the Bah all come up together to spawn, and thia
last season they canld be seen on the spawning beds every day
for five weeks. Aa a consequence the later ones need the same
beds as the first and thereby much spawn was loat. Thia cannot
be avoided, and, on the whole, ia advantageous for the reason
that if a Hood should occur during the time of first spawning all
the eggs in the stream would be lost but would be replaced by a
latex deposit,"

FISHCbETHliE ON- LONG ISLAND.— The lease for the Cold
Spring property has been signed by Mr. John D. Jones and his
brothers, and by the Fish Coinmigsionera of the state of New York,
but no further action has been taken. An early meeting of the
Commissioners is talked of in order to determine when to begin
and what to do.
Mavor Grace, of New York, is having a trout perserve to cost
.-jfi.onn built on his place at Great Neck.
Trout ponds are also to
be built on the farm of General Casey, at West l>e»r Parte In
several of the ponds on the south side of the island that Inn c been
depleted by eels and pike the German carp has been introduced
with success.
Mr. William Furman. who for many years haa owned trout preserves at Maspeth, owing to his heavy losses at the hands of
poachers, has moved his establishment "and fish to the Smithtown
River, where he baa erected tovereJ batching shanties. Heia having a boat built to take hia fish alive to the New York market.

CONNECTICUT SHELL FISHERIES.— The

Commiasioners on

shell fisheries of the State of Connecticut will soon issue their annual report, 2.U0U copies of which will be printed. At a recent
meeting of the Commission Mr. Hogarr, the --.: -.-..-v,,i- for the

Commiaaiou, stated to the members that the coat to the State of a
survey of some aixttf acres of ground made recently was about $20,
while the revenue was only ijfi "ill. In large, tracts, however, there wan
not a like disproportion, but, instead, a balance in favor of the
State. It. E. Cutis, of the United States coast surrey, has sent
the Commisaiou 106 bottles containing samples of the sound bottom at different points ia the oyster grounds of the State, and
also three packages of oyster shells, showing the growth at one,
two and three yeara from the time of spawumg. The specimens
of soil were dredged up from the United States steamer Palinurns
last summer, and are expected to prove valuable in showing the
relative productiveness for oyster growing of different kinds of
bottom.

A STATE ASSOCIATION rROPOSED. —It ia proposed to form
a fisheultural association for the State of Ohio, and wo have received the following call, which has also appeared in some of the
local papers: Bdtior Forest ni'l Stream: As fish culture ia
growing rapidly within this State and others.it seems advisable
that those already engaged hi this profession, as well as others
who take an interest in fish culture, should form an asaociatiou
whose object it would be to advance the science in private as well
as in public waters within this State, by collecting facts regarding
pisciculture, protection or cultivation of our own good
introduction of uew ones, and arranging for the culturhrta interGentlemen wishing to join Buoh an association will please
ests.
communicate their ideas on the subject, and oblige, yours truly.
Hroo Mulebtt, 507 Race street, Cincinnati, O.
i

.

DEATH OF A FISH COMMISSIONER.— We

regret to leam
that Mr. J. II. Dinkins, Fish Commissioner of Texas, died recently
from the effects of injuries received by falling under
railway car while attempting to board it. Mr. Dinkins was
prominent citizen of Austin and was universally re.-nent.sh u
was an efficient and active fish commissioner and an enthusiastic
Bomphahed much in the
sportsman. St
awakening the people and the Legislature of Texas to the importance of fishculture. Hia usefulness was just beginning to be felt.
Hia dealh is o loss to his State.
i

BLUE CARP.—A blue

variety of carp ia cultivated in Germany
and France. It has lately beeomo a favorite, and is called by some
the best oT all 0«p. On Saturday last the North German Lloyd
steamer Douau brought a can containing a dozen specimeus'to
Mr. Blackford. That gentleman afterward learned that they were
from the ponds of Mr. Eekardt, at f.ubbiucheu, and intended for
Professor Baird.

i

are greatly against your obtaining a close shot at the first
rke, unless among young ami unsophisticated birds; but
sh'xn you must, nevertheless, even-should the flashing game
be far beyond your reach or, as very often happens, entirely
and most
out of sight, for we have not done with him yet
potent is iha sound of gun and whistle of the hurtling lead
to drive from bis crafty brain the wisdom that causes him to
shun our close acquaintance. .Should your shot prove deadly
and be conduct ot your dog be all that you could wish, with
Ting pat mid kindly words, lead your pet straight to
B
your victim and as soon as his sensitive nose locates the
l
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TRAINING
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BREAKING.

VS.

In Ten Chapters— Chap.

tii.

the preceding chapters all of our work has been o£ a preIN liminary
character.
We have expended much time
i

patience in order to perfect our pupil in the rudiments of the
education that is so indispensable to that pride of the sportsman's heart, a good dog. Long ago we thought our pet was
just about perfection in the performance ot his duties and
have anxiously awaited the coming of the crisp October flays
that we might put to the test our hopes, and, y actual trial
in the field, demonstrate how much of wisdom pertains to
the course that we have pursued. Do we live among the
forest-crowned hills, the home of the lordly ruffed grouse
long ago we have located several broods of these regal birds,
and as we have paid them an occasional visit, how our blood
has warmed up, how our nerves have thrilled as we fondly
dreamed of the spirt in store for us when the falling leaf
should proclaim that
The hunter's glorious days im. col n
1.

;

.

The

When

best or

all

through

i

The year
uv

ivo<
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you should pick up

Terre Haute, md., Fifth Annual Bench Show*.

to 19.

once pet and praise him without stint and talk to
intelligent companion.
After a few seconds
the bird in a dainty manner, and while
carefully smoothing out the feathers, allow the dog to snuff
the grateful perfume, but on no account let him mouth it,
nor puke his nose among the feathers, thus teaching him
that the greatest care must be taken that not a feather should
de displaced.
When your pup first shows sign that he has scent, do not
on any account speak to him nor make any sign, but allow
him to act his own pleasure. Should he go through the trying ordeal to your satisfaction, congratulate yourself that you
sessed of a wonder; should his earnest inclination
overpower his innate sense of duty and cause him to become
unsteady and flush Ihe bird, you must at once call him in
and place him as near as maybe in the exact position that he
occupied when he should have pointed, and commanding
him to to-lio, give him to understand that yon are displeased
If you have killed the bird, and can
willi the performance.
bird, at

FIXTURES.
BENCH snows.

:

i

;

ItracUveJyprodu

son Ann

OF TKOUT,—The following is a translation sf a communication
by Mr. Muller, of Tachischdorf, to the Fhelu rW ZWYtmy, or Stettin
"During the past year the lime occupied by the spawning of
my trout (in Silesia) has occupied fully five weeks. Year bv\ emit becomes more apparant that artificial culture has Chang
habit in this respect Before I began stocking with artificially
bred fry the time of spawning was divided into two perioda, part
of the fish spawning generally about the 1st of October and occupying from nine to ten days, and the rest of the fish spawned

I

I
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THE EFFECT OF CULTTTtE ON THE SPAWNING TIME

never more need of cool, deliberate action than now.
Four
at, and faltering eye or trembling baud will
insure his triumphant esc
ise you Unwelcome disDo not hurry, but, with deliberate haste, walk
ire.
-ugh on
and,
and force a il
para Band about to shoot at a Chip tossed in air, cooly
bring y ur gun mbi position, glance along the trusty barrels and, with." eye Of faith and linger of instinct," "cut
The chancts
loose," and fortune grant your aim bo true
i:

Head under

Beside one

d

them a delicious odoi
tores*, wB1
be le
the mountain burns could an
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With royal sport to cheer.
Should our home be toward the setting sun on the broad
prairie, whose vast expanse teems with numberless broods of
the toothsome chicken, with ever-growing delight and satisfaction have we Witnessed from day lo day ihe added
strength of the whizzing pinion, and with ever-increasing
impatience at laggard time's slow Bight have we awaited the
duwn of the auspicious day that brings BUCh wealth of joy to
Or, perchance, our hopes of happithe sportsman's heart.
ness are turning to the pride of the stubbles, the gamy, beautiful quail. How cage; ly have we beaten the feeding grounds,
and as the merry bevy, with tumultous roar, have burst upon
our sight, how have we, with throbbing pulse, watched the
flitting wings, and earefu ly marked their flight as
they
settled in the friendly cover or upun the distant hillside.
What visions of lithe bounding forms suddenly transformed
into living statues, mingled with flashing brown sprites, the
crack of the gun, and the cloud of fleecy feathers floating in
air, have filled us with anticipated satisfaction, as we lii mgbt
af the pleasure in store for us when the early fiosts should
call us forth to the field.
Or do thoughts of th it line- billed
aristocrat of birds, "woodcock the magnificent," alone engage our thoughts. Well, we know their sure abiding place,
and as we have paid them our devoir ami seen ibera dart
through the openings, and heard their querulous whistle,
how have we thought that the sere and yellow leaf would
soon be here to bring to us most royal sport. Do not look
upon this as a digression, for we dearly love the pursuit of
every one of these favorites; and we hope thai
reader, like ourselves, will so train your dog that, no matter

where your lines are cast, your pleasant sport is sure.
Our favorite sport since childhood has been the pursuit

of

readily find it, you will add to the force of this lesson if you
oblige him to retain his position while you go aud bring it
to him, and as you hold it a foot or two" from his nose, repeat
your command of lo-ho. This, you will find, will cause
him to be more careful in the future. Should he become
Icnioralized at the rise of the bird and give chase, do not
despair, but calmly say to-h'>, and if he disregards the command, let him go, and be thankful that lie has ambition, emsoiitig yourself with Ihe knowledge that in a short time you
can eradicate the fault, while the virtue will remain and
When he returns
in the future.
afford you gres
you should at mice replace him in the position from which he
broke, and make him Mia for a short time, while you talk
It is not advisto him about the enormity of the offence.
able to shoot when he Starts to chase, as, should you kill, he
may seize the bird and handle it loo roughly for his future
he sound of the guu exercise a steadyreithei
Above all else, do
jug influence up n his excited nerves".
notfail tokeep perfectlyuool yourself under all circumstances,
and to issue all your commands iu your ordinary tone of
so conducive to unsteadiness in
c there is nothing
edge of the fact that you ate deiuoraK,
ized, and be is sure to become possessed of this knowledge
Therefore earnestly
before it. is apparent to you.
strive to retain your self control, for without that you can
never succeed in turning out a steady dog.
Should your bird escape the first onslaught, let no common
occurrence prevent you from immediately following him up.
Do not undertake this in a half-hearted manner, but put your
whole soul into the work and rest not until you have again
routed him. Give him a shot as he rises, and if he again esC :p._-s be hot discouraged, but with renewed efforts try him
cure in the knowledge lh.il, can you bur find and
keep him moving— although lie may be the wisest and, consequently, the wildest grouse of them all— at last your
reward is sure at last, utterly demoralized by the relentless
your pursuit, he has changed his tactics, aud,
quietly crouching on the ground with few and trembling,
wnits'foryou to pass. Fatal mistake! The keen-nosed clog,
more eager at each successive defeat, again becomes statuesis
que and unerringly indicates the bird's hiding place.
[preme moment. With nerves of steel— hardened by
the excitement of the long continued chase you literally kick
him irom his retreat and" coolybrthg him down. What satisfaction is in your heart as you smooth his beautiful plumWhat light is in your eye as you ga/.e upon his plump
age.
form.
What pride is yours as you complacently view the
glance at the speaking counnoble prize BO gallantly won.
of your four-footed friend tells you that he, too, is
happy; and, our word for it, a few days among these craftybirds will do more to develope the hunting sense of ah intelligent animal than thrice the time devoted to the pursuit of any
]

:

Now

—

A

that best of all game birds, the magnificent ruffed grouse,
and we have ever found, when our dog was any where near
perfect in circumventing this most wily bird, that but few other game.
days, or perhaps hours, of practice were required to make
CANINE AfLlOCNTS.
him equally adept in the pursuit oi any of the others. Id any
writers pronounce this beautiful bird unfit to train a dog
ohapter
fifteen of the appendix to 1
upon they rail against his subtle cunning, and are unstinted
Li
in condemning his swiftness of wing
will give you
columns in disparagement of his" preternatural
adenta
which they miscall wildness, and earnestly advise you to
adixis
"
keep your young dog away from the- ruffed grouse's haunts.
Gordon
.:,,
Unrgeipy by Dr.
''
on hands of every breeder,
Notwithstanding the evident sincerity of these writers, wo
'i
oiva'uiible.
ais number conii,..-)
must beg to differ from their views, and can only regrcl that
clnde.-i the noii,:,- of this valuable addition to the canine literature
their knowledge of the habits of this king Of birds is not
>re unot Vbi
should h ve
dav.
We
of
the
their
skill
iu
for
framing sentences
his vilification.
equal to
_.
in this work, had noti
Having decided to give our pupil Lis first prac
......
I; is uui intention, hu« eve., to ...
with this most potent instructor as our co-worker, let us time to in.n
The
n ul
icti ms us
V
" hie away to the fields with eager dog and tru-ty gun," and
iublisherB, Moaara. Oaaseh, Fetter, & Oo.,
Our pupil should be kept
test the sport so long anticipated.
,-.-.
noat heel until we reach the usual haunt of the birds,
ABS0B8SEI
should be eiic ruraged to go on. Let him go where he pleases,
taking care only to keep him within bounds and
•UiKeesses mav bo defined as matter or pns generated and col-Ehey are met
under your eye, that yon may see just Wlra' he is doing. Do lected :o o
rlfchegl nds or tissues of the body.
ill
and
not bother him with any orders, if you can possibly avoid it
within all regions of the body, aud am
.,,.:.
,.
large. They arc nanally verj painful, End in
above all, dp not make him bnnt each particular corner that
I" highly dangerous, from the effects of their
you may think desirable, but rather allow him to take the
pressure on imports
lead and to have his own swe -t will, can tent to follow him
:••
.',,,
some
i-i:
until he has gained some little insight and lieco
o it, or tne deposit of uuwhat accustomed to ihe new life just op'ening before him.
In dogsblowj
ial reasons.
See with what Lager pleasure he Explores thelrddenniysiiv give rise to large
lie or phloem inona
teriesof the covert, h rw his every graced
''^ -kin,
there is
joy; how his sparkling eyes mirror his delight:
and there is p-eat pain and
and proud.;
pes upon ihe well
the
dog is moreorless
with
heat,
and
npahied
that something is in the
discovered
Wind 6
suppuration,
li let alone the abscess Usually goes on to
fevered,
"heaven-born instinct" within has FrozeD him rigid as the
poinluiK occurs, ami finally it bur-:.-. Mam-
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TROUT EGGS FOR GERMANY.
theBreman

line ("North

-The steamer "Mosel," of
Germain Lloyds), which sailed on Satur-

took out 15,000 brook trout eggs for Mr. F,
Bu'sse, Geestemunde. this being the second shipment made to Mr.
Buste this winter by Mr. Livingston Stone.
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By George Hllner. PUMI
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Choke duwn that rising lump in
quiet the quick ikiobbinga of your heart;
while bleisiug your good fortune, be cool and ccfl

r

ck by

throat

;

his side.

fluctu&tlou

your

is

Mt,

rnarvu'.i

and,

onilkin them that is not removed, at about
earring
the time she would have had pups had eho been ia whelp.
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touched over wilh the weak carbolic lotion. As Boon as the wound
iscapabiooi heading together, tin stitches must be removed.

Treabiunt.—Wa first endeavor to prevent matter forming if
nimble to do no, wo tally the earliest opportunity of evacuating tbe
Bnfi when formed, and afterward heal up the wound.
The treatu etfohjOE and oold
lotions and discutients, Bueb as
the tincture of iodine finchrome abscess, in order to promote the a! sorption of matter
a chronic abscess von mav also
Anient
the form of pi .-.
ettet than the blm -ointment of
the shops. Wh.
distinct
while the pain continue*, tbe abi
pnrposo a bistoury or lancet (nay boused. Thi Lucinion routf ho
pretty free, and to prevent bagging of mattor afterward it nuiBlbe
hmado on the most depending part. The nictsion ought to he
made parallel to thn course ol I!-" vessel and ii,..- matter allowed
much sqnooziug is bad. If lUoro be much bleeding
to drain out
cold should be applied,
A poultieoof wator-.Tcssing is next to be-applled, and probably
a bit ol lint may have to bo stuffed iuto the wound to Bechri
healing from below. If there he the sligbti <'. tendenoy to bagging
of matter, a counter-opening run
It will bo necessary to give the dog
opening
medicine at first, and if (he discharlgi is very grl at to keep up bin
strength w.
to USD a quinine tonic.
.

;

m
m
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rags wetted with weak solution p! carbolic acid or

fAe Tac-wtits— Tnia is a very painful and
troublesome complaint to which dogs are sometimes subject. Iu
some eases the nails loosen and fall tuT,-orltave to be removed.
Great cleanliness is necessary to aid in healing it, aud the iis.e of
astringent lotions the sore places must occasionally be touched
with strong solution ol nitrate of silver. In chronic cases blue
ointment will assist nature. In all cases socks or shoes must bo
;

I

.

Wart* ai e teo well known to need description, Tlu.y oc.cm on
the lips and cheeks :md oil tho eyelids, causing the poor animal
gnat discomfort they also ...cur on the prepuce or ragiua,
:

.-,

r
dislocation is meant the displacement from their normal position of the joint ends of boneB. The
Bigns of 'dislocation of a joint are. n Chauge in tbe Shape of it. the
end of the bono being foil in a new position, and impaired motion
and Bliffuess. Ibis immobility of Ihe joint and theabaBnce of
any grating sound, as tbe unds of broken bones rubbing against
each other, guide u-> in our diaguosis between fracture and dielocation, though it muni not bo fojgotten that the two are some-

taStta

.

I\

the bomreopathie remedy, thuya, may be tried.
dog has a tendency to file towth of warts iu
have known much good douo by acourso of liquor

-a. 01

rSori.etuues a
tl

era cases

1

.

,-

,

Tongue.— Wo merely mention the operation in

.7«i

der to condemn

times combined.
Treatment. Try by means as sliillful as yon possess to pull and
•work the joint back again into its proper position, whilo an assistant holds tho ,ockel of tin
im firmTj and steadily-. It is the
beat plan, however, to call in skilled assistance. Do this at once.
for the dtlieulty of effecting reduction increases every hour. Only
a careful study of the anatomy of the dog enables onu successfully to reduce dislocations, the assistance of a good veterinary
surgeon should therefore be always called in.
After the bone has boon returned to Us place, let the dog have
plenty of rest, and use cold lotions to the joint, to avert the

it
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danger of hubmunation.
Fractures.— liy a fracture surgeons mcRii tho solution of continuity between some parts of a bone— a broken bone, in other
words.
Fractures are called simple when tho hone
place,

and there

is

no wound

;

compound
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taw huntsnoiii. but in consequence of the unthe hunt last year, tbe managers contemplate
ices of a huntsman from ono of the most
packs, a thoroughly competent man, who will
s of tlio houuds the greatest amount of eujoyi tollow
mont. The managers, aie determined to eugagebnly a perfectly
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been
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is only broken in one
or open when there is a

wound

as well as the fracture, and communicating therewith:
and comminuted when tho bono is BUiashed into several frag-

f. Stents.

The usual cause of a fracture is direct or indirect violence.
Tho diagnosis is generally simple enough. We have the disfigurement, tin- displacement, tbe preternatural mobility, and
grating sounds, for our guides. If the fracture be an open oue,
We mentioned tho mobility
the cud of the bono often protrudes.
this to the hands of the surgeon, remember, for tho dog himself
can rarely move tho limb,
Treatment
have first and foremost to reduce the fracturethat is, to plaee the bones in their natural csition
and secondly,
We muBt so bandage or splint the bene as to prevent its getting
outofplaco again, and thus enable it. to unite without disfigure-

man.

reliable

fully experienced

:

|

ment.
Very little art suffices ono to fulfill the first intention, but correct and successful splinting is more difficult to attain, owing to the
restlessness of tho dog's natureand tho objection ho generally
evinces to all forum of bandagingBappily the fractures that are
most easily set and reunited are just those that are commonest in
tho dog— namely, those ol the long bones of either lore or hiud
legs.
Tho splints used may lie either wood or tin. or
perhaps than either, beoauso more easily shaped and moulded,
gulta-pereha— this lattel is oat into slips, and placed iu mod irately hot water to Bof ten it, the fractured limb is meanwhile set
aud covered with a layer or two of lint, to arm it against undne
pressure. 'The slipB of softened gutta-percha are next placed iu
position lengthwise, before and behiud. and gently tied with tape.
If a huer of starched bandage i.- now rolled round all, the splinting will be complete. We have been very successful intrealing
fractures with the starched bandage alone. Care must be. taken,
however, not to apply either splints Or bandages too tightly, else
lequout instoppage of tbe circulation may be the ri
flammation or gangrene itself. Some little oare and" can" is
After Beting the
necessary in applying the starch bandage.
limb, pad it well with lint, then apply two or thiec snips of strong
brown paper dipped iu the. stmrh over this goes the roller, well

|

:

saturated with thick starch, over all the limb, iiu-bidiim tbe joints,
Remember, u must go very lightly over the
appoactual seat of injury, your object b< inc. to keep the parts
sition without doing anything that is likely to excite inflammation.
Put over all a. temporary splint— say of tin— to bo kept on
li there
until the Klarch dries, which will take fully thirty hours,
be a wound, a trap can bo cut iu tho bandage for the purpose of
dressing.
Fracture of a rib or ribs is not an uucommou occurrence, and is
to be treated by binding a broad llaunnl roller round Ihe chest,
but not too tightly, as this would give the animal great pain aa
well as dyspieea.
Keep him confined and at rest, to give the
fractured parts a cbanco of uniting'.
Lot the diet be low
Little constitutional treatment is required.
at first, and eivo an occasional dose of caBtor-oil.
Bprain.— This is au accident which is much more common Hum
fracture. In jumping or running some of the ligaments bocoilN
stretched aud detached from their sheath the result is lameness,
great pain, and probably a considerable degree of heat and some
Swelling.
Treatme-nL— ReBt for the ijjjnvfld limb ia imperative. If thereseem to be verv great pain, either hot fomentations or tbe hot Hatiron will afford relief, especially if a dose ortwo ot tjuoture of
opium or chloral bvdrateis given by Ihe month. Afterward treat,
tl
praiu with tho amies lotiou. A dose of aperient medicine—
Blilphatoof soda or magnesia— will usually be needed, aud if the
animal seem much distressed low diet is iudi.-utc .1.
bruises are to be treated according to gl m -.: principles. Little
will, as a rule, be~needad Baying rest let fomi htatona of poppyheads, aud afterward a free use of the arnica lotion.
Wounds.— The class of wounds we are most often called upon
to treat are incised wounds and tbe indications of treatment to he
1
tho sti pin-., oi tho bleediug (HI flleanBing
fulfilled are three
If tbe
8) bi nring coaptation.
the wound from foreign maltei
bleediug bo from au artory, tbe open end iiuod be si.:/.' d by a pair
igbt tiuieor it may bo
of forceps, u „] twisted round sevi u 01
ligatured, but the first m tbod is better in tin dog. It is, howor medical man can
l M-r. but seldom that any other but a vet.
UBetorsiouj bm pressure alone is often quite as successful, and
can always and easily be applied. It niu-t bo kept up for au hour
If the bloedinj
at least, if any good is to he obtain..).
the best styptic,
arterial, exposure to tho air may
iq, plied either by ice or rags mug out of the coldest water procurable. Tbe tincture of the percbloride of iron is a capital stypirritate.
tic, but apt to
Everything of the nature of a foreign body must be searched
ved before tho wound is bound up. Tho
for and carefulv ri
wound is then washed with cold water, and alien tbe
has stopped it should be gently sponged with a « ink solution (1
the wound are
t
to 50) of carbolic acid and water. The edges
then to be brought together, and in nearly every case om
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[Trorn our Special Correspondent.]
Lomdok, England, Dec. 1881.
Editor ForcH and Stream :
I read with much interest my American sporting papers and note
the discussions aud articles on dogs and tho field sports in which
they are employed, aud, therefore, the numerous letters on cocker
aud other ppauiels which have been published during the last
twelve months have not escaped me. I am soiry to say that most
of the writers are so extromely hazy on the subject that I could
acquire little of desirable knowledge, tho result of my most careful study of the whole correspondence was, if uot absolutely labor
in vain, at least a conviction that " there was more cry thau woo),
as tho dovil said, when ho shoarcd tho hogs." Over and over
again have I noticed correspondents writing of dogs I know to run
from 35 poundf to 45 pounds weight, as "cockers," showing conclusively that the writers entertained a total misconception as to
what a cocker spaniel is as hold by sportsmen in tbe land of their
birth. The following are weights of black spaniels of a strain
which I am glad to see finds favor iu America I'riish, -10 pounds ;
Boverlac, 54 pouuds
black Douglas, 44 pounds.
Tho Susbox
Batcholor weighed 16 pounds, and many of his descendants are
also now in America. Of cocker spaniels, Mr. J. Kirby Pain's
Nell and Flo each weighed 23 pouuds, and those bitches are of the
right cocker tvpo, although they would bo better a sizo smaller.
I thiuk, but Tain not euro, that I saw a notice to the effect that
these two had also gone where so many of our good dogs, aud a
host of our duffers, go— to \our happy hunting grounds. You
some time ago expressed a wish to have the pleasure of seeing a
brace of cockers do the work of such. If you know the present
owner of Nell and Flo, ask him to do you a pleasure. I for one
was not surprised at your remarks, for, asa Devon parson of sporting proclivities observed to me at an Exoter show respecting some
celebrated prize winniug spaniels, if thoy wero to go through ono
of our furze brakoB— which they wouldn't— they would leave their
:
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We

hope that by the opening of the next hunting season tho
and gentlemen iu thu vicinity of Orange will bo provided
fully prepared to share in the magwith the best of " mounts,
nificent sport which th- hunt will b..- ready to furnish them, and
to onoourago the sportsmen -at the bead Of affairs to continue in
thoir well-chosen and cdmnii ndable course.
Indies

'

THE WITHDIiAWAL OF CHOXTETH.
q-i

,-i.vKi),

N. V., Dec. 26,1881.

Edi or Forelst and Stream :
I nave waited for your reporter's return from tho National
Trials before writing vou ou the subject of the last Eastern
Trials.

Von have takon special occaBion twice in your paper to state
regret mv action on thinking over it
L would

that vou thought

Permit mo to say thai now/nfier thirty days. I am not
sorry to have withdrawn •' Ci ox," and state again here that 1 have
boon most unjustly treated. 1 have given my views at length iu
another paper, and have no time to go info more controversies—
itow much false poiuting did
only I draw your attuntiou to this
Grouse Data* do at Grand Junction ? Crox never falso painted at
Itobbius' Island— the other dog did. Can you deny it ? Sours truly,
later.'

:

fino flccco

behiud them, hanging up

;

tempts to write.

We

publish the above letter from Mr. Uo'b llr',y. not th,.t «s
i'.iii iii any controversy upon the subject, hut, as ho seems
to think thataon
sides against
|

wish
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such, fol
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gently spoiled, and

In

to dry.

Those who keep dogs to work, as well as to look at, have had
plenty of opportunities of sport. Doth the moors aud tho stubble
have "yielded well this year. Many woods have not yet been shot,
and liiose who like tho lively gamu of rabbit s.hooliug have yet to
enjoy the cream of it, which is after a fow nights' sharp frost,
when they leave their burrows to seek the warmth aud shelter of
thick hedgerows and tussock but tho open weather has been most
'favorable to hunting, and foxhounds and harriers have, in all
counties, been constantly in f ull cry. Iu all, did I say? No, unfortunately, uot in all. Iu some parts of poor, deluded Ireland
suctions of that sport-loving people have qiinireltd with thoir
bread and butter— cutoff their nose to spite their face, as we sayami sent masters, huutsmen, horses and houuds, with all their following, to speud tho wealth thoy scatter so profusely on tho rich
shores of England.
The long tails, too, have had a rare good innings, not a single
interruption to onursiug from King Frost, who last year was constantly at war with followers of the leash.
Wri'ting of coursing brings to my mind that I saw a series of
articles on the training.iud managing ot houuds in a contemporary
of yours. These were written by Mr. ,1. Mortimer Murphy, and
tho hold (lights of fancy and rather mixed notions iu which this
practical teacher of cyuegotics indulges show him to be sadly ignorant of any practical information of tho sabjeot on which ho at-
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thev arrived at their decision. In making np the award, or, in
other words, the score, we do not need to go back and take each
point of merit as shown during tho heat all that is nccoesary to
consider is, which dog, under the rules, performed his allotted
task in the mosi praiseworthy manner.
The positive points of merit, as established by rule 23, are For
pointing, nose aud staunchness, 40 pace, quartering and style,
backing, 10: obedience and disposition, 10;
30; retrieving, 10
We take it for granted that Ilia judges, iu making up
total, 100.
their score, gave the maximum number1 of points to the dog, who,
their estimation, acquitted himself the best under each division,
d graded the other accordingly. Thus under the list division
they considered Croxteth as tho host, and Rcored him 10. and gavo
nso Dale but 35. We presume that it was the lack of diseriuiion in tho nose of Grouse Dale that influenced them in this;
so far as poiuting and staunchness goes, both doga exhibited
a very high order of merit, aud, in our opinion, were entitled to
equal rank. We now come to tho ucxt division, where pace, quartering and stylo are considered. That Grouso Dalo is tho latter
animal, and' quarters his ground more systematically than
The Btyle of both
Croxteth, no unprejudiced observer can deny.
is simply superb, and we have the best of reasons for believing
that the judges considered them equal in this respect, and gave
Grouse Dale the maximum nnmbor of poiuts for his superiority in
pace and quartering, and graded Croxeth live poiuts less. Hetriaving was not taken into account, as neither dog had a chanco
to retrieve during tho heat and the judges stated to us that, as
Grouse Dalo was well known to be one of the best retrievers at tho
meeting, aud as this poiut if scored could not affect tho result, it
was uot considered. We presume I hat no one who saw the work
of Groiiee, Dale will deny him tho praise his due for backiug his
companion's points iu a faultless manner. Croxteth also backed
iu grand style, but when the point was a little too long to suit him
ho sometimes became jealous and unsteady, and, wo presume,
the judges considered this when they gavo him but seven points
and Grouse Dalo ten. Although Croxteth was under very good
command, wo could but ackuowledgo that Grouse Dalo was
equally so, if not a trifle the best, whilo houudouhtedly manifested
a more cheerlul disposition in the willing alacrity with which ho
obeyed tho ordorB given him, and this, no doubt, influenced the
judgcB in placing Grouse Dalo as tho best in this division, whilo
That exact justice was
they gave Croxteth three points less.
meted to each dog in the number of points given him by tho
judges we are not discussing, but that their decision, as to which
was the better dog, was just, we wore forced to admit, although
our sympathies wero with the pointer, aud nothing would have
afforded us more pleasure than to have seen tho flag go up for
the grand old dog as the winner. It was our honest conviction
that Grouse Dale was fairly entitled to tbe heat that led us to
believe that Mr. Godeffroy, as a sportsman would, after calmly reviewing tho matter, become convinced that his action was, to say
the least, ill advised. ThiukiDg thus wo penned the paragraph to
which, wo are extremely pained to say, he takes exception.
.
.».~.

om

:.appy affair.
oted ua to write as wp didn
report of the Field Trials wo endeavor, d to write 9 history

With this object in -new we very .aeinfy watohed
of the dons aud noted at the tunc whatever transpired, either to
Iu the heat
the credit or demerit of the dogs under judgiueul.
betweeu Grouse hale and Ofoxtetb we saw everything that took
..
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shown (be
Oh, Mr.
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of tho dogs, it was impossible to see both of
lime, and even at these times i\e were singu-

same

the only performances of any imtwo of the judgee and
portance (hat transpired, Wi
Mr. Thurtle, »aw the joint ot 0r< Xfatb inSt before lilnch, and a
grand one it wan. W© also saw the bird flush bi
member that
in the thick Borub
ha found fault thai the Judges, who did uot see this, dj
Had tloy seen it the result would have been tho
it against him.
same, for the bird was flrtahad by a spoiitator and not by the dv*.

.;,,

larly fortunate in witnessing

have Bead our report, or he wi old not seek to place u^ in the false
position which his last question impliCB, for wc entirely agree
with him iu this, and presume that the judges were of the *smo
mind, or thev would n-.t have out Grouse Dale live points therefor,
Let us* analyze the judges' score and see by what means

mployed at a time for coursing a haro, fresli relays bemg
kept at different points where it was expected to pass, and ,-!i /j,t.d
.,'
past them" 1 wonder iu what far-away ago that
•

Tho fact appears to bo that Mr. Murphv has read some books
-one. lime oi another about hunting and coursing, and, ou becomiug author, served iqi his very mixed ideas s> ah oUa podrida; but
as coursing seems to he a sport e miing more aud more into favor
in America, I think it well to warn young men who desire to follow
the leash against taking Mr. Murphy asa guide and msli uctor,
aud to enforce my views let me quote: I:i the •' Laws of the
Leash or, Coursing," dra.vn up by tho Duko o Norfolk in the
reign of Queen Elizabeth, it is stated that ''not above on brace
;
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To

give gr« tor emphasiB to the scandal and injustico of this
Draconic gam. law of Pennsylvania, it is therein provided that
the hounding )f deer shall ho allowable in three or four counties, hv uaino,
It ii time
jmething were done to arouse public sentiment
against such a iniquitous measure as this; and my object in calling your readt
tion to tho matter now is to invite the co:. ::nd
operation of
all humanitarians in my own State.
1 would rceoiu ncud that a protest hv petition and otherwise ho
an urgent demand for tho ropoal of the law as
.idifforeuco or an ordinary State logislato overlook.
Bois.
Qlen, Pa., Jan. 2, 1882.
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Commenting upon our reply

"You answered

gun is a Mo. 10 cylinder boro. Now, about two
iocbea at tbe muzzle remains the same iu choke-boring it,
but the balance of the bore ia enlarged to about No. 9 gauge,
shell. I would correct the error.
hence it will require a No.
My tain is a No. 10 and I use a No. 10 shell, but for two
The No.
inches at the muzzle Ihebore is only about No. 11.
of the shell conforms to the enlarged part of the bore, and
his will be No. 9 shell and No. 9 gauge."
Were the Fobbsi and Stream in error, there is no one
from whom it would more gracefully receive correction than
from the writer of the letter just quoted. His long experience, practical knowledge and hunting lore, together with a
happy faculty of imparling iiis knowledge lo other and
younger members of the craft, give weight to what he may
say, and will always receive from us a respectful hearing.
Many valued contributions from his pen, on point blank
trajectory, el c. have enriched the columns of this journal
and done much to dispel false theories and to instil into the
mind of the sporting public a comprehension of some of the
fundamental principles Of the art of shooting.
We beg in the present instance, howeyer, to question the
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correctness of our friend's statements and will soon take opportunity of stating a few plain facts about the choke-boring
of guus, which may prove of interest to others. There is
nothing very mysterious about, the "choking" of a gun.
We hope to make it plain euough for the comprehension of
;

the veriest tyro.
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is an engraving entitled "Sympathy," representing a little girl, who has
probably been sent out of the dining-room for bad behavior,
silling on the stairs, iu a disconsolate attitude, her chin resting on her hand, while a flue modern bull-terrier sits by her
side, bis bead on her shoulder, and his eyes gazing comfortn y into her face.
An English firm has published a fine engraving of the celebrated rough-coated St. Bernard, Tell, formerly tbe property
The dog is represented holdof Rev. J. Cumming Macdona.
ing a siick in his mouth, and standing by the side of a boy in
Highland costume. The original painting is by Mr. S. Cari
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We hear that Mr. J. M. Tracy, the well-known painter of
clogs' portraits, combined with beautiful landscape scenes, is
soon to occupy a sludio in this city. Schuyler and^ Dunne
have one of his original works on exhibition at their gun-
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Broadway.

Many of the paintings, chromos and figures of dogs, which
are brought forth from time to time, are evidently not prohave seen hi
duced by students of Stonehenge's points.
the window of a fashionable uptown crockery store what is
intended to be a life-size, true-colored earthen figure of a
pug dog, but which possesses points of the pug, the blood-
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bound, the bull dog and the mastiff.
prominent Broadway restaurant shows an excellent St.
Bernard portrait, iu crayon; a liver-colored pointei's head,
in oil
and a French snipe-shooting scene, in oil.
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QUAIL IN CONFINEMENT,

it..

West Haven, Jan. fi.
Editor Forest and stream
Having kept quail iu confinement several seasons for stock,
I make a square coop large
I will give my experience.
enough to keep from eight to ten pairs. 'Iwo-thirds of the
way I put in a partition with a hole in centre of this partition large enough for them to run through into the rear part.
This hole contains a slide-door from top on outside, so that
the birds can be shut in while cleaning the front, and vice
versa.
The front is made entirely of slats, placed so near
that they canuot get their heads through to injure them.
The back part ia made quite dark, with door for cleaning.
In front part is a trough to slide, with end projecting so as
They require their dust bath
to give fresh water often.
This I provided for by sweeping
in confidement every day.
very dry dirt from some sunny place about a shed, placing it in
For feed, oats, buckwheat and
the front part of the coop.
wheat screenings, given alternately, I maole my coops six
Top is of boards
tVet long, four feet wide and two high.
with boles bored in. These coops two men carry every
morning iuto a warm, sunny place, and at night they are
returned into a building and placed on stools as uiah as conveni'iit, and are made to stand well out from the side of
The legs of bench should he covered with tin
the building.
or snmelhiijg to prevent ra's or mice getting at the birds. In
the above manner 1 have kept them without losing a single
:
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"Murder Most

I'ue Bo ton ITa-ahi reports this
sin tuilar affair occurred at the deer
An old and fat buck,
a few days since.
for a longtime the "boss" of the rieer herd which Boston
maintains for the edification of its citizens and bucolic
strangers, took it into his head, on Thursday las'— lime,
about 5 o'clock in the evening— to shed his horns. As slated,
iieliael long ruled abs ill Le monarch of the herd, there being
none so bold as to dispute his sway. He had Eeeured line
proud position by virtue of his superb H strength and sagacity,
aud he had exercised his authority n)lh ru imaU degree of
tyranny, malting himself particularly obnoxious to the young
bucks, who were constantly bemoaning his interference in

incident

;

A

park on the

Potrn."

somewhat

Common

—
1

FOREST AND STREAM,

478
their intercourse 'with the female members of the congregaWe)!, lie dropped his horns, and in leas time than it
tion.
takes to tell the story, the knowledge was disseminated
throughout the herd. The deer all crowded about the despoiled monarah, shorn Df'Miis weapons of offence and defence, and before be could realize the: full extent of his
misfortune, made ft concerted attach upon him, the bucks
leading the assault
In a twinkle, and although ho made a
gallant Struggle Tor his life, he was placed horn du combat.
Hew;,
butted and kicked till his head and
sides streamed With blood, shoved this way and that with all
up; each action that the pent up spite
the fury
of years could render itself capable of, and, finally, was
reluctantly compelled to relinquish the ghost.
Several of
the employees of the Department of Common and Public
Grounds, and Mr. Doogue, the Superintendent, witnessed the
affray, and attempts were made to drive off the old fellow's
Each attempt was resented
assailants, hut it was of no use.
the enby the iufuria U
closure with pacific intentions was obliged to tiee for his
life.
The aiurdei
the fury of
the animals became appeased, and the dead carcass was removed from the arena.

wus late in the afternoon, and they had parted company and
started for home. One of them bad to go through a thick piece
of woods, and as he was hurrying along he heard a
in the. bushes.
He halted, and presently a bear cub made
The man, thinking that he would capture
his appearance.
the cub, approached him, and taking a doughnut from his
basket, gave it to the cub, which swallowed it, down as
though it was good. Just at that moment he saw the old
bear looking at him. As he did not have even a pocketknife he grasped his basket, and struck out, through the woods.
After going a short distance he looked behind him and saw
the cub following at his heels, and the old bear not far off.
The cub evidently wanted some more doughnuts. Both of
the bears followed him for about a mile out into a clearing.

—H*arky

—

A

some 21 years ago that I became acquainted with it.
happened to be speaking one day to the old rector of our
church about, the recent finding of gold in one or two
localities near fialifax, when he immediately began a discourse upon the merits of the " mineral rod," as he termed
it, which he informed me never failed in his hands to point
steadily downward to the spot where mineral or buried
Scotia

village

treasure lay.
I could scarcely help smiling at, the very
positive way in which the old man expressed his confirmed
belief in the unvarying character of the rod, but of course,
although he claimed such wonderful merit for the instrument, 1 never heard of his having used it with any effect.
Now, as we must all know this rod and its divinings to be
arrant nonsense, yet it would be interesting to know its
origin.
Can any of your readers enlighten usoa the subject ?
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or in Ireland or Scotland, or
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Europe.

It

my
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" The Ideal Sportsman." Collinsville, Conn., Dec. 30.
Permit me to thank you and " H. P. IT." for a glimpse of
the " Ideal Sportsman." It is the voice of the brook and the
wave, the song of the woods and fields, a most beautiful
appeal to a man to be a lord above the bird or beast he pursues.
I will have the letter framed and hung in the range,
for the nearer we get to this "ideal" the closer we hit to the
12.— " A Miss."

purpose of "well-finding." I never before heard of the
superstitious wand being used for finding underground
currents of water indeed, I was always under the impression that its only use was that of determining (?) the locality
of mineral veins.
As far as I can recollect I never knew
such an implement to be in use in our part, of England, and

MirNE Bbak Story. While spending the summer in
party were
Maine, I heard the following story:
huckleberrying on the hills near Weldpond. It is quite wild
IW that region, and much frequented by bears and deer.
It

13, 1882.

I

Fbrh Lodge, Waterville, Nova Scotia, Dec. 27.— Editor
Forest and Stream: I observe in your issue of D* c. 1 a
:.;on to the
notice of the "Divining Rod" a-

!

Dixfield,

[January

if its use was ever known there
any portion of the Contiuent of
becoming a resident in Nova

Address all communications
Company.

to
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FISHING RODS.

6.6 GUNTHER'S SONS

Stained and Varnished, Raised, Gapped Ferrules, Nickel-Plated Mountings, Lancewood

Second Joint and Tips, Wound

Seal-Skin Sacques&CIoaks

Butts.
THREE-PIECE LIGHT BASS.

THREE-PIECE FLY.
No.

Fur-Lined Garments

Full mounted, Trout, one tip
"
"
Bass,

8S,T25.

;

No.

!B

4 00

:«r>).,

.

Full mounted, solid butt, one tip

"

"

376X.

No.

Full mounted, Trout, solid butt, one tip
"
"
"
hollow butt, two tips

4S,22r>.

48,926.

No.

3 25

4li>.v.

422

4 00

<,,.

Full mounted, solid butt, one tip
"
"
IlOllOW butt, two tips

Full mounted, solid butt, one tip
"
"
Hollow butt, two tips

421>{.

and Collars.

No.

•.•.77

184 FIFTH AVE.,

N.

V

O*'

No. 451 v,.
452V.

a 25

00

Full mounted, solid butt, one Up.

"

"

3 75
4 50

bollow butt, two tips

THREE-PIECE HEAVY BASS.

TlIliEE-PIECE LIGHT BAIT TROUT.
Pull mounted, solid butt, one tip
"
"
bntlow butt, two tips

3T8>j'.

ANY

3 50
4 25

THREE-PIECE HEAVY BASS.

FOUR-PIECE BAIT TROUT.
No. 414V.

$s 25
4 00

bollow butt, two tips

FOUR- PIECE LIGHT BASS.

FOUR-PIECE FLY.

Fur Trimmings,
fViuffs

%'<,

No.

3 25

4 00

.

3c.«V-

i

AMOVE KODS, WITH FULL OTETAl REEL PLAi ES,

at 75e,
*5c. extra.

Y.

\

:><;::

Full mounted, solid butt, one tip
"
"
bollow butt, two tips

g 25
4 00

EXTRA TIP FOR ANY OF THESE RODS

tra.

DISCOUNT TO DEALERB ONLY.
Orders received from perso
price.

ding in

cities

in which the dealers keep a full

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden

a

of our goods will not he filled at any

New York.

Lane,

Orders by mat], or information desired, will receive special and

prompt

EPS

KEMINGTON'S

attention.

SHIRTS-

SPOBTINO AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES.

GREAT REDUCTION
Keep's Perfect Fitting Custom Shirts, c for
measure.
Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

$9,

to

White and Scarier Knit aU Wool and Flannel,

at

PRICES.

Ifti

KEENE'S PATENT.

UNDERWEAR.
.20, $1.35

55c. :::.

and upwards.

KEEP MANUFACTURING
031, 033, 035, 637

Broadway,

New

CO.

York.

simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U.
lO
the Navy and Frontier Service.
S. Government in
Shots, .4BCal.,70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
i->rtaes- Carbines, $22; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and
Hunting Rifles, $26. discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue and
Price Lists.
E. HERSiNCTON & SONS-, 283 Broadway, N.Y. P. O.

HGLAB1RD
Shooting Suits.
Write for circular to

3

CIGARETTES

KINGS
TURKISH, VIROINIA
tion of
In

COMPOSED OP
and a small porchoice i»khi<IEE— a mixture not found

WILLIAM

By

S.

Agreeable.
FIRST PRIZE 1TIKOAES.
KIIWBALL & CO.,
Particularly

Rochester, N. Y.

Peerless Tobacco Works,

V ALP AB A1SO,

13JD.

for

FRAMK BLYDENBURGH,
INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SECURITIES,

UNLISTED

WIWN«
M Pine

STOCKS.
St..

Now Tore

WANTED
nv.'i

on Chesapeake Bay
>
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"
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with from ten to tiny acres of mound. Send deand cash pice to P. O. Box 1,928, Phlla.
sennfkm
1
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Salt.

i

bushel.

CHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope,

Ontario.
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man

Prairie Chickens
a preserve.

ang
.
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NOTICES

coops of twenty
with food anil
Address, stating

rtlculars, S. S.

ntelllgsnt and will!
Address.
Balary.

FISHING
Jans,3t

J^/f

AUDUBON'S

KUPEDS FOR

rupeds of America, supc
plates; 3 volumes, largi
rubbed. Also Audifbs
volumes, octavo, the firs

:d

BIRDS
sale.—A copy Of i

than Tuesday cannot be

inserted until the following

Pointer, red Irish,

and

CHAS

years old.

3

F.

good rabolt dog
Jani2,lt.

America, In
anting.

Black and tan terrier Vortlgern (E. K.
TN C.STUD—
S. B. 8,633) Champion Viper (T.654).
ExGypsey. Vortigern,ls winner of numerous prizes in
England.
Fee and full particulars address E.

LEVER,

90(1

7

Walnut, street, Phfladelphla, Pa.
Janl2,2L

With
Dioe, cm- Uonitiel II,

ine country residence, about so
jw York 46 acres improved land,
abblt and duck shooting, also
For partlcuiss and pickerel
Deet5,-2mos.
.1., at this office.

St.,

Providence, E.

.Tanl2,2t

WILD RICK FUR SALE—Two quarts
CtJ VNADA
by mall, postage ul ..uj, on receipt of fifty cents;
W.
J.
postage stamps received In payment.
DOUGLASS, 169 Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, N. T.

SALE— Beagles, bench and
FOR
broken and unbroken; also

alt.

Apply to T.

C. B,. this office.

TTiOR SALE,
S>

$5(10;'

York

gun with three sets barrels;

selltor$S00.

Address P.

O.

cost

Box97,Hew
Jani2,st

straight-legged,
puppies.
POTllarket, Frederick Co.,Md.

Jani2,tt

STUD
2d prize

BtfLL

for sale.

Two

old

Band
trout for table use.

Randolph, N. Y.

TERRIER— Squib

Lowell, Mass., 1881.

Hyde Park, Mass.

205

fry

Address

tor sale,
I'.

also

W. EDDV
Jan5.tr.

Water

Street,

(white),
P.

O.

winner

Box

926

,

Janl2,2t

SALE, five
FOR
Price, $s each.

of fine

pa

Hamburgh, N.

noKsEY, New

lie;

i

ALUABLE OLD RELICS
For

Janl2,«

SALE .—A beautifully located country reslFORdehi
Pure air; fine views;
Price, ST,0D0.

Janieoit

SPLENDID LOT
A
WTOK, New

;

Very
3 months old.
TALLMATJ, 4c Westfleld

pups,

I.

;

tinc

sale.

on application'

and

(ex-Lady Thorne)

issue.

Rates promptly furnished

setter, 2

For sale, Grouse Dale
GROUSE DALE PUPPIES—
Grouse
pups. 6 months old

TTiOR SALE, at a bargain, one three-barrel Baker
.on foxhound,
<nm, nearl
8 years old, very ting and last, hy Dime out of a
viictrita, wtch; also a real Irish setter (champion
Klcho-FUrt), well broken. CQUS. TRACT, Vernon
Centre, N. V.

weeMs

loarous Quadwith colored
toroeco, a little

received

£

later

C,

DOGS for sale.
BROKEN
English

KENT. Moutlcello, N. Y. Also a
for sale, 2 years old. Price $10.

Dec29,4t

1

.

;n tjTKEAii office.

&w
A dvertisements

i!

',

as salesman, who Is
tor- - >-.
CO:o

SALE—My

FOR

Live Prairie Chickens.

CHAS. GIL-

oughly trained on wookcock and quail and a finished Held dog. lssolldred.no white. Is large, has
grand development ot bone and muscle and a
superb head. Has thus far never been shown, but
ivlll make a winner.
Fee low.
Address W. H.
pierce, Peeksklll, N. Y.
Jania.tt.

entire stock of Dachshunde,
singly or all at a bargain. Also a red and
white setier, well broke. Wit. R. GOETTING,
406 3d av., N. Y.
Janl2.lt,

n.
.

Qw Benml

HIGH WROUGHT,

9

any other Cigarette.

rrPTHEGKOVB & MOLBLLAN,

MILD, FRAGRANT,

Box 8,994.

setter pucples, eight weeks old.
No uedlgrea. Address C. H. P.,

Jam 2,1

New York.

PUPPIES and young foxhounds for
FOXHOUND
from imported stock. Address ESSEX
sale,

CO UNTY HUNT,

Montclalr, N.

J.

Jan6,2t.

January
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FOR FIELD, CAMP AND HOME!

1882.

1882.
Portraits of Celebrated Dogs
NOW HEADY.

A

Grouse Moor.-EJIPEKOB FHED.

Snipe Snooting; in t be ~X1

ssissl ppi Valley.

i

—THTJNDEH.

These pictures are large Album Cards. Photographic reproductions of oil paintings by Tracy.
Executed try the Artotype Process. They will not
fade like ordinary photographs, and are equal la
effect and finish to the best steel engraving.

Price 75c. each,

DUANE, 189 Broadway,

For sale by SCHUYLER &

J. PALMER O'NEIL, 6S Filth AveC,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Will be sent by mail on receipt ot price by FOR-

New

THE WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN.

EST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

DEVOTED .TO ,THE INTERESTS OP SPORTSMEN, AND THE INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMEN OF A WHOLESOME. INTEREST IN

AND

OTTTDOOK EECEEATION

York, or

STUDY.

Large plates, lOxU Inches.
lor framing. Price $1 each.

Beautiful pictures

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Powder for Dogs.
A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON TO DOGS

SteadniarTs Flea

.

The conductors of the Foebst and Stream point -with much pride and satisfaction to the past and the present of the paper, and
pledge their readers that the same high standard of excellence will be maintained in the future. The Forest and Stream will preserve
the reputation it has earned for teing:

THE TASTES OF

II.—ADAPTED TO

I.-ENTERTAINING AND INSTRUCTIVE.

Among

The " Sportsman Tourist," " Game Bag and Gun,"
" Sea and River Fishing" departments will contain sketches of travel, camp life and adventure
ac-

ALL.

Clergymen,

Army and Navy

Pioneers, Trappers,

counts of shooting and angling excursions ; hints, helps,
and experiences
impartially
poetry, stories, humor
written reports of all meetings, etc., etc., etc.

Tourists,

;

College

Prospectors,

Engineers,

Civil

Artists,

Professors,

of

Editors

will be so conducted as to stimu-

Among its
and study.
may be mentioned Prof. Spencer F. Baird,
of WBBhington, D. C, the Secretary of the Smithsonian

contributors

who

Institution,

is

known

so well

HENRY

reasonable land-owners.

The position of influence now occupied by the Forest
and Stream imposes upon the paper responsibilities
which it has no wish to shirk. The organ of no clique,

;

;

it

will

by a

and well-known
from
Fish Commission at Washington.
practical

TJ. S.

for profit or pleasure.

attention will be given to canoeing,

VI.—BROAD

Cortlandt street, N. Y.

Forest and Stream is exceptionally
high.
It is edited for men of healthy minds in healthy
Its reading and advertising columns will be
bodies.
Its pages will sparkle like the mountain stream
clean.
in the sunlight, and its contents will be redolent of the
exhilarating fragrance of the forest.
it is

also

and one which the
read with pleasure and

TWTFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,
Author of the

'PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.
exports champion and other psdlgree dogs ot any
Dreed.

tion."

profit.

its

will ask for,

and

strive to

and will be, American, in the
is,
and best meaning of that term. Every
and Province on the Continent, with

Black Spaniels
BOB III., Imported, black; First, Strabane,
Portadown, Kilmarnock, Belfast, and London, Onti
Special, Franklin, Pa. stud fee, $15.

foreign countries beyond, are represented in our
The very wide
of contributors and subscribers.
geographical distribution of the friends and correspondlist

thoroughly high character is afforded by a reference
to a list of those who write for it.

its

Imported, black;

Mr

tlant

Forest and Stream is a
the variety and excellence of its

ents of the

sufficient

NOV3,tX

For Sale.
BULL TERRIER, SILK II. (imp.), by Silk, esl year 10 months.
Weight, 30 lbs. winner of 1st, Pittsburgh, 1SS1 2d, New York, 1881;
2d, London, One, l'si
1st, Lowell, issi.
He Is a
pure white, and one of the best young dogs ever
Imported, combining the best bull terrier blood In
England.
Puss, age

;

;

BULL DOG, BLISTER (imp.), by Sir Anthony,
t->
HenshaH's Duchess. Winner of 1st,
London, Ont., If 81
1st, Lowell, 1881;
the only
r exhibited.
This is one of the grandest
bulldogs in this or any country, and Is a sure winner In good company. For price address J. MORTIMER, 3 Morris Street, New York.
Dee29,3t
ex-sister

;

REDUCTION
GREAT
Pat. Spike Collar.

of

contents.

Literally

and figuratively

is it

In

pi lee

true that

professional trainers.
E. &. C.

O'More out

of

NoraU

O'More (Berkley-

and Gay (Elcho-Flre Fly).
W. N. CALLED DER, Albany, N.

A LIBEAEY OP PERMANENT WORTH,

order, draft or registered

MAY

BEGIN AT

ANY

;

five for

1

;tter.

Give name, town, county and

Full pedigree.

M. A.

DINSMORE,

set-

one

Saugus,

Dec29,3t.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL
in the stud, for $ao.

K. C,

Boom

11. BU6

CLUB'S Sensation,
Address, Secretary W.

Broadway,

New York city.

Dec22,«
of Eastern Field Trial Winners ot
on fine tinted paper, will be sent
cents each, or the five for
PUB. CO., 3» and 41
Dec30,tf.
N. Y.

PORTRAITS

isso, printed
post- 'aid for 25

Park How,

H

MID STREAM

SPANIEL KENNELS— For
OULEOUT COCKERages
and colors, dogs, Ditches
Cockers of all
and pupptp?. adilre.-s w hii sunup. ROB'T WALKER,
July 21-U
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
SALE, a number ot well bred and well
F^OKbroken
pointers and setters, also dogs boarded
and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Address H.
1

$16.

Remit by

post-offlce

money

B.

Address FOREST

all.

Mass.

&ORES1

TIME.

club of three annual subscribers, three copies for §10

Full pedigrees.
Y.
Dec29,tf

At a reasonable price, an Irish
FORterSALE—
bitch and pair of pups 6 months old;
or

Forest and Stream form two volumes each year, of twenty-six numbers, or 500 pages each. Seventeen such
Each volume
(price $1.35) which hold twenty-six numbers,
volumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders
volume being $1.50. At this slight additional expense each reader may
Tfben completed may be returned to us for binding, the cost per
preserve an unique library of substantial and permanent value.

To a

City, Del.

O'MORE KENNEL.— Thoroughbred re4
ROEY
Irish setter puppies for sale, by Champion

of the

SUBSCRIPTIONS

VON CULIN,

Delaware

Rory

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.

for six months.

Culin's

(^"(Pedigree Printer?.)

the interchange of information, entertainment and amusement
Ita editors aim to make the Forest and Stream a medium for
observations in natural history, and other like conamong sportsmen. Sketches of field excursions, shooting and angling trip?, original
Expressions
Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us reportB of their transactions.
tributions are respectfully solicited.
place
in our columns.
given
will
be
and
of
invited
the
scope
the
paper
are
within
of opinion upon any subject
We beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest and Stream that they bring the paper and its merits to the attention of others whose
spirit and aims.
Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application.
testes and sympathies are in accord with its

$S

Von

jllar,

Tilly)

;

of

No. 1, sewed, J2.00. No.
Book of Instructions Free with
by mall. Beware of worthless imiOurs the only patented one. Indorsed by
tations
the sporting press and used by all the prominent
riveted, 11.25.

2,

guarantee

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM.

Per year, $4

first and special,
i?si.
120.
first and special,

Puppies by above also by Brag,

New York, 1881, for sale. Price from ilO upward
HORXELL SPANIEL CLUB, Hornellsvllle, N. Y.

:

many

best guarantee of

Gives addresses of pria.

The paper

State, Territory

Primarily intended

The

have no room in

IN SYMPATHY.

broadest, highest

a paper for the family centreentire family, old and young,

Send for

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYERS."
Price 18 cents, post free.
oipal English breeders.

-1

will

win, the continued support of readers in every part of
the country. It never has been narrow in spirit ; nor
has it ever held itself up as the organ of any one " sec-

of the

The weekly issues

N. t,

SQUIRES,

C.
l

BENEDICT,

The Forest and Stream

H.—HIGH IN TONE.

table,

its

columns for personalities and bickerings. Its editors
have neither taste nor time for "mud throwing." They
do not share the opinion, held by some other journals,
that blackguardisms and indecencies are essential charReaders who want
acteristics of a sportsman's paper.
that sort of thing must look for it somewhere else than
Verbum sap.
in the Forest and Stream.

growing importance demands.

for gentlemen,

important questions within

The Forest and Stream

'

The tone

Bissett,

65 Fultoi street,

V— COURTEOUS.

The columns devoted to the "Kennel" will be filled
with matter of interest and practical worth to sportsmen
and dog fanciers. " Rifie and Trap Shooting" will
furnish reports of all important events in the shooting
world. ' Yachting and Canoeing " will remain in charge of
a specialist, its editor being a graduate of the U. S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, and a practical naval
architect, thoroughly informed in every branch of his

Due

all

everything inimical

and manliest sportsman-

For the benefit of advertisers
and readers alike, it will also, as in the past, expose
and denounce all dangerous irauds. Advertisements of
doubtful character will not be admitted to its columns on
any terms.

This department will prove indispensable to every
farmer and country gentleman who can own a fish pond

profession.

criticise

field is well understood.

will receive frequent contributions

the officers of the

on

Its attitude

ship.

"Fishculture," edited

be perfectly free to

to the interests of the highest

list.

fishculturist,

Conroy &

Dr Gordon Stables, R.N.

IV—INDEPENDENT.

;

as its

Farmers and Farmers' Boys constitute a large class of
our readers. They will find the Forest and Stream
ever dispcwd to reconcile he seemingly conflicting but
really identical interests of respectable sportsmen and

;

A

to the

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Bod amb

Gdn and Fokest akd Stream,

;

i

as the first authority

Dr.
on ornithology and fishculture
Elliott Ooues, U. S. A., and Prof. J.
Allen, of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology, the distinguished
writers on birds and mammals Professors Jordan and
Gill, eminent in icthyology
Dr. Yarrow, the authority
on reptiles Prof Marsh, of Yale College, the writer on
fossils,
and Prof. Eaton, the botanist. Hundreds of
other names, scarcely less well-known, might be added
in the country

directions for use.

other

young men who have not yet struck out for
themselves, and old men who have retired; in short,
members of every trade, profession, and occupation.
papers

observation

of

Areca Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with In

Naturalists,

Officers,

;

habits

put up in patent boxes with sliding pepper-

top, which greatly facilitates its use. Slmpte
and efficacious.
Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

box

the hundreds of correspondents of the Forest
are Business Men, Lawyers, Physicians,

j

"Natural History"

It Is

and Stream

and

late

POWDER is guaranteed to kill fleas OB
THIS
dogs or any other animals or money returned.

RICHMOND;

Lakevllie, Mass.

Sept22,tf

State.

AND STREAM PUBLISHING

CO.,

39 Park Row, N.Y.City.

—See Ktnnel AdoerUwmenU nextpagt.

"

:

FOREST AND STREAMS
ghe

gcnnel.

^ttartsmctt'S ($ood&

Cameron Kennel,

SALE-Fram tlie Rory O'More Kennel, a
FORbrace
of remarkably Hue thoroughbred red

a.-'ssee I'leld

s.;i-;:.

il-

i

'J

Line.

whelped

sale,

bv mv

have one poin'er pup lor
my Snapshot
aud Imported

WILBUR &

CO., Bos 2,S32 N. Y. P. O.

!

pre

and irttaproparnandllng would

i,

SINCE

A.

SI

OR SALE—Do?

i.

THE CLIMAX

Uit.Mott.vlllo, X. T.

IS

Cnc
Ad-

gun.

-:

;

'

Janl-2,lt.

pro-

dogs
dogs

-

,

i

i

puppies boarded on reasonable
SeptS2,U

I

P. 0. Bo:

temis.

rr,

r>

Baltimore

n

FOR HREEl II LOADING
EVER INVENTED.

ni.

i">

address, p

i

Illustrated
plication.

All

JT

SC ITERS

(',, ;

.iitri

CLIMAX

,

oftue mos! rnsl.Mi.aijle blood address, (.'HAS.
Sepilf>,tf
Hartford. CI

MNISuN,

"t^OR SALE.— Two pure bred Gordon seller pup.
.r

rteg,

BOB

fint

t,

i

WEEKS,

ins-, A.

,..

May

iielped

neusl Valle,

i

,

ha-

Z8, isat.

bos

Charlotte

ew York

me

orders and

a

0>*

Bird Dealers and

Show

jot sale by Forest and stream Publishing oo.

full

:

am.

'3-55

Charleston "s- is a
sonville t5-30p m.
to ctarleston.

Train 48. Leaves NBw Tork *9-00 pm. w.
PhlladelphlaM'i-3eam. Baltimore M-3S am Arrives

York

M-sum.

Richmond

Charleston *8-45

Wilmington

"9-55

am. Savannah *tti-3o am.
am,

p m.

Kay

Quails, Woodducks,

Iiinc
Philadelphia t5-45
Leaves New Yortt t3-40 p m.
pm. Baltimore ts-ir> p m. Arrives at Portsmouth
t'.i-iio a m.
Weldon ti-50 p m. Raleigh ti-35 p m.
Charleston *6-*B a m. SaWilmington "9-55 p m
vannah "10-30 a m. Jai iSson Hie E >30 p m. ColumAugusta *ie-l i a m Sa vannah 'T-20
bia 'tl-20 a m
.

Etc., Etc.

I

.

THE NEW AMERICAN
SUIPLE AND

AND BOLT; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS.
SIZES 111(111 4 TO 520.

DURABLE

1o

J.

U eboundlng

held, Mass.

To Sportsmen
Why pay

W. TOLLEY,

aATENTEESof

ing tools

"PERFECTION" HAMMER-

the

LESS GUN.

PATENTEES

the

Of

"

GIANT-GRIP" ACTION.

Maters of high-class guns only to the Individual
orders of gentlemen who cannot content then
»llh a gun taken down from the shelf of a gun-store.
i.

.

1

,i.,

.;

.

;.-:

'

,1

H:

i

.

R'y.

.

mi

ii.

-,;,

.

.

oil

-.

.

il'-l

ele

I'l'i

..

tat

He end one dog for each sports-

The Route

of the Tourist,

i'.
ol at Huntingdon,
U'v
The C. B
W. Va., from the Willi, Northwest and Southwest;
li.n-LoiL":-:. lie, Va., from the NortU and East,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
1

i

i

:

1

i'

1

.

:

,ii

'

The completion of the Peninsular Extension
summer of issi affords

in

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE
_

:

;!

"YORKTOWX CENTENNIAL,"

-,

and S3S Chestnut street, Phlla.. Corner
:;•_.,! oei
of Calvert and West. Baltimore
511 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and leading
134S

.

.'I

the

and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
ii.otit
of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean.
ii

H. W. FT rLLER,

I

G. P.
Gen'l Passenger

FISHING

T. A.,

&..

Richmond, Va.

Agent

LINE."

TAKE THE
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R.
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling & Black Bass Fisheries,

:

Ohio

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
Sulphur

OLD DOMINION LINE.

eight or ten dollors for cartridge loadget a handsome combined

pHE

STF. A M CHS of tills Line reach some Of the
finest waterfowl and upland shooting sections
ini-.ry Connecting direct lor Chln.ioteague,
Cobb's island and points on the Peninsula, city
Point, Jame3 River, Currituck, Florida and the
mountainous country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc
.lilI,: steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Lewes, rail., Monday and Thursday
Full information given at oilice, 19T Greenwtot
street, New York.
r

PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

&

'.

time tables, and for all information, apply at 306
Washington street, Boston. 229 Broadway, New

Tork.r

"THE

Choke-Bore Barrels

&

ot the Virginia Mountains to the White
son n, ,L. UDLi o-jrer i, uncus summer resorts.

Lock.

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Extra
heavy guns [or lucks
Seclalty. Send stamp for
circular. C. S. SHATTUCK, Manufacturer, Hat-

3ead for Illustrated Catalogue.

W,

i>

A POPE,

Central-Fire.

to Any Crook.
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE.

Stocks Bent

SSI

i.

III

Guns, fishing

.

.

-,u

;

I..

man carried tree.

Ticket Ollices East.

Muzzle-Loaders Altered
to Breech-Loaders.
Guns Altered

ij.j]

',i

Sleeping Cars Weldon to Savannah
• Dally.
tDaliv, satrtda,': s excepted.

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.
©UNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP

fai;mi:i;, (ien-1 Aass. Agent,
.Manager.

P.

Comprising those of central and Piedmont Virginia Bme Ridge .Mountains. Valley of Virginia,
Alle'rhany MotinT.iir.-. nbrier and New Rivers,
Valley, and including in their varieties si
grime and fish, deer. bear, wild turkeys, wild duck,
grouse; quail, snipe, woodcock, mountain trout,
.

New

Live Rocky Mountain sheep. Beavers, Antelopes,
Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Wild Turkeys,

CAPE MAY,

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

Jack-

sonviiie r6-80pm. Columbia *e-2D
Augusta
•10-4S a m. Macon V.-45 p m. Savannah "7-2i> a m.
Jacksonville via Augusta *5-30 p m. Pullman SleepYork to Savannah
ing Cars

WE WILL BUY
Chickens,

New York -t-30 a m PhilaBaltimore "tM.i a m Atalvesat
Wilmington *ift-50 p m.
p m.
m Savaiman 'n<-fOani. JackPullman Steepers Washington

40. Leaves

Richmond

at

Prairie

Sam.

Atlantic Coast Line.

Train

delphia T-U5

New

FTAVEN,

:

kinds

(Establfeked 1847.)

BEACH

flic NEW J HUSKY COAST
SALTW TER SPORT AFTER FIS

Chesapeake
D mvitle am& Atlanta to Seal Oflm;
i*
Vvliimitw, 5-33 a in.: AvQutitu, 9 -S-i a in; intat/t-

an

hih, 3-45 p m.; Jackuvunlle,

purposes.

St.,

lor

KI-.AI'IIKK.

FRANK THOMSON, ceni

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and

SS Chatham

Fin-Fire

renowned

Still

lo.

SQI.'AN, and points on

I..

Chas. Reiche & Bro.,

(§oods,

Fishinsr

jersey.
EXCURSION
the company in

o;ii -ei »l

•

lok.\>.K. RENOVA.BEttl(W:Sl'ON, MIN.NEQUA. and

CKKS-o.N,

TfCKIRTON",

'l;iss.

all

i!,

Also

Fanciers

assortment of Song and Fancy Birds, also
of rare

at

t

Trout Fishing-, Wing Shooting and
Hunting.

|

Price %t 50.

ares.il

Ma: principal cities

AM)

M'F'G CO.,

quarters, where they constantly can find a

THE DOW.

'gorisman's

and
m, and

Jackson

,Ia',:.,-2r

I.

I,.

New

Pennsylvania and

ICKKTS

other well-known centres for
Phlia\rrives at

:e.

will find It to their advantage to call at Head-

ST.-NEUENdiE

also reach the best localities for

tin

Fall Klvcr,

without

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

I

I

li'.lSl!

STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED
THE LINES OP

'n

MILBO
Sunt Free on Ap-

gn :i.

of the
In the

ing

Gunnine and

uselpt

4 ir< i.l.ir

tn

•

failure or Injury.

a in

Ali.MS

It operates on an enitre.y new wind]
astanlshlng how quick and wil n v. p.
Each cleaner is park- in a neat
oil a gun.
with lull dire

In ordering give calibre of
equities to bo address©

IP oft RED

Phila-

Arrives
Dainltle *T-U p m. Charlotte
'«•

connecllons as No. oa below.
Pullman cars Danville to Atlanta, and Atlanta to Now Orleans.

l

VAUGHAN,

sporting
prletor. Mlddlebaro, .Mass.
"
c
Is
a lumber ol broken
lanfl
:

.

Lynchburg

m,

most

PACK COURSES

arid
ese
In

"•'

culties and dangers of reshipment, while the excellent cars which run over ilia smooth steel tracks

enable

1-UHl.l,

Forest a

LETT KENNEL, N. H.

i\

IS, 1SS1.

TUB MOST PRACTICAL CI.KANEU AND
OILEIi

S.T7.J

r.

ti

their lines for reaching

PAEK.s

'"-<.-!

itea

PATENT GUN CLEANER

Bei

r werouzuly broken

.1111)1

delphia *T-0s

by

afforded

FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, CONTINUOUS
avoid the diffi-

31.

Richmond and Danville LineTrain 5-1. Leaves New York "4-:',e a m.

j

May

R. R. Co.

Respectfully Invite attention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
Exposition,

December

5 to

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT DECEMBER

uigiist r>, out of
Miatisliot

Cii-iini'lo

"and Maul-

'by Don-GIpscy',
Pup Is
ennd orange, nearly all pure white. Will
a large, strong dog (sire weighs ;e lbs.) Has
i,-

The Pennsylvania

Asn

October

riorrinnvF.D.

PPORTUN1TY—I

TO SPORTSMEN:

Routes to Florida
Cotton

Atlanta

midgtcsorfsfor gyortmim

Line,

Line.

Preferred

Compass,

Reliable

Bay

THE

—AND—

Ad-

or together.

;.

N. c.U.LF.NDER. Albany. N. V.
Jan5,lmo,

W.

Dog Whistle,

Splendid

|/fj/W.v

RAILWAYS,

Richmond & Danville Atlantic Coast

Water-Tight Match-Box

Irish sett pi- puppies fdng and bitch) i'4 months old,
Pearl Is
try champion li"rv nMore out of Pearl.
Balf sister to Biz,, u lare Pennsylvania and Ten-

^otinmtn

jgotttes for

SOUTHERN
A

BriekervlUe, Pa.

r-TjLNUAR* 12, 1862.

ASSOCIATED

;

COLIN CAMERON,

and

"§otel&

NEW.

Xeagle Hounds bred for bench and field purposes.
RALLY (Sam-Dolly) ; stud fee, $25.
RACKET (Rally-l.nui-e> si ud fee, $25.

(iess

.

1

480

JL

.

.

when you can

pocket Implement for »2 that will do the work of
six ordinary tools? sent by mall on receipt of
price— S, 10, 12 or U-gauge. Best recapper In use.
Sent for 50 cents.

JA3. H. DUDLEY", Poughkeepsib, N.

T

NORTHERN
MICHIGAN.
The
waters of the

Bromfield

House, Boston.

Grand Traverse Region

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, U
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of Ash
contained.

•

$otels and pontes for Sportsmen.

BROOK TROUT abound In the streams, and the
AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only In
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept 1.
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends
Nov. 1.
BLACK BASS, xnKK, PICKEREL and MUSCAfamous

these waters.

J. A:

LEVE & ALDEN,

W. TOLtOT,

Patentees and Manufacturer*,
Pioneer Works, Birmingham, England.

Offer to tourists and pleasure travelers an unmlted varlei v or Touitsi and Excursion Tickets

IHE HUNTING SIGHT

oall

MILAN'S PATENT COMBINATION GUN SIGHT

Summer and Winter
and points

Resorts.

of Interest In the

Cieneral Passenger Agents of
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•

J
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TAKE YOUK FAMILY WITH YOU.

The

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautlfuL The air is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

wltl>

United
States, Curtail », West Indies,
Central and South America,
and Europe.

.1,1AM I/VMAN,
MIDDLEFD3LD, CONN.

LONGE, also abound in large numbers In the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
friends or " club " at home, as ice for packing flsh
"... .Li Hi .11
IL ''I I'll

(lit

ALLAN LINE

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.
BOSTON,

PORTLAND,
To LIVERPOOL Via HALIFAX.
',}
BALTIMORE.

Hay FeTer and Asthma
The

hotel ac

Affections.

re excellent,

and will

be largely Increased In time for the season of 18S1

by new
During the season
1

flit

1

1

Wild Fowl Shooting.

iona

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists and
Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Ffshtng Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
It Is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home"
on this route. For Tourists- Guide a handsomely
Illustrated book of 160 pages sent free. Time Cards,
Folders and fun her information, address

BY

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD

bayman. Has always on hand the best of
boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of trained
wild u"l:;,c decoys on the coast. The best ground
In the vicinity or HtM York foi bay snipe shooting
of all varieties. Special attention given by himself
to his guests, and 3a
[aotlongual auteed. Address
WM. N. LANE, Good Ground, L. I. Refers by permission to J. c. shepherd, sin
Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

-FIVE DAYS FROM LAND TO LAND.-

NOTICE TO SPORTSMEN.

LEVE £ ALDEM'S
.Li.M'.t'Al'.

Jjuntlni-

„ llrj full
vari-tl.-. n(
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fault Tret,, Kc.
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Detroit, BGoii.

Adventures at KangeHj

Lakes, a capita] story of sport and adventure
* tut wilds or ii -„,, ; ni t;r esi ag alike to
old an"
jonng . 11b r eeivd the highest eomnu
from the metropolitan press. Hal
ai cloth, ano contains sit, pages,
Illustration:
i
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I

111111

v*?!.?/,,
iMAKLEs

'

A. J.

Broadway, N. T.
am Washington street.
Philadelphia, Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and thestnuf
Chiei uffiee

_

Ii,-.-,»[ ,ir.', ;.7 ,„".,

PWpaid, on receipt
FAitKAR, Jamaica

of price, $1.60
Plain, Mask

mo ton,
,

:

SHOOTING IN CURRITUCK SOUND,

aiT

NORTH COEOLINA.

yi jss.,

streets.

FarraR'S POCB3T M AP or Moosehcad Lake and

the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable companion lor the sportsman, hunter and lumberman.
Lately corrected and revised, and nowacknowl
edged to be me only correct map of this vast region
Neatly bound
cloth covers. Price, postpaid, by
mail. 50 cents. CHARLES A. J. FARRAB, Jamaica
Plain, Mass.
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steamers and returning in time to connect with
same train tor aft rnoon Baltimore steamer. Time
between New York and Currituck Court House.
south-bound, twenty hours north-bound, twentyfour hours.
M. K. KING,
Qcn. Manager Elizabeth City & Norfolk R. H. Co.
;

RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES

IL-

LUSTRATED, a thorough and complete
guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, KenneCupsupUc, Fanuachneee and Connecticut

bago,

A daily line of conveyances Is established by Mr.
M. H. Snowden between snowden Station, Elizabeth City and
li'.'.nl
and Currituck
Court House on the Bourifl leaving snowden on
'

liroadway, and win,

Lakes and the
lie Connecticut, Magalloway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; illumin.

i

ated covers, tinted paper, 320 pages, ao illustrations
and a large map, made mostly from accurate surreys. Price, DOS
CHARLES
i
A. J. FARRA R. Jamaica Plain, Mass,
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per day at home. Samples worth
*s lret\ Address STINSON & CO.,

,

LJANrjABY 19, 1862.
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FOREST AJND STREAM.

|

MEAT

481

DOG CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

"8PBATP8 PATENT"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal Snows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patent
" Flbrino " Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Jardln d'Aeelimatat.lon. Paris, etc.
They have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals ;
ill
On, 1818: Kennel Club Special Medal Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show, 1879 Westreceiving the highest award for Dog Biscuits at the Pi rt:
minster Kennel Club, New Tort, Gold Medal ; Irish Kennel Club, Sliver Medal, etc., etc.
:

;

JBJEWAKE

STAMPED.

Packed

Pl«»s« see that Everv Cake

is

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
FRANC. S O. de LUZE

IU pounds each.

In Cases of

18 South William Street,
WESTERN AGENTS— B. KITTRIDGE &

SEND FOB CIRCULAR.

SPORTIWEN'S DEPOT.
Slret

&

a

CO„,
NEW YORK.

at Worlds Fair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

Premium

Any

FISHING PANTS,
FISHING BOOTS,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

BLANKETS,

Fishing Tackle, Hods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Piles,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,
Etc, Etc.
•jar-Salmon, Bass and Trout Files, Made to Order.
Also " Krlder's " Celebrated Center Enamel Split
and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.
Taxidermy In all its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit.
Repairing ot all kinds.

Following Books Sent on

of the

Receipt of Price by Forest and

Stream Pub. Co.

AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF

425

JOHN KRIOER,

Light, Black,

White or Tan Color Coats,
AND COMPLETE

ESTABLISHED

Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps In, Northrop, l 26
Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition™ s.00

Amateur Trapper— paper, 50c.; bds.
American Angler's Book,Norris
American Bird Fancier. New edition
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long.
American Ornithology, or the Natural History
of the Birds of the
& Bonaparte; 3 vols.

Send for Catalogne

1838.]

Tt

CM

5J
S.00

United States, Wilson
13 00

Life, Described and Illustrated, Prof.
5 00
E. Percival
T.6t
Angttng, a Book on, Francis
s*
Archer, Modern.
L*t
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
30. ot
Around the World In the Yacht Sunbeam
St
Art of Swimming
Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, ISC.; cloth. _ Lot

Animal

„.„

Athletic Sports, Stonehenge

.RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS
Fisbtng Pants.

Burn's Birds

North America

of

Bechsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds
Bits and Rearing Reins and Horses

1.00
3 o*
1 80

„
and Har-

ness, E. F. Flower
for Sportsmen: Angling, 60c; Shooting,

60

Books

Common

Objects of the Seashore, 600.
Cage and singing Birds, 60c; Dogs, T5e.:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 60c, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 60c; Native Song Birds...
Breech Loader, Modem, Greener
-.„™
Cage and Singing Birds
3
Camps in the Carlbbees, by Fred Ober.
Oanoe Traveling, Powell
.~~. 3
s
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
IS
Cassell's Book of Blrds,4vols
3
Dass 'ITS Book of Sports and Pastimes
n Air, Farm ins, by Prof. J. P. Sheldon.
12
ary of Poultry
50c;

TO ANGLERS:
JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS,
Fishing Rod

of

Trade Generally.

CO.,

UUTFITS,
RuiIBBER F.
FISHING
COMPRISING
Sts.,

To be bad in smaller quantities
Grocers and tbe Sporting- Goods

CO., Cincinnati, O.

&

HODGMAN
BROADWAY

1836).

«. E. Cor Second and Walnut

STAMPEB,

X."

ms

^iscelfotteotig

(Established

;

IMITATIONS.
OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATT'S PATENT" and

& Tackle Makers

;

Castle OonncU, near Limerick, Ireland.

i

Reels and Lines to match balance of rods. No
All information respecting fisheries on the
this locality, as also catalogues of our
greenneart rods and general assortment of tackle,

Dog Breaking by

.

be had on application.

C. H.
This lever

Is

EUTEBROUK,

a solid piece of steel

;

27

Dock

Wood

Sq., Boston, Mass.

Guns made

goes through and through the body.

to order.

"SHORE BIRDS."
A REPRINT OF PAPERS ON THE SUBJECT WHICH HAVE APPEARED IN THE

"j

'

AND STREAM."

'

—

2 60

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
Horse, The Book of the; Sidney
How to Hunt and Trap, Battys
Hunter ana Trapoer. Tnrasher.

York physicians pronounce 1 1 the
purest and best Sola by Druggists,

1

The; Figuler

i_-.77

„...

cil B.'iok of
Fulton
Look oi Wright.
' i-'fv.'i.'r
utpyPip
Keeper;
Wright
Practical Pigeon
Wright
Pij.oi.ioa: Poultry Keeper

Pii-eone,

Iiji.rii.rri

;

rii-ii

i:

FOREST AND &TREAM PUBLISHING CO.

_

World; Figuler

Ot'iui

1 6a
1 ot
5 60

—

a Sportsmen, Niurrod

Poti'.trv. IDi-.trat.-'J

is 00
3 00
to
8 00
3 00
12 60
12 60

I.

i

Kepi

esand Birds;

Shore

2 no

Fl uler.

3 00
16

Bird=>

The Gun and its Development, by Greener
Vegetable World .Figuler
Wild Adventures in Wild Places; Gordon

7

GAME,

ANNUAL HAND-BOOK
For 1882

a

is

Cleaner, Patches. Brush
sent free oi postage.

Complied by H.

Consignments ot

kinds ot

all

game

P. Armsby, Ph. D., Professor of
Agricultural uiiemlaii' In the Storrs Agricultural School and E. H. Jenkins, Ph. D. Chem-

YARD LEY BROWN,

solicited.

to the Connnctlcut Agricultural-ExperiSattlon.

ment

accept consignments. Allow market price
and send checks every Tuesday tor
Invoices of previous week.

VINCENT

all

BISSIG,

of arrival,

Practical Gunsmith
9

CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW

oT°

YORK.

fit

It Is the ob]ect of this little book to bring to
gether, in a convenient, portable, and cheap form,
much Information of great practl al value to the

farmer, but which is scattered through various
books, bulletins, and reports. It alms to be to
':::
h.jiij m;
n oM mi.;-,
ilO
hand-cooks are to engineering and mechanics—
a book accurate enough for Oie library, handy
enough to be carried every day in the pocket, and
cheap enough for alL
It contains a diary for the year, and numerous
table.-, the most of which are
The average purity and vitality of American
seeds as found in the market directions for estimating the amount of manure produced on the
farm; frequency and duration of heat In farmanimals suitable age for weaning.
Calender for determining the period of gestation
of farm and domestic anirnalj— mares, ewes and
she-goats, sows, bitches, and cats— largely based
on the observations of American cattle-breeders.
The stock-breeder's register, containing columns
for entering name or mark of animal, when served:
from
to
when due, date oi
if cow, when dry
coming in, sex of young remarks.
The average composition oi fertilizers and fertilizing materials as sold in the American market,
compiled from American analyses, with remarks
and explanations.
Feeding standards for farm-animals; tables or
the composition of fodders and feeding-stuffs,
complied chiefly from American analysis; the average digestibility ot fodders and feeding-stuffs.
The above Is but a part of the contents of this
most useful little volume.
,i

i

New and Second-Band Guns, Pistols, etc., constantly on hand. Repairing of every description
done to the best manner and warranted. Guns
bored to shoot close and hard. Pistol grips fitted
to stocks. Pin fires altered to oentral fire.
I

CHAMPAGNES!
STANDARD AMD DRY.

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER.

':

':

1

.

1

vvjiu

uiviia
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jj.'inr*,

ur

any other BUILDING,

should have the

American Agriculturist.
It

abounds to

ENGRAVINGS and DESIGNS from

a great variety of Architects, and

We
day

nurse, tiviiij ueisun
to build a barn, or

a

>'

ist

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION.

1882

1842
uwun

;

f.

2 00

THE FARMER'S

KNAPP & YAN NOSTRAND,
abd

to

3 00

Stables

POULTRY

r.i:

l 60

:

i

M

12 50

;

I

• London, European and New

4 Ot
1 00

more

Mammalia Figuler
Manton s Taxidermy Without a Teacher
Minors Land and Same Birds

,

and smell,""

medicinal virtues and purity.

2 50
St

—„

Great Thirst Land. The; A Ride Through Natal
Orange Free State, Transvaal Kalahari, Gil-

V.oi'ld.

HAUNTS AND HABITS.
IF. NOMENCLATURE.
II. RANGE AND MIGRATIONS.
V. LOCALITIES.
III. A MORNING WITHOUT THE BIRDS.
VI. BLINDS AND DECOYS.
Sent ou receipt of jpnee, 15 cents, by the
I.

.

Hulme
Young Sportsmen.

Frank Forester's Manual
S
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

Life of

Rheumatism
or Consumption,
llicacy of taste

;

Gun, Rod and Saddle

phsul

is superior to any hide-

in
for

ters, Svo., 2 vols.

General
Debility,
Scrofula,

60
SI

2 00

Flower Palntine, Studies

OLLER S

FOR

60
00
00
50

Fry Fishing

Shannon to

M

Holablrd.

60
0*

in Maine Lakes
„ 1 Si
4 60
Frank Forester's Field Sports
00
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook & line p»
F.eld Naturalist's Hand Book, by Rev. J. G.

agents.

to

Tt

IN
M

is filled

with

Valuable Hints and Suggestions,
from the

first writers of the country,
is original In every number.
Price, Post-paid, per Year, $1.50.

MATTER

ALL

the

Single Copies, 15 cents.
Specimen copy PMients. Send for one.
ORANGE JUDD CO.,
Publishers,
751 Broadway, New York.

:

LATEST EDITION
—OP THE—

;

The Sportsman's Wine!!

HURLrNGHAM AND LONDON
GUN

;

JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
STEEL PENS
WO RLD
GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXP0SITION-I878.

Sold Br ALL DEALERSThroughoutThe

A.

ROCHEREAU &

CO.,

SOLE AGENTB,

6 South WiLlliam St., New York.
16 and 18 St. Louis St., New Orleans.
GOOD'S OIL

TANNED

MOCCASINS.
The
nnary surgeon and u.
sayi End u.n>tor the Hone
traveling in Mm, won
••,'"-•.

V

says that Shcridm-8'J
pure and imniMKciy valuable.

Kehcnsi.

Notliin--

™SS^^B
wit
on earth

°£?

.vtlers.

Dose,

.

onetcni^enrnUooTh5 p!ntfo«l.SoldeyerTOhere,orBent
'jymntlVr-i

I

i

i

"

KjBton. AUisa., rnrmnvly Jtanjjor

I.

& J'HINSON * CO.,

Me.

best thing to the

market

for hunting, fishing, canoeing,
They are
snow-shoeing, etc.
easy to the feet, and very
durable. Made to order
styles,
ot
and
to a variety
warranted the ge nuine arUeU. Send for price list MARTIN a HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 36S, Dover, N. H. (Successor to
Frank Good). Bradford * Anthony, Boston
Agents.

:

—

—

,-

;

CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING RULES,

For sale at

this office.

Price twenty-five cents.

MOOSBHEAD LAKE

and the North Maine Wllderness Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, 8L
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
takes and ponds connected wlri them. 266 pages,
30 illustrations and large map. Tinted paper. Illuminated covers. Price, by mall, nost-pald, 60
CHARLES A. J. Park ar, Jamaica Plato,
cents,
Mass.

THE AND nOW TO USE IT TO KILL EVERT
niiii FAIR WING SHOT. By Gwynne Price,

wwN
11

Vice-President Sportsmen's Club, St.
1 1
Louis, Mo., who defeated Bogardus. Trap
Plunge-trap and Class Shooting Exshooting.
posed. ' American Field says: " It posaenae* gemtsays: "Every man
ine merit." ' Kennel & Field
1
a nun should have it,"
Mailed for 2S0.,
PRICK, St
stamps or currency, by
Louis,

II

Price, 50 centa
For sale by bookor will be sent by mall, postage prepaid,
on receipt ot price, by

16mo, cloth.

sellerrs

;

D.

APPLETON & CO., Publishers.
l, 3 £ 5 Bond Street, New York.

'

'

Ma

GWYNNE

FOREST AND STREAM.

482
0c.

&mtmmitiot{,

The Parker Gun,

The Hazard Powder

Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
ot strength and rlo.iuilmo.-s.
isters ol one pound only.
Nos.

1 (fine)

land prairie shooting.

to 6 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6',j and IS!.; lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
eli'iJli,
liiOji i'l.'l onieo
ol.i-.c ana
ai
0:1n-urO'oO'Yai.
For r; eld. forest or water shooting It
ranks any other bran d and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle or breech-loaders.
'

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at

FREE.

THE PHILA DELPHIA JO UBSA L OF COMMERCE says " At Melbourne they had an excellent opportunity o( testing their powers beside thOse ol every exhibitor In the world, and they came of! conquerors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them from a country whose reputation
-n above all others."
for this class of goods has lor mi no ,.
They have been In the hands of shooters for the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other gun when brought in eompetitlon In the field or at the trap. At
Coney Island this year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge
and the " Forest and Stream " Badge lor the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send for Catalogue.

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG and " Sea Shooting " FG In kegs ot
and 6y lbs. and cans or 5 lbs. FFFG Is also

3IELBOHBNE, AUSTKALU.

25, vi'A

i-ters.
Burns strong and
The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary spoiling and the "Sea Shooting" FG is tha
standard Rifle Powder ol the country.

:

Rand Powder

No. 29 Murray street,

Now

Co.,

York.

PARKER BROS

Sporting

Blasting Powder.

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER

Dupont's Gunpowder Mills, established in 1S03,
Save maintained their great reputation tor seveniy-

Manufacture the lollowlng celebrated
Srands of powder :

•Ight years.

1

FOR

In l lb canisters.

l

Double,

:

Li.'

'!_

i

u

"

"
' Ot
l lb. canisters
".

Dupont's Kitlc

quick, strong

val ,.'.'
and ojf lb. kegs.

I'g.

,;""

and

''

city, or

whole-

WALl STREET, NEW YORK.

88

R

WIN«i PRACTICE.

Single,

Rotating,

!FLES,

N

SHOT GUNS, PISTOLS, &0.

Stationary.

for Prices,

ALFORD, WARD, DAVENPORT & CO.

DE-

S5

Chamoers

Street, N. Y.

Watches, Clocks," Jewelry, Ritles, Pistols, and all kinds of Sporting Goods.
GREENER'S AND BONEHTLLS GUNS A SPEC1ALTT.
Orders taken for Ronehill's New Hammerless Gnns.

1 lb. canisters.

Packer; in

pany's Agents, In every prominent

EVERT WAT (EXCEPT AT SHOOTER). ART
SIRED DIRECTION. ALL IN ONE TRAP
AND ONLT ONE SPRING USED.

i

llnnoat'k Easrle Rifle— A

Com-

of dealers, or of the

sale at our office.

Ask

'.,

;

,

The above can be had

(cdarse)

to 3 (fine); burns slowly, strong and very Clean:
great penetration, with a close pattern; adapted
For glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other tliooi:i;ir.
with either muzzle or breech Loaders. Packed In 1
ami vl'A lb. kegs.
Xb. and 5 lb. can! -tor:-; and
Dupont's Choke Bore.— Specially adapted
:?or " choke Bore" Guns, and particularly lor pralj'-urns skvo \\. stroag ana
.•ie ana urlaro shear. Dg.
does not cake or burn on the barrel*, g us
fliolst
both a good penetration and a close pattern; will
be round well adspied ior glns .-bnH and pigeon
ahootlng. Made ot two sizes, only Ko. V and .No. 5,
Ko. 7 being the coarsest. Packed In 6& lb. kegs and
i;

;

Meriden, Conn.

STANDARD TRAP,

(coarse)

unequalled in strength, quickness and
lanted tor glass-bafl and pigeon

Ruponfs Eagle UucJiiiig-.—Nos.

,

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWDER also, SPECIAL Uli.l in ooo; o nuRT OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

CARD'S

IN USE!

Duponi's Diamond Grain.— Nos.

moist.

t

OUNPOWDER1
and
Dupont's
Packed

1 (fine)

',

-

Bend postal card tor ILLUSTRATED PAJIPHL'IT,
bowing SIZES of <3KAlN8o£roWD.ER. Furnished

ehooting.

Well adapted to shotguns.

Hazard's "Dnck Snooting."

Creedmoor.

(fine)

to G (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters ana
line grain, quirk and. clean, lor up-

A

kegs.

e.tf lb.

KLECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS,

40 4

Unsurpassed In porn*
racked in square can-

Hazard's " American Sporting."

Nos.

Rifle,

Co.,

Gunpowder

Orange Lightning:.
Orange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

&

%

MANUFACTURERS OF

Powder.

Laflin

19. 188

wq,

^Avttiistmci{ts.

j§Hiscellm{zcm$

ORANGE SPORTING

January

'.":.

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.

"Sca-SUooting-."—

Illustrated Catalogue sent free

TVg. and PFFg. The Fg. ior long-range rifle shooting, the FFg. audi lTg. lor general use, Lm."
lb., 1 lb. and s lb.
atrong and moist. Packed in
Banisters, os_, :;>, and 25 lb. kegs. i'g. coarse, FFFg.
.

B. F.

»

.

on

Y.

application.

NICHOLS & CO.,

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,

toe.

Dupont's Spoiting, Mining, Shipping and Blasting Powdov:-: oi ill si/cs aim descriptions, '"•pecial
Grades i'or Fxport. Also Rifle, Cartridge, .M
tet, Cannon, Mortar. jlotuoioii., Hexagonal, Cubical and Pellet Powder, U. B. Govern rnoi
Standard.
Powder manufactured to order ot any ]

Manulacturera ot

.--

i

grain or proof.

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,
REMOVED
TO

*

Agencies in all the
throughout 1 lie tinned

elites
sr.ai.-s

KNEELAND,

and principal towns

153

MILK STREET,

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities tor manufacturing our goods
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cases are as inaccurate as they are pretty to inspect and
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

test

was made

of

weapons,

them before shipment from

will be published except with his consent.

The Editors cannot be held

the factory, and the idea of trying a pistol for accuracy

responsible for the views of correspond-

pistol

was

knew

this

to strike

him

as a novel one.

particular brand of revolver to be, he could not conceive
it

how

could be anything but an accurate and exact shooter.

There is a great deal of pot-Juck work in the pistol manufacture, and the majority of those turned out are blank, failures
when called upon to do any hitting, even at the most moderTaking, for instance, the regulation distance
li! paces or 30 feet
over this any pistol worth the making
ought to shoot with the utmost exactness.
We have received many letters from correspondents speaking of fine scoring done and we should be pleased if the
writers would send on a target of 10 consecutive shots fired
strictly off-hand at 12 paces distance.
We will measure the
of

string

and publish the

the sort of pistol used

gram.

may

In

In each case particulars of

results.

ought

to

way something

this

accompany the score

practical in the

way of

dia-

record

be arrived at as showing what the various classes of

We

have seen 10 shots from a smooth

small arms will do.

Subscriptions.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. The
per year
$2 for six months.
To a club

bore dueling pistol, carrying a £ ounce ball, crowded on the
space of a trade dollar, but this was fine holding and the

;

copies for $10; flve copies for $16. Remittances
should Be sent, by registered letter, money-order, or draft payable
scribers, three

The paper may
newsdealers throughout the United Stales and
on sale In Europe by The American Exchange, 449
Strand, W. C. London, Eng.; and by Sm. Torquem, 15 Boulevard, St.
Martin, Paris, France.
and stream Publishing Company.

to the Forest
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weapon was of a

What
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determination of the average value, as shooting implements
of the million odd pocket-poppers of every description which
are scattered here and there over this land.
capital

make.

is

is
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last to

flshculture,

as a State in-

reason for this might be
found in the fact that the culture of salt-water fishes has but
just begun, and her fisheries are mainly in salt and brackish
With the exception of the Delaware River on her
water.
Eastern border she has nolarge rivers and her small streams,
which mainly flow into that river and the great Delaware
;

Bay, are short.

But little

FOREST AND STREAM.
Thursday, January

PISTOL SHOOTING.

had been taken

in the culture of fish in

of the

Commissioner $2 pur day for each day of actual service.
This fall Col. Moore received and distributed 3,000 German

assertion that the story

carp, mostly to private ponds, -and, such is the desire of the

cowboys of the West and South-west hitting telegraph
from sixty yards off was somewhat of a myth, opens
may fairly be done with these small

people for more, he has over fifty applications for them,
which he cannot fill until next spring. This is a very good

doubt with which some
the correspondents
TEEForest
and Stream met the
of

of the
poles

interest

Maryland, until the appointment of Col. Enoch Moore, Jr.,
His appointas Commissioner, on the 22d of April, 1881.
ment was for two years, and the sum of three hundred
dollars was appropriated to carry on the work, allowing the

19.

be met with anywhere in ihe world. Each record has upon
too, the exact conditions under which it was nwde, and
those conditions were the best possible for the production of

showing for the few months during which Col. Moore has
been in office, and shows how an energetic man can awaken
public interest in this subject, even with such an insignificant
appropriation, by merely taking hold of it.
Since the appointment of a Commissioner an interest in
the good work seems to have sprung up in all parts of the
State, and in the city of Wilmington a fishcultural club has
been formed, called "The Delaware Fishcultural Associa-

high scores.

tion."

the questioa as to what

arms.

The

subject is very barren of record.

We

have pistol

shooting displays in plenty and, probably, in one case in this
city may be seen as fine a showing of bona fide targets as can

it,

The

pistols used in gallery practice are

made

specially for

such employment, with ten or twelve inch barrels, single
breech-loaders aud carefully balanced, with sights open, but
capable of the finest adjustment. It is very rarely the ease
that peep sights are employed, but they may be if thought
With such a weapon the good holder may rely on
desirable.
securing satisfactory results. Using the short .22 calibre
cartridges these pistols afford an endless amount of amuse-

39
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OSCAR Y e WILD GOETH

y.,...

a- ANGLING.

Oscar Wild has nearly
advent of the English
THEturned
New
the heads of the ultra-impressables
Ee3thete

of

York

and we

;

felt flattered

when

a highly-perfumed note,

in an envelope which exceeded in glory the cover of The
Century, invited us to a little lunch and fishing excursion.

We

missed the lunch and hastened to Pier 42, East River,
the spot designated as the one to be honored by the poet,
It was a bright morning ; and the end
aitist and piscator.
of the pier

was occupied by

own

friends of his

the string-piece.

little

Patsy Hooligan, and a few
who were fishing from

age, seven to nine,

The

upon the liquid
Mickey Gilhooly to
and looking up the dock, he

sun, glancing brightly

surface of a passing mud-scow, caused

turn his face to avoid

its glare,

Hi, Patsy wots this a-coming down the dock ?"
exclaimed
Patsy turned quickly, and dropping the broken barrel-hoop
" Well, I'll be
which did duty for a rod, simply exclaimed
blowed !" We also turned and saw a tall form enveloped in
an ulster which reached to his shoes, a sunflower stuck in
'

'

down to his shoulders, and a general
trained optics, plainly denoted the
even if he had not been accompanied by " twenty
love-sick maidens," each with her waist under her arms, or
none at all, and decorated with daisies, lilies, cat-tails and

his button-hole, hair

lankiness which, to our
aesthete,

Its

officers

are: Dr. E. G.

Shortledge, President

Hon. Mayor John P. Almond, Secretary; S. N. Pusey,
This society has for its object the stocking of
the streams with food and game fishes, and they have one
pond of seven to nine acres with a few carp in it.; one pond
of three-fourths of an acre, containing 30 leather and 39 scale
carp, which will spawn this coming spring. From these
Treasurer.

small beginnings we expect a future for flshculture in the
State of Delaware.

emblems

other

of the Renaissance.

We lifted our hat as we bade him

;

ents.

subscription price is $4
of three annual sub-

{Nos .

:

With him a

a pistol, and having been carefully made, as he

seemed

;

Forjsst and Strkam Is the recognized medium of entertainment,
instruction and information between American sportsmen.
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted
are Invited from every part of the country.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. No correspond-

The

the Librarian ot Congress, at Washington.

:

whether any

ate distances.

A New Canoe

Office ot

882.

;

;

name

9,

unexcelled.

Thb Spobtsman Tooeist

ent's

1

ment

BdITOBIAL :—

All

JOURNAL.

SPORTSMAN'S

or the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, in the

1881,

"good morning, "feeling

nine dollar's worth of Broadway style paled before
the artistic seal-skin cap with beaver trimmings, which surthat

its

mounted the
chorus: "O,

The maidens exclaimed

aesthete's

dome.

isn't this

the uttermost verge of the utter?"

in

Patsy Hooligan picked up a stump of a Third avenue cigar
and chewed the end in meditative silence, as became a disThe gulls flitted toward Blackciple of the gentle Izaak.
wells Island, and the breeze laden with the spicy odors from
Hunter's Point played with the flowing locks of Oscar the

Wild.

The poet produced a rod made by Keats & Co and a
by vValt Whitman, and using a silk lily for a fly proceeded to cast. The maidens folded their hands and sighed.
Patsy Hooligan whispered ,to Mickey Gilhooly. We caught
" She'3 a-lying on top of a spile down under
the words:

reel

dere; slip

down and

"Won't you

fix it."

give

me away ?"

asked Mickey. " Naw, what dye yer take me fur ?" scornaud the younger of the two
fully answered his preceptor
disappeared up the pier, and then down under it.
The gulls screamed and the water lapped merrily against
the pier. We were wrapt in admiration of the beauty of the
"A
scene when one of the rapturous maidens exclaimed:
bite!" The poet's eye and his reel, both in fine frenzy
;

betokened resistance on the pliant rod, which bending
under the weight of its prey seemed a sentient thing of life
The maidens clasped their handB
exjoying the struggle.
firmer.
We held our breath. He landed on the pier at our
forty
feet of the maidens, a drowned
the
and
his
feet
feet,
rolling

which was not a recent one. The gulls laughed, the
maidens blushed twenty blushes, and the odors of Hunter's

kitten,

Point subsided in deference to superior force. We ordered
a horse-car, on the " belt line'' and gave directions to drive
to Fulton Market, pondering in the meantime upon the uses

and sorrowing that on Pier
was only one to divide oetween those twenty-one
persons of refined and elevated tastes.
of the cat-tail in decorative art,

42, there

St. Nicholas Gun Cltxb has recently been organized.
membership is li-nited to the members of the well-known
The new organization
St. Nicholas Club of New York.
starts out with a roll of sixteen names, and includes some

The

Its

The management is in excellent
experts with the shot-gun.
novel
hands, and the club's future most promising.

A

feature of the published set of rules

is

the provision of

some

blank score leaves bound up with the book to serve as a permanent record of the scores made during the year. We

welcome the

St.

relaxation

from

Gun Club to the long list of similar
and professional geutlemen, who seek
work in the manly sports of the field.

Nicholas

societies of business
their

A Machinb fob Tbbting Gtrxs has been devised
G. Farnham,

We
It

who

publishes a description of

it

by Mr. F.

in this paper.

understand that it answers its purpose most admirably
is a very important addition to this class of machines.

:
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BYE- WAYS OF THE NORTHWEST.
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[J ANT ART 19,1882.

be inferred from the great numbers that are secured, and
any special effort, by the Si washes and others

that without

up the river. Two million fish is a very small estimate for the number taken to supply the New Westminster

KLKYBNTH TAPER.

farther

THE

year 1881 will long be memorable in the annals of
British Columbia salmon fisheries.
As indicated in h

good run was looked for in the river thisseason, but up to the middle of July no fJBh had been taken.
The boats had, however, been drifting for them for a week

previous

a

letter,

a.id the presence

previous,

the mouth

at

of the river of

numbers of bonaparte gulls, or, as they are called here,
hoolachan gulls, was regarded by the fishermen as a sun
sign that the fish were at hand. About the twentieth of Jul}
salmon began to be taken, aud it was not long before the run
had so increased that it became impossible for the canneries
to use all the fish caught, and a portion of the boats were
Early in August the catch was from 75,000 to
taken off
great

.

80,000

Toe

per diem, wilh only one-half the boats employed.

fish

all run at their fullest capacity, and
was the talk of the town. At all hours
day and night some of the steamers employed in collecting the fish from the small boats which do the drifting,
were tied up at the wharves, unloading their glittering freight,
and great piles of the shapely fish were to be seen at the

canneries were

the enormous catch

of the

landing-places

all

No

along the river.

matter

how

fast these

were removed, they were almost at once renewed. The
were mainly the sockeye salmon and averaged from
eight to ten pounds in weight, but there were not wanting
specimens of the uuianat, the so-called spring salmon of the
Eraser, which ran from fifty up to seventy, and even eighty
and one hundred pounds.

pile3
fish

The nets used in the capture of the fish are ordinary drift
with a 5 7-8 inch mesh, about forty meshes deep and
one hundred fathoms in length. They are cast off in the
usual manner and drift down stream with the current, meeting the advancing salmon which are swarming up the river.
From Ewen's cannery 1 procured a record of Ihe catch of a
few of the boats on one or two average days, which is as

gill-nets

follows

August
August
August
August

0, five

boats took 970

fish.

six boats took 1,067 fish.

9,

10, six

boats took 1,492

11, six boats

took 1,538

j

fish.

fish.

Which gives an average of about 244 fish, or rather mie
than 2.000 pounds to the boat. All the canneries employ
lo patrol the fishing-grounds, and as soon as a boat
has a load, it proceeds to its steamer and transfers' its catch,
steamers

In this way no
the fish being counted as they are received.
time is lost by the fishermen, who are enabled to keep their
nets in the water almost all the time.

When

the steamer has

a full load, she proceeds to her wharf, where by means of
iron forks and pikes, the salmon are tossed on to the platsteamer will land from 8,000 to 20,000 fish each

A

forms.

All the canneries are at the water's edge, and the fish

trip.

work of preparing them, beIndian throws them into a large tub of clear
water, from which they are taken one by one, by a women
who places the fish on a table before which she stands, and
with a large knife removes the head ; she then slides it
are no sooner landed, than the

An

gins.

man who, by

a single cut of his knife,
and cuts off the fins and tail.
aside
into
a gutter which leads
pushed
The
into a chute, and that into the river. The fish is now
passed on into a tub of clean water, and after being
along

to

a

removes the
ofial

washed

is

entrails,

is

carried

to

the

cutting table.

Here there

is

a cam armed with knives about four inches apart, which
cuts the fish into lengths, and the p'ecss are then
placed in the cans, which are filled up even with the top.
These are then passed to another set of workmen, who put
on the covers, and then- go to the solderer. Several new in-

ventions have been recently patented for soldering on the
perfectly air-ligbt

covers, so that the rendering of each can

occupies but a small fraction of a minute. Twelve dozen
soldered cans are placed in a shallow tray made of strap
iroD, and this tray is suspended by a chain in a vat of boil

The cooking occupies hut a few minutes, and
on its removal from the water, the rack is placed on a table,
with a small wooden mallet taps each can
Chinaman
and a
on the top. The expansion of the contents has made the
cover bulge outward, and by tapping it with the mallet the
operator is at once able to determine whether the soldering
If on being tapped,
is perfect,>nd Ihe can air-tight, or not.
ing water.

the cover yields noticeably, it
escape for the air, and the can

is

evident that there

is re jected.

The

is

an

operator

then reverses his mallet, which is armed on the other end
with a small tack, and with a light blow punctures each chd,
allowing the escape of the air and steam confined in it, and
often of a portion of the juices of the fish. As soon as this
is c'ooe, another workman seals up this aperture with fresh

canneries during the fishing season, yet further

An excursion up the Eraser River to the town of Yale,
he head of navigation of the lower Fraser, had been planned
by Mowitch, and taking one of the comfortable river steamers, one afternoon, we set out with a charming party ol
friends. The river near its mouth is very muddy, thus resemling the Missouri, but as progress is made up its course, it
becomes less and less turbid until when Yale is reached, the
water, though not yet limpid, has lost its muddy appearance
and is beautifully green like that of Niagara. The current
everywhere very rapid, and at certain points, where the
channel is narrow and the banks steep, its violence is so great
that it seems as if it would be impossible for the vessel to
overcome its force. The valley of the river for some distance
above New Westminster is rather broad and the bottom extensive and covered with a superb growth of large cottonwoods. The mountains are not very high, seldom exceeding
4,000 feet, and only occasional patches of snow are to be seen
on them. Their sides are for the most part very steep, and
we saw frequent evidences of extensive landslips, which had
laid bare great areas of dark-red rock, which served as beauti•

1

i

i

ful contrasts to the prevailing dark-green of the foliage.

places along ihe river are to be seen the evidences of the min-

ing operations which began here twenty years ago. The
gravel and sand bars, and often long stretches of the bottom

were in many places mere piles of cobblestones, which
had accumulated after the finer sand and the soil bad been
washed for the precious metal which it contained. Many of
the bars had been worked over a number of times all of
them twice. Here, as in most other sections of the country
where placer mining has been extensively carried on, the
white man had gone over the ground at least once, and had
been followed by the more pai ient and perservering Chinaman, who found in the abandoned claim enough to reward

land,

;

his industry.

On the way up the river I talked with a Mr. Hunter, a civil
engineer of great experience, who had secured a grant from
the

Dominion Government

name runs

bed

its

is

Hunter has obtained the right to mine this river, or so much
of it as he can make accessible by turning the water from the
bed, so that it can be reached and worked in the usual way.

He

ingenious, but very simple.

purposes building
a dam across the river near Quesnelle Lake, by which, during
year,
the
the
water
months
of
can be held back
three or six

His plan

is

volume flowing through the river
channel shall be greatly diminished. Of course, the practical
on a good many contingencies,
depends
success of the scheme
but if the dirt is as rich as is supposed, it seems likely to be
in the lake, so that

the

very profitable.
During our passage up the river
tervals the fishing

they were taking

camps

we

passed at frequent in-

of the Siwashes, and could see that

great ciuantities of

Their drying

fish.

flesh of

the salmon

in bold relief against the green of the deciduous

Only a small portion of
eiich fishis saved by the Indians, the greater part being thrown
slash
of his knife the Siwash
single
river.
By
a
back into the
cuts away the whole belly from the throat back to a point
behind the anal fin and extending up on the sides as far as
to where the solid flesh begins, and this portion he retains,
throwing the whole shoulders, back and tail into the river
again. The Indians of the coast, however, save the whole
gray of the rocks.

trees or the cold

fish.

The method employed

salmon is sufficiently
abundance very effective. A
purse net is arranged to run by means of wooden rings on a
wooden oval, about four feet long by three in breadth, to
which a long handle is attached, the frame resembling that
When the imof a gigantic landing net with an oval ring.
plement is to be used a string is pulled, which spreads the
net, and it is swept through the water with a alow motion,
The string which holds it open is
against the current.
passed by a loop over the little finger of the left haud, and,

owing

simple, and yet

as soon as the

in taking the

to their

fisherman feels anything strike the

loosed, the rings run together,

The

fish,

and the object

is

net,

is

held securely

in their efforts to stem thecurrent, pass

banks, where the force of the water is
and the eddies help them along. The fishing is for the
most part done from stages, which are built of poles and extend a few feet beyond the rocky points which here and
The right to occupy
there project out into the stream.
these points descends from the father to the oldest son of
close to the steep

A

is

settlement beautifully located in

from

this point

vn of Hope, a small
the wide bottom. It is

the to

on the river that the

tant about 500 miles, starts,

and

trail

all

for Kooteuay, dis-

the mail and express

money

invested in them.

We

found Yale an orderly and respectable town. It was
on a Sunday that we reached there, and that the Sunday after
pay day, and yet we saw no fighting on the streets, and but
few drunken men, probably not more than one in
twenty. It is from this point that the Canadian Pacific R.
R. is being built eastward, and this is thus the supply point
and the locality where all the laborers employed on the road
congregate during holidays.
Liquor saloons, of course,
abound, and at frequent intervals one stumbles over a
drunken man who is sleeping off the effects of his potations
unheedful of the clamor that is going oa abou: him. Yale
is

You m'jy

cosmopolitan.

men

see here

of all races,

but

and French predominate. There are a few
Scandinavians and some Americans. Of
course Indians are numerous, as are also Chinamen.
Negro
cooks and washerwomen jostle Mexican packers and
muleteers, while mixed bloods, whose parentage can scarcely
be conjectured from their countenances, abound. From this
point stages run to Lytton, where the river is again practicable for steamers, and this is the route taken by those who
go to the mines at Caribou.
I had learned that there was at Yale a taxidermist who
had quite a collection of bird Ekins, and as soon as the
town was reached I set out to find him. In this I was
English, Scotch

Germans

and

but

unsuccessful,

Among

managed to obtain access to his
was in some respects interesting.

I

which

collection,

were the cat bird (Oaleoswpu,
aaroUnenshj, Maryland yellow throat (Qodhlt/pis triifras),
evening grosbeak (Ile-iperiphona wspertina), pine grosbeak
the species noted

<

(Ptnkvla enuelcator), a species of Leucoslicte, snow bunting
(Plectrophmies nivalis), black-headed grosbeak (Zamelod/n
lazuli finch (Passtrina
anwna), whiteptarmigan (Laqopus leucurus), in winter plumage, gray
snipe or d witch (Macrorhamphui griseus) in summer dres3,
and many others. After looking over the birds, which, however, had to be inspected through glass, owing to the absence

raelanocephala),
tailed

of the owner, I walked along the railroad track

two or three
The scenery litre is

miles up the river and into the canon.

very

the stream rushing

beautiful,

mountains, which rise steeply from

along

between
very banks.

its

Just above Yale, at the entrance of the canon,
rock,

perhaps,

or,

i3

high

a large

more properly, a small island, which
two streams of nearly equal size.

divides the current into

About

th's rock

there

is

told an Indian legend

of

some

The salmon fishing has always been ihe most important event of the year to the Fraser River Indians, as it
provides them with their winter food, and, indeed, with
interest.

The advent and capsalmon of the season was, therefore, eagerly
looked for, and in old times wa9 celebrated with solemn
This first fish was regarded, not as the
religious rites.
provisions for almost the entire year.
ture of the

first

property of

its

captor, but as belonging to the

tribe,

Good

Spirit.

soon as caught, taken to the Ciiief of the

and delivered into

A young girl

his keeping.

was hen
I

chosen, aud, after being stripped naked and washed, cross lines
in red paint, representing the meshes ofanet, were drawn upon
her body, and she was then taken down to the water's edge,
and, with solemn ceremonies, the net

was supposed

to

make

their nets

was washed

fortuna'e.

off.
This
Prayers were

made

to the Deity, the salmon was cut up, a small porhim and the remainder divided into small
one of which was givea to each individual of those
The story of the rock runs somewhat in this way.
present.
One season the first salmon caught was taken by a woman,
and she, being very hungry, said nothing about its cap'ure,
but devoured it at once. This was neither more nor less
than sacrilege, and for the crime she was changed by the

then

tion sacrificed to

pieces,

Great Spirit into tDis rock, which was

placed where we
a warning to wrongchanged to stone, she
still retains her power of thought and feeling, and that each
year she is obliged to endure the misery of seeing, re-enacted

now

see

doers.

it,

to

Some

remain

ever

for

as

believe tha', although

which, as a child, a young girl, and,
had taken part. Each year, too, she must
see her people change, little by little, their habits ; each year
perceive their numbers lessening, and the land that once
wT as all theirs passing into the hands of strangers to her race
about, her, the scenes in

at last, a mother, she

and to the soil. Already the thunder of the blasting ha3
shaken her, although so steadfast, already the scream of the
locomotive and the rattle of the paddle wheel have sounded
Some day au enterprising eng'.neer, who wishes
in her ears.
to improve the navigation cf the Fraser, will introduce a
charge of dynamite into some crevice of the rock, and the
poor sinner, whose punishment has sure'y by this time
expiated her crime, will pass from our sight and at last find
rest.

At

short distance below Yale

be obliged to wait long for the return of the

lots will

It was, therefore, as

stages— thickly hung with the bright-red

—stood out

the family.

not one out of ten thousand of those that enter the river
were taken. That the proportion of escaping fkh is large,

and

supposed to be
very rich in gold— so rich that it is said that the Chinamen,
anchoring their boats in the river, and dredging up the dirt
from the bottom, make good wages from washing it. Mr.

week

Notwithstanding the enormous numbers of fish which are
caught, it was said by old fishermen that in their rpinion

for a mining enterprise of great
Quesnelle Lake a river of the same

to join the Fraser,

least

days.

From

iuterest to me.

in the bag.

I

Sal's

is a noteworthy mountain of great beauty, and Silver
Peak, another fine mountain, takes its name from a silver
mine whkh has been opened near its summit. In many

Peak

and the cans are ready to be labeled, boxed, and
The amount put up at. his cannery
to a market.
cases each day, each case holding, on au averThe run of sockeye salmon lasts usually from
age, ten fish.
four to six weeks, and during this time the factory is run
from four o'clock a. >r, to seven or eight o'clock P. m., and
the work goes on without interruption on Sundays aB well as
solder,

river

ilmost as fast as the net can be swept, through the water.

was about 500

shipped

up the

salmon are scooped up in purse nets by the Indians

the

matter goes by this route to this inland settlement. Hope
was founded during the early days of the mining excitement,
and when it was thought that the diggings of the Fraser
were inexhaustible. Great expectations were entertained
of ihe future importance of the place, and an active speculation was carried on in building lo's.
But the tide of emigration passed on as the washings on the lower river ceased
io pay; Hope was left behind, and the owners of town

a point above the

first

tunnel,

an old Siwash was

fish-

ing with a purse net, catching a salmon at every s*eep that
he made. I clambered down the rocks lo h's st»g', and,
after

watching him for a while, borrowed his net and fished

while he

dressed

those

already

caught.

In about five

d

January
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minutes I caught as many salmon, each of which would
weigh about ten pounds.
The next morning at three o'clock the steamer started
down the river and by ten we were at New Westminster.
Here we had to part with our friends Mr. and Mrs. IT., whose
kindness to us, strangers, I can never sufficiently acknowl-

Then we passed on down the

edge.

river

and across the

island dotted waters of the gulf; through the narrow passages, where the Indians were still catching their herrings;
out again into the straits, whence were to be seen white,
majestic Rainier, and the snow-capped peaks of the Olympian
Range, and then around Clover Point and into the snug little

harbor and Victoria was reached.
day of hard work enabled us to pack up our traps and
take the steamer next morning for Tacoma. All our friends

A

in Victoria

me

had been

to leave the

more

it was a real pain
Never have I met more charming

so kind to us that

town.

485

a precipice composed of small, basaltic columns, which easily
break up, and, falling out in small cubical fragments, form a
high talus at the base of the cliff. Sometimes the columns
are of large size, aud these offer a greater resistance to atmos-

may be no

wearing
away, and the bluff rises bold and bare from the water that
dashes against its base. Often bold headlands extend out
into the very river, crowned with a fringe of graceful evergreens, and from these rise rounded, smoothly-sloping hills
covered with the yellow grass, and above these are lofty,
frowning bloffs. Along ihe bank of the river the 0. R. &
N. Co. are building a railroad, and thousands of blue-bloused
and broad-hatted Chinamen are busily at work on it. At the
Cascades we took the train which carries us seven miles
around the rapids, and then, boarding another steamer, pro-

pheric influences, so that there

dusk,

we

reach the Dalles,

visible

Here again we

to

ceed

or

change from steamer te> rail, reaching Walla Walla early next
morning. This is a charming town of 5,000 inhabitants, with
a delightful climate and a fertile soil— a veritable garden
To.
spot.

cultivated people than in this far-away place, and cer-

were strangers more hospitably and genially received than the three whose wanderings I am detailing.
But good-byes have to be said, although I think that they are
repeated more regretfully each time that the word has to be
used, and the traveler who feels a lively sense of gratitude
for kindnesses conferred upon him, by those on whom he
has no possible claim, uses ihe word with a deep appreciation
of its meaning which most people would never understand.
He has perhaps been received into the home and, although
never seen before, been treated as an old acquaintance or as
a family friend, and he must, if his spirit bo at all sensitive,
be deeply touched by treatment such as this. Money can
procure ease and comforts wherever he goes, but it can
ik'Vlt furnish that friendly solicitude for comfort and wellbeing whieh i3 so grateful to the heart of the stranger in a
tainly never

until, just at

ALL HANDS ASLEEP.
LEAVES

fiielM

—

A LOO-BOOK

siderably aud the topsail was lowered.
The little eight-foot
life-boat that served as a dingey, which hitherto had lain to
the windward of the house, was shoved into tbe water, and
its painter made fast to the Peggy's stern.
Then the Captain
leaned back against the dandy mast on the first long leg out
to sea and smoked his pipe, while he watched the porpoises
playing and the distant sails of a fleet of fishing vessels on
their voyage home.
There is something soporific in thus
sitting silently steering under the rays of the summer sun,
with the light waves plashing around, and only enough wind
to rock one gently up and down as in a cradle, and soon the
Captain began to feel a drowsy sensation stealing over him.
An innate facility of sleeping anywhere and under any
circumstances, which was a very happy possession in most
cases, was here very unwelcome. For a while the somnolent
sensation was pleasant, and the Captain abandoned himself
to a dreamy reverie, but as his head nodded forward there
came a sudden "rat-tat" from the loosed jib-sheets, and,
awaking with a start, he found the Peggy rounding to so,
bringing her to her course again, he sat up straight, and
began to puff vigorously on the brier-root to keep awake.
It was uo use, however, aud again the head dropped forward
on the breast, the pipe fell from the lips, and the lone sailor
was iu another doze. This time the Peggy kept her course,
and worked her way gradually further and further out into
party of young people, passing in art
the open ocean.
open yacht, saw the sleeping steersman sitting at his post,
but took no more notice of the passing craft than to remark
the peculiar rig, so seldom seen iu those waters.
lumber
schooner passed so near as to endanger the safety of the little
smack, and the angry skipper hailed with a gruff "You
blasted lubber, haul off!
I'd ort. to run you down '." But
the Captain of the Peggy made no answer, and he of the
lumber vessel sailed away, still hurling maledictions back at
the solitary voyager. And on and on went the Peggy, and
further and further out to sea, and still the Captain slept.
At length he dreamed. He seemed to be near a rocky island,
searching for a harbor for his little smack. None appeared,
and every moment the waves
;

A

VII.

— no matter where —by an old oysferman
SEEand,wasasbuilt
to her age,
quite the polite thing to
it

good-bye at the dock, and, verily, his words were not without reason. As the hooked end of Crab Point was passed
and the open ocean lay before us, the breeze freshened con-

isn't

;

in-

quire a female's tiine of life, so the Captain forbore asking
She was .hearty and strong, however, was
this question.
Peggy, and cheap as dirt and if bulk gives speed, as our
friend of the yachting page declares it does, she should have
been a clipper. But whether it was the model, or the
barnacles on iter bottom, or the undersize of her sails, or tbe
faulty handling of her skipper, certain it is that the Peggy's
pace was a very moderate one, and she was more famous for
a steady, sober plodding along in all weathers, than for any
;

A
,

The

sail

over the blue waters of Puget Sound

would

is delightful,

force of

There is a large stave factory at
feature of the laud- cape.
Much of the land along the track is cultivated,

but as the mountains are approached we pass through valu.
able tracts of timber land. At Carbonado is a sawmill where
splendid timber is put out. On our return to New Tacoma

we met a number of gentlemen,
hunters, who gave us valuable
posed

trip

He

The

hiss-

looked at his watch.

He

for the hours of daylight are
passing quickly, and there are
thunder
low growliugs of
away off in the West. The
Peggy is put about, and away
we can
we speed for shoie.
make Connerstown Harbor be-

enthusiastic fishermen and

over the lines of the N. P. R. R., hints which when

U

adopted, as they afterward were, added greatly to the interest of our journey eastward.

we
wo may

fore dark

here we proceeded by rail to Kalama and thence by
steamer to Portland, the sail between these two points being
rum v'iilousiy lovely. At one time we could see from the
steamer's deck no less than six enormous snow-clad peaks

From

i

the shock.

had been afloat four hours,
and during the greater part he
had slept.
But now work must be quick,

!T

hints ia regard to our pro-

from nine to over fourteen thousand feet in height. These
were Mts. Rainier, St. Helens, Adams. Hood, Jefferson and
the Three Sisters.
Portland we left early next morning, and proceeded, on a
very comfortable steamer, up the Columbia. Thee river is
magnificent, and the lava country, through which it has cut
its way, is very beautiful. For the first few miles the bottom
is wide and the hills are distant, but after a while we enter
a stretch where there is no bottom land, and the river flows
between walls of rock. We lounge on the steamer's deck
and lazily watch the changing features of the scene. The
long grass, ewer which the maturing touch of summer has
passed, shines yellow on the gently undulating curves of the
hills which sweep upward from tbe river banks, but in the
shadow of the numberless walls and piles of lava it is brown
and dull, without the glimmer and sheen which it takes in the
sunlight. The country is open and park-like, the slopes, dotted with dark spruces and pines, which grow most thickly in
the ravines and on the sleeper hillsides. Their dark foliage
ami the paler greens of the deciduous trees aud shrubs at the
water's edge are the only pronounced colors of the landscape.
Except these, there is only the dark gray of the rock piles
and the yellow of the ripened grass. Over all a dome
bluer than the screnest of Italian skies, a hot August sun and
a purple haze that veils the mure distant hills and, while not
hiding hem, softens their sharper outlines aud gives to them
a vagueness and a dreamy indistinctness which add to their
loveliness by calling in the imagination to aid the eye.
The
beds of 'ava between which the river hurries are the most
Striking characteristics of the laudscapc and are, indeed, the
Without them it would be almost
real reason of its beauty.
commonplace. A sheet of lava of great thickness cavers the
whole face of the country and appears everywhere, taking
the peculiar forms whieh characterize eroded volcanic rocks.
The vertical bluffs which rise from the wate fa edge are composed sometimes of a breccia which, weathering easily under
the influence of wind and water, has assumed a thousand
fantastic shapes, seeming sometimes like columns, or like
st.etues, or obelisks, or great ovals set on end, Or we see

tiller

eyes and looking around Vi ith
amazement, he saw the faint
dark line offhe shore far away.

fl

Puyeoup.

The

had turned, the Peggy had
rounded to, and a wave had
come "splash" against the
Rubbing his
Captain's face.

year to help harvest the crop. In 1879 the growers received,
we were told, 40 cents per pound for their crop; in 18S0 the
price had fallen to 19 cents, and iu 1881 it was estimate
that they would get 16 cents, but even at this price there is a
for drying the hops are

A

lost.

ing waves engulfed him, and
as he struggled vainly to combat them he awoke. The tide

:

The houses

be

would not stir. He gave it a
sudden wrench. It broke in
two, and he fell over with the

Near Puyallup the principal agricultural industry is hop
growing, aud it is sa d that 2,000 Siwashes come in every

profit.

He

fiercer.

change his course.

purchased by Colonel Crocker for the Central Pacific KailThe branch of the Northern Pacific U.K. which we
road.
took passes through a country of great beauty aud fertility.

margin of

certainly

huge, jaaged rock was dead
ahead. He seized the helm to

A

day
but loo short, and the evening finds ua at Tacoma.
was spent here, part of which we devoted to an excursion to
Carbonado,
thirty
mine
miles
at
distant,
since
a rich coal

fait

growing

were

strange land.

are

all right.

If

be lost. Let us
not.
examine the chart. Connerstown lies in a bay midway between two points, Rodney's
Tuese are
and Henderson's.
nine or ten miles apart. The
Peggy's nose is headed for one
of these, but the question is,
which one? If Rodney's, we
must bear off to the southward
If Hento find the harbor.
derson's, we must change our

spasmodic bursts of speed in certain winds. After the old
oysterman had made such alterations in rig, cabin, etc., as
the Captain demanded, and cleaned, to the best of his ability,
tbe interior, which was reelolent with the odea- from many
years' hauls t.f fish and oysters, the Peggy was. withal,
quite a trim little ship, and, before completing bis first cruise
in her, the Captain conceived H lasting affection for theoasycomfortable-handling, and safety-assuring old
steering,
smack.
The tide was ebb in Cob Creek as the Peggy dropped
nvard the sea, floating slowly, while ihe Captain
his dinner on the spirit-stove near the cabin door,
occasionally peering over the house to see. that her nose was

down

t

cooked
right.

The

sails

were

loose,

ready to hoist, ropes and

rig-

uiug roiled r>r belayed in place, aeiel everything prepared as
carefully as if the Peggy were a man-of-war, or fitted ojlt to
And with good reason. The
find the Northwest Passage.
Captain, crew, supercargo and all were one man a so-called
consumptive at that and where the sailing, cooking,— av,
and the scrubbing, of a twenty-two Ebot two-master depends
on so small a crew, there are many things to be carefully
pondered that would receive but slight attention were lucre
a man or so "before the mast."
the Peggy and Captain— drop elown through the
As
mouth of tbe creek and into the bay, a slight, wlii Q
felt as we clear the range of the forest of hackmatacks, aud
The little mizzen is first
preparations aie maele for action.
Then the jib runs up,
In >isted and the halliards made- fas'.
the Captain not leaving the cockpit, to hoist it.
NOW the
Peggy begins to feel tbe breath of the light laud breeze and,
as the mainsail is hoisted, ripples the water from her bow
With a musical gurgle. With such a light zephyr we can
use all sail, and, as we are anxious to sec how our hitherto
untried topsail will work, that, too, is sent aloft, aud the
Peggy has donned her " racing r'tij" complete.
The voyage is to ho made through waters entirely unknown
L-.tio, but the. chart shows a plenty of harbors along
the coast/ alll > tlle sea-going qualities of the little, smack are

—

—

we—

SO well-known that, but little anxiety ia felt for th
"She'll find her way all by herdangers to be encountered.
self"" said the old oysterman, when the Captain bade him

course northward. The distance already sailed cannot be
accurately calculated, because the wind has doubled its
force since the start, and it is impossible to tell how
From the
long its present strength has been kept up.
distance out at sea the captain is led to believe that
Rodney's Point has been passed and that Henderson's is the
one in view. There is no craft of any kind in sight, so infornearer peal
mation from that quarter cannot be expected.
of thunder warns that hesitation is dangerous, and the prow of
the smack is turned immediately northward, though not
without many misgivings. Now, every effort is made to
The
discern the expected harbor aa the Peggy bowls along.
wind has increased to half a ga'e, and with reefs turned in in
every sail the smack still heels feaifuliy. A sudden wave
dashing into the oe>ckpit wets the chart, and its Hues are renThe Point is left a mile behind, and
elered almost illegible.
The Captain begins to feel thit
still no signs of the harbor.
he has mistaken his bearings, but it is too late to turn back

A

now, and hoping that by some chance he may

still find a safe
great, black cloud is
.the sky, aud as its heavy folds obscure
idly act
It is
.rkness seems almost like that of night.
list, tbe Captain has taken ihe wrong course,
so, determining la prepare for tbe worst, the Peggy is laid
to, ship's lamps lighted, hatches all tightly closed, heavy eOat
donned Jkifl Some of ihe water in the cockpit pumped out.
By the time all this is done the gloom of night has fallen on
Hie water, aud, avoiding the perils of an unknown shore, the

anchorage, he keeps blindly on.

A

'

;

.in steers boldly for the open sea.
on- if tbe dangers of a summer thunder shower is the
puspiexing way the wind has of blowing now this way aud
UOW ihat, ami' then seemingly from every point of the comIt was this waywardness that troubled the
pass at once.
C? plain, the sails being at oue moment distended to their
Utmost, and In another" moment flapping wildly as he tried
Tin- whalcIn "catch" Ihe new direction Of the wind.
..
on the Peggy had to be scanned by a
3 compass- used
iio" held between the Captain's knees aud after gazing
fur a moment at this bright light it wa' impossible to see a
....;ii in the darkness, and tha rain, which beat
j.
vu o.:" the face at an angle, made looking out ahead a
.

e

i

—
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f lilure.
Occasionally a brigllt arch would shoot across
the htavens for u inollli ut, then all would be pitch dark, the
air ami Water blended iu one color, inky Muck.
The red
light of sl passing vessel became suddenly visible within hulling distance, and ihe Captain cried out, " Hello
Where's
Connerstown ? " " God knows " came back over the water,
and the red light passed away in the darkness. The little
dingy behind began beating like a battering-ram on the stern
of the Peggy, and the Captain crept back to secure it in a
different way, steering the while with Ids ankle pressed
against the tiller. Finally ibe wind sealed in a southwest
direction, and although it blew a hurricane the little fishing
smack stood up to it bravely and the crew, gradually becoming accustomed to the state of affairs, began to feel a
sort of pleasure in thus flying along at full speed over an
unknown course, aud even essayed to light his pipe in a
momentary lull of the storm. Hue the matches were all
damp, aud only spluttered without lighting, so be bad to
content himself wbh shouting a gay song to the accompaniment o! the roaring elements, The storm had lasted over
an hour, wheu slinight ahead tuere appeared a line of light
on the water. " Breakers! " shouted ihe Captain, instantly
putting the helm to starboard. But they were not breakers,
being instead Use tiled ion i>p the water of the summer full
moon, winch had just shown its face at the ragged edge of
the black thunder cloud,
ttow the fotce of the storm was
neatly tnontj and the clouds were fast passing away; but
the triad asserted Eta light to stay awhile longer, and ihe
waves still lulled angrily. As the moon shone out witn all
its bfillianoy the Ciptain saw, to his astonishment, that the
smack was only a short distance from the shore, wben he
had ih.ught her to be far out to sea. And did not that
booked point Of and and that forest of hackmatacks hiive a
sort ol lauuliar look.?
It was, it surely was, the bay at the.
mouth of Cob Creek the same place from which he had
started ihe afternoon before.
As he became aware of this
the Captain give a -bout of joy, and running the Peggy into
the well-known channel hi
had a safe anchorage, and
with everything made sHUg. was soon lying comfortably in the
little cabin, sipping a hot glass of grog to take the chill off.
••1 told ye," said ihe old oysterman, when
the Captain
afterward reined to him the adventure.
"I told ye that
'eie smack could find her way all alone by herself; an' you
needn't teil me she didn'i know what she was doin' when she
brought you straight home out o' that gale."
Sbkeoa.

utter

I

I

;

i

—
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MEMORY

DURING

the

IN LIONS.

month

of September, 1869, whilst residing
iu r-ntal, South Africa, I came into possession of a
hue pair of lions, about one year old, and as they were exceedingly tame and good natured, I had a large cage especially
c nstrucied, and was constantly in the habit of going in and
romping with them. It was always my custom to go inside the
cage and ficd them from hand, and January, the. Kaffir who
br ught ihe meat, never failed' to take a stand in front of the
den, in order to see ihe last of "JN'kos," whenever the lions
should see t to add him, by way of dessert, to their regular
diet of Irean beef.
He always met me, ou my exit from the
rear of the cage, with tt e astonished ejaculation of " Wau!"
and 1 never cou d succeed in convincing him but ihat some
sort ot sorcery had been exercised.
In the J ear 1870 1 was smitten with the " diamond fever,"
whtcn was raging throughout South Africa, and leaving my
lions with afriend, with directions to sell them, I started
with Jauuary and a Basmo pony, used as a pack animal, on
a weary tramp ot 550 miles to the "Fields." Having repeatedly tiaveled with wagons over the road before, the
whole country was well known to me; consequently, 1 was
frequently ab e to leave the main road and make short cuts
across the countiy.
tn so doing we would often pass in the.
neighborhood of Kaffir kraals. So sure as one haopened to
be seen some little distance odour path, January would suddenly remember thai it was the residence of a brother, or
some other relative, and would ii"k leave V» pay a passing
call.
Generally 1 would stop, light my pipe, enjoy a whiff
and allosv the pony to graze while the ceremonious visit was
being mad.-.
Immediately after the arrival of my henchman
at the kraal 1 wmjM notice hat there would be a sudden
emptying of all tbellurB, whose inmates would assemble in
clusters and view me with all the indications of awe and fear.
In ihe meanwhile J .uuaty would harangue the crowd for a
short time alio then relurn, reporting how much pleased b »
relative had lie a 10 lii,d him traveling in such good company. These vis is finally became so frequent lhat [ began
to suspect January eiher of claiming consanguinity back to
liani, or of llsi g me, for Some purpose best known to him-

[JA.NUAET 19, 1882.

my old friends as I had been accustomed to do
before leaving Natal.
Both animals instantly sprang up and
began rapidly pacing to and fro, anxiously looking out between the bars, as if they were endeavoring to ascertain from
whence came Ihe sound. Finally the female reared up and
looked for some time over the heads of ihe visitors, but the
umbrella screened me, and I gradually worked away unseen
for some distance, when I met a keeper, whom I accosted,
remarking that the Society were in possession of a pair of fine

were none on the lake but an old Indian's dug-out when we
were there. The proper way for a party o get to this point
is to come direct to Sauk Centre, and then hire a team and
go out by the way of Round Prairie.
Rice Lake is about ten miles northeast of Long Prairie,
and twenty-eight miles north from Sauk Cent re. It is a large

called out to

t

lions.

"You may well
"

say that,

How did you get

sir."

them ?"

"I brought them from Soutb Africa."
" But how did you get them from South Africa ?"

"I went up

in the interior and got the natives to catch
in pitfalls for me."
friend, ihe natives of South Africa are rot in the
habit of catching linns in pitfalls. Moreover, lam positively

them

"My

certain that tbose lions

were once

my

property."

" Beg pardon but you must be mistaken.""
"Do you really think so ? .Let's go back to the den and
will convince you that I am right.1

1

!

&

I

'

I instantly

began

to retrace

my steps,

with the keeper

fol-

much as if he bad "caught a Tarup to "the rail in front of the cage, I found
that both lions had lain down and were dozing.
On calling
their names, they again bounded up, and I, in spite of the
frantic efforts of the keeper to prevent me, and the terrified
ejaculations of the visitors, scrambled over the rail, ran up
to the bars, and, no doubt in the eyes of many of the spectators, made a great fool of myself'in fondling and caressing
my old pets. At length the keeper ventured to approach and

lowing, and looking very
tar."

On

sheet of water, well supplied with Wild rice, whence its
name. Messrs. A. W. Sheila, editor Todd County Argus,
and W. C. Brower, editor Sauk Centie Trihuit-e,, in company
with several other gentlemen, spent a most enjoyable time
here among the ducks last fall. All would nave passed
pleasantly enough had it not bean for W. O. B.'s unlucky
plunge into the lake, with the mercury a " little low." But
more than one hundred ducks were brought to bag by the
party in a very short time.
We think that -my one desiring
to visit Rice Lake would find capital sport, and if they
wanted a jolly gopd boy along, let them take Arth.
Goose Lake is situated in one of ihe best sections of conntry I know of for the pursuit of this magnificent game bird.
It is 9 miles northeast of Sauk Centre, and is 23 miles from
St. Paul, on the M. St P.
M. R. R. The sportsman
should leave the train at Sauk Centre and hire a team. He
could go nearer by rail, but would not be likely to get so
good an overland rig at West Union, the nearest place by
rail.
camping party could have a grand time by hiring a
team and go for a two weeks' sojourn to this splendid resort.
I have killed niany a
old "honker" here, and
sent many a "whistler" to his long, long home. Around
this lake is a good settlement, and plenty of stubble fields,
fairly alive with prairie chickens and mallard ducks.
There
are other smaller lakes in this vicinity which abound in ducks
of all kinds.
No fish worthy of note are found here.
The Ashley River heads in West Port Lake, and winds
around among hills, through valleys and level prairies, for a
distance of about: fifteen miles, the bend:* taken into measurement, and finally empties into Sauk Lake at a point about
a mile above the town site of Siuk Centre. The way I do
this river after ducks is to take a good ducking skiff with a
team up to West Port there launch the boat, aud with a
good pilot, or in fact any one who can keep a boat in the
centre of the stream, paddle and float down, keeping a sharp
lookout for ducks in the bend ami bays.
Tn some places
the boats will require a little "working" in ore! r to progress
properly. In this way one may go for a distance of fifteen
miles or more and find most excellent shooting all the
way, and without getting fatigued, meeting your team at
Sauk Centre in the evening, ornext day if you choose to linger
by the way. First class shooting is the reward. Your boat
is back where you started from with little or no trouble.
Some of my best ducking I have had in this very river,
where, at times, they flew so fast I hardly had time to throw
out the empty shefls and 1 did most of my shooting on the

getting

say:
' Be kind enough not to blow on me, sir?"
"I will keep quiet under one condition."

"What's that, sir?"
"That you never attempt, to tell that pitfall story again."
"I'm blowed if I do, as I've managed to tumble into the
blarsted thing myself."

A

wwy

;

By this lime it had been noised around the garden that
something unusual was going on at the lion's den, and in a
few moments the space in front of it wa? filled with people,
all anxious to see the Yankee play with the lions.
After
satisfying their curiosity I got the veracious keeper to pilot
me to the office of Mr. fee Socuf, Secretary of the Society, who
kindly informed me that the animals had come direct from
Natal, in a vessel laden with sugar, the Captain having purchased tbem from the party who originally intended to take
them to England.
Fbank J. Thompson.
Zoological Oar dens, Cincinnati.

;
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first poin*; is Sauk Centre, a quiet little town
of
fifteen hundred inhabitants.
It is 117 miles
from St. Paul, on the line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Manitoba Railroad. This town lies at the foot of Sauk Lake,
from which it derives its name, and is in the very heart of a
splendid prairie-chicken country.
Sauk Lake abounds in
game fish of a superior quality, is nine milts long, and its
shady banks afford fine shelter for the angler. There are
some five sail boats on the lake, notably one owned by E. J.
Harrison, who is a true lover of the rod and gun.
One can
find plenty of sport on this nice little sheet of water fishing,
ducking (in the fall large numbers of ducks congregatehere),
yechting, bathing and picnicking.
Westport is ten miles due west of Sauk Centre, and here
is where one will find the ducks aud geese in quantities to
suit.
Between this point and Sauk Centre is a broad prairie
country, partly settled, and with plenty Of grain fields wherein
Tetrno cupitio browses in quiet unless disturbed' by the sportsman's gun. You can enter any of these fields and rest assured no one will disturb your "piece of comfort" while you
make the prairie ring with ihe breech-loader's brazen voice.
A Cam can be had at Sauk Centre for $3.50 to take you out
to this place, where you can then find board witn some

I have given a brief sketch regwding several important
points, and by the great variety every Teader will see I have
written in the sportsman's interest only, as I have no '• axe

to grind." Any one desiring to vi.-iit these places can do so
figures facts, not fiction.
and will find
I have been as
explicit as possible.
Dell.

my

—

DO CROWS HOLD COURTS

?

NiAOAJiA Falls, N. Y., Jan. 1881.
ISLAND, as all ihe world doth know, is ihe
the island which divides ihe falls of Niagta. Itisl «w,
aud has been time out of mind, a great root-ting place for
crows. Thousands of these dusk}' scavengers roost there
every night, scurrying off in all directions with their discordant crowing at the first streak of daylight, but always
returning at dusk every evening no matter how stormy the
weather or how far they have strayed during the day in
search of food.
It is curious to notice how cunningly they
keep out of gun-shot until ihey get over to ihe' island,
fanner, who will show you every attention.
Board, $3.50 to "where of course they are proteco d, do one being allowed
§5 per week.
to hoot .there."
There, feeling themselves perfectly safe,
Birch Bark Lake lies twelve miles east and north of Sauk they seem to call a meeting, appoint officers and call the
Centre, and is one of the most attractive resorts, especially roll, each member answering to bis name separately, after
for " variety hunter?," or those who desire to fish a little",
wnich they all join in a chorus flitting troni limb to limb,
hunt a little, sad a good deal, aud have a genera! good time, and gradually quieting down for ihe night. 1 have never
driving dull care away.
seen them start in the morning, but have no doubt they go
Ihe lake is surrounded on all sides by a real wilderness, through some such regular routine.
where the red deer bounds lighilyin his wildwood home
Oue evening last fall, while on ihe Island, I noticed three
where the grave yetfleice-looking " bruin" meanders leisurely crows in a row on a limb of a tree, two of them beieg ter
over hill and dale where the partridge rises on whirring ribly noisy, the other quile quiet, but looking sick; his
self, o) advance his own interests.
A few nights aft< r my wings, and flits like a shadow away from his strange in- feathers seemed all to grow the wrong * ay and a more missuspicions wire aroused, and January had during the day
truder where the plunge of the pickerel, as he makes a erable looking crow it "would be impossible to imagine. I
ceremonious visits, 1 was lying rolled up in my grab at some lesser than he, is heard, coupled with a nice came to the conclusion that the middle enow had been shot
1 a d several
blankets wiltn my attention was attracted by his auspicious little waterfall which sings a wild, soothing
lullahy, and
at and wounded, or was sick, and ihe o her two were looking
muvBmenJa n out me expiring tire. Feigning Bleep to tl row where I nearly baptized myself and companion in "running" after him. After a while I noticed the two outsiders make
htm ff bis uiatd, i saw him cautiouRly produce from under- the rapids.
le sick one,
a start to fly, like starting for a race, but
neath his on y garment—en extremely dilapidated and abSwan Lake, proper, is situated twenty miles northeast of Which was in the middle, did not
they mmediaiely
breviated WOrUei shirt— several pieces of shrivelled meat,
Sauk Centre and four miles southwest of Pillsbury, Todd came back to score. This they repeated
times, the
Which he proceeded to grill over the coals. Knowing the county. It is a broad expanse of bright, blue water, about centre crow not appearing to pay any .tiention to them.
pei feci craze- wi i< -h all Kaffirs have for meat, even in a four and a half miles
long and. from one-half to three- Suddenly the two crows c imminced to 9 abor the sick one
utr d Condition, Uere v as but little difficulty in arriving at
1
quarters of a mile wide. Immense beds ot wild rice form a very with beak and wings, until he Bcxeama nost piieously, and
a soKni..ti t the vis ting mystery;
Springing to my feet I attractive lure for the wary old mall ird, blue- wing teal, can- on the next trial there was a good start, •a J the three crows
faced be rricaBti r and made him acknowledge that he bad vaK-back and "whistler."
I
The bank on the east side is flew away together in a line
sat on the tree.
hey]
been eslui iting rue for a sorcerer, clinching his assertions by heavily timbered. In this
since, but could
forest are found plenty of deer,
have thought much about this incidt
relating ihe wondafiil things be had seen me do with the
bears, pa- ridges, squirrels, etc.
At this lake my old frieud, never satisfactorily explain it to myself uutil 1 noticed the
lions, and threatening his and ence with dire evil if they did
J. Frauk Locke, who is a true lover of all the beauties of
following clip from an English patter, which has convinced
not instantly seek my go d will by seeding as apresent a bit
nature and a genuine sportsman, and myself have had some me the two cro.vs were officers of ihe law and ihe third a
of meio.
Fiom that time for waul there were no more rela- capital .-port with rod and gun. Ou one trip we killed culprit. The extract says
tions on our mad
and whenever I thought January needed sixty-seven ducks, and we did not count those that went
" I have just now an authentic case of curious intelligence
n.ed, a bit of biltong (dried antelope meat) was handed him away, either ODly the dead ones which
were brought to or insdnct iu birds, which 1 hav verified for the benefit of
from Ihe small s ore carried in Ihe pony's pack.
b >at. Mr. Locke still resides there and could, no doubt, my readers. A clergyman living in York-hire tells me that
few
mouths
af'i
r
A
my arrival on the Fields, my friend, entertain a party of four.
in the spring of a few years ago he and bis daughter were
in whose care 1 had left ibe lions, came up also, and informed
Baas Lake derives bs name from the endless quantities of walking in some fields, where, ihe crows were busy in the
me that they bad been sold to some party, who wished to black and striped, or calico, bass, with which it abounds. trees building their nests. Always noisy ai this time, they
take them to England. After some two years diamond-dig- In company with a gentleman I took
were more than usually so on this oceasion, and a number of
forty as fine bass as
ging, 1 sinned overland to Cape Town en route to Australia,
ever one saw, in about seven hours' time. Some of these villagers coming home to dinnei Stopped to see What was
who 1st January turned lus lace homewards, in company with beauties weighed as high as 81bs. They are "clean grit" the matter. Close by the gate where my friend stood he
seme returning ox teams, instead of N'kos.
and will make a reel sing the time merrily. This lake lies saw about a dozen crows engsged in the most noisy and vioIn Octobi r, 1873, I reached Melbourne, and the day after one mile east of the one
above-mentioned, and is about a mile lent gesticulations, aud ou the branch of a tree at hand sat
my arrival very uai orally found my way to the Zoological long by one-half mile wide. It is very deep,
looking crow
and on the east two crows, with a third
Garden. It was a fine Sunday afternoon, and after wander- bank may be found a limpid stream of ice-cool
water awav between them. When the clamor had in some, degree subing around ihe grounds for some time, my attention was at- up on the bluff above and
overlooking the lake. There! sided, a enow stepped forward from the crowd and seemed to
tracted by a crowd of visitors, in front of a large den standhave lain and enjoyed the view of the 'surrounding scenery
address those seated on the trees- when, quick as thought
ing alone under a huge eucalyptus tree.
On going up and or have read, ard drank the cooling spring water and listened the two side crows flewT upon the unfortunate wretch between
looking into H, ) saw lhat it contained a pair of Bleeping lions,
to its merry ripple as it dashed over moss-covered stoneB and
them, and With their beaks deal, himauch ab.owonthe
which, on a closer ins- flection I was sure were my old South finally to mingle with the waters of
the lake.
This would be head that he f.dl dead without a single flutter. After this
African pets. In older to test the matter, I drew back until a grand place fur some wearied business or professional nun.
act. Of justiee, es it, undoubtedly was, the birds ceased to
1 reached the outer edge of the group, and concealing myself Here he might refresh and lighten life's heavy burden.
It
make any soiuid and then flew tiff as if satisfied.
behind a alanling .umbrella, held by one cf the visitors, I would be necessary to take a boat
" This tale is corroborated and supplemented by an incident
at this point, for there
s
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of a similar kind, seen by a lady whom I knew, who was
present at a court martial in a field of crows, formed in the
game way and the execution of the criminal took place in
Who shall say hat gregarious
a .precisely similar manner.
birds have not their judges and juries, and code of laws by
which their colonies are regulated, as well as condign punishment for transgressors ?" "
, P.
;

i

\

THE MISTLETOE.

487

toe w as considered the most potent of all substances as a cure
for diseases, an antidote for poisons and a charm against all
evil powers, and was distributed to the people and carried
about their persons.
Another powerful talisman these enterprising and cheerful
Druids greatly valued was the egg of a serpent, which, according to Pliny oozed out of the mouths of serpents when
knotted together, ami when supported in the air by their
co-operative hissings was the propitious moment in which
but ho who
to seize it or otherwise it lost its magic virtues
attempted to so seize it must suddenly dart from his hidiDg
place and catch it in a napkiu, mount a horse (the first one he
could get on top of, no anxiety as to who owned it) and
gallop off at full speed until he had placed a river between
himself and the serpents.
The only uses to which the mistletoe is now applied
in England are for feeding cattle when a scarcity of other
food prevails, and in the manufacture of bird-lime, which is
produced in the following manner The berries and bark
are placed in boiling water for several hours until the viscid
and adhesive, material contained in them is extracted. This
is strained through a cloth to get rid of the woody portion,
;

mistletoe of England QYiacwn Jtuvcscens,') of which
TELEmeniion
made 8u frequently in ancient superstitions
is

and legends,

grows on

is

trees,

a true parasitic plant, that is, it not only
but penetrates their bark and draws its sup-

In this respect it differs from
port from 'he sap of the tree.
the parasitic mosses, ferns, fungi, lichens and orchids, that
are to be found growing on trees, but which obtain their support from the atmosphere; these art- simply lodgers, while
the mistletoe demands boi h board snd lodging.
The word mistletoe is of Angl i-saxon origin, and is derived
from the word mistletan— mistle, different, and tan a twig,
The mistletoe belongs to the
a prong, a shoot of a tree.
natural order of Larantluceae, which c*utitns more than 400
known species, mostly tropical evergreen shrubs that are

:

parasitic in their habit, some having showy and odorous
flowers.
'the mistletoe, when very young is succulent, but as it at-

becomes woody." "its repeatedly forked branches
form a pendant bush of 'from one to five feet in diameter.
mistletoe is very brittle and breaks readily at its joints,
particularly so after it has been separated from the tree on
which it grew. At each of the joints on the terminal branches

The

pair of opposite

sessile,

ABOUT WILD TURKEYS.

Spaukit-l, N. Y., Jan. 1, 1883.
and Stream :
This year, while hunting in south-eastern Virginia, [ bad
the pleasure of killing specimens of at least two different
The "mossy-head" or "branch"
species of wild turkey, viz
turkey and the "red legged" or "great woods" tu'key, as they
are called.
I had heard for seveml years that there were at
least two separate kinds, but until this fall I had never seen

Editor Forest

;

any save the red-leggecV. The "mo3sy-heatl" is one-third
smaller, and on its head are many small feathers, which give
whence its name.
it the sppearanee of being moss-grown
They frequent, principally, the sides of branches and "old
fields," but are sometimes found in the big woods with their
congener, the large one, whose head is smooth, wl h pink
markings, and whose legs are of a much brighter pink or red.
These are generally found in oak or lame pine woods, and
call much more freely than the mossy-head and are a bolder
bird in every respect. There is also considerable difference

—

in their note.

My experience was as follows: During the month of November, having some spare time, I ran down to Sus«ex and
Greene counties, South Va., to try deer and turkey shooting
tor a few weeks having heard that iu that region the deer
were quite plenty and that, although the turkeys were getting
scarce, still there were quite a number to be found.
One Sunday afternoon found me at " Pleasant Shade," the
As Monday was Court
hospitable residence of Col. Spralty.
day and his son (Manser William, as he was called by the
darkies) having to attend, there was nothing special on hand.
The day opened rainy; so I did not go out until after diuner,
when, taking the turkey dog, who was also good for squirrels, Sam Barrow and myself started for the woods. We had
not gone more than a mile from the house when we heard
" Down," exclaimed Sam, "there are the turthe dog bark.
keys." Hardly had we crouched when, sailing over the tops
of the pines, came two large birds, which he declared to he a
gobbler and a hen. Bang bang, went both barrels the hen
sailed on untouched, but the gobbler pitched down, about 200
yards off. The underbrush was quite thick, and, although
we hunted thoroughly, we could not find him so giving up
the
back to where the birds were
search we went
;

tains age

grow a

QTJE8TION8

thickish, nearly nerveless

which vary from narrowly oblong to obovate, but are
always entire and' obtuse. The flowers are deciduous, inconepicuous, of a light ereen color, and are situated at the ends
The male and female
ot the terminal branches (see Fig. 1.)
flowers (Pigs. 2 and 4) art borne on separate plants.
The berries are about he size of currants (Fig. 3,) are
White and semi-transparent in color, and contain a very
Birds, when feeding on the berries, reject the
viscid juice.
s. e-rl
which, becoming attached to the bark of the tree, in
In this way the mistletoe becomes distime takes root.
seminated. In establishing the seed artificially a small section of the bark is raised and the seed is placed beneath it.
To hide the seen away from birds and small animals, it is
planted on the nnder-side of the branch. No matter in what
position the seed may be placed, tire radical, which in
ordinary plants extends downward, will, with the mistletoe,
leaves,

—

i

;

;

and built a blind. There, hiding ourselves, we
yelped and yelped until dark, but no response came.
Very downcast were we when we went back to the
house, but the Colonel told us they were probably "mossyheads," and that they would call to-morrow moruing about
daybreak. So before day Masser Willy and I were in the
flushed

blinds.

Mr. Spratt,

who

is

a fine turkey hunter, had not

made more than four or five yelps, when au answering
young bird was coming through ihe woods.
One little cluck brought the bird up, there was a report and
some feathers flew, while on the ground lay a fine young
gobbler.
Procuring ihe bird we again hid ourselves, and in
whistle told us a

Fig.

6.—MISTLETOE

about ten minutes he called up a pair, which were killed.
About a week after that Messrs. Buford and Spralty proposed that we should go in search of a gang of hybrids that
were in the neighborhood. These hybrids are said to be a
They have some
cross between the large, and small varieties.
of the markings of the large kind, and also some "moss"
on their heads. Originally ihere were a gang of the large
ones in that piece of woods, but four or five years ago they
got crossed. We found them without much trouble, and
The followkilled two on the flush and one from the blind.
ing week our same party got on to the " red-legs" We were
riding through a bottom when old B- pps gave tongue.
Jumping off our horses, we fired at the birds as they came
over our heads. I had the good fortune to drop an old hen,
and Mr. Buford two young gobblers. The old hen was a
beautiful bird, weighing fully Id lbs., wilh a most lovely
brown and bronze plumage, pink on her smooth head, bright
legs, and. what to me was strange, a beard some 5J in. long.
Judging from the beard, they decided she was at least 10 or
12 years old.
Thus, you see, I have met two distinct kinds,
with a cross between the two, inhabiting one locality. Now,
will you please inform me bowmany vatietics there aro, for
I have heard it claimed by some who profess lo be wed up
in the fauna of our country, that there is but one variety,
•
and yet, as lhave iust told you, I have see

OF SOUTHERN STATES

which it is concentrated by evaporation, when the subassumes a consistency like that of dissolved
caoutchouc This substauce is known to chemists as viscin.
The bird-lime wheu used is smeared em the branches of trees,
a live or stuffed bird being used as a decoy. When a bird
alights on the charged branches it slicks fast, and as it beats
with its wings they also become defiled with the bird-lime so
that its wings become useless to a greater or less degree.
Only the. vilest of pot-hunters and bird catchers use it. It
is the most utterly utter, dirtiest of dirty mean ways of catckafter

stance

Fig.

1.— ENGLISH MISTLETOE.

always reach to the surface of the bark without reference to

So strong is
sunlight, heat, eravita'ion or other influences.
this habit, that the radical is often obliged to curve itself over
before reaching the bark on which to attach itself. The attachment is effected by an expanding or flattening out of the
end of the radical into a disc, which gives a firm hold
after which roots :Lre developed from the disc, ami penetrate
the bark till they reach that part of the tree containing the
Nurserymen in England often
most sap snd juices.
establish young specimens of the mistletoe on apple and other
trees by means of the artificial propagation above df scribed,
and dispose of the trees to dealers in the most northern parts
of Scotland and England, where the mistletoe is not a native.
The superstitions and legends associated with the mistletoe

Fig.

2.

Fig.

3.

Fig.

4.

the ancient Britons and Germans were many. By the
ancient order of Druids its collection wis attended with great
solemnity and religious display and form. In England the
mistletoe is more rarely found growing on the oak than upon
any other tree, although this, fact is contrary to popular belief ; hence, that which was found growing upon the sacred

by

oak was considered more po*erfu], and was regarded with
greater honor and sacreriuess than that which grew on other
As soon as it was discovered, the Druids assembled
Trees.
about the tree and a banquet and Sacrifices were prepared.
insisted

not alone of the carcases of animals

human being-, also, were offered up on the sacred
A priest robed in white vestments caught the sacred
mistletoe in an immaculate white cloth as it was detached

living

altars.

from the oaken bough wilh a sickle of solid gold after which
two milk white heifers were instantly dispatched and roasted
in the way of a burnt offering, the rest of the day being spent
By the Druids the mistlein rejoicing, prayer and feasting.
;

our small native birds.
The mistletoe in England is in great demand during the
Christmas holidays, both for the purpose of decoration and
from the custom that if agentleman discovers or can beguile a
lady under the "mistletoe bough" he is entitled to a kiss
from her. This is a very ancient custom which ha3 been

handed down from the feudal times.

Some

years ago the mistletoe

W. M. Waits.
[Ornithologists recogn ze but one species of wild turkey
Thi3 is what our corresponded calls
in the Eastern States.
We should bj glad 10 hear more oil this subthe "red-leg."
cr i-s between the wild
ject from turkey hunters at large.
and the domestic turkey occurs to us as a possible explanation of the foregoing statement]
;

;

—

i.

|

was considered a valuable

for epileptic fits, blind-falling and other ailments hut
it has passed out of use of late years.
The mistletoe of the Southern Sta'es differs from the English not only in having both the male and female flowers on
the same plant, but also in the form of the leaf, which is
stouter, shorter (see Fig.— ) and of a more yellowish-green
color. This variety was first dscribed by Nuttall, who made
have,
"a tree thief."
a new genus for it Phoradendron
many species of plioradendron, the commonest being P.

remedy

A

We

—

ttdlivr Forent and
Pnu.iDiwmA, January 8, 1S33
white wild
Stream: E.Gray Peudlet in jant u-J rtt <ye
mrkey. wlbch he shot near Berkeley Sprin is, West Virginia.
is conIt was beautifully marked wbh siripes of brack, and
sidered very rare. This week he sent us an old gobbler,
weiijhiug 20 lbs., which was as singularly marked as ihe
white one. It w»3 the most brilliant bronze, shaded down to
a blue green, and here and there on the breast aid wings
were pure white feathers, giving the bird a most peculiar
appearance. Th« tail, which is very large, has a white
The beard is ab mt six inch is in
fealher on each side of it.
Are mt these very odd specimens of genuine wild
length.
turkeys ?—Victor.

which ranges from southern New Jersey lo Illinois,
Texas and Mexico. In Texas the mistletoe is so abundant
on the mesquite trees that their natural foliage is hidden.
Some years ago a Mrs. Millington made known a minute
variety which she found growing on the black spruce in
Warren county, New York, it being scarcely more than an

I

JlavescetiS,

inch long, but so plentiful as to injure the trees. In the ciderproducing districts of England the mistletoe is so abundant
on the apple trees as to cause great injury to the crop. Often
absorbing the entire juices of large trees in a few monlhs and
causing their entire destruc'ion.
Few people are aware that large quantities of the English
mistletoe are sent to this country during the two weeks proceeding Christmas. This mistletoe is handled by the large
dealers in the Christmas greens which are used for the decoration of churches, stores and private dwellings during the
holiday season. From the bauds of the wholesale dealers it
passes to the retail florists, who dispose of it to th-ir customers of English birth and extraction, at the rate of from
one to two dollars per bunch. This season the dealers were
stuck with the mistletoe because the English shippers did not
send it here in season. It is not safe stuff to handle unless
it reaches our markets from leu to twelve days before Christmas. It should be packed in a light hut solid and firm case,
and shipped as soon after being gathered as possible, so as
to avoid its becoming dry and brittle before reaching Northern markets.
The Southern mistletoe was a drug on the market this
season on account of its being nearly destitute of berries, a
condition caused by Ihe very dry season in some parts of
The Southern mistletoe is sent North
the Southern States.
with the- leaves of the palmetto and other palms, as well as
large quantities of Spanish moss,
I find that very few people know the history of the mistletoe and the strange legends and superstitions associated
with it, and very manv persons are surprised when told that
in the South and West it is so very abundant that it is often
A. W. Robkbts.
destructive to valuable trees.

It

Rbd-itbadw Woodi'zokhr in Vkkmont
1883—Bilttor FwMtandSb'mn:

Vt., Jan. 7,

'•

— Ferrisbursh,
1

trjust

oWeot

a statement which I made a few weeks ago that red-headed
woodpec kers never winter here. To-day I saw quite a party
It does not quite
of them, probably a family, and shot one.
agree with Wilson'* description of ihe bird's plumage at any
age. and the legs are gray ana the middle of Hie lull brown
color.
But I suppose (here is no question that it is a redhead.
I never bet'ori) saw one h -re in winter, but tlxis, has
been an uncommon winter. I heard crows to-day, and they
were quite pletdiful till the cold weather set in, about the
first of the month.
They are not often seen here after the
R. B. R.
1st of December.

]

Hatb Seal and Porpoise Sicrvs.— The skins of the hair
seal {Plwca mtuiina) are now used for covering many articles
The hair is -ft
of ornament, especially albums and books.
on, and its irregular spotted surface presents a handsome
They have also been used for ladies capes anil muffs.
effect.
The tanned seal skin is also extensively employed in ire
manufacture of ladies handbags aud belts, and for pocket
books, cigar casps and other small articles. Porpoise hula
shoe strings are imported from England and sue exceedingly
strong and durable. They will outwear two pairs of shoes
so says the shoemaker of FoBBtfr aud Stjusaj*
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have been made by Capt. F. C. Barker, who was on his way
from Danforth's camp, on Arnold's Bog, to the head of
Kenehago Lake via Seven Ponds, a distance of twenty-five
miles, which he accomplished in one day
a good day's work
considering the conditions, but not mucli for the wiry

to

§ag mid 0«m

—

FROM RANGELEY TO ARNOLD'S

DECEMBER

1st

BOG.

Captain.

usually finds the upper lakes frozen

and Ihe ground in good condition lor still huntimr.
But this season was unfavorable at that date and the trip
was delayed till the 12th. Even then it was crusty, but
h peful of a change, and as the open season was near its
close, it was decided to start.
The party consisted of D. T. Haines, R. P. Crosby, noted
guides and hunters of the Rencbago, J. Lamb, a veteran df

.

the lower lakes, and another who will be designated iu these
veracious chronicles as W. Provisions, blankets, ammunition, etc., were packed up on one sled, wliich the robust H.
and C. by turns hauled over the trail of ten miles to Kenebago Lake. Those familiar with backwoods trails will readily
believe tHat a full load, with less tban three iuches of buow,
was not hauled with ease. Midway a lunch was partaken
of with a half hour rest.
This was the easiest part, and
during the remainder, W., with his burden of yeais and
lameness, was inclined to lag, so that it was 3 o'clock t. m.
when the lake was reached. Here at the camp of Messrs.
Richardson and Grant, Corneal R. proffered the hospitalities
of the camp, wbieh were thankfully accepted for the night.
At supper, Eugene Sawle, a young guide and hunter joined
the circle, and after pipes were lighted, the evening was enjoyed in comparing notes, relating incidents and adventures.
Several fine caribou heads and antlers, three pair of moose
shanks, undergoing the process of manufacture for larigans,
snowshoes, rifles, together with many other things of imerest, were viewed and discussed till near midnight.
Snow
had commenced falling during the evening and the hopes of
the party were raised to the highest pilch, to lie dispelled in
the morning, when the temperature rose and ruin seemed

imminent.

The wigwam being open in front it was a long time before
and ice were dried out, but eventually the party
turned in with a roaring hardwood fire at their feet, and
slept soundly, although the night was bitter cold.
After breakfast H. started for a look on a line of traps
toward Whiteeap Mountain, 0. and W. going over the line
to Danforth's camp, on Arnold's Bog, some four miles (listant.
The first object of interest ou emerging from the timber is D's scaffold, where, in the season, he successfully calls
moose. Last fall, however, he came to grief in one instance,
as a moose had noiselessly approached to within thirty feet
when one call too many disclosed the cheat. D. was not iu
camp, a source of regret, particularly to W., as he wished to
make the acquaintance of one known far and wide amoug
sportsmen as "the whitest man and best guide and hunter in
frost

these parts.
His new camp, built the present season, surpasses any hunter's camp ever seen, and as the latch string
was outward C. and W. enter to inspect, while taking a rest
and a smoke. Everything is fitted and made sraoo h: the
fireplace being a marvel of skill, laid up with natural faced
stone, plumb and square, fitted like bricks, with an arrangement of flues that stiows him a scientific workman. In this
immediate vicinity may be found deer, moose aud caribou
more abundant than in any other section of easy access. The
Ox Baw, a range of wooded hill near by, is literally cut up
with their tracks, and several skulls of each of those killed
the past year were found.
It is but eight miles over an easy
trial from his home camp at Parmachen Lake, and the wonder is that sportsmen do not go there winters and enjoy the
sport at its best. After writing their names ou the wellplaned door as a card, our party returned in a rainstorm to
the wigwam, arriving just as H. came in from an opposite

After a late breakfast the sled was repacked, and bidding
the hospitable Corneal good-bye, the party started for one
of the camps owned by the Messrs. R. & G., near the foot
of the lake on the west shore. All hands went to work putting camp in trim, cutting wood, etc., etc.
C. as chefde
cuisine- had dinner well underway when L. announced the discovery of eight carihou on the east shore of the lake just
above where the Big Sag enters. The partly-cooked meal
was removed from the fire, coats donned, rifles aud ammunition grasped in less time than it takes to write it. All start
in a body towards the centre of the lake in their direction,
to he governed afterward by the movements of the herd.
It was over two miles, and by the time half of it had been
covered the herd, after halting several times, turned to er iga
About this lime R. and S. were discovered c lining
over.
down the lake, having seeu the herd come out while at their
dinner.
The wind being east was thus far favorable, but to
guard against contingencies each parly eoincidently divided,
half ofjeach going for either shore.
It was a pleasant night
to watcn the movements of the herd,
In single file sedately
they walk for several minutes, then one would whirl and
playfully proffer battle to its nearest mate, and in an instant
all would be frollicking like so many lambs.
They really
looked too pretty to kill while thus capering, but when the
fusilade opened sentiment was banished. As they seemed
bound to go across, evidently on their way to John's Pond,
the three hunters on the west shore started on the double
quick and had barely time to cut them off. Taking position
under the black growth the ball opens as they huddle for a
moment, but by the time three are down to the gun first in
position, the balance start at their racking gait past the other
two guus, but none get past.
From (he
first shot to the last it was less than five minutes, not one of
the eight needing the merciful offices of the knife. As bOtb
joined
around
parties
the noble game their radiant countenances expressed the inward satisfaction, aud all agreed that
such success could not be expected again in a lifetime.
now
The rain
descended so that the two inches of damp
snow was soon so much slush, amidst which the game was
hurriedly dressed and carried to the adjacent shore aud secured against freezing down, and to drain out. Three of
them were skinned and quartered for the camp's use, the balance were to be hauled out in the skin.
Each party returned to their respective camps to eat the
long-delayed meal, to which was added caribou heart, a
toothsome morsel to all hunters. The evening was far
spent when the inmates of Camp Caribou, for thus the camp
was christened, turned in for sleep.
Before morning the weather changed cold, and after a
breakfast of caribou sleak 0. and W. hauled the carcasses
to the head of the lake.
C. went out to Rangeley for a team,
with which be returned next day, W. g ung back to camp
after dining off caribou at the Forest Retreat.
Meanwhile
H. had been out on Bowie's Ridge stalking caribou unsuccessfully, owing to the crust.
There were four, and one was
seen, but out of distance.
Nextday H., ill company with
W., took up the trail some four miles from] camp, drawing
blank as before. C. and L. had gone in other directions
and with like results.
week was thus passed, game being jumped every day
and never overhauled. At the end of this time L. was
obliged to return to his home. The three remaining hunters
then broke camp for the home camp of H. andC, ten miles
north, the traiUeading along a line of sable traps thai had
not been looked to for a couple of weeks, in consequence of
which several sables had been eaten by owls and fishes.
few, however, were saved. No caribou were started this
day, but plenty of tracks were seen. Ascending the divide
snow increased in depth to nearly two feet, making traveling hard. The camp was reached in season lor- ctutlng

******

He had

started caribou,

and saw one

of them, a
cow ; but as meat was less an object than antlers, at this distance from home, she was allowed to go.
The close season was now near at hand and with no indications of snow, a start was taken.
Three days were condirection.

sumed by easy

stages from camp to camp, to Grant aud Richardson's, looking at the traps on the way and trying fruit-

At the latter camp were " Pnin" It, and
Grant, who, with great cordiality pressed the party to stop
overnight, which we, noihing loath, did. Another veteran
of the guild, John J. Wilbur, joined Ihe circle, and the night
was, indeed, an enjoyable one. At the proper time a bountiful supper of caribou Sleak, mealy potatoes and biscuit made
by Phiu, so light and nice that a professional cook might envy,
anil last, but not least, fragrant black lea
served to
appreciative aud hungry hunters.
After a breakfast, which
was like unto the supper, with a cup of good e jffee in addition, with knapsacks slung the party started out on the trail,
arriving at Rangeley a little past noon.
Promising to meet
and huut another season they reluc'autly bid each other goodbye and seek their respective firesides.
Waefikld.

lessly for caribou.

wm

A NORTH CAROLINA^DUCKING
Dear Fared and Stream :
Although not a frequent contributor
Stkbam, still I acknowledge to a few lines

to

TRIP.
Forest and

in the days gone
too much of a sportsman to believe everything I
read in a sporting paper (even yours, dear Editor), without
adding my own particular grain of salt, as almost every one,
with few exceptions, in writing an article for the benefit of
his fellow sportsmen, has '' some axe to grind either to help
some friend owning gunning lands," or as the expression is,
" make himself solid."

by.

1

am

I read with much pleasure, a month since, ihe glowing descriptions of "Currituck Sound," by "Homo." My breast

swelled with pleasure as I perused the article relating lo this
elysiu n for all lovers of the most enthusiastic enjoyment,
c imbined with just enough of the rough clement to give a
zest to the sport.
When I awoke at night I seemed to see in
letters of fire, drifting in au atmosphere of smoue from old
cut plug, these mys'iic words— "Van Slack's, Mrs. Nye's
Crow Island Club, fhe Narrows, Church's Inland, etc." My
soul became lilted above the idea of killing coots, old-wives
aud sheldrakes in the old South Bay, and nothing would
Compensate me for this thrist for kuowledge but a trip to
this El Lorado, often thought of but never seeu.
Half the pleasure of the sportsman— perhaps not the worst
half-is making ready for the trip. Brother sportsmen, is
this not so?
L jjk back to the recollections of your last flight
from home, whether for deer, quail or ducks. How you
taxed your memory to see if all the thing} needed were put
in the bag aud at the last moment you found, to your chagriu, that the cartridges or something else was forgotten.
They were suon packed and with a feeling akin to having
struck a bonanza in Wall street, you board the train, at the
same time making a mental calculation as to the number of
pair you would send home to this one aud that.
How often
these dream fancies fade into the thinnest kind of mist.
I reached Norfolk in goad order after a pleasant trip down
On my arrival I met an old friend,
the Chesapeake by boat.
who asked me to accompany him to his steam launch, he being,
like myseif, en route for the Sound.
We got up steam aud
passed the Cygnet on her up
ran through the canal.
trip.* She looked terribly dirty: and they say that she is. Fellow sportsman, my advice is to stick to the rail.
This
quickest aud decidedly the cleanest route.
is the
anchored off Church's Island about 10 p. m., having made the
run in eight hours.
had everything with us in prime order to slaughter Ihe
New Havre de Grace battery and 400 stools—perfect
clucks.
wood and making all snug for the night. Here was part of pictures of true birds—among which any refined or sensible
a large caribou, shot by H. and C. on a previous visit, to- duck would consider it a compliment lo be allowed to alight,
gether with several braceof partridges. By midn'gal the i expected the next morning before the bright light lo have
frost and ice had been dried out, and after heaping high the
knocked into the waters of old Currituck a dozen or more of
birchwood iu the stone fireplace the hunters were soon what the gunners in this half-siarved region of the State of
asleep. In this camp was accumulated the full ca'oh, aud
North Carolina term "good ducks," e., red-head or canvasthe sight of many heavers, otters and sable was pleasing to
back. But 1 was to meet my first of a series of disappointthe eye of a hunter. The nextday was spent in visiting other ments,
lines of traps and stalking caribou.
Suvcral huge ones were
We had no sooner anchored then we were boarded by two
stHriel with the usual result.
II., however, brought iu half
of the veritable North Carolina ^miners.
1 was blissfully
of one that had been shot previously by Elmer Snowman. The enjoying an after-dinner pipe of Richmond straight.. cut. I
following day camp was broken and course laid for auoiher,
passed the fluids. Then conversation about ducks and the
the Wigwam, near the Canada line at little Oupsuptic L'ond,
privileges of shooting was in order.
They gave us this
the source of Ctipniptie stream.
Caribou tracks in abun- agreeable piece of information: That any one not a resident
daue: and lash on the route, with some moose lutings and of this sweet-potato and peanut-growing State would be
peelings, but were pot followed up because of crust.
arrested at once if he attempted to shoot from anything
O going to the pond where a trap was set, and in which afloat— be it battery or boat. This was a damper indeed,
was found a fine otter, a hunter's track was seen. It proved especially provoking as we had our eye on a large raft of redr

;

A

We

A

We

We
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heads feeding about a quarter of a mile from us. Wo were
informed that we could hire some good points for docks or
geese by the day and their story was supplemented by telling of a friend of mine, Mr. Edwards, of New York, who
had lately been arrested for shooting out of a battery near
Nye's and put under #200 bonds to stand his trial next spring
for infringing the game law.
This was cheerful, to say the
least
We bade them good-night sorrowfully.
The next day, not feeling comfortable about using the
battery, we hired these men, aud tried one of their famous
;

!

points.

As

usual the big flight

was

last

week; or

if

the

weather becomes cold, and the Sound freezes over, there
no end of ducks. As it was, we killed enough to

will be

feed the crew and ourselves for breakfast and dinner.
I
amused myself in shooting with a rifle at swan flying over a
point, and, by more luck than science, secured three after
chasing them in a boat with a 10-gauge gun and No B
shot.

The next day we left this blissful locality and steamed
Van Slack's, through the. Narrows and down the
lower Sound to the beach, north of the Kitty Hawk Club
grounds. During the night there came up a Northwest gale
aud commenced to make ice. This was the chance we were
looking for. Overboard went the battery.
What is a hundred dollars fine when a man has been away from home four
days and has not had a crack at anything better than a bta'tk
head
Everything is in anticipation. The score for the day
was eight black-heads and two red-heads, with one bohtuilcanvas-back.
The last three of the score looked as if they had
passed through a fusillade, from all sizes of gunners, from
Mautauk Point to Roanoke Island.
few feathers were
left, but all the flesh appeared to have been shot off
from
them.
Things, so far, had not "panned out" quite to our sallafactiou.
Up steam and back to the Narrows to spend New
Year's Sunday, and pore over articles in the Fokesi and
south, past

'.

A

Stream.
"It is only the brave deserve

the fair."
The next
sport, Bhooting from

two days we had some pretty good

blinds or battery, just as we pleased.
But as we employed
two natives from Poplar Branch, who were invested wi'h all
the gunning rights, and I rather think were " in with" the
Sherilf of flic County, we felt comp iratively safe.
Still, as
every boat approached, the goblin of the informer or Bhtaiff
was ever present to our affrighted imaginations. Under

such circumstances, every brother sportsman who has been
warned off some landowner's premises, maybe in extent
about five acres, knows the delicious sensation of ihe reappearance of the individual, or the grasp of the strong arm of the
law. As a friend of mine once remarked, "It quite takes
the edge off a good day's gunning."
Finding the number of birds not up to our exp eta' ions we
put back to Church's Island, where we were most kindly received by one of the owners, Mr. Midgrtt, who keeps a good
comfortable house, and is the proprietor of several good

ponds and islands in his

vicinity, especially for

swan and

canvas-back shooting. We sp.-nt the evening" chatting in his
comfortable sitting room, and in conversation gathered some
information from him about thelaws here regarding ducking.
He said they were all wrong, and none of them would hold
water if taken to the United States Court, where he hoped
Mr. Edwards would carry it.
Now the present articleis written not so much as a sketch of
a shooting trip, but to get light upon the subject of this North
Carolina game law, which seems to give a sparsely popn atod
sec ion of country, lying adjacent to the hundreds of miles
of good gunning waters, the exclusive right to shoot from
of

batteries

which there are a great number:

also blinds

made

of cedar boughs, which they put down anywhere and
everywhere they choose. These rights are forbidden the non
resident.
The right that thu native possesses he cannot let
to outside parties without their taking their chance of being
arrested and fined. Now I believe what is sauce for the goose
is sauce for the gander.
I think the law should prescribe
battery or no battery shooting, or allow the unlives to sublet
or receive a license from the township in which
their rigs
they reside, the same as in Maryland, at Havre de Grace.
You will find gunners in Maryland owning small farms win,
ten years ago, could hardly pay for a suit of oil-clothes'.
Ask them the secret of their success, aud they will tell you
that they have given up gunning for market, and find it much
more to their benetit to hire out their rigs by the day, th ireby
always insuring them a certain amount per day for their
trouble, and providing against the loss of profit by a bad
day's shooting or a heavy blow.
The waters of Currituck Sound are lit by Uncle Sam's
lighthouses and beacons, and the shipping is protected by the
same party. It seems absurd that, a number of clubs owning
ground of great extent whose memberships are composed of
as fine gentlemanly sportsmen as can be found iu this or any
other country, should allow certain rights to be retained by
the poor class of natives here.
This matter the clubs must
decide before long, or their shares will fall greatly below
:

par.

But what can never be taken away from all true lovers of
the gun and rod, is what is free to all mankind— God's pure
and sunlight, and the expectancy of '• a big bag to-morrow." To sum up, we got plenty of health, good plain food
and fair shooting for the paradise. Our score snowed fifteen
swans, twelve geese and one hundred and forty-one goosedueks.
Still we are not happy.
Tahli-lah.
air

Suffolk Sportsmen's Club— Chelsea, Mass.— This city
has an organization called the " Suffolk Sportsman's Club,"
which was formed two years ago. It is composed of about
fifty gentlemen from the best business classes of the city,
and is in a highly prosperous condition. The members are
all practiced in the use of the shot-gun and in pursuit of
game on the shores and in the forests of New England.
Interesting monthly shoots arc held throughout the year on
grounds belonging to the club, situated iu the city limits.
the annual meeting recenlly held, officers for 1882 were
elected as follows:
President, Wilber P. Slade First VicePresident, Charles E. Bearse; Second Vice-President, Frank
A. Magee; Secretary, William R, Swan,- Treasurer, Noah
Blanchard: Executive Committee: Dr. J. B. Penwiok,
Joseph S. Hatch, J. A. Davis and E. L. Pierce. After the

At

:

by invitation of the retiring officers, the company
adjoined to the City Hotel to partake of a banquet. Monday,
the 86th nit, a grand Christmas holiday shoot was held,
twenty five members competing for Ihe best score, shooting
at twenty clay pigeons each.
The average scoring was 12.8.
After the shooting the Secretary, Captain W. R. Swan, was
agreeably surprised by being presented with a Finland dogskin shooting jacket and a hunting cap.

election,

;

.Janiary
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MACHINE REST AND TARGET FOR TESTING GUNS.
inclose rough outline pen and ink drawing
machine rest and target, and below an explanation
If in your opinion it shall prove of any practical
of same.

HEREWITH

i

of a

vnlue to sportsmen in general, please give

it

space in the

:est AND Stream.
So far as I am aware, up to the time of the appearance of
Mr. Greener's latest work, no drawing or plan for making a
machine rest have been given to the public, with the exception of a very indefinite explanation of the apparatus used in
the Chicago trials and even with Mr. Greener's cut before
one, it would be a very difficult matter to define its dimensions and arrange its working parts, saying nothing of the
expense, as it seems to me, attending its manufacture. I invented and perfected this apparatus for my private use, and
endeavored to combine cheapness with durability, simplicity
and accuracy. I have, fired from my machine over 700
charges during the season, with uniformily gratifying re-

Fo

;

sults.

canI do not wish to set myself up as "authority," but I
not deprecate too strongly the very common practiceof testing
shoulder
at
from
the
firing
gun
by
of
a
quality
shooting
the
a stationary target for pattern at 40 yards range, or in tacking up an old magazine and shooting at it, as a force or pene-

my

opinion, worthless from
lack of uniformity of conditions under which each shot is fired.
If a sufficient number of thin sheets of paper are nailed up
for a penetration test, it will be found almost impossible to
prevent bulging of the sheets in different places, and these
When the sheets
bulges wilf vary with each target placed.
Inline, there will be found the greatest penetration, hence reI have
sults obiained in this way are of no practical value.
found that while a 12-gauge 8-pound gun at 40 yards, with
H. powder and ljoz. No. 8 soft shot, would
8idre. of 0.
penetrate only from 3 to 4 sheets of uniform straw board, the
same being packed closely, it Wuuld penetrate only from 14
to 17 sheets of same when separated at intervals of J inch
and this, to me, is conclusive. If a proper apparatus is ever
devised and adopted with wdform rules either by clubs or
individual sportsmen, it would lead a to higher standard of
finish, so far as shooting qualities are concerned, besides adding to he knowledge and pleasure of ever gun owner.
In making the drawings I have omitted all shading, as
interfering with outlines, and also drawn the apparatus without regard to scale, as I could show the parts to better advantage and with less elaborate drawings.
is a bed plate .of seasoned white pine, 4 feet,
In F'eure 1,
long, 2i inches thick and 14 inches wide, substantially
fastened to the frame B B as shown. The frame B B is
made of 2-inch pine, the side pieces or posts being 8 inches
The projecting ends of frame B
•wide, with braces of 2x4.
B allow of pegging to the ground or screwing to a floor. C
is a pine plank similar to A, and serves to hold the frame B
B together in a substantial manner, at the same time it forms
a convenient table for various purposes. Between the tabl&
and piece C, I insert a shelf, not shown in sketch, for holdFull height from top of table
ing, shells, swabs, oil, etc.
If desired, the table
to bottom of cross ties is 20 inches.
can be fastened to posts firmly sunk into the ground, which
is, I think, the better way.
is a second table D, two inches
Resting upon the table
thick, fourteen inches wide and four feet ten inches long,
by a single bolt with
and pivoted at its rear end to plate
nut and washers. This allows of free side-shifting to right
when obtaining range, a poror left of front end of table
tion two inches wide as shown on each side of front end of
is cut away to allow for attaching two six-inch
table
being
malleable iron screw clamps, E E, the lower bed
To the projecting arms of table
slatted to receive them.
an adjustable block F is attached by means of thumb-screw
is secured ten
To block F a coiled, steel wire spring
inches long, Jin. in diameter, a cord I Jin. diameter in conwith spring
nection with hook J joins the gun-cairiage
H. If preferred, a spring-balance may be substituted for
and the recoil be estimated by pounds. In centre
spring
of table D, and beneath gun-carriage "K, a strip L, 20in.
long, 2in. wide and I'm. thick, is fastened to the narrow edge
of which is screwed the ratched plate M, made of ordiuary
OpstTap iron and notched at intervals of 1-16 of an inch.
posite each notch, and at right angles to same, is a series of
every fifth mark is
designating marks, 1-I6in. apart
lengthened and opposite, its distinguishing numbers, 5, 10,
Firmly screwed to outer ed^es of table
15, etc, is placed
N, 3ft. long, lin. thick and 2in. wide,
are two pieces
and resting upon their narrowest faces, and upon these are
screwed the pieces O O, their narrow faces outward. Upon
the inner faces of the pieces O O are screwed two iron
represents gun-carriage, 26in. long, 2Mn, thick
guides.*
and 8in. broad, to the edges of which are screwed the V,
ways as shown, and extending full length of carriage.
tration test.

Such

tests are, in

K

are the blocks P. P The
Across the extreme fro at end of
lower one, Hin. thick, 2£in. broad and Sin. long, is screwed
firmly to carriage K, whici is notched as shown to receive
the ftet of screw clamps A A. The lower bl< ck P is
grooved across its centre to the depth ef $ of an inch, and in
shape to correspond to that of a gun barrel. The upper
piece P is removable, and is the same size as the under piece
and is grooved in a. similar manner with the exception that
in the centre of the large groove a deeper groove is cut for
In front and secured to the
sighting when obtaining range.
is a flat brass spring,
middle of underside of carnage
4in. long, Hin. broad at one end, and tapering to | of an inch
at, its smaller end, and adapted to engage with the ratchet
In thickness it should be 16, Brown & Sharp's
plate M.
gauge. Its small end must be filled to fit 'he notches, and
its stiffness must depend upon the elasticity of spring H,
Two pieces R R, f
either plain as shown, or balance.
thick, 2in. broad and 7in. lor-g, are attached to rear of carriage K, which is cut away to receive them as shown.
Across and set into the upper portion is the tie S., Jin. thick,
through which passes the thumb-screw T, and between the
pieces R R a removable block U, grooved in the same

K

manner as showu in P, is placed.
Between the standards R R, and securely fastened to
carriage K, is a grooved block V, Hin. thick and Bin. long.
is cut nearly through to fit the fore end, and
should be padded and covered with strong leather.
W, J thick, 2£in. wide and 30,n.
Two arms

The groove

W

screwed to carriage K, which
point
over
this
them, and

long, are
to receive

cut
passes

is

away
the

&

iv*.U*<

*
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A

D

H

A

K

H
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D

K

V

H
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PATTERN SHEETS.
Sheets
I know of no sheets in the market 48x48 inches.
of suitable paper, 32x46 are obtainable, and by dividing one
of these the 48 inch way you obtain two sheets 16x46.
paste one of these to your full sheet and you will have a surTo
face of 40x47, which answers all practical purposes.
fasten sheet to target, lift centre clip at top and slip sheet
under and it is then easy to adjust to the others. In shooting for patterns only, the bullseye block (Fig. 5) rnay be left
in place and the circle struck directly on the target, otherwise the sheet mu9t be removed and circle struck upon a
Unless the range is absolutely free from wind
floor or table.
effects, the circle should not be s'ruck until after firing, and
The apthen the best pattern obtainable should be secured.
paratus should be housed in all cases, and if possible a board
fence, four feet high, should protect one side of range, at least.

Now

wind

A

D

A

TO OBTAIN BANGS.

A
A

D

A

Place bullseye block (Fig. 5) In slot C in target. Place
gun in the grooves and lighten up all fcrews but 1 and
clamps EE. Place gun in machine from beneath, and see
Now adjust
that fore end will allow breech to. diop freely.
forward sight on bullseye by running or adding sheets of
paper beneath table (D) at front end, and tapping front end
Your vertical and horizontal
of table (D) to right "or left.
axis is now supposed to be correct, but should you now fire,
say the right hand barrel, and your gun is accurate and no

A

A

&

X

the

l

A

inner faces grooved to a depth of i inch, and at intervals~of J
inch to receive the penetration sheets of their straw board G.
Sharp's gauge, .No. 20, 5
Spring brass clips, Brown
inches long, 1+ inches at one end and 1 inch at the other, are
bent as shown in figure 4, and attached to the edees of
I prefer brass on account of
screen by means of lath nails.
I prefer to use nails for
rust, though strap iron will do.
fastening them, as they are liable to lose their elasticity from
being hit with shot, and nails are easily withdrawn.
piece, figure 5, fits snugly the slot C, and in the centre of
siid block is a bullseye of 3 inches diameter. This block is to
be used when obtaining range or in shoo ing for pattern alone.
trammel point, lx'H inches, 18 inches long, carries the
pencil
at one end and the screw J at the other, the two
points being 15 inches apart and is used for obtaining the 30
is the
inch circle. In front and resting on the pieces
table K, which offers a convenient rest for tools, etc., and at
the same time adds to the stability of the device.

The
ways as shown by dotted lines.
K 6 inches, and one of them is
show the rear attachments to same. A
cross-tie X secures the two arms and carries the thumbscrew XI and two inch iron rods, YY, four inches long,
Upon the rods, YY, are two
firmly bedded in the same.
pieces, ZZL adapted to move freely, 6 inches long, J thick
and 2 inches broad. The piece Z is padded and be'ween it
and Zl are two coiled wire springs, 2 inches long and very
stiff.
A strong linen chord A1 passes through two holes in
rear

ends

arms,

WW,

shown

cut,

of

V,

extend back upon

away

to

r!

X

A

stop pin, U l is inserted in the table
as shown.
A, which prevents injury to the gun cirriage K. should the
slot. FN 4 inches wide in
give way.
chord I or spring
table A extends back to rear of table D, which allows for
dropping of breach when loading, cleaning, etc.
THE TAKOET.
Figure 2 shows the target proper, and figures 3, 4, 5 and
To the two pieces AA, 4 feet long, 6
6 paris in detail.
inches wide and 1 inch thick, are fastened the uprights BB,
cross-tie

H

A

made of 2x4 scanllins,-4 feet 6 inches long. To the upinch pine, 8 inches wide
rights BB are nailed 6 pieces of
and 4 feet long. In the centre of" target is cut a slot, C,
7x10 inches. In the rear of target and below the perforation
C is the table D, and resting upon and fasted to both target
and table D is the device for holding the force or penetra-

H

H

inch pins, 12 inches
lion sheets, figure 3.
It is made of
long and 9 inches deep, with a slot 0x9 inches, and to the
screw and upon each side of said slot arc secured the pieces
FF, 12 inches long, 7 inches high and 1} thick, with their

to deflect the charge,

you

will find

your true centre

to

be from eight to ten inches to left of bullseye. Now fit an
ordinary card wad, perforated in the centre by a | inch hole,
in the muzzle of barrel you are about to use. and insert a paper
case in chamber, having first run a 3-10 drill through the anvil. You now have two peep line sights from centre of barrel.
By tapping the front end of table D you will bring the axis
of barrel in direct line with bullseye and your range is obtained for right-band barrel. The name process must be
followed in obtaining range for left barrel, but the shift will
be 16 inches from left to right. I do not claim that all guns
vary as much as this, but all guns, both foreign and homemand, which I have tested, vary from 6 to 10 inches at 40
The point blank range, in any case, can readily be
yards.
ascertained by moving the target nearer the Qiing point;
but I digress. The range now being obtained, remove the
block (Fig. 5), insert the force sheets and p'ace the pattern
sheet in position. Now load, throw up the breeeh and
sufficiently, which experience alone
tighten the set screw
can teach you. The main dependence for holding Ihe gun
must be v'laced in the clamps QQ and set screw T, though
the padded block Z, backed by the coiled springs in rear of
same, materially assist in maintaining the gun in position,
any solid btetch rest will in lime strain the ac ion.
One end of the cord A should row be pas?id around the
trigger, anil back through the hole in cross lie X, and its
two ends joiDed by a simple knot.
To discharge the gun a sharp, quick twitch, directly downand, since the cross tie
ward upon the trigger cord A
acts as a fulcrum, the pull and resistance will be equal and
the effect of pull uniform.
When the gun is discharged, the carriage slides backward, while the spring finger on front of sime engages with
ratchet M, and thus holds it until r coil is estimaed.
If, however, it is desirable to find the recoil in pounds, a
spring balance may, as before st-ted, be substituted for
spring H, but the spring finger and ratchet should st'll be
retained, as it would hold the pointer in position on dial, and
so give exact recoil, without the necessity of smeaiing with
paint, as was done during the tests at Chicago.
F. G. FAHNru:*.
WfiiteMUU. Fa.

X

1

X

1

,

K

a. slnflp piece ixs

may be substuvted

for Hie

two pieces

w

au.t

easp li should be bolt-tl to table II the head ot halt bemrli tioK-ljnle ,-ouuiersiuil. to receive noli-kiwl. ,-hould
a single piece 1x3 be used, the table D can be made ten tncnei wide,
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THE CAUSE OF RUST IN GUN BARRELS.
Editor Forest and. Stream:
I have followed the correspondence on " Rust in Gun
Barrels" with careful attention. It has the great merit of
throwing light upon the suhject from many different standpoints, and, I believe, will have, the ultimate result of producing not only a cure but also a preventive against these
"measles of the gun." Now, to arrive at this much desired
result, the nature and the causes of this disease must first be
studied and understood, then the remedies may be looked for
and properly applied.
And here I would wish to direct attention first to the fact

many spots in the barrel are produced by scales of lead
adhering to the iron, especially toward the breech these, of
course, can be removed by brushing and friction, and I shall
that

;

not refer to them hereafter. But the rust spots, which are
th# result of an oxydation or corrosion of the iron, and
which invariably produce unevenness and roughness of the
barrel, will form tne subject of my remarks.
The following
observations will assist lis in arriving at some definite conclusions :
1. The iron which is used in the manufacture of guns does
not oxydize or rust in dry air. In moist air, and especially
in changing tbe amounts of water in the air sometimes
moist, sometimes dry the iron oxydizes from the surface,
and if the rust or oxyde is left on the iron, will gradually be
eaten, as it were, until nothing but rust is left.
but
3. Water, when free from air, corrodes iron but little
when it is in its natural state and temperature it not only
contains considerable quantities of air but also carbonic acid
gas, as well as saline matter.
This will assist materially the
rusting process.
The above two points will at once suggest the rule of preventing the access of air and water to the metallic surfaces
of the iron, and indeed all the different varnishes, oils and
rust preventers are in first line based upon the principle of
covering the metallic surface with a thin covering, which
mil protect the iron from contact with air and moisture. It
is, of course, of first importance that such oils and ruBt preventers do not decompose themselves in contact with the
metal ; and oils which are liable to produce in any instance
free acids are to be strictly excluded, or else the process of
oxydaiion or rusting might be going on quicker than in moist
air or water.
Perfectly neutral bodies, which are not liable
to any decomposition under the given circumstances, are the
best rust preventers, and I could suggest nothiug better than
solutions of pure paraffine in benzine. The fats and oils contain fatty acids, which are liable to produce an acid reaction
under influence of warmth and air, and this, once commenced,
does not prevent rusting or corrosion. I believe that the
presence of substances in such fatty matters which are liable
to oxydation, and probably more so than iron, .vould prevent
the corrosion of the latter at the expense of the substance in
the fat, and the good effects of blue ungentuxn, which is an
intimate mixture of mercury and animal fat, is most likely
caused by such circumstances.
I have already indicated that it is not only the air which is
apt to cany oxygen to the iron, but that also oiher substances are apt to do so
and I pointed out that oils and varnisheE, which under auy circumstances can do so, should be,
and may easily be, avoided.
1 now come to the consideration of the effects of the remnantsof discharged gunpowder upon the gun barrels; and, as
it appears that this question call* [or it>v stigauon, I will endeavor to explain what I think of it. No doubt some of my
sportsmen friends will find their views corroborated by what
I say; some may still continue to adhere to heir own explanations, but I hope all will do me the justice of finding
my remarks pertinent and made for the good of the frater-

—

—

;

;

[Jantjaby 19, 1882.

pondent "C. E." hit it exactly; leaving the dirt from shooting on the barrels will protect them from rusting "sometimes, " and sometimes it won't, and when it does not your

gun

One

mine nearly was, for I discovered
and I am just lazy enough to make
the most of every labor-saving arrangement.
So I warn
others against putting too much faith in it.
Whether the
uncertainty
caused by the grade of powder, as " Califoris

ruined.

of

this discovery long ago,

it-

nian" says, or not, I cannot tell but as I generally use
common powder, having been cured of the weakness for
expensive ammunition when I was quite youthful, I hardly
think that is the reason. Let your readers try the experiment, but do not trust their guns to it too long at a time.
The better plan is to get a warm nook in the house, say the
corner by the kitchen chimney, and put up a closet. Keeping guns dry is, in the salt air near the coast, the only preven;

tive of rust

;

and,

my friends,

'•

don't

you

forget it."

them all drop. Surveying them with grim satisfaction, as
he picked them up, he exclaimed, "Now, d n ye! how

—

d'ye look."
ur second day's sport proved as barren and monotonous as
yesterday's had been fruitful and exciting. But along toward
3 p.m. a black duck passed by, and. y
ndreaseri
ballast in the shape of No. 4 shot, set UlS wings and dropped
far out in the bay.
Bishop shoved out anil got it, but it
was difficult to tell whether he would b- able to return, as
he battled against wind and tide, and reminded me of a
picture of Ajax defying the tempest.
Dai kness put an end
to an unsuccessful day's shooting; for On counting the spoils
we found we had only a green-winged teal and a black duck.
Nothing daunted by the ill-success of the previous day, we
were again at our post the next morning. Now, fortunethat fickle goddess again smiled, ami before noon we
counted twelve good iliir.ks but as it was necessary that we
should take the afternoon train for home, we reluctantly
packed away the dec iys. and, "casting one lingering, longing look behind," at places rendered charming by our short
association, we bade farewell to duck shooting till" next year.
i

—

;

Robert B. Roosevelt.

DUCK SHOOTING ON MORICHES BAY.

Golden Eye.

HAD looked forward to

I
end

tion all through
of Long Island,

the

baring a duck shooting expedisome point on the eastern

fall, at

where or when I had not yet deterI received from
friend, J. S., the following
characteristic letter: "Moriches, L. I., Nov. 6, 1881.—
Dear Duck Hunter I have been out on the bay to-day, and
have seen a very large number of ducks flying about. The
prospects look very good, indeed. Bishop has plenty of
room and is anxious to see you."
This settled the question, and the following afternoon
found me with packed valise in one hand and gun in the
other, on the way to the Long Island Railroad station.
Securing a seat in the train, I resigned myself to the situation,
knowing that when one has occasion to travel on this marvel
of intricate railroads one is inconstant anxiety lest he should
be landed at a station miles away from his destination. But
by a streak of good fortune, backed by frequent inquiries of
the conductor, at the end of a three hours' journey 1 reached
Moriches in safety, and bundling into "Syl's" ancient vehicle
yclept a stage, awaited shivr ringly the end of
expedition,
which proved lo be the cosy quarters of John Bishop.
This worthy host was at "once farmer, landlord and guide,
hook
and by
or by crook managed the three occupations with
both credit and profit.
were awakened at three o'clock tbe next morning.
The wind had been mostly from the south in the early part
of the night, but had now changed a southwest, and a dense
fog hung over the bay. Nothing could be heard save the
dull booming of the surf as it broke on the outer beach.
Before break of day we were on our way making good speed
for our landing Doctor's Point— a piece of land jutting
out into the bay about a mile. In choosing the best points
these baymen, whose power of perception is wonderfully
acute, always prefer a lee shore, so that when the wind is
from the northwest, which is considered to be the best quarter, they select a point on the lee side of the bay, and siring
out decoys to the leeward side of the point with their heads

VS. TREEING.
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mined, when
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WING SHOOTING

windward.

Asotikld, Mass.

EdW/r Fotest and Stream
First, as to the

,

"whisky."

was mentioned incidentally

It

and no issue sought on that point; but since L. I. F. insists
on it, I would say that— however it may be in his sectionwherever you find a downright pot-hunter here the amount
of whisky drunk is only limited by the supply.- but I had
not supposed that either the Forest a-;d Strbam or its teachings was particularly acceptable to this class.
.Next comes
the caribou comparison.
Yes
when B scatter-gun is invented that handles easily and possesses the power to make
it as certain of riddling a caribou at twenty rods as a modern
choked breech-loader is of doing the same "by grouse at a few
yards, and when the caribou has the alluring "habit of squatting and lying to pointing dogs after a Short, flight
then, by
all means, start him up before you shoot and give him a
chance, by a lucky jump sideways or behind some friendly
bush, to escape your deadly fusillade.
As to the term "murder," the sense of honor and fair play
possessed by the true sportsman should intuitively inform
:

;

him when sport ceases and murder commences. Is it nut
surprising that, while the terms "trout hogs," "quail murderers," " buffalo butchers," etc., are constantly found
without eliciting any reply from the poiting fraternity,
the instant a voice is raised
ti prevent
the
extinction of the. king of game birds by the most disgraceis
ful butchery a tremendous opposition
encountered?
What would be thought now of the sportsman who should
send in for publication a full set of elaborate rules with valuable suggestions for the most successful method of huddling
quail for a murderous shot, or for netting trout in the most
killing style, and framed after tbe manner of our late directions foi the more deadly slaughter of grouse ?
And yet, good friends, 'tis but a few years since that they
were all butchered alike to fill the capacious maw of the pothunter.
He has swallowed almost the list one of the quail
and trout, and a few grouse alone have escaped by their supe-

Having arranged the stools in as duck-like and life-like s
condition as possible, but which the fog caused to loom up
twice their natural size, we ensconced ourselves in the bol torn rior cunning. Doubtless when, in a few years, he has— if
of the boat and awaited the breaking of day
Suddenly to unchecked— reduced the grouse in like manner he will hardly
the westward there was a bright flash, and a second after have the siomach co reply while weal] storm abi
another, followed by two dull, muffled sounds of "ploong!
of the "manner of their taking off," and talk 1 u.lly of their
ploong of guns, and we knew the ball had opened. The protection as we now do in relation ro Irout and quail.
warning voice of Bishop, "Lookout, here they come from
The fact is that New England is in the same fix that our
the east'ard," the next moment showed, as painfully raising northern brethren soou will be. We have comparatively few
our heads above the gunwales of the boats, a bunch of ducks, grouse left, and an army of shooters coming on and after
which proved, on closer inspection, to be broadbills. They all our efforts to get them started shooing in a sportsmansnity.
" Californian," in your last number, has already referred rapidly approached, and, with almost the velocity of a like style, it is hardly to be wondered at that we regard with
No .me
to the possible difference in tbe composition of gunpowder cannon ball, swooped over the decoys and were off, but not little favor efforts to proselyte them to pot-hunting
and the effect thereby produced upon the gun barrel. I am without leaving three of their companions behind, one dead that lacks the amount of pluck and etpiHt de eorfm necesnot aware that any manufacturer uses soda saltpetre; in my and two crippled so badly that they were soon d' apatehed. sary to prefer fair play before "bag," need ever expect to
opinion they do not only potash saltpetre, and that as free Presently, n large flock of old squaws, numbering, perhaps,
acquire much skill in wins-ehoottng; or ever to taste the
as possible from soda of any kind should be used. It appe are. several hundred, startled from their resting place far out on sweet esthetic delight that fully possesses the true sportsman
however, that, except in reference to its containing soda and the bay, by a passing sloop, came swinging by just out of as be views his hard-earned spoils
While we desire to deal justly in our discussions, we most
moisture, all analyses of gunpowder have lost their signifi- gun shot. The guide, seeing they were likely to pass by
cance after it was once ascertained that our suppositions in without noticing the stools; performed the curious action of say that a disposition to boast of Slaughtering treed birds
regard to the composition and the process of decomposition kicking his feet up into the air, and at the same time uttered,
and giving minute directions for the best methods of acnomin the explosion of gunpowder were wrong. It was generally in a semi-falsetto voice, "how-ah-ah-lik," which he after- lishing the same, plainly indicate which side is favored and
supposed in theory that gunpowder should be composed of wards assured me was the cry of the old squaws. The arc about in the same vein as that "solid'' advice to our
one atom of saltpetre, one atom of sulphur and three atoms ducks, perceiving this strange feat, and at the same time boys, viz., " try all fair wing shots, and perhaps in the course
catching sight of their supposed friends snugly nestled in the of time you will shoot them in no other way," though of
of carbon, and that, as a result of its explosion, three atoms
carbonic acid, one atom nitrogen, as gas, and one atom sheltered cove, changed their course and came to investigate, course go on filling up the bag with all the "pot-shots" pospotassium sulphide as residue, should be formed. Instead of but, not liking the looks of affairs, swept by. The guns sible. That's training up wing-shooters with a vengeance.
followed their course for an instant and discharged their Why! it reminds me of the advice hat 80 old sharper gave
this the powder gases contain, beside carbonic acid and nitrogen gas, considerable quantities of carbonic oxyde gas; a contents, and four ducks, arrested in their rapid flight, his sons: " Boys, get money honestly, if ou can.; but, boys,
Wouldn't it be a curious temperance
get money anyway/'
part of the charcoal remains unburned, and, besides potassium leave the flock and fall heavily to the water, rebounding
from the shock, and lay on their backs stone dead. The reformer that, would tender the following "solid" advice:
sulphide, the residue contains large quantities of potassium
" Boys, drink all the. whisky you can get, and occasionally
sulphate and carbonate. This process, within certain limits, fusilade is now general, as far as can be heard. Away to
is also quite independent of the graining of the powder, and,
the westward, in the neighborhood of Smith's Point, comes take a drink of water, if handy; and perhaps in the course
the faint ploong: ploong
therefore, not much is gained by analysis or external examiof a double report (a peculiar of lime you will drink nothing but water."
Boys, I give you a motto which (though the pr.t-huiit.er
nation of the powder. These may be considered as facts, sound on water), and soon after a flock of whistlers appear,
might not consider it "solid,") a fai:hiul observance of
heir low tremulous whistle proclaiming their species.
and I have, therefore, always used one brand of powder after
Rising from the cramped position which a cautious gunner through a wide and varied experience of twenty-five years
finding it good, and would even stick to that against all othj
has brought to me much solid pleasure. It is, Take no fitting
must, naturally assume to remain unseen, we pour a volley
judgments.
According to the above, the residue which is left in the into their rank, and hive the satisfaction to see three drop. sjiots !
Emblazon it on your banners. Practice it invariably, and
barrel after discharge, consists of potassium
Five o'clock in the af ternoonfound us with decoys packed
sulphate,
sulphide and carbonate.
away on the way back to headquarters, with fifteen broad- you will never regret it.
ftoPPED Gkouse.
If this residue is left dry, it
will remain unchanged
bills, three shelldrakes, seven coots and ten old squaws.
if left in moistalr.it will change,
form sulphurous acid and corrode the barrel: the charcoal,
Early the following morning we were on another point, in
Gamjhsta Coi-ktt, Pa.
and
Stream
Forest
which is always left in it, will act as an absorbent of air, consequence of the wind having shifted to the north and Editor
Some weeks ago I wrote a short article, which appeared in
moisture and carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere, and blowing great guns. Not a cloud, nor a duck, could be seen
thereby serve as a medium, keeping more or less porous the in the sky. Tne guide entertained us with old yarns and Forest and Stream, in answer to. L. I. F., who had in a
previous issue supported tbe theory that a man was an artist
residue distributed over the iron, and will accelerate the ex- local incidents, of which baymen have quite a locker full.
He told, in his quaint way, of an old gunner nf Moriches, who could kill one ruffed trouse in twenty wing shots. I
change of oxygen between potassium sulphide and the iron.
This can be in some way experienced, if iron is left with who had owned, tor the greater part of his life, a muzzle- bave noticed in almost every subsequent issue, correspondpowder residue and water or moist air together. It is also loader, but his curiosity having been so excited by a city ence bearing pro and can on this subject.
I do not wish L. I. F. or anyone else to imagine that I
palpable that some little time will elapse before the chemical friend, who had extolled the merits of the breech-loader,
process will commence. It seems, therefore, to be the right that he was at length persuaded to purchase one.
One would not shoot a ruffed grouse sitting, whether on ground
morning he set out on the bay, bringing boih guns with him or tree, fori most undoubtedly will, and always have dose
way to clean tbe gun barrels from this residue.
That some powders are worse in this respect than others, for the purpose of seeing for himself wherein the merits or so, whenever an opportunity afforded itself." 1. t. K and
that some barrels resist the corroding influences of the indieach lay. Presently a flock of old squaws came myself differ on one point only, 1 believe, and that is, tbe
cated process, and that some powder residues are soft, others flying by. He leveled the breech-loader at the leader and number of grouse, which may be killed on the wing, out of a
hard, and the best methods of preventing their action on the fired a very fair aim, he thought but, greatly to his sur- given number of shots.
I have never beejO so far north as
prise, they only wagged their long-tail feathers, and cried
barrel, would form an interesting subject of further discusNew Brunswick and am not at all acquainted with the ousrout, as if in derision,
sion.
I)b. Volnet.
d'ye look.'' Again another acter of the cover wherein lie
use, L. I. F.
bunch flew by, and the derisive cry rang out as they flew off and friends so frequently fail to kill when on the wing.; 'jut
Editor Forest and Stream :
unharmed. The blood of the old bay man was now fairly my shooting is mostly confined to the ridges and spurs of the
If the subject is not threadbare let me add my mite of testi- boiling. Muttering a word which is not foundin polite readAllegheny Mountains, where the grouse are almost invariably
mony and as to make an opinion of any weight the length ing, he flung the breech-loader in the bottom of the boat, found in thickets of hemlock and laurel.
of time spent in forming it should be given. I am sorry to and snatched up "Old Scream and Blazes," as he affecSince writing the first article I decided to keep a record of
say that I have gained it in what will next summer be forty- tionately termed his old gun, just in time to level it at a my shots at grouse during the remainder of the open season
two years experience. In your lust number your corres- bunch of four passing by, and, to his extreme delight, saw and report the same.
!
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I find that I hive shot at fifty-six grouse, fifty-four of them
on the wing, and two sitting.
Of this number shot at on the wing, I killed sixteen: and

killed both of the sitting shots.
The greatest number killed consecutively

on the wing, was

three.
I shot most of the time a ten-pound 10-gauge, full choke,
hammerless gun. I loaded with 4A drams Orange lightning
ptfwder No. 6 and l^oz. No.'s 5 or*6 shot, the former late in
the season.
I believe that one pellet of No. 5 shot late in the season,
when ruffed grouse generally rise wild, will do more execution than half a dozen No. 8's; for, as a late conirihutor remarks, tbcv are a hardy bird and carry away, very frequently,
quite a weight of lead, if a bone in the wing or neck is not
broken.
I am, if shooting a ruffed grouse sitting be the criterion, a
pot-hunter.
But I shoot over a brace of setters and seldom
I may be
get the opportunity to kill them in this manner.
Wrong, but I do not believe that shooting an occasional
grouse on the around or in a tree will constitute the shooter
a pot-hunter. I imagine that an individual who systematically prepares himself for toe slaughter of ruffed grouse by
••
treeing" them and then deliberately, "with malice aforethought?' kills them, deserves the name of pot-hunter and
the condemnation of every lover of the "hurtling grouse."

Ooto.

MUZZLE AND BREECH.

12- inch barrel, 32-calibre.
"L. I. F." will accept my
thanks for his kind expression regarding my former letter.
Yes, I have been there many times, and trust that I may be
spared to go there many times again. To "Mark West" I
would say that every hunter knows and every naturalist
should know that all wild birds and animals have certain
fixed habits according to their several species, and a thorough
knowledge of their peculiar habits make the hunter and
rifle.

trapper successful in their vocation.— Stanstbad.

Shooting is the South. —I have just returned from a
two week's shooting trip to Georgia, and can report finding
ducks fairly plentiful. I went up the Savannah River about
twenty miles and got seventy-two ducks, mostly bluebill,
spoonbill and mallard in four days' shooting, aud did not
work very hard either. The weather was very warm, and,
consequently, the ducks not flying well, or I should have
made a much larger big. I did not try for deer, though
from reports should judge they were very plentiful this year.
Quail aud doves abundant everywhere. The best way to
shoot on the Savannah is to hire a ducking skiff (about 00
cents per day), go up the river, say 150 miles, and drift
down. There is a steamer up the river every Tuesday and
Friday at 6 p.m. A dozen decoys are useful, but most of the
shooting has to be done by sculling up on the ducks. You
can hire a darkey to go with you at from 75 cents to one
I had a very intelligent fellow that knew
dollar per day.
every nook and turn of the river and where >o findthe ducks.
A trip of this kind is inexpensive, compared with Currituck,

:

town."

to

Admitting his " dime " shooting at 50 yards, won't a ball
that hits a half-dollar every time from a breech-loader, at
same distance, auswer every purpose on game at 200 yards

and under ?
He claims a cows ball "cannot bo shot at'all." Now, I
have put 8 out of 10 naked cone b ills from a breech-loading
into an 8 inch bullseye at 200 yards, off-hand, and
proof, if he wishes it.
that he could sit. behind a glass and see where
Charles, Richardson aud Jewell plank their 330-gr. eylindriOne
cals every time on an iron target, 200 yards away.
visit at Walnut Hill (Mass.) will take the conceit out of
him that he intimates is in others, and show him koio to
shoot the "rifle of the present."
Mr. Van Dyke further says that " the extremely long ball,
necessary for a long flight, cannot be loaded from the muzzle
by the "best system of patching." Now, it is a notorious

Maynard

can send

Mm the

Would

fact that, at Oreedmoor and elsewhere; long range breechrides have had the bullet put in from the muzzle and
_
with as good results as though entered at the breech

fired

with the shell.
be

-

ELe suites also that the ball, put in at the muzzle, cannot
is it, then, that
fitted tightly enough for the grooves.

How

scores of 22-1 are made with long range rifles carrying bullets
that can be pushed through the barrel by a rod, with scarcely
a

pound pressure?
It is

evident that

Van Dyke has something

yet to

one would liken a
learn about rifles.
breech-loading rifle barrel to a thermometer, with its bulge
at the bottom for a ball to wallow in before starting on its
his description

journey.
.
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LOADING FOR GAME.
Maoon, Mo., Jan. 9.
Editor Forest and Stream
Many Of vour correspondents fail to give weight, length
and bore of gun, leaviusr the readr to guess at these very
An article stating that 3^dr. powder
important features.
and l^oz. of shot is the proper load for ducks, is about as
vague" as it can well be. I shall confine my views on the
subject oi loading tor game, to guns suitable for general
12gautfe/8Jto9A-lb8. 10 gauge, 9J to i0 l lbs.
shooting, viz.
For the 12 gauge, for general
Length of barrels 30 inches.
shooting, use Irir. Orange, duck powder No. 4 grain, 2 pink
edge wads on powder, with one black edge on soot, all one
size larger than bore of gun: loz. of shot, No. 8, for quail,
plnnattd and ruffed grouse, squirrels and rabbits; No. 9 for
For duck shooting use 4Jdr. same powder,
snipe and plover.
and l£oz. No. 5 shot, in first barrel and same quantity of No.
7 in second, shells loaded same, as to wads. For the 10 gauge
use l.Vir. same powder and lj-oz. shot same sizes as 13 gauge
for genera] shooting, and 5dr. and ljoz. of shot for duck
;

:

shooiing.

Always use wads one size lurger than bore of gun in
paper shells, and two sizes larger for brass shells. I have
found out by experience that trying to economize in powder
In loading us above mentioned the shells
is not economy.
containing No. 8 shot can 'be used for duck shooting very
The
well if you run out of shells loaded for that purpose.
mo?t absurd idee, about loading that 1 ever read or heard of
is advanced by a correspondent from El Passo, III. signed
" No. 13 Lore," in issue of January 5; No. 12 Bore says
he use; 2jilr. powder and Hoz. of No. 4 shot (for squirrels).
Such a load may be all right "down in Egypt," but would
hardly pass muster in this part of the country, especially in
the timber along the Chariton River.
The chapter on guns and loading in Capt. Bogardus' book
" Field (Jover and Trap Shooting,'" is about as practical as
anything that has ever been written on the subject, and by
a practical man top. The tallow question mentioned by
No. IS E ire is rather old, notwithstanding No. 12 Bore says
he thinks it is not generally known. It is tune thrown away
and does no good. Wire cartridges are expensive and are no
better than loose shot in a breech-luader, and very little betBobdbb Rumian.
ter in a muzzle-l "ader.
,

— Sheldon,

—

Jan. G.
Ruffed grouse are very
scarce iu tiiis vicinity, and the few killed have been all old
bare had fine sport on the beech-ridges, where
ade some heavy bags of gray squirrels, with a few
Foxes and rabbits scarce. Redblack ones for variety
very plenty here this season, and
.'re
headeo
Iu your issue of
are. I believe, a wiutsi resident with us.
Dec. 15 I see that a caribou was killed near Gaspe Basin with
For some years past several of the
a 33-calibre revolver
moose and caribou hunters near Campbellton, N. B., use
while hunting this large game the " Frank Wesson" pocket

FISH IN SEASON IN JANCAKV.
Pickerel, Bsox reitadatu*.

Pike or eirirerel, AVj.- lueiut.
pike)
(wall-eyed
Pike-perch

my

thinking,

is

amurwrnum,

S.

I

rellow Perch,
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War-momli,

l
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Smelt, Osmerus mordax.

Sinned

IS

I

ass or Eooknsh,

Roams

Uiieatvs.

|

White Perch, iterant, lima
Pollock, Pulinc/ini* carbuw

|

THE ANGLER'S DEE AM.
Trie earth Is

sad— mists dank and gray

Enfold ber ancient breast

-,

The waves, all wearied with
Have trembled Into rest,
And silently the god ot Day

their play,

Is sinking In the SVest.

Now

dead delights, luce ghosts, arise
Within my haunted brain

The tender blue ot April skies—
The sound of Api 11 rain—
The foaming heck— the gentle rise—
The princely pounder slain

quite as

I

my

Then fade the

flowers from
slgtit,
O'ershadowed Is the stream,
As yonder through the waning light

Astride of a Stag.—Murray's hero has been outdone by
a European rival. In the London (Eng.) Telegraph we find
Since Mazeppa most unwillingly rode to
the following
death the wildest Tartar steed of his period, few such surpassing feats of horsemanship have been recorded in the
pages "of history or romance as that to which publicity has
been recently given by the majority of our Hungarian conPerhaps" horsemanship is scarcely the correct
temporaries.

pier-lamps gleam
drear Novembei night
waken from my dream

I see the

And In the

:

term to apply to this extraordinary performance deermanship would probably be the more appropriate word. The
other day, while a nobie stag of ten was being hotly chased

i

(fts

Crapple, f»ii:«;
Bachelor, Pone *«*..

SALT WATEB.

enjoyable.— Jueis P.

I

!

F. B.

n Sportng

and Dramatic

THE ALEWIFE

Doveton.

Seicz.

IN INLAND LAKES.

:

by the Kaposztasmegyerer hounds

—a

subscription

pack

one Karl Poros, a discharged hussar, managed to bring the
terrified animal to a standstill in some close cover through
which it was forcing its way, and, by an almost superhuman
After
effort of strength and agility, to vault upon its back.
several desperate but unsuccessful attempts to dislodge its
rider from his seat, the stag, stimulated anew to flight by
the cry of the fast-approaching hounds, resumed its course,
but it soon broke down under the weight of its unaccustomed
burden and gave up the ghost through sheer exhaustion and
Poros was found by the huntsmen sitting on the unterror.
wounded carcass of the stag, which he had literally ridden
to death and resolutely claimed as the just reward of an
achievement unprecedented in the annals of the chase. [The
Foeest and St'beam office boy suggests that Poros should
have fired that name at the stag, Kaposztasniegyererxyzetc.l

Kill the Owls.— Canal Fulton, Starke county, O.— I besportsman takes as much pleasure in killing all
enemies of game as he does in killing game. All owls are
great enemies of game, killing them while they are asleep
and then sleeping in the day in hollow trees away out of sight
of the hunter. I have discovered a way to shoot them. When
I learn that an owl has located in the woods I get on a horse
aud take my gun and ride around through the woods where
I think the owls are in a hollow tree, examining carefully
lieve a true

Mr.

From

Vermont.

to

and giver

jfua

Stizott.ihium
ijriseum, etc.

or even Cobb's Island, and,

Editor Forest and Stream
Editorially you remark that Mr. Van Dyke will find many
to agree with "him as to the muzzle-loaders accuracy at short
Possibly so, but, notwithstanding his preposterous
range.
claim as to the merits of his muzzle-loading rifle, the persons
who still use them, as a rule have not made their "first visit

491

I don't talk any, but don't
every tree that has a hole in it.
care how much noise the horse makes, as that is what I want
This excites their curiosity and then they
the owls to hear.
will crawl up and look ©ut to see what is going on and give
you a chance to shoot them. I one time caught a screechowl in a hollow tree that showed his inquisitiveness by crawling up to look out to see what was going on. It was five feet
from the ground. I reached in and pulled him out, and he
had a qnaU in his talons half eaten that was just killed the
night before. I suppose the quail was as heavy as the owl.

— G.

II.

Medina, N. Y., Jan. 12.— Our taxidermist has just received,
to be mounted, a red fox, killed three and a half miles southIt is a fine large specimen, and weighed ten
east of Albion.
pounds. This reminds me that a fox was shot a few weeks
since inside of our village corporation. He was seen to enter
>uth of which was afterward closed by a flat
a drain, the
stone, and one of the covering stonei taken up a few rods
beyond. He was shot and killed. Il was taking a rather
mean advantage, but the killer felt justified by the number
A gray fox has
of chickens he and his neighbors had loBt.

m

the autumn of 1880 interesting accounts were published
of the exhibitions which a man gave on Keuka, Seneca,
and other lakes of western New York, showing his method
His successful bait was the
of trolling for salmon trout.
mysterious alewives, or " sawbellies," about whicu there is so
much speculation, the problem being how they got into those
waters.
So far as appeared, this man obtained the indispensable
bait by catching a salmon-trout with a hook baited with a
young s-ucker, opening the trout and taking the alewives out
Then he proceeded to troll with the bait
of its stomach.
thus obtained, and kept up his supply of it by opening every
As a young sucker with which to take
fish that he caught.
the first salmon is not always obtainable! by the average fisherman, it may interest some of your readers to learu of a
more direct method of procuring the alewives. This is by fly
fishing for them late in the evening.
Last July, one evening. I was catching large minnows for
bait from a dock on the shore of Seneca Lake, using b flyn it had become so dark
rod with the smallest of flies.
that the minnows ceased to take the flies, I begau to catch
alewives, and soon had five.
The next eveuing, at ihe same
hour, I tried for them again, and took fifteen in a short time.
They continued to take the flies afier it was dark.
These lively little interlopers are hot welcomed with uniIt is
versal heartiness by the sportsmen on Seneca Lake.
true that they furnish an excellent food for the game
but the supply is so lavish, so recklessly prodigal, that the
salmon-trout and the glass-eye-pike are airly surfeited, and
regard with supreme indifference the most attractive lures Of
This is one reason they give in explanation of
the angler.
their inability to capture these fish. If this were all, it would
not be so bad. Naturally enough, the alewives, tort, have
excellent appetites, and they are charged with satisfying
them with the spawn of their persecutors It may be a question of " the survival of the fittest," aud so far the alewives
seem to be having the best of it. It is certainly a tact that
trolling for salmon-trout and glass-eye pike on Seneca Lake
has become practically abandoned. Seines aud gill jiel
largely accountable for this, but still ihe conviction remains
tha' alewives have damaged the fishing.
Up to within a few years past every grass patch in the lake
was full of yellow perch. They have all disappeared exceptHappily the black bass hold their own,
ing a few stragglers.
I'hey protect their
and better still, are on the increase.
spawning beds and have it all their own way with the mulThey, too, devour the little stratigers
titudinous alewife.
without stint, but nevertheless are always ready for a tussle
with the angler properly equipped with fine tackle at d exKanadi saga.
perience.
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been seen several times prowling around. Rabbit hunting
has been good so far this winter, a »reat many being killed
on the light snows we have had lately. Sal Nitek.

COLOR OF GUT.
"The Foeest Cut,"

Georgia.—Micon.—Middle Georgia has had a very short
game this season, our principal birds (quail) being
Some sections that have
scarcer than we have ever known.

crop of

formerly had quantities of birds have been this year almost
Though the weather has been warm, we have had
destitute.
The writer had an excellent oppora good supply of ducks.
tunity of testing the

much

discussed "hot or cold opossum"

subject, yesterday, and after a trial, was of the opinion "'twas
six for one and half a dozen for the other."— J. H. J.

Bk Caekettl where you drop your cartridges. Some perleft one on the floor of A. G. Jackson's residence at
Jericho, Long Island, and when Louisa Sands, the colored
servant, put the sweepings into the kitchen stove last Friday
morning, the cartridge exploded, whereby she lost the sight.
have heard of a case where a " .22 short"
of an eye.
pot into a box of smoking tobacco and thence into a smoker's
pipe, giving him a great fright and a narrow escape.

son

We

Kaksas— Cit«arron, Gray Co., Kan., Jan. 2nd.— This is
a good time for aatelope here, as the fires have burnt, off the
prairie for miles north of here and bunched up the ante]
Cattlemen from 100 miles south report
near the river.
buffalo plentiful, but in bunches of four and five coming in
from the south Vest. The head of the herds were just 120
I
Bhall go down to them on
miles from here on the 23th.
When I come
the 25th, to be gone fifteen or twenty days.
hack will report progress.— W. J. Dixon.

Ontario,

Jan

9,

1882.

Editor Forest and Stream:
ilor
I observe in your issue of 5th inst. an article upon "
in Fishing Gut." This is a question upon which men oil!
never agree as long as there is a piece <f gut to be had.
There is, however, one color which I do not think has ever
been tried and which has just suggested itself to mu. viz.,
" green." In all paintings of water scenery the water is
represented as being of one or more of the various shades of
green, excepting, of course, in sepia and neutral tint
As the past and present artists of Europe aud
pictures.
America were and are, without doubt, deep Studen s of
nature in that respect, their adoption of green in its
shades in representing water (with the afore-named exceptions) would tend to prove that such is its normal or natural
color, and that those who indulge in the n-hle art of flyfishintr would do well to color their "leaders" with a green
.

tint.

I have fished in many waters in Ontario (in its western
section), from the clearest pond to a turlu'd stream, aud
used both blue-tinted and white gut for '• lead-rs," and never
found that I caught more or less with one than he
It is theses that the fish see, not your casting line or leader.
and it is the fly only that he goes for, which is easily
by casting your "leader" over the water without, any flies
on it; the entire absence of "rises" will solve the pn
Our salmo fontinalis are of such a variable temper thai while
on some days rising to the flies asfast as you can throw your
line, on other days the most delicate tackle and skill wi
allure them from their cosy beds at the bottom of the stream.
i

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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From my

experience oC about fourteen years, during which
l.ifiil for trout or black bass
fishing, I aui
that color of gut lias nothing to do with success or
failure.
The right kind of flies for the day and the requisite
skill is alt that is necessary, together with good tackle, to
insure good sport, iu trout or hass fishing.
Some years ago 1 leased a beautiful pond supplied by a
spring creek of Iho purest water, about half a day's drive
from home, which 1 often frequented. This pond covered
twenty acres of ground, and I could uearly at all times catch
tvout in it, having carefully observed their habits' and haunts.
On arrivimr there one afternoon, I was told by my care-taker
that a "colonel" from Buffalo had, without leave or license,
gone to fish up the creek. From the description my man gave
of his "fittings," I did not think he could commit great
havoc among
pe's, so I let him alone, and did not rebuke
his impertinence.
He made his appearance on the banks of
the pond soma two or three hours later, in company with a
companion of languid appearance, complaining of doleful
luck— "ntrry trout." They were equipped in high boots, and
had grand rods, immense fish-baskets and lovely "kinky"
Jiucs.
1 examined the ends of their lines, and found each
bad a nondescript fly perfectly useless, tied on to the ends of
their lines by a piece of gut three inches long. I sympathized
with their misfortunes, pointed out the very best places, and
1

Ill

H

I-

ACTIONS FOR COLLECTING

have never Used

my

By this time I had
leaving the pond at dusk, 1 heard
two had departed for their "ancestral halls" dis-

bade them go and enjoy themselves.
about sixty
that tlie
gusted.

On

fine trout.

Whether "color" had anything to
success, I leave your readers to judge.

do with their want of
They were decidedly
C. O. D.

"gieen."

AND PRESERVING

FISH.

satisfied

nr TAKLliTON

H. BEAN.

.

1. Wash the fish thoroughly in water to remove the slime
and din that are almost invariably present upon them, not
omitting the in-ide of the tuoutb and the gills. In cleansing
fish that, have a tough, scale.less skin, or such as have the
scales firmly fixed, use a stiff paint brush or a scrubbing
brush for thin-skinned fish, and such as have deciduous
scales, a softer brush must be taken.
Some fish are covered
plentifully with tenacious mucus that is with great difficulty
removed by water alone in such cases a solution of two
tablespoonfuls of alum in a pint of lukewarm water will be
found efficacious.
;

A PERFECT DAY.
TAKE my rod

often necessary to preserve fish that are stale, or
partially digested and offensive to the smell. Such examples
may be thoroughly disinfected by the use of the disinfecting
solution of chloride of soda.
Use a tablespoon ful of the solution in one pint of water.
With this wash the gills, and
pour it into the mouth and stomach, allowing it to return by
the mouth.
3. Inject alcohol iu the mouth and the vent to preserve
the viscera.
Make small incisions in the belly and in thick
parts of the body, to allow the alcohol to penetrate the tissues.
It is nearly always desirable to remove the liver,
stomach and intestines from large fish, and to preserve these
separately, numbering them so as to correspond with the fish
from which they are taken.
4. It is a good plan to ko<~p freshly collected fishes in weak
alcohol for a day or two a mixture of two parts of 03 per
cent, alcohol to one of water will answer for this temporary
immersion. Some species are exceedingly soft and flabby,
falling In the bottom of a glass jar or other receptacle, be
3,

It is

No

alone with nature.

as drinking in the clear sweet air with blissful anticipations,
I saunter through the woodpath toward tlie mountain lake.
As I brush the dew from the bushes around me, I spy in a
glade, golden flowers glowing on a carpet of pure green,
mingled with snowy stars of wliite blossoms; with their
fragrance conies the liquid bell-like voice of the swamp-robin,
hidden from ciirii us eyes. Sooo, seated in my bnat, I paddle
to the shade of a tall, dirk hemlock and rest there, lulled by
the intense quiet. Ever and anon as I dreamily cast my
ethereal lly, a thrill of pleasure electrifies me, as it is seized

by a vigorous trout.
1 have loag classed trout with flowers and birds, and bright
sunsets, aud charming scenery, and beautiful women, as
given for the rational enjoyment and deliglit of thoughtful
men of aesthetic tastes. And if

then a perfect life has been lived by mauy a noble lrou
Whose years have been few, but who, caught by the fisher's
lure (to which he wa-i predestined as aforesaid,) has leaped
into the air, and shaken the sparkling drops from bis purple,
golden, crimson, graceful form and struggled to be free, to
the intense pleasure of the artist Who has brought him to
basket, where be. belonged.
Thus resting, and floating ap-arently between the translucent crystal' and the blue eth-r, silent, I have felt the
presence of a spirit who inspires me with pure thoughts of
matters far above the affairs of daily life aud toil of the
universe, ami what lies beyond the blue sky, aud of the mind
aud soul of man, and his future after death.
1 lobe the mountains, and the meadows, and the woods.
Later, satisfied but not s dialed with fair provision of corn
and wine, and oil, and my creel well filled, the shadows
lengthen, and the day begins to die.
Someday I shall bear no more forever the birds sing in
the sylvan shade,
My eyes will no more behold the woods
For the last time my feet will slowly tread
I love so well.
this woodland road, and I shad watch for the last time the
changing shadows made by the clouds upon the hillsides.
Then will come a time when the setting sun will paint the
West as the DTidBgroom colors the cheek of the bride, but I
shall not know it, and 1 Shall never again share such hours
of peaea with the leafy trees. Then, with folded hands upon
my quiet breast, rny friends will Briefly gaze up an my face
and 1 shall be gone. In that last day, so full of deepest
interest to me, may my soul be pure.
Filled with such thought?, 1 regret that I cannot express
them like the p >el, whase name I know not, bat whose
words I well recall
" Goo

l-bve. sweel flay, cood bye
love tliee, but 1 oanoot

hold thee;
Departing like a dream, the shsiaows ioki thee.
Slowl 7 iiv p a u-ci beauty Jades away
Good-bye, sweet d ty
i

:

Good-bye. Hweet day, good-bye
"'

'> '•

!

!

inn

i.-u

i

-

inuiKHll

hi'

*i.ileintor.

Hadly Ueni leidi'si, id me eveuirc,' leader,
Wlio wart s'l fair from thy first morning ray.
Good-bye, sweet day!
\

Good-bye, sweet day. good bye

!

•lliygieev are! eharm, riiy smiles and 1 ones
vauisii al ii-i. .tad solemn atgiit advances.
rauld'st tu< u vet a Little longer stay.
Goud-b.ve, sweet diy

Ah

A

;

;

j

titions.

Cases made of ordinary tinned sheet-iron are much more
generally used than the expensive copper cans, aud they will
answer well enough if the joints are perfectly tight and the
top is securely soldered on.
Oak kegs, holding about 10 gallons each and provided with
iron hoops, are capital containers for large fishes, and they
will stand the wear aud tear of railway travel better than
most other receptacles.
Gla's prestrviui-jars may be shipped long distances with
comparative safety, but they must be tested, by inverting
them, to insure tigntness; the top of the jar and the rubber
baud should be wiped dry wrap the jars in strong paper
and pack them in some material that will prevent bre ikage.
When corked bottles are used, tie a piece of bladder
securely over the cork.
Where seals aud sea lions occur, the
throat, as prepared by the Aleuts for example, will be found
uu excellent covering. It is necessary to wet the membrane
Whenever jars, bottles, or any other
to make it pliable.
small containers are filled with fish which are not provided
with tin lags wrile plainly with a lead-pencil ou heavy
manila or writing paper the name of the place where the fish
were taken, the date of capture, and the name of the collectPut a label of this kind inside of each bottle it will
or.
;

1

1

their own mucus, and rapidly disintegrating in consequence. Such specimens shouid either
be suspended in the aid hoi by a thread or siring from the
neck of the jar or the hook sometimes found ou the inside of
the stopple, or a bed of excelsior or muslin should raise them
from the bottom. These are necessary precautions which
will prevent many losses.
After the fish have been kept
for not more than two days in the weak alcohol, transfer
them to a mixture of three parts of 05 per cent, a'cohol to
one of water. Ordinarily this latter will preserve specimens
that are not, crowded too much at least three months. Some,
ot course, will remain in good condition still longer: but,
generally, three months will reduce the preservative power
of the liquid so far as to make a renewal of alcohol neceasary.
The tendency with many collectors is to overcrowd
sp> cimens, and, as a result, museums frequently receive a lot
of half-rotten material which is too valuable to be thrown
away and is yet always a source of trouble aud disappointment. Ajar, tank, or case of any kind should never be expected to accommodate more than half its own bulk of fish,
and even this proportion will require watchfulness to avoid
loss.
If a collection freshly caught is to be shipped to a distant museum or private collection, observe the directions about cleansing the fish and preserving the viscera
separately if needful, and then use nothing weaker than a
mixture containing three parts of 05 per cent, alcohol and
good mixture which will carry fish in
one part of water.
very nice condition is the following: 05 percent, (or absolute) alcohol, 3 quarts
water. 1 quart glycerine, 1 pint
borax, 1 ounce. There is nothing hotter, however, than the
mixture of three parts of alcohol and one of water.
5. The extensive collections of the United States Fish
Com mission are usually packed in copper tanks, which are tinThe lid of the tank is made to screw in the top,
lined within.
and its diameter is always as great as the dimensions of the
The tanks (called Agassiz tanks) are made
top will allow.
to contain 4, 8, or 16 gallons.
Strong chests, of a size large
enough to accommodate a 10 gallon tank, are used for shipping the hinges and hasps of these chests are riveted on
bandies are screwed on at the sides, and each chest is furnished with a strong lock. The chest may contain one 16gallon tank, or two of 8 gallons, or four of 4 gallons, or oue
of 8 gallons and two of 4 gallons, as may best suit the convenience of the collector.
When several taaks make Jip the
complement it i3 usual to separate them by thin wooden par-

coming partly imbedded in

June morning, and go forth to be
business cares, no roar of the
city, ao recital* of other's troubles and woos which make the
lawyer a human hygrometer, no doubts nor fears disturb me,
this fair

aud glances

:

I

;

Good-bye, sweet.
j\a tbv
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good-bye

in'ii »)] s in,'
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Pletai.Uu Weil beneath
Good-bye, sweet day."
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ene-iiil ttearl remembers,
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ilia

;vju-i'i

,

sut.'iiiki.'i'jii- .ariisaa;

twilight gray.

the balsam breathing night wind begins to blow, I turn
upna tin silver glancing of the maulighton the
rippling waves of the fairy lake, ami step bravely into the
darkness ot the woods, where 1 cannot see the places where
my foot shall fall, but, know that "titers have safely passed
it before, and that I shall find comfort and home at the end.

As

my back

I

Geo. W.

Van

Siulbx.

FioRin.y Frai Arm Gams— Gainesville, Fla. Jan. 7.—
Have been here at. the Arlington, kept by J. B. Wist a--,
where I have gained more comfort than at. any other point
Have good bass (wide mouth) fishoutside of Jacksonville.
ing at Big Sink, two and a half miles out.' Quail abundant
a few miles in the country. Was out fishing yesterday aud
took with reel and live bait some beauties, none under three
and a half pounds, some six and one thirteen pounds. This
is not guess work, but verified by that which is often a deluJ. S.
sion and a sham the pocket scales,
,

—

—
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remain legible for years.
0. E ;cb specimen should be provided with a numbered tin
tag, which is to bo fastened, whenever possible, by means of
a String passed through the right gill-opening and out at the
moutb. When the string must be tied around the body or
tail of the fish it should be fixed securely and yet without
injuring any of the fins. A catalogue is to be kept by the
collector, in which tho numbers corresponding with those on
the taas must be entered, with notes as to place, time, aud
mode of captuie, and other particulars which will be more
fully mentioned further on.
Wrap each fish separately in
common coarse muslin (the coarser the better), and tie the
ends securely. Do not lie the string so tightly around the
body of the fish as to make furrows and wrinkles in the skin.
If tin tags are not at baud, a label written firmly on stout
paper witha lead-pencil should be wrapped inside the covering of the fish.
It, is necessary always to fill the receptacle
in which specimens are packed— a bottle or jar may be either
filled with alcohol or the specimens may be wrapped in muslin,
it is not a good plan to put tow, excelsior, or -cottonwool on top of fish, as it presses them close together and prevents the free circulation of alcohol between them. For long
journeys it is desirable to secure better protection than the

10,

;

1882.

muslin wrapper alone affords. This may be gaiued by piecing beds of excelsior or thin wood shavings betweentbelaye g
of fish and at the bottom and lop of the case.
A plainly-written card placed at the top of the box, so as
to be seen when the lid is removed, telling its contents at d
by whom it was sent, will save much trouble when the collection is unpacked.
7. Notes of color, taken from fresh specimens, should he
sent with them if the fish are to be described in the museun .
The collector should also preserve in his own books a record
of life-colors under the catalogue numbers corresponding with
the tin taas fastened on his fish.
He can then obtain the
identification ot bis species by their numbers
studies upon them at his own plea ure.

;

;

I
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8.

Local names of

mens when

fish

and publish

his

should always accompany the speci-

obtainable.

9. It is desirable to know whether or not the spee'es is
abundant whether different sizes of the same fish are found
whether they associate iu schools or not; whether they aie
permanent residents or migratory if migratory, by what
routes they come and go; whether they torm an important
article of food
what they feed upon and what species pri y
upon them the depth and character of the bottom on whir h
they occur; the mode of capturing them: the uses made of
them, and the various products which they go to form in
short, everything bearing upon thelife history or the economic
:

;

;

;

—

applications of the species should be noted in detail.
10. Before washing the fish look them over for external
parasites; examine the gills and the inside of the mouth
carefully, as these are favorite situations these parasite s
often furnish a clue to the migrations of the fish.
Remove
;

them

them remain,
call attention to their presence in your shipping note?.
Preserve the parasites in vials or bottles, and provide them
with labels stating from what fish they came and in what
situation they were found.
To preserve fish indefinitely in glass jars, observe the following directions First, select a jar of the proper size to accommodate the specimen amply, Without bending or distor'ing it in any way
put in the fish with the tail down io nearly
if

they can be taken

off entire, if not, lcl

and

:

;

all cases
the tail may often rest upon the bottom of the j r,
or the fish may be suspended from tho hook which is now
found in the stopple nf the modern museum jars; cover lie
fish completely with the alcoholic mixture ret erred to in the
closing sentence of paragraph 4; discoloration of the alcohc 1
is a sign that its preservative power is weakened and calls
fishes in alcohol will never make a goodshow
for a renewal
unless the liquid is kept clear and clean.
label giving the
namo of the fish, place of its capture and name of its eapttr
should be tied on the neck of the jar by means of a piece of
narrow tape passed through holes punched in the ends of the
paper.
The jars must have accurately ground glass stopples.
It is best to use no kind of sealing wax to coat the joint of
the stopple simply wipe the glass perfectly dry, close the
jar properly, and there will be little danger of evaporation.
Do not let the direct sunlight sirike your jurs, and keep them
well removed from stoves, registers and the like. Proceed,-

I

;
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NEW ENGLAND

OF

FISHERIES.

numerous industries of New England that of the
fisheries is no doubt the oldest, and possesses much of
historic aud present interest to others than those particularly
engaged in it. At numerous time's much has been written
of

it,

the

yet

its

history, particularly the statistical

portion,

is

much broken, many of the old records having been destroyed
with no copies in existence. As earl v as IBJ8 we find the
abundance of fish in the waters of Massachusetts Bay had
attracted attention iu Europe.
The Pilgrims going from
Leyden
James

"What

to England in that year to solicit consent of King
to their going to America, the King inquired,
profit might arise ?" The brief rep ly w us simply,

"Fishing."

To which King

.Tames responded,

"So God

my

soul, 'tis an honest trade: 'twas the Apostles' own
have
calling." The request was granted.
To the fi-heries the
credit is given of saviog the infant colony from starvation,
that the first free schools were supported with an income
from the fisheries, that the government has always recognized the patriotism, bravery aud important services rendered the navy in time of need by the fishermen, are all
matters well known.
With the growth of the country nearly
all the seaport towns bad quite large Beets engaged in fishing,
with numerous vessels engaged iu foreign trade, of which
fish products formed a large proportion.
For many generations the business was carried on in its primitive way with no
marked change until quite recently.
Of late years many new industries have Sprung up that in
size far surpass that of the fisheries.
large number of
ports have given up the business, others have but, few vessels.
The business is gradually being concentrated to a few poris,
the export business (with the exception of an occasional
cargo) confined to Boston.
Alihongh fewer ports and smaller fleets are engaged at
present, the business continues of importance, with probably
as many fish caught at present as at any previous time.
The mauy new ways of preparing the eiteh for the market gives employment ashore to a large number of psraons,
the increased facilities for a catch making good any decrease in the number of vessels, with fully as many persons
employed afloat and ashore as at any previous time with
twice as many sail.
Before turning to the present it may be of interest to note
a few of the changes and contrast the past witli the
present.
In the past, as at the present time, Boston was known as
the chief port of distribution for all the varieties of salt water
fish found in
England or Provincial waters. Here in
olden time the fishermen came with Pieir products, sellingthe same to the grocers or from the vessel and taken inland

A

New

by teams that came from Vermont, New Hampshire, and
other parts of the country loaded with grain, pork aud other
provisions. Dry fish was handled loose or tied up in bundles,
while mackerel and other pickled fish were shipped in barrels, halves nr quarters. For many yens the catch was made
in the most primitive manner, for eo and other ground fish
the hook and hand lino only being used
the mackerel catch
was taken by the gaff, or by "drailing," the latter mode by
having p iles suspended from the side of the vessel, with
hook and line attached, the vessel being uuder sail or no
catch was made later the hook and hand line, or "jigging."
With these few appliances a large amount of business was
I

;

:

annually carried on. the catch, with the exception of the
Grand Bank cod fleet, being confined chiefly to the New

England coast.
Although Boston was the great point for a market aud the
distribution pf the catch, there was not a single exclusive

Iunu*s

vj,

FOREST AND STREAM.

L88&]

wholesale BS It fish store, in the city until 1S07. In that year
Mr. EbtnBKer Niokerson opened the flrat store of the kind, it
being qorated f-n Long Wharf. For fifteen yetUH this was
the only store encaged in the Lmsines*
In 1830 two other
I

firms were started.
From this commencement the business
he grODora giving it up to those exclusively engagedNew flans started Efotn time to time, as the business inereasd.
From the firat settlement of Boston up to 1835, the fresh
fish business was only carried on in a retail manner, by
boats lying at the docks, and teams standing about the mirket; ice was pot used, and the canning of fish had, probably,
not been bought of. During the summer season the trade
was confined [0 a near-home demand. During the winter it
was teamed inward as far as Albany and Montreal. The
citeii fame from Massachusetts Hay and was supplied by the
small fishing vessels from this and neighboring ports. During
cold weather, in a -frozen state, it was brought to market by
teams from Cape Arm arid ports between. The oyster business was of small prop, union, and carded on from two small
hulks cowed iu and used for storage below, and stores
above.
The. oysters mostly came from Cape Cod, never
from south of New York, and from July to September no oysAs the demand for fresh flab ioters were sold in Boston,
teased, DeUa r facilities were needed to handle the catch, and
the. /'>•""' wlwitmle fresh fish store waB opened on Long Wharf
in 1885, Messrs. iloibruok. Smith
Co. being the pioneers.
Their business was mostly during the winter and spring
months through the warm weather it was confined to pickled,
dry, or smoked lisu.
In 1838 this firm removed to Commercial Whan, baiug the first firm so engaged on that wharf
wuich, al the picsent rime, is the headquarters of the trade,
with thirty-five wholesale firms in the immediate vicinity.
Up io 1845 the catch of ground fish was solely by hook
ami band-line. About that year the trawl was first introduced by fishermen that had used, or seen them used off the
During i860 the gill nets W6ra introduced,
coast of Ireland.
with goi id result, by the U. B, Fish Commission. At the
present, time all three of the methods arc used by the marketIn the mackerel catoh the purse seine superseded
fishermen.
previous methods, and is now almost exclusively used.
all
Its use is said to dale from 1855, although it did not come
into general use for a number of years.
As we have previously alluded to the decrease in the numels
ugaged in the catch as not necessarily oausiog
ber ol
a lihe decrease in the ftmOUot of the industry or of the produels, it is of interest to note, with only one exception, lhe
of mackerel on record, as inspected in Miss ichmells, was in 1851. Iu that year With Uts. honk andline
3i0 000 barrels were caught by a fleet of 853 vessels,
hailing from thirty Massachusetts pons, with eighty-seven
vessels from other States, a total of 040 vessels manned
by 9,90;) fiibermea. During the past year with the purse
seine a catch of 391,057 barrels was murie with -a fleet of
Mass chusetts, New Hampshire and Maine,
398 sail frot
engaged.
do not propose to diswill] i 858 l sherrnei
to the benefit or injury to the business
cuss the que
capture, only to show that the business
b3 the
ye present time, with half the number
of vessels eng
St almost every eatable variety, has
.nee, and is now of large proportion.
yearly grown Of imp
This branch < if the b
Less dates only from 1845, in wirich
year the emu ing.d' Obsters and shell fish began in Maine for
some lime the only Slate that packed fish iu tin cms. It has
been bul. u few years since the canning of fish began iu BosB melee* rJs'a, now well
ton, yearly increasing iu amount.
known, and neatly packed iu packages of from five to thirty
pounds each, is found in all the leading grocery stores from
This manner of preparing fish
the Atlantic to the Pacific.
dates back many years, with but little attention giveu lo it
Of late years the demand from the fertifor a long time.
lizing factories for the refuse left from cutting lessening the
C03t of preparation, with the cleanly manner of placing on
the market and the saving iu fi eight, has made it justly popular willt the trade 'lhe demand yearly increases, its preparation, with the canning of fUh, gives employment to a large

grew,

i

i
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Mr. James Annin, Jr., the wellIrn r.TjKXi-i.; of the Miss.
trout culturist of Caledonia, N. Y., calls our attention
to the following paragraph, on the depredation of minks in

known

trout streams, taken from the Hartford, Oonn,, VitttrdMb:
"Since the decline in the price of mink furs these anim ds have
been but little sought for or trapped, and the result is that
thry have increased to such an extent, as to seriously impair
the trout Balling, and in some of the smaller ponds and
Streams stocked with this fine fish they have been entirely
caught out and exterminated by the minks. Mr. George
Wright, of this county, has this season caught nine of these
pests iu the streams in this vicinity, the largest of which
weighed throe and a quarter pounds and measured twentyseven inches from tip to tip." Commentiug on this, Mr. Annin writes to us: '• I fully agree with the article, and think,
from my own observation, that the trout brooks suffer as much
from the depredations of the mink during the close season as
they do from the legitimate fishing of the angler during the
opinion is that if the Slate offered a bounty
open season.
J.
for the offenders the trout would ba more numerous.

My

•

-

I

i

We
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1

of men and women.
seems possible that an article so universally used
was unknown to the fish trade forty years ago. At the
present time no market fisherman would think of starting on
his trip (except iu winter) without ice, any more than without bait or seine. During 1845 vessels firat began carrying
ioe to sea with them, and dealers to use it in packing fish for
shipment previous to that date its use was considered in-

number

it hardly

as

ice

;

jurious to the fiSh. At the present time about 20 000,000
pounds are annually used by vessels and dealers. Through
its use, fresh fish are now shipped at all seasons of the year,
as far inland as Chicago.
As far back as we find any record of the fishing business,
we find lhe use of nets of some kind in taking the catch. In
past years those used by the New England fishermen were
mostly "home made." During the winter or stormy season
the. fisherman, with wife and family, found plenty of work in
making nets. Oi laic years their use in the various branches
of the fisheries has largely increased. They are now nearly
all factory-made, of a' .great variety, including the fine tlaxthread net of the shad fishery, the larger purse seine of the
:el and menhaden catch, the large drag net3 of the
southern fisheries, as well is numerous other varieties,
his city give employment to some
Two large taetori
girla, furnishing most of the
five hundred persoi
western lakes and rivers, as well
seines and nets usct
es, with some demand for export.
as the Atlantic coas
in was started in 1843; from that
The first factory
re all hand-rnade.
In the latter
date until 1305 the
.roduced iu their manufacture in
year machinery wai
have
this city, and is now almost exclusively used.
briefly alluded to the various home branches of the fishing
industry. Another branch largely represented in Boston is
that of the Provincial catch sent to the Boston market for
i

We

tables of monthly receipts will show the amount
of the past year, which is less than the average of late years,
caused by the pariial failure of their catch. The earliest
record of the importation of mackerel that we find is of skoen
From that dale up to 1831 only a few
barrels in 1821.
hundred barrels nerc annually imported. In the latter year,
4,553; increasihgup to 1841, to 10,837 i from that year unby fire. In the latter
til 1S-19 .he reeoidswere destroyed
year it bad increased to 1 38 505 barrels ; and yearly, from
that date-, from 50 000 to 100,000 barrels of mackerel, with a
large amount of all the other varieties of fish caught in the
Provinces, find a read? market in Boston.
sale.

Our

The late Capt, T. J.Jones is credited with being one of
the first pioneers iu the importation of fish from the
Provinces, being engaged as master of the Boston and
.Halifax mail packet from 1835 until 1844.
iloo s l a Beport Bvslun Fish Bureau,
A.

W.
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The name "artificial rishcnltnre" is an unlucky misnomer, as
can readily be seen, if the object of producing cheap and valuable
The farmer doe* not speak of artifishes is not lost sight of.
neither should the fishculturist.
ficial horse or sheep culture
The so-called artificial culture of fishes is merely a complete imitation and following of the processes of nature, and the more com;

plete the following the better the snceeFs,
At a certain time of the year the fi-h begin their migration to
seek a proper place to deposit their spawn with some fishes, as
the Mimou
the distance is of ten considerable. Others merely
come from the deeper waters to the shallows and deposit their
We will, howova, either on the water plants or iu the gravel
ever, confine ourselves to the habits of the different species of
trout.
Late iu autumn the male and female ascend the streams
to the springs, where they find the proper temperature, where the
female makes a uest in the gravel with her tail, which, in the case
of large salmon, is Ironi four to five feet. long. Iu this liest she
lays her eggs, which are immediately fertilized by the milt of the
male. The female then covers the eggs with gravel and leaves
them. The embryo develops, arid in six or eight woeks a creature
emerges from the egg, which would not be thought, by one
unfamiliar with it, to be a fish. The young fish resembles a
narrow- thread, in which the eyes are the most prominent part,
aud on the under side of this thread haugs a pear-formed, or
globular-shaped, disproportioned bag, the yolk-sac or umbilicus.
This sac ia gradually absorbed, and the embryo grows and assumes more the shape and appearance of a fi»h. until in about six
or eight weeks it has disappeared, and the little creature is a perPrevious to this it takes no food. During the
fect little tisb.
these periods of egg and embryo life it is exposed to many
dangers. Among the enemies to the eggs may be named trout,
smalt fish of other species, which destroys tire eggs and enibryoB
in great numbers, ducks, geese, blackbirds, starlings, frogs,
salamanders, beetles aud their larva, larva of dies, crayfish, water
mice and rats. If they escape thoi-e enemies, they are then exposed to others as they enter into fishhqod. In the culture of
trout, the fish aro caught when fully ripe and the eggs pressed
from the female theu a few drops of milt from the male are
applied. After this they are placed in the hatching troughs,
when thev are protected ami Latched.
The buildings at Hueningen consist of a central building, 140
feet long by 35 feet wide, aud two breeding houses, each 180 feet
long by 35 feet wide. Great numbers of streams supply the eggs
with water from a Bluing, which is brought, iu a canal of mason
work. Four turbine wheels, propelled by the Khiue-Khone canal,
pump continual Btroamsof crystal water-, twenty feet high, into
seven large basins, from which'it is distributed through numerous
lead pipes into all these buildings. The eggs lie thinly exteuded
upon glass rods. Part of these rods lie iu cement canals and part
in earthenware boxes, and part of them in large breeding troughs
,

;

;

40 feet long.
At Hueuingen only the host of fresh water fishes, its winterspawning ones, or those of the salmon faaiilv, to which belong
the salmon, lake aud brook trouts, salmon trout, salbling, " f elcheu" (a species of wr< 'joints), the Danube salmon fsalmo InwhO),
and the grayling. 'The eggs of lhe last-named aro obtained iu
the spring, and their- eggs are difficult to transport in the warm
weather. Many hybrida have been made aa between salmou and
trout and Balhiing and trout, and they made excellent qaickgrowing fish.
From ten to twelve million eggs of the above-named fishes
represent a capital of many thousand thalere. The oggs are obtained from many portions of SwiUorlaud and South Gui'uiauy.

MICHIGAN FISHCLXTimE.— Detroit, Jan. 12.—We have
about 23,00(1,001) Whitehall eggs iu the jars, and a liner lot of eggs
were never seen before. We shall endeavor to keep them back as
East year we did uot close the
late as the 23th of May to Jnuu
hatchery until the 0th of Jnue, and no one ever saw such a fine
There were no sick,
lot of young white fish before as they were.
but
strong
aud active, and almost black.
pale ones among them,
At the brook trout hatchery at Paris, Mecosta county, we have
between 300,000 and ifiibbuil trout eggs, all doing finely. Com- up
and see us, for we have some more good Tories to toll, although
I don't think they aro quite as good as Judge Putter's was, at Chicago, a year or so ago. Yon will doubtless remember that to your
dying day.— ScoorA.
I

.

IfEPOKTS OF FISH COMMISSIONS.— The

wilder meetings

of the Legislatures ol the Different States hring theu- annual
orop of III ports ol Fish ommmsioners. FnRSSiASn SxitEAHree.i-,
;v, and often two copies, from each State, for notice
andnroew, While wo are thankful for a single copy, we leel a
greater gratitude to those who are thoughtful enough to send a
duplicate. Iu after years it is almost impossible to obtain copies
dating a few years hack, aud their value increases with time.
Those who are fortunate enough to possess complete sets of the
reports of any ouc State, covering ten years or more, prize them
highly. In reviewing i! is often convenient to clip part of a page
en the, and this spoils it for preservation. Therefore while they
are plenty, as they always are at f hue of issue, we cast this bint
for a duplicate upon the waters of the Fish Commissions
i
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was from a German brain that the first idea of tishculture
nit;, it being the cUsOOyery of Lieutenant Jacuby, who pursued
the subject for itself alone, and was not troubled about its scienTherefore, a poor fisherman
tific bearings, nor its publication.
of the Verges, named Bemj, some twenty-five years later, has the
credit of re-dis. overiiig it. The uame " fishculture" (fUchznclit)
was devised by Professor Coste, and the linage erf the press made
Lb so lasting that the PrenSa Government could net change it,,
but lined it of necessity. It is not our intention to give a complete description of fisheuituro in this article, yet wo deem it
necessary to remark concerning it that artificial fishcrdture is an
art of the highest importance to the political economist.
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Baird shipped, ou Saturday, the

impton, Euglaud, and sent across the channel. The North Geruau Lloyds have been very successful in carrying boxes of fish
gga, their captains taking a personal interest in them, having
tbem iced daily ou the passage when the boxes were too large to
go in the ice room. The liberality of this line in forwarding eggs
and fish for the U. S. Fish Commission and the Germi n Fishery
Association, free or charge, and thereby contributing to tue grand
work cf international exchange of valuable fishes, is worthy of
great commendation. It is one of the best aud safest lines on the
ocean.

—
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EGGS FOR FBANCE.-Prof.

14th, by steamer libera, rf the Bremen line, 250,000 eggs of the
whifefish aud 20,000 brook trout eggs for the Societe d'Acclimatation.
Thev came from the United States hatchery at Northville,
Mich., which is in cbargo of Mr. Frank N. Clark, and were repacked at New York by Mr. Mather, Thev will be lauded at South-

AsKts, Jr."
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HOW

rare it is to see a strictly first-claes dog. Good ones
we rnav fiud in abundance but the paragon, who has
no tailiugs and ail the virtues, is alth ugh otten heard of
seldom seen. Glancing back through the many yeais that
we have ardently followed the delightful sports of lhe field
vvc cau call to mind but few among the many dogs that we
have seen afield that come up to onr standard of ejcellence,
aud those, almost without exception, received their early
training among the ruffed grouse.
There is something pertaining lo the pursuit of these must cuuuing birda that is potent to sharpen the wits and develop the intelligence of your
dog that you will fail to find accompanying the pursuit of any
other game. It is for this reason that we endeavor to give
our dog his first lessons in the field upon this bitd. We are
well aware that more thau one writer of renown strongly
condemns this best of birds as totally unfit to train a dog
upon, taking the ground that they are so very difficult to
bring to bag bat the dog becomes discouraged.
We know
that the reverse of this is true, for we have given scores ol
;

—

i

youngsters their

first

tuition

among

these noble birds,

and

we have

yet to see the one who showed the first indication of
anything of the kind; on the contrary, we have ever found
that— after one or two successful encounters with these most
wary birds—no matter how long and unsuccessful the chase,
our pupt.'s ardor was not checked in the least, but seemed to
iuci ease.with each successive def< at.
As we have before remaiked, it is hetter that nothing be
said to your dog upon his first introduction to game, at least
so long as he does nothing wrong, as this is an entirely new
experience to him, and should you bo'her him with ortlers he
may become confused and fail to perform nearly as well as
he would if left entirely alone. Great care must be taken
that he be not kept too long at work.
We have ever found
that the best results were obtained when we have taken our
dog home after an hour or two, or even sooner, yvhen his performance had been satisfactory. We have often taken him
home at the end of a few minutes even, when everything had
gone just right and we bad by abundant praise and caresses
impressed indcllibly upon his' mind that his behavior wa-s
pleasing to us, thus leaving him to ponder over the matter In
a happy state of tnmd that would cause him to look forward
with eager anticipation to future enjoyment of other blissful
hours among the birds, instead of going on and, possihly, being obliged to take him oil' at a time when something of a
disagreeable nature had occurred that would exert a depressing influence upon his siaccptable mind and, perhaps, cause
him to dread or, at least, to feel indifference about repeding
the performance.
A fter one or two outings, and he has become s imewhat accustomed to the new experience, you
cau safely commence to teach him as to what he may and may
not do; you cau in a measure control hi-- range and dictate as
to the direction that you wish him to take, "using great care
that you do not restrain him too much at first, but very
slowly and by easy steps gradually teach him to look to
you for guidance and if you pursue the proper course he
will soon obey your lightest word as readily as when taking
his regular lessons at home.
Tbis result can be obtained in
this manner much sooner and much bet'er than by trymg
to control him and to make htm do everything just right
from the start, only bear in mind mat when you do otder
him to do anything insist upou prompt obedience every time.
Among the first things that you should endeavor to instil
into his mind is the knowledge that he must "work to lhe
gun." This can be very easily accomplished if you will pursue
the proper course. In the first place, under no circumstances should he be allowed to Qush the birds. Not so much
perhaps that it will make himuos'eady, for many dogs can
be taught to flush their birds to order without detracting
from their steadiness, but such a course we have ever found
decidedly unsteadies the wary grouse and renders iheiu less
liable to lie close than when ihey arc walked up by the hunt,
er.
This is a'so the case, although iu less degree, with the
;

With the woodcock we ch> not believe that it makes
difference, yet we would advise under all circumstanhow great the temptation, your dog be not
allowed to flush his bird, for many really good dogs are
ruined by this practice, besides, us a rule, toe more killing, as well as sportsmanlike way, is to walk up your
This practice you will fid will soon make you a
bird.
belter shot than you can ever hope to be if you constantly
keep in the openings and tru 5 t t the chances there to be
obtained. Your dog will also improve much faster if you
pursue this course, for he will instinctively realize that you
are with him body and soul, aud consequently he will
put forth his best efforts and soon learn the grand secret of
" working lo the guu." This very valuable trait is rarely
found in a dog unl-ss the gun has first set the example by
working to him. Ponder this well and try to realize what
the thoughts of your dog must be when you leave him on his
point and, sneaking off to one side, or perhaps to his rear
out of tight, bid him put up the bird which he knows lull
quail.

much
ces,

no matter

i

:
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wdl by experience will fly into the cover instead of out. We
always require onr dog ^hile young to staunchly hold his
will eaBily learu to do this if you
point until
w urnes ami d not allow him to stir until
isi
hiin
This, t rightly managed, will prove a
you are
vry tilling trail, but unless the proper course is purfluad
your dog s apt io acquire the very bad habit of making false
p inte. Gveni good judgment is required to so conduct his
this hat it may prove a source of pleasure instead
m, em.
'four knowledge of his disposition will
niilvouin adopting the fight Course to accomplish the de;

i

l

'

I

sired result.
As SiOa us

you observe that he has scent command him
him on point until you are nearly beside
without stopping, you must cluck to him to go
on, i-e nnpahying the cluck with a wave of the hand, and
.Snoubl he he
walk ji-.t behind him uutil he again stops.
unwilling to move on at your first order, you must not stop,
neither should you pass by him, but keep stepping, even if
you have tp pul your feet in the same place, and again
we to speak to him.
Should
cluck, Or perlmos yon may
he sili remain Staunch, the choices are that, the scent is
strona, ami that the game may be close by, in which case
you should advance and flash the bird, and, if the conduct
of your dog has been irreproachable, kill if you can, but
on 'no account must yon shoot unless bis behavior has
been all that yon could wish for one of the most important lessons to impress upon his mind is that, just so surely
as li" 'I tea not perform his part in a proper manner, just
Do not forget, if 'his
so sure v nobirds will be the result.
pertor nance Ins been worthy, to pet and praise him, while,
on the other band, If no bird has been found, >ou should
return b -laud hiru and order him On, and let him know that
this is not the proper way, hut, that he must move on until
he is new the bird. This is rather a delicate matter, and
often requires nice discrimination to determine just what to
do, for there is not a second to be lost in deliberation, and
Instant action Bhould be taken} fOr it you hesitate your
dog may become addicted to making false points or pottering, and, rather than this, it will be far better to scoae
an occasional flush. Bhould he flush a bird by moving up,
oven if you have ordered him on, you must instantly check
him, and bring him back to !he place where he should have
remained Staunch, and keep him at to ho a short time, while
you chide him lor ihe offence. After a tew lessons of this kind
perhaps, even, on the second occasion— you should order
him on a little before you reach his side, and at each succeeding time you should do this still further away, until he will,
at the motion of the hand, move on when you are at
If he is possessed of a reasonquite a distance from him.
able amount, of intelligence, and you pursue the proper
course, he will soon understand just what you wish, and
always stop at the Brat indication of scent and look at
you for lie signal to go on, instead of following up the
sight, and oftentimes causing
trail, perhaps out of your
He will also soon
you no end of trouble to find him.
learn to move on of his own accord when the scent is not
jnst to suit, provided he knows that yon cau see him and are
coming his way. This accomplishment is invaluable when
shooting in thick covert, or heating the snipe meadows,
while it Can work no possible harm either on the prairie or
Of course, we cannot give instructions that will
IDDle.
cover every case, as there arc so many different circumst.Miices connected with the events ot a single day. and the
dispositions of tht> different animals are also so widely dispossible tor us to give anything more
We
than a general outliue of the Course to be pursued.
lake it for eranted that the reader of ordinary intelligence
in,
has followed us Ihus far has gained some idea of
our system, and that his own good sense, coupled with
the intimate knowledge that he must possess of the disposition and intelligence of his pupil will safely tide him
over any minor difficulties that may occur.
-,<, Btul keep
h

.
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had most paco and stylo, and could only lose tho race by had work
on game," and this brace bring rim to deeide which should have
first money, each dog showiug equal ol
irk on game
;

the losing-dog being credited with
-oil;
in his
previous heats. In this final mat they are
The losiug dog is dreditted ••
one bacli, the winpoinl and one bad,.
ning '1
Pace won tins race onr field
trials aro supposed to bo run as everv-dav work with dogs in the
fleld, but they are gettiug far from it'.
Do sportsmen want points
on game, or style and speed ?
We, of the West, have considered this style and -peed question,
aud shall sell our setters, regardless of their field qualities, as
style and speed scores more than grand Geld work.
purchase some thoroughbr.
that have style and
speed, and have a natch game. Should they lack iu noso we will
mako across with the bloodhound, or foxhound fas we can hardly
give up tho idea of a good nose,) then we will bain
businosH by tho heels, stylo and speed, and will be called stayi

1

•:-•,

ac-

ha

the

inte

Old too v.

aways no more.

DOG -SHOW,

PITTS liUKGH

(""HE show which is to bo hold hei March 7-10, proma great success, judging from
a rreat interesbtbat i* already
beiug takon in it. The sportsmen t >ro are determined to do their
best to excell last year's show, aud on k:. iv that srasag
The prize list will be ready for dis
It
braces nearly all breeds of dogs, ar
to
setters, pointers, fox tumors, collie*
A separate class has b»en made f<
for pure Laveraok sotter*—dogs an
The special prize list will be a go<
lady been promised
A doublo barreled brec
ng shot gnn, given by Parker
Brothers, through their a
[esses, J. Palmer O'Ne'il ,fc Co..
Pittsburgh, value 5125. fi
or bitch.
*»der, given by Laflin ft Rai
i

(

1

when your dog, ou one of these grand
not being near enough to got soent.
birds.
In the rules, as
L fine bevy of
angles are too great, for quartering
do better for down wind work. Still,
ii better to send your dog directly from
Is,

1

for.

e eronnd on his return.
ad let. him
ild of wheat stubble of two
It is not lon b .... ae I entered
hundred sores, where two systematically broken pointer
doing as tino quartering as one would wish to sec (providing they
k, their
hkecf wide ranging). \Vheu they had co
eriug
handler ha bagged sixteen birds. After
of these pointers, f was in doubt if thev
to iiud all of tho birds in sueh wide rahgi
off
and
ofrt
oast iav brace of dogs
,-h.sHv.
The result was twenty-five birds., id all the birds my
buds. In localities
full bevies, excepting tw
dog ier
wil- a birds
anted a great deal, Ihey be >uie wild, and rise at
they lie very oloBely.
SThen driven to good
•fill work for a dog to obtain
h long grass, weeds and brash,
a dog is cloru enough
i

OO

ugiug and great speed is not ncoded evou in oar
ohiokon shootii g (although upheld by our held trials). Most of
our shooting is dene in ,-tnl, bio holds in the morning and evening,
and the best lidday shooting WO! be found in the graSB. The
f the grain being cut with reapers leaves the
l

is

the spoits-

mau that goes out for pieasnre, that wishes to follow ins dog at
racehorse speedy If tnis is pleasure, or sport, tell me what is
h.jol vrorkV
When i- a sportsman that cares to keep a trainer oo
v.
hi. dog under control for a few days sport each year?
Fair speed, stauuohuosa, backing, rotreiviug are all that are
needed for Held work. Give more credit to rotreiviug, less to
Blyle and speed, and see if it does nut prove inoro satisfactory to
tbeavoragi sportsman. A racehorse does not need style to win
why should a dog? Dropping to shot and wing is not
needed, and is very injurious to dogs that drop cpiiekly ou stouoy
in frozen ground) I have seen them with their chests bruised and
bleeding, from dropping to shot irnd wing. As for retreiving, a
dog will mark tho dead bird far better if standing than by dropEven nervous dogs will remain more quiet, if they are
plng,
allowed to Stand, BO ihey car. see a.l that is going on.
carefully peruse the work of the hold trials of 1881. See if
re not buds flushed by tho judges and spectators, that
should have been found and pointed by tho dogs, had the ground
been thoroughly quartered. Look at the comments on those wide
rangers, with great speed. They even go bo far as to state "he
.

.

.

:

.

hi

•

you?—I. Sutton.

DOG HOTJ3E3. —In your paper of December 29. you speak of
"the flea-brooding, never-cleaned dog houses." Why should it

-.,-

through their manufacturing agents. J. Pslmor O' Neil & Co., value
$80, for the best Irish setter dog or bitch.
Messrs. J. Palmer O'Noil ,t Co. donate 100 lbs. of eureka dog
biscuit for the best pomter dog or hitch.
The same firm also offer
a fine dog collar, whistle and whip, for the best dog or bitch puppy
sired by Thunder.
Mr. J. J. Sheilenbnrg, of New Brighton, Pa., oilers an Engl
corduroy or f nation bunting unit, nni.de to order.
(d<
dog under two
does not compete), for the best Eugli

m

\

years old.

The same gentleman

also offers one oo
pro a isional trainin the best
er's jacket, for the sporting dog or bitch
he »
bench show condition. Value i<l,r>. Als
if
liiver dog oollars, value $15, for the brace of Euglish
itter dogs with the best
Donor does uol conif
field trial record.
the setter or pointer
A friend of field trials gives S20 cash
eld t.l'i
record, the record only
(dog or bitch) that has the bi
to be considered.
A friend of the society donates a handsome whistle, value $10,
for the best matched pair of Euglish setter dogs, cdor and quality
to be considered.
Prizes will also be given for thebe
e English
seti

I

i

Gordon

ters, live Irish Betters, ttve

s

Major

.

,nd

owned by

M. Taylor, Lexington, Ky.,

J.

I

—

NAMES

-Vermillion.! Erie co., O., Jau. 10,— Editor Forest uml
Noticing Mr, Cameron's communication in Dec. 29th
issue, I "plead guilty" to the charge, but must do so on the
grounds of " ignoranoe of the law," but I believe that does not
excuse any one. Net being "posted." on the custom among dog-

Stream

:

I may have encroached upou their rules ot oropri.ry, noj
being aware that there was " patent" ou names or anything ol the
j
sort.
I named my dogs j list as I happened to, but did not
If I did, it was an oversight iu ignorto name after any others.
ance of what the others names were. It is difficult to keep track
of idl the names. This being the rule, it would be well for the
Editor to keep a list aud post those who enter if they have a. name
belonging to another. Well, I can change '• Spot" to " Spottie ;"
"Bess" T have changed ;•' Dolly" I iuteuded for "Dally." and
" Daliy'' is her name. " Lulu" may be called " Lucy." I did not
sit different with dugs than with Hereford cattle, as we frequently find several animal of same name iu herd hook. Sourj
-

•

will judge setters aud
Chas.' Lincoln, Hupt.

Pa.

j3o.r 303, nttsltv.rgh,

i

•

i

i

'

W. H. Toud.

WHO* OWNS HER?— Editor

pointers.

Address, Zocfc

out, tho boi emptied aud cleaned, the whole
scalded out with boiling water, and exposed to tho sun and air to
freshen and dry. Tarred paper, such hb used in buildings, one
or two thicknesses ou tho floor, under tho bedding, makes protection against dampness and against vermiu as well. The lower or
might be au iron canting. Simple as this is. aud satisfactorily as it has worked, except mv own I have never seen a dog
house SO constructed. When first made it was suggested to patent
it, but I had rather offer it as my contribution towards giving to
every canine cleanly comfortable shelter. A. B. A.

truly,

W.J.

B. Hennoks, of Pittsburgh,
musical cabinet, with inr.-i,.-. iratttt!
Bettors (dogs or bitches), to be bred
The entries close Feb. 25,

The bedding thrown

Forest and fflreami
have a
lemon and white setter bitch, given rue by a person named
Thompson, who savs he found her m Buffalo, and he believes
she was lost from one of the Anchor Line boats last August by
jentlemen jdini shooting, 3he had oh, whentouud, a vary
nice nickel-plated eolar. She is a very nice animal, very
She is not gttl
tionate, and seems to have been handled.
and also has a piece off her tail. Mr. Thompson says he adverIf any sportsman that you know
tised her iu the Bufhdo papers.
of ha- lost her, be can get her bvwritmg to my address, Joux 11am1

I

EA8TEBN E1ELD TRIALS

OET. B

A T the annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club on Jan.
-'* 12, the following oliieers were elected for the ensuing year
President, J. O. Donner Yiee-Presideiite, Dr. H. F. Aten and Mr.
Treasurer. Mr. Washiogt ,n A. Oostar ;
James H. Goodsell
Board of GovBFnois
Secretary. Mr. Fred. N. Hail.
W. A.
Oostar, Dr. Green; J. von Lengerke, Dr. H. F. Aten, H. Waltc
Webb, Dr. Monroe, M.ix Wei :el. J.
iob olie
Alex. Tayloi
Jr., J. H. Goods,".
Dr, B
Leach, C. Du Bois Vvagataff,
F. R, Rvan, Maj. George R
Charles Fiske, William A.
George E. Browi H. F. DanfoidU and H. Uamilto:
Hammond was elected an honorary u
:

.-

—

;

.

moSj Niagara Falls, Canada.

ITTTSRURG.

—At

the annual meeting of the stockholders of
wii» P oltrj Society, the following effictrB
i-r-sid-mt. Edward "i.iregg Vice-President,
Treasurer, 0. A.
0. B. Eflben;
:,1.
Dirts-lorn
Tt.
Stayton, Thomas Booth, Johu R.
Sle\-:us.
Heuricks, Joseph J. SneUenbiirg, W. 0. Myer.

the Westei

j

•

r

ii- L-i

v.,.1'1-

ill

nr tssj.

:

I'.Umer O'Neill; Secretary,

J.

UP FOR DOG STE\L!NG. — Lynn, Mass., Jan. lg,—Jttttefl
Archer and '.V. P. Perking, for the larceny of a dog of the value of
the property of F.ngeno Mullen, last week, had tbeii c
placed on file upon payment of one-half of (he cusIh, amounting
to ii' 02 each. Archer appealed, and was held in $100 to prosecute
..-jr.,

QUEEN BESS.—Mr.

THE BYRON HOUNDS.
Gaston, N.
Editor Fore*! and Strewn
L note your inQniry
ron strains of foxhounds as
ure.
W. E. Broadni
has a fell purl;
aty, Va

ess

i

-

.

ithe

s

•lit
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Plains

.

.

o, Bmnswios
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This prelinity has not affnlly their merits after that
as.

,

forded

of gentlemen owning By-

hito

suffici

t

Thompson's (Foxboro Mass)

Queen

bilrh

Bess, was recently run over by a heavy team and both fore-legs
badly fractured. They were set, and she is doing well, and strong
hopeis are' entertained of her complete recovery.
'

O., Jan., 1882.

J'ut the pa-.
species.
and in fine style, rarelvnw

Hh
close of the abase.
addition of several pui'o liopinion, greatly to its p
dogs' places have been sup
of them by mv Logan aud
descendants of my rYatol
.•
hunted this fall the

COCKERS. -Mr. O. E. Suott, of Schenectady, -N'. Y.. N intending in the spring to enlarge his kounols, aud to breed cockers extensively.

Wit n«!D, Baos., of Jouosborough. 111., send us pedigrees of
Gordon setters, also a capital likeness of Champion Grouse,
for which they will please accept our thanks.
their

KENNEL NOTES.

I

my

NAMES OLATMEIl.
/;,,;/..
rr.—uy Mr. F. L'. Cannon, >*ew Haven, conn.,
black and tan beagle Bitch, wiieiped oct 23 by liine.
.

champion

urn or

i

!:;,,

r made its appack as auv I
.•

i
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bhiek'and

Cannon,
beiele dog, wlelped

I

hi

s«m— ByMr.

.,,,.'

white,

tot

i
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New

white,
Haven. Conn.,
Oel. is, issi, by Flute (Kattler—

Austin

tor

SewelLNewTforfe,

L.

i

>

Bitches, wlielpefl Way, issi, by Rufus out of .'arivna.
ii.-i
lii-: on. Mass., toi enesiniit and
.1.
\
,i.
Hindu .v .smith's D.isli out

i.
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pack except these, are now suffering; Fancy, v ith a
litter of Logan and Blunder puppies wjUsoorj follow Driver and
send
the others. Fannie is well and has thus far
Broadnax-a Bj soi
in the morning (Jan. 8) to he
young dogs, her first double OOUBin That shows my e-ppreeudiou
of Broadnax's reermts and the Brvson strain.
The Hon. John E. Kenna, OharlestDWn, W. Vs., has rhree
couple of my best and purest strain of Bryoons, They are, however, too young to breed from or to.
io Gen w. H. Jaetcson,
Belle Meade, Tennesee, I have turuished several Brjso
learu they died, at least the slut did. 1 m not advi-ed of the fate
of Leader, the full brother of the Peerless Vanity; as " Pioua Jnems"
designated her. or of Telegrapher, rmth Tin-sons and dogs of real
value. I presume they were put in the stud and largely patro-

dog

belle.
.Mr. F. H.

in
ml Ol l,ut:y(luUO-i.il(.lUess).
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QoTClOn, TtrnnkHeid, .'lass., tor red trLsh
oui of swreys Han,

..

-

puppy by ElcUo

.

'

fair

'Whore

throvvn

1

and wings aud claws
ratting the
The gentleman reached out and took the hawk
by the wing, aud to show his friend that there was nothing the
matter with him, threw him up in the air. and, as he sailed off,
brought him down at the second shot. '{ mi: n rise is tint the
dog came suddenly upon him anil was so close that the. hawk w»s
afraid to fly for fear the dog would sprung upon him.
What sav
with eyes dashing;
attack of the dog.

,

speed. They aro broken to
and when they coma to cover they 'are as stealthy
vet, for tho first tim«, to see them drop their nose
1 have often seen them crawl
ir a nail on game.
aids, or more, before establishing their point, on

dogs of good,

in i short

1

1
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u was tollugo ocenrg and gnn
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his appeal.

hie
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latl
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ou quartering, which is one of
in a dog's education. This qUartel-

Systematic
in a great many eases.
style and speed, arc fine to the eye of

samei
*

i-

quit rtering,

SportHtneu; b

Fla,— A

-Gain

I

ivritten

s

A STRANiiM POINT.

;

QUARTERING, STYLE AND SPEED.

MERE
1

preparatory work. Martin & Talltn&u deserved a great deal
of credit for bringing their dogs South and meeting the world's
best un their native heatU. Mcintosh is •' putting his host licks in"
ou Biz, aud will show him at Pittsburg in the piuk of condition.
I hope Mr. Goodsell will exhiuit hi» keuuel at our show, as well as
othei X w lork and Eastern gentlemen.—Littm i"s.
little
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a. Dllley's
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save

'P:l,

for

H

Ranger- wince

,i

nized.
It may be inquired what treatment the distempered dogs had.
None- none. I never use remedieH iu this disease, having for
many years discovered that a greater per eeut. die under treatT G. T.
ment than under nature's oper u
are under great obligations to our valued correspondent, T.
f We
G. T., for the above, as several eoriesponileuts are anxious for the
information.]
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I had a few days' ruffed
over a Thunder pup, out of a Bob Boy
5, 1882.
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the big
a in Prince
ud
him here by Marel l 1. I think 1 can ,:.
Lora, Pet, Lu and May Laverack. 1 hope the Bi sti n and National
I had intrials will he held aest year at least three weeks apart.
tended running in several stakes East, but had to go South for a
Liivenick

1,1

.

or. den. r.vman's (VonUers. N.
ilierklev— Tilly) to Air. \v. H. I'letce's, ;i-eekski,i,
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success.
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Brighton, Pa., Jan.
shooting fjourkind)
itch,
Seems strange
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NOTES FROM NEW BRIGHTON.— New
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(Ranter— Beam
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Blmore'a (Granby, Conn
'.'
owner's Imporo-o
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Elmore's iiirunbv. Cr

banter—Beaut))
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dancer-I
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EilUfrCOlIngjroaid

Jan. io

...,.-..
Mr, N. Elmo
One*— Den K»./»(-lIr. .1. .1. Klnp's (New Yorlci liver miu wulte
licked nolnter bitch Grace 11. (SeiissiLon— White's Grace) io .Mr,
Washington A. Costar's Bon Royal. Jan. v.
UlengyU—Priiic* af Orange—Mi, John Davidson's (Monroe, Allen.)
el to
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FOEEST AND STREAM.
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champion

bitchat, Crystal Palace,

etc.
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Johns' (Haverhill, MasM Klsck*,
I'bloa (Koyal Blue-Diana) to Mr.

Juliet -Mr. Waldo K sessions' o\ oi.a^ier, Mass.) Imported raastlft
bitch Juliet, liy polBon.Jon. 10.
i"op»!l—Mr. iMiw.iui iin/i/cis' (sprtngileld, Mnss.) black and white
foxhound bitch, by distemper, Jan, 9.

:

;

the hair- not against

.'

/..

-

K(New York)

brlnrtlebull terrier Ditch
n. N. StUnh'a imported golden brlndle dog Crib, OoL 25,

Be9atoMr.

.

i

i'

.

I

l.ufkin

.

—

Last December 1 spent several
Suli.itan County, N. Y.
weeks in the northern part of Sullivan county. jM. Y., where
o£ the
I foujbd niilcil grouse in tH.ii' numbers in the vieinily
1
Ueaverkill River, and g oil shooting fcan he enjoyed.

l-

DaUtn— TMrry—Mir;
(Elcho-

(ieo.

royne's (cniltou. Mass.) red Irish setter
il. .ss) to Mr. W. II. IH't.

O'Mnrc-Oueen

ImIs.-v (Kory

blt.'ti

:

I,

W.

/wi.M-.e--./<.n—Mr. C. B, Scott's (Schenectady, X. Y.) Gorrtoi setter
bvtcti ItalBeo (Bailey's I'om—Thompson's Queen Bess) to i hornpsoics

u., Peoria, IS.—

s.

We Know

of

no

reliable breeder of pugs.

have tins season risen coasiderab'u llocks in the itiiintjdiale
ihey were usually all good
neighborhood of Shin Creek,
strong flyers and required quick shooting. I made a bag of
Dootiib.
nine from a single stand

,

LI
(Jersey city.N. ,).) Scotch
J. Lindsin's
v) i.) hi* Ayrshire i. addle, Dec. 21,
'.

-.

a

(Turners

Falls,

Mass

—

)

Lewis' (BOS1IL— Modjeska), Dec. ao,

t» Mi. G.

-i.

paper might aid

fifle

yi

Y—

Syracuse, x.
we can llndno auiliorlty (or any other
Statement or Hie law than that already given by us.
L.,

S.

snerbrokc.— We know or no books ihat

8. li.,

ject,

Well Lassie (Koo Hoy— Doll)

setter
LSM-I'

.

IM'.'aCa -!'•'. 1---

to Mr.

.

Ifly— Diek Lawritek—Messrs. Btpne & Cozen's (London, Ont.) EngFly (tn ake— Luu8) to Mr. II. Bui my Harrison's Dick

See Mi.

•-'.

C.

J.

Mortimer's

aovemsemenl

upon this subnumber.

treat,

lu this

s.-You can take

I..

advantage.

It will

be ne.

lish setter blr.cu

Laveraclc

K'lu-Diok L-jLvmuk—The Detroit Kennel Club's
English seller Ditch Kelp (I'rlnce KOb— hale Jewell)

(Detrott, Mich.)
to Mr. li. Uallej

Harrison's Dick Lavernck.
e.—D'i-k

./,'////

I.

lish setter blteii

jn,

X.

oston,

s

P.

v.— Fei's.-;i.-..,iiu nets write to Boston
M^s. 'I'lie giii.s have a good reputation.

ass.— Consult the Xatlonal Wool Growers Assoyour city. They ls.iuea wool

Boan

9.,

Whose o;

grower's

-i'i Mill' sireet, In

WH—

Can y.,n Inlorrn ine wheiherthe2d vol. N.
W. 8. W., part:,,
Al.-o, where Is
A. K, Stud Bpofs. has ever Been published or not.-.'
\. a. k. c.
Chas. Delibngenow, who was sfccretao
aus. 1. it
has not. 'j. No. e 2sd street, New voik.

r

1

i

C

;

—I have ah

canyoulniu

J

--.Mr

'

..

Lindsay's (Jersey City,

J.

seveu-thiec dogs and

N

J.) .Scotch collie
Dec. 3u, issi,

sweep— Lassie) whelped

(Old

Nettles

blldhes—By owner's Hex.
-Mr. James 11. QooOsell's (New York) pure Laver.ick setter
bin h Petrel (Prince Llll ll.) whelped Dec. 25. six— three dogs and
three hitches— by Thunder, ail of tliera pure white.
t.iur

SAXES.
"...

l-H. by

'

Aug.

Klin.'

SS, ISSI,

by Mr. B

01

it

Glas8 Bails, Fall l.iv r, Mass.- A Issues a challenge for a 100 ball
mutch, loser to pay tor balls.
It was accepted by 1) and C, and ror
convenience botn matches are' shot together.
A is beaten by B, but
beats C. How many balls do A ana c eaen pay for? Ana. A luu, H
none, C 200.
Ynri;.
\|y red Msh setter bltohhis bsaa bred to a
wiii 11 ne worth my while to raise Hie imps, and what
look fnr in He in v Ana. The progeny may turn out, well, as
.iltliough It is oetter to breed
there Die some good di
iiom good flfilfl u ;.-

ANXion3, New

may

—

B., Brooklyn
J have a setter puppy out of imported Stella
Can you give pedigree 01 Stella or the sire? 1 am
waaowtfed al Montclalr,N. J., and lias been sold tor a high
imported siella was end by the Hev. Mr. L'lgh, Llver.1.
she Is hi his Flash out of his Stella. We know of no
dog by the name 01 Brlon, fan some or our readers enlighten us?
..1

.•

1

Ans.

A. D., Xort.il ..iillKcowu.
2. will a
to shoot buckshot V

]

UUy

whelped Dec.

Bitch,

by Mr. Geo. H.

Z. issi,

lii-bore

"range

wnlie setter bitch, whelped May, 188]
tv-Court» Groenboro, N. C, 16 the

an.l

(Caui—

L. ii.

-I

Sontoff—Imported small black and tan cocker spaniel dog by Mil
to Mr. bamuel Adams, Uarrlsburg,
J. 11. Wlnslow, BaUlmore, Md
Pa.
alto, black and tan beagle dogs, wh.-lped
UbiU
Oct, if), I8bl, by Flute (Mauler—True) out or Lucy (inno—old Bess)

vs.

1

1.

1

!•••

choke-bore gun

'uetratton than a
Will "Breaking

using same quantity
.:.n

iriiiied In bt

(.

01.

l'..

A.

Cincinnati,

l...

il.aiiby, I'mih.,-

i.ii.c/r.-,

etc.:

one to Mr. h. A. Hamilton. Fores! Mile, Conn.; one to
Voung,
twotoJtr. Thomas M. Benjamin, Auaeuned, Pa.
' e. biatk anu tan beagle bitch, whelped
,.-•:, hy Klcg (Vtoior— Lucy) uiii 01 belle (Darwin— MiiUe)
<v.L
to Mr. F. a. Cannon, New Havi-ii,
nv M-.
fen

Mi.

'•:.

.

!'..:

sine;.

about the

,

Ufflll

1

I

from *;o

'nil

to flim,

an.

1

by

Ill-It! Ill
polished? Where can J send
in tne i.ti.-i in iimi out its exact value 1
Ans, Cannot oe polished.
inter eor.suli some 01 jourloca. Jewelers; or send tor exammation
10
uo., Union square, New Vert: city.
ur ii,..
Il

.\

'i

Joseph,

I'!

Mo.— I ha e an

Irish setter dog pu-.py ihree
allOUl lie Size era hlel:orj inn .-1 l|,e
ombiiiciil cord. It will all go away if a
1

11

rupture!

a

11

can

.-<>.

11

be cured

dog 1..1S what is known as umbilical
najorlty ot cases cutiieiy disappears bethe hair

;

and

Mans

perr'.ns iq.pli
use a taw narrow strips ot

runs.

..

he hernia not subside any surgeon can
the description or " crow-billed ducks?'

><;. .vheipod April, issi (Don— civile) by
iris:,
r
Lsuigdoa, Pa., to the Couesioga Kennels, Lancaster,
•

them, and hope you will know what
Ddsoi mem.
Wiuyougivensashon
gieatNortuern diver. 3 lshoiagull
e below, lis-ln bin.- on back, head black
i.-et webiieo. orange; •• nearly " spread
ul size of a pigeon,
can you name it lor
now what lie •• crow-billed Uucks " are.
me, but If you will give us a mil descrlplor

Pa.

-.'.

!

Dean swift— Bed

Irish setter dog-,

whelped Dec.

25.

i.-s.)

.Berkley—

!

Nora) by Mr. A. a. Sampson, Troy, N. Y., to Mr. A. Cli-giiorn, I.ond ,11 ./'iiDay— Imported pointer blicli (Day's Lew— Pride) by Mr. c.
{,'ellie
iiiiH. Hernandez, New Orleans, L:c
Hotr, sotiu i",.i:. i' ... 10 Mr.
"i pointer latch by Mr, C. Kelff, SonHerton.
Jewnw Llvet and
1. hi, Pa.
Oscar w .in.
i/i— Knglish
tier bitch by Mr. C. HellT, Sotidorton, Pa..

;

1

ui Identliy
•lymtrn* /.„•

i

.'kw-brd,

k.

the bird.

The toiiowlug

2,

LaJ'/

T

<i<i

tw

'i

pan), by

Dr. .1.
Br.iuinield, MO.
c,/,./,-

,-,-,/

a Bonapar

u .

E,

J.

N..

dog

to giving
sliouldl ki
rui

witn

t

Albany, N
N

.

Y.,

1

I

dog (Jemmy— Nell) by

- //-JJ11II terrier

BO)

.Mr.

Win. U. H.

Du

.

blw

e dog,

whelped

by Mr. Geo. H,

1

\\|. i.s. I'.i.i'- !.

mat-siwcwiuiip-vrM
i-;. '..
whdped Aug.

<

.'.

I

son's
:.

Asm and,

!

Ut,

Tiger— White, with black ears and tan over eyes, foxhound dog, 4
omlrpt Centre, Conn,, to M>. Ed w'd
yeaisolU.b.' Mi
S

irlbgDeld,

.\kiss.

Pluto )<" -Orange and

'l-

1

Ml.

:>— Wll

t

i-

1

cailenaer, Albany

ii-..

''

(I.elc

/;ni/

/>/./..-

n

w

w ouiu be about he proper temennel in winter time? How should It be
« ouid there lie any objections
ifOrl
or the house at night time?
3. What
or how .should 1 go to work to besuccessn trout eggs lu slocking small brooks?
y placed the kennel or our imgln asheJid nailed over the top of rhe entrance a
jvsrtheopenliii-. and exclude the cold; and
ean atraw for bedding.
For a dog that
or the tune this would be too great a
laps, and warmer qtiauers should be proonie kind. j. This Is a m,u ter ror you to
owed this privilege, although some claim
lucive to the health of the animal.
3. it
you get him to hatch the eggs for you. If
1 can make a
rough, say three feel lung
nany deep, and place Hue washed gravel
'am of dliereu spring or brook water, as
through tills and over the gravel
over
reen at the lower end exclude vermin,
ream of cold water, without sediment or
a property arranged, im.-k out all white
1 .

v.

hlte English setter

lantlne, kvasnlngtooTllle.o., 10.Mr.

w. a.

dog by Mr. 0. W. Bal-

i.ox. jr.,

Shipiieusburg,

iron Qeposlt,
eggs.

and

\

-My pointer

dog dash,

years old, bejre leg at end or a pretty hard shooting
e liiniiiie-s -• ins to he chleily In [he
;hetoot in walks

/•••

NAMB

CKANI.EII.

Pvsl Mr. Henry D. linlgllt. NeWburg, N. Y., wishes
Snip
change the niime of the beagle birxin Snip ( nattier— sui) to Puss.
(/.

!r.

I',,

sh; sin,
to

VHKSENTATION.

Sontag— imported small black and tan cocker spaniel dog by Mr.
amuel Adams, Uarrlsburg, fa,, to Mr. Eugene Snyder, same place.

Iilll

Target.
a
9

'

8

ItPavla
N Five
T Baxter
A B Archer
A c McLaughlin
II A shawt: Carson
U Cook

W

ed to less lu sl/e than the opposite
:rom the bleeps muscle soon became
will not straighten
oul by ten
up by about ten degrees. With

has begun to swell, and is now
enlarged one-quarter and somewhat palnfuL The dog has had the
Benefit of three doctors and their prescriptions. 1 first gave him soda

9

s

»

8

S

9

111

S
s
8
9
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6

Till

8

8
4

7

6
r,

7

9

s

S.

ii

9
9

6
9

n
10

5

2

7

10

9

«

r,

C

9 10

S il
9 10

7

9

6
8

s l"
8 S
7
8

M

s

f-TO

9

5-119
0— 08

2

/'.-

S

8

11 B II'
6 '2794

::

li

9 I"
t .1
4 in

10—88
10—S5
9—84
6—84
9—79
9—78

s— it

9

8
6

9

SS8487T7

Badge Match No.

07

i 6— «5
:<-52

9

6.

Frye

r,

5-46

4 4

4— IB
4-44
4— lu

r, 4
o t 4 r, r, 4
5 4 4 (i a 4 5 4 5
4 4 5 S 4 4 ft 4 S
14 3 •• > 4
4 1 4 -I : 5 J R ft

:

Anson
Sumervllle
Curtis Oume
I)

;

s
9

5
...I

Winch.

7

in

7 nl

L'

>',

Waid

\\

()

AL

9
9
9

8
6

T

.1

Kltlo Association

3—40

me.i next

THE BOSTON OALLKKIKS— visitors to he Miurnolla gallery have
been very numerous the past week, and the wink In (he different
e
matcnes with rule and plsuil Has been husiy er, n
remarkable wort, too, thathas been doie,
itscores
that have ever been made have
record during the
,-ia n have
week. In the all-comers' rlile maicli, especially, tie in
evinced uiiusuiii skui, and the scores ran verj idee. Onrj on scorehaS
Deen recorded as yei Intheamateur pistol match lhat of Mr. B.
iinai. rthuse toial is '2.7.
Leiow are given ill,- details or the several
i

i

,,

i

:

:

matches
All-Comers' Kltle Match.

Francis

,1
,1

11

49
49
4S
49

Smith

WM
OF

NorofOSS
Ellsworth

49
49
49
49

50
49
49
49

441

BS

511

ft»-'2is

49
49
49

50—245
49—545

I-

;-

48-240

4S

4S

49— '2S9

74

71— 2'27

5"— 240

Amateur Klfle Match.
A C Mavnai'd
it:si.

11

4s

aw

47

bFOgg

Is

Ift

Amateur

1'lst'ji

.'.I

leu.

BUlnd

i;.MiiiM;n, Mass., Jan. I".— At the last, shoot at the Elackmaiaeli
range there was tne usual Interest. The distance was ?0o yards, onrliand, inch ilng and creeiimoor target combined. The -work done is
told by the following (score
K.

G F

M

Ellsworth.

Nichols

c.

it.

C.

4S
40

90

4:',

S9
79
7a

40
40
40

A Mathews

82
75

N Dodge
IIS Pierce

Si
77

40
40

7u
79
72

41

J' i:

1

CC

*

Perat'iret
r

conestoga

//— Hed
Friend) out"t Peart
„/

/

Head

i'ots.
;

clack and «

He; bj-the

ilorblaclc;

,

ad purple reflections apatchot
U side of the neck and another on throat.
y above, white below rrom the bill back.
juror over 3. \"our bird was probably

bj

././'
Flora—BiACk held spaniels— one dog and two
it
Bitches— uy Brusheui ..1 Rhea, by Mr. u. M. Lindsay, Scraht/pn, Pa,,
.
to Mr. J. 11. Wmsii/w, italilmore. Md.

W

wnite, with some dark markings

/Y.-Leoion am.
I

Walnut
llapln
F.hicrson

li

11

;

1

llny-l.
w. r

:

KJKaiibeth

The directors ol me Massachusetts
Tuesday to elect a president.

i> t ..

,

It.

li

Is

Blylli,

BOSTON, MASS., .Ian. II.— To-day was a most uneomr/u table one
at Walnut 11111, both for the. personal comfort of the iitlemen and
the shooting conditions, liurlng mo-t 01 the dav the wind blew at a
small gale from about northwest, and this, added to the miserable
light, made the securing of anything like good .scoies about impossible.
But. two matches were shot each at !>n0 yards and the result
Is given below

i

el lc.

s zc 01 a collar buti

i.ppearan."

:

Tipton— «ed

ii

;

II

-j

Mr. T.

ZETTLER uiFLE CLUB-Xew York. -A team matoh wlU take
place in this gallery about .March (or the champion medal or the
United States open to all teams 0. ten men of a regular asBOClal Ion.
Entrance lee five dollars, which will be divided among the couipetlug teams.

C

li

liaveii, i''iiin.;

Moosle,
Kin

evening.

I NlChuiS

O.-So

•

Mr. N.

ti.v

shall publish the conditions as plop.OSfd in

The special committee of our N. B.
A. will consider them at a meeting to be held to-morrow

JN

::

w.

We

.

Yes, unless the shot are pr
choke. % Prebabij
Try 11. em.
the two guns

,

rules,

-

red Irish Btlon.
1

for

call

by the Wimbledon

our next issue.

full in

.

price.

They

Henry Haltord.

military rifle" as defined

and with the. provisions for ihc kneeling position as laid
down by the British Association's recently amended rule of

1

W. H.

—

\\ hire, black and tan beagle dog, whelped Oct..
(Victor— Lne>) out or Belle (Darwin- -Mlille) by Mr.
aunton, Mass.
cue, black and tun beagle bitch, whelped
by
I'm.-) our.ot Buunie (Hunger— Lady)
B. Benjamin, Au//.',.''/

/.,.",•

A'./i-;

"any

floidon dog.

Pluto Qn*en "l>r>). Whit.', black and tan beagle bitch, whelped
iMiie/Kitiicr-i'n.c) oul of Queen (Victor— Lucy)
Aug. !•. 1- 1.
by rtr. rf. Elmore, dauby, conn., to Mr. w. 11. Ashburne, 1'hlladel'ihi., Pa.

)ia\e

sliouicl like to

nsemei.t ei-ew Here
/•

Bi.gilshgun which Is a very
alterea Into a in
:h-loader,
could navo It done?
Aus.
Seeadvera
specialty
whoiuatie
or ihis work.
Brm

Salisbury. Mass.

11..

.

1.

bitch Jennie

The International Matoh.—The conditions proposed
by the council ot the British JN. K. A. for the Military
Match between the Militia of this couulry and the Volunteers of Great Britain arrived yi-sterday morning, with an

position.

liiul.-ili

lis.— lias Hie partridge a call or not? Ads. We
C. U., Hlghlan
uo nuL eouiiueneiiii jour question. We presume the drumming of
Hie rutte d grouse might be denominated a calL

X. Y.)

flwotmg.

shooting at the various ranges from 200 to 1,000 yards, with

B H., Han

B.

elation,

I'eck.Hklll,

and

RANGE AND GALLERY.

explanatory note by Sir
s. .1. .... S mi
preparation. 1

[./net-Mr, ,1. W. liumpridge'a (London, Oni.) EngJennie to Mr. 1L Bailey Harrison's Dick LaveiuCk.
WIIEU'S.

VS.

It.

W/.l,

1). 1'.

Jo

<

.

i

..

SlnJ.r ("..

red pepper: next gave him
hot drops; then tried hot packing tore week; then went a1 him with
St Jacob's Oil. and have since tried nearly all the linlmenis. The
dog's general health Is good, eye orlsint anu appetite nn.i digestion
an .\r.u ten me
in despair 1 wine to Fobbsi
flrBUrate
Stream.
how to save my old friendv An We fear thai the trouole with your
dog is too deep seated for any remedy ki reach. The indications are
that, in some wav, ne received a severe str.itu or contusion - perhaps
both— and that, l.hc injury has caused a p-riniineiii control let. 01 the
thai we
1 he best llnlnif nt
cords that It will be impossible TOieiteTt
ever tried lo such cases 19 the following: Two ounces or camphor dissolved In a pint oi alcohol then add a oeefgall. This slmum be well
shaken and applied twice a day and well rubbed in tub only with

and rubbed the shoulder with vinegar and

English setter Utl^h Cllengyle (Hob Hoy-Doll) ro his Imported Prince
01 UlHUf
AtUa -Mr. John Davidson's (Monro.-. Mlcll.) Engllsa (Koyal— .Mlna) to his unpolled iiin .• ur
Orange, Ji n, ".
Ludy ,11./:/, •
Falls) Knglish
La y Maude to >
\ii
M'tjmH. Blackwood's (Montreal, Canada) imported Coroon setter i/licii VonDg Flora to Mr, John N. U

Merrill

O Warrendoff
Dennis Carney

WOEl !E8TER,

s:i

sn
OS
09

45
4ft

Hice

104

4-1

4'2

44

162
isu

88
55

43
4a

141

68

Mass., Jan. 11— Members of the rlUe club

to-day to Lovell's range ; the aggregates of the
shots, with a possible 120, were as follows:
112-isu v Kanies
Moise
81
SS lno— 1SS Murphy
dark

Newton

Totals.
94
92
59
100
90

1S9

104

9H
83

94— ls7
91—179

went our,
two rounds of ten

so— 17

B6
79
79

c Eamss
Lewis

-i-'i
79—10
54—10

40

ALBANY.— As the riflemen, with steady practice, make high scores
two hundred yai ds. iln- desire to shoot at SHU yards increases, and
ihat distance has lost something of lis attraction and good
e -...-.
The linescores are the result of tin- pr;u 11,
men of KeuBselaerwyck have recently succeedtd in making scores at
udlt300 yards which" a lew >. id's ago would havi
aBle performances at 200 yards. Lnordei Dial ihelnierrst and practice Should not fall tor w .111 r.r encouragement a new match has been
added 10 the programme, tic- principal conditions being BiiO yards,
distance and ofi-haiio. Al Ihe mid-range, anu using tin- u-uai posiat

when

•

.

.

off-hand shooiing at r.on yards Is something novel and interests the
riflemen, as they are always anxious thai
put in
Yesterday afternoon tin- Drat competition In
the way of bullseyes.
the new match was called.
The range ai d be bill b
•
ered with snow, while the bright sunlight ,•:
re important factors 111 keeping down ihe strings of bullseyes, wlii.h are
match, was c.aii.o 011 tune, though nearly
so anxioc
all tbe competitors found that a certain amount or practice at the
iy to get proper- elevatUqjB and wiudage.
pool targt
1

1

1

urge to any particular one. Posslnrysome 01 the slips, recorded
were on account ot want or confidence, though poor holding may
have been the cause of nearly all of the outers and inners. The
matoh was won by Capt. Win. £. Fitch, who succeeded In making an

C

.

1
B

:

M

S
s

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

498
average

or centres unci led all the

other competitors one point. With
wiil be mado

a MU lo practice there is no doubt Inn belter scores
The scores were as follows
Muynard Match— 5uo Yards Off-hand.

KO

WmEFltCU,

4

8
r.

5

4i5

i

8

4

LGeiger,

4

5

H

4
4

s
4

4

4

j

i

i

f 1 f

>

B

US

Schuyler, Bal S

i

r.

H

GoodnowC,
gs M), Phelps
"endenhall 0, KoOlasson 1.

clay plci

BuddS, Walling

8,

[January

-,

and Tubbs, Budd and

2d,

i

4—
4— S9

'.MiUiasson
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JBSSTOB, Md., Jan. 12, 1882.
Editor ForeU and Stream :
1 nonce t lint your correspondent, " N. K. M.," t nkes exceDtlons to
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Pigeon match; J"> birds, ro yards rise,
•Inlosh -J5, A L Thlel ts, C S Oulmby 14,

Thomas Hendricks
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1

-

;

'

1-1

;

Of tbo Columbia, Yau.-.iuiei- l',;.i raelis. (.'. T., Dec. -JO, 18-tl.
President of the U. 8. Cartridge Co., Lowell Maa.He.busetts
An,
Sir: I would state fur your information that nearly all tin- c&ftiiiiges used by the Franklin Beaieh Party of lfiffl Tn-Sii in (be
Arctic, were furnished by your Company, and, of over tjyo thousaud niuiids used, many of Iheni oftentimes re loaded, ml- bad not
a single ense which gave n, diuuatisf action. As a party (of about
20 people and 40 dogsi wbi.-li subsistad itself for uearlj
yeas 011
the products of the chase, much ol" the time in lie .!. pile' ,,f an
Aictio winter, I consider the test lie re giv,-,, to your cartridges to
havo Been the severest practical one to which llioy could have, been
subjected. Very respectfully, viinr obedient servant,
hki>'k.
Hctiw.vrii*, Lieut, 0, S. Army, (Lale Commander of the Fniaikliu
Seal eli of 1S78-71J -80J.
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badge, was eniiiu-lastie -Hi congratulated, as

a bird killed with a
slugle band counting one; but if the second shot 1-. 11 red, even
though the killing snot, was obviously that from the first barrel, the
In one instance, at least, a shontei perkill counts only one-half.
mitted a wounded bird to tly as tr, would In preference 10 sending a
second shot afer It and, as luck would have It. he bird fell inside
the Inclosiire, ihus giving a unit instead ot a halt. Thlsclub Is one.
of the strougest 111 New Jersey. Score

Yerrlngton
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friend,
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sufficient buds were 01 hand, but as they
ned to their crates 1101 1 the time of shipy, and some could not when they would.
the traps. As will
Fin who have been
a of the club were
birds been such a
scorewould probably si ow more accurately
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AMMUNITION IN THE AUCTIC— Heaflquarlors
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be s-en by the upin
hcrei.ofoie rcckoue(
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poor and van log
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the actual -kill of 1
were wholly or aim IRl « .lite, and as the groan
snow they ofi.-n puw.led the shooters greuily.
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till

say thai whenever tbese

Essex (inn Club Held Its annual
meeting on Wednesday evening last. The following officers were
elected for Hie ensuing year: Dr
N I'lnd-lt, I'r.-ie
.1
I'oluier, Treasurer:
Beich(!r, Ylce-Pi-.-siieni
Wll-lam Hayea,
seci. i,mMessrs tSrleutnall, n.-.i.is.o. Whitehead and Hlingworth,
committee.
There has been a suggestlnn that the centr.il Assoclation select a learn or ten rrom th« several eltibs. and a ehalingi n.- em to Hie New York Kllle Club to shoot a Mated in Nils
N. J... Ian.
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;i 11110^1
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OSKALOOKA TOIIKN'AMENT— Ofikftloosn, Iowa, Jan. n.— Editor
Vi.r.-M «i.,( >ir.;n„ :
iiclosett Mod score ol tile shoot Ing tournament
Held at the Fair Grounds in ihl-i city, Deeeiubcr 2;, -.'-, 211 and :", :•-:.
First came a special in inn i.eiwc-D (,'. W. IPidd. or Carlisle, and A.
11. (loodnow, or Medlapolls, and leu tame pigeons from a ground trap,
$11111 a side, English rules.
These gentlemen are Dot n good snots, and
Mr. (loodnow won Hie match bv one bird,
each, went In to win,
killing si» our of lot, lludd, *s. Build killed 4 and fioodnow 3 that
dropped dead out or bounds. Tins is claimed to be the best score on
record ai uic same number of oirds aud under the same rules.
Kccord or purse Nos. and 2 ol lirsi day's shoot were lost.
Hudd 9, J L
rurse No. 3— Ten tame pigeons, single ilses— i.:
Miller s, 11 c Tubbsin, J
Brown! J E Hustings 10. c Hinsdale
Walling !>, A II (loodnoiv ;p, I) O'Brien 7, (1 M Howard S, M II I'helps
EVirnou
llarrlagtun
(;tllTey4,
II
E
(ins
Vaugh.tn7.
1.
M
I

1

w

1

.',

,

W

MI

C MCGlassou

<•',

6, A M.ialenliall

a,

I

N Welch

;.'

Hastings wins

by those n, inieiel.mee, ii.iongwnom
andaple sant oveuing pa.-s
u-.-re II. A, Md. Win. Wei. log, P. K,eb-,.i...!iri Bauer,
II. sdiroder.
Win. Miller, P. Dewilo.C. II I'u.ir- s. .1. w Tie.ulway, Dr. Mosenmeler, Dr. Hoeltge, F. lioeltge, p. KessleT, capialn Cluchoskv, P.
Juukert, VaL Wolterman.E. Clark and Win. Hotlling.

W

The Fokkst and Stkbam

—

7, Howard 5, Oilirey 7, Walling in, Bund !', I'nelps 7, H WSeevers
.„, .,
M,,,i.,,., m s, MeiiiienFAbialiaiun. H iiriugion ,;, w E v,
huU 7, C 11 Vernon B. Hastings and Wailing divide 1st money Budd
and T'UbbS divide id Mcliiassuu wlnSBd
-Five noubie rises, tame pigeons- I'helps S, (ioodnow
I'ur.-.e No.
9, Budd ", Howard s, llrown 6, w ulllug 7. Hastings 9 i.riiiey ;;, Tubbs
lioodnotv ami Hastings divide
7, W A Hunter 7, I, \ siv. -aringi-i.
1st. I'nelps and Howard dr. (de 2d. Walling wins 3d.
Purse f>0. 1— Ten cia.i pn-eoiih— hei.'s 10, Budd 9, Hastings 10
TunbSH, Hunter !', Brown 0. Walling 7, ilillf.-.v B, llarnngt-.n 9, l.oodnow 6,
F Vernon 6. Hastings wins 1st, Budd wins 2d, Walling
wins 3d.
Purse No. R— Five tame pigeons, single rises— Phelps 4, Howard 4,
Goodhows.TU Bites4,Tubbs5, Budd 5, Hastings 5, D .f&ckaon f.
Walling 3, swearinL'eii !. Uupi?r 2, Vernon 0. Hastings and Tubbs
,

;i

;

;

(I

be come

will

TACnTSIcVCS.

when sending
BaUHHtarMttil&Strt

communications.

The Tourist and Sportsman is a bright, nowsy paper,
published by Dimoml ec Boss, at Minneapolis, ami devoted to
the dissemination of iofonimtion about the summer resorts of
the Northwest.
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Livb (juAiL— Ijancssur, Pa.— If may interest yourself or
sotiv of your readers to heai that oui ot our Brat conaienment
Of 70 i,ve ipnil, i.M reached their destination alive and in good
order, after a journey of live days,
We hope to be as lucky
with the rest tuat arc coming here for sta eking our presences
simply for dog-breaking purpose?. Si'm: - ma ti.
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Htheam, th>.ir different opin nns exjjresse i. why a No. 13, 88
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1st,

Bud- 1 2d, Howard and I'ln-lps divide 3d.
Purse No. 4 Ten ciav pigeons— Phelps S, Hastings S, Brown 7,
Millburn s, Thos Mc4, »• ilior r», Hinsdale D. J U Cross 7, A
Millan a. Meudenhaii 1;, liu.id 9, Me.ciasson c, Vernon 2, John Ross ti,
V.iughan •>, I'ubli.i'J, Kooduow 7, Price 2, Harrington 4, Walling Hi.
on shoot off for ties on 2d Build wins, on 3d HastWiiliing wins isi
ings wins.
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seemed to my limited ranee of
long, as you say are the tiiniem-iinns

ha

1

;

vision

or the
small boat, ill f-et,
It is impossible for his craft to be rated af a hall-tonner.

Dodge,

I

W. D. T.
for his failure to understand
Id " hiiir-a-tonner " principally

Ou

10

lie

beam

tin. l

the rule

length;

mm

-1;

a

le.-m il

a

.-

v.

e -a

a

foreign rule considers only

arrow boat may often gauge hy
which happens to be broader,
lent tonnage is not the same

:

-mM.'e

f

though shoaler. However, dlspl;
thing as measurement tonnage,

signs

I"! trior

weight; Die hitter so uunj ton
being allowed to the ton. The w
Won to each other hi m e vac ill
—that is, in weight -yi have the
Is, the same cubical eenl-ius "i

i

I

es so

mamy num

space, one hundred cubic feet

i

writes to the London Field thai 6 mertc ns nnld probably not ob'eet to racing agalust
British cutters on an over all measurement. Well, most likely they
would not. In fact, they would not ask for anything -'softer." They
would
' t like
o nicer a t m fool iivenmrig on a err for with me three
foot bobtail stern of the sloop, thereby Draining the alfference or' seven
feet on the load line and a proportionate increase in beam and depth
free for nothing. Lleut.-Col. Ougmore's proposition amounts to sailing
a twenty ton cutter aealnst a t.wer.rv-riv" Tor, sloop on even terms.
Sloops won't object : but would the owners or en lers like the idea?
Our British cousins have suffered much from sen-en ss tonnage laws,
but If they fry to stick to a length rule, even in their small boats,
they will be jumping out of the frying pan into the tire, what does
Lieut -Col. Dugmore think of mat idling a boat 3a ft. load-line,
ft.
overall, 8 ft. ber.ni, a- fr. deep and
ti. draft on
even terms with
another of same length over all, hut 33 fr. load-line, 13 ft. beam, <;,<
it. deep and 9 ft. draft?
That is the anomaly he might expect to
witness u' lr- Ideas were acted upon, n is m a noon le we are =
iv
afflicied with In America, with the result that the boat of moderate
proportions, pood s -agoing model ana -ring rig is rapidly being driven
out of exislenee, and the tubby boat prevails because she wins upon
the greater power derived irom much greater bulk, and the consequent greater displacement and sails. Trie abnve.nientioned boats
will compare in size as i.STn and 2.TS8!
By over all.measurements
boat Is permitted to sail on even terms wi'h one just half her size!
We commend this to the consideration of Lieut -V'ol. Uuemore and
others, on both sides of the Atlantic, who may think as he do s. now
long would the small, snug, well-shaped hoar survive under such injustice? Load-line iengrn is empirical ami bad enough in Its effects
on type, but mean length and over all length ought to be beyond the
pale or even momentary consideration. Some people Imagine our
American sloops are the outgrowth or climate and shoal wafer. This
we have always deemed rank nonsense. They are the outgrowth of
stunting length measurement rules, evidenced by the rapid change
In type now going on wherever ihose rules have been modified, or
consigned to the oblivion they deserve.
:
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I

1
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SEAWAXHAKA YACHT CLUB —At the annual meeting the board
of rr

i:-1o,u,

reported iorl ae year

an

i-lo.-e:;i

tmmme

of ol, -13.82,

placement and m- ibuT
tonnage will exceed the
melh'id of obtaining yacht ton
measuring aeni-d de..th, and no y
Still
c
the size
promulgate a in Ami
ion
only a matter ot approxln
by Kotuisf and stream and partly followed by
torn ..
aelii v. iiiiir: siiuur.d n
ganged to theoutsld'e
Hi-I he New Vt
a divided by HiO. This will differ from the merOf the plan!
us lie Iat.ieriij.-lniles only in-ide stowage room.
eantilcshlp
i their outside lines the modification or ship tonAs yachts c
s well as to obviate cheating the rule by thick
nage Is uci
[Tie general adoption of a correct yacht tonnage
celling, tloo
world Is much to be desired, but with the provallruleihroug
"'"injects ol allowing time and the
ing mis ippt
hemillenlum will not be reached
'f vested mtei
baleful inti
etlme. The method of g.
g the bulk is a simple operation.
cross
sections
ar
en, their areas Pound by one of
ol
number
A
i,

i

'

i

I

c

again nut ihrough the same fori
We mav belore long give an ac
short-cut way of arriving at the

D

iary

here
as yet loo cany to torn, an
but what lew limes, mi
-.-.
iv, '.:,
o:
usual degi
Mr. Par ur. of Trenton,
known yacht Gorilla, foiuu
i

:-

will probably em
staunch and able- era it, but
During last, season the t,
usu d, owing lo the fact th
Sue was hauled out by t'u
York, when the reason be
which comprises evcryfhln

which he

'

based late last autumn the wellCobourg— a 33-ton centreboarder—
oong lie B. Q. T. O. fleet. Shelsa
eniarkable for speed.
Katie Gray did nor

sail as

well as

Peer and following strakes and

bilge Uldg ll'bo ltd SI ralesWill be reljtiiii in lb

being perfectly sound, and

among

lie raw rs.
one of the most enthusiastic
i

,-,

r,

..

slsts or 16 schooners, 4a sloops

-
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..

,

-,.-

,

;1

-,

.

i

1

catamarans,

2

'

m

'

;

—

.

i

SteVens, waller L. Buydam, S. Nelson \\ lute. Notice was given that
name to the seawanuaka Corb th an
at the next meeting a change
Y. C. would be offered. In retiring, Commodore W. A. V, r Me
approptlate remaak and entered upon a defence of the
connection wim llie ;-,la-um? ram
club's eonme
nis e.ms, ierhi.n-.
--,,!
-:,
il
a
:
u
o --.
Olaoa
or the club Into question. The commodore laid to concluded that Hie
good u Uii ion ol oerlain lunh niuala was ore.
or: :. mo. lag. and rather
uncompllmentan- Uian the rever-e. That the seawanhaka Y C. Is in
lrlgh favor wnii the better elements of society is shown by ihe creditable names on Its list, and that it is self sustaining without the good
opinion ol the monile .„,.;, mi,-.: is evident, as the club ranks second in
metropolitan matters, wlrn an enviable future before It.
IRON YACflTS IN SAN FRANCISCO.— From the following It will
be seen that San Francisco has Die plant and ability to turn out Iron
vessels ot fair tonnage-, should any s achtsmen feel inclined to try tm
u r g-.ao .',.
experiment In ihat djrecilon: The new iron stenn,.
bui.f by the Rlsdon iron Works Co. lor Messrs. Goodall, Perkins a:
CO was launced ontheioihot December. She is ihe largest iron

m

.

made some
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le

clipper,

vlna

§ ew Dmnswirt
You

are sauna

who don't wish

blow.

= all.

it,

light— ihe
--

g.i

a"

!

I

loo;, on

T

i

However. Mr. Laptborn was
at first rather formidable.
sail was not the least too large, and sat b auiilully. A
on a day
::oa
a eroisor is, u.- see-msio ,-,,,., r,i
:

mam

m

-u am- lie; :.--, v in our. a ai]..
r.isr.-r us well as

"anaor earry a o,-,or?-si?i d -a;!
and would prob b'.y get along

.

...

more com-

sail at all.

sail
fortabli with the topmast housed, and tn lisrd wlr.cL n."i u.u.
that wit! do some work.
THIRD lesson.— Ten leet of water in America is notes deep as
ten feet of wider in England, hence our boats mtisl be of lighter
- Ii'
,ir
IV a li.
:. -loop10= 1- ihe mesa; wig. omr i-.r-o -:
di or
and the English cutters of 30 ft. win draw only 6 [t— Popular Errorn.
:

'I

F( 'ii HTiT LESSON.— Our climate
Webulldthem wide, with lUUr

hot

Is

we mnst have

:

cool boats.

u
hot

areas
3 01
sui
ie sun's rays, making the cabins inb
se'dmr have skylights
meres day. To make, them still cooler v
-vlth
wo little
in small yachts, but are conti
1
rugged,
bullteyes tor wind. The English have a
hence they bund their boats deep down lr
..V'i
ftpshinglv tool cabin, which they victual
i-h cutter
lights.
The American sloop is hot like a g
uence the Ameih
eh beiiel'
is cool like a cellar,
•,
Septemadapted to our tropical latitudes, especic
ber and October, when the ihermometer
imeter Is never known to fall below boiling point—Pcpiitar t
ive not the money to spend on
FIFTH LESSON.— Amerl.
ptei'er bonis which take only Iron
vaelils 111m Englishmen, be
rery first class American yacht is
ballast.
This is Urn
bailasred with lead.— P«j,u
vinds are light when tney are not
SIXTH LESSON. -Our st
erv freriuent Iv. Hence ive use as
sttong. and we have ugly s
nns-ibie.
pecause we hove short
few and large, unwieldy st
crews we use long booms and mainsails
tilt 10 reer and a single
1

t

overhead

l

i

i

'

,,

-

.

:

I

-

Tim land

.

w

steamer built in this port, and her model is very handsome, her lines
indicating sped and riKirougii sc-a win Illness, tier principal dimensions are a.s follows: Length, 05 Cf-J beam, IS ft.: depih. 7 ft. She Is
--.

-.-.-:- uotin -. -:-:-. an
e r
long, with 100 lbs. pressure and 35
horse power. Her plates are % and 5-16 in. thick, with decks ol
Her Souse is iron, and the tank holds
corded plate r,-i6 In. thick
lo.oi io gallons of water, divided lnio four compartments.
She Is practically unsinkabie: and it should be Impossible to burn her, having
less than 600 pounds of wood throughout. She has liken the place

o o-i[

a.-

i

:

....,,

boilcrstllt. In

ni

i.-i'j-i

diameter and

re
6

:

ul

'

:;

-

:

Minnehaha in supplying water to the shipping In the
The stylo In which she is built and eqtt pped reflects great
credit upon her builders.— S. F. ot!/mpvt».
WATERPROOFING CANVAS Bo ATS.—The following is the receipt
of the ancient

bay.

N

,

to a 14

ft,

"coracle," or

r-oi

t

of lite boat and canoe combined, which he buili of canvas: One gallon
or ihe best boiled Unseed oil, ly, lb of white lead, r, oz. of beeswax,
yvell mixed with some coloring matter as fleMred, and laid on warm.
Afia-r I wo eoats nf tills mixture, ihe Huff must: be removed from the

outer surface of the canvas with fine sand paper and the surface rube
bed smooth with a hard wooden rubber. ' Then another
iti
...
.
composition and another rubbing, finishing nil
the color desired and a roar ol \ atmisli. If this be done properly, ami
plenty of time be given for the paint tonrv, ihe hum . ua M u
st rengi hot the canvas will be considerably men a sed, a
eau be always made to look well by rubbing her ever With a light
coating of linseed oil.
POINTING A
?ee the Cutter. How beautiful she is.
Can a Cutter sail fast ? We should smile. Can a Cut tor beat a sloop ?

MOEAL—

not.

How

do the sloop

men

crawl

ouU They— that

all

around

ns.

and. owing io our shoal wafers,

we

gen-

SEVENTH LESSON.— Americans
we

For this reason
like comfort.
build small boats without, cabins, nd o.-s man bags abour, K0
the sun uiav si orteh us and lie rain drench us, and .v hen the
br-'is tinkle we go home again to mamma, lest we catch cold In
.

Ihat.

cow

I

tchandihrei es
coefcey that ibey lump you oE your feel
evei
to loss you over the side at every ro'l. The hardier Englishman
cares nothing lor emetort., hence he Oullds his boat so as to
... r. - /', ,.»ami inii .1 omnuruotl in a sea and to steerwr m
I

Iar Errim.\

SAN FRANCISCO YACHTING.—
Is now all planked up and celled.
curve from' the plank ing, running

Is,

they led

ft. schooner
in an opposKe
he skin, This
will probably

i"

He
dlr

ikes a

r

be one of

i;

along nlcely
Isto bpiumed
bie yaent has

Ig

1

Plans, tor a on ft. sharpie
cisco by Mr. Claphaui,

CM

en

rTeai

,

with yawl rig have been sent to San Fraa-

ISINC CLI'BS.—The London Cruising Club seems to he a fair
ru hre.
rjii
first annual dinner,

success and promises well for the
I

ice. o.

brought,

members

though ihe
Waa sugm a|.-,

el",-

isles,

:

it.

applied by Captain John Richards, R.

is

<

.

i

|

i

•

.

r:

ii

Mjrvwm. Clai
build a 20-fooi I
attach io flilsd
Cuihberi ha.
repartitions to

iliougii,

i

,

1

uid will in-

f-a|-

hp cause It Is hellerto reduce weights
rally expect to wade ashore,
aloft In rough water or In beating up, we generally spike nurlopinasts to tlie masthead, it they come dow-n the nm.sis come with
them, which is, of course, a much more effective reduction*—Popular hrrorr.

:-,

,

i

lies

headed m-rr

,

mildness of the season, all the yachts
long been In winter quarters. It Is
is in the prospects for next season,
are give evidence of at least the

Al SO.— From Hunt's for January we take the
sem as. as well a° a nmlnsad, a. squareMm. nmi elv
Tin- dimensions iiar! l-.een ''ti
v.iirr i:v-> sail arri: -a .ye
vac' t was a cruiser,

OCR EXPERIENCE

fo'lowiug: Mr. Laptlioni had

nvmnrming on" rhe

and cutters. 2 oiren outs, U steamers
'the Committee on i\iea-ruvmeut reported no
progress „s y.
iMessrs. '.'. E. olgelow, K. r. coimoli,
iaiir l'.i-..inu
and las. ti. Jones were elected at Urn meeting. The In Hot for office) s
lor the coming year resumed In Hie foiiowlngenoico: Commodore, C.
v.."- .-coin modcr-a 1-ldu
;or,s
*:-e, etitter ortva.
d iVi :-ii
Tons; Rear Commodore. John C.
mpht ys, schooner Albatros-,
sloop Wave, 12 tons: si-eietary, M. Rnosevelr sichuy ii-r, cut lei
Yolande, 5 tons: Treasurer, V,. it. Slmonds; Measurer. ^ ary8inith.
Regatta Committee: Louis P. Bayard, Frauclso DeLuze, ... Ff,

i-i

..a

i

BELLEVILLE LETTER.

a real yaoht.—Pepwar Errors.

1,1.
mle to mlnoe quickly, l-'orlllf
or safety in squalls we
lever have life preservalso prefer to Have our boats capslzable,
ers ou board or take the least pn cautions whieli sailors always do.

1

1

--

r,

I

which,

Is

with balance from previous year, amounted to a total of $6,511.73.
The disbursements were St. n.v-i.i-n. leaving balance on hand ot $2.15S 43. The cluo musters 202 members and a deer, of - sails, making
:-.-.,
u,
o.
M Ua
run
real n-ri
m
MI

and

:

Sterling's rules involving only

MEASURING OVER ALL.— Lleul.-Col. Dngmore

Ii

1

ii-aj

fogi-th-r In L-ano'e:

from

ha the
,ao,-,

,-

,

i

,

oyer the

all

vas,ol Bourse predi alnanl
.1
alii
a
a -on-

lirlllsli

fathering.

.

,

i

1

nou-owners. Cruises made by the members are to be pub
llshed at club's expense.
CUTTERS.— The 7-fonner for which G. L. Watson, or Glasgow is
,.:-,-;
gening out the lines w-ill Im so ft. load ila,-. : :-.
u, draft.
The 30-lonnerla being j u
Is for Mr- :. ichlnelosa, of New York.
out to the order of Toronto gentlemen, and wii be 5J ii. s in. ions, it
Wo are sure Mr. Aucnlncloss' little
ft. ?. In. beam and s it, 3 in. draft.
vessel will make a host ol converts here.
EAST RIVER YACHT CLUB— Has elected the following officers tor
ISS2: Commodore, Matthew Charde; vice- Commodore, ,1-mes C. RenHosey; Treasurer, Edward Grlssam; veas•, John 1J
Iscoll.
Hfgatia Committee: J.
'lilelrl, E,
Brown, John 11. Gerard, George Baker, Ed
9 and John
beaefll of

;

i

.

,

!•:.

Hughes.

THE NEW CLUB.—We have received

names

l

tor the

di
. may be deemed
In rur next Issue we will nave
:..mywliyihe
ot support and why an interested in floating
iing to gam
the establishment ropoeed.

club
;rta1n.

I

i

i.

]

yacht CLTJB. The Elut arniu BfOl IP,
commodore Bosweil had BUartre 01 the
d by Mr. J. Weir Andeison. 'Io club seen Iary.
ue Horticultural Gardens
.,,
o:•:
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il

air.

I

tliul

.

,

tney ere!
loops

-

ich.- Frrn
-foot

Bteamer for paities

m Chatham,

the most bar lactdkind.-f
ONE LE C [OT.—What Is a
boat with 101 ballast and ha
(

;cment rpieMi

I

seagoing
,
machine. -/'..pcool,
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-
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;
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FOREST AND STREAM,
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SPRING BALANCES.

Cakveb— London, Jan. 17.—In the throe days'
shooting match atl,000 birds, between Dr. CarMr. Bingham, begun yesterday, the

ver and

former to-day scored 237 birds, and the latter
making the total for the two days Dr. Carver 873 birds, and Mr. Bingbam 367.
244,

:

THE AMERICAN "GEM," weighing 8 Jbs. by 4
A CQOD SCALE FOR THE PRICE.

The
New a

h contains 1,700,000 acres of
nd the Atchison, Topelsa and
ss-'es through it.
The man
Santa
whose
s got it by marriage and by
purchas
He has put it into
interests.
a English stock company, and a fence is being
built around it, preparatory to the raising of
blooded stock on a large scale.

EXTRA FINE ADJUSTED SPRING BALANCES.

»

a great deal of fox hunting in the

is

"

mou for

is

4

2.00

i

6

10

8

12

15

10

PRICE.

so

40

51

i!io

i!«o

2^60

20

i'.bb

1.20

i'.io

i'.m

i'.io

'.'95

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden

sioo

i"io

Lane,

i.'io

New York.

not nncom-

OF MAKING MANY BOOKS THERE

The men who en-

a brisk pedestrian.

2

1.25

"

2

western part of Massachusetts, particularly in
This
Franklin county, among the mountains.
winter has been a good one for the chase, the
mild temperature having caused the foxes to
appear freely. Trapping is not generally practiced, but the chasing is done afoot, with hounds,

and a run of ten or twelve miles

THE BEST THAT CAN BE MADE AT ANY

TO WEIGH POUSDS.

SHOWS EVERY OUNCE
There

15 cents each.

ozs.,

gage in the sport make a pretence of doing

it

IS

NO

END.

for

but as the skins sell for only 50 cents to
$1.50 each, and cost a day or two of hard work,

profit,

PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW,

Established d836.

rather inadequate ret would seem to yield
muneration

TO BE GIVEN

,

NEAT AND ELEGANT

March

9 and 10,
882,

7, 8,

BOOK BINDING

I

WEST ERN P A POULTRY SOCIETY
.

Plainest to the Most Elaborate Styles.

CASH

$t,200 IN

SPECIMENS
If

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Large Number of

you want good work, at low figures, and
Agent's Commission come direct to

JAMES

Transient advertisements,
25c. a lvn>* for first insertion,
and 20e. a line each time'

WALKER,

E.

St.

A FILE

OF

N.

Y HERALD,

AND TIMES,

1847,

TO DATE, AND ODO NUMBERS. FOR

SIMPSON'S

Eight words t> tlie line;
fractious of a line count
as a fail line.

NEW

SALE.

A want

long felt for by sportsmen. All Anglers will
ilie most vexatious thlDg that can
looks and Lines all tanIs Spoons.
This case will prevent am- -ueli disaster, as It !s
so arranged rhat the most careless fisherman can keep
jestmaterial
hlsTacfcle In shape. Theyare

each enso packed
for Catalogue of FISHINGJ{.

KEEP'S SHIRTS

T,

depth

\y,

UNDERWEAR,

malted

50

tree.

KEEP iAMFACTLIUIVfi COMPANY.
Broadway-,

:-,, (i!{7

1

N. V.

Unclose two thrc
return yon by

t

ill

t

for framing, each

Two
Two

dent James A. Garfield.
Three cut drees patterns.

BBEK nOLDEK,

GOLD PBS

illustra-

WrlllI1!

Publisher, 17 East 14th Street,

1

1

TODD

80

BBOAJDWAY,
.

for

Our Goons ake sold

1

A:

mpoetage stamps.

RAHD,

NEW

W.

Fikst Class Dealeks

HOLABIRD

S

E. C.

BOUGHTON,

5

Howard

VALPARAISO.

1NTI.

tji v Illustrated with colored
brown morocco, a little
rubbed. Also Audubon's Birds of America, in 7
volumes, octavo, the first volume wanting. With
beautiful colored plates, same size and binding
as the Quadrupeds. For price apply to this office.

8t.

:

Partridge, quail, rabbit and duck shooting, also
good fishing for bass and pickerel. For particu-

A young man as salesman, who Is
WANTED—
acquainted with the fUiithg tackle business.

menve ana

pages,

.1"

Uustratums.

:.-.,-.:

.

r-.^HL.

;.i

iss.

.

.

Price

iharles

lars address N. E. J., at this office,

Deci5,2mos.

BROOK
trout

for sale, also

Randolph,

TftOUT-eEggs and try
tor table use.
N. Y.

Address F. W.

EDDY,

Jan6,tr.

r

for

Js/f

;

;

L OR SALE—A fine Parker breech-loader, ten
gauge, with two sets of barrels in sole_T
leather ease. Call on or addt ess
M. COKNWALL,

18

Warren suet t,

£. B.

SALE CHEAP— A new D. B. L. shot-gun, 12
FORgauge,
all Improvements.
Sharp's sporting
45 cal.,

69(1

Colt's I). A. revolver, 45
State Street, New* Haven

TJECEIVES

j

;

Yoik.

Janl2,3t

and Forwarding Agenv

BULL TERRIER— Squib
STUD
2d prize Lowell, Mass.. lssl.

(white), winner
P. O. Box 626,

Hyde Park, Mass,

Jani2,3t

T7<OR SAL":, Coe

V

dress

and Black and Tan

els

choicest
straight

Toy TeiMer:
GEO. H. VVl

AdPaicrson.
janis.tt

strains.
St.,

SALE CHEAP, an Irish Water Spaniel
bitch weU broken bred from the drat prize
dogsJilack and Judv. Address DAN'L D, LAWLOR, Mount Vernon, Westchester Co., N. Y.

FOR

;

:

SALE, my kennel of setters and Pointers
FORfrom
$15 up bnely bred Address C, REIFF,
;

Janla,lt.

very nice pair of Foxhounds, black
FOR SALE, a with
good hunters
yellow ears
b
old.
Fali'fleld co., Ct.

;

i

three years

Address

BOX

24,

Gieemteld

1

AJSTD

FOKWAEDS

Hill,

Jams ,tt.

M

;

Janl9,lt

thoroughbred
L OR SALE OR EXCHANGE-A
nine months old. v<ould

r Irish setter pup,
for rifle, shot gun or birds eggs. For
pedigree and particulars address M. L. P., Box
Janl»,lt.
8,529, Boston,
exchange

« WJLLLSTBIET.NEWrORK.

Janis,it,

SALE, gui» with three sets barrels cost
r)R
$500 Bell tor $30n. Address P. O. Box 97, Ne-

Dale

;

W

GOLDSMITH,

.^stoiE S.0XIS9

ham merles.
B.,

r;rou.- e

,

JARVIS WILLIAMS, Foxboro. Mass.

Janl9,rt.

rifle,

HALE PUPPIES— For sale.

ANTED, I have a beagle 3 years old (out
.Mint & Julep, 1st and 2d Troy, 1879) height
, ,
17 inches; weight 24 lbs.; that I wane to breed to
a good beagle tltch, for a bitch puppy. Address

he fennel.

WE
New York City.

2fi

caL Address E.
Conn.

GROUSE

(ex-Lady Thorne) pups, 6 months old Grouse
pups, 3 months old. Very
Daie, ex-Bonlbei n
handsome and healthy. W. TALLWAN,*: Weitneid
Janl2,4t
St., Providence, R, I.

souderton, Pa.
,'OR SALE, at a bargain, one three-barrel Baker
gun, nearly new one black-and-tan foxhound,
3 years old, very line and fast, by Dime out of a
Virginia bitch also a real Irish setter (champion
Elcho-Fllrt), well broken. CHAS. TRACY, Vernon
Centre, N. \.
Janl2,2t
J

Interesting

cents
By
a. j Fahkar.

LODGE

\ Y

Janl9,lt.

Must be active and intelligent and willing lo beAddress FISHING
gin at moderate salary.
Jan5,st.
TACKLE, Forest and Stream office.

«fi

man.
Jamaica

.>;r.

Wolverhampton, 1SS0 ;
Carlisle, Eng., winner of
1st Alexandria Palace, i^i, and V. 11. c, Crystal
Palace same year, stud fee 12.5. Address NEVSRKENNELS, Guymaid, Orange Co.,
SINK
Janl9,tf.

N.J.

SALE.—A Hue country residence, about 30
FORmiles
from New York 45 acres Improved land.

puted.

INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SKCTJRITILS, UNLISTED MINING STOCKS.
Pine St. New York
/A AMP LIFS IN THE -AILDEKNESS.— Second

iec29,4t.

plates; 3 volumes, large Svo,

FRANK BLYDENBURCH.

V
edition now ready. This story describes toe
trip of a parryoi Boston gentlemen to tbe Hlcnarusou-Bangeley lakes. Ittreatsof "camp life," Indoors

i

UDTJ BON'S BIRDS AND QUADRUPEDS FOR
SALE.— A copy of Audubon's Viviparous Quad-

rupeds of America, sup ei

kunk, Red Fox, Raccoon, &c.

Shooting Suits.
UPTHEGROVE & McLfiLLAM.

s

M

ITANTJSB—A

a
-rV

write for circular to

*w

gale

this office.

JENNINGS DLMoBEsT,
New York.

YORK.

'tlce- List.

ijv

Walnut

112,21.

niiijiberof Live Prairie Chickens
(pinnated grouse) for stocking a preserve.
In conps of twenty
birds each, at a railroad station, with lood and
water to carry litem to tills city. Address, si atlng
price per hundred and all other particulars, s. S. C,

Two

lor

'jlABlK.

906

THE STUD.— Wire-haired Fox Terrier Tyke,
IN recemly
Wm. Carries, Jr.,
imported from

Must be delivered sately boxed.

pieces of music.

hundred

hundred and forty pases of choice
tions.
literature, size 8.Vx ll, -, or 1% pounds of elegant
printing, on tinted p, per. y •-: lie", for fifty cents

iii.:

BUCKINGHAM,

VV

«»<> !<'
containcan be carried
5fViT.il day's writing,
ftlwajs read; lor use. A luxuiy to
Inii,,. pacK i.
pera >ns ft ho care i» preserve their individuality in
-

LEVER,

New York.

Live Prairie Chickens
as.s, i.«.

THE CALM-GRAPHIC PEN.
ing

A.

Norwich. Conn.

parlor go: ., suitable
1
Picture. 1 Steel

14th Street,

1

>

<

WM.

iblication.

PEN;
U..I.I. ...

Address

and we

your addr

<gor

Pencils

S4D.

!

'

ACKLE \N1> SPORTSMAN'S GOODS.
*IMPSO>', 96 Fnlton Mreet, New York.

CENTS FOR

KTCt, BTO., KTO.

elrc iiars

631, 634, «

WILL SERVE A LIMITED NUMBER OF AP-

i

IflBREtXAS,

Pa

PROVED BITCHES AT

Send

Samples and

Pittsburgh.

-26.

Champion Grouse Dale

Inches. Three partitions
small fray, elirlit in large tray, two compartments
in oox. maklngtweniy-fourplacesfor lines, books, sinkers,
In a neat box und seui on lvecipt of $4.50.
To <"'lnii-.
iii

,nd

.

Snpt.,

303,

I

Tuesday eannot

week

GLOVES.

of

gled up.

be ii>S"rted in the issue of
that,

Entries close Feb'y

acknowledge that

happen him. is to havi

had

Lock Box

FISHING TACKLE CASE.

received

t'sf'tnetits
fha,*>

Elben, Esq., Secretary.

CHAS, LINCOLN,

thereafter.

later

Esq., President
A. Stevens, Esq., Treasurer.

C. B.

Prize Lists, etc., can be

k

.Special Prizes.

Edward Gkkgg,
C.

14 Dey

PRIZES,

Also a

EXHIBITION.

OJV

Dosf

£\i PowU, etc., to any destination. Keuue
jliibs, Sportsmen and others, intending to lmpor
iegs from Europe, should have their stock con
Eirned to him. Informationlurnished in regar
^5 the fee»» m«tnod*otf importing, shipping, etc

SALE-Slx pure blood English seuter pups,
FORwhelped
issi. Full pedigree. Address
.Nov.
fi,

WALTER

A. DAYlON, 95
brldgeport, Mass.

Magazine

si,

Com-

Janl9,2t

January

FOREST AND STREAM.

19, 18' 2-H

493

§mmL

gfc

HOME!

1882.

1882.
Dogs

Portraits of Celebrated
SOW BEADY.

AlGrouse Moor.—EUIPEKOR FRED.
Snipe Snooting in the Mississippi Valley

-XHTIIVDEB.
Correct Portraits of the Two Leading Laveracft
Dogs In the World.

These pictures are large Album Cards. Photoof oil paintings byTraoy.

graoMe reproductions
and

effect

Process.

nit

fade UkF-

-

They

md

will not

are equal In

finish to the best steel engraviag.

Price 75c. each..
For sale by SCHUYLER & DUANE, 1S9 Broadway,

New York, or J. P ALMER 0' NEIL, 68 Fifth AVB^
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Will be sent hy mail on receipt of price by FOH-

THE WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN.
BBVOTED.^TO .THE INTERESTS

rv'.

WOMEN OF A WHOLESOME INTEREST

OF SPORTSMEN, AND TEE INCULCATION IN HEN AND

IN

OUTDOOB EECEEATION AND STUDY.

:-,;.•]

.'";!.;

i

;..

r

;

Large plates, 10x14 inches.
for framing, price $1 each.

Beautiful pictures

FLEAS! FLEAS!

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs.

The conductors

of the Forest and Stream point with much pride and satisfaction to the past and the present of the paper, and
pledge their readers that the same high standard of excellence will be maintained in the future. The Forest and Stream will preserve
tbe reputation it has earned for being

1— ENTERTAINING AND

TASTES OF ALL.

II.—ADAPTED TO THE
Among the hundreds of

INSTRUCTIVE.

The " Sportsman Tourist," " Game Bag and Gun"
and " Sea and River Fishing" departments will contain sketches of travel, camp life and adventure
ac-

and Stream
Clergymen,

Army and Navy

Pioneers,

Trappers,

Tourists,

Civil

College

Institution,

who

is

known

so well

as the

first

Engineers,

Artists,

Editors

of

other

young men who have not yet struck out for
papers
themselves, and old men who have retired in short,
members of every trade, profession, and occupation.
;

authority

it

be peifectly

will

free to criticise everything inimical

and manliest sportsmanimportant questions within its

to the interests of the highest

list.

field is

fishculturist, will receive frequent contributions from
the officers of theTJ, S. Fish Commission at Washington.

This department will prove indispensable to every
farmer and country gentleman who can own a fish pond
for profit or pleasure.

on

Its attitude

ship.

" Fis7tculture," edited by a practical and well-known

all

well understood.

For the

The Forest and Stream

IN TONE.

clean.

in the sunlight, and

its

has

tion."

Its

list of

those

itself

State,

Primarily intended

many

foreign countries beyond, are represented in our

list

also

who

It

ever held

contents will be redolent of the

thoroughly high character

to a

afforded

is

write for

by

race

of contributors and subscribers.

The very wide

geographical distribution of the friends and correspondents of the Forest and Stream is a sufficient guarantee

and excellence of its contents.
Literally and figuratively is it true that

of the variety

a reference

it.

Gives addresses of prln-

19 cents, post free.

Black SpanielsBENEDICT, imported, black; first and
New York, 1SS1. First Atlanta, 1SS1. $20.

special.

Puppies by above also by Brag, first and special.
York, issi, for sale. Price from s;o upward
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, HornellSYllle, N. Y.
Nov3,tt

New

Cameron Kennel.
Beagle Hounds bred lor bench and field purposes.
RALLY" (Sam-Dally) stud fee, $25.
;
,...
r
„. ;
:
;

I

..

,

:.

,.i

COLIN C AILERON,

GREAT
Pat.

REDUCTION

In

Brickeiwllle, Pa.

price of

Von

Culln's

No. 1, sewed, $2.00. No.
Book ot instructions Free with
by mall. Beware of worthless ImiOurs the only patented one. Indorsed by
tations
ike bd'> Una press and used by all the prominent,
Spike Collar.

rivetel, |l.2J.

2,

liar,

professional trainers.

E. &. C.

VON CULIN,

Delaware City, D0L

broadest, highest and best

a paper for the family centretable, and one which the entire family, old and young,
read with pleasure and profit. The best guarantee of
it is

it

meaning of that term. Every
Territory and Province on the Continent, with

exhilarating fragrance of the forest.
for gentlemen,

strive to

never has been narrow in spirit ; nor
up as the organ of any one " secThe paper is, and will be, American, in the

the country.

of the

It is edited for

bodies.

and

will ask for,

win, the continued support of readers in every part of

Forest and Stream is exceptionally
men of healthy minds in healthy
Its reading and advertising columns will be
Its pages will sparkle like the mountain stream

The tone

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE BUYKfiS."

BOB HI., imported, black; First. Strahane,
Portadown, Kilmarnock:, Belfast, and London, Ont.
Special, Franklin, Pa. Stud fee, $15.

VI— BROAD IN SYMPATHY.

growing importance demands.

Send for

areed.

any terms.

'

canoeing,

Author of the

'PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.
jxports champion and other pedigree dogB ot aw

apal English breeders.

'

'

TWYEORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

and readers alike, it will also, as in the past, expose
and denounce all dangerous irauds. Advertisements of
doubtful character will not be admitted to its columns on

The Forest and Stream will have no room in its
columns for personalities and bickerings. Its editors
have neither taste nor time for mud throwing." They
do not share the opinion, held by some other journals,
that blackguardisms and indecencies are essential charReaders who want
acteristics of a sportsman's paper.
that sort of thing must look for it somewhere else than
Verb-win sap.
in the Forest and Stream.

'

high.

benefit of advertisers

V.— COURTEOUS.

The columns devoted to the "Kennel" will be filled
with matter of interest and practical worth to sportsmen
and dog fanciers. " Rifie and Trap Shooting'" will
furnish reports of all important events in the shooting
world.
Yachting and Canoeing " will remain in charge of
a specialist, its editor being a graduate of the U. 8.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, and a practical naval
architect, thoroughly informed in every branch of his

IT.—HIGH

Cortlandt street, N.Y.

1

Br Gordon Stables, R.N.

The position of influence now occupied by the Forest
and Stream imposes upon the paper responsibilities
which it has no wish to shirk. The organ of no clique,

;

as its

SQUIRES,

C.

reasonable land-owners.

IV.—INDEPENDENT.

;

attention will be given to

Bissett,

65Fultoi street, N.Y.

HENRY

t

;

Due

Conroy &

Farmers and Farmers' Boys constitute a large class of
our readers. They will find the Forest and Stream
ever disposed to reconcile he seemingly conflicting but
really identical interests of respectable sportsmen and

;

profession.

boxes containing ten powders, wtfli fa

Price 50 cents per box by mail.
Both the above are recommended by Rod aj»
Sun and Fokest and Stream.

;

Dr.
on ornithology and fishculture
Elliott Coues, U. S. A., and Prof. J. A. Allen, of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology, the distinguished
writers on birds and mammals
Professors Jordan and
Gill, eminent in icthyology
Dr. Yarrow, the authority
on reptiles Prof Marsh, of Yale College, the writer on
fossils,
and Prof. Eaton, the botanist. Hundreds of
other names, scarcely less well-known, might be added
to the

In

directions lor use.

;

in the country

Areca Kut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up

Professors,

;

" Natural History" will be so conducted as to stimulate habits of observation and study.
Among its
contributors may be mentioned Prof. Spencer F. Baird,
of Washington, D. C, the Secretary of ihc Smithsonian

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid.

Naturalists,

Officers,

Prospectors,

put up in patent boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which greatly facilitates its use. sfmpJS

and efficacious.

correspondents of the Forest
are Business Men, Lawyers, Physicians,

;

counts of shooting and angling excursions hints, helps,
and experiences
poetry, stories, humor ; impartially
written reports of all meetings, etc., etc., etc.

A BANE TO FLEAS-A BOON TO DOGS.

POWDER Is guaranteed to Mil fleaa oa
THIS
dogs or any other animals or money returned.
It Is

E»-(Pedlgree Printers.)

SALE— From the Hory O'More Kennel, a
brace of remarkably rioe thoroughbred red
Irish setter puppies (dog and bitch) \y. months old,
by champion Kjit h 'Mm out at Pearl. Pearl is
half sister to Biz (of late Pennsylvania and Tennessee Field Trials:. Said singly or together. Address W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. V.

FOR

:

Jan5,lmo.

O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies for sale, oy Champion

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM.

Rory O'More out of Norah O'More Berkley
full pedigrees.
TlllO ami elay iElcho-Flie Fly).
Dec29,tf
N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y.
(

W.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.
aim

to

make

the

Forest and Stream a medium

for the interchange

and amusement
and other like con-

of information, entertainment

Its editors
sportsmen. Sketches of field excursions, shooting and angling trips, original observations in natural history,
Expressions
Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us reports of their transactions.
tributions are respectfully solicited.
will be given place in our columns.
at opinion upon any subject within the scope of the paper are invited and
beg to suggest to the friends of the Forest and Stream that they bring the paper and its merits to the attention of others whose

among

We

tastes

and sympathies are

in accord

with

its spirit

and aims.

Per year, $4

;

$2

for six months.

order, draft or registered latter.

To

ANY

TIME.

a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10

Give name, town, county and

Address FOREST

BEGIN AT

;

five for $16.

Remit by

post-offloe

money

o

CO., 39 Park Row, N. Y. City.

VAUGHAN,

pro-

i

P. o.

Box

Sept22,tf

335.

FORofthe moat fasliionable
DENISON,

and Cocker Spaniels

blood address

Hartford, Ct

OHAS.

SeptlB.tf

OTJLEOUT COCKER SPANTEL KENNELS.—POT
Cockers of all ages and colors, dogs, bitches
and puppies, address with stamp, ROB'T WALKER,
Fra^nklln,

State.

AND STREAM PUBLISHING

N. H.

1

RED IRISH SETTERS

or 500 pages each.
Seventeen such
The weekly Issues of the Forest and Stream form two volumes each year, of twenty-six
which hold twenty-six numbers. Each volume
volumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders (price §1.25)
this slight additional expense each reader may
At
being
$1.50.
volume
to
per
returned
us
for
cost
binding,
the
may
be
completed
When
preserve an unique library of substantial and permanent value.

MAY

NEMASKETT KENNEL,

Sporting dogs
prietor, Ml'tdleboro, Mass.
so a number of broken dogs
broten aid handled,
for sale. Dogs and puppies boarded on reasonable
terms.

Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application.

A LIBKAKY OF PERMANENT WORTH,
numbers,
SUBSCRIPTIONS

PORTRAITS ol Eastern Field Trial Wtnners of
1880, printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent
post-oaid tor 25 cents each, or the five for $1
AND STREAM PUB. CO., 89 and 41
pec30,rj.
Park Row, N. Y.
FOREST

DeL

Co.,

N. Y.

July 21-tf

SALE, a number of well bred and well
FORbroken
pointers and setters, also dogs boarded
and broken, satlsJhctlon guaranteed.
B.

RICHMOND,

Lakevllle, Mass.

Address H.
8eptas,tt

:

,

1

FOREST AND STREAM:

500

hotels and pontes for Sportsmen.

^potitsttjtn's <§aod&

sportsman's $oads.

FERGUSON'S PATENT A IjJU^i'ABLE
JACK LAMPS, HASH LAIHPS, FISH-

ING 1AJWPS,

Etc.,
Night Hunting and

For

Fishing, spearing Fish, CampI

,

i

,-.;

:

,

r

i

.|

,

'-,,.

I.,'-

Mil
|.

Name

amd

Forest

ALBERT FERGUSOK,
Fulton Street, N. T.

(With conroy, Blssett

SUPERIOR FACILITIES

It operates on an entirely new principle, and it is
astonishing how quick and well it will clean and
oil a gun.
Each cleaner is packe i in a neat box
with iull direct ion 5 for i.ibp, and will he sent to any
address, postage paid, op receipt of $1.50

Illustrated Circular Sent Free
plication.
In ordering
nqulries to be addresse

gun.

on Ap-

orders

All

and

1

CLIMAX

M'F'G CO.,
Fall River, Mass.

will find it to their

One
Price Clothier,
410 VtU
WASHINGTON CITY.
ST.,

3

H. L.

Main Street,
Richmond, V

of rare

Show

in

.-

ir-

animals adapted

tor Zoological

Head-

New York

pm.

.

ii

Mobile

a

'5-14

New

in.

Etc, Etc

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.
SIMPLE AND

Gunning and Fishing

A r rives

m; Savan-

Leaves New York '4-30 a m PhilaBaltimore "9-45 a m Arrives at
m.
Wilmington '10-50 p m.

m

Savannah *l 0-30 am. JackPullman Sleepers Washington

Richmond

m

W.

more 1-35 a m Arrives
Wilmington *9-55 p m.

Halt!

.

a m.

*ll-30

p m.

York- "9-00
'

Bay Line

:".!

other well-known centres for

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting and
Hunting,
Also

.

.

1

1

-

.'

,.'.

i

!-'

i

i

1

1

;-,.

i

''•'

|

...

'.i

.1

,

r

AND BATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Aass. Agent
FRANK THOMSON, Gen'l Manager.
If

:,,.

.

-,r

-

-

-

i

,

mi.

;

T,.,.

•

i-

,

cTinjsf,

i|iiniA

'A'

'
'

heavy guns for ducks
circular.
field,

r,

specialty

SUATTUCK,

C. B.

Extra
Send stamp for

M

1

I'

.

..

.,-..-

'.'.
.

ii.il:

ii-'-.;-'

-i

i

-•

"':'-]

-in

.

Manufacturer, Hat-

man carried free.

Tne Route

•:

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle

DUDLEY,

..

1

other

r

1

fa

m ous

Y

su

mm er resorts.

the

summer

of 1S81 affords

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THE

"YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"

and establishes a continuous rail line, via RicnVa,, and Hunttngt on, w. Va., between the
id
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the Pacific Ocean.
.

H. W. FULLER,

FISHING

A, Richmond, Va,

G. P. &• T.

Agent

LINE."

TAKE THE
Crand Rapids & Indiana R.

OLD DOMINION LINE. the

of tills Line reach some of
waterfowl and upland shooting sections in
the country, connecting direct for Cbineoteague,
Cobb's Island and points on the Peninsula, City
Point, James River, Currituck, Klttyhawk Club
Grounds van siyck's, esc, etc. These points can
now be reached By ratli tstage trom Nonork,
Florida and the imnil linous country ol Tennessee,
-.i,.,i, -is sail
Tuesday, Thursday
NiM-iuli
etc

THE STEAMERS

Attest

.,,,,,

,-;.,,,.,

Full
slieet,

,

Poughkeepsib, N.

of the Tourist,

The C. « O. Sty is reached by rail at Huntingdon,
w. Va., (rein the west. Northwest and Southwest;
flbttesvUle, Va., from the North and Bast,
and at Richmond, Va., from the South.
The completion of the Peninsular Extension in

eight or ten dollors for cartridge load-

me combined
when you e.n
pocket Implement tor S-'J that will do the work 01
six ordinary tools'; sera, by mail on receipt of
pHc— 8, 10, 12 or 14-gauge. Best recapper in use.
Sent tor 50 ceuis.
ing tools

JAS, H.

Gen'l Passenger

R.
THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Bass
Fisheries,
&:
Black
Tront, CJrayling:

To Sportsmen

trout,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
of the Virginia Mountains to the White Sulphur

''<'-

all others.

Mass.

Why pay

"THE

mountain

snipe, woodcock,
"if

!.-" t.-.-ei,

:,

Guns, fishing tackle and one dog for each sports-

Ohestnul street. Phlla.. Corner

PS8

A POPE,

For close, hard shooting excels

R'y.

.

Lock.

Ohokc-Bore Barrels

Ohio

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
rental er and New Rivers.
Kanawha Vatlr-, iv,,i including in their varieties ei
game and flsb, deer, hear, wild turkeys, wild duck,

611 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, and leading
Ticket Offices East.

R eboundlng

&

Chesapeake

THE ROUTE Of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLER
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHING
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,

v

Forresorvarion of berths, c.e tlons, mid for tickets,
time tables, and for all information, apply at 300

York.; i3is and

Still

to;

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
JERSEY COAST
po
irmo,., iMii
r
SALT WATER SrORT AFTER FUU

:

Philadelphia t5-46
Leaves New York t3-l0 p sa.
Arrives at Portsmouth
Baltimore ts- is p m
p
t9-ooam. Weldon 11-50 pm. Raleigh 17-35 p m.
''
'J
ui.
-nlne-lor
vannah *io-30 a m. Jacksonville ts-30 p m. Columbia *6-20 am. Augusta 'io-4'i am. Savannah "7-20
am. Jacksonville via Augusta "5-30 pm. Pul lm an
Sleeping Cars Wel.ion 1o Savannah
* Daliy.
D n v, s iiicl s c xcepted.
l

Jersey. EXCURSION
om,?es o; uv: i.ornpanyln

i'',i-:-!ni--!,ifil
ro KANE. RENOVA, BEDctlr.lcs
FORD, CRE.-WON, RAESTON, MINNEQUA, and

.

Charleston "6-45 am. Savannah "io-3o am. Jacksonville t5-30p m. Columbia "4-20 am. Augusta
•10-43 a m. Macon '5-45 p m. Savannah '7-20 a m.
Jacksonville via Augusta «6-30 p m. Pullman Sleeping Cars New York to Savannah.

m

New

Tfi. Ivf'T.s -are soli at tlie

,

New

Leaves

48.

Pennsylvania and

tn

p m.

"i 0-22

Orleans.

am.

"3-68 p
Charleston '6-45 a
sonville ts-30 p m.

V-."i]

THE NEW AMERICAN

Orleans

New

Atlantic Coast Line.
delphia "7-05

Richmond

Philadelphia '15-30 a

Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes,
Wolverines, Whooping Cranes, Wild Turkeys,
Prairie Chickens, Quails, Woodducks,

also reach the best localities for

Atlanta via Lynchburg

to
lo

Columbia, 5-33 a in.; Augusta, 1 -Vi a
nah, 3-45 p m.; Jacksonville, 8 am.

Train

WE WILL BUY

THE LINES OF

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y

'2-50 p m.
itlchmond, n -bo am. DanAtlanta
p m. Charlotte '12-50 a m
Macon "6-65 p m. Montgomery *9 00

Pullman Cars New York
and Danville, and A ttanta

at

.

;,'

'

i

ville '5-54
•12-30 p m.

New York "J-oo p m. Phllae4-SSam. Arrives at
BaW

Leaves

to Charleston.

(Establshed IS47.)

;

Send for descriptive olrouBKs, with prices and terms.

Gardens and

50.

Train 40.

St.,

failure or injury.

in.

.,

Lynchburg

purposes.

BB Chatham

Camping and Mining Stove.
the thing for people camping out
JUST
for a short or
time. FOUR SIZES prllong-

call at

Chas. Reiche & Bro.,

DUNCXLEE'S PATENT

S» REASONABLE

advantage to

where they constantly can find a full
assortment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds

diffl-

TO BE TRANSPORTED without

Phila-

rj-5i5

.

quarters,

'

avoid the

cuttles and dangers of reshlpment, while the excellent ears which run over the smooth steel tracSl

li'oCK

i

:

HENNING

18, 1881.

i

,',-

C.

most of the
and RACE COURSES In the
viNUOUS
These lines being

states.

i.

(

-.

Fanciers

i

FHDM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS,

Baltimore *»-4S a m
Arrives
p m. Danville "7-12 p m. Charlotte
12-40 nt. Atlanta *i l-oo am. There makes same
connections as No. 60 below.. Pullman cars Danville to Atlant.i, and .Ubim n o New Orleans.
Train 53. LeavesNew York *s-s a m. Philadelphia 1 11-46 a rn. Baltimore tS-10 pm. Richmond
•11-35 p m. Danville *7-oo a m. There connects with
Pullman Cars from Richmond to
No. 62 below.
Danville. This train mnnrstx Monday*, Wednesday*
and Fiiclav* jrom Halrimo,: it -l-nir ;. m tlirrct
via York River Line /or West. Point and Richmond
and connecting Uiere with Train 50.
Train 52. Leaves sew York n-40 p m. Philadelphia 1-5-46 p in. Baltimore 18-50 p m. Arrives at
Lynchburg "4-45 a m. Danville "C.57 a m> Charlotte
*i-05 p m.
Atlanta '12-06 n't. Macon "(5-30 a m.
Montgomery N-55 a m. New Orleans "10-02 p m, 54
Pullman Cars New York
hours from New York.
Charlotte and
to Washington. Washington to
Charleston.
Arrives at Columbia v-no p m, and
Augusta 10-20 p m. Savannah "3-45 p m Jackson

Train

GEO.

'..i.i

31.

Richmond and Danville LineTrain 3d. Leaves Ne« York *t-:io am.

i

Bird Dealers and

December

6 to

their lines for reaching

Exposition, TKHUTTNG PARKS

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT DECEMBER

Lynchburg

THE MOST PRACTICAL CLEANER AND
OILER FOR BREECH-LOADING ARMS
EVER INVENTED,

give, calibre of

October

by

afforded

Cotton

Atlanta

delphia "T-05 a m.

PATENT GUN CLEANED

R. R. Co.

Respectfully Invite attention to the

Routes to Florida

Preferred

& Malleson.)

THE CLIMAX
IS

The Pennsylvania

THE

::

Stkbam.
Office, 6S

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

.....

.,-

Lanterns, Dart
Musicians Band
Lanterns,
Lamps, Pocket
Hand Lanterns, etc. Send
stamp for Illustrated Price
Bicycle
Lanterns.

List.

'.

fjofck ;utc(g$c.'wrfofor ^orfsmen

ASSOCIATED

SOUTHERN

19,

Yachting,

ing, Canoeing.
n.,

rLvSUART

N0ETHERN MI0HIGAN.
The waters of the

;.

,,

i„-!.

|

Inform u tun given at
York.

.-,
,

|

i

i

jid Thursday.

office, 197

Greenwich

New

Bromfield

House, Boston.

Grand Traverse Region
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, If
equaled, tn the abundance and great variety of Ash
contained.

$ otek and pontes for gportsmes

HOUSE.

uiioOK TKdiiT
famouB

nh..u

ie

AMERICAN GRAVLING

streams, an/1 the
is found only In

-

LEVE & ALDEN,

The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept I.
The GRAYLING Season opens June i and ends
Nov.

1.

BLACK BASS,

*

lKE,

PICKEREL and MTJ8CA-

also abound In large numbers in the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsman can readily send trophies of his skill to his
friends or " club " at home, as ice for packing llsh

LONGE,

can be had

at

nearly

all points.

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU.

Summer and Winter
A. B. SHIPLEY & SON,
Manufacturers of Flue Fishing: Tackle
of Every Description.

SOS

COMMERCE

ST.j

jr,

,-.,

.

•

s

,

yalra.
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood
for Ffeh Kods and Archery Bows, .stronger than
spilt bamboo and as tough and elastic as steeL
Bod mountings of all descriptions on hand and
SO order. Price list of wood and rod mountings
free. Our 65-page new illustrated Catalogue of
Fishing- Tackle sent, post-paid, on receipt of ten

esntsln stamps.

Lakes. A
in tne wilds of
in oloth,

CanatK

the

West

Indies,

General Passenger Agents of the

ALLAN LINE

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.
,'

,'l;'i

i.

.

)

,:u.

i

BALTIMORE,

j

-FIVE DAYS FROM LAND TO LAND.LEVE & ALDEN'S
Chief Office '207 Broadway, N. Y.
Boston, Mass., -fu Washington street.
Philadelphia, Pa., N. B. cor. Broad and Cheslnut
:

Adventures at Rangeiej
capital story of sport and adventure

FiAliKAR'S POCK et MA P of Moosehead Lake and
the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable com-

nteresttog alike to old ana

panion for the sportsman, hunter and lumberman.

376 pages,

Lately corrected and revised, and nowacknowl
Q ap of this vast region
edged to Be Mb
Neatly bound in cloth covers. Price, postpaid, by
maiL B0 cents. CHARLES A. J. FAERAK, 3 amaloa
Plain, Mass.

HO!

or,

m atne.

l

young. Has r .ceived tlie highest commendations
from the metropolitan press. Han isoniely bound

and contains

•;

illustration*,

Bent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of price, $1.60
J. FARKAR, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

CHARLES A.

of interest In

States,

BOSTON,

/.;.-.

Our Bethabara Fly and Halt Rods and split Bamtwo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State

EASTWARD

and points

Central and South America,
and Europe.

PHILA.

Shipley's Looped and Plain Mist Color Leaders.
Shipley's Improved Adjustable Floats. Reversed
wing, Trout, Bass and Salmon Flle3 Lu stock, and
also tied to pattern. A full assortment of common
J-"

United

Resorts.

The

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes is very
beautiful The ah' Is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering
Witt
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections.

The

hotel accommodations are excellent,

and will

be largely increased in rime for the sea-onof lssl
bv new buildings ana additions.
During the season ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
attractive train facilities offered to Tourists

and

Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
"
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home
on this route. For Tourists- Guide a handsomely
illustrated book of loo pages sen t free. 'Time Cards,
Folders and fur her information, address

NOTICE TO SPORTSMEN.
SHOOTING

IN

CURRITUCK SOUND,

rtabllsshed by Mr.
A dally line m'conveya
Station, Ellzal
M. H. suowden betweea
d and Currituck
belh City and Noifolk
Court House on the sotiua, leaving unowuen on
arrival of Norfolk train connecting with Baltimore
steamers and returning In time to connect with
Bame train for att rnndn Baltimore steamer. Time
between New York and Currituck Court House,
south-bound, twenty hours northbound, twentyrour hours.
M. K. KING,
Gen. Manager EUzabedi City & Norfolk R. JR. Co.
;

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

Wild FowLShootins.
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE "OR SrORTSMEN'S ESTREAT, SHTNN3COCK BAY, L. I.

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD
BYbayman.
Has always on hand the best ol

etc wun the largest rig of trained
wild e-eesH decovs on the coast. The best ground
In the vicinity of New York for bay snipe shooting
of all varieties. Special attention given by himself
.j
anteed- Address
i„
A x E, Good Ground, L. 1. Refers by permission lo J. u. 'shepherd, 891 Broadway, and Wm.
Duteher, 320 Broadway, N. Y.
boats, batteries,

fl

•

,

ii

i

.

RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES

IL-

LUSTRATED, a thorough and complete
guide book to the Kangeiey Lake Region, Kenneaago, CupBuptlo, Parmachneee and Connecticut
Lakes and the head watersof the Connectlout, Magilloway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; lllumtnited covers, tinted paper, 32a pagea, 60 illustrations
tad a large map, made mostly from aocarare butfeys. Price, post-paid oy mail, 60 centa.
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
t. J.

CHARLES

FARRAR.

SK+o
OTO
Portland,

O!'

'Ill P er da y

gh L

U $5 free.

Y due.

ttt home. Samples worth
Address STINSON & CO.,'

FOREST AMD STREAM.

KTTABT 26, 1862.

PATENT
DOG

TT'S

GENUINE

_

SPRATTS

MEAT

i

501

CAKES.

"FIBRINE"

are Purveyors by Appointment to all the principal snows and Kennels In the United Kingdom and abroad. The Patsnt
«si>n.aTTr'8
They Have been awarded over 30 Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
" Flbrtae™Cakes are used at the Dogs' Home, London Sarflin d'Acellmatatloii, Parts, etc.
1870 West
receiving the highest award tor Dog Biscuits at the Paris Exhibition, ists Kennel Club special Medal ; Grand Gold Medal, Hanover Dog Show,
rnlnsterkennei Club, New York, Sold Medal Irish Kennel Club, Sliver Medal, etc., etc

PATENT"

;

;

PATENT

;

IMITATIONS.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS
Stamped 'SPRATTS PATENT" and

STAMPED.

Pleas* see that Evenr Cake

South William Street,
WESTERN AGENTS— B. KITTRTOGE &

SEND FOR CIRCtrLAB.
I

SPORTMEN'S DEPOT.

&

CO.,
NEW YORK.

To be had In smaller quantities
Orocers and tne Sporting Goods

of

Trade Generally.

*0., Cincinnati, O.

§ubli^tiot{$t

& CO.,

HODGMAN

(Established 1836).
at World's Pair at New York, and
Centennial Exhibition.

Premium

BTAMPKB.

X."

§aods.

^portgtnqn's

^iscellaneattp

a

is

WHOLESALE ACENTS,
FRANCIS O. de LUZE

Packed in Cases of 113 pounds each.

First

;

,

'

Any

of the Following:

Books Sent on

Receipt of Price by Forest and

stream Pub. Co,

425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane,
KTeT^ Yorla.,
ABS OFFERING THE LARGEST A880RTMENT 01

BLUBBER

Adlrondacks, Camps and Tramps in, Nortnrup. 1 88
Adlrondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th edition.. 8.09

JOHN KRIDER,
N. E. Gor Second and Walnut

Sts.,

™

Philadelphia.

COMPRISING

GTJNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

Light Weight Shooting Jackets,,
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers,
RUBBER FISHING PANTS,
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS,

Fishing Tackle, Hods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Files,
Leaders, snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Hooks,
Etc., Etc,

^"Salmon, Bass and Trout Files, Made to Order.
AlsCKrlder's" Celebrated Center Enamel Split
and Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins In Great Varieties.
Taxidermy In all Its branches.
Spratt's Patent

Dog

H.ix"fc>fc>©x-

IBlaixxlaLets,

Outfits,
And Complete Rubber
Send for Catalogue.

Biscuit.

Repairing ot

all kinds.

[ESTABLISHED

1838.1

6 00

E. Perclval
Angling, a Book on, Francis
Archer, Modern.
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam
Art ot Swimming
Athletic Sports for Boys—boards, T5c; cloth

T.6t

*0

LS0
30.0t

—

_^

™

M

:

JOHN ENRIGHT & SONS

& Tackle Makers

—

,

>

i

„~„

Castle Council, near Umericlr, Ireland.

I»

;

match balance

Reels and Lines to
ol rods. No
All information respecting fisheries on the
In this locality, as also catalogues or our
greenheart rods and general assortment of tackle,

agents.

had on

application.

C. H.
This lever

EUTEBRQUK,

a solid plrce ot steel

Is

;

27

Dock

W

Sq., Boston, Mass.

Guns made

goes through and through the body.

to order.

MOLLERS
FOR

Rheumatism

I.

•r Consumption,
'

"

more

FORE

HAUSTS ASD HABITS.

IV.

NOMENCLATURE.

V. LOCALITIES.
RANGE AJSD MIGRATIONS.
VI. BLINDS AND DECOYS.
III. A MORNING WITHOUT THE BIRDS.
Sent on receipt o* pwicc, 15 cents, by tne

taste

I

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

J-SchleffeUa ftCo.(g£t?^Sp!feirIis&

WINC SHOOTING.
:nd Oiler

BY

"

Containing lull and accurate methods of loading
the breech-loader, Instructions concerning powder,
shot and wadding hints on wing-shooting ; directions lor hunting snipe, woodcock, ruffed grouse

and

quail.

Price $1.00.

Sent by mall, postpaid, on receipt of

prioe.

YARDLEY BROWN,

ANNUAL HAND-BOOK
For 1882

S.

DA VET,

G.

Publisher,

Compiled by H. P. Armsby, Ph. D., Professor of
Agrlcultm
3hem 8 ..- bthe Storrs Agrlculturals School; and E. H. Jenkins, Ph. D. Chemist to the Connnotlcut Agricultural-Experi-

ment

London, Ontario.

LATEST EDITION

VINCENT BISSIC,
Practical Gunsmith
» CHAMBERS

ST.,

NEW

HURLINGHAM AND LONDON

YORK.

New and Second-Hand Guns, Pistols, etc, constantly on hand. Repairing ol every oeo
done in the best manner and warranted, Guns
bored to shoot close and hard, pistol grips fitted
to stocks. Pin fires altered to central fire.
8HELL8 LOADED TO ORDER.

JOSEPH CI LLOTTS
STEEL PENS
Sold Br ALL DEALERSThrouohoutThe

WO RLD

GOLD MEDAL PARIS EXP0S1TION-IB7S.

GUN

CLUB'S TRAP SHOOTING RULES,

For sale at this

office.

Price twenty-five cents.

and the North Maine Wilderness Illustrated. The only complete and
comprehensive guide book to Northern Maine and
the head waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot, Bt
John's and Aroostook rivers, and the numerous
lakes and ponds connected with them. 866 pagea
SO illustrations and large map. Tinted paper, Illuminated covers. Price, by mall, post-paid, SG
CHARLES A. J. FARKAR, Jamaica Plain.
cents.
Mass.

AND ROW TO USE IT TO KILL EVERY
wing shot. By « wynne Price,
n ,ui fair
Vise-President Sportsmen's Club, St

14
WWII
I I

INI

Louis, Mo., who defeated Bogardus. Trap
Plsmge-trap and Class Shooting Exshooting.
posed. 'American Field says: " It possesses genuKennel & Field Bays: " Every matine merit."
Mailed for 2S0,,
that 'dses a nun should have it"
PRICE, St
stamps or currency, by
Loula, Mo.
'

GWYSNE

mloSue

«*

.Sv'suVit

Powders

Klv-.i

SSSJfflSS

sol

ijjg

'

"

Sua!

k&Loq, Mass., formerly Butagor Me.

;

»

« *gSjL,SK

are ab-fllutely

%£>£&&£

cheap enough lor all.
It contains a diary for the year, and numerous
tables, the most of which are
The average purity and vitality of American
seeds as found la the market directions for estimating the amount of manure produced on the
farm; frequency aDd duration of heat in farmanimals suitable age for weaning.
Calender for determining the period of gestation
ot farm and domestic animala— mares, ewes and
she-goats, sows, bitches, and cats— largely based
on the observations of American cattle-breeders.
;

;

The stock-breeders
for entering

THE

'

uu,

Sattlon.

the object of this little book to bring to
gether, In a convenient, portable, and cheap form,
much Information oi great practl al value to the
farmer, but which Is scattered through various
books, bulletins, and reports. It alms to be to
agriculture what the engineer's and mechanics'
hand-rooks are to engineering and mechanics—
a book accurate enough for the library, handy
enough to be carried every da/ In the pocket, and
It Is

:

MOOSEHEAD lake

'

travelinti in this country. &i>o mji,

-

;

THE FARMER'S

CHIPMUNK."

:

T.

M

.

^ublicstians.

BROWN'S PATENT
GUNCLEANER.

2 60
1
IB 60
1 Sg
1 Ot
6 69
11 00
3 00
00
8 00
Mlnot'sLand and Game Birds
S 00
Ocean World; Flguler
12 60
Pigeons, illustrated Book of Fulton
12 60
Poultry, Illustrated Book of; Wright.
1 50
Practical Rabbit Keeper ; Cunlculus.
1 60
Practical Pigeon Keeper; Wright
•
Wright
3 00
Reptiles and Birds; Fl-uler.
3 00
IB
Shore Bird"
The Gun and Its Development, by Greener .... T 00
3 00
Vegetable World .Figuler
Wild
Places
Adventures
In
Gordon
Wild
Stables
8 00

Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland
Horse, The Book of the Sidney
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty'a
Hunter and Trapner, Thrasher.
Insect World, The; Flguler
i^*.1
„
Life of a Sportsmen, Nlmrod
Mammalia; Flguler
Manton s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. ...
;

II.

and smell,"
medicinal virtues and purity.
• London, European and New
Tork physicians pronounce It the
purest and best. Bold byDrugglsla.
j

THE

Great Thirst Land, The; A Elde Through Natal
Orange Free State, Transvaal Kalahari, uil-

""

is superior to any in do-

Hoscy of

IN

100

Gun, Rod and Saddle

BIRDS."

A REPRINT OF PAPERS ON THE SUBJECT WHrCH HAVE APPEARED
AND STREAM."

Debility,
Scrofula,

* 0*

ters, Svo., 1 vols.

"SHORE

GOD-LIVER Oil
General

i

i

Shannon
to be

M

1.00

1.0t
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge
• 0#
Batrd's Biros of Noi-tii America
1
Bechsteln's Chamber and Cage Birds
Bits and Rearing Reins u a Horse3 and Harness, E. F. Flower
Books for Sportsmen Angling, 50c; Shooting,
60c.; Common Objects of the Seashore, 60c.:
Cage and Staging Birds, 50c; Dogs, T60.:
Birds' Eggs and Nests, 60c, Fresh and Salt
Water Aquarium, 50c; Native Song Birds... TO
8 so
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener
60
Cage and Singing Birds
- In ti
2 50
ril
by FredOber,
I
8
ot
Canoe Traveling, Powell
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper Bishop's
„..is 00
Csssell's Book of Birds, 4 vols
3 00
Cassell's Book of spnris and Pastimes
18 60
Dairy Farming, by Prof. J. P. Sheldon.
60
rv of Poultry
8*
Dog Breaking by Holablrd.
_ l a*
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes
4 60
iports
Frank For
Frank Forester's Fishing with Hook & Llne.p»
gleld Naturalist's Hand Book, by Rev. J. G.
2 00
Wood
2 60
FiT.'.-H.r Painting, Studies In; Hulme.
manor Young Sportsmen. 8 SS
Frank Fo n
Frank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Charac-

M

TO ANGLERS:
Fishing Rod

M
Amateur Trapper— paper, 50c.; bds.
6.6*
American Angler's Book, Norris
SI
American Bird Fancier. New edition
8.00
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long.
American Ornithology, or the Natural History
of the Birds of the United States, Wilson
18 00
& Bonaparte; 3 vols
Animal life. Described and Illustrated, Prof.

LIFE IN THE
CAMP
edition now ready.

WILDERNESS.—Second

This story describes the
trip of a partyot Boston gentlemen to the RichardBon-Kangeley lakes. It treats of "camp life." lndoore
and out, la »muBlEg, instructive ana interesting;

m

By
pages, ii uustratlons. Price ss cents.
sislLpostpald.,30centa. CHARLES A. J. FARRAH
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

m

register, containing

narl

ol

animal,

— —

>

columns

when

served;

when due, date of
to
cow, when dry from
coming Id, sex of young remarks.
The average composition of fertilizers and fertilizing materials as sold in the A merican market,
complied from American analyses, with remarks
If

:

;

;

and expls nations.
Feeding standards

lor farm-animals- tables ot
the composition ot fodders and feeding-stuffs,
complied chiefly from American analysis; the average digestibility of fodders and feeding-staffs.
The above is but a part ot the contents of this
most useful little volume.

MONEY
MONEY
MONEY
MONEY
MONEY
MONEY
MONEY
MONEY
MONEY
MONEY
MONEY
MONEY

SAVED mo MADE.
Every

FARMER
GARDENER
Every STOCK GROWER
Every

For sale by bookPrice, so cents.
sellerrs or will he sent by mail, postage prepaid,
on receipt ol price, by
;

D.

APPLETON a
I, 3

CO., Publishers.

& 6 Bond

Street,

New Tork,

.

.

Every

LOT

Every
will

and

OWNER

HOUSE-KEEPER

SAVE Money

MAKE Money
'

In-

is

AMERICAN

Agriculturist
for 1882.
[Vol. 4-1 will be vastly superior
to any of the previous 40 Vot
tunes, and so full of most Useful Thing's (besides l,OOOEn.
gravities! thstil wfil certainly
everj- one for lis Small
Cost (not half a cent a dayt). .

PAY

.

The
:!

inraiBLG Exposures

'..-!.

'i

many

tunes the cost

—THY

It for 1S32 and
notbedisu;': farted.

TERMS!
Copies $5,

you will

si, 50;

Four

Single copies 16 ot».

(One Specimen 10 cents.)
Every*

CANVASSERS™
Fullpartieu

an

elegront

-JO

T

arri

arc given in a specimen copy, an»t
premium Jlat. both of which, art

psgtfi

maftedJTee to canvaeeera.

KSmo, cloth.

.

ORANGE

Bend address to

JTTDD CO.

751 Broadway,

New

Subscriptions can begin at

York.
any time.
.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

502
&mawnifwtf,

j§&i&u\ht(ton$

J§tc.

Jaktjaby 26, I882.

Jldveittisemetits.

The Parker Gun.

ORANGE SPORTING

i

The Hazard Powder

Gunpowder

Powder.

Hazard's " Electric Powder."
Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
of strength ami 'lear.lniess.
isters of one pound only.

Orange LightningOrange Ducking.
Orange Rifle.

1

Hazard's " American Sporting-."

A

Hazard's "Duck Snooting."
Nos, 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6J£ and Vt x lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting it

Y

ELECTRIC BLASTING aPPaBATUS.
•end postal card tor ILLUSTRATED PAMPH7 .ST,
showing SIZES or ORA1N8 of POWDER. Furnished

FREE.

&

Rand Powder

Ho. if Murray Street,

New

Co.,

York.

ranks any other brand and It is equally serviceable
lor muzzle or breech-loaders.

Again Victorious at the Late Exposition at

Hazard's

HELBOIBNE, AUSTBAEIA.

THE PHILADELPHIA JOUBNA L OF COMMERCE

" At Melbourne they had an exceUent opsavs
portunity o£ testing their powers beside those of every exhibitor in the world, and they came off conquerors over every other maker. Their highest award comes to them Irom a country whose reputation
lor this class ot goods has tor many years been above all others."
They have been In the hands ot shooters tor the past sixteen years and stood the severest test, and
have won more laurels than any other gun when brought in competition in the Held or at the trap. At
Coney Island this year, at the New York State Convention, the PARKER won the Pierce Diamond Badge
and the " Forest and Stream " Badge tor the best average over nearly 200 competitors. Send tor Catalogue.
:

GUNPOWDER!
and
Dupont's

Merlden, Conn.

,

Kentucky Rifle."

standard Mjle Powder of the country.

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POWDER also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT OP
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or ot the Company's Agents, to every prominent city, or whole-

Powder.

sale at our office.

THE MOST POPULAR POWDER IN USE I
Dupont's GutfrowDEK Htbts, established in 1S02,
a»ve jnalntalned their gTeat reputation tor seventyalght years. Manufacture the lollowing celebrated
brands ot powder
Duponl'N Diamond Grain.-Nos.

**

EFFG.FFQ and "Sea Shooting" EG to kegs Ot
25, 12 v. and (Hi lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FTFG Is also
packed In 1 and 34 lb. canisters. Burns strong and
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 10?
ordinary sporting and the "Sea Shooting" EG Is the

:

PABEEB BEOS

Rifle, Sporting;

Blasting:

Unsurpassed In point
Packed in square can-

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. cunlsters and
fine grain, quick and clean, tor up6J£ lb. kegs.
land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot-guns.

Creedmoor.

Laflin

Co.,

MajNTJPACTUBERS of

1

m

SS

WAili STREET,

NEW YORE.

AMERICAN ^FOI$II(5HL

(coarse)

strength, qmctiiess and
ioi (flue) unequalled
eleanllness: adapted lur U^s-ball and pigeon
snooting. Packed In 1 lb canisters.

Dupont's Eagle UucKiug;.—Nos

1

(coarse)

Every Kind.

to 3 (One); bunts s.owly, strong and very clean;
great penetration, with a elu.se patiern; adapted
for glass-ball, pigeon, duck and other thuollng,
with either muzzle or breech loaders. Packed In 1
lb. and 5 lb. card ters and n and 12"< lb. kegs.
Dupont's Choice Bore.— Specially adapted
cor " choke liore " Guns, and particularly tor prairie and upland shooting. Burns slowly, strong tmd
-moist; does not cake or burn on the barrel.-, gives
ooth. a good penetration and a clo=e pattern; will
be round well adapted lor glass-baU and pigeon
shooting. Made ot two s.zes, only No. 7 and Wo. 5,
No. 7 being the coarsest. Packed In 6'+ lb. kegs and
canisters.

; lb.

DupouJ's Eagle Rifle.— A

quick, strong nnrt
.5!ean ponder, u v= ry nne grain, tor pistol snouting.
Packefl In 1 lb. canisters and 0^ lb. kegs.
11 tie k g. " Sea-S!»ooting."—
!>.
[:. .]n.\
11.
imig-.-iii^'e rn
shoot
,ng, the FFg. and i FFg. lu r general use, burning
strong and moist. Packed in ;.. lb., 1 lb. and 6 lb.
anlsters, 0^,
and 25 lb. kegs. Eg. coarse, FFFg.

Dupenis

TBE BEST GUNS

LEAST MONEY.

C. G. BONEHILL'S GUNS a specialty. General Agent lor CARD'S
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Sporting Goods.

STAND-

niustrated Catalogue sent tree om application.

B. F.

J
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N/£

WILL. H. CRUTTENDEN, Cazenovia, Madison County, N.Y.

i

;

for the

W. W. GREENER'S and

ARD GLASS BALL TRAP.

"

;

AsR for Prices,

J^0RB.1ilfeBI),I)AYEINPOKr
85 Chambers Str.,

NICHOLS A CO.,

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,

1%

Manufacturers of

Dupont's Spoitlng, Mining, Shipping and Btast•

/-'I', Ml

l
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i
.
,

,

-

...

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS,

.

grades lor Fxport

Also Kifle, Cartridge, MusCannon, Mortar, Maraiuoi 11, Hexagonal, Cubiand Pellet Powder, U. S, Government Standard.
iowderinauuLactured to cider ot any required
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all
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lined slates
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B.— Use none
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to

We are obliged to have more room to our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods
meet the Increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Mas

Eg. or EEg. lor

.nf-range line shouting.

Powder Mills,
BOSTON, MASS.

Oriental

3

CIGARETTES
KINGS
TURKISH, VIRGINIA
FERIQUE—

tion of choice
in any other Cigarette.

By

and a small pora mixture not found

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MILD, FRAGRANT,

HIGH WROUGHT,

Agreeable.
FIRST PRIZE MEDALS.
S. KIMBALL & CO.,
Particularly

Is acknowledged by judges to be the
best cuvee
ill existence.
It is selected by the Czar and is largely con-

now

the nobility ol Russia, who
are known to be connoisseurs of champagne.

sumed by

9

WILLIAM

Rccekstkb, n. T.

Peerless Tobacco Works,

Western Sporting,
Wild Fowl Shooting,
Falcon Ducking,

CHAMPAGNE.
THIS WINE

t.

Charitable Mechanics' Association Fair for our superior goods.

QUIZ
$Ou

a week to your own town. Terms and $6
Address H. HALLETT £ CO.,

outflttree.

Portland, Maine.

EEMINGTON'S

8POMTIJTG POWJDFB.

MILITARY, SPORTING AND HUNTING REPEATING RIFLES.

ALSO ALL GRADES OF

GREAT REDUCTION

m

PRICES.
KEENE'S PATENT.

Agencies at all Principal Point. In
the West.

ENGLISH

SportingCunpowder.
CURTIS & HARVEY'S

DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nob. 2,
Rifle,

and S. Superior Rifle, Enfleld
Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT, fii

3. 4, a, 6, T

aid

Col.

Cedar St., N.Y.

Agent forthe V.

a.

Simplest, Most Efficient, Indestructible. Adopted by the U.
Government in the Navy and Frontier Service. IO
Shots, .4BCal., 70 Grain Standard Government Cartridges.
Prices: Caroines, $22; Frontier Rifles, $22; Sporting and
Hunting Rifles, $25. Discount to the Trade Only. Send for Catalogue
S.

Price Lists.
E.

REMINGTON &

The Mah.er
OUR NEW MODEL

OUR DOUBLE GUN.
The Best Gun made

DURABILITY

Bl^^&te^

PRICE. BEST ENGLISH
DAMASCUS STEEL,

TWIST BARRKL8,
-

and

SONS., 283 Broadway, N.Y. P. O. Box 3,894.

-

.

GUN.

KllOOTMU QUALITIES

*15
»6U to fJOO

AXM) BTASfr FOH DBBOBIPTIVB OIROVLAB.

TH.RME BA UMJBJL

for

This gun

is light

and compact, from 9 to 10

C.

Its.

weight.

The nfle la perfectly accurate."

SMITH Maker,

Syracuse. N. Y.
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a

10 Cts.
a. Year.
Six months, 43.
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Who

at the other side.

in the endeavor

secure

to

that

men most

earnest

protection which

nature

Tare

the

of our fields and forests and the
and streams? They are business and
tradesmen and mechanics, property
professional men,
owners and farmers the respectable portion of the community the people.
On the one side is respectability, thrift and worth; on the
There is no
other, lawlessness, shiftlessness, vagabondage.

demands

fish

of

for the

game

our lakes

—

;

;

~

:

;

;

;

;
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legsilation," they

apathy
515

is

deep,

interests, their

they can be roused only by
recognize the demands

who

Again, it is most unfortunate, that in some
States the societies which, with much sounding of trumpets,
have appeared before the public ostensibly to accomplish
this very work, have proved recreant to tbeir purposes,
belied their professions, and worked incalculable injury to

61o
517

How best to overcome this
apathy and prejudice is the difficult problem which must be
solved before we can have any adequate system of game protection.
The signs of the times are not discouraging. Progess is the report from one State and another; for the people
are awaking, surely, though it may be slowly, from their
the cause so compromised.

recognized medium of entertainment,

indifference,
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THE

formal terms of the match under which the British
marksmen would like to try conclusions at rifle shoot-

ing with the mhitia men of this country are now before us.
They propose a trying test, as severe a one as military rifles
may well be put to, and those who go to Wimbledon in July

;
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next to uphold the credit which American riflemen have already gained abroad must be very proficient indeed if they
to make a good stand against the experts who throng
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ent's name will be published except with his

The

lines

Then how are we to account for this everlasting, annual
wrangling over game laws the constant tinkering of the
old laws, the substitution of new, and the total disregard of
all, both old and new ?
There are several partial explanations.
One is, that the issue has not been clearly defined.
The people have been deceived by this false cry of "class

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The Forest and Streak Is the

The

are distinctly drawn.

;

;

;

513

disputing the correctness of this classification.

The word has been passed throughout
million volunteers of England

New York City.

the ranks of the half

and the Kingdom asking for
This is not a match to which

the best and most tried men.
the National Rifle Association of Great Britain in

its official

sing and Springfield and San .Francisco and all other seats of
legislation, the due protection of our, the people's, interests,

were the long-range
international contests. Instead, it has its origin in a meeting
The whole shooting inof the Council of that organization.
terest of Great Britain is backing the proposed competition,
and it is in fact a test of the work which has been going on
for a score of years past at Wimbledon and a hundred tributary ranges throughout the country. To be beaten would
require a very good excuse to escape the charge of unfaithful stewardship on the part of these managing functionaries.
But apart from any thoughts upon the possible outcome of

by the conservation of our game and

the match,

capacity gives

FOREST AND STREAM.
Thursday, January 36.
it

WE, THE PEOPLE."

not
AND why
our
of

Laws

?

Why

shall not

we, the people, demand

representatives at Boston, at Albany, at Lan-

fish ?

prohibiting the destruction of

game

:

ravages of certain lawless classes, whom nothing short of
stringent laws stringently enforced can keep within bounds.
These classes, as set fonh in a communication elsewhere,
comprises " the wolf," the poacher slaying the whole year
round, the unscrupulous guide, the would-be "Nirnrod," and
the unprincipled hotel purveyor of game out of season.
here

;

lawlessness

riff-raff

of

the

makes strange bedfellows
"settlement"

elbows

fairly

no support,

now

as

within our province to discuss the
vVe have here-

and in
the duty of the American Committee to insist upon some
shooting from a fair off-shoulder attitude at some stage of
That view, it seems, slruck the committee fathe. match.
vorably, and the cable acceptance of the conditions does so
with the proviso that the 200 yards range shall be shot over
from a standing position.
A curious sort of disturbing element seems to have been
flung into the matter by the demand for a guarantee that a
British team shall visit this country next year.
There was
no call for any such demand. If the visiting team should
win a victory, there ought to be no need of a second invitation to have a team of British Volunteers on our ranges in
If our
1883 looking for a chance to wipe out the defeat.
team should return the defeated one, then the full measure
of retaliation and vindication will not be had until an Americon Militia team returns as victors from Wimbledon range.
tofore pointed out our faiih in the standing position

fish

Queer company
—the unkempt

or

conditions as they have been laid before us.

in its breeding

on their spawning grounds are not for the
advantage of any narrow class or clique. They are for the
good of us, the people.
Take this broad, tenable ground the greatest good to the
greatest number. Let there be no misapprehension about it,
no popular misconception of the "game laws" and consequent indifference to their importance and justice.
The only " class legislation " in game laws is in this, that
such statutes are provided to protect the people from the
season and of

it is

little

1

Vol.

/

IT—No.

26.

andlU Parli Row, New York.

\Nos. 39

contingencies may arise between now and the proper
date for a match in 1883, which would make this exacted
guarantee to send a team and our implied guarantee to receive such a squad extremely inconvenient and awkward to

Many

Of course there

carry out.

make

this

demand

ter of visits

look back

appear

to,

for

is

much

in the past which will

something like reciprocity in the matWe have our long-range record to

just.

and a contemplation of the present

status of the

International small-bore championship does not reflect very

favorably upon the vaunted British pluck. The "Palma"
to-day rusts in its vault because British manufacturers cannot
turn out a weapon accurate enough, or British marksmen or-

ganize a team perfect enough to capture it. Still we must
bear in mind that the invitation of the British Rifle Council
While we sinis for a single match to be shot next July.

and

cerely hope

feel confident that it will

be but the

of

first

a series of annual trials before the butts, there is nothing to
indicate that those who framed the invitation had any such

and the American Committee impugn the motives of
when they tack on such a demand to their acceptance of an admirably concise set of con-

idea,

their fellows across the -water

ditions.

Simple though they be, these conditions contain much to
They open up an entirely new field of effort to
many who thought themselves excellent military shots. The
long range shocting must be carefully studied, and here we
think that the experience gained by the long range men with
There is no reason
their finer rifles will stand in good stead.
why team shooting with military rifles should not have as exbe studied.

an organization and the same perfection of detail
which marked all, and more particularly certain of our old
These match conditions carry with
time winning teams.
them all the rules and regulations of the English Rifle Association, and in the matter of targets it must be borne in mind
that the sub-divisions are quite different from those in vogue
here, and this difference will be apt to give the American
marksmen practicing on our home targets following the
Creedmoor model a wrong and deceptive idea of their proIn rifles, too, it will be the easiest thing
gress and ability.
possible to stumble over some obscure clause of those complex Wimbledon regulations which may work considerable
annoyance, which is readily convertible into bad scores.
There is ample time now, not only to look over our own field
of selection, which is poor enough at best, but the opening

cellent

of the season for out-door practice should find us thoroughly

up

come up

in all the minutiae of the conditions likely to

controlling the fight.

It

is

as

especially important for our

where our

American
It is not easy to make comparisons since
enemy, may be.
changing targets on the other side destroy all continuity of
record, while on our side we have hunted in vain to find a
record of twelve men at one time using military rifles over
the three long ranges. Still there is a sort of guide in the
reports of the Queen's Match at Wimbledon, and a study and
shooters to find out just

friends, the

tabulation of these will show us how far we are behind.
American pluck has done much on this subject in the past.
The great impetus to modern rifle practice on this side the
Atlantic grew out of the acceptance of a challenge when
the accepters had neither men nor rifles to make the semWe have shown what may be done in the
blance of a fight.
way of overcoming great obstacles in the past there is a
We shall be disappointed if it be
great one before us now.
;

not in time"surmounted, but

we

are certain

overcome except with hard, well directed

will not be

it

effort.

THE CONNECTICUT COMMISSION.

THE

terms of two of the Fish Commissioners of Connecti
it pleases us to learn that Dr.
William M. Hudson has been re-appointed by the Governor
cut have expired, and

to

fill

his

own

.vacancy.

Dr. Hudson has been connected

with the fish commission of his State since its formation,
and has been its most active member. During this time the
commission has accomplished much good work and is now in
condition to do much more, having the experience of many
years to guide them. The re-appointment of Dr. Hudson is
for four years, dating from August 26, 1882. He will no
doubt, accept the burden, for his heart

is in

the

work which

he has seen develop from a very small beginning to its present status, with no indication of its having reached its maximum. In this appointment the Governor has done wisely.

:
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GAME PROTECTORS.

Off to tub South.

—

.Dr. S. Schoonmaker sailed last week
and promises to give the readers
Forest and Stream some notes. Messrs. E. M. Messen-

for his annual Florida tour,

SOME of the New York game protectors have shown themselves to be great frauds.
Other3, like agent Dodge,
have done efficient and faithful service. These men were
not well selected. Localities which stand most in need of
such officers were entirely neglected. The number of game

protectors
Is

is

Tom, Dick and Harry are
office, and wink when anything

the

if

moving

their lazy

Yes, by
will
It

of

ger, of the

Bromlield House, Boston, Morrill and Bounell, of

the same city, and D. Greeley, of Nashua, N.

They

Florida party.

and

IT., make up a
North Can .Una for a while
North before March.

will stop in

will not return to the

insufficient.

expedient to increase the force

it

No,

stumps from the

means,

all

if

the right

—

is

draw the salaries of
said to them about

stove.

men

Death of Mr. Rockwell Those who knew Mr. Henry
many years the Secretary of the United

?

to

can be appointed,

who

their duty, or who can be made to do it.
has been suggested that the usual State fishculture ap-

do

E. Rockwell, fur

States Fish Commission, will be pained to learn that he died

suddenly of heart disease at his residence in Washington at
eleven o'clock on Sunday night last. Mr. Rockwell was
seventy-one years of age and was a kind and genial gentleman.

propriation be assigned for protection of the fish already on

hand instead of for propagation
er's net.

of more, to

not advisable to cut

It is

off"

go into the poach-

the funds for the main-

tenance of the regular work of the hatching house.

But

it is

'ughly essential that both propagation and protection, should
be adequately provided for. An increased fund should be

A

New Rifle Firm.—The Marlin Fire Arms Co. has been
organized at New Haven, Conn., with Chas. Daly, president:
J. M. Marlin, treasurer
and Joseph J. Sweeney, secretary.
;

The company holds

But we don't want public money thrown away on shirks;
there must be some way of holding the game protectors to
Unless this matter is taken in charge bythe proper parlies,
and carried through by a well-matured and effective plan,
the people of

New York

State will be

no better

Legislature adjourns than they are now.

body of men in

this State

who

are interested

iu these matters could be brought together to act in unison,

they could ask an! receive anything they wanted at Albany.
What hinders such a union of strength ?

Wak

Helios.—An interesting chapter might be written on
the manufacture and sale of different bogus relics.
A
Chattanooga correspondent tells us of an enterprising genius
dwelling on the famous Lookout Mountain, Tenn., who has
He buys up old lead, molds it
struck a veritable lead mine.
into bullets, which are fired against the rocks, then gathered
up again and smeared with mud. These eloquent "relics of

war"

are then disposed of to curiosity-seeking visitors at
have in our possession several genuine

We

ten cents apiece.
or

—Ihe marked favor with

many demands

which
was welcomed, has been
them in a perrnaneut

for

To meet this demand, the papers will
Due notice of its issue will be

be republished

given in these

t

—

Ready Next Week. The Forest and Stream Publishing
Company will publish. February 2d, " Shooting: Its Appliances, Practice and Purpose." By J. D. Dougall.
The volume will be handsomely printed on fine paper and bound in
Price, $3.

See further announcements next week,

A National Sportsmen's Association is proposed by the
Michigan Association. There was once a national society,
which has never been formally disbanded. For ail that we
know

however,

it is

dead.

The Michigan Association

held

its

last

to Ihe contrary,

week.

A

full report

from

a special correspondent will

London, January 25— Wing-ate, N. K. A., BT. Y.— We accept standing
Ketum match mtjBt remain open question.— HArpOM).

200 yards.

GAME PROTECTION FOR THE PEOPLE.

bayonets, an occasional rusted musket barrel, and such
souvenirs of the strife often rewarded our expeditions. Dur-

Fditri' Forest

ing our stay on the Mountain a paper-weight formed of such
bullets was sent to the poet Whittier, to which he responded

Syracuse," in your issue of the 13th inst., has struck the
key note of game protection. His utterances are a condensed

with some graceful verses. We trust that the good mau may
never be imposed upon by the base counterfeit relics of
these degenerated times. What a mean, lying thing a man-

elaboration of the whole subject of its justification and the
to make it effective.
They express the revival from a
languishing interest of large numbers whose efforts in the
past have met so iutlifferent success a9 to have generated a
sense of disappointment and disgust, without even the sorry
alleviation of the thought that duriug their lives, at le.aBt, the
game of the State may not be wholly exterminated.
I believe the utterances of " Syracuse" are the culmination
of sentiments which in the last half dozen years have been
surely enlisting popular support. Assuredly, their expression follows, and is the outgrowth of a fact generally understood by all, that the question has come to be one of protection or extermination.
The issue is at last clearly defined.
It cannot be further delayed.
Shall we enforce Ihe laws and protect and perpetuate the
game in our forests and streams for the good of all, Or shall
we utterly abandon it to the wanton destruction of the few
who make a trade of lawlessness, and by indiscriminate
slaughter in their wreLched vocation, scandalize every sentiment of duty, humanity and decency?
And, just here, something more than mere
1 statement is demanded. It should he Lome in
tiat the
public has come to be fully informed and appr
Of the
great abuses existing, and of the method
r
their
perpetration. Indeed, thy offending classes (an<
tn only

shells,

ufactured war relic is

make and

sell

And what

!

a

mean man

it

takes to

them!

The Wolfe Shooting Case.— Some weeks

ago

we

re-

man named Wolfe, one of the
thought-it-was-n't-loaded idiots, who, as a good joke, fired a
charge of buckshot into the young lady upon whom he was
ported the case of a young

calling, in

New

Peru,

Jersey.

her surgeons the girl recovered

He was

trouble.

Much
;

arrested last

to the astonishment of

but Wolfe is not yet out of
week and is now committed

on a charge of atrocious assault pending the action
Grand Jury. We shall watch this case with some
Things have come to a sorry pass if criminal care-

to be held

the

of

interest.

lessness of this

kind

is

allowed to go unpunished.

Ogdenshckg. N.

?.

and Stream:

'•

—

means

:

An Adirondack

Pathc.— In another column will be
found the announcement of a most important movement to
protect from vandalism a portion of the great Nerth Park of
It is said that corporations have no souls.
this StateThe
State of New York certainly has no soul to appreciate the
importance of taking care of her great sanitarium regions
and it is, therefore, a most fortunate thing that private citi
ZeuB are found who will come forward to undertake the work
;

neglected

by the

Tiik Belgian

State.

Devil.— A few weeks ago we gave an

ac-

a machine called a Belgian devil, which was used by
the fishermen of Belgium for cutting the nets of others in the
North Sea and letting the fish into a net of their own which
followed the vessel. A bill has just been introduced into the
Belgian Chamber making it a penal offence to manufacture,
sell, take on board or use engines for cutting or destroying
fishing nets at sea.
The fishermen of England and Germany
have been sufferers from this practice and have made comcount, of

plaints.

Dog Poktbaitubk.— We have

recently been

shown an

oil

portrait, of the Willoughby pug "Buster," the properly of
Mrs. C. Berdan, of Hackensack, N. J.
The picture, which
is exceedingly "well done, is the work of Mr. W. Holbcr-

ton,

who

is to

be congratulated upon the

he has succeeded in giving

life-like

expression

to the portrait.
As every one
ever tried to paint a dog, the constantly
chaugi og expression of the dog's face renders the task a

knows who has
most

difficult one.

I speak in this letter) and the ir methods ha
tentatiously paraded as to produce with the most indifferent
a sense of outrage and resentment.
Count first the class of persons living in the vicinity of, or
hanging about the skirts of our forests, whose acres— when
they possess any— are abandoned to thistles in the Indolence
of lives demoralized for manly industry by years given to
the. vagabond business of hunting and tishinp.
They prey
with the voracity of the wolf upon forest-life, struggling for
existence with the severities of season and weather,' and
make their villainy most telling when the game is lea3t
capable of self-protection. Their slaughter is indiscriminate
and wholesale; and the " groceries" for which they exchange
spoils are a new incentive to its repetition.
Hides are so
much apiece, though there be not meat enough on the carcasses to stay a stomach in the stripping.
"Wolf!" indeed the name is already utilized.
" He is a wolf," already stigmatizes the creature— captain
of one to halt a dozen dogs, who in the months of spring and
early summer makes havoc on the land and in the water.
By ever.y known appli.an.oB be slays mothers bearing young,
or tenderly nursing their offspring by their sides— kills day
and night; for the shades of night which invite fort li to the
water's edge the. mother doc, and seem tO protect its with a
mantle her tender kids, are by torch and shot-gun made the
mos f certain helps to slaughter.
is a wolf," stigmatizes the "cruster," the wretch
who tracks Ihe frozen snow, hunts out the nearly starved
deer, incapable of flight or resistance, instinctively huddled
together for what protection that should give them, and with
club and axe knock out their brains.
has it never occurred to the caricaturist to present,
with the mastery of his art, the salient features of this sport
to general appreciation ?
Never mind the scandal it; would
fasten upon "sportsman's associations," "game protective

do

—

"He

Why

26,1882.

associations," and their carnivals at the trap and in the
tavern, but give the details to the public—the people
for it
" the eyes of the
is tine and of universal application tint
ignorant are more learned than their ears." This business of
the night-hunter, and the cruster is of a species of horror that
would not escape the merest tyro in its exposition.
Count, agsju, by hundreds, others of a class scarcely less
iniquitous, the masters of as many dogs, who habitually and
industriously violate the law by killing game and fish in the
close season, and, in St. Lawrence county (where that
iniquity, hounding, is forbidden at all times), by doggingdeer to the water, to be there slaughtered for the amusement
of those who can pay them for it.
These classes constitute the bulk of the army of guides.
Their equipment— each a boat, dog or dogs, and a knife. In
camp they are servants of all work, devoted to the tastes and
wishes of their employers by presents, promises and pay.
Nominally, but unjustly, classed with them are men whose instincts and feelings are averse to all this lawlessness and outrage, and who will bravely and earnestly second any efforts
for reform.
As generally happens in the gradations of society, another
class of persons is equally guilty with the guide, and without
This is'the tourist, class, those who resort to the
his excuse.
woods to violate the law for pleasure and amusemeut. An
army without taste for, or knowledge of. wood-craft, generally alien to the best sentiment and passion that caVets
forest-life for its proper and peculiar value and fascinations
and in their experience there, the victims of delusive hopes,
of a thousand and one annoyances and of impositions they
never know and so never appreciate. Fashion is the bane
of this class. It is fashionable to go to the woods ; once
there, what can they do what appreciate ? Why, the chase,
and " the chase" for them is the poor panting game driven
by dogs to the extreme of endurance, and then made the
victim of an instinct that seeks safety in the water, there to
be murdered, utterly feeble, helpless and forlorn.
To discriminate and apportion the odium of this business
is impossible.
It is of such a grade of iniquity as renders aU
principals though detestation attaches in the inverse order in
which they shall be named— dog, guide, per se tourist.
Count again another class, the proprietors of public bouses
kept, along Ihe line of the forest-lakes and rivers.
What a
loss of caste to be without fresh venison steaK in any season 1
And count with the offenders in this class the guides and
others retained about their establishments in the close seascn
for tin ir services as purveyors, the hsanmi of the woods,
who supply the tables with " mountain mutton."
Quite a formidable combination, you perceive formidable

—

—

—

in its interests, connections and dependencies, but formidable
to the better sentiment of the community only in that absolute indifference, which it is a consolation to know lies

passed away.

Just as we go to press we are handed the following copy
of a dispatch received to-day (Wednesday), by General
Wingatc

which we gathered ourselves from the rocks and
dug out of the trees of Lookout Mountain. Bomb-

[January

—

annua convention

be published in our next issue.

bullets,

fields,

Breaking.

as a book.
columns.

cloth.

ence necessary?
If the great

vs.

followed since by

off after the

We publish to-day

on the subject. The writere are in earnest.
a second
They are backed by influence. Why can they not themselves form the nucleus around which shall gather the influletter

war

Training

the earlier chapters of this series

form.

account.

the patent of the Marlin arms, which they

will manufacture.

assigned lor the game and fish protective machinery of the
The force of game constables should be trebled.
State.

the

;;

;

of the game constable was a gratifying
it tit: on
of public attention properly directed, and so, too,
the p -ipnlstr condemnation of that method in practice.
Away with the whole batch of local game constables. As a
clais they wink at, stand indifferent, or pander to the violation of the law. and this disgraces its administration.
Officials representing the State and its citizens, uninfluenced by local influences of fear, favor, affection or reward
appointed to office in the interest of local protective effort,
and recommended by integrity and capacity rather than by
political partisanship, are the proper guardians of the public
interests in the protection of game.
An admirable system forsooth that "makes annual appropriations for hatching- and distributing fish only to have
them illegally caught" with impunity. An insensate theory
that, which spends the people's money for purposes rendered
abortive from laxity in administration. The veto of the
bill that passed the last Legislature amending the game laws
was a positive service to game protection. It was a rebuke
to the chronic listlessness that regales itself with the ridiculous notion that to pass laws is to protect fish and game.
It virtually and truthfully asserted the adequacy of laws as
they are, and commended their vigorous enforcement. And
to th''s end any legislative aid in the creation of executive
officers necessary will not be withheld.
That a larger number of State game protectors is required
That the whole northern section of the
is Unquestioned.
Sta'e— a forest border and penetralia of hundreds of miles,
a region of mountain, lake and stream containing the principal fish and game of the State—was ignored, as were principal
markets of illicit trade, is an indication of the influences
that controlled the appointment of the present corps of game
protectors.
Such abuses may be prevented in the future.
Let us ask for thirty more game protectors. Their services,
with the surveillance of local clubs, will organize a public
sentiment of obedience to law, and secure for the fish and
game in forest and stream a protection like that of our cattle
in the pastures.
"Syracuse" suggests "local clubs," not
''
local sportsman's associations," and you observe^there is an
absence in his letter of any word or thought that associates
game protection with class or class privileges. He pleads
Let us relegate the word sportsman and
for all—-the people.
its derivatives to the knights of the turf and their congeners.
It suggests class, class
It has contracted an odium— it has.
Besides, it has no proper
privileges and something worse.
significance to. no large affiliation with, the broader and better
purposes and results of game protection which concerns the
people in some of their broadest and best interests.
In the crusade against the poachers let us say— "We, the
Why not ?
have the solemn fiat of their
People."
Sovereignty written on the public statutes, denouncing penalties and imprisonment upon the destroyers of their game,
and we have the duty of every good citizen to do what fie
may to bring offenders to justice.
There should benothing'in the purposes of those discharging a public duty like vindicttveness or gratification of personal resentment.
There has been hitherto an indifference,
an inattention to the enforcement of the game laws which
has amounted, practically, to toleration. The first purpose
in reform should be to disarm opposition, and invite the coTo this end general
operation of all for the common ben»flt.
amnesty should be extended. Let the offences of the past be
remembered only in aggravation of the offences of the
future.
Let us recapitulate
1. The enforcement of the laws for the protection of fish
and game for the common good.
3. The organization of local clubs devoted to that interest.
3. Legislation authorizing the appointment of additional
game protectors, to be recommended by local interests most
'vhleiice

is

We

deserving- their services.
4. General amnesty for all past offences, and so the co-operation of all for the common benefit.
In these purposes "Syracuse" will be supported by
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WEEKS ON THE HEADWATERS OF THE

SIX

YELLOWSTONE.

AUGUST

FIRST found Ned and myself leaving the
Union Pacific train at Rawlins. We bad abeady engaged Tom Sun and Lew Sinimorids, two well known Rocky
Mountain hunters, as guides, with eight ponies—fi
As there was a space of
saddle and four for p*ck animals.
sixty edd miles between Rawlins and Tom's ranch 0" the
Sweetwater, where we were to make our headquarters, it behooved us

make

to

due. preparations for this little journey,

being ''tender-feet." The considerate Tom had anticipated
our tender-footed condition, and provided a lumber wagon
to transfer us to his ranch; but, scorning the hinted appellation and the farm wagon, we ordered our traps unci provisions to be placed therein, and, mounting our ponies, rode
gaily and triumphantly out of the village into the wilderness.
Torn was the only ranchman between Rawlins and the
North Pole, as far as we could discover during a six week's
tramp through the vast ranges of mountains lying between
the headwaters of the Yellowstone and the Noiib Platte,

505

Whenever we wished a change of diet from
of slaughter.
elk tenderloin to roast venison, a few hours would always
enable us to bring down a fat buck of the mule-deer species.
Did we long for mutton, a trip to the highest surrounding
mountain peaks, would be almost sure to gratify that incliAut.elope wore always at hand.
Sago heus were not
nation,
favorties with us, their flesh partaking too strongly of the
sage flavor, excepting the young chicks, which were very fair
But the willow grouse, coveys of which we often
eating.
met in thi3 vicinity no grizzlies,
found, were delicious.
although their " sign" was frequently apparent.
One day, while riding up the bed of a stream flowing down
a canyon, we observed far up the mountain side a large band
of cow elk, apparently very much disturbed from some cause.
portion of them would suddenly be thrown into confusion,
and running down the mountain incline for a short distance
would there as suddenly stop audgoto feeding again. Then
another portion of the herd would go through the same

We

A

approached and

T

shot.

marksmanship

close

to

fi

.

and afterward
With

buffalo.

kill

but plenty of
tain sheep, antelope and mule deer.
One da} r while out
alone, I spied a herd of sheep on an opposi e ridge, aud being
anxious lo get a shot at a big ram, I tied
horse in the

my

ravine aud

commenced scrambling up

the steep ascent in
I bad proceeded about half way when I was
brought to a standstill by the loud and not to be mistaken
warning of the rattlesnake, observing almost at the same
instant, and within a few inches of
nose, a large specimen coiled ready to spring. Two smaller specimens lay
neur him. It is needless to say that I "fell back
McClellan used to word it in war times. In fact I was totally
demoralized and disorganized, but managed to get
pony and to camp without further incident. " Buffalo veal"
Tom declared to be the most delicious of all game food, so
their direction,

my

i

we determined lo capture a calf.
ing one of considerable labor.

was

grizzly or two.

of the line to the other, and driving the cows after the manner of a Texas cow-boy. Gradually they approached the
stream, where the cows drank copiously, wheu the old patriarch seemed satisfied and drove them no further. Admiration
for the sagacity, indomitable perseverance and fatherly care
of his flock was uppermost in all of our minds as we stood
gazing at this magnificent creature. But must 1 write it?
T
These thoughts in
i es
for this is a true narrative.
mind gradually changed to those of a selfish desire to become
It took but a moment to level my
the owner of his antlers.
At the report, he jumped into the air and
rifle at his heart.
fell to hts knees, then gathering himself up, ran into a thick,
tangled undergrowth of willows on the margin of tfaestreain.
Without thought of the consequences that might ensue I ran
I soon found myseif entangled in the brushiu after him.
wood and could proceed but slowly. Suddenly, I was surprised to see him jump from the ground, where he was lying
With glaring eyeballs
hidden, not a dozen feet from me.
shake of the head, he was about to make a rush
and an angry
""
upon me. Retreat was impossible ; and I knew that with a
1 lost no lime in putting
single bound he would be upon me.
The " pump handle" on my '76 model Winin my work.
chester "flew lively," and the noble animal sank to the

Creek

ground.

» novel and exhilarating ride was that, tfie clear
bright atmosphere and views of the rugged and peculiar
We camped for the night in an old
scenery of the Rockies.
-lept the sleep of the tender-foot after
desert'
his first day's effort to keep pace with the hardened native.
Within a few miles of the railroad we began to see antelope
singly, in pairs and in herds : and it was the exception rather
than "the rule to be out of sight of this game during our enOccasionally a jack-rabbit would start out from
tire trip.
almost under our horses' hoofs like a flash, and gracefully
bound aw»y over the sage-brush. Occasionally we would
flush a covey of sage-hen^ which would lazily fiy a short distance and alight. Next morning, bright and early, we were
We encountered a number of shallow
again in the saddle.
alkaliue lakes filled with wild (Canada) geese, but so tame
were they thai we easiily approached on our horses within
About 5 r. m. we arfifty or seventy-rive yards of them.
rived in sight of the ranch and the beautiful valley of the
|

Sweetwater.

A fur a day's preparation and rest at Tom's mountain home,
we took up our line of march for the Rattlesnake range,
where we were promised elk, mule deer, and perhaps a
For a long distauce our course lay up Sage
but toward noon of the second day we struck into
the fort-hills. From this time forward Excelsior was the
" Onward and upward," over rocky
mtrtto forced upon us.
cliffs and through deep canyons, uutil at last, as it seemed,
Tom's welcome
sit on our saddles.
longer
no
could
we
that
word to hah, was thankfully heard in a most lovely spot in a
shady grove of balsams, beside the clearest of tumbling,
laughing rivulets, 9.000 feet above the sea level, where
Oh! tired
nature, in all her Virgin purity,, reigps supreme.
dwellers in "he whirling, dusty, fever-stricken city, what
this
of
life-giving
breaths
lor
few
a
exchange
Would you
mountain air? For a drink of this pure and sparkling water?
But why waste words on you Few of you would appreciate
Habit has so enslaved" you thai the best gifts of Gtad to
it
man you turn away from, preferring the idols you have set
;

!

up

I pity

y°u

•

about to relate sounda like a "big whopper"
:,.,,-,
,iu 1 do not expect to be to. ly believed
t0 an
has not been placed in similar circumstances;
who
anyone
by
but nevertheless, it is true to the letter, every word of it.
Wp' bad eaten heat lily and arranged our tents for the night
and had sat down to s.noke our fragrant pipes when strange

am

vVli''t 1
[.•.,

.

:i

"What's
noises broke the stillness of the twilight hour.
"Calves." replied
that 1" exclaimed the ever- watchful Ned.
meerschaum.
puff
from
his
large
extra
an
gave
he
Tom as
" What a herd of
" Calves '" echoed Ned in astonishment.
"They are God's own
s
cattle way up iu these mountai. ?
''
says Xom, "I
" says ttncle Lew, solemnly.
Come,"
cattle
proceeding a little way up the
Will show them toyon," and,
elks with
stream we suddeuly came upon a beard of cow
mountain side. After
their calves Eteding quietly on the
of night shut
Eeasting our eyes upon iheui uulil the shadows
them from our view we returned to camp. We had already
learned to outwardly show no signs of surprise before Uncle
novel sight or occurrence, as our critical guide's
;

'

Lew

at

any

nilcpei d
ki
Standard Of excellence seemed wholly to
''
So we
reuillies.
tenderness
i!
dcnie
our blankets and "lay
said nothing; but wrapped ourselves in
down to pleasant dreams."
As the first rajs uf the morning sun kissed the surroundin the
ing 'mountain peaks Tom, Ned and myself were
Proceeding up the canyon about three miles, we
saddle
but a few hundred yards when
left our horses and had gone
before greeted our ears.
the peculiar sounds heard the night
"Don't move," says Tom and we stood like statues awaiting the coming band, which approached us on a slow walk,
past us within forty yards, apparently without feat
Occasionally one would stop awhile and look at us curiously,
" What kind of elks are you, anyhow ?"
as much as to sav,
might have been two hundred in this band, more or
i

I

,

i

.

l

>

;

Thete
CS

the reader undoubtedly begins to query something in
tiidn't you go els hunting ? If so, what a pair of
this wise
ave been to have let all of this tiuc
blockheads you must
came go by without firing a shot. Let me explain. It is
them, and this is
true neither Ned nor myself fired a shot at
with a
the part of my story that I fear will be looked upon
that not a
great deal of incredulity ; but I assert once more
was fired at this family of elks. I think the reason was

Now

:

I

gun

that while gazing in wonder at this magnificent pageant fi
Another herd had apside show was going on in our rear.
proached the vicinity of our horses, and, becoming frightened,
they had stampeded. This caused so much confusion that
we returned to look after our horses. Another reason why
of the elk was the fact that one animal
we did not kill
would easily supply our larder for a week at least, and we
were satisfied that we could get one whenever we wished,
which we did in the course of the day, as we came upon a
vast
lar-e band lying down, looking in the distauce. like a
herd of mules. Ned selected a fine bull, v,hose antlers will

my

one day grace bis pleasant home in Connecticut,

I

dare say.

We

One shot from his W inehester did the work effectually.
huge
cut out the tenderloin, sirloin and tongue, hung the
on the limb of a tree, and returned to camp well
sarisried with riicdav's sport.
We spent several weeks in this delightful mountain camp,
taking gl eat pleasure in studying the habits of the numerous
antlers

we found so plentiful, for as to hunting tbem,
not so cruel as to slaughter them for the mere sake

targe (animals

we were

my

;

His

antlers,

which mi asure

five feet

and one inch

my

office in Chicago, and I will cheeriu length, now giace
To
fully show them to any of the readers of this sketch.

preserve and prepare them for transportation on pony-back,
Tom first skinned the neck and head, unjointed the neck,
cli aued the flesh from the skull anil, with a small saw,
which we always carried with us, divided the skull between
the antlers, through the tip of the nose into two equal parts.
The two sides could then be laid and lied togeiher, faking up
comparatively but little space. The taxidermist easily bolted
the two portions together into their natural positions.
One lovely afternoon as we were returning to camp we
came in view of a very large band of elk lying down in a
small gtove surrounded by a large and couip eratively level
area.
At Ihe suggestion of Tom we rode up as nearly as
possible to them, then put our ponies into a lively gallop in
their direction, whooping and yelling at the top of our lungs.
c?e succeeded iu stampeding them, and wiih frantic efforts
they attempted to rush across the plain, buttheirproximity to
each other retarded their movements to such an extent that we
were soon riding in the midst of them. Then their condition
deed comical. The more frightened ihey became they
more they seemed lo crowd each other, and as we could
touch them with Our feet and hands, and they would respond to a In- ty kick with the mosl ludicrous sounds, conAt last they seemed to aptortions and tfforts to escape us.
preciate the condition of affairs and began to scatter, and a?
soou as they had sufficient sp tee lo fully use their supple
limbs, they quickly left us behind.
Alter becoming surfeited with the sport in this vicinity
we broke camp one morning aud sta-ted for the buffalo
range, lying between Rattlesnake and Wind River MounPassing by way of Tom s ranch, we left our trophies
tains.
and replenish d our depleted quartermaster's department.
we passed
I'hen, taking a mine northwesterly direction,
" Devil's Gate," a huge perpendicular chasm of solid rock,
sevtral hundred feet high and half a mile long, nearly meeting at ihe top, through which the S.veeUvater flows.
saw, too the once famous "Independence Rook," a landmark
This rock is perhaps two hunof the old emgirant trail.
dred feet high, and is egg-shaped, covering several acres of
ground. Itssuriace is smooth and without verdure. As
we approach it a jack-rabbit was flushed and started up the
steep incline of the rock. By hallooing aud tiring our guns
we frightened the animal so thoroughly out of his wits,
that iu his spasmodic efl oi ts to get away he made for the
highest point of the rock, often slipping and sliding backward,
it was most amusing to watch his gyrations, but at
lengih he mastered all difficulties aud disappeared over the

We

We

—

We

We

found

this

undertak-

morning

Stalling out one

we hunted

several hours without sighting a calf of the
requisite fatness.
At last, howeveT, Ned and myself observed that Tom had discovered a fine one. Putting spurs to
our ponies we joined hini iu the chase. It was long and exciting.

Ned brought it down by a lucky aim, and it
dark that night when we arrived in camp but the

Finally

after

:

was excellent.
One morning, during the first week in September, wo
awoke to find that a light snow had fal'en during the
Tom observed that, this would be a good day for bears. This
was a sufficient hint. I saw Ned's eyes sparkle as we rode
away from camp, and he seemed to pay but little attention
to Tom's warnings, "not to shoot at a grizzly, unless he was
near a tree which he could climb." We proceeded to Ihe
carcass of an elk, which several days before, we had observed
Bruin had visited. Sure enough lie had been there the
previous, and his great tracks In the snow were visible soine
distance away.
They led down the steep declivity of the
canyon to a little stream bordered with willows. As we
found it difficult to follow him on horseback, we tied our
veal

i

ponies and proceeded on foot down the canyon, Tom following the trail in the willows, with Ned aud myself on either
side.
forgot all about danger aud convenient trees in
our eagerness lo get a shot at grizzly. Tom even forgot to
warn us of our danger.
followed along in this way perhaps three-quarters of a mile, when with a crash through the
bushes he appeared before me, not over eight or ten yards
away. He saw ma and quickly turned back. As he did so,
The next instant
I made a snap-shot at his huge broad side.
moment later, 1
he disappeared in the willows agrin.
heard the discharge of Ned's rifle on the opposite side.
Wheu the echoes, repeated from the surrounding rocks, had
died away, all was once more still. Tom and myself were
soon at Ned's side, but the bear was nowhere to be seen.
Advancing cautiously, we soon found born lying dead beneath a projecting rock, over which he had evidently fallen.
My shot had entered his stomach, Ned's had broken bis;
neck,
"Lucky shot that," said Tom, and we both appreciated the remark.
found that m o had killed a large
We care•.rizzly. which would weigh S80 or 1,000 pounds.
fully took off his hide, preserving hi3 ears, nose and claws
with Ihe skin. To kill a grizzly was our greatest ambUion,

We

We

A

We

We had now

accomplished

this,

and were ready to go back

lo civilization.

On

bur journey back we came in view of quite a large
herd of cow elk Wishing to test the greatest failing of these
animals viz., their unbounded curiosity— I allowed my com
pauions to keep down the valley, while I skirted around to
their reai.
I approached them very cautiously, and observing them all facing and intent on Ihe pack train n
I gradually crept nearer and nearer to them, till
most touch the nearest one with, my gun. I stood motionh s 3
sometime until my party was our of sight, when slowly one
What passed
of the elks turned its head and looked at me.
in that elk's mind I cannot positively assert, but it certain!)
seemed to me to look as if it were ashamed of itself. 8ooa
all of the band were looking at me, appearing as foolish as it
they had been caught stealing chickens. After a short oh.
servation, the leader concluded it was lime to get out of th u
silly predicament, and he made off, followed by the whole
band.
Another incident, worthy of notice, happened in this unfrequented region. Our party had stopped 10 lunch near an
old spring, when we observed a herd of antelope at some
Their curiosity prompted them to come Within
distance.
two or three hundred yards of us. Then they all stot p d
but one, a fawn about two-thirds grown, which continued to
approach until it was within a low feet of ns, being a;)»er.
This was the onl
pirently unconsc!
unlimited confidence we had on our entire trip.
We reached Rawlins in good health and spirits, and were
soon again engaged in the great struggle of humauiti after
."
H. L. Story,
the "almighty dohni
OMeago, 1832

—

la

'
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crest.

That night we camped on the banks of the North Platte,
near the Great Phtte Canyon. The river being low we
had no diffiulty in fording it. The next day's ride was over
high mountains, through deep gorges and through lovely
arrived toward evening at the head of
green valleys.
k, which is formed by a large warm spring, the
waters of which are impregnated strongly with sulphur and
Here we concluded to make our permanent camp, as
iron.
we had already ssen fresh buffalo signs. The next morning
we mounted our ponies and started out in quest of buffalo.
On arriving at the top of one of the highest elevations we
were in view of an extensive plain, witii the Wind River
Mountains visible iu the far dis'ance. Dark spots here and
there broke the monotony of the plain, which our field-glass
resolved into various sized herds of buffalo, quietly feeding
on the sparse bunch-grass. The nearest bunch of them were
perhaps three miles distaut, and consisted of twenty or thirty
These we determined to approach, which we were
bails.
easily able lo do by keeping behind an intervening ridge, with
Tying our ponies, we crawled on. our
the wiod in our favor.
bends and knees to the top of the ridge, within one hundred
yards of the nearest buffalo. Their huge bodies presented
so large a target that it seemed almost impossible lo miss
them. At a signal, Ned fired at the one to the left, aud myINJOur astonishment and chaEelf at tne One to the right.
grin neither of them fell, but with the remainder of the herd
started at their peculiar gait down the mountain side.
emptied oar magazine into them— twenty-four shots and
but two were apparently crippled, one of which we easily

i

,

manoeuvre. As this proces3 was gradual iy bringing the whole
band iu our direction, we tied our horses, and walking to a
good point of observation, awaited the Tesult of this singular
As they were two or three miles distant it took
proceeding.
some time before they arrived near enough for us to determine the cause of their agitation. At length we observed
the largest bull elk we had yet seen, running from one end

What

that it required
his tongue and

hump we went back to camp satisfied.
In this locality we found but few elk,

A.

"RB.MIN1SOK.VlJS" OP

WHEN"

the war begau I was
fact, I could out-talk most

Bill

WATS.

very gallant soldier;

anybody be

ore

in

I

even made a verbal contract with
Terry, Ihe tanner ia our settlement, to furnish him with
huudredof the enemies bides, of my own killing, In

commenced
five

a

S TANDWELL.

THE

in earnest.

I

saddle skirls for the cavalry.
Just before the serious fighting began I applied for the
During our first 6a..
sutlership of the regiment and got it.
eagement (Seven Pines) I was busy laying in a stuck of
goods. After the battle of Cold Harbor I rode down ti
Held, partly from motives of curiosity and also to see hoi
"boys" fared. When I discovered my regiment lyi
their arms on the battlefield one of the "boys" yelled out,
"Bill, this is a good chance fur you ter git them h'v

He

dred hides fur Bill Terry.

won't know who

killed

'em

1 heard a thel! burst in the distance
and, concluding that my visit was not properly appreciates
by the "boys," I turned my face toward the city, and trave way.
eled on the "spur of the in
Shortly after this I was out on a private foraging expediRiding along the road I arrived at the sumu,
tion.
hill overlooking a valley through which a small stream rac.
Looking down the hill I saw, at the ford below, a man washI thought, from his ge "
ing his "bauds.
he was one of the enemy. With ibis refieethjn I exceedingly
quaked and trembled, for 1 hud heard very equivocal sounds
in a cornfield behind me, and was making has e to gel
from that vicinity, not knowing but they might be eneini.-s

About the same time

•

I

.

TOREST AND STREAM,

506
also.
I dismounted and concealed my horse imperfectly in
the .sparsely growing bushes on tie roadside and laid myself
aB flat as a pancake in a fence corner. Pretty soon I heard
the ominous sounds of the approaching enemy as his boots
crunched through ihe gravel. 1 laid llaiier and flatter; hut,
unfortunately, just as lie got opposite to me my horse kicked
at a fly and snorted. The enemy's attention was immediately
directed toward my quarter and, as 1 had raised my head up
a little way, he caught sight Of rue. In an instant 1 heard

"click— click," and BaW him cover mo with his pistol. I was
armed with a large Colt's revolver heavily loaded with mud.
I bad previously brought this weapon into position but, at the
critical moment, from long disuse and want of attention, it
refused to ''click." My extreme terror lent me a sort of
fictitious courage, and I yelled out, "You are my prisoner!
Surrender! I"
His reply was somewhat chilling to my nerves. He remarked, ".Not by a darn sight. Come out of that. I see
you've got a horse, and I want one; so briog him out or I'll
put a bullet through >ou."
I managed to untie the horse and lead him out, although
my eyes were alti ge'her turned toward my adversary,
whom I now perceived to be a Confederate officer. He
told him.
asked, "What command do von belong to?"
Miss. Regiment, Feutberslone's Brigade." I had
"The
just brass anon b left after my bc ire to say. ''Well, Colonel,
you got the bulge on me thai time 1 thought you were a

—

1

—

—

What is your command ?" He said, "lam Major
Jones, of Gen. McGruder's siaff " I saluted him
He said
further, ''1 will ride your horse to camp.
Go down into the
swamp, there, about a mil-, and you will find
horse,
lamed
his
He caught
right fore fool in a crack in
badly
the. grape-vine bridge over Ihe Ob ekiihominy, and wrenched
Lead him to headquarters." Which I accordingly
it badly.
did.
The next day I was taken very ill with rheumatism, and.
after an examination of three weeks' duration, thesugeons
gave.me a ceriiticite of dlSCbargn BS being unfit for active
duly. That was in 1803.
I went norae and sp nt ihe remaining years of Ihe war in
dodging he conscripi uffi ers and pr iciicudg the art of using
did
his with such assiduity and
1
a crutch and limping.
perseverance that, tliough the leal conscript officers suspected the genuineness Of my malady, they c uld find no
plausible around to impugn it. until one' night at a country
f Che " boys" on a furlough,
frolic, where there were a few
and a h use full of rus'ic beautes (beaux were at a high
premium), I bo far fortot my usual prudence as to di irk a
Tiitle too much " pim-top'' whisky, and, being very fond of
dancing, which passion, from long restraint, came onl
Strongly now, 1 threw aside my crutches and fairly surpassed
the execution of "Tam ©"MMtntiTV witch in Alloway Kirk.
crutches were left that night at the house of festivity,
and 1 got h me. some tour miles away, without very clear
recollection of th mod/un [/perandi, except some glimmering
impressions of a fool race which I ran against one of the.
" oys," who volunteered to wager "the best 'possum dog
in four Stales against a durned polecat " that, he could beai
any man in the party to Mr. Thompson's lane.
all
started, and I won ihe 'possum dog. but "Lumpy" Peevy,
the proposer of the race, forgi to send him over.
The next day 1 was waited upon by three very brilliantlyuniformed CTiscript offlceis, but was too unwell to get up.
It was not rheumatism, however, but headache from the
previous night's debauch.
The tlieers, seeing how I wis
affected, said they would call again when t was better.
After their departure 1 sent, my liille brother on a mule lover
to the scene of the previous night's festivities to get'
crutches, and ihe next day, when the officers called, I was
Stumping around as usual, very lame. One of them observed,
however", that my dodge had become entirely too thin
that
he had seen "Baggy" (my brother) bring home the crutches,
and, moreover, had -seen myself in full chase around the
yard afi.er a chicken, to be killed for dinner.
Afier that, disclosure I yielded to iheir pressing invitation
and joined a squad bound for the conscript camp at Meridian.
But I took my crutches with me, and there were several
other pairs in my squad.
White in camp at Meridian, it was ludicrous to witness
the clumsy attempts at deception by "greenies." I have
Been three men walking abreast, all limping in different ways,
and now and then one limping on the wrong foot iu the most
awkward efforis to appear lame.
After remaining in ihts camp for five weeks we were disturbed by the approach of General Sherman and his army
from Vicksbutg. All conscripts, paroled soldiers and other
troops were ordered to march to Demopolis, Alabama. I
was decidedly opposed to marching on foot, and so was of
course too lame to walk, so I was mounted on a spare mule.
When a few miles out from Meridian I witnessed an incident
which affoided me much amusement. Oapl. Hoskins, of
"Hoskin*' Battery," was somehow leading the horse of one
In passing a
of his lieutenant', his batti ry being on ahead.
quartermaster's depot, where much confusion prevailed, "on
account of the hurried departure, ho saw a number of small
" valise" saddles, sueh as are used on "off" horses in artilHe secured half a dozen
lery teams, being thrown away.
of them and tied them on b the horse he was leading.
When
he came up with me it was at a place where a regiment of
Texas soldiers were encamped on Ihe roadside. One. of them
yelled put,. " Mister, mister, mister!" Oapt. Hoskins declined to recognize the title, but being compelled at. last,
tliough he was sure of a " Ball," he answered, " What'll you
have." Texas replied: "The next time your saddle has
young ones, I wish you would save me one!" Hoskins
moved on as fast as he could, amid general applause.
But to return to my own p .triotic adventures. That night
I took occasion to make a moonlight march alone, and mak
ing a detour southward some twenty miles, the next day l
marched westward, pas-dug through the country in the character of a scout w ho had lost his horse. I soon got another
one, which 1 actually lost, however, before reaching home.
In crossing Pear) River on a fet ry-boat the horse became
His nind foot got caught in
frightened, and got overboard,
the bridle rein, and he was drowned.
I remained at home iu comparative tranquillity until the
"surrender." I afterward moved to another neighborhood
where 1 was but little known, an i by dint of a judicious implication of "cheek" and " brass" I soon became a "prominent citizen." It is my chief delight, to entertain a
circle o! admiring frii rids by relating my heroic exploits
wai
during the war, when
omtB lid" Of such a
company, at " Kennesaw Mouniain," or "ordered my regiment io deploy behind a rail fence on the turnpike, near
In this way 1 have acquired several titles,
Nashville," etc.
Yankee.

my

i

i

<

My

i

We

I

i

my

;

i

I

from "Captain" up

to

"Colonel."

[Jawtaby

I am now Clerk of the Court, Captain of the Militia Company, Double Extra Past Grand Chancellor of the Red Plume
Division of the Knighis of Hocus Pocub, and Superintendent
of a Sunday School.
Besides all of this, I was Chairman of
the Committee on Resolutions when President Garfield was
shot, and my arrivals and departures are, duly announced in
the local paper.
Likewise I once had an old plug hat of
very antiquated style voted to me as the most popular gentle
man (save the mark) at a country bazaar. Very truly your
friend,
Mtjnoh. Stand well.

28, 1882.

vermin should have so increased within the past few years as
to exterminate in certain localities the resident game birds.
is no doubt that they do much damage, and should be
destroyed at every opportunity; but that they are the main
cause of the scarcity of gp'use and quail we do not at, all believe. Nevertheless, we think hat a premium put upon their
headB by sportsmen's clubs would be, to a certain extent,
beneficial, and would have the effect, of reducing their numThe sparrow hawk, sharpshin and mottled owl may
bers.
occasionally pick up a young quail shonly after the batching,
but we have never seen anything to lead us to believe hat
this was the case.
Moreover, in a course of bird collecting,
extending over more years than we care to name, we have
never found in the stomachs of the three species mentioned
the remains of any bird larger than a robin.
Of course, this
is only negative testimony, and, as such, is of no value if opposed to facts, if facts can be adduced if it is a matter of
opinion only, each man will naturally hold to his own view ]

There
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ENEMIES OF GAME BIRDS.
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PARTIAL LIST OF MAMMALS FROM SOUTHERN

Editor Forest and Stream:

Notwithstanding the many theories of your many able and
interesting cot respondents, whose articles I always enjoy
reading, 1 cannot, bring myseif to believe that migration or
the grouse fly are the causes for the decrease of game, but,
rambles through tie woods,
the more I observe during
belief that birds of prey and carthe more firm am I in
nivorous animals are the cause. Any day I can go for a
tramp in the woodlands and find in the remote corner of a
fence or at the footjrf a tree, the feathers ot a grouse or quail
that has made a repast for a hawk, owl, skunk or some other
of the many enemies which the game birds have.
The nests
of the grouse and quail are also bui'l in places which, at the
period of ineubdiou, afford every opportunity for the prowling fox, weasel or skunk, not only to p.iuuce upon the old
bud on the nest, but to destroy the eggs or young birds. The
rusty-crowned lalcon or sparrow hawk is the worst on quail
of any bird we have, but tne red tniled buzzard and, in fact,
all the birds belonging to the f unruly Fulcunidm live almost
Not only do the hawks,
entir. ly on game and small lords.
which are mostly uiurual birds of prey, suck to a covey of
quail or brood of grouse all day, but tne owls, which are nocturnal, together wilh the small carnivorous animals that do
their hunting at night, p.ca up urge number- while roosting
Hawks are V' ry abundant about here, but during Ihe last
year the sportsmen have shot a good many. 1 have made
several trips to the mountains for no other purpose than to
hen 1 first began my shooting
shoot hawks ami owls.
cueer, some twelve or fifteen years ago, 1 shot most of the
time in Connecticut, where ruffed grouse and quad were very
pleniy.
I have often, wheu tramping through those forests,
found piles of feathers and bones of tiirds, and often, too.
seen a hawk go skimming along only a few incnes above the
ground and suddenly dart into a bunch of quail that were
fiuddled together in the higu grass or low underbrush, but 1
ot
thought nothing of it then— game was pleuty. 1 was
afler hawks and did not lake the trouble to shool them; and
tuen 1 nad at that lime a inuzzle-loauing gun, and did not
want to take so much trouble as to waste a charge on a worthless bird and have to reload ; and then if I were loaded with
flue shot for woodcock and saw a hawk peiched on some tiee
But now, 1 carry
I could not kill hi-n, so would not shoot.
a few shells loaded for his especial benefit, and 1 would again
say, lei every spoilsman do this, and by watching the poachers and each doing all he can, we may yet have some sport
Gao, F. Aldan
with the ruffed grouse and quail.

my

my

W

i

McDonald's Cobneu, N.

B., Jan.

3.

Editor Forest and Stream :
hi answer to Mark West's query, concerning coloring of
ruffed grouse, 1 give the result ot my observations, which
have been c mfined to this Province. Of course it is only
necessary to give the prevailing lint, as ihe markings are the
same, I believe, everywhere. In the females t have noticed
no difference in color, they bting uniformly of a tawny red
on the back, with yellowish brown throat, aud quite dark
The back feathers of whai we usually
breast markings.
term the young cocks are of a deeper, duller red than those
of '.hefeniaie; the breast markings ci early defined but pale;
the throat of a pale yellow,

and the

tail

feathers entirely free

The "old boomers,'' or gray-hacks, are of an
red.
ashy gray hue, with the same markings. That they aie old
Cocks I have not the remotest doubt, as they are la ger, have
larger ruffs, and are ihe only sort that 1 have found drumming out of season; and, furthermore, I have never heard
of a "gray back" grouse chick being shot in New Brunswick. Concerning the destruction ot grouse by that diminutive parcel of cussedness, the red squirrel, 1 believe Mr.
Bishop is right, for I, like him, have noticed that grouse are
always scarce where squirrels are plentiful, this year being a
notable example. The cause never dawned on my mind,
and I never was aware of Mr. Chicaree's bird nesting profrom

summer of '76, when I visiied my old friend
Having a bone iu my right
Charlie Perkins at Woodstock.
baud broken, 1 had little else to do but watch what was
going on in the trees which surrounded the house, and 1 soon
saw that the squirrels weie cleaning out the birds' nests. I
clivities till the

loaded a six-pound Richards muzzle-loader, and allowing ihe
forestock to rest on my right arm near the elbow, 1 placed
In
the butt to my left shoulder aud fired wiih my left hand.
this way I " ground slowly, but I ground exceeding small."
Last summer, after stealing everything available on die farm
of our neighbor, Air. J. McD. Belyea, the Utile pirates proceeded to depopulate the pigeon-loft, and would have sucAs to the good they do,
ceeded but for the family shotgun.
they are a good mark for a small-bore rifle, and a convenient
sliding target, at which ihe small boy can hurl any missile he
listeth, thereby developing ihe muscles of his right arm, and
preparing him for future operations against that disturber of
midnight repose the Thomas-cat. One squirrel wiU lust
longer as a target for stones than any other animal I know of.

—

L.

1.

Flowbb.

—

ISkw Yoek, Jan. 12, 1882. In a recent number I see you
mention that the sparrows and sharpshin hawk arc not inju-

game

have repeatedly seen both of these
hawks after quail, often bunting in couples. I have also
known the sparrow hawk to kill the English snipe. I do not
know anything about screech owls, excepting that one that I
had in c inliuement in a burn managed to get out one night
aud find his way into a pigeon loft where it killed six pigeons
and then left for p ins unknown. I think if I were a quail 1
woud give "Breir Screech Owl" a wide berth.— W- Holbbkton.
[li seems iUogical in the highest degree to charge the
diminution of our game buds solely to the attacks of predarious to

tory birds

birds.

I

and mammala.

We can see no reason why

these

LAKE GEORGE,

N. Y.

rriHE following list Of mammals was formed
JL tions taken around the south' rn end of

from observaLake Gjorge,

As this p<rl of the lake is now a
in Warren Co. N. Y.
favorite summer resort, most of the large mammals, especially the wilder species, have moved entirely from the
vicinityr , or else have retired to the more wooded section's on
the eastern and northern parts, where the rough mountain
sides afford them a safe retreat.
The arrannerncnt of specieB
followed is that given in Jordan's Manual of Vertebrates,
Ed 1880.
Fibs concolor.
Linnaeus.
Congar, American pmther.
The la t record I can find of this formidable animal being
Keen in this locality, was one shot by Moses Dickinson, November, 1852.
Lyuxrufus. (Guide nstadt.) Raf. VVildcat. 1 can find no
positive record of a wildcat being si eu here for a number of
years, though there are reports Of 'heir having b en si en.
Vulpes vulgaris. Fleming. Red fox, common fox. Very
common.
number killed every winter.

A

Mustela amerUanttn Turton.
so each year.

Sable, pine marten.

Rave.

More and more

Least weasel. This species
is probab y far les- common than the following and occurs
regidarly, but, I have never seen it ]
Cuvier.
Common weasel, ermine.
Putmius ermineus.
Not uncommon. In this locality they all turn white in
Cuvier.

\_l'utorius vulgaris.

winter.

Mink. Common. Especially
kill great numbers of muskrats.
(Shaw.)
Common skunk.
Ba.rd.
They do great go d iu destroying various Insects,
Gapper.

Putorius tison.

They

al ing ihe hike .-bores.
Mephitis mepliilica

Common.

though at times they are quite destructive among poultry,
Lutra canadensis. Sabine. American otter. Seen every
year, especially in winter.
Pallas.
Black bear. Several were
Ursus amerimnus.
killed through the year 1880 aud I know of at least two in
i881, one of which was seen swimming in the lake, and
ki led from one of the Steamboats.
'

tutor.
(L.) Storr,
Raccoon. Very common.
Gray. Red deer.
OUriacus virgimanus.
Rare.
Still
common near the northern end of the lake.
'V?>pcii>':Say.
mbulatnu.
Little brown bat.
Very
common. Seen every summer evening.
(Eixlcben) Cones.
AtalapJia nuechovu-ensis.
Ited bat.

Procy on

quite

Not uncommon.

Common

(L.) Fischer.

Scalops aquatieus.

Mole.

Not

uncommon.
Condylura erUtata. (L.) Deamarest.
Star-nosed Mole.
Specimens seen.
Btarina brevicanda. (Say) Baird. Mole shrew. Common Often seen dead along the roadside.
(Pall.)
Sciuropterus volueelta.
Geoff.
Flying squirrel.

Comm

n.

Linn., var. ludoekinnus.
Sciurus niger.
Fox squirrel.
I shot a fine specimen of this species in 1872 or 1873, the
exact date I mislaid. M. W. W. Lockhart informs me he
saw one about the same time. I do not think it was an
escaped animal.
Scunts carolinensis. (Authors.) Gray squirrel. Black
squirrel.
Common. The black form was unusually com-

mon

this past. year.

Sciurus hudsojum

Jamias

Red

Pallas.

(L.)

striatals.

squirrel.

Common.

Chipmunk.

Baird.

Common

everywhere.

Aretomys monads,

(L.) Ginei.
VVoodchuck. Common.
Long since passed away,
Beaver.
though some of their dams are still visible.]
(Zimmermann.) Coues.
Zajms hudsonius.
Jumping
mouse. Not uncommon, though hard to see resembling a
frog wh u n jumping through the louggra^s.

[Castor

L.

fiber.

Mwt tkeumamus.
Mus muse n! its L.
/<'.;.'

mon.

v

;,,,

Good

'. .

,

'.

Common rat. Common,
Common mouse. Common

Pallas.

'pus.

climbers,

Deer mouse
Comhomes often iu old bird-

LeC.

(Raf.;

making

their

nests.
'ft
t

lones.

rutilus

Var.

Pallas.

Red-backed mouse.
mouse

that he has taken this

Oapprei.

(Vigou.)

A. K. Fisher writes
Lake George

Dr.
at

me

Ord.
Mead uw U10 use, Common.
(L.) Cuvier- Muskrat.
Fibtri
Common.
(L.) F. Cuvier.
Porcupine. ComEretm
mon.
1 hey have a habit of culling off branches of oak
trees, the n iiOmg to the ground and eating the acorns.
Erxleben. Northern Hare
LepUH
Common.
Gray rabbi
Lepus yyloeticus. Bachman.
Rare.
few wee to lie se-n along the plank road leading to Glenn
Mr. Casimer Shaw informs me he has seen ihem at
Falls.
Oi.ivek B. Lockhart.
Thersman.
ripin-i.i.

i.

t.

A

.

Lake George, Warren county,

3¥.

Y.

Amekioan Quail Foe Erjuopfl. -On Monday
Forest and Stkkam reporter saw, at the store of

&

Bra.
one hundred and fitly
Ghas. Reiche

last,

a

Messrs.

in ihis city, a fine, strong lot of

annul
qu..il (Ortyx virgimanus), which were
This firm Ben
intended to be shipped to Germany
of these birds at.r 'ad for public gardens of natural history,
for private eolltctions aid to lie turned out on the estati s of
noblemen and gentlemen. Large siiipuients are also made of
wild turkeys, other game birds and song birds.
pair of
common American di er were awaiting shipment, while
among the arrivals were a pair of he Got man r. io di er. The
ord' rs for American quail to he sent to t'urope are reported
to be in excess of ihe supply, and Messrs. Reiche say that
they are unable to fill domestic orders.

A

I

Jahuabt

FOREST AND STREAM.

88, 1883.]

made historic. The mountains are hidden in rain clouds.
Waal little energy our dusky
trees drip unceasingly.
Regardless
brethren possess is alao in a moribund c mdition.
that meal is a dollar and over per bushel, they choke the
village streets with their lazy forms ami cannot be hired for
nas debauch. Are tie S luth ru
money so soon after their
housewife and taV Southern farm r for ever to stagger about
friend, Mr. John Hartner,
Baltimore, January 17.—
under a load of keys aud padlocks and to spend a third of
with
his
who is a crack shot, took a stroll yesterday
their time in locking and unlocking bolts and bars? Bat
dog and gun just in the rear of his own house, which enough of this. In sporting matters the Ethiopian is harmis "situated at the head of the marshes of Harris's Creek,
less or nearly so.
The "phizz" of bis half-loaded musket,
when, upon his dog coming to a point, he was surprised it is true, is occasionally borne to one'^ ears upon the breeze
He shoi and but Sambo is not much on the wing, for if he were his area
to see a (Wilson's) jack snipe get up.
killed his bird, and in a very short time "killed five snipe,
would soon be circumscribed t.i a few grasslots around town.
of which number he presented a pair to me, and I enjoyed
I would not curtail the rish's of any man, black or white,
them for my breakfast ibis morning. You would, too, be but a laboring class with ait land
ir education, and
surprised to see how fat and plump they were at this unus- with nothing but their muscles to depend on, can to no good
This, I think, is the earliest I have known
ually early time.
to themselvas or their country by loafing about with an irmy
snipe to be killed.
The idea of killing snipe yesterday, and rnu-ket. In other countries and sections where honesty,
on awakening this morning finding an old-fashioned snow- thrift and
rrality exist in tiie corresponding cl las, constant
storm, makes me feel for the poor birds, for if they have
work, outside a few legitimate holidays, is regarded as necesmany companions come with them and it should freeze up sary to make an honest livelihood. Here amid fields waiting
H.
J. P. V.
and get cold, it would be hard f * them.
to b tilled and employers waiting to be served, these eum[The above note was accompanied by the bill of a Wilson's bcrersof the earth *od Abstracters of i npr ive neat, at, amoral
The date seems to us unus- depth which, poor wretches, they cannot help, p av in bursnipe just taken from the bird.
ually e-rly for Baltimore, but it must be remembered that lesque the "gentleman at larne."
RinqwoOD.
until within a week we have had no cold weather at all to
move the birds 8 iutb."| >-

HABITS OP WOODPECKERS.

HERE

in

we

find the winter

home

ft

all

raauog woodpeckers and creepers. Here " mast. " is always
abundant tor if one Ihini or a dozen things fail, there are a
;

dozen Others thai me a iundaat, givilig to >d in plenty. Near)y everything in the nut and fruit line failed here, this year,
of a full crop, excipt the seeds of the great white or sweet
gum, and the seeds of the so-called tupelo gum. But t lire
are seeds en ugh p the White gum to fei d all the woodpeckers, miC'-, squirrels, jaybird--, robins and other beasts and
biida for nearly everything seems to eat them— that may
i

si

i

to nine.

The n dheadfld woodpecker is here in full
from early morning until dark storing up

force,

and busy

in 'he cracks in
the bark of trees, and in holes in the deaid trees the little
nui lets of this immense tree
and he jaybirds and fox squirrels are having iotSOf tan and good "grub," stealing his
;

I

;

bidden treasures.
Tnis bird and the great lazy fox squirrels are at continual
wartare, ami I have tumbled many a one from a woodpecker's tree Where he was Stealing his dinner by having my attention attracted to him by the noisy warfare which the redhead
made in defending his property. The gray squirrel whic.u is
by- far the most numerous squirrel her, does not appear to
poach on the stored provender of this bird. If be does so, it
has not come under my notice.
But the fox squirrel, I
think, watches the redhead, and as soon as he Bi crei.es a nut
and is away, dans up the tree in search of it. Bui, if Air. or
Mrs. red heat discovers him in these they rush at him with
sharp beak and great valor, and generally force bus to lead a
reireat empty handed, or without the coveted nut.
The
jaybird gathers i<nd siores up •' mast " for himself, bat seems
to take great di light in robbing the wo. dpecter.
The woodpecker, or Pious family, is a rather queer one,
for we have the sapsucker (Sphff'dp'CUS oa-'iiis), ,u woodpecker seemingly expressly built for pecking into trees after
worms, that we think never d>es so at all, but pecks into
tbem for and lives chiefly or entirely on the inner btrk, or
young sap wood, of the tree. Then we have thin red-headed
one thai has still more curious habits, one of which, so far as
I know, no naturalist or any of your c '.respondents have
noticed, namely: in late summer ami early fall he diligently
plays the role of a fiy-cat.cner.
At hat lime of year he will
perch on the. tip of a dead branch of a tall and, often, a soliiary tree, and dart al and Catch passing ins>. els. " We boys"
used to have a game that we " played on hem when at this
work. We would take small pebbles and throw them up over
the tree the red-head would see them caning, dart out to
them, and sometimes caught the stone on the side of
his head, and tumbled to the ground.
The red-headed woodpecker does not store up food for his
winter supplies alone, for 1 have seen ihem store up cherries
in July, and I have of en observed them in the fall storing up
food in Illinois, where they do not winter. This bird is a
If there is an excess of food to-day he
provident fellow.
industrious y stores up some for future use in lime of scarcity
But this is all bosh, for birds and animals lhat have the
instinct t r storing up food, do it any time of year, if they
find H surplus of such food as they are very fond of.
there is still another point about, our red-head friend
does he or does he not peck inio trees after worms and in,
sects like most other woodpeckers ? N ituralists have, I feiraccepted it as a fact that he does this, without proof. I will
not say thai he does not do so, but I will say thai I do not
believe he does. 1 think him. tike the sapsucker, an abnormal
thing— like the true woodpeckers in every way, but without
their food habits.
This is a glorious region for the ornithologist to winter in.
Here he can fee every day great numbers of hundreds o'
species of interesting migratory birds that further north be
only catches glimpses of when on their spring and autumn
migrations, and can study their habits at leisure. All of them
are now Lo their very best clothes, or rather in their wedding
Some, to be sure, will put on a few more extras
garments.
and plumes on their wedding da v. and will be a little more
gay in early spring, but their coats &re now very fresh and
,

•

Winter Birds— HornellBville, N. Y., Jauuary 19.— Saw
a kingfisher yesterday: it may be the same one that was
here all last "winter.
Saw also a few shrikes or butcher
birds.
On the 19 I noticed a meadow lark. He looked as
J. Otis Fallows.
large almost as a pigeon.

htrne.

perfect.

Crockett* Bluff. Arkansas Co., Ark., Jan. 10th. 1882.

Habits

Prom

of

Woodpeckers — Indianapolis,

personal observation
for winter use.

away nuts

1

am

Ind., 1?82.
sure that woodpeckers store
limes in the hazy (lavs of

Many

autumn, I have watched their busy motions as they flit led
from the convenient! dead trre to'the small twigs* of the
beech free, there obtaining a nut, and returning again to put
it into some crevice or knot-hole; and many a squirrel have
they shown me by their chatterings and scoldings when he
approached too near their storehouse, as to squirrels storing
I have often, when a boy, gone out
nuts I am in doubt.
with the men on the farm when felling trees to obtain the
nuts from the cracks and holes where they had been placed
by birds; but 1 do u<>t remember ever finding nuts stored
where they would be found if placed by squirrels. Besides,
who ever saw a squirrel with a nut in his mouth, that did nor,
upon arriving at the first convenient place, procei d to eat it at
8. H. M.
once ?

—

" Animal Myths of the Ikoqdois" Piuey Falls, Tenn.
Editor Forest a >a Stream :
idle rea> ling an article in yi >ur

W

issue of

Nov. 17th, under the

title

of

"Animal Myths

of

the Iroquois," the supposition occurred to me that perhaps
many toolish superstitions are saddled on to the Ind an which
poor Lo never dreamed of. During the laBt 60 years I have
been somewhat acquainted with he Sen tea Nation of InI

dians, as also their manner of life, habits, and their (socalled) pagan rites and ceremonies, which a portion of them
Now, in regard to thai story as related to
still adhere lo.
ye. ur correspondent on the OattarauguS Reservation by a
grandson erf Coruplanter, I must say that I never was aware
that any such traditional or imaginary superstitious notions
were ever promulgated among them. I knew the Cornplanter (the name of course originated among the white people), I also knew his two sous" J 'hn and Charles O'Bails, a
name whirh was adopted by the old man in honor of a white
man of that nam e. an especial favorite whom lie chanced to
meet during Sullivan's raid at Brady's Bend. Those sons
were men of belter sense than 'o tench their sons any such
simple nonsense. Perhaps such stories might have circulated among the small children, and gained about the
credence that we give to Mother Hubbard's or to Mother

Those

tribe'

the Senecas

knew

but very
Neither were they subject,
little concerning their ancest 'rs.
They had no fabulous doctrines,
to mythological allusions.
nor did they worship any heathen Deities. They believed in
Goose's

tales.

ol

"WITH

THE BIRDS

IN

TENNESSEE,

Poet Botal, Tenn.
Editor Forest and, Stream:
Well, I will own uo and udmil that " 12 B -re" of El Pa'O,
Hesavs: "I do not think
11!., beat me squirrel shooting.
Bitch' uses enough shot" 1 gave as my load J of an ounce
of shot, and he gave as his loadl^ ounce.
He forgets that I
was using a 13 gauge gun.
I give the f core of part of two day's squirrel shooting.
Load, 24 dr-ons powder, o-e ounce No, 4 shot 13Dec' 24
gauge gun— OUOlOlOOOO. Dec. 27.— L -ad. 2i drams powder,
one ounce No. 7 -hot; 13-g-oige gun-lUU. This is the
poorest score I ever maele.
On the 24th I used a strange
" 12-Bore's" score shows that he made eighteen kills
gun.
in twenty-four shots.
1 have killed
I have bea'en that.
sixteen out of eighteen shots; thirteen squirrels and one fox
out of sixteen shots, and eleven squirrels without a miss. I
know some of the readers of F rbst and 8Trb*m will laugh
when they read the ab >ve sere and say " Whv did that
fellow send lhat score to Porrst and Stream? 1 never
would have said anything about it, pirtieiiarly the four consecutive misses.
these." In
I would have put some Is in
the Forest and Stream of Deo. 15 I said: "Let me put
Strham. that heavy charges of
it d iwn in Forest and
powder and shot, and large shot for small game are a humbug." Let me repeat it here, particularly the large shot part
of it. Look at my score with No. 7 shot.
On the 24rh December I had good sport if I did make a
poor score. After firing the third shot I heard a squirrel in
the direction of the road, and I turned ind went that way.
Soon I heard the "heels of a bitagy. The driver stops and
gets out.
His back is turned toward me and he does not
see me.
He is in a dense
I recognize him.
It is friend P.
forest, where he thinks no human eye sees him.
This is the
24th December. He is an inveterate drinker, and I suppose
he is drinking. Nn he does not Btaggfir. There he goes
It is a jug.
to the bU'jgy and takes out something.
He
takes it off some distance, conceals it behind a log
he gets
into the buggy and drives off.
Curiosity prompts me to go
and look. Yes, there, is the jug, behind a log and covered
with leaves. It is half full of "whi-ky. I was tempted to
pour out the vile stuff, but did not. I saw him late that
evening, and he was intoxicated. There, what is that rustling in the leaves before me ? It is a c tvey of quad.
There,
they all rush under a clump of briers and huddle together,
can even distinguish the white heads of the cocks. 1 cocked
my gun not for a not-shot, however. I advance, and they
tun to a thick patch of briers. I follow, but do not get a
shot when they rise. Late in the evening I walk them up
near the sameplace, and let fly both barrels. Did not ruffle
Ah the many hours T have spent in that forest
a feather.
all alone in my glory, squirrel hunting.
1 spent parr of the Christinas holidays with friends in
Robertson county at quail and grouse-shooting.
We had
royal sport.
Ruffed .grouse used to be very numerous h°re,
but for a long time they were supposed to be extinct.
But
on farms that have been protected bey have atrain appeared
We heard of several coveys on a farm that has heen protected
for fifteen or twenty years.
After a ride of several miles we
arrived at the farm.
We have a guide along, and he says:
Here's the place. In October I saw them ail around here."
Yes, it looks l>ke a gootl place— a dense forest of 400 or 500
acres.
Hie on, Sport and Daisy. Our setters beat the woods
This is their
as if they were used to that kind of hunting.
maiden effort after grouse. Ditto all four of the hunters except our guide
We beat the ground "in abreast" about
twenty paces apart. Ed is em ihe left, then
Birdo, ' then
Tommy and George. All at once Ed's r/un rings out keen
aud clear and breaks the stillness of the forest. " What is
fox I" Ed shouted,
it?" is shouted all along ihe line.
and away went Reynard like lightning. "Plague take the
luck," said Ed ; "I had No 10 in ray pin.
Give me some
larger shot, B rdo." Hardly bad he loaded when but burst
a grouse with a roar aud a whirr that completely upset our
nerves and bewildered us. But George on the right was cool
and worked it down. We beat toward it, but itgot up wild
as a hawk, and we did not get a shot.
Then we beat in the
direction it flew for some distance without raising it.
We
then return- d to where it rose, and I examined the " lay of
the load." I then mentioned certain suggestions that a
•*ri'er in Forust and Stream made ab ut the Bight and pur
•

Bat Rtoqe, L. I., Jan. 23, 1883.— A flock of about thirty
wild pigeons made their appearance here on ihe 23,
(Sunday). Several were killed and I found them to be very
plump and in fine feather. This is a rare visitation at tins
Bat Ridge.
season with us.
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THE QUAIL SEASON IN VIRGINIA.

:

;

X

m

I

I

The

My

—

W

ha3

the one Great Spirit, the Na-wen-ne-u or Wa-con-dah, the
creator of the universe.
The average Indian is a close observer, he ha3 keen perceptive faculties and pretty correct
ideas of the workings of nature's laws, is slow to believe in
any theories which he cannot fully comprehend. Ahtlkb.

Arkansas Co., Aik., in the heavy timber of the

river bottoms,
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things considered we have rarely ever
ALLpoorer
season
birds than the one

known

a

for

that has just
has not been so much scarcity of
game, either has it been due. in the main to the abundanc>'f ram that began to fall heavily as soon as all apparent
use
for it was over, but the one cry from all quarters has been

closed in this section.
t

It

i

sc ireity of covert.
Owing to the terrible droughts of last year the weeds tha'
generally clothe tbes'ubble fields after harvest with a dense
gro.vth were to a areat extent scorched up as soon as they
appeared above the ground, while the demand for pasture
was so great that when the slight showers of early autumn
fell the half-famished stock kept short on area of ground
three or four times as great as in ordinary years is the case.
In thinly settled and infertile countries Ihe sport, I hear,
has been fair, the amount of stock being insignificant and

covert more abundant.

lying hid.
This year you might hunt the few patches of "rag weed,"
that in spite of everything clothed some unusually damp or
fertile piece of ground, and seemed created as harbors of refuge for the birds that in the breeding season had seemed so
motionless but the chances were ten to one you would hunt
in vain, aud when as you were walking in disgust through
some piece of woodland, with gun half "cocked, and peering
between the tree stems in search of some more inviting looking country beyond, up would spring a covey and give you,
perhaps, an awkward "sight" at forty-five yards through an
ivy bush. This kind of thing, sometimes fortunately in a
more modified form, has been the history of the quail season
The most untiring sportsmen have
of '81 in our section.
gusted. What birds there are, aud there is no real
r-ason lo suppose them scarcer than usual, have clung to the
wood with a tenacity unprecedented, and vaguely hunting the
woodlands of Virginia wiih the best of dogs, would only be
to illustrate the familiar "saw" of the haystack and the
needle. -Most of us have had occasional little bits of fun, an hour
or two's good sport here and there, though thirty birds is the
I.rgest total in a day I have assisted in making a very poor
show even for the part of the country from which I write,
which is distinctly second rate as a bird region.
The failure of the mast in the mountain has driven a good
many " b'ars'' into civilization, and the immense size of the
tracks has been a wonderful topic of conversation to the
ni groes who. I notice, always confine theirsporting ambition
in ihat direction to "tracking," and having quite satisfied
themselves that the footprint isas "bigger nora man's," prudently refrain from further pursuit of sagacious bruin. I
inquiring through your columns whether it would
be possible to procure birds in Virginia by netting. I don'i
know anything about the letter of the law in regard to that,
but I should strongly recommend the gentlemen in question
to turu their attention elsewhere.
The consequences of such
an attempt in this part of thecountry would be very disagree;

:

—

able to the betters.

Wild turkeys

are, I hear, fairly

many

abundant, though I have

being shot.

two good packs of foxhounds within 12 miles of
write.
One has killed over twenty foxes many of

—

where I
them red -a' ready this year.
The mountain streams' got so terribly low last fall we
began to get -very nervous about the front. I was glad to
hear, however, from a friend a day or two ago that he had
e in September on « stream well known to me,
that two years ago was nearly denuded of trout, and that he
saw thousands of them in the pools. This winter so far has
been most favorable for the young fry. A taste of the joys
of West Virginia troufing experienced last .-ummer has, I urn
afraid, rather overshadowed in my estimation our inferior
though beautiful streams. Nature is at present in her most
defunct state. The pen is handier than the rod orgun. The
red roads are deep in that tenacious mud which a great pen*
.

_'

Q. A. Sala.

;

!

;

I never recollect to have been so utterly at a loss to locate
coveys as at Ibis -eason. In ordinary years, as every quail
hunter knows, the experienced sportsman or the experienced
dog, even in an unfamiliar section, can guess pretty much at
a glance where the coveys, if there are any, will probably be

not heard of
There are

—

;

;

1

t

'

'

1

'

"A

and told them that from the. lay of the load, iturned to the (eft.
We advanced, and up it
twenty paces before me. and 1 let fly the left barrel,
but scored a zero.
"There, he dropped in that tree-top on
We hurried-on, and soon
the ground," they all exclaimed
Daisy was on a stauuch point. She had him fast. VVe surrounded the tree-top, and when he shot ait like n bullet I
threw my gun in position to draw on him, but Ed was too
quick for me, for with one of those marvelous snap-shots,
for which he is famous, he cut the bird down w th his little
su't of grou-e,

had d

itibtless

rose not

fourteeo-gauge muzzle-loader. Ed is n e crack shol of the
county, an has killed more quul 'ban any five men of his
age in the county, but this is his n est emu e, and he shook
with a " back ague " We are all terribly excited and elated.
We then best in an easterly direction and emerged near a
large stubble field.
We are now on what was, in ante-bellum
days, the largest tobacco plantation in the world. It conI

%
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FOREbT AND STREAM.

tains 18,000 acre?, and its owner was the largest tobacco
in the business,
lie owned slaves by the hundred,
"L">1; what large barns for housing and curing tobacco," said
"T mule the boards to cover hat house, and it
our guide
"Listen," said one of the parrequired 14,000 to cover it."
"Poire fellow has started thai fox." And in the diaty.
1:1 Hear the musical
notes of a pack of hounds
in full cry after Reynard.
It reminded me of a scene in
The Chase," in Scott'e
Lady of the Lake :"

grower

I

:

i

'

'

'

'

e (Jeep mouthed ninod hound's heavy bay,
Resounded up the rooky way."
Then wc heard the report, of a gun, and was sure Eeynard
had felts mething larger than Ed's No. 10's; but it turned
We then turned and
out to lie a darkey shooting at rabbits.
Near where we had before flushed
beat toward qr horses.
They go in every
the first one we now flushed several more.
direction.
We advance and soon Daisy is on a point. The
grouse {rolls up wild, and Ed. sbootB but misses. Then a
cOveyOf quail buret from an old fallen tree-top. and
then bang, bang, bang, on all sides, and two " bite the dust."
Every
I advance and let fly both barrels, but get no meat.
few st< ps and we "turn loose " at quail or grouse. George
ITp goes a grouse mid
lOt fired his old musket yet.
Tommie "turns loose" both barrels, but Mr. Grouse sails
em '• alle stunee." We work Lim down on the hill beyond.
In
Soon we are. ihere, and old Sport has him hard aud fast.
a fallen tree-top again. With a roar and whirr he bursts from
Ins cove r and cleaves the air, and when above the tops of the
scrubby oaks that cover the hill-side, simultaneously three
in and the bird falls as dead as Bacchus.
Then
s ring
each msti rushes up and swears he killed it. Then a young
man with two large horns strapped to him (he was after
Reynard) appeared upon the scene and said: "Yes, there
was a e ivey of a of these birds, but I killed 3 of them." That
Dear reader, if you are not already
mted" the hunt.
tired Of this story I would say that if a certain stream flooded
by i.e recent rains was fordable, I would be with those
jgh$ to give the gronse a round to-morrow.
George has not shot his musket jet.

'it

-

i

!

Bikdo.

A DAY'S SHOOTING IN CALIFORNIA.

WE

are a long way off out here on the western edge of
the continent with two great mountain walls and
Sn-a'most endless stretch of desert and plain separating us
from the East,, our former home. The dear old associations
that are photographed so endearingly upon our memory
we
crowd bao.i into vivid remembrance as we write.
treasure up the bright recollections of our happy home away
What a joyous boyhood we
over there in New England.
lived out in it and how little did we anticipate the building
of a new one for ourselves here on the Pacific Ocean, thai
always seemed so far away, when we wT ere told about it at
school and had the great intervening space pointed out to us
on the map. Recollections are not all that comes to us,
however, irotu the morning side of the "Rockies," for we
Forkst and Stream, whose
.'.re well within the reach of the
ly arrival is always looked for and never fails to bring
with if much of pleasure.
Within one hundred
Our State is a hunter's paradise
miles of her largest city can be had for the seeking game of
every description including bear. The tastes of any sportsman, whether he choose gun or rifle, can be gratified within
four hours' ride from the centre of San Francisco. Waterfowl swarm in the marshes aud along the shores of the bay.
and can always be found in season sunning themselves on the
•1 lughs running inland and are easily reached in small boats
L irge game frequents the foot hills that form the first line of
atii ms one must surmount in traveling from high water
marks toward the Sierras.
Late in the ai erpoon I left town, with the popular
iager of the Occidental Hotel, a brother of Mr. Wetherbee, of the Windsor in New York, and rode out on the
Central Pacific thirty-five miles to Suisun, a town cf considerable importance and very conveniently near the tide, or

How

!

—

Sam P. met us on our arrival
for wildfowl.
and reported birds in large numbers. Next morning we
were up a long two hours before the sun and on our way to
the creek, where the boat was lying and our guide waiting
All our traps were carefully stowed away, and we
for us.
pulled on to the main slough, a wide, deep creek, frinsed
with lule tenor twelve feet high on either side. A long,
marsh lands

was at last finished. Theoais
in and our seals alloted, the guide going to the
Stern with his scull in hand, W. stationing himself in the
and I just behind him. The boat's head was pointed
up a narrow brunch slough and we made ready, for the fun
noise now. Look out," Bam
was shortly to begin.
railed out.
Slowly and stealthily we begin to penetrate totedious pull of three miles

were taken
,

"No

open basin that Ues a short, distance ahead. The
oar makes no sound as it moves back and forth
,h the water,
under the stern, and propels us steadily
We hold our breath in eager expectation ; our
forward.
Just the
tull-cocked, are in position fox prompt use.
this next Bend lies the open sheet of water.
c side of
over more than an acre or two, and is
It, does not spread
Oh, the glorious
birds.
a' roost sure to be covered with
eagerness of that minute! The delicious sensation of impatience to see at once the birds we almost know are there.
Til boat moves out from behiud the tide that has hidden it
What a betting
e take in at a glance the whole space.
What a whistling ano
iogs and feet on the water.
How those wings
i\int.ie endeavor to get ou< of harm's way.
ri

ii

i

-

I

fire
We give, them four barrels of
widgeons, Ihree mallards and two teal.
many to shoot at.
get a duck or two as we scull back to
ile main slough, and then go on our way, till, reaching other
branches or small creeks, we shoot them up and down with
varying success.
The gee^o up toward the. wheat-fields come down to the

pound

tie

Quick,

air.

!

nd pickup seven

so bud,

even though there were so

edge of ihe marsh all making a tremendous racket, for ail
the world UJse the shnultoas of a whole school full of hoys
We scull up toward them, run the boat's
at recess.
bow >m to the iiiink that is here free from tule, jump quickly
but
a, double slvt
ii-,
ire, and as the geese rise, give ihem
iataiice is gieat and the Bhol small, and we get but two,
i,M,i
,on ever hear the horribln din that, tea thousand
nake? We do not ezaggera'e tn the
we insist [hut Ihere rose from Ihe
These fheks are
US irr leiet tins number.
tJffui
for eizc; and the fanners who have wheat ranches
leeu io delend thecrops against
(idjominj
,

:ii

-

ti

,

.,,

1

truct
,
,
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in

tr

:

up

'lie

.;

day we look a turn

at the Bnipe.

[JaisTtaby 36, 1882.

GAME IN OREGON.;

birdB we started were what are here known as
They are not quite so large as the Eastern
fo called, but very similar in appearance.
They jump
up one. at a time, and fly but a short distance, and when the
day is favorable, one need not hunt over more tban five or six

The only

English snipe.
bird

acres to

si

Editor

When we came to determine the result of our day's sport
we found that we had seventy ducks including mnllard,
widgeon, teal, sprig and canvas-backs, two geese and
twenty-one snipe. The quantity seems large, but our success
was not unusual. We have friends who average above this
quantity for every day's shooting the season through.
Mallards Can now be bought in San Francisco markets for
$2 50 per dozen teal, $1 sprig-tail, $1.25; widgeon, $1
canvas backs, $3 25; quail, 85 cents, etc, These figures
certainly point to an over-supply of birds.
If you are
seeking' for a hunting ground where game is never wantirg,
that is accessible and free from the discomforts of winter
cold, this is the place to select.
We are a long way off, and
it costs much time and money to get to us, but never will a
lover of sport in he field regret having crossed the country to
pitch tent, with us.
E. B. C.
;

;

Fwent

Owing

cure a bag.

;

I

Eugene City,
and Stream:

to long-continued

Or., Jan. 6, 1882.

and heavy rains

this fall our
sportsmen have spent less time than usual among the fowls.
On the prairies, in the stubbles and through the marshes there
are countless thousands of mallards, teals, tprig-tails and
widgeons. Decoys, sink boats and like contrivances for the

slaughter of ducks are unknown, yet a great many are shot
at fly-ways as the ducks pass to and fro" from their feeding
places.
Canada geese and snow geese are not so plentiful as
earlier in the fall, but still afford fair shooting
Feeding
altogether on graiu they became very fat.
Snipe shooting is
poor, as all the meadows are overflown and probably will
not he first-class till epring. Hundreds then may be shot in
a day on the green flats a few miles from town.
Ruffed grouse are pretty well thinned out near by, but back
in the sparsely settled districts they are plentiful and fifty a
day to a single gun may be bagged. Not one out of a hundred of these 'birds killed are shot on the wing, but with
the aid of a small dog of doubtful pedigree hey are treed and
potted, sometimes several off the same" tree or busb.
The past season was a v?rv favorable one for our only kind
of quail the mountain quail.
As they are shy and generally found in thick cover, very few are shot, yet dozens of
them are trapped and sold. Should any one wish to try
the experiment of transplanting these beautiful birds to the
East they would find no trouble in obtaining a good start of
quails at a low price.
In the mountains, deer are being slaughtered by hundreds,
u many cases solely for their hides.
Already, where herds
f the white-tail could once be seen, they arc now extermilaled, and uuless the legislature passes suitable and strict
laws, deer hunting in this State will be a sport of th
I was out shooting one day last week and got eU and gefjse. With a full choke Fox gun, one goose was perforated with 86 No. 4 shot while passing low over heat!.
I

FLORIDA SHOOTING.

—

Sanford, Fla., Jan. 19.
Eight miles from here up the St. Johns the ducks, chiefly
widgeon and coots, are found in large numbers, 1 have gone
to the grounds several timeB, and always got, a few birds
though, haviug no decoys, have made no large bags.
Toward dusk and In early morning the birds are constantly
flying, and the possibilities of making large bags seem fair.
The last time 1 went up the river I took blankets and camped
in the large Speir grove on the bank of the river. This grove,
with its large orange trees and clean, dry ground makes a fine
spot to spend the night, and in the morning one can start out
fresh and rested to try the ducks.
When I started out in the morning I came across a small
flock of coots and tried the effects of a thread- woimd carResult; Three coots one
tridge at one hundred yards.
minus his head, which I found several feet from his body.
The next time I fired was at a flock of curlew sitting on the
bank about ninety yards away. The distance was too long
for an ordinary cartridge, so I again shot a thread- wound,
but it mangled the bird dreadfully. Should think they could
be used at deer with success. Has any one tried it?
Three days ago I was after quail, whenmy piinter stopped
near a bunch of grass, when, to my horror, I saw a large
I fired immerattlesnake coiled and ready to strike the dog.
diately and hit the snake about a couple of feet from his tail;
the charge of shot passed so near the dog's head that he
seemed stunned for a second and the snake'shead vibraicd as
I had just
if to Btl ike, eo I shot again and blew off its head.
counted the rattles on the monster's tail there were eleven
when I heard someThing crawling
rattles and a button
through the grass and saw another rattler approaching, which
ThiB one was not bs large, having six rattles and a
I shot.
In quail shooting here it behooves one to use one
buttou.
eye in looking for snnlies keep the other on the dog's movements and walk by faith.
I understand that all the game laws for Florida have been
repealed, and that there is now no restriction on any kind of
;

J. S.

—

—

—

;

shooting.
[Yes.]

Am I correct ?

Trump.

ARKANSAS TRAPPERS.
Camp on Little Red River,
Jan'y 10th, 1883
Stimulated by an inordinate desire of experiencing woodcraft in its wider sense, Chas. E. Confurr, Joe McCluskey
and J. Smith Stimmel, of Greene county, Ohio, left their homes
early in November for b winter's campaign in White River
swamp. Being unacquainted with the nature of the country,
they required several weeks to gam any knowledge of the
best localities, therefore their trapping operations have been
somewhat limited, still both sport and catch have been en>

,

It was not until early in December that
was the writer's good fortune to join the " jolly trio.'
From close observations, I must say that 'coon and mink,

tirely satisfactory.

1

it

ihe principal trapping here, are scarcer than the best trappers
have known for several years, from the fact we suppose Chat
Ihe Bcorn crop is almost a total failure. But what varmints
making our supposition less pro.
lire captured arc very fat

—

Sums also show they have emigrated eastward, but in
month we anticipate a fair catch.
Practical trapping has the same basis as any other busiOne cannot make good success at it unless favorable
ness.
biiblc.

next,

opportunities are at hand, hence the amateur should not
imagine too much in the catch, nor paint camp life in too
None but the genuine sportsman can find
bright colors.
The "Arkansas
pleasure in camp life for an entire season.
trappers" are beyOnd a doubt natural woodsmen, for they
apparently can extract every particle of pleasure in camping
and iis appendages. Lengthy tramps, perhaps carrying a
venisoD, a pack of furs, or any load that it may fall to our
lit to carry, serve only to give impetus to our weary steps,
or relish to a. dinner of boiled bcanB, roast 'coon, hot Coffee,
" sow belly," etc.
enjoy flue sport, deer hunting, when
our " run " of traps do not require our entire attention, frequently seeing ten and fourteen each day, I do not mean
mat that number iB brought into camp, but we have venison
sufficient to supply our larder, and several pairs of antlers,
of which any buck would feel proud, ornament the ridge
Whether or not gun wads increase in
pole of our tent.
value from leu cents to one dollar, more similar ornaments

We

occupy like posiliena.
Our Operations in the future will be confined to the vicinity
of the UTtmth of this river, which is the. best trapping section
Perhaps our
in this section, as it is in the wilderness.
camp will not be as attractive to the near citizens.
shall
have a chain of some thirteen lakes to trap, a good locality
Then we shall
for d. ct and the heavy cane brakes for hear.

shall

We

send extraordinary reports, of (rapping and hunting,
xpi
and pr bably an account of an exciting bear hour. J. Lee
Smeflli y, a practical trapper, and fur dealer, Dugdale, Pa.,
for. huniimr and trapping for several
ill join us shortly
weeks. He comes down solely for sport.
c of iui p:o i.v has killed a gray eagle measuring 7 feet.
8 n ches from lip 10 up of wings when spread.
This was the
rgesc bird any of the patty had ever seen, and ia consequence each one has a part of the bird as a curiosity.
Tile weather this season bus been very mild, which has a
tendency to depieciate value of furs.
Wi-'.Tt-R D. Chjlori-:-?.
i !
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A DEER CHASE ON LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN.

HAD youbrow

Chattanooga, Teun.
sitt'mg on the bluff at Rock City, on
of Lookout Mountain (which, by the way,

been

the

a "park'' now), last Wednesday, you would have heard
some very pretty music made by nine hounds after a fouryear old buck. The deer had been caught, previously and
allowed to recuperate his strength and eneigies, when it was
published far and wide among lovers of such sport that he
would be turned loose at Hiwkins' Spring, and everybody
and his dogs were invited. At the appointed time there assembled somo twenty or twenty-five gentlemen, a few of
is

D

whom

brought the best dogs of their packs.
Joe
bbs
brought four "either of which could catch him ;'' Frank
uiehfltld, two; Ed Tally, one; Tom Bradley, one, and
two other gentlemen one each.
When all was ready the buck was driven out of the "park"
at the end of a lane, some seventy-five yards from where the
dogs were held; and Mr. Hawkins shouted, "Let 'em
Dobbs' Lead got a Bight of the deer and was off
1 tose."
Crutchfield held his dogs longer, sayafter him in a jiffy.
ing, "I want to give Dobbs' dogs a good start."
Lead
seemed to understand that the buck was circling around the
He thus gained
field, and endeavored to head him off.
about fifty yardB the start of the rest of the pock. Orutchfield's dogs took the trail, not having had a sight, and were
off
all being lost to sight but not to sound.
We started to
follow, but perceiving the circle that was being run, retraced
our steps and watted at the other end of the lane. Hero they
come in full cry, Dobbs' Lead still ahead, closely pressed
by Crutcbfield's Fan,
It was a glorious sight, aud the
soul of every man present seemed to have entered into the
sport, for not a sound could be heard but the cry of the
dogs and an occasional halloo from Dobbs or Crutchfield, who
followed the hounds. Just as they crossed the road up came
1'om Bacon with his puck, all tied, but with heads up ami
ems well forward. They sh*wed their eagerness to " go in."
Upon being questioned as to why he did not "put them in,"'
Bacon quietly replied that "some folks sa.y Dobbs' dogs kill
sheep, and I won't, run with him." After about two hours'
ruu, during which the dogs became scattered over several
miles, some being faster than others, but still giving good
mu-ic, the deer look the creek, which, from recent rains,
bid become flooded, and the dogs gave up, all except Crulchtield's Guess and Talley's Muse.
Soon after crossing the
creek Guess overlook him and caught hold of the ham,
(becking him BO thai Muse caught at ihe throat, but seized a
piece of flannel instead of ihe bide. Guess let iro his hold to
gp io the help of Muse, when her hold on Ihe flannel broke
loose and off went the buck into a lane, down the lane, over
the fence into Martin's yard, where he was again caught by
two curs in the yard. They were beaten off, as were also
Guess and Muse, and it was found that the deer wasn't at all
so he was taken back to the park
hurt, but only scratched
and when he gets over this one we will have another chase
out of him.
The deer seem all to be leaving the mountains and flocking
into the valless, and in one or two instances they have taken
up with the cattle in pastures iu sight of farm houses. About
three weeka since I saw one quietly grazing with sheep
wilhin a hundred feet of the fence. Another was killed
with clubs by a party who were fishing about Ihree miles
above town while it was crossiug the river; and on yesterday I received word from a friend across the river, within
sight of town, that a fine buck had been seen for two or
three days successively in his pasture, aud that he wanted
me to bring over my dogs. How do you account for their

C

—

;

;

?
It is not from want, of mast, I reckon,
for the winter has been very mild, and at this lime the grass
is as green as in spring, ami many of the trees are budding.

becoming so tame

Have heard divers and sundry
Do foxes ever take water
opinions, but would like to hear some facts.
!

I.

to

C.

Lodob.

not an unusual thing for a pursued fox to take t" the
We recall several such instances that have come
under our own observation.
We should like to hear from
Col. Tucker on ibis point.
Another favorite strategera of
the fox, when pursued in winter, is to lead his pursuer-; rin
to tin: thinnest kind Of ice, over which he can skim in
but which will not bear the weigbl of the dogs
At such
times Reynard always makes for the ragged edge of an airhole, and many a ducking has he given the hounds in litis
|

It is

water.

-

I

way. We know of some instances in which valuable houndB
have gone under the ice and it
lol
a tbl
:.

Jant-aby
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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MY

WING-SHOOTING VERSUS GROUND SHOOTING.
New York,

January

21.

Editor Forest and Stream
Tbis controversy as to whether it is proper to shoot 8 Bitting grouse or not -will probably never be brought to an end.
I am acquainted with a great niauy men who would scorn
to shoot a quail or woodcock, if the bird was not upon the
wing; but who would not hesitate to Shoot 8 grouse upon
the ground. On the other hand, I know Sportsmen to Whom
a grouse so killed would be ah albatross about the neck.
A certain number of men will never consent to lose caste
by shooting any game bird that is not flying, while others
will allow their color- liDe to shade off into the dusky by making an exception of the ruffed grouse.
Then there are the boys to be considered. How well do I
Temember the happy days of childhood when most of my
hours were spent in the woods, and when the birds and animals and fishes and plants seemed to be the only things in
the whole world worthy of any thtmght.
.-

where to find the old partridge's ne6t in early
the sprouts and junioften
I have watched the mother bird in her
pers.
nest; and when rhe skurried away I would stretch myself at
full length by her treasures and with my head between my
lii tie hands would gaze eagerly at the eight or ten buff-colored eggs and ponder over their contents, and think of what
When my visits to the nest were
they would bring forth.
f rt quent, I used to imagine that the old bird grew tamer and
that, she knew hetter than to be afraid.
After the little downy chicks were hatched I could always
If they were not down by the spring brook,
find the brood.
where the fox-grapes and skur.k-cabbages and hellebores
grew, they were up along the old fence among the wdarB
and cat-briers, ei they were ir. the pasterns ame-ng the huckleberry bus! es. At. any rate they had favorite resorts and I
always knew where those res- rts were.
When the autumn days drew near and the birds had grown
lused to lug out the old gun, and while hunting Bger game
my heart would beat last as 1 penetrated the haunts of the
The old gun was long and heavy and it balpartridges.
anced like an armful of oare and I was too little and too
anxious to be steady.
When after much patient watching I happened to see one
of my partridges upon the ground before he flew, I nervously
set the poriderous hammer back and poking the long barrel
through the tangling branches, and trembling more than 1
ever have since in the presence of much larger game I would
pull hurriedly on the trigger.
1

knew

May

just

on the

warm sunny hillside among

How

l<

;

Why

wouldn't that trigger hurry up

?

T

could feel

if

pull

and pull and pull and then my stubby finger would take a
fresh grip aud draw with a vengeance, and through the sun he
from the explosion I used to see the bird go whirring away
without a feather touched.
The Oreads and Dryads only knew where those shot went
to.

Later in the season T used to set twitch-ups for the rabbits.

and the two or three ancient family steel traps for muskrats,
and snares lor the partridge*. How anxiously aud how often
I would visit those snares, aud every lime that 1 approached
ihem, with bated breath 1 peered through the bushes
When from a distance pari of the
there was "one in."
snare fence could be seen all knocked out of shape and the
dried leaves scattered about in c illusion, I would eagerly
rush to the dead pan ridge that lay in their midst, and pulling
from his neck the only mortal coil which he could not shuffle
off. 1 would lake the bird in my lap aud stroke his feathers
one by one, lift up his closed eyelids and look at the hazel
eyes, bright even in death, spread his feet out in my hand
and rub his soft breast against my cheek. It seemed to be
too good to be true lite was overflowing with happiness.
The robins and red squirrels ami othir staple game would
fade into insignificance for the time being, aud the partridge
brought a pleasure keener than most mortals ever experience.
But years have roiled by, and the snare and the old single1 have owned many a fine gun
barrel are things of the past.
ir
and hunted many a fine setter or pointer in far distant
States," and the days spent in the woods with dog and gun
It is
are enjoyed even now with a boyish enthusiasm.
many years since I have shot at a silting grime bird, and it
There is a
will be a great many more before I do it again,
grand feeling of pride in being able to kill the " hurtling
grouse" as he dashes forth from the brush in front of the
well-trained setter; and a pleasure t! at would be waned by
the presence of a murdered bird in the game pocket.
Some of your correspondents are skeptical about the existence of sportsmen who delight in having a ruffed grouse do
bis very worst when he bursts away through th thicket, but
your humble servant is one of the number who does enjoy
such shooting the best. A few of my friends will tell you
that I am a dead shot, but the aforesaid friends are enthu ia,stic persons who only look at the bag of birds after a day's
shooting aud do not, count the empty shells. There is an interesting story in many of these empty shell, and I would
if

:

prefer tT at it. remain untold.
In your last issue "Octo" says that of fifty-four flying
shots at grouse, he has killed sixteen, and when I can beat
hat score shooting day in, day out 1 shall be sure b tell of t.

—

l

>

i

1 have c anted thells ot ten enough to know what it means.
There have been d.ys when eight or ten empty shells represent halfa-Oozen Cuffed grouse in the bag; and there have
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FIRST WILD GOOSE.

day in March, wind blowing a gale
from the northwest, clipping the tops from the waves
and dashing them jn sleety showers over us, as we lay in the
All along the edges of the bog the ice was making
blind.
fast and we shivered as the ever-increasing blasts threatened
A spring
to tear away our frail rampart of sedge grass.
blind is not the comfortable concern that you can have for
autumn-gunning, as the tall sedge then standing will enable
you to build quite a grass wall around to break the wind

was a

IT

bitter cold

;

without,

making

it

too conspicuous, but after winter-storms

is beaten flat, you have to do with very
cover and keep close to avoid exciting the suspicions of
had fourteen live decoys out,
wary fowl.
each with a hopple on its feet, tethered with about six feet
Poor
of stout cord to a peg firmly driven iuto the sand.
devils thought I ('as 1 watched them, standing in the shallow
waler, beads to the wind and unconcernedly preening themAt
selves), I can't imagine how you stand this weather.
that time 1 was not aware that Aitser canadensis is one of
our most hai Jy friends, and that the more blustering and
colder the day the more they will fly. An occasional gabble
at a passing bunch of fowl showed that out decoys were on
hand for business, but most of the passing birds were
travelers, not to be coaxed into delaying their flight, well
knowing, I have no doubt, that delays are sometimes
dangerous. An occasional black duck was brought to bag,
having yielded to the attractions of a flock of about a dozen
of their woolen fa^simUies that we had set out.
Sh'mnecock lighthouse loomed up cold and gray, way
down over the eougH water of the bay, and as we were
looking that way we spied two geese slowly forging up
Th "ir line
against' the wind, low down, clf.se to the Surface.
by out of shot, unless our
of flight was such as to carry th'
decoys coulddraw them up." Why the mischief don't the old
boob es honk? Are bay going to fail us at ihe critical
moment, after fussing all the morning? No, by George!
there goes the old gamier honk, bonk, honk, honk, followed
le gang, and such a chorus as they sent up made
our blood tingle with eagerness. The wild birds were almost abreast of us; but" on hearing this great clamor imant sidling tin it wings, came scaling in
r swerved,
toward us, honking with delightful energy as they rapidly
Was I excited? Well (as the boys say), "
approached.
shouW smile 1" I had never pulled a trigger at a wild goose
up to that time, and there 1 was flat on my back not daring
to move hand or tout for fear of sp riling rhe little game, reiving on "Brent," who was my companion on that memorBble day. to advise me how things were going, speaking in
a quiet voice- his low tones served to add to my already in"Are you ready,
tense excrement until 1 fairly shook.
"they've lit just outside the decoys and
Billy?" says Brunt
"1 can't hold her straight to save my
.. iiule
to the right."
"You've got to; they look suspicious alneck, Brunt."
"Go it, then," and we both sat up.
ready," was bis reply.
Every decoy we had rose with the wild birds as they jumped,
"the end of ibeir tethers and igaominiously subtided with a tremendous splash. With rapid sweeps of their
broad wings our game was on the leave, rapidly falling off
being to windward, I took the leader. As 1
1> fore the wind,
shoulder 1 braced for all I was worth,
felt the butt on
and covered that elegant bird (I can see him now) as well as
We b »th let go or; the inI could under the circumstances.
downed him as dead as a
stant, aud by jingo! I got him
who lmv- been Tare can
You
mate
his
taking
Brunt
stone,
s\ rap alhizs with uie as 1 waded out and clutched him, knowing that mine was the first human band that had ever grasped
We made a nice bag that day, but that
that glossy plumage.
fir«t goose was just the very biggest kind of a thing. Memory
has a bricht spot which freshens up when I think of old
Shinnecock, and the day I brought down my first wild goose.
BAY RlDOB.

when everything
little
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SPORTING RIFLES.
Fond Dr Lao,

Mich.

Next
criticism in this respect, should be rejected at once.
to safely, accuracy should be in vest! gaud, and this opens
volumes of theories practical, valuable and otherwise. For
sportiug purposes the gauge sight, degrees of elevation, and
all the valuable lore of the range ate nearly useless, the
rough and ready work of the field demanding a gun stripped
of holiday attire that shall send the leaden missile killingly
Close to a straight lineover the necessarily unknown distance.
It must be able to cut the head of a grouse as certainly at
to penetrate the vitals of a deer at two hundred yards. It must be able to strike with sufficient violence
to almost preclude the possibility of a noble animal's n
able to crawl away and die unrecovered or a dangerous animal attacking the pursuer.
There should be no doubt about the ability to accomplish
these ends, or else the weapon fails to fulfill its mission and
should be discarded. Simplicity and durability may or may
not be synonymous terms when applied to a breech-loading
system, "as a moderate increase of parts may relieve those in
use sufficiently to enhance durability, yet a multiplicity of
parts must in a certain degree increase liability tn disarrangement and irregularity in action, and consequently should be

twentv yards as

avoided.
Simplicity increases wonderfully in prominence as the
distance from gun stores and repair shops increases, and the
elements of uncertainty always hover about the remote
camp of the sportsman. Ho suddenly awakens to a newsensation, he bandies his rifle with increasingcareand solicitude, notes any irregularities in the action, oils up the work-

ing parts, and sometimes not a little nervously pouders over
the complicated mechanism that is so necessary a factor in
He sees visions, and sometimes dreams of the
his sport.
loss of his rare anticipated opportunities should an insignificant, spring or a single screw fail to perform its mis-ion.
For this reason alone there is not sufficient merit in the possibility of complicated construction to sacrifice the probabilities that constitute the sole foundation of legitimate and

The possibilities are attainable seldom
or never in a life time they live and have their existence in
rifle that will safely and effectively
legends and dreams.
meet the probabilities of sport is the most satisfactory compani n. and rapidity is not among the prominent factors to
secure this.
Again, it may be questioned whether the magazine system
applied to sporting rifles is not pernicious in its tendency,
aud whetb'-r conservative sportsmen should encourage their
use in the face of such earnest work as there is being done
I have
in the way of preservation and propagation of game.
in mind a communication that appeared in these columns
some time since from a prominent sportsman, wherein he recorded for us the crowning glory of his rifle in the following
language: " I was enabled to kill several deer out of a band
jumping up suddenly before me."
I kuow of but a single word in all the sportsman's nomenclature to apply to a man that sends a shower of balls from a
magazine gun after a band of frightened deer, maiming and
It matters
tearing many that cannot possibly be recovered.
not whether the echoes of destruction died away among the
remote caffs of the Sierras or the sand hills of Dakota, or
whether rhe work was accomplished by a disciple of the
cross, a defender of the flag or a scion of tilled nobility, the
perpi tralor can re upy but one place in the memory of consatisfactory sports.

;

A

scientious sportsmen
recent correspondent bas built for us the rifle of the
future, and while I may not fully indorse his model, nor
the good
live to see tire millennium, I have an abiding faith
judgment of American sportsmen, and that in the near
future the coming rifle will be stripped of much that has
made the rifle of the period temporarily popular, t don't
believe it will be a weapon encumbered with the necessary
appliances to " put numerous consecutive shots in the sania
bill bole at fifty yards," neither will it be necessary to have
a " ram-rod attachment for either the man or the gun."

A

m

I do believe it wall be safe, simple and effective, and will
cover tfai sporting range with reasonable r-couracy and
deadly effect, and "that the sportsmen who handle it Will not
need twenty shots a minute to satisfy their killing proj
Mills.
ties.

systems have brought
breech-loading
MODERN
ward so many improvements that during the period

tor-

rifle

have been in use competition and erroneous theories have
compromised merit by misapplication.
th
the ries
The military and long-range systems
itreferonce to
have been adhptetl for spotting piirp rsr
havi
appropriateness. The short twist, and heavy project!
produced marvelous results in tang.- work iver known distances, and the magazine guns have practically, for attack or
In adoptdefense, transformed a company into a regiment.
Bgrfl
Btem loi sporting purposes the qualities that are essential in a long-range or military system may become not
only unserviceable but obj. ctionabic.
'i'ue heavy projectile and sunt twist of the long-range reduces speed and sacrifices Bat trajectory, the prominent
Again, the disabling qualiquality for unknown distances.
on

BREECH AND MUZZLE.

,

;

-

I
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Of the repeater that are as valuable

ties

elements

fatal effects, are objectionable

in
in

military use. as
a sporting r rl •,

where wounding and partially disabling shots have nothing

recommend them,
For more than a quarter of a «*alury I have carried the

sa'istae.'ory or spoil sman-like to

and have lesteu quite to my saiist"Ct!on the different
American breecltJnaders, and recent years' x-

rifle,

Fkostbokg, Md., Jan.
Editor Foi

est

and Stream

r

only* bird

sill

in

the future.

lean show you men,

a -,
though, who can and do average ne bird to ever}- tw
but they are market shooters, who pick out only tin fairest
chance." and thereby save an ammunition bill. "Octo" probably sboois at all of the birds that rise within range, and so do
"Octo," I'm sorry
I, "and ten to one we have the most fun.
If you can keep up
that you killed those two silting bird-.
your average ou wing shots come over lo our tide of the
Jence and your virtue will be its own reward.
it

i

i

Mahk West.
Michigan— Essexville, Bay Co., Jan. 1S8S
Forest "'"' Streams Toough game is by no me -ns abundant
affords me pleasure to report to you
Jet
in thi- locality
it

.

and especially duck

has be n q
As it is now mi lawful o shoot quail
brisk'.'., pasl
and ruffed grouse; sportsmen are turning their attention En
The lallei
rabbits ami squirrels.
rt will bet
agreeable, owing to the jcarcity of;*ny larger speci
squirrel than the nimble little r< d rtruirr-1 and chickaree.
The. gny, fox and hbek squirrel an
with in
A few years ago these bole inltafa
•iliis section.
forest were numerous here, but scarcity of food atd rapid
of civilizafion have, driven them nwaj.-L^a
D30N.
that

quail,

shoo'iin.'.

i

,

..

',

r

:

.

centre fire, and not being satisfied with its work, made a
long ball according to bis own notion. This ball has three
rings near the front, leaving just room enough for a shortrounded end, and the rear or shell portion of the ball is
By this process the ball is enabled to take hold of
smooth.
the grooves before the rifle is discharged, being pushed home
i'V the pressure of the breech-block.
I think his gun is quite as accurate under his plan as any
muzzle-loader ever made.
Is the riflina in the various breechloaders of (he day
to r a' eked balls, loaded from the muzzle ?
adapted
1
0. W. O.

<

i!

IT. r
I
ocriun e have tended |0 C utirm present eQhvic ions.
this much as an apology for occupying rosea for the fob
thai have materially aided me in securing
BitisfactOsy results, and I am sure tiny are not
to conservative practices.
The essential qualities of a perfect sporting rifie maybe
'.it -following nidi v of prominence— safe!
,!•-.., ijimp'iciiy
and 1 wonld not compromise
"on! durability

Westerly, R. I, Jan.

I

Cite

16, 1883.

:

Ti.e'discussion of Ihe "muzzle-loader vs. the breech-loader,"
involving the question of superior accuracy, is an interesting
one, and will doubtless bring out some valuable hiuts,
Mr. Arthur Baker, of this place,
of which I will here speak.
purchased about a year ago a breech-hading rifle .38 calibre,
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a-y uf loe-e

qualltii s to

si

cum

rapidity, as

any mod, p.

sinale

briech-louder is sullied Ullj fast to meet all the rep iremen's
Five "or three shots in a minute can be
of legitimate sport
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not absolutely above

Editor Fared find Stream

20, 18M2,

!

have watched your columns closely since October Is for
an answer to " Iron Ramrod's" letter, contained in your
T. S Van Dyke's letter in Fokkst and
issue of that date.
Btebam of January 12i.h is interesting and inffruclive, but r
does nol answer Iron Ramrod's query, that lean see, and I
I

would create a false impression in the mind of a
As I tinders' at
not familiar with the subject.
to say that any brei ch-loadef when tested as Run
Ramrod tested his is liable to produce similar results, allow
lng "no fault with the factory ammunition."
"if this is true, would the breech- leading rifle be found in
think-

it

neans

the market in 1882?
If the superiority of muzzle-loading is thus easily demons rated, would any of our t-xperl riflemen loftd thenr rifl
the breech to-day? Are they sacrificing accuracy for convenience ?
After years of d^cus-i m and exhro,
the brei clt-loadin.u rifle slid h -Ids its qv, n.
.i-'-s thai, the br eoh-lo.der, as ft] u
ire b s
iy, is either tullj
muz/le-loaders, in point at aeon my.
it. that the difference cannot be dearly shown.
iss to ai count 1
I confess myself completely at »
markable performance of "Iron Ramrod's" rifle. Out ol
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twenty shots (breech-loading) only thirteen were where they
ought to be; one goes three iu. to the left, three two in.
high, and the other threw not quite so bad.
I cannot think 'With Mr. Vim Dyke that there was "no
fault with the riilc, no fault with the factory ammunition."
One or the other or both must have been wrong somewhere.
If both were without fault, litis wild shooting at such a short
distance nould not, in my opinion, he caused simply by the
bullets being delivered with their axis at a slight angle to the

of such penalties and such regulations and ordinances shall
be published in the papers of the county in which the session
laws are published, and a certified copy thereof shall be filed
in the office of the clerk of the county."]
;

The Hunters' Tbaw. —Last, Sunday

morning's train on

the South Pacific Coast Railroad consisted of four cars of
hunters, all filled, including those who went up the evening
previous, and all of whom returned on Sunday evening,
amounting to nearly two hundred and fifty. Debarkation
axis of the barrel.
Too much grease on the bullets will frequently cause un- begins at Alvarado, and a few drop off at Newark and
even Bhbotine, particularly iu cold weather. The standard Mowry's, but a large majority leave the cars at the draw
bridges, and none go beyond Alviso.
Those who go up to
fixed ammunition does not always fit all rifles alike. The No.
spend the night have had shanties erected near the road
1 buckshot with patch might have fitted the bore just right,
while some of the conical bullets might uot have been large wherein they can comfortably lodge and be ready for their
enough to receive any impress from the lands, thus going out sanguinary work by the crack o' day. Alameda Argus.
However it may have been in this parwithout revolving.
A gentleman connected with a leading Eastern sportsmen's
journal, and who is evidently familiar with the hunting
ticular case T am confident of this I can take any one of five
or six different makes of rifles, 32 cal., 30in. barrel, and with grounds about, San Francisco, sends us the above, in a letter,
standard fixed ammunition made by the W. R. A. Co., place with the following comments:
"Only think of it two hundred and fifty pot-hunters, each
95 out of 100 shots inside of a ring, three-fourths of au
armed with an old musket, a tin can of powder, a bottle of
inch, in diameter, at 25 yards, loading at breech and firing
from immovable rest. The other five shots will go within shot (and doubtless two bottles of whisky) let loose every
Sunday during the winter to blaze away at every living
N. E. M.
an inch of the centre of the other shots.
thing, be it sand-peep, cat, hen, or whatever else may show
itself within range of their gunshots.
This is not exaggerOP
EXPLOSION.
ation, but a true sketch of the Sunday Hunters seen in California.
Remember, also, that this is ouly one of the dozen
Sombrvllle, Mass., Jan, 2, 1882.
grounds near San Francisco that are thus overrun. Shooting
Editor For&t and Stream :
should be stopped on Sunday. I do not put it on any other
1 have a few words that I would like to say about gun acmoral grouud than that it is an easy and pretty effectual way
Not about the idiots who "didn't kuow it was
cidents.
to prevent the decrease of game birds."
loaded,'' nor the one who was careless with firearms.
But
Our friend is partly right and partly wrong. He is right,
there are instances where accidents are seemingly unavoidat least, in depn eating the helter-skelter style of shooting
able, and I once came near being a victim of such a one. An
that such an army of wild hunters are apt. to indulge in when
old sportsman and a good one, too with wliom I used to
they find themselves let loose upon the fields and marshes.
hunt once said to me, " Talk about gun accidents; I tell you
course they cannot, all be gentlemen, nor most of them
gun never goes off without some Of
its all carelessness.
likely to have much consideration for the rights of the councause or other and a man who gets hurt with one is a caretry people over whose lands they roam. But we doubt
This 1 always supposed to be
lees fellow, to say the least."
whether they kill so many ducks that the number will be
true, and, as I have always made some pretentions to careThese birds are
noticeably depleted the following season.
fulness in handling firearms, have never had a premature dismigratory, and each year's new broods seem to be quite as
charge.
numerous as the preceding one. The Alameda marshes are
Early
story.
in
September
the
last
a trusty comBut to
convenient to the metropolis, and so long as "the army"
panion, whom 1 shall call Jack, and your humble servant,
coufinrs its operations to that section, comparatively little
started for New Hampshire for the purpose of gathering in a
barm can be done. But we can readily understand how disgood
having
a
time
generally.
few birds and
stopped
astrous might be the result if this shotgun brigade, when it
wilh an old man who lived alone on a iarm away from
swarms, should happeu to alight on a section frequented by
"town" about three miles. One morning Jack and I hail the native cjuaila. In that, case we might, well contemplate
been out to try the grouse. We had been out perhaps an
As for the Sunday exodus, it is
the situation with alarm.
hour or so when it began to rain and we went back.
probably that that is the only day in the week on which these
had just reached the house when it commenced to rain in men, or most of them, can leave their business or labor to ingood earnest, and as we were wet, Jack neglected to remove
dulge in rural recreation. In such case their action can be
1 was wiping out
his charge before he entered the house.
regarded with a considerable degree of leniency. At all
right barrel and Jack had his gun laid across his knees
events, if no stones were cast at them until by some one who
of
the barrels when there was a
and was wiping the outside
is himself without sin of that kind, the shower of rocks
deafening report and the room was filled with smoke, glass
would not, we opine, be an alarmingly heavy one. Sacrarattled from, the window and things seemed lively for an inmento, Cal., Bee.
"Jack, are you hurt?" 1 exclaimed.
"No," he
stant.
"Then what on earth is the mutter?" "I don't
replied.
Beass and Paper Shells— Philadelphia, Jan. 7.— Editor
know," said he; " only the gun went off in my hands." Forest and Stream : As it seems to be generally admitted
Jack declared that it was at balf-cock and, as I knewhim to that brass shells are superior to paper ones in the matter of
be a man of truth, I was at a loss to account for the accident. penetration and pattern, it would be interesting to know pre"Will the guu goat half-cock?" asked 1. "Try it." Jack cisely what the percentage of gain is, and as Mr. Greener has
half-cocked it and could not pull it off. I tried, with the probably fired as many experimental shots as any man in
;

!
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[Jastjaev 26, 1883.

Taylor with pursuing deer with dogs in the South Woods.
Mr. Taylor appeared, in common with a great many other
persons, to be of the opinion, that dogging deer was not proAt the trial, which took place on Thurshibited by law.
day and Friday, the evidence was plain enough to justify a
conviction, which 'Squire Bugbee did not hesitate in awarding, and Mr. Taylor was fined $25 or the alternative of
Mr. Taylor, having the money, as
twenty-five days in jail.
indeed he ought, for according to ids own statement he had
killed, with the aid of his dogs, $75 worth of venison the
previous week, forked over the fine and was allowed to depart.
This conviction is a seasonable one, and it is expected
that others will immediately follow, for the ice being once
broken, evidence in other cases will be more easily ohtained.
county, we believe, under
'I his is the first conviction in the.
the new law, but, it is uot likely to be the last, prosecution.
Enough should follow this to break up the unlawful practice
It, was mainly
of pursuing deer with dogs In St. Lawrence.
through Ibe efforts of Assistant District Attorney Ellsworth
that Tavlor was arrested and brought to trial.— Canton, N.
Y. Advertiser.

Wisconsin Shooting Grounds— Chippewa

Falls,

Wiscon-

Jan. 17.— A moose was killed by the " boys" at one of
the lumbering camps to the north of us a week or two since.
The animal is said to have been a large one, the antlers havspread of over three feet. Moose were years ago
plenty above here, but to see one now is rare. Deer have
been numerous the past season, and large numbers have been
This section offers a
killed, mostly by professional hunters.
good field for sportsmen in search of such game, as well as
having a liberal supply of the smaller varieties in the
catalogue of game animals and birds. The section of country between Ihe Wisconsin Central and Northern Wisconsin
roads is mostly wilderness, and abounds in game and fish.
railroad is being built from here northwest to strike the
Northern Wisconsin some seventy miles up, affording anBadger.
other means of transportation.

sin,

A

;

We

We

my

same result.
Here was a pretty mess

of it; a hole through the door and
beyond, in the next room, a window smashed, and, woret of
" wi'hout a cause.
I was not
all, a gun that would "go off
Satisfied; I wanted to know the reason why that explosion

occurred, and I went to work to find out, if possible, the reaUpon examination I found that the rear or left-hand
son.
trigger waB a little too long, and jusc touched the guard, so
that when the hammer was raised the trigger could not get
forward enough to let the "se^ir" catch properly and, consequently, down went the hammer and the explosion followed.
We removed the guard and fi led off the end of the trigger and
Now, this gun was not an old, worn out
it was all right.
thing; it was uot one of the pot-metal gnus that are sold for
two or three dollars. It was purchased just before we
started and bran new it was made by one of the best-known
English gunmakers, and 1 feh that it was no better than
criminal carelessness on the part of the workmen to let a gun
away from the factory in a such dangerous condition. So
f>would advise all men who own or handle guns to look and
see if the triggers clear the guards all right, and this precauIf the
tion may save some one a limb and possibly a life.
gun had been made with rebounding locks such an accident
would never happen. Too much cannot be said in favor of
rebounding locks, as far as safety is concerned and, if I
not have theoi replaced, 1 would not have them removed from my guns for the full value of the arms, for I
consider the rebounding lock safe, and safety is something
The older I grow the more afraid I am of my
that I aim at.
gun.
The old gentleman that we stopped with was away from
the house at the time of the accident, but the "good-natured
old soul" took a common sense view of it, and we had no
trouble in fixing the damage with him.
I would add, in conclusion, that I never saw ruffed grouse
We were up there a week and
so scarce as they were then.
killed only two, and they were young ones and "poor as
;

;

This was at Hancock, N. H.
We had some fun with hedge hogs, and, as Jack had never
seen one before, it was amusement for him to send a charge
We
of No. 4 Newcastle shot at them and see the quills fly.
Ikon Ramrod.
killed seven while we were there.

crows."

Law—

Corllandt, N. T.,Jan. 1882.
The Cayuga County
restriction placed over sportsmen forbidding the shooting of ruffed grouse and ^uail in Cayuga county for the term
It proved too much of a
of three years has been repealed.
luxury to hunters that disregarded all game laws, besides an
aggravation to the founders. Can the supervisors pass a
special act in regard to this matter when it is provided for in
the Suite g ime luwa ?— " Mig." [Sec. 37 of the law provides
"It shall be lawful for the boards of supervisors of any
county, at their annual meeting, to make any regulations or
ordinances protecting other birds, fish, or game, than those
mentioned in this act ; and also foT the further protection of
SUCll birds, fish, or game as are in this act mentioned, except
wild deer, and to this end to prohibit hunting or fishing in
particular localities or waters lying wholly within their respective counties for limited periods and during certain
months of the year, and to prescribe punishments and penaltics for the violation thereof, and adopt all necessary measures for the enforcement of such punishments and collection

—The

the world, will he give us the exact figures, taking as an
example a 9 to 10 ground 10 gauge gun, using as a uniform
charge 4£ drams powder and l\ oz. No. 4 shot, with 32 inch
Also will he state what the highest,
barrels and choke bore.
possible pattern is at 40 yards, using the above charge and
No. 4 shot, soft or chilled. Another thing; would he advise
the use of brass shells unless the fore cud of the barrels are
especially heavy to withstand the strain consequent upon
driving No. 8 wads through them ami quite likely Ely's best
In other words, is there not great danger of
or hardest felt.
the barrels bulging at the choke if wads are used two sizes
xarger than the gauge of the gun, as would be the case in
using brass shells. I would not be afraid of this using the
Parker, Colt, or almost any American mule gun, a« llv y ate
left heavy at the muzzle with a view, I presume, to the danger suggested, but with most of the English guns I could,
though they will no doubt stand any wad the paper shell
would take without bulging. For field shooting I regard
brass shells as a first-class nuisance, but for duck shooting,
or any shooting in fact where there is great exposure to
dampness, they are par excellence and that they are superior
topaperonesinpenetrationIhave.no doubt, but just how
much is a question I will ask. Pink Edge.

Law— Grand

Michigan's Fire-arm

Rapids, Mich, Jan. 21,

and Stream: In you issue of Jao.
page 470). under the caption, " A Wholesome Fire-arm Law," you give an abstract of the law of

1882,

12ih

Editor Forest

inst. (vol. 17,

It, gives
Mississippi to prevent the careless use of fire-arms.
pleasure to know that one more State has fallen into lino.
In I860 Michigan enacted a similar law, which may be found
on Page 88 of the transactions rf the Michigan Sportsmans'
seems strange that the various soIt.
Association for 1881.
cieties for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals should be so
solicitous to keep sportsmen from killing pigeons for food,
and yet have no care as to how much they shoot themselves
Perhaps man is not of as much
or others by carlessness.
value in their eyes as the lower animals. I hope similar laws
will be enacted and enforced everywhere.— E. 8. H.

me

Thb Gbddbs Cltxb— Geddes, N. Y., Jan. 19.— The Geddes
Shooting and Fishing Club held their third annual meeting
Tuesday, January 17, 1882, a', the office of E. M. Klock. The
Preaifollowing officers were elected for the ensuing year
-0.1
„....,.
j -c— ii- Tri„„ 1' re;
Vincent, Case; Secredent, Edward Earll; Vice president,
Trea-u , Edward M. Klock Extary, George G. Cotton
ecutive Committee, Edward M. Belden, Horace Bronson,
William H. Burrill. The treasurer reports the club in a
prosperous condition, all debts paid and some -$50 in his
The cltil) has forty-two active memb-rs. We have
liunds.
held monthly glass ball shoots for a gold medal (the property
of the club) to 'belong to the member who wins it three times
in succession, but so lively has been the competition that but
two members have held it twice in succession in two years.
We find this has done much to keep our club together and
We have your paper on file, and it is read wilh
interested.
much interest, and sometimes provokes a good deal of discussion.— Gbddks Shooting, and Fishing Club.
i

;

;

M

A National Association— East Saginaw, Mich., July 20.
Editor Forest, and Stream: At. the seventh annual meetSportsmen's Association, he'd in this
city 1 tiesday and Wednesday of this week, the Secretary was
instructed to confer with the secreiariesof other State associations, with regard to calling a meeting of representatives
from as many States as possible to take action towards formWe therefore reing a National Sportsmen's Association.
ing of the Michigan

the different State associations, as
well as all other parties interested, to send their names and
addresses to the undersigned as soon as possible, so that this
excellent idea may take definite form at once.— Wm. B,
Mbahon, Secretary Michigan Sportsmens' Association.

quest, the secretaries of

Columbia Countv, West Wiusted, Conn., Jan. 9, Editor
and Stream : Three weeks ago I hati the pleasure of a

Lake George Sportsmen's Association -Chicago, Jan.
he Lake George Sports18, 1882.— The annual meeting of
men's Association of this city was held last Tuesday evening
Gillespie in the
Vice-President
street,
Clark
South
43
at
The members present were Messrs. W. G. Pay son,
chair.
H. B. Foss, E. S. Douglas, E. T. Martin, F. Barnard, S". and
W. Woods, II. Goodman, I'erry, White, Burroughs, Kimbark, Jones, Worthington, Thomas, Pearch, Hunt, Darfingtona&d Farmer. Professor R. A, Twitt e was elected Presidem for the ensuing year, Mr. Darlington Vice-President,
E. T. Martin Secretary, Mr. White Treasurer, Mr. Hunter

Forest

trip into Columbia county, N. Y, partly for sport with the
On the way stayed over-night at Great Barringpartridge.
ton, and had the pleasure of a talk with Mr C. H. Sage, a

i

noted sportsman, and doubtless well-known to many of your
His dog " Zac " is a beauty to look at— and doubtreaders.
Mr. Sage is a genial, pleasant man
less a grand field dog.
Partridge, in the regi m of East Chatham (where
to meet.
Mr. Granville Hills' dog " Tillie," was unfortunately shot
Yet one. in
last fall,) are not so plenty as in former years.
a day's tramp, by hard work, can put up twenty or thirty
Directors, Turtle, Martin, Woods and
Assistant Secretary.
birds.
I am fully converted to the practice of using heavy
Heretofore I have Foss. Ten Bors.
shot, say 4's or 6's, in shooting grouse.
used 8's. These may kill in an open shot and will, if you
Tennessee— Port Royal, Jan. 14.—The quail season does
hold on the bird and shoot within a reasonable distance, but
I go on the not expire in our State until March 1, but there will not be
>n't mow down a pine tree and then kill.
they
principle of shooting at every bird that rises within gunmuch shooting done from now on. A few more grand final
The grouse shoots will wind up the season. We will have a fine lot of
It's a poor shot that is afraid of missing.
shot.
1 went to a pond last Saturday
He's a royal fellow
birds left over for breedingis the noblest game-bird in these parts.
I
I love to see one boil out of a, cover in front, of a dog, and duck shooting and en route flushed several fine, coveys.
then I love to empty both barrels at him, and then, perhaps, bagged four. 1 intend to give the ducks a round late this
watch him go right on like an army with banners. You evening. If I had a boat I could make tine bags. 1 intend
have the sport of hunting him up, seeing him boil and shoot- to get a boat, ami anticipate fine Spott. What a fine evening
But never mind ; I will give them a
ing again. I also had the pleasure of visiting Hudson and this is for squirrels
some of the sportsmen (here, If appearances go for any- round soon. 1 do dearly lovo the sport. Birdo.
They are
thing, Hudson may be proud of her sportsmen.
Mr. Granville Hills is the owner of as fine a
gentlemen
pair of red Irish pupB as oue can find in a week's travel.
Despoiling the Adieondaoks.— The Ilion (N. Y.) Cittern
Daisy and Snap, 5-mo.'s old, out of Tillie by Max Wenzel's remarks: "Some wealthy Boston tauuers have purchased
It was a treat to see their intelligent and accurate
Chief.
the hemlock bark on 28", 000 acres of timber land in the
performances. Quail in the region of Winsted, Conn., are Adirondack region, and purpose soon to strip the bees. We
not numerous, bur, the prospect for next; fall is good. Very thought the Legislature had contracted to preserve the great
northern wilderness for the purpose of promoting the rain
few have been killed, Rbgulus,
fall of the Stale, and of supplying thu Erie Canal and HudWe can't spare
son River with water enough to float boats.
was
arDogging Dbbe.— Aaron Taylor, of the "Bog,"
tanning purposes any longer. Let some
rested by Officer King, of this village, on Wednesday of last hemlock bark for
week, upon a wan ant issued by Justice Bugbee, charging one invent a substitute."
;

w

I
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Length os Barrels—Red Bank, N. J., January 23.
"Butter Ball" wants to know why a No 12, 28-inch barrel
cannot be made to shoot equal to a 30-inch. I have used
both lengths in a 12-gauge and find the 28-inch gives equal
shooting in every respect, and is preferable, as you can get
on a bird much quicker in the cover. The Short barrels will
take finer powder, and should they be bored the same as the
30-inch, no perceptible difference 'will be found in the targets.— Wild.
Indiaha—Indianapolis, Jan. 14.— Shooting in this region
Have never known quail so
this f '11 has not been good.
scarce.
The Ions continued cold neither and deep snow of
Woodcock
last winter destroyed both quail and rabbits.
shooting whs unusually good during early part of the season.
obtained woodcock on each of my first three trips after
I
I
quail, finding thetn in cornfields and unexpected places.
and a friend obtained the finest pur of woodcock 1 have ever
seen, during a day after quail in the latter part of October.
bad them prepared aud mounted by Jack Beasley, a
noted taxidermist, of Lebanon, Ind. They are beauties.

We
a

k. m.

The UnEKowts Gcn Cub,
meeting on Friday evening
elected

for

the

of .Brooklyn, field

annual

The following officers were
Henry Kuebel, President;

last.

year:

ensuinc

its

John Bchlieman, Vice-President
Henry van Staden, Sr.,
Treasurer; Henry Baruth, Secretary. It was agreed to
shoot for two prizes at every match on the classified ohm. at
De ler's, on the fourth Thursday of every month. The first
shoot will be on Thursday, January 26, at pigeons and glass
;

balls.

Fox Hunting. — Hornellsville, N. Y.

—

A. great

many

red
foxes are being shot here this winter. Fox hunting here is
The hunters all want slow dogs. They
all done ou foot.
sty that a fast dog will run a fox out of the county. J. Otis

—

Fellows.

—

Double Wads Wanted— Indianapolis. By the way,
why don'tBome of ourenterprisingarnrnuuition manufacturers
make a suitable prep '-red gun wad thick enough, so that one
do over pi iwder, B id save the trouble of always having to
ta might consist of
one-half thick
put two in ? 6
wads to go over powder and the other half still thinner than
those now in use to go over shot.— S. H. M.
will

<
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Of those ten sojourns with tent, and rod— of a month in
each year passed in the solitude of the mountains, wiih
sport, unrivalled with the bass— aud that, too, not one hundred miles from New York— much might be said
it was
only bow and then that the faint, far off whistle rrf a locomotive reminded one
that
a
giant civilization
was
throbbing beyond those mountains and far below, and recalled us from barbaric lapses
Indeed, we would have been
content for the nonce to have known that the shadow on the
dial had gone back to the time when the squat Laplander
was master of Europe.
There is an " old, old story," as dear to the angler camper
as to women, and, like that of the latter, to be told only to
In the present instance, that story must be
the chosen few.
deferred to some future day, when the veterans shall have
finished their record of the summer, or, perchance, Nessmuk
shall have completed his loved c mfession.
go, to pass this by, and to bring forward the result— our

—

experience for the profit of the gentle, craft, we are compelled to record that for some, to us unknown, cause, basa
refuse to take the fly, and more especially the bait, with the
avidity of the day3 when no ponds and lakes were first,
stocked.
Especially is this the case in Orange county, N. Y.
Time was when the angler with a fair assortment of bait.
for instance, crawfish, minnows, black crickets or with the
spoon—was certain of fine sport. This has changed, and the
sport is growing poorer year by year.
Not that our waters
are depleted, for some of our ponds are literally alive with
black bass, yet they refuse all bait.
Now and then a pair of
five-pounders will be the reward of a day's fishing, which
pleasing episode will not be repeated for, perhaps, a month
There may be exceptions to this state of
of daily fishing.
things, but they are rare.
Greenwood Lake seems to be falling into line with the rest, as regards black bass.
We mention this resort that we may be corrected, if in error, by
some one of the many readers of Forest and Stream who>
frequents its waters, and whose experience may differ fr< m
ours.
Up to the season just passed, we believe there has
been some fair sp«rt had there, but the present season has
not been goi d. Within a radius of ten miles, no less than
that number of ponds, or, rather, small lakes, most of them
with rocky shores, have been slocked with bass for twelve or
fifteen years.
During the first five years the sport was excellent.
Then came a gradual falling off until now, in one
of them, at least, it is almost useless to cast.
Yet, in this
pond, great numbers of bass can be seen at times ranging
from three to five or six pounds so the reaiy answer "fished
out" has no application here.
The writer, daring the ten years above mentioned, has devoted his leisure, almost exclusively, to black bass fishing ;
and has his favorite spots, which afford good sport, and are
to him what a certain clump of alders in a run is to a valued
correspondent of the Game Bag and Gun department of Tiie
Forest and Stream. Still, the general condition above outlined, remains to us a mystery.
Can some brother of the
angle explain it ?
It may be presumptuous in a stranger, upon his first entrance into the columns of Fokest and Stream, to call an
" experience meeting,'' but the companion of many a night,
by the camp fire, read by flickering torch, bids us seek the
truth.
Whether it lies " in the bottom of a well," pent up
in the brain of the editor, or reposes in the experience of
some gentle craftsman, let it come forth.
And if an "experience meeting" may be opened, will not
;

Mich, Game Protkotion Club.—
Vice-President, William J.
President. A. H, Mershon
Loveland Secretary and Creas'irer, Wdlia'n B. Mershon.
Executive Committee :— A. H. Mershon, George L. Remington aud H. B. Roney.

Saogaw,

East

;

;

—

Brooklyn GttN Club. The following officers were elected
week for the ensuing year: President, George W.
ElmenPort; Vice-President, John M. Gill; Secretary,
Executive Committee
dorf; Treasurer, Dr. Monroe.
Messrs. Walter, Appe), Creed.
last

A

:

Virginia— Charlotteevil le, Va., Jan. 19.— Game is very
sca'ce, and almost all the lund for miles around is posted, so
that there is a poor chauce to break dogs or to keep them in
practice.— J. T.

—

We

Pokt Jbffekbos, L. I. January 17th.
have plenty
I go after them every dav that
of ducks here iliia winter,
I have just returned from a
the weather will permit.
month's shooting trip in South Carolina, where I found game
very plenty.— W. H. R.

jf#? and $iver

1

FBS8E WATER.

Puce-perch

(wall-eyed

Yellow Perch, Perm Jluviatiiu.
War-mOUth, Chcr.nnbryUUHiiith.su*.
Onvpple, Pomoxi/s nigromaculatut.
Bachelor, Pomoxys annularis.

pffie)
S.

amencanvm,

Slizotelhium
griseum, etc

SALT WATBE.
Smelt, Qmitru* mordax.

Stnpud Bass or Koekflsh,

I

Jlcccus

unfavorable ones; what, if any, he has found in'allible.
Nessmuk lead, and " he who left half told," the memoa pleasant week with bass at a Pennsylvania lake,
with the two boys, "jine in," and let noone be "backward."
Let us hear from "Kingfisher."
The breath of spring will soon be wafted to us on the
gales soon rods will again be jointed aud camp fires, in the
mountains, blaze and burn as of yore; again, reposing on
her bosom, her children will commune with the Great
Mother and, Antreus like, arise new born. Speed the day
and he, who can carry with him, as food for contemplation,
new thoughts, be they but vagaries or living truths, superstitions, trusted in by gentle anglers
now dusk in the long
ago, or the new light which, day by dav, comes to progressive man; he who has these ever with him
whether in the
lonely cruise of "the Nipper" in the "Bye-ways of the
Northwest," or "the Forests of Yucatan" paddles and
iramps not in vain, though night finds him chilled and
drenched on a lee shore, or without a string or with an

Let

ries of

;

FiSH IN SEASOIT IN JANUARY.
Pickerel, Smx n-ttnuUUus.
Pike or Pickerel, fisox incnin.

some "contemplative man" tell what he knows about
" signs ;" lo what extent luck has been had in the teeth of
all

White Perch. Morone amesricana.
PoUathw* carbonariuti.

Pollock,

—

—

—
—

weighing two or three Pound each; 1
never Knew any taken with Hook and Line but are either
with Nets or by striking them with Harpoons, nl winch the
Moskito Men are very expert. The Nets for iliis Purpose
'ire made with strong double Twine the Mi sites rive or six
Inches square. For if they are too small So that ihe Pish be
not. jbtatigled therein, he presently draws himself a little
backward, and then springs over the INet Yet I have seen
tbem taken in a Sain made with small Meshes in this manner.
After we have inclosed a great Number, whiisl the
two ends of the Net were drawing ashore, too or twelve
naked Men have followed when a Fish struck against the
Net the next Man to it grasped both Net and Fish in his
Arms and held all fast till others came to bis Ass'Sta* ce.
Besides these we had three Men in a Cnnoa in which they
moved sideways after the Net and many of the Fish in
sprioging over the Net, would fall into ihe Carina; And by
hese means we should take two or three at 'very draug
These Fish are found plentifully all along thai "shore from
Cape Catocb to Trisi, especially in clear Wati r, near sandy
Bays bat. no where in muddy or rocky Ground. They are
also about Jamaica, and all the Coast of IheMaiue
especialally near Carthagena."
Again, in speaking of the natural productions of the Bay
of Campeohy, he says
" The Lngiines, Creeks and rivers are plentifully stored
with great variety of Fish (viz.) Mullets, Snooks, Tenpounders, Tarpoms, Cav:.illies, Parricootas. Gar-Fish, Stingrays, Spanish Mackril, with many others."
large Scalops of Fat

:

:

;

:

I

;

;

•

AN ADIRONDACK PRESERVE.

MESSRS.

George W. Cotterill and Joel B. Erhardt,
members of the bar in this city, are the promoters of
an important undertaking, designed to convert a large portion of the Adirondack region into a game preserve of a character in many respects superior to any other in that sect ion of
country.
Mr. Cotterill secured last week from the laud
boaid of the State, at Albany, a grant of thirteen thousand
acres of land in Hamilton county, embracing Township 40,
within which is situated almost the entire extent of Raquette
Lake, the largest and most remarkable of the Adirondack
lakes, it having a length of twelve miles, ninety-six miles of
coast, aud an elevation of 1,731 feet.
This large tract of
land is heavily limbered, and it is the intention of the sportsmen into whose charge it has now passed lo preserve the
forests in all their primitive grandeur, furnishing cover for
the large game now abundant on the property.
It is their desire to do all in their power to check the de-

struction

of the natural timber supply, the protection of
is highly important, not only to meet, future demand,
but to insure the continued existence of large, and valuable
bodies of water which now irrigate he lands through which

which

l

their tributaties

There

and

outlets pass.

present no iniention of creating any club-house
or public gathering place in connection with this preserve,
the design being to furnish sites to those who mayr become
members of the association on which to erect their own private camps, supply stores being located at convenient points
from which everything necessary of camp supplies, provisis at

ammunition, tackle, and even dogs and guus

ions,

may be

procured. It being to the interest of the guides lo protect
the property of the sportsmen and tourists from whom they
earn their living, any furniture or other goods left at the
camps from season to season, will be found undisturbed,
upon the return of the owners. There are on the lake iu the
season fr.>ni fony to fifty of these camps, already in the occupation of which Ihose who hive previously used them will
remain undisturbed, so long as they use their privileges with
the spirit of sportsmanship, and join withlhe new a'sociation
in its efforts to preserve and perpetuate the resources of that
grand game region. In addition to the land already secured
from the State, large tracts now privately held will probably
hereafter be joined to the property of this association, ither
by purchase or by the admission of the present owners lo the
i

new

club.

Raquette Lake is one of the greatest of black bass waters
Adtrondacks in fact the supply is so large that the
minnows, upon which the bass feed, are becoming very
much reduced in numbers, causing the bass to devour one
another, the larger subsisting upou the smaller.
In consequence of this, part of the bass will be allowed to pass inio
the lower lakes
The method of fishing for bass by anglers
in this lake, differs greatly from that, usually pursued.
The
in the

;

usual plan is lo either troll with a spoou, or to cast or sink
a fly.
Buss seldom rise to the fly, and when Ihe fly is sunk,
the bass caught, are chiefly small fish near the shore.
The
proper way is to troll with live bait, a ten otmce Tod, with
AKMKn cap-a-pie with baskets, bags and rods,
-I jrei ttj to the river plods
twenty or thirty feet of line, and a nine-foot gut leader.
THE
extracts given below from Ihe log-book of that rare
The
bait
must
be toughened by being placed in a perforated
utnlgb in looks in' v.orful truth announce,
old piratical buccanneer, Captain Dumpier, were banded
box in the lake, where 'hey should be fed for two or thiee
The luggage hall a ton, the ash an ounce.
us by Mr. Frank Endicott, the well known lithographer of
days, at the end of which, a large proportion of them will be
(Pu/mau's Pads Mcxmn.for Trout Fishes, London, 1S80.)
this city, and the President of the Richmond County Game
Association.
They are valuable for many reasons, one of found to have died; but those lemaining will exhibit greater
which is the showing of how the names of some fishes were vigor than when first caught. The hook must be placed
DATS.
through the lips of the bait; there should be a light wind,
spelled in those days, especially the vulgar name of Megalopn
enough to cause a ripple on the water aud then the angler,
thrUsoides, which wss tarpom, now changed to tarpum, and
AN EXPERIENCE MEETING INVITED.
seated in his flat-bottomed row boat, which should be f green
occasionally to tarpon.
The
latter spelling seems to have
of a lonely camp, a picture of a weather
color, can, with the assistance of a man to propel the boat,
only a few followers.
beaten lent beneath a giant pine, the midnight music
What glimpses of fret-booting pleasures " as he sailed, as capture many fish of three pounds, or nearly that, in weight,
of wavelets upon a pebbled beach, all these come floating up
he sailed," the extracts call up
Rich galleons laden to the by skimming the bait on the surface of Ihe water. There
to-night on the bosom of the storm wind and with them the
scuppers with the gold of the helpless old Dons, Bilks and should be a well in the stern of the boat, divided into two
remembrance of a duty unperformed.
compartments, one for the game fish and ihe other for the
jewels and pieces-of-eight,
inlaid cuirasses and gilded
As the writer in August last mournfully unjointed his rod breastplates and rapiers and hilts
bait, and both should communicate, by perforations, with
quaintly filagreed and
with
at the close ol his tenth annual sojourn in the mountains
studded with preciouB stones, and other like aesthetic plun- the water of the lake, so that the bait may be kept lively and
amid the bass, it was the determination to forthwith share der which is not to
be had in these degenerate days. It the bass fresh until the angler's return to shore. In this
the pleasures of the tale of ten years with his brethren of the
moves us to make the office boy walk the plank out of the manner fishing can often be enjoyed throughout an entire
angle.
Instead of so doing he has been content to fatten on
day, so long as there is a ripple on the surface of some part
bird story window, and only considerations for the fat apple
the"~pabuhim of " Nessmuk," content to dwell with that gray
woman below, to whom his descent in that manner would of the lake, and the wind is not too strong.
haired chief iu abodes almost a counterpart to his own
There are also both lake and brook trout to be found here.
be particularly disagreeable, prevent it.
either fit for the gods.
True, Nessrnuk has been a Nirnrod,
The exiracts show (hat the old captain was a keen and The former are usually caught by still-fishing at a spot prea veritable Ulysses, so far as wandering goes, while the accural observer,
viously baited, and marked by a buoy; the privilege of fishas witness his description of the tnrpom
e
writer has listened nightly to the whisperings of the same
and of the methods of iis capture. This is probably the. ing at that point being considered lo belong ouly to the perelves iu the roof tree, yet the inmost currents of the soul
son who has pre-empted it in this manner. Lake trout are
earliest mention of this fish and therefore should not be overhave flown iu the same channel the same kisses from breeze looked by future
often caught weighing twenty pounds each.
writers upon it.
The book is entitled
and shower hive wafted to their hronzed faces the same Collection
Deer are very plentiful, one man having killed nineteen on
of Voyages by Capt. William Dampier, Anno.
arlist hand has flung, before each the glories of the morning,
1075; London. Printed for James and John Kuapton, at the shores of Raquette Lake within two months. Ruffed
the splendors i.if cloud and peak that stood "'sunset flushed)"
the Crown in St. Pauls Churchyard, 1729." Vol. 2, part 2; grouse are also found in large numbers, and various kinds of
and the shad tws that would have defied the genius of a Chap.
ducks on the lake.
1, pp. 12, 13, furnish the following, which we give,
Rembrandt even
Raquette Lake is an important thoroughfare, all persons
spelling, capitals, and all
" All life is not the same life," yet, there is that "touch of
going by wat r to the upper lakes, Forked Lake, Long Lake,
BAT OF MEXIOO (CtMUit of TuwUn).
nature" Which makes many lives one, those alone, born of
Little Tuoper and Great Tupper Lakes, etc., having to pass
the Great Mother, And, were Rabbi Ishmael to perform the
"The Tarpim is a large scaly Fish shaped somewhat like through Raquette. There are now two hotels on Raquette
task imposed upon him in song of finding one, who, for a a Salmon but somewhat flatter.
'Tis of a dull Silver Colour
Lake, one of which is on the land embraced in this tract.
single dav, had been happy, had been happy with naught to with Scales as big as a Half Crown.
large Tarpom will
mar the perfection, we believe that he would pass two names, weigh 25 or SO Pound. 'Tis good sweet wholesome Meat
Anglers should read the announcement of Thomas H.
at least, to the Recording Angel.
and the Flesh solid and firm. In its Belly you shall find two Chubb's new patent reel-plate. See our advertising columns.
\
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akd Bjpbuam

of
back a

on "-Night Fishing" carded ma
night was about the only time the
any kind. Work, a >nstan wit!

when

half-century,

boys could Hive

for spirt of
far more llie rule

hard, was

A WORD TO ANGLERS.

BOBBING FOR BULLHEA.DS.

E

article of F. S. J.

full

:

among

farmer's sons then than
now. Alaa how few of the participants in the.se nocturnal
BpOltl are yet on the hither side of the dark river.
In a certain town in the county of Duchess, there is, or
was, a shallow pond of dark water— containing perhaps
twenty acres— nearly covered with lily.pads, fringed all
around with alders, hogs ami muck, the latter of an unknown
depth, a'l tinny of us found in unsure Biful ittl
lie boat from "a bee, or a bog from the boat.
What name the pond now bears, or whether it is called a
pond or swamp, 1 am not certain, as a partial attempt to
drain it whs made ma'iy years ago, but I think not. very sucBut in the times of which I am writing it was
\-ii us "Ryder's Pond," and was often resorted to
fOtn a long distance but. only at nigh!., and mostly
!

KILL TOUR

FiSTT

WFBS

P&tJ&fiT.

AVE

lately re d in several papers accounts of vacation
pi asure and of g-vme, both fin and
it
has pained mo to know that any would-be
sportsman could land a fish and then write of his watching
'he same in its dying leaps and gasps with such delight as
II

I

nips

feather,

in pursuit of

aud

some seem to have possessed.
Every true angler will kill

his fish at once— even before
book from its gills, when practicable. This may be
fcal
done easdy in one of three ways, varying according to the
s ze of the fish captured.
1st, by bending the head of the
!

.

1

i

iathcat timer nnnths. Tnc s .lo and only fish I have any
dark waters
of ever having been taken from it
were bullheads; hut Ihtiy were very numerous, bud were,
=!

•

often taken in large quantifies.
The o.vr.c'r of tnc pond had an only lr>at, flat-bottomed,
clumsy and leaky, lint when not wanted by lhe '• Ryder
Hence,
boys," it whs fieily loaned to parties from abroad
it was an dlrject to be 6 irly at the pood to get the first use of
Those coming biter, u-uall v slept in their wag ins
the hoar.
or in .Mr. Bedci's liny barn till the first, party were satisfied
with their ep rt, say from ten '"clock till midnight, when the
boat w.'S Furrl mlcieci to lhe next, party in order.
If the first party were from a longdistance and theic was
a moon, the\ would betake themselves to the "hay-mow"
and wail for daylight fen nor, a! vays to sleep.
Og bullheads on that particular pond, hooks were
never used.
" What, never?''
Wed, hardly nyer!
"Why, bobs."
"What, then?" does the reader ask
.

"

And what

is

a

bob

some

r*

'

Loen ibmi*

fb,

—

:ss

may wonder.

-caster

over the thumb nail of the left hand, thus breaking the
vertebra:; 3d, by severing the vertebia; (in the same place)
or, 3d, by striking the head of the fish with a
fish

by a knife;

I

it,

I

" Gentle reader, If Mils name
I'lis > our elia-nicler, n
olame
Will you east, on Hits enUeavor—
Fishing sports irom pain to sever.
llsh.

a.

G isplns by

power in he days of " Ling
urns was doubled and redoubled
iglh, and fastened to a short hand
The bob was made
1 in using it.
uighfi it was i" he used, bo that

t

ut

e'en death denied.

water- side,

i

Sync." This String
til about foar iocht
line, nn p he beu.g I
iu the afternoon but
i
after lowering it into the wa'er
it
should be fresh.
through the lily pads, a bite was usually felt, but 'here must
a gemle pull till near the t ip of the water was
be no" jerk
n
roi,: be lone, end if Lhe hi ing continued, a quick
:'l
motion would raise the fish above and over the boat before he
thought of Jewing his hold on the bob. And when he let go,
his fa was into tee boat instead of the ptnd.
In oile r poi.ds where eels were numerous they were often
taken in the sine manner.
When the hobs gave, out the nak d fingers were sometimes
used instead, with equally good success, as to catching ihu
- e-.suui for the bohber the next.
bullhead.', bul
a
,U —'atime Lh bitten ant scratch! d ftogcrs would
be ii Suned and pa nfiil.
Tnc great advantage of the bob over the hook is, that with
the former there is no handling of the fish, hence, no wounds
from their horns a thing of no small account when fishing
in the dark— as all can testify who over attempted to diBlodge a book from the internal arrangements of a bullhead
by the sense of feeling only.
lam aware lh .t bobbing is not exactly the scientific way
of taking tieh, but I doubt if the most expert fly fisher gets
merit or one-tenth the rollicking fun we had in
those far-away day?.
Ndw, a few words to the scientific and I will lay aside my

,

abaUdnlmB

i

your rod and

line.

.'..ji-y
SO in poet slntcs,
i.ike thefle » on earthly things
Falls irom Heaven, tn embrace
la-low w th her sweet sraee.'
I will taenia treat her well
gnswJtli me tn dwell
An.-l lor love will I escort her
In her seal c-i beneath the water.
'

'

(

'

Mm

i

:

at present,

il

.-',.

-,'.

•

—

-for lliepresi ut.

.-

Thinv

year.-

and more ago bullheads, were very numerous,

in large quantili sal, various points o> the Hudson Elver: catflsh Were iiekn.-j'.vi-. To-day c.ttish nil and
all along the river, bul pot a bullhead has been taken in

and taken

yeai

to

s,

The

my

knowledge.

questions are:

and where have the
lhe Erie
latn

What his become of the bullhead's ?
come from? It is quite possible

catflsh

Camdmiy have

from 'he Weslcrn

r

been the artery that brought the
and str> ams.

lakt s

"f the former?
Will some one be good enough to leply
PwigJtiw&iite, a. r.,
i,;e !»

n

Gome

J.

?

H. D.

CO0KIN& OAK P.
SEND

I

t

l

-

My

i

1

,;

ii

i

Poloneas Manner.—-Wa^h t,l,e c irps, gut them carefully, and
After having dene this, you overspread
cut them to pieces.
the bottom of a Stew-pan with little slices of s ime onions,
with paiseley roots, laurel leaves, cloves and s!ice3 of a
lemon. Then you put the fish upon this, add a piece of eineei-bre;d, some butter and salt, and pour ha'f a bottle of
Hock ami half a bo lie Bordeaux wine over the whole that
The fish, having siuHthe fish is perfectly covered byit.
boiled, you lake it- out of. the pan, sift the fish-soup,
and apprize it lo your taste. For a fish of three pounds
ihi- teceipt will do; for abigeer carp inn must take more
PolBEUl' B. BoosaV-ELT.
ae ."
1

W

j

Chub
fib oris

told

FisniNO— |-bi'aUl|n.ia
give Mime,

that, in

points

the absence of
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IrOnl

is

it

spurt—P< A

B.

M

rnglee ed

COtll-Bill VI

fail

E'en times to a good size, and is a
bem-Otill
our brooks
M;my
I'y ai glers in Aiuerieii.
he--' are
Eti ii i- illed " d C --"J
em.
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Nbwakk, N. J., Jan. 33, 18« —Tie' Essex Fishing Chub
have elected the following officers for the ensuing y eat
Francis Winner, i'resident'. Job Lork, Vice-President John
try:
Eh frane,;Fin. Secre
H. IB.
;

I

tary

;

David Thompson, Treasurer.

J.

W.

0.

men.
t A dangerous sand bar, whieh evreials out a distance of half a
mile or more from the east sale— generally ealtee the •' liaclc »ide "
There Is no worse nlaee on lhe coast of the 'United
vessel to be caught in during a heavy northeast gale, as
Is evidenced by the numerous wrecks that occur in the locality.

— ot Cape Cod.
,

,

STBBNGTn of Gut and Hair.— I was a witness the other
day as lo the truth of an assertion that silkworm gut of upwa-ds of thirty years old could be produced Ihat would raise
a weight of 131b. avoirdupois and a singlo strand of hair,
of a cinnamon color, that wpuld lift a weight of 21b., and,
it would appear, was equal to lift a far gieater test; but, out
of admiration for so admirable a bit. of stuff, I cried "halt I"
The latt er was from a stallion of three years old. Both gut
and hair had been preserved in an old parchment pocket case,
aud its owner, Mr. William Day, is of opinion that the
keeping of gut or hair free from the atmosphere, and not in
ton dry a place, is the whole secret of their lasting strength.
The gilt in question was uot stained, aud he attributes much
of the weakness of the: gut of the present day to the processes
used to alter itB color. I ought to say that in the formula
of the preparation given by me for the preservation of gimp,
I inadvertently omitted half a pint of boiled oil to be added
to the quarter of a pint of gold size, and a tablespoonful of
carriage varnish. Iu the making up of the traces aud flights,
the loops and triangle hooks ought lo be left until the last,
and whipped the last thing, or the preparation used for the
previous purpose would dissolve 1he wax and loosen the
hold. By all means avoid biehlorate of platinum, which is
a most seductive but evanescent lure, ultimately destructive.
The complaint of the weakness of the gut of the present day
For, by
I take to be due to the process used to stain it.
steeping it in boiling ink and water, the combined fibres of
Ihe silkworm which compose the gut are separated, by
melting Ihe substance or gum whieh causes their more per;

fect

adhesion.— Gkevii,i.e

lee, a

weeds

glide,
Dions, sale tn-f-ide,
si I1K-U-H-7.V beds.
nnvine their threads.

F.—Tn London
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HEPOBT OF THE (JONNKCTICl'T COMMISSION.

But.

came with us ami make a

Fair Meiey

third;

44

the;' you and I
bait, minnow, net and dy."

ill's',

With ground

of the above work on fishing advocates the
killing of bails before using, as well as the killing of fish
immediately on being landed. In somecoiOemplated papers
on angling i may take occasion to quote from other works
not always accessible to the casual reader, aud doubly interesting now that the snow covers the earth, aud from our beloved pastime we rest in reality, though, by the blessed aid
of the miod and bonks, we can take ati ideal fishing day in
O. W. R.
spite of the bitter blasts and " eager'' air.

The anth'T

THE FISHERMEN'S AID TO SOIENCE.
CIJla.ECTtKO Sl'EOlMBNS

USVSH DIFFICULTIES.

WASHiKe/roN, January 18, 1882.
of men in the Untied Slates have shown
more inieliigi-iil apprtciamm of the work lining done
by the (T. B Fi-h torn mission, uud. r die direction of Professor Spencer F. Build, lhau the fi-he men of Olouee.-ter,
Mass. This has been amply d. m rostrated by the large colled ions whieh they have made for scientific purposes, durhe past three; years, presenting them as a free gift to
ing
Prof, Bain!, who furnished lhe means for the proper preserThousands of specimens of fish and invation of the ,-ame.
vi srlerbrales nn'-'e thus been added to the Srnithse-nian collccLOrig which are many new to science, betides others
ue -a to- the fauna of North America. These have been pulled up

NO CLASS

on Ashing lines an caught, in seinesarid gill-nelson lhe fishing
,,,,;,,,:,-, ,11
(tie East coast of America, all Ihe way from the
capes of Vitgiiiia to Greenland, and so expert, have many of
the fishermen bee ime in collecting "e-urios," as they term
il
they leadiiy notice auy forms which they havenot
previously seen, anil are thus enabled to procure such as are
;,

ii

most valuable
[t

i

lo naturalists.

£ happened) however)
and the

the fishermen,

,

that
still

among

the codec ions made
oni s of the

more extensive

commission,
o gravid slime eels (Mmne fflulinosa)
Prof. Baird is, therefore, anxious to obhave been taken.
tain some specimens of thisspecies with eggs fully developed.
Accordingly a letter was addressed to one of the Oloncester
captains, by a member of the commission, asking if he would
make some -collection*) of slime eels, should he find auy with
gjsja a itie condition. The following reply, which has
been recently received, stows the interest still felt in this
work, and graphically depicts the difficulties often encountered
by ihe fishermen in making collections.
The name of the writer has been suppressed for obvious
Bah

t

.

reasons

"GuiceBBTER, January 10, 1882.
" FuittNr C
" I wide in answer to your letter of Ihe. 37th, and the
8 aortly af'er I received joilr letter!
slime, eel question.
we it out on a h uldook ii-qi, and when the dories were ready
gave ord.-rs to save all the slippery cusses
ra vis
el
But when the men were all on board again 1
they caught *
found only une eel among ail the dories, and, intending to
keep l.im Until I got, some more, I laid it on the house for
:
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the lime hi
" Hi at night there
:

east.
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Sixteenth Aunnal Keport of the Piah Coramifisiouca-s
and First Report of the Shellfish OomtnisBinnora of the
State of Oouneclieut to the General Assembly, January Session,
1882," in before us. The two reportB oocupy'l32 pages and t»o

maps.

Tho Fish Commissioners, by act of the last General Assembly,
were constituted a Board of Commissioners on Shelf Fisheries, io
that while the work of the two eommiSBions is distinct the same
individuals compose them. The Fish Commissioners report that
the demand for the fry of brook trout was greater than the supply, ami that thov had hoped toobtain 400,000 of them for disbribu
Of these 70,000 wore
tieei, but that only 350,000 were obtained.
This loss fell upon tho contractor, who had
itally lost.
agreed to furnish them at a given sum per thousand ; 277,000 were
distributed, however.

The whole number of land-locked salmon etrga received from
Grand Eake Stream, Me., for the year, was 4%.500. Of these
were seut to the hatchery of Mr. II. J. Fenton, at Poquonock, and 140,500 to Mr. George JellilTe, at Westport.
There was no appropriation for Salmo salar, but Prof. Baird
presented
the State with 250,000 salmon fry, which he Bugkindly
1 u acuorcluuee with
geated should all be planted iu one place,
35(1.000

his suggestion they were alt placed iu tho Fai'inington River, a
branch of the Connecticut, in the town of Colebrook. A letter
from .Mr. Chan. G. Atkins ia published, written Dee. 2, 1881, in
which ho describes the pens for keeping the salmon until the
spawning time, aud gives the estimated number of eggs which
each of the States which contribute to the support of the two establishments in Maine may receive.
Shad hatching operations were entrusted to Messrs. Chalker
and Bin km, who were similarly employed last year. They turned
eut 2.123,000 fry into the Forminglon fb.v r, and at the same time
Prof. Baird, at 'the request of U. S, Senator Joseph R. Hawley,
sent 1,000,000 more from tha Delaware River, which were plaotd
u tho Connecticut Attempts to hatch shad in sea water were
again nusuocoBHful. We will quote the operations at length in a

future article.
Statistics show that 81,700 mora shad were reported caught iu
The oouud uets took more aud the gill netB
[883 than in 18 0.
and seints less, but all of the latter did not report their catch.
The interest in the German carp is increasing. Ad important list
of fit-h commissiouere, which leaves uut Arkansas. Indiana, Nebraska, Texas aud Wyoming closeB the lishenltural portion.
The commissioners of ahelltishevies cover a period of seven
months, during which time, only, they have existed. Much preliminary work was necessary iu surveying and mapping the
grounds within the jurisdiction of the State. Mr. James P.
Bog&rt, gvarlnato of the Sheffield Scientific School, was appointed
engineer of the hoard at the beginning of the work, and Mr.
Charles A. lialdwm, clerk. The latter was succeeded, after one
month, by Mr. Frederick Hotsford. The board have regular sessions on Monday of each week, and occasionally on other days, at.
It was a difficult aud
thou.- rooms in" the city of New Haven.
delicate mattei to divide the oyster areas under State jurisdiction
from those under the jurisdiction of towns, and of removing the
fines touch highdivision
town
mei idiau lines from points where
water murk, to the bouudarv lines between' New York and ConThere was some" latitude allowed in the rule prenecticut.
icriljed tor running the shore hue, aud, while it was desirable to
reserve lor State jurisdietiou all territory which could be claimed
under the act, it was found that a liberal interpretation of the
brought the commissiouere aud the selectmen to a ready

...

agreement.
Since the 1st of Mav about 20,000 acres of oyster beds have been
designated by the commissioners, one-half of which will bs paid
for bv tiuio the report is printed, the sum of $8,373.19 having
already been collected and paid into the State treasury,
Much difference of opinion prevails among oyafcrrmen as to how
the gri'iinds shall be taxed, some advocating none ut present, er
exporting
at least a merely nominal one, beeanSe ne State is now
Instead of importing, and it would thir.-l'.re he impolilio to tax
the iudustrv otbei-tj advise a tai in form ol a .i-tute to be pmd
-1
tax on the
.-..cite
a
lineln
while
cultivate
beds,
a
|,y ah who
annual product of the beds. Much vahwhle information concerning the oyster trade is embodied in Ihe it-port aud route remarks
upon the structure of the bivalve,
,
„ ,,
A hue colored " General Map of the Oyster Grounds of ths
the
State of Connecticut," and a sketch of the triangulation of
fen
engineer,
of
the
coast-roints. tu.etther with a report
application for grants, etc., and laws relating to the aahene*,
close this exceedingly valuable report.
I

came ou a heavy gale from ihe northcame without warning, commencing at 8 r. m. and

We were in a light place, when
1 set out to run
began, and had to scrabble for dear life.
for I'l'ovinc iov.fi, but it eime-ou so thick with snow that I
oil' shore;
goon-gave that Up; r,-efed our sols, and -to
being at thai time close on to Peeked Hill Bar.t
" VVe came down from whole sail to two reefs; then to
land
two-re<fed fortaiil and jib, then to two-reefed for?
bob' jit:, and, at last, to two-reefed foresail. If it wasn't
lasting until about daybglu,
it

1

1
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vim the tbl OWJiig receipt which has been given
rae by the foremost mi mbcr of the German Fisheuletched With interest lhe introture Assoeiaiion, who has
duction of Germany's pet fisii into American Winers,
own opinion nf the cirp is that it needs " 3Ugar and spice
and everything nice" to make it as palatable, as sonic of
even lur-eomnj iter i ative varieties ; but then my appeli'e
palBlulic pr. judice-; and it certainly is a fish that
may ha
fcetnr, tQ Ii
B gap thai no otlar variety has yet adequately
[eiive lhe language of the receipt, just as it came,
filled.
1
wit: its slightly foreign tmn ol pi rase that gives it a quaint,
nc s somewhat ukin to the dhacti >n$ found in the old
By it we shou'd judge- lh ,t ihe carp
gcglifch n,
erj hi mfe a
is not a tempjsrance rish,"and the combinution of g ngerbr ad and linck seems novel. The receipt reads " Carps in.

may

on account or the thick glutlnlous slime ihat covers the body of
the m,>/ne llicy are an ebiee.i, ii. irt, lento l.y illKeustiaff to the .fisher-

1

-

that the efforts of the gallant captain

we win

-

-

hoped

It is to be

meet with success, and that thereby the researches of scientists may be aided, and the time and habits of reproduction
of the ''slippery cuss" be better understood than they are

,-

bludgeon.
Fi ?r years I have practiced one of these methods, as the
kind and size of lhe fish might require, and when the captive, was consigned to the creel there was no annoying flopping to remind me of the death throes going on therein, had
not given the fish a gentle quietus before continuing my
sport.
To kill the fish when caught, is not, only merciful, but
il also assures a better state of the flesh when upon the table,
and onre practiced will always be continued.
The flesh of a fish well conditioned for the table, however
may be cooked, should be firm and free from any indicaIf a fish be left to die a lingering deaih
tion of sliminesS.
the flesh will be flibby, more or less tainted in fl ivor and, to
the epicurean an.hr, unfit for the palate or the stomach.
Then e fore, my honest aneler, kill your fish at once and thank
Heaven th 't you cjii enjoy such a dainty, toothsome dish as
your ald'l and mercy rewards you with
As apropos to ihe subject I am minded to copy some lines
styled "Ad Le-cioreui," by the author and to he found prefacing the con'en's of "The Art of Fishing on the Principle
of Avoiding Cruel'y," by the Rev. Oliver Raymond, LL B.

It is

worms strung on

of angle

not a

&or|

howling about that time then my name is not C
.
I
would not have cared if I had had sea-room enough, but I
was jammed against the backside of Cape Cod.
" When I looked for that Blitny cuss after the breeze was
But never mind, I will get some
over he was not there.
Yours, elc
foryouyet.
W. C."
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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to infallibly produce a speedy animal, but if you will intelligently follow our plan, you can in most cases succeed in

§l(e §ettwl

accomplishing your purpose. Do not forget, in your anxiety
for 6peed, that a fast dog with a slow nose is nearly worthless; therefore, before you attempt to force the pace, you
should thoroughly satisfy yourself that your pupil's olfactory
organs are all right; you can form a nearly correct opinion
upon this point by carefully watching him while he is at play,
and taking note of each time that he "winds" anything
that attracts him, and paying close attention to the distance
he is from the object. This, though not an infallible test,
will generally give you a very good idea of his powers.
Should he appear to have a quick sensitive nose and you desire to quicken his gait, try the following plan, and our -word
for it, if you pursue the proper course, youwillhenstonished
When
at the improvement he will show in a few lessons.
commencing these lessons you should select for exercise
ground a large open field, and if the surface, is undulating, it
will be all the better, for when the old dog disappears over
the knolls it will make the pup all the more eager to join him.
When you arrive at the ground yon should letrheolddoxgo,
and keep the pup close at heel until he gets quite impatient,
taking great care not to overdo the matter by keeping him
under resi rain t too long, nor on the other hand should you
let him go until he is in the proper frame of mind to put
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TRAINING
ra

VS.

BREAKING.

TEN OHAPTKKS— OKAF.

IX.

if the previous chapters we liavc carefully refrained from
saying anything about the great benefit to be derived
a trained dog to assist you in perfecting your
We have purposely pursued this course
pupil in his lessons.
in order to show the new beginner that he can safely rely
upon his own resources, and Burcly bring his pupil through
all ri<- lit, -without, any assistance. Nevertheless we have ever
found that an old dog that is well trained and steady is of
great importance in perfecting the pupil in the rudiments of
well as the higher branches of his education; and we cannot forbear devoting a little space to the subject. In the
our canine co-worker should be thoroughly
first place
trained aud quick to obey he must also be very intelligent
and and of a good disposition. Tou should lei the two associate together from the first, and they will soon become attached to one another, unless the old dog is unusually surly.
We do not recommend that the pup should receive any guidance, from the old dog until he is sufficiently grounded iu his
Thus, in
lessons to understand what is required of him.
teaching him To ho, after he will go through the performance fairly, we take the old dog into the pen with him, and
after they have, bad a little time at play we take the pup in
our arms, and making sure ihat he sees ail that is going on,
we place two pieces of meat on the ground about two feet
apart, and, calling up the old dog, make him, at the word
To ho, point, one of the pieces. We then walk around a
little, with the pup still in our arms, taking care that he can
then place the pup
see the performance all the time.
with ni« nose within a few inches of the second piece, and
telling him to To ho, make him wait a few seconds, and then
cluck as a signal that they can each eat their piece. This
has a wonderfully steadying effect upon the pup. especially
when yon come to prolong the time a little, for he, seeing
that the old dog is perfectly staunch and steady, will soon
He will also acquire the very importlearn to emulate him.
ant habit of remaining steady when in the company of other
docs; this we consider of great importance, and under all
circumstances we accustom the pup to doing his work in the
presence of his companions, even if we have to impress the services of a cur and chain him in one corner of the pen. If this
latter course has to be adopted, it is not necessary that it
should be commenced until our pupil is somewhat advanced
in his education, as the only object in view is to accustom
iiiui to perform his duties in the presence of other dogs, and
to lay the ground work of that steadiness when among
So particular aro we in
s.t rangers that is so pleasing to see.
this, that we invariably train our pup to point a piece of
meat and stand perfectly staunch, while his companion takes

I
from having

forth his best efforts

washing him,

to hit

just the right

instant

when

his

—

After our pup is well acquainted with the old dog and
has become accustomed to the chain, they should be coupled
together for a snort time each day until he gets used to it.
We Shall find further on that this will he a great help to us.
The coupling chain should he short with two good swivels.
Mes". persons make a mistake in having the coupling chain
Four incheB is plenty long enough when your
too long.
dogs are anywhere near of a size, aud you will generally find it
ling enough under any circumstances. Should the old dog
be very high headed the chain ran easily be lengthened an
inch or two. After they go well together and our pupil has
or To ho and" minds fairly, you will
1 ::rneil the meaning

i

great benefit to him to practice him
dog, for the example of the latter will
a matter of great importance, and
steady him, which
once his mind is thoroughly impressed with the idea that he.
must hold his position, even when in fear that his companion will secure the tempting morsal, it will be comHe will also
paratively easy to keep him up to his work,
learn to remain quiet at charge with much less trouble to
yrm if coupled to the old dog. As he grows older and you
commence to lengthen the rime that he must remain in this
position, we should by all means recommend this course
indeed wc have found that the services of a well trained,
of.

when coupled to the old
is

—

UEir

through until our pupil's educa-

Aa we have before remarked the astion is complete.
sistance of the old dog should never be called in requisition
until our pupil has been taught his lesson and is somewhst
proficient iu its performance, then ho can uudc-rsfaudingiy
View the old dog as he performs the task, and if he is reasonably intelligent ho will soon leurn to imitate his steadiness.
shalt also find, if out pup is inclined to work too close
to us when quartering his ground, that the example of the
We much
hi in to increase his range.
old dog will soon cause
prefer that our pup should range freely of his own accord,
but should he not quite please us in this, we couple him to
the old dps and practice ihem together until we obt.iin satis-

SVSTE5I vs.

SBsmWSBCBX system.

WE

publish the following from Land a»id Water and would
suggest that the committee baying charge of the amendment of our onu Field Trial Rules should carefully read ami consider the changes adveoated
" Mr. George BreWfS, who. it will be remembered, purchased
Dash II (now Mr. Llewellms), and won several timed with that
dog at tho Kennel Club Field Trial', then, as always, conducted on
the heats plan of judging, hu,. ... ';.'..- d-. Co-l himself in favor ol
the Shrewsbury system. Moreover, he has teen powerful enough
to get a committee of the kennel club elected to look into the
:

We

question.

i

*

i

...,:.-. ,., then
judged, the;,
a, according
having given any verdiot between anj
tvtbiug is optional Willi the
to the draw, have um i,judges. At. a matter of fact it generally happens that the judges
often,
pretty
betweei
j at the time declare
wmd type generally.
id also see many of the doge lowi
Iu the heats pjarj.as the contesting bracea are taken un, the
judge..- are bound to deliver a verdict, and when the card has been
.

.

'.

-

-

'

-

i

l

I

is

halt the

number

of

the original stake, together with the bye or odd dog (shoul dtho
namber in the stake have been an uneven one) are paired in tli9
order in which they have previously rim, and the judges again go
to Work as if thev had never seen auy of tho dogs before, and again
judge between every two contesting dogs, taking no account of
the work they have done iu their former competition, but jinking
between the two dogs .before them in circumstances pf place",
lime, atmosphere and scent, which are alike for both. Tho whole
of tho dogs left iu having been thus decided between, the sarno
thing is enacted until only one dog is left in the stake, to whom,
In awarding the second and other
of course, first prize falls.
prizes two systems have been adopted, neither less than the other
a part of the heats plan, One is that the last dogs tnrned out
of the stake take second, third aud fourth prizes according to the
number of dogs in tho stake when they were turned out, the last
dog turned out, of course, taking second prize. The other way of
awarding these prizes, which has also been used at the kennel
club heat system trials, and which seems to be more tempered
with justice tnau the other, is this When the first prize dog has
beeu discovered, then the last dog turned out of lire stake has to
form a stake, aud run it out, on the heat? plan, agaiust every dog
previously mot aud beaten directly by the winner of first prize.
The same thing happens to find third prize, except that it is every
clog beaten by the second prize dog which contests for it, aud bo
on if there are more than three prizes to be given, which in our
opiihon never ought to be.
The Kennel Club has adopted the heats plan as its own, and
has always hold it up as superior to the Shrewsbury system, where
it was argued, aud very justly, that the best dog hi the stake, by
limning on the worst ground aud in the worst time of the day for
ncont, might do the worst work of auy dog in the stake.
Such a
thing has happened more than once. The organs of the Kennel
Club have never been tired of lauding their svstem aa greatly
Superior to that of Shrewsbury, aud people were forcibly reminded
that thev there paid a big entry fee for the pleasure of running
their dog before the judges, without the satisfaction of a contest
with the result, and without even knowing what the judges
bought of their pet and his performance; and worse, that a bad
dog running under favorable circumstances of time, place, atmosphere might be highly thought of while others, bettor, were
never asked for again. The Kennel Club made rattier too much
:

j

of these evil chances, which certainly do exist in the Shrewsbury
system, hut not to anything like so great an extent as it bus been
sought to be made to appear ; for although the best dog has not
always won, certain it is that no bad one has ever done bo.
ventnre to say that, had the heats system been attacked by

We

anybody except Mr. George Brewis, who is not only a member of
the Kennel Club, but the gentleman who gives it a dwelling and
an estate on which to hold its trials, the Kennel Club would have
defended every particle and offshoot of the system as a settled
question, with more Brightisms than Mr. John Bright himself
hurls at those who venture to raise the question of free trade and
protection, aud for the same reason, because both are of a party
that has settled a question, aud the reputation of both depends
upou the respective questions remaining settled. It is, a, happv
omen, therefore, that the Kennel Club aro forced io a consideration of their way of conducting Held trials by one of their own
patrons; for, so identified « ith the heats system'has everything of
the Kennel Club Field Trials become, and bo committed to it is
tho cluo, that otherwise no discussion would have born possible in
tho club itself. Now, we hope for good results, aud with that
view give the four objections against tho hoats system enumerated by Mr. George Brewis. Thsy are as follows ;
1. It is very unfair to tho second best dog iu tho stake, if, as is
often tho case, it is drawn against the absolute winner. TJuder
existing circumstances it is not heard of again at the meeting,
while an interior animal creeps into what should have been another b place.
2. As we witnessed last week, the waste of ground and time
entailed in running together two inferior dogs, it mav be for moro
than an hour aud a half until it cau be decided, not which is the
host, but really aud truly whioh is the worst of the brace.
3. Tire injustice done to a dog that has had an hour's trial and
won it hand «omely, being made to run agaiust a comparatively
fresh one, his previous good work not scoring to his credit.
4. The luck of the bye, by which a dog practically wins a tie,
however bad bo may be, without being slipped.
The first of these objections ia no argument against the heats
Bystem it is simply an objection to the mode of giving second
prize adopted at Home of the meetings held under the heats system,
and not at others. It is an objection (with whioh we perfectly
agree) to giving second prize to the last dog beaten by the winner,
iustoad of to the best dog beaten by the winner, discoverable by
tho formation of a separate stake, as described above, aud which
has been tried with good results at the heat system meetings of
the Kennel Club. The ouly exception taken to it has been founded on the time it takes to carry it out. This is not much and can
be overcome. In a sixteen dog Blake it takes fifteen contests to
decide drat prize, three to decide second, and from two to five to
decide third.
Mr. Brewia's second objection deals with the question of waBte
of ground and time, aud I will take this objection with reference
to time alone, as the two, time and ground, can easily be shown
to be inseparable, so far aB field trials are concerned.
It is the
great length of time the heat system has always been made to
occupy that has been its one fault aud this year, with singularly
protracted trials, resulted in Mr. Brewis's protest. All other point's
being far iu advance of the Shrewsbury system, either regarded
from the view of a spectator interested in the result, who can see
to a certain extent how the game ia going or from the view of
an exhibitor, who knows his dog will have au exactly equal chance
of doing himself credit, toward winning, as every other dog in
tho stake: or from the view of a breaker, who cares very little
whether he has bad ground or good, so long as it ia tho same for
both, as it, of course, always is, aud as it is not, and cannot be,
under the Shrewsbury plan. Mow, it appears to us that without
tho least breaking away from the heats Hystem, as a system, and
whde retaining every advantage of that 'system, especially the
greatest of all, which is that no dog is turned out of the Btake
only because he has doue bad work (it may be without a possibility of doing better), but only because ho is beaten by another dog,
which has doue better work, with exactly the same chances, it appears to na that a great saving of time can be effected bv giving
the judges moro power in two directions. First, give them power
to keep both competitor!! in the stake, instead of as under the
Shrewsbury system of turning both out. Second, give thorn paver
after running tho whole of the competitors once, to match them
in the order, and in any pairing they chooao for the rest of the
running iu thai, stake, always retaining the power of keeping both
competitors in the stake to run against different dogs of the
judges' own choosing in tho next course of heats. The advantages
these extended poweis would be as followB: first, the judges
would run through the list of dogs as drawn aud on tbo field card,
noting not only tho work of each dog as compared with its antagonist, but they would keep au eye on the general form of tho dogs
with a view to matching them iu tho next cuurse of heats for tho
obtaining of speedy results. The judgea would stop those " give..;,
irials," which, under the present rules, have boon known
to occupy the best part of a morning, stop them so soou its they
u-i.T, ,.;iild be arrived at whether the dogs had
-:.» !,.:.
raimjteor twenty; to go down with other competitors
hunted
in ike next course of heats, either better or worse ('according to
opinion', aa they had seemed above or below the average of tho
;

;

;

i

Perhaps, before going iuto the subject, it will ho best to ehow
who.xin the two systrana of judging differ, for held triulB have become of late years an institution of the greatest importance to
sportsmen when engaged on the moors, and few art) the lienneleven in- the remotest parts of Scotland which have not gained
something by—it niay be only indirect— orostsiug with thu blood
Iu both Systems ol judging- tho mode ot
of field trial winners
bringing together the contesting dogs by what iH called '* tin;
draw'' is the same. The name of every dog in the stake is written
ou a separate slip of rolled paper and placed in a hat. Tbej
are Eheii drawn out by luoli, and every two (joining together
run together in the. stake, the judges being the Same u,
u
each case. Here the lilitnetii between the two systems ends,
tho Shrewsbury ByStem, alter the dogs have been once before the

factory results. Great caution must be observed in this and
the lesions must not be too frequentnor too long continued,
and form the very had
u- OU* pupil will lose his independence
h ibit of looking to his companion to cut out, the work which
will seriously detract iroin his usefulness in the field.
Ab it is very desirable that our dog should possess a fair
amount of speed, we should so conduct his exercise that
when we oorne to cut him loose in the field he will not potter
aud poke, but at once strike a slashing gut and with head
Many doge can
well up, take to his work like a veteran.
never become fast, but if you have followed the instructions

ran through once, every unbeaten dog, that

m

FIELD TRIALS.

;

.
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Backing is an accomplishment Ihat affords us much pleasure in fact, one-half of our enjoyment, when shooting over
a brace of dogs, is in witnessing the faultless performance of
a well-trained animal, as he instantly honors tbo point of his
companion. This accomplishment is inherent in many dogs,
and is as natural to them as the instinct of pointing. Yet,
there are many first-class animals who will not back a companion's point, bur will work forward until they obtain the
scent.
This is always unpleasant, and often not only mare
our enjoyment of the sport, but the practice is very apt to
unsteady the other dog, especially when the dog that should
back thrusts his nose a little ahead, which he is very prone
The dog that will remain perfectly steady aud
to do.
staunch while his companion repeatedly p;acticesthis, is, indeed, a treasure, and worthy fairer treatment. That your
dog will not he the one to commit so serious a fault you
can rest assured, if you have carefully followed our instructions in bis early training and will intelligently handle him
when he first goes into the field with a companion. As we
have often remarked, first impressions play a very important
part in the future behavior of your dog, therefore you
should be very careful that nothing occurs that will give him
any wrong ideas. The first time that you take him out with
another dog, hey should be well acquainted, if possible, or
at least have time to play together until they become somewhat used to each other. You should he accompanied by a
friend, who should have the '-are of the other dog. while you
keep your pupil close to heel until the other dog liuds and
comes to a point. Be very careful now, aud as soon as your
dog catches sight of him, raise your band and bid him To ho,
and on no account must you stir so inueb. as a finger, but remain perfectly quiet and staunch, as though you were also
backing, until your companion has flushed the bird.
Your
example will have much to do iu perfecting his steadiness,
and you will find that after a few lessons of this kind even
should he possess no natural inclination to back— he will
understand what is required, and instantly back of his own
accord as soon as he catches sigh' of a companion's point.

I

in selecting your pup ihat we have laid down, and have
secured a well formed one with plenty of life aud spirit.
thee will be no trouble in bringing hioiout a fairly speedy
animal; indeed, we have taken in hand old dogs that were
decide. !i v slow, and in a few weeks by judicious manageturning hem m\ .astonishingly fast.
cannot give instructions tint will enable you

If

veteran.

pointing.

all

hears the welcome signal.

i

This he will readily learn to do if you
the bit and eats it.
immediately reward him with another piece. If he iB well
trained in this he will not annoy you by going to pieces
shml half a dozen dogs rush in upon the bird that he is

steady dog are invaluable,

lie

impatient feelingB are at their greatest height to give him the
word to go on. If this order is given in an eager tone, accompanied with a quick step or two forward, you will find
that your pupil will at once start with an eager'rush and put
forth bis best efforts to catch the old dog.
You should carefully watch him, and as soon as he slacks his speed, call him
iu at once and keep him at heel until he is again impatient,
when you can repent the performance. If this course is
understandiugly pursued, your pupil will soon learn that in
order to have his liberty he must not potter, and he will in a
short time astonish you with his greatly improved gait. The
speed of almost any dog can he improved in this way, hut
the best results are Obtained when your dog is possessed of a
high strung nervous temperament. With Buch a one properly handled marvelous improvement is sure to follow.
You will also fiud that the example of the old dog will be
productive of much good, when you commence accustoming
your pup to the sights aud sounds of the street, you will be
spared much trouble in way- wising him by coupling them
ogether when taking a walk through the streets, especially
if you are in a city where each sight and sound is new to
your pupil, for he will not only see that his companion isun
concerned and thereby acquire confidence, but he will soon
learn that he cannot bolt should anything strange occur, and
in a short time he will become steady and behave like a

We

that it will tie

when

you have acquired such knowledge of his disposition and
temper as yon should have done, you will be sure, by closely

;

and
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dog,-

m tha

Mr. Brewis' third objection seems to me to require less attenHow, ver great an evil it may be for one dog to run an hour
than soother, 1 think old BpfliWen will agree with
me that it would be a still greater evil t attempt to [ndge between
digs run at different ium, of the day, in godd Scent and
bad scant, and on different sorts of ground, iu good
in
cover
and iu no cover.
Those who have shot meet,
over dogs know we enough thai the best digs in the world pars
buds at some poinds ot the day, and the,
it some
bits of the moor and gome neldB also uevei hold scent,
Whv, the
tion.

or so longer

>

1

1

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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accidental flight of a falcon, or even a hawk, over a bit of ground,
will make the greatest diffore.nce to the bird* and the ability of the
Clearly, every accident should happen to
•log* to find them.
every antognist as much an possible the same. However, with
the "modifications of the hea's svstem which I have suggested,
these long rtms need only occur when the two last dogs left in to
The objecfight it out for a prize are as nearly equal as possible.
1ji.ii
No. 3,) raised by Mr. Brewis, although not entirely removed
by my suggestions, is reduced to a minimum, and. as much as possible." in fair competition of pointers and Betters at work.
The fourth objection, "the luck of the bye," would, I think,
entirolv disappear. The only use of the live was- first, to keep a dog
fresh 'and second, to help him to get into the last four in the stake.
With short trials instead of long ones, and with second and third.
off, as they should be, there would be no advantage
i

:

tJiKUAST. ^,

PITTSBURG DOG SHOW.

WE

have received the premium fist of the
held at Pittsburgh, Pa., commencing
from the number and value of the special
sportBtnen of that vicinity are determined that
ft,

BB. For best pointer puppy Geo, H. Peri, artist, New Brighton,
Pa., offers a small oil painting (home subject).
CO. For best pointer dog puppy under s
lontheold silver oup;
flue, $6.
val
DD. For best pointer stud dog, to be showi with two of his get,
ilver-plated vase, Plate Co., Pittsburgh
va. ie, $10.
EE. For best pointer brood bitch, to be sb wtiwilhtwo of her
pp. eve
Kilv.
FF. For best cocker spaniel, dog or bitch (owued and entered
by a member of the American Cooker Club), the American inciter
Spaniel Club oilers a prize of frit). (Members entering for this
prize plotted add to their signatures M. A. '". S. C.)
GG. For best fox terrier, dog or bitch. Win. A. Mel itoBl
burgh, offers $10, or medal or cup at option n winner.
HH. For bolt colhe, dog or bitch, Logan & SlroVidgo, New
Brighton, Pa., donate a fancy umbrella stand value, v.s.
II For best bull terrier, 0. T. Wagner, cigars
value. is in.
J.T. For best skye terrier, H. Reuck, box cigars
value, $5.
KK. For best col led ion of non-sporting dogs owned and entered
exhibitor,
<:.
c.
B, lL r box cigars
value, $10.
by one
LL. For best Yorkshire terrier a handsome useful fancy article
is offered bv Paul Hacke.
MM. For" beat bulldog Frank A. Walker, New Brighton, Pa.,
-n.
ooniiu:; sol,.
NN. For best toy or pot dog owned and exhibited by a lady in
non-sporting division T. P. Bedilion, Pittsburgh, offers elegant
after-dinner coffee s

bench show to be
March 7. Judging
prizes offered, the
the show shall bo

;

success.

The show

be held under (he rules aud regulations of the
National American Kennel Club. Dogs will not bereceivod before 7
a.m. Monday, March 0, nor after 8 a.m. Tuesday, March 7. Premium
lists aud entry blanks can he bad at this office and at the office of
Mr. J. Palmer O'Noil, or bv addressing the Superintendent, Mr.
Chas. Lincoln, P. O. Box 303, Pittsburgh, Pa.
the B. &. O..
Adams and Union Express Companies will carry aud return dogs
for fare one way.
will

',

i

I-KEMIUM LI8T.

iodt
"
Those who do not remember the causes of so much lose of time
at the late trials will discover, on reference to the reports of the
meeting, that it was lost bv protracted trials between dogs which
never got into the end of the stake, many of which might have
been disnofod of in live minutes, had thev been properly matched
by the judge- with some of those whieh were good enough to get
near the end. If the time had been saved in this way. there
would have been lots of time to have run off the minor prizes,
and we should have come to the end of ttie stake very much
.pucker into the bargain. A change of the rules in this direction
the timo given for
requires, as an accompaniment, a change
bringing up dogs when called for, as there would lie many more
trials, so would there be more time lost in bringiug up fresh dogs ;
to,
quarter
of
a
an hour or twenty
Unless this was looked
Falcon.
minutes, as it is now, is absurdly long.

m

;

1
1

Champion English setter dogs,

8

English setter
medal.

4

.

in
1

12
lit

14
It.

lf>

17
15

OS IMPORTING DOGS.

19
2»

W=

7"E present, below, a statement of the charges of the various
'
steamship lines to this port on dogs carried by them also
important, information as to Custom House regulations regarding
;

imported live stock.
Allan line, Leve & Alden, agents, 207 Broadway, New York, carries from either Londonderry, Gal way or Qnucustowu, Ireland
Glasgow. Scotland, or Liverpool. Kngland to Portland, Boston
or Baltimore in winter, or to Quebec in summer, at a uniform
charge of £5 for each dog, which Includes feeding and attendDogs are placed in charge of the steward during the
ance.

;

;

21

22

;

;

.$20.

Same Miches.

;

pure l.averacks),

flogs (except

$20, *to, *5, silver

.

.

Same, for bitches.

5 English setters ipurn Lavera. k pedigree),
6 Same, ror bitches.

8
9

-f'iO,

$10.

English, setters puppies, under ismoi, dogs, $7, $3.
Same for birches.
Champion Irish si:lter dogs, san.
Same for bitches.
Irish setter dogs, $20, $10.
Same for bitches.
rrtsh seller puppies, dog or bitch. $7, Ss.
Champion
rdon setter dogs, $20.
Same for bitches.
Gordou -.eu.er nogs, $20, $10.
Same for bitches
Gordon setter puppies, rl"g or bitch, $7, ES.
Champion pointer dugs, over 45 lbs., $20.
Same for bitches, over 50 lbs.
champion polntei aogB,'unoVrJ>Slb§,,$2Q.
Sume 1. ir lib dies, under 50 lbs.
(

'

BLOODHOUND IMPORTATION.—We are pleased W police
the importation aud mating, by a Western gentleman. o<
of British bloodhounds, heretofore almost, if note
unknown within the limits of the United States. Our read
perceive, from our reports of English shows, that tliir, bin- .1 hold.-,
a very prominent position on the show bench abroad, and.
same reason that a great attention has been given to the breeding
of the bull dog— namely, that however little use, other that
jug. these animals may" bo pnt to, they possess valuable o
whi.h may be inst lied into other breeds by judicious crossing—
the pure bloodhound should command a share of attention on
tbir; side of the Atlantic
But there is no reason whv this dog
should not become a highly useful member of canine
rtv
(especially in the suburbs of cities and in some portions
West), as well as an impressive aud dignified eompFp.nui. as his
fitness for the position of guardian of property cannot be doubted,
and is probable not surpassed by auy other dog, while, if put upon
the scent within a few hours, he would be found useful in cases oi
burglary, horse stealing, etc. An erroneous impression prevails,
as in the case of the bulldog, that this dog hits a natnr
tendency
to exhibit a savage disposition, and that his tempi
trusted.
With regard to this point, it would probably be round
that, firstly, a mongrel-bred animal would rl::e,i sn
me
temper and nntrnsfworthinesB of disposition not natural tq a pure
bnd specimen and secondly, if the early training ol the
were properly attended to, and the pup were made a true!
panion and friend, being neither bullied nor teased, hi.- bearing
would bo, in his maturity, as gentle and as inspiring of confidence
as that of any dog of the larger breeds. We learn from our English exchanges that the famous bloodhound Morgan which ivai. in.strumental in bringing to justice thB Blackburn mur ere
been despatched to Dun Echt, the authorities hoping that the
wonderful instinct of thin animal may lead to the discovery of the
missmg body of the late Earl of Crawford and Balcarres.

1

1

.

23 Pointer dog::, over r,r. lbs $20, $10.
21 Same tor bitches, over 50 lbs.
25 Pointer dogs, under 55 lbs., $20, $10.
25 Sume tor bitches, under 60 ins.

.

,

27 Pointer puppies, dogs, $7, $3.
28 same bite lies.
29 Irish water spaniels, dog or birch, $10, $5.
3D black spaniels (large alz
(diner sex, over 28 103., $1
)

small

.Satire

Cocker spaniels' other than black, either sex,

size,

.

i

,

$5.

Hurler 2S lbs.

31

82

$10,

cup valued

Henderson Brothers, agents, 7 Bowling Green,
New York, carries from Glasgow, Londonderry, Dublin, London
or Barrow-in-Furness to New York, at a charge of from two to
three guineas on each dog, for passage only. The animal is usu-

Z'lH Spaniel puppies, either sex, $8.
33 Foxhounds, el her sex, .sin, eup vinted at $5.
34 English beagles, cither sex, sun, $5.
35 American bench lejrjced beagles or Basset hounds,

charge of the cook, with whom private arrangements
must be made in regard to feeding and attendance, there being
no settled scale of prices for these items.
Oompagnie Generate Transatlanliquo, Louis de Bebian, agent,
6 Bowling Green. New York, carries from Havre, France, to New
York. On each dog shipped aa freight the charge is 125 francs,
or if with a passenger, SO francs. This includes [food in either
ease, and in the former attendance also.
North German Lloyd line, Oelrichs A Co., agents, 2 Bowling
Green, carries from Bremen and Southampton at a charge of
twenty dollars on each dog, which includes food but a private
arrangement must be made with the cook, the steward or some
other employee on the vessel regarding exercising and lending

"5 lie lit..- '.u.ip/. .'.lliiu-'si-:;. $5.
37 Dachshunds, ell nor sex, $10, cup valued at *5.
Hili.implon lex terrier d igs, champion rnedaL

line,

ally placed in

at.

;

'

the animal.
National line, F. "W. J. Hurst, manager, G9, 71 and 73 Broadway, New York, carries from Liverpool, Queenstown and London
to 'New York, charging from throo to five guineas on each dog,
which is put in charge of the butcher, and to him an additional
fee. riot stated, must be paid for feeding and attendance.
State line. Austin, Baldwin & Co., general agents, 58 Broadway, New York, carries from Glasgow, Belfast and Liverpool to
New York. Two guineas on each dog pays the freight only.
The steward takes charge, usually, and with him an arrangement must be made, on terms mutually agreed upon, as to foeding and attendance.
Whito Star line. K. J. Cortis. agent, 37 Broadway, New York,
carries from Liverpool to New York at a charge of £5 on each
dog, which sum includes feeding and attendance, no extra fee
being demanded. The butcher takes care of dogs on the ship.
Inman line, John O. Dale, agent, 3t and 33 Broadway, New
fork, carries from Liverpool to New York for three guineas each
dog. The details in all other particulars are the same as those
regarding the State line, printed above.
Wilson lino, Sanderson &. Sou, agents, 39 South William street,
New York, carries from Hull to New York, for £1.10, each dog,
which is placed in eha'ge of the steward. Meat is furnished by
him, hut it is requested that two pans, for food and water, and a
supply of dog biscuit be sent with the dog.
The American, Bed Star, Cunard, Monarch and Guion lines will
not carry dogs.
In no eahe is a steamship company liable for the death or injury
of a dog during a voyage, except when actual intent, negligence
or carelessness, on the part of the company or its servants, can bo
proven. All of the rates given above must be paid before shipment, and are (with one exception, noted,) for dogs shipped as
freight, not in charge of passengerB.
On animals imported for other than breeding purposes the
United States customs duty iB twenty per cent, on the value. To
import free of duty it is necessary for the consignor to appealbefore the United States Consul noarest to where the animal is
purchased, and make affidavit that the animal is to be used, in
For this the Consul's fee is
this countrv, for breeding purposes.
from #2.50 to »3.50. Upon arrival of the animal, the consignee
must make affidavit that, in his opinion, it is such, in quality, as
The ofiioiafeuato improve, here, the breed to which it belongs.
tom house appraiser or examiner passes judgment upon this opinion, after seeing the animal, and in case he agrees therein, the
animal is admitted free of duty. In any case, certain custom
house fees, for examination, etc., must be paid, but these are
comparatively nominal. Matters may be very much expedited by
having the importation consigned to some really reputable custom
house brolier, who will attend to all necessary details upon its
arrival, and then send it on to the purchaser.
Incases where fees must be paid for feeding, etc., it is well to
have an understanding that the payment will be made upon the
and even where no payment, other than the
arrival of the dog
freight charge, is demanded by the carrier or its servants, it will
be to the advantage of the purchaser to have the shipper hint that
the caretaker may expect a gift here, if the dog arrives in good
but imcondition. This"will probably prevent neglect, at least
ported dogs as often suffer from over-feeding, on board ship, as
anything else.
;

;

»

i

t
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BROCK AND COUNTESS.—Mr.
who imported and owns

•

.

Geo. T. Leach, of this

city,

this fine pair of setters,

requests us to
Bay that Brock is not out of Countess sb some of the sporting
papers have published* but that they are both from the same
litter, and, us was stated by ns in our issue of Nov. 2t, by Osborn's Bosco out of Priucepp's My DnohesB. Brook will bo remembereiaa the winner of the' Members' Oup and also the
Forest ANr. Stream Cup for the best dog owned and handled by
an amateur at the Into Field Trials on Bobbins' Island. The importance of recordiug correct!} the pedigree of all dogs, especially
prize winners, cannot be overestimated, and owners and breeders
should see that mistakes when they occur are at once correoted.
FERIDA-l'OLLUX MATOH.—Mr. E. I. Martin writes us that
owing to the constant demand upon his time in caring for the
valuable puppies just arrived, it will be impossible for him to
run the above mutch, and that he shall doelare forfeit. This
note was inadvertantly omitted from our last issue.

At a meeting of the Westminster Kennel Club Nov. 10, the following named gentlemen were elected members: Mr. A. Wright
Banford, Mr. Henry NieholB, Mr. D. T. Worden and Mr. John G.
Heokgoher.

i

1

either sex,

:

i

39

Same

40
41

Fox terrlei dogs,
Same tor bitches

42
43

Fox terrier puppies, cup valued at
Greyhounds, $10.

:

tor bitches
$10, $5.
$10.

NOW SPORTING.
44 Mastiffs, $1", cup valued at $5.
45 St. Bernards (rough roared), .diver cup vditierl at $10.
-Hi Sume P r si. Bernards (smooth coated).
Me'vrnuinii.i Pp. IP. e.. eup v do.-d 'ii pin
-v,
4S champion ooilio.-,, champion medal.
j» colLie dogs, $ 10, $5.
no Same tor bitches
r.l Collie puppies, silver medal.
e .
dlVer i.-,
![..,
'.'.f.l:
53 BuU-terrlors, $pi, silver eup valued at if«.
54 hough haired terriers (except skyer- and Yorkshires,
at .510.
55 Champion skye terriers, champion medal,
5G Skye terriers, ?n>, eup valued at, $li.
57 Yorkshire terriers, $10, cup valued at, $5.
5s Champion pugs, champion medal.
.-

I.

rue,:,

:-

r,

run

r;:d';cn el

I

DOG—

Cortland, N. V'.—When driving through
A COASTING
the comitrv a few davs since I witnessed the remarkable performance of a coasting dog. Two bovs had taken their place upon the
front part of th- sled, and a shepherd dog with them upon the
roar, the dog maintaining his position upon the sled in their rapid
descent down a steep hill. Upon coming to a stand still a Dollar
was placed about the dog's neck, and he ran back up the hill,
drawing the sled aud manifesting considerable impatience until
the boys arrived aud released him from the harness, when he was
again to take his plaee for another ride upon the ha.ud-sjed.
Mio.

.

cup valued

',

i

Black and tan terriers, over lbs Sin. eup valued at $5.
61 Toy terriers, anv breed, under 5 lbs., eup valued at $10.
62 King ciiai lea spanleia, cu valued at $10.
63 Italian greyhounds. JIB.
64 Poodles, large size .v.-r P> lbs., eup valued at $5.
65. same for small size under
lbs.
66 Miscellaneous— any breed of dogs not assigned, two prizes, $5
60

it

.

NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB DERBY

i

following entries have been received.

,

6T Tiickdogs, $25.

receive the Secretary's cer-

tificate of merit.

SPECIAL rRIZES.
Silver medals will be given for A., best k enuel of five English
setters.

B. Best kennel of five Irish setters.
C. Best kennel of live Gordon setters.
D. Best kennel of five pointers.
E. Best kennel of five Irish water spaniels.
F. Best kennel of five cocker or field spaniels.
H. For best English setter, dog or bitch, Messrs. Parker
Brothers offer through agents Messrs. J. Palmer O'Neil & Co., of
Pittsburgh, a doublcd-barreled breech-loading shot-gun, value,
$125.
1. For best three English setters, doga or bitohes, bred and
owned by exhibitor, J. It. Henricks, offers an automatic musical
cabinet, with music, value, $50.
J. For best Laveracl: setter dog, open class, Edward Gregg,
President of the Association, offers handsome gold medal, value,

-,

i

what is wanted. Our aim is to have everything correct ! tut until
contributors will take the necessary trouble to conform to the above
request we cannot answer tor the mUtaJkes that may occur.
.

Mollie

piei ied

IPn-l. rle-k

ilo-iilerlek

Aug.

NAMES CLAIMED.
I'ape, Nen York,
r

IC,

1881,

for

white

a

by 'thunder out

i

of

,

owner

s

out

I

Dhu-Mlna).

Pic and MUe.hitf—Hy \fr. Tl. Drain, Baltimore, Md., for red Iipi,
setter bitch puppiet bv Klelio out of Lady Helen.
Poker— By Mr. G. H. Thomson, I'hiltu.ir ltdioi, l-\, ir; rnitri: b setter
v ueipea.iuuo 11, 1881, by JUr. .Smith's Grouse. but of ;>lr. p
_
.

§10.
O. For best native English setter dog, without Layerack,
Llewelliu or field trial blood, J. J. SneUenburg offers canvas suit
is

Henry

Dhu—Mina).

Sina T.— By Mr. Henry Pape, New York, for blue belton id
b. whelped Aug, ID, 1881, by Thunder out ot owner's Loul
setter

whistle, value, 10.

,1.

E— By Mr.

.ii

i

N. For best English setter dog, under two years old J. J.
SneUenburg off ers English corduroy or fustian hunting suit, value,

dog or bitch that

|

\t

dog collars, value, #15.
M. For beat matched pair of English setters (regardless of sex)
oolor and quality to be considered, J. R. Henricks donates hand-

J.

upon the minds of

those, who send os
ems
Kennel Notes, that to avoid mlstakesall names sic
printed In print letters, as we find It ver.. Basj
where this is not done. We also would like to he informed
the animal Is male or female, and to know the daie
breed to which they belong-, whether pointer, setter, or bulldog. A
careful study of the notes In this number of the paper v, 111 Bhow JUSt
to Impress

for our

K. For settor or pointer (dog or hitch) that has the heat field
trial record, the record only to be considered, a prize given by
Society of #20 cash.
L. For brace of English setter dogs with best field trial record,
J. J. Snollenburg, of New Brighton, Pa., offers pair of silver

value, .+112.50.
P. For sporting

l,

KENNEL NOTES.
We wish

$20.

show condition,

April

Dr. A. F- McKinuev. Forest Hill, Tenn.. enters black, white and
tan setter bitch "Kate B.," whelped April 18th, 1881, by Count
Noble out of Peep o' Day.
Wm. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., enters black, white and tun setter bitch '• Carrie," whelped April 18th, 1881, by Count Noble out
of Peep o' Day.
D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., enters black, white and tao Setter
dog "Chickasaw," whelped April 18th, 1881, by Count Noble out
of Peep o'Day.
D. Brtson, Sec, Memphil

each.

Notk.— A U dogs recelvlug awards will

1882.—Tie

(Eutri.-s cluse

1882.)

m

some gold

.

I

:-

en

;

.

passage.

Anchor

t£j!.

i

,

Nellie.
iYuK'/i Beas, Bi uild.it mid Beryl—
nlle,N. Y., for liver spaniel bitches,

By

Hornnll spaniel club, Mornellswhelped Nov.
ts:,i. bv
Leuii,

I

champion Benedict out oi Pnt •
Bri;-a-Jjrac-- By Ltorncll Spaniel Club, Iloritellsvllle, N
black soiiilel blich, whelped Nov. 8, red, Oi id., it

exhibited in the best bench

Sucllenburgh offers one corduroy professional

.-.i,

trainer's jaokoi, value, $15.
Q. For best dog or bitch puppy, aired by Wi'i; Lavorack dog
"Thunder," Messrs. J. Palmer O "Noil & Co. Pittsburgh, Fa., donatu line dog collar, whistle and whip.
For best English setter, stud dog, to be shown with
of
It.
his get, a silver cup given bv Qrogan k Merz, Pittsburgh.
S. For best English setter, brood bitch, to be shown with two
of her progeny. Dr. Mcli. Lloyd oilers cash prise of 610.
T. For best Irish setter dog. .1. S. Hooped, Esq., New Brighton,
donates handsome silver cup, value, $25.
U. For beBt Irish sett o stud dog, to be shown with two of his
get, silver cup, given by W. W. Watties. Pittsburgh.
V, Fur best Irish setter, brood bitch, to be shown with two of
her progeny,
A. Elliott offers flowers, plants and trees to value

y

-

for
,

•

.

out Of l'rde
Brmd Or— By llornell Spaniel Club, Hornellsvlile, w\ Y., tor eht'stuut and tan spaniel dog, whelped Nov.
,
issi, br e'linmpl.in p.
out of Princess,
Black V'/.e.vi— By Hornell Spaniel Club, Itornelisvllle, N. V. for
iddrig, o helped Nov. 3, 1881, by their champion p.; nec.ict
"
out of Princes-;.
Did" Qwm-ay Mr. p. e. McMaster, SloansviHe, Wis., for white
r
and liver spotted E igilsh sett* r bl eh, h. -.j
pi
{St. Khuo-.Maida) out of Ulamono Ditches, tp. dle-ys Men.
Daisy
v.
West
Mr.
l.
Tyler,
Beo.
JUtar-'By
Newton, for white, with liver
.,
..erii or fall, pointer bitch, v, neipen
pa'ch ove.
Mr. A. E. Go leffroy's Croxteth out of Dr. H. T\ Aien's Little
:-i,

Uo

i

•.

,

,

,

i

..

E

Of «B.

W. For best Gordon setter, dog or bitch. Laflin k Hand, through
agents, J. Palmer O'Neil & Co., of Pittsburgh, oiler case Orange
lightning powder; value, $30.
X. For beet Gordon setter, stud dog, to be shown with two of his
get, a celery stand.
Y. For best Gordon setter, brood bitch, to be shown with two of
her progeny, silver butter dish, by J, K. Keed & Co., Pittsburgh;
value, $5.
Z. For best pointer dog (any weight") J. M. Tracy, artist, through
J. Palmer O'Neil & Co., offers Benes of pictures oi" field scenes
value, UO.
AA, For best pointer bitch J. Palmer O'Neil 4; Oo. donate 100
lbs. of Eureka dog.biBouit.

Race— B
j rnl ttin

I

out of Lu.

Donatdseuei

tlertck Teung, Newark;, N J., for biur-beiton
iafto (formerly Biggins' Prlnoej om m to,,, e ,.
('.
Svk—ny Mr.
Hax. Baltimore, Md., for liver and white
pointer dog pu
ib-yer's Don out of Nlccoll's Fly.
Jar. —By Mr.
lei.i, Baltimore, .Md., tor black, white and tan
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Mass., Jan. 20.— At the last meeting or the Gardner
Ride bib, at the Hackmatack range, the attendance was not as good
as usual. The Inch ring and creed moor target combined was used,
two scores or en shot per man, off-hand distance, '1'jU yards. The
score tells the Btory
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my experience, that It Is
not
Much ot the lack of discipline in my battalion came from just
this lung."
" But you certainly think that soldiers should know how to
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is nothing remarkable
vnur last hi.iiil'ei about plS'C
lng more that there is at leas
ihat can be r. lied upon. Thi
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"
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hows
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Great Britain, aj
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;ket revolver
ve measured
paces, and was tired BOJotly
u, ,u^ s««o ..uiuuj mc uuehe target 1- an excellent ouo,
lie li buiiseye, and the wildest shot being but one andaquatter
Inches from the centre. Weiniertbat the -hots wereconsccunvc,,
and had there been ten conseiot Ive shots nred the target could have
been compared with those on record here.

mra

BOSTON, Jan. SI. A more purled day than this could not well he
Imagined than thai vouchsafed to the gentlemen who assembled ar,
Wajout illli 10 participate In the several matches that, were on the
card. There was a goodly number ot riflemen present, and not one
had llio least fault to rlnrl wllh tile weather oondluous. That so.
gray light, so desirable to all who look for good results, prevailed,
the atmosphere was dead, and not a puff of wind lined the flags.
clock soow began 10 fall, anil late in Ihe afternoon the
About.
snow and tog were so heavy and the clouds .-0 thick and dark it became h ud to see lie bull, and ihe shooilng do.W. The new matches
w re most successfully opened and promised rare sport. The day
opened ihe series of winter matcm s, thice In number, to close on
liisi Day next, with conditions as rollows:
Watch. No. 1.— Creedinoor rarget; wo yards; position, standing;
rounds, ton: any rlfla within the rules. Entries unlimited, at >-, cis.
each 10 members! to non-membeis, arst entry each day, far cts., re1
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H. Frost, Secretary.

CINCINNATI INDEPENDENT SHOOTING CLI.'B-.Ian. 20.— The C.
S. C. had their usual Thursday shooting maun yesterday.
At ilrst
was doubtrui whether there would be a match or not, for ihe
keeper or ihe grounds had lnrorraid ihe president on Monday that
the ground w as completely covered with ihe hack wahror lliei.bio
River. Hilton Thursday morning the Presldeni w,.s informed that
the water had gone down and Ihat there was a beautiful sheet of he
on the grounds: thcreiore the C.I. s. c, for the Oral time, had a
alio illog match on ice, lo ihe. utmost enlovment. or all present
The
following is the score at glass balls:
First
Second -core.
Third score.
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11011101111— 7
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repeating riieariulsapureiy American mve
portani use of arms of this t\ pewas by the in
during the Mexican war. The I.I.-a orlglnait.
American seaman, who, while on a vojagetO'
a sU-barreled revolver to be ined wllh percu
cd upon rhis In 1S35, by bringing out a rireari
rotary breech, the bullets ail making their e>
single long barrel, as In the modern revolve
lor his Invention hi England, Franc- and illation time carried on th manufacture of rev.
a number of Colt's revolving carbines were
riey's campaign against the Indians, and abc
wire used hy our troops In the Mexican war.
In Calltoruia shortly after this lime caused
Colt's revolvers, and their manufacture wai
The exhibition or these weapons at Lire Wo
ls57, created a decided sensation, ami serum
sale In Europe,
they were largely used in tl
baldl in his liallan campaigns, and spec
Into all the European armies, coll had me
use the Interchangeable system 111 l.l- man
together with the general excellence or his
enormous populanry. Colls success brougl
and ihe Derringer, smith i Wesson, and otln
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reech is
opened to receive a new charge. Many modi
litems 01 this type of llrearn. have since been mad.'
T
of the repealing principle to Held arms n„--» 1- ,. n e,
.. m 1V1"
couniry, the first arm ot this kind being the Gailn." hJ :.-.' .,,. .,.,,,"
mail' machine gun with steel barrels, Into which cartridges are
fed
rrom a hopper and discharged by turn rig a crank.
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The match was at an birdRav

11.
led the score vitn
rollowcd by C. M. Stack and I). Klrkwood with 17
Beiore ih"
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tor the purposed choosing olllcers lor i— 2, and in,- ie nn u- ,s,is fnl
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Outside of UHs last Ping the hits do not count.
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Match No. 3.— " Noveity,' on "M.i-s. Decimal" Target.— Any posiNo classlllcition nor hanilicao, except that.
tion or rest allowed.
mllliar.N ilile = are allowed tweniy-ilve points, and other rifles wllh
open sights, lifieen oints on the aggregate of four scores. Other
conditions and prizes same as in Match no. 1.
Th r.e.i.'iii or ne several rings would be as follows, with the value
or the shots
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by Mr. Geo. Pownall, chris.

W. Windholz, New
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1

[n these days of lmpioved flrearmsa
cannot thoroughly master Ids breech-loaner is ot very litWhen the team 01 the Thirty-tilth
service as a soldier.
battalion was organized by me, 1 was me caplaiu or Company C. I
remember at one time that when the regiment was order, d to
I had with trie my
101 inspection I wasabseni at Greedmoor.
1. ell>
first sergeant, and a numheror my best nontwo lieutenants,
commissioned oiheers. As a result my company was without a cotnp. tern commander.
The men who were nu ihe team, or course, were
•lilhuslas.llc. Inn rbose wno could not get on iost mi ere t,"
••
How, in your opinion, should the men be taught ?"
'•1 mini. ;ii; of ihe men s -.oulii be taught.
The practice ought to
be compulsoiv ami lie- men given credit for the Unit- spent. 1 believe
ng, and ih" instruction for each man shou.d be thoiough.
Tie

"Undoubtedly they should,

.

1

Web.J.

roilowlng directors were also chosen John M. .Men 111, 11. Mortimer
and il. W. Geoige. Theclub Is In a prosperous condlilon. having
seventy active members. They contemplate -Pooling at their range
neur oak island every wo weeks unili sp.lng opens, 'i h Ir rnnge
was former'y near the Ocean House, Chelsea Beach, but when thai
proper IV wes sold It neeessliaifd the remov .1 ot ihe lange to aie'ilier
sit".
he present one near the Putnam House was select' d, and ihe
Club think they have the best range in Hi- State, on this range
they have a building 12 by 4U reel, with double pUifornu all around
u, and also a pluuorin lo ihe sta'lon on the Eastern Railroad. They
have all the modern Improvements in shooting materials, including
ihe clay- pigeon tiaps.
heir recoi'S stands second to no club In ihe
Following Is their nisi score In the contest lor the
country.
"I.lgowsky Clay Pigeon Prlve." In this coniesl. ilmrf are three
prizes offerc d Of $
and a trap and 1,W)0 plge<
i

man who

spaniel dog by llornell Spaniel Club,
w. linker, Cleveland, O.
solid liver Held spaniel dog by Hornell
>I.Y., to Mr. II. AucrOaeh, New York.
:i"i,e,l:.-i
l'i luces.-,)
by llornell Spa-iel
Mr. 11 H. l' ilboi. Sioux city, (a,
irl— Fanny) hy Mr. Geo. Pownall, hrls-

§ifie

the annual meeilhg,

following was c If .-lion or (.Ulcers for ibe ensuing i car E. W.
ster was chosen President; .J. C. II s:;ell, Yic- I'r- .-idem ;
Frost, Recording secretary, and Perez McFariand, Treasurer.

SIDE
R1PLE
Lleut.-COl, Miller, Of the
•'hiriy-llllh Battalion, N. D. 8. N. V., recently disbanded at Waicrlown in this Stale, tfave bis opinion about the effect of rifle shooting
:
in an orgunizatitn in answer to he ipiery or a reporter w ho asked
'•
Do you think that tnes. lection in rillc te.un.i for a battalion or
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Kl PIEMAN'S MALL.— The 19th Annual Bailor I he Jersey Schulzen
at Odd Fellows' Hail, Uohoken,
, (.'apt. A. B. Uarde Ropf, held
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was a thorough success In all pankulars. Among
the vlsi'ors were capt. Brehincrmnnn, of the Uohoken schutzen
Corps, with his fellow members; but the New York City Schutzen
Corps were eousplclously absent.
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yachtsman's sympathy, ana a lilgher standard Is displacing the
vagaries ot Uic fair weather, shoal water school, now happily under
Isapprobatlon. We chronicle, with pi 0,0:1 'in
the cloud of pul
birth of another flue ship ot the thoroughbred type in the new deepKeel yacht how building by Alonzo Smith, of lsllp, L. 1., for y, r. Parsons, who proposes in his new vessel to hav
s he may list, to carry him s
to take him t
les, and to knock about our coa)
Ltle jump or the zest of a train
depth and weight are becomml
ew York has lagged far astern
irsous' venture marks t

"

vadium-,
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s

mold a

In

preaches, and take to the sea tor the scene of his saillug whei
Mr. Parsons prnposcs
opportunity offers or lncltnaiion dictates.
taking a hand al the real \; in"
eference to the sham of- a clriit
up and down the tedious, muddy eottliiies ot' the Hay and the Sound.
When his vaohi pukes her nose lay end the Oull Islands to Lite eastward she will not have to turn tail at every black cloud tor the
.
shelter or an Inland pond, but will only lust be be Inoino
and the sport of making an outside passage will give those on board
a taste of the genuine article, 10 which listless drifting about s'Ujo:puddle compares like a cheap, gaudy chromo to a work of art In oil.
When the passengers in the Mystery's cabin turn out in the morning
watch to find themselves aboard the quarter deck of a safe, noble
ship, bravely m.slcii.ig to goud put pose with the bright, blue sea,
and fetching the weather mark her course his been laid for by the
chart, there will be a new chapter unfolded to their senses, a romantic scene, keen relish and grand work, to which the fair weather
babes In their pinafore traps are unfortunately still strangers.
While FoiiEsT and Stkbam may take to itself the credit of having
Inaugurated a general reform and opened the eyes of beginners to
the wide range of opportunities before them, but unknown and unappreciated by the masses, we are prepared to give due credit to
those who, like Commodore Lee, Dr. Dawson, Mr. Par-ons, Mr. Burgess and others, have had courage enough to give actual entity to the
new phase Of the sport in building able ships in placed the me
upheld by that tribe of verdants and counterfeit tars who see In the
stib'le art of sailing only another means of excursion, Rilling time,
As an lllusi rati m
or, worse yet, Indulgence In license and carousal.
in practice ot the underlying principles of the honest ship we have
prominent notice, and tn so doing inbrought the foreo
cidentally gave the very life blood to sundry cimtempni-orles taking
their cue from these columns. But Iokjsst and Stukam has never
urged following to the uttermost end the special variety. of form. In
elJVi'Li the BrlUuli have given expression to the elements upon which
wlsfh and abllty depend. While lauding the cutter lor her unodsute dworth, we have steadily pointed out that all her merits
could be had In more moderate shapess, which should combine what
we have extolled In the narrow, deep ships launched abroad with the
greater statical silliness aad wider cabin floors ot the typical American sloop. We have sought to Impress certain lessons by compel!
ajust appreciation of the points ot the cutter, and have steadily
maintained that those features could be engrafted upon a new type
iirnuo
VI:
lie
lu.jv: u' age :t',i| ml
tel.llll
n
11.
.1
l.L
all who go down to the sea in yachts In strange water.: as well as In
our own. These may be deemed as comprising good depth of hold,
deadrlse and an easy bilge, keel and outside weights, fluSU decks,
long, light overhang, the section lines being carried out Into an
areuboard, oel.II no 10 the 100m on dec! and (He grace of the const ruction as a whole, and a handy rig under quick and certain control.
All these go to make up too pin'Ucoo.r type which we believe will
combine all the thorough- going tar couu desire, and which will
t,-.s
In Id r
a Lit. r. !j p. nvj f 001 e specimake iVIi P..-I-I en'
mens ol Ln.val design in the to es or the sailer, instead oi be.og, like
our light drafts of theday,a butt of ntiicu'.e and ubjects ot scorn to
the seafaring men of all nations. So better bulkier than Wonzn
Smith could have been selected to put these Ideas Into
m
...'
ilk. 1,111
has a dee
who is not hide-bound by the
liberal-m
toh cannot see a step ahead of w
minded p
Mr. Smith succeeds in lairing
already
soils ucocuip iin, ing lik, previous i-ff
charge w
sot]! whlc'o shall be as last as see nil
may cont
able and a
, the
t that some one vessel or the kind has not been able to beat all
oreation Is often cited bv the superficial ob .em or as proof against all
bis does not deter tt-, .mm :tgu
jactations
po-siblllticsot -.peed.
i.o
runo-e vi'iuitits or the sort.
Rome was not built in a
dingatidsueh of the present light drnl't machines us are known for
their speed in smooth water were neither the first of their kind, but
have bsen preceded and are still accompanied by seorss oi lamentable failures. A fair weattc r machine without speed has noi iiieg to
commend her to any ones consideration. An able, sole yacht,
though she may bs only up to the average as a racer, is at all events
A vessel possessing
dean
•aft for the purposes ot < rising.
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As many details

of Mr. Parsons' new ship ouvn nor vet, been settled, presumably the
it in a matter which can,
tig loan also come in tor modification,
however, easily on altered some tn cure season by way of experiment
If for no other reason.
The day when this ne n addll Ion to our fleet Is slipped will be one
fraught with lriitiortanoe far beyond toe launching of a dozen big
light dratt, schoo"ners representing nothing more than so many old
collier models whittled a bit finer at theends and given more area ol
e cou_ r. if tllal.ee. upon m.s oro-pects of soon
sen
a : Por.-a ,s' is- o
possessing a snunllv built, yaollt modeld lit consonance with common sense and rit to become the cynosure of admiring salts as a
yacht possessing the ipiahues of a sm.p and something more than a
ilay of occasional" excursions V down the
j.
gaudy, gilt-edg
I

.
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.

great, odds surrounding first attei
Valkyr, Ue&per, Alga and others of their cl
slgu for more brilliant attainments in idle
.
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ONB who is
ANY1
quested not. to
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r

their

gglog,
eeli oi
r what
tapei
;ype.
th
Bat i
COO IP.
f design they
their s.oweo.io'aes by the squ"drou. but lie misshapen yachts of tli
the lead us eruls'-i's, for they
medium and cutter type are always
pear, their isltidi.nv si-'iets in accommodations, safely and loinnloess
Failures In this class Have a value more Important lo owners
of rig.
teg he light
who o me noi fur th- glamour ol ma lee. a. Km in res
dr.o'is .- til el eit eeilv'.. j; 111 lite: mice 01 kindling wood ada.l net Iron.
Jlr. Parson's ship will be 05 ft. over all, ot very strong construction, with plenty ot thorough fastening sol'; b:.- ear extended cru's•..'•
sye. d os nor builder knows how to produce In a
ie
ii
.,
She will be (is
s,
al fl'-paiture fi'om tlie bsiateri path.
in. depth 01 hold and 7 ft. G in. draft
ru water lbm, pj it, beam, 7 ft.
"'
of w.iier, about no tons d ballast, lialf ot which
mtlerate.
keel. As will be seen, though a keel boat, her d
:.
It is
and will not Interfere In the least wit a along •
i,
somen In a machine with
hard or two feel, n

school
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thoroughly conversant with canoe rigging is reread the following Unas. Tuo^e who are being

Initiated into the mysteries of the most pleasant pastime in existence may find some quiet hints in these linos, tor the writer knows
vhat it is to warn informal iQn and not be able to get it. Presuming
lj.it we are now possessed of a cruising canoe and paddle, it Is but
ery natural that we should want a sail to aid propulsion while a
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ien runafter end of S and S helps to dlstrlbiiie strain 'o,
ning free block Is at fore end of S and main sheet d
on boom and on ea .. bat
M - mast.
drag In the water.
to
it
mast
so
that
sail
up
won't
keep
close
to
are
parrels
ten
O, Jack Block. Figure 2, Illustrates on
bag with the wind.
scale how to fasten halliard to yard so as to dispense wiib
loop
last
to
the
yard
ned
throat
Is
a
the
traveler.
T
at
vices of a
through which passesa toggle on the end ol tn- hall ird. The
halliard then misses round the opposite side of tbe mast, from
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sail are,
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no and a voiiko.ig natter at davits and be put
run by the first ot June. Mast 58 ft,, deck to

ur
lie.a a: ft. and a hoist of mainsail
blow. Boom 50 ft., wi
about 4S tt. Bowsprit 30 ft outboard. She is to have a large Jib
tor ordinary weather, with a forestay to be set up at the stem head
in slormy times. Here we Hud cause of disagreement with the rig
selected, as v.a , ii. nil mn, a prefer in see fro: cullers double head
Possibly the single Jib for light weather is a sop to old
sail adopted.
notions, and in time may give way to something better. It the advent of the "Madge proved nothing else, it at least showed unmistakably the superiority ot the cutter rig for speed as much as tor
We 'U'mk no one lias ventured to take obieettons to that
ion n una
UH1-- liver on the score of her rig, however u "palatable to the fancies
and vapory theories of the nuc.mni school, it Is our experience and
result
observation that the CQtter Is a closer winded rig than
of
the
the sloop and vastly to be preferred In a cruiser for all reasons.
Greater simplicity In the practice tei ires may be countenanced if
en far -oeeial conditions, but the principles of the
pr.iers
thought
rig, relating to subdivision of sail, giving better control and more
effective surface ban a bagging single Jib flying at a wide angle on
a stay leading to bowsprit end, we deem a -.- m o tyond controversy in favor of the cutter, ft Is enough to say that those who
have tried the colter rig newer express the least desire to return to
i pi
mce to put faith in the
the sloop ami en
learned ty act
bandy rig, as at least as fast under all ciroumstance3 as the single
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o dawdlers' hole In the
10, lino
is, n
eommodatlnn
but, G ft. 4 In. boitd n, ia
Standi ...
...at Is something to brag about.
reeasi m, do dog's ken oel for the crew, and plug hats
m't be mashed into a pancake the moment you move
its of the barn which gives such short and scant
There are to be two
In tlo- orthodox tiat iron trap.
bath room, closets, four toilet basins, and berths
pass. mgers, galley, Ice boxes, pantry, etc., all arThe yacht will
v the wants of an extended cruls".
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Bat when sal]
The Jaekstav lsrlgged on tiio ontaiii n a
Is lowered the triangular -pare at boom, Y Z, prevents the sail frcm
ihsipiug over the deck on the one side, while the mast pr
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which
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on the other. There are several
ri-Ker has
reefed " Instantaneously." The one nere t
ollow the
found to work the best. Let, us start at the
he back,
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first roof all round.
diameter
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where
and Is rove through plated rings loir,
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shown, 'hen through block at luff of first battel
1
to cleat
line of mast, then clown to a dead-eye at ma
>e looked
wherever handiest for owner. Then the after
Rig cord In the same nay, snot.b g at in
to.
ai Ileum.
This gives .1 very bonny elan a n- iogquic ly it caught
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.lack out rem
a ui :v told racing.
cords and hoist yard at once. For a good deliberate reef while
is, as well as the extra
cruli
n
alt in to have all blocks
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he mast sail and rigging
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Again, to calculate what, sail area can be carried wluu 9B
'...:--n
L - sail ar'-a In
lbs. load are on board, square of i'.x
ample: For a canoe 10 ft. by 32 In. -72 sq. ft. or shomes arewithln the bounds of safely. A canm
idven can earn very much more sail and ballast, but v.ie. u an ai
normal sun- -ml Is hoisted and aciip-1/.e lakes pluce II Is lie skipper's
own fault. The writer lias carried on a canoe 15 ft. G )n.x;i2 In. as
much as 150 sq ft. while racing, and hi
about ion lbs. lead) and, had the canoe
down and left owner to contemplate a waste ui »iun
The sail Illustrated baa an area of GO sq. ft.; the first rect has 1G sq.
fs t;.iecond reef, 1ft sq. ft: leaving 29 sq.ft. for a close reef wken
blowing hard. The area of a sail cm be calculated .n uadu un,,
n,
'd mn lack
to peal: by ihe length from clew to Hire,
divide by 2. Thus, lack to peak, PJ ft; clew In throat, mil.. Ion
divided by a- fill sq.ft. sail area. The Laloo could cany much
ft.
a
ifely, and
ban lie so it., but i2 feio were knoc]
re
Figure I is a full sail plan, showing- ail
lb
lost led ne
Hie l-igginci- ner:es»ary -without being complicated. A is o ,iln liai'dard
masthead and toot of mast: 1) is doub'e block fcr topping
.Mil. main
lift; K Is single small block for Jaokstay; JS.laclsstai
n
7.
-.0.1
u
:,.
p. ; U .2, oner rer-r cord
tens; R, reef points; It C, forward reel' cord; R
]•
panp nod i-nmrte to sennre lower end ot topping lilt; C, cleat to
receive K C 2 when reef Is hauled down.
L -parrel on boom, on which runs a deadeye or block, to which
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favorable breeze insts or lo screw ourself up to windward racing.
We a'so want some handy men ns to reduce sail area at almost a moment's notice, md, lastly, we all want to know what size 01 sail to
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an aft sail Is of great, service
time we may consider how t
The reason that nothing hi
u m
sails, such as the it.'
etc., is that they have all bet
kink in them thai p
a spinnaker Is me 're 'mm
chile rac-tng it is only safe b
the beam.

here about other shape ot

mutton sails, lateen sails,
and always had some
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X. at the masthead 1 Bgt e 2, was almost left but in the cold. It
a short few inches of bras rod, ro which the writer hopes to atsYork canoe club before summer Is
each the burgee of some He1
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should oilier than canoeists
whose use It is not m
ise of some canoeists 00 coo
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over.

oth>

Is required when no ballast except
owuei is 00 timid, 'st 11 |,e ii oi esrioo, L
length ni canoe; then
the square of Iteio L - area. Example
Length, is id.; beam, 2 tt.
Sin.; then 2 ft. s lu. or 2.GG. i - is sip it. sail area for canoe when
only owner Is on board.
Then, to calculate what, ballast can be carried for racing purposes,
B sq. xL- weight In pounds. Example;; For a canoe is ft by 32 in., 98
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M rut EL.—This handsome tweb
bvMr. Paul Ttii'kerman. and remains to till
will do some ncrlvc cruising next summer. The Muriel

She
ha:

Unction of being the second cutler on tbe New York stai Ion. she was
nuiabcd In the summer of 1S7S. A description of this yacht ap.
peared to our issue for July 11 of that year.
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was the question. Instead
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lu the efforts to

achieve notoriety.

"How much

of

hg?" whin a candidate presented himself
does he know abi
—3 the acme to be attained,- worth received
tor admission. '
but Utile consideration. The era culminated in the clumsy effort of
a inr'l"!ler overreaching others with a Hut-bottom racing machine
of huge proportions, extraordinary rig and princely Ututigs. The
era closed when that machine ignominious'.;, capsized in smooth
water and weut to the bottom, aaortaolng valuable human lives to
the dark Ignorance concerning naval design then prevalnlug to the
impractical, Illogical theorizing of untrained men who sought speed
lu skimming "over the waii.-r,''as they deluded themselves in (o believing they could, Instead ot going through U, as every ship must. At
that time, to oe a yachtsman worthy the name, your vessel must
needs have ranked two sticks to her length, for the Individual
cunld boast of nothing more than a sloop was doomed but a hangeron, a denizen of the outskirts who obtained his light ov r
Irom ids greater associates. The owner of the sloop was little more
than an outcast, and it hlssloop happened to be small In tonnage, he
only had " a utile boat which the schooner men pretended to disdain, though the "little boat'' olten represented vastly pel
and hlgu'T Intelligence, skill and venturesome daring than a score ot
Big schooners and their owners could show upon closer Inspection.
The most wretched specimens of naval de.dgn and build in anj
In the world are the large schooners launched during the ago we are
now speaking of, and If men who were supposed to he ex;.
their line could produce nothing belter than what Is now laughed to
scorn, little could be expected from the novices recruited from the
hanking house aud up-town parlors to be planted upon a quarter
deck before thoy could Indicate one tack lrom another, distinguish
TiiMween right and left handed rope or tell a lead line from a cloi 6es
!:
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line,
u: verted attention from
li was tills greed aftei
small cranio the big, and which for a time established a :,;.
t.ai.l; Ltid.li er.pen.ihure to mean warm-hearted supstandard welch*""'
i adoration of a sailor's
dte by men who never
port of suillng
m possession
Off! uudlngs b:.-f'..re, and who. ap
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a. a., li nil :ii
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ot t.hel
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beaded Ave years on a run. Even to
ie
might
uen have been outside In their costly big ships, how
day, hi
hall a dozen, have ever been out sight of land,
very f<
•pool steamship, leanlre." uver lie rail absorbed.
unless
•>"> men, and, to
such.
some extent,
with pallid
M... 7
m New
7,
no set the yachting fashions In
York." "lias!
stilTaretiie men
after nil, not much or a woncier it the fleet we own to-day dure nut
tace a blow, and shirks a run at. night, test an unseen puff tern:
worthless ahorllon ot some " practical " genius to the bottom in a
But what a shame, what; a
se.'on.l ami all hands to a watery grave.
;j
utiaih.
ml -'-ft. Ion upon our national anil. iea '..a- la.a <
popular tavor in new York a yacht at once
flei Ise an.] introduce to
as safe as ^he shall be able and last, a yacht which will not keep
state
in
a
harrowing
of
suspense
home
from
at
day to
family
the
day while 9ome memoer is off for a cruise aboard one or those
nvii'iie.oiB traps which have brought many face to tare with lo-ae
natural
bifoie
the
course
of
life
had
long
been
ran.
livd'-jih
in
Hew York yachting began at the top and Is now slowly percolating
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in other ports, notably the East, all hands begin at the bottom and
work their way to the top. Hence we have numerous sail of large
tonnage in New York, while small craft have been neglected for
•want of proper status In the public's eyes. In Boston we llud just
the I'ouiiarj; everybody starts in at the bottom and builds larger

aud larger as
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Living, as ho dot'3, upon the ICavlncs of this journal, it is nut surprising he sliould be found embroiled in th-' measurement question,
lloundcrlng about like a cow In a pasty pasture
We take ihe following at random from some of that person's effusions, which are disgraceful to a journal aspiring to teoivnlcal proficiency. One week wo and i he rep jrter delivering Id.-, muddled heed
in this wise
"Conclusive reasons for penalizing outside ballast
The New
York rule (bulk) 13 the best or all three, since all three quatftiea {the
reporter meaut dimensions, but to one or his slump mere is no difference lu' the terms.— &(, /'. amt s.) give speed ... ijio Atlantic plan of
using length alone is well enough so long as ihe yachts are substantially of the same model, but while tills system (length Is adherid to
the cuiter model, It 13 clear, will not be enrolled in this club, as it
would be placed at a serl >us disadvantage: for the effect ot len-'lh
measurement has been to Induce this club to bun wide boats ana to
itlve them as mile overhang as possible,
li is clear iheu that a rule
which shuts out one type and restricts freedom ol model Is faulry
and It Is safe to say thai ihe progressive Atlinnlcs u 111 soon be obliged
to change iheir length rule."
So tar the reporter of our contemporary was perfectly sound, because he stole his Ideas and even language from ihe columns of the
JTOKKST AND STREAK, wlllcli uunot be said of the following, in Whl-'l
the repoiter forgot himself far enough tordraw upon his own wits:
"Lead keeLs (otiiplile ballasi) sliould pay ihe highest penally because, while giving power, li does not in and or itself (a wonderful
exprcsaloiL— lid. Kaiut >: j dcrract from npeed as beam does .. Outside ballast should be taken imo account in any system ot measurement
A great deal of power can be pui into a lead keel of a very
Insignificant amount or bulk." ('the reporter IB evidently Ignorant
that weight can only he had at the expense or u definite Increase in
the bulk of a, yacht's displacement -/•:.(. /•. „,i,( .s.)
So far we have quoted ihe lucubrations in our contemporary on one
We now luru 10 another number and fliei ns reporter guilty of
side.
the following:
" The author of the paper (our exjione or the fallacy of taxlugoutsldo
ballast lu a recent Issue or l-'.muM' anu mtkkjU) begin.-, wlih a lai.-e
statement. lie (uouest and Sthbasi) says it is a-Mimed that lu outside ballast rests some virtue not possessed by ballast which happens
to be Inside
isumpilon has been made. The proposition
was simply to tu
whether inside or out."
Now we wlB let the reader
Jet d(
decide for himself who has been guilty
anu si'kkam tir the Ignorant Old nun who
of false statement, t'oassrr am:
contradicts hlmsdf every tlm
upon the measurement
question or any quesilon at all.
Again, aim ist lu the same breaih, our wo
-beeililc thus belli ties
himself: "There Is an added reason why
ahould be
taxed." Was ihls simply a display of the
porter's lllghnui- .,-., or
washlssober mind afiecicd waen.lnthii
ne sentence, he writes
himself down a flatulent humbug, mista.klu„ .. „
flow of Incoherent sentences as Ideas deserving 10 be put into cold type*
" A cuiiah (the extent, or the reHere Is more ot the ..
porter's wit and his stock 1.
want of oralns) can't soli wittiout his (rn'o) weight ouislde.'' in our art
l-llcle on this lUOjcct ue showed
how all outside ballast can readily b converted into Inside ballast:
when wanted, a fact which our sllpsh
thod would-be Imitator Hods ll
convenient sb well :i3 necessary to overlook, thereby resottlng to
misrepresentation for ihn sake of scorli
lug a point, as he thlm.s.
We tow reach the sublime, and cauI
laugh too
loud, wltn the drst quot.it lous from
mind: "To put boats of radically dill,
he obtained equally well by slmplj
allowing both lieam und weight, whl
/•'•'.
(The construction Is the reporter's (
found to work- equally well either tor
or narrow ones"— (yaehls, no doubl).
Well, first It will -then It won't. You pay
ud lako
yourcholco. The reporter, judging otliti'nby
>w mind,
exclaims: "Nothing will still the cuttali alvp,
ult- (bulk

A GOLD PEN aud Et'BBKK

.t

men

conlpeteni to
sailed by any untutored old round
i'O'.iried'froiii

i

coiiimoiiosi pilticlples of ailthme

lug to our patience, 65]
permitted to escape a'
isliy.

I.AKCHV.oNT YACHT CLUB.— At a

special meeting held at Del-
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Wanderer and cutler .Muriel'. .John K. .-uy.i.ui..
Lester Wallack (schooner Columbia). Arlhur Wa
ui-uige l. .Ionian, Alexander Oominiok, I.. U. KuH
Worn, Morris Kelch.im (sloop Panlca), William
uell). J. Norion Winsiow („oop K. lple). John Kell
worth, Leonard Jacob. Jr., Oswald >.ii.o. rsoii, (
-eimoner en
W. Frank Brown, J. i.
li

.

Herman

(schooner Agnes).

I'lsh

and .lam - I'. l'lai.c
and Theodore P. Jenkins.
K. Flint

Answers

.

Oelrichs (sloop

I

w.

1-:

;.-.lnop

to

Ctaci-).

ll.

Qonehgmi dents,

i

he refers to.—Kd.
mui .« which .-dial! i.ivor
And above the same reooner tells his hu
lengtu la unfair lo the cut'tcr and bulk
ju
different shapes! So much tor the- braving ,,:
the music from the same sour.e sol.to limited Inielilgr-uce that lunn-r and bTi
adoption of a rule fair alike to all rypes wiihnt
sloop or cutler, but a rule uuder which all
fancies wBhoui let or hludrance.
We have ai
)

w.
il-id.
J.

tar.

c. O. S., Uosion, Mass.— A\ ihe to Mr. c. n. (ioodman,ot SorlngMass., tor Ualller.
t
setter has a running Bine In his
.McC., vtcksburg, Miss—
it causes him great p. in when ihe ear is pressed or when ho

My

The sore seems tft he just Inside or the ear; lam
know what to do ror Ir, und therefore sk your advice.

shakes his lead.

a

at

losB'to

Aiis. Your description
cbaraelei or me sore.

is
\\

not delink- •
ighjfor ua to determine the
e presuine that he is suti'e.lug from canker

the e.ir, in whi. h .ise youjshould gently sytlng- out the ear with
tepid water,
men tili P .villi the following: liamio I'l.ionillum and
laudanum, equal parts, mixed with Six times their bulk ot water;

in

.

i.-wuai snail
it,
feed my settee dog In order to
Bristol, i:
ie.it Hi = l, on lilmv
He Is In good health und spit Its. but is as thin as
hi- Dody.
.My practice Is to boll
arall; snnwsne.ii:
a piece ot beef, then chop It raiher tine, put back u, u„i

1

milk on his meal, but he don t.seoin ro relish aiiyiidiiL' but
meat; win go mi day irequeirtlyeatlng nothing; has exercise dally.
aus. Olve him a tablespoonful of cod-liver oil twice a day. Write us
again In four weeks.
L-lve bliii

ALL MOUNTED READY FOR USE.

contain-

MAJBI K, TODD \ BAUD,
ISO BROADWAY, NEW' YORK.
Send

DEALKB3

FAKRAK'ti POCKET. MAP otf I'HK RICHAKUSON-KAXGULEY LAKES REGION, Including
all the lakes, ponds and rivers of that famous counters of the Connecticut
try, as well a.
River, Connecticut and Parmachenee Lakes, etc..
cloth bound. Price, post-paid by mall, so cents.
CHAKLSS A. J. PAR RAR, Tamaica Plain, Mata.

(S711 WEEK,

$12 a day at home easily made.
costly Outfit free. Address TRUE & CO.

Augusta, aMalne.

AddertiMtncnU rmived laler than T
nannot be innt-rltrf until the following week's
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THE CALLIGRAPHIC
UoLDKB,

I

a spade a

SPOON BAITI

ing Ink for several day's willing. Can be carried
lu Ihe poeki-l. Always ready for use. A luxury to
persons who care to preserve their Individuality In
writing.

(

to task ror calling

eln

i

Pencils, Holders, Cases, Etc.

3J>

ti ;..-n

our contemporary attempting mt .'a Hi.- c.i..Die ot a j.mr.iu! much,
s ami iip.-wei 'v.ng ..iiachmeui to
nay pride Itself upon allordlng an
example for superficially lnformi •u uc.u net cocks blowing not oue
day and eld the next.
wiui HiIm ue iiintntss the report er In question, having no inellualion to Interfere with his wor.dl.v prosp.-rlt.v even thou.-ii caln-.t by
liiiposlug upon an unsuspecung n: n-ister aud the fraction of the achtlug public following his sluUltylni

-

PENs?

for Price List.
SOt.0 BY l'IBST CLASS

Fokkst anu Stukah has been

,•
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at the pleasure and optlou of third Ignoramus with the foreign
iMOino still on his tongue, and who, unable to get a third mate's
mllet in a collier brig, hauls no trouble in palming himself off upon a

OUB GOODS ABE

other respects.

i

/•'.

i

hull

has studiously refrained from dressing down a voluablc
Highly reporter contrlbuling to the columns or a highly esteemed
contemporary, kuown bettei as an authority on tun mati'-r- |,„n on
yachting affairs. Charity on our parr has b.-en mliconsirued by the
report-r-Bvaulty Into establishing some value to iu^ case, encoura"Ing him in bis course of lucubilous literary and technical pranks

i

accept the clumsily whittled chunks so-called
rivet
large boats being too costly for
le wlih or advise about, Boston has: trained up a
l expeita lu tne owners ol her
small yachts, and

iliai

BIS WOrth and
iniiriiai of charaoier we
with emau itlons tiofn an iucanseof au ignoramus uiio oracularly informs us that •• beam crea les riicllon," might deprlv,' us oi a
weekly budget of fun and laughi er unsurpassed by Puck, disinterested regard ror our coulemporar i promiils this hint.
It is an unjustifiable slur upon ihe Intelligence of tho yachting
community that ahy editorial aut I'Hty snouid deem >.nch balderdash as quoted quite good eiioug to supply ihe wants or the reader
or student looking lolil- lourn.i fill' Information and lu.-.tntction
IddoTBed as aulhoritailvc by the good standing of the journal lu

belwccn the same. Bye
d
and error would be ellmlimtet
ducllons can be made 10 the ,
-
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Lock Box

Pa

Pittsburgh,

303,

Entries close Feb'y 25

Enclose two three-cent stamps with your address and we
„ill return you by mail tarn, elegant parlor gems, suitable
for framing, each 12 bv 9js Inches— 1 Oil Picture, 1 Steel
samples of our Publication,
Engraving, 1 Plioto Plate
v nth fifty cents in any store.
Address, H. C. Potteb, 15 East 14th Street, New York.
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J Fred. Sauter,
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$40.
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SHIPLEY & SON,
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199 WILLIAM
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of Fine Fishing Tackle
or Every Description,
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FOR SEA, RIVER GR BROOK FISHING.
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boo Fly Rods received the first premiums at the
Centennial, Franklin Institute and Penna. State
Fairs.
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new illustrated (tain!
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Monthly. Ten largo pictures
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Complete without a Teacher.
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TUD FOX-TERRIERS— Champion

this office.

Royal,

by

AUDUBON'S BIRDS AND QUADRUPEDS FOR

SALE.—A copy of Audubon's Vivlpaious QuadHue rati si with colored
rupeds Df America, supei -'.
iwn morocco, a little
plates. 3 vol no
rubbed. Also Audubon's Birds of America, In 7
volumes, octavo, \he first volume wanting. With
beautiful colored plates, same size and binding
as the Quadrupeds. For price apply to this Office,
i

i

21a:

Fee
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flO,

tingham Nettle,

Deei5,2nios.

Grace, etc.

TROUT— Eggs
BROOK
trout for table use.
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Randolph, N.
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try for sale, also
Address F. W. EDDY,

Jans,u.

SALE, guu.
FOR
$500: sell for

with three
Address

$30i,.

.

Pittsburg and N. v., IK

STUD.— Wire-haired Fox

recently imported f om
I
Carllsl°e,E^g:.. winner 01 2d'
1st Alexandria I'atao
"
Palace same year

',

Terrier Tyke,
Win. Carrtck, Jr.,

or.

and

-,

v

Janl2,»t

o

.1

SINK LODGE EENNELS, Guymald,

sets barrels; cost
P. O. Box 97, New

yoik.

V.l

Addrf
ERFORD, 175 S

Fee $10.

*

farmed.

1

a speedy,
s.nou, minds

'

nose, ,r
neeely. Has an excellent

,

lars address N. E. J., at this office.

busheL CHAS. GILCHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario.

.'.'

Janl2,tf.

Peeksklll, N. Y.

-etier liitoli ai mo. old, little tieio
-n
11
11
size-hasbeen houtefl 01
jajiieil oton.-o: is
on woodcock, ollall end

will

SALE.— A fine country residence, about 30
I7*OR
1
miles from New S ork 15 acres improved land.
Partridge, quail, rabbit and duck shooting, also
good fishing for bass and pickere.L For particu-

St.

Thoro

'

tecoy atauneh

be Reliable.

,

A. EOGHEREAU & CO.,

amy,

f

Rose.

Msli

i

CHAMPAGNES

Irish red setter (log

ex-champlou

"'

'

Oi".

YQUNC SETTER BITCH CHEAP
PATENT OF A GLASS BALL TBAP. CHOICE
for sale.— A hand ome black and white Eng-

R. L.

New York

'"
,

field dog.

PIERCE,

FOE SALE:

he Art of Photography

From

Tbe

Ul O

Issoltdred.no white, is large, haB
grand development 0: bone and inusoie and a
superb head, lias thus tar never been shown, but.
Address W. H.
Fee low.
will make a winner.
td

gar ^ah.

the

best Portrait of tbe late PresiTwo pieces of music.
dent James A. Garfield.
Three cut dress patterns. Two hundred illustraTwo hundred and forty pages of choice
tions.
literature, size Sifx 11,V, or JX pounds of elegant
printing, on tinted paper, post free, for fifty cents
{npostagestuaips. \V JENNINGS DEMOREST,
Publisher, 17 East 14th Street, New York.

LARRY.
THE STUD—
TN champion
Eletio
,,

MforCENTS

BUCKINGHAM,

A.

Norwich, Conn.

and

Large Stock of Groups,
oil
ADS, AMB

Our celebrated

Amateur Rod Makers.

Bethabars Wood

WM.

FRANKFORT, N. Y
Particular
Pains
taken in ni
Near

pet birds
mals.

etc.

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS.
We make a specially of Wood and Rod Mount-

ST.,

Address

o,j,

01

1

o..

Janm.tf.

N. Y.

PUPPIES— For sale, Grouse Dale
GROUSE DALE
'en'
Vino
'

,|"

'..

e

I".

I

II

I

I

1

I

HOLABIRD

Double gun, two sets
WANTED—
gauge, BO Inch, weight
not,

Frst-class maker.

Address

P. O.

months oal. Very
puos,
ex-Koiilbel II
Eand'someand healthy.V. TALLMAN.lo Wesineld
Janl»,4t
St, Providence, R. L

barrels, 10. IS

over

Box

2,931,

N. Y.
Y

Ihe

Qmnel

Jail26,2L

Shooting Suits.
Two Jersey hellers with calf regisWANTED.—
pedigree. Address, with age ana pi ice,
;

Write for circular to

tered

Jan20,lt.

G. S., this office

S0T

VALFABAMO. IND.

FRANK BLYDENBURCH,
INVESTMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS SECURITIES, UNLISTED MINING STOCKa

H Pine Be, New Tone

dog.
IrvoR SALE— A well bred cocker spaniel
months old, welt'hlng 20 lbs. Price $20.
Reason for selling, am going South. A A. HENA,

ti

1

M. A.

CTPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,

C, Ainhcist,

Mas-.

CHEAP—

Bond

FOR

SALE— A

fine

M
W ALL, IS Warren Street, New York City.Tn n

1

CI

Or

BEAGLE

OTUD BULL

TKRRIER-Squlb

vS 2d prize Loweil, Mass.,

PUPPIES FOR SALE.- Bred D'om Im-

ported and prize- winning stock.
ns, fiocteialr, N. J.

winner

(white)

isSl.

P.

d

Hyde Park, Mass.
at
FORandSALE,
while

du A 3t
'

i

three years old.
Fairfield Co.,

ry nice pair of Foxhounds, black
yood hunters,
.'.rs
reilow
ti,
addons BC X 24, Greenfield HOI,
i

Address

BOX

Janso.it

FORwlieloed Nov.

Jani9,St.

5, 1881.

English

Fm

A. DAYTON, 95
brtttgeport, Mass.

WALTER

;

CL

SALE-Six pure blood

Parker breech-loader, ten

gauge, with two seis of barrels In soleCORNleather case. Call on or address WM.

,

JanA.lt.

Young Irish setter bitch,
OR SALE
,
P partly broken. Will exchange for a firstH. OTIKN, 37
shot-gun
class breech-loading
Jan2G,lt.
St., N. Y.

M&k-

ti

riale

SJ( lbs.

1

,

Magazine

^W
St,

Cam-

1

JANUAKT

FOREST AND STREAM.

36,

5ii>

FOR FIELD, CAMP AND HOME!

1882.

1882.
Portraitsof Celebrated Dogs
NOW READY.
FIRST PAIR OP THE SERIES OF FIELD SCENES
BY J. M. TRACY.

A Grouse Moor.-EMPEBOB UlEO,
Snipe Snooting in tne Mississippi Talley.

—XHTJNDEU.

Correct Portraits of

Two

tlie

Leading Laveraofc

Dogs In the World.
These pictures are large Album Cards. Photographic reproductions of oil paintings by Traojfc
Executed by tlie Artotype Proeess. They will MB
lade like ordinary photographs, and are equal tm
effect and finish to the bast steel engrav),«g.

Price 75c. each. Large

plates, 10x14 tooiee.

Price $1 eaeh.

Beautiful picture* for framing.

For sale by SCHUYLER a DUANE, 189.Broadway,
York, J. PALMER O'NEIL, 68 Fifth Avai,

New

THE WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN.
9BVOTKD

OF SPORTSMEN, AND THE INCULCATION IN MEN AND

;iO .THE INTERESTS

WOMEN OF A WHOLESOME. .INTEREST

IN

OUTDOOE EECEEATION AND STUDY.
Fobbst and Stbbam point with much pride and sattef action to the past and the present of the paper, and
the same high standard of excellence will be maintained in the future. The Fobbst and Stream will preserve

The conductors

of the

pledge their readers that
the reputation it has earned for being:

counts of shootiDg and aDgling excursions; bints, helps,
and experiences; poetry, stories, humor; impartially
all

meetings,

habits

observation

of

may

contributors

and study.

Among

its

be mentioned Prof. Spencer F. Baird,
C, the Secretary of the Smithsonian

of Washington, D.
Institution,

who

known

so well

is

as the

first

authority

Dr.
on ornithology and fishculture
Elliott Coues, TJ. S. A., and Pr*f. J.
Allen, of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology, the distinguished
writers on birds and mammals
Professors Jordan ana.
Gill, eminent in icthyology
Dr. Yarrow, the authority
on reptiles
Prof Marsh, of Yale College, the writer on
fossils,
and Prof. Baton, the botanist. Hundreds of
other names, scarcely less well-known, might be added
in the country

;

A

;

;

;

to the

list.

" Fishculture," edited by a practical and well-known
fiahculturist, will receive frequent contributions from
the officers of the U. S. Fish Commission at Washington.
This department will prove indispensable to every
farmer and country gentleman who can own a fish pond
for profit or pleasure.

'

'

and

Army and Navy

Clergymen,
Tourists,

Engineers,

Civil

Artists,

The tone

of the

Fobbst and Stbbam is exceptionally
men of healthy minds in healthy

It is edited for
Its

reading and advertising columns will be

pages will sparkle like the mountain stream
its contents will be redolent of the
exhilarating fragrance of the forest. Primarily intended
Its

clean.

in the sunlight, and

paper for the family centretable, and one which the entire family, old and young,
read with pleasure and profit. The best guarantee of
its thoroughly high character is afforded by a reference
for gentlemen,

it is

to a listof those

also

who

a

write for

Areea Nut for Worms in Dogs.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

Professors,

of

Editors

other

Price 50 cents per box by mail.

young men who have not yet struck out for
themselves, and old men who have retired in short,
members of every trade, profession, and occupation.

Gon and Fokk8t akd

Farmers and Farmers' Boys constitute a large class of
They will find the Fobbst and Stbbam

HENRY

Both the above are recommended by Ren amb

;

;

Stkeam.

Conroy &

1 Cortlandt street,

ever disposad to reconcile the seemiagly conflicting but
interests of respectable sportsmen and

Dr Gordon Stables.R.N.

The position of influence now occupied by the Fobbst
and Stbeam imposes upon the paper responsibilities
which it has no wish to shirk. The organ of no clique,
it will be perfectly free to criticise everything inimical
to the interests of the highest and manliest sportsmanIts attitude on all important questions within its
ship.

field is

well understood.

For

the benefit of advertisers

and readers alike, it will also, as in the past, expose
and denounce all dangerous irauds. Advertisements of
doubtful character will not be admitted to its columns on

The Fobbst and Stbbam will have no room in its
columns for personalities and bickerings. Its editors
have neither taste nor time for "mud throwing." They
do not share the opinion, held by some other journals,
that blackguardisms and indecencies are essential charReaders who want
acteristics of a sportsman's paper.
that sort of thing must look for it somewhere else than
Verbwm sap.
in the Forest and Stbeam.

VI— BROAD IN SYMPATHY.
will ask for,

and

strive to

and will be, American, in the
broadest, highest and best meaning of that term. Every
and Province on the Continent, with
State, Territor

many
list

Author of the

"PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE," &C.
exports champion and other pedigree dogs of any

Send for

oreed.

"PLAIN HINTS TO WOULD-BE

The paper

Black SpanielsBENEDICT,

New

York,

imported, black
First Atlanta,

foreign countries beyond, are represented in our

of contributors

and

subscribers.

The very wide

geographical distribution of the friends and correspondents of the Forest and Stream is a sufficient guarantee

and excellence of its contents.
and figuratively is it true that

of the variety

We beg to suggest to
tastes

the friends of the

NovS.tf

Cameron Kennel.
Beagle Hounds bred for bench and field purposes,
RALLY (Sam-Dally) stud fee, $25.
RACKET (Rally -7 oufee) 31 Ud lee, $25.
COLIN CAMERON, BriekervUle, Pa.
;

j

GREAT
Pat. Spike

In price of Von Culm's
Collar. No. 1, sewed, $2.00. No.
Book of Instructions Free wltJi
of worthless ImiBeware
each collar, by
tations
Ours the orfly patented ones Indorsed by

riveted, $1.25.

2,

mall.

ii

:;

.--

"i

s

>ress

and used by

and aims.

E. &. C.

that they bring the paper and its
Free specimen copies will be cheerfully furnished upon application.

Delaware

ir^Pedlgree

SUBSCRIPTIONS
year,

$4

;

$2

MAY

BEGIN AT

AM

Address FOREST

AMD STREAM PUBLISHING

CO.,

;

five for

the

Rory O'More Kennel, a
Urn; thoroughbred red
nd bitch) 4« months old,

rem.it'i;,irilv

..; out of PearL
Pearl Is
iia't -Jstsr to Biz (of late Pennsylvania and Tennessee Field Trials). Sold singly or together. Address W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y.

DecW.tf

of

\HD STKEAM PUB.

S

CO.,

Park Row, N. Y.

NBMASKETT KENNEL,

N. H.

B9 and 41
Dec30,tr.

YAUGHAN,

pro-

Sporting dogs
prietor, Mtddleboro, Mass.
broken and handled, also a number of broken dogs
for sale. Dogs and puppies boarded on reasonable
P. o.

Box

3B5.

SeptS2,tt

RED IRISH SETTERS and Cocker Spaniels
oftae most fashionable blood address CHAS.
SeprjS.tt
Hartford, Ct

T?»OR

TIME.

To a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10
Give name, town, county and State.

for six months.

City, Del.

Printers.)

SALE— From
FORbrace
ot

terms.

A LIBRARY OF PERMANENT WORTH,

Per

the prominent

VON CULIN,

Eastern Field Trial Winners of
18S0, printed on fine tinted paper, will be sent
post-oaid for 25 cents each, or the nve for

The weekly issues of the Fobkst and Stream form two volumes each year, of twenty-six numbers, or 500 pages each. Seventeen such
volumes have already been published. We furnish handsome file binders (price $1.25) which hold twenty-six numbers. Each volume
When completed may be returned to us for binding, the cost per volume being $1.50. At this slight additional expense each reader may
preserve an unique library of substantial and permanent value.

order, draft or registered latter.

all

professional trainers.

PORTRAITS

merits to the attention of others whose

Forest and Stbbam
spirit

special.

Jan5,lmo.

excursions, Bhooting and

and sympathies are in accord with its

and

1881.
$20.
first and speelai.

O'MORE KENNEL.—Thoroughbred red
RORY
Irish setter puppies for sale, by Champion
Kory O'More out of Norah O'More (BerkleyFull pedigrees.
Tlllv) and mv iKlciio- Fire Fly).

make the Forest and Stream a medium
field

first

;

18S1.

Puppies by above also by Brag,

New York, JS81, for sale. Price from Sio upwant
HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB, HomeUsvllle, N. Y.

is,

for the interchange of information, entertainment and amusement
angling trips, original observations in natural history, and other like conExpressions
Secretaries of clubs and associations are urged to send us reports of their transactions.
tributions are respectfully solicited.
of opinion upon any subject within the scope of the paper are invited and will be given place in our columns.
to

Sketches of

BUYB3H9.''

Gives addresses ot pitt-

erics 19 cents, post free.
olpal English breeders.

SEDUCTION

win, the continued support of readers in every part of
the country. It uever has been narrow in spirit ; nor
has it ever held itself up as the organ of any one " section."

TWTEORD, BERKS, ENGLAND,

BOB HI., imported, black; First, Stranaae,
Portadown, Kilmarnock, Belfast, aDd London, Out.
Special. Franklin, Pa. Stud fee, $15.

any terms.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE.
among sportsmen.

N. Y.

reasonable land-owners.

V.- INDEPENDENT.

W.N. CALLENDER,

aim

SQUIRES,

C.

really identical

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON THE FOREST AND STREAM.

Its editors

Bissett,

65Fultoi street, N. Y.

our readers.

Literally

it.

facilitates Its use.

Price SO cents by mail, Postpaid.

Naturalists,

College

oa

dogs or any other animals or money return*!
put up In patent boxes with sliding r

box top, which greatly
and efficacious.

ALL.

Officers,

Prospectors,

Pioneers, Trappers,

The Foeest and Stbeam

n.—HIGH IN TONE.
high.

A BANE TO FLEAS-A BOON TO DOGS.
THIS POWDER Is guaranteed to kill Seas

the hundreds of correspondents of the Fobbst
Stbbam are Business Men, Lawyers, Physicians,

Y.— COURTEOUS.

The columns devoted to the "Kennel" will be filled
with matter of interest and practical worth to sportsmen
and dog fanciers. "Rifle and Trap Shooting" will
furnish reports of all important events in the shooting
Yachting and Canoeing " will remain in charge of
world.
a specialist, its editor being a graduate of the U. S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, and a practical naval
arcnitect, thoroughly informed in every branch of his
profession.
Due attention will be given to canoeing,
as its growing importance demands.

bodies.

WORMS! WORMS!

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs

Among

papers

etc., etc., etc.

" Natural History" will be so conducted as to stimulate

TEE TASTES OF

Ii.—ADAPTED TO

The " Sportsman Tourist," " Game Bag and Gun,"
and " Sea and River Fuhing" departments will contain sketches of travel, camp life and adventure; ac-

written reports of

FLEAS! FLEAS!

It la

AND INSTRUCTIVE.

1.— ENTERTAINING

Pittsburgh, Pa.; C. & W. McCLEAN. 412 N. Flttfc
St., St. Louis; F. P. TAYLOR, 71 Madlaom St,
Chicago. Will be sent by mall on receipt of priee
by J. M. TRACY & CO., Lock Box 361, Chicago, Ilk

$10.

39 Park Row,

Remit by

post-office

money

X

1

DENISON,

OTJLEOUT COCKER SPANIEL KENNELS.—For
Cockers of all ages and colore, dogs, bitches
and puppies, address with stamp, UOB'T WALKER,
July Sl-H
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.
SALE, a number of well bred and well
FORbroken
pointers and setters, also dogs boarded

and broken,

N. Y.City.

B.

satisfaction guaranteed.
Lakevllle, Mass.

RICHMOND,

Address H.
8ept32,tf

;

FOREST AND STREAMS

52)
$00 As,

*§par (swan's

A Skin

Sgtmtsnttri's l&oodK

a Joy Forever,

of Beauty is
9R. T. FELIX GOUBAHD'S
Oriental Cream, or Magical Beanllfler.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

JACK LAMPS, J>ASH

Canoeing. Yachting.
Yp
Driving
atNlght, andGeneral
"Ml'.
Eluminatlng Purposes,
Lanterns,
Dark
Bicycle
Lanterns, Musicians Band
LanternB,
Lamps, Pocket
Band Lanterns, etc. Send

lemlsh on
beauty and de-

fies detection.
It has
stood
the test of 35

and

taste

stamp

be

ALBERT FERGUSON,
Fulton Street, N. Y.
(With Conroy, Blssett & MaUeson.)
Office, 65

Ac

'eptnocottnterfelt of similar name The
pa-

"As

pmt ladies will ueethem,
•,)l.';',f
Gouravd's Cream an the ,'.u,-' harinjui of alt the
Shin preparation*." One bottle will l.-.si six mnnt lis,
using It everyday. Also Poudre subtile removes
superfluous hair wlihout Injury to the skin.
Mmb. M. 11. T. (ion-lAun, sole Prop

i

'

,

Hond St., N. Y.
druggists and Fancy Goods Deal
43

For

by

sale

all

.,

,'

i

ii

Also found in n.

'

.

.

,

i,i.

.

Y. i'i';-. at R. H.

,

,,

Maey'a, Stei

a

and other Fan. -v Gooa
base Imitations. *l,ooo Reward for
any one selling the same.

Bhrich's, Ridley's,

WBeware

SS'i.

'

of

-

arrest and proof of

THE COLLESDER BILLIARD TABLES.

It operates on an entirely new principle, and It Is
astonishing how quick arid well it will clean and
Each cleaner is paeke 1 in a neat box
oil a gun.
with full directions for use, and will be sent to any
address, postage paid, on receipt of $1.50

Illustrated Circular Sent Free
plication.
In ordering give calibre of gun.

on Ap-

18, 1881.

orders and

All

M'F'G CO.,

Thix train

i

York Hiver

ami

ninnri-i:,:

Train
delphla

rr.ua,;-'

,•,,,,,.,

,'•'./,;,;,,,,.

via

/, r

New

Leaves

33.

'.

ylUe

1

.

i-F--.ii

:

.-."

vj

.

"0.57

m

,,

Washington to Charlotte and
Aixives at Columbia *6-00 p m, and
Savannah "3-45 p
Jackson
p

am.

m

m

.

.

Leaves New York "9-oo p m Philadelphia 12-80 am. Baltimore 4-35 a m. Arrives at
LyiKihburg "2 50 v m
ltlchmoud, 11-30 a in. Danville "5-51 p m. " Charlotte 'ia-ss a m
Atlanta
•12-30 pm.
Macon "o-r.r> p m. Montgomery "9-00
pm. Mobile "5-14 a m Now Orleans "10-22 p m.
Pullman Cam -Yew York to Atlanta via Lymhbitvg
andDancilti and Atlanta to Xeur Orleanx.
Arrives
Columbia, 5-33 a m.; Angunta, 9-52 a m; Savannah, 3-45 p m.; Jae-ksrmvilte, Sam.

Train .10.

Bird Dealers and

Fanciers

to their advantage to call at Head-

will find

It

quarters,

where they constantly can

find a full

assortment of Song and Fancy Birds, also all kinds

MA"NTJFAOTUKED JNLY BY THE

f

W. COLLENDER

H.

of rare

CO.

Show

WAREROOMS:

?G& Broad way, New? York:
S-l and 86 State Street, Cuic&gxt
!•> south Fifth SU, St. lonln.

animals adapted for Zoological Gardens and

purposes.

Chas. ReichesL Bro.,
SB Chatham

New

St.,

York

(Fstablshed 1817.)

Eaton's Rust Preventer.
POB GU&S, CUTLERY AND SUKOICAL JN-

principal

Boston

Bona

E

E,

^^^JASUKWf BE SENS BY

-,

ii

'.\

,,

i

.

m

ii

m

W
i

::
Columbia
umbhi *6-2o a m. Augusta
.u,,!!,
,- :ijj
•10-43 a
M'acon "0-15 p m. -,.-.>-,.
,--'"
Jaek-souvlile ili.V,;j-.-i
Pullman SleepYork to Savanna
ing Cars
[

.

Leaves N ew York 3-to p ni
Philadelphia ts-15
Baltimore t8-i6 pm. Arriyes at Portsmouth
eidon tl-F,o p m. Ralolgh 17-35 p m.
Charleston *rt-to a m. Saa. Jacksonville ts-Bl)pm. Colum1

.

pm.

\

THE ,\EW AMERICAN

bia

v,--j

a In

Breech-Loading Shot Gun.

Augusta fO-43 a m. Savannah

a in.

i

,:ae

-

.',

'

a.

:.;.

is::

'

;

in

"7-20

ia.i !:.r.:i

.sieepinc ci.rs v.'eldon to Savannah
liattv.
lhdly, Sundays excepted.
'

For reservation oi in
is, seat tons, and fortlckets,
and tor all Information, apply at soo
b,
229 Broadway, New
Washington street, Koston
'::> ami -si
Yfs-f,!:",-i air
.-.ireei. I'hiia.. corner
of Calveit nittl West Baltimore streets, Baltimore.
511 Peunsj Iv .ma avt-nue, Washington, and leading
i

SIMPLE AND

DURABLE

HAJSk

,

,

.

of the

.,,_;:-;,

i

,,_

CONTINUOUS
a.edlffl-

failure or injury.

THE LINES OP

Pennslvania Railroad Comp'y
also reach the best localities for

and

Grunnins:
m

New

Pennsylvania and

t'l'

iv.

V.

IF

,

:

„,.i

Fishinar
EXCURSION

Jersey.

,,.,;-:,

a

,

the prUFiMi.ia.l cities to KANE. EENOVA, BEDFORD, ORBSSON, RAESTON, MINNEQUA, and
other weU-known centres for
all

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting and
Hunting.

Still

Also to;

CAPE MAY,
TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, .-.::
',

,,,,

/..

;-

-

,i

;,

.

VI

i"
for SALT WATER 3POHT AFTER PIN
AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Qenl Aass. Agent.
FRANK THOMSON, Gen'l Manager.
,

ii

,

,

&

Chesapeake

Ohio

R'y.

THE ROUTE of the SPORTSMAN and ANGLTO
TO THE BEST HUNTING AND FISHINe
GROUNDS OF VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA,
Comprising those of central and Piedmont Virginia Bine Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia,
jenbrier and New Rivers,
Alleghany fountains
Kana ivha Va Bey, and Ineludtog in their varieties ei
at fish, deer, bear, wild turkeys, wild duck,
I

a

snipe, woodcock,

Final!,
a

,i

i,:--,!

Guns,

man

1

:

,|.

mountain

trout,

.-I'

tlsiiirm- ia.etFle

and one dog

for

each sports-

carried free.

The Route

.

Bay Eine

;

dangers of reshtpment, while the excellent cars which run over the smooth steel traola
enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without

i

,

New

:

a

i

These lines being

-d

'

,

:._

i,

:

.

Wilmington "two p m.

Now

Tort- dealers and oy Wm.
Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co.,
Eaton, Chicago, 111.; Brown £
Cincinnati, 0„;
Thos
'Louis,
Mo.;
ss.
W, Parr, Cleveland,
O.; Trimble & Kletbackei, Baltimore, MO.; Cronies
A Sons. Georgetown.. D O.. ,'os ii, Grant S ft,

by

Atlantic Coast Eine,

Train 40. Leaves New York '4-30 a in. Philadelphia "7-05 a m. Baltimore -ims a m Arrives at
pi "in
.is
Urn! igton "to-50 p m.
Savannah "10-B0 am. JackCharleston *o-4o a
Pullman Sleepers SVashlngton
sonville tMOp m.
to Charleston.
,Ne\v York *9-00 pm. W.
Train
)
,i
ore -4-35 a
Arrives
'.a
Phlhnie.lphlu"l2-30a
i,
Wilmington "9-S5 p m.
at Richmond *U-30am.
avaniiah "10-80 a m. JaCkCharleston "0-45 a m. Savanni

m

Etc, Etc

The trade Kupplled Dy sole manufacturer, GEO.
B. BATON, MO Favonlu Ave,, jersey city Heights,
Sold

.

-,

Live Rocky Mountain Sheep, Beavers, Antelopes
Wolverines, Whooping cranes, wild Turkeys,
Prairie Chickens, Quails, Woodducks,

J!. J.

,

l

WE WILL BUY

PlUla-

.

Arrives ,11
di.
a m. charlotte

Macon *6-a0 a m.
Nevi Drleaus'lO-oapm.M
Pullman Cars New Yr ork

*7-i

0-20

'--,'0

v'o
1'

direst

Richmond

-05 n't.

hours from N
to Washington,

Augusta

•

,,-,.

mviue

Ail

Montgomery

m

o

d

I!

lUtrc ,eith 1'rc

,

16-45 p n
"4-45

p m.

irr,lnesilail-i

,':«,V/m'

Lin-

Lynchburg

Charleston

Fall Hiver, llasi.

Phila-

most

their lines for reaching

ra.

6-55

.

•:(<'

by

FROM ALL QD?0]

Baltimore "9-46 a m.
Arrtves
p m. Danville "7-12 p m. Charlotte
"12-40 nt. Atlanta 'll-oo am. There makes same
connections as No. 50 below.
Pullman cars Danville to Atlanta, dud At '..inta to New Orleans.
Train 53. Leaves New York ts-3n am. Philadelphia tn-45 am. Baltimore f3-10 p m. Richmond
'U-i! p in. Danville "i-qo a
meets with
No. 69 below.
Pullman c
riirnoud 10
Dnnvlllfi.

afforded

IdtRe States.

31.

Richmond and Danville Line51. Leaves New York '4-30 a m.

•1-0S

nquirics to be addressel

CLIMAX

Exposition,

December

5 to

TIME TABLE IN EFFECT DECEMBER

Lynchburg

THE MOST PRACTICAL CLEANER AND
OILER FOR BR EECH- LOADING ARMS
EVER INVENTED.

IS

October

delphia *T-05 a

PATENT GUN CLEANER

R. R. Co.

Respetstfully invite attention to the

SUPERIOR FACILITIES
Cotton

Atlanta

Train

THE CLIMAX

distinguished
tlent):

Name Pokbst and

Stream.

sure the preparation Is properly made.

Dr. L. A. Sayre said to a lady ol ihe h

THE

Routes to Florida

Preferred

Prloe

Illustrated

for

List.

we

to

It

The Pennsylvania

I

so

Is

harmless

TO SPORTSMEN:

RAILWAYS,

•--[,
in;:,

M

Freckles, Pirn
Sles and every

SOUTHERN

and gt^orjs for £yortome*,

pa/f Is

ASSOCIATED

iAitPS, FJSJI-

Etc., 81' &a»
Night Hunting and
Fishing. SpearingFIsh.Camp-

LAMPS,

I1VG

Tail

Moth- Patches

years,

and ponies far gyortauten.

j@atelx

For

Kemovos

i-Tasbary 26. 1»S.

of the Tourist,

through the most beautiful and picturesque scenery
,i
to the White suiphnr
Springs and other famous summer resorts.
The'C. & O. R'y Is reached by rail at. Huntingdon,
w. Va., from the west, Northwest and Southwest
j

ni,
at

and

i

:.

if,

Richmond.

va., rrorn the North
Va., from the South.

and East,

The completion of the Peninsular Extension
the summer of 1S81 affords

In

THE ONLY ALL RAIL ROUTE TO THB

" YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL,"
and establishes a continuous rail line, via Richmond, Va., and Huntington, W. Va., between the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay and the PachTc Ocean.

i

H.

XT.

FTOLLER,

G. P. &. T. A., Richmond, Va.

Ticket Offices East.

THREAD- WOUND, LONG-RANGE

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES
For muzzle and breech-loading, cylindrical and
choke-bore shot-guna. Made to open Just short ol
60, TO

ana GO yards, giving

eioie pattern and great
10 and; 12 gauge. Send for circular.

penetration.

A POPE,

R

sohlbber &

CO., Rochester, N.

For
,,:;;,

close,

gims

-

"THE

circular.

hard shoottDg excels
!•-,

v..,.

:

i

o

all others.

;i.:,iii,

,'J.i'ri,,;]

.

(

neld, Mass.

Mags. Cnts Fre«
! Full-Length COT, In this __
B $10; LO [INGE, Id this case,
pyiSolfi evervwhere by tbs Trade
Pittsfl^ld,

Y

MOCCASINS.
The

best thing In the

market

tor hunting, fishing, canoeing,
snow-shoeing, etc
They are
easy to the feet, and very
Made to order
i durable.

r in a variety of styles, and
warranted the genuine, article.

Send

mGS,

P. o.

for price

Box

list

MARTIN

S.

HCTC'H-

OLD DOMINION LINE.
LINE."

THE STEAMERS of this Line reach some of the
looting sections in
waterfowl and
the country. Connecting direct, for chiucoteague,
Cobb's Island and points on the Peninsula, City
Point, James Elver, Currituck, Klttyhawk Club
TheBe points can
Grounds, Van
now be reached by rail and stage from Norfork,
Florida and the mountainous country of Tennessee,
finest

TAKE THE
Crand Rapids & Indiana

R. R.

THE ONLY ROUTE TO THE
Trout, Grayling: * Black Bass Fisheries,

NORTHERN
MICHIGAN.
The
waters of the

i

.

,

Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday. Lewes, Del., Monday and Thursday.
FuU Information given at office, 197 Greenwich
street, New York.

etc.

Bromfield

House, Boston.

Grand Traverse Region

and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, if
equaled, in the abundance and great variety of nah
contained.

BROOK TROFT abound In the streams, and the
AMERICAN GRAYLING Is found only in

famous

Mississippi River.

Bbaofobd & Anthony, Boston

Frank Good).

NEW ORLEANS,

FLORIDA,

Dover, N. H. (Successor to

36s,

and fatties far ^partsnuv.

J§atels

FISHING

Extra

va
Manufacturer, Hat-

\ili

SHATTUCK,

C. S.

TANNED

GOOD'S OIL

Agent

eboundlng Lock.

Choke-Bore Barrels

30 Sent, Foat-pa.>a, for »l.
H. B.

Gen'l Passenger

Agents.

The TROUT,

sc

a

soi begins

May l and ends Sept L

The GRAYLING Season opens June l and ends
1.
BLACK BASS, i iKB, PICKEREL and MTJSCA-

Nov.

KNAPP & TAN NOSTRAND,

POULTRY

and

Leve

GAME,

&

LONGE,

ABden's

PERSONALLY CONDUCTED TOUR,

also abound in large numbers in the many
lakes and lakelets of this territory. The Sportsreadily send trophies of his skill to Ms
friends or " club " at home, as lee for packing Hah

man can

:tl,

COMPRISING,

Section 1.— s«
rail

Consignments

of

kinds of

all

game

solicited.

days'

TAKE

class travelling by
cars, first class

first

and steamers, Including palace

hotels; all nut-,-. in caucuses, iOTS.
Seciioik Q. Sfl r]a.TA! ftain. Rn«n

—

accept consignments. Allow market price
and send checks every Tuesday for
Invoices of previous week.

all

of arrival,

CUBA, via cities of SANTIAf ;A, CIENFUEGOS,

thence by

rail

across the Inland to

and HAVANA, seeamers to
prominent Souihr-m points.

MATANZA8

Florida, visiting all

I.EVE A ACDEIN'S pirsonally conducteil
tour— 35 days,
.„ s S 5
,m
leaving
New York Fehiuary as, conductrrl by Mr. s. 1'ocy
New Yoik ai d Cuba Mail Steiarnhip line.
it.L'liii'iiu,,-

.l';,.,

1;

tiela

'.

FAMILY WITH YOU.

The

,

j

i),

or

FLORIDA, BEltMCDA. NASSAC,
HAVANA, other points
In CUBA and MEXICO
,,rES _Slngle 3M excarslon t'fttets
nno"o^
r

'

amr Fever and Asthma Affections.
Then wel accommodations are excellent, and will
be largely] uereased in time for the season of 1S81
bv new bulldimrs and

oilier

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT LOW RATES, and
attractive train facilities ottered to Tourists and
Sportsmen.
Dogs, Guns and Fishing Tackle Carried Free at
owner's risk.
It Is our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home"
on t.iiis, route, For Tourists' Guide a handsomely
ad, free.
illustrated of
Tlmo Cards,
Foldet'B and fvuiher Information, address

par-

I.EVE A luLDEIV'S TOURIST OFFICES,
New York, 207 Broadway, N. Y.
.•

,'•',-

Philadelphia, Pa,, N. E. Cor. Broad and Chestnut

EASTWARD HO
Uitne wiias
yoong.

of

Malm

or.

!

.

Adventures at KaBtreies

In

..oldana

Has received the highest commendation*
'

L

"•<
Smt^.rri?
S??*., /™ ^"' POBtnaiO, on receipt
CHARLES A J. PARKA fc, 3 amalca
111

iiiusisraMon*.

of price, $*..»
Plafc, Mali

FARRAR'S pocket MAP of Moosehead Lake ana

the North Maine Wilderness, a valuable companion for the sportsman, lumttr and lumberman.
Lately corrected and revised, and now aokuowl
edged to be theonh
,: i.iapof this vast region
Neariy bound In cloth (Myers. Price, postpaid, by

m

Plai

^ eaU

-

« iJ -^«I'ES A.

J.

FARR^r, Jamaica

Wild Fowl Shooting:.

additions.

During ihe season

r'iirv-

For Tourist Gazette, itineraries aud
ticulars, send to or call at

I'M

EUROPEAN PLAN,
Proprietor.

MESSENGER,

wtffl-

WE CHARGE NQ COMMISSION.
We
day

Y01JK

scenery of the North Woods and Lakes Is very
beautiful. The air Is pure, dry and bracing. The
climate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering

A PRACTICAL GUNNER AFND AN OLD
BYbayman.
Has always on hand the best
of

iFoars, ba tterles, etc., ivlth

the largest, rig of trained
The best ground

wild geese decoys on the coast

New

York for Hay snipe shooting
In the vicinity of
of all varieties. Special attention given by himself
Address

tehisguee

anteed.
N. LANE, Good Ground, L. 1. Refers by permission to J. B. Shepherd, sot Broadway, and wm.
Dutcher, aao Broadway, N. Y.

WM.

.

NOTICE TO SPORTSMEN.
SHOOTING IN CURRITUCK SOUND,

NORTH COROLINA.
A dally line of conveyances ts established by Mr.
M. H. Saovvden between Snowden Station, Elizabeth City and Norfolk Railroad and Currituck
Court House on the Sound, leaving Snowden on
arrival of Norfolk train connecting with llaUlnaore
steamers and returning in time to connect with
same train for mi rnson liaifiinore .-teamer. Time
between New York ami Currituok Conrt House,
south-bound, twenty hours north-bound, twentyfour hours.
M. K. KING,
Gen. Manarer Elizabeth city & Norfolk R. R. Co.

RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY LAKES

LL-

LI'STKATEri, a thorough and complete
guide book to the Rangeley Lake Region, KenneCupsnptlc, Parmaohneee and Connecticut
Lakes and the head waters of the Connecticut, M agalloway, Androscoggin and Dead rivers; Illuminated oovers, tinted paper, 329 pages, 60 lUustratlona
sad a large map, made mostly from accurate surbago,

reys. Price,
A. J,

postpaid by mail,

su cents.

FARRAK, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

;

Portland,

« una

CHAKLB8

SMrTHSONIAN INSTITUTION LIBRARIES

3 9088 01197 9465

